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Bacon, Sec eee to make, 14; to cure, 
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best substitute for Potatoes, 211; crop, 
245; culture, cost of, 350; sid caa as food 
for cattle, 633, 649 
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Bird nests in ¢ 
Biscuit root, 
Blacksmith’s oe ges, 782 

arkable, 533 
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Blood in milk, 7 734 
Bodlondeb, gardens at, 55} 
Boilers, fue for, 149; to Keep from inerusting, 

63; Captain, 316 
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Bones as manure, 21; and sulphurie acid, 91, 
142, 361, 379, 382, 685 ; to dissolve, 108, 556 ; 
dissolved in caus: ley, 489; dissolved as 

vb E 
den, 535 

8, miscellaneous, reviews of, 23,134; on 
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Bordeaux, its wines, rev., 855 

nglish, TEDS Supplement- to, 
'ev., 55, 271 

Botany, (Dr. ) Wong GERE adv., 197 
Botany, Ray Socie! papers on, 535 
Botanic garden) d cutta, Dr. Wallich's re- 

signation, sersa 

Botanic son sns, Cambridge, 315, 355, 756, 789, 
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Botanical specimens, p Ds 502, 581 

Botanical eotürbeb ros d 
Botanical tour on the Continent, 819 

MENT manure, 30, 141 
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wi ing, rev., 261 ; beet: Ve and oa tos 935. 

rewing, 237, 246 ; sue ale, 221, ad 
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British Association, meeting of, 677, 691, 0; 
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167; club in, 286; Xenguelen's Land, 411; 
Vauack, 502; superphosphate of lime for, 
pm ; Nonpareil, Ey sprouts, 740 ; ; Portugal, 

ORiBaro powdered winged insect, 896 
Cacti, remarks on, 443; tall, to flower, 533 
€alceolaria D SUAE: 
€alecolarias, ady., 1 

nt of, 203 
Calves, short horns, E of, 701 
Calystegia pubescens, 1 
Camberwell beauty, tis 629, 662, 678 
DRE Botanie Garden, 315, 355, 756, 789, 
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9 
; to exhibit, 118; treat- E 
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es of, Pd show of, at Paris, 206 
bili 

on, do: and E seale, 320; in apie 

cape Amaryllids, 6T 
€ardamine hirsuta, 
Carnations, list of, 40; M flowering, 256 ; Cut- 

hill’s Prince of Denmark Clove, adv., 674 
Caraway, to sow, 
Carrot, to sow, w, 14; t of, 244 
Carson’s anti-corrosion paint, ady., 655 

, one 53 

Cattle, to um feed, 57, 749; to box-feed, 718, 
T feeding, 77, 417, 620, 733, 166; chemic al 
points respecting, 602 ; ; experiments in, 633 
comparative experiments in, 667 ; to kill lice 
on, 75 ; rearing of, 94 ; to prevent losses in, 
Lm on soiling, 211; machine ias weighing, 

; relative effect of Barle: ley a alt on, 
; to fatten, 309; well KE profits of 

keeping, 362 ; Linseed Meum for, 491; shows, 
EE DES in, 542, 618, 747, 812 ; ‘ages of, 
685; r. Thomson on, a Guernsey v. 
Brittany, 763 ; to house oat 

Cattleya maxima, 71 

Corn, Indian, 93, 103, 142, 153, 156, 307; to 
cook, 253, 583 ; 'as food for horses, 588. 

Corn, transmutation of, 102, 451, 741; 
pane, to plan 7 ; organic constituents, 
&c., of, 163; istae in, 213; s. of, by 

; average prices of, 617; d gave 

Openers 110, 505; alteration of, 9 
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Cornw: fairy copa in, 718 
Corydalis claviculat 
ottages, plans for, GH ; labourers, 107 
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Cottage Garden Societies, 302 
Cottage property, assessment o 
QOEM guia 253, 960. E 
Couch Gra; 
Couve Tronchuda, 20 
Covers, LEN Oo: adv., 47 

e feed, 14, 30; to stall feed, 59, 
E milk, 158; cost of keeping, 

365; sud calf, value of, 366; cost of food for, 
622; feeding, advantage of hopes in, 846 

Cow clubs, rules 
Cox (Mr.), his Dm ; tice, 223 
Creepers, evergre 
Cricket, mole, 

571; 
in VR 588; most benefited b; VR 
manur 9; rotation of, Burn j 
as substitute for Potatoes, Es eden 
rotation of, 80: 

Cropping, cross, 275 
Cucumbers, Victory of Bath, Chery culture of, 

71; Cuthill's Black Spine, ady., 49; disease 
in, "944, 357, BEN to grow in pana 405; in 
window: s, 628 ; endrils of, ae 9 

Cultivation, high, imit to, 3 
Currants disbudded by biras, ̂or 
Cuthill on Cucumber growing, 775 
Cuttings, to prepare iu 

P purga, 
Experiments in ae, 122, 172 
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FAGOPYRUM cynosum, 359 % 
Fairbairn’s nursery, noticed, 39 
Fairy legends in Cornwall, 718 
Fairy rings, 710, 725 ; of pastures, 6 
Farms, condition of dese 61; eur of, 

its of, du ‘management, details 

A ire n Lincolnshire, 229 

T small, FAE of cultivation Pelr 714, 
729; arable and half arable, 45 stock, 841 

Farm stables, 192 
Fenis capital for, 43, 156; directions for 

January, 14 ; ; benefit ofgood management in, 
10 ; econom; y in, 44; Lincolnshire fen, 29; 
well to end ‘of lease, 26; double culture in, 
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; ditto, dependent on 

HEU 89; Sieh, 87, 229 ; ; English and Scotch, 
325; measure work i in, $26; ; high cultivation 
in, 34; of arable land. 465; American 
668, 716 ; effects S Bod on, 678 ; theory 
of, 145; parsimonious, ue n Dumfries- 
shire, 797 ; near Dundee, 8: 

Farmers’ Almanack, ced ’s, rev., 61 
Farmers, protection to to, eh 
Farmers’ Clubs, see Socie! 
Farm agreements, 697, T, "146, 747, 196, 827 
Farm book-keeping, 713 
Farm accounts, 825, i Nd 
Farm buildings, 59, 1 » &c., of, 173; 
TREE of, 291 ; ; small putlafage, &c., 214 

Cyclamen persicum, 
Oycelopsdia of Biblical Literature by Kitto, 
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DAnLIAS, select, he list of, 647 
Daisies on lawn! , 18 5 5 double, a 
Dairy mani enenb 351, 364. 
Dairy stock, abortion in, Md 
D uses of, 340; root, substitute for 

coffee, 4. 
Davis a Hew: witt), his farm, XU 509, 637 
Deadly Nightshade, 612, 862, 

oth, jeath’s-hea 484, 502, D 
De Candolle's Prodromus, adv., 264 

aduncum, 411- ib i and "Bróbboli, difference irasi, 

Calls, avec DIS ae opment of, 
Ce 389, 406, b. fire, 253; 

for Cb Sisteds water-tight, p 
Jentradenia rose; 
des s lends. 116 
haff as manure, 156 
halk soils, Plants for, 839 
hameleon, 84i 
d to UNS 39, 72; the food of plants, 

€ 
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Cheese making, 3: 
-Cheirostemon aS 
Chelsea Botanic Garden, Mr Fortune’ s appoint- 
tud to, ee 

; application of, to discover 
cause of Potato disease, 724; Sparkes on, 
rev., 775 

Cherries, select, 759 
Chestnuts, sweet, 679 ; to VEA Ou 
Chickens hatched by a partridge, 6: 
Chicory, 51, 70 
€himneys, smol oky, ke e 341 
Chimonanthus, to 
China, edible bird Pat Ae 991 
Chinese Primrose, 4; fruits, 462 ; mode of 

t of rain at, 8; show, judges 
of fruit at, 403, 443, 428, 460; notice to exhi- 
Bie at, 583 ; award of prizes at, 314, 402, 

eton tæniopus, 596 
Chrysanthemums, 68; size of, 806 

urch warming, 251, 803, 804, uu Ed 837 
Cinerarias, 288 ; prizes for, 166; t, 808 
Cirencester Agricultural College. 1 137, 307, 

reida to ES water-tight, 5, 21 
la; 
lay nate ‘machine, ess 
Clematis hexasepala, 55 
Clianthus puniceus as E creeper, 7: 
Climbers, greenhouse, 120, 168; ae 208, 

360 ; select, 314 ; early flowering, 728 
Clove tre 

619 
NIATE en 

Cocks « S Bordeaux Wine: 
Coffee, Dandelion a substitute i foe DAS, 461 
€celogyne Ochracea, 855 
as lass Agricultural, Cirencester, 121, 137,307, 

438, 
Comber estate, county Down, 76; farming on, 

epee teats, d 41, Es 

Conifers in Bocaig. 500; at Methven Castle, 
15 Qui in, 355, 389, 533; situation for, 
ri 3; t Bury Hill, 758 ; Lawson’s adv. of, 

el at Regent’s Park, 255; at Chats- 
71 

beara eae e E 838, 854 
gardener: 

Cooper's s s fruit preserve, P 530 
Copenhagen, news 
Coping for rele X te 789, 806, 821, 838 
Coe T woods, 8: 

k, 

Derby florists' challenge, 7 ; Tulip EA Jd 
Dew-drop, singular appearance of, 445, 460 
Dickson o! n Flax, rev., 965 
Diseases in plants, , 355, 357; in Cucumbers, 

344, 357, 872 ; ; epidemic, 691 ; of poultry, 746 ; 
made the source of: fertility, ' 962 

Downing on Nga trees, roy., 22 
Doyenne Pear, 772 
Draing, M, ” 168; 812; npo ance of, 105; 

theory of, der ; remarks on, 1 
sates og deep, 946; cost of, 378; Me 
510; with pipe-tiles, 653; dinde d on, 491; 
who is to do it, 

Drainage of garden- -pots, Ls 
Draining in Ireland, 44, 

mpany, 191; at Streat- 
93; rane for r planting, iss; direc- 

enel 211; Associatio! 1, 465 ; deep ai 
1, 

r. Smith's lecture on, 636; mi: 
solli, 191; discrepancies in practice of, 761, 
1794; synopsis of, ui with one-inch pipes, 

] 
cut, 087 5 RUP between, 747 ; 

calcareous epena in, 
Drain-tiles, cost TUAM A a 
Drain-water for supplying die 380 
Drummond's reaping scythes, 514 
Dubreuil on Arboriculture, Tes 286 
Dudmaston. ODE enone at, 526 
Dumfriesshire farming, 7 
Durham Potato Markets, 
Dwarfing trees, Chinese gus of, 771 
Dye, new, 372 

Eanwres, to tra) 

Edinburgh QUEMA Ws rev., 109 

dmonstone (Mr.), Sela Eis 
ns deu 

75, i ub 169, 243 ; pride 

ching, 123, 761; artificial, 328 

Elder rob or jelly, 6 
Electro-culture, "E bcn ‘of, 109; and Po- 

Piety, e to cultivation, 2 
Elm, ; the BINA ady., 

T 
imployment for all RED &c., 779 

sculents, notes on, 85, 132 
spaliers, 
SSeX, Crops in, 

states, Ae S01 permanent improvo- 

Eupteryx Solani, 388, 406 

Evergreens, 757 ; when Yn plant, 695 
Evergreen Oaks, a 
Evolvulus purpuro- QE 23 

g, 52 
arm, Grass, 

Pane horses, io im 327,414, 861 ; breeding of, 
364 
rm UY 812 

Farm servants, 2i 
Feeding, ug chemical points respecting, 602 ; 

for 2d 6 
Rui "school at eae 748 
Fences, 12; manage! t of, 61; v. rabbits, 

Ferns, exotic, 660, 
Fertility made dou ite elements of disease, 

8i 
ug virgata, 207 
Figs, 504; treatment of, 38; to protect, 632; 
‘Tratian, 
ig garden at West Teu 645 

Fig orchard, Susser, 
Fir Bey ‘ell, Os trees, ulcers in, 320; 

Nn ; insects inttacking; 710 
Fish, their Ven 
Flax gro wing at Ballinasloe, 27 ; advantage of, 

74; culture, 194, 453, 470; in Ireland, 210; 
sowing, 2935 ; management of, 310 ; prize esšay 
on, 346 ; Warnes on, rev., 
poe 365; CURE $81; ; plant, S; ir R, Kant 

à 454; seed, mode of using for feeding 
cattle, 494; to pull, 526; rippling, 605; im- 

io; (us 

; win tfr Tone house 
a bees ciation rey, 

pone. i plants, 220, see, p 283, 300, 

Sis Pi peat, 222 

Powar shows, 444, 459 
ower stakes, asphalted, 207 

Floriultural Cabinet, Harrison's, 6 

d | Fly wate 
Fogs Pik the Potato disease, 732, 768 
Food, relative value of different kinds of, LL 

25 "horses, 11; of plants, ee n ; phosphate 
ime as, 43: h , 86, 100 ; India: ES 

per 153, 583, 588 ; to nearest Mis 380; Arr: 
cacha a8, 935; r sheep, 157; Aero 
as, 213; vegetable substances used for, 
rev., 289 ; Gorse as, 305, 378, 415, 450 ; savage, 
481; Linseed cake as, 487; va. of Potato 
as, 564; Mangold Wurzel tops as, 582; for 
pigs, Potatoes as, 588; for cattle, 620; malt 
as, 307, 

Jerusalem ATAKOS as, in animal, supply 
of, 810, 826 ; of shops, 823 

Forcing- house for flowers, 288 
Forkin 
Fork Spare: oreen, s Essay on, 91 
Forsythia viridissima, 711 
Fortuna Chinensis, 503 

Fortune (Mr.), his return f rom China, 299 
spp of, to Chelsea Botanic Garden, 

j 

E history of, eo dung as manure, 789 
Foxglove, large, 
France, aj ine s ial 230; societies in, 254 
Frankincense of Scripture, 427 
ere ors 756 ; a substitute for the Potato, 

French Institute, subject for the Pad year, 

Frogs not viviparous, 5; green, 3' 
Frost, injury done by, 207; to Moe plants 

rom. 
Fruit preserver, Cooper's adv., 530 
Fruit crops, appearance of, 357; in Devon, 372 
a comparative prices “of, 583 ; scarcity of, 

summer-prune, 515, 552; 
529, 631; shallow planting, 548; mulching, 
550; to remove, 679; Prices list of, 759, 760 ; 
for E aspect: S 

Fruit-tree: meric: by Downing, rev., 
Fruit-tree borders 36, 448, 459, 478, 499, $e, 
ND 517, 531, 549, 565, 581, 678; to renew, 

301 ; to make, 

Fechas 429 ; ; largo, 579, 710, 677 ; seedling, 
70; treatment of, 180 ; select, 517,716, 808; to 
winter, 616 

Fuchsia serratifolia, 533, "ep Ho flower, 679 
Fuchsia challenge, 86, 430, 4 
ungi, origi 235; aitacking corn, 348; 
destructive to agriculture, 682 

G 

anon Archipelago, AMORE of, 822 
Game, damage done by, 
Gardenia Devoniana, ‘tea, florida, var, For- 

tuniana, 447 
Ge tner C 

winter, 772 
Supe ocbr of, ady., 2! 

ipes, adv., 100) romance of, 
ohnson's Dictionary of, rev, 343 ; farm. 

5 effects of chemistry on, 618; 

Paris, 102; to clear up for 

ck, rev., 
ardeners’ Benevolent mm 83, 815 

Gardeners' capes, 710; adv., 47 
ardeners' characters, 85 
ardeners' edu. ucation, 7, 159 

5 ardeners' journeymen, 
Gari leners’ soiree, 135 
Gardeners iu United Sreem 253 
Gardeners’ troubles, 320 ; advertisements, 479, 
66l; and e) 723; conduct, 803; reading- 
rooms, 791, 805 
arden, to form, 8: 
arden crops, n of, 808 
arden farm, 75, 508, oe to crop, 846 
arden gnat, sported, 3 
art ES gossip, 2: 
arden ink, Bons and Thoms', 477 
ar s nets, adv., 143 
M en pot, new, 315; West Kent, 184; adv., 

Garden tools, adv., 14: 
Ceres walls, 464 ; Brera for, 755, 772, 789, 

Gas Waites plants, 760 
mé as manure, 347 ; to apply, 766 

as manure, 3325 ; a cure for insects, 
318 ; concrete, 436 

Geography of plants, Mes rev., 855 
Geranium Robertianum, 550 
German Pamphlets on Potato disease, 205, 236 

; Mr., death of, 838° 
Glasses, propagating, 270; adv., 674 
lass milk-pans, 11, 76, 194; to pack, 101; 
ady., 298 

Glass-trade, D letters from manufacturers re- 
specting, 164 
Ti frames for wall-trees, 253 

to remove hard putty in, 222 
Lr M bacon, to make, 14; to eure, 

iyeime sinensis, 88 ; at Syston-park, 239 
Gnats, 70 
Godwin’s nursery, noticed 167 
Gold Mohur plant, mu 301 

Gooseberries, select, 92 

Cpu Caterpillar, 5 to kill, 37, 68, 118, 

134 ; remedy for, 

dose Show: 2 BD 
Gordon Castle gueden, noticed, 7 

Gorse as food for cer ur 2805, 318, 415, 450 ; 
culture of, 326; to sow, 

Gosford Gardens, odes) Saon 
do large. 

s farm, noticed, 1 
Gower’ Scientific Peai of Domestic 

Life, 
Graelisia exiens ullas 323 
Grafting on roots, 2 
Graham F (Prof, » memoir of, 3: 

Grain, annual import of, A rale, showing 

the weight of, 94 at fui ingi "attacking, $48; 
crops, to thrash, 7 

Granaries and Drekervation of grain, 537 
rapes, early, Pu weights of, 614; late, to 
prese: "me 567; SOON o 
ther, 616 ; meena from, 645; not colour- 
ing, ‘eso: p d white, 696 ; two Sade of, 
in one year, 771; Josling's St. Alban: 

Grass-euiting’ Machine, Shanks’s, avy sis 
8 farm, 27 

(E land, top-dressing for, 46; manure for, 
, 965; to break up, 945, vs ̂435, 449, 585, 

666, 70 9i, 733; management of, 380; disease 
roken ups to lime, di. broken up, 

i ais of, 749, 7 
MASA Uu ̂ x Tight soil, 142 ; for lawns, 

; fo; or permanent pastures, 158, 

D 798 
Grass, to grow under trees, 288, 318; buneh, 

653 
Grazing and mowing, 416 
greens) early spring, 789 
Green ‘ay (see Aphides) 
Greenhouse for P SNStenr d) 221; list of plants 

‘or, 4; sweet-scented, 69 Vines for, 664 

Groom (Mr.), his Vat ni ya 
n of, 9; insects killed 

of, 
Guernsey cattle v, dep 108 
Gypsum, adv 

H 

HABROTHAMNUS corymbosus, 7 

Haddo House Gardens, noticed, 5i 

Edu losses by, 532, 565, in 583, 660 

Hamburgh, gardens round, 46 

— 



: INDEX. v 

Hares, to hid from Turnips, 363; mortality 
amon, 

Haricot, a C dbstitute for D rd TAL 
Harrow, Norwegian, 6 
Hartweg’ 's (Mr.) mission, [n news rose 739 

arvey's Em Sea-weeds, Tev., 166 
Haymakin; 

ie Peden Hie A a gravity of, 766 ; 
emical changes 

Hay crop, want of mov en 
c culture Wo 119; Mns 224; morpho- 

9 in, 
nest iss land, 74 Date. and burn, 190; to reclaim, 

Hoting, . Polmaise; house at Polmaise, 3; 
Qu in mind in, 19 ; remarkson, 
1,37, 185, 235, 821, 854 ; comparatively cheap, 

is o! 

zine for supplying moisture in, 69 ; 
fpplying, 115, D pas of introducing the 
hot air in, 8 85; ek’s observations on, 
83, 132, 164, 181, 204, 220, 596, 644, 804 ; ques- 
tions put to, 6985 house ‘at Nutfield, 563; re- 

, 645; invitation to inspect 

n, 184; P. p EU uh "237 ; 
eu air, , 285; rem: 

Y, ; in connection with a tank, 

389; distribution of heat S EE 166, 237 ; 
radiant heat not ei mploye ; 100; loss of 
heat o. ace, 712; Burbidge nee Healy’s stove 
for, . He rbert’s remarks on, 580,662 ; 

9; Mr. Hazard’s re- 

aa laer recommended for, 643 ; Palas 

n, 755; Mr. Kendall’s remarks on, 788 ; ap- 
o churches, 251, 
838; mone 

p apparatus for, 85; 
fre mortar, 118, 150, 224, 253; fuel for 
REOR 149; salts of ammonia a remedy 
for incrustations in ditto, 163; lead tanks, 
ae effects of bur 

aws aoe 

Hedgehog, m 501; rapacity = 915; versus 
rabl v. poison, 407; n ND. ;9" p 5 j carnivorous, 

Hedge-rows, b grub. Ap. cast of, 379 
‘enfrey’s Botany, re 

Helmington Hall, Salias a 39 
emlock Spence, adv., 6! 

uh oen, 915, 
epaticas, to hybridis: 
ereman's dilutiori, M 
ighlands, wild sports of, Bue 

Highways, managément of, 
Hind system, Northum UN 

ints to Landown MEAE "s a d 
EE VBMUT, pillars, 5 

i len A, feicultüra m i 
olbollia latifolia, 70 UON uM 
oll; y, large, 86, Y: os 
oly eat A ly, 4: i 
olme, eden at, noticed, 583 
ne SERE roduce of, 663 
oker's Species Filicum, Yev., op fly, 405 der 

op-poles, to plant, 
Ops, manure for, ES 7302, 414; culture of, 453 ; 
quare exportation of, 851 

‘Orses, food for, 11, 5s; ; expenses of keeping, 
2; breeding of, 12; to keep, 43,260; man- 
agement of, 273; feias d 307, 347, 395; 

Ox te; samy 381 
t Mills, rev., i 

H eradia culture of, 3. 
Rs Cultural Society's Jo nin rey., 6; fruit 
Sere ogue, adv., 688; garden noticed, 135, 
STL. 447, 791; new conservatory erected in, 

" d reading room in, 791, 8; 
Othouses, night coverings Rae 55; t i- late, 267, 301; poeson Of SL 318 pie 

9, 524 
190 

Houblon, Mr, Housleis, i an his garden noticed, 71 

table’s farms, noticed, 

, 601 
Hyarane machini es, 301, 341, 789 ; Li 5 $18, 678, 710, 741, 805; adv, 400; see "n 
pud 214 

‘grometer, Simmons’s, 115, 134, 82 gus eit, 239, 740." rid 

CE, snow a substitut: 222; 3 MD ac pene ute for, 222 ; to store, 823 

Incense of Script ipture, Pior 

Tadigofera decora, 39 
emical garden, 477 ; for labels, 501 Insects Lille d by ES 10,19; "Kyle's. liquid 

Killing 29 ; d. 
of, 87, 254, 284, 281, 318, 371, NE Tareas 
dilution for killing, 166; on desde end. 291; 
Commercial value of, 484 ; 3 attackin; 

Eupteryx Solan, "y Aphis humili, 405; 
4, P 

up tenure of land in, 242 ; diseasein, 307 ; 
s on, 435; waste landi in, to plant, 085. 

TEACA Ron 6l 

3 

Isle. v^ Thanet ploughin, --match, 4: 

Isle of Wight, climate of under po 614 

Italian Rye-grass, 27 

Ivy, to plant, 840 

JALAP-PLANT, 790 
Jamaica, news from, 550 
Jasminum nudiflorum, 807 
Jelly, to make, 
Jenyns on Netargl EMO rev., 710 
Jerusalem Artichokes, , 756 ; management 

of, 164; ces of, 221, E ; experiments on, 
222; price of, 75; a substitute for Potato, 
756, dis. f as food, 773 

Johnson’s Farmer's Almanack, rey., 61; Gar. 
dening Dictionary, rev., 343 ; ‘Spel elling ‘Book, 
rey., 375; Gardeners’ Wess ady., 688 ; 
rev., 823 

K 

KALE, variegated, 165; Buda, 324 ; Jerusalem, 
403; to blanc] 

Kelp, "composition of, 683 
Kerguelen's Land Cabbage, 411 
Kernan's seed catalogue, aav 64 
Kew, tropical house at, 
Kieff, news from, 
Kitchen-garden, few yore on, 820 
Kitchen serving, rules 723 
Kitto on Biblical Iitera. rev., 38 
Knypersley Gardens noticed, 
Kohl Rabi, 508; culture and produce of, 861 

L d 

LARELS, zinc, ink for, 477, 501; Thom’s chemical 
or, adv., 5L 

Labour, price of, 107; how to increase, 154; 
agricultural, 305 

Labourers' cottages, 1i 
Labourers, 506 ; db anh of, 12; food of, 

5; fen-life of, 108; and Savings’. -banks, 107 ; 
wages, 191, 297; Condition of, 488, 522, 553, 
557, 570, 587 ; interests of, 521 

Land, to divide into equal portions, 40; flooded 
, 211; Howe can he j produce 

a fall in price, us 
Du. tenure of, 329 ; 

DOM ; incl clination of, 597, bes; 3 
waste, ua plant, 635 

Landlord and tenant, 226, 227, 258, 274, 276, 25 
; agreement between, 697, 731, 74 6, "47 

best form Eis EA 261; rights of, 857 
Lanius colluri 
Lankesteria patvilor, Eee 
arches, when t 

Law dues anne UR to trees, &c., by 
alkali works, 

Lawns, effect of guano on, 19 ; Grass seeds for, 
158, 224, 392; daisies on, i, esae on, to 
kill, 646; quantity of soot for, 68 

Lawson’ S Gonifers, adv., 

Lease, 325 ; Eu m of, 258, on, 276, 827; Scotch 
form. o 

Leges s irent engine, 517, 613, 678, 710, 741; 

B 

Ponty s, 
Lond Drie 
Leschenaultia in e 
Lewes root exhibition, 7 

Lice, origin of, 74 ; to an, 75, 94 

be nus of, on the growth of plants, 677; 
E RAE of, 744 ; artificial, 773 ; polarised, 

uly m the Valley, 5 
Lime, as manure, re SPD of, 44, 230; 
and sand, a Cornish. manure, 

Limestone soil, to burn, 6: 
Lincolnshire farming, 241 

Lindley's (Dr.), Vegetable Pingar rev., 187 ; 

; School Botany, adv., 197 

EA BH of, 71; ped oil-cake, 76 ; as food, 

Listen, Pisis in neighbourhood of, 326 

Lobelias to keep over winter, 728 ; ; glandulosa, 

Locusts, 711 ; flight of, 615 

Locust tree, durability. of, 549 

oddiges’ nursery, noticed, 5 

Loraine (Mr.), his garden noticed, 2' 

UNDE (Mrs. .), pension granted d 305; Miss 

don’s 'Tales for Young People,” rev., 

Louvain Botanic Garden, 5: 
Low's Practical Ade ro: PA. 128 

Lupinus littoralis, 237 

ycium europeum, 518, 550 

M 

Macurxe for weighing cattle, 209; hydraulic, 
301, 341, 789 

Machinery, agricultural, 810, 812 
Maclura aurantiaca, 714 

Magnolia grandiflora, 88 ; pumila, 

Maize, 153, 156; receipts for ur 5108; 
poult ry, 184; cookery, 238, 253; to bite 

for food, 3805 o to cook, 
Mallet on ‘ty Ga 
Malt flour, 
Malt tax, xs 
Malt as food, 307, 325 ; a PX 633 
Malt dust as mulching, 

T 

Mantell’s Aniimaledler rev. 
BLA OMM home, 7 
Manure, 309, 330 ; for top-dressing, 11; Beane 

as, 19, 69%, 761, : 50 bon! es as, 21, 28; ma. 

dültera- 

30, 111, 158, ES 749, 837 ; wast 
ment with, 93, 192, Ae Lies 
acid as, 91, 3h, 379, 382; 
and guano as, 107; in Belgium, pi, guam 
and superphosphate of lime as, 122, 141, 155; 

56 ; injured 

229; frauds in, § T, bs ; sewage, X 
259, 289, 291, 449, 729; 6 ops, 305, 362, 

;gastar as, i saltas, 

62, 563 ; dissolved bones as, 489; economy oj 

making, 493 : farm-yard, 507, be rop most 

BN by, 589; burnt clay as, 

sand as, 350 ; bin towers, 603, FE soapers’ 

waste as, 606; artificial, | 636; Lawes, 
ysis of sewer 

1719; bleach’ refuseas, uud preperation: of, 715; 

alkali works’ refuse as, 734; fertilis 

perties of, 731; PRANS an town bor 147 

politan Bewage 

ce, 749, 766, 7 
Manuring, theory oe 945 puer of, 490 
Marine glue for ren dering cisterns water-tight, 

5; a substitute for putty, 
Markethill, small farms near, 173 
Martynia fragrans, 256, 285 
Mastacanthus sinensis, 103 
MclIntosh’s Practical Gardener, ady., 560 
Mead, to make, 82: 
Meadows, produce of, 61; E irrigate 157; to 
manure, 260; of Liegen, 9 

Measure-work, 378, 435, n E 634; hoeing, 
07 ; harvesting grain, 5 

Melilotus leucantha, Eia ons 
Melons, to grow without bottom heat at, 20, 70, 

100; weight of, 549, 550; viviparous, 776 ; 
Ispiban, "adv., 49; seed, ' mixed, 231; cul. 
ture of, 254 

Mesembryanthemums, 460 

ME on the Geography of Plants, re ie 855 

Meyer’s British Garden Fruit, re 

Mice, to kill, 167 ; and Aloe vene ides N 

Mid Lothian, crops i in, 
MERE winter culture of, 743 
Mildew, remedy for, 168, ‘188, 174 

Milk, to eae Bee taste in, 91; blood i in, 734; 
a falling off in, 

5n lk-pans, glass, i, 15, 124 ; adv., 298 

Mistletoe seed, 3; to increase, 324; 

Momordica Balsamina, to pickle, 792 

Moon, influence of, on vegetation, 693 

BOON En! cost of improving, 558 

Morels, 
Morgan d VELIS of iu rev., 13 

Moscow, news from, 727, Rn eae 

Moss, to eradisbte,. 325; 

Moths, rare, 645; wood-! Do UM death's 

head, 4 , 108 

Moving machine, Ti 

MUN Manual, Falkner’ 8, rev., 93 
05 

Mul 
Mushroorns, large, 205, 575; spawn, Prestoe's 

Boe adv., 575 ; beds for, 712; house, 

uses 
ERE AR macrophylla, 359 

ustard, d 59, 75, 843; and wireworm, 
301, 320, 38: 

Musquitoes in England, 711 

Myrtles, Aboth, or triple-leaved, 36 

N 

Naras fruit, ca 
Narcissus, Double dco ae 548 
Narthex Asatoetida, 7 

y, by anges, rev., 710 
me, Stai, 66: 

Neptunia plen 
aoe s dibbling machine, 557 

Newnham Courtenay, Gardens, noticed, 631 

eee utility of, 8 
New Forest, bee trees ii 
AT York, prices of eno produce in, 

New Zealand, 659 ; transmission of seeds to, 5 ; 
owers wanted in, 2 208 ; a i 306 

Nightingale, Virginian, 222, 302 
Niven, on Potato epidemic, rev., 663 

Nuts, to render 

Nuthatch, 320, 7 998, 105, 430, "mu, 480 

o 

Oaxs, list of, 24; evergreen, adv., 146 ; speedy 
mode of raising, 4115 to root prune, 501 

Oats, bee eat of, 212; injured by Pickling, 
363; 

oad Fellowship, 608, 604, UM 
lessa, news from, 741, 159, 7 

Odontoglossum Marbr n atenta; 839 
Oilcake v. Linsee 
Onion crop, failure of, 663 

Ophiopogon prolifer, 323 

aa tuna, 66: 
Orange flowers, uses of, 

Orchids, 7; slate D e 35; culture of, 

88; remarks on, 104; sale of, 203, 219, 463, 
T. 483, 519, 551, 567; prices of, 223; 

Barker's ee 0f, 359 ; Mr. Clowes’ 8, 616 

Orchis latifolia, 461 
EE ER Lindenianz, rev., 823 
regon Mammillarias, 

Ox, MU DAR of a well bred, 14 
Ox ti 1 
Ox: alls, treatment of, 680; Deppei, 806 

Oyster. plant, 70 

Oziers grown from. ‘seed, 679 

2d 

e seeds, 5, 88; for hot-water pipes, 37 ; 

ulbs, &c., 51; glass, 101; plants, 337 

rus "Moutan, à Wittmannian 

Paint, anti-corrosion, adv., 005; protosidey adr., 
73 

Painting-oil, PE B 
Paliurus aculeatus, 
Pansies, dealers in, 291; ; select, 360 

aper coverings, 
Papilio Ex den P 
Parapetticoat, 4 
Paring and icing: 190, 680 ; cost of, 379 
Beds winter garden, 102 

ts, disease s 37 ; cure for, 69, 102 

eer Ora edulis, 
Pasture-renovator, "Was ayte's, 
Pastures, permanent, fee ia 214; insectson, 

ip, 364, 

692 
Patent Journal, rev., 
Paulovnia imperialis, D 726 

Pea crop, 572 
Peas, effect of guano on, n NA AE no; D 

o obtain early, 150; ling’ af Dan “oft, 

da) 720; pane 
FOr, a 

Peaches, oed 36, 759; large, 614 ; and Vines, 

to grow together, 320; spring protection for, 

80; to prune, 696 
Pears, for a south and north wall, 24; Comte 

Marie 

sions, 120; uty, 117; 

Monster, lis; 134; for a west wall, 584, 616 ; 

for a north wall, 816; second crop 
159; "when to gather, 696; 

25 for espaliers, 792; the 

t. 

Pelargonium leaf, spot , 5, 21, 69, 

m uU Tie 0 over winter, pi 85, 118, 

648; General dues humb, 85; soils for, 

PM seedlings, 372, Uli catal alogue, , TOY. 

E acre, 502 ; do., 49; select 536, 

2,158 ; ; queries eror "818; ; culture of, 

Tos to overpot, 789 ; new, adv., 546; send 

ing out, t, 806. 
encil drawing, to fix, 519 

108, 1 
TU pn d 533, 551; sop Ai 

wr 
npe Ilicis, 4 

hysiology, vegetable, 83 ; animal 

'icotees, select, 40, 536, 744 ; list ue 133 

igeons, 45. 
s „feedin ng of, 14; to fatten, 9h q05; Berk- 
shire, 124 ; cross breeding of, and As- 
paragus, 389; management of, 586; Wurm 

S for, 588; antimony for, 196 ; Lins 

693; Erring- 

ton's remarks on, 251, 

ton, 100, 599; at Meudon, 707, 729, 106, 
771, 803, 836, 8525 Barnes's remarks on itto, 
789; weights of, 678, at Ohiswick 

show, 478 ; best kind of soil oe ̂i, 821; old 

mode of cultivating, 2 
Pine pits at Meudon, o. 
Pinks, select, E 
inus patula. 

pipe tile pee 653 ; 574, 747, 812 

ts for a reen] 

tilation for, 99 ; stove, 118 ; trailing, 188; 

, 268, 283, 300, 516, 
m, 

effects of gas on, 760; Gold Mohur plant, 286, 

Eh analysts of the ashes of, 156; Jalap 

plan 
Plant ne 148, 151, 180 

lant watering, 789 

Plant dealers, cheatin; 

Plant improver, Phila’ 5" 851 

Planting, 117, 133; to drain 
steeps, 566 pere on, 

836 

ound for, 184; 
87; and woods 



vr INDEX. 
Plantations, injury done to, by alkali works, 

611 
Pleurothallis crenata, 207 

deep, 261; cost of, 435 
ivers’, 65; select, 744, 759 ; 

Chapman’s, 760 
Poinciana pee, 597 
Polarised light, 
Polmaise dh "house at/Polmaise, 3 ; ; points 
to be borne in midi in, 19; remarks on, 21, 37, 
185, 235, 821; comparative cheapness of, 35, 
238 ; application gibus the Marquis of Tweed. 

4 's P vial d on, 53 ; stoves 
67, oo, 547, 189 ; perforated zine 

for’ pre moisture in, 69; of ap- 
Hee of pem) the hot 

eek’s observations on, 83, 132, 
204, 220, 599, out 804: questions put 

eld, 563; remarks on 
invitation "e inspect do., 676 ; facts 

Lusor's plan. of, 
184 ; remarks on by, 741, 758, 837, Mr 
‘Glendinning’ s pee on, 184; P. Macken- 
zie’s, 237 ; excluding external air, 222, 2 
remar] son, y avies,of UR RU 269 ; 
position of stove, 801, 318; 
to be heated by, 

do., 645 ; 
from Polmaise, 205, 251, 445 ; 

237 ; radia employed in, 100; loss 
of heat by, 406, 772; Burbidge and Healy’s 

547; Mr. 
Mr 

stove rios "Herbert's remarks on, 
580, 6i Mi 
um 

reply to, 61 
582, 627, 629, 740 

bricklayer recommended for, 643 ; 
way's application | prete 5. mode of, 725, 
758 ; failures in, . Kendall’s remarks 
on, 788 ; application is to churches, 251, 803, 

, 805 835, 837, 838; money subscribed for 
me one at Winchester, 835 ; in cold weather, 

184 
S 

Shar fomentari 

0 drain, 389, 429, 
Potting, PAN on, 148, 151, 180 
Potatoes, fungi [attacking ̂  etd 

» 22; ‘se 28; y 
prices of, in Covent- Sardet market in 1845-6, 
one 36, öl, s 85, 100, hern 158, 166, 186, 

53. 269; s tate of pon crops 
vl F fermentation of, si from 
single exes, Tsi, 0, to prepare land 
fo 3 nalysis of, 181; tolime, POI; loss 
of, "in Ireland, 219; "four crops oa zi a "year, 

460 

from dif- 

222; soot as manure for, 244; peat for 
aoe ia 9; nutritive portions as 40: 

diseased sets, 508, 581; p een 
ded; 531, LI sprouting of, not aused. by 
rain, 566 ; effect of bog tana 5 
50, 506, is; what tó do food 

; to store, b "555, Pi 599 ; 
a d to store, 86; effects of lim me on, 

to preserve, ou i wu. of pulling 
ba the haulm, 315, 
614, 676 ; remarks ken "586 2 in Nottingham- 

; weedy, notdiseased, 646 ; shaded 
|, 661 ; ? to save 

e same sets, 

of guano as 
gom together, 

ripe; for seed, 

manure (o 604." and eans 
effect of disease on, 693 
710; Golden, from Peru, 

n Durham, 726; in Jersey, 
o r" to secure the advantages 

725; 

812 ; to plant, 179, 260, 9 
134, o ; experiments 

86, 373, autumn, 500 
518, 660, €15, Ee 700, 105 710, E 827 
advantage of do., 479 ; jdenth toputthesetei in, 
712; Daly’s wonder, 
406, 430, 445, 518, 53: 9; 

in’ Devo m 373, ET in the north o 185; 
Scotland, n Bermuda, 203 ; in Belgium 
and Germany, 709; in the north of Ireland, 
582; Henslow on the organic compounds 
which constitute the micitive portions of, 
eti 428, 460, 478, 500, 516, 530, 548, 564, 586, 

culture of, 629; substitutes * for, 
3 ben, ME 69 

Barley, the pet ditto, 211 ; Budbwhtuh as 
ditto, 650 ; Rape, as ditto, 652 ; Beets root, as 
ditto, 695: ; relative value as regards nutri- 
on of various kinds of vegetables as substi- 

r, 163 ; diseased, vitality of s 
Potato disease, "Berkeley on on, 6; n, 10 ; 

he cause of, =, t peer by 
isture, 44; effect of, o: ng. crops, 69 ; 

m Holland, En began ih X845 243; began 
j5, 27; and AE 
„fects of soil on, oe t of 

an pamphlets on, Bs ci 9f, 
182, 211, 548, a 63, „63t, oe 691, TH, 59, 
741, in Ireland, 
opin lion of, 251; 
curé for, 150, 259, 57, 629; ditto in earthin; 

ess of, 516; facts connected with, 
on Y pest solls, 551, 533, 550, 566, 

‘on, 640; soot 
a preventive of, 646, 661 ; lime dressings for, 
646; produce of seedlings from’ Chili affected 
by, 661; Solanum dp affected by, 

; subjects affected by, 661; facts on, 

123, 756 ; inquiry into tlie cause of, and pro- 
bable remedies for, 762, 191; in Scotland, 

in 
‘acts respecting, 

j < predibtiori fara 
ing, n 131; er ‘Johnston's: rema: 

, 244, "172; "symptoms of, 149; apse of 
retorné farted by Her Majesty’s Consuls 
in Europe, 148; remarks on, 165, 185, 227, 
237, 291, 390, 416, 

in Poland, 835; e s an on, 
Smee on, rev., 807, 

'otato epidemic, by Niven, Ti 
otato flour machine, ady. 
otato fly, 805 
‘otato frog-fly, 
otato fungus, a ise ot 
otato murrain, by TP rev., 615 
otato scoop, 119, poly 2 
'otato sets, 
‘otato starch, "ihdestrüctibilty of, 23, 39 
otato thrips, 564 
oultry, management oj 

XOV., 

v. 663 

of, 75; eS for, 184 ; 
6, gape 489; diseases’ of, 7 ; to have 

Jaying, 827 
rices 9f corn, average, 617 
rimroses, 580 
rimula sinensis, 4; involucrata, 518 
ringlea antiscorbutica, 411 

Property burdens, 345 ; rights of, 728 
Profits of agricultural improvement, 617 
runing fruit trees, 432 

Pterostigma grandiflorum, 55 
mpkins, large, 694 

Putty, hard to remove, ; to soften, 253, 550, 
; marine glue a substitute for, 319 

Pyróligneous acid, 302 

929 . 

R 

Me mats 346; and sulphur, 5, 21, Tp 
bre adv. ; 884; , 297; fences, 407; 
o keep from barking trees, 710 

Railroads, 023 
broad guage, 

Rain at Sits, Ty; from 1838 to 1842, 812 
Rain-gage, 659, 693 
Ranunculuses, 24, 51, 372 ; choice sorts of, 68 ; 

to plant, 84 
Rape, culture of, 454; a substitute for Pota- 

, 652 

1 
bearing of, on agriculture, 377 ; 

Rüspbetry Pastol advi, Yodell) T 
ats, to kill, 167, 430, 501, 533; poison for, 

; phosphoric poison for, 499, 533 ; adv, 15, 
551 

Ray Society, books published by, rev., 206; 
laws of, 335; Paper of, 535 

Razor strops, natu: 
Reaping hook v. scythe 8 
Regent’s Park Oii erory 255 
nn. coccinea, 499, 518 
Rents. 
Reens miseellaneous, 194, 375, 551, 727 
Rhaflower, 5 
Rhe! eumatiem, pem 69 
Rhine, industry of, rev., 
Rhododendrois, 840 
bustu um, adv., 297 

303 
to sow seed of, i 

; arboreum, 388; i» Bad, 

Rhubarb tops, 193 
Rhubarb wine, to make, 
Rhubarb, to preserve, i ia; e gia Albert; adv., 

751; T 'obolsk, adv., 
Rhus, some species noe Dots ét 239 
Rhynehospermum j jasminoides, 22 
Richmond testimonial, 859 
Rick covers, adv. p B 
Rights of property, 
Rivers Rose eats? Guide, rev., 743 ; adv., 

Rodds; to MIS Ee) 156; cost of, 379; improve- 
ment of, 434 

eform, rev., 45 5B 
Robinia Pseud Acacia, 5 
obin, attachment of, iis, 

Rockets, double white, adv., 
Rock: work, plants for, "616 
Rollisson's p rp notici 
ooks, 156, 416, 488 ; PET EHE against, 291 

Rookery, to establish, 4 
Root crop, to harvest, tol, 716, 778 ; culture of, 

418 

; nest, 285 
173 

Poet exhibition, 793 
oots, production of, 819 

Root grafting, 203 
1 Roses, p ,22; list of, 22; seeds to pu 

, 824 ; for pots, 88 ; fo or forcing, sr, 208 ; 
France, 205; to bud in hedges, 221, 286, dos, 
430 ; summer treatment of, NU list 288; 
of, 431, 503, 647; at Chiswick Show, 445; 
to bud, pue 531, 549; to grat, 597 ; to prune, 
582 ; n, to pru e, 712.; hints on cul- 
ture f. ER catalogues on, re s 079; for 
standards, 728 ; in pots, cultivation of, 743, 
158; Queen of dogm adv., 561; list of, 
adv, 754; Evergreen, 840 

Rosa Hardii, origin of,. 598 
Rose-water, ake, 8 
Rose Amateurs’ Guide, Rivers’, d AEN 544 
Royal Insti'ution, lecture on fungi a 
Royle's Materia Medica, rev. 83 Rucker, Mr., his garden noticed, 207 
Ruellia macrophylla, 
Rural Chemistry, Mr. Sally’ 8, rev., 359 
Rye an exhausting crop, 192 

SAFFRON, 535 
Salt as manure, 588, 841; and Mangold Wurzel, 

488, 524; for Potatoes, 684; a preventive of 
disease i in, 634; quantity to apply, 750 

Salvias, European, 37; fulgens, 86; at Hel- 
mington Hall, 39 

Sap, circulation of, 38 
Sarcostemma campan) um, 
dii Banks, 189, E dde. Pos; 572, 603, 

812 
Sawanst, roasting, 71; to grow Cucumbers 

Saxitraga. ANUS) 599 
cab, to cure, 814, 830 

ROAD to m m 372 
arlet Runners, 

Ebert graveolena, 287 
Scutellaria EA 759 
Seakale, to plant, 
Seaside planting, Black ERANO adv. for, 7! 
Season, 597, 725; mi S of, 55, 86, 149, 166, 

185; in Ireland, 
Sea-water, land donded by, 172, 2 
Sea- weeds, British, by Harvey, T 166 
Sedum Kamtchaticum, 223 
Seeds, to send to New Zealand, pn rug pack; 51; 
germination of, 135; to s 

Seedsmen, frau dulent; 941, 373, 407 
Seed- wheat, Professor Benslow won, 14 

won Agricultural bos or 
Sheep, Blackrock on, rev., 

; Gorse for, 157 ; nets, rone 2b eee 
486 ; to shed-f end 867, 

Shropshire, Wheat in, 587 
Shrubs, adv., 147; American, 4; vitality of, 

389; pes. 760 
Shrubbery, Errington on, 3 
Sibthorpla europea, 302 

ney on Blights of Wheat, rey., 845 
Silene Schafta, 
Silkworms, 709, 759, 789 

hygrometer, 115, 134, 696,-820, 887 
Skilling's Agriculture, rev., 
Slate 
Slugs, to Tall QU 288, 317, 339, 341, 356, 

451; and r 02 ; fence for, d 
Smee on the Dotatot oed rev, 
Smelling salts, substitute for, 

killed by, 371 
Smithfield. SUA TE 828; remarks on, 857 
Smut in 
Snails, S 

s aphides 

ve tn, 339 
Snow, B e, 2 

Snow: & 758, 713 
Snow-monld, 165 
Soap, aphis killed by, 101 ; origin of, 7: 
Soaper’s-waste as manure, 606. 
Soc cleties, in Frane 

; benefits of, 619 

APRES of England, 
257, 380, 396, 437, 508 

54; cottage-garden, 302, 

92, 108, 121, 

anure, qose for sheep, 212; arrange- 
ments for lectures, 228; naked Barley, Chi- 
nese Rape seed and oil, ‘potato uas ‘iments, 
275; addc ofm flax eulture, 
29 ntry mei etings, "109, 347; of 1847, 
308; Tasse Grass, pipe draining tiles; 
418; s pans and pipes, 452; Hybridized 
Wheat, water Mei chemical 
change: ay, cases amongst 
cattle, rabid anima d, 549; " Potutó disease, 

; epidemic among cattle, 747, 812; New- 
castle EAE 485, 489; remarks on, 290; 
lecture at, 325, T; journal of, rev., 1L 
229, 637 

Agricultural Improvement of Ireland, 777, 
860, « draining, 44, 140, 193 ; sg farming 50: 
ieti ;cattleshow at Lin ne; H 

draining, an employment for the eoe 280; 
annual meeting of, 601; political character 
of, 825 

A 1 Chemistr 244, 
620; Donte a 172 ; manures, 309 

Belfast Flax, £ 
Bolton Hortiouitokadl 390, 566 
Botanical of uns don, 22, E 70, 102, 187, 

254, 462, 518, 599, 662, 790 ; anniversary, 807 
Botanieal of Edinburgh, 6, 70, 150, 206, 

286, 390, 790. 
Bristol agricultural annual meeting, 12 
Burwarton Cottagers’, 63 
E Hortientturil} 

410, 462, 630, 838 
Chetténham Fnit anter Des 8 

wall Horticultural, 6i 
Dorking Horticultural, 48 
UD and Horticultur ‘al, 518 

Plan ; Nutión 
Flax Tairov; pida 364, 572, 621, 

782, 797 ; report rev., 
TA orit 358 
Herts Agricultural, 
Highland and Ae cicoltardl dd So ics 

Grass, 28; Wheat fly, 156 ; Oats, 212 ; farm- 
servants, 260; Transactions of rev., 157; 
show at Inverness, 620, 636 

399 ec iet London, 54, 119, 150, 186, 
3, 462, 534, 599, 678, 742, 800 ; 

he ox itor at, 002 ; garden ex- 
321, remarks on, 315, 
j it at, 403, 428, 443, 

40 2, 474 ; notice 
283); regulations’ at sí 

f, 643 ; ; prize te for 1847, 626, 661; exhibit. 
tion days in do;, 755 ; notices of garden of, 
138, 287, 447, 791 ; new Conservatory i D 371; 
opening of reading room in, 791 

Ipswich Flower Stiow, 358 
Trish Waste Fd 

Leeds Mur 
Linnean, 55, anm 115, 186, 239, 270, 323, 

890, 446, 142, 190, /802; gold meda al, 807 

Liverpool Botanic, sini of, 71 

reme Floricultural, 
Market je eee : 

speech, i 
Middleton peta ae 9 
Microscopical, 55, 206, 239, 286, 790, 823 
Morningside Gardener 359 
Norfolk Hortieultural 410 
North Lonsdale ei elo us 
Nottingham Horticultural, 
Paris Horticultural, 357, 506, icm 

186, 922, 958, 

Tibitions, 

MUS Blacker's 

Preston Agricultural, repor of crops, 732 
Regent’s-park Gardeners’ 
Benite Cottage Gardeners” 
Royal Botanic Garden exuibitions, 341, 
3, 446; prizes awarded, 354, 386, 453 ; days 

por 184i, 563 
Scottish Pansy, 4 
Slough Florctimat, 518 
Society of A 
South Tendon" ‘Tlottbultia, 270, 341, 430, 

502, 647 

Stamford Hill Horticultural, 410 ; Garden- 
ers’ Association, i 254, 759, 893; ; Hoses, 22; 
report for 1846, 647 
puede pana antiual meeting, 

716 

Warrington Need trator, 151 
Witham Labourers’ Friend, 716 
York | Th lorists’, 483 
Yorkshire Agricultural : 

Farmers’ CLUBS, 

lime, use of, 572 
41, 42; utilit; in 

Berkshire, 59; subjects for ise sion by, 
12, 28, 44, 60, 76, 92, 108, 139, 140, 173, 261 

Blandford’: annual meeting, 1 
Debenhani, i ottagers' prizes, 1 
Botley : draining, 764; annual per 861 
Prove, 76, hs 
Darlington: 9; manures, 60; Potato 

crop, 193; green crops, 452; manuring crops, 
589 

Dorking, 157 ; 
Durliam : 

; coppice M 845 
tenants? rights, 
: eae adde 
arge produce of Wheat, 

Guildford : thick and thin sowing, 636 
,Harleston, 76; machinery, 125; 

to faru mers, 293; pasture land, 364; 
assessment of cottage property, 498 ; fences, 
509; Wheat, 667 

Isle of Thanet: ploughing matoli, 
Leyland': report of farms, 
London: leases, 276 ; tuka shiti, TIT, 780 
Maidstone, 92; annual meeting, 173 ; im- 

44, 245 

provement of soils, 213; crops, 414; 
farm of Mr. Barnes at Staplehurst, bot 

Hampstead, 214 ; jul 1 
improvement, 437 

Newcastle, 76, 653; thorough ee 
140; fattening cattle; 309; thin 
mole plough, 380; Kohl Rabi, 861 

Northampton Book : lime, 44 
0 rimey : annual report, 
Pro öne manure, 

Pots (ooh 700 
nondshire, 

nains : 

28: manures, 330 ; 

42 
te ‘chemistry, Ee, , of agricul- 

ture, 
St. Peter s: tenants? rights: 92 
Smithfield : tenants’ rights, 84 

, 813 

JURE 
n-Avon fences and hedges, 12 
amour report, 293 

Tendring Hondeo od, 
Warford: tenants? "ights) 292; 319 
Wenlock: game, 76 ; een 261 

by : thin sowing, 4 
Wickham Market: Mr, Sechs speech, 

vin chester: tenants’ ots 261 
Wrentham : Mos: 

Soda-ash and'wiréworm, 369, 635 
Soil, to deepen, 74; limestone, to burn, 
Kent, improvement of, A capillary attrac- 
tion of, 332; stiff, to burn, 435 ; to sire, En 
for Piue-aj apples 8215 eant; trees, &e., for, 

39) 
Solanum pi at ; laciniatum, affected by 

Potato disease, 661 
Solly’s Rural Chemistry, rev., 
Soot as manure for PURA [m i 8 prevenu- 

tive of disease t in, 646, 661; quantity to apply 
to lawns, 
ped s Supplément to English Botany, rev., 

ie and thin, 11, 59,90, 173, 380, 489, 
55 669, 798 

Spade hutbamdye 108 
Spade v. plough, 259 
Sparkes’ Chemistry, rev., 775 
Species Filicum, Hooker's, rev., 631 
Sphinx convolvuli, 629 ; atropos, 708 

23; venusta, 23 
Sporting Magazine, rev., 293 
Sprengel herbarium, 895 
Spring Park, Croydon, 509, 621, 637 

Stanwick Nectarine, 663 
Starch, nature of, 210, 516; Henslow on, 460, 
VP articles extracted from, 531; ren marks 

428 
Sande latifolia, 709 
Steaming apparatus, 606 
Steeps, to plant, 566 
Steeping seeds, Bickes’ mode ps 359 
Stenocarpus Cunninghami, 7. 
Stickleback, remarks on, LM 
Stock, management of, 46, 
E seed, 406; doubl: le; v onn 118, 

Stocking of Farms, 841 
Stockholm, news from, 534 
Storms, cause of, md gu London, 53: 
Stoves, brick, 35, 5 ; Russian; 1o, 184 

t. C AK EAR. 598, 145 ; gardens. 
near, 

plan » 773; foreign, 003; to 
Bae for, 664 ; dissolved! bones fot 693 ; 
culture 9f, ̂ 108, J yatt's new seedlings, 
adv., 561 DNUS) ains 593; Hautbois, 853 

Strike, red. "backed, 5 
Succulents, 443 Wo 459; 
Sugar, Beetroot for, 763 
M and rabbits, 5, 21,97 
unflower, uses of, 774, 
Um vhosphate ‘of lime as manure, 61, 

, 155, 695, 749, 837 ; adv. 215 ; S RANE 

hardy, 549 

523 
Sutton Waldron, farms noticed, 109 
Swan, black, 503, 518 

Sweden, murdering in, 534 



INDEX. 3 

Si) manures for, 226; to transplant, 700 ; 
runt OU Liverpool, 828, 859 

ER Basil, 
Syston park, ‘iy cine sinensis at, 239 

TALAuMA Candollif, 
Tanks, to render w: ess aeit 54; lead, 205 
Tare crop, disease i in, 226 

ar, compost for floors, 307 
Taylors Village Tales. rev., 567 

a f the name of, 550 
wp SALUS PLE 855 

> 
Tenants Jue 92, 214, 226, 227, 261, 273, 275, 
SUN 345, 549, 294, 419, 452, 780, 793, 841, 842, 

Tendria. remarks on, Thick and thin us 59, 60, 173, 380, 489, 524, 555, d 669, 796, 811 
Thistles from seed, 139 
homson on ood, rey., es 

Thorns, to raise from see ed, 7. Thornfield Pines, 4, 101, 319, E 597, 618, 645, 
693 ; Errington's remarks on, 251. 

Thrashing grain eai, 780; wind power for, i sus Hail, 825, 859 
bot 

bergia chrysops, 644, 661; to bloom, 613 
Tile draining in Ayrsi 

ile works, expenses of erecting, 798 
Tillage operations, 77 
maio to preserve, 240 ; means of prolonging, 

ire, 685 

Tiptree Hall um a 73, 589 
Tipula maculos: 
E pels sit E ; sounds made 

Toba Bab growing, 3 
Tolls, 508; and IAM 
"Tomatoes, culture of, 310. to roast, 664 ; Polish 
UR ou using, 677 

Tomtits 

; concolor, 775 ; adv., 528 

Trades and professions, mee sae in mM 

Training, taney, 268, 284, 356, 516 
, Vitality of, 101; to 

death of, by gas, 535 ; to grow on chalk, 552, 
839; barked, vitality of, 597 ; to keep hares 
and rabbits from barking, 7 7105 Chinese mode of dwarfing, 771; when to transplant, 819 Trefoil, vu to cultivate, 413 

Trefoil | seed, 604 
Trichosanthes colubrina, 303 
Trifolium incarnatum: m, 413 
Tropæolums, 4; azureum, adv., 129 

Trout Pear, 804 
ulip-tree, 56, 69 

Tulips, failure in, 299, 318; Mr. Thackeray's, 
"m 915; show of, “at Leeds, 3: ne treatment 

of, ; Thomas Brown, 479 ; 'hellaston 
Seeds 614, 630 ; to plant, 

p beds, to lime, 696; to ad. 716 
ed “Artificial Preparation of, rev., 245 

of, 14; on an acre, 110; white, 
128; kapinis on, 123; a substitute for 

; check’ng, 243; culture of, 
259, 453, 454 ; manure for, 309 ; gas-lime for, 

363; sow, 365; inin 
planting of, 364; ̂ to drill, 377% 394, 434, 467, 
486, 651, 684, 699, 730, 746; experimental 
growth of, 379; to horse hoe, 438; disease 
in 2 preparanon of land for, 699; 

, 732; or Potatoes, 778; Liverpool 
Swede, 828, 859 

Turnip- -tops, to plant, 789 
Turnip cr 
Turnip seed wars 217 
Tussac Grass, 28," 329 

RI 

U 

Unrrep Gardeners’ ERU SOR s Rules, 82 
United pee EAD 
Uredo rut on Wheat, 226. 

VANDA Batemanni, 77: 
Vanessa Antiope, eles 129, 662, 673 
Variegated Kale, 
Vegetable, new, 5, Tot; 133 
Vegetable physiology, 83 
Vegetable substances used as food, 775; do., 

Va, 23 
Veces De roni 252, 270 
Vegetable Marrows, 5 
Vegetable cells, dey Korai of, 757 
Vegetable ter: tolpe 
Vegetables, dis E » 950 ; organic and 
inorganic Giaa of, 163; to improve, 

Y quent RD by Professor Lindley, rev., 
823 ; adv., 19 

Vegetation, influence of moon on, 693; action 
of soluble an of iron on, 431; and 
alkali works. 

Ventilation, CUM j necessity of, 99 ; remarks on, 
3 of hoi houses, 3 

Ver onica s licifolia, Du 
estiges of Creation, 479, 517 ; rev., 462 

Vetches, winter, 24 
Victoria Park, 5 
Victoria Regina, seeds of, adv,, 562 
Village Tales, rey., 567 

Vines, carly and late, 8; to arnas 4, 302, 823 
fi guano on, 19: eries, 84; to 
grow ‘without artificial heat, 166; in the open 

varieties for a small house, 208 ; 

gether, 320; j stopping of, 359 ; effect of emrit- 
ting roots at the e joints of, Fu at Ilminton, 
461; management of, 597, 6 3; pamphlet on, 
59 5, 598; effects of bleeding, 790; to take 
two crops from, in one year, 771; "to prune, 

Vine pillars, Hoare's, 565, 758 
Vineries, temporary, 270 ; to give air to, 505 
Vine borders, 696 
Yinegar plant, 760 
Violet tree, to aah ae 
Vitality of ‘shrubs, 3 
aom s Hortus rer Calcuttensis, rev., 

GEE 275 
Waking apparatus, 7 
Welcher Broccoli, 715, 821 

vravel, to form, 54 ; 
Moss on, to Kill, 728 

Walls, to protect plants on, 37 ; coping for, 755, 
772, "189, 806, 821, 838 

Wall trees, to cover with pss, 253, 270 
Warnes on Flax, ne rev., 
Warping land, 398 
Wasps, to pee 222, 318, peers io trap, 299, 

302; catchers, adv., 298; s for, 582 ; 
; taken in Shropshire, 726 

Wasp stings, remedy for, 
Waste land, to plant, 635. 2 AS cultivate, 685 
ES hard, to soften, d bad effects of 

in, 787; weight of, 8 
Water Cress, management of, 255 

to gas tar, 253; 

Water-pot, have a care of, 789 
Waterspouts, cause 0 f, 519 

del ki JER 
r guides, d rules, 206, 287, 269, 286, 

Sio. "3805 from 1816 to 1845, 308 ; pardon, 
387; and the crops, 416; State of, 445; in 
Cornwall, 837 

Weeds, Man: ne 340; to eradicate, 614, 630 ; 
on Jawn 

Weigela r 
Weighing ‘aching 209 
Wheat-fly, 156 

Wheat, 652 ; to EE 11; varieties of, 11; 
Southampton, prize, 12; average cost of cul. 

e of, 14, 397 ; RS minded 14; for seed, Sir 
Eu Mackenzie on, 25 
shedding of, 75; aut quality of, 91i 
analysis of, 110; large produce of, 109; 
smut in, 107, 942; value of different kinds 

fete rubigo affectin, uck, to 
dress, development of Mere matter 
in, 249 ; pem anic constituents of, 363 ; bui 
clay for, 453; experiment on cutting, 494; 
plight in, 521; overgrown, 521; for. Seed, 

524, 557; decay in, ayy ; in Shropshire, 587 ; 
mummy, 581, 757 ; pi 
preparing land for, 

; old, as seed, Eon e Toue or lean 
Ed best. for seed, 431; thick and thin 
Sowing of, 811; best sorts to grow, 107, 108; 
lights of, rev., 845 

Whitheld farm, 15, 45, 
Wickham (Mr., death a 223 
Wild sports of the Highlands, 694 
m spontaneous combustion of, 503, 518, 

; modes of sowing, 

Winchester, church heating, 8: 
Wind power, 362, 452; d to thrashing 

corn, 291 
Wind, new theory, respecting, 427 
Window gardening, 251, 300 ; in Belgium, 203 

ndow Cucumber growing, 628 
Window plants, 405 
Windmills, 310; horizontal, 620, 652 
Wine, p of, for killing insects, 39 

pecan for, 644, 
Winter Barley, 
Wi uon nu 53, 117, 580; to force, 663, 

760 
Wire net, adr, ., 640 

542; and white mustard peer 
301, 320, 589 to il, 357, 750; and 
ash, 360, 635 ; ; prevention of, 588 

Woo ods, management of, 787 ; duration of, 856 
Wood trade, 
Woodlice, to kn S 
Woodpecker, so 
Wood's nurser: A "noticed, 391 
Wor UD d, 635 

orms, il, 56, ERR 760 
Worsley Pippin 
Worsley Hall PR “noticed, E 
Wortley on fork husbandry, > 
Wurtemberg Agricultural EREE 181 

X 

XyroPHYLLUM, foliage and inflorescens of, 691 

ent 324 
11; artificial, 243 

Yew Bertie, th sow, 288 

UZARA Misi 
Zine labels, inr Rs 417 



LIST OF WOODCUTS IN THE PRESENT 

A 

Aleyrodes Cocois, 284 ; ; proletella, 836 
Amateur's Greenhou: se, 
Apples, Court Pendu Plat, 100; Boston Russet, 

; Cockle Pippin, 148; Early Nonpareil, 
820; Court of Wick, 836 ; " Wormsley Pippin, 

dle deco) old, limb Eu 84 
Arnott stoves, brick, 
Arum campanulatum, 460 
Ash-tree, barked, 597 

B 

Belle Vue, plan of, 852 

Botrytis Bassiana, 7 
Bujuhdérs, **seyen Brothers of,” 855 

c 

Cabbage powdered wing, 836 
Cephus Pygmæus, 1 

Chiloschista usneoides, 135 

ut Aleyrodes, 285 

Coping for walls, 755 

Corn-fly, Ribbon footed, 596. 

Corn Saw. 
Cottage, M oneri 8,61 

Cucumber frame, 628 

Deadly Nightshade, 612 

Draining, diagrams illustrative of, 76 

Eristalis tenax, 660 

F 

Soay enne. diagrams illustrative of, 268, 
4, 35 

Fir- io, seed, 320 
Fork, 
found. n wall trees, 253 
Fuchsia, large, 579 

G 

Garan pot, 219 
Gorse mill, 415 
done chopper, 415 

H 

Heath, monstrous, 301 
e diagrams BAS of the Polmaise 

plan of, 3, 67, 69, 85, 184, 285, 301, 357, 
389, 406, 580, 742, ‘ot Mr. Meek’s house, 
563; house at Yeste 52; Rus issian stove, 
134; Hazard's plan, 582, 758; Burbi dge and 

1; * Cay aptain ^ boiler, 316; 

Holly- Un "8y, 444 
Hop fly, 
Hydr: angen japonica, 375 

ygrometer, 854 
Hylurgus pidpude 740 

K 

Kew, tropical house at, 501 

Manure tank, 395, 507 
Maranta arundinacea, 428 
Mildew, 269 
Mouse-trap, 224 

N 

Norwegian harrow, 681 

[U 

Orchid baskets, slate, 35 

P 

Packing cases for plants, 357 

Paris winter garden, 102 
Iur Comte de Lamy, 20; Summer Franc 

,92; Marie Louise, 68 ; Flemish Beauty, 
155 Red perenne) 712; Trout Pear, 804 

Pine bee le, 
Pine pit Ke ‘dowel 
Pine pits at isles “20, 836 
Pig-sty, 58 
Pit, BINDS view of, 616 
Plant cases, à 
Ploughs, Russian, 822 
Polmaise heating, diagrams eue jo 8, 

for, 54 
‘otato, Showing starch grains in, 404 

81 

otato thrips, 56 
'otatoes, ture union of, 675 

Proctotrupes viator, 36 

VOLUME. 

R 

Rain gage, 659, 693 
Reaping hoo 
Roots, plan of Harvesting, 701 
Russian stove, 

Sago Palm, 4: 
Sood, plan of of raising, 219 
Sheep-fo! 
Slat Orchid eae: 35 
Snow mould, ga 
Sphinx Atropos, 
Spotted garden fee 317 

Tipula maculosa, 317 
Trees, singular DR of, 252 
Tree guards, 101, 1: 
Tulips, ehad on 
Turnip ridges, 484 486 

iagrams i 
(ML 427, ios 
Vine pillar, 204 

w 

Window garden, 203 

Wood Leopard Moth, 236 

of, 267, 268 
i 
f 
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ooseberry caterpillars MET dps ng of ue hi 
Mienhonse plante, latof y e 4|. — yaridesof = = -=N e 
Mano, consumption of - 9a m pri: . Ba 
‘brovhamnus corymbosus `=- 7 ure, average cost of - 11b 
ing, PU of, at Polmaise Ga to pickle - ide 

eee 7 pe | Whitfield farm- 2 2°. a 
ei ne - 12a | Winter Barley - - - - 105 

S reedi of + 1ga | Winter flowers- - = + 44 
Wort Bikey Journal, e rev. - 65 EA edat 

GARDENERS’ BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.— 
Me NOTICE is hereby given, that the ANNUAL GENERAL 

RING o i he Subscribers to this ovas will be 

Year, and kom rand 
clock Her after which an ELECTION for FOUR P PEN- 
STONERS ll take place from among the following Candi- 
SSES whose Testi mantis have been examined and approved 
of by the Committ 

ames Age. 

69 Mortlake 
69 

3d application. 
o. 

65 
79 o. 

++ 60 o. 
^T o. 
65 
58 
wg 

2d application. 
do. 
do. 

LLIAM HAVERS. . Ist application. 
fatisrornen Os 75 Devon B 
ANN Pay ABD. Ron HAL) 65 . 
ly. ++ 63 Waltham Cross o. 
Hil ids T ndon o. 
Gs RY Rices. 71 London o; 

ORGE WALLIS , 10 Bristol.. 
opine Ballot will be kept open for two hours after the iem 
«u$ Meeting has been considere 

ward. Subscribers and Friends of the Institution will after 
abor, d i. their Anniversary by dining together at the 

NS Right Hon, the ae) Mayor in the Chair. 

Ds. 
TI Garraway, Esq. 
William Gregory, Esq. 
John Henderson, Esq. 

Stew. 
James Cooke, Esi 
William Docker, tig 

m. J. 8, 
pee Finden, 
J. W. Freshfield, Esq. 

ames Veitch, Esq. 
E. R. CUTLER, PORS v JI gininigdon- Street. 

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON.—JUNIOR 
Collog SCHOOL, —Under the Government of the Council of the 

Tho Soho Will Repo QUE die next term on ‘pharsday, 15th 
M The hours s iUud are. from. a quartér. 

edn ine to three quarters past Three. ' The after 
Me esday and Saturday tire Truvoted o, ‘drawing. The Sub- 
$ taught are Reading, Tet the English, Latin, Greek, 
Geo, L ‘Ancient and English History; 
‘ography, both physical S political ; Arithmetic and Boo! 
D the Elem 

awin; 
Particulars 

s of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy, 
ng. Ee 1 the Term, 5l... Prospectuses an: na further 

De S pay be gr at the Office of the Collegi 
0. 26, 1845, s. €. ATKINSON, Sec. to the Council. 

dod TN 
ing don, "receives into hi 
8 hog NS playground, a few Pupi ie ON University College 

the Office, University 
r. Case, at his house, 20, Upper Gower-street. 

M xoci AND MANLEY En to inform their 
Stok of Ve m anA they have selected with great care their 

of v. and FLOWER 8 a uta the present 

THE TRUE FASTOLFF RASPBERRY, 

GREAT 

YARMOUTH 

NURSERY. 

NORFOLK, 

1845, 

OUELL & CO., being the parties who first intro- 
duced to the notice of the Horticultural world the above 

truly EX Raspberry, unequalled for the 
and richness of flavour, and . po: 
fine Canes, beg to offer E same 

of Rutland, is cans the Duke. 
Harrington, t 
the Earl 
Viscount Lorton, Lord Sonde: 

size of its fruit 
ssessing an e. Stock of 

TO tough: the E Sad ee 
e Earl of Liverpool, Ae Earl of. Abergav enny, 

of ESSO the Lord Bishop of London, Lord 

s, and most of the Nobility, as 
well as the UU ME Society of London, the latter having 
awarded Your 

Parles containing 100 
O. 0 

prizes for it. 
canes . 
ors . 

Do. oi^ PHBE OERO o p AORN ASS 
A liberal gum will be allowed the Trade when ‘‘ quanti- 

ties" are ord. 
FINE STANDARD ROSE 

Great Yarmouth Nursery, J. 
S, py name, 15s, per dozen. 

PLENDID NEW Seer TE 
MJ CALCEOLARIAS..—PELAR 
Gaines's Miss Holford, rosy 

pink, with large dark spots, 
superior to Fayourite, n 
never produces false flowers, 

42s, 
Gaines’s Prince Alfred, lilac 

purple, with dark spots in 
the upper pe al 425. 
aines's Edith, purple, 
Vox Upper Bova, an d Wido 
centre os «cedere eee 425, 

AND 
RGONIUMS : 
Gainess Lady Bulkeley, a 

novel rose-colour, with large 

clean spot in the upper 

petal, the centre pure M 

FERAS Candidate, peautifel 

white, with’ large ge 

Gaines's Vesta, ae 
colour, with large spot in 

the upper petal........ 42s, 

LCEOLARTAS): 
Kinghorn’s Exemplar, crimson 

chequered with orange, the 
best Calceolaria of the sea- 
son . 

Kinghorn 
centre, 

Symmetry, orange 
studded with crim. 

1l 

ved, with dark spots very 
6d. distinct I is 

Kinghorn's Duchess ord au- 
ort, orange, richly spotted 
vis mai 
Ecos s Mab, ar, A pon 
ground, covered with small 
Spots ..... scere ees 108. 
The above can be safely 

Gaines's Louis Philippe, 

golden yellow, richly dotted 

with. lee] imson, very 

large fine flower ...... 15s. 
Gaines's Alpha, orange, dotted 

with rich puce... ... 10s, 6d. 
aines’s Climax, canary yel- 
ow, with. deep cherry 

s. 
light 

pom with rich Mulberry 
blotches. senese seere 

Gaines’ s “Compacta, EE 
wi mson and. chocolate 
spots 

Gaines's Harlequin, 
na with rosy c! 

Gales: ig 
do! tted with slate or purple, 
very ON 

R ee GEARY a 
superior show flowers. 

» Garnzs begs to say a Priced List of DA Sr the et and 

Dah! most choice collections of P 
Cinerarias, Fu 
Camellias, &c. Ge; may b 
Surrey-lane, Battersea. 

'hsias, Chrysanthemums, erue Azaleas, 

e had by applying at the Nursery, 

UPERIOR NEW EARLY PEA.—WARNER'S 
“EARLY EMPEROR” Pea, the earliest in cultivation, 

quite hardy, a good UPS with fine pods, and most delicious 
avour. Height about: 2 ft.—5s. per quart.—To be had of 
Warner and WARNER, Coa Tee 28, Cornhill, London. 

OUBLE ITALIAN UP EROS Borm Hs per 
dozen.—The i f the 

just been received at A. ConnzTT's Italian and paii ent 
house, 18, Pall Mall. The Oran nge, Lemon, Citron, Lime, and 
Shaddock Trees, Catalonia, Agorian, and ‘Arabian Jessamine 
Plants expected early in January. 

aphnes, per doz. .. 18 0 
SEO Mi Nen roves doz 94 0 

The above packed to go to any part of the United Kingdom 
or the SERI on receipt of a money orde; 

Vows pen Lists of EXOTIC PLANTS 
AND FLOWER SEEDS can be had by post 

on apyllowtign. ANB Nursery, Stoke Newington, London. 

YA NDROMEDA SUDORE 2s. 6d, each ; or, 
s. per doze 

. s. d. 
Epigea repens, ear .. 8 6| ex latifolia, new, each 7 6 

30 0|25 Hardy Dwarf Roses, 
Katia latifolia € e one of a sort ..  .. 0 

9 0/12 Standard Roses, do.. 18 0 
NC beue tt, Ghent 12 half do. do. .. 12 0 

Varieties, per doz. .. 12 0} 15 Ol limbing Roses, do.. 10 0 
rican do., p. doz. 9 0 ew Persian Yellow Rose 

25 Hardy American Plants, p Cloth of Gold Noi- 
of a sort, for ..10 0 im . 

Garrya elliptiea, Gum Cis- Camell ia est t double 
double Fruze, Blue sorts. S omg: doz. 30sto 60 0 

Dude and Hardy 25 Hardy Herbaceous 
Plants for . . 

TO THE PL NEA. OF ENGLAND AND LOVERS 
E PICTURESQUE 

AMES GRIGOR, NURSERYMAN, Norwich, begs to 
state that he is now sending out plants of the True HIGH- 

LAND PINE, a noble landscape ornament, and a tree which 
produces very superior timber. 

“I very particularly admire the Highland Pine ; its 
and leaf, and bark, are beautiful. I shall be truly proud of 
first specimens, of which I beg you will send me 1000 of our 
finest for trial. m very much obliged to you for calling my 
attention. [2 trees of such value."—Newcastle (Duke of), Clumber, 
December 2, 1844, 
“Now that we are on the subject of trees, I may mention 

what I have very likely told you in some o! my previous letters, 
that I prefer the Highland Pine to all other trees except the 

ak, taking into consideration its beauty in winter, and b; 
moonlight, and in the evening.” —Wm. Wordswor' th uas 
Mount, "Dec. 7,1844, Who, then, would be without this 

.. Bs, per 1000 

E 

m 2 

Plants 1to 2 inches . 
SER E J 0s. 45 
So Dee Mum ©? 2 35s e. 
N E ota 208. 5 
Sec ENON ene, ae le E: 5 

ery s s. per 
Pil iene Plants 4d. each ; Ditto in ay "ia. 

ich, Ja 
NEW DPAHLIA—''ROSY CIRCLE.” 

ILLIAM DEANS, NunsERYMAN AND FLORIST, 
Tédburgh, N.B., begs leave i call the attention of Florists 

to this new and bear utiful DAHLIA : colour, ros; y pink ; petals, 

smooth and beautifully cupped, and imbricata? as C 

blooms, perfectin form; medium size, very icone 

plants which were grown, not one bloom ever uced di 

anther—one of the most perfect Dahlias rotis em en only 

twice shown in 1845, at the Border Horticultural Society's 

ahlia Show at Kelso, and at the Roxburghshire Society’s 
E at Jedburgh, and gained First Class Prizes at both 
i=] 

e d in May, 1846, 10s. 6d. each, the usual discount to the 

trade when three plants are ordered. A PIS TOSS 

from unknown edburgh, Jan. 

WOODLANDS NURSERY, ARESPIELD, NEAR 
CKFIELD, SSEX. * 

WM OOD & SON i the honour of informing 
their ue that they still continue to supply ROSES 

m the following terms; the selection of sorts being left to 

themselves Strong Plants EN warranted superior varieties :— 

Extra superior selected Standards on tall d 

stocks, from 5 to 6 feet, adapted Ri DNI 

conspieuous situations x Doz. £1 ca 

Superior Standards .. 00 
pune RD extra fine 

e Dwarfs m m 

Spa ditto 
Fine Dwarfs on own roots, in 50 TA oe oe 

Ditto Climbing, 9s. to 12s. per doz 
Ditto Dwarfs on e EU. without names 

Per Doze} As 9-3 

1 eis oR 
18 

210 0 

SEED TRADE. 

G. WAITE'S Priced Catalogues of FLOWER 
* SEEDS, are now ready, and can be had on application 

at 4, Eyre-street Hill, Hatton Garden. 

OR SALE.—1000 one-year old MOSS ROSES, 
zona healthy plants. 

apply. W. MARTIN, Gardener 
Any one wanting the same, ma; 

and Seedsman, South-street, 
Islewi baii and will be punctually attended to. 

ll 
ber of plants presented with each ps 

towards enun thee expence of carriage, &c. 

W. W. & S NS descriptive Catalogue of Roses; also Cats- 

MEN of Cari ias, Greenhouse, and Herbaceous Plants, will 

be sent free on aido: 

ILLESPIE’S-EARLY GREEN FLESH MELON. 
—This new variety is with confidence recommended as 

perg of EUMD dual aa rich AEN the flesh delicate, pee 

FIRST PRIZE CUCUMBER, 
7 TILE it egs most 

“VICTORY OF BATH." 

respeetfully to inform the 
* Nobility, Gentry, and thé Trade generally, that he will 

mmence. sending 
BER the first week in Ja 

out the feed of the above superb 
ary. It is a superior 

‘b CUCUM- 
Black Spine, 

smooth on the rind, Aad * ree from ribs or RAE scarcely 

any or no handle; carries its bloom perfect to the last. It is 
worthy of remark that the advantages of this over other Cu- 
cumbers is that it is a very handsome fruit, the Loud and 

most productive bearer, and the quickest grower kn: 
‘own by the side of the best yet out, a has been gr 

m = 
and Hu ond 

itself more forward than any other by eight or ten days. 

average length of this Cucumbe 
A: 

e 
er is from 18 to 24 inches long. 

a further prose of thi S above it ES the First Prize in 
March, 1844, e Bath Cucumber Show, and First at the 

Bath Hovticaltuesl | reas in April, 1844, and i Chippenham Io Hor- 
hird Pri: tieultural Show, 1844. First, Second 

March, 1845, at the Bath Cucumber SE also the Bath Hon 
ticultural Show in April, 1845, 
Sportage free), Three seeds, 

ol 
Bath, or Mr. 
A remittance expected from unknown 

It will be sent. out in packets 
; Seven see $ , Ds. 

at E. "Tirxv's General Seed’ Shop, 16, Palteney Bridge, 
EGORY, Nurseryman, Cirence 

st it for 

Food ‘bearer, having cut 

mer. At the 
of May, it gained the First Prize, and al so on'the 2nd of July, 

with a brace cut from the same plant upon one of them being 

tested by-the ne and several gentlemen, they pronounced 
the kind fist.ra: Early PUn will secure 2s. 6d. 

packets, contention six seeds of 1844 $ an receipt of the 

amount, from J A MES GILLESPIE, Gardener, T lato Hall, Rusholme, 

near Manchester ; ; T. D. Watkinson, Maketolict or A. 
Foote, Soim Salford. 

E FASTOLFF RASPBERRY, 

onn BELL begs to inform his Friends and the 
ic, he Bee still a large: ss ee E above RASPBERRY, 

"Fine strong Canes, at ee 100, packane eincluded . i5 an 
& er 100, package included . » 

‘he rade Supplied on liberal terms. 

SORS aeS essed, à 
Nor wich, will meet. immediate atten! ion. [em 

z le, Norwich. 
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and desirable plants to the notice of their: Friends and 

L 
OUELL anp CO. beg to offer the following: good 

ct. 
Also, *BURROUGHES'S DUKE OF NEWCASTLE," the 

best light-edged Purple Picotee, 15s. per pair. 

CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES, 
12 pairs extra fine and very superior first-class £ how Flowers, by name . ERE 

i i (5 
T 
3 

. 1 
itto ditto ditto 

12 ditto Fine Show Flowers ditto . 11 
25. ditto. ditto itto 

CAMELLIAS, fine sorts, by name, 30s. per dozen, 
FUCHSIAS, extra fine, including ** B ifolia,” 21s.p. doz. di 

(cokers PATENT PRESERVED FRUITS 
h ayebeen proved to keep in a sound and perfect state, 

or family use for five years; they are put up 
in stoneware bottles, of different sizes, lined with 

An assortment of Fruits that are usually 
preserved, a machine: corkscrew to draw the 
corks, with the particulars of the patent process, 
and testimonials, are packed in a. hamper, and 
will be delivered to any part of London for 

order addressed to, the patentee 
at the manufactory, 

ORTICULTURAL GLASS OF BRITISH 
-- MANUFACTURE, at- J. Wxron, jun., PrirutiPs, and Co,’s 

Warehouse, 12, Panton-street, Haymarket.—Having made 
CHRYSANTHEMUMS. ditto +» 12s. per dozen, VERBENAS ditto te ORE 5 PETUNIAS ditto je x me v 
PANSIE i ditto ++ 10s, 

Ditto, very best first-rate Show Flowers 185. 
CINERARIAS, extra fine sorts, by name 12s. to 182, 

Also their New Superb Seedling CINERARIA, “No.1,” named 
“NORFOLK HERO,” ing d ipti 

with a British Manufacturer, they are enabled 
to offer the above article in unlimited quantities at the follow- 
ing terms, in Squares not exceeding 40 inches long :— 

0. 0—(equal to Foreign Sheet a +» 44d, per foot, 
1—averaging from 16 to 18 oz, to the foot 54d. 
2 P 21 to 23 + 1d. 
3 » 32 » 1s. » J. WELCH, jun., having been many years with Mr. Drake, of t, and 315, Oxford 0,” 5s. per plant ; the following 

of it will be found in the Gardeners’ Chronicle, May 31, 1845 :— 
“Y Y—No. Lis a very fine specimen of a creamy-white, dark 
disk, very broad petals, and flowers unusually large, measuring 
14 inches in diameter.” 

RICAS, fine and free-flowering sorts, by name, 93., 12s., 
and 18s, per dozen. 
HERBACEOUS PLANTS, fine sorts, 6s. to 9s, per dozen, 

8, Jermyn-street, 5 t, and at the time of the glazing of Chatsworth Conservatory, has devoted himself to 
E i lazin; p , begs to call the 

attention of Horticulturists generally to the above prices for 
Glass, which they undertake to glaze in any part of the United Kingdom. 

hey also beg to recommend for Pits and Garden Lights the 
16 oz. Sheet Glass, in sma 1 sizes, which they offer at the follow- 
ing low prices:— 

Under 5 in. by 3 in. at 11d. per foot, 
in. at 2d. » » Sin by4i 

i i 
They also beg inspection of their stock of Stained and Orna- 

mental Glass, situate as above at 12, Panton-street, H: 

PORN SHEET GLASS, of good quality, for 
Horticultural and general purposes. To be had at Castle-street Hast, Oxford-street. 

Ready Money only. 

AURACARIA IMBRICATA: , s d. 
8. d. | Abies gracilis each 2 6 

2yearsold, perdoz. 9 0 » Orientalis "Ae 0 agam + 0» ++ 12 0| Picea cephalonica, p. dz. 20 0 
XP En » -.18 0|Pinuscembra .. ,,.12 0 53-5, ++ s» +. 30 0| Cupressus torulosa, per E y PM AT pp fines. .. 0 

Cedrus Deodar, 1yr., fine Do., seed pans, p. doz. 6 0 
ra » foot.. Podocarpus totara, each 5 0 Pinus excelsa, 3inches Dicrydioides „ 7 6 
» o» to 5i o. gi » 50 

» inch, fine Phylocladus  trichoma- 
bushy plant i b So y BEE 
» Gerardiana,2 yrs. 30 0| Taxodium sempervirens, 7 6 

Abies Khutrow, 2 years 9 0 Dicrydium cupressinum,, 5 0 
RIBES SANGUINEUM FLORE PLENO, 10s. 6d. per plant. 
MYATT'S * BRITISH QUEEN," STRAWBERRY, 5s. per 100. 
“PRINCESS ALICE MAUDE,” » Me” y 
YOUELL’S CELEBRATED TOBOLSK RHUBARB, fine 

transparent pink, the best for forcing, 12s. per dozen. Roots 
placed in a cellar or closet now will be fit for cutting in February 

Great Yarmouth Nursery, Jan, 3. 

NE 
CHARLES FARNES, NURSERYMAN AND SEEDSMAN, 

are warranted to grow well, and give satis- 
Early orders are requisite, as some 

sorts are only to be had in limited quantities, 
Pras. Per quart—s. d. Per packet—s. d. 

Earliest May E -**l 0|Davis's Free-Bearing do. 2 6 
Royal Green Marrow ..2 6|French Beans, new Royal 
Shilling’s Grotto do. ..1 6 m er quart 4 6 Thompson's Dwarf do... 1 0 | Do., do. Long Negro ..4 0 Queen of Dwarfs(Waite’s) 5 0|Do. Fulmers Early ..1 6 ancer's Monastery ..2 6 er et. 
Fraser’s Shanley Marrow 3 0 | Lettuce, Ady’s Large Cos, 

ritish Qu do. 20 m m 06 
Prince of Wales do. - 5 0|Do. Paris Summer 
Large New Mummy do.. 5 0 White .. m 06 Large Milford +1 0|Do.do. Large, do. Green 0 6 

ge Mammoth do, ..2 6| — London Market, do, 
Dwarf Skinless . sao - 0 White .. +0 8 Broccour, _ Per Pkt, Do., Large Malta Cabbage 0 6 True Early Walcheren Melon, our’s ew: 

e . n ^ 0 Persian, great bearer, of 
Do. do. Grange'sdo. ..0 6 rich flavour, and very 

.Chappel'sdo. ..0 6 handsome,weight2to3lb 2 6 Legg's NewHardy Latedo. 1 0 | Onion, all sorts for spring 
Chappell’s Large Cream 0 6 and winter use, per oz, 0 
Imperial Winter 0 6 er packet, 

Parsley, Enfield Matchless, 
Beet, Splendid Black .. 0 6 E Em on 6 » Dark Crimson ++ 0 6| Do., Deptford finedo. ..0 6 —— er oz, Carrot, Earliest Horn. .. 0 6 Parsnip,Impvd. Guernsey 0 6 » Scarlet Surrey .. 0 6 Per bushel, 

» Large Altrincham 0 6 Potatoes,earlyAsh-leaved10 0 m s White Cattle 0 6| Prices of other varieties 
Cauliflower, earliest var. 1 0 free from disease, will 
Celery, Lancashire Hero, e sent on application. fine red solid .. —..1 0|Radish, the finest early Walnut-flavoured pink do.l 0 | Scarlet, ^ transplanted 

| 
Cucumber,splendidHybrid 

rame .. ve ».2 6| ground, perquart .. 4 
With many other Axticles too numerous for insertion, 

Collections of KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS (being the most 
economical way of procuring a supply for the whole year) at re- duced prices as below :— 

m, sufficient for the £ s. d, 
UNDIS m v 212 0 

550 
we eee 9 00 

110 0 
0 

No, 5. sufficient fora smallgarden .. uns. UL TD, 
A General Catalogue of GARDEN, GRASS, and AGRICUL- 

TURAL SEEDS will be fo; ic 3 See 
€ M. AND R. WESTMACOTT, SEEpSMEN, 

e FLonisTS, &c., Stuart's Grove Nursery, Fulham.road, 
Chelsea ; also at 156, Cheapside (opposite St. Pa 

. M. . W. assure‘their friends that all Seeds or Bulbs 'urchased at their establishments will be warranted in excel. 
ent condition, and true to name and variety. 
Country orders will be packed with the greatest care. and 

punctuality.—156, Cheapside, opposite St. Paul's, 

THE TANK SYSTEM. 

Eco 

BRIDGE AND HEALY having heated a con 
siderable number of Pits and other Horticultural Struc 

tures, for the cultivation of Pines, Melons, Cucumbers, and 

Horticultural Gardens, Chiswick ; Royal Botanic Gardens, 
ew; Baroness Rothschild’s Gardens, Gunnersbury; Mr. 

Glendinning, Chiswick Nursery; Messrs. Henderson, Pine- 
apple-place ; and in more than one hundred other places.— 
130, Fleet-street, London. 

OT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING 
HORTICULTURALBUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSE 8, 

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved princi- 
les, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and 
DWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN. 
D. ant 

ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat- 
ing not E very efficient, but very simple, and haye combined 
durability in thé apparatus with economy in the charge. They 

employed by the Horticultural Society of London, in executing 
a works of their splendid Conservatory erected at Chiswick, 

. an 

factory. 

BURBIDGE anD HEALY’SRCOOKING APPA- 
RATUS, combining Sylvester's Patents.—This Cooking 

A isbelieved to i than 

uildings, in town or country. A great 
variety of Warm Air Stoves of every description, from 15s, to 
9% —19, Wigmore-street, Cavendish-square, 

P B 
any yet submitted to the public, both as regards strength of ma- 
terial and workmanship ; infact, the laws of heat are so applied 
as to produce the greatest effect with the least consumption of 
fuel, Without destruction to the apparatus; and B. and H. can 
safely recommend it, from experience, as unquestionably supe- 
rior to anything of the kind hitherto made. spectus can 
e forwarded, unon application, detailingparticulars and prices 

ar15¢ Fieet.str.et, 

scientific Horticulturists to their much a; 

Co. beg to inform the "Trade that at their Manufactory. 
in New Park-street, every article required for the construction of Horticultural Buildings, as well as for heating them, may be 

Fences, Wire Work, &c, & 
YPSUM.—PURE ‘GYPSUM (in fine powder), in 
5-ton lots at 25s, per ton in the stream, or 27s. 6d. per to: 

landed. Also Guano (Peruvian and African), Superphosphate 
of Lime, Bones, Sulphuric Acid, and all other manures of known: 
value, on Sale. By Mark FOTHERGILL, 40, Upper Thames- 
street, London, 

( LUNO (GENUINE PERUVIAN & BOLIVIAN). 
ON SALE, BY THE ONLY LEGAL IMPORTERS, 

ANTHONY GIBBS AND SONS, LONDON ; 
Wm. J. AND CO., LIVERPOOL; 

And by their Agents, 
COTSWORTH, POWELL, anv PRYOR, LONDON; 

GIBBS, BRIGHT, AND CO., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOD,. 
47, Lime-street, Jan, 3, 

&c., ab 
our Guineas per Ton.—The above Manure having stood the 

many years’ experience, is recommended with the 

supply genuine Peruvian and A: 
ypsum, and ever: 

i Bridge-st., Blackfriars. E. PunszR, Secretary. 
LIEBIG'S WHEAT MANURE now ready for delivery. 

LIQUID MANURE, 

e with which it may be appro- 

Exeavations and Wells. 
Horticulture, and every variety of manufacturing purposes. 

The Trade supplied on advantageous terms, by BENJAMIN. 
FowrEn, Engineer, &c., 63, Dorset-street, Fleet-street, London, 

DENTON AND CHARNOCK’S PATENT DRAIN- 
TILE AND PIPE MACHINE. 

A PREMIUM OF £ 

field. 
DENTON'S “A” LEVEL for workmen in cutting drains 

may also behad, Price 30s. 

DRAINING TILES, 

` 

INSLIE’S PATENT IMPROVEMENTS. — 
For Maxine and DRYING Draining Tiles of the 1st CLASS. 

Gentlemen having works in operation, or who are abouti to 
erect them, will find the above worthy their attention, 
The Process combines EFFECT wii 'ONOMY, as Tiles can 

be made ready for BURNING at all seasons ; generally from ten 
to thirty hours, according to the nature of the clay. To be. 

seen at Alperton, Acton, Middlesex; Mr. Hows, Engineer, 

119, Great Guildford-st., Southwark ; the Polytechnic Institution, 
Regent-street, London. Particulars may be had from Jouw 
AINSLIE, Alperton, Acton, Middlesex, 

YDRAULIC RAMS to be had of Freeman Ror, 

DRAINING TILES.— Wanted to be delivered at 
the Anerley Station, Croydon Railway, some thousands, 

Answers to be addressed to S.,- Gardeners’ Chronicle, stating 
price of Two-inch Pipe Tile, and Three-inch Druin Tile. 

Saree reeset 
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NEW KITCHEN-GARDEN SEEDS.— 

No. 1.—Complete Collection, consisting of 20 
Quarts of best kinds of PEAS, and all other Seeds 
in proportion, and of’ the most approved kinds, for 
one year’s supply for a large establishment . 

No. 2.—Complete Collection, in smaller qua 
equally choice sorts ......... 

"No. 3.—Ditto, ditto, ditto.. weeds LIL 
Messrs. SUTTON & SONS have the honour and privilege of 

referring to Gardeners and Gentlemen residing at the under- 
mentioned places, who have annually availed themselves of 
this economical anı vantageous mode of obtaining the best d a 

“sorts of GARDEN SEEDS,.and who have expressed themselves 
in the highest Sorge pleased with the crops; viz., at or near 

dinburgh, Aberdeen, Castle Douglas, Ber- 
Wick-upon-Tweed, Newport, Monmouth, Cardigan, Carlisle, 
Carmarthen, Ludlow, Gloucester, Hull, Newoastle-upon-Tyne, 

y St. nd's, Lynn, Wolverhampton, York, Bristol, 
Exeter, Brighton, Ventnor, Plymouth, Windsor, Bath, New- 
“bury, Oxford, and many others, of whom the addresses may be 
had on application, 

Early Orders are requested and recommended, as some sorts 
“are in great demand, 

*,* Parcels delivered free to any office in London, or any 
Station of the Great Western Railway between London and 

Remittances are not required from known Correspondents, 
or from those who give satisfactory references, 

Reading Nursery, Reading, Berks, Jan. 3. 

LOXINIA PASSINGHAMII, — This intensely 

SATURDAY, JANUARY 3, 1846. 
MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 

h tena Dri onay, Jan, 6—Entomological . : 
Sarunvay  — 10—Royal Botanic . . J l 4ra 
WzowzspAy, | — l4—Microscopical  . l8». 

Turns is no doubt that the modern methods of 
HEATING PrANT-HOUSES are very great improve- 
ments upon those which have passed away. The 
tank system, well applied, is indeed almost as supe- |i 
ior to common hot-water pipes, as the latter were to 
flues or steam-pipes. But we should foolishly de- 
ceive ourselves if we imagined that we had arrived 
at the end of all alterations for the better ; or, if we 
thought that the shape of a boiler, or the exact 
adaptation of the surface of hot-water pipes to the 
work they have to do, were the next points on which 
attention must be most steadily turned. We be- 
lieve, on the contrary, that to this hour, with a few 
very partial exceptions, one of the most indispensa- 
ble of all the conditions to be fulfilled, when houses 
for plants are heated, has been overlooked. 
We are now able to command any degree of heat 

and'any amount of moisture. We have guarded 
ourselves against impure air and deleterious emana- 
tions. By means of metal and cheap glass, we may 
have houses as light as the day ; and philosophers 
are even striving to dissect the light itself, to separate 
the component parts of one of the most subtile of 
all natural agents, and to appropriate to the use of 
man just that part which he wants, or thinks he 
Wants, and no more. But in the midst of all these 
mechanical and philosophical appli two things 
have been forgotten, of which one is of no small 
Importance to the mass of garden lovers ; and the 
Other to the plants they rear. The gardener de- 
mands the utmost possible result at the smallest 
Possible cost. Plants require a perpetual change o 
the atmosphere they breathe. We cannot flatter 
ourselves that either -of these ends have been at- 
tained. We heat our houses well, but expensively; 
we En our plants well, butit might be done better. 

If we could dispense with hot-water pipes and all 
ihe contrivances connected with them, we should 
Save three-fourths of the cost of warming a build- 
ing. Iften pounds could be made to do the work 
of forty, that would be. no small gain to Horticul- 
ture ; and if we can show that such a result is pro- 
bable, every gardener in the kingdom will, we are 
Sure, give his attention to the best means of 
Working out the problem. Could it also be 
Proved that the effecting of one of the ob- 
Jects above-mentioned would of necessity in- 
clude the other, the question would imme- 
diately assume an importance beyond all others 
which can at present be entertained; for it is to be 
Temembered that such a matter concerns those of 
humble means infinitely more than the wealthy. 
The latter are satisfied with what is effected by the 
Costly apparatus now employed; the former have 
no apparatus at all nor are they likely to 

By them the advantage of cheap glass, or 
even glass for nothing, would be but little felt, for 
glass without artificial heat is of but small im- 
Portance in gardening. 
P n our opinion the system of heating employed at 
Polmaise, to which we last week alluded (p. 871) 
1s the most decided instance of advance in tho right, 
direction that has yet been made, By means of a 

hole in a wall, a common stove, a couple of drains, 
and a wet blanket, everything is gained which in a 
Vinery near Stirling is demanded. 

In order to save the trouble of reference we 
reproduce below * the plans of this house, as given, 

o|at p.500; but for the purpose of simplifying its 
explanation we beg to direct attention to the fol- 
lowing diagram. 

Let A B C D represent the section of a 
lean-to glass-house ; 
D be a furnace; B a 
hole in the floor ; and 
D C B an under- 
ground drain. 

is lighted in D, the air 
surrounding D will ex- 
pand and force its way || 
from D to A. At the 
same time the air at B pressing downwards into the 
flue, B C D, in order to take the place of the 
buoyant air which has escaped at D, will cause 
another current from A to B, because as the air 
passes along the drain, B C D, the loss at B must 
also be supplied by A B, or rather by the whole area 
included in A B C D. This being so, the air in 
the interior of the house will by degrees become 
heated by the mere action of the furnace D, and if 

x | that action is kept up long enough and the drains are 
properly distributed, the whole interior will acquire 
an equable temperature. It will be obvious, however, 
that this depends upon two circumstances, the one 
the position of the furnace D, and the other on the 
drains B C D. If, for example, the house were 
constructed 
without the 
drain, as in the 

at D, : 
rise and force E 
its way through the crevices in-the roof; or if that 
were impossible, it would lie in the upper part of 
the house as low as D*, while D * C would remain a 
body of unheated air. But open a ground-drain and 
rapid motion is immediately established. On the 
other hand, if the furnace be placed at A no heat 
could be introduced into the house in sufficient 
quantity to affect the interior, even although an un- 
der-ground drain were in action ; because the small 
quantity of heated air that would be introduced at, 
A would immediately escape through the roof; or, 
if drawn downwards by the sucking action of the 
ground-drain, would rapidly become cold by passing 
over the surface of the glass roof, or otherwise. 

If we now apply th ese principles to the Polmaise 
house (of which the annexed is an ideal section) 

* REFERENCE TO PLAN. 
A. The Grating, where the cold air is admitted to the stove 

from within the house. 
B. The Drain, conducting the cold air to the stove, over which e 

is the gangway. 
A Valve for admitting fresh air from without, keeping a 

healthy atmosphere within, 
D. The Stove, 

. TheWarm Air Chamber, and e the outlet from the chamber. 

. The Woollen Cloth nailed underneath a stage for plants 
which extends to within 2 feet from each end o; 
Vinery, dispersing the warm air equally through the 
Vinery, and steaming it by applying water through the 
rose of a watering-pan upon the cloth, 

G, Steps into the Vinery, 

& 

riki 

we shall see at once, by the direction of the arrows, 
how the currents of airare established ; and it will 

become evident that if the furnace D is powerful 
enough, and remains long enough at work, the 
whole interior of such a house must become so 
equally heated, or so nearly so, as to be quite suffi- 
cient for all.gardening purposes. 

There would, however, be a fatal objection to this 
plan, and one indeed which would render it prac- 
tically useless, unless it could be overcome; and 
thatis the dryness of the air which always results 
from the use of furnaces, whether open or closed. 
It is certain that by quick degrees the interior of a 
house thus warmed, would be so parched, as effec- 
tually to destroy all vegetable life ; and, indeed, to 
be unfit for animal respiration. Two extremely 
simple methods have been devised to meet this 
difficulty. The first is, to stretch over the mouth 
ofthe hole at D a blanket, extended from e to f, as is 
shown in the last diagram, and to keep it moist by 
means of worsted threads, with one end dipping into a 
reservoir of water. The other method is to connect 
the drain BD with other drains, communicating with. 
the external air and the furnace itself, so that fresh 
moist air shall be always introduced, if occasion 
should be found for it. (See ground plan, in the 
accompanying note). 

Such is the principle of the Polmaise plan of heat- 
ing, which experience shows to auswer the purpose 
as perfectly as theory would have expected. That 
itis more or less like other plans which have been 
previously proposed is true enough; but it is nof 
the worse for that, and it has, as we think, the high 
merit of doing well, with very simple and unex- 
pensive materials what others have effected less 
erfectly, at a large expense. As we have already 

stated, Mr. Murray has perfectly heated a Vinery 
by means of a hole in a wall, a furnace, a few drains, 
and a wet blanket; and we know of no one else 
who has done anything like that. He has distri- 
buted his heat by means of currents of air, instead 
of costly radiating surfaces ; he has moistened his 
air by the capillary attraction of a few skeins of 
worsted instead of expensive tanks of heated water, 
and we do not believe that he has in any way whate 
ever incurred unusual expense of fuel in doing so : 
indeed we have his own assurance (p. 500, 1844) 
that only half the usual quantity of fuel is required. 
We look upon this as an important move in the 

construction of plant houses, and upon the develop- 
ment of the principle as one fertile with endless 
practical appliances. Why, for example, should 
not a small pit be heated by means of a Jovcr's 
stove at one end, and a drain along the middle 

opening into the pit at the opposite end. But this 

and other matters connected with the subject we 
must reserve for another occasion. 

Lasr year Mr. OLDHAM, of Mansfield, was so 
obliging as to furnish many of our readers, gratis, 
with MisrEToE sEED. He is now desirous of learn- 
ing whether any of those who received it, have dis- 
covered anything new in the manner of propagating 
it; and we are sure, if they have, they will oblige 
him by communicating their experience through 
our columns, 

THE SHRUBBERY. 
Ir a definition were required of an artist, an amateur, * 

or a gardener, as to what constituted a Shrubbery, their 
answers would, in all probability, be of a very different 
character. 

The artist would insist on boldness of outline, intri- 
acy, h i g f tints, kc, The amateur 

would dwell with delight on borders crammed to suffo- 
cation with Pelargoniums, Pansies, and Verbenas ; and 
the gardener in general would insist on clumps, or. 
masses. 

However, as there are, it will be allowed, certain first 
principles of taste in this as in other matters, which 
cannot be transgressed without a sacrifice in point of 

effect, it becomes a question whether one principle 
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might not be laid down for general cases (independent, 

in a considerable degree, of the question of size), which 
would carry out the views of the whole three. 

I propose not here to say anything about what is 
termed a flower garden ; this is, or ought to be ruled by 
a principle of its own, subservient only to the situation 
itis intended to oceupy, and to a just relation to the 
surrounding objects or scenery :— First, then, I would 
urge, that in the, disposition of ground to ornamental 
purposes, one main walk, of a greater width than the 
others, should traverse the whole domain; or at least 
that portion of it that is really interesting, or leading to 
striking views :— Secondly, that where space will admit 
of it, all other affairs of a purely decorative character 
should in the main be ruled by this leading principle, 
when once properly established, and should be as, it 
were episodes to the main design :—Thirdly, that the 
general outline of the planting should be of a bold and 
expressive charaeter, and bear a proper relation to the 
sinuosities of this walk ; and that all digressions from 
this should be aecomplished without any sacrifice of the 
main features, or of the sky or ground outlines. 

These principles being assumed, I will make a few 
remarks on what I consider prevailing errors. I have 
generally found that the boldest and most intricate out- 
lines have, by far, the most lasting effect; provided such 
walks are cleverly marked and supported by judicious 
planting. The spectator should not be allowed to see 
too much at once, unless from one or two favoured spots. 
The whole tour of the domain, in my opinion, should 
consist of a series of “ dissolving views,” if I may be 
allowed the term ; and if Nature has not created this 
character, it can be done more than some folks imagine 
upon a dead level, by bold lines, and intricate outlines of 
plantation alone. 
fno genes of outline, then, in leading walks, is, I would 

suggest, the besetting sin; in addition to which, the 

thirst for destruction of “breadth” of lawa (by throw- 

ing down single trees, and what are called clumps, in 

all directions), has a tendency to sacrifice all lively 

expression, to an endless and sometimes tiresome dis- 

play, in detail, of nieknaeks ; for which a much more 

legitimate situation might be found, and where they 

would be more at home. 
Two of the greatest improvements in modern orna- 

mental gardening, as principles, are, in my opinion, the 

almost total repudiation of the mixing flowers an 

shrubs, and of deep edgings to the outline of walks ;— 

both of which were plished in a iderabl 

degree by the late Mr. Loudon, who laboured unceas- 

ingly at this very point. 
The disposition of those flowers in masses, however, 

which have been banished the shrub border, is no very 

easy matter, without affecting the noble outlines which 

irregular plantations assume ; yet it will, I think, be 

granted that a dark background of evergreens is par- 

ticularly well adapted. to exhibit gay flowers in mass. 

Three leading principles in the disposition of . these 

masses, of shrub margins, should, I think, be allowed 

to regulate the whole :—First, that all bold recesses 
formed by the outline of plantations or shrubberies, 
should be held sacred—no masses here. Secondly, 

that they should be generally situated between the pro- 
minent points and the recesses ; nearer, however, to 
the points: and Thirdly, that in form or figure, when 
they are near the walk, one side of the figure should be 
nearly parallel to that walk; and when nearer the 

shrub border, they should in some degree adapt them- 
selves to the sinuosities of that border. » Elliptic, reni- 
form, or circular figures, will be found very well adapted 
in general, and will please longer than more complex 
forms; their business in this situation is chiefly to fur- 
nish colour; the figure and general expression being 
furnished after all by the marginal line of the shrubs. 

Where bold walks possess an extensive and broad 
margin of this kind, much may be done in the way of 

decoration, independent of the regular parterre : and if 
the naked of the d in winter were an 
objection, it would be easy where plenty of labour is 
allowed to turf or plant it at the approach of winter, 
when the gay ,Verbenas and Pelargoniums had quailed 
before the ice-king. To plant such masses with winter 
stuff, many eligible plants offer themselves—such as 
the common Wallflower, the Christmas Rose, the winter 

Aconite, the wild wood Anemone, the Snowdrop, the 

Crocus, the Windflower, Anemone, &e. Hundreds of 

these should be potted in due time, and well established: 

added to which a nursery of Rhododendrons, and other 
dwarf shrubs, such as Box, Aucuba, Laurustinus, &c., 

would be a useful adjunct. This is, however, carrying 
matters with a high hand, and presupposes consider- 

able expense. á 
Much discretion is requisite also in placing single 

permanent specimens of trees or shrubs on lawns, 
where it is requisite to preserve breadth of feature 

The immense acquisition of new plants, of late years, 

adapted for lawns, has foreed many a person into the 

dotting system, who formerly despised it: this is, un- 

doubtedly, a retrograde direction, however, in point of 

taste. Such things should, in general, where space 

allows it, form a slight digression from the main walks 

and principal lawns; and might, under good manage- 
ment, be made to form a distinct feature, without 

deranging the general plan. 

In places of some extent, it should ever be borne in 
mind that the formal edges of shrub-borders, which are 
absolutely necessary at first planting, are but means to 
a given end; these means are, however, frequently 
nistaken for the end, and the dubbing shears and 

edging-iron applied annually with a pertinacity truly 

mortifying to those who can appreciate better things. 

No formal cut lines can ever produce so rich an 

grand an effect as the majestically sweeping and rich 

outline, as well as varying tints, produced by such per- 

manent and massive forms as full-grown Hollies, Laurels, 
My wi 

| amongst 
Jarrattii, brachyceras, &c., it is scarcely fair to class 

winter flowers; with good management they 

may, however, be made to blossom abundantly by the 

beginning of February. Of course, forcing with these 

is much facilitated by a very early growth, as also early 

rest, in the year previous to the demands on their forcing 

Rhododendrons, &c., fringed overhead i y with 

pendent forms— such as the Laburnum, the Purple 

Beech, orithe Abies canadensis.—R. Errington, Oulton. 

A LIST OF GREENHOUSE PLANTS 
To keep up a ion of bloom throughout the year :— 

JULY. 
Sollya heterophylla, blue, 
Crowea saligna, pink. 
Chilodia scutellarioides, violet. 
wainsona coronillæfolia, pink 

Mimulus glutinosus, yellow, 
Statice Dickensonii, pink, 

JANUARY. 

Scottia dentata, red and green. 

acris grandiflora, scarlet. 
ala oppositifolia, pink. 
ia mixta, lilac. 

Trymalium odoratissimum, 
white, 

Corethrostylis bracteata, pink. 
FEBR Indigofera decor 

Phænocoma p Hovea pungens, blue, 
Epacris purpurascens, lilac. 
Ce avendishii, pale red, 
Acacia Riceana, yellow, 
Selago distans, blush. 
oronia serrulata, rose, g 'EPTEMBER. 

Lilium lancifolium, white. 
Plumbago capensis, blue. 

RCH, 
Burchellia capensis, scarlet, 
Hovea Celsi, blue. 
Chorozema cordatum, yellow, 
Pimelea hispida, blush. 
Hardenbergia ovata, purple, 
Azalea EAM white, 

Babingtonia Camphorosme, 

Cestrum aurantiacum, yellow. 
Clethra arborea, white. 
Kalosanthes coccinea, scarlet. 

OTOBER, 
Veronica salicifolia, white. 
Sedum Sieboldii, pink. 
Chironia floribunda, pink. 
Spermadictyon azureum, blue, 
Lisianthus Russellianus, blue, 
Lyperia pinnatifida, violet, 

PRIL, 
Bouvardia splendens, scarlet, 
Witsenia corymbosa, blue. 
Pultenæa subumbellata, yellow 
Eriostemon buxifolium, lilac. 
Pimelea decussata, red. 
Ohorozema varium, yellow, 

AY. 
Mirbelia speciosa, purple. 
Boronia anemonefolia, pink. 
Bossiæa linophylla, orange. 
Epacris campanulata, red. 
Habrothamnus fasciculatus, 

BER, 
Pittosporum undulatum, white, 
Linum trigynum, yellow. 
"Templetonia glauca, crimson. 
Boldoa fragrans, green 

Lindleyana, påle red. Cor 
Mastacanthus sinensis, blue, 

DECEM: 

scarlet. 
Kennedya Marryattæ, scarlet. 

J Lueulia gratissima, rose. 
Candollea tetrandra, yellow. Indigofera syl ica, rosy-lilac. 

Burtonia conferta, violet. Jorræa rosea, rose. 
Chironia decussata, red. Tochroma tubulosum, blue. 
Veronica speciosa, purple, Primula sinensis, fl. pleno, 

Pimelea spectabilis, pink, 
Echeveria rosea, rose. 

WINTER FLOWERS. 
Centradenia rosea.—' This neat and dressy little 

flower, although not so gay as some of the forcing tribes, 
is nevertheless a most interesting little shrub ; and is 
searcely capable of forcing—in fact, scarcely needs it, 
as under ordinary cultivation it will blossom abundant] 
by the middle of January, on a warm and light shelf 
near the glass. Cuttings struck early in February, and 
highly cultivated, will be bushy plants by the end of 
June, at which time they should be chiefly in 5-inch 
pots, and should be removed from the stove or propa- 
gating house, to a light and airy greenhouse shelf. 
They must not be shifted after this, but allowed to 
become rather * pot-bound,” and will not require any 
further attention, except moderate waterings, until the 
end of September, when a few may be introduced to a 
light and warm shelf in a stove, or intermediate house, 
where a temperature of 65? to 70? by day can be given. 
The rest may follow successively ; and it is worthy of 
partieular remark, that they do not open well without 
the influence of considerable light: all forcing them 
without this is vain; therefore a very light shelf near 
the glass is indispensable. 

Soil, —Equal parts sound loam, sandy heath soil, and 
vegetable earth, with a good sprinkling of sand and 
charcoal. 

Hardy American Shrubs in General.—These, for all 
practical purposes, may be classed together, and a most 
important adjunet they are to the early forcing-house, 
where flowers are required on a large scale, and con- 
tinually, The following genera will be found most 
eligible for this purpose ; viz., Rhododendron, Azalea, 
Ledum, Daphne, Andromeda, Gaultheria, &c. 
removing these from the open border to force, care 
should be taken to mutilate their roots as little as 
possible. An old Pine pit is a very suitable place in 
which to commence their forcing. They should have 
a bottom-heat of 759, and an atmospheric temperature 
averaging 65? with abundance of atmospheric moisture 
permanently supplied. When severe economy is not a 
primary object, and a good stock of these delightful 
shrubs are required through the spring, the best plan 
by far is to pick the nurseries in the end of September, 
where, amongst thousands, those may be selected which 
are at once compact bushes, and abound in buds. 
After forcing they should be slightly protected whilst 
severe weather prevails, after which they may either be 
turned out of their pots in beds of peat carth, or be 
transferred to the American garden. Amongst these 
the Daphne eneorum is one of the most delightful 
plants when forced, that canbe imagined. About 
30 years since it was quite a custom to force these in 
the neighbourhood of the metropolis ; and at a nursery 
at which I spent some of my early days, we used to 
raft them on the common wood Laurel, on stems 

about 12 or 15 inches high. Managed thus, they pos- 

James Donald, 

sessed, in due time, umbrella-like heads, slightly pendu- 
ous; and when forced were the admiration of all. 
The little Gaultheria proeumbens, too, was another 
favourite in those days; and large tufts, in low and wide 
pe bearing a profusion of blossoms, had a very pretty 
effe 

Tropaolums. — These, such as T. tricolorum, T.! 

prop Bulbs which have been thus early aroused, 

and at rest by the end of June, are perfectly adapted 

to this end. My method is to half fill a 5-inch pot with 

sphagnum, and to lay one bulb of each on the surface ; 

then to close up the top with a handful of the same 

material, placing them in a cool cellar or fruit-room. 

By the end of August I remove the covering, as they 

will soon begin to shoot, and the moment this is per- 

ceived, I pot them ; and to do justice to this delicate: 

plant, the potting is a most important matter. 

Mode of Potting.—I mix equal portions of fibrous 

loam, sandy-heath soil, halfrotten leaves, half-rotten 

horse-manure, and charcoal in small fragments, about 
equal parts ; the whole of these materials as rough as 

possible. They are then passed through a riddle of 

nearly 2-inch mesh, and the largest portions reserved 

for the pot-bottoms ; the remainder is then subjected to 

the ordeal of a riddle of }-inch mesh, and the finer par- 

ticles of soil totally rejected. — In filling my pot for the 
bulb, Linvert a small pot ; ht itera charcoal in 
lumps, and on this I place the roughest of the material, 

and fill up with the last riddling. Nothing can succeed 

better than mine have done for many years. They 

should be watered very sparingly until they have half 

filled their trellis, and should at all times have a light 
and airy situation. A temperature of 60°, by day, is 

quite sufficient for them in December and January 5 

more will do mischief. Errington, Oulton. _ 

Home Correspondence. 
Culture of the Chinese Primrose.—Although this 

may be easily and successfully cultivated in pots, as re- 

commended at p. 704, yet it is more easily and advan- 

tageously cultivated in general by planting it out in 

some shady situation during the summer months, For 

t wering, speci the seed should be sown 

about the middle of March, in pots or pans, and placed 

in a little heat until the young plants appear, when they 

should be removed to a greenhouse. As soon as they 

are large enough let them be pricked out into pots or 

pans, keeping them in a shady part of the house. They 

will thus, with alittle attention, be strong plants, ready 

for planting out by the end of May. Prepare a frame 

under a north wall (the most suitable situation for 

them) with a compost of three-parts leaf-mould and a 

little turfy loam or sand. Let the plants be placed about 

6 or 8 inches apart; keep them close for a few days, 

after which the covering should be removed entirely, to 

allow the dews and rains to fall on them. They will 

require no more attention until the time arrives for 
potting, but they should have a liberal supply of water 

and liquid manure ly. The bad sp 
should, of course, be removed as they come into flower, 

in order to give the others more room to grow. About 

the middle of September they should be taken up and 

potted in 6, 7, or 8-inch pots, according to the object 

of the cultivator, in a compost similar to that recom- 

mended at p. 704 ; afterwards, replace them in the 

frame, keeping them close for a few days, and con- 

stantly wetting the foliage three or four times a day to 

keep them from flagging. In about a fortnight they 

may safely be removed to the greenhouse, and watered 

more sparingly as they come into flower. You will 

thus insure a good succession of bloom throughout the 
autumn. Seed for specimens to flower in spring should 

be sown about the middle of April, and treated as above, 

keeping them free from damp and frost during the 

winter months and giving them more water, as the 

spring advances, which is all that is required to make 

them flower abundantly. After the plants have done 

blooming, plant them out again as before, and they will 

make fine specimens for flowering in the following 
autumn.— C. Gardner, Stoneham Rectory. 

Thornfield Pines.—At p. 817, “M. G.” requests me to 

give him some information concerning my method of 

causing premature fruitfulness of the Pine-apple, which 

he states is of vast importance, and should not have 

been omitted in the first edition of my book. Now 

beg to differ from * M. G.” in this particular. Long 
practice has taught me that nothing which tends to 

check the roots is deserving of a place in any book on 

the culture of the Pine-apple at the present day. Any 

gardener, who will fully carry out my system, as laid 

down in my second edition, will have no reason to com- 
plain of unfruitfulness in the plants. The leading fea- 

tures of this system are, first, a peculiar mechanical 

arrangement of the soil (see pp. 2 and 62), by which the 

roots may be preserved in a healthy state for many 

years, without ever being disturbed. Secondly, pre- 

servation of the old stool (or storehouse of organizable 

matter, as it has been very justly termed), which will 

have to forego a triennial process, as mentioned at 

p. 52, to prevent the plant from. becoming inconve- 

niently bigh. Thirdly, uniformity of bottom-heat, see 
p. 55; and, Fourthly, a due amount of atmospheric 

moisture, see p..42. 1f the above directions are strictly 

attended to, I dare guarantee that any amateur or gar- 

dener, having a suitable house, will produce three full 
crops of average sized fruit in every two years. I have 

already cut four fruit from one plant in 15 months, and 

there is every probability of my cutting four fruit in the 
fortheoming twelvemonth from another plant.—Josoph 

Hamilton, Thornfield. 
Forcing Vines carly with badly ripened Wood. — 
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Being always in the habit of forcing my first Vinery 
very early, say the first of November, to have Grapes by 

aster, I find, however, this season, that my Vines are 
not going to produce any fruit, excepting a few poor look- 
ing bunches. I may mention that they are planted out- 
side, and I have a quantity of leaves and hot dung on 
the border to raise a slight heat in the soil, and to keep 
Offrain. I attribute the want of fruit to the backward- 
ness of the season, the wood not being properly ripened. 
In former years I have always had good crops consider- 
ing the early season of forcing. Has anybody else ex- 
Perienced this? Iam afraid mine will not be a solitary 
Instance this next season.—J. King. 

Bee Flowers.—Since I recommended the Melilotus 
leucantha (p.135) as a bee flower, I have received 
Several applicati pecting its cultivati It is 
biennial, and should be sown in March, or in the begin- 
ning of April, on a deep, rich, and dry loamy soil, in 
drills about 18 inches in width, and the plants should 
e thinned to 9 or 10 inches apart. It will grow from 

6 to 8 feet in height during the first summer, and from 
10 to 12 feet in the second. Ifsome plants of it are 
cut down to within two inches of the ground when about 
two feet in height, they will bloom later in the summer, 
and a succession may be had from June to November, 
Which will be frequented by thousands of bees during 
every fine day throughout the season. I saved some 
Seed during the past autumn, and shall have pleasure 
3n sending a packet of it to any of your apiarian readers 
Who may forward their names and address.— E. Briggs, 
Swainsied, near Bourn. 

Gooseberry Caterpillars. —May I ask “J. P.,” who 
States (p. 874) that he has failed in preventing cater- 
Pillars from attacking his Gooseberry trees by the 
application of soot, whether he acted upon the instruc- 
tons formerly given. Did he apply the soot in a fresh 
State when the buds were just opening on a damp morn- 
ing, when the young leaves were moist with dew? If 
e neglected any of these particulars, I cannot answer 
Or his success. When applied as recommended at 
P. 21, I have never found it to fail for upwards of 20 
years on a very extensive scale.— William May, Hope 
Nursery, Bedale, Yorkshire. 

Sulphur v. Rabbits.—About two years ago, while 
visiting a gentleman's seat in the north of England, my 
attention was arrested by seeing several men Stooping 
down at some rabbit holes, with something burning in 
their hands. On inquiry the men said they were “sul- 
phuring the rabbits,"  Sulphuring the rabbits !” said 
I; “What can that be?" The reply was, that the 
gentleman was going to give his farmers a day or two's 
Sport in hunting and shooting rabbits, and that when 
the holes are fumigated in this style, they will allow 
themselves to be run to death rather than enter them 
for several days afterwards, and the practice had been 
Carried out with perfect success. The manner in which 
this was effected was by having a rag thickly covered 
with sulphur paste ignited, and in each hole it was held 
as far as the arm would reach for about a minute. This 
year, when I planted out Dahlias, &c., in a place exposed 
O the destruction of vermin, I took the precaution to 
dust each plant all over with sulphur, and the ground 
Tound it. On going a few days afterwards to see how 
the plants were doing, I found most of them partly 
eaten ; and in order to try the efficacy of sulphur, I 
gave the remaining parts of the plants a thick covering 
With it, and in a short time again visited my nurselings, 
and was surprised to find hardly a vestige of them left ; 
the rabbits and hareshad eaten most of them down to the 
very earth, and it appeared to me that sulphur gave 
them a relish for the plants rather than otherwise. It 
had not the least effect in preventing their destruction. 

"ford. TO 
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„ Frogs and Toads not Viviparous—The frog is the 
first to deposit its spawn in the spring. The spring of 
the past year (1845) having been very backward, I dis- 
Covered none of that gelatinous substance full of black 
Specks, in ditches, till the 30th of March ; and what I 

en saw appeared to have been recently deposited. 
Put some of this into an inverted bell-glass of water, 
and when the sun shone upon the water the whole mass 
Tose to the surface. At first I was quite at a loss to 
account for this, but I soon found that it was occasioned 
by the little round Jumps of spawn expanding in the 
Centre, and consequently decreasing in their specific 
Bravity, Whatwas more curious, those lumps which were 
qebermost appeared above the water like transparent 
enses, exposing to the sun the round black eggs or 
germs of the future tadpoles. On the 2d of April those 
ee appeared like Onion seeds, then kidney-shaped, and 

© next day showed signs of life. On the day following, 
tee small tadpoles were wriggling about. As they ate 
peir way through the lumps of gelatinous substance, 

these filled with water, and began to sink while the full 
Ones rose and took their places. By this curious pro- 
cess the whole of the spawn was successively exposed to 
i e sun and hatched. The remaining substance, 
ike jelly, afforded the first food for the young tad- 
Poles- an admirable provision of Nature, I fed them 
afterwards with a green slimy weed, commonly 
ound in wet ditches, and usually called water-flannel, 
pong which they would have been found, if they had 
een hatched in the natural way. I supplied them fre- 
Wendy with water from the ditch until the 1st of June, 
ts en the tadpoles began to change colour. Their hind 
as now appeared, and, on the 8th, the fore legs ; then 

€ tail or fin began to shrink, and in three more days 
ha hopped out of the water, perfect little frogs, about 
S Size of small horse-beans. The spawn of the toad 

deposited in the water about a fortnight later than 

= 

that of the frog. It does not lie in a mass together, but 
in two distinct rows, resembling strings of black beads, 
each about two yards in length. This remarkable dif- 
ference in the spawn, independent of the toad being des- 
titute of teeth, might suffice of itself to show that the 
useful and much misrepresented toad is not a degene- 
rated species of frog, as M. Raspail supposes ; nor vivi- 
parous, as some have imagined. On the l5th of April 
I procured some toads’ spawn, from which I obtained 
tadpoles on the 28th, which differed in no way 
from the frog tadpoles, except that their colour was 
darker. I put both together, and they throve equally 
under the same treatment, without one set devouring 
the other, as some assert that tadpoles do ; and they 
became perfect toads about the Ist of July. The 
spawn of toads being in strings, cannot float with- 
out support, like that of frogs; and to secure its 
position near the surface of the water, it is cast 
among floating weeds and tangled roots, and often 
in deep water. The tadpoles do not burst the 
little black beads, which are the actual tadpoles, and 
they gradually swell and open into life. In the face of 
this fact, so easily ascertained, there is an opinion, ad- 
vocated even by some of our best naturalists, that toads 
produce their young alive, and in the reptile state. They 
appear to argue from the supposed analogous case of 
certain lizards, which are said to be either oviparous or 
viviparous in different localities. Those who advance 
this theory appear to lose sight of their own declara- 
tion, that the spawn is fertilised as the female de- 
posits it. But my own observation and experiments 
prove that this is erroneous. And how could tad- 
poles live and be supported in the body of the parent 
for the time required for their perfect formation 
in the water, which is near two months and a half ? The 
great number of tadpoles produced from a single toad 
would require the toad to be as large as a sea turtle. 
The circumstance of very small toads having been 
found in places distant from water, has been brought 
orward in support of the above opinion: but it must 
be recollected that the toad once formed returns to the 
water no more, except in the pairing season. It 
is usually found in dry banks and obscure places; its 
nature will, therefore, lead it away from its native ditch, 
and little toads can easily climb up banks and make 
their way rapidly enough to a considerable distance.— 
J. Wighton. 

A New Vegetable ; “ Rhaflower.”—We have been in 
the habit of eating the leaves of the Rhubarb plant for 
many years, and seeing that the fruit stalks of this 
vegetable were counted as waste, I thought it very 
likely that they were the better part of the plant, and 
I now find that the pouches of unopened flowers bear 
the same relation to the leaves of Rhubarb that Cauli- 
flowers do to Cabbage leaves, and may be obtained in 
great abundance, and that at a time (April) when all 
kinds of vegetables are valuable. The pouches of 
flower-buds are of a beautiful colour when dressed in 
the same manner that Rhubarb is dressed, and resemble 
the inside of a fig; the flavour is milder than that of 
Rhubarb stalks, but I do not look upon it so much in 
the light of an article for making tarts of, as I do for 
its use as a boiled vegetable, to be used like Broccoli. 
Let no one take my opinion of this matter, but let 
every one judge for himself as soon as the flower stems 
shew themselves. As a matter of course, the plants 
should be grown in rich ground, and the pouches to be 
crisp should be got very young, and will require some 
care in cooking.—Alewander Forsyth, Alton Towers, 
Dec. 31, 1845. 

is clavicul Although a iderable num- 
di to our island, have 

the dignity of a garden flower. This plant (better 
known to many as Fumaria claviculata, Linn.) is by no 
means of frequent occurrence. It inhabits the sandiest 
soils, and equally enjoys trailing along the ground, and 
climbing in shady places amongst the ferns and brambles. 
It is therefore well suited to cultivation on the north 
side of masses of rock-work, or in the shady, bushy 
parts of a shrubbery. In proof of its perfect hardiness, 
let me state, that last Wednesday, the day before Christ- 
mas-day, I saw the Corydalis in full bloom in its native 
habitat among the Fir plantations, at Parkmount, near 
this place ; and a friend, into whose garden I trans- 
planted a few specimens last autumn, informs me that 
his are flowering, and may probably seed so abundantly 
as to occasion him some trouble to keep them in 
bounds. Notwitl ding this hardy c itution, our 
plant is peculiarly characterized by much apparent 
tenderness, and a habit of remarkable slenderness and 
delicacy, The stems are long, filiform, and of a rosy 
tint; the leaves, furnished with tendrils of a tender 
light green, and beautifully reticulated with translucent 
nerves, like most F i ; the loured 
flowers ean scarcely be called showy, being small, in 
axillary racemes, I shall feel much pleasure in sup- 
plying such of your correspondents as feel inclined to 
patronise my protégé with seeds or young plants.—F, 
A. Malleson, Pulborough, Petworth.* 

Spot on the Pelargonium Leaf.—l beg to inform 
Mr. Hood (p. 856), that spot is not occasioned by 

* In my article on “British Evergreens” at page € 
fell into an error, by trusting to memory in describing th 
in Parham Park. m 2 nine inches i i 

ferenee, whi 
paper, s 

h gives a diameter of 11 inches. 
ing was printed for spiny, and arme for aiio, 

cramping the roots, for I have found from experience 
that, unless the pots are filled with roots, a fine head of 
bloom cannot be obtained. Some weak young-plants are 

bject to spot than stronger growing varieties, which 
was probably the case with Mr. H.’s plants. I have 
invariably seen the spot make its appearance in autu 
more particularly if the weather is wetand eold, before 
housing the plants; but I have never seen the Pelar- 
gonium thus affected when the plants were in good con- 
dition. Of what strength does Mr. H. use guano-water 
for his plants 1—J. Parker, Elm Grove, Roehampton. 

Cisterns, to render Watertight.—In reply to * A Sub- 
scriber,” who asks (p. 874) if India-rubber can be used 
to render slate cisterns watertight, I beg to refer him 
to Messrs. A. Jeffery and Co., Brunton Works, Lime- 
house, for marine glue, a material which will fully 
answer his purpose. It should be carefully used ; and 
if he mentions for what purpose he requires it, and 
how he should best apply it, I have no doubt the 
patentees will give proper instructions.— Agricola, 

ourneyman  Gardeners.—Among the many com- 
munications which appear in the Chronicle, I find 
nothing respecting the condition of the journeyman 
gardener, who has to struggle on against adverse cite 
cumstances on the poor pittance of 9s. a week, which 
are the general wages in Scotland, and on this sum they 
are expected to maintain a respectable appearanee 
(which they in general do), but to how many privations 
do they subject themselves iu doing this ; and, moreover, 
to attain any proficiency in the business, they must pur- 
chase books. Now, supposing them to have acquired-a 
pretty fair share of education before they commence 
their apprenticeship, and this I hold to be absolutely 
necessary, books on horticultural subjects can scarcely 
be said to be within the reach of men who earn only 9s. 
per week, although in most places of any consequence 
they have lodgings and firing. I am not aware how the 
j man gard i ditions may be bettered but 
this is a “consummation devoutly to be Wished” ; should 
you, however, or any of your correspondents, put ina 
word in their behalf, something might be done, for I 
imagine, that if gentlemen were made fully acquainted 
with the case in all its bearings, they would raise the 
condition, and endeavour to inerease the comfort of 
those who must one day succeed the men who are now 
their masters.—J. M‘Z. [In our opinion men should 
not become gardeners who have not friends capable of 
assisting them with the means required for their edu- 
cation. Journeyman gardeners should, like other 
people, put the saddle on the right horse.] 

Transmission of Seeds to New Zealand. — From 
having observed (p. 840) a query respecting the trans- 
mission of European seeds to New Zealand, I am in- 
duced to offer the following method, and its results. I 
contemplated emigrating to New Zealand some twelve 
or fifteen months previous to starting, consequently 1 
had that time to prepare. I managed to collect a large 
number of seeds, such as Gooseberries, Currants, Rasp- 
berries, and Strawberries, and many ornamental her- 
baceous plants, besides Acorns, Laburnum seed, Ash 
seeds, &e., &e., and about a bushel and a half of Quick 
seeds (Crateegus oxyacantha) for hedging. The last 
named, as also Asparagus seeds, I put in large flower- 
pots as soon as they were gathered, and sunk them te 
some depth in the open ground ; there they remained 
until spring, when I took them up, washed the seeds 
clean, and spread them out to dry; by this procese 
they occupied less room than if dried as they came off 
the trees; such as Strawberries, Raspberries, and all 
those pulpy fruits, I washed as soon as they were 
gathered ; all were dried by sun heat. When thoroughly 
dry, they were wrapped in common brown packin, 
paper,with the name carefully written on each packages 
they were then stored in a dry airy place until my 
embarkation, which was in June, I then procured a box 
sufficiently large to hold them, without pressing them 
too hard, I pierced this box in a number of places with 
a small auger, for the purpose of admitting air, and ir 
this all the seeds were carried to New Zealand, except 
the Quicksets, which were conveyed in a canvas ba; 
On boarding the vessel I found that it was impossible 
to keep them between decks, the small quantity of 
articles allowed there prevented me, and therefore had 
to submit to regulations by allowing them to be “ stowed 
away in the hold,” I took care, howeyer, that they were 
ut from under the hatches, and clear from 

the sides of the vessel, as they would in either 
case have been liable to get wet in stormy weather. 
We were five months on the voyage, during which time 
I took the advantage of the hatches being opened, on 
three different occasions, to bring my seeds on deck, 
where I unpacked and spread them out to dry, not more 
than an hour on each occasion. In addition to what I col- 
lected in the country, I had upwards of a hundred other 
different kinds of seeds, which were packed in a hamper, 
and received the same treatment on board as the former. 
On arriving in New Zealand, I found it was mot such an 
easy mattexto renta bit of ground, on reasonable terms, 
as we were Il to believe previous to leavir& England 5 
and thinking my seeds would take hurt by being longer 
out of the soil, I roughly formed a few small boxes, in 
whieh I sowed some of those that I considered the most 
valuable, such as Gooseberries, Strawberries, Fuchsias, 
and a small packet of Pelargonium-seeds, Peas, Beans, 
Turnips, and a few other things, I sowed in a neigh- 
bour’s garden, all of which germinated ; thus proving 
that they travelled from England in good condition. 
Owing to matters not turning out to my expectation in 
New Zealand, I went to Sydney ; but before leaving £ 
gave the remainder of my seeds to a friend, who being. 
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gardener, took every care to do them justice. He after- 
wards informed me that most of them had germinated 

but being at a distance from water communication it is 

I am convinced that anybody taking the same care, 
might convey seeds from England to New Zealand with 
certainty of success. They will also carry with equal 
success in canvas bags, hung up in the cabin or other 
airy place (as stated at p. 840) ; and when that can be 
done it is preferable. Such was the way in which one 
of our passengers carried seeds, which were sown by 
myself some weeks after landing, and they germinated 
very well. Such as Acorns and Walnuts will carry 
safest packed in a box or cask, in tolerably dry sand, as 
in the other case they are apt to get too dry, when the 
shell would crack, and consequently the embryo lose its 
vital power. Generally speaking, however, the grand 
point in "preserving seeds, either on sea or land, is to 
keep them dry, {in order to prevent the loss of the 
carbon, which every seed contains more or less.— Alea. 
Burnett, Roby Hall, near Liverpool. 

Harrison’s “ Floricultural Cabinet.’—It is with 
extreme reluctance that I call attention to the piratical 
propensities of this periodical. I feel, however, that in 
self-defence I am bound to do so. On taking up the 
Number for December I saw an article headed “ Trip 
to Paris in search of Autumnal Roses,” and signed W. 
Paul, Cheshunt. I was at first somewhat surprised, 

ing never written anything for that journal, and 
searched closely in expectation of finding it given as an 
extract from theGard.Chronicle, where it appeared some 
15 months ago. No such acknowledgment was made. 
Now, what I complain of is, that the article appearing 
at the present time as an original communication, 
places me in the awkward position of giving and describ- 
ing as new varieties such as are now well known, andin 
-almost every amateur’s collection. As the original ap- 
peared in your columns, I trust you will not object to 
insert this letter. It is written from no hostile feeling ; 
merely to explain what would appear to readers of both 
periodicals trifling and absurd.— W. Paul, Nurseries, 
Cheshunt, Herts. 

Hotieties. 
BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH. 

Turs Society held its second meeting for the session 
on the 11th instant—Dr. Archibald Inglis in the chair. 
Donations to the Library and Museum were.announced 
from Dr. Diekeuson, Liverpool; W. Brown, Esq., 
R.N.; Philosophical Society of Glasgow ; Literary and 
Philosophical Soeiety of Liverpool; and Professor Koch, 
Erlangen. Ralph Holden, Esq., and John Waller., 
Esq., were elected Resident Fellows of the Society.— 
Mr. J. M‘Nab read a continuation of his journal of a 
tour through part of the United States and the Canadas. 
The last portion communicated to the Society gave an 
account of the botanical rarities observed in the neigh- 
bourhood of Toronto, and concluded with an exeursion 
from Fort Niagara to Queenston, and thence to the 
Falls. The portion of the journal deseribing the re- 
markable distribution of the trees, shrubs, and her-, 
baceous plants in the vicinity of the famous Falls 
having been read before the Society at a previous meet- 
ing, was therefore omitted. In the present notice, em- 
bracing the journey from Niagara to New London, 
Mr. M‘Nab particularly alluded to the excellent state 
of the cultivated grounds through the Hamilton and 
Gore districts, and the suitableness of large tracts of the 
wooded country for emigrants. On some waste land 
round the head of Burlington Bay, many good speci- 
mens of herbaceous plants were picked in flower ; of 
these the Lespedeza hirta, Polygala verticillata, Ge- 
rardia tenuifolia, and G. pedicularia, were abundant, 
with Chrysopsis alba ; the latter plant being noticed for 
the first time as an inhabitant of Canada. Two strong 
herbaged Grasses, Andropogon furcatus and Limnetis 

des, were ioned k ding i E o in tl 
neighbourhood of Hamilton, but neither seemed to 
be relished by cattle. The moorland ground in the 
vieinity of Brantford afforded many interesting bota- 
nical rarities, among which Euphorbia corollata was 
conspicuous. Liatris stricta, Aletris farinosa, Lespe- 
deza frutescens, Batschia Gmelini, Arenaria stricta, 
Viola palmata, with many others, were plentiful in 
flower, and proved most attractive objects on the dry 
sandy plains ; while the moister places yielded Tofieldia 
glutinosa, Zigadenus chloranthus, and Glycine Apios in 
profusion, The forests through the inland districts 
were exceedingly rich and varied, many of them con- 
taining large and lofty trees of Oak, Elm, Beech, 
Hickory, Ash, and White Pine. Some of these districts, 
in process of clearing by the recent settlers, presented a 

very kable app m q of large 
oups of stately trees standing dead, many with stems 
m 10 to 14 feet in circumference, and varying from 

80 to 100 feet in height. The mode resorted to by the 
settlers for killing the trees is by cutting, during the 
early part of winter, a notch five or six inches deep 
round the lower part of their stems. The White Pines 
presented a very singular appearance caused by a pecu- 
liar seeming twisting of the decayed trunks in a uniform 

rendered p worthless. Many of the road- 
sides, through the wooded districts for miles together, 
were riehly adorned with the searlet and blue cardinal 
flowers (Lobelia cardinalis and syphilitica), and the 
erimson Monarda (Monarda didyma). e American 
Elderberry (Samt Canadensis) also presented a 
striking feature, being very abundant and densely clothed 
with fruit. The only tree noticed by the party, not 
previously seen in any other district, was the Tamarack 
or Black American Larch (Larix pendula). This tree, of 
which there was an extensive forest on the banks of the 
Thames river, near New London, was generally of 
straggling growth, and never exceeded 3 feet in cir- 
eumference.—Dr. Balfour read an account of a bota- 
nical trip to Ben Voirlich and Ben Nevis, in August 
last. ve an account of the general features of 
the district, and noticed the occurrence of moraines and 
large angular boulders near the upper part of Loch 
Lomond, and the ‘smooth rounded rocks, with distinct 
groovings, which are seen near the waterfall of Glen 
Nevis. Both of these phenomena being probably in- 
dicative of the former existence of glaciers. He the 
gave an account of the Flora, and noticed the occur- 
rence of Carex irrigua near Loch Hoy; of Isoetes 
lacustris, Carex saxatilis, and Poa Balfourii, in large 
quantities on Ben Voirlich ; and of Lysimachia vul- 

b d 
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aris, Carex vesicaria, Rubus affinis, 

decay. It is not the habit of the allied species to prey 
on deeayed or decaying matter, but to produce decay— 
a fact which is of the first importance. Though so 
many other species have this habit, these have not. The 
plant then becomes unhealthy in consequence of the 
presence of the mould, which feeds upon its juices and 
prevents the elaboration of nutritive sap in the leaves, 
while it obstructs the admission of air and the emission 
of perspiration. The stem is thus overcharged with 
moisture and eventually rots, while every source of 
nutriment is cut off from the half-ripe tubers. It would 
be as reasonable to say, with our knowledge of the 
nature and habits of the cereal fungi, that bunt, or 
mildew, or the other allied diseases which affeet-corn, 
are the consequence and not the causes of disease. In 
favourable seasons they are not developed ; in unfa- 
vourable seasons they spread like wildfire: in one 
sense, therefore, the atmospherie conditions are the 
cause, but merely as they stimulate into action the 
latent pest. The immediate eause of disease is the 
fungus which preys upon the tissues of the corn. So 
exactly, in the present instance, as far at least as the 
aerial portions of the plant are concerned, the Botrytis 
is the i diate cause of d i In some in- 
stances it may have been aided by unseasonable frost, 
but this has certainly not always been the case. The 
mould, indeed, would not have spread but from peculiar t nip" ditions f, » y ani 

adula var. foliosus, Bab., near Inverarnon. After 
notieing the varieties of Quereus pedunculata and ses- 
siliflora which oceur in Glen Falloch, he proceeded to 
give a detailed account of the botany of Ben Nevis. 
Besides the usual alpine plants, he pieked Saxifraga 
rivularis, Stellaria cerastoides, Poa alpina vivipara, Poa 
laxa, and Poa montana, Cornus ‘suecica, Cistopteris 
dentata, Carex saxatilis, and various alpine forms of 
Hieracia. Specimens of the plants were exhibited to 
the meeting. At this meeting the election of office- 
bearers for the ensuing year took place, when Pro- 
fessor Balfour was chosen President ; and Drs. Gr 
ville, Seller, Archibald Inglis, and Douglas Maclagan, 
Vice-Presidents, 
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art I. 8vo. Longmans, 

In consequence of the desire of the Council of the 
Horticultural Society to supply the members gratui- 
tously, and at a stated period, with a work which 
should present at short intervals of time an account of 
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ip toits growth. What 
these are it may be impossible to say, but it is a fact 
well known to every student of the extensive tribe of 
fungi, that their growth, and especially their numbers, 
depend more than all other vegetables on atmospherieal 
conditions, or what Fries has happily called ‘cosmica 
momenta.’ Even the peasant knows this to be the 
case with Mushrooms. Dry and wet summers oceur, 
and both are equally barren ; while in other seasons, 
apparently but little dissimilar, they oceur in the utmost 
profusion. A species will be most abundant for a year 
or two, and then for a period vanish entirely. It is 
notorious that this is the case in other parts ‘of the 
creation, especially amongst insects, peculiar species of 
which sometimes swarm to such an extent as to’ baffle 
the naturalist. In the summer of 1826, for instance, 
Vanessa cardui existed in the greatest profusion in 
England, and it was traced by Mr. A. Way from Eng- 
land to Nice. The species of late years has been com- 
paratively rare. There is nothing surprising, then, in 
the fact of the immense prevalence of a parasitie mould. 

o one wonders when the Hop-grounds are ravaged by 
their peculiar mildew, because the cultivation of Hops 
is so limited ; but if it were as universal and of as much 

the proceedings of the Society, of the exp tried 
in the garden, of the new plants introduced, and of such 
recent inventions, observations, or discoveries as most 
directly bear upon the pursuit of Horticulture, it has 
been determined to substitute a quarterly 8vo “Journal” 
for the 4to “ Transactions” hitherto published, and now 
to be brought to a close after the appearance of one 
more Number. The work before us is the first Part of 
this periodical. Tt contains four lithographed plates, 
exhibiting the parasites and morbid appearances con- 
nected with the Potato murrain. An interior view of 

p as Potatoes, its ravages would equally ex- 
cite attention. It is by these instruments, contemptible 
in the sight of man, that the Almighty is pleased some- 
times to accomplish his ends. Instances, like that 
of the Hessian fly, will readily occur of the im- 
mense disproportion between the means and the end. 
The peculiar habit of the species, as said above, 
contradicts the notion of its appearance being the con- 
sequence of decay. I have in vain tried to make the 
spores vegetate, as is so easily done with other species, 
The spores of Botrytis Bassiana, which destroys the 

Mr. Dillwyn Llewelyn’s curious O house, the 
end of which is a waterfall, and the floor a basin, forms 
the frontispiece. Various woodcuts, explaining the 
structure of this house, or representing new plants, 
complete the illustrations. The contents of the Part will 
be in our advertising columns. The papers 
which will attract most attention are doubtless the 
account of Mr. Llewelyn’s house, and the very full 
reports on the Potato disease, in a botanical and phy- 
siological point of view, by the Rev. M. J. Berkeley, the 
great mycologist, and chemically by Mr. Solly. 
Scott has given a clear account of the Mango-growing 
at Sir George Staunton’s. A very useful communica- 
tion by Mr. Williams, of Pitmaston, on Melon-growing, 
contains some capital hints for the small gardener ; 
while Mr. Gordon’s aecount of Cryptomeria japonica 
will be read with interest by all who care for hardy 
evergreen trees ; and a very interesting communica- 
tion by the Dean of Manchester on the habits of plants, 
is full of matter for reflection. 

Mr. Berkeley attributes the Potato disease to fungi, as 
our readers are aware. Mr. Edward Solly entertains 
the opposite opinion, and, with us, refers it to at- 
mospherie conditions. Wé must leave our readers to 
study the arguments of these two able observers, and 
to form their own conclusions if they can. For the 
present we shall merely quote what Mr. Berkeley says 
about the fungus itself :— 

* We come now to the theory which has been so 
much canvassed, and which is now peculiar almost to 

r. Morren, unless M. Payen is to be reckoned also as 
its advocate. Of this opinion, notwithstanding the op- 
position, and in some instances the ridicule almost, with 
which it has been assailed, I must, as said above, pro- 
fess myself at present. I do not mean to say that there 
are no difficulties in the case, or that weighty objec- 
tions may not be raised, but I think that these dificul- 
ties have been exaggerated, while in other instances 
the exact question has not been understood. It is 
agreed that the disease commences in the leaves; and 
in those instances where the mould has not been ob- 
served, it is probable that the decayed foliage was exa- 
mined too late. In a few hours the fungus*has run its 
course, and in a week or so the greater portion of a 
field is laid waste so as to make it difficult to get speci- 
mens for examination, The decay is the consequence 

, and certainly is not the consequence, buf 
the eause of decay, because the disease is readily com- 
municated to the most healthy caterpillars even of other 
species, vegetate readily upon various substances. I do 
not assert that others may not have better success ; but 
at present, in whatever way I have tried them, I have 
not been able to get a single spore to sprout, much less 
to propagate them upon foreign bodies. I do not know 
of any single instance in which any of the nearly allied 
species have been found in any other situation than 

Mr, | £rowing from the tissues of plants ; were this ever the 
case, they could not have been overlooked, as their 
spores are so much larger than those of other species of 
the genus, Botrytis cana is the only species which ap- 
proaches them in this respect, but it is distinguished at 
once by its cinereous flocci and its evident relationship 
to D. vulgaris, The species are, in fact, as peculiar to 
the living tissues of plants as are the several species of 
Puccinia and Uredo, which could not exist, or at any 
rate be perfected, elsewhere. The mycelium of the 
cereal fungi is known to exist from the earliest period 
in corn, and is perfected only under favourable cireum- 
stances ; and there is every reason to believe that the 
case is the same with these essential parasites, which 
certainly do not thrive on putrescent matter, but cause 
the decay of the matter on which they thrive. The 
direct observations of Bauer, Corda, and Léveillé, prove 
merely what a thousand facts indicate, unless, indeed, 
we have recourse to the notions entertained by many of 
spontaneous or equivocal generation from languid or 
diseased tissues ; for the question at last reduces itself 
to this, which is indeed one involved in mystery, but 
which, as far as I can judge, wherever the veil is par- 
tially lifted up, seems after all to point to the same 
general laws by which the higher portions of the crea- 
tion are governed. To my own apprehension, then, it 
appears clear at least that the cause of the premature 
decay and putrefaction of the haulm is to be found in 
the parasitic fungus, in consequence of whose attacks 
the tubers are unripe, and in a bad condition for pre- 
servation.’ 

As it may be interesting to some of our readers to 
see what sort of plants these species of Botrytis are, we 
add the figure of that which attacks silkworms, along 
with a few notes by Mr. Berkeley on other species, 

Speaking of the Botrytis infestans, which he regards 
as the destroyer of the Potato crop, he observes that— 



' appeared of Botrytis Bassiana, 
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L3 "The peculiar characters of the- species consist in the, 
few erecto-patent not forcipated or uncinated branches 
+ 1 lal m pores, 
the.torulose swellings which give 
it somewhat the appearance o: 
Gonatobotrys. The spores, how- 
ever, are not disposed round the 
knots as in that: genus and Axr- 
throbotrys, or even confined to 
them, "The only species which 
exhibits anything of the kind is 
one which has been named Bo- 
trytis Urtieze by Mille. Libert, 
and. which indeed. M.. Desma- 
Ziéres considered as identical, 
It appears to me, however, that 
it is quite distinct, the flocci 
cing far more divided, the 

apices bifid, and the colour in- 
stead of white, a greyish lilac, 
I have had the opportunity, for- 
tunately, of comparing speci- 
mens, which occurred in the 
autumn, at Tansor,in Northamp- 
tonshire, with authentic: indivi- 
duals from M. Desmaziéres. 
Various allied species oceur in 
Sinilar habitats characterised by. 
their large spores. These, 
though closely allied to each 
Other, differ. in their mode of 
ramification and in the form and: 
Size of their spores. The best 
known of these is Botrytis para- 
Sitiea, which occurs, on- Crucis 
Tere. Many other undescribed 
Species occur, related to Bot. 
effusa, Grev., but differing. in. 

E = o E Sg E F 

ELA cise a greater or less influence 
On the health fof the plant at- 
tacked. Dr. Morren informs 
us that Beet-root has suffered 
from a species]during the pre- 
sent autumn, and also Pear. 
trees. No good figure has yet C d 
which attacks silkworms, É 
have therefore availed myself ox 
a sketch kindly communicated 
by Dr. Montagne. It will be 
Seen that it is. extremely like 
Botrytis diffusa, Alb. and 
Schwein ; but this is, I believe, 
More in appearance than reality, 
for perfect specimens of that 
Species exhibit a very compli- 
cated structure, each head, consisting of numerous lobes 
each of which bears a number of spores attached to 
little spicules—a. structureyquite” different from that of 
Botrytis.” 2 j 

Bornymis BAssrAWA fr "e ü mes » from a sketch by Dr. Montagne, Young thread, ‚b Thread more advanced, with young 
Spores, c Ditto full grown, with mature spores, DAE ou 2 Ho SSE 

New Garden Plants. 
[Ir has appeared to the Editor that the lists. of 

Dew plants, or of old plants newly brought. into 
nune. again, may be placed in a more useful form 

an they have hitherto assumed in this Journal; 
and that it would also be agreeable to a large class 
Of teaders ifthey were rendered more scientific and 
Priginal, without losing their popular character. Ho 

as, therefore, decided upon remodelling this part of 
11e Gardeners’ Chronicle so as to. meet. those ob- 
Jects, .In future, the department of new plants will 

receive a strict editorial revision, and when species 
are described for: the first time, their specific cha- 
racters: will be given in technical form, but in the 

English language.) 
l. WkiGELA Rosea. Rosy Weigela, Hardy Shrub 

(Caprifoils) North of China. Native name “ Noak- 
chok-whoa.”” 

* A shrub like a Philadelphus ; old stems whitish, 
smooth; young ones green, slightly winged; wings 
alternating with the leaves and covered with hairs ; 
leaves. opposite, nearly sessile, elliptical, 13 inch wide, 
3 inches long, serrated above, nearly smooth below, on 
the midrib and veins hairy; flowers.axillary and termi- 
nal, three or four springing from each axil. or end o! 
the shoot, rose-colour ; peduncles short with green short 
thread-like bracts at the base ; calyx cleft into five un- 
equal segments, three above and two below, two-lipped, 
smooth, light green; corolla monopetalous, tubular ; 
mouth reflexed and cleft intofive equal segments, smooth; 
stamens five, shorter than corolla, and inserted or grow- 
ing to its sides ; smooth above, but hairy from the point 
of union to. the. base of the corolla; style 1; stigma. 
capitate, a little longer than the stamens; germen 
inferior, rather more than an inch long, nearly sessile, 
and having the appearance of part of the peduncle o 
the flower.” Such is Mr. Fortune's description of this 
most beautiful shrub, which has reached this country 
in safety, is apparently hardy, has already been distribu- 
ted by the Society to a limited extent, and promises to 
fake rank with the Chinese Azalea as an object of orna- 
ment. drawing received from him represents it as 
forming loose elusters of from three to five flowers at 
the end of every little side branch, and his dried speci- 
mens show that the drawing is faithful in that respect. 
The flowers are rather more than an inch long, and are 
an inch and a half in diameter when expanded. In 
colour they axe very like the well-known Chinese Crab 
(Pyrus spectabilis), pure white under, deep. rose exter- 
nally. The genus Weigela, which originated with the 
Swedish traveller Thunberg, has been referred by mo- 
dern botanists to Diervilla, and several species of it 
inhabiting Japan have been published by Messrs. Sie- 
bold and Zuccarini under that name. But although in 
many technical characters it approaches that genus, yet 
it is very different in habit; and since the seed-vessel 
is not i , and the seeds winged, 
not wingless, it seems expedient to preserve the original 
genus. e species now described is more like the 
Calysphyrum floridum, also a Weigela, and a most beau- 
tiful one, from the North of China, than any of the 
Diervillas of Siebold and Zucearini, from all which it 
differs in its very large flowers, except their D. grandi- 
flora, the leaves of which have very long stalks, and the 
stamens hairy filaments. Hitherto this plant has been 
kept in a greenhouse, but it has so much the appearance 
of a hardy shrub that, especially considering its flower- 
ing in the North of China in the month of April, it will 
probably live in the open air.—Journal of the Horti- 
cultural Society, p. 65. 

2. DENDROBIUM SCHŒNINUM. Fluted Dendrobium. Stove 
Epiphyte. (Orchids.) New Holland. Messrs, Lod- 
diges, 

Sp. OnAn.—Stems slender jointed, smooth, hard. Leaves, terete 
fluted. Flowers solitary, white, middle sized, Sepals and 
etals drawn to a fine point, the former a little powdered 

with violet, Lip white, edged with crimson, 3-lobed: the 
back lobes blunt and short, the middle one taper pointed, 
with 3 green wavy raised lines along the middle. Column 
with two erect, rounded, crimson-edged wings. 

A curious ‘little epiphyte, with the habit of Dendro- 
bium calamiforme,and some other New Holland species, 
and probably very near the little known. D. crispatum. 
Tt has nothing to d it to. the cultivator, except 
its singular manner of growth, which resembles that of 
a little Bamboo, but with terete fluted leaves. It is 
occasionally sent to this country, under the. erroneous 
name of D. canaliculatum.—J. L. 

3. HABROTHAMNUS corymposus.  Corymbose Habro- 
Greenhouse. shrub. — (Nightshades.) 

A very handsome species, sent to Kew by Mr. Low, 
of Clapton, quite distinct. from the H.: fasciculatus. 
It is everywhere glabrous, apparently a much taller 
plant, and with the corolla of a very different shape, 
widening upwards and then suddenly contracted, so as 
to have an urceolate tube ; and having the segments of 
the corolla much longer, acuminated, and at length 
reflexed. Its growth appears to be much more rapid, 
and it is. more easily cultivated, only requiring the pro- 
tection of a greenhouse in the winter. In summer it 
does best in the open air, and may readily be increased 
by cuttings. As far as can be judged from the descrip- 
tion, it seems to be the Meyenia corymbosa of 
Sehlechtendahl.— Botanical Magasine, 1845, t. 4201. 

Gardeners’ Education. — We learn that Messrs. 
Knight and Perry have engaged Mr. Holmes to deliver 

a course of Forty Lectures on Chemistry and Expe- 
rimental Philosophy to the men: employed in their 
Nursery at Chelsea, 

The Derby Florists’ Challenge.—There appeared in 
our columns, a week or two ago, a notice of a match 
likely to. take place between the florists of Derby and 
Nottingham, the former offering to show 30 distinct 
varieties of Tulips,whilst the latter considered 12 would 
be sufficient ; some correspondence has taken place 
between the parties, and as the Derby growers (who 

are the challengezs) will not lower their number to 12, 
the “men of Nottingham," have proposed to remove 
the difficulty by meeting half-way, and exhibit 2! dis- 

tinct varieties; 4 blooms in each of the feathered classe 5 
and. 3:blooms in each of the flamed, their object’ being 
quality, before quantity ; they have. likewise offered to 
select five florists of Nottingham, who shall each eut 
a pan. of six flowers from. his own en, which pans 
shall be exhibited against a similar number of the Derby 
florists for any sum not exceeding 107. Mr. Wood; of 
The. Coppice, Nottingham, has also proposed to stage a 
pan of'six distinct varieties, one in each class, against 
the best. pan that.can be produced by any Derby florist 
for. any sum. not exceeding 5/., thus bringing into.com- 
petition some. of the best flowers grown in that part of. 
the country. We understand that, should the Derby 
florists not accede to. any of the terms proposed, the. 
Nottingham growers will leave: the preliminaries to be 
settled by any indifferent person or persons, and exhibit 
according to their arrangements. 

The means employed for obtaining Double Flowers.— 
How many erroneous circumstances up to this: da 
have been admitted to explain the cause of doubleness. 
in certain flowers! us, for example, many gar- 
deners pretend, that, to obtain double Brompton Stocks, 
you must gather the seeds exclusively from those 
flowers which are the most double. What influence can 
these flowers have when entirely deprived of all the 
organs of generation? None whatever. To. explain 
this phenomenon, we must make practice agree with 
theory. Every gardener who sows seed, wishes to ob- 
tains plants with double. flowers, so as to obtain blos- 
soms which produce the. greatest effect. Every double 
plant is [a monstrous vegetable. To [produce this ano- 
maly, we must attack the principle of its ereation, that 
isto say, the seed. This being granted, let us examine 
in what way these seeds ought to be treated, If, after 
having gathered the seeds of Maleolmia annua, or 
Ten-weeks Stock, we sow them immediately afterwards, 
the greatest number of the seedlings will produce single 
flowers, whilst, on the contrary, if we preserve these 
same seeds for three or four years, and then sow them, 
we shall find double, flowers upon nearly all the plants. 
To explain this phenomenon, we say that in keeping a 
seed for several years, we fatigue it and weaken it. 
Then, when we place it in a suitable soil, we change its 
natural state, and from a wild plant make it a culti- 
vated one. What proves our position is, that plants, 
in their wild state, shedding their seeds naturally, and 
sowing them as soon as they fall to the ground, yet ina 
long succession of time scarcely ever produce plants 
with double flowers. We. think, then, after what we 
have said, that whenever a gardener wishes to obtain 
double. flowers, he ought. not to sow the seeds till after 
having kept them for as long a time as possible.—This 
practice ought to be observed with all plants that we 
wish should produce double flowers, for all varieties of 
the Brompton Stocks, Pinks, &. As to Brompton 
Stocks, Ten-weeks Stocks, and others of the same kind, 
there. is no doubt that to flower them well they should 
be sown in autumn in well-worked soil, taken up when 
the cold weather comes, and kept under a frame during 
the winter. In the spring they may be planted out 
again, when they will flower. magnificently, and yield an 
abundant harvest of seeds. If you have not a frame 
at your disposal, you may obtain the same result by 
sowing the seeds, at the end of February, under a south 
wall, for example.. The principles that we admitted 
above, are just as applicable to Melons and all plants of 
that family. e admit, like many other observers, 
that Melon plants obtained from seeds the preceding 
year, ought to produce, and do produce, really very 
vigorous shoots with much foliage ; but very few fruitful 
flowers appear on such plants, whilst, on the other 
hand, when we sow old seeds, we obtain an abundance 
of very large fruit, In fact, in all varieties of the 

Melon the seeds should always be kept from three to 

eight years before being sown, if we would obtain fine 

fruit and plenty of it.—Revue Horticole. 

CALEN. OF OPERATIONS. 

(For the ensuing Week.) _ 

Tre usual mode of inducing shy blooming plants to 
produce flowers is to cramp their roots. We have ro 
such” control, however, over Orchids, for if we confine 
their roots, we disarrange their economy, and endanger 
the existence of the more delicate kinds ; but as most of 
them will exist in a dormant state for many months, if 
moisture is withheld from their roots, we can compel 
them to alter their natural time of growth to suit our 
seasons. Spring and autumn growth should, therefore, 
be discouraged by these means, with all the shy bloom- 
ing kinds. e experi ow by 
keeping them as cool and dry as they can bear for about 
six weeks, and in spring, by increasing the heat as the 
season advances, but still withholding water till early in 
the summer, and then giving it only when their buds are 
ready to start. In reference to the shy blooming kinds 
the most essential part of their management is to com- 
pel them to confine their growing season to our sum- 
mers—say from the middle of May till the end of Au- 
ust. Young Stanhopeas are more difficult to flower 

than established plants ; because they are more sus- 
ceptible of being influenced by changes of temperature 
ormoisture. At this stage they may be made to grow 
in any month in the year. ‘They will also endure more 
hardship than any other of the tribe. From this time 
to the beginning of May give as little water at the roots 
as is consistent with the health of the plants, and to the 
middle of February, 55°is the proper temperature. The 
atmosphere should not be drier than that for a collec- 
tion of stove plants; therefore, where two houses do 
not exist, the coldest end of a stove is a gopd place to 
winter them in. 
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CONSERVATORIES, STOVES, &c. 

About’40° is a good temperature for this house when 
mot attached: to sitting rooms, and only used for the 
purpose of wintering large specimens without plants in 
Blossom, but where a supply of stove plants in bloom is 
eonstantly kept up from a forcing pit, which is essen- 
tially necessary to every good conservatory in winter, 
the best heat is 45°. — Cinerarias, which are great 
ornaments in this house in winter, are thirsty plants, 
and should be well attended to with water; they are 
also liable to the attacks of insects, and unless they are 
looked after, they will soon establish these among other 
plants. Chinese Primroses are also very ornamental 
Bere ; although they grow well near the glass, they do 
best in shaded places. In regard to soil, two parts 
rough leaf mould, and one of well decayed cow-dung, 
with a little sand, suits them best, and in this they like 
plenty of moisture.  Stoves.—All stove plants should 
now, and for the next six weeks, be quite at rest, and 
in that state 55° is quite high enough for them in cold 
weather. No more water should be given at the roots 
than what will keep the leaves from flagging, but the 
atmosphere should be kept more or less moist. A high 
and dry temperature is much more injurious to stove 
plants than any cold they can suffer in a temperature 
about 45°. Pits and Frames—Keep the plants in these 
structures as hardy as possible, by fully exposing them 
in mild weather, but do not give them any more water 
than is absolutely necessary. Remove all decayed or 
decaying leaves, and keep the atmosphere in as healthy 
2-state as possible. 

KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING, 
ineries.— Where a supply of Pines is wanted 

throughout the year, it is sometimes necessary at this 
season to subject some of the fruiting plants to a high 
temperature to start them into frnit, Ifa few of those 
most likely to fruit soon can be put into a house by 
themselves, where a temperature of from 659 to 70? 
ean be maintained by night and 72° by day, with about 
85? of bottom-heat, it will bring on the fruit. The 
other plants can then be’ kept at a moderate tempera- 
ture till the end of the month; this will prolong the 
succession of fruit, and be much better than subjecting 
many plants to a high temperature at this dull season. 
Wineries, &c.—As before mentioned, observe great 
moderation in regard to increase of temperature in 
houses in which forcing has just commenced. Peach- 
Rouses.—If the buds are swelling, 50° by night may be 
maintained ; sprinkle the trees frequently, and protect 
the roots from the effects of frost. It is an excellent 
plan to have a stock of Peach-trees in pots, or tubs, for 
the first early crop. If any of the blossom-buds have 
expanded, it will be well to assist the setting of the fruit 
by means of a camel-hair pencil. Trees, in bloom, re- 
quire a temperature of 57? by night, and a rise of 5? or 
10? by day, with fire-heat according to the state of the 
atmosphere. Cucumbers, should have every possible 
amount of foliage exposed to the light ; and continue, as 
PP ities occur, ional crops of Kidney Beans, 

Mushrooms, &e. 
FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES. 

During changeable weather, like the present, little 
ean be done in the regular work of this department ; 
Dmt where al ions are contemplated, such as making 
new walks, new flower-beds, or renewing the soil in old 
enes, these should be forwarded whenever the weather 
will permit. Holes for planting choice or new shrubs 
or trees may also be prepared by removing the bad 
soil, and replacing it by a compost suitable to the 
plants ; and even when trees are planted and not grow- 
ing well, the soil may be carefully removed from the 
roots, and replaced by better material. In wet weather 
plenty of work may be found in making pegs, brooms, 
flower sticks, repairing rustic baskets, and seats, and 
iir painting wire trellises. In the reserve garden, beds 
containing autumn-sown annuals would be the better 
for having a few branches of evergreens stuck into them 
to shade the plants from bright sunshine after frost, 
which has often a very injurious effect, and to protect 
them from drying winds. 

FLORISTS’ FLOWERS. 
A great addition having been made during the past 

year to the votaries of Flora, and a corresponding de- 
mand for information and instruction on the several 
points of cultivation being the natural consequence, we 
shall continue our weekly hints on this subject, observ- 
ing that independent of the usual routine recommended, 
we shall be able to bring forward several interesting 
methods of culture, founded on experiments during the 
last season. Whilst the weather continues open follow 
the advice given during the few past weeks, Should 
frost set in, cover Auricula frames with two good mats, 
giving air by tilting the lights whenever possible. 
Should the plants by any means get frozen, allow them 
to thaw gradually, without being exposed to the action 
of the sun’s rays. Those who have not obtained the 
mecessary number of Ranunculuses to make up their 
heds, ought to do so without delay, as the period of 
planting, the 14th of February, will soon be here, If 
the beds have not been already formed, perhaps the 
simplest and best way is to excavate the soil 2 feet deep, 
ppt in 6 inches of decayed cow-dung, covering this 
with maiden turfy loam to the depth of 12 inches more, 
the remaining 6 inches to be equal parts loam, leaf-soil, 
and sand, thoroughly incorporated. 

KITCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD. 
All unoccupied ground should now be turned up b; 

zough digging, trenching, or ridging ; regulating these 
eperations aecording to the nature of the soil, and the 
sharacter of preceding and contemplated future crops. 

Keep forward Lettuces from being injured by frost ; and 
look sharply after Cauliflower plants under hand-lights, 
as well as Lettuces, Endive, and Radishes, in cold 
frames ; protecting them with straw or reed covers, or 
Spruce branches. If not already done, seize the ear- 
liest opportunity of mild weather to sow the first crop 
of Peas and Beans, choosing established early varieties. 
Orchard.—Proceed with pruning, and protect newly- 
planted trees by mulching their roots. Where planting 
is not finished, the operation should be deferred,for a 
month or six weeks longer. In the meantime, however, 
the ground may be prepared for the reception of the 
trees. 

COTTAGERS’ GARDENS. 

As soon as the weather will permit sow Marshall’s 
dwarf Prolific and Mazagan Beans, which are the kinds 
generally used for early crops; the latter is the hardiest. 
They may be planted in shallow drills drawn about 18 
inches apart, in the warmest part of the garden, and 
covered about 2 inches in depth. On the first fine day 
also sow a few of the Early Frame or Charlton Peas. 
For this crop the seeds should be sown rather thickly, 
and in case of severe frost they should be protected by 
Fern or Furze. Some of the latter chopped may be 
put into the drills to prevent the ravages of mice. 

Monruty Drprn or Rar, in inches and hundred parts of an 
inch, which fell at Chiswick in the years 1841, 1842, 1843, 
1844, and 1845, 

1841. | 1842. | 1843. | 1844. | 1845, 

Ini glaring Tn. Tn. In 
January . 2.00 | 1.06 1.33 2,25 2.97 

à 0.76 | 1. 2.35 2.27 0.93 
LBF ~ 1.8 0.47 2,44 1.95 
1.8 | 0.15 | 1.62 | 0.33 | 0.95 
Vas e PET n 5.26 | 0.25 | 2:89 
245 | 1.58 | 1.62 | 0.97 | 1.86 
3.56.| 152 | 167 | 2.10 | 2.81 
2.0 | 2.8 3.28 | 1.84 | 2.79 
8.71 | 3.89 | 0.98 | 1.81 | 177 
461 | L71 | 419 | 418 |. 1.39 
341 | 447 | 213 | 3.00 | 211 

December. 2.2 | 0.76 | 0.58 | 0.399 | 2.61 

Annual amount.. | 30.97 | 22.81 | 25.48 | 21.94 | 93.33 
State of the Weather near London, for the week ending Jan. 1, 1846, as 

observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick. 
Moon's| Banowsrzn. | Tur Wind. | Rain. 
Age: "Max. , Min. | Max. irt 

37 | 30.076 | 29.876 | 50 
28 | 3010) | 29.788 | 52 Ma 
@ | 29.805 | 29.471 | 52 «16 
0 | 30.018 | 98700 | 52 . | 406 
1 | 29.968 | 99.644 | 54 Ww. | 02 
2 | 80.106 | 29.465 | 52 S.W. | «44 

...8 | 30.051 | 29.692 | 46 | 30 | 38.0 | N.W. 

80.17 | 29.662 |. 611| 83.8| 423 | .85 

g yov partially overcast at night. 
27—Clear; fine; faintly overcast; densely overcast at night 
28—Boisterous, with rain; clear and frosty at night 
29—Frosty ; overcast 

30—Overcast; windy; fine; clear 
31— Fine, with bright eun; uniformly overcast; boisterous, with very 

eavy rain at night. 
Jan. 1—Clear; fine, with sun; clear at night. 

Mean temperature of the week 44 deg. above the average. 
State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 20 years, for the 

ensuing Week ending Jan. 10, 1846." 

| Prevailing Winds. No. of | G Ss son. |e Age PST | Senen ia Tal Telsa 
Temp. | Temp. | which it | of Rain, ^ |Z |^ ai a 

PE TE T .2 | 88. 0.40 - 1 
Tues. 6 40.9 299 | 85.4 7 0.88 14/2 2| 8| 6| 2|— 
Wed. 7| 40.2 | 28.6 | 344 4 0.14 1| a| a| 2| 2| 3| 4| 3 
Thur. 8| 37.4 297 | 33.6 3 0.96 32 62— 511 
Fri. 9 886 8.3 | 35.0 6 0.20 1 4| 2| 3| 3| 3| 3| 1 
Sat. 10 41.0 29.4 85.9 7 040 , 1/523 4) 1| 2| 2 | | 
The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 5:h, 

1814—therm, 64°; and the lowest on the 8th, 1841—therm. 69, 

Notices to Correspondents. 
Brans—Elytron—The deleterious principle of the Scarlet Run- 

ner and French Bean is sais ytisine, the same which 
causes Laburnum seeds to kill children who incautiously 
swallow them. 
EES—S—The manner in which bees build their cells is but 
little known. erve “when the bees begin to work, 

evident in his building his 
winter consumption," 

an that the creature 
in youth seduced into excess, has after a while been fain to 
disgorge superfluities, and has thus acquired the useful habits 
which has rather incautiously been overpraised." But, beit 
remembered that the honey-bee is gregarious the whole year 
round, and thus differsfrom all British bees ; the humble one, 
for instance, stores up food for a ready supply for its brood in 
summer on e honey-bee, on the other hand, is con- 

tinually engaged in rearing brood when tl 
i ithout a ready supply of honey and pollen always 

at hand, its young would inevitably perish. So fa 

kind. W. 
Booxs--E C D—Probably Mackintosh’s “Practical Gardener” 

will be the best book for the lady to consult. The “ Flower- 

CnancoAL—A Well-wisher—W hen wood, after being exposed to 
char 

Corouns or PLANTS—A Gardener—Whence do fruits and flow- 
ers derive their colours ? Ask theredbreast who adorned its 
bosom, or the raven why it is not white. Enquire of yourself 
how your hair was made black and your blood red. ` No one 
can answer such questions, Walnuts will not bear till they 
are old: if you would hasten them, dig round their roots at 
some distance from the main stem and fill up the hole again. 

Dannras—An ub—We recommend you the following 12 
s, in which you will find a 

be done, such as Billington’s, Withers’s, and others ; but they 
i very limited use. — Main's 

If you attempt it, use good white-lead 
There is an objection on the part of many 

good gardeners to training fruit trees over trellis, instead of 
nailing them. is said that the currents of air setting be- 
tween the tree and the wall lower the temperature, and dimi- 
nish the utility of the wall itself; and we believe that they 
are right. 

very useful. All may be heated by one boiler, provided the 
pipes are furnished with well.adapted stop-cocks. For th 
early Vinery—Black Hamburgh, Black Prince, R 
cadine, and White Sweetwater. For the (a 
tignan, White ditto, White Muscat of Alexandria, and the 
St. Peter's.l 

AL SOCIET Se ks—Apply for them to the 
Secretary, 21, Regent-street, They will be sent as a matter 
of course. 

Hyacinrus—Aliquis—Use tepid water for your Hyacinths in 
glasses, and add four drops of a saturated solution of sul- 
phate of ammonia to every pint of water. This will be found 
to have a very beneficial effect. 

Insrcrs —H S—It is scarcely possible to free land from wire- 
they may however be reduced by sticking slices of 

Potato or Turnip in the ground, to which they will resort ; 
and if these be examined daily, very considerable numbers 
may be collected and destroyed.] 

, Kingston—1, 3, Uvedale’s St. Germain ; 
2, Passe Colmar; 5, Carlisle Codlin ; 6, Marks's Codlin; 7, 

^ $ m j=} e n i=] E S. E E B S 8 5 Ei n &. 

lin's Golden Pippin; 6, Wormsley Pippin ; 7, 
9, Dutch Codlin.|——C N, Berks—3, anieri 
Sometimes called Fall Pippin. —— T S—1, 
field ; 3, Worthless. |} 

Names or PLANTS—S E N—Omphalodes verna.——J M € D— 
Itis usual in this country for persons who ask for informa- 
tion to do so civilly; and we do not believe that in Ireland 
here is any different custom. ut your questions in so 
unintelligible a manner that they cannot be answered ; and to 
this you add impertinence. n future do not write to us. If, 
as you say, you arerequested by other persons at Drumcondra 
to do so, we must request them to find a more civil and 
a more sensible medium of communication, We are always 
willing to answer questions even as ignorant as yours, bu 
they must be asked in a proper maner.——W L — Lotus 

l T B—L tum.—— Sui 
ti 

— bova 
—Populus angulata. ——J B—Zygopetalum intermedium. - 
——A Kentish Mc Lelia anceps and € Cer- 

vantesii, i 
PHLOX NA—Sub—This is a very scanty bloomer: but it 
may be helped by planting it in a rich light sandy soil, either 
on rockwork or by elevating its stems by placing a few pieces 
of stones or bricks under them, It requires rather a dry 

it, Tyro—' 
endis the youngest, the point of the Potato, the place where 
the eyes are placed clesest together, 

PRIMULA SINENSIS—E P—Your crimson seedling is not equalto 

rame. 
Sizes or Pors—S—By refering to p. 83 you will find the in. 
formation you seek.t E 

Taxtacotius—R W—Thank yeu. We have not forgotten that: 
but we thought the matter too serious for a joke. 

TORENIA SCABR. Amat isi b: plant, andit 
is its nature to die down ; keep it cool till next March, and 
then a little warmth and moisture will set it growing again. 

quite deep enough.—— T B— Vines which have been exposed 
to the frost since bearing, and which are to be forced in 
February should now be taken into the house and prune 
and dressed preparatory to Starting them. orders 
should also be forked up and putin order before artificial 

In quality it is not equal to 
others which ripen at the same time ; still it deserves cultiva- 
tion, being handsome and a great and sure bearer.|.——P MF 

—If you n ake up Gansel’s Bergamot carefully, 

trench the border and replant the tree, it will certainly bear.\, 
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FARM IN EAST LOTHIAN TO BE LET. 

O BELET—THE FARM OF PLEASANTS, in the 
eru of Spott, containing 190 Imperial Acres, or thereby. 

The Lands are of excellent quality, and are situated about two 
miles from the seaport of Dunbar, one of the principal stations 
On the line of the North British Railway. Entry will be given 

the Houses, Grass, and Fallow, at Whitsunday next, and to 
the remaining Lands at the separation of Crop 1846 from the 
ground, John Forrest, at Bowerhouse Gate, will show the 
Lands. The Conditions of Lease will be seen at Messrs. DAL- 
Manoxv and Woops, W.S., 69, Queen-street, and offers for the 

arm will be received by them till the 16th of February, 1816, 
Which may be made either in Money, or in Wheat, payable ai 
ae Biher fiars of the county, or partly in both.—Edinburgh, 

C. 23, 1845. 

The Agricultural Gasette, 

SATURDAY, JANUARY 3, 1846. 
WEEKS. 

—Highland and Agricultural Society. 
ofIreland, 

— 16—Agriculiural Imp. Soc. of Ireland, 

LOCAL SOCIETIES. 
Antrim Uni ork — 

5 FARMERS' CLUBS. 
an 5—Darlington, Usk, Newark. | Jan.10—Northampton Book Club, 

Jan. 6—Wiveliscombe, Ab Cardiff, Swansea,Carl Tr 
Rochford Hundred, Framlingham, | _Winchcomb. 

Toisia g! 

c j 
JŠ Quivox. Jan. 12—Exminster, Yoxford, Wen- 
‘an.7—Monmouth, Braintree and | lock, Great Oakley, W. Hereford. 

j,Booking Jan. 13 - Wootton Basset, Lewis, Isle 
‘an. 3—Blofield and Walsham, Rich. | _ of Thanet. 
mondshire. Jan, 14—Harleston, 

Jan, 9—Wrentham, Tavistock, De- | Jan. 15 - Grove Ferry, 
TRN Germains, Halesworth, | Jan. 16—Wadebridge, 

leigh, Wakefield, St. Austell. 

ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY-SEVEN THOUSAND AND 
THREE HUNDRED TONS OF Guano were consumed in 
this country between the Ist of July 1844, and the 
lst of July, 1845. Of this quantity, Africa sup- 
plied us with about 100,000 tons, and South America 
With the remainder. "The cost price to the farmer 
ofthis manure may be estimated as follows :— 

100,000 tons African, at 8l, per ton .. `.. £800,000 
87,300 tons Peruvian, at 127. per ton +. 441,600 

ay, Making a total costof — .. 7 2. £1,247,600 
A million and a quarter of money spent by British 

farmers in a fertiliser which was unknown in English 
practice five years ago, is an astounding fact, and 
one which is pregnant with interesting considera- 
tions. Thus in the first place it is a direct and 
practical refutation of the libel so industriously 
asserted by some, and blindly believed by others, 
that the farmers of England are “as stubborn as 
the clays they cultivate,” and are unwilling to adopt 
modern ideas for the improvement of their practice, 
and the increase of their produce. There are, 
doubtless, some who are even yet ignorant of the 
value of this fertiliser; but the fact of the great 
‘Consumption to which we have alluded proves that 

` the cases are not “few and far between” in which 
the farmer has been neither dull of conviction nor 
tardy in action. 

A demand increasing in four years from nothing 
‘to, 180,000 tons, is evidence enough that there are 
Some apt scholars amongst us. In like manner it 
ìs an answer to the open enemies and lukewarm 
friends who doubt the utility of our agricultural 
Societies, and who sneer at the efforts of all who 
DU with their pens or their voices to stimulate 

€ mind of the farmer to enquiry, and to diffuse, 
Over the length and breadth of the land, the princi- 
Ts 9f the science and the practice of an art upon 
which so much depends, and comparatively so little 
is known. 

ie if we grant that some few persons directly 
cun inthe cultivation of the soil knew the 
tha ity of the manure on its first importation, and 
X analysis pointed out to others the why and 
E erefore of the fact, how is it that this fact is now 
M. longer new or strange in any part of Her 
then’. s dominions? Howis it that it has endured 

ordeal of doubt and denial, and has gained such 
Seneral confidence in so short a time? By what 
ns has the knowledge of a practice so novel as 
TÉ use of this manure been so quickly diffused ? 
auth, strong as it may be, cannot travel without 
Ponce and faets are generally longer on the 
^h than fiction. Nor does ignorance ever give 
DE to knowledge without a struggle for the 
Jeng To the meetings, speeches, publications 
oa Societies, and to the press connected there- 
ee 3 mist attribute the extraordinary results we 
ihe ni F to. By bringing the ignorant and 
NEUE i together, those who were willing 
: bie of tee, mingling with those who were 
teen 3 e by employing capital in col- 
eure an pe facts, by making these the 
Nie rs which our speakers have discoursed to 
S usands, and which „our journals have carried to 
M market table in the kingdom ; by these 
vue all of which our Agricultural societies and 
ubs have employed, information on this point of 

Practice has been promulgated, and ignorance has 
AE dispelled at aspeed,and in a degree unparalleled 
is any other period in the history of agricultural 
3 provement, and poe unattainable by an 
ofle means. By these means, the disadvantages 
E Ocality and cireumstance, of isolation and limited 
PPortunity of active communion with the world and 

its daily progress, have been overcome—disad- 
vantages which have always been regarded as fatal 
obstacles to the progress of improvement, either in 
the knowledge or the practice of our farmers. 

The efficacy of these means is, however, evidenced 

by other cases as well as the one now quoted. Thus 
it is a matter well ascertained that we have pro- 
gressed more during the last four years, under the 
influence of these means, in our knowledge of the 

true economy of all other manures—especially of 
bones—than during the previous forty years. It is 
equally, too, a matter of fact, that the same mode of 
procuring and spreading knowledge abroad, has 
caused as great an advantage to be made in the 
fund tal work of impro draining, both 
as regards principle and detail. 

And the rapid increase which has taken place in the 

use of guano is suggestive of anotherimportant reflec- 
tion. The million and a quarter of capital which 
has been spent in guano is so much ezíra capital 
employed in the cultivation of the soil. In proof of 
which we find that the great demand for guano did 
not, during the past year, diminish the market for 

other manures. For example, bones have been 30 

per cent. dearer during 1844 and 1845, than in the 
previous year. This million and a quarter of extra 
capital beneficially employed in cultivation, cannot 
have produced less than two millions worth of food 
for the population and wealth for the country. 
What then, indeed, is the value of the assertion that 

the farmers of England are “behind their age ;” or, 
that the institutions which have been founded for the 
encouragement and promotion of agriculture, are but 
“a mockery, a delusion, and a snare ;” and are as 

incompetent to effect that purpose as the farmer 
is unwilling to be taught. An ounce of such a fact 
as we have stated at the commencement of this 
article will outweigh a ton of this empty verbiage. 
To the practical farmer, however, there is one other 

consideration connected with the great fact to which 
we have drawn attention, which is of paramount 
importance. It is the consideration how a supply 
adequate to such a consumption is to be obtained 
for the future. At the present moment, indeed, this 
question is of peculiar interest ; we shall, therefore, 

in our next, attempt to inquire into the prospects of 
the market for the future. 

ANorHER Year 1s Gone. A remarkable and 
eventful, and it is to be at least hoped, an instruc- 

tive year to the agriculturist. It is gone: as en- 
tirely and irrevocably gone as “the years before the 
flood.” . What has it bequeathed to us? What 
light have we gathéred from it, wherewith to light 
up the mysterious and shadowy prospect of the 
future ?—for, it is by the experience of the past that 
the future is to be alone discerned, so far as human 

eye can penetrate. And surely if ever a coming 
year was fraught with an almost painful intensity of 
interest to every man in this kingdom that sets him- 
self down as in the remotest degree “connected 
with agriculture” in any shape or sense, it is the 
year that now lies before us like a shut book, as yet 
sealed and silent, yet pregnant with coming facts 
and disclosures, in politics, in science, in art; in 
allthat bears upon the history and progress of agricul- 
ture, the gradual unfolding and revelation of which, 
as surely as “one day telleth another, and one 
night certifieth another,” so surely will they make 
each one of us wish that we had watched with more 
attentive, more prescient eye, the indications of the 

future, with which every past seems to have teemed, 

when looked back upon from the vantage-ground of 
after-knowledge. 

It does not, and never did, form any part of our 

task to concern ourselves with the progress of mere 
political changes or opinions, however closely at 
times they may seem to unite and almost identify 
themselves with the history of agriculture ; but in 

whatever department of knowledge the matter is to 
be found that moulds itself into the shape of purely 
agricultural speculation, we hold it to become ipso 
facto an essential part of agriculture itself, viewed 
‘as we will now venture to express the firm hope that 
it may be viewed,as areally advancing art, absorbing 
and appropriating to itself every ray, however scat- 

tered, that shines from the most distant star in the 

wide and profound expanse of human science. Put- 
ting aside, then, the mere question itself which has 

agitated, and is agitating the minds of all around us 

throughout the length and breadth of the empire— 

we allude, of course, to the possible alteration of the 

Corn-laws—a question in which landlord, tenant, and 

labourer, allfeel avitaland unavoidable interest which 

it would be almost an affectation to overlook, 

at the opening of a year likely to prove so important 
an epoch in the annals of agricultural experience, 
we extract from the pack the card which intrin- 
sically and alone belongs to us. It turns up in the 
likeness of the following query. What, if any, will 

be the effects of the expected change, not upon 

class or person, collective or individual, but upon 
agricultural practice? It might seem almost pre- 
sumptuous to ask or guess, almost idle to dilate 
upon, had we nothing but surmise or conjecture to pro- 
ceed upon, orto offer. But we have more. We have 

the history of past practice ; of the causes, of every 
description, that have operated to retard or to 
advance its improvement. Andin the review which 
presents itself, our eye is caught by one or two 
leading features that have ever and anon solicited 
our attention and claimed our repeated remark, 

throughout our progress in the journey we have 
traversed. One is the utterly and strangely dis- 
proportionate application of capital to agriculture, 
as compared with all the other great objects of 
human enterprize and investments of human labour 
and invention; the other is a matter of closer 
detail and lying more out of a cursory view, but 
powerfully significant ; it may be comprised in the 
proposition that the farmers’ attention has been 
hitherto called rather to THE PRICE THAT HE CAN 
OBTAIN FOR A GIVEN QUANTITY THAN THE AMOUNT 
THAT HE CAN GROW UPON A GIVEN SPACE, 

We are no mere theorists. We are not careful 
to examine into remote or collateral causes that lie 
out of our province. Our concern is only with 
effects; and with such too as are obvious and in- 
disputable. We affirm with regret the proposition 
as to price and quantity above stated, and we appeal 
to our readers if this remark be not true, in refer- 

ence to the past; and if true, whether it do not 

betoken a screw loose somewhere in the movement 
of the agricultural machine, interrupting its due 
and proper action, and distorting it from its due and 
proper object and purpose, as the means of pro- 
ducing an indefinitely increasing supply, to a con- 

stantly increasing demand ? Observe the effects of 
the application of capital and invention to other 
arts. Theyshowthemselves in improved machinery, 
greater produce, lower price, and increased profits! 
Is this true or is it not? as a practical and striking 
fact, is it true or is it not that the fortunes made by 
cotton-spinning and calico-printing have increased 
and extended enormously since the improved ma- 
chinery and economised labour have multiplied the 
produce and reduced the price to an extent aston- 
ishing to contemplate? Is it true or is it not that 
the very machines that have economised labour 
have yet in the end immensely increased the num- 
ber of hands employed ? that the double blessing of 
lower price to the consumer, and higher profits to 
the producer, have gone hand in hand? And if it 

be true, as it is well known to be, that profit does 
not depend upon price, in regard to that which we 
* put on," why should it be otherwise in regard to 
that which we “eat and drink ?” “Why should that 
which is an axiom in the one be a paradox in the 
other? Both are trades in which capital invests 
itselfin human labour employed,through the medium 
of machinery, upon the task of production. Why 
should a truth which is positive to the loom, be 
negative to the plough? The productive capabili- 
ties of each are alike unknown, and, as far as human 

knowledge has reached, unlimited ; the latter, per- ' 

haps, even more than the former. What is the 

chilling cause that arrests investment in the elder 

branch of human art, agriculture ; and sells its birth- 

right to the younger, manufactures? We pause for 

areply ; but it is the pause, not of fear, but of hope ; 

of hope not illuded by future expectations, but 

founded upon past experience : and truly the experi- 

ence of the past ten years has been instructive 

beyond all former retrospect. With a population 
i ing at th ing rate of a thousand a 

day, a thousand mouths to feed each day beyond 

the number of the day before, with the acreage of 

our little island cut and sliced, and taken up in 

every direction by the overbearing railroad, that 

swallows two thousand acres to a hundred miles, 

how have we met the increased and increasing de- 

mand? By hugely increased importation? . Evi- 

dently not. Have our fields, then, grown larger? 
No! but they have produced more. The example 

of the few, and the encouragement derived from 

that example and its results, have not been wholly 

lost. The movement is but in its infancy, but it bids 

fair to attain a stature that shall vindicate its place 

among the rapid and gigantie growths that modern 

times have seen in other arts, and to exemplify the 

scientific and economic truths that their progress 

has established. We claim no position as the ad- 

vocates or opponents, much less as the judges, of 

financial or legislative enactments. We utterly and 

distinctly decline to beat up even our most worn- 

out ploughshare for the sword of controversy. But 

we cannot turn a straight furrow without keeping 

our eyes open; and if the political hurly-burly 

around us divert qur attention for a moment, it is 

only that we may hearand reflect, and, as far as in 

us lies, endeavour to judge of the future by the best 

of all prophecy, the history of the past. For many 
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a long year we have so endeavoured, and upon the 
best of our unbiassed judgment we humbly express 
a firm belief that both the advantages and the evils 
—in fact, the whole effect—of the expected change 
which the political journalists have bruited of late in 
our ears, has been absurdly magnified, as: much by 
the ignorance as by the feelings and wishes of the 
combatants on both sides, and that of all the panic- 

dreams that ever sat like a nightmare upon the ener- 
gies.of human enterprise, or cramped the sinews ofa 

been destroyed by the early autumn. frost, before the 
wood was half ripened, and in consequence the young 
shoots contained much crude sap, which for want of the 
aetion of the leaves could not perform its proper func- 
tions, and consequently would remain in its crude state 
in the system of the plant, causing canker, disease, and 
unfruitfulness. As a remedy for this unfavourable 
state ‘of things, I apply slaked lime reduced with water 

i f thick whi h, while it is quite P3 o the o 
fresh, which is put upon every twig, branch, and stem 
of the trees, with painting-brushes. Its effect is so 

tisfactory that it is applied as regularly as the trees noble pursuit, the idea, ina densely inhabited country, 
where population is rapidly increasing, trade and com- 
merce extending, industry and skill unequalled, and 
true science dawning, that human food is likely to 
become too cheap, and its production unprofitable, 
is the most unaccountable, and will be eventually 

found the most illusory and groundless.— C. W. H. 

Iw answer to your inquiries in a late Number as to 
ihe capabilities of Barley bearing. autumn-sowing, I beg 
to acquaint your readers I am in the practice of sowing 
Barley (Chevalier, which is one of the most tender 
kinds), as early in the winter as feeding off my Tur- 
nipsadmits. 1 have now Barley just coming out of 
ground, and I never knew this grain on dry and clean 
land injured from early sowing in the slightest, except 
last winter on a little spot or two under a high hedge, 
where the snow had drifted 4 or 5 feet deep, and lay 
for five or six weeks. 

I think the severity and long continuance of the frost 
of last winter after I had sown, enables me to say Barley 
will stand sowing in November; for, although I had none 
sown last year till the end of December, still the winter 
after Christmas was more than a common one, and in- 
deed was in places destructive of Wheat. Some of my 
Barley that was so early sown was on the top of a hill, 
exposed to the coldest winds, in a high and very bleak 
situation, and this early-sown Barley was the best I 
had,and is more particularly alluded to in the Maid- 
stone Farmers' report of my crops, as one ofthe finest 
they had ever seen, and grown from only six pecks of 
seed per acre. 
77 Oats, too, bear, sowing: early remarkably well. In the 
Farmers’ Calendar there is an account, by A. Young, of 
an experiment on sowing of Oats in December, January, 
and February, which proves those sown in December, 
although much cut up by frost, yielded the most, and I 
can testify positively to the same result. Last year I 
had three acres sown in December, which the frost in- 
jured very severely, so much so, that I thought of 
ploughing them up in April, and although only 7 pecks 

_of seed per acre were sown, I have had thrashed 10 
quarters per acre produce from this piece. Oats on the 
whole do not appear to bear severe frost so. well as 
Barley ; but as yet I have experienced no failure to 
make me afraid to sow either grain in the autumn on 
dry and clean land.. On springy land such early sowing 
will not do, nor on foul land. In the former case, the 
frost will destroy vitality ; and in the latter, the weeds 
grow so' strong and fast,:that the young corn cannot 
keep pace. 

The practice of early sowing of Barley has of late 
years been much spreading in Hertfordshire and Essex, 
where they manage clay soils (with the exception of. 
draining too shallow), most admirably. They get their 
heavy land ploughed up early in the winter, into ridges 
the size of their drills, and when the surface has been 
mellowed by a frost, they sow—the horses and the drill 
wheels passing along the furrows, so as to leave no step- 
ping on the land; and on clays that in the south and 
west would be pronounced unsuited to Barley, they there 

w most excellent crops, and of the finest quality. I 
believe it is generally admitted that the earliest sown 
Barley gives the finest quality, and is least liable to be 
laid.— Hewitt Davis, Spring Park, near Croydon. 

EXPERIMENT WITH DISEASED POTATOES 
AT CHATSWORTH. 

I uavz great satisfaction in giving the result of an ex- 
periment that I have instituted here( amongst others) 
which has proved in every way effectual in stopping the 
progress of the disease ; and if the disease has not gone 
80 far as to have affected the whole of the skin, or out- 
side of the Potato, and consequently destroyed all the 
eyes, will render them safe to be used as sets for a fu- 
ture crop, since there is nothing whatever of a contagious 
nature about the disease, which has unquestionably been 
caused by the cold, wet, and ungenial season acting un- 
favourably to the due performance of the functions of 
the plant. Therefore no apprehension need. be. enter- 
tained of the disease for the future, except through the 
influence of a similar visitation of season. The cro, 
in all parts of the country were considerably above the 
average, which fully proves there was no constitutional 
deficieney ; the Potatoes are equally as fine as usual, 
but contain more than their due proportion of water; 
hence the deficiency in quality, and the reason of theip 
rapid decay. Before proceeding further with this re» 
port, I shall take occasion to advert to a practice, which 
has proved extremely beneficial in its application to wall 
and other fruit trees in this garden, and although it may 
seem to have no connection with the present experi- 
ment, has heless had hing to do with its 
origin. The climate in the Peak of Derbyshire is sub- 
ject to great variations of temperaturé, and the atmo- 
sphere at times is excessively damp ; and it not un. 
frequently happened that the leaves of Peach trees have 

b-l a 

are pruned, in the early part of winter, and has been 
the practice here for 18 years; after an unfavourable 
season like the last, we invariably have the commoner 
kinds of fruit trees, such as Gooseberries, Currants, and 
Plums, dressed over with it, and the result is alike satis- 
factory. The effect of the lime is to aid in ripening the 
young wood by its eaustie property ; it absorbs a great 
portion of the superfluous moisture from the tender un- 
ripe shoots, and affords protection against severe frost, 
and the influence of sudden changes of weather. Re- 
turning again to the subject of this article, it will be 
seen that the evils above spoken of are produced by 
exactly the same circumstances as the disease that, 
affects Potatoes ; and from a due consideration of these 
facts, in connection with the latter, it struck me very 
forcibly, that hot slaked lime would at once apply itself 
to the disease, and arrest its progress, and accordingly 
the experiment was tried as follows:—The Potatoes 
were carefully sorted, keeping the sound ones separate 
from those that were diseased, some of the latter being 
so bad that theix whole surface was affected with it, and 
a tally put to each sample denoting their particular 
condition ; there were two kinds thus sorted; namely, 
“Trish Cups,” and a variety of “Second Earlies.^ A 
quantity of the common quicklime of this neight 
hood being put into a large shallow tub, water was added 
in the proportion of about 3 gallons to every stone 
(of 14 lbs.) of lime, and well mixed ; the Potatoes were 
ut into a wire riddle, and just dipped overhead in it, 

keeping it well stirred until all were done and placed 
in separate heaps. A portion of each sample were 
fitted in the ordinary way, and the same quantity of 
their corresponding samples which had not been put 
into the lime, placed. with them; the rest were put 
in hampers and stowed away in a dry airy shed. 
This. was. done early in November, when a few of each 
sample were put into a hothouse to see what effect the 
quicklime had on their eyes: they soon became ex- 
cited, burst through the lime, and produced vigorous 
sprouts, A few of each sample were also boiled, but 
their flavour was not in the least affected. 

The effect produced by the lime is evidently to arrest 
the disease at once by its powerful caustic property, 
and it absorbs from the tubers the superabundant 
moisture which they contain, and consequently prevents 
further d positi ing frequently examine 
them, I can confidently assert that the disease has not 
made any progress whatever since its application. The 
were affected with the disease in every stage of its pro- 
gress between the sound and rotten Potato, and in 
every case it has proved effectual in stopping it, which 
is easily seen when they are cut ; while those of the same 
samples, not subjected to it, and placed exactly under the 
same circumstances, show every sign of progressing 
decomposition, and some are entirely rotten, and others 
that were soundat the time of the operation are now 
considerably affected, The advantage and importance 
of this remedy is, therefore, very great, rendering the 
diseased Potatoes fit for sets. I shall have no hesita- 
tion in planting them in spring for a general crop, and, 
inffact, intend thera for this purpose. 

With respect to autumn planting, I am decidedly of 
opinion that as a general rule it will be beneficial ; but, 
under circumstances similar to the present, I think it 
wil prove to the contrary, which I infer from two 
reasons: Ist, because the Potatoes of this season 
already contain a superabundance of water, and to have 
them planted. in autumn is contrary to the general rule 
recommended for their preservation ; 2nd, because, if 
the disease goes on, the extent of the evil could not. be 
ascertained until it was too late to repair it; whereas, 
by spring planting, we should in a great measure 
remedy both evils. The few that we have planted are 
nearly all rotten, 

‘The mode of pitting recommended by the Irish Com- 
missioners has my entire approval; nothing can be 
worse than the practice of pitting Potatoes in large 
heaps, for, independent of its tendency to produce 
decay, it impairs their energy for producing a future 
crop by causing them to grow before their natural 
season. For the future, should there be any appearance 
whatever of the disease, I would recommend. the lime 
to be applied immediately upon their being taken out of 
the ground, for as lime i$ a non-conductor, the Potatoes 
might safely be, pitted with it from the day they are dug 
up. I would strongly recommend the process to be at 

| onee put into operation by every person who has any 
unsound Potatoes in his possession, as I feel confident 
it will put an immediate stop to the progress of decay. 
The ease with which it is performed will enable every 
cottager to do sufficient for himself and his family for 
tie whole year in a very few hours, and should the 
weather oblige him to put. them into his cottage, it will 
rather add to the health of the house than otherwise. 
I would also recommend every person to dip their 
sound Potatoes which are intended to be planted, in the 
same mixture, only that they may add about one-fourth 
more water to the same quantity of lime. Independent 

of the certainty of this remedy, its cost is so trifling 
that itis within the reach of eat one who grows Po-.' - 
tatoes, not exceeding 24d. per bushel, which, I should 
say, would dip 10 loads of Potatoes.—Joseph Paxton, 
Chatsworth, Dec. 30. 

RE 
THE BENEFIT OF FARMING WELL FROM THE 
COMMENCEMENT TO THE END OF A LEASE. 
Iw a work by Professor Low, on Landed Property, 

at page 10, it is stated that “everywhere the mass. of 
tenants will be found to prefer their tenancy at will to 
all the ad ges which a p tenure can afford, 
because they know that they pay. a lower rent, and can 
make it good by smaller exertions.” 

Notwitk line th d g the now made by agri- 
cultural societies and papers to induce tenants to seek 
and landlords to grant leases, the first part of Professor 
Low’s opinion is in accordance with known facts: but 
although in some instances the reason he assigns for 
the tenant’s preference of yearly tenure may have some 
influence, it has probably, in most cases, only a small 
share in biassing their judgments, Habit is, perhaps, a 
chief cause ; and to this may be added a fear of the 
bargain proving bad, from uncertainty. of prices, or of 
the continuance of the Corn-laws, or of their own lives; 
to which may be further added the want of knowing how 
much they may gain themselves by investing their 
capital in improvements, want of capital to invest, or 
the fear that any benefit may arise to the landlord from 
such improvements. 

If tenants could be induced to act on a more liberal 
principle, we should finda great change on this latter 
point. Why should they persist in their too general de- 
termination not to effect any improvement which would 
benefit any one but themselves, when by laying aside 
this illiberal feeling they themselves may gain perhaps 
10, 15, or 20 per cent, per ann., in addition to the re. 
payment of their capital, and in addition also to the 
ordinary profit of farming without improvement? We 
are all surely bound to do what good we can to our 
neighbours without respect to whether they be land. 
lords, tenants, or others, when. we ean do so without in- 
jury to ourselves ; and if this be admitted, what must 
be the error of those who refuse to do any action that 
may prove beneficial to another, although actually far 
more so to themselves, even preferring to deny them- 
selves a large profit to prevent others from deriving any. 
If they would be persuaded to look at this determina- 
tion in its true light one could not but in charity hope 
that they would ‘cease to adhere to it. But, setting this 
mode of argument aside and adopting another, if 
theykept such accounts.as enabled them, with the degree 
of aceuraey which a proper system of accounts would pro- 
duce, to know how much gain they deprived themselves 
of in abstaining from imp P1 bly 
be imagined that this feeling would be eradicated on the 
grounds of self interest alone. If this test of accounts 
were thoroughly carried out, it would probably appear 
also’ that by exhausting the land for the last two or 
three years of their tenancy, they injure themselves 
considerably, though perhaps not to the same extent as 
their landlords, because in declining to gain as much as 
they may, by continuing a good system of farming, they, 
in fact, sustain a loss to that extent, and I wish to im- 
press this on their minds as an argument likely to pre- 
vail whenever common sense is allowed to influence 
their conduct ; for it is to be hoped that this system of 
exhausting land prior to quitting is adopted far more. 
generally from the mistaken notion that it is a saving of 
expense, and therefore a gain to the person who quits, 
than from any unfriendly feeling or ill-will to the 
landlord. However, a mere saving of outlay is 
not always a/gain, and in fancying that these are 
synonymous, lies the fallacy. which causes tenants to 
adopt too frequently an injurious mode of cultivating 
land which they know they are to quit in a few years, 
and which also tends in a great degree to disincline 
them to effect improvements requiring at the time an 
extraordinary outlay of capital. To give an instance of. 
the benefit of the reverse policy—a farm was newly let 
at a fixed rent atitsthen value. In the ordinary course 
of tillage it came to the turn of one field, which was 
strong Wheat land, to be Wheat after a fallow ; the 
fallow being the first year of the new tenancy, The 
tenant worked it as well as he could in its then state, 
and sowed it with hisjWheat in the autumn next after 
entering; but at the following harvest he scarcely re- 
gained the seed. He, then determined to drain every 
furrow ; to effect which and clean it, as it had become 
foul from the crop. missing, he again fallowed it ;. thus 
getting no crop at all the three first years from that 
field, at the same. time having to pay rent, tithe, and . 
taxes. He then again sowed it with Wheat, and had an 
excellent crop, and it has borne good crops ever since. _ 
His landlord allowed tiles, and he says it is now a plea- 
sure to work the land, whereas previously it was often 
so wet, that the ordinary operations of farming could 
not be carried on at their proper season. This tenant 
had no lease, nor was he at all afraid of benefiting his 
landlord, nor of his rent being raised in an improper man- 
ner before he had had ample time to recover his principal 
and interest ; the fact being that bis landlord has since, 
in consequence of the price of grain having lowered, 
lowered his rent, joined him in other improvements, 
and effected others solely at his own cost, by way of en- 
couragement, and zs a mark of his approbation. Had 
the tenant, however, drained the field in the first year, 
while it was in fallow, it is evident that he would have 
had a good crop the second year instead of in the fourth; ' 
and I leave it to those tore acquainted than I am with 
the value of crops, to, caleulate the loss arising from 
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this being delayed ; merely remarking, that supposing, 

as was stated by himself, that the difference between 
the crop of Wheat which failed and that which suc- 
ceeded, after draining, was about 20 bushels per 
acre, at 7s. per bushel, there would be a gain of 77. an 
acre; far more than the tenant’s outlay in the first 

year, to say nothing of the saving which may have arisen 
from preventing the loss alluded to, had he exercised a 
Sound discretion at first, nor of the greater facility for 
working the land afterwards, both of which may fairly 
be taken into account in computing the difference by 
way of profit and loss. But, this being an extreme case, 
supposing that 10 bushels per acre were gained by 
draining, at 7s. per bushel, equal to 37. 105. ; this, as in 

the present case, where tiles were allowed, would more 

than reimburse the tenant’s principal and interest in one 
year’s crop, after which the capital would be free to be 
used in a similar way in another field, and so on till all 
were drained that needed it, the tenant in the meantime 
deriving the benefit year by year of more abundant 

crops of grain, gradually dispensing with fallows, and 

substituting Turnips, or other fallow crops, requiring a 
less number of horses to work his land, &c. ; this again 
enabling him to keep more stock, this producing more 
manure, this again raising better crops, thus increasing 
his prosperity in a ratio far more rapid than is generally 

thought. After all the draining necessary had been 
effected, the ‘capital employed in it may be used to 
advantage in what is termed the “higher branches of 
the art of farming ;' I say this with all deference to 
your friendly criticism on my last paper, but, being a 
dabbler in gardening, I am humbly of opinion that, 
without due provision for the roots, we shall have but 

few branches, whether higher or lower, and although I 
am as free to admit as any one, that skill and care in 
training and pruning the latter are essential to perfec- 
tion, yet attention to the former is necessary to exist- 
ence. This leads me to doubt the policy of tenants 
aiming at the higher branches of farming before they 
‘have thoroughly conquered the lower ones, for nothing 
probably pays better than draining, and where it is really 
needed to the extent required in the case I have alluded 
to, it is hopeless to expect even a common profit without 
it. I therefore submit, that although it may be most 
advantageous, where a landlord agrees to effect the 
necessary draining on a farm, for a tenant to occupy his 
capital in what is termed “ the higher system of farming 
which is gaining ground,” yet where, as is commonly 
the case, this is not done by the landlord, a tenant should 
not hesitate in his choice, but commence with that as 
the basis of all future improvements.—A Looker-On. 

(To be concluded neat week.) 

: Home Correspondence. 7 
E Glass Milk Pans.—Those who have read the stric- 
tures upon the “ Glass trade” in the Gardeners’ Chronicle, 
and have witnessed their results, will readily acknow- 
ledge the beneficial effects which would follow if you 
Were to advoeate the introduction into the butter dairies 
of the kingdom, milk pans made of glass properly 
annealed, as a substitute for those composed of lead now 
in use. You would then confer benefit upon glass-man, 
dairyman, and the publie in general. I mean not to 
"urge the deleterious effects which lead has upon some sour 
milk, for I am not chemist enough to illustrate the sub- 
ject, but I will urge, that of all materials of which dairy 
utensils are composed, none ean be compared for sweet- 
ness, cleanliness, and delicacy, to glass.— Glan Hafren, 
Welshpool. 

To Cure Bacon.—Having been in the same dilemma 
as your querist * Curly Tail,” a friend in Yorkshire 

gave me the following recipe :—Take 3 galls. of spring 

Water, 6 lbs. of common salt, 3 Ibs. of common loaf-sugar, 
4 ozs, of saltpetre, and 4 ozs. of bay salt ; boil the whole 
Over'a slow fire, skim it ; when quite cold it is fit for 

use. Rub the meat to be cured with fine salt and salt- 
' Petre pounded, and let it drain two days to free it from 

blood, then put the brine over it. Hams, chines, and 
clumps should remain in the brine three weeks. Fat 

Pork will keep 12 months in brine, and be better than 
thefnew if, kept well covered with brine.—F. C. 

Thick and Thin Drilling Wheat.—As I promised, 
I send you the results of thick and thin drilling Wheat; 
‘the field, a clover lea on the chalk (soil thin), manure 
With an equal dressing of stable-yard dung, well rotted, 
ploughed, and pressed, after which it was rolled with a 
two-horse roll, well harrowed and drilled with Chidham 
Wheat, the best I could procure. One land, in the 
Middle of the field, of an average quality, measuring 
2 roods, 15 poles, drilled 104 inches wide, at the rate of 

bushel per aere, produced at the rate of 323 bushels 
Der acre, head and tail; the proportion of tail was 
1 bushel in 9 ; weight of head, 62 lbs. per bushel ; tail, 
57% Ibs. per bushel; the remainder measuring 7 acres, 
2 Toods, 33 poles, on each side of the: above land, drilled 
103 inches wide, at the rate of 1 bushel, 7 gallons per 
acre, produced 303 bushels per acre ; weight of head, 

Nearly 63 Ibs,; tail, nearly 59 Ibs. per bushel; proportion 
Of tail, 1 bushel in 9. ‘The cause of this last weighing 
More than the thin drilled was simply that it remained 
ve days longer in the field, having been cut five days 

earlier than the thin drilled, and all carted in one day ; 
ìt will be seen from this that the thin drilled Wheat 

_ took longer to ripen than the thick; taking into con- 
Sideration the greater weight of the thick drilled it is 
evident there is considerable gain by thin drilling ; 
had the Wheat been of equal dryness, the market value 
qud have been the same; it was all drilled on the 
29th October, 1844 ; the thin drilled reaped on the 28th 
9f August, the thick on the 23d August, Very little 
difference was observable through the winter ; in the 

spring, 80 soon as the ground was dry enough, it was 

rolled with a heavy 24-in. iron roller, 10 days after 

harrowed with thick-tined harrows, a few days after 

hoed with Garrett's patent horse hoe, and 10 days after 

this hoed by hand. It was the opinion of several people 

who saw it just before harvest, that it (the thin drilled) 

would not produce so much per acre as the thick; it 

was five days later to reap. On minute inspection the 
ears of the thin drilled were found to be much finer, 

and free from blight, and there were not so many misses 

in the ear as in the thick drilled. My object was to 

make it a fair experiment; to insure this, I super- 

intended the whole of the operations myself ; the land 

was as near an average of the whole field as possible, 

if any difference not quite so good Wheat land as some 

to its right; the manure all the same, seed all alike, 

rolled all in one day, harrowed the same, horse-hoed 

ditto; the hand-hoeing consumed several days for the 

whole field. In conclusion, I would say, should any 

one try thin drilling, they will never sueceed unless it 

is well hoed and kept perfectly free from all sorts of 

weeds; their object should be to grow the erop they 
sow; this can be done by thin-drilling and clean hoeing; 

but if people will not drill, they cannot hoe ; and if they 

continue to sow broadeast, they must sow thick, in 

order that the weeds may be kept under by the thick 

corn. I know of some of my neighbours who still con- 

tinue to sow on the same sort of land that I occupy 

3 and 4 bushels per acre, and say that a less quantity 

is not safe; the reason is clear to me, they suffer the 
weeds to grow, and all farmers know that weeds grow 

best in thin corn, unless kept under by the hoe; so to 

save hoeing they adopt thick sowing, for it is clear, that 

when Wheat is thick, weeds cannot grow so well. 
You may publish all, or any portion of this letter yoy 
think proper. I have inclosed a sample of each for 
your inspection. P.S.—The weights and measures are 
all imperial.—James Eames, Chawton, Alton, Hants. 

Seed Wheat.—I feel no doubt about a large propor- 
tion of the Wheat sent being in a state fit for germina- 

ting ; but it may be a question whether it is good policy 

to sow any portion of so very bad a sample. So far as 

lam.aequainted with really trustworthy experiments 

it appears to me that, ceteris paribus, the best crops 

may be expected from the best seed. But this is one 

of the many thousand points upon which practical men 
are divided in opinion ; though we might have fancied 
that there could scarcely be one upon whieh a greater 
uniformity in opinion ought to prevail. , When agricul- 
tural societies shall more fully understand than they 

seem to do at present the importance of an organised 

system of experimenting, such questions as the one you 

have put to me will be answered once for always, and 

no one but the most perverse will be able to dispute the 

correctness of the answer. I very much doubt whether 

the sample owes the poverty of its character to frost. 

Is it not one among numerous instances that can be 

produced this year of our climate having failed in 

bringing to perfection this and certain other crops, in 

localities not quite so fully favoured as some others, 

where the same crops have been pretty well ripened? I 
asked my miller, a few days ago, how it happened that I 

could not get half so much gluten as I had expected from 

alump of dough, and that what I did get was of 
inferior quality—in fact, I had been obliged to send 

to another mill for somo flour for the purpose, 

having to prepare some for exhibition. He expressed 

great surprise, as the flour was of this year’s growth, 

from an excellent sample of Wheat, which had (unex- 

pectedly to himself) weighed heavier than usual. The 
only conclusion at which I eould arrive was, that the 

sample had either been cut too green, with plenty of 
starch, but little gluten, or else that it had ripened with- 

out having received a sufficient. quantity of that kind of 
manure upon whose presence an abundant supply of 

gluten mainly depends. Some flour I received from 
him afterwards contained much the same quantity of 
gluten as usual. It is sometimes rather hazardous ex- 
plaining what may be the natural causes of occasional 
and local failures in our erops—for some of the laws 

of nature are not always in good repute among a certain 
class of practical men, A friend of mine got well 

hissed at an agricultural dinner-a short time since for 
recommending a plan to which gardeners have recourse 
of eontinually importing certain seeds from abroad in 

order to keep up their stock of fine plants in those cases 

where our own climate may not be equal to the task of 

thoroughly perfecting their seeds. I believe the advice 

was most excellent, and that if farmers generally paid 

better attention to procuring the very best seed, they 

would largely inerease the amount of their produce.— 

J. S. Henslow, Hitcham. 
Relative Value of Food.—On reading your report of 

Professor Playfair’s lectures, delivered the other week, 
my attention was directed to what I considered to be an 

error (perhaps of the press) in the tables given (at the 
close of the lecture) to show the relative value of various 

articles of food, containing each 1 Ib. of protein, the 

nitrogenised element of food. It is there stated that 

100 Ibs. of "Turnips, which contain 1 lb. of protein, 

cost no less a sum than 2s. 9d., being at the rate of 

upwards of 60s. per ton. Now, I would ask, what 

farmer would not be willing to dispose of any quantity 

at 20s. per ton, which would reduce the cost of 100 Ibs., 

containing 1 Ib. of protein, to 11d. Carrots, too, are 
charged at the rate of 47. 10s. per ton, and upwards. 

The price mentioned for Potatoes is pretty correct, 

according to their present value, for those of good 

quality, but atleast double the amount for what they 

can be procured for by the poor man in favourable 

seasons. Bread, flour, and flesh are charged correctly 
according to their market value, but Peas and Beans 
somewhat too high; 14d. per lb. would be, I think, 
sufficient for-either, and allow, too, for the cost of 
grinding them to meal, Whilst calling attention to theso 
errors, I would not, however, dispute the. theory of 
Professor Playfair, whieh Ithink is very good and just, 
viz., that it is desirable to encourage the. labouring 
classes, and particularly the poor of Ireland, not to 
place such exclusive dependence on the Potato erop as 
an article of food, but to seek more frequently the aid 
of pulse and grain, which (even with the corrections I 
have taken the liberty of making) I think ean be clearly 
shown to be-capable of being supplied nearly, if not 
quite as.cheap'as Potatoes, and particularly if used in 
conjunction with other vegetables. It is now generally 
known that food is required for two purposes, to nourish 
the body and to support respiration. To supply the 
former, a healthy man requires 5 oz. of gluten or fibrine, 
which can be furnished by 3 Ibs. of bread, 2 lbs. of 
oatmeal, 10 oz. of cheese, or 20 oz. of beef, but requires 
no less than 15 Ibs. of Potatoes, whilst, for all the pur- 
poses of respiration, 73 lbs. of Potatoes are amply suffi- 
cient. .An Englishman would, I take it, find consider- 
able difficulty in stowing away this enormous quantity 
of vegetable food, and how an Irishman is able to 
manage it is beyond my ability to explain, but I presume 
the inconveniency is such that a less quantity is gene- 
rally taken, and thus the system denied its proper 
nourishment. However, to pursue our subject, the 7& 

lbs. additional of Potatoes necessary to supply the re- 
quisite quantity of gluten at one half the cost stated by 

Professor Playfair amounts to 2d., whilst the same 

nourishment is contained in half a pound of Peas, at the 

cost only of 3 farthings, thus showing the superior 
economy, as well as the advantage, of varying the diet, 
I would venture, in conclusion, to suggest to the Irish 
landowners and men of wealth, the desirableness of 

establishing in every village soup kitchens, by means of 

which Peas, Swede Turnips, and Carrots, with a little 
meat, may be economically converted into good 

wholesome food, a quart of which per head gratuitously 

dispensed would warm the stomachs and gladden the 

hearts of thousands that will otherwise feel the pinching 

of poverty and hunger during the approaching winter. 
—W.C. Spooner, 

Top-dressing.—Surely, it must be an easy matter 
for the chemist to inform us what are the practical re- 
sults of the system of manuring recommended b; 
“Oxygen.” It is not necessary to show what oxysalts 
are produced, but that nothing valuable is carried off 
by the atmosphere, which is the fate of the carbonate 
of ammonia evolved from putrifying manure. Let 
fresh manure in a closed vessel be subjected first to the 
summer, and then to the autumnal heat of ‘the air ; let 

the nature of the substance which taints the air be ascer- 

tained, and the quantity, and thus we shall know whe- 

ther such manure may, without important loss, be used 
as a top-dressing either in summer or autumn. If no 

such loss occurs, then, whether or not there be any 

beneficial oxidising effect of rain and air, there will be 

gain by preventing the loss of carbonate of ammonia, 

and also by the manure being at once intimately mixed 

with the soil. If the.chemist decides that such serious 

loss: does take place by evaporation, then even if one 

better crop is produced by top-dressing than by burying 

the same manure, we must conclude that it results 

solely from the manure being diffused through the 

whole of the ‘soil, and becoming thus immediately 

effective, and that subsequent crops would prove that 

on the whole top-dressing is wasteful.— Sigma. 

Yeast.—I have been informed that yeast may be 

dried, and kept in that form for a long time, without 

losing its properties as a ferment; and that Paris is, or 

used to be, supplied with large quantities of yeast in 

this form from Flanders. Can any of your readers 

state whether the fact is so? You have once or twice, 

in your columns, inserted receipts for making yeast, and 

it would be a great addition to the value of such re- 

ceiptsif you could publish some method of preserving 
yeast uninjured for a length of time. 
Z. Y. M. ke i 

Experiments with Varieties of Wheat.—The ten 

varieties of Wheat mentioned below were all drilled 

9 pecks to the aere, on the 19th of Nov., 1844, ona 
field of clay land, ina good state of cultivation, and 

were cut between the Ist and 7th of Sept., 1845. 
Aconitum — 

" Number of 
Quantity of 

No. Names Land | Ushels Of | “per Acre, 
planted, produced, 

A. R. T. | bush. lbs, | bush, Ibs, 
0.1 19 17 47 48 

0.1 19 H 43 24 

Das T. 15 60 44 50 

0 1 "8 19 40 4 8 

0 1 16 16 30 47 23 

p alt 12 44 35 4l 

oci 42 12 12 46 28 

0 1 16 11 3 31 35 

0 1 15 13 26 9: “4 

10 |Red, unknown ....| 0 1 15 | 18 35 39 28 

—C. Randell. à 

Food for Horses, &c.—Can sawdust, shavings, young 

branches of trees, or twigs of Hawthorn-hedges, be 

turned to account as food for cattle, horses, pigs, &e, t 

1f so, that which is fit for human food might be econo- 

mised. A chemical change might, I think, be produced, 

by which food might be obtained which would yield, 

perhaps, only a small amount of nourishment, but which 

would keep up the animal heat of the system. 

cattle, especially for milk cows, it is well-known that 
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bruised Furze makes a nutritious and palatable winter 
feed 

.—"2} cwt. of Grass-hay, at 3s. 6d. per cwt. . 

2.— 21 cwt. 

Relative Weekly Expense of Keeping Horses.— 
« Ts 9d—T: 

. » at 3s. 6d. Bs . 79 
T1 peck of Oats, or } peck per diem, at 2s. 

T bushel e 
3.—12 cwt of Oat-straw, at 1s. 6d. per cwt. . 

8} pecks of Oats, or 1} peck per diem, at 
per bushel ..... oe ne sees so 

4.— 2 cwt. Bean-straw, at 1s. 6d. per cwt. . 
4 pecks of Oats, at 2s. 6d. per bushel . 

5,— 160 lbs. of Bean-straw, at 1s. 6d. per cwt. 
3001bs. of Carrots, at Is, 6d. ,, 
13 pecks of Oats, at 2s. 6d. per bushel 

Cutting straw and Carrots .. 
6,— 1} cwt. Bean-straw, at 1s. 6d. per cwt. ...... 

$9 pecks of small Potatoes, at 2s. 6d. per sack 
1 pecks of Oats, at 2s. 6d. per bushel 

utting straw and boiling Potat 
Comparative Table of nutriment, 

R. Rham :— 
339 Ibs. of Mangold Wurzel, 
175 Ibs. of boiled Potatoes, 
140 lbs. of Bean straw, 
74 Ibs. 

SCHENCK ENONON wH co oo e 

L3 c 

| equal to 100 lbe, of best Hay. 

195 lbs, of Oat 9» 
59 Ibs. of grain of Oats, 

I have taken a great deal of trouble, and think the fore- 
going Table correct; though very different in expense, 
yet each contains the same amount of nutriment, except 
the hay alone.—4nonymous. [A very useful table.] 

Sootíetíes. 
To AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES AND BREEDERS OF 

Honszs.—As the season app hes for the p ti 
of covering stallions, for agrieultural purposes, the fol- 
lowing suggestions, the result of practical experience, 
are thought worthy of the attention of the committees 
of the different societies throughout the country who 
offer premiums for this description of stock, and I would 
submit them also to individual farmers, breeders of 
horses. The system hitherto adopted at almost every 
competition of horses has been to commence with high 
feeding, and to late an ext: dinary quantity of 
flesh upon the animals exhibited, often to an extent 
which endangers their lives when they are subjected to 
severe exercise, and which also tends to destroy the 
procreative powers. The physiology of the horse ought 
to be so well understood by competent judges, than an 
animal loaded with an excess of flesh should in every 
instance be pronounced ineligible. Although condition 
is perfectly understood in the hunting stable and the 
field, where fast work is required, it is somewhat re- 
markable that this essential property should be almost 
entirely neglected by those who aim at the improvement 
of farm horses. Many valuable animals are annually 
destroyed by not enforcing attention to this particular, 
and frequent complaints are heard of stallions, and the 
loss and disappointment is hardly ever ascribed to the 
roper cause. It certainly would be for the benefit of 

all breeders of horses to attend to the simple fact, that 
wherever great muscular exertion is required, this can 
only be obtained with safety by careful and skilful pre- 
paration of the animal to perform the same, without 
injuring the constitution, by divesting it of all superfluous 
flesh. Agricultural societies, therefore, should at once set 
the example by giving additional encouragement to the 
owners of horses exhibited in the highest possible con- 
dition (so well described by Nimrod) to enable them to 
perform every description of work, and discourage 
every ignorant attempt of bringing forward to their ex- 
hibition, horses in the condition of fatted bullocks, 
scarcely able to walk to the shambles.— B. 

BRISTOL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. 
Annual Meeting, 1845.—The President of the Society 

(W. Miles, Esq., M.P.) on taking the chair, said, it 
would be remembered that, together with Lord Spencer, 
he had been appointed by the Royal Agricultural 
Society of England to try the Southampton prize Wheat 
against other Wheats. He had tried it against four 
other Wheats, and Lord Spencer against two other 
kinds, and in both their experiments it had turned out 
the worst of the whole. He (Mr. Miles) had tried it 
against Jonas’s Prolific Seedling, the Hopeton, the Red 
Straw White, and against a Wheat not much known in 
this country, but which he had procured from Scotland, 
through a gentleman, Mr. Hope, who spoke of it in the 
highest terms as a Wheat which yields an increased 
roduce on any land equal to the rent of the land, called 

Fenton’s Wheat. These Wheats he drilled in after the 
rate of 2 bushels per aere(which he considered the best 
quantity), and the produce was as follows :—Jonas’s 
Prolific Seedling, 55 bushels 2 pecks per acre; Red 
Straw White, 47 bushels 2 pecks; Hopeton, 54 bushels 
1 peck ; Southampton Prize Wheat, 40 bushels 2 pecks ; 
and Fenton, 54 bushels. After advising his hearers to 
change their seeds and variety, by which he was sure 
a great deal of good might be effected, the Chair- 
man proceeded to state the result of some experi- 
ments with Newberry’s dibbling-machine, manufac- 
tured by Earl Ducie. He had with this machine 
sowed the very smallest quantity—2 pecks per acre. 
It would be recollected that the spring was very much 

* I have several times weighed for our horses, and find they 
eat and waste 75 Ibs. of hay, uncut, in 24 hours, and when cut, 
4 Ibs. to 5 Ib ess. 

nerally, in this part of Somersetshire, from 16s, 
ter; this year they are about 24s, per quarter, 

f Best hay is generally about 3}. 10s. per ton. 
§ Small Potatoes, for pigs, can generally be bought for about 

2s. 6d. per sack ; and this year I have bought many sacks (a 
little infected, so 
Potatoes) at 2s, per sack, 

as not to be likely to keep long, but large | 
| country, which partly counteracted the effects of this 

against thin sowing. They had about March very 
biting winds, and as the experiment was tried on a 
sloping field, and at the top less deep than at the bottom, 
it as a whole failed. They, however, selected a portion 
of the field to try the result ; the crop was, of the Red 
Straw White, 34 bushels 3} pecks per acre; Hopeton, 
34 bushels 3 pecks ; Southampton prize Wheat, 32 
bushels ; Fenton, 40 bushels 2} pecks, a very extraor- 
dinary produce. 
on a flat surface, and with light ground, it would be 
found to be a most valuable instrument. He should state, 
that in Bucking hire and Hamp where it was 
used, the general rate of sowing was 5 pecks per acre. 
The next experiment he had tried was upon Turnips. 
The seed he used was Skirving’s. He was anxious to 
get a good crop, with as little manure as possible, as 
thereby much expense in haulage would be saved. In- 
stead of using 20 tons of manure per acre, he employed 
10 tons, and he used with it two descriptions of assistant 
manure. With the first lot he put 10 bushels of the 
ashes of burnt weeds, and with the other 10 bushels of 
powdered animal carbon, the refuse of sugar refining. 
The produce was so equal that neither could be said to 
have excelled. The manure with the ashes produced 
26 tons 7 cwt. per acre, and that with the powdered 
animal carbon 25 tons 16 cwt. per acre. He had like- 
wise tried experiments with the dross from sugar re- 
fining, which was used in France to manure Vines, and 
the result was a failure. It, in fact, deteriorated the value 
of the crop. The chairman next adverted to the state 
of the Potato crop, and attributed the evil to the chill 
produced by frost on the 28th of July. His early Po- 
tatoes had scarcely suffered at all. His next crop of 
whites was hit very much, and he lost one-half. His 
flesh-coloured Kidneys did not lose 1 in 60, but his late 
Potatoes were much injured. He should not hesitate 
to put partly injured Potatoes in the ground, 7 or 
8 inches deep, as he did not think the disease would 
hang by the Potatoes, but had been caused by atmo- 
spheric influence. 

Farmers! Clubs. 
SUBJECTS FOR DISCUSSION. 

l. MERITS AND DETAILS OF SYSTEMS FOR SECURING THE 
TENANTS’ RIGHTS. 

would be an equivalent? That is for the 
tenant’s consideration : let the landowner make his offer ; and 
we are very much mistaken if a tenant is to be found who 
w 

ewal of it at six-fifths of the former 

which, dating from the period of its performance, each opera- 
a to exert a beneficial influence. The difficulties 

attending this method are fully detailed in the works to which 
we have referred, 

2. ON STALL FEEDING AS AGAINST FEEDING IN YARDS. 
It is supposed that the an rown, and are put 

In the latter more straw is required for litter. We 
know of only one experiment on the ty but it was per- 

yard feeding. See 
Stephen’s “Book of the Farm,” vol. ii . 148, 149. Wi 
shall shortly refer to this subject in another section of the Paper. 

LANDFORD.—Annual Meeting, Dec. 20.—At this 
meeting, Mr. Sturt, after a few preliminary remarks, 
spoke as follows :—He did not look to high prices as 
ihe test of their prosperity, because there was no agri- 
cultural prosperity so sound as that which arose from 
low prices, founded upon abundant produce. The 
price of all agricultural produce was now remunerating, 
and this might arise from various causes. "There was 
one cause, tending to this, the failure of the Potato 
crop, which would demand their consideration, but then 
came the abundance of labour in many parts of the 

His opinion of the machine was, that | i 

failure, and, as a member of their Society, which had 
for its object the g t and imp o 
the. labouring class, he hoped this would continue 

He was afraid that the condition of the agricultural 
labourers would, in many respects, be severe during the 
winter; he was afraid that the labourers, or very many 
of them, who had been accustomed to live chiefly upon 
Wheaten bread and Potatoes, would find their store of 
the latter exhausted. And how was the gap to be sup- 
plied? He thought that they should all assist those 
labourers who might suffer privation through causes 
over which they had no control ; and if there must be 
any sacrifice for this purpose, he hoped it would be 
made cheerfully. He believed some sacrifice would be 
required, and he could not doubt that it would be 
readily made, when he saw the many useful societies 
that had sprung up to assist the poor, including clothing 
and fuel clubs, supported by the clergy, gentry, and 
tenantry of the parishes. He was glad to see his reve- 
rend friend, Mr. Huxtable, on his left, who, he hoped, 
was about to be delivered of one of his practical 
speeches. Mr. Huxtable would tell them a great deal 
as to growing Swedes and feeding sheep and cattle. 
But everything had its dark side, and he could imagine 
a farmer saying—“J attended the meetings at Stur- 
minster and at Blandford; I heard all Mr. Huxtable 
said, and from his honied words I was induced to go. 
and see what he had done, I went to his farm and 

knowledge to be founded upon a metallic basis. iG 
Y, 

obtaining a large interest by speculating in railway 
shares, 
Desennam.—The General Meeting of this Society tool; 

place on Nov. 7. The spirit of competition amongst the 
cottagers for prizes offered by the club for the best pro- 
ductions of fruit and vegetables continue to increase, and 
we doubt not the liberal kindness of the Rev. Mr. and 
the Hon. Mrs. Bedingfeld, will preserve it. There 
were (this day), upwards of 200 different productions 
submitted. We noticed amongst the company inspect- 
ing the cottagers’ tables the Rev. Mr. and the Hon. 
Mrs. Bedingfeld, Dr. Chevalier and family, J. J. Mechi, 
Esq:, Tiptree Hall, D. R. Meadows, Esq., &c. &e. &¢. 
—W. G., Hon. Sec, 

SrnATFORD-ON-A vox, Nov. 14.—Mr. T. Gibbs, Blacon 
arm,near Warwick reada well-digested paper on “fences 

and hedges.” He introduced the essay by describing 
the origin and use of hedges, and deprecated the great 
and unnecessary width of them as formerly made. He 
thought the Hawthorn preferable to all other trees 
for the purpose. A good fence can scarcely be made on 
the site of an old one, but the greater part of it should 
be grubbed up, and the soil to the depth of 2 or 3 feet 
carted away, and the bank made up with fresh mould. 
Previous to doing so, having remoyed the bank to the 
right and left as far as the bedge is dead, throw æ 
quantity of the subsoil to the depth of a foot or two 
towards the ditch or face of the mound, filling up the 
space with the fresh soil; by doing so few weeds will 
grow. Planting new hedges is commenced by construct- 
ing a bank to receive the plants; if possible, stake the 
ground out in summer, and plough it 6 or 7 feet wide, 
shovel the soil in a line towards the intended bank side; 
having removed the top soil, plough or dig about a foot 
deep of subsoil, then throw it that distance from the 
bank side of the trench to the ditch side; shovel the 
top soil lying at the back of the bank into the space 
where the subsoil came from; lay the Quick hori- 
zontally, not perpendicularly ; cover the roots on the 
top soil, and the stems on the subsoil ; the plants in the 
top table should have a slight inclination upwards ; 
leave the ditch one foot wide at the bottom, and the 
bank not too upright ; put no turf or good soil in front ; 
the common practice of making a table with inverted 
turf laid “ Grass to Grass" is bad ; with the worst soil 
in front little or no weeding is required. Quicks should 
be chosen with fibrous roots and clear strong stems, 
planted 6 ins. apart, each plant in the top table placed 
opposite the vacant space in the bottom one, so that in 
growing the stems will be only 3ins. apart. The third 
and last ideration was the bund: of timber 
in hedgerows, A rather large tree will extend from its 
extremes 22 yards, which is equal to one-twentieth of 



^ pernieious effects ranked the Elm. 

- Mr. Gibbs considered the best suited, as in 14 or 15 
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£ -an aere, so that in 20 years it covers an acre of ground. 

E The Ash does moreinjury thanany othertree,seldom suf- 
: fering any kind of grain to grow under it. In estimating 
^ theinjurydone by trees of this description, Mr, G. thought 

rent, labour, manure, seed, &c., all lost. Next in its 
The young Oak 

Should be protected in preference to the Elm, 
out of regard to our posterity, but the Oak seldom if 

ever improved when older than 80 years. Select an 

acre or two of land of the worst deseription, fallow and 

subsoil plough it, and plant Ash, Oak, and Larch. 

There will be no seed, corn, or labour, lost; but the 

Spot of inferior soil enriched. The latter kind of tree 

years it is fit to fell for posts and rails. In a discussion 

that ensued, it was observed as an instance of the ex- 

treme benefit derived from planting Larch, that the f- 

Duke of Athol grew them to an immense extent, and 
that land not worth ls, per acre a few years since, is 

Now valued at 10s. per acre for sheep-grazing, the leaf 
of the tree containing a nutritious matter highly enrich- 

ing to the soil. It required sound land well turned up, 
and the growth was found to be much accelerated by 
placing a handful of lime under each plant. 

Farm Memoranda. 
Wurrrierp Farm, Worron, GLOUCESTERSHIRE,— For 

20 years previous to 1839, this farm, the property of 

the Earl of Ducie, had been occupied by the same 

farmer, under a system of yearly tenaney—and pro- 

bably atno time or place has this system ever shown 

itself so fruitless of anything like energy, or, indeed, 

common;carefulness on the part of the tenant. ‘Tho 
estate then consisted of 232 acres, 65 of which were 

arable, and it was let at a yearly rental of 2007., the 

parochial taxes in addition to this being 657. The valley 

in which it lies was then crowded with hedge-row timber 

—indeed, upwards of 30007. worth were afterwards sold 

upon the farm—and the brook which ran with tortuous 

course throughout its length was fringed with Hazel and 

Alder, while here and there cultivated Willow beds pro- 

claimed the excessive wetness of the land. With the 
exception of a few acres of the arable land, which were 

annually let for Potato culture to farm labourers about, 
and the few pasture fields immediately around the build- 
ings, which were annually depastured by dairy stock, 
and rarely, if ever, mown, the whole farm was miserably 
managed. There were no roads through it passable, 

except in dry weather ; the hedge-rows were wide, 

straggling, and full of gaps; and both pasture and 

arable land were much neglected. Excepting the hill 

sidè on the east, and this was partly covered by brake 

and brushwood, the whole farm was undrained and wet, 

the crooked brook could not take off the water suffi- 
ciently fast, and during heavy rains the lower parts of 

e farm were flooded. The western side of the farm 
3 He a clayey soil, and where this joined on the east of 
the brook with the sandstone rock, which there cropped 

out to the surface, a number of copious springs burst out, 
and added to the already excessive wetness of the land. 
M remember very well visiting the farm for the first 
P uen a spring day iu 1839. The eastern side is a 

ry limestone eminence, and after passing through a 
eld of Wheat on this calcareous soil, whose scanty 

average, 3 acres apiece in extent—were hardly visible 

s midst of thelr hedg The f: Y 

SOR panes lay close upon the western boundary of 
Elin-tro: e, and were nearly buried amidst clumps of 
IU E E Oaks. The prospect from the same spot 
SU i erent now—its distant features, of course, 

M is e same, and indeed are all the more visible 

of Da of foreground obstructions. The Forest 

mew a or 8 miles off on the other side of the 
SPADA id in places by the neighbouring hills at East- 
pU the western horizon; the course of the 
SE a traceable through the vale by the red cliffs 

cept at ound it, though the river itself is not seen ex- 
fe Gla Ee ; and the rich vale of Berkley, with 
tuas astle in its midst, lies stretehed out northward 

its former beauty. But the f d, former], 

ne 
farm, nearly 80007. have been spent by the landlord in 

permanently improving it in buildings, roads, and 

drainage. Consider the influence on the comforts of 

the labouring population of this district which this 

expenditure has exerted. The present tenant must 

employ a capital in cultivation and in stock to consume 

the produce of that cultivation, nearly four times that 

invested by his predecessor ; his labour bill amounts to 

upwards of 7007. annually, qr. nearly 3l. an aere, and 

the annual gross produce of the land must be worth 

nearly 20007., or between 77. and 8 peracre. Let any 

one consider these facts, not in their personal but in 

their national bearings, and he must confess the great and 

profitable room there still is over large distriets in this 

country for the higher cultivation of the land. I find 

I have already exceeded due limits, and I must, there- 

fore, postpone any account of several instructive 

matters to be noted in the history of this farm. The 

following is a plan of the estate as it is at present laid 

out. It will be seen that it is cut through by a parish 

road, across the valley, and by farm roads across and up 

and down the valley. ‘The buildings are centrically 

| situated. The tenant’s house is on the western side, and 

commands a good view of the farm, The fields are 

numbered ; all, those on the western, and to some 

height on the eastern side, are of a sandy loam more or 

less tenacious. The rest is calcareous, either clayey or 

free, a band of the former character over a bed of mag- 

nesian limestone lying along the tops of fields 9 to 16, 

and the top of the hill on the eastern side (18 and 19) 

being a free stony shallow soil on the limestone rock. 

3Rcbittos. 
The Rotation of Crops, and System of Agriculture, 

best adapted to the different 

shire: an Essay, to which was awarded a Prize of 

10 sovereigns, given by the Right Hon. Farl of Caw- 

dor, July 30, 1845. By Thomas Morgan. Haver- 

fordwest, J. Potter, High-street. 

Tuis is one of those district agricultural reports to 

which we attach so much value, It is not a complete 

account of the agriculture of Pembrokeshire—it does 

not profess to be so: its contents are confined to one 

department of farming; they aim at exhibiting the 

suitableness of certain rotations of cropping to the cir- 

cumstances of a particular district. These circum- 

stances are, accordingly, in the first place, detailed with 

some minuteness, and the author, while he describes 

the geology as an index to the subsoils of Pembroke- 

shire, points out how it fails in accurately indicating 

the soil, or determining the character of its cultivation, 

in consequence of the extreme variety of elevation, and 

therefore of climate, to be met with. Mr, Morgan tells 

us that all the series of stratified rocks met with in 

Pembrokeshire “belong to very early deposits ; and 

few of them possess such decided characteristics with 

reference to the growth of particular crops, as to enable 

us to decide with accuracy on the system of cropping 

best suited to the different geological divisions. The 

diyersity of climate would also render useless any clas- 

sification of soils and crops, having merely reference 

to the rocks from which they may have been produced. 

It would be absurd to lay down a course of crops which 

would be applicable to the parish of Llandewy and 

apply the same to Maenclochog ; and yet geologists do 

not make any great distinction between them. It would 

be not less absurd to class in an agricultural point of 

view, the soils which lie alittle to the south west of 

Tavernspite, along with those which form the ridge of 

land situate to the south east of Pembroke ; and yet 

in a geological point of view they are identical. Such 

lassi ion, even if it could be made, would be ren- 

M oun is uo entirely bare : eleared of its BER: 
id uie mat a straight brook bisecting it—cultivated 
rated Naa of quadrangular 10-acre fields, unsepa- 
wash! Ee „extensive red.tiled and white- 
Tin oboe uildings in the valley below us, and the 
Td x fading where it used, but undisguised, as 

courted Hie" dae Breen trees—so far as beauty is con- 
trast i6 is form RON presents a most unfortunate con- 
not the chief ob} Di appearance, Beauty, however, is 
So EA ac at which proprietors of land must 
mA a Management of their estates. An 
of emilee oe ion of food, and increased opportunity 
ADM ent, are every year becoming more forcibly 
fuga on us as the true objects of farming, and in 
thand espects Whitfield in its present condition is of more 
eae its former national value, The old tenant, ac- 
e a, Mr. Morton’s estimate in his first report, 
bes E a farm capital of about 7307.—less than 70s. 
the ha and his labour bill did not amount to 2007. in 
aha A or 185. per acre, and the gross produce of the 
Salue a us 5001, or less than 2/. per acre in annual 

- Since his time 30 acres have been added to the 

dered useless in practice, by the great changes which 

have been effected in the soils of the ccunty, by the 

aetion of water, in having conveyed soils from one for- 

mation to another, and also by the extensive application 

of lime. These considerations induce us to place less 

reliance upon geology than we should perhaps do, in 

assigning limits to particular rotations.” 

Mr. Morgan, in the first part of his Essay, adopts De 

Candolle’s theory of root excretions as the true expla- 

nation of the rotation of crops. He brings forward 

various facts of year in the exp! ol 

the farmer, illustrative of the suitability of the land for 

certain crops after they have borne certain others ; he 

says that “some plants have the power of conveying to 

the soil a quantity of food for vegetables, more than 

equal to that which they take from it for their own 

nourishment,” and contends that “ it is very difficult, if 

not impossible, to account rationally for this power in 

any other way than that of assigning it to the function 

of excretion, supposed to be possessed by the roots of 

lants.” Now Mr. Daubeny's experiments, lately re- 

ferred to in this Paper, have shown that there is an 

Districts of Pembroke- | ig 

adequate reason for the necessity of the rotatiom 

of crops, in the exhaustion, by each, of certain 

substances in the soil whose presence in an available state 

very limited, though in a dormant state it is- 

abundant. Each crop thus takes up the portion of 

vegetable food that is ready for it, and then the soil has 

all the other years of the rotation, during which, with the 

assistance of the air and rain, to bring a fresh portion 

of the requisite substances into a state of solubility, be- 

fore the time of the crop requiring them comes roun 

again. This isa theory in agreement with facts which 

have been proved to exist ; and it is greatly preferable 

to one founded on ideas whose accuracy has never yet 

been determined except under unnatural circumstances. 

The root excretions of De Candolle have never been 

seen or examined ; Dr. Daubeny failed to detect them 

in soil on which the most acrid plants had been grown 

—and they are not necessary to account for the fer- 

tility of land consequent upon the growth of particular 

crops. It was a practice long ago among the best 

farmers of Italy, and it is a common practice still, to 
The fer- 

the whole vegetable substance of them, which, during 

their existence, they had drawn from the air; and so, 

with an old pasture ploughed up—we need 
not refer to the 

years during which, while the land was resting, agents 

Were at work comminuting the soil and improving its- 

texture, we mean the worms, 

most of surface soils—and surely, 

to the excrementitious matters of 

may during that period have accum? 
1 

all probability have an existence only in the mind of the 

theorist ; the true cause of the fertility which we ob- 

serve lies in the fact, that during all these years the 

plants have been drawing stores of valuable food from 

the air, a large per centage of which has each year been: 

given to the soil in the dung of the animals fed upon its. 

and a still larger portion has been ploughed in with the 

sward, in the roots and stems of which it had accu- 

mulated. 
Mr. Morgan describes the rotation of crops suitable 

for Pembrokeshire in three classes. 

« One is the system of growing white and green crops 

alternately, in uninterrupted succession ; another is that 

of growing white and green crops, alternately, for a 

series of years, and then of laying down to pasture for 

another series ; the third is that of growing a succes- 

sion of white crops, followed by a few years pasture. 

Of the first of these systems, we have examples in Nor- 

f | folk, and other parts of the kingdom, and also in Flan- 

ders; of the second, we have examples in Scotland, and 

in the north of England; of the third system, we have 

numerous examples at home." 
The essay concludes with a series of tables explanatory 

of the various rotations which have been considered, 

and illustrative of their relative profitableness or 

economy. We might, perhaps, dispute in some of their 

details the expense of the various operations perform: 

during the various courses of crops there described, and 

perhaps also the amount of return derived from them 5 

but no one can question the accuracy of the writer in 
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asserting the greater profitableness of those rotations 
where the land is made to yield an alternate succession 
of green and white crops over others, which we presume 
still prevail, in which, after’a succession of grain crops, 
generally Oats, the land is neglected, and left to rest till 
a sufficient amount of food for plants shall again have 
accumulated. 

In our opinion, Mr. Morgan has written a very inte- 
resting essay, and one well calculated to improve the 
‘agriculture of his county. 

Miscellaneous. 
Characteristics of the well-bred Ox.—1. The head 

shall be fine, hat long, and diminishing to the 
muzzle, which shall be thin. 2. The horns shall be 
fine, and placed on the summit of the head; the eyes 
shall be prominent and clear. 3. The neck shall be 
free from coarseness, large where it joins the shoulder 
and breast, and diminishing to the head. 4. The breast 
shall be wide,and project well in front of the fore-limbs. 
-5. Theshoulder shall be broad, but join without abrupt- 
ness to the neck before, and to the chine behind. 6. 
The back and loins shall be straight, wide, and flat, 7. 
The girth behind the shoulders shall be large, and the 
ribs well arched. 8, The hook-bones shall be far apart 
-and nearly ona level with the back-bone; and from 
the hook-bone to the bending down of the tail, the quar- 
ter shall be long, broad, and straight. 9. The tail shall 
be broad at the upper part, and small and progressivel; 
diminishing towards the extremity. 10. The legs shall 
be short, fleshy to the knee and hock, and below the 
joints flat and thin, and the hoofs shall be small. 11. 
The skin shall be soft to the touch, the belly shall not 
hang down, there shall be little hollowness behind the 
shoulders, and the flanks shall be well filled up.— Low's 
Domestic Animals, 

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS. 
JANUARY. 

and how to perform them, wil 
indeed, if any one has only books and writings to 

depend upon, he had better not risk his money in business at 
all. Experience is wanted as well as 
is difficult, and perhaps impossible, to convey to the mind 

iption the ci which the 

with this w 

ng a man req 
is acquired by apprenticeship—he requires it in order to the 

ell ; he requires it perhaps most of all in the manage- 
ment of his labourers, for it is upon the practical skill exhibited 
here that muc! i i 

e main points for the farmers' attention in January are 
draining, management of manure, management of live stock, 
management of fences, irrigation, preparation for spring crops, 
We shall discuss these during successive weeks, 

Drainage.—Let us suppose an extreme case:—that of an 
estate overrun by irregular hedgerows, and soaked with water, 

riny 
up a sufficiently deep (say 3 feet 6 inches or 4 feet) main drain, 
which should be as straig! 
position along 

tas is consistent with its proper 
e lowest parts of the land. Then 

the rain has filled them, then dig a drain 3 fect deep down 
the slope, immediately between two of these holes, and observe 

the latter may deliver their water above the tiles of the former, 
be filled in as soon as made 

A or trampling the earth in, but the object should be to replace it as nearly as possible in point ofcon- 
sistence asit was before being remoyed. One-inch pipes may be made at 8s. per 1000 ft.—they may be bought at the kiln for from 10s, 
‘to 16s., they are perfectly efficient draining tiles. The common 
half-round 

and material met with in draining, 
, Besides tile or stone draining, plug draining, as itis called, 

contracted for atfrom 3d. to 34d. per perch of 164 ft., 2 ft. 
The drain is cut of that depth, and 2 inches wide at boti 
a core of wood about 8 inches high, which fits it, is placed in 

d in and trampled down, the 
wood is then drawn along, earth is again filled in and trampled, 
and so the work proceeds. 

The cost of a permanent and efficient drainage will be from 
4l. to 71. per acre, ineluding in that sum the expence of over- 
coming the difficulties of uneven land, rock, hedgerows, dsc, 
&c. : itis the foundation on which alone good farming can be 
m 

T—— M 
Notices to Correspondents, 

AVERAGE Cost or WHEAT CULTURE—J H—There is great diffi- 
culty in making trustworthy calculations in farm matters, 
and there are doubtless many farmers who would object to 
the following :— 

AVERAGE Cost or WHEAT 
After Clover, s. d. After Fallow Crop. £ s 

eceooooooomnt 

m nn 

ting. . 
Carting to rick and 

buildings . . 
Thrashing and clean- 
ing 28 bush., at4q. 0 

Carting to market. . 0 
To which should be 
added, the Clover 
being depastured, 
value of manure, 
—the droppings of 
thesheep........ 1 0 0 

o»oooooooocokR 

5 
3 
0 
1 
4 
0 
0 
3 
9 
1 
9 
3 coooooooocoon 

wo HM «ooommmnom o» o oooooocoo and manure of 
the previous year*.. 37 0 0 

6 10 10 

vest a crop of three or four quarters in October. 
Cannors—J P, Holderness—Sow them in rows on the flat about 

18 inches apart, and cultivate the intervals as deeply as pos- 
sible during the growth of the crop. Red Carrots are perhaps 
somewhat more nutritious than white Carrots, but they are 
far less productive, 

COMPARATIVE VALUE OF Fopper—Inquirer—We cannot refer to any statement on this subject which is worth much ; because 
it is seldom that any kind of fodder can exhibit its true value 
when given by itself, They benefit one another by being 
given in mixture, 

Fuax MruL—To a Correspondent—There is no portable Flax 
mil. We know of one, however, likely to answer, which is now in process of invention, 

GLOUCESTERSHIRE 
After it has been killed one day, put a light coat of salt on 
the sides, and when that i dissolved, about 31b. of saltpetre 
is used to every 50 Ibs. of bacon, and covered with salt as it 

a 

ready for the stoves, unless they are very heavy, in which 
case this should be delayed another week. 

Hammer, Frrpinc—A Gloucestershire Landowner—See under 
heading “ Farmers’ Clubs.” We are sorry we are unable to 
give you more references, 

Parent BAKING Process—Devonshtre—Next week, 
PEAT DRAINING TiLes—Jas. Russell—They are made by a ma~ 
chine lately invented b; 
of which we shall, through the kindness of that gentleman, 

should Jast 12 large hogs a weck, and during that period they 
8 to 10 score tbs. of bacon, worth 

from 60s. to 70s. ; but how much of this produce is due to the 
one, and how much to the other kind of food, we cannot say. 

SHEEP—IJnquirer—They will pay best to feed (if they have beer 
“done” well hitherto), if bought when done growing, what- 

7—A man and boy can manage, 
litter, and feed (cleaning and cutting the roots themselves) 40 head of stalled cattle, 

To PrckuE WaratT—drator—The easiest way, and a ve Ty effectual one, is to dissolve 8025. of blue vitriol (sulphate of 

Markets. 

h E offer 70 B ep from Holland.—For Sheep we hada steady inquiry, and Monday" were well supported.— The number of Calves was small, yet the Veal wi una 

58 Oto 59 3 pas Shor 4 19 Sec 4 Cal 53 

Prices ranged gents 
Coriander = 

COVENT GARDEN, JAN. 3.—The market still continues tO 
be well supplied with Fruit and Vegetables, more especial 
with the latter. Pine-a) i 

are good in quality, and command @ 
tolerably brisk trade. Oranges are becoming more abundant; 
but in consequence of the increased demand, prices for them, 
and also for Lemons, are rather on the rise. Nuts rem: 

but Broccoli is abundant, and Savoys, Brussels Sprouts, ant 
other winter Greens, are plentiful. ‘Carrots an S 
excellent in quality, and sufficient for the demand. Potatoes 

FRUITS 
Pine Apple, perlb., 4sto 6s Lemons, per dozen, Is to 2r Grapes, Hothonse, per Ib., 3s to Gs =- per 100, Gs to 14r 

— Seville, per 100, 148 Chesnuts, per peck, 4s to 8s — per dozen, 2s to 25 6d Pears, per hf.-sy., a to 10s 
VEGETABLES. elery, per bunch, 6d to 1a 64 Cardoons, each, 6d to 9d Paranips, per doz., 3d to 1s icorzonera, per bundle, 1s to 1s 6d alsify, don 1s to 15 6d 

nions, per bushel, 1s Gd to Se — pickling, per hf..sy., 2» to Se — ‘Spanish, per doz., is 6d to 4s Shallots, per 1b., 6d to 8d 
Endive, per score, 6d to 1s 
Lettuce, per score, Cab., 4d to 9d. pe — Cos 6d to 
adishes, per doz. bunches, 1s to 146d 
Mushrooms, per pottle, 1s to 1s 62 

t; 

Cabbages, per doz., 6d to 1s 61 
be red, per doz., 2s to 8 

Brussels Sprouls, p. hi 

Spinach, per sieve, 9d to 1s 6d. 
Leeks, per doz. bunches; 1s to 28 
Garlic, perlb., 6d to 8d 

HAY.—Per Load of 36 Trusses, 
> SMITHFIELD, Jan, 1, Prime Mead.Hay 84s to 95s| New Hay —sto =s | NewOlr. —sto —s Infr.New & Rowen 55 75 | Clover 85 to 112 | Straw 80 98 

Jonn Coorsr, Salesman, 
WHITECHAPEL, Jan, 2, 

95ato 100s | Old Clover 1008 to 115s 
= —|NewCloveri— — | Straw 

88 | Infr. ry 70 B4 

HOPS, Fripay, Dec. 2. 
The market is very firm, and good Hops scarce. 3 ATTRNDRN & Smiri, Hop-Factors- 

Fine Old Hay - 
Inferior Hay -~ 28s to 438 New Hay — - 75 

RITISH, PER IMPERIAL QUARTER. 8. S, b Se Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk .  , hite 58 67 Red . 54 6i ~ Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire + 57 68 White 59 63 Barley, Malting and distilling 81s to8ba Chevalier 38 38 Grind. 97, 30 
Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . . Polands 22324 Feed $0 93 —— Northumberland and Scotch , eed 20 98 Potato 24 28 = Irish e s 4. eed 20 22 Potato 24 926 Malt, pio xU ct + + 54 60 
—— Hertford and Essex ee * + 60 65 RUE Euro "Me Maui: Ur Te ag | 
Beans, Mazagan, old and new 28 t0 49 ‘Tick 31 44 

+ 87 to 48 2 S 
Harrow 33 46 Pigeon, Heligoland Longpod 32 

te Grey 82 86 Peas, Whi + + + 4 441048 Maple 34 36 
ARRIVALS IN THE RIVER LAST WEEK, 

our. ‘Wht. | Barl. | Malt,| Oats. | Rye, | Bns, [Peas English 843) Sks. — Brls.| 2888| 4668 | 4640 | 935 | — 742 | 1137 Eriha t em 5, — 5, — | 9 = |swe| = | — | — Foreign". 1610 4, 3110 | 10097| 4081 | — | 6251] — |3015 | a241 
FRIDAY, Jan, 2, 

Thereis very little English Wheat offering on sale this morn« 
ing, the trade is very firm, and fully supports our Monday'$ 
juotations ; there appears a slight inquiry for export, but we 
id not hear ofany transactions in Bonded being concluded,— 

Barley, Beans, and Peas, remain as last quoted—The Oat trado copper) for each 4 bushels, in as little water as will take it | has rather an upward tendency, but. sales cannot be proceeded up, and then laying the Wheat down on a barn floor, throw | with at an advance, the solution over it, and mix it rapidly up, so that each grain ARRIVALS THIS WEEK, x Shall be wetted. Leave the heap for an hour, and during = ‘Wheat Barley Oats ona that period it will have thoroughly dried. Lime is unneces- Eme » «7 | _ 5 ie tampa Ce besa sary; indeed, were it added, it would be injurious, Porat is 4230 3600 so 1| —- VALUE oF ES— Inquirer—A ft town sheep, eating D IMPERIAL AVERAGES, 24 Tbs. of cut Swedes daily under shelte md receiving heat- | Barley.) Oats. | Rye. | Beans.) Peas! nothing else, may increase in weight between 1st of Nov. and | Nov. 22 per Quarter.) 57s11¢| B48 1d) 258 bd} sfa ld| 43s 4d|. 450 4d 1st of March, 5 Ibs. a quarter, value 10s, in mutton, and say Dec. 4 ERR E H Mo E H 3 à it 8 E i 24. in wool—12s, received for 120 days feeding on Swedes, at | ** 8 : r 1| 5 39 9| 24 6| 36 8| 40 8| 43 61 24 Tbs. a ‘or rather more than 25 cwt.. of cut roots, | — so ; + «| 5711| a2 7| 3a 4| a 5| 59 6| dà 5 on, allowin ste in cleaning, for 28 cwt. of roots ag] =. 97 + : + | siaj as 9| a a] 3 6| 2010] ey wo e offered for sale—this is ei 0 83, 6d, p [ 
woes, nagar fuse ee to 8s. 6d. per 6 weeks’ Aggreg. Aver. | 5711} 38 0| 94 4| 352| 4011 | 43 4€ 
*,* Communications reaching town after Wednesday, cannot | Duties on Foreign Grain 15 0! 5 o! 4 0| 76! 2 6| 1 9 be answered the same week. 

Diagram showing the fluctuations in the price of Corn on the average of 156. 
six Saturday, Dec. 97. 

Dro, 6 Paros. | Nov. 22 

59s 4d + 

Nov. 29 Dro, 18 | Dro. 20 

| 
Dno. 97. iu 

III 8SISISIS 
SEEDS, Jan. 2. 4 -I BOE ae o Mato an Linseed Cakes, Forelgn,p.ton 9} to s 

arraway = per o 8 50 | Mustari te = p. -8. wi usual convey; pw a a oe os PUES Petreius eee Ps — Foreign - oo — Brown , = = p Mx — White, English - —  -—|Rapeseed,English,perlas: 26] 96 se 
= — ‘Foreign —|RapeCakes ^ - perton : 

F * l0 16|Saintfoin = = . = mm 
* perqr. 85 36 |Tares, Eng. winter p. bush, = 
- perqr 54 60| — Foreign- . = 4 

e 
456 Balle 250 S ads 5&^ This simple method is suggested by Mr, Parsons, of West 

set, 
46 |Trefol = = percwt 18 $8 = Cakes, Eng, per 1000,13: , 131] Turnip (too variable for quotation). 

Kivasyonp 
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TO NURSERYMEN AND OTHERS. 

O BE LET, at Wellingborough, a town on the line 
of tl Birmingham. Railway, an excellent and old-estab- 

lished NURSERY GROUND, EAE about Two Acres of 
Land, surrounded by a brick w: A roomy and very commo- 
dious dwelling is eael OUS wie stat tgl and various 
Out offices, Rent 25l. per annum.—. Mr. ES 

Auctioneer and Accountant, Wellisgboldugh, to view the 
veo and land, or to A. B. O., Railway Bell Office, 335, Strand, 

ondon. 

O BE LET on Lease, with immediate possession, 
an old established NURSERY and SEED BUSINESS in 

Rus vicinity of London, doing a good trade ; the Stock and Glass 

ay be taken or not.—. Apply to Hurst and MMULLEN, 6, 
iaiia London. 

IMPROVED DIBBLING MACHINE. $ 

OHN WEATHERSTONE begs to inform the Agri- 
cultural Publie that his PATENT HORSE-DIBBLING 

MACHINE is now ready, whereby the greatest regularity may 
be insured in the deposition of all See team of four horses 
Will be found sufficient power to Ves one of the largest size, 

Price of Machine, with six rows. .. . £35 
e eight rows .. 
n ten RERA 

Applications for further may be ma is tote Jou, 
WEATHERSTONE, Cassington, near Oxf ord; ; or to Messrs, Sia 
and Warp, High-street, Oxford.—Agents wanted in all parts o! 

the country. 

OTATO FLOUR MACHINERY. — The Sub- 
seribers will be happy to treat m nied ties requiring ma- 

chinery for the manufacture of Po Gets 
& r "SKED, Engineers. 

. Dunbar Foundry, East Lothian, N. B. push iss 

UBSTITUTES FOR GARDEN MATS, CHEAP 
TARPAULINGS, AND CAPES, — Transparent Frame 

and CHUA Covers MAE from thick sheeting Calico, 

ia NEW PATTERN TOOTH-BRUSH 
and SMYRNA SPONGES.—The Tooth Brush has the 

important advantage of searching Thptougtaly into the divisions 
of the teeth, and cleaning themin the most effectual and ieee 
ordinary manner, and is famous for the hairs not coming loose 
—ls. An improved Clothes Brush, that cleans in a third part 
of the usual ei and incapable ofi injuring the finest nap. 
Penetrating H: Russian 
bristles, which do not soften like commonhair. Flesh Brushes, 
of improved graduated and powerful friction, Velvet EE 

which act in the most surprising and successful mann: 
Genuine Smyrna Sponge, with its Md valuable pr roperties 
vf pe becretion, vitality, and durability, by means of direct i 

rtations, dispensing with all ios Ms parties" pene and 
AA bleaching, x securing the luxury of a geni 

5 a s ROG SINE 
1305, Oxford-street, on edb es. froj 

Cau! pone erate of "the ono: d ji om Motealie! s," adopted 

by some hou 
parer [in OU at 97. 9s. per ton, or 

NEW MORNING PAPER. 

On. Wednesday January 21, will be published, No. Y. of 

EBD ALLY NEWS. 
A MORNING NEWSBAPER OF LIBERAL POLITICS AND THOROUGH INDEPENDENCE. 

Tne leading features of the Paper may be briefly stated under the following heads :— 
Its CITY NEWS AND COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE, collected from the highest sources, will be scrupulously impartial, 

and always. early. 

in progress, or projected, will be found 

S- ea 

Its SCIENTIFIC AND BUSINESS Rui e on every topic connected with RAILWAYS, whether in actual operation, 

An extensive system of FOREIGN GORKESPONDENCE in all parts of the world, has been for some time, and is now, in 
€ of organization. 

Its PARLIAMENTARY REPORTIS its LAW REPORTS, and every other item of such matter, will be furnished by Gentle- 
men of the highest qualifica: 
Among the actam, of its "ERADING AR CEES its Criticisms on BOOKS, the DRAMA, MUSIC, and the FINE ARTS, 

me. are some of t] t distinguished names of this. 
The LITERARY DEPARTMENT of THE DAILY NEWS will be under the direction of Mr. CHARLES DICKENS. 

OF B s à Journal 
aregnesnent of its ADVE 

al addressing itself to M 
RTISEMENTS. 

USINESS in all parts of the World, particular attention will be paid to the 

flice for Advertisements intended for insertion in THE DAILY NEWS, will be at No. 90, FLEE TRE 
LONDON. All communications for the Editor should be addressed to the Publishing Offices, WHITEFRIARS. A jus 

Published Monthly, with an Illustration on Steel by LEECH, 

eee tss JERROLD’S SHILLING 
MAGAZINE. Contents OF No. XIII. 

ne History of St. Giles and St. James. By the Editor. 
lhapter 

“The Cricket on the Hearth: a Fairy Tale of Home," 
n of Letters and their Abettors. 

The Wi 
Lt Scenes uer Characters. By William Howitt. 
The F Citi 
The Bagiishman i in Prussia. No, VI. 
A Visioi 
The Hedgehog Letters, 
The Old Soldie! 
The Spirit- Voice. 
A History for odo OEA Chapter X. 
Reviews o! 

Rar Vols. I. & IT., neatly Mond in d price Ts. each, are now ready, 
London: Published at the PUNCH OFFICE, 92, Fleet-street. 

NEW AND REVISED EDITION OF “OLIVER TWIST," 
IN TEN MONTHLY PARTS. 

On the First of Jam 
with Two Illustrations oe Steel, (uniform with * 
wick PAPERS,") Part 

Oo LIVER T wi By Cartes DICKENS. 
Illustrated by GEORGE RUD AEN NK. 

* This Edition has been carefully d bythe Author 

dus ughout, and it will contain. d ble of the original 

Illustrations. 

London: Published by BRADBURY AND Evans, 90, Fleet-street, 

uary was published, price One Seung 
‘Tue Pre! 

This day is PUR price 5s., with Four DEHcerenher Plates, 

d several Woodeuts, Part I. o: 

Mee D JOURNAL OF THE HORTICULTURAL 
SOCIETY OF LONDON. 

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATION: ecount of an Or- 
1. 11s. per 1,000 ; ontains more nutriment than any chideous House, constructed 2 Penllergare, South Wales, 

thoi Cake. and 2 tons En be found fully equal for fee z D. Llewelyn, p F.H.S.—2. Mens md DM ee 

3 ‘tons of other English Cake; it is adap’ aie re for the Potato Murr: F 
aiee ith Turnips, as it is less SER than o red Cake. Barkele ; M.A. "un S.—39. Samos ‘Qhsetatons « on MN duod ise 

Certificates from farmers, who have largely on the Cake, | of the Potato Murrain, ard Solly, US 2 BES 
May be seen where it is sold, at the Patent Oil-vake Manufae- | mental Chemist to the Hortic ultural Society, 
tory, 36, James-street, New Cut, Lam! 

HOSPHORIC RAT POISON.—This preparation 
is offered to the Publie with the greatest confidence, being 

decidedly superior to all those poisons ue arsenic ant 
gther minerals, It is most greedily eaten by rats and mice as 
dos as it is offered to them nx ED proves, certain 
Sstruction, Prepared only by Epwarp PURSER, 40, New 
ms dge street, London. Sold in pots, with fall Givections fon 
E 4s., 8s., and 20s. each. 
BRUINE GYMNASTIC AND GUERRE] ee 

- J. GHIOSSO, Superintendent of the above 
L ranches of physical Sue at University College, 
Hondon, begs to announce that his Academy, 21, New-road, 
HR of Gower-street, is open = Monday Tuesday, and Thurs- 
Sal from 10 till 7 in the afternoon, an open every day 
luring the Christmas Holidays, Exercises ada apted for peculiar 

Cases of Debility or Deformity will be attended to individually 
at convenient hours, Schools and private families attended, 
Hat terms apply s x m Academy. 

POPULAR REMEDY. 

PRRs LIFE "pt LLS.—The Gies ecc 
m of this medicine i t has bee 

ed by hundreds of ‘thousands as an _aperient, and se in 
u g 

ao 
4) s B 

Re 
g & E i a [: Ei is 

x timonials are S daily, and it would be inpo ssible, in 
ane WSpaper, to publish one-half received ; and the following 
Lx Selected as people well known in their respective neigh- 
sn urhoods , and whose testimony is unquestionable. Further 

ects of Testimonials and. Ad LS and Times of Old Parr” 
Pu be had gratis of all Agen: 
TG following important Que to the efficacy of Parr’s 

ILLS has just been received by the Proprietors :—'* To 
Co., pee Athlone, Deo. 7, 1844. 

SIGNORI js WILLIAM [uie ed. 

p Benton, meee A castle, August 11, 1845. Sirs,—I 
beg rà EE and inform TS. of the wonder: fal effect of your 
Anmr's Lire Pinus. I was eel ect to Shortness of Breath, 

again, and, Although an 
feel so much better that E think T shall xs to 

Beware of prem imitations of the ‘above rea ine, 
ae genuine unless the words “PARR’S LIFE PILLS” E. 
e WHITE rerrers ON A RE ND, engraved on overnment Stamp, pasted round each box; also the fae simile 
t he Signature of the Proprietors, d ROBERTS and CO.,” 
Tane-court, 

by Sida in boxes, at Is, $. 9d., and family packets at 11s. 
ee respectable puits and patent medicine retailers 

Full Mif onn are given with each box, 

randa relating tod to ne Cultivation of Melons. B. SER Williams, 

Esq., C.M.E cal Habitations and Wants of ee 

By the Hon. and ̂  BE Re ev. William Herbert, F.H.S., 

Manchester.—6. The Main Points of Vine ulsshdon. By 

Mr. Robert Errington s Mode of Cultivating the Mango in 

England. By Mr. A. Scott.—8. The Cultivation of the SEE 
Dysophyl a EOD ym By Mr. T. Moore.—9. 

Account of the SIO Sa SARUM Wd Japan Cedar. By 

Mr. George Gordons A.L.S.—L ropagation of Orchids 

in India, y Captain Charles ibe, Acting Paymaster, 
S. Division wy the Army. 
New PLANTS, &C., FROM THE 3e S i—i. Axes 

mone Japonica 1.—2. Buddlea Lindley: Ficus virgat 

4. Abelia rupestris.—5. Cattleya máxima 2 We eigela | rosea. 
—i. Pterostigma gra andifloi ,—8. Brassica Chinen 

Indigofera decora.—10. Silene Schafta,—11. Statice Portu 

S Calyst Seer cae Shanghai Han- Tsi. iim Chasen 

e B 

in-Tsi.— um 

Kamienas ti. Ophiopogon prolifer.—18. raisin SE 

fragæfolias 
MEMORANDA :— Destruction of Insects.— The Black Pine 
etle, —Transmission of Bulbs from India. e nen Flower 

Stakes.—Burnettized Linen.—Mr. Hoare's Vine Coh 

PROCEEDINGS AT y GR oF THE SOCIETY fion) Jan, 16, 

1844, to June 15, 1844. 
London : 8 LONGMAN & Co., Paternoster-row, 

and all Booksellers. 

Second Edition, with Engravings of Sto 

HAMILTON, Ue dd near Sion pont, ‘will send 
* his Treatise on ‘tne Pine-: ppl e, &c., postage free, on. re- 

ceiving a Post- ASA Pet of 5s, See reviews E Gardeners’ 

Chronicle, p. 817, al 
MASTERS, pe nod aw London, and all Booksellers. 

Dedicated by peram to the Right Hon. THE EARL OF 

AUCKLAND, E oe » Vice President of the HORTICUL- 

TURAL SOCIE 

HE ANNALS: ‘OF HORTICULTURE & YEAR- 

OOK or INFORMATION on PRACTICAL GARDENING; 

eue et pages e of Letter. apres d 138 Illustrations, and a 

B. 

TüUferow and sms 165, Paternoster-row, and all 

Booksellers. fours Sete, 

DEDICATED BY PERMISSION TO DR. ABERCROMBIE. 

Intl thick Volume 8vo, double columns, price 148., the 7th 

ition, Begin Corrected, rik NEP DE d, of 

DICTIONARY OF ee 

g B S B 2 A Z & E x S z E A $ TN LE E 
SER 

$ 
pe 
a B 

EE EE 
a 
Ss 

B [1 

the Dd ol men En Cbildre purs LEXANDER 

Macaunay, M.D., Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons of 

Edinburgh’ and Physician- Accoucheur tothe New Town Dis- 

ensary. 
* Just such a work as every head of a family ought to have 

on his book-shelf.”"—Brighton Herald. 

DAM AND CHARLES BLACK, Edinburgh ; 

aman & Co., London, 

Fourpence, of any Bookseller, 
PERMANENTLY. ENLARGED, FROM THE “COMMENCE- 
DEUS OF THE NEW YEAR, zi TWENTY-FOUR. 

E QUARTO PAGES. 

ee ATHENA UM. JOURNAL s LITERA- 
ZEB. SCIENCE, AND AR 

cRPHOISMS ON ART, Nn Rem Notices of Exhibitions, 
Picture Collections, New Pi 

ene E AND DRAMA, including RE on the Opera, Con- 
s, Theatres, New Music, &c. 

niOG RAPHICRL NOTICES: of Men distinguished in Litera- 
, Science 

ORIGINAL PAPERS AND POEMS. 
MISCELLANEA, including all that is likely to interest the 

ntelligent. informed and ij 
THE ATHENJEUM 

is so conducted that the reader, Rovere far distant, is, in 
respect to Literature, Science, endith a pie -— an equality, in 
p with the circles of the 
DEUM 

THENJEUM is published every SATURDAY, but is re- 
Mid RU D S apper. 

Wholesale Agents: for SCOTLAND, ed Belland Bradfute, 
Edinburgh; for IRELAND, Mr. Cumm ing, Dublin ; for FRANCE, 
M. Bau "md 3, Quai HOP laquais, Par for Brier, Mr. 
Browne, 73, Rue Montagne de la Cour, ‘Br celles, 

Price 3s., No. XL, New Series, o: 

p JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURE AND THE 
TRANSACTIONS OF THE HIGHLAND AND AGRI- 

TURAL SOCIETY OF SCOTLAND. Published Quarterly. 
WinLiAM BnAckwooD & Sons, 45, George-street, Edinburgh ;. 
and 37, Paternoster-row, Tention, Sold by all Booksellers. 

TO POTATO GROW: 
In the press, and will B Re pe ‘published, si ice (including 

Dos! 
A COMPLETE PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE 

CULTURE OF THE POTATO— culiar method of Pre- 

paring the Land—a new plan of Preser' Dn ms Sets in a Surcoat, 

or Artificial Husk—and a system of Storing the Crop after the 

gans JP escribed by Nature in the Nativ e Habitat of the 

Potato 
Printed r the Author—to whom orders may be addressed— 

ALEX. Forsyru, Alton Towers, Cheadle, Staffordshire. 

Just published, price 3s., 3d Edition, considerably Enlarged, 

ON TROPICAL AGRICULTURE ; 
with d uie on certain Analyses of Barbadian 

Soils, &c. Lovett PuinLiPs, M.D. Oxon, F.R.G. 
Corresponding Monier of the Royal Agricultural Society, 

Jamaica. 
Glasgow: RICHARD GRIFFIN & Co. London: James RIDGWAY. 

On the Ist of January WE pub price 6d., with Illus- 

rations, 

ADMIN OF THE "MONTH, A REVIEW 

OF EVERYTHING AND EVERYBOD Y. 

Edited by GILBERT ABBOTT à pene 

Amongst the Contents are the followii 

e Account of January —The Great Event tof “the Month = 

Tho "Ministerial Orisis,— The Exhibition of the Month : The 

Smithfield Club Cattle Saar a the Month.—The 

t ,—The Absurdity of the 

Month,—The Books of the Monti hc Betting a the Month.—The 

Music of the Month.—List of Books received during the Month,— 

The Talk of the Month.—Chronology of the Month.—Calendar 

li Toon t Punica at the PuNcH Orrice, 92, Fleot-strect: 
1st of January was UT ed, 

HE HORRICULEURAL " MAGA ZINE, beauti- 

coloured group o: 

original description Mot every new lower Plant, 

gabe oduced during the past year, together with 96 olus of 

Original Treatises and practical Papers on Flowers, Fruits, 

Pn Vegetal 
HouLsTON ETE Ell 

V AGRICULTURAL "MAGAZIN 

This day is publ Xo, 1, to be ‘continued ee in 8vo, 

altar ‘OWN, 0! 

m PLOUGH : “a doutaal of Agricultural and 
Rui 

Contents :—Introduction — The 
ffai prar 

Notice of Agriculture, Ancient and ode by Pro A 
son—Aratorium, or Cultivation of Land, y 

son—On the Philosophy of Agricultur BN ral g 
School,at RES Herts—Calendar of Farming sion, 

January—! ndar of Horticulture—Markets ; &e. 
Lo mm LONGMAN, Brown, GREEN, and LoNGMANS. 

Lu E sell 

ough — Earl dol m 
essor Donald- 
sor D. 

nin, 

fepvfae mc gta Wis) ao 0-000 es 

|p Srxreenta Yearly Edition of ZADKIEL'S 
e Za uen s 

farther advances ot the Pa "el power i nd 

Riots ds MEREEN and Manchester, 3 

a Publis hed by Surgwoop, 6 Han Paternoster- 

row; of whom all ZADKIEL'S Works may be had. 



THE GARDENERS’ CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE. [Jan. 3. 

.IN HALF-YEARLY VOLUMES, EACH COMPLETE IN ITSELF, WITH TITLE-PAGE AND INDEX. 

Every Saturday, in time for the Morning Mails, price Sizpente (with Supplements Gratis, when required), Stamped to go free by Post, 

THE RAILWAY CHRONICLES 
It contains the earliest and most authentic information on the following subjects (to elucidate which, Illustrative Maps and Engravings are given, 

Conditions and Prospects of Railways now in use. 
Position, Progress and Value of Foreign Railways. 
Progress of Railways in Execution. 
Projected New Railways. 
Traffic and Revenue of Railways. 
Value of Shares ; with Weekly Reports on the London, 

Liverpool, Manchester, York, Leeds, Hull and Glas- 
gow Markets. 

Weekly Letter from Paris, with Latest News, and Share 
Lists,—the French Prices translated into English Cur- 
rency (an exclusive feature of this Paper). 

‘The Proceedings at Railway Meetings, with the Docu- 
ments laid before such Meetings. 

whenever necessary) :— 

Payment of Calls, Dividends and Debent 
Parli ailway P. ding 
Proceedings of the Board of Trade and other Public or 

Municipal Bodies, so far as they affect the interests of 
Railway Property. Mechanical Inventions relating to Railways at Home 

Railway Legal Information. and Abroad, illustrated, when requisite, by Woodeuiz, 
Monthly Alphabetical Lists of all Elections and Appoint- | Locomotive Improvements and Inventions at Home 

ments connected with Railways. and Abroad. 
Reviews of Railway Accidents—their Causes and Pre-| Reports of the Scientific Societies, whenever any Sub- 

ventives, prepared under Official Sanction. jects affecting Railways are discussed. 
The Gossip of the Week on Railway Subjects. Railway Literature. 
Contracts for Execution of Works. Railway Patents. 
State of the Iron Trade. Pleasure Excursions on Railways, illustrated, &c. &c. 

ing Works of Merit on Railways at Home and 
Abroad. 

Engineering Improvements on Railways at Home and 
Abroad. 

€ The Half- Yearly Volume, July to December 1845, with Indexes and Title-page, neatly bound in cloth, may now be had by order 
of all Booksellers. 

With the opening Number of the New Year will be commenced in THE RAILWAY CHRONICLE, a Series of 

RAILWAY TRAVELLING CHARTS; 
OR, 

IRON ROAD BOOKS, FOR PERUSAL ON THE JOURNEY. 

IN WHICH WILL BE NOTED 

THE TOWNS, VILLAGES, CHURCHES, MANSIONS, PARKS, STATIONS, BRIDGES, VIADUCTS, TUNNELS, CUTTINGS, GRADIENTS, &c., 
THE SCENERY AND ITS NATURAL HISTORY, THE ANTIQUITIES AND THEIR HISTORICAL 

ASSOCIATIONS, &e, PASSED BY THE LINE OF RAILWAY. 

WITH NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS. 

CONSTITUTING A NOVEL AND COMPLETE COMPANION FOR THE RAILWAY CARRIAGE. 

No. 1, 1846, for Saturday, January 3, commences with the 

LONDON AND BRIGHTON. 

Jan. 10, THE LONDON AND BIRMINGHAM. 

CHARTS for the following Lines will be commenced on 

Jan. 17, THE SOUTH-WESTERN, 

Jan, 24, THE GREAT WESTERN, 

*«* Office for Advertisements and Communications for the RAILWAY CHRONICLE, 14, Wellington-street North, Strand, London. 

Printed by Wintiaw BmapBui 

to be addressed to the Editor, SATURDAY, JANUARY 3, 
xv, of No, 6, York-place, Stoke Newington, and Fexprntcx Murtarr Evans, of No. 7, Church-row, Stoke Newington, both in the county of Middlesex, Printers, at their Office in Lombard.streét, in the precinct of Whitefriare in the City of London; and published by them at the Office, No. 6j Charles stre-t, In the parish of St, Paul'a Coyent Gar den, in the said county, where all and ‘aro 

8, 1816, 

: 
: 
: 
q 



vut FRAU NIIS f ir ERE ie. 

A Stamped Newsp iper of Rural E 

THE GARDENERS’ CHRONICLE | 

GRICULTURAL GAZETTE. 
y and General News.—The Horticultural Part Edited by Professor Lindley. 

No. 2.—1846.] SATURDAY, JANUARY 10. [Price 6d 

| INDEX. :NEW FORCING PELARGONIUM, “BELLA.” M. AND R. WES STMACOTT, SEEDSMEN, 
Agriexirure, theory amd prac- Manure, Pa i ot. - 3| Ym’ BECK informs the Public Strong Plants ate now Fuorists, &c., Stuart's Grove Nursery, Fulham-road, 

oe D UT oe sition of i ready for delivery at 15s. each, freein London. Usualal-| Chelsea ; also at 156, Wie (opposite St. aur), London, 

Bones us maar ers Be ud agp in ^ | Jowance to the Trade for prepayment only. "The above has been | which latter premises (recently occupied by Messrs. T. & C. 
Me cu laneous reviews " 20 b | repeatedly shown in E. B.'s UM ations. Colour, scarlet- | Lockhart) they respectfully inform their friends and thie public 

Der Pu F4 e Que, ino T sa x: BS Eh e | rose with dark well-defined c Good shape and habit. ey have taken, beg to es and Ag that their Descriptive 

ure ane for a B, and N- wi - c " ej " atalom f Flower: gi al See 

pes IS us X vos aac a Ti ue Noer I E E ed vd a EO meds patelonue oF published, Veg etables, cultural jeeds m 

Cubs 10 send to in - Bs pene MS of fom ‘om = . 19 e| Orders on Brentford.—Worton Cottage, Isleworth, Jan. 10. ore aida moyen ing a 

lar, agricultural 1.80 P. Boy lea "d on « Bie ETC dE = TOT. 

om horticultural 25 ¢ | Pine pro nb EARLY SEED POTATOES. . W. assure their friends that all Seeds or Bulbs 

E DW eder cistorns as Blass neat eae elie STRAUS, 46, Hungerford Market, offers for sale sso 3 their establishments will be warranted in excel- 

gs to hne feed ane | | Worley. rev, T 99 ¢ «several fine sorts of EARLY SEED POTATOES, just | lent condition, andl tye ito) ys OMEN z 
on E nien rev, + T poima e heat e [^ odii 9a, 91a | arrived from France and Holland, consisting of fine Early oun d wi wii i a he greatest care ani 

Mn med à Dite, roni ker rent 22 a | Champions, “Barly Shaws, and fine small Dutch Ready Parrys, | Punctuality.—156, onite St. Paul 
Faure ns purpuro-cærui = fentama plant Dol oma | all of which he will warrant free Eas Wholesale and Aw DAHLIA—“ ROSY CIROLE. 

Fan 7 b| — for seed - + 88b Retail, on very moderate term: rders by post, containing: a ILLIAM DEANS, Nuascryman AND Fronts’ 

asia Clubs, subjects for Aa rican of : Pie ie end remittance, punctually MARIO A The Trade supp abor NOS eode LAUR attention of qu 

Farming well t - 26a | Po $ ME 6, Hungerford Market, London, Jan. 10, 1846. g asia 3 
see nd of lease ps Potato etr ede eo Mie to this new and beautiful DAHLIA : colour, rosy pink ; petals, 

Flax culture at Ballinusloe - 27 ¢ so starch, indentruoui oum smooth and beautifully “enppe d, and imbr ch other: 

Fa pier, national "^ T 3B b | Probus Farmers’ Club—bone HS m ES in form ; medium ei very = peel iz 

ees, effect af guano on 19¢| manure 38 c pi ants which were grown, not oue bloom e roduced an 

ipd Rabb . - Bienen i REP. abbita nd sulphur Se ee nther—one of the most perfect T 

cm aiag, re * ‘= 22e | Roses, fau on- = = = 926 iie shown in 18 t Boi 
88 farm. vC ow Fh 7 ote Me ilia Show at Kelso, and at the Roxbur lety's 

Üuano as man Fi 
9 b | Sheep. ia klonk o p TeV. = 99 BOT t Jedburgh, d d F a 

ie tS pui tea Spires oa HORA T T » PE This | Plac ADU UD Seu Class E ur 

Heine Pn deeeystem of38 0,214 Stamford Mt Qaem Ar. | YW AITE'S "QUEEN m DWARF” PEA.— This Plants in May, 1846, 10s. 64. each, the usual discount to the 

Em Rri. Boc giteiation—Rones = 22d] ae Mood canat be a PUE Eee irade when three plants are ordered. A d E 

RE ega | Straw! errien, effeotof guano on 20 a | the notice of the horticultural world, it being distinct from any known ‘corres pondent: 
Jue eee nt zc Sulphur v. rabbits 31 | that has been introduced to the public. „Tts "habit is quite dis- auro 
E uea Td inno = DUE Ch DEN > 38 | tinct from all others ; being not more than one foot in height, KNIGHT'S CELEBRATED ISPAHAN MELON. 

Tatian Rye Grass - 27,0 | Wheat for weed, Sir G.M Winskex! and covered with pods. The Pea is twice the size of any other R GLENDINNING is in possession of the entire: 
Lawns, m ofguanoon — - DE zie on e | Dwarf Pea in cultivation, and excelling by three- fold in pro- e stock of this splendid A MELON, noticed by Dr. Lindley 

5 Ne nes on Fork Husbandry, duce ; has been grown at the Royal Gardens, a Frogmore, and | in a Leading Article in the Chronicle, August 39, which, for the 

i Iela, Be g g u , fo 

39 € | approved of there as a new variety, and also at Her Majesty's information of those desirous of knowing its merits and history, 

NOT 
MEETING of the 

DAY, 28th of ern next, "for E 

HEN) and other business 
V'eloek. precisely, a 

y the Committee 

RGE WALLIS 
». qeu will be kept open fo 

a ting has been considere 
Dseribers an ds = he Sub 

Wards aon 

5 

d 

I] 
Wm. J. Epp: 
Thos, Bingen, E Esq 
J. W. Freshfield, ES 

James Veitch 
. oon i R, 8 

Sürrüion. NEW EARLY PEA 
ito 1 LY EMPEROR” Pea, the earl 

de 2 ane TaN Gropen with fine pods, and most deli 
ft. 

“EARL 

ight about 2 
LASER à and Wes 3 Rum 

Dons rra ITALIAN TU 

above pue their Anniversary by dining together a 

ARDENERS' BENEVOLENT | INSTITUTION. — T 
ICE is Dey given, that th 

igate-hill, on WEDNES- 
lectng Officers for the ensuing: 

year, and receiving the accounts of the Charity for 

The Chair will be taken 
‘ter which an ELECTION 

its he will Ea place from among the following Candi- 
o. whose Testimonials have- been examined and approved 

at Elev "s 
for FOUR PEN. 

Mortlake . 3d application. 

do. 
2d application. 

do. 
do. 

Chigw Il. ..... Istapplication. 
Broad E F, Devon 

a us hour after the pusiness 

Sa the Institution will after- 
at the 

Es Right Hon, the Lonn Maxon in the Chair. 
RDS. 

| James Garraway, bod 

m 8 
Ms Wrench, Esq. 
1, Esq., jun. 

t F. arr ngdon-street. 

—WARNER’S 
t in cultivation, 

E io 
t.—To be had of 

um London. 

DURO REOR 4$. per 

5$. per qua 
n, 28, C. 

Just been n reedived at A. Cossa Souse, 18, Pall Mall, 

f the a Bulb has 
"s Itali En Vocis n Ware- 

The Orange, Lemon, Citron, Lime, and ai ne Trees, UA. Agorian, and Arabian Jessamine 

GREAT FALL IN SEEDS THIS WEEK. : 

anuary. 

G: WAITE'S WHOLESALE VEGETABLE and 
* FLOWER 

can be Ec d appli 4 Byr ey i 
R SEEDS. —CATALOGUES are now ready, and 

ation. 
et Hill, Baton Garden, London, Jan. 10, 1846. 
Taam M 

INE WHITE SPANISH ONION, ALTRING- 
HAM CARROT, 

article at moderate prices, by WA 
uU can be supplied mu a fine 

NER & WARNER, SEkDps- 
Man, 28, Cornhill, London, end Priced Trade Gateloyacs 
to be to be had on application. 

FUCHSIA SERRATIFOLIA. 
ON ESSRS. VEITCH & 

at 10s, ene ere ite 3 

I 
can now supply strong 

the above beautiful FUCHSIA 
ual discount to the Trade. 

Po! ost office order, 1 ds reference, required from unknown 
1846. Correspondents. 

OTATOES FOR SALE. 

ter, Jan. 10, 

=A few ee 

table for its superior flavour. Price 5s. pos M The usual 

discount © 
‘Ail kinds of Garden Seeds, 20 per cent. lower than any house 

inthe Trade.—4, Byre-street Hill, Hatton Garden, Jan. 10, 1 

^ THE TRUE FASTOLFF RASPBERRY. 

GREAT 
NORFOLK, 

YARMOUTH 
1845. 

NURSERY, 

ee & CO., ER the Gare who first intro- 

d to the notice of the Teed ae world the above 
truly excellent Raspberry, VECES for the size of its fruit 

and richness of flavour, and ssessing 5 extensive Stock of 

Fus Canes, beg E) offer £A EN upon the following terms, 

me quali as those they had the 
Honour of su ope Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen, 
His Grace the Duke of Northumberland, His Grace the Duke 

of Rutland, His Grace the Duke of Marlborough, the Earl of 

Teeny the Earl of Liverpool, the Earl of Abergavenny, 

the Earl of Egremont, the Lord Bishop of London, Lord 

Yiscount Lorton, Lord Sondes, and most of the Nobility, as 

well as the Noten al Society of ‘London, the latter having 

awarded YouELL & Co. two prizes for it. 
Packages contanting 100 canes £1 4 0 

Do Uo. ^ «B0. A E ara ELAO 
Do. KC 95 1070 o. 

Canes, 12s., 
A liberal QS w an be allowed. de Trade when “ quanti- 

ties" are ordere 
FINE STANDARD EOS n name, dos. per dozen. 

Hog Y. angu Nursery, J 

_ FIRST PRIZE CUCUMBER, “VICTORY Y OF J BATH.” 

TILEY begs most respectfully to inform the 
e Nobility, Gentry, and the Trade generally, that he will 

commence sending out the seed of the above superb CUCUM- 

BER the first week in January. Tt is a superior Black Spine, 
smooth on tl ae from ribs or shr DO scarcely 

any or no b hand s bloom perfect to th elast, Itis 
worthy of rematk that "he. pum s over other 
cumbers is that it is a very handsome fruit, the Saphest and 

most productive bearer, and the quiekest grower know 
has been grown by the ide of thé best yet out, and has Es ed 
itself more forward than any othe htorten days. The 

average length of this Cucumber is Dont En to 241 

proof of the above it obtained the Fi 

iat the Bath Cucumber Show, and F 

cultural Show in ‘April, 1844, and Chippenh: 
ticultural Show, 184 d st, Second, and Third I 
March, 1845, at the Bain Cucumber Show; also the Bath Tor: 
tieultaral Show in April, 1845. Lb. out in packets 
(postage free), Three seed 

Sold at E. Tusrs General Seed Shop, 16, “Pulteney Bridge, 
Bath, or Mr. Grecory, Nurseryman, Cirenc 

A vamishince: expo ted from Wnknwn corr spondents, 

t 
6d. Em en se 

WOODLANDS NURSERY, M ARESE TELD, NEAR — 

UCKFIELD, SUSSE. 

7M. WOOD & SON have the OMS of informing 
their friends that they still continue to supply ROSES 

on the following terms; the selection of sorts being left to 

themselyes—Strong Plants and warranted superior varieties :— 

Extra superior, Selected Standards on ta 
tocks, from 5 to 6 feet, adapted for planting in 

conspicuous s situations r Doz. 7 16 0 
Per 100. 

SUR Standards .. Per Doz. £1 4 0 — i 0 

Superb ditto, extra fine 110 0 

Fine Dwarfs os m 0 

Superb ditt 18 0 

Fine Dwarts on own roots, in 50 varieties.. «+ 210 0 
Ditto Climbing, 95. va pe s. per doz. 

Ditto Dwarfs on own roots, without . 110 0 
E pro Men duse of plants pr resented with each order, 

towards Sr e expence of carriage, 
We & SUN" s IESU Catalogu e of Roses ; also Cata- 

logues of Camellias, Greenhouse, ES Herbaceous Plants, will 

be sent free oii abpiieation 

is here repeated: = 
“A first. e Melon, in a bad Melon year—a fruit rich and 

delicious in a season wichi is in general incapable of imparting 
flavour to. anything—is something w ee ee pecial Duio: Such 

a case pa E T with the Sweet Mel „a variety 

brought, with great difficulty and long- Pa iis to. 
the might point of excellence n the late Mr- Thomas Andrew 
Knig Of this precious Xs ie eM ee seeds v 

left in ho possession of Sir John 
been taken for the purpose of inr me s lity. 

to be, as was expec! cted, thorough-bred. 

pit, their fruit has poni red 
uality is full to what they were in the days 

lamented SANE, b so Mr. Knight may s d s0 t a 

they improved beyond their origina! 

are ha’ appy to know that means have been. taken E insu 
tion of the v ated, and that 

e more that 

T hey prove 

Grown in a hot-water 
the weight of 6 or pum | e in 

exhibited at the 

yof aiios, September 2, Mecting of tho Horticultural So 
ighing 6Ibs. 9$ozs., and was awarded the Knightean Medal. 

This fr uit aliy sustains the reputation it had acquired. Th 
stoci extremely limited. It will be sent out in sealed packets. 

containing 6 seeds at 10s. 6d. per packet, 
rd CHWOOD MELON.—R. G. pue “through the kind i 

Si n 8. Sebright, Ba Si, ree ved 

Melon is culti ated oe cens ae Packets of 12 s 
BR: Seed List and abridged Catalogue! Of Plants, 

may be had on n application; 
Jan. 10, 1846 

EEDSMAN and Fronit, | 

Cheapside, is entirely 
business to the Nu 
carried on in IRA 
by post, on Do 

German 

T, RA 
/ Catalogue of 

a d. 
12 distinets sorts t RON 

EU e As stu 
Ranunculuses — 12 a rae 
Double Anemones 12 
Visearia oculata, a most beautiful hardy PERN 

post free, per pa 
Seedling Pansies, raised um om mde best 

ids, E do. 4 ü 

Roses, Standard in 

(oops RS 
have deem P OVi 

P amily use 
in i stoneware UN of ditt 
glass isually 
preservi crew to draw the 
corks, of the patent proc ar 

are A in a hamper, ar 

will be delivered to any part of London for 

10s, by an order addressed to the patentee 
at the Sg ctory, No. 7, the upper end of 
Ste Johr don s 
"ruits : = rae ested to be of a superior quality 

e offered for public notice: one 

blend 
have been considered an agreeable 

iends. 

EBB'S KING OF THE PEAS.— This nds 
able PEA was raised in Geneva, and VERE Ee qua- 

lities of the Scimitar and Knight's Marrowfat, being carefully 

. The present mt 
a qun only one o rew the 

rst year, and from that Pea he has raised his present stock 
"They are, without exception, the finest and most delicious Pez 

jn existence, and the most abundant bearer. As the quantity 

to be disposed of is very limited, early applications ion be 
immediately made to the proprietor only, RICHARD WEBB, 
of cot, near Reading. Lowest price, Four Guincas por 

Bushel, ready money, Of whom also may be had, 
’S KING OF THE NUTS, 

DALCOT COB NUTS, 
And Twenty varieties. 

Samples both of Peas and Nuts may be seen, 

presen E aie country 
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Eaton ursery, vich, and No. 9, E xchange-str ect, 

W. EWING (late "Partus in the firm of Mackies 
and Ewing), bag s to thank those friends who have'kindly 
ed him with their his late partnership, 

and to inform them that h ne! 
above-nar ned places- on h 

y 
he frst mie AU in the 

feels confident of being dounüw ores) he rastno h hopes to have 
reposed in him. 

GARDEN. AND AGRICULTURAL SERDS. 
ofthe gr a1 sin h Iture of 

Reis the list of gard eased, eseulents e been s 
ke it ree ooit for (he Ard ir, without as- 
qus CHAM of am article to ker wishes: 

ad has published (to be ha 
E CATALOGUE of m Vege- 

un m tion, with some slight hint their 
ir n he humbly hop be E du 

ng the pure! seeds as 
> to him Miei qe 

as'to mu 

tabl es in 

PTW 
ra inen uu 
jour of the Hower, 

z the Latin and English name, 
ana WAEN bic Halt- 

TO 

RAL NUT 
he Stock will be aind 
ll of the business, orin 

AND 
f GENE 

at veduved pric 
h the good- 

Sof t mitable L 

ring Xt ne 
2 AOOBESE ARM articl 

AM 
large q 

of TALL 
ek in 

TREES for "lantur where im- 

he Plant Protector: S, 

if OT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING | 
HORT es eae: C DWELLING-HOUSES, 

CHURCHES, and MANU RIES, upon improved princi- 
ples, and at very moderate S Eu ereeted by DANIEL and 
EDWARD BAILEY, 2, HOLB ORN. 
D. and E. BATLEY devoted much time to the considera- 

tion of this subject, and hed sth experience in the erection o 
apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve- 

actice, rendered their mode of heat- 
f, but very simple, and h have combined 
tus with economy in the c] 

ave erected apparatus in England, Scotland, me cher 
mz Be dues. and d €— ad the honour to be 

the Horticultural Societ. f Londen, in executing 
the SUR » es their splendid  onseratory erected Shiswick, 

nd E. Bituer also struct in metal all d 

eff 
piy in the appar: 

n jTEPHENSON AND CO., 61, Gracechurch-street, 
and 17, New Parkstrort Southwark, Inventors 

and Miladiocunere of the Improved CONICAL find DOUBLE 
CYLINDR ICAL BOILERS, respectfully solicit the attention of 
scientific Horticulturists to their much approved method of enis ing the Tank system to Pineries, Propagating Houses, dic» 

‘which atmospheric heat as well as bottom] BAe is secured 
t any required degree without the' aid of or „flues. 
ow oa iod also to state that at the Sedücsh of numerous 
ieee e now making their Boilers of Iron, as well as 
Copper, hs hich the cost is reduced, T hese Boilers, which are 
now so well known, scarcely 
who have not seen them in operation, prospectuses will be for- 
warded, as well as SORRE: of the highest authority ; or they 

n at most of the Nobility's seats and principal 
Horticultural Buildings FAC Sashes, and invite noblemen, 
ntlemen, and the peni to the inspectio: n of their va 

Tid wings and mode Holborn, where they have the 
opportunity of exhibit T eom other metal works, an ex- 
tre emely complete and convenient kitchen DEP HUS or range, 
adapted Tar the continued supply of hot water, and an arrange- 
ment of the oven more complete than has hitherto been irons, 
before the abk 

and E. Banier were the first to introduce metallic cur- 
wine ‘houses we Me ulturists, and ean refer to the Conser- 
vatory ai ned he Pantheon as one of Geet Huan besides 
many kt in dais: country and on the Continent. 

and E. BArnev have prepared a Aati 0 e Galvanic 
which are now ready for inet delivery; 

they beg to intr RUE to publie notice a new 1 Pipe, for 
Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is iud or 
at interv: een required, and which may be seen at their Manu- 
factory, 

THE TANK SYSTEM, 

ip “fleet is also ted 
— 

anspla’ 

wishing to purchase the whole Stock oe good-will 
s (which is of many years stai nding), 7 y appoint 

Y ‘ith RE 
y the owner, urther pst tieulars, and 

app ply to Ricuarp Mrrrox, Nusseriat; 

no 
of ‘the e busi: 

READI | THE 
AT WILLIAM 

NU. £s RY Y, AND 
BERE KSHTAD E, N URSERT 

SWALLO 
ICHARD FORRES un E CO., beg pespeeital sto 
Es E EN fe Mn he e P M m 

f 

AND 

tat 
TREES 

ie Reading Branch are extremely well’ 
ted and well ada M to the. growth of Fruit and all other 

eei Full 

n 
r Collec isi n vof ORN. AMENTAL AND SHRUBS, 

e Grounds ‘of th 

ds of ' s and Shrubs, &c. is 
introduced there from ‘te o Kens does isse 
3t Reading having several thousand feet 
all the choice Flemish 1 nish Pears. Ss other 
been See PIE en s corr 

a tments have been 
The Grounds 

cellent Y Wailing, 
elect. cile Nd 

car re, an 
= Renan district, batoha prse 

by their numerous customers, cannot 
E. and Co, to ip most lively exertions to 
ietory pe m furnishing the most 

s at the adst reasonable prices 

r A hte 

ill (EE ES n ie of, STATICE MAORO- 
12 to ., With a general Coll on d all 

ANTS Sho) 
troet, Reading. 

et- 
ania 
CREENHO op, 

se Guros may Russell 

BE CK i informs the F ?ublic d that the various Articles 
e mant 1 Slate for Horticultural pur- 

Vorton Cottage, Isleworth, upon 
ation pci. center "Stay excepted 

seon VER OF HALF- MONN STREET, 
vites GIDBS cy 

y Officia. rele the SE. o th. 
«ROYAL AGRICUL SOCIETY OF. ENGLAND » 

Beg to re mind the Members of the Society, and A ae 

m 
iced i 

be haa on ar 

H ORTICULTURA L GLASS.—NET CASH 
a 

5 inches cae datos = ue m foot. 

; and under 9 in; wi Tin... 
e Sizes up to 40 inches, long and uiis Mat? 

No. ft. 
T ging Won. to the foot, d 

s 
I 3s 
The hieknéeses most ecommended a 

the-n i es are 18 jnehes by 
by 
ROBÈRT DAP ̂  GO., Gua se'Man Cen ull, beg to call 

the dttention of Noblemen and Gentlemen to the above prices 
for Glass suit; table for Horticultural purposes ; 
E Ae ntageously situated for importing, there being a daily 
steam c inymanication between the port of Hull and the Con- 
tine Pied Ba i ddition to this, having miade ar- 

ish Mahu: E for a regular 
EUR every mtage to the pur- 

ind also $9 insure the prompt eion of all orders 
with which th y be favoured. 

. Cu ambe and Stil 

— FOREIGN § SHEE T ASS AND GL ASS TILES. 
RVIS continuing to oper large quantities of 

the above articles, in quality and substanee hitherto 
unequalled, S offer them to purchasers at a lower price than 
any other he in the trade, for ready money only, at his old 

bi ed W INDOW GLASS WAREHOUSE, 38, Great Cas- 
t, a few doors from Regent-street, where orders, ; for- 

king Glas 

ren h reference, meet with eae: attention, y 
r description of WINDOW GLASS equally low in price. 

JFOREIGN SHEET GLASS, of. good quality, fo for 
I tural end general purpos had 

Castle- street East, gs tor ane e For 

ONICAL BOILERS, —These excellent Boilers, in- in- 
te by Ms Rogers, Esq., a made um various sizes 

; Ioas Sevenoaks. hey are applica- 
tus, and dies in use 5 Messrs. Lod- 

srs. Chandlers, Vauxhall; Messrs. 
; Mr. Pontey’ 8, Plymouth ; Mr. Henderson’: s 

"aud in the Society’s Gardens. 

URBIDGE aw» HEALY having heated a con- 
siderable number of Pits and other Horticultural Struc- 

ures, for the cultivation of Pines, Melons, Cucumbers, an 
other tropieal plants, particularly upon the plan recommended 
in Mr. Minzs's recent work on the Culture of Pines and 
eumbers, many of which are working at the present ind, 
prove yond a doubt that every kind of structure may 
be heated by BunzipaE and HzALY's peculiar Tank Apparatus, 
with the absolute certainty of producing the desired result. 
Their Apparatus may be seen at work at the following places : 
ood ura Chiswick ; Royal Botanic Gardens, 
Kew; Ba ild's Garde! ens, _Sumnersbury ; Mr. 
Glendinning, ‘Chiswick Nath} ery; Mes: Henderson, Pine- 

; and_in more than one hankea other places.— 
15). inque London. 

SMITH AND CO. 

ESTABLISHED NINE YEA 
ORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, HOT. WATER 
APPARATUS, ee ee RAT GARDEN FURNITURE 

UFA 
H 

MA RERS; 

GLEBE PLACE, FACING ONG '8 PARADE, KING'S 
ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON 

(FOUNTAINS, Men FIGURES, &e. &c., IN GREAT yarog 

HOTHOUSE 

"WORKS. 

OLARK'S 

METALLIC 

55, LIONEL-STREET, BHO 
Proprietor, Mr. THOMAS CLARK 

Superintendent of the Works, Mr, JOHN “JONES 

N returning his grateful thanks to the Nobility, 
S and p publio oe large, for their liberal patronage of 

the above Establishm. luring à period of nearly 30 j p 

Mr. CLARK mes to Mite that the rep £i of the duty on Glas: 

gue him to offer his METALLIC HO’ T and GREENHOU SES 
at A eatly reduced price. These Houses are glazed with 

British Sheet Glass, in 3 of from 24 to 30 jasno in jangin, 
and of such thickness as to preclude al Cd er of accidental 
breakage whilst that which arises vg action of frost 
(frequently RUN UR 5 per cent. pne yai is effectually 
E evented he peculiar mits E glazing adopted. As a sam- 

whi ES all the most recent im- 
in ovements are happily nm Mr. Crank ES with pride 
and satisfaction to the magnificent range ereci by him in 
the new Royal Gardens at Frogmore, which is PLURI by all 
competent judges to be the most complete and perfect of its 
kind in the world, 

ple of his Metalle Hothousi 

anaes } c most m. 
t; Co. peg to inform the Trade that at their Manufactory 

in New Park-strcot, ev yery a de XOU for the construction 
of Hor omen E ai iis PE them, may be 
obtained upon the most advant ageous t 

Conservatories, &c. of ie or V Wood, pon upon the most 
ornamental designs, Balconies, Palisading, Field and Garden 
Fences, d Work, &c. &e, 

H EATING BY WARM Y WATER. are pom 
- method of HEATING, by the ETAT OF HOT 
uU R, may be seen in ANM daily, at J. L. BENHAM & 
Son e Grate Wigmore-street, Cavendish- 
squa Estimates given for E Came and other 
Public or Private Buildings, wn or country. greal 
variety of Warm Air Stoves of min Uus from 15s. to 
201.—19, Wigmore-street, Cavendish-square. 

ANO (GENUINE PERUVIAN & BOLIVIAN) 
ON ADM BY THE ONLY TRU LONDON, S 

NTHONY GIBBS AND SONS, LON 
bo MYERS and CO., LN ERPOOL; 

An 
SOTSWORTI. “DOWELL, AND PRYOR, LONDON ; 

GIBBS, BRIGHT, anp CO., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL, 
47, Lime-street, Jan. 10, 

MHE URATE OF THE LONDON MANURE 
COMPANY, FOR TARES, TURNIPS, WHEAT, &c., at 

Four Guineas per Ton.—The abòve Manure having stood the 
test of many years’ experience, is recommended with the 

greatest confidence ; being uniform in its manufacture, it may 
be relied upon at all times, thereby preventing those great dis- 

intments which frequently occur from the difficulty of ob- 
aining Guano and other Manuresina pure state. It will be 
found most useful for Wheat on all soils, where it im n uisite 
to procure a full plant early in the autumn. run particulars 
and 1 Tamaroa on application e Company also 
supply genuine Peruvian and African Guano, "Bulphürie Acid, 
Gypsum, and s artificial un owest market 
pr mo eae warranted of the best 

w Bridge-st., Bla Mice "y Purser, Secretary. 
Tinney: S WHEAT MANURE now ready for delivery. 

G YPSUM. —PURE: EN (in fine powder), in 
JY 5.ton lots at 268. per ton in the stream, or 27s. 

landed. Also Guano. (Peruvian and African), Superphosphate 
of Limo, Bones, Sulphuric c Acid, and all other man 
value, on MARK TOTHERGILL, 40, pies Mine 

Street, London, ' 

LIQUID MANURE. 
ENGLAND INDEPENDENT OF THE WORLD FOR CORN. 
| Bere attention of the Agricultural Interest, at this 

entous crisis, is requested to the great itsperiante?! 
LIQUID MANURE, and the ea ith which it id des pus 
priated by the use of FOWLER'S PUMPS, made expressly for 
the prom du portable or fixed ; Garden, Ship, Didi Barge 
Pumps se for Distillers, Brewers, Soap Dno and 
Tanners, for nt DE cold rnor Pumps kept for hire, for 

Excavations an ngs heated by Hot Water, for 
Horticulture, and esa SEU IRA ing purposes, 

The Trade supplied on advantageous terms, by BENJAMIN 

FOWLER, n &c., 63, Dorset-strect, Fleet-street, London. 

Tee G MACHINES, m: made Warranted not 
to Damage, the Straw.—Mrs 

òf the late ON 
s. MARY WEDLAKE, Widow 

MAS WEDLAKE, of i. e Fairkytes 
and 118, Fenchurch- opposite Mark- 

blished upwards of 40 
ts that she continues to manufacture 

these excellent Machines, made, and first introduced, by her 
láte husband these 30 years, and now much improved. War- 

not to damage the Straw rous references t0 
E arties using the Implement may be Nes 

Foi light Ploughs, and Superior Dressing Machines, also 

t Chat cutting Machines made on scientific principles, 

ps 118, enehurch-streot, reposi sitory - MULT 
/ ies, and DINGLE’ s new. Dib- 

City Em oe Agri- 
t, opposite Mark- Fenchuret 

DRAINING TILES. 

INSLIE'S PATENT IMPROVEMENTS.— . 
mus Es us Ves Draining Tiles of the Ist CLASS- 

Gentlemen havi n operation, or who. are about to 
erect ren will find t the Abova wort thy their attention, 

as Tiles cab 

Zu accordin 
seen at VE Acton, Mi esex 5 

119, Great Pig dr t Southwar k ; the Polytechnic Institutions | 

Regent-street, Particulars may be had from Jom 
AINSLIE, Apon, Koton, Middlesex, 

sg 

y require description, but to those | 

ETET ies respectfully + 
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MLOXINIA PASSINGHAMII. — This intensely 
rich and highly valuable variety will be found figured in 

*'* Paxton's Magazine of Botany" for the present month; short 
extract, see folio 968, “G. Passinghamii p s a vigorous 
habit, very prolific bloom, and large highly-coloured flowers of 

jet, and all the proper that can render one of 
ing farhily valuable. It is a genuine importation 

ica). Plants i 
ch. If three plants 

over. The stock 
red early in May at 10s. 

are ordered by the trade, one will be o given 
* being limited, early orders are requested.— WinnrAM E. RENDLE 

Co., Plymouth, 

The Garwenery’ 

SATURDAY, JANUARY 10, 1846. 

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 

WxowssoA, Jan, 14—Mieroscopical, — . 
E e ee iun. on te End 

Linne k 8 ra. 

= 
"T'oxepAv, 

We had not proposed this week to resume the 
subject of Pormarse Hearine, but the eagerness of 
‘correspondents induces us to say a very few words 
More upon one or two points connected with it. 
We have already stated that we believe it to be an 

, important move in the:right direction; but it does 
not follow that it is incapable of improvement, or 
that it is applicable to all purposes. Mr. Murray, 
of Polmaise, has proved that it answers perfectly 
for a Vinery ; he has shown in what way he effects 
his object, and no doubt can exist that if a Vinery 
is constructed exactly as his is, it will do exactly 
what his does. Consequently no risk of failure can 
attend a house so constructed : in fact the Polmaise 
Grapes were this year of such excellence, that the 
neighbouring gardeners, thinking that Mn. Mur- 
Ray’s would be exhibited, and feeling that they had 
no chance of equalling them, withheld from shewing 
at the Stirling exhibition. We should: therefore 
say to those who are anxious for immediate trial, do 
as Mn. Murray has done, and not otherwise. To 
others, who can wait, we would suggest the propri- 
ety of pausing, until the results of various experi 
ments, which will no doubt be put in operation, 
shall have been made known. 

In the meanwhile the following points may at 
once be borne in mind. 

1. The furnace must be so placed as to be com- 
pelled to derive its fresh air from the drain beneath 
it. If it is able to obtain air from the house itself, 
or from the external atmosphere, the proper action 
of the currents will be more or less interfered with. 

2. The opening in the wall, through which the 
Warm air enters, must be covered by a cloth, or a 
Screen of some kind, so as to turn aside the hot air, 
and direct it to the extremities of the house. To 
make this intelligible, let the lines A B and C D 
represent the foundation of the back wall of a 

Vinery, BC be the opening, and O the furnace. 
d hen the heated air from O passes between B C 
ES the bouse, it must strike against the woollen 
Ro E F, which forces it right and left, so that 
d a small portion finds its way through the 
and E EF ; but the principal part enters at FD 
tio SA. Experience has shown that this precau- 

n may not be neglected. Mr. Murray informs 
us that in one; instance a Fig tree planted at FD Was withered by the hot-air which struck it there. 
R These points demand especial attention, and 
ne Ving been determined: experimentally do not 
aoe to be re-examined. à Other matters, such as 
i e best direction of the drains, the number of them, 
E € manner in which they can be most advanta- 
Seously connected with the external air, and the 
Most economical kind of stove, are among the 
Eus upon which experience has to be sought. 
i ne meanwhile it is obvious that for greenhouses 

le method is perfectly applicable; and we enter- 
ES ubt that means will. speedily be found for 
ove | pn ci omia as a Joycr’s stove, or a 

» or any other simple form of furnace, to the 
Ps a E of cold from pits and small build- 
is i bx hitherto presented great difficulty 
Pom Eon for if they were warmed by a hot 
» app 5 they were certainly fitted up at an 
Xpense incommensurate with the end to be gained, 

were employed, it has been 
and, whatever meang 
found to be practically extremely difficult to avoid : Siving them more heat than the plants could safely ear. 

Have any of our corres i 5 s pondents any experience to give the public upon this interesting subject ? 

We feel somewhat blameable for i pud directed the attention of ^ and de 
moe Importance of Guano as a manure for every- . «ng with which they have todo. We have left 9 our correspondents a task which rather belonged 

just what matters are rec 

to ourselves. ` The consequence, however, is not 
disadvantageous,: for all that we now have to say 
has so entirely the sanction of experience, tbat 
nothing is left for theory to speculate upon. 

And yet there are those who cannot find in guano 
the virtues that belong to it. One man uses it too 
strong, and says it kills his plants; another applies 
it at the wrong time of year and gets no result : ano- 
ther buys his guano cheap, of some swindling dealer 
who digs it on Epping Common, and condemns the 
manure forthwith as utterly worthless; he should 
have condemned his own folly for dealing with 
rogues, 

Not a doubt can now exist that guano, of good 
quality, properly appiied, is of all known agents the 
most valuable for manuring purposes. It contains 

nired by plants for their 
food in just the right state; and although Mr. 
Lawes’s superphosphate of lime may beat it in Tur- 
nip growing, yet the statement we have just made 
is strictly true ; for superphosphate of lime is not, 
like guano, of universal application. : 

Another merit in gvano is, ‘that it is not bulky, 
nor disagreeable to use, nor attended by any of the 
nuisances which in small gardens are so great with 
stable dung. bag of it, which can be brought 
home in the carrier’s cart, is as useful as a cart- 
load of farm manure. It is true that it will not 
produce the same mechanical effect upon land; but 
so far as manuring qualities go it is unrivalled, and 
the mechanical effects may be otherwise obtained ; 
as, for example, with chopped straw. 

Ithas this great advantage too, that as it varies 
much in quality the buyer can never be at loss what 
to purchase, for the dearest is always the best, 
therefore the cheapest; so that the market price, if 
respectable men are dealt with, will form a sure 
index to the true value of this commodity. 

People say, What shall I do with it? I have 
bought Peruvian guano, and don’t know how to use 
it. Is it good for Peas? or Roses? or trees? or 
Cabbages? or Asparagus? or what? It would be 
well if all answers could be as explicit. Guano is 
good for allthings which require manure, and if 
Mr. TESCHEMACHER is right, for other things also, 
for he tells us* that it is good for Silver Firs, and 
consequently for Conifers generally, which farm- 
yard inanure invariably kills. 

The main thing is the manner of applying it. 
We have reason to think that for gardeners the 
best plan is to steep it in cow’s urine, to pour off 
the clear fluid as a liquid manure, antl to use the 
residue, from time’ to time, in the kitchen garden. 
But it may also be mixed with any dry soil and ap- 
plied broadcast. 

The time for using it is obviously, in small. quan- 
tity,when a plant begins to grow, in larger quantity 
when the new growth is active, and in much larger 
quantity when vegetation is in full career. The 
Peruvians, says Mr. Tescarmacuen, use it for their 
Maize in the following manner :—“ Each crop has 
usually three applications of guano; the first, in 
small quantity, at the time of sowing the seed ; the 
second, a larger application, when the plant is Jess 
than half grown; and the third, just previous to the 
commencement of ripening the seed. After each 
application, the land is irrigated—that is, watered. 
From this latter circumstance it will be seen that 
the first application is of the nature of a steep in 
guano liquor, which, no doubt, accelerates the ger- 
mination of the seed, while the dilution of the guano 
prevents the embryo from being injured by the 
action of the manure, and also causes the com- 

ofits d position, rendering it imme- 
diately available to the growth of the young plant. 
The volatile ammoniacal salts of the first application 
being exhausted,the second becomes necessary for 
the increased roots forming; and this, no doubt, 
enters largely into the substance of the plant, pro- 
moting in every way its growth, luxuriance, and 
production of seed. Of the benefit of the third 
application, I confess I am unable to judge ; never 
having tried it, because I was unable to see before- 
hand the use of it. Nevertheless, I think that the 
common practice of a people who have used guano 
for centuries should not be slightly rejected without 
experiment, and it certainly shall be tried.” : 

All we have to do is to imitate their practice 
thoughtfully and cautiously. i 

Mr. Trscuemacuer gives the following very in- 
teresting results of his experience in the United 
States; we copy them without abridgment, because 
of their great practical value :— 
Lawns—“In several cases, where sods have 

been laid down for lawns or embankments round 
houses, the most surprising growth has been ob- 
tained by strewing the surface with guano previous 
to laying on the sod. The manure is then brought 
into contact with the roots, which—being strong 
and old, not tender and young, like the sprout and 

Tw Essay on Guano, 1845, : 

—— 

root of a seed—take immediate hold, and this effect 
is produced without injury.” 

Vines.—" Here my individual experience is small, 
having only. planted two Vines, last autumn, ma- 
nüred with guano, which are growing vigorously. 
But many others have tried it on them with the 
greatest possible success, both as to growth of stem 
and fruit. This plant is a gross feeder, and will 
bear a great quantity of this manure without injury. 
Viues grown in pots will make a surprising growth 
if watered with a solution of guano; but, for the 
reasons given under the head of Indian corn, I think 
that the guano itself, containing the phosphate of 
lime, will give greater and better produce. The 
well-known success of others with this plant renders 
any evidence from me unnecessary. The best 
method of application is the same as for trees, 
which follows.” 
"T'rees.—* The experiments with guano on trees 

which have come under my observation, including 
exotics, number about one hundred and fifty., The 
action has invariably been. to produce large foliage, 
of a deep, healthy green, or with plants, usually 
covered with a white powder, called glaucous, to 
increase this appearance, and to shorten the joints 
or intervals from leafto leaf. This last action, as 
respects fruit-trees, is of the utmost importance ; 
every.one being aware that long-drawn, long-jointed 
shoots are the least valuable or productive, and that 
the fruit-bearing spurs on trees are but branches 
with shortened joints. Hence the production of 
short-jointed, stocky branches is the production of 
so mach fruitful wood ; and i£ by proper pruning, 
the sun and air are admitted so as to ripen: the 
wood, a plentiful crop must be the result, The best 
mode of application to fruit-trees seems to be, first, 
to consider where are the young feeding roots,— 
that is, at what distance from the stem, and what 
depth in the ground,—then to place the guano as 
near them and as much. around them as «possible, 
without being in absolute contact. For instance, 
round an Apple-tree of ten years’ standing, dig a 
trench, one or one and a half foot deep, at about 
the same distance from the stem that the branches 
extend ; let this trench be about one foot wide; 
then put at the bottom one and a half inch À 
guano, dig it wellin, and incorporate it 
soil ; then cover up carefully, and press the earth 
down. The effect of this application will unques- 
tionably be felt for several years. Iam rather in- 
clined to attribute this shortening of the joints 
chiefly to the action of the soluble portions ofthe 
guano; as the Pelargonium, the Orange, and many 
other plants which exhibited this appearance, had 
only been watered with its solution. But, in all 
applications to fruit-trees, I recommend the guano 
itself, as the insoluble portion contains the chief 
materials of the seed, to protect and cover which 
fruit is formed. Where young trees are to be 
manured, a little guano, dug -in at the surface 
around the tree, as well as in a trench, will be ad- 
vantageous. ‘The use of guano for trees probably 
combines another advantage of inestimable value 7 
this is, the destruction of the insect tribe which are 
buried in the earth, and emerge from thence with 
the warmth of spring. The coverings of these in- 
sects, when they first come out of the ground, are 

not hardened ; and, in this tender state, the contact 

with a-moderately strong solution destroys them. 
I have tried experiments on about eight or ten vari- 
ous caterpillars, and some other insects, and have, 
invariably found a solution of guano Kill them 
quickly, except when in.an advanced state ; then it 
took a longer time and a stronger solution. Salt 
and oil-soap are both apt to be injurious to vegeta- 
tion ; but, by strewing guano around the trees, and 

turning it in a little depth, the plant will be bene- 

fited, and the insects at the same time destroyed. 
My experiments on this subject, although perfectly 
convincing and satisfactory to myself, have, for 

want of time, not been conducted with that care 

and precision which should authorize me to lay 

them before the public with requisite confidence. 
My last experiment was with the destructive grub, 

melolontha, so well known to subsist on the roots 
of Grass, of which a friend kindly sent me a box. 
Six of these white grubs were placed in a saucer 
half full of water, in which a teaspoonful of African 
guano had been put and well stirred. They imme- 
diately began to feel uneasy, and, in about two 
hours, the whole six were dead.” 

Peas.—* The kinds on which I experimented 
were Prince Albert, Shilling’s Early Grotto, (a 

dwarf Pea,) Blue Imperial, and Marrowfat. The 

method I.adopted with all was.to draw a deep 
trench with a’ hoe, to strew guano in the trench. 

mix it up with the soil, over this put about one men 
and a half of earth, then sow the seed, and cover 
up. In this way, I calculated that the young 
sprouts of the seed, both root ani embryo, could 
“not be injured by coming into immediate contact 
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with the guano, and that, when the roots were strong 

enoügh to bear it, they would find the guano in that 
state of decomposition best suited for them. The 
quantity used was about three pints of Ichaboe 
guano to a quart of seed, sown, however, muc 

thicker than is customary here. .It will be observed 
that, in this case, the natural moisture of the soil, 

at the depth at which the guano was placed, was 
sufficient to bring it to a proper state of solution, 
and rendered the necessity of immediate rain not 
of so much consequence. When rain did come, it 
was beautiful to see the luxuriance resulting, and I 
felt persuaded that none of the virtue of the guano 
had escaped at the surface. The produce of the 
first three kinds of Pea was five full pecks to the 
quart of seed, besides a full quart of sced gathered 
for next year. From the Marrowfats I obtained 
only four.pecks anda half, and no seed. The 

growth of all was extremely luxuriant, The Mar- 
'rowfats were six and a half feet high, the stems 
from one to one and a quarter inch in cireumference. 

On the Blue Imperials, almost every flower bore 
fruit. On a stem 13 inches high there were 22 
pods. This was not at all uncommon, and such 

was the specimen I exhibited this year at the room 
of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society. Many 
pods of the crop contained nine or ten Peas ; these 
would be valuable for seed. I also exhibited very 
luxuriant specimens of Shilling's Early Grotto in the 
same hall. The joints, or distance from leafto leaf, 
was very much shortened—an effect of guano which 
has been remarked on in its application to fruit-trees. 
I have previously observed that rain was not so 
absolutely necessary as is supposed. It will be seen 
that, in this experiment with the Pea, the guano was 

laced at such a depth that the natural moisture of 
the earth decomposed it, and rendered it fit for the 
plant. It is seldom that drought penetrates so deep 
as this into the soil; therefore, if the application be 
made judiciously, dependent on the nature of the 
soil, and-if its capacity for retaining moisture be 
considered, the want of rain is not so fatal an objec- 
tion to the use of guano asmight be thought. Thus, 
for instance, in the lightest soils, plough and bury 
guano a little deeper than in others more heavy ; 

the’ guano itself retains moisture, and absorbs it 

naturally.” 
Strawberries—* A bed of Hovey’s Seedling was 

planted in November, 1844, just previous to the 
ground being closed by frost. As early in the 
spring.as the state of the soil would permit, I drew 
a trench, with a hoe, between the rows of plants, 
about two inches deep, put in guano, stirred up, 
and covered it over, thinking that the roots would 
naturally find the guano. From this bed I gathered 
a plentiful erop of fine fruit, which I believe would 

not have occurred without the guano, as the soil was 
in a miserable, meagre state.” 
Forcing—* This manure, owing chiefly to its 

ammonia, is of so stimulating a nature, that it will 
start vegetation at any period when the temperature 
of the surrounding atmosphere will permit it to pro- 
ceed, and will, tharefore, become of great importance 

in foreing-houses. On Roses, the beneficial effect is 
already well known. If Tea Roses are cut down 
when the bloom is over, repotted in, fresh earth, and | į 
well watered, twice or thrice a week, with guano 

water, they will immediately throw out luxuriant 
shoots, and be covered with their fragrant blossoms. 
I have two Tea Roses in pots, which are now, for the 

fourth time, in bloom since February. I exhibited 

this year, at the room of the Massachusetts Horti- 

al Society, Echinocactus ottonis, three years 
m the offset, with three flowers expanded, 

ight buds, not one of which failed to produce 
well-formed flowers ; also Echinocactus eyri- 

in blossom, being an offset three years old. 
pearance of these plants was of the most 
kind. But, with all succulent plants, in 

or to induce blossom, the luxuriant shoots must 

ye well ripened by exposure to sun and air. 
Epiphyllum in the annual exhibition of the 
setts Horticultural Society this year, which 
June 17, 1844; grown chiefly in moss, 

y little soil, and watered profusely wit 
It had thirteen shoots, many of ex- 

inary size and vigor. The Cactus tribe will 
larger quantity and stronger solution of guano, 

injury, than most plants; but then the enor- 
mous shoots must be well ripened, or they will not 
produce much blossom. This, of course, is the case 
with all fruit-trees. A large, soft, spongy growth 
of unripened wood, such as I have seen exhibited, 
is of no value whatever.” 

This sort of practical evidence is worth a ship- 
load of speculation, and will suffice to show our 
gardening friends that, among their preparations 
for the ensuing season of growth, the very first thing 
is asupply of guano, of which good Peruvian is, 

beyond all doubt, the best. 
It is said that guano improves flavour. 

H 

X 

This is 

a point upon which we shall not venture to touch 
at present. 

WzrkLY Prices or Porarors per ton, in Covent 
Garden Market, in 1844, 1845, and 1846. 

1844-5. 1845-6. 
November. 9| 50s. to 70s.| November.. 8| 70s. to 130s. 

16| 50 50 | : 15,70 — 130 
23| 50 50 22| 70 130 
30 50 Tal 29| 80 — 140 

December... 7| 50 — 75 || December... 6 80 100 
14, 50 70 || 13| 80 160 
21) 50 70 20| 80 160 
28, 50 70 27| 80 160 

Jie ox 4460 80 Jan. ...... . 9| 80 160 
1150  80|| 10| 80 160 
Also at the waterside, Southwark. 

November. 18 |245s. to 70s.| November..17| 45. 
25, 45 70 | 90 

December.. 2|, 50 70 |December.. 1| 50 120 
50 70 | , 8| 50 120 
50 , 70 | 15| 50 120 
50 70 | 22| 50 120 
55 75 | 29| 50 120 

Jan. .. 62 80 | Jan. . 5| 50 120 

* Nearly all bad, and many sold at nominal prices, 

COMTE DE LAMY PEAR, 
Synonyms.—Beurré Curté, Dingler, Marie Louise Nova, Marie 

ouise the Second, 
Tus delicious autumn Pear was first obtained from 

M. Rutteau, of Tournay, by the Horticultural Society 
of London, under the name of Comte de Lamy ; and 
subsequently, from other authorities, it was received as 
Beurré Curté, and Dingler. It was sent from [Van 
Mons’ collection as the Marie Louise Nova, à name 
which it will be better to dispense with, as its retention 
would tend to occasion confusion with the Marie Louise, 
or even lead to serious disappointment and loss in con- 
sequence of an inferior variety being planted instead of 
the exeellent one just named. It may be as well to 
mention that a long tapering Pear, very different from 
this, was sent by Van Mons to America as the Marie 
Louise Nova ; but Mr. Downing, in his excellent work 
on the Fruits and Fruit Trees of America, states that 
it will by no means bear a comparison with the Marie 
Louise. This being the case, the sooner its name and 
cultivation are dropped the better. 

Yellowish-green,' 

tinged und speckled with red. 

The accompanying outline represents a fruit of 

medium size, froma standard. The flesh is whitish, 

melting, exceedingly sugary and rich. In perfection in 

October. The tree is vigorous, and bears well as a 

standard. Many of the shoots have a strong tendency 

to grow quite upright ; they are of a clear deep chestnut 
colour. Leaves middle sized, oval, finely serrated. 

Flowers middle sized, obtuse-oval. In pruning, the 

head of the tree should be allowed to take the pyra- 

midal form, for if made hollow the vigour of the tree is 

wasted by a number of upright shoots springing up in 

the centre. It deserves general cultivation.—h. T. 

MODE OF GROWING MELONS WITHOUT 
BOTTOM-HEAT. 

AGREEABLY to my promise (p. 626, 1845) I send tho 

details of my experience in Melon growing without the 

aid of bottom-heat. The seeds were sown on the 12th 

of February, in a one-light frame, and were treated in 

the usual way, except that the plants were not stopped 

up to the 18th of March, when they were transplanted 
into a Vinery border, inside the house ; the pots (6-inch 

ones) were then completely filled with roots ; and upon 

this depends much of the success of the plan, Any pot 

not completely filled with roots had better be rejected 

at once. 
The Vines, ‘in the Vinery in question, have been 

planted two years, and are 7 feet apart ; a Melon was 

planted between each Vine, and trained to the trellis 

in precisely the same way as the Vines, without being 

stopped until it reached the“top of the house, It may 
e as well to state that the house is an iron one, 70 feet: 

in length, 12 feet in width, and 12 feet in height at the 
back, and in every way rendered as nearly air-tight as. 
possible ; it is heated by hot-water pipes ; but for the 
growth of Melons there can be no question that the 
tank or gutter system is to be preferred. ` The tempera- 
ture was kept as nearly as possible ‘at 75°, allowing it to- 
inerease to 95° in sunshine before giving air. 

Now, suppose that the plants have been two weeks in 
their new quarters, and at this period the cultivator’s 
hopes low—at least, mine were so ; indeed, I had all 
but abandoned the thing as utterly hopeless. It occurred 
to me, however, that although} they looked ill above, 
perhaps they were working well underground, and upon 
examination I found that the border was nearly filled 
with fine roots, which ged me to p > 
At this stage they were watered twice a week with well 

the plants, for in the first week in May they had reached 

finest fruit swelling rapidly. I cut a Beechwood on the 
4th of June weighing 10 lbs. 10 oz., and having more 
the flavour of a Pine-apple than a Melon. From this 
house in. one season I cut 150 first-rate Melons, aver- 
aging from 8 to 16 lbs. each. A strong recommenda- 
tion in favour of this plan is‘that fruit can be had very 
late in the season ; excellent Melons were cut here in 
the present month, and I have no doubt that in another- 
season I shallbe able to send;to;table good Melons on 
Christmas day, or even later. 

In the language of “ R. G.” (p. 624), a “new era has. 
sprung up,in the cultivation of this esteemed fruit.” 
beg, however, to dissent from “R. G.” in regard to 
bottom-heat, as I believe that this is not only unneces- 
sary but absolutelyjhurtful. * E.,G.'s" pit (p. 624), 
with a curvilinear roof, would grow Melons admirably, 
without tanks. I give a preference to iron roofs, light 
being of great importance to the successful cultivation 
of tropical fruits. I would, therefore, suggest to those: 
about to erect structures for the raising of Melons, 
&c., by this. system, to use iron, and glaze with long 
squares of glass, so that as much light as possible may 
be admitted, bearing in mind that when the roots are 
not excited, more light is required for the perfect ela- 
boration of the juices of the plant. 

I may mention that the Grapes seemed to enjoy this 
treatment quite as much as the [Melons, but I found 
some difficulty in ripening the wood to that degree of 
firmness whieh is desirable, owing no doubt to the 
humidity of the atmosphere which had to be kept up 
for the Melons. I would, therefore, *prefer having 
small low houses, or large pits, constructed in such a 
way as to force Roses, Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Kale. 
mias, &c. in winter, and also for the growth of Cucum. 
bers at that season. Such houses ean now be put up. 
for a mere trifle; and I am sure that-no part of the 
garden would better reward attention. 

I trust that I have said. enough to convince every 
unprejudiced person that Melons can be grown to 
greater perfection, and at a tithe of the trouble and 
expense by this plan than by the old method of dung-- 
beds, or by any other contrivance to produce bottom- 
heat, which as I have shown is not only not wanted, but 
is absolutely inimical to the: productionof Melons in 
perfection. I hope then that the days of dung-beds are 
numbered, as it must be admitted on all hands that they 
were not only very inefficient for the purpose, but. 
wasteful, and by consequence expensive. It is not, 
therefore, too much to expect that noblemen and. 
g 
priety of adopting the’ above economical method of 
raising Melons, &c. for their table, and of sending the 
dung (that hitherto has been little better than a nuisance 
in the garden) to the farm, to be the means of in- 
creasing the amount of human food, trusting to the 
skill of his gardener to supply his table with abundance- 
of this desirable fruit without interfering with the supply 
of manure which the farm should have.—J. Walker, 
Vice-regal Gardens, Dublin ; Dec. 26, 1845. 

THE AMATEUR GARDENER. 
Tur season most trying to those who are interested. 

in the operations of gardening is rapidly passing away, 
and the amateur may begin to take heart, and expect 
that his labours will soon be crowned with success, It 
is true, we are not yet in the middle of January, and 

that the proverb may prove correct, “As the day 

lengthens the cold strengthens,” still a large portion of 

the dullest and worst weather is gone, and the develop- 

ments of early spring will soon be visible. Since the 
beginning of October, the gardener has stood on the 

defensive, awaiting, and dreading the combined attacks. 
of damp and frost, and comparative darkness ; but now 

three months of this state of anxiety have passed away, 

and even if there were no other circumstances of a 

cheerful character than the departure of this long period 

of watching, this would be something. 
The increase of solar light, and the clearness of the 

atmosphere, during the early weeks of the year, exert 

a very salutary influence over plants in pots, whether 

in houses ‘or in frames. The most trying periods for 

the collections of the amateur are doubtless the months 
of November and December. How rapidly mildew then 

plants of a quick growing character, which then are 
put forth ! 3i But the increased dryness and clearness of 
January, and especially the greater portion of light then 
enjoyed, soon alter this state of things, and induce a 

more healthy action, A long, hard frost is in many 

fermented liquid manure, which had a good effect upon , 

the top of the house, with a most abundant crop of the- 

in these improving times, will see the pro- . 

shows itself, and how long and sickly are the shoots of . 
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respects more favourable to the preservation of plants | valuable. When "used for Grass, I prefer getting them 
than dull close weather at this season of the year. Keep 
your frames well wrapped up, and your greenhouse a 
few degrees above the freezing point,and let your in- 
door plants be watched, and moved from place to place 
as there may be necessity, and you will find that a frosty 
January will befriend you more than a mild November. 

The vital powers of vegetation begin to be active very 
early in the new year, and an increasing source of inte- 
rest is opened to the diligent observer. In autumn all 
is decadence and decay, the advance being on the side 
of spoliation and destruction. But now that Nature has 
calmly submitted to the seasonal death which destroyed 
‘her beauties, she concentrates all her powers for a 
Speedy resurrection. After the hardest and longest 
frost, how quickly do hardy bulbs begin to appear above 
the ground. I have this week observed the white corolla 
of the Snowdrop ready to throw off the calyx which yet 
binds it in its folds, Crocuses only require a few warm 
days to bring out their gorgeous colours; and the 
Hower-stems of Hyacinths begin to elongate, and cause 
the flowers to protrude. Herbaceous plants embrace 
every fine day to give less equivocal indications of their 
locality, and all the vast varieties of leaf-buds become 
More sensitive to the influences of bright days and 
warm showers. If a frost visits us in November, we 
look in vain for these indications of life when a thaw 
arrives ; but in January the icy bands are no sooner 
‘dissolved, than we may find in every flower-bed these 
Welcome pioneers of spring. 
. Happy is that amateur who has now a stock of bulbs 
in pots, in different stages of progress! As your Hya- 
cinths push forth roots and expand their deep green 
leaves,let them have more heat, and you will soon be 
delighted with the results of your labo: The elegant 
Proportions, rich colours, and powerful fragrance of 
these favourites of the drawing room, would make them 
valuable at any time ; but to get. all these excellencies 
in winter is a great treat indeed. Roses in pots will 

. also now make rapid progress, and if properly attended 
10, you may insure a profuse and early bloom. Even 
if there were no other plants in a window than half a 
dozen varieties of Rosos, the attention given to these 
would give the winter a charm. The foliage is so varied 
in colour, and the flower stalks are so graceful, that all 
the care necessary to preserve them in health is well 
repaid. From quarters, too numerous to mention, the 
amateur will be pleased every day as the spring hastens 
on, until April and May introduce him to all the glories 
of vegetable life. 
__ It is probably this hastening ‘future, this daily draw- 
ing on of the warm and sunny days of spring, which 
gives the chief charm to the new year, and infuses into 

: the spirit of the amateur gardener that determination to 
persevere which he now so strongly feels. I have every 
year been conscious of a weariness of this, my most fa- 
vourite pursuit, which exerts its influence at the close 
of the summer when there is much more labour to per- 
form, and the results of? that labour are so far off as to 
furnish but little stimulus, I have heard others say 
that they have experienced the same desponding feel- 
ing. But how it vanishes when life begins to bud and 
flower in our collections of plants! Nature, awakening 
from a long slumber, imparts to us a portion of her own 
Senial influence, Difficulties now present no hindrance 
to the cultivation of those tastes which have been sus- 
Pended but not weakened, much less destroyed, and we 
etermine afresh to become devotees to Flora. To the 

- Teaders of the Gardeners’ ' Chronicle, who, like myself, 
Still intend to weave garlands to place upon the altar of 

x that Boddess, I present a wish that their labours may be 
` Productive of much external beauty and inward satis- 

faction — 77 “B. r 

d Home Correspondence. 
;TPolmaise Heating.— Y have read with much in- 
terest. your Leader relative to the Polmaise plan of 
heating Vineries, and am rejoiced to find that you hay 
at length given your opinion upon the merits of this in- 
genious system, by which the senseless clamour raised 
Against it will be put to silence. I am but a novice in 
o. al and florieultural pursuits, nevertheless I 

feel that sooner or later the Polmaise plan will be uni- 
versal, especially with individuals who like myself can- 
Dot afford the serious expence of hot-water apparatus, 
am now erecting a small pit 12 feet by 6 for plant 

Srowing, and had contemplated heating it with hot- 
water froma * * æ apparatus at present used for 
a small greenhouse, but the expence was so consider- 
ablo that I had likewise all but contemplated the detest- 
able brick flues. Your article has decided me to delay 
the execution of the work until you shall treat again 
upon the subject. T feared this system would create 
too moist an atmosphere for plants, judge then of my 
delight on reading your suggestion for heating a smal 
pit on this plan with a Joyce's Stove. h 

for assisting to 
anxiety for further 

Temarks, and suspend all further UNE on my little pit until their appearance. Will you kindly state 
When you will resume the subject 1— J. G. R., East 

it Bone Manure.—I am an advocate for guano, when 
i Can be obtained genuine, but its effects are not last- 
ng, and on this account I consider bones the most 

out pretty early in the season, about the middle of Feb- 
ruary or beginning of March, and I endeavour, to get 
them thoroughly incorporated with earth, road-scrap- 
ings, &c., six or eight weeks previously. The improved 
appearance of the park here, since we commenced dress- 
ing with bones, is evident to every one, The herbage 
is richer and more relished by sheep. In one part, 
which has not been dressed for the last eight years, you 
can trace to a foot of ground where the bones were em- 
ployed. "The soil is a free yellow loam on a clayey sub- 
soil, interspersed with felspar.— W. B. Booth, Carclew. 

Cements.—* A Subscriber," p. 874, asks if India- 
rubber can be successfully used to render slate cisterns 
water-tight. I can d a cenient which he will 
find to answer’ his purpose. I have known it used in 
the formation of an aqueduct 450 feet long and 5 feet 
wide, which was water-tight the whole length. It was 
lined with flooring-tiles, set in the following cement :— 
evt qs. Ibs. s. d. 

0 Whiting 40 
Oreste 4 TRO O x * 7 
i d 18} Brimstone .. ,, 21 0 310 
0 0 "his nod Siye deles x 05 

1 17} cost 15 3 

— Lusor 
Sulphur v..Rabbits.—I have tried Mr. Rivers’s plan 

of soaking flags in sulphur to keep away rabbits, and 
find it fail utterly. I remain, therefore, of opinion 
that rabbits in different places may be scared by differ- 
ent things. Mr. Rivers's directions, were so minute, I 
do not think I could have’ been mistaken as to the 
manner in which I followed them.— Anon. 

Pine Growing.—Expecting that your remarks in the 
Leading Articie (p. 871, 1845), would have provoked a 
reply from somebody more accustomed to the pen than 
myself, I waited a week, when I find to my mortification 
that no one has attempted to defend, or rather to offer 
an excuse for the old inexpensive method of Pine 
growing, which you are pleased to say is only adopted by 
aset of blockheads. Unfortunately for myself I must 
admit that I belong to that anything but agreeably- 
named class, haying never through a period of 28 years 
(in which I have had the management of Pines) suc- 
ceeded in producing a fruit of the size and weight you 
mentioned. However, although I may be deficient in 
that particular, it is some lation to know that there 
are many on a par with myself. In defence, therefore, of 
myself and others, I have been induced to state my case, 
and leave the publie to judge whether or not we deserve 
the very harsh name you have been pleased to give us. 
I have been eight years in my present situation, during 
which time, very little has been done in the way of re- 
pairing or renewing the forcing-houses, which are under 
my care ; in fact, the family whom I serve are averse to 
ali expense not. imperatively necessary, and at the same 
time they are anxious that their table should be served, 
and their pleasure-grounds decorated, with as much 
variety as those of their neighbours. I never have to 
complain, however, of their unreasonable demands ; on 
the eontrary, I have to acknowledge numerous kind- 
nesses which I have received ; but I mention the follow- 
ing, knowing well that others similarly situated as my- 
self are required to provide for the wants of a large 
family with inadequate means of effecting their object. 
In my ease the kitchen-garden consists of upwards of 
three aeres, and including the surrounding slips, the 
pleasure-grounds may be perhaps about three acres 
more, about one acre of which is under the scythe, half 
an aere or more is in flower-beds, and the inder i 
shrubs and Grass, mown four or five times a year. 
The houses consist of two pits, 26 feet by 14 feet 
each ; two Grape-l s, and a P. of ihe same 
size, with a greenhouse somewhat larger. There is also 
a brick-built pit, heated by a flue, but in bad order ; this 
is 30 feet in length and 8 feet in breadth, and is divided 
into three compartments ; and finally, there are two two- 
light and three one-light frames or boxes for Cucumbers, 
&e. ‘Now, to manage all these, I have only two young 
men and one old man above 60 years of age, and occa- 
sionally a woman in summer. Besides the usual garden 
work there is frequently other jobs which fall into our 
hands, all of which consume time. Now, might I ask 
your great Pine and Grape-growers if they could under- 
take to supply a family like that here (above 30 persons), 
with the ordinary vegetables and fruits wanted at all 
times of the year, and likewise to produce those huge 
Pines and enormous bunehes of Grapes of which so 
much boast is made, with no other assistance than I have, 
and also to keep the pleasure-ground, &c., in good order 
without any greater annual outlay than is in some cases 
not begrudged for a single plant of a Pelargonium. I 
do not complain of my employer’s want of liberality ; on 
the contrary, I understand his views, and concur in 
them. I dare say he as well as I must know that a Pine 

6 lbs, in weight is better than two of 31bs. each ; but 
perhaps three or four of 3 lbs. each may be more useful 
than one of 6lbs., and I may safely infer that three or 

four such might be grown in the time and space oceupied 
by the one, Ido not mean to disparage the merits of 
the growers of large fruit ; indeed, much credit is due to 

them for their skilful application of the means at their 
command ; but I think it hard that they should usurp 
the whole eredit, and I and my brethren who for weeks 

together toil for 12 or 14 hours a day, should be stigma- 
tised as a set of blockheads, It is all very well to Say 
that industry of body is nothing without activity of mind; 
but in our case, the latter is nothing without the former. 
A man of comprehensive judgment may skilfully direct 
the working capabilities of others where there are many 
men to direct, but mere speaking, looking, or thinking, 

will not dig a square,'prune a tree, or eradicate a weed. 
Having said this much, I beg you will give my commu- 
nication publicity, and when I write again I trust to give 
something more useful.—S. N. V. [What astonishes 
us in this communication is, that so sensible a man as 
the writer should have fancied that he was one of the 
blockheads we alluded to. They are a very different 
race; they are men who, with ample means, do little, 
and who try to cover their own want of skill by deerying 
their neighbours. F : 

Spot on the Pelargonium Leaf.—In reply to Mr. 
Parker (p. 5.), I beg to mention, that my Pe 
are neither weak nor young, being two and three year old 
plants. How does Mr. P. account for the stay ‘of the 
spot on plants which are still in the same pit in which 
they were first attacked by it, unless by the application 
of manure. The plants plainly show where the evil 
was stayed: those most affected had. their pots filled 
with roots, a great portion of which were dead. The 
quantity of guano I use, is about 1 Ib. to every 3 gal- 
lons of water. I find, however, that manure water 
diluted, from the farm-yard has the most beneficial 
effect.—Samuel Hood, Ickleford Gardens. 

Natural Classification of Plants.—Mingled pleasure 
and regret have followed my several diligent perusals 
of  Student’s” paper on the above subject (at p. 874 of 
the last vol.) ; pleasure at witnessing an attempt made 
by an evidently inquiring and penetrating mind to effect 
a new revelation of the intentions of Nature ; but regret 
at my inability to gain a satisfactory impression as to 
its clearness and its practicability ; and I am compelled 
to own that a further and a more systematic elucidation , 
of the principle will be necessary to determine whether 
the fault bein my want of common penetration, or in 
the writer's method of explaining his views. The im- 
pression remaining on a reader's mind from the latter 
half of the article would be, that the writer wishes to 
associate all the various branches of natural history. 
under one universal system, in whieh not only each 
class and order, but every individual species shall pos- 
sess its appropriate place— which has already been 
done—but, pursuing his object to very close quarters, 
“ Student" desires to see those individuals of every 
kingdom united in one class, to which Nature has seen 
fit to give wholly different organisations, although she 
has placed them in similar local positions. Thus the 
Rush and the heron, the lion and the Oak, the butterfly 
and the Epiphyte, the worm and the Fern, will be 
brought into à mutual connection, which no doubt will 
astonish many. It will require a discrimination of ex- 
traordinary power, a genius surpassing that of any 
naturalist, living or departed, to unite the incongruous 
members of such widely different families in one har- 
monious whole ; in a word, to classify organised beings 
after the rule furnished simply by our rude perceptions 
of those properties, and that position which Nature has 
destined them to possess and to oceupy. I may have 
misunderstood “ Student,” but such must be my impres- 
sion until further information. Let us consider Shat 
classification is, and what its objects are. The most 
luminous views on this all-important subject will be ob- 
tained by referring to the 5th chap. of the 2d part of 
the “ Discourse on the Study of Natural Philosophy,? 
by Sir John Herschel, a writer, the energetic closeness 
of whose eloquent reasonings cannot be too deeply 
studied and appreciated in this age of light reading, 
opular writing, and superficial observation. He 

remarks: “the number and variety of objects and re- 
ations which the observation of nature brings before 
us, are so great as to distract the attention, unless 
assisted and méthodized by such judicious distribution 
of them in classes, as shall limit our view to a few ata 
time, or to groups bound together by general resem- 
blances.” If this and the consequent system of nomen- 

clature be the true objects of classification, can it.be 

consistent with the precision so imperative in science to 

mass together the members of the different kingdoms 

of nature into one great family—man uniting that 

which God hath put asunder? If he make the rash 

attempt, surely discord and confusion will usurp the 
seat of harmony and order. I apprehend that one of 
the greatest difficulties of this scheme would. be to 
draw the lines of distinetion between those delicate 
shadings which are found to melt one imperceptibly 
into the other, when we consider the organized world 
asa whole. We are aware that nature allows no gaps 
in her wonderfully linked chain of created beings ; but 
that each is blended with the next throughout the grand 
scale from the highest to the lowest of created beings. 
But Student's? plan is to force nature into a false 
admission that her system, hitherto misun ood, 
contains approximations infinitely closer and more 
varied than are now even suspected. Sup 
such di dant alliance effected—supy 
devious paths of analogy illumined by an unwonted 
light: what has been gained ?— precision ?—facility of 
reference ?—means of a better nomenclature? If so, 
let * Student? endeavour to elucidate his views by a 
practical d trati and the di ient will con- 
cede his point. But, for the sake of the internal peace 
of our scientific community, I do hope that no ingenious 
man will ever accomplish such a revolution, Dr. John- 
son wisely answered to Swift’s declaration—that if the 

five or six real men of genius, which every age pro- 

duces, were to combine together, the whole world could 
not stand before them—by saying, that he hoped these 
five or six prodigies never would come together ;—and 
the Doctor was right. The evils of disturbing an esta- 

plished classification, and a received nomenclature, are 

immense, Witness the throngs of synonymes, the reite- 

V red 

rgoniums , 
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such of our botanical works as do not profess to rise 

above the rank of mere manuals, and say whether we 

do not already suffer under the misfortune that attends 

a dazzling supply of i floods of light—th 

ealamity of darkness. Verily, botanists have forgotten 
the story of thé ambitious Semele.—F. A. M., Pùl- 
borough. 

Potato Sets.—A much greater quantity of sets are 

used, in a general .way, than is requisite, usually 

about 17 ewt. per acre. By adopting the following me- 

thod of planting, which I can confidently recommend, 

having proved it myself repeatedly on a moderate scale 

in field culture, a very great saving of sets may be 

made without risking the crop. The plan I adopted 

was this :_When the land was properly cultivated and 

in order for planting, I caused holes to be dug 4 feet 

apart every way; in each hole was placed a spade-full 

of good rotten dung, which was mixed up with the soil, 

and on the top a set containing all the crown eyes of a 
good sized Potato, which was covered a few inches. 

When the plants were a few inches high, they were 

spread abroad and covered up to the top shoots with 

fine mould. As they grew they were spread and 

. earthed again, which was repeated a third time, when 

the whole earth from the intervals was heaped around 

them. ‘The crop proved a very good one after the rate 

of 17 tons per acre, as near as I ean recollect. The 

expense was little, if any, greater than by the usual 

mode of hand culture. The following calculation will 

show how great a saving of seed may be effected :—If 

the sets are placed 4 feet apart every way, the rows 

. will be about 3 feet 53 inches apart, and anacre will re- 

quire 3143 sets, which at 2 oz. each will weigh 34 ewt. 

But should any one, disposed to try this method, think 

the distance of 4 feet too great, and prefer 3 feet, then 

the rows will be 2 feet 74 inches distance, and 5588 

sets will be required, weighing 6 ewt. 0 qrs. 26 lbs, The 

sets should consist of the cluster. of erown-eyes only, 

otherwise the crop will be very irregular. In corrobo- 

ration of the above I will quote a sentence from Cur- 

wen's “Economy of Feeding Stock.” He was a very 

extensive grower of Potatoes. “Potatoes, which are 

my most important crop, I plant in beds 3 feet long by 

2 feet broad, giving 44 feet lengthways, and 3 feet end- 

ways in quineunxes, so that the plough ean work in every 

direction.” It is true this is not a very clear descrip- 
tion, but it seems to allude to a method similar to the 
above in principle at least.— Lusor. 

Potato Fungus.—Botrytis infestans has now dis- 

appeared from my Potatoes, and is replaced by a spe- 

cies of Fusarium. I do not find the diseased Potatoes 

vegetate well, now vegetation is languid. The shoots 

do not grow fast enough to escape the influence of the 

diseased matter with which they.are in: contact, and in 

most cases after a week or two they perish. This was 

not the case eight weeks ago, when the shoots grew 

rapidly and were soon supported by their own roots, 

Sound Potatoes buried on the Ist of November in a box 

with highly diseased individuals, when examined yes- 

terday (Jan. 1), were perfectly sound, and individuals 

inoculated both with the Botrytis and a Fusarium, sent 

me from Ireland, remain: precisely as they were when 

committed to the ground. six weeks since.—M. J. 

Berkeley. j 

Planting Potatoes.—l beg to forward the result of a 

few experiments in planting Potatoes with different 

inds of manures. The produce was very slightly 

affected by the disease of the late season, but still suffi- 

ciently so to occasion some allowance to be made in 

favour of a better crop being produced in a healthier 

one. They were planted last March, and the sort was the 

Jersey Blue. One fine tuber I planted whole, in a well 

dug spot, with well deeayed farm-yard manure, laid into 

a hollow and spread round, so as to permit the roots to 

be.equally fed. I think the trenches generally eut for 

Potato planting are too narrow, and that the roots on 
two sides of the tuber outgrow the extent of manure. 
The second tuber I cut in two, and similarly planted. 
The third, a eut set, I planted in guano, well mixed with 
the soil. The fourth, a whole teber was similarly treated. 
The first yielded 9$ lbs. of extremely fine Potatoes ; 
two of the number weighed each 14 lbs., and not the 
least hollow. The seeond produced 7$ lbs., but not so 
large asthe first. The third gave 5} lbs. of average 

size. The fourth produced five small Potatoes the size 

of Walnuts.— Tweed. 

Autumn Planting Potatoes.—Y have forwarded to- 
day a small barrel of different sorts of Dévonshire early 
Potatoes, fit for immediate planting, in order that you 
may have an opportunity of testing the truth of your 
remarks on this subject in last year’s Chronicle. I 

have no doubt that the plan will succeed. I followed 
it on a small scale, and found that by making use of 
whole tubers (although I planted them early in the 
month of December), they stood the test of the severe 
frost, and produced an abundant crop early in the fol. 
lowing year. At the same time I also planted, as an 
experiment, some eut sets, but found they could not 
stand the winter, and consequently did not succeed. 
I also tried the coiling system, and I have no hesitation 
insaying that it will answer ; the offsets will produce 
a crop, if the plan is resorted to as early in the season 
as possible. But the trial I made was done rather too 
late, for although I found that I had from every joint 
of the stalk abundance of small Potatoes, yet they did 
not come to perfection, But, as I observed before, 
have no doubt that if the stalk from the parent stock be 
taken off early, planted carefully and earthed up regu- 
larly, a good crop can be produced, which, I think, will 

LI 

Rose Cottage, Woodbury. 

ocieties. 
BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON. 

Nov. 7, 1845.—Epwarp Dovusrepay, Esq., VP; 
.L.S., in the chair. The Secretary announced that 

| foreign plants had been received from Mr. R. J. Shut- 
tleworth, M. Guthnich, and Dr. Baird; and British 
plants from Mr. Wardale, Mr. Noteutt, Mr. G. S. 
Gibson, Mr. Bentall, Mr. Watkins, and Mr. Robinson. 
Read— Notice of the Discovery of Carlina racemosa " 
Linn.), in Ireland in August last, by W. Andrews, 
Esq., M.R.I.A., corresponding member of the Society. 
A specimen was exhibited. ; ` 

STAMFORD HILL, CLAPTON, AND STOKE 
NEWINGTON GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION. 
December 8.—Mr. C. Tanz in the chair. This being 

the night on which Mr. Paul, of Cheshunt, had. promised 
to deliver a lecture on the History and Cultivation of the 
Rose, there were at least one hundred gardeners pre- 
sent, besides visitors, The subjectiwas of considerable 
length,and was treated of with great perspicuity by Mr. 
Paul, under the four following heads. Ist, the History 
of the Rose; 2ndly, Remarks ou the formation of the 
Rosetum, and the arrangement of Roses generally ; 
3dly, the Practice of Cultivation; and 4thly, a select 
List of Varieties suited for various purposes, In the 
opening of the lecture allusion was made to the very 
general manner in which the Rose was distributed over 
the earth’s surface ; it inhabits every quarter of the 
globe. Itwas then shown to have been a flower held in 
the highest esteem by the ancients, by passages drawn 
from the Jewish and Greek writers. The Egyptians, it 
also appeared,cultivated Roses largely,and'sent quantities 

them annually to Rome. ‘The Romans became 
eventually so enthusiastically fond of this flower, that 
they used to strew their rooms with it, and take their 
meals resting upon Rose-leaves. They also adorned the 
statues of their deities, and even themselves with crowns 
and garlands of Roses. The degree of knowledge the 
ancient culti nd philosop l writers appear to 
have possessed of the principles of cultivation was shown 
by allusion to the writings of Theophrastus and Pliny ; 
the former stating it to have been customary'in Greece 
to set fire to the Rose-trees to cause them to flower; and 
the latter that the art of forcing consisted in watering 
the plants with warm water. Mr. P. then adverted to 
the cultivation of Roses in France and elsewhere, and 
finally in our own country. He drew a parallel between 
the Rose-Catalogues of former times and those of the 
present day, showing the advantages of the latter, and 
commending their mode of classification on floricultural 
grounds alone. With regard to the botany of the Rose 
the audience were referred to Lindley's “ Botanical 
History of Roses,” and Loudon's * Arboretum‘et Fruti- 
cetum Britannicum.” Each group into which the 
Rose stands divided according to the Rose-grower’s 
catalogues of the present day, was then brought 
under notice, and briefly commented on; their 
date of introduction, and the purposes for which 
each were suited being given. In the Rosetum the sim- 
plest forms of clumps were recommended. Those in 
the Jardin du Luxembourg, at Paris, and at the seat of 
G. J.B sq. Broxbornebury, Herts, were 
spoken of in high terms of praise. In the formation of 
a Rosetum of any size, Mr. Paul considered it best to 
keep the summer and autumn blooming Roses distinct, 
dividing them by planting a row of Pillar Roses be- 
tween, thus forming two separate gardens, In the 
the event of walks intervening, arches and rustic bowers 
might be formed by training the latter up and over wire, 
supported by Larch poles as cut from the woods. It 
was also recommended to plant a few dwarfs among the 
standards, when arranging large beds, to prevent the 
unsightly appearance of a broad surface of ground lying 
exposed to view. In dwarf Roses, where a group of 

clumps is formed on a lawn, each clump should be filled 
with plants of one colour only, taking care to have the 
colours well contrasted in the whole. In planting single 
clumps, mixed colours were desirable. Standard Roses, 
planted in single lines ‘in avenues, or at intervals in 

herbaceous borders, were approved of. Weeping Roses 
were described as very ornamental when planted singly 
on lawns, and climbing Roses, on terrace-walks in ave- 
nues ; the latter may be planted 3 feet apart in the row, 
and when the plants have reached the height of 6 or 8 
feet, every alternate one should be removed ; fine chains 
may then be stretched the length of the line, and fes- 
toons formed, producing a beautiful effect. Under the 
third head, the practice of cultivation, the tyro was 
advised, when forming a collection, to consider first his 
situation and soil, and then the object he had in view ; 
such varieties should then be selected as are likely to 
thrive in such situation, and answer the end desiderated. 
Thus, in bad soils or situations, the delicate varieties 
should not be planted, though they need not be ex- 
cluded from the collection ; they may be grown in pots. 
And, again, a very different description of varieties are 
necessary, when exhibition is the end in view, to those 
wanted to create a great display in the garden. The 
improvement of soils, and necessity of thorough drainage, 
were then hinted at. As Roses delight ina rich soil, they 
should be manured once every year, in winter if the ma- 
nure be applied in à solid, and in spring, if in a liquid state. 
After fresh planting, mulching was thought highly bene- 
ficial. The two chief points in pruning, namely, the 
formation of a handsome tree, and the obtaining an 
abundance of good flowers followed next, To secure 

rated references to authors and systems, abounding in | be worth a trial in these times of scarcity.—£. ‘Eardley, | the first point it is necessary to begin operating. when 
the plant is quite young ; a certain number of shoots, 
varying from three to seven, according to the strength 
of the plant, should be marked out as standing at equal 
and greatest distances, when the remaining shoots 
should be cut clean out. Close pruning was recom- 
mended for the small-growing varieties, and the reverse 
for the strong ones. Moderately close pruning was 
likely to produce the finest flowers. Spring was the 
season preferred for pruning, The next point brought 
under notice was the raising of seedlings, which it was 
shown could be done with complete success in England. 
In reference to Roses in pots numerous advantages 
were alluded to as gained by this mode of culture ; the 
soil recommended for this purpose was two-thirds fresh 
turfy loam, not too light, and one-third manure. The 
use of a cold pit was deemed advisable for the Chinese 
and Tea-seented varieties, Forcing was the last point 
of cultivation alluded to, Early in January it was 
thought the best time to commence applying in the first 
instance a, steady gentle heat, the temperature to be 
gradually raised till it ranged from 60° to 70° by day 
and from 40° to 50° by night ; daily syringing was ne- 
cessary, and fumigation with tobacco whenever the 
green fly appeared. Mr. Paul concluded his lecture by 
giving the subjoined list of varieties, which he considers 
best adapted for the purposes specified :—12 first-rate 
Summer Roses. Moss: Celina, Alice, Le Roi; Gal- 
lica: Boula de Nanteuil, Columella, D'Aguesseau, 
Princess Clementine ; Alba: La Séduisante ; Hybrid 
China: Brennus, William Jesse, Coupe d'Hébé, Made- 
ine. 12 first-rate AuruwNAL Roses. Du Roi, Madame 
Laffay, Duchess of Sutherland, Lady A. Peel, La Reine;. 
Noisette : "Aimée Vibert, Lamarque ; Bourbon: Ma- 
dame Nerard, Paul Joseph, Souchet; China: Mrs. Bosan- 
quet; Thé: Devoniensis, 12 Goop Harpy Roses suit- 
able for growing in the immediate neighbourhood of Lon- 
don. H. China: Fulgens, Marie de Nerroa, Velours Epis- 
copale, Madame Plantier, Chenédolé, Paul Perras ; M. 
Perpetual: Edward Jesse, Lady Fordwich; Noisette z 
Aimée Vibert, Fellenberg, Cerise, Castalie. 12 Good 
Varieties for Por CurrunE— Gallico: Latour d'Au- 
vergne; H. Perpetual: Due d'Aumale, Marquesa 
Boccella; H. China: Richelieu, Coupe d'Hébé ; China: 
Cramoisie S; i Eugéne Beaul is; Bourbon z 
Queen, Theresita, Proserpine, La Gracieuse ; Thé: 
Don Carlos. 12 Varieties for Forcina—Moss : Com- 
mon; Hybrid Perpetual: Madame Laffay, Louis 
Bonaparte, Melanie Cornu; Hybrid China: Charles 
Duval, William Jesse; ZVoisetfe: Smith's Yellow ; 
Bourbon: Acidalie; The: Princesse Héléne, Marie 
de Medicis, Eugene Desgaches. 12 CLIMBING Roses for 
Covzniwa Banks or Fences—Ayrshire : Ruga, Splen- 
dens, Dundee Rambler, Angle Blush, Queen of the 
Belgians, Countesse of Lieven, Miller's Climber, La ' 
Rampante; Semperflorens: Félicité perpetuelle, Brunoni, 
Banksiana, Leopoldine d'Orleans. 12 Good Prrra& 
Rosrs—H. China: Coccinea Superba, Victor Hugo 5. 
Chatelaine, Beauty of Billiard, Henri Barbet, Richelieu; i 
M erdice ; Noisette : Felliurius, Cadot, La Biche, Roth- 
anger; Bourbon: Gloire de Rosaméne, Madame Des- 
prez. 12 Varieties, forming good SrANDARDS, nearly 
evergreen-—/7. China: Belle Marie, Hippocrates, Gen. : 
Kleber, Magna rosea, Belle de St. Cyr ; H. Perpetual :- 
Prudence Reser; Bourbon: Phoenix, Etoile de 
Lyons ; Noisette: Amenia, Henry V.; China: Belle 
Elvire, Louis Philippe d' Angers. 12 of the LATEST 
Broows—China: Cramoisie Superieure, Belle Elvire, 
Louis Philippe d' Angers; Mrs. Bosanquet; Noisette z: 
Fellenberg, L’ Angevine; JJ. Perpetual: Edward 
Jesse; Bourbon: Celimene, Emile Courtier, Henne- 
quin, Ceres, Amarantine. 
Davoust; Ayrshire: Ruga, Spiendens ; Boursault : 
Elegans, Gracilis; Musk: Princesse de Nassau; 
Semperflorens : Alba plena, Donna Maria, Léopoldine 
Q Orleans, Myriantha Ré le, Brunoni, Banksi 
— W. Sherwood, Honorary Secretary. 

Rebietog. 1 
The Fruits and Fruit trees of America: or the Culture, 
P tion, and Mi in the Garden and 
Orchard, of Fruit trees generally ; with descriptions 
of all the finest varieties of Fruit, native and foreign, 
cultivated in this country (America). A. J. 
Downing. New York and London: Wiley and Put- 

iss} E 

nam. $vo. 
Tas is a handsome, well printed, well illustrated 
volume, of 600 pages, full of useful information for fruit 
cultivators generally, as well as for those in America, to: 
whom it is more especially adapted. “It is fortunate 
for an author,” it is observed in the Preface, “in this- 
practical age, when his subject requires no explanation 
to show its downright usefulness. When I say I 
heartily desire that every man should cultivate an 
orchard, or, at least, a tree of good fruit, it is not- 
necessary that I should point out how much both him- 
self and the public will be, in every sense, the gainers.. - 
The first object, then, of this work is to increase the 
taste for the planting and cultivation of fruit-trees. The 
second one is to furnish a manual for those who, already 
more or less informed upon the subject, desire some 
work of reference to guide them in the operations of 
culture, and in the selections of varieties. The country 
abounds with collections of all the finest foreign varie 
ties, yet there are many in utter ignorance of most of 
these fruits, who seem to live under some ban of expul- 
sion from all the fair and goodly productions of the 
garden. Happily the number is every day lessening; 
the planting of fruit-trees in some of the newest States 
numbers nearly a quarter of a million in a single year.” - 

12 Weerine Rosrs—Laura . 
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` Many excellent varieties were found. 

. Of fruit-trees. 
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, There are some very useful remarks on the produc- 
tion of new varieties of fruits. “Once in the possession 

_ of a variety which has moved out of the natural into a 
more domesticated form, we have in our hands the best 
Material for the improving process. ‘The fixed original 
abit of the species is broken in upon, and this variety, 

which we have created, has always afterwards some 
tendency to make further departures from the original 
form. It is true, that all or most of its seedlings will 
Still retain a likeness to the parent, but a few will differ 
ìn some respects, and it is by seizing upon those which 
show. symptoms of variation, that the improver of vege- 
table races founds his hopes." The mode pursued by 
Dr. Van Mors was to sow the seeds of garden varieties 
in the first instance. The fruit of this generation was 
Senerally very inferior; but seeds from it were sown 

or a second generation, and so on. Amongst the seed- 
ings of the fourth and fifth generations, ina direct line, 

In this country 
thousands of seedlings have been raised from the finest 
Varieties and proving inferior, on fruiting, have been in 
disappointment thrown away after years of nursing ; 
Whereas, it appears the seeds of this degeneration, as it 
May be termed, ought to have been sown as above men- 
tioned. Duhamel had been in the habit of sowing seeds 
of the finest table Pears in France for 50 years 
ever having produced a good variety. Because his 
Seedlings were bad he had never dreamed of sowi 
heir seeds, otherwise, with half a century of pe: 
Verence, he might have been as successful as was the 
indefatigable Van Mons. 
Ample directions are given, with illustrations, for per- 

forming the operations connected with the propagation 
à What is termed American 

Jing differs from the mode usually practise re- 
Moving the slice of wood taken off the shoot along with 
the bud and portion of bark to be inserted ; and “is 
found greatly preferable to the European mode, at least 
or this climate. Many sorts of fruit-trees, especially 
lums and Cherries, nearly mature their growth, and 

Yequire to be budded, in the hottest part of our summer. 
In the old method, the bud having only à particle of 
wood in the heart of the bud, is much more liable to be 
destroyed. by heat or dryness than when the slice of 
wood is left behind, in the American way. The American 
method requires less skill, ean be done earlier in the 
season, with younger wood ; is performed in much less 
time, and is uniformly more successful. It has been 
fairly tested upon hundreds of thousands of fruit-trees in 
our gardens for the last 20 years; and although prac- 
tised English budders, coming here, are at first greatly 
prejudiced against it, as being in direct opposition to 

e 

. One of the most essential features in tho old mode, yet 
a fair trial has never failed to convince them of the 
Superiority of the new." 

There are 186 varieties of Apples described, 59 of 
the principal of which are figured in outline. Cherries, 
47 described, 30 figured : Figs, 15 described ; Goo: 
berries, 40 ; Grapes, foreign 35, native 12; Plums, 97, 
With 28 figures ; Pears, 233, of which no fewer than 78 
are figured ; Peaches and Nectarines, 97 ; Raspberries, 
14; Strawberries, 36, with figures of Hovey's Seedling 
and Ross's Phoenix ; Melons, 13. 

The Appendix contains interesting remarks on the 
duration of varieties of fruit-trees. 

Mr. Knight’s own observations 
land led him to consider the English Golden 

RERO and the Nonpareil, their two most celebrated 
NES of Apple, as the strongest examples of varie- 
whi JUStgone to decay, or, in fact, the natural life of 
"ch had virtually expired twenty years before. 
nb years longer, he thought, i& might linger on in the 
f Wu parts of England, as he supposed varieties to 
All most speedily into decay in thé north, or in a cold 

Climate, 

“Certain French writers, about this time, gladly 
Seized Knight’s theory as an explanation of the miser- 
xs State into whieh the fine old sorts of Pears had 
allen about Paris, owing to bad culture and propaga- 
‘on. ‘They sealed the death-warrant, in like manner, 

of the B. i 
others, 

> 

Saali theory work in America ? is the most 
ose ths UR xs In this country we have soil varying 
Res 23 orest sand to the richest alluvial, climate 
arying from frigid to almost torrid—a range wide 

enough to include all fruit-trees between the Apple and the Orange. 
“We answer, witola are d that the faets here, judged in the 

of ecidedly against the theory of the extinetion 
i varieties, While here, as abroad, unfavourable soil, 

climate, or culture, have produced their natural results 
" a feeble and diseased state of certain sorts of fruit, 
noe are only exceptions to the general vigour and 
ealth of the finest old sorts in the country at large. 
ia oldest known variety of Pear is the autumn Berga- 
fot believed by Pomologists to be identically the same 
[o cultivated by the Romans in the time of Julius 

ar—that is to say, the varisty is nearly 2000 years 

old. It grows with as much vigour, and bears as regu- 

lar and abundant erops of fair fine fruit in our own 

garden as any sort we cultivate. Whole orchards of 
the Doyenné are in the finest and most productive state 

of bearing in the interior of this State, and numberless 
instances in the western States—and any one may see, 
in September, grown in the apparently cold aud clayey 
soil near the town of Hudson, on the North River, 
specimens of this < outcast, weighing three-fourths of.a 
pound, and of a golden: fairness and lusciousness of 
flavour worthy of the garden of the Hesperides,—cer- 
tainly, we are confident, never surpassed in the lustiest 
youth of the variety in France. Of the Golden Pippin 
we can point out trees in the valley of the Hudson, pro- 
ductive of the fairest and finest fruit."— || 

Aone the new works of minor importance which Christ- 
mas has produced, the following may be mentioned as hav- 
ing some relation togardening or gardeners. The Natural- 
ists’ Almanac (VanVoorst) a little pocket companion, bet- 
ter than it was, but not so good as it should be. The 
Ombrological Almanac, by far the best of the weather 
almanaes, and so well done that it is really worth 
being consulted : with Mr. Legh, the author, meteor- 
ology has long been a serious study ; he calculates the 
variations of the p upon philosophical prin- 
ciples, and his results are well deserving of attentive 
study. If the accuracy of his anticipations for the re- 
mainder of the year is as great as that for the first five 

he will have furnished the best evidence of the 
orrectness of his views. We write on Jan. 6; the 
weather from 9 a.m. to 4 P.M. is set down as * fair, 
cloudy, very slight showers." Nothing can be more 
exact. The 12th is to be fair and frosty all day, with a 
W.S.W. wind. Our readers may watch the result, 
and judge of that for themselves. The People's Journal 
by the editor of the “ Artizan," and the new issue of 
Knight’s Penny Magazine may both be bought for the 
eost of a pot of beer : need we say to gardeners which 
they should choose. They are weekly periodicals, full 
of most useful knowledge. Notes on English Grammar 
(Simpkin and Co.) may be studied with adyantage by 
many persons who are called well educated. The rules 
are so simple, that he who runs may read. A new 
edition. of Lawson's excellent pamphlet on Cultivated 
Grasses (Blackwood) shows that the merits of the first 
ave been appreciated. very farmer and gardener 

ought to possess it. As a work of reference it is indis- 
pensable. 

en 

New Garden Plants. 
4, Evotyunus PURPURO-CERULEUS.  Purplish- Blue 

flowered Evolvulus. Stove Perennial, (Bindweeds.) 
West Indies. 

A small but most lovely little suffruticose plant, 
with copious flowers, at first sight not much unlike 
those of Anagallis czrulea, but borne upon erect 
twiggy branches with small patent or reflexed leaves, 
and worthy ofa place in every garden on account of the 
brilliant colour of its blossoms. Its nearest afiinity, 
as to species, is with E. Arbuseula of Poiret, Bahama ; 
but that has still smaller and erect leaves, not taper- 
ing at the base, like those of the one now before 
us. It inhabits dry rocks near the sea, in the district 
of Manchester, Jamaica; and caught the attention of 
Mr. Purdie, its discoverer (who sent home seeds of 
itto the Royal Gardens of Kew), by its showy bright blue 
flowers. A variety has bloomed at Kew, from the same 
country, with pale blue flowers. It was reared in the 
stove, and requires to be kept moderately moist. It 
flowers in July and August.—Bot. Mag., 1845, t. 4202. 

5. SPIRÆA ANGUSTIFOLIA. 
Hardy Shrub. (Roseworts. 

Sp. CHAR. shrub. Stem smooth. Leaves inver 
simply serrated, entire at the base, smooth. 
minal, nicled.  Peduncles and pedicels rather dow 
Calyx-lobes triangular, spreading, somewhat downy. Ovary 

Narrow-leaved Spiræa. 

smooth, 

A hardy shrub, from the Berlin Garden, reported to be 
near Sp. salicifolia. It is said to be also called Sp. lanci- 
folia, which is however a different species. Its native 
country is unknown.—Ofto and Dietrich’s Garten- 
zeitung, No. 32, 1845. 

6. Sperm VENUSTA. Trim Spiræa.) Hardy Perennial. 
(Roseworts) t 

Sp. Onn,—Herbaceous. 
the upper palm 
segment 

Lower leaves palmatel, 
a tifid, with oblong lanceolate co 
which are downy beneath, on the rib 

cordate, serrate. Ovaries straight, smooth, 
thickened at the top. ^ i 

Said to belong to the Section Ulmaria, and to be near Sp. 

lobata, but different. Grows 4 to 5 ft. high. Its native 

country is unknown ; has been obtained out of the nur- 

series of Messrs. Booth and Mr. Van Houtte.— Otto and 

Dietrich’s Gartenzeitung, No. 32, 1945. 

pinnatifid ; 
ated 

pule: 
g Style curved, 

Miscellaneous. 
Destruction of Insects: Shore’s Bemedy.—Mr. E. C. 

Shore, who was recommended to the Society as a person 
in possession of the means of destroying insects, was 
permitted to experiment on various plants, in order to 

test the efficacy of the substances which he employed, 

Every facility was afforded him, but he found that suc- 

cess did not correspond with his expectations, for the 

plants were killed or greatly injured in many instances, 

although the insects were not, The red spider on 

Peach-trees was killed, but the shoot died next day. 
The Turnip-flea was not killed by a powder sprinkled 

the recommendation of Sir C. 
The Chamomile in a green state was suspended among 
the branches attacked by the scale ; but no alteration 
could be perceived, nor was the least effect produced 
upon the insec: To ascertain whether or nos Chamo- 
mile-water possessed the power of destroying seale.and 
other insects on plants, the Chamomile was infused in 
boiling water, and when cold applied to the plants with. 
a syringe. No difference could be perceived. Nos 
was destroyed. Corrosive Sublimaie, to destroy aphi 
and other inseets.—' This was dissolved in water, and 
applied to the plants with a syringe. The insects were 
killed instantaneously ; but, when the’ solution was 
made strong enough to kill insects, it destroyed the 
plants also. Naptha, Whisky, Oil, as remedies for 
the scale. — These substances wi all tried separately 
to different plants ; applied: with a eamel-hair brush, 
and used in similar quantities The leaves and 
branches which were thus dressed with oil perished in 
& few days ; those to which naphtha and whisky were 
applied were apparently uninjured. Oil destroys both 
scale and plants; whisky and naphtha destroy mealy 
bug while in an active state, but has no influence over 
the eggs of the insect, Spirit of Wine, to destroy scale, 
mealy bug, &e., has been tried. The spirits were ap- 
plied to the plants with a camel-hair brush.’ in 12 
hours afterwards the part where the spirits had been 
applied became a brown spot, and if they were diluted 
with water so as not to injure the plant they had no 
effect on the insects. This mode of destroying insects 
cannot be applied with safety ; if strong enough ‘to de- 
stroy them, it also destroys the plants.—Journal of the 
Horticultural Society. 

Transmission of Bulbs from India.— Bulbs, experi- 
mentally prepared for a voyage to England, were re- 
ceived from India by the Court of Directors of the East 
India Company, and sent to the Garden for examination. 
One half of the bulbs were simply wrapped in cotton 
and packed in brown paper, while the other portion (of 
the same kinds of bulbs) was enerusted in a kind of, 
white wax, and covered with cotton like the others. 
When received at the Garden, in June, 1844, those 
bulbs.whieh were simply packed in cotton and brown 
paper had emitted roots on the journey, and the tops in 
most cases had grown considerably, while those coated 
with wax remained quite firm and as fresh as when : 
first packed; although, according to the statement on 
the outside of the parcel containing them, they must 
have been confined in the wax three months. ‘ihe 

bulbs transmitted in cotton'began to grow first, but 

soon showed symptoms of debility ; while those sent in 

wax did not move much before a month after they were 

potted, but then they grew strong and healthy. In one 

or two cases the bulbs perished in the cotton, while the 

same kind packed or coated in wax survived the journey. 

— Journal of the Horticultural Society. 

¢ 

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS. 
(For the ensuing Week. 

Tur winter having been unusually mild, every chance 
has been afforded of not only bringing up all arrears of 

autumn business, but of even “stealing a march ” on 

the coming spring. One of the most important points 
in gardening is to take care that the genuine winter 

business does not in any degree stand over until the 

spring arrives, as that period will assuredly bring mat- . 

ters so important with it as to press on the heels of the - 

most assiduous and thoughtful, I am much afraid that 

great complaints will exist of an imperfect development 

of the buds of our tender wall fruits ; last summer was 

so deficient in solar light and heat, and withal so wet, 

that those who still adhere to deep and rich borders, 

and train their wood thickly, will, 1 think, find it neces- 

sary to revoke plans so inimical to the success of tender 

Hes CONSERVATORIES, STOVES, &c. 
The Conservatory.—As this structure is the chief 

place of resort of the family in winter, it is requisite 

that the floors, &e., be at all times kept particularly. 

clean and dry ; dryness of atmosphere through fire heat 
^| will not, however, keep the plants in that luxuriant 

health which not only creates a present interest in them, 

but also furnishes a guarantee for success in future. 

Great moderation, therefore, in the use of fire heat is 

necessary in this department; more especially in the 

dead of winter. A temperature of from 40° to 45° by 

night, and from 50° to 55° by day, is at this period 

amply sufficient. Take care that Camellias in blossom 

are thoroughly watered with clear and tepid liquid 

manure. The Stove and. Orchidaceous-house.—Keep 

up abundance of atmospheric humidity, to counteract 

the parching or shrivelling tendency of hot pipes or flues. 

To obviate the inconvenience of drip leave a little back 

air all nightif onlyfan inch,’ A- few early Gloxinias 

and Achimenes may now be introduced to bottom-heat 

in this house. The Pelargonium-house.—Keep these in 

a quiescent state ; give as little water as possible, in 

fact, none, except the plants show a disposition to flag 

in the leaf. Abundance of air is requisite ; avoiding, 

however, cold currents, which are very liable to spot the 

leaf when ina tender state, through close confinement. A 

over the plants. In the hothouse t eight 

common plants of various sorts were selected. The 

substance was used in a pounded state, and the plants 

! of 50° by day and of 40° by night is suf- 
ficient for the present. The Mived jGreenhouse.—AÀ8 

few, excepting some of the most opulent, possess a dis- 
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tinet house for each family of plants, a few simple direc- 
tions under this head may,il hope, be useful to many. 
At this dormant period economy in the use of fuel is 

most desirable im a double point of view, A compro- 
mise between the temperature of the conservatory and 
the Pelargonium-honse, as detailed above, will be the 
point to aim at for the present. Kee all Cinerarias, 
Heliotropes, Caleeolarias, and other soft-wooded plants, 

&c., in the lightest parts of the house, and as near the 

glass as possible. ‘Corrzeas, Epacrises, Heaths, &c., 
should be placed on a bench by themselves, in 

the most airy part. A little water poured on the 
cooler parts of the floors, &e., each evening, will some- 

what alleviate the pernicious effects of fire heat. 
Cold Pits or Frames.—lf the tenants of these have 
been housed somewhat dry, and kept so, and hardened 
with abundance of air, nothing is necessary but to fol- 
low up.these principles, and to take care to exclude 
frost; if, however, severe weather should occur, and 
they become frozen, see that they are not uncovered 
directly a thaw comes. Let them remain until they are 
uite thawed in comparative darkness, which, in ordi- 

nary cases, will be about two days, merely turning up 
the mats or straw a little at both back and front, so as 
gradually to inure them to the light. Forcing Pit.— 
‘This pit should possess at this period a permanent bot- 
tom-heat of 80° ; atmospheric moisture, of a permanent 
character, we will presume has been secured; such 
being the case preparations must be made for securing 
a due succession of early spring flowers ; if not already 
done, let a sprinkling be forthwith introduced of the 
most popular eee adapted to forcing purposes, such 
as the hardy American tribes, Moss, Provins, and 
Spong’s Roses ; like e the Crimson, Perpetual. The 
new hybrid Roses will do better in a more moderate 
temperature, with the exception ofthe Teas, which will 
endure a lively heat. Azalea indica, and many of the 
plants named latterly under the head “ Winter Flowers,” 
will also find a place here. As these plants in general 
require a moderate top heat in proportion to the bottom 
heat in the earlier stages of their forcing, they may be 
kept together at one end, and rece uch more air in 
mild periods. The other end of this pit, kept closer, 
will be eligible. for such plants as Thunbergias, Gar- 
denias, Francisceas, and numerous other things of this 
kind, that Beenie more Bee ne warmth. 

ITCHEN GARDEN FORCING, 

Pineries.—Continue former directions with regard to 
Pines for the present. Early Vinery.—If the buds 
are now broken, endeavour to raise the temperature 
daily a little, until it reaches 70°, at which take your 
stand for a while ; attend well to atmospherie humidity. 
Peach-house.—As soon as the buds begin to blossom, 
syringing: must be dispensed with for a while ; steam- 
ing must, however, be resorted to in the évening, and a 
slight degree of atmospheric moisture secured “for the 
night, in the day abundance of air. | Cucumbers.— 
Those who grow them in the-old dung-beds still, should 
now set about making a seed-bed ; however, take care 
that the dung is thoroughly worked ; it should, when 
properly managed, smell nearly as sweet as a Nosegay. 
Provide plenty of hot manure for the bed to ridge in, 
and turn it every four or five days. If enough dung, 
pe for a frame or pit of Melons also. 

LOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES. 
In th a Borr garden little can be done except diggi ging 

rots and Parsnips ; also, in laying down new plantations 
of Strawberries, Raspberries, bush fruit, &c.;if the sub- 
soil is stiff and sour, it should be raised on the subsoil- 
ing principle ; a good coat of cinder ashes worked in 
amongst this in a rough state would serve to facilitate 
the passage of water, and the access of the atmosphere. 
Some early frame Radish should now be sown, to suc- 
ceed that now above ground ; Early Horn Carrots also 
on sloping banks, thoroughly prepared for the purpose; 
a good breadth, also, of early Peas to succeed those of 
the November sowing, using one-half the portion of the 
Early Warwick, and the other half Cormack’s Prince 
Albert. A few Longpod Beans, also, to succeed the 
Mazagans sown in the end of November. See that 
Artichokes are protected. Proceed with all nailing, 
also pruning, with the exception of Figs and Apricots, 
and endeavour to facilitate the progress of real spring 
business. Kidney Potatoes that are now sprouting 
should be planted forthwith, I think raised beds most 
eligible; the set should be covered eight inches, and be 
GER the level o the alley. 

AGERS' GARDENS, 

The hints iM about digging and trenching ground 
for vegetables, as given in the other division of the 
Calendar, apply in an equal degree to the cottagers. 
Throw the ground into raised ridges, and if any part is 
stagnant, endeavour to get it drained forthwith. Exa- 
mine early Potatoes, in pits or rooms, and if any of the 
Ash-leaved Kidneys, are sprouting, plant the most for- 
ward forthwith ; put them in raised beds, well manured, 
taking care that the Potato set, when covered in and 
finished’ soiling, is 6 inches above the level of the alley, 
and 8 gs of soil over and on all sides, Sow a few 
Peas arwiek or Charlton. Plant a few long- 
pod eus (the green is very good), and plant any re- 
maining bulbs of Tulips, Narcissi, Anemone, or Hya- 
cintb, also Shallots, if not already done ; keep them on 
raised ridges, barely covered, and place the bulb iu a 
coating of Weg ashes and sand, _ Keep Auriculas under 
cover, and d 

Stete of hp Weather near Loi for t. 
observedat the WERDE d arden, 

cek ending Jan. 8, 1046, as 
Chiswie. 

80.451 | 

30.141 | Average 
Jan. z—Frowy; very fine; hasy 

PE Bra yO EG night 
—He; nd constant rain 

Heredes ‘cloudy; clear and frosty at night 
6—Densely ant Aa iformly overcast; drizzly 
7—Overgast and mild throughout the day and night: 
8—Clondy and ba ne; overcast 

an temperature of above the average. 
State of the Weather at the last 90 years, for the 

trem Week ending Jan. 17, 1846- 
Prevailing Winds. | No. of | Avi Ave I Ul Mean| Years in TN Jon. tighen t fes : Teinp whiehit | NE 

aid aie Rained. | | |^ x 

Sun. 11| 40.8 | 314 | 36. 10 0.88 in. | 3| FEM 
Mon. 12| 41.4 29.8 | 35.6 9 0.76 2j a| 2| 1 
Tues 13| 41.9 | 828 |373| 12 0:29 3| 3/31 
Wed. 14| 41.1 | 30.6 |358| 1l 0.80 4 3| 1| 3 
Thur.15| 39.9 99.5 | 84.7 8 0.54 2 3) 4] 2 

ri. 16| 40.2 | 303 | 35.2] 10 984 j- 5| 2| 2 
Sat 17| ,4L5 |. 309 | 36.2 6 ou |a 3| 2| 2 

deep tlie beds for * clumping out” flowers to 
the soil ; any that are exhausted, should have the soil 
renewed ready for spring work. Planting may be pro- 
ceeded with in open weather, likewise turf laying or 
other pleasure ground alterations. See that all half 
hardy plants are secured against severe weather. 

FLORISTS’ FLOWERS 
All Pink and Pansy beds must be well looked to after 

frosts, and those plants that are loosened should be 
carefully;fastened ; the same wir wil apply to 
seedling “Auriculas, 
—Those who are bovine to ultries dis beautiful 
though tantalising flower, should obtain a quantity of 
some of the best of the older and more plentiful varieties. 
Such as Eliza, pale yellow, of beautiful form and petal ; 
Orissa, white, edged with pink, large and fine; Naxara, 
though now cultivated for many years, one of the most 
splendid dark selfs grown ; Melange des Beautés, good 
in a scarce class, yellow striped with red ; Socrates, an 
olive of large size and fine form; &c. &e, increasing 
their stock of new varieties as they attain proficiency in 
their cultivation. Raising seedlings is now a favourite 
pursuit with many florists, and a wonderful addition has 
been made to the various classes of spots, mottles, and 
edged flowers ; for this purpose some semidouble sorts, 
with good shell-formed petals should be planted, in order 
to obtain pollen, at the proper season for cross fecunda- 
tion. Carnations and Picotees will still require regular 
attention ; some few are spindling this mild weather. 
Tt will be better to allow the stem to remain. on till 
rather later in the spring ; water occasionally, when the 
soilis very dry, but avoid wetting the foliage as much 
as PE 

CHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD. 
Aeration ‘of soils: although people differ about the 

p propriety of applying this prineiple equally to all soils, 
in summer, there can jn but one opinion as to its gene- 
ral utility in winter. All spare ground should now be 
dug aud ridged, indeed trenched, if time permit. Where 
a systematic rotation of crops is carried out, and, of 
course, a regular and pre-planned system of spade man- 
agement, it is an excellent plan to trench all the kitchen 
garden successively in the course of every three years, 
The trenching to be performed each year should be on 

he highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 16th, 
1834—therm, 56°; and the lowest on the 14th, 182ü—therm. 4°, 

Notices to Correspondents. 
Thé Reprint of Mr. PAXTON’S COTTAGERS’ CALENDAR 

now ready, price 3d. each copy. An index has been 
added to th resent edition. Parties wishing to have copies 
for distribition among their tenantry can have them at the 
rate ge: 25 for 

CuaRC x — Engr wer — This substance bears exposure to 
weather without any essential change; but it will absorb 
moisture and gases into its pores.|| 

Frost does not penetrate so far in loose soil 
as it does in E: whic! h lies compact, 

GrASS— Devon azing, from 13d. to 2d. per foot isa 
fair price, edine putty ; but the value of such work is so 
entirely a local question, that no precise answer can Mes given. 

a have much glazing, you had better buy your glass of 
act ires jou want, and pay an intelligent la hoazer tO 

Any quick-handed boy may be taught to 
pam RER buildings with large squares in a few hours: 
of course you would have to buy your putty. Weé are not 
aware of any glass maker who prepares common green glass 
pipes for water closets : ey would be very valuable, and in 

mand no doubt. 
Ghenxnovse Pr. TS—V— The plants, of which a list is given 

at p. 4. ET md forcing, to bring them into flower at 
Nothing more than ordinary treat- 

Fn Bee 

més 

ons mentioned. 
mentis r ary.$ 

Herat mir Cons tant Reader—Put not your faith in flues ; it is 
true that they are cheaper than pipes in the first instance, 
but they do their work badly, and in the long run are expen- 
sive. Very good gardeners will Brow very good crops with 
any insufficient, o ; but it is unwise to cal- 
culate upon tss fortunato SUR to pes such a gar- 
dener. The advice you received was the best that could then 
be given; but we would RIVE you to pause until you see the 
end of the discussion abou maise heating. It may 
suit your purpose perfectly. 

derstand your question, 
natory sketch? Zine is a ver, 

do not comprehend why a hot-water pipe should be placed on 
the outside "s a house, ——J. more useful than a 
stage. u do not want pm heat, it is needless to adapt 
pipes to tlie "ue Leaves are enough. You are right to pause 
until you hear more ol aise. “Your previous 
letter was answered if it was ever received, Charcoal for 
fuel. Ash-leaved Kidney Potato. 

HORTICULTURAL Socrgry—2D J—The price of the Parts of the 
“ Transactions” is very variable. You should apply t Y Sos 
Esci 21, t, for such 

the ground intended for tap-rooted plants, such as Car- ' torouka ron will find a great number of schemes for 

ur As usual, many aktni ana 

EU icehouses in our columns. Cobbett's, described 
. 671, 1844, and that used by the Chinese (see p. 576, 1845), 

wil probably answer your purpose, The great point is to 
secure perfe rainage, so that what ice thaws may flo 
away at once an prevent air from passing in at the , 
rain, s best done by having the outlet some inches 

‘above the Hee d of the drain, so that the latter may be always * 
full of water. 
Orb F—You siust be careful dh you apply gas-water in- 

doors. If your Peach-trees are outsi ou may use it safely 
er in the ON on of 10 gallons ot the 

e stems of trees can 
be cleared off b; ing with a. dud brush and water in. 
spring, and oeensionaliy till Midsummer.|——G—You arè 
right veed in half norton: dung and damp 
[ 

ater. Seale on 

f 
fa per. 

0 or 90 E or very distinct varieties, are in cul- 
E but nowhere collected that we know of. TUE of 
the Cape oue ies of Gladieli will bear our Winters cept Ge 

cin less in very v 
: on and "it that is secur i any of 

" ius be cultival The bi 
a warm border 
moved in EE 
garden can be fori 

ani m 5 Te 

warm dry soil, well aaiae from 
the Cape kinds 

move: as 
As to Irises, ner will grow wherever 2 

1, dios folk Beaufin ; 2, 2, Embroidered 
Win New Golden Pippin ; ó, 
tet 8, "Bezi de Cai " 

yson d S dor "80 o good 
as Powell’ usset.|| RT Golden Hs ig ,, Beur 

ER 
1 

4, » Rhode Island Greening ; 5, 
onpareil ; Golden Pippin 
Jeürr 5 

€ Avene ll — 
18, King ofthe Pippin 

053 39, Beurré Rance ; 
Es Canada; 1: 

e Colm: 2) 

Rance ; Abbey Dear 
main ; 20 Nc ter 

E 
Pippin: 

dea 

ae Germain ; 
Durelow's Seedling ; 9, Napo- 

12, Reinette 
7 
11, Blenheim Pippin ; 

y Penr- 
18, King of the Pippins ; m 

Blenheim Pippin; » Dumelows 
Seedling ; 8, Beauty of Kent; VA "Pip 3; 13, 
Golden *Reinette ; 14, Ven Pippin’ 15, Hug hes d Goldens 

Royal Rus: set ; 19, Doviton: 20, Margil; 22, 
EO "House, Rreth p es Doo , Chaumontel ; 
Beurré Die o. lost, Pa Im: 

NAMES oF P iure W HH The Carob T Tree, Ceratonia siliqua, 
whose pods are supposed by some to have been “ the locusts 
and wild honey” of Scripture.—— — Beloperone ob- 
longata and Tabernemontana coronaria are well known 

stove plants; the former an herbaceous Acanthad, the latter 
a shrubby plant of the o of Dogban both 
worth growing, but the TS EHE HO generally been made to 
flower when smal Tyro—Epaeris impréssa.—R M- 
There is no such thing as oder luridum. 
Axs—Z—Pubescens, HI , France; Quexigo, TES Spain 
Prinus, T. E., N. Lanuiginosa, T. E., Nepal 
Sempervirens Virginiana, T. E. merica. The others are 

unknown d paranisi: Toile H—hardy ; D—decidu- 

VE Y- Cattleyas do best in coarse turf, and Zygope- 
talums in peaty soil. The others will do very well on the 
Oak branch, if cour ed to it by Moss and copper wire, and 
kept clear of thei rible mo the woodlouse. i 

not succeed well ur you can ES the air moist at will. 

Prans—J E P—For a sout] wall— asse Colmar, Glout Mor- 
e; Rance, iS 

, Orassane, Marie Louise, Jargone 
leon. Fora north wall—Jargonelle, Marie Louise, 

s Incomparable, and à d’ Heri; 
Trees 24 feet apart, ana the hotizontal branches 

Dwarf trees in-borders m planted at the 
distance of 12 feet, or 20 feet if trained in to CEN form, 

in which 
Box edging 2} fect.|| 

AU. DESEE Subscriber—W e cannot recommend tradesmen * 

ertisement will bring you plenty of offers. Envilles, 

idences, and the varieties of Queen, 
ded the Montserrat or Black 

E 2, 16, 28, 
Kirke’ E Nelson ; 5, 

28; 

Pro 
market, to which may 

n adver Simo which costs 53.5 will save & 

buyer pounds where any considerable outlay is to be incurred. 
PorMAISE EST ‘cea entertain a confident expec- 

tation that this be of great importance. For a reply 
ka ee inquiries of you ect and. many others, we must refer 

toa Leading Article in another column. 
HO CRORES [—They grow by a continual addition to the 
whole of their substance, and notin layers. To understan: 
such things, you must study vegetable anatomy.——R Bennett's 
ae ne been received, and will be reported on next week. 

—- ment has E intention of finding Ae 
TER for another y: ould be an impracticable ope- 

ration. n. have alre A permitted to state that the 
best accessible iid in prn was Corunna, see p. 815. 
No doubt plenty will be offered for sale by merchants, put 
at what we fear to say. Tendle ymouth, has 

already SERES seed from seli, and we Dene that otter 

advertisements have also appeared in our c 

anger about seed Potatoes is for Ireland, not for England: 
or Scotland. 
nAINING—W P L—We are much obliged by your polite offer, 

and shall gladly profit by it if the desi; gns are such: as can be 
our columns. Would you favour us with 4 

Q 

'0—You may V your Tuberoses soon. They 

will probably ever you keep them warm, well watered, 
and fully exposed to light, provided their roots are thoroughly 
drained and in good soil. When the leaves are quite dead 
take up the roots, put them in a | dry place, and force them 
meet im ina good bottom. heat. tr 

'onid— vA 

Two feet is quite deep enough where the moaia 
of these, concrete may b? 

used as recommended at p. 876, 1845. The Nos. may be had. 
WALLFLOWERS— W W N—These are fine, butno finer than may 

js found any day by alittle inquiry in the market gardens 

near honio 

a - The Nos 
ic eue After having started Dahlias, it is the best 

oa to divide the crown of the root, leaving one shoot 
n to each division.[——4ma reason why 
your Hyacinths come into cay when, only 3 inches 
height rf either that the bulbs are weak, or they were not 

properly ripened last summer. 

them more heat, say from 65° to 70°, and to shade them in 
n days or so,,thus inducing the ie ie 

Keep your TENE Abu dry and in a warn p 

. you mention are to be had at the 

c 2 È Ld á ae SX. RE 2$ 3 
LE 

PEL! 

z B 5 E > Sa EE ae SE = E E 

TS mue too Tater 
and others are unavoidably Aita ikeni til the necessaryinquirie$ 

can be made. e must also beg for the indulgence of thos? 
numerous correspondents, uS insertion of whose interesting 
contributions is still delay 

Bourré; 15, W D 16. 

case the height Tesa not exceed 8 feet; from.the . 

are the best for. 

Che best treatment is to give ` 
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E OT WATER APPARATUS.—The attention of 
Architects, Builders, and others, is respectfully requested 

to BENJAMIN Fowxen’s superior method of Heating Churches 
and Chapels, Halls, Stair-cases, Conservatories, Forcing and 

Greenhouses, Manufactories and Warehouses, Kilns, Rooms 
g Ti &c., and every variety of purpose for which 

rtificial heat is required. Within the last 20 years some 
hundreds of buildings have been heated upon this plan, and 

the parties for whom they were executed are co Ly 
pressing their sati ion, also their willingnes vouch for 
their efficiency. An improved wrought-iron boiler, which re- 

quires no brickwork, may be seen in action upon the premises, 
BENJAMIN FOWLER, 63, Dorset-street. Fleet-street, 

The Agricultural Gazette. 

SATURDAY, JANUARY 10, 1846. 
MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WESKS. 
Hurspav, Jan. 15—Agricultural Imp. Soc. of Ireland. 

TnuunspAv, — 22—Agriculiural Imp. Soc. of Ireland. , 
LOCAL SOCIETIES.—Cadder—Longford. 

lock, Great Oakley, W. Hereford. otley. 
Jan. 13- Wootton Basset, Lewis, Isle | Jan. 20— Bromsgrove, Plymton St. 

of Thanet, Mary. 
Jon, 14—Harlesten. Jan. 93—Shadwell, 
Jan. 15- Grove Ferry. 

WE are unwillingly forced to postpone for a week 
our remarks on THE Pmoserors or THE GUANO 
Trape, But we may just make one observation at 
present. ` It is by no means right to estimate too 
lightly the probability that sources of this manure 
hitherto undiscovered, are in existence, and will 
hereafter reward the industry and enterprize of our 
merchants. In illustration of this, we publish the 
following passage extracted from a letter just re- 
ceived from a gentleman farming largely in the 
south of Scotland. a 

“ On reading, this morning, your Leader of Satur- 
day, it occurred to me that having just received 
a letter from. Rio Janeiro, of date 11th Nov. last, it 
might be in my power to add something to your 
information as to the future supplies of guano. 
The letter is written by the Captain of a ship, of 
which Iam manager, and part owner. He says :— 

**Since I came here I learned that three ves: 
have loaded cargoes of guano on the coast of Patagonia 
two of them called in here, one of them sailed for 
England three or four days ago, the other is likely to 
sail next week early. Both the masters are keeping 
the place where they loaded a secret, but there are 
two vessels gone after it some time ago, and other 
five vessels will likely follow next week, and I have 
made up my mind to make the sixth. I think it must 
‘be somewhere between 39° and 42° south latitude, and 
as I learn that the Liverpool brokers'are chartering 
vessels to come for this.guano, I trüst we shall be 
successful. 

“You may make what use you please of this 
information. I hope they may fall in with another 
Ichaboe.” 

In Dr. Jonnson’s admirable little story of “ Ras- 
selas,” Imlac makes a long digression in order to re- 
count to the Prince all the various things which a 
man ought to know who aspires to the name of a 
poet. Before he has half done, the Prince inter- 
rupts him with the exclamation, “ Enough! thou hast 
persuaded me that no man can be a poet! Proceed 
with thy narration," 
The bare mention of the sciences with which the 

agriculturist is expected, now-a-days, to be familiar, 
often reminds one of this passage, and tempts one to 
exclaim, with theimpatient Rasselas, ** Enough ! no 
man can be afarmer. Let's change the subject |" 
Somuch for theory : howisitwith practice? A tenant 

dies or leaves his farm, orsays he is going to die, or 
hints that it may just exist within the suburbs of pos- 
sibility that he may leave his farm. No matter 
whether the said farm be large or small, good or 
bad, sand or clay ; within one month, “one little 
month,” the landlord's residence isin a state of siege; 
his table groans under a feast of letters ; he is pelted 
with a snow-storm of“ applications.” High and low, 
tich and poor, old and young, male and female! 
What stick in the hedge of humanity will not do to 
cut “a farmer” out of ?* Pardon the extravagance 
of the conception, and imagine for a moment all the 
motley host of applicants for the vacant.or vacable 
farm collected together, and the landlord, after eyeing 
the noun of multitude before him, all answering to 
the name of farmer, with a painfully-suppressed fit of 
inward laughter, addressing them in the following 
words :—“ Now, I will let the farm rent-free to the 

. man, woman, or child who shall tell me the meaning 

of the following words : chemistry, geology, vege- 
table physiology, botany, zoology, mechanics, hy- 
"draulics, hydrostatics, geometry, meteorology, ana- 
tomy, animal physiology, natural philosophy, arith- 
metic, single and double entry, oxygen, nitrogen, 
hydrogen, carbon, ammonia, soda, potash, phospho- 

* Do not let us be misunderstood, These are not owr words. 
But we appeal to the reader if they must not accurately express 
the feeling of any one (we will suppose him to be ignorant of 
farm-practice) who witnesses the scene here described—a scene 
which, in many parts of England at all events, is not of infre- 
‘quent occurrence, 

rus, sulphur, alumina, silica, calcareous, centre of 
gravity, line of traction, angle of fortyfive, diameter, 
circumference, pulverisation, percolation, filtration, 
capillary attraction, solution, precipitation, protec- 
tion, sliding-scale, * *. + + * There, am 

out of breath! have only told you half: but that 
will be enough for the present. You look amazed, 
and are all laughing ; but it is Twho ought to laugh 
at you; for every soul that stands before me, 
man, woman, and child, that has made application 
for this farm, virtually undertakes to solve practi- 
cally the most difficult and mysterious problems 
that the human mind can perform; and the man 

that takes it will do so, and every man that holds 
a furm and cultivates it does do so every year of his 
life—in every one of the sciences and subjects of 
which I have merely given you the proper names!” 

And such is literally and honestly the fact. The 
list is long, and the names are hard. But we may 
know a man’s character well, and he may have done 

us a good service for many a year, and yet it is 
perfectly possible that we may be ignorant of his 
name; and so it is with the sciences and subjects 
that belong to agriculture. Of all the practical 
pursuits in which the mind of man can be engaged, 
t is the one which requires the most extended 
knowledge of, and derives the most daily and hourly 
advantage from, an acquaintance with what are 
called the physical sciences, meaning the knowledge 
of natural causes and effects in the matters of earth, 

air, water, fire, plant, and animal. But if it makes 

this demand upon the capacity of man, with what 
does it repay him? With the highest, the truest, 
the-best of all earthly blessings—health to the body, 
satisfaction to the feelings, occupation to the mind ; 
and to these present boons, there is added another 

less obvious and tangible, but singularly and benefi- 
cently adapted to the imperfection of man’s earthly 
state, viz., an interesting and alluring anticipation 
of the future, which—hiding the grey hair, masking 
the deepened wrinkle, and soothing the recent woe 
—gently leads him on from year to year (from the 
seed that he has sown to the crop that he will reap), 
till the allotted span is already past, the goal imper- 
ceptibly won, and the earth, which his mind has 
studied and his strength has tilled, receives him in 
her gentle bosom ; and whilst he sleeps in peace, 
“the good that he has done lives after him.” 
R“ Very pretty, indeed—highly pleasing and poet- 
ical,” you will say ; “but if one may venture an opi- 
nion drawn from common remark and daily expe- 
rience, your farmer is, of all mankind, the most unin- 
formed of all these scientific susceptibilities and de- 
pendencies of his art, and the least sensible of all 
those moral and physical advantages that you 
flourish about. If the pursuit be really such 
as you describe, how comes it that in this same 
six thousand and fifty-somethingth year since 
Apam found the soil and nineteenth or twen- 
tieth since Mr. Deansron SwrrH discovered the 
subsoil, that farming is still lost in the dim back- 
ground of civilisation ; a mark for every passer-by 
to have a shy at, till the poor farmer may say, with 
Farsrarr, * all men take a pleasure to gird at me?’ 

1y, you may see the very coachman point know- 
ingly with his double-thong whip, as he passes by 
Mr. Dossow's Wheat-fallow, and leaning back a 
bit, with a critical wink to the guard, say, * There's 
farming, Jem!’ Surely there must be some mis- 
tak We eannot be talking about the same thing! 
If agriculture be, as you say (and as PriNv, and 
VinGir, and Dr. Jounson, and Mr. Pusey, said be- 
fore you), the oldest, the noblest, the most truly 
earned, and the best of all human pursuits, surely 
agriculture and farming must mean different things ; 
for, surely, the oldest practice must need be the 
most perfect ? " 

The answer is by no means obvions ; but it is 
signally and unaccountably true. Strange as the 
assertion may be, it will be found on examination 
that the advancement of the arts is exactly in an 
inverse ratio with their antiquity! "The cotton- 
trade is far before the older silk-trade; and the 

Silk before the still more ancient wool-trade. In 
a word, the more the himan mind is advanced, pre- 
vious to the discovery and practice of any particular 
art ortrade, the more suddenly does that tradeleap 

at once into perfection; because it has mo esta- 
blished prejudices to contend with. Those two 

~ 

inveterate hags, Prejudice and (mistaken) Self. 
interest, strangle every babe that is too big for 
their swaddling clothes; and woe to the giant that 

is born within the rounds of their midwifery! The 
fair and noble proportions of Science appeal in vain 
against their accursed partiality for the perpetuation 
of original deformity and dwarfship. And where is 
the ancient art in which these beldames are not still 
in the possession of a lingering practice? Is it not 
become a proverb that the old professors are the 

fierce opponents of the new discovery ? Who im- 
prisoned GariLro? the monkish monopolists of sci- 

ence and knowledge. Who persecuted Caxton? 
the’ transcribers of manuscripts. Who denounced 
Lurner? the priests of the old faith. Who jeered 
at Harvey’s discovery of the arterial circulation * 
the physicians of the day. Who called Lord Sran- 
HoPE a madman for putting steam-engines into a 
ship? a committee of naval captains. Who ridi- 
culed railroads? the old coach proprictors. Who 
laughed at the man that first stocked away the 
useless hedgerows, grubbed up the trees, deep- 
drained the land, and spared no expense in the ap- 
plication of every modern appliance to the farmery ? 
the surrounding farmers. In a word, then, once 
again, why do the modern arts beat the old ones? 
Because: they alight upon:*a fair field and no 
favour,” where the struggling but tender infancy of 
human ingenuity and enterprise is not blasted by 
the chilling breath of established ignorance, nor 
harassed by the poisoned stings of vulgar ridicule — 
Caw Hs: 

In the spring of 1844 Sır Georce MACKENZIE, 
Banr, published a Pamphlet, entitled “ Brief 
Remarks on some subjects connected with the choice 
of Wheat for Seed,” &c. It was reviewed in this 
Journal at the time (p. 78, 1844). Proceeding 
upon the unquestionable assumption that the chemist, 
so far asa knowledge of its composition qualifies him, ` 
is the ultimate authority on the nutritiveness of food, 
it exhibited the valuations of Bakers and Dealers in 
contrast with the analyses of the same samples 
furnished by the chemist, The variety of opinion 
amongst the six practical men to whom the samples 
were submitted, which was apparent in all cases 
except where the variety was perfectly familiar to 
them, was of itself evidence that a merely external 
examination of grain gave them no criterion of its 
value as food. Take the following instances, which 

Composition. | EEL 3 
| - a E Prices uu 

8 8| q| S|bythre| Prices by | & 
3j 2| £ | 8| Corn |three Bakers| 8 
c a} A [DE | Factors. E 
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16.2 i| 8 [162 T r 5 

* These Wheats being new to 
value, 

Here are eight varieties of Wheat ; 2, 7, and 8, 

were common in the market, the others were com- 

paratively unknown, and excepting these three, 
what a variety of opinion is here expressed as to 
their value! Such a diference proves the igno- 
rance of Dealers and Bakers of any guide to accurate 

conclusions on the subject. This is the point we 
wish to enforce. Compare the average valuations 

of these samples, as given in the last column, with 

their absolute composition as given by the chemist. 

Look, for instance, at the circumstance that those 

of least value in the eyes of Bakers and Dealers, 
Nos. 3 and 5, are, the richest of the lot in gluten, 

which is the nutritive part of grain ; and that one of 
the dearest samples exhibited, No. 2, contained the 
least of this valuable ingredient. Does not this 

still further prove the assertion that merely external 
examination is no guide to the real value of grain 
as food ? 

Well, then, we take this to be a matter of im- 
portance to the great body who in this country are 

consumers of Wheat. We will suppose that the 
Baker is able to determine by examination which 

is the best grain for his purpose—that is, which 

variety will turn out. the greatest weight of bread, 

from a given quantity of flour and at the 
same time rise well,* but this only increases 

the mischief to the consumer; for 
been thus selected as among the best—a variety 
which it thus appears has zwo bad properties 
—100 lbs. of it contain only 10 of gluten, and this 
small quantity, it appears, is so associated with other 
substances as that, in process of baking, it becomes 
spread over a greater number of loaves than can be 
made out of the same weight of other kinds of flour. 
The interests of the consumers are thus entirely 

sacrificed, and that not intentionally, but ignorantly, 

and, indeed, in the present state of our knowledge, 
irremediably :—the greater the necessity, then, for 
extending our knowledge on this subject. It is 
a capital point which has been determined in the 
course of the investigations, for which the public 

zig, that the 

t appears that those kinds of flour which contain most 

sugar are the best for the Baker’s purpose, and this is lost in, 
the fermentation. 
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best flour to bake is not necessarily the most nutri- 
tive; Now,a patent has been taken out for another 

method ofbaking, and one which will probably become 

adulterate his flour to almost any extent, without 
risk of detection from the appearance of the bread. 

And, as we said before, we consider this subject 
to be of great importance ; one indeed which de- 
serves a searching investigation, It will always be 
the farmer's interest to supply such goods as best 
answer his customers' purpose, and what he wants 
is, information to guide him in selecting from among 
the many prolific varieties of grain now offered for 
sale, that which, while it answers the circumstances 
of climate and soil in which he is placed, shall, at the 
same time, yield the most nutritive and intrinsically 
valuable flour. "This information must be supplied 
to him by the chemist ; aud there are two questions 
which require to be fully answered, 1st, What is the 
actual composition of the existing varieties of grain ? 
and 2d, Are the nutritive qualities of varieties con- 
stant? i. e. supposing 8 varieties to be named, will 
they always preserve a constant relative position in 
the scale of nutritiveness ? 

Now a lengthened investigation of the kind here 
required is enormously expensive. Five hundred 
pounds were lately subscribed in Scotland for such 
an investigation into the constitution of one vege- 
table—the Potato: this exhibits the cost of such 
inquiries as far too great for private individuals to 
undertake. Sir G. Mackenzie, after urging the 
subject in vain upon the attention of our national 
Agricultural Societies, has taken the first two or 
three steps on the road himself; he has gone just 
far enough to enable him to point out its direction, 
and the difficulties which encumber it, and he has 
thus, to some extent, facilitated future inquiries, but 
these should now be undertaken by a public body, 
and we venture to suggest the formation of a so- 
ciety for this purpose. The subject is, as we have 
said; a matter which concerns the great body of 
consumers, even more than the. farmers, and the 
proposition should, therefore, meet with the more 
general acceptance. We have only to add that we 
shall be happy to receive the suggestions of corre- 
spondents on the subject, and that, should any par- 
tres be disposed to take the matter up in earnest, 
we can put them in the way of those who are wil- 
ling to second their efforts. 

THE BENEFIT OF FARMING WELL FROM THE 
COMMENCEMENT TO THE END OF A LEASE 

(Continued from page 10. 
‘Wrru respect to your remarks on clauses 14, 15, 16, 

and 17, I would observe that my argument was founded 
on 15 per cent. being the average profit where a tenant 
invests 107. per acre in farmingland, for which he pays30s, 
rent, and clears 30s.gain. Where then isthe risk of losing 
his capital? I freely admitthatsome years he gains more, 
and some years less than others, owing tothe uncertainty of 
the English climate, but also owing to this very un- 
certainty it follows that it is highly improbable that 
there should be a succession of bad seasons in con- 
secutive years, which must be the case before loss of 
eapital eould fairly be attributed to the climate, and if 
a tenant should say that he does not clear 30s. per acre, 
let me ask him has he fulfilled his part of the case as I 
stated it? Has he invested 10/. per acre in the busi- 
ness? Has he invested 5/.* Even if he could answer 
the latter question affirmatively, does he expect to clear 
30s. per acre? If so, he would clear 30 percent. ; and 
I again ask, Where is the risk of his capital? Then 
with regard to his being the active partner, ean any one 
say that receiving five times as much interest in propor- 
tion to his capital as compared with that of the land- 
lord or sleeping partner, is not a fair equivalent or 
compensation for his personal exertions? When you 
look to various professions, as law or physic, &c., where 
a partner is taken into an old established firm, do you 
not generally find that the new partner does most of the 
work, the old one becoming the sleeping partner, and 
et receiving the lion’s share of the profit? However, 

I will candidly confess that the prospect of becoming 
lions themselves may in some instances have a con- 
siderable influence on persons entering into partnership 
on such terms in such professions ; consequently, that 
where such a prospect is not held out the active partner 
ought at once to receive more than the sleeping one, 
and I do not think that the proportion before men- 

tioned is at all unfair, my object being merely to suggest 
that the extra rate of interest is sufficient compensation 
for the tenant béing the active partner,and that the 
uncertainty of the English climate is not on an average 
of years a cause to which “risk of capital” can be attri- 
buted. Want of sufficient capital, or the fear of invest- 
ing it in improvements, are far more likely to cause a 
tenant tolose what he has. Without the former every- 
thing connected with the farm is done at a disad- 
vantage, and without discarding the latter what would 
have become .of my friend and his fallow? How 
was he, without being blameable in either of these re- 
spects, injured by want of discretion only in not at once 
resorting to the course he afterwards adopted! But 
none of these evils are the fault of the land, or of the 
landlord, or of the amount of the rent, or of the climate, 
but rest solely with the tenant or his circumstances, or 
his discretion; add to this, that sometimes when: a 
tenant has freely invested his capital, and realises a 
large profit, he fancies that all this income is interest, 
and spends it accordingly on his family, or in his gene- 
ral style of living, forgetting to put by each year so 
much for repayment of principal, and you have then 
probably the chief causes of farmers’ losses laid before 
you, all of which they bring upon themselves. And 
now, in reply to the remark that “ Landlords risk 
nothing, because they are sure of having their land 
again,’? I will quote the words of your Leading Article 
in the Gazette of the 15th ult. “ As the matter stands 
at present, land is often entered upon out of condition.” 
Who put it so? The former tenant. “A period of 
five years elapses, during which the tenant is repairing 
it!” Do you think the landlord does not suffer for this 
being necessary ? “ For the next ten years the tenant 
reaps the fruits of good farming.’ Then, after ten 
years’ experience, why does he not continue to reap 
such fruits? And (now comes a fallacy) “then, from 
a regard to his own interests, he proceeds to diminish 
his expenses.” But does he not, if the former sentence 
be true upon ten years’ experience, also diminish his 
gains? “And ultimately he leaves the farm as he 
found it." hat is to say, the next tenant is to have 
five years’ labour and outlay of capital to restore it to a 
good state of cultivation, and the landlord, if the land is 
not left worse than at the commencement of a 20 years’ 
lease, finds that at all events he has gained nothing by 
granting it. I believe the whole of this paragraph, 
which I have copied from your Paper, to be true, ex- 
cept that which I have pointed out as containing a fal- 
lacy. I have already admitted that a regard.to their 
own interests may be frequently, perhaps generally, 
the true motive as there stated, the fallacy lying in the 
tenant’s ignorance of the results to themselves of this 
line of conduct. ` The only remedies there proposed are 
“either to relet him the land, or to pay him such share 
ofthe expense of the preceding year's green crops as 
may remain unexhausted for the benefit of the incom- 
ing tenant's first grain erop, and by paying him the full 
value of, all straw and manure he may leave behind." 
Tf, on entering, he found a year's manure in the fold- 
yard, gratis, ready for his fallows or fallow crops, as 
ought to be the ease, what plea can he set up to a right 
to be paid for manure on quitting ? and so on for straw, 
&e, It has been found that where the custom has been 
o pay for manure the tenants sometimes deprive the 
land of its due share previous to quitting, so as to collect 
a large heap for sale, a considerable part of which, if 
applied to the land as it ought to have been, would not 
have been to be purchased, and although this is short- 
sighted policy, probably as regards their own interests, | 
it is both annoying and injurious as well as unjust to 
the landlord. With regard to the other remedy I believe 
it is found in practice that landlords are quite as anxious 
to relet to good tenants as the tenants are to remain 
under good landlords, and a sense of mutual, not “uni- 
lateral," benefits arising from liberal conduct on both 
sides is the best bond of connection between the parties. 
I quite agree with you that where a tenant farms with 
spirit to the end of a 20 years’ term he may reasonably 
expect to have the refusal of the farm again, either as 
tenant from year to year or on a new lease as may suit 
the views of the parties ; that is, he ought to be pré- 
ferred to a stranger in whatever arrangement the 
landlord may make, but he must not expect to 
have it again at the same rent, which would be 

ble, as I have d to show, for this 
would annihilate again the landlord’s consideration 
in granting the term. n the other hand, I would 
observe that no tenant has a right to injure his landlord 
even though the motive be to benefit himself. Let 
tenants but reflect on their.duty to others as well as on 
their own peculiar interests, and it may probably prove 
as I have before suggested, that they will reap more 
benefit from pursuing a good system of husbandry to 
the last day of their leases, than from the course more 
generally adopted. The too prevalent custom of ex- 
hausting land as far as they can previous to quitting, 
re-acts most injuriously on the class of tenant farmers, 
and tends as much as anything to indispose landlords to 
grant leases, which are difficult to break on their parts, 
and leads them to prefer tenants from year to year, 
whom they can dismiss at once if they perceive that 
they are acting unfairly by the land instead of being 
obliged to submit “to a system of exhausting it for five 
years Besides, in taking a new tenant, one of the 
first questions that a landlord naturally asks, is why and 
how is he quitting his present farm ? And if the answer 
be unsatisfactory he will probably experience consider- 
able difficulty in finding a landlord venturesome enough 
to take him as tenant where an estate is wel! conducted. 

It is true that by offering more than the worth of a farm 
he may induce some persons to accept him as tenant ; 
but it will probably end in loss to both. ‘I wish to con- 
clude this by requesting tenant farmers not to fancy that 
these remarks are made in an unfriendly spirit; far 
from it. merely wish to lead them to.refleet on the 
results of different modes and principles of conduct, and 
I think it will. be found that if they would keep rigid ac- 
counts of every item of expenditure, comparing the 
produce of improved with that of unimproved land, and 
this again with the extra expense incurred in such im- 
provements, so as to ascertain what kind of improve- ` 
ment yielded the greatest and most permanent return 
for the outlay, they would find it to their own interests 
to farm well throughout the whole of their tenancy, and 
that in their ease as in most others, duty to their neigh- _ 
bours and their own interests are more nearly con- 
nected than they seem to suppose, and I have introduced 
a case in point to prove how necessary it is to throw 
overboard the fear of benefiting a landlord if a tenant 
would benefit himself, or even in some instances not be 
the cause of his own ruin while seeking only, without 
any ill or improper motive, merely to avoid outlay. 

In answer to your correspondent, * A Young Land- 
lord, I would say that a lease. is “ unilateral,” chiefly 
where the tenant is deficient in capital, for then there 
is nothing tangible for the law to take hold of if he farms 
badly, while at the same time the law gives him a hold 
of the land which nothing but a lawsuit, and that of 
doubtful issue, can break, If then he is disposed to 
grant leases, let them not be too long: 14 years will 
amply repay for many improvements, and some ought 
to be expressly stipulated for in the lease, to be effected 
within a fixed time from its commencement, or in default 
the lease to be void. Draining where wanted is perhaps 
the greatest improvement a tenant can reasonably be 
expected to effect. If buildings are wanted, the land- 
lord ought to erect them; as a lease would be inconve- 
niently long for the interest of property, if granted for a 
term that would repay a tenant doing this. lf, however, 
he ean find tenants with high principles of general 
conduct, which I consider a principal if not the chief, 
point to be attended to, combined with sufficient capital 
and skill, leases, properly drawn may be beneficial to 
himself as well as to his tenants, and in this case, as 
stated in your reply, he need not fear the results being 
all on one side. Referring once more to your Leading 
Article of the 15th ult., it will appear that the last five 
of a 20 years' lease are of no use to a tenant, unless to 
exhaust the land for that space of time bea benefit. Ithere- 
foreadvise * A. Young Landlord,’ if he is not thoroughly 
acquainted with the character and circumstances of the 
person applying for a lease, to grant a 7 years’ lease 
first, and at the expiration of that time if he finds 
everything satisfactory he may grant an extension of 
the term. -If you think it may be of any service to your 
readers, I may perhaps at intervals forward to you some 
remarks on certain covenants usually inserted in leases, 
or, agreements from year to year, with a view to elicit 
the opinions of others also upon them, so that the reason 
of adhering to some which, though proper and necessary 
to be retained, are frequently objected to, may clearly 
appear, or that the objections to any that cannot be 
shown so to be may gain strength and prevail, and with 
the further view of suggesting the more general adop- 
tion of certain clauses caleulated to secure a tenant 

f loss of capital, if dismissed by his landlord without Tom 
just cause, from having recently invested it in perma- ' 
nent improvements.—.4 Looker-on. 

EXPERIMENT ON ELECTRO-CULTURE AT THE 
GARDENS or tue ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, 

By Epwarp HARMER SHEPPARD, Ese. 

In the early part of the past spring my attention was 
directed to the subject of promoting an increased 
growth of plants by means of some particular appli- 
cation of electricity or galvanism. ` Considering that 
this is quite anew subject, and at present but very little 
understood, and that until the last few months it has 
never received that attention which its importance 
deserves, it is our duty to be very careful in our expe- 
riments and very guarded in our inferences from them, 
The following description and remarks, therefore, are 
brought forward rather with a view to excite attention: 
and induce further research than to propound theories 
or to make assertions which instead of promoting the 
object in view might only tend to mislead. 

It has long been believed that electricity produces:a. 
stimulating effect on vegetation. We read that as far 
back as the middle of the last century, a Mr. Maimbray, 
of Edinburgh, announced that he had succeeded in 
proving that single plants separately electrified grew 
more rapidly and vigorously than those which were not 
so treated ; and since that time this experiment has 
been frequently repeated, and with the same results. 
It has been proved that the growth of a common 
Hyacinth in a glass is much accelerated by giving it 
daily a few sparks from the electrifying machine. Sir 
Humphrey Davy likewise instituted experiments upon 
the germination of seeds, and he noticed that voltaic’ 
electricity powerfully affects plants, and that they grow 
very rapidly near the negative pole of the voltaic battery 
and not quite so rapidly near the positive pole. He 
also observed that drooping plants may be made to 
revive on the artificial application of electricity. A 
highly charged state of the atmosphere, too, causes a 
more healthy colour, and a more rapid development of 
leaf and branch.7 Every leaf indeed is proved to be a 
natural conductor of electricity, collecting the electric 
fluid which surrounds it, and appropriating it to some 
necessary but as yet unknown purpose in its economy. 
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In the first week of May I buried in that part of the 

gardens of the Royal Botanie Society appropriated to 
agricultural, experiments a plate of sheet-copper 2 feet 
in length, and 9 inches in depth, and also at the distance 
of about 9 feet a plate of zine of the same dimensions. 
These plates were both placed in an upright position 
facing the magnetic north and south, and connected 

. together by means of two copper wires which extended 
between them at the height of about 3 inches above the 
ground. Each end of the wires was soldered to the 

manner with an equal quantity of seed. No manure 
Whatever was used on either side. In the course of 
three or four weeks when the seeds had germinated, 
the differenee between the two plots of ground was very 
obvious ; the seeds on the galvanised side failed to a 
considerable extent, and the mode of their failure was 
this, that soon after the app of the led 
above the ground, the young plants began to droop 
and die off in a peculiar way. In this manner the 
Clover and the Sainfoin, which had been placed the 
nearest to the metallic plates, were destroyed to the 
amount of two-thirds, and the Lucerne of one-third ; 
while the Mangold Wurzel and the Turnips, which 
were farthest removed from the plates, lost only about 
one-sixth of their number. These different degrees of 

injury received by the young plants would, probably, 
depend upon the separate and relatively tender or more 
hardy nature of each species, It was, however, at this 
time evident that a greater amount of galvanic power 
was generated than is congenial to the germination of 
those particular seeds. 

All those plants, however, which survived the first 
five or six weeks continued to live, but, with the excep- 
tion of the Turnips and Mangold Wurzel, they were 
not at any time so healthy and strong as those on the 
other plot. But the Turnips and the Mangold Wurzel 

soon presented a different character from the rest, put- 
ting on a more vigorous appearance, as well as a more 
rapid growth, and by the month of August they had 

. acquired a much larger size than the others which 
were growing jn the natural soil. They still continued 

to inerease rapidly in bulk, and by the 20th of October 

one of the Turnips had reached the enormous size of 

40} inches in circumference, and still increasing. This 

is, I believe, much the largest dimension that this va- 

riety of Turnip has ever been known to reach. I then 
began to feel little doubt but that in the succeeding six 
or eight weeks, during which all such plants continue 
to increase, it would attain a most unheard-of bulk. 

But on that day, and when it had begun to excite con- 
siderable attention and interest among the Fellows of 
the Society, a most unfortunate circumstance occurred, 
and my hopes were doomed to disappointment, for it 
was then pointed out to me that some person had wan- 
tonly thrust a stick into the heart of this fine root. 

This injury put a complete stop to its farther growth, 

and in 10 days afterwards I gave directions that this 
and all the other plants should be dug up. They were 
then carefully measured and weighed, The largest 

urnip was found to measure 40} inches in cireumfer- 
ence, and to weigh 163 lbs. The aggregate weight of 
the Turnips on the galvanised plot was 27 lbs. On the 
other plot of ground, and growing naturally, the aggre- 

gate weight of the Turnips was 54 lbs, I should men- 
tion, however, that one of the Turnips on this side had 

become rotten, and had then been nearly eaten by in- 
sects. This was an accidental circumstance, and had 
it not occurred, about 2 lbs. more in weight would have 
been added to the last-mentioned amount of 51 lbs. 
The aggregate weight of the Mangold Wurzel on the 
galvanised side was 14} lbs. On the other side, and 
growing naturally, it was exactly 10 lbs. Thus there 

existed a large difference between the produce of the 
two plots of ground ; but how far the above increase. on 
the galvanised side was really due to this eause, or to 
any unknown accidental circumstance of seed or soil, 
it would seem premature to decide from the result of a 
Single trial. It isa subject that I trust will be followed 
up by others, and carefully investigated. 

In deseribing the above experiment, I omitted to 
state that during its progress Í was curious to ascer- 

tain if any, and what amount of galvanie power was 
generated by the metallie plates, and for this purpose 
di occasionally applied to the wire a very delicate mag- 
netic compass, and I always found that the needle was 
immediately more or less deflected, evidently showing 
that an electrical action was constantly kept up. And 
I was the better enabled to make these observations by 
the mode of my arrangement. of the plates, for as the 
wires were extended accurately, magnetic north and 
south, by placing the needle immediately above them 
the slightest deflection was readily noticed. There 
were also other motives which led me to adopt this par- 
ticular arrangement, which it would be impossible to 
detail within the limits of this paper, 

In conclusion, from the results of this experiment 
there is every reason to hope that by perseverance and 
a judicious alteration in the form of the application of 
the galvanic power which experience from time to time 
may suggest, that we shall gradually succeed in render- 
ing it a most valuable agent in agriculture, as it would 

whilst so completely in its infaney. For we know that 
some 40 or 50 years ago it was stated by those who 
first discovered the nature and properties of steam, 
that they possessed a power which in time they believed 
would perform wonders and cause a general transforma- 
tion in travelling both by sea and land ; but that they 
were ignorant of its proper application. This point was 
left for the next few ding yea o plish 
So it is at present with electro-culture. We are 
in possession of a power which has been proved to stimu- 
ate and inerease vegetable growth at a very economical 
cost, and I do.not entertain the least doubt, but that 
patient and persevering investigation of the laws of its 
nature will discover the proper mode of applying it, and 
wil ultimately be crowned with success. [We tried 
similar experiments with sheets of copper and zine, 
1 foot wide and 8 feet long ; one pair were 16. feet, and 
the other 32feetapart. They wereconneeted by copper 
wires. They were sunk in a Wheat field, but no appa- 
rent effect ensued.] 

Home Correspondence. 
Plug Draining.—In the article headed * Drainage” 

(p. 14 of last week's Number), occurs the followin, 
* Besides tile or stone draining, plug draining, as 
called, is in use in many districts—it is never adv 
and admissable only on pasture lands of a sufiic’ y 
clayey texture.” Such an opinion, given evidently with 
editorial authority, I must not attempt hastily to dis- 
pute. Nevertheless, when I meet with a faet opposed 
to received opinion, I must always doubt; with an ac- 
eumulation of such facts, I must disbelieve. About 
eight years ago I had an arabie field with subsoil of 
clay and sand plug drained, though warned of the ap- 
prehended danger. Finding that answer well, and also 
that the drains sustained no injury from the cultivation 
of the land, I followed on until I had drained nearly 50 
acres, all arable. The whole has been completed several 
years, and the drains have not in any case given way, 
or been trodden in by horses. The field last done was 
a stiff clay; about 2 acres of this were drained with 
tiles, but in this part the drainage is no better than on 
the remainder of the field. My rule is to drain 3 feet 
deep. I give the facts, leaving it to others to determine 
whether plug draining may be safely performed on 
arable land; and whether it is advisable for renting 
tenants whose landlords will neither grant leases nor 
assist in draining, to adopt this plan, which entails a first 
cost of less than 2d. per acre, rather than be annually 
foiled by the wet state of their land, because the more 
durable and costly mode of draining is beyond their 
prudent reach.—Josiah Hunt, Almondsbury, Glouces- 
tershire, 1st Month, 5th, 1846. [The facts here detailed 
certainly condemn our too-sweeping remarks on this 
subject. Nevertheless, that which we ventured to say 
was founded on an experience extending over five years 
and about 45 acres, This land, plug drained in 1840 
and 1841 2 feet deep, at intervals of 5} yards, is, to-day, 
in many places, almost a swamp, and will require a 
more effectual. drainage before another winter. The 
greater part of it was drained when in pasture, and in- 
tended to remain so ; but it has since been broken up. 
Its subsoil is clay and sand, but probably much less 
clayey than Mr. Hunt’s. The system has certainly 
failed with us; but the evidence we ‘give is no doubt 
not of equal value with that given above. One piece of 
positive evidence must outweigh whole sheets of that 
which is merely negative. Success in one case shows 
that failure in all the others might have been avoided, 
and is probably attributable to the operation being badly 
conducted ; and in our ease if the texture of the subsoil 
be not in fault, it has been probably owing to a want of 
sufficient depth. At the same time, where the tenant has 
the seeurity of a lease, it will, we must believe, generally 
be his interest to adopta more permanent method of 
drainage—one which shall run no hazard of injury from 
deep eultivation.] 

Grass Farm.—I have 35 acres of rich meadow land, 
upon which I keep 8 cows and 1 pony, feeding with Grass 
in summer and hay in winter ; 4 horses, hay all the year; 
2 calves every other year to keep as stock, and the 
cows and calves in winter have straw to eat besides hay. 
I mow about half the land every year, and the hay is 
much more than sufficient for the year's consumption. 
You will be hardly able, I am afraid, with these faets 
only, to answer my question, viz., Ought I to make 
more of the land than I do ?!—44 Carmarthenshire Sub. 
[The only difficulty with us is to make out how you 
happen to have a surplus of hay from the mown half, 
while you do not mention any surplus of Grass on the 
depastured half, and from the aftermath of that which 
was mown. Ten acres depastured in summer will make 

more mutton or beef or milk—it will keep more stock— 
than the produce of the same ten acres mown and dried, 

for consumption in winter ; and yet you keep your cows 

in winter on hay and your horses all the year round on 

hay, and have some to spare, while your depastured 

Grass, with the aftermath of the rest in addition, only 

keeps the cows in summer. Probably the history you 

have given of the produce is not complete ; but if it be, 

we should imagine you might keep more stock for the 

summer than you do. At the same time, our opinion 
is, that unless your land be very rich indeed, it would 
certainly yield a more valuable gross produce, and per- 
haps keep more stock both summer and winter, if part 
or all of it were broken up. ] 

Italian Rye-grass.—From the strong recommenda- 

tions of the Italian Rye-grass I saw in the Agricultural 

Gazette I was induced to sow it instead of winter Tares 

ie | be folly indeed to expect any great results at present, | ( (with which the land was sown two years back), hoping 
to get an abundant and early supply of feed for my 
sheep and, horses. Unfortunately [ could not procure 
seed until just before the dry weather of Octo 
in consequence the plant is so young and backv 
Tam afraid the winter will kill it. I am al 
is not even now thick, enough, and was thinkin, 
ing Saintfoin across it in the spring, unless it i 
greatly. Would you advise doing this ; or plo 
the land again and sowing spring Ta 
tunity? At what time would 
and what quantity of seed per acr 
and in good heart, and I int 
Rye-grass to dr th burnt ez 
from the tank.—R—r. [If you are exp 
these things you will know very well how difficult it is 
to judge of the ultimate crop from the app ce of 
the plant when young. A very thinly scattered plax 
as it may now appear, will spread and cover the gr 
before May. If, however, there is no chance of 
doing this, you may as well work the land over w 
cultivator or searifier, not the plough, drill spring 
and roll them in you can do this without a 
destroying the Rye-grass plants. ] 

Di. 
not having with me the Number of your Journ 
which my article on the above subject appea 
order to refer to it, and answer Mr. Stephen’s r 
as to my having misrepresented any portion of his ** Book 
of the Farm ;” if by mistake I had done so, I should at 
once apologise for committing such an error, as I should 
be sorry to give personal offence ; but, as I said, 1 never 

read his work, although I sent to several shops in the 

city for it, and have only answered Mr. Beamish’s 
quotations from it, and I-cannot imagine I have been 
incorrect in the meaning of any part of his statement. 
As it is now 15 years since I parted with my last farm, 
and I know from reading and conversing with farmers 

there has been great improvement in agriculture, I at 

once confess Mr. Stephen may be practically a better 
agriculturist than I am, that is, he may know how to 

grow Peas, Beans, and Cabbages, and also Turnips, 

and may be more skilful in directing the feeding of 

prize bullocks or sheep, because of my want of practice, 
butin order to inform the farmers of Great Britain and 
those in the county Cork, which his book was likely to 
do, respecting Flax culture, the advantage, or rather 
the disadvantages, he says, attending it, he should be 
prepared to tell them how many years he has had prac- 
tical experience, in order that the public may believe 
that his writings are not theoretical, but worthy of being 
relied on; he should tell them of his system’ of rotation 
of crops, and the results, and how he proved it ruinous ; 
also what quantity he had per acre, whether he had 
sown it for one year or ten, whether he had acres, or 

al in 

y | tried experiments in a garden ; this I shouldjlook for be- ` 
fore I could believe him practically acquainted with Flax 
culture, because, from the first letter that I forwarded 
to your Journal for insertion, I was as well prepared as 
I am now, with references to practical farmers, and 
figures, to prove I was incapable of misrepresentation, 
and as to the sentiments and experience of Scottish 
farmers on Flax-growing, which Mr. Stephen allows to 

be his guide, compared with the| dozens of practical 
results by farmers in the north of Ireland, which Ihave 

often placed before you, under the teaching of the 

Belfast Flax Improvement Society, and ProfessorKane's. 
clear and able lectures, I will allow the number of tons 
of Flax and its price produced in all Scotland for the 

last 5 years, compared with the value of this year’s crop 
inUlster, 1,700,0007., to decide whether the Irish farmers 

or the Scottish farmers should know most on the sub- 

ject. Can Mr. Stephen inform me who, of his country- 

men, have got 22s. per stone for Flax, or even the half, 

(11s.), this season ; when he does so, I will admit the 

Scotch have equal pretensions with the Irish, to claim 

being as competent to. give their opinions from practice. 

If Mr. Beamish’s quotations from the “ Book of the. 

"arm" be correct, I fear the author and those Seottish 

farmers have taken the same view that the Irish farmers. 

did, some few years ago when they knew little about 

the proper course of management ; they thought it. 

ruinous, and had almost given it up. he seed in those 

days, with the water the Flax was steeped in, alk 

flowed into the rivers ; the seed, 8/. per acre, lost, and 

the Flax water equal to liquid manure: I fear Mr. 

Stephen had this old-fashioned system before his eyes 

when he was writing down his observations of Flax, and 

although I give his countrymen credit for being much 

better farmers in general than even my own country- 

men in the north of Ireland, nevertheless I consider 
that province not inferior to any part he can select in 
all Scotland, as regards Flax growing, and I am glad 
to say, that without Scotch instruction, the farmers 
there have learned how to grow Flax that has been 
sold at 176/. per ton in this market. I have been now 

many years connected with the trade, and I never 
heard of Seotch Flax worth anything bordering on 
what I have quoted, in fact, I never knew more than 
two or three mills in Scotland to spin much above 50 
lea, therefore there was no encouragement to grow the 
article in Scotland, and it is only within the last few years 
that the fine spinners in this town would buy even the 

best Irish Flax; however, I hope the day is not far 

distant when Scotland, as well as England and Ireland, 

will be able to keep a sufficient supply in this market, 

without our depending on foreigners for a raw material 

that we can produce equally good, fine, and strong, if 

our farmers will only give it proper attention. We only 

want a few such men as Mr. M‘Carter in England and 

ssion on Flax Culture at Ballinasloe.—1 regret ` 
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Scotland to lead the way. I shall attend to Mr. Ste- 
phen's suggestions, and shall have his * Book of the 
Farm" on my return, but before I do so, I can believe 
he is perfectly correct in saying that * his sentiments 
on the effects of the growth of Flax are in accordance 
with the experience of Scottish farmers ;" but as I can 
prove by experiments that Mr. S., having allowed those 
ideas to be his guide, he has published opinions that are 
found to be in error (if Mr. Beamish’s quotations are 
correct), I cannot see that he should take amiss my 
quoting practical men to prove that his teaching is 
erroneous. I noticed his remarks from a pure convic- 
tion that however valuable Mr. S.’s work may be on 
other subjects (and I have been told it is so), that the 
‘doctrine laid down on Flax culture was the same as 
was believed. in Ireland up to the last few years ; and 
knowing from practice, and the results of experiments 
made by practical men, that ideas so plainly stated in a 
work on agriculture would prevent experiments being 
tried, I did write in earnest, and ever will do so, in 
opposition to anything likely to prevent the cultivation 
of Fiax in Great Britain or Ireland, as I believe I act 
as the farmer’s friend, and the advocate and friend of 
the agricultural labouring classes, when I advise this 
country to produce what will keep her machinery going, 
in place of sending millions to the Continent to support 
a people that tax our yarns and linen made from their 
own Flax, 40 to 60 per cent., and are quarrelling 
amongst themselves about adding an additional duty.— 
J. H. Dickson, Bull and Mouth Hotel, Leeds, Dec. 20. 

*,* We have many ications from ,in type, and they are postponed only by wantof room. We hope the writers will be kind enough to excuse what is an unavoidable e 

a Societies. 
HIGHLAND AND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

Tue first meeting for the season was held last month, 
under the presidency of the Earl of Roseb 
business of the meeting was commenced by reading an 
account of the experiments made by Mr. Lawson, the 
seedsman of the Society, in raising plants from the see 
of the Tussac Grass which the Society had obtained 
through Lord Stanley, her Majesty’s Secretary for the 
Colonies, from the Falkland Islands. The account was 
drawn up by Mr. Lawson himself in the shape of a 
Report to the Directors, and was read to the meeting 
by Mr. Stephens, in the unavoidable absence of Mr. 
Lawson. The experiments were conducted both in the 
open air and under glass, and commenced in September 
1844. The experiment in the open air was made in 
five different ways, namely—Ist, the seed was sown in 
peat and common mould mixed together in a damp 
situation ; and the result was, that several plants bear- 
ing resemblance to Tussae Grass came up in October 
and Mareh, and a great many other Grasses, such as 
Poas, Festueas, &c., also came up: those resembling 
"'ussae Grass were kept over; 2d,in common mould, in 
a damp situation ; and the result was the same as in 
the first experiment: 3d, in peat and common mould, 
mixed with medium dry soil ; and the result was that 
no plants resembling Tussac Grass came up, and those 
which did appear were the Agrostis stolonifera : 4th, 
in common mould, in medium dry soil, when no Tussac 
Grass appeared, and the same plants as in the last case 
eame up: 5th, in rotten dung, below hand-glasses, 
when two or three plants, very like Tussac Grass, came 
up, and which were potted in the end of August, 1845, 
and kept over. The experiments under glass were 
made in three different modes, namely—Ist, in the 
stove, where the seeds were sown in pots, each contain- 
ing respectively, black loam, brown loam, and peat soil. 
The pots of black loam exhibited in January, some 
oung plants’ of Grass, but which happened to be 

taken away before Mr. Lawson could form his opinion 
of what they were. The pots of brown. loam exhi- 
bited a fair braird of plants, but which all damped 
off about the middle of April, when about an. inch in 
height ; and the pots of peat still exhibited a fair though 
not a thick braird, and of several plants put into s ngle 
pots in April, 1845, 12 turned out to be the true Tussac 
Grass, the largest of which, 18 inches in height, was 
exhibited at the Society’s Show at Dumfries, in October 
Jast, and was placed on the table before the meeting. 
From another parcel of seed sown on 28th January, 
1845, in peat soil, a pretty good braird came up in 
October, only four plants of which appeared to be 
‘Tussac Grass, the rest being Poa annua and Juncus squar- 
rosus. 2d, another set of experiments was made in the 
greenhouse amongst similar soils to'those just described, 
and the plants that made their appearance were all 
different from Tussac Grass. 3d, the third experiment 
was made in the cold frame with similar soils, and the 

ry. The 

£a 

, result was the same as that obtained in the greenhouse. 
It thus appears that the stove treatment is the most 

successful mode of germinating Tussac Grass seed, but 
when the plants are obtained, they succeed best in a 
cold shady frame. It is Mr. Lawson’s opinion that the 
Tussae Grass seed was pure, and that the other plants 
which appeared had probably sprung from seed lying 
dormant in the soils. 

The next communication, a letter from Mr. Alexander 
Shand, dated Marykirk, on 28th July last, addressed to 
the Seeretary, was read by Mr. Stephens. The object 
of Mr, Shand was to point out the fertilising cause of a 
peculiarly rich herbage of excellent quality, which he 
observed on the banks of the Loch of Forfar sometime 
previous to that date. The soil consisted of pure Moss 
(peat) which had not been changed from its Mossy 
character by cultivation, He at first thought that this 

excellent pasturage was caused by the waters of the 
lake, but this he imagined could not be the case, as Moss 
ground experiences no change by irrigation, and he 
then found it to proceed from the sewerage of the town, 
and from this the deduction seems evident that liquid 
manure, more particularly that from towns, is a specific 
in the cultivation of Moss ground. 

Mr. Sreprens remarked that he conceived Mr, Shand 
had stated the case too broadly when he had assumed 
that Moss experienced no change by irrigation, and 
should have confined the observation to undrained Moss; 
for he had seen pure Moss when drained, and in con- 
nection with irrigated meadows, produce fine crops of 
hay. And as to the production of pure Moss, when 
overflowed by the waters of a river, he had seen an in- 
stance on the side of the great bog of Allen, in King’s 
county, Ireland, where pure Moss was inundated by a 
river every winter, and in summer yielded very heavy 
crops of hay, as much as 600 stones per Irish acre, 
which are equal to 480 stones per Scotch, and 380 stones 
per imperialaere. He also stated, from his own know- 
ledge of the locality of Forfar, that large quantities of 
shell marl had formerly been excavated from this and 
other neighbouring lochs, and that upon those parts of 
the ‘margin, consisting of Moss, on which tempora 
depots had been made of that material, he had noticed 
a remarkable degree of verdure. 

Sir George MACPHERSON Grant, of Ballindalloch, 
stated that he was now engaged in improving Moss, 900 
feet above the level of the sea, after being drained, by 
laying upon it 2 or 3 inches of clay, and lime upon the 
clay, and harrowing them down together, and the crops 
of Oats after this process had been so heavy as to attract 
general notice, 

Dr. Mercer then gave an exposition and demonstra- 
tion on the present diseased condition of the Potato 
crop, ill d by the p 

Mr. SrEPHENS then. read a communication from Mr. 
A.Tod, market gardener, East d, near Edink j! 
on a successful mode which he had practised for several 
years past of raising Potatoes for seed, and which Mr. 
Tod considered might also be practised by farmers who 
wished to raise good seed Potatoes. After referring to 
the observation he had frequently made of Potatoes 
which had grown deep in the soil being mealy and fit 
for the table, while those which were formed near the 
surface of the ground were waxy, and consequently 
unfit for the table, yet made good seed—he alluded to 
the conviction which this circumstance brought to his 
mind of the propriety of always raising Potatoes for 
seed, and those for food in different ways, and he was 
the more anxious to treat the Potato differently for 
these different purposes, that he had suffered largely by 
failures in his early Potatoes. His suggestions for 
raising seed Potatoes are therefore derived from his 
own experience, and we;believe they will be best under- 
stood in his own words. ‘The remedy I venture to 
suggest," says Mr. Tod, “is simple and practical, and 
within the reach of almost every farmer, and of a cha- 
racter that it may be easily tried to a greater or less 
extent according to eireumstances, I propose that a 
portion of land most suitable for the raising of seed 
Potato should be selected, and if it require manure let 
it be applied and ploughed in during the autumn and 
winter months. In the spring, let the ground be 
wrought into a fine friable state, and plant the seed to 
the depth of two inches and no more. During the sum- 
mer, let the ground be kept loose and free of weeds, but 
do not earth up the plants. In autumn, lift the crop as 
soon as the stems begin fto lose their greenness, By 
this method the crop will be as large as by the ordi 
nary way; but what is of more i the germi- 

crop, and the effect of a dry season on its growth, that 
even in the few cases in which the crop was apparently 
very good, the amount of fibre produced was inconsider- 
able—this was particularly the case with that grown by 
Mr. Barker, of Ramsey—some of which was consider- 
ably longer in the straw than any grown this year, 
while the amount of flax produced from a given quantity 
was one-third less in weight than that grown by Mr. 
King and Archdeacon Berners. With reference to the 
great improvement in the quality of that grown during 
the present year,a comparison of the samples exhibited 
with those grown in 1844, will furnish the most striking 
proof of the progress which has been made, And 
your Committee refer with satisfaction to the opinion 
expressed at the exhibition of the Society for the Im 
provement of Flax in Ireland, of the samples for- 
warded for their inspeetion—they were described in the 
report as some ‘very fine specimens of English growth, 
from which the seed had been saved on the "Courtrai 
system—the quantity of seed and flax was large, ard 
the quality good.’ And in a letter subsequently re- 
ceived from Mr. M'Adam, the Secretary of thot 
Society, he says, * The flax was considered strong, well 
coloured, and of good quality for spinning—the only ok- 
jection made against it was that it did not possess much 
of what the spinners term ‘nature,’ that is, the oiliness 
and silkiness of textare, which renders the yarn more 
durable when wrought into linen. This may be owing 
to several causes, but the most usual is the delay in 
pulling the flax until the seed is approaching maturity. 
t is, however, almost a drawn question with us at pre- 

sent whether the fine flax produced by pulling green, 
which precludes the saving of perfect seeds, is likely to 
pay more than a coarse fibre and mature seeds.’ One 
of the samples exhibited this day, viz., that grown at 
Ipswich by the Company formed here for the purchase 
of flax, has been estimated by Mr. Rodwell, of London, 
at 807. per ton, which, it is believed, is the highest price 
that has yet been realized for flax grown in these coun- 
ties.” —Ipswich Journal. 

Farmers’ Clubs. 
SUBJECTS FOR DISCUSSION, 

3. Corn Renrs, 
See Agricultural Gazette, 1845, p. 789 : See a very elaborate article on the subject in the 7th and 8th Chapters of Layton Cooke “On the Value of Land”: Bacon’s “Report on the Agriculture of Norfolk,” p. 69: Low “On Landed Property,” p. 48 : Stephen’s ** Book of the Farm,” vol. 3, p. 131 

“Practical Farmer," p. 44: Sinclair's * Codé of Agric 
59: “ Quarterly Journal of Agriculture,” vol. 8, p. 543: An Essay “ On Corn Rents,” by H. Hart, V.P., of the Lewes Far- mers’ Club, W, Strange, Paternoster-row, 
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We then 

We next remarked, that the proportion between stock rent and grain rent is naturally regulated by the rotation of cropping, 

Our next con- 

P » 
nating powers ofthe Potato will be found greatly im- 
proved and invigorated ; for the greater number of the 
tubers having grown above ground, will have the ad- 
vantage of the light and air to form and strengthen in 
the buds or eyes, and therefore will be much hardier 
and not so easily injured by rain or frost as those grown 
in the ordinary way.” In conclusion, Mr. Tod says— 
* Before I adopted the above method I had for several 
years failures in my crops of early Potatoes, more 
especially in the Ash-leaf Kidney and the Adelphi 
Early, but observing that such tubers as were acciden- 
tally growing above ground, exposed to (light and air, 
had well formed, strong and vigorous eyes or buds, Í 
resolved to adopt the said method of growing my seed, 
and have done so for the last four years ; and the re- 
sult is, that my crops are considerably larger than they 
were, and have now no blanks.” To a question put 
from the chair, Mr. Tod replied that he cut his seed 
into sets when the Potatoes were large, but planted the 
small Potatoes whole. He considered it, however, of 
the greatest importance to manure the soil in autumn 
or winter. 4 | 

NATIONAL FLAX SOCIETY. 
Ipswich Branch.—At the late annual meeting of the 

above Society, at Ipswich, Mr. B. B. Farrow read the 
report, from which we extract the following :— In re- 
ferring to the causes which have temporarily retarded 
the progress of flax cultivation, your Committee allude 
particularly to the long-continued drought in the spring 
of 1844, while the luxuriant crop of the present year 
sufficiently testifies that the effect of moisture which is 
usually most to be apprehended in this country is ad- 
vantageous to its growth. That the erop of 1844, as 
regards the fibre, was a failure, as in that part of Ire- 
Jand where it is cultivated, is sufficiently shown by the 

G 

samples exhibited here to-day ; very little of that grown 
being worth the expense of working up, and it is pecu- 
liarly observable as exhibiting the character of this 

ifying this imperfecti ; nd, finally, we alluded and ob- jected to the present practice of fixi two or three different average prices of grain, and more especially without dividing the grain sold info two or three corresponding lots of deter. minate weights per bushel.” We extract this passage be- cause itis, as it were, a table of the contents of this valuable 
article, and may induce a more general perusal,of it, 

4, SuED-FEEDING 
See Agricultural Gazette, 1844, pp. 1845, p. 6t “Journal of English Agricultural Society,” vo 407; vol. vi, p.242, * Quarterly Journal of Agriculture,” Oct., 1843, p. 167; J 5, p. 399 an., 1845, p. 399. 
It is found that sheep fed in sheds make more mutton upon 

less food than those exposed in the fiel hat they are less 
liable to certain diseases—and that foot-rot, to which they are 
more liable can be avoided by proper management and 
attention. 

Pnonvs : Bone Manure.— At the last meeting of this 
club, a paper on the analysis of the soils of Carnwiniek 
Farm,—the property and in the occupation of C, H. P 
Hawkins, Esq.—was read by Mr. Karkeek, of "Truro. 
Its object was to prove the durability of bone dust as a 
manure for a period of ten years. It appears that, in 
(1835, a piece of waste ground was broken from the 
common, and tilled to Turnips, the larger part of which 
was manured with bone dust, at the rate of three quar- 
ters to the acre.* In the two following years it was 
successfully cropped with Oats, and with the last crop, 
laid down to permanent pasture, in which state it has re- 
mained ever since. At the present period, the éffect of 
the bone dust can be plainly distinguished—the Grass as 
far as th reach havingarichG sward—whilst 
the adjoining part, where no bone dust has been applied, 
has a coarse sterile appearance ; the difference being as 
great as ifa line had been drawn between rich pasture 

* It should be properly added that the whole of the Turnip 
lant was carried off by the fly ; consequently, little or none of 

the bone-dust was used in that crop. This will partly account 
for its evident durability, 

rent were ' 



‘and scanty coarse herbage. 
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‘his, and a great many 
other experiments of the same «cl ter, made by Mr.: 
Trethewy, the manager of the estate, amounting alto- 
gether to 120 acres, and on all of which the effect of the 
bone was equally visible, induced the club to senda 
sample of the soil from each part of the field on which 
the first experiments had been made, to Mr. Hunt, late 
of Falmouth, and now “Curator of the Museum of 
Economic Geology,’ to be analysed, in order to ascer- 
tain if the bone could be detected at the present time, 
It should be observed that Mr. Hunt was kept alto- 
gether ignorant of the object of the club, and that the 
result was perfectly satisfactory, inasmuch as he readily 
detected the bone in that portion of the field, on which 
it had been applied some 10 years before. The fol- 

E lowing are the analyses :— 
No L' NG. 2, 

"Water,evaporated by stove drying .... 14,06 — 14,18 
etable and animal matters burnt off 12,01 — 12,05 

i : 49,50. d siliceous grit .. — . .. 49,54 
Oxi m 7,08 
Carbonate of lime . 
Carbonate of magnesia 
Bulphateoflime ..  .. 
Muriates . 
Alumina 
Phosphate oflime .. m 0,75 
Phosphate of magnesia |. 0,05 
Potash E e s 1,97 
Tumus and soluble alkalies 6,17 

Mr. Karkeek contended, from hat the 

and one which is considered a disputed question amongst. 
agriculturists, that the principal manuring properties 
of bone existed in the earthy matters, which constitute 
about two-thirds of bone, and not in the oily and gluti- 
hous parts constituting the remaining third. — An 
interesting discussion ensued, on the subject of the 
analyses, the club being of opinion that the organic 
parts of bone evidently had a powerful effect as a manure, 
but that it was next to an impossibility that any other 
than the earthy matter could have remained so long in 
the land—the whole of the animal matter having been 
probably consumed by the two crops of Oats ;—and 
they agreed with Mr, Karkeek that the principal 
manuring properties of bone existed in the earthy 
phosphates. l 

Farm Memoranda. 
Linconnsuire Fen Farminc.—The means for im- 

proving peat land are now very extensively employed by 
fen farmers. Throughout the greater part of the great 
level of the fens, claying is found to be indispensable. 
This operation increases the capabilities of the soil, and 
renders it much firmer. The peat is continually liable 
to be blown away by strong winds, but by an admix- 
ture of clay the whole soil becomes more tenacious. It 
also proves of great benefit in frosty weather. Before 
eing clayed, the peat land is very liable during suc- 

cessive frosts and thaws to lose plant, as it is termed. 
he clay prevents the occurrence of this by rendering 

the land drier and more solid. The clay is found at 
Various depths beneath the surface—in some parts it is 
eight or nine feet deep, in others one or two, and it 
Sometimes reaches within a few inches of the surface. 
It often varies a foot in the same field. It is a well- 
known fact, that the clay is considerably nearer the 
Surface than it was 20 years ago. Throughout the 
whole fen this has been observed. Two modes ef ac- 
Counting for this have been suggested—some suppose 

and from the great fall even from the lowest lands 
thus drained, to low-water mark, at the several outfalls 
into the sea, is very effective." ^ Under-draining is not 
much praetised, but it is evident that nothing would 
prove more beneficial to the soil and cropping ; for 
although the ditehes and drains may be kept from over- 
flowing, yet the undrained peat will retain too much 
‘water within it. In every instance in which it has 
been tried, it has been found to accelerate the percola- 
tion of the surface-water through the soil. ‘The clay 
forms a solid bottom on’ which the water rests, so that 
after heavy rain the water can sink no further, and 
thus remains stagnant, and keeps the peat sodden and 
wet. When the hollow drains are made, this water 
oozes through them into the main drains, and the land 
becomes dry in a little time. In some cases when the 
peat already holds as much water as it is capable of 
containing, and more rain falls, the water remains on 
the surface. 
penetrate the clay, and the moor cannot receive auy 
more, for it is full, and the land is thus “ drowned.” 

drains can be emptied, there will never be any water 
seen upon the surface, for it will sink rapidly through 
the peat, and the drains will carry it off to the ditches. 

This land, when well drained and clayed, becomes as 
rich and productive as any in the kingdom. In Hunt- 
ingdonshire particularly, and also over a great part of 
the fen, they adopt the following rotation of crops :— 
The fallow is sown almost invariably with Coleseed, 
Turnips and Carrots being grown only in small quan- 
tities. Oats are sown the next spring, and after this 
a crop of Wheat. If, after this crop, the land is still 
rich and in good condition, it is sown with Beans, and 
Wheat after them ; but if it will not bear this, it is 
aid down with seeds—i. e. Clover and Trefoil, and 
then it is ploughed up at Michaelmas for Wheat again. 
Sometimes the Clover lea remains down two years, and 
then to prepare it for a fallow, it is ploughed two furrows 
deep in the winter. Bone dust is generally sown with 
the Coleseed, and this plan of ploughing two furrows 
deep and sowing bone manure is found to answer much 
better than the practice of paring and burning, which 
not only burns up ‘the soil, but in a great measure 
counteracts the effect of the bones. his has been 
found by experiment, and so paring and burning is 
going out of repute, and deep ploughing has the pre- 
ference. Sometimes the land thus ploughed in the 
winter is not immediately fallowed, but sown with Oats, 
and then, after the white crop, it must be Coleseed. In 
some parts 0 bridgeshire and Li 0 
best and richest lands, they take Wheat instead of Oats 
after Coleseed, then two years seeds, then , Wheat 
again; after this, Beans, and Wheat again. Or some- 
times they take Oats after the Coleseed, then Wheat, 
eans,and Wheat again. On the inferior lands they 

grow Coleseed, Oats, and Wheat ; or Coleseed, 
Wheat, Beans, and Wheat; or sometimes Coleseed, 
Oats, one year's seeds, after the Oats, and then Wheat. 
The best part of these lands is not much clayed. Such 
good crops can be obtained from them, that it is thought 
that claying is unnecessary. All the very light fen is 
well clayed. In Bourn fen, which is very poor soil, 
bad moor resting on a subsoil of bad clay,.the course is 
generally much the same as the Cambridgeshire light 
fen system — Coleseed, Oats, ear’s seeds, and 
Wheat. On the best fen land, with pretty good 

my 

that the peat has become’ more p d and solid 
an Consequence’ of draining and tillage ; but the gene- 
rally entertained idea is, that the clay is actually, so to 
Speak, “eating up” the moor. This latter idea is evi- 
dently untenable—the idea of clay, a hard, tenacious, 
Wet, solid substance, absorbing a loose powdery soil! 

inute particles of black mould ‘might penetrate into 
the hard clay, but in such a case the clay itself would 
become changed ; this very process of absorption would 
form a new soil composed of both clay and peat, pos- 
Sessing in some degree the properties and the appear- 
ance of both. But when a clay dike is dug in a field, 
there is no such appearance to be seen—the clay is 
Quite distinct and distinguishable from the moor. 
There is a distinct line or boundary visible between the 
two beds. There is no conglomeration of the two soils, 
no transition stratum. The clay lying in immediate 
Contact with the peat has the same appearance as the 
Clay lying three or four feet from the moor. But even 
ifthe clay and peat did commingle, I do not see how 
it would follow that the unmixed clay and the surface 
should be nearer together. 1 should have imagined it 
—exactly the contrary way—that as the clay and peat 

, Continued to unite together, the level of the unadulter- 
ated clay. would be found so much the more below the | 
surface to make room for the new soil. "The fact may 
be easily accounted for by taking into consideration 
that peat in its uncultivated state contains an immense 

Now, after the land has been well 
1 moisture exhausted from 

they grow about 28 or 32 bushels of 
Wheat per acre, and where the farming is done as it 
should be done, in first-rate style, where plenty of bone 
dust is sown with the Coleseed, and a large quantity of 
yard.manure, from bullocks fed on rich oil-cake, is laid 
in the soil, 36 or 40 bushels an acre are often obtained. 
A good crop of Oats on this land is 80 bushels per acre, 
but only 48 to 60 are commonly grown. The Black 
Tartarians are found to yield more abundantly than 
any others. The good peat will produce 28 to 32 
bushels per acre of Beans. Barley is very seldom 
grown, and yields only 28 to 32 bushels. Carrots 
answer extremely well, they make good food for beasts, 
and prepare the land well for Wheat—from 1200 to 
1600 bushels an acre [!] is reckoned a good crop. Pota- 
toes are grown with large yields—640 bushels an acre 
are a very common crop, and 800 bushels not thought 
at all extraordinary. In working the land it is found to 
be so light, that the roller is constantly employed ; and, 
excepting on that which has been clayed, the young 
Wheat plant has often in spring to be trampled into the 
ground. The way in which this “trampling the plant” 
is done, is as follows :— The field is let out by the 
acre to some man who is called the “gauger ;’ he 
hires a large number of men and boys, regulating the 
amount of wages by the length of each individual's foot ; 
the longest foot will cover the most ground, and will be 
able to trample down the greatest piece in a day, so 
that in such an occupation a man does not pride him- 
self upon the neatness or elegance of his little foot, but 
the longer and more awkward his foot, the more is he 
valued, and the better chance has he of earning his 
living! The leader of the party commences at one 
corner of the field, and advances over a drill-row at a 
rapid pace, first placing one foot over the other, 80 as 
to trample upon every inch of the row he passes over. 
The next trampler takes another row, and so on with 
all the rest, until the piece is finished. This prevents 
the;soil from blowing away, and leaving the plant 
bare. It costs about ls. 6d. per acre. Whieat-seeding 
is generally begun about a fortnight after Michael- 
mas, but the late sown Wheat is found to produce 
the best and strongest plants. Guano is used a 

The water already in the moor cannot | 

But where hollow drains exist, as long as the main | 

| 
| 

good deal, and forces on the young Wheat.  Rape- 
cake is of benefit only on pieces of low, cold land 
and is not very much used. Bones are the favourite 
manure for Coleseed, Cabbages, Turnips, and Tares. 
Couch is the greatest evil among weeds; it spreads 
all over the land ; it cannot pierce through the clay, 
and so it runs on the top of it, between the clay and 
the peat. In the driest lands it is a great nuisance, 
but on the wet land it flourishes abundantly, roots may 
be dug out of the soil many yards in length. Wire- 
worms are the greatest nuisances in the way of insects ; 
they abound in wet seasons, because the water which 

| remains just above the clay accumulates, and thus drives 
them to the surface. Slugs are not very troublesome 
to the fen farmers, weeds are their principal enemies, 
and take a great deal of time and labour to exterminate 
them. This dismal black land, the region of drains and 
green rushes, which was not long ago a dreary waste, often 
covered for miles with stagnant water, has now assumed 
not only the appearance, but the profits of cultivation. 
It is true that there are its wildernesses of, drains, banks, 
dikes, and swampy pools to be seen, but then it can ex- 
hibit fields covered with luxuriant crops ; and the great 
drains which intersect this sable district, and the hun- 
dreds of windmills which oftentimes crowd the view, 
have brought the land from a state of swamp, lake, and 
bog to dryness and fertility. Compared with, what it 
formerly was, the farming of this district has most 
wonderfully improved, and it is to be hoped, and, with 
a degree of certainty, expected, that it will approach 
yet nearer perfection.—J. A. Clarke, Long Sutton. 

Webdiehs. 
A Treatise on Sheep, the best Means for their Improve- 

ment, General Management, Sc. [By Ambrose 
Blacklock. R. G bridge and Sons, 5, Pater- 
noster-row. 

A TENTH edition has been published of this well known 
and deservedly favourite little book. For the benefit of 
those who are unacquainted with it we may just mention 
the character it has acquired as an interesting, simple, 
and sufficient guide on the subjects of which it treats. It 
contains chapters on the history and breeds of sheep, on. 
the wool trade, on the improvement of breeds, on the 
general management of a flock, and on the diseases to 
which the animal is liable. 

The Comparative Merits of Ploughing and Forking. 
Prize Essay. By Edward Wortley. — London: 
Simpkin, Marshall, and Co. 

Tuis little pamphlet was written in consequence.of the 
following announcement made-in 1844 at Mr. Baker’s 
Cottesmore Ploughing Meeting :—'* A premium of Five 
Sovereigns for the most approved statement on the 

comparative merits, between Ploughing and Digging, 
experiments to extend over not less than four acres of 
land: viz. two acres to be dug and two ploughed. 
Competitors will be expected to state full particulars as 
to their mode and cost of management throughout, to- 
gether with the nature, quantity, and relative value of 

their crops, and the description of soil. Statements to 

be delivered to Mr. Baker, Cottesmore, in November, 

1845 : the award will be declared at the Annual Meet- 

ing of the Rutland Agricultural Society,” and it received 

the prize which was thus offered, 
If any one wishes to see a simple account of a very 

fair experiment on the subject to which it refers, he 

had better buy this pamphlet and read it. The extent 

of the ground subjected to cultivation was four acres, 

two were ploughed and two were forked. One-half of 

each plot was sown to Carrots and the other to Mangold 

Wurzel. 
“ The soil consists of a light red loam, mixed with 

red sandstone. On the 12th of April the two acres of 

Carrots were drilled with five pounds of seed to the 

aere, mixed previously with one cwt. Urate for the pur- 

pose of assisting in the more even distribution of the 

seed—one ewt. being too small a quantity to have much 

influence as a manure. The two acres of Mangold 

Wurzel were drilled—the rows 18 inches apart—on the 

2d of May—the same quantity of seed as the Carrots, 

and mixed, to facilitate the drilling, with the same 

quantity of Urate. No farm-yard manure whatever was 

applied to any of the crops. So that, however scanty 

the fare of food allowed, they were nevertheless all 

treated alike. ‘The experiment was not for the purpose 

of tcsting manures, but implements. 

We must not enter into such detail on the matter as 
might prevent the perusal of the pages from which 

we take our extraets, but we may simply mention that 

the results were these—a difference of 3 tons of Carrots 

and of nearly 5 tons of Mangold Wurzel per acre in 

favour of the forked ground. We must confess that the 

crop recorded was in neither case remarkable for 
weight, but this is ted for by the non-applicati 
of any manure, and it only makes the difference the. 
more remarkable which was observed between the two. 

Mr. Wortley, who is himself a tenant-farmer, is so 
struek by the result of his experiment that he concludes 

his pamphlet thus :— 
“I shall only further'add, in closing these remarks, 

that I intend both to continue and extend the use of the 

fork, because I believe it to be a most excellent and 

profitable tool—a useful and powerful auxiliary in the 

cultivation of the farm, for, of course, on large occu- 

pations, it can only be used in conjunction with. the 

plough.” i 

We have only further to add, as regards the question 
oifFork versus Plough as a means of profitable farming; 
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that having a little farm of 20 acres in our own hands, '" CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS. a persing thr 1e bodies of de m fed on them." 

JANUAR whichis being wholly cultivated bymanuallabour,the par- 
ticulars and results of which we hope ultimately to lay 
before our readers, we shall be better able to express 
a decided opinion on the subject hereafter. In the 
meantime, whatever may be the feasibility of a system 
of cultivation which entirely excludes horse-labour, 
there ean, we think, be but little doubt that a more 
thorough cultivation of our fields, especially of their 
headlands and edges, with the assistance of the spade 
or fork, is entirely consistent with attention to profit. 

Miscellaneous. 
Preparation and Composition of Manure. (Bous- 

singault ; vol. ii. p.58).—The more usual method of 
preparing manure is.to collect it in a yard prepared for 
the purpose. There are, however, districts in which it 
is allowed to accumulate in the stalls, fresh straw being 
added every day. The bed increases therefore conti- 
nually under the feet of the cattle ; on which account 
moveable racks are made use of. This method obviates 
the necessity of frequently cleaning the stall; but as 
the same quantity of manure must sooner or later be 
carried out, there is little gained in point of economy. 
The fermentation of the dung would be greatly pro- 
moted by the high temperature, did not the constant 
trampling compress the dung so much; and the daily 
addition of straw condenses or ind evaporation. 
The fact is, that, in stalls thus managed, no very unplea- 
sant odour is observed, and the animals kept i in them 
suffer no inconvenience in breathing, provided a pr oper 
communication be maintained with the outer air, which, 
indeed, ought not to be negleeted in those stalls which 
are kept constantly clean. This method is, however, 
all but impracticable where the beasts are fed on watery 
food, such as Turnips or green Clover; the urine is 
greatly increased by this regimen, and the excrement is 
so fluid and bulky, that an enormous quantity of straw 
would be required to absorb the moisture ; and not- 
withstanding this increase of litter, the beasts would, 
nfter all, stand in their dirt, which might possibly pro- 
duce disease. In Belgium, according to Schwertz, ma- 
nure is preserved in the cow-stalls, without the above- 
mentioned inconvenience. The beasts stand on a sort 
of platform, raised above the plane of the stall, and the 
dung drawn from beueath the animals is allowed to 
accumulate on the floor. Straw has the inconvenience 
of being frequently very dear; in some countries it is 
very scarce ; and in some parts of Switzerland, where 
there is little arable land, the litter is economised as 
much as possible, and, w ith this view, is often washed. 
Although it is very difficult to account for a practice 
which consists in augmenting beyond measure the bulk 
of manure, while the quality i is dg cien; and in con- 
sequence the expense of carriage greatly increased, it 
is a fact that this plan has been long pursued, and that 
it has extended to several cantons. The object, doubt- 
less, is to save every particle of manure, which is at- 
tained by repeated washings, in exact accordance with 
the plan pursued by chemists in their most accurate 
investigations. The urine voided by the cattle rung 
into a gutter which communicates with a great tank. 
This gutter contains water in which not only the solid 
excrement is diffused, but which serves also to wash the 

bed, which is renewed only twice a week, 
The tanks are constructed i in the floor itself of the stall 
to keep them from the influence of frost. The fe 
mentation of a mass so diluted is scarcely perceptibl 
and there is no loss except from absorption. The liquid 
manure is then pumped into water-carts, and so con- 
“veyed to the fields. The urine of cattle is also used 
separately as manure, under the name of purin; sul- 
phate of iron is frequently added to it in Switzerland, 
to produce sulphate of ammonia. Liquid manure has 
both its advantages and inconveniences. When we come 
to compare its relative value with that of solid manure, 
we shal! find the opinion of M. Crud confirmed, that the 
advantages attributed to it in Switzerland are certainly 
exaggerated.—M. J. B. 

Town Sewerage.—Were Glasgow properly washed 
out, I should judge the washings capable of irrigating at 
at le: ast 15,000 acres—a square of five miles ; and this, 
at 30/. per aere, would be worth 450,0007. ; or, at only 
207. per aere, 300,0007. yearly. "Taking into aecount the 
population of Glasgow, these sums are considerably 
under what Liebig allows. We should have here a 
stream of dirty water running out from the city, to re- 

gain in a stream of milk—a transformation effected 
^ mysterious, metamorphic power of combined 

able and animal assimilation. ̀  No doubt, a large 
outlay of eapital would be necessary, in the rst place, to 
bring in and distribute a sprint of water over the 
city, | and to effect a complete drainage; and in the 
second place to raise the collected washings, conduct 
them by aqueducts to the proper distance, and spread 
them out in a complete net-work of irrigation ; but the 
exuberant fertility which would thence be extended over 
a large space of country would more than doubly com- 
pensate the amount of outlay, while the improvement 
oe would be effected in the health and even the 
morals and character of the population of Glasgow 
wedld be inappreciable. In the event of this i improve- 
ment being carried out generally, our beautiful rivers 
and streams, which now as they pass our cities and 
populous villages, suffer pollution by the drainage, would 
continue to run in erystal purity to the sea, sweet ag 
when they first welled out in the fountains and springs 

Drainage.—One point was omitted last week :— Wherever, as 
is often the ease, the subsoil is composed of beds alternately of 
‘porous and impervious eke and these dip, whether into the 
ascent or "pha it, the dra: st cut aeross their edges; the 
reagon t, if they quem itis possible that some, or, in- 
deed, all p Kg maylie wholly in those paste where the clayey 
beds crop out, w me pam obviously be of no use fo a 
the eae parts in water has accumulated ; and 

that insite directly Mei the descent (thus placed, pe 
y speaking they ought to be placed), on land s the 

also lies down the descent, will not cut 
s the edges of ane Weak. od mpo: bsoil; in sieh 

cael QUI du dU placed obliquely down the descent 
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ent of Mamwre.—It is always best when made under 
h; P up e we gh be "made, other things being 

, than in M stem. of box-feeding, where the 
and is supplied in pe 

sorb all the ur ings It is surprising 
m nure may thus be made. 

box 10 feet square, Tand well littered Wort morning, will r 
Lee only about three ikonen a week, but the mae Below 
hard sompvesse and i. monthly, when turned ont 

form aheap of at le s of first-rate material 
ake os “ot Ale rod We clean out 

our boxs nthly, art the material to heaps in the fields for 
our Turnip and Gibéemodt crops; and in turning it over, mix 
and) panes it well with the earth on whi 

that part of the field where th 
th 
sheep dung, the sheep being 

month also, and is taken aw: nulate for a 
manner. 
3g ay to heaps in like 

The stable dung, and that from the cattle stalls 
ele d out every day 

ni 
aken to a heap by the liquid-manure 

t which it is soaked whenever the 
when it is carted away 

g, as we unders tand, vs not con- 
Much ammoniacal matter, but it 

and urea) which forms (chiefly a 
utrefaction, 

Henle a mont E fean ely ensues ; and it has been contended, 

pring to the field, 
tain, when perfectly fresh, 
PIER pes (mucous matter 
arbonate of) ammonia during the process of 

that if spread out in the field, when perfectly fresh, on ae sur- 
face, or at most under a very d Hue of e i its 
nitrogen compounds would form nitr not e ds 

thus be as avai ‘lable ian vegetable food. with UR ammonti, and 
les: Nii te nn are very rarely found in our soi 8, k 
and that 
a fair 

s ast heory, but d doctrine-is nevertheless 
Hine: for apeinant aia to test it, When clearing out 

iro OLE boxes le t, say 30 tons, bi prend: attesa diro 
of ploughed stubble for the fik crop of the enbati season, 
and anoth tons putin a heap on theland, andtur ned, mixing 
with earth, oraig ton ule, and then in Apri ilorMayplough 
itin m adjo — the resulting crop, if managed alike 

other repeat will tell the truth on this point. Farm lure 
may be considered, on the average, as con taining about 10 Ibs. 
of ni enin the ton ; this, in she ordinary course of putrefac- 

| tion. eee ‘orm about 23 Ibs. arbonate of Aon to fix 
| the E girre M s" hich, requires 3 jos. of the sulphurie acid of 
com , however, be safer to use a smaller quantity, 
buy (pe ema n amongst the liquid mamure with w 
soak the heap; 7 70 or 80 Ibs. i3 ton of the 
will ioi Ee 
sum), v 3 
well to AES an excess acithateaed Glo seus of its own as a. 

anure ; 1 ewt, of it may, therefore, be mixed per ton of the 
should be. uere once and be ith 
g 5 carted o e field in onth, 

ore i is ieri Den E fir if curri 
and eae 4d. per cubic yard, measured 

ich you 
m green VIS 

being 
and then again three we 
ing will cost 1d., 
before turning. 

Liquid manure may be applied either? by soaking manure 
à anke till spring anc L carted 

e latter e; ts on 

well to fiw ipi uc ue relent suem ifyi ntai 
And to guide to t momical performance ME this, Wo Bay 
mention t i I7 of ammonia require about 3 ewt; of the 

ommarce for its fixation, and that 
wt. of sul- 
produced 

onsider due pn 
of ammonia in 10 or 12 gallons ; 

3n ho yields 3 to 5 Ibs, De cow 30 to 
0 Tbs., and the sheep and pig n bably 2 or 3 Ibs. of d 
Tt must not be forgotten that the value of manure ood 

only upon its nitrogenou y nitrogenous or 
also upon its mineral parts—and it diff 
cording to th 

greatly in these, ac- 
e food and age fad, cond n of the animals which 

at the gri JA value M) Pao 
the du ung rof eue fed beasts, chiefly 

quantity o nates which it pisos 
those phosphates being cU in the food of the cattle. And 
the great ae cee in E rave of their manure between a full 
grown half- ow Or a youn, beast, arises from 
the latter requiring att us Ds in theirfood, one for 
the grow! e , and the other for the secretion 
its milk, v E ‘requiring fes for neither of these 
Pee pow themoutinitsmanure. Manurealso depends 
for some of its value on its bulk—its OR on the texture 
of the soil; but this, Milos abusum beneficial as clay 

ils, where it ought to be applied fresh, is SE injurious, 
as on light soils, where, aecor dingly, it ought to be kept, if this 
can be done with safe y to its volatile Spe a it is 
rotten and "of an unctuous texture. It wi lif 
the terms on which farmers ROS is lands were ee "modified 
as RN allow of their changing t rodueed on their 

s for any other kind of EE food ines miht prefer -they 
would then be able to buy or to sell straw according as a 
or a light soil E to them to require a bulky fibr dus 
manure, or 01 f a more condensed and less bulky, Ei acter, 
and all this xS be attended. mm. benefit, not only to them- 
selves but to their landlords als 

Notices to Correspondents. 
ARTIFICIAL Eee Harcninc— T says, in Chambers’ “Edin. 
burgh Journal” an extractis given from Mr. W, Bucknell’s in-, 
enious method of artificial hatching, but it omits detailing 

the degrees of ae necessary to be observed in the 
oven and the ap t and dt does Ut state ohwiabeizolene 
different pipes dus ended to be. Can any one give this 
Mesi 

BONES AND SU LPHURIC ACID Sillon—Will any of our read 
ue er the E ing question as addressed to him- 

t of your observation, has bones and 
sulphuric acid, mixed with ashes or fir he soil, been ain to 
rass land, and what was the resul 

CATTLE F.: pedem i— 

pay ju increase of growth ; to etes it will ni 
such anoss are uncertain, 
cattle to east consuming 14 cwt. of Swedes daily, 
Gs "outing nothing else, should pay 4s. or 4s. 6d, per week in 

Ss i—T p=“ Will steaming hay, which contains Couch 
seeds destroy the vitality of those poi ? Ifit will not, then 

, therei is a chance of thei r preserving their Vitality | even after 

* Taking the face of a roof as prea re ı ph inclined 
from the bosom of our pastoral hills.—Mr. Matthew, 
in the Glasgow National. 

stratum of rock, then a ball will roll down it in the direction 
of trike, » and the ridge line is in the “Givestion of its 

sti 

xs 3 any one ie teal to.give an We have 
but we should suppose that a DERA steaming would 

dio) the life of the seeds. chance spoken 
x d almost to nothing 

by giving the ihe not to horses, but to animals which Rr 
anks for your remarks about Clubs. If y 

succeed in me E we will send this Paper to Su 
secretary gra! 

E T Wi rutting hay into chaff is not of so much conse- 
e when given to rum ninating ae als, and we hardly 

think ^ is worth the labour of cows. 
sue was not put in the vin em Should put a lump E! E 

the m manger for the animal to lick 
DISSE ESO PorATOES—W, S “Starch” ay be e; 

the means which have been s 
cted by an 

en poista out in the 

TTENING Pras—W S s their food three times 
a day, warm. Barley- id ve ated consider better than “ight Y leat" ground, 

Gi i— WP e would certainly not sow now, till "Phe seed would probably perish. But you 
not suited a Clover-seed sower—the seed would 

pedum rome dus a aneh foie a1 beplanted. We 
pM your letter next week, with more detailed 

on: 
'eshire— Three cwt. per of Peruvian guano 

applied broadcast in wet weather over “Wheat in April, or 
o ver Oats or Barley which y, a fort tnight out re 
she erpund, and then harrowed in over the growing ple i 

od dressing well applied. We provid. consider that its 
effects would be most evident on light lan 
‘ou sDING Cows —P Af Fisher—You.m +8 give your vus 
Turnips and Mangold Wurzel, m W. Bee ae p^ andif y 
add an NE (31bs.), to each d 

of quiu eran ui 
nd you may entirely avoid the taste m 

the butter by the tollowing managemer 
in M m th 

As 
pail of milk com w add to it between one en 
two pints of in in Witt; Pu then pour it out into the 
pans, and into m pan put a little piece of s: alepeerer Before 
churning scald the cream in the Devonshire method, This is 
not a detail of our own practice and e: experience ; but we are assured by parties who have tried à that ffeetual, 

JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES—A Subser’ &re good plants 
f corner ara to put the plough 
in, only they make a famous cover for game. The tubers are 

f Pigs may be ONES in store condition on them, and 
we nieve given occasionally , Sä Ibs, daily, to straw-fed 
oxen. We fear we shall Ups youin saying that those plans were intended only as a (oan. We have several i inquirers 
waiting for them when you have done 

NAKED BARLEY— It si mmonly grown on the Continent, and also in places in this ry; but v uld prefer the 
Chevalier for pr oductiveness, anaiei inm respect of the market 
value of the produ 

HOD e B AKING—Dew gretos ae name of the 
patentee is Mr. Henry Dodson, 98, Blackmat-street, » Borough, 
London, We may possibly have Pes in foe 1 to give 

R r—Boiled Swedes mixed wi h pollard, would 
for a sow with young food 3 pigs. —Inquirer— 

ll keep pigs in good store condition; you Should 
pigs fall back in condition ; but if you do not im 

tend fattening till next summer, you e n. keep them up to the 
mark in a ary sheltered yard without corn, 

RxwT—N S—It of course depen ds upon whether the farm be 
anol. vie and also, in a mensure, upon the rotation 
which is adopted. What part of the value of the gross 
produce of the farm is Wheat? Ascertain this, and then de- 
termine on the price which that ur probably bear for the 

8 borne, and you have 
dum question 

ieuts—7 B H—See nee heading “ be den 

future compared with that which eum 
all the data required for az an 

TENANTS I 
Clu 

NURE—nquirer—The distance is 500 yards, Fm- 
3mon loading atthe heap, and one man unloading 

field in heaps of one toa perch, and of such a number to each cart as ine dreseina you fitnt il amont t One cart 
will be always in the field ; 
nd on 

l, carry, and spread, 120 cubic yards 6S E ay, 
and the best way to make them work with a will is to let the 
RR eu the d cn at the heap ; it is worth ĝa. 

To REA — Weshall answi eryour question in our week! kly 
Calendar very duse) in the meantime see Agri icul, Gazette, 
184 

small ne 
roots. Cut the tops off, and eümspldci them net ground 
whi should have been dug over some time b 
place them sont a yard apart Du way, and then wait till 

u have a large extent of ground thus lanted, 
ime H ipe P dn clean thegroand EN SE ee and 

he ifyou have onl ngle w, each 
plant should bo ‘supported bya stake. Do not, R into richly-manured gro 

discs STARD—A "South Devon Farmer—Will 
‘eaders give us their poke oe White Mustar 
the period of sowing, the qua 
its DOPO the soil it ERROR 
crop as food. 

*.* Communi ications to riag town after Wednesday, cannot be 
answered the same week. 

SBarkets. 
SMITHFIELD, BONDAT, Jan. 5— tone of 3 lbs. 

Best Scots, Herefords, E ie 048 6 | Best US i Eug brads Sa o Dp E 
Best Short Horns 4r 4 4| Best Longe 
ae AE eae . 3 0 88 Enos anit Peowond aualluy H 0 ̂ H 

5 6| Pigs 8 50 

ny of our 
ay stating 

seed sown, the nature of 
and the nature of the 

Bent 23,600; Calves, 
e have a lenti Mice supply of E DM "im pee Y we atendency 

pron j the weather, however, bei, simon everything inclexred 
oif. s, doo, amd de boss Shorts 
hoi 
ara rather lowers somo few owns, however, st sd py 
per 8 !bs.—The beat Calven are still dear.—Pork trade ie very dull, 

'RID. n Jan. 9 

1 
owing to the mildne: 
from 3s 8d to 4s 8d. 

Beasts, 625; Sheep, 9760; Calves, 191; meyi pls 
nt Smith fiald. 

OTATOES. , BourmwARE, Warenswor, Jan. 
The arrivals to this market since 

sis exceedingly dull, prices range 

egents are more ples 
may have been some s 

epi 
sn lots 

more general prices are 120s per ton : Scosch Reds from 

ork Ri 
consequently are not firm, and there 

s pe 
90s to 1008 per to; 

S, FRIDAY, Jan, 9 
intends to proposoa repeal of the Maltstax iestill 

as the jns retta of the E 

HO. 
"The report that Sir R. Peel 

believed, an 

much better prices, Our market, in consequence, is improving: 
PATTEN) DEN & Surri, Hop-Factors- 

ical Chronicle ; or the dimi paris only may be thrown ` 



THE AGRICULTURAL GAZE T DE. 

| 10.—The market has been well 
Vegetables o 

ARDEN, 
SRL EHed during g the week w wil 
and Fruit ak also been sufficient th 
handsome Pine Apples ‘have been off 
Queens, Black maicas, and Providences, some of the igus 

QUE A. Grapes, although scarce, are sufti- 
cient for the demand, which is not great. Por pues ar 
P EOS e tolerably abundant. Good des: Apples. AH 

especially fine s 
STN Guernsey 

TA e E ever o 

e pleni ut e fine looking speeimens 
prices for ana ari consequence pretty high. 
tiful. There has Tien little alteration in the f Ve; 

bles. Cauliflowers are nearly over for a season, but their ple 
is supplied by large White Broccoli, fom Cornwall, which 
pretty liberally supplied at from 1s. to 5s. per Koc. h 

>» good and plentiful, aud Brue ef. 

rapes Sette der which are 

week, as is also SRM a plon- 
i ELTE pou sh gu 

rather more plentiful than it v 
i TEM mdffaBbere d in m 

and other kinds o: 
ficient for the demand. 

more plentiful, pretty tree om disea 
down in price. Cut Flow 
Hyacinths, Tulips, F 
‘oses, Acacias, Viol 

e: eios la 
A are 

rather e 

e Apple, perlb., 4sto Ge 
ie Hoshone, per Ib, i 

h, per 1b., Dd to Ja 
Poreugel, p. ib. beo 2s 0d 

| Temone, ner dozen, Od to Se 
per 10, 4s to 1 

Almonds, per peck, da 
Sweor Almonds, ne h Entote 

Apples, "n » per bush., FUR 19s Filberts, Eng! 1001b s to abs 
Kitchen, 2s 0d to és Gd | Nota, Qo per Idi, 0 gas 

Oranges, per dozen, ed eo. 2s | 
100, à to 128 E Ys 

= Seville, per 100, 148 ish, Tir 
per dozen, 2s to 2s Gd |e mue Per peck, 4s to 8s 

| Pears, per h£.-sv., ds to 105 
VEGET RE 2S. 

Ganges per uy Gatos oa elery, per bunch, ca tols 6d 
red, to 84 Dardeons, each, eui 

Brussels Sproule h ays a to Varsnips, ae ee pide 
Savoys, per do: ^nera, di ndis uel 
Aro) M D ale 62 to iai Vra 

> da t0 da. 
bimohes} Sr oarda | to 3e 

(S80 o ds 
a arale dons 

Budive, erg 
Lettue 

s pe | Salads, per pu 
arrots, per doz. NUM 6 per bunch, 
Bore Radish, pot bu may ea to 5e | Savory, per 
Seakale, per pn 2 to 9 G Thyme, per und 
Rhubarb, ber bunds 9 tote Od. Watercress, ee 44d to 6d 
Asparagus per bundle, to 208 DEA NUM 
Cucumbers, each, de per bandle, la Spinach, per sie Tarrag r bunch, 6 
Leeks, per doz Biches, 1a t 20 interest, per bun » 91 to 8d, Garlic, perlb., 6d to ad | Marjoram, per bunch, 

ar pinnae: 
HAY. Per Load a ; ife. 

VT. poen Sb 
e Mead.Hny 908 

Tate ‘New & Rowen 65 
- —s | New 
P D Straw ^ 98 — 28 

Jonn eorn Salesman, 
SD Market, Jan. 8. 
Pa Clover 110480 118s 

105 | Straw 888 t0 968 

Clr, —sto —a Ne ex 
Gluver 

M Sue Hay 
ys Pun 

gom Baxxn, Hay Salesman. 

Old Hay - 
ries r Hay - 

PRI ,4a 
irket continues quie! The. ae mand for som criptions of 

Wow Mag been rather better, but we cannot BE cate al lsaration i in price. 
AMES PRERIN, Wool- Bro! 

MARK-LANE, D. 
of Wheat from its > 

Ja 
Kent, “and Suffolk, e wi tas 

again moderate this morning ; beads opened b 
and early sales were made 1 advance of fully 1s. per qr 
but a portion remained aol iwi in DS "by; ODE ich this 
improvement could not be rcaliz 
infree Foreign 

ior 
deus basin an VOR is limited. Fine 

e prices, inferior continues a 
slow sale, Beans and ps Bena we unaltered in value, but 
We reduce our uus jer Rs for ats irm, 
and where are n mU 8. per qr. QN the prices of 

BRITISH, E IMPERIAL QUARTER. 8. 8. $. 08. 
Whest, Buen Kent, and Suffolk White: 58 67 Red . 54 63 ano, Nontolk, Tindomekbe ard Yorkshire — «. 87 a 
Barley, Matting and distilling 31s to $ 6s Chevalier 
as Lincolnshire and Y. 

83 88 
Polands 2? 24 Feed 20 23 
Feed. 20 93 
Feed 20 22 Posau 
+. B4 60 

orkshire : 
Z Northumberland and Soich . ` 
Malt, pa SA shi M B . S im x 

e Bettona anA Rx. Mas . a 65 

Harrow Beans, Ttazagans i d and new 28 to 42 33 46 
igeon, nd o 

87 
ze EN 4a 
Ww 

Peas, Whigs ES 

Y, Jan. 
There has been little Enghien. host ‘fresh up since Monday, 

‘the sale is dull at that day’ * (Ue in free Foreign or E 
Scarcely E E s d issome demand for Polish 
Odessa afloat, ight and insurance included, FER 
been ee Es "ine "quality, Sn some business done at the 
Price, Barley, Beans, and Peas, mi Sia a Jimited peste d 
We note ee pea in 

SW 
their value. held ve: 

hich are quite of a reta n Gee utes fully’ ooo 

s /— ORNAMENTAL PLANTING, 

V TM. DENNIS anp ÇO., Florists, &c., King’s-road, 
[U eu ea, beg to inform Noblemen, Gentlemen, Amateurs, 

| &e., that i juence of their being obliged to clear more 
pund for "immediate building, a imn arger portion of gus 

tine-flowering and Ever Plants, comprising 
sands of Standard and Dev ae Ri ed of the finest ve 

Sr ants: of ie ne "Kw ee Lilac, 10, 000 ne 
other Er “quis any 

ln 
e 

I: 
Hs 
He 

£e £ ES 
E 

E Sa 

CHEAP AND DURAB 
AND THE BEST RESISTER OF FROST FOR 

PURPOSES, 
GARDEN 

BY HER ROYAL LETTERS 

MAJESTY PATENT. 

Tu MNEILL & CO., of Dane Buildings, Buvhill- 
e row, London, M: anufactur ers and only, P ataritee of 

ALTED FELT FÓR ROOFING, 
s has been in extensive us for "Roofing 

ED eon ldin ls, and 
"ROT or E ANTS 
OST, beg to call Sp 

their superior articl 
(rica Shows y England, 
the F Mee being the best 

1 randa kind 
for COVERING GARDEN FRAMES, TO 
AGAINST THE EFFECTS OF Tuk P2 

attention of VIELE and others 
which has been exi at the Great 
Scotland, and ireland, Ona OER 
ud cheapes ue fing, d^ 

em ijesty's Bpa ard o: ce, Gortithiesiansts of Wi 
s, the Hon. the East India Company, and ns e Bo 

Tegent’ 's-pari xtensiv: ely used i 
noblemen and gentlemen in the 
d in different parts of the country, 

This’ T a is compie of the s 
8. saturated with the I 

BIT "UMEN (THE SAME AS SELECT: 
doe un vex is 

o patronized by 
and d 

Gar aee 
" sev 
ndon, a 

ence is made, 
durable materi 
PHALTE OR 
ny SIR ISAMBERT Bru 
FOUND THE MOST ELA WET). 
NO 07 THE RI FEL wis ASPIN, Ut ES T.F. MNEILL 

5 €0.s, and which mpe to rain, snow, and 
‘and a non-i Se of mis and sm Its advant 

Mp Durability, and Economy. T 
Y PER SQUARE E 

edi Dir ections fo 

neigh botó i D. 
tohor om refer- 

e, d LE 
eh nforma- 

n XR and 
NT FREE to any du of thie in or DURS and 

orders b» Post execut ed. 
Th UU MM Courts, the Offices attached, and 

Passages leading to W estminster-hall, zm Reid’s Offices, and 
amen annes e New Houses of Parliament, are roofed 

LL and Co.’s Felt, andis aot by its having the 
r 
re espectfully Meu against misrepre- 

sentation, as the eels Works i; ae Great Briti ‘itain wi jue the above 
F atent Roofing is madeis F. NEILL &c 

Dos 
gar The Public 

published, Second Edition, foolscap Svo, price 6s., 
H “OME SERMONS (each six mud Mund De- 

signed cspeci ally for the use of F 
. ALFRED W ILLIAMS, 

Alterna me Aae z Pr eac "e at Berkeley and Quebee €i PEN 
nd Afternoon Lecturer at St Pancras Church, 

ed to find that o nion of this volume, 
ratified by this. easly appearance of a 

“We are pleas 
when first publishec 
second edition." —Joha 

“This volume will supply a want that will now cease to be 
felt." mue and State 

e would y JE to ae me a volume introduced into every 
Hpascigrd. 

Lon fh j 190, Oxford-street. JowDERY & KERBY, 

Just Published, price 
ANSACTIONS OF THE YORKS 
LTURAL SOCIETY for the Year 1 

Ripewar. You Suae ; and by order of 
‘ Bookseller 

HE TR 
AGRIC 

London: 

SHIRE 
845.—No. 8. 

all 

PRIZE E Y.—Just Published, price 6d., 

E COMPARATIVE MERITS OF PLOUGH- 
NG AND-FORKING, By r, one of the 

lon. Bees of tt : Society. “The best 
ty on the subject I huy speech of R. W. Baker, 

in declaring the Award at of the Rutland A 
ultural Soci £5 iy, Dec. 9, 1 

London : §: PRIN, MARSHALL, & Co. 

ppc FRE EEDO: T FROM COUGHS, iu ten 
nutes Sues s insured b; 

PULMON RS.—Another remarkable 
Cure of Asthma. 

Redenossastre Sous 
nothin; 

S, f 

Dr.LOCOCE'S 

nee a an 
e he til she 

hoses (of Shieh aa but 

. Willing, 71, 
Asthni a for 14 y 

Nov. 
SDN Ee A 

eure of Asthma, Cough 
Lungs. 
To Sic and Pur 

for clearing and 
pleasanttaste. Pr 

Da SILVA 

give instant relief and a rapid 
id all disorders of the Breath and 

1c Serakzns they are invaluable ; 
ening the voice; they have a most 

9d., and Ls. per box. 
Jride-lane, Fleet-street, London. 

ne Vender 

SU NG CASE OF THE RECOVERY OF 
EALTH BY HOLL "ui E B s, 

Gentleman residing in N 
or years from a D: 

Agents : 

Bie 
ori de ea Liver, 

f Breath, 

har 
"pa eranged 

Swi relling vt "tha 
ren Feet, and Le s of Spirits, a want of Strength 

and Energy, whi yas slowly breaking up his 
constitution. Finding ae benefit from the Medical Tr atment 

ed io London, where he resi 
Lamb's i Danhill: EC Tonos 

IMPROVED DIBBLING MACHINE. 

OHN WEATHERSTONE begs to inform the Ag 
eultural Publie that his PATENT HORSE-DIBBLING 

MACHINE is now ready, whereby the greatest regularity may 
be insured in the deposition of all Seeds. A team of four horses 
will be found sufficient power to cS aw one of the la’ 

rice of Machine, with six r 
2 sight bpm 
ji row: 

nes op for further particu Bs Eno to. in ; ga 
WEA ington, near Ox to Mess: 
tnd Wa AnD,  Higha str eet, Oxford.—Agents wanted 2 in all par "e “of 
he coun 

GRICU LTURAL TRAINING SCH TOOL, 
Hoddesdon, Herts. Established for General and Scientific 

Education, including every branch of Agricultural and Civil 
Engineering 

RESIDENT HEAD MASTER—Mr. E 00D. 

G ENERAL ASSISTANT amens [ic As A. b. JACKSON, 

AGRICULTURE mE DONALDSON, ae ae “ British 
Grasses,” “ Manure 

BO" TANY Y— Professor 
Botany of Sussex, 
CHEMIST Hi ptus Hozmes, five years Lecturer at 

Ste Edmund 
GEOLC OGY, MINE RALOGY, &e. reps CUT 
MANAGE EMENT and DISEASES o 

. B. Smronps, M. Up . V.S., and Lecturer s the Roy: a Y eteri- 
nary College, Lon 
un CH ANICS " PRACTICAL 

Mr. sLWOOD and M 
pir Sehol 1 Ses 0 divided into two ton from the 

30th of January to Midsummer, and from the 30th of July to 
Christmas. 

e course of education embraces the Classics, rude 
ad Experimental Philosophy, Mechanics, Ph; 

try, Botany, Mineralogy, Geology, Tand Surve: 
Levelling, Drawing, the French Langua Practical Agricul. 
ture, and Lectures on the Breeds, VE Y and Diseases 

opus; F.LS. Author of “ The 

wy e GS. AC 
l''LE— 

SURVEY zs and LEVEL 
W. Jacks 

Hon part of which oes set apart for experiments Wes 
n extensive library, mus: 

and the Starge Tor 
arranged by the Committee 

of Management as io include every expense (except for washing 
boo guineas the half year—payable in 

for the repo of pupils to be addressed to 
cultural Training School, Hoddes. 

and the 3 . of Catt) our our quotatio ons. = A 
Rl ran eum manures and varieties of seed, ai ent. Bavley,| Oats. by Nov: 2 per Quarten, sor ae] EAA ai laboratory are attached to the school; 

Dex $9 of esto lise 7 | oard, lodging, lectures, &c., is so 
pt . . . 59 4 82 9 94 6 

cm n se. s| B71j| 82 7| $8 4 and at twen Ja, % + + l| 56 4| 2Ro5| $8 0 advance, vere 
an. $ . . .]| 5 1| Bry] ee 8 

I | 6 weeks Aggrog. Aver, | 67 6| 99 7| $8 9| tue Head Master of the Agr 

Duties on Forelgn Gram! 15 5| 6.0! 5 ol don, Herts, of whom every information. bus be obtained. 
Diagram showing the ITE inthe ES of Corn on the ayerage or the 

> Jan. ending Satur 

= Rapeseed, x English perina 
— | Rape C: 

36 Mem. mt mites » bush 
- 0) _ oa += Baltio 49 — 46 | Trefol 

em = Cakes, Eng: per 1000, Sal 131, Turnip (too variable pug dera 
Kı RD AND Lay. 

B's estis e RAT POISON. —This NENA 
WE offered to the Public with the greatest confidence, being 

i e poisons containing arsenic ani 
Itis most greedily eaten by rats and mice as 

S ol d to ee and invariably denm WP 

Prep: y by EDWARD PURSER, Nev 
rect, Donen E in pots, with full directions or 

8s., and 20s. ea 

deoa PA c6 ND STOVES ili xiktinain othéir 
r Die ut trice 

m oret 

be attended to. 
A liberal allowance to ironmongers, builders, &c. 

at 
6 monii in orda d cons REA EO of oer 

e did to no ady jm 
ills in three wee! restored lim to pe 

Sola by all Druggists, and at Professor Holloway's an i 
Estab Arx 244, Strand, London. 

ILVER SUPERSEDED, and those corrosive and 
injurious Metals, called Nickel and en Siren 

planted by the EO CUCMO of a new and 
ALB ATA PLATE. ON ai 
Norton * TE 

| suce. 

o! Silve er in appearance, with all ability 
—with e geriet sweetness in n undergoing yg. 

by fL all tha useous 
i xti ting au aci eem 

Sd uj E RELY. ed into ever 
sid. ‘Sideboar d. 

t does, 
in mixed 
be cleaned 

rticle for the T able 

Threaded 
Fiddle. 
30s, 

Plain 
Fiddl 
16s. rs . 
1 

atterm. 
| Albert 

Pattern, 
. 955. Table Spoons per doz, 

essert do. do. 
do 

Deer Ree 
(03 WATSON ape ‘the Pubes v 

ha 
he wishes A to d teste, AA from 

need T3 nothin 
wear. 

ATED CATALOGUE 

; and Families who 1 

nemselves of this ful 

y be had Gratis, and Post Free, from im 

UE ECHL’ S TABLE CUTLERY has long been fan 
- E ay oe combined with cheapness. 

v d, RE Eee street, four doors f 

s, patent sh c cases of dessert 

goods, &c. Mechi’s penknives ES excellent 
and economical, Pont is. ae His peculiar steel 
and magie strop and paste have given comfort to many a suf- 

fering shay er; and the ladies pronounce his scissors to be un- 

equalled 

Best 
Jesi 

ED due E — cedi 
Foreign Grey Goos: 

Irish White GbOse; m ôd. dos 

Dantzic White Goo: 
an tanted Pa and free from dust, 

A List of every description of Bedding, containing W 
ipd and Prices, sent fre E by post on application to 

1s. per lb.; 
trey ore dn Ho do. 

m Goo: . do. doré 

L and 
, Feather Dressers an sue cé nufaácturers, 196, oppo- 

ond the Ch hapel "Tottenham. Te T 

ETCALFE'S NEW PATTERN TOOTH E RUSH 
M and SMYRNA SPONGES.—The Tooth Bru the 

important advantage of searching thoroughly into the divisions 

of the teeth, and cleaning then in the most effe 
or ainn y manner, an s for the hairs not comi 

An improved G o aE HEY aan that cleans in a third part 
oe a m the usual time, and ES ofi injuring the fin 

Penetrating 
bristles, W ich do poets tike common hair, DDR Brush 3 
of improved graduated kd powerful friction. 

whieh actin the oe urpr and successful hd The 

Genuine Smyrna $ with its preserved valuable properties 
absorption, vitality, du durablity, means of direct im- 

portations, dispensing with all mri Ciel profits and 

destructive bleaching, and securing the I à genuine 
Smyrna Sponge. Only at Mer 'ALFE'S Sole. Establishment, 
v Oxford- SA one door toon Holles-street, 
Cauti are of the words “From Metcalfe’s,” adopted 

E 

by some houses. 
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IN HALF-YEARLY VOLUMES, EACH COMPLETE IN ITSELF, WITH TITLE-PAGE AND INDEX. 

Every Saturday, in time for the Morning Mails, price Sizpence (with Supplements Gratis, when required), Stamped to go free by Post, 

THE RAILWAY CHRONICLE. 

‘Condition and Prospects of Railways now in use, 

` Traffic and Revenue of Railways. 

"Weekly Letter from Paris, with Latest News, and Share 

It contains the earliest and most authentic information on the following subjects (to elucidate which, Illustrative Maps and Engravings are given, 

Position, Progress and Value of Foreign Railways, 
Progress of Railways in Execution. 
Projected New Railways. 

Value of Shares ; with Weekly Reports on the London, 
Liverpool, Manchester, York, Leeds, Hull and Glas- 

: gow. Markets. 

Lists,—the French Prices translated into English Cur- 
rency (an exclusive feature of this Paper). 

The Proceedings at Railway Meetings, with the Docu- 
ments laid before such Meetings. 

whenever necessary) :— 

rene. of Calls, Dividends and Debent T 

y Railway P. Y 
Dedcecdines of the Board of Trade and other Public or 

Municipal Bodies, so far as they affect the interests of | 
Railway Property. 

Railway Legal Information. 
Monthly Alphabetical Lists of all Elections and Appoint- 

ments connected with Railways. 
Reviews of Railway Accidents—their Causes and Pre- 

ventives, prepared under Official Sanction. 
The Gossip of the Week on Railway Subjeets. 
Contracts for Execution of Works, 
State of the Iron Trade. 

g Works of Merit on Railways at Home and 
broad. - 

(unions Improvements on Railways at Home and 

Mechanical Inventions relating to Railways at Home 
and Abroad, illustrated, when requisite, by Woodeuvs, 

Locomotive Improvements and Inventions at Home 
and Abroad. 

Reports of the Scientific Societies, whenever any Sub- 
jects affecting Railways are discussed. 

Railway Literature. 
Railway Patents. 
Pleasure Excursions on Railways, illustrated, &c. &c. 

ts The Half- Yearly Volume, July to December 1845, with Indexes and Title-page, neatly bound in cloth, moy now be had by order 

of ali Booksellers. 

In opening Number of the New Year was commenced in THE RAILWAY CHRONICLE, a Series of 

RAILWAY TRAVELLING CHARTS 
OR, 

IRON ROAD BOOKS, FOR PERUSAL ON THE JOURNEY. 

IN WHICH WILL BE NOTED 

THE TOWNS, VILLAGES, CHURCHES, MANSIONS, PARKS, STATIONS, BRIDGES, VIADUCTS, TUNNELS, CUTTINGS, GRADIENTS, &e- 

NATURAL HISTORY, THE ANTIQUITIES AND THEIR HISTORICAL . 

ASSOCIATIONS, &c.,, PASSED BY THE LINE OF RAILWAY. 

THE SCENERY ANP 77 

WITH. NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS. 

CONSTITUTING A NOVEL AND COMPLETE COMPANION FOR THE RAILWAY CARRIAGE, 

No. 2, 1846, for Saturday, January 10, commences with the 

LONDON AND BIRMINGHAM. 

La f 

Jan. 17, THE SOUTH-WESTERN, 

CHARTS for the following Lines will be commenced on 

Jan, 24, THE GREAT WESTERN, 

THE LONDON AND BRIGHTON, commenced Jan. 3, will be continued on the 31st. 

*,%* Office for Advertisements and C for the RAILWAY CHRONICLE, 14, Wellington-street North, Strand, London, 

e 
Printed bv WitttaM Beangury, of No. 6, York- place, Stoke Newington, and FmzpkRICK Murterr Evans, of 

the precinct of Whitefriars, in the City of London; e abiakia. by them at the Office, No, 5, Charles strect, in the parish of St, Paul’ 
to be addressed to the Editor, — SATURDAY, TANTARY 

No. 7, Church-row, Stoke Newington, both in the county of Middlesex, ona at their pei in Lombard. fad tr 

's Covent Garden, in the said county, where 



IINE c PESO dy EN ELSE x det 

THE GARDENERS CHRONICLE | 

AGRICULTURAL de pet 
A Stamped Newspaper of Rural Economy and General News.—The Horticultural Part Edited » Professor Lindley. 

. No. 3.—1840.] SATURDAY, JANUARY 17. — [Price 6d. 

Agricultural Societies 
Agni. uds .àSoc. of "Ireland illing 39 

Iaat "S Ade plonghing matoh. 44 
Kitto on. un iblical Literature, rev. 

vide Into equal por- 
drain: 

Angelia A Africana at Broughton. 
a 

Eis redde Zo ie 
Lobelia glandulosa - - 8 

cioa liqulà, enisltaiof P G. WAITE begs to inform the Trade generally he 
WOODLANDS aE MARESFIELD, NEAR — 

CKFIELD, SUSSE 
M. WOOD s: SON have the honour of informing 

their friends that they still continue to supply ROSES 

on the following terms; the selection of sorts being left to 

themselves—Strong Plants and warranted superior) varieties ix 

Extra superior selecti ted Standards on tall s 

stocks, from 5 to 6 Rd EE for plating E 

AMERICAN ONION SEED. 

. Wee had Sonsiuned, to him a, cargo 
of the above ONION 

ed has arrived in excel- 

of our own growth of 

CE ; per cwt., 191. 

$ | Manure, compost mon pa 
conspicuous situation: r Doz. E 16 0 

p | Mri both or triplo paved 98 e 
e Beet EAR F100. 

39 Northampton book clal im, 
uperior Standards — .. er .£1 4 — 

E ni = 9b | Drehide, late basketa for PYRAMIDAL PE AR TREES ox x QUINCE STOCKS FOR | Superb ditto, extra fine uper eM y 

agricultural 7 454 | Packing for hotwater pipes 
N CULTURE. sup 1 nage 2 

aranin Tist o Parrots, dis 
Ce a Ed DE Pasture renovarer, Wayta z Dr uas RIVERS pom e ME the following vari- 

018 0 

Tine Dwarfs on own roots, in 50 rates wa 32310 0 
r doz. . 

Charcoal. P 2 of Th food of 
Char pomike < Vp A E ene oum D PRARS, fine:plants, and 4 years old, grafted on | Pine Olimibing, 9s,.t0 12 

Cow Clubs, rules for - 48 c | Picotees, Sin ey the Quince, 4 to 5 feet high, and well furnished with branches, itto Climbing, 9s. to 12s. per 

Eod une c S nates cus H "m s BEEF V QUEM Dium Dwarfs on Sun without nam s a ác 110 0 

lopzedi; Biblic - hos} as food of 43a | o “9 OF" T 
roportionate number of plants fee ^ ch order; 

tures b "iore = MAU ABO Pormes he hei UAE Teak B5 d, 37 b 1 Archduke Charles. 9 Doyenné, White. oW ie difrayingité expence of ca s
d Seb Types summ 

Draining in Irelani jt ò | Potato disease not caused by 2 Bellisima d'été, or French E. Duchess ’ Angouleme, W. 5 Son’s descriptive nisle. of PRU also Cata- 

(A gui LE 2 i Tite CE argonelle. *21 Fortunée Parmentier. logues of arde Greenhouse, and Herbaceous Plants, will 

Farmers’ Clubs la 426 potatoes prices of I 334| *3 Beurré, Brown. 22 Canon oE Jersey. be sent free on. ec i ; 

— subjects for aisoussion w Me ite of early crops l asa| *4 Beurré Coloma. *93 Jargon 
SUC SER u 

IRE UU panon IS Wr sale : + 885 | "5 Beurré d' Amaulis. 24 Louise reba of Jersey. 
A SERRATIFOLIA. 

Bix, vim tol " B á Prooroerupes viator : - 0| 6 Beurré Diel. 395 TM ESSES: VET TCH & SON can now supply strong 

lube n rm 48 a | Regent's-vark Whur ners’ Soc. 38) | "7 Beurré de Capiaumont. 26 Passe Colmar. well-established plants of the above beautifal FUCHSI A 

rope, gr. 2o. o. 87 c | Richmondshire Eau ou pe 8 Beurré d' Arel mber! erg. +27 Saint Germain. at 10s. ger eac] The usual discount to the Trade. 

a orders UTERE Ae Rose eeds, t 2 g 9 Beurré, Easter 28 Sucre Verl ? office eS or C UA required from unknown 

d 35 c | Salvias, Europ: 10 Beurré Moi 29 Saint Michel Archange. Penta —Exeter, Jan. 17, 1846. 

Gooseberr ate Spilar, to kill - 37 c|, — atHelmington-hall 39D : d 
M sis ARES 

Geass ad Pd Brey d illar, pl > 1 Sle akyon  Fanapr Club m han Chretien, Williams. | "30 § paces Real EATON NURSERY, NORWICH, & No. 9, EXCHANGEST. 

wear id xe of, 4la, ay 45 H Essays, rev. - 45 *12 Colma: on Mons Leon le Clerc. 
L " 

relenis gS) eebmenmt o: e| roa dapes |93 Sa Beo oce nos 
aves for phur v. SESE 1 

a , beg: k s à 

Hearing packing for hot-water Veuetables, disease in Dae Chaumontell. favoured him with their suppor s late partnershi 

-3 all l > 37 ¢ | "15 Citron po Carmes. For Baking or a Stewin ome ‘PP tis late partnership, 

meds atone bah Saiviasat V Wemer Police ha plantson - z Sen Bellisime d'hi "e and to inform them that he is now carrying on business at the 

eee ro de FARO NE SAT a| 1T Doyensé W été. Catillae. above-named places on his own account; end in soliciting 

_ Indigofera decora 

year, and other business. 
o'clock precisely, after which an APSUTION for T UR P PEN- 

SIONERS will take place from among the, following Candi- 

dates, whose DN ae nave been examined and approved 

of by the CEDE 
Age. 

Mortlake .... 3d o aid 
. o; 

Foot’s Cj 
Chigwell. - 2e sae 18b application. 

Broad Cliff, Devon 
d»: 
do. 
do. 
do. 

Gzorgr WALLIS . 70 do. 

The Ballot will be kept open for two hours after the business 

of ane Meeting has been considered, 
he Subscribers and Friends of the Institution will after- 

wards celebrate their Anniversary by dining together at the 

above house. 
The Right Hon, ix iud Mayor in the Chair, 

ARDS. 
James Cooke, Dus bii es Garraway, Esq. 

William Docker, Esq. William Gregory, Esq. 

2a . Dromgole, Esq. John Henderson, Esq. 

pa s, Esq. Sam. J. Loyd, Esq. 

Thos. Finden, Esq. i 5 

J.W. Freshfield, Esi John Waes Esq. 

ames Veitch, Esq., 

E. R. od Secretary, v F ringdon. Street, — 

DOUBLE ITALIAN TUBEROSE ROOTS, 4s. per 

dozen.—Tho impor ion of the amed Bulb has 
just been ETOT A COBBETT’S Potten and Foreign Ware- 

ee 18, Pall Ma. E Orange, Lemon, Citron, Lime, and 

Shaddock Trees, Catalonia, Agorian, and "Arabian Jessamine 

Plants expected in January. _ 

3r ESSOP'S NURSERY, Y, 'CHELTENHA I, Esta. 

plished in 1815, from its as epe on s peculiar 

advantages to Noblemen and Gentlemen ri er 
esters, or Farm. don of established Sidi ind reputation. 

nmunii c: romptly attended to. 

GEORGE EY Ballons, respectfully dnt 

ates to the cultivators of the RANUNCULUS, that his 
Catalogue of Show Seedlings may be had e application. Gen- 
tlemen wishing to form a collection or to add t o their present 

stock, are xequaste ed to give their orders early, as the stock is 

now now getting low. ae ee Roun ei 28, 6d.. 

FF. 

dues  BACKHOUSE AND SON, eos &c. 
have now plants of the above new and striking 

PANSY HER for delivery, at 5s. P r, opinion 
of this Xp in the Gardeners? EU 'onicl , 1845, is as fol- 

ur Seedling (Dr. Wolff) id à RN. er of good form 

and S e, rather novelin MNA ance, with fine eye, ground. 
colour rich. and bright Re ane. the rest of the flower of a rich 

bronzy purple.” 'wance to the Trade. 

NEW FORCING I WU HUN IUM, “BELLA 

BECK informs the Public Strong P are now 
* ready for delivery at 15s. each, free in London. Usual al- 

lowanee to the Trade a for p prepol ent only, The above has been 
repeatedly shown in E. B/s Prize Collections, Colour, scarlet- 
rose with dark well- aented rn ood shape and habit. 

orders can be received without a remittance, Post-oflice 

SR on Brentford,— Worton Cottage, Isleworth, Jan, 17. 

will bear as yramidal trees on the Quince i 

their Euouses begs to assure them of his dem n to offer 

18 Doyenné Gris. St. Leizin. articles of purest stock and best quality only ; an i 

Nos. 8, 12, 16, and 27, although ec requiring a wall | jong acquainted with the first markets in the Kingdolh, he 

a warm sheltered | fools confident. of being found worthy the trust he hopes to have 

ked thus * can be Jad root-pruned ul reposed in 

of bloom buds, so as to bear the first season, at 3s. 6d. ene AND AGRICULTURAL | REDE 

scriptive Catalogue of Pears, with directions for their, Satie ti ofthe great e of 

as pyramidal trees, will be sent n on eed the | Jate years, the list of garden esculents has beef so per 

Catalogue of Fruits on recei] Six Penny Stamps. The | as to make it extremely difficult for the amateur, without as- 

trees will be pruned DEN Ls n if desired. sistance, to make cius of an article to E ut wi Dur To 

The following varietie: RS are Buses on the obviate this difficul W. Ewrne has (to be had 

CATALOGUE of the Nae 
Cerasus Mahaleb, Votis. Se RH hes, so o be easily | on. application) A DESORIPTIY E 

covered with TUE they are also val adapted for ‘potting for tapis 2 general cultivation, with some slight hints as to their 

forcing, 8s. 6d. eac! TREATMENT, which he humbly hopes will be found useful 

Archduke, May Duke, Royal Duke, Late Duke, Biggareau, in mene the purinan to make PEA choice pte his
 hers as 

Bigger Napoleon, Ns Eagle, ee Belle de Choisy, 

AA us Heart, Eu mE s October 

Mor Elton, Morel! is Aerde iy "Black, arly May, | his c 
E 

Ü ay ustomers, J. W. E. has determined on se! nding out a 

Misterio, Reine Hortense. Ram prid gener Herts. packet with a printed label, giving the Latin and oe name, 
———À — — — — jhe height, TER of the flower, and whether Hardy, Half- 

THE TRUE TASTOLEE RASPBERRY. hardy, or Teni 

RANCNCULUSES, 3, ANEMONES, AURICULA
S, , CARN. 

oe PICOTEES, GERANIUMS, AND LILIUM LANGI- 

GROOM, Crapmam Risk, ues Tode (re- 

moved fr: ps p th.) By A 

FLORIST TO HER M. STY THE Qu: 

MA. rM THE KING OF SAXONY, 

Begs to recommend to the attention of the Nobility, Gentr 

PATRONISED BY HER MOST GRACIOUS MATESTY THE and Public his extensive assortment of the above FLOWE RS 
UEEN, I K VORTHUMBER- 

QUEEN EIS OR A ae PERE Sor RORTHUMBER | which he can supply of the best qualit gus 

DAN PHE DUKE OF MAMLBOROUGH LAND, HIS | 100 RANUNOULUSES in 100 Superfine sorts, named 2 10 0 

OF HARRINGTON, THE F LIVERPOOL, THE Superfine Mixtures per 100—l0s. 6d.to 1 1 0 

BARL OF ON Es D EARL TGRE 100 ARS pore Superfine mp name i d h 

v" T Y 
res per J 5 

CODN TORTON, LORD SONDES OET OE vis. 25 AURICULAS, i in 29 Superfine sorts, A IO 

ILITY, AS WELL AS THE HORTICULTURAL $0- p pair of PICOTEES, in EIU quM E jd. 

CIETY OF, LONDON, THE LATTER HAVING AWARDED | 95 G
 s TUM, in 33 Superfine sorts Ci EN ate 

L AND CO. TWO PRIZES FOR LT. ; bs neis denas cll 

y ove. AND CO. have mh hd in an- RE S ARCIFOLIUM Aue, good bulbs, each 0 2 6 

nouncing they continue to supply fine Canes of the above NOTATUM 07 6 
». SPECÍOSUM mv from Il. isto 3 3 0 

highly valuable and much esteemed WASPBERRY, pugne 

for the extraordinary size of its fruit, and richness of flavor 

Those to whom Y. and Co. sent t it last season have prp oe Feat PALL IN SEEDS )8 THIS WEE 

their high admiration of its superiority over all other varieties, G. WAITES WHOLESA ALE VEGETABLE and 

and have been awarded several prizes at various Horticultural rje FLOWER SEEDS. CATALOGUES are now ready, and 

ibitions during the season. As a proof they have not ex- | can be had ofi an METUS 
Lv 

erated its excellent qualities, Fruit was submitted to Dr. APPA Hatton Garden, London, Jan: 17, 1846 
9 _4, Eyre-street Hill, Hatton Garden, oor 

—We Eus "WHITE SPANISH ONION, ALTRING- 

ouell, of tae Yarmouth, HAM CARROT, &c.—Dealers can be supplied with a fine 

icle at moderate prices, by WARNER & WARNER, SEEDS- 

'oreign Orders e me 

t 01 

th t merits all that has | ay y 

been stated i in ES ofit ts excellence, The fn vit that we have vm 28, Nm 5 nghe General Priced Trade Catalogues. 

ı application. 

3 mi a ge v: . 
S other new and large varieties S PERIOR NEW EARLY PEA—WARNER’S 

* EARLY EMPEROR” Ee the earliest in cultivation, 

They also exhibited it on the 1st of Sus Mn before the quite hardy, y, a good cropper, vith'fine pods, and most delicious 

London Horticultural Society, 21, Regent-s to which a| qur didt OPE ia T 

prize was awarded; and again a E ne Horticultural Society's A GEN ie 

Exhibition at Chiswick, July 13, To ane i maintained its high 
—— 

EE by h having a Certificate of Merit awarded it. It HILLING’ E ARLY POTATO. - — The above 

POTATO is a Seedling of their own raising, which they 

the notice of | have for several years sent out in their own neigbourhood, 

high perfec- | where it has been highly esteemed ; but having a Wish ADRK 

as maintained its | it more extensively known, 

superiority in the most unfavourable soils 2 SE d on mentioned Seedsmen in London as Agents, of whom they may 

requires no other than the ordinary tr 

varieties.. 
Itis a p! sütularly healthy variety, very I d of middle 

Fine Canes are ready for delivery, and can be sent t with size, BAM to none in earliness or produc and very remark- 

safety to any part of the United Kingdom, or Continent, upon | able for its deliclouó flavour and Sariani: properties. When 

the following terms :— taken up, they got from 12 Potatoes 133 ozs. of clean dry flour 

Packages containing 2. Canes. 9 or starch, not easily distinguished from the foreign e ‘oot, 

Do. do. dm pics 0 with whieh it has be er ey are desirous to call 

Do. 070 attention to its quality and flavour, and do with confidence re- 

En e Serm 100. OMEN des S other CAE Y it a PERRE 

er: when “quantities” are | Agents :— essrs. T. d a eet-street, London 5 

A bel discount to E " s esens, ues gw MULLEN, 6, Leadenball-street ; 

Fine prati Vui by name, doe per dozen, pow AN, 4, Great Tagel. st, Covent-garden. 

J. & 8. Mudo Nursery 2 Seedsmen, Northwarnbro’, 
Fine » near Odiham, Hants, 

Great Suh Nursery, Jan, 17, "80. 

j| 

T 

I 

I 

i] 

| 
| 

| | 
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— GREAT YARMOUTH NURSERY, NORFOLK. 
OUELL axb CO. be 
and desirable plants to the notice of their Friends 

Amateurs, feeling assured from their well known mode of X 
cuting all orders, that those favouring them with their com- mands will receive none but z e very best quality. 

PICO! TEE, “ BUR- 

Mrd of PLUMS selected from his collection, dwarf 
| maidew plan 

1so, URROUGUESS DUKE OF NEWCASTLE pestlighbedged Purple Picotee, 15s. per pair. October, 2s. Gd. eac 
CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES: er nd of September, 2s. 6 

» the 

eg to’ offer the following ood PHOMAS n RIVERS. hd b» oir the following fine an 

RENE er dira DE Bavey, a variety-of the Green-gage, near rly 
double in size, and ripening from ten days to a fortnight liter, vy-edger | 5s. each. 

mp às i ” 15s. per pair. For particulars, GUTHRIE A PRICOT, a yellow Plum raised by Mr. Guthrie at undee, ripens end of September, 5s. each. a 
FELLENZERG, a oe sized purple oval Plum, ripens middlé of 

N oe M large as the Washington, ripens 

B URBIDGE Aw» HEALY'S COOKING APPA- 
nd combining Sylvester’s Parente -This Cooking 

vedtop 
any yet submitted to the Babe, both as DM owe of ma~ terial and workmanship ; infact, the lawsof heat are so applied as to produce the evel effect with the least consumption of po without destruc o the apparatus; and B. and H. can ely recommend it, fr RA experience, as unquestionably supe- du to bans of tlie. kind hitherto made. 
P forwar pr dc application, detailing particulars and price t 130, Fleet. xi 

1 or. tion APPARATUS FOR HEATING 12 pairs extra fine and m superior first-class z 1» d. Sarvr MARTIN’S Querscnz, purple, will hang on the tree till HORTI Cd LE A DWELLING-HOUSES, 
E UON byname. , . s 9 | November; wrich E valuable late Plum, 2s. 6d; each; CHURCHES, and MANUFA ES, upon improved princi- 

25 tto a ditto “ditto. 5 0 V De Mowrro ORT, e, purple, ripens in Aout Succeeding | ples, and ot yery moderate OUR erected by DANIEL and 
12 dite Fine Show Fiowers ditto » 110 0 Miynet HDWARD BAILBY, 272, HOLBORN 25 ditto ditto ditto . 8.0 0 Saw xen Herts. and E. Ban having devoted much time to the considera- Extra fine Show Pinks, by name, per ass pair, 128, i tion SEXES stb ect, and had Deum in the erection of 

Y ec ” 
. apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve- 

Ze : Veste Td Including ^ Ser ERES patios eua. 
ene suggested in their practice, En their mond beens 

€ eee ditto per-cosene 
ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined 

: E " » 
durability in thé apparatus with economy in the charge. They 

E. on ” 
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for 

ito, very dest fist_vate Slow Flowers i Aga many M S gentlemen, and have had the hgnour to be 
, ha 9 jd 

employed by the Horticultura oeiet; ondon, in ex 
a fine sorts, Dy name 12s; to I.» Wa AITE'S “QUEEN OF DWARF” PEA.—This the works of their splendid Conservatory Evers NBN OE sa variety that cannot be t bere i 

Also their New Suger? Seedling CINERARIA, “No.1,” named 
* NORF OLK HE ant; the following the No of the horticultural eda it being d of it Mus oe fouttd in the Gardeners’ Chr A May 3 that.has been intr E to the public. Tts h - bd ».lis a very fine specimen of a cre: amy-wlii AN ark tinet from all others ; bei ing not more than one foot in height, disk, n potted pe tals, and towers SCANIA, measüring | and covered with pudis The Pea i is twice the size of any other i u diametén” Dwarf Pea in cultivation, and excelling by three-fold in pro- ne and free-flowering sorts, by name, 93., 12s., | duce per dc 

appre 'oved of there as a new var "HERB. ACEQUR. PLANTS, fine sorts, 6s, to.95. per dozen. 
ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA : 

s b | Abies gracilis .. 
orientalis 

and also at 

iseount to the Tra 

ench 2 0 | in the Trade—4, Eyre-street IH. Hatton Garden, Jan. 17, 1816. 2yearsold, perdoz, 9 , 
aM Mp estre Tr: 9| | Picea cephalonica, p.dz.20 0 (3UCUMBER AnD MELON BOXES anb LIGHTS. 1$». c 05 (18 0|Pinuscembra .. 12 0 One Hundred 1, 2, and 3-Light Boxes and Lights of all | „ D. and E. 5 ds oo s 2. 90: 0.) Cupr A "dc pti. per r Warranted best poni ils, | P] C 

the kingdom ; 2-Tight Boxe 
Güvdbn Lights of every description 

T aurar oaa at E get pa Cedrus Deodar, 1yr. fine 18 0| Moit pans, p.dez, 6 D and Lights from 11. 63, lfoot.. 30 0 podcast a, each 5 01 Conservatori ries, Green and Hot-houses made and fixed in a Pinus excelsa, pinh Ros. S "n jo.  Dierydioides.,, 7 6 parts of tliekingdom. Référence given to the Nobility, Gentry, E o 5 ins. 0. ferrugineus ,, 5.0 eun the Trade, in most of the counties in Engláni singh, fine | p Pisis trichoma- MES Mer TS, Hothouse Builder, Claremont- place, Old Kent- bushy ̂ an int 42 PENAS 5 road, Londo Gerardiana, 2 Ts. 30 
Abies Khutrow, *2 y 
De SANGUINEUM FLORE PLENO, 105. 6d. per plant. 

TT'S * BR TTISH OD 5, LLL p per 100. 
V ERINOESS ALICE MAUD 

YOUELL’S eS TED. TOBOLSK uei ce "ffe 
transparent pe the best for forcing, 12s. per dozen. "Roots placed in a cellar or closet now will be efor catting i ins mOTh. ring fence. Rent moderate, and a Lease mranted ar Torotot The faen, DOUBLE ANEMONES, 125. per Ib, Amongst other articles, He on includes a Jarge quantity bene d RANUNCULUSES, all from named flowers, | of TALL ORNAMENTAL TREES for planting, | where im- per 100, aed Cua is vequired; also 500,000 fine transplanted. Fore ign Orders carefully executed so as to ensure safe TH transmis Any one wishing to purchase the whole Stock and good-will N.B. Sies ae Ships to London three times a week; to Hull, | of the, business (which is of many years standing), may appoint twi week ; and pe er rail to Eum every eight ours à respectable Nurseryman to make a yaluation, with another oe Yarmouth Nursery, Jan. son appointed by the owner. For further particulars, and 

d Cbielogpet, dpply to wae jns Nurseryman, 
EID 

"po PL ANTERS AND TO NURSERYMEN.— 
Seventeen Acres of GENERAL NURSERY STOCK, now | SELLING OFF ; at reduced prices.—The Stock will be disposed | of either altogether, with the good-will of the business, or in lots to suit purchasers, 

Seventeen Acres of suitable LAND for Nursery purposes, within half -a mile of the uy eater and all within a 

$3 PRIZE CUCUMBER, “VICTORY | OF I BATH.” | x E TILEY begs most respectfully to inform. the 
* Nobility, Gentry, and the Trade generally, that he will 
mence se nding out the seed of the above superb CUCUM- ( y BER the first w in January. It isas super ior Black Spine, |. *ROYA smooth on the ‘ind, and free from ribs or 

any or no handle ; carries 
worthy of remar k that t 

CORNER E HALE. .MOON-STR 
OMAS GIBBS an: 

ial Appointment) the SEEDSMEN to th 
‘AGRICUL TURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND, A scarcely | Beg to Qro the Members of the Society, and Agriculturists its bloom perféot to the last, It is that their only Counting House and Seed Ware. the advantages of this over other Cu- houseis atthe Corner of HALF. aeons STREET, PICCADILLY, handsome fruit, the earliest and LONDON, es or the last Fifty Years. nd the quickest grower known. Priced Li priog al us are always ready, and may € of the best yet out, and has proved | be haa on m dio more forward than any other by eightorten days. The SORT mE average leng this Cucumber is fiom 18-to 24 inches long. | F OREIGN SHE T GLASS, of good quality, for for As a further ome of the above it obtained the First Prize in Horticultural and general Tae Oa 5 dr xe 5 rch, 1844, at the Bath Cucumber Show, and First at the | F. EnPnrck's, Oxfor Bath Hortieultural Showi i eady Money only. SEN tieultural Show, 1844. 

a Parr S HEET GLASS Al AND GLASS ' TILE March, 1 atthe rs n pu PE ud H FEE: the Bath Tor- HO. ue VIS continuing to import large quantities of tieultura bes ill be sent out in packets icd articles, in quality and substance hitherto (postage fre) Three feed 25. G1. ; Seven see Dr. DM can offer US. to OUT ata emet price than d LEY's General Seed Shop, 16, Pulteney Bridge, ther House in the t only, at his old Nu n, Cirencester, REL 
pected pati Hiebed correspondents, 

3 

warded with reference, meet with promp attention, Byery other description of WINDO JOW GLASS equally low in price. | 
THE TANK SYSTEM, 

CHALLENGE TO F UCHSIA GROWERS. 
HALLY, NumsERYMAN AND FLorist, Blackheath 
will Challenge pachpes. the * "EMPRESS, f against :edling variety r. 5, for 5L. or 101., 

lower, combined with Habit. * "Grow th; 
one of the London Exhibitions for 1 E 
Gardeners? Chronicle, Sept, 2 
most decided light 
of pink in the tbe: 

"or description, see 
B., “ This is the best and 

Au Más d pum there being no: tinge Se 9) Gardeners Gazette for Sept, 20, EOM, T H. and B. R. D.; and also in a Report of the Went Kent Philanthropic Society of Gardeners. Will be ready to ies put ore the spring, with FUCHSIA CANDIDI ISSIMA, y pr i Rs size of Venu: n. ieri, ene 2 rose-coloured corolla, 
rhibited à and greatly naered at the Regent’s-park Exhi- 

A "SERRATIFOLIA, good plant: 
SMITH'S QUEEN. VICT ORIA, 

WES VY SPLENDID NEW WHITE FUCHSIA — 
The Subseribers pego Ae intimate to the Floricultural Tublie, that they have r 

Bewuty, whi purpose paming CAN 
RHONE and4 inches in length, tübe and sepals 

waxy white, with bright Scart corolla; which opens well. It ei upright g growth, and a most abundant bloomer ; 
ine! high being now in full flower, The , and has been qus; he pee ndley's smart in the Nov, ag VO Seeds rowers,” "); also Mr, MERDA Uni H Gardener? Journal, Nov. 22, page 7 zw 

E MUN 

; has been grown at the ois Gardens, a at I eua 
r table for its dio SE p Kiss 5s. per quart. Thé io 

. All'kinds of -G. sede Seeds, 20 per cent, lower than any house 

BAILEY also construct in metal all descri iptions oi Hort cnitural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentlemen, and the publie to the inspection of their ioi a awings and Se O ae 272, Holborn, where they have opportunity of exhi! g, amongst other metal works, an ex- tremely complete and EN kitchen apparatus, or range, ae for the continued supply of hot t water, and an arrange- of the oven more complete than has hitherto been brought bakora the public, 
D. and 

MUSS houses ti o horticulturists, and can refer to the Conser- vatory attached te the Pantheon as one of their wor! ks, besides many others in this country and on the Continent, 
BarnEex have En eee] a quantity of the Galvanic lant Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery ; g ew Trough Pipe, for Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or required, and which may be seen at their Manu- 

STEERED o ann’ CO., 61, f) ; Gracechurch: street, 
d 17, mew URL street, Southw. M E Manufactur 'ers of ti roved CONICAL aa OUBLE YE INDRICAL BOIL ERS, et puottally solic scientific Horticulturists to thei j applying the Tank system to Pineries, Propagating Tlouses, d&c.y by which a; tmospheric heat as well as bottom-heat is secured o any required degrée without E aid of pipes or flues. 

the request of numerous friends they are now making their. ‘Doles of Iron, as well as Copper, by which the cost is Teduce ed Joilers, which are now so well lknown, scarcely requi s: ue but to those. who have not seen them i in operation, prospectuses will be for- Erde df as well as Puy ence of the highest authority ; or they n at most of the Nobility's seats and principal Nurieriós iro tiptoe t ag kingdom, 
S. & Co. beg 3e inform the Tr: ade that at their Manufactory in New Park-street, every a rticlé required for the construction of Horticultural ‘Buildings, as well as for heating them, may be obtained upon the most advantageous terms, 

on or Wood, erected upon the most ornamental designs. Pio dia Pe alisading, Field and Garden Fences, Wire Work, &c. 

[eco BY WARM WATER —An improved d Edd of HEATING, by the eet OR Qr HOT ATER, may be seen in operation daily, ut J. L. BENHAM & Aig s Stove G Grate Manufactory, 19, Wigmore. street, [iig Square, Estimates given for warming Churches; and other Public or Private Buildings, in town or country. A great ur of Warm Air Stoves of every deseviption, from 155, to » Wigniore-street, Ca eet, Cavendish-square, 

QUARO cas (GENUINE PERUVIAN & BOLIVIAN) 
ON ANE BY THE ONLY LEGAL TER ERS, MAIS Y GIBBS AND SONS, LO 

War a ET AND CO., LIVER? DON And by their Age 
È TEWOR eu POWELL, Ax» PRYOR, LONDO 
SS BRIGHT, Bg CO., LIVERPOOL and BRIST on, 47, Li 

BRA’ pus. m THE LONDON -MAN URE OMPANY, FOR a? TURNIPS, WHEAT, &c., at Four Guineas per Ton.— ‘The be sit Man nure having stood the test of many ears? 

found 
full plantearly in the autumn, and testimonial forwarded on application, The Company also supply genuine Peruvian and African i 

Gypsum, and every artificial Manure, 
price, and w: arrantëd o st qua ality i 

40. New Bridge-s , Blaekfefars, E. PvnsEn, PE 
- LIEBT! Ss WHEAT MANURE now r ady for delive: 

G* PSUM.—PURE GYPSUM (ín fine powder), in in 
-ton lots a TUR per ton in the.stream, or 275. 6d. perton landéd, no (Peruvian and Africam, Superphosphate 

of Lime, Bones, Sulphate Acid, and all other manures of lc 
value, on Sale. By Mark ForHERGILE, 40, Upper "Thamés- 
Street, London. x 

HORTICULTUR RAL IMPROVEMENTS. | 
READ begs to inform. Ladies, eas and Prae- 

e tical See that. during 31. years’ practice in the Seisiice of Hortioutture: reinvented thor rete known GARDEN MACHINE called “ ReaD's Patent," and for which tho Horti- cultural Society awarded bim their Silver Medal, as being the 
best Instrument ever offered to their notice; and i in consequence of the number of paltry Instruments that ane now offered to the Publie, and boldly and falsely: advertised. as “superior to all 

pum eee out a NEW PATENT. for certain Im- Good plants vi be ready to send out in spring 
DICKSON, Upton and. Newton Nurseries; ster, Jan. 17, 1846 TES us — DURBIDGE xo HEALY having heated’ a con- pon ATOES FOR SALE <A few Tons of the best best siderable number of Pits and other Horticultural Struc- l earliest sorts of DEVONSHIRE POTATOES, saved | tures, for the cultivation of Pines, Melons, in good condition, and fit for immediate planting, are offered 

Sale on reasonable term: Sod AT if by letter post | in M. LS s recent w lressed tò E. El 7 Rose C. Wosa, near | cumbers, many Jxeter. will be immediately attended to.- o 17, 18 — [Eis beyond vs ENT that every kind of stru PLOWER-POTS AND GARDEN SE H i te a an OHN MORTLOCR, 250, Oxford. etui pommes Tuch *7 announces that he has a "ery xd: assortment’ of. the e 
above Body in various colours, and soli icits "de early i 
tion. Eve déseription of useful CHINA, GLAS; Gioadinning Chiswick peta “Mess -B an ad | 

Henderson, Pine- EARTHE NWARE at the jew possible price, for Cash.—250, | ple-plas and in more than one untied other places, Em Ki 130, Pleet-street, London, 
Oxford-street, near Hyde-par 

vements in all his Garden and Fire Engine ; Which surpass me PEETERS VE ede, and "ids increasing the price ; 
th h le ie will warrant to e Valves i in ce during ene ter m of the ‘kaa it. J.R. 

a only by ved 
Patentec, 95, Regent Circus, Pice cad ial"; when 'e they may be see 
and proved. N.B EON Ud words READS PATENT, without it 
which none are genuine, 

o MILLWRIGHTS AND. MACHINE-MAKERS, RS. ANTED immediately, Four first-rate TITRASHING 
and WINNOWING-M MACHINE and CORN-DRILL MAKERS. 
steady men will find constant employ and liberal wages.— 5 » Mr. Jonn RwbELL, Cashmoor, near Blandford, 
Dorset. 

) 

E. BAILEY were the first to introduce metallic eur- . 
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SELECT V % by any of the old plans. The warm air in the Polmaise | calculate, 20 years, with an occasional renewal of 

ILLIAM E. RENDLE & CO. have much plea- | system revolvesfrom the back to the front, and thus coun- | the bars at bottom of the fire-box ; these are made so 

sure in announcing to those who are fond of really choice 

and good vegetables, that they have this year procured a small 
stock of the following valuable sorts, which are all warranted 

to grow well, and to be of genuine quality. if 

À Packet of each will be sent postage free to any part of 
ain or Ireland for Ten Shi ora selection of 12 

Any sort separate at Sixpence’ per 
Great Bri 
sorts for Jive Shillings. 
Packet. 
Willeove Broccoli. Myatt’s superior Curled Pars- 

ley ey. 
Enfield Matchless do. 

Superb Crimson Beet Legg's Late Dw: S set. 
i Imported Brusseil Sprouts. 

do. 
Snow’s Winter White do. 
arge Syrian do. White Spanish Onion. 

Hampton Court do. Green-topped T 

otter's Pink do Early Matchless Cabbage: 
Earliest Cornish do, 
Early Hope do. 
Early British Queen do. 
London Market do. 
Barly Paignton do. 
Seymour's White Celery. 
Lancashire Hero (Red) do. 
Walnut-flavoured Pink do. 
Latter’s Victory of England 

Walcheren Caw 
Large Asiatic d 
Improved Guernsey Parsnip. 
Green Flesh Gabool Melon. 
Ice Cabbage Lettuce. 
Drumhead do. 
Biood Red do. 
Hampton Court Cabbage do, 
London et do. 

do. 

0. 
liflower. 
o. 

Hamilton’s Black Spine do. 
br Snow's Horticultural do. 

New Early m do. 

Complete collection of Seeds suitable for a Kitchen 

Garden for M. 10s., including the above, carriage free, 

to any part of Great Britain or Ireland. 

ALL OTHER KINDS OF GARDEN SEEDS. 

Early orders are desired, as some of the Y 

mmediate payment is not required from known corre- 
*3pondents, or those who give reference in London, 

Plymouth, Jan. 17, 1816. 

She Gardeners’ Chronicle. 

SATURDAY, JANUARY 17, 1846. 

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 

MORE Sank an} cultural Ue oe wi v RAUM 
nnean Pr E es 

SyrURDAY — — 24-Royal Botanio . : 0l 
Moxpay,  — 26—Entomological (Anniversary) 

kinds are sear 

9 ra. 
4 ra. 
8 ra 

WE cannot too often repeat that the importance 
-of the Por warsg HraTING consists in its cheapness, 
as well as its efficieney. Wise people say that it is 
not new—that as good Grapes can be grown with- 
out it as with it—that it does no more than hot 
water pipes and tanks will do, and so forth. But, 
granting all these propositions, which we do not, 
what then? The grand point of cheapness re- 
mains; and on that we rest our case. Nothing has 

been thought of yet which is so cheap and efficient 
asthe Polmaise plan. 

Ifa greenhouse costs 757.,a man must pay 307. to 
heat it, and probably much more. Is it nothing 
that by the Polmaise plan he may do it for five 
pounds? If a small range of pits, or a very small 
greenhouse, must have the cold kept out. of them, 
it is impossible to do it without the risk of over- 
heating them, let the cost be what it may. Is it 
nothing that the Polmaise plan overcomes these dif- 
ficulties ? 
We do not say that it can be applied to stoves ; 

neither do we say that it cannot. The point re- 
mains to be ascertained. But supposing it to be unfit 
for that purpose—what then? Very few persons 
have stoves or care for the management of them. 
They are exclusively for the: enjoyment of the 
Wealthy, to whom tanks and hot water pipes are 
sufficient. 

Such being the true state of the question we 
make no apology for persevering in our intention of 
fully elucidating Mr. Murray’s plan’ of heating ; 
and we now proceed to do so. by adverting to cer- 
tain points connected with it, which are liable to 
misapprehension. These are practically disposed 
of by the late gardener at Polmaise, whose argu- 
ments we quote nearly verbatim :— 
“Tam given,” he says, ‘to understand that many 

entertain doubts as to the proper place where the warm 
‘air should be admitted into the Vinery; believing that 
it should come in a£ the front of the house instead of the 
back, as it; does in. the Polmaise plan. This objection 
has often struck those who have visited the Polmaise 
Vinery, and naturally arises from, seeing the difference 
às to place for diffusing the heat and the practice that is 
adopted with albother systems of heating hothouses; in 
which the hot-water pipes, smoke flues, or other means 
of heating, are placed round the front and ends of the 
house, that. being the best "position for’ the above appa- 
ratus for diffusing the heat which they throw off. But 
the difference in the movement of the air when heated 
by the Polmaise plan and by hot-water pipes, smoke 
flues, &e., at once explains why in the Polmaise plan the 
warm air is brought in at the baek wall of the Vinery 
iustead ofthe front. ^ Those gardeners who have smoke 
flues for heating their Vineries must have obseryed that 
ifa little water is thrown on the hot flues in a frosty 
night, the steam as it ascends flows inwards from the 
front, at an angle varying according to the coldness’ of 
the external atmosphere. This being the case, there is 
reason in considering that if the warm air in the Pol- 
maise plan was made to come in at the front instead of 
the back, the revolving movement of the air from. the 
front to the back would only be an inducement for the 
cold air to enter in amongst the Vines more than it does 

teracts whatever cold may fly off from the glass, or enter 
between the laps, turning its movement downward, 
parallel with the inner surface of the glass, and modify- 
ing its temperature. There is also another evil that 
might take place if the warm air was brought in at the 
front, which, perhaps, many are not aware of. Warm 
air, when conducted, from the place where it is heated 
to another, by anything that will confine it, like a flue 
or pipe, retains its heat to the distance of 12 or 14 feet 
from its point of escape ; so that the leaves of the Vines 
within its influence lose their vegetative power, wither, 
and die. If you would have the hot air brought in at 
the front, the outlet for it would require to be kept at 
a considerable distance from the Vines, lest their leaves 
should suffer at the aperture. In that case the distance 
which the warm air outlets should be for the safety of 
the Vines, would be too great for the heat to extend its in- 
fluence to the front, in consequence of the inevitable 
draught from the front to the back. The true place 
for the openings for the inlet of the returning air to the 
stove is as close to the front wall and as low as you can 
get them, and I would recommend four of them in a 
house 30 feet long, for the better dividing the points of 
draught and diffusing the heat more equally all over 
the front of the Vinery.” 

It will be obvious that these statements are of more 
force when Vines are trained over glass than in 
other houses; but. they deserve attention. in all 

cases: 
What is, however, of quite as much importance is 

the kind of stove that should be used for this: pur- 
pose, and the manner of setting it. We had sup- 
posed that a Jovcz's stove would do for the pur- 
pose ; but experiments do not bear out the opinion. 
When applied over the mouth of a drain, this stove 
more readily derives the very small supply of fresh 
air which it. requires: from. the inside of the pit or 
house’ than from the drain itself; and thus itis a 
long while in producing a good indraught of air into 
the drain at the cold end of the ‘house. Not that it 
fails ; but it acts imperfectly, and we cannot recom- 
mend it for any other than very small places. 
Dean’s stove is liable to the same objection; and we 
are not prepared to say what kind of stove will 
prove to be the best. "Phat pointis stili open to 
inquiry, and it is notimprobable that some modifica- 
tion of an Arnorr will. eventually be found best 
adapted to the end in view. This seems certain, 
that the stove must be'so connected. with the drain 
that it cannot derive its fresh air from any other 
source. 
the house will not draw into the drain with force 
enough to establish arapid motion and mixture among 
the particles in the atmosphere of the house itself. 

We had written thus far when the following inter- 
esting communication from Mr. Rivers, of Saw- 
bridge worth, reached us :— 

“For several years I have used Arnott’s stoves, for 
forcing Roses, with complete success, so as latterly to 
have had from seven to eight in constant use in the 
early spring months. Finding, however, last season 
that some of them showed symptoms of decay from 
rust, I gave orders to the village bricklayer to take one 
to pieces, and make a copy in brick. Like many coun- 
trymen in receiving orders which they think difficult to 
execute, he seratched his head and gave me rather a 
despairing look. However, on my suggesting that a 
trial would not be very expensive, he commenced ope- 
rations and in a very short time built a brick Arnott's 
stove, which I have no‘hesitation in saying is the most 
complete, economical, and efficient article for heating 
small houses I have ever yet seen. 
them at work, supplying the place of so many iron 

for the sheet-iron case, containing the fire-box, soon 
decays, and is eaten into holes by the oxidation en- 
couraged in the damp atmosphere of a forcing house. 
One of these stoves is placed in a forcing house for 
Roses, 20 feet long by 11 feet; this it is more than suf- 
ficient’ for ; its height 2 feet 8 inches, and exactly 2 
feet square ; foundation, common bricks and mortar; 

with “fire bricks” and “ fire clay.” On the top of the 
stove is placed a “Welsh tile," 2 feet square and 
3jinches thick ; the feeding-door is about the centre, 
a small sliding draught and ash-pit door at bottom, the 
whole forming a neat and unobtrusive structure ; 

should add that a short pipe, about 18 inches long, leads 
from the stove into a small chimney outside. A stove 
of this kind requires feeding but once in eight or ten 

hours; I find coke from the gas works the best and 

most economical fuel. 
* I. will now point out. the advantages of these stoves 

where economy is an object; and, first, the expense of 

erection :—The fire-bricks, lumps, fire-clay, Welch tile, 
and bricks and mortar for a small chimney,with labour, 

amount to, as nearly as possible, 30s. ; cast- 
iron bars for bottom of fire-box, with feeding-door, and 
draught-door to 13s, say, for the whole, 22. 5s.; 
now, an iron 18-inch Arnott’s stove, which is the 

size required. for a forcing-house of above dimen- 

sions, costs 2/. 10s., and will not last more than three 

years ; a brick stove, built as above, will last, I should 

If that precaution is not taken the air of 

T have now four of 

Arnott’s stoves, which had become rusted and useless, 

the part surrounding the fire-box, which is formed of 
four “lumps” (I use my bricklayer’s terms), is built 

as to be removed without pulling the stove to pieces. 
The heat given is most efficient atid regular; its dryness 
counteracted by apan of water being placed on the sur- 

face of the stove. There iso irregularity of draught 
varying-with the wind as in smoke flués ; no liability to 

burst from heating, and 1 danger; no 
flues to clean ; occasionally the chimney and pipe may 

be swept with a wisp of straw tied to a stick, and that is 

all; there is scarcely any accumulation of soot, owing to 

coke being used for fuel; the consumption of fuel is 

very small, if a fire is kept up all day for forcing, and 

made up at night with the draught nearly closed ; from 

a half bushel to three pecks of coke (nearer the former 

than the latter) will be found amply sufficient. For 

heating large and lofty houses I. presume, at present, 

hot water must have the preference ; but I only write 

for those who wish to have the pleasure of a greenhouse . 

and forcing. house at the smallest possible expence ; in 

short, for economists in gardening, the expence of heat- 

ing has been and is a great bar to the erection of small 

greenhouses. 
“Now for the two objections to a heating apparatus in- 

side the greenhouse, ‘These will at once occur to those 

who have tried badly-constructed iron stoves ; the dust, 

they will say, when you take out the ashes poisons every 

thing; the fumes of sulphur from the coke when your 

draught is- bad will kill every plant. How easily the 

first.is met. The boy before he lights the fire in the 

morning, puts the spout» of a small watering-pot, on 

which is a rose, into the feeding door, and saturates the 

lalf-consumed coke and ashes before removing them. 

By this simple precaution not an atom of dust rises ; 

my Roses, with their young and tender leaves hanging 

over the stove, are as delicate and as clean as those in 

the open air. To the second I reply, if your stove is 

built only tolerably well, and your horizontal draught- 

pipe leading from the stove to the chimney isnot more 

than’ 18 ins. long; the draught will be so regular, that no 

fear need be entertained. I have an idea that these 

stoves enlarged according to cireumstanees will be found 

applicable to. the Polmaise system of heating ; but I 

must. confess that. my only motive for penning this 

article is a strong wish to make what have been hitherto 

the luxuries of gardening common to the million; with 

cheap glass and a cheap method of heating, I hope to 

see what the world has never yet witnessed—green- 

houses and foreing-houses in cottage gardens, Our 

village bricklayer will build these stoves for any one 

who wishes to engage him; his name I will give on 

application; and. probably I shall induce him to make 

himself known: by an: advertisement.” 

We hope to beable next! week to give working 

plans of this contrivance, together -with some ac- 

count of a similar, method in-use at the Marquess 

of Tweedale’s. 

Thx following are the- prettiest slate baskets in 

the'world. They were designed and executed by 

J.C. Lyons, Esq, of Ladiston, near Mullingar, for 

the epiphytes: of his rare collection, which is the 

gem of Irish horticulture, and we are enabled by his 

kindness to make them public. They are formed 

of thin pieces of slate pierced’ to’ obtain lightness 

and beauty, and fastened together by brass 

hinges firmly rivetted to the slate. We believe 

that Mr. Beck, of Isleworth, proposes to manufac- 

ture some in imitation of them. 

Ir is now about nine months since we began our 
exposure of the Excrrsu Grass-TRADE, and about 

four months since foreign glass was- brought fairly 
into competition with the home-made article. In 
the course of that time we have been compelled, on 
behalf of our gardening friends, to insist upon many 
things from which we would rather have been re- 

lieved; we have in particular regretted that it 
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| should have been necessary to call over foreigners 

to do that which can be better done in England, 
and our wishes have occasionally led us into the 
too sanguine belief that some spirited manufacturer 
in this country would break through the monopoly 
which has enabled afew glass-houses to keep up what- 

| ever price they thought fit to fix upon this indis- 
i 4 pensable commodity. Until now we have been dis- 
| appointed in our expectations; but the time at 

il last has arrived when the great object of our ex- 
li ertions is attained, and English sheet-glass can now 
| be had at a price nearly approaching that of foreign. 
i} It will have been remarked that several advertise- 

ments to that effect have, of late, been inserted in 
our columns. We have inquired into the history of 
the glass so offered, and we have examined samples ; 
we can now state that the manufacture is that of 
Mr. Harrtey, of Newcastle, whom we have always 
looked to as the vindicator of the English glass re- 
putation, and that the quality is excellent. We do 
not mean to say that the price is yet as low as it 

| will be ;+but it is certainly as low as in reason can 
| be expected, and all our criticism is thus disarmed. 

It is also most important to observe that the glass- 
| cutters’ imposition of charging more for glass in pro- 
| portion as the cutting costs less,is utterly abandoned ; 
il und nobody of any spirit will ever again be exposed 
it to being cheated in that way. Of course the price 
| of English glasa will be regulated by the amount of 

duty levied upon foreign glass, the latter being, in 
fact, a kind of bounty upon the former, and, there- 
fore, so long as the duty is 14d. per lb., the English 
glass vendor will continue to charge so much more 
for his glass than he will take when the said lid. 

Í duty is discontinued.’ Nor do we blame him 
iH for doing so ; he has a fair right to the advantage 
i if he can use it, 
| And now we will beg our readers to cast their 
| eyes on the following Table, and study it with a 
| little care. They will then see whether or not our 
I advice to them to wait was good. They will here 
| find that if the Government measure reduced the 
| price of glass from 1s. 7d. to lld., and from 3s. 4d. 

to ls. 10d. a foot, the course which was taken in 
li aid of that measure has caused a further reduction 
i of Lld. to 3d. and of 1s; 10d. to 53d. ; and they 

will also see that after October 1846 and 1847, the 
il prices must of necessity fall still lower. In other 
| words a greenhouse which would have cost, before 
i á April 1845, 1007. for glazing it, may now have its 
| glass furnished for less than 134. Surely this has 

been worth contending for. 

for the most part, comparatively productive. The fruit 
trees grow away and thrive luxuriantly, and this con- 
tinues to go on for some years before any sign of un- 
healthiness presents itself, And why is this? The 
answer is obvious : the roots are rambling amongst open 
and fresh trenched soil, where the sun has some influ- 
ence. They are not beyond its reach, and healthy and 
vigorous action proceeds for some time, The fruit 
produced is generally of excellent quality, and why 
should this not continue so? Our answer is, that 
under good gardening it does. 

No gardener thoroughly initiated in the practical part 
of his profession now thinks of digging a hole as if he 
was in search of a spring, and of thrusting the roots of 
a tree of any kind two or three feet under the surface 
of soil embedded in manure; such an one would as soon 
think of planting the head downwards, because he well 
knows that the result would be pretty nearly similar. 
How can it be supposed that trees thus circumstanced 
can continue long to exist, much more thrive and bear 
fruit? The roots soon get beyond the loose soil, pene- 
trate the subsoil, and are immediately out of the reach 
of atmospheric influences, and that too in a material 
containing none of the elements likely to cause fruitful- 
ness; and this subsoil, moreover, may be wet—a cir- 
cumstance not quite so apparent to our eyesight as the 
barrenness of our trees and the nakedness of our walls. 
Supposing, however, that the bottom of the border is not 
wet, and that the subsoil is naturally dry, the trees not- 
withstanding remain as unhealthy and as unproductive 
as if it were so. Gardeners who know what they are 
about know well that subsoil of any kind, whether it is 
clay,gravel, sand,or fine loam, isnot the place for the roots 
of trees to growin. That there are other evils to be 
guarded against quite as injurious and destructive in 
their consequences as wet bordersis well-known; because 
all gardens are not naturally placed in damp situations ; 
on the contrary, this is avoided‘as much as possible; the 
best soil and the healthiest locality is usually chosen, as 
it should be, for the vegetable and fruit garden, still the 
evils we have been diseussing exist, and that, too, to a 
lamentable extent, in spite of capital soil and the most 
favoured sites our country affords. We know of many 
gardens whieh were wet and the soil naturally retentive, 
indeed London clay (and it would be puzzling to find 
anything less calculated for garden purposes than this), 
which, by perseverance and skill, have been rendered 
productive and fruitful to an astonishing extent. The 
first step to accomplish this was to drain the ground 
efficiently, then to expose the soil to the action of the 
elements, tumbling it about in right earnest, and occa- 
sionally adding small quantities of sand and other cor- 
rectives ; thus, in a very short period, Peaches, Pears, 
and, in fact, all kinds of fruit, have been produced in 
the highest perfection, where Willows and Alders alone 
could maintain a footing. 

t is marvellous what great results good garden- 
ing will accomplish. ow many evils which had 
long appeared insuperable will disappear under skilful 
superintendence boldly carried out. We are convinced 
that half the gardens in the country, which are in ‘a 
state bordering upon absolute barrenness, may either 
be letely cured, or, at least, to a very great extent, 
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FRUIT TREE BORDERS. 
ArTHOUGH the attention of almost everybody con- 

cerned in horticulture has of late years more particu- 
larly been drawn to, the unfruitfulness of their trees, 
still the evil does not seem to be cured; it remains 
almost precisely where it was: sterility and canker 
characterise many a costly garden; death annually 

_ produces large patches of bare wall, these are succeeded 
Nb ngiand for the moment healthy plants, which in 

of a year or two betray alk the symptoms of 
disease, and this kind of filling up goes on 
ear, with the same success. A wall is a 
and when the return is nothing, we cannot 

complaints are numerous. Let us examine 
this matter. Newly formed gardens are, E 
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pletely 
rendered fruitful by the adoption of vigorous and well- 
maturedj{measures ;-and ‘the everlasting cry of bad 
soil, bad, situation, too frequently the result of bad 
management, or the original formation of the gardens 
improperly executed, will be entirely done away with. 

it is worth while to possess a garden at all, 
it is surely worth a consideration whether or not 
it shall remain a mere waste, “a withered spot.” 
That from which most is expected is often the least pro- 
ductive, not for the want of manure possibly, but from 
ignorance of the principles necessary to productiveness. 
Every discussion on the subject will bring us to under- 
stand more perfectly the absolute necessity of complete 
drainage, and next to that complete trenching, to enable 
the moisture to reach the soil, instead of remaining 
a hard solid mass, as impenetrable to air as to the 
roots of trees, and in truth quite unsuitable for all 
garden purposes.—One who has handled the Spade. 

ENTOMOLOGY. 
Proctorrurss viator.—After the number of Essays 

that have appeared in the Gardeners’ Chronicle, to illus- 
trate the economy of insects, it seems to be unnecessary 
to insist farther upon the utility of such investigations, 
the interest they ought to create, or the satisfaction to 
be derived from the ication of fresh di: i 
amongst these wonderful little creatures. My stock of 
materials is far from being exhausted; and it now 
affords me much pleasure to make known the history of 
a parasitic insect whose economy has hitherto been 
hidden in obscurity. There is a genus of the tribe of 
Pseudo-Icl idze, ealled P. pes, prising 
nearly 20 British species,* which are either met with 
on flowers, in shady groves, or in Moss, at the roots 
of Grass, under stones, &c. 

The female, which is furnished with a Strong curved 
ovipositor, insinuates herself into chinks in the earth and 
amongst the clods, and there searches for subterranean 
larvz of other insects, in whose bodies she lays a con- 
Siderable number of eggs, which produce maggots that 
live upon, and consequently destroy, the larvae. Bier- 
kander, a Swedish naturalist, and the author of the “ Re- 
ports upon the Insects Affecting the Corn Crops,” in- 
serted in the fifth volume of the “ Royal Agricultural 
Journal,” mentions the maggots of an Ichneumon which 
infest the true wireworms of the Elater ; they were not 

* Curtis's “Brit, Ent.," pl. & fol. 744; and “ Guide Genera,” 575. 

able to rear them; but I now think there can be little 
doubt they would have produced the Proctotrupes, 
which is ordained to attack and keep in check that 
scourge of the cultivator. 
; In gardening operations, one frequently turns up with 
the spade, especially in the spring, a yellowish-white 
larva, about an inch long and slightly hairy ; the head 
is of a chestnut colour, furnished with slender feelers, 
little horns, and a pair of strong curved black jaws ; it 
has six pectoral feet, with a horny ferruginous thorax, 
two jointed feelers at the tail, and an anal foot, This 
animal I used to consider the offspring of one of the 
Carabidze, possibly of a Harpalus, or of Steropus madi- 
dus; but I cannot say that it may not be one of the larger 
Staphylinidee; for scarcely anything is at present known 

pecting these col larvae, which are execed- 
ingly difficult to rear ; this, however, does not affect the 
question; for a friend sent me a small elod of damp 
earth from his garden the middle of last August, con- 
taining a cell in which was a dead larva, like the one 
above described ; the body was curved and distorted, 
and from the ventral segments were protruded 
about two dozen white pupæ with black eyes (fig. 1, the 
case, larva, and pups); the. antenns, legs, and 
contour, could be distinctly traced through the thin skin 
which shrouded them ; fig. 2, one of the pups magni- 
fied. On the 27th and the day or two following, at least 
half of them hatched, producing one male, and the re- 
mainder females, of Proctotrupes viator I believe, a 
species described by Mr. Haliday. 

e male is black and shining ; the head is trans- 
verse-oval, clothed with short, soft, yellowish pubescence; 
antenne not so long as the body, filiform or slightly 
tapering, b d, pul ano T d, of 
pitehy colour, and 13-jointed (basal joint the stoutest) ; 
obovate, 2d minute, 3d elongated, the following 
slightly decreasing in length, the apical one longer and 
tapering ; ocelli 3, large, forming a triangle on the 
crown; eyes somewhat lateral and orbicular ; thorax 
long and narrow, clothed with fine pubescence ; collar 
very short and eompressed ; scutellum small and semi- 
ovate, very convex; metathorax oval, rough, with a 
small tubercle or spiracle on each side at the base, and 
a five-raised line down the back ; pedicel a little elon- 
gated, roughly punctured ; abdomen shorter than the 
thorax and broader, convex, ovate conic, the apex 
pointed and furnished with two short appendages ; it is 
exceedingly smooth, inclining to brownish-black, and 
composed of six segments, of which four are distinct, 
the first covering more than half the body, the base a 
little striated ; the edge is pale, and the apex is some- 
what ochraceous; wings 4, ample, slightly dusky, iride- ' 
scent, pubescent ; superior with a costal and subcostal’ ’ 
brown nervure, terminating beyond the middlein a pitehy 
stigma, which entirely occupies the cell, with a small 
suffused brown spot below it ; in this respect it differs 
from all my other species, in which there is a clear, 
space between the outer edge of the stigma and 
the nervure forming the triangle ;* the other longitudinal 
nervures are indistinct ; inferior wings smaller, nerve- 
less; legs slender, ochreous-orange ; thighs a little 
thickened; shanks with spurs at the apex; tarsi 
5-jointed, anterior the shortest, hinder the longest; basal 
joint long ; apex fuscous; claws and pulviil blackish. 
Female similar but rather larger (fig. 3, the cross lines 
at fig. 4 showing the natural dimensions) ; the antennae 
are scarcely so long, slightly thickened to the extremity, 
which is fuscous, the basal joints being ferruginous ; the 
abdomen is longer, the segments very indistinct, and it 
is terminated by a stout incurved ovipositor, formed of 
two strong striated sheaths, inclosing two others, slender 
and pointed, which, with a third valve, form the oviduct; 
the legs are bright, ferruginous, the hinder coxse 
blackish, except at the tips ; the wings are rather 
smaller, with the suffused spot a little more distinct.— 
Ruricola. 

MYRTLES. 
THE ABOTH, OR TRIPLE-LEAVED MYRTLE, 

Tue accompanying specimen of MmrLE is of the 
kind named by the Jews Aboth, and is one of the four 
plants they use in the celebration of the Feast of, 
‘Tabernacles ; the others being the Citron, Date Palm, 
and Willow. . It is distinguished by its tendency to dis- 
pose its leaves in triplets, instead of in pairs, subject 
however to considerable variation; the leaves being 
sometimes in regular triplets ; sometimes in pairs, with 
intermediate single leaves at right angles with the 
others, the single leaf being alternately on opposite sides 
of the stem ; sometimes in single leaves only, which are 
placed alternately on three sides of the stem. The 

* Qürtis's * Brit, Ent.” pl. and fol. 744. 
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Jews reject all but that with regular triplets, and if this | 
cannot be obtained, they content themselves with the 

common sort with leaves in regular pairs. Generally, 

the irregular disposition occurs in the earlier growth of 

the shoot, which, as it extends itself, displays the regular 

triplets. I cannot say whether itis a distinet species, 

or only a variety; I am inclined to believe the latter, 

for the greater part of its shoots have the leaves in 

pairs, like the common Myrtle, from which it does not 

differ in the appearance of leaf or blossom. It appears 

to grow more compactly than the common sort, which 

is disposed to straggle when large. The peculiarity 

does not depend upon superior vigour of growth, for 
other Myrtles of the same age are considerably larger. 

t is by much the most ornamental of its tribe, from 

the compactness of its growth, and the fullness of its 

foliage. 
The use of the Aboth is thus described in the * Form 

of Prayers for the Feast of Tabernacles : "— 

“They also prepare the Palm, Citron, Myrtles, &e., 

used on this Festival, as mentioned Leviticus xxiii, ch., 

40 ver. : * And ye shall take unto you on the first day 

the fruit of goodly trees (this, by tradition, we know 

denotes the Citron), branches of Palm-trees (the 

branches of Date-trees), and the boughs of thick trees 

(this denotes a species of Myrtle whose leaves are 

treble, i. e., such as have three leaves round the wood 

of an equal height, with other leaves hetween the rows, 

50 that the branch appears as if wreathed with leaves), 

and Willows of the brook ; and ye shall rejoice before 

the Lord your God seven days.’” The explanations 

ineluded in parentheses are foot-notes in the volume. 

ur i have improperly rendered the word 

“í fruit,” in the first sentence, by “boughs,” stating, 
however, in the margin, that the Hebrew word signifies 

” os fruit 
The Jews express the union of the four plants by the 

term Arbang Minim, and the signification of each is 
thus explained by a writer of authority among them :— 

“These Arbang Minim are symbolic of the relation 

between the Deity and the Universe, composed of the 

spiritual, the astral, and the inferior world; each of 
which is figured by one of these Minim or species. 
The Esrog, or Citron, which is carefully selected, in 
order to have it perfect (free from any, the slightest, 
stain and biemish), indicates the Great First Cause, the 
Holy One, and blessed be He ! Therefore this fruit is not 
tied up with the other three species, to denote that His 
Berne is absolute, and abstract from all Creation 

The Looliff, or Palm-leaves, denote the spiritual 
beings who, although separate like these leaves, having 
individual existence and distinct intellect, are neverthe- 

less closely united to the stem ; and however different in 
egree, form but one whole. The Myrtle devotes the 

Astral world, which is material (denoted by the word 

aboth, thick, or substantial), and the weeds of the brook 
indicate this inferior world, which is subject to total dis- 
solution. These are tied together, to show that however 

graduated, Creation forms but one whole, subject alike 
to one will, regulated by one legislator, and created for 
one purpose—the happiness of the creature, each accord- 
ing to'its degree. When tied,'they‘are held together by 
the esrog to denote their perfect dependence on the 
one Great Cause, that gave them all their being, and 
with whom they must ever remain united.” 

Let me express surprise that the Myrtle, the most 

elegant of all shrubs, should still be so little cultivated, 

under the mistaken idea that it isa tender plant. It 

flourishes in Cornwall, without any protection or care, 

in the ‘worst soils,'and {the} most exposed situations, 

flowering the most freely where the aspect is the coldest. 

Of course our climate is milder than that of any other 

` part of England ; yet we have now and then a severe 

winter—the last for example; and the shrub which 

Stands our severest winters without care, might be pre- 

served elsewhere with moderate protection. Indeed, it 

flourishes at Swansea, where the winter is often intensely 
cold ; and even at the Mumbles, or Swansea Bay, where 

the aspect is north-east, and the sun never shines on 

them in the winter. About 12 years ago a Myrtle was 
vut down at Falmouth, which from its height, and the 
Size of its stem (trunk I should rather say), was at least. 

50, perhaps 100 years old. It was in autumn, and I 
took a number of slips, and stuck them in a Grape-jar 
with a broken.bottom, half filled with common earth 

and left them out of doors all the winter to take their 
chance. Most of them grew, a callus having gradually 
formed'through the winter fat the edge of the bark, 
which shot out roots in the spring. Plants from these 
cuttings are now above 7 feet high, and had they been 
‘trained with a view to size, they might have been twice 
that „height. Myrtles trained against the wall grow 

readily to the eaves of a two-story house. 
The freedom with which the Myrtle blossoms, and the 

length of time it continues in bloom, greatly increase its 

value. It may he said to be in flower for six months of 
the year, producing its flowers in profuse succession 
from the beginning of July till the storms and frosts of 
Christmas. Its autumn blossoms are also the most 
elegant ; for, during the heat of summer they expand 
and go off quickly, littering by the fall of their petals 
and stamens; but as the season becomes cooler, they 
‘only swell to full-sized blossom-buds, and so remain with- 
‘out expanding, like round pearls shaded with a lovely 
brownish crimson. Thus, they continue in perfect fresh- 
ness till actual winter, when they wither and drop. Till 
this change occurs, no flower is so elegant, whether for 
the bouquet or the bosom. This winter it remained in 
full beauty up to a fortnight since, when the heavy gales 
came on, which have destroyed it. The blossoms 

on a little sprig which I have taken from the wreck will 

probably all be detached before they reach you; and faded 

as they are, they convey a very imperfect idea of what 

they were a few days ago. I delayed this communica- 

tion that I might send with it a bouquet of blossomed 

Myrtles from.the open air, gathered after Christmas, 

which I could generally furnish. This year, unfortu- 

nately, I waited too long. The shrub from which this 

sprig was gathered grows in a cold wet clay, in a court 
on the side of a steep’ hill with a north-west aspect, and 

where every ray of the sun is intercepted from it by 

buildings for four or five months. 1t blossoms most 

abundantly every year, and in a hot. summer ripens its 

berries. It is fully 8 feet high, having been planted out 

about 12 years. Indeed, I am inclined to believe that 

a sunny situation in winter is not favourable either to 

the vigour or the blossoming of the Myrtle. * 

It is not to be expected that slips from the conserva- 

tory will produce hardy plants ; but I have no doubt 

that Myrtles struck from those which, with their parent 

stocks in succession, have stood the winters of Cornwall 

or Devon for 100 years, will, with moderate care, live 

and flourish as out-door plants in all but the coldest 
parts of England.— Edward Osler, Truro. 

[This variety is the Italian Myrtle of Miller. The 

original species being a native of Persia, it would be 

known to the Jews from a very early date, and would 

naturally forms one of their religious symbols. ] 

Home Correspondence. 
Polmaise Heating.— am glad to perceive that you 

have taken up the subject of heating, as it has long 

been my opinion that we have much to learn, or, 

rather unlearn, on that very important subject. I 

much fear, however, if the Polmaise plan is a step quite 

in the right direction, as it appears to me next to an 
impossibility to keep up a proper degree of atmospheric 
humidity with the apparatus you deseribe. With Vines 
in a young, and, quently, in a p ively 

succulent state, I grant you may, to a certain extent, 

succeed, but as the plants get older and harder in their 

tissues, &c., depend upon it the demand upon the “ wet 

blanket? will be more than it ean supply. It is but 

right, however, that the plan should be fairly tested by 

a “fair trial.” As Iam plating some import: 

alterations here, by, way of improvement on the present 

hot water system, I should be glad if any of your 
correspondents would favour me with the results of the 
several systems under their respective charges. I 
do not mean to ask them to take up the dry subject of 
the old smoke flue, but to state the results of the 

different modifications of hot water now in use. At 

present my predelictions are in favour of the tank 
system, but with me the whole thing is still an “open 

question."—J. Walker, Vice-regal Gardens, Dublin. 

The Wleather.—1 observed your remarks in the 

Chronicle of Saturday last, upon the € Ombrologieal 

Almanack,” The attention you invited to that author's 

prediction of the weather on the 12th inst. turned out 

very unfortunate for his veracity ; as instead of its 

being “ clear all day,” the air was remarkably thick and 

heavy. I have not much faith in the safety of these 
weather guides, having tried several of them, though I 

confess I never heard of this singular titled book before. 

Pray what has ‘“ombrology” to do with atmospheric 

variations? Is the word derived from the Greek 

opBpos, signifying rain or wet? The wet almanack is, 

however, a peculiar designation. The most exact pre- 
dictions I have invariably found in “Zadkiel’s Alma- 

nack,” and T here give youan extract, that your readers 

may notice the result :—“January 20th, stormy and 

cold ; 21st and 22d, high winds, fair, yet frosty nights ; 

23d, cloudy and showery ; 24th, milder; 25th, fair ; 

26th, snow showers—the new moon brings cold but 
clear air—frost ; 28th, snow; 29th, fair; the 30th, 

a change—rain and snow or sleet, the last day cloudy 

and cold, stormy air.” ‘The 27th is especially likely 

to bring a brilliant aurora borealis, which meteor is 

generally observed during the sun’s aspects with 

Herschel, being merely a magnetic discharge from the 

Polar regions” "The prediction on the 11th and 12th 

was “ rain and fog prevail,” which proved more in ac- 

cordance with reality thah that of the author of the 

* Ombrological.” —Subseriber, East Ham. 

Effects of the present Mild Weather.—I would re- 

commend suburban gardeners to look after their Cur- 

rant bushes, whose buds the present mild weather has 

caused to swell, and if a few days’ frost should come, 

not a bud will be left by the birds. I found they had 

attacked mine after a night's frost, nearly a fortnight 

ago, and I immediately adopted a plan which last year I 

found effectual asa protection. I stretched across each 

plant, and in various directions from branch to branch, 

pieces of coloured worsted.. If the plants are nume- 

rous, and in rows, I doubt not the object may be at- 

tained by stretching the worsted from end to end of the 
The sparrows 

seem to be particularly fond of the swelling buds of the 

Currant, especially in frosty weather ; and in my garden, 

a fortnight ago, they had mearly stripped one bush, 

which appeared to be more forward than the others, 

before I had suspected them to have commenced their 
predati Have? diately adopted the precau- 

tion above suggested, I have not since found that the 

plants: have sustained any further injury.—J. N. 

Broccoli.—Vhis being the time when gardeners pro- 

| 
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that generally cultivated sort, Grange’s White. With 
me it succeeded the.Cauliflowers in October, and has 
afforded a regular supply of excellent heads up to the 
present time—a most desirable thing where a large 
family is to be supplied with vegetables at that season 

of the year.—J. B. Whiting. 
Sulphur v. Rabbits.—I stated last spring the effect of 

my flags of sulphur in keeping the above vermin from 
my Apple trees; everything I said was strietly 
correct. In the commencement of last month I found 
them as usual commencing to gnaw and nip off the 
shoots of my young Apples ; I immediately ordered the 

flags of sulphur, the same that were used last season, 

to be placed round the quarters, and not having enough, 

20 Ibs. of sulphur were melted and an additional number 
made; sinee they were placed not a twig has been 

touched. “Now, look on this picture ;" from my com- 
plete suecess during the whole of the last severe winter, 
I felt the pleasing anticipation of seeing a good show of 
my favourite spring flowers, the Crocus, which had 
hitherto every spring been devoured by the hares, even 
in bud, unless well covered with the trimmings of my 
Rose stocks or other bushes: accordingly, my flags, 
fresh dipped, were placed in thick array around every 
bed; alas! my hopes, like my flowers, were all nipped, 
although they must, in many instances, have brushed 
their furry coats against my yellow flags. What shall 
we say to this? I suppose, simply, that hares love 
Apple trees passingly well, but their dislike to the sul- 
phur preponderates, therefore they will not pass the 

flags to have a bite; but with Crocuses it is quite 

another affair—they love them so dearly that even close 

contact with vulgar brimstone will not prevent their en- 

joyment of a bouquet of flowers. Still, I must think 

that my hares and rabbits are of a more gentlemanly 

race than those mentioned by your correspondents, for 

unless tempted beyond “ hareish” endurance, they pay 

every respect to my flag.— T. Rivers, Sawbridgeworth. 

European Salvias.—The only species worth culti- 

vating, and those only for the shrubbery, are, Pratensis, 

blue; Glutinósa, yellow ; Hablitziana, lilac; Bicolor, 

blue and white ; Scabioseefolia, lilac ; Sclarea, lilac and 

white ; Patula, white ; Canariensis, lilac.—Anon. 

Packing for Hot-water Pipes.—As l have not seen 

any notice in the Gardeners’ Chronicle of Macintosh’s 

Patent Washer for iron-pipes, I now send you a speci- 

men of them, They appear to me to be well adapted 

to the fitting of heating apparatus for plant-houses, &c., 

as they are much cleaner than the ordinary plugging, 

and form a much more certain and durable joint. 

Though their first cost is somewhat greater than that 

of tow and paint, yet they are so easily fitted, and 

require so few repairs that they will probably prove in 

the end to be cheaper.—G. Thisilethwaite. [These 

seem to be a capital material for the purpose, -a full 

4 inch thick, and quite elastic.] 
Disease in Vegetables.—Have’ you heard any com- 

plaints about Parsnips? My gardener says about one- 

sixth of my roots in the garden for family use is diseased 

similar to those now left—R. [Yes; we find Pars- 

nips, Carrots, Turnips, and Onions, more or less affected 

by adecay similar to that of the Potato: but without 

any fungus.] 
Bouvardia flava.—Herewith I send you a specimen 

of the above plant, and I believe the first blooms that 

have been produced in England. When we take into 

consideration that the plant from whieh these flowers 

were gathered has been grown in heat, and the almost 

certain improvement it will undergo when subjeeted to 

more congenial treatment, I think it may safely be 

stamped as a decided acquisition to this class of plants. 

—W. W. Webber. [We are obliged to our corres- 

pondent;for his specimen. The plant had not before 

come under our observation. “It is a true Bouvardia, 

and a pretty species.] 

Green Frogs.—1l had sent to me, from Germany, 

some of those beautiful little green frogs that one sees 

in glass bottles half filled with water. I meant to turn 

them out in my conservatory, but as yet bave had diffi- 

eulty in feeding them; from Germany I was told. to 

feed them only on flies, snd 1 have the greatest diffi- 

culty at this season of the year in finding any. Bya 

great naturalist I was cautioned against allowing them 

to hybernate, as, perchance, they would not wake. 

Have any of your readers any knowledge of what they 

will eat except flies ? or have they any general experi- 

ence in the frog management 2—Dodman. [If they 

could be managed easily. the importation of these little 

creatures for sale might be profitable. 

Gooseberry Caterpillar.—I destroy these by shaking 

them from the trees, then by tying a piece of Cabbage- 

leaf around the stem of the tree with a circle of gas tar ` 

upon it. This prevents the caterpillars from again 

ascending, and when without food they soon perish.— 
V. Buck. 
Parrots.—I have a friend who has got a fine grey 

bird about four years old, whieh has lost the use of one 

of its legs and one wing for tbe last four months ; it 

resembles the rheumatism in the human frame, for it 

cannot bear to be touched without sereaming out in the 

greatest anguish. Could any of your correspondents 

give me any adviee in giving poor Poll. relief, that she 

may be restored to the use of her limbs ?—J. W., 

H: 

3 

arwich. 
Protecting Half-hardy Plants on Walls.—The con- 

servative wall now forms an important feature in every 

garden of any extent; but it is not carried out with that 
degree of spirit which it deserves ; for there are many - 

plants choked up in greenhouses which would flourish 

on the conservative wall if they were properly protected, 
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and if the soil in which they are planted was kept con- 
paratively dry: In winter plants are protected with 
Fern, straw, hay, mats, Asp haulm, Fir-branche: 
and such like material, and these are all very good in 
their way ; but the plant is twisted about till it assumes 
the shape of a birch-broom ; with a little short litter or 
soil placed over the roots, and under this coat of mail, it 
is doomed to exist, whether it freezes, thaws, rains, or 
shines, till the gardener imagines that the frost has. left 
him for the season. To remedy this evil, and to remove 
these unsightly objects from that part of the garden 
which should at all times be clean and neat, I propose 
the following plan, which I am sure will answer the 
desired end. Having provided a sufficient quantity of 
felt dfr: as light as ci will 
admit—at one end of these frames, and at both corners, 
fix two iron hooks ; and at2ins. under the wall-plate 
drive into the wall two iron eyes, at equal distances, 
so that the hooks on the frame, and the one that follows, 
may fit properly in, without leaving too wide a space 
between them. The covers are then to slope to the 
edge of the walk, and:to be made fast to wooden posts 
driven into the border at equal distances, so that one 
post may answer for fastening the ends of two frames, 
which are to be made fast by means of iron hooks and 
eyes, as near the ground as possible. If felt cannot be 
proeured, or is considered to be too expensive, the 
frames may be thatched with Wheat straw,which should 
be put on thinly, for a slight covering will be found quite 
sufficient for protection in most winters, In mild 
weather, the frames should be unhooked, and removed 
out of sight, keeping them in readiness in case of frost. 
When the frost has entirely disappeared, the frames 
should be carefully laid past in some dry shed, and be- 
fore being used again they should have a coating of tar, 
which will render them more durable. The above plan 
may be considered by some to be too expensive, but, if 
we take everything into consideration, it will be found 
to be the cheapest in the end.— John M<Intosh. 
Cemenis.—May I ask *Lusor," who has recom- 

mended a cement for tanks, the cost of which does not 
exceed the sum of 8s. per ewt., if he would be kin 
enough to say what quantity of the cement would be 
required in the formation of a tank 6 feet in length, 
3 feet in width, and 5 feet in depth, to be made of bricks. 
—W. G. M., Hereford. 

Potatoes.—1l am happy to state that all which were 
packed in charred sawdust, charred old tan, and other 
refuse, as well as those packed in dry turf-ashes, are 
as sound and free from disease as could be wished); 
they are dry, mealy, and fine-flavoured ; but those that 
were pitted or banked in the usual way have rotted 
wholesale, and the effluvia. arising from them is very 
unpleasant. The following is the account of my early 
crops in their different stages of growth. "The whole, 
previous to planting out permanently, were sprouted in 
pots in the Pine stove,as has been my usual custom 
forsome years. My first crop, planted in October, was 
longer in sprouting, and produeed more plants with 
curled foliage, than I ever previously had amongst early 
Potatoes, viz., one plant in 15, on theaverage. In due 
time the selected plants were permanently planted, 
three or four in large fruiting Pine pots, which were 
placed on bricks in rows in the early Peach-house. I 
never saw plants grow away more healthily and luxu- 
riantly, the foliage being large, of a beautiful dark 
green colour, and the stalks.as thick as the finger, with 
not a blemish to be seen on a single plant in the whole 
crop ; they are now just in good condition for table— 
as fine-sized clean tubers as could be wished at this 
season, My next crop, similarly planted, and arranged in 
the second Peach-house, is 12 or 14 inchesin height, and 
doing equally well. My third crop, planted on a. slight 
hotbed that had previously produced Asparagus, with a 
Melon frame over it, is equally healthy, and in every 
respect free from disease—indeed, I have not a fault to 
find with them. The plants average from 8 to 10 
inches in height, and are very strong. I have several 
other plantings, from to 4 inches in height, 
all equally sound and clear; and those latter 
crops are not producing one-tenth the quantity 
of curled leaves, which I account for in this way. Al. 
though I am not an advocate for allowing seed Potatoes 
to remain in the soil to get over ripe, this last season 
the haulm was eut down long before the tubers were 
ripe, indeed, in a soft and watery state; and those I 
planted first were not stored in dry material long 
enough after greening to mature them, while the other 
plantings were packed in dry packing stuff in an Onion 
loft ; and. although the same variety off the same piece 
of ground, and dug up on the same day, they are of a 
different quality altogether—they are as sound and 
firm as could be wished. Potatoes, over-ripe, ex- 
hausted by fermentation, &c., will produce curle: 
foliage, and young ‘tubers without stems, equally with 
those which have not come to maturity. I have lon 
had practical proof of this. The various plantings I 
have made on borders and quarters in the open ground 
are equally satisfactory, ave ‘examined them in 
various places, and have found all the tubers in a per 
fectly sound and plump state, the eyes pushing very 
full and strong indeed. I always plant whole tubers. 
I am in no fear now of a return of the disease, should 
next season be a favourable one. In this locality the 
tmospł on Christ day, New Year's-day, and 

many other days of late, was warmer by several de- 
grees (both day and night) than we had it in last July ; and for the last fortnight this locality has been in com- 
plete harmony with the beautiful warble of the woodlark, 
which abounds here, and which, in my opinion, is next 

to the nightingale. — The merry song-thrush, storm- 
cock, hedge-sparrow, and robin, also enliven the scene ; 

, | and the ringdove or wood-pigeon is cooing merrily, be- 
sides numbers of starlings and wood-peckers. Beech- 
nuts are abundant, which those merry warblers seem 
to luxuriate on.—James Barnes. 
Potatoes.—Why donot some of the Potato dealers 

send agents to this country, where we have a large 
quantity of Potatoes to sell of excellent quality, and 
without a trace of disease? I think I could myself offer 
them 1000 tons from my own farm, and estates under 
my charge.—J. M., Inverness. 

Sarieties. 
BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON. 

Nov. 29.—Ninth Anniversary—The President in 
the chair. The Secretary read the report of ‘the 
Council, from which it appeared that 16 members had 
been elected since the last anniversary, and that the 
Society now consisted of 182 members. It was stated 
that the report of the Herbarium Committee would 
appear in the spring, and that the exertions of the 
members to obtain the rare and interesting plants had 
been attended with the greatest success. The report 
was unanimously adopted, after which a ballot took 
place for the Council for the ensuing year, when the 
chairman was re-elected President, and he nominated 
John Miers, Esq., F.R.S., and E. Doubleday, Esq., 
F.L.S., Vice Presidents ; A. H. Hassall, Esq., E.L.S., 
and E. Palmer, M.D., were elected new members of 
the Council; Mr. J. Reynolds, and Mr. G. E. Dennes, 
were re-elected treasurers, ^ 

REGENT'S[:PARK GARDENERS’ INSTRUCTION 
SOCIETY, 

Dec. 11.—Mr. Rr in the chair. Mr. Campbell read 
the following paper on the culture of the Fig :—* The Fig 

ris a native of Central Asia, and was introduced in 1525. 
The most approved method of propagating it is by 
layers and cuttings about a foot in length, taken off the 
most fruitful and well-ripened shoots, potted in a light 
sandy loam, and struck in a slight bottom-heat ; from 
these, plants may be obtained in the second or third 
year. When grown on walls they should be placed in 
the warmest situation. ‘The border should be made of 
fresh loam of a medium texture, 2 feet deep ‘and 15 
wide, upon a well-drained bottom, and when enriching 
is required, this should be effected by means of manure- 
water. In pruning, the knife is not necessary (if pinching 
and ‘thinning is properly attended to daring the summer 
months with the finger and thumb), except to eut out 
the old wood. He proposed the fan system of training 
and for protection in winter mats or canvas, because of 
the ease by which they could be made to suit the 
weather—taking off the unripe fruit previous to cover- 
ing. In forcing the I may be 1 
at 45°, and gradually raised to 80° as the plants and 
the season advance. He had seen them do well planted 
out in pits, from which two crops in a season were 
regularly taken. "Phe roots in all cases should be en- 
couraged near the surface, and the border should not 
be stirred by the spade, but by a fork. A moist heat 
should be kept throughout, and syringing over the 
leaves employed until the period of ripening, when a 
few leaves may be taken off, which shade the fruit, and 
the water withdrawn, When ripe, the fruit should be 
gathered in the morning and used in the same day. 
The most select sorts are early white Marseilles, a good 
bearer and suitable for forcing; black Ischia, Pine- 
flavoured, do. do. ; brown Ischia, excellent; brown 

aples, very good’; large blue or long Purple, very 
od and bears carriage; Lee's Perpetual, valuable 

from its long period of fruiting.”—Mr. Reith did not 
approve of divesting them of any of their leaves ; he 
had seen excellent crops grown in a Vinery.—Mr. 
Townsend recommended strong soil and large tubs for 
forced plants, confining those planted out in pits to 
divisions of 2 feet apart, and well draining and watering 
profusely. The Brunswick was large and fine, and 
might be added to the above.—Mr. Bruce had practised 
covering them on walls with Spruce branches, which, 
from their gradually becoming bare towards spring, 
was an ad ge.—Mr. Elliot disapp d of the width 
and depth of the border as being too much, but ap- 
proved of giving manure-water, all solids having to be- 
come liquids before being taken up by the plant. The 
late fruit should be taken off soon after being seen, 
and he would not syringe over the leaves, as it tended 
to close up the pores.—Mr. M*Ewen agreed with Mr, 
R. as regards the leaves ; he also coincided with Mr. E, j 
and, though onee an advocate for the free use of the 
syringe, which may be indispensable for dirty plants, 
yet, by a judicious course of management in. connection 
with the improved modes of heating, they can be kept 
clean and healthful, thus preventing the dashing over 

o e 

Z |the leaves and the choking of the pores consequent 
thereon,— Several specimens were exhibited and named, 
and six new members chosen.—G. M‘Ewen, Sec. 

RMebieos. 
Cyclopedia of Biblical Literature. 

Svo. Parts 1 to 24. 
London. 

Among the innumerable comments which much or little 
knowledge has poured forth upon the Bible, so vast an 
amount of error, ignorance, or misdirected learning, has 
been wasted, that a biblical student who does not think fit 
to devote his whole life to the study of the holy writings 
has no chance of ever understanding them critically. 

By John Kitto. 
Black, Edinburgh ; Longmans, 

To the mass of people this most important. branch of 
knowledge could hardly be said, a few years since, to be 
accessible at all. Indeed, the diversity of subjects al- 
luded to in the Bible is so great, that no single com- 
mentator could possess the knowledge required for the 
examination of every part of the vast subject, 

When, therefore, Dr. Kitto ventured upon the diffi- 
cult path of biblical criticism, it was with a full know- 
ledge of the impossibility of dealing with it single 
handed. He engaged the co-operation of the most 
learned oriental scholars, and by parcelling the subject 
among them, giving to each that particular topie which 
he had most studied, an amount of exact knowledge and 
practical criticism has been brought together which has 
never been equalled, 

To us the subject is, exclusive of all other reasons, 
most attractive for the sake of the natural history, on 
which we have ourselves occasionally touched, and whieh 
"has been by Dr. Kitto intrusted to Dr. Royle and Col. 
Hamilton Smith. Their names are a guarantee of the 
care and skill with which it has been treated. Indeed, 

r. Royle seems to have exhausted the whole subject, 
so far as his inquiries have extended ; and, although 
obscurity still hangs, and in all human probability 
always will hang, over some of the allusions in the 
Scriptures, yet all that it is possible to interpret has 
now met with a faithful expounder, to whom. both the 
learned and unlearned may look with confidence; His 
article on Dudaim will show how he has dealt with his 
materials :— 
“Dudaim.—This word, in its plural form, only occurs: 

in two places of Scripture : first in Genesis xxx. 14-165. 
and secondly, in Cantieles vii. 13. In the first passage 
it is mentioned several times: ‘Reuben went out in 
the days of Wheat harvest, and found dudaim (man- 
drakes) in:the field, and brought them home to his- 
mother Leah. Then Rachel said to Leah, give me of 
thy son's dudaim ;’ also in ver. 15, and in ver. 16, it is 
said, * And Jacob came out of the field in the evening, 
and Leah went out to meet him, and said, Thou must 
come in unto me, for surely I have hired thee with my 
son's dudaim ; and he lay with her that night.’ Inthe 
second passage we learn that these dudaim, or the plants 
which yielded them, gave out a peculiar odour : ‘The 
dudaim (mandrakes) give a smell, and at our gates are 
all manner of pleasant plants.’ From the above passages 
itis evident that the dudaim were collected in the fields, 
that they were fit for gathering in the Wheat harvest 
in Mesopotamia, where the first occurrence took place; 
that they were found in Palestine ; that they or the 
plants which yielded them diffused an odour, which 
Michaelis p. F G if. odore, vene- 

| reus Mandragoras ; and that they were supposed to be 
possessed. of aphrodisiae powers, or of assisting in pro- 
curing conception. From this it is manifest that there 
is little to guide us in determining what plant is alluded 
to at such early periods, especially as no similar name 
has been recognised in any of the cognate languages. 
Hence great diversities of opinion have been entertained 
respecting the ‘plant and produce intended by the name 
dudaim. These ,Dr. Harris has thus summed up: 
‘Interpreters have wasted much time and pains in 
endeavouring to ascertain what is intended by the 
Hebrew word dudaim. Some translate it by * Violet,’ 
others *Lilies; *Jasmins, ‘Truffles or Mushrooms; 
and some think that the word means * flowers,’ or ‘fine 
flowers) Bochart, Calmet, and Sir Thomas Browne 
suppose the citron intended ; Celsius is persuaded that 
it is the fruit of the Lote tree; Hiller that Cherries 
are spoken of ; and Ludolf maintains that it is the fruit 
which the Syrians call ‘mauz’ (that is the Plantain), 
resembling in figure and taste the Indian Fig ; but the 
generality of interpreters and commentators understand 
AMandrakes, a species of Melon, by dudaim. Here, 
however, the author has confounded the Melon * Cucu- 
mis dudaim, with the Mandrake or Mandragora, adopted: 
by the generality of authors. The grounds upon which 
the Mandragora has been preferred are, first, ‘The 
most ancient Greek translator interprets the Hebrew 
name in Gen. xxx. 14, by Mandrake Apples (ujAa 
LevüpayopGv); and in the Song of Solomon, by Man- 
drakes, of uavdparyépu. Saadias Onkelos and;the Syriac 
version agree with the Greek translators. "lhej'first of 
these puts laffach; the two latter yabruchin; which 
names denote the same plant’ (Rosenmiiller, Bid. Bot. 
p. 130, and note). The earliest notice of wavdpaydpas 
is by Hippocrates, and the next by Theophrastus (Hist. 
Plant. vi. 2.) Both of these C. Sprengel (Hist. Rei 
Herb. i, 38, 82) supposes, intend Atropa Mandragora. 
Dioscorides notices three kinds: 1. the female, which 
is supposed to be the Mandragora autumnalis. of Ber- 
loton ; 2. the male, Mandragora vernalis of the same 
botanist (these two are, however, usually accounted 
yarieties of Atropa Mandragora); 3. a kind ealled 

orion. It has been inferred that this may be the 
same as the Mandragora of Theopl which, by: 
some authors, has been supposed to be Atropa Bella- 
donna. To all of these Dioscorides ascribes narcotic 
properties, and says of the first, that it is also called 
Circea, because it appears to be a rogt which promotes 
venery. Pythagoras named the Mandragora anthropo- 
morphon, and Theophrastus, among other qualities, 
mentions its soporific powers, and also its tendency to 
excite to love. Its fruits were called Apples. of love, 
and Venus herself Mandragorites. But it is not easy 
to decide whether the above all refer to the same plant 
or plants. Persian authors on materia medica give 
Mandragoras as a synonyme for yebrookh, or yabrooz, 
which is said to be the root of a. plant of which the fruit 
is called /oofah. This, there is little doubt, must be 
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the above Atropa Mandragora, as the Arabs usually 
Yefer only to the plants of Dioscorides, and, on this 
occasion, they quote him.as well as Galen, and aseribe 
Narcotic properties to both the root and the fruit. 
D'Herbelot, under the article * Abrousanam, details 
some of the sup itious opinions respecting this plant, 
which originated in the East, but which continued for a 
long time to be retailed by authors in Europe. By the 
Arabs it is said:to be called tufah-al-sheitan, or devil's 
Apple. If we look to-the works of more modern authors, 
we find a continuance of the same statements. “Chus 
Mariti, in his Travels (vol, ii. p. 195), says that the 
Arabs called the Mandrake plant (yabrochak), which is, 
no doubt, the same name as given above. ‘At the 
village of St. John in the mountains, about 6 miles 
South-west from Jerusalem, this plant is found at pre- 
Sent, as well as in Tuscany. It grows low, like Lettuce, 
to which its leaves have a strong resemblance, except 
that they have a dark green colour. The flowers are 
purple, and the root is for the most part forked. 
fruit, when ripe, in the beginning of May, is of the size 
and colour of a small Apple, exceedingly ruddy, and of 
a most agreeable odour ;.our guide thought us fools for 
suspecting it to be hol . He ate it freely 
himself, and it is generally valued by the inhabitants as 
exhilarating their spirits and a provocative to venery.’ 

. Maundrell was informed by the chief priest of the 
Samaritans that it was still noted for its genial virtue. 
Hasselquist also seems inclined to consider it the dudaim, 
for, when at Nazareth, he says, ‘what I found most 
remarkable in their villages was the great quantity of 
Mandrakes that grew in a vale below it. The fruit was 
now (May 16)xipe. From the season in which this 
Mandrake blossoms and ripens its fruit, one might form 
a conjecture that it is Rachel’s dudaim. hese were 
brougit her in the Wheat harvest, which in Galilee is 
in the month of May, about this time, and the Mandrake 
Was now in fruit. Considering therefore that the ear- 
liest translators have given Mandragora and Y abrokhim 
as the synonymous names for dudaim, and that the root 
and fruits of Atropa Mandragora have, from early 
times, been supposed to be possessed of the same pro- 
perties which are ascribed to the dudaim, there does 
not appearito us any other plant, which has been yet 
adduced, better entitled than it to stand for the dudaim. 
But there does not exist sufficient collateral proof to 
confirm the selection by the Greek translator of the 
Mandragora as the dudaim, in preference to some other 
plants, which might be adduced, and to which similar 
properties have from ancient times been ascribed.” 

With this care and intimate knowledge of the vege- 
tation of the East is every botanical subject dealt with; 
and as the other contributors seem each to have 
executed his task as faithfully, Dr. Kitto’s Cyclopedia 
Will take a high place among the classical works on 
Biblical criticism. 

Wew Garden Planis. 
7. INDIGOFERA pecora. Decorated Indigo. Green- 

house Shrub. (Leguminous Plants). China. 
Received from Mr. Fortune, May 1, 1845. A dark- 
green hands bush, with s hat glaucous branches. 
The leaves are pinnate in from two to five pairs and an 
odd one, quite smooth on the upper side, but slightly 
covered on the under side with very fine hairs, attached 
by their middle ; the leaflets are exactly ovate, with a 
short bristle at their end, between 13 and 2 inches 
long, of a very dark green colour; and to each pair 
there are-two short bristle-like stipules. The flowers 
Srow from the axils of the leaves in horizontal racemes 
Much shorter than the leaves themselves ; they are of 
a light rose-colour and very handsome. The calyx is a 
at membranous five-toothed cup, with the two upper 

teeth very. far apart. The standard of the corolla is 
z oblong, nearly flat, very slightly keeled behind, nearly 
White, ‘but pencilled with delicate crimson lines near 
the base ; in length it is equal to the wings and keel, 
and forms with them.an angle of about 45° when ex- 
Panded ; the wings are narrowly lanceolate and ciliated, 
of a pale bright rose-colour ; the keel is rather paler, 
and bordered with a woolly or very downy upper edge. 
t is a greenhouse plant which will grow freely in 

almost any sort of soil, especially sandy peat. In sum- 
Mer an ample supply of water is required, and air at all 
times when the weather is favourable. To prevent the 
leaves from being scorched by the sun, it will be neces- 
Sary to use shading. In winter water should only be 
given when the soil becomes dry. It strikes freely from 
Cuttings under ordinary treatment. This is a good ad- 
dition to, our greenhouse plants.—Journal of the Horti- 
culiural Society. 
8. LOBELIA GLANDULOSA. 

Perennial. 
Crassiuscula. 

This isa hardy herbaceous plant, of the easiest culti- 
vation, growing freely in any kind of garden soil, and 
not unlike the well-known L. syphilitica, but much less 
showy. 1 It attains the height of two aud a half feet, 
flowers in September and Oetober, and, like so many 
of its race, prefers a moist situation to a dry one. 
Elliot says that it grows in damp Pine barrens. The 
Stem is between 3 and 4 feet high, quite undivided, 
angular and covered with short hairs; The- leaves are 
Sessile, oval-lanceolate ; near the base of the stem 
narrowed into a short winged stalk, irregularly toothed, 
and bordered with hard white conical glands, which 
also appear on the edge of the bracts and ealyx, from 
Which remarkable circumstance the species derives its 
name, The.spikes are something less than a foot long, 

Glandular Lobelia. Hardy 
(Lobeliads). Carolina, Syn. L 

and covered at short intervals by pale blue flowers, 

rather smaller than in the well-known Lobelia syphili- 
tica, The sepals are reflexed on the edge and slightly 
toothed. "The lower lip of the corolla consists of three 
sharp ovate lobes, the upper of two very narrow chan- 
nelled reflexed ones. Two varieties of it are mentioned 
by M. Alphonse Dé Candolle ; one a smaller plant with 
a smooth corolla and calyx, the other with oblong downy 
leaves. We have not remarked either in gardens. It 
is also said to vary with oval, lanceolate, and linear 
leaves, which are more or less toothed.— Botanical 
Reyister, 1846, ¢. 6. 

Garden Memoranda. 
Messrs. Fairbairn’s Nursery, Clapham.—Since we 

last visited this establisliment several novelties have 
sprung up in the shape of horticultural buildings. At 
the east end of the former range a spacious greenhouse 
has been erected for the accommodation of specimen 
plants and young stock. Thisstructure is about 80 feet 
in length, 12 feet in breadth, and about 11 feet in height. 
It is span-roofed, the front or south side being about 
103 feet in depth, and the north side-6 feet ; the latter 
resting on a back wall of 84 feet in height. "This wall 
is, however, provided with windows which slide up and 
own by means of weights and pulleys, thus offering 

ample means of ilationin summer, and i ing the 
amount of light in winter. The sashes in the roof are 
moveable, and the front or upright sashes, whieh are 
about 3 feet in height, also move up and down by means 
of weights and pulleys, making the front altogether 
about 7 feet in height, one half being glass and the 
other brick work. Aslate sheif, about 5 feet in breadth, 
on a level with the bottom of the upright sashes, runs 
the whole length of the house ; in front of this is the 
pathway about 3 feet in width, and on the other, side of 
the pathway is a pit about 4 feet in width, whieh is 
hiefly filled with Camellias. On the front shelf were 

many fine specimens of Cape Heaths, for which this 
nursery is justly celebrated ; but the best display of 
large and fine plants of this beautiful genus was 
in a new house which has lately been erected for 
them at the west end of the former range. This 
is a neat-looking structure about 40 feet in length 
and 15 feet in breadth, and from its being well venti- 
lated, appears to be extremely well adapted for the 
growth of greenhouse plants in general; but especially 
of Heaths. It is span roofed, the south side being 
14 feet in depth, and the north side about 5 feet 
6 inches, resting on a back wall of nearly 8 feet in 
height. The latter has several windows or ventilators 
in the length, and the top lights are all moveable as 
well as. the sashes in front, which are about 3 feet in 
height. A slate shelf, 24 feet in breadth, extends the 
length of the front and ends, and in the centre sur- 

rounded by a stone pathway is a raised platform, on 
which the plants are placed. It is glazed by British 
sheet-glass; the panes being overlapped, and about 
2 feet in length, which gives the roof a clean and light 
appearance. ‘This, as well-as the other new house, is 
heated by hot-water circulating in iron pipes from one 
of Spiller’s upright cylindrical boilers. In addition to 
these it may be mentioned that a small Pelargonium 
house has been put up at the end of the propagating 
house, both being warmed by hot-water flowing from 
one boiler. In all the "houses, the Heaths, both speci- 
men plants and young stock, were in luxuriant health, and 
exhibited the best of management. They are growing 
in Shirley peat, which being very fibrous in texture, is 
every way well adapted to the culture of such plants. 
The balls are not elevated in the pots, as is sometimes 
done, this being considered unnecessary where the soil 
is used in a rough state, and where the pots are effec- 
tually drained, which is the chief agent cf success in 
pot-culture. 

Helmington-hall, West of Durham, the Seat of Mrs. 
Spencer.—There is here a number of plants of the 
Salvia fulgens, 5 feet in height, growing on the open 
border in flower. They have bloomed well all the third 
season of the year, and are still continuing thus far in the 
ourth to produee flowers and foliage equally good, 

being a rare cir in this i county ; 
they have been much admired. Has anybody else Sal- 
vias in flower on the open border, without artifical pro- 
tection in this northern climate !—A. D. 

Broughton-hall, near Manchester. — The Rev. J. 
Clowes, we are glad to learn, has been fortunate enough 
to obtain from Fernando Po an entire plant of Ansellia 
Africana in good preservati The ps 
about the height of an umbrella, and appear, from the 
remains of the flowering stems at the top, to spread 
abroad to about the same circumference. Each flower 
is reported to be as large as a Tulip, and to be very 

handsome. Oncidium phymatochilum is also coming 
finely into bloom, producing two strong stems. 

£ $ 

Wiscellaneous. : 
Destruction of Insects: Kyles Liguid.—A. liquid 

for destroying mealy bug and other insects, invented by 

Mr. Brown, chemist, Layton, having been sent to the 

garden by Mr. John Kyle, the following trials were 

made. As recommended by him, the liquid was applied 

with a eamel-hair brush to Begonia undulata, Epiden- 

drum hl anda M illari The „plants 

were apparently uninjured, In every case the insects 

were killed. 4 Composition for destroying scale on 

Pines having been sent to the garden by Robert Dymond, 
Esq., whose gardener was the inventor, the following 

trials were made with it. The composition, being like 

black paint, was diluted with water, according to the 

donor’s directions, and applied to the plants with a 

brush. Not having Pines to operate upon, common 
stove and greenhouse’ plants were substituted. The 
plants were rendered unsightly until the old leaves 
dropped off, the substance being of such a nature as 
not to wash off by syringing with clean water. The 
young leaves soon became covered with scale like those 
which were dressed with the liquid. In this case ver 
few of the insects were killed ; and although they had 
been destroyed, the remedy proved worse than the dis- 
ease. Spirit of Wine, in the form of vapour, has been 
tried to destroy scale and other inseets on plants. The 
plant experimented: upon was put into an empty water- 
tub,and coveredup close to retain thesteam ; a small vessel 
full of hot water was placed beside the plant, over which 
a cup was placed containing the spirit. In this opera- 
tion six hours seem to be about the time required. The 
quantity of spirit should be in proportion to the space 
intended to be filled. Fora common water-tub, if the 
spirits are good, a wine-glassful is quite sufficient. 
Several Orchidaceous plants have been cleaned by this 
process without being in the least injured.— Journal of 
the Horticultural Society. 

Indestructibility of Po'ato-Starch.—The following 
ease may not be uninteresting at the present time, as 
itshows the resistive power of starch to the ordinary 
influences of vegetable d positi A gentl 
living in this neighbourhood, four years ago (in 1841) 
made a pit in an outhouse for the purpose of preserving 
his winter stock of Potatoes. The pit was made and 
filled with Potatoes,in dry weather, but when the winter 
had set in, it was found. to be nearly full of water, and 
the Potatoes to be so far deeayed as to be considered 
worthless. Accordingly, they were buried in a large 
hole, about three feet deep,.in the garden, covered with 
earth to the thickness of about.a foot or two, and thus 
left, as was thought, to rot and become converted into 
manure. A few weeks since, on digging over the spot 
where these Potatoes were buried, a white mass was 
turned up, whieh proved to be part of the remains of 
the Potatoes. A careful examination of the spot was 
now made. ‘The Potatoes, which originally occupied a 

space about two feet deep, were found compressed into 
a layer of eight or nine inehes intbiekness. ‘The upper 
part of this layer consisted of a mass of white powder, 
which, on being examined by the microscope, was 

ascertained to be pure and perfeet starch. In the 
lower part of the layer, the cortical portion of the 
tubers, as well as the starch, still remained ; thus each 
Potato, ina flattened state, like a dried Fig, could be se- 
arated from the rest, and on removing the dry peel, 

the interior was found to consist of the starch, nearly 
pure, but-a little more coloured than that in the upper 
part of the layer. These flattened remains of the 
Potatoes have a strong and most offensive smell ; but 
the-starch, on being washed, isas- sweet and white, and 
in every respect:as good, asthat obtained from fresh 
and sound ‘Potatoes, although it has been buried in the 

ground, and has remained in contact with the decaying 
portion of the tubers during a period of full three years 
anda half. The surface of the decayed Potatoes was 

covered with an immense number of earth worms, 
completely matted together, and the mould for six or 

eight inches above these was full of maggots, similar to 

those of the common house flies ; but neither worms 

nor maggots were found among the decayed Potatoes.— 
Deane in Pharmaceutical Journal. 

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS, 
(For the ensuing Week.) 

Tux great utility of charcoal and wood ashes is ad- 
mitted on all hands for gardening purposes ; I would, 
therefore, beg to direct the attention of the gardening 
world to the necessity of a somewhat systematic course 
of procedure in the mode by which it is made. Now is 

the time (whilst the felling of trees, the “stocking” of 

hedges, or thinning of woods are proceeding) to lay in 

a considerable stock for the year. ‘The process of burn- 

ing is most simple. I begin by burning all the Jargest 

of the brush as a centre of operations; following up 

with the smaller wood ; and when in a due state of 

combusticn, covering the whole with the rough refuse 

of the kitchen garden, which has been. twelvemonths in 

collecting. Finally, a coating of turves or soil—double 

if turves ; the latter being reserved for prime potting 

purposes. The material thus managed, will furnish 

large masses of charcoal for Orchids, &e.; smaller 

lumps for drainage to pots ; and wood-ash in ábundanee 

for dressing seed-beds, for any plants which require 

fresh material. 
CONSERVATORIES, STOVES, &c. 

Conservatory.—In recourse to artificial heat for this 

structure, too much stress cannot be laid on the mode- 

ration necessary. As has been well observed, the fire 

king is sometimes a greater enemy than the ice king. 

Try to ensure sufficient atmospheric moisture without 

drip. To accomplish this, there should be a moderate, 

but permanent moisture supplied, either on some part 

of the floors or in contact with a return pipe, especially 

during the day ; and at night back air, more or less, 

continually—Do not excite stove plants at present; 

wait for longer days and more light. — Take care to dispel 

damp by all possible means from plant-frames, and pick 

off all deeaying matter. 
KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING, 

Pinery.—Fruiting plants up, or required to rise very 

soon, for early fruit, should now be allowed a slight rise 
in the thermometer; on light days 70° or 75°, and in 

sunshine 10° more may be indulged in. Those who are 
about commencing, or have already commenced, the Ha- 
miltonian system, must carefully guard against over-ex- 
citement through bottom heat at this period. The same 
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"remarks apply also to, those 1n pots on the old plan. Mr. 
Hamilton is of opinion that a sudden rise of only 5? will 
do mueh injury, whilst 10° degrees would inevitably lead 
to disappointment. "Those who are inclined to try the 
planting-out system had better postpone it for a few 
weeks, and even then Mr. Hamilton is decidedly of opi- 
nion that special compost and previous training are ne- 
cessary in order to ensure success. Karly Vinery.— 
Supposing the buds to be now considerably advanced, 
thinning them becomes a daily and important operation. 
In all "disbudding, do not take Nature by surprise— 
gradual, but rather frequent disbudding is the maxim. 
Above all things, ensure a permanent ‘supply of atmo- 
spheric moisture ; if this is accomplished by fermenting 
materials so much the better. See that they are fre- 
quently turned and d. Put abund o; 
covering on outside roots, and if it be slightly ferment- 
ing so much the better. Late Vinery.—In the majority 
of cases the last Hamburghs and St. Peters will now be 
all cut ; if they are to be taken out to rest let it be done 
forthwith, the pruning performed and the wounds im- 
mediately dressed with thick paint. They are best, in 
my opinion,laid on the ground, and covered up with 
straw for fear of injury by frost. If the late Vinery is 
devoted to Vines alone, throw the lights wide open di- 
rectly. roceed cautiously here as re- 
commended in last Calendar. Supposing them to be 
in course of blossoming give a little more fire in the 
day, only to enable you to give more air; the latter 
cannot be given too freely if the weather is not severe, 
and the thermometer within can be maintained at 55°; 
let it, however, sink at night to 40° or 45°. If the roots 
inside have not been watered, or only slightly so, and the 
drainage can be relied on, apply another thorough water- 
ing with rich liquid manure, clarified of course, and 
heated to 75°, part of which heat will be reduced imme- 

' diately it comes in contact with the soil. Cherry-house. 
— Follow Nature closely in this house; no extreme here 
will sueceed. Plenty of air, permanency of atmospheric 
moisture, and a very moderate temperature, are the re- 
quisites. Figs.—Steer a course with these about in- 
termediate between the early Vinery and the Peach- 
house. In sunny days, however, the temperature 
may rise equal to that in the Vinery. Observe to fumi- 
gate in all the aforesaid structures, the moment 
one green fly appears. Frames or Pits. —If the 
hot dung is sufficiently worked, let the seed-bed 
be made forthwith; for Cucumbers and Melons 
a two-light frame is very handy for this purpose. Coyer 
the dung inside with 6 inches of old and clean riddled 
tan and plunge the seed pots near the. glass mearly i e 
depth, taking care if the bottom-heat exceeds 90 
keep it subdued with cold water. The more weit 
the latter is applied the better, and to be able to accom- 
plish this keep up lively- linings, Endeavour to get a 
spare frame or pit for early Potatoes ; a bottom-heat 
of 70°, that will last for a month, will be amply suffi- 
cient ; the sooner it dies away after that the better, a 
continuance of bottom-heat too long will draw the 
haulm. Ifa frame can be spared, sow Horn Carrots 
and frame Radishes in alternate’ rows, 3 inches apart ; 
a very slight bottom-heat of 65° will accelerate them 
much. Proceed with successional Asparagus; the 
early beds, if kept well lined, will do again, or they will 
make excellent Potato- beds, or for early Carrots and 
Radishes. Provide successions of Kidney Beans and 
Strawberries, as soon as spare room can be provided for 
them. Remember that Strawberries are best started in 
pits or frames with a "bottom-heat of 70°, with abun- 

his favourites venture above ground, envelope them in 
a covering of wash or Calais sand, as before directed. If 
possible, eo the beds from excessive frost. 

HEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD. 

quse with digging, trenching, &c., whenever spare 
ground occurs, and time permits. If some of this 
ground should require digging a second time, previous 
to cropping, so much the better; it will amply repay 
the labour. All fruit-tree planting not done in the 
autumn should be proceeded with at mild intervals ; 
wherever the subsoil is bad it should be entirely re- 
moved, and a platform of brick-bats, rubble, or cinder- 
ashes, rammed hard at about 1 foot below the ground 
evel. On this, place, if possible, a little rough turf in 

a fresh state, and be sure to mix some fresh maiden 
soil with the compost. Sound and tenacious loams for 
Apples and Pears ; sound, yet mellow loam for Peaches, 
Apricots, &c., and free upland soil for Plums, Cherries, 
Vines, and Figs. Follow up nailing and training of 
fruit-trees ; lose no time, when the weathér permits, of 
advancing these matters. Where such is completed, I 
would advise a syringing with the laundr suds ; 
saturating every crevice in the wall. This is an old 
plan, and praetised by Speechly, and a very cheap and 
good one. few Onions may be sown on a warm 
border shortly, for drawing in a young state ; if they 
should be destroyed by frost, the loss will not be great. 
Attend to early Peas; proclaim a war of extermination 
against all rats and mice forthwith—the new phos- 
phorus preparation seems to be excellent. It is a good 
plan to sow some sawdust amongst the stems of those 
Peas already up, provided the leaf is not expanded ; 
when such is the case top-dressings are apt to do mis- 
chief by preventing the action of the leaf. See that 
your Lettuce plants are duly protected: I suffer mine 
to have a thin screen of new straw on them, night and 
day at this time of the year. It will do no harm while 
the thermometer does not average above 40°. How- 
ever, if very mild weather intervene, let them be un- 
covered. If frozen, endeavour by all possible means 
to keep them so, and don't uncover them until after two 
days ofa thaw. Some early Peas should be sown in 
boxes or pots, for fear of an accident to those sown in 
the ground. m light situation in-doors will answer. 

COTTAGERS' GARDENS. 

Those who possess even very small Een will have 
to follow much of the routine business contained in the 
kitehen garden and orchard division of the Calendar. 
The Apricot, the Cherry, or the Pear tree, against the 
gable, will require of course the same kind of handling. 
Gooseberry and Currant pruning must be completed as 
soon as possible. After pruning, it is well to top- 
dress the bushes a little: To accomplish this, draw a 
little of the surface soil away with a hoe, then apply the 
manure, and, finally, soil the whole over about 2 inches 
deep. Ifthe weather be mild, and the soil in a mellow 
state, the Cabbage plot may be hoed through ; and if a 
stock of August plants are at hand, on such soils gaps 
may be filled up at the same time as I observed in 
last Calendar. Early sprouting Potatoes are better in 
the ground than on the shelf ; and under existing cir- 

ly advise all who have 
ground to spare, to plant such forthwith, taking care to 
have at least 6 inches of soil all round them. 

FORESTING. 

All pruning and thinning must of course proceed 
without delay, Where principals are crowded by 
superfluous stuff, or nurses, let them be removed. 
Remember that after all the loose discussions about 
pruning young trees, intended for timber purposes, the 

dance of air; and thence removed to the hothouse 
shelves E necessary. 

LOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES, 
Little. can be said about these matters at present. 

Proceed, as before observed, with all alterations before 
the necessary spring work arrives. Take vehe eH irs 

preserving a good leader free from competition is the 
principal object. The pruning-knife will do this as 
well as the bill-hook and saw, if timely applied. Attend 
to Coppices, thin and dress the stools, remove weak and 
naels shoots. Drain and dig, or trench ground for 

New Coppices may be planted in labels of all kinds in readiness; see to h 
plants, and tree Roses of tender habit. x. perd 
sereen for the former, or even Spruce Fir boughs 
stuck round them, and meeting at top, is a very good 

ey suffer as much by close 
covering as by frost. Frosty winds are perhaps more 
prejudicial than anything. For tender Roses, a bunch 
of Wheat straw bound round the head, and sawdust or 
riddled tan gues pu base, is a very good protection. 

ORISTS' FLOWERS. 
Fane dieu not let highly stimulating ma- 

nures, enter into the compost of the beds; night-soil 
has been used with success, forcing a magnificent bloom; 
the succeeding season, however, the roots appeared to 
dwindle, and many were lost. The advice given last 
week will be found one of the best as well as the most 
simple methods of forming a bed for this beautiful 
flower, and in their cultivation we would advise atten- 
tion to the old adage of ** Let well alone,” for amateurs 
may be assured that the less complex their management 
is the better. Auriculas.—The surface soil on the es 
or boxes in which seedlings have been picked out, m: 
now be removed, and a top dressing of leaf soil hed 
cow manure well’ rotten, and blended together in equal 
parts, may be applied, taking care that no dirt lodges in 
the leaves. Expose to all air in open mild weather, 
avoiding cutting winds, which are more detrimental 
than fr osts at this season of the year, covering well up 
at night, though especial care must be taken not to shut 
them up wet. Carnations will require considerable 
attèntion just now, removing all mildewed leaves, stirring 
the surface soil in the pots, and making preparation by 
turning and well sweetening the soil for potting. Make 
d of plenty of leaf soil, get it either for “love or 
money ;" in composts it is the florists “right arm.” 
Tulips will give the amateur some employment, and as! 

feyottable situations. 

[State of the Weather ond e week ending Jan. 15, 1846, as 
observed at ‘the Hort feurel ry "Chiswic. k. 

Rain. 
in. | Ma: 

30.529 | 49 | 47 | 48.0 
0.374. 89. 

Sun. n J 0.937 | 42 | 82 | 37.0 «01 
Mon. 12 29.846 | 36 | ai | 33.5 
Tues. 13 15 29491 | «8 | 85 | 4L5 
Wed. 16 39.499 | 50 | 37 | 43.5 
Thus, 15 17 29.729 | 49 | 36 | 425 

.048 | 46.1| 36.4 ^ 40.7 

ifort clouded at night 
ae ‘ihroughout 5 SENE rain at night 
azy am 
LEO a Aio 

ery fi 

Average 
an. 

ko Oso average. 
State of she Weather at Chiswick during the last 25 years, for the 

g Week ending Jan. 17, 

af f | areara |e revelling Winds. 
Ui Ed Jan. fiios Koment day mi. Du E | nfa ed, | 9f z 

.1s| 317 | 417 |857 run Em 
Eur 999 | 4Ll |a55| 10 n 

804 | 40.3 | 35.4 6 
333 | 498 | 38. 8 E 
350 | 43.8 |399 9 1 
344 | 442 | 39.3 E s 
350 | 43.2 | 38.1 7 1 

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 19th, 
1828—rharm, 60°: and the lowest on the night of ses 3o, and morning of the 
30th, 1838—therm.. 45 tug low zi 

a otices to Correspondents 
n you have tried failed to cure 

little port wine or salt in the food, but when bees have 
plenty of honey, and when their hives are dry, there need be no 
fear of that AM nor of any other.— 

Booxs—s H— ab! ly, for your purpose, Paxton's ** Botanical 
Dictionary." vU useful one is the ** Dictionnaire Rai- 
sonné des Termes de Botanique et des Familles Naturelles par 
Lecoq and Juillet.” A bookseller. will 
we never do that.——nquirer—* Mills 
and ‘ Moore on the Cucumber” are the ur books which you 

most advantage.— £F F— Macintosh’s 
er,” 

OKOE AND a3 Wc Deuda: ae sie i mu uu 
sorts, and moderate in : Elys 

Colonel Wainman, “ioe s Duke of Jede Header s S Willim 
Jobbet, Caan s King Alfred, Puxi e Albert, 

Soorn’s Blooms! sbury, ig 5 Colonel of nis "Blues, Leighton’s 
Beller ophe m, Addenbrook’s Lydia, Eis s 
Brooks’s Flora's Garland, Fletcher's Du 
Picotees: Gidden’s Teaser, Sbarp's Duke of Wellington, 
Kirtland's Mrs. Annesley, Brinklow’s Duchess, Hutton’s 
Queen of Sheba, Brinklow's Conductor, Wilson's Pluperfect, 
EM Grace Darling, Syke’s Eliza, Gidden's Diana and 

y of Hemingford.* 
PERSEO says, “ I have 

which would be very useful for 
peri colation of Ms MAE. the brick arches 
pose covering ther 
(as it will be Eu ue SCENA ree dye ODHE ODY 
your advice or that o: i 
‘ents, which is likely to answer best, a 

in my garden some prere onni 
tools, &c., but for a 

at top. I pur- 
placi 

E gka of 
itch or lime should be mixed with gravel for the pur- 

eing to make either an "asphalt of pite. and 
a comp: e and gravel as may be recom- 
(Ob Buy. cub oblige U SPERANO by Ani 

information on this point. 
mixture should be made properly. Thanks. 
Bradley’s works well. They are of little value, though 
curious, 

RAPE! " Foster—We will report on these next week. 
Grass EpGINGS—G —We agree with Mr. Errington, The 

width of the edging of Grass will be determined by the length 
as well as breadth of the walk. For yours a foot will be a 
proper width. Indeed, it is not often advisable to have the 
edging narrower, because it is not easily kept in good order. 
The VERUS to it is the expense of mowing, pide 

GREEN EO use PLANTS—Clio—Yes, you can; they will S Te- 
fuse you. The remainder can be had of any good London 
A E As to heating, one E inch pipe is s enough for a 
small greenhouse. You only w: to exclude frost; and 
even a little of that will not hurt bes Fourrows of pipes m 
a greenhouse! w why your advisers must live in Bedlam. 

stove might answer, if you can manage it: buta a 
Joyce's ied do; it is not deal enough. 

Manure—Ignoramus—Chop Rs old horses to pieces, and bury 
npleasant fumes arise, water the 

border with’ weak sulphase acid, They are a capital ma- 
ure for Vines. * Roberts on the Vine," a book you 

should read. 
Names or F. PAB etd ROR Pear is the Easter Beurré.|| 
Names or PnANTS—Zero—The flower is like that of Polygala 

speciosa ; Um theleaf is more similar tifolia ; the 
latter should be glaucous. It is very difficult ; indeed, impos- 
sible, to speak me from examining a. singief flower and 
leaf.——H C— Garrya elliptica ; the male.——A Young Gar- 
dener—Scolopendrium officinarum, We have not ourselves 
seen the fruit of Brugmansia sanguinea. The seeds of it 
re poisonous.——4A Constant Reader has not sent any flower. 

The bits of leaf probably belong to Helleborus niger, the 
Christmas Rose. 
OISES—A. An? inconvenience experienced by the noise of 
vehicles passing and repassing is apparently caused by the 

n from the wall next the road. The m 
will tetafonametemioved! by pulling down the wall and sub- 
SiO iron railings, a: 

wall would be as effectual. 
iji EDD trane—Screw together by the middle three stout 

laths, each 10 feet long, and so VIE them thai 
X other at. boe ngles. You will 

t atre will be 5ft. from each point, and the 
Donis will be 5 ‘fect apart. ^: you lay this on the Eo and 
Stick pegs into it at each point. s centre by shift- 

ing the star, gradually set off your field exactly Into 5 feet 
spaces, which cannot Wages ue 

PornwAisE—4A Constant R—We have applied ys HANE AR 
ings, and, when they come, will publish them, diffi- 

culty is imaginary ; the same effect will be rodica by a 
furnace at one end, provide ins S Ope ar- 
ranged. Wait a little, tili our pue are publish 

PoTATOES—AÀ correspondent asks whether it is ais VERUM 
put an end to the absurdity of calling toes M seed." 

ot answer his on ; but we the in- 
OU RU e the practice, which leads to all sorts of con- 
fusion a part of the slip-slop of rural districts, and is 
only EIAS dunt Malaprop and ildren, if she had 
any.—  Bennett—Y our steamer is a decided improvement. 
But you might easily conduct the VUE, Steam into the 
boiler, instead of cate! B ng it in We see no use in that. 

PRIMULA SINENSIS—H L mcr is NS several in your seedling 
specimens of this Primula the crimson varieties are weal 
in colour ; those of a lilac Solone are the best, * 

Pairs An Enquirer should a o the Secretary for what is 
due t e had. the une after it is awarded, 
Ses PD are reduired, and then as soon as they can be 
prepared : at least, that is the PD with the Horticultu- 
ral plea and, we presume, with others, 

Prunine—A B. —The shoots of your newly-planted i Pears 
are not likely t to die back if not shortened; but if cut back 
they will afterwards push with greater ipee 

RarLwAYS—It i: ler considerati: 

Rosrwoop—W S Upon; refer ring to Dr. Lindley's ODE 
“Vegetable Kingdom,” we find that this kind of we which 

im ri Boris call Bois de Nor bae is apparently RESI 
e Brazilian Mimosa (p. 553.) Ot) , however, have 

rini it to a Loosestrife called paysodalyrand floribunda, 
or to a species of Jacaranda (pp. 575 and 677), but these last 

statements are objected to. 

Misc—A Gardener—Apply to VA prinda bookseller in your 
town.— A Constant Reader—Calceolarias come from 

F Your uestion PES es us ; even our friend, the 
author of the ** Vestiges," would hardi, push theory so far as 
that. They have been obtained from C hili, where they grow 
wild, and have been changed by domestication, just as dogs, 
pigeons, e pier are. ES Daphne odora; on D. Due 
E you ose se! ist soil, and sow ther 

ring in d little iis PM ron—A 14-inch 
built 14 feet high, without supports or buttresses, if the work- 

men and materials are cae od. It is impossible to tell how 
ank requires, because you do not 

SS ‘of ammonia. Add the sulphuric 

acid, a little ata ova aslong as there is any effervescence, 
and not longer. Your other questions should have been ad- 
dressed to a brieklayer.—— Sub—Your Raspberries which 
you have taken up and replanted will soon form new roots, 
and become SURGE again ; i TT cannot be expected 
to bear so well this year as they would have done had they 
not been disturbed. You may wi with s advantage stick early 
Peas as soon as they are two or three inches ELE theground, 
previously SEP Que up a little, as a of protection 
from frost.{—— i—You will find a lst of fifty hardy 
her pepe. E t fatpstibtlar and D in our od 
for 18 

No doubt it is important that the * 
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4 LIQUID MANURE. 
ENGLAND INDEPENDENT OF THE WORLD FOR CORN. 

"DHE attention of the Agricultural Interest, at this 
momentous crisis, is requested to the great importance o: 

LIQUID MANURE, and the ease with which it may be appro- 

priated by the use of FOWLER'S PUMPS, made expressly for 

the purpose, either portable or fixed ; Garden, Ship, and Barge 
Pumps; also those for Distill Brewers, Soap Boilers, an 

Tanners, for hot and cold liquor, mp3 kept for hire, for 

Excavations and Wells. Buildings heated by Hot Water, for 

Horticulture, and every variety of manufacturing purposes. 

The Trade supplied on advantageous terms, by BENJAMIN 

Fowrzn, Engineer, &c., 63, Dorset-street, Fleet-street, London. 

Che Agricultural Gazette. 

n 

SATURDAY, JANUARY 17, 1846. 
MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 
Taourspay, Jan, 22—Agricultural Imp. Soc, of Ireland, 
Tuursvay,, — 29—Agricultural Imp. Soc. of Ireland. 

FARMERS’ Em 
Jan, 19—Botle; an. 26—Wellington 

98 go f Bromsgrove —  98—Newton 
m Plymton St. Mary — 29—Ottery St. Mary 
— 23—Shadwell .. — 30—Rhins of Galloway 

Some weeks ago we stated as the result of in- 
formation kindly given us by the Secretaries of 
Farmers’ Cruss, that these societies might be fairly 
arranged in two classes—the one self sustained and 
in vigorous activity, because composed of men who 
know the advantages of inter-communication on 
agricultural topics, and the benefit of an acquaint- 

ance with the theory of their art, and who therefore 

meet together to discuss points of farm practice, or 
to hear hired lecturers illustrate the teachings of 
agricultural chemistry or geology—the other de- 
pendant for its vitality on the patronage of the in- 
fluential and the educated in the neighbourhood, be- 
‘cause the members are not sufficiently alive to the 
advantages derivable from their membership to keep 
the society in action without assistance. The vigour 
of these latter clubs is therefore simply in accord- 
ance with the nature of the support they receive. 

Certainly, if kept alive for a few years by the 
ti of its office-bearers, a club of this kind 

will ultimately come to be arranged amongst those of 
the first kind—its members will acquire such an 
interest in its operations as a society, as to take the 
management and support of it entirely into their own 
hands, It is doubtless the anticipation of this which 
to a great extent supports the secretary of such a 

society in the arduous labours of his somewhat 
thankless office ; and there is no doubt that however 
valuable the influence of the landowners and gentle- 
men of the neighbourhood may be when applied to 
the support of a club such as we allude to—these 
societies are yet of much greater usefulness when 
self sustained than when dependant upon extraneous 
aid for their vigour or vitality. 

We give in another page the history and present 
management of two clubs which may be considered 
as fairly representing the two classes we have re- 
ferred to; the first, the Richmondshire Club, certainly 
claims a position amongst the most influential and 
independent, and therefore amongst the most useful 
of its kind; and the other society (Readers in its 
neighbourhood will recognise the initials), must, we 

suppose still ucknowledge its dependence upon the 
Support from without which it receives. Both of 
their histories are, we consider, instructive to those 

who may wish to establish such societies—the latter 
particularly so. We doubt not that after a few more 
years of that patient and industrious assistance which 
it has hitherto received, the C— H— Farmers’ Club 

will rightfully claim a place amongst the most intelli- 
gent and useful in the land. 

Tur Prospects or rue Guano MARKET are 
well entitled to our consideration. The “ great fact" 
of the vast and increasing consumption of this 
manure (see p. 9), makes the subject of a future 
supply one of much importance to the practical 
farmer. The value of the manure is now fully esta- 
blished, and a liberal supply is essential not merely 
because of the direct advantages to the productive- 
ness of the country accruing from the use of it ; but 
also because the quantity imported will, in no slight 
degree, be the measure of the price it will bear, and 

thus, in a great degree, of the other foreign fertilisers 
which tne farmer uses. 

The late spread of information on the subject of 
manures, and the consequent increasing use of 
special hand-tillages, insure a demand that must pro- 

duce an exorbitant price, if the supply be inade- 
quate. -The consideration of our future supply of 
guano presses still more peculiarly upon our notice, 
when our progressive demand is first taken in con- 
nexion with the not less startling facts, that, of the 
137,000 tons consumed during last year, 100,000 
tons atleast were derived from Ichaboe, and that 
the deposit there is now completely exhausted : 
100,000 tons -of guano per annum must thus be ob- 
tained from some new source, or old sources must 
increase their supply by that amount. If this can 
he done, the position of the consumer is anythi 

but unfavourable. The question for consideration 
is—can this be done? Our answer is—it can! At 
the first glance the prospect seems a cheerless one. 
Ichaboe is exhausted. Peru has only sent us 
50,000 tons in five years, and the extent of thestock 
at Saldanha is not known; while its quality, as yet 
practically untried, is certainly much inferior to any 
hitherto brought to this country. Still—it can be 
done! The prospect is not really so gloomy as it 
appears at first glance ; it requires a closer examina- 
tion to develope the actual features of the scene. 
However inferior the Saldanha guano may be to 
that of Africa, which is now exhausted, the Peruvian 
is superior to both, and although we have imported 
only 30,000 tons during the last 15 months, yet an 
unlimited supply may be had from that country ; and 
itis an important fact, though one scarcely so well 
known, that the Government of that country is 
willing to afford us a supply commensurate with our 
demand so soon as their existing engagements will 
permit them. 

These engagements, it is well known, are such as 
preclude the free exportation of the manure, and 
make the importation of the article into this country 
a monopoly in the hands of one company. As this 
monopoly was granted in payment for benefits pre- 
viously conferred upon the Peruvian Government, 
the contract, of course, must be fulfilled to the letter. 
Nor ought we, the consumers of the article affected 
both in price and quantity by the negotiation, to con- 
sider it altogether a grievance; for, although it has 
given to the importers security against competition, 
and has thereby kept the price higher than it other- 
wise would have been, we are indebted to this coun- 
pany for making the manure an article of commerce 
at all—for pushing it into the market—for institut- 
ing inquiries into its effects—and for stimulating 
other speculators to the discovery of fresh sources of 
supply. 

But with all respect in the world for existing con- 
tracts, and all gratitude for the good they have 
effected, we may still look forward to their termina- 
tion with pleasure. The necessity of a supply, and 
the ability of Peru to afford it, induce this feel- 
ing ; and whether the contractors are in a position 
to resign the monopoly of this trade or not, under 
the circumstances which now bear upon the market, 
we cannot but feel it to be a public benefit that their 
exclusive right must soon legally expire. And this 
benefit is the more immediately of importance to us, 
since the Peruvians have discovered the value of 
guano as the materiel of an export trade for im- 
proving the public finance of their country. 
has, indeed, already been proposed by the leader of 
the Opposition in that country, to sell licenses to 
load and ship the guano. Under these circum- 
stances, therefore, we may fully rely upon Peru to 
afford us a liberal supply at a fair price, on the ter- 
mination of the contract which expires in 1846. 

Another fact strengthens us in this expectation. 
The contractors have proposed, and the Executive 
has submitted the proposal to Congress, for an 
extension of time of the original contract, and 
permission for the contractors to ship 10,000 tons 
more of guano, for which they have offered to ad- 
vance Government a further sum of 203,000 dollars, 
or about 40,0007, and this Congress has refused ; 
and thus afforded unquestionable evidence that they 
are disposed to make the article the subject of a 
legitimate and open traffie, and thus materially 
improve their own finances, and give us a full supply 
of the best article for the future. 

There is one more cheering circumstance con- 
nected with the prospects of the guano market. 
We may hope for liberal supplies not only after the 
termination of the contract in 1846, but also pre- 
vious to that period; indeed, we may expect an 
immediate importation of nearly double the quan- 
tity hitherto sent us. The contractors have shipped 
up to July last only 50,000 of the 120,000 tons 
to which they are entitled by their contract. This 
contract was, to lend the Government 100,0007., 
and to export in five years from 1841, for the ac- 
count of the Government 120,000 tons of guano ; 
upon which the contractors were to have ship 
charges, and 5 per cent. commission on gross sales, 
and to repay themselves and holders of the bonds, 
for the loan of the 100,0007., out of the net proceeds 
of the sale. 

Congress having refused to renew this contract, or 
rather to grant a new one on the same terms, in consi- 
deration of a loan of 40,0007., affords a proof not only 
of their knowledge of an existing demand for the 
article, and of their ability to supply it to usin larger 
quantities ; but it also gives us reason to expect 
from the present contractors a much larger importa- 

tion during next year than we have hitherto wit- 
nessed. Indeed, it appears that they are still en- 

titled to ship 70,000 tons, which is mere than they 

have brought into market during the past four years, 
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of this supply, with the facts before them that the 
quantity used last year has been so enormous, and ` 
that the supply from Ichaboe is cut off. 

For these reasons, therefore, we look upon the 
prospeets ofthe supply of an article now so essen- 
tial to our husbandry, as most satisfactory, and we 
refer our readers with sincere pleasure to an extract 
in another column from the communication of the 
* Anglo- Peruvian" correspondent of the Morning 
Herald for confirmation of the facts we have stated, 

and further illustration of the effects which they are 
likely to have upon our market. 

They show that the Peruvians are fully aware of 
the immense demand that we have for their article, 

and that they are willing to supply it more liberally , 
than the contractors have done. Had it not been 
so, this Government would have renewed the con- 
tract ; for it is obvious that unless they do supply a 
larger quantity than is now in our market, they will 
not improve their finances. This, indeed, it will be 
seen, is the argument used in Congress. And, on 
the other hand, this communication informs us that 
the contractors must work “now or never,” in order 
to make the most of their bargain, and to secure the 
quantity of guano to which they are entitled. With 
70,000 tons yet due to our market, and the certainty 
of a full supply after another twelvemonth, we have 
no cause to fear but that, independently of any new 

sources of supply which may be developed, we shall 
have abundant stock for both present and future 
wants : and an abundant supply is a sure guarantee 
of moderate price. 

ON THE MANAGEMENT OF COMPOST HEAPS. 

[A terrer by North Dalrymple, Esq., of Fordel and 
Cleland, to Mr. M‘Bride, Balcar, Secretary to the 
Rhins Farmers’ Society. Taken from the Ayrshire 
and Renfrewshire Agriculturist.] 

I promised you when you were here to send you an 

account of our way of making muck. It is, however, 
only Lord Meadowbank’s plan, with the addition of 

urine and some different details. For instance, his 

lordship made up his dunghill at once, having a great 
quantity of materials ready, whereas we mix our muck, 
moss (i. e. peat), &c., once a week. 

lst. In the spring, or indeed in any season, we dig 
the moss, throwing it into a heap of about 4 feet thick, 
which will subside a good deal after getting the winter 
frost and the summer sun, when the rain washes out 
the tannin, which is poisonous to vegetation. A man 
can dig 48 cubic yards of moss for a shilling. A cubic 
yard is thrown into the Forth for a farthing. In the 
summer season, and in dry weather, the moss ‘should 
be broken, to dry it ; the best way is to spread it, and 
put the roller over it, and then keep turning it with a 

long hoe till a great part of the moisture is expunged 
from it, as this makes the carriage less expensive. 
The cart that brings it to the yard should have large 
wings to make it hold more. When brought home it 

ought to be put under cover, say the cattle sheds. 
2d. All the stable, byre, &c., dung is laid in a eonve- 

nient part of the yard wherethe dunghill is to be formed, 

and plaeed eompaetly together, to exclude as much as 
possible the sun and air; and a man might tramp a 
little on it to keep the ammonia from escaping. This 

dung is mixed with moss every Saturday, in the follow- 

ing method, viz. a layer of moss 4 inches thick is laid 

on the space where the midden is to be built, above 

that we put dung, then moss, next dung, and so on in 

the proportion of 1ton of dung to 3 of moss, till it is 

31 feet high ; the last layer must be moss 4 inches 

thick, When it is half its height it should be watered 

with cesspool water ; and, again, when at its intended 

height the whole mass should have buckets-full of urine 

thrown over it to saturate it well. Every other day 

moss is put all round to catch any liquor that may 

ooze out, and this may be mixed with the midden again 

when it is turned. We always build our dunghills to 

a wall This first dunghill, then (or pie, as we call 

it), must be its own breadth from the wall, leaving 

a space of 4 feet between it and the next pie to be 

made, and this is for the man to walk whilst turning it. 

| The next Saturday this first made-up pie is turned to 

the wall, and watered every 18 inches or 2 feet, and 

made 5 feet high, or even six, if room is required ; 

under it must be 4 inches of moss, as before described. 

This is intended to save the juices, and it may be 

covered with 4 inches of moss, and over that whins 

or sticks to keep the hens from scratching. This, too, 

may be watered now and then on the surface if you 

have urine to spare. When this is finished, a new 

pie must be made on the old stand of the rough dung 

lying in the yard and moss as before, always leaving 

a space for the man to walk. This again on the next 

Saturday is made 5 feet or more in height, and so on. 

This will be in prime order for using two months after 

it is made. The moss at the top will fix the gases, and 

the dung, cart for cart, will produeo as good erops as 

any common farm-yard muck. I do not know whether 

your moss is so near as to make this pay, but, of 

course, you will make your calculations. I generally 

keep six pigs, which make an uncommon quantity 

of excellent muck, in this way :—On a Saturday I put 

4 inches of moss in the yard of the stye, then straw, 

and next urine ; this is repeated twice a-week, and in 
a fortnight, or on the second Saturday, they are 

| and it is not probable that they will lose the benefit | cleaned out, and their dung mixed with the cow, horse, 
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and other dung, to be made into a pie that day ; and 

this is repeated every fortnight. The horse, cow, and 
pig dung are better mixed together, layer and layer, 
which prevents the former from fire-fanging. You saw 
a midden in my yard which measured above a 100 
tons, and that was made in less than four months from 
eight cows, which were in the house half the day, eight 
horses, which are a good deal at Grass in summer 
(except the carriage horses), and the six pigs. 

3d. When we have urine to spare we put it on dry 
moss under cover till it will imbibe no more; this is 
turned in about two months, and if allowed to lie for 
some time becomes a rich manure. We have also 
several necessaries; the night soil is received into 
wooden boxes on four small wheels, and these are 

. cleared out at certain times and mixed with moss, at 
the rate of ten of moss to one of the other. Moss is 
always put into the bottom: of the boxes after they are 
emptied, which saves the urine, and the boxes should 
be so fitted that not a drop of this is lost. You may 
think all this expensive, but if you have an orra man 
he ean do these jobs as he has time. We lose nothing 
that will ferment—road and ditch serapings, hedge 
seourings, weeds (not in seed), sawdust, brackens, 
rushes, leaves, cabbage and kail stocks, &c., &c. The 
lowest part of the peat moss is the richest—what is at 
the top is apt to produce ehickweed—and it should be 
compounded with lime. 

4th. We have several eesspools for collecting the 
urine, which otherwise would be lost. There are drains 
through the cattle yard and round the walls inside, which 
lodge in the cesspool, and when one is full, what runs 
over goes into another, and so does the stable and byre 
urine, and the soapsuds from the washing house. Even 
the greasy water, &c., from the kitchen should be col- 
lected, and if thrown on moss will add to the dunghill. 
My land, which was poor a few years ago, is now in good 
heart ; and the field of Oats I showed you near the 
house produced 758 stooks on seven Scotch acres. 

In land that will not hold water, 
nk require to be built with ashlar, 

bedded on and pointed with Roman cement. and sand, 
paved with square jointed flags, and pointed with the 
same material. If the tank is to be covered, the best 
and cheapest covering is a flat brick arch. A tank 
measuring 12 cubic yards in the interior will hold 2,000 
gallons of liquor. Assuming it to be built 1 yard in 
depth, 4 yards long, and 3 wide, it will eost, exclusive 
of exeavating the earth and earriage of materials, as 
under, vi: 

126 feet, building sides and ends, at 9d. £414 06 
s pavement, at-4s. i58 

, at.2s. 9d, 
quare 

700 bricks for 
Building.arch, 

£811 9 

Tanks ean be built in retentive clay -soils for about 
half the above, as rubble building is sufficient. An open 
tank may be made, too, to throw moss and urine into, 
and thus save an arch, but it must beunder a shed. If 
you put a dead horse or cow against.a wall, and cover it 
with 10 tons of peat moss, it will make that quantity of 
manure in 18 months ; but it must be turned some time 
before using, 

RICHMONDSHIRE FARMERS’ CLUB. 
I wave read with considerable interest the remarks 

on Farmers’ Clubs which appeared in your Leading 
Article on Dec. 27. Feeling a deep conviction that 
these diseussional societies, when properly conducted, 
are the best institutions ever devised for the improve- 
ment of practical farmers, I learn with regret your 
opinion that they have hitherto been generally short- 
lived societies. 

Perhaps it would be presumption in me to say our 
Farmers’ Club here belongs to the class you deseribe 
as “existing in well-cultivated districts, where the oc- 
eupiers of land are an intelligent class of men, who 
know the importance of inter-communieation on agri- 
eultural topies, and the advantage of an acquaintance 
with the theory of their art, and who therefore unite 
together to diseuss points of farm practice, or to hear 
hired leeturers illustrate the teachings of agrieultural 
chemistry or geology ;” still as our Society seems to go 
on prosperously, a few particulars respecting its rise 
and progress may be acceptable to some of your 
readers. 

The Club was commenced in 1841 by Mr. Jaques, an 
extensive landowner, assisted ‘by five leading agricul- 
turists in the neighbourhood ; the object being “ to es- 
tablish a library and reading room, and to discuss 
various questions ted with agricul 3d 
rapidly grew into favour, and has -received not only the 
support of the proprietors and farmers of the district, 
but nearly all the respeetable inhabitants of the town 
are now regular subscribers. The meetings for discus- 
sion are held monthly ; they are generally well attended, 
and the proceedings are eonducted in the most orderly 
manner. 

The affairs of the club are managed by a president, 
vice-president, committee of nine members, secretary, 
collector, treasurer, and librarian. The annual sub- 
scription is 5s., and we have now more than 300 
members. For the advantage of persons living at 
a distance from the town, the monthly meetings 
are held on the Thursday nearest to the full moon. 
On the members assembling, the chair is taken by 
the president, or, in his absence, by the vice-presi- 
dent; the seeretary proceeds to insert the names of the 
members present in the minute-book, and while he is 
doing this the chairman inquires if any member has a 
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subject which he wishes to hear discussed at a future 
meeting ; if there is no reply, the committee suggest 
two or three subjects, and the selection is decided by 
vote. New members are next proposed, aud then the 
secretary reads over the minutes of the preceding 
meeting. 

The person who has to introduce the subject for the 
evening is then called upon, and the discussion begins. 
No person is allowed to interrupt the speaker ; and on 
his sitting down, the chairman asks each member in 
succession, beginning with the one on his left hand, to 
deliver his sentiments on the subject. Some decline ; 
others content themselves with asking a question ; and 
many speak on the subject generally. After all the 
members have been asked to give their opinion, the 
secretary and chairman usually speak, and then the 
person who introduced the subject has the privilege of 
making any additional observations, or answering any 
of the questions or objections of the speakers who had 
followed him. The remarks made by the respective 
members are taken down at the time they are spoken 5 
and although I do not use short-hand, yet, writing with 
tolerable rapidity, I find little difficulty in getting the 
meaning, though perhaps not always the exact words of 
each speaker. 

o smoking or drinking is allowed during the meet- 
ing; political subjects or allusions are prohibited, and 
the whole of the proceedings are conducted with great 
regularity. When the Club was first formed, many 
valuable books were presented to the library by Mr. 
Jaques, the Earl of Zetland, Col. Arden, Mr. Dundas, 
Mr. Ridley Colborne, and other friends to the Insti- 
tution, and the room now contains nearly all the 
standard works on Agriculture, Chemistry and Geology. 
As our funds increase, works on general literature will 
be added. 

On the Library table paper and materials for writing 

are placed for the dation of subseril an 

the following papers and periodicals are regularly 
taken, wiz., the daily “Times,” the “ Gardeners’ 
Chronicle and Agricultural Gazette,” the “ Mark Lane 
Express,” the ** Yorkshireman,” the ‘ Yorkshire 
Gazette," ‘Chambers’ Journal,” the: * Mechanic's 
Magazine,” the ** Farmers’ Magazine,” the “ Journal of 
the. Royal Agricultural Society of England," the 

* Transactions of Highland and Agricultural Society of 

Scotland,” the “Transactions of the Yorkshire Agri- 
cultural Society.” 

"These few remarks may give a general notion of our 
Club, and its mode of proceeding. Thus far we have 
seen no signs of lukewarmness in our members, and I 
cannot but hope that an institution affecting interests 
so valuable to all the community will continue to re- 
ceive the countenance and support of all good men.— 

H.J. Turner, Sec. 

C—— FARMERS’ CLUB. 

Our Society was not originally intended to embrace 

more than the farmers of the C parishes, and, 

at first, consisted only of .some of the tenants on 

my estate, and on the adjacent one of Sir T. D. A. 

A few other members have joined it since, It was 

founded in October, 1842. ‘The members met twice 

monthly, until the end of April, 1843, when we con- 

sidered that our season terminated, Similar meetings 

were held during the seasons 1843-4, and 1844-5. 

Our days of meeting are the first and third Fridays of 

each month. There are generally from 12 to 20 mem- 

bers' present; I remain at the meeting until half-past 

7, when I retire with any friends who may have ac- 

companied me ; and I am assured that the half-hour, 

or hour, which the members pass together after our 

departure, when their conversation on {the subject of 

discussion is perhaps less constrained, is by no means 

the least useful portion of the time that they ,pass in 

each others’ company. ‘The agricultural experience of 

the members is by no means confined to our own 

locality. One of them farmed during many years in 

Ireland, and then near Northampton. The Rev. J. I. 

gives us information that he acquired in the county 

Donegal, and at a curacy in Wiltshire, One of our 

young farmers is the son of a considerable landholder 

in Northamptonshire ; another accompanied me to 

Scotland in 1843, and passed six weeks among the 
Lothian farmers; and Mr. F., my steward, brings ‘to 
our meetings the information gained by long residence 
as an agricultural agent in East Lothian, matured by 
nine years’ experience here, and by diligent reading 
and study on agricultural subjects. I must confess 
myself the least informed of the whole party ; so I have 
the most to learn, and at every meeting I hear something 
new to me. During the first year there was a good 
deal of backwardness among the farmers in delivering 
their opinions. They now state what they have to say 
with more ease, and a subject is often discussed, and 
very opposite opinions are stated and maintained, with 
much point and apposite illustration. The members of 
the club seem quite to enter into the spirit in which 
our proceedings ought to be carried on. e hav 
obtained many a valuable and awakening fillip from th 
visits of experienced and scientific friends, who have 
been good enough to attend our meetings. Mr. P., 
of Bedfordshire; Mr. C., of M—— ; Dr. Buckland, 
Dr. Daubeny, and Mr. Pusey, The presence of 
such friends has done us real service. Under Dr. 
aubeny's direction, I made an experiment in 1844 with 

16 different manures, including the phosphorite which 
he had brought from Estremadura. Owing to the 
remarkable dryness of the season, the experiment failed; 
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but we trenehed the plots with great care, and I have | present year. 

just now forwarded to Dr. Daubeny the result of the 
experiments on the erop of this year. 

The Society derives great advantage from the inte- 
rest which our rector, the Rev. W. R. F., takes 
in its proceedings, He always attends when he can, 
and, though not an experienced agriculturist, the in- 
telligent and close attention that he bestows on the 
subjects under discussion, renders his presence invalu- 
able to us. He takes notes of what passes at each 
meeting, and I know that he is of opinion, that our 
meetings aid in strengthening amongst us friendly and 
kindly feelings, and a social intimacy that have a highly 
beneficial effect. You may be disposed to inquire 
whether we yet see any agricultural improvement con- 
sequent on the establishment of our Society? I should 
confidently reply in the affirmative. During ten years 
I have myself used only two-horse swing ploughs, and 
single horse-earts. I have been husbanding my liquid 
manure.  [ have diminished the size of my hedge- 
rows ; I have brought six Clydesdale horses from Scot- ' 
land ; and I have devoted a limited sum annually to the 
thorough drainage of my land. The advantage of these 
and other changes has been freely diseussed at our 
meetings, and I have great pleasure in saying, that I 
think prejudice is fast yielding before the manifest ad- 
vantages which improved practice, founded on scientific 
deduction, has introduced on land in my own occupation. 
I believe that many a farmer, who would reject a 
change of system when urged directly to himself, will 
gradually try and adopt it-when he hears it explained 
nd led, and the objecti to it stated and 

met in discussion at a social meeting like ours. With- 
out the necessity of confessing that he has hitherto been 
in error, he is thus converted into an advocate, and an 
example of improvement, may also remark, that a 
farmer strongly advocating any system, whether old or 
new, is stimulated to prove its excellenee by inereased 
skill and diligence. I am able to devote only a ver 
moderate sum to improvements ; but I am convinced 
that whatever facilities T may offer to my tenants, they 
will readily avail themselves of. I do not think that I 
could have said as much formerly ; and this is a. ehange 
which I attribute mainly to the effect of our farmers" 
meetings. » 
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I must add, that our improvements are in great mea- 
sure due to the prudent conduct by which my steward 
has conciliated not only the respect of the farmers, but 
the obedience and confidence of the labourers, Had 
he come among them in an overbearing spirit, contrast- 
ing the agricultural skill and labour, to which he was 
accustomed in East Lothian, with what he finds here, 
his knowledge would not have availed, and his influence 
would have been nothing. But he has had the good 
sense to make the best of what he found amongst us. 
Had he wished to introduce a ploughman or a few 
labourers from Scotland, I should not have objected. 
But he wisely preferred improving the labourers here, 
and I am now certain that any plan which he might 
suggest to them, or any agricultural machine that he 
might introduce, would receive the best efforts to render 
it suecessful of labourers, who, 10 years ago, would 
have regarded any such novelty with an ill will and a 
jealousy which would have ensured its failure, My 
object is to improve, as much as I can afford it, the 
farm houses and buildings on my estate ; to keep down 
the quantity of game, so that it shall not injure the 
farmers’ erops, nor hold out an inducement to the 
labourers to poach; to elevate the intelligence and 
character both of my tenants and the labourin opu- 
lation ; aud then to offer to each skilful and trustworthy 
tenant, who bas eapital to do justice to the land, a long 
lease ; being convinced, that without a certain perma- 
nence of tenure on the part of the farmer, the eapitalists 
of this country will never be indueed to embark their 
abundant capital in the cultivation of the soil. May I, 
without entering at length into this subject, be allowed 
here to state my strong opinion, that if the cultivators 
of the soi! were such, and so circumstanced, as I have 
endeavoured to describe, and if they were liberated 
from the burdens now peculiarly incident to land, 
capitalists would find no safer investment for their 
money than by advancing it to farmers ; and farmers 
would have every chance and inducement to do the 
duties attendant on their healthful and happy profession 
in the mode the most remunerating to themselves, and 
the most beneficial both to their landlords, to their 
labourers, and to the whole community—the whole 
community—for all our national interests are indis- 
solubly linked together, and we are far the best cus- 
tomers of the manufacturers, as they are of the agri- 
culturists. I adda list of some .of the subjects which 
at different times our club has discussed. : 

Clay soils ; their culti 
uration of the germi 

ales on which w) 
sively cultivated. 

Soils and subsoils of this district, and the manures most 
applicable to them. 

Breed and management of pigs best adapted to this district, 
itto sheep, cattle, and hors 

The best winter food for beasts, 
The effect of warmth on cattle during the winter, 
The best means of preparing the soil of Claydon.for green 

ion and improvement, 
ng principle in Se 
and green crops should be succes- 

B. 

crops. 
The preparation of the land for Wheat. 

Ditto Beans. 

The C. Farmers’ Club possesses Von Thüer's 
“Principles of Agriculture,” presented by Mr. Shaw,’ 
the Gardeners’? Chronicle, of three years previous 
to the present, bound up, and it will soon have the Gar- 
deners Chronicle and Agricultural. Gazette of the 

We take in the “ Farmers’ Magazine,” 
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the * Farmers’ Journal,” and the “Journal of the |. 
English Agricultural Society." 

In October last we had a ploughing match for a 
silver mounted butter dish to the owner of the success- 
ful plough, and pecuniary prizes to the two best plough- 
men, presented to the club by my brother. Much 
emulation was excited amongst the members of the 
club, and amongst their ploughmen. The former have 
increased their subscriptions from 5s. to 7s. 6d. yearly, 
in order to offer prizes to the three best ploughmen in 
a match to take place in October, 1846. One of our 
members said to me the other day : “Our worst plough- 
men next year will be as good as our best this." 

You were so good as to intimate your willingness to 
eommunieate with our club on agricultural subjects, and 
we could not fail to derive advantage from accepting 
your offer. We should feel obliged to you for suggest- 
ing any topies for our discussion, or for any hints that 
you could give us, with a view to rendering our associa- 
tion more useful.— H. V., C. H., Bucks, Dec. 15, 1845. 

Fome Correspondence. 
On the insufficient Amount of Capital applied to Agri- 

culiure.—I was gratified in reading in your Paper of 
January 3, a review ot the most striking events of the 
past year, and more especially your observations on * the 
disproportionate application of capital to agriculture, as 
compared with the other great objects of human enter- 
prise ;” and your proposition “ that the farmer’s atten- eee g 
tion had been hitherto ealled rather to the price he ean 
obtain fora given quantity, than the amount he can 
grow upon a given space.” Of the perfect correctness 
of these observations there ean, I think, be’but one opi- 
nion, and I believe that no one can be more fairly en- 
titled to be considered the farmer's friend, than he who 
impresses upon him again and again these most impor- 
tant considerations, and fearlessly enforces, by reference 
to passing events, the practical tendency of those argu- 
ments, to which you have ealled our attention; That 
we live in criti times is undeniable; but, for this very 
reason we must examine the details of our practice, and 
endeavour to reduce our system to those right principles, 
y an adherence to which alone we may either employ 

profitably those means already within our reach, or tax 
our energies to devise others. No evidence of this sub- 
ject will probably be received so readily as that which is 
given by agriculturists themselves ; and it is for the 
purpose of impressing upon the attention of your readers 
one or two practical illustrations of the remarks to which 
I have alluded that I quote as follows :—1st, from a re- 
port of Lord Essex's late speech at St. Alban’s. His 
Lordship himself, a practical agriculturist, is reported, 
inter alia, to have stated his intention of supporting in 
the House of Lords a proposition, should it be brought 
forward next session, for the introduction of Linseed, 
Lentils, and Indian Corn into this country free of duty, 
for the purpose of feeding stock, and says—“ It would 
tend more than any other thing to fill your land with 
fatness, and your barns with corn. You will find in 
nine farms out of ten in the course of the year but little 
horned stock, with the exception of a few cows, ealves, 
and heifers, starving upon straw. This matter is worthy 
your consideration.” Assuming that this picture is 
drawn from the life, does it not most stri ngly bear out 
your statement; for, as Lord Dacre said at the same 
Meeting “land is a machine employed by capital applied 
toit? The 2d case to which I would allude, is the report 
3n your paper of Saturday last of the annual meeting of 
the Blandford Farmers? Club, in which Mr. Sturt, in 

> reference to the agricultural improvements carried out 
by the Rev. Mr. Huxtable, appears to have borne 
the most overwhelming testimony to the truth of your ob- 
Servations. After bestowing some rather faint praise upon 

Ne modus operandi of Mr. Huxtable, Mr. Sturt pointed 
Cut what he may well call “the dark side” of the pie- 
ture, and according to his own imagination represents 
the probable cogitation of many farmers who were then 
Present, and might have examined Mr. Huxtable’s im- 
Provement, to amount to this, that their limited capital 
Would. be insufficient to. provide stock to consume such 
Superabundant produce—to which is added an offer of 
advancing to his own tenants the eapital they might 
Tequire for that purpose—or in other words render them 
dependent upon the bounty of their landlord. [Surely, 
€ is only to lend money at interest. ] Now, sir, to my 

mind these reports suggest food for the most serious, in 
Are both these 

Statements correct ? is the latter especially mere “ ima- 
Sination,” or the naked truth? One thing in the mean- 
while is certain, that under such a system that amount 
of labour eannot possibly be absorbed, which would be turned to a profitable account if a sufficient amount of 
capital were employed in agriculture. In conclusion, 
1 would earnestly impress upon my brother farmers the 
truth of your observations, and urge them, as a matter 

1 hl 

and useless for the purposes of vegetation, till rendered 
soluble by exposure to atmospherie influence. Now, 
phosphate of lime is one of the most insoluble substances 
in nature, and can only be rendered soluble by the pre- 
sence of acids ; and as there is in almost all soils suffi- 
cient carbonate of lime to be incompatible with the 
presence of any free acid except the carbonic, it follows 
that the only intelligible explanation is that carbonic 
acid renders phosphate of lime soluble. a 
chemist assert that phosphate of lime is soluble in car- 
bonic acid à1— P. V. 

Wayte's Pasture Renovator.—I shall be glad to sub- 
mit to a competent authority in phytological matters 
the following inquiry, requesting your obliging reply in 
your Notice to Correspondents :—We have an imple- 
ment in this neighbourhood (which ought to be more 
extensively known, constructed by Mr. Wayte, a 
machine-maker, at Basford, near Nottingham), for re- 
novating old pasture lands, and newly-laid-down seeds, 
with Grasses and Clover. Its operation is similar to 
that of the land-presser, only with this difference, that 
the edges of the wheels are sharp, adapted to eut into 
the old turf (an ineision, perhaps, 13 to 2 inches deep), 
and the wheels are only about 1 foot in diameter, fixed 
side by side on the axle, perhaps a dozen of them, and 
removable at a greater or less distance, at will, from 
each other. In its work, therefore, it leaves the sur- 
face of the ground scored in seams, at equal distances, 
and of the depth abovespoken of. The seed is delivered 
in the usual manner of drill machines, and -so as to fall 
into these said seams; it falls partly on their edges, 
partly on the sides of the incision (the form of the wheel 
rom the centre to the cireumference being wedge-like, 
leaving a cleft in the ground, as thus ays and partly 

it drops down to the bottom, in which ease I have no 
doubt it perishes, from being buried too deep. The in- 
quiry connected with the above observations is as 
follows :— Will Grass seeds, generally, and white Clover 
perish, if sown by the said machine at the present 
season of the year? I should observe that the ground 
is dressed over well with soil and manure, which will 
be also well brushed into the clefts with the brush 
harrow. My bailiff says the seeds will vegetate quiskly, 
and be killed with the frosts we must of course expect 
before spring, and that we shall lose our labour. My 
own opinion is that the seeds will lie dormant ; neither 
die, nor vegetate before it is a seasonable time of year 
for their growth ; that by being thus deposited in the 
ground now they will acquire a condition ready for 
early growth. It is an object to us, if we can do it 
with safety, to get our seed sown now instead of in 
March, both because the implement will work better on 
the soft Grass, and because in the more advanced 
season we are very busy in sowing our spring corn, and 
have less leisure than now to attend to the pastures. 
Can you oblige me with your opinion?—W. P. L. 
[The best method of covering seeds is to sow them on a 
roughly-harrowed surface, and then work the land with 
Mr. Smith's web or dise harrow. Seeds are easily 
buried too deep, and they would certainly be liable to 
this in the plan suggested by our correspondent. We 
would not sow now till late in March.] 

To Keep Horses.—Will you kindly inform me the 
best time to sow Indian Corn ; my plot is due south, 
and sheltered. I wish to grow some as green food, so 
highly recommended by some of your correspondents, 
and the remaining portion to ripen, if possible ; as I 
wish to try the effect of it in feeding horses. Have you 
any experience in its being more fattening than Oats, 
and is it as well calculated for horses doing severe work 

and Beans? My horses being 15 hands high 
working a 4-mile stage out and back, equal to eight miles 
(this twice, and on alternate days three times), I give 
each three feeds per day, of 4 quarts of Oats and 1 quart 
of Peas (both ground) for a feed, mixed with 22 Ibs. of 
straw-chaff, on which I find they do well ; Carrots and 
Turnips I find too relaxing for them, although I give a 
few occasionally. Can you inform me if I should better 
myself by a change to hay-chaff and ground Indian 
Corn? Has any of your correspondents found Linseed- 
jelly prove relaxing to their horses? I had my chaff 
and ground Corn mixed with it, but my men declared 
it purged the cattle too much. In the Number now 
before me (Dec. 27), in answer to “ Inquirer,” you state 
that you give straw ad /ibitwn; am Í then to under- 
stand you consider it as nourishing as hay? I know 
many comparative Tables appeared in the Chronicle 
last year on the subject, but I hear so many various 
statements it leaves me in uncertainty. With respect 
to another subject of controversy at present, thick and 
thin sowing, in this island their main objection rests 
against the latter, as they would lose a valuable crop of 
Clover, it being their invariable rule to sow Clover 
with corn. Do you think the supposed increase would 

a d: 

of self preservation, to adopt your g soun 
advice and turn their attention in future, less “by the 
Price that can be obtained fora given quantity, than the Amount that can be grown upon a given space” —A 
Subscriber and Member of the R. A. Society, 
How is Phosphate of Lime rendered available as 

Food for Plants 2—The use which the philosophers of 
¿ormer days made of the phrase “ occult qualities ” 
in their disquisitions, affords a frequent subject for 
Tidieule to us moderns, It appears to me, however, 
that our modern agricultural chemists are justly liable | 
io a similar, reproach when they attribute changes 
(which they are unable to produce in their own labora- 
tories) to that sort of unknown universal solvent which 

€J term “ atmospheric influence,” For instance, they 

p for the loss of green food ?—.4 Four Years’ 
Subscriber, Jersey. (Indian Corn you will not get to 
ripen ; try itin your garden, under a south wall, in rows 
3 or 4 feet apart. Our horses eat so much Carrots, 
that, though they have as-much straw as they choose, 
they eat but very little. We do not consider Indian 
Corn a particularly nourishing food ; Barley is far more 
so. Wide drilling is no hindrance to the growth of 
Clover among your corn ; on the contrary, it will rather 
favour its growth.] E 

Farm Capital.—I am induced to recur to the subject 
of farming rather sooner thau I had intended, to assure 
agriculturists that in anything I have written I have 
not had the slightest intention of annoying a class of 
men for whom I have the greatest respect, and whom I 

to direct their attention to what seemed to me a losing 
system in tilling the soil. Is it fair to assail a man 
with sueh sweeping accusations as have been levelled 
against me, because I have given instances of apparent 
apathy, neglect, ignorance, or whatever term may bé 
most justly applied to bad management of crops and 
land? As well might a magistrate be considered as. 
prejudiced against the whole race of shoemakers for 
committing half a dozen for transgressing the Jaws, 
There are general rules applicable to farming, as in 
other trades, a deviation from these, in minor points, is 
often necessary to meet the difficulties of climate, situa- 
tion, and soil ; but this does not alter the principle ; it 
is merely carrying it out in the most approved manner : 
for instance, if two men are farming, one on a stiff elay, 
and the other on light rich land, it will be advisable 
that both should possess capital, the expenditure will 
be, however, greater in the former ease, from the 
necessity of thorough draining than in the latter, the 
rich land not requiring so heavy an outlay under this 
head. Thus capital is wanted by both tenants, although 
the manner of laying it out depends upon circumstances: 
I never dreamed of recommending a farmer to risk his 
money withoutsecurity, either by lease,or other arrange- 
ment with his landlord, with which most agriculturists 
are well acquainted. I see no reason to alter: “the 
burden of my song,” viz., “that no individual should 
hold a greater breadth of land, than he has capital to 
plough, sow, reap, and graze with advantage to him- 
self and his landlord." The arguments used against 
my statements are certainly most decided, being asser- 
tions without proof ; it is easy to say it is, or it is not, 
neither of which can convey to the mind of any reason- 
able man, conviction contrary to common sense. If I 
have used any expression in my former letters calcu- 
lated to wound the feelings of any man, I am sorry for 
it, my only object has been to elicit truth by pointing 
out error, which I shall still continue to attempt, how- 
ever imperfectly I may succeed. Not five miles from 
where I am at present sitting, many acres are under- 
going the judicious application of eapital at the rate of 
about: 6/. per acre ; the land is now scarcely worth any- 
thing, at the end of two years it will rise in value from 
2s. 6d. to 2L. 10s.peracre. Surely this is sufficient-pre- 
sumptive evidence in favour of manuring with gold, and 
offers a tolerable per centage. Those who are at all 
familiar with rural districts must be aware that this is 
not a singular instance of what may be accomplished by 
prudence, science,and money. It is in vain to contend 
that agriculturists have not the means to speculate 
with, it oniy shows they have undertaken a business for 
which they were not prepared ; poverty is no crime, 
yet it ineapacitates.a tenant from entering the field with 
those who have capital ; it keeps both himself and his 
farm poor, and he rarely ever rises in position over one 
of his own labourers: Cheap food must keep pace 
with cheap manufactures ; how is this to be attained ? 
Not by trying to farm 300 acres on means which are 

barely enough to cultivate 200, which has hitherto been 
too much the custom. The joint occupancy of a farm 
is a very feasible project, and in this way, supposing 
two men agree to take a farm, one having capital, the 
other skill, what is to prevent them joining in partner- 
ship? A has money, for which he requires interest ; 
B has health, strength, and agricultural science, which 
he is anxious to turn to the best account, but feels 
cramped from the want of money, and has an objection 
to involve himself in debt. B therefore proposes to 

, to exchange his experience for the loan of A's gold, 
securing him against loss of capital in the lease, or 
agreement with the landlord, promising him high 
interest, with other advantages, provided he consents 
not to interfere in the routine of cropping and tilling > 
a plan of this deseription might work well and throw 
capitalists on the land, and attach a new interest to the 
soil. I should like to hear the unprejudiced opinion of 
practical farmers on this suggestion ; men who look as 
mueh to general improvement as to private benefit, 
— Falcon. 

Cow Clubs.—I observed in your Paper a week of 
two ago a copy of the rules of a Cow Club in Derby- 
shire, and as the subject is an interesting one I beg to 
forward you a copy of the rules of one that was estab- 
lished here by the Earl of Yarborough, in 1831, which 
you are at liberty to publish if you think proper. We 
have now 97 cows in our club, and J also send you a 
copy of the account for 1844 which will show you the 
state of the funds, &e. Our rules differ in some re- 
spects from those you published ; for instance, we pay 
107. for every cow that dies, whilst their payment is. 
guided by the supposed value ; and, although much may 
be said on both sides the question, yet I may say that 
after nearly 15 years’ working ours is found in practice 
to answer well. We are of course careful not to admit 
cows that are not healthy. I have been connected with 
the club since 1832, and have not known a single case 
of abuse arise from paying the 107. 

0 AND LITTLE Linger Cow OLUB. 
The object of the Club is to secure each Member, by a system. 

of mutual assurance, from sustaining individually the whole 
loss arising from the death of a cow ; the loss being thus divided 
amongst all the Members. 

ULES :—Ist~A Treasurer to be appointed, who shall con- 

duct the business of the Club, and with whom shall rest the 
decision as to the admission of Members. 
2d—Each Member to pay to the Treasurer, on the first Satur: 

day in every Calendar Month, his Subscription (in advance) of 
One Shilling for each Cow he may have entered, 

g ny Member whose Cow shall die, to be entitled to re- 
ceive from the Club the sum of Ten Pounds, | 4th—No allowance to be made to any Member in respect of 

' any Cow above Twelve Years of age. 
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5th— When a Cow dies the skin to belong to the Owner of the 

ow ; butif the carcase can be sold, the money to be paid to the 

Funds of the Club. ie 
6th—If a Cow dies in Calving, the Calf to belong to the Owner 

of the Cow. i : 
Tth—Any Member neglecting to pay his Subscription for 

"three successive months to be deprived of all benefit from the 

Club, and to forfeit what he may have previously paid. 
Sth—Any Member leaving the District, or ceasing eep a 

Cow, to be entitled to receive from the Treasurer his proportion 

ofthe Funds then in hand, after deducting therefrom ‘Twenty 

Pounds which was given by Lord Yarborough towards the 

Funds on the establishment of the Club. 

9th—A' new Member to pay on his admission, for each Cow 

e may enter, such a sum as may be the proportion of the 

general Funds to which each Cow in the Club would be entitled, 

‘after deducting therefrom Lord Yarborough’s Subscription of 
‘Twenty Pounds. 
10th—Ifthe Funds in the hands of the Treasurer shall at 

‘any time not be sufficient to pay the allowance for any Cows 
that may die, the Members immediately to make up the de- 

ficiency. : 

1th—The Monthly iptions to be di 1 at the 
discretion of the Treasurer, whenever he shall consider the 

Funds in hand sufficient as a guarantee, until reduced by 

deaths or otherwise. $ 

12th—On the first day of January, in every Year, the Trea- 
-surer to make out an Account, showing his Receipts and Pay- 
ments during the preceding Year, and the Balance remaining 
‘in his hands, and cause the same to be printed, and a copy sup- 

plied to each Member. 
— Stephen Gibbons, Treasurer and Secretary, Brock- 

lesby Park, Lincolnshire. 
Potato Disease not caused by Moisture.—l have 

‘been digging a plot of ground that has borne a crop of 

Potatoes this year, both red and white, which were 

nearly all bad. The same ground was Potatoes last 
year, and they^were nof very clean gathered. Several 

had got dug into the ground 5 or 6 inches deep, and 

these have produced Potatoes perfectly free from the 

disease, whilst those in the rows above, only 4 inches 

deep, were nearly all bad. ‘This convinces me that the 

«disease is not caused by moisture alone, or these would 

have shared the same fate as those that were planted in 

the rows above them, the land being both wet and 

strong.—J. P., Holderness. 
On ihe Management of Agricultural Societies.— 

I perused with much satisfaction your brief observations 

on the late Smithfield Cattle Show, with the whole of which 

i entirely coincide ; indeed, previous to reading them, 

the following reflections, and not for the first time, came 

across my mind, Are the beneficial effects of these 

meetings to agricul i ion to the 

meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, 

heir advocates are not one jot the less confident as to 

their more profitable qualities, and boldly assert, that 

they will make more mutton out of a given quantity of 

food than the others. Now, how extremely desirable 

would it be, that such a question, and others of a similar 

character, should be decided, and how easy would it be 

for a society possessing such resources as that of Eng- 

land to institute experiments, so as to reduce matters of 

opinion to matters of fact, In making the preceding 

observations, I am far from being inimical to either of 

the Societies animadverted on, but I should like to see 

them attend more to the cui bono, and enable agricul- 

turists to gain profitable knowledge from every meeting 

they hold, and if, possible from every prize they bestow. 

How desirable would it be to give a certain number of 

prizes for the animals fed with the greatest profit to the 

mm 
i Hocteties. 

AGRICULTURAL IMPROVEMENT SOCIETY 
F IRELAND. 

AT the late half year meeting of this Society, the 

report of the council was read, and we make the follow- 

ing extracts from it :—“ The Society having now com- 

pleted the circle of the four provinces, by holding their 

annual eattle shows conseeutively in each, the time has 

arrived for visiting the provinee of Munster again, and 

accordingly measures were taken for selecting the best 

locality in that province for the purpose. Several places 

were named aslikely to seek for the favour, but the 

council conceiving that the claims of the city of Lime- 

rick were to be preferred, have no hesitation in recom- 

mending their adoption. Accordingly, arrangements 

having been entered into with the local committee for 

that county, and the proper guarantee having been 

signed, and presented to the council, at Ballinasloe, the 

city of Limerick was there announced as the place of 

meeting for 1846. 
' * Draining.—The council in their anxiety to guard 

against the consequences of the failure in the Potato 

crop, and to provide sufficient employment for the 

labouring population during the ensuing season, passed 

resolution requesting the government to give inereased 

ties to the draining of land, and the lowering and 
2 
fac 

at all in p 

expence of getting them up? Might they not under 

different arrangement be much more productive to the 

t of rivers, as being of vital importance to 

the improvement of husbandry in this country ; and 
eue i 

farmer in general, and indeed to the whole community? 
It is pretty generally acknowledged, that from the 
degree to which the fatting process is carried, a prize 
animal rarely, if ever, pays its expences. A great loss 
3s therefore incurred in order to prove on the one hand 
the point of perfection to which a particular breed can 

be carried, and on the other, the merit or superiority 
of the animals belonging to a particular person, so that 
that individual, if a breeder, should have attention 
drawn to him, and thus he may be compensated by 
Jetting and selling his stock at considerable prices, for 
the great expence and attention he has bestowed to im- 
prove them. Now, is the fact of an animal having 

gained a prize a sufficient proof that he belongs to a 
family possessing the merit of converting a. given 
amount of Turnips, Hay, corn, and cake, into the ut- 
most quantity of superior meat. Is not the pocket of 
the feeder very freq ly as much ducive to suecess 
as the feeding properties of the animal? The Smith- 
field Club has been established many years, but. has it 
added year after year, as it should have done, to the mass 
of knowledge which ought to be collected and dissemi- 
nated on the feeding and fatting of animals? Has it 
decided which of the three breeds, the Short-horn, the 
Hereford, and Devon, is the most profitable to graze or 
feed? These, with many other important subjects, are 
still matters of opinions, which are as dissimilar as the 
four winds of heaven, and arise in great measure from 
the partial experience and prejudice of individuals. 
One will contend, that there is nothing like a Short- 

horn, another that a Hereford is the most profitable, 
anda third that a good Devon is the best ; and there 
are not wanting those who will proclaim the superiority 
of the old Long-horns, or some other indigenous breed 
in their own locality. The tyro is disposed to exclaim, 
Who shall decide when doctors disagree ? The Smith- 

field Club and the Agricultural Societies ought to have 
decided all this long ago ; instead of which, nearly all the 
valuable knowledge which the: agricultural publie 

sess, has been furnished by various private individuals, 

who have experimented carefully,and published their 

experiments. For I'takeit, that it is of far greater im- 

portance to know what description of food, or mixtures 

of food, will fat an animal cheapest, than whether Mr. 
A.s or Mr. B.’s cattle are the fattest. And it is of 
greater consequence, certainly, for a farmer to know 
what description and breed of animal it will pay him 
best to tie up, and at whatage. The same observations 
will apply with equal force to the various Agricultural 
Societies scattered over the country, where the Chri: 

mas prizes for cattle are almost invariably carried off, 
either by neighbouring gentlemen, who fat for honour 
rather than profit, or by a few farmers, who possess ad- 

vantages with regard to grazing, which the bulk of 

farmers do not possess. It is seldom that cattle fatted 

on Turnips, in stalls or boxes, in the vsual method 

adopted on arable farms, are fit for the butcher before 

i The above remarks will apply to sheep 

Downs, or the pure Sussex. Although the former 
were not honoured with a prize at the Southampton 

y a der waited on the chief secretary 

at the Castle, for that purpose, who was pleased to 

express his full concurrence in the plan, and to state 

that he would bring it under the immediate notice of 

her Majesty’s government. The council have also to 

state that his Excellency. the Lord Lieutenant, in order 

to promote the system of Potato-planting and thorough- 

draining in Ireland, and thereby to procure additional 

employment for the labouring population during the 

ensuing season, has placed the sum of 5007. at the dis- 

posal of the council for that purpose, 400/. of it to be 

applied in such manner as the council might advise ; 

and the council having taken the subject into their 

serious consideration, and with a view to stimulate and 

encourage the large landed proprietors to come forward 

upon the present occasion, and to aid and assist their 

tenantry in the improvements of their farms and the 

general drainage of the land, come to the resolution to 

recommend to the general meeting that the sum of 4007. 

should be divided into 32 separate premiums to be dis- 

tributed among the different counties in Ireland for the 

p ion of th gh-draining upon the principles 

contained in the conditions of Sir Richard O'Donnell's 

gold medal, the eompetition for which was productive 

of so much benefit and advantage last year. With 

regard to the subject of planting Potatoes from the 

i of th i 
g 

original apples or seed, in p e suggi 

of his Excellency, the council are fully aware of its 

importance, and are most anxious to carry it into effect 5 

but they feel that the season is too far advanced, at 

present, to enable the council to offer any such pre- 

miums with any reasonable hope of producing any cor- 

responding benefit by doing so. The council, however, 

are of opinion that much benefit might be produced by 

her Majesty's government giving increased facilities to 

the importation of Potatoes for seed from such coun- 

tries as may be ascertained to have escaped the pre- 

vailing distemper." 
After a good deal of discussion as to the best method of 

rendering the sum placed at their disposal by Govern- 

ment, efficient for its intended purpose, it was resolved 

that the competition for the prizes placed at their dis- 

posal by his Excell the Lord Lieutenant, should be 

confined to the four provinces, on the principle con- 

tained in the terms of Sir Riehard O'Donnell's gold 

medal last year, and that three separate premiums 

should be given for the purpose in each, viz.:— 

* 1st Prize—To the proprietors of land within each of 

the four provinces of Ireland who, between the 13th of 

December, 1845, and the first of September, 1846, shall 

have effectually thorough drained, in the best and most 

approved manner, upon Mr. Smith, of Deanston’s, 

prineiple, the greatest quantity of land in the occupa- 

tion of tenants, not less than 200 statute acres, either 

solely at his own expense, or charging a reasonable 

per centage to his tenants for the outlay—or otherwise 
li tion of I 

100 statute acres, either at his own expense, or by the 

like instr lity.and ti A cup, or other 
piece of plate, of the value of 30 sovereigns. 3d Prize 
—To the like proprietor, who shall have executed the 

greatest quantity, on similar conditions, not less than. 

50 statute acres—A cup, or other piece of plate, of the 

value of 20 sovereigns. 
“ Conditions of C. ition.—That "shall 

declare for which of the above Prizes they respect- 

ively enter for competition, and shall not be admitted 

to compete with the same work for any other. 
a full report of the operations should be sent in to the 

secretary, on or before the lst September, 1846, con- 

taining a detailed statement of the different expenses— 
the quantity of drains executed, per statute acre, and 

number of perches, pursuant to a form to be supplied 

for the purpose—the nature of the agreement between 

landlord and tenants, the average price of labour, and 

whether by task rk, or otherwi Iso, that the 

labour in the execution of the work, shall be paid for 

in money and not in provisions or other commodities, 
or allowed in rent.” The Secretary read the following 

balance-sheet of the receipts and expenditure at the 

Cattle Show at Ballinasloe, as furnished by the Finance 

Committee :— 
Dr.—To amount of premiums awarded .. 0. 

Gold and silver medals, do... . 

Expenses of j iniit: ot LEE RE Id 
Sundry expenses connected with the meeting 

udges 

£8! 

Cr.—By cash received from local committee towards 

payment of premiums . Us oe 

Ditto entrance fees and 
Balance to debit of the society m E 

£: 

—Charles Roper, Chairman ; Dec. 15. 1845. 

Farmers’ Clubs. 
SUBJECTS FOR DISCUSSION. 

5. WHAT 1s TRUE Economy IN Farmine ? 
Itis that method of investing a given capital by which it may 

be made to yield the largest annual return. 
Take certain cases (this is the only way to arrive at certain 

conclusions) :—For instance, to begin at the lower end of the 

scale, take the case of a man with perhaps not more than 507. 
to 1007. in his pocket—whose capital, in fact, consists for the 

most part in the labour of himself and his family. He takes a 

little farm of 15 to 20 acres; Is it his interest to purchase one 

or perhaps two horses, a cart, a plough, harrows, and other 

implements? Is it not rather his interest to cultivate the land 
by manual labour? by the spade or fork? There is ample 
matter for discussion in the question, Under what circum- 

stances is unassisted spade husbandry profitable? Take 

another case—that of a man with a capital of 10007. or more, 

or who can obtain credit to that amount, est method of 

roximate to the business o 
the market gardener. If some miles from market, on arable 
land, he may choose either to take a large farm and kalf culti- 
vate it, in the hopes of reaping a-large crop be 

a 

ecause an eaten- 

sive one, or hethay take a farm of half the size, of course pay- 
ing half the rent, and, being secured by a lease, he may 

thoroughly cultivate it, in the hope of reaping, though off but 
half the extent, an equally la crop, because an abundant one. 

Which method will be the more profitable ? 

Other cases may be taken involving the circumstances of the 

stoek-farmer, the dairy-farmer, the gra ier, &c. ; and similar 

questions may be proposed. These matters may, of course, be 
discussed (so to speak) qualitatively, i. c. merely upon the prin- 

ciple involved in them; and the only reasonable conclusion 

that can be arrived at is, that a farm too large for the tenant's 

capital tends to impoverish him. But every one will agree i 

this, because each will place his own meaning upon. the y 
“too large ;” and, therefore, if it is intended to be instructive, 
the discussion must be conducted quantitatively, i. e. certain 

cases must be taken, and the amount of capital per acre deter- 

mined in each, from which, under given circumstances, the 

greatest profit is derivable. These sums will vary so much as 
from perhaps SU. to 15l. or 201, per aere ; so true is it that the 
business of the farmer is entirely dependant on circumstances, 

and that however accurately defined may be the principles on 

which it is founded, these principles, rigid and unalterable as 

fhey may be, will nevertheless justify practices of the most 
opposite character in different districts of the country. 

But the discussion on this subject may involve the consider- 

tion of items of farm practice, in connection with which there 

may be a general and yet an unquestionable inattention to 

economy. ‘Take as an instance the ordinary management of 
farm manures ; and it may involve the consideration of other 
details, on which opposite sides doubtless will be, taken, and 

each of them plausibly supported. . Take as instances, the con- 

sumption of roots on the land by sheep folded over them in 

winter ; the consumption of the produce of our Grass fields 
f green (on the pastures) in 

2 

dried (as hay) in winter, instead of 

summer ; the policy of applying manure long and fresh as a top- 

i instead of rotten under ground. But economy i) 

farming, in point of faet, involves the whole principle and de- 

tail of farm practice, and these subjects will each of them sup- 

ply matter for discussion amply suflicient to occupy an evening. , 

Nortuampron Book Crus, Jan. 10: On the use of 

Lime, and the best mode and time of applying it.— Lime 

is extensively employed in agriculture in this county, 

and the subject excited an animated discussion amongst 

some of the leading members, who annually use large 

quantities of it; the following resolution was pa: ed 

unanimously, “ That lime is a necessary constituent of 

all soils ; and, when applied, it should be immediately 

and thoroughly mixed with the soil when the land is in 

a dry state, and that the application of it should be at as 

great a distance of time from the application of manure 

as the rotation adopted will admit of”’—Wm. Dunkley, 

Sec. H 

Iste or TmawET: The Annual Ploughing Match. 

—The dinner took place at the Fountain Inn, Mar- 

gate, Dec. 2. J. Cramp, Esq., of Garlinge, presided, 

by the mutual instr n p and- 

lord and tenant—A cup, or other piece of plate, of the 

value of 50 sovereigns. 2d Prize—To the like pro- 

prietor, who shall, within the same period, have effec- 

tually thorough drained, in the best and most approved 

manner, and on the same principle, the greatest quan- 

tity of land, in the occupation of tenants, not less than 

pp by several magistrates and gentlemen of 

note in the neighbourhood. In proposing Success f? 
Agriculture,” the chairman laboured to show its vast 

national importance, Quoting from “ Spackman $ 

Resources of the British Empire," and “ M‘Culloch’s 
Statistics,” he dwelt at length on the amount of capita 

invested, the number of hands employed, and the qua?” 

That - 



cost per annum : 

difference in the expences of cultivation here and in 
France. 
this hea 

The comparative costs of production in the two Countries, may 
be thus stated :— 

To cultivate 150 Acres of Arable Land, in England, upon the 
ordinary or common system of cultivation, if weli managed, pu 

3900 

The following is his published statement on 

LESS IN FRANCE. £ s d. 
.- At 8s. per annum .. 60 0 0 
i. Poor, County, 

Church, and Asse! 

By Tithes 
» Rates 

DOr AOO ins RO 
«+ One-third, from 25s. in Eng- 

land, or 85. 4d. r acre 62 10 0 
» Horses .. Six at 20l. per horse in Eng- 

land,—one-third less .. 40 0 0 
» Labour. .4 Ploughmen, at25l. £100 0 

4 Labourers at 317. 10s. 126 ] 
2 Boys at 8s. per week 

» Rent 

0 

Deduct (only) one-fifth, al 
Er vabourer SOR] 

0 0 

, &c. S 10 0 0 
r and tear, less 
00. os ou 40 0 0 

£580 3 0 
ich must be added a District 

lled the ** Contributione ” 
whic s about Is. Gd. per acre 11 5 0 

And the “ Octroi,” a on all 
Commodities carried into Towns, 
which may be stated at 1s.per acre 710 0 

1815 0 

£598 18 0 

[We do not publishthe first part of this document, asit 
bears upon a political question with which this paper has 
nothing to do.] —On the health of the magistrates of the 
eastern division of the county being drank,Sir Brook Wil- 
liam Bridges, Bart. replied. He considered it his duty to 
support this association, and he urged all present, land- 
lords, tenants, and others, to put their shoulders to the 
wheel, to employ every means in their power to proe 
duce food for our enormous population. He approved 
of such meetings as this because they connected the 
different classes of society, fostered a friendly feeling in 
every breast, and rewarded industrious merit. During 
the evening about 30 labourers and servants entered 
the room and received at the hands of the secretary of 
the association various rewards. 

Farm Memoranda. 
Wiitrrerp Farm, Worron, GrovcrsrERSHIRE.—In 

my last notice of this farm (see page 13), I stated that 
nearly 80007. had been spent on it by the landlord. 
he exact sum, omitting fractions, was.7828/., and it 

Was spent thus :— 
On roads and bridges .. E m .. e. £ 451 0 
Grubbing up hedges, tree roots, levelling, &c. — .. 
rainage orig ee . 

ences and walling — .. 0 .. Is Lk 
Subsoil ploughing .. m vv m 
Liming 5 sem uns . . 
dBetldings |. 00 fue 

The valuation of the farm, in 1840, by an eminent 
‘Professional man from Bristol, was — ..  .. 3200 0 0 

Since then land has been added to the farm of the 
d og Mec cai c Rte 30 0 0 

pking its annual value in'its original state ..£230 0 0 
he valuation of the farm (rather high, as I consi- 
er it) by the same person, in 1843, was 564l ; 

So that it had increased in annual value during those 
three years by 334L, which is about 4} per cent. 
Upon the sum spent. This is by no means a very large 
Yeturn from the outlay—not nearly so large as we often 
ear of in other instances ; but the expenses were in 

Some instances necessarily, and in others (according to 
9ur improved knowledge) unnecessarily greater than 
those incurred in other cases of a similar kind, As an 
Instance of the first, look at the two first items for roads 
And for grubbing up hedgerows and levelling. Few 
estates are so utterly in a state of nature as to require 
2n outlay of about 8/. an aere, which this amounted to, 
ìn levelling and road making. And then look at the item 
of 20667. for the drainage of about 200 acres (the whole 
9f the farm did not need draining). This operation 
(though somewhat more costly in the ease of Whitfield, 
owing to hedgerows, Willow-beds, quarries, and other 
such like hindrances) need not have cost so much per 
acre, had the cheap pipe-tiles been then manufactured. 
Upwards of 10002. were spent in tiles, stones, and haul- 
tng; and it is not too much to say that this sum woul 
have been reduced to 400/., had pipe-tiles been used 
instead of the ordinary tiles and flats, or stones. And, 
astly, the item of 2978/. 10s. might have been consi- 
derably less ; thus, 628/. were spent in the erection of 
thrashing machinery of a new deseription. I mention 
all these things, lest the reports of Whitfield farm, 
Which have been extensively published, should have 
Ad the effect of deterring landowners from setting 

Vigorously to work in the permanent improvement of 
pelr estates. The comparatively small interest which 
word Ducie derived in this case for the large outlay he 
Meurred, was owing to causes which are not now in 
existence, or which need not be in the way. Improved 
Methods of execution, and the examples which his 
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lordship's experience affords, will much cheapen future 
operations of a.similar kind. I will shortly send you 
an account of the buildings which have been erected 
on this farm.—M. S. 

Iebvielos. 
Essays on Various Subjects, by Members of the Stew- 

poney Farmers’ Club, during the Year 1844. 
London : Simpkin, Marshall, & Co. 

Tue Srewponey Farmers’ Crun is one of the most effi 
cient of any we know. It has gone the length of pub- 
lishing the Essays read by its members at their monthly 
meetings. And a very valuable series of papers they 
are. We have, in this little volume, essays on mixing 
aud deepening soils ; on keeping and using cart-horses ; 
on the relative value of artificial manures; on the culti- 
vation of ''urnips ; on the management of Grass lands, 
and the best rotation of green crops; on the manage- 
ment of sheep ; on the best method of harvesting corn ; 
on the management of fences; on the advantages of 
draining ; on the best method of bettering the condition 
of the agricultural labourer ; on farm accounts, and on 
farming leases, And it would be difficult, if not impos- 
sible, to name another dozen of subjects of equal im- 
portance to the farmer, or more suitable for discussion 
by a Farmers’ Club. Some of these Essays we have 
already laid before our readers ; that, for instance, by 
Mr. Maughan “ On Leases,” and others; and we shall, 
for the present, confine ourselves to the first paper in 
the volume —thatby Mr. Mathews “ On Deepening Soils.” 
And we refer to this especially for the purpose of 
quoting his excellent remarks on the benefits derivable 
from discussion and intercourse amongst farmers. He 
says— 
% In towns and populous districts association is easy 

of attainment, and the inhabitants thereof have the 
vantage of this ble mode of eliciting know- 

ledge by a constant collision of their wit and intellect 
with that of others. An evening is seldom spent alone, 
and their daily occupation compels a constant inter- 
change of reciprocal mental benefits. With the farmer 
it is far otherwise, his locality is insulated, and his oceu- 
pation in a great degree solitary. He has to surmount 
serious practical obstacles to effect an association wit 
his fellow men, and it unfortunately happens that in the 
season of the year when many circumstances combine 
to give him leisure, those practical obstacles are aug- 
mented, and it requires more than an ordinary degree 
of energy to overcome them. His neighbours are not 
at hand, his paths are neither smooth nor clean, he is 
compelled to call to his assistance the aid of his horse, 
the horse involves a man, and both involve expence. 
He has besides with considerable mental exertion, to 
get the better of an awful vis inertie,which is engendered 
by early rising, long continued exercise, and exposure to 
the sedentary influences of a cold atmosphere. Thus it 
is, that the every day business of a working farmer has 
hitherto prevented him even the disposition to acquire 
the elementary principles of the first of human occupa- 
tions, and has rendered him incompetent to register and 
to reflect with practical advantage on the daily observa- 
tions of a long life. 

* These obstacles are much aggravated by the mis- 
taken feeling too prevalent with the working farmers, 
that he has not done his duty, unless at the close of 
each day he has thoroughly exhausted his physical 
strength, so that day after day, week after week, year 
after year, his life and energies are consumed by hard 
bodily labour, In good truth he lives by the sweat of 
his brow, and too often forgets that Providence has 
lanted a spirit underneath it which calls for some share 

of his daily attention. 
are now learning what ironmasters, 

chemists, and fi long ago di: d to be 
good economy: viz., to abandon a certain portion of 
their manual labour, in order to leave their mental 
energies sufficiently awake to receive beneficial impres- 
sions, to study the razionale of their business, and not 
to receive anything as conclusive truth unless supported 
by good sound sense and intelligent reasoning; they are 
learning, indeed they have learnt, that there is no more 
necessity for a farmer's mind to lie fallow, than there is 
for his land. But as I have said there are obstacles to 
be encountered, and obstacles which unless met and 
dealt with manfully and courageously will still prove 

bling-blocks to his ad . He must be 
impressed with the necessity of bringing a small portion 
of his physical energies to his fireside at the close of 
every day, and consider that he has not done his duty 
to his Jand, to his stock, or to his labourers, till he has 
devoted some portion of his time to the attentive consi- 
deration of how each is to be benefited and improved. ^ 

* The subjects suggested for our consideration durin; 
the ensuing year, are admirably seleeted, both as afford- 
ing us amusement and instruction ; and we can none of 
us well and attentively consider them without finding 
ourselves at the close of the year much more intelligent 
and much better farmers than we are now. 

* Gentlemen, we must meet, and talk, and think, and 
there is no doubt but that by individual contributions 
(for we can all throw in our mite), our common stock 
of knowledge will be much inereased—and increased, I 
trust, to a degree, that will fully and amply repay us for 
the cost and trouble of attaining it.” 

The subject of Mr. Mathews’ essay is the advantage 
of mixing and deepening the soil, and this he illustrates 
by an extraordinary case in point. We have merely 
room for the passage in which he details his experience, 
but we recommend our readers to obtain this little book, 

and benefit by the.perusal of the whole of this essay, 
as well as of the other valuable papers it contains :— 

“T selected 15 acres of land, of a very impracticable 
character, and in its then state almost valueless. E 
chose it the more on that account, and from its con- 
tiguity to the turnpike-road which it adjoins, and from 
which I knew it would be seen by all my neighbours, 
and by such agricultural persons as chanced to travel 
by it. I found I could only compass seven acres of it 
the first year, and it is to that seven acres my observa- 
tions will apply. I trenched it in 1840, retrenched it in 
1841, and have had two crops off it subsequently ; so. 
that having had it under a process of improvement for 
four years, I am enabled to lay before you the experi- 
ment in its extended and ultimate form. 

* When I first examined the field, I found about five 
inches of what was called soil, and I soon discovered 
that in wet weather it was very wet, and in dry weather 
it wasi very dusty. The immediate subsoil was a 
siliceous concrete, impervious to water, in which was 
imbedded a great quantity of large pebble-stones, 
but not at all in the character of gravel; below 
that was a tolerably fair quality of loamy red sand. 
I trenched it 24j inches deep, and as I had to stock 
through the concrete and remove the stones, it was 
an operation of very considerable expense. I then 
planted with Carrots. The second year I retrenched it 
the same depth, and took early Potatoes. The third 
year I manured it for Turnips, and the fourth year I 
was bold enough to plant Wheat, where Wheat had 
never before grown, and a much better crop I have 
seldom seen. 

* The detail of my expenditure and receipt is as 
follows :— 

1840 EXPENDITURE. 
Trenching 24 inches deep, taking out 

1700 tons of stones, sowing Carrot-seed, 
hoeing, getting up, and marketing, £ s. d. £ s. d. 
251. r acre m .. .. 17810 0 

Rent, Levies, and Tithe .. .. E 700 
1841 18510 € 

Retrenching .. «e . 396 7 8 
Seed Potatoes . . 2610 6 
Soot put in with the Sete. 310 0 
Planting, cleaning, getting 

DM M 15 0 0 
Rent, Levies, and Tithe .. m .. og 

2 88.7 9 
Manure, 70 tons, at ł0s. a ton  .. . 55 0 0 
ones and soot drilled with seed «3,1440 6 

Turnip-seed, drilling, and cleanin; SEK) 
Rent, Levies, and Tithe .. oe E ers a 

1843 6610 9 
Seed-wheat,sixbags ^ .. se we n 
Ploughing and drilling .. — ..  .. 310 0 
Rent, Levies, and Tithes .. <. . 0 

—— 136719770: 

Total m .. . 956 17 9 
1840 RECEIPT, 

Stones sold to turnpike surveyor oe Soe. 
Sixty tons of Carrots at 50s. — .. - 15000 
Five tons of small consumed  .. E 500 

—— 202 5 0 
1 

Potatoes sold in the field E m 83 0 0 
mall Potatoes consumed *  .. oe 5 0.0 

88 0 oO 
1842 

Turnips consumed and drawn off oe 28 9 6 
1843 

Eighty bags of Wheat at 19s... m 76 0 0 

Total  .. «+ £994 5 0 
“This, gentlemen, is the result of an experiment 

under whieh I believe a greater outlay has been made 
in manuallabour than has ever been expended before 
upon land of a purely agricultural character. ‘The im- 
provement in the quality of the soil is visible to all who 
see it, and I think cannot be estimated at less than 2/.. 
per acre to rent.” 

Miscellaneous. 
Prospects of the Guano Trade.—The arrival of the: 

mail with letters from Lima enables me to give you 
correct data, which may be useful, and certainly are 
important to the English creditors, who ought to be 
quite aware of the real state of the guano fund, and pre- 

pared to act upon that knowledge when the Minister 
Plenipotentiary, Mr. Ythirroya, arrives. His appoint- 
ment has been finally announced to Her Majesty's Go- 
vernment, and he is expected by the next steamer from 
the West Indies. No doubt one object of his mission 
is to make some arrangement with the English bond- 

holders. The Lima papers of July are occupied with, 
his mission and with the guano question, The Execu- 
tive had submitted to Congress the proposal of “ an ex- 
tension of the time of the original contract, in favour 
of the contractors, and permission for them to ship 
10,000 tons more guano, for which they had offered to 
advance the Government a further sum of 203,000 dol- 
lars, or, at 48d. the dollar, about 40,0007.” Congress. 
refused to pass this measure, which was then pending.. 
I may here say, that the first contract permitted the 
contractors to export 120,000 tons guano, within a 
limited number of years. This term expires in 1846.. 
The contractors had, however, only shipped 30,000 tons 
up to July last; and supposing that they have since 
then shipped 20,000 tons more, it is evident that they 
must get the remaining 70,000 tons shipped off in the 
next 12 months. They are naturally very anxious to 
have the period of their lease extended, and offer this _ 
40,0007. bonus for this object. But the Congress 
having now become aware of the immense value of the 
guano fund, are not inclined to part with it, and wish 
rather to make it available for re-establishing the 
finances and credit of Peru. The Minister now ex- 
pected may, therefore, be empowered to deal with it in 
treating with the bondholders. When the Peruvian 
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See 

Government, in 1841, gave a lease of five years to the | 

contractors (for a loan of 100,000/.) authorising them 

to export 120,000 tons for account of the Government, 

the value of the guano in Europe was not known, and 

it was supposed that 20,000 tons per annum would be 

the extent of ue consumption. They now view it very 
, th in 1845 having reached 

130,000 tons; pes the probable demand for 1846 being 

150,0000r 200,000 tons. They are aware likewise that the 

African guano is exhausted. Congress, therefore, argue 

that it would be a folly to forego the resource which such 

a fund offers to Peru for the paltr consideration of 

40,0007. ; inasmuch as even supposing that Peru only 

shipped 50,000 tons per annum, the net proceeds, after 

paying freight and all charges at the present price here, 

is about 4/. per ton, or 200,0007., which would not only 

pay the dividends on the English debt, about 100,000/., 

but leave a large surplus for other objects. This posi- 

tion is perfectly correct, and were the Government of 

Peru on the termination of the contract to ship it to 

their own agent. in Europe, or as the talented leader T 

the Opposition in Congress, Mr. Tirada, suggests, t 

sell the licences to load guano—there is little doubt of 

this revenue or much more being derived from it, on 

the most moderate calculation. On the other hand the 

contractors’ representatives in Lima appeal through the 

ress for the extension of their lease—Ist, On the 

ground of the hardship to them in not having had suffi- 

cient time to sell the quantity granted to them, and not 

having yet reimbursed themselves for the 100,000/. ad- 

vanced to the Government ; 2d, On the inter eat of Go- 

vernment in preserving a monopoly of the export to the 

contractors in England, because they argue that the 

price can thus be maintained high, and such part of the 

net proce! eds as the Government ehose, can be devoted 

to buying up the bonds im England at their present re- 

duced value, by the houses: of’ the contractors, for 

account of the Government—a proceeding, they say, 

which would be inconsistent with the honour of a: Go- 

vérnment if they themselves attempted it. This last 

argument, though gravely advanced by the contractors’ 

representative in the Lima papers, is, lam happy to 

say, repudiated by the Executive, as the Minister in 

submitting the project to Congress, expressly informs 

them, that not only is “ Peru honourably bound to fulfil 

her engagements, but that, by a special agreement, 

ratified by the official dispatch of the 15th January, 

1842, to the British’ Minister, the one-fourth of the net 

proceeds of the guano is specifically pledged to the pay- 

ment of the British bondholders.” Such isa brief out: 

line of the guano question: It is evidently the interest 

of the British creditor that Congress should persist in 

refusing to coneede any more time to the contractors, 

and should apply the: guano fünd in a direct shape to 

meet its engagements, for which it isample, If the con- 

traetors have mot exported all the quantity originally 

conceded’ to them, it is their own fault; they have 

aimed at a large profit by limiting the supply, and 

enhaneing the price to the consumer, and have defeated 

their object. Still. they cannot complain of small | 

profits, for supposing-them to get only 70,000 tons of 

the 120,000 they might have brought, they realise a net 

proceed of 4l per ton, or 280,0007. ; thus leaving} 

180,0007. balance in favour of the: Peru Government, 

after repaying themselves the loan of 100,0007. This 

180,000/. ought to be applied to pay the English 

creditors ; instead of which, they, under the terms of 

their contraet, assume the right to pay it over to the 

Government in the same nominal amount of bonds, 

which, supposing them to cost the present price of 35, 

is only 63,0007., leaving them a profit of 117,0002, 

besides 5 per cent. commission on: the gross "sales, 

which, at the present price of 107. per ton, is 700, 0007. 

gross ; five per cent. on which is 35,0007. Their appeal, 

therefore, in forma pauperis, "will hardly be deemed 

reasonable. You will understand that all the guano 

that has come or is shipped by the contractors is still 

for account of the Government, GRT to the repay- 

ment of the original loan of 100,0007. ;.and the con- 

tractors’ profit is the commissions and "charges on the 

;sale ; and the further large profit which I have named 

of paying half the proceeds to the Peruviau Govern- 

ment in their own bonds, bought sub rosa, at a depre- 

ciated rate, thus departing from the real meaning of the 

specific agreement made by Peru with the British 
don by minute of 15th January, 1842, to apply 

one-fourth of the net proceeds to the British ereditor. 

m orrespondent of Morning Herald. 

CALENDAR, OF OPERATIONS. 
NUARY. 

Management of Live Stoci Ji s we said NE. Mr. Warnes’ 
system of box-feeding is perhaps as good a method of convert- 

ing hay, roots, sos other food into beef, as es of the other 

systenis, pes a , or hamel feeding. It is, how- 

ever) app cable ici to those animals which are feeding for 
the er. The main nts to be attended to are to keep 

them: w diee with iter, and to be da in giving them 
ities and kinds of clean food in a clean 

Ve eam at cient 34 head of E attle in boxes, and 10 

hey are all C. early in the gi best latter 

ve cleaned. out, with 5 basketful ighi: 

about 5 0 ibs.) of A large rw Ns cat "th 8 

clean, and then lie down for two or three hous A lot of chaff 
from the AE machine, or cut straw, nA "laid harore each 

st as it i: dc ey eat at some of it. . Itisa good 

pi seh 
A 

ing 

FEE 
5 

plan to prepare this chaff ths: = dy Ib. of Linseed- meal per 

gallon of water in a boiler, in two or three handsful of 

salt, sien pprc the chaff fn ae iia En liquor over it. 
The ste and smell thus imparted, 
Shimii ds s About t 1T e M., all those beasts that get bees 
wake receive their allowant ome of them get from dup 
12 ths. of a sort of hontigos of Lindseed and Pea-meal, mi 
ki aff, at thistime, Atl P.M. they all get about 4 of a p 

1 of cut Swedes again, and before night they again receive a 

Paskel, with some straw chaff, Of course the actual quan- j 

tity given each time must be regulated accor ding to the ability 
of the animal tò eat, and EHE 

thoroughly cleaned ou e fatting beasts in stalls 

hamels may be fed in this ay Mink ; they will not require any 
water. The young beas yards may be kept in good store 
condition till Christmas Es Turnip-tops, A straw, 

water being supplied to them ; and after Christmas tay, should 
ay a basketfal a-piece in the day along with 

traw. Those of them which are intended for fatting in 

sho: suog ieu: ug E throu winter ree a little (say 

cut on this farm is to -) 
buyin Cra in yo de TM Ai, ji g, but we Shall soon be 

able to state the experience of an ny axeetiott farmer as to the 
of feeding young stock well during their first and second 

ys will soon begin to calve; we shall early next month 

enter at some length into He subject of their management. 

Sheep in sheds s nth be making about their best 
progress, Tho s intended for the butcher after shearing n Ma n 

should have received fri Eegi ie Ist Nov. Peas, Oats, or otic 

commencing with }a pint rst, ofa pint of the second, 
or 3 Ib. of the third, and AREE g gradually up to $- of a pin 

, and 11b. respectively each. Th hey wil eat with these 

js. of cut Swedes each analy, according to the 
a fairrule to go by, that an ani- 

ally of green food a might equal 
S cal condition, 

and it may be assume! d that the OUGRLE Fur» will, reduce ie 

ST of Swedes E E by about 8 tbs. of the latter for 

Se 

to Sus quarter the weight of 

pound of the former. A good crop of Swedes pulled atd 
Su ‘the sheep being PAER NE ke cep 10 sheep for 
five months per acre ; ye crop ma assumed as equal 

the keep of 13 or 14 under shed. We have 3! jo sheep so kept 
this winter ; they cat about 5 tons of roots daily, and a lad 

§ years old, with two boys under him, ed. the 

SA i; they are placed on two sides of a nas yard, which is 
sheltered on each side, amd the space under shed is viae 

about 10 feet by 15; in eats of these pens 
They are littered as often as the straw becomes 

wetted, which is about twice a E and the manure 
moved from Eurus Ane about once amonth. We pare their 

feet once a month, and whenever tl there pios s Vai 

of soft- spongy matter like that which precedes foot-roty it 
cut, and a little nitrous acid is placed dons ah 
no foot-rot as yet, and though this mode of feeding has hitherto 

been liable to o produce, te Lar "ns paroasa anen a we hope 
to have escaped it this Shei d three times 
a-day, about 8 Ibs. of Swedes a- Me being “them the first. 

thing i in the morning, half a pint of Peas ae Ton TE 4 Ibs. 
des a at I p. m., and 8 Ibs. in the evening. With regard 

atoes or Josue. [oie s 30 apiece daily 

Barley. ndi n, or light Nat 
m is gr Teu and fattening food ai 

s where skim milk 

y be put to the boar at 

SR 

Ker mber. 

PNG to Corresponden 
GE Prr aly or id dm NUAL. AN! 

lo not ows her 

publi ed by: Mr. Wyld, ‘Chasing cross 
tion which he gives extends only u : 

SOL Young fare —2:ewt; to 2h ev re 
‘diepolsen e cwt: of sulphuric acid, and. diluted Sd. tor 
in such quantity as will enable you to spread 
over an aere by means of a water-eart, 
dressing for Grass land, Apply it as soon as the land is dry 
in April. 

NING—A Young Landlord—We would. jus clay lands 
| deep, at intervals of 6 yard contain springs, 

these must’ be led off the land b; NUES proper for'them, 

|: The ‘uniform drainage necessary on all clay lands is for the 
of s rying it as enat the rain water as soon as i 

sink in just where vit falls, and run off by 
| y land thus drained will, affer a hot sum- 
M Hasjin'mhión ‘with the drains; neo thoroughly dried it, 

have lost in a great degree that plastic texture which, we tted 
| as it now is; hos you think it impossible to xis by ces 
| nels 3 feet 
Fans BUILDINGS 
toe for a 

t, but the infor ma- 

ee So g 

| 

Yon 150 ACRES—A ER EE ads no absolute 

à barn at all, unless you so 

nd winnowing machine, and an adj qs 
as well sa house for thestraw. Rm p eropsinay bs stacked 
outside, close by the Ve uus barn. u will need a stable 

for x er irof horses, and sheds for catalana sheep, as 
well a ies, all of extent propor d. to the fertility of 
the land Pate modes i Hm cla Mod Rand ou r iT went a 
shed for carts M pls. fir ae do for you in 
bas Sod an o is, ie refer you to of ** The High- 

land Society’ nsactions,” wile ES ‘will find plans of 
buildings suited to farms P. variou: and under v; 

pide of cultivation.——4 L—Please o excuse a delay til 

mee 
h Tus Mrs 4 Subscriber asks our corr Bab net «Glan 

ool,” to be kind enoug! E to sonder he pro- 

ost ai el 

that sere an Tar 

t aa He! va 

Wel: 
En sud Pen. milk pans, their co: 

used them for some time. He say: 
awaiting the result of this inqu 
larly obliged byy your remarks on , 

R- —Melibæus—Y ou. safe in Mr. 

s te e is the best a Y on n subject you 

; he has several mac obtain an ex- 

tensive ae to colonists and oth ened Loss ng the country. 
Markets—Sub— Shot t- or cattle for feodis ER De bought at 

any of the fortnig irs in the north of. and—Neweastle, 

Durham, Bed: ale, Nor ‘thallerton, Ei 

all places well supplied with well-bred 
At several ie JS ese places charter’ ed fairs m held, at 

cattle for grazing are usually bought. The fair on the 
Monday i in Nardi, at Darlington, is celebrated for its fai 

for summer feeding. 

Süarhets. 
SMITHFIELD, Monpay, Jan. 12.—Per stone ue lbs. 

pda Ot bre Best Soots, Herefords, &o: 0494 | Baso Downe de Halt 4510 to ba 2 
Best Short Horns - 8 8 4 0| Best Long-w 4 410 
gesond qualityBeate - 9 8 3 4 pese adond quality abo $4 

ves : 3 48 
wep, pu Wa Calves, 62; Pigs, 330 

We have to-day 5 full ‘apply of Beas avery dul) trade. Prices are, 
Tbe part, lower. The best E s, &e., however, ill making 
4i 4d per &lbs. Several of inferior quality remain unsold.--We have but a 

general q owever, good. Tradb is ity 
trade continues steady.— Pork trade is 

s 

y heavy, and prote considerably lower. 
Ee T ler 

aanta, 70! ep, xf 9f Pigs, 270. 

number of Beists pies ehscTEy'arineb ens Aa eoo vag Jarge, bat 
quite adequate to the d . The mild weather causes a very slack at- 

ndance of buyers; and much stock remAjag unsold The beat cora, Sites 
ake about 492d, and Short-horns barely 45; Second quality 2s £d to 

CAlhongh we have but few Sheep in, there are more than the tri 
juive have nos fora very long time noticed «o little: disposition to 
purchase: The est Downs barely make ba, and Long- wooly 4s 6d to dn 8d 5 
Ewes, & 4d.— V eal is hardly or Vut a choles $t 
Calf still; chia abou 

i Smithfield: 

ENGLISH TIMBER AND BARK. Jan. 12. 

ona Timber, peslload » | Plank, pe stor au be. Inch Doar, p. ft. supfl. 
50i Er as Gd to s 3d dba 

A MEE 6 E 
Elm ug in 195 36 2 5 
Beech X. 10 3 10 16 2 3 | 2 E 

Lime + 310 4 10 9 0 2 6 By 5h 
Oak Bark (per load of 45 cwt.), 137. to 167. J 8. 

y| COVENT GARDEN, Jan. 1 

od remains much the same. um 

Pears, enoa W ich e obe 
Beurré Rance, MP is now beginning Due 

Qranace are pretty plentiful, and Nuts of a 
r the demand, Among Vegetables Aspal 

Dlentifal, and consequently a little 

weeks Plenty m good Seakale may 
prices. The supply of Bro 
Pinter Greens, ut good, 
from 1s. to 5s. per dozen he 
in price since last wee ek, nor has Ri 

becoming more plentiful. 

sufficient for the demand. 

y be obt; 
occoli, Brussels 

hubarb, v 

Potatoes are, 

cheaper than it was last 
tw 

—The supplies have been well 
e the trough should be kept up during the past week, and prices ds varied 

a 
but little, 

ples are eleva 

w good specimens. oe 
make its appe 
ll kinds are suficient 
ragus is rather more 

ained at ek’s 
Sprouts, and om 

white Broccoli from Cornwall fetching , 
ads. French Beans have not altered 

vhieh is every we 
Jelery is EE in’ quality, and 

generally speaking, of 
better quality than they have hitherto been, and they are rather, 
if Anything ovens in price, the very best 

On several of the stalls we 

ing samp) 
Hee is as dr ME nd and forit. Lett 
ing ntiful, Cut Blew s 

Jasmines, Camellias, Azaleas, Acacias 
Orange flowers, Cinera 

mples, however, still 
e observed good-look- 

es rof Chiccory, but being a ita MA the market 
and other Salad- 
chiefly cons of 

Euphorpias, "Heaths, Hyacinth; T ilips, Posta pleno ma, 
Cyelamens, Daphnes, 

jas, Gardenias, and Roses. 
Pine Apple, perlb., 4 "imb Gib ver dozen 6d to 24 
Grapos, Hothouse, fer lbs p to 62 - 7 100, ds to 12. 

Spanish, per 1b., 94 to 1$ Almonds, per peck, 6s 
PUE El Bob t "an Sweet Almonds, per lb., toas 

Apples, Der» per bush, dn Filveres, English, p. pa vane 468 
Kitchen, 2s 6d t Nuts, Cob; = i 

Oranges, per dozen, dso eT -- Ba To 
x 100, Beto BE "ls 

E Bovine’ per 100, au Spanish, 14 
T dozen, 2s to Chesnnts, per perle ax vo as 

Peará; per hf,- io 10r 
EGETABLES. 

Cabbages, per dor, 6d to 14 aan 
2s 
ay im Brussels aprouls 

paver per aoz., öd t 
Brove NUES Dale, 6d to 1464 

to 4s 

mera, 
d Salsify, do, 

Onions 
Greens, a OR » "inches, 2s to 366d) | — 
French Beans, per 10,2, to às pani 
Sorel par hf Lieve, LA shallors, p 
PCat. perton, DU Endive, po 

owt, vu Levace, per 
Busket ags d. tots 6a 

Haney, per bi Sido, pe 
"Turnips, per 

jm dte P doz. 
3atlio, perlb., no 10 sd 

ATOES UTHWARK, War 
arrivals to this marker since our lust repo: 

ar tivaloi in one week ou 
f: 

apen cou. 
Er s per ton, also ong from Spain and 

veverul of ché richer" quotations ma 
nares is excessively heavy in. oonsequen 
being so Siena supplied on Saturday las; 
besides which’ Vega stables are unuan 
tinuta to be large arrivals from Scotland by the 
ME NE al unsound condition; and 

‘ved by them with previous shipment, 
of some of the samples a 

as the 
deis found 

s Sj Puma, Jan, 1 
The marke: continues firm at fall prices, und choie 

Pawnee 

Prime Mead.Hay 854 to 938 | New Ha) 
Inf. New & Rowen 65 Clover 

UMBERLAND MARKET, , Jan. 
Primo Mend. Hay pe 94s | Old Clover 110810 
Infer 70 | ipferirdo-98, — 08 
New m Clover: 

Josnva 

th 
ally slide D 

Galery, per bunch. ee 6d 
[eg ̂on, each, A. 

Pra 
p^r bündie, ls to 1s ad 
1s to 18 6d. 

6d Y 
ware on eet 

re, C. d to 9d 

ino. chip.) "here Ul 
E aout miny ef wala 

buyers hive been 

frei aimidubs. cu disp 

esamplev are scarce. 
A NNPPHO Hop-Factorss 

—Per Load of 36 T russes 

Jonn Coon Sidesman. 
15. 

115% 
Straw o Sisio 258 

Baxxi, Hay Sàlesman: | 
7. MARK- LANE, “MOS NDAY, Jan. 12, 

MUN 
samples froi 

We supply 
n Essex, Kent, and § 

it ; could not be d 
23. per qr. upon the 
Foreign there is very little doing, buyer: 

comply with: the. demands of holders 
not hear of any transactions; but floatin; 
and hard, are inquired after on speculati 
p t Barley maintai 

vi e pes 

NM per gru; Maple a 
slowly on the terms 

of 
Suffolk, w; 

sposed o; 

d 1s. 
(Grey To gor qi. 

omahne Deeala 

Wheat- by 3 

ins its e value, but 

and carriage, 
as but moderate this 

a decline of excepting n 
T ices of this day, aum In „free 

8 being unwilling to 
n Bonded we dic 

ng cargoes, both soft 
on, as well as for = 

condar) 
soe —W) Pes Pont 

s se heap —Be 
e in Oats is mu 

retail, but they fully maintain last Monday's quotations. 
TISH, PER IMPERIAL QUARTER, 

Wheat, Essex, dE y pite 
Jorfolk, d Yor 

ey, Malti imc and aig ie bris Giovane 
Diu Lincolnshire an Poland 

beri and and CURE - ^. Feed 
Doug . + Feed 

Male, ale, his oy Shey pando 
Reed oy Mur AE is eae 

Beans, Manage, “old and new” 28 to 4: 1e! 
eon, Heligoland . 371048 — Winds 

Pens; white EET . E. " 

Fnr Jan. 16 
The arrivals of all Cont Patty the 

moderat ate, but so 

description, ‘that oe s of each, ci 

be regar arded as entirely nominals VS 

inquiry for Bonded Wheat, and s 
to 58s, per ae r. for Dantzic ; rood! o stock. 

Polish Odessa afloat continues to be held 

f.o.b. cost, miners anan insur; 
ERIAL AVERAGES, 

have been m. 

8. Be 

aa, 07 ae 68 
68 ive 69 68 

38 s8 Grina 97 80 
9? 94 Baw Q^ 94 
a3 26 — Pouto 91 98 
393.26 Potato. 94^ 98 
54 

60 65 

at a7 
Bl 44 

40 48 — Longpod us 35 
$2.35 Grey 80 84 

1 ‘ week have been very 
little business has been transacted in any 

ither English ov Foreign, may 
“has been a partial 

nade at 515. 
as low as 5ls, Fine 
firmly at 48s. per qr« 

at. Barley.| Oats. | Beans: | Pees 

Dee. 6 per Quarter. 59: 0/| 29410, | SAs 7d) 
— 13 e 59 | ag 9|. 24 

ET 5711 | 227 
— 93 £j 55 o5 

CE C Rl Ze Cc ca IN ono t 
=r gh wl DAT sea bio 

6 weeks’ Aggreg. Aver. | 57 2| 32 5 

Duties on Foreign Grain 15 ^ 4 

gu Ue showing the fluctaations in the price of Corn o ou the average ge he 
six weeks ending Saturday, Jan. 

| Dno. 13) Dee. 20 | Dae. 

si A = 
Kawosroxp anp LAY 
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D on Thursday,» aa vy 22, Bat T 

` uospronie: NS POHON ae preparation 

_ 3.1846. ] THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE, 
TO NOB NOBLEME N, GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS. 
M E3885. PROTHEROE xp MORRIS will submit THE D.A PE 15 Y N E W 2 to Publie M RR at the Se nt Bartholomew- 

s amena mde of) A NEW MORNING NEWSPAPER OF LIBERAL POLITICS AND THOROUGH INDEPENDENCE. ssignees, late eee? of ths eee Union,) 
te Collection ee DAHLIAS, comprising Glori 

Beeswing, Es: ^?rimrose, Cleopatra, a 
with many other new and fancy varie 

sortment- of Verbenas, Fuchs ] 
santhemums, &c., cons ing oF Wl the uew end a appr 

To commence on WEDNESDAY, the 21st inst, 
ments No. 90; FLEET- TREE] Publi hing Office, WHITEFRIARS 

On Saturday next, the 24th inst., will be publ: "mm illustrated: NV ETCALFE' s NEW PATTERN TOOT H- BRUSH with a Coloured Geological JAN of m outi of Cornwall, and SMYRNA SPONGES.—The Tooth Brush has the 
„ties of this se: be viewed the morning of ale, and Engravings of Insedts affecting Corn- -crops, and numerous Boss Hunt advantage of searching thoroughly into the divisions 
Catalogues had at ihe: Mart, and of the Auctiongers, American | Wenda uts, prices [af the teeth; and cleaning fhemiu the most efectual and exter. Nursery, Leytonstone. $ EP IMP SN VEIT EC "HE JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL AGRICUL- ordinary manner, and is famous for the hairs not coming loose on E E S JR. ke, TURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND. Vol. VI., Part 2. —ls An improved Clothes Brush, that cleans in a third part M ESSRS.J. C. & STEVENS .beg to announce SUMMARY OF CONTENT of the usual time, and incapable of injuring the finest map. 4 they will SELL es AUOTION, at their Great Room, 38, | 1 Mr. BUCKLAND'S F Report on the ming of Ker team Hair-brushes, with the durable unbleached Russian King-street, Covent-garden, on Tuxspay, 20th of January, at 2 Mr. dob S Report onthe Implement at EEL eSpor, istles, which do not soften like common hair PleshiBrashet, 12 o ion of ORCHIDACEA AND |3 Mr. PUSBY, LUE on the Super-phosphate p Lime. ^ R i 

mans Office | for A Adver i 

of improved graduated and powerful friction, Velvet Ce ved by mail packet |4 Dr. DAUBEN Spanish Phosphorite as a Manure. | which act in the most surprising and successful manner. May be viewed the day prior, and Morning oe Sale, | 5 SIR H. VE RNEY, "pa , on Spanish IDHosphorite and other Genuine Smyrna Sponge, with its preserved valuable properties and Catalogues had. Manures. PATRIE, [uerum vitality, nd durability dy means of Gem eus = Te Áo ME CAMBRIDGE; on Reducing the Size and Number of | portations, dispensing with all intermediate parties’ profits an pote PUBLIC SALE, early in February next (un- Hedge j de d ‘bleaching, a and Gee the ques iot aa genuine reviously sold by Private Contract), MUSTART Ü an PORTMAN; on the dias Sosa dese na mge. Only at I TE'S Sole ‘Establishment, SEED, 500. quarters Danish White, of fine quality.—For sam- - COX ; on the Cultivation of the 1308, Oxford. street, one door ES Tolles. street, ato. 
3 The Rev. A, HUXTABLE ; on Raise Swedish Turnips on reet, London. Barren Land. aa a T tO AEE Pavel ETT; ; 

ples and piel apply to AYLWIN BEVAN Conr and HARRI: 
Bro oker 

TO NURSERYMEN, SBEDSMEN, BUILDERS, AND |1] Mr. FREN 

"O BE DISPOSED OF, most desirable NUR- 
SERY GROUNDS, situate vitis belts n Down s ride Don » sP ES quu on the Farming of Cornwall. either of the ATE ontaining about Three Acres of Land | 15 Mr, ETHE BREDGI'S e Essay on the Tile Yards. s in a very high state of cultivation, and in the midst of a |16 Mr. TURN ii say on Fences thi statement. cannot. possibly explode, or give out opulous and wealthy VOUS E Bs e, eu Mr. GR ABURN. on Drilling N faida earth for Turnips. suce gases, as MN LE Jat a: bec ee 1 use, Pi S thi nises. The aboy n TE A à Greenhouse, PARA Cr MA RE Sa ee th C. CLUTTERBUCK ; on the Theory of Deep- ei calinon of p^ water to conservatories, or any distant 

Caution—Beware of the words “ From Motcalfe's," adopted by some houses, y 
JOTT’S PATENT STOVES still maintain their decided superiority over every other. They give out twice 

the heat with half tl uel, 
replenishing. wey erience in churches, chapels, private dwellings, warehouses, tod publie 

n the General Management of Sheep. 
JH; on us Advantage: d horse Carts, 12 Mr. ROBE RTS S'S Prize Essay on ie 
28 ; om the Advantages of. ‘Ones -horse Carts; 

SE 

are held under a Lease, of which 30 years ave Unexpired, The drainir à r E valuation of the Stock, &c., will not exceed 15 or further | 19 Mv. CURT Ts. on Insects affecting Corn-crops. parts of the building, Orders uu t NorT's STOVE particulars, apply to €. D., No. 6, Buckingham-road, Kings-|90 Mr, ROALS'S Priz ssay on converting N Piod Hillside PEARL, 80, Great Queen-street, Lincolu's cirinchcldey will 
e al e PED A piene or ARE ER A liberal allowance to ironmongers, builders,” &c. Mr, PUSEY, M.P. ; jon, the Action of Dung and Artificial THE POPULAR REMEDY. Manures on Beet-root. {Bese S LIFE PILLS.—The pou success 25 Dr: PLAY PATR'S Lectures POSEE SS Sia this medicine is the wonder of the age; it has been Report on the Trial of Wheats tried by hundreds of thousands as an aperient, and has in Ba 1 pom on the Trial of Wheats. every instance done good ; it has never in the slightest degree The Rt. Hon. 0. ARBUTHNOT ; s Deep-draining. impaired the most delicate constitution. Tens of thou ands 

NU RSERY AND FLORIST BUSINESS. 

[o BE DISPOSED OF FOR A TERM, a small 
mpaet NURSERY, Mesa 

tifally situated in one of th ost fashionable watering places 
in Dévonshir consists of health. 
greens aud Flowering Trees and Shrubs, Fruit Trees, &c. 

The Stoc 

here NON Greenhouses about 80 feet i in length, stocked | 97 Dr, PLAYE AIR; Analysis of Mar ADS t persev cance in the use of Panwa Lo &e.: m ched to which ar 28 Mr. DICKINSON ; on the qum of Liquid Manure, | pris will Dieter e any disease, and are living wit- together with a Propagati 38 PLAYE ATR ; Analysis of Soil and Subsoil in Norfolk. nesses of the benefit rec ved from this invaluable medicine,— its and Fr Pun all in vei 30 M Ee ua ; on the Jerne Potato or Arti- | Testimonials are received d and it would Ho. impo SPI cellent House and a neat Cottage on the ground, a newspaper, to publish us pum either of. Sm would be available, The whole of the Stock 5s 31 Mr DRE WITT; O ive Trial of Superphosphate | io selected as peopl é well known in E be taken at a valuation.—F que UNA particul apply and Guano. With the A ppendix, &c. &e. bourhoods and y whose testimony is unqu do. Messrs. Jawes Verton & $ eum Exeter. Jonw Murray, Albemarle-street. s of Testi is ande SIA aN of ‘old Parr” YDRAULIC RAMS & to de had of Freeman Ror, | In six small Y Volumes, sowed, price 6s. and Bound i olathe, | may de had gratis of all Agents ngineer and Fountain Maker, 70, Strand, London’ [Ly srorican 'SKETOHES OF STA A'TESMEN, |, he sun hee tcd s WU Ee Rams adapte E vie, 15 who Rp in dno SUR e EPUM Third, Bc) er and € o Mu, Athlone, Dec. 7, d 
am, » 

R , F ou wil lease to send me Member of thy uU Itu of Jew and of the Royal Puis. Tam Jast out. They are taking well, and, I ean assure cademy of Naples i you, they are of good ; everyone who has so elegantly bound, gilt edges, in three |} pied thom in attection’ of the Liver and’Stomach derives a 
great deal of benefit. Yours, &e., Tina GILCHRIEST, Apothecary and Surgeon.” 

* Long Benton, near Ne 

ee baat 

No. 3 Ram, Ditto i ty 
Well Engines and 

s worked by Steam, Horse- * THis Pire is 
Volumes. rice 9s. 

CHARLES Knranr and Co., 22, Ludgate-street, 
Now ready, with inten m Ts. s a New and greatly stle, August 11,1313 ny. devin th voved Maid beg to thank, and inform you of the wonderfül e Pi E irpo "wu 2 7 » PILLS. va 8 ess 

Sc. heated d eden and economical plan. Steam M ACTONSS. MODERN ‘COOKERY, in all its LUE A etae dest) EX Closets, Cooking Apparatus, Čo, Branches, reduced to a System of Hasy Practice, not only cured but feel quite young again, ind, Lie sole Agent for Tr MAN ER PURIFIER, nquestionably the most valuable compendium of the art old man of 60, I pis 80 inch | Detter that I thi k I shall live to 3 The AGRICULTURAL CHENIGAT. ALMANAC, by FREE te has yet been published "— Mom ning Post. ast. i If you think 9e of. service: you are quite stan Ror, Sd no London: Lowawaw, Brow N, & LoNGMANS. welcome to printit. Yours, w pm e PETER Monrny.” vare of spurious imitations in p nad Sedie: Vone 
re g ONE unless the words ** L PILLS" are Misi O UNTRY COM. in WHITE LETTERS ON A RED. ae PANTON, A New Edition, Enlarged i Corret ted. or 

DRAINING TILES. TR fcap. Svo, with Illustrations, 7s. 6d. clot 
ON'S LADY'S CO 

D, engraved on the 
Gov ernment Stamp, ate round each box ; also the fac simile 
of the Si; Proprietors, * T. ROBERTS and 60." 
Crane-court, on the directions. 
Sold in boxes, at 1s Ea 13., 

Loneman, Brown, GRE} 
TE 

THE FARMER'S LIBRARY In 1 very thick voli vum ue with Wood Engravings by all respectable 
UTHBER EOW: TINSON’ S F ARMERS PEN. throug! tho he kingdom. CYCLOPEDIA, pas DICTIONARY OF RURAL tar Full direct i AFFAIRS DXERFEO 
London: Loxca, Brows, Green, d LoxoANS. minwise after use, AS iasurdd by Dr. LOCOCK'S. PUL- C ; PHY. BY z MONIC WAFERS. Pm rom GOLDSMITH'S GEOGRAPHY, m BY HUGH T e e ee ee * Typi ^ Dean. afficted for pens Sr with a most severe cough (which OLDSMITH'S GRAMMAR OF GEOGR APHY. was always said to be consumptive), and for which I never New Edition, revised throughout and corrected by Huen | found a remedy M ees aera 

Jd., and family packets at 11s. druggists and patent medicine retailers 
ons are given at e box. 

Jam 

'h, from the bene- ME author of the anne of Geography,” with | fit I have Wee them, I shall dev recommend New Views, aps, ud —KEY, to any one afflicted as I w ive i IN! TRODUO LION. to.the alan by are 9d. stant WU and à TE ohne of-Asthma Coughs, TESTIONS on the MAPS. 9d,—KEY, 9 To Six hoi London: LONGMAN, UN. ‘GREE. cea LONGMANS. all hoa ness, and wonder ine e power 
Paper per 

e-lane, Fleet-street, 
— ty of the voice. Prie x rg DS SLIE'S PATENT IMPROVEMENTS... Just published, a New Edition, r e-engraved, with Corrections box.—Agents: DA Smva and Co & a or MAxING and Dryine Draining Tiles of the Ist Crass. | from the Go ment Surveys, and the most recent sources London ; and sold by all medicine vare en} nied having works in operation, or who Te about to| of information, po 12s., half- "bound, E ? Sa UU PEE VS 

“rect them, will find the above worthy their attentio ATLAS OF MODERN GEOGRAPHY ; cons gee TRAYS, Tea Urns, Knives pu Forks. Dish b Tho Process combines Errrcr with Economy, 22 ‘Tiles can sisting of 23 eu Maps, with Index of nearly 10,000 Covers, &c., at C. WATSON’S, 41 and 42, Bar and © made ready for BURNING at all seasons ; ; generally from ten Places, By SAMUEL BUTLER, D.D., late Lord Bishop of Lich. | 16, erus Folgate.—Established half a century. A set of dica to thirty hours, according to ne nature of the clay. Tobe ld, and’ formerly Head "Master of Shrewsbury School. Paper a Trays, id the est size made, 35s, s, Very i owe, Engineer, [S by the — S Son, geniy ormaddanse d all over, 50s. a $ sob. o three, and up to 141.— Re , Great Guildfo the Polytechnic Institution, — MÀ Japan Tea Trays "ie r4 a set, Eu as za uon ad" eet, Lor E ulus may be had from Jom E don-made Bronze Tea Tn, 305, w ne newest patterns up An porton, ien Piado * A SKETOH oF "MODERN "AND ANCIENT to 51. 55 —A set of ‘six patent raised pun ada Dish Covers, e i attt i | GEOGRAPHY, ae the use of aren d New Edition, revised 18». 6d.—Hest' imperial raised, 35s. 6d., set a PRIZE DWATR-TILE. MACHINE, by his Son. Svo, 9s. boards ; 10s: silver’ shape, 228. 6il., se! Dexron’ AND CHARNOCK'S PATENT * ECONO-| ` AN ABRIDGME INT of the: pics in the form of | Ivory Deer Knives, 11s. per doz, MIC” DRAIN-TIL® and PIPE MACHIN: Question and Answer, for the use Es ne By Mary: | 39) 6d. At the last meeting of the Yorkshire Agricultural Society, the Wy Third Edition, 18mo, 2 weil. E rize of 10%, was awarded to this Machine, after a suecesion of AN ATLAS OF ANCIENT GEOGR APHY; con- |i d de " V. he 8 est mia s. as subsequently obtained Medals: and Premiums from shoe ot 2 Mape with Thdex’ of! about 4000 Names, vo "pito, with SEO “Albata Plate!) | | T handles; = jo E er, L eios sve. [298 18s. ,, !85.6d.,, the EU Makers received, and every Diod mers Y Zu by: tits LN T AND’ MODERN’ ATLAS. ped w ks half the price of the ore ADLEY and Oò., Engineers; Wakefield. 5 9. TORSÉ dee Diei ATALOGUE and 201., inclusive of paten UTLINE MODERN AND ANCIENT GEOGRA: Price Cotkenr is just published, and families who regard © R. B. and Co. ane also the Solé Makers of e x [improved Oil Lo COPY. BOOKS: 4tó, 43. d sewed, economy and elegance: should possess themseh es of this ees 
ke daah 8L— Wakefield, January, 1: 3 Lonewany Brown, G REEN, & S LoNGMANS: Book, which may be-had gratis, and eo, from the aboy = ddress, ole inventor of the celebrated Albata Plate, hicks OTATO GROW ERS 8. is so m is so rapidly supersedin 

$98 

ae 9s. uM 
; | Dessert. t. |Ca 

nch eoii Balance. Boa * 18s. dou) 14s. doz. 
neh’ oe oe a largest’ a 

er: 
6d. p 

n ce fre. d. " 

is offered to the UE pun the reatest ponat nes) „bein; de ecidedly superior to al d 1 
piher pos .It is ES greedy, A hy ra mice as di it is io them. did invariably fisse ‘certain struction. Prepared” only by Epwarp Purser, 40, Renee toed pum in: E with full directions for 

at 4s, 

FENCING, Can ECT S CALISTHENIO EXERCISES. 
E J. CHIOSSO, Superintendent of the above 
branches of hyaidal education at University Colle; HORAN, begs to announce that his Academy, 21 Newata | — dL? of Gower-strect, is open on Monday, Tuesday, and Thurs- ay from 10 till 7 in the afternoon, and will be open every day 

ays. Exercises adapted for peculiar at cono Debility or Deformity will be attended to individually For RYenient hours, Schools a private families attended, terms apply at the Academy. 

stage) 3 

COMPLETE PRACTICAL, "us ATISE ON D each; some smaller, e new. The expense "Hebe 
C ^ F 7 PC - r thod o; E IMS > o ee wid TM ioo “a new en oer sane he Sets im a | Saved, by enabling a ma in wet weather. ROBERT Suveout lor Ar ~ and a systo Pee cune Quom PronAnDdoN, Maler of Garden. Fishing, Sheep, and Rabbit orti A ve Hàbitat of m Tents, Marquees, Rick Cloths, an arpaulings, after the manner eran by Nature in the Native "Habi 1. Tonbridge place, New-road, London. š ^ 

Prínted fór ew eae a whom ordérs may be addressed— RANSPARENT | FRAME AND GRE ;ENHOUSE 
ALEX, Forst, Alton Towers, Cheadle, Staffordshire, | COVERS, made of [kick Sheeting Calico, 6d. per square Soi - DUNT jtd Waterproof, will last ` E sped Waterproof econo Tarpaulings for Garden dde oofing Sheds, & d. per HAMILTON, ‘Thornfielden pue r Stockport, wilh sete? [square yard made wpres ahy ero: Cloths for 30 Tons of his germ on the Pine-apple, &e., postage free, on re- | Hay, 5l., and so in Hoje Wu "o is 30 by 30 feet. Ro- ceiving a Pos He order of 5s. See reviews in Gardeners’ | BERT RICHARDSON, maker o n Nets, Fishing Nets, Sheep Chronicle, p. SIT so p. 83 Nets, Rabbit Nets, Tents, Pis Rick Cloths, and 5o MASTERS, idee eee London, and all Booksellers, ings, 2 , Tonbridge- place, New-road, London. 

Tn the press, wnt Ens be pues price (including GAR (LERDENGES AE WATERPROO " CAPES; S; 27 
inches deep, from the bottom of the Coat-colta: 



ae. THE GARDENERS’ CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE. [Jaw. 17.. 

IN HALF-YEARLY VOLUMES, EACH COMPLETE IN ITSELF, WITH TITLE-PAGE AND INDEX. 

Every Saturday, in time for the Morning Mails, price Sixpence (with Supplements Gratis, when required), Stamped to go free by Post, 

THE RAILWAY CHRONICLE. 

It contains the earliest and most authentic information on the following subjects (to elucidate which, Illustrative Maps and Engravings are given, 

whenever necessary) :— 

Condition and Prospeets of Railways now in use, Payment of Calls, Dividends and Dek ing Works of Merit on Railways at Home and 

Ji > li 
Position, Progress and Value of Foreign Railways. 13 Railway P: g Abroad. 

Progress of. Railways in Execution. Proceedings of the Board of Trade and other Publie or | Engineering Improvements on Railways at Home and 

Projected New Railways. Municipal Bodies, so far as they affect the interests of| Abroad. 

Traffic and Revenue of Railways. Railway Property. | Mechanical Inventions relating to Railways at Home 

Value of Shares ; with Weekly Reports on the London, | Railway Legal Information. and Abroad, illustrated, when requisite, by Woođeuis, 

Liverpool, Manchester, York, Leeds, Hull and Glas- | Monthly Alphabetieal Lists of all Elections and Appoint- Locomotive Improvements and Inventions at Home 

gow Markets. ments connected with Railways. and Abroad. 

Weekly Letter from Paris, with Latest News, and Share | Reviews of Railway Accidents—their Causes and Pre- | Reports of the Seientifie Societies, whenever any Sub- 

Lists,—the French Prices translated into English Cur-| — ventives, prepared under Offieial Sanction. jects affecting Railways are discussed. 

rency (an exclusive feature of this Paper). The Gossip of the Week on Railway Subjects. Railway Literature. 

The Proceedings at Railway Meetings, with the Docu- | Contracts for Execution of Works. | Railway Patents. 

ments laid before such Meetings. State of the Iron Trade. Pleasure Excursions on Railways, illustrated, &e. &e. 

tx The Half- Yearly Volume, July to December 1845, with Indexes and Title-page, neatly bound in cloth, may now be had by order 

of all Booksellers. 

In the opening Number of the New Year was commenced in THE RAILWAY CHRONICLE, a Series of 

RAILWAY: TRAVELLING CHARTS; 

IRON ROAD BOOKS, FOR PERUSAL ON THE JOURNEY. 
IN WHICH WILL BE NOTED 

THE TOWNS, VILLAGES, CHURCHES, MANSIONS, PARKS, STATIONS, BRIDGES, VIADUCTS, TUNNELS, CUTTINGS, GRADIENTS, &e. 

THE SCENERY AND ITS NATURAL HISTORY, THE ANTIQUITIES AND THEIR HISTORICAL 

A^3OCIATIONS, &c, PASSED BY THE LINE OF RAILWAY. 

WITH NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS. 

CONSTITUTING A NOVEL AND COMPLETE COMPANION FOR THE RAILWAY CARRIAGE, 

No. 3, 1846, for Saturday, January 17, commences with the 

LONDON AND SOUTH-WESTERN. 

NINE ELMS STATION. 

THE GREAT WESTERN will be commenced Jan. 24. 

THE LONDON AND BRIGHTON, commenced Jan. 3, will be continued on the 31st. 

*,* Office for Advertisements and Communications for the RAILWAY CHRONICLE, 14, Wellington-street North, Strand, London. 

À E 
L4 i 

Printed. by Wima Buannuny, of No.6, York-place, Stoke Newington, and Faaomicx Moxisrr Evans, of No. 7, Church-row, Stoke Newington, both in the county of Middlesex, Pinter, ve their Office in Lombard-strest gfe 

ined at V hiteiriare, inthe City of London ; and published by them at the Office, No, 5, Charles-strect, In the parish of St, Paul's Covent Garden, in the said county, where all Advertisements end Communication? 

tobe addressed to the Editor.—Satunpax, Janvaxy 17, 1846, 
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LARDENERS' BEN EVOLENT INSTITUTION.— 
NOTICE is hereby given, that the ANNUAL GENERAL 

MEETING of the $ Subseribers to this Institution will be held 

at pe LONDON COF FEE HOUSE, Ludgate-hill, on WEDNES- 

DAY, 28th of January next, for Electing Officers for the agak 

year, w acca ne the accounts of the Chari y for e past 

year, her business. The Chair will be tal at leven 

iste precisely, after rh an E LECTION Um FOUR PEN- 

SIONERS will take e from among the following Candi- 

Mapon BAN Testimon so have been examined and approved 
y the Committee :— 

Mortlake .... 93d application. 
do. 

s ha 
«Ist application, 

Bea “Oli Devon do. 
do. 
do. 

Ranan Pryor do. 
Ru RICHES. .. Lond do. 
Groner WALLIS . do. 

ur he Ballot will be kept open for two hours after the business 
of the Meeting has been gr 

The Subscribers and Friends of the Institution will ueni 

wards celebrate their Anniversary by dining together at th 
above house. 

The Right Hon. the Lon» Maxon in the Chair. 
STEWARDS 

James Garraway, Esq. 

William Gregory, Esq. 
ohn Hender on Es 

Sam. F Lo; vila sq. 

aes Finden, Esq. Rob. palus Esq. 
J.W. Freshfield, Esq, John Wrench, Esq. 

ames Veitch, Esq., jun. 
CUTLER, Secretary, 97,  Farringdon-st street. | 

ORA AVEN HORTICULTURAL AND pea 
4 TURAL SOCIETY, OPEN TO ALL ENGLA. 

THE EXHIBITIONS of the a oed for 1920 n be 

held in Cama The first Exhil on the Sth of July, and 

the second on the 9th of September, Raes and Regulations, 

with a List of rm may behad of Mr. J. Sransroox, Hon. 
Secretary. 

"The funds of the Society are in a very prosperous condition ; 
and pm of 14. was Der np at the Committee Meeting 

James Cooke, Esq. 
William Docker, ies 
T DESI Es 

. J. Epps, dm 

E. R. 

on Monda; ‘grave, 

CAPE HEATIIS, E 
Je: W. DAWSON, m us IMG begs to offer the 

Ampull acea major -. Aitonia 

Tricolor major, Superb Irbyana 
Tnfundibulifori Cavendishii 
Vestita epressa 
Jasminiflora Hartnellii 
Propendens 
Ventricosa superb 

3i egnans Es 
Savilleana. Elegans 
Coventryana Humeana 
Odorata alba TES 
Splendens 

The above js] fem 18s. to EN id s dozon, 
Varieties, good 

Rims d of 1845, 

of very graceful and superior growth, similar to Cassandra, but 

the flowers a decided raano na upon Smith’s Queen Ae 

Lindley **a flower of 

a | choice Seedling: 
c novel, dark-e; 

tio n enclosing a penny stamp.—Pr ay 

most beoe vanity, 

PUCHSIA CHAL LENGE E ACCEPTED. 

ILLIAM MILLER, Noes MAN, Ramsgate, will 
agree to. show his FUCHSIA “MISS PRETTYMAN,” a | 

against Mr. Malley’ “ EMPRESS,” on the con- | 

Miss Prettyn named in his ehallen man—Large glossy | ta | di 
ia white t tube and sepals, with Sood! purple corolla, free bloomer, 

d shining, and pronounced by 

à a nns ast.” 

W. M.'s List, containing a full description of it and four other | 

and also the characters of his beautiful rich, 
dling Verbenas, may be had by appli 

'ovidenee m n: gate. 

KNIGHTS CELEBRATED *ISPAHAN" MELON. Ir 

R. uS begs most UA to diet | 
f this 

EO. "SMIT H has EEE in offering can 
see edling VERBENAS, of which G. S, warr 

y other eight known Seven of them ipe ob surpa 
fret class prizes. They are large, of first form; f 
them beautifully edged or spotted.. They have been j 
mired by all who un e seen them 0 be sent out the a wee 

April, at 30s. the set, or 5s. per plant, post free. DUCHE 
OF SU THERLAND. —A fine blush with bright cherry spot. 

first class prize at the Roy zi Botanic Gar ‘dens of London ; 

at the Royal ae alitani; 'emor ges gus lens. 

DE NEMOURS. ine TO e with y 

Royal ater 
eye. First class at the Royal 8 outh if aem 

Vivid Scarlet First clas 

ODEST A.— 8 

Codey blush with fin 
ME RRY MON: ARUL —Br 

tention of Melon Grawers to 

as advertised in the E Chronicle | 

and Garden four rnal, January 10th ; and also of his genuine 

BEECHWOOD. MELON, presented to him by Sir John 8. 

Sebright, Bar 
nig! ght’s W Ispahan” Melon ae oe per nin d S seeds, 

Beechwood . wee seeds. 

To be had ae genuine at PT CEU & us Seeds- 

M ansion punc street, London. 
ondon, Ja 

"e JUMBER PLANTS. 

SPINE CUCUMBER | Copy BLACK 
PLANTS, very strong, now ready to plant out, Hats 

s Russellanus, 2s. 6d. to 5: eed of 
packet, with printed directions: DEDE 

6d. per packet; Lianthus Gla 1s. 6d. 
m’s Victoria Green Flesh Mens 9s. 6d., dit 
arlet Flesh Melon, 2s., ditto; and his Black 

per packe! Spine AE id eds, 
JAMES ÜUTHILL, Floris Denmar] 

CARLET PELARGONIUMS 

HE CONWAY hes devoted his time and at- 
tention to the culture of the above favourite plant for the 

last ten years. His exhibition of them at th e Horticultural 

Society’s Grand Show at Chiswick, on June 15 th, 1839, was fully 
admitted to have been one of the most extraordinary produc- 

tions of the day, and w: 1S; he believes, the first of that class 

that ever received a prize at these celebrated exhibitions. Since 

that day the SCARLET PELARG ONIUM has rapidly advanced 

in the estimation of the Public. The Horticultural Society of 

London and Royal Botanical are now both o ering First, 

Second, and Third Prizes for their improved culture. P. C. 

has taken great pains in collecting all the best and approved 
varieties, and he feels assured his collection camo! 

passed either POT pot-culture or bedding out. arrants 
all his plants to-be particularly healthy and well esthblished in 

thein o: Extra large plants extra in puo. as under, 

pill, | Camberwell, London 

SHRUBLAND Supers, the| 8. Gorram, d MD and 
mes of all the large: varieties for brilliant, i "USS, 

pot- ure, 5; 9. NIMROD, padia scarlet, 

NERAL Tom THUMB, one of the best, 1s. 6d. 

distinct and best va- es improved 

yet sent out, both for dwarf, for bedding, 1s. 6d. 

ind pot cultore, 1s.6d., Tuomrson’s Kine, a 
splendid sort, 1s. 6d. 

Graw’s,improyved dwarf 

is tinct variety, for us bedding, 1s. 6d. 
very dwarf, 2s. 6d. 18, GLOBE, or pactus 

od. à HS varie! s. 
RU impr [2x vé dwarf 

for bedding A 
AUN Texo, excel- 

d for anoe 

16, PINK c AY, makes a 
find d 1s. 6d, 

SHRUBLAND, ls. 6d. to 

anc 

s AYLER, the best of 
for e 

"uz FIGHTER, improved, 
a din variety for bedding, 
Is. id., and 

Qc 
Gd. 3s. 

N, excellent ‘good pene PE psu 

free iion à good pot-plant, | for bedding, 
1s. 6d. Good Plants of Bae P "ighter, 

7. Prince ALBERT, first-rate | improved, 12s. per 
for  pot- d and early i dos Plants of V toria, 24s. 

» doz. 

per d 

epiempton, Jan, 24. 

LEE’S DWARF ITALIAN TAN MARROW PEA. * 

J anp C. LEE are now sending out the above new 
* PEA thi son, and having grown the Stock for the 

s s the can strongly recommend it as a distinct and 
et; Its habit is exceedingly dwarf and 

ic bearer, and the Pea is equal in size 

s wfat, and is of most delicious flavour. 
comes in earl nan. ay oee Marro t has been gro 

in the gardens, of Clumber, Welbeck, "phoresb; ys Nuneham, 

Tottenham- park, and AD am andis highly extolled. by tl 

Gardeners of these places. In Quart Packets, sealed, price d 
Nursery, Hammersmith. 

ME: GEORGE CORNWELL, “Market Gardener, 

AVL Barnet, begs. to recorren nd his New Victoria RASP- 
BERRY to the notice of Gentlemen, and likewise G: Oaa 

as being | the EAN n Ate best flavi oured Raspberry of am 

in Covent-garden last season higher thet 

last five y em 

dark r class at Highgate. 
Delicate s pinte with rose spot 

politan, 6. S. has a seedling Petunia (ALBA 
white, the throa violet; was shown 
ee WM i allowed by nurserymen and fi orists 
to be the best white Petunia tl the 

ably noticed by the Gardener 
‘A descriptive catalogue of Verbenas, dre. e., early in spr 
AlL orders from unknown eo must be 

—Tollington Nursery, llornsey-road, 
Islington, r near London, 

NEW FUCHSIAS. 

EORGE NICHOLS, Hunslet Hall, near lS 

begs to offer the following Varieties, whìch 

and can be sent z by post, free of postage, or in pots de 

out un ds hampi 

NICHOLSIT: a handsome large, and noble varie 

corolla new in colour and extremely beautiful; flowers 

stout and finely formed. It is a free bloomer, of compact habit, 
h splendid very dark green foliage. 

ler or Dr. LINDLEY's on of this d pue 

Gard. Chron., Sept. 13, G: Yo. 20,— 
flower, m ofa fin y texture, right c earn ins tube 

the RA arad well, exposing the corolle, 
rple maroon colour." rice, 10s. 6d. 

“this variety is new in aoee and di 
ali others, See Gardeners’ Chronicle, Sept. 6, 1 

The ‘greatest novelty among your Seedlings is No. 10 
ses from the sepals being halt green, and rather re: 

which exposes aflarge crimson purple corolla." Price 

DR. WOLFF See Gardeners’ Chronicle, Aug. 9, 

“Q. N.—No. 2 is apse ie handsome flower, of food form 

and sabato” 
e three orci nes "be had for. 205., i 

LE 
NOY LEY: 

J G. WAITE, WHOLESALE pee 
* Hill, Hatton Garden, Lon: 

ihe very liberal support he has hitherto received, and ud to. 
tall the attention of his friends and the public in general t o 

following Reduced gud of Prices of a small portion of his 

very extensive Stoc 

per oz. 
Campanula stricta 

| Primula sinen fi 

8. d. 
50 ome iberidifolia.. 3 E 5 

H ook eri 
Phlox eren splen- 

did mixed .... 
Lobelia heteroph; la. 

Rhodanthe ^ Manglesii, 
clean seed 

Ni emophila discoidalis 

[o 

.200 £ 
40 0 | Geranium, 

* General Tom Tham, 
10 0 | 100 good seeds 
25 Stock, Scarlet, ei 

[3 

intonia pulchella... 2 

Dahlia, saved from all the yo Walls eng fiat 
50 extra fine .... 50 

4-0: 135, caches Brompton. 80 
20 |New Dark ee Wall- 

20 ower 
2 0 | Sweet Pea: 

oc , 70 Lisanthus "Russellianus, 

Pe! etunia, splendid hy id 10 0 z. packets * 

Campanula Loreii ...... 3 0 With printed directions. 

Cuthil’s Improved Black Spine Cucumber, 15g. a 
Latter's Victory of En; 5s. per oz.; Snow's Hortie tur 

15s. per oz. ; am nde every iv variety ‘of "Floricultural, gricul- 

tural, and Horticultural seeds in cultivation, 20 per cent. v er 

than the London agreed prices.—4, 5 Ere street Hill, Ja 

CHE RLES DALY Aw» SON begs to inform the 
Trade that ney, are a Y: dispose of 2 years Seed- 

nted NS, at 2s. Od. 2 years tran 
10s, PUN Jyeas E EE B and gi 1s. 

Se edling Anhe 6d. to ae 3 
E 

each ; 2 feet, 2s,; do. 4to 
o 13 foot, 4d. each ; g 

foot, 20s. per 
ountain Ash 5 to 7 feet, 

Potatoes, Early Foxes, 1s. 6d. per stone ; Golden Dwarf 

— Parties ordering from 6. D. and Son must be account: 
essrs. Warner, 28, Cornhill; or Messrs. H. Ronalds aud 

Sons, Brentford. —Colera ain, Jan. 2 24, 1846. 

grown 

any othe s DEA an abundant bearer, and grows 10 feet 
high. To be had at E. Git sant wooD’s, Co vent-garden ; Messrs. 
W.. 2 J. Nos Fleet-street ; Mr. GEORGE CORNWELL, 

opposite the Red Lion, Barnet ;an dui the principal Seedsmen 
S 3L. per 100, or 9s. per. 
hree THandréd He uus LAURELS for sale. in Lon Xu 

NBS 
0 

Good Specimen Pl ae of fente Massoni, Hart- 
heli, Tricolor of sorts, and 

Y poets ITALIAN ‘TUBEROSE ROOTS, 4s. per 
$ ‘Th 1 Bulb has 

Shad dock Tre 
ants iai in Tany. 

‘DINE PLANTS.—A gentleman “who is giving up 

his Pinery is desirous of disposing of his Stock of Pine 

and Succession Plants, which are of the best description and 

in excellent condition, person in want of them will find 
them worth attention, as no reasonable offer will be refused. 

Or, if preferred, the Advertiser v 

Ca amellias or rue Trees in exchange.—Apply, if b letter 
will take a young stock of | leading eu pu of En! 

HORTICULTUR. AL AGENCY OF 

HOMAS WILD has a few first-rate CUCU MBER 
SEEDS, carefully saved by the rais also a few Seeds of 

the best Scarlet and Green Melons in cultivation ; a i 

Hybrid, promised to ripen its fruit in the open air; a few good. 

Calceolarias, Geraniums, Verbenas, Roses, and Two P rimulas 

—the best ever raised; they have been seen and admired by the 

T. W. will feel a pleasure in sending Blooms and a De 

Dow anu Co. , Nurserymen, Upper e tive Cat: US on applic: 
Tuomas WILD, 3, raver. street, Ipswich, Suffolk. 
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BITIONS OF 1 

On Ear dx May 20th, JUNE 23 find Suny Ist. 

SCHEDULE OF PRIZES. 

CLASS I—NISCELL ANEOUS GROUPS AND SPEOIME N 
For which Medals are offered on all the three day 

RES BOTANIC 3 PARK, 
EXHI 

II. 

s only are do T ANN in AC and 
Those who exhibit in “AA and-AB cannota 

tin AC ^ Pelargoniums, ne Calceola 
rias ar nude excluded from AA, . In 
AA, 4 species of a genus, two plants of each, wile Be ad: 

1 lso 

AB, AC, 

new or old pues II.8,— 
awards wil n to the most 

bienio plants ; alo those ithe highest state 
of perfection, both with pes to culture and bloom. 
None but plants of ie most decided merit, as objects óf 
ornament, can be wed to compete ES AD. 

N ars Prants, in bloom, 1 L8. 
n RARE PLANTS, not in bloom, ium Tear nando for 

the Beauty of their foliage or habit of growth, 
o plant will be considered as 

N PLANTS; whether 

been ‘oxhibited at any of the oval Bota; 
hibitions ; à nor will any award d be ziven to plants à ies ed 

itr sthey 
y py 

letter AF ), are 

Crass IL. —NATURAL GROUPS. To ds aw: NIU EA 
Letters. MA 
BA PAPILION AGEOUS Pr. ; collection 23 20, his 

tall Kinds, asl 
lections 

6 gr 

BiU Ge 'ereus, 
ofe dedos or va 

Cacrac. PS inds, 
y Hehinoeactus, &e.5 
pe 
xi 

eph: icu ofi 30 
Sous F 

a, Gloxinia, 
bu ene ke or piecing 

us sens 10 sj 
BE RANN Pee OREL E TS, such as 

Anemone, Ranunculus, Pi 
collections of e species 

PLAN’ 
collections of 15 specie 

tine 5 pun 8.0, 
growers only. are tojir, . 8. 

" collections of 12 species, IE 8. 
G 

P 
Ni. 

collec 

0-|II. S. 
E ipe 

I.G. 

ns, rowki only,| de. 
who do not compete in "nr | 

BI ie Hearus ; collec 8 of 6 species, | 
very istinct varieties, grown in 8| 11.8. ILS. 

ih pots ms. |HULS. Juns. 
only, who is 

compete in BF and BH, ean PSI 

E pee ofi. 

ovior MN 
renee will also Be given ‘to aren 

Co 
t number of "tinc t 

merit * other ects i 
LG SE A collections of 4r 

nts off 

: colt lections of 4 spe- 
or distinct varieties ele ct 
)RCHIDACEOUS PLANTS. 

BO Collections os s Exotic s du or dis- LG. 

ns ; of To Exotio s Speo 
tinet varicties 

Jolli D 

5, or dis 

ies, or d 
ot 
.B. Ti B 1e same "Exhibit orcan only Ir, 

ete ES one of the letters, BO, 
, or BQ 

Fiuices, 

(culti ated in s 
0 sr Ir 
Collections of Species| 

tivated in (mes 

affi 

of genera. 
eub 

e required to be 

BT Cc the Hed us 
ied collecti 4 

BU n 
o be taken 

awar ding this 

WERS, IN TS FL 

11.8.4. 
Th e ms. 

“Hts. jins. Jiris 

etie: 5, grown in 11- cce For T.8. RIB. 
Reg. No, 9) - 1. CO Fucustas ; collection | m8, jus. 
PREA gropi in llinc pr S. |IILS. |IIL.S. P. t 2 new|r.s.o. L.S. 

act varieties, z 8.G. i a G. 1L.8.G, ch pots m 1. 
; collections Of 12. dis: lta a. us 

iy grown in 11-inch pots 11.s.. |11. V 
ate growers and Nursery- 11.5, 8. V.B. 

men Cl separately
 

i inCD& C: 

SCHEDULE or PrizEes—continued. aa be awarded on : SCHEDULE or REM ed. 
JUNE, Jury | FC pus APPLES ; a single fruit of the “ Providence,” 11.5.6. Letters 1. HLS, CF PrLARGONIUMS; collections of 8 di FD M "a single fruit of the ** Queen,” rr.s.a.—rr.s. tinc x yari eties, grown in 8-inch po! 11.8.6. 

v. B.—Priva ite g growers only, wl holms. FE APPLES ; a single fruit of other kinds, rr.s.c.—411.8. Po compete in CD and CE, can|ir.s, 
compete in CF. FF a single fruit of the common varieties, 1.s.— CG Rosts; collect tions of 12 distinct vars. 

FG Manoxs ; a single fruit of the Persian varieties, 11.5.— 

si tinct FH US o of 3 dishes of distinct varieties, 1.8.— xhibit 2G «S, 
In UR M nrs | FI riens iingie dish of one black variety, 11.5.6.—11.5.— season Roses will be required to be n hown in 8-inch and 1 po FK dad ; Single dish of one white variety, 11.8.¢,—11.8.— cIssus, 12 distinct species or vars.|rrr.s. In 

4 distinct varieties. VP ee. 2d [RES FL oF, Xs ots, 1 plant, rr.s.—rrr. 
murs. | FM s Ae of 4 dienes of dis- 

11,8.6.—I1. S.—I11. S. UT FLOWERS. FN T collections. of 2 dishes of dis- DA Britis ; collections of 2 
Em wild s ecimens, illustrating the P exogenous portion of the British FP 
"lora . a |S. mns. jis. EQ 

XILS. |HIL.S. (I:S. FR 
DB Bairisy PLANTS ; collections X cud en FS 

and wild specimens, illustrating the 
eres portion of uie Beat PT 

ILS. Ik. (1182 FU 
N. B. —Ii will be required ‘that tho TLS, |IILS. [IIS 

Pies of the Plants, and of the Iv 
in which they are gathered, FW 

e dis attached to them, preference 
being given to the most rare and PX ingle dish, c. correct! isd named : none but authentic BY collections of 6 pots with ripe fruit, 11.¢. ild specimens to be produced. The . dioec of the Botanical Society TZ ; collections of 4 dishes of distinct species or Londo: Mm e taken as the varieties of this genus, standard of r: ene Pru Hoy suitable for the dessert, 11.5.G.— DC Dzvicz, pie with Wers, — 
illustratin, gthe pr venies of in B Pe ar-| Xomtc ecd of other useful or rare kinds, 11.5.—11.5. 01 

Y FRUIT, 1.s.—11s. 

¢.—A pis of fruit is defined thus:—Grapes, 3 I oe JE BIG. bunches. Peaches, ean ml the Citrus 0 fo ut. family, Apples, and Pears, 6 frui and duse 12 of 6 ES des Cherries and. Strawberries, 2 defii will n on 
n the numbers sy pur aceount “be admitted Recep at it det be core tly t exhibition, Pine-apples and Grapes) must be exhibited DD Toutes ; in stands of 12 varieties + ILS. s of 9 Innes diameter, ae ssed with the leaves TIS. respectiv eis belo: g to each kind of fruit. DE Roszs; collections of 100 distinct vars.| j.. |1r.S. 

TILS. 

DF Rosxs 4 Var Vr ye of 50 distinct vars, oe T. L.S. REGULATIONS. Private growers only are to TILS. (UIS. The Exhibitions will be opened to all competitors, whether exhibit ix 5 DF. Fellows of the Society or not. DG Ros lle PN GR new, first-rate 1 order that the subjects received for exhibition may be nct tie e HS. jis. E anged and displayed to Advantage, the Exhibitors —Pr vs are to adopt RO to communicate their s to the Secreta such methe ve ur zement or clas- previ e several days of exhibitor eni p. cii e pro- sification as may best accord with pabio extent of table room in square feet or otherwise, which their own views Nurserymen and pe ants, flowers or fruit sel quiri dealers are required to follow thel Ù nless pi s been given, the A on classification published in their re-| is ng the Garden will be a decas) to sign a book, or deliver ective catalogues. Not more than a statement in writing, Que in what let que their articles 3 trusses of bloom of each variety to are to be exhibi: pos "They are also to apply to on Clerk for be exhibited, labels to attach to their overall exhibitions, and to see that DH Roses; stands of 12 single blooms .. 7. | ,. ms, | when staged they e eodeni dirt Eh dali proper ps The Ex- t "gl Be hibitors are particularly requestec o bear in mind, that DI Vernenas; in stands of 12 varieties..| |. ++ juns. | omissions or mistakes arising from reales or improper en- NB. bn va ariety to be shown in a. tries on thet part cannot be rectified after the awards have a single t 
een mat DK CAnNATIONS ; in stands of 12 varieties e «i EET 4. No Aea will be E for competition unless the c : se B. try has been made- prev to Half-past Bight p E the DL PrcoTEEs; in stands of 12 varieties ..| |, ++ [nuns, | morning, at which time ely the gat ill be closed, and r S B, after. which no. subjects for competition can of ace account DM Pinks; in stands of 12 varieties ees. ++ [mns | whatever be received, nor ean ar ny person 1 ue allowed to open as $ ws: B. E containing: artic cles for competitio DN Pansies; in stands of 24 varieties ..| |. AOI eec 5. Exhibitors are requested to observe that the Judges must : ^ es 3 proceed at Ten o'clock to examine the merits of the subjects DO Bursous Ins; in stands of 12 varieties) |. |rrr.g, exhibited, by whieh Dh SEDIT and arvanging of all plants, B. dp and n "wit must be completed. hibitors of pu Pd c to At Seven o' "clock i in the. ‘evening the dup will close, r own b x dd the seve al articles exhibited will then be vered up to wi hich are not to pow 8 inches in. 

PR at the back, nor 20 inche: sons pu supply subjects for competi a Henni t rom the UA to the back, with) flor may obtain p tickets befo o'clock, vai to rem and vill be re- AERES tot rden at two o ‘cloth A de- 
live is their tickets at the onim gat CLASS V.—SEEDLINGS. stant gardener s will be admitted with E Exhibitors EA GREENHOUSE AZALEAS . n pay eight AS Rs in the morning no person EB Hearns . x urs. firs. | who: s are not required in that Ene will be EC PrrAncoxIUMS of 1845 EE: | ILS. |ILL.S. Mp to enter with the E xhibitors, nor can any person re- N.B.—The: Ki $e to be xhibited in main in the Gan ae after ten o "clock, excepting those who are 6-inch or 8-inch pots, so as to show, engaged by the ety. the habit of im variety under supe- 9. Subjects Eoi Bes ided dly infi a cannot be received rio E cultivation. ari ing thej for ee DE e and such sul Judges are empowered. prizes, the der. will take into| in order to Sisi nente de 1 importance tion the habit of the pl s yere the Judges are au zed either as well as the qu ty of the flower, WETON or to > IDIMENISH the value of the aw that is, to ED Pr Tice UL of 1846. me c. o. grant either ^ RU or third prizes at th retion, The EE PELARGON ut V ges are al: vited to recommend to. the Gouna to 1N- de ine toti. then mbor or amount of the awards, and to give medals the “fancy”! dn subjects of e: nerit whieh may be exhibited, seo JHLS. Inns. D pue Bi 

that all plants bo distinctly labeled yir thet venio names one the places whence intro- uced, wher nd all. cut flowers and fruit are re- - H dt ienen FET pri plants b 11. Exhibitors who shall obtain a first prize cannot receive Ee and. compa t habit any other award in the same letter, except in AE and AF and n 49. growtt in Olass V. ue ScanLET PELARGONIUMS eth ole [tens NOES, ENT BE, 2. Should any Exhibition gura one or more plants which shes do uk á e+ BLBS. ILS. | have not been in the po: of the NEA two months E I E LE wl. ote €. urs. and to the tubi i ion. ar "wh nie "m lants are ge. xv - sie Co eT * juus |sho ach cireu) 
[25 ae LE on .. oe ee of IS. 

and e tificates will be given to event of any dispute with respect to this Rule, Ee sh jb E of merit which have not will be required to sign a written declaration, which will To m izes awarded to them, the. ond AE Ea exhibitor Sale the option of re- 13. ae enge will not be ane from among the Fel- ir the certificate or the lov r Officers of the So nor will any person. money value, 10s, To be eligible mio ho LP E Stic OP a Judge bo allowed to compete , for competition, ait the subjects in for pr 2 208. 
sae! "s sC pps 14 essful competitors are requested to notify to the Secre- ri tary, within one, rores afte the last Exhibition, in what form names they are to Dear. No seedling y are desir ng their prizes, vin, whether in can have a prize awarded to it un- e plate, $t M 3 less these dondilióne are complied, y By pe of the Council, with, 

J. Dx . SOWERBY, Secretary. 
CLASS VI.—FRUIT. Tobe eun on July Ist. The SD QUK are of comanda which will be FA  MISCELLA us CoLLECTION ; consisting of 10 dishes of given in Pra’ ASH when the Medali is not preferred. distinct kinds of dessert fruit cultivated in the United 2 s. dom, Ue 18, 1G. adi 15, L S G. SINE Gilt 5 " 0 B. Bronze 15 N.F n other De E being equal, preference | ria 10. 0 c. Certificate 10s. will be gi given ts the collections which contain the most no. Do. T. Pv Silver Gilt 5 0 distinc it. m Silv errs 9 PiNE-APPLES ; collections of not e bs 6 fruits, nor 1 more than 2 of one kind, 1.5.6.— ‘Concluded on Yon 51] 
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T [Roxar AL BorANIG Socrrry’ s ADVERTISEMENT ¢ inada i 

SIZES a POTS. 

anes TEE] 
=) z] EE 4| 
2a) Usual l| Usual Ez| Usual | Usual 
8 £| width. | depth. g5 width. | depth. 
SE ij EE 
|o x | | E 

32s.| 6 in. | Gin. || 9in. EIE 6s| 9fin, | 9in. 
| Sy in 9'in. ll iin. !12s| 11i in. | 1l im. 

^ TERMS OF ADMISSION TO THE EXHIBITIONS. 
All Fellows and Life Members of the Society 

Seven o’Clock Eu entering their names in the k. 
Visitors will only be admitted by Tickets, to be bamad by 

the Orders of RA and Life Members. 
All Fellows and Life Members may 
p day, 

obtain, on or before 
y the 9th, any number of Tickets at the rate of 4s. 

ach; and after that Ad ewcept on the days of Exhibition, any | well as the Horticultural Soak 
merus number at 
Offices in the Inner € 

Tickets mar be D 

of 5s. each, by application at the 
sun of the Regent’: s Park. 
ned at the Garden on ne days of Exhibi- 

of 1. each, 
Each Ticket ii entitle one person to admission between the 

hours of Twoand Seven on any one of the three days of Exhi- 
bition, at tl n of the holder. 
Na ‘Ligketshwledsver ELT bo tited except on the personal 

ten Order of a Fellow or Life Member of the 

he optio: 

applieation or writ 
ME and the number of Tickets required must be stated in 

he a tior ion. 
AT THE GARDENS, Inner Cirele, Regent’ Park. 

T FUC HSIA SERRATIFOLIA. 

ESSRS. VEITCH & SON ean now supply strong 
well-established plants of the above repeto FUCHSIA 

at 10s. 6d. each, The usual discount to tl 
Post-office orien or reference, required froth unknown 

“correspondents: xeter, Jan. 25 184 

INE WHITE Si ONION, ALTRING- 
TAM CARROT, é&c.—Dealers can be supplied with a fine 

ade 9 moderate prices, by WARNER & WARNER ER, SEEDS- 
"mh bil, London. General Prieed Trade Catalogues 

to, i aa on 

UPERIOR NEW EARLY PEA.—WARNER'S 
* EARLY EMPEROR" Pea, the earliest in cultivation, 

PE Re a good eropper, with fine pods, and most delicious 
y t about 2ft.—5s. per quart.—To be had of 

ioe R ini Wannan, Seedsmen, 28, Cornhill, London. 

RANUNCULUSES, ANEMONES, AURICULAS, CA 
TIONS, d PICOTEES, GERANIUMS, AND LILIUM PANGE 
FOLIU 

GROOM, CLAPHAM ass gut Lowpow, (re- 
Ae moved from Walworth.) By APPOINTMENT 

FLORIST 2 HER MAJESTY THE ya AND TO HIS 
AJESTY s De KING OF SAXONY, 

Begs to depen to ention of the Notdlity, Gentry, 

and Public his extensivo; EnA tment E the above ELOWERS, 

LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM Aunt, ie bulbs, each 
» " ATU: 
» SPECIOSUM 

F 

which he ean supp the best qualit; £. s. d. 

100 RANUNCULU $ in 100 Superfine sorts, named a 10 0 

Superfine Mixtures . per 1l00—10s. 6d.to 1 1 0 
100 ANEMONES, in 100 Sugano sorts, PE 3 20 

Baas Mixt ure . er 100 010 6 
25 AURICULAS, SR 5 Superfine sorts, P + 38 3.0 

25 pair of CARNA TIONS, in 25 ditto ditto 4210 0 
25 pair of PICOTEES, in 25 ditto ditto . 210 0 
25 GERANIU MS, in 25 Superfine sorts ditto 310 0 

Good kinds per doz., from 12s. 0 0 
0 6 
0 6 
3 0 from TA 1s. to 

Orders executed. 

TABLE SEEDS, 

wan E. RENDLE & CO. have much plea- 
ve in announcing to those who are fond of really choice 

and HR vegetables, that they have this year procuri ed a small 
5: tock he pele veu. sorts, which are all warranted 
to grow PS and to be of genuine quality. 

ques p s sent postage free to any part of 
ee Treland for Ten Shillings, or a selection of 12 

ee rae Five Shillings. Any sort separate at Sixpence per 

Packet. 
Willeove Broccoli. 
New Early W alcheren do. 
Chappel's Crear 
Legz's Late D. det dór 

Myatt’s superior Curled Pars- 
ey. 

Enfield Matchless do. 
Superb Crimson Beet. 

Snow’s Winter White do, Imported Brussels Sprouts. 
Large Syrian "White Spanish Onion. 
‘Hampton Court do. Green-topped 
Potter’s Pink dc Barly Matehloss O abbas. 

Earliest oa do. 
Early Ho; 
Early ERROR Cea eh 
London ior n Ro. 
Early P: aign 
Seymour's W Tite Celery. 
Lancashire Hero (Red) do, 

ONU (o t Cabbage do. Walnut-flavoured Pink do. 
"London Market do. Latter's Vietory of England 
Ady’s arg Cos do. Cucumber. 
N Vood’ DE ew Frame Radish. Hamilton’ s Black Spine do. 

Yello’ sbrook Turnip. Snow’s Horticultural do, 

Now E dy s do. 
Complete collection of Seeds suitable for a Kitchen 

Garden for 1l. 10s., including the above, carriage free, 
to any sate of Great Britain or Ireland. 

,L OTHER KINDS OF GARDEN SEEDS. 
Ear] Am orders are desired, as some of the kinds are scarce, 

. Immediate payment is not required from known corre- 
spondents, or those who give reference in London. 

Plymouth, Jan. 24, 1846. 

SHILLINGS EARLY POTATO. — The above 
POT pus is a Seedling of Qs own raising, which they 

have for several years sent out in their own neigbourhood, 
ahora ti has Beat highly aE je having a wish to make 
it more extensively iade) they h have appointed the under- 
mentioned e n London às Agents, of whom they may 

e had at 4s. pe: jede, 
tis a par tut healthy variety, im es of middle 

size, second to none in earliness or produce, and yery remark- 
able for its delicious flavour and uus properties, When 
taken up, they got from 12 Potat clean dry flour 
Or starch, not easily disti eie Dedi Pw: Gee ‘rai Arrowroot, 
with which it has been. compared, e desirous to call 
HERD HON to its quality and flay gun and he with coufidence re- 
‘commend it in coy other respect 

NOBLE, 152, Fleet-street, London ; 
URSI & M* ‘MULLEN, 6 Leadenhall-street; 

Mr. NAN, A Great Russell- st., Covent-garden. 
Mr, w ©, FARNES, Seedsman, 128, St. John’s-st,, West 

Smithfield, London. V 
Messrs. BATT & RUTLEY, Seedsmen, 412, Strand, London. 
J, & 8. SmmpING, Nursery and Seedsmen, Northwarnbro’, 

Walcheren aoe 
Warge Asiatic c 
Improved mo ey Parsnip: 
Green Flesh Cabool Melon, 
Ice Cabbage Lettuce. 
Dr umlead do. 
Blood P 

o EX 

ADV ECHTE RCRERODAMES: unequalled for 

tine Canes, 
y, and Bearers of | guaranteed to “be of the same qual 

Ivory Tickets, will be admitted to the EE fr m T wo until Wee of sty 
s Grace the Duke of Northumberland, His este the Duke rainy Season. 

ot "Rutland, His Grace the 
Harrington, t the Earl of TRESL the Earl o! 

the Earl of 

THE TRUE FASTOLFF RAGES, i 
l 

GREAT 
NORFOLK, 

YARMOUTH 
1846. 

NURSERY. 

ed to the notice of the Horticultural world the above 

the size of its fruit 

richness of flavour, and possessing an ex 
beg to offer the same aue the following mein 

ityas those fer "had th 
he pnt ost Gracious Maj supplying Her 

ke of Marlbori un the Earl of 
Abergavenny, 

Lord Bishop Ji London, 
Viscount Lorton, Lord Sondes, and most of the 

t RUNS the OPE 

Egremont, the 

aving 
SYRIEN YovzLr & Co. t 

b mrs eR am enel « £1 0 

do. . . mo 5 0 

Do: de: 23 do. .0 0 
Small Canes, 12s, per 100. 

.A Ue discount will be allowed the Trade when “ quanti- 

For fo dae iption of the above see their advertisement of 

last wi 
Great armo h Nursery, Jan, 24, 

Che Gardeners’ Chronicle. 

SATURDAY, JANUARY 24, 1846. 
Pte FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING poo 

MONDAY, 33—Entomological (Anniversary) 9 rM. 
TusspAv, P -— H . H $ 8 P.M. 

Wepnrspay, — 4— jety of Arts . . " 4 8 PM. 

AY, rU DIM os 

The following figures explain in Mr. Rivers’s mode 
of eonstructing ‘Brick AnNoTr Srmovzs, as described 
in last week's Chronicle :— 

3 

moderate weather. 
GP E & CO., being the parties who first intro- seeds, &c., are apt to be rotted, and in the hot 

weather, parched up. Caoutchouc cloth formsa good 
tensive Stock of | protection against external moisture, but equally 

prevents the escape of any that is enclosed, aud that 
is apt to be the case with things packed up in the 

t is not an easy matter to send them across the 
ength and breadth of India in the different seasons 

of the year, the country being at one time inun- 
dated with rain, at another scorched up with heat, 
and having only a few months of comparatively 

In the moist weather, roots, 

Cotton in this case is useful in 

absorbing moisture, but is objectionable for this very 
Lord | reason in the dry weather, though having the 

ity, as | advantage of being a bad conductor ‘of heat. 

The idea of enveloping some seeds and bulbs in 
wax originated in the difficulty of sending such 
seeds asthe Spanish Chesnut and the Fil bert, , which 
it was desirable to introduce into the Himalayas. 
Of the Chesnuts, all those at first sent were either 
dried up, or completely decayed. It appeared that 
if they could be hermetically Sealed up, there seemed 
no good reason why they should not arrive in good 
order even in the most distant parts of India. A 
thick coating of gum was first thought of; but it did 
not answer at first from being too diluted. We 
know not why if seeds are stuck into a thick muci- 
lage and allowed to dry, it should not answer. Wax 
just alittle melted was then tried, and with complete 
success in repeated attempts. The Chesnuts and 
Filberts were described as arriving at Bombay, Cal- 
cutta, and Saharunpore, in a perfectly sweet and 
fresh state. Both vegetated, and those sent to the 

aharunpore Botanic Garden are 
now growing in the Himalayan 

Mountains. The wax has also 

been employed for enveloping the 
ends of cuttings of fruit-trees, 
which have also arrived in aliving 
state; so much so, that Apples, 

Pears, and Plums sent in this way 

same locality ; and Zo doubt they 
i'wilt bear fruit there, as a Rib- 
stone Pippin introduced about 
the year 1828 from Liverpool, 

bears very fine fruit, and was 
this year covered with thousands 
of Apples. The above facts may 

conveying to a distance seeds 
and bulbs which are difficult of 
transmission.—Z. 

WE some time since (p. 293, 
1844,) brought under the notice 
of our readers the value of Corrzz- 

HICORY as a winter salad, and 
substitute for Endive. It may 
be interesting to some persons to 

be informed that this article is 

now introduced into Covent- 

garden Market, where it may be 

Ls il nglas z i 1| 

procured, at a very cheap rate, of 

Messrs. Grimtey and Co. We 

have tasted it, and find it far 

superior to the common Chicory, 

ap which is too bitter. Itisas de- 

licate as Batavian Endive, for 

A, Front Ese B, Ground Plan; ©, Horizontal section 

through a b, in A, showing the fire bars or gratin ertical 

section thirough Pd, in A, showing the front and back fire lumps, 
the former reduced to 9 inches in depth ; ,B Iron pipe leading to 
chimney Fire-lump placed Tin. from the mouth ofthe 
pipe lea iding’ to the chimney, and about the same distance from 
each end ; this causes the smoke to A up round, thus preventing 

00 vapid consumption of the fael. The first five courses of 
bricks, in height, are laid flat, the ROUGE three courses are 

laid on edge. 

As several of our correspondents have this week 

taken up the subject of Polmaise Heating, we shall 
defer any further remarks upon it till next week. 

In our Paper for the 10th of January, is an ex- 
tract from the * Journal of the Horticultural Society," 

detailing the results of the growth of bulbs trans- 
mitted from India, and sent from the India House 

to the gardens of the Society, and of which one 
half was packed in cotton, and the other enveloped 
with wax. It is shown that the latter, though they 

had been confined in the wax for three months, 

appeared quite firm and fresh, and though they did 
not move for a month, yet afterw ards grew strong 

and healthy ; while those sent in cotton and brown 
paper had grown considerably in their transit, and 

when potted, grew first, but soon displayed symp- 
toms of debility. 

The above experiment originated in the success- 
ful results which attended the transmission of some 
seeds similarly enveloped in wax from the India 
House to different parts of India. "Though the 

mails give great facilities for the transmission of 
Near Qdiham, Hants, such things as far as the shores of that country, yet 

which, indeed, it might be easily mistaken when on 

the table. 3 

Werexty Prices or Porarors per ton, in 

Garden Metti ue in ae , 1845, and 1846. 

1844- 1845- 6. 
50s. 1550s liri. e] 70s. to 130s. 
50 | 29| 80 — 140 

nsi 6) 80 160 

| 

Covent 

November .23 
75 

December... 7, 50 75 
14 70 

THE AMATEUR GARDENER 
Tug RANUNCULUSs.—From general observations re- 

garding the amateur and his “pursuits, it is necessary 

that I should descend to particulars, and initiate the 

uninstructed into some of the mysteries of floral culti- 

vation. “Ishall begin with the Ranunculus, as being a 

prime favourite of my own, and as having had consider- 

are now about 3 feet high in the, 

be useful to some of our readers in . 
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able success in growing it. An opinion is prevalent that 
this flower is more difficult to eultivate than most others 
which are grown in the open air, and it must be con- 
fessed there is reason for it. Skill and attention are in- 
dispensable to the suecessful eulture of the Ranun- 
culus, and in this sense it presents difficulties. Many 
flowers seem almost independent of the care of man, 
demanding scarcely any time or thought for the pro- 
duction of their beauties; the Ranunculus lays a heavier 
tax upon its votaries, and if it is cheerfully paid it will 
rarely fail to develope its surpassing charms. 

Few garden spectacles are more attractive than a 
well-grown bed of Ranunculuses, and it is to be re- 
gvetted that the sight is so rare. A few solitary patches 
ave occasionally met with, but a large bed, containing 
150 or 200 distinct sorts isso rare that some counties 
will not furnish it. Those who have had the privilege 
of leisurely contemplating such a bed will not readily 
forget ‘the pleasing impressions it produced, and will 
think that some time and money would be worthily be- 
stowed in the creation of such a splendid phenomenon. 
The foliage being very humble in its growth, and hav- 
ing rather a spreading character, the bed, if properly 
planted, will be quite covered with a carpet of soft 
green, from which at intervals, of 3 or 4 inches, will 
rise the tall slender  flower-stems, which appear 
scarcely strong enough to support so full and heavy a 
flower. But who can describe the flowers themselves, 
with their infinitude of colours and endless varieties of 
tints, spots, and stripes? As the roots will not require 
to be planted for a month to come, I hope to induce 
many of the readers of the Chronicle to attempt the 
production of such a bed for themselves, and they will 
then, if suecessful, confess that its varied beauties can- 
not be described. 

It has been thought that certain neighbourhoods 
cannot grow the Ranunculus, and it is unquestionable 
that some soils are much more favourable for this pur- 
pose than others. The locality in which I reside had a 
bad character in this respect, and I remember Mr. Tyso, 
whose authority in this matter is first-rate, gave his 
opinion, as he passed. through the neighbourhood, that 

»uneuluses would not be likely to attain perfection 
init. The soil is a tenacious loam, with a gravelly 
subsoil, and certainly appears a wrong habitat for this 
very sensitive plant. However, I tried,.and for several 
fseqgons met with entire success, rst grew 
a bed ot about 200 roots in a small garden 
in a country town. I piaced the bed on the 
north side of a row of lime-trees, whose friendly 
shade, in the month of June, counteracted the arid 
nature of the soil and situation. The leafless branches 
admitted the full sunlight in the earlier periods of 
growth, and yet administered appropriate shelter from 
the hotter beams at a season when they would other- 
wise have been fatal. The great beauty of this bed I 
must attribute to the ci just tioned, for 
I do not think any care would have secured a perfect 
loom in that spot, if artificial shade had not been given. 

On removing from the premises where this experiment 
had been tried, my next attempt was in a very small 
garden indeed, complétely surrounded with buildings, 
and having, in consequence, some very inimical currents 
of wind. ‘The bloom here was also very fine, and gained 
the applause of many amateurs who saw the bed. 
success led to the purchase of considerable quantities 
of the root by several gentlemen, but they met with 
very varied success, Indeed, there were so many 
failures, that I was obliged to conclude my own treat- 
ment was more careful than that of others, and I will 
endeavour to detail the precise methods I adopted, for 
the instruction of any who may wish this season to try 
their fortune with this flower. 
‘= Choose a small bed in the lowest part of your garden, 
and in a situation where the rays of the sun will only 
fall for about three or four hours a day, either in the 
morning or evening, although the former is much to be 

ed. That I may not neutralise my efforts by too 
intricate directions, I observe that what is called good 
garden mould may be taken as it is, without any foreign 
admixture, unless it is very poor, when a little leaf- 
mould, or very rotten frame manure, may be added. 
Dig up the bed thoroughly to the depth of twelve inches, 
and leave it rough until a January frost has pulverised 
it. Then level the bed, and after some heavy rains 
have settled the soil, any time in February the planting 
may take plaee. Previous to this, of course, the roots 
must be procured, and I will, next week, initiate you 
into that very important branch of the business.’ Care- 
fully survey your domain in the interim, and cautiously 
choose your site. Having decided on the spot which 
will best secure fresh air, moisture, and shelter in the 
heat of mid boldl ions, a 
in an hour or two you will have done all that can 
present be accomplished.—H. B. 

n 
at 

HEATING sy tue CIRCULATION or WARM AIR. 
Tux following woodcut represents a Vinery which 

was erected here in 1840, and exhibits a different ar- 
g it, in t irculation of the heated air, to the 

one at Polmaise. By reference to the ground plan, it 
will be seen that the stove is placed in the inside of the 
house, at the end ; that the air-chamber, in which is a 
smoke-pipe, is 2 feet from the front wall ; and that the 
chamber runs the whole length of the house. The 
smoke-pipe passes up the end of the house, within 
2 feet of the glass, entering a chimney in the back wall, 
but which is not shown on the plan. 

From the stove being at the end of the house, it 
may appear that the heat will not be equally diffused, 

but this is not the case ; for the heated air can be car- 
ried along to the other end by keeping the cover on, 
which makes the other end of the house the hottest, if 
the covers are raised at B and C on the ground plan. 

In the Polmaise system I do not like the return, or 
cold-air drain, being so far from the front of the house. 
The house would, I apprehend, be considerably warmer 
at the top than at the front. Because, on the system 
here, although the sides of the hot-air chamber are only 
2 feet from the front, by placing two thermometers, 
one at D and another at E, in transverse section, there 
is a difference of from 5? to 109, according to the state of 
external p , the th at E, of course, 
being highest. Perhaps, however, the difference is not 
so great in the Pol- 
maise plan. The cur- 
rent of air in the 
house here is so 
strong that it rushes 
with great rapidity to 
the. top (as indicated 
by the direction of 
the arrows), so much 
so that the leaves of 
the Vines arein con- 
stant motion through- 
out the whole house. 
So strong is the cur- 
rent of air that a! y candle will not burn goya Seton ofthe stove on a tanger at the distance of 4 open and the other shut, witha small feet from the air- handle for opening; 9, Spiral tubes in 

chamber when the the Bot air chamber fo make tho pas- covers are tilted ; stove; 10, the ash pit; 11, Castiron 
and it is remarkably cover on the top of the fire, covered Strong at the valve With sand, as shown by the dots. 
(fig. 4) at the entrance into the cold drain ; the instant 
the valve is shut the motion of the leaf stops. 

|, — 
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Reference to the Plan.—Section. 1, The fire-place of the stove. 
2, 2, The smoke pipe, 5 inches diameter, with trough for hold- 
ing water, 3, 3, The heated air-chamber, with covers to lift at 
pleasure. The arrows show the direction of the heated air, 
and the return into the cold air drain, to be again heated by 

e stove, Ground plan.—4, An opening in the back wall of 
the house to admit the cold air into the drain below the pave- 
ment ofthe pathway. 5, An opening on the outside, to admit 
fresh airat pleasure. 6, Stoke-hole, with three steps down to 
it. 7, A plug on the end of the smoke pipe,to take the soot out 
of. 8, A pit in the Vinery for growing Cucumbers, forcing Sea- 
kale, &c. j 

There is no provision made here for moisture, except 

by the troughs on the pipes; but with these, and the 
moisture that goes through the pavement into the cold-air 
drain, there is abundance ; for in a very short time after 
the house is shut up every leaf in the house is hanging ` 
withsmall globulesof water, so that Inever use the syringe 
(which, by-the-by, I do not approve of), nor is it 
necessary, if the houses. are properly constructed. If 
we could syringe them on the upper surface of the leaf 
only, it might be all very well; but the system of dash- 
ing water on the under side of the leaf will, I hope, be 
soon among the things that were. If more moisture 
was required here, it could be easily obtained, equally as 
at Polmaise, by hanging a wet woollen cloth in the air- 
chamber, and it might be made to pass through a series 
of thick cloths. Those who have never been in a 
house where air is i 

was planned and erected by him, the rafters being iron 
and the astragals zine ; the system of giving air is 

I I may mention that the cost of coke for the 
stove averages 37. 15s. a-year, or about four tons andia 
half. I keep greenhouse plants in the house all winter, 
fire being only applied to the Vines about the latter end 
of March. 

I have never been able to produce such large bunches 
as those raised at Polmaise, the heaviest being 21 lbs. 
The border is not at all rich, being made at first with 
nothing but light turfy loam. The number of bunches, 
and the weight of the whole has been great; and the 
Vines at present are all I could wish—Alex. Shearer, 
gr. to the Marquis of Tweedale, Yester, Haddington. 

SUMMER FRANC REAL PEAR, 
ne 

Synonyme: 
bin e, Frans 

It is 

Pale yellowish green, 

with a sprinkling of brown russet. 

The fruit here represented was one of medium size 
from a standard, on which it bears abundantly. The 
flesh is white, buttery, and rich. In perfection in the 
first fortnight of September, The tree grows vigorously; 
shoots yellowish-brown, sprinkled with pale-brown dots. 
Leaves large, ovate, somewhat eordate at the base, 
acuminate, the margin almost entire ; they are remark- 
ably woolly when unfolding. Flowers middle-sized 5 
petals roundish obovate. This variety does not require 
& wall; and as it bears abundantly, a small tree, grown 
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-asa dwarf, will afford, in most cases, a sufficient supply 
during the time it remains in perfection. It succeeds 
on the Quince stock.—R. T. 

Home Corresp 

wherever the arrang for interfered 
with our convenience in working the pits they have 
been removed ; and in erecting another range of houses 
12 months back, the only part of the arrangement I 

Polmaise Heating—The great mistake which has 
been committed relative to the merit of this system, so 

far as its heating capabilities are concerned, is the con- 
sidering the Vinery at Polmaise heated at all ; because, 
from the evidence which has been as yet produced, it 
does not appear that the apparatus has been worked at 
2 season when the weather was such as to test its heat- 
ing capabilities sufficiently to enable anybody to pro- 
nounce a definite opinion upon the subject. To ripen 
Grapes (aye, and good Grapes too) in September and 
October, does not require much aid from a heating 
apparatus of any kind ; for the fruit which Mr. Craw- 
shay sent to the meeting of the Horticultural Society 
last year was in no way inferior to what that gentleman 
had sent in former years, nor, I will venture to assert, 
to the Grapes ripened at Polmaise; while it is well 
known that Mr. C. uses no fire heat at all, except what 
is necessary to expel damp in dull weather when the 
Grapes are ripening, and his sashes are glazed with 
wide unputtied laps, so as to admit a regular current of 
air at all seasons, let the weather be what it may. 
“Oh ! but,” say the advocates of the Polmaise system, 
“the Grapes were very fine ; so fine as to frighten ali 
competitors from the Stirling exhibition." Granted. 
But, surely, nobody who ever pruned a Vine, or thinned 
a bunch of Grapes, would, in the present advanced state 

of horticultural science, attribute the whole of the merit 
9f swelling fine Grapes in the dog-days to the heating of 
the Vinery alone. A kindly atmospherg, such as will 
We produced by the heat of a stove sttiking against a 
Wet blanket, and a free circulation of air, are two most 
important elements of suecess ; but we all know that no 
amount of atmospherie management will be suffieient to 
produee fine fruit upon plants which have not their roots 
in an equally healthy and well-managed situation. 
The whole secret of the production of fine Grapes 
at Polmaise is, the Vines have been well-planted, and 
being as it were pet children, have been attended with 
that solicitude which, in the hands of a good cultivator, 
would have resulted in good Grapes, had there been no 
heating apparatus at all; and nothing, in my opinion, 
can be more unphilosophieal than to suppose that the 
production of fine summer fruit can by any possibility 
be attributable to the system of heating employed at a 
time when, as we have already seen, but very little 

Artificial assistance from fire heat is required. How- 

ever, to speak of the system itself, I have very grave 

doubts whether the apparatus at Polmaise, or any other 
one similarly constructed, is capable of producing and 
maintaining a forcing temperature with anything like 
ordinary winter weather. A few years back, when 
everybody was advocating the use of Joyce’s, Arnott’s, 
Chunk, and other stoves, which were said to heat large 

buildings by very small supplies of fuel, I was induced 
to make the attempt to heat a small Vinery, consider- 
ably less than the one at Polmaise, for the production 
of winter Cucumbers. For this purpose, I used a plain 
Arnott stove, which, together with the pipe which con- 
veyed the smoke to the chimney, presented a radiating 
surface of about 30 feet superficial. Over the top of the 

stove, and also over the pipe, which was carried hori- 
zontally to the end of the house, I had large evaporating 

pans, and though I could heat the water nearly to the 

boiling point, and produce a temperature of 80°, in mild 
calm weather, I could not by any amount of attention 

keep the house higher than 605, without covering it, 

during the prevalence of a brisk wind, accompanied by 

a few degrees of frost. Now, if an apparatus of the 

preceding power was insufficient to heat a much smaller 

house than the one at Polmaise, with, say the external 

air at 20°, what power would be necessary to heat a 
larger house to 70°, with the thermometer outside at 
zero ? and when the advocates have answered this ques- 
tion, will they also solve the following problem : What 

will be the amount in the saving, say in 10 years, be- 

tween erecting a proper hot-water apparatus, which 

would cost, say 20/., and using the stove and its appur- 

tenances, which would require to be removed every al- 

ternate year, at an expence of from 77. to 107.2 From 

what I have seen, I suspect the strongest stoves made 

would not endure more than two seasons hard forcing. 

Depend upon it the strong jo» is the cheap job, and 

whoever thinks to garden economically by dealing at 

cheap shops will, in the course of time, find he has 

made a wrong calculation, Two years back I had 
orders to procure estimates for repairing old and con- 
structing such new erections as had been agreed upon, 
‘and to heat the whole in the best and most economical 
‘manner by hot water, This I did at an expense of 
nearly 700/., adopting the revised plan of Mr, Penn, 

and was told by the advocates of brick tanks, cement 

gutters, and other ephemera of the day, that I had in- 
curred an extravagant and unnecessary expenditure. 
But how stands the matter now? My apparatus will 
last a lifetime, while, if I had saved 100/. by using 
brick and cement, it would have required 200/. by this 
time to have replaced that material, In constructing 
these erections provision was made for circulating the 

atmosphere, according to Mr. Penn’s practice, and 

though I was very much pleased with the theory, in 
practice I have found no advantage to result from it. 
When I say practice, I mean I have not found plants 
to grow any better in the moving atmosphere than they 
have done in what is considered a stationary one. In- 

d it necessary to adopt wasthe making provision 
for the constant’ admission of fresh air through and 
about the hot-water pipes. This is an advance in the 
right direction, and so satisfied am I of its invigorating 
influence, that were I in a situation where fuel was less 
expensive, I wouldénot close the ventilators of my 
plant stove from year’s end to year's end. Place a 
coarse wet woollen net over your hot-water pipes, and 
moisten it either by the capillary attraction of a few 
strings of worsted, or occasional sprinkling ; admit air 
through the front wall to the hot-water pipes, and you 
have all the necessaries of a fine, fresh, and moist at- 
mosphere, or a dry one, if you require it, by withdraw- 
ing the net. ‘The heated air, as it passes through the 
net, absorbs moisture equal to its capacity of carryin 
it, and hence the hygrometrie state of the atmosphere is 
always uniform and proporti o the p 
a consideration of the greatest importance in all horti- 
cultural buildings, especially in the growing season. 
The Polmaise system is merely a revival of Mr. Penn's 
original plan, exploded in the first volume of the 
Chronicle, and abandoned by Mr. Penn himself as 
impracticable. T To make currents of heated air cireu- 
late contrary to the laws of Nature, as is attempted in 
thé Polmaise plan, enjoins a waste of power which one 
would think would not be attempted in the present day ; 
and though I had ample opportunities of seeing in 
Mr. Penn's houses that currents of warm air could be 
made to travel contrary to their natural course, yet 
I could also see that this could only be accomplished 
to a very limited extent, and that, too, by a waste of 
power whieh would have been sufficient to heat a house 
of double the size, and with the same result, if applied 
in the right way. Therefore, looking at the Polmaise 
system in all its bearings, and with no other object in 
view than that of wishing that right should prevail, I 
must regard the plan as an unpromising instrument, 
and one which must, like Mr. Penn's, and several others 
that have been broached within the last few years, soon 
be numbered “ among the things that were.” If Iam 
wrong, I am willing to pay the penalty of my mis- 
ealeulations, but until the laws of Nature are changed 
the Polmaise system cannot answer as at present 
arranged, except by a great waste of power, however 
well it might work for summer forcing, if the stove was 
placed in the front instead of the back of the house, 
and the heated air be permitted to work as is its natural 
bent. Arranged in that way, I have no doubt the plan 
will answer sufficiently well to please some people, but 
whoever wishes to have his table supplied with early 
Grapes will find it the cheapest in the end to erect a 
proper and substantial apparatus. Upon this I am 
quite willing to risk my professional character-— 
W. P. Ayres, klands Park, Blackheath - 

Importance of Motion to the Air in Vineries, &c.— 

Your observations on the Polmaise heating have created 

considerable sensation in this quarter, and I doubt not 

will bestir many an active mind in other lands “ to 

work out the problem.” The fact that the leaves of 

plants constantly imbibe certain necessary constituents 
from the atmosphere, suggests how requisite it is to 

produce motion in the air of Vineries, greenhouses, or 

stoves. The natural atmosphere also teaches us that 
it would not be well either for the vegetable or the 
animal kingdom did it want motion. When we enter 

a Vinery all is calm, and if we could investigate the 
functions of a small leaf as it selects certain consti- 

tuents for food, refusing and giving off other matters, 

we should be more able to calculate the importance of 

producing motion in the air, True, there is confused 

motion going on even in a common Vinery, where the 

air as it becomes heated ascends from the flues or hot- 

water pipes, descending again to colder parts of the 

house, but it seems as proper to give a direction to this 

motion as that Nature should cause the wind to blow 

only in one direction in a certain place at one time. It 

may also be found advantageous to change the direction 

of the current according to the lesson taught us by 

Nature, and it seems practicable enough to effect this 

upon the revolving system by baving two classes of air 

drains, with dampers, &c. have witnessed the 

splendid crops of Grapes at Polmaise for the last two 

seasons, I have breathed the lightness and experienced 

the pleasant feeling of the air, even when the thermo- 

meter ranged above 70°, and would have guessed the 

temperature at 55°, On one evening when the heat 

proceeded more from the stove than from the sun, 

could distinctly observe the leaves trembling as the 

descending air fell upon their upper surfaces in its 

rapid circulation.. I was more struck with the thick- 

ness of the leaves and their footstalks, and the 

size of the Grapes, than with the wood of the Vines. 

I did not think the borders superior. When the 
trough was filled with water, and the. woollen 

threads attached to the web in it, the capillary at- 
traction of the threads rendered the cloth wet and 

made every leaf drop with moisture in five minutes. 

This evaporation was at once rendered quick or slow 

by the greater or less number of worsted threads thrown 

from the web into the water. I had witnessed some- 

thing of the success of revolving air in Vineries some 

10 years ago, at North Berwick E 

= 

ouse, in East Lothian, 

where the external air was conducted from a sunny 

spot through a drain over a chambered furnace, and let 

e at occasional openings of a double covered flue. > 
deed, so satisfied am I that there is nothing in it, that | I have also for several years past had an opportunity 

=. 
of seeing very fine Grapes produced by the agency of 
White’s hot air stoves, under the management of Mr. 
Shearer, who has given the plan of his house in another 
column. The application of the “wet blanket,” and 
the particular current given to the air, are new features 
in heating, however, for which the horticultural world 
is indebted to Mr. Murray, of Polmaise. I ma 
mark, however, that eminent horticulturists calculate 
the original cost of the stove at from 12/. to 20L, and 
they say that the probable loss of heat by the warm 
smoke passing too directly up the chimney, in place of 
circulating round a flue, are strong barriers to the 
general introduction of the Polmaise system of heating. 
Mr. Gardiner, at Oxenford Castle, near Edinburgh, ia 
renewing the old flues of three forcing houses, has in- 
troduced feeding air drains across the Vine bord 
the bottom of the front flue. The front flue (by which 

o 

the smoke enters) is buried to the level of the floor, 
and has a circulating air chamber, six inches in width, 
around both sides of it, the back one being covered 

moistened at pleasure from water held in the hollowed- 
out fire-clay covers of the flues. "The returning smoke 
flue is built above the ground close to the b: 
with the trellis in front of it, so that the very produc- 
tive Vines on the back wall may oceupy the whole floor, 
as far as the retaining wall, which bounds the front 
flue. By this arrangement it will be observed, tha 
the interior of the house looks remarkably level 
and neat, and the heated air ascends both from 
the baek and from the front flue condensing along 
the middle of the house, where there are inlets to 
drains that return it again to be heated before it re- 
ascends. Some argue that the air should all arise from 
the front, while others hold to the back. Mr..Gardiner 
is combining both. In nature, I presume, the cold 
moist air generally descends over the upper surfaces of 
leaves, while the warmer air radiates upwards upon 
their backs., In the process of evaporation in the 
morning, however, I imagine that the back of the leaf 
is moistened, thus tending to counteract the effect of 
sunshine upon its upper surface. Mr. Gardiner has 
varied the arrangement of the flues in the different 
houses, and it will be interesting to know the result of 
their success and economy, as a few shillings will make 
the requisite alteration where old flues require repair. 
It is thus quite obvious that the important problem of 
giving motion to the atmosphere and leaves in hot- 
houses is on the fair way of being solved.— Robert 
Arthur, Waterloo-place, Edinburgh. 

Plants for Decorating the Greenhouse in Winter.— 
Your correspondent, Mr. Errington, has written well 
on the subject of winter flowers, but all of this matter 
has more or less related to plants forwarded for the 
purpose of the conservatory in higher temperatures. A 
most desirable, but more restricted class remains to be 
illustrated, that of strictly winter greenhouse plants ; the 
list, in additition to those already given, should comprise 
such plants as will flower in their natural colours and 
habits in a common, well-appointed greenhouse during 
the months of November, December, and the first fort- 
night of January. I am able to do little more than 
make a start by observing that my greenhouse (not 
conservatory) is now like May with Cinerarias, the 
old Coronilla, Chrysanthemums, Mignonette (standards), 
Fuchsia microphylla, in small pots, a vigorous, herba- 
ceous sucker, chosen in October, and the rest of the 
plant broken away; Salvia fulgens and patens; and has 
been during the above mentioned months, rejecting all 

i flowers which bloom at this time out of doors, amd al 

leavings of October. Out of half a dozen Coronillas, 

three will generally be in flower thus early. The Sal- 

vias were starved and stopped through the summer, 

and had a slight shift in September. - The Cinerarias 

were early seedlings of the year. Salvia splendens was 

not included, though present, being always effective 

but never strictly comfortable, and many others rejected 

as being liable to damp off in flower. Colour and quan- 

tity of the plants should be preferred to any floristieal 

‘cell or fine i ; the house shculd be kept 
like a drawing-room, all the flowering plants being put 

together in one or two compartments, and their sitna- 

tions changed with regard to effect almost daily. May 

I trust to the courtesy of amateur proprietors of green- 

houses (the most likely persons) to add to my lowly 

list, and assist with their information.— Micklewell. 

ANoises (see p. 40).—Your correspondent, “A. S.” 

had better, I think, before pulling down his wall; try 

the effect of nailing up the common Laurel all over it, 

thickly and closely ; this should be kept clipped and 

trimmed (chiefly in the spring), which will keep it 

regular and thick, The size to which the stem of the 
common Laurel grows is a recommendation in this case 
beyond Ivy. Magnolias fastened to the wall would be 
ornamental during the time of flowering. The common 
Laurel is used as a thick covering to walls, in the way 
I mention, at the Earl of Shrewsbury’s, Alton Towers. 
It is there cut close in the spring, and is green all the 
year round ; it harbours no insects, and is of a cheerful 

green colour. Should the wall in question be accessible 

to cattle, Laurel must not be used, but Holly will an- 

swer instead, without any risk. It must be nailed flat 

to the wall, and thus form a kind of eushion, which will 

deaden reverberation, as pictures and curtains do in a 

room, pictures particularly.—d. Z. [The wall adjoins 

the road. What is to be done while the trees are 

growing ? 
The Ombrological Almanac.—In a short notice of 

| this almanac in your Number for January 10 (page 23), 
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is the following passage— By far the best of the 
weather almanaes, and so well done that it is really 
worth being consulted. With Mr. Legh, the author, 
meteorology has long been a serious study. He calcu- 
lates the variations of the pl upon philosophical 
prineiples, and his results are well deserving of atten- 
tive study." From this I was induced to purchase it, 
and hoped to have found the work worthy of the cha- 
racter it had received, i. e. calculated * upon philo- 
sophical principles," but judge of my surprise on read- 
ing the following passage at page 10, “ On the formation 
of Gases, Atmosphere, Clouds, and Rain :’—« Th 
quantity of mist we see rising from the earth and sea 
is inadequate to form all the moisture that descends in 
rain and its congelations ; hence the most probable fact 
is that gases concocted by electricity in the bowels of 
the earth, and expanded into gas by the heat of the sun, 
arise in far greater quantities invisibly than visibly, and 
when out of the reach of the earth and its electric and 
attracting convulsions, arrange themselves above, ac- 
cording to their specific gravities ; the three only gases 
with simple bases would be arranged thus :— oxygen 
and its compound, atmospheric air, lowest, then nitro- 
gen, then hydrogen. It is known that when either 
oxygen or atmospheric air is united to hydrogen, heat 
and electricity (of both of which there is, no doubt, 
abundance in the regions above) is produced, according 
to the: proportion in which it is mixed, either mists, 
clouds, precipitation of drops of water, or detonations. 
Now, this union is brought about by the attraction of 
the heavenly bodies, increased by being in conjunction, 
so that the oxygen is drawn up, and, by reciprocation, 
the hydrogen is brought down, and, according to the 
power at the time, either pale blue sky, which is the 
first symptom of gaseous mixture, or else remote clouds, 
or near and impending clouds, or their collision and 
precipitation in rain, or transmutation into hail or snow, 
or otherwise, or else ignition and detonation in, light- 
ning and thunder, is the consequence. Here is the whole 
foundation of the science.” The above extract isa fair 
specimen of the “ Essay on Anemology and Ombrology,” 
with which the Weather Almanac is prefaced, and if 
these are the “ philosophical principles ” on which Mr. 
Legh has calculated his Almanac, and on which he 
places “the whole foundation of the science," the da; 
is far distant when we may expect accurate results from 
such reasoning, and which the veriest tyro in natural 
philosophy would laugh to scorn. As a specimen of the 
result of the predictions from such data, he gives the 
weather for the day on which we write, January 19, 
* fair, pale suffusion ;^ query, pail suffusion, for it has 

. rained in torrents for the last ten hours, with every 
probability of a continuance, the mercury in the baro- 
meter being 28,20 inches.—A. G. [It is necessary, for 
our own justification, to state. that we have ourselves 
examined this Almanac, and that we find that our re- 
viewer gave an opinion of it which it scarcely deserves.] 

Green Frogs (see p. 37).—I kept many of the beauti- 
ful little green tree frogs, Hyla viridis, through two 
winters, and they remained perfectly healthy. Those I 
turned out at Selborne, in a coppice bordering a large 
pond, about a year and a half since, but have no subse- 
quent knowledge of them. I have now four living in a 
glass jar, and they appear to be in perfect health. My 
plan has been to give them a turf during the summer, 
which was kept damp, but not wet, and a little shallow 
vessel of water was placed on the turf at one corner of 
the glass box in which the animals resided. The turf 
was changed once a week. I fed them profusely with 
flies, and often in the autumn with the larger tipulide, 
which they ate eagerly. In the winter I left them to 
the hybernation, which, however, amounted only to a 
very partial torpor ; and in the spring they were ready 
for the flies as soon as the flies were ready for them, I 
do not doubt that these pretty amphibia might be natu- 
ralised in this country in favourable situations, and I 
only await the arrival of a sufficient number in the en- 
suing ‘spring, to give a full and fair trial, They are 
found in plenty on the Continent in colder situations 
than the south of England.— Thomas Bell.—— "These 
frogs are used on the Continent as barometers. The 
first I ever saw was in a shop at Munich. On inquiring 
of the owner, he informed me he had had it for several 
years. It was kept in a tall confectioner's glass about 
afoot high, and a piece of coarse gauze or muslin tied 
over the top ; at the bottom was some wet Moss, suffi- 
ciently deep for the little creature to hide itself in ; this 
was changed every week or fortnight. It was very fond 
of fiies, but these, the man said, he gave it occasionally 
more as a bonne bouche, than as a matter of food. A 
little wooden ladder reached from the bottom to within 
an inch of the top of the glass. As the weather changed, 
so did froggy ascend or descend, and if it was set fair 
e would sometimes sit for days on the top step ; whilst, 

if bad weather came, he would also for days hide him- 
self in the wet Moss. I afterwards mentioned the cir- 
eumstance to the late Mr. Douce; he expressed a strong 
desire for one, which, with some difficulty, I procured 
on my next visit to the Continent. This lived with me 
for many weeks ; I had a basket made, into which the 
glass dropped, and which I suspended in the carriage. 
I am quite sure at last the little creature knew me; its 
eyes would sparkle when I came up to it; if I gave it 
a fly, it would suffer the insect to buzz about for per- 
haps a minute, then make a sudden dart, and swallow it 
atamouthful. Unfortunately Mr. Douce placed it in 
a glass nearly filled with water, and it died soon after he 
had it. have never since been able to procure 
another. They are extremely interesting, and in an 
elegant-shaped glass would form a most beautiful and 
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useful ornament in any drawing-room as a barometer. 
If “ Dodman” could inform me where I could procure 
one, he would much oblige—R., London. 

Cements.—In reply to the inquiries of “ W. G. M.,” 
p. 38, I can only inform him, that a cubic foot of the 
cement will weigh 1 ewt. 2 qrs, 22 Ib ; and as his tank 
will require about 700 bricks to line it, half brick thick, 
each brick will probably require a pound of cement. 
But if his tank is under ground, how much easier and 
cheaper it would be to line the excavation with a, face 
wall built in Aberthaw lime (or any lime burnt from 
the blue lias), grouting behind it with the same, and 
plastering the inside with Roman cement ; this will be 
sure to hold, and will not injure the water. If it be 
above ground, it will require pretty thick walls; for 
* W. C. M." should be aware that the lateral pressure 
of water 5 feet deep, will be from 280 to 300 Ibs. on 
each square foot. If *M. O." p. 40, can procure a 
sufficient quantity of scales from smith’s anvils, and 
make them into a mixture with Aberthaw lime, clean 
out the joints of his arches, and fresh point them, and 
plaster the whole with the same, he may be assured 
no wet will ever percolate through them.—Lusor. 
I beg to inform “ M. O.” that he will find a composi- 
tion of gas tar cinders, from a mill, what is termed 
dross, and gravel mixed together,a most durable and 
excellent composition. I have used it most extensively, 
for roads, garden walks, and floors under sheds and 
stables. I have also made a mixture of tar and lime, 
which is most durable, and a neighbour of mine has 
lined a soft-water tank, and says it answers well. The 
nearer the tar is got from the bottom of the tank the 
better. It requires well rolling after being put on, and 
if you are unable to roll for want of space beat it well 
with a shovel.—Subscriber. 

Preservation of Pelargoniums in Winter.—A year or 
two ago, I observed a mode of preserving Pelargoniums 
during winter, without the aid of glass, highly recom. 
mended in several periodicals ; it was this: The plants 
to be preserved were to be taken out of the ground in 
autumn, before having suffered from frost, the earth 
shaken from their roots, and then they were to be hung 
up, foliage downwards, in a dark dry cellar, or such like 
place, there to remain till the arrival of the period for 
their being planted, viz., the ensuing spring. I then 
thought this a rather novel mode of sustaining for so 
long period as our winters generally are, such plants as 
Pelargoni ; but I d i to test it by experi- 
ment, for in such cases facts are more valuable than 
thoughts. Accordingly in the autumn of 1844, I care- 
fully lifted a number of fine robust healthy Geranium 
plants, from a flower border, in which they had been 
growing during the summer. I cleared the earth from 
their roots, without injuring the latter, and hung them 
up in such a situation as was recommended, where I 
was certain they would be kept dark, dry, and free from 
frost. They kept fresh for a few days; but soon 
symptoms of death made their appearance: the leaves 
lost their lovely green hue, and curled up ; the juice 
escaped from the stems, —and in a very few weeks the 
plants appeared like mere bundles of broken reeds. 
From this I inferred (and any person of common 
sense would have done the same) that the experiment 
would be unsuccessful, and I wondered not at this being 
the case, for I could not even allow myself to think 
that it was possible for Pelargoniums to be kept in 
life under sue i Determined, how- 
ever, to give it full fair play, I kept my vegetable mum- 
mies in their situation until the spring of the following 
year (1845), when I committed the withered remains 
to the care of mother earth, to the utter disgrace of my 
flower borders. There they stood for several weeks ; 
bnt the genial warmth of spring had no effect upon them 
—they showed not the least indications of growth or of 
returning life—and fully satisfied of the fallaey of that 
mode of preserving such things during winter, I cleared 
them off to their proper place—the mould heap. 
Another experiment, however, somewhat akin to the 
above, succeeded better ; but I believe it is already well 
known to gardeners. This was to keep them during 
winter in a situation in all respects similar to that above 
mentioned, with this exception, that the plants were 
kept in the pots with the earth in whieh they had been 
growing during the previous summer undisturbed. This 
succeeded wonderfully. The plants in the spring, after 
their long confinement, had, of course, a very sickly ap- 
pearance ; but when put out in the open air they soon 
commenced to grow, and grew vigorously too, and very 
soon produced abundance of fine flowers, It may be 
proper, however, to remark that, in this case, the ex- 
periment was tried with Scarlet Pelargoniums alone,— 
Geo. Lawson, Dundee. 

Societies. 
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

Jan. 20.—C. B. Warner, Esq., in the chair. J. S. 
Schroder, Esq., of Stratford Green, Essex, and M. 
Louis Van Houtte, of Ghent, were elected Fellows. At 
this meeting, considering the season, a large number of 
gay plants were brought together, and foremost among 
them was a charming collection of Orchids, from S. 
Rucker, Esq., of Wandsworth. "These comprised some 
remarkable specimens, especially one of Caclogyne 
cristata, producing four spikes, each containing five 
snow-white blossoms; Lycaste Skinneri, a Guatemala 
Species, remarkable for its beautiful large pink flowers ; 
Brassavola glauca, with greenish-white blossoms; Tri- 
chopilia tortilis,’ remarkable for its twisted petals and 
pink spotted lip ; the Mexican Odontoglossum corda- 
tum, a green-flowered Lelia, and a cut spike of Leelia 

superbiens, which although very fine, was however con 
siderably inferior to a noble eut specimen of the same 
from the Society’s Garden. This large head of bloom 
contained 10 fully expanded rich purple flowers, which 
were elevated on a flower-spike of about 5 ft, in length. 
Some disappoi was experi d on the first flow- 
ering of this plant, from which much was expected ; but 
in this instance we imagine it has fulfilled the highest 
expectations formed of it. Besides the spike exhibited, 
the plant has five others fast coming into beauty, and 
will soon form an object of very great interest. The plant 
was discovered in Guatemala by Mr. Skinner, and Mr. 
Hartweg also met with it in abundance in the neigh- 
bourhood of Chantla, where large masses of it are 
planted by the Indiansin front of their doors. AKnightian 
Medal was awarded Mr. Rucker for his Epiphytes.— 
From Mr. Green, gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart, was a 
beautiful plant of the useful Gesnera zebrina, and a 
large mass of Epiphyllum truncatum covered with bloom 
down to the pot. In propagating the latter it was men- 
tioned that young healthy plants of Cereus speciosissimus 
formed the best stocks for it, inserting the scions in 
March. The plants are then kept in the stove till they 
are sufficiently large for flowering, which is about 18 
months after they have been grafted. In the autumn 
of the second year they are removed from the stove to 
a cool greenhouse, or, if the weather is fine, to a south 
border. As winter approaches the supply of water is 
diminished, till finally they are kept quite dry. In this 
state they remain in the greenhouse till they are re- 
quired for forcing. Those for blooming first are placed 
again in the stove early in spring, and as soon as they 
have matured their first growth they are removed to 
an exposed part of the garden, which causes them to 
set their flower buds; as soon as this is effected, the 
plants are placed in the greenhouse, where they flower 
inOctober, Treated in this way a continued crop of 
flowers may he kept up from October to March. A 
Banksian Medal was awarded.—From Mr. Fraser, of. 
Lea Bridge-road, was a seedling Epacris, being one of 
the endless variety of i Ivery; . impressa. — Mr. 
of Peckham, received a certificate for a blue seedling 
Cineraria, named the Conqueror. — Messrs. Veitch 
and Son, of Exeter, sent two plants (named Collanias), 
nearly related to Alstroemeria, producing. terminal 
clusters of red and green flowers of little beauty. They 
were sent by Mr. W. Lobb from Peru, and were said to. 
be hardy or verynearly so. Asingular circumstance con- 
nected with them is that the leaves, being closely covered 
with short white hairs on the upper sides are thereby una- 
ble to perform their functions properlyin regard to light ;. 
but in order to remedy this, by a twist, at the base of 
the leaf, the under sides, which are smooth, are turned 
uppermost, thus exhibiting one of the many curious 
yet simple means by which Nature effects the ends best 
adapted to her purpose.—Mr. Dawson, of Brixton 
Hill, sent Erica mutabilis and E. Banksiæ ; the latter » 
fine specimen of its kind, to which a Certificate was. 
awarded.—From Mr. Floy, nurseryman, Haarlem, near 
New York, were three ears of wild Indian Corn, exhi- 
biting some of the changes which occur in its passing 
from the wild to the cultivated state. In the wild state 
it consists almost entirely of husks, but in course of 
cultivation these husks gradually disappear, and the 
grain becomes larger and firmer, and in this manner it 
goes on improving till it finally arrives at perfection ; 
thus showing how difficult it is to recognise cultivated 
rain in its wild form, and in some measure explaining 
why so little is known regarding the origin of most 
kinds of our cultivated corn, Seeds of the above were 
found byan American exploring expedition to the south 
of the Rocky Mountains, and a few grains having been 
given to Mr. Floy, he succeeded in raising them in his 
Nursery, and these were samples of the produce.— 
Of Fnurr, Sir C. Monck, Bart., sent from Wales good . dennet ai bl samples. y season we have 
had, of Lemons and Forbidden Fruit, for which a cer- ` 
tificate was awarded. Mr. Toy, gr. to Col. Challoner, 
receiveda certificate for fine-looking speci of West’s 
St. Peter's Grapes; and G. Crawshay, Esq., of Colney 
Hatch, again sent samples of Black Hamburghs that 
had been cut 10 days previous to the day of exhibition; 
they were beginning to shrivel, and were fast passing 
into the condition of raisins. Mr. Foster, gr. at Ben- 
ningborough Hall, near York, exhibited a seedling black 
Grape, which was said to have been a cross between 
the Blue Morocco and the Royal Museadine. It was 
mentioned that the same berry which produced the 
buneh sent, also produced a white Grape something 
like a Tokay. Seedling Apples eame from Dr. Mac- 
lean, of Colchester, and a collection of Pears in excel- 
lent preservation from J. Moorman, Esq., of Portland- 
place, Clapham-road ; among these were fine specimens 
of Glout Morceau, Passe Colmar, Napoleon, Ne plus 
Meuris, and Winter Nelis. Mr. Moorman having every 
year about this time sent these and other sorts in fine 
condition, it has been a matter of inquiry as to how 
they have been managed; we understand the only 
secret consists in gathering the fruit free from 
bruises, and in carefully excluding all light from the 
fruit-room, a cireumstance which is not attended to 
so much as it should be; although it is well-known 
that the influence of light on the green surface of the 
fruit has the effect of exciting evaporation, which ex- 
hausts and causes it to shrivel. A certificate was 
awarded. Of miscellaneous articles, Mr. Toy produced 
a hot-water apparatus, in the shape of a small wooden 
tank covered with slates. This was sent to show that 
hot water might he made to flow and return in the same 
tank, without a division, and on trial this proved to be: 
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correct.— From the garden of the Society were 
Correa Goodei, Pimelea spectabilis ; Hippeastrum 
aulicum, a Brazilian bulb, with large red flowers; a 
Cape Heath, the rare Epidendrum Skinneri, the cut 
spike of Leelia superbiens above alluded to, and a new 
Daphne, with blue flowers, sent from China, by Mr. 
Fortune. This plant had been forced, to bring it into 
flower for the meeting, and was rather naked looking ; 
but in the native specimens it appears to be much 
branched, and to be a most profuse bloomer, the 
flowers being, of cour darker coloured than 
those on the plant ex Being from Ning Po, 
and also found in the island of Chusan, whence the 
Glycine sinensis comes, which we know to he hardy, 

' it may possibly prove so also; but if this should not 
turn out to be the case, a cool pit or greenhouse will 
e sufficient protection for it. Along with. these 

were two Chinese Primulas, one had been grown in 
a cold pit in summer, and placed in autumn in 
ihe conservatory. other was kept in a 
hot-water pit till it was in bloom, which was some 
weeks later than the one in the conservatory. From 
the appearance of these plants, it would appear that 
the Chinese Primrose is not a suitable plant for forcing, 
for the flowers on the forced specimen were not half 
the size, nor half so well coloured, as those on the 
plant that was not subjected to:such treatment. Along 
with these were flowers of the different sorts of Chimo- 
nanthus, and a cut specimen of Garrya elliptica, a 
hardy evergreen shrub, which produces at this season 
long drooping tails of greenish flowers, and deserves to 
be extensively cultivated in shrubberies. The Fruit 
consisted of Apples, among which were Reinette du 
Canada, a large good sort ; Pearson’s Plate, one of our 
best dessert varieties ; Boston Russet, the best late 
American Apple for this climate, in which it succeeds 
well, proving far superior to the Newtown Pippin, in this 
country; New Rock Pippin, firm and sugary; and the 
Beachamwell. Among kitchen sorts, were Gloria Mundi, 
a large Apple, which should be grown on short-stemmed 
dwarfs, being very liable to be blown down from tall 
standards, and Rymer, a hardy sort and great bearer. 
Upwards of 127. was obtained for the produce of one 
tree near Nottingham, where it is known by the name of 
Caldwell. 3 

LINNEAN SOCIETY. 
Jan. 20.—R. Brown, Esq. in the chair. Mr. J. N. 

Sheeler, of Worcester, and Mr. Robert Marnock, of 
the Royal Botanie Garden, Regent's Park, were elected 
Fellows. A paper was read from the late Wm. Griffith, 
Esq., on the structure of the ascidia and stomata of 
Dischidia Raffesiana. The author stated that the 
commonly adopted opinion with regard to the pitehers 
of this plant was that they were a modification of the 
petiole, and the lid or operculum of the lamina. From 
an examination of the plant he had come to the con- 
clusion that the pitchers were leaves which had been 
formed by a union of the edges of the lamina, a conclu- 
sion which had been previously come to by Dr, Lindley 
in his “Introduction,” page 98. He referred to the struc- 
ture of the stomata, which were only imperfectly de- 
veloped, and were found on both surfaces of the leaves, 
but most abundantly on the concave surface of the 
leaf, and the corresponding inner surface of the pitcher. 
itis to their presence that the minute white dots exist- 
ing on both surfaces of the leaves and ascidia are to 
be attributed. From the existence of these stomata 
9n the dark-coloured concealed portion of the ascidia, 
the author was inclined to ask the question, can they 
have the same function with those of ordinary stomates? 
May not the function of those in which the stoma is 
opaque be glandular? A second paper was read 
from) Mr. Griffith, “On the Structure and Germination 
of the Seeds of Careya.” The seeds examined were 
those of C. herbacea. An analogous structure was 
observed in Barringtonia. Both papers were illustrated 
by drawings. Specimens of (Enanthe pimpinelloides 
were presented by Hewit C. Watson, Esq. A packet of 
dried plants, from Ceylon, was presented by Dr. Kelaart, 
of Gibraltar. 

MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETY. 
Jan. 14.—Mr. WirkINSON read a paper on some new 

forms of recent and fossil Xanthidia. Of the fossil 
Species he particularly deseribed two new species. The 
irst is c] terised by p ing an enlarg of the 
tubes at one end. The second appeared to consist of 
two cup-shaped bodies joined together at the edges, and 
having spines or tentaculse thickly set all over them. 
He deseribed several recent species found in the Thames 
mud, and gave it as his opinion that their skeletons were 
horny, not siliceous. There was some difference of 
opinion amongst the members as to the second fossil 
puedes being new, but no doubt was expressed as to the 
rst, 

RMebielos. 
Sowerby’s Supplement to English Botany. 

(Continued from page 438, 1845, 
. Pl. 2896. Carew paradoxa ( Willd.) is a Sedge of no 
interest to any except professed botanists. It was first 
Noticed in Britain by Mr. D. Moore, the well known 
Irish botanist, at Ladiston, in Ireland, and more recent] 
detected near York by Mr. R. Spruce. Described by 
Mr. Babington ; Bab. Man. 327. 

Pl. 2897. Calamintha sylvatica (Bromf.)—Sp. Char. 
“Stems lax; branches few, elongate, ne: 
Leaves ovate; upper onesaeute, sharply serrate. Cymes 
thany-flowered, stalked. Lower lip of corolla with con- 
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tiguous segments ; middle one scarcely longer than the this week, and Lettuce and Radishes, Mustard and 

two lateral, broad, shallow. Upper ealyx-teeth erect or Cress are also in as good condition as in the month of 

recurved. Root partly creeping.” A new and very 
beautiful plant, found by Dr. Bromfield in the Isle of 
Wight. It is-well deserving of a place in a garden, and 
ismore especially handsome when confined to a pot— 
producing very numerous large flowers, and continuing 
in flower for many we Deseribed by Dr. Bromfield. 

Pl. 2898. Cuscutas Trifolii (Bab.)—This is a good 
figure of an agricultural pest often noticed in our 
former volumes as most destructive to the crops of 
Clover in the eastern eounties and some other parts of 
the country. It is supposed to have been introduced 
with Clover seed from Holland or Belgium, but we have 
recently been informed that specimens of it exist in 
some old Herbaria, and that, therefore, it may have 
stronger claims to be considered as a native plant than 
is stated in the description appended to the above plate. 
This isa point of next to no interest to the agricul- 
turist, and it is quite certain that the large quantities of 
it which destroyed the crops lately were raised from 
seeds sown by himself on his own land and paid for as 
foreign Clover seed. We have often pressed upon 
farmers the necessity of using clean seed, and we have 
here a strong case in which the necessity of such atten- 
tion to seeds is shown. Described by Mr. Babington ; 
Bab. Man. 303. 

Pl. 2899. Tyndaridea anomala (Ralfs.)—A minute 
and curious aquatic eryptogamie plant solely of botanical 
interest, Described by Mr. Ralfs. 

Pl. 2900. Erica Mackaiana (Bab.)—An elegant 
plant well deserving of a place in gardens. Being a 
native of Ireland it is hardy, and therefore an accept- 
able addition to our few hardy species of Heath. It 
bears numerous purple flowers, somewhat after the 
manner of E. tetralix, but devoid of the scattered habit 
of that plant; here the branches are very numerous, 
and all rising to nearly the same level, and each termi- 
nating in a cluster of flowers, they form a dense mass 
of bloom.. We have seen it flowering in the Botanic 
Society's Garden, Regent's Park. It only requires to 
be known to become a universal favourite with the 
cultivators of hardy plants. Described by Mr. Babing- 
ton. Hook. Brit. Fl. 207. Bab. Man. 192. 

Pl. 2901. Phaseum triquetrum (Spruce.)—A new 
Moss described by Mr. Spruce: 

Pl. 2902. Chorda lomentaria (Lyngh.)—A curious 
sea-weed, described by the Rev. M. J. Berkeley. 

uce. 

New Garden Plants. 
9. PTEROSTIGMA GRANDIFLORUM. Large flowered Wing- 

point. Greenhouse Herbaceous Plant. (Figworts). 
China. 

Received from Mr. Fortune, July 30, 1843, from Hong 
Kong, as an herbaceous plant, with blue flowers, grow- 
ing on hill sides and near streams, In its wild state 
this plant does not appear to grow more than a foot or 
18 inches high ; but in gardens it has become more 
than three feet high, the consequence of which is that 
its natural beauty has been greatly impaired. It isa 
perennial, covered all over with slender spreading hairs. 
The stems are round ; the leaves are opposite, stalked, 
ovate, crenated, very much marked with sunken veins, 
and deep green. The flowers, which are nearly as large 
as those of a Digitalis, and of the deep colour of Glox- 
inia violacea, grow singly in the axils of the leaves, than 
which they are considerably shorter. The calyx ap- 
pears to consist of seven narrow green leaves, imbricated 
at their base, but the number varies to eight ; they form 
a complete broken whorl, and may be understood to 
consist in part of bracts which stand close to the true 
sepals, and become blended with them ; of these the 
three exterior are both broader and longer than the 
others. The corolla is tubular, two-lipped, with the 
upper lip broad, ovate, blunt, and notched, while the 
lower is composed of three smaller divisions placed 
nearly on the same plane ; in this respect, however, the 
flower varies, some of the specimens having four lobes 
in the lower lip. The usual number of stamensis four, 
of which two are perfect and next the upper lip, and 
two stunted, of the same length but more slender, and 
belonging to the lower lip; when an additional lobe 
appears in the lower lip of the corolla it is accompanied 
by an additional sterile stamen, The perfect anthers 
are constructed in an unusual manner ; at the end of 
the filament is a large globular green gland,which even- 
tually shrinks up ; upon this green gland are planted 
two lobes of unequal length, bursting longitudinally. 
The style and stigma too are of a singular form, the 

former gradually widening and flattening upwards till it 
ends ina thin broad plate which curves forward an 
forms a stigma on its anterior edge. This species has 

been treated as a stove plant, but will probably prove 

hardy enough to stand in a greenhouse. It appears to 

grow freely in almost any sort of soi], especially sandy 

peat. In summer an ample supply of water is neces- 

sary, and shading in sunny weather: in consequence of 

its being subject to damp off in winter, it „will require 

to be kept rather dry for a few weeks : it is very easily 

multiplied from cuttings in the usual way. Should this 

species flower abundantly, it will be a good addition to 

our stove plants.—Journal of the Horticultural Society. 
[puma m ÀÀ— € 

Garden Memoranda. 
Major Ford's, Bodlondeb, Conway, Carnarvonshire, 

North Wales.—In the open garden here there are at 

the present time Potatoes 6 inches above the ground ; 

a dozen Early Cauliflowers have been cut this week ; 

Peas are in bloom ; Strawberries have been gathered 

| 

April. Three or four dishes of Beans were gathered 
on Christmas day, and on the 16th inst., a good dish of 
young Beans was gathered, whieh were very much 
enjoyed at dinner. The sort was the Early Mazagan ; 
it was sown in the beginning of August; a great part 
of them are still in bloom. Another row of dwarf 
Beans, sown about the middle of August, are also in 
full bloom now, and looking as well as if it were the 
middle of summer. Has anybody else experienced the 

same result from the mildness of the weather 1—R. H., 
Jan, 17, 1846. 

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS. 
(For the ensuing Week.) 

Although the expediency of night covering for the 
roofs of hothouses has been frequently pointed out, and . 
pretty generally admitted, yet, little is done in that 
respect, as far as I am aware. To say that it is econo- 

I am persuaded (to puta case), that in an early Viner) 
for instance, a night temperature of 60°, or even a 
degree or two less, would perfectly suffice, and be su- 
perior to one of 65° or 70°, which is the common prac- 
tice; provided a good night covering were applied to the 
roof. Drip, it is well known, is liable to do consider- 
able mischief in the conservatory, the late Vinery, and 
other structures ; how easy then by night coverings. 
to force the accumulating atmospheric moisture to make 
its escape in the shape of vapour, at the back venti- 
lators ; instead of, as is too often the case, descending in 

a shower of drip through contact with a very cold roof. 
CONSERVATORIES, STOVES, &c. 

Conservatory.—Keep a mild and sweet atmosphere. 
If any plant becomes foul with insects, remove it imme- 
diately, to be thoroughly cleaned ; no course of culture 
will suffice, without thorough cleanliness. S/ove.— Now 
is an excellent time to repot such of the Orchids as 
require it. If you have not yet prepared the neces- 
sary material, do it forthwith ; few days only is re- 
quired to this end. Abundance of peat, cut into cubes, 
varying from 1l inch to 2 inches ; fresh sphagnum and 

charcoal in lumps, with abundance of crocks, should 
be all at hand. I half char my peat, and soak my 
sphagnum in boiling water, to destroy insects. Com- 
mence potting those showing signs of growth, and follow 
up in this order. Geranium House.—Slightly increase 
the quantity of water now—fumigate, if a single fly 
appear, give plenty of air, but beware of cold draughts. 
Mixed Greenhouse.—Cut down, number, and remove 
decayed Chrysanthemums ; let them go dry in a cold 
pit. Cinerarias, which are cramped in their pots, may 
soon have a shift; likewise Chinese Primroses for 
spring work. Forcing Pits.—Introduce bulbs, Roses, 
Pinks, American shrubs, Lilacs, &c., in steady succes- 
sion. Keep up a bottom heat of 75°, and an ave- 
rage surface temperature of 602 at night, and 70° 
y day, with air occasionally. Cold Frames or Pits.— 

Begin to water slightly those stores that appear to be 

suffering for want of that element. Introduce stock of 

choice Verbenas, Heliotropes, Petunias, aad other stores 

intended for dress beds or borders, to some warm and 

light situation in the houses or pits at work, in order 

to produce abundance of early cuttings. 
KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING: 

Pineries.—Those which are up ‘or rising should 

have plenty of atmospheric moisture ; few allow suffi- 

cient. Allow a powerful heat on sunny days, a little 

syringing also, about once or twice a week, between 

their stems. Let 80° of bottom heat be your maxi- 

mum at present. Hamilion’s System.— Do not disturb 

the plants till February, although in a bottom heat of 

only 70°. Barly Vinery.—Let thermometer be 702 by 

day, 602 by night. Continue steady disbudding. Stop 

the shoots as they advance, at the joint above the fruit. If 

the lower part of the house be deficient of wood, select 

some well placed budsas they break, to fill the vacancy 5 

and suffer them to ramble considerably without stopping 

—they willsoon furnish the gapsagain, by acquiring more 

strength. Peach House.—Air freely all day, withalively 

temperature of 60°, sinking low at night. If the trees 

are nearly done blooming batter them with the syringe 

about four o'elock in the afternoon. Commence dis- 

budding as soon as the shoots are long enough ; removing 

a small quantity daily. Cherry House.— A mild and 

hat moist phere i ything. Air,whenin 

flower, similar to Peaches ; let the temperature be, how- 

ever, 5° less even in the day. See that the roots are in 

a proper state ofmoisture, Figs.—Syringe morningand 

evening. Thermometer 65° or 70° by day ; 55° or 60° 

by night. eware of any extreme at the root. Continue 

to introduce Mint, Sorrel, Tarragon, &c. in heat. Kid- 
ney Beans are best planted four in a 5-inch pot, * stop- 

ped,” and suffered to become stiff and firm; then 
shifted finally into full-sized pots ; after which give liquid 
manure constantly. Cucumbers in Frames.—Sow suc- 
cessions of choice kinds in case of failure. Pot off young 

stock betimes, and top them when established in their 

pots, as soon as the rough leaf is somewhat unfolded. 

Take care that the new made bed is absolutely sweet, 

and that no gross steam can enter from the linings. 

ay a thick turf under each hill, and in making the 

hills confine them as much as possible to the centre of 

the light, in order to be able, if necessary, to apply 

water to the dung between the hills, which should be 

done frequently, the oftener the better. Ifthe dung 

should not have been sufficiently fermented apply hot 

water if at hand; it will hasten the decomposition. 

Give air night and day, and in order to be able to do 

so, keep powerful linings and water them frequently ; 
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the vleuer turueu Ue better. Dow some 
Beechwood or other early Melons. Get some dung at 
work for the bed, and carry it through as careful a pro- 
cess as that for the early Cucumbers. If ridged out by 
the second week in February, they will be sufficiently 
early to prove a safe crop, and will be ready by the first 
week in June, if not a fortnight earlier. “Provide suc- 
cessions of Asparagus, Seakale, Rhubarb, &c. ; the two 
latter suceeed admirably in a Mushroom hcuse. 
Cinco also in pots in the same place. 

LOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES. 
"hose who have alterations to accomplish this spring, 

inthe way of planting and ground-work, must now lose 
notime. In planting large shrubs, it is an excellent prac- 
tice to half-fill the holes intended for the plant or tree, 
with the rakings of the pleasure-grounds ; which I al- 
ways reserve in heaps, in back places, for that purpose. 
This imparts an unusual degree of luxuriance to the 

d of a most enduring character too. Look 
and correct the general ‘outlines of ornamental 
itions. Break into all hedge-like lines ; form bold 

recesses where space will admit of it ; and endeavour to 
create intricacies. The lines of ivregular plantations or 
shrubberies should be corrected in this way at least 
every three years ; as however well they may have been 
desig ed origi ginally, the unequal g growth of trees will, in 
in some degree, militate against the first intention. 
Rearrange American masses; some of the delicate 
Azaleas, EA are frequently overgrown and injured by 
the grosser Rhododendrons. Biennials may be planted 
in flower "-borders or beds ; see to your bulbous tribes ; e 
stir amongst them and protect if necessary. Give air to, 
and examine half-hardy plants; see that they do not 
suffer from confined damp. 

FLORISTS’ FLOWER; 

From the mild weather we have ‘hither to had, all 
flowers will be more susceptible than usual of frosts and 
cutting winds. We need not press on our readers the 
necessity of taking heed of those precautions which have 
been from time to time inculeated in the Chronicle. 
Many collections of Tulips are now so forward that 

» unless protected in some of the ways recommended, 
pee consequences would inevitably result to the 
embr; looms, which, though below the surface, will 
Eicam be more or less injured by the action of the 
weather. Ranunculus beds may be thrown up in 
ridges of about 4 inches, so that the lower part of the 
bed is allowed to remain undisturbed. By this means 
advantage can be taken of a fine day, should the weather 
prove fickle, about the 14th of February ; as when suf- 
ered to lie in this state, the surface soil becomes Sooner 
dry, and by simply raking level is immediately ready 
for putting inthe roots, Polyanthus seeds may now be 
sownin pans. Some florists startthem in a slight heat, 
and when up, gradually harden them. Look well after 
Carnations in pots ; those on beds will require protec- 
tion in exposed situations. ue to all the minutize of 
SRnumeES watering, &c. 

TCHEN P ARDEN AND ORCHARD. 
The NS has now arrived to commence operations 

here in earnest, and one of the first steps is to plan out 
every inch of ground for the whole year, if possible. 
Latlis should be written upon and placed at the heads 
of the quarters, descriptive of the kind of crop, 
he and w ded by. It is neces- 
sary also, in onder to follow up a systematic rotation of 
crops, to keep a cropping book corresponding with the 
labels. Most persons will have laid in their stock of 
seeds for the year. "The old remains of last year should 
be thoroughly examined, and all the seeds deemed safe 
for the current season reserved, and some mixed with the 
new samples. A little Cauliflower, and a pinch of 
brown Cos Lettuce should be sown in "boxes, and placed 
in a house at work. Also some white Spanish and 
Portugal Onion, to be transplanted in highly manured 
ground. Sow alittle Parsley, a little early dwarf Cab- 
bage—the Vanack or Nonpareil—a little round Spinach, 
and a pinch of early Dutch Turnip, on a warm slope. 
A plot of ground should be forthwith appropriated to 
slopes ; it is strange that gardeners do not avail them- 
selves in a greater degree of the immense advantages 
offered by slanting surfaces. The slopes should of 
course run east and west, and are most convenient 
about 3 feet 6 inches wide. They should, if possible, 
be attached to the frame ground, as many of the articles 
—as Radish, Horn Carrot, early Lettuces, &e.—will 
require occasional covering with litter, and frequent 
attention. Slopes of this kind after carrying their 
spring or,early summer crops, will be equally eligible 
for autumn ones ; more especially for Endive, autumn 
Carrots, or for raising the stock of' winter "Lettuces, 
The sooner Asparagus beds are manured and soiled the 
better ; an article in the Chronicle, (No. 40, 1844), de- 
scribes my praetiee, from which I see no reason to differ. 
My Asparagus grown by ve mode is excellent and most 

P dish, Seakale, and Jerusa- 
lem Artichokes as soon as SossibIo Follow up planting 
Potatoes, at least the early kinds; soil them over 
8 inches deep, and draw off with rakes or hoes 2 to 
3 inches in the first week of April, as a cleaning pro- 
cess. Follow up all nailing and pruning, except of Figs 
and Apricots ; get the latter covered soon, to protect the 
blossom; when that is to be readily "distinguished, 
finish the pruning of thesealso. Thin orchard trees, 
dress for American blight, clear Moss, Lichens, &c. 
Make cuttings of choice Gooseberries, Currants, &c., 
taking care to pick out the buds at the lowest end of the 
shoot, i in order to avoid suckers. 

COTTAGERS' GARDEN 
Plant Horse-radish, Jerusalem Artichokes, Seakale, 

tuese are 

abundant lant S 

corner, boundary screen to protect tender things. 
Make runs of choice Gooseberries and Currants ; 
also Honeysuckles in the same manner, and Irish Ivy, 
for covering naked buildings. Lose no time in planting 
a good br eadth of Potatoes, especially Kidneys ; if the 
first sprout is lost from these they are of little use.. If 
planted in well-managed beds, Dr umhead or other Cab- 
bages may be planted in the alleys, and will come in 
ren serviceable for the cow. Get some ground trenched 
for Parsnips. Make a slope and sow a little Horn 
Carrots; throw a little Radish or Brown Cos Leituce 
amongst them, Run the hoe through Cabbages, and soil 
up a little. 

Cane ab as) q. 
Proceed with coppices, and ! hagging or clearing away 

coarse undergrowths. Take care in young coppices not 
to loosen or injure the roots ; the saw is by some pre- 
ferred to the axe. Smooth the tops of stools, to prevent 
water lodging, and eut low. Take care to fill up blanks 
by layering or planting. See to all drains ; make new 
wliere nece sary. Prepare new lines of fences ; break 
them up well, and do not spare labour or depth. Pre- 
pare ground in the nursery for forest seeds ; work it 
well, the time is at hand for sowing. See ane the 
stores are free from vermin. Prune and thin Larch 
plantations (dead wood only in pruning.) 

State of the: Weather near London, Yor the week ending Jan 
the Horticultural Garden, C. 

"Woon's| Banomern 

cloudy and mild 
visterous, with rain at night 
pariidlly overcast at night 

densely Glouded and mild; boisterous, w 23 = Bolsteraus, with h s drniely clouded rain 
ne week 10 deg. above the mperatur eof t a 

State of theWeather ar t Chis during the last 20 years, for the 
ng Week ending Jon. 31, 18 

. | Aver. No. of | Greate: 5 
Jen. dum emt quantity E dF 

Rained z 
43.2 | 7 1 DH 8 a 

7 3 
bs 3 8 [sud 

| 465 10 1 44.6 5 a 
Sat. 31 | 42.8 9 1 

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 2th, 18;3— herm. 269; aad the lowest on the 27:h, 1897, and 29th, 1 39—therm. 17°, 

Notices to Corre: pegs 
MIGHT WE ASK oUm CORRESPOND: NTS to v 
Exe Vy han the everlasting ‘ Cons: tant" 
scriber,” ** A Well-wisher,” and so forth. 
SES eie formarum, Initials aM quac better. 

ARRACACHA—G J— We have some ations on this root 
ready for publication ; and, if Po PHP publish them 
next week, 

Booxs—J L—Read, or rather study, 
for a Young Garde ener,” Solly’s 
Lyell’s * Geo logy Beekecper— ob oney- 
bec." — D S—All works on vegetable isi Sro fS explain 
how the age of a pes is to be ained, The matter was also disposed of by us at p. 5 i 
UM e a xcci by per 
bot: f you wish to stads ‘that, 
ss Sehoot ong the time foru 

ome other signa- 
cader,” “A Sub- 
Tædet quotidian- 

Donnons ** Self-instruction 
an 

ant with systematical 
a Had better begin by 

ng whichis already approach 
4non—No man can learn to pronounce French OR ds 

i m 0k: you should take a few be of the nearest French 
teacher : if the sound i is au you want, that is soon lear: XR 

Paw Wei E beg 
| the Re agente Park. We beli 

BOTANICAL 89 uto apply to the cre 5 ry e, however, that 
you will ‘find. that they do not give away T and seeds. If you will send us your address we will try to oblige you, for the sake of your name; for “a fellow feeling makes us 
w ondrous o ? as the wit said, 
DDING's MACE is is only ERIS for small opera- 

tions, and S great nicety is require t is ei 
—Zeta—' 

by stones lying on the Grass, and you E wor n we 
e Gr is very short and well kb t It is 

most useful méte men canr mow well, or where a man is 
his own gardene Ith the advantage of being appli- 

ather, yen scythes will not bit 

1 ow these about the beginning of 
will germinate freely in sandy loam, on a 

e When the seedlings pn prodnced two 
> leaves, they should be potted off xture of 

oleae Tones and eee and kept in a close pit eU) ney have 
ecome establis; 

in No. 
not prune them 

DT OE. in LA 
asplant eve 

de hey should have been removed 
No time should now be lost, Do 

at present ; Put o so 
old it is ult t at 
Portugal Leurs and `> e cannot LOEWE for y your success; 
Alaternuses will hardly survive, There are three things; 
and no more, require ing a perfect gravel-wall: 
1, it must be thor ; 5 it must be made of 
coarse gravel, small pieces of brick, or some such material, 
at least 6 inches thick ; 3, it must be Anished with good bind- 
ing E gravel, and kept higher in the middle than at the 

s, Ifthe: se precautions are observed, and it is frequently w it rolled, it must he hard, dr 
Grass, kowever, will grow u ved by hand; galt, 
sulphate of copper, and in such agate, RES insuficient, espe- 
cially in a a 

Fnurr Trees—A4 ESL for a flued wall facing the 
sout Royal Gans, Grosse Mignonne, Bellegarde ; Nec- tarines—E rs and Violette Hátive ; Moorpark Apricot; 
and Mayduke Cherry. Morello Cherries, a and early varieties 
[o oon are most proper for the north aspect; but as the wall is flued you may Hacon's Incomparable and the 
March Bergam —Some kinds 
grafted three year and. oed 10 yea 

ES 

Apple-trees, 
bat bear about a 

n a bearing “anne 
Oed Walnuts. 

i—G 

in 20 years a tree may produce several 

Your seed- 
It is an 

I: 25 hanks for your information. 
ling is new and curious, but not very handsome. 
enue al aus 

Guano—A K— a have no experience with guano for Rhodo- 
dadon mo t its xn cu But why trouble 
yourself about, ‘guano when cow. g is so excellent for them 

2c ? “do not think any such 
al e; qequest Ac b 

SH is y psy $ his 
cro; m The | arg: rule that we know ae is about 23 Ibs. at a 
time to a rod of land, if the guano is good. 

Heatine—A yo Undoubtedly your alteration wi "i vu m Mp 
provement ; for i bad plan to Place fu uel in of 
a mass of iron, and in contact with it, Butwe Sd. almost 

pect that something else is Nor in yourapparatus. Are 
you sure that the water flow cely into ihe tank as it 
ought. Ifthe flow pipe is Moi you will get motion; but 
the motion will be much better if the flow pipe is inclined up- 
wards into the tank.— W Burge. ss— Zinc, from its weakn 
is not fit for any pur pose where strength is required, If your 
p e is to be supported completely by a brick panor so as to 

it for its whole length, then zinc may be used ; but not 
Nr n Constant. oxi p ipllon The. faults of 
your house are these :—It is toc whenever deep side 

lls are ej S the EU within them suffer ; ies 
it E EN into wth in winte It much too 

WOO E ou may | eb M a 
ons means: which will easily occur, Ye 

elligenc aa ew saucers of water 
Toubiful whether any air-drair i 
itis hatti KKE pipe Bem e to pass through a. 
moist cloth or some such OAA nE EIE object would pro- 
bably be gained without further trouble. You cannot ae 

cen-fly by ny other known means than : 
you use g rater; andtha uiri e, kills s some planis, 
though m RES ruins paint Di. bus is intolerable in 

ouise, Tobacco smoke might surely be applied, if. 
worse effect would 

ople had been smokin; 
water in the fi 

to burn the leaves : m Se 
annot answer for success ; iti rid 'a— 

You may heat your pits. CR. on any w: water sys "s by: 
stop-cocks, or mere plugs ; oz, if a tank is employed, ir little 
sluice gates. The manner of pr them was ex- 
plained in our Journal for 1843, 

InsEcts—P E leaf has been es by a COH Iex- 
pect, befoj was expanded. Did you ever find others 
similarly ge Pears 

the house v 
be produced tite 
You might try 

ome 
AKUR a 

stance, just strong enough ni 

ae Ace BARN st 
efficaciou 

um [un 
but employ lime atch wh worms ; 4j 

and not dangerous. Soot w 2 eee top dressing than 
woo The plan. of si ing guan 
which turf is about to be aia is Mr, NND 

TRO doubt of its DRE much better than 
using it dil the turf is ; we would not take 
up turf that has been. Srey put aon 

Names or Fnurrs—G M E—Your Pear is the Downton, esteemed 
only by nu ASH a standard; there are many ends 
for a souf AL diet 

NAMES OF UE UE -Your Gloxinia is in no way superior, 
and in some respects inferior,to others already in cultivation: 
It is not possible to name an Ornithogalum from a mere scrap 
withou: ——Ghent—196, Oncidium, or QCyrtoc chilum 
maculatum ; 800 is en ride that it cannot be determined ; 
35 is in nearly the same state, but po to be Oncidium or 
Cyrtochilum al n which rare plants 
are received s| ed. ques —' 

bushel; at the end of 20 i S D 8. Pears not 
uite so much. Two dwarfs will bear more than one stand- 

and Rhubarb. The Artichokes will do in any waste | 

qu 
zu goonpring double the space, if the former are not closer | 
than 12 feet, Walnut-trees, 10 years planted, will scarcely . 

vessel belongs ien ERA sn the. common. Gold of 
Pleasure or aie ine, 
cH /—We will answer you by post as soon as we 

RD the fate of the Gentian Seed. 
€ Plus Meuris,|| 

Orc: 

8 feet horizontally, but pr ex 
MA beti be cut back ôi thn Teini 

LU trees, of varieties, interme- 
border, adding fresh soil, ani 

ending 
tremities, 
room for planting 

the extremities of the roo 53 for tite pres d 
recollect that much pend ls ons ummer pruning, || 

PonwaisE Hratinc—Donald McDonald—You seem to misur- 
derstand the object of this metho 

you have done.—W O—Much obliged by your letter and 
plan, Le pip mmu ly, we e an ana them, 

TU: Carmarthen— s of good quality. When 
cut xo md M X cet a Gratien if exposed to the open 
air; butit makes good rafters, and for in-door work generally 
it may be mployed a Bine tagi Senh if well seasoned. 
sects do ae attack it, In the Un States it is employed 
(HORAS EU dm aen Cbr RA of purposes to 
which Deal is applied, Eur. is of better quality. drank wood 
is hard and durable,but of too small scantling in this conntry 
i "any important use. We are unacquainted with the man- 

of making toothpick 
[ABLE 5 Eps Ne mo: e very plan you propose is in 

constant o, n and ey eu is tried. The results will 
rin the "Society" z DM from time to tim 

—4J B—Better to slide yo: ur upper sashes than to 
mum ENS one is necessary, but both 

t are objectionable. 
issue paper, ES fast with cotton 

ina divided. by shelves and cross pieces into very 
small vomparüments; An if p e ‘ix the box itself on 

, Spiral poing at each co estin external case. 
—Your seedling Grape is Mentioned in our report 

of t ociety; it is very 
, but not of ni n. q 

E. aling Tu; given for Nos. 14 and 45, 1812, 
No. 2, 1843.——H P—Our agent will Y pesi at 26: 

We do not execute coun dea order AB 

LIP 

he d soles are best considered a ret as an- 
nuals ; th however, cepamo of being a p managed as what 
P Medi omnis in the e garden: 4 Constant, Reader— 

s three years old win transplant success- 
e pa M wi pene may had of PR Rt 

Ma intosh' s mm qute eei Dog. ciliosa 
during the Gus opis ind. appears to thri 
moderate stove h uscite is a stove clin 
requiring a loam; acit EU 
heath mould with End jue grown in pots, 
may be planted i in the bed, and nio “ap the rafters or o i 
the roof o! house : her case it will thrive all the 
better MOLIRI a little | DONEO heat, of which it is very fond. 
Being gengum it should be pruned and rested durin ng the 
winter months. $ 

Certainly Aspar 

SEEDLING FLOWERS. 
ies i—No. 1. Your specimen is too small to be of any use.* 

* Asusual, many communications have been received too late, 
* and others are SOY detained till the necessaryinquiries 
can be made. r the indulgence ef thos 
numerous correspondents, the feo of whose interesting 
contributions is still delayed, 
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ON SALE, BY THE ONLY LEGAL IMPORTERS, 
ANTHONY GIBBS AND SONS, LONDON; 
Wx. J. MYERS anp CO., LIVERPOOL; 

And by their Agents, 
COTSWORTH, POWELL, AN» PRYOR, LONDON ; 

GIBBS, BRIGHT, anD CO., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL. 
47, Lime-street, Jan, 24, 

THE TANK SYSTEM, 

ENT i — 
e [: 

DURBIDGE And HEALY having heated a con- 
siderable number of Pits and other Horticultural Struc- 

fures, for the cultivation of Pines, Melons, Cucumbers, and 
Other tropical plants, particularly upon the plan recommended 

ILLS'S recent work on the Culture of Pines and Cu- 
cumbers, many of which are working at the present time, 
Prove beyond a doubt that every kind of structure may 
be heated by Burnrpar and HrALY/s peculiar Tank Apparatus, 
with the absolute certainty of producing the i 
"Their Apparatus may be seen at work at the following places : 
Horticultural Gardens, Chiswick ; Royal Botanic Gardens, 
ew; Baroness Rothschild’s Gardens, Gunnersbury; Mr. 

Glendinning, Chiswick Nursery; Messrs. Henderson, Pine. 
apple-place ; and in more than one hundred other places.— 
130, Fleet-street, London. 
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. Tur most profitable method of converting the 
immediate produce of the farm into beef, milk, 
mutton, bacon, &c., for human food, involves a very 
important question in farming. Yet it is one on 
which, notwithstanding the patronage of it indicated 
in the prize lists of our Agricultural Socicties, less 
information exists than on almost any other agri- 
cultural subject. The competition for prizes at our 
Society Exhibitions and Smithfield Shows, however 
it may have instructed us on the points in cattle 
indicating early maturity and aptitude to fatten, has 
thrown but little light on the treatment which 
fattening or growing animals ought to receive. It 
3$ the practice in some districts to tie animals up by 
the neck in stalls from a comparatively early age 
till they are fit for market ; in others they are fed 
till fat, in twos and threes, in small yards, each with 
Its shelter shade. And Mr. Warnes, again, of 
rimmingham, Norfolk, advocates a system of box- 

feeding, as he terms it, the animals being loose, 
each in a railed apartment, under shelter, about 
10 feet square, where they are fed and littered till 
ready for the butcher. Now which of these methods 
will tend to produce the greatest amount of beef in 
Proportion to the food consumed? Who: among 
the hundreds and thousands that annually feed 
tattle on Turnips and Mangold Wurzel, and hay 
and corn, in stalls, hammels, and boxes, have any 
Well ascertained facts to communicate in answer to 
this question ? 

t is astonishing how very little definite in- 
formation there exists as to the economy of most of 
Our agricultural processes: the subject under con- 
Sideration is a striking illustration of this assertion. 

e have access to a very well furnished Agri- 
Cultural library, and lately searched it with diligence, 
in order to obtain information for a correspond- 
ent whose inquiry related to this subject, and 
amidst all the voluminous writings with which our 
Agricultural literature tcems, we found the account 

of but one solitary experiment * on this important 
question, as to the treatment of live stock when 
fattening. The Gold Medal of the Highland and 
Agricultural Society was awarded in 1836 to J. 
Boswzrr, Esq. of Balmuto and Kingcaussie, Kin- 
cardineshire, for his report of experiments under- 
taken to determine the comparative advantages of 
feeding cattle in close byres and open hammels—to 
determine the relative economy of feeding in stalls 
or small yards. To this experiment we shall now 
direct attention. 

Mr. Sreruens, in his * Book of the Farm,” gives 
the results in a more satisfactory form than that in 
which they appear in the “ Transactions” of the So- 
ciety, and we shall, therefore, extract his account of 
the matter. 

“ To give as much variety to this experiment as 
the circumstances would admit, it was conducted 
both at Balmuto and Kingcaussie, and the beasts 
selected for it were of different ages, namely, two 
and three year olds. At Balmuto, four three year 
olds were put in close byres, and four in open ham- 
mels, and the same number of two year olds were 
accommodated in a similar manner at Kingcaussie. 
Those at Kingeaussie received Turnips only, and, 
of course, straw; at Balmuto a few Potatoes were 
given at the end of the season in addition to the 
Turnips. The season of experiment extended from 
17th October, 1834, to 19th February, 1835. The 
results were these :— 

st.Ib. 
The 4 hammel fed 2 year olds at Kingcaussie gained of 

live weight .. M " p we <. 458 
The 4 hammel fed 3 year olds at Balmuto .. .. 450 

The 4 byre fed 2 year olds at Kingcaussie gained 
of live weight p? ex T 3 

The 4 byre fed 3 year olds at Balmuto gained of 
live weight .. e e nn .. 86 0 —68 7 

ain of live weight by the hammel fed es are m 

“Itis, however, not all gain ; for the hammel fed 
consumed more Turnips) the Aberdeen Yellow Bul- 
lock), than.the byre fed. 

"Tons. Cwt. Qr. Ib. 
Those at Kingcaussie consumed more by — .. 16 RG 
And those at Balmuto E F Ee o 

Total more consumed .. I. «820 115112:20) 

* Tn a pecuniary point of view, the gain upon the 
hammel fed was this :—23 stones 1 lb. live weight= 
13} stones of beef at 6s. per stone gives 47. 2s., from 
which deduct the value of the Turnips at 4d. per 
cwt., 17. 4s. 2d., leaving a balance of 97. 7s. 10d.” 

So faras a single experiment can be said to de- 
termine any point in farming, we think hammel- 

the wheel of his cart, nor bruise it with his horsemen. 
This also cometh from the Lord of Hosts, which is 
wonderful in council and excellent in working.” (Isaiah 
xxviii. 25—29). And so productive was that country in 
the reign of Solomon, that he sent annually to Hiram, 
King of Tyre, for Cedar-wood, 20,000 measures of 
Wheat. View that country under different cireum- 
stances, and its agriculture is depressed. *' There was 
no smith found throughout all the land of Israel ; but 
all the Israelites went down to the Philistines to sharpen 
every man his share, and his coulter, and his axe, and 
his mattock.” 
* behold the fruitful place was a wilderness.” Jeremiah 
iv. 26. 

The imperfection of British agriculture at this day 
may in great measure be attributed to the ci 
under which it has been carried on. During the wat 
labour was scarce and expensive; in several subsequent 
years prices have not been remunerating. These circum- 
stances have operated in retarding improvements ; still 
every fair opportunity has been embraced and much 
has been done. In the locality from which I write, the 
abundance of our produce last year, and the good prices 
of the present, have enabled us to a ourselves of 
abundant labour; and it has been done. A-great por- 
tion of the profit of our farms has been returned to the 
land in what must prove permanent improvements. So 
long as similar circumstances continue farming must be 
advancing towards perfection. Nor can I imagine these 
remarks to be applicable to this locality only. Show 
the agriculturists of this country that they may spend 
their half-crowns in labour and manure, with the pro- 
bability of getting three-shilling pieces in return, and 
they have neither ignorance nor prejudice sufficient to 
prevent their heartily entering into the speculation; 
while if at any time they find they are expending their 
three shillings and getting only half-erowns in return, 
the ease is altered. The readiness now evinced to pur- 
chase guano, as mentioned in the Agricultural Gazette 
of the 3d inst., and the improvements going on in the 
fens of Lincolnshire, mentioned in the same paper of tbe 
10th inst, and a multitude’ of similar statements 
issuing daily from the press, prove to a demonstration 
that men are nof necessarily fools beenuse they happen 
to be farmers. Surely there never was a more mani- 
fest desire to advance in any class of the community 
than is now showing itself amongst agriculturists. They 
are availing themselves of every kind of fertilizer, 
encouraging the talent employed in the invention of 
maehinery, and spending an amazing amount of capital 
in draining the land ; and though the population of the 
country has doubled within the last 30 years, they are 
supplying the wants of the people with as little foreign 
ai at the commencement of that period. They are 
bestirring themselves also for the removal of those ob- 
stacles which at present impede the onward movement, 
in the establishment of a “tenant right "' And I feel 

ded that if by the full and free discussion of this feeding is proved, under the ci of this 
trial, to be more profitable than stall-feeding. Mr. 
Boswrrr says, “I feel convinced that there is no 
point more clearly established than that cattle im- 
prove quicker, or, in other words, thrive better, in 
open hammels than in close byres.” : 

Thethird modeoffeeding we mentioned (box-feed- 
ing) has not, that we are aware, yet received a strict 
comparison in economy with stall and hammel-feed- 
ing; but it is a practice that is rapidly spreading, 
and that is a pretty fair indication of its excellence. 
And as it has oflate excited much attention, we 
hope to be able shortly to publish the experience 
f some of our readers upon it. Our own expe- 

rience is decidedly in favour of it ; our cattle never 
did better than those this winter fed in boxes. 

In Dairy farms, containing but little arable land, 
the mode of feeding is influenced by other circum- 
stances, such as scarcity of litter; and in this re- 
spect stall-feeding is, of course, the most, and yard- 
feeding the least economical 

THE INFLUENCE OF CIRCUMSTANCES ON 
RICULTURAL IMPROVEMENT. 

Tue general principles of agriculture have been long 
discovered, nor can their number be materially increased. 
But they have been, and will be, developed in different 
degrees, and to more or less extent under different cir- 
cumstances. At several periods in past history has the 
art of cultivation nearly approached perfection. We 
have a beautiful description of the sphere of operation 
allotted to our first parent—Gen. ii, 8,14 ; and who can 
doubt the wisdom, fruitfulness, beauty, and perfection 
of primeval culture. The circumstances, however, of 
“the man” were altered, and Eden became the birth- 
place of ** Thorns and Thistles.” 

In times of Jewish prosperity Palestine was literally 
*a land flowing with milk and honey." Agriculture 
flourished then, and the capabilities of the soil were 

fully developed. It furnished sustenance and wealth to 
a teeming population. It wassaid of the farmer of that 
day “ Doth he not castabroad the Fitches, and scatter the 
Cummin, and cast in the principal Wheat and the 
appointed Barley, and the Rye in their places? For his 
God doth instruct him to discretion, and doth teach him. 
Forthe Fitehes are not threshed with a threshing instru- 
ment, neither is the cart-wheel turned about upon the 
Cummin ; but th» Fitches are beaten out with a staff, 

subject landlords see the advantage to themselves, their 
tenants, and the nation, of giving fixity of tenure, and 
security to the men who are to work out improvements 
—that (other circumstances remaining as favourable as 
at present), this alone will soon compensate the loss of 
the many acres destroyed by railroads, and also meet 
the wants of a still rapidly-increasing population. 

In this neighbourhood the old farmers have taken 
the lead in the great work of improvement, and though 
we now. and then hear of a man all at once becoming a 
farmer, and creating astonishment in certain districts, 
yet, in general, the plain, plodding man, whose business 
is his study, and who is advancing as fast as circum- 
stances favour him, is the safest to follow. This is the 
sort of men who gathered wealth when prices were good, 
and are now farming their own land, or retiring ona 
competency, while their children are entering into their 
labours. I once knew, and had an opportunity of ob- 
serving, one of the superior scientific breed of agricul- 
turists. He was an educated man, possessed of all kinds 
of sense (except common sense); he purchased a fine 
farm, built a fine house upon it, with barns, bullock- 

sheds, carts, &c., all on a superior scale. He farmed 

well, spared no expence in implements or experiments, 
was one of the best writers of the day on agriculture, 
received gold medals for wonderful discoveries, set up 
his carriage and pair; but when priees eame down, 
down eame he. The farm was purchased by one of the 
old sort, who first entered business with a very small 
capital (I have heard him say, * I did not go into busi- 

and the Cummin with a rod. Bread-corn is bruised, 
because he will not be ever thrashing it, nor break it with 

* Bee Vol. II, of the Highland Society's Transactions, 

ness, but got in upon my hands and knees"), and he 
has just died worth about 50,0007. The farm referred 
to has been for some years occupied by a man formerly 
plough servant to the purchaser, and he is now retiring 
from business on a competency. though he has always 
paid arent of 50s. per acre. These men were always 
on the alert to improve favourable circumstances: often 
have I heard them saying, * Hoist your sails to a fair 
wind,” “Fish along shore when the waters are troubled,” 
“Drive gently over the stones,” and using such like 
maxims. And looking at such men, which form no in- 
considerable portion of the agricultural community, and 
to other classes following in the train, with all the helps 
of science to boot, we may confidently conclude that if 

i are fay le, agrieulture will improve. 
—J. S. 

* HIGH FARMING.” 
Wuusr there is so much difficulty at present in es- 

tablishing and maintaining Farmers’ Clubs as a means 
of eliciting and diffusing information upon agricultural 
subjects, it isa great satisfaction to be able in some 

1 Samuel xiii. 19, 20): and ultimately . 
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measure to supply the deficiency through the m 

of a Journal like tlie Agricultural Gazette, which has 

already rendered most essential service to the art. I 

ought, perhaps, to apologise for intruding upon your 

columns, having nothing new to communicate : but the 

reiteration of ised truths is frequently of immense 

importance, and believing, as I do, that English agri- 

culture generally is susceptible of an almost indefinite 

progression, one is naturally tempted to contribute even 

the smallest mite towards its advancement ; and if, by 

the means of a mass of accumulating testimony, as re- 

corded in your pages, in favour of recent agricultural 

improvements, the cultivators of the soil could be in- 

duced to provide a profitable employment for all our 

labouring population,a great blessing would be conferred 

upon the whole community. A mere cursory glance at 
the difference in the results of good or bad farming will 

clearly demonstrate that there ought to be no surplus 

labourers; neither would there be, were the land pro- 

perly treated. I do not write theoretically merely, as n) 

usually employ about 100 labourers, and can, therefore, 

speak from actual experience, that it does answer to cut 

down useless trees, to grub up hedgerows, to drain deeply 

and thoroughly where draining is required, to cultivate 

deeply upon all soils, and, in fact, to carry into the farm 

. the garden practice of the cottage allotment system. In 

sending you these desultory remarks, I should premise 

that I do not look altogether fori diate returns in 

I tried, with gre: 
but as might be expected no results followed—it was a 

complete negation. 
Like many other farmers, until lately I allowed the 

best portions of my yard manure to poison my horse- 

ponds. Now I have built tanks in all my yads, and 

placed shoots to carry off all the water that falls from 

the surrounding buildings. The contents of the tanks 

are carried during the winter season upon the adjoining 

pastures it: one of Crosskill’s water-carts ; as yet I have 

had no opportunity of testing its efficacy, but, that it 

must be a most valuable manure no doubt can be enter- 

tained. Perhaps.some of your readers, who have: had 

more experience in this matter than myself, ean inform 

me of the most economieal mode of applying it in large 

quantities. I intend to try to make a substitute for 
guano with this rich liquid ; and the plan I propose to 

adopt is to build a shed, behind my largest tank, which 

holds nearly 4000 gallons, for the reception of dry ashes 

and other absorbent materials,and to saturate them 

occasionally with the liquid. I expect this wiil form an 

excellent manure for any crop. The contents of this 

tank consists of the draining of a yard in which I keep 

some 150 or so of sheep, besides the drainings from the 
pigsties, stables, &c. ; not a drop is now wasted. 

T have found the subsoil plough and Crosskill’s elod- 

crushing roller of great service, and I think them quite 
ues ALIAM oh 
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the investment of my capital (though this desirable re 

sult often happens, especially in draining)as I farm my 

own or my father’s land; yet, whenever a tenant has a 

sufficiently long lease, with mutually protecting clauses, 

I consider his course ought to be precisely similar to 

that of a person who cultivates his own grounds. I do 

not intend to touch upon Hop-ground culture, as that 

would not interest many of your readers, excepting to 

state that as it swallows up all my farm-yard manure, I 

am necessitated to look about me for the best substitutes 

in dressing my corn fields. I now give you the results 

of a few experiments :—1.. With regard to Potatoes : In 
with your d relative toautumn 

and winter planting, I planted on 1st of January last year 

about an acre in some recently trenched ground having 

asubsoil of chalk; the remainder of the field was planted 
in April; the sets of the former were put in about 7 inches 

deep. I searched diligently, yet I never could find a 

single set injured by the frost, The crop was not 
large in any part of the field, but it was decidedly best 

in the winter-planted part. I had also 3 or 4 acres 
planted in rows 6 feet apart between young Hops ; here 
I had a very good crop, almost free from the prevalent 
disease, there being not more than 1 in 50 affected. 
Was this escape to be ibuted to the free circulati 

p upon every large farm.: The 

subsoil plough that I use is similar to Smith's, of Dean- 

ston, and in order to do its work efficiently requires five 

horses at least, where the land is hard. I cannot ima- 
gine how Mr. Mechi contrives to subsoil his land with 

two horses; it is a secret I should like to under- 

stand, and should be glad to adopt, if by so doing 

I could break my ground regularly 18 inches deep. It 
is certainly ver: ‘kable, that itl ding t 

most unequivocal testimony in favour of subsoiling, it 

should be so little practised; but I hope a few years 

more will bring it generally into use. I now invariably 

subsoil my fallows for Turnips, since I have derived so 

much benefit from its effects; excepting, indeed, that 

on every alternate fallow I employ a Seotch iron swing 

plough, which a friend in Northamptonshire recom- 

mended to my notice: its maker's name is Crawford, 

near Glasgow. With this plough, drawn by six horses, 

I can plough 14 inches deep below the unbroken level 
surface of the ground, without bringing up the under- 
soil. It is a capital instrument, and well worthy the 
attention of every farmer who has not tried it. I may 
observe here, by the way, that subsoiling and very deep 
ploughing enables me to prepare the stubbles for Tur- 
nips with very little after trouble, inasmuch as the 

E © 

of air and light? A portion was manured with guano, 

but this was quite as free as any part from the disease. 

2. With regard to the application of guano, and after 

using during the past year upwards of 30 tons in va- 

rious ways, I can give my most hearty testimony in its 

favour as a most valuable manure. I applied it in 

several places on Wheat with various success. On a 

field of Chidham Wheat I put 4 ewt. per acre, mixed 
with ashes and gypsum ; it was sown broadcast at 
Michaelmas, and harrowed in with the seed. It ope- 
rated very beneficially, and produced a good crop, and 
there were no symptoms of blight excepting on the 
spots, about 3 feet in diameter, where the sacks were 
put down. Here the straw and corn were blighted, 
evidently from receiving an over-dose. On two fields 
of red Wheat, I used it with equal success as a top- 
dressing in March, and grew an excellent crop, both as 
regards quantity and quality. But in another large 
field of Chidham Wheat, I left 2 acres, in two dif- 
ferent. parts unmanured, when the field was sown in 
October, and upon these parts I put 4 cwt. of guano 
er acre in the spring. During the winter these 2 acres 

were much behind the rest of the field, and continued 
so till about three weeks after the guano had been hoed 
in, when they took a start, and grew with such rank 

luxuriance, that they could be distinguished from the 
opposite hill, nearly a mile distant. At harvest the 
whole field was more or less blighted, but the guano 
parts were much worse than any other. For Oats it 
answered admirably, and I grew an enormous crop ; 
and it did equally well when I used it upon Barley and 
Sainfoin. .But for Turnips it has succeeded far better 
than any other manure ; indeed, I never grew such 
Swedes and Turnips before, which I attribute chiefly 
(making an allowance for the general excellence of the 
crop this year) to the use of gudno and the subsoil 
plough. In one field I tried 4 ewt. of guano against 
20 tons of rieh farm-yard dung, combined with 1 ewt. 
of guano, drilled with the seed, in which the former cer- 
tainly has the advantage. This result, considering the 
high price of dung in this neighbourhood, is nearly as 
five to one in respect of cost in favour of guano, 

Another very excellent manure was a mixture of 
lbushel of j-inch bones and 2 bushels of dry wood- 

ashes, combined with about 12 gallons of strong liquid 
tank manure. These were mixed up together in a shed 
during winter, and covered over with a coating of gyp- 
sum 2 inches thick, aud then another layer of dry ashes 
of about the same thickness, for the purpose of absorb- 
ing and preventing the eseape of the ammonia during 
the decomposition of the bones. Of this mixture, I 
ploughed in about 30 bushels per acre upon.a very poor 
eld, and with the Swedes I drilled 2 ewt. of guano; 

this combination has produced me the finest erop I have 
grown this year, it being a far larger crop than ever 
was seen upon the land before, and quite equal to the 
erop in much better soils. I might mention too, that 

p of the soil is concerned; aud as regards 
the more easily getting rid of Couch and other deep- 
rooted weeds it is equally serviceable, though no farm in 

a good state of cultivation ought to be infested with 
such rubbish. I am now instituting a course of experi- 
ments with various sowings, or rather drillings and 
dibblings of seed Wheat, from 1 peck to 2 bushels per 
acre.—J. M. Paine, Farnham. 

WHEAT SOWING. 
[From the Inverness Courier. 

We are indebted for the following valuable observa- 
tions and experiments on Wheat-sowing to our distin- 
guished countryman, J. Baillie Fraser,’ Esq., of 
Reylig :— 
A good deal has been written lately upon the ques- 

tion of thick or thin sowing of Wheat. All inquiring 
farmers know the small but valuable pamphlet on this 
subject by Mr. Hewitt Davis; and there have been in 
the last twelve months many notices either by that 
gentleman, or descriptive of his system and crops, in- 
serted in the various agricultural periodicals. In the 
two last Gardeners’ Chronicles (the agricultural part) 
there have likewise been inserted, letters from that 
spirited, though perhaps enthusiastic, agriculturist, Mr. 
Mechi, of Leadenhall-street—all strongly in favour of 
thin sowing and dibbling. I own that till lately I was 
altogether of these gentlemen’s opinion ; and certainly 
theory, and even common sense, strengthened by the 
result of small experiments, are all in favour of the 
thin sowing or dibbling system. But there are some 
contingencies which do not appear to have been taken 
into account in the lati of t| gentl 
and as facts are worth a thousand arguments, when 
rightly noted, I propose giving you, instead of reasons 
and arguments, an account of some facts which have 
oceurred in my own practice this year, and which show 
that the best calculations and reasons may be set oc- 
easionally at fault. 

Last season I sowed about 68 acres of Wheat at the 
dates and under circumstances following :— 

No. 1—Oct. 26. 
5 acres imperial, after Potatoes, of which 1 acre, dibbled 

with 1j bushels of Hopetoun Wheat, duly steeped in 
blue vitriol steep. 

3 acre, dibbled with 4 bushel—same steep. 
The rest—say 9$ acres, were drilled with about 2 bushels 

per acre—same steep. 
No. 2—Noy, 19. 

ipe years’ Grass, sown with 6 quarters 2 
bushels Hunter's Wheat, pickled as before, with broad- 
cast machine. 

20 

No. 3—Nov. 22, 

11 acres, part new land, after Potatoes, with additional ma- 
nure for the Wheat, sown with 3 quarters of Hopetoun 
Wheat, steeped as above, with broadcast machine. 

No. 4—Nov. 2 

104 acres imperial, after two years’ Grass, sown with 3 
quarters bushels Hopetoun Wheat, steeped as before, 

with broadcast machine. 
No. 5—Feb. 12, and thereabouts. 

13 acres, after Turnips, 4} quarters Talavera, steeped as 
aboye, and drilled at about 8 to 9 inch 

care, the so-called electro-culture, 1e time. 
a crop of Oats, with Talavera— 

No. 6. 
64 acres, very old lea, after 
broadcast machine. 

No. 7—Feb. 18. 
2 acres, after Potatoes, drilled, with 2} bushels of April 

Wheat, steeped as the rest. 

68 imperial acres. 
The whole of the lots brairded beautifully ; but as 

the season advanced, in May and June, the whole, ex- 
cept No. 4, were observed to be arrested in their 
growth, and to recede, as it were; yellow spots and 
plants made their appearance, and it was obvious that 
much of the plant was disappearing rapidly. Upon ex- 
amination, which was made at intervals, repeatedly, 
over all the fields, it was found that at the root of every 
sickly plant, there. were one or small worms—not of the 

hard sort, known as wire-worms, but red and soft ; in all 
respects, except in size, like the common red ground- 
worm, used as bait in trout fishing. These appeared to 
have sucked the substance out of the plant, in a ring, 
a little above the roots, so that it died away above 
ground. To such an extent did this mischief proceed, 
that in some of the fields large patches, extending to 

half an acre or more, appeared quite divested of plant, 
and in others they assumed a miserable, dwindling 

aspect, so as to forbid, almost entirely, the hope of a 
crop ; and had it occurred to this extent earlier, it 
might have been thought best to plough down the Wheat, 
and sow some other grain—but it was too late, and the 
only hope lay in the tillering out of the surviving plants. 
This did not take place till late, when the wetness of 
the season, aiding the good condition of the land, 
brought on some fields in a wonderful way, and as the 

ears made their appearance their size bade fair to com- 

pensate for the spareness of the stems in several 

quarters. I have seldom seen larger heads, and more 
promise ofa fine sample, In other fields—especially 
those after lea—the defalcation of the Wheat plant per- 
mitted the Grass and annuals to get up to such an ex- 
tent as nearly to smother the remaining ones. In con- 
sequence of this necessity on the part of the plant, to 
make good its losses where it could, the ripening was 
delayed, and this with the cold wet season, rendered the 

harvest alate,one. I shall now give the result of the 
several lots as above set down. j 

No. 1 was desperately ‘attacked by the worm; the 

acre that was dibbled was almost wholly destroyed, and 

though it was planted again from the thicker patches of ̀  

other lots, the dry weather at the time, and the growth: 

of weeds, rendered it useless. It gave no crop to speak 

of. The other dibbled half acre also suffered, and at 

least one-third was destroyed. The rest gave a heavy 

crop. The drilled 34 acres were greatly damaged, but 
still yielded fairly. 

No. 2 (after two years’ Grass), was almost utterly de- 
stroyed ; and the old Grass sprung up so vigorously, 
that, being valued just before reaping, it was reckoned 
worth 40s. per acre as hay alone. It was reaped 6th 
October, and has since been nearly thrashed out. The 
produce is about 2 quarters per acre of indifferent - 
Wheat, but a great quantity of excellent fodder. 

No. 3 suffered likewise a little from worm, and was 

poor in some of the patches of new land ; but it was 

reaped 16th October—will probably produce 4 quarters 

per acre of very good Wheat. Some guano and some 

soot was used in the poorer parts as top dressing, with 

but questionable effect. d 

No. 4 was the only field that suffered nothing from . 

worm—it grew well, though not luxuriantly, from the 
first—was reaped llth September, and will probably 
yield about 3% quarters per acre. 

No. 5, after suffering so severely from worm, that in 
many places the drills could scarcely be traced, recor 
vered and tillered out so as to cover the ground wellin . 
most places, and yielded luxuriantly—strong straw and 

long heavy head. It was once hoed between the drills, 
which did much good ; and in some places soot or guano 
was applied, but it was difficult to mark the effect— 
reaped 18th September. 

No. 6 was so severely assailed as to bare several 

patches so completely, that Barley was sowed on them, 
and reaped separately. TheWheat, however, recovered, 

and was reaped a heavy crop. 

No. 7. This April Wheat also had its share of the 

worm, but in spite of this, and though last sown, it took 

and kept the lead of all, recovering hetter where injured, 

and ripening sooner. The crop from the 2} bushels, on 

barely two imperial acres—of which } to } was destroyed 

—will be at least 9 quarters. 

Tt is a remarkable fact, that the only smut found in 

all these Wheats, was in the 5 acres first sowed; and 
there there was a considerable quantity—not one smut- 

pall in all the rest ; nor was there any serious quantity 

of rust.. I believe the loss, on the whole, from worm, 
will not be under 1507. to 1707. 

Now, what is to be deduced from the foregoing facts 
—on which you may depend—in regard to thick or thin 

sowing? For my part, it appears to me that they act 

both ways. The thin sowing, where the plant was per- 

mitted to remain and thrive, certainly produced well; . 

and former experiments, on a small scale, led to a simi- 

lar conclusion. But then, in such a case as this jus 

related—when the plant is attacked by wire or othe? 
worm,what becomes of your erop? From a thick braid, 
a good deal may be taken, and yet leave a sufficiency to 
give a crop ;—but look how it happened with my dibbled 
acre, dibbled, too, far too thickly, as appears from 0 

seed sown. It was a clean sweep, and too late, also,{t? 
remedy, by putting in another corn crop ; nay, even the 

ravages of rooks, or other casualties, may tell fatally 
upon a thin plant, while, on a well covered field, they 
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would do little harm. So there is the case, the dilemma 
—sow thick, you expend seed uselessly, and even hurt 
the produce by rearing more plants than can be well 
matured, and so damaging your sample—but you have 
acrop. Sow thin, dibble, and you risk total loss by 
worm, bird, or various contingencies, Ido believe that 
the best method of all would be found in transplanting 
early in September, from a patch thick sown early in 
July—as they do with Rice in the east ; but this implies 
great labour—garden tilth—and though it might bea 
boon where unemployed hands are plenty, I fear, under 
our present system of large farms, the thing is impos- 
sible ; but to try experiments can do no harm, and it 
were hard to predict what the result of experience in 
the small way may lead to on the large scale, in the way 
of pure self-interest—the only motive which’ will, and 
indeed ought, to sway a farmer in the management of 
his land—for certainly Professor Johnston is right when 
he tells his hearers that his object is not to make them 
spend money, but to make it; and that that system is 
the best which brings in the most profit without injury 
to the soil. 

Home Correspondence. 
Farm Buildings.—I have lately acquired by purchase 

a farm of 270 acres in a southern county, of which about 
40 are underwood, 70 meadow and pasture, 30 Hops, 
and the remainder arable. The buildings being in a 
very dilapidated condition, and inconveniently placed, I 
have been advised to remove them, and to erect new 
ones on a fitter site. At present there are two large 
decayed barns on the farm, and I am told by my tenant 
who succeeded to the occupation only last year, that two 
new barns will be indispensable for the proper enjoyment 
and management of the farm, viz. one for the Wheat, 
the other for spring corn. Conversing ashort time ago 
with an eminent builder and constructor of farm build- 
ings in the vicinity of Boston, I mentioned to him my 
tenant’s opinion, and his reply was, “ In my country the 
man would have been called a fool who asked for two 
barns for 130 acres of arable land, and if the landlord 
had offered them they would have been rejected by the 
tenant.” Iam anxious to be well advised on this point— 
will you assist me by drawing the attention of your 
readers to this communication, and by favouring me with 
your own opinion. I have also been desirous of 
thoroughly draining my land and constructing my new 
buildings of brick, and for this purpose I have, at con- 
siderable expense, established a manufacture of bricks 
and tiles on my farm. Iam told, however, by my tenant 
that brick barns will not answer, but that the super- 
Structure must be of wood. 

extent. l can, therefore, say with great confidence 
that if this system is well executed at proper seasons, 
it is both durable and economieal (on strong land), 
which is very desirable to both landlord and tenant ; as 
there is a much greater breadth of that description of 
land requiring draining, it may be judiciously applied 
at a less outlay. Mr. Hunt, in your second Number, has 
given an excellent proof of his experience as to its 
beneficial effects, but, with submission, I must beg to 
differ with him as tb his statement of the expense. 
do not consider that it is practicable to effect a thorough 
drainage on a stiff tenacious clay, 3 feet deep, at a cost 
of 27. per acre, which Mr. H. states. As it will be re- 
quisite on such land to drain nearer (say one pole 
apart), the cost will be about 3Z'per acre, under the 
usual charge for cutting out that depth. I find that 
on such drains the subsoil plough may be used with 
great security. In further confirmation of my views, 
there is a small pamphlet, by Newman, on drainage, 
published by Ridgway, which sets forth the system of 
clay draining, with its rise and progress, which I saw 
some time since advertised in your columns. I have 
been induced to take notice of the above subject in 
order to encourage those who may feel disposed to 
adopt an effective and economical mode of drainage, 
assuring them that they will be amply repaid for the 
outlay.—A Practical Farmer. 

Double Culture.—There is nothing new in growing 
two crops together and at the same time; we have in 
our island followed that system with success, ever since 
Lean remember, and that is upwards of 30 years. For 
instance, when we grow a Parsnip crop, which we find 
advantageous as food for our mileh cows, as it makes 
both milk and butter, sweet, rich, and good, we dibble 
Beans in double rows, the Beans 4 inches apart, with 
an interval of 6 or 8 feet to the next rows, after which 
we sow the Parsnip-seed, harrow it, &c., and we gene- 
rally reap a good crop of each. The crop of Beans 
does not seem to injure in the least the Parsnip crop. 
We generally grow Beans with our spring and late Cab- 
bage crops. In every third row of Cabbages we dibble 
Beans between each Cabbage. We often follow the 
same system with our crop of Potatoes—dibble Beans 
between the sets in every third row of Potatoes, leàv- 
ing a distance of about 2 yards between each Bean. 
The Beans seem to thrive amazingly by this manner of 
planting, and the main crops are not in the least in- 
jured by it. By this system the farmer is greatly bene- 
fited, having at the same time an underground and a 
top crop.—Richard Giffard, Bellevue Cottage, Beau- 
mont, St Peter's, Jersey. [We shall be exceedingly 
obliged by your suggested communication. ] 

Wayte's Renovator.—With reference to your answer 
to me under the signature of * W. P. L. and on the 
subject of “Sowing Grass and Clover Seeds with Mr. 
Wayte's Implement,” (in your Gazette of January 10) 
I must observe that it will not do to declare the entire 

Es 

of the machine for the purpose of sowing 
small seeds (though I am of opinion that the incision 
made in the ground for their reception is too deep), be- 
cause, in giving it a trial, as I did, last spring, over the 
surface of at least 30 acres of old pasture, the most 
complete success attended its use over about half that 
quantity of ground, its failure over the remainder being 
attributable to an error of my own, as will be evident 
enough, I believe, when I state the process of each ex- 
periment. In the case where it was successful (which 
was a very poor, Mossy field, with but little Grass in it, 
and less Clover) I first harrowed it five or six times 
over, to drag up the Moss, and loosen, as I may call it, 
the hidebound surface. The manure, well decomposed, 
and about five tons (not more) to the aere, was then 
spread, the implement used, and the brush harrow ap- 
plied very thoroughly, this partially and lightly filled in 
the seams with the mixture of earth (loosened by the 
harrow), Moss, and manure, forming a light compost 
very suitable for the vegetation of small seeds. [Yes ; 
this mode of using the implement will, doubtless, 
prepare the land very well for Grass seeds.] This 
operation was performed in the beginning of April, and 
the season afterwards becoming, and continuing, most 
favourable for the growth of Grasses, I had a most 
abundant crop of White Clover, following the lines made 
by the implement with the greatest regularity, distinct- 
ness, and profusion. The case of failure arose,as I 
have no doubt, thus :—In the first place, there was 
more turf on the ground to begin with, and less Moss, 
and although the harrows were used, it was not with 
the same effect. Next, also, instead! of a top-dressing 
of manure, a large quantity (from 2 of an inch to one 
inch thick) of fresh light earth (dug from a high ridge 
in an old pasture adjoining) was applied, and this, after 
the introduction of the implement, brushed in with the 
brush harrows in the same way as in the other experi- 
ment. The clefts or seams were, by this ‘means, as 

letel 

Prised jon seeing such an opinion: your failure, I 
ind, arises from the drains being imperfectly exe- 
cuted. Instead of the drains being only 2 feet deep, 
they should have been on the arable land 23 or 3 feet, 
and instead of the clay being trampled down, as stated, l should have been well rammed on the frame, forming 

` & sound top to the drain, which is a material point, as 
the whole must depend on that being firm. [The word 
trampling” was used inadvertently; the earth was 

Tammed down,] Iam not giving an opinion without 
Some experience, having effected the drainage on this 
System of upwards of 300 acres, and superintendeda great 

an ly filled up as if the ground had 
never been scored at all, and though, no doubt, the old 
turf, by striking its roots into this copious introduction 
of new soil, was much benefited, and will this year be 
more so, I could not discern that the fresh plant ever 
shewed itself. It will be very easy to avoid a similar 
mistake for the future, but the error evidently lay not 
in the machine. The detail of two or three other suc- 
cessful experiments with the same implement may, per- 
haps, not be unwelcome to you. The first was in a field 
of Red Clover, which was very imperfect, and in places 
had missed entirely : I here used the machine, sowing 
Vetches, and using afterwards a pair of light seed har- 
rows, twice or thrice óver. The second upon an acre 
of ground, on whieh had grown Potatoes several years, 

and was now being so r with turf taken from a 
field I was going to break up. The third on a recently 
formed stackyard, also laid down with turf from the 
same sources as the other plot of ground : in these two 
last instances, a light dressing of burnt earth was used, 
after the seed was sown, to cover it as well as we could, 
andit was brushed in with the brush harrow, the weather 
being dry. In all these cases the crop of Vetches was 
abundant, in the second instance immense, and with a 
large quantity of Grass besides. I canhave no hesitation 
in asserting the great utility of the machine in repairing, 
by means of Vetches, all cases of failure in the Red 
Clóver crop, though, in order for the Vetches to be in a 
sufficiently forward state to cut at the time when the 
Clover is ready for the scythe, the renovation (as Mr. 
Wayte calls it) should take place in the autunm (the 
usual time of sowing Winter Dills or Vetches). I think 
much use might probably be made of this machine in 
thus sowing bad old pasture land with Vetches in the 
autumn, in order to secure an early crop of succulent 
eating for sheep in the spring, rather before the first 
Graas, care being taken, of course, not to stock the said 
pastures during the winter months, soon after the seed: 
had vegetated. Should this communication lead any 
one to wish further particulars, I shall be happy to 
state all I know relative to the use of Mr. Wayte’s im- 
plement, and inclose you my address.— WW. P. L. 

Farmers’ Clubs in. Berkshire. —[We have received 
from our correspondent a list of many societies in Berk- 
shire, which are doubtless, strictly speaking, * Farmers? 
Clubs.” Nevertheless, they are not, we imagine, bona fide 
monthly discussional agrieultural societies to whieh we 
suppose “ H.” alluded. We insert the latter part of our 
correspondent's letter.]— I still am of opinion that 
* Knight’s Journey-book of Berks ” is antiquated as to 
agriculture, comprised from the gathering of others, as 
acknowledged in the preface; no doubt, however, it was a 
great labour to mould such a work, particularly as it 
combines such various inft i our pond: 
* H.," at p. 879, styles my whereabouts “the remotest 
partof Berkshire." Nevertheless, it is in the centre of 
the corn district, celebrated for the growth of a good 
sample of Barley, andis the locality of many well-known 
intellig farmers, p of all the approved me- 
thods of farming.—F., 7th January, 1846. 

Stall Feeding Two Cows.—The following is the his- 
tory of an experiment on this subject :— Supposed 
weight of one, when tied up, 10 score per qr., valued at 
21. ; the other 9 score 5 lbs. per qr. supposed to be 
worth 187. 10s. Both had been in water-meadows two 
months before being housed. Quantity of food given to 
each per diem : 

64 Ibs. of Swedes, at 17. per toi n. m w+ 0s. Tda 
11 Ibs, of Barley-meal, at 4s. 4d. per bushel .. 0 11 
10 lbs, of hay chaff, at 4l. per ton .. m xxt bi 

Each per diem Ie 
Including attendance, &c. this may be reckoned at 

2s. per day, or 14s. per week. The one was kept in the 
stall 11 weeks, the other 10. 

Value of first .. de. £21 0 0Y 4. 
Cost of feeding m oe qnd of £28.14 0 
Value of second erat, Sonn) 25 
Cost of feeding 7 00f 22100 

54 40 
Sale price .. ue "m .. 56 00 

Profit .. m E m .£116 0 

—From a Correspondent. $ 
On Thick and Thin Sowing.— Many of the advocates 

ofthin sowing appear to forget several cireumstances 
which are not only unfavourable to that praetice, but in 
some cases render it entirely out of the question, Thin- 
sown Wheat may be very successful on those rich and 
highly-cultivated soils, so favourable to the development 
of the tillering or spreading property of Wheat—and it 
may be adopted where the farming approaches to a gart 
den-like state of husbandry.—In such cases as thes- 
there is very little doubt that thin sowing will be agrene 
saving to the farmer, though in many other cases I am 
afraid it will have quite a contrary effect upon the 
farmer’s pocket. One of the greatest objections to thin 
sowing in very many places, is the number of vermin 
which abound in this game-preserving country. 
first instance the farmer is obliged to use a greater 
quantity of seed, as a provision for the partridges and 
other destructive birds ; and when the corn has vege- 
tated it is frequently eaten off close to the ground by 
hares and rabbits, and thus any tillering that might take 
place is put a stop to; and should the farmer have thin- 
sown his Wheat, with the expectation of its spreading 
out toa good plant, he will be woefully mistaken. And 
again, when the Wheat advances in its growth the 
damage committed by game in a thin erop is much 
greater than in a thick one. Where annual and other 
weeds abound the thick plant will stand a good chance 
of choking them in their growth, and at {harvest time 
we shall find a clean stubble ; but on the other hand 
a thin plant of Wheat may be hoed many, times, and yet 
at harvest time plenty of weeds will be seen ; this will 
more especially be the case in a wet’ season, for then 
the weeds (on some land) will defy our utmost efforts to 
to put a stop to their growth. In a dry season, and on 
dry land, the advantage will be on the side of the thick 
plant, for by its shading the ground it will be kept moist 
enough for the perfect growth of the corn. It must be 
allowed that the ears produced by a thin plant are 
large, yet the quality of corn will be coarse and in no 
way equal in point of value to the thick planted ; and 
on land not particularly favourable to the abundant 
growth of Wheat, the quality and quantity will be de- 
eidedly inferior. A thin plant of Wheat is most liable 

Inthe. 
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10 disease, and it is also liable to have some of it ripe 

long before some other portion of the crop is come to 

maturity—this is one cause of the sample being coarse 

and uneven. If we are certain of producing a fair 

medium plant of Wheat (what I have termed a thick 

plant), it matters not how little seed we use; but should 

we be unable to produce a sufficient plant we must have 
recourse to a greater quantity of seed.—Imprimatur. 

Farmers’ Clubs. 
SUBJECTS FOR DISCUSSION. 

6. THE BEST MEANS OF HINDERING ADULTERATIONS OF 

MANURE. 

How pu crimes of other kinds hindered ? 
anent of a detective force. 
We ES the follow ing from a past eS of the Agri- 

When a London broki stances re- 

quirin, al Enegelud hehasan exa amination “of dem made 

at his own EXAMS % m en he ofi them for sale, h 

duces the anal the guidance “of buyers, who reg 
their offers by the eeen extent of impurity in the samples. 
Suppose, for example, the substance is nitrate of soda, 

ur 2086 per 100 lbs. When the analys 
that 5 QUE contains 10 per cent. 

them is de- 

By the employ- 

al 
yses in like manner, 1f th AE 

eue dust, oil Hi vitriol, sulphate of 

ammon: puse engue, 

they might do themselves quite EE 
other leagues now so much in fashion ; and if they eich hold 

together steadily, they would soon put an end to the roguery 
at is so successfully practised upon them. It would not be 

enough, however, to m seeing an analysis before buy- 

eR articles capable of adulteration ; 
m for cheats to thrive in at farmers should do in addi- 

tion would be to put aside a pound. of the Asendi glass 
bo ;to Ss cork cea seal it up, so that it might even. 

‘ually become evidence against the seller; if crops fail, or sus- 
Ge analysed and 

o be different from the analysis on the faith o 
which it was pni, to proce law against the seller. We 
will leave the worthy gentlemen. who sell loam for guano to 

picture to themselves what sort of damages a farmers 
sould give in such a case; once caught, they muere unm to 
repeat the experiment." 
po n this head, 

pp. 218, 259, 
E E 559 (1845). 

377, 393 (vol. 1844) ; and p , 472, 

DARLINGTON.— Liquid Manure.—At the late annual 

for there would still be | 

For further information and sugges- 
see Gardeners’ Chronicle and Aor pendit 

ground, the latter in most cases, already overdozed with 
the half. decayed vegetable matter and root weeds, which 
such parings contain. To proprietors of single farms, 
and to the small farm tenants generally, the committee 
would take the liberty of pointing out two matters which 
appear to them sadly overlooked :—1st. In respect to 
the immense amount of unemployed manual strength 
yearly wasted about their farms by the young men, sons, 
or servants, who are occupied in fishing or sea-faring 
during the summer months, but who (hot it is believed 
from.any want of industry in themselves, but from the 

neglect of their parents or masters to plan out and pre- 
pare regular and stated employment for them) are left 
during the long winter months to loiter about, without 
aim or object, except the unneeded assistance they may 
give in thrashing, or, where near the sea, oceasionally 
in securing sea-weed or in sillock-fishing. 2d. Th 
remedy suggested for this first neglect is the cure of the 
second one, which: is, the slovenly way in which water 
both rising from below and falling on the surface, is 

allowed to soak and injure, by its tardy and imperfect 
eseape the whole Grass and arable lands of such small 
farms. Ina moist elimate like Orkney, with, in many 

parts, a moat retentive subsoil, no improvement can be 

x to| greater than a system of drainage which shall effect a 

complete and uniform dryness. 
frequent or thorough-drain system y 

Mr. Smith, of Deanston, are already to be seen on 

several farms in Orkney. In every case, the drained 

lands are producing double, and in many, quadruple 

their former crops, and this at the same expence o 
seed and labour, and often at less expence of manure : 

for it is a fact, that the subsoil, brought to the surface 

| by these frequent drains, being carefully spread over it, 

has turned out far more valuable in producing a crop, 

than the heaps of far-carried divots and sour surface 
parings, which were formerly applied. If the pro- 

prietors and small farmers would give constant and 

The effects of the 
b; 

f clover in summer, 

meeting of this Society after a lecture on Agricultural 
Chemistry by Mr. White, of York, a discussion took 
place among the members, and from long observation 

well directed employment to the young men, whom they 
must feed and lodge during the winter months, in well 
lanned and well executed draining, not only would 

they find the produce of their lands greatly increased, 
but the appearance and climate of their native county 
would be vastly improved, and the young men them- 
selves would find a source of cheerfulness and content- 
ment, and have their whole energies roused into pleas- 
ing activity from seeing the profitable results of their 
daily and stated to 

Farm emoranda. 
WHITFIELD Farm, WOTTON, GLOUCESTERSHIRE. 

have subjoined a plan, on a scale of ;3;, of the buildings 
on this farm. The arrow points north. The following 
are the references :— 

La The Threshing Barn. The Straw Barn 

e room in which roots, &c. are n up, to be carried 

along the gangway at the head of 
dh "The s tables, and at the side of 

The feeding stalls for cattle. 
re Is the granary. It, as well as 1 and 2, are 3-storied 

buildings. No. 6 and 1 are EEA OY in aeotions and 
partly in elevation, by tiie sido of the plan. 

T. Is a shed along the side of t attle-ya: Tt 
divided into 15 boxes for cattle, d um yard for EY ire SUNY 
to have been divided mty small gon rts Sony ed cattle is now 

sented in the Se has been 1 j 

of thè iren The space Sedes the ese med is divided into 
gis 0 pens, in each of whieh about a dozen SEsep. es dept. 

i e car E 
hed in which "e Eng BOUE es in Ae 

are placed for the cattle and shee; 

13. Steaming apparatus. The apartment between this and 

No. 12 is fitted up with boxes for Un DOLUS, six or eight 
in each pen. 

14. Contains tho steam -engine and boiler, with a drying-room 
over head. 

15, 16, and 20 are tanks. 
the i or the stable. 

Tu us cottage of the foreman. s the weigh engin 

97 5 a liquid manure pump pea with the yard s 
and with Gs feeding stalls. 

iud 

The two former for the yards, and 

and experience it appeared that it was most proper to 
apply solid manure to the land when fresh ; that Swede 
Turnips required a richer manure than white Turnips ; 
and that it was most essential that liquid manure, be- 
fore its application, should be decomposed and the am- 
monia fixed either hy sulphuric acid or gypsum.—T. 
Dixon, Esq., of Darlington, the secretary of the club, 
drew the attention of the meeting to a striking instance es 

of the benefits resulting from the application of liquid 

manure. In June, last year, he happened to be on the 

estate of Sir Samuel Crompton, of Wood End, near 

Thirsk, on the Manor House Farm, when the workmen 

were cutting a second crop of Grass on a portion of 
sward land. The crop -was exceedingly luxuriant, and 

being somewhat surprised at the circumstance, he in- 
quired the cause, when lie was informed that once or 
twice in the season liquid manure was applied, com- 
mencing early in the spring. This, therefore, was a 
strong proof, in his opinion, of the beneficial results to 
be expected from the application of liquid manure, and 
which, he had no doubt, would lead farmers to pay 
more attention to the subject. 
Ia, ORKNEY : Annual Report.—[We are happy to make 
the following extracts from a very favourable report 
of the progress of agricultural enterprise in this far 
distant part of the country. ]— The paralysis which 
came over agricultural enterprise in Orkney about the 
year 1830,and continued until the commencement of 
the present Society, was occasioned by the almost total 
loss of revenue from kelp, long the staple commodity 
ot the county, and increased by the very low prices of 
grain and live stock, causing a decline of profits and 
continued exhaustion of means, which made the land- 
lords as well as the tenantry unwontedly sensitive to the 

pressure of every demand, and fearful of increasing 
burdens already too large, by outlay in farming im- 
provements. In the slow but steadily progressive 

= 

= 
amprovement of the skill industry and daring of our 
fishing population, the greater facility of intercourse 

eee with the south by steam and otherwise, and the conse- 
quent opening of new markets for our produce, but, | 
above all, in the capital which many landlords are now | 
supplying to their tenants at a fair rate of interest, for | 
the improvement of their farms, the Society must see 
the dawning reaction, which already, it may be trusted, 
after so protracted a depression, sheds the light of 

There are many good points about these buildings, 
and one or two which, in my opinion, are far from 
praiseworthy. In illustration of the former, observe the 
connection of the parts ; it is on this that the economy 
of the labour carried on within the buildings depends. 

improved prosperity on this remote and long neglected 
county. That landlords and tenants may not ‘be dis- 
appointed of a fair return from their outlay in money 
and labour, the committee hope to be excused for press- 
ing upon the attention of both the absolute necessity of 
clearing the way, so far as the power is theirs, from all 
the en neumbrances and obstruetions to improvement, 
with which the old and barbarous usages of the islands 
may have covered it ;'and with this view, they would 
suggest the division and laying in severalty by straight 
lines of march of all commons and runridge or rundale | 
farms, the total extinetion of the present breed of wild | 
sheep, the enforeement of winter herding, the putting | 
down of promiscuous pasturage, and the determined | 
prevention of that most destructive and useless practice, | 
so prevalent in Orkney, of paring the surface of the 
common or pasture lands for removal to the arable| 

The stack- -yard lies to the west (observe the arrow) of 
the barn. It is a double row of ricks with a raised 
road between them, on which a moveable tram-road is 
laid. The unthrashed grain is brought to the barn by 
this railroad, and the straw after passing through- the 
machine is delivered into the straw barn. Thence it is 

carried with but little labour to the stables, feeding- 
stalls, and yards. The roots, Swedes, Turnips, Carrots, 
&e,, are piled on land to the east of the cart-shed 
(No. 10.) A store of them is kept in the shed (No. 12), 

| and they are there cleaned and wheeled into the apart- 
ment No. 3, where the cutters are situated; they are 
| there eut, and thence carried with little labour along 
| the stable gangway, as well as along that by the side of 
| the cattle stalls, and from that the cattle are fed; and at 
the same time (throug! h holes in the wall, between 5 and 

8); soare the sheep in the pens under the shed in the 

adjoining yard. The sties for sows, porkers, and bacon 
hogs are all situated near the steaming house; the 

cartsheds near the stables, the granary by! the thrashing 

barn. In addition to what is exhibited on the plan 

there have been erected, at a cost in labour of not more 
than 5s. a head, boxes about 9 feet by 10 for 18 cattle. 
These are situated along the side of the road west of 

the foreman's house (No. 17), and they are near the 
green-food shed (No. 12.) But there are faults to be 
found in these buildings, though not perhaps in the 
arrangement of them. One fault is the existence of the 
large yard No. 15, 150 by 80 feetin extent. The shed 
along one side (No. 7), is now converted into cattle- 
boxes, so that this extensive, and I may add expensive, 
yard is now nearly useless. Where court feeding is 
adopted, that modification of it which involves the "use 
of hamels or small yards for only two beasts in each, 
is decidedly preferable to any other. These small yards 
can all be placed in the proper aspect, an advantage 

which cannot be secured in the case of a large court, 

shedded all round. In describing the buildings at 

| Whitfield I would mention the thrashing machinery, only 
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this is a subject sufficient for another article ; but I 
must just say that the corn is thrashed, the straw is de- 
livered into the barn, or, if necessary, cut into chaff ; the 
chaff is delivered into the chaff-house, and the grain 
cleaned is delivered into sacks, all by machinery, driven 
by a 6-horse power steam-engine. Great expense was 
ineurred in the erection of this machinery, and many 
alterations made before it acted successfully, as it now 
does. The Whitfield buildings well deserve the inspec- 
tion of any who may be about to erect farmeries ; they 
will instruct in many cases, by offering an example 
worthy of imitation, as well as in some by exhibiting 
faults to be avoided.— M. S 

3iebíttus. 
The Plough: a Journal of Agriculture and Rural 
Afra No. Longman, Brown, Green, and 

Vo. 1 of a new monthly Agricultural periodical. It 
contains some very excellent papers on the Practice 
and Principles of good Farming. The first number of 
a new publication is rarely distinguished by much 
variety, but the absence of it in the case of “The 
Plough, No. 1,” is, to a great extent, compensated by 
the practical usefulness ‘of the two papers, the one 
entitled “ Aratorium ; or Cultivation of Lands ;? and 
the other “On the Philosophy of Agriculture,” which 
occupy the greater number of its pages. 

The Farmer's Almanack for 1846. By C.W. John- 
son, Esq., F.R.S., and W. Shaw, Esq. J. Ridgway. 
HE distinguishing ch teristies of a good farmer's 

almanack should, we imagine, be a calendar of the opera- 
tions which, during the several seasons of the year, come 
under his superintendence ; a perfect list of all fairs 
and markets; anda full and weil illustrated sheet of 
agricultural advertisements. These features are all 
thoroughly well developed, in the almanack before us. 
The monthly calendar is well written and instructive, 
as indeed it ought to be, after the course of improve- 
ment which, under able editorship, it has und 
during the past five or six years. And it is accom- 
panied by a great variety of useful selections from, and 
references to our standard works on farming. The ad- 
vertising sheet is as instructive as usual ; and in addi- 
tion to the illustrations it affords of the present state of 
agricultural mechanics, as well as of farm enterprise in 
other departments, it contains on some of its pages, 
among other useful articles, an essay on the condition 
of the labouring classes. Now, one point to which this 
subject should direct our attention, doubtless, is the 
necessity of increasing the number and improving the 
Charaeter of cottages for agricultural. labourers ; and 
on an adjoining page we find a paragraph by Mr. Miles, 
of St. James's-square, architect, explanatory of the 
Construction of a cottage of his devising ; the drawing 
and plan of which, by Mr. Shaw’s kindness, we are 
enabled to transfer to our columns, , 

We by no means wish to be understood as approving 
9f the above plan in all its details. For extent and ac- 
“ommodation (for one family), and we imagine costli- 
Ress, it represents too high a standard of excellence for 
eneral imitation by those who are engaged in the really 
benevolent work of building for their labourers. We 
*Xtraet the following passage from Mr. Miles's explana. 

tion. Tand J ar e, the one a living room and the other 
a bed-room, each 18 feet by 14. 

* In the poor man’s dwelling, the labourer's cottage, 
one fire can only generally be afforded : it is, therefore, 
a subject worthy of every attention to make this fire as 
extensively useful as possible. Some improvements 
lately patented by Mr. Sylvester in grates and fire- 
places appear to give adaptations peculiarly fitted to 
Small dwellings. With a very moderate expenditure of 
fuel the living aparttent would be provided witha fund 
of hot water, a good oven, a cheerful open fire, and a 
warm hearth. Besides these advantages this fire-place 
would also furnish, at pleasure, warmth consistent with 
preserving dryness in all the rooms, not however doing 
away with the necessity of fires in the other rooms, when 
these may be actually occupied. The ventilation of all 
the rooms is secured by the chimney, and a free 
admission of fresh air, the chimney shaft being so con- 
structed as to render the benefit of a change of air or 
ventilation in every room at the same time. H, 10 
by 7, may be used as a bed-room; G, the pantry, 
7 by 8; F, the scullery, with a back door and a way 
to the fuel store, marked E; D is for the poultry ; 
there are two rooms on the first floor over I and J, 
which are approached by a staircase from the kitchen. 
A drain from the scullery through the vegetable garden 
C) to the covered manure tank (B), with a pump, 

together with the pigs, &c. (A), are a short distance be- 
hind the dwelling. An under-ground tank to collect the 
rain-water from the roof should be made in a convenient 
situation, It is intended. to build the walls hollow with 
blocks of moulded conerete, wherever good stone or 
brick are not to be obtained ata reasonable cost. An 
entirely new construction is proposed for the roof, 
which shall be fire-proof, nearly flat, and a sufficiently 
bad conductor of heat, &e. ; withal the expense not to 
exceed that of a common roof. The floors may be of the 
same material, thus to render the structure fire-proof.’’ 

Miscellaneous. 

made with guano and stable manure, on a crop o 
Swedes, at the late dinner of the Agricultural Society, 
by Mr. Nicholas Le Beir, Secretary of the Guernsey 
Royal Agricultural Society, I could not but be surprised 
at the result in favour of guano, and which I calculate 
as follows :— 

STABLE MANURE. £. s. 15 tons, at 4s. each ...... see per English acre 3 0 0 
Cartage of manure, at 1s. per ton .. 55 015 0 
Labour of spreading manure, 3 men's day's work, at 50 

at ls. 8d. each ... 

d. 

a 

GUANO. 
150 Ibs. of guano, at 10s. per ewt .. 
Cartage, and labour of spreading. ... 

e of crop in favour o: 
rede Turnips, at 15s. per $4 11 6 

To which add the difference 
guano, say 6 tons 2 ew 
ton ... 

Total amount in favour of guano.. £7 15 6 

per English acre, or 3/. 2s. per vergée, one-third more 
than the yearly rental of the land. Surely, with such 
a golden return, our farmers can no longer be blind to 
the value and almost miraculous fertilizing qualities of 
guano.—An Agriculturist, in the Guernsey Star. 

Sir J. M. Tylden’s Experiments with Superphosphate 
of Lime.—You will oblige me by ing a triflin 

with guano and wood ashes spotty and very unequal, 
The result of my various experiments leads me to the 
conclusion that, on fresh land, 4 ewt. to the acre of 
super-phosphate of lime is as good and efficient a mi- 
nure as can be, and on land on which Turnips make a 
regular part of the rotation, I would recommend 3 cwt. 
with dung, and 2 cwt with guano; and, as far as I can 
judge, the Turnips grown with guano and super-phos- 
phate of lime are decidedly better than with dung and 
super-phosphate of lime. The guano sown broad-cast 
and ploughed in, the super-sulphate of lime drilled in 
with the seed. Guano, Peruvian, 3 ewt. to the acre. 
This excellent manure can be had by applying to Mr. 
Wilson, Lawes’s Manufactory, Deptford Creek, or to 
Mr. Gordelier, chemist, Sittingbourne.—J. M. TYLDEN, 
Milsted, 7th Nov. [To the Editor of the Maidstone 
Gazette.] 

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS. 
JANUARY. 

2.—The long floodings which, with intervals of four 
Ws, are advisable during winter, should be’ gradually 

shortened in the latter end of this month, and during the next. During November, December,-and January, a water-meadow 
may be flooded from 15 to 20 days at a time, and it should then. 
be suffered to lie dry for nearly a week, and th the draining during that time the bett 

Irrigation 

inuary 
days is a long enough floodir 

y shoul 
antime, as an illustration of their value, 
statement, by Mr. Stephens, of the pro- 

at South Cerney, in Gloucestershire:—The 
Grass was saved till the 2d day of April, and was then let at 
lid. a week per sheep, 3s. 6d. per cow, and 4s, for a colt.—The whole produce thus obtaine 35 
per acre. besides this, 15 tons of hay were made off it 

The following, again, is a statement of 
the annual debtor and creditor account, per acre, of a meadow 
in this neighbourhood, that has been presented to us by its. 
proprietor. 

Guano v. Manure.—On reading the report of a trial 
f 

Dr. Cash. £ s.d. Contra Cr. £s d. 
To 35 cwt. of hay,at 60s. y rental, including 5 
per ton... ee v2 55 percent.on expense of 

Value of spring and au- formation .. 44259 
tumn keep .. ++ 200 By annual expense of 

irrigation — .. 0150 
£750 Harvest work .. + 0150 

rofi! m +» 3100 

£7 50 
Management of Fences.—No better days than the fine, dry, mild 

weather we experienc uring the first weeks of this month, 
The ground to be occu- 

pied by the fence should have been previously well cultivated or 

E R 2 on g& Ei 2 B [^ g& 
13 4 a B E 5 2 i © È E $ E 

five or six inches from the roots. It i unnecessary, ind, in- 
i e any'space between the bank an 

the fence has a better chance of growing free 
i e of a conti- 

The pre- 
hose operations in which consist 

edge of the ditch ; E s from weeds when it simply starts from the fac 

Notices to Correspondents. 
AGRICULTURAL Sraristrcs—P—Spackman’s “ Statistics," Our 

copy is not at hand, or we would extract for you the informa- tion you require. We shall do so shortly. We imagine our 
i within the last 10 years has in a small degree g error, either of mine or the reporters, in what I said 

relative to the use of super-phosphate of lime, at the 
Sittingbourne Agricultural Society. I am reported to 
have said that I used super-phosphate of lime with 
wood ashes. It should have been “guano with wood 
ashes.” I am anxious that my statement should go 
forth correct, because I should regret that anything 
should appear to the prejudice of super-phosphate of 
lime, which, I do not hesitate to say, is the best manure 
I have met with to force a Turnip crop out of the way 
of the fly, and, generally, to produce a good crop at the 
least expense. Should it not be trespassing too much 
on your space and time, perhaps you will allow me 
shortly to state my experience in the use of this manure. 
Last year I used 4 ewt. to the acre, drilled in with the 
seed, at the cost, all expenses paid, of 30s. The erop 
was as good (of white Turnips) as I ever saw in Norfolk 
or Suffolk. The ground had been an old ley, threé 
years broken up. This had some effect, of course, but 
to show the use of the super-phosphate of lime, a part 
was left without any, and here the Turnips were scarcely 
larger than peg-tops. I also put on the same field 
guano, costing 48s. per acre. The Turnips here were 
good, but never so good as those grown with super- 
phosphate of lime. ‘The whole were put in on the 8th 
of July ; the super-phosphate fit to hoe on the 27th, the 
guano on the 3d of August. The guano was sown 
broad-cast and ploughed in, shallow, before drilling the 
seed. This year I have tried super-phosphate of lime 
with dung and with guano—for both Swede and white 
Turnips, and the result is equally satisfactory. For 
Swedes I used 2 ewt. to the acre, with 40 loads of good 
farmyard dung, leaving some rows without any super- 
phosphate of lime, The diff is quite extraord 
nary, and, but for this manure, I should have had a very 
bad crop of Swedes. I put 3 cwt. of Peruvian guano 
and 2 ewt. of super-phosphate of lime to the acre, for 
white Turnips ; but not having enough of the super- 
phosphate, I used some wood ashes (30 bushels to the 
acre) with the guano. hose Turnips grown with 
guano and super-phosphate of lime are very good, bu 

outstripped the increasing demands of our population. 
‘ooKs— T.P N—“ Agricultural Geology," ** Morton on Soils,” y generally," ** Trimmer's Geology.” —A Sub- ** On Geolo, 
scriber—Ourwen's “ Economy of Feeding Stock,” and .other 
** Hints on Agricultural Subjects," was published in 1809, by 

will find much J. Johnson, St. Paul’s-churchyard. 

e is genera! e 
should fear letting water from a lead mine on our pastures. 
Irrigation might be more generally and profitably adopted 
than it is. We know of no work on the cultivation of Gorse ; 
ut you may refer to pp. 75, 90, 139, 188, 203, Agricultural 

Gazette, 1844—for information. : 
Casr-InoN SHAares—Inquirer—We do not know their cost ; pro, 

bably 13d. to 2d. per Ib. 
hs Acones Subsoriber—Rent and taxes say £40 0 0 

st o. 100 0 Q Draining, if that be needed, will cost... 
Expence of cultivation one year (we will suppose 

by the spade) 20 acres, at, say 4l. per acre i, 0 0 0 
Stock to consume during winter, 10 acres of 

green produce, say EM EE s 
O E E rli ey soe SURE EN 

00 0 0 £4 
This is as much as you will require; but the farm may 
notrequire draining, and then you will not incur that ex- 
pence, and you may resolve to sell the produce and buy 
manure every year, and cost of stock must then be deducted, 
and both of these together will reduce the sum by 2601. or to 1401. To this, however, as well as to the 4007. in the other 
case, you must add the payments due to the out-going tenant. 
These may be from Il. to : 

Farm Burtpixes—Znquirer— We should not like to erect build. 
e, except with a lease of at 
tenant-at-will on 

irer—If an acre of meadow produces a ton of 
hay by the end of June; had it not been mown, what would 
have been the value of the beef or mutton? Has any one 
any facts to state illustrative of this point? .The Grass 
would doubtless have been more valuable than the hay. 
InntGATION— Constant Reader—You should let your liquid ma- 

nure run into the stream, provided all the water is turned on 
your meadows ; but if much of it runs down the valley, with. 
out irrigating the meadows, you had better keep the manure 
back and cart it. 
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Leases, &¢c.—a Looker0n— Will you kindly excuse our apparent 

inattention. We have not yet been able to find room for re- 

marks upon your argument : ui shall be very glad to hear 

farther from you on 1 this subje: 
Yaivrp-MANURE TANK— W— "Three LOO. Es two cows will void 

about 8 or 9 gallons of urine dai r tank intended to 

hold the accumulation of three months ? 7 T hen, if circular, it 

wem be about 6 feet in di: e er 

angular, 6 fect long, 5 5 feet wide, and 5 feet deep. It may be 
Driek built, brick ron gs well cemented. 

covered by dence suppor! m gos s, and the: 

a punip may be aetod, p pipes reaching to within 
foot of the bottom. ank will suffice; and you may use 

de ee either in ae or apply it by means of a wate: 

art. 
Maxvnes Far Grass 

phate ae ammonia (essence of soot), 1 

broadeast in wet weather first week in Spel 

eee ae on one third, sul- 
te per aere; spread 

third, ai at the same time, sow pay sted s wt. 
crushed ware dissolved in T Wc ayette Ted, “ane d 

with old ti mi hes. And o tat third, sow broadcast 
e of Peruvian SA 

To Readers—One interested in the culture 

and applica ation of mustard- seed, E recently used Or shee 
feeding, will feel much obliged t ntleman: under 

hose diuoe vatron mis may f fall who has had any experience 
in the said cultivation, if he Md eur to be com- 
munieated with by letter on e subject, by ** 
pi name and address WHl. De left with the Editor roe the 
Agricultural G 

Par sm QuxmES G—We are unable to answer legal ques- 

Brrap—Devon. We are informed that the prac- 
to license confectioners and bakers, each to have ex- 

sive right in his own district. Licenses have „thus been 
already granted in upwards of 420 towns and s in t 

Tf you have any baker in the neighbourhood you 
i make application to 

S is process of -— 
involves an actual ht of a portion -— the flour. More bi 

ute itin d heaps, eS wait 

for fr ost and dry we: prim &e,, to make it ci ble and fall 
i Don with Tires if your yet be 

suitable under amy c n dry 
wei ather in Pre liurat h over ume is anure 

ril on your arable land. On light lands’ you may 
E P by itself after it = crumbled € 

VING LA P L—Thanks for. ous letter, which 
E Dd next wi 

SHEEP FEED noe t. Huxtable’s calculations are 
Pounded ail Pir ii sup] iie ied by his own experien ce, so that 
we cannot dispute ron but, remember, it is the S 
E one who shed-feeds and carefully attends to his sheép. 

t the same time, his experience es EET subject has unques- 
tionably rarely bee n parallel deed, it it were common 
there would nne been no need to eu 

STRAW AN: ÜnAFF—Jne: wise ience—If n it will keep just as 
Nell ss iiir anos, f hay and half Oat-straw is very 
ide food, dme of course mini better than straw alone, Tur- 

t liable to injury from the bruises received in 
throwing them rough hly up dm heaps. to keep. Turnips rot, 

eit! ugh an ineipien 
apu thes ses wn of their g as during the past season, or 
— of having been exposed. to frost before bias 
harvested, 
I B M ACRINES—R M—We must confess our preference of 

e’s machine in many respects; but we have not suffi 
üt is err ge the subject. to render our opinion 

trustworthy. r best plan is to look to the decisions of 
our tational iis es on this subjeet. Ainslie's was too late 

to compete at cared this year. 

Tons Seup—Delia—We have never grown Mangold Wurzel 
and Car ot seed (siste but th; 

The gracie of nurserymen in this particular may be safely 
copied. We ke urdles 

part, pile them. ul and ves them over. We back 
arts and tilt them up, a w up the carts in a very nd throw 

7; Ponen e had any aiman and dri annually 
00 t« 

ro 
down Proh: 100 to ns for some years. 

Seer not last ater than May, but if taken ees 
tu ned occasio! 

Mr. 

ers and 
they will doubtless keep till June or 

ul; ardet eet. ing is perfectly com- 
patie with the health and clsüniinéss of the animals, See 

r Calendar last Er 

Toes Ac Grass—F H S—Mr. Lawson, of Edinburgh, has had 
some Soine in this Bop See the report of the High- 

ds ps Meeting in our 
AT Cox NE Constant Reader If your Swede erop was 

ü are Spon y of a good grain crop succeeding it, 
een carı ried o. 

D Provommwo BE D 

Lj 

ONE BEFORE FROST, INSTEAD OF 

ie two, and y: 
whi a ne oane s hes been ado Sien to o be in greatly the 

Doubtless because the air, frost, and other 
nfluencing the condition of ploughed iand, are toge- 

more e! tect al than the frost alone, Witch acts. upon that 
ich is unploughed. Frost, una: assisted (though in circum- 

ances under Sci it penetrates farther), is not so influen- 
tial for good as when a: sisted by the other agents alluded to, 
ug h under circumstances where it cannot penetr rate so far 
* Communications reaching town after Wednesday, cannot Ds 
dere the same week 

SParkets. 
SMITHFIELD, Monpar, Jan, 19.—Per stone of 8 lbs. 

Best Scots, Herotords, do. 4s 21040 4| Best Downe’ Halfbrede 4s10 to 5s 2 
eet Sho rt Horn P 4 0| Bost Long-wools 410 

Se. ali Beasts 73 5 3 Ewes and second quality i 941 
8 4 

hing is re 
ES quotations 

in consequence, notwithstand 
prices aro no Worse, but 
"Ualvesare dear. Pork 

ne w 

um Fus the best Short-ho 
as 4d. = "e Supply of Sheep is short, bat quite adequate go vel demand; the nwns make shout 5s, e 

Vy, the weather being so much aga 
Beasts, 703; Sheep, 3240; Calves, 110; b a 250 

OVENT GARDEN, The market has been well 
saptea Wt aen AEN during the past week, and prices 
have varied but little ; trade, as may be expected, is far from 
eing brisk, Pine- are good, and sufficient for the de- 

mand. Hothouse Grapes continue to be scarce : foreign sorts 
re good in quality, and sufficient for the demand. Good spo. 

cimens of dessert Apples and Pears are e, especially of 
thelatter, Oranges are plentiful, and Nuts ot Tut qm 
are sufficient ee o meet the demand ; prices fi em are Pu 

Little alteration has taken DNO in the 
vegetables, Asparagus is rather more Ron meme 
ance e good Maske may be obtained at st week's prices. 
The suppl; roccoli, Brussels Sprouts, Vicio egre 

is Para White Broccoli from Cornwall is plentiful, 
and fetches from. Is. 4s. r dozen hea French do: ns 
have not altered in price since last week, mor has Rh 
which is vai week becoming more abun ele ae is ex- 
cellent in quality, and Potatoes are also, Hs d ally speaking, of 
better qua xu. than they have hitherto been ; in regard to price, 
they are much the same = : hey were last week, the KEE best 
amples still fetching 8L. Chicory continues to be sup- 
lied, but there is as Bs et jus demand for it. Lettuces and 
other Salading are good and Ps Cut Flowers chief 
consist of "Buphorbis, Heaths E 
p S, A 
Ac: xem (seg m eh Daphnes, (E flowers, Ciner: ar 
denias, and Roses, 

FRUITS 
Pine Apple, perlb., 4 Leons, ver dozen, 1e to 3s 
Grapoy, Hothouse, Heri, TT er 100, 6s to 162 
— Spanish, per lb., 9a to 1s per peek, 6s 

Por gal, P. dd Is to 98 6d per Tib., 9s 6d t. 
Tote, d ie i "00r US pais 

s 6d ny 503 t 
farcelona, 

Braz zil, Ten per 100, as 
c Devite par ̂00, 2 3s to 16s 

per dozen, 2s to 2s 6d 
hy 

uem ete te es 
Pears, per h£-sv., ds to 10s 

VEGETABLES. 
Cabbages, per doz., Gatos 62 Celery, ; ge beu) Ga tole 6d 

red, per doz., 2s to 8s Cardoons 
ise Sprouls, p. iar. ls to 28 pe en ese r Ba 

doz., 6d to 1 onera, per bundle, ls to 1s 3d Seo 
p Brown, per bis; 6d to ls 6d Salat, do., 1s to 18 a 

— "White, isto Oni 
Greens, per doz. bi heed 28 to 3s Gd ling, per ei E to 3« 

04r Brench Beana, per 100, Sito ae nish, per dor, ds 
Sorrel, e, 9d to 1s Bisnis per lb., 6d to 8d 
Potatoes, peri; P. to 1608 Endi ives ger score, 6d to 1) to 9s Lettuce, per score, Cab, a 

Ki 
Turnips, per x dozele to 2 
Red Beet, per doz., €d to 1a 6d 
Carrots, per doz. behs 

Spinac Parragon,.per bunch 
Boeles a dis. Pusch, ud Mint, green, per dunchy LIII 
Garlic, per lb., 64 to 8d Marjoram, per bunci 

Chervil, per punnet, En "ol to Bd 

HAY.—Per Load of ied Saati 
IT| 

vues 
Su 

Prime Mead.Hay 80s to 92s Rene 
Infr.New& Rowen 65 75 1 34 

RN CooPRR, shennan: 
hye ed MARKET, Jan. 22. 

Prime Mead. Hay 90sto 95»|Old Clover 110s to 116s 
Interior . 70 Inferior do. 98 — 105 
New Hay E tew C. 

Straw 83s to 868 

Josnua Baxzn, Hay Salesman, 
WH oad en Jan, 23, 

Fine Old Hay -  90st0-100s | Old Clov s to 
Inferior Hay ` * wy Clover 105 112 | Straw 288 to 24s 
New Hav 78 s rs b RO 

TOP: TuisEY. EE: 23. 
The demand for gond Hops still continues, and i: ix generally believed 

that when the Premier’s plans are made known they wil) greatly Baslar the 
Hop markét, arraNDEN A Saren, Hop. Fa 

\RK-L LANE, PDAS. Jan. 19, 
The supply o RA Wheat by land e: samples was 

MAU this morning, and the donon. puo worse than hereto- 
fore ; the new co ud. not be sold excepting at a decline of 2s. 
pars Quarter, and for old as well as free Foreign rather 

ney was accepted where sales were effected. There was 
aoa inquiry nded, a cargo of RTA afloat is 
reported as sold at 503., and a little fine Dant: changed 
hands. Barley, except the very best Malting, mast be noted 

. per Quarter lower. Beans and Peas of all kinds are 1s, and. 
ver Quarter cheaper. In the Ase Trade th Seite is very little 

doing, met e prices are mainta: 
PER IMPERIAL quince. a. 8. 

Wheat, [s Kent, and Suffolk . . White 58 66 
6: 

b 5. 
Red . 50 62 

hite 
W 5 

orfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire > . 50 W 69 63 
Barley, Maling and distil ing ale toads Chevalier 33 88 Grind. 97 30 
= Lincolnshire and Yorkshire .' . Polands 92 94 Peed 22 24 

Nor DOREM E Sooteh « >. Feed 93 96 Potato 24 98 
vats . + Feed 22 96 Porto 24 28 

Male, gale, ship le ue dosi ie i E60; 
ford and eae . TE SE 

HB NU. 
Bons Mazagan, old and new 98 to 40 Tick 30 42 — Harrow 32 44 

gs n, Betis oland . 2510 46 Winds 40 48 kongua sa 95 
Pens, Whi + BB to 42 eae 90 88 Grey , 28 32 

FRIDAY, Jan. 
Neither the Queen's speech nor us "proceedings in Parlia. 

ment yesterday have relieved in any degree hie: onions SIUE 
has so long led in the Corn trade; to-day ther 

re cely any busi iness doing in either eld) and the value of 
each remains nominally as quoted on Monday. During the 
week a, few transactions have taken place in Polish Odessa 

t 48s. freight and insurance included, sad 
t 45s. ona; t o-day the high pretensions of holde: 

geniy prevented sales, and few consequently resulted, 

W. 3 » | Beans. 
Dec. 18 per Quarter.| 59: dci s 9d| 94: Gd) 26s 84| 40: 8d 

roh 180 sa ee ues egi SPADE 7| 38 4| 84 5| 29 6 
m > .| æ 4| 82 6| 23 0|-8: 8| 38 3.| 39 10 -— 03. . «| 1] an] se 2| s8 | 87 9| a9 1 

Jan, Jo œo . «| 5 8| 8110| 231 9| 2811| 36 8 | 3811 
iy se . 2 | 66 2] 20111| 99 8 88 9| 39 3 

6 weeks’ Aggreg. Aver. | 56 8| 32 3| 2210| 34 4| £8 4| 40 6 

on Foreign Grain! 16 0! 6 ^! 6 n! gel «4 & 

Ce ATOES.—SoUTHWARE, WE Jan.1 
nvas during the pas 

diee dMigot former arrivals, have been mi 

Diagram showing the fluctuations in the price of Corn onthe average of the 
e supply of Mutton continues short, qur ending Seer: ina suom 

eather is very wet and mild. | — Pyros anms | JanB | JaN. O | Jas. rather Sr ie inpr ved on the best qualities, Good | ——— = | | umm 
59s 4d i 

aughtering, we have avery | 68 6 + alth ms the supply is not large, we | — : ra T making a clearance. 4s 4d is an extreme price for | 57 11 i: ; Second quality, m iod to |  — 
56 8 

Ene Ew + 4a to 4s 4d. | — 2 
alf makes neatly bstdpiPosk | 55 4 

- 8 

-2 
Smithfield, Lm * 

EEDS, Jan, 
st week have nov been large, bus added to per qr 4á4sto 505; LnseedGnken Forelgn ptm 9 Sito 98 

ore than sufficient for the present | Carraway - per cwi Mustard, White 
sre still gutted with Vegetables, Een Clo over, Red, English - 'Su ee eine » em Potatoes principally b; — Foreign m = e market sale have got th = White, Bnglish = Rapeseed, English ast Li E 

Several samples hav "x gm = = Rape Cakes - 
Qorlander - - - 10 16 Saintfoi: 

tom; Booth h Reds, 60s tooa parten? Weriey Bites, 70s to 08 per. ron tiene of ia the highest prices 
y be considered nominal al, 

n 
86 | Tares, ES winter » bush. — Hempseed 

. perar 48 48 reign ~ < a did i 
— Balt! 18 23 

= Cakes, Eng. per 1000.117 Sa Turnip (too vagal for iN 

FLOWER-POTS AND GARDEN SEATS. 
OHN: MORTLOCK, 250, Oxford.street, respectfully 
announces that he has a very Here assortment of the 

rote pos in various colours, and s rly 
By description of useful p INA, 

b AR THEN “ARE at the Porn possible price, 
near Hyde-park. Oxford-s: 

del —CORNER OF HALF-MOON- 
THOMAS GIBBS and 

1 Appointment) the SEET 
«nof XD PC TUR. p PA 

Beg to remind the Members 
in general, that their only Goa in House and 5 
houseis tthe Corne vc eser STREET, PICCADILLY 

NDON, as for the last Fitt 
Priced Lists of Agr Mats (Becas: are alw. ays ready, and may 

be had on app 

T GLASS, of good a MD 
Horticultural and. general mae To be 

P. VEU. 28, Castl treet, F 
Ready Money only. 

H ORT 1CU CUT PIDE BAL A L GLASS.—NET CASH 

In Squares tope 5 inches Dx T VAST » + Id. per foot. 
Ditto, 5 in. bus 3 in., and under 6 in. by is in. 2d. ef 

in., and under 9 in. i Tin. 
Large Sides up to 40 inches, long and qui 

» 
flat. 

» ” » 

per ft. 
0-1- pl ofaninch thick, or averaging li vs to the foot, 41d. 
1—L T e 9. 2 D 5 » » » 

» E m m 2 OF» 
he ost are Nos. 1 and 2 bm 

the most proportionate sizes are 18 inches by 6 inches, 28i in. 
y 7 in., or 38 in. 
ROBERT DALL & CÓ. , GLAss MEncHANTS, Hull, beg to call 

the attention of Noblemen and Gentlemen to the above prices 
for Glass suitable for Hor! tieultural purposes; and as they are 

geously situated for inus there bün a dail 
steam communication ha ween the port of 
tinental Markets, and, addition to this, 
rangements with puse English Manufaet 
supply, they ore enabled to offer every ad 
chaser, and also to insure ii prompt aU ds oa MUS 
with which Khey may be favouréd. 

N.B. Cucumber and Striking Glasses supplied, 

ORTICULTURAL GLASS OF BRITISH 
ap E Ee atJ. Mie: Ju 

Warehouse, 12, Pani AG Hay: 
arrangements with a y à Ma winches ey 
to offer the above article in PA qui 
ing terms, in Squares not exceeding 40 E 

. 0—(equal to F Veg Sheet: a per Bi 
veniemasind from 16 E a OZ. to the foot pues 

21 

, having made ar. 
" sH n 9 zegular 

the follow- 

» 
32 Ie 

a Wi OEY ju, having hon feel sears with Mr. Drake, e 
Ji nd 315, O iri ad at the time of thi 

ES of EUREN ME pes devoted himself t 
ins Horticultural Glazing Department, begs to call the atten- 
on of Horticulturists generally to the above prices for Glass, 

whieh, dh they undertake to glaze inamy part of the United 
Kingd 
Mv vaso beg to recent for Pits and Garden Lights 

small size squares, which they offer at the following low vaoa 
paburgam in a 100 feet eee e dE to SAN 

T y3 d. per oot, 
? in by 3a iu i 

. by 4 tal n. by 
Lw. à Go. solieit iens et their sto at of Stained Ly sn 

Ornamental Glass at their Warehouse, as above.—12, street, Haymarket. 

PrOREIGN AND BRITISH SHEET AND COs 
GLASS, ie _Hothouses, Garden and other pur 

R. C. having again reduced the prices-for : crown aquaree 
a EUR of the present photons with his former 

6 i. id d 

per gross. os 
6in.by4 .. Os. Sby5.. 
Tin. by 44 .. 95. 8by6.. 14s. by 8... 26s. 
R. C. will An fur ture receive weekly consignments of STOUT 

FOREIGN SHEET GLASS, of which he purp keeping 
such a stock as will enable him to execute all orders as soon 
as received. 
PROPAGATING, BEE, CUCUMBER, and GRAPE GLA 

of every Seat dane cheaper than at any other house.— 
New Lists, app! t. guru Mei Head, and Colour Works, 
48, Leicester- Baie: Londo 

TO FLORISTS, HORTICULTURISTS, &c. 
ELGIAN GLASS. —Every description of Belgian 
Glass, for Horticultural or other purposés, may be ob- 

tained at ‘the lowest prices at the Belgian Glass De epot, 15, 
Southampton-street, Strand, res E also een an exten- 
sive assortment 0! Propaga ating ov striking and rearing 
Plants. "These Glasses are us ed with perfect success by the 
most eminent Florists of Holland and Belgium. 
EDWARDS & PELL, ates Belgian Gl. 
ampton-street, Stran 

I OT WATER APPARATUS.—The attention of 

ra gross. 
9by7 .. 18s. 

ns 

Mess] 
Depot, 15, South- 

Architects, Builders, and others, is POs equested 
to BENJAMIN FOWLER’S superior method of Heating Churches 

Stai BTE , Forcing an 
Warehouses, Kilns, I 

and y variety of WENN. for which 
artifiolal heat is required, W ihi ty lar ). years some 

of TRE v been heated es hi oru ae 
they iege exécuted are ueri 

also their ach or, 
s efficiency. improv ES wrought-i iron polie, MR ra 
quires no brickworks, may be seen in action upon the premises. 

amin Fownen, 63, Dorset-street. Fleet-strcet, 

AE eee SL AND CO., 61, 
London, and 17, New 

and Manufacturers of 

Gracechurch-sweet? 
Park- “treet, Southwark, Inventors 

CONICAL and DOUBLE the mpro CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, pianis solicit the attention of 
scientific Horticulturists to their much ed method appro 

tem to Pineries, Propagating Houses, Sd 
c heat as well as bottom-heat is secure ? 

~ "These Boilers, which Brè 
now so wi 2n ia known, ame require deseri ption but nik 088 
who have not seen them in operation, prospec a for- 
GERI as well as reference of the highest amu y "hey 

n at most e fhe as seats and princip? 
uation throughout the 

S. & Co. beg to inform the Trade that at their Manufactory 
in New Park-street, every article required for the construct} 
of Horticultural Buildings, as well as for heating them, may P? 
obtained upon the most CORE terms, 

Conservatories, &e, 0 n or Wood, erected upon the D: p 
ornamental designs. alaien; Palisading, Field and dario 

GSYO RD AMD d. Fences, Wire Work, &c, de, 
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. diges’, Hac 
ool 
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NURSERY AND FLORIST | Bus ATES, 

O BE DISPOSED OF FOR A TERM, a small 
compaet NURSERY. containing aoe Four Acres, beau- 

tifully situated in one pa the most fashionable watering places 
in Devonshire. The Stock consi of healthy young Ever- 
greens and Flowering Trees and Srbe Fruit Trees, &c. 
There ar about 80 fect in length, stocked 

attached to which are very 
with a Propagating and Counting- 

ames, all in very good condition. 
There is an oh and a neat Cottage on the ground, 
either of which would pe available. The whole of the Stock to 
be taken at ar iion. T he „ground is exceedingly rich, and 
in good, c apply 2s Messrs. 
JAMES V 

OBEL LET, at Lady- 
Newport enel, 50 miles. north of London, consisting of 
acres of fine P asture, and 100 acres Arable, with good 

family house. Rent. ineluding tithe, 5882. per annum. Capital 
0002, The respectabili ity of applicants will be 

ICH QE the proprietor may procure an im- 
E ing tenant, to do e to the land : great encouragement 
will be given to cari i For further parti- 
dri apply to Me: ws. Dav , Land and Estate 
Agents, 3, Fre derick’s Place, Old Tenge rondon 

three Greenhouses 
sraniums, 

heds, together 
Pits m F 

an Grazing Farm, close to 

COLLECTORS AND EXHIB d OF PLANTS. 
Ungu E THE WHOLE OF THE 

E A COLLECTION OF ORCHIDA- 
BU THS, HOTHOUSE AND GREEN- 

S, the property of the late : 
eter, will be Sold by Public Auction, on 
1 "his superb and. un- 

of 200 Orchidaceous 
e 

rivalled Collection comprises upwar 
Plants ; some of them are an immense size. reat variety of. 
choice and rare Hothouse and Greenhouse Plants, and among 
the Heaths UE be eMe some magnificent specimens, Also, 
a quantity of Fr ng and Succession Pines. The whole to be 
viewed the day previ iios er ihe Gale On application to Mr. 
GnuirrIN, the Gardener at Cowley, from whom printed Cata- 
Jogues may be obtained,—Cowley, near Exeter, Jan. 2 

BECK informs the Public that the various Articles 
. A AE ey bim in p 'or Hortieultural pur- 

"poses, may at Worton Cottage, Isleworth, upon 
application es fuese Bains rU n 

no  PLANTERS AND TO NURSERYMEN.— 
Seventeen Acres of GENERAL NURSERY STOCK, now 

ELLING OFF, at reduced prices.—The Stock will be disposed 
SF either altoget ther, with the good-will of the business, or in 

n Acres of suitable LAND for Nursery purposes, 
within half a mile of a Railway n ation, and all within a. 
ving fence. oe A n anda 

of TALL VAN NT ‘AL TREES for planting, 

LIQUID MANURE. __ 
ENGLAND INDEPENDENT OF THE WORLD FOR CORN. 
n ud attention of the Agricultural Interest, at this 

momentous crisis, is requested to the great importance of 
LIQUID MANURE, and the ease with which it may be appro- 
priated by the use of FOWLER'S MPS, made expressly for 
the purpose, either portable or E. Garden, Ship, and Huc 
Pumps nose for Distillers, Brewers, Soap Boilers, and 
Tanners, hee an US liquor. Pumps kept for ze for 
Excavations and Wi ER WOMEN by Hot Water, for 
Horti pn E T 9 EO Due 
The Trade supplied M ant antageous terms, by BENJAMIN 

FOWLER, Engineer, &c., 63, Dorset-street, Fleet-s (t, London, 

G UANO, PERUVIAN AND APRICA AN, warr ranted 
Genuine to Ana 

ures of known value, as a DS maaan) Upper 
Tham 
BRITISH. “GUANO, Ayelet Se to Peruvian, at 9/. per 

ton, Pamp oni s 16 Stamps being forwarded, being 
a vount ehary l for a Agent for DING LE'S HAND 

ED DIBBL 8. 

LPS ASHING Ren S, made Se not 
Dd the S Ss. MARY eae E, m 

of the late } iD NAS $ WE DLAKE, of the origi yt Tron Works, . and 118, Penchure 
‘Lane, City, e d upwards jegs EAN 
to remind AOINE that she GO IES to manufacture 
these excellent Machines, made, and first introduced, by her late husband these 30 years, and now much improved. War- 
rented not to damage the Straw. Ni 

E 

Numerous references to 
parties using the Implement may be ha 

atent li ssing SUMERET also 
eu nting, Machines made on c principles, 

may be seen at 118, t, repo: nem opposite 
3 ye _Hosse-ltake, and DINGLE’S new liand Dib- 

iuch approved of, City Repository for Agri- 
ms al E 118, Fenchurch-street, opposite Mark- lan 

DRAINING TILES AND PIPES. 

Rae: effect is required; also 500,000 fine transplanted 

Any one wishing to purchase the whole Stock and good-will 
of the business (which is of many years standing), may appoint 
a respectable Nurseryman to make a valuation, with another 

on appointed by the owner, For further particulars, an 
for pri printed C Catalogues, applpto RioranD Mindy Newanytian, 

T, 1816. 

(CUCUMBER AND MELON BOXES AND LIGHTS. 
One Hundred 1, 2, and 3-Light Boxes and ede of an 

Sizes ready for immediate use. Warranted best mate 
packed and senti to all parts of the kingdom; S ient Bo 
and Lights from 1. 63, Garden Lights of every description. 

Green and Hot- houses made and fixed in all 
Reference given to the N Nobility, Gentry, 

and the Trade, in most of the counties in E ngland 
James Wars, Hothouse Builder, Claremont- met Old Kent- 

road, Los ndon. 

SMITH AND CO. 

STABLISHED NINE YEA 
E ORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, HOT. WATER 
ESN SR GENERAL GARDEN FURNITURE 

Um UFACT 
GLEBE PLACE, FACING KING'S PARADE, KING'S 

R 
.. FouxzAIs, Visus, Fieunss, We. &c., IN GREAT VARIETY. 

CHELSEA, LONDON, 

H EATING BY WARM WATER —4An improved 
method of HEATING, by the CIRCULATION OF HOT 

WATER, may be seen in operation daily, at J. L. BENHAM & 
SON s Stove Grate Manufactory, 19, Wigmor wd Got; Cavendish- 

: or warming Churches, and other 
town or country. great 

ty of Warm Air ees of Svery i bed "fom 15s, to 
Mr Wigmoro-street, Oav 

ONICAL BÓILERS.— These excellent Boilers, in- 
Mero io PER Roarns, Esq., are made of various sizes 

by Jonny 8 ronmonger, Sevenoaks, They are app! 
ble to all Kinds of apparatus, and are in use at Messr Tod. 

Mess; jr 
Rolls sson’s Pontey’s, Plymouth ; Mr. Henderson’s 

d din the Ilortieultural ociet; Gardens. 

TH, URAT THE LONDON MANURE 
COMPANY, FOR TARES, TURNIPS, WHEAT, &c., at 

Four Guineas per Ton.—The above Manure having stood the 
3 test o: many years’ experience, is recommended with the 
ds confidence ; being uniform in its manufacture, it may 
be relied upon at all times, thereby preventing those great dis- 
aoe ania which frequently occur fromthe difficulty of ob- taining anp and other Manures i 
ound nio; lfor Wheat on all soils, where it is requisite 

Li 

A INSLIE'S PATENT IMPROVEMENTS.— 
For MAKING Bn Dryine Draining Tiles of the Ist CLASS. 

Gentlemen having works in operation, or who are 
ill find ‘the above worthy their attention. 
s combines ErrEcT with Economy, a: 

be made ready for BURNING at all seasons ; 5 generally from ten 
to thirty hours, according to the nature of the To be 
seen at Alperton, Acton, Middlesex; Mr. How: wes Engineer, 
119, Great Guildford.st., Southwark ; the Polytechnic Institution, 
Regent-street, London. Particu ars may be had from Jonn 
AINSLIE, Alperton, Acton, Middles: 

IMPORT TA ANT TO AGRIOULTUR STS, | 
ATENT DIBBLING MACHINE, 

WORKED 1 BY MANUAL LA JR. 
YAUNDER ann NEWBE RRY have the pleasure of 

intr odueing to the notice of the Public a small Machine for 
made on their Patent principle, to be worked by 

manual labour, either in field orgardén, which they think they 
may say with confidence must supersede all Hand Dibbles, Tt 
will be found venyi advantageous for Beans, of which a man, or 

y (with this implement), plant two acres per 
so for Gardene ers, as it will plant any seed required. 

Price aL Bs. F eod pari Du S Y be had on application to 
J. W, NEWBERR 

SN NUES Y Tous VOTE qm 
R. Cixnuny, 1 s Iron WM, Uley, Gloucestershire. 

X8 pittlegate, “Grantham, Qin I 
SAU Aes and BERRY he pleasure Sf receiving 

the following prizes for their M EE —At the meeting 
the Royal Agricultural Solo; at Liverpool, tA ; at the 

y meeting D A Society, 15h, ; at Gloucester, 51.; 
QL; 2l. ; at North 

about to 

GARDENERS 
y 

S, and 
0 BE 

Shrewsbu 
C at 

ampton, a sily: 
PRIZE DRAIN-TILE MACHIN 

ENTON anp CHARNOCK’S PATENT * ECONO- 
MIC” DRAIN, TILE and me MACHINE. 

eti 

tri ‘als before EDIT Oten tj Mechanical and ening al addres, 
and it ha: bsequently obtained nd Premiums from 
the Liver eae Highland, and other Seale 

rs are re pore, ang every further information given by 
the Sole ars RADLEY and Co., Hagingetsy Wakefield, 

e 301, inclusive of pate 
a co. E also the Sole Makers of the. “Improved Oil- 

Cake mu price 8 — Wakefield, January, 1846. 

IM PROVED DIBBLING MACHINE, 
OHN WEATHERSTONE begs to inform the Agri- 
cultural Public that his PATENT HORSE-DIBBLING 

MACHINE is now ready, whereby the greatest regularity may 
be insured in the e deposition of all Seeds. A team of four horses 
will be found sufficient power to SES one of tis largest size. 

rice of Machine, with TOWS. » 

» TOWS « 40 
3» ten rows. 45 

Applications for further may be made to Mr. JOHN 
WEATHERS E, Cassi ington, near Oxford ; or to Messrs. GILL 
and Warp, -IMichaicet, Oxford. —Agents wanted in all parts of 
the country. 

INGLES HAND DIBBLING MACHINE, for 
depositing all kinds of Seed. It is so constructed that it 

will at the same moment make the hole and deliver the exact: 
quantity of Seed with extreme regularity, nor is the soil liable 
to fnere the point, 
Agent in London :—Mr. Marx F Ce 40, Upper Thames 

Street, where the Machines may be 

{plant early in the autuma, Pull pa 
ials forwarded on application, The Company also 

Guy RENE conven and ‘African Guano, Sulphuric Acid, 
Ypsum, and e ery artificial ES at the lowest market Price, and war ADR of the best 
30. New Bridge- S Blackfinen. Purser, Secretary, LIEBIG'S WHEAT MANURE now pes for deliv ery, 

C Oray BOARD AND LODGING WANTED. 
tleman leaving London, wishes to obtain perma- 

aa Board and Lodging in a Farm He would prefer 
being where Farming is pursued as a science and a OTR ERFA 
Direct, stating terms, &c., J. W., Post-oflice, Clapham Common, 

| Surrey. 

CHEAP AND | DURABLE ROOFING, __ 
AND THE BEST gon! E ee p FOR GARDEN 

BY HER ROYAL LETTERS 

MAJESTY'S PATENT. 

M*NEIL L & CO., of Lamb’s bna Bunhili- 
, Lond don, Manufacturers and only Patentecs of 

ENT ASPHALTED FELT FOR ROOFING, 
n for "many mente d been in extensive use for Roo: we 

House: Veranda ihi of Farm Buildings, Sheds, and 
for COVERING G. GARDEN TRAMES. TO PROTECT PL. ANTS 
AGAINST THE | EFFECTS OF THE FROST, beg to call the 
diem ee eee ipe to their superior ar 
which has pe exhibited at the Great Agricultural, re 
|. Scotland, a d, and oe the Prize for 
and SU article for roofing nd is also iz 
I ty's Board of Ord sioners of Woods an 

any and the Botanical 
legent's-park, It is extensively uscd in the gardens 
noblemen and Gebr in the neighbourhood of 

London, quem in es parts of the country, to wi Piet 
made. s Felt is composed of the strongest an 

DI es and is saturated with the BEST OF ^ AS: 
PHALTE OR BITUMEN (rue SAME m SELECTED AND USED 
BY Sim ISAMBERT BRUNEL nd s HAMES TUNNEL, ue 
FOUND THE MOST ELASTIC CTIVE RESIS F WE 
NO OTHER FELT HAS THIS. ASPH ALTE BUT F. Me NEILE 
& CO.’s, and which renders it impervious to rain, snow, and 

ost, and a non- conductor of heat and sound. Its advantages are Light tness, Warmth, Durability, and Economy. — Price 
ONLY ÖNE PENNY Pas Square Foor. 

*,* Samples, with Directions for its Us and Testimonials 
of seven years’ experience (which contain much useful informa- 
tion), fróm. Noblemen, Gentlemen, Gardeners, Architects, and. 
Builders, SENT FREE to any part of the Town or Country, and 
orders by Post executed, 

The new Vice-Chancellor’s Courts, the Offices attached, and 
Passages leading RN hall Dr. en Offices, and 
other Buildings at the New Houses of Parl nt, are roofed 
with F. M‘Ner and Co.’ ty Felt, andis op i its having the 

pearance of lead roofs 
Th ublie is respectfully cautioned against misrepre- 

sentation, as there rks in a Britain where the above 
Pate oofing is madeis F. M: L & Co.’s Manufactories, 
Lamb buildings, Bunhill-row, Fiano 

i hi PEOPLE'S MEDICINES (69i in numbe 
intended to secure to the Public the guaranteed Pre; 

nat a trifling cost, accompanied by full and explicit dir anlaa eE SANE credu- 
lous against the absurd error that what will cure one contain 
must necessarily cure another 

he language e the Patient is this; “ You are here offered 
the best Prescriptions which Europe can produce, accompanied by such full directions and advice as must prevent the possi- 

y have been spaced from 
ia z of ackn 

menée, and are compounded, or ineredienis w 
eeded in purity (a matter of the highest i importance), If any 

medicine will cure any given conha, one of these w feci 
, but the: Gout Pills will not cure the ague, nor the Ague Pills 

file Gout. 
** The Pi nabs Medicines” may be ordered of any chemist, 

at the Dept, 367, Strand (corner of Exeter-street), where Bros 
spectuses may be 
MANAGER, F, eum Esg., M.R.C.S. of England, to whom all 

communications ma; yy be essed atthe Office, 8, , Little Marl- 
borough: street, Regent- ‘street. 

ae BOOK OF THE FARM: being a S; 
On kon Practical Agriculture, detaili. 

the Farmer, Farm-steward, Ploughman, Shepherd, 
Cattle-man, ppl oeerien, Ad Dairy-maid, By Iu 
PHENS, F.R.S. 

In Three hae Volumes Royal Octavo, price 47. 10s. + 
trated with Poi 
wards of 600 W. its and Plates 

'JLLijAM BrAckwoop and Sons, 
Sold by all Booksellers. 

MAUNDER'S POPULAR TREASURIES. 
Recently published, price 10s. each gore, bound in cloth, o 

s. bound in embossed leather, gilt edge: ions E 
M R. 

tions of an eminent ph; 

Illus- 
its of Animals painted from the Life, and up- 

EE = of Agricultural I 
Edinburgh "EE ouibus 

STUDER IS FOURS TREASURIES, 

1, BIOGRAPHICAL TREASU 
z SCIENTIFIC AND LITER. ARY EE 
A E TREASURY ; 

4 TREASU. OF KNOW. LEDGE, m ie ER 
cer. ores Brown, d Low 

NEW EDITIONS P NE SBIT'S pue ATION, | 
URV. 

ference, 

Just joiala, 12th Edition, 12mo, 6s; bound. 
TREATISE ON PRACTICAL MENSURATION. 
With 700 Practical Examples , and 300 Woodcuts. Key, 5s. 

ne Author, 

INTRODU JOTION to ENELIS ARS 
ondo NGMAN, pet e GREEN, pa Lonema: 

NEW WORK ON THE HORS 
On Thursday next, Jan. 22nd, will be published, 1 vol. 8vo. 

"CHE HORSE in HEALTH and DI SEASE; or, 
Suggestions on the S Al and General Hist Va 

eties, Conformation, Pace ge, Soundness, Stabling, 
VU Training, and Shoeing of the Horse : with Digest of 
Veterinary Practice. By JA iN + WE INTER, M.R C. L., Mem- 
ber of the Association Littér Egy pte, late Veterinary Sur- 
geon to Mehemet Ali and Ibrahim Pesha 

don: LONGMAN, Brown, GREEN, and Lowe. 

BEER AND LO ON PORTER. 
Published this day, 8vo, 2s. 6d. sewi 

LE em on BAVARIAN BEER, London P Porter, 
the S of Electricity on Fermentation, and other 

übje ILLIAM Buack. Being a Supplement to the 
3d An of his “ Trea‘ dur Brewing.’ "i 

ently published, 3d . 6d. cloth. 5 
BLACK? S PRACTICAL TRE. ARISE ox BREWING. 
London: LONGMAN, Brown, GREEN, and Lonemax 

ESF NEW WORK ON THE HORS OT. 
Published this day, royal Svo, with Engravings, 5s. cloth. 

THE HORSE’S FOOT, and How to Keep it Sound. 
By Wiinw Mixes, Esq. 

London: Loneman, Brown, GREEN, and Lonewans. 

HE HORTICULTURAL MAGAZINE will be 
published on the 1st of February, and onthe Ist of every 

month, Price One Shilling, containing ninety-six columns of 
origin; nformation on FLOWERS and PRACTICAL GAR- 
D TING, with Eight hea Hs p received by every 
Bookseller in the Kingdom. 

Hovzston and $ NEMAN, 63, Paternoster-row. 
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BECS 

WHICH MAY BE RELI 

TI na SRT street, Covent-garden, VERTO 24, 1846. 

J. KERNAN 
TO OFFER A SELECT LIST FROM HIS 

GENERAL CATALOGUE OF VEGETABLE AND. FLOWER SEEDS, 
ED ON WITH CONFIDENCE AS THE MOST DESIRABLE FOR CULTIVATION, 

Old meadow turf, which will take a considerable time to decompose and char by the regular or natural 

simple and short process :—Place four bricks, raised two on two, about three feet 

By making a fire under this simple machine, and allowin enough to rest fully on the bricks. 
stimulant for Annuals, Herbaceous and Pot Plants of all sorts. 

Be careful to begin thinning when the plants are quite young. of those that come up. 
is better) make two sowings, one in the middle of April, and the other tlie beginning of May. 

PEAS. Per qt.—s. d. | CUCUMBER. Per packet | White and Red Clover, Lucerne, Trefoil, &c., per Ib. or owt, pienta a} T 

Shilling’s new Grotto Mar- ONERE “#4 | A few of the very finest Grasses for Lawns, per Ib., 1s. 6d. ears from hsevate Bat Nemophila insigni Wed a 

TOW, ywhichgav: eneral Sion House ~- . <0 6 Myatt’s fine new Strawberries, Humea elegans 0116 2 3 es, 

stion: A Weedon’s Fr -bearer -0 6 Parere plants, according to age, per 100, 2s. 6d. to 5s. HeliotropiamPeruvianum 0 6 others =- -0 6 

ge, and em Early Frame pus 5 Hibiscus 0 6 spléndens- 0 6 
iy NETE T do. do. do. 5s. to 10s. 2 

Matchless Marrow - -0 8 LO DI 0 Donoys Bari Scarlet Admirable Rhubarb, per toot, 1. 6d E QUE) RUM E qum 
SEND Rambler . 20 6 |Dulley’s Early Scarlet Admirable Rhu , per root, 1s, 6d. | Heliophila araboides — - 0 3 xed 0 6 

Knight's dwarf Green nio y indsor Prize Z Io 6 | Myatt’s Victoria do. (the largest in cultivation), 1s. 6d. Helianthemum (Roc 3 

710 m HU. eiie A | Mushroom Spawn, per bushel, 5s. Er varieties for roc tais H 

d EE ". 79 31 AN the fine new Raspberries, 2s. 6d. to 3s. per dozen. DU AI» to zvici:asiised 048 LN 0 
lyhocks, 20 German a Seow 6 

nae MELONS. | = dations ; : 
perb Dwarf Z1 0| Lord Montague, Scarlet-) POTATOES. 8. d. or separate a n » m ummondii zu 6 

S stat sr $| flesh [m s s wi xford, s. d. | Early Cockney, per bush. » ia bi 

Blue Seimetar 9 8| | Sod Early Oxford, d. | Early Cock ] bi 8 0 S #0 2 T m n iW E 

British Queen dd ó | Sion House, Green-flesh |. per bushel 0 0| Martin's Early Globe, do. 10 0 hii 10 3 To s i" 

New Green Marrow -0 8|Oa Barnar, d's Early Fri rame, Ash-leaved Kidneys, do. 8 ii, new - and others - 0 3 

Sacre sé t j arican. Kidney. aris - -0 6 Renae 2n icelli -0 6 

Victoria Marrow - -1 .0| Jone Netted,. Green- b 9, AI Kidneys, EN S40 ede nsom 0 eo new Pris tk 

Early Racehorse -0. f h Ns. arly Shaw do. 5 » son 0 ; 

Prince Albert - -1 6| Egyptian, Green-flesh Forty-fod do. 6 0 AE CAEN purple 9 z E joies > Akova 

Early Warwick à 5 ð 9 Hollands Ne Plus Ultra | | ve lato kinds ; also seed saved dus amelioides, for Peas sweet, all the colours, 

"Thompson's Early Dwarf l 0| True Cassabar eties, 2s, 6d. i packet. 3 3 2 

Woodford, or Nonsuch - 0 9| Netted Cantalupe Tis worthy EE bua Lodo from seed during | Lantana Sellowii < — - cp MESS p S e ul 

British Queen -1 6|Black Roc 5 ast two seasons have entirely escaped the effects of the ? 6 

With all other varieties Moceamea a TORTO anren of a season, et ò 

worth cultivating. Knight s Hybrid £ | Potato Oni per m ORNAMENTAL | pito "mom named 
dens B GIN. cd canine Knives. RASSES Aera, oot AS O 

BEANS. Per oe Poli 2 | Russia Mats, 1s. 6d. each, Lagurus ovatus Hare's Platystemon calif 3 ( y 
a silver skinned Scarlet * | Buckwheat, Indian Corn; Rape, Hemp, &e., for Avia Maik D REA eee > otentilla y 

Early Mazagan m n 
Tass) 0 6| Potentilla Garner 0 

a t = | The trade supplied on moderate terms, with every article true i COE. 4 6 

to its kind. pu 
ndsor - 

ASE Sh aude E » d 9 

rieties of Dwar! Jv s sd maxim = A Polyanthu: [d 

> gahieohs v Wondertal 19 8 E Sore Pme Ce, | Asters, 20 distinct. Bec cad n iim packets, suitabl Maki CES R E 20 6 
utmeg sters, 2 ct German varieties, sed Pts, S e r- ja » 4 

Green Genoa E S 0 8| Wellington Cantalupe |^ gor ekbibition, tile collection, 10s Larkspurs, 12 ¢ distinctGer- 2 n Noua 0 6 

Painte EXE TE Marton mre ol = cu 3 | A mixture, including all the colours of the above, per paper, 1s. " adver MONT fringed) 

Roue moro de E arietis odit HI ames | Do., in 12 distinct yc the collection, 5s. emos m i a P D à a -1 

Per ož. | unequ illod naro Superb German and Prussian Stocks, 25 distinct varieties, for St densi M y Y rtusoides SUMA 

Beet, fine London Red -0 6 exhibition, the Genie 10s. Ne ord Ee D 2 3 mile Man 1 out 

Seakale - 0 6 " 
Loa sas, orts - 3 | Rhododendron ferrugi- 

ae p d 2-0 6 ENDIVE. 12 varieties of do., distinct in colours, 5s. Linum monogynum, fne 0 6 js 

Brussels’ Sprouts (foreign N dos Imperial, per packet 0 6 |12 autumn flowering do., in distinet colours, 6s. % Vel DES un  - v 3 

3 is n H 6 |19 Br ; ] -0 3 6 

e) T. » Cue y ee 8 |12 named varie! of Brompton EUR" 6s. CECI ben grandiflora 

1 white, Puce) ren ed o çg |A mixture of all the finest varieties of Ten-week, per paper, 6d. A )$r 06 0 

variegated, for garnish- Herbs, all the Kinds, per | A mixture of M do., per packet, 6d. ii- 0 3 6 

ing (very beautiful) -0 6| packet -0 6 er packet—s, d. Per packets, d. Lobelia heterophylla ma- R 6 

A hime ne: MGE lbs D erubes- Yo P 
T E. bes eon 0 6 

BROCCOLI. Peroz. LETTUCE. all the varieties. 4 aia O a o's 

Myatt's Early Purple Cape : ? Brighton Gos, ME ea 1 o| Andgailts Philipsii — -0 6 se gretis OIG ) 

Miller's Dwarf mperial €. -1 0 » seno major 0 6 x erinoides pees 7) $0 6 

Chappel's Cream ~- - 1 0 SOR or T s e -06 6 | Lobelia propin -0 6 Sphsog yne spe sUr 
Bowles's § Sulphur - -1 0 Artic e pac ker P -0 6 » uc > Cc ^ And many cu biennial Streptocarpus 6 

Fue iiy White -1 0| Artic ice deed. , & fine Ben indie. e A 1 sls E sina perennial varieties. Silene pue oO 

range arl hite, — D1 ud o aci jÀ » ^ àtheri " 2 

m Fine Dondon White Cos, | » fame ~ 79 § NU OU ne MEE MME y o alae, 10 out of 
1 w "s t 4 » 5 ? isianthus Russe ianus, tain to come double 6 

. Dich -09 | Anomatheca cruenta -0 6 0| in plants (seed does not Stocks, Chapman's Soar- 
ri D'Eté Oa bbage; per packet 0 6| Amethystea cattilea - 0 6 | Ipomæa rubra cerulea - 0 6 vegetate well). 3 

g Bath Cos, & others, p. oz. 1 0 cu arabicus Kd 3 pu a 0 6 Tupin lucidus RE TE |. SI " d's W Hite. 

Tnpensb cc maie dg 8 oy Tose, "Uia e d twegii - *™ 0 3| and Buw -03 
aoa ata a LO i Astirehinum (all the new striata, & others 0 6 3 e " 

p ONION. Peroz. ds) -0 3 Sycios CUT pe DR 6 » UNDAE UE W » om deer s for rook 

CABBAGE. e oz. | James’s Long Keeping -0 6 Argemone grandiflora -0 3| Thunbergia alata - -0 6| 7  pieksonid others 0 3 scm, yellow uk 

x yi Winateypensstii es r2 6 Barclayana -0 3 » » alba -0 6 tyéhnis speciosa, new -0 6 white and purple 0) B. 
onpareil 9 | Globe mper eciosa- -0 3 > aurantiaca - 0 6 osJovis - -0 3 madera (see Climbers 

See s ET Queen, fine 1 $ Str: asburgh scd Marrero. 6 Aquilegia glandulosa -1 0 » OU i Sali roei toco POS EHE per 

Deptford od Ds Lipi. » canadensis -0 6 new, Ande plant. a 03 2 

ha =0..6 E > prostrata =- =- 23:0 

a Sil re - - -09 » o anth folia - -0 6| Tropæol Clit 
Knights Barly Dwarf -1 0| Tri Z I1 o| o fnemixedGer- Collinsia grandiflora -o g Lithus Iati SEET D den 
Early York — - 70 H6 Bd Red. 79 6 4 man varieties 0 cB. jio new yellow 06 d any 

a "pn erse: El m : two: bladed, dor guru igit genet Dahlia seniors (wart cans 6 snilit Wine Rage Bt 

p -1 6| pickling srs o 0, lilac) 206 Malope | grandiflora, and Viscaria oculata 0 6 

arge Drumhea ae -0 6 Delphinium or Ta pro $. violet, Russian, (ovem 

Ad alto et inda id PARSLEY. Brnchyeome iberidifolia - 10 S n D i a -0'3 Marvel ot Peru, 6 distinet flowering) - =- -0 6 

wide Plat Bou oid is very fine di: Lio pena and pere colours 3| Verbena, a mixture of 6 

misse Ca A MN UL M RD C o. I 
: ni r 6 atura, ne varietie: n 7 d 

CARROT, Per oz. | Extra C Curled, peroz. - 0 3 Dlumenbachi B 20 6| Digitalis grandiflora Le 8 Mesembryanthemum tri. CORE Wahlenbergia gr Eran didra 0 t 

ly Scarlet Horn -0 6 rowalia, -0 6 spotted -0 3| Mimos iva - -0 1 2 

domus - a ROSA RADISH. Guiceolaxings UR ege "Dudes double white, "P (Berisitive plant) Wallen mood po Ud 

FimeSurey ^ -  - 0 4|NewScarletOliv lection of named shrub- mpink - 0 6! Mimulus, from 12 distinct d ofsortsl © 

Altringhan -0 4| a delicious new variety, — Poets 5 S » uli new o g|, named varieties -1 A cha le -0 6 

White dor. Agriculture), acket - + - -0 6 ; from Herba- da fragrans = 0 | Zinnia, elegans c pur T 3 

2 1 0 |New Rose, per packet -0 6 pre subi. » doble. Indian 0 8 Myrtle, double flowering 0 6 » — purpe 4 6 

Early Frame, ^ per ping EU v nnata -0 6 » -0 6|N esors 0 3| ,, mixed, 

CAULIFLOW/ER.Peroz. pen carlet -1 0| Calendrinia fee peeked? » atifolia -  -0 9|Nemesiaflribundus -0 6 Sa AQ AR LH 9 6 

Rede White Turnip y je 0 andiflora - 0 3 » alpina - -0 8 
Mercer's fine Pearly -1 0} Black Spanish 21053 apiet pulcherrima- 06 - Cher - -0 6 | Ornamental Trees and Shrubs of all descriptions. 

ondon Particular - =h 0. | -0 6 superbus -0 6 BENE Double Anemone and Ranunculuses ; Gladiolus 

Lange BED eu E SPINACH. epis BE us and fi nana Tigridia pavonia, and conchi- 

yalcheren - - -1 0 suu many other sorts, 0 6 dos a; with dy tke flowering Bulbs and Herbaceous 

Fine late EE ay ond, er Surber ys > = D 6 -0.6 Plants, which may be D. out till the middle ot May. 

wa ibe d 1 0|Qa tees, and Pi n, fr 

CELERY. Por paper. | Lettuce-leaved (new) per | (e WWE e p c iT 
Ou. gnus White | 8 SE landi pe To 6 Esg Plant, De -  -0 6 |Standard, Dwarf, and Climbing Roses, 1s. to 2s CA enh 

New Rose, soli 6|* ow Zealand, per ož. HE ho - 0 9 "Rivers's Cat alogue of Fruits, with directions for culture and 

Dwarf White gerry | 8-208 Er ys 9 3| root-prun 

very solid, per packet - 0 6 | TURNIPS. Peroz. Cuphea visco i ima | - : e inis of ri sorts. o g Bess new edition of the “Rose Amateurs? Guide,” 6s, 

d D silenoides - orget-me-no: - - 
n 

sc OA ad Red, | g| Barly Snowball. - - 0 3|Cineraria, "oed lom Goillardia p > 2° 6) paxton’s * Cottagers’ Calendar,” 3d., which ladies and gentle- 

xe dim i Teltow, for di puce -0 3| 36 of the latest new i b x 0 3 men should distribute to cottagers, 

ew Gi: SR be Se jet Early Dutch - -0 3 Tori MÀ unc dud UR Richardsonii - 0 3 | Seeds for distribution to cottagers, at cos S. 
" P » Ü ii -0 3 > 

CRESS Yellow eie E 0 ^ Cosma intüus fimbriatus, Globe Amaranthus, of Potter’s Concentrated Essence of Guano, He qt. bottle, 1s. 9d. 

x y p, Stone - -  -0 9| newandfine annual -0 6| sorts - - - -0 3 ` 7 
Curte d per pint. =- 1 9 Taig amd Skirving’s M ie S EE IU S LONG AS Sa Ries Seeds best adapted for Ward’s Cases may be had 

a - 9 x ede, he * p 

Broad-leaved, per oz, -0 3| better kinds for field Carpation apg Picotee, ens: = = 0 6 Seeds selected od carefully packed for North and South 

r ved, pi 3 kind from named flowers - O e e reu fade, Zetland end ANENA 1 t 

Water, per paper - -0 6| culture, per. -. -1 0 Cynoglossum, or Forget- Geranium, from fine sorts 1 0 EDD Ps eüland,end Australia, du. the moe 

Furze, per 1b., 1s. 3d. ; Broom, per I., 1s. oralna pecibim uet i90 lie Secure Nadine arrive safe at any of the above places. 

Coarse Grasses for Game Covers. Clar nies; all the varieties 0 3 »' hybrida - -0 6 Rc PS Koen d 

a nd Globe Mai v 1 » rubra -  -0 6] Where a Post-office order accompanies an order for any,of the 

Long Red a ngold Wurzel, per I., 13. CLIMBERS. Priestleyana -0 6 

A fine’ Collection of all m best. Permanent ron (hand- Cobma scandens - — - 0 6 graliam a aromatica  - 0 6 aL npe J. Kernan will allow, as discount, addi- 

separate or mixer mixed, per bushel, 10: Calampelis scaber - — - 0 6 ! Godetia, all the new Flos 03 ional articles to the amount of 2s, in the pound,’ 

picked), epara: ý » 

means, I have found can be produced by the following 

distant from. four others similarly arranged, upon which place a sheet of iron larg® 

g your turf to remain until charred, it will, when bruised, make an excellent 

Tf the vermin or the season do not disturb them, you. will not require more than one plant in a hundre 

Do not sow delicate Annuals in the open borders until the end of nu or (what 
These will succeed each other until October. 

Printed by Waa Brapsur 
e precinct of Whitefriars, in the City of London; 

tobe addressed to the Editor. Ugaruapiy, Jantan 
us and published by d ny, of No. 6, gs place, Stoke Newington, and Frani 

hem at ithe Offive, No, 5, Charles-strect, 
anor Munters Evans, of No. 7, Church-row, Stoke Newington, both in the county of Middlesex, Printers, at their 5 

Vene pariah of Bt Paul's Covent Garden, in the rald county, where all Advertisements end Communications A” 
Office in Lomberd.etreet, Im 
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arden farm zo gele | Brees Pis total qp. qo 
lass milk-pans = - T 75 b | Tulpire Son OMe 
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poseberry "enterpillare - 68¢ | Waking apparatua - qc 
rain, anonal import of - 77 c | Wenloc uo Club—Game 76 b 
Tase seed, - 77 c | Wheat sheddin, - = 75a 
farleston Farmers’ Glob | 7 76.5 

UNES BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.— 
t à General Meeting of the Rabsowbers to this Institu- 

tion, held at the LONDON COFFEE HOUSE, Ludgate-bill, on 
"Wednesday, 28th January, for the ze of electing five Ben- 
sioners, the following was the result of the ballot :— 
d. d aj st Ne 69 .. 74 
2. ed 69 ..117 

: ae aged 65 ..940 
4 do. aged 79 ..109 
5. do. aged 60 .. 2 
6. do. aged T8 ..186 
ida 2d epMdretion aged 65 ..104 
8 aged 58 . m 

. d7T .. 
10. CHRISTOPHER Hunsonaa, Ast application aged 75 . de 
1i aged 73 .. 42 
12 di: aged 65 .. 3 
15. do. aged 63 .,106 
14 do, aged 77 . 3 : 
15. do. aged 71 .. 
16, Gr do. aged 70 .. E 

The Meeting then declared that Thomas Farmer, Jame: 
Stedman, Christ opher Birmingham, John Longhurst, ex 
Sarah Pryor, as PUR ng the greatest number of votes, duly 
elected Pensioners of Gy Soci icy) 

E. 8 . R. arringdon-street. 

“TO THE VENERAT xU NERS? BENEVO- 
ENT SOCIETY. 

OHN LONGHURST begs most respeetfully End 
sincerely to offer his heartfelt pne to those Member 

* Who so kindly voted for him, and to the Society at large, for 
his Election as one of the recipients of their benevolence. 

His Friends who recommended him, beg to assure the Society 
that there Via was a more deserving character, 
... 148, Fleet. 

GREAT TES SN TURNIP SEED, IN CONSEQUENCE OF 
SIR ROBERT PEEL'S ALTERATION IN THE TARIFF. 

G. we ITE begs respectfully to. inform the 
e, he can now supply TURNIP SEED full 30 per 

cent, ise Filan p London Bebe prices. Catalogues may 
be ; had on applicatio 

S Eyrestreet ae Tes. garden, Jan. 31, 1t 
OTHA AND MAGDEE 

TEIGER 1. Co. SEEDSMEN and FLORISTS, beg to 

6. 

pena int their friends in England that they have esta- 
bliske an Agency at Messrs. Horta nee s, No. 66, Lower 
Thar treet, London, (C 1 2 Shipping Agents, ) 
Who are prepared to Tue all future Sein for them. Th 
have just'consigned a Collection of TE 
most celebrated Stocks, UE AW EC "Seeds, &c. rders 
Promptly attended to. 

DA) RUD NURSERY, STOWMARKET, SUFFOLK. 

S GIRLING'S GENERAL CATALOGUE OF 
* DAHLIAS and other FLORIST'S FLOWERS, can now 

be had on RIAM OPEO QU ing nearly every new 
ppoe ES the se: e Catalogue of f ROSES and 
T isa alko tedy, and can Pos had, if required. 

PER FILBY OR FASTOLFF RASPBERRY. 
4t Ak 

ROBERTO COOPER begs to inform his friends and 
the Public that his Catalogue of NEW and CHOICE 

FLOWER SEEDS for 1846 is just UD and will be sent 
Ei post on. application.—Sion Nursery, Cro; 

OR SALE.—2000 two year UE bells MOSS 
ROSES, good Ln healthy plants. An; wanting 

“the same may apply to MARTIN, Seedsman, South- ped 
Isleworth, when they M be punctually attended to, 

UTTON AND SONS beg to offer the under- 
mentioned articles, which they can confidently recom- 

mend :— 

RANUNCULUSES. s. d. EU S OA 

50 Choice sorts, byname12 6 COT. s. d. 
50 Do. do., apairofeach?1 0 | Choice Fr dh; ar 

100 Fine mixture s. .. 0 name, per dozen ug 

per pair. 2.6 
ANEMONES, &c. 

FLOWER SEEDS. 

Best a Bar sorts 
Best 3t 
Best p RUN and. hal ur 

hardy, including splen- 
PERPETUAL ROSES. did fresh imported 

The best sort of Bour- Bal- 

bons, Hybrid Porno: 
uals, &c. &c., many new annuals .. 17 6 

name, perdozen .. Y 18 0 | Best 30, including A 10 6 

NEW AND CHOICE KITOHEN GARDEN SE 
CABBAGE, per uid 

0 
6 

30) Single do — . 6 0 
Gladioli of sorts, per ‘doz, 2 6 

Tuberoses (double) do.. 5 0 

Prince Albert .. +. «+1 0) Shilling’s Queen .. .. 30 
ge Queen .. .. .. 1 6| Aticin’s Matchless .. .. 1 0 
Mammoth. * 052 0) wheeler's Imperial ..0 8 
Milf wat Marrow . 21 0 Earliest Dwarf York .. 0 8 
Shilling’s Grotto... .. 1 0| Sutton’s Dwarf Imperial 1 0 

ite's Quei Dwarfs $ 1 
Fairbeard's Surprise .. à LETTUCE, per Packet. 

Sutton's Early Champion 1 0 Ed 

Sutton’s Superb ; large, | eons verging 1-0 8 

renee T. Dun Cranial & others 0 s 

< VEO DN tuis ada, Aer P Do 
Scimetar, Woodford's and | typ: yte's Dark B. ET ips i" 
others, at al prices. Myatt’s Curled Parsley 3] 

BEANS, per Sind Seymour's Superb Celery 0 6 
Johnson’ s Wouter ..0 8| Lion’s Paw ee White . 0 

Taylor s Win visor ++ +. 0 8| Pink Gigan! 
Gree 8 | Cuthill’s Black Spine Cu- 

Tonppods) Mazagans, &e. 0 6 mber ,. .. .. 2.0 
ulmer's Dwarfs .. 6 | Latter’s Vict. of England Ter] 

Mohawk (Earliest) 

BROCCOLI, per pots 

Berkshire Champi: B 
True urbem Melo. Le 0) 
ably and others .. .. 0 6 

e above and many other ex- 
m sorts of Kitchen Garden 
Seeds may be had as under :— 
No. 1. Fullcollection for 

a large establish- 

True water 
Howden's 
UE ‘White Cape 4 0 
Winter Imperial .. 
Reading White Giant .. 

Chappel’s Large Cream. . E 6 

CAULIFLOWER, Emu RAS 

ment .. ss .. 6 
. Do,equally choice 

for a smaller es- 
"T tablishment .. 42 0 

Bisel 3. Do. do. +. 21 0 

RROT, per Ounce. < POTATOES, per Peck. 
Ja ms s Improved Orange 0 6| g waiters Early Frame 

Early Dutch Horn .. .. 0 6) True Ash-leat Kidney . 
NION, per Dunes, 

True Reading 
Tripoli, ey gè DMETO and Flower 

Many othe 6d. to 4 8| new, ae ae to name. 

** Pare en delivered free to an; y office in London, or any 

station of the Great Western uu. from London to “Bristol 

inclusive —READING “NURSERY, Reading, Barks, Jan. 31. 

to 

ALTE, GRO QUEEN OF DWARF ? PEA.—This 
a Variety that o extensively introduced 

1e the E of the HOO al n it being distinct d 

ny that has been introduced to ti ublie. Its habit is qui 

diennet from all others ; being DUM than one foot in height 
—and covered with pods. The Pea = ai the size of any other 

Dwarf Pea in cultivation, and excelling by “three: fold in pro- 

duce; has been grown at the Roy i Gar dens, at Frogmore, and 

approved of there as a new variety, and also at her Majesty’s 

table, for its superior flavour. Price 5s. per quart. The usual 

discount to the Trade, 
Allkinds of Garden Seeds, 20 per cent. lower than ES od 

in the Trade.—4, Eyre-street Hill, Hatton Garden, Jan, 

OHN. CLARKE, of Long Sutton, Lincolnshire, 
having for the past: four years carefully grown a variety 

DWARF PEA, presented to him by Mr. F. Grant, wl eee 

family CE ud ted it go table more than 60 years, now 

offers it to "ublie as oni yi 
Iri is adapted for field Cuire: Price 15s. per bushel. 

rders enclosing the amount for quantity required, will be 

promptly poses 

FLORIST'S FLOWERS. 
I. anD SON, Wallingford, continue to supply of 

est qua 
RANTA EE 100 Sors named Mois m A 

ery fine diti : 

: 00 double mixed, Bi tol 0 
RANUNCULUS SEED, mem selected in packets, ee 

AE ORE 50 fine double Varieties "m 25s. and 2 10 

CARNATIONS : 25 cone named sorts 40s. to 3 0 
FICOTBES : 25 dit f: i +. 40s. to 3 
PINKS ; 25 ditto ++ 208. to 110 

ibn NEW por ATO B The Chalmore Kidney" 2s. 
perg gallon, or 3s, 6d. per peck. Also uy eeen Seedlings 

the above, one year old, 20 sorts for 2 

eneral Descriptive Priced CATAL Pave for 1845-6, with 
particulars of the Potato, sent on receipt of two postage labels. 

THE TRUE FASTOLFF RASPBERRY. 

GREAT 
NORF OLK, 

YARMOUTH 
1846. 

NURSERY. : D d 
OUELL & CO., being the parties who first intro- 
duced to the notice ofthe Horticultur: al world the above 

truly excellent Raspberry, unequalled for Hum of its fruit 
and richness xr um and possessing au exter 
fine Canes, beg to offer the same upon the lowing 
guaranteed to be of the same quality as those they had the 
honour of supplying Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen, 
His Grace the Duke of Nor NUS P His 
of Rutland, His Grace tl eS the Earl 

f Abergavenny, 
ord Bishop of London, Lor 

Sondes, an m nost of the Nobility, as 
the Earl o Egremont, the 
Viscount Lorton, Lord 
well as the ii nsn al Society d the latter having 

awarded YovELL & Co. two prizi x it. 
ackages containing 3 canes ri eu. 

o. do. do. . . .013 0 

Do. <i” 25 do: os sst 
Canes, 12s. 

A liberal RARAS will be allowed rn ee when *'quanti- 

ties" are ordered. 
For full description of the above see their advertisement of 

ast week. 
reat Yarmouth Nursery, Jan. 31. 

FIRST PRIZE CUCUMBER—« VIC] : ‘ORY OF BATH." 

DWARD TILEY begs leave to state that in con- 
sequence of the repeated applieat es to him witbin the 

last few day: y epu left of his 
FIRST PHI BAT 

leave to state to growersnot yet in poss 
cumber, having thoroughly proved Telf fok-thallasitad 
thathe has a few dozen packets of seed 
ready more than 2000 seeds). Parties d 
above should delay no time, as the season 

r a further proof of the above, see 
and 17th.—Sold at his general 

teney-br idge, 
lsc e fre 

iti 

years, 
et left (having sold a 

s rapidly advancing. 

g d Shop, 16; Pul- 
Bath, in packets of 3 seeds, 2s. 6d. ; 7 seeds, 5s. ; 

m unknown co) pondents. 

SHEPHERD, Fronisrs, &c. 
Kent, in eee Be for past favours, beg Eltham, 

to offer to the Trade sud othi 
Crimson China Ros: . D ° per dozen. 

Fine named BS t $n 
Do. io. o. "n ee $ p 

Chinese Primrose ae . 0 » 

Choices ENG by name ES phe 
Very good sorts f 0 a 
Brompton Stocks pom spring flowering 0 e 

Cucumber and Melon Plants, at . 0 per pot. 

Also Ispahan, Hoosainee, Beechw 

man’s Winter and oe Melon Seeds 
Wi ARDEN Beer 
Sweet William HESS ee dark Y Fin C40. 

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, N RYMEN, and Others. 

BIES CANADENSIS, on HEMLOCK SPRUCE. 
ER, Nurseryman, Bagshot, having the 

largest stock of the above in Europe, of all sizes and in fine 

condition, can with confidence recommend this noble ba to 

the notice of the Public, n havin arge a stock (viz. 

200,000 large plants, 3 feet high, ee smaller si bts]! can 
dispose of them at very Ss prices; also, With a General 

Nursery Stock. He begs to uem unusually low priees,in 
e sizes, the largest assortment of Kalmia latifo ever offered 

the Public.—Prices can be had by letter, and shall be at- 
tended to cx ith. 

EASIDE PLANTING—BLACK SALLOW 

AMES GRIGOR, NunsERYMAN, Waren: “begs S 

inform Proprietors and others connected wi ith’ maritim 

situations, that he has just been awarded the Gold ae of the 

Society for the practical 

the cen of ihe sea, The 
ong the cliffs of the 

Ocean, in the bre of Tate ES "Irimingha: am, has 

been chiefly accomplished by the use of the NORFOLK BLACK 
SALLOW, which grows so freely by the Bek ads that specimens 

0 per packet. 1 
. 0 6 per dozen. 

of it may "be seen from 9 to 10 ft. in circumference. Sets are 

now offered as. oe TE for 3s. ; 50 for K 7 or 105., 
de included ; and in larger quantitie: ced price. 

.:G. continues io E the TRUE HiGHL AND PINE, so 

stron ngly recommended by e Duke ES Neweastle, Wordsworth 

the poet, and others, as formerly adve orwich, Jan. 91 
NEW PL UMS 

HOMAS RIVERS begs to offer the following fine 
varieties of PLUMS selected from -his collection, dwarf 

Ades plants :— 
NE CLAUDE MowsTREUsE DE Bavry, a variety of the 

Gri sen. -gage, nearly double in size, and ripening from ten days 
to a fortnight later, 5s. each. 

“ This beautiful and szcellent Mem is worthy of a place by 

the side of our old favourite, the Green-gage, of which it pos- 
ee thegood qualities, ed far surpasses it: 
6 inches or more in circumference; it ripens a 
the Green-gage, generally about the ee o "september; this 
most excellent Plum, has been raised fro: by Monsieur 

Esperin of Malines,” an old officer of N Ped s, who 

turned his sword into à pruning p Yee de Flore et de 

Pomone. 
GurHRIE's APRICOT, a sallow: Plum ineo by Mr. Guthrie at 

Dundee, ripens end of September, 5s. e 

FELLENBERG, à fas sized purple DA Plum, ripens middle of 

e 

October, 2s. 6d. eai 
Kyient’s di Darmo, danse as the Washington, ripens 

end of September, 2s. 6d. h. 

SAINT Miri "s QUETS TES puni will CUNT en the tree till 

SUC a rich and valuable late Plum, 2s 6d. each. 

DE FORT, largo, purple, ripens in Eu succeeding 

Royale Hative, 3 s. 6. 

Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth, Herts. 
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— KNIGHTS CELEBRATED “ISPAHAN” MELON, 

TEE GLE NDINNING begs most respectfully to direct 
tti enti = of Melon Grswers to the description of this 

most Bos advertised in the Gardeners’ Chronicle 
amd G ] anuary 10th ; and also of his genuine 
BE MELON, presented to him by Sir John S$. 
Bebrig 

Kni: ae s“ sp ahan” "ion 10s. 6a. per pis of E seeds. 
Beechwoo . seeds. 

To. E had als g DES e ugs ga E XA nw & oot s, Seeds- 
use-street, Lon 

Nur ser; near London, Ja i 31. 

SODEN'S EARLY OXFORD POTATO.—In reply 
to the Pieds On applications received for the above much 
eme ly POTATO, Joun SopEN begs respectfully to 
hehas dis sed of the VE stock to Hurst and M'MULLEN, 

Seedsmen, 6, 6, Leadenballl@d st., to whom all future orders should 
be addressed —Middle iE ds series, Jan, 31, 1846, 

CAPE: HEATHS, 

W. DAWSON, Brixton Hill, begs to offer the 
Mowing == 

Mli major Aitonia 
Tricolor major, Superb Irbyana 

dibulifc i Cavendishii 

NEW FUCHSI AS: 

EORGE NICHOLS, Hau t Hall, near Leeds, 
begs.to offer the following: Varieties, Wines are now ready, 

and can be sent either by post; free of postage, or in pots withe 
out charge for hamper : 
NICHOLSII : a handsom me, large, and noble bay the 

corolla new in colour and extremely beautiful; 
stout and finely formed. It is a free bloomer, of Rupe habit, 
with splen udi dy dark green foliage 

LINDLEY’: M 5s this lisdem Sa see 
Sept. 13, 1845 ; No Gard. a superior 

flower, stout, of a fine and P pighPeaxttittts tube 
and c latter Ganen daai nAi, exposing the corolla, 
which is of'a purple maroon colour.” Pri bd: 
NOVELTY : This variety is new in E ‘and distinct from 

all oth See Gardeners Chrontele, Sept. 6 .N. 
The greatest novelty among your Seedlings is RAS ; P s 
arises from the sepals being half green, and rather veto, 
mue expe pas. $ large crimson purple corolla,” ZB es 

ifn See Gardeners’ Chronic! le, Aug. 9, 
a iri ge pod handsome flower, of alm Rd 

« ie N.—N 
and substan Pri 

The three crete ee hte had for 203., prepaid. 

obe ANEMONES, AURIOULAS, CARNA- 
COTÉES, GERANIUMS, AND LILIUM LANCI 

GROOM, Crarmaw Rise, near Lonpon, (re- 
ved from Walworth. ) Bv Avr OINTMENT 

FLORIST 70 HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN, AND ro HIS 
JESTY THE KING OF SAX¢ ONY 

Begs to E to the attention of the Nobility pue 
and] Publie his eae assortment of the above FLOWERS, 
which he can supp the best. quality £. s. d. 
100 RANUNCU i ne 100 £ Saperda SERT named 210 0 

Supertine er 100—105. 6d, to 1 1 0 
100 ANEMC p in 20r ) Superfine sorts, Miu 2 2*0 

Sup fiie Y xtu per100 010 6 
25 AURICULAS, in 25 Superi mp sorts, "named zog e 
25 pair of CARNATIONS, in 25 ditto ditto . 210.0 
25 pair of FICOTERS, in 25 ditto ditto - 210 0 
25 SERM MS, in 25 Superfine sorts ditto 310 0 

Good kinds per doz., from 12s, to 018 0 
LILIUM LANG IFOLIUM Arme Rood bulbs, each 0 2 6 

m UN 076 
$» SPECÍOSUM (true) EE 4.1510 3 3 0 

Foreign Orders « executed. 

NE NEW PANSY—“ DR. WOLFF.” 
onu ACKHOUSE AND SON, NURSERYMEN, &e. 
York, have now plants of the above new and striking 

PAN SY END for delivery, ac! Dr. Dod s opinion 
of this flc wer in the Gar RS Chronicle, p. 5, is as fol- 
lows :—'* Your Seedling (Dr. Wolff) is a y of goo 
and subs nee, rather novel in appearance, with fine eye, ground 

Speer yellow, and the rest of the flower ofa rich. 
An allowance to the Trade. 

FUCHSIA CHA LLENGE ACCEPTED. 

IAM. MILLER, Norserrman, Ramsgate, will 
o show his FUCHSIA “MISS PRETTY MAN, D a 

Seedling 45, against Mr, Halley’ “EMPRESS,” on the fbn- 
itions named in his challenge. Miss Prettym man Large glossy 

Shite tube affa sepals, with "blood-purple corolla, free bloomer, 
ey graceful and superior growth, similar to used, but 

s a decided improvement upon Smith's Queen Vic- 
dona being both Mod EN mpm and pronounced by Dr. 
Ee ey “a flower of ontrast. 

. Ms List, containing a vun deseription of it andfour other 
ctia Seedlings, and a e characters of iiie Mg arti rich, 
novel, dark-eyed s cedit erben nas, may be had by applica: 
tion cules a penny stamp,—Providence NEGEN Ramsgate. 

WU DWARF ITALIAN MARROW PEA. 
D C. LEE are now sending out the above mew 
N this season, and having grown the Stock for the 

ars d can strongly recommend it as a distinct and! 
nt v Its habit is exceedingly dwarf and! 

ii isa ae revenge bearer, and the Pea is equal in size 
s of most delicious flavour, It 

comes in earlier than any other Marrow. een grown 
in the gardens of Clumber, Welbeck, Thoresby, Nuneham, 
Tottenham-park, and Tedworth, andis highly extolled by the 
Gar ed of these places, In Quart Packets, sealed, price 5s. 

ery, Hammersmit 

AR BENE DALY aw» SON begs to to inform the 
Trade that they are ready to dispose of 2 years Seed- 

ling THORNS, at 2s, 6d. per 1000; 2 years 

2 ar 
Mountain Ash, $ 2s. am r 1000; 1 ear Seedli ling Hollies, as por 
10 years do., 5s. do pe edlin oun Thorn, 
20. "per 1000; Common Laurel, 105. to 15s. per 1000 MUT 

‘oot to 18 inches, 8 lrish Yews, Ty foot, "6d. 
et, ód Rhododendrons; 

ast be accountable to 
or! rabil; or Messrs, H. Ronalds and' 

Jolerain, J Jan. 24, 184 

Si ARLY POTATO. — The above 
PO ERBI is a adag of their own raising, which they 

ve for several y out in their own néigbourhood, 
Eres eithas hee Yon esteemed ; but having a wish.to make 
it more extensively "known, they have appoint ed the os 
menti n Seedsmen i in London as Agents, of whom they ma; be had at 4s, per p 

Itisa Feci ef healthy variety, very handsome, of middlé 
ond to noné in earliness or pro odisea, Mia and very remark! 

deli ur and cg aah D 
tri m 12 Potatoes 13} o; 

size, 
able fo 
taken up, they 

r starch, not 
with ien it has Dees compared, RS are "desieon to call 
attentic 

pec 
& W. NOBI LE, 152, Fleet-street, Lond $ 

&M MULLEN, 6, Le: adenhall-strect i Mr. KER? NAN, 4. Great Russeli-sti, Covent-garden 
Mr. W. FARNES, Seedsman, 128, St. ^ 

Smithseld, London, Hg 39i Wes 
TT & ¥ RUTLEY, Seedsmen, 419; Strand, London. 

Sumrwo, Nursery "and Seedsmen, N /, 
near Odiham, Hants, s ey EDEN 

Vestita alba 
Jasminiflora 
Propendens 
Ventricosa superb — 

» —prégüans 
Savilleana 
Coventryana 
Odorata alba 
Splendens 

- The eed uus from 18s. to 30 ene A ens 

Good Specimen Plants: of Infündibuliformis, Massoni, Hart- 
nellii, Tricolor of sorts, Ampullacea major, Pulverulenta, and 
other sori vio dispose of at moderate pr: 

CON’ TRACTORS, THE 

RTHÜR MACKIE begs to eh ‘the attention of 
the Trade to the annexed ‘List of TREES and SHRUBS, 

which are of first-rate quality, and, as he trusts, will, ES the 
mess of price, be found worthy of notice, The Norfolk 

Railway affords great convenience for the cheap atte safe 
transit y plants, the guberge to sn ea pag at this time at 
the moderate rate of 27s, 6d. per ton ; and where large quan- 
tities are taken, A. M. will deliver Mon free. 

Blackthorn, ans, Are aC 5 + to 5 E p. 1000 
E m 6to 3 Whitethorn, 2 m 

Turkey or Tévhnt Oates, ee we 70to 80 iy 
Ash, transplanted ed 2to4 fti 14 0to15 0 at 

n ..4to5-ft. 18010200 ^ ,, 
Beech » oe -¢1to2 ft. 120 told 0 3 

a 53 te 122t09yft 17610200" 7 
Larcli nATIU Uus VOTO B ACID ORONO. |, 

3 5 oat! .28t04 ft 16010180! |, 
Scotch. 5 sth owe td 2, fter 15.0 €99010 25$ 
Hazel p ves vv B tol: fis. 15.0 t200 il: Liy 
aks " It ^. 1to23 ft. 180to25 0 » 

Blackthorn ,, 2 yrs, fine .. 80 " ex Of, 
ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRU: 

Oaks, Turkey or Levant on ft 250 h ds pee 100 
B 3 y Ki n ft, 35 0to a 

Chesnut, Horse ~.” 6to8 ft. 16 0t0200 5, 
a $F eid 010 ft. 250t0 350 |; 

‘Tree Box a: 1to2 ft. 60to 80. 4, 
tc Par eras 2ft. 10 0t012 0}? 

Laurels... ae vs Ito? ft  50to 8 » 
xi Viet: NEEL A ft. 10010190  ,, 
E d gc ise 2to3 ft, 120t0150 | 

Standard Thorns m 50 0 to 60 0 m 
s» . Roses ». . Bl. to Gl: y 

Red Cedars ais : ie 2 ft. 20: ? x ey 0 s 
23 ft 

N reference is reques ed fr om Fiere ote pa aet 
Norwich Nursery, uu 31. 

TO enue AND AMATEUR FLORISTS. 
O BE PARTED WITH.—A few Hundred Roots 
of that fine flower the eaten iE at42s. per hun- 

dred roots (with names); tim E planting, 
arch. — Apply, prepaid; to EYRE, Farnha 

mber of highly impreg- 
cating foe | Mor o his beautiful high-coloured 

enacted ‘ae Elisha" (hot t exhibited), o offinesymmetry, may 
be seen and had of Mr. TLEUGH, Florist, Chelsea, 
Farnham, Surrey, Jan. 3 

J^! pe. BROWN, laté LP to Lord Southamp- 

gs 
ceeded to the Dasih dye. of Messrs. MaARrNoCK and MANLEY, Nur- 
sery and Seedsmen, Hackney, near London, where Tes intends 

s various branches, and 
m that he will use his utmost endeavours to merit 

"ro fav Uus so kindly bestowed on his predecessors. 
rsery, Hackney, London, Jan. 31. 

h ARNOCK & MANLEY, in returning their most 
ateful thanks to their friends and the SFO for their 

kind favours so long bestowed on them, beg t O 
their notice their successor, Mr. J. BR OWN, N, aoi 
doubt will endeaveur to merit the continuance of those fa- 
yours so kindly bestowed.—Nursery, Hackney, Jan. 

ACKETS containing Six SEEDS, price 35. 6d., of 
Gatoesprn’s GREEN FLESH MELON, which received 

such high encomiums fri m judges at the Manchester Botanic 
Garden's exhibitionslast year, D. earliness, superior quality, 
and extra good bearer.—Ma, pon, Tuos. D. WATKIN- 
son, Seedsman, Market-place, MoRickeste ; or J [LLESPIE, 
ardener, Platt- hall, Thustichna ! for tlie particulars, see 

page 1, in this Paper of Jan. 

UCUMBER anp MELON BOXES anv LIGHTS, 
—One Hundred 1, 2, and 3-light Boxes and Lights of all 

sizes ready for immediate use. Warranted best materials, 

jonservatories, Green and Hot-hou: x 
pee es f the kingdom: Reference given to the Noone Gentry, 
and tl ade, in most of the counties in En 

J RU Warts Hothouse Builder, Clar: eidonbaplaues Old Kent- 
road, fone 

LOWER: POTS AND GARDEN SEATS. 

QN MORTLOCK, 250, Oxford-street, respectfully 
nounces that he has a "very large assortment of the 

me articles i "s various colours, and solicits an UM inspec- 
tion. very description of useful CHINA S, and 
EARTHENWARE at the: AOT le price, a Gash 200 
Oxford-street, near Hyde-park. 

E. COR Qr EQUUM STREET; 
S GIBBS and CO. 

Gal Aon. E) the SEEDSMEN. to the 
“ROYAL D AGRICUL TURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND,” 

Beg to remind the Members of the Society, and ud 
in general, that their only Counting House and Ware- 
oes atthe Corner of HALF- ee STREET, PICCADILLY, 

DON, as for the last Fift Sms 
Pre ists of Agricultura] eid are always ready, and may 
behad 

ProRzIGN SHEED GLASS, of good quality, tor 
be LOWER SEEDS. 

A Dosen MACKIE begs to announce’ that’ his 
DESCRIPTIVE D OF FLOWER SEEDS is now 

'eady, and can be had uj l 
ofthe purchaser A. M. Ys Paiet NUM in printed SAVES 
nd he trusts that the Petania vi 

will be both interesting and instru 
pait aeni is subjoined as a S niciaien of the plan he has 

adop 
SCHIZANTHUS  RETUSUS. 
Bh M pealleg Pom 

Diandria Monogynia. Ree 
Half-hardy "bténntall (Height, 2:03 fe 

Flowers, crimson and orange, June to Doch m, 

'h will be found thereon 

LS 

For the convenience of jur Phones «t & distance the above will be 
forwarded. free through the post. 

wich Nur: 
And No. 10, "Exdhatd Street, 

APSIDE (OPI PAUL'S), LONDON, 156, CI CHEAPSTDE (OPPOSITE ST. 
AND AT STU ART'S-GROVE, FULHAM-ROAD, CHELSEA. 
WV ESTMACOTE AND CO. respectfully inform their 

Friends and the Public that their Descriptive Catalogue 
of FLOWER, VEGETABLE, and AGRICULTURAL d 
(including. a miscellaneous collection of Bulbs, Plants, 

es, &c.) is now published, and will be forwarded 
on rec? ju e rend application ; itis also attached to the 
February Numbers of the following publications i— Pax ae s Magazine of Botan 
dener and Practical Florist,” and t Harrison's. nEn] 
Cabinet, ” The following selections are worthy of general cul- 
tivation :— 

r packet—s.d. Per packet—s.d. 
Brachycoma Pietro a 0 Rugs. (stock) German 0 6 
Campanula stricta «+ 0 6| Nem Phila discoidalis 0 6 
——— i 6 im 10 
Clintonia pulchella 1 0 | Primula sinensis, mixed; vel 
Oonvolvulus minor (new Rhod: 206 

dark) 606 pies 06 
n fess from finest varie- zopetalon Walkerii .. 0 6 

10 Thunborg chrysops, fine 
Lisiantins "Rassellianus, plants, each ^ .. 16 

very fine, with printed Viscaria oculata... 406 
directions. v vs: G: uM tricolor (Pansy) ex- 

Martynia fragrans. » EP SU 6 
Mesembryanthemum tri- zinnia mixed, German » s d 0 

Gunis Black Spine TES per packet «v Is. 0d. 
Peas, Improved Dwarf Marrow (true) per dau oe us 6 

» Charlwood’s Early IN (true) .3 6 » Girling’s Early Danecroft ee Sin 
»  Waite's Queen of the “Dwarfs 50 

W. & Co. have great pleasure in offeri; ring a a Now Seedling 
tato, ** Early Superb," which will be fom fit for table cxi 
than the Ash-leaf Kidne; Y, will bear a much heavier crop, and 
bes in exquisite fdv our till the 4 following spring. Price 

6d. pe d Recke 
^ Cheapside, (opposite £ Paul's), January 31, 

Dovere ITALIAN TUBEROSE ROOTS, 4s. ] per 
of the has 

just'been received at A. COBBETT’S Tralian and For, E Ware- 
ouse, 18, Pall Mall. The Orange, Lemon, Citron, Lime, and 

Shaddock Eras, eom Agorian, and Arabian Jessamine 
Plants expected in Jan nua 

HONE WHITE SPANISH ‘ONION, |, ALTRING- 
HAM CARROT, &c.—Dealers EL be su lied y a a fine 

article at moderate prices, by WAR: A WARN SEEDS- 
MEN, 28, Cornhill, London. ienirt Diced Trade Gatalogied to be had on application. 

d general purposes. 
F. Errnmrck's, 28, Castle: street ros rure best apo 
Ready Money only, 

FOREIGN AND BRITISH SHEET AND CROWN 
S, for Hothouses, Garden. and other purposes.— 

R: C. having again ME the ud for ‘small cp Squares, 
invites a his former 
lists :— a 

per ‘088. T Bross, per gross. 
Gin. by 4 160 s by gt ao, 188. 9byT7.. 18s. 
Tin bye 2:95 8byG .. lds. | 10by8 .. 265. y 

in future receive weekly consignments of "STOUT 
FOREIQAD SHEET GLASS, of which he purposes keeping 
Ed e prec as will enable him to execute all orders as soon 

ROPAGATING, BEE, CUCUMBER, and GRAPE GLASSES 
every description, cheaper than at any other house.—For 

Sb Lists, apply to Ry poms Glass, Lead, and Colour Works, 
8, Leicester- VE Lon 

ORTICULTURAL GLASS OF BRITISH 
MANUFACTURE, at J, WELCH, jun., Prius, and Oo.'s 

Bikes E 12, Panton-strect, Haymarket. — Having made 
rrangements ith a British Manners d hey are enabled 

ine o offer the above article in unlimited quantities at the follow- 
ing terms, in LAE not AS 40 inches long :— 

o. 0—(equal to Foreign Sheet) «s p. per foot. 
nere eregina from pd to b oz. to the foot i " 

lt » 32 » » 
3 

n Abus jun., having been many years with ir, Drake, of 
rmyn- -street; amd 315, Oxford-street, and at the time of the 

een of Chatsworth Conservatory, lias devoted himself to 
$us Horticultural Gl azing Department, begs to call the atten- 
tion of Horticulturists generally to the aboye prices for Glass. 
dus they undertake to glaze in dány part of the Unite 
ingdom. 
They. als o beg to recommend for Pits and Garden Lights 

small ya squares which they offer at the Oat low prices, 
packed in 100 feet boxes, not particular to thickness. :— 

i viv H5 bal Foot, 
Sin. by Sand ,, m by 4 P a» 

fg in.by£and |, 9 in, by 
W. & Co. solicit iion of their "abo of Stained and 

Oilarra gaa at their Warehouse, as above.—12, Panton- 
street, Haym 

FOTOE SHEET GLASS AND GLASS TILES, 
G JARVIS continuing to import large quantities of 

* the above articles, in quality and substance hitherto 
pe d, ean offer them to pie: D a lower T price than 

other house in the trade, for ri ney only, at his old 
established WINDOW GLASS WARE "HOUSE, 38, Great Cas- 
tle-street, a few doors from HE ed Viere orders, for- 
warded with reference, E wii Li attention. Every 
other description of WINDOW GLASS ps. low in price. 

Oras DESTRUCTION OF MEALY BUG, 
THRIPS, &c.—All loyers of plan are reminded that 

ERRANS DILUTIUM A d safe and certain extirpator of 
the abovepests. The recipe f composing it is in à work en. 
itled “ Bight on Flowers,” Monum 250 pages of letter-press, 
illustrated with many plates, and may be had for 5s., or 6s. i 
er by post en m part of the country, by addressing, with 

N and ae Florists, am 
eni us "im ttles 1s. end upwards eac] 
of the Hon. and Rev. W. Herbert.—' I can say Used 

o it is invaluable in the stove, and has disarmed the Meal: 
Bug of all its terrors. My houses were thoroughly infested N 
it, and itis now nearly extirpated. Mr. Hereman deserves from 
horticulturists the highest compliment they can award him. 
No gardener with Hereman's nod wil be troubled by oy 
Mealy Bug in his houses, unless by neglect."—4 deners 
Chronicle, P 170 for 1845. 
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Superb new he: k 

ROUGHES'S Uu EHE Re 18s. per pair. 

see Gard. Chron. of 11th Oct. 

ius "BURROUGHES'S DUKE OF NEWCASTLE,” the 
best light-edged Purple Picotee, 15s. per pair. 

CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES. 

312 pairs extra fine and very superior first-class £ s. d. 

"Snow Flowers by name . , . . . 219 0 
ASA Aikto.. ditta jene n 

i dio Fine Show Flowers ditto. , 19 ý 
25 ditto ditto atto 300 

Extra fine Show Pinks, by name "56r dozen pair, 12s, 
g'UCHSIAS, extra fine, inelu? ig “*Serratifolia,” 21s.p. doz. 
)OHRYSANTHEMUMS qj 125. per dozen. 

6s. PET ditt 95. 
NSIES Eie MR tto 10s. 

Ditto, very best first-rate Show Flowers 185.  , 
OINERARIAS, extra fine sorts, by name 12s. to 18s. ,, 

30 packets of choice FLOWER SEEDS., 6s., per post, free. 
ERICAS, fine and free-flowering sorts, by name, 9s., 12s., 

and 18s. per dozen. 
HERBACEOUS PLANTS, fine sorts, 63, to 9s, per dozen, 

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA : s. d. 
s. d.| Abies gracilis .. each 2 6 

@yearsold, perdoz. 9 0| ,, orientali: 508 0 

$505 m » ++ 12. 0| Picea cephalonica, p. dz. 90 0 

Mi. 55 » 18 0|Pinuscembra .. , .12 0 
5 3p » ++ 90 0| Cupressus torulosa, per 

6 » E sve GUY 0 oz. fine .. EY 0 

Cedrus Deodar, lyr. fine 18 0|  Do., seed pans, p.doz. 6 0 

" 5»  lfoot.. 80 0| Podocarpus totara, each 5 0 
Pinus exedlsa, 3inches.. 9 0| D Dierydioides ,, 7 6 

Gs 35 4 to 5ins. 18 0 0. ferrugineus ,, 5 0 

y s, 18inch, fine Phylocladus trichoma- 

bushy plant . 0 i 40» 5.0 
, Gerardiana,2 yrs. 80 0| Taxodium sempervirens,, 7 6 

Abies Khutrow, 2years 9 0|Dicrydium cupressinum,, 5 0 

RIBES SANGUINEUM FLORE PLENO, 10s. 6d. per plant. 

MYATT'S “BRITISH QUEEN,” STRAWBERRY, 5s. per 100. 

**PRINCESS ALICE MAUDE,” »" LET 

XOUELL'S CELEBRATED TOBOLSK RHUBARB, fine 
Yransparent pink, the best for forcing, 12s. per dozen. Roots 

placed in a cellar or closet now will be fit for cutting in a month, 
The finest DOUBLE ANEMONES, 12s. per Ib. 

The finest Mixed RANUNCULUSES, all from named flowers, 
32s. per 100. 
oP Foreign Orders carefully executed so as to ensure safe 

transmission. 
N.B. Steam Ships to London three times a week; to Hull, 

tbwice a week; and per rail to London every eight hours. 

Great Yarmouth Nursery, Jan. 31. 

SUPERIOR NEW EARLY) PEA.—WARNER'S 

The Gardeners’ Chrowicle. 
SATURDAY, JANUARY 31, 1846. 
MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 

MowpAy, Feb. 9—Entomologial . «o eS PMs 
URSDA’ —  8—Linnean * 4) B PM. 

Weonnspay, — 4—Society of Arts 8 vM. 
FRIDAY, — 6—Botanical Tr. 
"GATURDAY — 7—Royal Botanic . . e «© 4PM 
‘Wapnnspay, — 11—Microscopical (Anniversary) . 7 P.a 

Onr of the surest. indications of the value of the 
iPonmaise HEATING is the eagerness. with which it 
is assailed. We should have despaired. of its 
success had it been treated with indifference ; but 
its advantage is so obvious that people are annoyed 
at not having found it out themselves. Some think 
it a;reproach to their own sagacity that a furnace, 
a hole in a wall, a drain, and a wet blanket should 
do what they have only accomplished by boilers 
sand pipes, with their returns, flanges, waterways, 
staps, valves, stopcocks, tanks, and cisterns. Others, 
‘who can admire nothing but what is complicated, 
who value every thing in proportion to its dearness 
and imposing appearance, and despise all that is 
‘simple, sneer at the idea of so small a matter, 
declare their conviction that the scheme is an 
cabsurdity, and wonder how men can fancy that they 
‘are advancing by stepping backwards. A third 
Grass, in their usual tone, coolly deny that any 
other results have been obtained at Polmaise than 
‘could have been had without a heating apparatus 
ofany sort. And, fizally, a fourth class protest that 
‘they have themselves tried to do the thing, long 
om and abandoned it as impracticable. Aie 

DION Di an M c eet 3 ~ insignificant are o »uen opjectors the most . gn HETA. 

suggest to those who waste their time in such boot- 
less enquiry that Virruvivs is an author worth 
consulting upon the subject. 

nct 

of invention has been made a question, we would | and the other below with the drain, then as soon as 
| 

Mr. Axnzs (see p. 53) doubts whether the Vinery 
at Polmaise is heated at all. here wae *. like 

manner, a witty author who prov- by Mental 
i 

[s r f us ica 

E E gus E on as NAPoLEoN P^ 

vu. 3 z a Mrt 
timony ihe -as nes’S eyes the tes- 
E: s«uener at Polmaise, as to the diffi- 
--uy. Of keeping down the temperature, goes for 

was 

| nothing ; the scorching of leaves, by the air rushing 
from the heating chamber, for nothing ; the agita- 
tion of the atmosphere, for nothing ; the necessity of 
placing the entrance of the hot air in the back wall, 
because of the heat, for nothing: all these things 
are nothing; they are no evidence whatever of 
heating; they only show the advantage of a wet 
blanket. The testimony of persons who have 
visited Polmaise goes for nothing, when compared 
with our ingenious correspondent’s foregone con- 
clusions ; we trust that the new evidence afforded 
by Mr. Suzanzn, as to the working of a similar 
apparatus at Lord TwrEppatyr’s, will be more satis- 
factory to him. 

A Scotch gardener, in the neighbourhood of Stir- 
ling, denies that he was afraid of showing Grapes 
against those of Polmaise. Perhaps he will tell us 
why he and his neighbours did not show. But we 
must not devote further space to matters like this ; 
more important considerations claim our attention. 

It is proved to the satisfaction of reasonable men, 
by the apparatus at Polmaise, that it is possible to 
dispense with all the paraphernalia of hot-water 
apparatus by means of heated air, and suitable con- 
trivances for conveying it; that those conveyances 
are mainly currents produced in the atmosphere by 
the difference in density of the eold and heated air ; 
and that therefore the cost of warming buildings 
for plants is reduced to little more than the charge 
for brick-work and a furnace. Somebody says, 
“Oh! no; the Polmaise plan must have cost 207. ; " 
be it so. A hot-water apparatus would have cost 
50/., and would. have done no more. 

What it may be necessary to pay for heating a 
house on the Polmaise plan will depend exclusively 
on the size ofthe house itself, and the objeets to be 
gained ; upon the nature of the furnace employed, 
and the closeness with which the simplicity of the 
Polmaise apparatusis copied. If deviations are in- 
troduced, ne little more is done in one respect, and 

a little more in another, it may be improved, but, of 

course, will become more costly. Leaving this to 
the taste and pockets of the public, who will have 
plenty of plans laid before them, we shall content 
ourselves with a few general propositions, attention 
to which is indispensable. 

The kind of furnace which it may be most advan- 
tageous to employ cannot be decided without direct 
experiment. Perhaps a brick ARNOTT, constructed 

like those of Mr. Rivers, published last week, may 

suffice for small buildings. The Polmaise stove is 
one patented by Messrs. Haven, of Trowbridge ; 

that at Yester was made by Mr. Wurre, of Hadding- 
ton; another, said to be agood one, is Harr's, concern- 
ing which we this day publish a useful suggestion 
by Messrs, SrreHENSONs; and so also Hazarn’s 
tube stove will be applicable, provided itis possible 
to clean out the tubes without inconvenience. 
In short, it is not very material what stove is 

employed, provided regard is had to the circum- 
stances included in. the following. communi- 
cation with which we have been favoured by a 
correspondent (J. H. H.), from whom we could 
wish to hear more frequently, and which we now 
print without further comment. 

“Jn your observatious on the Polmaise system 
of heating, you refer to its being an undetermined 

point what kind of stove is best suited for fulfilling 
its conditions in. the most economical manner, 
remarking that in the case of a Joycr’s stove the 
results were not satisfactory, inasmuch as there is 

at first a tendency in it to draw in air as much from 
the house as from the drain. The cause of this 
appears to me to be obviously that a Jovcx's stove 
is merely an urn containing ignited charcoal; it 
has no flue to create a draught ; the air that feeds those who, admitting all the merit of tnc *° "n 

plan, which, however, they could never see be. S? 
depreciate it because of its want of novelty ; it is 
Peny S, says one; it is Mryrer’s, says another; 
it is SvrvrsTEWs, exclaims a third. And one 
gentleman expresses his astonishment (D) that men 
of science should not be more careful of producing 
as new that which is soold. He thinks they should 
be more tender of each other's reputation. We 
cannot be expected to do more than notice such 
trifling ; the public cares nothing about wire-drawn 
nistory ; men in active life are not registrars of 
patent inventions ; what really concerns the busy 
world is the goodness of a thing, not its age ; and 
provided a contrivance answers the purpose nobody 
Cares where it originated. Since, however; priority 

the fire enters through the top or cover of the urn, 
the gases of combustion issue by the same 

cde Tt is;true the latter, from their higher 
channel. . they emerge, have a. tendency to 

temperature as .. ~ ascending column of very 
tise; and there is au “tance above the stove 
feeble power for a short dis... ?«aed as to allo 
until their temperature is so far reau: “soutrali M 
their specific gravity to operate upon and... TAS, 
their further ascent. 
“A Jovcx's stove, therefore, placed in any situa- 

tion will draw in air from every. direction, and at 
first rather from above than below. If placed on a 
confined ease or chamber with two apertures, one 
above communicating with the interior of the house, 

the chamber becomes warmed by the heat reflected 

from the sides of the stove, an ascending current 
will begin io be established ; but I am inclined to 

“ink that the motion of the current we? 

times be sluggish wit 
remarks an~! Java a Stove. 

-ppıy M à modified degree to the Arnott 
and other stoves of slow combustion ; for though 
they have flues, the very principle on which their 
economical use depends is the controlled and 
slow admission of air through the fire and flue. 
Hence the motion of the current will be propor- 
tionally slow as the regulator restricts the-admission 
of air inside the stove. 

“ In the Polmaise method of heating the current 
of air from the drain, on reaching the stove, is 
divided into two parts ; one enters the stove, feeds 
the fire, and passes off by the flue; the other 
passes by the sides of the stove, and abstracting 
heat from them, enters the house. The vivacity of 
the current, therefore, other things being equal, will 
depend on the stove used being one ofgood draught ; 
and from circumstances mentioned, I should think 
Mr. Murray must have used one possessing con- 
siderable draught as well as great heating power: 
in fact,the two properties are very close companions. 
“The advantage of the Polmaise principle consists 

in the circulation of air it produces, which is not 
only beneficial in itself, but more equally and rapidly 
diffuses the heat communicated to it through an 
apartment of any kind ; and it is worthy of adop- 
tion in our own habitations as well as in houses 
for plants. It is caleulated to be of great service 
in small and cheap greenhouses in combination with 
an Arnott or any other of the economical stoves. 

* With your permission Loffer a plan for its adap- 
tation to a structure of this kind. S is an Arnott, 

gnat 

X N 

KGW, 

D 

or other stove, surrounded by a close chamber or 
case. C, of wood, brick, or any other material that 

may be most convenient, built against or fixed to 
the back wall of the house. This chamber com- 
munieates below with the drain D, and there are 

openings (O) near the top, or they may be made in 
the top itself, through which the current of warmed 
air enters the house. A shallow pan of water (P 
isplaced on the top, from the edges of which depen: 
inside the chamber, strati@s of cotton or worsted 

thread (T) to moisten the heated air in its progress ; 

the water that drops from the strands may run into 
the drain, or be conveyed away in any other suit- 
able way. The flue F, of iron, is carried up inside 

the house; which I consider a beneficial arrange- 

ment, as a great deal of useful heat is lost by its 

being taken outside, as we often see it done. A 

current of heated gases is continually rising in the 
flue, which, as iron is an excellent conductor, assists 
materially in warming the air ofthe house ; and for 
the same reason itis also better than a brick flue 
or chimney. built in the wall, from which the air of 

the house derives no perceptible benefit in the way 
of warmth." 

It will also be desirable to bear in mind the fol- 
lowing rules :— 

The stove must be so stationed that it shall not 

» | face, so as to fit tight. 

be able to obtain its air from any source except the 
| cold air drain, This object may be secured either 

by building it in continuation of the drain, or by 

|sinking it into the drain,as is represented in the 
| Yester hlan = KO R Tr ane anea tha achnit an 

-— phan) DEOS aie eal m um D IE furnace doors should be ground toa perfectly true 
f these precautions 

taken, the furnace will be apt to Reed itself from E 
air about it, and not from the drains. 

; The stove must not be smaller than would be re- quired fora flue.ora hot water boiler. If it is too 
small, its Action will be feeble, and the motion of air produced by is inconsiderable ; for we must never forget that a small quantity of fuel cannot, under any circumstances, do a great deal of duty. It 
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should, moreover, communicate with a chimney long 
enough to ensure a good draught. 
We believe that in the Scotch houses thus heated, 

the air drains are horizontal. We perceive, naw- 
~ver. that Mr, Moore, the very intelligent director 

7^ Garden, Glasnevin, recommends 
"ea of the house down 

toa, 

v, 
of the Botau. . 
them to slope from the extremiuc. ~ 
to the furnace. This may possibly be an advanwg., 
and is worth consideration, where the ground will 
admit ofsuch a construction ; if, however, this plan 

is adopted, great care must be taken that the fire 
end of the drain is below the source of heat ; other- 

wise the cireulating motion of the air will be coun- 
teracted, and the whole object of the contrivance 

will be nullified, as happened to Mr. Penn, when 
he attempted to remedy his hopeless failure. 

By attention to these points we doubt not that 
the Polmaise system may be applied to all descrip- 
tions of greenhouses, and that, by the aid of a brick- 

layer, persons who cannot afford the A 
tus now in use, may enjoy the luxury of a Vinery or 
forcing house, or may keep their summer plants 
from frost. But it is not merely as a very cheap 
means of heating that it is valuable ; it is doubtless 
important because of the motion in which it keeps 
the atmosphere. We have long intended to touch 
upon that point, one very little understood, and 
scarcely adverted to by physiologists, and shall pro- 
ceed to do so in an early Paper. 

Weexty Prices or POTATOES per ton, in Covent 
Garden Market, in 1844, 1845, and 1846. 

1844-5. | 1845-6. 
November .30 | 50s. to 75s.| November..29| 80s. to 140s. 
December... 7| 50 75 |\December... 6| 80 160 

14/50 — 70 | 13 80 160 
21|50 — 70| 20| 80 160 
8|50 70 || 27 80 160 

Jas. 5o ..4| 50 80 |Jan. . 3|80. 160 
oo 80 4 | 80 160 

18| 50 80 || 17| 80 160 
25| 50 80 | 24| 80 — 160 

Rhe 1/50 80} 170 140 
Also at the waterside, Southwark. 

December.. 9 | 50s, to 70s.| December.. 8| 50s. to 120 
16; 50 70 15 5 120 
23/50 70 | 22(50 120 
30 | 55 — 75 || 29 50 120 

JE y 6| 60. S80" [Jam cs ic5lr50* 10129 
13| 60 — 80| 2/50 120 
20|60  80| 19} 50 120 
27| 55. "80*| 26| 50 120 

THE MARIE LOUISE PEAR. 
Synonymes. — Marie Chrétienne, Forme de Marie Louise, 

Princesse de Parme, Braddick’s Field Standard, Maria. 

Ir may be deemed superfluous to introduce any notice 
of a variety the excellence of which has already ob- 
tained for it an extensive degree of cultivation, . Fre- 
quently, however, it has been received amongst collec- 
tions forwarded for names, even in the past season. 
It may, therefore, be inferred that, in many remote 
localities, there are readers of the Gardeners’ Chronicle 
who may profit by information respecting a variety of 
fruit whieh cannot be too well known. 

This most excellent Pear was raised by the Abbé 
Duquesne, in 1809, and named in honour of the Empress 
Marie Louise, of Austria, consort of Napoleon. It was 
sent to this country by Dr. Van Mons, of Louvain, in 
1816, not only under the name of Marie Louise, but 
also merely designated by various numbers. The sy- 
nonyme of Forme de Marie Louise originated with him ; 
itis one of many similar remarks which he made in 
examining his immense collection after it had been pre- 
eipitately thrown into confusion, and replanted ; such 
were applied to this, and other good varieties, the trees 
of which were found without.names, when all that could 
in consequence be stated on a first examination was, 
that they possessed the form or appearance of a Marie 
Louise, &c.; which, in many cases, they really proved 
to be when duly compared, At the time when this and 
many other new Pears were introduced from Belgium, 
it was not imagined that such delicious fruit could be pro- 
duced on standards. Under some name or number from 
Van Mons, the Marie Louise was received by Mr. Brad- 

fruit ; 

| buds long and pointed, hence not easily distinguished ; 
owers middle sized, petals obovate. ‘Lhe tree is 

generally an excellent bearer, and suitable either for a 

Lf 

Pale brownish yellow, 

smooth, or thinly coated with soft russet. 

In a favourable climate it 
will sueceed on a north wall, and thus the season of the 
fruit may be prolonged. Succeeds on the Quince stock. 
It ought to be in all collections.—H. T. 

Standard, wall, or espalier. 

THE AMATEUR GARDENER. 
RANUNCULUSES; CHOICE OF SORTS,— There is a marked 

difference between the old varieties of this flower and 
the seedlings which have been raised during the last 
few years. The tubers of the former are generally less 
robust and plump; the foliage is often weaker, and the 
flowers are almost always inferior in size and substance 
of petal to those of newly-raised seedlings. The art of 
hybridising has been wonderfully successful with the 
Ranuneulus, and some new beauties are annually pro- 
duced. Unless the old kinds are very striking and un- 
like the modern varieties, the amateur is recommended 
to make his bed of new sorts. His success will be more 
certain, and the healthy and vigorous growth of the 
roots more satisfactory. 

A packet of carefully selected seed, purchased of a 
well known cultivator, will repay all the attention be- 
stowed in raising it ; but this task should be undertaken 
by one who has had some general experience in the 
growth of the flower. Three seasons must pass before 
all the seedlings can be expected to exhibit their cha- 
racter, and even then the quality they will finally assume 
cannot always be ascertained. Some of the finest sorts 
will at first be semi-double, and time is consequently 
required to test their real excellence. Raising from seed, 
therefore, is not the course to be pursued by those who 
are growing Ranunculuses for the first time; and 
although I hope to be able to assist in this interesting 
pursuit on a future occasion, it will be more requisite 
now to point out the best mode of getting a collection 
of well-known and established flowers. 

Without wishing, in the slightest degree, to question 
the integrity of seedsmen and florists, I feel it necessary 
to caution amateurs on the subject of purchasing Ra- 

dick, planted outina field, and in quality 
to that grown against walls. Its external appearance, 
too, being different, more russeted owing to exposure, 
it was considered quite a distinct sort, and was much 
extolled, eagerly sought after, and cultivated under the 
name of Braddick’s Field Standard ; but grown side by 
side with the Marie Louise, as standards, and against a 
wall, the identity was completely ascertained. There is 
a Pear called Pitts Marie Louise, but it is nothing but 
the common Calebasse. 

Soc Rage WA 
The panying Yep tation 18 tnat vr- en 

averaged-sized fruit, from a standard in good condition. 

The flesh is white, smooth, exceedingly melting, but- 

tery and rich. In perfection in October and Novem- 

ber ; but it has been kept in good condition till January 

when grown on particular soils, where the fruit will 

hang till after the trees begin to lose their leaves. Th. 

tree has a sufficiently vigorous but rather straggling 
habit of growth, and requires to be kept clear by 

judicious pruning. The shoots are qark olive; buds 

oblong, tapering. Leaves middle-sized, oval, finely 
Flower- serrated ; petioles long and rather slender. 

, as good kinds are expensive, and a failure 
is therefore very provoking. A very fine show may, 
indeed, be secured by one or two hundred mixed roots, 
which may be purchased at very small cost ; and where 
a cheap bed is an object, or where the amateur fears to 
run a greater risk until he has acquired experience, 
mixtures may be recommended. But if you intend to 
raise a bed which shall excite the rivalry of your nei. 
bours, and enable you to compete at a floricul^ s 1 ex- 
hibition, you must be content to pay fo. goy, 
hicher character, aes ae war" nt Sosa ted H 

and which may therefore be sepected to repay you for 
your expense and ear? -- Get them from the grower if 
you can, for in. onanging hands seeds and roots often 
change ‘ames, and discredit the seller and vex the 
bover, There are some celebrated growers of Ranun- 
culuses who have devoted their energies especially to 
this root, and, without mentioning their names, I recom- 

mend you to apply to them. You may select from their 

catalogues, and may rely on their sending you sound 

tubers. Indeed, if you state the size of your bed, you 

may leave the selection to them, as they are acquainted 

with the varieties whose combination will produce the 
happiest results, Another plan should be mentioned as 
suitable for those who may uot be able or willing to 
incur much expense: get a dozen first-rate roots, and 
placing them in different parts of the bed, fill up the 
spaces with common ones, 

you are not able to proceed as directed, but are 
obliged to use your own judgment in selecting you must 
bear in mind that roots may be true to name, and yet in 
themselves useless, The great difficulty to be over- 
come in growing the Ranunculus is encountered after 

| the bloom is passed away, and the roots will be either 
gooa or bad the following year, as they are then treated, 
On this subject much will be said hereafter. The crite- 
rion by which a heaithy root is known, is the plumpness 
of the forked portions, and the fine velvety texture of 
the crown ; especially the latter. The tuber itself may 
be small and shrivelled, and yet the crown will indicate 
a sound condition ; while, on the other hand, a plump- 
ness of the tuber is of no service if the crown is dull, 
and instead of becoming bright when rubbed by the 
hand or on the coat, crumbles away. Like the Dahlia, 
the tube of the Ranunculus will be quite healthy in it- 
self, even where all the young buds or eyes are destroyed; 
it may even live some time in the ground; but vain wil) 
be the expectation of seeing a green shoot! When the 
substance of the tuber is well filled, and the crown is 
glossy, success may be confidently expected, as far as 
the roots themselves are concerned. It should be re- 
membered that the silkiness of the crown, although 
always present in some degree, increases as the growing 
season advances. 

The Turban Ranunculus makes a very splendid show, 
and I wonder-it is not more grown in large gardens, as 
beds of it, each filled with flowers of one colour, would 
have a most imposing effect. The various kinds of 
Turbans may be purchased for three or four shillings a 
hundred. Asan early flower, it is worthy notice. I 
have had yellow Turbans off bloom and ready to be re- 
moved by the second week in June, in time for filling 
the beds with greenh plants. The R may 
be taken up without injury as soon as the flower is 
withered, if the mould is allowed to adhere to it, and all 
the roots thus removed are put into the ground ina 
place secured from rain. They will then gradually 
become fully matured, and may be cleared away in July. 
This latter circumstance removes the objection of the 
beds being occupied too long to allow their being after- 
wards filled with flowering plants. Half-a-dozen beds 
on a Grass-plot’would present a gorgeous sight in May 
and June.—H. B. 

Home Correspondence. 
Gooseberry Caterpillar.—Allow me to suggest that 

instead of leaving the caterpillars on the ground, as 
Mr. Buck does, relying upon their inability to ascend 
the trees, a cloth slit half-way across should be drawn 
under the bush, and when the caterpillars have been 
shaken off by a sudden jerk of the stem with a guarded 
fork, they may be removed and destroyed, or quicklime 
may be sprinkled under the bushes, which will speedily 
kill them.. Two or three shakes will clear the bush of 
nearly every caterpillar, sufficient time being allowed 
between each shake—or, rather, each pair of shakes, for 
some will have lodged amongst the leaves at the first 
shake, and will fall at the second—for them to loose 
their hold. A still day should be chosen.—J. G., Bury. 

Liquid Manure and Guano.—Last season I was 
directed to use guano for some of our plants, and in 
addition to guano I have used liquid manure with the 
greatest success. To eight gallons of pure water I put 
four ounces of guano, dissolved for 24 hours, and to 
this I likewise added 16 gallons of liquid manure, 
mixing the whole together in a large tub ; before apply- 
ing the liquid I mixed it with pure water to suit the 
nature of the plants to which it was given. T have nos 
tried any hard-wooded plants with it, ‘Three plants of 
Musa Cavendishii, taken from the mother. plant’ 15 
months ago, and watered with strong liquid manure 
and guano, are of the following dimensions :— The stem 
is 34 feet in height, and 23 feet in circumference at the 
base. The leaves measure 5 feet in length, and are 
2 feet 8 inches in breadth. One of the plants is showing 
fruit in abundance.—A. Anderson, Castle Malgwyn. 

The Chinese Chrysanthemum.—I am glad to perceive 
that the Chrysanthemum is again beginning to attract, 
the attention of amateurs in this country, and to claim 
that place in their estimation to which its many valu- 
able properties so eminently entitle it. ‘The Chrysan- 
themum flowers luxuriantly in the south of Ireland, 
bidding defiance to frost even during that dreary | erio 1 
when all their autumnal beauties have vanished fro n 

our gardens, an -pefore the Snowdrop and Crocus as 
yet ventur^ t9 peep forth, and it surely merits evcry 

care “ast can be bestowed on its cultivation ; the great 

versity which it presents in its form and colour, the 
elegance and grace of its blossoms, the delicate perfume 

of the entire plant, its long continuance in: fiower, the 

facility with which it is propagated, together with the 
i of its flourishing at a time when it is the 

only ornament of the garden, are recommendations 
which render the Chrysanthemum perhaps the mo:$ 
valuable flower we have. I was much pleased with 
Mr. Tant's directions for its propagation and manage- 
ment, as given in a late Number, and his list of select 

plants is a most useful addition, but there is still a 

great desideratum in this matter. We, in this part of 

the country, who haye%no opportunities of seeing large 

lections of Chr l in blossom, are unable, 
from a mere list of names,.to form any opinicn as to 

the size, shape, or colour of the flowers, or the merits 
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or demerits of the several varieties, and when ordering 
a supply from a nurseryman, we are consequently un- 
able to make a selection. Now, if any of your corres- 
pondents would furnish a list with such descriptions as 
I have alluded to, it would be highly acceptable to 
many in this country who, like myself, can look to 
nothing but such a list to guide them in choosing the 
most desirable varieties, and in judiciously contrasting 
their colours in the planting. To give an idea of the 
mildness of this climate, I may mention that I have 
now (19th January) four Chrysanthemums still in 
flower in the open air, on one of the walls of my garden, 
viz, Minerva, Duchess de Montebello, Campestroni, 
and Starry. — Clericus Hibernicus, St, Olan’s Rectory, 
Coachford. 

Planting Fruit Trees.—I would recommend every- 
body about to plant, and desirous of bringing the trees 
into a good bearing condition, with the least amount of 
labour, to plant them high and with the roots barely 
covered : if on newly trenched ground, to plant on the 
surface, and just to cover the roots over. Four years 
ago, I planted three young Peach-trees ; the ground 
haying been previously trenched, I trod it down, re- 
filled the space with soil, and again trod it down, until 
the whole was level with the surface of the border, and 
perfectly smooth ; I then placed the trees on the plane 
surface, covered their roots with soil and trod it down 
as before. They made excellent bearing-wood the first 
easonj bore a few fruit the second year; the third 
year I had a fair average crop, and in the fourth year 
an excellent crop of very fine fruit, which I consider to 
be a decided proof of the superior effects of shallow 
planting ; whereas, trees planted deeply in the usual 
way, have been seven or eight years before coming into 
bearing at all, and then the fruit has been of very infe- 
rior quality, which to amateurs and persons possessing 
small gardens, must be very disappointing. In prepar- 
ing a border, the soil I prefer is: the green sods from 
a loamy pasture, chopped fine with the spade.—J. L. 
Snow, Swinton Park. 

Spot on the Pelargonium Leaf.—1 have for the Jast 
few years had from eight to twelve thousand Pelargo- 
niums under my care, and was never before last year 
troubled with the spot. When shifting my plants last 
spring, I made use of more rotten dung than on any pre- 
vious occasion. After shifting, my plants grew away 
very rapidly ; still I observed that they made but little 
root, and that what they did make rotted off as soon as 
formed, until I think about the 10th of June, when we 
had a few days in which the sun shone very powerfully. 

About that time the plants became spotted, particularly 

those in the pits, which had their lights entirely off 
during the day, and tilted during night, and in wet 

weather. Cold and damp are generally thought to be 
the principal causes of the evil; but, if cold and 
and damp were the causes, I should think the present 
the most likely season of the year for the plants to be 
affected in ; but to all appearance they have quite re- 
covered ; if it were possible, however, to have a few 
days' sun, as powerful now as in June (up to October the 
sun has great power for a few hours in the middle of 
each day), I think that in a few days they would be as 
badlyspotted as ever,theroots being in no better condition 
than they now are, Want of sufficient feeders to sup- 
port their foliage against the effects of a parching sun, I 
imagine is the cause of failure ; therefore, the spot will 
appear or not, according to the richness of the com- 
post in which they are potted. Of plants standing in 
pits upon ashes where any of the roots had found their 
Way through the bottom of the pots they were quite 
healthy, and appeared to be starting in all directions for 
suitable food ; in such cases the plants were scarcely at 
all spotted, although the roots in the interior of the pots 
were equally bad with those of plants standing next 
them ; the first plant that broke after having been cut 
down, I put into smaller pots,using the same compost as 
in the spring shifting, and they became spotted equally 
bad as ever,—the roots went off justin the same way; 
those that did not break till three weeks later were put 

-iato nearly all forest loam and silver sand, and although 
standing on the same bed next the others, they did not 
show the least inclination to spot. I also put in a few 
pans of cuttings in the same compost, half of which 
failed, and the other half made little or no root till after 
they were potted off. In the rest of my cuttings (about 
7000 principally in loam and silver sand), I had not a 
failure worth speaking of. I have now shifted rather 
better than 1000 for forcing, using a mixture of four 
parts loam, one dung, one peat, and one silver sand.— 
Zarrant. : 

Polmaise System of Heating.—The accompanying 
wood-cut represents a stove which we consider to be 
calculated to perform all than can be required under 
the above system of heating. It is the invention of 
Mr. Samuel Hall, the engineer, and as far as our ex- 
perience goes has given satisfaction wherever it has 
been applied, acting as a means of ventilation, as well 
as of warming. It possesses this advantage, as well as 
others, over Arnott’s, and most of the stoves which 
only radiate heat. Wherever it is fixed, the air is in 
constant motion, and by fixing it outside a building, any 
quantity of fresh warm air may be admitted. For hor- 
ticultural purposes the ornamental exterior may be dis- 
pensed with, reserving only the fire-box (in which the 
merit of the invention chiefly consists, by giving a large 
Surface of heating power ina small compass); this 
may be done very economically, and by any bricklayer, 
and as the fire-box is cast in one piece, and of very 
Considerable substance, it is not liable to the objection 

wrought iron stoves ; neither is it subject to become so 
quickly red hot, nor so soon cooled under trifling varia- 
tions in the activity of the fire. In adapting this fire- 
box, the plan we propose is simply as follows :—To 
construct the furnace part of fire-bricks, or lumps, 
whereupon the cast-iron box may be placed, and in all 
other respects to follow the directions already given in 
the Chronicle. The motive for raising the fire-box is 
twofold, viz., to obtain a greater depth from the feed 
door to the fire-bars, so that sufficient fuel may be sup- 
plied to last for any required length of time, and also 
in part to adopt the excellent recommendation of Mr. 
Rivers, to let the fire have its first and greatest effect 
upon the fire-bricks, so that the iron box would last for 
many years, and yet by its extent of surface, and 
superior conducting powers over the fire-brick, give off 
a very large quantity of heat (economising fuel thereby). 

x 

Reference to Plan.—A, the stove; B, the furnace; C, ash 
hole ; D, feed door ; E, door to remove clinkers, &c. ; F, cold 
air drain ; G, G, G, hot air chamber and flue into house; H, 
punched zinc nailed on to wooden frame for hot air to pass 
through. 

In all other respects the arrangement of air drains, &c., 
might remain as already proposed ; but we think per- 
forated zinc much preferable to the blanket for several 
reasons, viz., as dispersing the air better, and also as 
being more under control in regard to the quantity of 
moisture evaporated; for the blanket, if placed under a 
stage would be continually liable to become wet, when 
a dry atmosphere might be required. [We do not 
understand how moisture is to be derived from per- 
forated zinc.]—Stephenson and Co., 17, New Park- 
street, Southwark. 

Brick Stoves.—At St. Petersburg, where immense 
Stoves of briek are in general use, the cement used in 
their construction is neverlime-mortar. Clay is always 
used, or rather such a mixture of clay and sand as 
constitutes a good brick earth. Great care is taken in 
the preparation of this substance by kneading it. For 
instance, the quantity required for four or five very 
large stoves was, I saw, laid upon. a smooth floor, and 
mixed with water sufficient to bring it to the con- 
sistence of stiff mortar; two men in their boots then 
trampled on it, turning over the mass from time to 
time, and picking out the small stones. They continued 
thus kneading it for two days. The bricks for stoves, 
especially the glazed bricks for the outside, are formed 
with channels in them, for receiving portions of the 
clay, to serve as ties between brick and brick. A stove, 
when built, is left at least a month to dry before a fire 
is lighted in it.—M. B. 

Parrots; Cure for Gout or Rheumatism.—The follow- 
ingreceipt hasthe merit of being very simple,andhas been 
so efficacious in many instances to those who suffer from 
Rheumatism, that if Mr. H.’s parrot (see p. 37) were 
mine, I should certainly try it. I recommend putting 
the bird into a warm bath of the following infusion, 
and giving some of itinthe water he drinks, or moisten- 
ing the bread with it, so as to have some portion of the 
infusion swallowed : — Take three handsful of dried 
flowers of Yarrow-stalk, leaves andall ; put them intoa 
vessel with two quarts of water, and let it simmer over 
the fire for 24 hours; then let itstand to cool, and 
strain it. A wine-glassful to be taken before break- 
fast, and repeated two or three hours after. Hot 
fomentations of this infusion are also very beneficial. 
The herb is extremely common in every Grass-field, 
and may be bought of any herbalist for about 8d. a Ib. 
If Mr. H. is induced to try this receipt, I hope he will 

make known the result.—A Reader. 
Tulip-tree (see p. 56).—To make Orange-wood tooth- 

pieks:—Saw the wood across the grain, in suitable 
lengths, say 3 inches, and let them stay till seasoned. 

Split into thin layers, and scrape to a point with 

glass, or, better still, a joiner’s serapingiron. Any 
child who has made spillikins can do it. They easily 
discolour from dirt, or even the air, so when finished 

and tied up in small bundles, they must be kept in 
paper.—F. M. S cc iA 

Passiflora edulis.—In cultivating this for its fruit I 

have frequently | been doomed to disappointment by an 

apparently healthy plant loaded with fruit suddenly 
withering in consequence of gangrene surrounding the 

stem immediately below the surface of the soil. To re- 

medy this I grafted P. edulis on P. quadrangularis, 
justly conceiving, as I have since found, that the more 

woody stem of P. quadrangularis was better consti. 

Mr. Rivers has justly made against the durability of | tuted for resisting the disease than the semi-woody 

stem of P. edulis. The mass sent of extravasated sap 
from the graft, 9 inches above the soil, is a consequence 
of want of nourishment from the root; an abortive 
attempt to form roots, which, in the Pine-stove, where 
it grew amongst the effluvia of fermenting leaves, and 
that arising from occasional waterings with liquid 
manure, and the generally moist atmosphere, main- 
tained the extensive surface of spongeolie development, 
and no doubt was capable of, and did imbibe, a very 

iderable portion of is} t.—G. M. Elliott. 
Fermentation of Potatoes.—I lately sent you a notice 

(see Gardeners’ Chronicle, 1845, p. 838) of an instance 
of some Potatoes having been stored away in bean-dust, 
and the heap having heated so much as very nearly to 
produce spontaneous combustion. J haye another fact 
of the same kind to mention, which I met with yester- 
day at Hadleigh. You noticed in the Gardeners’ 
Chronicle, about four months ago, Mr. Joseph Rand 
having obtained starch from 30 sacks of his bad Pota- 
toes. The same gentleman had selected 18 sacks of his 
best for the purpose of carefully preserving them. They 
were the Early Shaw, and had been taken up the end of 
August. These he spread upon a wooden floor of his 
malt-house, and thoroughly exposed them to the air, 
with access of light ; and after having had them twice 
carefully picked over, and having removed such as 
seemed likely to decay, the sample was stored away in 
a manner I am about to describe. In the process of 
drying germinated Barley in the malt-kiln, a large pro- 
portion of the sprouted radicles fall through certain 
holes perforated in the tiled floor upon which the Barley 
is spread, and collect in the heated chamber below. .As 
the dust from the coke rises into this chamber, the 
dried radieles become mixed with it, and the whole is 
called malt-dust, in order to distinguish it from the 
mass of dried radicles which are obtained: in a clean 
state upon dressing the malted Barley, and which are 
called malt-coombs. This latter material is given to 
cattle, but the malt-dust is considered to be fit only for 
manure; though some persons rather disreputably (I 
am informed) mix it with the malt-combs, and sell the 
whole by this name. Mr. Rand, thinking that the 
malt-dust, from its extreme dryness, would afford an 
excellent packing material for his Potatoes, spread a 
layer of it in a small chamber of his malt-house, and 
having placed a layer of Potatoes upon it, so that they 
were not in contact with each other, he then added 
more malt-dust, and then another layer of Potatoes, 
and so on, till the heap was about 5 feet in depth. This 
was done in October. About a fortnight ago, a party 
from the Excise, called “ the generals," went over his 
malt-house, and, while they were poking into every 
corner of the place, happened to stir up this heap of 
malt-dust and Potatoes, when, to their surprise and 
alarm; they found the interior in a state approaching to 
ignition. The Potatoes were parboiled and the malt- 
dust perfectly eharred. Immediate precautions were 
taken to remove the heap. Most of the Potatoes, being 
in a foetid state, were thrown away, and the malt-dust 
was laid upon another heap of the same material, with 
the intention of carting it upon theland as manure. In 
a very short time the heap of malt-dust heated afresh, 
and no time was now lost in removing it off the pre- 
mises. I visited the spot, and saw the effect that had 
been produced on the walls and floor. The fermenta- 
tion had even spread to the malt-dust, which had not 
been used about the Potatoes, but had merely Jaina 
short time in contact with that which had, and this was 
now beginning to heat in so powerful a manner that it 
was considered advisable to remove the whole. Mr. 
Rand thinks that the malt-dust would not heat by the 
application of water alone ; and we may, in this case at 
least, imagine that the peculiar state of the moisture 
which exuded from the Potatoes was very likely to ex- 
cite fermentation. I have found by experiment that 

the diseased Potatoes lose weight very rapidly, under 
circumstances where sound ones scarcely lose any. The 

cause is doubtiess to be attributed to the destruction of 

the epidermis.—J. S. Henslow, Hitcham, Jan. 21, 
Effect of the Potato Disease’on the nextY ear's Crop.— 

Much alarm having been entertained. as to what may be 

the effect of the late disease on the future crop, I am 
induced to offer the following observations, which I hope 
will in some degree prove that the calamity may be at- 

tributed entirely to atmospheric influence, and not to 
any inherent disease inthe Potato itself. Likewise, that 
there is no reason to fear a perpetuation of the malady 
through the sets, and no need for any dependence en 
new kinds raised from seed (which by the way, would be 
but an indifferent mode of feeding the millions through 
the current year), or of sending for wild Potatoes from 
America, or elsewhere; or any of the thousand 
and one recommendations based on the belief of the 
disease being generated by the Potato itself. Late in 
the month of June we took up for market nearly the 
whole of a piece of Shaws, the small ones being kept for 
sets, and none of them were, or are to this moment, dis- 
eased ; a small portion of the same piece was not taken 
up for two months longer, and 4 in 6 were diseased. 
The land was planted out with Lovegrove’s and Fox’s 
Seedlings, two of the earliest kinds with which I am 

acquainted, and 12 seedlings of our own, raised two 
years ago (not very early ones). They were grown for 
sets only, and were taken up with the last of the Shaws. 

The two former kinds were in a slight degree injured ; 

all the other kinds suffered as badly as the Shaws. 

About this time we noticed in apiece of Kidneys a large 

patch exhibit the disease in a few days ; another similar 
patch appeared at a considerable distance from the other 
in the same piece ; whereon we had the whole of the 
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haulm cut close off and gathered together except that on | 

an adjoining piece, In that state they remained for 

about a month. When: they were taken up we 

found that where the haulm wasinjured at least four in 

six werediseased; but where the disease had not appeared 
before we cut the haulm, there were not five in 100, 

and the tubers were as sound and as clear in the skin, 

and cook as well as ever I saw them, The portion in 

which the haulm was left on, was not taken up for 

another month,and 19in 20 wererotten. Our (Chapman's) 

New Spring Kidney, a kind possessing the flavour and 

appearance of those grown under glass, which we grow 

for keeping up a supply through winter and spring, we 

preserve on shelves in a fruit room until we plant them, 

which ison or about the Ist of July. We did so last 

season, and not a Potato escaped the disease. They 

were attacked immediately they appeared above the 

ground ; it appeared first in the foliage, which seemed 

to dry up, and ina few days the stem turned black, and 

became so brittle, that the wind snapped it off as if it 

had been glass. It lingered a short time, and then died 

away ; and the result was that we did not obtain so 

great a weight of Potatoes as were planted. When 

we planted the above, we had more than sufficient sets 

for our land, and the overplus remained where the 

others came from until the Ist of October, when we 

planted them ; on the 16th inst., we dug up the produce, 

and not a diseased Potato appeared among them. There 

was part of the sets which had grown, and had formed 

tubers ; these were planted at the same time as the 

others, and were every one diseased ; in fact, I have 

not seen a worse case. In planting these some of the 

shoots were broken off, and in that state the sets were 

planted ; some of them proceeded to form new shoots, 

and have formed tubers; others formed tubers without 

any shoots, and neither of them have any disease about 

them. e are growing a kind which I purchased 

early last summer, many of them not larger than a 

marble, which are all growing, and are at least a foot 

high. The person who sold me the sets has since told 

me, that he allowed a quantity of the same kind to 

grow later in the land for seed, and nearly the whole 

of them rotted, We never lost one, and they are per- 

fectly healthy. So likewise are those from the Love- 

grove's and Fox’s Seedlings. We shall be enabled to 
fruit these three kinds by March, which will be before 

most people will want to plant, when I will make it 

known if they are free from disease. From our own 

kind we shall raise three crops within the year, viz., the 

one taken up on the 16th will produce another by May, 

or beginning of June, in plenty of time for another by 

Oetober. It may be said, I am promising too much 

for the future ; but of the present, all I can say is, that 

any one may see them here, or at Mr. Israel’s, Covent- 

garden, where I will exhibit them, and they are as 

fally matured as if they had had a year to grow in, and 

as free from disease as any grown 10 yearsago. The 

foregoing are facts,and I leave it to more scientific 

persons to aecount for the eause ; my opinion is, as I 

státed in the outset, that the disease is eaused by atmo- 

spheric influence acting on the haulm, and that the 

tuber had nothing to do with it, and the malady will 

never return, unless similar circumstances occur; for 

it is elear the early Potatoes were not injured up to a 
certain time, and then they were on a sudden severely 
attacked ; that could not be the fault of the sets. The 

earlier the kinds, the less they were injured, in conse- 

quence of the haulm having nearly performed its fune- 

tions. The disease made no distinction between old and 

new kinds, and it is certain that the early removal ot 
the haulm was of great benefit to the crop. The most 
convincing proof of all, however, is, that the same kind, 

coming from the same land, kept together in the same 
manner and place, planted on the 1st July, should all 

be diseased ; and those planted on the Ist October all 
sound (aye, all!) excepting those which would be as 

near as possible in the same state as those planted on 

1st of July, viz., growing, and with tubers formed ; and 

furthermore, those which had no shoots when planted 
are in no wise diseased, None of them had a particle 
of moisture near them from the spring, when they were 

placed on the shelves until they were respectively 

planted. It seems, therefore, clear, that-at some period 
of last year, probably about the end of July, there was 
some peculiar atmospheric change, which, combined with 
other things, attacked the haulm of the Potato, and 
through that diseased the (then growing) tubers ; for it 
should be remembered, its ravages were not confined 
to the Potato alone, but the Tomata (belonging to the 
same family) was attacked in the same manner ; all the 
early fruit were sound, and all those left on. the plants 
later were diseased. Onions, and other garden produce 
were attacked in the same manner. And the disease 
must have been totally independent of the quantity of 
rain which fell, or how could it attack the Potatoes in 
the house, where they were kept perfectly dry. If my 
conclusions from the foregoing facts are correct, there 
is every reason to hope that we have seen the 
worst of this disease, and that the perpetuation of it is 
notat all probable. Andif ever it should again occur, 
the best mode of stopping its ravages is to immediately 
on its appearance remove the haulm, which is the 
medium through which it affects the tubers,— Charles 
Chapman, Market Gardener, Brentford End. 

Chicory-Salad.—The object of the experiment now 
making (noticed in a short Leading Article last week in 
this Journal, p. 51), to introduce this excellent Salad 
into Covent Garden Market, where it may be still pur- 
chased of Messrs. Grimley and Co., &e., is to try to 

extensive as at Paris and Brussels, where at this time 

of the year it supersedes Endive, over which, from its 

greater amount of the bitter principle, it has the great 

advantage of being both more digestible and more 

wholesome. A lady of our acquaintance who cannot 

taste Endive can eat Chicory with impunity.—W. S. 

The Best Time to Fell Fir Timber is just when the 

sap begins to flow in the spring. Peel the Larch, its 

bark being half the value of that of Oak. Immerse the 

timber in water during the summer months, to set the 

turpentine, and I warrant it never to warp or spring 3 

its texture will be greatly hardened, and its durability 

doubly increased.—J. H. 
Retarding Flowers.—l observed in the autumn at 

Paris many common flowers blowing out of their season 
used for the nosegays in the streets and the shops, but 

more particularly the Violet and the small common 

white and the red Picotee. The Violet we now blow 

well enough in the autumn; but what is the culture 

which produces such abundance through the autumn of 

the Pieotee ? On looking over the rules of some Flower 

Shows, I remarked that most of them contained prizes 

for the retarding the blooming of common flowers, as 

well as forcing. For the London nosegay market, this 

retardation is of no great consequence, as few people 

are in town, but for the country gardener who has an 

autumn daily nosegay to produce, this point is of im- 

portance,— Dodman, Dublin. 
Growing Melons without Bottom-heat.—Mr. Walker's 

communication on this subject affirms results so far 

beyond what are commonly accomplished as to place all 

who are interested in Melon growing under great ob- 

ligations to him, and I feel sure he will excuse me if I 

ask for further information on one or two minor points. 

I should be much obliged if he would speak a little 

more fully of the state of the atmosphere—as regarded 

moisture—in which he grew his plants ; for, I should 

judge from his recorded opinion that the “ tank or 

gutter system” would be most applicable ; that his 

practice went to contradict one’s old notions as to the 

dryness: of atmosphere necessary to the full health 

and flavour of the Melon. Perhaps. he will also say 

whether his liquid manure was a steep of guano, or 

merely the common drainage of the dung-heap. And 

now, Mr, Editor, a question for yourself. Do you 

think Mr. Walker’s method of planting and growing 

the Melon in the interior of a house warmed by hot 

water pipes can be fairly termed a “growing of the Melon 

without bottom-heat ?”—Theta, [No.] I read Mr. 

Walker's remarks (p. 20) on this subject, and it strikes 

me that there is not that novelty in the system which 

he seems anxious to impress us witli, for a similar plan 
has been practised in many places in this country, 

especially at Chatsworth, where for some seasons past, 

Melons have been grown in pots, and trained up the 
back wall, and every success has attended the system. 
In pots they are subject to the various changes to which 
plants in houses are liable when the pots are not 
plunged in some material, but in Mr. W.’s house, 
if I recollect rightly, the pipes by which the house is 
heated, run parallel to or very near the bed in which 
the Melons are planted, and the roots must conse- 
quently receive a considerable degree of heat, especially 
when we bear in mind that Melons do not root par- 
ticularly deep into the soil. I presume, therefore, that 

the roots must have been in as warm a medium, and 

one considerably steadier than that in which the leaves 

were. There are two points in “Mr. W.'s” paper 

which I do not understand ; Ist, it is said that when 

the roots are not excited, more light is required for the 

perfect ‘elaboration of the sap. Now I am of opinion 
that the reverse is the case, for I conceive that light is 

required to a much greater degree when a reciprocal 

action is maintained between the roots and. leaves ; 

2dly, though I agree in the remarks regarding the 
inefficiency of dung beds for Melons, I differ from 

“Mr. W.” as to the inutility of dung as a manure ; for 

I believe that that material is not only necessary but 
absolutely indispensable as yet to the gardener, for 
although much has been done in the way of substitutes, 

yet.I haye never, heard of any place where dung has 

been entirely dispensed with. Will Mr. W. inform 
us if such is the case at the Viceregal Gardens, and the 
result?—P, S. 

Double Stocks.—' The cause of the production of 
double flowers in Stocks, seems to be a disputed point. 
I gave a friend part of some seed of 1843, of my own 
saving, and I sowed from the same parcel, both in the 
autumn of 1844,and the spring of 1845; in both seasons 
the produce was double ; but my friend informed me 

that his flowers were nearly, if not all single. The soil 
on which the plants producing single flowers grew was 
warm gravelly material; the other was a stiff loam, 
well worked ; this, I imagine, clearly proves that the 
nature of the soil has great influence in the production 
of double flowers. In saving the seed, I pay no regard 
to the parts of the flower, but merely save some of the 
single from among double flowers.—J. L., Deptford. 

Oyster Plant.—1t were to be wished that some expe- 
rimental gardener would attempt the cultivation of the 
Oyster plant (Pulmonaria maritima), a native of Wales, 
and try the dressing of it for the table. Another sort 
of pot-herbs, which would be at least worth trying, are 
the sour kinds of Rhubarb, which might be as good as 
Sorrel in sauces.—.4non. 

Conifers in the North of Scotland.—There being 
what I consider a very fine tree of Abies Deodara 
growing where I reside, I measured it, and the follow- 
ing are its dimensions :—From the ground to the tip of 

excite a demand for it which may ultimately become as the leader it measured llfeet, the diameter of the 

branehes at the ground was 10 feet, the girth of the 
trunk at the same place 22inches. The tree is of a fine 

coniéal shape, and forms a highly ornamental object. 

Several pieces of this Deodar were, some years ago, 

grafted on the Cedar of Lebanon, from 8, to 10 

feet in height, and are now the most beautiful objects 

imaginable. The trunks of some specimens of the latter: 
measure 72 inches in circumference, which, if squared,- 

would be 18 inches in the side. At 5 feet from the 

ground the same trunk measures 9 feet 6 inches in girth, 
above this it branches out horizontally, forming a circle,, 

the diameter of which is 61} feet ; the tree, which iss 

36 feet 6 inches in height, being rather spreading. than. 

of elevated stature. Several of its neighbours, however, 

rise to the height of 56 feet, with trunks 4 feet in girth. 

It may be interesting to know that a lady still living in 

the neighbourhood, sowed the seeds of these. In this. 

place is also standing the remains of a once promising 

Pinus Douglasii, whose trunk, with its stumped 

branches, is now destined to form a Rose pillar. This 

tree was planted about 12 years ago, as was also the 

Abies Deodara above alluded to; the former was then 

6 inches in height, which, at the present time, is 28} ft... 

thus making a growth of nearly 23 feet per year. Is it 

usual for the P. Douglasii to die at an early age, or may 

its death be ascribed to the roots getting down into a kind 

of * dull dead” sand, as I am told they did. A branch of. 

this tree, which, lying on the ground, had struck root, 

was separated at the death of the parent, and is now 

forming itself into a tree. The branch was quite small 
when separated from the stock.—Abdalonymus. [We 

have heard of other instances of the Douglas Fir dying, 

without apparent cause. ] 
Seedling Fuchsias.—Having devoted some attention 

to the growing and raising from seed the beautiful 
genus Fuchsia, I am led to believe that the varieties so 
raised do not in all instances come. up to the expecta- 

tions formed of them when seen in the second year of 

flowering; in very many cases the: flowers of seedling 
Fuchsias are finer and larger in the first year than they 

are ever afterwards. All the varieties which I find to 

sport in this way, whether I raise them myself or pur- 

chase them of others, I do away with, and keep no- 

variety that is not lasting. Good cultivation has a 

great deal to do with keeping up the character of any 

variety, and therefore many good varieties that have 

been sent out, are, through bad and indifferent culture, 

pronounced bad, or good for nothing, We have now a 

great number of fine showy varieties in cultivation, and 

I would take the liberty of suggesting to all nurserymen,. 

florists, and raisers of scedling Fuchsias, that where 

they are fortunate in getting a good variety, and that 

it is thought worth notice, they should keep.and flower 

it the second year, before sending it out to the public. 

A similar practice has been adopted for the last few 

years with seedling Dahlias and Pelargoniums ; by so- 

doing, sufficient time will be given to test the lasting 
and good properties of the plant and flower, besides. 
giving greater satisfaction to purchasers. Any new 

Fuchsia that would claim the attention of the floricul- 

tural world, must be something distinct in all its proper-- 

ties, and it is quite impossible to judge from written 

descriptions. —Fuchsia. 

Gnats.—On the edge of a young plantation there are 

a few Birch trees growing about 15 or 20 yards apart 
from each other, and the side of the young wood where 

the Birches are growing extends about half a mile. 

Last autumn there were, some evenings, immense 

numbers of long gnats collected into living clouds, and 

each congregated mass dancing above the top of a Birch: 

tree ; i a small detac! t might be seen 

above some of the other trees, but they were as nothing 

in eomparison to those that were collected above the 
Birch. Is there anything remarkable about that {ree 
which could attract them in such numbers in preference 

to thousands of other trees growing along with the- 

Birch.—P. M. 

Societies. 
BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON. 

Jan. 2.—F, Baruam, Esq., in the chair. The Se- 

eretary announced that British plants had been received 
from Mr. H. C. Watson, Dr. Bossey, Dr. Bromfield, 

Rev. H. L. Jenner, Mr. W. D. Biden, Mr. J. Ray, Mr. 

F. Barham, Mr. W. L. Noteutt, Mr. E. Lees, Mr. H. 

O. Stephens, Mr. G. U. K. Thwaites, Mr. T. Moore,. 

Mr. J. D. Salmon, Mr. J. Freeman, Mr. G. Fitt, Miss 

Beever, Mr. J. Tatham, Mr. Hawkins, Mr. S. P. 

Woodward, Mr. W. Andrews, Mr. J. Stores, and the 

Secretary. Foreign plants had been received from Mr. 
T. Twining, jun. Various donations to the library were- 

also announced. Read “ Further Observations on the 

Potato Murrain,” by H. O. Stephens, Esq., of Bristol,. 

corresponding member of the Society, The paper was- 
accompanied by some beautiful drawings. 

BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH. 
‘an. 8.—Professor Balfour, president, in the chair; 

The Treasurer read a letter from Mrs. G 

senting to the Society some valuable M papers, on 

botanical subjects, by the late Professor Graham. Wm. 

Ivory, Esq., W.S., 26, York-place, was clected a resi- 

dent fellow. The following communications were read + 
—Notice regarding some species of plants recently obe- 

served as natives of Britain, by Mr. E . Among 

the species referred to in this notice, were Alsine 

stricta, Carduus arvensis 8. setosus, Glyceria. plicata, 

Barkhausia setosa, &c. ; specimens of these, and of Silene 

italica, from two Scotch stations, were exhibited to the 

meeting. Dr. Balfour read a short notice from Dr. 
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R. C. Alexander relative to the Flora of Sieily. Dr. 
Alexander regards the Sicilian Flora as not an aborigi- 
nalone, but as derived from Africa on the one side, 
and from Greece and other Mediterranean countries on 
the other. The plants peculiar to the island are by no 
means numerous, and the Flora is meagre when com- 
pared with that of Dalmatia and other countries on the 
shores of the Adriatic, In the course of two months, 
residence in the island Dr. Alexander found only about 
250 species which he had not seen in Dalmatia. A 
communication was also read from Dr. Alexander re- 
garding the plants found on the Apennines, He con- 
siders the Flora of the Apennines from Piedmont 
downwards, to be also a derived one ; for excepting the 
genera which occupy fallow land and broken ground, 
such as. Medicago, Ononis, Convolvülus, and sea-shore 
plants, he found no genus developed, but a species of 
one type and a species of another, without connecting 
links. On ascending the mountains, when he got toa 
region where a magnificent Flora ought to be, he found 
at most a hardy hill plant that had erept up, but nothing 
whatever.of an Alpine nature. On the Matese, about 
forty miles north from Naples, vegetation nearly ceased 
at about 6000 feet, and at the top, which is 7000 feet 
above the level of the sea, and where there is a snow 
field :that never entirely melts, and, therefore, cold 
enough for Alpine plants, he met with -Aubrietia Co- 
lumn:e (a mere variety of A. deltoides), R l 

perature, or it cannot be expected to thrive. It 
seems to be a perennial.— Botanical Register, 1846, t. 3. 
11. Veronica sALICIFOLIA. Willow-leaved Speedwell. 

Greenhouse Shrub. —(Figworts. New Zealand. 
Syn. V. Lindleyana. 

New Zealand and Tasmannia have already brought us 
acquainted with those beautiful Speedwells, which bear 
the names of V. speciosa, decussata, labiata, and perfo- 
liata; and many more have yet to be introduced as gay 
shrubs or herbaceous plants. Some indeed are pro- 
bably even now in our gardens, although they have not 
been hitherto scientifically determined. That which 
is here given is of the latter class. It has indeed been 
already well figured in Mr. Paxton's Magazine, but no 
attempt has been made to determine whether it is really 
new or not. We entertain little doubt that it is the 
Willow-leaved Speedwell of Forster, found by that 
Botanist in New Zealand, and introduced to our gardens 
for the first time a few years since. The point is not, 
however, entirely free from doubt, and the conclusion 
at which we have arrived is open to revision. In all 
the accounts which we have of the Willow-leaved 
Speedwell, it is said to have perfectly entire leaves ; 
butin the garden plant they are serrated, or at least 
some are, e find, however, that wild specimens from 
Mr. Bidwill, Mr. Allan Cunningham, and others, in our 
herbarium, are absolutely identical with this plant, so 

lti ted 

montanus, a Geranium resembling a Carniolian species, 
Arabis alpina, an Allium not in flower, Scrophularia 
glandulosa, and three forms of Saxifraga Aizoon, which 
are reckoned by some as species. In nearly the same 
latitude, on the other side of the Adriatic, on the 
Biokovo, near Macarska in Dalmatia, there is, at the 
Same height, a most interesting Alpine Flora, aud in 
4Etolia, on the M. Velugo, one equally so. Dr. Alexan- 
der found the Apennines by no- means so produetive as 
the Alpsof Upper Styria and Upper Carinthia ; and he 
looks upon the range as probably so recent in its forma- 
tion as to be only receiving its Alpine Flora gradually 
from other distriets.—Dr. Balfour also read a commu- 
nication which he had received from Mr. Campbell, of 
Tslay, velative to Mummy Wheat, speeimens of which 
Were exhibited. The Wheat sent by Mr. Campbell re- 
Sembled what is called Bellevue Talavera. Other 
Specimens of the so-called. Mummy Wheat were shown, 
having all the charaeteristies of Egyptian Wheat (Triti- 
cum compositum). There appeared to be great doubts 
as to the facts of the Wheat found in mummy cases 
having-generated. In allithe instances mentioned, there 
are numerous sources of fallacy which have not been 
guarded against. The most authentic and best cor- 
roborated instance of the germination of Mummy Wheat 
Seems to be that notieed by Mr. Tupper, who got from 
Ir. Pettigrew grains which had been taken by Sir Gar- 

diner Wilkinson from some alabaster sepulchral vases. 
Even'in this case, however, it is difficult to prove ‘that. 
the grains had not been recently inserted into the vases. 
The Wheat which was then produced was the same 
variety as that now sent by Mr. Campbell.—A commu- 
nication was read from Mr. Cruickshank, regarding the 
discovery of Typha angustifolia in Loehmaben Loch, 
and of Centunculus minimus near Dumfries. — Specimens 
were exhibited by Dr. Balfour of Mentha rotundifolia, 
variety velutina in flower, and of Pyrus pinnatifida in 
fruit, from the island of Arran.—Mr. James. M‘Nab ex- 
hibited specimens of Ardisia crenulata, from the Horti- 
cultural Society’s Garden, in which the seeds had 
germinated within the berries while hanging on the 
‘Plant, 

New Garden Plants. 
l0, ‘Neprunta preva. The Double Yellow Water 
Rte uS: _ Stove Aquatic. (Leguminous Plants.) 

1e; est Indies. 
This curious water plant, with sensitive leaves, has 
been.raised from seeds recently sent from Jamaica, by 
Mr. Purdie ; and a specimen of it from the collection of 
his Grace the Duke of Northumberland, at Syou, was 
exhibited at a, meeting of the Horticultural Society in 
October last. Its long spongy stems throw out innu- 
Merable ‘thread-like roots, and, floating in the water, 
Speedily produce broad masses of leaves cut up into 
myriads of irritable leaflets. It seems to.be common in 
“all parts of tropical America, botanists having received 
dt from Guiana, Mexico, Brazil, and various est India 
islands, It would also: appear to be subject to many 
diversities of appearance, in consequence of which it 
nas received several different names.  Linnæus called 
it Mimosa plena, or the double Mimosa, because of the 

1 Among the 
circumstances by which itis known:from neighbouring 
genera are its peculiar floating habit, its anthers tipped 
with a stalked gland, and its flat jointless stipitate pod 
With membranous valves. -One of the species, Neptunia 
i oleracea, yields a material very like the Rice paper of the Chinese, but coarse and inferior in quality to that 
beautiful substance. Itis. also said to be used by-the 
ochin Chinese in salads, its spongy: floating stems 

being crisp and juicy : but Loureiro adds that itis not 
Being a native of the hottest part of 

he tropics, the gardeners who may wish to cultivate 
this plant will do well to bear in mind that the water 
Tn which it is planted should have at least 80°of tem- 

far as and wild specimens are comparable, 
except that the leaves are in this instance occasionally 
serrated ; but as the serratures of the leaves are quite 
uncertain in the cultivated plant,we do not feel justified 
in attaching import: to that ci Mr. A. 
Cunningham’s specimens of V. salicifolia, which he had 
doubtless verified with all possible care, are we think 
not distinct, except in the serratures as already men: 
tioned. The main difficulty consists in reconciling Vahl's 

t t that the fl talks of V. salieifolia are ca- 
pillary ; for it must be confessed that in a wild state 
this plant does not answer to that description. Yet in 
other respects it is so much the same, that we incline to 
the belief that the term capillary was used loosely by 
the Danish Botanist. In some respeets the plant re- 
sembles V. Cataraetce, of which authentic specimens 
out of the herbarium of Mr. Donn of Cambridge are 
before us; but the looseness of the racemes and the 
coarse callous-toothed serratures of that plant are like 
nothing observable in this. Our drawing was made in 
the Nursery of Mr. Glendinning of Turnham Green, in 
August last. It is a greenhouse plant, which will grow 
freely in any light sandy soil. Like V. speciosa, it re- 
quires an ample supply of water during the summer 
months, and air at all times when weather permits. As 
the species flowers on the young wood, it may be cut 
back after flowering, if necessary ; but as young plants 
are much more handsome than old, it is better to re- 
place them every two or three years. It-strikes freely 
from cuttings. In winter, nothing more than ordinary 
treatment is required.—Botanical Register, 1846, t. 5. 

12. CavrLEXA Maxima. | Lindley. Largest Cattleya. 
Stove Epiphyte. (Orchids.) Peru. 

The more our knowledge of the varying forms of Or- 
chids extends, the less do we feel able todetermine what 
characters or peculiarities of structure are of real value 
in distinguishing species, ^ Everything whieh amon, 
other plants has gained a fixed value, appears here to 
be unstable ; and even the most marked differences in 
form are proved by incontestable evidence to grow out 
of each other, This being so, we may be excused for 
doubting how far this beautiful plant can lay claim to 
the rank of a species, for it evidently approaches both 
C. Mossiæ and labiata in many important particulars. 
Its main peculiarities consists in its long-channelled 
pseudo-bulbs, and in its very convex wavy petals, which 
are quite different in appearance from the thin, nearly 
flat, petals of C. Mossize and labiata, If, however, we 
attach any value to differences of colour, then indeed 
there remains no difficulty in separating this plant : for 
it is remarkable for the dark crimson veins richly 
traced upon its pallid lip, and for a beautiful net-work of 
purple streaks, which is drawn over all their surface. 
At first too the colour of the flowers is so pale as to be 
almost white ; but the tints heighten day by day, till at 
last the blossoms acquire the rieh tint represented in the 

ing plate. ical Register, 1846 4, 1. ey 

Garden Memoranda. 
M. A. Houblon, Esq!s, Hallingberry-place, Essex.— 

Cucumber-growing, on Mr. Ayres's system, is admirably 
carried out here ; the sort grown is Cuthill’s Black Spine, 
a variety exceedingly well adapted for early forcing. 
Mr. Spivey has cut from 14 plants, between the 21st of 
October and the 11th of January, 129 Cueumbers, from 
13 to 21 inches in length (averaging 15 inches), besides 
a number of lesser dimensions, used for stewing. The 
plants. are still in a good bearing state ; but Mr. Spivey, 
who is gardener here, finds from experience that it is 
better to have a succession of young plants than to re- 
store the old ones, which may be exhausted by having 
produced heavy crops ; consequently he intends about 
the Ist of February to replace the old plants by a suc. 
cession of young ones, a system which has been prac- 
tised for many years with. unexceptionable suceess, 
~A M. 

Miscellaneous. 
The Tulip Match between the Noltingham and 

Derby Florists.— We learn from the Nottingham 
Mercury that the growers there have agreed to the 
terms of the challenge given by the Derby florists, 

namely, thirty distinct varieties of Tulips in six class 
to be exhibited at Nottingham, on Thursday, the 2 
of next May. It was also arranged that a deputation 
from each party should visit the respective competitors, 
and see the flowers cut, and properly secured in sealed 
boxes, preparatory to being brought to the place of 
exhibition, and there to see them staged for the j udges 
by two o'clock p.m, W. Thornelley, Esq., of Heaton 
Norris, near Stockport ; R. Dixon, Esq., Manchester, 
and Mr. W. Hepworth, of Halifax, to be the judges. 
The florists selected to show on this interestin 
are, for Derby :—Messrs. J. Gibbens, W. All 
Allen, W. Parkinson, J. Parkyn, and J. Eason. 
Nottingham florists comprise: J. E 
Spencer, W. Harpham, J. F. Wood, J. Ma 
Wild, 

Sawdust Roasting.—1tis reported that the King of 
Sweden has offered a reward of 10,0007. (qu: dollars ?) 
to the person who shall contrive the most efficient 
apparatus for converting sawdust into charcoal without 
waste. 

Caution to the Purchasers of Flowers and Plants.— 
A fellow dressed like a gardener is going round the. 
metropolis selling, at good. prices, apparently fine 
wholesome Laurels and Pelargoniums, which are nothing 
but slips totally devoid of roots, and secured together in 
large pots of clay by straw strongly girded by thick 
twine, so that should the dupe of a purchas r attempt 
plucking the slips they remain immovable.—Morning 

aper. 
Extinction of the Liverpool Botanie Gardens.—At a 

public meeting of the proprietors, held on Monday, it 
was agreed, in consequence of the gradual de of 
botanical taste in the wealthy classes of the community, 
and the inadequate support which this admirable an 
perfect establishment has long received, to offer them 
first for sale to the town council, and if that body should 
decline to purchase, to break up the gardens, d ie of 
the plants and hothouses, and sell the land in build- 
ing lots.— Daily Paper. 

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS. 
(For the ensuing Week.) 

Liquid manures are now allowed on all hands to be 
great fertilisers, provided they are used in a perfectly 
elear state. I would advise everybody, therefore, who 
is desirous of progression in point of high cultivation, 
not only to provide a stock immediately, (as vegetation 
is rousing from its lethargy,) but to lay forthwith the 
foundation of a plan, by which it can be always obtained 
with ease and comfort, in a systematic way. Soot water 
is no: doubt of considerable value when clarified, and I 
am inclined to think that this, blended with the urates 
and guano water, will furnish all that can be desired in 
this respect. The only safe maxim that I can recom- 
mend is, to use it constantly, perfectly clear, and weak; 
by the latter, I mean clear water merely tinged in eolour 

it. Used beyond a given strength, it will certainly 
alyse the action of the root it was intended to invi- 

gorate : used in a turbid state, it will close the soil 
against the atmospheric influences, for which it thus 
becomes a very poor compensation. 

CONSERVATORIES, STOVES, &c. 

Conservatory.—All manual operations here should, 
of course, be performed as early in the mornir 
possible, in order that the family may enjoy their ram- 
bles amongst the plants without obstruction, in a sweet 
and free atmosphere, and on very clean floors. Orange 
trees.in tubs are liable to a. black fungus on the: leaf, 
having the appearance of soot, this should be tho- 
roughly cleaned away at all. times, more especially now ; 
a little soap-suds, warm, is a very good thing, applied 
with a sponge, and a little sulphur may be mixed with 
them. Decaying flowers, or unsightly plants, should be 
instantly removed, and their places filled with superior 
articles brought from theother departments. This strue- 
ture, where proper means are allowed, should now be 
in the highest perfection, and the hybrid Rhododendrons, 
Camellias, &¢., &e., should make a fine display. - Large 
plants of the above that have been some time in their 
pots or tubs, will-require much water—more than peo- 
ple commonly imagine. Use tepid liquid manure, ac- 
cording to my preceding remarks. S/ove and Orchi- 
daceous House.—A slight increase of heat may now be 
indulged in on sunny days, by shutting up early, after a 
thorough ventilation. To obtain this, I would keep a 
rather lively fire from seven in the morning until eleven 
o'clock, from which time it may deeline until the fol- 
lowing morning. By taking the air entirely away an 
hour afterwards, and watering floors, or other temperate 
surfaces, (not pipes or flues) a most delightful atmo- 
sphere will be created. Proceed with repotting Orchids, 
taking them exactly in the order in w| 
be sure that your material is scalded or 
destroy insects, _ Keep the plants well elevated, and use 
plenty of charcoal, in lumps of considerable size, fasten- 
ing the whole at last, so that the plant cannot be loosened 
by agitation. Sphagnum, or other Moss, pegged ‘on 
the top, makes a very good finish, and is, I think, to be 
recommended in houses which are short of atmospheric 
moisture. Keep Stanhopeas very high indeed— pots are 
quite unfit for them. Syringe plants on blocks ocea- 
sionally. Dendrobiums should have a rath 
sphere, yet warm, and will require water 
root. Let the temperature be 60? by night; 
day; rising to 70° on sunny afternoons. 
Freenhouse.—Little advice eam be given be 

sent, make slow advanees. Over rapid ones 
verify the old adage— the more haste the wor 

= 

Sow exotie seeds in shallow pans half filled with drain- 
d age, on whieh place a. little light loam a dy heath 

E] 
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soil; let the seeds be pressed rather firmly and merely 

covered with soil; finally, add a thin coat of Sphagnum, 

or other Moss, to teract sudden fl ions of atmo- 

spheric moisture, Examine carefully trellis plants in 
pots; those which have received considerable rest, and 

are required to flower in good time, should now be 

pruned, disrooted (if necessary), and started on a mild 

bottom heat, if possible, Some of the Passifloras, such 

as kermesina and Loudoni, and such plants as Ipomooa 

ficifolia, Pergularia odoratissima, &c., &c., will answer 

well, treated in this way. Stores of hybrid Roses in- 

tended for growing in pots, for a late display, may now 

be potted off singly, using one half unctuous loam, the 

other half leaf soil and manure, with charcoal dust. 

If a warm and moist heat can be obtained, intro- 

duce some of your best Fuchsias intended for speci- 

mens and for propagation. Keep a mild atmosphere 

in the mixed greenhouse, and beware of too much 

night heat. 
KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING. 

Pinery—The time is now approaching in which a 

thorough revision of the whole stock is considered 

necessary, under the old system. See that tan is ready, 

L'aves, or other fermenting material ; also turfy, mellow 

loams. In the mean time, persist in the routine of 

ractiee before recommended ; keep early fruiters in a 

lively atmosphere, “stretching a point” in regard to 

temperature and moisture on bright days ; soon in the 

afternoon, take away all air, and use much moisture. 

I hope to be able to furnish, frequently, details of the pro- 

cesses necessary under Mr. Hamilton’s system, at proper 

periods; for I have no doubt that as Mr. H.’s principles 

become generally known, they will beas generally adopted. 

e says “that to commence his system, two or three 

suckers should beleft on each plant; it seldom, how- 

ever, occurs that all will make equal progress ; when 

one takes a decided lead it generally matures its fruit 
without being robbed by the others. i 
eut, however, one of the others will generally take the 

lead, and this, for the most part, will be the one that 
In eutting the takes the most perpendicular direction. 

fruit be careful not to damage the leaves ; no one will 

ever excel whois careless in this point." 

early blossoms begin to open, reduce the amount of atmo- 

spheric moisture in a considerable degree. 

the next morning at daylight. 
ding to the directi i o 

hurry is "requisite in order to produce fruit at a 

—if such it must be ealled—a mild soft day in a 
Frames or Pits.—See to your frame for genial April. 

early Cucumbers ; if the dung is sufficiently worked 
build the bed forthwith. Place brushwood a foot deep 

at the bottom, and introduce more about three-parts the 

way upwards, if you ean ; it will facilitate the junetion 
of the back and front linings, on which I would direct the 

chief reliance to be placed. Use well-wrought dung for 

outsides of the bed, and fill up the interior with an older 
and weaker material, such as half-spent leaves, &c. 
Strawberries, Kidney Beans, &c. &e., as before. 

FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES, 

Grass lawns will be now much benefited by a 
thorough rolling, as also gravel walks. Examine all 

belts about the suburbs of the kitchen garden, or 

otherwise ; remove deciduous trees where they injure 

the best Evergreens, and introduce Hollies, or trees of 
|l ted permanent character in blanks. Stake 

When the fruit is 

Here then we 

seo the benefit of a tank system, on which Mr. H. would 

be desirous to base his plans. Early Vinery.— When the 

Keep lively 

fires in the morning, with a free circulation of air (not 

cold draughts), and shut up early in the afternoon with 

a temperature of 859 if solar heat; if not, be content 

with 75 degrees at shutting up time, sinking to 65? by 
Peach-house.—Proceed 
last Calendar ; if any 

iven 

period, let the hurry by all means take place during the 

course of an unclouded atmosphere ; more especially by 

closing the house early ; any attempt at rapid progress 

during night, or a deficiency of light, will inevitably end 

in disappointment, Figs.—Follow up former directions, 

and steer a somewhat medium course between the 

Vinery and Peach-house; inclining to the former. 

Oherries.— Imitate in the general course of forcing 

paint, or nearly so, and draw a stripe with the brush be- 

tween every two shoots. I have followed this plan for 
seven years, and the red spider never troubles me. 

Keep an eye to Gooseberry buds: country folks here 

tie feathers over the bushes, to keep the birds away. 

Try to fit up a few warm slopes with hoops and mat 

coverings, to receive the early Potatoes, &e. Hoe 

through and clean all Winter Spinach, or other stand- 

ing erops; put down scrapers where necessary, and 

top dress alleys or back walks with spare cinder ashes; 

which make an excellent and dry walk. My plan is to 

dig first, and then lay on the dressing. If birds attack 

your Peas, a little Wheat steeped in nux vomica will 
rid you of them; the process, however, is somewhat 

dangerous. Spring Broccoli now coming,such as Grange's 

or Knight’s protecting, should be protected. I push a 

handful of soft hay amongst the leaves. Plant out 
August sown Onions for early bulbs, the ground heing 

highly manured, and the drills very shallow, about 

8 inches apart. Drain walks where necsssary ; there 

should be a drain down the middle, with branches into 

it, having grids at the sides. 
COTTAGERS’ GARDEN. 

The cottager’s leisure hours should be occupied in 

collecting together all ditchings, road scrapings, and other 

refuse matters to improve his soil; what other folks 

call rubbish, will be to him a valuable manure, if hus- 

banded aright. He should take care that his dung heap 

is secure at bottom by means of puddling or otherwise; 

and an eseape drain should be provided at one end (the 

lowest) with a perfect stopper, so that in the case of 

abundance of manure water, through rains or other- 

wise, the cottager could draw off the surplus into a 

sunken pit (water-proof), and by means of a water 

barrow apply it to his grain crops, or cow pasture. 

Consult the Kitchen Garden Calendar for information 

on other matters. 
FORESTING. 

It is a well known fact that no woody crop pays better 

than a plantation of Willows, rightly managed, on soils 

adapted for their cultivation. Almost any swamp will 

suit them of a sufficient depth of soil, provided the sur- 

plus water be carried off, and for this open drains will 

suffice. The Huntingdon and common Hoop Willow 

are the best kinds for profit, and may be cut every three 

or four years. The ditch side of the cottage, in all 

marshy situations, ought to be lined with them, whilst 

Birch for besoms is equally valuable on uplands. The 
soil for Willow grounds should be well trenched, and if 

shallow or very wet, thrown up in raised beds. Esta- 
blished plants should be dug through at least every 

ten years, and the young pl ion kept p Jarly 

clean. Now isa good time for planting them. 

—— 
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Moon's| Banomnrzn, | T) 

Btate of the Weather near London, for the weel ir dis ey 29,1846, as 
ic] 

. |-Aze- Max. | Min. | 
Frid. 23 25 29.223 | 29.154 

Sat. g4 | 96 | 29.644 | 29.330 | 
Sun. 25 | 27 | 99339 | 29.118 
Mon. 96 28 242 | 29 168 

ues. 27 29.624 | 29.359 

ed. 28 L 99.584 | 29.894 

Thurs, 29 9 | 29.780 | 29.344 

Average 29.462 | 29.270 | 64.1) 40.8| 47.5 1.49 

Jan. 23—Overcast; heavy showers 
21 H»zy and mild; fine: ly overcast 
$5: overcast; drizzly 

25—Partially overcast; showery; fine; very heavy rain at night 
$7—Glenr; cloudy; rain at nig! 
28—Rain; cloudy ; very high tide in the Thames; clear. 

ean temperature of the week 9 deg. above the average. ^ 

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 20 years, for the 
ensuing Week ending Feb. 7, 1846. 

| " Prevailing Winds. 
ves. ATE, ANSE, [Mean DENN 

vb. |Highest| Lowest ja 
Temp.| Temp. |^ ^P | Rained. d 

Sun. 1 42.3 81.0 | 36.6 12 
Mon. 2 414 20.5 36.9 aj 1 

Tues. 3| 43.8 818 | 87.5 2| 2 

Wed. 4 436 820 | 33.3 3\— 

Thur. 5 43.5 809 | 37.2 2| 4 

Pri. 6 44.7 319 | 38.8 3|1 
šate 7 46.3 33.6 | 39.9 4|s 

trees carefully; tbe harm done for want of this is 
immense. roeure Rose stocks, and plant them in 
lines on highly manured ground, in the kitchen, or re- 
serve garden ; the Boursault is understood to be one 
of the best stocks for early Roses. 

KITCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD. 
As the season has proved so mild, it will be rather 

difficult to get manure on the ground where necessary ; 

and few things injure soils more for gardening opera- 

tions than whecling in wet weather. As soon as the 

ground is dry, therefore, let this part of the business 
be forwarded as much as possible for all spring 

Whe: ng will have to lay on the surface until 
, it should be soiled over immediately, or the 

drying winds will steal its properties. As soon as the 
blossom buds can be distinguished of the Apricots, the 
trees should be pruned, and nailing completed. The 
eggs of the caterpillar, which so much infests them in 
the ieaf, should be hunted for, and destroyed ; they are 
deposited in circular groups on the branches, of about 
the size of a Parsnip seed, and look somewhat like it, 
having the appearance of being pasted on; they are 
thus readily destroyed: the trees must have protection 
forthwith. Take care to secure bundles of the main 
twigs of Apple prunings; give them a tie at each 
end, and throw them in some dry place; they 
are very useful through the summer. Get Peaches 
and Neetarines pruned and nailed as soon as possible ; 
As soon as nailed, soak the trees and wall with soap- 

suds, and when dry take a bowl of sulphur mixtur re, 
viz., sulphur blended with soft soap water, until thick as 

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 4th 
and 5th, 1833—therm, 56°; and the lowest on the 10th, 1890—therm. 10% 

Notices to Correspondents. 

are requested, will haye them sent free by post. 

1841—1, 8, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 22, 28,24, 26, 27, 28, 29, 
80, 31, 32, 34. 
EET. 6, 8, 11, 12, 16, 18, 28, 24, 25, 30, 31, 32, 34, 35, 42, 

0, 91, 52. 
1813—10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 

28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 48, 
1844—All but Nos. 36, 46, and 50. 

1845—All but Nos. 24, 34, and 45. 

The Reprint of Mr. PAXTON’S COTTAGERS’ CALENDAR 
is now ready, price 3d. each copy. An index has been 

added to this presentedition. Parties wishiug to have copies 
for distribition among their tenantry can have them atthe 

rate of 25 for 5s. 

ARRACACHA— We are obliged to postpone our remarks on this 
subject, from want of room. 

Boox8— T P—Macintosh’s “Flower Gardener.” Trap woodlice 

on a Mushroom-bed by placing a boiled Potato in some dr; 
ay in a flower-pot examining it frequently and killing those 

collected.f 
Bvpprxo—J J G—The American mode of “ Shield budding” 

has been successfully practised in the case of Peaches and 

Nectarines, as well as other fruit-trees. I| 
CHARCOAL—A B—Soft-wooded plants make the best charcoal. 

Pile the branches neatly in a large heap; cover it over with 

sods, leaving a hole at the top and another at the bottom ; 

light it at the latter, and when fairly in a blaze stop the two 
holes, and watch the heap to see that no flames burst through 

the sides. Sawdust will not form a good plunging material 

to place over the slate covers of your tank. 

Em 

in the first instance: but ca: 

be had cheaper that we know of. Ver; 
sold by the importers of foreign glass; itis not worth their 

while to import them, nor anybody's to use them. The English 

the necessity of the case could have justified. 

Hyacinrus—L B N—Nothing is better than three wires passed 

through the sides of the Hyacinth jar, as in Hunt's manu- 
facture, or secured to a hoop on the jar, and by another near 

their end. 
InsEcts—S f" W—The scales from your Peach-tres are a female 

Coccus, which should be scraped off before the spring, when 

the young will hatch, and the trunks may be serubbed with 

soft soap, or washed over with lime, soot, and clay, made 

into the consistency of paint. 72. 
MinrrIA—Subscriber—We cannot answer legal questions. Con- 

You may, with propriety, cover the flue with a few inches of 
soil, and by keeping this moist an arid temperature will not 

AMES OF PLANTS—.J W G—2 seems to be Asplenium maderense. 

Lis probably A. Filix femina, in a seedling state and growing 
in a hothouse; but neither is in fructification.——Clericus— 

regret to Say we are unable to recognise your plant in its 

present state. Houseleck is the most cooling leaf which can 

now be procured, 
PAWLOVNIA IMPERIALIs—R W—Itis perfectly hardy. It requires 

the same treatment as any common shrub. It must have 

a very warm summer to prepare its flowers in. As to culti- 

vation you have nothing to do but to plantit; avoid, how- 

ever, too rich and moist a soil. 

Pran-rnEEs—Due attention being paid to summer pruning, any 
kind of Pear may be trained in the dwarf form. || 

POLMAISE—W C E- tless your plan will be a great im- 

provement ; but it will not be Polmaise. It will probably be 

found that the old-flued greenhouses may be readily converted 

into Polmaise houses at very small cost, because the 

tiles will make the drains ; but wait a little until more light 

has been thrown on the subject of the best 
flues will be warm enou; 
cloth. elieve it is of little importance whether good 

coals are left exposed to the air or not; but some inferior 

kinds fall to powder under such circumstances, and cannot 

be afterwards used —A Gardener—We are quite unable to 

i You should mention the 
u mean 

what Grass seeds should be sown for the lawn? or what Y 
Apply to Austin and Co., New Road, London, 

8 An Irish d eaks in high terms of 
Nettleton's stove. n any one inform us in what respect it 

is better than a good well-managed Arnott ? 
Tuer Dupaim—W B H—You had better put your plant into a 

large pot, deep, and full of peat and loam in equal propor- 

tions. In the summer, place it in the full sun, under a south. 

wall; in winter, remove it to a cold pit, or, if you have the 

tion. 
Traininc—An Amateur Gardener—Pears and Apples against 

walls are best trained horizontally. For stone fruits, such 
as Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Cherries, and Plums, the 

fan mode of training is to be preferred. || 
WAKING APPARATUS— Taitus— Take a mould candle which will 

will drop into the basin. 

manage matters skilfully. E 

Misc—A Subsoriber—Catch the great dog and chain him up in 

magistrate, or—shoot him.——Feliz—The Paper is publishe! 
on Saturday mornin; G—The Ash-leaved Kidney 
Potato may be cut in sets without any danger of their 

‘ailing in consequence, if be done judi 

after having been kept one or two year: nts are 

not technically classed by their duration; such arrange- 

ments are mere gardeners’ contrivances. Properly speaking 

t.——S E N—Many thanks, Your 

s,——A B— 

and keep it in the damp air of an Epiphyte-house; or, if yo 
prefer it, place it upon a turf of peat from which the Grass 

has been removed.——. th the Junipers to 

ts. We are not aware of an; 
—You will find that there is damag: 

is the best time for performing the operation. 

+,” Asusual, many communications have been received too late, 

and others are unayoidably detained till the necessaryinquiries 
can be made. We must also beg for the indulgence of those 

numerous correspondents, the insertion of whose interesting 
contributions is still delayed, 
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H OT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING 

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES, 

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved princi- 

ples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL an 
D. and E. Barry having devoted much time to the considera- 

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of 

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve- 

ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat- 
ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined 

OURNAL OF THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL 
SOCIETY OF ENGLAND, Vol. VI, Part 2.—EnnATUM (in 

a few of the earlier copies), p. 326, line 18, for “ 2s."read ‘‘ 22s.” 

POLMAISE HEATING. 

ESSRS. G. & J. HADEN beg to inform the 
Readers of the Gardeners’ Chronicle that the apparatus 

at PorxAIsE was erected by them. Also, thatthey are prepared 
to give plans and estimates to m gentleman requiring similar 

apparatus.— Trowbridge, Jan. 

MHE URATE OF THE LONDON MANURE 
COMPANY, FOR TARES, TURNIPS, WHEAT, &c., at 

Four Guineas per Tos.—The above Manure having stood the 

test of many years’ experience, is recommended with the 
tast óondd 

opportunity of exhibiting, amongst other metal works, an ex- 

tremely complete and convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, 

adapted for the continued supply of hot water, and an arrange- 
ment of the oven more complete than has hitherto been brought 

E. BarLEY were the first to introduce metallic cur- 
vilinear houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conser- 
vatory attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides 

D. an Barney have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic 

Plant Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery ; 
they beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for 
Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or 

at intervals, required, and which may be seen at their Manu- 

faetory. d 

g ; being uniform in its manufacture, it may 

be relied upon at all times, thereby preventing those great dis- 

appointments which frequently occurfrom the difficulty of ob- 

no and other Manuresin a pure state. It will be 

She Agricultural Gazette, 

light, apply clay or marl, and you make it firmer ; 
if shallow, upon clay or sand, you may with safety 
gradually deepen it ; so that with the one exception 
ofa shallow soil resting on rock, this “circumstance” 
is capable of control. We are well aware that alte- 
rations which can be accomplished only by an un- 

profitable expenditure are of no value to the farmer; 
but who will doubt the profitableness of drainage or of 
deep culture ? 

Fourthly :— We now come to the circumstances 
upon which, in our opinion, the differences in our 

agriculture do depend. And these mainly arise 
out of the intelligence and capital of the farmer, 
and out of the relationship which obtains between 
him and his landiord. Prices may have been 
* ruinous,"* climate may have been wretched, soil 

may have been untowardly ; but a lease-giving 
landlord never yet had his estates badly farmed by 
an intelligent tenantry. Security for the tenant's 
capital here, its absence there—an educated, we 
mean professionally educated man, as farmer in 
the one case, and a clodhopperin the other—and let 

e diff of climate and soil be what they may, 
THE TANK SYSTEM, 

ERE 

(EA 

EES Ec 
DURBIDGE ano HEALY having heated a con- 

siderable number of Pits and other Horticultural Struc- 
fures, for the cultivation of Pines, Melons, Cucumbers, and 

other tropical plants, partieularly upon the plan recommended 
n the Culture of Pines and Cu- 

e Baroness Rothschild's Gardens, Gunnershury; 

Glendinning, Chiswick Nursery; Messrs. Henderson, Pine- 
apple-place ; and in more than one hundred other places.— 
180, Fleet-street, London. 

URBIDGE aw» HEALY'S COOKING APPA- 
RATUS, combining Sylvester's Patents.—This Cooking 

‘be forwarded, upon. tailing parti 
at 130, Fleet-strect. By 

TEPHENSON anD CO., 61, Gracechurch-street» 
London, and 17, New Park-street, Southwark, Inventors 

and Manufacturers of the Improved CONICAL and DOUBLE 
CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, respectfully solicit the attention of 
scientific Horticulturists to their much approved method of 

andprice 

friends they are now making their Boilers of Iron, as well as 
These Boilers, which are 

May be seen at most of the Nobility's seats and principal 
Nurseries throughout the kingdom. 

S. & Co. beg to inform the Trade that at their Manufactory 
in New Park-street, every article required for the construction 
of Horticultural Buildings, as well as for heating them, may be 
‘Obtained upon the most advantageous terms. 

Conservatories, &c. of Iron or Wood, erected upon the most 

ornamental designs. Balconies, Palisading, Field and Garden 

Fences, Wire Work, é&c. &c. 

EATING BY WARM WATER —An improved 
method of HEATING, by the CIRCULATION OF HOT 

WATER, may be seen in operation daily, at J. L. BENHAM & 
Son’s Stove Grate y, 19, Wi treet, Cavendish 

1E q 
UANO, PERUVIAN'AND AFRICAN, warranted 
Genuine to Analysis: also Gypsum, and all other Ma- 

nures of known value, on sale by MARK FOTHERGILL, 40, Upper 

Thames-street. 2 
BRITISH GUANO, equalin quality to Peruvian, at 97. per 

ton. Pamphlets gratis on 6 Stamps being forwarded, being 
amount charged for postage. Agent for DINGLE'S HAND 
SEED DIBBLE. gece 
Gano (GENUINE PERUVIAN & BOLIVIAN) 

ON SALE, BY THE ONLY LEGAL IMPORTERS, 
ANTHONY GIBBS AND SONS, LONDON ; 

Wm. J. MYERS and CO., LIVERPOOL; 
And by their Agents, 

COTSWORTH, POWELL, AND PRYOR, LONDON ; 
GIBBS, BRIGHT, AND CO., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL, 

47, Lime-street, Jan. 31, 

SATURDAY, JANUARY 31, 1846. 

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 
‘Agricultural Society of England. 

Waowmvar, Feb. 44 Aighiand and Agricultural Society. 
Tuunsnay,  — _5—Agriculsural Imp. Soc. of Ireland. 
TaunsAY,  — 13—Agricultural Imp. Soc. of Ireland. 

LOCAL SOCIETIES. 
Bath—Di 

FARMERS’ CLUBS. 

Feb. 9— London — Darlington — St. | Feb. 9—Wenlock—Wickham Market 
Columb -8 N k i Yo: Ex- 

minster—Selby 
=n Rochford 

Market -hill—Banchory | 

Hundred — St, Peter's —Wot- 3—Wa'erford gh S 
Quivox—Abergavenny 

6—Hawick—Blofield and Wal- 
sham—Richmondshire 

6— Wrentham — Hadleigh — 
Wakefield—Claydon—St. Aus- 
tell—Litchfield 

— 7—Dariford —Collumpton—Car- 
di ton-on-Tr Dur- 

I ton Basset 
— 11—Braintree and Bocking—Har- 

gat leston 
— 12—Grove Fert 

ham — Male ase Northampton. — 14— Probus LATI —Winch- 
Book Club comb 

— 9~Herefurd—Great Oakley 

* AGRICULTURE IS DEPENDANT UPON CIRCUM- 
stances.” Nothing can be truer. Everybody 

knows that farming is a system of expediency from 
one end of it to the other. An acquaintance with 
the rationale, with the principles of the art, will not 
of itself ensure the success of the farmer. He must, 

besides this, possess the tact dexterously to develop 
these principles in 1 with ci 
And this is only to be acquired by experience. 
The questions, How? When? Where? How much? 
How often? To what extent? are perpetually 
recurring ; and unassisted experience is often the 
only guide to correct answers ; experience, united 
with a knowledge of the theory proper to the occa- 
sion, is sometimes required: the latter is rarely 
indeed sufficient by itself. 

Agriculture is undoubtedly dependant upon cir- 
cumstances. But can we admit this as an apology 
for bad farming? The plea would, doubtless, 

suffice were these circumstances incapable of 
alteration or control, But is this the case? 
What are they? There is, Ist, the price of farm- 
produce ; certainly an important consideration, and 
one which is beyond the control of the individual 
farmer; but it is one, nevertheless, to which we 

cannot attribute so conclusive an influence upon 
cultivation as some do, so long as wnder the same 
set of prices we see a Norfolk, a Lincolnshire, an 

East Lothian farm, managed well, and other districts 

in England and Scotland, whose agriculture is so far 

below theirs on the scale of excellence. To what 
must we attribute differences so great? To 
prices? No; for they are the same to all. 

And, 2dly, there is the powerful influence of cli- 
mate. It varies to a very considerable extent in 
this country, and may thus justify a departure in 
one district from what, in another, may be consi- 

dered the essential maxims of good cuitivation. 
But will climate alone account for the differences 
we have alluded to? To what particular item in 
the account of our climate must they be attributed? 
To differences of temperature? No; for the 
northern half of our island has had the reputation of 
being the better cultivated of the two. Are they, 
then, attributable to differences in the quantity 
of rain which falls? No; for we can select 
farms, under the watery skies of I hire, as 

they are not the causes to which we must attribute 
the good cultivation or the bad. When security 
shall be generally offered by landlords, and when 
good farmers shall occupy the land, there will be no 
want of capital to invest in its cultivation. There 
is plenty of that in this country looking about for 
an investment, and the experience of a few years 
under these “circumstances” will assure the ca- 
pitalist that the farmer is the best of all partners. 
We do believe that simple security of tenure, 

when it shall have acted for a sufficient length of 
time, will be found the true specific for agricultural 
distress; and that when it shall be generally ac- 
cepted by an educated and intelligent body of 
farmers, we shall witness a healthful flow of agricul- 
tural prosperity, such as has been hitherto unknown. 
We shall then see our agriculture fostered by fa- 
vourable “ circumstances.” 

Few things are more disappointing to a mind that 
is in earnest, than the discovery that in the endea- 
vour to convey its meaning it has used words which 
the hearer or reader did not understand. The vain 
man or the pedant may find-a certain pleasure in 
the use of long words when short and simpler ones 
would have answered the purpose much better; but 
there are few hearers, however unlearned, who can- 

not soon fathom this weakness, and, imperceptibly 
to themselves, their estimate of the speaker, and 
respect for his opinions, become duly proportioned 
to the quality of mind displayed by one who forgets, 
or is ignorant, that the use of words is to convey, 
not to confuse, meaning, and to enlighten, not to 
stupify, the hearer. 

We are led to this reflection by the difficulty 
which hasbeen experienced, and the errors which 

have been made in the attempts, of late years, to 

discuss, in sufficiently simple and intelligible lan- 

guage, the SCIENCES WHICH BEAR UPON AGRICULTURE. 

We live in'a country which, of all others upon the 
face’ of the globe, presents the most glaring contrasts 
in the matter of education. We have become no- 
torious over the continent of Europe for the shame- 

ful gulf that separates the educated and the unedu- 
cated classes. It is true that every day which passes 

is diminishing thesevil, and scratching out the na- 

tional blot ; but the extent to which it still exists in 

the agricultural districts, wherever the grunt of the 

locomotive, and the insinuating economy of the pen
ny 

post, are still in their noviciate, is sufficient to occa- 

sion the greatest hindrance to improvement, éxactly 

where improvement is most required. _ Charity- 

schools have long tended to diminish this inequality, 
because they have brought into the most blessed 

contact the best and the best educated daughters of 
the rich with the children of the poor. But where 

are the correspondi tablish for those who 
lie between the two extremes? Where are the 
schools for the children of the farmer? The per- 

nicious temptation to use them as labourers on the 
farm, binds down their bodies to the plough-stilts at 
atime of life when their minds ought to be the more f 

perfect patterns of profitable cultivation as are 

to be found under the dry climate of Norfolk. 

It must be admitted, however, that the influ~ 

ence exerted on our agriculture by the quantity of rain 

which falls is very considerable; but as it is al- 

most entirely dependent on the texture of the soil 

which receives it, this is a “ circumstance” which 

may be considered as under our control. Drain the 

so called wet lands—those lands over which a bane- 
ful influence is thus exerted—and excessive rains 

will no longer injure them. 
Thirdly—The nature of the soil is an important 

circumstance influencing its cultivation. There can 
be no doubt of it ; but ifit be clayey, drainage, sub- 

soil ploughing, and good farming will openit ; if too 

hted object of parental solicitude in fitting 
them at some suitable school, or well chosen ap- 
prenticeship, for whatever sphere of life their genius 
(and every child has genius of some sort) may indi- 
cate; and the neglect of this better economy fills the 

agricultural districts with grown up children, ready 

to apply for and honestly assert their qualification 

to undertake the management of a farm, though re- 
moved either by education or capital. only a few 

degrees above their own labourers. It is not their 

fault, The fault lies in the generations that pre- 

ceded them; for to lay the fault upon their parents 

is only to assert that those parents should themselves 

* For information on the subject of “ruinous prices, 
r our readers to the evidence given before Parlia- 

mentary Committees. 
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have been brought up to know better, and this dates | 
the mischief farther back. 

Were any one to undertake the management of a 
cotton mill or an iron foundry without adequate 
funds for the support of the establishment, and the 
endurance of periods of depressed prices, his ruin, 
except in a few exceptional cases of rare talent or 
energy, would be a matter of certain prediction ; 
yet how sadly numerous are the instances in farm- 
ing where the very payment of the Michaelmas 
rent has to be made up out of the newly reaped 
crop, sold as soon as harvested at ‘the depressed 
prices of a glutted market, and where every opera- 
tion of the year is performed at the wrong season, 
for want of the requisite hands to take time by the 
forelock ; thus visiting every disadvantage of price 
and season upon those who are least able to bear 
them. 

It is idle to prate to a man about super-ordinary 

little at a time), in the regular operations of the 
farm. We will begin, then, with the beginning of 
all good farming, in our wet climate—'Tur Prin- 
crmLES op Drarnina. This will form the subject of 
a future article.— C. W. H. 

WHY NOT OURSELVES GROW THAT WHICH 
WE MANUFACTURE? 

I nave frequently noticed articles in your Paper from 
anonymous writers, who no doubt wish as far as pos- 
sible to promote the happiness of the working classes, by 
some p ecause ting means, rather than 
fall back upon the only remedy in law, which involves 
the separation of families in a union workhouse. I have 
considered that the annexed paragraph (which I eut. out 
of the Leeds Mercury the other week), might be worthy 
of their attention; and as 14. 3r. 16 r. of land, Irish 
measure, has been made to produce what gave “con. 
stant employment to 217 persons for 12 months," at 
wages ting to 22177. 6s. 8d., I must request those improvements, who, for want of funds, is struggling 

behind in the mere routine operations of the season ; 
orto confuse by the reiteration of scientific terms a 
mind that has never learnt how to learn. Like the 
hunted ostrich that buries its head in the sand, and 
thinks the dogs cannot see it because it cannot see 
them, the untaught mind is blinked from the acqui- 
sition of progressive knowledge by the inherent 
want of early cultivation of its faculties; and the 
admirable essays and records of experiments now 
published in the agricultural works of the day, are 
least understood by those who most require to be 
informed of them. Something more simple and ele- 
mentary than the language of a learned professor is 
surely required to bring up the rear, composed ofso 
many who, most needing the instruction, have not 
yet caught the meaning of the terms in which it is 
presented to them ; it is to the supply of this defi- 
ciency that we are most anxious to address ourselves. 

In directing attention, therefore, to the sciences 
which bear upon agriculture, the object which was 
held in view (in the very imperfect enumeration of 
them into which we were recently led) will be sadly 
misconstrued by any one who should conceive that 
it was done with the purpose of exhibiting, much 
less of exaggerating, the difficulty which their long 
names seem at first sight to proclaim, 

In all arts there are technical terms, which present 
a formidable barrier to the uninitiated ; butevery hill 
seems more insurmountable at a distance ;..and the 
traveller in agricultural science, if he be really in 
earnest, will find, on approaching resolutely these 
ugly-looking words of many. syllables, that after all 
they are mere conventionalities of language ; and 
that, if he be a really practical cultivator of his land 
and of his mind, Nature has already taught him 
much more about them than he-was aware of; and 
that, however ignorant he may have been of the 
name, he was far from ignorant of the subject. 
The story of the old man who was startled on 
hearing that he had been “talking prose" all. his 
life, is precisely in analogy with the surprise. mani- 
fested of late years by those who heard, for the first 
time, that chemistry, geology, and vegetable phy- 
:siology, were in an especial degree matters apper- 
taining to the farmer. But the farmer is not to 
suppose that he stands alone in this formidable rela- 
tion to the sciences. There is not a trade that is 
followed, or an art'that is practised, that does not 
depend upou some one or more of these mysterious- 
sounding names. The dyer is beholden to che- 
mistry for the knowledge which enables him to mix 
his colours without confusing their effect. or neutra- 
lising their virtues, and to fix those colours perma- 
nently in the cloth. The tanneracts upon chemical 
principles in the operation of leather. The cotton- 
‘spinner, the watchmaker, the wheelwright, must -all 
understand the principles of mechanics, inthe ad- 
justment of matter to the laws of motion. The 
miner and the well-sinker must obey the laws of 
geological structure. The gardener andthe- planter 
will fail in every attempt that is made in defiance of 
the truths of vegetable. physiology and botany. 
The jeweller and the lapidary-will make the grossest 
blunders, if entirely ignorant of the facts involved 
in the science of mineralogy. e pump-mak 
must consult the natural properties of fluids as re- 
veoled in hydraulics and hydrostatics, But al 
these sciences, and many more, belong to the 
farmer. He deals with mother Nature on. a wider 
scale than all the rest of mankind ; and his experi- 
ments last the whole year round, and for many years 
together; and every law of Nature that he trans- 
gresses in the least degree, revenges itself upon his 
pocket ; and it is as true physically as it is morally, 
that, in keeping of them, there is great reward. 
But it is by practice that science is most effectually 
taught. lt was from practice that the knowledge 
of the laws of Nature was originally derived; and 
following this natural course ourselves, we must 
endeavour to elucidate gradually the principles of 
agricultural science, by “ taking it as it comes” (a 

gentlemen who pride themselves in allowing their rich 
green valleys to remain scores of years unploughed, and 
who take delight in “ bringing to perfection,” at a heavy 
expense, the unfortunate animals that are annually ex- 
hibited at our Smithfield shows. I would ask. them to 
inquire whether they by their practice, or the grower of 
this Flax-field, do most good for the country, and for the 
working population. I beg of them to go into a minute 
calculation of the expenses of feeding to perfection one 
of those animals. Will the produce of three statute 
acres do it? Then compare the real value of the animal 
with the 307. prize and all added, with the result of this 
Flax-field, and above all, look at the employment it 
afforded to the working population where it was grown. 
I do not wish to offer a remark in deprecation of what 
gentlemen take an innocent pleasure in ; but as, in my 
opinion, prizes should be offered to farmers to produce 
and bring to perfection what would be most profitable 
to themselves and the country, if lesser sums should be 
offered for what is more eye-sweet or fanciful. Iam 
obliged to compare FI ture and le-feeding, 
because the one has been overlooked, aud the other 
appears to be the leading subject of prize-lists and com- 
petition. I have said so much for the last 12 months on 
the profits that farmers may derive from Flax-culture, 
that I shall now call their attention to the results, when 
the article is manufactured, and the good feeling it is 
calculated to create between the agricultural and the 
manufacturing classes of the community. I beg atten- 
tion to the following :— 

* Camprics,— We copy from the Belfast News Letter 
the following paragraph respecting this article of manu- 
facture, which will be interesting to all who wish for the 
industrial prosperity of Ireland. | Our contemporary 
says :—An improved fabric, made from the best quali- 
ties of home-grown Flax, denominated ‘the Golden 
Flax,’ has gained the first prizes, both for cambric and 
cambric handkerchiefs, at the present November meet- 
ing of the ‘the Flax Improvement Society of Ireland. 
We notice this in connection with the following sum- 
mary of facts, detailed in the valuable work by Dr. 
Kane, on ‘the Industrial Resources of Ireland,’ which 
fully goes to prove the vast importance of this branch of 
our industry. We find it therein stated, that near to 
Warringstown, three statute acres of land produced no 
less a quantity than 100 stones of Flax, value 75/.; the 
produce of this field was sold to an eminent factory in 
the neighbourhood (the very same that has turned out 
the present prize webs), for 15s. per stone ; this Flax in 
the process of conversion into cambric pocket handker- 
chiefs, will give constant employment for 12 months to 
about 217 persons, whose wages amount to 22177. 6s. 
8d. Adding 75/. for thé Flax, you arrive at a value of 
22921. 6s. 8d., the elements of which sprung from about 
la.9 R. 16. of land, Irish measure, and the entire 
when finished, will yield a very remunerating profit tothe 
manufacturer,” 

Now, with proof such as this, before the eyes of land- 
owners,that3 statute acres can be made to pay and employ 
217 people for a year, I do think it should arouse a feeling 
of desire for experiments in this country. If the opera- 
tives in one part of the three kingdoms are so alive to 
to their interests, in the production of this article, why 
have we not more of it? We make glad the hearts of 
the French and Belgians, and care nought for the many 
aching hearts at home. Not only does the demand for 
fine continental Flax increase, but the prices continue to 
advance, so that now fine Irish Flax commands a 
market at enormous prices ; in proof of which I shall 
here relate as I had it the other week from a gentle- 
man in Manchester engaged in Flax spinning :—He told 
me that 180 stone of fine. Flax had been bought in 
Derry, at 15s. per stone, and brought to Tanderagee, 
and then sold at 20s. per. stone; and from that to Bel- 
fast, and sold again to a firm in Lisburn at 21s. 6d. per 
stone. As this is not a solitary instance, I think proper 
to notice it, because in my opinion there is not only an 
advantage in Flax growing, over all other crops, that 
the'land will produce if attended to with skill, but the 
grower has ten times a better chance of gaining a prize 
than he whose whole time and capital is employed in 
what is termed “ bringing animals to perfection,” The 

ing, in order to balance the extra expense of extra care 
and feeding. 

In Flax culture there is a wide field for the skilful 
farmer to employ his capital, time, and extra attention ; 
and he must see that when we grow what we can manu- 
facture, that the operatives are thereby better able to 
be the consumers of his corn and cattle, and the money 
only changes hands, and is not transported to another 
kingdom. I do hope that the above statement ma 
have the effect of drawing attention to what must (as 
the above proves) be for the real benefit of the agricul- 
tural interest. 

cotton could be produced in Lancashire, could it 
be supposed that landowners and farmers would be so 
blind to their own interest as not to keep in the country 
the millions that the Americans draw annually from 
Manchester. I cannot believe so; for the spinners of, 
cotton themselves would become farmers, sooner than 
overlook such advantages. Holding these opinions, E 
cannot but view the position of landowners and farmers 
and Flax-spinners in the same light ; for the latter are 
at present sending their millions annually to foreign 
farmers, that English landowners should, by every 
means, try and keep in this country.—J. H. Dickson, 
6, De Beawvoir-square, London, Jan. 18. 

BRIEF NOTICES on AGRICULTURAL SUBJECTS. 
The Vitality of the Seeds of Couch-grass.—Where 

Couch has been common, depend upon it that.clean, and 
fallow land as you may, it will have plenty of the seed 
still remaining in it to originate a new crop; and the 
same may be said of Charlock; so that, in cleaning 
land, we, only destroy the present existing weeds, but 
do not totally stop the originating cause. But from 
some weeds we have nothing to fear from their seeds, 
as the Corn-bine or Hop-bine or Bine-weed, which three 
names I take to mean one thing ; and also the Colts- 
foot weed ; and as for the common Thistle that propa- 
gates itself by sending out runners from its roots ; 
though in appearance its seeds ripen, I should like to 
see the person that can raise a bed of plants from its 
seeds, The only method to destroy these three last kinds 
of weeds is by cutting them off a little within the ground 
every time they have grown a few inches high, which 
may take three or four years time to finish them by 
thus bleeding them to death ; and in a rainy season 
they will require cutting off about once a month; but 
for your g i i terminating pursuit 
let me tell you, that you will have fewer in number to. 
cut off every time the cutting is repeated, until there be 
none, and when it is once done, it appears to be a per- 
manent annihilation, as I have proved with the Thistle 
in two places on Grass-plots 10 years since, and not one 
Thistle has ever put up its head in those places since ; 
and as to the Corn-bine, a gardener (a neighbour of 
mine) has thus pursued it, and eut and bled it to death 
with the hoe. Before he began thus (it was on rich 
land) it had regularly aimed at smothering over a large 
number of standard Gooseberry-trees. The Coltsfoot 
I have never thoroughly pursued to death, but I have 
lessened and weakened it by. repeated ploughinge, and X 
have no doubt but annihilation would be the ultimate 
result of this practice, I dare assert that no person 
knows the origin of the three plants, or pests, above 
mentioned. A few years ago I had a ploughed field 
which appeared covered all over with Coltsfoot, where 
none had been before ; it first came up in the middle of 
summer while the field was under fallow, the field lying 
dormant for about five or six weeks in a very rainy 
time; this same field was of a clay subsoil, and has 
been now under cultivation for 30 years only, and never 
before, that I know of, since Noah’s flood. 

The Editor says (at p. 426, 1845) that we must loosen 
the soil on the stubbles after the Charlock or Kedlock 
has shed its seeds among the previous crop; and do it 
immediately after harvest, to grow the seed into plants 
for the slaughter. I wish we could induce them thus 
to grow ; but with this accommodation at this time* of 
the year (with us), none of them will grow ; they have 
too much native “ instinct” to be thus cheated and 
raised up to face a winter. [They have no such fore- 
sight on our sandy soils. 

To deepen the Soil—An easy way to deepen the 
soil upon most arable lands, is by reversing the ridges, 
in those eases where the land has been ridged up from 
6 to 12 yards wide, and between 2 and 3 feet high for 
ages, with the subsoil buried undistucbed ; now, if the 
oceupier of these lands can make his mind submit while 
he ploughs the ridges several times downwards, or even 
until he has made that part the highest that was the 
lowest, he will find that in afterwards returning the 
ridges to near their former position, he will have some- 
thing like an average depth of soil of 12 inches thick- 
ness : but in doing thisit will be the safest and best to 
do it gradually, more and more in a course of years 
(say 10 or 15 years) ; this method can be adopted with- 
out that extreme addition -of power required for sub- 
soil operations. 

Lice.—These, on either animals or vegetables, are 
produced from within the animal or plant [This is, we 
know, a very common, but—a “ Leicestershire Farmer” 
must forgive us for adding—mistaken notion.], and not ‘ited 1 

Flax grower who knows his business can tell, as he 
watches the progress of his crop, the extra profit he 
will have over the same breadth of land sown in Wheat, 
and this is a certain prize; whilst the cattle feeder 
must take his chance, depending on the caprice or whim 
of the appointed judge, who may hand the 307. prize to 

iol t 
E 

o them from some other extraneous origin 
or parent; poverty and sickness is the general state of 
the animal or plant when they appear (though there are 
some exceptions where they are found in abundance on 
fine prosperous animals). 

Draining.—When meadows that are constantly mown 
ss hay require draining, this business requires mue 

his next-door which he lated on obtain- [P and care, as they may-be over drained or 
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-~ drained too dry ; mowing meadows had much better be 

rather too wet than too dry ; the method to pursue in 
draining these meadows is to lay one drain into the 
centre of the meadow, and then stay and observe how 
farand how much this has effect, before laying any 
more drains in ; and this may take two or three years 
to prove it. [Here we certainly differ with our corre- 
Spondent. It has been proved over and over again that 
where there is depth enough of soil, it is impossible to 
drain too dry.] 

Draining Tiles.—In using the open tile, some have 
found on nearly dead levels, where the water nearly 
Stagnates in the drain, that itis best to lay the tile 
with its back downwards, and then cover it over with 
slates or soles. 

Wheat-shedding.—Mr. Editor is in the wrong on 
this subject ; will he be willing to be corrected? At 
P. 613, 1845, in the middle column, he says, “ After a 
rainy season, such as the present has been, the danger 
of ‘shedding’ is greater than common ;” now the con- 
trary of his words is how the fact stands ; and never 
did I see corn shed less than in the harvest of 1845, 
and it always has stood thus. 

Killing Lice on Cattle.—Whale oil used alone will 
kill them.—A Leicestershire Farmer. (No. 1.) 

Home Correspondence. 
Agricultural Improvement, near Cork.—In passing 

through this county, a stranger must be at once struck 
by a uniform neglect of the advantages offered by 
Nature for the-improvement of the soil. “Bogs are to be 
Seen on all sides, and, generally speaking, there is every 
Convenience for draining ; labour cheap, stones for fill- 
ing drains plentiful, lime may be had in almost all 
Parts of the county, and with these advantages, coupled 
with industry, the heaviost crops might be grown on 
thousands upon thousands of acres, which now would 
scarcely feed a flock of geese. The land which has 
been tilled might be made to produce three times as 
Much as it does—as much by proper ploughing as any- 
thing else. There are certainly exceptions to this; but 
wherever land is really well managed, in 19 cases out 
of; 20 it is done by some gentleman-farmer, where ap- 
Pearance is as much his object as profit. The want of 
any kind of improvement which I allude to is principally 
among the farmers holding under 30 acres ; and so far 
as my limited experience goes, they are one of the evils 
under which this country is suffering. Nearly all the 
Men of this class have no leases, and do not know when 

they may be turned out ; and their object always is to 

keep as little as possible on the land, that the landlord 
Or agent could lay hold of, and having the condition 
of the land always at low-water mark; so that if turned 
out, no person would offer a higher rent than they were 
Paying for it. I said the ‘generality of small farmers 
Were an evil, and the principal cause of it is this : 
when one of them gets a few pounds together, he does 
Rot whitewash his cabin, or build a house for his cow 
or pigs, or try to cultivate any waste land he may have; 
but he turns on the class a degree lower than himself 
1n wretchedness, and traffics in Potatoes, meal, and pigs; 
and when provisions are scarce in the country during 
the summer, he sells to the poor labourer a barrel of 
Potatoes, or a small pig, for 150 per cent. over the 
Market price, on the consideration of his giving six 
Months’ credit. I know this to be a very common 
Practice, The landlords as a class are bad ; their agents 
"Worse; but the man who causes the most dreadful misery 
among the lower orders in Ireland is the petty usurer. 
Tf a man of this class has a neighbour who cannot buy 
Oats to sow into his plot of land, the usurer sells it to 

-him for more than double what it would cost in the hi Market, for delaying the payment till harvest. This 
State of things is very bad, but something must be in a 
degree the cause of it, and I believe the way land is let 
in this country is one cause, Land is generally let by 
Proposal, and there is such competition that whoever 
Sets the land is certain to have to pay much over the 
Onest value according to the mode of agriculture 

Adopted at present; however, the rent he promises to 
Pay he must pay, and the only way he can do so is by 
turning on those below himself. . "The landlords (most 
of them absentees), living fully up to their rent-rolls, 
Press their agents, and the agents, in their own defence, 
Must exact every penny from the small farmer. There 
18 another great evil in the letting small farms, such as 
the class T allude to, viz., the want of proper houses or 
Olfices for the farmer to manufacture the produce of his 
land to the best advantage. An Irishman, taking a 
arm of 20 to 40 acres, is quite content if he has a cabin 
on it; such things as a barn, cow-house, cart-house, 
€, are never expected. The small farmer has to 

thrash his corn in the open air, and both quantity and 
Quality are thereby reduced ; his pigs are the only ani- 
Tals that come off well, as they always live in the house 
With himself. If through your agency a spirit of im- 
Provement could be aroused, and a profitable system of 
agriculture adopted, and the landlords made fo do the 
Part Providence has assigned to them, employment 
Would be given, the quantity of food increased, and 
Plenty and prosperity would hold the places which 
Misery and want now possess. The resources of this 
Country are immense ; but a land blessed by Nature in 
Svery way, is in every way neglected by man, and where 
You might expect (with all its advantages) to see plenty 
tw comfort, you can find nothing but the very reverse. 
aat lreland possesses great advantages there is no 
Subt, but how to improve her present condition is an- 

er question. “ Property has its duties as well as its 
tights ;” and it would be well for this country if a 

sermon on that text were preached occasionally to most 
of the owners of her soil; and were they to come for- 
ward, and with aliberal hand perform their part, Ire- 
land would soon be, as O'Connell says (and without his 
aid)— 

) “ First flower of the earth, and first gem.of the sea.” 
W.R. J. 

A Plague upon the Allotment System.—A plague 
upon this cottage system, as you callit; I do not like it 
by half, after a two years experience. This standing 
out at work for 12 hours every day, or in winter from 
light till dark, and then farming and gardening at my 
leisure hours; leisure hours, indeed ! why I have never 
a moment’s leisure, It is true, I can occasionally beg 
one of my master's leisure hours, who is very good in 
that respect; but I am so often tempted, or compelled 
to steal half an hour, or a whole hour into the bargain, 
I hate myself; I never before was either a beggar or 
a stealer, therefore my pride is wounded, and my con- 
science is wounded so deeply, that I fear both of them 
will bleed to death ; and how shall I ever hold up my 
head after the loss of the two greatest friends that 
ever man had ; they had been my right and left hand 
supporters ever since I can remember. Another thing 
which grieves me exceedingly is, that I am compelled 
to take most seandalous liberties with the Sabbath day : 
my ox or my ass may not have fallen into a ditch, but 
my two cows may have got over hedge and ditch into a 
farmer’s pasture, and the visit is returned by his 12 
cows into my aftermath ; sometimes I find in a morn- 
ing his six horses in my little field, where they have 
been feasting all night. Why don’t I make good my 
fences, you will say? Why don’t you mend your fences, 
says the farmer? Oh! and sure look at myscratched face 
and hands, was I not mending my fences till nearly mid- 
night all last moon? Then, sir, my wife is far more 
plagued and harassed than I am: what with milking 
the cows every night and every morning, Sundays as well 
as Saturdays, serving the pigs and poultry, cleaning 
out their sties or lodging houses, and working in the 
garden at her leisure hours. She is wet nurse, dry 
nurse, nurse maid, housemaid, housekeeper, cook, dairy 
maid, with all the other extras that a slave can be 
doomed to ; then there is such a’ continual borrowing 
and lending with my neighbouring cottagers ; it bothers 
me exceedingly, as every one wants, or seems to want, 
the same things that I want at the very same time, par- 
ticularly in haymaking time ; here my hay is all spoilt, 
every thing goes wrong, everything goes wrong.—.4n 
Old Servant, but Young Cottager. [Is the writer 
of the above really “An Old Servant, but Young Cot- 
tager”? We doubt it.] 

Glass Milk Pans.—lf the correspondents of the 
Agricultural Gazette will read my observations in the 
Gazette of the 3d January, relative to milk pans, they 
will see I solicited the powerful aid of the editor in ad- 
vancing the introduction of glass into the dairy in lieu 
of lead. The remitted excise duty on glass had given 
me great hopes that the glass manufacturer would turn 
his attention to the wants of the dairyman. Iam glad 
to see that my remarks have elicited an inquiry into the 
matter, and hope dairymen resident within reach of a 
glass manufactory will awake the energies of the manu- 
facturer to the construction of an utensil so useful. 
Other avocations deter me from paying that attention to 
the dairy which its importance demands ; but though 
its theory is too abstruse to be lightly treated upon, 
some of the readers of the Agricultural Gazette may 
possibly not deem it obtrusive to offer them a hint 
whereby they may easily ascertain the quality of the 
milk of their cows, before they condemn them as un- 
profitable, because the quantity yielded does not come 
up to the character of “good milkers," Provide a 
number of half-pint white glass phials, corresponding 
with the number of cows in dairy: label and number 
them consecutively 1, 2, 3, &c., and the cows to corre- 
spond. Fill each phial with the; first milk of the cow 
bearing the same number; note down the quantity „of 
milk each cow gives. After the milk has stood in the 
phials about 12 hours, the eye can easily discriminate 
the amount of cream that each produces, which mark 
down by sixteenths of inches. em the same plan 
at the next milking about the middle of the time of 
milking, and again a third time at the latter end of milk- 
ing. e quality may easily be ascertained thus. 
— Glan Hafren.——My attention having been drawn to 
an enquiry in the Gardeners’ Chronicle on this subject, 
I beg to inform you that they were imported about two 
years since, and were of Bohemian manufacture. Their 
cost, including freight, &e., was under 5s. per pan, the 
duty being then 42s. per ewt., each pan weighed upon 
an average 6 lbs. The merchant who imported them, 
has lately transferred to myself and partner a portion of 
his interest in the Belgian glass trade (see Advertise- 
ment). I wrote to a gentleman in Suffolk, who had 2 doz. 

of them ; and I forward you an extract from his reply: 
** The green glass milk pans are in constant use in my 

dairy, and are very nice cleanly things. My dairy- 

maid thinks if they were a little larger (not deeper) it 

would be better, but in my opinion that is questionable, 

the idea of breakage has not been at present realised, 

not one at present having been disabled for use, viz., 

two years.” The gentleman in question bas not men- 

tioned the size of those he had, but I have given in- 

structions to have them made about 24 inches in 

diameter by 44 deep. I forwarded a pattern of the 

most approved form to the manufacturer, and proper 

care will be taken in annealing the glass, so as to admit 

of their being scalded. in frosty weather.— William 

Edwards, 15, Southampton-street, Strand. 

White Mustard.—Having a very good opinion of the. 
plant as food for sheep, I send you my experience of it 
last year, that you may compare it with the testi- 
mony of others. The red Clover sown in 1844, 
having failed very much on my farm in a field of 
22 acres, I was induced to give the White Mus-. 
tard a trial in order to prepare the ground for 
Wheat, as my attention had been much directed to it 
by various periodical publications. ‘Throughout the 
spring and summer of 1845, I therefore sowed a succes- 
sion of crops of the White Mustard in this field. I ex- 
tract the details from my note-book, and they will, I 
hope, sufficiently answer the questions propounded in 
your Paper of Jan. 10. On May 5, I ploughed and 
sowed broadcast about 12 lbs. of seed to an acre, har- 
rowing it in with the lightest possible set of harrows.. 
The seeds made their appearance above-ground on May 
12. The plants afterwards grew rapidly, and were 
ready for folding sheep upon them, June 15 ; at this 
time the plants were much in flower, and about 4 feet 
in height. The ground was not manured, but was, on 
the contrary, rather poor—the soil gravelly. The rest 
of the field was sown in a similar manner, but that part. - 
which was sown in May, after being fed off with sheep, 
was sown again with the same seed early in July, and 
produced a very heavy crop in September, which was. 
again folded with sheep, so leaving ‘the ground in good 
order for the Wheat which followed in October. I may 
add that the Wheat plants after the White Mustard 
are some of the!most promising I have this year upon 
the farm. My sheep thrived so well upon the White 
Mustard, running by day in some bare pasture, and 
folded ona fresh piece every night, that I intend to set 
apart a few acres for the plant again this year. Any 
further particulars are at your service.—E. Spencer 
Trower, Walton-house, near Ware, Herts. 
Garden Farm.—We have a large garden about 34 

acres of strong clay, well stocked with fruit-trees. We 
have divided it into seven divisions for cultivating. The 
produce is intended mostly for horses, cows, and pigs to 
consume under cover ; perhaps. you will-consider the 
following rotation, and point out any improvement you 
see. The trees are so disposed in rows, that the plough 
will be used except in the Ist, 4th, or 5th years of the 
course ; for the price of labour in this part is so high— 
15s.a week the least wages—that the produce of the 
above garden does not clear its cost when done by the 
spade altogether. 

Division 1 honmer. Winter. 
Ist year Early Cabbages, off in Prepared by the plough for 

uly or August vi 
?ndyear Tares cut green........ Swede, white or yellow 

urnip. 
3rd year Barley and Clover.... Wheat or Oats do not 

answer, because of the 
irds. 

4th year Clovereutgreen........ Winter trench with spade. 
5th year Carrots, Parnsips, Onions 
6th year Early Peas sown wide .. Scotch Cabbage between 

he rows. 
Tth year Early Potatoes spring Transplant Swede Turnips 

E r sown last 
month. 

Thus you will perceive that the same plot having had 
the above, several crops may be recommenced with 
early Cabbage, &c., in 1852.——G. B. S. [The rotation 
appears to be a very good one.] 

The Food of the Labowrers.—'The attention of the 
friends of the poor has been very feelingly directed to 
various cheap substitutes for their ordinary food, a 
certainly some i have ioned muci 
ridicule. Such suggestions seem to prove how difficult 
it is for those who live in a far different atmosphere to 
prescribe practical remedies for the daily wants of their 
poorer brethren. It would be a great happiness to the 
labourer if the manufacture of his food could be made 
as profitable as that of his clothing—if he could pur- 
chase cheap manufactured nourishing food as easily as 

cheap manufactured cotton goods, We should then see 

mills rising for manufacturing and cooking food, and 

machinery called into action by the capitalist, the em- 

"ployment of which would be of the greatest benefit. 

My attention has often been directed to this subject, 

and in a vision of the night, I was visiting one of these 

manufaetories, Around it were cattle stalls, whose 
contents were fatting for the slaughterhouse. In its 

interior a steam engine gave motion to the necessary 

machinery, and supplied the steam by which all sorts-of 
meats were being steamed. This was the first step in 
the process ; the others consisted in the separation of 
the meat from the bones, in mashing the former, and 
amalgamating it with vegetables of all descriptions, 
with Beans, Peas, Barley-meal, and Rice, properly pre- 
pared with-salt and pepper, &e. The goods thus pre- 
pared were packed in air-tight vessels, and were then 
ready for sale. This was my vision, and I imagined 
how great would be the benefit to a hard-working 
labourer to go to a shop and buy a pound of this mix- 
ture, over which a certain quantity of boiling water being 
poured, it would afford a most nourishing mea! for himself 
and family. I certainly have not mueh faith in dreams, 
but I think you will agree with me, that if the pre- 
paration of wholesome and nourishing food eould be 
thus manufactured at a cheap rate, and become a 

profitable employment for eapital, it would be of the 
greatest possible advantage to the hard-working industri- 

ous labourer.—C. L. s 
Management of Pouliry.—ln your list of subjects 

for discussion by Farmers’ Clubs, it may perhaps 

appear somewhat extraordinary that I should pass over 

so many of importance to agriculture, and fix upon one 
almost the last, but, in my opinion, not the least, viz,, 
that of poultry. The agriculturist ought to use his 
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utmost exertions to provide, as far as he. possibly can, 

the manures which can be made on his own farm, and 

not to trust to those which are to be purchased, when 

9 times out of 10 he may be deceived. I have liquid 
manure-tanks with sloping banks for saturated chaff 
for Grass-land, liquid manure carts, spouts for con- 

veying the liquid back to the yard when moisture 

is required, and various other requisites for the 

benefit of the farmer. But, in my opinion, I have had 

one great deficiency until the present time. I have 

heard much of the benefits arising from the use of 
uano; I have also seen that benefit, and I am led to 

eonsider that a manure, almost, if not quite equal, to 
that of guano, may be provided at home, with little 

expence, and with the assurance that when we put in our 

seed, we are trusting to our own honesty, and not to 
that of others, I am led to confess that I am no 
chemist, therefore, I must, in this instance, expose my 

ignorance by stating that I am trusting, as many do, 

too much to supposition. The guano, we all know, is 

the dung of birds ; we know the pigeon dung has ad- 

mirable fertilising properties, and the fowl feeds on 

almost the same food as the pigeon. I am therefore 

led to consider that immense benefit may be conferred 

upon a farm by the use of the dung of fowls. We 
shall increase the industrious and deserving farmers’ 
wives’ fund of amusement and profit, and confer a 

greater benefit upon one farm, by increasing the quan- 

tity of fowls, and providing proper accommodation, and 
by these means collecting the dung, which hitherto has 

been wasted by being dropped upon the carts and 

implements in sheds, or the ground. My poultry-house 

is one of such construction as not only to provide com- 

fort in roosting, but for laying and setting ; there is a 

slide to every division, which is taken from the back 

and put to the front, to cut off the access of other hens 
which disturb them during incubation, dissappointing 

the owner by a very limited supply of chickens. 

have books to refer to, and have seen an analysis of the 

dung of fowls ; but am anxious to know the difference, 

if mixed with salt, to that of guano. Perhaps if this 

should meet the eye of a man of science, he will confer 

upon me his opinion by inserting it in this Paper. 

have increased my number of fowls this year, and to 

meet the demand planted a greater quantity of potatoes 

than usual. The latter are very good, and as I con- 

sider they will be wanted for human food this year, I 
am obliged to curtail my experiment. It is, I am 

grieved to say, the custom of people to speak of the bad 

and not of the good ; shall I be wrong, do you think, if 

I state that I suppose this to be the case with the 
reports of the Potato crop? I have no doubt, however, 

from my own observation there is a great failure. By 

eutting off the crown of the Potato previously to cook- 
ing, and saving it.for seed, much may be provided without 

waste.—A Tenant Farmer. 
Necessity of Agricultural Education.—1 regret, but 

am not surprised, to learn from your Leading Article of 

the 27th inst., that Farmers’ Clubs are generally so 
short-lived. Such societies are, in my opinion, highly 
desirable; but methinks there is one pre-requisite to 

their success, which is almost, if not altogether, lost 

sight of—education. Farmers, as a body, are at present 

but little disposed for discussional meetings, and are 

very tardy in adopting anything that wears the garb of 
novelty. They are, moreover, no accountants, and 

therefore do not register any experiments they may be 

induced to make, so as to determine the result with 

accuracy. This being the case, the good which should 

result from the societies in question is seldom realised, 

the interest taken in them consequently abates, until 

meetings cannot be got, and thus their existence termi- 

nates. Education would, if I mistake not, correct all 
that ; indeed, I cannot but consider it as the basis on 
which every society for the improvement of agriculture 
should rest, for otherwise we seem to be endeavouring 

to raise a superstructure without first laying the foun- 

dation. We have in this neighbourhood an Agricul- 

tural Society, with a library in connection with it, con~ 
taining many learned and excellent works. Now, I do 

not suppose that no one will read these books, and that 
there are no farmers amongst us who are competent to 

judge of thefr merits, and to carry out in practice the 

knowledge which may be derived from them ; but of 
this I am confident, there are comparatively few who 
will directly receive the least benefit from the library, 
or care to peruse the books thereby provided. This state 
of things cannot safely be allowed to continue. Farmers 

are, I fear, shortly to be thrown upon their own re- 
sources, to depend upon their own exertions and skill 

in husbandry, instead of Acts of Parliament, and know- 
ledge, scientific as well as practical, they must have, to 
aid them in every operation, or their station in society 
eannot long be maintained. Of this I have a very 
strong opinion, and shall, therefore, be truly glad to see 
a place in your columns devoted to the subject. P.S. 
It should be our aim, as I think it is our interest, to 
effect the establishment of agricultural schools, with 
farms attached, in or near to all the principa! market 
towns in the kingdom, and I have little doubt that an 
appeal to Government for this purpose would be satis- 
factorily responded to.—A Constant Reader. 

Farmers’ Clubs. 
SUBJECTS FOR SIBRs1on. 

7. ON WASTE MANURES. 
a sufficiently hig 

d for man, are the most scou: 
what would be said of the farmer w 

manure derived from the less scourging crops which he grows, 
such as Turnips, Grass, &c., foo r cattle, to run wholly and 

o waste ? e blame which he 

town sewerage mam 
productive of very great national lo: 
illustration. 

general a 
fertiliser, and it is only lately that this has been to any extent 
saver t is driven off, with the other volatile ingredients of 
the mineral, at our gas-works, where it may be obtai 
so-called gas-water, which contains about 3 Ibs. of it in every 
10 gallons. The waste of our woollen factories—Flax waste— 
soap-boilers' refuse, &c.—all possess much value in the eye of 
the intelligent farmer. But, taking this as our criterion, what 
degree of intelligence amongst our agriculturists is indicated 
by the shameful statistics of this important subject ? 

It is needless to refer to any other authority on this subject 
than the very interesting and valuable little book ** On Waste 
Manures,” by Mr. Hannam—a second edition of which has, we 
understand, lately been published. 
How is this Waste to be Avoided ? —(1).—Companies are being 

formed for the collection and sale of town sewage manures, 

and we shall soon direct attention to their operations, These 
should be heartily and actively patronised by the intelligent 
farmer, ir success depends the period when the 
wretched policy hitherto pursued on this subject shall cease. 
(2), Consider the policy and methods of saving liquid manures, 
and the details of the most economical mode of managing the 
lungheap. le room is here for lengthened discussion upon 
upon the proper construction of tanks—the use of the water-cart 
—the relative efficiency of fixers of ammonia—Sulphuric acid 

Ip) i à Muriates of lime and soda, char- 

coal, &c. (3.) Consider the actual and market value of the 

various refuse products of our manufactures. On this head 
consult n “On Fertilisers.” The “Farmers 
Encyclopedia,” and Hannam ** On Waste Manures,” &c. 

Bromscrove: Tenant Rights.—Mr.;Wright read a 
paperon Tenant Right,strongly advocating the necessity 
of a better security than was ever afforded to tenants at 
will, or from year to year, for their capital. The club 
was quite unanimous on the subject, and adopted the 
following resolution :—“ That this meeting considers 
that where land is held merely on a tenancy from year 
to year, six months’ notice to quit, on the part of the 
landlord, is much too short ; and that, as thetenant upon 
deteriorating the soil is liable to an action for dilapida- 
tions, so, upon having made improvements, they think 
the tenant should have a remedy against the landlord, 
in ease he should have been compelled to leave before 
he had time to obtain a return for eapital expended." 

HanLrsroN, Nonrork, Jan. Oilcake versus 
Linseed.— The relative prices at which eith ris cheaper? 
amd the most economical mode of using the latter? 
Resolution :—As this subject was introduced rather to 
direct attention to the use of Linseed than with a view 
of obtaining opinions on it, and as the meeting will, it 
is fully anticipated, have this effect, it is resolved to 
defer answering the questions proposed by the intro- 
ducer till further trials (which the Club recommends 
should be immediately made) shall have given greater 
authority to the decision. As far, however, as the 
experience of the members has hitherto gone, it is 
believed that Linseed will prove a very valuable addi- 
tion to our fattening food for cattle; forming an ex- 
cellent medium for consuming our own corn which it is 
thought should always be mixed with the seed in about 
the following proportions, three-fifths corn and two- 
fifths seed. The club considers that corn and seed 
[i. e. we presume Oats, or Peas, &c., and Linseed] 
thus mixed will be found cheaper than either alone, or 
than oileake ; but it is inclined to doubt the practice 
hitherto adopted in this county, of cooking the seedy 
more than the corn, believing that the former is little 
and the latter largely benefited by it; but whilst giving 
this strong opinion in favour of cooking the corn where 
practicable, and thinking that Barley should never be 
used without, the Club has evidence that ground Beans 
or Peas mixed with crushed Linseed and given dry, 
have been used with great suecess,—For the Club, 
R, B. Harvey, Secretary. 
NxwcasrLE-oN-TxNr.— On the 10th inst. a meeting 

was held in the lecture-room of the Literary and Philo- 
sophical Society, for the purpose of adopting rules for 
the regulation of the Farmers’ Club recently formed in 
this town. G. H. Ramsay, Esq., in the chair. The 
rules require that the Society meet once a month for the 
discussion of agricultural questions, and that a library 
and museum be formed. No political questions are to 
be introduced and the committee are to have the power 
of deciding whether a subject be political or not. 

WzNLock : Game.—A resolution of this Club at one 
of the last year’s meetings:—“That looking to the 
excessive damage sustained by the tenantry of the 
country by the undue preservation of Game, it is 
resolved, that a representation to that effect be made to 
the principal landholders of this neighbourhood, re- 

spectfully requesting that they will order the entire 
destruction of the rabbits, and the partial destruc- 
tion of the hares on their estates. That whilst 
coming to this resolution, this Club wishes to express 
to their landlords their anxiety to preserve the 
pheasants and partridges to the utmost of their power, 
being only desirous of destroying that portion of the 
game and rabbits which they verily believe will in many 
cases, if suffered to continue, end in the utter ruin of | 
the tenantry. That a copy of the last resolution be 

tained in the | ¢ 

Farm Memoranda. 
Messrs. Andrews, 

small and irregular enclosures. 
has now been set off in the most systematic order by the 
Messrs. Andrews, the fields being of a large size, and 

proportioned to the extent of the farm and laid off to 
suit, as far as possible, the natural lie of the surface of 

the ground * * * The Messrs, Andrews have 

introduced the system, as at Deanston, of leaving no 

open ditches, and of rearing excellent Thorn fences on 
the flat, so that the land can be worked up to the fence 
on both sides. This system has also the advantage of 
permitting the hedge roots to pass into the fields, so that 

they find ample nourishment. The making of good 

roads leading to all parts of the farm has not been 
neglected. ‘Throughout the whole the improvements 

have been executed in a very masterly manner ; and 
such afarm so arranged and cultivated forms a most 

valuable example to the ding neighbourhood 

and will extend its benefits even to distant parts, from 
the very liberal manner in which strangers are at all 

times permitted to go over the ground, whilst a clear 

and minute statement of the processes followed in the 

improvement is readily given." In the preliminary 

report of their operations which the Messrs. Andrews 

laid before the Agrieultural Improvement Society of 

Ireland, previous to Mr. Smith's inspection, the follow- 
ing passages occur, which we transcribe entire. 

* The increased value of the land in consequence of 

the draining cannot, of course, be accurately ascer- 

tained ; but in the opinion of the reporters, it is even 

greater than is generally supposed. The result of their 

operations has fully realised their utmost anticipations. 

On the lands drained and subsoiled some years ago, and 

since cultivated on the true system of green cropping 

and house feeding, the finest crops have been raised, as 

stated. In the present year, the Turnips and Potatoes 

upon the land drained in 1841, and subsoil ploughed in 

1842, were excellent. The Potatoes were admitted by 
the many visitors who came to sce them turned out of 

the ground, to be far superior to any crop in the coun- 
try this year, and to have been rarely equalled any 
other year. They were certainly far more than double, 
and perhaps nearly threefold the crop of 1840, on land 

of similar quality undrained. It was most gratifying 
to observe the operation of the causes of the luxuriance 

of that crop. The Potatoes were planted early in May. 

Soon after, a week of incessant rain set in ; and had 

the ground not been drained, most of the sced would, 

most probably, have perished, and the soil would have 

been rendered unfit for working till the season woul 

have been too far advanced ; and being then caked and 

hardened by the succeeding drought, could not, by any 

effort, have been brought into the fine tilth, so necessary 

for the full development of the Potato and the Turnip 

crops. As it was, the rain having ceased on a Friday; 
the ground was in the finest order for working on the 

Monday following, and all the processes of pulverizing, 
cleaning, and moulding, were executed in the most easy 

and satisfactory manner, Vegetation was not retarded 

an hour; and the long succeeding drought, which 

stunted the crops on all undrained shallow soil, never 

seemed to affect this in the slightest degree. Again, in 
raising the Potatoes, a dry night after a wet day was 
quite sufficient to drain the ground, and fit it for working 

on the day following ; and the Wheat crop was got into 
the ground in the finest condition, 

“The amount of the expenses of all the operations has 

not been kept distinet from the ordinary labour of thé 
farm, and the other improvements of levelling old 
fences, filling gripes, planting hedges, and other work» 
which were necessary to complete the views of the 
applicants; but the best statement of the expenses of 
the several drains, which ob-ervation from time to time 
enables reporters to afford, shall be given, They can- 
not state the cost of the cxtra deep sinking of the mait 
drains, which was certainly very considerable, on account 

of its great depth in some places, and the occurrence & 

a rock in part of its course. Exclusive of cutting and 

circulated among the neighbouring landholders, and'| filling, the ‘main drain niust have cost per perch of 

seven yards, as follows :— alvertized in the two Shrewsbury newspapers.” 
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For flags and covering st i 
» Building the side walls, eight tons stones .. oe 
», Mason work and attendance, say m E 

“Thus this main drain being 148 English, or 116 per- 
ches Irish, in lengt, must have cost for building, ex- 
clusive of cutting and nlling, the sum of 667. at least. 
This great main drain, however, will carry away the 
Water from between 70 and 8y acres. After heavy 
rains, a stream of wafer, 10 inches acep by 14 inches 

Wide, has been measured, issuing from this main. In 
ordinary weather, it may not exceed 2 inches deep, 2nd 
after long drought in summer, it has diminished $° ^ 
very trifling stream, not more than a quarter of an inch 
üeep. ^» main drain, 59 perches English, or 46 Irish, 
was much less expensive; both in eutting and building, 
the sinking being much less, and also the mason work. 
It may have cost 7s. 6d. to 8s, per perch, independently 
of cutting and filling. The minor main,.yet to be 
built in the old gripe, having but little to do, may be 
built of much less dimensions,and at greatly less expense. 
For cutting the sub-mains and parallel drains, the la- 
bourers are paid by contract, at the rate of 3d. per 
perch. The cost of those drains will then be as follows :— 
ub-mains, per 7 yards, ewMing — ,, ae oe. oe Os, 3d. 

9 One ton of broken stonos — .. m . e. 0 
Carting, screening, and filling into drains, and turving 0 5 
Ti i er thousand, com- 

. s cb. 

in; 
iles, 4 inches diameter at 52s. p 
mon slates for soles, carting, laying, &c. 

Cost per 7 yards .. DS 

“The length of sub-mains in 129 acres, being 1,508 
English, or 1,185 perches, Irish, at 3s. per perch, 
1771. 15s., or 14. 7s. 6d. per English aere. The parallel 
drains— 3 

Cutting, 3d. per 7 yards oe E 
Half a ton broken stones  .. n . 
Carting, filling, screening, and turving .. 2j 

3d. 
4 

per perch, lod. 

Of the parallel drains there are at 20 feet apart 126 
English perches, or 99 Irish, in the statute acre. The 
cost then will be per English acre,— 
99 Irish perches, parallel drains, at 10d. per perch .. £4 2s. 6d. 
Proportion of sub-maius .. ee es ee we 
2 ploughs in 8 hours will fill 3jacres, being per acre. 03 0 

Total m ..£5 13 

& The lowest expense, therefore, that can be stated, ex- 
clusive of the main drains, is 5/. 13s. per English acre, 
and taking into account casualties, and removing rocks, 
which sometimes come in the way of the drains, it is 
feared that it may be raised to 6/, Lower estimates 
than this have been given ; but to do the work effec- 
tually, in the manner applicants have done, no less sum 
will be found adequate.” 

Mr, John Andrews has lately given in the Dublin 
Farmers’ Gazette, an account of the mode of farming 
adopted on this estate. We shall, next week, lay his 
report on this subject before our readers, 

: Miscellaneous. 
On the use of Linseed.—In Norfolk generally, and 

in many parts of other counties, the use of Linseed, to 
fatten bullocks and sheep, is beginning to be understood. 
Many suppose that they are sufficiently acquainted with 
its properties ; but we have yet much to learn as to the 
extent of its value, particularly for rearing store stock 
in bination with box-feeding and summer grazing. 
The direct advantage is seen in the rapid progress of 
the eattle—the indirect, in the superiority of the crops 
Where the manure, thus obtained, has been applied. 
Formerly, through ignorance of management, Linseed, 
as cattle-food, failed to an q ly 
its use had long been discontinued in this county. But, 
during the last four years, the demand has been greater 
than the supply. An incontestible proof of the efficacy 
9f Linseed ds! f ises bave f 

T H 
been metamorphosed through the conversion of sheds. 
luto boxes, and the addition of new ones ; not by ama- 
teur farmers alone, who are too often influenced by 
Plausible theories, but by men of long experience and 
Sound judgment, I subjoin, with much satisfaetion, an 
extract from a letter by Sir C. Barrell, Bart. ; and 
those of many other landowners and tenant-farmers I 
Purpose to embody in my fortheoming work on the eul- 
tivation of Flax, the fattening of cattle upon native pro- 

uce, &oc. :—^ I cannot lose the opportunity of repeating 
thy entire satisfaction derived from Mr. Warnes's box- 
feeding system as set forth in his pamphlets, and 
brought into both summer and winter practice on my 
farm, the beasis thriving rapidly on the compound 
Mode of crushing Linseed, with Bean, Barley, or other 
Meal boiled and formed into a mass, with which my 
beasts have thriven more advantageously than others 
9n oil-cake, and at less cost : and, as regards the excel- 
lence and flavour of the meat, it is superior, and speci- 

ferring the box-feeding system to every other mode ; 
the food being cheaper, the cattle thriving faster, and 
the dung made being so much better, that we consider 
12 loads thereof equal to 20 loads from oil-cake fed 
beasts, whether tied up or otherwise, —C. M. BURRELL.” 

. W. Whitmore, Esq., of Dudmanston, Shropshire, is 
engaged in transforming a barn into a double, and some 
adjoining bullock-sheds into a single row of boxes, with 
lofts for provender ; all which, communicating with the 
Cooking-house, originally a dairy, form a complete esta- 
Dlishment, and ata cost comparatively nominal. This 
Sentlemau's plan embraces 40 boxes, capable of con- 
taining 50 or 60 bullocks. The Rev. J. C. B. Warren, 

"of Horkésley Hall, has about 50 boxes, arranged and 
Constructed upon principles alike economical. But the 
Most compact establishment that I have yet had the 

these agents by our earches into this subject 
same conclusion as that to which ong ago, that in farming, opening 

it is of importance th. 
ions. Dr. D 

n + l 
and a pump; a Turnip-house and chambers for hay, | and pulverising (not to speak of cleaning) the soil, is the main 

these circumstances to show, that all farm-premises 
may, by a little ideration and contri , be simi- 
larly converted, and every farmer in the kingdom be 
stimulated to adopt a system that will insure profit to 
himself, rent to his landlord, and employment to his 
labourers ; becausé it would enable him to double his 
usual number of cattle, to make two returns of fat bul- 

| locks in a year, and to apply to his land an abundance 
of efficacious manure—a system based upon fundamental 
princip 8, depending upon its own resources, requiring 

neither foreig? tovu, foreign Sive sg nor chemical 
preparations. A system, simy.9 12 practice, powerful 
in effect, and applicable to every geade of farmer. 
system, more important, if possible, ¢o-the breeder than 
to the grazier, if we may judge from the remarks of the 
Duke of Bucelench, at the meeting of the Dumfries 
Agricultural Association, and from the miserable spec- 
tacles that appear in our cattle markets—spectacles at 
variance both with humanity and judicious manage- 
ment. His Grace animadverted upon the deteriorating 
effect of keeping cattle upon straw in winter; and ad- 
vised the adoption of some method that would, at least, 
retain the condition acquired in the summer, and im- 
prove the manure. Linseed meal boiled for a few 
minutes, and intimately incorporated with straw, will 
achieve both objects. The allowance, whether much or 
little, will produce a proportionable effect, such as those 
only who try the experiment can believe. For instance, 
Mr. Partridge has 21 score of ewes, to which a peck 
only is given per day, at the cost of 1s. 9d., or a penny 
per score, including the expense of crushing, boiling, 
&c. That so small a quantity of Linseed should be 
divided amongst 420 sheep, must, of course, appear 
paradoxical, but the following explanation of the means 
employed will remove doubt :—A peck of Linseed, re- 
duced to fine meal, is stirred into 20 gallons of boilin 
water. In about 10 minutes, the mucilage being 
formed, a pailful is poured, by one person, upon two 
bushels of cut hay thrown into a strong trough, while 
another mixes it with a fork, and hastens the absorption 
with a smaller rammer. The like quantity of chaff is 
next added with the mucilage as before, till the copper 
is empty. The mass being firmly pressed down, is, 
after a short time, carried in sacks to the fold, where I 
had the pleasure of witnessing the avidity with which 
sheep devour hay, before so ordinary that they refused 
to eat. As the lambing season advances, and circum- 
stances require, the proportion of Linseed will be in- 
creased ; a method, that all who are straitened for 
provender will find it their interest to adopt ; remem- 
bering that this mixture is alike serviceable to lean 
cattle and to.horses ; and that the straw of Peas and 
the stalks of Beans are second’ only to hay. A few 
Swede Turnips, Mangold Wurzel, or Carrots, sliced 
very small, and added to the water when first put into 
the copper, will much improve the compound.—John 
Warnes, jun., in Bells Messenger. 
Improvement of British Agriculture.— At a late 

meeting in West Norfolk, Mr. Hudson, of Castleacre, 
made the following remarks :—He was able to prove 
that thefarmers had not only kept pace with the in- 
ereased population, but that they had actually * gone 
ahead." In 1821 the population of England and Wales 
was 11,978,875. It had been calculated, and he be- 
lieved correctly, that on the average each individual 
would require a quarter of Wheat for his sustenance 
during the year. Now, taking the ten years previously 
to 1821, he found that the average quantity of foreign 
Wheat entered annually for home consumption was 
.429,076 quarters. If they deducted that number from 
the population (calculating every person to consume 
annually one quarter of Wheat), the amount of Wheat 
produced each year in this country at that time would 
appear to be 11,549,799 quarters, In 1831 the popula- 
tion had increased to 13,897,187, the average importa- 
tions of foreign Wheat for the previous 10 years were 
534,762 quarters ; so that the growth of Wheat in this 
country might then be taken to average 13,362,425 
quarters annually. There was, therefore, an average 
inereased produetion in the last ten years over the pre- 
ceding 10 years of 1,812,626 quarters per annum. 
Again, in 1841 the population was 15,911,757, the ave- 
rage importations of foreign Wheat during the preced- 
ing 10 years were 908,118 quarters, and the quantity 
produeed in this country annually might be caleulated 
at 15,003,639 quarters. The total increase in the home 
production during the period through which his caleu- 
lation extended was 3,453,840 quarters. He considered, 
therefore, that he was justified in contradicting the as- 
sertion that the farmers had not kept pace in produc- 
tion with the increasing population of the country. 

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS. 
JANUARY. 

Tillage Operations.—The winter cultivation of the land is 
highly conducive, indeed almost essential to its fertility. Dr. 
aubeny has shown us that there ts in soils an almost in- 

exhaustible store of food for plants, though not in a soluble 
form ; and infertility is generally the consequence, not of the 

] absence of these stores, but of the small portion of them which, 
at any given time, arein an available or useful condition. Now, 

turned over to the full 
drainage in man; 
ground ; i. e. it is well to plough the land in ridges and clean the furrows well out, keeping a channel oj i i 

ONG awing to the late harvest of the past season, and the 
general excellence ot tue 72^: crops, the present Wheat sowing 
may be later than usua 

past month. 
In reference to the garden farm, on which we would make a 

monthly remark, we may merely mention, that as all Wheat 
should have been sown in November, an 

little work remains 

pleted before the f 
on hand in order to give employment to those who during this 
season may be looking for work. The autumn digging should 
be as deep and rough as possible. 

Notices to Correspondents. 
AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS—P— Great Britain and Ireland :— 

Average Annual Im-| Total No. of Acres 
P i ur 16 Population. port of Grain during| inclosed d 

10 preceding Years. | preceding Years. 

Qrs. 
1821 | 20,963,666 about 700,000 
1831 | 24,100,376 - 
1841 | 26,870,143 s. 1,330,000 
There is no existing information on the produce of the land. 

ANNUAL AVERAGE PRICES OF WmuraAT— 0 Inquirers—See the 
Appendix to the Annual Supplement to Mr. Willic! “ Tithe 
Tables for 1846.” 

.; “cultivating,” 2s. 6d. ; 
inches wide, 2s. — 

arcon 
a very useful element in all composts of matters whose decom- 

mixture of Mangold Wurzel and Parsnips would be excel 
food for a cow, both in quality, and, per diem, quiiity. | * 

DAMAGE DONE BY HuNTING—AÀ HayFarmer asks how h 
his neighbours ean obtain redress for the damage they sus- 
tain from L i 

stroying their bèst drained 
meadows? or in what way they may be justified in annoying 
hem. 

FEEDING CATTLE— Tenant Farmer—Y our cattle are now in good 
condition,—should you sell them and buy lean stock to eat the 
rest of your Turnips, or keep your fat stock on till they have 
finished them? The choice you say is all-grown: 
lean cattle and full-grown fat cattle, We should imagine 
that the latter would make more beef off a given weight of 
food than the former ; for their present coat of fat meat is a. 
warm jaeket to them, and on the well ascertained oun 
that warmth is an equivalent for food, the latter will require 
less to keep them fattening than the former. A consideration 
of market prices and prospects may however reverse our deci— 
sion; but these points you must determine for yourself. 
And it depends on local circumstances too whether it may 
not rather be your interest to buy young stock to consume 
your Turnips, and sell them out as graziers in spring. 

FLAX SEED—F B Martin—Sow Riga seed. The Orange Globe 
Mangold Wurzel is the best sort. 

ATER—A Subseriber—It contains 2 to 4 per cent. of am- 
monia; 300 or400 gallons will therefore be a good dressing 
per acre; and if you have not the water-cart necessary to 

l, S. ; Poa nemoralis, 3 
rifolium repens, 5 ]s.; Avena 

flavescens, 1} Ibs. ; Festuca heterophylla, 1 1b.; F 

ay. 
n whatever way that somewhat mysterious spent, 
influence,” may act, there is no doubt as to the reality of its ef- 
fets ; it renders matters useful to vegetables soluble in water, 

and thus capable of being absorbed by its roots, and while 
water and the carbonic acid and oxygen of the air are doubtless 
the chemical means it employs, water and air and frost are 
the agents of disintegration which it puts in action, in order to 
render the substance of the soil more open to their influence, 

Horse K: Tneapr G bran mash two or three 
times a week with the Bean straw, and if the laiter is, as it 
should be, cut into chaff, a moderate proportion of hay should 
be cut with it. W. C. S. 

Kont Rasi— Tenant Farmer—It is a sort of Cabbage with a 
ble part. 

t is 
able swollen stem, and this wen on its neck is the val 

We Fouad prefer the Swede or Mangold Wu: 
hard 
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N Super— Tenant Farmor—Next wi 

[eda CAKE versus Guano—Ing oe oa you see the opinion 

‘of Mr. Caird on this subject? He prefers guano, and has 
ee more expe! xa than we have. The RAN of 

uying guano, in certain cases, is unquestion: 

buying Linseed will pm s depend upon the feeding proper! ties 

le you give it to, 

RUE rene You propose to sow over your land 1qr. of 

bones per acre, acted on by about 65 Ibs. of acid. The quan- 

tity of bones is sufficient, but iis e "aee inerease the 

quantity of acid, say to 1 cwt., r your 3 acres you 

will need another ewt. of Sms p besides eee puo - 

the same time your suecess 

ar abe ete Your damaged Turnip-seed 
had better be pets and thrown in among your cattle food, 

E 

dozen of horse nd 
Pro-pnux THRASHING MACHINE—J L Doneraile 

asks for infor- 

Hares ee ig machine from any of our Scotch readers 

Pee ea if Pigeon asks what is the most efficient method 

of attaching i rsen to their home? Pigeons’ dung may be 

used in compost as 

as strong as good diem Paes a and apply it accordingly. 

Poor Crover Roor—W E—We should imagine 1 cwt. per acre 

of nitrate of soda or 1 cwt. of sulphate of ammonia what 
might be better, ewt. of each mixed, Teu be preferable to 

superphosphate, of lime £57-your Clover plant. However, i 
ish t h MESE a quarter of crushed bones in a heap 

e a basin-shaped uns at top and pour 

mto it "about dies of puiphurie acid, mix it carefully 

‘up and add 60 or 70 gallons of water, A let it pie fora duy 

or two; then ‘roy the whole of it over on a he; 

loads of turf ashes, an nd mix it carefully over. "hatc mpost 

should suffice for lacre, and it will doubtless ‘benefit the 

AUTE, crop. 

PorATOES—OÜ M L—Potato seed sown now will not produce 

tubers or sufficient size for conum pao in the N 

RELATIVE ECONOMY OF MAKING VEAL OR BUTT. Ingi 'er— 
We have but very lately be Ee id e OTOA to aiewer your 
question. See Home Correspondence next week. 100 Cp oF 

SPEcirIc GRAVITY or Turnrps—R C—Is the nutritiveness of the 
Turnip geo: in proportion to its specific gravity ? Turnips 

less specific gravity er, and. there- 
or we have no éaperience to guide us), 

itis by no means easy, if indeed it ossibie, to answer this 

question. Itis quite possible, according to the data you have 

supplied, that the Turnip of gest specific gravity may 
in most water, and that is opposed i: the answer in the 

affirmative, which on the first Coen would ERU just; but 
are you sure your statement is accurate ; it is certainly 

somewhat extraordinary—and if so, woul it not be advisable 

to inquire at the same time into the composition of the spe- 

cimens as far as the amount of water they respectively con- 
tain. We should be very glad to publish your results. 

Spring WnEat—B W—We should recominend the Bellevue 
avera, We cannot speak ss js own knowledge about 

the Yellow Dantzie as sprin: 
To FEED eum nrer—Give lieti Seats of succulent food. 

Common Turnips, for instance ; an week or two, 
when the res may be supposed to be growing well, give 

e ewes à a pint ea M a-piece daily, increasing it gra- 
dually up to $ of a pi 

"To FILL Compost b Y morem i QM of ordinary 
weight may be filled for 3a. a cubic m 

To Liven Rinces—P—Are 
$0, the safest way, 
land by spade across the ades level the lower spit in 
digging it, and then throw the top spit forward to cover it. 
If the ridges are neither very steep nor old, you may do as 
you propous 

To SPREAD Manu: Leet aati yards of dung may be spread 
on an acre for about 9d. or 10d. 

To TAKE CHARGE OF STALL-FED AND BOX-FED CaTTLE—Inquirer 
A active man and one active boy will manage 40 head of 
cattle. 

"TRANSMUTATION OF GRAIN—A Ca pattem idea is not 
so entirely absurd as not to deserye experiment, Trials of it 

in due ae the ios will be given on 
the horticultural side ty this Pap 
Aa ree! BS— 

ver a piece of ploughed land, sufficient nly 
mes they wil soon rot 

away; ba if it does not, they sm aise sprout out 
afresh, and they may ee ot aye See if you cannot S 
change them with a neig Ee some article, such a: 
Swedes or Mangold Warzel, that io vill kee] 

Mise—Regular Reader—Your note has arrived, but not its in- 
orare 

*.* Communications eua town after Wednesday, cannot be 
answered the same weel 

ditarkets. 
SMITHFIELD, Monpay, Jan, 26.—Per stone of 8 Ibs, 

Best Seots, Herefordo, &o. ds Oto de 4| Best Downs& Half-breds 4310 to 5 LI 
Best Short Horns | + Best Li n Pr 
Second e : a 0, 3,6 Ewes and second quality $949 

520; Calves, 73; 
il omi co d e eather contin unfavourable 

os Moro ng, late prices are barely gmelüfaned. T the borr Scots, 
ata erts Anaoun aud. xiva ble d nto 

oy Thesupply.of Sheep 1 is remarkably short and prices 
in the ver, 

Pork trade ls very heavy. co. 
gene 30. 

y 
hos faues steady.—Pork trade ia nos iti d n M ie res jp ps from 4s to 5s. 

ear At, Wei E 
NC, OUTH TERSIDE, . OM 

demand; and the trade is impa at the falowing We Reds, from 
dogs Scorch Reds, spate obs pet teh CORNER arrived at the clos ^ h m AR Put dew, m have been eec:ed at the last named; prices. Jersey ats 758 to 80s 

— HAY.—Per Load of 36 Trusses, 
MI 

Prime Mead-Hay 90s to 92s] New Hay —sto_ fathNew & Rowen 0+ 79 | Ores T sy pita du EF 
Jonn Coover, Salesman, 

CUMBERLAND MARKET, Jan. 29. * P Prime Mead. Hay Büto 936 | Old Glover 110a to um Inferic 3 70 Inferior d do, 95. 105 Straw . 33a to 86a 
Josuva Baxer, Hay Sal 2 

'TECHAPEL, Jan. v adc ans Old Hay - Old Clover nferinr Hay : tias Clover m E ar sen 30s to 34s 
y dull at the above iis yent atthe above ptiees: — 00 

MT OPS, FRIDAY, Jan. 30, 
ave no EE to nosice in the Hop market, either as to d ERG i Meee 0 not appear to give satisfaction ps p Mis fo a x s piana ace adopted os spe m »* nil to see any improvement take place until his 

PATTENDZN & Suri, Hop-Factors, 

COVENT GARDEN, Jan. 31.—The market has been pre 

well supplied during the week with most articles; but owi 

the unfavourable state of the weather, trade has been La 

dull. Pine-apples are good in quality, and sufücient for the 

demand. Hothouse Grapes continue to be d 

sorts are good, and tolerably plentiful Good 
dessert Apples and Pears are 

Oranges are plentiful, and Nuts ofalmost all kinds are suficie 
to meet the demand, 

prices of. iaia ee 

abundance of good 

23. E a punnet. The supriy, of Brega li, Bru: 

anit is plentiful, and fetches etl 1s. to 4s: per dowa heads, 

French Beans have not altered in price since last week, nor 

has Rhubarb, which is every week becoming more abundant. | 7 ! 

Celery is excellent in quality, and Potatoes are also, generally 

speaking, of better VE than they have hitherto Ven; 

th hey are cheaper than they were last week, the veiy Host 

samples fetching only 7L. a ton. di may he ~ = enti medi tet: 

few fine-looking samples of new P ratoes have been offered. 

They were perfectly free f^^ disease, and brought good prices. 
Chicory continues to ‘pg supplied, but there is as yet little de- 
mandforit, Lett 7 Salading are good ai nd plen- 
tiful, ^ uces and other Salading g j 

tifa. Cut Flowers chiefly consist of Euphorbias, SC 

Hyacinths, Tulips, Poinsettia pulcherri™a, DP aye 
the Valley, Gutneltiag , Azaleas, Acacias, Oyclamens, Daphnes, 
Orange flowers, Old eran) Gardenias, and Roses, 

B 

FRUITS 
Pine Apple, perlb., 4s Lemons, per dozen, La to 94 
Grapes, Hothouse, por 10» 3 to Ge T 100, 64 40108 
— Spanish, per 1b., 9d to ds Almonds, pee pei 
= Borngal, p. i»; M" weet Almonds, per lb 94 6d to 28 

jd Apples per bush., irto 04 Filberte, Englich, p (00 Tos. 50s to 601 
d, 24 6d to 6s 6d > Gb 100 Ibs. 501 to 708 

Oranges, Mosis Gen talon, 20 
per 100, 4s to 14s Serra 

— Seville, per 100, 8s to 16s — Spanish, 14 
— per dozen, 2s to 2 6d Cheanuts, per pock, 4e to 8s 

Pears, per hf,-sy., 3a to 

VEGETABLES. 
Parsnips, per doz Bd to 1 Cabbages, per dos, 6dto 1s 

per binds, la to 1s 3d 
ee Brussels Ems fa 

Savoya, per doz., 6d Ene: 
Ul M sp 

o 22 6 nda li; per doz, 9) to 5v 
Shall tot per 1b., 6d t i9 ed. 
Garlic, perlb., dd to 

ndive, per pores Hf 

Lettuce, per score, ab, “4d to 6d 

Salsify, dos 1e 
Onions, Do p ol, 15 6d toe 

zn 

cwt., to Gd to ls 
bushel, 2s to 4s Radishes, per 12 hands: 12 to 2s 

ney, per bushel, Bstods. | Mushrooms, per pottle, 0d to 1s 9d 
pier Se er loz. la to 2s Small Salads, per. Hun 2d to ad 
Red Bests per dod od to 1p. Fennel, per bunch, ad to 

28 to bs Savory, per bunch? 4d to 6d 
Horae Radish, per bundle, 126d to ôe | Thyme, per bunc dia 
Seakale, per punnet, 8d to D ‘atercress, p. 2000 641084 
Rhubarb, per bundle, 94 to 1s 6d Parsley, per Bunch, 1d toad 
Asparagus per bundle, 8s to 8s — Cucumbers, each, 1 

Cardoons, each, 6d to 9d 

MARK-LANE, Monpay, Jan. 26, 
The supply of Wheat from Essex, Kent, and Suffolk, was 

unusually small this morning, and the condition worse than we 
ave often seen it; the whole was cleared at the currency of this 

aay Fin SH old and free for eign were ine more inquired 
mot be written dearer ; bonde: e for more 

ien y bur "Bueiasd was limit y ked for Polish 
Odessa afloat,and 49s.6d. per qr.freight and i idee included, 
has been realised. —Barley, Beans, and Peas, are unaltered in 
value.—Sales of Oats continue to be confined to retail purchasers 
for immediate consumption at late rates. 

i PER ee Seu s os a. 8. 
Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk White 58 66 Red . 60 

Norfolk, Peonio, ‘and Yor) eshire 60 63 White 59 63 
Barley ley, Malting and distilling 318035» Chevalier 33 38 7 90 
Oats Lincolnshire and EO ire .  . Polands 22 24 Feed 22 24 

er! spt " d 

Em 

Irish 
Male, pal, ship . 

Hertford ud Essex |; H 
ye 

Beans, Missy old and dew E! to p) 
golan 

n` o Bí. B 
Tick 30 42 

eon, Ha ali 
[27 white E] o e "t 20 38 Grey 98 82 

RIVALS IN THE R 
ay Mate 

2982 
99 

EEK. 

Whe. Tye, 
2211 "n - 

sd 
English E ‘Ske. — Bib. 5880 514 

Kereta MEET en 

Bns. | Pens 
849 

E. so| = | él = 

ing "s market; good 
MUNERA s prices, „but ‘a large proportion sold. on that day has 

VEA ; Marianople 

is to advance, —A decree admitting the free jonoréuon of all 
kinds of Gori into the Prussian Pro hine, has 
Ws P an inereased demand, at rising prices, 22 the Dutch 
mar! 

Went | Ba ood WEEK, 
he Oats lour 

English .. Tiso sks 
Irish . — — 3970 -—- 
Foreign . . 600. 00 

IMPERIAL AVERAGES, 
Wheat, | Barley.) Oat 
2 
Pi 

Dec. £0 per Quarter. 
mu RT e cs 

ire tee 
i 
3 

53 2| 3111 
7 

1 Rook 
s x e EI $8 

e S 6 weeks’ Aggreg, Aver. | 56 22 5| 84 6| 87 6 

Duties on Foreign Grain 16 0 6€ 0! 60! g8]!»55 e 8 6 

i Disgrezi wowing tHe Broesatns i dee of Corn onthe average of the 

Prios, Duo. 30 | Duc. 27) Jaw.8 | o 0 | TAN, 17 

59s 4d E m 
"d . 58.6 ^ 
n * n ^ m 
56 3 e me |? 
55 7 

— 4 

-3 
"IT m 

SEEDS, Jan, 30. 
Cana Ty- =  pergr Adsto 525 LinseedCakes,Forelgn,p.ton 8} to 97 
Carrawa: = per owt 48 50 | Mustard, White » p.bush. = 
Glover, Hed, pum e T — Se neta d 

= white, Pe aoe Rapeiged, English orient Got Bar ah ak us] 
Corlander - ai - 10 Te | Saintfoi 
lempsee = per qr. 36 | Tares, En 3 . 
Linseed = a mE 45 48 sie Bote imer ; bua «rà 

46 | Tr. 
E Eng. per 1000; du dun Turnip (too rape for quotati. 

RD AND | 

s from Mr. 
LOOKER i Sell um Auction the praem xd his stock of 

PLANTS without any reserve, . The an "d 

offered for mp are 600 Lots unsold at tho former sale, whieh 

could not be proceeded with in. conser uence of the E able 

state of the weather, and consis ¢ Lime Trees, Planes, Elms, 

‘Trees, American Bu other Oaks, American 
; Tacs and o abetting Shrubs, 

Silver TOP Scotch, © “pruce, and Mer E urple and Com- 

Gr EOD ech, "aurestines, Portugal Laurels and Portugal 
Hedges. © roman Laurels, Variegated Hollies, isu other Ever- 
greri g Shaw ‘Azaleas, and other American 

Pats, REE with 7600 Standard Roses, 900 Dw pi> HEUS in 

o! 
tion of 

St: 
East i Peckham, Ken! 

O BE LET, ee NURSERY.—In con- 
sequence of the Proprietor being about to retire from the 

Nursery business, this degiebleNumeryd is to be let, with imme- 
diate occupation. - The whole may be taken at a valuation, or 

by private ¢ gontract. and accommodation will þe given p in the 

terms of payment, if desired. —Apply personally or by is to 
Mr. HENCHMAN, ai Nu arBeny) ingens ton, or to Mr. Huet 
Low, Clapton inp y.—Jan. 

N SALE BY PRIVATE TREATY, the under- 
rt pppoe specimens of choice RHODODENDRONS and 

other p 
hght. diam. 
infi in ft. 

A Res a arboreum, true .. e 9 m 
E 8. 8 

i n arboreum album .. TES: 
1 » arboreum coccineum 2. 6 3 
1 » » » . 5 ot 

1 ” » » as 4h 2 
1 » arboreum roseum RER 
1 5 ^ ipto ; de 1g 
1 » arboreum Americanum s 2y: M 
1 p » ngustifolium 255.3 

d ” 35 angustum 3 3k 
ri » p». carneum 2$ 4 
L » Vs catawbiense DE Bs 
1 39 y caucasicum oe Ar 
3 " FA folium oe Bh 2 
1 > S ii vx ee 

PA P? um oe?) U 
y ay tly grandissimum .. 0885 
P Ds iybridum. as verno 
» a hybridum Smithii .. 5} 3 
, m grandiflorum .. oe Bh 9f 
D EA ponticum i 24 47 5 
"m speciosum ^ 9$ 4 

21 s ‘ae Zclerense -n "T 9 292) 
l 15 anthopogon oe oe I} 1 
T » TERRE m m 499 

” . es -4% 3 
r conspi one 4 4 
ad eatawblense (truc). he 2$ 8 
P caucasieum os oe ihe Bia 
$» » album EE 3) 4 
y: » pulcherrimum. «4 2:78 
i A eae aa ue e 088 4 
» andar 6b 2x 
35 M no bybsidun 3.2 
5» cinnam: 5. 2k 
4s chasis citus. E m 1 
"m chrysanthw ce H i 
P Gusntighan’ s New White” e$ 5 

1 y lauricum sempervivens .. 5 3 
1 is eximium. . m . 4 4 
q 45 giganticum E es 4 5 

E ” 2 m m 5 5 
1 = A Do . 2$ 2k 
1 » guttatum E 6 8 
1 Pa fyacinthe flore pleno . 5 Bh 
1 vi maximum longifolium — .. 3$ 4 
1 v e rubrum Ho Ed 5 
1 3; magnificum DE m e 558 
1 » myrtifolium oe we w8ko4 

1 » multimaeulatum. . m 60 5 
T p niraticum. . e m oe 8$ 5 
m » nobleanum vs m v. 478 

T ” » t a aT Apop 
i m oculatum «d $4 uc bp 
1 : i ae +4 x PAN; ee 
T 7h ponticum album. . m ao) UT SD 

1 » » coccineum +- 26 BESS 
T J princeps.. ot m sus e 

1 5 pulchrum ah es ^s 9$ 9f 
l m pulcherrimum | .. "n a S$ 5 
T o ctatum "P. 26 4 2% 
" m Smithii £s e. zd 8 $ 
1 pl " 4 4 
1 » D $8 
TL À m abam gn 'andiflorum. 3h 3$ 

” »  8le E 3 3 
a 5 nydia 31 BL 3} 
” 29 rbu a qe 8 
d» strictum E in 5.8 
P Russellanum  .. "m Sen 
» pap a id 3& 2 

1 y tigrinum, . . .. 5 3 
1 a undulatum . es 21 ?1 
1 ” . ^ 3 39i 
1 RANT < e 8 8 
1 Araucaria excelsa . p 9 4 

imbricata st 5 4 
Cunninghamia lanceolata . eh 7 4 
Pinus—Abies Douglasii . ^ 9$ 8 

» » iesH .. , ^, 6 5 
» , nda ,. . oo 5 6 
» , Smithiana, b ie T. 5 
s» Picea Frazeri E. ae 4 3$ 
$7 » mobilis (seedling) Tr .. 23 3 
n » 3; orked) .. ^. 2°. 4$ 
af p Vichtg 55 . m 2) 2 

» » religiosa ,, . m i à 
"m » Webbiana : ^s 58. b 

” on . oe 3 8 
»  Pinusexcelsa , T de 5 B 
» » inops 1 is 6j 6 
” » ponderosa, . m 7.5 
» » pungens .. . m By 2j 
” ” pane m E . 6 6 
» » » a . EE 10 9 
s Cedrus deodara ,, .. o 10 10 

. 10 
ply to"Mr, Ghonos FENNEIL, Gard h Grove; 

mu Yorkshire. Bhi capes aa 1 
.—Ash Groye is is situate one mile from the Elland Station 

of the Manchester and Leeds Railway. 
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NG OF ENGLAN 
PRIZES m Poo 2 AR 1816, 

PRIZES FOR IMPROVING "THE BREED OF 
ATTLE: 1846. 
No HORNS 

40l- To the owner of the best Bull calyód ‘prev! iously to the Ist 
Bu 

150 To of tie second-best ditt 

201 To o S f the best Bull salve Wes the Istof January, 
844, and anh than one year 

150 To the owner of the best Cow in nine or in calf. 
(In the case of the Cow being in calf, and notin milk, the 

prize will not be given until she is certified to have pro- 
duced a calf, 

15) To p d ner of the best in-calf Heifer, not exceeding three 
yea 

107 T5 a ME of the best Yearling Heifer, 
10% To the owner of the best Bull-calf, not exceeding one year 

HEREFORDS. 
401 To the NN of the best Bull calved previously to the Ist 

y 1844. 
150 To on uds of the second-best dit 
201 To the oe ner of the best Boil ealed E the Istof January, 

nd not more than one year 
150 To tis o owner of the best Cow in. SE or in calf, 

(In the ease of the cow being in calf, and not in milk, the 
yee or ek be given until she is ‘certified to have pro- 

150 g^ ae owner p the best in-calf Heifer, not exceeding three 

10} Ti tho ge of the best Yearling Heifer, 
101 To the owner of the best Bull- calf, not exceeding one year 

old. 
ONS. 

401 E us d B the m zu calved previously to the Ist of 

150 To pane RS ̂  the second-best ditto 
201 To the owen ok the best Bull caved since the 1st of January, 

, ani 'e than one year old. 
15l To the nes NE the hoo Cow i A milk or in calf, 

(In the case of the cow being in calf, and not in milk, the 
prize m Hoe bé ek GL SIG is tasted to Hava pro- 
due 

150 To the em of the best in-calf Heifer, not exceeding three 
years oli 

100 To the owner of the best Yea arling Heifer. 
101 To the owner of the best Bull-calf, not exceeding one year 

3 TLE OF ANY BREED: 
Not quali; fed to sone in the foregoing classes. 

Grose. red Animals will id xcluded.) 
250 To the owner of the best Bun calved previously to the Ist of 

Jan uar; 
10% To the or of the second-Best dit 
15U To the owner of the best Bull ealved SUN thelstofJanuary, 

, and more gea one year ol 
451 To the owner o est Cow in milke or in calf, 

(In the case of the ew w being in calf, and not in milk, the 
rize will not be given. until she is certified to have pro- 

duced a calf.) 
LOL e ae a of the best in-calf Heifer, not exceeding three 

101 T the OASE of the best Yearling Heifer. 

401 1» pes A of the best. nin for agricultural purposes, 

15[ To the owner of the second-best 
151 To the owner of the best three es is ditto. 
ISl To the owner of the best two years old ditto, 
201 To iu owner of the best Mare and Foal for agricultural pur- 

101 To the the owner of the second-best ditto. 
107 To the owner of the best two years old Filly. 
300 To the dus e the best Thorough- Hrad Stallion, MEOS 

e served mares at a e not excei eding t 
guineas (and with a pools s fee not more than five iib 
lings), in He neck. of 1816. 

SHEEP. 
~ PRIZES FOR IMPROVING THE BREED OF 

SHEEP. 1846. 
LEICESTERS, 

401 To the owner of the best iun. "ra 
157 To the owner of the second-best 

301 To the owner of the best Ram of uy ‘other age. 
150 To the owner of the Gevond best 
107 To the owner of the best pen of ie Shearling Ewes, 
SL To the owner of the NOS best 

8 OWN SHEEP, 
401 To the owner of the state Shearling Ram, 
ASL To the owner of the oS best ditto. 
301 To the owner of the bes: m of E other age. 
157 To the owner of the qu best d 
107 To the owner of the best pen of Ae Shearling Ewes, 
5I To the owner of the second-best ditto. 

Rel G-WOOLLED SHEEP. 
qualified to compéte' as Leicesters. 

401 To the owner "aru the best a ende SS 
157 To the owner of the second-best 
307 To the owner of the best Ram of p "other age. 
5L To the owner of the second-best di 
107 To the owner of the best pen of Dd Shearling Ewes. 
5t To the owner of the second-best dit 

SHEEP Erb ADAPTED TO A ES Dieta 
qualified to compete as South- Dow: 

201 To the ones ES: the best Ram of any rage. 
102 To the owner of the second-best dit 
107 To the owner of the best pen of five "Shearling wed 

l To the owner of the best pen of Ewes of any age. 

157 To the owner of thé best Boar of pige Dredd. 
51 To the owner of the second-best 

150 To the owner of the best Boar of a small breed. 
51 To the owner of the second-best ditto. 

107 To the owner of the best breeding Sow of a large breed, 
107 To the owner of the best breeding Sow of a small breed. 
107 To the owner of the pest pen of three breeding Sow-Pigs, of 

the same litter, EE four and under ten months old. 
TR 

301—For "ints Stock of um kind, not qualified to compete in 
above classes, Prizes m. may be apportioned and 

EUR By the Yard eae and Judges, to an amount 
not exceeding i in the whole 30 si 

ool. 
T To the owner of the best sample of ten fleeces of Long Wool. 
10i po ws owner of the best sample of ten fleeces of Short R 
10} To the owner of the best'Sample''of ten fleeces of Wool o 

die breed. 
III. Iniplements, 

10 For the Proven best adapted to heavy land. 
100 For the Provan best dips to light land, 

péeially considered, N.B.— 
Preference will be given to the Drill which p be best 

adapted to cover the manure with ‘soil before the seed is 

P DRILL on the flat which shall possess 
the most approv: eal enim of Distributing Compost or QUSE 
manures in a moist or dry state, quantity being Hoe 
considered. .—Other qualities being equal, the prefer- 
ence will be given to the Drillavhieh may be pate adapted 
to cover the manure with soil'before the seed is deposited. 

101 For the best Turse DRILL on the ridge, which shall possess the most improved method of Distributing Compost or 
other manures, in a moist or dry state, quantity being 

Other qualities being SED 
the Up ed will be given to Drill which may be 

ipted tó covey the manure idi soil before the seed 
pies ed. 

10 For the best SCARIFTER. 
10) For the best ee Curren. 
200 For the best Ma E P for making Draining Tiles or Pipes 

Specimens of the Tiles or 
Pipes o be shown in the Yard; the price at which they 
have as sold to be taken into cons sideration, and proof 
ofthe working of the Machine to be given to the satis- 
faction of the page os 

5L For the best Harr 
101 For the best Dir Paws depositing Manure and Seéd; 
51 For the best CHURN. 

100 or um best WzicnixG MAcnins, for live Cattle and Farm 
uce generally. 

5L for ‘tme best STEAMING SEES g NE 
5l For the best SKIM or PARING Pr 

102 For the best Sunsorn PRU 
15] For the best Honss.SEED-DIDBLER. 
5L For the best HAND-SEED-DIBBLEN. 
5l For the best LINSEED-CRUSHER. 
5L For the best ONE-HORSE Carr. 

25l For the best paneer ate MACHINE. 
107 For the best a Frogs SzT of Toons and Ix- 

STRUMENTS for DIRADE pu 
25l For the best STEAM POWER, dibplioable to Thrashing or other 

topi al du ‘poses, 
250 Bes sab bes! SE esi applicable to BERN or 

EALA purposes. 
sora Misco eis Awar PA amounting to 40 sovs. 
For the Invention of any New Agricultural rein He such 

sum as the Council may think proper to award. 

. Essays and Repor 
FARMING OF NORTH MALE 

501, or a Piesa of Plate of that value, will be given for the best 
eport on the Farming of North Wales 

Competitors will expected to describe the different 
varieties of soil which prevail in North Wales, and the quality 
and extent of the wastelands ; also the ordinary modes 6: 
farming and courses of cropping esu veiba to its 
various districts ; and to state how r practices 
in its husbandry are or are mót jubtiftel by yaaa of soil 
or climate. They will also be expected to state what i improve- 
ments have been m uns in the farming of North Wales since the 
pie of the Rey. 
cially to point out nike further pr uses ought 
ae either by better farming on land already ableti aces 
r by E land now waste into arable, pasture, 
ear mea 

N.B. The SERES 's of Qo Reports are OEE AON, if possible; 
Mes 0 or at most 50 printed pages. 

RIDING OF YORKSHIRE. 
50L, or a Piece of Plate of that value will be given for the best 

Report on the Farming of the West Riding of Yorkshire. 
Competitors will be expected to deseribe the different varieties 

of soil which prevail in is West Riding of orkehin Ad sd the 
quality and extent of the waste lands ; also the 
of farming and courses of croppi 
yarious aaa ts ; and to state hog far any pe 

not to exceed the lengt! 

They will ee. be [s to state wl 

it IL, “FARMING OF CAMBRIDGE SHIR 
501, or a Piece of Plate of that value, will be rd de Um best 

ort on the Farming of the County of C 
Competitors will be expected to describe the ER ene iriodes 

of soil which prevail in the'county, the ordinary modes of farm- 
ing, and courses of croppiug adopted accordingly in its various 
districts ; to describe the great works of drainage ; and to state 
how far any peculiar practices in its husbandry are or are not 
justified by pecularities of soilor climate. They will also be 
expected to state what t improvements have Deen De in the 
farming of Cambridgeshire since the Report of t ey. W. 
Gooch in the year 1813; and espe to pointout PUN further 
improvements ought to be effected, either by better farming on 
E. Er cultivated, by improvement of the general drain- 

r by taking new. land into cultivation, 

in B THE STA GES OR Dea eo OF 
EAKING UP GRASS.LAN 

50%, or a Piece of Plate of that value, will be ES for the best Report on the Advantages or Disadvantages of Breaking up 
Grass-land. 

Competitors will be expécted to state the advantages so aris- 
ing to the labourer, the farmer, the Leon d, and "the Scuiio, 
from increase of employment, of profit, of rent, and of 

Grass-lands must be divided under at least three ped 
of iste di cold de and good meadow or grazing 
TOU 

E mode proposed for RIP up and tilling each kind of 
GPs land must be described. 
V. ON THE IMPROV EMENT OF THE cers OF 

HE AGRICULTURAL LABO 
307, or a Piece of Plate of that ns will be es ‘for the best 

Essay on the Improvement [o e Condition of the Agricul- 
tural Labourer, so far as it ate be promoted by private ex- 
ertion, without legislative enactment. 

VI, ON THE BEST acu is SEBEPING FARMING 
TS. 

10!, or a Piece of Plate P iir. vate will be given for the best 
Essay on the iue of Farming Accounts. 

N ME Agent. WORK. 

Yu and the sum usually pg in a given mum B and 

tetknating i mtag 
for carrying it out. 

VIII. PEAT SE AS A MAU FOR TURNIPS 

200, or a Piece of Plate of i value, ON ‘be given for the best 
Ess say on Peat Charcoal as a Manure for Turnips and other 
Crops. 

THE ST, JOHN’S-DAY RYE 
102, or a Piece Y Plate ce rhe ee will be given for the best 

account of the St. John’s- 
Competitors will be required ie Ed to the following points :— 

spri 
2 XOU dA of this variety with the common Rye. 
X Ru amount of feed. 
N.B. m ays. for this prize need not be sent in before the F 1st of October, 

[?1 ed a mei yp» requir ed to attend to the followi ing points;— 

2 Proportion of ‘sulphuric or muriatic acid to a given weight o ̂  nes 
3 Proportion of water, if any, mixed with the acid. 
4 Mode of mixing the ‘bones with the acid, and of preparing 

the compost. 
5 Effect of various quantities applied in combination or coni- 

parison d common bones and other known manures, 

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME. 
OL, or a Pies ‘of Plate of a value, will be giv en for the best 
account of the use of Super- " phosphate of Lime produced 
with Acid and Bones, for Mai 
M will be required to attend to the following points:— 

1 Quality of peat 
2 Mode of making the heaps and burning the Ean 
3 RENE produce iven measure of p: 

antity applied per acre, and effect, in conn Danis with 
peat-: pum and with some other manure. 

N.B. e Essays for this prize need not be sent in before the 
Ast of December, 18 s 

WHITE MUSTARD. 
107, or a Piece of m 7 of that value, will be given for the best 

account of the cultivation of White Mustar 
Competitors will be requi ed to attend to the following points:— 

F AERE st land on w) 
time of sowing, and quanti 

; Ed of maturity, S ding to ti n of the year. 
4 Application of crop, whether a Re green manure or m be fed off. 

XII. DRAINAGE OF RUNNING SAND: 
100 ora Piece of Plate of thatvalue, will be given Ee a descrip- 

tion òf the best method of draining Running Sands. 

II. POTATO DISEASE. 
501, or a Piece of Plate of bn à alue, will pr given by x Grace 

uke of Northumberland, for the best Essay on the 
remedy for the Potato Disease, sad on “its treatment $ in the 
various stages of planting, growth, and preservation. 

Competitors for this prize will be sae to furnish infor- 
mation under the following heads 

n account of the growth of "the Potato during the last 
year, with reference to the nature of the season, 
2 ature and cause of the disease. 

medies for the ris ; explaining the principles on 
which me remedy is founded. 

reautment of the Potato in planting, both from the 
tubers ate Eod the seed, and in various stages of its growth. 

5 The mode of pittin; and preserving potatoes in ordinary 
seasons, with the principles upon which any improved plan may 
be founded. 
201, oh e Piece of PN of that yalue, ob p^ E oy Hi 

e the Duke 
EE on the Es gem ject. 

301, pus z SERES of Plate of that value, will be given by His 
e the Duke of Northumberland ‘for the best History of 

tho ‘Disease at the present time affecting the Potato; in- 
yoinlnuweandented. detail of facts, developed by experi 

Competitors for this prize will be required to furnish infor- 
mation on the following points : 

The yearin which the disease | first appeared in this or other 
countri 

2 The History of the disease in the potato in the United 
Kingdom, and in other parts of the world, with particular re- 
ference to Cu returnsregarding any peculi ürity of season, 
or seasonal va 

3 On the methods for spen the disease. 
On the methods prop pos Log extracting the nutritive in- 

gredients of d diseased potat 
Na 

(with the exception of ueg in Sest P is 
I 
square, London, on or before Mar ch” Ist, 18: 
papers are requested to retain copies of their epe v as 
the Society cannot be responsible for their return. 

RULES OF COMPETITION FOR PRIZE ESSAYS. 
1 Allinformation contained in Prize Essays shall be founded 

on experience or observation, and not on simple reference to 
Poaka or other sources. 

2 Drawin, ES, Specimens, or models, drawn or WR us to 
a stated scale, shall accompany writings requiring th: 

competitors shall nis their names and addresses in 
a sealed cover, on which only their motto, and the subject of 
their Essay, and the number of that subject i in the prize-list of 
the Society, shall be written. 

e President or Ghama of the Council for the time 
being, Shall open the cover on which the motto designating the 
Essay to which the prize has been awarded is written, and shall 
declare the name of the aut] 

PASE of the Journal Committee shall alone be 
mpowered to motto paper of such = eus E 

posu oe the een o gaat à; 
copyright of all Essays gaining prizes shall belong to 

ne Society, who shall accordingly have the power to publish 

r any part of sueh ‘Essays ; and the other Essays 
win be mee on the appliedéion of the writers ; pur the So- 
ciety do not make me] responsible for their 1 

7 The Society are not bound to award a prize xd uw they 
c one of the Essays deserving o: 

n all UM of experiments the expenses shall be accu- 
dataly detaile 

The NE weights and aon only are those by 
which calculations are to be ma: 

iod gear be given ap any Essay which has been 
already i 

1l phe may be Visus in money or plate at the option of the 
successful caa 

12 All y pom be addressed to the Secretary, at th 
house of the Society, à 

4% AU Prizes of the ten Agricultural Society of England are 
open to general Competition. 

THE ANNUAL COUNTRY MEETING for the 
Year 1846 will be held in the Northern District (comprised of 
the Counties of EAE Cumberland, Durham, and 
EE including the town of Berwick-on-Tweed) at 
NEWCASTLEON-TYNE, at such daten the autumn of 1846 
as the Counc at their first, RUE of the Session, on the 4th 
of February next, may finally 

Parties intending to tE eibi ors at the Newcastle 
Meeting are requested to apply to the Secretary (12, E. 
eme London) for copies of the Rules, Fete inte and Con 

tions of the Show as well as for the proper p forms z 

certificate for entry. The KATA dm for receiving entries or 

certificates for Implements is t! T or MAY; and the latest 
for Stock, &c., the FIRST or ie ge order to prevent disap- 

ointment, the greatest attention must be paid to fins stand- 

ouncil have decided that 
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ALE OP NURSERY STOCK, 

At the Arborefüm, Queen's Elm: Old e ee (one mile 

from Hyde-park-corner) owing to s land being required 

for other purposes. 
A. RAMSAY begs to inform Noblemen, Gentle- 

* men, and the Trade, that a large portion of his Stock, 

consisting of a large assortment of ornamental Forest Trees, 

Evergreens, ‘American Plants, Roses, &c., will be sold by Auc- 

tion during the ensuing Month, prior to which private Pur- 

chases may be made 251 Bees cent. below the Trade prices. 

ee LK 

O COL OR SAND "EXHIBITORS OF PLANTS. 

MPORTANT SALE E WHOLE OF THE 
RARE vox VALUABLE COLLECTION OF ORCHIDA- 

HEATHS, HOTHOUSE AND GREEN- 

TAN S, the property of the late Mrs, WELLS, of 

Cowley, n: © Exeter, will be Sold by Publie Auction, on 

oe "the. 5th day of February. This superb an oad un- 

Plants ; some vof the: 

choice and rare BoE and Gre Eanes Plants, Ei RE 

the Heaths will be found some magnificent specimens. Also, 

ing amd Ee Pines. The whole to be 

viewed the day pr the Sale, on application to Mr. 

GairEIN, the Gardener a Cowley, from whom Bee Cata- 

logues may be obtained.—Cowley, near Exeter, Jan, 3 

NU DESERT AND FLORIST BUSINESS. 

O BE DISPOSED OF FOR A TERM, a smail 
compact NURSERY, containing about Four Acres, beau- 

tifully lar in one of the most fashionable watering places 

Stock consists of healthy young Ever- 

nd. eed. Trees. an s, Fruit Trees, &c. 

"There à oe Greenho 

with Eric i 
abas Sheds, togethe® with a Propagating and Counti ing- 
house, several Pits and Frames, od condition. 
There is an exce 

either of whieh would be available. 

be taken at a valuation.—For further particulars, apply to 

Messrs. JAMES ErrOH & Son, Nurserymen, Exet 

O BE LET, T, WITH IMME SS 
within six milos of the Weybridge Station of the South 

A LED GARDEN, containing about 

OF PRODUCTIVE SOIL, Conservatory, Hot 

Touses, Pits, and Sheds. The walls are 
it Trees in high bearing and order. A 

'e 01 ground, 
The whole of the Stock to 

rior ‘Ga rdener—accemmodation for a jour- 

neyman. The CREE e may be taken at a valuation by the 

tenant. 
particulars apply to Mr. Wm, Keye, steward, Ockham 

ley, Surrey. 

D TO RENT.—A Small COTTAGE, with 
iece of G ARDEN GROUND, a few miles from London, 

po able t for a Florist's Garden.—Letters (post paid) addressed 

to M rS Med , at the Office of this Paper, will meet with immediate 

~ POLMAISE HEATING. 

STEPHENSON D CO., 61, GRACECHURCH-STREET, 
and 17, New Park-street, Southwark, solicit the atten- 

bus of paoa eu ‘ous of adopting the above method of Heat- 

g, to Samuel Hall's Patent Ventilating Stove, which is pecu- 

Marly adapted " the purpose.— Prospectus and full particulars 

fo rwarded d upon receipt of a postage stam; ud 

LIQUID MANU 

nd E liq uor. ved 

Buildings heated. ps Tot Wate, for 

d every variety of manufacturing purposes. 

wee on a aries terms. BENJAMIN 

set-street, Fleet-street, London. 

MSi 3 obe had of Freeman Roz 
d Fountain Maker, 70, Strand, “London 

Ram: pted to all UAE 

No. x Ram, Supply Pipe, £in. 

No. 2 Ram, Ditto 2in. 
No.3 Ram, — Ditto lin, 
Deep Well Engines and 

Pumps worked by Steam, bates 
power, or Manual-labour. Foun- 
tain Basin in Iron, from W. 

r TR WATER PURIFIER. 
JULTURAL "CHEMICAL ALMANAC, by FREE 

DRAINING G TILES AND PIPES, 

AE INSLIE'S PATENT IMPROVEMENTS.— 
For m and DRYING Draining Tiles of the Ist OrAss. 

Gentler ving works in operation, or who are about to 

erect than; will find the above worthy is attention. 

The Process combines Errecr with Economy, as Tiles can 

be made ready for BURNING at all ES ; generally from ten 

to thirty hours, according to the nature of the ue To be 

seen at Alperton, Acton, Middlesex; Mr. Hows, Engineer, 

119,Great Guildford.st., Southw: ark; the ADM. Vision, 

egent-street, London. Particulars may be had from Joun 

LIE, Alperton, Aon Middlesex, 
Published, and to be h: 

OR NOTHING, a PAMPHLET p: NERVOUS- 
NESS, with testimonials, —The nervous are respectfully 

uL to send to the Rev. Dr. Wirnis SEE 18, T3100} oms 

ine PIS iret Sitch E RERO hé will x 

stamp is sent free of charge. Means of cure sent to ag parts, 

Qu the 8d of January, was S PUB hed, No. 1, Price 14d., 

nm PEOPLES JOURN M: s m. Tildstrated 
eekly Periodical, combining Amusement, 

ne and Instruction, with an earnest and bus; 
inquiry into the (oss means of oet the Claims of D 

mong the more impor! Suet REXSpe nens already made, the 

Proprietoré have to announ 

TALES FOR THE PEOPLE, by Mary Howrrr, commencing 

with “ How the world mended prh Timothy Cossington." 

LECTURES TO THE MELLE "OnAssss, by W. J. Fox, com- 
mencing with ** The Duties of Pu Press towards the erum 2 

Tne PEOPLE'S PORTRAIT AER of Eminent Living 

Persons, from Original Paintings by Margaret Gillies. With 

accompanying papers, “ What have they done for the People ?” 

commencing with Charles Dickens and William Wordsworth, 

by William Howitt and others. 

POETRY FOR THE PEOPLE, by Ebenezer Elliott, and Others. 

Scenes rrom Socrery, by Kenny Meadows, with accom- 

anying letterpress, commencing with ** The Pit at the Play," 

by Angus B. Reach, and uut 

SAYS, TALES, SLE ‘Ge. by Mary Leman Gillies, 

Thornton Hunt, Camilla Toulmin, , Ae, Weaver, John 

Saunders, and othe: 
Te 

NATIONAL MowTHLY HoLIDAYS : they have been 
what they are, and what they should A m William Howitt. 

Illustrated by eminent artists, whose names will be duly 

announced, 
8. 

Tur PEOPLE'S PICTURE GALLERY of living prin Pontoi 

commencing with the Favourites, by Edwin Landse 
9. 

OMES FOR THE PEOPLE, with designs and estimates, com- 

mencing with the Duke of. Devonshire”: s Cottages, at Edensor. 

10. 

THE ORGANIZATION OF Lagour, commencing with accounts 

of actual experiments in Social Progress. 

E ANNALS OF INDUSTRY : À Weekly Record of p that 

it o Son ihe. working man oe m with regard fo 

the state of hj t of 

crease of the dis a abate Deere of Law upon Pm 

he Annals are open alike to employer and employed, 

and are written in a spirit of calmness and perfect usen 

towards both, em original materials, supplied—on the 

Xp Secretaries and others, in en ied 

The Engravings are by W. J. Linton. The 

d of the ‘above subjects (Nos. 7 and 9 alone excepted) are 

ee 

HS 

poors PUBLISHED DURING 1845 
By Mx. VAN VOORST, 

ANSTED'S (Professor) GEOLOGIST'S TEXT BOOK. Fcap. 
8vo, 35: 6d. : 

ANSTED’S GEOLOGY, as a Branch of Education. 8vo, 1s, 

ANSTED'S SYLLABUS ON GEOLOGY AND MINERALOGY, 

BLOOMFIELD’S FARMER’S BOY, and other Poems. E 
Illustrations, Fcap. 8vo, 7s. 6d.; or large paper, 15s, ; 

morocco, 30s. 
BRODIE'S (P. B., M.4.) HISTORY OF THE FOSSIL IN- 

SECTS IN THE SECONDARY ROCKS OF ENGLAND, 

11 Plates. 8vo, 9s. 

SE DAI OF THE FOSSIL MAMMALIA AND BIRDS 

IN THE M EM OF THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF SUR- 

GEONS. 4to, 1, 1. 

DOUBLEDAY'S a. NOMEN CHATUNS OF 
BIRDS, for label, 1; 

DRUMMOND’S (Dr.) por STEPS TO ANATOMY. 12mo, 
with Illustrations, 5s. 

LEE INTRODUCTION TO DUTCH JURISPRU- 

u x h. Herbert, Advocate, British 

DRITISH 

Guana! Royal 8vo, 31s. 6d. 

RE d S ohan gp DUTCH EXECUTOR'S GUIDE. 

mal 
HASLAM (Wm,, B.A.), PERRANZABULŒ ; with an Account 

of the Oratory of St. Piran in the Sands, Fcap. 8vo, 4s. 6d. 
TO S UE T. Rymer) NATURAL Od OP 

S, Vol.I., with. 2s Illustrations. Post 8vo., 12s, 

E nm rick A., A.), MANUAL OF eae 

ULDINGS. ater "by nearly 500 Examples.  8yo, 
Y 

THE NATURALIST’S POCKET ALMANACK for 1816. 1s. 

TRANSACTIONS OF THE MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETY, 

Part II. Royal 8vo, 7s. 

ete aa bee (Wm.) HISTORY OF BRITISH BIRDS. 2d 

Edition. 3 vols. 8vo, with 535 Illustrutions, 40. 14s. Gd. 

M SUPPLEMENT to d Huh Edition, 8vo, 

2s. 6d. ; royal 8vo, 5s. ; imperial 8vo, 

WORKS PUBLISHED PRIOR TO 1815. 
ANSTED'S pa ui Introductory, Descriptive, and Prac- 

tical, 2 vols. 8yo, 20. 28.“ 
ae 8 esed OF BRITISH BOTANY. ido; 

each, or in un Die p price 88d. published on the Ist of T, AL FONTS, A A of 125 Engiavings of Fonts, 

tion, 6s. $2. for a year 
London eee Office, ERN street RH es 

aud 20d | by y be 
tained 

NEW WORK ON THE HORSE 
This Day is Published, 1 vol. 8vo, price 

E HORSE in HEALTH and DISEASE ; or, 

ut tice. By Jase W. WINTER, Mh 

Ma of the Association Li terre g Egypte, late arenas Sur- 

geon to Mehemet Ali and Ibrahim Pasha. 
ndon: LONGMAN, Brown, GREEN, and LoNGMANS. 

‘| osenas JERROLD'S za MAGA- 
ZINE, Contents or No. XIV. 

Confessions of Richard Grainger. 
ndard of Progress. 

Death and the Hangman. 
an ani 

English Rn anc Spamer 
emoranda of Matı 

The Ri Rome- Ward Bound, 
His Majesty, the iuum 

The Po ge: Gather 

The Worth of Staterna bip 

The Confessions of P x Pie 
The Mission of the S. 

A Story of the T Emen, 

Hedgehog Letters. By the Enrroz. 

Reviews of Books, &c. C. 

tr Vols. I. & II., neatlybound in cloth, price Ts. each, are now ready. 

London: Published at the PUN CH OFFICE, 85, Fleet-street 

Wew Pocket Magazin 
On the 1st. 24 PE will be d uh que 6d., with 

ustrations, Number T wo o! 

A LMANACK OF THE MONTH, a PN 
OF EVERYTHING AND EVERY [BOD 

Edited by GILBERT ABBOTT à EEEN 

ong the uit contents of No. 2, will be found Notices of 
ALD THE eke L OCCURRENCES 0 OF THE MONTH, 

including The S E ent of the Month—The Debut of the 

Month—The es of. the Month—The Pamphlet of the Month— 
The Exhibition of the Month—The Concert of the Month—Im- 

provement of the Month—The Book of the poe Abuse 

of the Month—The Talk of the Month, &c. &c. 

c. for Review, and Contributions for S Editor, may 

be pid to the Puncn OFFICE, No. 85, pene? where 
the ALMANACK OF THE MONTH is publishe: 

NEW AND REVISED EDITION Pr, ROLE TWIST," 

TEN MONTHLY PART 

On the first of bad willbe published, price One En 

with Three Illustrations oon Steel, (uniform with “ 

Proxwice PAPERS,”) Part 

TO VERI CEST s T. By CHARLES DICKENS: 
Illustrated by GEORGE ORUIKSHANK. 

with Descriptions. 8vo, 1 

UU. ae ee ages OF THE SPERM WHALE. 

Post 8 

ire. M OF BRITISH QUADRUPEDS AND 
CETACEA. 8vo, 28s.* 

BEVAN ON THE HONEY BEE, Second Edition, 10s. 6d. 

BOCCIUS ON THE MANAGEMENT OF FRESH-WATER 

FISH. 8vo, 5s. 

BONAPARTE'S LIST OF THE BIRDS OF EUROPE AND 

NORTH AMERICA. 8vo, 5s, 

BOWERBANK’S HISTORY OF THE FOSSIL FRUITS 

AND SEEDS OF THE LONDON CLAY. Part I. Royal 
8vo, 16s, 

CATALOGUE OF BRITISH VERE ANIMALS 

derived from Bell’s British Quadrup pues and 

Yarrell’s British Birds and Fishes, for Habel: Svo, 2s. 6d. 

DOM SCENES IN GREENLAND AND- ICELAND. 

0, 
FORBES'S Sigue OF BRITISH STARFISHES. 8v0,155.* 

GARNER’S NATURAL HISTORY OF STAFFORDSHIRE, 

8yo, 1l. 1s.* 

GOSSE'S CANADIAN NATURALIST. Post 8vo, 12s.* 

JESSE'S ANGLER’S RAMBLES. Post 8vo, 10s. 6d. 

JONES’S GENERAL OUTLINE OF THE ANIMAL KING- 

DOM, PES Manual of Comparative Anatomy. Svo, 38s. 

MORRIS'S CATALOGUE OF BRITISH FOSSILS. 8vo, 10$. 

MOULE'S HERALDRY OF FISH. 8vo, 21s.* 

NEWMAN’S HISTORY OF INSECTS. Svo, 12 

Ond S HISTORY OF rias Pres AND ALLIED 

ANTS. Second Edition, 8vo, 1l. 5s. 

dms ON THE SKELETON OF AN ean GIGANTIC 

SLOTH. 4to, 10. 12s, 6d? 

PALEY’S CHURCH RESTORERS; a Tale. Fcap. 8vo, 43.64, 

SELBY’S HISTORY OF BRITISH FOREST TREES, 8vo; 

28s.* 
TULK AND MIN ee ANATOMICAL MANIPULATION. 

Feap. 8vo, 95.* 
VICAR an) OF WAKEFIELD. With 32 designa NS W. Mul- 

ready, R. quare 8vo, 1 guinea, or 36s. m. 20. 

WARD Ox, THE GROWTH OF PLANTS IN ‘GLAZED 
CASES 

WHITE'S iie HISTORY OF SELBORNE. A New 

Edition, nos Notes by the Rev. Leonard Jenyns, M,A., &c. 

12mo, Ts. 6d. 

YARRELL'S “HISTORY OF BRITISH FISHE 

aoe 2 vols. 8vo, 3l. Supplement to the F 
vo, 15s. 5 imperial 8vo, 228, 6 

IN COURSE OF PUBLICATION. 
BELL'S HISTORY OF BRITISH ORUSTACEA, in Parts, at 

2s. 6d., or large paper, 53.* 

HENITRONS EGGS OF BRITISH BIRDS, in Parts, at 

vut ECCLESIASTICA. Edited by the Cam- 

bridge Camden Society. 4to, in Parts, at 2s. 6d.* 

*,* This Edition has been carefully corrected by the Author | OWEN'S HISTORY OF BRITISH FOSSIL MAMMALIA, . 

throughout, an 

Illustrations. 

London: Published by BransuRy AND Evans, 90, Floet-street. 

PRIZE DRAIN-TILE MACH 
cerei AND NERA PATENT d HCO 

E MACHI 

: cate nen pee eh Wakefield, January, 184 

it will contain the whole of the original in Parts, at 2s. 6d., or large paper, 5s.* 

SHARPE’ s WINDOWS OF THE DECORATED PERIOD, 
in Parts, at 2s. 

JOHNSTON'S po OF BRITISH ZOOPHY TER: 

Second Edition. In Monthly Parts, at 2s. 6d. each," Part 
on February 1s 

The Works marked thus (*) have numerous Illustrations. 

Joun VAN Voorst, 1, Paternoster-row. 

Printed Me Yamai eai 5 aos t MU Es Stoke ewigen. and 
wr Ev. wington, both 

ice in 
in the, City of London; and published by them 

oreet, in the pariah o pe SF Paul'e, Covent die a 

Ve teaddrossed to (hy Editor. — Saturday, JANUARY Sl, 1046. 
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ROYAL, SOUTH LONDON FLORICULTURAL 
ETY.—Under the rS ce Her Most 

Ke ERU ae the QUEEN.—The Exursrrrons of the above 

Society for the Season will take place on the following days :— 

viz., i E Horns Tavern, Kennington, on WEDNESDAY, 22nd 

April, 1846; and at the Royal Surrey Zoological dain, on 
THURSDAY, , 21s st May; WEDNESDAY, 24th Eo WEDNESDAY, 

22d July, and np "oth September, 1i 

Joun TAYLOR A EQ umts 

Ebenezer House, Pockhaui. 

DANECROFT NURSERY, STOWMARKET, SUFFOLK. 

GIRLING'S GENERAL CATALOGUE OF 
* DAHLIAS and other FLORIST’S FLOWERS, can SW 

be had on prepaid applieation, containing nearly eve 

TO GENTLEMEN AND ) AMATEUR , FLORISTS. 

O BE PARTED WITH.—A few Hundred Roots 

of that fine flower the RANUNCULUS, at 42s, per hun- 

dred roots (with names); ng of planting, February and 

March. — Apply, prepaid, t o Mr. Eyre, m nham, Surrey, 

where may be seen in the Dicis season, in Mr. E.'s small 

collection of fine BURN a number of highly impreg. 

nated DEM for 1816; also his beautiful SEN eun 

Seedling named ‘ Elisha" (not exhibited), of fine sy mmetry, may 

e seen and had of Mr. W. Carrzvcn, Florist, Chelsea. 

ae aor MEE Feb. T. 

T VEGETABLE SEEDS. 

yuu, ni "RENDLE & CO. have much plea- 

sure in announcing to those who are fond of really choice 

and good vegetables, that they have this year procured a smal! 

stock of the following valuable sorts, wh are all warranted 

to grow well, and to be of genuine qual 
A Packet t of each m ill be postage free to any part of 

Great Britain or I d for Ten Shillings, or a selection of 12 

sorts d Five Slings. Any sort separate at Sixpence per 

Packet 

ST Broccoli. 
New Early Walcheren do. 

happel’s Cream do. 

SESS superi ior Curled 

aN Matehless Ae 

us s nod Dwarf do. Crimson 

Large Syrian do. Imported dS Sprouts, 

Tainpton aedo; White Spanish 0 
Potter’s Pink do. Green-topped Car 
Walcheren Cauliflower. Early Matchless Tbe 

Large Asiati 
Improved Gack ernsey Parsnip. 

Green Flesh Cabool Melon, 

Oli 
Earliest Cornish do. 
Early Hope à do. 

Ice Cabbage Lettuce. Early h Queen do, 
Drumhead do. London “Market do. 

Early Pi on do. 
Seymour White Celery. 

Lancashire Hero (Red). do. 

Walnut-flavoured Pink do 

Improved Manchester nu 

er, 

Hampton dm Cabbage do. 

L n Marl 
Ady's Large Cos do. 
Wood's nO Frame Radish, 

Complete collection of Seeds suitable for.a Kiichen 

Garden for 1l. 10s., including the above, carriage free, 

to any place within 250 miles of Plymouth. 

ALL OTHER KINDS OF GARDEN SEEDS. 

Early orders are desired, as some of ihe hinds are scarce. 

A general collection of Garden Seeds can be had on appli- 

cation 

NEW AND SUPERB SEEDLING FUSCHIAS, RAISED 1845. 

OUE E 
Dahlia of the season. A separate Catalogue of Og 
PANSIES is also ready, and can be had, ifr equir 

INE WHITE SPANISH ONION, ALTRING- 
HAM CARROT, &c.—Dealers can be supplied y with a fine 

d at moderate prices, by WARNER & WARNER, SEEDS- 

N, 28, Cornhill, London, General Priced Trade Catalogues 

io be had on applicat ion. 

UPERIOR NEW EARLY PEA. L—WARNER'S 
“EARLY DEA Pea, the Nr in cultivation, 

quite hardy, a good cropper aN An pods, and most delicious 

flavour, ‘Height abou . per SEE —To be had of 
WARNER and Wanner, shen n, 9B, Cornhill, London. 

Catalogues containing all the New and Choice lowe and 

Vegetable eres for the Season are now ready, and may be had 

on applicatio 

nar o “Harrison? s Cabinet" for February. 

q BEOK informs the n that the various Articles 
* manufactured by hir Slate for Horticultural pur- 

may be seen in use a MURDAR E Isleworth, upon 
iis ation o the gardener (Sunday: 

IZE CUCUMBER—'' VICTORY OF BATH.” 

ADWARD TILEY begs leave to state that in con- 
sequence of the Repeated a to him within the 

last few days, wishing to kn has any Seeds left of his 

FIRST PRIZE CUCENSER s VIOTORY OF BATH," begs 

leave to state to growers not yet in poss: ofthis superb Cu- 
ape having thoroughly proved itself Pw tlie last two ae 

hat he has a few dozen Rees of seed yet left (having CES al- 

SERT more than 2000 seeds). ME desirous of obtain the 

SE should delay no time, as the is rapidly EETA 
* a further proof of the above SIS Paper of January 

3d, Toth, and 17th, —Sold at his general Seed sas e. Pul- 

teney-bridge, Bath, in packets of 3 seeds, 2s. 6d. 5 ds, 5. ; 

postage free. 
A remittance expected from unknown correspondents. 

THE FILBY a e RASPBERRY. 
DE. 

WILLIAM CRISP has a few Thousands of the 
above RASPBERRY to offer, in quantities not less DIR 

500; they can be warranted genuine. See his 
RASPBERRY, given by Mr. Rivers, in Gardeners’ Chronicle, 
Number 46, 1844, The lowest trade price will be given on 
application.—Direct to WrrnurAM Omrsp, Filby Gavan near 

elivered free on board steamers at Yarmouth 

I LANE & SON'S CINERARIA “SUP 
* BLUE” is now ready, and can be forwarded by Post at 

ach. Strong Blooming Plants in pots at 7s. 6d. each.— 

Great Berkhamps ad, Herts, Feb. 7. 

VICTORIA NURSE RK, ED FOTATOES 

and H. HA YCROET « can now supply so PO- 
e TATOES, DE a ae ea ES ee A 

varieties cultivated in this distri market at present 

is too fluctuating to fix prices EA Bary. PURUS 

shall be pront fo » intended purchasers by return of pos 
ASH-LEAVED KIDNEY “POTATORS (a pne of 

which n en at Messrs. JAcon Wnrwcu and Sons, 
Seed Merchants, London-bridge), delivered free at any of 
the opdermentigei ports, at 7s. 6d. per bushel, by Steam 

Vessels geek to London, Liverpool, Glasgow, Bristol, and 
Plymouth, and by Sailing Vessels to nearly every port in South 

Wales. N.B.—A large assortment of Seedling Forest-trees, 
also delivered free at very moderate prices, 

L & Co. in wei the following six SE 
LING FUGHSIAS, beg to observe they have d 

selected from ppv ards of ien thousand Seedlings of last season, 

ssessed great merit, but feeling it 
Sige possessed really 

er, have induced=them to offer 

s attention to the one named ** SANSPAREIL," which they 

will guarantee is not surpassed by any light variety yet raised, 

and will give general satisfaction. 
“SawsPannin,” 10s. 6d. “An elegant flower, light tube and 

sepal als, with purple crimson corolla. >See Gardeners’ Chronicle, 

Sept, ? Oth, 1845. 
pw Warre Fucnsra.—We have just seen a magnificent 

ae seedling xn raised by the Messrs. Yourtn. The 
flower is about 3 inehes in length, the tube and sepal white, 
and resemb jles * Venus Vietri ies three times its size, and 
is much more brilliant and f: GUI It should be called 
[ RDUM ? as it is most assuredly one of the most beautiful 

its spec Me i LOUELE their prize,"— 
Editor of the Cambr idge Advertiser Oct. 

The ** CONQUEROR, Bright Aerie Habd and sepals, 

the latter expanding aa aa showin g a very large corolla of 

the deepest purple. The Gardeners’ Chronicle of the 26th of Oct., 
says, ** this is very showy, from its havi ing a very large corolla, 

with a good contrast in the colours." 
Dd GEORGE MACKENZIE,” 7s, 6d. Tube very large, of bright 

vermilion, contrasted with pink corolla of the finest p m i 

will be found. a desideratum to any collection.—'* A r - 

loured flower. E Chronicle, Oct. 20th, 1845. 

“LAURA,” 5s. Delicate bright pink slightly tipped with 
green, with light rosy pad corolla; this is a very beautiful 

ene 
M ICENT," 5s. rge flower, smooth in 

texture, of fine Gane and c Ages corolla. A very 

bri ilit variety. 
s,” 5s. This very pretty variety is of globular form, 

of bright pir with very bright rosy purple corolla, and 

EIN stri rikin; 

The above will ite ready for sending out in May next. 

mg n are taken they will be charged 1l. 11s. 6 
in & Co. in submitting E C TALOGUE of FUOH- 

STAs, OP 1846, take the present opportunity of drawing the 
attention of admirers of the above elegant tribe of Plants to 
their superb Collection. They have spared no expense in form- 

ing a selection of such as are really good, to the exclusion of 

many that are mere nominal varieties ; and they would refer to 

the numerous Ben per of success MA attended their 

mode of selecting last season, collections for Amateurs, for 

competition at the various Horticultural "Exhibitions through- 

out the Kingdom. 

Their CATALOGUE of FUCHSIAS this eee will be found 

arranged in two CAPE namely, Light Dark Coloured 

jeti , and they flatter ‘themselves that the 

When 

aa tens that dus not possess 

pointment on the part of the rac 
12 Ex. fine Varieties, 12s. Selection Rs y» Youel 

itto 12 Ditto Selection left 

D Bud Varieties Un SERRA left 54 Youell & 
xtra fine ditt: ection left to Purchaser E: do. 

Their CATALOGUE boi "isasi a ; just d containing a 

list of prices of the very best Fuchsias, 
Camellias, Ericas, Coniferous Plants, "Petunias, Cinerarias, 
Pansies, Chrys: santhemums, Antirrhinums, Polyanthus, Herb- 

aceous Plants, Carnations, Picotees, Pinks, &c. &c., which will 
be forwarded on application by d two postage stamps, 

reat Yarmouth Nursery, Feb. 7, 

at JH ‘STEW ART, "NURSERY AN AND d Rh Dendee, 

pes as ae a good general stock of Nursery, par ticularly 
o the Trade at the following ted Bator which he off 

REEDLINGs. Per 2n TA d..| BRE UE Per 1000.—s. d. 

Alder, 1 year 0 | Thorn a quick, 1 year, 

Ash, 2 & 3 years 2 0 È 9a.,& 2 0 
Mountain, 1 2 ires 30 

Dep E 4 0| ud 

Beech, 2 SiO Y ew, 5.0 

Birch, Weeping, lyear. 3 6| Whin ES For $ 4 0 
Briar, Sweet, 1 yea 2 6 rs, lifoot.. 7 0 

Berberis, Common, T aa 2 Broom, cen lyear, 

S5 40 

cars, strong... e. 6 0 

TRA NSPLANTED. 

Briar, Sweet, 1 to 2 feet. 
Ash, Mountain, 3 feet . 

4 fe eet. 
Elm, 3 to 4 feet.. 

mm Scotch, 2 years se 

ling & lyer M p. 4 

TEM J r, 1 foot 50 0 
por 

sd i “year transp. 

He's 
» 
» 

A Sd. &2 2&3 
silver, 2&3 

„ Larch, 1 year. 1 3| 1tol}foot. $ 6 

s extra de Balers year seedling 

3 sy Lyro 6 2 ars transp. 

Hazel, 1&2 y 6 

Holly, 1 yea 
Hornbeam, 1 &2 2 Tears 

5 0 

3s. 6d. & 

Juniper, Highland, lyr. 15 0 g 
Laurel, Portugal, 2 yrs. 30 0| etae 0 

Lab ch 50 ee ng 
Ononis rotundifolia, s transp. .. 10 0 

1 & 2 years.... 20s. & 25 | Willow, “Huntingdon, 2 

Oak, English, 1,2, & 3 15 0 
years, 2s. 6d. & Norfolk t6 38. 15 0 

; Mossy-cupped, 1 yr. | Laurel, Portugal, 2years 
" puis. £ ° seedling, 1 yr.tr sp, 60 0 

Pear, lyear ... Arborvitz, 
Plane, or Sye amor 

Pine, nouth, e 
5 6| eeu inted . 
5 , Irish or upright, 

; 14 foot, 12s. ; 
3 feet, 30s. 5 

le connected with the Nursery and Seed 
n be forwarded upon application. 

__pundess Fe lcs y: 

OHN CLARKE, of g Dr Sutton, Lincolnshire, 

having for the piirt four fesxs'envofally grown a varict; of 

DWARF PEA, presented to him by Mr, F. Grant, whose 

RR A eae ee it for table more than 60 years, now 

he publie.as one of the most prolific ever known. 
Tt isa ed ‘for fele RO Prio dpe: per 

Orders enclosing the amount for ON Mene will be 
promptly executed. 

HILLINGS EARLY POT 
POTATO is a Seedling of their own raising, which they 

have for several years sent out in their own neigbourhood, 

where it has been highly esteemed ; X Eran a wish to make 

more extensively known, they bs appointed. the under- 

mentioned Seedsmen in London as Agents, of whom they may 

<The above 

variety, very handsome, of middle 
size, second to E in earliness or produce, and very remark- 

able for its delicious flavour and Hes itious prop When 

taken up, they got from 12 Potatoes 134 ozs. 
or starch, not easily distinguished from the foreign ‘Arrowroot, 

with which it has been compared. The; 'e desirous to call 

attention to its quality and flavour and do with confidence re- 
commend it UR every OUS resp ei 

NOBLÀ E, 152, Fleet-street, London ; 

Ts. HURST & M* MULLEN, 8, Leadenhall-strect; 

Ree 4, Great Kussell-st., vent-garden. 

Mr. W. C, FARNES, "uibs, 128, St. Johns st, West 
Canina. raa 

Messrs. BAT UTLEY, Seedsmen, 412, Strand, London. 
beu 8. BE AT UTE and Seedsmen, Northwarnbro’, 

rO ants, 

ES SRS. J. anp H. BROWN will send the fol- 

lowing to eod part of the United Kingdom, on ri Suspe of 

a Post-office or 
a dromeda BOIURR OO, per dozen En 

25 ae dy Ghent Azaleas, one of. a sort, named 25 
95 Hardy American Azaleas, Of sorts, do. 15 
12 EM lodendrons, best hardy aor “including 

scarlet, white, and rose- indies varietie ty ibi 

Rhododendron e PRS doz, >s. m quB 
Chinese Arborvitz, 2 feet, ws e 6 

25 Hardy American Shrubs, p l 
a Superior dwarf Roses, on their sie ame named 95 

2 » » » 
28 yy m 10 
25 Moss oy 10 
Standard Roses, of sorts, per doz. 15 
Climbing Roses, do., on their own roots, per doz. - sema 

Cloth of Gold do., do. do. each MEE 

Tea-scented Roses, one of a sort, in Lo perdoz... 12 

Devoniensis and Yellow Nolsotte, p T doz. . 9 
em um) E Verbenas and udis. strong planis é 

o 9? ooocoeocoacoo -— ruchsias borne Queen Victoria s "and | 
olia, perdoz. .. 

Camellias of sorts, 

Six varieties of new ate, Fragrant, Her baceous 

æonies, each . . 6 

Flower seeds, 36 packets, 305; is do., 5s., of the. most ap- 

proved sorts, sent, po ree. Any preferred species 

might be speci 
Albion Nursery, Stoke Newington, London. 
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Dy EBOR? TR c PANES A 
G 

AHLIA 
TIN A E : J 4s. BACKHOUSE & SON, York, intend sending ARDENERS'NURSERY SOCIETY. '['HE following descriptions of NURSERY STOCK out plants of this fine Seedling Dahlia om the 1st of the 5th | I. That the Society do consist of 1000 shares, at I, per share, may still be had of W. Rocens & Son, Nurserymen and month (May) at 10s. 6g. each. ——— to beheld by Gardeners only, subject to the conditions here- Contracting Planters, Southampton, nt the prices advertised in An allowance to the Trade, whether one or more are taken 3 | after named. the Garüeners' Chronicle on the 15th November last:— ened. H. That the business of this Society be conducted upon the SEEDLING. Oak, English Durmast, 1, 2, 

delivered carviage-fiee when three or more are-ord 1 1 i "CXA/ANTED TO PU same principles, and after the samermanner, as a Private Es- | Ash md 8 fet W aor YS erdt tablishment, and tbat the whole be carried on in the names of | Beech Sycamore, 2 feet _ PINE PLANTS, the Firm of Messrs. WEEKS AND Day ; and that the names of Pineaster Willow Come-well, a valuable Providence and healthy.—Apply, | Members shall not boamade publicly knowns 8 - MarsicEn species for Oóppioe tati Pople TH Q., Balla- Er That no persoihshall de clle to be D Shareholder, | Oak, English Duemast(Sessili.| or hop-poles 1 foot ^ ̂. but such as are generally considered Practical Gardeners ; ani flora), the largest and most | Laurel, 1, 2, and 3 fect /ESTMACOTT, SEEDSMEN, | no Member shall be allowed to sell any of his Shares to any | valued species Evergreen Privet, 1 foot LORT: e Nursery, Fulham-road, | other than a regular Practical Gardener; he shall not sell | Sea Pine. Elder, common Black, 2 to 4 ft. Chelsea : 2 osite St. Paul's), London, | them to any Nurseryman, nor shall he sell them to any Gar- TRANSPLANTED. | Rhododendron, 1 to 2 inches, which latter premis upied by Messrs. T. & C. | dener without first obtaining the sanction of the Society, that | Alder, 2 to 4 feet 30s. per 1000 ockhart) they respectfully inform their friends and the publie. | they may approve of the purchaser, and regularly admit him | Ash, 1 to 2 feet » totins. G0s-per 1000 they have taken, and beg to aunounce that their Descriptive | à$ à Member ; but shares may be sold upon those conditions, | Beech, 2 to 4 feet » 5 to 6 ins., 80s. per 1000 Catalogue of Flowers, Vegetables, and Agricultural Seeds for | and a Member shall be at full liberty to obtain as much as he | Birch, 2 to 4 feet » _12 to 18 ins., 203. to 30s. 1846 is now publi , and will be forwarded on receiving a | can for his shares; but in the event of a Member wishing to | Elm, 1 to 2 feet per 100 3 re-paid applic 7 sell his shares, and not being able to find a Practical Gardener | Hazel, 1 to 2 feet Clematis Azurea grandiflora, POM. & W ure their friends that all Seeds or Bulbs | willing to purchase them, the Society shall be bound to pur- Fir, Scotch, 1 to 4 feet 95. per dozen purchased at their establishments will be warranted in excel- | chase the same, and to give the full value in money of 57. for » Spruce, 1 to 2 feet Arbutus (seedlings), 40s.p.1000 
Tent condition, and true to name and variety. every share. Any Member holding any number of shares, | 7. Sea Pine, 1 to 2 feet Perpetual Tree Violet, 50s. 

Country orders will be packed with the greatest care and | shall be at liberty to will or bequeath the same, or any portion » Pineaster, 1 to 2 feet per 100 punctualit 56, Cheapside, opposite St. Paul's. of them, to whomsoever he may think proper, whether the per- | Poplar, 2 to 4 feet FOE p HA, | 802 to whom the same may be so devised, a Male or a f ordered in less quantity than the above quotations, the LEE'S DWARF ITALIA ARROW PEA. Female, whether a Practical Gardener or not, and such person, | charge will be at retai puces AND Á ) 
aste Lands planted by contract.—Gardeners of experience e PEA this season, and having grown the Stock for the | i ane and ability recommended: 2 

RANUNCULUSES, ANEMONES, AURIOULAS, CARNA. tnost. excellent 
TIONS, PICOTEES, GERANIUMS, AND LILIUM LANGI- 

robust; it 
FOLIU 

av 
to the la: Marrowfat, and is of most delicious flavour. It receiving the Dividend on the profits, the same as other 3 ku fo carilér than dy oten Marrow Tenet Det proa QUUD, the the Stock in Trade shall not be considered ca JH. GROOM, Crarmam Rise, near Loxon, (re- in the gardens of Clumber, Welbeck, Thoresby, uni belonging to them ; they shall not sell the said ger pen IRORISD ee EMIT an OILS ighly extolled by the | other but a Practi ner, subject to the approval of the E 5 ob t BEN, si V A EA e R RERE, ia MAJESTY THE KING OF SAXONY, 

Begs to recommend to the attention of the Nobility, soing 
and Public his extensive assortment of the above FLOWERS, 
which he can supply of the best quality. £. s. d. 

10 

Gardeners of these places 
Nu É h y 

IEN, NURSERYMEN, and Others. E 

SU g ABIES CANADENSIS, or Re jes 100 RANUNCULUSES in 0 Superfine sorts, named 219 $ —Grorcr BAKER, Nurseryman, Bagshot, having the 
Superfin ixtures D per —108. 6d. to | largest stock of the above in Europe, of all sizes in fl 

100 ANEMONES, in 100 Superfine sorts, names - 220 | condition, ean with confidence recommend t noble tree to 
Superfine Mixtures Š 4 * perl100 0 10 6 | the notice of the Public, and having so large a stock (viz. 

AURICULAS, in 25 Superfine sorts, named . 3 0 1 200,000 large plants, 3 feet high, besides smaller sizes), can 25 pair of CARNATIONS, in25 ditto ditto . 210 0 i dispose of them at very low prices; also, with a General 
Best mixtures E 5 ? per doz. plants 0 6 0 Nursery Stock. He begs to offer at unusually low prices, in 25 pair of PICOTEES, in 25 ditto ditt + 210 0 all sizes, the largest assortment of Kalmia latifolia ever offered 
Best mixtures 2 x * perdoz.plants 0 6 0 to the Public.—Prices can be had by letter, and shall be at. 25 AO UAE, in 25 Superfine dee: Pus bonis ` 4 9 tended to forthwith. allowed for anyone Member, That Messrs. WEERS AND DAY ood Kinds — per doz., from 12s. to ) 

| STRACTORS, THE TRADE, & shall be considered as one person only, and' having taken one | LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM ALBUM, good bulbs, each 0 2 6 TO CONTRACTORS, THE wo attention of hundred shares, shall be allowed the full number of thirteen " UNOTATUM . 4 076 
l RTHUR MACKIE begs to call the attention of vot SPECIOSUM (true) 3 from Il. Is. to 3 3 0 

M begs to say his Catalogue of GERANIUMS and 

s. » the Trade to the annexed List of TREES and SHRUBS, V. That all the Houses, Pits, and Erections, be built upon TI. Groom L ts, will, from the | the best principle, and that ae whole be kept in imadoulslnter NEW PLANTS is ready, and will be forwarded by post on orthy otice. The Norfolk pair, with strict regard to economy. application, Foreign Orders executed. Railway d pos boo cM ae Bs pee e VI. That so far as it is found profitable, a general Collection | ~ “HERTFORD NURSERIES. transit of plants, tho charge to London: being at this time'at | of all. ghe-various Tribes of Plants, Flonase b its e| Ẹ P. FRANCIS begs to state that h 1 
atate vate of 975, ep tons FE J TE 1 ms) [ S gs to state that he can supply 
A ME ES ih RSEN d large quan. culiivatsq and a regular Seed business c. E * Syow's WINTER WHITE BROCCOLI, which has given aken, A. M. i : d on. 

That in the Employment of Men, Members will have | c.c universal satisfaction, in sealed packets 2s. 6d. each ; also, 
i 3. d. fhe preference, but the Society will not discharge a Non- ^ Jeani sumiar 952 0, D j Blackthorn, 2 yrs, fine .. . 7 0 p. 1000 | Member who suits them to take on a Member, nor will they Snowy Aa N a F 2 E a t a a ürsbsds, 
] Whitethorn, ` do. E 36 » |keep a Member longer in their employ than they think proper. — White and Purple Fringed Primula, is: 64. per packet, Turkey or Levant Oak: . bbe Rte LIT. That the Society use their best endeavours to procure | 4; VOR nto rci Ep very superior new late | Ash, transplanted — .. 150  » | for Gardeners generally, situations best adapted for the parti. White Broccoli, which may safely be relied upon as being the » » e $0 * [cular ability of the man, and most likely to suit their Em- latest of thelate, and keeping good fill Ceulifiower Greene Beech » C $0. » |ployers, and that books for that purpose be had, and a in packets 2s. 6d. cach. Catalogues of Roses may still bó » $» Sed ce 00  » | general Register kept at the Nursery. That the Profession be Ru t Ka VINE Meran 1 Larch » SOME 50 ,, ivided into various Classes, such as Flower Gardeners, i ad Ses ob ial SUR TE. Ts i » »» £e . 180 =, Forcing Gardeners, Landscape Gardeners, Gardener and NURSERIES, SAWBRIDGEWORTH, HERTS, 
i Scotch " ROUND o 0200 45 | Bailif, Good General Gardeners, Married and Single, with | PHE MONSTROUS GREEN-GAGE PLUM, OR 
i Hazel * Mace 0200 5, | families or without, &c. &c. or as many Classes as may be T “REINE CLAUDE MONSTREUSE."—In reply to Sady 
1 Oaks » EO . 50 4 | found desirable, That any Gardener, whether working in the inquiries, T. Rivers: begs to inform his friends that the abode 
[ Blackthorn ,, 2 yrs, fine . 8010100  , | Nursery or not, whether a Member or not, whether a Gustomen Pas, A GERON 12) Micra PD ER Orban Oe rhe 31, is a 1 ORNAMENTAL TR or not, whether working in any other Nursery or not; shall large and late variety of leen. Go d ear i 

A m E - : 4 3 large a ate variety of the Green-Gage, and will bear in any 
Oaks, Turkey or Levant +» 5to6 ft. 25 0 to 35 0 per100 | have the same chance of getting a Situation, ardener on | situation favourable to that we -k ari ripeni t 

S, 6108 ft-35 0to45 0 x entering his Name in the books, shall be at liberty to give a p E ible to that well-known variety, ripening about e Ms ea ++ 8t010 fi. 50 0t0600 ,, | short advertisement of himself, he may enter his Name in | 22. = Chesnut, Horse .. ++ s+ 8108 ff, 160+%0200 ,, | which Class he pleases, he shall state where he has lived, as (CLARKE AND Co., SEEDSMEN AND Frorists, 86, A s ++ 8to10 ft. 25 0t035 0.— ,, | Head or Under Gardener, and how mai ny men. he had under High-street, Borough, eg equaint their Tree Box .. *(1t02 ft. 60to 80 ,, |him,he shall also authorise the Society to apply for his cha- | Friends and the Public in general, that their collection of sk s x 2 ft. 100t012 0 ,, | racter, and for the protection of the respectability of the GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS comprises all the New and Best 
Laurels .. E 01502 ft, 50to 80- , fession, the Society shall use reasonable precaution in endea- varieties, of genuine quality, and as cheap as any other house 

y oe we vè 2 10 0 to 12 0 "4 vouring to find out the true character and abilities of every | in London. Catalogues are now ready, and will be forwarded 
b ‘ome’ 00200722103 ft 120t0150.— ,, [applicant whose Name is upon their books, and that the on application. A Collection of Vegetable Garden Seeds, con- 

Standard Thorns m I. 50 0 to 60 0 » Nobility and. Gentry be made acquainted, by frequent adver- sisting of every article used for culinary purposes, 1/. 1s, $9 
N OSeS .. 4 me 5L. to 61, 6 tisements in the various Papers, that such a List of Gardeners, | Collection of 62 sorts of best Annual Flower Seeds, 105. 

Red Cedars t -. 1to2 ft. 20 0to30 0 5; classed romans in their aU (EDS P B atthe Nur- Fine selected Field Seeds, Forest and Fruit Trees, d&c. &e, x sery, and that no charge whatever be ma e to either part; . ae A ai peg" Eg ee ^ui hat any Member shall be at liberty to suggest any | E[ORTICULTURAL GLASS OF BRITISH alterations, addition, or improvement in the rules or manage- MANUFACTURE, at J. Ween, jun, Piirrrs, and Co.’s 
VEG A UT ment of the Society, which i shall be i Warehouse, 12, Panton-street, Haymarket, — Having made 

ELECT AND CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS, with | by Letter to the whole of the shareholders, together with a full | arrangements with a Br Manufacturer, they are enabled directions for sowing, treatment, height, colours, &c, | report of the affairs of the establishment once in’ every six | to offer the above article in unlimited quantities at the follow- 
100 varieties choice Annuals, including the most s. d. months, when every Member shall be at liberty to vote for or | ing terms, in Squares not exceeding 40 inches long :— ay new D us ve 

No. 0—(equal to Foreign Sheet) he +.» 4hd. per foot, 
ditto ditto ditto 8 

l—averaging from 16 to 18 oz. to the foot 54d. ; ditto ditto ditto 5.6 
2 ox 21 to 23 » Td: b ditt ditti ditto Pope) dressed to the Managers. 3 š 32 ib 1s. $9 

vars. best dwarf kinds, in larger packets, suited ., That books be properly kept with a regular Debtor and J, Wzrcn, jun., having been many years with Mr. Drake, of 
for filling beds on lawns .. e a +» 7 6 | Creditor account of all Receipts and Dish ; which | 8, Jeri street, and 315, Oxford-street, and at the time of the 12 vars. ditto ditto ditto eee 5 books shall be open to the inspection of the Members at all | glazing of Chatsworth Conservator ; has devoted himself to 

20 vars. choice greenhouse Annuals, including reasonable times, and that Messrs. WEEKS AND DAY shall be | the Horticultural Glazing Department, begs to call the atten- 
ox Drummondii, tulaea, Rhodanthe, answerable for, and render a full and particular account of the | tion of Horticulturists generally to the above prices for Glass, 

Sedum azureum, yyeome, Mesembryan- pecuniary transactions of the Society. which they undertake to glaze in any part of the United 
themum tricolor, Martynia frag cAMP irse o^) XI. That the accounts be balanced every Christmas, and the Kingdom. 20 vars. choiee greenhouse Perennials, including profits divided equally between every Shareholder, according They also beg to recommend for Pits and Garden Lights 
alceolaria, Fuchsia, Petunia, C.neraria, Cho- to the number of shares each one may hold—so much to each | small size squares, which they offer at the following low prices, 

rozemas, dc. os >. e. -- 10 6 Share. 
packed in 100 feet boxes, not particular to thickness, :— 

20 vars. choice hardy Bienr and Perennials, ,XIL That Messrs, WEEKS AND DAY do receive as compensa- Under 5 in. by 3 +» 13d, per foot, including fine Hollyhock, Pansy, Emperor tion for their trouble 10}, per cent. on the profits only; and 5 in. by 3 and Gin. by 4 TUE. DF Stock, &c.  .. ES n Ya 2e ++ 5 0 | should there be no profits or dividends actually paid to the 6in.by4and ,, 9in, by 7 E d | 
The above sent free by post at the prices affixed, or packets, | Shareholders, the said Messrs. WEEKS AND Day shallnotre-| J. W. & Co. solicit inspection of their stock of Stained and [ as follows :— ceive any compensation or remuneration whatever, Ornamental Glass at their Warehouse, as above.—12, Panton- 

Per ae a T. Per packet.—s, d. XII, EP UD Society act'on apal principles to all parties, | street, Haymarket. E Jaleeolaria, carefu etunia, from choice never underselling, or in any way offering the slightest opposi- | sx rc 5; yi Pato Si ee saved from chod |. flowers ... y uet - 1 0|tion, or prejudice, to the other respectable body of ‘Saar - H ORTICULTU R A L GLASS.—NET CASH 
Bac: i. j 6| Phlox Drummon i imes as an upright, i sees Fuchsia, ditto 0, from 20 fine varieties 0 6 employers and em- | In squares under 5 inches by 3inches ..  .. 14g, per foot. 

Cineraria, ditto 0 | Ditto, scarlet and crim. y to do good, and advance the condition of | Ditto, 5 in. by 3 in., and under 6 in. by fin... 2d. ,, 6 s 3 Ditto, 6 in. by 4 in., and under 9 i i d. 
| son.. 

0 | Gladiolus, from splendid 
6| summerhybrids .... 0 

Pansy, ditto .. 
Antirrhinum, ditto 
Dahlia, ditto 12500 E odo “3. The s EY SUPERB SEEDLING RANUNCULUSES. ifferent sizes, lined with glass, An assortment | 2—1-10th 

LII 

3 or 4 RA 

E 21 oz. » Td. 
50 named varieties for 35s., or 25 for 20s., from a much ad- ts, Cherries, Greengages, | 3—L8h. o , — 7. gw Is. 

mired and magnificent collection, which Bass and Brown have nd a machine cork- | The thi most are Nos. 1 and 2, and 
chiefly selected during the last three seasons from many s; these, with the whole | the most proportionate sizes are 18 inches by 6 inches, 28 in. 
thousands of seedlings raised by an amateur. i ent process,and testimonials, | by 7 in., or 38 in. by 9 in, 

50 best older named varieties 105., 25 for 6s, 100 best mixed 10s. 100 fine 5s., or by post 6s. y x nd wil i any part of London for | the attention of Noblemen and Gentlemen. to the above prices 
Auy of the above can be sent, prepared in cases, by post at S addressed to the Patentee, | for Glass suitable for Horticultural purposes; and as they are 

the prices affixed, and will be accompanied with simple and t the Manufactory, 7, the upper part of St, John. advantageously situated for importing, there being a daily i 
3 x 

These Fruits are pre- | steam communication between the port of Hull and the Con- 
Remittances in franks or Post-office orders from unknown 

family purposes than | tinental Markets, and, in addition to this, haying’ made ar- 
correspondents. a d 

ne trial will prove | rangements with eminent English Manufacturers for a regular 
Catalogues of Flower and Vegetable Seeds, embracing the The fruits, &c., contained in these packages | supply, they are enabled to offer every advantage to the pur- 

best in cultivation, will be sent pre-paid to applicants, - irable and acceptable present for chaser, and also to insure the prompt execution of all orders 
Bass and Brown, Seed and Horticultural Establishment, country friends, as they contain much modern information on | with which the: may be favoured. 

Sudbury, Suffolk, —Feb, 7, the preservation of fruit, $ 
N.B., otber and Striking Glasses supplied, 

brief directions for culture. 
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THE TRUE FASTOLFF RASPBERRY, 

GREAT NORFOLK, 
YARMOUTH AS " 
NURSERY. , 

OUELL & CO., being the parties who first intro- 

Viscount Lorton, Lord A 
well as the Hortieultural Society of London, the latter having 
awarded YouxLL & Oo. two prizes for it. 

ackages containing 100 canes eth hin 
Do. do, 50 do. . . .013 0 
Do. *t OV 25 do ect 

Small Canes, 12s. per 100. 

A liberal discount will be allowed the Trade when ‘ quanti- 

ties" are ordered. 
For full description of the above see their advertisement of 

last week, 
Great Yarmouth Ni ', Feb, 7. 

WOODLANDS NURSERY, MARESFIELD, NEAR 

UCKFIELD, SUSSEX. 

W M. WOOD & SON have the honour of informing 

themselves—Strong Plants and warranted superior varieties :— 
Extra erior selected Standards on tall stou 

stocks, from 5 to 6 feet, adapted for Plantin in 
conspicuous situations oe «+ Per Doz: £116 0 

£ Per 100. 
Superior Standards .. Per Doz, £1 4 0—10 0 0 

E Superb ditto, extra fine "m -. 110 0 
Fine Dwarfs os P. ve 012 ^0 

Superb ditto . +» 018 0 

ine Dwarfs on own roots, in 50 varieties. . ehit Led 
OZ. Ditto Climbing, 9s. to 125. per d 

Ditto Dwarfs on own roots, without names 110 0 

roportionate number of plants presented with each order, 

towards defraying the expence of carriage, &c. 

W. W. & Son’s descriptive Catalogue of Roses; also Cata- 

logues of Camellias, Greenhouse, and Herbaceous Plants, will 

be sent ree on application. 

The Gardeners’ Chronicle, 

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1846. 
MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 

Weser, Poy [Miei dme) ^o Pre 
pir ANN NR NAE 

The following remarks on the Porwarss way of 
Heatine, by Mr. D. B. Mrrxe, a most able and in- 

telligent correspondent, are so perfectly in unison 
with our own views that we cannot do otherwise 
than adopt them as our own, by putting them in the 
most prominent place at our command, notwith- 
standing their too complimentary tone. 

* In common with many (may I notsay all) of 
your readers, I have taken much interest in the 
discussion, now carried on, in the Chronicle, on the 
subject of the Polmaise Mode of Heating. 

* Having formerly given much attention to the 
laws regulating the distribution of caloric, and 
haying also devoted much time to acquire a know- 
ledge of the theory and practice of horticulture, I 
trust that the remarks I am about to offer will aid 
you in your kind endeavours to bring stove and 
greenhouse cultivation within the means of the 
many ; and that the plans which I shall submit to 
your readers will advance us one more step towards 
the complete development of a system, which (to 
distinguish it from the hot water circulation) I shall 
venture to call the simple radio-thermal. 

“Tn spite of the prognostications of one who is 
usually a most intelligent correspondent, the Pol- 
maise mode of heating (at least the great principles 
embodied in it) will eventually triumph over exist- 
ing plans, not because these are unable to accomplish 
the?object for which they are designed, but because 
it will attain the same end by cheaper and more 
simple means. Did not the costly and troublesome 
composts of the old florist flower growers accomplish 
the end for which they were employed? and yet, 
are they not now numbered among ‘the things that 
were.’ How many things (even the most ingenious) 
have gone the same road for the same reason! 
Is it unlikely that the distribution of caloric 
by means of hot water should be among 
the number, when one of its supporters acknow- 
ledges that to carry it out on an extensive scale he 
spent 7007? What a Polmaise stove would such a 
sum have built! The cheapness and simplicity of 
the radio-thermal system are not only reasons why 
it should, but why it will succeed. But I augur its 
success on surer grounds than these. 

* When horticulturists first insisted upon a moist 
atmosphere as essential to the health of plants in 
high temperatures, the reason they assigned for the 
combination was, ‘that nature taught us so” When 
the same intelligent men assailed the practice of 
high night temperatures, it was on the ground 
‘that’ no such things were found in nature.” The 

TUESDAY, 

c 
$i and if this be so, it is a bold assertion to make, that 

certainty. May we not on the same account pre- 
dict success for this eminently natural system? 
What are its principles ? —a separate radiating 
body, a moist atmosphere, and atmospheric cur- 
rents. What are the principles on which our earth 
is warmed, its climates varied, and fitted for the 

vast productions of vegetable life? Are they not 
the same; a distant source of radiant heat, 
moist at here, an ic currents ? 

the principles which Providence employs, are in- 
sufficient for our guidance, or that they involve ‘a 
waste of power.’ 
“Who can point to one instance of waste of 

power in the kingdoms of Nature? Is it not man 
who in his ignorance wastes power, by using 
one more medium for the distribution of caloric 
than his Maker has found necessary to employ ? 
Let those, then, who advoeate the plan now under 
discussion, remember that they have cheapness and 
simplicity as their object, and Nature as an example. 
Let them be prepared for that opposition awaiting 
all attempts to upset existing systems ; but espe- 
cially for the difficulties which must ever attend the 
conversion of theory into practice. Was the hot 
water circulation brought at once to its present 
state? Was an iron pipe full of water, with one 
end pushed into the fire, ‘a more promising instru- 
ment’ than a stove, a wet blanket, and a hole in the 

wall ? 
* Probably, we have yet every thing to learn— 

but the principles—the relative size of the heating 
body, and the space to be heated. The different 
effects produced by the relative situation and dis- 

tance of the two ; the best means of abstracting the 

greatest possible amount of caloric, from a given 
quantity of burning fuel ; the best method of radiat- 
ing the calorie so given off; the extent to which it 
will be advisable to carry cold currents of air to- 
wards the source of heat, and the best plan of heat- 
ing the currents so carried; the way by which the 
most perfect system of ventilation, and the complete 
command of atmospheric humidity are to be ob- 
tained ; these are some of the points which experi- 
ence must determine, before this simple radio-thermal 

system will approach to that perfection with man 
which it has acquired in the hands of God ; and when 
observation and ingenuity have overcome these diffi- 
culties, the end will be attained, viz., with one cheap 

radiating source of heat, combined with variable 
quantities of atmospheric moisture, and causing 
variable atmospheric currents, to produce every tem- 
perature, suited to every species of growth,—differing 
(according as it is more or less removed from the 
influence of the radiating body) from the hot moist 
climate of the jungle, to the comparatively dry and 
genial air of the tropical mountain. 

* One word more, and I will cease to occupy space 
with myremarks; it is to thank you in the name of the 
many for your zealous endeavours to increase the 

number of their pleasures, and to thank the in- 
ventor of Polmaise for drawing attention to a sys- 
tem which promises to crown your efforts with suc- 
cess, which proposes.to accomplish Nature's ends 
with Nature's means. Let us not dispute who first 
invented that system which was coeval with the 
universe, but let us strive who can excel the other 
in its development, reflecting that where that is at- 
tained, * there is nothing hid from the heat thereof.”’ 

We hope to be able next week to produce a plan 
explanatory of the manner in which Mr. Mzzxx 
would apply the Polmaise principle. 

We announce jwith much pleasure that the 
GARDENERS’ BrNEvoLENT IwsTITUTION continues to 
thrive. Like all newly-constituted Associations, 

it has had to suffer from the coldness of friends, 

the doubts of the unready, and the hostility of 
enemies. That time is past. Its utility is recog- 
nised; the proper application of its funds un- 
questionable, and its permanence apparently 

certain. We have only room to offer it our good 
wishes, and to give the following lists of the sub- 

scriptions handed in on the occasion of the last 
anniversary :—— 

Secretary’s List oe ar ves as SIM Qu 

Mr. John Wrench's .. m It .. 45 19 0 

Mr. Garraway's ERU dob pap eni 9 
Mr. Gregory’s «+ ae . . ya HERI eel 

Mr. Henderson’s ve a we sk LOO 

Mr. Finden" m m m . m 5 A H 

Mr, Epp: .. "m ke ico s t 

Mr.-Vélohw ee meer ee ce Uu UU 

£194 18 6 

Ir is curious, and vexatious, to see how little 

knowledge of the commonest facts of VEGETABLE 
Pnvsroroav persons, otherwise well informed, and 
careful observers, possess. Of this we have found 
instances without number in our editorial capacity, 
and more are occurring daily. The following may 
be taken as an example. “M. R.” a correspondent 

certain facts relating to a tree in his possession, 
which facts he thus describes :— 

* The following is a curious instance of continued vi- 
tality in a Pear tree under treatmentapparently calculated 
to destroy it. The tree is of the Windsor kind, and hadat- 
tained a great size without producing much fruit, when, in 
the spring of 1841, an experiment was tried of cutting 
away part of the bark, but from some misunderstanding 
of directions, the whole of the bark was removed from the 
ground upwards to the height of three feet, and scraped 
perfectly away, with the exception of what remained 
in a very small cleft, and which then might be one-third 
inch or less, and is now not quite three-quarters of an 
inch thick in the thickest part ; the other parts which 
were divested of the bark are now externally as dry as 
seasoned timber. In the autumn of 1841, the tree bore 
pretty well, and in the following year a good crop, but 
as the Pear is at best a poor kind, and the tree shaded 
the garden too much, it was proposed to cut it down; 
but the owner was recommended first to try the expe- 
riment of grafting on it some better varieties: the dia- 
meter of the tree at the top of the part which had been 
deprived of its bark was about 17 inches, and the tree 
was divided at about five feet high into three branches. 
One of these, at the height of about eight feet six inches, 
which was ten inches in diameter, was first cut off, and 
crown-grafted in the spring of 1843, with six scions of 
the Easter Beurré, five of which lived, but made very 
little progréss until the second year, and they are now 
about two feet long ; at the same time a small shoot 
from one of the other branches, about one inch in dia- 
meter, was grafted with a: scion of the Beurré Bose, 
which grew very little im the first year, but has this 
season borne 10 Pears. In the spring of 1844, another 
braneh was eut off, and crown-grafted with five seions 
of the Marie Louise, at the height of ten feet, just above 
the last mentioned small shoot (on which the Beurré 
Bose was grafted) and the remaining large branch was 
then cut off close to the trunk ; the diameter of the 

branch at this last grafted part was about nime inches ; 

four of the last-named seions have taken, and have this 
year made vigorous shoots from one to two feet long.” 

Having thus stated the ease, he expresses sur- 
|prize that the tree should have lived at all, at the 

first period after its aecident, and enquires whether 
jin this instance, nourishment can possibly have been 
| conveyed through the trunk. 

Our correspondent is not aware that nourishment, 
that is to say sap for the nutrition of branches and 
leaves, is always carried upwards through the trunk, 
or wood, of trees, and never through the bark. The 

wonder therefore wae; not that sap should be carried 
upwards, because the channel of ascent was un- 
touched, but that the elaborated matter should have 
‘ound its*way downwards to sustain the lower part of 
the tree, and the,trunk itself, both which depend for 

their inerease, and indeed vitality, upon the 
branches above. But here, and in all such instances, 

we see an instance of the wonderful power whic 
Nature has given to trees for compensating for the 

effect of wounds by an inversion of the ordinary 
laws which govern the motion of their fluids. The 
fact no doubt was that at first the descending sap 
found its way downwards partly through the narrow 
strip of hark that was left, and partly through the 
alburnum or sap wood. And by degrees that strip 
widened and increased in bulk, till at last after some 

years it became large enough to re-establish fully 
the functions which the wound had suspended. 

We have a still more remarkable instance before 
us. In the year 1834 or 1835, a large old Mulberry 

tree was removed early in the month of September, 

when in fullleaf. It was not pruned: but replanted 

exactly as it was taken from its bed of earth. For 

a year or two it languished; and in the winter of 
1837 and 1838 apparently died. In the summer of 
1838 its bark became loose, and was removed, when 

it was found that on one side, for the breadth of an 

inch or two, it adhered firmly to the wood, and 

on that side of the tree two or three green twigs 
pushed forth. They, however, were sickly, and 

perished in the succeeding winter. Nevertheless 
this narrow strip of bark, which was at least 6 feet 

long, retained its vitality, and the next season pro- 

duced a few more shoots less feeble than the last, 
but still in miserable plight, At the same time the 

strip of bark took visibly a lateral extension. And 
thus the tree went on gradually forming branches of 
a more and more healthy kind, and spreading its 
living bark sideways, till now, at the time we are 
writing, a head of branches of some size has been 
formed, perfect in all their parts, evento the bearing 
of fruit, and the tree is re-established. That is to 
say, nineteen-twentieths of it died, but the remain- 
ing twentieth struggled onwards and eventually re- 
produced the tree. 

Our unskilful pen may ill describe the pheno- 
menon; but it is most remarkable, and in this 
respect analogous to the Holywell Pear tree, that 
a narrow strip of bark sufficed to restore to the tree 
its energies full and unimpaired. 

Many such cases might doubtless befound, all prov- 

ing that, under peculiar circumstances, plants have 

general adoption of these views was predicted with at Holywell, sends us an interesting account of the power of re-establishing themselves in a manner 
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of which no other examples can be found except 
in the molluscous part of the animal world. A very | 
remarkable instance of the kind occurred some 30) 
ears ago, in the parish of St. Margaret’s Ilkets- | 

hall, in Suffolk. In the year 1812, or thereabouts, | 
an ancient Beefin Apple tree was blown up 
by the roots in the orchard of Mr. James Han- 
vEY, a respectable farmer. The accident oc- 
curred in the middle of summer, while the tree 
was loaded with fruit, which ripened. The 
tree did not die; on the contrary it continued to 
survive, although all communication between the 
torn roots, which were in the air, and the ground 
was destroyed. The trunk of this Apple tree was 
kneed, and when it fell over it rested upon the angle | 
of the knee, whence there presently appeared a | 
single root, which forced itself into the earth, and | 
gradually fixed the tree anew to the ground. We | 
examined this tree about the year 1820, when it pre- 
sented the following appearance. 

Much had died away ; the remainder was sickly 
and overgrown with Moss; the root at A was as 
thick as a man's arm ; the branches which had sur- 
vived were. forming healthy new wood, and four 
bushels of fine Beefins were gathered frofn it. This, 
be it observed, happened eight years after the old 
tree had been severed from the soil while in full 
leaf. What has since happened to it we do not 
know, but it has always appeared to us a most sin- 
gular example of vitality in a kind of tree by no 
means remarkable for bearing transplantation well 
when old, and should serve, like the other instances 
above given, to caution gardeners against despair- 
ing of success in removing ancient trees, when there 
is any object to be gained in performing the opera- 
tion. 

Tue extent to which the Poraro Disease has 
extended its ravages in Holland may be gathered 
from the following official return published by M. 

2 t 

Belgium for the years 1843 and 1844. In 1845 the 
return is unkuown. 

1844. 
Hectolitres. Hectolitres, 

North Brabant 2,333,793 1,993,197 
Gueldres ay 2,897,701 2,504,527 
South Holland 1,681,196 1,586,967 
North Holland 275,975 533,250 
Zelan -— 805,464 764,888 
Utrecht 453,841 344,792 
Friseland $ 2,126,157 1,830,006 
Overyssel 1,116,390 3,348,830 
Groningen 1,395,247 1,349,533 
Drentheim 622,957 650,777 
Limbourg 4 753,850 695,263 

The general diminution of the crop in 1844 is 
stated to have arisen in part from the enormous 
cultivation in Java of Rice, which the Belgians take 
from the Dutch ; and in part from the increase of 
the Madder-fields of the former. 

THE AMATEUR GARDENER. 

Prantine THE RANUNCULUS.—The ex- 
traordinary mildness of the present win- 
ter has been unfavourable to that prepa- 
ration of the soil for planting which is 
the result of hard frosts. The Ranunculus 
bed will want that fine pulverised charac- 
ter which is so favourable to the opera- 
tions of the gardener, and a few days of dry 
weather will be indispensably necessary 
before this root can safely be committed 
to the soil. As it is desirable that the 
collection should be planted by the 
middle of the month, a right state of the 
earth should be diligently watched for, 
and embraced as soon as secured. 
few days earlier or later will not be of 
much importance, provided the soil is 
sufficiently dry to allow of its filling up the 
interstices of the tubers, and securing that 
firm, yet porous state so necessary for a 
healthy vegetation. 

The day being dry and fine, you may at 
once commence your operations by nicely 

"zu levelling the bed, which should be per- 
feetly flat and not raised in the centre, a practice of 
whieh inexperienced gardenersare so fond, and which 
is so often injurious. As the Ranunculus naturally re- 

quires a low marshy soil it will demand, in its culti- 
vated state, a great deal of moisture, and therefore the 
bed should be below the level of the garden rather than 
above it, that drought may be repelled as long as pos- 
sible, and that artificial watering, when necessary, may 
be most effective. In levelling, let the surface only be 
stirred, as some degree of firmness in the subsoil is ad- 
vantageous to the plant. Have ready the roots in the 
papers with the names, some neat wooden labels, and a 
quantity of clean white.sand ; then, determining to 
brave the cold wind which may be blowing, and not to 
be di the back-ache, proceed to commit to 
the earth the humble looking tubers, which in four 
months are to develop so many beauties. 

About four inches apart every way is probably the 
best distance at which the Ranunculus should be 
planted, and the amateur should therefore regulate the 
size of his bed by the number of roots in his collection, 
and dispose them equally all over it. With a cord and 
a small trowel draw a straight furrow across the bed, 
beginning in the centre and advancing to the edge with 

ive furrows, that the planted roots may not be 
DzcarswE in a valuable pamphlet* which has just 
reached us, in which we have the satisfaction to find 
that the learned author takes exactly the same view 
of the probable cause of this disaster as we have 
done from the first. 

Attacked 
Hectares. by the Disease. 

North Brabant 10,676 10,661 
North Holland 2,287 1,121 
South Holland 12,310 10,943 
Zeland 4 4,686 3,748 
Friseland 10,816 7,998 
Overyssel 7,326 5,461 
Limbourg 7,113 2,254 

From these data M. DzcarswE concludes that 
two-thirds or perhaps three-fourths of the, crop have 
been affected. France, it appears, has sustained less 
loss, as might have been anticipated from its more 
southern latitude ; it is calculated that around Paris 
the loss has not exceeded five or six per cent. of 
the crop, if some low situations are excluded from 
the estimate, In Belgium, however, the mischief 
has been enormous, as in Holland. No such return 
as that obtained by the Dutch Government has 
been published ; but M. Drcarswz's investigations 
lead him to rate the loss at two-thirds of the crop 
in some provinces; and he adds that in a great 

number of cases (une foule des localités), the late 
sorts have been totally lost. 

Our statistical friends, who occupy themselves 
with this sort of inquiry, may like to see the follow- 
ing returns of the amount of the Potato crop in 

* Histoire de la Maladie des Pommes de terre, en 1845, 

interfered with, Place the roots so that the crowns 
|shall be one inch and a ha!f beneath the surface when 
the bed is completed, and having thus filled the furrow 

| with tubers four inches apart, drop alittle sand on each, 
sufficient to cover it, and draw the excavated soil over 
the whole. Make another furrow four inches distant 
from the first, and proceed as before until that side of the 
bed is finished. ‘Then operate in the same way with the 
other side, and the work is done. A slight pressure 
with the hand should be given to every row as 
|the work proceeds. With regard to the labelling, I 
have found the following plan the best:—As each root 
is taken out of the paper, write its name on the painted 
stick with a strong lead pencil, and place root and label 
ie the furrow together. The stick should be about one 
inch distant from the root, and must be fixed in rather 
| firmly, as I have found the sinister perambulations or 
| gambols of a cat (oh !.name abhorred by the votaries 
of Flora) sufficient to throw them into confusion. If 
the writing is always turned the same way, either to- 
wards or from the root, all ambiguity or mistake will 
be avoided. 

Although the genial days we sometimes have in 
February allow the operations of sowing and planting 
to be carried on with advantage, it often happens that 
severe and continued frosts set in after the Ranunculus 
bed is completed, and the hopes of the florist are com- 
mitted to it. This probable evil must be guarded against; 
for although the root will sustain a hard frost when it is 
really rooted, it is very sensitive when that is not the 
case. If a frost should come, a mat laid upon the bed 
will avert injurious consequences, or two may be used 
if the weather is severe. If, in the day time, the sun 
has power to unbind the soil, the mats may be taken 
off, and the warm rays admitted ; but be sure the mats 
are replaced at night. If the weather is auspicious, 
about three weeks will be sufficient for bringing the 

young shoots to the surface, when further care as to 
cold wili be unnecessary. An operation must then be 
attended to of the utmost importance both to the future 
bloom and the increase of the tuber. When the leaves 
are about half an inch above the ground, the soil must 
be firmly pressed round them, so as to fix the tuber 
firm in the ground. This may be done twice with ad- 
vantage as the growth proceeds, Lightness of the soil 
has been very often fatal to the Ranunculus, and must 
therefore be guarded against in the manner just ` 
described. 

The manipulations which have been mentioned in this 
paper are rather laborious, from the long continuance 
of the stooping posture, and they will probably discou- 
rage those who are not thoroughly imbued with a love 
of flowers. But the resolute amateur will remember 
that no good results are ever secured without toil, and 
he will be cheered in his labours by the brilliant pros- 
pect before him, Although it is only a luxury, the pro- 
duction of which he contemplates, he may without 
presumption exclaim— 

“ Be gracious Heaven! for now laborious man 
Has done his part. Ye fostering breezes blow! 
Ye softening dews, ye tender showers descend! 
And temper all, thou world-reviving sun ! ” 

VINES AND VINERIES. 
Various methods of pruning Vines have been given 

in your columns, some of which appear to be more 
theoretical than practical. Mr. Fleming’s plan of leav- 
ing a portion of disbudded shoot at the extremity, as a 
storehouse, may be worthy of farther trial; but after 
having put it to the test of experiment last season, I 
could not perceive the least utility in it, to say nothing of 
the unsightliness of the plan. There is no fruit-tree or 
bush, grown under glass, with which I am acquainted, 
that will bear experimenting upon with the same 
amount of severity as the Vine ; for if the wood is well 
ripened, and the roots in a good condition, the liberal 
use of the knife can scarcely divert it from fruitfulness. 
Now that we have got cheap glass, where there were 

five houses erected for Vine culture, we may reasonably 
expect (from the rapid advances in horticulture, and 
the recreation and pleasure derived from it) that there 
will be 50. To amateurs about to erect small Vineries 
for their own pleasure, and in parts of the country 
where fuel is a iderati should good 
late kinds, whose fruit will hang long after being ripe. 
The Vines in that case might be allowed to break of 
their own accord, which would perhaps be in the end of 
April; and they will then require little artificial heat, 
except at the time of blooming, and in their last stage 
of swelling and ripening off, which would be in the end 
of September or October. . After- that time fire-heat 
might be dispensed with gradually, except after very 
wet weather, or to exclude frost, | Should wet weather 
continue for two or three days together after the Grapes 
are thoroughly ripe, light no fires during that time; 
but on the first fine day that occurs afterwards, light 
your fires in the early part'of the day, so as to produce 
a good brisk heat in your pipes or flues, giving all the 
air possible, and letting your fires go down at noon. 
By this means you will be enabled to dispel damp, and 
to create a dry, yet cool atmosphere, wherein consists 
the great secret of keeping Grapes late in fine condition. 

I would recommend ‘the following kinds, viz., West’s 
Black St. Peter (the best of all late Grapes, from whieh 
am cutting at present for table bunches as plump as 

when they were just ripe); Black Prince ; Black Ham- 
burgh ; White Muscadine, and Royal Muscadine ;. the 
two last are often confounded as being one variety, 
but I have proved them to be distinct, the latter being 
superior both in bunch and berry to the former, and 
the wood and foliage being darker than those in the White 
Museadine, and approaching nearer those of the West's 
St. Peter. All the above are exceedingly prolific 
bearers, and when planted in shallow, well-drained bor- 
ders, and under a uniform system of pruning (with 
ordinary treatment), they will be found to be freer from 
shanking, and to require less attention, than many other 
kinds in cultivation. As to heating small houses, the 
system in use at Polmaise might answer, allowing the 
Vines to break naturally of themselves; I certainly, 
however, agree with Mr, Ayres’ remarks (p. 53), that 
where Grapes are required early, that method will be 
found defective, more especially where forcing has to be 
carried on in severe winter weather. A Vine should 
never be allowed to receive a cheek after vegetation has 

commenced, until the fruit and wood are perfectly ripe, 
and I fear the Polmaise plan would failto do this, for 
want of power, in a long winter's forcing. 

When I entered my present situation last spring, I 
found six houses planted with Vines, some of them very 
old, and the roots I cannot tell where ; yet, with atten- 
tion, I have had a good crop of moderate (some say of 

good) Grapes. When I had had time to look more 
carefully around me, I suggested some little alterations, 
and I am now about to commence making a small ad- 
ditional kitchen garden, against the north wall of which 
(Grapes being in: great request here) I am going to 
erect a range of Vineries 160 feet in length, 18 feet in 
width, and 12 ft. 3 in. in height to the upper side of the 
rafter, glazed with the best British sheet glass, of No. 2 
quality, in squares not less than two fect in length, the 
whole to be divided into four houses of 40 feet each, 

and to be heated by hot water from two boilers. , Air 
is to be admitted by making every alternate top sash to 
slide, and at front by upright front sashes two feet six 

inches in height,which will open outwards, The boilers 
will be placed in the shed at the back wall, the pipe 

m 
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will enter the house under the back path, passing round 
the end, and along the front wall up the other end, and 
thence returning back the same way to the boiler, so 
that, when air is admitted by the front sashes, it will 
enter directly over the flow pipe. It is my intention to 
have a pipe of an inch bore of either zine or lead fixed 
to the wall just over the flow pipe, passing along the 
front and ends, perforated with small holes, and fur- 
nished with a tap, the pipe to be supplied from a cistern 
at the rear of the houses ; by the turning of this cock 
I shall be able to command a humid atmosphere at 
pleasure by saturating the pipes and front pathway, 
which will be four feet below the level of the back path, 
so that when air is given in front by passing directly 
over the hot steamed pipes, the effect will be approach- 
ing in some measure the mode adopted at Polmaise, 
with the desirable advantage of having more heat at 
command. I intend to have three distinct sections of 
Vines. The first, those for training up the rafters to 
be planted outside (a favourite method of mine) ; the 
second to be planted inside against the front wall of the 
pit, to be trained up wire rafters exactly under the 
rafters of the roof, and about two feet three inches 
below the roof Vines ; the length they will be able to 
run will be about 12 feet, up to the columns that sup- 
port the roof, or within four feet six inches of the back 
wall. The third section to be planted against the back 
wall, so that the Vines in the pit and against the back 
wall will have an uninterrupted range of border of the 
whole interior of the houses, with the exception of ‘the 
front path and ends of each house. The whole of the 
back pathway will be open trellis-work, of cast iron, so 
that the roots under it will receive air and water equal 
to those in the interior of the pit. In the whole I 
purpose planting upwards of 90 Vines. 

ault has been found with me for recommending 
heat to the roots by fermenting materials, on account 
of the unsightliness of the manure, but praetice con- 
vinces me that without a corresponding degree of heat 
betwixt root and top, you cannot have good Grapes. I 
intend to do away, however, with the unsightliness of 
manures, &c., in my new borders, and to heat them on 
another plan, which I shall have pleasure in laying 
before your readers hereafter. Mr, Fleming's mode of 
heating borders underneath is not to be permanently 
accomplished.—James Roberts, gr. to the Duke of Cleve- 
land, Raby Castle, 

NOTES ON ESCULENTS. 
In compliance with the wishes expressed by some of 

your readers, I shall endeavour from time to time to 
give a few hints on the cultivation of different kinds of 
vegetables, at the same time pointing out those most 
Suitable for general cultivation, or best fitted for parti- 
cular purposes, such as the earliest, the hardiest, &e., 
and of which seeds may be procured at a moderate price. 

may here remark that new varieties of vegetables, 
like those of fruits, must be judged by a very different 
standard from that of ornamental plants ; for while the 
sole merit of the latter rests in distinctness of appear- 
ance and beauty of blossoms, the former (vegetables 
and fruits), if they possess distinctness without improve- 
ment in quality or productiveness, are undeserving of 
attention, 

Tait 

fibry compost they are liable to grow too rapidly, and 
consequently, being under cover, to become drawn, and 
when they come to be moved from the pots or boxes and 
parted for planting in rows, they are very liable to lose 
a considerable portion of their roots in consequence of 
the latter being matted amongst the fibre. 

Peas treated thus, and planted out about the end of 
March, will come into bearing a week or 10 days 
earlier than if they had stood in the same situation over 
winter ; but planted out crops will not produce so 
abundantly as those sown in the open border, if the 
latter survive the winter well. 

The best Pea for the first crop in regard to hardi- 
ness, earliness, and productiveness, is the true Early 
Frame, which in seedsmen’s lists is also often named Sin- 
gle Bl l, Double d, Single Frame, Early 
Dwarf Frame, Dwarf Nimble, Nimble Tailor, Early 
French, Dwarf Albany, Pois le plus hitif, Michaux de 
Hollande, Pois Baron, Pois Laurent. It will be seen 

the numerous names applied to it, not only in 
England but in France, that it is a much esteemed 
variety. It grows about 4 feet in height, is rather 
slender and requires sticking; the pods are rather 
small, nearly round, and generally contain four or five 
Peas in each. It is a good bearer, and possesses excel- 
ent quality.—G. 

= eS 

WEEKLY Prices or Poratons per ton, in Covent 
Garden Market, in 1844, 1845, and 1846. 

| 18445. || { 1845.6. 
December... 7 | 50s. to 75s.| December... 6| 80s. to 160s. 

14} 50 70 | 13! 8 
21/50 70 || 20 80 160 
28) 50 70 || 27, 80 160 

dans 1. + 4) 50 80 Jan. .. ..... 3| 80 160 
50 80 10| 80 160 
50 80 17, 80 160 
50 80 24| 80 160 

Feb.. 50 80 || 31| 70 140 
80 ||Feb.......... 7 160 5 Fe 

Also at the waterside, Southwark. 

December..16 | 505. to 70s. December. 15| 505. to 120s, 
23} 50 0 | 22) 5 120 

75 || 120 
80 | Jan. .. 120 
80 120 
80 | 19| 50 . 120 
80 26|50 120 
80 '|Feb..iius. 2| 50 120 

Home Correspondence. 
Polmaise System of Heating.—As this system con- 

gists in introducing hot air into the apartment by a stove 
or other means, 
I beg to suggest 
the following 
plan, which ap- 
pears to be very 
cheap, most 
simple, and at 
the same time 
most effectual, 
method of doing 
this. This would These remarks are made by way of int 

beeause of the numerous new varieties of vegetables 
which have been or are now being brought into notice, 
especially of Peas, Broccoli, Celery, and Cabbage, many 
of which have such extraordinary descriptions and re- 
commendations that one would be almost ineliued to 
anticipate a revolution in kitchen garden productions, 
equal to that produced by railroads. I fear, however, 
that new varieties of Peas are as easily obtained as the 
Mumford Beans of old were, merely by the aid of a 
sieve, * 

Early Peas.—Vew vegetables are more liable to be 
injured, particularly in wet seasons like the present, 
or in damp situations, than the early crops of Peas. 
The vicissitudes of winter very frequently destroy them, 
although every care and expense may have been be- 
stowed on them, and it is very questionable whether 
or not there be any advantage in sowing Peas to stand 
in the open border over winter, when we take into con- 
sideration the chances of losing them, and more espe- 
cially when the same end may be effected with quite as 
little or less labour, and with much greater certainty of 
success, by sowing them either in 3-inch pots or in large 
shallow pans, or in temporary wooden boxes, about the 
beginning of February, and placing them in any 
forcing-house, pit, or even cold frame, until they come 
up, when they must have plenty of light and air in 
mild weather, to prepare them for the open border; 
or, if the amateur is desirous of obtaining an early crop 
in his littie garden, and has no means of raising them 
under glass, he may sow his early crops in pots and 
place them in his windows for a few weeks, or even in 
a close shed where there is light. In this way he may 
forward his crop very much, but care must be taken 
that the young plants do not become drawn for want of 
light and air, an evil which may, however, be prevented 
by removing the pots into the open air on fine days. 
Peas raised in a foreing-house, or in pits, must be re- 
moved to a cold frame directly they are fairly up, 
giving them plenty of air to harden them, and finally 
planting them out in the open border about the end of 
March. In sowing Peas in pots or in shallow boxes, 
they succeed best on a loamy soil rendered free from 
lumps, and without any fibre, for if sown in a very rich 

“* Mumford Beans were the small of the common Windsor 
Bean, separated by a coarse sieve. 

require only a 
small portion of 
iron-pipe; the 
fire-place might 
be made entire- 
ly of bricks, the 
hot-air pipe 

passing through the 
centre; the air as 
fast as it became 
heatedwould ascend 
into the house, and 
be as rapidly re- 
placed by the cold 
air ‘from the 'pas- 
sages traversing the 4 
house, and from the i 
outlets at each side, — 3 
into the open air, to 

be regulated at pleasure. 
Fig.1: Ground plan and back wall of a greenhouse. 
Fig. Section of a greenhouse, divided in the centre at the 

fire-place, to show the hot air pipe passing through the fire. 
a Air passages to cause a circulation. The pipe ascendin, 

through the fire, branching above in the back wall, to give two 
openings into ouse ate c, causing a more equal diffusion 
ofheat. d Greenhouse. e shed. Fire-place divided to show 
the hot air pipe passing through the fire. g The pipe. 
Chimney. i Ash-pit —J. and $. 8. 

Gardeners’ Characters.—In July last Messrs. Knight 

and Perry sent me a copy ‘of the form to be filled up 
by gardeners, and which I learn from correspondents 

in various parts of the country, as well as from verbal 

conversation, does not meet with the approbation of the 
profession in general. For my own part, I had long 

considered something similar to be much required $ 

indeed, quite necessary ; and I gave my opinion as 
such, and that there could still, with advantage, be other 
little useful items added to the present form D ut T am 
delighted with it as it is, and am fully of opinion that a 
copy should be placed in the tool-house or other oft- 
frequented place, in every garden. Young men and 
others would then have frequent opportunities of ob- 

serving that their future success or station in life con- 
siderably depended on their acquirements and abilities. 
By such an example possibly many would be stimulated 
to exercise persevering energy, that would otherwise 

possibly remain careless, or, indeed, quite unconscious 
of what they could accomplish. It is truly astonishing 
what may be effected by timely persevering energy, 
humility, and self-denial ; for my own part, I consider 
the plan to be the foundation of a grand advance in the 
art of gardening, and that those nurserymen deserve the 
hearty thanks of not only every cultivator of the soil, 
but of all those who take an interest in gardening, not 
only for their printed form, but for their gardeners’ 
study and lecture-room ; for such I beg to return them 
my own sincere thanks. I can plainly see that it is the 
right end to at, in blishing correct prin- 
ciples, in all matters appertaining to horticulture, which 
has hitherto, ina great measure, been merely guess- 
work, Everything will be so simplified and improved, 
that what little we profess to know at this time will be 
left behind and forgotten. Besides, this form, in my 
opinion, has the merit of attempting to reward every 
man according to his abilities and worth ; what can be 
fairer ? and every right-thinking person must see it in 
this light. Surely Grapes are not expected from 
Thorns or Figs from Thistles ; if men are rewarded 
for their worthiness, industry, and deserving abi- 
lities, what more have we any right to expect? 
Whether a man has other abilities besides digging, hoe- 
ing, sowing, pruning, mowing, and gathering in the 
fruits of the earth, will in future be easily discovered by 
those who engage gardeners, and they will of course be 
paid accordingly. I would advise everybody under- 
taking to recommend men to situations to adopt similar 
rules, and such as disapprove of them I would advise 
to read the Form again carefully and reconsider it ; for 
I cannot help imagining that they must have come to a 
conclusion without due consideration. Sometimes great 
and very important light is thrown on matters by a re- 
consideration.— James Barnes. 

General Tom Thumb Pelargonium.—As many com- 
plaints have been made in the Chronicle of flower-seeds 
being sold for what they are not, I think it right to 
direct the attention of your subscribers to an ad- 
vertisement in a late Number, offering “100 Pelargo- 
nium seeds saved from Gen, Tom Thumb, for 2s. 6d.” 
Now, as I have cultivated this Pelargonium for the last 
seven years, and had, I believe, a larger stock of the 
plant than almost any person in the country, I have no 
hesitation in asserting that whoever sold the seed to 
Mr. Waite as saved from the plant in question, was 
guilty of saying that which was not true. I bave long 
been desirous of raising a young stock from my little 
favourite, and though I have had hundreds of plante, 
I never yet obtained a seed that would grow. Indeed, 
this Pelargonium being a true hybrid between two dis- 
tinet species, it is like all such plants, a very shy 
seeder ; so shy, that I would willingly give.a sovereign 
for 100 seeds, if I could depend upon their being 
genuine. Mr. Willson, gr. to Wm. Pigott, Esq., of 
Dullingham House, Newmarket, who raised the General, 
never obtained but two seedling plants from it, and a 
neighbour of mine has one plant at the present time, 
which are all I have ever heard of, so I have very little 
faith in the seed offered by Mr. W., who no doubt bas 
been made the dupe of some designing knave.— HW. P. 
Ayres, Brooklands, Blackheath. 

Preservation of Pelargonium Roots during Winter.— 
I had dug up the plants from the bed, and had treated 
them in the same way as Dahlia Roots. I put some 
light dry sandy mould into a box, and on the surface 
of it arranged a layer of roots, adding soil and roots in 
continuation till they were all stored. The box was 
then removed to a dry place under a greenhouse stage. 
In the end of February I potted off all that I thought 
would grow, and placed them in a warm frame where 
they had plenty of air to barden the young wood. This 
plan ean only be recommended however where room is 

an object; for young autumn struck plants are prefer- 

able for turning out both in regard to appearance and 

flowering.—J. F. M‘Elroy, Stamford hill. 
Greenhouse Plants that Flower in Winter (see p: 53). 

—If * Mieklewell? has not already in his collection 
Genista canariensis, Cineraria amelloides, Teucrium 
fruticans, Acacia armata, Serissa fcetida, Chorozema 
varium, Alonsoa bicolor, and the old Searlet Geranium, 
I would advise him to get them before next winter. 
With these, and one or two Camellias, Ericas, Cine- 
varias, and Primulas, I find no difficulty in constantly 
supplying a drawing-room stand of six flowering plants 
out of a very small greenhouse.— J. A., Harraty. 

Cheap Heating Apparatus.—Some 13 years ago, 
having to produce a large quantity of Moss Roses and 
other forced flowers, from the first week in February 
throughout the season, and the regular foreing pits not 
being adequate for this purpose, I was obliged to use 
as adjuncts the Melon and Cucumber pits and boxes, 
and adopted very successfully the following cheap mode 
of heating. Four (three-light) frames were placed 
together in a line, and at one end was fixed a common 
ironing stove (from the laundry), this was surrounded 
with brick work, leaving a cavity of 10 inches as a hot 
air chamber, having an aperture in front, secured by a 
frame and slide, to regulate the fire. In the brick-work 
were two pieces of 4-inch iron pipe, communicating 
with the frame, one sufficiently high to allow the heated 

air to escape into the frame, the other as a return, en- 

tering the hot air chamber rather below the level of 

the fire ; three small iron rods, fixed six inches apart 
(by ribs), were secured to the high or flow pipe, and 
were carried through all the frames along the back, 
returning in front, and joining the low or return pipe, 
they exhibited the shape of a triangle, thus y, and 
were suspended from the rafters with pieces of wire ; 
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these th 
mon thick woollen material, which formed an excellent 

medium for circulating heated air throughout the 

frames ; the necessary moisture was kept up by sus- 

pending bottles of water from which threads of worsted 

soaked the heated woollen flue. Pinks, Carnations, 

Hyacinths, and a great variety of choice flowers, were 

grown to great perfection by this i I} 

large pit for forcing flowers, which was heated by a 

smoke flue, but so badiy contrived that the utmost 

vigilance was required to prevent the tan near the fur- 

nace from catching fire. To this I erected a hot air 

chamber, and introduced iron rods, 12-inch in the angle, 

covering them with woollen material, and the advan- 

tages were everything I could expect or desire. The 

second season my exertions were applauded, and I had 

permission to build a more commodious house ; had I 

continued the above contrivance, I intended to econo- 

mise fuel by having the chimney of the ironing stove 

made in a corkscrew fashion. If the spot is exposed, 

earth may be thrown round the brickwork, and the 

stove may be covered with Moss, and a few stones to 

render it ornamental. I should have mentioned that, 
by the use of a plug, I could admit fresh air at plea- 

sure through my woollen conductors —77. B. 
Large Holly.— The following are the dimensions of a 

common Holly whieh is growing in the plantations 
here, and is the largest that ever came under my 

notice :— The girth, at 2 feet from the ground, is 

7 feet 6 inches. This tree was much damaged by the 
hurricane in January, 1839, and again by a storm of 

wind in 1842 ; it branched off with two leaders at about 
4 feet from the ground ; both of these were blown off, 
and left a mere stump about 5 feet high, whieh is now 
growing again vigorously.—J. L. Snow, Swinton-park. 
Autumn Broccoli.—l beg to add my testimony to 

that of Mr. Whiting, p. 37, as to the great excellence 

of “Snow’s superb Broccoli ;” with a close compact 
head it combines a beautiful white colour, and through 
November and December is almost equal to a Cauli- 
flower in June, and must supersede all the older 
varieties of autumn Broccoli.—J. Spencer. 

The Season.—This has indeed been a most extraor- 
dinary season, and one in which an observing cultivator 
has had much opportunity of discovering useful prin- 
ciples, and of increasing his store of knowledge. 
Although the Potato crop was last year greatly injured, 
no autumn or winter during my remembrance has been 
so prod in o tables, and in 
articles, too, that are not usual at this season. Here we 
have never been without good Cauliflowers, White 
Broccoli, in variety ; Globe Artichokes have been in 
season, and have been growing all winter, and I have 
observed to-day that all the strongest suckers of these 
have started into fruit, many heads being now fit for 
table. The winter Savoys, Coleworts, Brussels Sprouts, 
and Kales, in variety, are all run, and many are in full 
bloom. I have had already a quantity cut down with 
the reaping-hook. ^ Early Peas, Beans, and other 
articles have the appearance of having been forced in a 
structure, deficient of light and air. As to Peaches, 
Nectarines, and Apricots, they are already in bloom ; 
ears, Cherries, and some varieties of Plums are 

nearly opening their blossom-buds ; but what is more 
extraordinary, a long south border of early Ash-leaf 
Kidney Potatoes, planted on the 31st of October last, 
are up in full row, and are from 2 to 6 inches in height ; 
they have never received any protection ; we have 
given them a good deep hoeing to-day, and they look as 
even and as strong, both in stem and foliage, as if it 
were the first week in May ; not a blemish, or the least 
sign of the late prevailing disease is apparent in them, 
although the tubers were all more or less affected in 
July last. Some people may say of what utility can 
a piece of Potatoes be, or what chance can they have to 
produce a crop which are in full row in the open garden 
n the last week in January? but I have made up my 
mind to turn them to a useful account. I shall in the 
first place take up a quantity with balls of earth 
attached to their froots, and transplant them on slight 
hotbeds, hooped over and covered with mats, Fern, 
Furze, evergreen boughs, or any other materials I can 
lay my hands on, and to plant the border again. I 
shall allow a portion, however, to remain where they 
are, and will mulch the surface with dry Fern, refuse 
straw, leaves, Heath, or other materials, earthing up 
the stems with dry dusty earth, old dry mushroom-bed 
refuse, &c., that I always keep in hoard for purposes of 
this kind. As I above observed something is to be 
learned from such weather, for I'have other pieces of 
autumn-planted Potatoes, though on a different system, 
from the very same seed tubers, not one of whieh has 
yet appeared above-ground, and whieh on exami- 
nation, were found to be only just pushing their 
shoots from a quarter of an ineh to 1 inch in length ; 
this is easy to be aecounted for. "These then are the 
results of the unusual mildness of the last three months 
of autumn and winter, In the first months of the year 
with us there was not the slightest frost, not even a 
white morning frost, and this is more than we could 
say of any months during the whole of 1845, not even 
excepting June, July, and August. As to flowers in 
bloom there is here, in the open ground, an unusual 
quantity for this season of year; many varieties of 
hybrid scarlet Rhododendrons are in full bloom in 
masses, and are truly beautiful; we must, however, 
it is true, be on the alert, with preparations in readi- 
ness for any sudden change or such we 
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on rods so placed were encased in com- | after the injury done to the Potato crop, by an abun- 
dant supply of other vegetables! less fuel is also wanted, 
and through the favourableness of the season less food is 
requisite than when piercing cold prevails ; and in this 
locality more people are in employment than has been 
known for many years—indeed there seems scarcel 
anybody out of work that is able and willing to labour. 
—James Barnes, Bicton, near Sidmouth, Devon. 

Fuchsia Challenge.—'l'here are two nurserymen ad- 
vertising to show their Seedling Fuchsia against each 
other for ten guineas. It will give me pleasure to hear 
that the stakes are deposited at the Gardeners’ Chro- 
nicle office. Until I find that they are deposited some- 
where, I for one shall consider it merely a novel mode 
of puffing their productions. Deposit the money. 
Judges, place, time, &c., can all be arranged at leisure. 
Say at once the July Show of the Horticultural Society ; 
each party to appoint a judge, and they a third: their 
judgment final.— Veritas. {The match could not come 
off in the Society’s Garden, as a part of the official 
business of the day.] 

Salvia fulgens.—I beg to send you a specimen of 
Salvia fulgens, from a plant which has been flowering 
for the last two months in the open air, two miles from 
Arbroath. It was removed from the garden in Novem- 
ber, to the wall of a cottage, which sheltered it from 
the north and east.—Z. L., Jan. 27. 
Autumn Planting Polatoes.—l cannot imagine that 

deep planting can be made to answer under any cir- 
cumstances, or for any description of plants ; and hence 
T am persuaded, so far as my experience goes, that the 
plan of planting Potatoes in autumn, will never be gene- 
rally successful : in certain localities, where the climate 
is mild and the soil dry and light, they may survive the 
winter ; but in cold heavy lands it will never answer. 
I have tried the experiment here, and although the sets 
were limed when planted, they were nearly all destroyed 
by insects during the winter. Ihave ever found by 
experience, that Potatoes, like fruit, trees, &e., do 
not answer so well when planted deep; eight or 
ten inches is a great depth for a Potato to 
shoot through; I have invariably found that I ob- 
tained the best crop by planting about 3 or 4 inches 
deep, and then earthing up as they grow ; which is 
easily done by leaving the ground in ridges higher than 
where they are planted. I have also another great 
objection to autumn planting Potatoes, which is, in 
regard to the manure ; this, I think, must be weakened 
and deprived of much of its value, by laying in the 
ground all the winter ; I have never found any benefit 
to be derived from applying a stimulant to any plant 
while in a dormant state, and indeed, I doubt not, the 
experience of many will bear me out in asserting that 
such a course is a great waste of manure ; for a proof, 
let any one observe the difference between a piece of 
Grass land manured in the autumn, and another piece 
just as growth commences in spring ; the latter will grow 
much faster, and the herbage of the latter plot be of 
a much darker colour than that of the former, which, 
to my mind, is a conclusive fact that the nutriment in 
the latter case is administered at the time most required 
by Nature, and that in the other ease, it is little better 
than waste. While speaking of manures, I may add 
that I find no stimulant so beneficial as guano when 
applied in a liquid form. I find it of greater service, 
and more lasting in its effects, when given in a diluted 
state than when applied genuine, or mixed with dry 
soil. I would advise all gardeners never to apply it 
except in a liquid state; and they will certainly derive 
much greater advantages from its use.—J. L. Snow, 
Swinton Park. "i 

Storing Diseased Potatoes.—On the 27th of Novem- 
ber last I received some Potatoes (Short-tops) all more 
or less diseased, 12 of which I put into a basket, and 
covered over to the depth of an inch with Daniell and 
Co.’s white manure, the remainder I put into another 
basket without anything ; the latter, in from 14 to 25 
days, became so rotten, that I threw them away ; those 
I placed in the white manure I examined for the first 
time this morning (19th Jan.), and to my great satisfac- 
tion 1 found every Potato apparently in the same state 
as when first stored ; I have cut through several of 
them, and find that each distinetly shows the diseased 
parts, which appear to have been arrested by coming 
in contact with the white manure; the other part of 
the Potato is perfectly sound, and fit for the use of 
cattle—Jas. F. Cannell, Castle-street, Liverpool. 

Sootíetíes. 
SOCIETY OF ARTS.” 

Ar a late meeting, a paper was read by Mr, H. PAGE, 
on the new patent oil integument or skin of paint, by 
which great facility is afforded for interior or exterior 
decoration, The author, after pointing out the various 
inconveniences which the publie experience in having 
the painting, graining, and oil decorations done on the 
premises, proceeded to show some of the advantages 
which he obtains by substituting a prepared skin of 
paint for the ordinary common painting, ‘These advan- 
tages are very apparent in the decoration of ceilings, 
or in the execution of any kind of flat ornamental work, 
whether it be imitations of woods, marbles, lettering in 
gold or colours, on walls or wood-work, as it is only 
necessary that the dimensions of the parts to be orna- 
mented should be previously taken, and the work can 
be completed at the artist's shop or study. He next 
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may be in daily expectation ; but how favourable has 
Providence been to the peasant in alleviating his wants 

p 1 to describe the process of manufacture, re- 
marking that the skins at present made are 12 feet by 
3 feet, that being found the most convenient size ; but 

they can be made of any dimensions, A sheet of 
fine elephant, or any stout paper, rather larger 
than the skin required is taken, and the sur- 
face on one side only is prepared with a mixture of 
gum arabic, treacle, and water, upon which, when dry, 
a coat of paint, made with boiled oil and white-lead in 
the ordinary way, is applied ; when that is dry the 
operation is repeated till the skin is of the required 
thickness, but two coats are found to be sufficient for 
general use. To separate the skin from the paper it is 
laid on a clean board with the painted side downwards ; 
the paper is then wetted atthe back with clean water, 
and after it has stood a few minutes the paint may be 
removed without any difficulty or the least fear of its 
tearing away. The same paper may be painted 30 or 
40 times, but must always be prepared as described 
above. The paint, when removed, is carefully wiped 
with à sponge, and then dried with a wash-leather to 
remove any portion of the preparation which adheres 
toit. The skin is then folded and put away till such 
time as it may be required for use. ‘The mode of fixing 
the skin is to rub down the surface to which it is to be 
attached, and when thoroughly clean it is gone over 
with boiled oil and gold size—a smear is sufficient ; the 
skin is then laid on with a soft cloth, as in the ordinary 
paper hanging. Several beautiful specimens were 
exhibited. 

LINNZEAN SOCIETY. 
February 3.—The Brsuor of Norwrcn in the chair. 

A paper was read from the late William Griffith, Esq., 
on a new genus of plants belonging to the natural order 
Anaecardiacese, The author proposed to call it Swin- 
tonia, after George Swinton, Esq., late secretary to the 
Bengal Government. The species described was Swin- 
tonia floribunda. This plant was found on the Tenas- 
serim coast, and the following species of Anacardiacese 
were observed in the same district: Mangifera indica, 
M. sylvatica, M. oppositifolia, Anacardium occidentale; 
Syndesmis elegans, Melanorrhea glabra, M. hastata, 
Holigarna longifolia. A second paper was read from 
the same author, being a description of a new genus be- 
longing to the natural order Ternstromiacese, called 
Erythrochiton, the species deseribed E. Wallichianum. 
A description also was read of a new species of Hen- 
slovia, H. pubescens. The. papers were illustrated by 
drawings of the plants described. 

A Treatise on the True Nature and Cause of the 
present destructive Disease of Potatoes, withthe Means 
of Cure. By George Weightman. 24mo. Simpkin. 

Tue author has Ciscovered that the Potato murrain is 
caused by “the dampness of the excrements, and con- 
sumption of the Potato by a small insect of the spider 
tribe.’ Therefore to destroy the insect is to destroy 
the disease. Hot water will kill the insect; therefore 
hot water is the cure for the disease. Nothing can be 
clearer—that is, to the author and his friends. Poor 
people ! 
Fruits and Farinacea the Proper Food of Man. 

By John Smith. 
Iris only a short time since that our attention was 
called to a work advocating an exclusively animal diet 
for man, as alone adapted to develop all the powers of his 
body and mind, We have now before us a volume as- 
serting the exclusive right of the vegetable kingdom to 
feed mankind. Between such conflicting statements it 
might seem at first sight difficult to decide, but on a 
close examination of the books alluded to they will be 
found to be written by persons, although evidently in 
godd faith, not adapted by their profession or education 
to give an opinion on these subjects at all. The work, 
however, of Mr. Smith exhibits great labour and indus- 
try, and is written in an earnest spirit and with a desire 
to do good. His attention was first drawn to this sub- 
ject by the question, “ Is man justified in slaughtering 
animals for his food; seeing that by means of a beauti- 
fully-organised structure, they are rendered exquisitely 
sensible both of pleasure and pain ?” . This question, we 
imagine, can only arise out of a morbid feeling which 
mistakes the design of the whole animal ereation, On 
glaneing at the teeming ocean, and the earth * instinct 
with life," we find the whole a scene of “ slaughter? 
one animal life being sacrificed for the sake of another; 
and this through every stage of the animated series till 
we arrive at man, who forms no exception to the general 
law, but slaughters the lower animals in order that his 
own higher existence may be continued. If, then, Pro- 
vidence has seen fit, not only to justify, but to create ani- 
mals to * slaughter ” one another for their benefit, surely 
there can be no abstract ground on which the practice 
can be denied to man. mith, however, mentally 
returned the answer to this question, that if man could 
* be preserved, his health and strength maintained, his 
pleasure and happiness continued or rendered more 
pure and satisfaetory, and the period of his existence 
unabbreviated or prolonged by a diet of which the flesh 
of animals forms no part, then would neither wisdom. 
nor benevolence sanction the horrid cruelties that are 
perpetrated in order to pamper the perverted appetites 
f man.” Having given this answer previous to any 

investigation of the subject, it is not to be wondered at 
that his labours terminated in confirming him in his 
preconceived notions. The work is divided into four 
parts, in each of which he discusses one of the following 
questions :— 

“1. What was the original food of man? 2. Is he 
so wonderfully construeted, that climate and locality 
alone determi t sul heshallfeed? Or 

e 
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a special adaptation to one specific kind of food, but with | 
an extensivé range of adaptability to the greatest variety 
of animal and vegetable productions? 3. What is the 
best food of man ; or, what diet do science and expe- 
xienee point out, as best calculated for promoting 
health, happiness, and longevity? 4. What seems de- 
signed to be hereafter the universal di 

In answer to the first qu 
wring from Scripture, tradition, and poetry the fact 
that man in his primitive state partook only of 
table diet. It seems, however, to us that all arguments 
derived from the earliest records of our race, are against 
him. The first man and woman are represented as 
being clothed with skins, and their second son is a 
keeper of sheep. That the slaughter of animals was 
effected and intended by these facts, there can, we think, 
be little doubt; and that sheep were not kept for food, 
it would be certainly difficult to prove. The author, 
however, lays stress on the fact, that this was after the 
fall, and hints that meat is the forbidden food of which 
man partook. But, surely, if the obscure evidence of 
the Bible with regard to the food of our first parents 
is to be admitted, the fact that meat was allowed under 
the Jewish dispensation—that Peter, in the New Tes- 
tament, was commanded to “arise, slay, and eat "—and 
that the Saviour himself partook of, and wrought mira- 
cles to supply an animal diet, ought to be allowed as 
evidence that, as far as that book is concerned, the 
flesh of animals is notan improper diet of man. An- 
other argument advanced by the author is, that 
man could not eat flesh till he could cook it :— 
“Instead, therefore, of vainly searching farther for the 
date of the discovery, it may suffice to observe, that 
until the element of fire was possessed by man, it would 
bo impossible for him to relish the flesh of other ani- 
mals, particularly if fruits and farinaceous articles of 
iet were within his reach ; and, I believe, no instance 

can be adduced of any nation, however savage, feeding 
upon raw flesh, where fruits, farinaceous roots, and 
corn could be procured. Have we not here, then, an- 
other strong argument in favour of the frugivorous diet 
of man, during the first period of his existenee ?? This 
does not prove that man is not the better for an animal 
diet. "The same argument would go to prove the unna- 
turalness of stcam-engines. 

In the second part of the work the author gives an 
answer to the second question. In opposition to the 

n views of most physiologists an: p ve 
he decides that the structure of the teeth, jaws, sto- 

mach, and intestinal tube, proves that man is not omni- 
vorous, but a vegetable feeder. He makes here, how- 
ever, a distinetion between animals feeding on herbs 
(herbivorous) and those feeding on fruits, seeds, &c 
(frugivorous) ; to the latter class of which he maintains 
that man belongs. We think that a candid examination 
of the evidence he has brought forward in this part of 
his work would lead to the conclusion that man is 
both a vegetable and flesh feeder. The structure of the 
bieuspid and molar teeth (between that of the herbivora 
and carnivora), the characters of the movements of the 
jaw (adapted both for grinding and cutting), and the 
nature of the stomach and intestinal tube, all lead to 
this conclusion, But even admitting that man has a 
structure that would enable him to live on fruits and 
seeds, as a monkey, he is not in. cireumstanees to lead 
the life of a monkey. Throughout this part of his argu- 
ment theauthor never once alludes to the change of habit, 
and evei nature, that may have taken place in man, 
asa progressive being, in the course of sixty centuries. 
He takes it for granted that what is good for man in a 
state of nature is good for him in his present highly 
civilised state. We need not point out that such an 
argument would equally tell against all the comforts 
and luxuries of civilisation, and if acted on would lay 
the axe at the root of commerce, and reduce mankind 
to a hopeless barbarism. 3 

The third part of the book is devoted to the consider- 
ation of the best food of man. Although the author has 
read a great deal, and very carefully,he only selects that 
evidence which is in his own favour, and rejects that 
which is opposed to him. Thus, he discredits the conclu- 
sions of Liebig, Mulder, Dumas, Boussingault, and other 
modern chemists, with regard to the uses of the carbon- 
aceous and nitrogenous secretions, and referred to in an 
article in the Gardeners’ Chronicle of December 13th. 
We have there given a sketch of the views of these 
chemists, in which it will be found stated that the car- 
bonaceous secretions, as sugar, starch, oil, &e., are 
consumed in the system for the purpose of maintaining 
animal heat, and that they do not remain in the system 
forming parts of the fabrie of the body, My. Smith, 
however, in order the more effectually to recommend a 
diet of starch, sugar, &e., objects to this statement of the 
French and German chemists, and suggests that these 

bst. become ised by union with the nitro- 
gen of the atmosphere. 

* Dr. Bostock observes, that it is probable the blood, 
as it passes through the lungs, both absorbs and exhales 
nitrogen ;—the proportion which these operations bear 
to each other being very variable, and depending upon 
@-rtain states of the system, or upon the operation of ex- 
ternal agents. ‘The diserepaney in the results obtained 
by different experimenters upon this point, is also ex- 
plained by M. Edwards in a similar way. He supposes 
that in certain circumstances the absorption of nitrogen 
48 most active ;—in others, the exhalation. These cir- 
cumstances are probably dependent on the condition of 
the blood with respect to this necessary element ; the 
absorption being greatest when the food and the ali- 

skin ; and Dr. Pereira has suggested that the ammonia 
of the atmosphere may furnish nitrogen to the system ; 
but there has been no experimental proof of this. "The 
evidence already adduced is so much in favour of the 
opinion that the nitrogen contained in the tissues of man 
and the Herbivora, may be obtained independently of 
food, that there is searcely any room for doubt on the 
subject; it may be considered an established fact ; and 
in our investigations respecting human diet, itis of great 
importance that we should never lose sight of it.” 

Further on he endeavours to explain away the force 
of Magendie's experiments on dogs fed with sugar, 
starch, &c., which all perished as a of 

a wholesome amount of 
atmospheric moisture—not a sudden steam, but a slow, 
yet permanent supply, and I will engage that the 
spider will be rendered perfectly harmless. Do not 
however apply it on any surface that is so warm at 
times as to produce inconvenience to the hand when 
grasping it: this is a simple but safe rule. 

CONSERVATORIES, STOVES, &e. 
Conservatory.—Still pursue steadily the directions 

with regard to temperature, &c., laid down in previous 
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non-azotised aliment. He does not bring forward 
a particle of evidence to prove that the nitrogen 
which unquestionably exists in the body, ever enters into 
a combination with any of the tissues. It is, however, 
a well-established fact that nitrogen compounds are 
formed in plants, and that through these compounds the 
n trogen-tissues of the animals may be formed. The 
nitrogen compounds when supplied from an animal 
body are not less efficacious, and much more digestible 
than those obtained from most vegetables, and it is on 
this fact that the advantage in all, and the positive ne- 
cessity in some eases, of a flesh diet depends. 

We have not space to pursue Mr. Smith through the 
remaining chapters of his work. He endeavours to 
prove that the vegetable eating nations are the 
healthiest, wisest, and happiest.; that vegetable feeders 
in this and other countries of Europe live to a great 
age, and that a host of diseases, more especially gout, 

l ism, an ption, arise from eating meat, 
His examples are certainly unfortunate amongst the 
vegetable eating nations—the Hindoos and the Irish are 
quoted. The first the most pusillanimous and indolent 
people in the worldpand the last the most wretched. 
He might, we think, were he not prejudiced, have seen 
in his own countrymen an illustration of what a due 
admixture of an animal and vegetable diet will effect 
for man, and the instances he gives of those who have 
lived on a purely vegetable diet are far from being 
examples of the wisdom, virtue, and longevity of the 
race to which they belong. Themen, in fact, who have 
influenced the destinies of their kind have apparently 
seldom been vegetable feeders. Amongst the instances 
of longevity on fruits aud farindeca, we do not find the 
names of Parr or Jenkins, and we have ourselves 
known centenarians who partook of meat with their 
daily food. With regard to the flesh of animals pro- 
ducing disease, the evidence from our poor-houses, 
prisons, schools, and the publie service, contradict this 
statement altogether, and the evidence of the most in- 
telligent and disinterested of the medical profession is 
directly opposed to the views taken by the author. 
[We regret to be obliged to put on record our opinion 

that the author has expended much labour on a mis- 
taken view of an important subject. His own constitu- 
tion may enable him to bear up against the lowering 
effects of a vegetable diet ; but he will probably be the 
means of inducing many to try it, to the injury of 
their health and the endangering their lives. W 
are therefore. compelled by our duty to the public to 
enter our protest against the doctrines inculeated in 
Mr. Smith’s book, and to warn all whom it concerns 
that such views are much worse than “absurd.” 
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Miscellaneous. 
Destruction of Insects: Meyer's’ Composition —A 

position for destroying cockroaches and other in- 
sects was sent to the Garden by Mr. G. H. Meyer, its 
inventor. The substance in every respect resembled 
pounded gum arabic. It was, according to the direc- 
tions of Mr. Meyer, laid down at night in dry places 
which the insects frequented, and taken up in the 
morning. It is impossible to say whether or not any 
insects tasted it. . When exposed to a humid atmo- 
sphere, it became like gum; moths, beetles, woodlice, 
ants, &c. &c., were found to live for days in a phial þe- 
side it. The experiment was a failure. Hereman’s 
Dilutium.—A small phial containing a liquid (Vegetable 
Dilutium) for destroying mealy bug and other insects, 
having been sent to the Garden by Mr. S. Hereman, its 
inventor, the following trials were made with it. Ac- 
cording to his directions, the liquid was applied to the 
plants with a camel-hair brush, and when thus dressed 
they were well syringed with pure water. The plants 
on which it was tried were Berberis tenuifolia, Olea 
fragrans, Epidendrum hleatum, and M illari 
gracilis. In a few days after its application Mammil- 
laria gracilis died, and allthe other plants were more 
or less injured. In every case the mealy bug was 
killed, and also many of the white seale, but apparently 
none of their eggs, as they appeared as numerous as 
ever in a few weeks afterwards.—Journal of the Hor- 
ticuliural Society. 

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS. 
(For the ensuing Week.) j 

The Red Spider,—This pest in gardening is as- 
suredly not so commonly met with now as it was 20 
years ago. And why? Not because any recipe has 
become of general and systematic application, hut that 
a much greater humidity of atmosphere is maintained 
in our hothouses than in former days. Humidity alone 
is not however sufficient at all times to keep the spider 
entirely under; and I beg to remind the readers of the 
Chronicle that sulphur rightly applied in conjunction 

Calendars. ight advances in heat may be made on 
bright days, but if cloudy skies intervene, revert imme- 
diately to decreased temperature, and let humidity 
proceed in the same ratio. Climbers may be looked 
over in this structure, and if an early display of their 
beauties is required, some of the irregular wood may 
be pruned away forthwith, Passifloras and others may 
receive this treatment; but permanent ‘plants, as 
Acacias, &e., will of course point out of themselves an 
exception. Those who are growers of the families of 
Epacris, Correa, Leschenaultia, Polygala, &c. &e., 
will soon enjoy a rich treat in those charming tribes. 
requent introductions, and frequent removals, are the 

order of the day here, and of course a constant inter- 
change in all the other plant-house departments. 
Camellias require at this time abundance of water ; keep 
a sharp eye to Ericas, Epacrises, &c., that are pot- 
bound—some of these will require liberal watering. 
Stove and Orchidaceous How Let all inerease of 
heat take place on bright days, chiefly early in the after- 
noon ; and then accompanied with a moist 
air. Get a batch of Gloxinias re-potted, and placed in 
bottom heat, using heath soil, loam, ehareoal, and sand, 
for compost, in a fibrous state. Stove climbers on 
trellises, in pots or tubs, that require to be shifted 
soov, should be eut in previously, to fine fresh buds pre- 
paratory to disrooting or shifting, Attend to the 
shifting of the Amaryllis tribe where requisite; as 
soon as they show signs of growth, let them be intro- 
duced to this structure, and give a trifling degree of 
water, increasing it gradually as the leaves unfold. 
Orchids commencing growth should be immediately 
attended to; keep them at the warmest end of the 
house, and beware of drip lodging in the young bud. 
Some of the large si nens of such as Stauhopea, 
Gongora, Catasetum, &c., that require shifting, and that 
have become very y, had better be immersed in tepid 
water for am hour,a day or two previous to shifting, 
Mixed Greenhouse.—The winter has been so favour- 
able for house plants, in requiring so little fuel, that 
those who have been duly impressed with the impor- 
tance of avoiding strong fires in plant-houses, will find 
their aceount in the superior hoalth of their stock. 
Iuereise warmth on sunny afternoons for a couple of 
hours ; but let the thermometer sink again at night to 
45° or 50°. See that all insects are eradicated before 
the growing season commences; and clean or spouge 
away all fungus or dirt of any kind from the leaves of 
plants. Remember that all extraneous matter is very 
prejudicial to the welfare of plants; thorough clean- 
liness holds equally good with plants as with ani: 
Keep all stock neatly tied up ; dress climbers. T 
peeolums growing should be constantly attended to. 
Shiftsome forward Pelargoniums into theit final pots,and 
stake them out if intended for imens of high culti- 
vation ; remove weak or crowded shoots, and secure a 
thorough circulation of air, without draught, to this 
house, at all times. N 

f 

ing at such periods. : 
flue in it, great pains must be tal s r 

to the air, without plenty. of which many thing 3 must 
prove a failure. If there are two pipes, a flow. and 

return, which is, of cour generally the ease, the 
bottom pipe should rest in a cemented trough, deep 
enough to enable the water to cover the pipe, when 
necessary, and from 6 to 9 inches wide. Water, 
less or more, should be at al! times kept in the trench, 
at least from this period forward. Cold Pits or 
Frames.—A caleula be immediately made as 
to how far the inm se structures will be able 
to supply the masses in the pleasure-ground. No 
doubt that frost or damp has redueed the numbers of 
some kinds. Strong plants, or pots of stores, which 
had become well es sed in the autumn, of Ver- 
benas, Fuchsias, Petunias, Heliotropes, Salvias, Caleeo- 

noved forthwith to some of 
pits,at work, to enjoy, if possible, a 

moderate bottom-heat, watering them with liquid 
manure. These will quickly furnish abundance of 
early cuttings, which should be slipped off, and propa- 

gated instantly, losing not a moment, Water sparingly 
here at present, not using any if the plants keep healthy 

without it. 

larias, &c. &e. 
the houses or | 

KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING. : 

Pinery.— Proceed steadily; if pits are at liberty, 

and duly provided with a permanent bottor eat of 

80°, it would be a very good plan to shift a sn all 

portion of the stock into their final pots; in the ex- 
peetation of their produeing either very late or very 
early fruit. Where constant succession is required 
I take it for granted that the final removal into the 
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fruiting-pots should take place successively also; as 

there is no doubt that this influences in a considerable 

degree the period of fruiting. The young stock, too, 

that have thoroughly filled their pots, at least a portion 

of them, might have a liberal shift, provided, as above 

stated, that pit-room is at hand. Like many of the 

Orchids, an early growth, with a long summer before 

them, is important. In all potting, use sound loamy 

turf, the newer and the rougher the better; when 

the soil is properly constituted, the water will steal 

instantly away, precisely in the spot where it 

falls without puddling the surface. Vinery.— Proceed 

as be/o:e recommended ; lessen the atmospheric mois- 

ture when the Vines are in blossom, and dispense alto- 

gether with syringing for a while; allow plenty of day 

heat with a lively circulation of air. Peach-house.— 

As last week; continue to make slow advances in heat 

on bright days. Cherries, Figs, &c.—Little can be 

added at present, but bear in mind the cautions about 

heat and moisture so often repeated. Cucumbers and 

‘Melons.—Make a successional sowing or two of each of 

these for fear of disappointment. 
plants of the early sowings may be planted in large pots 

or boxes, and placed in a light part of any warm struc- 

ture; 70° of heat andabund of heri 

1 1 Sun. 8 i 33 0.67 in. al — 

“surplus strong | Mon. 9| 43 0.30 12 
ecd ded Tues. J0| 45.4 8 0.28 23|12 

Wed. 11 | 44.8 u 0.34 3 | al— 
Thur.lg| 46.0 10 0.98 8 ?9|.—|- 

" Fri, 13| 45.5 9 0.30 12|1 
moisture, | šate 14 | 459 5 0.50 =} 1) 3} 

s? sA d "Al BH 

State of the Weather near London, for the week ending Feb. 5, 1845, às; | 
ural Garde: 'hiswick 

Min. » 
99.863 | 53 4 
99.804 | 65 49.5 a 

$9039 | l | 89 | 45.0 | N.W. | .52 

8 Overcast; fine; densely overcast at night 
4—Clear; very fine; partially overcast; heavy rain at night 
5—Clearing; very fine; overcast. 

Mean temperature of the week 7 deg. above the average. Z1 

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 20 years, for the 
ensuing Week ending Feb. 14, 1846. 

“Prevailing Winds. i No. of | g É 
Aver. ver. ;Q| Greatest 

Feb. (Highest Lowest Mean) Years in) quantity 
Temp. | Temp. Temp) which it | of Rain. 

night and day, are the indis 
glass frames or pits at work must be kept washed and 

thoroughly clean : the importance of this in early forcing 
can never be overrated. Hang mats or other covering 

upon rails free from dirt. Keep at all times plenty 
of leaves and dung well blended, and in a state of high 

fermentation, ready for new beds, linings, &c.; a por- 

tion should be mixed once a week at this period. 
KITCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD. 

Sow Tomatoes in heat directly ; also Sweet Basil, 
Sweet-Marjoram, &e.; get your hand-glasses up imme- 
diately for Cauliflowers in pots ; enrich the stations very 

much, adding fresh loam also if at hand. Turn out 
four strong plants from the pots—one in each angle ; 
they should be well soaked with liquid manure previously. 
Get Seakale and Rhubarb for next year’s foreing planted 
immediately on rich ground, trenched ; throw a hillock 
of old tan, ashes, or sand, round each crown to coax 
them on through the vicissitudes of the weather in 

February and March. Plant Box edgings where requi- 
site, and thorouglily drain any portion of the garden 
which exhibits the least appearance of stagnation. Where 
water is apt to stand on the surface, through the pud. 
dling properties of heavy rains, try to improve the 
texture, by a dressing of sand, ashes, lime rubbish, 
charcoal dust, &c. &e. Plant Horse-radish, if not 
done; trench it deep in, placing manure at the 
bottom of the trench. | Orchard. — Get all planting 
finished as soon as possible, and stake and mulch, Re- 

member to drain thoroughly. Nowhere is this advice 

more necessary than in the orchard, although Apples 

and Pears are fond of adhesive soils, they will never 

prove profitable where water is allowed to aceumulate. 
Examine all old or overborne trees ; many trees of this 

character may be soon renovated by applying manure 

to the extremities of their roots ; as also by good top 
dressings, which should always be applied the moment 
the leaf begins to fall, in early autumn. Thin pruning 
is also of great use to Apples which are rather “ free 
setters ;" the same is also of great service to the Non- 

pareil class, to enable them to perfect both fruit and 

wood, 
FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES, 

Continue to make the necessary preparations for 
clumps or masses, by sweetening or renewing the soil. 
Plant out things of biennial character, in masses, where 
requisite; in borders the re-arrangement of peren- 
nials had better stand over until the latter begin to bud 
in March. Lose no time in finishing the planting of 

trees or shrubs. 
COTTAGERS’ GARDENS, 

Sowing.—A few Broad Beans may be put in anda 

few Peas, if not done before; and do not forget a 

sprinkling of Radish amongst the early Carrots ; in fact, 

with most broadeast crops a sprinkling of Radish or 
Lettuce may be put in through the spring. The Thou- 

sand-headed Cabbage is one of the most valuable greens 

for the eottager with which I am acquainted. I sawa 

crop of an aere or more, a few days since, and the quan- 

tity and earliness of them was truly surprising. The 
proprietor assured me that it was quite as bardy as 
Kale. His maxim is to have two or three seed beds; 

say one in February, another in Mareh, and a third in 

April. From these he fills every inch of spare ground 

through the summer, whieh is not wanted for other 

erops. The greater proportion of these plants would 
weigh from 12 to 20 lbs. Hardy shrubs of all kinds 
may now be inereased by suckers or euttings, and trees 
or shrubs removed where necessary. A little Spinach 
may be sown, likewise Mustard or Cress in a warm 

corner. Plant out a few Red Cabbages for pickling. 
FO + 

Little more need be added I presume about coppices, 

making new plantations, &e., as much of this business 

will have been already accomplished or in progress. In 

the Nursery, year-old seedlings of Quick, Larch, &c. 

may be drawn where strong, ‘and transplanted to 

ease the beds. Make good preparations for sowing the 

forest seeds; trench and manure well and let the 

ground be well broken If possible have some charred 

refuse at hand, and either cover with it, or work it into 

the surface. Seeds of forest trees answer exceedingly 
well after vegetable crops, if not too scourging, Potatoes 

excepted ; those left in the ground area great plague to 

the young seeds. 
make new ones. 

Plash or otherwise dress hedges, or 

"The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the loch 
1881—therm.65'; and the lowest on the ilth, 1845—therm. 3?belowze:o, — " 

Notices to Correspondents. 

Bzrs—J W H—In bad seasons and in some localities bees may 
noteolleet more honey than they want themselves, indee 
sometimes not enough; but in good seasons with plenty of 

pasturage they have some to spare, which may be obtained 
from capes or small hives placed on the top of common hives. 
The additional room ought to be given to old stocks about 

the middle of April or 1st of May, according to the season : 

but if they repeat swarming little honey can be expected 
from them. In general, strong early swarms produce the 
most honey, and the capes ought to be on a little before the 
hives are filled with combs. When this plan fails it is be- 

the hives are weak, not from any evil effects it has 

upon the bees. The Grecian or bar-bive is good for general 
use ; it may be made by placing bars across an inverte: 

mon hive, having the top cut off for a bottom. In fixi 

bars, let them correspond as near si 
arrangement of combs in a deserted hive. (See p. 104, 1845.) A 

ng the 

Cements — Try the Portland cement sold by Messrs. White 

& Sons, of Millbank-street ; the best of all cements for hy- 
draulie purposes. 
LAss—An Old Correspondent must excuse us. We really can- 

notinterfere any further. The glass he has sentis of very 
superior quality, and such as a good price must be paid for. 

Werepeat that good foreign glass, sold in the boxes as im- 

ported, may be had at 43d. a foot, or even as low as 33d. if 

the Belgian glass is taken. Of course a higher price must 
be paid for small quantities or for picked samples. He 

8. should write to the various advertiser: 

GrAziNG—F S A—Grey glass will do very well, unless you want 

to force plants, or to keep them growing during winter. In 

that case we cannot recommend it. 

GLYCINE sixENSIS— 6. S—It is better to give this a south-east 
or eastern exposure than a south wall, for on the latter the 

flowers remain a much shorter time in perfection, and their 

colour is also liable to be injured by the sun. Plant now in 

tolerably rich soil.f 
Heatinc—J P—Of course you haye not succeeded. The inner 

wall intercepts al! the heat. Pigeon-hole that to the bottom, 

and you will gain your point. The meaning of Mangold 
Wurzel is not what you suppose, as has been fully explained ZZZ 
in our volume for 1844, p. 188.—Z Z Z—Polmaise may 

applied at the end, as well as the back of a house. Wait a 

little, however, till the best kind of stove is settled. That is 

important. 
HorwaTER PrPEs—.Lusor— Macintosh's patent washers are 

really washers—that is to say, flat and circular, with the 

centre cut out. 
Insrcrs—A Z—We should rather attribute the spots on your 

Carnation leaves to a damp atmosphere than to any ingredi- 
entin the covering of the frame, but this is a subject well 

deserving of your attention. R.——R W—It is the larva of 

some fly, which will only feed upon decomposing -vegetable 
substances, If you can rear the flies from them, we will tell 
you their names. R.—— M D— Please to favour us with 

ceed. R.——Gooseberry Caterpillars—There are several sorts, 

those which are the offspring 

(Gard. Chron. i., 615), may be shaken off and destroyed ; but 
the worst pest, the larvæ of a saw-fly, called Nematus trima- 

culatus (G. C. i., 548), are not so easily disposed of. It is 

this confounding of different species which often leads partie 
e best modes of extirpation. R.——P M—In 

ty the gnats were bred from some Boletus pecu- 
liar to the Birch-tree. R.— Caterpillars on Peaches and Nec- 

tarines-—The eggs deposited in rings on the branches d 
produce the maggots which live in the leaves and s 
together, but are laid by the Lackey Moth (Gard. Chron. iii., 
244), The caterpillars often infest Apple-trees, and do con- 
siderable damage. 

MAGNOLIA GRANDIFLORA — G S—You may plant your Mag- 
nolias now; a south wall is preferred for them; The ob- 
jection to an east wall is, that the leaves are apt to be cut by 

the dry cold N. E. winds of spring; and that in a wet 

summer like that of last year the wood will not ripen so 

fully as on a south exposure. is not necessary to mat 
them up if near London orto the south of it. They like a 
good loam.$ 

MANURE—J G—We can hardly suppose the contents of the 
tank to require dilution. Try it upon some worthless thing 

in the first instance.——H G B—You cannot separate salt 

from guano. e doubt whether your suspicion is well 

founded—it ought not to be. 

Names or Prants—A B—Your root is English Mercury, or 

Wild Spinach ; the Chenopodium Bonus-Henricus. Plant it 

on a rubbish heap, and gather the leaves while young and 

tender.——John Moore—Certainly, Lelia acuminata ; we have 
not received any previous note.——A K—Those who wish for 

“very accurate answers” should furnish examinable speci- 

mens, Ferns without fructification, or very young specimens, 

arenotso. We cannot undertake to name other kinds of 
Cryptogams. 

Oxcuips— Henry—As a general rule, Dendrobiums require 

es 

much heat and moisture, Oncidiums the same heat but less 

moisture, and Cattleyas less ofeach, But these rules are not 

quired for O. Carthaginense would kill O. bifolium ; Cattleya 
Forbesii will thrive where C. Skinneri will die; and in like 

manner Dendrobium pulchellum demands an amount of 
heat and moisture which are unnecessary, and indeed in- 

jurious to D. aureum. You should study the climate of the 

‘countries and localities from which the species come, if you 

wish for a sure guide. Copper wire baskets, placed between 

the forks of your Oak-tree, will, doubtless, answer for either 

Cattleyas or Zygopetalums, insomuch as the peat in them 

may be renewed at pleasure. Your apparatus for supplying 

a humid atmosphere is very suitable ; it will be sufficient in 
winter, but in summer, when the plants are in a vigorous 

state, they will require to be syringed every day. Rough 
sand, washed quite clean, will answer your purpose. § 

Packine SEEDS, &c—. ‘reenfield—Whitethorn-seeds to be 
sent to the United States may be packed in canvas bags, in 

which they may be transmitted with success, provided they 

are thoroughly dried previous to being packed. In order the 

better to insure this, some bury the haws in the ground till 

the outer coat is rotted eff, and then taking them uw 

washing them, thoroughly dry them in the sun; this is, 

however, perhaps unnecessary, only in the former case the: 

will require more drying. As to plants, they will travel well 

enough packed in the usual nursery fashion, or in old flour- 
casks, which would possibly be the safest as well as the 

cheapest plan, They may be sent in November or December, 

P 
Léon le Clerc, Excellente de Coloma, Aston Town, Flemish 

Chiselis a small early summer Pear. he Beurré Spence, 

and Brown Ashton are not distinctly known; perhaps the 

former is the Beurré Diel, and the latter the Aston Town. 

The Soldat-Laboureur is quite new in this country. You 

may dispense with the Epine d’Hiver and Virgouleuse. The 

mainder are‘good late varieties. 5 
PorxAisE HzATING— We have so many letters on this subject, 

that we must entreat our correspondents to bear in min 

two things—firstly, that there is no object in publishing in 

other words what has been published in substance already ; 

and secondly, that nobody pretends that hot-water apparatus 

is objectionable or inefficient: when, therefore, J. W., G. P., 

&c., attack the advocates of the plan for proposing the Pol- 

maise as a better method of heating than hot water, they are 
fighting shadows. It is brought forward as a much cheaper 

method, quite as good for some purposes, It is in that point 

of view that we press it on the attention of the public; and 

its adversaries will ere long find their mistake. T 

Roses—L F—The following are suitable for pot culture, viz., 

Belle Allemande, Augustine Margot, Caroline, Pauline Plan- 
tier, Reine Carmine, Eliza Sauvage, Bougere, Comte de Paris, 

Charles Duval, Dévoniensis, Bourbon Queen, and General 
ar 

Sroves—Jean Baptiste’s note is forwarded to M. B 

Vine Bo: ns—G £—Your border will be too dry in summer, 

the surface being so much curved, unless you keep it ridged 

during that season so as to prevent the water from running 

off. Instead of straw, better lay tough sward over your 

bottom drainage.ll 
Misc—Paul Pry—All Arnott’s stoves are liable to explode, if 

coal ig used, unless they are well managed ; you should em- 

ploy coke. The self-adjusting thermometer is useless, If 
you add back sashes, you will certainly improve your house. 

Your proposed ventilators would do od, but perhaps not 

enough. Can't you warm your air in its passage into the 

house? Buddlea Lindleyana is as hardy as a Fuchsia. 

plants are benefited by liquid manure of one sort or other 

judiciously applied—even Heaths themselves ; but many will 
bear only a very little. No rules can be advantageously 
given for such operations, you must have experience. We 

There! we are out of breath 
e are unacquainted with Willison’s Tom Thumb 

Rose. The possessors must advertise it, we cannot.—— Vo 

Gardener—1 and 2, scarlet Verbenas and Lobelia ramosa; 

3, Pelargoniums ; 4 and 5, a Fuchsia in the centre of each, 

surrounded by miscellaneous fancy flowers of a. 
abit. You are misinformed ; they are not stone but com- 

position, and the best that are made.—Eddiva—The most 
appropriate evergreen tree for a g 

the upright and the horizontal will 
the latter is the handsomest. A Deodar would also be a 
very proper tree, as it is held sacred in its own country, and 
its weeping branches will always droop over the ashes of the 

JR C K—lt is useless to steep seeds in any 

them as barriers to the ocean. 

leaved Poplar is the Ontario.—— Alethro — When Laurel 

leaves becomes white, the plant that bears them is un- 

healthy; the appearance is most common in cold un- 

drained land,—— Will Mr. Marchant oblige Mr. Malleson by 

is address, which is lost.—— T D oss 

should not be allowed to accumulate on Apricot trees, nor on 

i e. owis a good time to dig in manure 

bove the roots of such fruit-trees as require it, and to the 

extent of the extremities of the roots. An account of the re- 

sults ,of your autumn-planted diseased Potato sets will be 

very acceptable.||—Hortensis—It is not advisable to graft 

very early and late sorts of Pears on the same tree, nor strong 

and weak growers; but you may graft, as you propose, the 

Marie Louise and the Jargonelle; under the circumstances 

you ‘mention, you cannot do better. If the surface of the 

road which is over the roots be made firm,the tree will thrive 
notwithstanding, provided you adopt such means as will en- 
sure sufficient moisture for the roots in summer. The natural 

habit of the Currant is that of a shrub, and if you force it to 

assume the form of a standard tree,the growth will be weak- 

ened, and the fruit smaller, of course. ||——-W H A—If you 

will refer to our volume for 1844 (pp. 72, 120, 508, and 836), 

you will find select lists of Cape puis which will possibly 
[s purpose. vottish Subsoriber — At 

elevation of 800 feetabove the level of the sea, scarcely an; 

Beauty.——Tippoo 

a good time to take off grafts. Of transparent Apples there 
are several kinds, all, we believe, of Russian origin, They 

require a very warm summer to become transparent,——A Z 

—Filberts are root-pruned by merely digging down around 

them and severing the large coarse roots ; it may be done now. 

——J K—Bean-stalks may be used with propriety, as bottom- 

ing for a hotbed.|| 

SEEDLING FLOWERS, 
CiNERARIAS—Lysion—Y our seedling is an extremely pretty 

variety, the petals being equally divided between the white 

ground and crimson tips, with a das mazarine blue, 

gives the flower a very lively appearance.*——4 B— There is 

not sufficient novelty in your seedling to make it desirable to 
, a Subscriber—There is no improvement out,*—. 

either in the form or colour of your flower: it is very 

common, 
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CLARK'S HOTHOUSE | 

METALLIC f WORKS. 

55, LIONEL-STREET, BIRMINGHAM. 
Proprietor, Mr. THOMAS CLARK. 

Superintendent of the Works, Mr. JOHN JONES, — 

N returning his grateful thanks to the Nobility, 
Gentry, and Public at large, for their libcin. patronage of 

the above Establishment during a pe: reanty 30 y 
Mr. CLARK begs to state that the re cı the duty on G: 
enables him to offer his METAL u10 110 and GREENHOUSES 
at a greatly reduced price, These: Houses are glazed with 
British Sheet Glass, in panes of from 24 to 30 inches in length, 
and of such thickness as to preclude all danger of accidental 
reakage, whilst that which arises from the action of frost 

(frequently amounting to 25 per cent. per annum), is effectually 
prevented by the peculiar mode of glazing adopted. As a sam- 
ple of his Metallic Hothouses, in which all the most recent im- 
provements are happily combined, Mr. Crank refers with pride 
and satisfaction to the magnificent range erected by him in 
the new Royal Gardens at Frogmore, which is admitted by all 
competent judges to be the most complete and perfect of its 
kind in the world. 

Che Agricultural exasette. 

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE. 89 
“No; it would cost five or six pounds an acre to 
drainit.” And how much more would it then grow 
per aere with the same labour? “ Why, perhaps 
eight or ten bushels.” Well, then, there’s the price 
of eight or ten busheis to set against the interest of 
five or six pounds. “ But I have not got the capital 
to drain it with!” , Have you not? Why, then, 
you have hired a mill that you can't work ! andthe 
more you try to raise your prices artificially in 
order to cure that evil, the fewer and less able your 
customers will be, and the worse your business will 
become? “ But my landlord speaks differently ; he, 
like me, wishes for high prices." Does he? Then 
he is under a GREAT MISTAKE! for lower prices 
would bring you more profit, and you could afford 
to pay him a higher rent. High prices are as un- 
favourable to the landlord's rent as they are to the 
tenant's profit. Every application of capital that 
enables you to grow more produce per acre at the 
same expence, increases the value of the land to 
rent, while it lowers the price of the produce. There's 
a paradox for you! Present it to your landlord with 
my compliments, and if he asks you whether 

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1846. 
MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 
WxosxspAY, Feb. 1 
THünsDAY, — 19— 

LOCAL SOCIETIES.—Bath—Gondhurst—Newry. 

FARMERS’ CLUBS. 
Feb. 9—Hereford — Great Oakley— | Feb. 

Wenlock—W. Market—Ciren- y 
cester — Yoxford— Exminster — St. Germains— 
—Selb: Chelmsford — Halesworth — 

— 10—Dorking—St. Peter’s—Wot- Wadebridga 
ton Basset — Rochford Hun- | — 14—Probus—Winchcomb—Swan- 
dred—Framlingham 

— li—Braintree and Bocking — 16— Botley 

Iw the retrospective view of the experiences of 
late years which we ventured upon at the opening of 
this, we endeavoured to point attention to two 
leading features in the history of past AGRICULTURAL 
Practice, as having tended to retard improvement. 
One, we stated, was obvious, and of common re- 
mark, viz the disproportionate application of 
capital to this, as compared with the other great 
objects of enterprise around -us: the second we 
pointed to as a deeper seated, and less generally 
noticed evil, viz., that “the Farmer’s attention has 
been hitherto called rather to the price that he 
could obtain for a given quantity than the amount 
that he could grow upon a given space.” 
Postponing the first of these considerations, we 

request the attention of our readers to the second. 
Having detected the pickpocket, we now proceed 
te try him. The charge against this offender, this 
same **Price" is, that whereas the whole attention 
and energies of the farmer should have been directed 
to the true and legitimate object of his trade, 
namely the production of corn of the best quality, 
and in the greatest quantity, and with the utmost 
economy,—this fickle, deceiving, changeable rogue, 
this artful dodger, has captivated and drawn away 
his the said farmer's mind and attention from his 
real business and best interests, and like a true 
Jack o'Lantern as he is, now shining up aloft, now 
sunk in the slough of despond, has dragged John 
Bull *through mud and mire, through brake and 
briar” in a vain, visionary, and ruinous pursuit, that 
has disappointed himself, and made him ridiculous 
to others. Like the dog in the fable, in snapping at 
the shadow he has dropped the substance. But 
we do not blame him. We blame those who directed, 
or rather distracted his attention to it, and who 
ought to have known better. The object of trade 
is profit: and PROFIT DOES xor DEPEND UPON PRICE. 
The greatest fortunes that have ever been made in 
business have been made by the application of in- 
vention and capital with the object of lowering the 
price by economy of production, and thereby in- 
creasing the demand by i ing the ption 
Lok at the Cotton-trade. When did the Peels and 
the Arkwrights make their gigantie fortunes? When 
they lowered the price by cheapening the production, 
and got 20 customers for one by lowering the price! 
But “this does not apply to agriculture.” How so? 
Is not agriculture a trade? Are not the plough 
and the soil together the machine that makes corn ? 
And does not the applieation of capital in draining 
your field enable you to produce a better article, 
and in greater quantity, upon the same space, and 
with less labour, and therefore more economy ? Does 
it not, therefore, enable you to sell it cheaper, and 
when it is cheaper will not the half-fed poor be able 
to buy more of it? The application of capital has 
a natural tendency to lower prices by economising 
production, but so infinitely more numerous are the 
poor than the rich, that the instant you lower your 
price you haye ani increase of cust. 
which tends again to keep it up by the more extended 
demand, and you find that it is better to turn 50 
pence than one shilling, and that you get more 
profits with a low price than you did with a high 
One. * T can't afford to sell corn under 7s. a bushel,” 
you say. Can’t you? Is your farm all drained ? 

your informant was not “some cotton-twisting, 
political - economy - mongering spinning - jenny,” 
tell him no! he was a farmer and a landlord, 
whose whole income is from his land, as was 
that of his ancestors before him. But while 
you are about it, comfort his astonishment by the 
assurance that while capital, and every advance in 
agricultural science, tend to lower price by increas- 
ing acreable produce, the rapid increase of popula- 
tion tends to keep up prices by increasing the de- 
mand, and the farmer and landlord will gain at 
both ends ; for price, so supported, does increase 
profit: but in no other way. Tell him that if re- 
strictive duties on importation prevent lower prices 
from coming in at the door, the substituted compe- 
tition at home brings them in at the window ; but 
with this disadvantage, that do what you will you 
cannot relieve your glut from this source, when, as 
in 1834 and 1835, you get one. If prices will get 
lower one way or the other, is it not safer to open 
a road out as well as inwards, and give to the ad- 
vancing powers of the British plough-share all that 
Britons want, “a fair field and no favour?" to chal- 
lenge all the world to a ploughing-match, and beat 
them on their own ground, Great as our home de- 
mand already is, we are rapidly overtaking it: we 
are approaching that condition when we must 
increase our business whether we like it or no! 
Tell him, moreover, that the English demand 
is already so powerful, that it influences the 
price current at Dantzic, Königsberg, Hamburgh, 
Stettin, Odessa, and every port in the world 
that has still corn left for importing nations, 
which are yearly increasing, while the exporting 
ones are diminishing. That so vast is the influence 
of the British demand, that for every shilling that 
they could affect our prices they would affect their 
own from five to ten. That with an unfettered 
trade England will become the corn-mart, as 
she is already the money-mart of the world; 
and her agriculture, no longer a sliding, uncer- 
tain trade, will at once assume! its true cha- 
racter as a great business and a safe investment 
for capital, by which, as we have beaten them 
in every otherart, we shall beat them in our agri- 
culture, which, though now “in its infancy, bids fair 
to attain a stature that shall vindicate its place 
among the rapid and gigantic growths that modern 
times have seen in other arts, and exemplify the 
scientific and economie truths that their progress 
has established," and tell him not to be in a panic, 
for in a very few years he willsee and understand all 
this as clearly as it is seen by his humble adviser— 
QU WEICH. 

Is 1842 the aggregate expenditure of the Mid- 
land's Railway Companies was nearly 220,0007. on 
a revenue of about 440,0007. In 1845, under Mr. 
Hupson’s amalgamation of those companies, the ex- 
penditure has been 207,0007, and the revenue 
625,0007. The dividend, which was formerly 2l., 
is now 67. 12s. 9d. Acting, we suppose, on the 
supposition that what is true in this respect of the 
rail is true of the road, Sir Ronerr Pzrr proposes 
to take ras Manacrment or Hicnways out of the 
hands of the local authorities, at the same time ren- 
dering compulsory those district amalgamations 
which, under the existing law, are now only volun- 
tary. From the instances, which he adduced, where 
advantage had been taken of the permission in the 
law alluded to, it appears that an original expendi- 
ture of Gd. to 9d. in the pound for surveying and 
repairing the roads, was, under the centralised 
system afterwards in force, reduced to from 11g, 
to 3d. in the pound ; the money in the former case 
being in effect thrown away, while the work now is 
being done in the best manner. 

Now, this statement we have to acknowledge is 

somewhat irrelevant to our present purpose (it is 
not our t a: present to consider the poliey o 
Sir Romzar's proposal); but we make it simply to 
iroduee a few remarks on a subject which, as it 

will soon be considered in Parliament, is likely also 
to attract no inconsiderable attention from the 
public. We wish to direct attention, not to the 
most economical method of applying the funds pro- 
vided by law for the maintenance of roads (whether 
turnpike roads or highways), but to the most advan- 
tageous, the least injurious method of collecting 
them. And we beg to lay before our readers a 
work from which all our information on this subject 
has been obtained, viz.—* Road Reform ; a Plan 
for Abolishing Turnpike Tolls and Statute-labour 
Assessments, and for providing the Funds necessary 
for maintaining the Public Roads, by an Annual 
Rate to be levied on Horses.”* The calculations 
and proposals in this book have merely local bear- 
ings ; they are all the more definite and intelligible 
on that account; they are confined to a statement 
of the income and expenditure, under existing cir- 
cumstances, of the Road Trusts constituted under 
certain Acts of Parliament for Fife and Kinross- 
shires; with estimates and illustrations of the same, 
under the alterations which are proposed. Half of 
the book is taken up with the historical and statis- 
tical matter necessary to establish the data on which 
the author’s reasonings are afterwards founded ; 
and the latter part of it is occupied with the plan 
of Road Reform which Mr. Pacan has proposed, 
and we have no doubt that those even who are 
not technically interested in the subject of it 
will agree with us in considering it both inte- 
resting and instructive. In place of the present 
tol system, from the produce of which a very 
large sum has to be deducted for expenses of 
collection, &c., and the present system of levying 
rates upon land, &e., which involves the injustice 
of laying the entire burden of repairing highways 
upon the agricultural interest, at the same time 
that they are equally chargeable with the rest of 
the community for the support and maintenance of 
turnpike roads—in place of these methods, Mr. 
AGAN proposes such a tax upon horses in the 

several districts as shall suffice not only to pay the 
annual expense of maintaining the roads of all kinds, 
but also to provide a sinking fund for the payment 
of existing debts. The sum required in Fife and 
Kinross-shire is estimated at 18,0557. 16s. 8d.; to 
provide this sum it is proposed tolevy 30s. annually 
on each horse, by which, as there are 12,000 horses 
in those counties, the sum of 18,0007. will be ob- 
tained, and to make up the rest by a similar tax of 
less amount on other draught animals, as well as by 
the rental derivable from the toll-houses and steel- 
yards, which will then no longer be required for 
their former purposes. The advantages of this 
method of raising funds for maintaining roads are 
very numerous. Mr. Pacan has most thoroughly 
exhausted that branch of his subject ; we had no 
idea till we had read his book how very many in- 
jurious bearings the present system has on industry 
generally. Mr. Pacaw's plan of road reform in- 
volves the placing roads of all kinds under the same 
management and surveyorship ; it will greatly faci- 
litate the execution of such a measure as Sir R. 
PEEL proposes to enact for the centralisation of 
road management ; it will do away with that in- 

equality by which, under the present system, parties 
having few horses may be chargable to a higher 
amount for the maintenance of the roads than those 
who use many. It will immensely diminish the ex- 
penses of coaching, and, in a corresponding degree, 
of course, it will facilitate intercommunication 
between villages and small towns.] To use the 
enthusiastic language of our author, “ The abolition 

of tolls would cause infinitely more driving; more 
driving infers more horses; more horses infer an 
increased demand for hay and corn. At present we 
are in an artificial condition. The toll-gates bound 
the drives of many, whether for business or plea- 
sure. Once remove them—once throw the roads 
open, and we shall see public and private vehicles 
of every description flying over the length and 
breadth of the land.” 

Mr. Pacan enlarges upon this subject at great 
length, and poiats out in most interesting detail the 
very injurious influences exerted on agricultural 
and all other industry by the present system of road 
management. But we have not room to follow him 
further. We strongly advise our readers to study 
his volume for themselves; and we also hope that 
it will engage the attention of those before whom 
the present system will shortly be laid with a view 

* By William Pagan, write Sons, Edinburgh, 
Svo, pp. 336.—We must mention that Mr. Sayer, of Kingston, 
ad the merit of making a somewhat similar proposal some 

years ago. See p. 548, Ag. Gazette, 1844. 

he expense of a two-horse coach per stage, paying two LT 
tolls, is 621. 8s. per annum, 
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toits receiving those amendments which may be 
considered advisable. 

It may interest our readers to know that Mr. 
Pacan does not leave the promulgation of his plans 
to the unassisted influence of his book, powerful as 
the statements it contains undoubtedly are, but he 

has personally, and, to a certain extent, successfully, 

urged them at county meetings in Fife and the 
neighbouring shires. We see from the Dundee 
Courier that he lately laid his plans before “ the 
Commissioners of Supply and the Justices of the 
Peace for the county of Forfar,” supporting them 
by reference to the road statisties of that county ; 
and they were very fayourably received, and the 
thanks of the meeting was conveyed to him, the 
chairman atthe same time expressing his sincere 
pleasure at finding such unanimous approval of a 
plan which he firmly expected at no distant day to 
see put in operation over the whole country. 

DEEP DRAINING IN STIFF CLAYS. 
TIPTREE-HALL FARM. 

As there still exists amongst agriculturists a strong 

doubt whether water will percolate through cold putty- 

like clays, I will, for the benefit of the community at 

large, communieate the results of my draining operations 

during the past year. I have drained 33 acres of 

some land Lrent adjoining my own, finding it unprofitable 

to farm such soil in its undrained state. The draining 

eost me 3/, per aere, including pipes and every expense, 

as follows :—Digging drain, placing pipe, and filling in, 

6d. per rod of 5i yards ; cost of pipes, of 1 inch bore 

and 15 inches long, 15s. per 1000. 
The drains are placed 33 feet asunder. We begin to 

eut as low as the ditch or outfall will permit, and work 
into the rising ground until we reach Five FEET in 
depth from the surface; the pipes are butted against each 

other —no stones or bushes placed over them—nothing 
but the clay is returned into the drain. I have several 

times examined these drains after rains during the last 
three months, and find they run admirably, like so many 

tea-pots—leaving the surface dry enough for us to plough, 

trench plough or subsoil, which we have been doing 

the last five weeks, in preparation for Beans, The soil 
is a very strong brown brick earth, varying occasionally 

to a yellow colour, with much iron in it. I should 
strongly recommend those who are doubtful about the 
best and cheapest mode of draining strong clays, to in- 
spect the drains on my Tiptree-hall Farm, which they 
are quite weleome to do at any time, and so satisfy their 
minds. The question of getting the water through x e 
Soils is a vital one to the interests of ag e 

springs are to be drained, the size of the pipe must be 
regulated by the quantity of water. It is well known 
in sewerage, that small drains, if not too small, will 
keep themselves clear better than larger ones; and as 
to expense, why, it must be bad policy to use large 
pipes and large cuttings, where small ones will answer 
better—no rats or vermin can enter l-inch pipes. It 
is lamentably painful to contemplate the condition of 
our heavy undrained lands during a wet winter. Look 
at them now, filled with water to the surface, conse- 
quently unable to receive or appropriate that best of 
manures, the heavenly rain. Every hasty or con- 
tinuous shower scours the surface, driving down the 
furrows in turbid and wasteful streams, the very essence 
of the soil—those finely i d, disintegrated, and 
valuable particles, which the farmer has, with so much 
perseverance and costly labour, exposed to the vivify- 
in ; g action of pherie al i 
But let us carry our perspective to the months of March, 
April, and May. Is the prospect less dismal and dis- 
tressing? No! the blessed sun shines on the sodden 
and saturated soil ; but it is dead and impervious to its 
invigorating rays. The imprisoned water having no 
escape downwards, can only be released as steam by 
evaporation, carrying with it the heat that should warm 
the soil, and leaving behind a death-like coldness, which 
is well attested by the sickly and yellow plants. Poor 
things, many die, leaving their hardier companions to 
struggle on in hopes that a parching summer may 
that naturally by gaping cracks, which man is too poor, 
too niggardly, too ignorant, or too prejudiced, to effect 
by cheap and profitable drainage.—J. Mechi, 4, Leaden- 
hall-street, 

ON THICK AND THIN SOWING. 
Muca has been said and written, particularly of late 

years, on the many and great advantages of thin sowing. 
There is more zeal than discretion in this. The prac- 
tice is too indiscrimi ly ded; and I read 
with much interest the two articles at pp. 58 and 59, 
stating very fairly and judiciously the per contra side of 
the question. I am no advocate for throwing away 
seed ; but I am a decided enemy to saving seed, at the 
expense of the crop; and this was certainly done in 
Mr. Frazer’s case (p. 58), and I have no doubt in many 
other cases, if we could come at them. ‘The practice 
is a dangerous one—penny wise and pound foolish. 

The truth is, that a plant like Wheat, exposed so long 
to so many depredators, both above and under the 
ground, demands an extra quantity of seed, to provide 
against these and other contingencies of soil, season, 
climate, and the like. Some ought to be allowed for 

à 
difference in the Wheat crop this year, between the 
drained and undrained land on my farm, is fully one 
quarter of Wheat per acre and one load of straw, being 
more than the whole cost of the drainage. 

It is amusing to hear the doubts, arguments, and dis- 
beliefs of the majority of agriculturists, when they see 
a-small pipe the size of one's thumb placed at so great 
a depth as five feet in such a soil; whilst others eannot 
imagine that an inch pipe is large enough to carry the 
water. I have never yet, however, seen them run 
more than half fall, although possibly when, in the course 
of years, the soil becomes, as it will, more friable,water 
must have a freer access to them, We have the autho- 
rity of Mr. Josiah Parkes, whose calculations cannot 
be controverted, that one-inch pipes at 33 feet apart, 
and four feet deep, will carry off all the water that does 
fall from the heavens on a given space in a given time, 
I consider the disbelief as to the possibility of draining 
heavy lands a great misfortune and curse to our coun- 
try. If there are 24 millions of acres cropped annually 
with corn, and 12 millions of that land require drain- 
ing, Lam quite sure the inereased quantity of corn in 
a cold wet season would be 12 million quarters (I mean 
of Wheat, Beans,Oats, and Barley), and on Grass lands 
in proportion. 

here is something very absurd in the assumption 
that clays are impervious to water ; such opinions will 
not bear the test of reason, How often one hears “ Oh! 
but water can’t get through my soil ;” well, then, if 
water cannot get in, how does it get wet? Perhaps the 
same person will tell you that he has built a wall or 
shed of clay lumps well dried, and that it requires all 
his ingenuity to keep the water from getting into it, by 
thatehing, tarring, and a brick foundation. It is true 
clay already saturated with water will hold water on the 

Tapping the land when full of water is, after all, like 
tapping a cask—the liquor runs out at the bottom, and 
the cask dries at the top. The deeper the drain or tap, 
the greater the pressure from above. As the liquor 
lows the air must follow. If you doubt it, consider that 

no liquor ean flow out of a cask if you keep in the vent 
peg and prevent the air entering, Independent of the 
capillary reasons why deep drains act best (as explained 
in my 18th letter), we must consider: that the deeper 
the drain the more steep the ineline ; and we all know 
that water will rush quicker down a steep hill than a 
gentle slope. Those who consider l-inch pipes too 
small would find how soon such a pipe running con- 

; some for crows, larks, and other birds; 
and not a little, in but too many cases, for the game. 
Soil and season too ought to have a material effect on 
the proportion of seed sown. Strong, cold lands, should, 
if possible, be sown before Michaelmas—6 or 7 pecks 
an acre then (dibbled) will be fully equal to 2 bushels, 
or 24 bushels after; but into November, 3 bushels will 
not be too much, especially on light warm lands: for 
the poorer the soil, the heavier ought to be the seed. 
On such soil the plants will not tiller; and, I am in- 
clined to think, if tillering could be prevented on all 
soils, the better for the crop. 

The late Mr. Coke effectually settled this question, 
so far as the light lands of Norfolk were concerned. 
He never drilled less than 4 bushels of Wheat an aere, 
at 9 inch- intervals, and that for along series of years, 
and on many hundreds of acres annually. All who 
remember the quality of the Holkham crops can attest 
the wisdom of the practice, The mode of depositing 
the sced, has, or ought to have much to do with the 
quantity. And here, I confess myself somewhat at 
issue with Mr. Frazer, who seems to regard dibbling 
as synonymous with thin sowing. It is no such thing ; 
for though I believe a thin seed may undoubtedly be 
got in better and more regularly by the dibble than by 
any other method, it is well to bear in mind that there 
may be, and is, thick dibbling, as well as thin. For 
instance, on kind working land, early in the season, I 
would, if possible, get the droppers to put but two, or at 
most three grains in a hole ; but as the season advanced, 
I would prefer double this quantity; and for the reasons 
already given. But setting aside the period of sowing, 

hi d 

| stantly would empty a large pond. Of course, where other half untrodden ; if there is any mildew, it will not 
be on the trodden part. I say nothing of the advantage 
of a full crop on the score of cleanliness ; the land wiil 
produce something, and if not corn, weeds. The smut 
described by Mr. Fraser as affecting one, and one only, 
of his experiments, has nothing whatever to do with 
either the time, the mode of sowing, or the amount of 
seed sown : it is solely dependent on the efficiency or 
inefficiency of the operation of cleansing and preparing 
the seed Wheat ; I speak not at random, but from long 
and careful investigation of the subject; the disease 
may be produced by any one who chooses to take the 
trouble, or it may be prevented on the same terms. 1 
will engage to produce a clean crop with five pecks, and 
a smutty one with five bushels, of seed an acre, or vice 
versa. Reverting to our main subject, Iam far from 
denying the fact that great crops have occasionally been 
raised from a very small quantity of seed, and that if 
I have a new sort of grain given me, however minute 
the amount, I should undoubtedly dibble it, in garden 
ground, in single grains, and at comparatively wide in- 
tervals. But what has that to do with my general field 
crop? I have it immediately under my own eye ina 
small space of ground, and if half the plants fail, I can, 
by transplanting, bring them together so as to fill up 
the blanks. I did so last year in the case of some 
* Britain's Defiance” Barley kindly sent me by Mr. 
Briggs, of Swinstead, I planted in the way I have men- 
tioned upwards of 160 grains; from some cause or 
other, to me unknown, only 80 plants survived to form 
the crop ; had this been field instead of garden culture, 
I should not have had anything like so many, and where 
then would have been the sense of saving the seed ? 
Having stated what I consider to be the relative merits 
of the three methods of sowing in general use for Wheat, 
I may be allowed to add that, as a general rule, six or 
seven pecks an aere, well dibbled, are equal to eight ov 
nine drilled, and to 10 or more sown broadcast. I shall 
only add, in conclusion, that these remarks apply prin- 
cipally to Wheat, and not to Barley, in which crop I 
readily admit that a thin seed may not only be applied 
without so mueh risk, but occasionally with advantage. 
However, this must greatly depend on the fineness of 
the tilth, and other considerations of season, climate, 
&e., not neeessary to go into here.—Samel Taylor, 
Whittington, Stokeferry, Norfolk. 

Xfome Correspondence. 
Superphosphate of Lime.—Should you think the fol- 

lowing experiments in Turnip culture likely to be of use 
to your readers, I have the permission of Mr. Edward 
Strouts, of Kingsdown, near Sittingbourne, the experi- 
menter, to request you will publish them :— 

No. 1. 55 bush. of sprats, ai 

[m 5 cwt. of superphosphate of lime 
5 bush, of sprats and 4 cwt. of su) 
phate of lime 3 

5. 55 bush. of sprats 3 
6.55 do. do. 2. le. Bd, 

ofdung,3,.25.0d. +. we 9 
x . The same, 

No. 1. Cream Globe m - 
2. 

WEIGHT PER ACRE, tons, cwt. Ibs. 
. . 16 7 96 

13 8i » n t 9 
gU pt Me —— 19 2 96 
4, Purple Short Top Swedes piccm 
5. E n 14 19 32 
6. Skirving's Swedes 22 18 64 
7. Purple Short Top s. e. 5 80 

This shows that sprats and superphosphate of lime 
(No. 4), at the cost of 37. 11s. 3d. per acre, beat sprats 
and dung, at the cost of 5/. 3s. 9d. per acre, by up- 
wards of 2 tons, at a reduction in expense of 1/. 12s. Gd. 
And that the superphosphate of lime (No. 3), at the cost 
of 17. 17s. 6d. per acre, beat sprats only (No. 2). at the 
cost of 27. 1s. 3d. per aere, by near 3 cwt., besides the 
saving in expense and saving in carriage. "The heaviest 
weight, 25 tons, was obtained from the acre of Skirving's 
improved Swedes, with dung and sprats ; but I am con- 
fident if these Turnips had had the No. 4 mixture that 
the result in favour of the superphosphate of lime would 
have been stil more decided than with the Purple 
Short-top; for we have no Swede Turnip grown in this 
part of Kent that equals Skirving’s in weight. Mr. 
Strouts had also a most excellent piece of white and 
green Globe of near 20 acres, grown with sprats 

t experience proves that there is a g 
withthe process of dibbling, whieh is more congenial 
to the Wheat plant than either drilling or broadeasting. 
The advantages are twofold. 1. Regularity of depth. 
2. Solidity of bottom. The more the seed furrow is 
trodden, and the less it is broken the better. My 
experience on a scale of from 50 to 100 acres of 
Wheat annually leads me to classify the three modes 

ave mentioned, in the following order :— 

l. Dibbled.—For levelness of crop, weight of grain, 
and small proportion of dross. 

2. Drilled.—Not so level either in its growth or 
quality of grain, with more dross. 

3. Broadcast.— Far inferior, in every respect, to the 
preceding. No one in Norfolk resorts to this plan who 
has a shilling in his pocket to hire dibblers or a drill. 

Another serious evil attending a thin plant of Whent, 
though seldom adverted to by thin sowers, is its extreme 
tendeney to mildew ; 1 have such a dread of this worst 
of farm seourges, that I would sow thiek to prevent 
mildew, to whieh let me add, good solid treading, no 
matter how sown. The efficacy of this latter any one 
can prove by experiment, however small, even in a 
garden : sow a few rows of Wheat in drills, tread well 
one half of the patch across the rows, and leave the 

m 

and superphospl of lime, in the same proportions as 
in Nos. 1 and 4, but these were not weighed ; had they 
been, I think the effect of the superphosphate would 
have been more marked than with the Swed fries 
Tylden, Milsted.—P. S. My own experiments last year 
with superphosphate of lime are equally decided and 
favourable ; but feeling so satisfied as to its value from 
my previous Turnip erop, I did not attempt to weigh 
any. [Our readers will see at page 61 a para- 
graph in reference to the experiments on superphos- 
phate of lime to which Sir J, W. Tylden here alludes.] 

How to Remove a Bad Taste from Milk.—l keep’ at 
resent two milch cows, both of which should calve 

about April, and, consequently, they are not now giv- 
ing very much milk; about six weeks ago, the milk 
whieh had stood for cream was found to have both a 
bad taste and smell, and as, at that time, they were 
allowed to go out during the day a little into a meadow 
to which I had applied a dressing of Liebig's Grass 
manure, my man was of opinion that this had affected 
the milk ; I did not think this could be the case, but as 
there was very little picking for them in the meadow, 
and by trampling they were probably doing harm, and 
as, also, prejudice is not very readily overcome, I di- 
rected that they should be kept up in the cow-house 
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and yard. The milk, however, was still bad, and so 
Liebig was held exempt from blame ; I then inquired 
whether the cows exhibited any symptoms of illness, 
but was informed not ; and the blame was then laid on 
some hay which I had directed to be salted at the time 
of ricking ; this, again, I was satisfied could not be the 
cause, or the practice would not be recommended as it is 
by the scientific agriculturists : I then directed the milk 
of the two cows to be kept separate, and found the milk 
of one only to have a bad taste, and that the one which 
gave the most. I noticed this cow particularly myself, 
and could perceive no signs of illness (this was about 
three weeks after the bad taste of the milk had been 
first perceived), but as medical attendants generally 
prescribe for any little disorder that the bowels should 
be opened, I preseribed’for the cow 1 lb. of Epsom 
salts with a little ginger powdered ; the milk, however, 
did not improve, and a few days afterwards (having a 
great objection to call in the regular cow leech) I re- 
quested a neighbouring farmer, who kept near a score of 
cows, to look at her; he did so, and could perceive 
nothing wrong, but thought to check any tendency to 
premature labour, as the cow was in pretty good con- 
dition, it might be well to take a little blood, and being 
accustomed to bleed his own cattle, at my request he 
bled her. This still not proving a cure, in a few days 
afterwards I ordered her a pint of Linseed oil, but 
after all my efforts the milk was still bad. Having 
understood, however, that the bad taste in milk from 
cows fed on Turnips (of which, however, my cows had 
not tasted) might be removed by the application of 
nitre, and finding also from Youatts “ Treatise on 
Cattle," that nitre was a safe and valuable eooling medi- 
eine, I thought, before calling in professional assistance, 
I would make another trial; I therefore directed that 
She should have a dose of half an ounce administered 
for two successive days, after the first of which her 
milk had scarcely any perceptible disagreeable taste, 
and after the second was as good as any milk needs to 
be. Now, had this cow been in a large dairy, this would 
never have been found out ; the milk might, perhaps, 
have been found to have a slightly disagreeable taste, 
but probably no further notice would have been taken 
of it. My principal object is to suggest that where 
there is any perceptible disagreeable taste in either 
milk or butter which the farmer cannot readily account 
for, he should, by keeping the milk of each cow separate 
for one milking, ascertain whether or not his whole 
dairy produce is tainted by one cow. I have written at 
Some length, but possibly some amateur like myself 
may think not altogether to no purpose, and I shall 
glad if some of your more experienced readers shall 
think it worth while to account for the disagreeable 
taste to which I have alluded, or inform me what better 

can do, should there be a return thereof. My cows 
are fed on hay, crushed Oats, and brewers’ grains.— 
G. B. C., Manchester. 

Comparative Estimate of the several Applications of 
Miik.—Allow me to call your attention to the follow- 
ing extracts from Mr. Morton's report of a Gloucester- 
shire Vale Farm, in a work published some years ago, 
by the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge. 
He says :—‘ In feeding calves for the butcher, it gene- 
rally takes seven weeks to feed them to about a ewt. 
each : and they consume the following quantity of milk 
in the seven weeks :—About 10 gallons the first week, 
16 the second, 20 the third, 24 the fourth, 27 the fifth, 
30 the sixth, and 32 the seventh ; so that it takes 159, 
or say 160 gallons of milk, to produce 112 Ibs. of veal. 
The average money value of the various modes of con- 
xod milk into a marketable commodity will stand 

: £, 8d. £.5s.d. 
100 gallons of Milk produce 112 Ibs, of Cheese, 
BUDd per Wing ved eren pott ye 
And 5 Ibs. of Whey Butter, at 8d. per 1b. .. 0 3 4 

———— 219 4 
100 gallons of Milk yield 34 Ibs. of Butter, 
AROR ger bigosh nl! atad Mande is 

And of poor Cheese 74 lbs. at 8d. per lb. .. 018 6 
—— 2 610 

160 gallons of Milk produce 112 Ibs. of Veal, 
GU Ad. PEP IDIE AUF dés iGO len a BOE dd 

But Calves newly dropped are worth (deduct) 0 10 0 

Value of 160 gallons of Milk to make Veal 3 0 0 
Therefore 100 gallons of Milk to make Veal 

are worth m we ve E m 117 
Thus making cheese is more profitable than making 
either butter or veal."— M. S. 
Bones and Sulphuric Acid.—<As the time has arrived 

when every farmer is making arrangement to procure 
sufficient manure for his Turnip crop, I have taken 
the liberty to send you the result of an experi- 
ment with bones and acid which I was induced to 
make from reading Mr, Hannam’s valuable paper in the 
* Royal Agricultural Journal,” and frequent recom- 
mendations inthe Agr. Gazette. I divided a field of 
3 acres into three equal parts, to be sowed with spring 
Turnips. The first aere was drilled with 4 bushels of 
bones, dissolved with 54 bs. of sulphuric acid ; the 
acid (diluted with about four times its weight of water) 
and bones were put into a tub together, where they 
remained three days; they were then mixed with a 
Sufficient quantity of ashes, to render them in a state to 
drill. On the second acre, 3j ewt. of African guano 
ere used, mixed with ashes equal in quantity to those 

drilled with the bones and acid. On the third, 16 
bushels of bones were applied, without any ashes, Six 
drills, without any manure whatever, were left through- 
Out the field for the sake of comparison. The different 
Parts were all drilled the same day with the same sort 
of seed, and the field is of uniform quality. The Tur- 
Nips, with bones and acid, took the lead, and were fit to 

hoe 10 days before any of the others; before they had 
been up a fortnight you could distinctly see the differ- 
ence, to a drill, at a considerable distance. Where the 
guano was used, the Turnips were the second best ; 
were move forward, and looked better than those ma- 
nüred with bones alone. The six drills without any 
manure completely fgiled. The bones and acid main- 
tained their superiority during the summer, and pro- 
duced by much the best crop (I regret they were not 
weighed), the guano the second, and bones alone the 
third. What is the cost of each sort of manure per acre ? 

6d. per ONDES £2 0 0 
3h ewt. g 
Ashes . Sse saree os 

pis 116 0 
541lbs. acid, at 13d. per Ib. 
4 bushels of bones, at 2s. 
Ashes and extra labour . 

Pase O69 
perbsh. 010 0 
es 050 

Du. Aq ai 

The bones and acid’ will, therefore, cost 18s. 3d., and 
the guano 4s., less than the bones alone. Such a saving 
is not to be overlooked, but is not to be compared with 
the advantage of starting the Turnip into such an early 
vigorous growth that defies the attacks of the flies ; to 
say nothing of the extra erop produced. Where farm- 
yard manure and guano have been tried, the guano has 

matter, and while I deprecate every hasty conclusion, I 
would venture to observe that a hasty abandonment of 
research on a question so worthy of it is at least equally 
to be regretted. If I had only tried a few experiments, I 
might have seen nothing to mention, and concluded 
with others that electricity had no effect; but while 
many that I did try gave no indieation of any result, 
those I have described, for some reason or other, seem- 
ingly connected with the application of electricity, 
issued in the manner stated.— Edwin Sidney, Acle, 
near Norwich. 

T heats differ in their nutritive Quality.—16 is with 
uch pleasure I observe in a Leading Article of your 

Gazette your anxiety to direct the attention of farmers 
and the publie to that most ‘mportant subject the com- 
position and relative nutritiveness of the different 
varieties of Wheat used in the manufacture of bread. 
To the consumer, and more especially to the poorer 
classes, this is a subject of money value of no small 
importance, and one on which too much pains cannot 
be bestowed to convince the public of the great loss they 
sustain in purchasing bread made from thoze varieties 
of Wheat which contain but a small per centage of the 
nitrogenous constituents, and which, when they pass 

produced the best Turnips ; in this ease, the carting of | through the baker's hands, are often still more deterio- 
the dung to the field has been more expensive than the 
guano.—J. T. U. [We shall be very glad indeed to 
have reports of your experiments.] 

Influence of Electricity on Vegetation.—The ques- 
tion whether electricity has really any effect on the 
growth of plants ean only be decided by a series of 
careful and accurate experiments, Every person, there- 
fore, who ean offer a fact upon the subject will aid in the 
curious and interesting inquiry, from which many have 
been repelled by the unphilosophical methods employed 

al i tel and the hasty deductions i t y an 
announced. Having paid some attention to the state- 
ments made respecting certain i tried se- exp 
veral myself during the past year, When the Potatoes 
I exhibited at the Royal Institution in May last in pots, 
one treated with a galvanie circuit of aplate of copper 
and zine, were taken up, the produce of the galvanised 
tuber was ten ounces in weight, and of a similar one not 
galvanised, five ounces, "They were weighed at Chis- 
wick by Mr. Edward Solly.* Having expressed an 
opinion that the mode recommended by Mr. Forster 
would be found of no avail, I determined to try that and 
another method. I surrounded a plot of Potatoes with 
the wires as he directed, and found no difference what- 
ever in them from others adjacent, at the period of tak- 
ing them up. At thesame time, I erected two poles about 
20 feet high in another part of the same garden, across 
which I stretched a copper wire 1-16th of an inch in 
thiekness, carefully insulating the poles by covering 
them with a cap, laequering their tops with a solution of 
sealing wax in naphtha, and glass tubes passing through 
the poles, into whieh the wire was inserted. From this 
cross wire I suffered four or five other wires to hang 
perpendieularly with several branching wires at the ex- 
tremity of each, descending within about two feet of the 
ground. A row of similar Potatoes was planted in the 
same soil, and left entirely to themselves. On taking 
them up at the end of the autumn, the produce of those 
under the wires was about double that of the others, 
and while the latter contained only one pound and a 
half of really sound tubers, the disease having caught 
them to a great extent, the former gave 16 pounds 
weight perfectly sound and healthy. lam aware that 
this is merely a single fact, that no hasty inference can 
be deduced from it, and I only state it to persuade others 
to similar trial, which I intend to repeat myself. Itis 
also fair to say that I know of the experiment being tried 
on cereal plants in the like way, and there was no 
visible result, except a very slight one in one case. 
may, perhaps, be permitted to mention the apparent 
effects of a few experiments with galvanic batteries. 
On June 3rd, I sowed two pots of Mustard seed, 
in one I plaeed the terminal wires of two cells 
of Smee's battery. It came up much sooner than 
the other pot of seed, and grew with far greater vigour. 
In June, also, I placed a Pumpkin-seed in a pot be- 
tween a single circuit of zine and copper. It was far 
inferior to a similar seed in growth and development 
sown in the ordinary way, and come to nothing. On 
June 3 a similar application made a great apparent 
difference in a cutting of a Pelargonium, giving it, as it 
seemed, a vigorous growth in comparison with a similar 
cutting with no application. The same day I treated a 
Kidney Bean in like manner ; the advantage over the 
other planted for the comparison was most striking ; 
the former was in rough leaf before those of 
the other unfolded. In my own garden, and in that 

of a neighbour, the single circuit of copper and zine 
seemed greatly to affect, by comparison, a row of Peas, 
On July 4, I placed the terminal wires of a large cell of |s; 

a Daniell’s battery at the extremity of the young shoot 

of a Pelargonium, It withered and died in five days. 

The same experiment was tried upon a Balsam a few 

days before ; it withered and fell in 24 hours ; in 48 

hours it looked as if it had been scorched by a fire. I 
made likewise several other experiments, and with the 
exception of one Melon plant, which flowered before 
any flower-buds were visible on two others in the same 
frame, there is no result. It would, therefore, be in 

vain, till further investigation has been made, to specu- 
late on the causes which produced those appearances 
which I have described. I simply state them for the 
information of persons curious on this interesting 
+ Two similar pots left in Norfolk gave, galvanised, 17 oz. 

ungalvanised, 163 oz. ; scarcely to be called a result. 

rated by adulteration with Rice or Potatoes, to sa; 
nothing of alum, copper, and other noxious ingredients. 
used for the purpose of improving the appearance of 
inferior and damaged samples. That a loaf possessing 
all the external characteristics of bread of the first 

ity, i. e. lightness of texture, good flavour, and not 
stinguished from one made with the best wheaten 

flour, may be made without its containing one particle 
of nutriment (nitrogenous matter), I am convinced, 
having seen and partaken of such bread ; and I have no 
doubt it would have found a ready sale if offered to the 
publie as best bread. But my object is to direct your 
attention to that portion of the subject included under 
cultivation, i. e. the action of manures on the compo- 
sition of the grain, and which, if I recollect right, Sir 
G. Mackenzie did not notice in his papers published in 
your Gazette a few weeks since. Mr. Hyett was the 
first person to call the attention of agriculturists to the 
action of nitrate of soda, when used as a top dressing, 
ini ing the nitrog: i of the Wheat 
crop (Agr. Journal, vol. 2), from analyses which I 
made for him in 1840 of the crops grown with and 
without the nitrate. The effect of the nitrates was 
subsequently examined by Dr. Daubeny, and pub- 
lished in his lectures, and by M. Liebig, now Baron 
Liebig, both of whom confirmed the fact. From that 
time I have felt much interest in the subject, and have 
made many analyses of Wheats grown with differ- 
ent manures, under the same circumstances, and should 
feel a pleasure in co-operating with any person in fairly 
investigating the subject, which, from the analyses now 
lying before me, I feel confident would lead to important 
xvesults.— 4. Gyde, Painswick. 

How is Phosphate of Lime Rendered Available as 
Food for Plants 2—In order to render the answer to 
this question intelligible to “ P. V.;” and your readers, 
it must be borne in mind that there are three salts 
formed by the union of phosphoric acid and a base, 
all of which are called phosphates. We will illustrate 
this in the salts of lime. One equivalent of phosphoric 
acid, and one equivalent of the oxide of calcium, form 
a protophosphate, commonly called a superphosphate 
of lime, which is quite soluble in water. One equiva- 
lent of phosphoric acid and two or three equivalents 
of the oxide of lime form respectively the di-phos- 
phate and tri-phosphate of that earth, which are in- 
soluble, or nearly so, in water. Now, as a matter of 
course, it is the insoluble salt, which chemists say 

* remains in the soil inert and useless for the purpose 

of vegetation till rendered soluble by exposure to 

atmospheric influence.” It is quite true that the 

action of carbonic acid will convert the insoluble into 

a soluble salt. Sulphuric acid will do so much more 
quickly and effectually; but it is not,as * P, V.» 

umes, by dissolving the salt that these acids act, 
but simply by combining with a portion of the bases 
of the di or trisalt, and converting it into the neutral 
proto or superphosphate. It is true that the earbonie 
acid in the atmosphere acts upon the phosphate ex- 
posed to its influence, and it is thus that the increased 
fertilismg property is given to bone-dust by the 
addition of sulphuric acid.—C. R. Bree, Stowmarket. 

Mr. Wortley’s Essay on Fork Husbandry.— Having 
read your late review of Mr. Wortley’s prize essay, I 
have been induced to procure the pamphlet, which I 
have perused with much interest. Iam now desirous 
of adopting the plan advocated by Mr. W., but find the 
description of the fork employed by that gentleman not 
sufficiently minute to enable me to procure one precisely 

Har. Could you oblige me (or would Mr. Wortley, 
through your pages, favour me) with such a full deserip- 
tion of the fork “introduced into Mr. W.'s neighbour- 
hood by R. W. Baker, Esq., of Cottesmore,” as ma; 
enable any maker of agricultural implements to fabri- 

| cate a counterfeit.— Subsoi/. 

T histles from Seed.—C«A. Leicestershire Farmer" says 
he should like to see the person that can raise a bed of 
plants from the seed of Thistles. If he will visit 
Suffolk, I can introduce him to the man, (I enclose my 
address,) a workman of mine, who had no difficulty 
three or four years ago in obtaining a bed of very 
strong and healthy ones in my garden. I saw them in 
their early and more advanced stages. He tells me he 
thinks about half the seed he put in vegetated.—S. T. 
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ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY or ENGLAND. 

A monthly council was held at the Society’s house in 

Hanover Square, on Wednesday last, the 4th of Feb. ; 

present, the Right Hon. Lord Portman, president, in 

the chair, Earl Grey, R. Archbold, M.P., Thos, Raymond 

Barker, Esq., J: R: Barker, Esq., S. Bennett, Esq., H. 

Blanshard, Esq.. W. R. Browne, Esq., F. Burke, Esq., 
Col. Challoner, F. C. Cherry, Esq., Sir T. Drake, Bart., 

A. E. Fuller, Esq. M.P., H. Gibbs, Esq., C. Hillyard, 

Esq, W. Fisher Hobbs, Esq., John Hudson, Esq., G. 

Kimberley, Esq., J. Kinder, Esq., C. Pocock, Esq., 

F. Pym, Esq., Professor Sewell, W. Shaw, Esq., J. V. 

Shelley, Esq., Geo. Turner, Esq., T. Turner, Esq., 

T. R. Tweed, Esq., H. Wilson, Esq., and W. B. 

Wingate, Esq. 

The following new members were elected : 
Pugh, William, Coalport, Ironbridge, Salop 
Chapman, Charles, Exton, Stamford, Lincolnshire 
rmston, Robert, Newcastle-on-Tyne 

Glover, William, Nor treet, N tl Tyne 

Anderson, William, Bent House, South-Shields, Durham 

Grenfell, Charles Pascoe, 38, Belgrave squ; 

Wollen, Joseph Wedmore, Cross, Somersetshire 

Buller, James Wentworth, Downes, Exeter, Devon 

Keen, Thomas, Croydon, Surrey 
Machin, John Vessey, Gateford Hill, Worksop, Notts 

Knipe, J., Eccleston street south, Belgrave square 

Reeks, James, Standen, Hungerford, Berks 5 

Coxe, Lieut. James (27th Foot), Newton Lodge, Hungerford, 

La Beaume, M., 11, Argyll-street, London 

Curties, Rev. Thos, Chandler, Linton Vicarage, Bromyard, 

r 
Mertiok, J., Windsor, Berkshire 

The names of 26 candidates for election at the next 

meeting were then read. 

FiNaNcEs.— Mr. RAvwoNp Barker presented to the 

council the report of the Finance Committee, from 

which it appeared that the amount of capital invested 

in the public funds stood at 8,2007., with a current cash 

balafice in the hands of the bankers of 1,695/. The 

council fi d the dation of the Finance 

Committee, that 1,2007. stock should be sold out of the 

funded property of the Society for the purpose of re- 

moving the temporary i i ioned by the 

Farmers’ Clubs. 
SUBJECTS FOR DISCUSSION. 

8. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF RAILROADS TO 

AGRICULTURE. 

See Report of the meeting of land agents and land valuers in 
the Mark Lane Express of Dec. 29, 5. 

Consider that from 1500 to 2000 acres are swallowed up by 

every 100 miles of railroad ; our increasing population can il! 

spare so large an absorption of corn-growing land, Consider 
also, how the employment of so much capital in this way takes 

out of the money market those means which might be more 

profitably spent in draining land, or in other agricultural im- 

provements : and consider that the maintenance of the present 
turnpike roads will be thrown on the parishes through which 
they pass, if a diminished traffic upon them should reduce their 
tolls below their expenses. 

consider again: (1.) Will railroads diminish the num- 

ber of horses? If so, the lands which formerly grew Oats for 

row Wheat for man. Consider (2) that rail- 

roads require great numbers of men for their construction, who 

lands in their neighbourhood. 
equivalent to the bringing of good markets nearer producing 
dis And above all (6), that the cheap, easy, and rapid 

travelling which they offer will destroy that isolation under 

which the farmer has hitherto suffered, and by which, more 
han in any other way, the progress of agricultural improve- 

ment has been hindered. 
ut the diseussion may turn upon local considerations ; and 

the question may be—‘‘ What effect will railroads have on the 

agriculture of this district ?” and local peculiarities must then 
be considered. And let them be discussed in the spirit of the 

debate which took place at Harleston, Norfolk, on the 14th of 

May, 1845. See 8th Annual Report of Harleston Farmers’ Club. 

Sr. PETERS: Tenants’ Rights—Mr. SwEED said he 
had been requested to introduce to the attentive consi- 
deration of the Club the subject of Tenants’ rights. It 
had been discussed at length at the Farmers’ Club 
House, London; the report of which discussion had 
been forwarded to him, with the request of the Secre- 
tary of that Society that the subject might be considered 
here. The President of this Club had also requested 
him (Mr, Smeed) to introduce the subject to this meet- 
ing, which he would therefore do without further 
apology. 1st, He presumed the meeting would be fully 
agreed in his first statement, viz.—That every possible 

excess of the expenditure over the receipts at the 

Shrewsbury meeting chargeable on the funds of the 

Society, and which at that time had amounted to 1,6007. 
independently of the 1,0007. contributed by the town of 

Shrewsbury towards the expences of the meeting.— 

n the motion of Mr. H. Ginzs, the various finaneial 

returns (of which a detailed statement was given in our 

last report) required in his notice of motion, of the 3d | 

of December last, were ordered to be laid quarterly on | 

the table.—On the motion of Colonel CHALLONER, a 

statement of the ordinary income of the Society for the 

past year, apart from income arising from the payment 

of arrears of subscription, should also be prepared. | 

The council ordered further that a list of all members | 

in arrear of subscription should lie constantly on the 

council table for public inspection. 

Newcastte Mesrinc.—The President having laid 
before the council a communication from Sir Matthew 
White Ridley, Bart,, Chairman of the Neweastle Local 
Committee, on the subject of the date of the meeting, 
it was unanimously decided by the council that the 

annual county meeting of 1846, for the Northern Dis- 

trict (comprising the counties of Northumberland, Cum- 

berland, Durham, and Westmoreland, and the town of 
Berwick-on-T weed) should be held at Neweastle-on- Tyne 
in the week commencing on the 13th of July next ; the 
principal day of the show, and that of the pavilion din- 
ner, being Thursday the 16th of that month. 

A letter having been read from Mr. Frere, in refer- 

ence to railway accommodation and conveyance to the 
place of meeting, the Secretary was directed to enter 
into communieation with the various railway companies, 
andthe Newcastle local committee, on the subject, and 
toreport theresult of his enquiries to the council at 
heir next monthly meeting. 

The following communications were received :—A 
letter from Mr. Pusey, M.P., to the President, an- 
nouncing the preparation of a report by the Analysis 
Committee, on the best eourse to be pursued in the 
present state of the inquiry respecting the Ashes of 
Plants. Letters and Specimens of Draining Tiles, ad- 
dressed to the Duke of Richmond, by Mr. Johnson, of 
Northampt A dation from Mr. Thomp- 
son, of Moat Hall, that the county of York should form | 
one of the districts for the country meetings of the So- 
ciety. A suggestion from Mr. Martin, of Kingston 
House, Dorchester, that engravings should be published 
of the prize implements of the Society. A printed re- 
port from Mr. Dean, of the Proceedings of the Land 
Agents’ Society. A letter from Dr. Dewhurst, offering | 
to deliver lectures before the Society. Plans from Mr. 
Harrison, of Devizes, of Cattle Sheds, Manure Tanks, | 
&c. Papers from Mr. Dickson, on the Cultivation of 
Flax. Anoffer from Mr. Stothard, Medal Engraver to 
the Queen, of unappropriated medal dies for a royal 
medal. An offer of services from Mr. S. Curtis, of New 
South. Wales, in reference to the promotion of the ob- 
jeetsof the Society. Andan intimation from Dr. Cal- 
vert, that if the arrangement should be approved by the 
ouneil, he would willingly communicate, in a Lecture 

to the members at the ensuing Newcastle Meeting, the 
result of his inquiries and practical trials on the subject 
of the best Grasses for cultivation. 

The Council then adjourned to Wednesday next, 
the llth of February. P 

rj 

arrang should be made to secure good farming. 
Rents eould not be kept up without it : the heavy ex- 
pences of the tenant could be met under no other sys- 
tem ; the increasing population of the country rendered 

it necessary ; and this alone could secure the full em- 
loyment of the agricultural poor. 2d. It was not 

likely that the capital and skill of the agriculturist, and 

the capabilities of the soil, would be fully developed un- 
less due attention was paid to the relative position of 
landlord and tenant. Indeed he thought it should be 
forcibly felt by all elasses engaged in agriculture that 

their interests are mutual; that they rise or fall to- 
gether. He was of opinion rents are in but 
few cases too high under circumstances over which 
landlords or tenants have any control. In some cases 

he thought them too high under existing circumstances 
over which they have control; but in very many might 
they be raised, and yet the tenant would be encouraged 

and benefited if these circumstances were altered. 4th. 
e believed seeurity of possession to be most important to 

every occupier of land. Improvement in the condition 
of the soil is to the farmer what improved machinery 

is to the manufacturer; nor can there exist pro- 
per inducements to the necessary outlay in either 
case, unless a fair chance is given of obtaining 
adequate remuneration. A farmer, under any cir- 
cumstances, risks his outlay; and he has many 

angers and difficulties to contend with unfelt and 
unknown to mercantile men, but uncertainty of tenure 
places him at once in circumstances infinitely disad- 

vantageous, It will be sure to operate on every reason- 
able mind in the i ion of a parsimony, incom- 
patible with the best interests of the landlord, the 
labourer, and the country. On these grounds leases 

are desirable. 5th. If farms are taken on a yearly 
tenure, there should be given two years notice to quit, 
and care should be taken, in the agreement, that the 
landlord is not left with a starved farm, nor the ser- 
vant without remuneration. 6th. He thought that a 
tenant leaving should stand on quite as good terms as 
the in-coming tenant, and he knew of no better plan 
to secure the interests of both these, and those of the 
landlord, than the following :—(1.) That the out-going 
tenant be paid for all work done on the land after his 
last harvest, (2.) That all straw, fodder, and manure 
found on the farm at Michaelmas be taken at its full 
value. (3.) That half the value of manures applied the 
preceding year be paid to the out-going tenant. (4.) 
That all buildings erected by the tenant, or purchased 
by him of his predecessor, be taken by his suecessor. 
(5.) "That the real value of these items be fixed by fair 

arbitration.—7th. He thought the effects of this and simi- 
lar meetings, would beof more importance if they brought 
thesubjeet before the parties immediately concerned, toan 

if they promoted any legislative interference Judicious, 

voluntary arrangements between landlords and tenants 

would do more good than Acts of Parliament. Still 

something was needed to meet cases where persons 

found in possession of farms, are not protected by 

any sort of agreement with their landlords about the 

treatment they are to receive on quitting, but are left 

to the “custom of the country.” A legal standard of 

appeal would be exceedingly useful under such 

circumstances. Now, the tenant must take just 

what the landlord pleases to give him, or enter 

on a contest to which he is quite unequal, and the 

very ground on which he stands is as unstable as a float- 

ing iceberg. He hoped gentlemen would speak freely 
on the subject this evening, but would recommend to 
wait till the London Farmers’ Club had collected the 
information it was seekimg, and they felt themselves 
in possession of more light, before they proceeded to 
petition Parliament on the subject.—Mr. W. MANSER, 
the President of the Club, said, “ I quite agree in all that 
has been said by Mr. Smeed. I think the greatest ob- 

stacle to good farming is the non-employment of capital, 
arising principally froni uncertainty of tenure ; and if 
any means can be devised to overcome this, so that the 
tenant farmer can feel secure that he shall be rèim- 
bursed for every judicious outlay of capital on quitting 
the farm, it will be a great boon, not only to tenants, but 

to landlords, and the country generally. In my opinion 
the out-going tenant is entitled to compensation for any 
increased value that his system of cultivation may have 
iven the farm he has occupied. Were he secure of 

obtaining this, I feel confident the intrinsic value of 

landed estates would rapidly increase. I think there 
are many things that the out-going tenant ought to be 

paid for by the landlord, which ought not to be charged 

to the incoming tenant in any other way than by an in- 
crease of rent. For, in very many cases, if the tenant 

(who may be an industrious, practical, and persevering 

man) has a large sum to pay on entering the farm, he 

may be so crippled in eireumstances as to be unable to 

improve the estate, and yet (in justice) he could not 
object to pay inereased rent for the benefit received. 
This plan would give accommodation to many tenants, 
and also prove a goodi for landlords—iner 
ing the real value of their estates, while it improved 
their rent roll. For the advantage of all parties I would 
recommend that such a per centage should be paid 
(whatever the extent of the lease might be) as would 
wipe off both principal and interest by the end of the 
term. Then the tenant on leaving would, in justice, be 
paid by the landlord for all work done for the benefit of 
his successor, and for all l d imp " 
as Mr. Smeed has stated. But above all, the full value 
should be paid for straw, fodder, and manure; and 
every inducement should be given to secure good farm- 
ing to the end of the lease."— 4A. long discussion ensued, 
at the close of which it was proposed by Mr. J. C. Ben- 
NETT, seconded by Mr. N. BnapLEY,and carried unani- 
mously— 'That, as the opinion of this Club is fully em- 
bodied and expressed in what has been delivered by 
Mr. Smeed and Mr. Manser,the secretary be requested 
to forward their speeches to the secretary of the Lon- 
don Farmers! Club, as explanatory of their views on the 
subject.” 
MarpsroxE.— The following are the resolutions of this 

Club as embodied in its report for the past year :— 
* That it is desirable to drill Swede Turnips about the 
middle of May, in high exposed situations, and about 
the middle of June, in low warm situations; white 
rounds a month later; that Mangold Wurzel should be 
dibbled in 30 inches apart, from the middle of April to 
the middle of May.” It was mentioned by a member 
whose land was subject to fly, that he had with suecess 
drilled in alternate rows of white rounds between the 
Swedes, to protect the latter from the fly, which had 
always attacked the white rounds first. June.— That 
in the opinion of the members, the way to make the best 
meadow hay is to cut early, and to expose as little as 
possible to dew ; as soon after mowing as practicable, to 
put it into very small cocks, opening the same the fol- 
lowing day, again putting it into cocks of a larger 
size before any dew falls ; and pursuing the same course 
until ready to carry. A cheaper, but not so desirable, 
yet very common mode practised, is to allow the Grass 
to remain unbroken in the swathe, turning it once or 
twice a day, until nearly ready to carry, when it is shook 
abroad in the forenoon of the day intended for carrying, 
and taken up in the afternoon, taking care to finish 
before any dew falls. If the whole is shaken and cannot 
be carried before next day, it should be put up in secure 
cocks, Seed hay should not be shaken out, but should 
be turned in the swathe until ready to carry; but if too 
large a crop to admit of the hay being made in the 
morning it may be slightly opened in the swathe. Tare 
hay is very difficult to make good ; it is best to open 
the swathe in a fine day, and eare should be taken to 
allow it to remain exposed as little as possible. Sufli- 
cient hands should be at command to put all into cock ' 

every night, or at the approach of rain. It is desirable 

to cause hay of all descriptions to heat in the stack as 
little as possible.”  J'u/y.—'* Thatit had been found de- 
sirable to cut Wheat before it becomes sickle-eared, 
and other grain rather green. That if men can be got 
to bag Wheat well, it is best to bag ; the next best plan 
is to mow ; but both bagging and mowing must be done 
well, or dirt will get into the sample from the stalks 
which are torn up by the roots. That corn should 
always be made up in small sheaves. ‘That when winter 
thrashing is required, Wheat threshed after having 
been kept in a barn, is generally better than that kept 
in stack, but that for summer-thrashing the sample is 
rather improved by being stacked. In that month, the 
members of the Club having reported last year on the 
State of the farm of Mr. Hewitt Davis, received & 
general invitation from that gentleman to inspect his 
crops just before harvest. About 20 of the members 
availed themselves of the invitation on the 9th of July, 
and again inspected Mr. Davis’s crops. In August, 
Mr. Davis accepted the invitation of the Club to pay 
them a return visit ; but Mr. Davis’s engagements only 

permitted his attendance at the monthly discus- 

sion. The subject originally arranged for discussion 

was — improvements in farm buildings: but the 
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attendance of Mr. Davis induced many members, who 
had not visited his farms, to wish for some further parti- 
culars from him on his system, and particularly on that 

time, from which several advantages arise ;* 7th, 
Clover and Italian Rye-Grass for green-feeding and 
hay ; 8th, Oats ; 9th, Flax ; 10th, Rape, Vetches, and 

portion of it which refers to sowing a d hed quan- 
tity of seed. Mr. Davis, consequently, entered into a 
elaborate exposition on his system and its advantages, 
which led to many inquiries and to some animated dis- 
cussion. At the conclusion, the following resolution 
was unanimously adopted :— Resolved, * That every 
friend of agrieultural improvement and national pros- 
perity ought to try the system recommended by Mr. 

ewitt Davis, if only on a small scale; and that the 
thanks of the club be presented to that gentleman for 
the urbanity with which he has received its deputations,. 
and the pains he has taken this evening to explain every 
part of his system." ^ September.— Resolved, * That 
having re-diseussed Mr. Davis's system, after hearing 
that gentleman's explanation, it is still deemed highly 
desirable for every farmer, who can drill early and culti- 
vate in any way approaching Mr. Davis's system, to 
try at least a portion of his land, with a diminished 
quantity of seed, and to report the result to the club. 
The elub do not recommend, however, farmers on un- 
drained land, to try it to any very great extent." At 
the December meeting, the secretary read several ex- 
tracts from the minutes of evidence of the “select com- 
mittee of the House of Lords appointed to inquire into 
the expedieney of a legislati ti being intro- 
duced to enable the possessors of entailed estates to 
charge such estates with a sum, to be limited, for the 
purpose of draining and otherwise permanently im- 
proving the same." A large majority of the witnesses 
preferred draining at least 4 feet deep ; and concurred 
in the opinion that the superfluous water first fills tho 
large cracks of the earth from the surface, and then 
rises from below, thus chilling the plant, and generally 
redueing the temperature of the soil. An interesting 
discussion ensued, in which some members, who had 
been accustomed to very tenacious clays, gave their 
Opinion, as the result of their experience, that the 
Water very seldom got so deep as four feet ; and that 
on some very tenacious clays it was preferable to drain 
about 30 inches deep, leaving the drains only half the 
distance apart of deep drains. 

Farm Memoranda. 
Coxnzn, County Down.—We last week described the 

operations of draining, &e., which have resulted in the 
permanent improvement of this estate, and we will now 
transcribe for the benefit of our readers the very inte- 
resting report lately given in the Dublin Farmers’ 
Gazette, by Mr. Andrews, of the mode of cultivation 
which he adopts. He says:—* The rotation we have 
hitherto pursued on our large farm, isthe five course. 
First, green crop, half Potatoes and half Turnips, the 
former in the succeeding rotation taking the place occu- 
pied by the latter in the previous. Second, Wheat on 
all land eleared by March, being nearly the entire, as 
we then store the remaining Turnips, the whole sown 
down with Clover and Grass. Third, Clover and Grass 
for green feeding and hay. Fourth, pasture. Fifth, 
Oats. We are much dissatisfied with this rotation, as 
the year of pasture makes no adequate return, ‘and 
greatly diminishes the average annual produce ; but we 
have been unable to change it till our draining and 
other improvements shall be completed, the soil under 
pasture being in the best state for draining. I know 
many good practical agriculturists entertain the opinion 
that a year under pasture is necessary ; but I have 
never been satisfied with the reasons assigned, and I 
know the best scientific professors are of opinion, that 
a well arranged rotation, with frequent and adequate 
dressings of manure, will render unnecessary the great 
loss of produce and the great waste of manure insepa- 
Yable from a year of pasturage, in a five course rotation, 
Nor are we without experience to support that opinion. 
My brothers and I have three distinct farms, one of 
9 Cunningham acres, one of 21 Cunningham acres, and 
our large farm of nearly 400 statute acres. That of 
21 acres has been cultivated for above 20 years under 
the four course shift, the same as the five described, 
With the exception of the year of pasturage, and its 
producti has not diminished one whit from the 
Maximum to which it was brought in the first few years, 
except in Clover, which occurring every fourth year has 
Certainly become so precarious, that Italian Rye Grass 
is now mainly relied upon. The Potatoes and Turnips 

3 

p urnips, two entire crops in the year. 
Under this rotation, five black cattle are kept in sum- 
mer, and six in winter—one being an ox, which per- 
forms all the drawing, aided in the ploughing by 
another ox or horse, as on the plan of neighbouring, so 
common and proper with small farmers. Two pigs are also 
kept, and a large number of fowl for supply of my own 
family. The course of feeding is as follows :—About 
the third week of April the Rape sown in August after 
Flax on one-half of the division, is ready. It is sown 
broadcast, at three times, from the earliest day possible 
after the Flax is pulled, to the last day of the month, and it 
supplies the cattle till nearly the 1st of June. Inthe latter 
part of May the Rape is mixed with Rye, sown in Sept. 
on one-fourth of the ground intended for Turnips—the 
Aberdeen and Globe being sown on that portion, and 
Swedes on the other three-fourths. After the Rape and 
Rye, Clover and Italian Rye-grass form the supply till 
about the third week of June, when the portion unused, 
generally three-fourths of the entire, is cut for hay. B 
the third week of June, winter Vetches sown in October 
upon part of the remaining half of the Flax ground, is in 
full flower, and beginning to pod ; and followed by spring 
Vetches, sown in February or March on the other part 
of that portion, supplies foed till nearly the first of 
August. The second cutting of Clover then comes into 
use, and almost the entire of this cutting is consumed 
green, mixed with a portion of dry Wheat-straw. When 
it is finished earlier or later in September, according to 
the season, Vetches sown upon the Rape ground at dif- 
ferent times from the middle of May till nearly the 
middle of June succeed, and are aided by early imperial 
Cabbages, which are planted alternately with flat Dutch, 
the removal of which permits the flat Dutch to increase 
till they are wanted in October and November. 

A partial third cutting of Clover (liquid manure 
being applied after each), and in some seasons a cutting 
of the young Clover sown with the Wheat (which is cut 
off high above the Clover), with Cabbages, have never 
failed to carry on the cattle to the middle of November, 
when Turnips and other winter feeding, consisting of 
Bean haulm and Rye-grass hay, with some straw cut 
into Chaff and boiled with an addition of bruised Flax 
seed and bolls (all such being saved), and a portion.of 
Bean meal, form the dependence of the stock till the 
return of Rape in April. One entire tenth of the farm 
is thus in Turnips, and also the half of a tenth under 
winter and early spring Vetches, on which Globes are 
sown till the middle of July, and Swedes transplanted 
from that time till the lst August with plants taken 
from a portion of the field sown with Swedes, and left 
with a double supply of plants at the time of singling. 

lthe Beans are used for the cattle, being given in 
meal with their drink during summer, and boiled with 
the food in winter. The manuring of this land is by 
light dressings of solid and liquid manure each alternate 
year—20 barrels of lime the Cunningham aere bein 
given with Potatoes:and Turnips, strewed in flour-upon 
the drills after the crops are planted and sown. 

The success of this course is so far all I could wish. 
The number of cattle kept is equal to almost any well- 
proved attempt I have met with. Every crop is abun- 
ant. Ihave this year threshed only my Potato-land 
Wheat. It yielded 32} ewt.—from a Scotch boll 240 
Ibs. of Hopetoun, in the proportion of 28} cwt, per 
Cunningham acre. Many think the attempt to raise 
Wheat thrice in ten years will fail. Considering that 
analysis has proved that Wheat extracts even less than 
Oats from the soil, I am resolved to work out the expe- 
riment. I only now regret, that in the arrangement of 
this small farm I did not lay out a small paddock of 
half an acre in permanent Grass for “ playground ” for 
the cattle, and I mean to remedy that defect. 
By the result of our experience on those small farms, 

we are emboldened to determine on giving up pasturage 
on our large farm, at the commencement of the rotation 
following the pletion of our thorough-draining and 
subsoil ploughing, and we have designed the following : 
—Ist, Potatoes ; 2nd,Wheat ; 3rd, Beans; 4th,Wheat; 
5th, Turnips; 6th, Wheat; 7th, Clover ; 8th, Oats. One 
field of about 20 acres, now in permanent pasture, 
will so remain for young cattle, and an occasional “play- 
ground” for others. Vetches and Rape will be raised 
in the proportion that may be found useful, on the divi- 
sion allotted to Beans. Time will show whether the 

Occurring but once in eight years are p to the 
highest degree, and Wheat and Oats, on the average of 
years, produce the enormous return of very nearly 30 cwt. 
to the Cunningham aere. In one year, 40 ewt. of Oats 
were derived, and in an extreme year 35 ewt. of Wheat 
to the Cunningham aere, On this farm the produce of 
manure from exclusive house feeding is very great, and 
the manure is aided by a mixture of peat earth, lime 
eing given every fourth year with the green crop, in 

the proportion of 20 barrels or 60 bushels of unslaked 
lime to the Cunningham acre. The soil is on the clay 
Slate of the grau-wacké formation. The small farm of 9 
Acres is placed under a rotation designed to exhibit the 
Maintenance of the largest possible stock of black cattle, 
fed entirely in the house, and also to test the effects of 
a very lengthened rotation, including every crop for 
which the soil is adapted which can be made useful and 
Profitable. It is in 10 divisions. The rotation is the 
following :—Ist year, Potatoes ; 2d, Wheat ; 3d, Beans 
9n two-thirds, Cabbages on one-third ; 4th, Wheat; 
5th, Turnips ; 6th, Wheat, sown in February or March, 
With Red Clover and Italian Rye-Grass at the same 

of pasturage will realise theoretic expecta- 
tions. I can see no necessity for the waste and loss 
incurred by pasturage. Land requires rest from pro- 
ducing the same crop too frequently. Obviate that evil 
by a lengthened and varied rotation, and supply the food 

of the crops in frequent and suitable dressings, and I 
have no fear of the result. You have dragged me into 
this subject, and you must bear the infliction of my 
prolix communieation. 

Thad almost forgotten to state, that on our large farm 
we have ascertained, upon the weigh-bridge, the pro- 
duce of an entire field of Cup Potatoes, as taken from 
the ground in one year, at nearly 14, and in another at 
153 tons per Cunningham acre. Our Swedish Turnips 
would, I am persuaded, reach 40 tons this year. Wheat 
and Oats have produced, on the large scale, from 25 to 
30 ewt. per Cunningham acre. This produce is fully 
25 per cent. increased from the best of the “good old 
times.”—John Andrews. 

Mediewos. 
The Muck Manual. By Frederick 

J. Murray, Albemarle-street, 
A new edition of a well known and highly esteemed 
little book. Its present form and contents are the 
result of a careful revision of the former work, and a 
glossary explanatory of the names and hard words which 
have been used in the volume is appended to it. It is 
written in a very simple and pleasing style, and con- 
tains, we believe, all on the subject of manures that a 
farmer really needs to know. We extract from the 
preface the following passage in which the author after 
apologising for the humble title he has adopted for his 
book thus recommends its perusal. 

*'To descend, however, from this lofty strain into 
which our apology has betrayed us, let us seriously 
recommend you if you belong to the honourable frater- 
nity of the most ancient of all professions, as we have 
been all along presuming, to make a few scratches on 
this lowly and too much neglected heap of all sorts of 
despised things, and we have no doubt but you will soon 
rake up, like the cock in the fable, jewels of great value, 
which you, more happy than he, will know how to 
estimate and apply to most excellent and profitable uses» 

Falkner. 

The Horse's Foot, and how to keep it sound. With 
Illustrations. By William Mills, Esq. Longman, 
Brown, Green, and Longman. 

A BEAUTIFULLY got up work, excellently and fully illus- 
trated by capital lithographic drawings. It treats of the 
anatomy of the foot—the practice of shoeing, and the 
proper stable management of the horse, with especial 
reference to the treatment of the foot. Mr. Mills has 
written a very useful essay, and one which should be 
read by every gentleman owning a horse. 

~A 
‘Miscellaneous. 

Analysis of Experiments with Super-phosphate of 
Lime and other Manures.—The Right Hon. T. Pem- 
berton Leigh, having instructed one of his tenants, Mr. 
Strouts, of Kingsdown, Kent, to try some experiments 
with different manures,—on the 22d November, 1843, 
Mr.-Strouts set out six aeres' and sowed them with 
Wheat, having dressed one of them (No. 1) with 30 
loads of farmyard dung, costing 4/. 108. On the 19th 
March, 1844, he used the following top-dressings on 
four of the unmanured acres (still leaving one un- 
manured) ; No. 2 with 3 cwt. 2 qrs.18 lbs. of Peruvian 
guano, costing 27. 4s. ; No. 3 with 5 cwt. of rape-dust, 
costing 17. 12s. 6d. ; No. 4 with 6 cwt. 2 qrs. of urate, 
costing 1/. 12s. 6d. ; No. 5 with 6 cwt. 1 qr. 4 Ibs. of 
super-phosphate of lime, costing 2/. 4s. 9d. | Last year 
these plots were again sown with Oats. The following 
Table will show the comparative results, which were 
mentioned by Mr. Leigh at the dinner of the Lenham 

ssoeiation. We have calculated the increase of crop 
from the lowest manured acre, and the saving in cost 
by deducting the cost of each manure from that of the 
highest, namely farmyard dung. 

Produce, | Straw. | Increase. | Saving. 
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It must be observed that the saving estimated here 
must be spread over the whole course. The above isa 
very important experiment, and entitles, not only Mr. 
Leigh for incurring the expense, but also Mr. Strouts 
for carrying it out, to the gratitude of agriculturists. 
Mr. Strouts has also tried other experiments with the 

* The advantages of sowing Clover and Grass-seeds in the 
early spring, at the same time as Wheat-seed, are the follow- 
ing :—Turnip land then sown is well consolidated, and will be 
rendered more so by succeeding spring rains, and that solidity 
may be increased by rolling. If sown ai ter season with 
Barley, such consolidation, so useful to Clover, cannot be: s 
well secure: he Clover plant, when sown with Wheat thus 
early, has time to attain size and strength before the Wheat 
can shade it, and the shading by spring-sown Wheat is less 

$ 

than by any other crop, for the seed stem, when it begins to 
run, proceeds rapidly, with less flag than any other cereal, and 
is, throughout, comparatively open in the bottom. It is owing 

on Turnips and Swedes. The result DO DOSE 
wa: 

Manure per acre, Turnips. Swedes. "Cost; " 

Tns, cwt. Ibs.|Tns. cwt, Ibs.| £ s. d. 55 bshls. Sprats and 4 - 
cwt. super-phos.;Lime| 16 7 96|21 7 16/3 3 9 

55 bshls. Sprats ......| 13 0 80|14 19 32|2 18 
5 ewt. sup hos. Lime| 18 2 96 wa 116 8 

—Maidstone Gazette. 
Indian,Corn.—l have grown Indian"corn for five 

to these advantages, as I conceive, that I have succeeded much 
better with Olover under this system than formerly. 

{ By taking the year after Flax for Rape, Vetches, &c., two 
entire crops of green-feeding are secured in full perfection 
within the year; thus, half the field in Rape, in three sowings, 
say 10th, 20th, and 30th August, succeeded by late spring 
Vetches, sown from about the middle of May till nearly the 
middle of June; the other half in winter and early sown spring 
Vetches, succeeded by Globe and transplanted Swedish Turnips. 

successive years, raised it inthe end of February in a 
hothouse. ferred it to a greenh to harden it in 
April, and planted strong young plants in a sheltered 
spot (south aspect) in the open air at the beginning of 
May, but have not succeeded in perfecting the seed ; 
the ears full sized, but as you say, it wants a greater 
degree of heat, say from 80 and upwards by day, and 

| 
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not lower than 70 at night to swell the seed and bring 
itto perfection. The variability of our climate, and the 
long continuance of the easterly winds in spring, pre- 
cludes all idea of ever introducing Indian corn into our 

fields as agricultural produce, returning a remuneration 

to the farmer; even with artificial raising, the after 

risk is too great to under take its culture.—JoAn E. 
Rolis, jun., in the Farmers’ Journal, 

Theory of Manuriig.—li is at present a matter in 

dispute, whether animal and vegetable substances should 

be placed on the land while undergoing decay, or after 
their decay is complete ; whether the ammonia and 
other produets of décomposition which, during decay, 

escape into the air, be useful or not to the crops if 

placed upon the land? The decision of this question 

is of the greatest importance to the farmer, as it would 

teach him the best and most economical method of em- 

ploying the manure of his yards, and probably show him 

whence he may draw a supply independent of foreign 

importation. An element, which chemists call nitrogen, 

is found to be a constant and necessary part of Wheat 
and other grain, and, indeed, of almost every crop. The 

inquiry for men of science is, whence do plants derive itt 

If this were ascertained, it would be of great advantage 

to the farmer, as they could at once tell him many 
things which he would like to know, respecting manures, 

and “which would be of far more value, because uni- 

versally true, than the experience of any man, since the 

most extensive experience is, after all, only partial and 

limited. — Proposal for establishing a College of 

——— ‘Ue 
A Table, showing the Weight of à Bushel and Quarter of Grain, 

and the Value of. tue Quarter according to its weight, varying 

rom 2d. to 2d. per 1b. ; also the value of a cwt. after the same 
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CALENDAR OF. $ OPE RATIONS. 
The chief points for EE Wes xd the month of February 
the management of live stock and manure, the manuring 

of Grass lands, the sowing of Tares, Beans, and Oats, prepara ar 
tion of a land intended for Corto ots, Parsnips, 
Besides this, too, the Market Operatio: of th nonth. pti 
ne of imj mporta: nce. Boths esp and cattle that have been 
feeding all winter will be getting on towards readiness for the 

fer, 

Management of Live Stoo ‘The bran Wee extracts which have 

been a published in this Gazette, 'ar more Sape ed 
on this point dal ee statements founded merely on our o 

experience. The first is descriptive of the OR A rearing 
calves in the Gibusestershize dairy the’ calf i; 
removed from the cow at six or eight days ol, ae ided the 
dam be a cow, and not a heifer; but if a eifer the calf is 
allowed to remain about a fortnight, as ne "calf renders her 
easier to milk afterwards. t a week old, calves are 
allowed each two quarts of milk twice a day. Nothing else is 
given till they are about "be months old, except hay, whieh 
they Ero id eat well ata very early age, say three weeks, 

‘wo months old aes consume a good quantity of hay, and 

then we reduce the two quarts of milk to one, and add two 
uarts of water, which makes a mixture of three quarts, as of 

course they re uire more to drink when théy 
At about 10 weeks old they nae turned to Beatty and the milk 

is entirely discontinued 35 d$ ees, Itis notdesirable that the 
heifer should aes her inc alt except for the limited period 

d; she should be made quiet for milking as soon 
n pane, and this euet is defeated by allowing the calf to 

econd extract i UE same branch of the subject 
mall be faker from a paper b; . Wilson inthe Transactions 
of the Highland Society “On Hearing Cattle with a view to 
Early eed It describes the practice prevalent in Ber- 

“It is desirable to have all the cows to calve 
TS RE 1 and cs Lr If earlier, they will get 

ere it receives a 
on of ‘its own mother’s first milk. For a fortnight new 

milk is the only food suitable for it, and of this it should receive 
a liberal allowance twice a day ; but means should after this 
b to eat linseed cake and sl te Swedish. 

and the readiest way to do so is to a bit of cake 
into its mouth immediately ge getting its mili, asit am then 
Suck greedily at oes ng i can get hold of. By repeatin 
this a few times, 
will usually take PA this food freely, and whenever this i: 
the case it should have as muchas it can take, go that its | Ne 

allowance of milk may be diminished to meet the neces 

athe younger ealves which are coming in succession. This i 

the greater importance that it is always most desirable to 
A ERE anything with ed milk by way o of helping the 
quantity. When a substitute must be resor Kis S 

porridge, mixed with the new milk, is ats! “the 

sour ventus found in the calf-house when iure 

or jelly of any kind is mixed with the milk, is proof. sufficient 
that indigestion is the consequence. ut into each 

calf’s allowance, and mixed with the milk by Pu ise with the 

hai is a good help and never does harm ; but, with this ex- 

ce »ption, it is best to give milk warm and unadulterate d, how- 

ever small the quantity, and along with this dry farinaceous 

food— Turnips and hay ad lib. If more liquid be needed, a pail 
with water may be put within their reach, as this does not dia- 

duce the bad effects of mixed milk. Indeed, it is best to keep as 
ve as posyp P thenstore arrangement according to which 

the cal at first duet and then at longer 

intervals, as it GIES able to eat the same food as er 

dam. The diet of the cows at this eot is a matter of some 

consequence. Swedish Turnips yield the richest milk, but it 

is too scanty, and calves fed on it are liabl o inflammatory 

attacks, Globe Turnips should, therefore, fora thelr principal 
food during the spring mon: Care should also have been 

xm that they do not get tins low in condition in the autumn 

and for this end it is wen to put them dry at least 

fhrea months before ca ving. Some may think this nf but 
A l'he 

cows, when dry, are kept at less expense, and by th: penod of 

rest their piak is invigorated, greater TERR done to 

the foetus now rapidly advancing to maturity, Wu i much 

more milk obtained p calving, when it is T 
We postpone t st of Mr. Wilson's statement til ater inthe 
spring, when it will be pide onabl 

Notices to Correspondents, 
Cexents—X X X asks ifa good deal floor once used as a 
granary will answer for a malting room in the stages for the 

growth of the Corn, and will it be advisable to glaze it sies 

with marine glue, or cover it over with any, and what 

cheap cements ? 
Foon ror Horses—k V R—By all means: Oat chaff from the 

winnowing machine may be 2 to horses, Youmay plant 

Potatoes at the usual tim m sowing, only a little 

deeper than usual. canal adopt the practice HAC 

this year, and will detail the process at the proper tim 
GaAs Liquor—J L asks for the e n is any one ‘of our 

eaders on this manure. He l find all e know about it 

das this potion, in a back Number x this Rd "s Papers. 

Guano—J C—Apply 3 cwt. of Peruvi of African, 

Eas acre; and if your water cart will Satter "do sages of 

water per acre, just mix that quantity of guano with that 

quantity of water. 
HAND Distre —Aleph— We do not know Newberry’s hand 

dibble ; but we should not consider any boasi hand-dibble 

enough for the corn planting on a farm of 70 acres. 

is cultivated in some Se of Dorsetshire. 

‘ou use arsenic take care 
that itis not applied too strong. An ounce of arsenic will be 

sufficient for six or eight quarts of water. Bigg’s composi- 
Sut for dipping sheep is a safer apponi, applied freely 
from a ladle or other vessel. an gi s. of the com- 

Poton for 2s. 6d., by Applying at 15, Ee wail atréee Port- 

C—The z alue of the meal may be gathered from 

the analysis at p. 10 (1845), Ag. Gazette. The oil remains in 
the meal 

Sow AND en J L—Give her Oatmeal,that is better than Lin- 

seed in this case, and whey in abundance, and Potatoes.— 
We should mix the soil with the leaves before Aa eee it.— 

You had better, under the circumstances, either sow a thin 

ERAS Hi Barley with your Grass seeds, or one bushel of 

Rye per a 
Cen ups or Lrwe—Jf Y—You will see further refer- 

ence to this subject in another column, and we will shortly 

publish a RS SS y Mr. Pusey, who has written on it in 

the current Number of the “Agricultural Society’s Journal.” 

You wl sin "this manure mentioned our advertising 

sonum 

subject). Can any one answer this „question ? Turnips 

ste. 
For T Pigeon—Feed them at use in 

their house with Tares, Vetches, Peas, or small Beans. 

You mney ese feathers of one wing if the place is strange 
to the 

ro MEASURE MANUR Y Tremerner—Our carts will contain 
om an average, 14 Site yards of manure each, 2. e. 120 cubic 

yards are equal b 100 loads. You must ascertain what 

yours hold by a day's observation, and then calculate 

, Accordingly. 
munications reaching town after Wednesday, cannot 

EDS answered the same week. 

dWtarhkets. 
SMITHFIELD, Monpay, Feb, 2.—Per stone of 8 lbs. 

po Boats, Herefordas, to: Pirie ae Best. Dorana gn ati breds 53 2to 
Kori dx 2| Best Long-w 

Segona ley Beasts 3 0 3 

5s 6 

5 2 

Event fecond quality 44 48 
88 50 

AA 0805 Saves au ess 

E supply of Beasts i» very shore to-day, aui we have a'cotisequeht. ad 
Evoryihing Js readily dental of una io ome dares 

ante chin our highe: i i 

tles- Sheep are remi ark scarce and dear.— Good. Veal is scarce and dear, 
— Pork trade is better. 

Y, Bu. 6. 
We have rather a full market of Beasts to day—we. notice a very large 

eign, several of which were inverided for last Monday, Dat 
"The wate for Beef has received a considerable check, and 

p Scots, Se, make 4s 4d, and Short horns 4s 5 
thes qnalitles suffer in like proportion, bnt al ev nd ng is sold.— 
Although the 
as dear as 
D 2 
Cait is making very nearly 6 rk 4: 

me sta, 092; Sheep, 3000; Calves, 1943 Pigs o 
E West Smithfela. 

- POTAT ES: OUT: dicc WATERSIDE, Feb. 2, 
The supply to this market since this 

from the northern districts, but in vea of th 

plete 
eds, from 8a to 130s per ton ; ditto Regents, 80s to 110a per. 

per ton, but inferior samples af e 
opting. at low prices, a good many rooms 

E 50s wo 80s per ton; the last 

rims Masa.tay 90eto 958| New Huy’ —sto —e | Newer. 
Tal New & Rowan 0 Clover 90 10:116. | Stew 

and pk dd a few pieces in its rode it | Fine Old Hay - 

0 
Coorzn, Salesman. 

CUMBERLAND MARKET, Feb. 5. 
Prime Mend. Hay S0to 93+ Old Clover 110s to 115e Thferiov Inferior do, 95 — 104 | Straw 
New Hay i 

83s to 368 

Josnva Baxur, Hay Salesman. 
WHITECHAPEL, Fe 

B0s%0 908) Old Clover 100s tot 
7% Infr. 70 Straw 283 to 34s 

New Clover — 
Reig Hay 

ay 

COVENT-GARDEN, FEB. een consequence of the extreme 
er of the weather the market has been, generally speak- 

I supplied, especially with vegetables ; trade, however, 
is. far from hang risk. No al toration i taken place in the 

pera and although not very olen, are sufficient for the 
demand. Good samples of the Easter Beurré and Beurré 
Rance Pears may be met UN Apples consist of Non- 
pareils and the Newtown Pippin, the best specimens 

former bringing from 7s. to 21s. a bushel. Little 
alteration has taken place in the prices of vegetables, As- 
paragus, considering the season, is Epod Pow pnm 

and abundance of “good Seakale may be obtained at lasi 
week's prices. The supply of Broccoli, Brussels Shidni 
and other winter Greens; is good ; White wr from Corn- 
wall is plentiful, and fetches from Is, to 4s, per Serer heads. 
French Beans have not altered in price since last w 
has Rhubarb, which is good in quality and suficient do the 

considerably reduced. ' 
but there is as ye tle dido orit. 
Salading are good dun plentifal. Cut Flowers chiefly colles 
of Euphorbias, Heaths, Hyacinths, Tulips, Poinsettia pul« 
cherrima, Jasmines, Lily of the Valley, Camellias, Azaleas, 

acias, Cyclamens, Daphnes, Orange flowers, Cinerarias, Gar~ 
moi and Roses, 

FRUITS 
Lemons, ner dozen, 1s to 3s 

per 100, 6s to 168 
es p perloi 4s 

rapis viles per Ib. oe to 6r 
h, per 1b., d to 1s 

È HAN p. lb., 14 to 3s io 
Apples, Dess., per bush., 7s to 12 Filborts, gii ; p. 100 o 558 

— Kitchen, 3s to 7s » Cob, per 100 1bs., 508 Hy Te 
Oranges, per dozen, 9d to 28 -~ Barcelona, 2 

er 100, 4s to 145 — Brazil, 16r 
— Seville, per 100, 8s to 168” -= Spanish, 1 
— per dozen, 2s to 2s 6d Chesnuts, per peck, 4s to 8s 

Pears, per hfnsy., 6; viduis 6s to 15s 

Cabbages, per doz., 6d to 1s Parsni zin per doz., 3d to 14 
red, per doz. 2s to 05 Scorzonera, per bundle, ts to 1s 8d 

Brussels Sprouts, p. hf. Salsify, do,, 1s to 1s Gd 
Oys, per doz., 6d to nions, per bushel 1 166) to Bi 

Broccoli, B Brora: pen bale 6dtoliüd | — plakling, per > ds to 38 
ite, 91 to 2s 64 Spanish, per d Ox, getooi 

Greens, yen binches,!s 6d to às Shallo Aves r Ibe e, 6d ti ad 
nice perlb., 6d to a 

dive, per score, 6d ti 
Potatoes, Berton, 70s to 1608 Lettuce, per score, [n “adto 6d 

- » 5s to Bs s Ee 
Radishes, per 1 ed 
Mushrooms, "s pottle, La to Y a 
Small Salads, per puni 

bushel, 2e 6dto 4e 
Kidney, per bushel, 3e to 4s 

turnips, per doz.,le to 

Carrots, per doz. bchs., Savi 
Horse Radish, per inal. ied to 6s | Thyme, per bunch, 4d 

Wcercrese, p. 12 sm, 
Parsley, per | ine 

Leeks, per doz. bunches, le $ 90 
Celery, per bunch, 6d to le 6d. 
Cardoons, each, 6d to 9d 

HOPS, FRIDAY, F eb. 
The market continues in the same unsettled st 

will remain so until after Sir R. Peel 

iy CLANE, M s Fel 

The supply of T tnglish Wheat diss morning by land carriage 
samples was moderate, goo od dry qualities command an ad- 

vance of 1s. to 2s. per quarter, but we f sinbi any improve- 

ment in damp or out of condition samples. Free Foreign sells 

readily at late prices. Bonded is inquired after by consumers, 

but we did not hear of any sales worth noticing. Barley is 1s. 
er qr. cheaper. Beans and Grey Peas are a dull sale ; Awhite 

rather morein demand. The Oat trade is heavy, and having a 

fair arrival of. etam with a few Irish, the former have de- 

clined be E quarter. 

as last week, and no doubt 
pins ave dip ied of 
MC Ac Suren, Hop- Factors. 

Ss [^ IMPERIAL QUARTER. 8, 8. $, 5 
Wheat, Haren, K and Suffolk .  . White 58 66 Red . 60 62 

Neale, Lincolushice, and Yorke 50 63 White 69 68 
Barley, Maiting and distilling 31 to34s Chevalier e Grind. $7 99 

Feed 22 2% Onti jincolnshire and Yorkshire . + Poland 
mberland and Scotch . 7. Potato 94 98 

— dr im E B Potato 98 
Malt, pale, ship Fai 

Darter TBE 3 ORL 
ye Lud 

Beans, Mazagan, ‘old and new ` 28 to 40 
Pig 

Harr E 
eon, Heligoland 95 to 46 Longpodag 96 

Grey — 928 White 38 to 42 32 
Annryans IN THE RIVER DAST WEEK, 

Wht. | Barl, Oats Rye: | Bns, Peas 
DD D Si — Brls.| 6128| 9518 564; 18 1077 950 

ris — a — Scam eum. je a 
Foreign. — s» 8440 4 | 0902 sena | — (s7748 | — | 1997 | 1050 

Frivay, Fe T 
There Mere a few samples of Eng Wheat fresh up for this 

morning’s market, the sale of SEEN was barely so good as on 

Monday ; old and Free Foreign were amien affected, owing 

to the Minister’s intention of allowing Grain to pay 

the duty under the new scale after the Passing Sof the first reso- 

lution, subject to the usual guara the same cause 

as given rise to a slightly Rec inqui ry for bonded 

Wheat, and in some instances rather enhanced terms were ob- 
tained, Pei Mena ee notextensive. Barley of all sorts is 

s EU perp in T 

value, The Oat 

Wheat Oats Flour 
English . o 4120 1000 7980 4980 Ske 
righ e 3300 - 
Foreign . + 7190 15679 - 

IMPERIAL AYESAQES, 
Wheat, | Barley.) Oats, Rye. | Beans.) Peas.) 

Deo Si per gum. Shs 4e) gus Tal Saroa) ah gal am ed) s9104 
Jan. ES 1| 8r 22 #3 6| 37 9 | 39 li E 1 3 
es 1| 56 aj s110| 21 9 | 3211| 36 a | 3811 
= i7 $ .| 53 2| arar] 92 3| 84 35 9| 39 8% 
zooms s | BT B ssi ap B 20 1) ns 8 
= a.. .j|5 8| a1 8j 2110| 820 35 6| 35 s} 

6 weeks! Aggreg: Aver. | 55 6| s110| 23 3| 54 1| s610 | 98 3 

Duties on ForeigniGrain 17 n| 7 ol @ ol sel a ej 48 
Diagram showing the fluctuations in the price of Corn on the average of the 

six weeks ending Saturday, Jan. Bl. - 
Paice, Duo. #7 | Jand | Jaw.10 | Jaw.]7 | JAN. S4 | Jane an EET Jam. 20) 

59s 4d | 
— 0 

58 6 | 

57 11 | 
-0 

65 3 psan ar | 5 
Co 7 i e g ee 

EE isl 
54 8 | 

SEEDS, 
iy — perqr 44sto 528] Lowel ake Porte ton 8i E to A 

ish. = per cwt 48 50 | Mustard, White - 

— Foreign -= - bod 
A Wi English <= Rerereed, English orta 36i mom M. 2 

Goriander” d E, 5.10: «as a cs ipsee n 86 6 | Tares, Eng. eem gd Dime, s E s od p 7s hac inier p: banhe gel 
'efol] 

=- A Eng. per 1000. Tu To Turnip (too "ptis for EI 
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NURSERY STOOK.—T0 BB SSOEDSENSAU GUION T N SALE BY PRIVATE TREATY, the under-| n TIGRIS C M cor Solin Ex 

Qn, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, the 18th, mentioned specimens of choice RHODODENDRONS and pioen Esq., are made of various sizes EUM and 21st of February, by Mr. W. TOMPSETT. por dnte d Sur er, Sevenoaks. They are applica. a " TOMPSETT has received directions from Mr. hght. diam. | Bet to all ldnds of p E and are in use at Messri) Lod- Tooxen.to Sell by Auction the remainder of his stock of inf. in ft. | diges’, Hackney; Mess queues Vauxhall; Messrs. NURSERY Eger without any reserve. The Plants now P HARE arboreum, true .. De see 16 Rollisson’ s, Tooting ; Mr. "Pon s, Plymouth ; Mr. Henderson’s offered for sale are 600 Lots unsold at the opmer sale, which 1 3 i no . $ ot Pin apple- place; and in pos iS 'ticultural Soc ys Gardens. could not be. ERR within. consequence o! the unfavourable » ar borcum al um. e E t oe state of the weather, a tof Lime Trees, qeu Elms, |1 » + &rboreum coccineum — .. 6:2 F ^ ER APPARATUS.— The | mei of Laburnums, Tulip Trees, American and other Oak rican | l p 35 » . 5 2% Architects, Builders, and others, is respectfully requested Walnuts and Maples, Lilacs BM REIS aeclations OU 1 » » "m e 4} 3j | to BexzaxiN Fownzn's superior method of Heating Churches Silver Firs, Scotch, Spruce, and o Purple and Com- d » arborgum roseum OL T : pum EAT pe vore pee agen, Mopoi and mon Beech, Laurestines, oral ar Laurels and Portugal B "ott 6 8 reen] d anufactories ani arehouses, ns, Rooms Hedges, Common Laurels, V. arg Hollies, and other Ever- | 1 i arboreum Americanum .. 2} 1} | for Drying Timber, &c., and ic edet of Burpose for which green Shrubs, Rhododendrons, Azaleas, and other American | 1 » ; angustifolium .. + 5 8 artificial heat is required. Within the last 20 years some Plants, together with 7600 Standard Roses, 900 Dwarf Roses in i a » angustum s j a 3 Sd ue RES Ld been E poo this in ani | ots, and 6000 Dwarf Roses in Ber, orn "Yoots. A portion of m .. 2 ne par! or ley were executed are constantly ex- | e 5 will be sold on each day of sale, and also x opta 1 d p3 eatawbiense «s. so 43 pressing we satisfaction, also their Willingness to vouch for | 
aq y á of choice Firs and Pines in pots, P other Pla "nts in pots, | 1 » » caucasicum — ,. 52g 4 their efficiency. An im proved wrought-iron boiler, which re- Persons planting for immediate effeet will find this a good i » 7» iR ien 2 24 uiros po brickwork, may ay be be séen in a gation eue diee premises, D opportunity of procuring Plants of large size at a ah nei p rate. ” ” 3 y | For further information, or to see the Plants, incre do the | 1 » » 3 2 THE TANE SYSTEM. rety, Brenchley, Kent, 3 miles south of the Paddock-wood | L » M eB Station, Dover Railway, or of Mr, W. Tomeserr, Auctioneer, | 1 » i cud i East Peckham, Kent, ri » » . 5 A | 

» » m | SALE OF NURSERY STOCK, 1 » ” . £ 5 ! At the Arboretum, Queen's Elms, Old Brompton (one mile | 1 ” speciosum e 08k 4 | from Hyde-park-corner) owing to the land being required i » alta- “élerense e 408 23 | for by purposes. i ” antho : m 1 n | . RAMSAY begs to inform Noblemen, Gentle- d ” campanulatum 2s e a s j zd and the Trade, that a large portion of his Stock, 1 s éonspicumm S = 2 4 | consisting of a large assortment of ornamental Forest ‘Bees, 5 T Data DIOnEE (truc) a ey 2) 33 | muon greens, American Plants, Roses, &c., will be sold by Auc- 1 p) OESE up ME i | 3 » m s | on pero the "ea Month, prior to which private Pur- | 7 albüm By 4 
Don ma. be made 25 per cent. below the Trade prices. il a p^ pulcherrimum bye 3 l N.B.—Approved Bills taken. 1 » P uu eh sd VAD SE. T » " E se 
“PLANTING SEAS TO N Noumea, GENTLEMEN, " » Tp e A evelli, 21 

BUILDERS, NURSER RYMEN, AND OT 2 ampa ybri 853.3 | -ESSRS, PROTHEROE AND MORRIS: ds re- * ” rema 28 ys es. B S | ceived instructions from Mr. Wm. Dennis, to submit to | 1 e poe HERE La! M ED PUBLIC COMPETITION, on Monpay, 24th Fesruany, and |] ^ Connorin eNe White: A g following day, at 11 o'clock, on the Premises opposite to Xe 1 RT NATA Sémpervirens rcs 
ouse, King's-road, Chelsea, iu consequence of th y x XIII. oe Br US ug Ground being immediately required for extensive Horticultural 1 a oan d i^ Ys st Be in | Erections, a portion of the valuable NURSERY STOCK, com- | y ga B 6" o RES 

prising Dwarf, Standard, and Pillar Roses in choice varieties ; | 7 i glomieratum de z. 2} Qh Dwarf and Standar rd Lilac Vus Guelder Roses ; a quantity of 1 d guttatum wA 271 e 6 3 
| the finest fruit-b E in Eu Kingdom; fine | 7 4 hyacinthe flore p P S lle S | Prize collecto About 20 0,000 , Aücuba ij iz i AR UE al | 1 ay maximum long; u re ew 8b 4 à | 

Japonica in all sizes ; Yuccas, Todi. rises, dc. 1 i UMS di | a anims mcis 1 éd magnificum a «S A de | O NURSERYMEN, SEEDSMEN, BU RS, & OTHERS 1 myrtifoliw F E od | "0 BE DISPOSED OF, most desirable NURSERY |1 * mulimaeulium.; — 12 — 18 5 BURBIDGE anv HEALY having heated a con- | GROUNDS, situate within half an hour's ride from either T és niraticum. . var E 3} 5 pen rx aope of Pits and other Horticultural Struc- | of the Bridges, containing about 3 acres of Land, in a very high d 3» nobleanum T 1 3 e FRE d cultivation a Pines, Melons, Cucumbers. < state of cultivation, and ithe midst of populous! am wealthy | 1 » 3» e oe 2$ 8 other od plants, particularly upon the plan recommende | neighbourhood. There are a Cottage, Greenhou Pit, and | 1 s» oculatum e se B 5 r. MILL: ps oe on the Culture of Pines and Cu- Seed Shop, on the premises. The above are held under a P ease, | 1 » pictum ., E z +» 5$ 5 | eumbers, ma any of which are working at the present time, | of which 30 years are unexpired. The Valuation of the Stock, | 1 » pontieum album. . e e 5. b prove beyond a dou Dt that every kind of structure may | y t Minot ae eoecineum os L8 5. | Be heated by Buxsroz and Heazy's peculiar Tank Apparatus, | RE will not exceed 1507.—For mes os ANS apply to ” Anke wS with t | a Mr. Sanderson’s Ch $ a "inceps E .. 9058 5 with the absolute certainty of producing the desi | 
Strech, € City, 

1 is pulchrum Pn se .. 3$ 8} loniae Gar be E at work at GE followin: | 1 pulcherrimum ite oe 3$ —Horticultural Gardens, Chiswick ; Royal Botanic y o BE LET, WITH IMMEDIATE POSSESSION |1 js punctatum e ipid d w; Baroness Rothschild’s Gardens, Gunnersbuy; Mr. | I dor S "n 4 Smithii (true) M ee cB hal Glendinning, Paria Nursery ; Messrs. Henderson, i 
S n six EA of the Weybridge Station of the en 1 : 4 4 page s Xs and in more than one hundred mn Er os 
cq ‘Railways WALLED GARDEN, containing about a” » oe . t a x r | TWO ACRES OF ‘PRODUCTIVE SOIL, Conservatory, Hot |l » » albun e£ 6 / | 130, F street, London | and Succession Houses, Pits, and Sheds. The walls are | » » album granditoram + 3 3b m —  — M covered with choice Fruit Trees in high bearing and order: A |l ^ » gans és eé3 9 SMITH AND CO. residence for a supers Gardener—accommodation for a jour- | 1 » » TA e ve BH 3} | neyman, "The implements may be taken at a valuation by the f » ns superbum eo $ | Tem ki » rietum E "S il » r particulars apply to Mr. Wm. Keye, steward, Ockham 1 ” Russellanum — .. " .. Sy s cus Ripley, Surrey, » » +. $t .. 8 

Mc roc ime [1 » tigrinum. . . m xa. Eir i O BE LET, EDMONTON NURSERY.—In con- i » undulatum $t t t 2 Ei uence of the Proprietor being about to retire from the i » MS - EE T 5 Nursery business, this desirable Nursery is to be let, with imme- 3 Ar vtU excet RENDIR s dE tog " diate occupation, The whole may be taken at a valuation, or 1 os gerne ee ce n * jog y private contract, and VR Adde will be given in ‘the " es A ii bu of payment, if desired.—Apply personally or by letter to 1 Cunning ne es lanceolata a pap 4 s ENCHMAN, at the Nursery, Edmonton, or to Mr. Huan 1 AEn y. et Md E Roy; Low, Clapton Nursery.—Feb —Feb. 7. Vene » . E exime 
» » oe i vs SEXORETGN A H SHEET D i 1 Smithianz ae Oe C5 1 PUN AND BRITISH SHEET AND CROWN Sheen goes hiaan re e i GLASS, for Hothouses, Garden and other poen me » nobilis (seedling) .. A en 2b 8 | having again reduced the prices for small crown s Ji: M He (worked) .. e lide. ^ni | inde à comparison of the present quotations with Es Sobre aey 5». Elehta. ies -— e» 39. ESTABLISHED Pere YEAR: NS Tis so psn nIelgldse in s w d ORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, HOT-WATER | | ross. ross, Vebbi 

y 
dm ya PEERS 8 by mea TE T gross, 5 » n Webbiana z e 5 $ H APPARATUS, join BENERAY GAR IDEN FURNITURE Tin. by 4 85y6.. ls | I0by8.. 20€ 1 Pinus excelsa 1. " Ae MANUFACTURERS ©. will in fütaro recaive weekly consignments of STOUT |1 ” i one es UE g GLEBE PL ACH, FACING KING'S P ARADES KING'S | FOREIGN SHEET GLASS, of which he purposes keeping |l 2 o» ponderosa a PIU cle F ROAD, e LUUD z | Such a stock as will enable him to execute all orders as soo|l  , » pungens .. 3) 23 IS ECT Prov me ear T z | as received. y goer’ s Speciosa .. 6 B H9 T-WATER APPA T TUS FOR HEATING | PROPAGATING, BEE, CUCUMBER, and GRAPE GLASSES | 1 3Y Sabiniana a 10 9 HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES, | Ns every des scription, cheaper than at any other house, —For 1 3} Cedrusdeodara .. is e a 10 CHURCHES, and MANUF ACTORIES, upon improved no | 48 Y Lists, apply to R. COGAN, Glass, Bead, and Colour Works, | 1 9 ples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL a | 48, Leicester-square, London. Also, afine collection of CAMELLIAS, comprising EA 200 EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN. Athen rieties ; and 100 E specimens of MEXICAN and|  D.4nd E. Barr: x having d evoted much time to the considera- FOREIGN SHEET GLASS, of good quality, for | SOUTH AMERICAR CACTI = tion ofithis Sabet LAESA Ael experience in the erection of | E | Horticultural and general purpose To be had at ly to Mr. GEORGE RM Gardener, Ash Grove, | apparatus for cue above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve- | | F. Erence. 3, 28, Castle-street East, Qxfordestiredt, For | Hal , Yorkshi ents suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat- | Roady Money only. N.B.—Ash Groveis situate one mile from the Elland Station ing not only very “efficient, but very simple, and have combined | durability in the apparatus with economy in the echarge. The 

aet A — of the Manchester and Leeds Railwa; 
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for (s JARVIS continuing to import jarge quantities of POLMAISE HEATIN many noblemen and gent aa uae had l the honour to be * the above articles, in quality and substance hitherto ESSRS. G. & J. HADEN p to inform the | employed poe Honticaltural f London, in executing | une gaa can offer them to purchasers at a lower price than 1 Ro aders of the Gondonera Chronicle that the apparatus | the Meri DIESE CP alo onservatory erected at Chiswick. ?  8ny other house in the trade, for ready money only, at his old | at PorAISE was erected by them, Also, that they are prepared | D+ ea B ildi aso construct in metal all: VER M of established WINDOW GLASS WAREHOUSE, 38, Great Cas. | to give plans aad estimates te any gentleman requiring similar eee a and the penn, Sashes, and invite noblemen, tle-street, a few doors from Regent-street, where orders, for- apparatus. —Tros whridge, » Feb. 7. entlemen, ind e publie to the inspection of their various Warded with reference, meet with prompt attention. Every — drawings One mee at 272, Holborn, where they have the other description of WINDOW GLAS: G Tni et xhibiting, amongst other metal works, an ex- tremely ci consi bs and convenient kitehen apparatus, or ran; 

S equally low in price. GTEPHENSON AND CO., 6l, " 
London, and 17, New Parks Steet, Southwark, Inventors ted for th ded 

SEEDS.-CORNER OF HALF- MOON-STREET, | and Manufacturers of tho Improved CONICAL and DOUBLE | Sahel Up E sou a ne (by Official An duce j tho SEEDS R i OYL Md BOILERS, respectfully solicit the Weide a before the publi y 0: ointment) the 'EEDSME to the scientific Horticulturists to their much vir: method o: D. and E, B4 B “ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND," | applying the Tank system to Pineries, Propagating Houses, &c., viiinear y Batis, ware the fet to tie ER rm 
pee to remind IE ea de Society, and A Me pond Ero dun a well ai bottom-heat is serared | vatory attdéhedito thie Pantheamasonc af Dies wori ibiliuides 

eneral, that unting and Se Ware- | to any required degree without the aid of pipes or flues. a * a ~ hou pls atte CorneroriT ALIA oes STREET, PICCADILLY, 8. ae hàve PEUT to Pu that at the request of E LT fus d ei desde Jeden qaganen ate Galvanic 
‘or the last y Y friends they are now making their Boilers of Iron, as well a8 | Plant Prota ; E oh Lists of Agricultural Seeds aro always ready, and may Copper, by which thecoctie seduced. are Boilers S Lien i Drottor, which s We pH e E d on application, tion, ow so well known, Scarcely require description, but to those Orchidaceo am tantly, or 
T wu RE Atel ae havo not seen them in operation, prospectuses will be for- aas or other Houses where vapour is constantly, P | 

'UCUMBER Aw» MELON BOXES xp LIGHTS. | warded, as well as reference ar the highest autliority ; oy they ges) required, and which may be seen at their Manu | s —One Hundred 1, 2, and 3-light Boxes and Lights of all | may be seen at most of the arces seats and principal 
j 

zes ready MR immediate use, Warranted best Toaterials, Nuvecties throughout the kingdom Guano (GENUINE PERUVIAN & BOLIVIAN) 3 Packed and sent to all parts of the e kingdom; 2-light Boxes | S. & Co. be; eg to inform the "rado thatat their Manufactory ON Sek 133 THE ONLY LEGAL a 1 
if SES PENA zn Jl. 6s. Garden Tens ‘of „every Sinon: in New Park-street, every article required for the construction T GIBBS AND SONS, L | ‘ Onservatories, Green and Hot-houses made and fixed in all of Horticultural Buildings, as well as for heating them, may be NYE AND CO., LIVERPOOL: | 

[oun of thel lingdom, Reference given to the Nobility, Gentry, | obtained upon the most adv: antbgenus teri ds zy m hes Ana | 
we the Trade, in most of the cones in England. el ee «c. of Iron or Wood, erected upon the most WORTH, “POWEL, AND PRYOR, LONDON 5 ar Warts, Hothouse Builder, place, Old Kent- designs. Bateooies, Palisading, Field and Garden en BRIGHT, AND CO., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL, 4 
ad, London, Fences, Wire Work, &c, 47, Limectireet Feb. 7. 
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€ ee PERUVIAN AND AF 
enuine to Analysis: also 

mures of known value, on sale by 
Thames-street. 
BRITISH GUANO, equal in. MED to pentan aft 97. per 

inted 
and all other Ma- 
HERGILL, 40, Upper 

ton. Pamphlets gratis on 6 Stamps being forwarded, bein; ng 

SEED DIB charset lor postage. fat. for DINGLE’S HAN. 
SEED D LE. 

"HE URATE OF THE LONDON MENTE 

COMPANY, FOR TARES, TURNIPS, WHEAT, &c., a 

Four Guineas per Ton.—The above Manure having stood iie 

test of many years’ experience, is recommen ed with the 

greatest confidence ; being uniform in it: 

be relied upon at all times, thereby previ RE those great dis- 

S Gaani which frequently occur from the difficulty of ob- 

no and other Manures in a E ane It will be 

st useful for Wheat on all bons where it is requisite 

ocure a ful! plant early in the utumn. m P RAUM 

and testimonials forwarded on aplication. The any also 

eenuine Peruvian and African Guano, Stipa UM 

anc di ery artificial Mone. at the lowest marke 

and v nted of the best quality. 

40. New Br ide. st., Blackfriars. E. Pusser, Secretary. 

.LI zBIG'S W HEAT MANURE now ready for delivery. 

-1QUID MANURE E T TA 

omentous crisis, is cede ei 
LIQUID MANURE, Anat the ease with which ita y 

LER'S PUMPS, made expressly for 

Se of manu! Bordonituré e, pu ever " 

The Trade supplied on advantageous terms, BENJAMIN 

FowLER, Engineer, &c., 63, Dorset-street, Fleet- “street, London 

CHEAP AND DURABLE ROOFING, 

AND THE BEST du POSES. T FOR GARDEN 

PURPOSE 

BY HER ROYAL LETTERS 
cs 

MAJESTY'S PATENT. 

dn 
CO., of Lamb's Buildings, Bunhili- 
Manufacturers and only patenter of 

F M‘NEILL & 
bg L ondon, 

NT ASPH ALTED FELT FOR ROOFING, 

any years has been in ex us 
H ‘kinds NER TS m Buildin 

N FRAM. 

Y. TS OF Tub FROST, beg to call the 

attention of Gardeners and others to their superior article, 

which has been exhibited at the Gr pe unir ral Shows of England, 
Scotland, and D land, and obtained the Prize for being the best 

roofing, &c., and is also patronized by 

Her Majes sty's ot oan d of Ce REO ommissioners of W
oods and 

and. fn Botanical 

Santen, and in different parts o: 

ence is made. This F elt is com i of the strongest and most 
is saturated with the BEST OF AS- 

ee BITUMEN (THE SAME AS SELECTED AND USED 

ety ee FOR THE THAMES sprang Eod 

(TIC AND EFFECTIVE RESIS' ET). 
R ELT "HAS THIS ASPHALTE BUT P. M*NEILL 

Ke which renders it impervious to rain, snow, and 

a non-conduetor of heat and sound. Its advantages 
W: DUM Durability, and Economy. — 

R Square Foor. 
ith Directions for its Use, and Testimonials 

T$ erience (which contain much useful informa- 

s) from Noblemen, Gentlemen, Gardeners, Architects, and 

NT FREE to any part of the Town or Country, an 

durable materials, a 

HALTE 

phe Pc pos ed. 
The new Vice- Chancellor’s Courts, the Offices attached, and 

to Westminster-hall, Dr. Reid's Offices, and 

gs at the New Houses of Parlament, are roofed 

NEILL E Co.’s Felt, andis known by its having the 

of lead roofs. 

[EN Public is s respectful cautioned against misrepre- 

sentation, as EUR ses Great Britain where the above 
Patent Roofi adei is E Me NEILL & Co.’s Manufactories, 

Lamb’ Snide) Bunhill- -row, London 

BELGIAN GLASS FOR DM HM 'LTURAI RAL AND OTHER 

m IE SES. 
ESSRS. EDWARDS anD PELL beg respectfully 

Glass, & 
to call publie attention to their list of prices for Window 

uc ES ur m 

EE y 35, 5d. each. ^ 
by 4, 8d. each. 

Stained, Ground, and Painted Glass, in every variety of 

pattern, equally low in price. Terms, Cash.—BELGIAN GLASS 

Depor, 15, Southampton-street, Strand. 

DRAINING TILES AND PIPES. 

INSLIE’S PATENT IMPROVEMENTS.— 
For Maxine and DRYING Draining Tiles of the 1st CLASS. 

in operation, or who are about to 

Process combines EFFEC Economy, as Tiles can 
be Se ready for BunNING at all seasons ; Fra from ten 
to hga, according to the nature of the R To be 

seen erton, Acton, Middles¢ x. Mi nsum 

egent-street, London. 

AINSLIE, Alperton, Acton, Middlesex. 

PRIZE DRAIN-TILE MACI 

I aes) AND CHARNOCK'S PATENT * ECONO- 

MIC” DRAIN-TILE and PIPE MACHI 

At the last meeting of the Yorkshire Agricultural Society, the 

Prize of 101, was bec to this Machine, after a succession of 
re competent Mechanical aad Agricultural Judges, 

And it has nr cid obtained Medal: vs Premiums from 

the Liverpool, Highland, and other Soc 

rders ate received, and every further iradon given b; 

the Sole i R. Bnaprry and Co., Engineers, diefield.. 

; 20%., inclusive of patent c dues 
cr Y mS Co. ae also ae Sole peers of the Impro

ved Oil- 

18 

wow 45 

Applications for further particulars may be made to Mr. Jorw 

WEATHERSTONE, Cassington, E ar Oxford ; or to Messrs. GILL 

and Warp, High-street, Oxford.—Agents wanted in all parts of 

country. EUN 

GLES HA IBBLING MACHINE, for 

depositing all kinds of Seeds It is so constructed that it 

will at the same moment make the hole and deliver the exact 
qud antity of Seed with extreme regularity, nor is the soil liable 

choke the point. 
gent in London :—Mr. Marx F CREEL OL, 40, Upper Thames 

Street, where the Machines may | bes 

IMPORTANT TO AGRICULTU RISTS, GARDENERS, ai 

OTHERS.—PATENT DU EOE MACHINE, TO Be 

WORKED BY MANUAL LABOU 

AUNDER anp NEWBE RRY have the pleasure of 

introducing to the notice of the Public a small Machine for 

DE made on their Patent principle, to be worked by 

nanual labour, either in field or garden, which they think gua 

zy say with confidence must supersede all Hand Dibbles. 
will be found very advantageous for Beans, of which a man, or 

S and boy, may (with d dps ceu plant | to acres per 
Also for Gardencrs, a will plant any required, 

Be Further e A may be had on Nappo TO to 

J. W. NEWBERRY. M. 
J. EWBERRY, Hook-Norton, 

R. JLYBURN, Earl Duc’ lect Works, Uley, Gloucestershire 

R. d Spittleg: ieget 

8. nd Re NET Es ad. the pleasure of receiving 

p followir ing ee izes for their ue. Machines :—At the meeting 

f the Royal Agricultural Society at vein ool, 101; at the 

Bhrewebuiy cuiu of the same Society, 150. ; e “Ghosts, s 

t 2l. ; 

Nort 

" "CHRASHING MACHINES, made Warranted not 
to Damage the Straw.—Mrs. MARY WEDLAKE, Widow 

of the late Mr. THOMAS WEDLAKE, 

| CONTENTS OF OF T E FIRST MONTHLY PART 
FOR 1846, or 

THE ATHENÆUM, 
JOURNAL OF Sound AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, 

SCIENCE, AND THE FINE ARTS. 

One anarad and PERAE T ds Quarto Pages. 

Reviews or, WITH Exrnacrs FROM- 
Lives of the Lord Chancellors | History of the “Captivity of 

tif England, by Lord Camp- Renee by Count Mon- 

diólopy of Russia and Ural epos ond the Bye Ways of 

MD by R. I. brum aly, Mrs. Colonel 

Hc 
IY of Civilization, by 

A. Mackinnon, M.P. 

Memoirs of the Marquess Wel- 

England and Scotland in 1844, 

Dr. Carus, Tr ravelling 

Physician to the King of 

Letters ns Royal and DS vist to the Portuguese Pos- 
m t Ladies, by v M in South Western 

Afric 

Notes yu a Journey from Corn- Magnetoal and Meteorological 

hil 2 Cairo, vy Michael Observations at Greenwich, 

Angelo Titmarsl by the Astronomer Royal. 
Life of Admiral "sir Philip | Dispatehes of Lord Nen by 

meee by Captain Mur- Sir H. Nicolas. 
Archreological Journal. 

Voyages of Discovery in A Sane of the: Oregon Terri- 
t. Regions, edited by Sir dobn tory, and California, by 

de Mofras. 
keH of Life, by Laman 

anchard ; with a Memoir, 
Lytton. E Ue "T. Hood. 
è, a Tragedy, balls and Vs aero by 

R. Browning. 

Posi by H. W. Longfellow. 
Stories from. the Italian Poets, 

y Leigh ITunt. 

The S wenty-lirat of October. 

Poéms by Sir H. Wotton and 
Sir Walter Raleigh,edited by 

o Rev. J. ae nnah, and 
the Rev. A Tarmony of the Four Gospels 

Citizen of Pı vague, ` translated. in Greek, by Dr Robinson. 

by Mrs. Howi 

m a SHORTER NOTICES 
ae Young Baronet. The Wonder. Seeker, by M. 

gnes s Moreville. OR Tytl 

po Dioon, by O. A.| The SU UR. a Romance 
Brownson. of Ioni 

The Plight of Ar Frank Merrivale, by G. Pierce. 

The Enchanted Tock, by Mr. | The NAR and the Cabin. 

St. Joh The Pal of Phantasy, by 
TA piant Queen, by Mrs. J. S. H: 

The Ban Yung, translated 

rom Grimm, by Taylor. 

Passages from the Life of 

a Daughter at Home. 
Valois, by 

P "from the German pn 
Zschokke, translated b; 

Godwin and the, Rev. H. "5 
F: dom iN M arguerite le 

Sketc rom Flemish Life, 

by lendrile Conscience, 
Recoliashans ofa Tour, by Dr. 

Harding’ Fables for Young 

of the original Fairkytes Poripaicals. 

Tron rks, Essex, and 118, Fenchurch-s » Op] Eros Mark- Life of ‘Korner, translated by He Horary. 

Lane, ity, "established upwards of 40 years, Deg Nimshi. 

to remind. Agriculturists that she continues D. t anufacture 

these excellent Machines, made, and first introduced, by her 

late husband these 30 years, and now much im} mproved. War- 

usd: references to 

patent SEA ox 
n re Sr br uu» reposi HERE opos 

Ha also, Me ake cd DINGLE'S new Dib- 

Ming Machine so much t of, City Repository or n 
Eg t, opposite Mark- 

to THE NOBILITY, Y, NURSERYMEN, IRON- TRY 
MONGE S AND OTHERS. 

d BROTHERS, 170, Little Pete 

d streel the IMPROVED 

MENOGRAPIE or Taels yr 3arden dans Flower Pots, 

&c. Engravings of the same, with prices attached, sent per 

Post to all parts of the Kingdom, on application as above 
Sole Agents in London, G. anc DEANE, Horticultural 

Implement Warehouse, 46, King William-st., London Bridge. 
THE POPULAR RE EMEDY. 

pásks LIFE PILLS.—The extraordinary success 
of this medicine is the wonder of the age; it has been 

tried by hundreds of thousands as an aperient, and has in 

ie as never in the slightest degree 
uere the most delicate constitution. Tens of thousands 

have testified that Were in the use of uo Lire 

Pitts will completely cure 3 

nesses of the benefit dme from t 
Testimonials are received daily, and it Would be TEN in 

a newspaper, to publish one-half received ; and the following 

mrsinelletod asl people wel known in their respective neigh- 
bourhoods, and whose testimony is unquestionable, Further 
sheets of Testimonials andthe “Life and Times of Old Parr” 

may be had gratis of a NAE 

The following importa a M my to the efficacy of Parr’s 

the Proprietors :—‘ To 

I can assure 
everyone who has 

mach derives a 

Wr rri GILCHRIEST, 

Pitts ; I am just out. 

you, they are doing an More o PE 

tried them in affections of the Liver and S 
great deal of as Yours, &c., 

Apothecary y and pu y 
“Long Benton, An "Newcastle, August 11, 1845. Sirs, —I 

beg to thank, and i nform you of the wonderful effect of your 

Parr’s Lire Pinus. I was long subject to Shortness of Breath, 

bos Cough, &c., but after taking urs ave a short time, I am 
A although an 

d in boxes, at 1. ., 25. 9d., and family packets at lle, 

by an respectable druggists and patent medicine retailers 
throughout the kingdo 

Full direcdons| are given with each box. sates gs Raia direcho: 

ERPECT FREEDOM FROM COUGHS, in ten 
es after bee A insured by Dr. Locodk’s PUL- 

MONIC NCAP ERS. other remarkable e of Asthma. 

„ has had an 
relief until she 

they p dnyainable for clearing and Gales Eds the voice ; 
they h most pleasant taste, 

11s, 5r 
oum Z Da Suva & Co., 1, Bride-lane, Fleet-street, London, 

Sold by all Medicine Venders, 

The Magi and the Star. Remarks on Physical Educa- 

Notes on Church of St. tion, by J. Chiosso. 

John’s, Slynebridge. ek German Book, by the 

lames of Physics, by C. F. boe n arnold dy. Ww. 

md schel Fenders s 

Fir: Ee of LESION of | Historical Notices of 

Gangland, by W. Drake. duran Misstomy by E. ed 

Tuironuenone To Geography, by 

E. and J. Guido, TA T of Scotland, ruci 
Velasco, by Cris "Redding. 

Original Papers.—Charnwood iy in ups eee ed 

MSS. of Ariosto.—Visit of the Imperial Commissioner 

Keying to Hong Kong. 
riginai Poetry.—The Years Last Cup, . by CIN. 

Brown.—Three’ Poems, by the late Charles Lamb.—Canst. 

thou Forget Me, by A. J. Sparrow. 

Foreign Correspondencs.—The Freseoes at IHeltorf.— 

Paris, M. Guizot's Concerts. —Naples, respecting Goitre. 
Our Weekly Gossip.—Obituaries of the Ux i a a 

Colonel Garwood, Mr. Lewis Goldsmid, Mrs. C 
the à Rt, Hon. J. Il. Frere, Rov. D Joly. 

d el s i ility 

timonial.—Nicobar E ari: 

Atheneum. — Leibnitz M88. p of "s. poe 

—Madame Monge.— Venice to Vicenza.— The Middle 

Temple, es 

: (Dr. Faraday on Magnetism).—GEoGRA- 

: (Mr. Duncan's visit to the King sr Ds 'ahomey). — 
sor Sedgwick cation of 

s of Cumberland), bi AE ores Rev» 

Whitworth Russe. isti i of Crime). — ASTRONOMICAL» 

—MHonr 1 L orb 
LOGICAL,—BOCIETY OF ARTS. — SoonrY or ANTIQUAMIBR— 

AsrATIC SocrETY : (Mr. Masson on Route of Isodorus, Cap- 

tain BUE on the Tombs at Chittoor).—INSTITUTE s 
XCHITECTS.—ARCHJEOLOGICAL INSTYTUTE.—IRIS 

‘ARCH MOLOGIOAL Socrery.—Institurion OF CIVIL Nor 
NEERS. 

Fine Arts.—Mrs. Jameson on Sacred and Legendary Art— 

atherine, St. HO St. Margaret ; the 

ints—St. Longinus, St, George, St Maurice, 

St. Sebastian, &c.—Notiee of Mr. AES ‘Pamphlet on 

the Manchester School of Design.—Th nion bes 
oons.— The Art Union Competition. epa is Mr. Hi ay'a 

* Principles of Beauty in Colourii Systematized.”— 
“Poems and Pictures.”—Wall Pictures from Pompeii.— 

Details from the Alhambra, by Mr. Owen Jones.—Medals. 

Fine Art Gossip. — The Florence newly discovered 
Raphael Frescoes.—Restoration of Poe s Picture of 
the Aebi eo of Mr. Shenton.—Ninevite Seulp- 

ture,—Mr. Bell on Shakespeare's Tut p Stratford. 

Music and the Drama. — Drury Lane: Gulliver.— 
ar eines The Misses Cushmans as Romeo and Juliet 

m.—St. James's.—Üovent Garden.— Musical Gos, 
Dum S Opera. i i h 

—Jenny Lind.—Correspondence between Mr. Lumley 

rel Signor r Costa.—Mr, Roe’s Madrigal and Glee Enter- 
tainment, &c. &c. 

Miscellanea.—Paris Academy of Sciences.—Tenure of 
Office we sa 5 TUS —Destruction of J un Temple 

m.—Copper Mines on Lake Superior.—M. Cor- 
menin th the ERE Democrats.—Artificial "Ultramarine. 

Rack,” or ** Wrack,” and “ Orants” as used by Shakes- 

Me e. A a, —Artificial A — ddp 
ell. rra.—Manche: 

Cotta Guinan —New Projectile. mu RT Forse 
Cairo.—Power of Distngulohing Colour 
Order The of any B 
E A UT T ET pec 
Printed by Wrortam Brapruny, of No. 6, York-place, Stoke Newington in 
Fnzpxntck Mortere Evans, of No, 7, Church-row, Stoke Newingto! 
n the county of Middlesex, Printers, at their Office in Lo bara street, 38 
ve precinct of Whlrefrlars, in the City of London; and published. 
as te Oca No. 5 Charles-atreet, in the parish of St. Phule 8, c 

fo beadd essed to the Editor. Saturday. PrnsoARY 7, 1848. 
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Waltich'a resignation 10: 102a 
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10 c 
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— suhj sion by 18 e | Spade husband lOi 108 b 
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o keap from wind waviag li : 8 tae Tinte Paris 102 b 
nd per ee Tarnips von an 

oaks mS aS A015 Uat ed Gardeners’ Soc. Iaoa 
Farmers’ folem do, R lola 

large Pornos of Wheat - 109a atii 99a 
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stoves for- 1005 jarge produce. of - 109 a 
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LARDENERS" 'SOIREE.—At a meeting of depu- 
tations fon various Mutual Instruction Societies, held 

on the 11ti he Mechanies' Institute, Gould Square 
eA TOR on Tan minus of the Black y 
unanimously iS OI JE consisting of Gardeners 
and those Yotérested | in th rancement, will be held on. 

"Tuesday, 24th inst., at the Above place, for thó puvpóse'of pro: 
moting ‘unanimity and demonstrating the advantages of suc! ch. 

Associations. 
Mr. R. Fish, from being one of the principal originators of 

those Societies, is invited to preside. 
Tiekets 1s. each ; to be had from the Secretary of each 

Society, viz. , Mr. Srinwoop, Stoke ise a Mr. Care, West 

London; Mr. M‘Ewen, Regent's- -par ANDERS, Exotic 

Naisi Mr. KEMP, Royal Bep. e PLUMRI 

Long Ditton; Mr. Fry, West Kent. 
The Chair to be taken at 7 o'clock. 

EED POTATOES ES FROM DISEASE.— 
The following superior E. nd Late Seed Potatoes to 

be had at WARNER & WARNZER's, DR GS from. EUM producing 

a good succession in the following order: 
merican Early Roun d 

Chinese Roun m I E 

Lancashire Early Round ;. — .. 
Early Ashleaf Kidney dE. 
Chaimore m eS 53) More suitable 
Haigh’s Kidn tS for general c 

_ Prices may be had OH application. 428 Cornhill, Yid. 

W pA. GE QUEEN OF DWARF epe 
, a Variety that cannot be too exten rel 
to ine ótico of the Horticultural world, it being inct fro 
any that has been introduced to the publie. Its habit is quit 
distinct Mom all others ; being notmore than one foot in height 
—and covered with pods, The Pe: vice the size of any other 

celling by three- fold i in pro- 
1 Gardens, at Frog 
ty, and also at Deb "Majesty s 
ice 5s, per quart. The usual 

TE 

; has been grown at the 
EUREN of there as a new v; 
table, for its PEDE flavour. 
discount to the Trade. 
A SEED, warranted Basis from GENERAL Tom 

Tnvump, in packets, 100 seeds, 2s. 6d. e 
Allkinds of Garden Seeds, 20 per cents a lower than any house 

in the Trade.—4, Eyre- street Hill, Hatton Garden, Feb. 14. 

and 

DAHLIAS AND PANSIES. 

HARLES TURNER'S descriptive CATALOGUE 
of the above popular flowers is now ready, and can behad 

on application. 
€. T. recommends ne following new Pansies, DM kis show 

flowers, are indispen ‘ollison’s Juno, 5s. io Per- 
seus, 55.; ditto valean, 55.; Turner’s OERS LA 5s. ; dii 
Optimus, 5s., ditto Dido, 2s. 6d. 

GooD Snow Frowrns--C . TURNER’s selection, 12s. per dozen ; 
extra fine ditto, m ditto, free j pees on receipt of a remit: 
tance. tance.— Chalvey, Y l'indsor, 

SEASIDE PLANTING—BLACK SALLOW. 

AMES GRIGOR, Nurseryman, Norwich, begs to 
© inform Proprietors and others connected with maritime 
poc o that ns aandaa TEN POMA the Gold Medal 9E the 

© 

a 
Haan chiefly e mien byt the use of the NORT Po LK BLACK 

Ty by. the sea-side that Species 
2 in circumference. § ny 

foris; or 100 E 105, 
package included ; and in langor quantities at a reduced pH 

G. continues to supply TRUE HIGHLAND PINE, s 
strongly recommended by is Duke of Newea: tle, n: aves in 
the poet, and others, as formerly advertised. a; Feb, 

TYNIA O TLLA X 

E. RENDLE AND CO., have a few hundred 
* Seeds of MARTYNIA FRAGRANS, which they can 

spare to the Trade.—Plymouth, Feb. 14, 1846. 

THE TRUE du S RASPBERRY. 

REAT 
NORFOLR, 

YARMOUTH 
1846. 

NURSERY. 

OUELL & CO., being?the parties who first intro- 
iced to the notice of the Horticultural world the above 

truly excellent Raspberry, unequalled for the size of its 
and richness of flavour, and possessing an extensive Stock of 
fine Canes, beg to offer the same e the following tevms, 

Wu eurn to be of the same quali 
honour of supplying Hor Most fajes 

i e the E of Northumberland, SMe tis the D 

of Rutland, 1 Tis Grace the Du Mariboroughy the Earl of 

Harrington, the Barl of Taal the Earl c of ARTEEI, 

the Earl’ Egremont, the Lord Sume London, Lor 

Viscount Lorton, Lord Sondes, EE ai of the Nobility, a 

well as tho Hortioultural Society o ondon, the latter having 
C warded Yov o prizes EE it. 

Packages oota ibe 100 canes £14 0 
Do. do. $0 do. . .013 0 
Do. do. 95 do. . ` DOPTE 

mall Canes, 12s. per 100 
DAS liberal ung will be allowed the T 
P ordere: 

de when ''quanti- 

: Besse. OR. SLOE QUICK- -50,000 of 
ps Y e: ri é 

cue mple, Eoo 23 Tu 

TIONS, C CARNA SES, PDD «KS, 
PICOTEES. 

Joux s SLATER, Fronisr, Cheetham-hill near 
ul call the UNUM of the ad- t) Manchester, 

mirers of the above-named Flor 
healthy, and select collection, which he is p 

i may be he 

to his large, 

ELTENHAM, — Esta- ys SSOP'S NURSERY, ES 
blished in 1 m rom ay extensive connections off 

rantazes j ind Ger TE emen requirin: 
sta iid 

quite hardy, a UE 
eight abeut 

R Seed: nen, A e 

E 
a 

e now ready, and may be had 
on appli ication, 

ee “Marr on's Cabinet” for February. - 
ibo desbut pot of the above see their advertisement of 

dud 

Thirty pokes of new and choice Flower Seeds, per 
post, free, for 6s. 
I CATOLOGUE for 1816 is jak spuumabeds ded a 

t of prices of the very best Fuchs erbenas, Select nts, 

Camellias as, Coniferous Plan s Petunias, inorm 
olyanthus, Herl 

ts, Carnations, Picotees Pinks, &e. ‘&e., which w. 

QE pae application by enclosing two postage stamps. 
Great Yarmouth Nursery, Feb 

M. JACKSON anD CO., NumsERYMEN, take this 
opportunity of tendering their best Vie to their 

numerous customers, and to assure them that every care and 

attention will continue to be paid to their mns hey 

have much pleasure in stating to their friends in Ireland and 
America, that arrangements have been made for the immediate 

dispatch G all goods frum Liverpool, to which place in future 
thoy wall pnr thorcargiape: y beg to offer the following 
Satis articles, sel lections Faia their general Stock, which 

are greatly recommendec s 
100 Hollyhoeks, proved. showy vars. 

old 

transplanted, 3” 
years o! .. m m 0 

100 Showy a select Herbaceous Plants, in 50 named 

sorts, 2 each 225-0 

100 Do. uie and best Herbaceous Pla ats, in 100 

named sortspl each 4. .. 0 
18 distinct and splendid Pesonids, incluc ing the “double 

Albifloras, Se ‘all the finest single varieties .. +. 21 0 

ip Des Roses (on own roots) in 25 named s: 2 

do. in 50 named. m p 30 0 
Qi e de in 100 very fine pr: 

25 Standart d Roses, in 25 Varieti ies me 

12 splendid and very best Ghent Azaleas, 2} feet high, 
large bushy plants, on own roots, to produce imme- 

„diate effect E et "m .. 30s. to 36 0 
ng did hardy species 

Le varieties —R. ped giganteum, venustum, 
ponticum albun 
Caucasicum aba, Jacksonii, Siithit aureum, cam- 

panulatum, Smithii tigrinum, large bushy plants, to 
produce immediate effect bett 

12 Rhododendrons, commo; on hardy Sor rts, | from 6s. to 12 

A amellias,in 12 distinct showy species and vars. 
ol foot, strong, healthy, bushy plants . 30s. $ 

Jaekson's Seedlings, the collection of 10 
es, strong blooming plants, including their 
ated Lady Prudhoe and Countess of Zetland . 42 0 

Cineraria Seed, ed fi 
peolum as F rau jor, 
Seed, 2s. 6d. per SUR 
Jarden Seeds of the not approved sorts, at 

prices. Greenhouse and Stove Plants in great va t 

securely packed and delivered free on the E H 
presented to conponat for long carriage. A reference from 
unknown correspo: s respectfully Solicited.— Cross-lanes 

N Bedale, Youle! hire, Fe| 

eo 

ZSE 
S 
E 
rae 

j acket ; 
with a general stock of Flower and 

e 

NURSERY STOCK, WE TERHAM, K 

OHN CATTELL begs respectfully "to inform the 
Public that i intends clearing the STOCK) off several 

ery Grounds this spring, abounding in large 

Scotch, Silver, Weymouth Pine, and 

AES Birch, Horse Chesnut, Aden 

glish and Turkey € Poplars, Brormatele Gra: 
and Common Thorns, Walnuts vom Portugal and ra 

a ME Lilacs, Laburnums, Guelder Rose, Barberries 

green, Tree Box, Privet, Briar, Early and 

Late Dutch. CENE Deutzia scabra, and Dwarf Rosa $ 

Several quarters.of Fruit Trees, including quantities of G 
and Currants nd 3 years Seedling Quick, 2 

ars Seedling Beech, Oak, and Spanish Che: ane 
Parties requiring quanti of the above may be supplied on 

very advantageous ED aaa such as will pe well worth the 

attention of the Tra 
MM Sok of Delphinium Barlowii and grandi- 

lorum r mum, strong plants, and Pentstemon speciosum 

and Morina longiora, RS pots. General Cat: ues of J. C's 

usual extensive stoc now Tru of Trees Shrubs, &c. ; | — 
also of Agri icultural, Y. Bes and Flower Seeds. 

E Oen tenderin ng. his grateful thanks to his 
ends anc ers, venture: Re ee them, | 

is S ade: both in his N 
continue to be a 

rham, Feb. 14. 
to with all eU tend 

| 

SPANÍSII ONI ION,  ALTRIA 
an be UB with a fine 
Ra 

INE WHITE 
HAM CARROT 

article a at mode: 
Y 

Y—': DR. WOLFF.” 

AND SON, NURSERYMEN, &e. 
of the above new and striking 

Dr. Lr INDY ini 

FINE NEW PAX 
AMES BACKHOUSE 
York, have now plant 

NSY ready for pinion 
I is as fol- 

" ) er of good form 

itance, rather novelin appea with fine eye, ground 

colour rich ud bright y: nd the restof the flower ofa rich. 

bronzy pur An allowance to the Trade, 
156, UL) LONDON, 

ROAD, CE IELSEA. 
APSIDE (OPP( 
STUA PU 3 AND 

sand “tho E Public that 
BLE; na, AG 

(ix cidem a "nisceltie us colle 
ke) } is now pubs 

re Catalogue 
R AL SEEDS 

Plants, new 

b 
n ree siving ls atten to the 

February aaa i natina —“ Paxton's 
Ma RE ne pi Bot: a A and Gar- 

1 Practic. 3 loricultural 
Cabinet ̂  The PX ne seléctions avre w Mu of ge! Fae cul- 
tivation :— 

dene: 

r packet—s.d. Per packet—s.d. 

Brachycoma ibeiditolia. y 0 | Mathiola (stock) German 0 6 

Campanula strict: ) 6 | Nemophila discoida Mis... 06 

T E CO i . a 6 hlox umm: .l0 

Clintonia pulchella .. 1 0| Primula sinensis, mixed.. 1 0 
SOnvO STE minor bu Rhod: ne Man. 29:6 

Schizanthus Hookerii .. 0 6 
Schizopetalon am ake T 

e | Thunbergia chrysops, fine 
j}: 

| 

| 
anus, | 

| 
| 

tie .. 
vistas Rus: ee PLE 

fine, with “pried 06 
diret .10 a  Phüsy) ex- 

Marty ie 10 tra. si vu fete 

Mesembryanthemui ti- Zinnia, mixed, German .. 10 

or «076 

CO Sathils Black Spine Oue cama per pack « Is. 0d. 
Peas, Improved Dw v (trae) per quan el 

3 

CORRS ng's Early Daneorots ENTIS 
ng aite's Queen of the Dwarfs | .. 

have great pleasure in offe 
tato, ip Mon Sup ich will be fit for table earlier 

than the Ash-leaf K jd y will beat a Ee SMbed def crop, and 
keeps .in exquisite flavour till the following spring. Pri 

- 6d. mu peck. 
side, (opposite 

ODLANDS NUR 

gg a DN New Seedling Po- 

I February 14. 

5 MAR ESFIELI 
UOKEIELD: heres 

Y 7M. WOOD & SON have the honour of informing 
their Friends that they still continue to supply ROSES 

on the following terms; the selec being left to 
themselves Strong Plants and warranted superior varieties :— 

Extr ed rds on tall stout 
ped f for or planting in 

Doz. zs 16 0 
Per Uu 

Superior Standards .. Per Doz. £1 x 4 — 10 0 
Superb ditto, extra fine 

fs 

conspicuous situations 

pee ovS 
eo 

I. 0 
m own roots, in 50 varieties. . se 210.0 

Ditto Chiming 9s. to 12s. per doz. : 
Ditto 5 on own roots, without names 10 0 

a tionate number of plants presented with ai order, 
towar He defraying the ence of carriage, &c. 

W. W. & Sox's destriptive Catalogue of Roses; also Cata- 
ee of Camellias, Greenhouse, and Herbaceous Plants, will 
be sent fr ee on applic tion. 

DANECROFT NU R ERY, STOWMARKET, " SUFFOLK. 

S GIRLING'S GENERAL CATALOGUE OF 
x i i and other FLORIST’S FLOWERS, can now 

hae, a on ee id application, containing nearly every new 

the season, A separate Catalogue of ROSES and 
ASI is also ready, and can be had, if auod. 

PR 
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HERTFORD NURSERIES. TRAPAOLUM AZUREUM. UPERIOR NEW DE Ts PEAR.—The Sussex P. FRANCIS begs to state that he can supply N ESSRS. VEITCH anv SON have to offer imported Su Monster Pear being a new variety, and a most abundant * SNow's WINTER WHITE BROCCO! OLI, pe Ps a TUBERS of the dove beautiful Plant, warranted true. | bea » producing fruit to the eG of 2 Ibs. or 3 Ibs. each, 4 Strong extra Tubers, 15s. Second size, 10s. 6d. each, The Agr keeps well during the months of February and Mar ch, is usual discount to the kade Post-office uid or um of excellent flavour, and can be ES ed as a first-rate "| required. from unknown correspondents.—Exeter, Feb. kind. Specimens of tho fruit may now be seen at WARNER and ed Primula, i 6d. per packet. FUCHSIA CHALLENGE, Wanwaw’s; Seedsmen, 28, Cornhill, AALA OF whom fins Trews P. F. b ens: "un to recommend a very superior new late HALLY, NurseryMan and FLORIST, Blackt h, | can be had ai m 

Broccoli, which may safely be relied upon as being the | eJ , challenges his Fuchsia (the Expnzss), against any seed. ARICEYED ERBEN A. pod wil dautisower comes inr E variety of Fudipia raved: Bi IMS a beaut r, MILL ^ T. 
op va a ra 845, ty of flower, ERS” LIST, containin a descri tion of alogues of Roses may still be | (ne Taney, Oi ney of growth, for OE. To be decided at ond W x Y ^ 2: — — —— | of the London exhibitions n 1846. J. H. mey is deposited | and his. biie Seedling Fuchsias, Petunias, Antirrhinums, &e., LEE'S DWARF ITALIAN MARROW PEA. in the hands of Messrs t and à MMulien,, BE No, Gti eddens an bo had by application. All who grow the above o plants LEE are now sending out the above new [Suet The challenge to be accepte: d, and monay deposited should have this List. Providence Nursery, Ramsg. ES avit d s the hands of the above firm, or any other respectable house s eU REN ELLA inde aic Name d DE Ae ARM ie JAMES DICKSON ann SONS. beg to intimate. that OPER exccedingly dwarf and | deposit will be considered as taking up the ques J. H.'s Se Abner IM challenge is open to any number of competi 

os 
Jast five years th 
most excellent v 

and most Approved Varieties of FLORISTS’ and other robust; it lifie bearer, and the Pea is equal in size —— FLOWERS, for the present season, which only contains such gest Marrowfat, and is of most delicious flavour. It A sq NEW FUCHSIA. plants as would prove really desirable additions to out or erthan any óther Marrow. It has gun m N EWBERRY'S « DELICATA."—Warranted the | P door collections! Their Catalogue of DAIILIAS and PAN- miber, Wel neck, Thoresby, best White FUCHSIA grown; with every good quality of | STES will appear early in March. Extensive abeat of Tottenham parl, and Tedworth, andis highly extolled ES eae Venus Victrix, from three to four times its size. Tube, pure | Parm, Garden, amd Flower Seeds from the most genuine ler " f these pla de In Quart Packets, sealed, price 5s. 2e. without forcing ; corolla, fine purple ; “sepals, well ex- | Stocks. Dread r-street, Feb. 1846 ery, ammesmit panded, and its habit good. XS Dr. Lindley's opinion (Octo- | = ; : n TS a MEN, GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, and Others | Der 18, 1845) in answer to * N. R.” Mr. Glenny says it is an FOREIGN AND BRI! H SHEET AND CROWN ANADENSIS, on HEMI OC ja '"SPRUCE exceedingly pretty flower, dae “of the best coming out, and is GLASS, for Hothouses, Garden and other purposes.— A SIS, or b 4. | placed by him, in his Almanac, in his “select list of deed Fuch- | R. 0. m nd again Eon the en for small erown squares, Gron AKER, Nurseryman, E having ute quicum càn be made to 
largest stock 5 1e &bove in Europe, of all siz e neighbourhood, who 
condition, - ean with confidence recommend this noble tree b saw it in bloom. Plants to be oput in May a 10s. Gd. each, 

ey baying, na lange @ sak (viz. | Upwey Nursery, near Dorchester, seas yl p i esides smaller sizes), can vemm n c^ s. rices ; a with a General å ee FUCHSIA CHALLEN EA SITE hav- SE futu pre pect ee consignments S Spar o y prices, in g been given by Mr. Hally, i AR by Mr. Miller, | FOREIGN SHEET GL S, of which he purposes keeping assortment of Kalmia latifolia ever offered | to ater ibe Seedling Fuchsias for 5l. ‘essr' ANE | such a nc as will E him to execute all orders as soon “Prices can be had by letter, and shall be at. | & SONS hav x a SEEDLING FUCHSIA nanied “MRS. LANE,” | as rece with. which they will show at the same time for 51, The conditions | * PROPAGATING, BEE, CUCUMBER, and GRAPE GLASSES 

tes f the pr with his former 

per grops. per gross. per 
it uum ad 180 6s. 8by5.. 

i " to be, to pos at either of the Exhibitions of the Cid of every description, cheaper than at any other house,—For my O CONTRACTORS, THE TRADE, &c. season of the Horticultural or Royal Botanie Society ; the best | New Lists, Spi tots Coax) Glass, Lead, and Colour Works, RTHUR MACKIE begs to call the attention of | flower of the three to be entitlol to the stakes ; either patty db. Teicester-equares London. the Trade to the annexed List of TREES and SHRUBS, neglecting or declining to ee his or their respective flower = = which are of first-rate quality, and, as he trusts, will, from the | at the time appointed, to forfeit 5l. in addition to, and to go FOREIGN SHEET GLASS AND GLASS TILES. found worthy of notice. The Norfolk with, the stakes. Messrs. LANE & SON beg to disclaim the C.: JARVIS having just imported a large quantity of 
of price, 

Railw ay afford great convenience for the cheap and safe most remote idea EA their Seedling by pr means, their Li the „above articles, “p quality and substance hitherto 
can 

irat of Plants, the charge to London being at this time at | object being solely to tes 
moder: ate of 27s. 6d. per ton ; and UNS large quan- | about which so DUM time and talent pou n expended: Be qi 

tikes are ta o A. M. will deliver them fre: Nurseries, Great Berkhampstead, Feb. 1 lish 
x ̂. 8d. COT aa Vow ROMER RUE IE) qi ri oe Ea RES iret 3 few doors from Meie "Where orders, for- 

rs EN: "4 [y Gye 1000 RTHUR MACKIE begs to announce that his warded d MORE I PS UP SET | Todes or Levant Oaks, » do. 0to 80 3 DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF FLOWER SEEDS is now Se s 
Ash, transplante d 140t0150 ^ | ready, and can be had upon For the POLMAISE HEATING. P 1801020 0 ^" | of the purchaser A. M. has LH them in printed envelopes, ESSRS. G. & J. HADEN beg to inform the ate s > 12 0to150  ; | and he trusts that the information un will be found thereon | IVA Readers of the Gardeners’ Chronicle that the apparatus Í a 4 2 will ve both interesting and instructi at POLMAISE was erected by them. Also, that they are prepared $4 5 be s cue m" b x annexed i is subjoined as a an of the plan he bas | to give plans and estimates to a gentleman requiring similar i - 140to180  ; Saak : apparatus.—Trowbridge, Fel . "m Y «x ^ 3 3 4 SCHIZANTHUS RETUSUS. STG CACHE gi AAE ae, Blunt-petalled Schizanthus. FORA TER. APPARATUS TOR HE G 2 e. b “ ua " d.—Sei h i HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES H Oaks 1to23ft. 180to25 0 Duis Monos gri ia, Nat. Or cropl i dee: 3 G is XT x) 5 ji ght, 2 to CHURCHER, and MA. NUE ACTO, ORIES, upon improved DEA Blackthorn ,, 2 yrs, ‘ane Ds 80to100 -hardy biennial. Heig ht, 

s E E * i Flowers ¢rimson and orange. June a October ples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and eg BES AND: SHRUBS, *A native of the Andes of Mendoza. Introduced 1851, EDWARD BAILEY, 273, HOLBORN. Sols, Turkey or Levant + 5t06 ft. 5 0 to 35 Pus iu Deriv.—(schizo, to cut; and anthos, a flower; from the and E. BAILEY having devoted much time to the considera- | » ” +. 6to8 35 0 to 45 0 ir Mr form of the corolla.) tion of this subject, and had mu ae experience in the erection of q + 8tol0 ft. 50 0to600 — 45 For the conventéitó of purchasers at a distance the above will be | apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve- 
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat- 

Ghesnut, Horse ..” .. 8108 ft. 18010200 4, | forwarded free through the post. 
xe l 8to10 ft. 25 0 to 35 0 » i 7 [ 'hange-street. g not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined ESSLO 5 LEX M. GO RE jo ormen Aneen Bnd No. 10, Eschange-etzest durability id apparatus with economy in the charge, They E ` K $ t0120  ,, OSEPH HARRISON, Nurseryman, of Downham, have erected apparatus in nelaida, Scotland, and Ireland, for Laurels .. de . lto 2 0to 80 $t in Norfolk, and Richmond, near London, very respectfully many noblemen and gentlemen, an nd have had. the honour to be 10 00012 0 » | solicits the attention of the readers to his Catalogue of | employed by the Horticultural Society of London, in executing 

FLOWER, KITCHEN GARDEN, AND RAE URAL | the works of their splendid Conservatory erected at Chiswick, | Standard Thoms 3. 1! 2 | SEEDS, which contains every kind new and valuable. Copies | D and E. Baruoe ileo construct in metal all descriptions of P C gc e 3) | will be forwarded to applicants, J. H. has to pos the follow- | forticultural Build: an shes, and invite noblemen, ing VERY SUPERB kinds of DRE FLOWER SEEDS, | gentlemen, and the Stc to the inspection of their various ” g ge , p 
» &c., and which can be transmitted by post. drawings and modes at 272, Holporm where they have the 

p splendid varieties of German “Asters DU + 5 0 opportunity of exhibiting, amongst other metal works, an ex- | 12 ditto itto ditto ..... . - 4 tremely complete and convenient d apparatus, or range, ~ VIC HOES. munem RK.—SEE ES. 16 ditto rf... 4 adapted for the continued supply of hot water, and an arrange- | » aH CRi ERY, 60 EE D POTATOES. 12 di:to arkspur.... 4 0 d of the oven more complete than has hitherto been br ought | = OFT can now supply sound PO- 36 ditto ditto. German Stocks .... . 60 before the public. x TATOES, ps SERIEN ate planting, of the most esteemed 12 ditto ditto ditto ... 241218 nd E. BArueY were the first to introduce metallic cur- | : in i ‘the market at present 12 ditto ditto ditto wall-leaved 4 0 vitio houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conser- x iden paca every information 8 ditto ditto Zinnias 3 6 vatory attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides shall we Since intended pure SNE Ey Bea post, 6 ditto ditto. Wallflowers . 16 nan others in mi country, and on the Continent. Fine AS € EN BY POTATOES (a sample of 16 ditto ditto double Balsam 50 LEY have prepared à quantity of the Galvanio which ma Seen at Jacos WmrwcH and Sons, 6 ditto i Obekscombe © 2 6 Bie B which are now ready for immediate delivery ; Seed. Merchants, ondon-bridge), | delivered free at any of 6 ditto i r eg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for e undermentioned poa ts, at 7s. 6d. per bushel, by Steam ib ditto Pea Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or Vessels e gn Pret: 2 E (ocu Bristol, and ditto ke Fk at intervals, required, and which may be seen at their Manu- Plymouth, and by Sailing Vessels to nearly every port in South Together with every voter itd oF Flow er Seeds, at 3d. p fenton, ales. N.B.—A 1 arge assortment of Seedling Forest- trees, ery extensive Catalogue of DAHL LIAS, PUGNAS, pedal i = ———— also delivered free at very moderate prie PÁNSIBS, CINERARIAS, HERBACEOUS PLANTS, &c., THE TANK SYSTEM, 
TO PLANTE BS, &c.—NURSERY STOCK ON SALE, also ready, and will be forwarded at reque 
HE undersigned beg to inform the Publie that ‘the THE FLORICULTURAL CABINET and small field, about 3 acres, a part of their exton- FLORISTS 3 MAGAZINE, conducted by A HARBISON, is pub- E y Grounds having expired, and being required by | lished monthly, price 6d., and may be had by order of any the proprietor in May next, er are under the Bae i Sodisenae ithe work, pes a plate of SUELE i edt of 

the NU RSERY | STO thereon, most of which is | the newest and best Flowers, with 24 pages of letter-press on 
youns healthy, and of good quan , which they will dispose of | the Culture of Flowers, &c. The Fe ebruary Number contains 

| on the very lowest terms. Prices and further information may | 76 pages additional of advertised Lists of Flower Seeds, ee 
Ďe had on application. NSON AND FT. Vol. XIII. for 1845, bound in cloth, is now ready, prit NEY, 

Gateshead. edt NM i doe mel ‘Successors GEEDS. OO R OMAS COEDS ini MOON- STREET, 

a 3 ld | Arb tæ, Chi 2 c Asparagus plants, 3years old | Arborvita inese, 1 to 23 ft. ial Appointment) thé SEEDS MEN Peas 
e: H a — n [ot | 

erorri, PLN. | Box, d i^ depu ce “ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIE TY OF ENGLAND,” | 
Peaches and  Nectarines — | Box treo of sorte, 1 to Ba feet | Beg ra D dr Sn Sey cae the e Society, and Agsoutaist ts 

c in a helr E picco Aces alU LN ll inches hougels atthe Corner of HALF- MOON STREET, PICCADILLY, 
—— Mountain, 2 years old, | e yering N DON, as for the last Fifty Y en 

6 to 12 inches ehog, Va 1ft. Eo lists of Agricultural Seins are always ready, and may 
ydus 2 years old, English, 1 f be had on appication, 

Lilaes of ortho 2'to z y^ ? 
| Elm, 'Wyeh; 2,3 4 fee | Laurestinus, 2 to 3 E ORTICULTURAL GLASS OF EE X Black "italian, S to | Laurel, Portugal, 2 to 3 feet MANUFACTURE, at J. WELCH, Un Patxirs, and Co. | Maple, P itid to 6 feet Warehouse, 12, Panton-street, Haymarki et. — Having wade „ 2 to 3 feet Perri arrangements with a British Manu: acturer, they are enabled 

Acacia, common, 3 feet | Syringa, Aware 1 foot to offer the above article in unlimited quantities at the follow- Alaternus of sorts, 13 foot Walnuts, 2 fee ing terms, in Squares not REUS 40 inches long :— -B.—Steamboats sail ever; No. 0—(equal to Foreign Sh Ft mm 44d. per foot. 
Dae pm raging from Ea 4 oz. to the foot 5 d. EGENERATION OF THE POTATO — SEED Ne, E 2e en == LÁ saved in the most careful E En the Berry of the i 

st 3j Us kiuds, without disease, can be had in Packets, 3. Weron, um, havin oen OM ears with Mr. Drake, of No. E 13,000 Seed, which will be sufficient to produce | a, diet and a5, © ui sot, atid at the time GE thó BURBIDGE ann HEALY having heated n cob Plants for ie het 30 square perches of Lani nice ee to the gla: zing of Gilnterrdetl Comat toe baw devoted himself to siderable number of Pits and other Horticultural oa 
No, 2, containing more than 6000 Seot ps: have suffi- | the Horticultural Glazing Department, begs to call the atten- | tures, for the cultivation of Pines, Melons, Cucumbers, d 

cient plants s for more than 15 perches. Application by dE tion of Horticulturists generally to tie above prices for Glass, other tropical plants, ios Em upon the plan Ares aod Ot 
Ee e d on Baltinglass, for No. 1 Packet, 105; 6d. ; No. 2 | which they undertake to glaze in any part of the United | in Mr. MinLs's recent wor n the Culture of Pines and Cu- 

6d., payable to Mr. Moses NEILE, Steward, Bellville, Kingdom. eu 
Stratford, ‘County Wicklow, Bach Packet will be forwarded, They aaa beg to recommend for Pits and Garden Lights | prove ps a depe. that every ki nd uos Pirgo ure oed 

letter, to` prevent thé | small size squares, which they offer at the dicus. low prices, 

earli 

Printed directions will be forwarded 100 feet boxes, not particular to thickness, :— 
h į E A Persons Seek digne Under 5 doy ad Me ver foot Their Apparatus may be seen at work at the following plates J Toping are requested to make their dares legible. Sin. by 3 and 756 in. by 4 af —Horticultural Gardens, Chiswick ; Royal Botanic Gardens, f 

eh been favoured with a package of Potato Seeds 6 in, by 4 i Kew; Baroness Rothschild's Gardens, Gunnersbury; Mr. 
Y Henderson, Pine- ar ri the abov fo 8 p d Glendinnin Chiswick Nurser Me rties offering the above for Sale, whose respecta-| J. W. & Co Seuri seen of their Stk of Stained an: RA A hodh FUE Sue hum dred thor fccum 

from ee 
-pla: an 

Dey lectis rott; London, 

bility we mu vouch for, and think it remarkably well saved,"— | Ornamental Glass at their W arehouse, as above,—12, Panton- | apple. Editor Fe treet, Haymarket, 30, 

* 
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PLANTING SEASON. i 
HE following descriptions of NURSERY STOCK 

may still be had of W. Rocers & Son, Nurserymen and 

i anters, t the prices advertised in 

the Gardeners’ Chronicle on the 15th November last :— 

SEEDLING. Oak, English Durmast, 1, 2, 

Ash | and 3 fe 

eech Sycamore, 2 feet 

Pineaster Willow Come-well, a valuable 
merican species for coppice 

or hop-poles, 1 foot 
Laurel, 1, 2, and 3 feet 

Stone Pine ». 
Oak, English Durmast (Sessili- 

flora), the largest and most 

valued species 

| | 

Sea Pine. E . 

TRANSPLANTED. Rhododendron, 1 to 2 inches, 

Alder, 2 to 4 feet 0s, per 10! 
Ash, 1 to 2 feet » 8 to & ins., 60s. per 1000 
Beech, 2 to 4 feet » 5 to6 ins, 80s. per 1000 

Birch, 2 to 4 feet 5 12 to 18 ins., 20s. to 30s. 
Elm, 1 to 2 feet | 

Clematis Azurea grandiflora, 

Fir, Scotch, 1 to 4 feet 9s. per dozén. 
Arbutus (seedlings), 40s.p.1000 

^ Sea Pine, 1 to 2 feet Perpetual Tree Violet, 50s. 
», Pineaster, 1 to 2 feet e 

Poplar, 2 to 4 feet 1 

Tf ordered in less quantity than the above quotations, the 

charge will be at retail prices. 
Waste Lands planted by contract.—Gardeners of experience 

and ability recommended, 

| into an air-tight damp Vinery, and leave it expos d 

to the sun and its own powers of growth and see 
what will become of it. At first it will push 
vigorously, but its vigour gradually diminishes ; 

then on a sudden all the eyes break into laterals, 

more puny than the first; these produce a second 

brood of yet weaker laterals, and thus the growth 

proceeds; till at last, growth stopping from utter 

exhaustion of the physical powers of the Vine, the 

extremities rot away, and a few months reduce the 

highest vigour to the lowest debility. 
Try the same experiment with a hardy plant in a 

Ward's case. Exactly the same result, mutatis 

mutandis, is obtained. Absence of ventilation pro- 
duces first debility, and then death. 

In the invaluable collection of scientific papers, 

by Mr. Anprew KNIGHT, collected into a volume, 

after his death, we find it stated at p. 224, that 

change of air is (to plants) to a very limited extent 
necessary or beneficial. But this opinion is opposed 
to every other part of Mr. Kwronr's experience, 
and was probably a hasty expression; for in other 

i he loses no opportunity of contradicting 
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Tue competition among the growers of Carcko- 
EARIAS does not appear to be now carried on with 
its old spirit, and those who have visited the metro- 

politan exhibitions for the last two or three seasons, 

must have been disappointed at not finding it occu- 
pying a more prominent situation at such shows. 

"The flower in itself is gay and attractive, a. profuse 
bloomer, and a general favourite ; it also embraces 
now a variety and beauty once unknown; we 
therefore hope to see the competition revived, and 
a station for it maintained next in order to the Pe- 

largonium. s 
It may be alleged that sufficient encouragement 

is not given to its production ; and that the prizes 

‘offered for it are becoming by degrees more beau- 
tifully small. But we contend that the prizes dimi~ 
nish because the spirit of competitors flags; and 
because they cease to produce anything worthy of 
ahigher standing. We therefore venture upon a 
few hints to exhibitors for their better guidance. 

The sorts exhibited should represent the chief 
improvements which are to be found among the 
modern flowers; they should be judiciously selected 

from different classes, There should be the minute 
spotted sorts with delicate grounds ; those with a 
large patch of velvety colour in front surrounded 
by yellow, white, or buff colour; the large spoited 
flowers, which have lately occupied the attention 
of growers, and which are infinitely varied and 
beautiful ; and more especially the stripes. Such 

a combination of attractive features would form a 
collection that would compel attention from the 
most indifferent spectator. 

For the production of the striped Calceolarias 
we are entirely indebted to the skill and perse- 
verence of Mr. PrANT, Nurseryman, Cheadle. As 
they are at present little known, we may as well 

state that the colour of these varieties is distributed 
in clear and well defined stripes of purple, crimson, 
or brown upon white, yellow, and buff grounds. 
These beautiful markings begin round the opening 
of the flower, and gradually increase in breadth 
towards the sides, much in the way of a Carnation. 
Charming as they already are they will, doubtless, 
become much improved; for we entertain no doubt 
that so practised a grower as Mr. Pranr will soon 
throw some fresh blood into them now that he has 
once hit upon the means of producing them.—H. 

Mosr gardeners believe that VENTILATION is as 
necessary an operation in glass houses as in dwelling 
rooms; but they are far from agreeing as to the 
time when, or the mannerin which, or the extent to 

which, it shonld be employed. Some say that it is 
necessary in order to dry a place when it is damp ; 
others that flowers will not set without it; and some 
that it makes Grapes keep. Nor are gardeners to 
be blamed for entertaining opinions thus crude and 
ill-digested; they have naturally looked to phy- 
siologists for the science of the thing, and physiolo- 
gists have told them nothing. It is true that they 
have stated that ventilation assists the sap to rise, 
and have even discovered that it remoyes delete- 
rious emanations, and moreover lowers temperature ; 

but that is all. And we freely confess that there is 

more reason on the side of the practical men than 
of the philosophers. However both are agreed that 
ventilation is important from whatever cause; and 
that is something. 

Ifa man should doubt that fact, let him puta Vine 

it. Thus, in an account of a curvilinear Vinery he 
attributes the inferior quality of Queen-pines grown 
in it to “the want of efficient ventilation ;" and he 

proceeds to state how he remedied the evil by an 
improved mode of ventilation. 

“In my house, with a curvilinear roof, I acquired 
the power of almost wholly preventing any change 
of air whatever; and I exercised that power too ex- 
tensively, after the fruit was shown, and particularly 

after a part of it had nearly acquired maturity. In 
the last spring I adopted a mode of ventilation, from 

which I expected to derive all the advantages of 
change of air, without materially lowering the tem- 
perature of the house ; and the success of it has 

greatly exceeded the expectations I had entertained. 
I shall best be able to show the advantages of this 
mode of ventilation, by giving a slight sketch of the, 
form of a section of my house, in which D marks 

the position of cylindrical passages of nearly two 
inches diameter through the front wall. Through 
these, which are placed 18 inches distant from each 

other, along the whole front wall of the house, the 
air, whenever the weather is warm, is suffered to 

enter freely, and its entrance is at other times more 

or less obstructed in proportion to its coldness ; but 
it is never wholly excluded, except during the nights 
in very severe weather. The passages through the 
front wall are placed at just such a distance from the 
ground, as will occasion them to: direct the air,which 
enters, either into contact with, or to pass closely 

over, the heated covers of the flue. It consequently 

becomes heated, and is impelled amongst the Pine- 

apple plants,which stand in rows behind each other, 
each row of plants being so far elevated above that 
before as to place every plant at nearly an equal 
distance from the glass roof. A thermometer was 
placed at H, being equally distant from each end 
of the house, and I had the satisfaction to observe, 

that the temperature of that part of the house in 
which the thermometer stood was raised between 
two and three degrees, when the external air was at 
40°. This effect was, I conclude, produced by the 

heated air being impelled into the body of the house 
amongst the plants, instead of being permitted to 
rise, as it had previously done, and to come instantly 

into contact with the roof; and by suspending light 
bodies amongst the plants, I ascertained that the 

previously confined air was thus constantly kept in 
a state of rapid motion. The air is suffered to es- 
cape through passages of four inches wide and two 
inches and a half high, at E, which passages are 
placed at the same eqnal distances as those in the 
front wall, and, like those, are opened or closed as 

circumstances require. The trouble of opening or 
closing such passages, after substances of proper 
form are prepared and suspended for the purpose, is 
very small, much less, I think, than that of moving 

the lights of any house of ordinary construction ; 

and the effect of the kind of ventilation obtained 
upon the growth of my plants and fruit, is everything 
I wish it to be.” For the plan referred to see 
Physiological Papers, t. 7. 

This paper is dated October 1822 ; but he had 

long before demonstrated the indispensable neces- 
sity of motion to plants, In a paper communicated 

tothe Royal Society, April 21, 1808, we find the 

following remarks :— 
«The effects of motion on the circulation of the 

sap, and the consequent formation of wood, I was 

able to ascertain by the following expedient. Early 

in the spring of 1801 I seiected a number of young 

seedling Apple-trees, whose stems were about an 

inch in diameter, and whose height, between the 

roots and first branches, was between 6 and 7 feet. 
These trees stood about 8 feet from each other ; 

and, of course, a free passage for the wind to act on 

each tree was afforded. By means of stakes and 
bandages of hay, not so tightly bound as to im- 

pede the progress of any fluid within the trees, 
[ nearly deprived the roots and lower parts of the 
stems of several trees of all motion, to the height 
of 3 feet from the ground, leaving the upper parts 
of the stems and branches in their natural state. 
In the succeeding summer, much new wood accu- 
mulated in the parts which were kept in motion by 
the wind; but the lower parts of the stems and 
roots increased very little in size. Removing the 

bandages from one of these trees in the following 
winter. I fixed a stake in the ground, about 10 feet 
distant from the tree, on the east side of it; and I 

attached the tree to the stake, at the height of 6 feet 
by means of a slender pole about 12 feet long ; thus 
caving the tree at liberty to move towards the 
north and south, or more properly, in the segment 
of a circle of which the pole formed a radius ; but 

in no other direction. Thus circumstanced, the 

diameter of the tree from north to south, in that 

part of its stem which was most exercised by the 
wind, exceeded that in the opposite direction in the 
following antumn, in the proportion of 13 to 11." 

* When a tree is wholly deprived of motion, by 

being trained to a wall, or when a large tree has 
been deprived of its branches, to be regrafted, it 
often becomes unhealthy, and not unirequently 
perishes, apparently owing to the stagnation of the 
descending sap, under the rigid cincture of the life- 
less external bark.” 

We omit a portion of this communication, in 
which the supposed reason of the phenomenon is 
explained, because we doubt its soundness. The 
facts, however, are indisputable. 

Mr. Knrcur therefore proved experimentally that 
motion is essential to the well-being of plants. In 
other words, he showed that what is daily happening 
before our eyes is not accomplished in vain. But 
why should we suppose that it is? What right have 
we to imagine that the breeze, the storm and the 
hurricane even, are phenomena caused by the Al- 
mighty for no sufficient reason? that such disturb- 
ances of the elements are incidents either harmless 
or destructive, but of no moment in the economy of 
the universe ? that the world would be as well, nay 

better, without them? Do we not, on the contrary, 

know that every part of the system of the universe 
is dependent on some other part? that there is not 
an eyil, of whatever magnitude, which has not its 

counterpoise ? and that, regarded as a whole, each 
natural pl is of indisp ble necessity to 
the free operation of others ? In fact, it is an axiom 

in gardening, that we approach perfection in pro- 
portion to our exact imitation of the means which 
Nature takes to'attain her ends. Every great 
failure has arisen from our not being able to read 
the book spread open before us; every advance 
has been caused by partial interpretations of the 
mysterious truths which it explains. All the phases 
of air-heating, of air-damping, of lighting, of potting, 

of training, are but so many examples of this, And 
all our present deficiencies will, by degrees, disappear 
under a more correct appreciation of natural truths. 

As the matter now stands, we heat well, we build 

well, we light well, we damp. well, but we do 
nothing to keep the air in motion. That is the 
object next to be looked to with anxiety ; for we 
may depend upon its being one of the cardinal 
points of successful cultivation. How, indeed, can 

we imagine that the eternal shifting of the air, and 
fluctuation of temperature, and variation of mois- 

ture, to which Nature exposes plants all over the 

world, are unimportant to them, and may be dis- 

peused with, without prejudice to their health. It 

is in part on account of the efficiency in this 

respect of the Polmaise, or radio-thermal, mode of 

heating, that we have thought it desirable to bring 

it under the notice of the public; and we propose 
in next week's Paper to inquire wherefore motion, 

independently of its being a constant phenomenon 

in Nature, is so indispensible to the health of 

plants, 

CULTIVATION OF GINGER. 
Now that so much improvement has been made in 

struetures for hortieultural purposes, and that bottom- 
heat may be obtained by means of air or vapour-heated 

chambers, it may be well to introduce the cultivation of 
those tropical esculents for culinary purposes which 
hitherto have only been grown as objects of curiosity 
in our stoves, and amongst which Ginger deserves & 
place. 

In eultivating the common Ginger, the most essential 
requisites are heat and moisture ; therefore, about the 

beginning of March, procure some of the dormant roots 

and divide them into pieces, with a single bud or eye to 

each ; pot them in small 3-inch pots in soil composed. 

of light sandy loam and well-decomposed cow-dung, in 
equal proportions; then place the pots either in a 

Cucumber-pit or other forcing-house, where they can be 

freely supplied with moisture, after the plants com- 

mence growing, and where the tem erature is never 

below 60°. By the end of April or beginning of May, 

the plants will be ready for either transferring into large 
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shallow boxes, or ioto the soil, in a pit heated under- 
neath on the chamber system. 

In potting or planting out the young plants, the soil 
employed should be a mixture of fresh sandy loam and 
well-rotted dung, to which may be added a little leaf- 
mould and fine sand, if the loam is in any way tena- 
cious, If planted in a pit they will require not less 
than 3 feet between the surface of the soil and the glass, 
for the tops to grow in. 

The roots do not require a. deep soil, but plenty of 
surface room, and sueceed best in large shallow boxes, 
from 6 to 9 inches in depth, or if planted in a pit 9 
inches of soil will be quite sufficiently deep for them. 

In planting out, they should have plenty of room, and 
require to be placed 1 foot apart each way if the plants 
are strong when planted. Anabundance of moisture is 
required, and agood bottom-heat, with very little fresh air 
all the summer; but in very bright sunshine they should 
be shaded. By the middle of September the roots will be 
fit for use, and if properly attended to during the sum- 
mer, will weigh from 4 to 5 oz. each. If they are left 
in the ground until October they get fibry and tough, 
and are unfit for use as a preserve. When sufficient 
roots are taken out of the ground for preserving, and 
other culinary purposes, the remainder should be left 
undisturbed and gradually dried by withholding moisture 
from them, still, however, continuing the bottom-heat 
until the plaats have become dormant ; afterwards they 
must be kept quite free from frost and damp, and may 
be preserved through the winter by either allowing 
them to remain in the dry soil, or by placing the roots 
in dry sand until the following March, when they must 
again be potted according to the directions already 
lven. 
In this way a constant supply of fresh Ginger for 

preserving may be obtained every year, without much 
trouble or expence.— G. G. 

PINE CULTURE AT BICTON.- 

always beer the state of matter 
reason for apprehending, they will continue to the end 
of time. 

The following are the weights of the dozen Queen 
Pines above alluded to, which were eut here not long 
since. They were respectively—6 lbs. 4 oz., 6 lbs. 10 OZ. 
6 lbs. 8 oz., 7 lbs. 2 oz., 6 Ibs. 8 oz., 6 lbs. 4 OZ., 
7 lbs. 4 oz., 6 lbs. 2 oz., 6 lbs. 10 OZ., 6 lbs. 4 oZ., 
61bs. 8 oz., 6 lbs. 5 oz. The crowns of these fruit were 
very small, averaging not more than 2 inches in height, 
and did not weigh, united, more than 8 oz., if so much. 
The fruit averaged in circumference from 17 to 20 
inches, and in height from 10 to 142 inches ; the num- 
ber of pips was from 8 to 17. I produced one 
Queen this season, only 8 pips in depth, which weighed 
6 lbs. 5 oz, ; am I not then justified in supposing that we 
may ere long see a Queen of 10 Ibs. weight from some 
of those long shows of 14 or 16 pips in depth, swelled 
out in proportion to one of only 6 lbs. 50z. What is to 
prevent it? Resting quite contented, however, because 
my father, brother, or neighbour, has never produced 
this, will not effect the object in view. No, we must 
look onward, and I may repeat that there is ample 
space for improvement. I have produced mauy things 
that have been admired, aud. I, too, have been pleased 
with them ; but never yet have I produced an article 
in which I could not observe ample room for further 
improvement. If any body should happen to produce 
in this country a dozen Queen Pine-apples this year, 
surpassing those above-mentioned, I sball be happy to 
go and see them, which would truly bea treat to me, 
and very gratifying. Although some may think that 
enough has been said on this subject, I am of opinion 
Pine growing never required a greater stimulus than 
at the present time.—James Barnes, Bicton Gardens. 

THE COURT-PENDU PLAT APPLE. 
Symonymes.—Court-pendu, Court-pendu Extra, Court-pendu Plat Rougeatre, Court-pendu Rond Gros, Court-pendu Rond 

and so, there is good ~~ Also at the waterside, Southwark. 
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Correspondence. 
Heating.—1 think a little consideration will 

convince you that your correspondent (Mr. Meeke) is 
in an error in supposing that radiant heat is employed 
in the Polmaise system. The current of warm air 
which enters the house cannot be warmed by the heat 
which radiates from the stove, for air is so very trans- 
parent that any heat which radiated from the sides of 
the stove would pass through it without imparting any 
sensible warmth, as we see that sunshine passes through 
glass without heating it anything like to the degree to 
which it heats an opaque body. The fact is, that the 
current of air which enters the house is heated by con- 
tact with the sides of the stove, and does not differ in 
its nature from air heated by an ordinary flue. I am 
afraid so many pretensions are put forth in favour of 
this system that great disappointment will ensue. To 
have a fair chance of obtaining the benefits which it is 
really capable of affording, those who try it should bear 
in mind that the moment the warm air enters the house 
it rises to the top, begins to be cooled by the cold glass, 
and escapes at every open lap and cranny of the wood- 
work, while the cold external air constantly tries to 
enter the lower part of the house to supply the air- 
drains. If the circulation is not quick or the house too 
open, or the space from the hot air entrance to the cold 
air drain too great; the air will be will be quite cooled 
before it reaches this drain, and all that part of the I OBSERVE at page 721, 1845, that Mr. Hamilton 

Seems to imagine that we were retrograding in Pine 
culture, because an account was given of a score of 
Queen Pines eut in June last which averaged little 
more than 5 lbs. each, though by all accounts there 
was not another score at that time to be obtained in 
the country equal to them. Perhaps it was forgetten 
what kind of a season we had to contend with previous 
to the production of those fruit ; to be sure there was 
a few exhibited in London in autumn of similar weight, 
but then we were producing Queen Pines full one-third 
heavier. Subjoined is a faithful account of a dozen 
tolerable Queens that were cut here since that time, in 
each of which, although much admired, I could discover 
faults, howeyer, and see abundant room for further im- 
provement, which, ere long, I imagine I shall accom- 
plish, but even then it will only be the stepping-stone 
to still further improvement. I shall not rest satisfied 
with Mr, H. should I live to obtain a 101b. Queen from 
a single plant, much less from a stool of suckers, and 
although it may be imagined by some that we belong to 
the old school, perhaps on some future day we may 
have an opportunity of divulging principles, regaraing 
which the publie will be at liberty to judge for them- 
selves, 

Some say that if ever Queen Pines have been pro- 
duced of the weights mentioned, it was by mere chance, 
with old plants of immense size, abundance of material, 
and with convenient structures for growing them in; 
and that one plant will occupy the room and time that 
half a dozen 3 lb. Queens could be produced in. Now, 
with such persons, Í should be most happy to balance 
accounts, because they have attempted to cultivate 
Pines for a great number of years, and have never 
once produced anything near equal to mine, and be- 
cause their neighbours and friends have never done so 
either, they speak against my system ; and, through 
cherishing ill feeling, the march of improvement is 
mueh retarded. What I have written and done re- 
speeting these matters has been done with a view to 
stimulate the young gardener to commence his career 
where we of the old school leave off, and not to let him 
imagine that further improvement is not to be made, for 
there will be ample room for that to the end of time, 
It is astonishing what may be accomplished by perse- 
veriug energy and self-denial. I do not find half the 
difficulty in producing, in half the time, a Queen Pine 
of 6 lbs, weight now, that I did 20 years ago in raising 
one of 3 lbs., and at less expence and trouble in every 
respect ; but, although this matter is so much simplified 
duriug that short time, I can still observe ample en- 
couragement for increased perseverance, and imagine 
that, sooner or later, all other matters relating to horti- 
culture must be improved and simplified in the same 
ratio. I do not profess to produce Pines, or pay more 
attention to thém, than I do to other matters. 
am fond of all the productions of nature, and I cultivate 
everything, from the Mushroom to the Musa, upon one 
principle and with equal interest. 

our correspondent, * S, N. V.," seems to cherish 
the opinion that a superfluity of labour, or hands, and 
proper utensils, &e., will secure success, but a long 
practice, and partiality to the cultivation of the soil, with 
close observation, has pointed out to me that such is 
not the case. For, in my time, I have observed men 
with apparently [every necessary whereby they could 
have excelled, through being a little deficient of some- 
thing not so readily cultivated as criticism, they have 
never been able to excel, or even strike a balance with 

i 2 humble neighb who has not apparently 
half the ities; and iences, Such has PP 
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trés Gros, Court-pendu Rond Rougeatre, Court-pendu Rose, 
Court-pendu Musqué, Court-pendu Rouge Musqué, Corianda 

einette Court-pendu Rouge, Court-pendu Rosaar, Der 
Rothe Kurzstiel, Rode Korpendu, Pomme de Berlin, Wollaton 
Pippin, Princesse Noble Zoete, Garnons. 

Tus is very different from the Court-pendu described 
by Duhamel, and formerly cultivated in this country, 
which was comparatively a worthless sort. This, on the 
contrary, is one of the very best late keeping varieties. 
It is particularly well adapted for dwarf training, and 
it has, moreover, the property of blossoming late, and 
hence it frequently escapes late spring frosts, which 
cut off the blossoms of other varieties. It appears to 
be much cultivated in Holland and Belgium, it having 
been obtained from various localities in these countries 
under many of the above synonymes, "s 

Yellowish green, streaked with 

— deep brownish red. 

N 
A^ 

T panying outline represents a fruit of only 
medium size. The flesh is yellowish, firm, very rich, 
and sugary. The period of its perfection for use ranges 
from December till April. The tree is of dwarf habit, 
and an excellent bearer. It has frequently been ob- 
served to exhibit scarcely any symptoms of vegetation 
when others have been in flower. From this peeuli- 
arity and consequent escape from late spring frosts, it 
has been termed in some places where these are of fre- 
quent occurrence, the Wise Apple. Shoots, reddish 
brown, but towards the extremities almost entirely 
covered with gray pubescence; buds, flat, and com- 
pletely covered with down. Leaves, middle-sized, ovate, 
concave. Flowers, before unfolding, of a bright crim- 
son, rather small ; petals, ovate. 

In many places, only very dwarf Apple-trees can be 
admitted. This can be kept as dwarf as a Gooseberry 
or Currant tree—especially if grafted on the Paradise 
stock, and if proper attention be paid to summer prun- 
ing, of which, however, comparatively little will be re- 
quired—but care must be taken to expose the fruit in 
good time, by preventing the growth of shoots that 
would otherwise shade it—R. T. 

WeegLY Prices or PoraTOES per ton, in Covent 
Garden Market, in 1844, 1845, and 1846. 
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house will be too cold. For these reasons the stove 
r | should never.be placed at the end of a long pit, nor 

should Arnott's stove be used, nor any stove in which 
only a slow combustion is maintained, as the draft must 
then be small and the circulation of the air in the house 
slow. It was from neglect of these considerations that 
Mr. Penn’s system frequently failed —a system which E 
have found answer most excellently in narrow houses, 
and whieh I think would have kept a longer hold of 
public favour, at least in places where expense was no 
object, had not too much been claimed for it at first, — 
AO 
Melon Growing without Bottom-heat (see p. 20. )J— 

Ibeg to inform “Theta,” (p. 70), that I used every 
means in my power to induce a moist atmosphere up to 
the moment the fruit began to change colour, taking 
care however to give but very little water to the roots. 
In my opinion great humidity of atmosphere is indis- 
pensable to insure success; according to the plan I have 
detailed. It is one thing to have a Melon-plant trained 
over a bed of moist fermenting material, and it is quite 
another thing for that plant to be trained to trellis like 
Vines (its really natural way), meeting every vay of 
light at nearly right angles. As to liquid manure I 
used the drainage of the dunghill, with a very little 
nitrate of soda added—say one pound to 12 gallons of 
water, which appeared to greatly promote the growth 
of the plant, and gave zest to the fruit. Now, as to the 
į lants having bottom-heat, I cannot see how it was pos- 
sible for the soil of the border to be very sensibly 
affected by the pipes, seeing that the latter were nearly 
five feet distant from where the Melons were planted, 
and raised more than a foot above the soil, We all 
know that heated air ascends, and with the pipes thus 
elevated I cannot see how they could be said to give 
hottom-heat to the plants in the border. However, be 
that as it may, what I contend for is, that Melons can 
be produced as good in quality, in greater abundance, 
and at a tithe of the trouble and expense by the system 
detailed in my former communication than they can by 
the use of fermenting material, tanks, &e., or any other 
contrivance for producing bottom-heat in the common 
acceptation of the term. In reply to “P.S.’ I-may 
mention that it was “ dung-beds" that I considered to be 
little better than a nuisance, and not the use of dung in 
any other department of gardening. I wish, however, 
both “ Theta” and * P. S." to understand that I will not 
again reply to any question arising out of this subject 
unless they give their proper names and addresses,— 
J. Walker, Viceregal Gardens, Dublin. 

Fruits and Farinacea the Proper Food of Man (see 
p. 86).—Allow me to suggest with reference to your 
review of Mr. Smith's book, that possibly both Mr. S. 
and yourself have at the moment of writing overlooked 
a passage of the Bible,'to which book you both appeal— 
Genesis, chap. ix. 2, 3. To my mind this passage settles 
the question at once between your review and his book, 
as far as the evidence of the Bible is concerned ; and 
so far also leaves you both in the right. As far as the 
question of * original food” is concerned, contrast this 
passage with Genesis, chap. i. 29, 30, and it will, I think, 
appear that the permission to use animal food was first 
given to Noah ; the giving it at all to him would lead 
one to infer that it was a new thing. If Adam had 
had it, why renew it in the peculiar terms of Genesis ix. 
3, the words «f which read like a studied contrast to 
Genesis i. 29. The keeping of sheep by Abel, the 
clothing of Adam and Eve in the skins, are generally 
looked upon not as evidence that the animals were used 
for fond, but that the doctrine of sacrifice for sin had 
been revealed : were it not revealed, how came Abel's 
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sacrifice to be better than Cam’s} Hebrews ix, 22,and 

Hebrews xi. 4, suggest the argument, which is pursued 

on the ground that animal food was not used till the 

permission was given to Noah. As regards Mr. Smith's 

position, that the original food of man was not * ani- 

mal,” this passage goes, I think, to justify him. As 

regards your own, that the Bible allows the use of ani- 

mal food, and did so from very early times, this pas- 

sage is conclusive, if you are content to date from Noah 

instead of from Adam. I cannot but agree with your 

own view of the whole subject, but it struck me on 

reading, that possibly this passage, certainly an import- 

ant one, had been overlooked.—C. E. C.——0On reading 

the review above alluded to, it occurred to me that a 

few ideas, the result of an examination of former dis- 

quisitions on the early portions of the Mosaic narrative, 

might not be without their use. While generally agree- 

ing with the opinion of the reviewer, I cannot think 

that he has dealt altogether judiciously with the author's 

argument from Scripture. I therefore venture to make 

the following remarks, premising that I know nothing of 

the work in question beyond what your columns contain. 

Of the 29th verse of the Ist chapter of Genesis, a 

learned Hebrew scholar (Kennicott, if my memory doe 

not deceive me,) gives this interpretation, viz., that on 

man was bestowed every kind of vegetable substance 

apon earth as a possession, and every € fruit-tree for 

meat. And the curse afterwards pronounced on Adam, 

“ In the sweat of thy brow shalt thou eat bread,” will 

perhaps in some minds tend to confirm the view of his 

having lived on fruits only before the fall, But to most 

persons, I imagine the words of the sacred writer will 

appear to signify more properly that which Mr. Smith 

suggests, that man should be frugivorous, eating besides 

fruits all seeds or grain ; the word “herb” in contra- 

distinction to “ Grass” denoting the matured produce. 

This is the explanation adopted by the editor of the 

“ Pictorial Bible " (Mr. Kitto), whose note I will here 

subjoin :—He says, “Plants and fruits only being speci- 

fied as the articles of sustenance allowed to man, it is 

id many that animal food was 
not permitted uatil after the flood, when we find it 
granted to Noah under certain restrictions, . There is 
no difficulty in supposing animal food not in use in 
primitive times ; for it can hardly be said to be so, 
generally speaking, in Asia at the present day. Many 
do not eat flesh meat more than two or three times in 
the year" May not the 14th verse of the 104th Psalm 
be considered as a kind of scriptural comment on the 

29th and 30th verses of the Ist chapter of Genesis? So 

far then I am inelined to go with Mr. Smith concerning 

the food of man in his primitive state. And I would 

suggest whether the use of a vegetable diet may not 

have conduced to that length of days for which the 

antediluvian race was so remarkable? This kind of diet 
wequires a much longer preparation in digestion than 
animal, and on the principle of “slow and sure," I am 
disposed to think that the former would impart a more 
enduring power to the frame than the latter, supposing 
of course that there were nothing unfavourable in ex- 
ternal circumstances. I am not sufficiently acquainted 
with zoology to be able to say how far sueh a theory 
would be borne out by the relative age at which the 
animal and vegetable feeders in the animal kingdom 
respectively arrive. But however this may be, there 
are assuredly indications enough in the early history of 
the Bible to show, that whatever was the case in the 
beginning, animal food has long been a proper food for 
mankind, I would draw attention to the 9th chapter 
of Genesis, verse 2 to 4, where a direction is explicitly 
given to Noah and his descendants to live on animals 
equally with vegetables, excepting only the blood, which 
has continued to be forbidden by the law of Moses to 
the Jews, and by the decree of the mother church in 
Jerusalem, to Christians likewise. Whence, to come 
to a conclusion, I would say, that before the flood-gates 
of Heaven had been opened, when as yet, probably 
there was no rain, and the air would consequently be 
much drier than it has been since, farinaceous and other 
like food may have sufficed for human nourishment, and 
helped perhaps to longevity ; but from the time of the 
deluge the less healthy atmosphere has made a more 
stimulating diet necessary, especially in such climates 
as ours, to resist the action of damp on the lungs. Two 
words more, and I have done. With respect to the 
conformation of our teeth, I cannot think there can be 
any doubt of their being frugivorous rather than car- 
nivorous. Surely they are more like the monkey’s than 
the eat’s, and (if I am not mistaken) exactly as certain 
Species of the former tribe approach the carnivorous 
habits of the latter, so do their teeth assume more of 
the canine, and less of the true molar structure. And 
as to what the reviewer observes of the skins, which 
(be it observed) were given, and after the fall for the 

first time, to our first parents to clothe them, it has from 

of old been understood to imply the institution of saeri- 

fices for the. purpose of foreshowing the shedding of 
that blood, without whieh there could not be remission 

of sin—though it is not impossible certainly that what 
was permitted to Noah, the disobedient race of men 

before him may have done without permission, choosing 

to indulge themselves by feeding on those animals which 
they had been taught to slay for another purpose.—S 

Warnford. [We insert these two letters, but we can- 
not carry the subject further. 

“4 New Vegetable or Rhaflower." —The article 

headed thus (p. 5) recalled to my mind an attempt 

whieh I made about six or seven years ago to bring into 

notice that part of the Rhubarb plant which he recom- 

mends. I had parts of it cocked, and found that many 

worse taings are made ready in a gentleman’s kitchen ; 

but I also learned that cooks have their prejudices 

against new things as well as other people, and set their 

faces against what they call innovations in the way of 

their profession. I also sent a communication respect- 

ing it to the Caledonian Horticultural Society, recom- 

mending itas a substitute for Broccoli in years of searcity, 

but whether it was ever tried by anybody afterwards I 

never learned. Ii will be found upon trial that some 

varieties of Rhubarp produce better heads than others, 

and, if not taken in time, will be somewhat tough when 

cooked; but taking it when it is tender, and carefully 

boiled and served up with hot butter, it will be found 

both a palatable and wholesome dish; but, perhaps, 

the manner of cooking it should be left to those 

of the culinary department. Mr. Forsyth’s notice of 

it, through the medium of the Gardeners’ Chronicle, 

will, no doubt, give it a publicity which it never had 

before, and the season will soon approach when it may 

be tested, and if it should receive a verdict in its favour, 

no doubt improved varieties will soon make their ap- 

pearance, and as it is a vegetable that can be depended 
upon for a crop, for its growth is hardy, and being a 
perennial little trouble will be required in its cultivation, 
it may soon be used by the poor man as well as by the 
rich.— Peter Mackenzie. 

The Hamiltonian System of Pine-growing.—In 
answer to Mr. Reid’s inquiry respecting this system of 
Pine-growing, I beg to state that I am decidedly in 
favour of it. The fruit swells better, the labour is less, 
and the return quicker- The following is a list of 

Pines eut here from suckers, with the date when eut :— 
| lbs. oz 

1814, July 10..| Montserrat .. 4 10|Second Fruit. 
1845, Nov. 6.. do, 5 | Third do. 
1844, Sept.20. . do. 5 14| Second do. 
1846, Jan. 2..| d 4 12, Third do. 
1844, Oct, 2.. | Jamaic: 12 | Second do. 
1845, Nov. 3..| do. . 2| Third do. 

» Oct. 17. .| Montserrat 4 7) Second do. 
ib do. 4 10| Do. do. 
+ do. 1 8| Do. do. 
v: do. 4 4| Do. do. 
4 do., twin 4 2 Do. do. 
j: DG ok 1 6| Do. do. 
5 i do., twin 4 2| Do. do 

19..| do. m 4 2j , PU m : 
I would advise Mr. Reid, and Pine-growers generally 

who do not grow their fruit upon the sucker system, to 
read Mr. Hamilton’s little work, and try to make the 
most of the mother plant.—JoAn Jennings, Knowsley. 

To keep Trees from Wind-waving.—I was much 
pleased with the plan recommended ‘at p. 874 (1845) 
for seeuring single 
trees in pleasure- 
grounds, and as I 
had previously ex 
perieneed much dif- 
ficulty in securing 
some Poplars lhad 
planted two or 
three years ago ina 
marshy situation, I 
resolved to adopt 
it; in doing so, I 
have, I think, dis- 

covered an im., 
provement which is 
to make the side 
supports rest on 
the surface of the 
ground, and to secure them by nailing them to short 

stumps driven in an opposite direction in the manner 

represented in the woodcut. This, I find, secures them 

much more firmly than in the plan recommended at 

» 874. The stumps I have used are of Oak, 2 feet in 

length, cleft out of old posts, and they will therefore be 

more lasting and quite as economical. I have found 

three supports to be quite sufficient.—I". H. S. 

Packing Glass.—Permit me to give your readers in 

the country who intend becoming purchasers of propa- 

‘vation or striking glasses, a few words of advice regard- 

ing the same. It is said that there is no experience 

like that which is bought, and I, accordingly, wish to 

give others the benefit of what I have paid for. Being 

in want of a few glasses of the above description, I sent 

a friend who resides in town to the shop of a dealer 

who advertises in your columzs, where he ordered a 

dozen and a half to be sent to me (some 70 miles in the 

country). ‘They did come accordingly, but so shame- 

fully packed, that out of the 18, only 11 were whole. 

I sent my friend with this information to the shop, to 

see if be could obtain others, or get an allowance for 

those broken, when he met with a decided refusal, and 

was told that thé railway company ought to make the 

loss good. This would have been very true if the 

glasses had been broken by their neglect, but as I took 

them out of the basket myself, I could see that the 

damage was oceasioned by the careless packing ; some 

of them, thin glass too, being placed close to the side of 

the basket without any hay interyening. Now, what I 

wish to say by way of advice is, that country purchasers 

should, when they buy, have a guarantee from the seller 

that they shall be delivered in a sound state. This 

would cause the packing to be done with more care, 

and save the buyer from loss —J. W. W. 

Destruction of Aphis, Scale, &c.— For the destruc- 

tion of these I have for some years used a simple lather 

of yellow soap, Jaying it on with an old camel’s-hair 

shaving-brush. "This I have found to be very effective 

without damaging the plants.—J. W. W. 

Russian Sioves.—In reply to the request, respecting 

these, it seems necessary to say that the fuel burnt in 

| them is wood, in general young Birch trees from 2 to 5 
inches in diameter, cut into lengths of an archine 

(28 inches English). The fire-place is necessarily made 

large enough to contain billets of this length both ways. 
The furnace door is usually from 9 to 12 inches square; 
it is double, that is—two doors at an inch apart, one 
within the other, both of them opening together on the 
same hinges, and having an opening in them of an inch 

to 3 inches diameter, with register slides to close them 

at pleasure. The chimney, at 4 or 5 feet from the floor, 

has a door into it 8 or 9 inches wide, and 6 inches high, 

ona level with the bottom of which is placed the appa- 

ratus for closing the chimney, This apparatus consists 

of a circular trough of iron, two or three inches deep, 

fitted nearly to the brim with sand, and having within 

it a ledge near the bottom for receiving a flat cover ; a 

second cover is made with a rim downwards, which rim 

is of a proper diameter to be pressed into the middle of 

the sand in the trough. The foundation is a platform 

of brick, rising some inches from the floor. The 

simplest Russian stoves are nothing more than a hollow 

for receiving the wood, with a hollow space above up to 

near the chimney door. The Lejauba is a flat stove, 

about 2 feet high, and 6, 9, 10, or more feet long, the 

breadth of a large couch, and is a favourite seat for 

women. More complicated stoves have flues, either 

horizontal or perpendicular, to receive the flame, and 

retain heat from the furnace before the passage of the 

smoke into the chimney. These flues vary according 

to the situation and form of the stove, and the skill of 

the constructor. Often where the same stove is to heat 

two rooms, the wall between them is formed first of the 

furnace part of the stove, then by two or three hori- 

zontal flues one above the other over it, When foul, 

the soot takes fire, and burns out without mischief. The 

upper part of the chimney is cleaned by passing from 

the top of the chimney a brush attached to a heavy 

billet. The heat given out from these stoves depends 

much on the fire-lighter. He begins by peeling off some 

of the birch bark, which he places in the middle of the 

furnace, then carefully places the wood round the bark, 

so that air may have a free passage between every log; 

he sets fire to the pile, leaving the door open. As the 

wood is consumed and begins to fall, he draws together 

ihe unburnt portions near to the door, and collects the 

het embers into a heap behind, then shuts the door, 

admitting only a small quantity of air by the régister. 

When the wood is all consumed, he shuts the chimney, 

and closes the register, his great object being to cause 

the fuel to burn out rapidly, and so as to form the 

greatest possible quantity of embers. The thickness of 

the outer case of the stove is about 6 or 8 inches, or 

more if the quantity of fuel be very great.- Ir is this 

mass of heated brickwork, and the hot embers confined 

within it, that furnishes heat for 24 hours, keeping the 

apartments at.a temperature of 60° to 72° Fahrenheit. 

The above mode of closing the chimney is in every re- 

spect superior to any register I happen to have seen in 

England ; but it is evident that the Russian stove is not 

suited for coal. A Lejauka was, however, successfully 

constructed some years ago for heating a school-rcom 3 

the fire was made in the adjoining room, where it heated 

a cast-iron oven in the usual way ; when the smoke of 

first lighting was over, the flue was opened to the 

Lejauka, where the hot air passed in horizontal flues, 

till the fuel beeame completely red hot; the whole was 

then shut up with a Russian chimney closer ; the fuel 

burnt was cinders from other fires; there was then no 

coke, but coke or anthracite coal would make excellent 

fuel. In the severest weather the room heated by this 

Lejauka was uniformly warm and comfortable. In the 

south of Sweden, stoves are of a similar construction, 

only smaller, and of course the wood is eut into shorter 

lengths and split. If required, I shall be happy to give 

any further information as far as I am able.—M. B. 

Vitality of Old Trees.—The interesting notices on 

this head (p. 83) have brought to my recollection a 

striking faet of the same kind, pointed out to me by Sir 

Joseph Banks, in 1815, when I spent some days at 

Reevelsby Abbey, his seat in Lincolnshire, whieh fully 

confirms your caution to gardeners “ against despairing 

of success iñ removing ancient trees when there is any 

object to be gained in performing the ope n2* 

Directing my attention to a row of pollard Lime trees 

with trunks upwards of a foot in diameter, and with 

very vigorous pushy heads, Sir Joseph continued to the 

following effect dd The pollard Limes you see there, 

formerly grew in a distant field, whence it was necessary 

toremove them. Directions were given to cut them down, 

after first displacing the earth just round the bottom of 

the trunks, so as to allow of applying the axe to the main 

roots and stems of the irees, without much disturbing 

the surrounding turf, and without making holes of more 

than a smallsize, and easily filled up again with earth. 

After being thus felled, their tops were sawn off, leaving 

the trunks, then a foot in diameter, ten to twelve feet 

long, which were intended to be sold toa wood-dealer. 

It occurred to me, however, from having so: often 

observed felled trees push out leaves, that these trunks, 

though so thiek, and without either roots or heads, 

might possibly vegetate, and to try the experiment, I 

ordered them to be planted where you now see ihem 

growing so vigorously." I afterwards inspected these 

trees more closely ; they exhibited every sign of healthy 

vegetation, and if, instead of allowing all the shoots 

from the head to remain, they had been by degrees cut 

off to one leading shoot, it was clear that these pollards 

| might have had given to them the natural form and, 

| character of the Lime-tree, the different thickness of 

| the old and new stems being concealed by allowing a 
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few twigs to grow round the point of junetion. This 
fact, and the constant practice in Belgium and Holland 
of plauting in publie walks trees with the stems of three 
or four inches diameter, from which the heads are 
wholly cut off, and then turning one of the young shoots 
to form a new head, might furnish a useful hint for 
improving our own practice in planting single trees in 
our parks, where, from their slender trunks and large 
heads, they seldom, in spite of the pains employed in 
staking them, make a satisfactory progress.— W. Spence: 

Parrots.— Has any attempt been made to introduce 
parrots to the woods of this country during the summer 
Season. I have at present a large green parrot ; it was 
brought from Demerara, and has had already some 
strange adventures, both by sea and land. It has lived 
with me several years, and appears to be both healthy 
and hardy, and thrives well upon common fare. It has 
escaped several times to the woods, but not much in- 
clined to fly far away ; but it will not allow itself to be 
taken easily, and it is seldom done without bloodshed, 
Perhaps some of your readers could say whether such 
birds would live in gardens or woods in this country.— 
Peter Mackenzie. 

United Practical Gardeners’ Society for Mutual 
Instruction. —Vhis society held its first meeting on 
Monday last, under most encouraging circumstances, 
their being upwards of 40 practical gardeners elected. 
The object of the society is mutual instruction, derived 
by cussing subjects relating to horticulture, every 
Monday evening, when members subseribe one penn, 

» per week (1s. entrance) for the purchase of newspapers 
H 

the ground, other seed could not be brought'in the 
manure; if dropped by birds or mice or by any other 
means, it was singular for it to grow exactly in the rows 
where I had set the Wheat, which it did; and perhaps 
what was more curious still, neither the Rye nor 
Barley came into ear the previous season, both being 
much earlier than Wheat. This fact appears to go far 
in favour of the doctrine of the transmutation of corn. 
—J. Wighton. 

Foreign Correspondence. 
Paris Winter Garden.—Feb. 1846.—For the last 

two or three years rumour with her thousand tongues 

30 wide, with a triple span roof about 16 or 18 feet 
high ; the centre is supported by four rows of square 
wooden pillars ; the garden is laid out in what is here 
called the English style, the borders being thiekly 
planted with greenhouse and half-hardy shrubs, such as 
Camellias, Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Ericas, Mag- 
nolias, Fuchsias, Epacris, Mimosas, Chorizemas, Corrseas, 
Oranges, Kennedyas, Pimeleas, Veronicas, Clematis, 
aphnes, Abutilons, some Palms, Strelitzias, &e. 

The edgings are Laurestines, Ericas, Azaleas, Daphnes, 
&e. The pillars are decorated with rustie baskets 
containing plants in flower, and from the roof are sus- 
ended faney pots with drooping plants, such as 

Russellia juncea, &e. In the centre of the grand allée has been busily occupied with the project of a winter 
garden upon a grand scale in the most fashionable 
promenade of Paris, the Champs Elysées ; all sorts of 
reports were current respecting the wealth of the 
founders, the itude of the g, aud the 
choice collection of plants with which it was to be: 
embellished. The Jardin d'hiver of Lémichez, together 
with private nurseries, and the Marchées des Fleurs 
were to be superseded, and the whole Parisian and 
provincial trade d in the new floral temple ; 
even the fame of Chatsworth was to be forgotten in the 
splendour of the Champs Elysées ; not only were the 
most beautiful flowering plants to be congregated from 
all parts of the globe, but charming floral nymphs were 
to be in attendance with the most odoriferous bouquets ; 
in fact, nothing was to be omitted that could captivate 
the beau monde of Paris; as to the projectors of this 
fortunate i not even a premium of 30 or 50 and periodicals, and for the relief of distressed g E 

The committee hope to have the assistance of gardeners 
residing at a distance, by forwarding any communiea- 
tions that may be interesting, and calculated to carry 
out the views of the Society.— E. F. Fairbuirn, Sec. 

The Blue Wood Anemone.—Vurning over the pages 
of an authoress, whose name has become immortalise. 
in connection with the poetry of flowers,* I met with 
lines on the Blue Anemone, in which it is designated 
the * Flower of the Soul.” Probably the species alluded 
to is the blue Wood Anemone (A. appennina), which is 
one of the most interesting of our spring flowers. The 
sym jolie meaning would, however, to an ordinary ob- 
server, be scarcely recognised apart from a knowledge 
ofthe eharaeter and habit of the plant. It is of low 
and.cirpet-like habit, unfolding its close and compact 
leaves a few inches above the ground, like a protecting 
canopy over the germs of beauty which lie couched be- 
neath, but which, when matured, appear above them, ex- 
panding with the early sunbeam, and closing with its de- 
clining ray. As a native of shady places (which its 
name implies), its delicate structure at first sight ap- 
pears unfavourable to its preservation, but Nature has 
endued it with favourable conditions for. artificial ex- 
posure. Its dwarfness is a security from the effects of 
wind, and its ample foliage, expanding the upper sur- 
face to the light, secures a uniform elevation, and 
supports the numerous slender flower stems which 
emerge from beneath it, and further preserves from 
har. the beauty of the flowers, which, more than most 
others, are “born to blush unseen ;" the leaves are 
clothed with silk-like hairs, which act as conductors of 
water, and thus, by limiting the amount. of absorption, 
preserve the plant from the accumulated pressure of 
atmospheric moisture, which falls from the trees by 
which it is often surrounded, and within whose 
shade it luxuriates. Partial shade appears essential to 
its perfect growth, and a bright and genial atmosphere 
for the expansion of its bloom. The only difference it 
assumes, when removed from its native localities to 
more exposed situations, is a less luxuriant habit $ 
hence it i 

as a relief to the dense masses of the vivid yellow Alpine 
Wallflower (Cheiranthus alpinus). The poetess's spiri- 
tual comparison of the reflected colours of the firma- 
ment upon its flowers—their quick contraction, or 
“shrinking” before the gathering storm, the ¢ passing 
weeze’’ and the * verual shower"—and anon, their 

bright and joyous expansion on the return of sunnier 
skies, are not less true than figurative, and emblematic 
of the soul shrinking under the vicissitudes of life, or 
the reverses of hope.—W7 Wood, Pine Apple Place. 

Transmutation of Corn.—There being nothing satis- facto: wown about the transmutation of corn, I beg 
to offer the result of my own experience in the matter, 
during the spring of 1844. I sowed about two rods 
with Wheat by the old aud good plan of dibbling in the 
seed. My object was to have it late, in order to attract 
the pickcheeses from my green Peas, which I find to be 
an excellent plan, When those birds are kept in bounds 
they are of much service in gardens, their diet bein 
chiefly that of insects; but when that food fails they 
must have something else. Though they are fond of 
green still they prefer corn or Sunflower heads to 
piek. "The spring mentioned being dry, my Wheat did 
not vegetate till late, and consequently did not come into 
earin the autumn, presenting the appearance of rank 
Grass, which I mowed down twice, and the greater part 
of the erop survived the winter. The first heads were 
Rye and Barley, but the crop in general was Wheat, as 
true as in another crop near it, treated in the usual way. 
As I only sowed the latter, it is natural to inquire how 
came the mixture of grain in my crop? As I limed 
M rns * Mrs,Hemans. —— 

per cent. would be suffieient to induce them to part 
with shares. Such were some of the dreams of its parti- 
sais, who had already forgotten the fate ofa somewhat 
similar lish on the Boul 1 Mont Parnasse, 
which proposed to furnish not only Paris but London 
and Brusseis with cut flowers, All conjecture is now 

is a rockwork basin and fountain; against the side 
walls are stages for Camellias, Geraniums, and flower- 
ing plants ; the lower end is ornamented with large 
looking glasses, and there is a reading-table, with news- 
papers, &e. for idlers. The side buildings are devoted 
to propagation and stock ; at the left hand entrance is 
a room for the making up and sale of bouquets, which 
according to the prospectus may be chosen from the 
plants in the garden. No expense appears to have been 
spared to procure large plants, of which there are some 
fine speci of Rhododend: , Azaleas, Correeas, and 
Camellias ; indeed, three plants of this last are said to 
have cost 10,000 francs (about 400/.) Such is the 
Winter-garden of the Champs Elysées, from which so 
much was expected ; willit answer ? that is the general 
question among horticulturists. One glance is enough 
to show that its cheval de bataille must be a retail 
flower-trade, and that only; as a wholesale nursery it 

; cannot for a moment compete with others in the neigh- 
|bourhood, for it does not even possess within itself 
means to produce sufficient stock for home consumption, 
and must trust to the publie markets for at least nine- 
tenths of its flowering plants and bouquets. Under 
such circumstances can it ever pay the expenses of rent set at rest, for the new Jardin d'hiver has within the 

ast week been opened to the publie, and no pains spared 
to make it known ; every part of Paris is plaearded 
with large bills, and advertisements in the George 
Robins style are in all the daily papers ; it is said that 
one thousand persons were admitted on the first day, 
and five hundred last Sunday. "This certainly is no bad 
commencement, considering that the admission is 
l frane each person. The situation is, perhaps, the 
very best that eould be chosen, being in the grand 
avenue of the Champs Elysées, about half way between 
the Plaee de la Coneorde and the Etoile 5 no doubt it 
will bea fashionable rendezvous for a season ; after that 
nous verrons. The following woodcut will give some idea 
of the plan and general distribution of the garden. 

| 
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and management, which may be calculated at 15,000 or 
16,000 francs (600/.) a year ; to say nothing of the out- 
lay for buildings and plants. The speculation was 
originally set on foot as a“ Jointestock Nursery,” and 
is at present the entire property of three or four 
capitalists, who have the power of putting shares into 
the market whenever, and at whatever price they please, 

Societies. 
BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON. 

Feb. 6.—The Vice President in the chair. Dona- 
tions to the library were announced from the Dublin 
Natural History Society, the Liverpool Literary and 
Philosophical Society, and Dr. Martius, British 
plants had been received from Professor Balfour, 
Mr. R. Embleton, and Mr. J. T. Mackay; and foreign 
plants from Dr. Dickenson, and Mr. T. C. Hunt, Her 
Majesty's Consul at St. Michaels, Azores. The col- 
lection sent by the latter gentleman consists of between 
two and three thousand specimens collected in the 
Azores. The following plants were exhibited :—Vacci- 
nium macrocarpum (Ait); discovered by Dr. Bidwell in 
Soughton Bog, near Mold, Flintshire, in August 1845. 
Cerastium strictum (Linn. ); discovered by Mr. Andrews 
in Great Arran Isle, Galway, Ireland, in August, 1845. 
Poa Balfourii (Parn.), collected on Ben Voirlich, 
near the head of Loch Lomond, Scotland, by Professor 
Balfour. Cerastium holosteoides (Fries); collected by 
John Storey, Esq., on the banks of the Tyne, N. B. 
This example has the glabrous surface of holosteoides, 
but searcely differs from C. triviale in the character of 
its inflorescence : it is thus a connecting link between 
them. Trifolium Bocconi and Molinerii, and “ Oro- 
banche amethystea?” collected by the Rev. W. S. 
Hore, as recorded in the “ Phytologist” for August 
1845. Primula veris, and varieties; a series of 
14 specimens to show the transition from P. veris to 

. vulgaris ; being some of the plants raised from the 
seeds of P. vulgaris var. intermedia, as recorded by 
Mr. Hewett Watson in the * Phytologist” for July last, 
Read * An Outline of the Flora of the neighbourhood 
of Godalming in the county of Surrey, with brief 
notices of the Geological Features and general aspect of 
the District,” by J. D. Salmon, Esq., Corresponding 
Member of the Society. 

INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS. 
Jan. 26.—A letter was read from Herr Zanth (honorary 

and corresponding member of the Institute), at Stut- 
gard, descriptive of a Casino, now nearly completed 
from his designs and under his superintendence, for the 
King of W g. The structure. 1, after the royal owner, “ Wilhelma,’’—is of stone, in the Moresque 
style, the courses of the masonry being coloured white, 
yellow, and red violet, and covered with copper, partly 
gilt. It is situated in a winter garden, in the midst of 
four conservatories, with porticoes, steps, terraces, and 
parterres ;—it consists of a vestibule, an Oriental court, 
with a fountain, a picture-gallery, a divan, a saloon, an 

ti t 

ELEVATION. 
Scale—10 feet to a centimetre, 

Reference to Plan.—1, Ground plan of the garden ; 2, Read- 
ing-table and stool ; 3, Salon des bouquets ; 4, Bureau ; 5, Ca- mellia-house : 6 1 i i * 
house; 8, Fuchsias, &c., house; 9, Stove; 10, Propagation: 
house, 

The coup d’wil upon entering is by no means imposing, 
and not at all equal to what I had been led to expect ; 
the wood-work is too heavy, and the elevation too low; 
the principal building is about 100 or 120 feet long;by 

g and app , à sleeping and dressing- 
room, and a bath with an arched roof, decorated with 
pendants. The conservatories and porticoes are of cast- 
iron, very slender, and richly ornamented ;—in the same 
taste, the conservatories are divided into two aisles, con- 
taining various rare flowers, and abut against two 
pavilions, surmounted by glazed oetangular cupolas, for 
tropical plants ;—the entire extent is about 350 feet j 
at the end of the conservatories the porticoes commence, 
which form the enclosure of a flower-garden, for the 
private use of the king. 
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|. Wew Garden Plants. 
13. MAsTACANTHUS SINENSIS. Endlic ier. 

Beardwort. Greenhouse Perennial. (Verbenes:) 

China, : such cases to be very exact 

than to omit any essential item.—J. S. S. 

—3 eggs to a quart of meal—no wheat flour—to be 

made also with milk—water would make it heavy—a 

spoonful of butter, all well beat together and made up 

of a consistence thiekér than the cakes—too thick to pour 

This is an aut hert p 

from one and a half to two feet high, and forming nea 

little bushy tufts. It is, in a gardening point of view, 

of some importance; because it furnishes an abund- 

ance of rich violet blossoms at a season when that 

colour, never abundant, is peculiarly rare in gardens. 

It has been received from Mr. Fortune, who sent it 

from China to the Horticultural Society, in whose gar- 

den it flowered in October last. It grows wild in the 

neighbourhood of Canton, and Mr. Fortune found it in 

Chusan,and at Koo-lung, too. It was originally de- 

scribed by Loureiro under the name of Barbula sinen- 

lant, growing 
t 

sis, in allusion to th 1 fri which terminates | P" 
ig, in allusion ‘tg the’ beard or fringe which terminates put on the table and cut, resemble what we call pound 

ak one of the lobes of the corolla. The name Barbula 

being, however, universally applied to a genus of 

Mosses, that of Mastacanthus has been substituted by 

Professor Endlicher: we presume from the Greek 

parrat, a moustache. The plant belongs to the order of 

Verbenes, to whieh it is usually regarded as being o 

dubious affinity. And certainly it exhibits some peculi- peeks 

arities of structure which justify the doubts that have 

been entertained about it; for its ovary is distinctly 

one-celled, with two double placentæ turning aside, and 

bearing single ovules hanging down from their upper 

part. 
ovary of a Verbene is usually composed, instead of 

uniting in the middle, and so dividing its cavity into 

two or more cells, are not able to touch, It is a green- 

house plant, whieh appears to grow freely in a mixture 

of rough sandy loam and peat, and like other soft woody 

plants requires plenty of pot-room. During summer an| 

ample supply of water should be given to its root, anc 

it may be syringed overhead once or twiee a day ; but 

in consequence of its flowering in autumn, syringing 

should be discontinued as soon as the flower-buds are 

formed, otherwise they will be liable to damp off. In 

winter very little water is required ; nor is it necessary 

to apply fire-heat, except to keep off frost. It strikes | 

freely from cuttings of young wood ander ordinary 

treatment,— Botanical Register, 1846, t. 2. 

Phat is to say, the two carpels, of which the | 

Garden Memoranda. 

bread, wou! 
Chinese | are usually poured on until they spread on the griddl> 

to the size of the bottom of a breakfast plate. You will 

ear to be mixed over-night. The cakes 

hink this recipe rather prolix, but it is my way in all 
Better be too particular 

Egg Pone. 

out—but just thick enough to require to be taken up 

with a spoon—may be baked like the cakes, immediately 

after being mixed—must be baked in a tin pan, which 

must be placed in a dutch oven, not too hot at first, but 

the fire under it to be inereased. The object is to have 

it begin to bake at the bottom, when it will rise in the 

ocess of baking, become brown on the top, and when 

ake. If your friend wili exactly follow these direc- [^ 
tions, and then eat his eakes, or his egg pone, hot, with 

good fresh butter, he will find that Indian eorn bread 

is fit for other persons as well as pigs to eat, the as- 

£ sertion of a corn-law member of parliament to the 

ry, notwithstanding. Divers other preparations 

orn and corn meal might be given. For instance 

“hominy and ash-eakes," which a certain George 

Washington had cooked for his own eating till the day 

| of his death, P.S. Salt, of course, add as usual, in both 

S. S. Indiam Meal Breakfast Cakes.— cases. 
| Pour boiling water into a quart of corn meal, stir it 

| until it is wet; then add two well beaten eggs, and 

| milk enough to make it a thick batter: measure a small 

tea spoonful of. dry salteratus, and dissolve it into some 

warm water and putit into the batter with a small 

quantity of salt ; butter square tin pans, fill them two- 

thirds full, and bake in a quick oven ; when done, eut 

it in squares, and serve hot. Indian Mu. 

boiling water into a quart of corn meal, stir 

it be a thick batter; when it is cooled a little, add to it 

a table spoonful of yeast, two eggs well beaten, and a 

tea spoonful of salt; set it in a warm place to rise for 

two hours ; then butter square tin pans, two-thirds fill 

them, and bake in a quick oven, when done serve hot 

or cut in squares, or bake as wheat muffins. Corn 

Bread.—1 quart milk, 1 lb. Indian meal, 2 eggs, small 

sof butter, a little salteratus—bake in a flat pan. 

Artificial Oysters.—1 pint grated green corn, | egg, 1 

Bicton, near Sitmouth, Devon.—Having recently | table spoonful wheat flour, 1 spoonful butter—Fry them 

made a tour into Devon and Cornwall, on my return l| brown. Baked Indian Pudding. 
paid the gardens at Bieton a visit, and having read | stir in 7 spoons meal while it is 

—1 quart milk boiled, 
oiling hot, mix it quite 

much respecting Mr. Barnes's skill in the culture of the | thin ; when it is moderately warm, add molasses, a 

Pineapple, &e., I expected to find things well done ; | ginger and salt—4 eggs, a lump of butter the size of an 

but unless I had seen, I could seavcely have believed egg. Corn Pudding — Take 4 ears of green corn, boil 

everything to be in such excellent condition. I have} them until half done, eut off the corn as fine as con- 

never seen such magnificent Pine plants ; they are ofan | venient, mix it with two spoonsful of wheat flour, 1 pint 

enormous size, and, if I understood Mr. Barnes, not ex- | sweet milk, salt and pepper to season- bake it well. 

` meal—the milk to be a little warmed, and the whole to be 

ceeding 18 months’ growth, I am aware that there are 

many gardeners who have doubts respecting Queen 

Pines ever attaining the weights of 5 lbs. 5 oz., 8 lbs. 

30z., 8 lbs. loz. 8 lbs, and many above 7 lbs. ; but 
this was effected by Mr. Barnes last summer. Facts are 
stubborn things, and I would recommend disbelievers 
to pay Mr Barnes a visit in May, when I imagine they 
will find Queen Pines still larger than auy of those 

above mentioned. Mr. Barnes himself thinks that he 

shall have Queens 10 lbs. weight before the end of 

next summer, and even if he has them 12 lbs. I shall 

not be surprised after what I have seen, for his plants 

are now showing fruit of great strength. The whole 

place is in masterly keeping in every department. The 

Pinetum contains most of the known species of 

Pinus, which are growing freely ; the trees are, how- 

ever, rather too thick for mature growth, and are 

planted at equal distances or nearly so, presenting an 

appearance somewhat like that of the Devonshire 

orchards. I observed a very nice specimen of Arau- 

caria imbricata, but not equal to the splendid trees at 

Dropmore, The treeat Bicton has a cone now formed 

which will be full grown by the end of the summer. 

The Arboretum contains specimens of nearly every 

hardy tree and shrub. The mild season, added to the 

usually favourable climate of Devon, has caused the 

crops in the kitchen garden to look beautifully, and 

many of the hybrid Rhododendrons in the pleasure 

ground were in full bloom.— Philip Frost. 

Miscellaneous. 
Receipts for using the Flour of Indian Corn or 

Maize.—To make Griddle Cakes.—Best way to make 
them is to use milk altog instead of water—t 
eggs, yellow and white, to be allowed for a pint of eorn 

well beat up witha spoon or ladle. There must be milk 

enough used to make the whole so liquid as that it will 

pour out of the saucepan on the griddle—one spoonful 

of wheat flour, and lard (pure butter still better) the 

size of a walnut. The Griddle.—Much nicety is to be 

observed in the preparation of the griddle, which, as 

-must be well known, is a flat round iron concern stand- 

ing on three le and of any size—it must be made 

not very hot, because then it would burn the cakes, and 

it must be well cleaned and greased while warra, that it 

may be perfectly smooth, so that the cakes may be 

easily turned, that they may be done brown (not burnt) 

on both sides—to promote their turning easily is the 

objeet of adding the wheaten flour. Be it remembered 

ihat the dough, or rather the batter, as above directed, 

must be well beat up and prepared directly before being 

cooked—though it might set an hour—this is mentioned , 

to prevent its being supposed that it, like some other | 

Treen Corn Cake.—Mix 1 pint grated corn with three 

table spoonsful milk, 1 tea-cup wheat flour, } cup 

melted butter, 1 egg, 1 spoonful salt, 5 spoonful pepper. 

Drop this mixture into hot butter by the spoonful, let 

them fry 8 or 10 minutes. Boiled Indian Pudding.— 

ltea-eup of molasses, a piece of suet the size of two 

eggs chopped fine, 8 spoonsful of meal, seald the meal 

with boiling water or milk, mix it quite thin, when it is 

nearly cold add 4 eggs well beaten, It requires three 

hours boiling in a strong cloth, Indian Grucl.—To 1 

quart of boiling water, stir in 2 table spoonsful of Indian 

meal, mixed with a little cold water, boil 15 or 20 

minutes—a little salt. Johnny Cake is prepared from 

the corn meal scalded, and the dough rolled or pressed 

out to half an inch in thiekness, is cooked one side at a 

time in front of the fire after being put on a board 

sheet of tin, a plate or any material of suitable shape. 

Ash-Cake is prepared from the corn dough made as 

above, and is cooked as follows, make a bed by seraping 

away the ashes on all sides, roll the dough after being 

made into form between two cabbage leaves, place it in 

the bed and cover up with the previously removed ashes 

and embers, a little practice will determine the length 

of time requisite for cooking. The process resembles 

that of roasting potatoes. Common Pones,are prepared 

from the corn dough made into oblong pieces about three 

inches thick, and baked in a covered bake-kettle with 

fire above and below. Corn Dodgers are made of the 

corn dough, in balls about the size of an egg and are 

boiled in the pot as an adjunct to “ Bacon and Greens.” 

Shovey is made from the dough cut in slices, and fried 

with a piece of fat bacon. — Srappeys are prepared from 

the corn meal sealded, and after being made into a thin 

batter with eggs and milk, are baked on a griddle. 

Corn Cup-Cahe.—Take two cups of corn meal, and one 

of wheat flour, or in that proportion ; make them into 

a thin batter with milk and eggs, and cook them on a 

griddle. Washington's Breakfast Bread is prepared 

from the corn dough made up with eggs, milk and a 

little sugar, to be baked in a tin pan as an ordinary pan 

loaf. Hoe Cake is prepared by wetting up corn meal 

with boiling water ; is made into a cake and cooked in 

front of the fire, on a board or plate. It was originally 

put on a hoe, whence its name. This resembles the 

Johnny Cake: Indian Aush.— This is made in dif- 

ferent ways; but the easiest mode is that which re- 
sembles the making of starch or Arrow Root. Thus— 

put five pints of water over the fire in a pot or skillet, 

then take one pound of Indian meal, well sifted from 

the bran, and mix with a little cold water, so as to make 

a thick batter, add salt. As soon as the water boils add 

the batter ; stir it well, and keep it stirred and boiling 

for at least twenty minutes It should be about the con- 

sistence of hasty pudding, porridge, or stir-about, and 

may indeed be made in the same way. Take it up and eat 

it with milk, butter, sugar, or treacle. In this form it 
can easily be made and distributed to the poor froma 
soup houses. Benevolent individuals, too, might pre- 

pare the mush in their own kitchens, and give it to the 
hungry and destitute. This is the most manageable 
and convenient of all the preparations of maize ; it is 

used daily in a large number of American families, and 

idered a most whol diet. What is not used 

at one meal, is cut into slices and fried or heated upom 

the gridiron at the next meal, and eaten with butter or 

treacle. It is proper to state, that many of these re- 

ceipts are differently prepared in different parts of the 

country ; but in selecting the above, I believe I hare 

chosen the most popular forms in use. A proper sea- 

soning with salt is necessary in all cases, The meat 

should be carefu ly sifted from tlie bran ; and the bran 

after being scalded is excellent food for pigs and poultry. 

Of the different receipts given above, the most easily 

prepared are the mush, the Johnny and hoe-cakes, and 

the ash-cake. The latter ean be cooked with great faei- 

lity in the turf fires common in Ireland. In all cases 

the article must be well and thoroughly cooked, or i 

will not be nutritious or digestible.— Bartlett on Maize. 

Botanic Garden, Calcutta.—The German papers state 

that Dr. Wallich was to have quitted the Botanic Gar- 

den, Caleutta, in the end of January, and that Drs. 

Faleoner, Royle, and Wight, with Mr. Edgworth, are 

candidates for his office. We believe we may state 

with confidence that the only part of the statement 

whieh is true is that Dr. Wallieh has tendered his re- 

signation, but that it has been done in an informal 

manner, and that, consequently, no means have been as 

yet taken to appoint his successor. 
——À - 

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS. 

(For the ensuing Week. 

Vanrous are the means employed to produce atmos- 

pherie moisture in hothouses, aud many of them are, 

in my opinion, inefficient, and also inconvenient. lam 

persuaded that a sudden hot steam is at all times inimi- 

cal to the well being of vegetation in geueral; and ne 

wonder. Such a steam is frequently produced by disk 

covers, on the hotter parts of pipes or flues, or by pour- 

ing water on, or syringing, very hot surfaces ; and al- 

though I am a great advocate for much atmospherie 

moisture in general, I must protest against such plans. 

I am of opinion that what is wanted in general is, suck 

a character of air as will guarantee the leaves of the 

plants from any tendency to desiccation, especially dure 

ing the day ; whilst at night there should be even a 

slight deposit of moisture condensed on the leaves; 

some few eases, such as conservatories, &e , excepted. 

All floors to houses should be grated, and, if convenient, 

abody of porous material should be placed beneath, ia 

large lumps ; perhaps masses of coke or charcoal would 

answer tlie purpose ; water frequently poured thereon 

would yield a wholesome vapour at all times, although 

in a slow ratio. In addition to this, I would fór most 

purposes have the return pipe in a cemented briek 

trench, with a supply of water at one eud, aud a ready 

escape by plug or tap at the other. —Cowservaforg.— 

This structure now should be full of interest, and ought, 

where much attention is paid to flowers, to be as fall 

of beauty as at any period of the whole year Any 

Camellias done blooming should, if possible, be removed 

forthwith to some of the houses at work: a moist at 

mosphere, a temperature averaging 65°, at d a canvas 

shading overhead, are the requisites in order to cause 

them to produce wood freely, and large leaves; ti 

shading must by no means be,neglected. The leaves of 

my Camellias by this treatment are larger than in most 

other establishments, and so healthy that they are nearly 

black ; 1 use abundance of liquid manure The climbers 

of this structure should have a thorough dressing at 

this period, cutting away weak and decayed wood, and 

shortening back shoots (to furnish back wood) previous 

to the growing season. Stove and Orchidaccous House. 

—Some little in e of temperature may now take 

place here, and that chiefly, as I before observed, in the 

afternoon, by shutting up early, and usi g plenty of 

moisture, taking care to thoroughly dry the foliage pre- 

viously by a free circulation of air. As a sort of compres 

mise between the eastern and western Orchids, & 

thermometer averaging 65° by day, and 60° max. a£ 

night, may suffice, allowing it to range to 70? or 75° om 

sunny afternoons by closing the house early. Look 

over the fastenings of those on blochs, or in baskets; 

renew the wires where necessary. Fasten a little fresh. 

material on those not to be shifted, but beware of bury- 

ing the buds on the eve of germination; apply baits for 

snails and cockroaches most assiduously, and attend 

closely to the extirpation of all scale. Examine and 

shift where necessary stove plants in general, and em 

back some of the kinds after flowering to produce 

cuttings. Mixed Greenhouse.—1t is somewhat difficult 

to give directions in a successful way for houses of this 

character. Plants of all climes will oc i 

a place here, and as no special treatment in regard to 

temperature may be long indulged in with impunity, 

as to the plants from tropical climes, a compro ise 

some kind must continually take place. As ap 

therefore, of frequent and somewhat harmless applica- 

tion, I would advise a rather free increase of heat om 

sunny days, early in the afternoon. for a few hours, 

sinking at night to the old point, or nearly so. m this 

structure there will frequently be found Ericas, Pelar- 

goniums, New Holland plants, bulbs, &c., and evem 

| Orchids. I would, therefore. advise a division of these 

[families ; let the Orchids, bulbs, and plants of he 

" 
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climes occupy the hottest end, with little air ; and the 
Ericas, &c., the other, with a much freer circulation ; 
the Pelargoniums may stand midway. 

KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING. 
Pineries,—As a somewhat general shift will take 

place during this month, I may, perhaps, be permitted 
to offer a little advice about soils, &c. It is quite cer- 
tain that first-rate Pines have been Brown in various 
soils, as well as by various systems so called. No 
system, however, can dis 
on the one hand, a 
the other. i 

e turf so fresh asthey may and ought to do. 
al texture, therefore, it would appear is the 

As 
drainage to those in pots, I would recommend in addi- 
tion to, and covering a dr inage of very open erocks, 
rough bone and charcoal, mixed ; on this, a layer of 
fresh turf in lumps, and then the bali of the shifted 

ine. Early Vinery.—Kinds that are difficult setters 
should be impregnated arti lly, choosing the middle 
of the day for t! p ose swelling should be 
thinned in the berry the moment the latter can be well 
distinguished. Many waste the substance of their trees 
by deferring Y eration. Follow up close 
Stopping of all rfluous wood, leaving some well- 
plaeed shoots, y to be permanent ones, to ramble 
occasionally ; if they should be below the proper 
strength, provide plenty of atmospherie moisture, and 
do not be afraid to ulge in a considerable inerease of 
temperature on the afternoons of bright days. In 
houses, bieaking for a succession crop, take care to 
observe the same principles as laid down for the early 
house, vi: ing, and abundance of moisture 
in thé air. Peac ceed with steadi 5 

quares, or small masses, when dry. 

fresh bran under tiles in Auricula frames, the tiles being 
raised from the ground atthe corners by small pebbles; 
on these the pots may be placed, so that no room may 
be lost by these most effective slug traps. As preven- 
tion is better than eure, we would advise amateurs to 
clear their frames of these vermin by this simple plan. 
At this season mice are apt to be very mischievous 
amongst Polyanthuses, when kept in frames, by eating 
the hearts of the plants ; when detected, a small 
quantity of phosphorie poison will prove their 
quietus. When the weather is sufficiently fine, lose 
no time in planting Ranuneuluses. These beautiful 
flowers delight in a cool subsoil ; we have grown them 
in splendid style on a layer of fresh cow manure, placed 
about 18 inches below the roots, the bed being filled up 
with turfy maiden loam and sand. Seed may now be 
sown in pans or boxes, the compost of decayed leaves 
and sand having been previously well watered the night 
before, on this the seed may be scattered rather thiekly, 
ressing gently on the surface; cover very slightly : 

we seldom cover with anything but fresh Moss, which 
is gradually removed as the seeds strike root. It will 
soon be time to put Carnations and Pieotees in their 
blooming pots. Ifa proper quantity of compost is not 
prepared, lose no time in mixing it, at the same time 
keeping a vigilant look out for all injurious insects, &e. 
Do not let a frosty day pass without giving it a turn 
over; the trouble will be amply repaid by the excel- 
lent state of the soil. Dahlia roots may continue to be 
put into gentle heat. 

KITCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD. 
See to the due preparation of ground for crops in 

general, but beware of carrying on these operations 
when the soil is in a wet state—better be a fortnight 
too late with any given crop. Iam of opinion that, 
where kitchen gardens are composed of light sandy 
soil, that it is better dug or trenched some weeks before 
it is wanted for some crops; I would instance mor 
especially Broad Beans—these like a firm holdof the soil. 

COTTAGERS' GARDENS. 
A most important crop for the Cottager is the 

Parsnip ; yet it is difficult to persuade them to 
adopt its cultivation, It is excellent food combined 
with Potatoes ; all sorts of stock will eat it, and it will 
even make the cottager a little wholesome wine, It will 
grow on any soil, and is perhaps less liable to blight or 

if tho fruit is swelling off, syringing must be again 
resumed, and should be performed twice a day, viz., in 
the morning about 7 o'clock, and in the afternoon about 
3o'elock. Shut up early in the afternoon, ang do not 
be afraid to allow the thermometer to range,to 75? on 
such occasions, if by solar heat; sinking through the 
night to 509 or Ch $, Figs, &c.—Advance 
steadily. Ventilate » if without draft. Moisture, 
&e., as before. Cucumbers and Melons.—Take care 
to stop and peg down “re ly those Cucumbers suffi- 
ciently forward in dung beds. . Water frequently be- 
tween the hills, an sof the frame ; as also 

g onally, in order to prevent them from 
“burning,” as it is technically termed. The soiling- 
over is better done in a progressive way, as too great a 

pplied at once seriously impedes the body of cold soil ay 
heat fora while. Ensure a temperature of 70? night 
and day, allowing a rise of 5° in the day if possible, 
and rising to 85° or even 909 during sunshine. Keep 
air without draft, day and night, if possible, although £ 
hold it to be a good practice to close them thoroughly, from 
two in the afternoon until six on sunny days, sprinkling 
the frame a little at closing ; during this short period 
they will be found to have made most substantial 
growth, as well as rapid advances towards fructification. 
Melons.—Keep up su ional sowings—indeed, in my 
opinion, a great portion of the summer's stock might 
be sown and got ferv ithout delay, provided the 
proper means are taken to keep them free from severe 
checks, both at top and bottom. To tliis end, only one 
plant should occupy a pot, say a 6-inch pot, and the 
soil should be entirely stiff turfy loam, for if any vege- g table matter be blended, king the soil too light, it, by 1 

stantly into a much larger pot. Let the soil be two parts 
sound turfy loam, one part half rotten mantre, and one 
part coarse leaf soil, adding plenty of charcoal with a tho- 
rough drainage, and using liquid manure, 

FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES, 
As before observed, see that ail planting is completed 

forthwith. Improve as much as possible all outlines 
Plau: fresh masses or groups where necessary, and in- 
troduce specimen plants where fitting opportunities 
offer. Much mischief is done by planting single 
specimens in recesses; these should be earefully pre- 
served as a general rule, to give deep shadows and to 
throw the prominent features into bold relief, 

FLORISTS’ FLOWERS. 
If severe weather continues, every available means 

must be adopted to protect Tulips, Auriculas, &e. We 
would, however, be perfectly understood that we do not 
advise smothering them; air must be given to all| 

ing 

the sun shine brightly after a severe frost, keep the 
mats and coverings on, at ihe same time tilting the 
lights. It will be requisite to put small quantities of 

ave. | No. of | Gye : will soon cause the plant to suffer through drought, | Feb. in hout Lowest Mean Ma T2 ey B Melon plants of some age wiil be found to both show Temp. | Temp. |" NF ained Iso z fruit and to “set” better than young and gross plants. | zun. 15| 455 | 29 | 90.9 8 0.18 in ^2 Strawberries, —Keep those in bloom near the glass, with Sir E per 1 abundance of air; use liquid manure, and thin the} wealis| 455 | 9 0.30 1 fruit by the scissors where too thick. Kidney Beans. T a | “4 1 o5 i —Stop the first shoot, and if started as they ought to | ŝan 21| 412 | 307 u 0.20 a be, four in a 5-inch pot, let them remain in such until —————— the second buds begin to push, then remove them in- d 2st IB eer rature during the above period occurred on the 20th 

EDGIN 

; : 3 plants in frames whenever opportunity occurs. Should | HzATING—Revertens—Gas is a bad agent for heating a green- | « 
w 

other mischanees than. any other vegetable. "The best 
way to keep it in winter is to spread over the crowns 
in November, the manure that is intended for the next 
crop, and io trench them out as wanted, leaving the 
soil in ridges. The ground for these should be trenched, 
the manure in the bottom, and the seed sown directly 
in drills about 15 inches apart. 

FORESTING. 
See that the soil is in due order for seed-sowing, 

which may be deferred.a little while longer. Bring all 
thinning and pruning matters to a close, and look over 
young plantations betimes, to prevent competing leaders; 
this will save much axe and saw work in future years. 
Cut over all young Oaks that are stunted, and thin out 
the contending suckers from those cut over in former 
years, . 
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cultural Garden, Chiswick. 
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harp iros:; fine; frosty 
Foogy; cloudy and fine; overcast. 
Mean temperacure of the week 14 deg. below the average. 

State of the Weather at Chiswick during che Jast 20 years, for the ensuing Week ending Feb, 21, 1846. 

readers would have taken it fora puff oblique, as we did. Secondly, you did not state in wh it i 
or different from, 

nin 
-inch pipes in the bottom of your range of 

ver them a flooring of slate for the support of 
i h 

the slates, 6 inches if depth will permit; and the flow-pipe should be within 3 inches of the front wall. Leave a few openings at the back, communieating with the 
b, ing a circulation, and thus 

r not, as may be foun 
You can thus have moisture at command ; as also 

gradations of temperature in the respective divisions b; means of stop-cocks,||——Alpha and J A F—We should wish to think upon your letters a little before they are answered, and therefore defer a reply till next week. 
InsEcrs—Sir R Schomburgk—The i ing the Cocoa-nut trees appears to be an Aleyrodes, which shall be made the 

subject of an essay very shortly. Zt. 
NAMES or PLANTS—H P J— Capsieum cerasiforme.—— Filia. 

vitæ, and Davallia canariensis or Have's-foot Fern. Speci. 
mens of plants are dried by being placed in brown-paper 
and pressed between two boards. S 

Mr. Lyons's book is the best, There is also a 
paper on the subject in the “ Horticultural Transactions,” and 
many scattered notices are to be found in the “Botanical 
Register," and elsewhere. In this newspaper you will find. 
many communications from Mr. Bateman and others. The cultivator mást read these things and remember them, You 
must not wonder'at plants from the same country requiring 
very different treatment. Orchids grow in the tropies at all 
elevations, between the level of the sea and 14,000 feet of al- titude ; and therefore they will require a great diversity of climate.——Henry—The cause of your Oncidium damping off was this—it was an old bulb which had previously produced 
another; then, by having its rhizome cut so short, all com- 

ication was at once stopped between it and those from 
whence it derived its support. The bulb had in a manner 
become exhausted, and in all probability would have never 
produced another bud, even had it been allowed to remain 

n the parent plant. S are also very liable to 
damp off if they receive a twist or bruize in packing. This 
will probably account for some of your plants dying soon 
after you had received them, 

es; the laps should be close. The lights 
ble; for although all the usual objects of 

al ventilation are effected without them, yet it will be di to have the power of moving them for the sake of cooling the house and for other reasons. We advise you to read all that will be said of radio-thermal heating before you actually 
apply it to practice. Many excellent suggestions are making weekly, 
nres—J W—You may plant the following on a steep slope for 
the purpose of fixing the loose soil, viz. :—Betula alba, Car- 
pinus betulus, us sylvatica, Sea Buckthorn, Pinus syl- 
vestris and austriaca, Pyrus aria and aucuparia, Larix euro- pea, and Acer Pseudo-Platanus.q 
1sc—W M—The distribution of seeds is now about to com- 
mence. Banks of Doveron— Nothing preserves wooden 
fences from decay better than coal tar. But they will last a 
long time if left without any paint whatever. ve now 
before us pales which must have been up for 30 years at least, and they will last some years longer, with a little repair, If 
they are either tarred or painted, they should have been first 
dried by exposure to all the sun of a warm summer.—— 
Pauvre—l and 4, Sow your seeds in March ; 2, In peat and 
loam ; 3, Place the pots in a warm Cucumber frame ; 5, Ca- 
mellias are propagated by cuttings, grafts, inarching, and 
even leaves; 6, They must be bought unless some friend will 
give them to you; 7, A Black Hamburgh or White Muscadine 
Vine; 8, We do not recommend tradesmen; 9, A plant one 
year from the eye, or a one year old layer will do; 10, 12, As 
soon as the wood gets firm ; 11, July or August ; 13, Mack- 
intosh's “Greenhouse and Hothouse Cnltivator," — T S.P 
— We have not the Number, but you may possibly procure it 

g an advanced price for it——Sub—Graft varie- 

Mi 

"i 

for standards, graft six feet from 
ushes, two fect will be sufficient. Sow the seeds of Alstros- 

merias now in pots, filled with rich, light, sandy loam and 
leaf mould, and place them in a Cucumber or Melon frame, 
or in any other structure where there is a modérately moist 
heat.{|— Gloucestershire—As you have no greenhouse, of the 
Tropeolums you mention, pentaphyllum and canariense are 
only suitable for you. The former is quite hardy, and will 
bloom till late in the season ; a i Both. 

pretty. Tricolorum and Jar e too delicate to suc- 
ox edgings may 

s may be dressed in the same 
month.]——/e Q—Your old Vines which have been carefully 
taken up and replanted with good roots, may be 
bear a few bunches this year. For the cultivation of Chicory 
see our volume for 1844, pp. 203 

arch. We refer you to the nearest. painter for information about varr will tell you rm, £6°; and the lowest on the 10th, 1845—therm, 15°, 

Notices to Correspondents. 
Booxs--O P—There is no such book as you mention, vs “ Materia Medica,” is the nearest approach to it, 

G—R O S—The best edging for your walks is North's made at Wordsley, near Stourbridge; they 
ar better than alive edging. The annexed 

cut shows the section of one. 

Perei- 

tile 

GnEENHOUSEPLANTS—PaulPrj—Grcenhouseplants 
requiring to be grown in peat mould are nume- 
rous. 19 out of every 20 of the magnificent spe- 
cimens annually shown’ at Chiswick, are grown 
exclusively in sandy peat mould. | The following do best in peat, viz. :—The different kinds of Azalea, Heaths, 
Epacrises, Chorozema varium, Corraa spec 
platyptera, Eriostemon buxifolium, Helichrys 
and humilis, Hovea Celsi and pungens, Eutaxia myrtifolia, 
Pimelea spectabilis and decussata, Leschenaultia formosa, 
Boronia lia, Harden iylla and macro- 
phylla, Kennedya Marryattæ, Polygala speciosa, Hibbertia 
perfoliata, Gardoquia Hookeri, Bossiæa linophylla, and 
Witsenia corymbosa. 

house that is if it is allowed to 
self.——L—Your letter was 

not printed for the following reasons :—In the first place, it 
was a mere eulogium, and of so remarkable a kind that our 

ÜiNERARIA— 

Pansies—W M- 

D 

sh; if he gives you good advice, he 
that the best i ne at all.——4J P—Your question is not susceptible of an answer. We could point out a place admi- 
rably kept, where 30 acres of garden and pleasure-ground, 
some miles of walks, and endless mowing, are kept in order 
by 8 labourers ; and we could also name another where 25 do 
the same work much worse ; everything depends upon the 
chief gardener, his master, and the quality of the men.. 
Cepa sub sepe—We cannot waste time upon bubble schemes. 
If the natural good sense of the publie will not guard it 
against such palpable absurdities, the publié is not to be guarded by good advice. 

SEEDLING FLOWERS. 
CAMELLIA—W B—Y our seedling is nothing more than a variety: of the single white.” 

—Your specimen is a good ed and well 
ormed flower, of a bright crimson colour.*—J K—Your 
Cineraria was directed to Turnham-green and not to the 
office of this newspaper, and therefore it was spoiled before it 
was found. 

—Flowers require to be packed in something 
damp, to preserve their freshness, It was impossiblé to form. 
any opinion of your specimen, as it arrived in a dried and 
shrivelled state.* 
* Asusual, many communications have been received too late, 
and others are unavoidably detained till the necessary inquiries 
can be made, e must also beg for the indulgence ef those 
numerous correspondents, the insertion of whose interesting 
contributions is still delayed, 

ey 
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OYAL AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.— FARM 
BUILDINGS.—A Premium of 102, will be given for the 

Design (with an estimate), which shall be approved by the 
Council, of a FARM-HOUSE AND BUILDINGS OF STONE 
AND BLUE S 

requisite for an 
outlay not to exceed 20007. Stone on thespot. To be sent to 
the Secretary, carriage paid, on or before the 10th of March. 

By direction of the Council, 
Cirencester, Feb. 14, 1846. OBT. J. Brown, Hon. Sec. 

The Agricultural 
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 1846. 

TWO FOLLOWING W 
tural Society of Eng 
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MEETINGS FOR TH 
WnmpwzsDAY, Feb. 18. 
THURSDAY, 19. 
WxpwxspAY, — 25—Agricultural Society o 
‘Taunspay, — 26—Agriculsural Imp. Sae. oí " 

LOCAL SOCIETIES —Llandovery—Shropham and Guilteress. 
FARMERS' CLUBS. 
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33 — Wellington — 27—Rhing of Galloway 
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In a wet climate like that of the British Islauds, 
and where the general average of the soil is rather 
disposed to the tenacious character than otherwise, 
it is hardly possible, in an agricultural point of view, 
to over estimate the importance of the Suzsrcr or 
DnarwAGE. The change which it produces on the 
very constitution of the soil, when thoroughly per- 
formed, is so striking even to the ordinary observer, 
and the results, not only upon the future crops, but 
upon the texture of the soil itself for easier and 
cheaper cultivation, and upon the whole future rota- 
tion and economy of the farming System, are so 
great, that it honestly deserves the character it has 
pretty generally obtained, of being the foundation 
ofgood farming. But,like every other art which 
has acquired its celebrity by the slow process of 
individual experiment, rather than from any one 
generall d land blished theory, it has 
for many years remained, and still is, the subject of 
great variety of opinion. Clay soils are, of course, 
the ordinary arena of its practice (for we are not 
speaking of that description of drainage whose ob- 
ject is the relief of land springs, which forms quite 
a different subject, wholly unconnected, though fre- 
quently confounded, with the drainage of clay soils, 
which are not generally liable to them), and as the 
clays differ in character, though not so much as is 
apt to be locally imagined, there is, of course, con- 
siderable diversity of belief on many points of prac- 
tice. But this is neither surprising, nor, upon a 
broad view of the question, to be regretted ; for 
there is no knowledge so correct or so valuable as 
that which is derived from the compared and com- 
bined reports of many experimentalists. And, be- 
sides this, diversity of opinion is, in truth, an invo- 
luatary tribute paid by mankind to the intrinsic im- 
portance of anything which is the subject of it: 
indeed, we shall find that the more important any 
question is, the wider varieties of opinion there are 
respecting it, and the longer it is before they are 
Set at rest. As an instance of this, we may remark 
that though there are few subjects of more import- 
ance to mankind than commerce on the one hand, 
and agriculture on the other, yet after all the ages 
upon ages during which we have ploughed the 
sea with the one and the land with the other, 
the most perfect model of a ship or of a plough 
is at this very day equally matter of conjecture 
and enquiry. And we must not be surprised at 
this. True principles, upon any subject, are of 
slow and difficult growth, but,when once established, 
they last for ever. It isso in religion, which is our 
most important subject as moral beings: it is so in 
politics, which are our most important subject as 
Social beings : and itis so in commerce and in agri- 
culture, which are probably our most important 
subjects as industrial beings. And that it should 
be so in that branch of agriculture which we are 
now considering ; that the subject of drainage 
should have given rise to such diversity of opinion, 
and to practices sò irreconcilable with each other, 
we may regard as a good omen, in as far as it affords 
proof that the subject is one of even more import- 
ance than is, perhaps, generally suspected. Indeed, 
differences of opinion, so far from being an evil, are 
the source of good, for they occasion discussion, and 
discussion in the long run leads invariably to the 
extinction of error, and the establishment of true 
principles : and where the outlay of capital is con- 
siderable in the pursuance of a proposed system, 
these become of almost nationalimportance. Where 
stagnation of surface water exists, the farmer is 
beaten at every point, and delayed, if not absolutely 
frustrated, in every operation of the year. His 
capital is wasted, his labour misapplied, his hopes 
thwarted, and his calculations made erroneous, 

It is as useless to manure a field that does not 
drain as to feed a stomach that cannot digest. If 
the digestive powers are languid or diseased, that 
Which should be food becomes poison ; and this is, 

in fact, what occurs upon an undrained field. The A FEW PASSAGES FROM A FEN LABOURERS 
mud and sludge and morass of winter become baked | 
to brick in the summer, and all the ploughing and | k nach : | harrowing and manuring in the world will never |P 
get crops out of such materials as these. We must 
cure the patient first ; we must get rid of the drop- 
sical disease, and give anew coustitution, before we 
can hope that eyen the best food will have- its 
proper effect. But there is a great deal of land, 
requiring drainirg, that may not exhibit the worst | generally precede it. 

It has been calculated that | the good cause—to know the real condition of the symptoms of its need. 
two-thirds of all the land in this kingdom require to 
be drained before their full eapacity for production 
can be brought out, or even ascertained. 
though it is to our moist climate that we owe our 
green pastures and verdant meadows, such as the 
traveller through almost any other country in 
Europe will look for in vain, yet it also brings with 

ACCOUNT OF HIS OWN LIFE. 
[Even though the matter were argued by farmers on 

purely selfish grounds, the conclusion would yet be 
unavoidable that one feature of a perfect agriculture 
will be an educated and well-paid body of labourers. 
This may in the main be an effect, and follow in the 
train of the application of capital to land ; but in this, 
as in other cases, if the effect can be otherwise attained, 
it will help forward the operation of those causes which 

And it may, perhaps, assist in 

labourer under present cireumstances ; the following, 
we believe, is a fair representation of it, so far as the : du bed E 1 And | fens of Lincolnshire and g are 

“I was born in a water-mill, which drained a farm 
of 400 acres in the Cambridgeshire fens, and the first 
sounds I remember to have heard were the rattling 
of the wooden wheels, the hum of the sails in the wind, 
and the dashing of the water amongst the ladles. My it the necessity of aiding by artificial means the de- | father lived in the mill, and had also a rood of land ad- scent of the rain water wherever (in consequence of | joining it rent free, fo: ASE ii too stiff and retentive a subsoil, or too flat a surface) 

it would otherwise, in the winter months, lie so long 
upon the land as to do harm instead of good. It is 
not that a great deal more rain fallsin the winter 
than in the summer months, for on an average of 
years from 1818to 1843, more rain fel! in the month 
of July than in any winter month; but it is that 
evaporation aets so much more powerfuly and 
rapidly in summer, that the absorbing and perco- 
lating powers of the soil are in that season less 
called into action, while, in the winter months, these 
become the only means of escape. 

rainage, then, is the remedy ; but it itis a very 
expensive operation; the price varying from 57. to 
10/. an acre, and in many cases it has exceeded the 
previous value of the fee simple of the land. We 
may, therefore, well make the most patient and 
guarded inquiries upon the subject before we begin, 
as to how it can be done in a manner at once the 
cheapest and the most effectual. The more econo- 

r attending to the sluices, and 
I le hi Although rather un- 

comfortable in external appearance, it was a very good 
house, for the floors were high, the roof good, and the 
Sides being well boarded and tarred prevented the en- 
vance of wind and rain. My father dug a diteh, and 
threw the earth up all round his little field, so that he 
contrived to drain it thoroughly when other fields were 
partly under water. My first employment was along 
with my mother and a brother and sister, in this in- 
closure, where we grew Potatoes, and a few other vege- 
tables. I never went to school, but we were all taught 
to read and write a little by my father, who was always 
reckoned a good scholar. ‘The nearest school was at a 
village three miles distant, where an old man and his 
wife taught boys and girls for 4d. a week. This school 
was therefore quite useless for us, for besides the money, 
which we could not afford, the roads were so bad that 
we were unable to get to the village in the winter, even 
the high turnpike-road which eame within half a mile 
of us was for many weeks covered with water—posts 
were set up to mark the course of the road, and all 
travellers had to proceed by boats. I worked with my 

achinery. 

mically it can be performed, of course, the greater | father for the farmer who owned the mill ; in summer will be the profit; but it is one of those things to I had to weed corn, pick Couch, and tend pigs on the 
which the old maxim eminently applies, that “ what fallowed land to eat up roots of weeds, and in the 
is worth doing at all is worth doing well ;" and no 
prudent cultur 
saved that leaves a single drain less effectual in any 
part of the field. When once done, it ought to be 
done for ever. No period of time should terminate 
the efficacy of a well-làid drain; and it may be 
added, that no ordinary period of time can be said 
to terminate the constantly-progressive improve- 
ments which, for reasons that-will hereaftér appear, | twenty, and then being married I removed 

winter I was employed in the yards feeding stock 
t will think a sovereign well | 2nd getting straw for bedding into the yards and hovels, 

ut when I got to be 13 or 14, I worked the teams, 
harrowing or rolling, and sometimes I drove carts and 
waggons; and when I was out of work, I used to dig 
turf, or go fishing. From my first day's work, i 
never earned less than 6d. a day, and 9d. a day 
was my regular wages when I used to work a team.” 

“T laboured on ‘the same farm until I was and- 
m 

the soil must derive from the new constitution that | old home (the mill) to a village about five miles distant. 
it thus obtains. Still regard must be had to expense ; 
and if it be true, as often remarked, that * the man 
who shows us how to grow two blades of Grass 
where but one grew before is a benefactor to the 
community,” so will he be who shows us how to 
drain an acre of land effectually for less than it could 
be drained for a year ago. 
for instance, in the manufacture of tiles, which re- 
duces their cost, is a virtual addition to the value of| done on the fen farms, in consequence of claying. I> 

d 

Every improvement, | a week, and often received 11s. or 12s. 

Up to this time the whole country was often more or 
less overflowed ; the farmers grew scareely any Wheat, 
and the crops were generally very bad. J had worked 
a good deal at cleaning out the old drains and digging 
new ones, and used to pare a great quantity of turf. 
This turf, when dry, I carried round the country to sell 
for firing. When in work I never earned less than 9s. 

” 

“Of late years there has been much more labour 

all those lands which require only drainage to make | have had much work lately in digging trenches an 
them capable of the highest cultivation. spreading the clay upon the land, and as the farming p B y up E Now, in order to arrive at the best method of|and the erops have so much improved, there is a 
performance, the first point is to obtain a distinct | vast deal more for the poor man to do. 
notion of the object that we have in view, and to 
understand the true nature of the advantages we 
hope for. 
common idea, and the too general answer would be, 
“to get rid of the surface-water—to lay the land 
dry.” Strange as it, may sound, we will venture to 
assert that no idea can be more mistaken, or has 
tended to more erroneous practice than this. In| weeding or thrashing. 
the drainage of a road, or the roof of a house, the 
object is certainly to get rid of the surface-water : 
the drainage desired in agriculture may be almost 
the very reverse ofthis. It isnot to “get rid of” 
the rain-water; but to apply it to its proper use. 
There does not fall one drop of rain too much ; it 
is the land, not the rain that is in fault ; or rather, this money out of my wages. 

What is the object of drainage ?—the 2 

Harvest 
time now finds plenty of Wheat for us to cut, and the 
crops have been often so heavy that I have had from 
ls. to 18s. an acre for reaping. I live now in a neat 
hitewashed cottage, with a piece of ground for a garden 

to grow Potatoes in. Ihavea wife and four children 
to maintain out of 12s. or sometimes 10s. 6d. a week, 
eained by myself, and 3s. by my eldest boy. My wife 
and a younger boy and girl go to work occasionally, either 

It costs me 7s. or 8s. a week 
for bread. I get a few pounds of pork or mutton, and 
still have a little remaining for tea, Sugar, butter, 
candles, firing, clothing, and laying byforrent. When- 
ever my children are not tending Pigs, or scaring 
crows, or doing an odd day's work, I send them toa 
day school for 3d. each a week. There is no free school 
within many miles of us, so that I am obliged to spare 

Although I am pretty neither the rain nor the land; but the cultivator. constantly at work, there are hundreds that are paid off Throughout nature we shall find that there are | immediately after every harvest, They are then 
various degrees of perfection ; were it not so there | obliged to wander about from farm to farm seeking em- | would be nothing left for man to do; but he is too | ployment. Occasionally they are set to work at a 
important an agent in the wise economy of nature |‘ chance job,’ such as thrashing, drain digging, or any H E ade da n I rov: e ie] a aki ft to be left idle ; and if his intelligence and labour be | improvements which the farmer may be making. Often 
demanded on the one hand, so is he, on the other, iF 

| supplied in every instance with patterns to follow, | ni 
abundant suggestions to direct, and motives to 
stimulate his exertions, The pattern in this in- 

drainage is naturally perfect. 
act upon those soils? 

this winter life of idleness leads to poaching, for hares and 
Partridgé&, though not in great plenty, are to be had. 

hus my family are provided for, and I can get acomfort- 
able living : the extra money I gain in harvest generally 

1 s : gives me enough to pay the doctor's bi stance is to be looked for in those soils where the | aq keep ERO Pie radio d 

How does the rain | out relief from the parish except a trifle when I am ill 
It falls, not upon a round- | myself, 

i, buy clothes, 
I live with- 

In the winter I find it the hardest to get a 
backed ridge, but upon a level or nearly level sur- living—the wages drop—the weather is cold—we can 
face; it descends gradually and almost perpendi- | scarcely obtain food enough, and rarely have covering 
cularly through the soil into the subsoil ; here it is | enough for our bodies or our beds, or firing enough to 
not arrested, but continues descending more slowly 
into the earth, and disappears. 

But we must delay for a week our further re- 
marks on this interesting subject.—C. W. H. 

warm us. 
great distress, 
am not yet so bad as to be afraid, like some, to meet my 
family ; and should life and health be spared me I can 
yet earn an honest livelihood, ard I pray that sickness 

But should sickness come, then we are in 
All are, like myself, situated thus, I 
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on his own history, and we may learn from his narra- 

tive several means which might prove useful in bette 

ing the condition and augmenting the comforts of these 

men. If the allotment system were more generally 

established in the fens, much good might be aecom- 

plished. Hands,when unemployed by the farmers, would 

find work in cultivating their own little farms and the 

mere means of usefully employing theirsparetime would 

alone be a very great benefit. It would keep them out 

of mischief, and from quarrelling, poaching, thieving ; 

it would keep them more from the ale-house, and the 

consequent pestilence of bad companions. They would 

be * tenant farmers ;" they would possess the means of 

getting property of their own ; and they would not be 

ltogeti lependent upon the fluctuating and uncertain 

patronage of their superiors, An independence of 

spirit thus implanted in their breasts would inevitably 

lead them to look with more firmness and resolation 

upon distress, should it arrive. If then, by rightly 

employing their time, and by gaining produce of their 

own, labourersmay be raised to a much better condition 

of both mind and body, ought not the meansto be more 

extensively—should they not be universally adopted ? 

The suecessful working of the system has been proved — 

the regular payment of the rents, and the improved 

character and condition of the tenants, has refuted all 

objections, and we trust that ere long fen-labourers may 

have their hearts cheered, their families more amply 

supplied, their comforts increased, and their future 

prospects brightened by the lights of success and en- 

couragement which this mode of benefiting them will 

shed around them. 
More benefit clubs might be introduced. Societies 

instituted for the maintenance of members during sick- 

ness have done a great amount of good. If more of 

these were established, the fen-labourer, by paying 

from sixpence to one shilling a month, might have 

a fund to rely upon for sustenance in the time of illness. 

Clothing-clubs might be set on foot in the towns and 

villages. The payment of weekly subscriptions during 

the summer season—a time when labour is plentiful 

and the wages high—would enable each member to 
bio 

the scenery indeed about the town of Quimpèrlé, which 

is at the confluence of the rivers Elle and Isole, and 

surrounded by woods, is of extreme beauty. 

It is indeed rare to find such a spot, and while we 

contemplate its natural beauties, the antiquary has his 

attention arrested by the frequent monumental ruins of 

antiquity. The port of Brest is as beautiful and com- 

modrous for shipping as can be imagined—a very spa- 

cious harbour, with one safe and not too extensive 

entrance, with two fine branches of water, one running 

up to Chateaulin and the other to Landernau, while 

from this noble basin diverges a long deep creek which 

forms the inner port both commercial and naval. It 

may indeed with truth be said that human art could 

never have planned so perfect a roadstead and port as 

Providence has bestowed upon France in this splendid 

harbour. The climate there, as at Quimper and 

L'Orient, is very moist and relaxing, very similar to 

that in the south-west of Ireland. 
The geological formations in Finistóre are considera- 

bly varied (as is the ease throughout lower Britany) ; 

bnt granite, with more or less proportions of mica or 

felspar in its combination, abounds towards the coasts, 

and blocks of this primitive rock are grouped in many 
places, and remarkanly so at Pontaven in Quimpérlé, 
where Menhirs and Dolmens astonis!: the traveller (who 
for the first time meets with those druidical antiquities), 

by their magnitude and durability. There they are— 
the perpetual memorials of idol homage “ to the un- 

known God,” while of the worshippers themselves no 
traces exist in the land. 

This division is traversed by two chains of hills, 
called the Black Mountains and the Mountains of Arkés; 
the first are more southerly and of far greater extent, 

reaching from within a few miles of Chateaulin, on the 

east coast (through the Cótes du Nord), into Normandy 
on the west; the other range, commencing to the 

northward of this range, in the latitude of Brest, in- 

clines from east to west also. This range is of granite ; 
the other being composed of quartz in the higher parts ; 
both chains ramify considerably, and vary in elevation 
from between 200 and 300 to 1000 feet at the eulminating 
point ; they are generally flat on the summit, which is co- 

vered with heath and other coarse vegetation, with peat 
bogs and swamps interspersed. The rural parts of the ar- 

D receive a supply of clothes at the o 

the winter—a time when work is hardly to be found 

and wages are redueed, Another improvement of a most 

important character is the better education of the fen- 

labourers’ children, There may be many schools 

already in constant activity, and many boys and girls 

are, no doubt, deriving great advantage from their in- 

struction, but still numbers of these children are not 

taught. Many there are that are compelled to work all 

day for their bread, aud are thus necessarily kept away 

from school. Now, for such, evening teaching might 

be set on foot. Many schools have been formed for 

this purpose in different places, and the payment of 2d. 

a week has been found to answer the master’s purpose 

very well. Many labourers could afford this, and a 

school of 20 or 30 pupils might be made up in many of 

the villages. The children, alter working hard all the 

day, aud then walking perhaps 23 or 3 miles overa soft 

spongy soil whieh lets them sink (light though they be) 

Sor 4inehes deep at every step, must be tolerably 

fatigued; but still they might meet in the school-room 

for an hour in the evening, because little bodily exer- 

tion would be required of them.* 
Improvements in drainage and cultivation are going 

forward so rapidly in the fens, that scarcity of work 

for the labourer is now the exception. Good manage- 

ment becomes-more prevalent, the knowledge of farm- 

ing progresses, and more tillage is fouud necessary 

We trust, then, that in proportion as the capabilities 

and productiveness of the soil are inereased, as the 

crops beeome more abundant and the profits aug- 

mented—the means of bodily, mental, and moral im- 

provement for the labourer will increase also.—J. 4. C. 
——— 

ON THE STATE OF HUSBANDRY IN LOWER 

BRITTANY, 
WITH INCIDENTAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE CONDITION OF 

THE FARMING POPULATION THERE, COMPARED WITH 

THE SOCIAL STATE OF THE ANALOGOUS CLASSES IN 

IRELAND. 
By MARTIN DOYLE. 

My remarks shall be limited to the departments of 
Finistére, the Côtes du Nord, and Morbihan, which 

constitute the part of western France distinguished as 

Basse Bretagne; for in those parts are to be traced 

more especially the natural features which characterise 
that iarge proportion of the people of Ireland who have 
descended also from the Celtic race. 

In pursuing the observations which may suggest 
themselves to me, I have no inteution of entering into 
any minute and separate analysis of those interesting 
districts, though they possess distinctive trfits ; but 
mean rather to treat them as one province, after a very 
few necessary preliminaries respecting their individual 
pecuilaritie " 

Finistére, which is bounded on the north-west and 
south by the ocean, is the least of those three in super- 
ficial extent ; yet it contains 353 square leagues, and is 

exceeded in size only by 20 (the Cótes du Nord and 
vihan inclusive), out of th» 86 departments of 

France. It is subdivided into five arrondissements, of 
which that of Brest is the most important. Those of 
Quimper and Quimpérlé being the most pictaresque ; 

or! 

* To recommend these invaluable institutions, Sunday schools 

may be deemed superfluous, but they cannot be too highly prized. 

r sse Chateaulin, which lies between those two 

chains of hills, is very thinly inhabited ; the farm-houses 
and cabins are “few and far between,” and the physical 
condition of the people, like that of their climate (ex- 
posed, as it is, to malaria from fens and blighting blasts), 
is miserable in the extreme, while their moral reputa- 
tion is indifferent, Were it not that the lead mines at 
Poullavouen and Huelgoat (which are the most produc- 
tive and considerable in France, and employ upwards 

of 800 persons) afford them the means of subsistence, 
the population would be in a very depressed state. The 
necessity of depending solely upon the land for support 
does not exist there, consequently the peasantry are far 
less energetic and skilful in their efforts at agricultural 
improvement than they would probably otherwise 
become ; yet industry and skill might easily render the 
hill-sides, and even the moors which crown them, pro- 
ductive at least of nutritious herbage, for sheep and 
small black cattle, and, by a necessary reaction increase 
the general resources of the people. 

Besides its lead mines, Finistére possesses zine and 
bismuth, and slate and marble quarries, but is without 
imestone, except at Brest, where the stone is burnt. 
There is, however, some shell-marl at Morlaix, and one 
or two other places ; for building purposes limestone is 
brought to Morlaix from Coutances, and thence carried 
to the interior, The sea-weed and caleareous sands, 
upon the coasts of the three departments, constitute a 
valuable supply of manure, which gives to those mari- 
time places, in particular where the soil is naturally 
deep and loamy, iramense advantage over the interior, 
where the soil is light and hungry, and without any fer- 
tilising substances at hand to supply its wants, and cor- 
rect its natural deficiencies. 

The Cótes du Nord lies to the east of Finistére, 
stretching a little more northward, where it is bounded 
by the ocean, or canal of La Manche, as French geo- 
graphers designate that portion of the sea ; it is divided 
into five arrondissements (but that of Dinan and a 
small part of St. Briene are not properly in Basse 
Bretagne), and contains 377 square leagues. 

The chain of the Menez, which is a portion of the 
Black Mountains, on their continuous course from the 
coast of Finistére, crosses this department, branching 
throughout the whole of the southern side, which con- 
tains but one arrondissemen', the remaining four being 
on the sea side of the hills, and presents at its highest 
point an elevation exceeding 1000 feet. This ridge is 
in some points searped like a castellated wall ; in other 
parts the rounded summits decline in undulations at in- 
tervals, into valleys which are beautifully wooded. The 
neighbourhood of Carfaix is remarkably well timbered, 
and the same may be stated of the vicinity of Chateau- 
neuf, near the northern side of the mountains. Yet 
though the whole country would supply remunerating 
employment in draining swampy land and reclaiming 
the Jandes, very little is done in either respect; the 
scattered peasantry having no desire to cultivate more 
land than is absolutely necessary for their support, nor 
energy enough to encounter the labour or outlay requi- 
site for bringing the wild land into a state of produc- 
tiveness. This departement altogether has little cham- 
pagne land of much extent, but many. productive and 

sheltered vales intersected by streams. The moun- 
tainous distriets are but slowly if at all improving, and 

the interior, after receding three or four leagues from 
the coast, is comparatively wild. here is much soft 
and sylvan beauty up the rivers of Treguier and Lannion 
(where many Celtic monuments are found), intervening 
between high granite eliffs and bristling rocks, whieh in 
some spots of the coast, and numerous islands, torn at 
some unknown period from the main land, attest the 

ocean’s force. 
The salt works, conducted in à very rough and prim- 

itive manner on the marshes which the tide overflows, 

ive much employment to the natives, who, like many 
of their toiling brethren of Ireland, have to contend with 

dark and dropping skies, and cold moist winds in spring 

and winter; the summer climate is, however, more 

steadily fine than that of Ireland, and the autumnal 

months of September and October on the coasts of 

Brittany are usually delightful. The fisheries, especially 

for sardines, are considerable on the whole line of coast, 

and the number of hands employed in the taking of 

sardines alone, from the vicinity of Brest southward, is 

estimated at 4400. There are some fine rivers navigable 
more or less into the interior, and two canals, one of 

which connects Brest with Nantes, passing through 

Morbihan. Limestone is imported from Coutance to St. 

Brieux for building purposes ; for manure there are in 

the communes of Harmoye and Cartravers beds of shell 

marl, the only calcareous substance in the whole of 
central Brittany. 

The quantity of lead and iron in this departement are 

trifling, and if other articles of export and import were 

not more cousiderable, the barge trade on those canals 

would slumber soundly. 

Morbihan (which derives its name from the gulf of 

the same name*) is not entirely in lower Brittany, two 

of its four arrondissements being in the upper province, 

it is bounded on the northern side by the Cétes du Nord, 

by the Atlantic and part of the department of Loiré in- 

ferigure on the south, by Ille and Vitaine on the east, 

and by Finistére on the west; it contains 360 square 

leagues, the surface generally inclines from the north 

side, where it is hilly, to the south, improving in the 

qualities of its soilas it approaches the sea, where the 

fertile plains of argill soil p te for the 

unproduetiveness of remoter portions: this department 

s very mountainous to the east and north-east of its 

principal town, Vannes, the city of the ancient Venetee. 

This district, on the whole, is very uneven in surface, 

and varies, like the other two departements, in the 

ualities of its soil, and one-half of its superficial ex- 

tent is said to be under wood and water, /andes and 

marshes. 4 

The population here are still distinguished as Bretons 

and Gallos (who speak a variety of dialects), the latter 

being the descendants of the original Gauls, who, more 

or less, have mixed with the later emigration of Celt 

from Britain ; the former have a decided superiority in 

intelligence and industry ; the others, on the contrary, 

being proverbially fond of drinking, stupid, idle, obsti- 
nate, and so dirty in their habits that the cutaneous 

disease which politeness forbids me to name in English 

is there called “la galle,” as, par excellence, the malady 

of the Gallois or Gallos ; though they suffer also from 

the malaria arising from their marshes, which occasigns 

intermitting fevers. Both these tribes, however, are 

hospitable, and the Gallos of the seaside are exceptions 

to the more general character just given of them. 

The port of L’Orient is in this department, and the 

Bay of Quiberon where the English landed in 1746, but 

unsuccessfully, and where an army of unfortunate Roy- 

alist emigrants landed in 1745 under a misconceived 

expectation of support from our eountry, and miserably 

perished in unequal conflict on the sandy plains, with 

the large island of Belleisle, remarkable in French 

history, render this part of the province in some mea- 

sure classic ground. 
(To be continued.) 

ON THE UTILITY OF FARMERS’ CLUBS. 

[Tux following remarks by Mr. G. H. Ramsay in illus- 

tration of this subject were made in the course of an 

address to the lately lished elu! tle-on 

Tyne] :— 
The formation of any new institution requires steady 

p and sy ie attention from its mem- 

bers, partieularly those persons who are seleeted by 

the general body to carry out its measures. i 

necessary that each member should interest himself in 
its prosperity, in order that, additions being made to 

its members, we may aequire additional funds, which 

will be one of the main-springs of our success. We 

should on every occasion, and at all times, carry on our 

discussions with calmness, good feeling, and kind gen- 

tlemanly demeanour, to one another, so that. every one 

may have a fair and impartial hearing on every sub- 

ject under diseussion, and strict adherence should be 

given to our rules. If such elements are brought t0- 
gether in our case, I have not the slightest doubt of the 

success of this Club, or of its accomplishing every pur- 

pose in contemplation, viz. to diffuse a practical know- 

ledge of the science of agriculture. Our secretary has 

already informed you what progress the Club has made 

both as to the number of our members* and the flatter- 

ing reception the institution has met with ; what books 

and papers the committee has ordered 5 and the liberal 

encouragement to us by the enlightened body under 

whose roof we now sit. A room more fitted for a elub- 

room than this could scarcely have been met with, and 

for it we are indebted to the liberality of the committee 

* The words Mor-bihan in the Celtic tongue mean little sen. 
+ We have nearly 100 members. 

là 
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of the Literary and Philosophical Society of this town. | portant ingredient in much smaller proportion. By instances of the depressed condition of the labour mar- frites 3 bl These beg gs are most fi towards carrying | fermenting his fowl dung, however, with one-fourth its | ket, but are too common in most of the counties in out the usefulness of our Club. weight each of fine bone dust and salt, till the bone is: England. [There is a very singular variety in the purpose is to show that agricultural knowledge, | tender, he may obtain a near imitation of Peruvian wages of farm labourers in different districts. We as indeed knowledge of all other kinds, is more likely to guano, not inferior in fertilising power ; and by mixing | know of districts where 8s. per week is now the full | be gained by persons meeting together to diseuss dif- | in an equal weight, to the whole, of coal ashes, to pro- | wages of an able-bodied man ; and of others, again, in ferent subjects, under well regulated rules, than when they | mote fermentation, and twice as much damp peat, sods, | which that same man would receive 12s. to 15s. weekly. | accidentally meet and exchange ideasin a eursory manner. | or sawdust, to retain the ammonia as generated, it will! A good deal depends on the neighbourhood of a good | Take an instance—the next subject for disenssion which | eeonomise his material and give a mixture not too| market for labour, such as, at present, South will be brought forward by my friend Mr, Robson, will | strong for drilling with seed. A quantity of gypsum,| Wales and other manufacturing districts are.] here meet with an investigation very different to what | equal in weight to the fowls’ dung, will be, for most| Now the question to ask and answer is this: Can it would receive in a mere passing conversation, and | purposes, a further improvement ; say— any means be adopted to obviate the mischief and I have no doubt it will cause many of you to look | Fowls dung ++ 1 ewt. | Coalashes.. — .. 1yewt. hardships plained of? With confid: it may be over the best authors upon the subjeet, and it will per- BLA bone dust, ol GIPO Mu M : » replied, yes. Let us avail ourselves of the opportunity haps cause you to ask yourselves—Do I properlyunder-| y^p, "°° ** SAN A tt asic. offered in a redundant population, and apply the means, stand the practice of draining ? Have I already followed Smut in Wheat.—Some time back I observed the | 84pplicating at our very doors, in carryivg out the im- | the best methods! have I done it well and cheap? It subject of smut mentioned in your Gazette, and I was | Proved cul ivation of land, and turn useless capital into will make you ask yourself— Am I following the | jy hopes it would have been taken up and "thoroughly a remunerating market, for labour is the capital of the best meaus of tiling the land after being drained? | discussed. May I take the liberty to request you to | labourer, which he is compelled to lay up from his iso- | or do I require to change my plans? Am I following ' insert my experience and experiments with smut, and | lated position, and the door of speeulation being shut the most profitable system of cropping ? Am I sowing | my questions thereupon, trusting it may be the Pei n against him. It cannot be the dread of grain being too the proper quantities of seed? or applying the manures | of” exciting useful information. Several years ago, I cheap that prevents the employment of additional which will produce the largest return for my capital? began to bea Wheat grower on a very rich alluvial | labour, because the extra quantity of food produced ] Am I making such improvements as will keep pace with | goi] much embounded with hedges and hedgerow Elm | Would far outbalance the reduction of price, besides | the increasing demand for all kinds of farm produce? timber. At my commencement I first planted Beans and | Providing for the comfortable subsistence of our neigh- | These and many other ideas will and must occur to YoU, | had usually a good crop, which I followed with a single bours, which is of far more consequence, both in a and to every intelligent mind. And how are you most ploughing, sowing broadcastabout2 bushels peraere, Cone | oral and religious point of view, than the aggrandize- likely to obtain satisfactory answers to their questions. | Wheat ; to my Thokiftesuon and loss, it was frequently ment of one man. Keeping farm roads in repair is an Why, all you have to do is to originate a discussion on | thrown prostrate on the ground, and consequently it | essential piece of economy rarely attended to ; it should j| the subject at the club, and listen to the recommenda- yielded very inferior corn and generally very smutty. be recollected that a heavy draught causes a waste of | tion of your brother members, who may have proved Finding this slovenly way not answering, I tried other | Strength, in proportion to the exertion necessary to the best practice, or who may have ascertained the re- preparatory crops. such as Potatoes and Peas, which, | Move the load at a certain pace, and the horse requires | ceived theory. These are advantages which clubs pos- | peine well'elenned! during the time of growth, produced a greater we ght of food to supply sinew, bone, and sess over many other methods ob tiae information. |a fine seed-bed ; and, instead of sowing broadcast, Į | musele, to compensate for the loss sustained in pulling | And not only will the ad tage of this inter r ~ | drilled (without ploughing) in rows 9 inches apart, the cart over an uneven track ; thus abad road is more | cation be the bond of our union, but the pleasure also— about 4 pecks. From this mode I had much improve-|9Xpensive than a good one. The waste of time and | i.e. if I am any judge of what every one feels as a mem- | ment ; still my erop was smutty. Visiting the Cots. | money laid out in restoring harness, carts, &c., with the ber of a useful society, as having gained intelligence, or wold Hills, I was told if I sowed year-old seed I should | extra subsistence for animals, would more than meet as having added to the comforts or intelligence of others. | po free from smut; but here I was disappointed. the expences of keeping the roads in order, besides | I fearlessly add that farmers are free from the fault of | though not to the usual extent. I then began experi. saving the horses from the chance of illness from being | withholding or keeping back the results of their expe- menting, and I tried two years old seed—still, smut, | over-worked and over-heated.— Falcon. i rience from others; there is no narrow-minded jealousy | [ Phi diti seed which was clean, both of my own| Condition of Labourers’ Cottages.—The spread of f | in carrying on their business. , produce and foreign, enveloped in smut, and I have had | those evils which the working classes unhappily too Now, I believe that agricultural improvement, in | elean produce therefrom, and I have sown the seed | Much indulge in are, in a great measure, ascribed to breeding stock and growing corn has made rapid without enveloping, and I have had it smutty, and vice | their uncomfortable dwelling at home. In my own sirides. In 1845, one million and a quarter of | yerea, I have used blue and green vitriol ; sometimes | county, that of Berkshire, Mr. Parker, in Mr. Chad- money was expended in guano alone, and for many |I have been fortunate and sometimes otherwise. Now, | Wick’s * Sanatory Report,” observes that “ the floors of years previous to that large sums of money had been then, comes the question, What is smut? In sowing the cottages are laid with red tiles called * flats,’ or with expended on bone and other manures, yet I think much smut-balls with seed Wheat, how do they affect the | bricks of a remarkably porous quality, and as each of remains to be done. And I believe that with deep crop only at the maturing of the seed? And how is it | these tiles or bricks will absorb half a pint of water, so ploughing, changing of seed, manuring oftener with | that in various instances we find only two or three | do they become the means by which vapour is gene- proper fertilisers, improved methods of feeding all grains smutty inan ear? Is smut a fungus! are the | rated. The cleanly hous&wife, who prides her-elf upon | domestie animals, all aided by: science, and more par- sporules annuals ? and, if so, may they not germinate | the neat and fresh appearance of her cottage, pours | 

f 

[ ticularly chemical science, a knowledge of which is to and perfect in the corn in store, aud may they not again | Several pails of water upon the floor, and when she has be diffused by Farmers’ Clubs, will eventually make | and again fructify ? or may not smut be produced by | Completed her task with the besom, she proceeds to 1 | our country the garden of the world. inferior seed corn, eonfined situation, badiy drained | remove with a mop ór flannel so much of the water as W What affords more pleasure than the business of the bottom, or by some atmospheric action à— C. the bricks have not absorbed. After having cleansed i farm ? and what is more likely to entice men of capital Town Sewerage.—In your Agricultural Gazette, for | the cottage, the fire is usually made up to prepare the 1 than a profitable investment in a line of life where Jan. 31 (p. 76), you make the following communication : evening meal, and vapour is created by the action of j pleasure as well as profit are to be obtained? To gain | « Companies are being formed for ite bolas ion and | the heat on the saturated floor. Thus the means those advantages let us unite and endeavour to make | sale of town-sewerage man ires, and we shall soon direct | adopted to purify the apartment are equally as injurious i our Club the instrument by which to obtain them ; let | attention to their operations," Permit me to thank | to the health of the inmates as the filth and dirt, fre- i us act in concert, and then I have po doubt of our you, as a favour, for this notice. A greater boon can | quently too abundant in the cottages of labouring per- | Society becoming of great utility in diffusing agricul- hardly be offered us, if only the said companies will deal | sons.” In the adjoining county, Buckinghamshire, Mr. tural knowledge.— William Glover, Hon. Sec. with the publie honestly, and not mix up ingredients in | Parker observes the construction of the cottages is fre- I1 
their composts, which can do nothing but cause disap- | quently unwholesome. He says * the improper mate« i 3 pointment. I am myself at the expense of drawing rials of which cottages are here built, and their defec- l “ome Correspondence. from a neighbouring town (I call it neighbouring, be- | tive construction, are also the frequent cause of the | The Best Wheats.—1t affords me much gratification | cause my nearest, although 10 miles distant) many haun- | serious indisposition of the inmates. Next to good | to see the article in the last Gazette from Mr. Gyde. | dred tons of manure, at a greater cost than the amount | drainage and thorough ventilation, the foundation of Wi | I did not make any remarks on the effeets of manures on | of my yearly rent ; and should hail with great satisfac. | à cottage is the most important consideration. A | the constituents of Wheat, being desirous to establish tion the prospect of being enabled to procure, in a con- | gentleman who has observed attentively the condition " | the previous faets, that the constituents of Wheat differ centrated form, a fertilising material which could be| of the dwellings of our labourers, prefers the Irish mud i Í in their proportions in different varieties, and that those | relied on as to genuineness, to save me some of this | cottages to many of them! At length Lord Lincoln’s | which contain the largest proportion of nutritive matter never-ending expense. Night-soil, desiccated, would, I | Bill contemplates taking a step in the right direetion.— f are not the best adapted for the ordinary process of | should suppose, answer the best to both the vendor and H aking. Whas are the best Wheats cannot be known | the consumer. And there can beno doubt but that any Savings’ Banks Improve theCondition of the Labourer. f but by means of analysis.; and that the patent process company who would sell at such a price as farmers | —1t has been remarked by an able writer, that of all | of baking secures to the consumer the largest amount | could use extensively an article of that description, and | the plans devised for beitering the condition of the | Of nutriment, is also a fact I wished to establish ; and | Jona fide none but that, would soon become known to labouring classes not one has so successfully promoted | Ma short time I shall be able to communicate some | the publie, through your pages, and other channels, and | that object as the establishment of savings’ banks 3 an | further information on that subject. To ascertain what | secure a trade that would neither fail them, nor be un- | assertion which long observation and past acquaintance | are the varieties of Wheat containing the largest pro- | remunerative. With a view of keeping this subject | with these institutions enable me to confirm. These H Portion of nutritive matter, is the first object. When alive, and under public observation, I ask the favour of | excellent economic institutions have created a habit of i We have found some of these, or even one, suitable to | your introducing the above remarks into your columns, | forethought and economy, a frame of mind disposed to our climate, then we may endeavour, by means of ma- | JF. P. L. regard a future and substantial benefit rather than a Lures, to increase the proportion of nutritive matter. Price of Labour, and Means of Employing it. V- ys t Let us illustrate this : it is | But it will surely be best to begin with those whieh, ing failed in persuading any individual to respond to my | too well known that many of the evils with which a | under ordinary circumstances, exhibit the highest qua- questions relative to the amount of wages paid to agri- | rural population is surrounded proceed chiefly from | lities. Mr. Gyde would confer a great favour on agri- | cultural labourers in the rural districts during the years | habits of sloth and intemperance, which produce impro- i culturists by communicating the results of his analyses, 1844 and 1845, I must make use of the materials I | vident habits and lead to want and mis ry, thus | T think it was formerly stated that all the Wheats. the | have at hand to show that my picture of ihe distress | casting a burden on the inhabitants of the district, A a analyses of which I published, grew together under existing amongst farm labourers was not overdrawn, I|penny will buy a pennyworth of beer, and a man may precisely the same circumstances of soil and climate. am far from wishing to exaggerate the poverty of my | spend it daily without thinking himself the worse for it; Unless that has been the case, comparative analyses | feliow creatures, but when 1 know thatthe wants of the | but as every penny saved tends to give a man the habit | are of little use in ascertaining the best variety. Such | working man might be alleviated, not only without in* | of saving pennies, so every penny spent in beer tends Comparisons could be best made on an experimental | juring the farmer, but with a positive benefit accruing | to cause him to spend more. Suppose, however, the farm, well conducted at the expense of a publie body, | trom the increased employment of the indigent but | penny only saved one year: will he squander this at or the Government; or, if the Editor of the Gazette willing population, I cannot refrain from raising my | the alehouse or in idle dissipation after resisting the Were to devote a small portion of his farm to this ob. | humble voice in attempting to point out the error | temptation through the year? Besides, after five years’ Ject, a good deal might be effected. — G. S. Mackenzie. | under which tenants act in refusing to make use of the | savings at the rate of a penny a day, the accumulation | Fowls’ Dung and Guano.—" A Tenant Farmer" in- | sinews of man as a means of more thoroughly tilling the | would enable a man to emigrate where he might, by || Quires, in your last Number (p. 76), the chemical soil, and producing a greater weight of food for general | persevering industry, acquire enough to purchase a difference between fowls’ dung, salted, and guano. | consumption. To prove my statement as to the low/ piece of land, and, if blesssed with moderate length of i Agrecing in eontaining the powerful urinary matters, | point to which wages had fallen, I will refer to the words | life, he might be the cultivator of his own estate. But |j Wa solid form, which are voided liquid by cattle, they | of the labourers at the Goataere meeting, a more satis- | besides the cultivation of a disposition to save, he would i Still differ in relation to the food from which they are | factory proof to some of your readers than merely speik- | be secured from want in old age, when too many end excreted, The sea-fowl living mostly on fish its exere- ing from my own knowledge of facts ; however, I rust | their days in misery, a burden on their parish. I have j Ment is rich in phosphate of lime ; whilst the barn-yard | add that I can bring forward similar cases from sther | before me « A Friendly Address to the Prudent and 

x — 

fowl, feeding chiefly on seeds, its dung contains this im- | counties, The statements there-made are not si:gular | Industrious on the Ad ges-of Savings’ Banks,” dis- 
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tributed by a savings’ bank in an extensive agrieultural 

district, that of Buckingham, wherein the agrieultural 

population are especially. invited to become depositors. 

It observes, “ But the great mass of poor persons in 

the country are day labourers in husbandry, and to 

them particularly the savings banks hold out advan- 

tages they cannot have anywhere else, and frequent 

&nstances of money being stolen from cottages shew that 

they often can and do save, and they would do it more 

frequently, if they knew what to do, safely and unob- 

served, with their money when they had got it. It cannot 

be expected that married men with young families can 

do much, but as a young unmarried man earns as much, 

and needs not so much by a great deal, he therefore 

has some to spare every week if he pleases, and by put- 

ting this into the savings' bank he would, in a reason- 

able time, have saved him enough to enable him to 

marry with the hope of never allowing any one belong- 

ing to him to become a burthen to others.” As a proo 

of the regard which some of the agricultural body have 

for savings’ banks, the Alford Agricultural Society re- 

cently awarded two prizes to two female servants of 

good character, under forty years of age, never having 

been housekeepers, who had been the longest and most 

regular depositors in a savinzs' bank. It is satisfactory 

to know that our agrieultural labourers comprise a large 

portion of the depositors in savings’ banks, but they 

require to be more generally known to. be appreciated. 

They deserve more the countenance of those who pos- 

sess any influence over the classes of persons for whose 

enefit they are more especially intended. Industry 

and economy are the fruits of small savings. A cottager 

having a garden, a cow, or pig, is more likely to be an 

industrious member of society than his improvident and 

slothful neighbour, who has nothing which he can call 

his own. The impressions produced on the minds of 

the peasantry by affording them the means of acquiring 

property are great: the cottager, in every instance, 

has been more industrious, the wife a better manager, 

and the children raised in condition. I would strongly 

impress on the working classes how much happiness 

they may derive by small savings, and would urge 

others to follow my example, for it is by their condition 

that the real prosperity of the country should be esti- 

mated.—J. H. 
How is Phosphate of Lime rendered available as 

Food for Plants? is an inquiry made by your corre- 

spondent *P. Y.,” at page 43, who believes the term 

** atmospheric influences ^ used by modern agrieultural 

chemists, to be equivalent to the phrase “ occult qua- 

Aityj' used by ancient philosophers, and that, to the 

former of theseterms, modern @hemists attribute changes 

which they are unable to produce in their own labora- 

tories. To enter into a description of the changes which 

the components of the soil and manure undergo when 

exposed for a season. to the action of the atmosphere, 

would occupy too much space devoted to correspond- 

ents, but with reference to the one constituent, phos- 

phate of lime, which “P. Y." considers “one of the 

most insoluble substances in nature," I would remind 

him that phosphate of lime exists in the urine of man 

and most of our domestic animals, held in solution by 

carbonic acid. That by “ atmospheric influences,” i. e. 

the action of the oxygen of the air on the carbon of the 

decaying vegetable matter in the soil, carbonic acid is 

generated, which acid is in a great measure dissolved 

in the water in the soil, and it gives that sparkling ap- 

pearance and agreeable taste to good spring water, 

when compared with rain water, or water that has been 

deprived of its carbonic acid by boiling. The carbonic 

acid thus held in solution acts on and dissolves the 

phosphate of lime contained in the soil, and in this state 

of solution it is absorbed by the spongioles of the roots 

of plants. That phosphate of lime, as I have above 

stated, is soluble in water holding carbonie acid in solu- 

tion, and that this fact can be distinetly proved in the 

laboratory of the chemist, or * P. Y.^s" own drawing- 

room, if he will make the experiment, I think will no 

longer be questioned, if the experiment be made in the 

following manner :—If to a solution of bone earth in mu- 

:riatie acid, liquor of ammonia be added, the solution will 

become milky, and a white powder will fall, which is 

the earth of bones in an extremely minute state of di- 

vision. If this powder be washed by repeated effusions 

of pure water, and be afterwards well shaken with 

water which is saturated with carbonic acid, or through 

which a current of this gas is made to pass, a sensible 

portion of the phosphate will be found to be taken up 

‘by the water. This will appear on decanting the solu- 

tion and evaporating it to dryness, w lien a quantity of 

the white powder will remain behind. The mean of 

10 experiments made in this way gave 30 grains as he 

quantity taken up by an imperial gallon of water. What 

takes place in this way in our hands, happens also in 

the soil. Not only does that which enters the root bear 

with it a portion of this compound where it exists in 

the soil, but the superabundant water also which sinks 
through to the drains, carries with it to the rivers in 

its course a still larger quantity of this soluble compound, 

and thus gradually diminishes that supply of phosphate 

which either exists naturally in the soil, or has been 
added as a manure by the »griculturist.— 4/fred Gyde, 

Painswick. 
To Fallen Pigs.—Having seen in the Agricultural 

Gazelle several articles on the different methods of fat- 

tening pigs, I trust you will pardon my giving you an 

account of my own experience in this matter, and re- 

questing you to give it publicity, for I feel assured that 

there cannot be a better or a cheaper mode, and one 

that might be adopted with greater advantage to the 

cottager. My pigs are fed once in the day with wash 

from the house, into which a very small quantity of 

pollard is mixed; and three times a day with Parsnips. 

These last are given in the same stateas they are drawn 

from the earth ; neither washed nor cut up, thereby 

saving much labour. I calculate that the produce of 

2} rods is quite sufficient for the fattening of one pig. 

The last animal killed weighed 24 stone 5 lbs., and was 

about 9 to 10 months old. The pork was declared by 

all to be excellent, well tasted, very tender, and delicate, 

although not quite so rich as the meat of pigs fattened 

in the usual manner.— x 

British Agriculture. —The question may be raised 

whether we make the greatest use of our knowledge of 

the art which cireumstances permit. Are all our fields 

well cultivated? Are all madg to yield the greatest 

amount of food? The shortest excursion through any 

agricultural district at once reveals the fact, that we 

have much progress to effect before farming can 

approach perfection ; and so very apparent is this fact in 

many distriets, that the question recurs to the mind 

whether the first principles in agriculture generally form 

[ our practice. The answer of the Scottish 

easant of the last generation in reply to an enquiry xe- 

speeting his aequaintance with farming, and the rules 

he would follow, might be of ‘use to some of the culti- 

vators of the present period, if they would adhere to 

the grand first principles as propounded by him. “ I 

know how to make dirty land clean ; how to make 

e lean land fat; which is 

alla farmer Nor was the old man 

very far wrong; for if the farmers of the present 

time would but fully and energetically earry out his 

agricultural code, the appearance of a considerable 

portion of our fair isle would be very different, and 

the produce very much greater than is now the case. 

In some districts the cultivation is wretehedly bad ; the 

tendency of the farm management is, in fact, suici- 

dal, and the rational observer doubts whether such 

occupiers can be the best judges, even in their own 

affairs. Acres upon acres still suffering from super- 

fluous moisture during winter, and drought in summer, 

fields found full of Couch, Thistles and Dock permitted 

to luxuriate, land covered with a * beautiful bloom” 

of Charlock, land often ploughed out to a state of com- 

plete exhaustion ; surely much produce which might be 

raised under a better system is lost to the community 

under circumstances such as these. With the improve- 

our land, there can be little doubt that our 

be made to nearly double its return, if it were but 

carefully and judiciously managed. One of our most 

esteemed writers has remarked that the greatest mis- 

fortune of a country is an indigent tenantry, as their 

necessities prevent them from making any improve- 

ments, and certainly such a condition of the occupier 

is a great impediment in the way of a better system of 

cultivation than that usually prevailing—is an effectual 

barrier against permanent prosperity, But fortunately 

this is not the condition of the majority of our farmers. 

Is it from want of energy or from lack of knowledge 

that the lands of many are dirty, wet,and lean? If so, 

the subject, although merely practical, may not inap- 

propriately be placed before them.—J. Birdett, Writtle. 

Account of One Acre of Land -at Aldwinkle, All 

Saints, near Thrapstone, Northamplonshire, cultivated 

with Space Husbandry; by Thomas French. — 

This land was an allotment of enclosure in 1772, and 

remained in the same state, as Grass, from that time, 

until about 13 years ago. It was then ploughed up; 

nature of soil, good rich light loam. The first year, 

1833.4, it was dug up all over two spits deep. Every 

year since, one spit deep, generally by himself and his 

on. When a labourer was hired to help, he con- 

siderered a fair day's work by a good man, not scamped, 

at 8 poles a day ; wages from 15. 8d. to 2s. per day, and 

two pints of beer; after the rate of about 40s. per 

acre, Eight poles per day + 160 == 20 days work. 

1833-4.—Journal of eropping after Ist year, dug all 

over two spits deep ; planted with Potatoes ; 2d year 

(1 spit deep), Mangold Wurzel; 3d year (1 spit deep), 

Cabbage; 4th year (J spit deep), Barley; 5th year 

(1 spit deep), Peas; the last six years successively 

with Wheat; 6, 7, 8, three first years, Britannia 

Wheat, Old Brownhammer, Golden Drop ; 9, 10, 11, 

three next years, with Bristol Red; always 1 spit deep. 

The average of the Wheat crops carefully taken was 

6 grs. 4 bushels. One or two years the produce was 

8 qrs. The seed Wheat was always drilled in rows 

9 inehes apart, and 4 inehes apart in each row. Seed 

used about 3 pecks, instead of 8 usually sowed by drills 

I 

5 1845 : 

6 qrs., although 
finest straw he 
healthy appearance he expected full 8 qrs. ; but it was 

much beaten down and laid, and on 2 or 3 rods on 

which he had used manure the yield was the least. 

Dissolved Bones.—One of your correspondents asks 

whether sulphuric acid and bones form a useful manure 

Sor Grass lands ; for bisinformation I state that in both 

the last two years I have sown small plots of Grass 

with bones digested in acid mixed with ashes, and never 

pereived any advantages resulting from the appli- 

catio, Without attempting to explain the cause why 

superphosphate of lime, which is so very efficacious in 

the produetion of Turnips, should have failed upon [my] 

Grass Land, a result entirely at variance with our ex- 

peetations, I will merely state that as a manure for 

Grass it is [according to myexperience] of comparatively 

trifling value, and is not to be recommnded.—/. Bir- 

ditt Writtle. 

Foativties. 
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY or ENGLAND. 

A Werxuy Councit was held at the Society’s House 

in Hanover-square, on Wednesday last, the llth of 

February, present : Tuomas Raymonp BARKER, Esq., in 

the chair ; B. Almack, Esq., T. B. Browne, Esq., Rev. 

T. C. Browne, F. Burke, Esq., F. C. Cherry, Esq., C. 

Cure, Esq., W. Cuthbertson, Esq., G. P. Fearnhead, 
Esq. A. Fraser, Esq, A. E. Fuller, Esq., Mia 

H. Gibbs, Esq. W. Leveson Gower, Esq, W. 

G. Hayter, Esq., M.P. ; E. Hussey, Esq., J. Kinder, 

Esq., Sir Robert Price, Bart., M.P. ; Prof. Sewell, Sir 

Richard Simeon, Bart., S. Solly, Esq., T. Thomas, Esq., 

T. R. Tweed, Esq., and J. L. Wight, H avid Jones, 

Esq., of Glanbrane Park, Llandovery, marthenshire, 

vas elected a Governor, and the following gentlemen 

Members of the Soci i— 
Ferrabee, John, Phænix Iron Works, Stroud, Gloucestersh, 

Newman, Sir Robert William, Bart., Mamhead, Exeter. 

Seiland, Major-General, Walton-upon-Thames. 
Bell, Matthew, M.P., Wolsington, Neweastle-on-Tyne. 
Cuthbert, William, jun., Beaufront, Hexham, Northumb. 
Cookson, William, Benwell Lodge. Neweastle-on-Tyne. 

Arundale, Charles, Seaton Bum Farm, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 
Overend, Willson (J.P.), Sheffield. 
Butland, William, Cliff Cottage, Langharne, Camarthen. 
Wynne, William W. E., Mount Sion, Oswestry, Salop. 
Angeworth, William, The Hoy, Bridgenorth, Salop. 
Tutton, Rev. Henry, Rectory, Filleigh, South Molton, Devon. 

PCN ops 04 
$ 
nockshire, 

m, W Yorkshire. 
Williams, Evan, Rhayador, Radnorshire 
Lee, Edward, Stocksfield Hall, New yne. 
Stevens, J. Curson Moore, 2, Harcourt-buildings, Temple. 
Muggeridge, Henry, S ew's-hill, City. 

tle-on-Ty 

Pattison, Jacob, 
Read, George, ich. 

W., R-N., Howick, Northumberland, 
es, Church-Knowle, Wareham, Dorset. 

Gibson, George, Kendal, Westmoreland. 
Jones, John, Blahnose Villa, Llandovery, Carmarthenshire. 

The hames of 11 candidates for election at the next 

meeting were then read. 
Tha following communications were received :— 

1. A letter from Mr. Rodwell to Lord Portman, the 

President of the Society, containing his further results 

in the cultivation of the varieties of Italian Rye-Grass. 

i. A statement from Mr. Shepherd, of Shaw End, 

near Kendal, of the extensive depredations committed 

by rats ia that part of the country, and of the means 

taken for their destruction. 
3. An offer from Mr. Brayley, one of the librarians 

of the London Institution, to deliver lectures before the 

Society, on the origin and the natural history of clay ; 

or more generally, if required, on the process and re- 

sults of the disintegvation of rocks, as connected with 

the production of soil: the subjects to be treated in re- 

ference to the geology, mineralogy, and mineralogical 

chemistry of the arts and of agriculture, and illustrated 

by specimens, maps, diagrams, drawings, and numerical 

tables, as well as elucidated by the exhibition of such 

direct experiments as the topies investigated may 

require. 
4. A letter from Mr. Bullen, Secretary to the Royal 

Agricultural Improvement Society of Ireland, transmi 

ting the prize sheets of that Society for the ensuing 

year, and calling the attention of the members to the 

prizes placed at the disposal of the Council of that bedy 

by his Excellency Lord Heytesbury, for the encourage- 

ment of thorough-draining in Ireland. 

“5, A recommendation from Sir P. Micklethwaite, 

Bart., that it should be suggested to railway companies 

to remove two spits of the top surface of the land on 

which the superstructure is to be placed, for agricul- 

tural purposes. s 

6. Mr. Turner communicated his plan of forming a 

new and economical manure. 
The Council then adjourned to Wednesday next, the 

18th of February. 

a 

Farmers’ Clubs. 
SUBJECTS FOR DISCUSSION. 

9, WHAT ARE THE BEST WHEATS TO GROW ? 

Agricultural Gazette 1844 and 1845, and “Journal of the 
ty,” vols. land 2. he reader will English Agricultural Society, 

find in these works reports of numerous experiments on the 
ive productiveness of various varieties ; we do not state any 

guides to a 
tural Society offe: 

to be more productive than the standard eties of those 

localities, then it receives the prize. But is this method likely 

sine the best Wheats? What is to guide the judge in 

sclecting two samples for trial out of the 20 exhibited ? Med 

nte: 

differ most in their anc 

externalappearanee which indicates their composi 

not necessarily the heaviest, plumpest, whitest, d: 

which contains most food. ositively, if we take as OUT 

criterion (and it is the only true one) the quantity of food which 

ia] 

7* We donot see vizes , how 

| for the ensuing year. 
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which our soils supply ? 
farmers should be able to select the best varieties of seed, but 
really there is no information to guide him. There is mone 
but what Sir G. Mackenzie has given us e referred to this 
subject some weeks ago, and hope to have the assista 
ur correspondents in keeping it before our reader: 

Farmers! Clubs would earefully consider tho matter they 
find their interest inging i 
great national Agricultur 

2 

1 importance, and so com- 
iuf ion is so much 

e refer all secretaries who may wish to bring this subject 
forward, to "ie wil the choice of Wheat : 
Mackenzie, Bart. Simpkin and Ma: 

GuznwsEv : Extraordinary Produce of Wheat.— At 
the exhibition of the Royal Soeiety of Agriculture, which 
took place on the 19th ult., Mr. Blondel, of the Frie 
-Báton, exhibited a sample of Wheat from one of his 
fields, the produee of which was at the rate of 92 
imperial quarters per English acre! Believing that 
there is no example on record of a similar quantity 
of Wheat per acre having been obtained, and being de- 
sirous of learning the circumstances under which this 

ecte S 0 
r Seed,” a pamphlet by Sir G. 8. 

rall. Sh 

xtraordinary produce had been grown, we applied. to 
Mr. Blondel for information on this subjeet, and in con- 
sequence received from him the following note :—* The 
field on whieh the Wheat was grown was let by me, in 
1839, for five years, having then been 15 years in Lu- 
cerne, My tenant ploughed it up ; but he neglected it 
so much during the whole term of the lease, that he 
barely obtained from it sufficient to pay the rent; and 
many persons who were not aware of the nature of the 
soil, seeing the. badness of the crops, declared the land 
worthless. hen, however, on the expiration of the 
lease, in 1944, I obtained repossession of the field, I was 
determined to show that it was owing to the want of 
manure and proper management, and not to the quality 
of the soil, that it was unproductive. A part of the 
field being wet, I drained it; and then, manuring it 
well with sea-weed, sea-weed ashes, and Stable-dung, I 
sowed it with Parsnips and Potatoes, of both of which 
Ihad a geod crop. In the autumn of the same year I 
again manured a vergée, or Guernsey acre, of this field, 
partly with sea-weed ashes and partly with guano, and 
sowed it with 701bs. Guernsey weight, or 77 Ihs. En- 
glish, of red Wheat; and the crop yielded as follows : 
535 sheaves, which gave 2675 lbs. of straw, and 1626 lbs, 
of grain, equal to 9 quarters and 28 bushels. The land 
is a stiff heavy loam.—John Blondel, Frie Baton.” 
Tn reference to the figures in the above Statement, it is 
to be observed that 102ibs. Guernsey are equal to 
112}bs. English ; and that the Guernsey quarter bears 
the same proportion to the imperial as the Guernsey 
acre does to the English ; consequently the above pro- 
duee of 93 Guernsey quarters to the vergée or acre, is 
equivalent to 93 imperial quarters to the English acre, 
We may here mention that, at the exhibition samples 
of Wheat were produced from fields which had yielded 
at the rate of 8, 7, aud 6 qrs, per acre.— Guernsey Star, 
= 

Farm Memoranda. 
Svrrox Warpron: mue Farms or tue Rev. A. 

HuxrAnLE, — [We take the following notes of a 
visit to these farms from the Sherborne Journal.]— 
Publie attention having been much exeited during 
the last few months by the frequent mention at agri- 
cultural dinners of the name of the Rev. A. Hux- 
fable; and the advice to visit his farms at Sutton 
having been again and again reiterated by gentlemen 
Who had seen them, we considered that a familiar de- 
Seription of those farms, together with an account of 
the new modes and systems adopted by Mr. Huxtable, 
Would be very acceptable to our readers, and accord- 
ingly, the rev. gentleman having given a very kind and 
ready invitation, in reply to an intimation of our wishes, 
We proceeded on the 5th instant to fulfil the visit of 
Which we now proceed to give an account. Mr. Hux- 
table occupies two farms—the Hill Farm and the Vale 
Farm the former being upon chalk, the Jatter on clay, and lying at a distance of three miles from each other, ‘The Hill Farm of 135 acres was taken about two years 
since, when to the larger portion (about 60 acres being 
fair average down land) might well be applied the for- 

subsoiling and top-dressing could not make it produe- , In fact, it was then a portion of the most barren land in Cranborne Chase. It principally consisted of down of the poorest character, encumbered with stunted coppice wood, furze, and brambles, a portion of which is still left as a Sample ; and, in addition, was situated on such steep acclivities that it appeared well worth the Whole price of the crops that could be grown there to plant and gather them. Certainly, if anything can heighten the pleasing reflections with which Mr, Hux- table must regard the results of his labours, it is the 

then sow the coppice land half with’ Peas and half 
with Rape. The Peas were carted away, and the Rape 
fed off by sheep ; but it is rather remarkable, that by 
the application of 2 ewt. of guano to the land on 
which Peas had been grown, it was vendered more pro- 
ductive for Wheat than the land fed off by the sheep — 
& fact which may surprise those of our readers who pin 
their faith to the virtues of fold manu The land was 
then set to Wheat, and produced a fair average ; of the 
remainder, about 50 acres were sown with Swedes. 
On part of this fam are 5 acres of extremely barren 
land, called by Mr. Huxtable “his experimental hill.” 
On this land were grown the Swede Turnips of which 
an account was given at the Sturminster and Blandford 
dinners. We walked over it, and were as much sur- 
prised at the enormous dimensions of the Turnips, as at 
the stony, barren-looking soil on which they grew. 
From this land 21 tons of Swedes per acre have been 
obtained, and in proof of Mr. Huxtable’s assertion that 
he could grow a crop in a hole cut in a table, we may 
mention that we saw some of his finest Turnips growing 
in a hedge-furrow from whence the little quantity of 
soil originally found had been thrown to form a bank. 
Thus on flints and chalk (for those were all that could 
be observed) were grown a sample of Turnips that 
might challenge the produce of the richest lands in the 
county. These Turnips are the staple food used for 
the stock on the farm, and which, as they are treated 
in a somewhat different manner than us l, deserve a 
special notice. The sheep and oxen are fattened in 
sheds thickly thatched, the windward side being stopped 
up with turf, and the other penned with hurdles— 
through which sufficient air penetrates. The sheep sheds 
are very simple erections put together by the laboure 
on the farm. The following description of them was 
given by the rev. gentleman himself in a letter to J. W. 
Childers, Esq., M.P., containcd in the * Journal of the 
Royal Agricultural Society,” vol. vi, part. 1. :—“A 
couple off Fir-poles, 12 feet long, are nailed together at 
the top ; their extremities, at a distance of 15 feet, are 
driven into the ground ; another couple, 10 ft. distant, 
are united with this, and held firm by a ridge-pole 
nailed into and lyimg between the tops of the Fir-poles. 
Side pieces are. nailed parallel to the ridge-pole, and 
small Hazel-wood is interlaced so as to support the 
thatch, which a labourer ties on with tar-twine. The 
thatch in front and behind reaches to about three feet 
from the ground ; behind, a bank of turf is rais 
meet the thatch ; the front is guarded by a hurdle, 
moveable at pleasure, to allow the sheep to go into the 
court, which is of the same size as the shed. It is im- 
portant that both ends of the shed should be protected 
with bavins only, which will sceure a free ventilation 
yet keep out rain, My sheds about 50 feet long (not 
charging the straw), eost about 41s.each. These sheds 
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Sight of the land which he has cultivated, but which in the onset would have frightened many less enterprising 
farmers than himself, The soil was so scanty, that here and there the substratum of chalk peeped through the green sward like the limbs of a beggar through m 
Tagged garments, and where there was soil it was not 
More than 21 inches thick. r. Huxtable’s first step 
Was to grub up the roots and barn the surface, at ld 

are covered with one-inch boards, separated (each 
strip from the other), by 3-inch interval The cost of 
the timber and mode of preparing the floor. were as 
follows :—White Pine-timber was used for its: c^ eap- 
ness, being 1s. 3d. the cube foot, which would therefore 
give 11 one-inch boards. On account of the particular 
width of the logs which I bought, the board was sawn 
into pieces seven inches broad and one inch thick, 
These, for eeonomy, are hand-sawn into three parts, and 
are nailed upon joists at a distance of 3-ineh. By this 
plan nearly one-third of timber is saved ; so that each 
sheep, requiring 9 feet of space, lies actually on 6 feet 
of one-inch board. The cost of timber for joists, nails, 
and earpenter's work, raises the total expense of placing 
the sheep on boards to ls. 4d. per head.” We may re- 
mark that these sheds have since been considerably im- 
proved by the addition of a gangway in tlie middle, 
along which a man passes to feed the sheep without (as 
before), being obliged to get into their pens and disturb 
them, The animals stand entirely on rafters placed 
about an inch apart, and thus allowing an aperture 
through whieh the dung and urine pass. Under these 
rafters is a small pit containing sawdust or burnt earth, 
burnt clay, ashes, or any other porous material which 
absorbs the salts of the manure. These pits are 
calculated to hold as much manure as will accumulate 
in three months—the time given for fattening— 
when the sheep are sold off and the pits emptied. 
The beasts stand only partly on these rafters, their fore 
feet resting upon sand or sawdust (in the absence of 
sawdust Mr. Huxtable recommends chopped straw). 
As these animals are, unlike the sheep, fastened to their 
mangers, it is not necessary that their floors should be 
entirely of wood. The shee 

superiority of this plan of keeping stock cons 
in the cleanliness of the animal; and secondly, in the 
preservation of the manure without the slightest waste 
of any of those essentials, whether solid or liquid, whieh 
escape in the usual method of fattening stock. The 
manure, after removal, is taken to caves scooped out 
of the chalk, being about 50 feet long, 9 wide, and 9 
deep, and thatched over; here it is mixed with dry 
clay or ashes, and left until required to drill with green 
crops, or to sow broadcast with corn. The various 
liquid matters that accumulate on a farm, (excepting 
those that have been alrendy mentioned,) are conveyed 
to a large tank under ground, from whence they are 
pumped up when required, Our readers may recol- 
lect a reference made at Sturminster to the value of 
dead horses reduced with sulphuric acid as manure. 
We were not fortunate enough to visit the farms at. a 
time when this process was going on, but we witnessed 

"Thus, on an improved system 
of farming, the very pests and Scourges of the farmer 

poured over 
chopped straw, with Barley or Pea-meal is daily 

The mows and ricks in the yard. 
are raised above the ground by brick pillars, and the 
earth being dug out between, space is thus afforded for 
waggons, carts, dry manure, &c. Under one of 
those mows, of not unusual dimensions, we saw two 
waggons aud a cart, and under another a large quantity of ashes, Besides economising the ground of a home- 
stead by this contrivance the cost of a waggon-house is altogether avoided, whilst the contents of the rick are preserved from the ravages of vermin. The barn- doors, instead of turning upon hinges, are drawn back upon iron slides, by which arrangement the effect of the wind, which is here sometimes very high, is greatly checked. The Vale Farm, of 95 acres, of which 4 acres are coppice, was a poor dairy farm when taken by Mr. PS Here are a number of eattle-sheds, similar 
to those at the Hill Farm, and several pig-houses, wherein these animals run about on sawdust, which 
plan renders the contrivances in the sheep and beast 
floors unnecessary. There is also, as at the other farm, 
a steaming apparatus, having attached two coppers, 
into each of which is fitted another copper. The steam 
is civeulated round the inner copper, raising the water- 
in it to a boiling heat ; and, by a simple contrivance, 
the steam can be immediately drawn off from one to 
the other of these coppers ; so that as soon as Linseed 
has been boiled in one, the steaming of Potatoes, or any 
other article, can be immediately commenced in the 
other, In these utensils Linseed, Potatoes, and chopped 
Swedes, are prepared. In 1814, Mr. Huxtable de- 
ailed at Sturminster the results of experiments in 
pickling Carrots and Mangold Wurzel tops. The 
Carrot-top experiment has answered perfectly, but sub- 
sequent trials have proved the failure of the Mangold 
Wurzel. Mr. H.'s opinion is, that in air and water- 
tight eaves the system would answer perfectly ; 
but he considers that the most econonsical use 
of these tops is their consumption, whilst green, 
by milch cows and breeding ewes, to both of 
which the large quantity of phosphates the tops con- 
tain is eminently serviceable. y the horse power 
which drives the thrashing-machine, a band attached 
to a drum cylinder is set in motion, and by this no less 
than three other machines are worked, viz., a chaff- 
cutter, a Bean-crusher, and a linseed-crusher (on Earl 
Duceie’s principle). These drop their produce through 
poekets into proper receptacles in the floor below. 
This farm, when taken by Mr. Huxtable, was, with the 
exception of 10 arable acres and a five acré coppice, 
wholly pasture—undrained—and let at only 807. per 
year. It has been thoroughly drained by 'tile, drains, 
put in 3 feet deep, and placed a perch and a half apart 
down the furrows, on Mr. Smith, of Deanston's plan. 
By the aid of this, and the home-manufaetured manures, 

something that will astonish the incredulous sti!l more, 

an average erop of Swedes has been grown even after 
two crops of Clover had been fed off the same year. 
The present stock maintained on the 230 acres of Jand 
consist of 31 fatting beasts, 400 fatting sheep, 240 breed- 
ing ewes, and 50 pigs. These are the numbers of stock 
at present kept on the farms, but Mr. H. calculates. 
that the supply of roots now existing would carry nearly 
double the quantity, which are to be provided as soon 
as the necessary buildings are completed. Asa proof 
that their novel mode of feeding do not deteriorate 
their quality, it may be mentioned that a pen of | 
wethers, purchased at Wilton fair, at 36s. a head, and 
kept in sheds for 11 weeks were sold to the butcher on. 
the day of our visit at 56s. It would be an act of in- 
gratitude to omit to acknowledge the kind and hospi- 
table reception we received —the perfect openness with 
which every thing was shown, and the readiness and 
courtesy with which the required information was given. 

.. Sücbítfns. 
The Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal, No. 79. 

ngmans. 
Wr just notice the current Number of this valuable 
periodical for the purpose of referring to one paper in 
it—that by Dr. Fyfe on what has been called Electro- 
Culture. The crop subjected to experiment was Cab- 
bages, and both Dr. Forster’s mode of conducting it 
was adopted and that method which has also been very 
generally tried of subjecting the plants to the action of 
a galvanic current, ‘The land was garden ground, ang 
the method of estimating the progress of the plants was 
the somewhat ingenious and very fair one of letting 
the gardener, in ignorance of all the experiments 
which were proceeding, cut! the Cabbages for the use 
of the house as they successively ripened. The following 
is the record of his proceedings :—27th June, Cab- 
bages cut from 6, 7, 8 (within the section acted 0n) ; 
30th, 1 cut from 3 (without) ; 8th July, many within 
the quadrangle not so far forward as those of 3 ; cut 
2 plants from 3 (without). At this time the gardener 
who prepared the ground and put in the plants, and 
who was not aware how the wire was situated, was 
requested to inspect the plants, and to report as to 
their condition. His report bears that many in 3 
(without) were farther forward, and better Cabbages 
than many of those in the rows from 4 to 9 (within)— 
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all of them being early Yorks and planted at the same 

time ; that. of the rows 10, 11, 12—the plants in 12 

(without) decidedly the best ; these being late Yorks, 

and that 2 of 12, the only ones ready, ought to be cut. 

l4th July, 1 in 10 (within), eut; 15th July, 2in 11 

(without) cut. Wequite agree with Dr. Fyfe in gathering 

from these results the conclusion that the wire embrac- 

ing the plants had no influence in promoting vegetation. 

But besides Dr. Forster's plan of Electro-Cultwre, Dr. 

Fyfe tried the influence of a current of galvanic elec 

tricity on growing plants, and he gives in full detail the 

history of sundry Peas, Beans, Onions, Potatoes, and 

Cresses, certain parts being galvanised, and others left 

untouched ; but “no difference,” “no difference,” * no 

difference” is the uniform report of their relative ap- 

pearance. After acknowledging the utter failure of all 

these attempts to influence the growth of plants by 

natural or artificial currents of electricity, Dr. Fyfe 

says, “It must not, however, from this be supposed 

that I have come to the conclusion that electricity is of 

no avail in promoting vegetation." All that the uni- 

form results of the extensive experiments on this sub- 

ject, which during the past year have been tried, pro- 

claims is, our ignorance of any method of controlling or 

directing its agency. 
We take the liberty of adding to the above the fol- 

lowing short account of the experiments of Mr. Torr, 

of Riby, Lincolnshire, as lately described by Mr. Pear- 

sall to the Hull Literary and Philosophical Society : 

«The uniform tenor of all the experiments was disap- 

pointment and failure. Mr. Torr was the only one who 

offered his results with accuracy and figures; he had 

carefully measured the ground, and similar areas elec- 

trified and non.electrified, aud after the utmost diligence 

he had obtained one peck per acre of Barley in favour 

of the electro-culture, instead of the increase announced 

by Dr. Forster of 13 quarters of Barley having been 

had, while non-electrified portions yielded 5 quarters, 

and the statement made by that gentleman, that ‘any 

mortal having ground, seed, and firmness of purpose, 

had the power of equalling this result.’ | Agriculiural 

Gazette, May 31.]" And we may further append, as 

another illustration of the uniform experience on this 

subject, the following statement by “ A Fireside 

Farmer,” in a late Number of the Dublin Farmer’s 

Gazette, of the 

Results of Experiments in Electro Culture, by Charles Charnock, 

Esq., Holmefield. House, Ferry-bridge, Yorkshire. 
Bach is the mean produce of an acre of land. Each experi- 

ment was tried in two ways—one with an insulated portion 

of an exact acre, and the other of one-half of an acre. 

Electro 
culture, 

Common | 
culture. Description of sou Kind of crop, &c. 

Magnesian lime-) 
stone; my own > 

(Parley after Ibsh. st. pk. bsh. st. pk. 
Turnipsseaten || 40 0 1| 40 1 0 

m onbysheep. )| 
Strong land, on] | {whe UT $ 
magnesian lime- j| (Tow manured j| 36 10| 35 14 

coal} | (Oats after pas-} | gg 
j |Í tured seeds. J| ” 

| (Barley after l 

ie. 

Do, do, 13 0 0 0 
measures. 

Oid ix. y Qo E UM | | 

| V dusted. | | 

Red sandstone . ...| ET Ne ua 48 1 0| 49.1 H 

Gravelly soil, on 
magnesianlime-}| Barley, do.,do...| 36 1 0| 36 0 0j 

| 

stone. | 
Pedy soil .. «| Oats .. 2. ..| 56 1. 1g} 57 0 04 

| [pam ER sel ete 
i [aaa 0 143520 1 1$ 

Í bush f -A loss of 1 bushel and 1 stack of corn, besides the expense o 
labour, wires, poles, &c. on seven acres of land, 

Miscellaneous. 
Table showing the quantity of Turnips that can be grown on a^ 

Acre.—Col. 1is the distance between the drills; 2, distance 

between plants in rows; 3, average distance between plants 

broadcast; 4, space each plant occupies, or square inches on 

which they grow ; 5, number of Turnips per ac’ , average 
weight of each Turnip; 7, weight per acre, if the aver: 

weight of the Turnips were only 11b. each ; 8, weight of erop 

per acre. 

S oy 

SESS. T 
104 | 108. | 58080 | n 2518 0 25 18 0 

21 144 | 216 | 29030 | 2| 1219 0 25 18 0 

27 | 12 18 8: 19360 3 812 3 25 18 0 

27 | 16 | 204 | 482 | 14520 4 692 25 18 0 
27 0 23 540 | 11616 5 5 3 2 25 18 0 

27 | 24 | 25 9680 6 4 6 2 25 18 0 

21,28 27; 756 297 m 314 0 25 18 0 

27 | 32 29 864 7260 8 3.43 25 18 0 

36 | 27 31 972 6452 9 217 2 25 18 0 

36 | 30 33 1080 5808 10 211 3 25 18 0 

36 | 33 344 | 1188 5280 diu gem 25 18 0 

356 | 36 36 1296 4840 | 12 2i 1 25 18 0 

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS. 
FEBRUARY. 

The following is one meti 
itiches wide, the seed having been previously sown in them by 

hand barrow for the purpose; then split the ridges b; 

intervals between them at various times during the growth of 

the crop ; after a whileuse the double mould board plough again, 
to earth up the plants In some districts Beans are sown by 

a hand-barrow every third furrow as the landis being ploughed, 
and the plants accordingly come up in rows 27 to 30 inches 

apart. Beans are often hoed in; the operation costs about 65. 

per acre. The seed is planted across the ridges in rows about 

9 inches apart; the labourer in the act of making each trench 

with his hoe fills the one already made, in which he has previ- 

ously scattered a quantity of seed. Beans are sometimes 

dibbled ; either the unharrowed furrow slice is used as the la- 

bourer's guide, and two or three Beans are put into each of the 

dibble holes, which-are made in alternate furrows, or, what is 

better, the land is first harrowed down, and a double line is 

used, the cords of which are 10 inches apart, and the labourer 

facing them manages both rows at once. He makes in suc- 

cession about 4 holes in the near line and places seed in them, 

and after doing the same on the far line, he moves sideways up 
the rows and repeats the operation. The holes are filled in by 
a subsequent harrowing. Two to three bushels of seed are thus 

used, and about 5s. per acre are paid for it. ; 
The Mazagan, Longpod, and Heligoland Beans are among 

the rarer sorts cultivated in fields ; the most common kinds are 

the Horn and Tick Bean; the latter beiug the more prolific 

and superior in quality, aud the former the more hardy. 

Notices to + orresponden's. 

Ronan Cuemisrry, by Edward Solly, Esq., F.R.S,—A new 

edition, with additions, is reprinting, and will shortly be 

ready. 
AGRICULTURAL Book-kEEPING —J A, Berwiekshire— There is 

nothing in the adjective “ Agricultural” which can alter the 

principles of ordinary book-keeping, when they are carried 
out by the farmer; unless, indeed, it be supposed to render 

the applieation of those principles as simple as is consistent 

with their nature, The Stewponey Farmers' Club recom- 

mend “The Farmers’ Account Book," by J. Amery. Wait 

till we see what the prize offered by the English Agricultural 

Society shall produce. 
AGRICULTURAL ScHoon—4 C, Liverpool—We do not know the 

ndeed, there be one. Have y! 
They will, we imagine, 

Water © id 5 15.6 
Husk .. m m 10. 

Legumine, Albumen, &c. .. | inei 
Starch cd Ti | 50.1 
Sugar e ty | 5 
Gum, &. — I | jeg 
Oilandfat .. + a 2 
Salts and loss oe | 44 

acm f 
Their ashes, which reside chiefly in the husk, consist in 1000 

parts, as follows, of— 

Seed. | Straw. 
Potash. It 1.15 16.56 

Soda m Ht 8.1 
i m 1.65 

Magnesia .. € 1 
Alumina .. 
Oxide of Iron — .. 

de of Manganese 

eid uric 
Phosphoric Acid 

21.36 31.21 24.64 49.71 

ANALYSIS OF Wurat—Zevertens—Bran contains from 6 to 8 per 

cent. of ash; butof what that ash cons: we do not know, 
Wheat consists, per cent., of about 9 of water, 12 of gluten, 68 

of starch, 5 of sugar, £ of gum, and2 of bran. 1000 parts, 
according to Sprengel, leave of ash 11.7 in the grain, and 35.2 

in the straw ; consisting, as follows, of— 

Grain, Straw. 
5 Potash m 

Soda EE 

Magnesia .- 
Alumina ++ 
Silica : 
Sulphuri 
Phosphoric acid 
Chlorine ++ 

11.77 35.18 

BARLEY Sowrxo ox LAND FED OFF ny SHEEP—A Sub—You need 
not put the plough in at all. Just give it a double tine (one 
across the other) of the Finlayson harrow, and then. sow. 
you plough, do it as shallow as possib 

QànnorS—O EZ M—We have grown Carrots for many years. 

Sow the white Belgian Carrot seed, 5lbs. per acre (mixed 

with 2 bushels of sand or ashes), by means of a Suffolk drill, 

in rows 18 inches apart, on the flat surface of a finely-culti- 

vated, but hard rolled field. That will hinder the seed being 

sown too deep. Ifthe land is full of Chickweed, &c., sow some 

Oats in the drill—they will spring up before the Carrots, and 
pointing out where the rows come, will enable you to hoe the 
land with safety earlier. Apply 10 ewt. per acre of Messrs, Ren- 
dle's burnt sea-weed. We recommend this, not from per- 

sonal experience, but because we know sea-weed is found to 

answer well in East Lothian for this crop. 

DRAINAGE OF CLAY Lanp—Banbury—We should not in the least 
i h ear making the main drains 3feet 6inches deep, and the 

parallel drains 3feet. Did you read what Mr. Mechi said 

last week 
FLOODED LAND— Tyro—1f your land is drained, then when the 

water shall have subsided, the frost will so benefit it, that 

plant your Potatoes with the spade without any 

previous digging or harrowing of the land ; that, at any rate, 
is our opinion. 

Gnass-sEEDS—Chutoniensis—We would take out Avena elatior 
from your list, and a Festuca duriuscula, 31bs.; Lolium 

Italicum, 31bs. ; Trifolium pratence, 4 Ibs. ; Poa nemoral's, 
iat will make the quantity 33 Ibs. per acre. 

A Constant Reader—You may depend upon 3 cwt. of 
an guano or 4 cwt, of Ichaboe guano, sown broadcast 

in April, to produce a good crop of anything you choose to 
grow that year. 
MP—C M S—Not long ago it used to be cultivated near 

Bridport, Dorsetshire; also in the parish of Compton, be- 

tween Sherborne and Yeovil. 

Ionanor GuaNo—W J—Sow 4 cwt. per acre the day before 

sowing your Oats, and give the land a double turn of the 
harrow after sowing the manure broadcast. 

LICE IN CATTLE— W J—Rub train oil well into their skins. 
TissEED— 7 B—It is imported at a duty of one per cent., and 

a 
double mould board plough, and thus cover up the seed and 
manure together. Before the plants are up, harrow these raised 
drills down, and horse-hoé and cultivate with plough, dc. the 

obtain such a machine upon application to any first-rate 

agricultural machine maker, an i ishes to know the 

address of any of these, let him consult the prize lists of the 
English Agricultural Society. We cannot name. 

N Sanps—Rusticus—A soil will deserve this name in 
which you cannot dig a hole or trench, because the earth 

runs in upon you as you deepen i n it. 
STALL FEEDING—Ag pla Stall feeding or box feeding will 

answer well under ordinary circumstances, as we doubt not 

the experience of many farmers, English as well as others, will 
prove. You may, by selecting good animals, and attending to 
them carefully, make 5s, a week on each of them, feeding on 

Swedes anc w cut into chaff; i e., you may thus 

make about 9s. or 10s. a ton of your Swedes. "The best essay 

an east and w 
side of it, at a distance of 9 feet from one another, 

from the wall, plant large poles of about 6 inches through, 

and let their tops be on a level with that of the wall; then 

mortice on to them cross posts of 10 feet long whose ends rest 

on the wall and on the uprights ; then nail on, along the tops 
of the posts some Larch poles, so as to keep all stiff; place a 

few bundles of Thorns over them, and pile alot of straw 

stubble over all as a roof, You have then a shed which you 

may divide into boxes by means of a few Larch poles and nails, 
and place a crib for food in each, and litter them well down, 

and they will be ready for their tenants at an expense o: 

labour not exceeding 8s. or l0s. per beast. A calf will not 
‘or sucking its dam; it should be removed as soon as 
ble, and fed on other things besides milk, as soon as it 

will take to them. At the same time this is not invariably 

the case ; e. g., we have known a (short-horn bull) calf suck 
two cows, and at a year old sell at such a price as amply to 

repay expense. We do not know where April Wheat is to be 

had; we would rather sow Barley then than trust to an, 

variety of Wheat, whatever its character for early maturity. 

Our varieties of Oatdo not differ as respects the choice of soil; 
White-washing in-doors 

to preserve timber. We not know the 

Champion Potato. Salt will not cure the wire-worm ; 2 ewt. 

is a fertiliser on inlan: 
We would apply three cwt. of Peruvian guano per acre. 

in April, whether the crop is up or not. If the farmer builds, 

he expects to derive his own as well a landlord’s profit ; if a 

landlord builds, he can only expect his own profit. Is that 
a satisfactory vindication of our former remark on this sub- 

jec h'a Wheat-presser as you describe will be usefully 

applied on most corn crops, whether it will destroy the wire- 

ot, Effects in agriculture are very difficult to 

affiliate with accuracy; and whatever be the testimony to 

the value of rollers and crushers as destroyers of the wire- 
worm, we shall be sceptical on that point till our own expe- 

rience has convinced us. About white Carrots see above. 
Trane? Farmers’ CLUB— 7 H—We shall be very glad to have 

your report. 
Ti Corn-Laws.—We have received a letter signed “Q. E. D." 

complaining of the political tendency of a leader published. 

last week with the signature ** ©. W. H.” Our correspondent 

is of opinion that such a leading article is a departure from 

our professions of not interfering wit IE ^al questions, 

wever, ‘‘ he is bound to say we have very 

T rds it as 

E 

o not admit the justice of 

. H.” has not treated the subject 

are, What he has done, 
is this—he has attacked an agricultural prejudice, the most 

fatal of all to the true interests of farmers, that high prices 

and profits necessarily go together, This delusion exists we 

believe nowhere now except among the agricultural body’; 

everybody else has found out their mistake. e are old 

enough to remember the time when a. drunken farmer would. 

propose as a toast, “a bloody war and a wetharvest ;” by 

which he really meant nothing more than high prices. But 
what was the consequence of “bloody wars and wet har- 

vests” to the farmers i 

Have we already forgotten the year 1816 ? 

opinion about the Corn-laws, either one way or the o! 

that is a question which landlords and manufaeturers, the 

ears 
prices has in our eyes no political, no fiscal application ; we 

it merel 

ht. 

Tne Price or Lanp—J.R—It will, of course, in the long run, 

celeris paribus, depend on the profits of farming. e 
ing. But we can only discuss the details of the 

we cannot inquire into the influence on it 

ments. 

fear nothii 
farming busines: 
of legislative ena i 

*,* Communications reaching town after Wednesday, cannot be 
answered the same week. 

Best Scots, Herefords, &o. 48 
Best Short Horns (8 

Second quality Beasts - 8 0 3 6 
Calves " JURTS-8 70. iga 

asts, 3108; Sheep, 18,200; Calves, 53; Pigs, 220. 
ply of Beasts, and although there is a good at- 

"prices are lower; our highest quotations are, 
ever, easily obtained for the choicest qualities,—Sheep continue scarce, 

Oto 4e 4 | Best Downs & Half-bredn 5 
8.4 est Long-wools - = = 4 5 

Ewes and second quality 4 0 4 
- 4 0 5 

very high.—Gnod Veal is scarce and dear; han been ex: 
veeded in some instances for cheicest quali ies —Pork trade is brisk. 

Frivay, Feb. 19, 

The supply of Beef to day ie quite adequate to the demand. Trade is 
rices somewhat lower; 4s 4d is with d'füculty obrained for the 
i. and 4s for the best Short-horns; inferior 

of the supply con: 
nearly 4d per 8 

Beasts, Calves, 129; Pigs, 310. 
4l, West Smithfield» 

TATOES.—SouTHWARK, WATERSIDE, Feb. 9, 

"This mark: 
t tack of fair 

only been loa: 
a 

fresh sample: 
Buffs, 705 t0 

HOPS, Fray, Feb, 13, 
The market continues about the same as last week, with a little mere in- 

quiry, particularly for the finest coloured Hops, which were seldom or ever 
30 scarce at this time of the year. 

Parreepen & Surra, Hop-Faotors. 
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^ COVENT GARDEN, Frsruary 14.—Notwithstanding the 
sudden change in the weather the market has been polerahly 
well supplied with both fruit and vegetables, and trade 
been pretty brisk. Pine-apples remain now ly the same as us 
were last week, as do also Grapes; and the same ma id 
of Apples and Pears. Indeed, little Wonton has taken place 
in anything since our last report. Oranges, though scarce, 
are sufficient for the demand ; but the e majority of them being 
of inferior quality, first- rate speaimasns. rines rood. prices. 
Nuts, of all kinds are sufficient for demand, Among 
Vegetables, Asparagus is somewhat RE S than it was last 
e and consequently Y dearer, French Beans are also 

e rise. Seakale and Rhubarb remain the same; the 
MUS is cheaper if anything. Tbe supply of Broccoli, Brussels 
Sprouts,ando ther winter Greens, i d Large NG 
from Cornwall, is See and from Is. to 3s. per dozen 
heads. Excel ellen nt Celery may be obti iei at last wi ados s prices. 
Potatoes, of the West quality, | till continue to meet with aready 
sale at 8l. a ton, but second-rate Samples can scarcely be sold 
t any price. Y still continues to be supplied, but in dive being cheap and plentiful, thero is 

hardly any demand for it. “Lettuces, and other Salading, 
s, Hyacinths, Tulips, Poinsettia pulcherrima, 

PORC “Lily of the Valley, Camellias, Azaleas, Acacias, Cycla- 
mens, Daphnes, Orange flowers, Rhododendrons, Cinerarias, 
Gardenias, and Roses, 

FRUITS 
Lemons, oer dozen, 1s to 9¢ 

ar 100, Be to ds 

SE 5 

Bine Apple, perl, de 
Grapes, Hothouse, per tb, CTS zi 

"Spa h, per Ib., d to 1s Almonds, per peu 
Seabee 1s tose Sweet Almonds, perlb.» 22 6d to a r bush., 7s tol a Pilberis. English, p. 10048. ‘orto bbs n, 3¢ to 7s 6d 8, Cob, per 100 1bs., 508 to 7t 

ozen, 1s to 24 6d Barcelona, 
— por 100, 4s to Brazil, 16; 
— Seville, per! 00, 88 to 16s — Spanish, 14« 

per dozen, 2s to 2s 6d Chesnut Ut BOF pork, ás to d 
Pears, per h£.-sv., Gs to 155 VEGETABLES. 

Cabbages, ber doz., 6d t Parsnips, per oed es tol red, per doz. ars Soorzoneru, p^r bundle, te to 1e 3d "Brussels SprUG EIE heirs IN tolra | Sala y, don de to lr 
Savoys, per doz., 6d to Onions, per bushel, 1s 6d to 34 Broccoli, Brown, per bale ed to lead | pisk ing, Dot hivsy., 3s to Se à h, per doz., 2s to 5r 

o d 

awt., bt to Be -— ES 6d to 1s P 6d to 4s Ra dishes sper "12 hands 14 to 9» 
por 851042 Mushrooms, per pottle, 6d to 1s 3d. Small Salade, per punnet, ed to öd 

ad 

Ki 
"Turhipe, per dox ge 
Red Bee oe dogs, 6d to, e Fennel, per bunch, 9dto 
Carrota, per doz. b Savory, per bunch; 4d to 6d Horse DEP PSM: pom Thyme, per bunch’ 4d 
Seakale, per punnet, 8d to 2s Watercress, p. ; bun. 6d to81 Rhubarb, per bundle, 64 to 1s 3d Parsley, per Winch, idt 
Asparagus per bundle, 25 to ots, per handle, Le 
Seite each, 9s to 5e Tarragon, per bunch 

Mint, green, per bune! » Gd to 8d. Marjoram, per bunch Chervil, per punnet, d to aa 

Spel ste Load of 36 Trusses, T 
SMITHFIELD, Fel 

Peime Mead, Hay 86s to 958] New Hay 
Infr.New& Rowen 60 80 | Clover 

sexo - —sto —s n "Ns Straw 95 
on Cooper, Salesman, 

CUMBERLAND MARKET, Feb 2 
Prime Mand. Hay. 90€: gos 
Inter 70 84 Inferior do. 105. | Straw 

New Clover — 
JosuuA Bake, Hay Salesman. 

WHITECHAPEL, Fel 
Old Hay « — 94«to 90s j Old Clover 110s to130» 

Interior r Hay > 068 | inte EE) 
Thi New Clover — 

82s to 36s 

Straw 80s to 869 

OL.—Britisu, EM "Feb. 13. 
Our market continues quier, Price minal. 

t eng Prerix, Wool-Brol 
— MARK-LANE, Monpay, Feb. 9. 

The supply of English Wheat from Essex, Kent, and Sufolk, 
was moderate this morning ; dry samples, being very scarce, 
sold readily on KER the terms of this day sennights others 
were diffi pat but we observe no alteration in their 
value ; free Foreign are much wanted, but the, high 
prinosa ‘at uie they are held cause the sales to be quite in re- 
tail; with the exception of a parcel or two of bonded to millers 
E T prices, there was little Symp. Barley | is a heavy sale at 025. per quam en decline.—Beans move off slowly, and Peas 
of all sorts are 1s. cheaper. —Oats, in consequence of large 
arrivals, are difficult of disposal, at a reduction of 6d, to 1s. per 
quarter. 

RITISH, PER DARRIE QUARTER. 8 $. & s 
Wheat, J Essex, Kent, and Suffol » . White 58 66 Rad . 50 62 Bade, Norfolk, Lincolnshire, Bet Yorkshi 50 63 White 59 63 Barley, Malting and digiling, 80 3081032» Chevalier 38 85 Grind, 95 97 
Oats, pae Inshire and Yorkshi nds 99 24 Feed 32 24 

thumberlaad jata: Botoh.» . Fees B 9 Potato 5 g ‘ : . eed 22 2 ito [s aie DIU Tro 54 60 
d and Bisex’: . qd + + 60 65 

: 4 a7 Ry Lol B Beans, Mazagan, old and now “98 to 40 Pick’ 30 4$ Harrow 39 44 igeon, heligolan + 85 to 46 Longpoda2 36 Pons White ES E ay Grey 28 ai 

The few samples of. i» m Whee fresh up during the week 
have been disposed of at Monday’s prices, but the trade is with. 
out animation ; free Foreign meets a slow retail demand only ; i 
in bonded there is a slight inquiry for Polish Odessa.for export At 46s. per qr., and [we believe a small sale or two have been 
made at this price ; also noe: e millers for paying duty at 51s. per qr.—Barley is much neglecte d, and very difficult of disposal — Beans aud Peas are a Meri in value.—In Oats the 
business has been quite of a retail character, and late prices 
are barely maintained. 

IMPERIAL AVERAGES, 
‘heat. | Barley. Oats. | Rye. |W. Beans.) Peas. Jan. a per Quarter.| 55r ld| Slelld| 99« ad) 23: Gd 

Ei . H . 56 81 21 83 11 

87e 9d| 39s ld 
E 3 0 9 6 B| 381l = y 2o. «| 0 $| sil 99 3| & 6 9| 39 3 - < : iba 7| at 9| sti0 | az 8| s6 1| 36 8 cur DEM MO SE EDEN RE EO pe DN a $010| 21 7| 84 2| 35 9| 85 6 

Swoeks' Aggreg. Aver, | 65 4| 31 7| <a111| 3 4| a6 5| a7 $4 
Duties on Foreign Grain 170 s-e| 5-6 
Diagram showing the f the Aueruations in the price of Corn on the average ot the 

g Saturday, Ja 

> SEEDS, Feb, 13, Canary = perqr HINT 50s) LinreedCakes Carrawa: - per cwt 50 | Mustard, hito Glover, Red, Engish "= 30 05 
Z widita 6o 70 ast = White, FELIEA * P4 eus Rapeseed, enfria E [7] 

Sender . 7 £s dp de BAN ios k Hempseed + perqr. 55 836 |Tares, Eng. winte m nseed. 5 ew d [E — Foreign => x bush. = Baltic 46 | Trefoll 

NURSERY STOCK. 
On Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and Set the 18th, 

RC and 21st of February, by Mr. W. Tompsrrv. 
M 23 TOMPSETT has feceivel ae rtions from Mr. 

Tooker oe Sell by Auction the remainder of his stock of 
NURSERY PLANTS without any reserve. The Plants now 
offered for sale are 600 Lots unsold at the former sale, which 
could not be proceeded with in consequence of the unfavourable 
state of the weather, and consist of Lime Trees, Planes, Elms, 
Laburnuns, Tulip Trees, American and other Oaks, American 

s and Maples, Lilacs and other deciduous Shrubs. 
Silver PEN Scotch, Spruce, and other Firs, Purple and Com- 
mon Beech, Laurestines, Portugal Laurels and Portugal 
Hedges, Common Laftels, Variegated Hollies, em Diss Ever- 
green Shrubs, RI e Ml Azaleas, and oth merican 
Plants, together with 7600 Standard Roses, 900 D arf Roses in 
pots, and “6000 Dwarf Roses in their own ‘roots. A portion of 

he e sold on each day of sale, and also à quantity 
of choice Firs and Pines in pots, and other Plants in pots. 
Persons planing E immediate effect will find this a good 
oppor gr) of procuring Plants of large size at a chapa ie 

rther RS NU or to see the Plants, e 
Was Brenchley, Kent, 3 mile: uth of t] the. Paddock: d 
Station Dover Railway, or of Mr. W. Tompserr, Auctioneer, 

ast P. éekham, Kent. 

TO NOBLEMEN, BERE "m THE TRADE, å & | OTHERS. 
Sale of NU TOCK at the Arboretum, Queen's Elms, 
Fulham- ud [a s M Hyde. -park- ERE owing to the 
ground being required for other purpose: 

R. KIRKE will Sell by TERR on the above 
Pus on 26th February, 1846, and following 
a ll for 12 o'clock each day, by order of the proprietor, A comprising several Thousands of Laurel, Aucuba 

por Holly Rhododendron, Spruce Fir, Privet, Yew, ‘Arbor 
obinia hispida and ytisus of sorts, Spartiums ot 
i s, Lilac, double- peus Peach and Che mond, Thorns of sorts, Wee; Ash of sorts, V Willow; 
qup and other SeS of Lime and unus num, Poplar, 

Qui ick, a choice collection of Ro: 17 pe um ded. „Moss 
Reese Sweetbriar, Ivies, Pyrus japonica, ge 
Ares "days prior to the sale, 
Pr Mr. Charlwood, WS Covent-garden ; 

Westmacott, Seedsmen, 156, Cheapside; and at the 
offices of the Auctioneer, 19, Brompton-row, Brom mpton 

—Prior to the 21st of February, private purchases can 
bem ide 25 per cent. below the trade e pri ‘ices 

POSTPONEMENT OF SALE. 
The day of the Sale will be given in the next Number. 
PLANTING SEASON.— TO NOBLEMEN, CERA 

BUILDERS, NURSERYMEN, AND 
ESSRS. PROTHERUE AND MORRIS: de re- 
ceived instructions from Mr. Wm. Drxwrs, to submit to 

PUBLIC COMPE TITION, on the Premises, opposite to Cre- 
morne House, King’s-road, Chelsea, iu consequence of the 
Ground being immediately required for extensive Horticultural 

E Cakes, Eng. per 1000, Su 13] Turnip (too altis torg OP quoti] 
Dis 

Erections, a portion of the valuable NURSERY STOCK, com- 
prising: Dae. PAPE and Pillar Roses in choice varieties Dwarfand S Lilac and Guelder Roses; a quantity of 
the finest fruit: Magie Mul rees in us ees 
Pri erries, in aS Apan 0,000 Anoba 
Japonicas i in all sizes ; Yuceas, Pzeon: us fe &c. 

[9] ur LET, WITH IMMEDIATE POSSESSION, 
hin six miles RE the Weybridge ns of the South 

Westen anes A WALLED GARDE 4 Ress about 
OF PRODUCTIVE SOIL, Conservatory, Hot 

ine RO AA Houses, Pits, and Sheds. The walls are 
covered with choice Fruit Trees in high bearing and order, A 
residence for a superior Gardener—accommodation for a jour- 
norman: The implements may be taken at a valuation by the 
tenant. 
TO parton apply to Mr. Wm. Keye, steward, Ockham 

Park, Ripley, Surrey 

ae BE LET, EDMONTON NURSERY.—In con- 
sequence of the Proprietor being about to retire from the 

Nursery business, this desirable Nursery is to be let, with imme- 
diate occupation. The whole may be ‘taken at a valuation, or 
y private contract, and eoa fopton y ill be given in ‘the terms of payment, if desired, — Apply personally or by Jeter E 

Mr. HENCHMAN, at the N Mosen Edmonton, or 
Low i, Clapton Nursery. 

puo ax» HEALY'S COOKING APPA- 
RATUS, sgomliining, Sylvester’s Patenta“: Tin Cooking 

believed to 
any yet AS mitted to the Public, ‘both as BN strength of ma. 
terial and wi orkmansh hip ; infact, the laws of heat are so applied he greatest’ effect with itis jas consumption of 
fuel, without destru us; and B, and H. can 

i be, as ognestionably supe- 
rior to anything of the kind hitherto ma Prospectus ean v forw raved, up upon application, deka] particulars andprice 

ECEPTION AND FRAUD, 
puse SrowACH AND ENEMA PUMPS, invented 

were sanctioned and approved. by the Royal 
eme of NS NS OMA and qoummetns in 
most eminent members of the profession in this kingdom, on the continents of Europe, India, and America (vide “New York 
Medical and Physical: Journal" and the ue of Sir Astley 
Cooper). This distinguished patronage indu some 
cipled adventur palm upon the public uus imitations of 
Read's Paten RENE which has come to um NGA ledge 
from the mno of paltry instruments which are daily sent to 
him from all parts of the kingdom, and frequently from India, for repair; but as some protection against this’ fraud, 
has instructions from the E East India Company to place 
their mark, in future, on all "hs struments sent to their pre- 
sidencies. vain may an humble mechanician attempt to 
defend himself against such wholesale frau n Enema 
fountain reservoirs, with the oaa tenio of chains, stop-cocks, 
&c. are boldly and falsely advertised as “Read’s e Pup aves ETT Ineumbrances, and whic nufactured only by himself, at 35, Regent-circus, Pic ‘dilly, 
where they may bé seen d ae DU N i Salona are genuine 
except stamped with the w P: 

PERFECT UE FOR SILVER == 
ve The most effective CURE isin the Spoons and Forks, 
that have a body of real Silve plated over the British Plate. 
So accurate kx durable are ise, that 20 years' wear would 
not show that they VERA not real Silver, and they do not cost 
one quarter the Che fact is, the interest of the money 
that would be paid Sos real Silver will ny these things oftener 
than they are TE ted. Prices of F a Ju with 
real pire ble Spoons per dozer iu 
ditto, 20. Tei dung ditto, 17. E ó able Forks p 3L. 

$- Dessert Taks diti l. bs. ; Sugar Tongs hos pair, 5s. ; Sauc 
Ladles each, 6s. ; S Soup Ladles each, 
18s, ; Fisi h Knives seth, l are ‘hanufactored exclu- 
sively PE Mecur, 4, Lentonbari- Street, near the a House. 
The money will be r urned to any purchaser who AME paroves 
them. ADT 2 assortment of plated Fruit and Dessert 
Knives, real Sheftield plated goods, Table Cutlery, small pee 
lery, and otber matters el with housekeeping, of whic! 
Catalogues may be had gratis. 

—TO BE SOLD BY AUCTION, AnD CO., Gracechureh- -street, 
wark, Inventors 

pem ying the Tank E OREST ; Propagating Houses, &c., by which atmospherie heat as well as bottom-heat is secured to any required degree JUEgut the aid of pipes or fiu 
od 

n, as well as corners by which the cost is reduced, Those Bollo which are 

opera: n, prospectuses will ee ey warded, as well as prede of the eges authority ; 
e seen at most of the Nobilit: ty's seats and pce 

Nurseri ies throughout thè Tree 
. & Co. beg to inform the Trade that at their Manu factory 
ew Park-street, every article required for the construction 

of Horticultur: ‘al Buildings, as well as for menting them, may ue obtained upon the most adv; Matnecous term: 
onservatories, &c. ef Iron or Wood, ected upon the most ornamental designs A rA em Palisading, Field and Garden Fences, Wire Worl &c. &c. 

LIQUID MANURE. 
ENGLAND INDEPENDENT OF THE WORLD FOR CORN. ‘HE attention of the Agricultural Interest, at this 

momentous crisis, is requested to the great importance of LIQUID MANURE, and the ease with which it may be appro- priated by the use of FOWLER: S Pons made expressly for the purpose, A portable or fixed 
Pumps ; also t] 
Tanners, for hoi and cold li quor. Dunn 
Ex cav vations, a W ells. Buildings. heated by Hot Water, for 

on. 
Guan ome PERUVIAN & & “BO TAN 

ON SALE, BY THE ree LEGAL IMPORTERS, 
ANTHONY GIBBS a D SONS, LONDON ; 

M. J. TIR AND “Sò, LI IVERPOOL: 
And b; eS r Agen: 

COTSWORIIL “SOWELE, AND PRYOR, LONDON ; 
d s BRIGHT, AND CO., m VERPOOL and BRISTOL, 

b. 14, 

¢ J UANO, P aa eee AND AFRICAN, warranted 
o Analysis: also Gypsum, and all other Ma- 

nures of Known EDEN on sale by MARK TOARE 40, Upper 
hames-s; 
BRITISH “GUANO, equal in quality to Peruvian, at 97. per 

ton. Pamphlets gratis on 6 Sips being forwarded, being 
amount Ered for postage. Agent for DINGLE'S HAND 
ED DIBBLE. 

THE URATE OF THE LONDON „MANURE 
COMPANY, FOR TAM BEBE WHEAT, &c. Four Guineas per Ton.—The 
of many years’ oe is Hts manufact it the 

taining Guano ha other Mh Ea ina pure eh It will be 
11for Wheat on all soils, where it is requisi 

to procure a full plant early in the autumn, 
and testimonials forw; i m. 

E. PURSER etary. 
LIEBIG: 8 WHEAT MANURE now ready for delis ery. 

YDRAULIC RAMS to be had of Freeman Rox, 
Engineer and Hounthin Maker, 70, Strand, London. 

Rams adapted to all situation 
Yo. 1 Ram, Supply y Pipe, Ti. 
No. 2 Ram Di 2 m 
No. 3 Ram, Ditto lii 
Deep Well Engines and 

Pumps worked by Steam, Horse- 
, or Manual. labour. Foun- 

rene Ba ron, from 
Rowley ttern. Jets made to 
any device, Buildings, Baths, — 
&c. heel Hpon the most simple and economical plan. Steam 

ooking Apparatus, &c. 
Sole A gent for TRUMAN’s PATENT WATER Puririe 
The AGRIC ULTURAL CHEMICAL ALMANAC, T FREE- MAN MAN RoE, price 2d., now ready. 

DRAINING TILES AND PIPES, —— — — 

INSLIE'S PATENT IMPROVEMENTS. — 
For MaxiNe and DRYING Draining Tiles of the Ist CrAss, 

Meine having works in operation, or who i aboat to 
ect them, will find the above worthy their attentior 

SOUS Process combines ErrrcT with Economy, ae Tiles can 
be made ready for BURNING at all seasons ; generally from ten 
to thirty hours, according to the nature of the clay. ‘to be 
seen at Alperton, Acton, Middlesex; Mr. Hows, Engi vineer, 
119, Great Guildford- m Southwark ; ithe Polytechnic Insti: itution, 
Regent-street, Lon Particulars may be had from Jonn 
AINSLIE, Alperton, on Middles: 
TO THE NOBILITY, RUE NURSERYMEN, TI IRON- 

NGERS, AND OTHE 
I INGHAM BROTHERS, 170, Tittle Hampton- 
~ street, uel sole Sa er EEG, IMPROVED 

MENOGRA r Labels f or Garden Borders, Flower Pots, 
M eo of the same, with prices niaaa EE per 

Post to all parts of the Tabea on application as aboy 
Sole Agents in SE G. and EANE, Hosténitural 

Implement Warehou 6, King William-st., London Bridge. 

pase S HAND DIBBLING MACHINE, for 
depositing all kinds of Seed. It is so constructed that it 

will at the samé moment make the hole and deliver the exact 
quantity of Seed with extreme regularity, nor is the soil liable 
to choke the point. 
Agent in Tienda’: —Mr. MARK ROI: 40, Upper Thames 
treet, where the Machines may be seen 



CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE. (Fen. 14. 

HER j ^ Li Now ready, price 4s. 6d., neat cloth, 
Hort nd gen 

ErPnrck's, 2, ml, x [4 jd a ry 

ig woher oui - E-cPTODUIU EBA ROSE: 
IMPORTANT T rS OA T 
mid DSRUNG Mach ER. ETS ang PRACTICAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR ITS EDS AND CULTURE, ILLUSTRATED DY 

WORKED DY MANUAL LAB 21 WOODCUTS. 
AUNDER E«. NEW BERRY po the xia of Reprinted from the ** GARDENERS Onnoxicr," with additional matter by the Author and others, 

introducing to the gotice of the Public a small Machine for $ 'S 

Dibbling, made on thdir Patent principle, to be worked by CONTENTS 

manual labour, either i field or garden, which oo think Annual pruning time, prin- Guards against wind Pan ONE for bu ae upon, and E binding up and Boshing 

may say with motu. cmd cp sas ciple of execution, &c. Labeling their arrangement | Grafting, advantage of ' 

mum be a E very advantageous for Beans, of which a man, or | Binding up Loosing ligatures Shoot: ing even, and re- | Grafting disadvantage of 

may (v a this implement), ‘plant two acres per | Budding knife March pruning ing thorns eration in di i months 

vas it will plant any seed required. | Budding, time of year, day, | Mixture for healing wounds ARE eats | Preliminary observations 

ieulars may be had on application to | time of day, state of the | Planting out, arrangemont of Stocks, planting out for bud- | Roses, catalogue enun 

plant, care Se aS trees, &c. ding upon ; tne means of pro- | seripti ion of a few sorts 

Budding upon Pruning for transplantation | Jour, age, height ; | gen preparation and inser- 

, Gloucestershire | Bud, inser! dat of, [M stock Pushing eye, spring treatment | for different species. of, tio 

re, : Bud, preparation of, for use of dwarf shoots from E king up, trimming | Scions, iauolee and arrange- 

ave Nar the pleasum of receiving Bu ds, dormant a nd pushing Roses, cient sorts on the ding a distance, | ment 

gw o es :—At the c Buds, failin: same stock | Ps heads, &c. ; saw | Stock, emm of 

he Ro; E at ive ce Buds, securing ws ly of Roses, I of desirable | proper for the purpose 

3 g ds ri ‘or ding a Cada du ae B , slug gi nails, parts adding with a | ben APPENDIX. 

pi 4 Sap-bud, treatment of | E A selection of varieties 

S LIST OF ' BEDDING uds, eee of re- | Shape e of trees Aphides, to keep down Comparison between budding 

ipti m gits, Sizes, d eae with explained Shoots and buds, choice of ree grown remarks on | and graftin; 

rticles | -+ LONDON: 5, UPPER ` WELLINGTON-STREET, , COVENT-GARDEN. 

sale of Bedding | 7 z 
FAS V 

verginn 
NOW READY. 

NAW EDITION OT DR, DINDLEY'S SCHOOL BOTANY. 

TREES in Blossom In Demy octavo; with numerous Alterations, and nearly Four Hundred Illustrations, price 5s. 6d., 

es by Wasps and Flies, and for 3 5 OT ANT ? 
iservatories, Pines and Melons, SC H O O IB B O i A iN Y 

FORD, Cues} TIRE, es 

THE THE RUDIMENTS OF BOTANICAL SOIBNCE 
HIN LINDLEY, Ph.D 

pe rds The abov Professor of D in the Univer is voles “London. 

ry rds in width, as may sui it DP re 

ü ad the honour to London: Printed and Published for the Author by BR: ADBURY & EVANS, Whitefriars, 

Gentry, and others rious parts of the 
articles, and has had the happin 
ee sii O desired tS TABE HORTICULTURAL MAGAZINE, published N ETCALFE'S NEW PATTERN TOOTH-BRUSH 

Een ie Drie seasea TET ONG of VH on the we € jt E pr One 8 Hus contains and SMYRNA SPONGES.—The Tooth Brush has the 

rgo epi oh ete oot cardi datbray, m d nformation on FLOWERS and | important. advantage of searchiug thoroughly into the divisions 

te London, eae phe s snos alata, I | PRACT mu "GARDENING. arith Hight Illustrations. Orders | of the teeth, and cleaning them in the most effectual and extra- 
5 y ic ee received by every bookseller in the Xingdoun- Horaro and ido) y manner, and is Tamous for the hairs not coming loose 

'ONEMAN, 63, Paternoster-row. proved Clothes Brush, that cleans in a third p ue 

PRIV WO GTP £ of pue usual time,*and incapable of mmm the fines 

SORN x. x Penetrating Hair-brus hes, with the dura AAT 

Fi zines, Gas s CORN LAWS, &c.—Now T price 2s., 5th Edition, y: tles, which do not soften like common hair, Flesh Brushes, 

: nd ve other p ses 2 - A um aa PT E ESTIMATE THE EFFI ECTS o oaro graduated and DEC pecie 

2 p is ie I" 71 > " F Mery 1aetin th st surprising 4 d successful manner. he 

EE 

um Smyrna Sponge, with eserved valuable properties fi 

mere ie E Also. f absorption, vit ji , by means of direct im- { 

2. SIR E PEBL ap THE CORN-LAW CRISIS. 2d Edit. Pota dispensing with all Rendite parties" EE and 

pri ^| destructive bleaching, and securing the Msn of a genuine 

9. A LE Trin To S R. PEEL ON THE CORN-L Smyrna Sponge. Only ia at METCALFE'S Sole Establishment, 

" BR TQ SIR B. PEEL ON THE CORN-LAW | igos Oxford.street, one door from Holles-street. " A 
Tid TEW w r 0tDS on ‘SE CORN-LAWS. By a Land.|, Cau tone Beware of the words “From Moetealfe's," adopted 

by some houses. $2 

5. AN HISTORICAL SUMMARY OF THE CORN-LAWS. 1s. LOWER-POTS AND GARDEN SEATS. 

at 
jlieable to Steam, Hot Liquor, 

her application, is manufactured to res 
rious degrees, and of any length or s 

mosg & Co's Patent Vulcanised India 

ay length “width, or thickness, and PRD awa, Piccadilly. OHN MORTLOCK, : 250, Oxford-street, respectfully 

a at I ae fiastic d NV Fetay announces that he has a’ very large assortment of the 

anc articies, nen ubber N 7] T D yao articles in v ious col olour rs, and solicits am earl ie 

| manufaet ‘erally. Manufactory, Goswéll Mews, Gos- N THE ee PROPERTY OF SOTLS. | tion. Every de eee tion of useful CHINA, eee — 

i well ‘Road, London. By Jony Morton, Pricel EARTHENWARE at the lowest possible price, tor Cash.—250; 

—— ———————— — | 2, ON FERTILIZERS. By 0. W. Jonsson, Esq. New Edit., 

p FECT FREEDOM from COUGHS, in ten A da TA ORE near E Hyde-park. 

16s. 
a t TECH MEA 

minutes afte S 2 insured by Dr. LOCOCK’S PUL-|3. THE FARMER'S MEDICAL DICTIONARY. By 0€. W. | ( AURTIS'S "ROSE-BUDDING KNIFE.— Sd —«This i is 

u NIC ku ERS Mr. James Simpson, 82, soma Jonwsow, Esq. Price 6s. the neatest Budding-knife we have seen. The ivory 

s c. 23. have |4. THE COTTAGE FARMER'S ASSISTANT. By C. W. | handle is shaped 1 like the blade of a curved penknife, sharp, and 

cied due P many years with a most severe cough it es JOHNS Esq. rice turned up a e point, and i EDO extremely well con- 

d to be consumptive), and for which I never | 5. A CALENDAR FOR x UNG FARMERS. By C. W. trived for the purpose itis in ntended."— Opinion of Prof. LINDLEY, 

*u ‘until I used your wafers, which, from the Dens: JonNsoN, Esq. Price inthe © Gabe Chronicle,” pes 29, 1813. 

seived from them, I shall most strongly recommend | 6. AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY FOR YOUNG FARMERS. " Gonsr Bannes, Pruning and Dudding-knife Maker (war- 

ifHieted as I was." Dr. Locock's WAFERs give in- By W. Jounson, Esq. Price 1s. ranted Rt d), 68, Campo- -lane, Sheffield, begs to call the atten- 

and a rapid cure of Asthmas, C RR Coughs, JA DGWAY, Hm and all Booksellers, tion of the public to the above new and "desi iratis article, manu- 

To SINGERS and Pusttc S MS RS. afew hours | ——————— — factured by him. Sent free to any part of ue iden on 

all hoarseness, and on erfally eee the power + “ “4 ` T » m | receipt of33 ues Stamps, or Post-office Order for 2; 

bility of the voice, Price 1s. Bd 2s, 9d., an ts. per | [HE GARDENERS CHRONICLE” TO BE |" Pi ty most of the Nursery and Seedsmen in Sata anit 
: 7 DISPOSED OF, from the commencement in 1841 to the t RE retail price. 

end of 1845, with the exception of the Newspaper part, rt, The D AS z 

Mex vol. for 1811, bound in cloth boards; the remainder 

Y OWLAND' S ODONTO, on PEARL DENTRI- bers, but per ie eodd in good condition. —Apply to A. L, . at the ANTED ro. REN Tt, a = ae ORT MILY HOUSE, 
| 

n à E, patronised by Her MAJESTY, H.R.H. Prince Office of this Pa with an extent of Sporting attached. It is required by | 

the Royal Famil the several Courts of ope. TARAS: Wee! ae entlemen who us treat the place with the same care as 

RAGRAN Y dm "EP d ONDER eo s from ‘cet N Pe S LE T RS ON AGRICULTURE, Nos. it his own.—Direct to Messrs. HEDGER, Land Agents, 10, New | 

s of ines sett oe $8 strengthening, preserving, and to 16, sewed in a neat wrapper, with views of Tiptree TOU FUNSSUR pun the Clarendon. 

asin te cates the factitious formation of | Hall fari and Diagrams of the Machinery, &c., price 1s. 6d. 

inc by bu remota: of that extraneous ubere. lends | Parties desirous of obtaining the above work. have only to order PE 

ate hs ues and freshness to the gums. It removes from | it of their local who w ADS procure it. 
i 

a he surface of the teeth the spots of incipient decay, polishes London: LoNGMAN AND Qo., Paternoster row. decidedly superior to all ione e poisons containing arsenic and 1 

and preserves d enamel, substituting for discolour and the | These Letters are PLA Sion any profit, to stimulate | Other minerals. Itis most greedily eaten. by rats and mice as | 

ct of impurity, the most pure and d 2... 88r aral improvement. long as it is offered to them and invariably proves certain 

i , from its e Uy aig vindi disinfecting q Letters tr to 22 will appear shortly. Dog action. Prepared only by EDWARD PURSER, 40, Bridge- 

wi 

sweetness and perfume to the breath, bestowing at once clean- street, Biackfi ie non Sold in pots, with full directions 

li | ess and the appearance and reality of health. Price 2s. 9d. peur LEY'S ; SCIENTI FIC LIBRARY, for tne Use| for and 205. each. 

per bos, dubpuotaded- ls, Private Students, Artists, and Mechanics.—Itis| ^ ee aaa E E rR rm 

© — To protect the public from fraud, the Hon. Com- | the purpose RODA E I M A RA price pes GYMNASTIQ AND CALISTHENIC 

of Her Majesty’s Stamps have authorised the Pro- | yreatises on Matheracicel Science, adapted to the wants of the 

duni ? Siendfaro to be engraved on the Government Stamp, Public at large. To youth of either sex at public and private M R. J. CHIOSSO, Superintendent of .the above 

branches of Physical Eius ihe University College, 

RowLAND and Sow, 20, Hatton Garden, which is|sehools, to persons whose education has been neglected, 07 

fixed to each Box. Ask for m coe OpowTo. Sold by | whose attention has not been directed in early life to such | London, begs to announce ti ie Nobility and Gentry that his 

them, and by Perfumers and Che studies, and to Artists And Mechanics, these little Works wiil#Academy, 21, New-road, Go wer s ,opens on Monday, Tuesday, 
d 

from 1 o'clock till 7 in the seats Exercises 

D ri z suit Th i h a d Thursday 
Be found. particularly, suited. The principles of the various am Peculiar cases of Debility or Deformity will be All others : are SPURIOUS IMITATION 
Sciences are rendered as familiar and brought as near to our adapted for 

ge A TRAYS, n Urns, Knives and Forks, Dish commonest ideas as possible: the demonstrations of proposi- | attended to individually, at convenient Nodes SORA E EHE 

ers, &c., WATSON’S 41 and 42, Barbican, and | tions are made plain BT mind, and brief for the memory; | private families 2 attended. For terms apply he Academy. 

16, Nort ibn Fol ate. at Oe TRIB halfa century. A set d three | and the ET of each Science are reduced, not only to their 

Paper Tea Trays, Inciuding the largest size made, 355., very simplest bot to their shortest form. URE Qu. A DISEASED | ee OF LONG 1 

r duy I n ge ae f three, eu up to 141.— SYSTEM 9r p OFUDAR OE ONET RN Containing in “tt UM ng 

1 Japan a a Tra; s. 6d. t and pos c uart Lon- "m n so rauch of the Elements o! Euclid as is necessary | —The w o 

E n- o d. thea n. p LU newest care up | and sufficient for a right understanding of every Art and Science | at Hampstead, had been pu i) for å ence tme pith, z 

EY d of six patent raised London-made Dish 
Covers, m Truths and genera! Principles, By Geonor DAR- diseased Ankle, the pam mM ol a al TE E A Pay: B 

1 imperial rais 2 35s. 6d., set of six.—Elegant peu th Edition, 4a. 6d. gloth, treatment, humours settledin her head and othe na ux g 

silver Tiape EM 6d., set of si 
v ! COMPANION TO THE POPUL, AR GEOMETRY, in which DRE

 and distracting Head-aches, which ha: Ta We e pu 

vory = Vs Knives, Ls. pee doz. ; Desserts, 9s.; Carvers, | the Fiements of Abstract Science are familiarised, illustrated on her health, that there was every symptom of her canntas 

1 Gd: Table. S +| Carvers, rendered practically usetul to the dee purposes cf Life, tion rapidly breaking up. Shehad recourse fonumerous e i 

h handeome Balance-handle. . 18s. doz. 14s. doz. 65.6d. pr | with numerous Cuts, (Second Edition.) 4s. 64. cloth. cal men without obtaining the least benefit ; a notwit Vn 

eh d ee AES largest anii | LAU ASY I OF POPULAR ALGE BES witha Seon on | ing, Holloway’s Ointment and Pilis cured, er, 258 zoe i A 

205. 165. ,, |78. 6d. 
clott as well as ever she was in her life, —To be purchased of a 

p - 
who sell Medicines, and at Professor HoLLoWAY's Establish- 

ment, 244, Strand, Londo 

3 a 

4s. Gd. 
stm oo 

pit. mea “Watson's Albata Plate-| 

handles, ux e Silvei Uu. o, 

s hi ur i of de. al 

Ji JEA 
with Popular Tres 

Algebra to Geometr 
ck this limited knowledge of these | Printed by Winns Braprony, of No. 6, Vork-pla^e, Suro einen, end 

8s. 6d. ,, ” 
e p! application 

ndsomely a "CATALOGUE and k- Bor UE ts who only se 
€, Warsow’ 

cha oke Ne: 

F CURRENT is just_published, and families who regard there are perhaps no treatises which can Le read with Tees Mna dem of No-7, Ouren taw, Stoke Newingvon, da 3 

economy and elegance should possess themselves of this useful han Darley's Ponular Geometry and Algebra, egrediens “inthe Cy of London: and pan abed by em 

| which may be had gratis, and post free, from the above f Ureful Knowieder, Article V ice, No. 6, Gharles trae im vexat f Serene, Coven Cate 

Sole inventor of the celebrated Albata Plate, which cand WALTON, 
fon inthe sxid«ouatv, where all Viverrisemen*s ard Communications 

o beadd essed to the Edi or. Satu diy Penruany li, 1815 
College. nratcet. 

pidly superseding silver. 
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RHODODENDRONS, — AZALEAS, CAMELLIAS, OIN 

M i HOLLYHOOKS, HERBACEOUS 

TLLTAM "JACKSON and CO., NunsERYMEN, 
refer the readers of the Gardeners’ Chronicle to 

their PEDEN of the 14th inst., of the above, all of which 

they possess in the finest possible condition. A lar arge Stock oi 

trained and untrained Fruit-trees, prices of which may be had 
on application. ross Lanes Nursery, Bedale, Yorks, Feb, 21, 

RNATIONS AND PICOTEES. 

M ESSRSÍ NORMAN continue to supply a few pairs 
from their most select collection of show TE grown. 

Also, some fine yellow-ground Picotees. Catalogues can be 
had on prepaid application. —Bull Fields, Woolwich. 

EED- POTATOES FREE FROM DISEASE.— 
The following ene Early and Late Seed Potatoes to 

be had at WARNER & WAR: s, free from disease, producing 

a good Xd in the following DO = 
merican Early Ro 

Ghinese! mn .. 
Maxtin's Isle ight 
Lancashire Early Round .. 

e 

s Kidne; 

&c. 

OHN SCHOFIELD.. ii submitting his ues eriptive 
Catalogue of PANSIES, DAHLIAS, FUCHSIAS, &c., 

begs to observe that most of the best new and old RUM pon 
be found at the lowest price. His seedling Pansy, “PRES 
DENT,” together with several other choice seedlings, xt n- 
dispensable to all good collections. For particulars see . 

name, from 6s. to . per EUN RUM 

packets of seed, carefully selected, 2s. 6d. o 5s. per packet. 
The Catalogue and Seed sent post free on eapienion, 
Knowsthorpe, near Leeds, Yorkshire. 

FUCHSIA CHALLENGE. 

HALLY, Nurseryman and Frorist, Blackheath, 
i challenges his Fuchsia (the Empress), against any seed- 

ling variety of Fuchsia raised in 1845, for beauty of flower, 
combined with habit of | growth, for 5l. To be decided at one 
of the London exhibitions for 1846, J. H.'s money is deposited. 
in the hands of Messrs. Hurst and M‘Mullen, of No, 6, Leaden- 

The chullenya to be accepted, and money deposited 
ouse 

in London, by 1st March. aking vba ue 

deposit will be considered as taking up the challenge. J. 
Challenge is open to any number of competitoi 

UCHSIA CHALLENGE, — Seeing 
'serymen have taken a nove 

pufüng) of displaying the merits of the 
announce I shall be happy to show one of my 
next June show, held at PES oru ae oane Gardens, 
upon the same terms as sta! e, but half of the 
stakes to be given to the IAE SO Benevolent 1 PRE aaa 
and I will also show my Three it a ny Th ree 
sent out this year by any individual GL. to 
the same Charity. ey is deposited Tat Mostra HS 
Anderson, and Sangster’s, Nent Butts. 
. Bower » Nursery, Maidstone. © 

that several 

Ww. EW SPRING CATALOGUE. 
M. ago Su Bede Maresfield, Uckfield, Suss 

DD ON have now ready for imme- 
> distribution, ew and much Qe EN CATA- 

LOOP, OF GREENHOUSE, STOVE, AND HE un ACEOUS 
PLANTS; Camellias, Fuchsias, Verbenas, Petu as, Cine- 
M Chrysanthemums, and other plants suit Sors bedding. 
To which is added, a choice eee of Roses, Conifers 
Shrubs, and UAR UAI p ‘ 
Copies of the above will be sent, an. de applica 

those friends who have hitherto um TA E S with «d 
their commands will receive the same in due course. 

UMBER PLA 

UTHILL’S “CELEBRATED. "BLACK RED 
CUCUMBER PLANTS, always ready, very strong a 

healthy. Seeds of ditto 2s. p packet of 10 seeds. nile 
1 s Green Flesh Melon, 

‘Lisianthus ‘Rossel gas, with printed direc- 

ETA ‘Ames QuTHILL, Florist, Denmark Hill, Camberwell, 
near London 

Lon DOUBLE WHITE ROCKETS.—A quan- 
tity of the above to be DISPOSED OF. For price, &c., 

inquire t Messrs. DrLLiSTONE, Nurseries, Sturmere, Haver- 
hill, Suffol 

SALT-HILL NURSERY.—EsrABLISHED 1785. 

J. STEWART'S DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE 
* FOR 1846, SUE 38 closely printed pages, comprising 

lists of the choicest s aniums, Camellias, Fuchsias, 

Verbenas, Petunia: Chrysanthemums, Dahli ias, Pansies, Cine- 
varias, Calceor arias, Greenhouse Plants, Roses of all classes, 

Ornamental Trees and Sais, Alpine and Herbaceous. Elsa 

Fruit Trees of all kinds, Culinary and Flower Seeds, &c. 

The whole priced as moderately a as Seige sad, May be had pol 

application, inclosing T wo Post 
DAHLIA—* EBOR.” 

AS. BACKHOUSE AND SON, York, intend sending 

© out plants of this fine seedling DAHLIA on the 1st of the 

ER US (May), at 10s. 6d. each. 

n allowance to the Trade, whether one or more are taken ; 

delivered carriage free when three or more are ordered. 

«T 

[SISOE THO OR SLOE QUICK.—50, ,000 0 of 
the above, 2 years Seedling, from drills, 1 to 24 feet, fine 

and clean. For price and sample} 
Sawbr idgeworth, Her! tts. — --Fel b. 2 

apply to THos. Rivers, 

SEEDLING SHRUBB: BBY Y CALOEOLARIAS & PANSIES. 

MAJOR, Knowsthorpe, near Leeds, begs to 
* announce we his descriptive Catalogue of beautiful 

dling CALCEOLARIAS and PANSIES for 1846 is AN 

m: be "had o on pre-paid SpE heaton His three 

Seedling Pansi last year, vi urity," “ Bridal 
ing," and “ Dake of. York," may be half for 7s. 6d., post-fi 

fine Show Pansies for 21s. post-frei For na ames see L 

ackets c ne Pansy seed, 2s. od. per packet. 
PHOLUM AZUREUM, 

N ESSRS. VEITCH AND SON have to offer imported 

L TUBERS of the above Doantiful Plant, warranted trae, 
ers, n. Second size, 10s. 6d. each. The 

usual disc ount to the trade. Post-office order or RE 

required from unknown [unde UN Feb. 2 

ILIAS AND PANSIES. 

HARLES TURNER'S deseriptive CATALOGUE 

of the shave popular flowers is now ready, and can behad 

on | applicatio 
seers the oe a new, Pansies, which, as show 

ower, are indispensa Collison's Juno, 5s.; ditto Per- 
itto Vulcan, 55. Garactacus, 5s. ; ditto 

Optimus: 55., ditto Dido, 2s. 6d. 
Snow F: nowsns—C, TonNEnR's selection, 12s. per dozen ; 

extra ane ditto, 18s. ditto, free b o on receipt of a remit- 

tance.—Chalvey, Windsor, Feb. 

DANECROFT NURSERY, STOWMARKET, SUFFOLK. 
GIRLING'S GE NE RA Cc ATALOGUE OF 

* DAHLTAS and other FLORIST'S FLOWERS, can now 
be had on prepaid application, containing nearly every new 
Dahlia of the season, Mate Catalogue of ROSES and 
ANSTES is also ready, a Andoan be Wad required. 

Baits 

EYED V. RBENA 

V MILLERS” LIST, pue a description of 

œ the above beautiful and uncommon Seedling Verbena, 

e Seedling Fuchsias, Petunias, ES &c., 

pplication. All who grow the above plants 

—Providence Nursery, Ramsgat 

and his choice 
can be had 
should have this Li GE 

AY ' BECK informs the Public that the various Articles 
manufactured by him in Slate for Horticultural pur- 

, may be seen in use at Worton Cottage, Isleworth, upon 

tion to the gardener (Sundays excepted. 

“SUPERB SEEDLING FUCHSIA 

W M SE EPPS, F.H. B: " begs, E inform mM admirers 
r] de n the fol- 

lowi 
to gis the etion :— 

LADY JULI K T This flower is of a beautiful waxy white, 

tube add sepals slightly tipped with green, corolla vivid crim- 

son, habit good, and has merited i the following high opinions 
Gardeners Gazette, . W.— The white is v 

pretty and the contrast stri ; even the green tips seem 

almost ornamental, Een of 3 t blemish.” 

Gardeners Chronici ugust 

No. 1, with white Mood iom with ros 
a handsome variety, mn one of the best ©: 

seen.” 10s, 6d. per plan 
OUNTESS OF BORN WALLIS.—This Fuchsia is remark- 

ably A ng, and is decidedly the most splendid and distinct 

The habitis very fine (like Eppsii), and a 
The following are the opinions of Dr. 

. W. T.— The variety 
mson corolla, is 

its class we have 

ori 
profuse bloor 
Lindley and G 

Gardeners? J. E.—Your Seedling is a 
handsome pink, 

pa: Ns freely, sclosing a fine rosy crimson corolla. 
e in texture, and will rank with the best of the 

light varieties." 
“Gardeners R Oct. 25.—“ Mr. Epps's Fuchsia.— Rich 

scarlet corolla ; pale—nearly white sepals; very striking and, 
if the habit be good, a pretty accompaniment io ‘Nymph’ and 
“Queen c of Beauties.’” 10s. 6d 

V OF THE VIRGINS.—This also is very attractive, 
and ken Ss great satisfaction. The tu ibe and sgpals light buff, 
corolla large, and of a beautiful dark pate purple, rue ior 

to the “Queen of Beauties.” wer has only en sub- 
mitted to Dr. Lindley, whose EROS is as follow 

Gardeners’ Chronicle, Sept. 6.—* W. K.—A very pretty ight 
variety having a fine crimson purple corolla.” 10s. 6d. p 

S 
Vh set 12. 7s, The usual discount to the Trade where three 

of each are taken, 
All orders from unknown c dents to be accor 

with a remittance,—Bower Nur sexy, Maidstone, Feb. 21, 

SELECTION OF CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS. 

ES AM. E. RENDLE & CO. have a smal! Stock 
of the A in choice. Flower Seeds. Many of the sorts, 

such as MAR GRANS, PHLOX DRUMMONDIL 
and others of cual vali, have been saved under the inspection 
of their Foreman, the S Seed, therefore, can be warranted to be 
quite ey and correct to name. 

ALE OF PRICES, SENT POSTAGE age 
50 Choice Flower Seeds, including the following 
30 do. do. do. 
20 do, do. do. 

+ | Rhod iberidifolia 0 glesii. 
Phlox Drummóndii, 
Dianthus latifolius. 
Lobelia erinus. 

mbr tricolor. 
N emesia florabunda. 

Clintonia pulchella. 
Martynia fragrans 
Didisous cæruleus. 

Nemophila discoidalis. 
Podotheca capitata. 
Schizopetalon "Walkerii. 
Finest German Asters. Finest German Stock. 

A useful Chart has just been published, giving the height, 
colour, and mode of ra the principal sorts of Flower Seeds, 
gratis, with each order. DE General Catalogue can be had on 

application. A remittance is not required from known Cor- 

Tnian-road dim serv. Plvmonth, Feb 

THE TRUE FASTOLEE RASPBERRY. 

GREAT 
NORFOLK, 

YARMOUTH 
1846, 

NURSERY. 

TOUELL & CO., beins the Ses who first intro- 
duced to the notice of the: Horticultural world the above 

traly excellent Raspberry, unequalled for the size of its fruit 

ade anes, beg to ol e he same upon t 5 

guaranteed to be of the same quality as those they had the 
honour of SUED ing rer Most Gracious Majest; Y 
His Grace the Duke of Northumberland, His 
of Rutland, His Grace the Duke of AEIDROUEE the Earl of 

arrington, the Earl of Liverpool, the Earl of Abergavenny, 

the Earl of Rr the Lord Bishop of "EN Lord 

Viscount Lorton, Lord Sondes, and. most E ility, as 
NER as the Horticultural cee of London, the Satter having 
pages ELL & Co. two prizes for it, 

a ckages conta Suan 300 canes (gel 4 B 

Do. do. 50 do. . TAS 0 

Do, do. 25 do. . 70.2779 
Small Canes, 125. per 100. 

A liberal discount will be allowed the Trade when quanti- 

For ‘all éscriptidn of the above see their advertisement of 

Thirty puse of new and choice Flower Seeds, per 

post, free, fo 
Great Tasiiouth Nursery, ̀  i 21. 

SUPERB SEEI iE 

HART, FLORIST, ER Guild ord, Surrey, begs to 
* announce, that on Tuesday, March 10th, ie DU 

sending out the undernamed very splendid PANSIES. Ear 
orders s alone will secure s plants E £n ock is limite 
CONSOLATION.—. purple, with a beau- 

tiful w i te eye—very no alti dent d perfect, making a circle, 
of fine texture, quite smooth on the edges. eceived a Certifi- 
cate of Merit at the Royal South London Fiorieultu al Bock. in 

ues Dr. Lindley’ s opinion, Gardeners’ Chronicle, p. 93 

PS —No. ane very "beautiful." 
UNIQUE.—Very beautiful bronze, upper petgls 

petted M the same, rich yellow ground, of fine form & 

substance. Dr. Lindley's opinion, p. 440, CSS eB ronge 
nique c E good substance and other good qualities.” 
Price 10s. 6d. the pair, for Cash. Sent free by post. 

LLE CTIONS—FINE LI ed r
es 

20 Superb Show Flowers 0 

ONZE 

20 Good do. do. ++ s. m ) 

Border varieties e. m Sa 

Good Plants of Conquering "Hero, Baroness Wenman, Pros- 

pero, Ariadne, Ne Plus Ultra, Model of Perfection, &c., at 
moderate prices. 

atalogues of Pansies and other Plants may now be 

pocos 

obtained. 

ICTORIA NURS RY, C JORK.—| K.—SEED 1 POTATO] 

J i H. HAYOROPT can now supply sound Po- 
t TOES, fit fc he 

t. s SPESE, es 
nerally, every information 

ors by returi post. 
POTATOES ‘a sample of 
Jacos Wrencn and Sons, 
delivered Sieb at any o 

F bushel, by Steam 

yariéties EEN ted 35 this distri D 

is too fluctuating to fix e 

shall be gue to intended Di cha 
Fine ASH-LEAVED KIDNEY 

yich, tat be seen at 
Seed Merchants, London-bi 
the undermentioned ports, 

er 
Plymouth, and by Sailing Vessels to near 
Wales. N.B.—A large assortment of Seedling Porest-trees, 
also delivered free at very moderate prie: 

RANUNCULUSES, ANEMONES, CARNA TIONS, &c. 
apo AND SON, Fronte, Wallingford, Berks, beg 

DIDA. 50 due. genie E d 

Carnations and Picotees iow DNO E 10s. to3 0 0 

Tyso AND Son can supply most of m DS Ranunculuses 
recommended in the Chronicle and in ** Floricultural Ca- 
binet” for January last. Seed 5s. and db. e. paper. : 

otato, the ‘“‘ Chalmore Kidney,” 2s. per gallon; also 

the entire stock of 20 Seedlings raised fro id Pn. 

Jescriptive Priced Catalogues on RPE E enclosing twe 

postage labels, 
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“NEW AND SUPERB WHITE FUCHSIZ 

*SANSAPAREIL,” 10s. 6d. per plant. 
TOUELL anp . beg toe 2 ‘fhe an uen of 3 

tivators of FUC 8 to the 
will guarantee is not sur red Le ay "ign nd 
and will give tisfaction, and refer to is ‘fol lowing 
remarks upon i 

" e 

sta ee : 
o quite envy M 

tan of the Camb 
ee fine 

of as 
of which see their 
y nd ending em 

ith the ab Ja in ee e; dus I 
taken, will hec 

Their CATA LOG 
nge id in two 

ill be found 
rk Coloured 

that the 
rieties now out of date, 

Lm any disap- 
vill b rented. 
ft to Y ‘nel & 

> 

sintment on the pa 
12 = x. 2e 

to of 
to the notice 

ved from the 
€ 

"m mae 
a with thei 

Ie Picot Bike per pa 
( NS AND Picuber 

ing 

k, with consp ous yellow eye, 
y white, immensely’ 1 

te ada en — 
1 

a bie)—3s. 6d. 

A rich dark claret, with light eye, large, and 
free, or otherwise, in the 

Gs. per dozen, 
PANSIES, 12 fine 

12 Ex 
ate E 
AS, 

125, 

r plant. 
s. per 100, 

YOUELL' 
transparen 
placed i 

10s. 5, 
BARB, ‘fine 

Roots 
gin vix 

1b, T e inert pou LE E 
ts ode Mixed RAN UNC 

125. per 
° Fo 

er 
from pameg flowers, 

n Orders carefully executed so as to ensure safe 

from I, 1s, to 
logne of Pas RANIUMS and 

wiil be forwarded by post on 
1 Orders exeey a 

URAL HYGRO 
ms the public ed ie HYGRO- 

he v i Lege see a Certificate of 
on the 17th, may 

on pado, *. 
28 [em street, c 

Hesr AND M: MULLEN, SEEDSMEN A 
6, Leadenhall-street, tigt to inform their Friends and th 

iblie, that their LIST OF NEW AND CHOICE FLOWE P 
SEEDS wil appear in E 's **Florieultural Cabinet" for 
Mareh. ona many articles worthy of notice will be found 

i Per packet.—s, d. 

and sii saved dr Mr. T 
+ Ob er 
saved from the best flowers, by "homp- 

Co 
all saved from the Geranium, Dahlia, &c. &c., 

in cultivation. i 

The following Collections of Importe ed STOCKS 
ce 

ee ee: have done in pa DEPENDE ine ersal § 
collect: 

Imported Ge rman Stocks in 36 splendid varieties 
o. o. ins . 

Do. D vir Es a, s 
Do. do. do. in13 do. x 

Hollyhocks (very choice) in 12 named varietie a 
;arkspu 
Balsam. e 
Imported Zinnia elegans, 8 asd 
Yerbenas, 8 choice kinds us 
Vs » 8 imported varieties ipa 
P comin Pun 
Poppies, 16 splendid at m: 

CHOICE VEGETABLE SHEDS. 
Cabbage T Quarts: d. 

t the «Recall 4 

very ffa- 

1, of 

t and Co's 
gham 0 

man Horn 
unes's New Scarlet 0 

1 
In EM. 

ble, (much ad- 

z a: 

Beans: New ‘Monstrous 
Wi 

sy superior 0 
Wonder Long 

Pod Beans 
nall’s Sci 

Green Prolif Red . 
New Dwarf Kid- Radish: Wood's Ee 

ney, “ long transparent ho 
podded ? 1.8 Top 

Per Packet—s. "on ive - E T ench 
ed Broccoli: Matehl Ap 

5 Early 
B Snowball «. 0 
vx n-top 

0 
Ye iow ‘Maia, ex- 

» Chappell's 0 0 

d LORISTS, 
he 
iR 

b ery 
lnall, Day, and others $410 

SSi Cuthi USO GN 
Lisianthus i We d. 
Pri a sinen: ‘3 beautiful va eg) 
Schi. ans ducas super| ARTS 

porti arnation rol | 
Ana min Se Do Calceolaria, new uen striped, Mee CER 

ery fine mixed Te ee!) 
Plo ox v Drummond j new white a?e 

Do. ood's scarlet rl 0 
Auricula, Boiss Pink, Verbena rien 

y best kinds 

, ASTERS, 
in to give 

» Lakos | Strawberry : Alpine R ed 
New White, Gd. iem 0| 6 

,» Dancers Pink | Squash 
Cape.. 6d.to-l 0| ported edi 6 » New White Vic- | New Sho 

0| table 6 » 9 | Seandix B. 
o nip-rooted Che 6 

ran ^ 6d. t 0 
, Howden's Purple SUPER ji : , Splendid Gd. to T- 0 SUP BRION, PEI I pees CU- 

Brussels ronin ee 
imported . 0 6 TIONS nae Pines: Al- 

oe "ironchoudi deli- TS a 
w Bemire Hero .. 1 0 

6 cm Imperial To 
6 | La Aan of Eng- 
6 peces deg 

"m Cities Superb ys Goliah 2». 
Bi rec y eto of Sufolk «L6 

dioni Walcherer Guthill’s ee Black 
Spi (true sad splendid) 

6d. to t 0 TARE Bion vase i ys Fine Earl MM s Black Spine 
i nR 6 bln fan of Kent 

0 Weedon’ 5 celebr ated 
0 Black Spine 

Btockewood fine Ridge 
0 ucumber 
0 Wood's fine Ridge Cu- 

cumber v dee 
Cos (requires no 
tying) 6d. tol 0 TESSA 

» MonstrousCos6d:. tol 0| | MELONS, 
Viotorih. Cabbage Gabul IY PE] 

6d.tol 0| Beechwood KNIT 
» New Ourled En- Ho oosainec ENS XT 

dive-leaved ditto Cassabar uid" 
o1 0| aie ©. antaloupe mE 

>> New German ago Windsor oe ze 1 
6d. to l 0| William the Fourth 1 

Cabbage: Shilling’s New EHE Roane Flesh D 
9 | Cuthi New Go 

» E p» 1 
6| Malta Green Flesh vec 

: lbert hee ae: 
» Early Sprotboro’ 0 6j Varieti 

0 
{ 

Hurst and J B Monnen’s Adverti; 
FSON’S GIANT ASPARA fUs, a 

BAK ALE PL dE 8s. per 
S EARL IRD SEE ATOR 3, too well known to 

tenue. dose ion, 2 
ILAIGiI SPLENDID” N 

ise mas E Wd 
99. 

ver pec 
SW NIDNEY POTATO, fine flavour 

about ten days later than the Ash. 

PEARLY Di itto, As per peck, 
RIDNEY. raised by Messrs. Tysa & Co., Wal- 

3s. Gd. T peck. 
BW BARI . per peck, 

BII-LE 
N T. RED KIDNEY, very early, pois iite; delicious flavour, ara per peck. 
NEW ARF GOLDFINDER, 2s. per peck 
NEW NTISpaE KIDNEY, a very early and productive cir 6d. per peck. 

Au BART Y GLOBE, 2s. Puy peck. 
Catalogu tainin; rections for the time of 

sles enumerate, will be forwarded on applicatie n. 
All the most approved varieties of Field Turnips, and other 

al Seeds, “selected from the finest Stocks,” at 

TORIA RHUBARBS (true from the raiser), 

bet SCARLET 

© 
d. each, 

MARSHALL’ S 
known, pne 

RHUBARBS, earliest 

es ues. of the very finest quality, 1s. 6d, p. 1b for Pas Stures, do, per 
SELEOT oii OF SEEDS CARE ULLY ASS ee AND 

PACKED FOR ALL CL nue TUR 
_ 6, _Leadenhall-street, London, Feb, 20, 

SELECT VEGETABLE LEEDS 
y ILLIAM E. RENDLE & CO. have much plea- 

sure in announcing to those who are fond of really choice and good ibles, that they uec. proeured a small 
the following valuable sorts, whioh are all warranted 

to pu well, and to be of. genuine qualit; ye À Packet of cach will be sent po 
Great mon or Ireland for Ten Shillings, 

Five Shillings. Any sort separate at Si 
or 

me leheren do. New 
Chappe s Cream do. Pniel i Matehloss do. 
en 8 Tinted Dwarf do. Superb Crimson ac t. 

Syrian do. Imported Brus: 
Hampton Court do. hite Spanisl 
Potter's Pi | Green-topped Carr 
d en  Causidower. Early Maelo Cabbage. 

atic do, Olive: ed HON 
Improved Guer a EUM | Barliest ee nish d 
Green Fles] e Cabool Melon, | Barly i EUR 

Jabb; reir | Early British Queen do, 
Drumh | London Mar ket do, 
Golden € 

od Red 
ton Sout t Cabbage do. 
n a do. 

Barly Paignton do, 
Seymour's White Celery. 
Lancashire Hero (enn fo, 
Walnut-flavoured Pin! 

Ady | Improved Manahesten Cus Wood's nit Frame Radisii, || cumber. 
Compte collection. of Seeds suitable for a Kitchen 

Garden for M. 10s,, ineluding the above, carriage free, 
to any place wta 250 miles of Plymouth. 

€ INDS OF GARDEN 
od, a an some of the ti ns 

| 

EDS. 
A ge: A ge lon application, 

[: ion PUGH: A 
(GS. avo DAINS, in oí oring their best 

friends, beg^to announce that 
u and distinggy eties, which 

March Sn 

J EN NIN 

nend m dà i wo thaw 
: f Peekham, three, 

7s. Gal ents no noant unless threo arè th many others. 
taken. 
BRITISH QUEEN is a fine large Sone, with pale us 

coloured tube ght red a 

5, the delicacy 
7s. 6d. each, 

xaeted univ. ed Reve. 
nts and i sp um gn "e and eleganei 
count udis WO take ) 

r PETUNIA ** "UNIQU E."—A delicate peach. colour, 
od des dark rose, a perfect smooth edge, and 

e flower is one of the finest form 
ha abit ‘This wi 

ti 
no he 

FA 
4 ey 

af Pus a A ill be found a desideratum. 
to any collection, 3s. 6d. each, no discount. 

» rther beg to state, they have now ready fine 
lthy plants of the following first-rate Show FUCHSIAS in 

zet ots, well M e for earl specimens, at 183, per 
^. the selection loft to th 1e purcha 

dig ntea, 
Colossus. 
Lower 
ae 

V Brilliai 
Queen of Beant Prince roi Wales. 

Those we can p ommend Fat confidence. Queen Y ictoria 
t (Smith's; ratifolia, puri ndm from unknown 

Gontespotiderie.- -Boufh ire o bs 
CIHILLING EARLY FOTS T Ez — The above 
1D POTATO is a Seedling of their own raising, which they 

ral years sent o n their own neighbourhood, n highly DONA but haying a wish to make 
nown, they ha ive appointe ed the undermen- 
London as Agents, of whom they may be 

have for sev 

ula; y healthy variety, very handsome, of middle 
econc earliness or produce, and ver 

able for its delicious flavour and nutritious proper ties, 
taken up, they got from 12 Potatoes 134 oz. of clean dry 
or starch, not easily d di singulehed from the foreign Arr TOWroot, 
with which it has been compared. They are desirous to call 
attention to its quality and flavour, and’ do with confidence re- 
commend ins in m Omar respect. 

& W. NOBLE, 152, Fleet-street, London. 
E: sri Ts iih & M*Mr, LLEN, 6, Leadenhall-street, London, 

TERNAN, 4, Great Russell-s street, Covent-garden, London. 
Mr W. €. Tarnas, Seedsman, 128, St, John’s-street, West 

Smithfield, London, 
Barre ILE EY, f 3eedsmen, 412, Strand, London. a, SurnpiNG, Nursery and Seedsmen, a AA MM 

near Santon Hants, 

1 STATE, WANTED TO PÜRCH; ASE, comprising 
a Family Residence, with from 50 to 250 acres of lat It 

is aoia to be in a good sip rip aneao d not far disait from 
a good Market-town, andi in a hea istrict.—Particulars to And panny other excellent | be forwarded to Messrs. ed ace y gents, 10, New Bond- 

[s street, opposite the Clarendon, 
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PINE PLANTS. 

M ESSRS. VEITCH ann SON have to offer a quan- 
i tity of Fruiting and Succession PINE PLANTS, princi- 
pally QUEENS, They are strong, well established, healthy 
plants, and WARRANTED CLEAN, 

e conveyance of goods by the Great Western Railway is 
ate that Messrs. VrrTOH & Son would agree for 

er them fyhiege free at any sta- a small extra charge to d 
tion on the above line,—Exeter, Feb. 

The Garbeuers’ Cheor 
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 1846. 

THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. Bess sek ae Cape WEDNESDAY, Society of Art 
SDAY, tomologioal pa K? L pf Horiiediitat i o E UAE 91 Linnean du icai No FRIDAY, — 6—Botanical 

We have now the pleasure of laying before our 
readers Mr. Mrexn’s plans for Pormarse HEATING, 
in his own words :— 

“T now proceed to lay before your readers my 
plans for heating a stove-house, on simple radio- 
thermal principles. Before, however, doing so, ma, 
I be pardoned if I ask for them the most attentive 
consideration of all classes of your readers, from 
those who have expended (may I not say need- 
lessly ?) their thousands, to produce stove tempe- 
ratures, and those who have long wished in vain for 
such horticultaral luxuries ; from the learned who 
‘can understand their principles, and the unlearned 
who ean only comprehend the plans ; and I ask 
this, not because I am vain enough to think that 
they will practically accomplish in the best possible 
manner all that can be desired ; not because they 
develope to its full extent the system for which I 
am contending ; but because I believe they will to 
à certain extent attain the desired end, and because 
they embody the only natural (and as I shall with 
your permission in another paper prove), the most 
philosophical principles, by which atmospheric 
heat and moisture are to be distributed. 

* Let the outer shaded lines A represent the walls | _ 
of a span-roof stove-house, and B those of a hot 
chamber, the sides and roof of which it will be well 
to line with some non-conducting material (probably 
asphalte roofing); let the second shaded lines 

of the floor ofthe house CCCCC beneath the bark- 
bed, and extending towards the hot ehamber in the 
direction of the dotted lines is to be laid hollow, and 
its. supports so arranged, as to allow free atmo- 
spheric communication beneath it; between the 
wall of the bark-bed (extending round its three 
sides), and the Jines DDDD, is an openingsthrough 
which the air of the house may have free passage 
into the space beneath; the arrows indicate the 
direction of the atmospheric currents passing be- 
neath the floor and wall of the house into the hot 
chamber at EE, and here a small portion of the air 
is divided from the rest (as shown in plan) at F, and 
treated in the following manner :—At F are two 
dampers, No. l acting horizontally, No. 2 verti- 
cally ; by means of the latter a perfect command is 
obtained over the quantity of air supplied to the 
fire (as seen in section F 2); consequently, over the 
force of the fire itself, and by means of the hori- 
zontal damper, any portion of the air not so re- 
quired can be allowed to pass with the larger 
quantity, to be heated inthe direction of the arrows 
(see section) over the top of the iron plate G, and 

10 20 1 pt 

beneath the slab of stone H, passing out into the 
chamber at I, and thence back into the stove-house 
at the opening K. Let L be the ash-pit (the door of which must fit accurately) ; M the fire-place (its 
supply-door also fitting so as to prevent the ingress 
ae from without) ; N the boiler, with flow 
ied Pipes into the trough 0; the stone slab bres. over the fire-place, forming the roof both or the Due and furnace, so that the smoke passes beneath it, through the flue, in the direction of the 
eurved arrows (see plan), into the chimney P, also to be furnished with a damper outside the hot 
chamber ; the iron plate will incessantly conduct and 
radiate the heat supplied by the burning fuel, and 
this will be as incessantly borne away by the 
ceaseless currents flowing onwards from be- 
neath the floor of the house; the water-troush O is to be furnished with a Screen, extend- ing in front and over the hot-air opening, so that 
the escape of the latter into the house will not 
fully take place till it has passed over a considerable 
portion of the surface of the water in the trough. 

| within A be the walls of a bark-bed ; that portion | shortly call upon your readers to reject all hot- 
water apparatus for heating purposes. 
“With regard to ventilation, I am not un- 

mindful of its importance, and though I have 
not shown the mode by which I propose to 
effect it, for fear of complicating the plans, their 
adaptation to it is most easy. Thus, it will be 
remembered, the roof of the flue is formed of 
an iron plate ; if the floor of the flue were formed 
of the same material, and beneath this a space were 
left, communicating at the end towards the chimney 
with the external air, and at the other opening into 
the hot chamber, it is evident that the fresh air 
will rush from without beneath the plate, become 
warmed, and. mixing with the other heated air in 
the chamber, will be carried into the house; the 
quantity supplied can be regulated by a damper at 
the external opening. 

* One word as to expense; this of course 
will much depend on the taste and means of 
the party erecting it; though, perhaps, I should 
agree with Mr. Ayres, that the most durable 

in these matters is the cheapest: the floor of 
the house forming the cold-air drain, three wooden 
dampers for the regulation of cold air, an iron one 
for the chimney, two slabs of cast iron (if my system 
of ventilation is adopted), a simple boiler, with 3 or 
4 feet of pipe, a tub with a ball-cock as a supply 
cistern, a wooden trough, a slab of stone, the bricks 
of the stove, and a few fire-bricks to lino the side of 
the furnace, are all that necessity requires; their 
actual expense any one ean ascertain ; their expense 
relatively to hot-water apparatus I shall leave to be 
caleulated by those who e erected such things, 
aud who, I hope, are by this time beginning to com- 
pare their cost and their worth. If I havenot made 
myself intelligible, I shall be most happy to give 
any further explanations to any persons anxious to 
try the plan, or any modification of it, who will 
communicate with me; my only desire being to see 
this system carried ont. And nothing will afford me 
greater pleasure than to see my own plans super- 
seded by others formed on the same principles, but. 
excelling in their development.” 

Two invENTIONS were produced at the meeting 
of the Horticultural Society last Tuesday, to which 
we must direct the attention of our readers. Y 

\; The first was a contrivance by Mr. Fry, of Black- 
q beath, for examining the roois of plants in very 

large pots. Itis nof possible to take the “ball” 
out of such pots by the usual process of inverting 

| them, and allowing the ball to drop, because they 
|are too heavy. Mr. Fry meets the difficulty by the 
| following contrivance. A pst is made with a move- 
able bottom, concave on the upper side like a 

When the ball of such a pot is to be 
examined, the latter is placed upon a heavy wooden 

| block cut into a cylindrical form, which forces up- 
| wards the moveable bottom, and carries the ball 
with it without the slightest disturbance. After the 

| roots have been examined, the pot is lifted upwards 
| till the ball is replaced, and the wooden cylinder is. 
‘removed. This little apparatus is simple an 
|effectual, and will be of service to the growers 
of specimen plants for exhibition. 

Du he other invention is of much more importance. 
S The value of hygrometers, that is to say of instru- 

| ments capable of indicating the amount of moisture 
present in the air, is now well known to all gar- 

|deners. Such an instrument is, indeed, as much 
wanted as a thermometer; but we have hitherto 
had nothing fit for ordinary use. Danzexy’s hygro- 
meter and the wet-bulb thermometer, the only two 
instruments now generally used, are entirely un- 
suited to garden purposes ; indeed, it is impossible to 
read off the indications of, DANIELL’S hygrometer 
| without much experience in the use of theinstrument. 

“Does not this plan, then, embody the prin- | Mr. Srumons has contrived a hygrometer which ap- 
ciples for which I am contending? does it not ears to embrace every point required in gardening, 
provide for a full communication of the caloric | and which is free from the objections just mentioned. 
evolved by the burning fuel to the atmosphere, 
by means of a rapidly conducting body? does 
it not provide for its radiation? does it not 
secure a full and free distribution of the caloric 
so communicated and radiated, by availing itself 
of the property which all gaseous bodies so 
powerfully possess of distributing caloric by the 
movements of their particles, in other words, by 
atmospheric currents? does it not provide for an 
hygrometric condition of the atmosphere propor- 
tionate to its temperature ; the air and the water 
deriving their heat from the same source, while the 
moisture, if desirable, can be lessened by many 
simple mechanical contrivances, such as checking 
its flow from the boiler or diminishing the Surface 
exposed? does it not insure too a full deposition 
of dew, by the saturation of the heated atmosphere 
when that atmosphere cools? But I am treading 
upon those philosophical grounds, on which I shall 

| He avails himself of the property which wood is 
well known to possess, of expanding in a moist, and 
contracting in a dry, atmosphere, By adapting a a 

al plate lik 
watch, he is able to show, with consi 
ness, the amount of moisture in the air. 
this, the dial is divided off into degrees, over which 
the index passes; when the air is dry, the wood 
contracts and pulls the index hand in one direction, 
when it is damp it expands, aud pushes it in the op- 
posite. The greatest amount of atmospheric dry- 
ness forms one extreme of the scale, and that of 
wetness the other: between these two points the 
ludex is incessantly moving, as the state of the at- 
mosphere varies. 

We have had one of these instruments under ex- 
amination for some time, and we are able to speak 
of it in the highest terms, It is so sensitive, that 
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mere breathing upon it sets it in action, and it-has 
the great merit of indicating at all times by its index 
hand exactly what the state of the air may be... We 
regard it as the very best instrument that has been 
introduced into notice for a Jong time, so far as 
practical gardening is concerned. It may not be, 
and probably is not, fit for very strict scientific pur- 
poses, but it is amply sufficient for every object of 
horticulture. 

In the official report on the Poraro Crop, by 
the late Irish commission, dated Nov. 7, 1845 (see 
p. 767, 1845), is the following paragraph. “ It has 
also been ascertained by actual experiments that 
Potatoes, though diseased, will grow and produce 
apparently healthy plants.” ^ Nevertheless, the 
commissioners thought it imprudent to recommend 
the employment of such Potatoes, “except by way 
of experiment ;” thinking, no doubt, that the evi- 
dence in their favour was inconclusive. We greatly 
regret to state that the event has justified their 
caution. We are nowin a condition to announce posi- 
tively that although diseased Potatoes will produce 
plants whieh for a few weeks appear to be healthy, 
yet that they will not remain so, and that DISEASED 
SETS WILL PERPETUATE DISEASE. 

It was stated at the meeting of the Horticultural 
Society, on Tuesday last, that it had been for some 
time rumoured that the new Potato crop was again 
attacked in forcing-houses by the old disease ; that 
these rumours had become so'frequent as to cause 
strict inquiry to be made into their truth ; and that 
the result of that inquiry was a confirmation of the 
reports alluded to. Potatoes were produced from 
Mr. Barnes, gardener to Lady Rotts, at Bicton, 
in which the disease had manifested itself in a 
manner not to be mistaken ; first, by the appear- 
ance of a brown gangrene on the haulm under- 
ground and in the neighbourhood of the old tuber, 
and next by rotting blotches on the leaves. ‘These 
Potatoes had been planted in the autumn. In the 
month of January “they were as strongly and 
evenly above-ground as I ever saw a field of Pota- 
toes in May,” are Mr. Barnes's words. The disease 
was remarked upon taking up a portion for trans- 
planting to a hotbed for forcing. Of the samples 
produced to the meeting of the Horticultural So- 
ciety, one, and much the worst, was the produce of 
“rather badly affected tubers ;” in these the whole 
of the under-ground haulm was already gangrened, 
and brittle. Another sample, from tubers supposed 
to have been sound, also manifested the symptoms 
in putrifying blotches on the leaves, accompanied 
by the under-ground gangrene. 

In addition to this Devonshire evidence, it was 
men‘ioned that plants in the Garden of the Horti- 
cultural Society, examined the previous afternoon, 
were found in the same state, the under-groun 
haulm haying already begun to decay in blotches. 
It was added that these plants were also obtained 
from diseased tubers, planted for the express pur- 
pose of watching the progress of growth. No 
trace of fungi could in their instance be discovered | th 
on the decaying spaces after the most careful 
examination of some hours’ duration ; but a white 
mouldiness had manifested itseif on the stems sent 
up from Bicton. 

But this is not all. Upon-examining more care- 
fully the young Potatoes formed by the diseased 
séts, we found still further evidence of latent mischief. 
Some of Mr. Banwrs's Potatoes had formed 
tubers aud roots without haulm or foliage; they | 
were what are called in Cornwall “ Bobbin joans.” 
In' one of these the brown colour on the walls of 
the cells, the earliest symptom of disease, was al- 
ready appearing in numerous minute places, in the 
very centre of the young Potato [this Potato became 

ack after 24 hours’ exposure to air] ; others were 
ying on the surface, and one of them had already 

id away. We now, therefore, warn the 
that DISEASED SETS WILL PRODUCE A DISEASED 
Not a shadow of doubt remains upon that 

at unfortunately this intricate question is not 
settled by h an announcement. On the con- 

r us consideration remains behind. 

s involved in this question are so mighty 
must be content to- bear the reproaches 

which may be poured upon us if we hazard an 3 y I I 
opinion which the result may not confirm. We 
venture then to declare thus early that GREAT DOUBTS 

AS TO THE FITNESS FOR SEED OF APPARENTLY 
ND POTATOES FROM DisEASED DISTRICTS.. That 

the remaining Potatoes of last year's crop are in an 
unusual condition is certain; they are more ex- 
citable; they will sprout much quicker than is 
gustomary ; at this early period Potatoes are found 

in a state of advanced growth when the pits are 
opened; and this has taken place much beyond 
what can be ascribed to the peculiar mildness of the 
season. In fact, the old tubers of last autumn 
began to grow in a few weeks after they became 
ripe or what seemed so; an event unknown in 
previous Potato culture. "Why this is we know 
not; nor shall we embarrass ourselves with 
enquiring whether it is owing to this or that 
chemical peculiarity. It may be very true that 
the Potatoes have formed unstable casein in- 
stead of stable albumen ; or some other ex- 
planation may be more correct. For us it is 
enough to know that the vitality of the Potato is 
affected. The living principle is changed; of that 
no doubt can exist; and such being the case it is 
much to be feared that the disease of last year will 
continue to appear until, or except where,the original 
constitution of the Potato is recovered. 

But we would not sound a note of alarm upon 
mere speculations, We grieve to announce that we 
have now before us evidence that confirms the view 
we have ventured to take. Among the Bicton Pota- 
toes above alluded to was one which the most prae- 
tised eye would, we think, have pronounced sound ; 
its skin was clear, its texture uniformly pale yellow, 
with no tendency to change colour when ex- 
posed to the air, and its surface had not a blemish, 
with the exception of a small very narrow short 
streak on one side, which seemed to have been 
the scratch of a fork. This Potato pushed 
vigorously ; its main stem is half an inch in 
diameter ; it must have shown all the symptoms of 
the most robust health; and yet gangrene has 
attacked the haulm just above the tuber, and the 
usual blotchings have appeared upon the leaves. 
This Potato plant is unequivocally diseased, 
We will suppose that some trace of disease could 

have been found in this Potato, by cutting it into 
thin slices, though we have failed to discover them 
by that process, Admitting this, yet it is perfectly 
clear that if healthy Potatoes can only be discovered 
by such a process, THE CROP OF NEXT SEASON IS 
DOOMED wherever sets from diseased fields are 
employed. 

We therefore warn the country,in the most empha- 
| tic language that words are capable of conveying, to 
think well of what is coming ; to plant no Potatoes 
to which suspicion aftaches ; and, ifsets from unin- 
fected districts cannot be procured, to crop their land 
with something else. There ean now be no doubt 
that in the absence of such precautions there is no 
security for the Potato crop of 1846. 

[Since writing the above we have received con- 
firmation of our worst fears. Mr. EnniNGTON, gr. 
to Sir Partie Ecerron, at Oulton, in Cheshire, 
writes that in a garden near him “ the Early Kidney 
Potatoes in frames are totally destroyed.” He 
adds that he “saw the frames last week, and the 
stems have mortified from the leaves downwards, 
exactly as they did in the open fields last September.” 

| Mr. James Curai, of Camberwell, informs us 
at Mr. Hare, a market-gardener at Ware, in 

| Hertfordshire, has had his early Potatoes attacked 
with last year's disease ; that “half his crop, 
amounting to about 60 lights, is gone ;” that the 
plants “ were looking well, and about 8 inches high, 
and all at once they were attacked." Mr. Hatr, 
florist, Stockwell, saw these Potatoes, and autho- 

| rises Mr. Curar to say so; the owner was dust- 
ing them with lime. 

We have received a sample of Potatoes from Mr. 
Mirsonw, of Thorpfield, near Thirsk, just taken 
out of the pits, and “quite sound as far as he can 
judge,” in which indeed there is not the smallest 
outward sign of decay, and yet we find every one 
marked with the disease upon cutting into them. 
We are also informed that the forced Potatoes at 
Col. Wywpuaw's, at Petworth, have proved to be 
diseased, although great care was taken in picking 
out what appeared to be sound sets, Of this last 
case, however, we have no certain knowledge 
as yet.] 

upon the effects on plants of air in rapid motion. 

ENTOMOLOGY. * 
Czrnus Pyaw Eus (the Corn Saw.fty).— When atten- 

tionis once called to a neglected subject, it is almost 
ineredible what light is soon thrown upon it. The eco- 
nomy of this insect was unknown in England a few years 
back, but the French naturalists and agriculturists 
lately recorded their researches, and its history had 
scarcely been published in the “ Journal of the Royal 
Agricultural Society," when a gentleman at Cranford 
discovered portions of his Wheat crop infested by the 
Cephus; He found that some straws readily broke off 
towards the ground ; and about the middle of last 
August he showed me several which he had slit open 
(Fig. 1) with the larvec and their cases in ‘them, about 

an inch and a half from the root, and just above a knot 
was a larva lying straight within a fine silky film (Fig.2), 
with some dung below it, and a farinaceous substance 
resembling dry paste above it. “It soon made its way 
out, from being disturbed, and laid in the curved po- 
sition shown at Fig, 3. It was yellower than represented 

M. Guerin, more wrinkled, the head was not so 
brown, but that might be owing to its not being quite 
matured, and there were four fleshy protuberances, the 
analogues of abdominal feet, which were very distinct 
when the animal was irritated : pectoral feet it hadjnone. 

It appears that Wheat crops are not commonly, 
attacked by the Cephus in France, but Rye is some- 
times so extensively affected, that a field appears at 
harvest time as if it had been traversed by sportsmen 
and dogs in every direction, The infested plants may 
be readily detected a week or two before harvest by the 
whitened and straight ears being elevated above the 
others, and appearing perfectly matured, forming a 
striking contrast with the surrounding green crop, the 
ears of which ave full and drooping, whilst the others 
are either empty, or contain only a few shrivelled horn 
grains. The maggots inhabiting the straws live through 
the winter in a fine transparent case of the closest 
texture, and in all probability impervious to the air ; 
they have been observed transformed into the pupa 
state at the end of March: these have hatched the 
beginning of April; but oftener at the end of May, 
before the Rye and Wheat are in flower, but I usually 
find the Cephus in corn-fields in June, and in the first 

week of July the 
females only are 
abundant. After 
pairing, this sex 
pierces the stalk 
below the first knot, 
and deposits an egg 
in the interior, or 
else later in the 
year the eggs are 
laid upon the stem 
immediately below 

tender straw ;- it 
subsequently .per- 
forates. the knot 
and passes higher 
up, sometimes tra- 
versing all the 
joints. When full 
grown it returns, 
and arriving at the 

base of the straw, itZeuts it down level with the ground 
at the time of harvest. It then enters the stump of 
the Ryea little below the soil,{wliere it closes its tunnel 
with a stopper of sawdust and excrement, encloses 
itself in a transparent cocoon a great deal larger than 
itself (fig. 4), and there remains for eight months.” 
The straws being cut circularly on the inside by the 
maggot which is furnished with strong jaws, they die, 
andare readily broken off by the wind, so that the fly 
when it hatches can, without any difficulty, make its 
escape 

Cephus pygmeeus is of a shining black colour; it has. 
prominent eyes, and three ocelli on the crown; the an- 
tenne are rather long, slender, slightly clavate, and 
composed of 21 joints ; the mouth, in the male, including 
the powerful jaws, is bright yellow, a spot on the 
nose and the inner margin of the eyes are of the same 
colour ; the abdomen is sessile, rather long, slender, and 
slightly compressed, at the base is a yellow membrane, 
there are yellow spots on the sides of the first and second 
segments, and a dot on the back of the latter ; the third 
and fifth segments have broad yellow margins, the sixth 
has anarrow one, forming spotson the sides and back, and 
the apex is yellow ; the wings are transparent and iri- 
descent, with many cells, the costa and stigma are yel- 
lowish-brown, and all the nervures are fine and brown ; 
the legs are bright yellow, including the coxæ and 
trochanters, but they, as well as the thighs, have black 
stripes on the outside ; the hinder tibim are spurred 
at the apex, with another pair of spurs below the middle ; 
they are brown on the outside, as well as the 5-jointed . 
tarsi; the claws are bifid with little pulvilli between 
them (fig. 5, the eross lines showing the natural dimen- 
sions). The female is larger, the palpi and sides of 
the jaws only are yellow ; the abdomen is rather stouter 
and shorter, the yellow spots on the two basal joints 
are either very minute or obliterated, the margin of 
the 6th is less apparent, and the bands are more ofa 
sulphur colour ; the apex is sloped off obliquely, and 
receives a black ovipositor, which is but slightly exposed; 
the wings are rather smoky ; the legs are ochreous, 
the coxre, trochanters, and thighs black, excepting the 
extremity of the latter above; the hinder. tibiæ are 
brown outside, and the four posterior tarsi are of the 
same colour. 

These flies resort to flowers in corn-fields, Grass in 
woods, and Umbelliferee and Composite on banks and 
roadsides, The straws containing the larvee may be 
detected after harvest by a little attention, the short 
pieces of stubble being cut very horizontally by them. 
They undoubtedly cause some’ mischief, as the ears of 
the infested stems are either steril, or contain only a 
small number of shrivelled grains. Burning the stubble 
seems to be the best means of extirpating the Cephus, 
but there is an Ichneumon named Pachymerus calci- 

* Vide M. Dugaigneau’s and M. Herperi's Memoirs, 

| | 
| 
| | 
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trator which keeps it in check by depositins eggs in the 
maggots of the Cephus, which hatch and live upon 
them +.— Ruricola. 

WINTER FLOWERS. 
SrENORHMYNOHUS SPECIOSUS.— An old terrestrial orchid 

from the West Indies ; but much neglected. his plant 
will class in point of cultivation with the Bletias, Neottias, 
‘&e., and requires no very particular treatment, except- 
ing a warm and moist atmosphere. It blossoms natu- 
rally under the above treatment in January, and very 
freely. ‘The flowers are scarlet or rather a very lively 
brick ved, Like many of these plants, it should not be 
too much divided, but allowed to increase into stout 
plants, which will throw up six or eight spikes of blos 
soms each. It continues in blossom for two months, 
makes considerable display, and is worthy the attention 
of every one desirous of handsome flowers of easy culti- 
vation in the dead of winter. . 
ERANTHEMUM PULCHELLUM.—BDlues amongst forced 

flowers are rare ; therefore, this plant is very desirable. 
Struck from cuttings in the early part of February, and 
highly cultivated, they will make nice bushes by the 
early part of August, when they should be removed 
from the stove to the cool greenhouse, to check 
further excitement to growth. Introduced to a lively 
temperature of from 65° to 709 in the early part of 
November, and if possible to bottom-heat, they will 
blossom beautifully through December and January ; 
when, if cut down, disrooted, and carried through the 
same routine as the cuttings, they will make better 
bushes still by the autumn following—having more 
flowers in proportion to the foliage. These plants delight 
in abundance of moisture at the root, and are better 
kept in pans of water when in flower. Soil should be 
strong loam, peat, and leaf-mould. 

Poinsettia PULCHERRIMA.— This noble stove-shrub, 
although insignificant in the true flower, has such a sur- 
prising scarlet bract, that it makes under high cultiva- 
tion, an extraordinary display. Few persons, however, 
can find room for it grown to six or eight feet in height. 
The best way is to dwarf it, by cutting in the old plants 
severely late in the spring—say about April. They will 
produce cuttings in a month after, which slipped off, 
struck, and placed under high cultivation, with bottom- 
heat, will make nice plants of two feet high by Novem- 
ber; at which period, if they have been kept in a light 
house, they will begin to blossom. Under this mode of 
cultivation it will be well to put three cuttings in a 5-inch 
pot, and these may have one shift into a 7-inch pot, about 
the early part of August. They will thus make a greater 
display, and wiil not need topping to make them bushy, 
which would searcely be prudent with such late grown 
plants. Soil should be strong loam, peat, and manure, 
with a little sharp san 

ILLBERGIA IRIDIFOLIA.—A native of Rio,and of rather 
modern introduction, is scarcely second to the Poinset- 
tia in display, whilst in point of elegance it is the admi- 
ration of everybody. It wants very similar treatment 
to the terrestrial orchids, in fact, good Pine-apple treat- 
ment will just suit it. Like many other plants for forc- 
ing, early growth is a material point; this secured, a 
withdrawal from the high excitement of the stove to a 
greenhouse in July or August serves to concentrate the 
energies of the plant for flowering. 

EUPHORBIA JACQUINIFLORA. — This most beautiful 
winter flower is, indeed, indispensable to every collec- 
tion; its cultivation is not difficult, although it is some- 
what difficult to get the plants into a bushy state. The 
two or three year old plants make the best bushes, and 
cuttings struck from these, when they “break” in 
February will make nice plants for a small shelf by the 
ensuing autumn. Mr. Beaton has recommended turning 
them on their sides in the course of their cultivation, to 
encourage the emission of shoots from the lower part 
of the stem, and a good plan it is. However, if a lively 
and powerful action of root, through well constituted 
and porous soil and bottom heat, be ensured, they will, 
with “stopping,” break many shoots. If there are 
Plenty of cuttings to be had, I should recommend put- 
ting three in a small pot, which should receive only one 
shift afterwards ; they will thus make more effect than 
single plants. Soil should be sandy heath, leaf soil, and 
loam, all in a lumpy state, to which add plenty of small 
chareoal, pounded crocks, and sharp sand, with the pot 
one third filled with drainage. 

tGNoNETPE.— Everybody's favourite, and is easily 
grown, provided good frame or pit room can be secured 
for it. Two sowings, the one about the first week in 
August, and the other three weeks later, will furnish 
plants for both autumn and spring. They may be sown 
ina smali bed, and, when compact plants, may be trans- 
ferred to 5-inch pots, putting five or six in each pot. 
They require much care on their removal, and must be 
placed in a close and moist atmosphere for a week ; in 
tact they should receive cutting treatment. They enjoy 
abundance of light ; no soil or plan will flower them in 
perfection unless they are near the glass. A back shelf 
ina pit, or a frame made up specially for them with 
the glass thoroughly washed, and the pots placed on, or 
rather plunged in, ashes, is the best situation for them. 

It is necessary, in order to make the plants thick and 
stout, to pinch the terminal bud of each off when they 
are thoroughly rooted in the pots, and not before. Air 
must be given abundantly at all times possible. They 
must be well secured against severe frosts by plenty of 
covering, and kept somewhat dry at the root during the 
dark months of November and December. The soil 
may be two parts of turfy loam, and the third equal ori Dre AM, E ede NE Margit 

1 Royal Agr. Jour, : v. 6, p. 136, 

parts manure and leaf soil, to which I add coarse sand 
and charcoal siftings. 

YMBIDIUM SINENSE and. ENSIFOLIUM,— T wo Chinese 
terrestrial orchids, which although somewhat incon- 
spicuous as to the colour of the flower, are nevertheless | 
elegant when closely examined, and of delightful fra- 
grance ; the C. sinense is particularly so. The scent 
of the latter is equal to. the best summer Mignonette. 
The only thing to lamentis the slowness of its increase, 
as could a large étock of it be obtained, in large and 
luxuriant masses, it would be invaluable ; and having 
run through their summer's growth, might be housed 
in a moderate greenhouse, and introduced in succession 
through {the whole of the winter. The treatment is 
similar to that of terrestrial orchids, Squares of peat 
and lumps of charcoal suit them well, thé pot being ex- 
tremely well drained. 

n concluding the subject of Winter Flowers for the 
present, I beg to say that a vast number cf other plants 
possess capabilities for this purpose, some of which I 
annex in the following list, and hope thereby to draw the 
attention of others to the subject. Let me not be 
understood, however, as favouring the idea that an; 
ardener, be he ever so clever, can hope to succeed 

with all these things at once, under a mixed system of 
glass. No; where a thorough succession of winter 
flowers is desired, special structures must be provided 
for the purpose, and they must have unremitting atten- 
tion ; in fact, they must form a distinct branch of gar- 
dening by themselves. 

MISCELLANEOUS List, 

Lili-ms Crocuses Cornelian Cherry 
Amaryllises Scillas Honeysue 

lychiums Helleborus Heaths 
Paneratiums Oranges orræas 
Tbn i Idenlandia Eps 
Lilaes Chorozemas Pultenzas 
Syringas Wallflowers Coronillas 
Pelargoniums Anemones Cypripediums 

Euphorbias Calceolarias Polygalas 

Bletias Dianthus Luculia 
Gardenia R. Errington, 

Hepaticas Chimonanth Oulton. 

THE FLEMISH BEAUTY PHAR. 
Synonymes.—La Belle de Flandres, Brilliant, Imperatrice de 

France, Josephine (of some), Bouche Nouvelle, Bose Sire, 
Bosch, Fondante du Bois (of some). 

Ir is very probable that this Flemish variety is in the 
possession of many who may not be aware of the state 
in which it ought to be gathered in order to render it 
melting, sugary, and exceedingly delicious. If allowed 
to hang till it readily parts by merely raising it up, 
without pulling, it is good for nothing. Thus allowed 
to remain after the time it ought to be gathered, it will 
increase in size, and a rich vermilion tinge will pervade 

Bright reddish "ellowish 

russet. brown. 

d 
the russet next the sun, so that no one would think of 

gathering whilst such apparent improvement was going 

on; but it will not become melting if treated with such 

forbearance, and the flesh acquires a disagreeable Anise 

perfume. The discovery of this peculiarity of requiring 

to be gathered unusually early was accidental. Some 

fruit was blown down when the crimson tinge was only 

just commencing to be formed, and when the stalk 

would not separate from the spur without some degree 

of violence ; these proved excellent, and the portion 

left on the tree became the reverse, 1 
The i ion is only a medium 

The flesh is yellowish 
DEO 

sized fruit from a standard. EONS 
white, melting, very sweet and rich. In perfection in 

the end of September and in October. Tree spreading, 

shoots long, rather slender, clear purplish brown, with 
numerous white dots ; buds prominent. Leaves middle 

sized, ovate, tapering, pointed, flat, slightly serrated ; 

petioles long and slender; stipules linear. Flowers 

middle-sized, expanding early ; petals obovate 

The tree bears well as a standard; and as the fruit 

in good situations must be taken from the tree, as it 
were, prematurely, it would probably ripen on the 
northern aspects of walls, and in situations where most 
other kinds cannot attain the degree of maturity they 
require,— R. T. 

I—————— 

THE AMATEUR GARDENER. 
PrawTING.— Reader, did ever see a tender 

mother soothe a child to sleep, and afterwards lay it 
down to rest? The operation, to uninstructed eyes, may 
appear very simple, scarcely demanding a thought, but 
it is really one of great skill and difficulty to perform 
properly. The babe must be so held as to render every 
motion as pleasing as possible ; the tones of the voice 
must be gentle and soothing ; and, in consigning the 
little one to its bed, all the mechanism of the arms of 
the nurse must be exercised to prevent any jarring or 
rough motions disturbing its slumbers. An experienced 
mother can tell at a glance whether the infant is rightly 
put to bed, and from the mode in which the duty is 
performed, can predict the length or shortness of its 
repose. We mistake greatly when we imagine duties 
are easily discharged because they are common, and 
have common things for their subjects; for matters of 
every-day occurrence, and which seem to be perfectly 
easy, often demand a long apprenticeship for their effi- 
cient performance. 

The familiar illustration just noticed has often oc- 
curred to me when engaged in planting, or when con- 
templating the right or wrong methods in which this 
important part of gardening is carried on. An expe- 
rienced eye can te!l whether a proper degree of repose 
(so to speak) is given to a plant when committed to the 
earth, and from the way in which this is done, can pre- 
dict the future destiny of the shrub or tree. Yet to the 

hinking what is app: ly more easy! To dig a 
hole, and thrust the roots into it ; and afterwards to 
tread down the loosened soil, is, with many, the whole 
theory and practice of planting. The result of this ig- 
norance is visible in the great majority of gardens. 
Many productions die; others can only maintain a slow 
and sickly growth. Fruit-trees canker, and ornamental 
shrubs continue dwarfish and dwindling, more f 
improper planting than any other cause. Soils, of 
course, have considerable influence, but planting has 
much more; and when the amateur cannot command 
the former of the exact kind, he may, in a great mea- 
sure, surmount the inconvenience by skilful planting. 

Let two men purchase two collections of Itose-trees of 
precisely the same varieties, age, and general character, 
and plant them in the same soil and aspect, and yet 
the results may be as different as possible, leading at 
first sight to the conclusion that the unfortunate grower 
had been imposed upon in the quality of his plants. 
The Rosary of one will be rapid in its growth, making, 
in some cases, shoots four or five feet long in a season ; 
the flowers will be numerous and fine, and the foliage 
indicative of robust health ;—while the collection of his 
companion will be in all respects the reverse of this. 
On examination, the cause of this marked difference 
will be found to be the different modes of planting pur- 
sued, The trees of the disappointed grower were hur- 
ried into holes just dug pro re na/a, and as hurriedly 
filled up ; while his more successful rival had trenched 
his ground previous to planting, and arranged the fibres 
of the roots as carefully as a mother would compose 
the limbs of the little one to sleep. Neither plenty of 
dung, nor repeated applications of liquid manure, ean 
atone for the first and radical offence; an entire re- 
planting is the only method of attempting a reform, and 
even that may come too late, 

The principles of correct planting in the open ground 
are the same as those which regulate pot culture, allow- 
ance being made for the altered circumstances of the 
plants. Indeed, good planting is even more necessary 
for plants in pots, since they are so artificially situated, 
and have so little chance of being liberated from the 
bad management of man, by any kind intervention of 
Natur tree may possibly get on, in spite of the want 

of skill in the planter, because the soil being favourable, 
the roots may escape from their pent-up position, and 
abundant rains may re-dispose the clods so unceremo- 
niously thrown upon them. But let a plant be once 
badly potted, and its chance of flourishing is gone 
indeed. The pot presents an impassible ba 
roots, and the water applied only makes the 
compact, and less capable of fulfilling its office. There 
is also this difference between planting in the open air 
and in pots: in the one ease the thing only requires to 
be done once, while in the other the operation must 
often be renewed. Yet how constantly is this particular 
forgotten by amateurs who are really fond of flowers, 
whose collections are sickly because the pots are full 
of labyrinths of roots, which in hopeless continuity per- 
form pilgrimages around the walls of their prison, 
seeking a loophole for escape. ‘Turn the mass out of 
the pot and how curious is the spectacle! The soil by 
Some strange process is gone, and in its place there is a 
coil of vegetable fibre, which, in some cases, has tra- 
velled six times round the pot in search of fresh nutri- 
ment. In such cases these efforts of nature are useless, 
and the spongioles find that they 

** —-drag at each remove a lengthening n. 

In two successive papers I propose to expound fa- 
miliarly the best mode of procecding in planting in the 
open air and in pots. In the meantime let me give a 
word of advice on the necessity of acting on philoso- 
phical, or, if you please, physiological, principles, in all 
ardening operations. Nature works by rule, as surely 

as the expert artisan or mechanic, and our wisdom 
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consists in finding out her methods of procedure, and 
then humbly imitating them. By a long course of ex- 

perience, if guided by a habit of observation, every man 

will in time become skilful; but there is a more éompen- 
dious method by which much time will besaved, and that 
is, by reading the results of the observations of others. 
I would recommend to every amateur to study well 
Lindley's “ Theory of Horticulture.” - I owe much of 
the pleasure and suecess I have found in gardening to 

rusal of that book, and no one ean be ignorant of 
ist. 

may be rendered more extensively useful; amy 22 
pplieable to t as it is to small ones. How 

this is to be effected I will endeavour to show. I would 
| propose that the warm air, radiating from the exterior 
of the furnace, and collected in an air chamber, be con- 
veyed through woollen tubes made of flannel; these 
tubes to be placed in such a position as would be found 
most desirable for warming the atmosphere of the house; 
but here a difficulty occurs, how is the air to be made 
to circulate through these flannel tubes. I think itmay 

lished in this y hen the furnace is con- ciples and hope to be a ful } 
Tae libour of years will be superseded by becoming 
acquainted in this easy manner with the discoveries of 
o‘hers, and with the great laws of vegetable growth 
which the collation of those discoveries has brought to 
to light. A man may indeed be a great reader, and yet 
not a practical gardener ; but a judicious application to 
books will always shorten our labour and make our 
failures fewer. The reason why a certain mode of 
planting and potting is more efficient than others, it is 
very desirable to know on many accounts, and a man 
must either discover the theory by extensive research 
or learn it from others. Most persons will prefer the 
latte od, and Dr. Lindley’s book will prove a safe 
guide. By the way, would not a cheap edition of this 
valuable work be of great service, and meet with an ex- 
tensive circulation !—H. B. 

A LIST OF STOVE PLANTS 
That will produce a i of bloom througl the 

ori 
Ruellia longifolia, b 
Hibiseus Manihot, yellow. 

i speciosa, deep 

ue, 
Eranthemum nervosum, blue 

ragrans, white. 
mata, pink. orange. 

Dipladenia crassinoda, rose. 
ma, scarlet. s' 
ata, rose. Pentas carnea, blush. 
Ichellum, blue. | Chirita zeylanica, violet. 

yellow. Manettia cordifolia, scarlet. 
Passiflora kermesina, crimson. eroeata, orange. 
Euphorbia splendens, scarlet. | Murraya exotica, white. 

ARCH, Columnea scandens, scarlet, 
Combretum purpureum, pur- SEPTEMBER. 

grandifiorus, Osbeckia chinensis, rose, [ple. | Aschynanthus 
Gardenia Stanleyana, mottled scarlet. 

white. Justicia carnea, blush. 
1 Franciscea Gesnera elongata, scarlet. 

» hydr Guzmania tricolor, gr.& scarl. 
Heliconia br Echites stellaris, blush. 

Txora rosea, rose. 
Hippeastrum aulicum, red. 
Gesnera discolor, crims: 

a, pu: 
Begonia coccinea, scarlet. [ple. 
Clerodendron hastatum, pink. 

Max. 
Mussenda frondosa, yellow. 
Gesnera Douglasii, purple 

otted. 
Isotoma longifiorum, white, 
Achimenes longiflora, violet. 

io: grandiflora, rose. 

Clerodendron fallax, scarlet. 
‘OBER. 

Passiflora racemosa, scarlet, 
Gesnera zebrina, red & yellow. 
Aphelandra cristata, scarlet. 
Ismene flava, yellow. 
Franciscea Hopeana, blue. 
Manettia bicolor, red. 

OVEMBER. 
iteairnia flammea, scarlet. 
egonia semperflorens, white. 

Epiphyllum truncatum,crimsn 
Physianthus auricomus, yellow 
Pleroma Benthamianum,blue, 

coronaria, | Ap aurantiaca,orange 
white. DECEMBER. 

JUNE. Goldfussia anisophylla, blue. 
Gesnera Suttoni, scarlet, Euphorbia fulgens, scarlet. 
Gloxinia maxima, blue. Aristolochia gigas, brown and 
Clerodendron infortunatum, buff. 

scarlet. Eranthemum strictum, blue. 
Allamanda cathartica, yellow, | Dysophylla stellata, violet. 
Portlandia grandiflora, white, | Iporncea cymosa, white. 
Erythrina Crista-galli, scarlet. A 

WzEkLY Prices or. PorATOES per ton, in Covent 
Garden Market, in 1845, and 1846. 

x P J 
structed the chimney should be so built as to afford tbe 
means of producing an ascending column of hot air 
through air-flues carried up betwixt the smoke flue and 
exterior wall of the chimney shaft, either by a circular 
flue within a square one, or by two square ones, the 
angle of the inner one being set opposite to the sides of 
the outer one ; the space between the two, on either plan, 
will form the ascending hot-air flues. Now, we will 
suppose that the ends of the flannel tubes, whether 
there be one or more of them, are made to terminate in 
a well constructed brick flue built under the floor of the 
house ; this flue is carried on to the lower end of the 
ascending hot-air flue, into which it is securely built. 
The effect of such an arrangement as this will be to 
cause a circulation of warm air through the flannel 
tubes, and the velocity of this circulation will depend 
upon that of the rarified air in the ascending hot-air 
fiues,—so far the principle of the plan is, I think, 
sound enough in theory to warrant me in saying it 
will effect the object [ had in view ; namely, the cir- 
culation of warm air through flannel tubes in any direc- 
tion that may be required. There are some apparent, 
but, I believe, no real difficulties in this plan ; none, at 
least, but such as may be overcome by a little perse- 
verance, It may be said that air will be drawn into the 
tubes from the atmosphere of the house, but this cannot 
be the ease, because the air passing through the tubes 
being of higher temperature, and, therefore, specifically 
lighter, will have a constant tendency to rise and force 
its way through the meshes of the flannel. The tem- 
perature of the house will be regulated by that of the 
air passing through it; there will be no difficulty on 
this point where there is a well constructed furnace. 
Air in motion over a hot surface will be much more 
quickly heated than when at rest. Ina quiescent state 
it is nearly a non-conductor of heat, and does not 

d 

‘only perhaps. in local districts. Daring last summer I 
had six <f them from a friend, one of wiiich was an old 
one,nearly 2neties 2 length, ofa dirty-brown colour; the 
transparent wings when closed coyeredthe back andabdo- 
men, and extended beyond it, resembling a tail, Two 
others were smaller and their wings just forming ; the. 
rest were about the size of snail grasshoppers, of a soft 
whitish colour, I kept them in a box half-full of soil, 
covered with a pane of glass, which precaution was un- 
necessary, for I found that they could not even ereep up 
the sides of the box, though they had strength enough 
in their fore paws to bore into hard soil, nay, even to 
open one's finger and thumb when pressed hard 
between them. I gave my pets roots of various plants, 
but they refused to eat them, and being at a loss for a 
supply of their proper food, they began to eat one 
another; then I offered them larva or grubs, which 
they speedily devoured, by sucking out the whole of the 
substance, leaving only the skins, I managed to keep 
my crickets about three months, but they were always 
very shy, seldom appearing’ above-ground during the 
day; nor did I ever hear them utter the least sound 
like their noisy smaller brethren in the chimney corner. 
The old one never attempted to fly, indeed the weight 
of its body 
assert that this insect only flies at pairing time, but this: 
seems to be only conjecture, as wellas the notion that 
itis amphibious. Though my eriekets swam well, yet 
they could not dive, but held up their heads and seemed 
anxious to quit the water, a good sign they had.no 
affinity with aquatic insects. Those insects, instead of 
being injurious to plants are, in fact, the reverse, sub- 
sisting solely on grubs injurious to vegetation. —J.. 
Wighton, Norwich. 
Pelargoniums.—Last September, conceiving the pos- 

sibility of continuing or fixing, as it were, that state of 
growth, which I may call summer border luxuriance,. 
in Pelargoniums, I took up two plants of the very 
pretty variegated Oak-leaved Pelargonium from a border 
edging out of doors. Each plant had two or three roots, 
contorted, snake-like, and fibreless. They were potted in 
very sandy compost, with a large admixture of char- 
coal, taken into an intermediate moist stove, and for a 
fortnight incessantly syringed. They scarcely lost a 
leaf, have never ceased growing since, shooting from 
every axil, and wearing still their free autumnal luxu- 
riance, would scarcely be recognised as the same m 

move until it expands by increase of temp an 
hence the difficulty of conveying it through flues placed 
in an horizontal position ; but if we can effect a motion 
through the flannel tubes in the manner I have described, 
there is no reason why it should not be as efficient a carrier 
of heat as water. The making of the tubes would be 
a very simple affair, any gardener’s wife could manage 
this ; there might}be some little difficulty at first about 
the most suitable kind of flannel for the purpose, but 
this would soon be got over. Then there is the way in 
which these tubes are to be Supported ; this is another 
very easy matter, nothing more being required than an 
iron ring with a foot to it of any required length, this 
might be let into a block of wood or stone, secured to 
the wall or made fast upon the floor of the house or pit; 
any whitesmith could make these rings. "There is ano- 
ther point which is not so easily settled, and that is, the 
diameter of the tubes, but in all probability they will 
have to be of ‘greater size than in iron pipes. Iam 
inclined to think that the sectional area of the brick air- 
flue (under the floor of the house) which should be a 
yery dry one, might be half that of the tubes entering 
into it, and twice that of the ascending hot air. I have 
taken this as a rule because there is a datum for it in the 
density of air compared with its temperature ; what the 
exact proportion ought to be I eannot tell, but the tem- 
perature of the air at the several places referred to 
would go far to settle the question; perhaps some of 
your correspondents who may be profieients in such 
calculations, will take the trouble to enlighten us upon this 
part of the subject ; it would greatly facilitate the means 
of arriving at something like the true dimensions of the 
air tubes.— Henry Liddel, Beverley-road, Hull. 

| 1845. || | |. 1846. 
JE. Ausus 18| 50s. to 80s. Jan. .. .....17| 80s. to 160s. 

25| 50 $80 | 24| 160 
Ebro 1|50 80| 170 140 

*8| 50 — 80 ||Feb,......... 7| 70 160 
15|50 80 || 4| 70 160 
22150  80]|| 21| 70 160 
Also at the waterside, Southwark. 

Jan. .....-- «20 | 60s. to 80s. Jan. ........19| 50s. to 1205 
27] 55 . 80 | 26/50 120 

ES... |; 05) 80 [Eebe asye. 2/50 120 
10| 55 80 | 9/50 120 

| | 16,50 120 17| 55 80 | 

EZome Correspondence. 
Polmaise Plan of Heating.—1 have no doubt what- 

ever that the opinions you have expressed in favour of 
this plan will eventually be more than realized. I be- 
lieve that itis capable of more extensive. lieati 

Potatoes.—My Ash-leaved Kidney Potatoes I had 
removed from the ground before their tops decayed last 
summer, and placed in the Vinery to dry. None were 
decayed, and since not one has decayed,— Alpha. 

Gooseberry Caterpillar.—A friend of mine whose 
garden suffered much from the ravages of this insect, 
tried soot and various other recipes for their extermi- 
nation, but without any success. Being recommended 
to try a decoction of Foxglove leaves, applied either 
with a syringe or from the rose of a watering-can, he 
did so very successfully. Whenever they make their 

and on a larger scale, than most persons imagine y that 
it will be far more i i ble, an 
a better means of producing a more genial and natural 
atmosphere than is effected by some of the modes of 
heating now in use. The days we live in are so fertile 
in invention that itis too much for any one to say that 
the accomplishment of any particular object is an 
impossibility ; that which may appear so to-day, is no 
longer so to-morrow, and no one can tell what ideas 
may exist, or be excited into existence in the minds of 
others, to upset any preconceived notions of our own as 
to the possibility or impossibility of effecting the com- 
pletion uf any plan for this purpose. Had it not been for 
your early discernment of its merits, and the fostering 
care bestowed upon it, this Polmaise plan, which pro- 
mises to be so useful and eheap a one, had been well nigh 
smothered in its birth. It appears to me, however, that 
the plan may be considerably improved upon, that it 

PP a good sprinkling with the decoction speedily 
makes them disappear.— W. S. Shadwell. 

The Mole Cricket.—This is perhaps the largest and 
most curious insect that Britain produces ; it differs from 
the majority of crickets in not passing through the 
larva and pupa state to complete its growth ; its first 
appearance is like the last, except-the wings, which 
grow as the insect increases in size. When this king 
of crickets is creeping, he is not unlike a very small 
lobster, or locust, but with extended wings which open 
and close like a fan under two parchment-like cases, 
which give it a singular appearance. His two strong 
fore-paws, or feet, are similar to those of his namesake, 
the mole; by these he burrows in the earth, and from a 
wrong opinion of his gnawing the roots of plants, he is 
looked upon by gardeners as anenemy, But the habits 
of this, like those of the rest of crickets, from its being 
nocturnal in its movements, are not well understood. 
It is to be met§with, however, in wet boggy places, and 

ggling untidy plants usually seen hiding the pot with 
their large leaves and thick depressed frondage.— 
Micklewell. 

Double Brompton Stocks.— Last summer among 
other diffieult things, such as Cactus-fruits, and Cu- 
eumber tendrils, I struck a number of Double Bromp- 
ton Stocks under a Ward’s case in a compost of which 
one-half was charcoal. They were a long while 
striking, but all rooted finally ; all sized cuttings rooted 
equally well, and could not now be distinguished from 
seedlings.— Micklewell. 

Impositions : The Sussex Monster Pear.—Observing 
a Pear advertised under this name, I looked in at 28, 
Cornhill, and found it to be as I suspected, an old 
friend under a new name, viz., Uvedale's St. Germain ; 
the specimens are of a fair size only, and very high 
coloured. Plants can be bought in any nursery at 
1s. 6d. each; now, 9s. is rather too much to pay for a 
new name, for these plants, I observe, are 10s. 6d. each. 
The advertisers have doubtless been imposed upon.— 
A Looker-on. - 

Fire Mortar.—In constructing the stove with bricks, 
you will find it well to recommend them to be laid in 
strong loam, mixed with a small quantity of good lime, 
where the fire acts; this is far more durable than: 
mortar, and is frequently used for arches of brick-kiln 
furnaces and malt-kilns.— Alpha. 

Transmutation of Corn.—Having read in last week’s 
Paper Mr. Wighton’s remarks and experience on this 
subject, I beg to add the following, which may perhaps 
tend to further experiments on this interesting pheno- 
menon. In the year 1827, I was at Lucerne, in the 
canton of that name. In strolling by a field which had 
been cropped with Wheat (then in full ear), I was sur- 
prised to see amongst it a grain to which I wasa 
stranger. The ears resembled Barley in shape, but 
more tapering and slender, whilst the grain was ver 
similar to Rye, but somewhat thinner; the stems or 
stalks, however, were those of Wheat. On plucking up 
a few, I discovered that the different ears all proceeded 
from the same root! I brought some of these speci. 
mens to England, which I submitted to the inspection 
of an extensive and practical agriculturist in Kent, who 
assured me he had seen the same transmutation on 
poor soils (badly cultivated) in this'country. In corro- 
boration of the system, I beg- to copy an article from 
the Gardeners’ Chron., which I find in “ Explanations” 
of the author of * Vestiges of the History of Creation,” 
page 111, as follows :—* At the request," says this 
learned person, “of the Marquis of Bristol, the Rev. 
Lord Arthur Hervey, in the year 1843, sowed a hand- 
ful of Oats, treated them in the manner recommended, 
by continually stopping the flowering stems, and the 
produce in 1844 has been, for the most part, ears of a 
very slender Barley, having much the appearance of 
Rye, with a little Wheat, and some Oats."—C. IWayth, 
Bursted House, Maidstone. 

Calceolarias.—1 beg to differ from the opinion ex- 
pressed in the Leading Article of last week respecting 
the exhibition of these beautiful flowers. 1 have re- 
peatedly urged their value as objects of display, and 
suggested to the Exhibition Committee the offering 
such prizes as would induce competition of high order. 

rendered it unfit for much flight. Some: 
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Ts it likely that the L.S. Medal, as first prize, will do | sent two Pine-apples, the Antigua Queen, and an En- 
so? Ian satisfied the G.B. for 12 distinet varieties 
in 11-ineh pots, would place this Exhibition more upon 
a par with that of Pelargoniums, which has greatly ad- 
vanced under the liberality of the Horticultural Society, 
and which, I think, will be finer than ever in the 
coming season. Ihave been in days past a successful 
exhibitor of Caleeulirins, and if my suggestion be 
adopted in a future year, 1 will place a sum of money 
at the disposal of my gardener with which to obtain the 
finest varieties and best plants, and so lend a hand to 
restore them to the place I consider they ought to oc- 
cupy at our Chiswick fétes.-— Veritas. 

The Wolly.—The poet Southey asks the question : 
O reader; hast thou ever stood to see 
The Holly tree ? 

The most of the readers of the Chronicle, I will be 
bound to say, would answer yes. Well, says the Poet, 

Jelow a cireling fence its leaves are seen 
Wrinkled and keen ; 

No grazing cattle through their prickly round 
1 reach to wound. 

ey grow where nothing is to fear, 
Smooth aud unarmed the pointless leaves appear. 

Having read the poetry many years ago, and seen it 

quoted in botanical works, I thought it must be true, 
put in order to test the truth of the statement I lately 
examined a number of Holly trees and looked for the 
te Circling fence wrinkled and keen,” and found in some 

cases the leaves hanging to the ground as “smooth and 

unarmed as those of the common Laurel, and I looked 
again, * Where nothing is to fear,” even although the 

Cameleopard had been browsing in the neighbourhood, 
and found them “ wrinkled and keen,” and other trees 

had their leaves wrinkled and smooth both within and 

beyond the reach of “grazing cattle." There can be 

little fault found when he says 
Ilove to view these things with curious eyes 

And moralise ; 
sdom of the Holly tree 

Can emblems gee. a 
Bat when he begins to overstrain his subject, it is time 

that we should examine things and judge for ourselves, 

and however well such sayings may do in the writings 

of poets, I think the scientific botanist should use them 
sparingly.—P. Mackenzie. 

Societies. 
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, 

Feb. 17.—R. W. BarcuarD, Esq., in the chair. The 
Duke of Cleveland, Capt. F. Brandreth, and Mr. C. 

Lawson, jun., of Edinburgh, were elected Fellows, and 

the following Home Corresponding Members:—Mr. W. 
P. Ayres, Mr. J. Barnes, Mr. W. B. Booth, Mr. J. 
Brown, Mr. D. Cameron, Mr. A. Campbell, Mr. T. 

Corbett, Mr. J. Duncan, Mr. J. Falconer, Mr. R. Fish, 

Mr. D. Ferguson, Mr. G. Fleming, Mr. A. Forsyth, 
Mr. J. Green, Mr. J. Henderson, Mr. E. Law, Mr. A. 
Scott, Mr. J. Spencer, Mr. G. Vinden, Mr. R. Wilson, 
Mr. J. B. Whiting, Mr. J. M-Nab, jun.,.and Mr. R. 
Reid. Of Plauts, Mr. Robertson, gr. to Mrs. Lawrence, 
exhibited three magnificent specimens of Dendrobiums, 
two of nobile, aud one of Walliehii. Of the former one 
measured about 5 feet across and 4 feet in height, and | 
the others were nearly of equal size. Along with these 
were two small plants of Coelogyne Cummingii and tri- 
nervis. A Knightian medal was awarded for the Den- 
drobiums.—From Me. W. P. Ayres, gr. to J. Cook, 
Esq., of Brooklands, was the finest specimen of Erica 
hiemalis, for its age, possibly ever exhibited. It was 
about 3 feet in height and nearly the same in diameter, 
and thickly studded with blossoms down to the pot. It 
was mentioned to have been ‘wo years ago a plant only 
about 6 inches in height, growing ina 5-inch pot. In 
February, 1844, it was potted into an 11-inch pot in a 
mixture of Shirley and Wimbledon peat, with a liberal 
admixture of Reigate sand and charcoal in large pieces, 
intermixed with small pebbles. Until it started into 
free growth it was kept in a moist and rather warm 
atmosphere; but during the summer it was grown 
in a pit having free ventilation, and occasional 
shading in bright sunshine. On dull days and dewy 
evenings the lights were removed entirely, and during 
September and October it was fully exposed to the sun. 
Having grown very freely it showed butlittle disposition to 
bloom, and the few flowers that were produced were re- 
moved as soon as they appeared. In February, 1845, 
it was removed into an 18-inch pot, in which it was ex- 
hibited, and during that season was grown in the green- 
house ; placing it in the open air, however, on all favour- 
able occasions, and watering it occasionally with a weak 
solution of soot and guano in a clear state. A Banksian 
Medal was awarded.—Mr. Redding, gr. to Mrs. Marryat, 
senta fine Dendrobium nobile, Odontoglossum corda- 
tum, a Guatemala species ; a seedling Rhododendron, 
and a species of Aspidistra with curious green and 

brown flowers just peeping above the soil. A certifi- 
cate was awarded for the Dendrobium.— Messrs. Hen- 
derson, of Pine-apple Place, sent a little Coelogyne, an 
Oncidium, Hoitzia coccinea, a gay plant with bright red 
tubular blossoms, a species of Hovea, the old but useful 
Acacia oxycedrus, anda good plant of Phaius Wallichii, 
with palegreen and orange flowers, for which a certificate 
was awarded. Cut blooms of seedling Camellias came 
from Mr. Hally, of Blackheath; and Mr, Ivery, of Peck- 
ham, sent four seedling Cinerarias, named Brilliant, 
Perfection, Fairy Queen, and Colossus. From Mr. J. 
D. Parks, of Dartford, was a seedling Correa and Cine- 
Taria. Specimens of young Potatoes enme from Mr. 
Barnes, of Bieton, exbibiting the same ealamity from 
which they suffered last year. FRUIT, Mr. 
Fleming, gr to the Duke of Sutherland, at Trentham, 

vilie, each weighing 3 lbs. 1 oz. Concerning these it 
was said that the plants had been grown in perforated 
pots, a plan whieh Mr. Fieming considers excellent, as 
it admits of growing the suckers on the old stools, ac- 
cording to the Hamiltonian system, getting over th 
objection that the plants cannot be taken out of the pit, 
after they are ouce planted, without injuring them. 
When a fruit is wanted to be kept for some time after 
itis ripe, the plant is taken into the fruit room, and 
after the fruit is eut, is returned to its place without 
any material injury to the stool and its sucker, and the 
roots in the perforated pots soon emit fresh fibres into 
the material surrounding the pots. The Antigua 
Queen was stated to be an excellent winter 
Pine; along with these Mr. Fleming sent samples of 
Black Hamburgh Grapes, in order to show that good 
Grapes with skilful management may be obtained by the 
first week in February. The crop was mentioned to be 
equal to that of*last year, viz, 120 bunches to nine 
rafters. With these were last year’s bunches of the white 
Tokay, rathershrivelled. A Banksian Medalwasawarded 

miscellaneous objects, Mr. Fry, gr, Lee Park, Black- 

of shifting large plants from one pot or tub to another. 
A Certificate was awarded for a very excellent new 
Hygrometer, for the purpose of indicating the amount 
of humidity present in the atmosphere of hothouses ; it 
was shown by the inventor, Mr. Simmons, of Cole- 
man-street, City.— From the Garden of the Society were 
Epidendrum Stamfordianum, à speeies remarkable for 
its fragrance ; Oncidium Cavendishii, having a strong 
spike of yellow flowers ; Spiranthes cerina ; three species 
of Begonia; Inga puléherrima, with numerous gaudy ta 
sels of long silky stamens; Selago distans, a neat winter 
flowering plant, a Cineraria, a Cape Heath, and Pri- 
mula dentieulata, a hardy Himalayan species, which 
flowers early in spring, and which, when potted and 
placed in the greenhouse, where its beauty is unim- 
paired by the weather, is very ornamental for a long 
time at this season. Cuttings of the following frui: 
trees were distributed to such Fellows as wished to 
receive them, viz.—The Royale Hátive Plum, a very 
early variety, h and sugary, and as large as an 
Orleans; it deserves a wall, but bears and ripens well 
as à standard; requiriug, however, to be well guarded 
from wasps, which prefer it even to the Greengage ; 
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generally repudiated, and their place is taken by turfy 
soils, which are found by experience to be far more 

ptible of atmospheric infi 8, as also sufficiently 
rich for general purposes. Everybody who aims at 
high cultivation should have a potting shed, in which the 
soils should be kept for immediate use, in a mellow but 
not dry state. The moment they beeome dry, they 
should he removed to a general mixture in some open 
shed, and kept for purposes which will be described herg- 
after. Much depends on the state of soils at potting 
time, also on the state in which they are collected and 
housed. September, in my opinion, is the most eligible 
time to collect them, for various reasons ; they should 
on no account be collected or moved iu a wet state, tlie 
drier the better, and they should be piled up in sharp and 
narrow ridges to prevent rains from entering. Conserva- 
tory.— Dispense with fires here as much as possible ; a 
temperature of 55? by day and 44? by night will þe suf- 
ficient for general purposes. Do not allow the heat to 
increase much by sunshine. There is as much skill 
displayed in retarding certain flowers as in hastening 
their flowering in the first instance ; and to this end a 
canvass scree `, of a thin character, should always be at 
hand to throw on the roof during the mid-day hours 
of very bright days. Stove and Orchidaceous-house.— 
Continue repotting such Orchids as need that operation. 
Stanhopeas, Acroperas, Dendrobiums, &e., suspended in 
baskets or on blocks, will now either require syringing 
occasionally, or watering by some means. Many of 
these will have received little water since the end of 
October, and wili have become excessively dry. Blocks 
may occasionally be soaked for a few minutes overhead, 
in tepid water ; also baskets if very dry. If syringing 
is resorted to, choose a bright sunny day for the pur- 
pose, and batter them well early in the morning. O 
such oceasions keep a brisk fire-and give air freely until 
the afternoon, for fear of the moisture lodging on the un- 
folding bud, which, in some cases, would prove fatal. 
ome of the winter flowering stove-plants, as Geisso- 

meria, Eranthemum, Plumbago, Justicia, &e., &c., now 
exhausted, should be cut back a little, and left to 
“break” awhile, when they may be disrooted, and 
placed in smaller pots; these wil make large and 
early specimens for next autumn ; whilst cuttings from 
them, struck immediately they break, will furnish suc- 
cession plants of a smaller size, for dressing front 
shelves. The temperature should now be allowed to 
rise freely on bright days in the early part of the after- 
noon— remembering that a rise by means of solar heat 
alone can do no harm for a few hours, even at this 
period, provided it does not exceed 80°. Mixed 
Greenhouse.— Be sure to sow a little Cineraria and 

the Early Purple Guigne, a fine early sort ; Werder's 

Early Heart Cherry, a Prussian variety, earlier than 
the May Duke, and about the size of a Blackheart, but 
better in quality; and Knight’s Monarch Pear. It 
was stated by order of the Council, that in future the 
wives of Fellows would be admitted to the garden and 
house exhibitions without orders, upon signing their 
names in the book provided for the purpose, and that 
the issue of tickets for the garden exhibition, at 3s. 6d. 
each, will be discontinued after the second meeting in 
April, 

a 

LINNASAN SOCIETY. 
Tuesday, Feb. 17.—X. Forster, Esq, in the chair. 

Dr. Kelaart and Major Cautley were elected Fellows. 
J.S. Ralph, Esq., read a paper on the axial and 

abaxial position of carpels. After referring to the fact 
of Leguminosee and Rosacem, Serophulariacez, and 
Gentianaccæ, being distinguished by the relation of their 
carpels to the axis, he pointed out that this distinction 
existed generally in the vegetable kingdom, and might 
be applied to all forms of fruits, except those which were 
solitary and terminal. He divided fruits ou this basis 
into four groups, two. definite, and two indefinite, To 
the first group belonged Serophulariaceze, in which the 

carpels were placed axial and abaxial; to the second, 
Gentianacece, in which the earpels were placed right and 
left of-the axis ; to the third, Rosaceæ, in which the odd 

eatpel was axial; and to the fourth, Leguminosee, in 

which the odd carpel was abaxial. Of genera and 

orders with earpels axial, the author recorded the fol- 

lowing Umbelliferze, Saml: several lace: 

Lychnis,Silene, Philadelphus, someMalvacece, Sterculia, 

&e. Those with abaxial earpels, Legur see, CEno- 

thera, probably Labiate, Serophulariacese, Boragi- 

nace, Ericaceæ, &e. The author recommended that in 

all illustrations of genera, diagrammatic representation 

of the position of the carpels should be given. A paper 

was read from Dr, Boott, deseriptive of several new 

species of Carex. Mr. N. B. Ward exhibited speci 

mens of Chondrus crispus in. three states, from differ- 

ence of locality. 1. Iu the water; 2, washed by the 

waves of the sea; and 3, out of the reach of the water. 

The first had its fronds finely divided ; the second, less; 

whilst the last were perfectly flat. Dr, Kelaart pre- 

sented 70 species of plants from Spain. Captain Shep- 

perd presented pods of Port Royal Senna (Cassia obo- 

vata), from Jamaica. J. Ralph, Esq., presented 

specimens of the fruit of Butea frondosa. Drs. Streeter 

and Ogden, who were elected at the last meeting, signed 

the obligation, and were admitted this evening. 

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS. 

(For the ensuing Week.) 

CONSERVATORIES, STOVE, &c. 
Composts.—This title was given in former days to 

certain empirical mixtures, which were supposed to 

contain amazing virtues. — "These ave, however, no 

Chinese Primrose seed as scon as you can; this, with 
another good sowing in April, will furnish a ly 
through the next autumn and winter, if high eulisa- 
tion be carried out. Keep an eye on the directions for 
stove plants. Many of the processes described under 
that head will bé necessary here. Attend to your or- 
namental trellis plants, they should be always in high 
dress, and to aecomplish this daily attention is neces- 
savy. Forcing bulbs, as Hyacinths, Narcissi, &e., 
should, after blossoming, have their leaves tied up, 
and should be transferred toa cold frame, and, when 
the most severe weather has passed away, they should 
be turned out of their pots to feed in prepared beds. 
Cierodendrons may now be disrooted, and potted in 
smaller pots in a fibrous soil, and started in a mild 
bottom-heat, Forcing Pit.— Continue to increase atmo- 
spheric heat and moisture at fitting periode. Attend 
to things for succession ; watch the worm in the bud of 

Moss Roses; fumigate for thrips, &c., and see that 
the plants are duly watered with tepid liquid manure. 
Cold Pitsor Frames.—Some little water will now be 
required here, Give plenty of air—all night in safe 
weather ; and propagate’stock for bedding out. 

KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING. 

Pineries.—Although I bave said much about the 

spring shifiing of Pines in previous Calendars, let no in- 
magine that Pines are obliged to be 

In former days the roots were 

m 

wil be as well left until they have filled their pots 
with fresh white fibres; then you may shift them. 
They will, however, require a renewed bottom heat ; 

859 must now be secured for them, and they should 
have a watering with warm liquid manure.  Vineries. 
—In thinning your bunches, take care not to overload 
the Vines; those who do this will find their fruit inferior 
both in flavour and colour to that from Vines fairly 
cropped. I find by a note from Mr. Fleming, that he has 
again succeeded, to his entire satisfaction, in getting good 
forced Grapes in the early part of February. It is 
now, I think, quite clear, that with improved prin- 
ciples of forcing, and (above all) root management, 
not only Grapes—but good, ripe, and well coloured 
hothouse Grapes, may be secured all the year raund by 
those who are willing to secure all the points necessary 
to carry out such views. Peach-house.—Attend well 
to disbudding ; make up your mind to remove every 
superfluous shoot; but be sure to do this slowly. If your 
trees are over luxuriant, pinch the point out of every 
gross shoot assoonas itis 3 or 4 inches in length. By a 
due attention to this, the winter pruner’s business will 
be almost reduced to a sinecure. Mushrooms.—Sprivg 
beds should be made forthwith ; these will produce 

| until the early part of June ; after which they will not 
be good until September. A little more mois! n 
be allowed to the dung at this period ; the evaporations 
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of March are very considerable, as compared with those 
of October and November. Cucumbers and Melons.— 
Secure by linings a permanent day heat of 70° with air, 
and a night heat of 65° min. with a e air also, if 
possible. Follow up ional 
occur ; and before placing the frames on i e bed, stove 
them thoroughly with sulphur. I am inclined to think 
that the thrips and spider deposit their eggs in the 
erannies of the frames year after year. 

FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES. 

Attend well to thorough cleanliness, hoe through 
or otherwise dress all margins or beds where Crocuses, 
Anemones, Suowdrops, Primulas, and other spring 
flowers are peeping. Plant out Hollyhocks directly. 
This noble flower is well deserving of general culti- 
vation. Its bold and pointed form stands outin fine 
relief in masses of flat-headed shrubs. 

LORISTS' FLOWERS. 
Tulips.—It EGA happens from disease and 

other causes that a Tulip does not make its appearance 
above-ground with the rest. A careful examination 
should immediately take place, removing the soil till 
you come to the top of the bulb, when it may be found 
(as we have this week experienced with a very valuable 
but delicate variety), that the outer sheath or leaf is 
wholly decayed and rotten, In this case, after remov- 
ing the diseased parts, do not return the soil, but allow 
the bulb to have free exposure to the air, covering only 
rom rain or frost with a hand-glass. Owing to the 
comparative absence of frost, and the hitherto singu. 
larly mild spring, collections appear to be but little 
troubled with canker. When this occurs, and the 
plants are fairly above-ground, cut away the parts with 
a sharp penknife. Shelter the beds from prevailing 
and cutting winds, which are more detrimental than 
slight frosts. Ranwneuluses.—The weather has 
been particularly favourable for planting, which should 
now be proceeded with as speedily as possible. Give seed- 
lings in pans all the sun, shading only from heavy rain 
or frost.  Polyanthuses are, generally speaking, 
blooming profusely. As seedlings one into bloom, 
remove all that are inferior in shape, lacing, or colour. 
Should any fine-formed flower, with other good proper- 
ties, come pin-eyed, it would be worth while to ferti- 
lise such variety, as its progeny are not obliged, all of 
them, to be pin-eyed also, as I have lately seen some 
very promising flowers spring from a flower of this 
description. Carnations and Picotees.— Amateurs have 
hardly been able to do wrong this season, and stocks 
are looking well throughout the country, Continue the 
directions | previously given, and keep the plants free 
from green-fly, whieh, this spring, is especially abun- 
dant. Plant out in beds, with all the soil possible, 
seedlings for blooming. Airiculas, if not previously 
top-dressed, should be attended to immediately: 

KITCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD. 
Everything is now up and stirring here ; vegetation 

is moving quickly, but the intelligent gardener’s mind 
is moving witheven greater rapidity. A proper rotation of 
erops having been secured, the next best advice is to 
watch the “Auctiations of the weather, and endea- 
vour to do all planting and. sowing whilst the 
ground is in a mellow state. Sow some early 
Parsley, a sprinkling of early Cabbages, Dutch Tur- 
nip, Onions for drawing young, Normandy Cress, 
successional Peas and Beans, and a little early Celery 
in boxes on a slight heat. If your early spring-sown 
Cauliflowers and Lettuces are forward enough, get them 
pricked out. Continue to plant out winter Cauliflower 
plants in rich and sheltered spots ; and get winter 
Lettuces out in a similar way. Warm slopes, arti- 
ficially prepared, high manuring, and, where at hand, 
old lights or mats on hoops, are the ‘grand essentials, 
Orcharding and Fruit Trecs in General. — Bring 
up arrears forthwith ; make sure of thorough drain- 
ing. Plant high, both at bottom and top. Get 
railing finished, provide against all insects, and protect 
as far as possible all opening blossoms, 

COTTAGERS' GARDENS. 

"Trenching vacant ground in preference to digging 
Should at all tímes be practised by the cottager if 
time permit, He should endeavour to get the whole of 
his garden trenched over once in the course of three 
years at the farthest. He should go to the very bottom 
of the surface soil, taking care not to bring up the 
subsoil ; this should be loosened with a fork deeply, and 
left in its place. Let the crops follow in a judicious 
rotation, a scourging erop following a light one, or 
occasionally a short fallow, in the case of no immediate 
demand for the ground. Sow Peas, Beans, and 
Radishes if not already done, also Horn Carrots for an 
early bed, and the main erop of Parsnips on trenched 
ground. 1f Strawberries are required they may be 
planted now. Keen’s Seedling is the best, witll a few 
of the British Queen, and Elton. Plant Box or other 
edgings, and also biennials from seed-beds. 

FORESTING. 
Lose no time in proceeding with planting i in general ; 

this is an excellent spring for such operations. Get the 
eoppices well cleared of the underwood, cutting close. 
Large timber may still be felled, using much care in 
the operation. Get out all stock from the seed-beds, 
that must be removed this season ; and get forest seeds 
of all kinds into the beds as soon 35 the latter are pre- 
pared, and in proper weather. Follow up all hedge 
operations. November is, however, the best time for 

Early pruning produces strong wood, 

State of the Weatner near London, for the week ending Feb. 19, 1848, as 
observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick. 
Moon's | “Banowmren. |  THRRNOMETER. | Wing, | Rain. 

x. Min. + | Min.) Mean. | | 
27 86,0 

Su: 
Mon. 16 E 0.182 | 48 
Tuo ares |t keeway |Nenioto: | a7 
Wed. 18 92 .005 | 29.978 | 48 
Thurs, 19 [4 39.993 | «6 

Average | 
nuded throughout 

veru spen densely overcast at night 
15—Sharp fros; cloudy and fine; densely overe: 
16—Ovrreast throughout 
17—Overcast; Ane, densely ov yercast at night 

ne; ental over 
19-Unifoj TUE overcast; azy 

Mean u of the 
; ove 
reet M deg, above the average, 

State of Werner) es ERES x during the last 20 ae for the 
ing Week ending Feb. 28, 1845 

pem 
vu ears We Feb. pu ‘an which it | p 3 

z 
4&0 | 937 | 998 9 EIS 4|— 
41.0 829 | 389 8 2| 3 
46.8 840 40.4 10 H 29 8/5 
477 | 83.8 | 40.7] 12 0.26 alt 
47.2 830 41.1 12 0.46 5| 2 

47.5 4, sa Ww 0,40 8|1 

48.5 956 | 42.0 8 0.2 8| 5 |% 

The highest temperature during the above period 
1828—1 E 60°; and the lowest on the 22d and 23d, 182; 

eurre a ins the 27, 
therm 

Notices to Correspondents. 
The Reprint of Mr. PAXTON'S COTTAGERS’ CALENDAR 

is now ready, price 3d. each copy. n index has been 
added to this pr esent edition, Parties wishing to have copies 
for distribition among their tenantry can have them at the 

Books—4 A—Rivers’s AE COR Guide;" his Catalogues, 
and those of Messrs, Fra Paul, Lane, and Wood, will 
give you all the information. diat can be had. Perhaps 
Sweet's ** Greenh. house Cultivator ” may answer your P pose ; 

ur 

nnot give publishers' lists jid p 
bo: ds that SEI come unde: A Tange of an advert 
For a chea book, suitable for fa j ttage bee-keeper, apply to 
some EAT ES for “ Payne's ian Guide,” or ** ule cue io 
on Bees.” W.——A. lice MM Masters, Alder 

s 
ments 

must be mui iluted, a 
quantities at a time. 

NAMES oF rTS—J Burnes 1, 2, 4, Dumelow’s Seedling ; p 
Rhode Island Greening ; 5, Beurré Rance; 6, Nonpareil ; 
probably korr of Wick, (BT; D U—Not know wn ||—— Hood 
—Royal Russet. | ——J sSimpson—Uvedale’s St. Germain. || 

Names or am Devonian—Iris tuberosa, 
—— We admit that it would be a difficult thing 

for many 65 Paid w the advice we give to one of our corre- 
spondents to study the climate from which Orchids come, in 
order to determine whether they should be grown in a 
n intermediate—or a cool house; but we have no pest ent 

meane p. OE "he obstacle, At the same do as the 
lants can only be attempted by the rich, 

they an Muro zd colt d in Ok nig the works alluded to 
by us in last week’s Paper (p. 104),—Henry—The decaying 
pseudo-bulbs are better removed ; they should be eut off with 
a very nap, E 

Pr ud à succession, in addition to those you ha 
plant the Sloat Morceau, Thompson’s Passe Colmar, Knights 
Monarch, Jean de ae Ne Plus Meuris, Easter Beurré, iss 

` Bew With regard to obtaining them c ct, ai 
Tune UT can, surely, warrant these Principal kinasi Il 

he six pa named will suit NS 

presume, given in very small 

r purpose are 
and speciosus, "both bright blue; ium digitalis and 

folius, which E rs te. 
IND-APPLES—J f you do notintend to plant out over 
your tank, the Wowie the plants receive their final shift the 
better, observing to have at hand enty of fresh turfy soil, 
and to be very particular in securing efficient drainage. 
Water with large shifts is seldom needed and you must 
beware of ing too qu until the pots 'are full of roots. 
Burnt turf. of strong soil may be mixed with the xm pec to 
the extent of about half. the bulk of the latter : 

ts will answer well. 

Ld from which you may LenK aN o 
PLANTING—Alnus—The common Alder will not succeed in thin 

dry hilly land; but the “ Turkey" Eg wil. Youmay get 
that of any nurseryman. Eu tor—The cause of you 
Scotch Firs dying vy ER only Ge ascertained by sate 
inspection ; perhaps the land is springy. The tisoc follow 
the disease; and COE appear if trees are healthy. 
You cannot pr event their m decaying timber, or trees 
whose bark i s dying. vy has nothing to do with the 

hief. Depend upon this, that the soil is in fault, what- 
ever the te m s ibn) may 

PoTATOES—M K—W 

year was diseased, Brie ad our Leading AREIS of to-day. 
Wehad less disease last year on stiff adhesive clay than 
when the land was in good tilth and friable, We fear it will 
be difficult to procure Conger in the trade. Itis most likel; 
to be found in some old-fashioned places, or in Botanie Gar- 
dens; the article on it was written at the request of an es- 
teeme 

ity. 
CoxsERvATORY Cri Me Sede 

denbergia monophylla, atte, 
Tecoma jasminoides, Doneo A will possibly suit yous, 

EDS—Sub—The month of March is the best season 
4 almost any season thati is not El will 

do between March and September, The best kinds of Grass 
for a lawn are Crested Dogs vee eadow Poa and Badon 
Fescue, with a little white Clove 

GUANO—H P J—F op Pelis OUT. c., mix 1 1b. of guano in 
6 gallons of erm and let it remain till it becomes quite 
clear before using it. The same guano may be used again in 
the same way. 

HxEaTING—J2 Ó H—We quite expect that the Polmaise mode of heating will be perfectly suited to your ease; and you will 
probably think so too when you have heard all the explana- 
D that may be expected concerning it. If you cannot 

t for information then use 4-inc 3 and hot 
n. The lights should form an angle between 35° and 40°. 
Let the front „lights open by all me. 

cut to the most advant 
‘We know your Vi nery y AeA and 
culty about heating it by the Bolm S ON fore, how- ever, you actually set about it, just seo what Mr. Meeke says. 
His plan, of whieh will be fully given, will show 
you, better than a: , the principie of the method and the most philosophicat ray. of carrying it out. As to the 
estimate you speak of, it is absurd. ode conservator 
might, “pethaps, be debit with ta a similar way; unless a ouple of Mr. Riyers’ Arnotts, neatly built, would be better. 
We iot Ad is e help for the sparrows in such a neigh- 
bourhood as you Won't a malkin keep Qu mV. or 
pieces of glass tied | to string? If not, we fear you t go 

vomica and heat.—J A T—There is n iticulty aaen your range of houses by one boiler Bui 
carry wooden or other tanks through A an 
iron trough through C. Connect "the iet with both tha 
flow and return pipes of the tanks. Then by means of little 

uice gates. s OF some es contrivance as that of Mr. Beck, 
mentioned at p. or 1813; cut off A from B B, and the 
latter from ©, If ied is done you can work A by shutting 
down the sluices ; or A and BB by esting the first sluice, 
or the whole line by o ening: tie) other You will then 
have at all times most heat t A, d at B B, "eh least at 
C. Such seems to us the best course to follow ; but you should regard these observations as hints rather than abso- 
n directions, —Jean aptiste-—We have sent pour letter 

ut we do not know whether plans can be had.—— 
P WK "will you look at the plan of a pit given at p. 116 for 

that does not meet your Wishes, be so good as repeat 
your question, 

IonnY HzpcEs—J W T—These may be cut back at different 
ons bue injuring them if the operation is judicionsly performed. In your case thin a portion now, another in two 

months’ time, and the remainder in the month of November 
next. If you cut your fence back all at once it is sure to 
injure the plants ds well as make the hedge unsightly t 
nake 

Inencte— 4B W—lhis the caterpillar of the goat moth (Cossus 
ligniperda) which is injuring your trees. We fear there is 
no better remedy than to search for the moths the end of 
June and beginning of July, when they uA us found pu 

Is 

ing to the trunk of the trees they were bred ‘from. You will 
find a figure of inm EO and its i ex Curtis's, Brit 
Ent., fol, and pl. 60. R.——4s Worth—It is the larva of a 
Telephorus, which ds said o i carnivo; Pi and is usually 
found at the roots of Grass, or running E foot. paths early 
in the year. oL be feeding Tus some kind of small 
worms that educi R.——H B T. Plense to 
send ue some of the wire- forms and you shall have the 

ary information, R. 
s—G M—Dissolve your guano in cow's urine rather 

than water, at the rate of llb. to 4 gallons, If you will 
couples, WAT then 2 Ibs. to 4 gallons will not be too much, 

G R—We have never Ree ard of pones and sulphuric acid 
being used for Hyacinths. e fitness of the manurefor this 

e ed by “experiment. Perhaps 
Um will inform us of the result. It must. be used extremely 
weak.—— Rusticus—The statement about iuste being a good 
manure for Conifers was not ours, corresponden 

eces 

ver saw it so applied, and should. ES feared that dis 
effects would be injurious. If it is used to these plants, it 

N' C C~ We have no power to assist you. You 
complain TA requires prepayment for his goods, and that 
when he receives it he re: s to acknowledge it . Thatis 
very discreditable to Lum b ds bt would not deal 
with such a man; o the system o: f prepayment itself, 
we di not see what there i is s objectionable i init. Of course, it 
is liable to abuse, like all o E hings; and surely 
system of post-payment e diu empt from cause of com- 
plaint. Itis clear that w Voy and seller deal ata 
distance, one or the other muse trust. If A, the buyer, trusts 
B, the seller, with his money, he incurs the risk of B.’s 
cheating him ; on the other hand, if Bothe weer HIN, 
the buyer, with his goods, he equally runs the risk of never 
being paid. The peshon is who is to run the risk, A or B ? 

not pretend to decide. 
— Since you ask for advice, we must tell you to 

bare nothing to do with schemes whic! 
bi 

sav akt era efiko P die wi 
INES— Jgnolum—Y ou will obtain a stronger shoot by grafting 
or inarching the wood of last season, than you would by 
waiting till the young shoots are firm enough for joining. The 
Cannon Hall Muscat will succeed grafted on the Black 
Hamburgh.|| 

$ 

A toad or two kept in your eames will thin 
; and large quantities may also be caught by 

placi ards P bros other, Leavers which they 
crawl as morning appro , to AR themselves. Tiles 
laid over Cabbage-lea va don good traps. 

Misc—F X had bette rt a short over meni inthe Paper. 
"The cost will be 4s. ——15. s T giv en for No. 14, 1842 ; and 

F—Any table seedsman can procure 
you the Broccoli you ask io if m ‘chooses to take the trouble 
We cannot EXE one seedsman more 
———Apis— We cannot recommend the tallies, They are too 
brittle, vue possess m. advantage over painted sticks. We 

bushe! them thrown sai as useless.—— 
Fultirddeii onm 12 to 18in. (we have no such size as 

10 to 18 in, in this country) should, according to the custom 
of the trade, vary between those sizes ; some may be as littleas 
12 and others as much as 18, It is, however, unfair and un- 
tradesmanlike in a nurseryman to supply you with athe dispro- 
"um uu quantity of the EC size. however, 

dispu: ite can only be set; vy lawyers, Anni PS arl ia 
tion is agreed to, which would be the fairest course. 
cannot send thiera back after having keptthem so long, ien 
you have from th. protested against their quality ; and 
pos then we pr ui m law of the matter is 
W N—A note to the Secretary, 21, 2L Regontcatreot, will procure 

you the required’ informati. Su Decriber— The Royale 
THátivo Plum. ant your Crimson Cnn 
of loam mixed. S a little cow-dun, lici 

unacquainted with your Egyptian His Erich hiemalis, 
Willmoreana, and Lai mberti rosea are three pretty Heaths 
that wil oom in a greenhouse in winter,[—-— Woodend— 
TThe advertisement contains nearly all that is To] of the 
Reine Claude Monstreuse de Bavay Plum.; It is like a 
large Greengage and said to be very excellent. It has never 
S ted in this country. The Brown Beurré is variable as 

avour, but invariably melting and buttery. At all 
TE dS one you 

Dahlias p the ATO of the September meeting of the 
South London Floricultural Society, p. 642, Lists of Pinks, 
romatións, &c. have been given at pp. 708 and 724 of the 
same yea 15); anal a list of Roses was given at p. 88 o 
the rank volume, t recommend dealers, you 
should consult our advertising lumus 1—-H E—You will 
find directions for raising Eon atoes jn seed in our last 
year's volume, pp. 260 and 8: R D—Scheuchzeria is 
aguas ie Shikezeria.——— Non; gira the middle of August 
you can obtain crops of Pon? Beans, Onions, Early Carrots, 
and Potatoes, Cabbages, French Beans, and 8 Spinach, You 
will see in the Calendar of Operations w and plant 
these things. Plant your Kidney Potatoes without rubbing 
off the sprouts ; place the dung under them.|| 

[252 d many communications have been receiv ed ted te, 
others ae M Ned ay detained till the necessary ini es 

an be made. We must also beg for the indulgence of Ete 
Meus correspondents, the insertion of whose interesting 

eontributions is still delayed, 

| | 
| 
f 
| 
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IMPROVED DIBBLING MACHINE. 

OHN WEATHERSTONE begs to inform the Agri- 
cultural Public that his PATENT HORSE-DIBBLING 

MACHINE is now ready, whereby the greatest regularity may 
be insured in the deposition of all Seeds. A team of four horses 
will be found sufficient power to draw one of the largest size. 

rice of Machine, with six rows.... 
Ji eight rows . 
A ten rows. .. .. + 45 

for further parti rs may be made to Mr. JOHN 
WEATHERSTONE, Cassington, near Oxford; or to Messrs. Ginr 
and Warp, High-street, Oxford.—Agents wanted in all parts of 
country. 

The Agricultural Gazette, 

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 1846. 
MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 
Wzpwesbay, Feb. 25—Agricultural Society of England. 

J AY, di mS ioc. of Ireland, 
gricultural 8 of England, 

WaowzsAv, Mar. 4) Highland and Agricultural Society. TaURepAY, —Agricul:ural Imp. Soc. of Ireland. 
LOCAL SOCIETIES. 

Llandovery— Banffshire—Holderness—Shropham and Guilteross. 

FARMERs! CLUBS, 
Mar. 8—Watford 
— 4 

. 23 Wellington 
— "24—Nairnshire Monmout 
— 25—Newton — 6—Hawick—abergavenny 
— 25—Ottery St. Mary — 6—Debenham — ‘Hadleigh — 
— 297—Rhins of Galloway Claydon—St. Austoll— Lich- 
— 38—Hereford field 
Mar. 2—Moreton Hampstead — Dar- 7— Northampton — Melrose — 

lington—St. Columb— New- 
el 

Durham — Carlton-on-Treat Cardif- Collumpi 
—  8—8: Quivox—Jedburgh 

We have often of late directed attention to the 
establishment and support of Farmers’ CLUBS as 
among the most efficient means of exciting and 
diffusing an interest in the cause of agricultural im- 
provement ; but we have hitherto argued for them 
more on account of their obvious tendencies to those 
ends than on the ground of any definite facts or 
history in their favour. Let us, however, adduce a 
specific instance of the good which such societies 
are capable of doing; and it shall be one of an 
association which by the energy and perseverance 
of its members has laid not only its own district 
but the agricultural interest generally under great 
obligations. 
We lately asked: WHERE ARE Tur ScHoors 

ron Farmers’ Sons? ow, even though we 
overlook the Professorship in the Edinburgh Uni- 
versity, and the many agricultural schools in 
Treland, yet this question shall not be altogether 
without a satisfactory answer; and for this we 
have to thank the Fairford aud Cirencester Farmers’ 
Club, or, rather, Mr. Brown, the member of that 
society, by whom they were urged and led in the 
course which they adopted. 

On the 14th» of November, 1842, Mr. R. 
Brown, of Cirencester, in Gloucestershire, rea: 
before that society an address on the advantages of 
a specific education for agricultural pursuits, in 
which, after pointing out the importance of the 
subject, and the consequently shameful fact that 
this country is distinguished among all others by her 
neglect of it, he urged the propriety of establishing 
a public institution in their own neighbourhood 
where agriculture might be taught, and he concluded 
thus :—“ It has been suggested that such an insti- 
tution should originate with the Agricultural So- 
ciety, or with Government. We shall find that the 
practical way is to do our own business ourselves. 
We shall thus have an institution adapted to our 
wants, No one situation will do for all England. 
We hope of every district—the vales, the chalk, the 
red sand, &c.—that each will have its college. Tf 
one large establishment was reared, we may fear 
that it would be a failure ; anything rather than the 
substantial practical institution that will turn out— 
not the finical gentleman, afraid of soiling his hands 
—but intelligent, active, hardy young men—who 
will maintain the substantial honest character of the 
English yeoman, combined with all that modern 
Science and advancement, and careful training and 
moral and religious culture can do, to elevate them 
Wee Station in the country that they ought to fill. 
Tor ud pach of us the centre of some little cirele. 
d advance the cause by advocating it amongst 

ose we know ; and, with God's blessing, we may 
hope that, ere long, the cry for the efficient prac- 
tical education of the rising generation of farmers 
will be so loud and general, that all difficulties will 
disappear, and we shall have the happiness of 
seeing an agricultural college on the Cotswold 
Hills—a Mam el, we trust, for many others in 
the land.". A committee of the Club was formed 
for the purpose of inquiring further into the 
feasibility of Mr. Brown’s proposal; it met on the 
19th of December, and drew up an address on the 
subject to the landowners and tenants of the neigh- 
bourhood. This address was circulated in the be- 
ginning of 1843; by April of that year the move- 
ment had experienced such an accession of strength 
that a provisional committee, comprising many of 
the leading men of the district, was appointed, and 
a prospectus was proposed ; in May the draft of it 
Was agreed to—it was entitled “ The Prospectus re 

ite ee 

an Agricultural College, or an Example Farm, in 
the Oolite District, including the country commonly 
called the Cotswold-hills, extending from Bath to 
Chipping Camden ; also including a great part of 
Oxfordshire and North Wiltshire, part of Berk- 
shire, &c." A capital of 12,0007. was proposed to 
be raised by proprietary shares of 307. each, the 
control and government of the whole scheme was 
to rest in the shareholders, whose rights and re- 
sponsibilities should be defined by a deed of settle- 
ment; in the same month, however, it was reported, 
by a committee appointed to consider the subject 
of responsibility, that it could only be provided 
against by charter or act of Parliament. At this 
time a committee was appointed to wait on the 
noblemen und gentlemen of the district and solicit 
support, and to attend and address the agricultural 
meetings of that year at Stow, Lechlade, Farring- 
don, Devizes, Chippenham, Wotton Basset, Tet- 

| bury, Gloucester, Malmesbury, Bath, &c.; the 
country was also divided into districts, and one or 
more members appointed to canvass each. In 
January, 1844, it was decided to hold a public 
meeting on this subject, and it was held at Ciren- 
cester on the 22d of April ; the report of the Ciren- 
cester Farmers’ Club was there read, and reso- 
lutions founded upon it were moved by Earl Ducre 
and others: that the proposed institution was expe- 
dient, and that a committee of gentlemen be ap- 
pointed to determine on the best plan of it, and on 
the best method of carrying the design into effect. 
It was at this stage in the proceedings, therefore, 
that the Farmers’ Club dropped their direction, and 
handed the scheme over (as was most proper, con- 
sidering the general interest it had now excited) to a 
body more fairly representing the district whose 
aid was required. - It was now determined to apply 
for a charter through Earl BarrunsT; and also to 
look out for a site, which was done by public ad- 

vertisement. In June the committce received the 
offer of a farm on a 48-years’ lease from Earl Baru- 
urst, and of 20007. towards the buildings, interest on 
which at 33 p. cent. was to be added to the rent. They 
were also informed by his lordship that probably a 
charter would be granted ; a general meeting was 
therefore called and held on the Ist of July, at 
which a company was formed, its trustees named, 
and its government agreed upon. On the 4th,a 
deputation was appointed to call a meeting during 
the Southampton Show ofthe English Agricultural 
Society, and to attend the same. This meeting 
was held on Wednesday the 24th, and it was at- 
tended by the Duke of Ricamonp, Mr. Pusey, and 
other influential men, and resolutions were adopted, 
approving of the scheme. Previously to this, Earl 
Ducts, who had taken an active and effective part 
in the early mectings, canvassed in company with 
the secretary, and obtained the support of'a number 
of influential noblemen and gentlemen then in Lon- 
don. During these various steps a share list had 
gradually formed, which enabled the committee to 
commence in earnest. In September, a head master 
was advertised for; on the 19th of that month, 
plans for the college buildings were advertised for ; 
in November, a draft of charter and deed of settle- 
ment'was produced; in December, Mr. Scares, of 
Norfolk, was chosen head master; in January, 
1845, the plans of Messrs. Dawxer and HAMILTON 
were selected, and, with some alterations, fixed on 
as suitable for the college ; on the 17th of March, 
Mr. Way was chosen professor of chemistry ; the 
contract to build the college was entered into with 
Mr. Lnrivees, of Cirencester, his being the lowest 
tender, and on the 2nd-of April he commenced 
work under the contract; on the 7th of May the 
royal charter, granted by the Queen on the 27th of 
March, was produced; it establishes the existing 
company into a body politic and corporate, under 
the name of “ The Agricultural College,” and grants 
a*common seal, and ample powers and immunities ; 
in June Mr. Townsenp was chosen professor of 
engineering and natural philosophy*; in August, 
Mr. Woopwarp was chosen professor of natural 
history and geology, and Mr. Rosryson as veteri- 
nary professor; a house in Cirencester was also 
provided for the reception of students, until the 
college should be ready for them, and it was opened 
on the 15th of September, and in the course ofa 

week, about 20 entered. 
The first ‘term closed on the 19th of December ; 

the students had received the introductory and 
preliminary course of lectures on chemistry, 
geology, and natural history ; also very practical 

and valuable ones on the diseases and structure of 
animals; they were also accompanied by the Pro- 
fessors on weekly botanical and geological exeur- 
sions, and the whole has given great satisfaction. 

Thus has fairly and successfully commenced the 
titi Sia Aa Act o o aC Rer 

* In August, 1844, the council received the afllicting intelli- 
gence of Mr, Townsend’s death, 

useful labours of * The Royal Agricultural College ;” 
doubtless to the intense satisfaction of Mr. Brown, 
who may so justly look upon the establishment of 
this Institution as his own handiwork. We heartily 
wish the Institution all the success he can desire; 
its prospects of success are fair ; about 500 shares of 
307. each have been taken; a large number of 
names are on the admission roll ; arrang are 
being made for the reception of out-students in the 
town house who may attend the lectures and witness 
the farm operations. Materials for a library and 
museum are gradually accumulating, and we have 
no doubt that when the thing is fully known, gifts 
suitable for these departments will flow in upon 
them. Great interest is being excited, and visitors 
begin to flock—all are highly pleased with the 
beauty, solidity, situation, and convenience of the 
new buildings which were opened for the reception 
of students on the first week of this month, afford- 
ing the perhaps unprecedented fact of a large public 
building built and occupied within the year. 
We have entered into rather a long detail of the 

steps taken in this the first effort to found a College 
worthy of the great agricultural body, both because 
they most instructively illustrate what the persever- 
ance of an individual may accomplish, and also be- 
cause they indicate the proper course to be adopted 
in future efforts of a similar kind. Such efforts, how- 
ever, must not be hastily entered upon—the ground 
for attempting the establishment of similar institu- 
tions should be the success of this, and its inability 
to receive the students who offer. Of course there 
will be ample room ultimately for many agricultural 
establishments of a similar kind, but the present 
demand for the means of such an education as they 
will afford, must be estimated by the overflow of 
students at Cirencester. The institution: there is 
no local school ; its establishment is known all over 
the country, and its present pospectus is addressed 
to all everywhere who desire the advantages it 
offers. The position of its directors became gradu- 
ally different from that which they at first assumed. 
Experience taught them that they could not esta- 
blish a complete institution for the intended pur- 
pose by confining themselves to two or three coun- 
ties; it justly appeared to them essential to success 
that all the arrangements should be of the most per- 
fect kind; and while the expenses necessarily in- 
curred required that they should obtain a greater 
number of supporters, the charter which they ob- 

tained conferred on them that national character 
which justified them in seeking that support at a 
distance. We say, therefore, that the overflow of 
students here is the only safe index of the necessity 
for further institutions of a similar kind. No doubt 
such institutions will before long be numerous, and 
we heartily say—the sooner the better—but agri- 
culturists must first be convinced by the usefulness 
of this one, of the advantage of a specific education 
for the members of their profession. 

MANAGEMENT OF MANURE IN BELGIUM. 
[Taken from the ‘ Quarterly Journal of Agriculture."] 

Tue next subject of which we speak is the manures of 
Flanders; and some conception of the importance of this 
subject may be formed, when we mention that it regu- 
lates, not only the whole, but every individual part of 
he management of a Flemish farm. The first object 
and great aim of a Flemish farmer is to make or get 
manure ; and, to carry this into effect, nothing that can 
contribute in the least to increasing a dunghill is 
thrown away. He cultivates food for cattle, and ties 
them up all the year round, that he may not lose any of 

the manure. He sows Rape, and allows it to blossom 
and ripen, that he may obtain the seed for manure. His 
ashes-cart and urine-barrels traverse every street in a 
town, every by-way in the country, to collect this im- 
portant necessary for his farm. Itis in their manage- 
ment here that the farmers of Belgium excel those of 
every other country, and are thus enabled to extract 
more from the land than any other body of farmers. 
They act up, in short, to the true old adage that * Muck 
is the mither o' the meal kist?” The principal manures 
used are farmyard dung, urine, or liquid manure, Rape- 
cake, and ashes. Minerals are seldom, if ever, used, 
and bones are almost unknown. I alluded before to 
the comparatively great number of animals kept by the 
Flemish farmers on their few acres. This they do 
principally for making manure to enable them to carry 
out their system of farming. On a farm of 63 acres, 

horses, and 15 mileh cows, and several heifers for 
supplying the stock, were kept throughout the year, be- 
sides six cows and a few calves were fattened yearly. 
In another, of 77 acres' extent, 4 horses and 20 cows, 
with a requisite number of heifers, were kept, besides 
from 20 to 30 calves were fattened off yearly ; and ina 
third, of 88 acres, 5 horses and 20 cows, besides heifers 
and ealves, were kept. These farms were all arable, 
and were situated in one of the finest districts in Bel- 
gium. Mostly every crop receives some of this farm- 
yard dung, which is always well rotted before being 
applied. One of the peculiarities of the Flemish system 
is, the extensive and various uses they make of the 
urine from the animals kept on their farms. Every 
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one has keard of the urine tanks of Flanders, which are 
to be found all over the country, at home, and in the 
fields. They are built in a most substantial manner, 
and so far under-ground, that when they are “covered 
in, the farmer is enabled to cultivate the soil over them 
Contraets are generally entered into between the 
farmers and those in towns who have much of this 
at command, as brewers, distillers, &c., i 

who fatten animals from the refuse of their works. 
urine of one 21. is commonly given for the 

veys, 
towns to 

which it is principally applied is Flax ; and then they 
dissolve in it Rape-cake, which renders it a most power- 
ful manure. After the Flax-seed has been sown and 
covered in, and rolled, so that the surface is made quite 
smooth, they proceed to apply this mixture. It is 
applied in the following manner :—Fi nen are em- 
ployed altogether, two to pump, two to tter it, and 
one todriveit. A rectangular piece of ground, 30 yards 
in breadth, is measured off across the ridge ; this is 
sub-divided into six portions of five yards each. The 
field was laid off in ridges of 10 yards, Six wooden 
vessels are filled and placed in the middle of a ridge at 
the distance of 5 yards from one another, so that the 
contents of cach vessel, which is about the size of a 
Potato firlot, is the allowance for every 50 square yards, 
There is nothing in which they manifest such economy 
as in the saving of. this material, which they prize as à 
most valuable assistant to their labours. Rape-cake, 
besides being applied as mentioned above, with the 
liquid-manure, is also used in a dry state. The Rape 
is cultivated principally as a manure, and is used ex- 
tensively where the cropping is very severe. Ashes 
are never used but as a top-dressing to Clover ; but th 
irafie which is earried on in them, between Holland 
and Belgium, is sufficient to form a distinct trade with 
2 certain class of merchants in Belgium. The farmers 
in Belgium set a high value on them, and place so much 

dependanee on them for the success of their Clover- 
crop, that (I understand, from what I have read) there 
is à current saying among them, that * He who buys 
ashes for his Clover-erop, pays nothing ; but he that does 
it not, pays double.” It is really surprising that this 
manure, whieh has been proved to be so efficacious by a 
class of experienced farmers like the Flemish, has never 
been tried, or at least sufficiently tested, in Scotland. 
believe some were importéd in the beginning of this year 
by Messrs. John Mitchell and Co., in Leith ; but I am 
not aware that they have met with the reception we 
would anticipate from the well-known successful results 
of their application in Belgium. There is nothing so 
much wanted at present, in the agriculture of Scotland, 
as a good lasting top-dressing for Clover. The failures 
in this crop have been frequent of late, and the effects of 
nitrate of soda last only with the crop to which it is ap- 
plied, while sad disappoi have been experienced 
in the use of gypsum. But before recommending an 
extensive use of this material, I would suggesta few 
comparative trials to be made with it, gypsum,soot, and 
other substances ; for if the failure of gypsum arose 
from there being a supply of it already in the soil suffi- 
cient for the growth of the plant, an application of Dutch 
ashes might be attended with a similar result, as the 
great proportion of the ingredients of the ashes are salts 
of lime, with the useful addition, however, of some salts 
of soda. Some attribute their great effects in Belgium 
to the lime which they contain, as few of the soils there 
have any amount of lime in their composition. They 
are applied in different quantities to the soil, from 10 to 
30 bushels an imperial aere, — P. Me L. 

AN EXPERIMENT IN AGRICULTURE. 
Oxs or two of my agricultural friends have, at my sug- 

gestion, engaged to try the following experiment, with the 
view of testing the truth of the opinion countenanced, 
as it would appear, by some of the later publications of 
Baron Liebig—that manures are only serviceable to the 
crop by supplying it with the inorganie materials which 
it requires, and not by the ammonia disengaged by 
organic matter undergoing decomposition, 

As, however, the results of one or two experiments 
only can hardly be regarded as conclusive with refer- 
ence to a question of this kind, I am desirous of making 
known more generally the nature of the experiment, in 
the hope of inducing some few of your numerous readers 
to undertake it likewise; not disputing, indeed, that it 
might be possible to arrive at the same result by other 
modes of proceeding, but conceiving that by the one 
suggested all danger of altering the mechanical condi- 
tion of the manure in question is avoided, and therefore 
that any difference in the effect produced upon the erop 
might be attributed with greater confidence to the pre- 
sence of ammonia in the one sample of manure, and its 
absence from the other. 

Experiment.—Select three equal plots of ground, all 
requiring manure, and in a proper state to receive any 
crop containing much nitrogen, such as the Cerealia, 
Beans, Peas, &e, Let the first of these plots remain 
unmanured, and weigh out an equal amount of fresh 
stable-dung to spread upon the two others. Let one of 
these quantities be preserved as much as possible from 
eyaporation, and the liquid portionsbe carefully retained, 
either by means of a cistern caleulated to receive the 
drainings, or by preserving the whole upon a water- 
tight floor. Let the corresponding quantity be likewise 
spread upon a floor caleulated to prevent the draini 
from .being carried off, but evaporation fro 

moted by frequent turning, and afterwards by a certain 
degree of heat, such as that produced by tan or fer- 
menting dung. When it appears desiccated, mix with 
it a little quicklime, and if an iacal smell is 
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entitled for his outlay of capital or of labour in perma- 
nent imp: ments should I d to him by voluntary 

emitted, continue to add more until the smell -goes off. 
Whatever be the quantity of quicklime added to this 
second heap, let an equivalent amount of powdered 
chalk, or of quicklime rendered mild by exposure to 
the air, be mixed with the first portion, By this ar- 
rangement you will have two portions of manure con- 

ning exaetly equal quantities of fixed inorgauie iu 
dients, but the one destitute of the ammoniacal salts 
which the other will contain. The point to be deter- 
mined therefore is, will any difference occur in the 
quality and amount of the crop produced by the first 
and by the second portion of the manure so treated ? 
all the excess beyond the amount obtained from the 
unmanured plot being regarded as due to the action of 
the manure.— C. D. [We should be glad to hear from 
any of our correspondents who may be disposed to try 
this experiment. The subject of it is of great im- 
portance. We hope that it will be extensively tried.] 

ON THE STATE OF BANDRY IN LOWER 
BRITTANY, 

WITH INCIDENTAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE CONDITION OF 
THE FARMING POPULATION THERE, COMPARED WITH 
THE SOCIAL STATE OF THE ANALOGOUS CLASSES IN 
IRELAND, 

By Martin DOYLE, 
(Continued from page 106.) 

The soil of Basse Bretagne is so varied that plants of 
Norway and of the south of Earope are indigenous to 
it, and the /andes, though very poor, are generally capa- 
ble of improvement, and in some places are in progress 
of being reclaimed. I shall briefly describe their natural 
state, and the modes of bringing them into culture. 

The upper soil of those moors is a shallow bed of 
vegetable detritus and silicious sand; the subsoil is 
either argyl or rotten schistus, with a thin layer of 
silex between it and the surface soil, called prit- 
prat, which frequently contains oxide of iron. In 
summer, when there is a very rapid evaporation of 
moisture, the soil becomes too dry; in winter the 
opposite excess renders it unfavourable for culture. 
The vegetable matter on the surface is Heath (Erica 
vulgaris), and Rushes (Silex europreus). These moors 
are often held by the peasantry in common, for wild pas- 
tures, and therefore somewhat as in the case of land 
held under joint-tenaneies in Ireland, or in leases in 
rundale ; there are occasional impediments to inelosing 
and cultivating by individuals ; more generally, how- 
ever, these tracts are at the disposal either of the elass 
of larger proprietors, or of the inferior class of land- 
owners, who possess portions of them under the same 
titles by whieh they hold their homestead fields, namely, 
by purchase at or subsequent to the period of the Revo- 
lution, when the property of the land proprietary of the 
kingdom was brought in such numerous cases to the 
hammer of the State auctioneer, from those who, by 
their adherence to republicanism, contrived to maintain 
possession of their estates. 

As the occupancy of land is now a subject of much 
discussion in Ireland, I shall advert to the ancient 
customs of landlord and tenant in Basse Bretagne ; an 
also inquire into the results which have followed there 
from the changes made at the period of the French 
Revolution. * 

t is a remarkable circumstance that the form of 
tenure termed Domaine Congéable, founded on the 
most rational and equitable principles, and adapted to 
a high state of civilisation, was originated in the fourth 
or fifth century in that ancient province, where alone it 
became established in practice, according to the reports 
of celebrated jurists ; this form of lease was introduced 
after the last emigrations of the Britons from England 
to the mountains and forests of Cornouaille, and the 
other parts of the province in question, where they 
found a people ef the same race, language, and habits, 
The lords of the soil, who, after the devastations of the 
Romans, then had but thinly-inhabited tracts of forest 
or partially-cleared land, gave every encouragement to 
the refugees, who obtained from them equitable and 
mutually advantageous terms of tenure. 

The following conditions were agreed upon :—'The 
seigneur or landowner was to receive a yearly rent, in 
proportion to the actual value of the land, in its uncul- 
tivated state, with this important clause: That the 
labour and capital of the tenant (indispensable to the 
improvement of the land, and which were to be ad- 
vanced by him), with all expenditure for buildings, 
orchards, inclosures, &e., should become his own pro- 
perty, or that of his heirs ; so that thelandowner bound 
himself to allow the tenant, at the termination of their 
connexion, the full value of his expenditure ; in default 
of which the lease continued in force, under the original 
conditions, the landowner being always required to give 
six months’ notice (before Michaelmas) to the tenant, 
of his intention of resuming possession, and of his 
readiness to pay the just demands of the latter, The 
other party had the right of disposing as he pleased of 
his claims for indemnity for buildings, &c., provided they 
were kept in such a state of repair as gave security for 
the rent. E 

I may advert to the striking aecordanee between 
the prineiple of that old Breton law and the report of 
the commissioners appointed to inquire into the oceupa- 
tion of land in Ireland. “Although it is certainly de- 

~* Here, uled myself of the 
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agreement, rather than by compulsion of law ; yet, upon 
a review of all the evidence furnished to us upon tho 
subject, we believe that some legislative measure will be 
found necessary, in order to give effieacy to such agrec- 
ments, as well as to provide for those cases which can- 
not be settled by private arrangement,” 

“ We earnestly hope that the legislature will be dis- 
posed to entertain a bill of this nature, and to pass it 
into a law with as little delay as is consistent with a fu'! 
discussion of its principle and details, We are con- 
vinced that in the present state of feelings in Ireland, 
no single measure can be better caleulated to allay dis- 
content, and to promote substantial improvement 
throughout the country. In some cases the existence of 
such a law will incline the landlord to expend his own 
capital in making permanent improvements. In others 
he may be called upon on the eviction or retirement of 
tenants to provide the amount for which their claims 
may be established under the Act.” 

This defect, however, attended the Breton law—the 
award was made according to the amount of expendi- 
ure, without reference to the real value of the improve- 
ments made ; but this could be remedied by a stringent 
clause, requiring the landlord’s assent to the tenant's 
expenditure, or some special agreement guarding 
against the unreasonable demands of the latter." The 
principle of the law was decidedly good, but through 
the inadvertenee of the landowner, or the pliability of 
his disposition, a imes contrived, by gra- 
dually adding to the extent of his buildings, fences, &e., 
to run up à bill of eosts in the end disproportioned to 
the pecuniary means of the seigneur, and to the value 
of the property at the time. The latter, however, in 
such cases generally renewed his engagement with the 
former oceupier, taking care for the future to be more 
regardful of his own interests, Ultimately, no doubt, 
he derived remunerating advantage, from the inereased 
value of his farm, and the greater security he obtained 
for the rent, 

In 1791, an Act of the Legislative Assembly, was 
passed (on the avowed principle of giving equal rights), 
to enable the tenant to demand his congé, or cancella- 
tion of the lease, with compensation in full for his ex- 
penditure in permanent improvements whenever he 
pleased—a power which, by tacit understanding, tho 
tenantry had not previously elaimed (though admitted 
in theory), because they were seldom if ever disposed 
to leave their farms. In the following year, when the 
madness of the Republican legislature was uncontrolled 
by respect for the rights of property, and while the fiend 
of liberty and equality sought to grind into dust the aris- 
tocracy of the land, another Act was passed which de- 
clared the occupying tenantr I hout France 
rent free! But this state of anarchy and spoliation 
was corrected in 1795, by an act of legislation, which 
confirmed to those landowners, whose estates had es- 
caped confiscation, and to all the purchasers of forfeited 
property, the first rights of ownership ; and, in fact, re- 
adopted the principle of the law of 1791, which had 
secured to the tenant (according to the old Breton 
usage) the privilege of claiming compensation (but re- 
quiring the previous consent of the landlord) to the 
outlay of the tenant, and also established to the former 
the right of resuming the possession, which he had 
before the republican era. 

The Breton iandlords, however, were dissatisfied with 
the retrospective operation of the new law; for, in 
giving to the tenant the power of claiming payment in 
full of his demands for building, &c., at six months’ no- 
tice, under penalty. of forfeiture of the land to him by 
the landlord in case of non-payment, a boon was con- 
ferred upon the tenant which he had not previously 
possessed, unless by special agreement ; and the land- 
lords have, in consequence, generally adopted the mo- 
dern usage throughout France, which is to give leases 
for seven or nine years, with written agreements either 
to allow or not for farm-buildings, &c. 

In some parts of lower Brittany it is the praetice to 
lease the farms (on those short terms), as in other 
countries in a primitive state of agriculture, on shares ; 
the landlord finding the capital, and the tenant the 
labour, Nothing, however, can be more opposed to 
their ancient mode of occupancy than the nine years? 
lease ; but we easily find, in the social system of modern 
France, sufficient causes for inducing both parties to 
enter into short terms of tenure, among which is fore- 
most the law which gives to children equal rights of 
inheritance, and therefore oceasions frequent transfers 
of property. = 

Now, the social condition of Ireland, as nearly as pos- 
sible, demands an approximation to perpetuity of tenure, 
and the old Breton law, which practically involved this, 
appears to be a good model for the object in question, 
without depriving the landlord of the contingent advan- 
tages which he might derive should his property rise in 
intrinsic value. It should not be forgotten that the 
tendency of land in Ireland will be to rise in value (even 
if left in a neglected state) from the constant increase 
of population, and progressing skill in agriculture, with 
the concomitant development of industrial resources ; 
the right of a proprietor and his heirs to profit 
accordingly, even though the benefits be remote and 
contingent, should not be lost sight of. 

Te À 

: Home Gorrespondence, 
Guano ant Sunerphasphate of Lime as Manure— 

There have recently b several communications in 
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your Journal on the use of superphosphate of lime as 
a manure. That it is a highly valuable one.I have 
already tested by my own experience, though for Tur- 
nips I do not consider it so efficacious as guano. Last 
year I tried it side by side with guano, as a top-dressing 
for Wheat, and the effect. produced was as nearly alike 
as possible ; both answered well. For Swedes, on the 
contrary, the result was very different. T set apart 
3 acres in a field of similar quality, and divided them 
into three equal portions: on the first I used 4 ewt. 
of the best Ichaboe guano; on the second 5 ewt. of 
superphosphate of lime; and on the third 5 ewt. of 
Boast’s inorganie manure. Each lot was mixed with 
10 bushels of ashes, and drilled below the seed. During 
the first six weeks, the two latter kept ahead, when the 
guano portion overtook them, and very soon far sur- 
passed them in growth. There is now an excellent 
crop upon all three pieces, but in the guano aere the 
Swedes are immensely large, and much superior to the 

perphosphate—i proporti at least five to 
four, whilst the latter is perceptibly better than Boast’s 
inorganic. My own opinion is, that Turnips require a 
considerable portion of nitrogenous manure applied 
directly to the soil in the form of some ammoniacal 
compound, and I would therefore recommend the use of 
equal parts of guano and superphosphate as a dressing 
for Turnips ; though I myself prefer, in addition to a 
little guano, a mixture of partially decomposed bones, 
like that which I alluded to in my last letter ; in which, 
by-the-bye, I omitted to state that I covered the whole 
mixture with a layer of common salt, which after a 
short time became thoroughly consolidated by the in- 
ternal heat of the heap, and thus with the previous 
layers of gypsum and dry ashes prevented the escape 
of the gases, which had been let free during the decom- 
position of the bones.—J. M. Paine, Farnham. 

On Draining Stiff Clay.—1 have seen some state- 
ments of late of the comparatively small cost of draining 
heavy clay land ; which, however correct as applying 
to some peculiar conditions of soil, are in my humble 
opinion calculated generally to mislead. Mr. Mechi, 
to whom the agricultural public is under many obliga- 
gations for zealous and disinterested exertions, in the 
Agricultural Gazette of February 7th, informs us inan 
article on “Deep Draining Stiff Clays,” that he has 
drained 33 acres at a cost of 37. an acre; the drains 
5 feet deep, 33 fect asunder, and the whole expense of 
digging, placing the pipes, and filling in, not exceeding 
6d. per rod. The drainage, it would appear, had proved 
effectual. Now I do not mean for a moment to impugn 
th t of this st Mr. Mechi’s cha- 
racter, judging from his writings, is too frank and 
generous to admit the shadow of a suspicion to rest on 
his veracity. I would, however, respectfully ask Mr. M, 
Whether the soil in which these draining operations 
have been performed fairly comes under the designa- 
tion of a “stiff clay?” “I presume that it does not, 
Since he denominates it a brick earth, strongly impreg- 
nated with iron, The cost of making drains, it is un- 
necessary to say, is materially affected by the nature 
and composition of the subsoil. From my own experi- 
ence, now of some years standing, in draining adhesive 
clays, and the pretty extensive observations which I have 
made on the practice of others, I have been led to form 
a different conclusion to that of your correspondent, 
not only as to the cost, but as to the depth and distance 
of draining the heavier soils. I have never found 
drains, whatever their depth, so wide apart as 33 feet to 
© effectual in a subsoil of adhesive clay, so as to 

Secure a perfect uniform dryness throughout the entire 
area of the field ; which is of course the great object of 
thorough draining. Again, I have never yet seen 5 feet 
rains made for 64, a rod, nor do I believe that they ean 

be so made generally on any soil so as to secure good 
Workmanship and fair wages. The quantity of earth 
taken from a 5-feet drain is very great, and the labour 
of only filling in is considerable. I question whether 
those who talk and write about this cheap draining have 
any very definite notion how greatly the labour is in- 
creased in proportion to the depth. A good way of 
learning this problem practically is to dig out and fill in 
a few rods of deep drain one’s-self, I can say from ex- 
perience that it would be found in all cases very la- 
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beds of varying strata, such as frequently occur on the 
Hastings sand formation, deeper draining is to be re- 
commended. My practice in such cases is to descend 
till an adhesive stratum is reached, say 5 or 6 feet, in 
this ease the drains may be safely put wider apart. I 
have observed this winter several Hop gardens resting 
on a clay subsoil,where perfect drainage is so necessary, 
whieh have been drained 4 feet deep in every fourih 
alley, that is 24 feet apart, whieh, however, plainly in- 
dicate that to secure uniform dryness, just double the 
quanty of drains is required ; and I have yet to learn 
that in such soils deeper drains would materially alter 
the case. There appears to be, in the present day, a 
disposition to push even sound principles to an injurious 
extreme, and to make draining merely cheap, while the 
chief object should be to render it effective. All saving 
apart from this latter consideration is a false economy. 
I have just been calculating the cost of some draining 
which I completed a few days since. Tt is as follows :— 
5 feet deep, for labour, 94d.; 4 feet, 72d.; 31 feet, 51d. 
per rod of 16} feet. The subsoil alternates with clay, 
hard sand, and both light and stiff loam. There were 
but few stones, but some of the sand required the pick- 
axe, and in some places the clay was so compressed 
that it was difficult to dig. At these rates the best 
workmen averaged only 2s. 3d. a day. The drains were 
laid with pipes 1} inch diameter, cost 16s. a thousand, 
from 16 to 21 feet apart. It would much assist the 
cause of agricultural improvement, if practical men in 
different parts of the kingdom would eommunieate fully 
their experience in draining, in the columns of the 
Agricultural Gagette.—G. Buckland, Benenden, Kent. 
[We hope the suggestion with which our respected 
correspondent concludes will not be allowed to drop.] 

Forking.—1 believe **Subsoil? will find both a draw- 
ing and description of the fork which he wishes to use 
in the Agricultural Gaze:te of the 13th Dec., 1845. 

We here republish the woodcut referred to.] The 
blaeksmith in an adjoining village manufactures them 
for this neighbourhood, and I consider he has made a 

saan be orious, and in wet’ cold weather mely unp , 
and not tended wii iderable risk to health. A 
good drainer, I have always maintained, ought to 
earn at least half-a-crown a day. It was formerly the 
PRU in the Weald of Kent not to drain more than 
Aie 30 inches deep on clay soils, at a cost for 
pesi DS perrod. Oflate, draining has been done 

1 *ably cheaper, and with satisfactory results. The 
usual cost of cutting and filling in drains in this district 
may be Stated as follows:—Drains 3 fect deep, from 
4d. to Suis 4 feet, from 6d. to 7d.3 5 feet, from 8d. to 
9d, per rod. Of course this price varies according to 
the composition of the subsoil, but the above may be 
taken asa sort of average, T prefer, on soils resting 
upon a thick, uniform substratum of heav: clay, to cut 
the drains from 3 to 33 feet deep, and place them from 
14 to 18, or, at most, 20 feet asunder. I find this 
method secures a more uniform drainage than going 
deeper and wider apart. A drain has two duties to 
perform : Ist, to * draw” water, as it is termed ; 2nd, 
to convey it away in the speediest manner to the near- 
est outlet. On much of the land lying on the London, 
Weald, and Oxford clays,water will not readily “draw” 
More than 8 or 10 feet ; so that if it gravitates equally 
towards both sides of the drain, it follows that such 
drains ought not to be more than 16, or, at most, 2 
feet asunder, In subsoils alternating with several thin 
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p nt in them. There are three 
tines, which, instead of leaving square, he gives a sharp 
edge to the baek of, and this gives a facility-to its use 
on land that is at all sharp or stony. The lower end of 
the tines must be well steeled, and the handle longer 
and much stronger than that of a Potato-fork. If the 
information I refer to is not sufficient, I shall be very 
happy to communicate anything further that € Subsoil” 
may wish to know,.—Edward Wortley, Ridlington, 
Uppingham, 

White Turnips.—The following statement may be 
interesting to some of yourreaders. On the 4th of last 
November, Mr. V. (a land surveyor resident here) and 
myself, at the request of Mr, Middleton, weighed the 

Turnips off one rod of land on his farm at Blackwater, 

in the parish of Great Witehingham, Norfolk. We saw 

ihe Turnips pulled, and properly topped and tailed. 

There were 105 Turnips, which weighed 40 stones, 9Ibs., 

being at the rate of 40 tons, 124 ewt. per aere. i 

rows were 27 inches apart. ‘The whole field, between 

11 and 12 acres, appeared equally good. Some other 

parties made similar experiments on other parts of the 

field, and found the weight to be generally much the 

same as we did, This {farm came into the possession 
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of his old neighbours of the present improved appear- 
ance of the farm, and particularly of this excellent erop 
of Turnips, he was very incredulous : but when told 
which field produced it, he amazingly said—* Why that 
was the worst piece of land on the whole farm !? There 
ean be no doubt but that a similar judicious application 
of capital would produce results in many other instances 

—W. F. equally surprising to the same sort of peop! 

., the heat requi 
ing poultry artificially is 96° Fahr. ; i 
heat, never rising or falling more than a d 
a brood of upwards of 70 chickens was H 

60 years ago in London. Excess of h: 
injurious than a temporary diminution of i 
greatest difficulty in artificial hatching is the due regu- 
ation of evapo: 
I speak from experience, having had the m 
when a girl of an apparatus for hatching 
ferent birds—the common fowl, ducks, pea-fowl, guinea- 
fowl. We regulated the evaporation according as it 
appeared needful, on breaking an egg daily.— M. B. 

Particulars of an Experiment on Swedish Turnips 
at Sydenham, Devon, 1845.—The seed was Skirving’s, 
drilled at 27 inches interval. The manure placed in 
the rows, and the seed sown over it, with about 14 
Winchester bushels of mixed wood and coal ashes per 
acre, drilled in with the seed. 
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Observations.—No. 1 sown 26th May. No. 2 sown 28th: 
May. No. 3 sown 29th May. June 10th.—No. 1 well 
up, slightly touched by fly. No. 2 up and very fine witlz 
longer stalk. No. 3 not so well up. June 27th.— 
No. 1 not fit to hoe. No. 2, fit, but too wet. No. 3 
not fit to hoe. June 30th.—No. 1 partly hoed. No. 2 
‘hoed. No. 3 not fit to hoe. July Ist.—No. ¥ the re- 
mainder hoed. No. 2 still the strongest. No.3 hoed. 
July 14th and 15th.—No. 1 hoed a second time. No, 2 
ditto. July 16th—No. 3 hoed a second time, gaining. 
onl and 2, July 234.—No, 3 is now better than 1 
and 2. No. 3 continued the strongest plants till the ad 
of September or October, when a change in the leaf be- 
came apparent. No. 3 became more pale and sickly im 
the tops, so much go as to be plainly seen at a distance. 
There are more decayed Turnips in No. 3 than in the 
other two.—I. H. Tremayne, Heligan. 

Aftermath Hay.— Professor Johnston, in his lectures 
on eea One page 770, edition of 1844, 
gives a table by Boussingault, showing that aftermath 
hay contains a much larger proportion of nitrogen, for 
a given weight, than the first crop of hay of the season, 
and that, consequently, it is much more nutritious, This 
may be true in the feeding of stock, the muscular fibre 
of an animal requiring nitrogenised food for its support 
and increase, and my own experience proves that cattle 

may be kept in good condition, when fed on tbat alone, 

thatas the hay is changed from the first to the second 

crop of the season, both from the same land, the milk 
falls off in quantity, and vice versa. Ido not wish to- 
be understood as underrating the labours and researches 
of chemists; I estimate them very highly. My object 
is to induce practical men to make careful observations 
of the relative nutritiveness of different kinds of food Š 
and I have no doubt, if the results do in some cases differ and occupation of its present spirited proprietor five or 

six years since, 
in every respect. When the last tenant was told by one 

It was then in a wretched condition | from what might be expected from de bee en by 
the experimenta! chemist, he, calling phys to his 

on from the egg. I may tell you that - 

The soil a strong loam.. 
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aid, will be enabled to account satisfactorily for any 
seeming diserepaney,—G. B. C., Manchester. 

Glass Milk Pans.—I may state in answer to some in 
quiries lately made in the Chronicle, that I have for the 
last six months used glass milk pans in my dairy. 
have twelve in constant use, and although they stand on 
slate shelves only one has been broken; and that wa; 
wracked the first day the pans were washed, owing to 
the dairyman putting it into boiling water. My pans 
are about 4} inches deep, and 18 inches wide at the 
top shelving to 9 inches wide at the bottom. In my 
opinion they are infinitely preferable to any other sort 
of milk-pan, as they are so easily and speedily cleaned, 
being merely rinsed in warm or cold water, and being 
made of clear flint glass, the smallest speck of dust is 
‘immediately perceived. Apsley Pellatt, of the Falcon 
‘Glass Works, on the Surrey side of Blackfriars Bridge, 
was the maker, and the price 4s. 6d. each ; but as this 
was the price prior to the reduction of the duty on 
glass, I doubt not that they may now be had cheaper.— 

yro. 
To Salt Pork.—Boil together over a gentle fire 6 lbs. 

of common salt, 2 lbs. of powdered loaf sugar, 3 oz. of 
saltpetre, and 3 gallons of pure spring water ; skim it 
while boiling, and when cold pour it over the meat, 
every part of which must be covered with brine. Small 
pork will be sufficiently cured in four or five days ; 
‘hams intended for drying, in two weeks, unless they are 
very large. Before putting the meat into the brine, 
press oat any blood, then wash and wipe it clean. This 
pickle may be used two or three times, if fresh boiled 
up, and a small addition of the ingredients be added — 
J. M*In'osh. : 

Salting Pork.—* D. M," begs to inform “An Old 
Subseriber" that the reason the pork was laid down 
hot is because it takes the salt more readily. A bushel 
of salt was used, and from 10 to 12 Ibs. of sugar. The 
hogs weighed about 40 store, taken as an average. No 
meat was laid down—only the fat sides of the hogs. . If, 
when the tub was quite filled, after waiting a week or 
ten days, it was found that the salt did not begin to 
melt, which was sometimes the case if the salt had been 
very dry and the atmosphere also, then two or three 
quarts of warm water were sprinkled over, to moisten 
the salt and to cause it to brine. “ D. M." cannot tell 
what was the specific gravity of the brine, but it must 
have been as strong as possible, far stronger than the 
old housewife’s test of good brine, namely an egg’s 
swimming in it, because it was the melted salt and 
sugar, with the moisture that exuded from the pork, 
and with sometimes the addition of the small quantity 
of water mentioned. “D. M." sees that “ Curly Tail” 
is in despair about the effectually curing his hogs, on 
account of their weight. If the above mode will answer 
or bacon as well as pork, * D. M." assures “ Curly 
Tail” that he need be in no fear as to the result, The 
bacon will be thoroughly salted.— Jan. 7. 

Berkshire Pigs.—Berkshire is proverbial for its 
breed of pigs, and as the present season is a fit time for 
rearing them, a few remarks on the qualities and extra- 
ordinary dimensions of this peculiar breed may be 
interesting to some of your readers. Of the advan- 
tages or disadvantages attending the breeding and 
feeding of swine, it is not my inteation now to speak, as 
local cireumstances must, in a great measure, deter- 
mine that question. The Berkshire breed, which is 
reckoned one of the best in England, is perhaps more 
xelebrated for its fine qualities than its dimensions, 
although, as we lave hinted, these are often considera ble. 
One of the Berkshire breed killed is reported to have 
measured from the nose to the end of the tail, 3 yards, 
8 inches, and to have stood 43 feet in height: its weight 
when killed was 86 stones, 11 Ibs. avoirdupoise, accord- 
ing to the old stone of 14 lbs., the weight being 1215 lbs. 
Another instance I know of: one reared in this county, 
and recently killed, was found to weigh 38 score. Ex- 
amples of the Berkshire breed were given at the late 
Smithfield show, which were highly praised, and suecess- 
ul in eompeting with other breeds. Size, however, is 

of minor importance, and since the introduction of the 
Chinese race, which has tended to the improvement of 
‘our own breeds, we less frequently hear of instances 
of enormous magnitude than formerly. The most 
common weight of the Berkshire breed is from 12 to 
15 score, although many fattened at two ycars old weigh 
20 score when killed, and some even more. Two pri- 
mary qualities are, that the bone is small, and they 
fatten at an early age on little food. The true Berk- 
shire breed is known to be black, with white spots, but 
some are quite white; their snouts are short, jowls 
thick, and ears erect. A mixed breed, by crossing the 
"Berkshire with the Chinese breed, possesses improved 
qualities, though susceptible of cold for want of hair. 
Excellent, however, as the flesh of the Chinese hog is, 
and of the breeds crossed with it preference is given, 
‘by competent judges of its qualities, to some of our 
native improved breeds, as yielding what is most essen- 
tial, the best bacon: of these, the breed of this, as well 
as that of other counties, is highly esteemed.— H., 
Berkshire. 

Ploughing Flat Furrow i» Kent. — If this means 
turning the next furrow completely down into the place 
where the previous furrow was taken up from, and laid 
the downside upwards, leaving the surface completely 
flat all over the ploughed land, it is more than we can 
do in our county. Perhaps a Kent farmer will tell us 
how. I have been told by a person somewhat ac- 
quainted with Kentish farming, that they plough much 
dee er in Kent than we do here. Of the Kentish turn- 
rest plough, the most of us are in ignorance ; we should 
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be glad to see a plain description of it, and its use and 
urpose. Draining.—Mr. Mechi’s sponge (at p. 661, 

1845) is an excellent illustration of deep draining versus 
shallow, and it is as true as it is excellent, Deep Cul- 
tivation.—Mr. Hewitt Davis is a cultivator that is 
worthy of imitation, I have been gently testing and 
proving his methods of deep cultivation, and thin sowing, 
on various soils for the last 20 years, and have become 
more and more convinced of their utility and profit ; 
so that I am gradually adopting his system. Smut, or 
Bunt, or Pepper-brand in Wheat.—Were I to write 
upon this, it would only be a verbatim statement of 
that of Mr. David's, at a meeting of the Cardiff Farmers’ 
Club in 1842 (reported in the 4g. Gazette, p. 661) ; 
for his account is exactly in accordance with my own 
observation, practice, and experience, for the last 30 
years. In addition Ihave to say, that, in curing the 
disease in the seed, common salt alone has no effect ; 
and that Iam induced to believe that, where smut has 
abounded, the disease remains in the fields and in the 
manure; and that caustics are the best remedy to apply 
to the seed corn.—A Leicestershire Farmer ; No. I. 

Deep Draining on Stiff Clays: Tiptree-hall Farm. 
—Under the above head Mr. Mechi having lately kindly 
favoured the readers of the Agricultural Gazette with 
an account of his deep draining on the land he rents, 
would further oblige a constant reader by stating 
through the same medium the average depth of the 
drains, the nature of the subsoil, and what wages the 
labourers earned at 64. a perch of 5} yards, and 
whether the draining pipes were delivered in the field 
at 15s. per 1000, and if not, how far they had to be 
carted ; also, whether any main drains were required 
and their cost as compared with the common drains. 
An answer to these inquiries would oblige—A Constant 
Reader. 

Malt Floor. —* X. X. X.” who inquires about making 
malt on a boarded floor of a granary, will find a ground 
floor much more suitable, and it should be constructed 
in the following manner :—Cover the floor with fine 
gravel made as level and as solid as possible ; over this 
place a coat of cement (the kind not material, if fresh), 
which should be mixed with finely sifted road sand in 
a fair proportion. This will male a floor as durable 
as stone, but care must be taken thatit is placed on the 
gravel before the cement is set, as they term it ; much 
of the cement used becomes useless by being Jaid on by 
unskilful hands. . Your correspondent may make his 
malt on a boarded floor, but the plan I have mentioned 
is far preferable. Some cover thé floors with large 
slates jointed with cement. The making of malt might 
be greatly improved, but for the restrictive nature o; 
the laws.— Alpha. 

Docteties. 
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY or ENGLAND. 

A WztkLY Councrt. was held at the Society's House 
in Hanover-square, on Wednesday last, the 18th of 
February ; present: His Grace the Duke of Richmond, 
in the chair; B. Almack; G. T. Raymond Barker, 
isq.; T. H. Bateman, Esq.; S. Beneraft, Esq. ; W. 

R. Browne, Esq.; F. Burke, Esq. ; H. Burr, Esq. ; 
Dr. Calvert; F C. Cherry, Esq. ; W. Cuthbertson, 
Esq.; A. E. Fuller, Esq., M.P.; H. Gibbs, Esq. ; B. 
T. B. Gibbs, Esq. ; W. l'isher Hobbs, Esq. ; J. Kinder, 
Esq. 3 Ogilvie, Esq.; John Reed, Esq. ; Prof. 
Sewell; W. Shaw, Esq. ; W. R. C. Stansfield, Esq., 
M.P. ; T. P. Stone, Esq. ; T. Turner, Esq. ; aud T. R. 
Tweed, Esq. 

William Marshall, Esq., M.P., of Patterdale Hall, 
near Carlisle, was elected a Governor, and the following 
gentlemen Members of the Society :— 

Cargey, George, Sandon Hall Farm, Stone, Staffordshire 
Farhall, Richard, Billingshurst, Sussex 

pel, Strathfieldsaye, Hartfordbridge, Hants 
, Quatt, Bridgnorth, Salop 

Timings, Richard, Warton, Bromyard, Hereford 
Thompson, Andrew, Woodford, Kettering, Northampton 
Wright, John, Chipping-Ongar, Essex 
Ferguson, D. Northallerton, Yorkshire 
Mackworth, Caerleon, Monmouth 

cis, tford, Andover, Hants 
Smith, William, Burton, Belford, Northumberland, 

Country Mretines.—Mr. Mason, Town Clerk of Don- 
caster, addressed a communication to the Council, soli- 
citing, on the part of the corpcration of that borough, 
that one of the country meetings of the Society may be 
held at Doncaster, at some future time, when the new 
succession of districts throughout England and Wales, 
for the holding of the Society’s country meetings after 
1817 (when the present schedule ends) shall have been 
determined upon —The Council ordered that the Rota- 
tion of Districts’ Committee should be summoned to 
meet on Monday, the 2nd of March. 

Prize BannzY.— Earl Spencer transmitted his Re- 
port of the cultivation of the Barley selected by the 
Judges at the Southampton Meeting for trial along with 
the loeal varieties commonly grown in the neighbour- 
hood of the respective parties appointed by the Council 
to undertake the task of instituting such trial. This 
report was reserved for consideration until the other 
communications on the same subject have been re- 

ceived. 
Porato DrsgAsE.—Mr. Browne submitted to the in- 

spection of the meeting some specimens of diseased 
Potatoes, and stated that he had taken them from a 
heap which had lain together for upwards of two months 
without any increase of the disease, — The Duke of 
Ricumonp drew the attention of the meeting to an inge- 
nious plan which was practised in American families, 
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by cutting off the stem end containing the eye of the 
Potato, and employing the remainder for culinary pur 
poses. The portion thus eut off was thrown into a 
vessel containing lime and charcoal, for the purpose of 
preserving it for seed. His Grace also stated that, not 
having found the Potatoes in the north of Scotland 
affected by the disease, he had secured a supply for 
introduction into the county of Sussex as seed for his 
future crops. is Grace further stated that the Duke 
of Portland having made many experiments relative to 
the disease in Potatoes, he would take an early oppor- 
tunity of requesting him to favour the Council with a 
report of his results.—An interesting discussion then 
took place, in which Mr. Raymond Barker, Mr. Stans- 
field, M.P., Mr. Fuller, M.P., and Dr. Calvert, detailed 
the results of their respective experience of the Potato 
disease. 

Coxpitroys or Dravent.—Mr. Bencrarr having 
submitted to the Council a detailed explanation of the 
principles on which his hames and new saddle were 
constructed, and of the beneficial results which had 
attended their trial under various circumstances, an 
interesting discussion ensued, in which the Chairman, 
Mr. Fisher Hobbs, Mr. Turner (President of the Co!- 
lege of Veterinary Surgeons), and Mr. Cherry (Principal 
Veterinary Surgeon to the Army), stated to the 
Council the result of their experience respectively, on 
the subject of draught and harnessing. Mr. Cherry 
also presented to the Society (in reference to papers 
on the subject of one-horse carts in the last part of the 
Journal of the Society), copies of his various published, 
as well as privately printed works, on the best mode 
of constructing a cart for hospital service, and of trans- 
porting by vehicles, or on the backs of animals, the 
personal baggage of the army. 

Mr. Grover, Secretary of the Neweastle-upon-Tyne 
Farmers’ Club, transmitted a copy of the regulations 
of that institution. 

The Council then adjourned to Wednesday next, the 
25th instant. 

MARKET-HILL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. 
AT the late annual meeting of this Society the pro- 

ceedings were of the usually interesting character, but 
we regret our inability to find room for a full report of 
them. We shall shortly give in another section of the 
paper some of the statements of judges regarding the 
competing farms ; and we shall now extract from the 
Newry Telegraph the following report of Mr. Blacker’s 
speech on the occasion, in which some interesting de- 
tails are given of the doings of this Society :— 

Mr. BrACKzER, after some preliminary remarks said— 
I shall proceed, as on former occasions, to make some 
remarks explanatory of the pro; of that agricultural 
improvement in this vicinity, in which all present are 
so much interested, and which our noble president, in 
particular, has taken so much pains, and gone to such 
expense to promote. In doing this I confess I feel 
under considerable embarrasment ; for I can conceive, 
by a very unealled-for comparison made at a late 
agricultural meeting in a neightouring county, that the 
speaker wished to insinuate that too much had been 
said at these meetings of what improvements were 
going on in the neighbourhood; whilst, on the other 
hand, I have fallen under the censure of the editor of 
the. Farmers’ Gazette. (Dublin), who, in commenting 
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upon our last meeting, pl tha p 
were given by which the publie eould form any correct 
judgment of the actual state of things. I eaumot take 
blame to myself in regard to the first charge, because, 
in everything I have ever said or written, I have en- 
deavoured to keep the publie in mind that the declara- 
tions here made, came from the premium-men, and 
must not be taken as descriptive of the Gosford estate 
generally. Ihave never said more than that the ad- 
vancement in agriculture, though not so great as one 
could wish, was yet great enough to induce further per- 
severance in ourselves, and afford, also, encouragement 
to others, to follow our example—which latter will 
appear from the occasional letters I receive from differ- 
ent agriculturists to whose appointment I have been 
accessory (some of which, as well as letters from the 
owners of the properties, will hereafter be published). 
I will only add in this respect that I should be truly glad 
that not only the distriet in question, but every other dis- 
trict in Ireland had got the start of us, as stated, though 
upon what data I cannot imagine, however mortified I 
might be at our falling behind. As to the remark in 
the Farmers’ Gazelte, conceiving it my duty to attend 
to the observations of the press, I have thought the 
most satisfactory course for me to steer would be to 
state certain data in regard to which there could be no 
mistake, and leave every one to draw their own conclu- 
sions. In’ p hi termination, I beg to 
mention, that besides what the higher classes of the 
tenants may have provided for themselves, there has 
been lent out this last year, on the Gosford and Drum- 
banagher estates, 42 bushels of Turnip sced, which as 
the practice of dibbling the seed is pretty extensively 
pursued, I consider equal to sow about 800 acres, 
"here have also been given out 180 ewt., or 9 tons 
weight of red Clover seed, being equal to about 1450 
acres, besides a considerable quantity of Vetches and 
Italian Rye-Grass—say 138 bushels of Vetches, and 512 
bushels of Grass seed—but which being generally pro- 
vided by the tenants themselves, would give an 
erroneous idea of the extent of their cultivation, I 
have already alluded to the extent levelling of di'ohes 
has been carried. It may also be interesting to know 
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the quantity of guano that has been lent out, in which 

respect Iam rather mortified to say there have only 

been 85 tons, and I cannot help alluding in strong 
terms to the folly of those who have let their land lie in 
pasture, or perhaps a second grain crop, when by taking 
a load of guano they might have got a crop of ‘Turnips 

worth 25/. to 30/ per acre at the market price of 10d. 
to 1s. per Cwt. ‘I trust they will have more sense this 
year} if it is to be had, of which I am by no means cer- 
tain ; and would recommend those who think of using 
it to lose no time in securing it. There have likewise 
been lent out 5888 barrels of lime, besides large quan- 
tities bought by the tenants for themselves. Besides 
what I have already stated, there is another matter 
which will be considered very important, which I think 
it desirable to mention. A good many years ago, 
before the plan of appointing an agriculturist was 
thought of, at the time a new survey was making of the 
Gosford estate, I desired the surveyor to take an ac- 
count of all the stock upon the property, and I have 
within these last few months had a similar account 
taken for the sake of comparison, and I find there has 
been an increase of 47 horses, 224 cows, 290 heifers and 
calves, 449 pigs, and 33 sheep on the Gosford estate ; and 
if I had had the same means of comparing the increase 
upon the Graham estate, purchased by his lordship 
since then, I am certain the sum total would have been 
one half more ; and in a townland of Colonel Close’s, 
where a similar account had been taken, the result— 
say 36 cows, 43 head of heifers and calves, 14 pigs, and 
a reduction of 9 I i f ble. 1 fei 
I may weary you with these statisties, but there is one 
other matter to which I would wish particularly to 
draw your attention, because it bears upon one of the 
most interesting subjects of description of the present 
day, viz., the improvement of the condition of the work- 
ing population of the United Kingdom. To illustrate 
the effect of the appointment of an agriculturist, I have 
made a list of 10 small farmers, occupying 98 acres 

3 roods 20 poles of land, English measure, or about 
6 Irish aeres each, and the following is the account of 
the stock and number of souls supported thereon, the 
one half of the land being under Flax or grain crops :— 

S H 

ord Gosford's Estai 
Stock on Ten Farms, containing 98 Acres, 3 Roods, 28 Perches, on 

L Est 

Stock 
No. of | on farms. 

b Contents |persons | ——--—— | Rent of 
No. Names. of on each | „| | | Farm. 

Farm. | farm. |9 g(S|& . 
SESS E OV A Eo m E 

AR. P. | $$ d. 
l| Jacob Albin. 9 0 33 7 4| 211 1 8 
2 | S. Lowden ..| 8 2 20 1 2/1 a 7 9 
3|J.dililana.| 8 3 9 $ 3| 2| 1159.1 
4| John Beatty.| 9 132 6 E, 2| 11 18 10 
5| P. O'Hagan .| 8 2 10 5 4 | | 217 8 
6 | H. Ringland | 9 2 0 4 14192115 
7 | J. M‘Clinchy | 10 2 14 4. |13 | | 2) 1118 6 
8 M‘Olinchy| 10 3 17 6 |12 2,19 7 
9 | J. Bradford.| 10 3 30 8 8| 412 0 6 

10 | X Ralston.) 12 115 | 6 4| 62 0 

Total....| 98 3 20| 60 |432| 2| 290121 12 8 

Now,if you compare this with the stock, crop, and num- 
bér of souls subsisting upon one of the large farms either 
in England, Scotland, or the great grazing farms in the 
west ot lreland, it will be impossible not to be struck 
with the difference; for, according to this proportion 
upon 98 acres, a farm of 1000 acres English ought to 
have above 40 horses, above 320 head of cattle, 20 
heifers, above 260 pigs, and above 30 sheep ; above 
600 souls, besides 500 acres of sown crops. Now the 
Stock that these smallfarmers are possessed of, show 
that they are by no means in penury. I have 
chosen those who are living along the road side, and 
if any one has the curiosity to visit them to-morrow, 
I shall have a jaunting-car ready at Mr. Ring. 
land’s, at Gosford-gate, to take them to their houses. 
'No one, I expect, wil conceive he is to meet 
with any great appearance of wealth—it is up-hill work 
o amass riches from a few acres of land, paying a 

fair rent, and rearing a young family—but I believe 
every one of them will be found in a thriving condition. 

ost people will be of opinion, this stock alone, on 98a 
3n. 20p., is greater than what the same quantity and 
quality of land would feed if allowed to go out of culti-! 
Flan” P hout calculating that the value of the corn, 
hum us OON, and Turnips would be lost, and 60 
of SHE SERES be turned adrift, the consequences 
SRI a 5 be well worthy the attention of those 
destin EDS avour of withdrawing agricultural pro- 
that all ths t dm not to be understood as advocating 
t io taas Tu in the United Kingdom should be cut 
Into if aere farms, but T do advocate such a gradation 
as might render it possible for the cottier, small farmer, 
or labourer gradually to rise in the world, as in all 
other trades, and which they might do by sobriety and 
industry, and which many are now doing in this neigh- 
bourhood. This satisfactory result is owing to the 
industry of the people, for there are many who from 
want of exertion, and from refusing to follow the direc- 
tions of the agriculturist, present a very different 
appearance. I therefore think, gentlemen, you will all 
readily join me in drinking to the bealth and happiness 
of the improving tenants on the Gosford and Drum- 
banagher estates, and that they may long continue to 
enjoy the fruits of their industry. “Success to the 
industrious and improving tenants on the estates of the 
Earl of Gosford and Colonel Close.’ Lord Gosford 
returned thanks for his own tenants, and expressed his 

great satisfaction at seeing the successful exertions 
some were making. 

Farmers’ Clubs. 
SUBJECTS FOR DISCUSSION. 

10. MEANS OF IMPROVING THE CONDITION OF THE 
LABOURING CLASSES. 

We can but enumerate some of the subjects which properly 
claim consideration under this hea ong th are— 

August, 1845, Art. “ Savings’ Banks, and “ Colonization,” an 

“the Allotment System”; ‘An Appeal to tl i 

lay members of the Church; Hatchard, pp. 79, 8vo. **On 
increasing the demand for A; y 

Johnson, Esq. ; Ri: 
the Labouring 

E $ c g E e Us I 5 E Ed E D ee g E £ & 5 
Enquiry into the present Condition of the Labouring Classes,” by 
Rev. J.S. Henslow ; J. W. Parker, West Strand, © Án Address 

Groombridge and Sons. “Letters” in the Bury Post, 
Professor Henslow, September and October, 1844. Prize Essay 
of the East Suffolk Agricultural Society on providing employ- 
ment for the labourers during win room, Framlingham. 
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thorough draining is a most essential proceeding, while 
the treading, as well as folding them with sheep or cattle 
early in the spring, has resulted in an improvement of 
the pasture, or the disappearance of Moss. For low 
meadow lands similarly affected, a covering of salt or 
lime is recommended as having been applied with suc- 
cess, the land being afterwards subjected to repeated 
harrowings.'" 

Farm Memoranda. 
Mn. Gowen’s Farm, NEAR PrILADELPHIA,—Of course 

the most profitable system of agriculture to be adopted 
in most parts of America is very different from what it 
is in districts like many in our own country, where 

j| hands are plentiful and land dear. The extensive sys- 
tem is the one for adoption there in contradistinction 
to the intensive which is applicable here. Low rents 
and dear labour are entirely opposed to high farming. 
Where, however, as near towns, these may not exist, 
“high farming” is the best policy ; and with this word 
of explanation we shall extract the following particulars 
from the “ British American Cultivator,’ a well-con- 
ducted Canadian journal. They relate to what, we pre- 
sume, is a rare case in America—to one, at any rate, 
which is only paralleled on land in the immediate neigh- 
bourhood of good markets :— 

* The farm is located near Philadelphia, and now 
contains about 100 acres, exclusive of wood-land. Mr. 
Gowen took possession of it in 1834, at which time it is 

* Stxictures on the reply of the Poor-law C à 
enquiry of Lord Althorp, on the subject of Labour Rates," by 

. M. Paine; Nicholas and Sons, Borough, Farnham. **On 

the beneficial Employment of the surplus Labouring Classes,” 
by James Dean ; J. Rogerson, Norfolk-street, Strand, “Hints for 

the Amelioration of the Moral Condition of a Village Population,” 

by Hon. and Rev. 8. G. Osborne ; Hatchard. *'Reports of the 

Committee of the Cottage Improvement Society for Northum- 

berland ” ; Whittaker and Co. Artizan Paper, July 1, 1845, &c. 

HanrrsrONE: The operation of Machinery as affected 
by the Poor-laws.—Feb. 11.—Resolved, that it is the 

opinion of this Club that the increase of machinery has in 

the manufacturing districts greatly increased manual 
labour, but that the use of agricultural machinery is at 
present quite in its infancy. The Club states, however, 
with great satisfaction, that, so far as its experience 
goes, in every case where it has been applied to land 
the capital thus saved has been as freely employed in 

manual labour of a more profitable kind. This result, 

however, cannot always be expected under the existing 

law of l which ily impedes that 

change of employment required by the immediate ope- 

ration of all machinery—the superseding of manual 

labour. This Club, therefore, in expressing a decided 

opinion in favour of the increased application of ma- 

chinery to agriculture, adds that it should be accom- 
panied by free labour, to be secured by the total aboli- 

tion of the law of settlement.—For the Club, R. B. 

Harvey, Secretary. 
WRENTHAM.— The best method of eradicating Moss 

from Pastures.—This subject was considered with refer- 

ence to two descriptions of Grass land, on which Moss 

was more commonly prevalent, from heavy land. pas- 

tures, and low spongy meadows, effected by springs. 

With reference to the former, it was observed by a 

member, who had had much experience in laying down 

lands to Grass, that nothing conduces more to the growth 

of Moss on such soils than a superabundance of mois- 

ture, consequently without previous thorough draining, 

(when necessary,) and subsequent manuring, the 

laying down poor wet lands, in the expectation of obtain- 

ing good pastures, freo from Moss, will end only in dis- 

appointment. This would also apply to all Grass lands 

when there is an excess of moisture, and it has been 

generally found, that recently laid down lands, if not, 

by this means, previously brought into a good state of 

cultivation, are the more likely to become Messy from 

theslow progress which the Grasses make atan early stage. 

In a system which had been pursued on a portion of 

Mossy pasture land by way of experiment, much bene- 

fit had apparently resulted from folding, or rather by 

closely feeding upon the land with sheep during the 

month of April. The part thus treated looked to dis- 

advantage for a considerable time'afterwards, but there 

is now an excellent herbage of red suckling and other 

Grasses, without Moss, and in this respect presenting a 

striking contrast to the other part, not subjected to a 

similar treatment. The opinion expressed for feeding 

or folding upon Mossy lands at this period in the spring, 
was, that if exposed to frost afterwards, it would tend 

materially to weaken as well as retard the growth of the 

Grasses ; but if later, or after the frosty season is over, 

as there is not then the probability of the young herbage 

receiving a check from that cause, the sooner would the 
Grasses recover, It may also be observed, that (to a 

certain extent) in proportion to the wetness of the land 

at the time of this close feeding, the more effectually 

will it tend to an eradication of the Moss. On low 

meadows infested with Moss much good had been 

effected by dressing them with a mixture of lime or 

salt, or afterwards being frequently harrowed. In the 

ease of the former description of Grass land (if recently 

laid down) harrowing was not particularly recommended, 

as by that process much of the tender Grass would be 

torn up, thus not unlikely producing more injury than 

ood. The following resolution was recorded :—* 

order to eradicate Moss from all descriptions of pasture 

land where it exists, it appears to this meeting that the 

application of heavy manure will tend most to effect 

that object ; but in the absence of a sufficiency of this 
material, sand, saturated with the drainings of the 

vards or steadings has proved beneficial. On poor 
heavy lands, or others affected by springs previous 

T have been in a very worn down and poor 
condition, from the neglect and bad management of 
previous owners. Mr. Gowen took away the old fences, 
made a new division of the farm, and fenced with stone 
wall and hedges of the Osage Orange, drained and filled 
up ravines and gullies. The land is now brought into a 
high state of cultivation, producing 100 bushels of corn, 
400 bushels of Potatoes, 30 bushels of Wheat, &c., to the 
acre. "He at first bought manure from the city, but 
after three or four years' experience, he gave up the 
plan, and has since made enough on his own premises, 
excepting light dressing. To do this he has been 
obliged to increase his stock of animals. * To maintain 
my stock,’ he says, ‘and bring my land to a high state 
of cultivation, by the most efficient and economical 
practice, has been a leading object ; and to accomplish 
this, required no ordinary management on such a farm. 
The stock in cattle has ranged for years, from 40 to 50 
head, in addition to the necessary horses, with a large 
stock of swine for breeding and fattening ; and these I 
have fed from the produce of the farm, except the pur- 
chasing occasionally of some straw, and supplies of mill 
feed for the horses and swine, and some meadow hay for 
the cattle, selling frequently its equivalent in Timothy. 
During the same period I have sold hundreds of bushels 
of Rye, some Wheat, and on an average 409 bushels of 
Potatoes annually, with some 300 or 400 bushels of 
Carrots, besides providing for the family. But the chief 
income was derived from the cattle. My expenditures 
during the whole period gould not be otherwise than 
large ; as I could not put up so much stone fence,’and 
picket fence, as incloses my farm without incurring a 

heavy outlay ; but I view these improvements as cheap 
in the end. It may be safely inferred, that there is not 

at this day any farm of the same extent in this part of 

the country, that can so easily be worked, or will re- 

quire so little expense for a series of years in keeping 

the fences in order, especially when the hedges are taken 
into account. I am also of opinion, taking in view 
the condition of the soil,as to depth and richness, as 

well as its being entirely free of stones and other im- 
pediments, that I can make it produce as much as any 

farm of its size in any part of the country, fora series of 
years, and at as small an expense. 

“<The secret of keeping so large a stock on 80 

little land, consists in my practice of partial . soil- 

ing, and green crops, whereby I make some four 

or five acres do the work of 30 acres, in the ‘slow and 

they are driven, more for exercise in the cooler parts of 

the day, than for pasture ; they being fed in the stables 

early’ in the morning, at noon, and at night, with food 

cut for them from a lot adjoining the barn-yard. The 

food is generally of Lucerne, Orchard Grass and Clover, 
Oats and corn. The patches from which the corn and 

ats are cut, are always sowed with Turnips in August. 

No one ean credit, unless he has had proper experience 

in the matter, the quantity offood that one acre of Lu- 
cerne, one of rich Orchard Grass and Clover, and one of 
Oats and corn, afford from May till August, nor can he 

estimate the great saving in manure, much less the com- 
paratively good health of the cattle, from not being ex- 
posed on the naked fields, under a fervid sun, toiling all 
day insearch of food. This practice allows me to crop 
almost the whole of the land, and te make some 120 to 
150 tons of hay annually. - In the fall, from August till 
November, the cattle have the whole range of the mowed 

lands, as I do not cut second crop Grass for hay. Then 
for winter feed, I have always an acre of Sugar Beet, 
half an acre of Sugar Parsnips ; half an acre or more 

of Carrots, for my horses ; and generally from three to 
four acres of Turnips.. I report to the committee on 

crops this season, over 100 tons of these roots. In 1843, 

I gathered from one acre, 1078 bushels Sugar Beets, 60 

lbs. to the bushel; Carrots at the rate of 687 bushels ; 

Sugar Parsnips, 868 bushels. This year 972 bushels 
Sugar Beets ; 970 bushels Carrots; 700 bushels Sugar 
Parsnip ; and from three anda, half acres, 2500 bushels 

of Turnips, sowed with Timothy seed. | : 

«The farm buildings consist of three’substantial stone 

o 
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barns, one 70 feet by 33, another 50 by 26, and another 
hipped roof with cupola, 57 by 25, besides a large over- 
shoot stable and hay house, stable high of stone, 60 fect 
by 30—the lower floors of all these are made of. broken. 
stone and lime, p.anked, being vermin proof. There 
are also, a corn crib capable of holding 1200 bushels of 
corn, one barrack, ample hog-pens, and sheds for carts 
and waggons. The barn buildings have been filled this 
fall to their utmost limit, except the corn crib. A sul 
ica stone wall encloses the principal manure heap ; 
the brim from this heap are led into a place of de- 
posit, in which are received also a drain that runs ey 
ground from the kitchen, as well as drainings from th 

g-pens, and the washings from all the yards. These 
sings form an important item in the supply of ma- dra 

nure to my land ; it is a saving which I cannot estimate 
at less than 200 dollars a year. This liquid by a simple 
process is applied to the patches of roots, &c., and to this 
may be aseribed my great success in raising such erops. 
Of improved eattle, my first effort was with the cele- 
brated * Dairy Maid, still owned by me. Her first calf, 
Lennder, by W hitaker’ s Prince of Northumberland,was 
reařed and kept by me, for breeding. Dairy Maid’s 
caly lone, exclusive of Leander, lave already sold for 
more than 500 dollars. It would be curious to trace her 
rotit at this day, by stating an account of her first cost, 
her keep, and that of her son Leander ; crediting her by 
sales of her own calves and grand calves; deducting for 
the portion of the capital which was inves ied in the dams 
that produced the grand calves. To do this, would ex- 
tend this paper to an unusual length—suflice it to say, 
that Dairy Maid has long since paid for herself, and 
thnt those who laughed at me for giving 540 dollars for 
one eow, may turn this statement over in their minds, 
and think, whether since. 1838 any investment of theirs, 
to the same amount, in any other branch of husbandry, 
has paid so well. But there is a satisfaction beyond 
that of the pocket, and that is, that Dairy Maid’s breed 
will be of infinite service to the country, Her calves 
and grand calves are protiy well seattered already—and 
I make no doubt, that wherever found they will pP 
strate the high character of the parent stock. My sales 
for the last two years, exclusive of Dairy Maid’s calves, 
amount to over 2000 dollars. The stock now on hand 
is about 40 head, principally Durhams. The butter sold 
for the last two years exceeds 750 dollars; this isa 
respectable item, when the calves that were reared, and 
the supply for my family, are taken into vie; From 
early fall to spring, the butter averaged 70 Ibs. per week 
—the quality highly appreciated both abroad and at home. 

**Tnthe hog line I have been quite successful, at least 
in bringing the.animal by judicious crossing to great 
perfection. I fatted off my old Lincoln and "Berkshire 
Boars, and my Hampshire and Chester county sows 

last month 5-they weighed from 400 to 450 Ibs d for 
86 dollars 24 cents. Have sold the last^two years of 
pigs, designed for breeding, 150 dollars, Bacon, lard, 
&e., over 120 dollars, besides haying on hand 14 fine 
young barrows, last fall's pigs, now ready for slaughter, 
which will. weigh froni 250 to 300 lbs. each, value 150 
dollars. “The stock on hand consists of one fine boar of 
Lineoln, Hampshire, and Berkshire breed ; one brood 
ow of Berkshire breed, 12 shoats and seven pigs." d 
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L Chapel Nursery, Battersea-fields, on Monday, Feb. 23, 
1846, at 11 for 12 o’clock RUN from the coun for con- 
venience of Sale), a Splendid Collection of Standard, half 
Standard, Dwarf Roses offtae nawast and. most approved 

Limes and Laburnums, pene dim y y urestinus 
es, i Ivies in 

» Scarlet 
mines in 

warf Ribes, 
Popis odorato, fine Dahlias oe pee 

nations Tu P name, ANRE Boleyne r Pinks 
Pansies, &e. Some pnus s of eeds of sorts. Capital 
broad-wheel Waggon and strong AUR AAAA 
Without reserve. 

s to bo had at the vineipal Seed 
place 

shops in London ; 
Sale ; and of the 

Auctioneer, Putney, 

PLANTING SE SON ml NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, 
SRS, NURSERYMEN, AND Qr HERS, 

X T ESSRS PROTHEROE AND MORRIS have re- 
do igne) SERATE Ure Drnnig, to sub- 
mit to Public Competition, on the Premises, opposite to Ore- 
mo ume House, King's-road, Chelsea, on Monday, March 9, and 

Eleven k, ons pguonpe of the 
e Horticultural ground being immediately required for exten: 

E ons, à mo tion of the uable NURSERY 5 STOOK, com- 
warf, Standard, and Pillar ae s in choice varieties, 

arta S Standar 
cn finest fruit-] bearing 
zn e Gooseber 

‘Trees j in e Kingdom ; 
on, About 20,000 ns dne 

Japonieas in all sizes M caf. Ponies, Irises, &c. &c. 
May be viewed pr e Sale. Catalogues may be had on 

the Premises, or p Seedsmen, and of the Auctioneers, 
Ameriez y, Leytonstone. 

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND OT OTHERS 

M ESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS will 
submit to publie competiti 3s 

tholomew-lans, on Tuesday, Mare ng 
day, at 12 o'clock, about Two Jucusend fine Standard ROSES, 
consisting of Hybrids, isottes, Bourbons, China 
&o, Also, a superb c ipis iL y roots, 
me be ew ed the o ning of Sale, had at the 

of the Auctioneer eytonstone, 

RT GENTL i THER 

M BIOTHEROE & MORRIS i submit 
public oap niea ction M 

UE CER ies on Friday, Feb M 
UD HUNDRED DOUBLE CAMELLI 

the approved v: 
, from two to. five 

he whole beau- 
tifully f furnished with blaouebuds, Also aailendid assortment 
of Standard and Dwarf Roses, fino hybr n odendvons and 
Azaleas, choice Dahlios in dry roots, Qum May ed 
the morning of Salo, and Catalogues o Mart, uer 
th American Nurs 

NOB ENT 
Sale of NURSERY STOCK 
Fulham-road, one mile from 
ground being required for aie ERA es. 
n R. KIRKE will Sell by Auetion, on the above 

Premises, on the 26th February, , 1886, and follow "ing 
di 

STC pos ndn 
nH 

Sweetbriar, Ivies, 
lays pide to the s. 

Mr. Jovent-garden ; 
s Ohoapsides and at the 

pton-row, Brompton. 

DU 
WwW eb ds Seedamen, 

es of the Aui tioneer, 19, 

nO BE LET, WITH IM) EDT ATE POSSESSION, 
within six miles of the We 

y, A WALLED GA RDEN, containing about 
OF PRODUCTIVE SOIL, Conservator , Hot 

sion House: es, di and 8. Th walls 
covered Sh. ARN Fruit 1 high 

dge St: 

residence for a superior ` E jour- 
n oyman, The We c may IE taken ata valu: on by the 
tenan 

For pen tioulars apply to Mr. Wm. Key stoward, Ockham 
Park, Ripl 

TO CORE PORES "THE 1 TRADE, &c. 
Wen MACKIE begs to call the attention. of 

the Trade to the d Ti tof TREES and SHRUBS 
which are of fi e quality, and, as he tru e lowness of price, be found oa of ess Railway afford: t convenience for the che 
transit of plants, the rh At L 
the moderate rate of 27. ton ; and whi 
tities are taken, A. M. yu diitce thém free. 

this time a 
e quan- 

Blackthorn, 2 2 yrs, fine .. 
Whitethor nj ap; H 
Turkey or Levant Onks, ¢ do. 
Ash, transplanted 

Beech $5 

Larch 
Scotch 4 
Hazel H A 
aks ap et 

Blackthorn ;, 2-yrs; fine 
ORNAMENTAL TREES AND § Duk e or Levant 5 i. 

j Otos 0. 4 
n 0 to 60 0 E 
16 0 to 20 9 y 
25-0038 0... 5, 
E) 0to 8 à yf 
10 0to12 0 

Chesnut, Horse .. 

Tree’ Box .. s 

Laurels . . 5 0 to 5 
^» . . 10 0to.12 0 s 

=; er s: 12 0to1 » 
Standard Thor 500to06000  ,, 

OSES: «+ 5L. to 6l. bi ER 
Red Sedna of 30.0 

ft. 45-0-t0-55-0 
'eqi que fed from arsch n correspondents. 
wy, Feb. 21, 

A vef rence is 
Norwich Nur m cda 

IRON. 
s AN ND [o5 

Lionar BROTHERS 

RE or Tabala. E Garden Borders, "Blower Pots, 
ds Engravings of tho s 

| KENSINGTON NURS TES, “LONDON aR T THE[ 
READING NURSERIES, HERKSIIRE, LATE WAL 
SWALLO 
iu ARD. "FORREST anp CO. beg most respect- 
fully to direct aus attention to their very TS CM 

lection of bres TREES of every eens esta- 
blishments, and also th iein ORN aa TRES, SURUBS, 
STANDARD and DWARF e grounds of the 
Reading branch being those of 'theléte William Swallow, with 
some other fresh land, are extre emely well situated, and eu 
adapted to the growth of all kinds of Fruit Trees, lla 
all other Troes and Shrubs, and a very full and select 
ment has been introduced there from the Kensington 

5 & Co. invite jentlemon to make thelr selection in the 
s, where the LERRA x ealth a 

vigour, instead of be pen. street es fien 
week, till every spark as qiiae in pes 
market towns to the gr nat Misiboth uet: of those who 
the "wards ; the unfortunate plants, it would Punts are 
exp sell, not to grow. The grounds at Reading having 
forerelenoasund feet GF EENE D Rae UA them, the 
whole of the very superior collection of the Flemish Pears hav " 
been introduced with all the select Stone Fruits, as fru 
bearing speeimen plants correctly named, and the G 
care will be taken to maintain i 
ae The selection F 
Seeds has been made with 
kind and qual 

ea 
ie nil į 

favo exertion to maintain 
by supplying nothing but the most 

genuine artieles a the beta EASDEM hable prices possible. 
Garden ede of every description may be had, and all 
other (odi equal ny Seed or Nursery e stablishment in 
Lond To those whose garden eafablishaients are of mode- 
vate Bio SEPAN from 6d. Sach upwards may be bte oP 

he new and rare Ve ble Seeds, Walcheren Caulitlowers, 
Broecolies, Lettuces, They have still some healthy plants 
of Statice macrophylla for sale, from 12 to 15 inches high; and, 
if taken in number » BEL ble prices. Fuchsia serratis 
folia, ver colle JAANE, and all other Green- 

Hybri id T dodsndróns, with a very fine collec- 

E G TORD 
house, 

s, Dath-road, Russell-street, 

ix 1. 

Late Willian 
treet, Reading, Cata- 

wallo: logues on appl uen 

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, NUR 

A BIES CANADENSIS, oR HEMLO 
—Gmonam. Baxra, Nurseryman, Bag 

stock o f the gr in Europe, of all si 

condition, can with confidence recommend th s noble treo to 
the notice aN e. P d and baying so large a stoek «(v 
200,000 t high, besides small ler size Boc 

Qus, dnd Others, 
CK SPRUCE. 

all $ , the lary Re 
to the Publie 

to for’ 

d 
n be had by letter, and shall be at. 

AURICULAS, POL YAN THUSES, PINE 
AND, PICOTEES, 

OHN SLATER, Fuorist, Cheetham-bjll, near 

s^. Manchester, pectfully ealls the attention p the ad- 

mies of the above-named Florists’ Flowers to his 

KS, CARNATION 

es of which ̀  may be had « on preps 
ari of Show 

wieties of Show Carnations and Picotees 2 
| 
5 . ur 

wnations and Picotees will be Be zn y vice: 
“Sue JT AND CHOICE FLOWER 5 EDs, 

d à 
n 

ections for sowing, treatment, height, colours, &c. 
varieties choice Annuals, udi the most s d. 
approved new arie 2.050 

M ditto ditto DE. 
shed ane « 5 6 
di dit 40 

90 tard: bevtedWare kinds: in ena pockets, suited 
P filling sat on lawns. 76 

dit 5-0 ditt 
Y choice T O ssa TIARE 
Phlox Drnmmondii, Portulaca, Rhodanthe, 
Sedum nananet li bryan- 
themum tricolor, M: 

20 vars. choice gr Sdainsto Pe 
Calceolaria, Fuchsia, Petunia, € 
E &e, . 

nice hardy Bienn nis and Peveon oat 
ELS fine Hollyhoek, asy, 
Stock, &c. 

The above sent fi 
as follows :— 

Fer E —8- d. | 
Galceolaria, carefull, 

rom RUGS 

e by post att 

0 6 
1 0| 

eri 1 0} Di 
Fer nium, ditto. 2 6 S 
Pans asy C9 

0 6 
Dahlia, ditto 0 6 

Rer RINA in n san) 
correspo: den: 

Jatalogues of Flower and Vegetable Seeds, embr: 
best in cultivation, will be sent pre-paid to applican 

Bass and Buown, Seed and Horticultural 
Suday ET —Feb. 

or Post-ofüce orders from unknown 

sing the 

ublishment, 

Fi LF TE 

SLENDINNI? NG ie most x. espect ual ta V 
the attention of Steet Growe "s 

iost superior waniety, fis 
Hardeners? Jour inua s 

BEECHWOOD MELON ap torent "to him by 
Sebright, Bart. 

Knight's “Tspahan” Melon Ms: >- per per me 6 FEE 

ie eire di 
men, 9, Mansion House-street, London. 

e ry, near London, Feb. 21. 
GAME, —PARTRIDGE: 

— "TO PURCHASE, 50 Pairs of Healthy 
Young LIVE TAME PARTRIDGES,— Apply to WILLNER 

and Bann, Liverpool, stating Price, 

EEDS.—CORNER OF HALF-MOON- STREET. 
A HOMAS GIBBS an uv 

‘hy Official a pacman the Sh EDSN EN to t à 
mE AGR: LTURAL S c [nj ENGLAND, 

Beg "to reminds Poe. of the Society, fond Agriculturists 
eneral, that their only Counting House and Seed W are- 

houseisatthe Corner of HALF- MOON- STREET, PICCADILLY, 

LONDON, as for the last Fifty Yea 
Priced Lists.of A gnientiumal endi always ready, and may 

bo had on apptication. 

OTS AND GARDEN SEA 
OHN MORTLOCK, 250, Oxford-street, respectfully 
announces that he has a very large assortment < the 

above articles in vario! ear ery ipti CRINA, GLASS, and BARTHENWARB at the lowest possible price, fur Cash,—250, Oxford-strect, near Hyde-p 
p SHEET GLASS AND GLASS TILES, 

Avis having just imported a large quantity of 
ove articles, in quality and substance hitherto 

anual, can offer thom at a lower price than any other 
the trade, for ready money only, at his old esta- 

AR WINDOW GLASS WAREHOUSE, 38, Great Cas. 
stroet, a few doors from Regent-street, Where orders, for 

warded with reference, meet with prompt attention. Every 
other deseription of WINDOW GLASS equally low in price. 
qOREIGN VP GLASS, of good lity, for 

Horticulturai mdi ewe purposes. To be had at 
F. ErPnick's, st, Oxford-street, For 
Read 

H ORT ICULTURALA AL GLASS.—NET CASH RIOES, 

SE 

In squares under 5 inches pu 3 inches 
Ditto, 5 in. by 3 in., id under 
Ditto, Gin. by 4 i 

In Large Sizes up to 40 inches, long and ‘a ite flat.” 
per ft. 

va Drs pe an inch thick, or averaging 7 ae to the d Ha. 
1— 

a E foot. 

E » » 
2-4 T EtA » » ^ » 
—1-6th m 
The thicknesses most recommen d a 

the most proportionate sizes are 18 inches me 
by 7 in., or 38 in. bj unm 
ROBERT I L & CO., Grass MEncHANTS, Hull, beg 

the attention o ieo and Gentlemen to the above o pri ces 
for Glass Sattbla for Horticultural purposes ; anc 
advantageous! ese for importing, there being < a “daily 
steam commu between the port of Hull and the Con- 
tinental Markets, ae in addition to this, 
SM ue eminent English oy ie 

[o of er every a 

f 

ns; 
ay be pA 

uc Ted and St king Glasses supplied. 

He ORTICULTURAL GLASS OF BRITISH 
MANU , at : WELCH, jun., PHILLIP: 

Warehouse " ke — He 

to offer the above ar duel in wold quan! 
ing terms, in Square xceeding 40 inche: 

No. 0. 

E E 
la. 

g g heen many years with Mr, Drake,-ot 
ford-street, and at the time of the 

gla 
the Horti 
tion of HO Wi gener 

hich they undertake to gli 
gdom. 

They als d bog to recommend ES Pits and Gam 
smal e 
packed i: 

o tà e above pri for Glass, 
the United 

Gin. Vir 4 
9 in. by 7 

Sin Mes ^» 
6 d X i and 

Ds tained and 
"een Gla 2, Panton- 
street, Haymz arket. 

FOREIGN A AND BRLUASH SHEET AND CROWN 
Toth 

©. 
s, Garden and other purposes.— 

Gin. by » 
Tin. by 43 .. 
R. € lin fature rec eiv e weekly con 

8 GL wW ch I 

him to execute ae rect as soon s will: enable 
ed. 

PROPAG ATING, BEE, CUCUMBER, and GRAPE GLASSES 
of every description, cheaper than at any other hou For 
New Lists, apply to R, CocAN; Glass, Lead, and Colou: cs 
48, Lei quare, London. 

BELGIAN GLASS FOR HORTICULTURAL AND OTHER 

3 ESSRS, EDWARDS a PELL beg respectfully 
M - to call Dubo attention t aot Bettdfgricandop Wada 

; &c. kae 

Under 12 by 10 
12 by 10, and under 

es for Florists, a 

Stained, dud. He Painted Ghee y e Aj ety of 

tern, equally low Terms, Cash.—BELGIAN Guass 

Deron, 15, Southampton treet, ‘Strand, 

beg to inform the 
de that apparatus 

e prepared 
ng similar 

MEI EPHE SNSON anD CO Grace aie treet, 
London, and 17, New Park t. Southwark, intent 

and Manufacturers of e Missy ake ed CONICAL and DEP BLE 

CYLINDRICAL BOIL tfully solicit the attention of 
ADS Hortcuttorets o Sis nah approved method of 

eries, Propagating Houses, &c., 

hys nospheric heat as well as bottom-heat is secured 
to in Seaven degree without the aid of pipes or flues, 

8. & Co. have also to state that at the request of numeroüs 
their eren of Iron, as well as 

o ese Boilers, which are 

require audes, but to those 
who have-not seen them in operation, Une ren AH be for- 
warded, as well as eret of the highest autho: 

may be seen at most of the Nobility’ 8 seats aad prineipat 
Nurseries throughout the en [on 

S. & Co, beg to inform the trade that at ieee Manufactory 
in New Panl k-street, every a article require ed f e construction 

of Hordonltarall Buildings, as well as for ng them, may be 
obtained upon the most advantageous terms 

Conservatories, &c. cf Iron or Wood, e Broto upon the most 

ornamental designs. Lalconies, Palisading, Field and Garden 
Fences, Wire Work, &c. &c. 

now so well known, sea 
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OT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING 
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES, 

CHU: Maiden n MANUFA! OTORIES, upon improved princi- 

ples, and at very moderate ESAE erected by DANIEL and 

EDWARD n AILEY, 272, HOL 
D. and E. Barney having devoted much time to the considera- 

tion of kay subject, and had much experience in the erection of 

apparatus for the above-mentioned porpocetni have, by improve- 

mes ‘suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat- 
ing not only very iS, but very simple, and have sone 
Babilik i in the apparatus with economy in the charge. 

have erected apparatus in Pmaland Scotland, and Ireland, p 

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have pad: the honour to 

employed by the Horticultural Society of London, in executing 
the works of cie splendid Conservatory erect red at Chiswick. 

. and E.TarLEY also construct in metal all descriptions of 

Horticultural Buildings, "s Sashes, and invite noblemen, 

gentlemen, end the public to the inspection of their various 

drawings and models, ab 272, Holborn, where they have the 

opportunity of exhibiting, amongst. other metal ota, an ex- 

peeretis boys lete and convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, 

adapted for tac continued supply of hot water, and an arrange- 

xii of the oven more complete than has hitherto been brought 
before the pubis. 

.BairLEx were the first to introduce metallic cur- 

pee ho ouses to horticulturists, and can réfer to the Conser- 

vatory attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides 

many others in this country, and on the Continent. 
D. and E. Barrer have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic 

Plant Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery ; 

they beg to intr oduce to publie noti rough Pipe, for 
s or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or 
required, and which may be seen at their erie 

TIIE TANK SYSTEM, 

URBIDGE anp HEALY having heated a con- 
siderable number of Pits and other Horticultural Struc- 

tures, for the cultivation of Pines, Melons, Cucumbers, an: 

other tropical plants, particularly upon the plan recommended 

in Mr. recent work on the Culture of Pines and Cu- 

cumbe s, many of which are working at the present time, 

beyond a doubt that every kind of structure 

be heated by mM and HEALY’ (uie he des ied ro Cun 
sire 

Their A Agipatatas 

A od med Chiswick ; 

Baroness Rothschild's Gardens; iie de Mr. 

Glendinni Chiswick Nursery; Messrs. Hende 

apple-pla and in more than one hundred other places.— 

130, Pleetstreet, London 

ONICAL BOILERS, 
vented by JOHN ROGERS, 

—These excellent Boilers, 
Esq., are made of various sizes 

ON SALE, BY THE Were Mo ent. SA 

ANTHONY GIBBS anD SONS, L 

Wm. J. MYERS AND CO» LIVERPOOL, 
ges di their Ager nts, 

SWORTH, POWELL, AND PRYOR, LONDON ; 
GL BBS, BRIGHT, AND CO., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL, 

7, Lime- street, Feb. 21. 

THE URATE OF THE LONDON MANURE 
COMPANY, FOR PABEN. TURNIPS, WHEAT, &c., at 

—The above Manure having stood the 
test of many years’ experience, is recommended with the 
greatest confidence ; ; being Ium inits manufacture, it may 

upon at all times, thereby preventing those great dis- 
appointments which freauents, occur from the dit EOS of ob- 

and other Manuresin a pure So: t will be 
found most useful for Wheat on all sois, where it is Eur 
to procure a full plant early im the iutumn, Full pedet 
and forwarded o The Company a 
supply genuine Peruvian EE frican Guano, Salbe ‘acid, 
Gypsum, and every artificial Manure, at the lowest market 
Brice, and aerate of the ri gunay, 

, Blackfri i. PURSER, sr pde 
‘lene: S WHEAT MANURE "now ready for delivery. - 

LIQUID MANURE. 
ENGLAND INDEPENDENT OF THE WORLD FOR CORN. 

"HE attention of the Aen Nore Interest, at this 
momentous crisis, is requested to the great importance of 

LIQUID MANURE, and the ease with iden He may be appro- 
me by the KA of FOWLER'S, PUMPS, made expressly for 
the purpose, either portable or fixed ; andar Ship, and Barge 
Pumps; also Thos For Distillers, Brewers Soap NOUS and 
Tanners, for hot and cold liquor. p3 kept for hire, for 
Excavations and Wells. Buildings Henge by Hot Water, for 
Horticulture, and every variety of manufacturing purposes. 

The Trade supplied on advantageous ne by BENJAMIN 
Fowrxn, Engineer, &c., 63, Dorset-street, Fleet-street, London 

DRAINING TILES AND PIPES, 

CEU (GENUINE PERUVIAN & Ur DUE 

Four Guineas per Ton. 

e $ 

INSLIE'S PATENT IMPROVEMENTS.— 
For Maxina and Dryxo Draining Tiles of the 1st Crass. 

eue emen havin, works in e about to 

be made ready for BurNina at all seasons ; generally from ten 

to thirty hours, according to the ea us qos To be 
seen at Alperton, Acton, Middlesex ; Mis Engineer, 
119, Great Guildford-st., Southwark ; Fie Polytechnic’ Tastiution, 
Regent-street, London. Particulars may be had from Joun 
AINSLIE, Alperton, Acton, Middlesex. 

—— MACHINES, made Warranted not 
nage the Straw.—Mrs, MARY WEDLAKE, Widow 

ofthe RA dis THOMAS WEDLAKE, of the original F. aniey 
Iron Works, Essex, ani 8, Fenchurch-street, opposite Mark- 

Lane, City e E wards of 40 years, begs respectfully 
to remind Agriculturists that she continues to manufacture 
these etoos. ‘Machines, made, and first introduced, by her 
late husband these 30 years, and now much improve ed. War- 

ranted not to damage the Straw. TA t references to 
parties using the E Rd may be h: 

Patent light Ploughs, and Superior Deskin Machines, also 
patent eae cutting Machines made on scientific principles, 

N, Tro nmonger, Sevenoaks, They are applica- may be seen at mehurch-street, ro opposite 
of apparatus, and are in use at Messrs. Lod. | Mark-lane; also, Horse-Rake, aud DrwoLEs new Hand Dib- 

xg Hae Imey; Messrs. Chandle e Ms all; Messrs. bling-Machine so mich uu of, City Repository for he 
's, Tooting ; Mr. Pontey’s, Plymouth ; Mr. Henderson’s | cultural opposite Mark, 

Poe ET a EE Society’s Gardens. | Jane. 2 

t OT WATER APPARATUS.—The attention of 
Architects, Builders, and others, is respectfully requested 

to BENJAMIN FOWLER'S "uperior method of Heating Ohurches 
and Chapels, Halls, Stair-cases, Conservatories, Forcing an 

and ‘Kilns, Rooms 
for | Drying. Timber, &c., and every Mer of pur pose. Dr which 

heat is required. Wit 
hundreds of buildings have been heated upon this plan, and 

the parties for whom. they were execu uted are constantly < ex- 
press also uch for 
thei An improved wastes iron boller, Win te 
quires no E may be seen in action upon the premises, 

min Fowner, 63, Dorset-street, l'leet-street, 

SMITH AND OO. 

ABLISHED NINE YEARS, 
PPORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, HOT-WATER 

Lf APPARATUS, ane GENER AL GARDEN FURNITURE 
RUPACTURERS 

GLEBE PELU AONO KING'S PARADE, KING'S 
D, CHELSEA, LON. 

. FOUNTAINS, Vien Frourns, &c. &c.. S be VARIETY 

YUANO, PERUVIAN AND AFRICAN, bens 
Genuine to Analysis: also Gypsum, and all other Ma- 

nures of known value, on sale by MARK FoTHERGILL, E sini 
Thames-: EA 
BRITISH GUANO, equal in OR to Peruvian, at 97. per 

tamps being forwarded, being ton. Pamphlets gratis on 
Agent for DINGLE’S HAND amount charged for postage. 

SEED DIBBLE, 

CHEAP AND DURABLE ROOFING, 
AND. THE BEST SES E FROST FOR GARDEN 

E" 
BY HER ROYAL LETTERS 

MAJESTY'S PATENT. 

pc E CO., of Lamb's Buildings, Bunhili- 
Manufacturers and only P 

THE Te ASPHALTED eu FOR. ROOFING, 

[4 

Bele Regent’ s- aE 

emen and gentlemen i 
vent parts of the country, o Shomrefer- 

3 composed of the str ongest and moat 
durable mater is saturated with the BE OF 

PHALTE OR UMEN (THE SAME AS SELE da ge aa 

m sy eta Berney jos Eu KE d oon 

MOST EL. TIVE RES r 
NO OTHER FELT HAS THIS ASPHALTE BUT E  FNBILL 

& CO/s, and which renders it impervious to rain, snow, and 
frost, and a non-conductor of heat and sound. Its advantages 

are Lightness, eu armth, Durability, and Economy. — Price 

ONLY OnE PEN y Pra SQUARE Foor. 
*,* Samples, Sith Directions for its Use, and Testimonials 

of seven years’ experience (which contain much useful inform 

tion), from Noblemen, Gentlemen, Gardeners, Architects, P 

Builders, SENT Mn to any part of the Town or Country, and 

orders py Post executed. 

The ni a Vice Chancellor’ s Courts, the Offices attached, and 
STE CER to Westminster-hall, Dr. 
Es Buildings vat Ue New Houses of Parliament, are roofed 

F. M‘New and C Ms ‘0.’s Felt, andis known by its having the 
appearance of lead roo: 
mp The Public a respectfully cautioned against misrepre- 

sentation, i the only Works in aie Britain where the above 

0.8 

ST ELAST 

INGLES HAND DIBBLING MACHINE, for 
B laa ali kinds of Seed, It is so EA that it 

will at the same moment make the hole and deliver the exac 
quantity of Seed with extreme regularity, nor is the soil liable 
to choke the point. 

gent in London :—Mr. MARK Meee 40, Upper Thames 
Street, where the Machines may be 

i RH PRINCIPLES of PRACTICAL GARDEN- 
NG. By GEORGE W. JOHNSON, Esq. Author of 

** History of English Gardening.” “ The Gardener's Almanack,” 
&c., in foolscap, price e cloth. 

London: ROBERT BALDWIN, Pater Td ES a 
author's E ct in this work is he gardener 

i dT with the principles on which his Dados is founded. 
Wwenty years; bui 

sow ives the results of his researches and experiments in 
a collected and orderly form: thus aiming to advance plant 
stones from mere empiricism to the class of rational! 
cieni 

3 

&e.—Now ready, price 28., , 5th | Edition, 

d ATTEMPT TO ESTIMATE THE EFFECTS 
Xu URL SB DUTIES ON THE PROFITS OF 
Be KH UU Morton, F.G.S., and JosuuA 

dads F.6.8. 
2, SIR R. PERL AND TAN CORN-LAW CRISIS. 2d Edit., 

rice ls. 
3. alison TO SIR e PEEL ON THE CORN-LAW 

RISIS. By M.P. 
tA FEW WORDS ÓN "THE CORN-LAWS. By a Land- 

ow 
5. . AN HISTORICAL SUMMARY OF THE CORN-LAWS. 1s. 

AMES Sh Piccadilly. 

ready, 

pe S NATURE AND E A OF SOILS. 
Joun Morton. Price li 

2. oN FERTILIZERS. By ©. W. Jounson, Esq. New Edit., 
165. 

3, THE FARMER/8. MEDICAL DICTIONARY. By C. W. 
Jounson, Esq. Price 6s. 

4. THE COTTAGE FARMER’S ASSISTANT. By C. W. 
Price 1s. 

R ds RN. FARMERS. By C. W. 
Jounson, Esq. Pri 

6. AGRICULTURAL cite MisTRY. TR YOUNG FARMERS. 
By ©. W. Joungon, Esq. 

JAMES. SS Petal d a Pookescliers: 

0, price 2s. 6d. c 
CHIR: DK Pede die an Ra: of. 

TRACHAN'S AGRICULTURAL TABLES, for 
uting the weight of Cattle by Measurement; the 

Quantity of NAR Ricks of different Forms; the Val lue of 
pem Ge. ; the Me: aauiratient of Drains and Dunghills. Also 

Bien: ation] b Nu Rules, Examples, and 
Directions for wh Le S. 

ed Boy YD, Edinburgh. 
SOEN T and Co., London. 

CHE HORTICULTURAL MAGAZINE FOR 
MARCH, Price ONE SHILLING, contains—Culture of the 

ears Plants from Chi hina—Plants of the Antarctic UEM 
g 

Verges to Wal lks—New RO nr of the best 
Garden-Peas in Cultivatio Elm—Hyacinth—Hor- 
ticultural Gardens. rega jacite olla. — Silene Schafta—Nep- 
tuna plena—Observations in PETE Nebel den—Notes, &c. 
HOULSTON & BTONEMAN, 

Just Published, 8v o., 1L. 43., cloth lettered. 

Ho HUE CANTABRIGIENSIS; or AN ACCENTED 
GUE OF INDIGENOUS AND EXOTIC PLANTS, RS 

vated i i LO Cambridge Botanic Garden. By the lat e JAM 
Dow, Curator, Fellow of the Linnean and ‘Horticultural Sv 
cieties. With the Additions and Improvements of the succes- 
sive Editors E. PIA Author of the “Flora Americæ Pep: 
tentrionalis Ph; D., -F 4B, S, Fie 
F.H.S., &o., and Pr ue of Botany in the University Colle ego, 
London ; and the late G. SINCLAIR, , F.H.8. Author of 
the ‘‘ Hortus Gramineus s Woburnensis,” d *Eriezus Wobur- 
nensis." 13th Edition, now further enlyteed, 7 mproyed, and 

N. 
printed volume, Brit or of 772 

pages in 8vo, being a list of. Pent Spiivated. in this country, 
brought down to the presen e plan is essentially tlie 
same as that of the original Don's Catalogue, i s oking 5. 
the book as a Catalogue, we are happy to be a say that 
foe merit of a high Salen. E RB. Oneonta, uns 

14, 
t We highly recommend e Uk ; the typographical accu- 

racy of its contents is very creditable, both to the author and 
m = Hor ticultural igiene July, 1845. 

: Longman and Co. ; ae tchard iu Son; Baldwin 
and C05 | Whittaker and Co. ; F. and J. Rivington ; Sherwood 
and. Co. ; H. Bohn; R. Mackie, e mpkin, Marshall, & Co. 

OUDON'S AGRICULTURE—A NEW EDITION, 
Fifth Haitio with a new Supplement, one very thick vol, 8v0, 

th nearly 1300 Woodcuts, 27. 10s. cloth, 

N ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF AGRICULTURE.— 
By J. ©, Loubon, F.L.G.Z., and H.S. &c., author of the 

dd yi ERA of Gar dening," &c.—The SUPPLEMENT, 
eom: ll the previous Supplements, an ted with ing a illustra 
Sixty- "five fingeartugs on Wood, may be i bai price 5s, 

By the same y 
AN ENCYOLOPZEDIA OF GA ARDENING. 50s. 

. 31s. 6d. 
A OF MEA ANTS. 73s. 

AL ARCHITECTURE, 63s. 
AN ENCYCLOPADIA OF TREES AND SHRUBS. 50s. 

London: LONGMAN, BROWN, GREEN, and LoNGMANS, 

4th Edition, enlarged, 8vo., with 240 Woodcuts, pr: 

LEMENTS of PRACTICAL AGRICULTU, RE; 
pM the OMNE TUS of Plants, the Husbandry 

of Domestie Anima e Economy of ee Farm. 
y Dh LOW Esq., F.R. 

Professor of Agriculture i in the Uisondy 
the same Aui 

ON LANDED PROPERTY and the ECONOMY ‘of ESTATES, 
8vo. oodcuts, 21s. 

ON Vins DOMESTICA TED ANIMALS of GREAT BRITAIN. 

ti BREEDS, of the DOMESTICATED ARATE of GREAT 
2 vols., 4to., coloured Plates, 16) 

London ; LONGMAN, BROWN, GREEN, and osaan 

Of Edinburgh. 

Just published, 8vo, price 1s. 6d., 
Gok AND CONSISTENCY : A few Remarks in 

reply to a Pamphlet entitled ‘Six Robert Peel and the 
Corn Law Crisis," 

London : J, Iarcrarp and Son, 187, ev 

in the 
the prec we sm 

Patent Roofing is SAM is F, M‘NEL 

Lamb’s-buildings, Bunhill-row, Toten: g EAE to MY Ealto- EM FoshVARY 21, 1846, 
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tomary expense, by h the Improved Giant variety, whic! 
may be cut the following spring th ar 3 ts, 
from 5s, per 100, with printed particulars for cultivation, may 

NER, Seedsmen, 28, Cornhill, To d 
Fine Seakale, dee ips b, tye yg eae 

INE PLANTS. Sead: and succession, Blacks 
or Queens, may be had in any quantity on application to W: Davis, Green-street, ore Eu Ch elsea, Feb, 2 28. 

(Bock VERBENA SEED, in Packets, now ‘ready, 
containing 300 Seeds for 2s. 6d., sent to any part of the 

E on the E ofa rore arder: 

est vai 
Piney, eee place, Peckham, Surrey. 

PÆOLUM AZUREUM. 
TESSRS. VEITCH AND SON have to offer imported 

2 TUBERS of the above beautiful Plant, warranted true. 
Strong extra Tubers, 15s. Second size, 10s. 6d. each. The 

ce order or pun 
required from unknown correspondents. —Exeter, Feb. 2i 

RHODODENDRONS, “AZALEAS, CAMELLIAS, CINE 
PARING ROSE, HOLLYHOCKS, HERBACEOUS 

ent of the 14th inst., of the uu all of which 
iti A large Stock of 

and untrained Fruit-trees, prices of which may be ha —Cross Lanes » Nursery, Bedale, Yorks, Feb, 28. 

ADIOLUS GANDAVENSIS, St fu Bulbs of this ket Plant 1 

Sery, at Ghent), are aoe from Mr. Houtte’s Nur- 
Holborn ; Cmanrwoo) 

s-road, Chelsea; H. Low & C U Qo. b Fleeti street; W. RonLissoN & Sons, Lower Tooth Warns U WARNER, Cornhill ; ane g Messrs. Dic li e mA KSONS & 0o., 1 W Aio place, 

TO SSE ep TERES NURSERYMEN, an 14 Ott BIES CANADENSIS, on HEMLOCK SPRUCE, 

» so large a stock (viz. nr large plants, 3 feet high, baeidés re sizes), can 
SH low prices; also, with a General 

s to offer at üniktaliy rices, in est assortment of Kalmia latifolia ever offered 
all sizes, ; the larg 

EE Ee can be had by letter, and shall be at. 
Rue 
t 

KEYNES, Tone sbi iy a ES bip an- DARIAS i ees his Hee 

Salisbury, Fo Febri ax 

Gu POTATOES 1 FREE FROM DISEASE | D 
The following superior Early and Late Seed Potatoes to 

be had at WARNER & WARNER's, free m. E. producing 
a good succession in the EU order 

American Early R und 
Chinese Roun m 
Martin's Isle: e Wight 
Laneasbire Early Round 
Early Ash-leaf S 
D x d 

aigh's K: 
More suitable 
general erop. 

_ Prices may be had du 1 application, 
for 

28, Cornhill, London. 
SPLENDID NEW WHITE FUCHSIA. 

Toms JACKSON ax» Co., Que id beg 
to announce their intention of sending out their § Seedling 

FUCHSIA, MRS. FREDERICK MILBANK | (late Nonpareil), 
nee month. The flowers oh this handsome variety are between 

and four inches in length; tube and sepals white, the 
latter distinetly tipped with green ; corolla, fine rich purple, 
which opens well. The plant is a robust grower of gracei eful 
habit, and a most profuse bloomer, For Dr. Lindley's re- 
marks, s see Gardeners’ Chronicle, 29th Nov., page 804, * Seed- 
ling Flowers.—W. n & Co.” Price 10s. 6d. each, the usual 
Preot to the Tra 
W. J. & Co. can aand this Fuchsia with the greatest 

onfidenee, as being suitable to compete at Floricultural 
Exhibitio 

All zoons deliv ered free on the Railway. 
A referenci ittance from unknown correspondents is 

respectfully T. 
Jross L ul urse: 

OOO OTORS, THE TRADE, 

RTHÜR MACKIE begs to call the oon of 
the Trade to the annexed List of TREES and SHRUBS, 

which are of first-rate quality, and, as he trusts, will, from the 
lowness of price, be found worthy of notice, 

y, Bedale, Yorkshire, Feb. m 

E e 
FA 
SE 4B 
ee 

g e Li w E 2 & per ton; and where large quan., 
tities are taken, A. M. will deliver them free. 

Ba omn: 2 yrs, fine .. oe 
Whitethorn, do. ^. 2 6to 
Turkey or Levant "Oaks; » do. on 
Ash, transplanted 

» E 
Beech - " 18 0 to 25 0 5 

É: K; S 17 6t0200 ; 
Larch ” mm 14 0to 18 0 » 
Scotch » m 15 0 to 20 0 » 
Hazel 1: Lt 150t0200 5, 
Oaks 3r a . 18 0 to 25 0 oj 
Blackthorn ;, ^ 2 yrs, fine .. 8 0to10 0 

ORNAMENTAL TREES AND S$ 
Oaks, Turkey. or Levant 

” ” » 

HRUBS. 
25 0 to 35 0 per 100 
35 0 to45 0 

» 500to600  , 
Chesnut, Horse on 

Tree Box .: m 

Laurels ; 00 
of mius 

Standard Thorns : 
OSes .. ae 

Red Cedars 
2to2)ft. 45 

X reference i is requested from Keno e pou REA 
Norwich Nursery, Feb, 2 

TOTATOES: FOR PLANTING. 
F CHATWIN, Plumstead, Woolwich, begs leave 

* to inform his friends that he will be enabled, by his 
numerous connections all over the United Kingdom and onthe 
Continent, to PR with only few exceptions, the numerous 
varieties of POT ES enumerated in his Catalogue * per- 
fectly sound and aa ? from disease, together with other new 
varieties of superior. qualities, New Seedlings in Peck Bags, 
price 5s. These Seedling Potatoes are all selected, and con- 
tain red and white varieties, both of Kidney and Round d sorts, 
and are well adapted to replace the losses that have arisen from 
the disease, as every Recte tuberis of full maturity, having 
been eultivated with nursery care and attention for the last 
three years. a ready for delivery, in the same’ size 
bags, 20 selected tubers of the best varieties of Potatoes in cul- 
tivation, Red, White, Round, ong Kidney sorts, late and early, 
so that every grower, in case of losses in stock and sorts, may 
at once obtain a collection of those most desirable to commence 

out in bags, Seed ane labello. free of exp ense e ay, of the 
Railway Stations i in London, or to any of the Booking-offices, 
Wharfs, &c.; a PRA be and at all the respectable seed 
warehouses, in London. 

arts of glani 
Phillips’s Hardy Ridge Cucumber, in PER 
* This Catalogue, recommended by the ier Me Loudon, con- 

tains the names of 158 varieties of Potatoes, with every de- 
TFORD NU NURSERIE ES. P: FRANCIS begs e State that he can supply © Snow’s WINTER WHIT BROCCOLI, which has given ch universal satisfaction, in sealed packets 2s, 6d. each ; also, Sows Black Spine Cucumber, 2: 2s. En per TN of 8 seeds? orticultural Bue do., 25. 6. 

scriptive i relating to the various oes Seni post 
free for 1s. AMTUPARTUMHOENOGLLLLLL——u— 
E DWARD TILEY begs to state that those Gar- 

deners who had seed of his First Prize CUCUMBER, VIC- 
TORY OF BATH, i: 

Seed Shop, 16, Pultency-bridge, B. HR 
A remittance oa iste. from Pc correspondents, 

Bath, Feb. 28, 184 

[Pricz 6d. 

DAHLTAS N SE PANSIES, AND VERBENAS. 
NURSERY, SLOUGH, BUCKS. 

C. "BROWN'S DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE 
* is ready, and ve tx Poenis immediately on appli- 

cation, . It contains every no of the season—each DAHLIA 
id the Lash the description. atu sid: Amongst ue first-rate 

eauty s, Bohemian Girl, Captain Warner, 
Lady Charleville, ion of Bath (true), Maramaa of Corn. 

ian, Newington Rival, Princess Radziwill, queen 
‘petuals, Sir E. Antrobué, and Brown’s Rosé d' Amour. 

The FUCHSTAS also are very select, and contain Newberry's 
Delicata, Mud POE Epps’ Nymph, Lady Julia, and 
Queen of Virgin: andra, Plebpetees Duchess of Suther. 
land, Mrs. Lage, Prince “Alb ert, Pomona, Queen Victoria, Ser- 
ratifolia, &c, Amongst the PANSIES (for which and Dahlias 
oe Nursery is dup Brown's EDEN and King of ces 
ony, Brown's Arethusa, Curion, Hannibal, Maid of the Mill, 
Prior, &e:, oth of Gold, Rolla, Tind Middleton, oa 
Prince Albert, Pizzaro, Sulphw urea Elegans, Tom 
Perseus, President, Bryants Perfection, &e. All plants will 
be sent out ver] rei emittance ea poojeai with distant 
orders, fos VANA tite package will be allow 

- egs to ob: , he can Bohr every article con- 
nected with the Nurse x isiness, His collection of Pinuses 
is unique. Osmundia' Regalis, just imported from D 
small crowns of this magnificent Fern, 5s. each; 
weighing nearly 2 a cwt., 3l. Feb. : 2i 

GREAT 
NORFOLE, 

YARMOUTH 
1846, 

NURSERY. 

NOST & CO., being rs vasta who first intro- 
d tothe notice of the Horticultural world the above 

truly excellent Raspberry, unequalled for for the size of its fruit 
and richness of flavour, and possessing an extensive Stock of 
fine Canes, beg to offer the same upon the following terms, 
guaranteed to ne of the same quality as those they had the 
honour of supplying Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen, 
ue Grace ihe Make of Northumberland, His Grace the Duke 

utland, His Grace the Duke of Marlborough, the Earl of 
carseat the Earl of Liverpool, the Earl of Abergavenny, 
the Earl of Egremont, the Lord Bishop of London, Lori 
Viscount Lorton, Lord Sondes, and most of the Nobility, as 
well as the Horticultura postes of London, the latter having 
awarded YovELL & Co. d for it. 

P; Saee coutesany Moe es 2o 41 y 
Do. do; dd . .013 6 
Do. do. dö. « T «9.7 

mall haa 12s. per 100 
A liberal discount w will be allowed the Trade when * quanti- 

ties” are or 
For full dàdoription, of the above see their advertisement of 

Jai 

Thirty Drum of new and choice Flower Seeds, per 
us Sree, for 6s. 

reat Taimo Nursery, Feb, 28. 

THe MONS! TROUS GREEN. GAGE, o on E «REINE 
CLAUDE MONSTREUSE DE BA 

For a description of this Fine PLUM, see Gardens Chronicle, 
No. 5, 1846. Dwarf maiden plants, 5s. each. ing to a mis- 
printi in the Catalogue, the colour of Saint Ma Men Quetsche 
Plum was quoted as purple; it should be yellowish white, the 
same as given in the Catalogue of the Horticultural Society, 
from whence it was received.—Sawbridgeworth, Herts 

ANER AND WARNER, Serpsmen & Fronists, 
28, Cornhill, | respectfully inform the nobility and gentry 

their NEW CATALOGUE comprising all the choice New 
Flower and Vegetable Seeds is now ready, and can be had post 
free upon E For Particulars refer to “Harrison’s 
Cabinet” for Marci 

EW BELGIAN PLUM, “REINE CLAUDE 
IN DE BAVAY,” very strong dwarfs at Br from Mr. Van 
Houtte's Nursery at Glient, to de Ens by Messrs. Hvon Low 
& Co., Upper Clapton Nur: sery, L 

The usual Men v the Trade. 

Ree OF THE POTATO. SEED 
din the most careful manner from the Berry of the 

earliest and best kinds, without disease, can be had in Packets. 
No. 1, containing 13,000 Seed, which will be sufficient to produce 
Plants for more than 30 square perches of 

from the parties offering the above for Sale, whose respec 
bility we Xm uh S and think it remarkably well saved, i 

“As sample of ‘the. ‘Seed to be seen at No, 23, Bachelor's- tis uk, Du ve 

Fs TUE TOOL WAREHOUSE. 
REEN 4 AND CONSTABLE, WnoLzsALE and RETAIL 
RONMONGERS, 36, Kin 

London Bridge,) bez to announce they have a large assortment 
of New and Ae ed GARDEN TOOLS, including Lord Ver- 

ors, Impr len. 
Ms ears, Edging Iro: us, &c. Sad oin Chests fitted 
with every Implement requisite for the Garden, 
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UNDER THE PATRONAGE OF HER MAJESTY. importa, per Ib. 0 0 e ofthis Mower that he Es ib 

i G. WAITE, No. 4, Eyre-street-hill, Hatton| " pearly | PEE g jee White ate first hs x April, the following distinct. t MUCHEIAS, fe ooi 

» "Burden, returns his best thanks for the very Mberibsup-| |, Sei sese CUT T rio. DAD D-6 Moin d Aier cannot PME the hidheni otdik um 

erto received, and begs to call the attention of| 7. Yellow Malta -0 1 0| , Dale’s Hybrid, Lab Stans sonal ai 14 E T Y d 

s and the Public in general to the following reduced Yell hae yn ap os and sepals slightly tipped with green, eorolla. vivid crim- 

ices ofa small portion of his very Extensive Stock. | ” CAGES N EU A son, habit good, and has merited the following high opinions : 

- f roc » J Gardeners’ Gazette, July. 19.—'* ite is very 

ee neta al " setae bee 2 F e odi "rg 3 3 prey ajo d [2e E seria H Eve the: green tips seem. 

£ E Ste = y F almost orn: ntal, i yl k 

M p P Sc alol » Witite Round -1 1 0 > Puppies Tdppelb ae danpre Welconiale, Agusia Vm d Wat me variety 
ick]. s, Green ditto ~018 0 i hee 2 0 No. 1, with white tub: A t e d rosy eximgo: lla 

x » JüongspriBkly b- 0 1030 | PREA ditto - -4-—P 0. -,„ -Improved ditto- I -1-0 |ia handsome be ine k- uas. best of ito PRESS d 

lo 0 d c2 en = n Kd qt » White Tankard 1 3 0| ,, Green ditto -E 9 0} seen.” 10s. 6d. per plant. 

» Jc ou nail or OPTS » » Green ditto — -1 2 0| ,, Skirvings COUNTESS OF CORNWALDIS.—This Fchsia i is remark- 

» k " s» Manchester im Red di LU CL. proved Liv ably striking, and is decidedly the most: tinct, 

-0 6 proved Frame, Sai White Glob T Ba > TM y g ptum mos! splendi mt isi c 

row = 0 9 6 sce PERICULO E oet ore ri Heaton pies 
> pasate ; - j - use bloomer. The following 

m Mese ee 7" Me 1 o| » Orem new -1 4 0| 7 Matson’s ditto -1 4 0{Tindley and G. Glenny, F. Se I riceve 
hless - 0 12 DS d s 

A atter’s Vi M Ee ee 'ardeners Gi ‘wroniele, Nov i E.—Your Seedling isa 

VITSE LISRUA BR Laters Victory | | (|  With-everyother ‘kind of Horticuitural, Floricultural, and [handsome veot Light, ne Tinay striped with pink, 

qm Ld Walker's) fno, Agricultural Seeds in cultivation, too n merous to insert, | sepals expanding freely, disclosing Ee rosy crimson corolla, . 

» a pen 307 Pert US lower than any other house in Le The flower is fine in texture, and will rank with the best of the 

» Diae pies 10 s cash, or réference in London Ton rate eor- | light varieties.” 

E Tong dud EO: 010 Seton Feb. ‘ardeners’ Gazette, Oct, 25.——'* Mr. -Epps'8- Füchsia.— Rich 

s" Weedou’s T —————————— Å ed riot corolla ; E odor ids sepals ; very striking, and, 

» + 0| " long "1 09/5 pg NEW AND SUPERD WHITE FUCHSIA. ithe habit be good, a pretty, secompaniment to ‘Nymph’ ai and: 

; s eautios s. a plan 
Spanish Dwarf- 0.11 0| ,, Sion House im- “SANSPAREIL,” 10s. 6d. per plant. OREN: DP MEE VIRGINS: This also-is very attrocti 

mi Be Seimetar — 0 10.0 ‘proved - -0 T 0 XTOUELL ayp CO. beg to call the attention of cul- an nil gtvegrest satisfaction. "Thé-tube and’sepal slight bath 

TM hitek 9 hho VERAS, cm tivators of PUOHSIAS to the above Seedling, which they | corolla Inrgo, and of b tial dark crimson purple, superior 

oo Da £0 done ad 45.9 | Will guarantee is no ot surpassed by any light variety yet raised, | to thi f. AATA it as only been sub- 

» Tu ‘Green Oe $ ee T Fe 9.0 | and will give general satisfaction, ‘and refer to the following Wr to Dr. Lindley, whose 6j vsi 

» DWE: B n rw mo remarks Mos it:— 
Gardenars’ Chroniele, Sept. 6. wW very pretty light 

» -Cormack's, Bri c choles eee TOR correct representation of it may be seen atthe Nuvsery." | vente having a fine crimson puse E "108, a. per 

£0 EPM A White, “An elegant flower, light tube and sepals with purple c» 

» d corolla, “See Gardeners’ Chronicle, Sept. 20th, 1845. Phe sot 11; 73. Paley usual discount to the Trade where three 

9 Red Giant er Ib. o T E New rene Fuoust imu e hayo Jost seen n magnificent | ofeach ave take: 

» » M Hi ed ? | white seedling Fuchsia, raise by the Messrs. YoUvELL. The All orders res unknown 

OJ » White ditto | <9 1 9 | fower is about 3 inches in lengthy, the tube and sepal with a remittanee.—Bower Nursery, d “Feb. 28i 

» 0 2 Ng Thite à ii o and resembles ‘Venus Victrix,” but is three times ite SUPERB SEEDLING PA i ie T 

ir ^ Cmzss, fine curled, phone ‘brilliant and fain in colour. ns baa be called HART, FLORIST, &c., Guildford, Surveys bogs to 

te 0 aren bushel 1 0 0 cies. We quite envy Mos RT their priae." — e smmounce, that on Tuesday, | March. 10th, he intends 

pi aise + Queen of , Plai cet 018. 0 Editor of the Cambridge Advertiser, Oct. Ist, 1845. sending out the did. PANSI Early 

Dwarfsp.qt.0 5 o|EwDrvm, fine Green ^ other-fine gs (for par piura P. which see heir. orien alone will secure plaats, as in stock 3s limite 

Ditto per bush. 5 12 0, mere per Ib. ` i e Advertisement of the will be ready dor sending out ONSOLATION.—A venr pend lilac purple, with a beau- 

Asplendidinew ya- » e curled 0 3 f| with the above in the carly Qut of May, and when the-set is ii white eye—very novel. Its form is perfect, making a circle, 

riety, growing, onl; ^" vian z E taken, will be charged 17. 11s. 6d. of fine texture, quite smooth on.the edges. It received a Certifi- 

foot high, producing a Grass, fine mixed, for heir CATALOGUE ges FUGCHSIAS this season will defound | cate of Merit at the Royal South London .Floricultural So clety;in in 

larger pod'than any of ET d MA p Miss fn two divisions, namely, Light and Dark. Coloured; May last. Na dà ndle; Medea Gavdeness! Chronicle, p. 332. 

the same habit; the ixedforpasture0 7 0 varieties of various shades, and they flatter themselves dint thei|'“ O: , very beautiful 

is quite distinct sofSortsperpkt 0 1 0 ack r P BRONZ "UNT IQUE.—Very beautiful bronze, upper petals 
vai 

re observed by exc! lading gen many varieties now out of date, 

from ali others, and zx,BroadFlagpr.Ib.0 3 0 me others that-do not po afficient: merit, that an; elt with the: same, rieh yellow igonda of fine ‘form and 

larger than any dwarf » Bdon - -0 3 0 pointment on the part of oodd 1 will be prevent i substance, Dr. Lindley's opinion, p. 440, 1845.—** Bronze: 

Pen » eol gon: it Lz?ruck, Improved 12 Ex. fino Varieties, 122. dan teto to Y QucibidA € Unique contains good : euh and:other good. qualities." 

has the white Cos | -.0 8 0) iLbio ditt, 21s. . Belestion Jett to Puxphaserorlo,, PAGS d MUR d it fróo by post. 

cbe ‘Garden jg: » Aüy'slargeCos 0.8 0 50 Pme Varieties i Mos. Co. OTIONS EINE RSUED: FLOWERS, 

mors; aud approved of " BERRO ues - Y i g fneditto 60s. o. | a Superb Show eee E E oi Mo 

, Me e Thei CATALOGUE for 1846 20 . sucer eee evil esum 

» Egyptian Cos 0-6) OT visto prices.of the very best Pu » Sel adoris otii suite d onde es 030. 0 

ÉD ie de i aeg io pt Camellias, Ericas, Coniferous Plant 3 Border varieties oo 9.650 

Gos (White Seed). 7 0 Paisios, Chrysanthemums ke s Polyantlius, He Good Plants of Conquering Haro, Baroness, Wenman, Pros- 

4 jj espe icai ati , Pic cotees, Pink: s, &c. tes n p s eA Ne Plus Vis Sodol of Perfection, &c., at 

: "yarded.on a n by enclosing ago stamps. dera 
0 tying Zi» T T be ipevanta in n apr ihesi pes p P he Mowing god Spang Catalogues of Pansies. and other Plants may now be: 

6 » Green Co: 6 » obtaine 

White WinterC. 0 10 @| and desirable ns to tho notice, of their Friends proe x 

b Ni: Cab: ‘Amateurs, feeling assured from their well known mode of S GLASS AT VERY LOW PRICES. | 

dic zt EDDA 0i uring. all orders, that those favouring them with their aged WILLA M E. RENDLE anp CO., at the solicita- 

9] » Benin dito '-0:5.0 TR a Bee cao none tum EACEA TR EAE of many of their most influential customers; have 

5 Maladito —-010 0 erb n | PURPLE PICOTEE, “ BUR- | determined to eaterinto the GLASS TRADE. Arrangements 

. 0 2^9| 3, Tennis ei =) Egg noU ES iude 15s. per pair. For “ee ae been made wit 5 some of He qe extensive manufac 

Green 50 1 8 Brown Dutch -0 3 6| see Gard. Chron. fl we ic i urers, so that they will be enabled to supply the best quality 

x Green B Do IURE 5" Hammer m Also, “ BURROU' x KE OF es CASTLE,” the Glass, at the lowest remunerating prices for Cash. 

Bsoccori, Wa Early ~0. 4 Q0|best light- edged Purple 1 Pienten. Koye per pai Delivered free of Carriage in ers or Plymouth. 

an Fete a0 los quf hito Ses -010 0 CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES. SMALE SQUARE 

» rue Walcheren 0 1£ 0| 5 Tm y alBrown 12 pars extra fine and very apaid first-olass £ 5. d. 4 inches by 3, and vider 3 inches! by 8, ng. per £oot. 

„i Barly -0 4.0 12) 0 how Flowers, byname . 1 10 0 BEX dy nw) E yé 

7 EarlyWhite Cape 0. 8 0 Ande ey other variety. 2 ditto lito ditto . 5.00 P p $ si 5 24. p 

d Purple Capa 0 4 0 | MaNcoLDW ENS 12 ditto Fine Show. Flowers Sitio 1130 0 Lanor SquARES, not exceeding 40 inches long. 

Granges Barly pot 25 ditt 0.0 Cylind No. 0, 11 oz. to the foot, a d. oe foot. 
- e 

y 4 5 

Dio SUM Long yen i M ? Extra fino Show Pinks, by name, per EN pair; 125. Sheet No. D 16 oz. x ji 

». Long 5,3 2.2 

3 0| » Yellow Globe -3 09 SELEOT VERBENAS. Dei VEO I. dU ue " 

5o lo Migne o coi OE? ecdlings raised 1845. "^ Patkedin Boxes containing: 100 feet. 

5 0 | Mustanp,, white, per YOUELL and 00. 5 in offering the following.new. and fine ash romittonco or reference im London. 

ER al NET raf Ls k Seedling VERBENAS, beg lease to observe that.the “Se alte Plymouth, "Feb. 98, 

4.0 | Musnaoov Sraw 30, varieties " sent out by them the three-past seasons, have given MANDATE, eer 

5 0 | ONION, ne Whitesandy, f vach universal satisfaction, that t er consider any further re- “FOREIGN SHEET ‘GLASS AND GLASS TILES. 

4.0 er dh. O46 lmarks u em Wn! am ient to state thát (Q3 JARVIS having just imported a large quantity of 

x: E ty ». White, Portugal, 0 4.0.) they are really fine and. superior ais 8, pe cannot fail of * the above solem in quality and substance hitherto 

F 70 4-0]. » Ditto Spanish’ 0,4 0 | giving satisfaction toevery grower of this beautitul tribe. They unequalled, cam offer t ta acd aras c than any other 

x owaen’s Superb 0 5-04. 5. ReaD, 10 4 '9| Ko possess the requisite and valuable. properties of being | house: in the trade, for ready m t his old esta~ 

onore Pink .0 5 0| » White Globe, -0 6 0 sweet scented, and producing fme shaped and exceedingly | blished WINDOW GLASS A INEO Usb 55, Great Cas- 

rr dontha ion 0B: opis iden vs 20 40 luge flowers. i tle-street, a few doors from Regent- goes where orders, for. 

i W .0 3 6| 5» Jamess ong. S xUIsTTE.—A. beautiful pink, with conspituous yellow eye, oue with reference, meet with 'ompt attention, Every 

A. vd Reet To 6 9 IQ DE bas S edes is m—5s. * | other description of WINDOW GLASS “equally low in price, 

RUSSELS, SPROUTS, its iit if real es dE mile ae ‘ihe dh immensely large, very fra~ ORTICULTURAL GLASS OF- BRITISH 

Superfine » Two Bladed, for.' “Hekta: Pale lilac, with a conspicuous yellow eyo, Yety.| ir MANUFACTURE, Md METH n. idk av a ut 

Barly Dwarf, Piekling --..—0.-8- 0. | swegtscehted) fine form, and very distinct variet: 6d. arehouse, i Having made 

yap ae x Gu ths White Kabom - Ordr oa REINES de tifal salmon colour, very large, fine form, et 

k 2-0 41,9 GARES DON ; n dfi vier Gd. 

5 jet xdi 1D |, sy. Blood Red ^ 20.4 0 ppeeu m bright puce with yellow eye, a very Ibenu. | ing terms, in Squares not f exoeding 40 eee OR 

F Busca U gh CLE state nie sal variety: 3 No. 0— (equal to Foreign Sheet) 44d. per foot. 

>, Dupesakené 2 i Pee ipee OE RN. bright vires and sweet-scented, of LEAN UND from rà » E 02,10 ihe foot ae » 

z Emperor. -0—2 pe 2 E qood ohm (very. ved. |—3s. 6. » » 

L [ Shils PARSLEY, Double * AUBÉRON. ih dark claret, with light eye, large, and 3 m 

» EU Quis gg Curled, qe pishe I 0 sweet scented d nsn seb borer J. Weron, jun., havi Bs many years with Ne Duo o 

E " n -hoat +0 a Teddy pe fi the | $, 9. ptum -street, and p Oxford-street, and at the time of the 

jarge Yor! DE sy jirg ^" ove will pr ready p H pose ree, or otherwise, in the 

- Y w Treble 2 
al > 

ks Hd t Ham. ume omg y sais "Trebl first pile of May, at 21s. the glazing of Cha‘ tsworth Conservatory, has devoted himself to 

= : Rf! Grok Garnishing,perlb./0./2. 0 net vbt ie Eoo 6s. per dozen, the Horticultural Glazing DIS begs to call the atten. 

» jag eS gt pay Ponanons) As: f 12 Extrà ditto 105. tion of Hortieulturists Dvd ally to the above prices for Glass, 

inc ge be 95 Kidney, p. bshi 0 6.00 Pars hn IA f ` 30; 9 PS they undertake to, glaze inany part of the United 

AC Brake " d af 4 i in, 

2d d nh Gm, Sf bg id gt ar aD $ xta. "ius, JOEY e r ES They à also beg to recommend fot Pits and Garden Lights 

» Barly Frame.» -10 6:0 is small size squares, which they offer at the following low prices, 

oT 0|, New Barly: Pro- 
12 | packed in 100 fee Ea not particular to. thickness. :— 

s Due o My mdi, "95., 125, velt à BARE? inte oie ddr wt foot. 

02 9 short tom ome s. per De Wis Ppi attenoda" y e L4 ^ 

9/270 |P Short Top, pi-bush. 1:1:6 ^0 an BR BACEOUS. "PLANTS. Es sorts, 65. to 95. per dozen. us p 

, ; Early Frame b $ OFRIBES SANGUINEUM FL 0 PLENO, 105. eet per plait. J. W. & Co. ctt d at their uod of Stained and 

oue slo Fine White uenipl + 0 | MEAT IPSE eB BRITISH Q QUEN ST RAWBERRY
, 5s. por 100. EA ie their Warehouse, as aboye.—12, Panton- 

»!g wp xpo," Radial 10 e PRINCESS A "108. 3 - rs siimi 

à ; Black “Spanish NOUELLU'S OBLEDWA ATED" TOBOLSK RHUBARB, fme OREIGN ANDA BRITISH SHEEN I AND CROWN 

91,8 Mes penteng 84 transparent pink, the best for forcing, 125. per dozen. Roots GLASS, for Hothouses, Garden and other purposes,— 

Oates ap RS pera a9 | placed in a Salley or clasei 7 om a aS re pieng we a month. | Ry C. having again reduced the pis s for small crown squares, 

vt. T AE LAT The finest DOUBLE. IM per nvites & of the p tions: with, his former 

1700 8.0 Broag eared 40 T 0 "The nost Mixed RANUNGUL USES, al erom named lowers, | lists z—— bs 

2 Or: Gn 0 0| Bavov, large pirami 125 por 100. 
per gross. or gross. er gross. 

is Finge lapsed AL pu ead - Det au, " «d X, Foreign Orders carefully executed goas: to ensure safe ein. by4 .. 6s, sby3 b T diy 7 p uL rus 

: ng ham. duco NewCabl f y s. y6.. lis | 10by.8 ... 265. 

d MES, A rhon o d oy N.B.. Steam Ships to, London thyes timos a week; to Mull, & i. will in E ve wesley PUT ae of STOUT 

i "hohe Gi eee rate DN Ao twice anyyeal ij to Lar ve PIE Poet. hr SHEET GLASS which he purposes keeping 

é ac Hy Aou. iol 1/9 9 49 Great Yarmouth Nursery, F | meh à p k as will enable him to execute. all orders as. soon. 

pi quo VET GLASS, m id quality, for asr 
gc E ET. E n re general’ pips E b bo hid at at] PROPAGATING, BEE, CUCUMBER and GRAPE GLASS 8 

p, EISE. Na ma E E o S018. E mates 23, C k Paa Uufordstieet, For | of every description, cheaper than at any o other house.—For 

vu vp Beene wy din y ready Money only- 1 l |N , apply to R. CoaAN, Glass,- Lead, and Colour Works, 

~~ GENUINE SEEDS. 
Warrr’s Advertisement continued. SER SUPERB SEEDING FUCHSIAS. ' 

TunwiP, Wo; Dun £ s. d. er bugh.—£: s. d. V 

9 Jos E new -—X EX 0 

ster-square, London, 

J: EPPS, F.H.S.; peee to, inform E admires: 
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RTHUR MA CER bes ^ ni vigorous, but much more diseased; one shoot, | to endeavour to steer another course. tu such an Y K egs to announce that his ; dolt h:i rei sire no better pi 
DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF FLOWER SEEDS is now 18 inches long, black and rotten all through ; in} emergency we should desire no better pilot than 

For the convenience 
of the purchaser A. M. has enclosed them in printed envelopes, 
and he trusts that the information which will be found thereon 

SCHIZANTHUS RETUSUS, 
Blunt-petalled Schi us, 

Diandria Monogynia. Nat. Ord, Scrophulariaceze, 
Half-hardy bienniat. Height, 2 to 3 feet. 

Flowers, crimson and orange. June to October. 
A native of the Andes of Mendoza. Introduced 1831. Deriv.—(Schizo, _ ;, and anthos, a flower; from the irregular form of the corolla. 

For the convenience of purchasers ata; distance the above will be forwarded free through the post. 
Norwich Nursery, and No. 10 Exchange-street. 

adopted :— 

EW SPRING © Woodlands Nursery, Maree 
M. WooD Ü 

PLANTS; Camellias, Fuchsias, Verbenas, Petunias, Cine- rarias, Chrysanthemums, and other plants suitable for bedding. 
choice selection of Roses, Conifers, Shrubs, and Climbers, cultivated in pots. 

Copies of the above will be sent, GRATIS, on application ; and 
W. W. & S. with 

MEETINGS FOK T Monvay, Mar. 2—Entomol 
»ts P.M. 

«08A. enn 
/RDNHSDAY, ‘Society of Alita: . . B oras Fripay, = otanical » e . ist . 8 PM. SATURDAY; — toval Botanie 5 . B . 4 PM. Tr is stated in the daily papers that Lord In- SESTRE exhibited the other night in the House of 

Commons some new healthy PorAToEs, which he 
said had been grown at Isleworth from diseased Sets ; and his Lordship is reported to have argued from these specimens that no danger is to be appre- 
hended. from planting land with such sets. 
We have now before us some of the Potatoes produced on the occasion alluded to. They were 

Cornish Kidneys, one of the most healthy varieties at present known, just what would resist disease if 
any will, and if we do not much mistake, the pro- 
luce of last years growth. From their age and 
appearance, they are more than two-thirds ripe, 
and are to the eye quite sound. But what then ? 
Assuming that. they are really the produce of dis- 
eased sets, of which however we have no evidence, 
and we willeven add some doubt, they prove just 
nothing at all; for plenty of apparently healthy 
young Potatoes have already been obtained in many 
parts of the country from diseased sets. It is 
added, however, that Lord INcrsTRE'S Potatoes were obtained from Mr. CHAPMAN, a great market gardener at Isleworth. h 
lordship that at that place the disease has broken out in a severe form. One division of Mr. Cuar- 
man’s frames is seriously affected; and he found 
that apparently sound sets placed on a shelf under 
cover, produced diseased shoots. Mr. CHAPMAN estimates his own loss from disease at 10007. What are called new Cornish Kidneys are at the time of writing this exhibited in Covent Garden with the skins already tainted, 
The great question before the country isnot whether a few young Potatoes can be i 

Of this future ate i event we must decide by positive not negativ e evidence, and we must endea- 

the question than the 90 witnesses for the horse- Stealer, who each swore that they did not see the Fus commit the robbery. Let us; therefore, look at br pe poet in its true aspect, and not ste time about i i ich i 
enden negative evidence, which is 
We last week stated that the forced Potatoes at Colonel Ww» » 

i Ham's, at Petworth, i diseased; but we did cd worth, were said to be 

po: 
the report. qj vouch for the aceuracy of beoe ANG MS vu hip of that case 

E very intelligent orth, has sent us samples of his 
agement of it. 

nd we should have 
2S whate been safe they were the Potatoes to Sd ; they have been greened, too a A 

Eos lime. Now Mr. Mee ae ramen “for some time” observed. his Frame Potatoes "getting worse every day ;” and ho. has sent us samples of the latter, and of others planted in the open ground in November. Let us describe them : Tl. Frame Potatoes.—Stems 18 inches hich m 
luxuriant health, as far as vigour and colour indi- Cate it ; No. 1, a little decaying, the leaves blotched and rotting here and there; tuber fair to the eye, Dut with many cinnamon brown spots in the centre (the signs of disease). No.2. Leaves quite as 

this the tuber [ d similar apy in the 
very heart, but they were much fewer in number 
and more difficult to discover. 2. Open Ground. 
— Two samples sent; in both, the tubers are per- 
Jectly sound, as far as the eye can discover; but 
the younger shoots, each about 43 inches long, and 
still under-ground, are diseased—the one having 
two gangrenes and the other one upon the sides. 
"This is the Petworth case. 
We may now state, that at Oulton, in the houses 

under Mr. EngrNGTON'S own care, early Potatoes, 
forced in a Pine stove, kept exceedingly damp, 
“were affected by the murrain so strongly that 
nearly all their leaves perished.” Mr. J. Waxxer, 
of Ashton Hayes, near Chester, informs us that he 
also has had * six lights of Potatoes totally destroyed 
by the same disease which affected the Potato crop 
last year—some of the young Potatoes are quite 
affected through—the Potatoes when planted were 
quite sound and grew very strong and healthful 
until they were a foot high; then the disease 
attacked them and destroyed the whole six lights in 
a very short time.” Mr. Warrer has two more 
lights as bad, aud two others in which charcoal 
was used, “but the disease is in them likewise,” 
We will add that symptoms of the same kind 

have begun to show themselves in the Duke of 
Norfolk's garden at Arundel And Mr. Stern 
Rapcrrr, writing from Belleville, near Baltinglass, 
County Wicklow, asserts that ** Potatoes which 
have been planted in many cases are showing symp- 
toms of decay.” 

From Lord Srarronp's, at Cossey, near Norwich, 
Mr. Wieuron, an excellent, trustworthy observer, 
writes that—— 
The disease has appeared amongst my early Potatoes 

in a hothouse ; the stems are only about 4 inches liigh, 
and are marked so apparently with the rot, that there 
can be no doubt about the matter. I selected the seed 
Potatoes very carefully, but I found some of themattached 
to the diseased stems tainted with the malady. I have 
also seen it amongst some early Kidneys, under a wall, 
that happened to be left in the ground, where the dis- 
ease was last season.” 

The news from Bicton is worse. From a letter 
written by Mr. Barnes, dated Feb. 25, we have 
just time to make the following extracts :— 

* In my note to you early yesterday morning, I stated 
I should examine my various growing Potato crops. I 
went over them yesterday afternoon, viz., two early 
crops, now with good young tubers to them, in two dif- 
ferent hothouses; both crops, I am truly sorry to state, 
are attacked with the disease, and astonishingly altered 
since Sunday only. It is running over them like wild- 
fire, producing its gangrene sore-looking blotehings on 
the stems or stalks, and the brown burnt-looking spots, 
and black inky-looking blotchings on the foliage, to a 
considerable extent. ‘Two other crops I have in Melon 
pits at present are clear. One later, under hoops and 
mats, &e., to protect them, are affected with the pest; 
all those crops have hitherto been remarkably clear and 
healthy, and I never saw Potatoes grow stronger ; we 
took every pains in well preparing the seed in autumm, 
and used such means as we considered likely to destroy 
this pest, and had hitherto placed much confidenee 
in the crops, fully considering that we would be safe 
from infection this season ; our hopes are now sadly 
blighted—unexpeetedly, 1 o'clock, p.m.—I have this 
forenoon discovered ‘the disease amongst the Pota- 
toes in the Melon pits, in various stages; I could not 
discover it yesterday ; these to all appearance will now 
fall a sacrifice; hitherto so healthy and strong. Another 
week may scorch up every stem and leaf.” 

Ash-leaved Kidney Potatoes, clean, and. free 
from all blemish, are going off rapidly in the dry 
stores of the dealers. 

In Anglesea, at Bodorgan, the seat of Mr. 
Owen Furrer Meynic, the murrain “shews itself. 
to a great extent in the common red field variety,” 
as we learn from Mr. Ewrxe, the gardener at that 
place, who adds—* To the best of my belief there is 
little or no chance of saving: Potatoes over the pre- 
sent year.” 

Finally, at Crofthead, near Carlisle, the autumn- 
planted Potatoes on Mr. Brown’s farm, from a dis- 
eased stock, appear now to be in a state of decay, 
although great pains were taken in liming and 
sorting them. This crop. will, to all appearatice, 
end in a failure, and when two rows are planted 
with cu£ Potatoes, the sets are entirely decayed. 
In the same place, however, autumn-planted. Pota- 
toes from * Mossy” land are sound, germinating, 
and, to all appearance, a good crop may be ex- 
pected. i 

Are these facts to be disregarded ? Are the signs 
thus manifested early,in Cumberland, Cheshire, W ales, 
Hertfordshire, Middlesex, Sussex, Devonshire, and 
even in. Wicklow, -of no import ? Shall we wrap 
ourselves in a false security, and sleep till our ship 
is on the rocks? Surely we had better take sound- 
ings, consult our charts, and if we find the current 
setting towards the reefs we should be insane not 

the gallant member for South Staffordshire himself, 
Gentlemen may rely upon it these are the small 

black clouds in the distance, which indicate the 
coming storm. And let us be thankful to a 
merciful Providence that we are warned in time 
before the ship is among the breakers. 

Mr. EnniNGTON found that by removing his dis- 
eased Potatoes from a damp to a dry Pinery he 
arrested the progress of the evil in the course of a 

tnight ; and Mr. Warrer states that his Pota- 
ices in a Vinery are not (yet) affected: he even 
fhinks that thé disease would be avoided if the 
plants had plenty-of air in the day-time; and the 
foliage could be kept dry. 

Possibly—but.not probably ; if Potatoes were to 
be grown in garden-pots, and reared in Vineries, 
the supposition might carry some consolation with 
it ; but of what avail is that to the great body of 
cultivators who are compelled to trust to seasons, 
in islands where precariousness is so. notorious? 
We ourselves incline to the belief that if a Potato, 
originally nearly sound, could be reared slowly in a 
warm soil kept dry during its growth, exposed 
when above ground daily to a bright sun, warm air, 
and eloudless sky, and if those conditions could be 
insured for the whole duration of its annual exist- 
euce—that there then would be little risk in the 
Potato crop of 1846. But who is there, among the 
many madmen of our day, quite mad enough to 
reckon upon such a fortunate combination of cireum- 
stances? We-hope and trust no one. 

It may bealleged that the Potatoes are diseased 
because they have been forced ; that Mr. Exnrne~ 
TON's, in particular, were injured by having been 
grown ina damp Pine stove. But the Petworth 
and Bicton Potatoes are, in part, from the open 
ground; and who before ever heard of Potatoes 
being diseased when forced? Why, the conditions 
to which they are subjected when forced are pre- 
cisely what would be most conducive, under ordi- 
nary circumstances, to a healthy vegetation. The 
truth evidently is—and it is sheer folly to shut our 
eyes to it—that the vitality of the Potato is affected 
by thelate season, and that the least thing in the 
world will now throw it into a state of disease. Its 
constitution is only to be renewed by along and 
careful regimen: 

We must therefore repeat our warning, not to plant 
Potatoes about which there is a doubt. It would 
be better to gamble ina lottery, or in Capel-court. 
Doubtless, in some instances, success will attend 
the risk—but whose will that success be? We 
cannot venture to say whose. 
How arewe to know Potatoes about which there 

isa doubt? is the natural rejoinder. How, indeed? 
THEY CANNOT BE KNOWN.: The eye will not dis- 
tinguish them; nor will the resources of Chemistry, 
Botany, or Physiology, do anything in this matter. 
Even the microscope fails us. We have now ex- 
amined diseased ` Potato-plants obtained from sets 
so, apparently sound that we have entirely failed 
in discovering an unfavourable symptom ; and we 
are irresistibly driven to the conclusion that, in such 
cases, the malady is latent. That being so; we can 
no more determine whether the murrain is present 
in a Potato, than whether gout or king’s-evil are 
latent ina child; we must wait for time to make 
the discovery. 

But the production of food cannot be allowed to 
wait for the slow advance of time. We must have 
it at'the moment we want it, or we starve. There- 
fore we say to the Irish people, PLANT NO MORE 
PorATOES FOR A SUSTENANCE. h 

Solanis careant oeulos yitiantibus agri: 1 

oo El 

Sow your land with Oats, or other grain ; 
Triticeos fetus, passuraque farra b nem, 

Tordeaque ingenti fenore reddat aver, 
The natural kindness of your landiords will fur- 
nish you with the means of doing so, in this your 
great calamity. You cannot afford to gamble in the 
article of food. Certainty is indispensable in your 
case. Turn, then, to Oats; they area much better food 
than Potatoes, and they ean be relied upon. Pota- 
toes are a lottery in which the prizes, when you 
win them, are not worth the having. It is, in any 
case, a shame to plant the most fertile latid'in Eu- . 
rope with the worst kind of food which the earth is capable of yielding ; and; in the present conjune- 
ture, it would be a wickedness to do so, when the 
danger that attends it is thus providentially dis- 
covered in good time. 

We formerly (p. 815, 1845), stated upon the 
authority of Government returns that Gallicia and 
Corsica were at that time the only foreign countries 
in Europe from which a supply of perfectly sound 
Potatoes could be obtained. Now that the import- 
ance ofshowing what districts are uninfected has 
become so much more apparent than it then was; 
we hasten with permission of Government, to make 
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known the state of the Potato disease in Scotland, 

some counties of which are, or were, seemingly 

exempt from the visitation. 
ABSTRACT OF THE STATE OF THE Porato Crop IN 

CHIP 4 
Sospsersi A3 
t7 |$.|*3 | 58 

ERHEEHEHREC 
33|.23|5E|238| 256 

Synods of— 35/222 solace | ase PEHEEHEHERTEPH 
PEENE 
i248 |EB we [Se 

225| 58 |e 159 [s mela ue ufo Z 

Lothian and Tweedale| 49 | 24 EUER pa 
51 ral seal aay Pe aa inr 

3 po 8}. 21 0 

3 E 9 |,18 4 

(Lai tto né. ae | AD 
7 8 |11| 22 3 

12 5 |922| 31 6 
13 28 | 82 6 
32 |) 96 | 29 | 17 | 19 
1.88 [49 p Tri | 18 

s; se fe d6s AB 210. 1 21 
Ross.. wee] oe m 21 | 10 8 3 

Sutherland & Caithness| .. E 22 6| 16 oe 

Glenelg . Sikk SUPE peda 9 
Orkney . T |i Sheer 2 
Shetland... . E oo foe] ee E 

2728 735 

* The sums of these respective numbers do not amount to the 
actual number of returns received, 735, in consequence of some 

of them not giving information as to all the heads. 

Requisitions sent to.. 905 Parishes, and 
Returns received from 735 

No return from 170 Parishes. 

From this return it appears that in the synods of 
Aberdeen, Moray, Ross, Sutherland and Caithness, 

. Glenelg, Orkney, and Shetland, the disease was, at 

the time: of the returns to Government, that is to 

say, early in November, either unknown, altogether, 

or nearly so. It may have since manifested itself 
in a small degree ; indeed, we know that in Suther- 

land and Caithness traces of it were discovered. (See 
Gardeners’ Chronicle 1845, Nov. 29). Yet we do 

think that in this our present difficulty the northern 
counties of Scotland offer the best resources within 
our reach. "To these we will add the Calf of Man, 

where Mr. Suernern’s Potatoes, concerning which 
we shall very soon have something more to say, are 
unaffected. 

But we must break off for the present with recom- 
mending to consideration a dissertation, just pub- 
lished, by Mr. Forsyru,* on the Potato disease ; 

which is by far the best that has yet appeared 
among the pamphlets, although we are far from 
agreeing with the author in some of his views, and 

to which we shall hereafter refer more particularly. 
[Just as we are going to press we have received 

a letter from Sir Georce Mackenzie, dated Roslin, 
Feb. 24, in which is the. following dismal intelli- 
gence :—“ The Potato disease has broken out in 
the North at last. What could have retarded it 
there is a mystery.”] 

Wiru the following explanation by Mr. Mrrxe 
of the principles which govern the distribution of 
heat, we are constrained by press of other matter 
to close our. Leading articles on Pormatse HEATING. 
The subject will for the present be transferred to 
the body of the Paper. 

“I have shown in a former paper, that the 
principles of simple radio-thermal heating are those 
which Nature employs. I propose now (according 
to my promise) to endeavour to prove that they are 
equally philosophical as natural, and I trust that in 
this also I shall in your opinion be equally success- 
ful. I might affirm, without fear of contradiction, 
that if natural, they must prove philosophical; but 
let us examine the two systems for the production 
and distribution of high atmospheric temperatures 
by our philosophical knowledge. I do not wish to 
prejudice the case of hot water versus hot air, by 
again reminding your readers of its expense ; I will 
not dwell upon what I have heard about expensive 

. boilers splitting, or the labour of supplying them 
(in many places) with water; upon pipes be- 
coming choked up with deposit from the water, in 
the depth of the winter, such deposit only to be 
removed by the process of boring; of their ugly 
appearance in a house, the room they occupy, the 
extent of surface they expose to oxidation; all these 
things may be idle inventions of the enemy. I will 
leave in your own hands the charge against it, 
that while rapid currents of air are conducive to the 
health of plants, it provides none. But I will try both 
systems, by the laws which philosophy lays down: 

* The question of the production of caloric is not 
at all involved ; no one will deny, that a. certain 
amount of burning fuel enn evolve only a certain 
amount of caloric ; no one pretends that the water 

* “Brochure, No. I; being a complete practical Treatise 
on the Potato.” By Alexander Forsyth. Longmans, 

produces the caloric; it is then a simple question of 
distribution which we have to examine. 

** All bodies on the earth, whether solids, liquids, 

or gases, are constantly tending to an equilibrium of 
temperature, and this in two ways—by means of 
intermediate bodies or communications, and by 
radiation. Caloric is communicated through solids, 
from particle to particle, and this is called con- 
duction ; different solids differ much in their powers 

of conducting heat (among the less precious metals 
copper is the best), but caloric is transmitted 
through all solids by the same means, viz. from 
particle to particle. Caloric is communicated 
through liquids, to a very slight extent, in the same 
manner as solids, but still they have the power of 

communicating it with great rapidity, and this arises 

from the slight cohesion that exists among the 
particles of a liquid, so that the instant one particle 
becomes warmer, and consequently specifically 
lighter than its neighbours, it moves off, and is 
replaced by others, and thus currents are produced 
by means of which the caloric is rapidly distributed. 
Gases, like liquids, are imperfect conductors of 
caloric in the manner of solids, but owing to the 
slight cohesion of their particles, they communicate 
caloric by their internal movements or currents with 
a velocity totally unknown to the other forms of 
matter; compared to liquids, it is the velocity of 
the wind to that of the stream. But gases also 
allow the distribution of caloric by a mode unknown 

to solids and liquids, when those are opaque, and 

almost so when even they are transparent: I mean 
by radiation. 
“Such are the means by which the distri- 

bution of caloric takes place through the three 
forms of matter ; which material then shall we take 
for its distribution? Shall we take .the solid? 
with a vast extent of surface, one end put into the 
burning fuel, the rest carried through the space to be 
heated, shall we be satisfied to allow the caloric gene- 
rated by the burning fuel to pass along from particle 
to particle, hour by hour, to the place of its destina- 
tion: oh, no! says the advocate for the liquid ma- 
terial, use water, its motions are so rapid, it will 
transmit in a minute to a given point that caloric 
which; by means of the solid, reached it only in an 
hour. What! exclaim Nature and Philosophy, use 
aliquid? a gas will do the work in a second ; be- 
sides, the liquid will not carry the heat given off 
by radiation, but the gas will carry all, and rob it of 
none onthe way. And here I charge the hot water 
system with not only a waste of time, but waste of 
power ; I retort the charge its advocate has made 
on the hot air system, and ask what becomes of all 
that caloric which is given off in a radiant form 
from the furnace and boiler, when (as is constantly 

the case) these are placed apart from the house to 
be heated, and ask him whether, when he goes to 
see that the fire is right, he is not sensible that he 
is in the presence of a heated body ? I will ask 
him at what point a thermometer would stand in 
the furnace chamber, if cut off from all atmospheric 
influence but that supplying the fire? What he feels, 
and the thermometer indicates, is radiant caloric, 
incessantly passing off, incessantly escaping and 
wasted, and yet the advocate of this system writes 
about waste of power! 

* Let us follow the various wanderings of a particle 
of caloric (supposing it to be material). Through a 
hot water apparatus, it is distributed ; in its latent 
existence, it passes (a thing of power) from the burn- 
ing fuel to the iron boiler, thence to the water 

within it, whose particles move onwards, bearing in 
their currents the precious warmth; they deposit it 
on the inner surface of an iron pipe, through whose 
particles it has to make its way by the slow process 
of conduction; arrived at length on its outer surface, 
it flies by radiation to its appointed place, no bad 
representative of the “ Wandering Jew,” and almost 
reminding us of the nursery tale of the “ Pig that 
would not get over the Stile.” Let us look at the 
course of the same particle on the hot air principle; 
it owes its birth to the burning fuel; it has to pass 
the iron plate ; but then at once it accomplishes its 
end, carrying with it, in its turn, particles, the pro- 
duct of radiation. 

** With regard to distribution of atmospheric mois- 
ture, a few words will suffice. The circumstances 
which influence its production are, extent of surface, 
temperature, state of air as to dryness or moisture, 
as to currents or stillness, and pressure on the sur- 
face. The amount of moisture held in solution by 
the air is entirely dependent on temperature, and 

this amount increases in an increasing ratio with 
the temperature ; so that when air at a high tempe- 
rature is saturated with moisture, when the tempe- 

rature falls, a deposition of dew takes place ; thus, 

whether we look to the distribution of caloric or 
moisture on philosophical principles, must. we not 
reject the hot water apparatus for the purpose of 

causing high atmospheric temperature? Is it not 
an unnatural, unphilosophical, comparatively ineffi- 
cient, and extravagant means of attaining the end ?” 
We must add that in the description of Mr. 

MErxke’s apparatus, a rather important typographi- . 
cal error has been observed. It is stated that 
“the stone slab H extends over the fire-place; 
forming the roof both of the flue and furnace." It 
should have been—the iron plate G extends over 
the fire, &c., as will be clearly seen by anybody 
who will again look at the plan. 

NOTES ON ESCULENTS. 

Peas.—Next to the true Early Frame, for sowing in 
ots or boxes for'turning out into the open border, is 

the Early Kent or Prince Albert, as it is called by some 
growers. It is not so robust a grower, nor yet so pro- 
ductive as the Early Frame, but quite as early a variety, 
and may be grown in smaller compass, as it seldom 
attains more than three feet in height, except in very 
rich soil. 

In transferring the young crop to the open air, 
yarious situations may be selected, but the best (where 
afew early Peas are wanted) is close to the base of a 
wall or close wooden paling or temporary fence, with a 
south aspect, where they can be protected with light 
reed or straw hurdles, or by placing a few strong stakes 
over them with a few small branches between them and . 
covering with mats, during cold nights and late spring 
frosts ; either of these plans is easily done, and will 
auswer well in such a situation, but care must be taken 
that the plants have plenty of air and light, and that 
they are fully exposed on all occasions whenever the 
weather permits, otherwise they will become drawn and. 
will produce but a poor crop. 

The best soil for very early Peas is a sandy loam, not 
very rich ; for if planted in very rich soil, they grow too 
ig ly, and are quently long in coming into a 

bearing state, while, on the contrary, if planted ina 
very poor soil, they are less robust, and come earlier to- 
maturity, but then the produce is scant in proportion ; 
the right course, then, is to avoid these two extremes. 

As I formerly mentioned, there is no advantage in: 
sowing in the open ground before the end of January 
or beginning of February, particularly in stiff soils in 
severe winters ; for in many cases the very early sown 
ones (viz., those sown before Christmas) either get so 
thinned by slugs and mice, or erippled by the severity 
of the weather, that they are not worth allowing to 
stand, and often before the extent of injury is observed 
the season is past for sowing again for an early crop, 

while those sown about the end of January or beginning 
of February will have but little chance of being injured. 
if treated in the following manner. Any time between 
the middle of January and the second week in February 
(the ground having been previously ridged, in order to. 
have become mellowed by frost and wind), select a dry 
day, when the ground is free from frost, to sow your 
Peas. In sowing, allow plenty of seed, and cover 

1} inch deep, pressing the soil rather firmly over them, 
and, when finished, sprinkle a little gas-tar along the 
rows immediately over the Peas, to prevent the mice- 
and slugs from attacking them ; or a little diluted gas- 

water will answer the same purpose, if it can be ob- 

tained fresh; afterwards, when the plants begin to- 

come through the ground, if the weather is likely to 

prove severe, sprinkle a little fine coal-ashes over them,, 
or draw some fresh soil over them on a dry day. Stake 

them in the usual way, and screen them as much as 

ossible from bleak winds. Peas sown in the open 

ground about the beginning of February will form a 

succession to those sown at the same time in pots and 

transplanted. 
In making a selection of sorts for producing a con- 

stant supply, the early Charlton and Auvergne Peas 

may be sown at ‘the same time with the Early Frame 

or Early Kent, and these will come into bearing one 
after the other. The former is a more robust, hardier, 

and taller kind, than either of the preceding, rising 

about 5 feet in height, with pods containing six or seven. 

Peas of excellent quality. It is an abundant bearer. 

The Auvergne Pea is a French variety of great ex- 

cellence, and certainly the most prolific in cultivation, 

each pod containing, when well grown, from 10 to 13° 
Peas, of excellent quality. It attains nearly the same 

height as that of the Charlton, but is not so robust, and 

about a week later, giving a good succession between: 

the latter variety and the Marrow Peas. 

If the above varieties are sown about the beginning: 
of February, and again in the first week of March, the 

first sowing to be on a warm south; border, and the 

latter in the ordinary quarters in the kitchen garden,, 
an abundant supply will be produced until the Marrow 

Peas come into bearing. 
In making a selection of Peas for what may be 

termed the second season (or Marrow Peas), it must 
not be supposed that because you procure a dozen 

kinds they will produce as good. a supply, and at dif- 

ferent seasons, as if you were to grow but four of the 

more distinct and prolific varieties, sowing them at two ' 

or three different seasons; for this class of Peas are 

more numerous than any other, and in most cases, if 

you have the following kinds, viz., Knight’s Dwarf 

Green Marrow, Knight’s Tall Marrow, Dwarf Green 
Marrow, and the Tall White Marrow, you have re- 

presentatives of all the others in this class, for, as I ob- 

served before, distinction without imp: is not 

worth notice, Slight varieties will always be produced 

Í 
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‘in Peas, as in all other vegetables which have’ to be 
‘annually reproduced from seed, and which are always 
liable to improve or degenerate, in accordance with the 
causes which first altered their habits, viz., more suitable 
‘situations and richer soils. Hence the reason why we 
have so many names applied to the same variety. Even 
that most distinct and best of all Peas for flavour, 
Knights Tall Marrow,’ or Pois;ridé tardif, of the 
French, has not escaped the ordeal of being re- 

Tall White Marrow, or De Marly Pea, of the 
French, grows from 7 to 8 feet in height, with large, 
broad pods, containing eight or nine Peas in each, of 
excellent quality ; it is very prolific and late. The first 
sowing of the Marrow Peas should be made about the 
Ist of Mareh.—G. G. , 
= 
PICOTEES, 
(See p. 857, 1845.) 

Iw continuation of my notice of the better sorts of | ® 
Prcornns, I shall now attempt to describe, in the first 
place, the purple edged class. 

, Nulli secundus when first sold caused quite a sensa- 
tion, its petals were so beautifully smooth, and the lace 
round each so correct, that in spite of its wanting two 
more tiers, it became a great favourite 3 doubtless this 
flower will be the prolific parent of many splendid 
sorts, and from the circumstance of its seeding rather freely, will long be extensively cultivated. 

Pluperfect (Wilson's) —Is a great favourite with 
many, being above the average size, with a fine broad 
and pure petal ; its slightly serrated edge, however, will 
always prove a serious drawback. 

Prince Albert (Crask’s).—This is' a variety of ex- 
tremely fine properties, verifying the assertion of the 

essrs. Norman, who first sold it, that it bas the 
best pod and petal of any flower yet offered.” Its form 
1s good, with broad, smooth, and stiff petals, the light 
lace or feather well defined, evineing no disposition to 
Stripe or bar. Were I to criticise it severely, I should 
Say its ground colour suffers in comparison with the 
foregoing variety. Still it isa splendid and first-rate 
sort, and will dispute the palm with Prince Albert 
(John's), which, though rather undersized, is remark- 
able for its purity, neatness of marking, and beautiful 
shape. In order to get this sort sufficiently large for 
exhibition, the layers or plants, ought not to bloom more 
than one, or at most two flowers. 

Nottingham Hero (Robinson's).— This ean be brought 
outin fine character, having a sufficiency of petals to be enabled to dispense with a few if requisite, without 
Ee tothe « ensemble” of the flower. It is rather P Mee ead oe aia White is pure, and the 
sionally bars slightly, © “© 9 Tose leaf it sogon 

Grace Darling (Ely’s).—This is a favourite in most 
parts of the country, having most excellent pod and petals ; it is, however, rather thin, and the styles stand unusually prominent. It is a very certain variety to ‘produce seed, the offspring from which (when uncrossed) generally retain much of the character of the parent. ^ Agitator (Sharp's). — When in à weak state, the Mowers are apt to come out of character, and then pre- Sent nothing remarkable. 
layers are strong and well grown, it is one of the ver est purple ed ges in vation, and w 

} 
wou 

hi J cultivation, d ld attráet the 

iz E 8. Elizabeth (Wilmer's).— This, again, is a variety of 
AME bonutiful in all points, and to be 

$ S à chaste and certain show flower. spasi . A TRE (Giddow's).— Compartively an old flower, 
“ shaken Et Stua collection, and is not easily 

d regular, and 22 e*hibition ; its marking is delicate 
Fa UE ay and is generally esteemed Erstat Heavy-edged Purple Picotees are a fine and striking 
class of flowe rs, to which there has latterly been some 
eplentidiaddl tonsa soe (Crask’s) though not ver new, is a variety With some fine 35; C ed n 

good form, large size, and a clear ody: colour’ on which is portrayed a deep band of Danet ohoworen 

slightly serrated. $ » , 
Nonpareil (Bennett’s).—Very clean, of medium size, 

PONENS * petal a " 
marrow, still it is a most pleasing sort, peers E 

Prince Royal (Wilmer's).—Large and striking, with a fine heavy lace of light purple, a most desirable variety Princess Alice (Wood’s).—Extra fine, clean, and well laced. For exhibition this variety ought to be reduced 
to one or two pods, as it is apt to run small, 

Others of good character, and which ought to befin 

every collection, but which have been more or less de- 
scribed in previous numbers of the Chronicle, are Ely’s 
Field Marshal, Kirtland’s Princess Angusta, and, Sharp’s 
Invincible. 

Amongst the best light-edged red Picotees are 
Burroughes’s Mrs. Bevan, a flower of splendid petal, 
thick and velvety, well formed and finely laced. 

Kirtland’s Princess Royal, beautifully delicate, and is 
a sort that is universally admired. Sharp’s Countess de 
Gray has well formed petals, the edging laid on very 
evenly, and is considered one of the best in its class. 
Tolworthy’s Isabella has the ground colour good, edged 
or feathered with a peculiar dark crimson, and is a new 
variety of good properties. Others of older standing 
than the above, but excellent, are Sharp’s Hector and 
Criterion—the latter has a bad pod; Mansley’s Milk- 
maid, Kirtland’s Mrs. Annesley, and Burroughes's Joan 
of Are. 

Inheayy-edged red Picotees Imay mentionas first-rate, 
Wildman’s Isabella, fine in form and petal, and novel in 
colour, being a purplish crimson lace on a pure white 
ground. This flower is highly esteemed, though rather 
difficult to class. New varieties are much wanted, but 
as flowers of standard excellence and acknowledged merit 
the following may be enumerated :—Sharp’s Duke of 
Wellington and Ely's Mrs. Horner, very old favourites. 
Jessop’s Sir William Middleton, excessively large. and 
fine ; Sharp’s Red Rover, Robinson’s Duke of Welling- 
ton, and Barraud’s Cornelius ; the last is apt to stripe 
down the middle of the petal, but it ought to be exten. 
sively grown for the chance of a good bloom. When in 
character, it is decidedly first-rate; none can eclipse the 
ivory whiteness or the thick velvety texture of the 
petals, or the splendid dark crimson with which it is 
margined. i 

The amateur will find the foregoing selection of sorts 
worthy of his best care and attention, and should he 
adopt the excellent plan of cross fertilisation from such 

stock very excellent and first-rate. sorts would 
naturally be produced.— W. 

THE BOSTON RUSSET APPLE. 
Synonymes.—Roxburgh Russet, Putman's Russet, Shippen's 

Russet (of some). . 4s H 1 
Of the numerous varieties of APPLES introduced from 

America, this has proved the best of any yet fruited in 
this country. The celebrated Newtown Pippin ean be 
grown here in some favourable situations, but in appear- 
ance and flavour is very inferior to the imported fruit, 
when such can be obtained uninjured by carriage. The 
Boston Russet, on the contrary, ripens perfectly, and 
seems as hardy as most English varieties. 

Brownish green, 

Faint tinge 

partially russeted. 

of reddish-brown. 

The flesh is yellowish, and juicy, with a rich sugary 
flavour, somewhat resembling that of the Ribston Pippin, 
or rather between the latter and that of the Nonpareil, 
and from this statement its excellence will be readily 
appreciated. In perfection from January till April, 
The tree is of spreading growth, moderately vigorous. 
and a good bearer. Shoots chestnut brown, but mostly 
covered with a silvery gray cuticle, and slightly pube- 
scent. Leaves flat, oval, acuminate, regularly serrated. 
Flowers rather above the middle size ; petals ovate. 

The tree is suitable for dwarf training, and ought to 
be in every collection. In the past unfavourable season 
many varieties of Apples, usually good, did not acquire 
that degree of perfection necessary to fit them for 
dessert ; but the Boston Russet proved an exception, 
and it may therefore be confidently recommended for 
general cultivation in all parts of the country.—R. T. 

THE AMATEUR GARDENER. s 
On PrantiNG.—Since writing the last paper on this 

subject, I have met with two good illustrations of what 

I have said respecting the manner in which roots in 
pots will perform their revolutions round the sides of 

their contracted dwellings ; and as the subject is one of 
great practical importance; I will relate the particulars, 
Two years ago I purchased a Wistaria sinensis from a 

nursery, and turned it out of the pot into a situation 
which I expected would have proved highly favourable 

to its rapid growth, but to my surprise and disappoint- 

ment two summers have passed without its advaneing 

an inch, although still alive. As the plant was sur- 
rounded by others whieh grew well in the same soil and 
situation, I coneluded there must be something wrong 
at the roots, and on taking up the plant, I found them 

coiled up in a very symmetrical and cylindrical form 
just as they left the pot, only much enlarged, leaving no 
doubt of the cause of the stunted growth I complained 
of. I have disentangled the web of roots, and planted, 
it afresh, and I have no doubt I shall now meet with 
success. The other instance was of a similar character. 
Istruck a number of climbing Roses in pots three years 
ago, and turned them out into their permanent situations _ 
when very small. On taking up one which had grown 
but little, I found the same phenomena as exhibited 
by the Wistaria, These instances convey a lesson 

, which is taught theoretically in all good treatises 
on gardening, but which is liable to be neglected 
in practice—that in planting from pots, the roots 
should be shaken from the mould and arranged pro- 
erly. No one would forget to do this if the pot were 

crowded with roots; but these cases show that even 
where there appears to be plenty of pot-rooin, the roots 
may have received a direction which they will keep if 
it is not disturbed. I remember I was very careful in 
not disturbing the Wistaria when I planted it, hoping 
to forward its growth by allowing the roots to remain 
as they were. But the result has shown that I was 
wrong, and that the proper mode was to have disposed 
the roots de novo; I should, then, by this time have had 
a flourishing plant many yards high, instead of being 
obliged to begin again. 

The first thing to attend to in out-door planting is, 
trenching the land. This must be done to a consider- 
able depth; say about 2 feet or 30 inches. If an 
orchard or flower-garden is being laid out for the first 
time, the general drainage must be looked to before 
success can be hoped for. But if a new bed only is 
contemplated, or the planting of a single tree, the 
soil must be well disturbed; and if the subsoil is 
inclined to retain wet, an artificial drainage of bricks 
and stones is desirable. The digging must also 
extend much beyond the hole necessary for admit- 
ting the roots of the tree; the further this is done 
the better, as it is often the case that the surround- 
ing soil has not been disturbed for centuries, and 
roots placed in a hole encompassed by such a hard mass 
will not ramify, but will be similarly situated with those 

g=] 

n pots. 

Trees and shrubs should always be planted high, to 
counteract the evils arising from unsuitable subsoils, and 
also to allow the air to get at the roots. People seem 
to think that, provided the stem appears above ground, 
it matters nothing where the roots are, and hence we 
often see newly planted trees covered up to the stem 
with paving stones, or gravel, and perhaps so situated 
that the soil is daily trodden on right up to the unfor- 
tunate prisoner. The nearer the roots are to the atmo- 
sphere, and the more porous the soil above them is, the 
better. I have just planted some fruit trees on the top 
of trenched ground, without digging a hole at all. 
There will in this case be a small mound, visible above 
the surface, and the trees will require a strong stake, 
and careful attention as to watering in dry days in 
spring; but with these precautions, I have no doubt 
the plan will be successful. 

The smaller roots should be carefully preserved, 
arranged round the tree as much as possible, and kept 
near the surface. It thus appears that in transplanting, 
care should be taken to preserve the bunches of fibres 
which are too often torn from the stronger roots, and 
left in the ground. It is to be lamented, that even in 
nurseries too little attention is given to this matter, for 
we often see trees sent out with only a strong stick of old 
root attached, all that was really valuable having been cut 
or rent away. The remedy for this unworkmanlike 
treatment is for amateurs to be more knowing on such 
matters themselves, and to refuse to purchase trees 
which are so roughly treated. Firmly tread down and 
water, and your work is done, always remembering to 
keep a watch as to drought during the first spring and 
summer.— H. B. 

Home Correspondence. 
New Vegetable.—I fully concur in the facts men- 

tioned at p. 101 by Mr. P. Mackenzie in respect to the 
bloom tops of Rhubarb being a useful article in cookery. 
Before Mr. Forsyth paid me a visit I had made it a 
rule to cut off and destroy the blooming stalks of Rhu- 
barb pretty early after they had appeared, considering 
them as likely to rob the other parts of the plant; not 
so now, however. I take care to break out the sum- 
mit and top of the side shoots just as the skin that 
encases them bursts, at which stage I have proved to 
my satisfaction that the article is a great delicacy, in 
tarts in particular, far superior both in delicacy and 
flavour to the stalks of the leaves to my taste. I believe 
that many other useful things might be turned to good 
account which have not yet attracted attention, and 
which are allowed to waste, and I believe that many 
matters have been commenced at the wrong end; we 
have hitherto been wise enough to eat the blossom-heads 
of Cauliflowers, Broccoli, &e., and thrown away the 
blossom-heads, the most delicate part of the Rhubarb, 
and eaten the leaf stalks ; how is this to be accounted 
for! As to the prejudices of cooks in these matters, 
mentioned by Mr. M., I could speak to the correctness 
of the statement ; however, let us hope that matters 
may yet mend. Cooks are not only prejudiced on 
Matters of this kind, but others of higher station are 5 
for instance, home-grown Oranges and Lemons, no 
matter how fine and juicy they may be, I have seen cast 
away as useless, and scouted, merely because they were 
home grown. ow are we to account for this? lam 
at a loss to guess why it should be imagined that we are 
not able to produce Oranges and Lemons in equal per- 
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fection with other kinds of fruits; there is not that dif- 

ficulty even in their production as there is in producing 
fine Pears.— James. Barnes, Dicton. 

Simmons’s Hygrometer.—This instrument, noticed in 

` the Leading Article of last Saturday, has been in my 

possession several weeks, and it gives me pleasure to 

say, that its action in determining the state of the at- 

. mosphere in my Orchidaceous and other houses is per- 

fect. I look upon it as no small advantage to be able 

to communicate to others the humidity as well as the 

temperature we maintain in our plant structures. 

Every practical man on entering such erection casts his 

eye on the thermometer, and at once learns the tempe- 

rature; he may now do the same on the hygrometer, 

and read off more easily the amount of moisture present. 

I hope it will not be long before all practical men will 

understand what is meant when such a statement as the 
following appears :—“ We are now keeping the Orchi- 
daceous house at from 50° to 70° of Simmons.” As the 

inventor is a friend of mine and no horticulturist, if any 

of your readers wish for any information respecting the 

instrument, I shall be happy to give it upon applica- 
tion, premising that I have not the slightest pecuniary 
interest in it. Nevertheless, believing it will be found a 

most useful instrument, I do feel interested in its sale 

for the sake of its ingenious inventor, as well as for the 
advance of horticulture.—Z. Beck, Worton Cottage. 

Profitable Mode of Planting Potatoes.—Plough in a 
good coat of manure, then plant with Bean-dibber a 
Single eye scooped out, 6 inches apart and 18 inches 
between the rows. ‘The scoop-bowl should measure 
1 inch in diameter, set on, inclining backwards, and 
Linch fromthe handle. A woman can scoop 2 bushels 
ina day. ‘The produce I have realised from the above 
mode has been 226 tlree-bushel sacks to the acre, heaped 
measure. In addition to this, more than two-thirds of 
the Potatoes remained for food for my pigs and cows. 
The experiment I made was as follows ; I planted four 
lands in one field :— 

The tst, with two quarters of a Potato. 

» 1 with one quarter ha 
2 9d, with two eyes (t 
> 4th, with one eye ^" , 

The fourth produced just double the quantity of the 
first—Charles Talmage, Hersepeth, near Wheatley, 
Oxon 

Potato Gangrene.—In the “ Gardeners’ Almanac,” 
I have thus described the phenomena of this disease :— 
* Immediately after the rains and morning frosts of 
early August, the stems began to deeay, but the weather 
continuing wet, instead of their decay being dry, and 
attended with the usual phenomena of their reduetion 
to mere woody fibre, the putrefaction -was moist, and 
the smell attendant upon it precisely that evolved du- 
ring the decay of dead Potato haulm partly. under 
water. The stem$ decayed whilst the fibres connect- 
ing the tubers with them were fresh and juicy—the pu- 
trefaction spread along these, the ichor being absorbed 
by their still energetic vessels, and passing into the 
still immature and unusually juiey tubers, imparted to 
them the gangrene ; the infection first being apparent 
at the end nearest the connecting fibre, spreading gra- 
dually throughout the liber of the tuber, rendering it 
brown like a decayed Apple, and lastly, causing the 
decay of its interior portion. Previously to the final 
decay, the increased specifie gravity of the Potato is re- 
markable, amounting to one-third more than that of a 
healthy tuber— an increase/caused by its greater amount 
of water. When boiled it becomes black; but when 
submitted to a dry heat of about 2009, it rapidly loses 
moisture, and the progress of the ulceration is retarded, 
if not entirely stopped." Since the above description 
was penned, I have had abundant opportunity of ex- 
amining Potatoes affected with the disease, and of pur- 
suing numerous experiments, every one of which con- 
firms my opinion that the Potato disease is purely a 
gangrene or ulceration of the tuber, and that the fungi 
and insects which supervene are merely sequents, cus- 

In every instance, ex- 
cept where the disease is imparted by inoculation or 
contact, it first makes its appearance at the end whereby 
it is connected with the parent stem, in conformity with 
the general observation that the disease first made its 
appearance in some part of the stem, and intimating 
that the ichorous matter there engendered was thence 
imparted to the tuber, If the cause of the disease had 
been a fungus, it seems apparent that its pores would 
*veeasionally have vegetated first, or simultaneously, in 
other parts of the tubers than that in most immediate 
contact with the stem. Again, if the cause of the 
isease was a fungus, then the application of any 

substance destructive of the fungi tribe would be 
effectually remedial. Now common salt is a sub- 
stance possessing that destructive power. It will 
reduce the common Mushroom, and other fungi, to 
little more than a liquid form in a very short space of 
time ; yet it has no effect in preventing the decay of 
the Potato once infected with the prevailing disease. I 
have washed the diseased tubers with brine, and have 
buried them in salt, but the gangrene still proceeded. 
These are facts apparently irreconcilable with the opi- 
nion that the disease is caused by a parasitieal fungus. 
But if my observations are correct, I have absolute 
proof that the fungus appears only after the disease has 
made considerable progress, and decomposition has con- 
siderably advanced. J have examined the outside and 
the liber of a tuber in the early stages of its disease, but 
have never succeeded in finding a single fungus, nor 
even the appearance of its hyphasma or rootlets among 
the diseased cells. If the Rev. Mr. Berkeley has de- | 

\ 

tected them, it will strengthen his opinion thata botrytis 
is the cause of the disease. His excellent essay on the 
subject in the “Journal of the Horticultural Society,” 
is well deserving of perusal. Then, again, I have taken 
the putrid matter from a tuber in which the disease 
was far advanced, and haye introduced it into an.exten- 
sive wound freshly made in a healthy Potato, and the 
latter has speedily become infected, though in the 
putrid matter introduced, there was no appearance 
of fungi, Even when common salt was mixed with 
the putrid matter previously to introduction, for the 
purpose of destroying any fungi it might contain, still 
the disease was imparted by the inoculation. At pre- 
sent, therefore, my opinion as to the nature of the dis- 
ease remains unshaken, I think it an. ulceration, 
attended by all the usual phenomena of vegetable putre- 
faction; and, among others, that of engendering matter 
peeuliarly favoured by the lower orders of fungi. As 
the Potato arrives at the last stages of decomposition, 
not only is the botrytis, but mucor, found upon it 
abundantly if exposed to the air in darkness. I am 
equally unshaken in the opinion that the gangrene was 
occasioned by the excessive rains and reduced tempera- 
ture of early August. It matters nothing that the tem- 
perature and fall of rain, during the whole of 1845, did 
not much differ from that on au averageof years. The 
question is, was there not generally an excess of rain, 
and an unusually low reduction of temperature at the 
beginning of August, when the disease made its promi- 
nent appearance? In all the meteorological tables 
whieh I have consulted this was the case.—G. W. 
Johnson. 

Russian Stoves.—I observed (p. 101) a trifling press 
error in the description of the Russian mode of clean- 
ing chimnies, but which might lead to mischief; a 
* billet," as printed, would be liable to tear the inside of a 
chimney ; but a. bullet, as it should have been (say a 
10 or 18 pounder), would carry down the brush without 
injury to the briek-work of the shaft, Itdoes not seem 
probable that working drawings of a Russian stove 
could be procured in this country, possibly not even at 
St. Petersburg, as the stove builders there never 
appeared to use drawings ; 
tiles were their only 
guide for the exterior 
of the stove, the inte- 
rior they constructed, 
as led by habit and 
individual skill, with 
more. or (less of 
flue. The annexed 
woodcut, however, may 
give some idea of the 
ordinary kind of stove 
for heating largerooms. 
The sketch is without 
any attempt at the 
customary ornamental 
yarieties, as regards 
form or decoration,— 

such as) pediments, ©, An opening or pipe communi- 
columns, &e., as these cating with ft, i 
must depend on the pe ME Ud to 

taste of the builder. 6f the 14th inst. This opening to be 
I add a perpendicular at the top or the back of the flue, 
section of the flue. according to what is most suitable 

This latter, if taker as t° the chimney shaft. 
an horizontal section, may serve to show the manner 

M 3 of forming fiues in a Lejanka. coke or 

the glazed ornamental 

stripped by these destructive pests, so that in some 
trees the fruit was deprived of flavour, or of further 
growth. The following season, when about to gather a 
few early ripened Gooseberries, I found that my fingers 
were soiled with soot, and on demanding of the gar- 
dener why this trap had been s-t, he told me it was to 
destroy the caterpillars, but he said “it had not done 
much good :” the application of soot to the trees at 
such a time, and in such a manner, surprised me, and I 
desired that he would; in the month of February or 
March of the next year, spread a, good spadeful of soot 
under each tree, and with a prong mix it lightly with 
the earth, and set his wits to work to discover the rea- 
son for so doing ; but not to fail to.search for the cater- 
pillar at the usual time of their destructive visits. 
Having applied the soot as directed to a row of about 
30 Gooseberry trees, he found, as the season advanced, 
that he had thereby effectually, prevented the ravages, 
or even the app of t illars.—A Sub: 
scriber. 

Impositions.—Observing in your Paper of last week 
some remarks upon the Pear advertised by us under 
the name of Sussex Monster, as being an old friend 
under a new name, we beg to state thatwe received it 
from Frederick Allman, nurseryman, Horsham, Sussex, 
the grower, who requested us to advertise ‘it for 
him at 10s. 67. each, allowing us the usual trade discount. 
We did so, believing him to be an honest upright man 5 
he represented it to be a new kind, and with this belief 
we undertook to advertise it for him.— Warner and 
Warner. 

Weerkty Prices or PorAToEs per ton, in Covent 
Garden Market, in 1845, and 1846. 

“1846. 1845. || | 
Jose caos ty 25| 50s. to 80s.| Jan. .. eM 80s. to 1605.. 
I LE 1 80 31| 70 140 

8|50 80 | Feb. Sarees, 7| 70 160 
15|50 80 | 14| 70 160 
22| 50  80| 21 70 160 
29|50 80 || 28| 70 — 160 
Also at the waterside, Southwark. 

27 | 555. to 80s-||Jan. 
3| 55 80 |Feb. 

10| 55  80| 
17 "55 —'80:| 16 50 120 
24|55 80 23| 60 — 130 

35s cbiefos. 
Awoxa the numerous works on Gardening, Botany, 

&c., which have accumulated on our table within the 
few last weeks, the following may be especially noticed:— 

Flore des Jardins et des grandes cultures, by M. 
Seringe (vol. i.), is an 8vo of 600 pages, containing a 
familiar introduction to the Theory and Practice of Gar- 
dening, and a popular account of the six following 
natural orders of plants, viz.:—Violetworts, Rock 
Roses, Weldworts, Capparids, Crucifers, and Poppy- 
worts. The work is illustrated with good, plates and 
woodcuts, and will be found useful to the student, 

Dr. Lovell Philips’ Essay on Tropical Agriculture, 
noticed at p. 281, 1844, has reached a third edition—a 
satisfactory proof that our West and East Indian 
friends are thinking of something more than sugar and 
opium. The present edition has two letters on the 
treatment of cattle and the rotation of crops, which we 

T g 
anthracite coal to be the 
fuel, the fuel chamber is 
large enough to receive 
an Oxford grate, or to 
admit of the construction 
of an earthen Arnott 
stove.  Fire-brieks and 
fire-tiles only should be 
used for the whole in- 
ternal structure, and pro- 
vision should be made ai 
land 2 for taking out a 
tile and briek once or 
twice a year, so as to 
form an opening for the 
insertion of a seraper to 

“clean out soot. The 
Russian glazed tiles, when 
of large dimensions, have 
small holes formed in the 
inside, through which 
connecting wires are 
passed and twisted tight. 

The tiles for angles are angular, so as to avoid joins at 
any edge. Glazed tile covered stoves have the great 
advantage over iron ones of never emitting smell, or 
contaminating the air, besides, when well construeted, 
that of perfect, safety from fire, as they never become 
red hot on the outside.—M. B 

Gooseberry Caterpillar.—Heat water (as much as 
might be wanted), to 150° Fahr., and syringe the bushes 
well; then strew a small quantity of hot lime under them, 
and pat the ground with the back of a spade or shovel. 

I have followed this plan with complete success about 

14 years ; the hot water does not hurt the bushes even 

in the hot weather of May.—J. M. The season has 

arrived for applying a remedyjby which this pest might 

be effectually prevented from appearing at all on the 

Gooseberry trees, I will state a simple method, which 

has been followed with complete success in my garden. 
Two or three years ago, my Gooseberry trees were 

Perpendicular Section of the Flues 
from A to B. 

Seale 4 of an inch to a foot, 

d to the notice of the agricultural reader, 
The 8th Number of the Tasmanian Journal, con- 

tains, among other topies, a description of some New 
Zealand Ferns by Mr. Colenso, and notes on the dental 
apparatus of Tasmanian snakes. 

A new Universal E i i 

Dictionary of the English Language, embracing all the 
Terms used in Art, Science, and Literature (Gilbert), 
has a title which would insure it a sale if it were fairly 
executed. We cannot, however, afford it one word of 
praise. The notion of its being necessary to explain the 
pronunciation of abscond by ab-skond is ridiculous, 

and quite shakes our confidence in the common sense 
of the author. Nor is this unfavourable impression re- 

moved by finding such words as Abronia, Abrotanum, 
Absinthium, set down as “English” words. We cannot 
even spare a line of compliment for the manner in whieh 
the sound or meaning of such words is explained; in 
Abrotanum the accent is on the wrong syllable ; Abrus 
is not wild Liquorice, although itis so called in the West 
Indies ; there is no such genus of plants as Acalepha,. 
neither is Acalypha “a genus of prickly plants ;” nor is 
the natural order Acanthaceæ composed of shrubs or 
herbs, “generally prickly ;” nor have the plants of this 
order a“ turcillated" (what on earth is that?) pistil- 
lum ; nor—but it is useless to go on. 

The Church of England Magazine occasionally con- 

tains some interesting articles on the gossip of flowers; 

but we must make an exception to the Crocus in the last 

Number, which is, both as to letterpress and likeness (!) 

we will not say what. 
Professor Schykowffsky has translated Dr. Lindley's 

Theory of Horticulture into Russian, and a copy is 

before us. It is well printed,and the Russian copies- 
of the woodeuts are very respectable. ^ 

Professor C. A. Meyer has published a short account 
of the genus Ephedra, which he finds contain 21 species. 

From Dr. Kirschleger, Professor of Botany at Stras- 

l and P. 

burg, has appeared an historical essay on the doctrines. . 

of Vegetable Morphology, up to July 1845 5 it is full of 
talent, and may be regarded as an excellent sketch of 
the subject.” 
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‘Finally, the l4tl: part of Dx. Joseph Hocker Flora; 
Antarctica comprises a portion of the Flora of the 
Falklands, and some highly curious plates, elucidating, 
the structure of the singular parasites named Myzoden- | 
dron. These drawings are by far the best which have 
yet appeared in illustration of that genus, and we doubt 
not that the letterpress, which we presume will appear 
in the next Number, will be of great interest. 

New Garden Plants. 

Stove 'Epiphyte. 
Loddiges. :Sxw.— 
Limodorum funale, 

E XEceoclades funalis, Lindl. Gen. and Sp. 
Orch., No. 8. 

‘This singular plant presents one of those curious de- 
viations fnom the ordinary rules of structure for which the Orchids are more eonspicuous than any other 
Natural Order, It has neither roots, stem, nor leaves, 
properly so called ; but in their stead it puts forth a 
number of cord-like or rather worm-like processes, 
growing like roots, but green like leaves, and performing 

A similar example occurs in several other 
Angureks, especially a Cub species, diseovered by Mr. 
Linden, and named after him Angreeum Lindenii 
(Lindens Angurek), and in a Nepal epiphyte. called 
Chiloschista usneoides, of whieh the folowing is a 
diminished figure, 

Mr. Linden’s Augurek, which he found in the dense forests of Sagua and Nimanima, in St, Jago de Cuba, in September, 1844, has flowers a foot long, ineluding the spur, and of the purest white, Ihe lobes of the lip 

Fortune's plants were in bloom, among which was a 
yellow Jasmine, supposed to be new, from Nankin. An 
Azalea, with small lilac flowers, with bright red spots, 
from the mountains of Hong Kong, aud the blue-flow- 
ered Daphne Fortuni, which was exhibited at'the Jan- 
uary meeting of the Society, and which promisés yet to 
bloom for some time, proving that should it not türh out 
to be hardy, whieh possibly it may, it will nevertheless s: 

Several other speeches were given. Mr. J- Cait (of j pe g ( | the West London) dwelt at some length on the benefits 

form an invaluable object for g 
during the dull months of winter and spring. Among 
other flowers which adorn the greenhouse in winter, may 
be mentioned the pretty little white-blossomed Selago dis- 
tans, which has been blooming here for some mouths past, 
and which is exceedingly useful for bouquets, suffering 
to be eut to a great extent without being injured, The 
old Muraltia Heisteria, although not a gay plant, was 
also yielding a plentiful erop of small purple flowers, which, 
with Corrzeas, &e., formed a good contrast. In the 
large stove, the magnificent specimen of Leia super- 
biens has been in bloom for these five weeks, having 
produced six strong flowering stems, four of which still 
remain in perfeetion. In the same house was alsoa 
Specimen of the gay, wiater flowering stove shrub, 
Inga puleherrima, whose numerous tassels of long 
searlet silky stamens render it an object of great beauty, 
and contrast well with the light airy Mimosa-like foliage. 
Along with it was a fine plant of Manettia bicolor, 
trained over an upright cylindrical trellis,which it gaily 
ornamented with a profusion of pretty red and yellow 
tubular blossoms. ‘The house which was formerly a 
Pine stove, but which is now adapted to the growth of 
Orchids and other plants, was gay with the different 
species of Begonia, which form a fine display at this 
season, and which are well deserving of more extensive 
cultivation than they have hitherto received. To grow 
them well, however, they should have a compartment 
entirely devoted’ to their culture ; where such could 
conveniently be spared, their beauty at this season, and, 
indeed, through the whole winter and spring months, 
would amply repay the sacrifice. The sorts in bloom 
were erassicaulis, a kind with palmate leavesand stems, 
inclining to creep, the flowers being nearly white; hydroco- 
tylifolia,aneat growing sort with pink blossoms, and pretty 
black veined, nearly round foliage, and short creeping 
stems ; stigmosa, also with short stems, and remark- 
able for its pale green spotted leaves and flowers, 

t 

similar 

(of Long Ditton) advocated the union of gardeners? 
s to be realised 

by the establishment ofa central me rop 
Directors of all the societies, by whom ubjectë might 
be arranged, agreeable to the wishes of each, without 
interfering with the independence of 
scope might be given for a large dis 
assistance and reciprocal benevolence 
characteristic feature of thi system | throughout. 
Mr. Kemp (of the Philanthropie, Chelsea,) al- 
laded to the plan adopted by the Che S 
affording pecuniary as well as other assistance to men- 
bers in cases of need, and advoeated tho provision 
being made in connection with the reg 
other societies. Mr. 

En 

on on the 
physical, mental, and moral condition of mankind, and 
exhorted gardeners to persevere in pursuit of knowledge. 
Tu conclusion, it might be mentioned, that Messrs. 
Kuight and Perry ributed 40 tickets among the 
gardeners in their establishment. The meeting, after 
offering a vote of thanks tothe chairman, broke up at 
rather a late hour. 

CALENDAR 0. PERATIONS. 
(For the enswing Week.) 

CONSERVATORIES, STOVE, &c. 
Germination of Seeds. — Darkness and perma- 

nency of moisture are regarded as the grand éssen- 
t n the process of germination. It is not a very 
good practice to cover seeds unusually deep, im 
order to seeure either or both of the above points, Rolling and covering with litter are far preferable. 
Rolling is not, in my opinion, so much práetised as it ought to be ; the rationale of this proe liés, T con- 
ceive, in three points : first, in the seeuringa. 
of moisture ; secondly, a degree of permeability €o' the i } 

beautifully marked with pink ; dipetala, from the up- 
per sides of whose ereet stems are suspended pretty 
clusters of pink flowers; vitifolia, likewise an erect 
stemmed variety, with oblique peltate leaves and nearly 
white flowers ; odorata, with ereet stems clothed with 
dark green foliage, and surmounted by terminal clusters 

[of small white flowers; longipes, a sort with small 
| blossoms individually, but produced in large clusters ; 
papillosa, resembling dipetala; Meyerii, a white-flow- 
ered strong-crowing kind with oblique leaves, which, as 
well as the stems, are thickly covered with soft short 
brown hai mifolia, with ovate leaves and branching 
| Stems, about 3 feet in height, from whose tops hang 
clusters of blush-eoloured blo 
erect growing sort with whi rk green 
shining ovate leaves; and, fius Hy, manicata, with stems 
inclining to creep, and an oblique acute foliage. The 
span-roofed house in the hardy department, mentioned 
at p. 627, 1845, as being in course of erection for the 
accommodation of half hs has been 

nd being 

entirely under control. In rge conservatory the 
noble bush of Lueulia gratissima, growing in the bed, 
has been and is still finely in bloom. Some doubts 
have been entertained as' to its succeeding well in a 
conservatory where the temperature is so low in and the spar being drawn out into very long narrow ribands at the point, each flower seems to have threc tails. We mention it ia the hope that some enterpris. ing aos trading with Cuba, may be able to pro- el. cure it.—, 

pear ES (bush Tris 

c 
s Hortiouturg 

Society 

mI IL healthy appearance and improved con- 
hint th nw plants in the Orchidaceous-house shows 1 W EN Ar ES of heating by open tanks inelosed in a nosow. chamber answers perfectly; but the great 

n from the tanks by the openings 

water absolutely necessary, and rain water being fre- quently scarce in summer, hard wat 
tern was employed,which has had the effect of the small lead pipes connecting the tank: 
a thick incrustation of carbonate of lime, ó which is largel deposited when such water is boiled, cu ne of the pipes 

evil, which was found likewise to haye extended to the boiler, insomuch that the latter had to be removed and 

winter; but the health of the plant, and the profusion 
of bloom which is produced year after year, clearly 
prove that it likes the situation. A large graceful tree 
of Acacia oxycedrus and other leguminous plants were 
just bursting into blossom, as were also the Camellias, 
which, in connection with various other things, will 
soon produce a display, and in a few weeks 
render this house well worthy of a visit. 

iscellaneous. 
Gardeners’ Soirée. —Qn. Tuesday evening last, the 

Gardeners’ Societies for Mutual ‘Instruction in the 
neighbourhood of London, eight in number, held their 
first annual soirée at the City of London Mechanics’ 
Institute, Gould-square, Crütehed Friars, Soon after 
7 o'clock, the company began to assemble in great 
numbers, and by 8 the hall, which was capable of 
accommodating about 300 persons, was densely filled, 
so much so, that those who had not previously pur- 
chased tickets were unavoidably refused admission. 
After the tea and coffee had been served, the chair was 
taken by Mr. R. Fist, who, in a speech explanatory of 
the object of the meeting, adverted to the origin. of so- 

1t therefore appears that hard water will not i h answer, where, in q! of mue poration, the boiler has to be often fed ; and that it would be much better if harrow connections were avoided. In the Breenhouso next the Orchidaceous-!ouse several of Mr. 

cieties among gard , and to the indiffe mani- 
fested at first by parties who now begin to recognise 
their i ; he ascribed their present prosperity 

* H to the reliance of members on their own ‘exertions, 
rather thau in the hope of extraneous support ; and 
enforced the necessity of persevering in the same course, 

p ; and lastly, in all probability, in an obstrue. 
tion of the rays of light. The second point is pretty 
well illustrated by the process of potting. Ifa plant is 
potted in friable soil, without shaking or pressing down, 
the consequence is that on the first thorough water- 
ing the surface of that soil is closed in a serious 
degree. If, however, the soil being somewhat dry, is 
pressed tolerably firm, w tering cannot e; disarraüge 
the mechanical combination of its par Spbaguuit is 

ut use in covering all small seeds impatient of Soil 
covering. Great attention should be paid, however, to 
the removal of such sereens in due time. Conseroatary. 
— Poinsettias done flowering should be removed to other 
houses at work, to make new wood from which. cuttings 
may be raised. The Euphorbia i 
may be removed to heat, but not pruned ; if cuttings be 
an object, they will break better without pruning, being 
liable to bleed." The routine here now will be a constant 
exchange with the other houses or forcing pit ; nothing 
should be allowed to remain unless in blossom, or in fine 
health. Let the heat be moderate.. Secure if possible a. 
small amount of atmospheric moisture without drip. 
Mixed Greenhouse.— Those who follow up the cultivation 
of Pelargoniums should have their plants duly attended to 
in regard to staking out, &c. They will bear shifting the 
moment the blossom-bud is formed in the terminal 
points. Water very moderately after shifting until the 
pot is half full of roots ; those not yet shifted will now 
take water freely. Have an eye to the Peinsettias, 
Euphorbias, &c., following the directions given above. 
‘ender annuals, as Dalsams, Cockseombs, &c 

be sown ; they will come up better, howev 
with a slight heat. Make all enttings possi 
Verbenas, Fuchsias,- Petunias, and other popular and 
gay flowers; they will all be wanted for either pots, 
masses, or borders. Stove and Orchidaceows-j 
Orchids will now be budding fast; bev 
lodging in the young buds ; where 
ists to danger in this respect, it i some- 
times well to remove some of. the old coating which 
surrounds the bud ; by which means, free circulation of 
air is established, The fires shou R i 

now be removed from hence to a warmer atmosphere, 
and liberally watered, shifting those which require it, 

sufficient. Fn- 
crease atmospheric moisture with increase of heat and 
light, and give air freely in the earlicr part of the day ; 
shutting up a good amount of solar heat when a el 
oceurs, ineri Attend in a regular way t6 the dis- 
budding or stopping of superfluous wood. Wait ea the 

ea Society, of « 
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punches, which require shoulder tying ; this is a mat- 

ter which requires very careful handling. Allow a 

brisk heat on sunny afternoons ; but be moderate at 

night; let 65° at that period be your maximum. Fol- 

low up in due order the principles applied to the early 

house with those in succession. Keep up a liberal 

amount of moisture independent of the syringe. Peach 

Houses.—As before observed, suffer no gross shoots to 

ramble above five or six eyes, without stopping ; this 

will do more to equalise the sap than any mode of winter 

pruning. If they are properly attended to in these 

respects there will be little left for the knife. When 

the fruit is as large as marbles, commence thinning only 

afew ata time. Air freely at all other times of the 

day, and syringe liberally with much force in the 
afternoon. Figs, Cherries, &c.—As soon as the Fig- 
shoots. are four or five joints long, commence stop- 

ping them ; squeeze them flat between the finger and 

thumb ; this is one of the principal secrets of success in 

Fig management. Ensure a steady degree of moisture 

at the roots; Figs are very impatient of drought—a 

very short period of neglect in this respect may prove 

fatal to the crop.  Cherries.—Advance the heat on 

bright days, falling back to a low pitch at night, with 

bund: air and pherie moisture. Cucum- 
bers, Melons, Kidney Beans, &c.—Follow up former 

ireetions — regularly stopping and often sprinkling 

lightly with water round the frame. Pot off Melons into 

single pots ; stop them, and get them strong for suc- 

cession frames. Kidney Beans as before ; giving plenty 

ofliquid manure. 
KITCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD. 

Attend to due preparation of the ground to be used for 

the main crops of Carrots, Parsnips, Onions, &c.; endea- 

vour to provide charred materials, half-burnt weeds, or 
leaves. Plant Seakale forthwith, salting and manuring 

heavily. Give all Asparagus beds a slight salting ; this 

should be done after soiling ; the rains will carry it down 
in a progressive way. Onions may be sown as soon as 
possible : choose a piece of ground that had been mannred 
for a previous crop, adding no fresh manure ; throw it 

into high beds. Sow when dry, cover thinly, and roll 

as hard as possible ; the last advice will, perhaps, not 

apply so well to clayey soils. Orcharding and Fruit trees. 

—Bring pruning to a close immediately ; root prune 

over-luxuriant trees, allowing about a foot to every 

inch of diameter at the base of the trunk, that is to say, 

for a tree of 4 inches diameter, open a trench 4 feet off, 

and so on. Get Apricots and Peaches covered forth- 

with. Uncover Figs, but do not prune until they begin 

to swell, Prune and mail Vines without delay, stopping 

the fresh cuts with a patch of white lead. 
LOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES. 

All Grass lawns should now have a thorough rolling, 

and all turfing repairs completed forthwith. Where it 
is absolutely necessary to edge lines of walks, let it be 
one now ; and a5 soon as accomplished, run the heavy 

roller several times up aud down the edge, to soften 

the cut line. All edgings should, if possible, have a 

slight inclination towards the walk, and they should 

only be fresh eut in consequence of irregularities in the 

line. High kept lawns should have a single mowing on 

the heels of the roller. The covering must be removed 

forthwith from all half hardy plants, climbers, Roses, 

&c., also all coverings of sawdust and heavy mulchings 

from Fuchsias and other tender things ; do not remove 
the latter entirely—leave a little to protect the half 

blanched buds. 
FLORISTS’ FLOWERS. 

Auriculas.—It was stated last week that if these plants 
were not already top-d d, it should i diately 
done ; care, however, must be observed in the operation 
not to injure the surface roots when removing the soil. 
Though an operation with which most florists are con- 
versant, still to the amateur (for whom these observa- 
tions are particularly made) a short description may be 
acceptable. With a blunt stick carefully loosen the 
soil to about the depth of $ of an inch, avoiding any 
injury to the collar of the plant ; having removed this, 
replace it with some compost of perfectly decomposed 

eow-manure or horse-manure, mixed with leaf soil. 
s 

moreover, the price is very remuneratingat present. In 

the room of these, Carrots, Parsnips, Mangold Wurzel, or 

Swedes, may be grown, which will either exchange with 

the farmer, or realise a small sum with which to purchase 

Potatoes next October. Slopesof Horn Carrots may be 

got in still, soaking the seed in warm water for a few 

hours, to gain time ; these will make way in August for 

winter greens. The Horn Carrot is a safer crop in 

respect to the grub than the larger kinds, and ripening 

so early, gives a chance for another crop, a most im- 

portant thing with the cottager. Sow Onions (see 

Kitchen Garden Calendar), load the Sea-kale crowns 

with soil, or ashes ; also place garden pots or chimney 

pots over the Rhubarb required early. 

The sooner all planting affairs are “wound up” the 

better ; little safety is there in late spring planting. 

Finish all seed sowing, and get all hedging finished. 

Follow up any thinning in ornamental plantations with 

the introduction of Hollies, Thorns, Laurels, Rhododen- 

drons, &c., as undergrowth; some of the Berberis 

would answer this purpose well. Large shoots of com- 

mon Laurel may be half cut through, and sunk to the 

ground, laying a few spadefuls of soil on them; they make 

ne masses. Get dead fences up where wanted without 

delay. Thin out Larch plantations if not done, dressin 

up the stems to the live wood of those which remain ; 

15 to 20 feet is considered a proper distance at the 

final thinning. 

, for the week endin g Feb. 26, 1846, as State of the Weather near Lond 
ultura) Garden, Chiswic. observedat the Hor! 

Wed. 25 
Thurs. 26 9 | 29.800 

571| 4Rl| 49.6 EG Avere | [29896 | 29.708. 
Feb. 20—Cloudy, overcast throughout 

21—Overcast; exceedingly fine densely clouded 
ig d ight st and mild; cloudy ; rai 

id very mild : overcast 
Rain with brisk wind; partially overcast and mild 

95— Henvy clouds; mild and fine 
36— Cloudy ; clear and exceedingly fine, with bright sun; slight rain. 

Mean temperature of the week 103 deg. above the average. 

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 20 years, for the 
ensuing Week ending Mar. 7, 1846. 

Prevailing winae- 
Aver. | Aver. lhe an Nerf, | Greatest 

Mar. | Highest. Lowest emp whioh ie | quantity |; |i 
ELS Tae P Mi on | of Rain. |^ 

Sun. 1| 476 | 36.9 | 49.9 9 0,62 in. 
Mon, 2| 489 88.8 | 49.9 8 0.46 
Tues 3| 497 | 856 | 426] 10 0.28 
Wed. 4| 492 890 | 41.1 8 0.48 
Thur. 5| 483 | 326 | 404 5 0.32 
Fri. 6 47.3 | 32.6 89.9. 8 0.25 

Sat 7 48.9 33.4 41.1 8 10 

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 7th, 
1834—therm, 60°; and the lowest on the 5th, 1845—therm, 13% 

Notices to Correspondents. 
To our ConnEsPONDENTS— We have every wish to oblige you by 

answering all questions relating to the subjects treated of in 

this Journal ; but we must intreat you to be reasonable. We 

have now before us a letter containing 17 questions, upon as 

many different subjects, every one of which have been either 

answered repeatedly, or can be determined by a very cursory 
glance at our columns for the last mon we regret to 
say we have many such cases. To spare time or space for 
answering these demands is impossible ; it is not fair either 

to ourselves or our readers. Correspondents should, in com- 

mon fairness, only apply to us for information upon points 

which they have previously taken reasonable pains to ex- 

amine for themselves in documents accessible to every body. 

The Reprint of Mr. PAXTON'S COTTAGERS' CALENDAR 
is rice 3d. each copy. index has been 

added to this presentedition, Parties wishing to have copies 

for distribution among their tenantry can have them at the 

rate of 25 for 5s. 

Brrs—J—We should be obliged by short extracts from your 

journal: long ones would overwhelm us. 
Ooks—Z C—We have not seen the “ Abridgment of the 

Biblical Cyclopedia,” but although the work would certainly 

bear abridgment, yet the original is not at all too long. It 
is an excellent work. 

CEwENTS—G R C—Employ some chemical lutes,or a washer of 

Mackintosh, and a flange with screws. Half-inch pipes are 

unfit for gardening purposes ; 3-inch pipes are as small as it 

is fit to employ. You overwhelm us with questions: one or 

i) two at a time ifyou p) lease. 
* Dianth 

w 

I would avoid anything too. highly sti g o 

soil must be allowed to drop between the leaves. After 

having filled the pots the required height, give them a 

slight watering, to settle the soil, and place them in their 

situation for blooming. Tulips.—Attend to last week’s 
directions, and cover the beds with large meshed nets ; 
when too small the plants are apt to be drawn, which 
should be avoided. Pansies.—Beds are best made in 
the autumn ; but where plants have been kept in pots 
during the winter months, they may now be planted 
with their balls entire on richly-prepared beds, Pinks. 
—These ought now to be carefully gone over, the sur- 

face soil slightly forked over, and a top-dressing similar 
in its composition to that above recommended for Auri- 
culas should be put over the bed to the depth of å an inch. 
Carnations, $c. — Planting time is now rapidly approach- 

ing ; give all attention to the proper looking and manage- 
Ro of the soil, as much of after success depends on 

is, 
COTTAGERS GARDENS., 

Curled Kale, Brussels Sprouts, or other varieties of 
the Cabbage tribe, may now be removed to a special 
corner for seed ; as, however, any two will corrupt each 
other, cottagers would do well to have a mutual arrange- 
ment in this respect, and exchange produce. Let the 
early Peas be carefully sticked, and take care to have 
a good plot of spring Cabbages planted. I would 
advise cottagers to plant so many Potatoes this 
spring as usual ; they will, I am afraid, be a great risk, 
and if they fail the cottager’s summer will be half gone; 

E. doubt your soil is in fault, The black 

spots are caused by want of good drainage. 

GrAss—Llandovery—PFlate glass does not concern the objects of 

our Journal and we cannot help you. Nor do we believe 

that any one else can at present. Foreign plateis soinferior 

to English, that there is no chance or reason in getting up 
an opposition. Itis not to be done. Let your young seed- 

ings alone, and have nothing to do with the pruning knife at 
planting time. Plant4 feet apart, and thin plentifully and 
skilfully. 

Vi are better with open laps, 

‘unless some more efficient mode of ventilating them than has 

yet been thought of can be devised. 

H&ATING—J W—Rooms heated by gas are unfit for plants, be- 
cause of the dryness of the air, &c. It is the worst of all 

agents. 
Insrcts—M D— The ant is called Myrmica domestica. Take 

some vials, put a little brown sugar in one, and smear the 

inside of others with a little treacle or honey, with crumbs of 

bread, and lay them down in the haunts of the ants. They 

will congregate in the vials, an e number is great, 
cork up the vials and dip them in very hot water, and the 

ants will soon die, after which take out the corks, and re- 

place the traps ; the dead ants will not prevent others from 

entering. Please to tell us how the plan succeeds.R——E 
— No. 1 is the larva of a small Bibio, (vide the Gard. Chron., 
vol. iv. p. 765); No, 2 is a worm which I find in the contents 
of cesspools. It will not change to any insect. R—— Justus 

Tenaz—Y our Centipedes appear to be the Geophilus carpo- 

I] 

phagus; we know nothing of its history beyond its living 

under the bark of trees. Can you give us any information 
regarding its economy ?——B Chilo—It is the male of Cock- 

and others, itis soft and whitish, but it attains ate pun 
Sub—Lime-water 

into which they will creep. The traps should be daily exa- 

mined, and their contents destroyed. By this means these 

pests may be thinned very much.f 
Mn. Gonpon—A packet of Cucumber seed having been for- 
warded twice to Mr., Gordon, of Castle Rimsbottom, and 

each time returned, if this should meet the eye of the said 
gentleman, I should feel obliged by his favouring me with 

the name of the county and nearest post town, when the 

order will be executed forthwith. £. Tiley. 

Mrtons—W W—The best of Melons is the Beechwood, for all 

ordinary purposes. § sons, who like red Melons, pre- 
fer the Scarlet Rock Cantilupe and the Windsor Scarlet 
Fleshed ; but we 
donot agree with 
them. ^ These 
may be had of all 

eut. iron 
hurdles have but 

ault—they 
are expensive. 

Names or Fruits 
—J € P—Your 
Apples appear to 
be the Court o: 
Wick.|| 

Names or PLANTS 
—T E B—Yes; 
it is allied to 
them. It is a 
bleached state 
of Peltidea ca- 
nina; but its 
medicinal value 
is small. It is 
probably purga- 
ive. — H H— tive. 
Olianthus puni- 

OLD SEEDS —Z— 
Mix a little fresh 
lime with th 

Prvarconina—The Captain—Full and most valuable prac- 

tical directions for cultivation will be found in our vol, for 
1841, pp. 83.and 100. We really have nothing to add, 

PoTATOES—M M M—To the eye, your Potatoes are sound ; but 
when sliced they become dark-coloured in so short a time 
after having been exposed to the air, that, in the present 
state of our fears, we hesitate to say that they can certainly 
be trusted, ay. Pray make no apology ; the 
ubject is too important to be treated lightly. 

STRAWBERRIES—Fragaria—We cannot judge of your case from 
your description. If a gardener cannot force Strawberries 
the simplest course is to—exchange him. It is the easiest of 
all processes——Constant Reader—They cannot be too near 
the light ; if the rim of the pot touches the glass and you have 

fruit trees as well 
as others, can be easily transplanted if you will go to the 
expense. e whole operation depends for its success exclu- 
sively upon preserving the old roots entire. Transplant as 
soon as you ean ; you are already late. Ifyou cannot do it now, 

, wait till next November if you v e sure of success. 
VERBENAS—ÆE N M—You must be surely mistaken ; no person 

calling himself a gardener would believe that draining a 
border kills, during winter, the Verbenas, or anything else 
that is planted on it. No, no; the person who says that is a 
garden-labourer, not a gardener. 

VINE BORDER— W Jones—Y ou have made your Vine border well ; 
and your neighbour knew nothing about the matter. 

Misc—N N—If you will consult the indices of our volumes for 
1842-3 and 4, you will find that much has been written on the 
treatment of Calceolarias. In last year's volume also, some 
good advice has been given on the subject. Nokind of shrub 
will grow under trees except the common Privet, Box, and 
Holly. G J T— With the convenience of a good frame you 
may grow successfully Indian aleas and Cape Heaths, 
without the aid of artificial heat. They will require, how- 

weather.j—— 

z 
ed 

E & 

1t likes a deep, rich, loamy soil, and should be sown in drills 
about the beginning of May. Seed may be obtained from 
any respectable seedsman; it would be unfair to name 

dealers.f-—-Z— i 

page 740, you will find that your question has been answered. 
pis in 

*,* Asusual, many communications have been received too late, 
andoth i i i iri the necessary inquiries 

can be made, We must also beg for the indulgence of those 

numerous correspondents, the insertion of whose interesting 
contributions is still delayed, 
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PD i. Purser, Secretary. 
HEAT MANURE now ready for delivery. ^ — 

LIQUID MANURE. 
ENGLAND INDEPENDENT OF THE WORLD FOR CORN. 

The Agricultural Gazette, 
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 1846. 
MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 

d. x Mar. r Wxowusnav, Mar. 4| ig tural Society. 
TnunsnY,  — _5—Agri f Ireland, 
Weaowuspav, — 11—Agricultural Society of England. 
Tuunspay, ,— 13—Agricultural Imp. Sov. of Ireland, 

LOCAL SOCIETIES. P: Banffshire—-Vale of Alford—Holdi 
FARMERS’ CLUBS, 

Mar, 2-Moreton Hampstead — Dar: | Mar, 2—Wenlock—Great Oakley 
igton—St. Columb — New- — 10—Sr, "s - Wooten is! 

ark—Markethill— Banchory RODA HUBER EN 
- 3— Abergavenny Watford Rochford Hundred—Fram- 

ur, i 
lingham — Ardleigh — Dork- 
ng 

— 4-Monmo — ll—Braintree and Bocking — 
— 5—Hawick Harleston 
— 6—Lichfield — St. Austell — | — 12—Blofield and Walsham — 

Claydon —Wakefield — Had- Richmondshire — Grove 
leigh—Debenham erry 

— 7—Northampton — Melrose — | — 18—Northallerton—Tavistock— nhan Cal T Se G MA carara 
~Cardiff—Collum ton. Halesworth—W adebridge 

- 9—Selby—Exminster—Yoxford — 14—Dartford — Probus —W inch- 
—Cirencester—W. Market comb—Swansea 

We have to add, in reference to our remarks last 

week on the AGRICULTURAL Cornrzcr, that we find 

the opening has been deferred until after Lady-day, 
latio: 

even were it not more rapidly hastened by. the 

cracking produced towards the close of summer, 

when even capillary attraction has lost its last sup- 

ply, and the contraction of bulk occasions separa- 

tion into parts. However long we may have to 

wait for the completion of these processes, of this 

we may be sure, that we have nature on our side, 

from the moment the drain has been effectively laid. 

The effect may be slow, but the cause is in certain 

aud perpetual operation. But we merely allude 

here to this physical Jaw, as giving effect to the 

other hydrostatic principle of perpendicular descent, 

which would, of course, be inoperative without it. 

The tendency of a fluid to descend is of course 

equally strong in a basin as in a filter, though the 

one holds it and the other transmits it. Our object 

is to explain that a clay subsoil, which before acted 

like the first, is when undermined by deep drains 

likened to the second. 
The whole principle of deep drainage, in its mere 

mechanical relation to the soil, depends upon the 

downward pressure of water; a power so strong, 

that it has been put into use, in the hydraulic press 

for instance, as one of the most irresistible of natural 

forces; a small tube of moderate height, charged 

with fluid, will in virtue of this power, burst the 

stoutest cask, if inserted into a well-secured aper- 

ture ; and so equable and searching is the pressure 

of fluid-weight, that it has already been applied in 

the arts,wherever great force, continuous action, and 

perfect equability in its application, is particularly 

desired, as in the proving of gun-barreis, the testing 

of cast-iron beams and other purposes where the 

general stoutness of material affords no security 

against the weakness of its weakest parts. 

~ Now anybody who has carefully and personally 

examined the character of the very stiffest clays, 

will not fail to have observed that, like ourselves, 

they have their weak points ; here there is a natural 

crack, there a “sand-pot ;” here again a bit of im- 

bedded gravel, there a vein or cleavage filled with 

lighter soil of some description ; that in fact, how- 

ever obdurate in general character, perfect contin- 

uity of texture is never to be met with. So long 

as these ts, so to call them, have no vent 
and we are informed that it is in the 
of the Council to complete the wing of the building, 

soas to accommodate 200 students, as originally 
proposed ; for it appears doubtful whether, with a 
less number, the establishment can be kept in a state 

of full efficiency at the low charge for each of 307. 
per annum, which the Council is anxious not to ex- 

ceed. It appears, too, that additional capital will 
be required for this purpose, and those who wish 
well to the College, and have not yet lent their aid, 
thus still have an opportunity of doing so, and 
thereby extending the sphere of its usefulness. 

Tue object of all art is the imitation of nature: 
to exceed, or even reach in every case the perfec- 
tion of the pattern, is impossible, but the more 
closely it is kept in view, and the more nearly it is 
attained, the more perfect the performance will be, 
and the more exactly will our own ends be answered. 
Any departure from the principles suggested in the 
examples set before us by nature, through a hasty 
desire to arrive at the object by a nearer road, de- 
feats the intended purpose. Sumarrow DRAINAGE 
offers many evidences of this. The gravitating 
tendency of water is perpendicular, and the more it 
is made to deviate from this course, the weaker the 
effort of escape becomes, and the slower the motion 
of. the fluid, consequently a deep drain will fill 
quieker than a shallow one, provided the superstra- 
tum of soil be sufficiently porous to yield a passage 
to the moisture. But this it will do more and more 
readily every year, after the drain is once laid, let 
the clay have been ever so obstinate at first. The 
difficulty of making drainers believe this, occasions 
such a perpetual conflict between them and their 
apo euch a perpetual tendency on their part 
lo ay their drains shallower, that unless their em- 
SE be very strongly convinced of the truth of 
b uenis he wishes to carry out, the wearing 
m [E pne. opposition of his * practical” 
OM pearl y the tempting cheapness of a shal- 
On DE rcd will prevail. It is importont to be 
Aon of sh sent this: but, happily, the delu- 
RADO W drains is passing away ; with many 

othe’ a OW things that assumed, in agriculture, 

the garb of “practice” and “experience,” and at- 
tempted to set up an antagonism between scientific 
truth and practical expedience, as if what was true 
in the closet could be false in the field. 

Every substance capable of absorbing water is 
capable of transmitting it. If, on digging up.clay, 
we find it damp, we may be quite sure that if under- 
mined, and pressed upon by moisture from above, 
the capillary sustension being overborne, it will 

begin to weep from below, and every drop that falls 
wears a wider passage for the next, so that time 
only would be wanting to increase the porosity, 

underneath, ‘they remain comparatively inactive ; 

but once undermine the field by deep drains, and 

their valuable office begins to show itself The 

subsoil which before held up the surface-water like 

a basin, now begins to transmit it like a filter; every 

succeeding summer increases the number of cracks, 

as the drying clay gives way to the contracting 

tendency, and surrenders that continuity of texture 

which depended upon the imprisonment of its 
moisture. Where one drop of water descends and 

escapes, another must follow it, till the last be gone, 
drawing the air after it. From the moment the 
system of regeneration commences—to use the for- 
midable words. of the chemist—the protovide 
begins to be converted into the peroxide ; 
that is, slightly oxygenated earth, which repels 
vegetation, changes gradually by contact with at- 

mospheric air into the highly oxygenated earth, 
which favours vegetation ; and the roots of plants, 
which formerly turned up like fish-hooks on coming 

in contact with the subsvil, now plunge boldly into 

it, and add, by their eventual decay, to its vegetable 
character. 

The student in hydrostatic science is astonished 
at the surprise with which a writer in the “ Journal 
of the Royal Agricultural Society” tells us that 
his 4-foot drains drew off the water in half the 
time that his 8-fvet drains used to do. It would 
be a marvel to him, contradictory to every known 
principle, in the laws of fluids, if it were otherwise. 

The deeper the drain, the more irresistible the 
pressure of the water towards it, and the more 

rapid the escape. A simple experiment will illus- 
trate this. Let a gun-barrel be filled with water 

and held vertically, allowing the fluid to escape at 
the nipple. The column of water will drive the 

fluid cut with a force increasing rapidly with the 
distance from the point of escape to the mouth of 

the barrel; as the column decreases in depth, the 

force and rapidity of the stream will diminish also ; 
till at last the fluid, instead ofbeing projected several 
yards, merely escapes in drops. It is upon the 

same principle that a deep drain acts with more 

energy than a shallow one, exemplifying one of the. 

soundest maxims of agricultural science—that 1 

you drain the subsoil, the soil will drain itself. 

It is a mere error to suppose that there is any- 

thing in the constitution or in the natural history 

of the most stubborn clay, of any description or 

locality whatsoever, which can long resist the ope- 

ration of this principle. Every workman that. ever 

handled a draining tool knows that it is easier to 

cut drains in winter than in summer, because in 

winter the clay is wet, thereby showing that it has 

been penetrated by the surface moisture. Herein 

If the water can make its way into it, it 

can make its way through it.. Givé it a 

channel of escape underneath, and every pore 

by which the d ling fluid i itted, how- 

ever slowly at first, becomes worn and “widened, 

year after year, by the perpetual attrition of the 

tiny,thread-like stream that once has found its vent. 

The observer of Nature will find that every effort 

to imitate the principles on which her operations 

are conducted, receives adventitious and unex- 

pected aid at her hands, greater in proportion to 

the fidelity with which the pattern is followed out. 

We remarked, in a former Paper, that in soils which 

drain naturally, the descent of the water is perpen- 

dicular. It is obvious, however, that, in laying 

shallow drains, we lose sight of the pattern, and 

attempt to create a more lateral and horizontal 

flow of the moisture, saturating the soil near the 

drain by the lateral pressure, sluggish as it is, of 

the rain that fell further off, towards the crown of 

the ridge ; a tardy escape, and an unequal distri- 
bution of the moisture, is the pernicious conse- 
quence. But he who has the acuteness to perceive, 

and the boldness to follow closely, the true pattern 

exhibited in naturally free subsoils, puts himself at 

once within the protection of the hydrostatic law 

above explained ; and, while deriving an unforeseen 

assistance, learns an instructive and profitable 

lesson in. the consistency and convergence of the 

laws of Nature that work together for good, how- 

ever apparently unconnected. He who would bring 

up the pearl must keep his eyes open and dive deep. 

What we have hitherto said, applies only to the 

mechanical principles of drainage; the far more 

important investigation of it, in a chemical point of 

view, we must postpone for further remark.— 
925 

DEEP DRAINING. 
I wave read with interest the communication on 

draining, by Mr. Mechi, in your Number for 7th of 

ebruary, and beg to offer some remarks suggested by 

its perusal. 
I am quite satisfied, from actual experiment, that 

rain-water will get to the bottom of 4 or 5 feet drains, 

though formed merely by tiles or pipes, in the manner 

described in the article referred to; and the familiar 

instances there adduced to show the difficulty of keep- 

ing water out of places which it is necessary to have 

dry, might well convince objectors of the propriety of 

keeping silence until they have put the matter to the 

test for themselves. 
But there is a very important element in the ease, 

which has been much looked in such di i 

viz. that by deepening the drains you increase the 

capacity of the soil to retain moisture beneficially. 

Strong undrained soil is saturated by a comparatively 

small quantity of rain ; and whatever more falls upon 

it while in that state must run off from the surface, or 

stagnate upon it; whereas if drained the surplus water 

is not only got rid of below, but the whole depth, from. 

the surface to nearly the level of the bottom of the 

drain, has acquired the capacity of keeping in store just 

so much as it needed for the benefit of the crop upon 

it. A eask tapped at the bottom is a very good illus- 

tration of the effect of a drain, so far as it goes ; but a 

cask or other vessel filled with sponge, and tapped at the 

bottom, affords a better. If water is poured into such 

a vessel, it is obvious that none can escape below, until 

the sponge has drunk its fill; but if you continue pour- 

ing on the top the surplus will begin to escape by the tap 

in the same proportion. It is on this principle that land 

thoroughly drained, and deeply ploughed, stands drought 

better than any other: it has not merely been furnished 

with the means of ridding itself of surplus water, and 

so of protecting its erop from drowning ; it has acquired 

also the power of retaining in itself a supply against a 

time of drought, and so of preventing its perishing of 

thirst. By treating soil in this way it is found that 

plants grown upon it send down their roots without fear, 

and are greatly less at the mercy of the vicissitudes 

of the season. It follows as another consequence of 

this, that tiles or pipes of small bore may more 

safely be used in deep than in shallow drains: 

for a shallow drain must pass the water nearly as fast as 

it falls ; whereas, it is a good while before a deep one 

gets anything to do at all; and under continued rain 
the small pipe, owing to the help which it gets from the 

great depth of porous matter lying above it, is able to 

dispose of an amount of water which would swamp it 

altogether, if it lay nearer the surface. I do not, how- 

ever, recommend the use of such very small pipes ; for 
when all the other items of expense remain the same, it 
seems a pity for the sake of 6s. or 8s. per acre to risk 
the efficieney of such a costly operation. A field can- 
not be said to be thoroughly drained until provision has 
been made for carrying off all the rain that falls upon it 
by the drains, and without any running on tbe surface. 
Now, let any one look at the quantity of water running 

in the furrows of a close bottomed field during a heavy 

rain, and he will see that in order to get it all passed off 

in one-ineh pipes, the drains must either be very near 

each other, or else made much deeper than usual. I 

have already given reasons to prove that the latter 

alternative will suffice ; but if any one question it, let 

him visit during a heavy rain any undrained field lying 

lies the whole (mechanical) principle of drainage. |on a really open subsoil, and he will find nearly the 
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whole water sinking down when it falls, and very little 
running in the furrows. Now, thorough draining will im- 
part these conditions to any soil, with this difference, 
that the whole of the rain will sink where it falls, and the 
surplus escape by the drains, instead of the furrows.— 
J. W., Berwickshire, Sept. 17. 

ON THE STATE OF HUSBANDRY IN LOWER 
BRITTANY. § 

WITH INCIDENTAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE CONDITION OF 

THE FARMING POPULATION THERE, COMPARE] WITH 

THE SOCIAL STATE OF THE ANALOGOUS CL, 5 IN 

IRELAND. 

By MARTIN DOYLE, 
(Continued from p. 122 ) 

Wuite pursuing the remarks already published un- 
der this head, I have met in the Agricultural Gazette 
with some pithy aphorisms “On Leases and Corn 
Rents, &c." which are pertinent to tlie pointiu 
immediate consideration. 

“Itis absurd to suppose that any one. would grant a 
lease without deriving thenceforth, or in prospect at the 
expiration‘of the se, some advantage to himself be- 
yond what he would derive from an annual letting of 
land; and whoever instils into the farmers’ minds that 
they are to expect lease 

nder our 

common sense may tel] them will never be realised.” 
“The length of the term should depend on the im- 

provements covenanted to be effected by the tenant.” 
If a tenant, not knowing his business, undertakes the 

management of a farm and fails of success, or if, though 
sufficiently skilful, he becomes bankrupt by extrava- 

nce and carelessness, it would be hard that his land- 
lord should suffer “ for the ignorance of his tenant," or 
be a loser by his wilful neglect. 

Leases for a short time to preserve the landlord from 
suffering by the neglig insuffici , or dish y 
of a tenant, have long been usual in Great Britain, 
where the landlord keeps the farm-buildings, &c. in 
repair, allowing also liberally for permanent improve- 
ments. In Brittany (as throughout France) leases for 
Seven or nine years have superseded the old contracts 
(which were practically of long duration), beeause the 
relations of landlord and tenant became entirely changed 
at the ion, which i l in place of the 
hereditary lords of the soil, who were regarded with 
respect and whose words were as bonds, a new pro- 
prietary elass, who obtained the land by purchase from 
the state, and who in many instanees were detested by 
the peasantry for their intrusion. The contracts be- 
tween landlord and tenant thenceforth became a matter 
of mere commercial interest on both sides, and the 

i of their ion became mo further de- 
sirable than it was rendered so by motives of mutual 
convenienee. 

One of the old usages has continued, however, in 
force, and its influence has a very beneficial effect in 
preventing the exhaustion of a farm by a tenant holding 
on a short iease, and the consequent injury to the 
owner, and probable loss, with certain ineonvenienee to 

e succeeding occupier. 
This is termed the usage of revenant bon which is 

analogous to the arrière grasse of Flanders, and “con- 
sists prineipally in the value of the manure on the 
farm whether aceumulated on the premises or incor- 
porated with the land, and unconsumed by crops. 
Straw, standing timber, and (negatively) the repairs 
with which the tenant is chargeable by his lease and 
which he leaves to be executed by his successor. But 
the'essential point is the just estimation of the quantity 
of humus contained in the soil. Now those only who 
know by experience the difficulty and expense of 
renovating an exhausted soil, can fully appreciate the 
general and individual advantage of a usage the effect 
of which is to combine the interests of the out-going 
with those of the in-coming tenant, and their united 
interests with those of the proprietor and the publie."* 

The awards of the revenant bon are made by two ex- 
perienced valuators, and in case of disagreement an 
umpire is called in. 

The custom of taking largefines, with lowrents,on each 
xenewalof alease is not uncommon in Brittany, especially 
in Bas Leon, where it is not unusual, as M. Sousvestre 
states, to pay ten times the yearly rent in a single fine. 
This is a miserable system, by which the tenant is de- 
prived of the capital necess, ry for his operations, but 
advocated by needy or avaricious proprietors on the 
ridiculous plea that it tests the solvency of the tenant. 
So it does, with a vengeance ; it treats him like the 
horse which was brought by degrees to live on a single 
Straw per diem ; but then he died of inanition. 

The old Irish covenants—remmants of feudality— 
respecting the payment of duty on fowls, pigs, &c., are 
often introduced into the Breton leases of modern 
times ; a fruitful source of discontent and disputation 
between the parties concerned. 

Sousvestre deseribes an amusing seene at which 
he was present. A friend of his, who had just con- 
eluded the terms of a lease with a peasant, demanded 
over and above a fat pig yearly. The other demurred, 
declaring that if he were to aecede to this he would be 

with the petty proprietors, The landlord provides the 
capital and divides the profits with the tenant, the 
returns being commonly made in kind; the landlord 
has his own stores for grain, &c., and only receives in 
cash his share of the sales made at the cattle and 
horse fairs. This primitive mode, which can never 
establish an independent yeomanry, is highly objection- 
able, and ought never to exist except under the unfa- 
vourable circumstances of a new county. Yet the 
peasantry, who thus submit to the continued and sus- 
picious surveillance of their masters, are, though de- 
pendent in some respects, better off than day labourers 
anywhere, and far more comfortable than the majority 
of the small farmers in Ireland. 

The class which most nearly resembles them in the 
latter country is that of the dairymen, who pay for each 
cow a fixed sum, or a given number of firkins of butter 
to the graziers, who hire out to them the dairy cow, 
and provide pasturage and winter keep for them ;—a 
class of the Irish peasantry too in Connemara enter into 

with the proprietors and larger farmers to 
plant the Potatoes, manure the land, and give half the 
erop to the landlord; this usage, however, loses its 
analogy with that on Brittany in two important parti- 
culars—the duration of the agreement, which is but for 
a single year, and its application to Potatoes alone. 
Mr. Jagoe, one of the most intelligent witnesses ex- 
amined before Lord Devon and the other Land Com- 
missioners, has recorded his opinion that “If that 
system were introdueed more generally, it would be a 
ery fi ble change jin pari: 0 the con-acre 

system.” He continues thus without perhaps knowing 
of the existence of the same usage in Brittany. 
“Through the greater part of Italy land is cultivated 
on the Metayer system, which is, that the landlord 
bailds a house, and drains the farm if requisite, and the 
tenant and landlord at the end of the season divide the 
crop or the produce of the farm. The Metayer is bound 
to send the landlord’s portion of the crop either to the 
market or to the landlord’s granary.” 

He does not even always find the seed, and only pays 
half the land taxes. Yet, if the tenant has sufficient 
capital, it is better for him to cultivate upon his own 
account. We like the notion of independence, and 
would therefore endeavour to save him from the con- 
tinued and vexatious inspections of the land 
his bailiff. There is under this system a want of per- 
petuity or reasonable certainty of continued tenure. 

If the tenant portion of the Breton farmers who, from 
the termination of the exactions of the feudal system in 
the 14th century to the revolution at the close of the 
last, were unable or unwilling to reclaim the lands, it is 
not to be wondered at,'that with very short leases and 
some uncertainty of possession, they should have made 
but little progress in cultivating them, or even in drain- 
ing or otherwise improving their meadows and arable 
fields. Under the previous circumstances the seigneurs 
and their tenants were connected by the strong bonds of 
hereditary attachment ; the latter had no apprehension 
of being dispossessed of their farms, nor the former any 
disposition to remove them, As far as mutual confi- 
dence was concerned, a strong motive to industry was 
not wanted ; yet apathy, ignorance, prohibitory clauses 
against innovation in the existing usages, and blind 
attachment to the primitive system of grazing, which 
required no exertions of labour (and which was perhaps 
inevitable from the paucity of labourers comparatively 
with the extent of country), concurred to prevent the 
introduction of improved methods of husbandry. To 
these obstacles must also be added the poverty of the 
province, the almost impassable state of the farm-roads, 
the total dearth of caleareous manure in the interior of 
the country, and the want of chemical knowledge to supply 
artificial fertil Such a combination of circum- 
stances has always rendered it exceedingly difficult and 
uninviting to the owners of those wild tracts individually 
to undertake the reclamation of them. 

At the first revolution, too, many of the titles of the 
proprietors to their estates were lost, intentionally de- 
stroyed, or so intermingled with enormous masses of 
deeds scattered so promiscuously in the bureaus, that 
their recovery was a mere chance, and the arrange- 
ments between parties concerning the properties affected 
by them, often became subjects of hard dealing, dis- 
honesty, and compromise of rights ; fraud, imposition, 
and chicane aided in prolonging difficulties as regarded 
the rights of individuals, and years passed before order 
was restored. t 

The industrial resources of the province are now in a 
course of progressive, thougl l 

4 
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it would be almost impossible to purchase their different 
shares * so as to enclose them in one ring fence ;: for if 
any intermediate owners were indisposed to sell their 
lots or asked extravagant prices for them, a difficulty 
somewhat similar to that which the Irish land pro- 
rietor finds in squaring his farms and concentrating 

detached holdings would meet him and prevent the 
desired alteration. 

auy communes (or parishes) possess rights of 
commonage on the landes which they obtained from 
time to time from the seigneurs, and as their inhabi- 
tants obtain from the surface heath sufficient to thatch 
their cabins, litter for their cattle, and a little scanty 
herbage for their stunted cows and sheep, they would 
think it unnecessary to teaze the ground with ploughs 
and harrows, or to drive a spade into it, even if by 
some mutual und gs with their neigh they 
obtained the privilege of enclosing allotments—such is 
the indolence and stupidity of these people. 

The want of enterprise and adequate capital among 
the natives for large operations, especially if the results 
be problematical, 

5. The marked dislike which they have to the inter- 
ference of strangers among them, especially if these 
have not Breton blood, and be ignorant of the Breton 
tongue. 

(To be continued.) = 

THE DEANSTON SYSTEM OF DRAINING 
AND DEEP WORKING. X 

[We take the following important communication 
from a report in the Dublin Farmers’ Gazette, of a late 
Council meeting of the Agricultural Improvement: 
Society of Ireland.] 

* The great leading proposition of the Deanston Sys- 
tem is, that the land for agricultural purposes shall be 
rendered uniformly and thoroughly dry, and that the- 
soil shall be deeply worked. In order to obtain these 
important objects, it is necessary that the following 
rules be implicitly followed ; for an imperfect adoption 
of the principles laid down, or a defective execution of 
the work to be performed, will, in effect, destroy the 
character of the system. The first point to be attended 
to is to see that a sufficient outfall for the drainage 
water is available, for the extent of land to be thoroughly 
rained, whether a district, a farm, or a field. In many 

situations the rivers and brooks which afford an outlet 
for the natural surface drainage are too high in the 
surface of their beds, even for complete surface drain- 
age, and especially in times of flood in flat! districts, 
When under-draining is to be effected, a fall of at least 
4 feet from the surface is requisite, to ensure at all times 
a free discharge for the drainage water. The improve- 
ment of the outfall by the larger rivers beeomes a public 
work, and has so far in Ireland been accomplished 
under the Commissioners of Work The outfalls by 
the lesser streams, and by artificial cuts, or water | 
courses, is so far provided for by the Drainage Act. 
There still remains the immediate outfall, which ean only 
be provided for by the large proprietors, who possess 
whole drainage districts, or by the wise and friendly 
co-operation of smaller proprietors, where the drainage 
district is divided into separate possessions, The direc- 
tion of plans for such operations will require special 
engineers for each respective locality, all, however, sub- 
ject to these general rules. That all natural or artificial 
barriers to the free flow of the stream should be re- 
moved or modified, as far as eireumstances will allow— 
that the channels of the rivers or streams should be 
made as ample as cir will it—that 
the line of direction shall be as straight as the 
nature of the ground will allow, and that an 
uniform width of ehannel shall be adopted. When 
rivers continue their course in along valley, where 
there is much flat and valuable land, and where the 
channel of the river cannot be got sufficiently deep 
to avoid overflowing in floods, then embankments should 
be raised up to protect the low lands from overflowing, 
and the outfall for the under-drainage of such lands 
should be provided for by am artificial cut, having its 
outfall into the river, at the lowest point which ean be 
reached. The outfall being sufficient from the natural 
position of the ground, or having been obtained by arti- 
ficial means, the district, farm, or field is in a position 
for the effective carrying out of the Deanston system, 
The surface of the water in the main outlet of the farm 
should, in itswhole course, never be less than 4 feet 
under the surface of the ground. Circumstances, how- 
ever, in many cases, will not admit of so much, and 
the li 

is producing her fruits in ci 
a 

surface consists principally of Heath (Erica vulgaris), ruined. He offered a sucking pig. however; this did 
not satisfy the proprietor. The result was, the notary | 
who wrote down the terms of the agreement, inserted | 
un cochon, raisonnable. 

Farming on sha s common in this poor country ete A de: a peered — | 
i 

"usvestre, 

| and Furze (Ulex europzus), no very promising kind of 
soil it must be admitted for cultivation. 

2. When property was sold after the state of anarchy 
alluded to, a considerable part of the “ landes ? had been 
confiscated with other property of the seigneurs, which 
were purchased by numerous smal! farmers from whe 

with this rule must, therefore, be 
judged in reference to the peculiar circumstances of 
each case. The frequent draing designed. to give the 
character of thorough drainage to the land should be 
set off in the direction of the greatest descent as indi- 
cated by the general inclination of the surface of the 
field. They should be set off strictly parallel tó each 
other, and where not interfering much with the proper 
line of declination, they should be parallel to the fences. 
The lines of drains should be carried uniformly over 
the whole surface of the field, without reference to the 
apparent wet or dry condition of the soil. There should 
be a receiving drain formed at the bottom of each 
field, which drain should be 9 feet or thereabouts dis- 
tant from the fence, especially if it is a live fence, or if 
there be any hedgerow trees. "This drain should be at 
east 6 inches lower in the level of its bottom, than the 
bottoms of the frequent drains, which discharge their 

à to live in fe great 
nt proprietors of the 
cing'about the terms 
s concerned, 
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in proportion to the area of the field.. All open ditches 
should be filled up by forming a conduit with stones or 
tiles in the bottom, and filling in earth to level it up to 
the surface of the field. Where any hollow intervenes 
i e area of the field, it is necessary to put in a sub- 
main drain, similar to the one described, as the receiv- 
ing drain at the bottom of the field ; and such drain 
should be placed so as to conduct the water in the most 
direct course to the nearest outfall. 
“The distance of the parallel drains from each other 

should never be more than 25 feet, and need not be 
less than 15 feet. If placed at more than 25 feet 
apart, the laws of percolation do not admit of a suffi- 
ciently quick passage of the water, to ensure, at all 

inage. If placed nearer than 
15 feet, an ad expense is incurred, without a 
corresponding benefit. In practice 21 feet apart has 
been found to be an arrangement suited to effect 
thorough-drainage in all soils. <A fixed rule is always 
desirable, when it can be adopted, without risk of much 
unfitness ; I, therefore, advise the adoption of 21 feet as 
the regulated distance. The depth of the frequent 
drains should not be less than 30 inches from the 
general surface of the field, when levelled down, and 
need not be more than 36 inches. Indeed, a greater 
depth is in most circumstances injurious, as the subsoil 
in the region immediately above the level line of the 
bottom of the drain is too far from the influence of the 
atmosphere to permit the absorption of the moisture in 
dry periods. In cutting the drains the plough may be 
used as an assistant, by taking out the first 10 or 
12 inches of the soil. ‘The drains should be cut as 
narrow and as straight and uniform in the sides as the 
nature of the soil will admit. All stones of whatever 
size interfering with the line of the drain should be re- 
moved. The bottom of the drains should not be more 
than 4 inches wide, and even narrower where tiles or 
tubes are to be used. The bottoms should be cut in as 
smooth and uniform a plane as possible, to insure the 
free and uniform flow of the water, and to form a proper 
bed for tiles or tubes, when such are used. As to the 
material with which the open of the drain is to be 
maintained for the free passage of the water, it may 
consist of amy durable matter arranged in any fitting 
form. What I especially recommend is—Ist, stones 
gathered from the field, of a size not exceeding 24 | 
inches in their greatest diameter, or stones broken from 
large masses to that size. Tiles, either of the horse- 
shoe section with soles, tubes of tiles not less than 
2 inches in internal diameter, or any other suitable 
material made in any suitable form. 

“Tn laying the material into the drain it is necessary 
to do it with care, and to place the whole in as uniform 
a manner as possible. When soft places occur in the 
subsoil, or where running sand prevails, I recommend 
that the drain should be cut a little wider and deeper at 
Such places ; and that a thin turf or scraw be laid, and 
the stones or tiles, or, in the absence of turf, a quantity 
of stiff clay, well tramped in, will suit as well. Where 
broken stones are used for filling, they should be eare- 
fully thrown in with no earth, and as little debris of the 
stone as possible amongst them. They should be put 
into the depth of from 6 to 8 inehes,* and be dressed to 
an uniform surface at the top. Over the stones a thin 
turf or seraw should. be laid, all along, with the grassy 
side down, the turf to fill the drain from side to side, 

Successive layers of soil should also be carefully com- 
ive soil should never be pw 

Wer part or the drain, but should be kept as 
ver the general surface, or to fill 

ing up of the s 
This should n 

When a field has been thoroughly drained, and the sub- 

* At one time I 2 inches of stones ti rec 1 $ ^s to be put 
in. am now satisfied, from greater experience, that 6 o 8 
inches of stones well secured; are quite sufficient, 

, Water into it, and the open of the drain should be ample ; soil stirred, the surface should then be levelled down to 
an uniform plane, as being the form best fitted for en- 

suring uniform dryness, and uniform condition of the 

soil, and as facilitating almost all ‘icul ] operati 

and as.tending to afford the most uniform and abundant 
erops.—J«mes Smith. of Deanston. 

«To Edward Bullen, Esq., Secretary of the Irish Ag. Soc." 
m — — 

Home Correspondence. 
Draining.—The writer of the Leading Article in the 

Agricultural Gagette of February 14, on the subject of 

* Drainage,” states that the cost per acre for surface 

draining of the common clays of this country is from 

51. to 107. It is probable that in some cases this may be 
true, where the extreme tenacity of the soil may re- 

quire the parallel drains to be placed within 10 or 12 

feet of each other, but this must be considered the ex- 
ception and not the rule. For several years I have 
made all sorts of pipes and tiles for deep (or spring) 

and surface draining. both for my own property as well as 
for sale, and as far as the extensive practice of drain- 

ing in this district may be useful to your readers, it is 

at their service in the following details. Is 

myself entirely at this time to surface draining, from 

30 to 36 inches deep. F will assume that the parallel 

drains discharge themselves individually into a water- 

course or diteh, that they are placed 24 fect apart from 

each other, and that the drains are cut from 30 to 36 

inches deep. The pipes used, to be 2 inches in the bore, 

and 15 inches long. ‘This will give about 5 score and a 

half of rods to the aere, which at 

Bs. 6d. per score (a full price) is .. . £110 8 

14 pipes to the rod, being 1540 to the aere 
at 27s. per thousand, the price in my 

FAT Os K«- sesta: ocu actis " MEER "ripe ed 46 

he acre. + . e 091479 

To this of course must be added the delivery of the 

pipes to the work, charged according to the distance of 

cartage. Some farmers put 2 or 3 inches of stones or 

the clippings of hedges above the pipes before the earth 

is filled in ; to this there can be no objection, but I be- 

lieve it to be entirely unnecessary. If, however, mains 

are required to catch and earry off the water from the 

parallel drains, this must, of course be an additional 

expense, bnt it cannot be calculated at more than from 

2s. to 3s. per acre. It is our practice to make these 

mains of good sized tiles doubled upon each other, and 

which are placed 3 inches deeper than the pipe work, 

and a main often carries the water from 10 to 15 aeres. 

Smaller pipes than those I have described above are 

recommended by Mr Pusey, Mr. Parkes, and others, 

only because they are cheaper, but they find no advo- 

cates here, except my friend Mr. Mechi (whose farm 

is in this neighbourhood). These 1-inch pipes are, in 

our view, insecure ; they readily “silt up,” and in wet 

weather they cannot be safely placed; and when a 

tenant or proprietor contemplates an outlay, for secu- 

rity for an indefinite time, the additional cost of 10s. or 

12s. per aere cannot be worth a moment's considera- 

tion. Many landed gentlemen are now preparing to 

erect establishments for making draining goods, and it 

is highly important that they should select clay adapted 

to the purpose, or they will spend their money uselessly. 

I advise such persons to have their elay well tested be- 

fore they begin, and as this work is usually let by con- 

traet, itis equally important that they should have the 
tiles and pipes well burnt. I know that large quan- 

tities of both tiles and pipes are used, which will break 

down so soon as they come under the combined action 
of air, water, and frost. Imperfect draining is worse 

than no draining at all, Machine makers promise 

largely, and want looking to. Allis not gold that glit- 

ters.—Henry Dixon, Witham. 
Subjects for Farmers’ Clubs.—There are three para- 

graphs in your Paper of the 14th inst., the subjects of 

which it may not be amiss to bring together in one point 

of view. The first is headed “ A few Passages from a 

Fen Labourer’s Account of his own Life,” which ac- 

count gives occasion to your correspondent “J. A. C." 

to make mention of several means of bettering the con- 

dition of agricultural labourers, such as the allotment 

system, benefit clubs, clothing clubs, and -schools for 

the children. Thesecond paragraph I allude to is * On 

the Utility of Farmers’ Clubs,” signed © Wm. Glover,” 

and the third is, “Savings Banks improve the Condition 

of the Labourer,” signature “J. H.” Amongst the 

many questions which members of Farmers’ Clubs may 

called upon to discuss, surely this is or should be a 

very prominent one, namely—How can we best pro- 

mote the interests of those on whose industry and skill 

we are ourselves so necessarily dependent? Now, such 

a question is to a. great extent answered in the commu- 

ications above noticed, And well would it be if the 

individuals constituting Farmers’ Clubs would turn 

their attention to these things, and aim at securing the 

services of a contented able-bodied and industrious 

peasantry, by encouraging measures such as are here 

test of experiment, and that he asserts what he supposes. 

to bethe fact, but what neither he nor any chemist has 
hitherto proved to be so. Mr. Bs explanation of the 
rocess may possibly be the true one, but it must be 

made to rest on other grounds than mere supposition, 
before it will be deemed satisfactory by—P: F. [You 

suppose that this explanation rests on mere supposition ; 

you cannot assert it. Did yousee Mr. Gyde's answer 

to your question? That contained a reference to 

experience. 
The Doctrines of Animal Physiology. — Albumen, 

casein, fibrin, and gluten (whether animal or vegetable), 

consisting of the same elements, apparently in the same 

proportions, most of the eminent agricultural che- 

mists of this day have come to the eonelusion that the 

daily waste of fibrin in the living animal will be restored 

if the food contains a corresponding amount of albumen, 

casein, fibrin, or gluten ; and the farmer has been led 

to suppose that to attain his object of enlarg’ 

muscle of his feeding stock it is immaterial in whi 

the above forms nitrogen is administered, and theo- 

retieally the conclusion appears sound. Let us, how- 

ever, examine it by the test of experience. The con- 

stitution of different animals and of the same animals 

under different cireumstances, and the power of such 

animals to digest and assimilate different kinds of food 

do not appear to have their due share of attention ; it 

having been assumed that if carbon, nitrogen, &e. are 

abundantly provided, it matters little in what form. A 

single instance may perhaps suffice to explain the 

meaning of the writer, and to induce attention to the 

subject on the part of others better qualified than him- 

self to deal with it. A ploughboy, with his appetite 

sharpened and his system braced by exercise, can 

readily digest sufficient cheese (casein) to supply the 

waste of his muscular fibre; but the sedentary man 

must repair his wasted system from nitrogenised food in 

some other form ; casein he cannot take in sufficient 

quantity. The horse also, when regularly hard worked, 

is all the better for a good allowance of Beans (casein) ; 

whereas with little work, and the like allowance of 

Playfair. 
but it is possible they may be wrong in some of their 

deductions, and as it is not with their chemistry but 

with their deductions I differ, perhaps I shall not be 

deemed over presumptuous.—G. B. C., Manchester. 

Thisiles.—At page 74, a writer remarking on the 

vitality of seeds, says that from some weeds we have 

nothing to fear from their seeds, and in reference to 

the common Thistle, observes he should like to see the 

person who can raise a bed of plants from its seeds, 

Your correspondent may have ocular demonstration of 

the fact that the Thistle will propagate itself from seed, 

if he follow the example of a friend of mine, who, 

having frequently heard the same assertion, but doubt- 

ing its correctness, was induced to sati himself on 

the point by a simple experiment. This was done by 

collecting seeds from heads of the same Thistle, but 

differing in the degree of ripeness they had attained, 

and planting the seed from each head in separate pots. 

he result was that every seed, to all appearance, 
vegetated, the only observable difference being that the 

more fully matured seeds made the greater progress, 

and I had the opportunity of witnessing them growing 

with all the luxuriance of a bed of Cucumbers. Thus 

far, the generally received opinion that Thistles will 

not propagate from seed is erroneous. As regards 

Grass-land, there can, however, be no doubt that con- 

stant cutting is a means towards effecting a cure ; but 

the most effectual, as well as perhaps economical 

method in the end, is to employ women and children to. 

pull the Thistles by hand, when there is sufficient 

moisture for that purpose. When this latter plan has 

been pursued, it has resulted not only in the extirpation 

of this noxious weed, but in the very perceptible im- 

provement of the pastures. —F’. D. R. 

To Cure Bacon—as large as * Curly Tail’s :” To each 
flitch.put common salt, 8 Ibs.; saltpetre, half a pound ; * 

salt prunello, 1 oz.; to be rnbbed and turned every day 
and let them remain three weeks in pickle, and get them 
dried in a malt house ; when it is cured, * Curly Tail” 
can send me a rasher to try ; we have cured it this way 
for the last fifteen yea N. —N. 1 

Societies. 
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY or ENGLAND. 
i A WxzEKLY Councin was held at the Society’s House, 
in Hanover-square, on the 25th of February ; present 
—Sir Cuartzs Lemon, Bart, M.P., in the chair; 
Earl Spencer; Viscount Torrington; Hon. Captain 
Howard, M.P. ; Sir John V. B. Johnstone, Bart., M.P. ; 
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carbonic acid to effect this decomposition, so contrary to | Calvert ; Rev. Thomas Cator; F. C. Cherry, Esq: ; 
G. ^ > 

the known habitudes of that acid ; nor does he quote | W. Cuthbertson, Es Dy Esq Zdwards, 

| Esq. ; A. E. Fuller, AM Bag co Esq. 5. 

3. T. B. Gibbs, Ecq.; G. Gurney, Esq.; J.-H. 
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Hulme, Esq.; J. Kinder, mena A. Majendie, Esq. ; 
W. Miles, Esq., M.P. ; E. W.W. Pendarves, Esq., M.P. ; 
Professor Sewell; S. Solly, Esq. ; and T. Damien, Esq. 

The following new Members were elected :— 
Jackson, William Kay, Barbot aes Tiotierpud Yorkshire, 
Markby,. John, Duxford, Cambrid; 
Widdrington, Captain, R.N., desde Hall, Northumberland, 
The names of 13 candidates for election at the next 

meeting were'then rea 
4, Poraross. —Mr. Evelyn Denison, M.P., of Ossington, 

d a letter to Mr. 

a M.P., the following results of his experiments in 
the planting of single Potato-eyes : 

© Ossington, Feb. 23, 1346. 
* At this moment of renewed alarm about the Potato 

crop, and the anticipated difficulty of providing seed for 
the wants of Ireland, I send you, according to your 
desire, an account of the experiment tried here last 
year, of planting single eyes of about the-size of a nut, 
cut out of the whole Potato. Last year, about the 
middle of March, my gardener was planting early Po- 
tatoes, the Ash- leaved Kidney. It occurred to him, as 
an is eee to cut out some of the best eyes from a 
certain number of Potatoes, and to plant these in rows 
side by side against whole Potatoes. The eyes were 
eut out with a common knife, and planted at once as 
they were cut out. The piece was cut out in the 
shape of a one-inch sided triangle. The sets from 
these single eyes brought in every case the best crops. 
From three roots there were one peck of Potatoes. 
‘One Potato weighed 14 Ib. The tubers were generally 
large, weighing nearly lb. each. The plants rose 
with one single stem from the ground, which was strong 
and vigorous. ‘They were not so early by a fortnight as 
those from the whole Potatoes. This may perhaps be 
aecounted for by the circumstance, that in many cases 
“the eyes of the whole Potatoes had made strong shoots 
when they were planted; but eyes which had not 
sprouted were chosen for cutting out, as being better 
suited for the operation. Another experiment of the 
same kind was tried with second-early Potatoes, called 
American Natives, with exactly the same results, I 
have at this momenta crop of early Potatoes under 
frames, grown from single eyes, which look most pro- 
mising. The advantages which this plan holds out, 
seem to be these :—Ist. In a time of scarcity several 
«eyes may be cut from a single Potato, and almost the 
whole Potato is still available for food. 2d—If sets 
have to be sent from a distance, as from this country 
to Ireland, the bulk, and consequently the expense, 
would be materially diminished. 3d—By a little timely 
attention, by inducing parties to eut the crown off each 

otato now in the course of daily use, an immense 
supply of seed might be proeured, almost without ex- 
pense, For the last three months f have had the crown, 
about the size of a Walnut, eut off every sound Potato 
‘consumed about this place. I have saved in this way 
"à very large supply of seed for the spring. The eyes 
in these small pieces, cut off as long ago as three months, 
look quite fresh and well, and are pushing like those in 
the whole Potatoes. Here my experience ends; to 
make the case complete it would be necessary to have 
proof that the eyes from the crown of a Potato cut some 
time before planting would answer as well as those 
fresh cut. Of the apparently certain success which 
attends planting a single eye fresh cut, I have a very 
strong corroboration from the practice of the clergyman 
of a neighbouring village, Mr. Chell, of Kneesall. My 
gardener has been to Mr. Chell to-day, to obtain the 
exact particulars. He has been in the habit for 12 
years of planting single eyes, making use of the re- 
mainder of the Potato for "ood. He has tried single 
eyes against whole Potatoes and cut Potatoes ; and has 
always had the bg crops from single eyes. He now 
plants nothing else. 

An interesting paper having been also read from Mr. 
Southworth of Merebrow, Tarlton, near Ormskirk, on 
the same subject, containing the results of his practical 
experience on several points connected with the culti- 
vation of the Potato, especially in reference to the im- 
portance of raising Potatoes intended for seed from poor 
Soils, instead of rich ones, Sir Charles Lemon referred 
‘to the series of experiments carried on at the Horticul- 
tural Society" s Gardens, by Mr. Knight and Dr. Lindley, 
to ascertain the best conditions under which the Potato- 
plant eould be grown. Sir Charles Lemon and Sir John 
Johnstone adduced their testimony respectively to the 
advantageous practice in Cornwall and Yorkshire of 
growing seed Potatoes in a poorer soil than that in 
which they were afterwards intended to be cultivated. 

and Dr. Calvert, also favoured the 
sil with die result of their experience on the sub- 
ject of the decay or preservation of Potatoes in their 
respective localities, under certain circumstances. 

ROWwTH or PraNTS.—Mr. Pendarves, M.P., intro- 
duced Mr. Gurney to the meeting, when that gentleman 
detailed to the members present the plan of his opera- 
‘tions for ascertaining the cause of that remarkable in- 
crease of vegetable growth. which results from the appli- 
cation of a fibrous covering, such as that of straw or 
brushwood. The Council requested Mr. Gurney to pre- 
pare a written statement in detail on the subjeet, for 
the purpose of enabling the members to undertake those 
practical experiments of his plau whieh it was the 
object of his communication to suggest. 

Mr. Harrison, of Devizes, transmitted to the Council a 
paper on the Manufacture of Draining Tiles ; Dr. Calvert, 
a plan of his proposed Lecture and Exhibition of Grasses, 
at Newcastle-on-Tyne ; the Count de Guyon, a letter on 
the subject of Agricultural Machinery ; the Royal Col- 

lege of Chemistry, a communication connected with the || of the best pue of carrying out this ofitable im- , 
e, he observed, were satisfied with a application of Chemical Science to the R 

Practical Agriculture ; and the Rev. Thomas RS a 
notice on the question of the height at which Wheat 
can be grown on the Welsh Hills, i in comparison with 
that at which it is now grown in Scotland. 

The Council then adjourned to Wednesday next the 
4th of March. 

AGRICULTURAL TM MEE SOCIETY OF 
IREL 

the Meeting of the ide on Feb, 12, 1846, the 
pg al stated that he had addressed letters to the 
agents of the several noblemen and gentlemen who 
had competed for the different gold medals of the So- 
ciety for thorough-draining last year, requesting them 
to send in returns and particulars of the effects of the 
same upon the different lands since the work was ex- 
ecuted, including tables of the relative increased value 
and improvement of the soil, and the general effect that 
the operation itself has had upon it. 

In reply to the above, a letter was read from Mr. 
William G. Andrews, of Comber, to whom the gold 
medal of the Society was awarded on that occasion, 
stating that he found it difficult to extract from the 
tenants any accurate account of the comparative pro- 
duce of the drained and undrained lands, on which he 
could rely. They invariably admitted a great increase 
in their Potato crops, which they estimated, however, 
in the most vague terms, varying from a half toa sixth; 
but none of the tenants in occupation had made any 
accurate calculation of the relative quantity of any crop 
either before or after draining. The texture of the 
drained soil was evidently much improved, and it was 
manifest that even the pasture on the drained lands 
was preferred by the cattle, that on the undrained being 
invariably deserted by them, when the choice was of- 
fered to them. It was his opinion, however, that as 
thorough-draining was only the first step in the improve- 
ment, and as the full benefit of the process cannot pos- 
sibly be expected until after and 

| 
| depth of 18 sicui ; they then deposit a tile without a 
sole, and cover it with thorns, gravel, and other porous 
material. Others, in the same description of soil, insist 
on the depth of 3 or 4 feet—used a pipe of an inch bore 
—and fill in with strong clay, hard rammed down. One 
of the two modes must be erroneous, or, at least, they 
could not be equally efficacious. He would state the 
results of his own brief experience on the lands with 
which he had to deal (strong clay soil on retentive sub- 
soils), and support his principles and practice by cor- 
roborative evidence from men of much greater expe- 
rience in thorough-draining—by which he meant a 
complete and uniform dryness of the land, effected at 
the least possible expense. As agent to Mr. Bell, he 
had overlooked, and ina great measure superintended 
the whole of the drainage on that gentleman’s estate for 
the last five or six years, during which period an ex- 
penditure had been incurred in draining-tiles alone 
considerably exceeding 1000/. When thorough-drain- 
ing was first practised in this neighbourhood, the pre- 
vailing idea was, that to lay land dry, and especially 
clay land, drains could not be placed too shallow, so 
long as the tiles were not interfered with or disturbed 
by the common plough, or horses’ feet, and that the 
material for filling in could not be too porous. Amon 
those who once approved of this system, he might number 
himself, but experience had convinced him of his error. 
The first steps in improvement were the rejection of 
all more porous materials for filling in than the surface' 
soil, the deepening of his drains to 2 feet, and the use 
of a sole with the drain-tile, But, within the last 18 
months, he was satisfied that he had adopted a E 
better system, viz., to cut the drains to a depth of 21 
feet below the furrow, and to fill up with the clay that had 
been thrown out in cutting. The distance of the drains 
apart, their depth and direction, were matters that must 
vary according to circumstances. His own practice had 
pao to make the drains from 15 to 20 feet apart, and, lat- 

the land, filling up useless and injur ions gripes and 
hollows, and straight and r 
hedge-rows for the crooked and pee banks which 
now cover the ground and retard cultivation, be added; 
and as none of these measures have had time to be 
carried out to any extent, including all the other requi- 
sites of improved and proper rotation—green-cropping, 
house-feeding, and the judicious application of manures, 
&e., no satisfactory estimate could yet be made of the 
absolute increase in produce or value. It was his opi- 
nion, however, that when these different improvements 
shall have been properly earried-out on the lands in 
question, and particularly in some of the neglected 
parts of these different estates, the increase of value 
and produce will be more than one-half, and will vary 
in the more improved parts from one-third to one-fourth 
at least. 

Farmers’ Clubs. 

SUBJECTS FOR DISCUSSION. 
11. AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS, 

Importance.—Complete agricultural statistics, properly ar- 
ranged, would constitute a perfect record of agricultural expe- 

regards both accuracy and fulness. They 
us both the methods and the results of farm prac- 

y district of the ios They would supply in- 
formation to guide the labourer inhis RT after employment 
—the farmer in conducting his business—the landowner in the 

[o n italist. in seekin; 
durius uim do pen ature in some of its most 
important functions. Are there any “ practical” men wh 
still laugh at the theoretical teachings of the chemist or 
geologi: ists? "Then let them aid in the collection of ach icultural 
statistics, and thus create a source whence instruction more 
to their taste may flow—instruction based on recor de results, 
not onmere opinions or anticipation. Are there others anxious 
to increase the usefulness of “ science” to agriculture ? let 
us also aid in this work, and thus supply an extensive basis 
of facts, Le guion E tific lessons and suggestions Tun more 
securely rest; and w afraid 
that an io: CIS Fol regard every instance rot Reels 

improvement in farm practice which may thus be 
brought to light—as so many reasons to justify Wis pend 
their rents ? then let them aid in bringing before him 
of facts which will infallibly remoye that ignorance: 
pO i him, by reference to facts, the risks and losses 

| every change of weath 
nders the farmer liable, and whi 

attention the facts that land for the most part 
is valuable only as capital is employed in cultivating it, and 
that a liberal treatment of tenants is thus the surest “road to 
the ultimate advantage of the landlord, 

S Peete rac i — The statistics of British agriculture em- 
brace eve: atcan be said on the subject i in its aspect 
eleven the nae at any one period, ould inform 
me on the nature and extent of the several crops Bus OWN 
ther pepe Meee Wheat, Turnips, Barley, Clover, Oats, 
Potatoes, &c. ; they would state the mode of cultiva ation 

ted in bs Voice and this would involve an account and 
numerical statement of the labour employed, the implements 
of cultivation, and the draught power employed, the mannres 
used, &c. ; they would state > the acreable and total amount of 
IACTA SER grown, and what was done with them, and 
this would involve a statement of the live stock kept on the 
land, and the machines employed in converting some crops, 
and preparing 0 others for market; they would also state the 
conditi fth. he B abourer, the wealth of the tenant, and the re- 
lationship e cis between him and the landlord. 

How are they p be compile ed ?—This is the most important 
uestion we can ask ; for the only objection to the attempt is, 

that unless an aceurate statement be obtained it aay BAN 
mislead. We venture to suggest the task to Farmers’ Clubs, 
and we shall shortly consider how their efforts ue be best 
exerted, 

20 

NewcaASTLE-UPON-TYNE : Thorongh-draining.—Feb. 
7.—Mr. Robson, of Sunniside, agent to Mathew | Bell, 
Esq., N Y 
this subject. After some introductory remarks, and an 
allusion to the general recognition of the advantages of 
thorough-draining, he entered upon the consideration 

terly, 30 inchesd p (the main drains 3 feet). Where fields 
RE in high ridges, he had varied the distance from 15 
o 25,and even 30 feet. The furrow which took the 
pelniem declivity was the most economical and proper 
inclination. Much difference of opinion prevailed on 
the subject uñder consideration among farmers of the 
district, and especially as to the filling in, The results 
of his own on the Woolrington farm; where 
he had filled up the euttings with clay, i in place of loose 
soil, had been all that he could desire. The land had 
been firm and dry, and the Wheat crop, last season, was 
greater than was ever known to have grown there 
aforetime. To fill in with clay was a practice generally 

1 ight It had been ascertained, 
however, on land perfectly drained, that the water de. 
scended, not through the filling, as was supposed, but 
through the fissures produced by the contraction of the 
clay after drainage. It then entered the drains at the 
bottom free from all impurities it would be loaded with 
if it sunk through a porous filling 5 5 and it was therefore 

y drainers, that the most 
proper material was “the most impervious, The con- 
trary practice had been the ruin of scores of miles of 
drains, and the loss of thousands of pounds to their en- 
terprising constructors. Mr. Robson quoted Professor 
Johnstone as an authority for deep draining and clay 
filling, and observed that by the former, namely, deep 
draining, the depth and fertility of soils were increased. 
The farmer was enabled to work that useful adjunct to 
draining, the subsoil plough, by means of which the 
water was allowed to sink perpendicularly to the drains 
and the roots of plants were enabled to penetrate fur- 
ther in search of sustenance. Where drains were 
shallow, and the covering material porous, the water 
entered in an impure state, and in time the duet was 
choked.—Mr. Spencer, of Park Farm, near Wortham, 
the “father”? of deep draining in Kent, had written 
to Mr. Parkes, consulting engineer to the Royal 
Agricultural Society, stating “that experience had 
taught him to have his drains 42 inches to 52 inches 

i| | deep, and from 24 to 34 feet apart, in the strongest 
clays, and from 48 to 60 inches deep, and from 
50 to 60 feet apart,in more porous soils. He had 
formerly made his drains shallow, but in 1830 he 
drained a field 3 feet deep, in which the drains were 
previously only 2 feet deep. To his surprise, he then 
found the shallow drains useless. He tried a drain 
4 feet deep in the same field, which, after rain, always 
ran the first and the longest. The result of this ex- 
periment led him to double the depth of his drains, and 
many shallow drainers had been converted to his plans. 
Mr. Robson next cited Mr. Morton, of Whitfield, 
Gloucestershire, the manager of Lord Ducie’ E chants 
farm,” who practises deep draining and compact filling 
also Mr. Arkell, author of the prize essay on draining, 
published in the “ Royal Agricultural Society’s Journal” 
for 1843, ‘The latter gentleman said, “he could not 
speak too positively on the necessity of making drains 
at least 30 inches deep in tenacious soils ; not but that 
deep drains were best on all, yet an 18- inch eut might 
drain a porous soil tolerably well, but on a clay it would 
not drain far.” obert Beart, of Godmanchester, 
Huntingdonshire, was the last authority quoted by Mr. 
Robson in favour of deep draining and filling with elay. 
He then considered the best material for thorough 
draining. His experience in stones had been very 
limited, but he had no doubt they made the safest 
drains ‘where a rapid descent could be obtained, and 
they were placed at a sufficient depth. ‘Tiles, however, 
when properly used, were quite as efficacious, and, i 

| 
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properly burnt, about as durable, while a great saving 
was effeeted in the carting. "The price of tiles had been 

greatly reduced within the last few years, but would 
admit of much further reduction, and still leave a good 
profit to the manufacturer. The lowest price he 
had paid for the smallest size (viz., 13 by 24 inches, 
and 15 inches long), had been 21s. per thousand, 
and the sole (without which a tile ought never to be 
laid) would bring up the price to 31s. But the pipe-tile 
was in general use in the south of England, and answered 
perfectly. He had not tried it himself until November 
last, when he used it in the drainage of a 9 acre field, 
and as far as he could judge, the experiment had been 
successful, The cost of these pipes was 21s. per 
thousand: diameter 2 inches, and length 15 inches. 
But 1-inch" pipes, according to Mr. Parkes, were found 
equal to surface drainage, when properly applied, even 
when the descent was moderate ; and he (Mr. Robson) 
had seen a field laid completely dry with pipes at 1-inch 
bore. In a county which he had visited, a statement 
had been handed to him of the cost of manufacturing 
pipe-tiles per thousand. It was 7s. 8d. for 13-inch 
pipes, 10s. 2d. for 2-inch, and 13s. 6d. for the larger 
size. .In this neighbourhood, where coals were cheap, 
2.inch pipes might be made for 10s. per thousand, and 

ly be 

| chased from Mr. Fothergill, under the name of super- 

phosphate of lime) at the rate of 2 cwt. 
* The bones and acid took the lead of the bones, and 

kept it throughout. I am bound to add that the super- 

phosphate prepared by Mr. Fothergill not only sur- 

passed the bones, but also that which I had manufac- 
tured myself. Possibly the quantity of Mr. Fothergill’s 

"may have been too large for comparison ; but though I 

think my own method of preparing superphosphate a 

convenient one, when the bones are at hand, it appears 

also that if we can ensure the delivery of a genuine 
article, it will be still better to buy this manure ready 

made. In this trial there cou'd be no doubt that all 

the three forms of bones acted strongly, for the crop 

grew vigorously where they were used, while on spots 
where they were purposely omitted, it could scarcely be 

said to grow at all ; and though, from late sowing, and 
from being left too thick, the Turnips had ,not time to 

come to maturity, the result was quite decisive for our 
present comparison. About a fifth of an acre was 

weighed on each piece, with the following results :— 

a great saving in drainage might d y 
effected. The expense of draining an acre with tiles 
and soles, in his own experience, four years ago, was 
6l. 18s. A friend had supplied him with cost per acre 
of draining with pipes, and it was only 37. 5s, 8d, An 
interesting diseussion ensued, in which the general 
opinion seemed to be in favour of deep draining and 
filling with elay.— William Glover,’ Hon. Secretary. 

Reviews. 
The Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of 
England. Vol. 6, Part 2. J. Murray, Albemarle- 
street. 

Tur present Number is full of very interesting and 
useful papers, among which are Reports on the Farm- 
ing of Kent and Cornwall, Essays on One-horse Carts, 
on Gorse, on Fences, on the Advantages of Reducing 
Hedgerows, &c. ; Dr. Playfair’s Lectures on the Potato 
Disease are also published in it, but we notice it here 
more especially for the purpose of transferring to our 
columns a paper by Mr. Pusey on Superphosphate of 
Lime, in which a simple account is given of the theory 
connected with the operation of that manure, as well as 

some striking instances of its fertilising powers. 

* In bones, however, the phosphorus, in an acid state, 
is compounded with lime in such a proportion as to form 

a salt called phosphate of lime, which water does not 

dissolve, and which therefore acts slowly upon the roots 
of crops to which it is applied as manure. Dr. Liebig 
knew that oil of vitriol (sulphuric acid), if mixed with 
bones, would take to itself a part of this lime, leaving 
behind a new salt containing at least a double portion 
of phosphorus, and therefore called superphosphate of 
lime, which salt being readily dissolved by water, he 

` hoped would afford a more digestible food for the young 
Turnip, and the result has answered his expectations, 
Such is the simple history of this great discovery. 

* Hitherto, as I said, the mixture has been applied 
as a liquid manure, diffused sometimes in 50 times its 
bulk of water; and it has been prepared in vessels 
troublesome to procure and liable to be injured by the 
acid. Availing myself, however, of a suggestion for 
dispensing even with these, I formed a flat heap of dry 
mould about 10 feet across, the surface of which was 

Scooped into a hollow basin, capable of holding 20 
bushels of ground fresh bones. A little water was 
poured on, but I have since omitted the water. Sul- 
phurie acid, to the amount of about half the weight of 
bones, was gradually poured into this basin. They soon 
begin to heat, seething violently, and sending out a 
great deal of steam, with a peculiarly offensive stench ; 
Presently the whole mixture wears the appearance of 
boiling blood, and swells so much from the escape of 
gas, that the workmen stirring it with their hoes must 
take great care to prevent it from bursting over the 
Sides of the earthern basin. In a short time, however, 
the cauldron becomes quiet ; and the bones disappear 
altogether, except a few fragments : so that. the heap 
may be shovelled together, and might be drilled on the 
hu day, but this would not be advisable, as some. 
E. lumps still half liquid remain in the compost. 

n the first occasion the earth and dissolved bones were 
left mixed tog 
left, I learned, on returning, after six weeks' absence, 

on another part, bones at thé rate of 20 bushels an 
acre; and I added, on a third part,a manure (pur- 

MANURE PER ACRE. Cost. YIELD or TURNIPS. 

1. 20 bushels of bones .. 55s. on 44$ cwt. 

2. 43 bushels of bones with 
100ibs. sulphuric Ga te 7225. m 493 cwt. 

r. gill's su- 3. 2 cwt. Mr DR hrocgpeirus aise 

Present price .. 178 

“The saving of immediate expense by Dr. Liebig’s 
discovery is certainly very great, if we take it only as 
from 55s. to 22s, per acre on the Turnip land, which 

should be one quarter of the whole acreage of a light 

arable farm. The trouble of preparation is slight, and 

of its application next to nothing : for Mr. Hornsby in- 
forms me that his Turnip-drill will distribute equally 
as small a quantity as 15 bushels over an aere : as then 
the 44 bushels of dissolved bones do not require to be 
mixed with more than 10 or 15 bushels of earth, and 
his drill holds 25 bushels, the use of this compost would 

not require more than one stoppage for filling the drill 
on each acre. 3 ^ 

* Mr. Fothergill's preparation, if the quantity as- 
sumed be correct, was still more successful, and having 
tried it elsewhere.I am enabled to speak most highly of 
it. A neighbour, to whom I supplied some, found that 
2 cwt. of this superphosphate, costing then l4s., an- 

swered better on his land for Turnips than 23 cwt. of 

the best Peruvian guano, for whieh he had paid 325. 
“Tt is a grey damp substance, partly a powder, 

partly in tough lumps like dry dough. The same lumps 
are found in the compost as I prepare it myself. It 
would evidently be a great waste of manure to drill 
these lumps into the land without reducing them to 
powder; but this is not easily done, for they are so 
tough that no pounding will crush them, As the point 
is one of importance, I may mention the method we at 
last hit upon, The whole mass, mixed with ashes, 
should be passed through a large coarse wire sieve, and 
the lumps then be spread about 2 inches thick on a 
hard floor. A small garden roller should then be 
drawn over them backwards and forwards until they 
are flattened to a uniform cake. If the workmen now 
work this cake with a fine garden rake, they will find 
that the tough mass will crumble between its teeth. I 
dwell upon this, because I think we ought to make it a 
rule in the use of all artificial manures, by bringing 
them into a state of powder, and mixing them thoroughly 
with dry mould or ashes, to spread them so uniformly in 
the soil that each rootlet of the future crop shall have 
as fair a chance of finding its portion of food as if liquid 
manure had been used. 

* Having tried thé method described above, I ven- 
ture to recommend it to farmers ; but I consider it by 
no means a perfect prescription. It is not clear whether 
the.second fermentation should be allowed to take place 
or not. It is by no means clear that the proportion 
of acid (one-half the weight of the bones) might not be 
diminished. It is doubtful whether the amount of 
bones, 43 bushels, be the right dose per acre. It is 
very likely that phosphorus should not be administered 
singly, but should be combined with potash, as Dr. 
Liebig advises. These are points which I beg to re- 
commend to our members for their future inquiry. 

* Before concluding, I must mention a process long 

b 

cially, The ashes must be moderately damp, for dry 
ashes, I found, do not exert any action upon the bones. 

“Such are the assured advantages to be derived to 
the Turnip erop by the solution of bones, but we ma: 
further hope to see the use of superphosphate extended 
even to corn crops. Theory certainly requires it, for, 
according to Boussingault, a crop of 4 quarters of 
Wheat to the acre draws from that acre of ground at 
least 301bs. of phosphoric acid. Experi counte- 
nances it, for though bone-manure is usually applied 
to the Turnip crop, its effects, as is well known, are 
seen in the following corn crops. But further, a direct 
experiment, too, has proved its success. This was made 
by Mr. Pemberton Leigh upon Wheat, and published 
in our Journal * Jast year, but is so much in point that 
I must give it shortly again :— 

ONE ACRE, Cost. YIELD or WHEAT INCREASE. 
£ s. d PER ACRE PER AcRE. 

No manure `.. — -. 29 bushels, 
Rape-dust, 5 ewt. 2 6 .. 38 do. -. 9 bushels. 
Urate, 6 cwt. .. 6 .. 38 do. .. 9 do. 
Dung, 30 loads 0 .. 40 do. .. 11 do. 
uano, 33 cwt. . 0 40 do. .. 11 do. 

Superphosphate, Gewt.2 4 9 53 do. +. 24 do. 
* The increase of 24 bushels, that is 3 quarters of 

Wheat per acre, by the use of superphosphate, is enor- 
mous, equal, in fact, to the whole average yield of many 
farms, and could hardly be expected again ; but though 
we must not hope for so large a return in money as 8/. 
for 2/., this manure is so cheap that a much smaller in- 
erease in the Wheat crop would pay for its use. 

* I have drilled it in this year with Wheat, but Mr. 
Leigh's plan of using it as a top-dressing in March may 
be a better one, because it is not wanted sooner, being 
chiefly required for forming the grain, and if applied in 
the autumn is liable to be washed down during winter. 
I think that it deserves trial on Wheat, and I am sure 
that we ought now to give great attention to the cheap- 
ening of artificial manures. e have succeeded in re- 
ducing the expense of draining to one-third of its 
former cost, and I do not despair that, by equal perse- 
verance, we may, in 3 or 4 years, bring down the cost 
of manures in equal proportion. I believe that all bones 
should now be sold to the farmer in the cheaper and 
readier form of fi d superphosphate ; and 
that of all compound manures, though potash and am- 
monia may be required in them, a main ingredient 
must be phosphorus.— Pusey, December 29, 1845.” 

Miscellaneous. 
Boussingault on the Preparation and Composition of 

Manure (vol. ii. p. 68).—If opinions are divided on 
the question, whether manure should be used before or 
after fermentation, they are not less so as regards the 
manner of spreading it, and the proper season for ear- 
rying it into the field. It is clear, however, that the- 
views which have been formed on the first of these 
points will materially influence our conceptions as to 
the second. Those who are convinced that the dung 
should be used as it comes from the stall, are quite in- 
different as to the time of carting it; the most conve- 
nient time may be chosen, which is no small advantage, 
and this is our praetice^at Bechelbronn, where it is 
carried out as soon as possible. The fields destined to 
be manured in spring are supplied in winter, when the 
frost permits. The dung, at first laid in little heaps at 
regular distances, is afterwards spread as equally as 
possible, most frequently on the snow—a practice in 
which we have never found any inconvenience. The 
method adopted by certain cultivators of keeping dung 
in great masses, with a view to spreading it when the 
tillage takes place, is certainly wrong; the spots in 
which the heaps are laid are too highly manured, and 
the plan is adapted for long fresh dung only. The 
custom of leaving the dung for months, perhaps, spread 
on the land and exposed to every variation of season, 
has been criticised ; it is said to lose its volatile parts ; 
that rain washes out and carries off those which are 
soluble ; and, induced by these fears, many do not 
spread the dung till the very moment when the land is 
ready for the plough. This difference of opinion in 

parties personally interested in making the most of their 
manure oughtnot to be passed over lightly. In agricultural 
matters, it is dangerous to generalise too much. The 
climate ought to be taken into consideration. In 
Alsatia i speaks for the practice in question ; 

known in this neighbourhood, which seems curiously to 
agree with Dr. Liebig's treatment of : 
Mr. Brooks, of Hatford, has for many years assured 
me that he could make 4 bushels of bones go as far as 
20 bushels by mixing them first with peat-ashes. It oc- 
curred to me that since many peat-ashes contain sulphate 
of lime, this practice might be a self-taught form of the 
recent scientific diseovery. Following his instructions, 
I mixed 8 bushels of crushed bones with 16 bushels of 

our brick-coloured peat-ashes, and the mixture was 
thrown up in a heap. In a few days they began to heat 
violently, and the heat lasted for about 10 days, at the 

end of which time on opening the heap scarcely a par- 
ticle of bone§could be detected. The whole was re- 

duced to a fine reddish grey powder. The fragments 

of bone which still showed themselves were exactly like 

those which sulphuric acid has acted on. On trying 

this compost by the side of superphosphate with a crop 

of Turnips the effect was precisely the same. Whether 

the cause be the same, one cannot of course be certain, 

until a chemical analysis has been made. The ashes 

cost only 4d. for 2 bushels, the acid would have cost 

five times as much. The trial, therefore, will be worth 

making for those who have bog-peat at hand ; though 
peat varies so much in its elements that there can be no 
certainty of success. If it fail, there will be nothing 

lost; if it answer, it mav be useful. in Ireland esne- 

but in other countries, there may be very good reasons 
against it. In Alsatia, where the rain during the 
whole year amounts to 27 inches, during December, 
January, and February, the quantity amounts only to 
4,36 inches. The quality of the manure might, per- 
haps, be injured where the proportion in winter is 
greater. The quality of manure also must be takem 
into consideration. A manure-heap which contains a 
large proportion of carbonate of ammonia, and emits a 
very decided odour of volatile alkali, would certainly be 
deteriorated by prolonged exposure to the air ; but this 
loss is scarcely sensible where the manure contains but 
a small quantity of volatile ammoniacal salts, as is the 
case with that which has been treated with gypsum ; 
much less when fresh dung has been discharged in cold 
weather, with a view to its remaining unimpaired till 
the time of tillage. When the rains are not too heavy 
the soluble parts of the manure which is spread over 
the land penetrate it and are retained in the upper 
stratum, exactly as when, instead of incorporating the 
manure with the soil, it is spread over crops in fall 
vegetation, or before the germination of the seed. The 
practice of top-dressing is often profitable; and itis proof 
enough of the little inconvenience there is in exposing 

CORN ana 
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the dung | to change » of weather. It ar arose, in the first | 

instance, perhaps, from necessity, but it has been found 

so useful that it has been much adopted. We have 

applied it with decided advantage to crops after hoeing, 

time being thus gained for the production of manure. 

In the district of Marck, it is daily gaining ground ; 

the dung is spread when the plant has already appeared, 

and experience shows that the passage of the carts 

over the land is not sensibly injurious ; it would be 

preferable, however, to €'100se a time when the surface 

is hard from frost. ‘This method, according to Schwertz, 

is very useful in Switzerland for hemp, and indeed for 

almost every kind of crop. I regard it myself as a 

matter of convenience, but Thaer assures us, and his 

p nun is of great weight, that he has too often seen 

its good effeets on leguminous erops not to be convineed 

of the excellence of this method on loose land in which 

the"grain has been sown rather late.— M. J. 
———— 

f BUE os HOC earn 
BRUAR 

THERE are several oper: d fe to this month which we 

have not yet mentioned, and which with the limited space per. 
niitted tous, we can now do little more than merely enumerate. 

A portion of Spring Tares should be sown E ud they 

will be ready for E or feeding in Jum an 

after erop, on the same land, of White Turnips; rre VUndE Clé 

DEM aere, drilled in mr po inches s apart, is à sufficient seeding. 

‘A bed of Cabbage seed should now be sown for transplanting in 

June—the Drumhead is as good a field Cabbage as any. Grass 

y be manured with farmyard compost, or any of the 

E soluble manures, as bone-dust, during dry weather in this 

mth. All soluble top-dressings should be applied later in the 

season, when plants are more able to take immediate advantage 
of th 

Rilies should be looked to; 

hould have been 
Useless fences should be grubbed w 

ground they oceupy should be cither fallowed or sown wi im some 

Zillow crop, as Potatoes or Turnips, during the first season. 
Peas may also be planted xvii de the end of this month. We 

Sd mE ‘to this subject nex 
nost important Mus of this season are those 

connected with the fag is cipi of Stock. The lambing season 

has tape Spiers nt adisntion and care of the 
Ts 

ragged, or overgrown hedges 
fore this. 

the 

shepherd isn ndi ode ine: or qium 

of the green crops will now be making their best progress. 
Kee epthem constantly dry, warm, and clean, by daily supplies of 
ous litt ie wet and cold yo which generally charae- 

es loe pus makes a gre: 
ke ‘folded on. Turnips 
~ where the latter can be kept free from foot-rot. Just the 

e difference, in fact, as the engineer finds in the cases 

respectively of a colliery steam-engine, wit! iler exposed ti 

n and gud Ui one sueh-as those found in Cornwall, Bs 
pore t fro} eat can SE is sheltered and covered. 

The xs y diject should be the same as that of the Cornish 

engineer. Both must adopt every oe to ee the fuel; 

don this is nbt with them as. with t coal-pit, to 
be had for nothing, Turnips and plete are both fanem articles 

as are coals in-Cornwall ; and the —as much so fa) 
object hue: Ed use tier must be to Loans the intended 

e ith a: all an e ure as possil Said Sheep and feet w: ditu 
oxen in sheltered spots, a well Hero like s um EA 

well “jacketed,” waste a their food or their fuel 

id VR hha up the heat seine g to enas ain the remaining on tion 

being thus larger, is more Senp Ap by: which the force is main- 

taii im in the one case, ant 'at is laid on in tud other, 

** Warmth is an equiv; ‘alent aas) Od 5 fon supply warmth arti- 

Ci so much of the food by 

Success bus feeding depends 

ibt on a good selection of stock, and o er selection 
fo! but it also greatly de Eod. on ee fps uses 

of the farmer in Keeping his stock dry, clean, and w 

Notices to Correspondent: 
BanLEY Sowine—W C—We should prefer Lass both m 

and Clover seeds towards the end of next month ; but if 

land is ready eo would not run much risk in (ico the 
70] the latter might be sown broadeast, aud 
hoed in some ini in ide em calculate, with iege 
cultivation, on 18 toi 

er aere; 
latter, Buta few acres be very useful for 
yourhorses. Sow the first Ec in April We shall refer to 
the matter in our Calendar, 

BONES AND jii iniae Actp—Ignoramus—F our bushels of fine 
DOEANE and about 120 Ibs. of sulphuric acid, mixed together 
in a large tub, cont: SEE about 40 gie of water, and 

'ed to remain there for two days; then turne 
ixed wi 

one acre of lan 
they eontain Fary wee phosphoric acid; whieh it is tia object 

the process t render solul 

CarRoTs—W B—Sprout the seed i in damp sand before sowing, 

and sow 5 tbs. ess aere. hat will be your best security 

W Northwmbriensis—No. We fear that 
rot our planted Potatoes has only just begun, 

Wait till the: a foot bes sok if they last so long—and if you 

aei We Cabaret in the m: 

Draw —Henw| 4 api land Y being injured by spring- «water, 
its pie sit is by ni ork of fuper " but 

you will in addition to this annie a regular sys n. 
agefortherain-water. Your ff gravel pe be drained 
y one or deep cuttings; nate ther Set will hardly be 

drained except by a niforny series of 3 ins at intervals 
of ut 7 yards. As regards the expense, iyocthinds payable 
by the landlord, and one-third with expen: f carriage by 
the i ivisi would bject. to. 

ily—In the plan suggested last week 
a E of Mun -rows would be 7 feet 

uple. This is ample interval, even 
in cases where Trips. és gt are the Egg eR oo 
For you may have s of either of these crops at 
26 pie apart, and pan are 
hoe between them ai qu be sans, 

T yards apart, and tube-tiles ofl 
good Y» width, and | 

material ; let the basil be either sand or clay. 
F. A pamphlet will soon be published by our corre- 

Mr. Dickson, giving you all the ande i you 
n require. Wey will notice 5 when it'appeari 

ill always | be to th he advantage 
of the tenant for PERE iid to execute all permanent im- 

provements, and charge a ERE aa on his outlay in the 
rent; for the ET in ses ini of the 100, has ample | : 
room for the me eor ipe Dy farming 
which the ye improvements render advi: ertheless, 
to take the farm to be broken t up, and re- G 

quii me additional putas for arable~eulture;-it will, we 

S 

plenty of. space for the fone Bee 

“imagine, be the interest st of a tenant with sufficient c capital alto < 

accept an offer of the farm at its present value on a lease oi 

2 ar Dum on condition of executing all roads, iEn build- 

gs, &c., himself. And we can scarcely see, that if withont 

a lease he should ereet buildings, he ould” lieve reason " 

complain were his landlord, on giving Uem notice to quit, 

pay him 1-21 of his expense for every year short of 21 sin D 

the date of his outlay. He would thus receive that 'ortioi 

of the principal sum to which on our former supposi 

bes be be entitled, ^ he would all along have qb 

ample interest on the whole of it in hat increased value 

dun good buildings itd conferred on arm. e shall 

make some further "remarks in another Rion of Ans Paper 

next do 
Grass Lanps—D P Q—Can any one direct our Hearesb open, 

to a work on he Management and Manuring of Gra 

We do not k of any y exclusively on that subject. A red is 

a ceu chapter in Donaldson’s “‘Manures, Grasses, and 

Ed 

BES 

Laos: 65 DD 3— The following is a list of see 

amp seedaman will give you, suitable for a pu whic 
gravelly 
Sh lopecorospuaénats: T3 fs. Pos pratensis ciue biha 
Dactylis glomerata . 5 ,, | Medicago lupulina lihi 

Festuca duriuscula . 2 , | Trifoliur REAST se 
—. pr DD He se eit Sec) See 

rubr: eae ee | Puifolium repens u uS 

Loliani peren 128. 
Common Barloy 1 bushel. 
a fine tilth ; bush harrow in and dr 

Greaves—H 6 should not think the tallow-chandler’s 
refuse worth i ; present market S dei rip manure. 

GuaNo—7 W M— Sow. 4 cwt. of Leben aes (DER dnas 

p the land just before qm E or the 
Wurzel seed.——N N—A i it E in wet 

weather, and trust to the rain for making it '*liquid." 3 

wt. of. Peruvian per acre will suffice for "Potatoes or any- 

thing else, 
w To Convey Eoos—H D—If Ex will render eggs 

abortive, we imagine packing in plent; jwdust and con- 
Pi ie by spring carriages, will suffüe to secure them from. 

^» 
Sow in damp weather in April on 

inju 
INDIA: 5 Corn—J H—Wehave used a good deal thus :—Boil a 

Doa E of Linseed-meal in 5 bucketsful of water for 10 

s; pour out the mucilage into a large tub; add i a 
pucketful of Indian Corn ground, and a bucketful 

meal, and mix well up ; then add. ̂  ashe ¢ pi ine MT. chaff, 

and. i the mole up and. serve i bbe sts, a! 

cording to thei will thus Edu E AL Ios. 

mixed meal t piece ina PERUANO 00 toensure a ‘grog 
don MER For the purchase of Maize, apply to 

n-deal 
Licensee UH tui doas well as anything else in 2 deep 

$0 a shady situation. Sow 14 Ibs. Por nere about the 

middle of April in rows 15 or 13 ins. apar 
Manor rate, guano, bonedust, Ge. , may all be po 

pue over or the denn d just groom to ribbing it up for 

the seed. They will thus for the e collected 

together in the diss GR Garth €— which the young plam: 
wiil strike their first roots. We sider it better dos scatter 

farniyard manure broadcast aie Se it lightly under, 
Us then rib the land as in the other cases for the Turnip 

Oke: oist CarTs— S leven ewt, is much too heavy, but 

you may obtain at s re Iron Works working plans of à 
XU. goo tilt as t, weighing 83 or 9' cwts., such 

shall carr; ight o Hon as Swedes or Carrots, am 

sich as, us suitable pe ime to be attached, shall earry à 
Mir riore idis and. a good farm-horse on 

d bx ought to draw either of EE loads for 9 or 1 

hours a day. 
MALL FARM— —-We would cultivate by the spade ER 

ortion that int be kept permanently as arable land, and 
citer sell the crop standing on the ground, or hire a 
hrashing-machine for a da; get the is Cro ady for 

anke You would thus UE nothing. more than a room 

in which £o € Herd il quantity of y 
des your 

e 

and a, tool-house 
This will be more 

us unle: 
Carrots, e 

soil uu eade and imple- 
have other use for them. EUN "i find 

ips, Lucerne, and Mangold Wur y 

oru ‘or dairy purposes, and these are ae well aed 

, TAW as steamed 
or Li You need not add 3E to 

“There is plenty arse acid in guano, and if 
m than that in ‘whic à it 

ons ome Fitur acid, say 20 Ibs. 

guano. 
ou wish to give it a moi ae 

en 
o every cwt. of good bat 

Tons: t A- n our opinion ; sod should shave pulled them 
up i mn; and if they are e Turnips, you 
«leni daa Tad them all consumed nir January. At the 

same time it is often convenient to acres to fold 

ewes and ut on, giving the latter liberty to erop the 
‘Turnips in sprouting doubtless draw their nourish- 

ment from the bulbs first—which they spoil more than is 

made up for by the cune food which grows out of them. 
gr after pe i they will draw n M (d the land 

the detriment of the future crop; cause, though by 

Ploughing them in you return Seria to the soil again, 

nin n aa not E eat for the immediate use of 
the growing plants, ou d better let them stand now, 

zag fold the pa and Peni on them immediately. We will 

tell you all about the rest in our Calendar before the time 

comes 
Wear ‘Coumone—Inguirar—Both rolling. and. harrowing, 
hosing in spring are good for Wheat. They both eae 
ew arrangement of the material of the soil, aud they both 

broke up the cake which may 
Misc Inquirer alves become yearlings, and yearlin 

olds, articular season, but when they i re- 

tuus poen their first and. second years 
*,* Communications exp town after W ea XGADAN, Dem be 

answered the same week. 

THFIELD, Monpay, Feb. 23,—Per stone of 8 lbs, 
Hoe oi Horefords, &e- 4s, Oto n i Best Downs& Half-breds 5s 0 to Bs 4 
Best Short Horns — - est Long-wools = 8 50 
pdt quality Banets ^ 210 34 teresa second quality ‘ 0 4.6 

8 4 8 

Čuven, "58; Plia, 20 
ate MES trade v Per eu the ds 

ej 
Short-horn« m “he 4s. 

| money is obtained.— Veal T worse.—Pork trade is very 
FRIDAJ, Feb. 27. 

ade is exceedingly E Very Hide in doing, Ie ja dimiculs jo 
effect ug of the best Scors, &c., at 48 2d, and the b die gu barely 

Ti 
p, pus the number being Small dile are at pored of 

d, and Long-wools 4s Bd to s; Ewen 

Pigs make abanar as 8 
ts, 646; Sheep, 2000; Calves, 92; Piso 

“HO nanay, 
js no alteration in RM: marker. Th 

supply their immediate wants. Is is con VEDI 
there is not left unsold of fine-coloured Hops one. 

ops ie nnusnally sma 
demand, Hops wouid, in our opinion. ad 

y to form any rorrect judgment a 
phstezperlunte a wet sold urimer (as Jatt), 
sera reduces MEAS insects the sneceeding spring, and a deficient 

tranpen At Sura, Hop-Factors. rop of Hops. Pa 

2 IS HE AO UAE Fapb. 28 —In consequence of the ex. 
reme mi the season the suppl; of Ve: etables is ve 
abundant, and Fruit, although not lent del ud 
for the demand Pine- apples havi 

un 
so Apples and Pears ; 

beautiful specimens of Bew rré Ra E 
very scarce, and are Via sig in price; but 
samples may be proc M Nats arè sual a for the demand. 

place in the Vegetables, 
is good and plentiful, Mad tha sano aa E T 

French ipta s, which are rather too abundantly supplied for 
the demand. Seakale and Rhubarb are ane in quality. 
The supply of Me usc other winter 
Greens,isgood. Large white Broccoli, tome AIRE dev. 
from 15. to 3, per dozen heads, Excellent Celery m: 
obtained at last week’s prices. Potatoes, of the best n 
still continue to feteh 8/. a ton ; in consequence of the abun- 
dance of other vegetables, TE en trade for them is somewhat 
dull. Chicory continues e) be supplied. Lettuces and other 
Salading are good an ntiful, Cut Flowers chiefly consist 
of Euphorbias, uo Hyacinths, Tulips, Poinsettia pulcher- 
rima, Jasmines, of the Valley, Pentas carnea, Camellias, 
Azaleas, Acacias, Gone Mannes, Orange Vien Rho- 
dodendrons, Cinerarias, Gar deem es. 

n 
th rons, cer Sete TES 

per busi 78 t0 1 

itehen, cat 07s 6d 

Orange ue M teal 

ozen, 2s to 9 84] 

VEGETABLES. 
Dstbsges, per dox, adeo js 1 

Td 
sper doz, ad t 

me v indie, fe toed} 
praed pe 
Onione, por bushel, Is ai to tà 

pi 

Brussels Sprouts, 
avoys, per doz., ld to 188 

Broccoli, Brown, per bile, 64 to 14 d 
o 9 

p» hav, 4a to 1a 6d 

Greens, "i doz. Pimes 6i toss 

Sorrel, per hf. 
Pota! aen, perton s 10s to 1608 

wt, est Lr 
D 

dney, per uh Bs tods 

aeréren. 
a erp 

* sper nnne 
uae per hinti ; Oi to Bd 
Marjoram, Me 
Chervil, per v "20 to Bd 

POTA ATOBS. —SOUTHWARK, Warnes, Feb, 23, 
r his day se' thas heen limited, yet, in 

precedented mildness of p weasher, the trade is very 
avy at the fllowibr prices :— York Keos, 8 s per ton; ditto Re- 

pen 808 tn 110s pez ton, dull M io. h 3 vie Gs to Bus per ton; Monte 
rove Buffs and Blues, 70s ; Jerse 8,708 p 

HAY Per] 19 es 36 Triss 
MITHFIELD, Feb. 24 

rime Mend.Hay 80n to 90s Naw dm y —sw —s j NewClr, 

aer e T e tain iss vay ms 
€ OPER, Salesman, 

OuM»ERLAND MARKEY. Peb. 
90sto. 95s | Old Glover iiv co iie 
70 — 80 Jin +s so dB 
= od New Clover 

Prime Mend. “Hay 
Straw  B3ato 36s 

Tanva Baren, Hay Salesman. 2 WHITECHAPEL, Feb. 
Fine Old Hay -  84sto 90s Old Clover 115- t0120 
Inferior Hay - 6 nfr. y O 0 

jew Clover = Straw 288 to 34s 

E, Moxbax, Feb. 2 
The supply Ps Wheat from E: Kent, Ex Suffolk, was 

extremely small this morning; fine dry samples were taken 
readily at the dx of this Bu i Bake (ee sae remained 
unsold late in the day; old a tree Foreign are much 
wanted ; m chos ded AA the knit of E best Dantzic, 
which are sought after by the millers at GEI) rates, there 
did not appear to be anything n g t Maltin: g Barley 
TE our quotations, but infer is dificult t to dinate’ of 

.p wer. Beans p* SEND ap 8 dear; the value of 
s is unaltered, Oats are a dull sale at a decline of 6d. to Is. 
er quarter., exce pting fine Eus Sid which is scarce. 

e of flour is redu: T Shek. The M 
Iste. Maru quanicsdcs pP s. $. 8 

Wheat, pow t, and, Suifolle Witite 58 68 . 50 62 
Sei, Lincolnshire e, and Yorkshire 50 63 White 59 68 

Barle: Barley, Ma sine and distilling! sOstwble Chevalier Bi 38. Grinds 38. 95 
Bate Lincolnshire and Yorkshire. Polands 93 94 Feed 38 

berland and Soowch . '. — Eerd. sal ib Potato 38 sa 
+ Feed 91 54 Potato 24 97 

Malt, ius So PEOR CES e. MR 
Boria ana Eee 02700 choli olom ks 

jr 87 
n, old and new “98 to 40 WIK go 49 Bathe} Maragan, 

Fa, wreon, Holigolun 35 to 46 Winds 60 48 La dag 36 
Peas, White . B6 to 40 [m 28 89 Grey 98 BL 

DAY, Feb. 
The supplies of English Wheat di during the week have been 

small ; but those from. abr road good, € observe no alteration 
in the ‘value of the formi the. ACT in aids has found occa- 

lus from the millers, and. 

prices remain much the same. B RH ; Beans, and Peas, are 
as last quoted, witha litnited demand for either, siness in 

Oats continues of a retail character, and Monda; alte is 
fully supported. Red Cloverseed scarce, and holders unwil- 
ling sellers at 4s. to 6s. por cwt. ator’ the rates at which it was 
lately offered, 

'ERIAL AVERAGES, 

aley.| Om Ry 
En 

Whe hen! 
Jam. — 17 per Quarter. 
es 4. 

Duties on Fi 
Diagram showing ien fueras dons in the p price of Gorn on the average of the 

'eekx ending Savard: "ay, da b. 21. 

Fre, 21 

, Feb. 21. 
v Lisecienker Forelgn, giro d siw a 

50 | i custard Writes po à HE Superfine’ ss 
- 7 Brown p 

vi - 65 7 a Emi feeit "er set 
— = 48 7M en - 

oriander =), =. - er 10 = 
ampseed 2^ panel! M» ael Taren Ege winter » bush pei 
geod) colt) peur od i if D 

Baltio 
= Cakes, Bigs per 1000 ET “| Purl (tto agate fr af aationya 

KiwoszoRp Anp Lay. 
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Sales by Auction. 

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, F FLORISTS, AND OTHERS 

N SR PROTHERO E AND MORRIS will 
t to Publie Competition at the Auction Mart, Bar- 

tholomes-lane, on IAS SE March 3rd, and following 
day, at 12 o'clock, about Two Thousand fine Standard ROSES, 

consisting of Hybrids, Eee Noisettes, Bourbons, Chinas, 

€. ‘Also, a superb collection o! 8, in dry roots, &c. 

May be eiu the morning of Sale, and EPOR had at the 

Mart, and of the Auctioneers, Am American Nursery, Leytonstone. 

EBENE. SEAS =: TO N NOBL LEMEN, GEN 
ILDERS, ONURSERYMEN, AND OTHERS. 

ESSRS, PROTHEROE AND MORRIS have re- 
ceived instructions from Mr. Wrnniaw DENNIS, 3i 

es to Public Competition, 

EME: NT 

on the Premises, oppi Cre- 
rne House, Aa 's-road, Chelsea, on € Mareh "a we 

following day, t Eleven o'elock, 

OT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING 
HON TRUR ADPT DWELLING-HOUSES, 

ar and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved princi- 

ples, and at very modera pa eda a erected by DANIEL and 

EDWARD BATEY. 272, HOLBORN. 

D. and E. BAILEY having devoted much time to the considera- 

tion of this uU and had much experience in the erection of 

apparatus f e D mentioned purposes, AMO by improve- 

ments Birceitodi D ine practice, rendered thi mode of heat- 

ing not only very e t, but very simple, Ten TEES combined 

dur ability in the eos with economy in the charge, They 

have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for 

any noblemen and gentlemen, and dais ad E e honour to 

employed by the Horgicultural Society of n, in executing 

the works of their splendid Conservatory er Se at Chiswick. 

D. and E. Barley also construct in metal all descriptions of 

Horticultural Pu and Sashes, and invite no 
gentlemen, and the public to the inspection of their eas 

drawings. and models, at 272, Ho! e s where they have t] 

ground ‘being immediately require 
Erections, Pie tion 

ed Um extensive Horticultural 
$ HE, valua ablo NURSERY S OCHS) cara 

ntity not 
j; g Mulberry Trees in ue Kingdom; fine 
rize erm E collection. Abos ,000. Aucuba 
E in all sizes ; Yuceas, Ponies, iun, dc. &c. 

à e viewed prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had on 
the remises, ofthe principal Seedsmen, and of the Auctioneers, 
American Nursery, Leytons stone, 

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, & OTHER 

MS ESSRS. PROTHEROE anp MORRIS will submit 
Public Competition at the Auction Mart, Bartho- 

ADAE nursday, March 5, 1846, at 12 o'clock, about 
Two Hundred Double CAMBLLIAS fom $6 5 feet, con- 
sisting of all the approved varieties 
‘urnished with bloom-buds. 
Standard warf Roses, as, Azalea 
Erica, &c. May Pe viewed the Toe of ‘Sale, and Catalogues 
had at the Mart, and of the Auctioneers. — American Nursery, 
Leytonstone, 

whole beautifully. 

and 

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AnD OTHERS. 
Ens PROTHIRUI asp MORRIS beg to an- 

e that they have received instructions from the 
SENE d duet es Publie Competition .at the Auction 
Mart, Bartholom. on Wednesday, March the Tth, 1846, 
at 12 o' iue the: 

s Hi "CHEN, Esa., of Nirma, by 
whom ure were “collected Sith extreme care and attention 
during a long series of years e collection will be 
found well worthy the attention of Pyrrus and the Trade.— 
Catalogues ean be had upon application at the American Nur- 
ERA E > or of ARTHUR MACKIE, at the Norwich 

'ursery. 

pu STOCK, BROOMPIE LD, 

D ds _ AUCTION, 
NEAR CHELY x 
fus RAS 

valuable NU RSERY' STOOK, Mohan. several hundred 
"Standard and Dwarf Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Pears, 
Apples, Cherries, Plums, Gooseber urrants. 5000 
"Spruce, Scotch, Larch, Weymouth PIS "Sil er, and Balm o; 
Gilead Firs. 6000 Common and Fo Laurels, Laurestines, 
and an assortment of American Shr variety of ae 
mental Evergreens and Deciduous Shrubs, &c. r 
Ash, Elm, and other Forest Trees. 55,000 White-tl gee 
Quick. Also, the LIVE AND DEAD FARMING STOCK, 
Seeds, Cueumber-frames, Garden Tools, de. &c. 

Sale to commence each day at 10 o "clock. The Lots will be 
adapted to the Trade. 1i days will be allowed for removing 
the Stock. 

atalogues may be obtained at all the neighbouring Inns; 
Place of le Messrs. pea & Foulkes, o Xv am. 
‘street, London; Messrs. Baker & Son, Writtle and Chelms- 
ford ; tord; and of M Beadel pike treet, C ESAE 

xhibiting, amongst oti metal works, an ex 

tremely complete and. convenient: kitchen apparatus, or range, 

adapted for the sonin. supply of hot water, and an arrange- 
ment of the oven more complete than has hitherto been brought 

before the public. 
D. and E. Barmy were the first to introduce metallic cur- 

vilinear houses to horticulturists, and js refer to the Couser- 
vatory attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides 
many others in this country, m on the Continent: 

D. and E. Barney have red a quantity of the Galvanic 

Biani Pr Dieta which are now "ready for immediate TA 
y be} troduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, fo: 

ak or other Houses where vapour is constantly, xe 

als, required, and which may be seen at their Manu- 

THE TANK SYSTEM, 

L. oR 

pd : 
Biene m AND HEALY having heated a con- 
EGER number of Pits and other Horticultural Struc- 

, for the cultivation Pini 1 Melons, Wr pcr an d 
other tropical plants, pa bon the plan 

Mr. Mrrxs's recent work on the Culture pu Pines and Cu- 
aibeey many of which are EN Be datas time, 
Que beyond a doubt that every k ucture may 
be heated by BURBIDGE and HEALY’: eres Tank Appa aratus, 
with the a solute certainty of producing he desired result. 
Their Apparatus m a at work at the following places: 
ROME Gard ens. k; Royal Botanic Gardens, 
wi tts Es s eger rà Gunnersbury ; Mr. 

T° BE LET, WITH IMMEDIATE POSSESSION, 
within six miles of the Weybridge Station of the South 

Western Railway, A WALLED GARDEN, contains about. 
TWO ACRES OF PRODUCTIVE SOIL, Con: ory, Hot 
and Succession Pits, and Sheds. "The "walls are 
Covered with choice Fruit Trees in high bearing and order. A 
residence for a superior Gardener—ace ommodation for a jour- 

The implements may be taken at a valuation by the 

eat Porque eir: to Mr. Wm, Keye, steward, Ockham 

LUTON HOO, BEDFORDSHIRE. TO MARKET GARDENERS AND OTHERS. 
O BE LET o d or FS 
Gardens 

Wa allea 

all compact, E rom pue 5S now ous ensuing. To iew, 
[od 39 ouar i apply to Mr. Akers, London Lodge, Luton 

sehen Luton Gardens are 29 miles from London, and 9 from S The London and Birmingham Railway passes 
a hin afew miles, and their Luton branch, as E oposed, im- 
E iately adjoining. Coaches to and from London pass daily. 
huy d not so much the object: in letting er Gardens as 
xd m hem well kept up, and Fruit Trees trained. Security 

And references y will therefore be required, 

SEEDS. CORNE ER OF HALE. MOONS ON-STREET 
(oy oma; THOMAS GIBBS a «got ointment) the SEBDSMEN to the 

ROYAL ‘AGRicU ULTURAL "SOCIETY OF ENGLAND" 
hes Berri n à Agriculturists only ‘Court d Seed Ware- "oL MOON STER PICCADILLY, 

ast Fifty Years, 
be hadon on appiitatio CM al rhe are always ready, and may 

Woo GARDEN 

3 i 
ROBERT RICHARDSON, Maker noue Net 

Fishing Nets, Sheep Nets, Rabbit Ni 
Marquees, Transparent Frame aj and G 
T'avpaulings, &c. d&c., 21, Tunbridge. 
Ne New-road, London. 

TO THE NOB Ir, GE INTRY, | NU: 
GERS, AND NURSERY! MEN, IRON- 

perra 

I ES AM BROTHERS, 170, ee Hampton- 
sol » 

MENOGRAPH or Labels for ate Borders operta 
€. Engravings of the same, with prices attached, se; 

Sd to all EIER of Pus iQ on application as a i abo pes at ole Agents in London, G. and J. DEANE, Horticultural 
Implement Waroliouse, 46, King William-st,, London Br ridge. 

ick Nurser Messrs. Henderson, Pine- 
bes place ; " gs more TES one hundred other places.— ani 
130, Fleet-street, London 

SJEEEDENSUN AND CO., 61, Gireceehuseh. einer 
London, and 17, New Park.street, Southwark, Inventors 

and Manufacturers of the jeder CON SICAL. wed DOUBLE 
CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, respectfully solicit the attention of 
scientific CSI id to their mach approved method of 
applying the Tank system to Pineries, n ropagating Houses, d&e., 
bj which ec red heat as well as bottom- boh is secured 

to rar P rei quire gree without he aid of pipes or flues. 

may be seen DA t of the No| META seats s SUR Pal 
Nurseries throughout the kingdom, 

Ve sedes BY WARM WATER —An improved 
method of HEATING, by the CIRCULATION OF HOT 

WATER, may be seen in operation daily, at J. L. BENHAM & 
Son’s Stove Grate nae te ry, 19, NAOT Bano, Cavendish- 
square. Estimates given for warming C es, and other 

Püblo or Private Buildings, in town or country RERO 
Ado x Warm Air Stoves of every Saagega ai 155. to 

201.—19, Wigmore-sti reet, Cay T sae E 
Guano (GENUINE PERUVIAN & BOLIVIAN) 

on parmi BY THE ONLY LEGAL IMPORTERS, 
NY GIBBS anp SONS, LONDON; 

Wa 5. AYERS AND CO., LIVERPOOL; 
nd by their Agents, 
AOS WORTE POWELL, anD PRYOR, LONDON; 
GIBBS, BRIGHT, AND 00., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL, 

7, Lime-street, Feb. 28. 
UANO, PERUVIAN AND ane AN MEIN 
Genuine to Analysis: also Gy ll other Ma- 

ims es Eu. value, on sale by eee WU PETES vi Upper 
Tha 
BRITISH “GUANO, equal in quality t Peruvian, at 91. per 

bur Pamphlets gratis ou 6 Stamps being forwarded, being 
unt charged for postage. "Epiat for DINGLE'S HAND 

SEED DI BBLE. 

OTTER'S GUANO | COMPARED W WITH PERU- 
VIAN.—Testimonial.—“ Sir, we distributed a large guanyi 

tity of Guano to the tenantry, principally Peruvian, also tw 
tons of Potter's. Jt proved much superior to the best Peruvian. 
Teu &c:, W. LUMSDEN, Fort Augusta, Arthurstown, April, 

POTTER'S GUANO COMPARED WITH PERU- 
VIAN.—In Dec., 1842, the Earl of Zetland obtained the e 
lowing result on "Grass. The produce of Hay from 2 ewt. 

vian per acre was 1 ton 18 ee while wit 2 cwt. otter | it 

was 2 tons 8 cwt., a difference in pone rice n d 10 

Observe the price of Potter's Guano is now only 9. per pea 

and no Wharf or Carriage ie te —Manufactory, 28, CLAP- 
HAM-ROAD-PLACE, LOND 

DRAINING TILES AND PIPES. 

INSLIE’S PATENT IMPROVEMENTS.— 
For Maxine and ae Draining Tiles of the 1st Crass. 

Gentlemen having operation, o are about to 
erect them, will find the a e worthy their attention. 

The Process combines Errzer with Economy, as Tiles can 
be made ready for BURNING at all seasons ; generally from jen. 
to thirty hours, according to the nature of the 

seen at Alperton, Acton, Middlesex; Mr. Hows, E 
119, Great Guildford- Y , Southwark ; the RU A UNS Institution, 

Regent- street, Loni Particulars may from Jogw 

AINSLIE, Alperton, yu Middles 

DE TILES.—A Gentleman is is de irous of 
erecting a DRAINING- TILE MACHINE, with Kiln and 

minster, and would 

Casiton Club. 

INGLES HAND DIBBLING MACHINE, for 
depositing all kinds of Seed. It is so E that it 

will at Y same moment make the hole and deliver the exact 

quantity of Seed with extreme regularity, nor is the soil liable 

to choke. que point. 
Loudon :—Mr. Mark a Meee ag 40, Upper Thames. 

Street, Whore the Machines may bes 

sH -YDRAULIC RAMS to be nepal E Fancy How, 
Engineer and Fountain Maker, 70, Strand, London. 

Rams adapted to e situations. 

No. 1 Ram, Supp ly | Piper in. 
No. 2 Ram, 23n. 
No. 3 Rem, Ditto 1in. 
Dee Engines and 

ies worked by Steam, Horse- 
power, or M r. Foun- CA E og "x inform the Trade that at thei 

in New reet, every article required for the construction 

of eine i Buildings, as well as for heating them, may be 
obtained upon the most advantageous terms. 

onservatories, &c. of Iron or Wood, erected upon the most 
ornamental designs, el paniens Ae mes Field and Garden 
Fences, Wire Work, be. &c. 

POLMAISE HEATING. 
(ore ORGE HADEN, Enererr, Manufacturer of 

Ventilating Warm dr Stoves, Warm Water and Steam 
Apparatus, &c., for Churches, Dwelling Houses, and Horti- 
cultural Buildings, 6, St. ‘Andrew. square, Edinburgh. 

Groner HADEN having recently SEA his connection in 
cuc with his Uncles, G & J. Hp £ Trowbridge, begs 

intimate that the Apparatus ah Police, which has caused 
so D DD sensation, was erected, arrangements ofthe 
Flues planned by him, and that the whole design was carrie: 

into effect under his directions. o begs to intimate that 
the Stoves are now manufactured in Bamburgh, under his 

immediate superintendence, and thus by a conside erable saving 

in the carriage, dc, from England, he is enabled to furnish the 
Apparatus at a lower mu than ‘has hitherto been charged. 
The advertiser is now prepari e designs and estimates 

to noblemen ps gentlemen pects such Apparatus, on 
applying at Office. The utmost UR will be paid 
to all orders pilo to his care. . Andrew- squire; 
Edinburgh. 

puUrBweE AND » HEALY? S COOKING NG APPA- 
da pups Sylvester's Patents.— This Cooking 

believed to 

ae 

gar ds strer Zoe of ma- any yet submitted tothe publie, both a 
terial and workmanship ; in fact, thelaws fh at applied 
as to produce the greatest ca s with the least consumption of 
fuel, without destruction to paratus; and H. can 

ely recommend it, from experience: as e supe- 

jor to anything of the kind hitherto made. A Prospectus can 

be forwarded, upon application, detailing particulars and price 

at 190, Pleot-street, 

tain Bon in ad fro 

Rowley's pattern, Jets made to 

any dev uildings, Baths, 
&c. heated upon the most simple and economical plan. Steam 

Closets, Cooking Appar tat &c. 
le Agent for TRUM. as Parent WATER PURIFIER. 

s AGRICULTURAL CHEMICAL ALMANAC, by FREE- 

N Ror, price 2d. ready. 

LO ES AND GARDEN SEATS. 
OHN ‘MORTLOCK, 250, Oxford. street, respectfully 

tJ announces that be has a very larg o1 

apo x GA. jn various colours, and so! Ñ a 

ery description of useful CRINA, 
x AR TREN WARE at the lowest possible price, fo: Gasb.-250, 
Oxfor eet, near Hyde-paa 

V ECHYS DESKS, WORK BOXES, and TEA- 
IV. CHESTS, 4, Leadenhall.street; London, combine all 
that is superb and cheap. the most approved patterns, in- 

vented himself, manufactured on his own premises, where 
may be seen some of the ee t SHANG in the world of 
Papier Mache Goods, Dres: Bagatelle: tables, ivory 
Chessmen and Chessboards, Tablets. 

rit] 
& shou Ca 

bl fact everything he work- le me one ey t, 
ina style of. d e not d by any in this kingdo? 
ME is tl ole and ori; EAM eMe of the saie ilate 
Tooth-brushes, Magic Strop and Paste, the peculiar Steel 
Razor, the cushioned Bagatelle-tables, and various improve- 
ments in Portable Desks and Dressing cases combined. 

EAL AND SON'S LIST OF BEDDING 
ee a full Sizes, 

ri wie wi hich puro hasex y 

by iei on: -application és their E 
London exclusively for the naanw! 
(no bedsteads or other furniture bein 
Feather Dressers and Bedding Manuf: 
Chapel, Tottenham.court-roa.d. 

g ric gen gt and SoN, 

ers, 196, opposite the 
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URTIS'S BOTANICA AGAZINE, — Seven- | 
teen vols, New Series, complete, half-bound in purple mo- 

rocco, cost 381. 13s. 64., Pa ‘be had for 211. Apply to Mr. THIRL- 

WAY, Bookseller, Ripon, 

HE POTATO DISEASE. INS SCOTLAND, _being 
Results of Investigations into its Nature and Origi 

I 

No. V. Soames ie Queries from Scotland, England, Ireland, 
Holiand, and the United States of America. 

VI. Of the Bone are, Preparation of Potato Seed, 
n Preparation, 

vit. Influence of ERE CR Manure, Climate, &c. 
e Extent of the Disease. 

Vill. Chemical “Composition of Sound ee Murus Potatoes, 
Edited by James F. W, Tonnar 

pies of No! 
WiLLiam BENOEM 00D js Sons; Edinburgh and London. 

8 b 1 Booksellers, 

This day is p: plisi 5 th Coloured 3 Map and Two 
Engravings, Part XI ch, of the New Series oi 
HE JOURN: AL OF “AGRICUL! TURE. AND THE 
TRA pd OF THE HIGHLAND AND AGRI. 

Mone OCIETY OF SCOTLAND. 
ng report ot the Agricultural Chemistry Associa- 

5.—On the Electro-Culture of Farm- 
-book.— Geology of West Lothian.— 

‘he Construction of Liquid 

hr eua otes on the Management of 
ceedings of the Agricuitural Chemistry Association of Scot- 
Jand.—Agricultural Report.—Tables of the Revenue, Foreign 
Markets, . Prices of ord, MU Ru meat, &oc. 

WILLIAM BLACK S Edinburgh and London; and 
p by an "Booksellers. 

HER e. eee DAN Bes. CHRONICLE” TC a TO BE BE 
DISPOS , from the commencement in 1841, to the 

end of si, The ee first volumes in green cloth, 
the fourth volume unbound; e qu We DN Price Four 
Guinea 3 at the Offi of thi Paper. pply to E. J. M. 

HE GARDENERS’ cha ICLE. — The volumes 
for 1844 and 1355 to be sold (the vol. for 1844 without the 

S Newspaper”. Price Worte ALD PEN C., at 
airn’s 

his day is publishe 

ROCHURE. No. l.—Being a p. Practical 
Treatise on the Culture and Economy of the Potato. 

ALEXANDER FonsYTH, Gardener to the Right ior the 
Earl of Shrewsbury, at Alton Towers, Staffordshii 

sondon: Loneman and Co. 
oe may have DE soared to their ad- 

dress by a of post, by enclosing a money order for 3s. 6d., 
payable at th st-office, Cheadle, Statordahire, 

author hob to apologise for tl lelay in the appearance 
of this work : it is, however, yet in E ao 395 it is much 
to be feared that even. e it appears too ui believed, 
and is too soberly and too practically w i acted upon, 

s; no hot w Ur un “ho dredging 
e, no special gas or sulphur fume, b but the heavy hand 

of industry, guided by nature, and confirmed by experience. 

w E 

Parties at a dis 

T 
S 

This day is published, ree 6d., with numerous Illustrations, 
No. III. of the 

LMANACK OF THE MON NTH. 
REVIEW OF EVERYTHING AND EVERYBODY. 

Edited by GILBERT ABBOTT à BECKETT. 

Among. he principal Contents äre ome Account of th 
mt] e Plague of the Tongu he Debate um f'the Month). 

—The Man s Lives for Poster —The Cockney Mariner. 
—The Melancholy Catastrophe of pu Month. Don qoem e at 
Drury-lane.—The Eitan Serenaders.—The Valentines of 
the Month.—The Old S —The True Lover to his Busi- 
ness.—Jokes for du Am ee, Fashionable Novel in 
Three oia ters.—Our Portrait Gallery, Mr. Macready as 
Richelie: Musie of the Month.—The last Rage of pue. 

A Marchioness for Sale.—The New Speculation of the Mon 
Gow Clubs.—The Treachery of the bees mis Marias. 
—Talk, Canoes. and Calendar of the Month, &c. &c. 

London : Published at the ** Punca ” at 85, Fleet-street. 

Published Monthly, with an Illustration on Steel by LEECH, 

ER S JERROLD'S SHILLING 
MAGAZINE. CowrENTS or No. 

The uses of Fools. TM Masquerade of Society. 
Misery, the Miser. Plea for our Climate. 
CA for the World Below Tres of MED 

Fiat Justi! 
The "Devil's Walk in 1816, The Press sand the People. 
To-day. A Ghana oe iron England. 
How "the gents Clerk Chapter X. 
turned Cabman. ene 

Railways a Royalty. &e. &c. 

London: Published at the “Punca ba 7 Office, Fleet-street. 

O Se eae egw as 
Bx CHARLES DICKENS, Esq. 

With D ee by GEORGE CRUIKSHANK, pesca dm latest 
ections and Alterations of the 

No. 3 will En € EE e 28th inst., price zi ne be com- 
n Ten Number 

London : HE v ide Author, by Biisciy AND Evans, 
. 90, Fleet-street, and Whitefriars. 

4th Eie. AGE 8vo., with 240 Woodcuts, price 21s. 
LEMENTS of PRACTICAL AGRICULTURE ; 

my ranis the Cultivation of Plants, ie » Husbandry 
of Domestic BOE US the Economy of the 

Hw; Esq., F.R.S.E. 
Professor of Agriculture e ihe tiniverity of Edinburgh. 

uthor, 
ON uN PROPERTY uem thel ECONOMY of ESTATES. 

ox" ER. DOMESTICATED ANIMALS of GREAT BRITAIN. 

THE BREEDS, GE Uo DOMESTICATED eae of GREAT 
BRITAIN. 2 vols., 4to., coloured Plates, 16i 

London; LONGMAN, Brown, Green, and EON OMNE 

DE DUCERE JOURNAL AND GARDENERS’ 
'CORD.—No. III., For MARCH, CONTAINS— 

By sir tenuifolia. 
Culture of Japan Lilies. 
Geissomeria E Glossary of Botanical Terms. 
I se: escriptive List of New Plants, 
Garden Scent WM Calendar for March. 
Selection of Carnations, 

With a splendid Coloured Engraving of f ver Mes 
ane Rock- BAS i Meum illustrative of Garden Scenery. 

ith Nos HE FLORISTS JOURNAL, is presented 
THE DICTIONARY OF FLOW muse ante Alphabetical Ana- 
ve of the most prominent and ini ting genera of Exotic 

other Ornamental Plants, wien "solely ‘and expressly for 
ins ponular Work. Published monthle «w^ 

| Electro-Cultur: 
Andromeda, soribu nda, 

— FLORIST TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN. | 

Wit ALLAM. MILLER would call especial notice to 
s very fine Seedling Fu , Verbenas, Petunias, 

etenim &c., for the Spring AE 18s. 
SEEDLING FUCHSIAS. 

GREAT BRITAIN.—This variety resembles Exoniensis, 

though altogether a much larger flower; tube and sepals 
right pink, with a large bright purple corolla, nearly blue. 

This flower shines as if varni ished over as Lowryii, which gives 
it a beautiful appearance; very fine flower and good habit.— 
Land Stewards’ Jour; ls August 23rd: ** W., Miller.— We consider 
your seedling to be a ble variety; its large size, the 
form of the tube, and the ERREA of the footstalk, are good 
qualities, and the colours of the sepals and petals are pretty 
well contrasted, particularly in the young flowers.” —Price 

bd. 
Cias eE S aA glossy mes tube and sepals, 

with large blood pur] ‘olla ; free mer; CERE of supe- 

rior and dere eful habi, SS milar to EMEN and the flower a 

decided upon Smith’s ne Victoria. 
ley state: is it—'*a dee of good contrast.”—Price 10s. 6d. Thi 

is to be exhibited RERAN Ha alW's OO at the July Txhibi- 

tion, a s Li 
MA 

ar for 5l. 
LOUISA. Bins idae shining flesh Mp. pe and 

pos ith TIS crimson corolla, very distinct.—Pri: 8. bd. 

GLOBE TERRESTRE.—Very long and apes novel 

dark crimson tube ; sepals completely globular, and dark purple 
corolla ; very striking and handsome.— Price 
GLOBE CELESTE.—Stout rich red tube A epals, never 

having less than five sepals, expanding quite horizontally, ex- 
posing a blue corolla, n ether a novel do Wife eros 5s. 

taken together Il. 11s. 6d. 

UNRIVALLED SEEDLING WIESE 
Samye .. oe 7s. 6d. | Sunbea - d 

Comet .. E FTE Sappho w 

Coquette vs oe 5 Alba purpurea d $ H 

Turban es 0 | Giantess vet Pra 86 5 
‘The Set for 1, 11s. 6d. 

Gardeners’ Chronicle, Aug. 30.—'* J. Z.: Your seedlings are 

arge and good flowers. * Comet," French white, with lilac 

centre; ‘Samye; pink, with a blotch of light purple in the 
centre, is a large, handsome, and distinct flower. 

mers? Chronicle, Woe ‘Coquette,’ when 
fully blown, has the newly-opened SMS on the crown of a 

beautifully rosy-pink; while those below are nearly white. 
When bloomed in the style of gio presents proie it forms a 

very handsome object. The same observation applies to the 
Comet, which is S having a. tingo E lilac on the face of NE 

flower, which is ornamente: son, purple centre. 

have lately. um s somewhat PIN to this, but not quite ih 

large and dis 
ie peers bonas Sept. 6.—‘ Mr. Miller: Your seed- 

ones, and possess the character of distinct- 
the blooms and trusses are large, and the colours plea: 

ing. We ve ee Joquette," a delicate ENS with deep pink 

exes and ‘Samye,’ rather deeper pink, with a tinge of purple 

n the dark Selous, about the eyes ; the others, ‘ Turban, ep 
E UR with rose eyes, and * am,” rose colour, are less 
ps though equally good in other respects.” 

eners Gazette, Oct. 4.—* er: All are pretty be- 
dst of the dark eyes, Dut * Comet? is by far the best in all 

qualities ; * Samye’ is the next best, and ‘Coquette’ third.” 
Floricultural Cabinet, Nov.—'* W. Mes d Verbenas are very 

handsome, and distinct from any we have seen.” 
e entire new character of these Verbon nas, the mass of 

first-rate opinions given of them by all the leading Floricul- 
tural works, and the numerous orders taken for them when in 

flower, render any further ones altogether unnecessary, 
The leading sorts will be figured in the ‘‘ Cabinet." Theusual 
allowance when three sets are Jue 

SEEDLING PETUNIAS. 
RISING SUN.—Lovely rose Cung with a distinet stripe of 

white u up each division, extra novel INDLEY's opinion in 
the E July 12 2th r is novel and 

showy ; the light taroat, with a light vein up each division, 
gives it a pretty appearance.” —Price 7s. 6d. 
THE TIGER.—Lilac blue, Send all oe with wie 

very, Mae Dr. LrnpieEy’s opinion in the Chronicle, Oct. 1 

Your striped or mottled PAA is a very udo 

fal flower, the colour deeper tl tha an my we ^? Lan 

Stewards’ Journal, August 23 :— BOR Tus Petunia sent 
is an exceedingly. peantiful VERI by 

& 

OMET.—A striking variety of mixed colours, very bright 
CU 3s. 6d. 

"The above are all good shaped, broad petalled flower, 155. the 
Set, with the usual allowance to the trade, if two sets are taken. 
at once. 

HOYLE'S SEEDLING GERANIUMS OF 1845. 
fAugusta — .. 215. 0d. | {Duke of Orleans `.. 2i. D 
Gipsey Maid vv 9p gi ord Morpeth 
Hosephus - 

beautiful ‘Sooatings, 
which h Tie the 
must do BU order orl vely price: 

W M. OM 2029 all the Now "varieties of Pies Yer. 
benas, Pelargoniums, Petw Visa &c.,to be sent out by other 
raisers, at their advertised p 

N.B. — Hybrid Geranium T3 from choice sorts, 
3s., 50 seeds 5s., 100 seeds 10s. Fine choice hybridized Fuchsi: 
seed, from their very extensive stock, Packet 2s. 6d. Saleee 
hybridised Petunia seed, from Striped and spotted Flowers, 
cms DON 2s. 6d., large ditto 5s. All sealed and sent 

Eorum 

pus "Ali orders will be packed in oce sy Vid id sent 
Post free, where practicable to go r by railway to- 
London, and plants put to E et. for 
tance from unknown correspondents. 

General and descriptive Catalogues of P and Verbenas 
may be had gu atis, and the Trade suppli: 

Pr rsery, Ramsgate. 
ITEOROLOGY. goa Tuesday, 3d March, at 

TURE will be given at the 
MEORANIOS" Ted TRU TION, Southampton- buainear ne 
cery-lane, on the Atmosphere and its Effects on the Animal 
and Vegetable piel illustrated by numerous dis By 
illuminated diagrams, and brilliant exper ment W 5 . 
Warte, Esq., M.B.S., S.M.S., who has ly offered to give 
this Lecture in Hic of the funds of the “ United Gardeners and 
Land-Stewards’ Journal.” Ti ach, reserved seats 2s., 
to be had of the venis Seedsmen and Nurgerymen i in London.. 

EANES WARRANTED GARDEN TOOLS.— 
Horticulturists, ne po P DUE in Gardening pursuits, 

2 invited to examini NE's extensive Stock o! 
ARDENING AND PRUNING. IMPLEMENTS. best London 

Sod Garden Engines and Syringes, Coalbrookdale Garden 
Seats, and Chai 
pena Ladies’ Sets of Tools, 

xes Lines | and Reels 
Bagging Hooks 
Bills 
Borders, Mou patterns Menographs 
Botanical box Metallic Wire 
Cases of Pruning Instruments | Milton Hatchets 
Ch aff Engiues Mole Tra 
Chaff Kayes Mowi ing } Machines 
Daisy Rakes Pick Ax 

i Potatoe Tmi 
ock Spuds bon: Bills 

ining Tools Knives, various 
g Irons and Shears p^ Saws 

Bou riu », Scissors 
$5 nds sin Wire and Iron h Shears 

RER Rakes in E variety 
Sale anh Borders and Plant seeping Hoo 

roteet 
Garden (m and Seats Betts tous 

» Loops Shears, various 
m Rollers kles 

Sickle rn 
Grape Gatherers and Scissors | Spades ur Shovels 

akes and Sieves Spuds 
Popo housg Doors and Frames | Switch Hooks 
Hammi Thistle Hooks 
Hand- glass Frames Piu Tools 
Hay Kn Trow 
Hoes of Son pattern 
Horticultural Hammers and | Wall Nails 

Hatchets Waterin; 
Hotbed Handles Weed Extractors and Hooks: 
Labels, various patterns, in | Wheel Ba: 
PU porcelain, &c. Youths’ Sets Of Tools 

G. an EANE are sole us for LINGHAM’S PERMA- 
NENT LABELS, samples of which, with the Illustrated List 
of Horticultural Tools, can be sent post paid to US part of the. 
United Kingdom. EANE's Horticultural Tool Warehouse, 
opening to the Monument, 46, King William.street, London- 

bridge. 
~ HORTICULTURAL IMPROVEMENTS, | 
* s READ begs to inform Ladies, Amateur and Prae- 

tical Gardeners, that he has taken outa NEW PATENT 
have seen, The colour is a light tnl blue, feathered thickly 

with aes veiny oss The colour and marking is remarkable 
—Qquite a new feature among Petunias, "Mi Ge 
deners "d sette, Oct. 4 :— 
but quite as "decidedly marked, even in its young state, as 

* Petunia punctata’ is at its best t; and we maintain that no 

'etunia Wer A sent out better worth its money than that 

one.” —] 
ROSY ROLE. —Crimson rose, very round flower, with 
M RES ond 5s. 

—The clearest and largest white flower 
dont “completly round and ne substance.—Price 35. 6d. 

8 'B.—In the way of Punctata, but opening better.— 
Price de 6 
APRICAN. —A. ioa superb dark purple flower of extra 

substance and sha his Petunia is the thing long wanted ; 
a good, large, rich, "se constant Es d hardy Petunia. Land 
Stewards’ Journal, August 9th:—" W, Miller: The d is 
rich in colour (a deep rose purple, wih dark centre), large in 
size, one of the best we have seen in substance, and all that 

the LOE. answer was received :—‘ Pine Apple Nursery, 
Dear Sir,—Your Petunia I I is a very 

gos one; I saw something like it at other day, 
ut not so large, I consi mider, soe rs to be a very EU thing. 

am, dear Sir, yours very t ruly, A. HENDERSON.” Dr. 
Lindley’ s opinion in Chronicle: ‘* W.M., No. 1, is a very good 
Seedling, rather common B colour, but een remarkably 
clean on the SUR p ‘ice 3: 
ucc um d goatee very elegant.—Price 3s. 6d. 

Y. esi qut beautiful greiner un de veins, extra 
gti — Price e whole se! 

CHOICE, SEEDLING ANTIRRHINUMS. 
MISS ee ae —Very large and attractive flower, 

white veined with blood. colour, and large pet Jod ino 
Dr, Lindley’s opinion in the Chronicle of Nov. M. 

seedling named Miss Prettyman is a no pr. SEES 

the front of the flower Pu strongly. Prot with Cherry 

colours.” —Prici d 6d. each. a 
BRILLIANT.—A fine lor, the 

for his Garden Engines, Machines, and 
Syringes. The acti in of the Valves is such as to prevent is 
possibility of their getting out of repair, whic 

years’ practical MT can safely warrant. The pov 
are adapted for Forcing Houses, Conservatories, &c., surpass- 
ing anything of the kind ever offered the publie, Mee as 
they can be worked with half the labour of any other Uu 
nowin use. Manufactured only by the PARARE, d Reg: 

Circus, Piccadilly, where they may be seen and pro 
N.B. None are genuine except stamped d ‘the words 

Reap’s PATENT. 

es 

oor RUN TEA, TU 6d, ET 8d., a g. As. 
DER, 5s. ; YOUNG HYSON, 4s. 10d. 

Ed COLONIAL. COFFEE, 1s. 4d. ; FINE PLANTATION) 
. 8d. THE ABOVE ARTICLES or THE STRONG, USEFUL KINDS, 

dio addressed to the notice of large consu Skik SWEET AND 
Barry, 38, South Audley-street, Grosvenor-square. 

or ready money on! 

OWLAND’S ODONTO, on PEARL DENTRI- 
FICE, patronised by Her MAJESTY, H.R.H. Prince 

ALPES the Royal Family, and the several Courts of Europe. 
RANT WHITE POWDER, prepared from Oriental 

He us d inestimable virtue, for strengthening, preserving, and. 
NE ET the teeth. It eradicates the Ge ees formation of 
nee 

missioners of Her Majesty’s $ have authorised the Pro- 
prietors’ Signature to be UTE on the Government Stamp, 

us,—AÀ. ND and Sow, 20, Hatton Garden, which i 

them, and E Perfumers and Cher 
* All others are SPURIQUS. IMITATIONS. 

lower being m and ip colours En ic boa Pe 

DELICATISSIMA. bold clean white [at veined al 
over with delicate itis veins. In the Chronicle, August can 
Dr. Lindley savs. ** W.M.: Nos. 1 and 2 are larve. bold. and 

Printed by Wisztu Baansuns, of No. 6, York-place, Stoke Newington, and 
Farpericok Mutimrr Evans, of No. 7, Church-1: LU. Stoke Newington, both bi 
in the county of Middlesex, Seine at their Office in Lombard. -streets in 
the precinct of Whitefriarg, in the City of RANA “and published by them 

ds A remit- 

piece 
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Committee Bee Bs 31st xum after which time they will not 

E. R. orim, Secret 
March 4, 1846. 97, TA AKAR street. 

Janea BROWN, NURSERYMAN, Bod Successor 
ock and à Manly, begs to offer the fc 

collections "e FLOWER REGERE imported m Erfurt, in 
n 

a E e AOT DEAE LONON anal 

Yy EGAM MILLER SEDEM p the at- 
tion of the readers of the Chronicle to his 

ment M last week's Paper of his UNRIVALLED SEEDLING 
VERBENAS FUCHSIAS, PETUNIAS, ANTIRRHINUMS. 

ANIUMS, & Descriptive and Priced Catalogues can be 
had gratis. Providence Nursery, Ramsgate. IA UM 

INE BEECH.—A quantity of fine BEECH, 5 to 
7 feet high, TO BE DISPOSED OF, well adapted for 

Hedging, Stocks, or Planting out singly! Brice, 40s. per 1000, 
charge for package.—Address to S. Woop, Nur. 

Nea, FAAN 

Ae GIANT ASPARAGUS.—TI —This favourite 

ue "M As > SON, York, intend sending 
nts is E NE wY aie DAHLIA on the 1st of the 

n allowance to the Trade, whether 
delivered carriage free when ‘three or 

one or more are taken ; 
more are ordered. ne el a netics RE 

NEW BELGIAN PLUM, “REINE CLAUDE DE BAVAY,” very strong dwarfs at 5s., from Mr. Van Houtte’s Nursery at Ghent, to be sold by Messrs. Huen Low & Co., Upper Clapton Nursery, London, 
The usual discount to o the Trade. 

PÆOLUM AZUREUM. 
? ESSRS. VEITCH AND SON have to offer imported |1 

TUBERS of the above beautiful Plant, betivi N true. Strong extra Tubers, 15s. “Second size, 10s. 6d. each. The usual discount to the trade. Post. office prdor or DR 
required from unknown corresponden: Exeter, Mar. 

pus: Pu TS. rins and os ve 
Queens, may be in an; y quantity on application to W. Davis, Greon-street, Mean d ‘A ORA delea —Mar. 7. 

pus PLANTS.—A f .—A few Trinidad PINE PLANTS 
son's, Market | Gardener, Baliga, NONU viewed at Mr, J. THOM- 

EE GERANTUMS- AUGUSTA, GIPSEY 
a etd DUKE OF ORLEANS, LORD MOR- 
W : MILLER be bogs AS that he has about 

01 hese they are good plants well established in pots, aud oon he coni by post or otl ER eo any part of the United Kingdom, war- ranted with perfect safety, The price, for Gash, is BU. the Six, the money from unknown correspondents s must accompany the order, 100 Geranium Seeds 10s., 50 do, 5s., 25 qo. 3 st fr Providence Nursery, Ramsgate. e Ma RR RI] Quasi Desc ior e A TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, and Others. and Others. ASUN CANADENSIS, or HEMLOCK SPRUCE. BAKER, Nurseryman, agshot, having the largest pipi of the above in Europe, of all BizeS and 

f g 
200,000 large ost G feet high, besides Smal 
dispose of them at 
Nurs took, He be wi} to offer at 
all sizes, the largest assortment of Kalu atito 2 ever offered lati 
to the Publie.—Prices can be had by letter, snc shall be at. 

i tended to forthwith, 

E BECK informs the Public that the various “Articles | 
* manufactured by him in n for Horticultural pur- 

poses, may be seen in use at Worton Cottage, Isleworth, upon 
application to the gardener TE excepted.) 

SEED POTATOES. 

] poset & MMULLEN, SEEDSMEN, 6, Leadenhall- 
street, have a Rooms stock of sound roots of the following 

excellent early varietie 
SopEN's EARLY OP) m well known to require description, 

s. per peck, 
Hon 8 SPLENDID New Kuipyey, fine flavour and large pro- 

duce (about ten days later ‘than the Ash-leaved), 3s. per 
ek. er 

SH1LLING’S New EARLY, 4s.-per pi 

CHALMORE KIDNEY, introduced s Messrs, Tyso & Co., Wal- 

lingford (see Gardeners’ on es 3s. 6d, per peck, 

ASH-LEAVED KIDNEYS, 2s, per 
Bryan’s New EARLY PROLIFIC, VER 

New Rep er very early, boils s. delicious flavour, 

2s. 6d. per peck. 
New DWARF Bd 23, per pi 

New Witrsuire KIDNEY, a very oe and productive kind, 

2s. 6d. per peck. 
mic s EARLY GLOBE, 2s. per pi 

e next page for List of New Pen Choice Flower-seeds, 
GRAYSONS GIANT e 3s. per 100. 

do. s. per 100, very strong roots, 

6, Neaasühallcstroot Marek T 

THE TRUE FASTOLFF RASPBERRY. 

GREAT 
NORFOLK, 

YARMOUTH 
1846, 

"NURSERY. 

OUELL & CO., being the S] who first intro- 
iced. to the notice of the Horticultural world the above 

truly SEU Raspberry, unequalled for the size of its fruit 
and richness of flavour, and ULL an extensive Stock of 
fine Canes, beg to offer the same upon the following terms 
guaranteed to e of the same quality as those they "had the 
e sot supplying Her Most Gracious Majesty the E 

e the Duke of Northumberland, His Grace the Duk 
of pene ee His Grace the Duke of Marlborough, the ys of 
Harrington, the Earl of Liverpool, the Earl dcr 
the Ear ER the Lord Bishop of London, 
Viscount Lorton, Lord es,and most of the e Nobility, gh 
well as the ES. Society of London, the latter having 
awarded Yourt: o prizes for it. 

Pr HE 

ackages eontating Te canes . £140 
Do. do. . . .013 0 
Do. do: 25 do. VIO: Ups. 

Small Canes, 12s. per 
A liberal discount will be allowed the Tride when “ quanti- 

ties” are ordere 
For full description of the above see their advertisement of 

an. 17. 
Thirty packets of new and choice Flower Seeds, per 

xp Sree, for 6s. 
Great Yarmouth Nursery, Mar, 7. 

(GLADIoLus GANDAVENSIS. —Strong Bulbs of 
this splendid Plant (coming from Mr. Van Houtte’s Nur- 

sery, at Ghent), are to be sold by Messrs. CARTER, 238, High 
Holborn ; CHARLWOOD, SOC Herst & M'Murrzw, 
Leadenhall-street; KwNramr & PERRY Loe road, Chelsea ; 
RUM & Co. Upper Olapton ; ROSES Co., Fleet-street ; 
W. ROLLISSON à Sons, Lower Tooting ; WARNER & WARNER; 
Cornhill; and at Messrs. Dickson & & Co, 1 Petes place, 
Edinburgh, N. Beo 

4 oz. Grey E oz. Parsley, 1 oz. Parsnip, E pt. Radish, 1 oz 

pus 1 pt. Spinach, 2 oz. Turnip, of sort 
A collection EE the best Annual Flower raced containing 65 

varieties, for 10s. All other sorts of genuine Seeds, Catalogues 

hich will be ee on application. Seed Potatoes 
apum free from dis 

nxn d Oo., Seedsmen and Florists, 86, High-st., Borough. 

AURIOULAS, POLYANTHUSES, PI BASS CARNATIONS, 
TEE: AN 

OHN SLATER, Bonet Olsen hill, near 
Manchester, eneoti calls the attention of the ad- 

mirers of the above-named Florists’ Flowers to his large, 
healthy, and select Coleco, which he is selling at moderate 

prices ; Catalogues of which | may be had on prepaid applica- 
tion. 12 varieties of Show Auriculas for 18s.; 20 pairs of 20 

varieties of Show Carnations and Picotees 208., package in- 

cluded. 
N.B. Nurserymen and others wanting from 100 to 500 pairs 

of Carnations and Picotees will be supplied at very low prices. 

^DWARD TILEY begs to state that those Gar- 
4 deners ue had seed ofthis First Prize CUCUMBER, VIC- 

OF a a 

the description given by him, having more than realized their 
expectation, and deserve s to be cultivated by every Cucumber 

growerin the kin HO Parties wishing to avail themselves 
of the opportunity of purchasing the above, should delay no 
time, as the stock on hand is very limited. 

Sold in Packets, 3 Seeds, 2s. 9d i Seeds, 5s., at his General 

Seed Shop, 16, Pulteney- -bridge, B 
A remittance USD from EEUU correspondents. 

Bath, Mar. 7, 1846. 

[PRICE a 

— CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES. 

Mun NORMAN continue to supply a few pairs 
from ps most select collection of show varieties grown. 
0 e yellow-ground Picotees. Catalogues can be 

teas on prepaid nno jen gees Woolwich. 

NE 
IMPORTANT TO AGRICULTURISTS AND OTHERS, 

G. WAITE begs to announce that he has just 
e received a consignment oj wards of 1000 bushels of 

ipd mixed PASTURE GRASS, which he now offers at 
he low price of 4s, per bushel, samples of which may be had 
Sn application. 

All other kinds of Agricultural and m EE eel Seeds 30 
po cent. lower than any other Douron "m 

Terms—Cash, or reference in Lon: igo. ;eorres- 

PIA Eyre-street-hill, Tec aoe 

March 7. 

NEW DARK-EYED VERBENA. xr 

W IU) LIST, containing a Puede of 
* the above beautiful and uncommon Seedling Verbena, 

and his oes Seedling Fuchsias, Petunias, Antirrhinums, &c., 
can be had by application. All who grow the above plants 
should have this List.—Providence Nursery, Ramsgate. 

Cet CrarHaw Risk, near Lonpon, (re- 
ved from Walworth.) By APPOINTMENT 

PLORIST "TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN, anr ro HIS 
MAJESTY THE KING OF SAXONY, 

Begs to recommend to the attention of the Nobility, seine, 
Dum Public his extensive assortment of the above FLOWERS, 
hich he can supply of the best quality. 

100 RA ees Pa 100 Süperiie sorts, named 
Superfine Mixt \—7s. 6d. to 

100 ANEMONES, in 200. DREAM rs, named 
Superfine Mixt Ae 100 

25 ide in 135 "Superine sorts, "nam 
d varieties, per spe eT 

25 dus of CARNATIONS, in 25 ditto named 
Best mixtures Berg doz. plants 

25 pair of Ed n 25 ditto, named 
est mixture er doz. plants 

25 Vii NIUMS, Mun 25 ea. soma namer 

= 
ILE 

ood ki , from. das. to 
LILIUM LANOIFOLIUM jua good bulbs, each 

PUNCTATUM . 2 
SPECIOSUM (true) from 11, 1s. 

H. Groom begs to say his Catalogue | E GERANIUMS e 
NEW PLANTS is ready, and wi rwarded by post on 
application. Foreign Orders pain 

FROM VAN HOUTTE'S NURSERY AT GHENT. 
HUNBERGIA? FASTUOSA.—A beautiful new 
climber plant for the hothouse. Price 10s, 6d. 

opes SCABRA.—A noble new Peruvian plant. Price 

uv cupere 

B n 

Lass REN. foe 

MUSSJENDA AFZELIL—A very curious African pan 
DE a Hre white leaf i zm each of its flowers. Price 10s, 6d. 

Order: 'e taken, and figures of Qiu plants (nd p of 
the GLADIOLUS GANDAVENSIS) c n be seen at Messrs. 
ern eu High Holborn Rcuaciwoods Covent-garden ; Hurst 

M‘Mullen, eadedbnlly street ; Knight and Perry, King’s- 
Paa kae Hugh Low, and Co., Upper Clapton; Noble 
and Co., Fleet- Street; Wm. NEW and Sons,Lower Tooting ; 
VENAE and Warner, Cornhill; essrs. Dickson and 
Co's., 1, Waterloo-j place, ni E B. 

USHERS DRIN CALCEOLARIAS AND CINERA- 
RIA F 1845, &c., &c. 

Ve MAY, F.H.S., begs to announce to his 
nds and the Public that these splendid CALCEOLA- 

RIAS will be rea ah to send out the first week in te in 
16 distinct and superb varieties, , the first selection 

size, form, and brilliancy of colour are Ei Ee Th entet 
section of eight sorts, Four Guineas ; the second A of 
eight sorts, 3l. ; if the entire collection of 16 sorts are taken,the 

l He has now ready to send out Usher’s splen- 
did CINERARIAS, viz., “Lady Constable,” and *'Usherii," 
(post free) the two for 10s. 6d. A Descriptive List of the above 
may be had on application. 

W. M. possesses Cr ie "BAL of the undernamed of the 
pr select quality, vi: ly. Herbaceous Plants, 100 S 
$m correctly En ior m 200 sorts for 63s. 

Bios for 405. ; 2 Her Wi bos. Hollyhocks a double mixed 

= ; Hardy, Evergreen, and 
Flowering Shrubs, Forest and F ee 3 ees, Garden and Flower 
Seeds, Woollen Net for covering Fruit Trees, &c., &c., 0! 
which Catalogues any be had m n application at Hope Nursery, 
Leeming-lane, Be 

comprising Lists of the EN sorts of Camellias, Fuchsias, 
s (his Collections of all 

urpassed. b 
AELB Onno, PS PE et every cla: 
and Shrubs, Alpine nts, Fruit-trees of all kinds, Culina: 
ad Flower Seeds, & the whole priced as moderately &e, 
s possible; may be had li postage fon y be had upon application, inclosing- two 

EW SPRING CATALOGUE. 
"Woodlands mer Maresfield, Uckfield, Sussex, 

. WOO D SON have now ready for imme- 
ate distributio ion, a new and much enlarged CAT 

LoouR. OF GREENHOUSE, STOVE, ae NERBACEOUS 
TS; Camellias, Fuchsias, Verben; Petunias, 

ien ERN ee and other plants soine for bedding. 
To which is added, a choice Fale of Roses, Conifers, 
Shrubs, and Climbers, yon in 

Copies of the above will be sent, pror on Su uo e 
those friends who e hitherto favoure S. witl 

| reir commands will Hee the same in due oan, 
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CHOICE FLOWER-SEEDS ~ niu & M^ rau A Agee ment nt, 

SOLD BY ahamii, erim-| NURSERYMEN TO HER 

URST & M‘MULLEN, Srensmey, 6 Leadenhall- pee steel df MAJESTY, 
street, London. o mud gi Joe se A FLORISTS e Fb Qi , new white, , Pries y $ H 

(Abridged from Harrisons Florizitural Cabinet fon March) : A Seance, Wood's, 1s. 2 retusus aba QUEEN, 
Imported German Stocks, in 36 splendid varieties. . gd. LS Walkerii 1 i € 

Hor. ido. do. ` in 20 do. -3 6 E EAA pcd. DEDE d NEW AND SUPERB WHITE FUCHSIA. 
in2 Ge AE i 3 

De ks A ua go. 4 3 7 berry, 1s. Shortia Californica CSANSPARELL," 105. 6d. por plant, 
Hollyhocks (very ghoico) in 12 named cottons, 73 9 | Picotee, imipirted, German, | Silene speciosa, and other vars. MA a AND CO. beg to call the attention of cul- 
Larkspur (Ges T D 2 pend o. 23 6 fine, Spiræa Arctica aud Lingleyane, tivators of FUCHSIAS to. the above ding, which the: 
aca 12 al doli y 150 ». French, ae $ Sphznogyne gran will guarantee is not surpassed by any light. variety yet raise 
pum Ed d NS elegans inet v :9"e| 5 English, saved from stage | Statice latifolia and will give general Satisfaction, a * to the following. 
beoe d Oholos indi divo wers, 1s. Stocks, imported, German, | remarks upon it :— 
A A Sa re REED + 3 9 | Pimelea, in varieties, 1 mis «à torrent representation of it may be seen at the Nursery.” 
Seabious German, 8 do. 29 9 | Pink, saved from a MT » New. gps" scarlet | , “An elegantflower, light tube andsepals, withpunple crimson olds th ehid. de ? 7 collection (Hodges, of anal Pl corolla.” Bi Gardener? Ohvonile Sept. 20th, 1815. 

PP 3 = M Cheltetham), 15. 5 ae Me S MN am I81A.— We have een a magnificent 
he following at 6d. per packet, except those marked 1s.: p eC; raised by the A ow: The foll, g per packet, m th ‘hed 1. new white Chinese white seedling F d by th NA 

"AGRUM HT yn | Fu don intermediate, fine pA nius do., new | „ | flower is about 3 inches 1 inl ngth, the tub ind sepals white, 
A AUREN hs EEUU. 1s | Gaillardia pitta, Platylobi m formosum p imported. Prussian, in an resembles * Venus Victrix, but is three times its size, and 
Aconitum. n RüsetgetatiSe. i| © 5^ Gaedh rieties much more brilliant and fair in colour. 1t should be called 
»4Erophyllum venosum 
Agrostis prlshelia 

Alonsoa inc 
Alstreemeria fee a 

„ other varieties 
Anacyelus bicolor 
nag is Phillip 

super! ba E flora, 1s. 
Ea engi, Is. 

aiiehnsa caver 
ione, new Mitsun 

anes Dillenia ana 
à cruenta 

Antirrhinum, splendid, mixed 
from 30 varieties 

Anthemis purpurescens 
Aquilegia, choice varieties 
Ardisia paniculata 
Argemone grandiflora & alba 
yr German, fine mixed im- 

orte 
» fine double Turkey 
» Nosega 
» , globosus, dwarf 

Auricula, 
lection, 

» Alpine 
Balsam, superb mixed double 

m Camellia flowered 

Blumenbachia insignis 
Brachycoma iberidifolia, 

» Veitch’s new white, ls, 
ca new lilac, 1s, 

Briza 
‘Brow: E grandiflo 
Cactu om E inis 
Ca. landrinia elegans 
Calceolaria, from ^ finest 

rubby varieties 

riped, yer: 
splendid, 2 bal k 

» Splendid new Hybrid 
Calempelis scaber 
Callichroa platyglossa 
Calliopsis Drummondii 

» hirsuta, new 
» purpurea elegans 

Campanula punctata, 
dp RU. 

M i varieties 
Cantua picta. 
Gata. from finest stage 

flowers, 1s. 
Cassia Sumatronii. 
Catananche bicolor 
'entaurea Americana 
» montana, new from the 

Alps 
s Yapentica 

Phrygia 

nd grandiflora 

from a choice col- 
i 1s 

Genista ion asper Sweet 
ted 

^ cnndicans , 
Gentiana 

Mu anum, 1s. a 
Platystemon Gey Gaet and » Prince of Wales 

lini $y VA superb 

Geranium, saved from a su- 
perb collection, 1s. 

» splendid new scarlet, 1s. 
Xesnera splendens 

». Cooperii 
| Geum splendens 
|. Gilia sp endens 

valis, new white seeded 
Gladiolus hybridus 

ed 
Ese 1s. 

aulescens major, 1. 
x iosa, Is. 

Goodetia Lansfordii 
Heartsease, carefully selected 

fro est varieties 
by aee M, Wid- 
nall, and Day, 1s. 

Hibiscus Manihot and other 
varieties 

Hollyhocks, superb mixed 
s» TOSI ia e camel 

ne wallflower-coloured 

Podolepis chigientha s» Vietor 
Bip. new variety. " splendid Giant Brompton 

» do. Queen 
Polyanthus, from nemed » new GER white wall- 

des saved ghee by leaved, 6 i 
celeb: Swainsonia galigifo 

Poppy, ps Pml an Sweet William, Si double 
beautiful vars. dark 

ud uy and Tagites signata, 
l'etranema. MA new, 1s. 

Potentila, Li ux aif al vars. Thunbergia alai urantica 
is new and splendid | Trachymene cos SA 

Primula pm achelium cceruleum. 
»» sinensis, rosea, and alba, mrottodtdta olorum 

fringed » 
» 8 beautiful shades of| 5. 

colour, mixed, 1s. 

Jarrattii, 1s. 
trimaculatum, 15. 

,,Devtaphylium 
Ute Cattleyanum, 1s. 3 ine mixed 

Guavo fruit i i utriculata 
Ranunculus, saved from a Veronica speciosa, 1s. 

superb collection 
Rhodanthe Manglesii Viol 
Rhododendron, fine mixe Wahlenbergia cappilaris 
Salpiglossis, splendid variety, | Wallflower, new lilac 

ixe » French striped 
Salvia patens, and other vars. » 

| Hovea Celsi, 1s. 
egans 

| Iberis lagascanica 
» Superba 

Impatiens, in varieties 
Ipomcea rubro ccerulea, 1s, 

» cœrulea splendens 

rubicunda berba, 1s. 
Lantana Sellowi 
Larkspur, (cel mixed, very 

lendid 
„ Neapolitan 

Lathyrus latifolius rubro 
Ibus 

Leptosiphon albiflorum 
» lilacinum 

Leucaria genenioides 
Leycesteria form 
Limnanthus grandifolius 
Linaria perezii 
Linum quadrifolium, 1s. 

nulticaule alba 
Lisianthus Pussetlionn 1s., 

s Treatise 
1s. de 

Ohorizema varium Loà isa, t Varieties 
Rhombii, 1s. Lobelia erinus 

„ cordata illicifolia 5 racilis alba 
Chryseis M es cta » heterophylla 
Cineraria, verysplendid mixed | ,, propinqua 
Cladanthus Aroi ramosus, splendid 
ain arkia alba fiber A Lophospermum erubescens 

iflora, Is. 

ge ome, choicest kinds Lotus cytissioides 
Clerodendron Lupinus ornatus, 1s. 

„ squamatum 

Clintonia pulchella 
Cobcea scandens 
Cock’s-comb, crimson and yel- 

low Giani 

Commelina Krowinskii, new 

Convolvulus minor, new dark 

» 
ursi grandiflorus 
Crepis Drummondii 
Cuphea silenioides 
Oytisus racemosu 

Attleeana 
Dahlia, saved from a splendid 

lection 

Logos 
atura, o! 

Delphinium, Barlowii 
lendid mi 

ETE Chinensis, "ine mixed 
Didiscus c: 
Digitalis, p Spotted 
Diotis mari 
Draco teph kiif pelegrinum 
Eccremocarpus scaber 

' Egg- r aus n ad white, 

Elietiryswn mium grandiflo- 

» qd 
eu varieties 

uem (iyeta 
Lychnis falgens, Is. 
Lythrum speciosum, 1s, 
Marianthu us caer "uleus 

wli 
Mesembryanthemum tricolor 

al 
Mimosa sensitiva 

elegans, new 
Mimslos. E adeonit 

5 E: a X. B g g L2 

Nemesia floribund. 
Nemophila striata, new and 

iful, 15. 
» discoidalis 

Nierembergia, fine mixed 
(Enothera, in varieties 
MENS rosea 

» doudhonda 
» 
Qe Shrysanthemoides 
Eo 

abide, 
P: oni. E. papaveracea 
pu à incarnata 

Sanvitalia ed ens Witsenia corymbosa 

Schi albus Zinnia elegans, Ha: 
D NURSERYMEN, TO GENTLEMEN A. 

T VERGREEN OA KS.—Eight Hundred to One 
4 Thousand Evergreen Oaks, two years plants, either fit 

for Potting or Planting, at 6s. per hundred ; about 750 Red and 
White Raspberry Canes, at 3s. per hundred ; also dud 15 

Red, White, 2nd Black Currants, and Gooseberries, p 
A. B., 12, Wood's Cottages, Sussex- road, ̂b rixton, dozen.—Dire 

Surrey. 

SELECTION OF € CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS. 

V ILLIAM E. RENDLE & CO, have a small Stock 
of the following choice Flower Seeds. . Many of the sorts. 

such d^ SA Acus A FRAGRANS, PHLOX DRUMMONDIT, 
and o f equal M have been saved under the Jnspeewon 
of ed. dou the Seed, a therefore, can be warranted to 
quite new, and correct t 

SCALE OF PRICES, "SENT POSTAGE ABE. 
Bo aaiae Flower Seeds, including the following 12s. 

do. 8s. 
do. 6s. 

UR ax idifolia. Rodanthe Mang] 
Clintonia pulchella. Phlox Drummondii, 
Martynia fragrans, Dianthus latifolius. 
Didiscus cæruleus, | Lobelia erinus. 

difl Mesembry tricolor, 
Nemophila discoidalis. Nemesia florabunda. 
Podotheca capitata. chizanthus retusus. 
Behizongtalon, Walkerii, ria, oculata. 
ee. 3erman nest German Stock. 

seful Chart has just been. Bed giving the height, 
2 and mode of raising the principal sorts of Flower Seeds, 
gratis, "with each order. A General Cate gape can be had on 
application. A remittance is not r d from known Cor- 
paapondenta: or those who give Euro M ondon. 

Union-road Nursery, Plymouth, Mar. 7. 

SUPERB SEEDLING FUCHSIAS. 

V J. EPPS, F.H.S. ye to inform the edna 
* of this flower that poses send ing ou 

feeling 

tube and sepals slightly tipped with green, Corolla fividn eras 
son, habit good, and hs as merited he foiowingi 3s opinions i— 

Gardeners’ Gazette, Th jte is very 
pretty and the contr: ret ds ik "even » the iden tips seem 

mo oe ornamental, instead of a blemish.” 
ners’ Chronicle, August 9.— ** J. W. T.— The variety 

No. (ia with white tube and sepals and rosy crimson corolla, is 
a handsome variety, pnd one of the best of its class we have 

E 10s. 6d. per plan: 
NTESS OF VORNWALLIS.—This Fuchsia is remark- 

ably str iking, and is decidedly the most splendid and distinct 

variety yet raised. The habitis very fine (like Eppsii), SRG E 

profuse bl tid The d are the opinions of 

and G. Glenny, F, H.S. 

Al 

o. 1,—5* W. J, E,—Your Seedling is a 
Light tul i ly striped with pink, 

sclosing a fine rosy crimson corolla, 
and will rank with the best of the 

aden 
handsome variety. 
sepals expanding freely, dis 

he flower is fine in texture, 

mers’ Gaz Oct. Mr. Epps’s Fuchsia.— Rich 
scarlet corolla ; Deeza TS sepals ; Pe striking, and, 
if the habit be a a pret peop Badimen nt to ‘Nymph’ and 
‘Queen of Beautie! 10s, per plan 
QUEEN OF T THE VIRGINS! Phi nis o is vel fusce 

and will give great satisfacti The tube tnd sepals light buff, 

RE Juge and ofa b atl dark crimson purple, superior 
to f Beautie: This fiower has only been sub- 
MM to D fi vy, W whose epum as o ows: 

Gardeners’ Chron t. ‘W, K.—A very pretty 1 n 
TEE having à fine crimson n purple corolla.” 
plan! 
a set 1L. 73. 

of each are taken. 
All orders from unknown correspondents to be aeomp 

with a 1 a remittance. —B ower Nur: Sery, Maidstone, Feb. 2 

The usual discount to the Trade where three 

posed tothe influences of the sea air. 

"Sanspareil" as itis most assuredly one of the most. pd 
its s speci ies, me ed Mess Your? pn their prize." 

Editor of the Cambr tie Advertiser, Oci 1845 
Their 5 other fine Seedlings (for J a a 

Advertisement of the 17th inst.) will Us rea 
with the above in the early Mast of May, 
taken, will be charged 17. 11s. 6d. 

F 

S of which see their 
y for sending out 

d when, the set is 

12 Ex. fine Varieties, 12s. Selection an T Youell & Co. 
12 Ditto ditto Selection le er or do. 
50 Fine Varieties Selection 1 ell & Co. 0s. 
50 Extra fine ditto 60s. Selection left to NS 

PELEGT SEEDLING VERBENAS (raised 1845.) 
x Grandi sima 

rora, 95. 6d. 
the Hrs dus their "Vu tisement of last week. 
ready. for ‘sending ue dE post, free, or other 
in TA id 21s. the 

ties . - 6s. per dozen, 
5 aitto, yery supo - 10s. 

PANSIES, 12 ‘fine varieties. - 10s. 
12 Extra ditto, very superior, 

rst- rate show flowers 
PET UNIAS, 12 

, the first week 

12s 
ERICAS, fine and froe-flowering soris, yu name, 9s., 125. 

ipu ao A dozen. 

new. heavy-edged .PURPLE. PICOTEE, 
ROUGHESS PRESIDENT, "5s. per pair. 
see Gard, Ad eae 

Also, “$ PEERS, TUR vids NEWCASTLE,” the 
best liglit- ee P urple.Picotee, 15: 

RNATIONS AND *PICUTEES. 

* BUR- 
For particulars, 

12 pairs extra fine and very superior first class £ s.d. 
Show Flowers, i HARE 5 . 210 0 

25 ditto “ait . 5 0 0 
12 ditto Fine show Flowers it - 110.0 
25 tto ditte -S00 

2 opis s Showy Border lowly! tto 125. 
Extra fi è Show Pinks, by name, per dozen pair, 19$. 

HERBACHOUS P ANTS, fine sorts, 
RIBES SANGUINBUM FLORE PLE 0; Ts. öd, per plant, 
MYATT'S “BRITISH TAG ds STRAWBE RRY, i m 
“PRINCESS ALICE MA 
The finest DOUBLE ANEMONE s. 12s. pe T Ib. 
Paiste’ inest Mixed RANUNCUL USES, all hot sintied Aowers, 

s. 
r qu rm Orders carefully executed so as to ensure safe 

transmission. 
x2 Hull, N.B. Steam Ships to London three times Cep 

twice a week ; and per rail to London every eig 

Their CATALOGUE for Md i t published ME a 
list of prices of the very best Fut , Ver Berit Select Plants, 
Camellias, Ericas, ONU. EACH Petunias, Cinerarias, 
Pansies, Chrysanthemums, yaad EAT Polyanthus, Herb- 
aceous Plants, Carnations, Picotees, Pinks, dc. &c., which will 
be Hos es dut ps opiato by enclosing tivo postage stamps. 

uth Nursery. 

ELECT E SEEDS. 

ILLIAM E. REND . have much, plea- 
sure in announcing to As oe are fond of really choice 

and good vegetables, that they have this Wenn procured a small 
e of the Following valuable sorts, are all warranted 

t postage free to any part of 
Great. ER or Ireland for di on n Shillings, or a selection of 12 
aorta for Fiv ings. Any sort papanato at Simpence p, Packet." 
S “Broccoli Myatt's superior Curled 

x E |y. Walcheren do. 
Cds Miss do. 
egg's Late Dwarf do. 

rsley. 
Enfield Matchless do. 
Superb Crimson Beet. 
Tmported Brussels Smp 
yhite Span Oni 

Green-topped Cari 
Early Matchless Gakbage. 
Olive-shaped Radish, 
Earliest Cornis 
Barly Hope do. 
Early British Queen do. 

Walcheren (Gaulifiower. 
Large Asiat 
Improved QU Parsnip. 
reen Flesh Cabool, Melon. 

Ice Cabbage Lettuce. 

Hampton Court Cabbage do. 
London Market do. 
Ady's Lange Cos do. Impro Çu- 

od’ w Frame Radi: cumber. 
(nior collection. of, Seeds suitable for a Kitchen 

Garden for M. 10s., including the above, carriage free, 
to any place within 250 miles of Plymout 

ALL OTHER KINDS OF GARDEN Sata 
Early orders are desired, as some of the hinds are scarce. 

A oe collection of Garden ‘Seeds can be had on application, 

roved Manchester 

EA-SIDE PLANTING—BLACK. SALLOW. 

AMES GRIGOR, Nursexyman, Norwich, begs to 
state that he has just been awarded the Gold Medal of the 

Highland and Agricultural Society for a plan of planting 
maritime situations, as most successfully adopted on exposed. 
north-west. situations on the Cliffs of the German in the 

County, of Norfolk. This triumph. of E shoreultre dh aa p 
chiefly, pocomplished by the use of. ACK 
SALLOW—a most determined dus even when loses ex- 

Yarmouth, Hunstanton, 

MERO e grandiflorum mixed, splendid varieties | combined with mop rfl fragrance you deseribe, a i or Hull, 10s. per 100, Important directions with each packet. 

low 

| acr: Peas, Sweet, new lar, Harwich, Aberystwith, Brighton, Bridlington, and other séa- 
| d macranthum Saon F white, everlabtiog panis TUNIA FRAGR sidetowns and villapi 8, har Nl already availed themselves of this 
i » new superb pink, from Penstemon gentianoidos splen- ILLIAM GREGORY Ose the Public that he eos ; so that the long wished-for desideratum, that of being 
li Swan den urposes sending out the above plant ins first week in | able to contemplate the grandeur of the ocean from the. shelter 

Erica androme: dior T ovalifolium April ; colour, violet purple, very fragrant. vas submitted | of a sylvan bower, is now being supplied on the easiest of 

| » Selandid mixed, from the ,. pallidum novum to the inspection of Dr. LINDLEY in October last, whose report | tern 
| i Schoulerii was ‘ Your flower is of a good form, bold and striking, and if | Strong slips, package included, and. carriage paid to London 

| 
| 
li 

i 

Euphorbia cyathophera, ls. . | Petunia violacea grandiflora Price, 33. 6d. he usual allowance to th | J, Ba continues to supply plants 5i hig valuable HIGHLAND 
Fedia cornucopia » mixed, Bo m splendid | when three or more pl d eb taken. | PINE- Dan EE at Ud 5s. to 50s, per 1000, according to size. 

l Forget-me-not, large variety ER Nurseries, Cirencester, rch 7. “I very p: admire the REANA, Pine.” —Duke of 
jM Fuchsia, fine mixed, 1 B. yon dnce named N.B. This Saverien will not be repeated. | New eee die dE Norwich, March 7. 4i 



Asparagus beds, that he says (p. 334, 1844) .—«T 

10.—4846.] THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE. i47 
SHRUBS, &c, AT VERY LOW PRICES. 
ILLIAM E. RENDLE & CO., having a very 
large stock of the following SHRUBS, &c., and wishing 

to clear the ground they occupy, offer them „at unusually low 
prices. Those gentlemen, therefore, who are in want, will find 
the present a rare opportunity for procuring stock, 

All the plants are in robust and healthy condition. 

Ilex Oak, 3 years’ seedlings, in pans .. + 30s. 0d. per 1000 
e transplanted, 6 to 9 inches T per 100 i 6 

Chinese Avborvite, fine transplanted, 18 inches 15 0, 
Cypress Y l8inches 15 0 ^ 7; 
Bays, 1 year seedling, from pans sie $80 3) 
Arbutus do. do. +. on 5 0 » 
Cistus laurifolius, fine transplanted .. .. 15 0 » 
Spruce Firs, 3 years’ seedling ., d .. l 6 per1000 
Ash, 1 year seedling ve e. i TO ” Hollies do. EE m le 6070 m 
Beech, 2 years’ seedling .. s euebi B. »" 
Scarlet Oak, 3 years’ seedling kj ^. £ 0 per 100 Seakale, fine roots ion Hegiog » Asparagus, Judd's Giant, ‘fine roots >. $5 3/6 ^ All orders above 31. will be delivered Sree of carriage 
to London, Liverpool, or Bristol. Post-affice order or 
reference from unknown correspondents. 
Plymouth, March 7. x 

The Gardeners’ Chconicle, 

to 

SATURDAY, MARCH 7, 1846. 
MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. Wepwrspay, Mar, li—Society of Arts. H . * 8 PM. 

Tommy, — — af Horticultural e atque 
Wrpwrspay, — 18—Microscopical to) gree — 21—Roval Botanic [92.3 

AT page 187, 1849, were printed. some observa- 
tiens on a paper, by Captain Cuvncnrmrr, R.M., on 
the * Biscayan way of Cultivating Asparagus at 
St. Sebastian’s.” "The principal features of this 
mode are, to form beds about 5 feet in width and of 
any convenient length, and to sow the seed in March in two drills, 2 inches in depth and 18 inches from 
the alleys; thus leaving a space of 2 feet between 
the drills. When the seedlings are about 6 inches 
in height, they are thinned to something more than 
1 foot apart. Water is conducted once a day among 
the alleys and over the beds, so as to give these 

' seedlings an abundant and constant supply of fluid 
during the season of their growth. This is the cul- 
tivation during the first year. 

The second year, in the month of March, the beds 
are covered 8 or 4 inches in thickness with town 
Sewerage, which remains on them during the sum- 
mer, and which is lightly dug in during the succeed- 
Ing autumn; the operation of irrigation being con- 
tinued as during the first season. In the third 
Spring after sowing, the Asparagus is fit for cutting, 
all its energics being doubtless developed by the 
manure being dug in in the autumn of the second 
year; and when it does begin to sprout, it finds its 
Toots in contact with soil of inexhaustible fertility. 
Previously, however, to the cutting, each bed is 
covered, in the month of March, very lightly with 
dead leaves to the depth of about 8 inches. The 
Cutting does not commence till the plants peep 
through this covering, when. it is carefully removed 
from the stems, in order that the finest only may 
be cut, which are rendered white by the leafy cover- 
ing, and lent by the ive richness of the 
soil. 
In the autumn of the third year, after the first cutting, the leaves are removed, and the beds are again dressed with town sewerage, and these opera- tions are repeated annually. In ‘addition to this the Asparagus ground is so situated that the beds are half under salt water at spring tides. 
Since the above was published, several of our correspondents have tried. the plan in part, and, with one or two exceptions, with the very best results ; but none seem to have wholly adopted the 

System, and, therefore, it may be said never to have Yet been fairly put to the test of experiment. Ofthose who have partly followed the Spanish method, one Says, p.435, 1842, * T forked into worn- nos beds some manure. from an old Cucumber bed, (e Sine surface, and completely covered. the n us ne salt, at least a 3 of an inch in thick- 
er mg: it to. be. washed. in by rains. The 
y? pan ^x every weed was. killed, and the 
thrian w oe oe remarkable degree, 
excellent quality? ^ eads of large size and of 

With equally good s : 
in summer at e E bolts der dE pu m third (see p. 429, 1844) in the ae oe 1843 which was cold and wet, manured his beds, 14 yards long and 1 wide, with salt at the rate of 9 The. to the yard. He adds that notwithstandi the. un- favourable season, his produce was n and finer than ever he previously. had e In the following year the same was | adopted, 
the spring being dry and frequently hot. m the 
Produce was even greater and better in every re- Spect than that of the previous year, So satisfied 48 another correspondent with the system of salti ng 
ave a bed 30 feet in length, and 5 feet in width, 

On which I put one cwt. of salt about the middle 

of March for two years successively. The increase 
of crop, both in regard to size and number, is most 
extraordinary ; I intend to continue one cwt. oJ 
salt for this bed every March.” 

n like manner other writers used salt at the rate 
of from 1 Ib. to 23 lbs. per square yard with the 
most striking advantage, applying it after cutting 
off the tops, and in spring in rainy weather. 

From these and numerous other instances it 
would appear that the beneficial effects of salt as a 
manure for Asparagus is now fully established, 
provided it is applied at a proper period, which, in 
the majority of cases, has been when the plant was 
in a growing state. Mr. BREE, of Stowmarket, 
however, applied it with great advantage (see p. 
621, 1844) after dressing the beds in autumn, and 
again early in spring, using 1 lb. to a square yard. 
He argues that the salt has to be washed through 
a considerable depth of soil before it reaches the 
root, and when it does arrive there that its caustic 
character will have materially altered by dilution 
and chemical decomposition, and that it will do no 
harm then, but that it is injurious when applied to 
the delicate texture of the young shoots late in the 
spring. 

In the few cases in which salt has been said to be 
«| injurious, the beds have either been in bad condi- 

tion as regards drainage (see page 444, 1844), or it 
has been applied to beds newly formed (see page 
489 and 529, 1845), and therefore to plants with 
wounded roots, for such recently planted Asparagus 
must be considered to be, however carefully the 
plants may have been taken up. The same injurions 
effect might also be produced by the salt coming in 
contact with wounded portions of the plant, whether 
of the roots, in consequence of cutting the sides of 
the beds when throwing up the soil from the alleys 
or of the crown in cutting the shoots. A tree will 
be killed by the application of a. quantity of salt to 
a cut root, although a much larger quantity might 
be given with impunity when the roots are in a 
sound state. 

Along with the salt some have used nightsoil ; 
liquid manure fixed and prepared with sulphuric 
acid ; Potters liquid guano at the rate of half a 
pound per square yard, following the application by 
plenty of water. These have been all employed 
with marked advantage. 

It must be mentioned, however, that it is the 
opinion of the best cultivators, that in addition to 
these substances Asparagus must have farm-yard 
manure, if it is to be grown well. "This is probably 
true in the case of heavy, or close land; but in 
loose, friable soil must be unnecessary, for such soils 
do not require that their texture should be improved. 

What a pity it is that up to the present time no 
one has, as far as we are aware, carried out the. Bis- 
cayan plan exactly. 

Wz wish we could this week say to our readers 
—there is not so much cause for alarm concerning 
the next Poraro Crop, and the anticipations of its 
impending ruin are unfounded. On the contrary, 
every new fact which comes to light renders the 
danger more apparent, and we must repeat our 
warning that there is no certainty that any English 
or Irish Potatoes will be fit for seed. That some 
will prove good is very probable ; we do not in the 
least doubt that many persons will again have sound 
crops ; but in the present state of our knowledge it is 
quite impossible to say who, because sound sets 
cannot be distinguished from unsound ones, and 
therefore the cultivation of the Potato is literally 
reduced to a game of chance. 

Mr. Barnes, of Apley-park, assures a contem- 
porary that he has lost his Ash-leaved Kidneys ; but 
he found watering with lime-water put a stop to the 
progress of the disease, Mr. W. Wicker, of 
Somerhill, near Tonbridge, has sent a young Po- 

tato, of advanced growth, exhibiting the disease in 
some intensity. “ It was grown in a Potato-pit, the 
bed made of leaves in the usual way, with 10 ins. 
of soil on the top (a compost made three years 
back for Vine-borders). The seed was saved from 
Potatoes grown in frames last May, and packed 
securely before disease appeared." 

Mr. Rosrar Frsu, gr. to Colonel SowERBY, at 
Putteridgebury, finds “a sixth of his frame Potatoes 
attacked ;” they were once very vigorous and 
healthy ; now the old sets are decaying, and the 
points of the leaves and stems are dying back. “ All 
the sets had been greened previously to planting.” 

At Farnham Castle, in Surrey, Mr. BUTCHER has 
a pit of Potatoes, 16 ft. by 8 ft., all destroyed by the 
disease of last year. The sets when planted ap- 
peared quite sound, and went on very promising 
till the stems were about 1 foot high. AN 

Even those who have planted their Potatoes in| 
the autumn are, we fear, in no better position than 

their neighbours ; for although in some places the 
autumn-planted sets are sound at present, as, for 

instance, those in heavy London clay, and the “ Sil- 
yerskins,” near Taunton, yet we have no guarantee 
for their producing healthy plants. On the contrary, 
Mr. Barnes’s most recent observations show that 
near Sidmouth, the new crop in the open ground, 
all planted in the autumn “from selected sound 
seed, and one lot in a beautiful pulverised piece of 
ground where an old plantation, had been grubbed 
up, where a Potato has never before been 
planted,” is so entirely attacked that Mri Barnes 
failed to discover one sound shoot among hun- 
dreds that he examined in the forenoon of March 
tae 2nd. Every form of the mischief i 
itself * ten times more than among 

the order of Lady Rorrz, and were exhibi 
Tuesday, at the Meeting of the Horticultural So- 
ciety in Regent-street, the old sets were already 
in so. putrid a state that they could not be washed. 
Now it is to be remembered that this is a case where 
the sets, were apparently sound, having been pre- 
pared and selected with all the precautions which 
care and great skill could suggest; that the crops 
did not show a sign of disease till very lately ; 
that many of the plants are still uninjured, although 
surrounded by dying companions; and that ine 
evil is the same in all sorts of places, and under all 
circumstances. It rages in the open air, and has 
carried off its victims from the early Peach house, 
second Peach house, first Melon pits, second Melon 
pits, and hooped and matted beds. Manuring in 
various ways, and no manure, offer equally fatal re- 
sults; and, as Mr. BARNES justly observes, although 
the decay of the Potato may be prevented by skilful 
storing, yet “when restored to the open ground, dis- 
ease once more makes its appearance in every form 
that has been written of.” 

It is in this impossibility of telling. whether a 
crop is or is not to be diseased t the worst fea- 
ture of the mischief now resides ; for if we are to 
wait till the new crop is a foot or more high before 
we can tell whether it is safe, we not only lose the 
crop, but the use of the land for the season. 

And now we must entreat our readers not to de- 
ceive themselves with the hope that disease has 
shown itself in Devonshire, ouly because it is a 
warm damp county, and that to the northward they 
will be safe. It must be remembered that it broke 
out originally in the warmest part of northern Eu- 
rope, in the countries to the eastward, such as Ger- 
many, Holland, Belgium, and Northern France; 
and that its westerly course was to all appearance 
connected with the state of the crops to be-attacked. 
The appearance of disease at Bicton, and in forcing- 
houses, is but a repetition of the phenomenon of last 
year. M ; notwitl ling the unwilling- 
ness of some sufferers to admit what is going on, 
the want of observation in others, and but a small 
part of this crop having yet been planted—never- 
theless, we find proofs gathering around us in all 
directions. . The following: places have been already 
indicated :— 

Cumberland ..1, open ground. 
Cheshire « 3, in forcing-houses. 
Anglesea iym ditto. 
Ireland «3, Fermoy, Baltinglass, Portlaw, and 

report says more. 
Norfolk 1, in a house and in the open ground. 
Hertfordshire . 2, in frames. 
Middlesex ..2,in ditto. 
Sussex . . 2,in ditto and the open ground. 
Devonshire 2,in ditto and the open ground. 

i in ditto. = B 

Surrey . .lin ditto. 

But if these facts are in themselves most alarm- 
ing, how much more so do they become when 
connected with the evidence collected in the United 
States. From the first outbreak of the disorder 
among us, the attention of Government was directed 
to the importance of obtaining information from 
other countries concerning the disease; and we 
have now been permitted by Lord ABERDEEN to 
examine the whole of the Consular returns relating 
to this subject. z 

In Maine and New Hampshire it appears to haye 
been first noticed in 1844, and to have become 
eneral in 1845. My, Prrrns, Her Majesty's 

Consul at Philadelphia, writes December 30, 1845, 
that the disease was very general in Pennsylvaniain 
1843, and continued to prevail in 1844 and 1845, 
but only partially; Mr. Bancrav, at New York, 
states, January 10, 1846, that the disease existed in 
that quarter in 1843, 1844, and 1845; and Mr, 
Grarran, the Consul at Boston, reports it began 
in Massachussetts in 1843, increased in 1844, and 
became very general in 1845. So that if this 
murrain is to run its course here as it has in the 
United States, we have a£ least:two years more to 
suffer its visitation ; and, considering how fatal it 
proved last year, how early it appears now, and in 
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how many different quarters, it is impossible not to 
dread that what is coming is worse than what has 
passed. 

Nor does it appear, from the valuable documents 

now alluded to, that the Americans, with all their 
sagacity and scientific knowledge, have been able to 
discover any means of stopping its ravages, Lime, 
with them, as with us, has been much employed, 

and with no certain success. 

Under these circumstances it is probable that in 
Great Britain, where land is too valuable to waste 

in great experiments, and people too closely packed 
to be able to bear the destruction of hundreds of 
acres of food for two successive years, Potato culti- 
vation will return to the gardens, and cease to be 

relied upon as an important source of food. And 
gardens are where it should have always remained. 
But while we feel it our duty to recommend that a 
better kind of crop should be substituted for the 
Potato, we have also endeavoured to procure all 

possible information respecting the sources from 
which sound Potatoes may be had; and we now 

roduce, by permission of Government, the follow- 
ing abstract of such European consular returns as 

elucidate this question. 
An abstract of returns furnished to the Foreign Offoe by Her 

fajesty’s Consuls im Europe, showing the state of the Potato 

disease in their several Consulates. 

Alicant .. No disease, but Potatoes soapy, scarce, and dear. 

Bayonne .. Crop much diseased and unfit for use in many 

places, 
Barcelona. No disease. Crop abundant. 

Boulogne . Crop diseased and defective to the extent of $ or 3. 
Brest on ditto ditto 
Bilbao .. Crop greatly affected, 
Bordeaux . Early crop sound, Later crop half lost from 

isea; 
Carthagena No disease : but carriage difficult and dear, 
Cadiz - No disease : but none to be had. 

itto e iti 
Christiania Disease partial, (Nov.25). 

prohibited. 

Calais .. Much disease ; 4 lost. 
Corsica .. No disease. Good crop. 
Charente.. Much disease in heavy lands; mostly sound in 

light sandy soil. 
noa  .. No disease: none to be had. e 

Galicia .. No disease : crop very abundant, 
Granville . Much disease ; } lost. 
Havre  .. Disease very general; half lost near Dieppe ; nine- 

tenths near Rouen. 
Leghorn .. No disease : no supplies can be had now. 
Lisbon.... Crop diseased at Figueira and Coimbra. No ap- 

arance of it at Lisbon. Very few to be had 
Figueira district disease so 

general that few proprietors have enough left for 
d. fe 'otatoes affected in the neigh- 

bourhood of Lisbon were grown from seed re- 
ived from England! Dec. 29. 

Marseilles. No disease in Provence. Symptoms have manifested 
emselves in the neighbouring departments, 

Malaga. ... No disease; few or none e had. 
Nantes. isease considerable. ` 

- No disease ; crop abundant and excellent. 

Palermo .. No disease; none to ad; will not keep. 
Stockholm Exportation prohibited. 

It must be confessed that the prospects of Potato 
growers are not improved by these important re- 
turns ; for it is clear that no supply of seed can be 
expected at this season of the year from Mediter- 
ranean ports, where alone, with the single exception 
of Galicia, the crop is sound. No reliance can be 
placed on the Portuguese seed ; and with the ex- 
ception of north-west Spain, all the northern dis- 
tricts of Europe are evidently as badly off as our- 
selves, or worse. 

Under these circumstances we must look to this 
country, and consider whether it will be safe to use 
any sets that can be procured at home. We have 
no confidence in any one English, Welsh, or Irish 
county ; and our trust in the goodness of the Pota- 
toes from the north of Scotland, or even the Calf of 
Man, is shaken ; some localities, however, offer a 
chance of good seed, and these are to be found 
scattered in a most unintelligible manner all 
over the kingdom. We may add that among 
the mass of conflicting evidence which overwhelms 
the Potato question, two solitary facts stand alone 
in their uniformity. The first is, that the Irish Cup 
Potato has, upon the whole, suffered less than any 
other field sort, both in Great Britain and Canada ; 
the other is, that Potatoes on.mossy or peaty soil 
are far less diseased than any others. It may there- 
fore be a question whether the Irish Cup, from 
* moss" or peat land, will not supply sound seed. 
The misfortune is, that itis impossible to tell before- 
hand how such an experiment will turn out. 

Believing as we now do that the wisest course 
for the peasantry and small farmers, who cannot 
afford to speculate in so uncertain a crop as Pota- 
toes, is to discontinue their cultivation, we must 
endeavour to ascertain what substitute can be found 
for so large an article of diet ; a most serious con- 
sideration for all who value, we do not say the 
comfort of the poor, but the safety of the country. 
In allotments and small holdings there is little means 
of changing crops, and in so many cases the occu- 
pos mainly depend on their garden produce that the 
ttest substitute forthe Potato becomes a most diffi- 

cult question, the reply to which will admit of small 
delay. For that reason we venture at once to make 
some suggestions of our own, and to ask our corre- 
spondents to favour us with their views as early as 
possible in the ensuing week so that we may be 
enabled to resume the subject advantageously next 

Saturday. 
The main point in this enquiry is to secure a 

certain crop, of good quality ; the quantity of it, 
however important, is quite secondary. In this 
point of view it will probably be admitted that Oats 
offer the best resource. An acre of Oats will average, 
say 40 bushels, or 1700 lbs. of clean corn, exclusive of 
straw ; of this 1316 lbs. will conduce to human suste- 
nance ; or if we merely calculate the nitrogenous 
materials 260 lbs. In these respects it is doubtless 
inferior to Potatoes, an acre of which yielding 
8 tons, will furnish 2613 lbs. of nutritive matter of 
all kinds, or 400 lbs. of nitrogenous compounds. 

But the first is certain, and in allotments will yield 
alarger produce; the latter is worse than precarious, 

Another crop of great value is the Hollow- 
crowned Parsnip. If we assume an acre of this 
root to yield on an average 12 tons (Colonel Le 
CourEUR speaks of 27 tons in Jersey), we shall 

have 3216 lbs. of nutritive matter, of which 1200 (?) 
lbs. are nitrogenous. Altringham Carrots are also of 
much excellence; 15 tons of Carrots will yield 
4032 lbs. of nutritive matter, of which 500 (?) lbs. 
are nitrogenous ;* and if the White Relgian variety 
is sown, the produce is far higher ; Colonel Le Cou- 

TEUR mentions, we think, as much as 38 tons having 

been obtained. The main objection to Carrots 
and Parsnips seems to be that they are subject to 
therot. Itis certain that in the past year both roots 
have been partially affected by a disease analogous 
to, if not identical with, the Potato murrain. In- 

deed, a case of the kind in some long red Carrots 
from Lord Lanspowne’s, at Bowood, was produced 

last Tuesday by Mr. Spencer, at the Meeting of 
the Horticultural Society. We are not aware, how- 
ever, that this disease has appeared to any more 
serious extent than that in Turnips. The Carrot 
and Parsnip are, indeed, so perfectly hardy, that 

E can scarcely anticipate a serious risk in growing 
them. 

Very large weights of such Cabbages as the 
Drumhead and large Green Savoy may be readily 
obtained ; and although we cannot just now lay 
our hands upon any satisfactory analysis of them, it 
is well known that they are very nutritious ; in one 
place we see that they are asserted to yield 8001 
Ibs. of nitrogenous matter per acre. Scotch Kale is 
another hardy and most useful plant of the Cabbage 
race. 

Our narrow limits, however, compel us to break 
off, without pursuing this inquiry any further for 
the present. We shall next week endeavour to 
suggest some experiments which may be worth 
trying in the ensuing season, and also to make 
some more definite proposals for the benefit of small 
growers whomay wishto find asubstitute for Potatoes. 

THE COCKLE PIPPIN. 
Synonymes.—Nutmeg Cockle, Nutmeg Pippin, Brown Cockle 

Pippin, White Cockle Pippin. 
any collections consist of varieties which produce a 

superabundance of autumn and early winter fruit, 
whilst the supply for a later period is very deficient. 

Yellowish- 
Brown russet 

green tinged 
with pale 

with 
specks. 

reddish-brown, 

In order to remedy this, some good keeping sorts have 
been lately noticed in the Chronicle; and the one 
here represented will be found a very useful addition. 
It is a Sussex variety, much valued in the London 

markets on account of its sound keeping till late in the 

spring, as well as for its good qualities in other respects. 

The fruit is sometimes nearly smooth, but generally 
itis browned with russet, particularly near the base. 

Small plaits surround the eye. The flesh is firm, 
* These computations are furnished by a friend, and require 

re-examination, i 

yellowish-white, rich and sugary. Fit for use in 
January, and continues good till April, and may even 
be kept later. The tree is a good bearer. Shoots 
moderately strong, light brown. Leaves middle sized, 
oblong, somewhat acuminate, acutely crenated ; stipules 
inear. Flowers rather below medium size; petals 
oval. One ofthe few varieties of late-keeping Apples 
which acquired anything like their usual flavour in the 
past unfavourable season.—R. T 

THE AMATEUR GARDENER. 
Porrine.—As this is the season when the plants in 

pits and frames, which have survived the winter, require 
repotting, the amateur should make himself acquainted 
with the best method of performing the operation, that 
his collection may have the best chance for future de- 
velopment. My observations on this subject will prin- 
cipally regard those who have not a greenhouse, and 
will refer to those classes of plants which may be kept 
with care during our winters in frames, such as Pelar- 
goniums, Fuchsias, Caleeolarias, Verbenas, Petunias, 
&e. These having been stored away in very small pots, 
must now be transferred to more roomy quarters, and 
finally potted previous to blooming. 

The possession of soil of the right character is indis- 
pensably requisite to the successful potting of plants, 
and the gardener must attend to this before he com- 
mences his labours in this department of his art. The 
theory is, that the compost should be of such a charac- 
ter as to continue porous as long as possible, and be 
capable of yielding suitable nutriment to the produc- 
tions committed to it. Those who have had experience 
in such matters will remember the different results 
manifested in watering plants in pots. In some cases 
the water passes rapidly through the mould, in others it 
pursues a wavy, sluggish, and lethean course to the 
bottom of the pot, and, in a few instances, it stands on 
the surface a long time after it is applied. Now, it will 
almost universally hold good that, in the first instance, 
the plant is in good health ; in the second, it is slow in 
its growth ; in the third, it is dwarfish and sickly. A 
compost must therefore be chosen which has porosity 
sufficient to allow water to move quickly off; for, if 

redundancy of water is fatal in field culture, it must be 
even more injurious in the contracted limits of a 
flower-pots 

I know that ladies who love gardening, and have a 
limited number of favourites which they tend with their 

own fair hands, are often at fault in reference to the soil 

which they should employ for potting. I will endea- 
vour to make the subject as clear as possible, and also 
as easy; for it is possible to deter from floricultural 

pursuits by a cumbrous parade of science, or an unsci- 

entific mi the position of soil I re- 

member when I became devoted to gardening some 
years back, and. tried my skill on Auriculas and Carna- 
tions, I was discouraged and disgusted with the long 
catalogue of nostrums said to be benefici eir 
growth. Night-soil and pigeons’-dung and sugar-bakers’ 
scum are rather ill-favoured materials to have to mani- 
pulate ; and although itis true such things are highly 
valuable in some circumstances, I can from consider- 
able experience aver that horticulture can be success- 
fully pursued without them. 

I shall presently point out a mode of securing a 
proper compost at a day's warning, in cases in which an 
amateur has neglected to lay up a store of materials, but 
it is necessary to insist in the first place on the import- 
ance of having a well prepared heap, which will furnish 
a supply whenever it is wanted. For this, two materials 
will be sufficient, Good turfy loam from an old meadow 
is the ne plus ultra in the estimation of all expert gar- 
deners, and its value cannot be too highly estimated. 
Get as much of the turf with it as you can, and put it in 
a heap for 12 months, when it will be fit for use. The 
other material is thoroughly-rotted stable-dung, taken 

from an old Cucumber frame, or by any other means 

brought to the state of dark friable mould. Two years 
are requisite to produce this complete rottenness. In 
the autumn these materials should be well mixed in 

equal quantities, and turned over two or three times in 

the winter. For most plants this compost will be found 
admirably suited, and there are few things which will 

not flourish in it, The turfy fibrous character of the 

loam secures a good drainage, and the rotten dung is 
pabulum adapted to the production of a vigorous growth 
and fine flowers. 

But if you have not this goodly admixture, the result 

of two years’ forethought, whatis to be done then? AS 

a substitute, take some of the best soil of your kitchen 
garden, part of an old Celery-trench, for example, ant 
give it the requisite porousness by the addition of road- 

grit or silversand. Ifyou can collect some rotten leaves 

and mix with this substitute, it will make it more effec- 

tive. Experience will soon show you whether you have 

a compost of the kind you want, and after a little prac- 
tice all will be easy. But if the past cannot be altered, 

its omissions may have a profitable bearing on the 

future, and the preparation of a proper compost should 

be as sedulously thought of as the winter care of the 
plants themselves. The operation of potting must be 
treated of in another paper.—H. B. 

Home Correspondence. ; 
Polmaise Heating.—Presuming that your desire i8 

to elicit by discussion the relative advantages of 
different systems, rather than to support any one 1n 
particular, I venture to offer one or two remarks on an 
article by Mr. Meeke, in your Paper of February 28. 
He says, “ The question of the production of heat is not 
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at all involved ; no one will deny that a certain amount 
of burning fuel, will evolve only a certain amount of 
calorie ; no one pretends that the water produces the 
caloric ;” so far it is all very well, but when he con- 
cludes the sentence by adding, “ it is then a simple 
question of distribution which we have to examine.” 
1t naturally oceurs to ask, whether the calorie, or to 
use the simple word heat, can be distributed before it 
is collected? If the fuel in burning evolves the heat, 
does not the apparatus in which it is burnt, first collect 
and then distribute it? It is not, I think, asserted 
that any apparatus collects all the heat which is evolved, 
more or less passing up the chimney, aecording to the 
construction of the furnace, and the degree of briskness 
with which the fire is allowed to burn. Some, and not 
a very small degree of merit, then, belongs to that 
apparatus which collects the greatest amount of heat 
evolved from a given quantity of fire. Does the Pol- 
maise system, as a system, necessarily lay claim to this 
merit? Without controverting the manner which Mr. 
Meeke describes, as that by which the heat is conveyed 
by means of the water in the pipes, nor that it passes 
through the thickness of the metal, by ducti 

took the duties of a member of the House Committee of 
Directors of the Caledonian Asylum, within whose pro- 
vince is the receiving of tenders, and the ordering of 
supplies of p for the ituti Anticipati 
a dearth of Potatoes, and the difficulty of obtaining 
them of tolerable quality at any price, I suggested the 
propriety of laying in a stock of Rice and Peas, to be 
served to the children at their meals instead of Potatoes, 
The result of the experiment has been highly satisfac- 
tory, as we have found that 1} oz. of Rice will go as 
far as 6 oz. of Potatoes, and cost somewhat less than 
the latter, when the price is 7s. 3d. the ewt. The Peas 
are somewhat more expensive; but as they are chiefly 
used as a substitute for the suet puddings which were 
served once or twice a week, there is still, as will be 
perceived from the annexed paper, a considerable 
saving by thus using them. The calculation with 
respect to the milk and sugar was with a view to ascer- 
tain the cost of serving up the Rice in the form of Rice- 
broth. I ought to state that the children of the Asylum 

are pleased with the change made in their diet, and 
appear to relish much both the Rice and Peas.— 

A. Hend Curzon-street. Feb. 28. The following t 
the surface, the length of time required for this opera- 
tion, whether a few more or less of seconds be necessary, 
does not in practice, involve the least difficulty ; espe- 
cially where copper pipes are used. The main point is, 2 
whether an equal amount of heat is collected and dis- 
tributed from a given quantity of fuel, by the hot water 
system (the contrary has yet to be shown); a mere 
imaginary difference in the rapidity of distribution, 
does not necessarily imply practical inferiority, The 
loss of heat which Mr. Meeke complains of, from the 
position of the boilerin many cases, is not a neces- 
sary evil attendant on the use of hot water, but 
arises from various causes, not knowing better amongst 
others, and might to a very great extent be avoided. 
need make no remarks upon atmospheric moisture ; 
every one who has a decent hot-water apparatus, and 
knows how to use it, can supply it at discretion. There 
1$ one point of view with regard to expense, in which 
the hot-water does not appear altogether at disadvan- 
tage. The Polmaise system is applicable to single 
houses or two under one range at most; and these 
almost requiring the lean-to form, whereas several 
houses and pits may be very easily heated by one boiler ; 
and it is in this, the daily consumption of fuel, and at- 
tendance on several fires, that the expense of forcing 
houses consist, more than in the first cost. A larger 
Outlay at first may be more economical and least 
trouble in the end. There is another point in favour 
of the hot water, The Polmaise system requires a con- 
Siderable briskness in the fire before it can be set in 
action, and below which it cannot be maintained ; the 
‘ot-water is obedient to every impulse, even that of a 

small slow fire, and has the advantage of supplying 
bottom-heat at the same time.—7'.K.——I consider this 
system of heating to require better recommendation for 
general purposes than the flattering statements we have 
hitherto had. 

k revious years, when fires were not lighted except in n and aod weather, and when equally good Grapes were produced with those of 
last year. The house alluded to is heated by a front 
flue, and the crops astonished everybody who saw them; the greater part of the bunches exceeded 3 lbs. in weight, and several more than 5 Ibs, 3 as black as jet, 
With a splendid bloom, and every berry perfect ; each 
Ine produced on an average from 12 to 14 bunches, 
a in the aggregate, from 30 to 40 lbs. 

e Polmaise Grapes superior to these ? Perhaps some Eu doubt the truth of this statement ; but it will be 
Ne d those who attended the three principal 
TA a wick, that I had better Hamburgh Grapes hcm and that too under very unfavourable 

jj having 160 miles to send them by rail- 
as mentioned in the report of the exhibition 

case, and I am at present having h i 
into the Peach-house and other MM COS BEER 
I would prefer flues, well built, to an imperfect hot- 
Water apparatus, for early forcing. Great praise is due 
to Mr. Ayres for his plain and sensible statements, Which axe faets, and for exposing a plan which requires 
Stronger proofs of its efficiency than has hitherto been 
Produced, to render it a favourite with the public in 
Seneral.— Stephen Barnes, Apley Park, Bridgnorth. 

Substitute for Potato Diet.—In these times it may 
Perhaps be interesting to some of your readers to know 
What good substitute can be ded for the use 
9f Potatoes, Some two or three months ago I under- 

2 
is the paper above alluded to :— 

Potatoes for 88 boys and 30 girls, at 6 oz. each, 708 oz., 

s r di d per Ib., 3s. Tid. 
UR REQUE aah agus 395. per AL or 14d. nearly 

Pets for ditto, at 1h oz. each, 177 oz., 11 116th Ibs., at 3a. 
per Ib., or 28s. per cwt., 11} lbs., at 3d., 2s. 9d. 

Milk for ditto, 10 quarts at 3d., 2s. 6d. 

Sugar for ditto, 2 Ibs. at 6d., 1s. 
Peas for ditto, 12s. 6d. per bushel, or 21d. nearly per 1b., 

2 oz. each, 236 oz., 143 Ibs. at 2}d., 3s. Td. 

Earliest Hyacinths.—I have several Hyacinths grow. 

ing in the open border in beautiful bloom. Those most 
advanced are Anna Maria, Alamode, Prince of Water- 

loo, La Déesse, General Van Ziethen, Passe tout, and 
Prince Frederick. The last named is in great perfec- 
tion, the crowning bell having fully opened two or three 

days ago. On Thursday last, the 26th ult., I pulled 

Rhubarb which had been without any kind of protec- 
tion. Several of the stalks were upwards of a foot in 

length. The variety was Marshall’s Early Searlet.— 
G. W. Manning, Boscastle, Cornwall. Feb. 28. 

The Season.—1 imagine that so mild a winter as the 

present one has rarely occurred. During the month of 

January we had in blossom Primroses, Violets, Crocus, 

Snowdrops, Hepaticas, Wallflowers, Stocks, &e., and the 

song of the thrush, blackbird, and lark was everywhere 

to be heard. The temperature in February has been 

similar to that of April or May, and at present (now the 

26th of Feb.), there is no appearance of a change. The 
hedges are fast coming into leaf, and are in that state 
in which they usually appear at the beginning or middle 

of April. The Elder trees are in full leaf; and on the 

16th of last month a friend of mine gathered a sprig of 

the Blackthorn in blossom. It is now very commonly 

the case. Pear trees, Apple trees, &c., are all but in 
blossom, and there are young Gooseberries on the trees. 
This day I saw in a garden a Honeysuckle in full blos- 

som, and a Whitethorn edge perfectly green, ‘having 
some of its leaves fully expanded, and I inclose a sprig 
or two; also some Mignonette, which I have just 
gathered in my garden. I may also mention that the 
Fuchsias in my garden have not lost their last year’s 
foliage, and that the new shoots have made considerable 
progress. What a contrast to the season of 1845, when, 
at the end of April, vegetation was in much the same 

state as it now is in February, Tt may probably be re- 
membered that the season of 1834 was very similar to 

the present one, and that we had then a check in 

March, with cutting north-easterly winds.— W. W., 

Chichester, Feb 26.—1t may be interesting to know thai 
the following plants are in flower in the walks of St. 

John's College, Cambridge: — Muscari racemosum, 

Primula vulgaris, Anemone nemorosa, Narcissus Pseu- 

do-Narcissus, Ranunculus fiearia, Daphne Laureola, 

uxus sempervirens, Taxus baccata, Pyrus japonicus. 

I also saw buds on the Honeysuckle (Lonicera pericly- 

enum), only not opened. The temperature on the 

last two nights has not fallen below 50° Fahr. Itis 

probable that no such season is on record. The White- 

thorn hedges are producing their buds, Elder is al- 

most in leaf, and the Elm is in flower.— C. C. B. 

The Season in Northumberland.—My Apricots and 

Peaches have begun flowering, and flower strong. There 

never was here before so easy a winter, and so evenly 

progressive a spring. Snowdrops are about over, and 

Winter Aconite quite ; Balm of Gilead unkilled in 

borders, and some of the Verbenas, Against a south 

wall, Verbena (Aloysia) triphylla, wood unhurt, and 

budding out. Arbutus has flowered through the winter, 

and even Oleaster is budding. Primula helvetica in 

garden borders is in full flower. Thorn hedges green 

in places. An old plant of Melaleuca hypericifolia, set 

out yet not plunged, to take its chance in November, is 

still unhurt, and beginning to grow from the ends of 

branches. Scilla sibiriea is in flower. The „wood of 

uchsia discolor and Riccartoni has stood in some 

places, and is budding out. Pyrus japonica, standing 

exposed, is in flower.—C. M. 

New description of Fuel for=Boilers.—As I fre- 

quently read of the bad performance of boilers, and 

of the care and attention required to keep the fires from 

going out, I am induced to offer a few hints by which 

any description of boiler may be made to burn for a 
much longer period than can be at all necessary, with- 

out attendance. Let such of your readers who wish to 

4} Ibs, r 
Price of Potatoes 7s. 3d. per cwt., or 2d. per 1b., 44} Ibs., at 3d, 
s. nearl; 

try the plan, or who being short of hands are desirous 
that their boiler should burn from night till mornin; ^ 
obtain from their coal merchant a load of blacksmiths’ 
slack (small coal-powder used in blacksmiths’ forges) 
and a sufficient quantity of fresh cow-dung from a eow- 
house; let some boys and girls be then set to work to 
make coal balls, about the size of a small Orange ; first 

kneading the coal-slack and cow-dung together a little 
ata time, to the consistence of brick clay, using only 
as much of the soft cow-dung as is sufficient to hold 
the small coal-dust together. Boys and girls soon learn 
in a few trials to make these balls quite hard and 
round between the palms of the hands, and can 
make as much in a few hours as will last for a 
month, if used only at night. A heap of the coal- 
dust on one side of them, and a small stable basket 
of fresh cowdung on the other is all that is necessary. 
When made, pile them up in any corner for use ; they 
will soon be dry enough for that purpose. When the 
gardener pays his last visit to the fires at night, let him 
rake out the fire to a few inches of the bottom, say to 
one-third of the whole space; fill up the remaining 
two-thirds with the balls, and in most cases that is all the 
trouble that need be taken till next morning. If they 
are quite dry at the time of using they will burn more 
apidly than if not so, and therefore better adapted for 

slow and badly drawing boilers ; but for quick draught 
a little dampness will not signify. In boilers of great 
draught, a little slack, damped, will be required to put 
on the top of them, but not mixed in with these more 
than can be avoided. In making the balls the stuff 
should be well mixed first, and pressed together 

tolerably hard. Should any of your readers find this 

plan to answer, perhaps they will be so kind as commu- 
nicate their success. If the coal called Kilkenny coal 
be used, a good fire made with such balls will last 
24 hours.— The Captain. 

Potato Disease.—I have lately found, upon close ob- 
servation, with the assistance of a good microscope, 
that in a few days after planting apparently sound Po- 
tatoes to all outward appearance, the disease first shows 
itself in little white oozings, in bunches of from 8 to 40 
or more, something like a bunch of insect’s eggs, or, as 
some would say, fly-blows ; they are of a conical shape. 
Those little ooziugs, at first, have a shiny icy appear- 
ance, like salt or saltpetre, and are distant from each 
other, but they spread, and eventually meet in appa- 
rently one mass, looking like little lumps of starch, and 
when touched in a dry state, have exactly the feel of 
starch. Decay very quickly commences, and gangrene 
and putrified blotches immediately follow, exactly where 
those white oozings were observed; then, in a very 
short time, may be observed a white mildew or fungus, 
and in this stage the disease runs like wildfire ; if a 
slice is cut from that part of the Potato on which this 
white oozing has first commenced, and the inside ex- 
amined just opposite those white oozings that appear 
on the outside, saffron yellow looking gatherings may 
be observed, extending into the interior of the Potato ; 
ifa slice is cut off and examined after the gangrene 
putrefaction has taken place, those spots will have be- 

come much darker in colour, and in a very short time 

the whole tuber is thus affected. I also observe dis- 
ease at the base of almost every eye which the tubers 
put forth in the open ground ; I have examined some 
hundreds of various plantings, and not a perfect eye 
can I find ; this white oozing springs up round the base 
of the eye, or young shoot, after the sets are planted, 
and of course very soon affects the shoots, no matter 
how strongly they may push forth, just under, or mostly 
within two inches of the surface of the soil. The shoots 
present first a dropsical, cancerous appearance, which 
swells until it bursts, cankers the shoot, which even- 
tually drops down ; the lower portion continues to put 
forth other shoots, to be attacked in the same way, 

until, from an occasional very strong tuber, a 
large bunch, or burr, of weak shoots is made, 

and the whole die off, when the vitality of the tuber is 

quite exhausted. These are facts which may be de- 

pended on. In regard to those we have planted of 

late, I cannot now see the shadow of a chance of their 

ever producing new tubers ; we have not planted a Po- 

tato but what has been well greened, hardened, and 
well stored. We may possibly, however, obtain some 

return from the earliest autumn-planted crop; for they 

have grown wonderfully strong, though all affected— 

even the fibrous roots are affected plainly enough to 

be seen by the naked eye. The crops here altogether 
are getting worse daily, and should we get a crop of 
any kind this season, of course the progeny will all be 

affected ; and by what means to prevent it Iam quite 

at a loss to guess, There is no remedy to my know- 

ledge that will expel or eradicate the disease from the 
sap or juices of the Potato, where the seat of the dis- 

ease evidently lies, The only hope to be entertained is 
from a new stock, and, perhaps, to be safe, too, from 
imported seed. Under these circumstances, we must 
turn our attention to the production of other vege- 

tables, more particularly Parsnips, as a root crop, and 

perhaps Jerusalem Artichokes, until we can find a 
better substitute. The above facts should certainly 

act as a caution toall. In conclusion, it may be of im- 

portance to mention that a quantity of tubers grown 
last year, and manured with soot, charred refuse, &e., 
still ‘continue quite sound, never yet having shown the 
least appearance of the prevailing disease in any shape 
that I could discover, with the exception of having the 

foliage and stalks overrun with the black inky and 

burned-looking spots at the time when the others were 

killed. I am, of course, dubious of them ; but still, up 
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to this time, the ra happen to be quite clear in every 
respect. This matter T shall continue to closely watch, 

and take an opportunity of forwarding the particulars. 
The whole of the stalks and leaves are scorched up ani 
gone from the first or carly crops, and tne young tubers 

fected, and the old Potatoes for present use 
'fast with the pest, although they 
red, — James Barnes, Bicton Gar- 
—To-day T examined a three-light 
anted in October, 1845, with Chap- 
grown and saved by myself from 

ng the same year. Sounder seeds 
ll appearance, when planted. The 
uched by frost. A month ago it 

of disease, and continued ; when, on 
, to my great disappointment, I 

Ibs. of tubers the size of a pigeon’s egg, 
the three-light. The stalk, 3 or 4 ins. 
x, of a rusty colour, dry and brittle ; 
which were produced grew above the 
m the joint of the stem after it was 

that the produce must be a second 
not been earthed would prove a 

My next succession, a four-light pit, 
ets saved same time as the other, 
more luxuriant than at present ; and 

r I shall report to you. Perhaps 
ting and desirable, as I am ad- 

ı the south of Lreland.—D. R., Port- 
on-suir, Feb 28. law, near Ca 

Potatoes in Ireland.—1_ was led, by some remarks 
on the failure of the Potatoin your Paper received yes- 
terday, to look at my Ash-leaved Kidneys, planted in a 
frame late in last year. They have hitherto shown 
every symptom of robust health, luxuriant foliage, 12 
and 18 inche: igh or so, and on some of them fine 
young Potato I found that the disease had at- 
tacked some of them, beginning at the root and pro- 

i I this morning renewed examination, 
26 state of the plant depended on the 

on of the seed tuber. Those which are 
lisease I found to have their seed tubers 

Those which are still untouched I 
the tuber not completely rotten, and that 

completely rotten. 
found to ! 
part to wl 

> still healthy plant. I of course threw 
d plants. From consideration of this, 

1elusion, that the Potato this season 
it to produce a fine, strong, healthy 

the plant will retain its luxuriance and 
as the seed tuber to which its stalk is vigour so lon 

attached reinai 
communicates the rot to the stalk, (and every appear- 
ance of the discase follows. The seed Potato for this 
year has not, I think, the faculty of keeping sound in 
the ground after it has produced its plant, as in ordi- 
nary seasons (judging, of course, from my Ash-leaved 
Kidneys.) I, therefore, am now removing Potatoes of 
different kinds to a floor in a store, and have them laid 
singly on it, and a little mould sprinkled over. As soon 
as the shoots are strong enough and rooted, I intend to 
separate them from the Potato and plant them out; 
these will then be free from the contagion of decay of 
the seed tuber. This plan is, I think, worth trial, as I 
think it is the premature decay of the seed tuber which 
communicates the disorder to the’ part of the stalk to 

1 

| 

good for common purposes; or pipe-clay, or potters’ 
clay mixed with a fourth of coke-dust, will stand high 
heats, and will not be likely to crack.— Lusor. 

Peas.—I have practised the following mode of pro- 
ducing early Peas for these eight or nine years with 
good success :—Cut turves two or three inchés in 
breadth and 18 ins. in length, turn them upside down, 
make a small mark lengthways in the turf sufficient to 
hold oue row of Peas. Place them on a hotbed, or in 
a pit with a little heat, then sow your Peas. Tw 
ordinary lights wil! hold about 50 yards. I sow about 
the Ist of February, and plant out in the first favour- 
able opportunity in March.—J. M., Sussex. 

[ 

WzrxLY Prices or Porators per ton, in Covent 
Garden Market, in 1845, and 1846. 

1845. 1846. 
EOD. eis 1| 50s. to 805.| Jan. 31] 70s. to 1405. 

8|50, 80 |Feb. 7 70 . 160 
15, 50 80 160 

50 80 | 160 
March ...... 1j 50 80 | 160 

50 — 90 |March.....7| 70 170 
Also at the waterside, Southwark. 

Feb... .. 3| 55s. to 80s.||Feb.......... 2| 50s. to 120s 
10| 55 80 | 9| 50 120 
17 | 55 80 | 16| 50 120 
24|.55 80 23, 50 120 

Mareh ...... 3| 85 80 ||Mareh .. ... 2| 60 140 

Sootíttieg. 
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

March 3.—R. W. BancHARD, Esq., in the chair. 
J. J. Buanpy, Esq., of High Grove, Reading, was elected 
a Fellow. Of plants some capital specimens were pro- 
duced, foremost among which may be mentioned a 
magnificent Erica aristata major, measuring about 2 ft. 
in diameter, and the same in height, covered with 
blossoms, from Mr. Green, gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., 
from whose garden also came a handsome Phaius 
grandifolius, and an enormous mass of the useful winter 
flowering Centradenia rosea. A Banksian Medal was 
awarded for the Cape Heath. Mr. Robertson, gr. to 
Mrs. Lawrenée, sent Schomburgkia violacea, a beautiful 
South American species; a new Odontoglossum, with 
spotted white flowers ; and the rare Phalenopsis 
amabilis, or white Butterfly-plant; a Knightian medal 
was awarded.—From Messrs. Veitch and Son, of 
Exeter, was a new yellow-flowered Tropseolum, which 
had been sent from Peru by Mr. Lobb, for which a 
certificate was awarded.— Finally of new things, Messrs. 
Loddiges, of Hackney, sent a new drooping-flowered 
plant, not before known in Europe, from Tropical 
Africa, for which a Knightian medal was awarded. It 
was named Ansellia Africana, in honour of Mr, Ansell, 
who when he was ‘out with the Niger expedition found 
it growing’ on the trunk of the Oil Palm, in the island 
of Fernando Po. It proves to bea very handsome 
thing,and will bean isitionto theOrchid ouse, 
—Mr. Ball, nurseryman, Taunton, exhibited a pretty 
seedling Epacris; and a new Pelargonium named Bella, 

hibiting a great imp , a8 regards quality, 
on the kinds usually employed for forcing, was 
sent by Mr. Beck, of Isleworth, from whom also a 

which it is attached, One of your corresp men- 
tions that some of his Kidney Potatoes are still-safe ; if 
I were in his place I would carefully raise every one, 
and take off the seed-tuber. I have no doubt that he 
will find the d tubers of those still'safe to be not 
quite rotten yet, and in those which are diseased he will 
find them in a total state of rottenness,—A. Thompson, 
Killylomain, Portadown, Ireland, 
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ground until wanted. The last autumn, cases occurred 
of portions of plots being taken up by my allotment 
tenants at different times, all of whieh when dug up 
appeared sound, and were fit for use ; but when the 
last were moved, a great portion of those which had 
been taken up the soonest and pitted, had become quite 
decayed. The ground occupied by Potatoes last year is 
now being dug and forked for other crops, and, as usual, 
many Potatoes are found which escaped notice ; but of 
these I have not, upon inquiry, heard that a single 
tuber, even of the kinds which had suffered the most, is 
unfit for use. They appear in a tuch sounder state 
than they were when dug up before the winter. If, 
then, the malady should prevail another year, would it 
not be prudent to make the experiment with a part of 
the Potato erops, of taking up alternate rows for use, 
and earthing up the remainder sufficiently high to pro- 
tect them from the effects of frost? A plan similar to 
this is often adopted by the epicure. The whole crop 
is left and eovered with straw, long stable dung, &e., 
by which precaution fresh dug Potatoes may be had 
the whole wiüter, and are considered much more palat- 
able than thóre taken up at the usual time.—Rev. Dr, 
Stephenson, Souldern Rectory, Oxon: 

Fire-Moriar—tI fear the loam and lime recom- 
mended at p. 118, by * Alpha,” will not stand in a high 
eat. As furnaces should be constructed with fire- 

bricks, I think the “putty? may be had of the sellers 
of the bricks ; but if there be any difficulty in procuring 
it, and the work to be done be in a coal district, very 

was read regarding Mr, Simmons’s hy- 
grometer. It was mentioned that Mr. B. had had one 
in use for several weeks, during which time dull weather 
generally prevailed ; but that in the three hot days 
we have lately had he had learned from this instrument 
that his arrangements for heating his Orchidaceous 
house were very defective, inasmuch as the power of 
creating moisture in the shape of vapour depended upon 
the temperature of the heating apparatus, which is a 
tank, on whose surface are water-tight compartments 
fitted with a plug. The heated water in the tank heats 
the water in these compartments, and vapour is given 
off, which if not required the plug is taken up, and, the 
water sinking into the tank, the evaporation ceases. On 
the 2d inst., the morning being very hot, the fire was 
raked out, and as the water cooled so was the arrange- 
ment ab tioned made inoperative, and in a short 
time the hygrometer, from indicating 75°, or a consider- 
able degree of moisture, went to the dry point, or 100°, 
On this being perceived, such resources as were at 
command were at once put in operation, which brought 
the instrument back to 70°, From the above Mr. 
Beck inferred that if he wished to keep his plants 
during the summer in the satisfactory state in which 
they were now mentioned to be, a power of throwing 
vapour into the house, quite independent of the boiler. 
that heats it, would be required ; in fact, that moisture 
must be obtained without heat. Mr. B.'s arrangements 
being very similar to those for heating stoves, &c., in 
eneral, these remarks were made in order to set 

others to think in the right direction .—Of Miscel- 
laneous matters of importance, it may be mentioned that 
Potatoes (both from frames and from the open ground) 
of the present year’s growth, exhibiting the disease of 
last year in all its previous forms, again came from 
Lady Rolle’s gardens at Bicton, and from the garden 
of Ò. F. Meyrick, Esq., of Bodorgan Hall, in North 
Wales. Carrots were also shown, exhibiting the same 
calamity as that which had attacked the Potatoes ; and 
Dutch Hyacinths, and various other things, were like- 
wise mentioned to be suffering from the same disease.— 
From the Garden of the Society were Lycaste longipes, 

many coal veins have fire-clay under them’ sufficiently | a woolly variety, with green flowers, which’ are more 

LE. [Mar. 7, 
curious than beautiful ; a noble Dendrobium nobile, in 
one bloom ; a variety of Zygopétalum crinitum ; Spi- 
ranthes orchioides ; two Begonias ; Centradenia rosea, 
covered with little pink star-like flowers ; the useful 
stove shrub Inga pulcherrima, with gaudy tassels of 
long scarlet stamens; Trymali doratissi a sweet 
scented hardy greenhouse shrub ; and Correea Goodei. 
—Seeds received from Mr, Fortune of the Shanghai Oil- 
plant, or Brassica sinensis, a sort of Rape, said to be 
hardy and well adapted for field culture, were dis- 
tributed to such Fellows as wished to receive them 3 as 
were also cuttings of the following Pears, viz. Comte 
de Lamy, a good bearer as a standard, ripening 
middle-sized, roundish fruit, remarkably sugary and 
rich in October ; Glout Morceau de Cambron, a variety 
little known, perfectly distinct from the Glout Mor- 
ceau, and more resembling the Napoleon in its form 
and juicy flesh, which is, however, of finer consistency 
than that of the last-named variety—it ripens in No- 
vember; the Flemish Beauty, an excellent standard 
Pear, which ripens in September and October, and 
which should be gathered before it parts readily from 
the tree ; and Thompson's, a middlé-sized, exceedingly 
rich, and melting variety, which ripens in November, 
and succeeds well as a standard. 

BOTANICAL SOCIERY OF EDINBURGH. 
Feb. 12—Dr. Barrour in the chair: Mrs. J. Stewart, 

of Nateby Hall, was elected a life member. A collec- 
tion of plants from Chippawa and various parts of 
Canada, presented from Dr. Philip W. Maclagan ; and 
specimens of some of the rarer alpine plants of Scotland, 
presented by Dr. Balfour, were announced. The fol- 
lowing communications were read :—1, On the Potato 
Disease, by Mr. Jonn Goopsir, Mr: G. stated that 
there could be no doubt as to its general resemblance 
to an epidemic, and alluded to the striking resemblance 
between the rise and progress of epidemics, and the ap- 
pearance, non-appearance, and increase of fungi. 
Coupling this analogy with the opinion that eertain epi- 
demics owe their existence to the growth of fungi or 
analogous beings in the animals afflicted, Mr. G. con- 
ceived that we are bound, in our attempts to explain 
the nature of the disease, not to overlook the fungi 
which exist in the diseased tubers. He was inclined to 
believe in the organic nature of the brown matter, and 
founded his belief ehiefly on its peeuliar form, and on its 
position in the cells. This view of the disease did not 
afford an indication of eure or prevention. It holds out, 
however, a hope that the murrain may not recur.—Dr. 
Grivitie saw nothing improbable in the’ Potato mur- 
rain being analogous to epidemic diseasés in animals. 
The real cause, as in all epidemics, is involved in great 
mystery. Possibly a union of conditions may have 
taken place, fi bl 1 t of the fungus 
which appears to be invariably present. He thought it 
not improbable that certain conditions—oné or more of 
them being of a meteorological charact: have 
combined in the course of the past season to promote 
the growth of the Potato fungus. The question has been 
asked, How do the spores of the fungus obtain access 
to the vegetable tissue? Perhaps they, as well as the 
spores of other of the minute fungi, may at all times 
inhabit the tissue of those species of plants to which they 
are respectively peculiar, without, under ordinary cir- 
cumstances, deranging the vegetable functions, in the 
same manner as minute parasites infest different parts 
of the animal structure. In addition to this, there 
must be in plants, as well as in animals, a predisposition 
to receive the disease ; for even epidemics make a selee- 
tion of their victims. The fungus did not attack all 
plants of the Potato indiscriminately ; some varieties 
throughout the infected districts having, comparatively 
speaking, escaped, a most valuable fact for the consi- 
deration of the practical agriculturist.—Mr. W. Crum 
stated that the colouring matter in diseased Potatoes 
contained nitrogen. He believed it was a fungus.— 
Dr. G. Witson was of opinion that the vegetable phy- 
siologist was not entitled to refer to the fungus as the 
cause of fermentation, or to speak of it as more than an 
accompaniment.—Dr. MAcrAGAN had no doubt that the 
fungusin the diseased Potato had originated in the leaves, 
and been propagated down along the stem to the tubers. 
He thought, however, that the question as to the nature 
of the Potato disease was mot settled by proving the 
presence of a fungus in the altered portions, It was 
still a disputable point, whether the fungus was antece- 
dent to, or consequent upon, the morbid state of the 
tubers.—Mr. Mitnu had been devoting attention to the 
meteorological branch of the inquiry, and thought that 
he had made a discovery which would explain the ap- 
pearance of the disease in some places and not in others. 
He then described some peculiarities of the weather in 

England and Scotland during the summer and autumn 
of last year, as shown by meteorological returns which 
he had obtained from a number of places, both in those 
districts where the diseased prevailed, and in those from 
which it had been absent. He mentioned that the 
maximum summer-heat had occurred in England and 
southern parts of Scotland in June, whereas in the 
northern parts of Scotland, where the Potato disease 
had not appeared, the maximum heat had occurred in 
August as usual. He alluded also to repeated and 
sudden thermometie changes which had occurred in the 
south of England.—Mr. BRAND and Mr. Ginbwoop re- 
marked, that Potatoes in the early part of the season 
were not affected, and that where the stems and leaves 
had been cut away early, the disease had ‘not appeared 
in the tubers left in ground. These favts seem to indi- 
cate some atmospheric influences which had come into 
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Operation late in season, 
not take effect till the tubers 

II. A Synopsis on the British Species of the genus 
Rubus. By M». Cussres C, Baprsorox, M.A., F.LLS., &et 

Banksia cylindrostachya, Hakea 
d; ds. Dr. Leman presented 

Tea VS d 
cristata, and 
à Specimen of the fru! 

the Hymen:zea verrucosa of some authors, 
Mx. Newrort reud a short paper * On the Aqueous 

Vapour transpired from the Beehive.” The author 
drew attention to circumstances which do not appear to 
have engaged the attention of naturalists, viz. the quan: 
tity of vapour expelled from the hive by bees, during 

tion, and the deposit of blackish matter 
of hives on the footstool. He at first 

had supposed that this deposit was either occasioned by 
the shedding of pollen by the bees when they alight, or 
else that it was some rejected substance ; but he soon 
satisfied himself that it was not occasioned by either 
of these causes, and he suggested, in the absence of 
direct proof, whether it may not be due to the same 
cause as that which darkens the waxen combs in the 
interior ? and whether this may not result from a com- 
bination with the wax of part of the carbonic acid pro- 
duced during the respiration of the bees, such combi- 
nations being promoted by the high temperature of the 
interior of the hive. He also suggested that the black 
deposit at the entrauce of the hive might be due to the 
same cause, hut observed that these views could only be 
substantiated by comparative chemical analyses of the 
amount of carbon in new andin old waxen combs. He 
confirmed, by his own experiments, the statements of 
Huber, that the vitiated air of the hive is removed by 
the fanning of the bees, and that in this process a 
double current is established. The respired air passes 
out by the one, while frésh air enters'by the other. 
He found also that the former is of very high tempera- 
ture,and is charged with a large quantity of vapour, 
the result of the respiration of the bees, and of their 
cutaneous transpiration. In one experiment which he 
made to collect and condense the vapour, as it issued 
forth, he found that during. 11 hours of the night in 
the beginning of September, he obtained a drachm and à 
half of fluid condensed from the air that escaped from 
a single hive, at a tine when the temperature of the 
external atinosphere was about 60° Fahr. Thetempera- 
ture of the vapour, as it issued forth, as examined in a 
glass vessel about 4 in, distance from the entrance of the 

hive, wasthen 69° Fahr. ; and'on another occasion when 
the open atmosphere was 61° Fahr., that of the vapour 
was 71° 5/ Fabr., while a thermometer which had been 
inserted through tle top of the hive, and had remained 
so untouched for several days, showed that the upper 
part of the hive was then only 69° Fahr. The result 
of the whole observations seemed to show that the tem- 
perature of the expelled air of the hive, and the quan- 
tity of vapour it contained, weré in proportion to the 
degree of activity, and the quantity{of respiration of the 
bees. 

WARRINGTON NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY. 

s We areindebted to the kindness of Dr. KENDRICK, 

Jun., for this abstract of a paper on the Potato dis- 
ease, which was read by Mr. W. Witson, ata late meet- 
ing of the above society, After some introductory re- 
E on the nutrition of animals, and the relative 
Mo us as an article of food, being'less nutri- 

0 a heat, Peas, &e and on the chemical con- 
stituents, Mr. Wilson proceeded to describe their bo- 
tanical structure, especially the starch granules, which 
are larger thau those of Wheat, more irregular in 
form, and apparently laminated, He showed that the 
granules'of starch do not in amy càse consist of an 
ie pellic filled up. with: substance of another 
eta: us the substance throughout is uniform, 

gin cold water, nor contracting when dried, 
ps somewhat horny cousistence, fragile when pressed 
eee Be plates of glass. When boiled they fill up 
bs $» main aro then easily separable from each 
ihe s as their original forms. Mr. Wilson 
papa Sed to consider the disease, and expressed 

di opinion that the brown-spotted disease was wholly 
Istinet from. that which was haracterised by fetid Piten ne ice: characterised by feti 

ghtigtens d : also confessedly was from the moist 
pp has Pon ng à for Several seasons has been observed 
Me. J. Beker ani in cominenting on the Rev. 
er dottenun bbs on the subject (published in the 

id he Hort. Society), stated (as. the 
result of his own experi Y)» x 

periments), that the brown spots did 
not extend themselves, nor ine. : P tabere Ad debeat. or increase in number after the 

1 "eU up that such tubers were not 
more disposed to beeome fostid and y r iiu d id and rotten than others 
which were without Spots; that the spot n fo 

not to the presence of a fungus, but te a deposition of 
earthy matter, believed to be silica, betake P resisted 
the action of acids after incineration, rendering the P j 2 ion, rendering the Po- 
tato in those parts of more solid consistence, and re 
marked’ that if the whole of the cellular tissue had been 
thus affected, the tubers would have as 

* some cause which did | fore this deposit of silica is to be regarded as excremen- 
were fully developed.— | titious. The cells thus affected contain starch in the 

usuál'state. The presence of the mycelia of fungi, he 

considered to be accidental, since he did not observe 

any such appearance until after long search, and then 

only in the cells lying almost immediately underneath 

the cuticle. He confirmed Mr. Berkeley’s statement 

that the brown spots were chiefly confined to the cel- 

lular tissue above the layer of scalariform vessels; He 

insisted upon the fact that many brown-spotted Pota- 
oes yet remained in other respects perfectly sound, as 

a reason for not fully admitting Mr. Berkeley’s views. 

In discussing the history of the disease characterised 

by the brown spots, Mr. Wilson pointed out the possi- 

bility that all those accounts which affirmed that the 
disease was prevalent in 1843 and previous years had 

reference to a different disease, and that this of 1845, 

if not identical with the dry rot of 1830, was peculiar to 

1845. Anaccurate knowledge of the history of the 

disease was essential to the formation of correct opi- 
nions concerning its cause. 

Mr. Wilson then gave the result of his inquiries into 

the cause of the disease. He admitted that if Mr. 

Berkeley. was correct in assuming that the brown- 

spotted disease existed in 1843, there were presump- 

tive though not conclusive grounds for believing that 

the parasitic fungus called Botrytis infestans was the 
proximate cause of the disease, and after having him- 

self witnessed the mode in which that fungus infested 

the leaves of the Potato plant, growing out of the sto- 

mata, and shooting its root-like mycelia in every direc- 

tion through the parenchymatous tissue, to the mani- 

fest obstruction of the processes of respiration, per- 

spiration, and digestion (the proper functions of the 

leaves of vegetables), he concurred with Mr. Berkeley 

in aseribing the disease to the injurious action of the 

fungus. At the same time, Mr. W., in the present 

state of our knowledge of the history of the disease, 

thought it probable that the fungus (though the proxi- 

mate cause of the disease or diseases), could not have 

established itself where it did, unless the plants had 

ecome predisposed to diseased aetion through the 

adverse meteoric influences so ably described by Pro- 

fessor Lindley in the Gardeners’ Chronicle (August 23). 

He considered that weather of so very unpropitious acha- 

racter as that of July and August was well calculated to 

disturb the proper equilibrium of the two opposing 

forces, chemical affinity and the vital principle, in a 

plant which was indigenous to an almost tropical 

climate (Chili), and more liable to be injured by exces- 

sive moisture than by reduced temperature, according 

to the opinions of those who were familiar with the 

climate of its native country. Even Wheat had suffered 

greatly from the very same causes. 
In discussing Mr. Berkeley’s argument founded 

upon the fact that an allied species, Botrytis Bassiana, 

which destroyed silkworms, had been observed to pos- 

sess the power of establishing itself upon healthy cater- 

pillars, even of other species, Mr. Wilson admitted that 

if no mistake existed on this point, it would be unrea- 

sonable to deny that the Botrytis infestans might have 

a similar power to attack a healthy Potato-plant. The 

proof would be more satisfactory if (now that the atten- 

tion of competent observers was aroused to the subject), 

itshould be ascertained, in some propitious season to come, 

that the Botrytis continued to infest the leaves, and 

the same result should follow. He considered it suffi- 

cient to confine our views of injurious action to the dis- 

turbance of the vegetable functions in the leaf of the 

Potato, where the fungus was in immediate contact with 

the most vital part of the plant: it had probably no 

specific action on the tubers. He pointed out an essen- 

tial difference between decay and disease, the one oc- 

curring only in dead organised matter, the other in parts 

where the vital principle continued to act, a distinction 

apparently not adverted to in Mr. Berkeley’s essay, but 

having an important bearing upon the arguments there 

employed. Mr. Wilson agreed with Mr. Berkeley: in 

thinking the disease (of fostid putrescence) not conta- 

gious. He then commented on Dr. Andrew Ure’s 

essay in the “ Lancet,” in vindication of Liebig's views, 

evidently misunderstood by Dr. Ure. The casein ex- 

ists in a soluble state in vegetables. Liebig did not con- 

fine his remarks to unsound Potatoes ; and the method 

of preserving Potatoes by immersing them in dilute 

sulphurie acid previous to drying them for food is pre- 

ferable to that of grating them, for several reasons, and 

especially because mueh of the azotised matter (the 

really nutritious part of the Potato) is thus preserved. 

My. Wilson considered that the footid putrescence of 

the Potatoes was owing: to the formation of casein in- 

stead of albumen in the tubers, and explained why the 

presence of casein did not invariably produce decay. 

In order to obviate future mischief, Mr. W. con- 

curred with Mr. Rothwell (Farmers Herald) in re- 

commending that new varieties should be raised from 

seed, with a view to more complete acclimatisation. 

He also pointed out the impropriety of not planting Po- 

tatoes until after they had sprouted. The rubbing off 

of the sprouts must necessarily impair the vitality of 

the tubers, because it had been found that the starch of 

the Potato was partly transferred to the sprouts. If 
epa 

isease exists in the tubers, it may 

EUR with the dry-rot, which prevailed so extensively 

a 

brown-spotted disease, bat a more OR of 

any 
? 

have been the result of continued mal-treatment of this 

:|kind, Mr. Wilson, however; considered that we were 

not in sufficient possession of facts to form an infallible 
"MA 

it, which rendered the Potatoes as hard as stone, inea- 
Pable of being ‘softened by boiling. Healthy tubers do 
Not contain any earthy matter insolible Ti aeidi y there- 

as to the cause of disease, or even its true 

haraeter, and ded a closer investigation in 

the coming season of the habits of the parasiti¢ fungus 

above-miehtioned; Tn the course of the lecture several 

illustrative diagrams: were exhibited, representing 
mieroseopie dissections, highly magnified, of Botrytis 
and other fungi found in the Potato plant’ and on the 
tubers, the cellular tissue of the latter, and the starch 

granules. 

New Garden Plants. 
15. AMàmaNTHUS OLERACEUS. The Chusan Han-tsi. 

Tender Annual Esculcn!. (Amaranths. Chusan. 

Mr, Fortune states that’ this is “a vegetable used as 

Spinaeh by the Chinese. The variety grows strongly, 

and ought to be sown in beds or rows rather thinly.” 

Tt requires to be grown in a very rich light soil and a 

rather moist temperature of about 60°. If proper 

accommodation can be afforded the seeds may be sown 

at any time, and the leaves will be fit for use in two 

months after. Some plants were put out in June, on a 

warm border, but did not succeed. At the first gather- 

ing, the tops may be cut off, and fresh leaves will be 

thrown out, but they will be smaller than those first 

produced. A few leaves of sorrel improve the common 

Spinach. The Han-tsi possesses in itself a very slight 

but agreeable acidity which renders the above addition 

unnecessary. It isto be regretted that it is not yet 

sufficiently hardy to succeed out of doors; but it can 

be easily cultivated in pits or in pots in any forcing 

house, and thus afford an additional variety to the 

culinary list even in winter.—Journul of the Horticul- 

tural Society. 

16: CarxsrrGia PUBESCENS. Downy Bindweed. Hardy 

Perennial. (Bindweeds.) North of China. 

This curious plant approaches very nearly to the C. 

sepium or larger Bindweed of our English hedges, from 

which it differs in having firmer and smaller leaves, 

much narrower bracts, and a fine pubescence spread 

over every part. It is the first plant of its order that 

has beén mentioned as producing double flowers. They 

are about as large as those of a double Anemone, but 

the petals are arranged with the irregularity of the 

Rose ; they are of'a pale very delicate pink, and remain 

expanded for some days. he calyx is quite unchanged. 

The exterior petals are very much lacerated and irre- 

gular in form ; those next the centre are narrow, drawn 

together into a kind of cone ; the next central are com- 

pletely concealed by those without them, and diminish 

till they are mere scales, analogous to those which may 

be found in the first buds which burst in the spring. 

Not a trace can be found of stamens or pistil. It is 

probably quite hardy if planted in a dry situation. It 

requirés a rich loamy soil and is easily increased by the 

roots. The roots very much resemble those of the 

common Bindweed (Calystegia sepium). It flowers 

freely in July and August. It'is a very handsome 

climbing plant, with large double flowers, which are 

produced freely. nal of the Horticultural Society. 

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS, 

(For the ensuing Week.) 

CONSERVATORIES, STOVE, &e. 
Potting.—TVhis will now bea matter of daily oecur- 

rence, and on the mode’ in which this is performed will 

depend the future success of the plant. I need say 

little here about the propriety of using fibrous soil, or 

about thorough drainage; these things are now tolerably 

well carried out, but 2 few words to the amateur may 

be acceptable, as to the best mode of watering newly- 

potted things in general. Let it be a maxim, then, 

never to water a fresh potted plant, until it is fixed where 

itis toremain. I have known even a gardener (of course 

a very bad one), give his fresh potted plants a thorough 

watering whilst on the hand-barrow, to “ settle the 

soil,” as it is termed, and then immediately to carry them 

to their destination. This, although called gardening, 

should be termed “puddling ;" it is not possible for 

plants to thrive after such handling. The soil for potting 

should be neither wet nor dry ; one isas great an evil as 

the other ; it should, of the two, ineline to dryness, and 

should be pressed tolerably firm, not thumping the pot 

on the potting-board. The watering at first should not 

be performed in order to “settle the soil,” this means 

shutting out the atmosphere ; but merely with the in- 

tention of preventing the soil from becoming any drier. 

Hard balls should be soaked over head in water a day 

previous to shifting. Conservatory.—The families of 

Camellia, Acacia,” Cytisus, Phaius, Rhododendron, 

Eutaxia, Citrus, Epacris, Correa, Azalea, and last, but 

not least, the Rose, will be a blaze of beauty where plant- 

growing is well attended to. They will now require 

abundance of water, to which clear liquid manure shoul 

be constantly added. ispense with fire heat as much 

as possible; the immense perspiration’ caused by a 

March sun is more than enough for some of their 
evanescent beauties, without the aid of fires. Canvas 

sereens too should be’ at hand, to be drawn over the 

brightest parts of the house for two hours in sunny 

days. Stove and’ Orchidaceous Housé.— Orchids are 

now swelling fast; and many of the blocks and baskets 

of Stanhopeas, Gongoras, Dendrobiums, &e., will re- 

quive to be syringed about twice a week ; let this be 

done on sunny mornings early, and ‘give air freely for 

a couple of hours for fear of moisture lodging amongst 

the buds. In shifting large specimens im pots breal 

the pot carefully all round in small masses without 

injuring the roots, and shift the whole mass together. 

Terrestrial Orchids, in general, will do better in loamy 

turf and leaf mould (not too much decayed), blended with 

the lumps of peat. Renew Moss on blocks forthwith: 

Attend to disrooting and pruning back Justicias, Vincas, 

Clerodendrons, Exanthe Gei jas; Plupibagos, 
| Poinsettias; Erythrinas, &e.; at least,those exhausted by 
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flowering, and a few for early work. ‘Those done first, 
if carried on in due course, will be the earliest next 
autumn and winter. Mixed Greenhouse.—Force on 
Fuchsias where fine and large specimens are required ; 
a moist atmosphere, with a slight degree of shading, 
will run the shy sorts into wood by retarding the flower- 
ing principle. Those wintered in outhouses or cellars 
should now be brought forth and potted, if possible, to 
give them a start for the decoration of lawns or the 
flower-garden. Brugmansias should be disrooted, and 
started in heat. Shift, when necesary, Australian and 
Cape plants in a growing state, likewise Pelargoniums, 
Calceolarias, and Cinerarias, with a view to having fine 
specimens. Pot successions of Gloxinias and Achimenes, 
and keep them rather dry and warm. Forcing Pit.— 
Keep Roses free from insects, watering frequently with 
liquid manure. Provide successions of forcing things. 
The Dutch bulbs should not stay long here. T 
Hyacinths lose much effect when their bells are too far 
asunder through too much excitement in proportion to 
the light. Sow tender Annuals. Do not forget Phlox 
rummondi and Rhodanthe Manglesii, with the Portu- 

laceas, &e. Cold Pits.—Air these structures con- 
tinually, at night as well as by day, if there be no frost. 
Pot off stores for the flower-garden, and get them for- 
ward, more especially Scarlet Pelargoniums, Salvia 
patens, Heliotropes, Verbenas, &c. 

KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING. 
Pineries.—It should be understood at all times, that 

a sudden cheek of any kind whatever is at variance 
with the economy of the Pine plant. In shifting early 
in the spring this frequently happens if the plants are 
allowed to stan plunged in a p o 2 
whilst the tan bed from which they were drawn has pro- 
bably been 85°. Now this great discrepancy is found to 
be followed by pernicious effects. The Hamiltonian sys- 
tem, when once established, will save a future Calendar 
writer the trouble of adverting to this thrice-told tale. 
Attend well to atmospheric moisture ; rest assured that 
as far as the Pine alone is concerned, it is not easy to 
overdo it at this period, Be sure to secure a powerful 
solar heat, with occasional syringings. Do not be afraid 
of a thermometer of 90° at 3 o’clock on a sunny after- 
noon. Vineries.—Look well to the bottom-heat of early 
forced Vines, the roots of which are unfortunately out- 
side. End to kee ing material to 80° or 
959. When material of this kind is suffered to become 
inert at this period, it is far better removed altogether ; 
as mulching, if it has not the principle of fermentation 
within it, only serves to chill, as is the case in the 
application of wet material in a hot and dry summer. 
Early Grapes now about stoning should be run over 
once more with the scizzors ; let the shoulders be well set 
out. Keep up a soft and warm atmosphere on all ordi- 
nary occasions, but allow the heat to rise to 85° or 90° 
early in the afternoon of bright days, sinking to 65° at 
night. If your borders of the late houses are still too 
retentive of moisture, make holes or “pots ’’ in any di- 
rection, without injury to the root, and fill them three 
parts full of brickbats, or stones, using a mixture of 
raw turf chopped, and lime rubbish, for a foot over the 
surface of these extra drainages, Peach-houses.— Those 
swelling will now begin to enjoy a little liquid manure ; 
clarified soot water, with some stale urine, and dissolved 
guano, all as clear as good ale, will be found of great 
service. Gross shoots need scarcely be feared with 
this application, in doors, provided all luxuriant wood is 
stopped as soon asitis five or six leaveslong. Cherries 
—as before. Figs.—Provide against red spider by 
copious syringings, and the application of sulphur on 
the pipes, according to principles laid down in an early 
Calendar. If, indeed, this mode is persisted in, there 
will not be much occasion for the Syringing as far as the 
spider is concerned. Be sure to follow up stopping. 
Forcing Frames and Pits.—Make it a point to turn one 
of the linings to the early Cucumbers and Melons, once 
every week, until May. See that they are of equable 
moisture, and take care that no “burning ” extends 
into the bed. Secure by frequent sowing and good 
cultivation in pots, stout plants full of health, of choice 
Melons. Do not object to turning out old plants in 
preference to young ones, provided they have not re- 
ceived any check. Secure abundance of atmospheric 
moisture to Kidney Beans ; water both these and Straw- 
berries continually with clear manure water ; as soon, 
owever, as Strawberries change colour, use clear 

water. 
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KITCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD. 
Make sowings forthwith on well situated beds of the 

following vegetables, viz. :—Green Kale, Savoys, Leeks, 
Brussels Sprouts,Chou de Milan, (Thousand-headed Cab- 
bage,) Cauliflower (a pinch), and dwarf Cabbages ; also, 
a little Pomeranian Cabbage, a sprinkling of Somers’s, 
or other late spring Broccoli may also be added. Get in 
plants of Parsley; soot dressings have been highly recom- 
mended by first-rate practical men for this purpose. Give 
a slight salting to all your Asparagus beds and Sea-kale 
ground, and soot over all Strawberry plantations re- 
quiring manure. Sow Peas, Beans, and Radishes, as 
soon as the former sowing is fairly above ground, 
Prick out very early Celery ina frame. Old mellow 
dung made firm is good, and prevents tap roots. Sow 
all herbs—sweet Marjoram, and Sweet Basil, on heat. 
Cover up with litter all early slopes of Radishes, Horn 
Carrots, &c., whilst the sun shines, about three o'clock, 
and water them once a week with tepid clear manure- 
water. Orcharding and Fruit-trees in General.—Pro- 
tect by all possible means the blossom. Straw-ropes, 
mats, canvas, bunting, Fir-boughs, and fronds of Fern, 
should all, or any of them, be in requisition. As soon 

as you have finished nailing the Peach-trees, mix sul- 
phar and soap-water to the thickness of paint, and 
draw a band of the mixture between the shoots, in 
all directions; this once done, and that well, will 
secure the trees thoroughly from red spider for twelve 
months. Proceed with grafting, following in the order 
in which the buds break. Thrust a wisp of hay once 
a week into white Broccoli, the heads of which are 
showing, for fear of frost. 

F R-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES. 

A thorough collection of the best hardy annuals should 
now be sown; they are of most service and most 
esteemed before the gay masses of Verbenas, Pelar- 
goniums, &c., come to perfection. , Where a frame or 
pit is at liberty, I would recommend their being sown in. 
small pots, in loamy soil, and not turned out until they 
are slightly pot-bound ; the flower then gains the pre- 
dominance, and the great proportion of this above the leaf 
constitutes the chief beauty of many of the annuals ; 
they are more easily protected also from slugs. Get 
Dahlias in heat directly for propagation, 

COTTAGERS’ GARDENS, 

Look to the Kitchen Garden Calendar at all times, as 
to sowing and planting. Although the cottager is not 
obliged to sow and plant all things there mentioned; yet, 
what he requires may in general be done as there re- 
commended. Where a cottager has a frame, it should be 
occupied with early Potatoes, to be succeeded by Cucum- 
bers. Now is the time for grafting ; there is no ocea- 
sion to cut the head entirely away from trees still 
bearing, in order to introduce new or better sorts. 
Grafts may be placed on the sides of shoots, and the top 
of the old tree reduced progressively. Pot off cuttings 
of Fuchsias, Verbenas, &c., for window plants and for 
garden display. Keep the cuttings low in the pots, and 
cover with a flat pane of glass ; they may then stand in 
2 sunny window without shading. 

FO: NG. 
All Fir or Pine planting may, if not done, be now 

finished. Larch buds early ; therefore, no time can 
belost. Remember rotation of planting ; Firs must 
not follow Firs, but common forest-trees, and vice versa. 
If the hares or rabbits disbark young trees, use some 
nauseous dressing on their stems. This is a good season 
for charcoal-burning. Keep the shovellings of the bank 
for dressing seed-beds. Finish seed-sowing, except of 
Beech and Sycamore ; these are liable to suffer from 
late frosts. 

State of the Weather near London, for the week S Mar. 5,1846, ap 
observedat the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick. 

if you wash it with gas-water, but we cannot advise you fur- 
ther without seeing the insects you complain of. Please to 
send 2 or 3 in a pill-box by post. R. 

NAMES or PLANTS—Arbuscula—lIt is Ilex opaca, and the colour 
is natural to it in a cold climate.—— Temple—Poa annua. 

Porators — We are indebted to many correspondents for 
information on this subjec must beg those who 
do not find their communications noticed to believe that they 
are not overlooked, but will be used in such a manner as may 
appear most conducive to the public benefit. ——S N—We 
must refer you to our Leading Article.—— The Mills—We do 
not find disease in the specimen you have sent. The ends 

more than state its object, so far 
as we can make it out. C. complains of the use made of 
his name in the Leading Article of last week, which he says 
contains many inaccuracies. He should not blame us for that 
use ; it was forced upon us by what happened'in the House of 
Jommons. He proceeds to state that he has had no communi- 

cation with Lord Ingestre, who has been ‘misled in supposing 
at the new Potatoes he (Mr. C.) exhibits in London, were 

raised from diseased sets.” He expresses his surprise that we 
should have supposed them, since we saw them, to be new, 
which, if he again reads our observations, he will find we did. 
not suppose them to be; he says the disease “has shown itself 
in hi i ox ;” when this box, consisting of 
several lights, was inspected, it had broken out in two lights 
and was progressing. There could be no mistake about 
that, for we examined the diseased plants ourselves, one of 
the Messrs. Chapman having obligingly sent them to us. He 
says that the loss in last year's crop is greatly exaggerated ; 
may be; but the statement was that of a person in Mr. ^s 
own ground, as he will find upon inquiry. We are glad to know 

ias not been so heavy a loser, The following paragraph 
we extract entire :—“ You say we found that apparently sound. 
sets placed on shelves under cover produced diseased shoots. 
This statement is calculated to deceive his lordship and the 
public. In my former letter I stated the disease had exhibited 
itself in the shoots of Potatoes when on shelves in a dry fruit 
room, as much as ithad in those planted in the earth. M. 
argument was, that some atmospheric phenomena were act- 
ing on all Potatoes which were in a growing state in the 

. summer of 1845, totally irrespective of situation, and not, as 
your statement would lead your readers to believe, that the 
produce of last year is exhibiting the disease now, for I beg 
to assure you ontrary is the fact; we have some so 
placed, and they are as healthy as any Potato ever grown.” 

ehad understood that the attack upon the Potatoes on 
shelves was a new case; but it seems that here a mistake has 
been really made, and we hasten to correct it. 
whether sound new Potatoes have been obtained from dis- 
eased sets, and he asks where ; if he will read attentively what 
is said in this Paper he will see where. In conclusion, Mr. C. 
says that we have insinuated that he had attempted to deceive 
the public ; now we should be very sorry that such an im- 
pression should go abroad, and we confidently refer to the 
article i Mr. C. (p. 131), in proof that we not 

THERMOMETER, Wind. | Rain, 

m; partially overcast at night 
fleeting clouds; partially overcast 

slightly clouded; very fine; clear at night 
d windy; overcast at night 

4— Rain; brisk wind; clear and fine at night 
5—Showery ; heavy clouds and sun occasionally ; clear and fine. 
Mean temperature of the week 64 deg. above the average, 

2 $ H M 5 

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 20 years, for the 
ensuing Week ending Mar. 14, 1846. 

i No. of | G [EExevatibis Winits: 
Max. [ignes Powest sen Year in | qmantity es all se lel Temp. [Pomp EE | OF Ran. Az Mer E 

Sun. g| 94 | 96 418 5 PASFEEREE 3|a 
Mon. 9 . 9. . 18|1 33 
Tues. 10 513 85.5 | 43.4 9 0.69 2 Hel 8| 3| 4| 3| 2 

Wed. 11| 515 | 349 | 43.2 8 «20 |3) 2} a| 4| 3| 7| a} 1 
Thur.12| 518 | 29.9 |4L8 9 .92 21/2817 4— 
rl 18| 525 | 359 | 497 9 080 | 3| 3| a| 1| 5| a| 2 

Sat. 14| 504 | 37.0 | 43.7 9 48. 18 3|- 4| 5| a| 2 

The highest temperature during the above period occurredon the 9th, 
1826—therm. 689; and the lowest on the 13th, 1845—therm. 13°. 

Notices to Correspondents. 
To our CORRESPONDENTS— We have every wish to oblige you by 
answering all questions relating to the subjects treated of in 
this Journal must intreat you to be reasonable. We 

Say we have many such cases. To spare time or space for 

his Verbenas in pots are killed because good drainage was put 
in the bottom of the pots, we can only say that we should be 
sorry to have such a gardener ourselves, and should try to find 
a person of more common sense, 

Giazinc—T S—Ground glass will do well for all greenhouses 
in summer, for it renders shades unnecessary ; but it will not 

oLD Fisn—Alfred—The principal circumstance requiring at- 
tention is to supply them with river or pond water, not pump 
water. You had better advise with the person who sells 
them, as there may be something which he can explain in 
their history. 

GoosenERRIES—Ap Lle 

have been introduced with the manure. You can only kill 
them by dry heat or the application of liquids, which will also 
destroy your plants. Put some damp Moss on the pots, pro- 
bably they will congregate under it; and communicate 
result to us. A,——4J M H—You will kill the Virginia Creeper 

only had no such intention, but that we have treated Mr. C. 
with that courtesy which he has a right to expect. 

Sxzps—Z V—Your seeds will not repay you for the trouble of 

raising them. We should throw them away. A is. 
SrwwoNs's HyGROMETER— —This has been advertised in 

No. 8, J not aware that we can add anything 
to what has already been said. It will be more fully described 
in the next ** Journal of the Horticultural Society." 

Txa—W @—There is every reason to believe that Black and 
Green and Assam Tea are each produced by different species. 

VASES. (—AÀ h Lysi hi i 
Verbenas, if plenty of coarse drainage is used, and Sedum 
Sieboldi, if you can keep the slugs away, will grow in your 
vases, 

Wanp's CAsEs—Z7 M—You should read Mr. Ward's own state- 
men: 

on are the mon or a is impos- 

sible to soften vegetable ivory by any practicable process. 

Eggs lose nothing and gain nothing by ing; the 
other question we cannot answer; but we presume the; 

u are much more nutritious. We should be greatly obliged 
by the receipt. —— E S— r Violets are punctured by 
insects, or by some kind of animal. Perhaps by green-fly. 
—Clio—Magnolia grandiflora is too large a plant. 
green Honeysuckles, or Escallonias, or Ceanothus divari- 
catus, or Pyrus Japonica, would be better. M P—Wai 
your Rose-trees with half an ounce of nitrate of soda dis- 
Solved in a couple of gallons of water, and apply half the 
quantity at a time. Watch the effect; and if necessary re. 
peatthe dose. Always use this salt in very small quantities, 

i o consequence which way you put seeds into the 
ground. Nature will always right itself—S C—Your Firs 
have been attacked some insect, whose punctures have 
arrested growth and caused the production of galls. Clay or 

ence, if any ; you will then know if you haye much organic 

——J W—Open a trench on each side of 

which is becoming bare at the bottom, down to 

substances may be either applied together or separately, and. 
slightly forked in. Charcoal is beneficial to Onions, at the 

above rate scattered in the drills, Generally speaking farm- 
yard manure is the best. The New British Queen is muc 
the same as Knight's Tall Marrow, growing 7ft. or 8 ft. high.ll 
——J L L—The Number is out of print.—Dodie—You are 
not likely to obtain the Lace-tree on this side of Jamaica, nor 
the Gerradias out of the United States. Buffalo-berry is un- 

known to us: The others any respectable nurseryman can. 
obtain from his London correspondents ; but they are dear, 

SEEDLING FLOWERS. 
CINERARIAS—R A C K—Neithe edlings are sufH- 

has very narrow petals; the crimson. variety is very inferior 
to the sorts in cultivation.*——J B—Both your varieties are 

ine in colour, but the petals are toonarrow for the improved 
state of the flower,*——W W—Nos. are very goo 

varieties, having broad petals, but they are not superior to 

9. 2, which is fine in colour.* 
PRIMULA SINENSIS—R A C K—There appears to be no novelty 

in your two seedlings.* 
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THE TANK SYSTEM, 

Ic bos EIU 

DURBIDGE aw» HEALY having heated a con- 
Siderable number of Pits and other Horticultural Struc- 

tures, for the cultivation of Pines, Melons, 

Their Apparatus may be seen at work at the following places: 
—Hortieultural Gardens, Chiswick ; Royal Botanie Gardens, 

Glendinning, Chiswick Nursery; Messrs. Henderson, Pine- 
apple-place ; and in more than one hundred other places,— 130, Fleet-street, London. 

The Agricultural Gasette, 
SATURDAY, MARCH 7, 1846. 

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWI 
Wnoxnspay, Mar. 11—Agricultnral Society of England. 
THURSDAY, - C. of " — 18—Agricultural Society of England. THURSDAY. — 19—Agricultural Imp. Soc. of Ireland. LOCAL SOCIETIES.—Parsonstown— Vale of Alford— Wells, 

FARMERS' CLUBS. 
y ‘ar.12—Rich: 

RDNESDAY, 

Mar, 9—Selby— Exmi 
—Cirencester—W. Mar 

e 
—Rochford Hundred—Fram- 
lingham — Aráleigh — Dork- 

comb—Swansea 
— 16—W. Hereford — Botley — 

Bakewell 
— 17—Bromsgrove 

— 11—Bratntree and Bocking — Harleston 
— 19—Blofield and Walsham 

Turre is more Foo» ror Stock at the present 
moment in many parts of the country than there 
was four months earlier in the season at the cor- 
responding period of last year. Having within the 
last fortnight repeatedly traversed the district 
lying within the lines joining London, Bristol, 
Manchester, and Hull, we can speak with confi- 
dence on the point. Never before have we seen 
so late in the season such an immense extent of 
Turnip crop still in the field. This, so far as it 
goes, is certainly matter for satisfaction, as it will 
enable the farmer to feed his. stock up to heavier 
weights than he might otherwise have been able 
to make them, and it will also enable him to keep 
a larger extent of his Grass land for hay. But we have noticed the fact chiefly that we might call at- 
tention to the condition in which these Turnip 
Crops at present are. They are worsening every 
day ; we have seen many fields in full bloom ; the bulbs are rapidly assuming a tough and almost 
ho ore e AE of their juices being 

sorbed in nourishin ingi FAM g the young plants springing 

will suffer fr. 
is not 

may plough them in to be composing them are m 
tributed throughout the soil in 

B they are concentrated in 

It is of little use to mow down th ; others will form, and the change Hoty phan ; In the texture of the bulbs cannot be retarded Die So long as this moist mild weather continues. The crop must be ploughed up and gathered into heaps as 1t ought to have been in November last, Young 
cattle in yards will eat the green shoots, and the bulbs should be cut up for sheep. We venture to 

assert, on an annual experience of upwards of 1500 
tons so consumed, that the farmer is well paid, by the 
greater economy of the process, for the expense of 
harvesting roots in autumn, and feeding both sheep 
and cattle under shelter; and we have now to add, 
to the advantage of this practice, a freedom from the 
risk of growth attending an abundant crop in a mild 
winter.—JM. 

As it is not improbable that Marz or INDIAN 
Conw will speedily find its way in considerable 
quantities into the British market, every one will 
ask the question—In what way can it be profitably 
employed? We shall endeavour to answer this 
question. The Maize is a plant belonging to the 
natural order of Grasses, and partakes of the general 
properties of the Cereal group of these plants, to 
which it belongs. It is a much taller and stronger 
plant than any of the other Cerealia. It is mo- 
neecious, and from two to four heads of fruit ripen 
on each plant, each head containing from 600 to 800 
seeds. [tis a native of America, but its successful 
cultivation is not confined to that country, as it is 
extensively planted in the south of Europe. It 
ripens in the month of September, and during this 
process requires a temperature that is seldom or 
never found in the north of Europe. It ison this ac- 

| count found impossible to cultivate it with advantage 
in Great Britain. There is, however, an inferior 
kind cultivated in some parts of North America, 
and also partially in Germany, which will 
sometimes ripen well in this country; but the 
inferior quality of the seeds, and the uncertainty of 
the result, render it anything but a desirable plant 
in British agriculture. It is not, then, as a native 
product that we must look to Maize for any advan- 
tage. 
hoik Maize may be employed both as food 

for man and beast in various stages of growth, the 
seed is evidently its most important part. In che- 
mical composition the seed resembles all the other 
Cerealia, the relative quantities of its component 
parts alone differing. 1t has lately been made the 
subject of chemical analysis by Dr. Lyon PLAYFAIR, 
and he has favoured us with the result. Its com- 
position is as follows— 

Fatty mater 
Starch oo 
Water m 

1 
It will be seen from this analysis that it contains 

less protein, or nutritive matter, than Wheat, Oats, 
or Barley, but more than either Rice or Potatoes. 
It contains, in fact, three and a half times the quan- 
tity of nutritive matter that is found in Potatoes, 
and a very much larger quantity of starch and less 
water. It also possesses more fatty matter than 
any of those, which is an important consideration 
where the mere fattening of animals is considered. 
It will be thus found, as an article of diet both for 
man and beast, superior to Potatoes and Rice, but 
inferior to Wheat, Oats, and Barley. 

The question will now occur as to what is the 
probable price at which the Maize will be brought 
into the English market. A recent writer on this 

subject, in America, says, “It can be sold at the 
port ‘of shipment at half a dollar per bushel ; its 
freight across the Atlantic would be about 18 cents 
per bushel; and if admitted into England duty free, 
it could be ground into meal or flour at a cost of 
6$ cents more, making in all 75 cents, or three- 
quarters of a dollar. Allowing, in addition to this, 

25 cents for retail profits, the article could be sold 
at one dollar a bushel in the manufacturing towns, 
or about 4s. 4d. sterling. Now the bushel weighs 

at least 58 Ibs., which at 4s. 4d. is less than 1d. 
sterling per pound.” It is not improbable that 
Maize may be purchased at a less price than this, 
and if not eaten by man may be at least advan- 
tageously employed for feeding animals. In the 
countries where it grows, extensive use is made of 
it forthis purpose. In America, pigs are fattened 
on it, and the pork they yield is reckoned of a finer 
flavour than when the animals are fed on other 
food. Poultry of all kinds are very fond of it, and 
their flesh is much improved in flavour. Horses 

also, and oxen and cows may be fed upon it. When 
it is given to animals it should be first ground into 
meal, and then mixed with warm water so as to 

form a pottage. Horses prefer the unground seeds 
but they should be previously soaked in water, as 

when given to them dry they wear the teeth, and 
in young horses will sometimes produce blindness, 
from the exertion of the muscles of the jaw in 
masticating them. i 

Although Maize does not contain much protein, 
it may be still a question as to how far a certain 
bulk of other matters is not necessary to the proper 
digestion of food. The Irishman eats 10 lbs. of 
Potatoes to get at the same quantity of nutriment 
as is contained in one pound of bread. But 

would a pound of bread be found, in practice, a 
substitute for the 10 pounds of Potatoes? We 
question if it would. If bulk, then, be of conse- 

quence, we find that Maize meal has the property 
of uniting with a large quantity of water, and thus 
increasing its bulk. The writer above quoted says, 
“I carefully weighed out one pound of the meal, 
and gave it {oa person who understood the mode 
of cooking it. In the course of boiling, it absorbed 
about five pints of water, which was added at inter- 
vals until the process was complete. The bulk was 
again weighed, and gave as a result four pounds 
and a half" This is a large increase of weight, and 
if it be found that a certain bulk of. the more nutri- 
tious foods, as Oats, Peas, or Beans, are required in 
order to render the same amount of nutritious mat- 
ters digestible, then there would be a saving in 
using the Maize. These are points which might 
easily be made matters of experiment amongst our 
agriculturists, and those who would perform them 
would be doing a great service. 

With regard to the use of Maize as food for man': 
there can be no doubt of its adaptability for this 
purpose ; the Indians of many parts of America live 
almost entirely upon it, it forms the staple diet of 
the slaves in America, and is eaten by all classes in 
many parts of that country. In the parts of Europe 
where it is cultivated, it is used as the staple food 
of the inhabitants. It may be cooked in a variety 
of ways. The meal may be made into porridge, 
and eaten with milk ; it makes puddings and cakes 
of all sorts, and may be advantageously added 
to Wheat flour for making bread. [Bread made 
from 1 part Maize flour and 2 parts Wheat, is in 
appearance like “second” bread, but much more 
agreeable in taste.] It must, however, be borne 
in mind that unless bulk can be proved to 
be of essential service, it is not, as far as its 
nutritious element, protein, is concerned, a cheaper 
article of diet than Wheat itself. It is the fact 
that Wheat possesses so exactly the proportions 
of protein and starch that are required by the sys- 
tem of man in these climates, that has made it the 
staple article of food in this and other European 
countries, and must give it a preference over Maize, 
or any other hitherto proposed substitute.—Z, Æ. 

THE POTATO ROT. 
Tmar the disease was caused by atmospheric in- 

fluence, there can be little doubt, Much has been 
written and said with regard to the cause; minute 
fungi having been found in the decaying Potato, the 
source was attributed tothem. That parasitical fungi, 
similar in their nature to those which produce mildew 
and dry rot, were the real cause of the malady, is the 
general opinion of many whose extensive knowledge 
entitles it to respect. It has been stated that one of 
these plants belong to the genus Botrytis, and is de- 
scribed as entering by the breathing pores of the Po- 
tato leaves, passing down through the interior of the 
stem into the tuber, where its spawn fixes itself, tra- 
versing the cellular mass, separating the cells, causing 
alteration in their chemical condition, and thus pro- 
ducing decay. In other cases, in diseased portions of 
the Potatoes, where the spawn is not apparently distin- 
guishable by the most practised observers, it is sug- 
gested that the juices of the plant may be vitiated by 
the parasite which destroyed the leaves, and that parti- 
cles of it too obscure to be distinguished by the eye 
might be circulated with the juices, producing disease 
by irritation. Without the aid of the microscope, the 
presence of the parasite is not to be detected, unless it 
makes its appearance outside the Potato in the form of 
mouldy tufts ; hence it is inferred that it is produced 
exclusively from within. The evidence of the best 
microscopical observers is conclusive on the point that 
in diseased Potatoes the spawn of fungi is found in 
large quantity; and it is well ascertained that these 
parasites spread rapidly in warm and damp situations ; 
under such circumstances producing infinite mischief, 
which is to be successfully resisted by dryness and a 
low temperature. But the mildew theory does not ap- 
pear to have been well established ; for it is difficult to 
conceive why fields of Potatoes near each other, and 
even the same kind of Potatoes in juxta-position in the 
same field, should have been differently affected—cer- 
tain varieties more injured than others; and how is it 
that when sound Potatoes are pitted or heaped where a 
diseased one may chance to be amongst them, that if 
mouldiness is able to appear it rapidly establishes itself 
on the sound Potatoes, especially if the temperature of 
the pit is high, and will rapidly extend throughout the 
entire mass ? as 

peculiar weather was observed over the whole of 
the north of Europe, as well as in America, where the 
disease had declared itself. About the middle of June 
we had a few hot days, followed by cold, and after the 
beginning of July the weather again became suddenly 
hot, which as abruptly changed into cold, continuing 
throughout the end of July and greater part of August, 
with a great want of sunlight along with the rain, and 
low temperature that prevailed. Such a combination 
of untoward circumstances would appear ill-suited for 
the healthy growth of the Potato—a plant absorbing a 
large quantity of water; its whole construction is 
formed with a view to its doing so, and to enable it to 
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` its broad succulent leaves are pro- 

invtion of the fluids low temperature is 

t action of the cells of the plant ; 

er sent into the leaves to be 

is moreover required. The amount 

plant in feeble light is small; in 

us. All this important class’ of 

ed ‘during the late seáson. That 

had been compelled to absorb an unusual 

d prevented digesting it by the 
uperature and want of sunlight—render- 

i them to get rid of it by perspira- 

ained by analysis of sound and 

"he sound ones of previous years 
Lyon Playfair to eontain on an 
of water; but last year from 72 
ter, whilst the diseased Potatoes 

) per cent. of water. 
e sound Potatoes were inoculated 

the fungus while others escaped ? 
previous disease, and the attack 
consequence, not the cause, as 

vould indicate as the rule of nature ? 
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spotting it as it spread. yet it is 

practical observers to have com- 
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From the prevaience of high winds the Potato haulm 

was knoeke t till it had wróught'a hole in the soil 

round its stem, by which the water descended, and 

there coming in contact with the old set that still re- 

tained hold of the living plant, it acted like a sponge— 
eeding the live stem with semi-putrid 
warmth had forced into preternatural 

otato plant, and debilitated its or- 

p as abruptly succeeded, 
ig the whole plant, and especially 
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the Potato are found to be com- 
Si i enous or azotised substances, such as 
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pi at ingredient. The cellular tissue 
of the tuber being thus strongly formed was in a 
favourable state for resisting the vicissitudes of the 
late season, and not to be easily ruptured. Ifthe frame- 
work of the Potato be not strongly formed by having a 
due supply of nitrogenised matter, the cells becoming 
surcharg d with starch will naturally be broken and 
injure the céllular structure ; rendering it more liable 

circumstances such as heat and moisture. 
e manure taken from the court-yard 
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atter carbonaceous to a greater extent, 

e prop ature will do the rest. 
The late planted Potatoes suffered most, but all were 

attacked at a certain stage of their growth, when near 
to maturity. Indeed, as a general rule, the Potato 
crop was affected just in proportion. to the state of 
ripeness in which it was. Generally speaking, all vari- 
eties, in whatever soil alld however situated, whether 

high or low, were more or less affected, which is 
conclusive against the mildew theory, being diametri- 
cally opposed to any previous knowledge we possessed 
as to the attack of mildew. 

Afraid of prolixity in what I have already said, let 
me now endeavour to give a few practical hints as to 
the best method for preserving Potatoes for seed during 
the trying months of spring. The Potatoes should be 
carefully, turned over periodically by the hand, and all 
that indicate the least disease removed, Keeping them 
dry and cool by a proper ventilation of the pits or heaps 
is of vital importatice. A well drained or naturally 

dry‘ spot should be selected for pitting the Potatoes, as, 
in narrow pits, containing about 7'ewt. to the yard in 
length, with drain tiles or pipes placed longitudinally 
and transversely at short intervals in the bottom of the 
pit with upright shafts, all open at their extremities, to 
sive the whole a free current of cold dry air. Thatch- 
ing the pits well with straw has been found, so far as 
the season has yet advanced, to answer well, but it is 
not sufficient to protect the Potatoes against frost winds; 
and, therefore, a very little earth must be added, with 
merely as much straw as will keep the’ earth from 
mixing with them, to facilitate the process of turning or 
removing when required, and to be well thatched and 
roped with straw or other material to keep. the whole 
perfectly dry. Turf sods laid next to the Potatoes, and 
thatched over with straw, or rushes, make an excellent 
covering for the pit, or bin, but can only be procured in 
certain districts where liberty can be had for cutting 
them, and the carriage not too expensive, 

It has been recommended to bed the Potatoes in 
layers of charcoal, charred sawdust, charred peat 
erushed, burnt clay (charring soils is much better than 

burning ‘to a reddish ash, as their absotbiog and disin- 
feeting powers are much enhanced by the n re e of 

used to great advantage. 
That the Potato erop of last year was so generally 

attaeked with eonsumption in many distriets of the 
United Kingdom, that seed Potatoes will require to be 
imported, there can be no doubt. But mercantile en- 
terprise will not be wanting to bring seed from thé 
south of Europe or north-west of Scotland. 

The whole Potato crop in the province of Galicia, 
in the north of Spain, -is reported’ to be perfectly 
sound, and as great numbers are annually grown for 
exportation to the Spanish West India Islands, 
a considerable quantity could be readily procured. 
Considering the climate of alicia, seed from 
that quarter would appear well adapted for renewing 
our'erops. No disease appeared in the island of Corsica, 
which might furnish a few hundred tons. Around 
Bordeaux the early Potatoes gathered in July were 
sound, although the late crop was diseased. Tsey are 
reported, moreover, to be sound in the north of Seotl>nd, 
where a quantity of seed might be procured ; but it is 
greatly to be desired that a large quantity of good sound 
seed Potatoes should, as soon as possible, be secured in 
the south of Europe—for importation into this country 
—where the peculiar weather we experienced in the 
north was not observed, 

The charred packing stuffs recommended above 
should be used in storing the Potatoes in the ships’ hold, 
tò prevent fermentation during their transport ; for, to 
prevent intestine motion in the Potato before it is about 
to be committed to the soil, is of vital importauce. 

Potato planting in autumn. has been practised suc- 
cessfully by Mr. Gray, of Dilston, Northumberland. 
He had an inerease of one-third in his October planted 
Potatoes over his April; there was little diff. 

G 

In a former letter in 7 r 
early planting as a great preventive against failure, 
that the Potatoes should be all planted before the end 
of April. I stil: proffer my previous advice, not only 
as being a preventive against failure in the sets, but 
also in diminishing the attack of the late malady, taking 
into aecount soil and situation. I likewise advised 
making only two sets of a Potato, to cut off the root end, 
laying it aside, and to split the remainder longitudinally 
so as to have some of the rose end eyes in each set, 
which is important. 

It has been recommended that Potatoes intended to 
be grown for seed should be planted on the flat 2 inches 
deep, not earthed up, but the soil kept loose and clean. 
'That the crop wili be as large, and the germinating 
powers invigorated by the greater number of the tubers 
having grown above ground receiving the advantage of 
the light and air, strengthening the buds or eyes, and 
believed to be much hardier, and not so easily injured 
by rain or frost as those grown in the usual way. 
A manure, containing a preponderance of protein com- 
pounds, should be added to the soil some time previous, 
properly incorporated, and the land brought to a fine 
friable state, before the Potatoes intended to be grown 
for seed are planted in the flat surface. 

To imitate Nature as far as practicable in raising 
Potatoes for seed, is of vital importance ; and the plant- 
ing shallow on the flat surface would appear to com- 
prehend this principle, —W. Ewing, Strageath, Crieff, 
Perthshire, Feb. 18. 

ON INCREASING THE SUPPLY OF LABOUR. 
A yery interesting discussion took place on this 

subject at a late meeting of the North Walsham (Nor- 
folk) Farmers’ Club. We have the permission of the 
secretary to transfer'to our columns the remarks of 
some of the speakers. } 

Mr. Gower: Of the amount of agricultural labour in 
East Norfolk I cannot speak definitely, and will merely 

affirm that the average is low, considering the nature of 

the soil, which is, generally speaking, suitable to almost 

any rotation, I would ‘earnestly impress the members 
with the belief that capital employed in labour is a most 
profitable investment, indirectly as well as immediately ; 
for, by increasing the means of the labourer, it enables 

him to buy more of the farmer's produce. I would sug- 

gest the following alterations in farm practice;—Green- 

cropping, and stall-feeding. It is an undeniable fact, 

that double the quantity of stock may be maintained by 

feeding them in open yards, or what is still more pre- 

ferable, in covered boxes or stalls, and the extra manure 

thus made would amply repay the extra labour. I 

would beg to refer you to our report of last year for a 

system of cropping. I have begun in earnest to carry 
out that system, and shall have a piece of Rye, after 
Wheat, ready for soiling at the end of next month, 
which T intend to follow by Tares, thus securing a sue- 
cession through the summer; and I think I may say 
that by this plan I shall employ two meu and two boys 
extra for 26 weeks, Another important improvement, 

and source of increased employment for the labourer, is 
the better management of our fences, which have 
hitherto been great obstacles to good farming ; as it is 
very evident they injure the crops in their vicinity, and 

are nurseries for weeds, which are continually fouling 

the land. When we consider the fact, that in every 

100 acres of land there are 10 in fences, it will be seen 

how desirable it is to do away with halfof them. I may 
be told that the landlord may object to those alterations; 
but I believe this will rarely occur, as I am bound to 
say my experience has taught me the gratifying fact, 
that the landlord will always appreciate the efforts of the 
tenant to provide full employment for the poor. I am 
aware this ‘question opens a wide field for discussion 

however, in his October, November, and December 

plantings. The plantiug may even be extended into 
January—and a considerable breadth has been planted 

in this neighbourhood during the last month, especially 

by Me. Faidhney, ‘Kirkten and Dalpatrick—an enter- 

prising’ farmer; but thé land must be thoroughly 
drained or naturally dry, deep wrought, and well pul- 
verised, before there is much chance ot success, and 
the. planting never attempted but when the soil is in a 
fair surface condition or tilth ; the seed also should be 
perfectly sound. Myr. Gray’s treatment of his autumn 
and spring planting were as near as possible alike, being 
placed in drills 30 inches wide and 6 inches deep, with 
the manure under the sets, and there was no disease 
perceptible at the time of taking up, about the 14th 
October last; the'earliest or autumn and winter planted, 
showed afew blanks in the rows, but more'vigour and 
greater strength in the stems. He had the large Potatoes 
cutin two, and the small ones planted whole in autumn, 
but the cut ones gave considerably the largess crop: 
The spring planted had the like seed cut in two, but were 
deficient by about one-third, which is a large defect 

when soil and treatment was alike. The autumn plant- 

ing certainly deserves a general trial after such favour- 

able results; but in a soil that expands and contracts 
with frost and thaw, of course it will not sueceed. There 
is no doubt, however, of success if the soil be first dried 

eompletely, loosened ` deeply, and well commingled ; 

which should be the ease at' all times before’ the Potato 
is committed to it. 

The Potato’ is an exotic arid tropical plant, and 
although it has been long elimatised, we know in practice 

it is a delicate esculent, requiring a great deal more 

[2 

on the clauses of leases, and I do hope the 
enlightened spirit of the age will tend to simplify these. 
I do not intend tó enter into this subject ; but, surely, 
it would be sufficient security for the landlord if the 
tenant be restricted from taking two white straw crops 
in'suceession (except where the laud has laid more than 
one year'in Grass,) and be required to consume the 
produce upon the farm. Inereased attention to the 

collecting and managerient of manure wil open up a 

source of very profitable labour. 
Mr. Cubitt : I am aware that Lam in the presence of 

many farmers whose example I might well follow, but I 
will defy any practical man to go through the eastern part 
of this county—yes, even this far-famed county of 

Norfolk—without seeing thousands of acres most slo- 
venly cultivated for the want of additional labour. 
Fitst, to improve the conditioi of the labourers we 

1düst endéavour to’ keep theni fully employed at fair 
wages, without which all othér attempts will be per- 

fectly futile.» And I catinot but think it would: be. to 

the n of every farmer in this country to allow 

each of his labourers a few rods: of. land for the growth 

of vegetables. In my opinion such a system, judiciously 
carried out, would tend more than any other to im- 
prove the character and morals of the agricultural 
labourers, and I think it would assist in destroying the 
influence of that greatest of all his enemics—the village 
beer-shop: But there is another point worthy of at- 
tention. It ought to be the duty of every eniployer to 
watéh over thé interests of his labourers, ‘and he has 
various opportunities of adding to their comfort with 
but little pecuniary: inconveniente to himself; and, 
depend omit, if a, farmer expects to have good and 
faithful servants he must first; teach them that/he feels 

care in its cultivation and preservation generally than | interested in their welfare, and he will then achieve an 

it has yet received. | object of no small importance to his own individual in- 

| 
h 
| 
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terests. And now it devolvés on me to state my opinions as to the means of finding increased employ- 
ment, I conscicutiously believe that if all the land in 

s properly and profitably cultivated, 
there would at the present day be a very great insuf- 
ficiency of agricultural labourers, I shall commence 
with the root culture, and I challenge any practical 
farmer to ride through the more fertile districts of this 
county, without seeing a great annual loss in the 
Turnip-erops, arisiug from ineffectual tillage and the 
want of manual labour—a loss amounting on some farms to many tons per acre, which would more than repay the proper eultivation of the whole erop (manure excepted). A heavy crop of Turnips cannot now b grown where lind has been long cultivated with that 

k) without great care and trouble. 
J ' suppose that you have succeeded in pro- ducing from 20 to 30 tons per aere of Swedes. Let them at the proper season be removed from the soil, and carefully stored (except on those soils which re- 

quire feeding off). It matters not what season follows, 
Such a system iu the end invariably pays a good per 
centage for additional labour, enables you to get your 
Spring crops sown in due season, and, what is of equal 
importance, preseryes the rich and saccharine juices 
of the Turni now come to the method of con- 
suming these roots. Every farmer is become aware of 
the advantages of box or stall-feeding, but I regret that 
excellent system is not likely to become general amongst tenant-farmers without the assistance of their landlords, for the majority of farm-buildings in this neighbour- hood are now one of the chief obstacles to good farm- ing, being not only dilapidated but constructed in such a manner as tend more to the destruction than the pre- servation of tle manure. In feeding cattle I would re- commend every farmer to make himself acquainted with the valuable properties of Linseed, boiled and mixed with cut hay, straw, chaff, or other provenders ; it makes excellent food in addition to Turnips, is generally 
relished by all descriptions of stock, and enables him to eep an increased quantity ; but its advantages can only be fully and justly appreciated by its being carried out in practice. 

Next comes the management of the manure made from the root-erops, and notwithstanding all that has been said and written on this subject, the most barba- rous practices are still in existence. I have lately seen drains eut aer the manure in yards to facilitate the escape of surperfluous moisture arising from the want 
of spout around the buildings. Previously to carting 
out manure, a good compost or layer of earth should be 
formed to receive it to the depth of 18 or 20 inches, and 
when lime is u it should be twice carefully turned 
before Placing the manure upon it, for the good effects of lime are parii ally destroyed in forming composts, for Want of a more perfect incorporation of the materials, This done, I will suppose the manure intended for Turnips to be placed upon the compost, firmly pressed and well covered. Three weeks or à month before required for use the heap should be turned, mixing with it one-half of the compost, and again covering it over ; about ten’ days after it should be again turned, ever particle of manure being now separated and thoroughly mixed with the remaining compost. It is in a great measure from want of proper attention in this respect, combined with careless hoeing, that our Turnip fields so fre "esent such an irregularity of growth. 

lyour attention to the unprofitable man- 
eee Rack ne espe nis consumed. Where e ass 18 required for fattenin purposes it Tee Ns and mixed with a portion of boiled vane d d 2 le early part of the season it is ad- This ol Some dry provender with green food. is pam, more than all others (of consuming our Grasses), would Prove a great saving, and increase the demand for labour, ps i Capt. Matt: Not 

[3 

and Capabilities, oceu Cussion, without feeli 

any experiments he 'S Neighbours, 
9, which is no 

but there E n; generally speaking, little attended to j 
Rev. Mr, Huxtable’ exception in thé farming of the 
farmer, and hag piat 

success. The down 1 ] valued at 25. Gd, ee ES 
most wretched condition for i wai ai i i he has expended more i 6007, ores s s you ma i r e table an enthusiast, but T cay EBENE yee db he a c ever, wh ease of chemistry, which is the ae e y ieultuw: and ave come from all 

darm, which I will He attributes his success 
ests his 
ut upon open 3 Large sheds are erected for the ae holding aa 50 to 120 each, the largest being divided into pens x 10 each ; they are roofed in, with a passage up the entre for feeding. Under the splints, the floor, which 

is excavated, is well puddled with clay,so as not to 
absorb the urine, and covered with sawdust, burnt clay, 
or dry mould, which receives the droppings from the 
animals. This manure is not removed till the spring, 
when it is carted away in almost a solid state and drilled 
with the Turnips. The results have been most success- 
ful, both in the health and well-doing of the sheep, the 
return haying been nearly 2s. per head weekly upon 
each sheep. , The same system is pursued in fattening 
his beasts, no straw being used except to litter his cart- 
horses, the pigs laying on sawdust. By this means an 
extraordinary quantity of cattle are kept, 600 sheep 
have been fatted without the use of hay, the straw being 
cut into chaff with half a pint of Oats or Peas daily, 
over which ground boiling Linseed is poured, The 
liquid manure from the beasts is removed to a large 
covered tank from whence it is pumped and applied to 
the Grass land, or elsewhere. he result in the 
Turnip erop is very satisfaetory ; for by this system 
he has sueceeded in raising a crop of Swedes averaging 
nearly 25 tons per acre on one of the most barren hills 
in Dorsetshire, the most unlikely spots having been 
selected for the experiments, and I have scarcely seen 
a finer crop this year in Norfolk. This improved 
system of farming must of course employ a great many 
extra labourers. | I understand Mr. Huxtable was 
paying 127. a-week for labour on a farm not exceeding 
230 acres, but he assured me that he was prepared to 
prove that the demand for labour was profitably in- 
creased. And however ineredible it may appear, I 
have no reason to doubt the truth of these statements. 
At all events we ought all to be much indebted to 
Mr. Huxtable for making these experiments, for it 
plainly shows that capital may be applied, and labour 
profitably employed in an improved system of farm- 
ing ; and I think you will all allow that these experi- 
ments on growing are of the greatest value just now, 
when from the depreciation which may take’ place in 
the price of corn, the attention of the farmer must 
more than ever be dirécted to that which is the most 
important and the most profitable. Having thus 
endeavoured to show the benefits resulting from an 
improved system of farming, I must for oné moment 
reverse the picture, and point out the evils of the 
opposite system; and need not go far for an 
instance, as there are many to be found in that 
same county, Dorsetshire. In the vale of Black- 
more (a very few miles from Mr. Hüxtable's), a 
friend of mine has some farms quite saturated with 
water, which be proposed to one of his tenants to drain, 
either finding all the labour himself and charging 5 per 
cent., or finding the tiles if he would find labour. Both 
propositions were declined, as the farmer was per etly 
satisfied to goon as he had done for the last 4 ürs. 
Now, I would ask, is such a man fit to be a farmer? 
Do you think that sucli a man, even if our worst fears 
are realised, can possibly be benefited by such a 
system? Would he not reap 30 per cent. by laying out 
his 5 per cent. In other words, would not the supply 
of labour be profitably increased? Protection cer- 
tainly has not benefited, and never ean benefit such a 
man. And I fearhe'is by no means a solitary instance. 
But mark the consequences. Here is a man with the 
labourers around him, calling (as Mr. Huxtable has 
justly observed), for labour and for bread, and he re- 
fuses to employ them even when it might be done pro- 
fitably to himself, The labourer is willing and anxious 
to work, but there is no one to hire him. A large 
supply and nó demand ; and what is the consequence ? 
The labourer is half starved, the land is half cultivated; 
his miserable cottage and poverty-stricken appearance 
in many parts of the country too plainly show that the 
rate of wages is generally very far below the average of 
the best cultivated disíriets. It is evident that such a 
state of things must continue wherever such a miserable 
system prevails; the land must be cultivated, the tenant 
impoverished, the labourer degraded, untll the agricul- 
turist becomes persuaded, by the success of repeated 
experiments, that capital may be safely inyested, and 
that alteration in his praetice may be profitably made 
in order to meet the inereased demand for labour. 
A very animated discussion then ensued, respecting 

those circumstances which affected the price of labour, 
and the amount paid in this district. 

Mr. Thomas Cubitt, of Willm, had examined his 
labour account, and found that during the last 5 years his 
labourers had received more on an average than 12s. 
weekly, andhe thought the majority of farmers in this 
district would find their labour exceeded this sum. 

ome Correspondence: 
Superphosphate of Lime.—The remarkable increase of 

Wheat which has followed the employment of super- 
phosphate of lime, on the farm of Mr. Strouts, will pro- 

bably induce many agriculturists to use'it on their corn 
erops,in the hope of obtaining similar results. Having 
manufactured the substance for some years in very 
large quantities, and. also having. carefully notieed the 
effect produced by it upon a variety of soils and crops, 
I will venture to offer some remarks upon the subject, 
which will explain ing very satisfactory manner the 
discordant results which have attended its application to 
corn crops. I believe that it would be difficult for any 
one to point out an instance where the judicious em- 
ployment of superphosphate of lime upon the Turnip 
crop has failed to produce.a decided benefit ; but when 
applied to a corn crop, its effect has, been most irregu- 
lar. In, some instances the crop has been increased 
one-half, while, in others, a total want of effect has been 
the result of its application, Its constant effect upon 

Turnips, and partial effect upon grain crops, point out 
clearly that its action upon those plants must depend 
upon circumstances essentially different. The effect of 
superphosphate of lime upon corn crops (and the same 
is true with any mineral substance) depends entirely 
upon the amount of azotised matter in the soil. When 
a soil has been deprived of its organic matter by inju- 
dicious cropping, superphosphate of lime is incapable of 
increasing the produce of corn. I have at present 
a field on my farm which has been under experiment 
for some years. It yields annually a certain amount of 
Wheat, without any manure whatever ; but no amount 
or combination of inorganic substances is capable of 
adding to this yearly produce. The following "result 
will explain this :— Weight 

Grain. Straw.7of bshl. 
Annualproduceofsoil unmanured .. 923 1120  58y 700 lbs. super-phosphate of lime. . 956 1116 — 58b 630 lbs. super-phosphate of lime, 70 Ibs. 

sulphate of ammonia .. .. .. .. 1280 1368 62% 
By substituting 70 Ibs. of sulphate of ammonia for 

70 lbs. of super-phosphate of lime, we get an inerease 
of 334 Ibs of grain and 252 lbs. of straw, and the 
weight of the bushel has increased 4 Ibs, which shows 
how mucl the quality of the grain has improved. I 
have selected this experiment out of a multitude of 
others, all of which prove that increase of corn by 
means of mineral manures can only be obtained when 
the soil is rich in organic azotised matter. This 
fact, while it does great credit to Mr. Strout’s farming, 
sufficiently accounts for the little effect which others 
have obtained from the use of the superphosphate. I 
have long ago ceased to recommend this substance for 
corn, because I think the benefit derived from it is ofa 
very questionable nature. But those. who employ it 
must bear one thing in mind, that whatever increase of 
corn superphosphate of line produces, the whole must 
be consumed on the farm in addition to what is cus- 
tomary, otherwise the fertility of the soil will rapidly 
diminish. The azotised matter in a soil is very easily 
exhausted, but it is a work of time and expense to 
restore it again. The employ t of super-phosphat 
of lime upon the Turnip crop rests upon totally different 
grounds, and isnot liable to the same objections or abuse 
as in the case of corn. Turnips are always consumed 
on the farm, and he is the best farmer who can obtain 
the largest crop at the least expence. Rapidity of 
growth in the young plant is of essential importance, 
and super pl of lime*i inent in obtaining 
this. The Turnip moreover 

is p. 
is a plant which exposes a 

large surface of leaf to the atmosphere, and on this de- 
pends its power of obtaining azotised matter. I will 
now give the result of three years’ cultivation of Tur- 
nips, the whole of the produce being removed each 
year :— . 

Bulbs only. 
Tn. qi Tus. cwt. qrs. Ibs. 

Nomanure 4 3 3 2 
5 superphos, of lime 7 14 3 Nomanure 2 4 1 0 
ll superphos. oflime 14 0 0 Nomanure 0 9 0 24 

The amount of leaf removed was about half the 
weight of the bulb. We see here a striking difference 
between the Turnip and the Wheat plant ; one can sup- 
ply itself with organic matter from the atmosphere, 
when supplied with abundance of phosphates; to the 
other phosphates are useless, unless accompanied with 
azotised matter. A very remarkable fact is apparent 
upon looking at these Turnip experiments, namely—the 
vast amount of phosphates necessary to obtain the Tur- 
nips. The amount of phosphate of lime removed from 
the soil in the three crops I found by analysis not to 
exceed what was supplied in the superphosphate the 
first year.. And it will be found a rule without any ex- 
ception that the amount of phosphoric acid required to 
roduce a given weight of Turnips, increases in propor- 

tion as the soil is destitute of organic matter. cwt. ol 
super-phosphate of lime on one soil will produce a 
greater. weight of Turnips than 10 cwt. will upon 
another. | Whatever difficulty there may be in account- 
ing for this scientifically, the practical inference to be 
drawn from it is i that the « l appli- 
cation of mineral manures is limited to those crops 
which derive organic food from the atmosphere, and 
even in these its value is greatly reduced when the soil 
is deficient in vegetable matter.—J. B. Lawes. 

On the Value of Various Kinds of Wheat.—In one 
ox two of your recent Numbers you have published 
letters from Sir G. Mackenzie on the importance of 
determining the value of various kinds of Wheat b; 
the quantity of gluten contained in them ; subscribing 
most cordially to the truth of his observations, L would 
yet remark that he must overcome the prejudiee in 
favour of very white bread before he.can induce people 
to buy the strong Wheats in preference to the fine 
white. As far as my obseryations go some of the 
Wheats containing most gluten are red Wheats, and 
yet notwithstanding their strength the very white and 
fine skinned Wheats fetch a much higher price in any 
market in Great Britain, This may be regretted, but 
I don’t see how it is to be altered so long as appearance 
is preferred to intrinsic value.. Sir George seems to 
think that the patent.method of making bread is likely 
to supersede all others, and that good and bad flour 
will make equally light bread. This may be quite true, 
but I doubt whether. bread made in this way, will be 
equally wholesome, at all events I fancy that the sam: 
chemical changes will not take place in the flour whi 
occur in that fermented in the usual manner. I may 
be asked what are the chemical changes which take 

| place in fermented flour, and how I. know whether any 
| really take place at all. In reply, I say, that I no more 
know what the change is than l know what changes 

i 

ewt. 
4} superphos. of lime 
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take place in the blood by having small-pox or measles, 

but we are sure there are changes, as the parties are 

no longer liable to infection ; that a change does occur 

from fermentation, I think is proved by the following 

facts. Let any one prepare a starch from sago, flour, 

or farina,and into that starch put a small quantity of 
unfermented flour whilst the starch is boiling, in a very 

few hours the starch will be decomposed and worthless, 
but if the same quantity of flour be taken from some 

that has been steeped in water and fermented asis usual 

in the cotton manufacture before it is converted into 

paste, the decomposition does not take place. Whilst I 

am on the subject of prejudices, I will mention another 

to which I would call the attention of your readers, but 

I fear with no more effect than will result from the 

attempt to induce them to use flour, which contains 

much gluten—it is the prejudice in favour of white 

veal ; this is carried to such an excess, in my opinion, 

that I doubt if one person in a thousand knows what the 

taste of veal really is in its natural state. To get it 
white the calves are bled (in many instances three or 

four times) to such an excess that they can scarcely 

stand after the operation ; and in addition to this they 

are kept in the dark and allowed to lick chalk, that the 

flesh may be as white as possible, although these pro- 

cesses rob the meat of all its flavour, as any one will 

soon discover if he will contrast and compare veal so 

prepared with some taken from a calf which has run 

wild in the fields, sucked its mother when it pleased, and 

never lost a drop of blood until it was killed ; why, one 

pound of it is worth a dozen of the other, and yet so 

strong is prejudice in this respect that the butchers 
assure me that the veal of a running calf can scarcely 
be sold except tothe poor. If I were alittle nearer you 
I would give you the opportunity of judging for yourself. 

—T.G. [As “T. G.” says, some of the changes in- 

volved in the ordinary manufacture of bread may be 

unknown ; but others are sufficiently well known. One 

of them is the absolute destruction of a portion of the 

flour which is used up in the formation of the gas 
by which the dough is puffed out, This loss is avoided 

in the patent process.] 
How can Landlords improve the Agriculture of their 

Estates 2—Some time ago Mr. Sturt is reported to have 

said at an agricultural meeting in Dorsetshire that he 

would willingly advance capital to those of his tenants 

who had not sufficient means to stock and cultivate 

their farms properly. Sir Robert Peel has, I think, 

recommended landlords to do the same thing, and it is 

very good advice to those who can follow it. It may be 

easy for those who have money to lend some ; but is 

this the most effectual way of assisting farmers? An 
advanee of capital in the shape of money has been often 

tried, and at least frequently without success. Now I 

have sometimes fhought that a landlord might supply 

histenant with sheep or other stock an ificial 

manure ; but I cannot point out how the parties ought 

to apportion the returns. If you will state the most 

effectual means of attaining so desirable an object, I 
think you will be doing a great and very general 

service,—* * [We should be inclined to answer the 

question by ding the loan of capital—not as a 

favour, but on terms which would obtain between one 

man of business and another—to those tenants who per- 

ceive the advantage of higher farming but want the 

means. And for the advantage of those tenants who 

do not recognise the importance and profits of higher 

farming we would advise the establishment of an exam- 

ple farm]. 
Indian Corn.—l was surprised to see in your Paper 

of Feb. 7, the statement of Mr. J. E. Rolls relative to 

Indian corn, repeated. Permit me to ask whether the 

letters signed “ Frumentum " in the Times newspaper 

in answer to the above (which had previously appeared) 

eame under your notice, as also the corroboration of 

“ Frumentum’s” assertion by General Napier! As 
an inhabitant of the parish in which the General lived 

10 years (to which place and period he alludes in his 

letter from Guernsey), I feel an interest in the subject, 

and am desirous that the publie should not be misled 

on the subject of Indian corn, If Mr. Rolls means 
Cobbett’s corn, the General proves that he grew it for 

10 years on the same plot of round (depending on 

intercultivation only for the healthiness of the succes- 
sive crops), strictly on Cobbett’s plan, and he asserts 

that at the end of 10 years his corn was finer than the 
original seed bought of Cobbett, If Mr. Rolls means a 
different species of Indian corn, it ought to be clearly 

stated ; but if not, then it is plain, as has been shown 

by others, that he forced the plants prematurely, and 

the first sharp night after he set them out in the open 

pone was fatal to their precocious state. Some notice 

rom you of the above point at this eventful time, when 
no needless alarm ought to be raised to the prejudice of 
a crop that may be useful to our farmers under the 
possibly altered features of agricultural industry, will 
be esteemed a favour.—G. W., Freshford, near Bath. 

[If the writer means that Indian corn can be profitably 

raised in this country, he is wholly wrong. Where are 
we to get the fierce American sun? We may ripen 

Indian corn in gardens sometimes, no doubt, but at 

what cost? The Channel Islands may be an exception, 

but we doubt it.] 
Road Making.—In a Notice to a Correspondent in 

last week’s Agricultural Gazette, I see you advise an 

enquirer to lay 3 or 4 inches of burnt clay as a founda- 
tion for 5 or 6 inches of gravel. Ilive on a clay sub- 
soil, and have to send four miles for gravel. I am now 
making some new roads, and find fetching the gravel is 
a very heavy expense, Will you inform me whether 

burnt clay will answer the purpose instead of so much 
gravel? Will it become muddy in wet weather ?— 

Clay Hall. [We imagine that burnt clay will not be 

a sufficient substitute for gravel, though, with a sub- 

stratum of it, less gravel will be required for the road. 
It should be burnt in stiff lumps, and then broken with | 
a hammer, 

Rooks.—In answer to an inquiry of “ R. W,” I can 
state'a friend of mine was anxious to establish some 

rooks near his house. A magpie came and built its 

nest. My friend obtained either four or five eggs from 

a neighbouring rookery, and put them in the magpie's 
nest in lieu of her own. She hatched them and reared 

them, and continued with them until the autumn. In 

the spring of the next year the magpies returned, when 

the rooks drove them away, established themselves, and 

now my friend has a considerable rookery.—A Sub- 

soriber. [We have received other letters recommend- 

ing “R. W.” to obtain old nests and place them in his 

Ash and Sycamore trees. ] 
Cutting Chaff answers admirably for manure, It 

instantly absorbs the liquid manure, and mixes inti- 

mately with the solid where trod, making a dense com- 

pact mass, requiring much less room and cartage, for a 

load of this is certainly equivalent to two of long loose 

strawy stuff. It is astonishing how small a space a 

truss of straw occupies when cut half inch ; of course 
there is just as much of it when cut as before, although 
some folks seem alarmed at the diminution in bulk. 

We cut with two-horse power and Wilkes’ (of Sheffield) 
cutter, We can cut 32 trusses per hour, but do cut 

about 22 to 26, at a common pace. I consider the cost 

of cutting is amply repaid by other saving. Of course 

decomposition proceeds more effectually ; there is less 

shaking, turning, &c., and far less waste by escape of 

ammonia than in large loose masses. In bedding our 

horses and cattle, we always put long straw over it to 

prevent their getting dirty by lying on the moist and 

filthy mass ; but for pigs this is unnecessary, as they 

will not dung near the bed.—JI. J. Mechi. 
Rp 

Dorieties. 
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY or ENGLAND. 

A Monruty Counci was held at the Society’s house, 

in Hanover-square, on Wednesday last, the 4th of 

arch ; present, The Right Hon. Lord Portman, Pre- 

sident, in the chair ; Sir Charles Lemon, Bart., M.P. ; 

Sir John V. P. Johnstone, Bart., M.P. ; Col. Austen, 

.P.; S. Bennett, Esq.; W. R. Browne, Esq. ; Col. 
Challoner ; F. C. Cherry, Esq. ; J. W. Childers, Esq., 

M.P:; H. Gibbs, Esq. ; S. Grantham, Esq.; W. Fisher 

Hobbs, Esq.; John Kinder, Esq.; P. Pusey, Esq., 

M.P. ; F. Pym, Esq. ; Prof. Sewell; J. V. Shelley, Esq.; 
R. A. Slaney, Esq.; W. Cuthbertson, Esq.; A. E. 

Fuller, Esq., M.P.; Joseph Johnson, Esq.; James 

Marmont, Esq.; S. Solly, Esq. ; E. Tattersall, Esq. ; 

and T. Turner, Esq. 
The following new members were elected :— 
UE Albert, Steep Hill Castle, Newport, Isle of 

igh 

eae, Henry Porter, Calverton, Nottingham 
Smith, John, Goswick, Berwick-on-T weed 

Merrifield, Thomas Seare, Wainfleet, Lincolnshire 

Sankey, Richard, Nant, Holywell, Flintshire 

Hall, Henry, Neasdon, Willesden, Middlesex 

Roebuck, J. A., Milton, Christchurch, Hampshire 

Green, William George, Belford Villa, Belford, Northumber- 

Suns T, Low Trewitt, Rothbury, Northumberlan 

Fitz-Patrick, Richard Nelson, Granstown Manor, Queen's 

County, Ireland 
Cookson, John, Benwell House, Neweastle-on-Tyne 
Edwards, William, Brook House, Ross, Herefordshire 

Curteis, George, Canterbury 

The names of seven candidates for election at the 

next meeting were then read. 

FrANCES.— Colonel Austen, M.P., Chairman of the 

Finance Committee, presented to the Council the 

monthly Report of the state of the funds of the Society; 

from which it appeared, that stock to the amount of 

1200/7. having been sold out of the 3} per cents. to 

meet the inconvenience occasioned by the excess of 

payments over receipts on account of the Shrewsbury 
Meeting, the invested capital was reduced accordingly 

to 7000/. stock, with a current cash-balance in the 

bankers’ hands of (15897. The Council unanimously 

adopted this Report, and ordered that a letter should be 

addressed by the Chairman of the Committee to each 
member of the Society in arrear of his subscription, re- 
minding him of the and req g a re 

mittance of the amount by means of a post-office order 
made payable to the Secretary. 

Prize Essavs.—Mr. Pusey, M.P., Chairman of the 
Journal Committee, reported that 105 essays had been 
already received in competition for the prizes offered 
by the Society ; independently of those essays which 
are required to be sent in at a later period of the year ; 

namely, those on the Potato disease, by the 1st of June; 

those on the St. John's Day Rye, by the 1st of October ; 

and those on Peat Charcoal, as a manure, by the 1st of 
December next. 

AGRICULTURAL OCnEMISTRY.—Mr. Pusey, M.P., as 

Chairman of the Committee on the Analysis of the 

Ashes of Plants, then laid before the council the follow- 
ing Report of the Committee on that subject :— 

Report.—“ The Committee on the Analysis of the 
Ashes of Plants beg to report, that Professor Graham, 

to whom the design had been referred, waived the 

undertaking in behalf of Dr. Lyon Playfair, the Con- 

sulting Chemist of the Society, on that gentleman’s 
appointment as Chemist to the Museum of Economic 

Geology, to which office a Laboratory in London is 
attached. That Dr. Lyon Playfair, however, having 

re- 

been placed on several commissions under the crown, 
has not had time at his disposal for carrying out the 
Society’s views. That this delay has served greatly to 
strengthen the original grounds of the undertaking, 
since the hope then entertained; that after ascertaining 
those earthy materials of crops which are found in 
their ashes, we might employ the same chemical 
substances as artificial manures, has now been carried 
partially, and is likely to be carried more generally, into 
practice. That it is necessary, however, to obtain new 
analyses of these ashes, because differences are found 
in the results of former inquiries, which it is desirable 
to clear up, and to ascertain whether these differences 
have arisen from errors of the experimentalist, or from 
variations in soil, manure, or other causes affecting the 
produce itself, and consequently its mineral ingredients. 
That in order to secure the utmost attainable accuracy, 
Professor Liebig, who suggested this undertaking should 
now be consulted as to the methods by which it should 
be carried into effect, and requested to communicate his 
views to the Council, That the Committee reeommend 

the partition of th l ; and that application should 
in the first instance be made to those institutions which 

have already recognised agricultural chemistry as a 

distinet object of their researches. They therefore re- 
commend, that as the College of Chemistry has ap- 

pointed a Committee on Agrieultural Chemistry, en- 

quiry should be made on what terms a share of the 

analysis would be undertaken by that Society ; and that 

a similar enquiry should be made of the Agricultural 

College at C i They d that the 
names of several members eminent for their chemical 

aequirements should be added to the Committee." 
'This Report having been unanimously adopted, and 

agreeably with its recommendation, the names of Pro- 

fessor Liebig, Dr. Lyon Playfair, Dr. Daubeny, Pro- 

fessor Solly, and the Rev. A. Huxtable, added to the 

list of the Committee ; the following gentlemen were, 

on the motion of Mr. Pusey, M.P., elected Honorary 

Members of the Society, and also added subsequently 

to the Committee, namely, Professor Graham, Dr. 

Fownes, Dr. Wade, and Dr. Hofmann. 

A letter was then read from Dr. GARDNER, Secretary 

to the Royal College of Chemistry, communicating a 

suggestion from the Council of that body to the Council 
of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, that a 

ommittee of the Society should be appointed to confer 
with a Committee of the College, for the purpose of 
ascertaining the mode in which the prosecution o 

chemical inquiries, for agricultural purposes, as an 

object of common interest to both institutions, can be 

most efficiently carried out. The Council resolved that 

this suggestion should be referred to the Committee of 
Analysis, which should be authorised to communicate 

with the Committee of the Royal College of Chemistry 
on the subject. 

The Rev. A. HuxrABLE communicated, through Mr. 
Pusey, a letter substantiating the accuracy of his esti- 
mate of the expense of growing Turnips on barren land, 
chiefly with chemical articles ; the original pecking of 
the land having cost, not 6d., but 3d. only per rod. 

Country Merrines.—Mr. SHELLEY having reported 

to the Council the various results of the consideration 

of the General Newcastle Committee in reference to the 

arrangements for the ensuing county meeting of the 

Society, at that town, in the middle of July next, the 

Council decided generally on the following points :— 

1. That there shall be no Council Dinner this year. 

2. That a lecture on some subject of practical interest shall 
be delivered at Newcastle-on-Tyne at 5 o'clock on the 
afternoon of Wednesday the 15th of July. 

3. That the award of prizes by the judges shall be read at 8 

on the same evening. 
4. That the lecture-room shall be open to all members of the 

Society, on their being furnished with free tickets to be ob- 
tained at that period of the secretary. 

5. That all details on these points be left to the arrangement 

of the General Newcastle Committee. 

The Council then took into consideration the various 

offers made to the Society on the subject of the lecture 

to be delivered before the members at their ensuing 

county meeting. 
On the motion of Mr. Humphrey Gibbs, the following 

appointments for the meeting were confirmed :—viz. 
Director of the Show.—Mr. Brandreth Gibbs. 

Stewards of the Cattle Department.—Barl Spencer, Mr. Druce, 
Mr. Kinder. 5 

Stewards of the Implement Department.—Mr. Miles, M.P., Mr, 

Shelley. ey. 

The (eil having ordered that it be referred to the 

Rotation of Districts’ Committee, to take into consider- 

ation the expediency of holding the country meeting of 

the Society for 1847 in the South-Wales district, Mr. 

Pusey gave notice that he should bring that question 

before the Council at its next monthly meeting. 

Frax.—Mr. Pusey stated that it was the intention of 

the Journal committee, to take into consideration whe- 

ther it would not be desirable for the Society to offer a 

good prize on the subject of Flax cultivation. 

The following communications were then made to 

the most powerful microscope. 
8, Communications on the same subject from Mr, Fuller 

M.P, and Mr, Browne. 

j 
| 
| 
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4. A letter from Mr. Kimberley on the cultivation of the 

Convolvulus Batatas, or ‘Sweet Potato," as a substitute 

for the ordinary Potato; and on the circumstances under 
which the Spanish Phosphorite could be obtained from 
the Continent. 

5. A letter from Mr. Moyle of Western Canada on the subject 

of Gypsum as a manure. 
6. Results from Mr. Rodwell of his cultivation of the Italian 
Rye Grass, with specimens of the brown and pale va- 
rieties. 

7. The new volume of Coates's Herd Book from the Editor, 
Mr. Strafford, of 4, Morton Villas, Camden-Town. 

. Mr. Johnson's prices of Draining Tiles ; Mr. "Bate on 
Agricultural Schools and Farms ; Mr. Couch on d ti 

80 severe a storm, that the hirsel whieh grazed on the 
highest ground, 35 score, was reduced for some days 
to feed on the Heather tops, it being impracticable 
to supply them with artificial food. A thaw, fol- 
lowed by a frost enabled them fortunately to travel on 
the top of the snow, and they were driven to the valley 
of the Tweed, and put into a field of 10 acres containing 
Whin and Broom, and after being fed there for 18 
days, they resembled in condition Turnip-fed sheep, 

rather than hill stock, while the mortality among them 

from the t of the storm, till the lambing 
of Insects; Mr. Nichols, Papers on Flax Cultivation ; and 
Mr. Ewing on Potato Consumption. 

The Council then adjourned to Wednesday next, the 
1th of March. 

HIGHLAND AND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. 
Ar the late monthly meeting of the Society, Mr. 

Lawson read a paper by Mr. Gorrie on the Wheat-fly. 
Mr. Gorrie states that the Wheat-fly had not attracted 
general attention till the deficiency in the Wheat-crop, 
caused by its ravages in the years 1827-8-9 and 30. 
The number of flies produced appears to depend partly 
on the quantity of maggots deposited in the soil the 
previous autumn and partly on the occurrence of a mild 
temperature about the middle of June, when the Wheat- 
ear partially appears. Unless the weather be serene 
and dry, with the thermometer above 54 deg. Fahren- 
heit at night (the period when the eggs are deposited), 
few or none of them are deposited, which may account 
for the manner in which its depredations have diminished 
since 1830. The author adverts also to the check given 
to the propagation of the insect, even in favourable wea- 
ther, by the operations of a small beetle, which destroys 
the maggot in its appearance outside of the glume. 
Burying the surface of the ground containing the mag- 
got, at the bottom of the furrow, by means of a skim 
plough is recommended, but the author adds, that 
even then, if Beans succeed Wheat, the perforations of 
the Bean-stalks facilitate the after-rise of the insect. 
Bearded Wheats are not so much affected as other 
sorts; but out of eighty varieties belonging to Mr. 
Gorrie, only two (and these of a coarse description—the 
Cone and the Egyptian), have been known to escape. 
Barley has occasionally in seasons when the fly was 
very abundant, been slightly affected. Where Couch- 
grass, Triticum repens, is allowed to run to seed on the 
borders of fields, a certain nursery is treated for the 
young maggots. The most certain preventive measure 
is to be found in searifying and burning the surface, as 
is done in England ; but that process can only be fol- 
lowed when Wheat is neither succeeded by Beans, nor 
sown down with Grass-seeds. It was formerly suggested 
by the late Sir John Sinclair, that a few stalks of Hemp 
amongst Wheat might by its smell prevent the fly 
from entering the field, but the author is ignorant if the 
Suggestion has ever been acted upon. Mr. Lawson re- 
marked that the plans recommended by Mr. Gorrie of 
ploughing or searifying and burning could only have 
place where Beans do not succeed the Wheat, or when 
there are no Grass-seeds in the ground ; in either of 
these cases no remedy is suggested for the evil. 

The Cuarrman said that, seeing that the loss caused 
by this insect had been computed to amount, in the 
Carse of Gowrie, during two years, to 90,0004, it was 

and attended to in the management of stock, parti- 
ee with regard to the value of Whins and Broom. 

an spring, 
wholesome and 
dur i D D 

ation of peg interval with the additional recommend- 

R Several ver; strong cases 

es du st the report in support ot the author’s 

ickshire, on SED an enterprising tenant in Ber- 

M TE f aung possession of his farm of West Moriston, found his flock (Leicesters and Cheviots) 
of the pasture, to suffer from 

1 1837- 
frost cut them down, the rot thi Eran sover 

season, was but a fractional part of that which occurred 
during the same period among the low ground sheep, 
which had been fed with the best artificial hay. 
author states that the Earl of Traquair is cultivating 
the Whin extensively over the large sheep farms in his 
estate, and that Mr. Scott, of Woodhouse, near Jed- 
burgh, who produces about the best ewes and lambs in 
that district, has been long an advocate for Whin feed- 
ing in spring and winter. The Whin should never be 
cut, but portions of it should annually be burned to 
keep its shoots tender and succulent. The Ulex strictus, 
or upright Irish Whin, has the greatest number of 

shoots, and seems, therefore, most relished by the 
lambs; but it is tender and more easily affected by 
frost than the French and Scotch kinds. Broom, 
though not so important as a food for sheep, is in- 

valuable as a medicine. Both Whins and Broom 

should, according to Mr. Boyd’s recommendation, be 
planted on a system so as to afford winter shelter as 
well as feeding, and in some measure supply the want 
of sheep stalls. 

Mr. Gnaxr, of Kincorth, had always heard that the 
Whin possessed medicinal qualities for sheep, and this 

idea was strongly corroborated by the striking facts 

stated by the essayist in reference to Mr. Somner’s 
flock. 

Professor Batrour thought it right to mention, that 

the Ulex strictus, or Irish Whin, was a mere variety of 
the common plant ; it was only to be raised by cuttings, 
and could not be propagated from seed. 

Mr. Grant, of Kincorth, then read a report on the 
recently introduced Coniferee, prepared by Mr. Bishop, 
Methven Castle, Perthshire. The author, who is land- 
steward to Mr. Smith, of Methven, has collected an 
extensive assortment of the Coniferous trees of more re- 
cent introduction ; the locality of the Methven Pinetum 

is about 690 feet above the level of the sea ; it has an 
open exposure to the south and west, with rising ground 
to the north. The surface is wholly muir soil, resting 
on ‘a bottom of hard till. The trees, comprehending 
above 60 different species and varieties of the Conifer- 
ous tribe, were planted without any preparation beyond 
the formation of a few surface drains ; notwithstanding 
which, many of them have, within the last 15 years, 
exceeded in growth the Scotch firs and Norway-spruces 
contiguous to them, which were planted two years pre- 
viously. The trees chiefly noticed by the Reporter are 
the Pinus cembra Helvetiea, or Swiss Stone Pine ; the 
Pinus monticola, or short.leaved Weymouth Pine, which 
has grown more freely than any other sort in the collec- 
tion; the Pinus laricio, or Corsican Pine ; Austriaca, 
or black Pine ; Pinus ponderosa, which has not been so 
successful as others; Abies Douglasii, or bracteated 
spruce Fir, a noble and beautiful tree, retaining, even 
in elevated moorland, its superiority of rapid growth ; 
Abies Menziesii, or warted branched Spruce, esteemed 
by Mr. Bishop as the hardiest of all the recently intro- 
duced Conifers; it also defends itself against the attacks 
of game by the twisted position of its prickly pointed 
leaves ; Picea pichta, or pitch silver Fir, a very hand- 
some Fir of rapid growth; Picea nobilis, or long- 
bracted silver Fir, the introduction of the seed of which 
in larger quantities would, in Mr. Bishop’s opinion, be 
a great acquisition to the country, as there can be no 
doubt that it will suit the climate of Scotland well. 

Mr. Lawson remarked, that it was interesting to 
know, that in a moorish soil, and at a considerable 
altitude, the rarer Coniferous trees had rivalled, in 
many instances excelled, the common Firs of the coun- 
try. He might mention the Pinus austriaca and Pinus 
laricio, Black and Corsican Pines, have been planted 
in millions since their first introduction, and are answez- 
ing well. He had lately had an opportunity of witness- 
ing at Dunrobin Castle a number of specimens of the 
ponderosa, which were thriving well. 

Professor BaLrour then read a communication on 
irrigation, being a report by Mr. Simpson of Glenythan, 
Aberdeenshire, in the laying out, management, and pro- 
duce of water meadows. Mr. Simpson's operations were 
conducted on two different lots of ground, the one mea- 
suring 4 a. 1 r. 38p., the other la. 4p. Both lots are 
irrigated by the same stream, the water of which has 
been analysed, and the only noticeable ingredients con- 
tained in it are very minute proportions of sulphate of 
lime and muriate of soda (common salt). The surface 
of the ground was ievelled, and the course of the stream 
altered, so as to allow water courses to be led along the 

highest level of the ground to be operated upon. In 
July 1843, Grass-seeds of ten different sorts were sown 
in lot No. 1, at the rate of about 26 lbs. per imperial 
acre ; the meadow was raked, top-dressed with earth, 
and rolled, the roller being drawn by a light pony. In 
August, the weather being more than usually dry, a 

small quantity of water was allowed. The expense of 
the whole operation in lot No. lis estimated by Mr. 
Simpson at 317. 8s, 3d., which sum includes payment to 

a qualified person for taking the levels and superintend- 
ing the work, the cost of seeds, sowing, rating, adver- 
tising, &c. In the beginning of November, 1843, the 

© 

water was let on, and continued without intermission till 
May 1844. The spring of that year was cold and raw, 
and the scarcity of Grass was general. Mr. Simpson 
cut his crop of 1844 as it was daily required, instead of 
making it into hay, one object being to allow the Grass to 
ripen, and the seed to shake out, and add to the roots in 
the ground for after years. The cutting commenced on 
14th June, 1844, and was continued till the middle of 
October, during which period 119 cart-loads of Grass, 
including 18 of aftermath, were taken off the ground. 
An average load of Grass was weighed, turned into ha; 
and then weighed as such; the result was a produce of 
more than 390 stones of 22 lbs. per imperial acre. In 
winter 1844 and spring 1845 the meadow was kept 
under water, as in the previous season. The crop of 
1845 was cut and consumed as the former was ; the 
number of cart-loads it yielded was 142. The weight 
of the crop was again ascertained in the manner before 
described, and the produce amounted to at least 470 
stones per imperial acre. Previous to the operations 
described, the meadow might have been worth from 5s. 
to 7s. 6d. per acre ; it is now valued by the tenant at 
31. to 41.; and if it were near a large town, it would be 
worth, in Mr. Simpson’s opinion, double that sum. A 
decided improvement has been observed in the milk 
and butter produced on the farm in 1845, which, in 
consequence of the quantity of Grass consumed by the 
cattle, there has been an increase of animal manure to 
the extent of fully one-sixth. The above summary re- 
lates to that part of the Report upon lot No.1. Šimi- 
lar operations, attended with the like results, were 
carried on upon No. 2. Mr. Simpson states that on 
his part of the country irrigation was ill understood 
and little practised, the success attending his experi- 
ments, has, however, induced others to follow his ex- 
ample. 

Farmers’ Clubs. 
DonkiNe : The most approved system of planting all 

kinds of spring corn.— No decided resolutions were 
passed, as it was considered that the infantile state of 
the Society, and the very able manner in which the sub- 
ject had been treated by others far more advanced in 
practical experience, would hardly justify a direct con- 
clusion ; more particularly as it is the present object 
of the Club to bring before the immediate notice of its 
members, and to direct their especial attention to the 
different systems advanced, so as to induce them to 
make such comparative experiments as shall lead to a 
practical knowledge of that system which is most ap- 
plicable to the locality. As regards planting Barley, 
one member contended that sowing it at the rate of 
four or five bushels per acre broadcast was the best 
way, inasmuch as by sowing it was dispersed more 
evenly over the whole surface of the soil, and by usin, 
a large quantity of seed it had not the opportunity to 
tiller or branch, which, as he believes, is prejudicial to 
the sample ; in order to produce a good sample of Bar- 
ley, it was highly necessary that the whole of the corn 
should ripen together, which, when it was sown or 
drilled with a small quantity of seed,"would not be the 
case. Another member advocated, the principle of 
planting it in November, after the manner recom- 
mended by Mr. Hewitt Davis, only with a larger quan- 
tity of seed than is used by that gentleman. ‘The ex- 
periment was made by sowing a piece of land of an 
average quality with the rest of the farm, which is of a 
light sandy nature, in November, 1844. It was not in 
the least injured by the severe weather which followed, 
and in harvest last year it was the most productive 
piece of Barley grown on the farm, and by far the best 
sample. The attention of the members was also di- 
rected to the planting of Clover and Grass seeds in 
corn as being closely connected with the subject before 
them. The use of the Suffolk drill in depositing all 
kinds of Grass seeds was strongly advocated by several 
members, more particularly on strong land, as in dry 
seasons, when the seed was merely scattered on the 
surface of the soil, the greater part of it would never 
vegetate.— T. P., Hon. Sec. 

3Rcbíetos. 
The Journalof Agriculture and the Transactions of the 
Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland. 
No. 11. January 1846. Blackwood: Edinburgh. 

A very excellent Number of this valuable quarterly 
periodical. A capital article on Corn-rents, to which we 
have already referred (see p. 28)—a very interesting 
one on Dutch and German Husbandry—a paper on 
the Constitution of the Potato—an account of the High- 
land Societys Show at Dumfries, and various short 
artieles embraced under the heading “ Farmers’ Note 
Book" make up the Journal; and that section of the 
work in which the Society's transactions are published, 
contains among other things a report by Professor 
Johnston, on the p dings of the Agricul J 
Chemistry Association. It is to this more especially 
that we shall at present direct the attention of our 
readers. We have not room for reference to all the: 
subjects discussed in this report. They are: 1, the 
Composition of Liquid Manure ; 2, can its fertilizing 
ingredients be easily extracted? 3, the Composition of 
Barley; 4, Sour Beer assManure ; 5, Waste Liquor of 
Potato mills ; 6, Lime in Slate Rocks; 7, Lime Refuse of 
the Bleachers as a Manure; 8, Composition of Oil-cakes ; 
9, a Substitute for Oil-eake. We hope to be able at in- 
tervals to lay extracts of some length from this Report 
before our readers ; at present we must content ourselves 
with one on the best method of extracting or filtering as 
it were the fertilizing matters out of liquid manure, 80 
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that those being left in the filter may be easily conveyed | 
to the soil, and thus the immense labour of carriage be 
avoided. "Professor Johnston says :— 

«That a method for thus extracting the virtues of 
liquid manure may be of use; several conditions are 
required. Thus— 

«1°, It must be perfectly efficient. If a method 
were recommended which should merely separate one 
portion of the substances or one kind of matter from 
liquid manure, while it left the rest behind, it would 
only lead to a more general waste than now exists, in 
sò far as it would induce many to believe that, a part 
being thus extracted, the fluid which was left might be 

allowed more freely to run to waste. 
«9°, 1t must be easy of execution. A process which 

involves much trouble would not generally be adopted 
by practical men, and if it were difficult to perform, it 
would be imperfectly done. These drawbacks would 
cause the method to fail; it would consequently fall into 
disrepute, and the advantages of scientific knowledge 
and ey would sink in publie estimation, 

«39, The materials cau gor the purpose must be 
dieci cheap, and easil ible everywhere. 
This is the most difficult agaon to fulfil, and it pre- 
sents the greatest bar to the introduction of any 
economically useful method of effeeting the object in 
vie 
do "The only substance at present known, by which the 

Separation of all the valuable ingredients from liquid 
manure can be fully effected, is en aroa A 
sufficient supply of this ly 
mixed with the liquid manure, will Pius Ab nearly the 
whole of the saline and colouring matters it holds in 
solution, will carry down the substances it holds in sus- 

pension, and will leave the water nearly pure and 
colourless. The refuse of the prussiate of potash 
manufactories will have this effect, and what remains 
when ivory black is digested in spirit of salt (muriatic 
acid) will do still better. But this kind of charcoal is 
neither cheap nor abundant, and therefore cannot be 
recommended to general use. The refuse animal char- 
coal of our manufactories is now sold as a manure, at 
the price of several pounds a ton ; either those who sell 
or those who use it might render it still more valuable 
by causing fermenting liquid manure to filter through | 4 
it before it is applied t to the land, 

* But other kinds of charcoal possess this property 
to a certain extent. Wood charcoal reduced to powder, 
charred saw-dust, and charred peat, are all capable of 
being used with advantage in extracting the ammoniacal 
and other salts which give its value to the liquid of our 
farm-yards. [Experiment has shown that, when filtered 
through a bed of such charcoal, the liquid escapes with- 
out colour and almost without taste, while the charred 
peat or saw-dust is itself converted into fertilizing 
manure. Wherever such charcoal, therefore, can be 
obtained in abundance and at little cost by the practical 
farmer, this mode of employing it may be both useful 
and profitable to him. Saw-dust or peat may also be 
mixed with earth and charred, when the heap, after 
being several times drenched with liquid manare, will 
be converted into a valuable compost. 

“Still it will be uncertain that the liquid thus 
freated has been deprived of all the fertilizing sub- 
stances it contains. Even when it passes off perfectly 
transparent, colourless, and without smell, it often, in- 
deed almost always, EN in solution both organie 
and inorganie substances, which are useful to the plant. 
That it contains soluble organic matter is shown by its 
again becoming muddy, and fermenting, when allowed 
to stand for a considerable time, while the inorganic or 
saline substances are ey detected by evaporating 
the clear liquid to dryne: 
«However beneficial, (eee the use of such forms 

of charcoal may be, we can scarcely consider it, in al- 
most any circumstances, as likely to effect a saving of 

the whole of the valuable matters contained in our liquid 
manure. A great portion of the loss now incurred may 
be prevented | by the use of such kinds of charcoal, and 
the fertilizing substances may, through their means, be 
applied to our crops, at seasons of the year for which, 
in the liquid form, they are not suited—still the applica. 
tion of the whole liquid to the land would return to the 
soil more of what the crops had carried off, and would 
thus keep it nad in a state of fertility didi the 
aid of foreign manu 

* Various other Etnie have been recommended 
and used for the purpose of extracting from the liquid 
of the farm-yards, from-urine, and from the water of 
our common sewers, the different chemical compounds 
they are known to hold in solution. Thus, burned and 
powdered gypsum, when intimately mixed with such 
liquids, falls for the most part to the bottom, earrying 
with it a greater or less proportion of the matters which 
the water had previously dissolved, This powder, when 
colleeted and dried, forms the principal part of what is 
known in the manure-market under the name of urate, 
and is more or less valuable according to circumstances. 
But it always leaves in the liquid much more than it 
extracts from it, and hence goes but a little way in 
saving what the liquid manures contain. 

“Again, if alum orsulphate of magnesia, (Epsom salts,) 
or sulphate of zinc, or sulphate of iron, (green vitriol,) | ™ 
be mixed with fermenting urine or tank-stuff, a 
powdery matter, more or Tess dense, will fall to the | 
bottom, which will contain the phosphates and a portion | 
of the other saline and even of the organie constituents 
of the liquid. This powder, therefore, may be used as | 
manure, either alone, or, what is better, in admixture 

with other fermenting manure ; but all these substances | 

leave most of the valuable salts in the water behind 
them, aud, therefore, besides their cost, are open to the 
objeetion ‘that they do not prom ‘the purpose for 
which they have been emplo: 

“This latter objection dis ‘more strongly to slaked 
lime, which does indeed carry down much of what the 
liquid holds in suspension and in solution, such as the 
phosphates and much of the organic matter, but it 
leaves behind all the ammonia, and even decompo ses 
the an whieh those liquids 
contain, and CERT their elements to be more speedily 
disper sed through the air. 

n the whole, therefore, it does not appear that at 
vesent we are likely to obtain any means of completely, 

easily, and cheaply separating the fertilizing ingredients 
of our tank-stuff from the water in which they are dis- 
Solved. It is not likely, indeed, that any generally 
available means will be soon discover ed by whieh these 
fertilizing substances can be wholly extracted in a dry 
form equal in manuring value to the liquids themselves 
as they flow from our farm-yards. 

* The method of absorbing the whole liquid by par- 
tially dried peat, and thus adding to the quantity of 
fermented manure at the disposal of ‘the farmer, is per- 
haps a better, as it is certainly an easier way, of using 
up the liquid manure where peat abounds, than the 
method of using eharred peat to separate its constituents. 
This method is very extensively employed both in Ire- 
land and in Scotland, the only objection being, that the 
manure is not so portable as that which may ie obtained 
by the use of peat in a half charred state. The use of 
peat, indeed, in our dung-heaps cannot be too generally 
recommended. It prevents the escape of ammoniacal 
and other volatile substanees, it absorbs disagreeable 
odours, and renders the neighbourhood of dunghills less 
unpleasant and unwholesome. It is probably owing to 
the copious use of peat in this way that so little injury 
arises to the health of the peasantry of Ireland and o: 
parts of Scotland, from the dung-pit so often seen before 
the doors or beneath the windows í of their cottages,” 

Notices to DON 
Rourat OnzxrsTY, by Edward Solly, Esq., F.R.S.— 
vente with additions, is reprinting, and will be wna dn a 

regret our inability to 
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FiELD LAWN—E V—The following RU s acre will answer 

your purpose :— Alop CUR Brat en: 2 1bs.; Anthoxan- 
thum odoratum, 4; Dact; s glomerata, à 

3; F. pratensi: E ed ra, 2; PRIUS op EN 
Lolium italieum, 3 ; Phleum ULIS ; Poa mortis 
3; Poa trivialis, 3 3; Trifolium pratense perenne, 3 Tri: 
lium dene, 5; in all 38Jbs., and one iR of Barley 

Fork NDRY— Jr. tephens— -Could you favour u s with a 
detailed echulit of your experience. The figure Mid refer- 
ence is published in the Number for Dec. 13, 1845. See 
** Notices to >, Correspondents, 

—R A J—We would apply it in the case of Potatoes, 
brosdenst i in dew weather over the PRU god the young 

g 

shoo , in the e of Turnips, 
broa adeast j i y "land E seed. 

of Peruvian guano will be needed per acre; turn 3 it 
oat oF the bags, End. it small, ae Sow it by ena broad- 
ast. 

Maxon paar FOR TunNIS—Y X—Do you know the 
€ drill for two rows? We understand thatit je ae 

ery well. Sbperphosphate of lime may be procured 
Deptford Cre 

—You had betteni Pare and burn it, qu dig it ard 
E iu and cultivate them well this year. 

d, and you ean lay Ë mu next T3 
Ranunculus repens—Creeping Crowfoot. 

TUnE— W R—On a light gray sa soil, we would 
take out of your list the Creeping Bent-grass, the Crested 
Dog's-tail, dhe Yellow (Oat grass, and Rough Meadow-grass, 
and add some Comm n Rye grass. pile list would then 
stand tide Meadow d Foxtal E ck’s-foot, 4; Meadow 
Fescue, 3; Shee tka ce Fran s E 2 Sio in Meadow-grass, Common. Rye- Ms 
White Clover, 5; ; Hop "I'refoll, As with iud e Dustiels ‘of ERIS 

3 
—A B—See Article ** pole Martin Doyle's Husbandry, 

Pr in Johnson’ s Ene; dia of ae and Article 
“Hog” in Ruam’s REUS of the Fa; 

LLL EG 
Parkers, 

SMITHFIELD, MoNDAY, Mar. 2.—Por stone of 8 Ibs. net tup m patada di eave Downs & Half-ireds, 5s HO 
4 5 Best Short Horn 310 4 0| Bost Long-wools 2 E quality Beasts Bo 3 Bean wond quality 4 HN Calvo - Fig 50 

. 210. 

les aro, realy disposed 
i Some faw of thi 

a an 
Sheep is the shortest thar has been Yhown dor several 
ing, trade is heavy—bs 6d for the best Downs, and 5» dd $ 
Woke, are ‘extra e best, Long- me quotations. Veal trace le dup. S pos leon money.— ork trade continues heavy. 

RIDAY, Mar, 6. 
The supply of Beef is short: trade ls r & best Scote, &ey 

make from spad vo 496, and shorc-horns: és to 4« iH Second. quality, dn to 
igh. . We have: again a very scanty show of sen «and prices are 

The best, Downs Šon 15s, dd to os dd; West Td, ber Q9 bj 
8d.— is alto dearer; a 

improved by ris scarcity of other Pore 

Beasts, 578; Sheep, 2300; Calvei 

Vade range from 4s to 5a 4d. 
106; Pigs, 203, 

|» Went Smitbfiald. - 
HOPS. Fumar) Mar. 6. 

We have no alteration tonutice in the Hop ‘market since last weeks)! The Es Continues fcr immediate consumpiion, 
Parreypen & Suita, Hop-Feotors. 

COVENT GARDEN, Mancn 7.—In consequence e of | the con- tinuance of mild weather, the supply of Vegetables during the week has been rather on the increase. Fruit is also sufficient 
ee Pine Apples aj 

Arum lent ful. eign Grapes are sufficient for ihe’ demand ; d a few. aie tious Gr apes have also made their appearane: ces UY chief novelty at Mein in the market, however, is some fine look ing samples of Strawberries ; 
ET Seedling. The best samples of 
about i 
interior ‘sorts may be obt: 

price; "ur jum E Sei Dum samples may be pr sere ae are sit 
Little alteration has taken 

8 
[pied Seakale and 

Rhubarb are excellent in quality, The ‘supply of Broccoli, 
Brussels Sprouts, and other pinter. Greens, is good, Large 
white Bro fi nwall, stom 1s, to 3s, per dozen. 
heads. Excellent olet duy, D [un ied at Inst week's um 
Potatoes, of the best quality, meet with a as isk sale 
ton; but in consequence of the abundance of oth 
trade for inferior samples is Chi obey continues to be 
fone ance Lettuces and other Salading are good and plenti- 
ful ut Flowers chiefly consist of TORSK; Heaths, 
Hya ints Tulips, | Foingottié puleherr may jasmines, Lily of 
the alley, Pen nea, Camellias zaleas, Acacias, MS Dap! e Grange flowers, rese. Cine- 
rarias, Gatadiiag) and Ros 

6 

nuns 
Lemons, qe Agen, 16 tome 

s to 1d 

ve n POLN Bilberi [e 001bs., 408 to 608 
Notes Lob, per 10! ofi 5 504 to 70s 

Spay per 1b., 9a to 1s 
gal, p. 1b., han bs 

Apples, Deva per bush. AH te 163 
Kitchen, 2s to 7s 6d 

Oranges, per dozen, ue 2: 6d 
per 100, 4s th 1 = 
Seville, per 100, 2 fo 180 — — per dozen, 9s to 2s | Chesnais, p 

| Peares per bt 
VEGETABLES Cabbages, per doz, Gd to Par; 7 doz, Bd ti 

er doz gad to 8s Scor a HRS per bs s 8d Brussels $ E, hfav, 1s tols6d | Salsi em dm wen VOYS, per doz.j 6d to Ls Bi 
Broveoll Arva, per bale. Gd to le 3d 

hite, 9d to & 6d 
Greens, per doz. binches,1s 6d to 3 
Yrench Beans, per 100, diode 

1; perhf.-sieve, 9d t. Potatoes, periton, yir to 170» 

Almonds, 1 

NT 
pock, 4s to 8s 
Y» 68 to 158 

Ver SCOE T 6d: on, 708 to N festos! per 6, Cab., 4d to 6d TELJ Cos, 6d to 1, busied; ar to Radishes, per T9 handa 1o tede Kidney, per del Baro das IMAO weit portes 6d to le 8d dne: 
T vnlg per dóz,,l Small Salad 

; Der doze, 64 a i6. Fennel, per lunch, 2d to Bl t avory, per bunch, 4d to 6d 

x punnet, 9d to 3d à Be 0 8d 
ores Radish, yor bundle; 1a 62 to 5» | Thymes, 8, per bu 

vs fieakale, per punnet, 8d to n; bun, 64 1092 Rhubarb, per bundle, 6d to 15 34 dta bundle, 3s er is le 
Ta eh, Mine, Broen, per bunch, ; 64 to 8d Marjoram, per bunch, 4 
Messen, rà Punnet, 4d to 84. 

Nu TOES, NL RE ES Ma 2. lerate, and many of ths Jate arrivals had quick passages, ^in gonsequence of which shomt nf thi acne havo arrived in good conditio ind the demand oe York and Scotch Beda bas been belaka and better prives 
B ns ea, of Blues orroocamnan Wisivenstroske any country. Prices 

ows suede Saba '80s to Hg n ton; ditto Regents 7 Tosto 1108 She per ntrose Butts and sd 8, 708 Versey, Blues, 70s par sons, ruo Shaws, for, Sis 90s to 10s p 

Prime Mead.Hay f0»to 928 | New Hay -8 i0. —s Infr.New& Rowen 50 70 | Clover 85 60 Dc MC 35 
Coorxn, Salesman, CUMBERLAND MARKET, ie Prime Mond. Hay | 90st0 2 [tn Clover 1108 to 1 7 80 

ay 
Inferior Inferior do. 90. 105 | Straw 

ew Clover — 

Josva Batan; Hay Salesman, 
WHITECHAPEL, Mar, 6, si Sosto 90s | Old Clover Atd coins 

63 0 94 1 sw 98s to 34s 

838 to 363 

Fine Old Hay - 
Inferior Hay - 

Ne ew Glover 

ARK-LANE, Moxbas, TT 2, Cette 
5s ent, and Suffolk, was again s 

ifar qualities reran 
parently neglected, 
changed hands on Aen l 

an it has, 

e quotations for white P eas ls, t 
ra 

s. per and y.—The Siua of Trish Qai a ord] 
but Seite T scarce are unalter: AOL Mon 

, PER IMPERIAL QUARTER. $. $ $85 Wheat, Buen ae and Suffolk ite 68 66 Re 1150 folk, Lincolnshire, and Yi r 3 White 59 63 Barle, ; Malting and disti dise Seton Chevalior 5:84 Grind. 98 95 Oats, Lincolnshire and. Yorks! + Polands 92? 94 Feed 91’ 93 — Nore! einer d Sion i Feed 95 Potato 93.98 tish, 3 Potato 24 $7 Malt, ale, ship” 4 
vüordand Emex^ D 

A 

D a E 

Ss 8 

D 
97 Ü ay a i And new s 42 Harrow "32 44 — Pigeon, Heine prn 48 Ia i Foe, wells us quo du. 36 

FRIDA 
The arrivals of all descriptions o 

been moderate ; 
bi 

ffi 
Oat trade is firm, and holders endeavouring to obtain 4 E slight 
advance, 

IMPERIAL AvERAGES, 
eat. |Barley.| Oats. | Rye. s.j Penn" Spat” depsr dace Ebo oie, Salt Od da "ae Lo is ug | 54 8! 81-a| 2110 | a9 o 85 8; Feb, 4 0. ve ye weeral, 8040-1 BI) 7 omes [n i| eee a! — 4, . .|549|.80 6| 2 9| a2 7| 24 9 85. 7k = Re Os | 85 o| 2911) m1 | ae10| se 9| 34/8 - AEAEE h. 29 7 5 3 2| 85 2: 

S weeks’ Aggreg, Aver. 54 9| 30 8| s1 8| sa 4| as 3| 95 6 
nForalgn Grain 18 a| aal an ga 7 € 

Dian Showing the fexuations in he price of Con six weeks ending Saturday, Feb, 21, 

58a 6d 

67 11 
b6 3 
— 2 

55 7 
- 4 

m 
54 9 

-8B 
— 
sig 

2 

Kirwosrorp AND Late 

| 
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TO NOBLEMEN, EMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS. 

ESSRS. PROTHEROR AND MORRIS beg to an- 
e that they have received En from the 

Proprietor to submit to Public Compe titi on at the Auction 
Mart, Bartholomew-lane, on Thursday, March the 17th, 1846, 
at 12 o'clock, the valuable collection of SUCCULENT PLANTS, 

formerly belonging to Tuomas HITCHEN, ESQ., of R 

during a long series of years. 
found well worthy thes attention of SRST RAA and the "Trade. — 
Catalogues ean be had upon application at the American Nw 
sery, Leytonstone ; a of ARTHUR Mackis, at the Norwich 
Nursery. 

TO j NOBLEMEN, | NTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, 
ARDENERS, ie. 

R. JOHN MILLER, of Bristol, will sell. by 
Public Auction, on the Picos at ShéxBourne; Dn 

on Tuesday, March 17, 1846, and following days of Bus 
all the valuable NURSERY STOC K, GREENHOUSE 355 
HERBACEOUS PLANTS, GREENHOUSES, Xe., &e., the 
property of Mr. John Davison, Nurserym: ey "whose lease is 
expired. The Stock consists of fine standard and iat i tr ained 
and quarter Peaches, Nectarines, Apples, Pears, Plums, Cher- 

a choice and general assortment of EVENES and 
flowering Shrubs ; standard and dwarf Roses, of the newest 
inds ; also Ash, Oak, hanoh, Scotch, Spruce, and Silver Firs ; 

Beech, Elms, standard Walnuts, &c.; 
Pennie urrants, Strawberries, Giant 
Asparagus, Seakale, Rhubarb, &c.; also 550 fine 
Hornb. , Ever es Puy et, amd Beóch- hedges, from 4 "oT 
high, € aoi Hollie: 

The Greenhouse Sian ae con: st of Ericas, Indian Azaleas, 
Cinerarias, Petunias, Camellias, Geraniums, Fuchsias, e of 
the newest kinds. ‚The whole of the Stock is of first-rate 
quality, fit for immediate planting, and will be sold in "lots 
Suitable to every class of purchasers. Also the several Green- 
houses, about 100 feet in length. 

Catalogues to be had at the Sherborne 3 Nursery ; and of the 
Auctioneer, Westbury, near Bristol. To be on view one week 
previous to the day obs ale. 

ale to commence cach day at 10 for 11 o "clock precisely. 
O BE. LET, WITH IMMEDIATE POSSESSION, 

in six miles of the Weybridge Station of the 8 uh. 
WALLED GARDEN, containing cana 

TWO ACRES ‘OF PRODUCTIVE SOL " 
M Houses, Pits, and Sheds. The Tabs. are 

covered with ehoice Fruit Trees in high ie and or 
residence for a superior Gardener—aceommodation E a aaa 
neyman. The implements may be taken at a valuation by the 
tenant. 

For particulars apply to Mr. Wm. Keye, steward, Ockham 
Park, Ripley, Surrey. 

LUTON HOO, BEDFORDSIIIRE. 
TO MARKET GARDENERS AND OTHERS. 

O BE LET on Lease by the Year, Walled 
Gardens of 5 Acres, eon Nun the finest Fruit arses, 

r Gardens 

A & £ “4 E! 

all compact. ee aay day now next ensuing, 
and for Pe Particulars, apply to Mr. Arers, London Lodge, Yid 

(00 
N.B. uon Gardens are 29 miles from London, and 9 from 

St. Albans. The London and Birmingham Railway passes 
within a few miles, and their Luton branch, as propose im- 
mediately adjoining. Coaches to and from London aily. 

ent is not so much the object in letting the. Gardens as 
AFETA dor well ient up aag Fruit Trees trained. Security 
c references will e be required. 

ro BE LET, TUE from Lady- day next, for 
r five years, with or "without Land, and the exclusive 

shooting over 600 acres of good Sporting Ground, an Excellent 
HOUSE, with every accommodation for a large family ; plea- 
santly situated in the county of Surrey, 27 miles from town, 
within 43 mile station on the eam Eastern Railway, 
which will gods BE brought to one mile, a station on the 
oon Railway v within 3 miles. Taduive of Col. St. CLAIR, 
Heloonn Dodge, Wast Grinstead, Sussex. 

ORT FOTEN Ud R AL GLASS.—NET CASH 
RIOES. 

In squares under 5 inches i 3 inches on T per foot. 
Ditto, 5 in. by 3 in., and under 6 in. by tin È E 
Ditto, 6 i 4 in., and under 9 in. by 7 We 

Tin Laree Sizes ap t 40mches, lone vu ‘quite flat," 

Hen of an inch thick, or 5 grereging d pz to the foot, P: 
id. » » p: j^ 65 2s s. » 
1s. 

The. (irme most recommended 3s INO and 2, and 

Ass: Mrrcnants, Hull, beg to call 
f Noblemen ind Gentlemen to the above paua 

for ase suitable for Horticultural purposes; and as 
advantageous!y situated for importi: 5 
steam communication betivgen the 
tinental Markets, and, 

Eu ied ca Striking Glasses supplied. 
cx OREIGN, SH T 

Cy ARVIS having just imported a large quantity of 
* the above artioles, EU quality and. substance Pp 

unequalled, can offer them at a lower price than any other 

ready money only, at his old esta- 
GLASS WAREHOUSE, Vu Great Cas- 

a few doors from Regent-street, w Ori for- Wan NR ERR Ts, 
ue ference, meet with prompt attention, Ever 

other ES of WINDO W GLASS equally. lowi in price. 

IORTICUTURAL “GLASS “OF BRITISH 
Eme Aa URR, at J. WELCH, aou eh and Co.'s 

tote? the ab um a British Manu: aber ey are enabled 
ing terms, in Squai n unlimited LEG at the follow- 

t alto UNA AREE. 40 inches lo! 

—averaging from 
2 » 

Mid p per foot, 
(rf ja pa oz, to, the foot P » 

3 
1 

J. WELCH, jun, i) Sb hs wA j man T As 

"i years with Mr. Drake, of 
8, Jermyn-street, and 315, Oxf a 

glazing of CIE th Cons Dro and at the time of the 

the Horticultural Glazing ADR nt, ka ihe.atten: 

tion of Horticulturists generally to the eos 19 Call the 
whic p they undertake to glaze in any, part of the United 

Kin 
They. "Hg beg to recommend for Pits and Garden Lights 
small size Squares, which they offer at vhs T oming low prices, 
packed in 100 feet boxes, not  Particuls ular to thiekn. 

5 in. " 

E by Sand 3, 
6 in. by ‘ and 

KAY AUN 

9) in. by EA 
“inspection of their stock of Stained and 

atat d tns their Warehouse, EREMO Panton- 
Street, Hromarket 

FOREIGN SHEET GLASS. 

ampton Street, Strand, are supplying FOREIGN GLASS, 
of excellent quality, at 34d. per foot. This glass is strong, of 
good colour, and well pce eds, for Horticultural purposes. 
They have also a stock of strikin g glasses of the most approved 
form, ranging from 3} by 2j inches to 2 by 6 inches, which 

are selling at Els equally moderate elg Glass 
Depot, 1 on-street, Str 

OREIGN SHEET GLASS, of good quality, for 
Horticulturai and eenenal See qo ds IS at 

F. Errmicx's, 2%, ©: Eas For 
Ready Money “only. 

en AND BRITISH SHEET AND CROWN 
GLASS, foy Hothouses, Garden and other purposes— 

R. ©. uu again reduce d t EET tog SUAM UTD squares, 

= 

invites a his former 
lists :— 

per gross. per.gross. per gross. 
6in.by4 .. 65. 8by5.. 13s. 9byT7.. 18s. 
Tii TAE .. 9s. 8by6.. Its, bys.. 26s. 
R. ©. will in future receive weekly consignments of STOUT 

FOREIGN SHEET GLASS, of which he purposes keeping 

such a retools as will enable him to execute all orders as 8003 
s received, 
PROPAGATING, BEE, CUCUMBER, and GRAPE GLASSES 
of every description, cheaper than at any other house.— For 
New Lists, apply to R. ES AN, Glass, Lead, and Colour Works, 

ESSRS. 3E AND H. BROWN Dos 1 MTS the 
Nobility and Gentry that they will send. the. y follomipg 

de Plants to any p: pt of Pm United Kingdom 
Andromeda floribunda, per.d 
pigen repens, each . . 
25 New Hardy Ghent Aratens one. ofa sort, named 

25 Hardy American Aza c 

12 Rhododendr: ‘ons, m sorts, including So Carlet, 

ite, and Rose-coloured varieties 
25 ga dy TOS Shrubs, one of a jer named 

pe erior Dwarf Roses, on En heir own 5 roots, do. 
o. 

24s, 0d. 
2 6 

25 0 
0 

Cloth of Gold, 
Tea-scented D. on sort, ^n n pots, per doz en 

Devoniensis and SOROR Nolsette Roses, per dozen 5: 
M MR d of sorts, per e.. 908. 

2 Superior sorts of Pahon Azaleas a TT 0 
Do. do. dor .. ^v. 8 0 

12 Do. do. Ericas 3c pO 

12 Do. do. Geraniw 30 
Lobelia fulgens, cardinalis and serotina, per, dozen 8.0 

Salvia atens, per doz 0 

thera RU AD and ter: axifolia, | strong planis, 

per di 
hoice selections of Flower Seeds, in packets, 5 

each, sent 
Albion Nursery, re Newington, London. 

FOR IMMEDIATE PLANTING. 
RANUNCULUSES AND ANEMONES. 

MEO AND SON, FronisrS, Wallingford, can still 
upply assortments of the above Flowers at prices adver- 

tied "s the Chronicle of Feb. 21. Catalogues sent on the recei p 
of two labels. 

THE BEST VERBENAS OF THE YEAR. 

EO. SMITH has pleasure in offering his matchless 
SEEDLING VERBENAS, of which G. S. warrants them 

to UE any other eight known. Seven of them have taken 
First. Prizes ; they are large, of first-rate form, five of 
pog dtr edged or spotted. They have been justly ad- 
mired o have seen them. ‘To be sent out the last week 
in ‘April at he set, or 5s, per plant, post free, viz.— 

CHESS OF SUTHERGA ue fine blush with e e cherry 
obtained the First Seedling Prize at t oyal "Bote 

Gardens of London ; First at C. rne ER 
rose with yellow eye; first at the 

. and Ibs. 

Royal Metropolitan. 
EMPEROR, bright crimson with white eye; first elass at the 

Royal 8 Surrey Gardens, 
OVELY ANN, vivid scarlet edged with pink; first class at 

Highgate. 
ODESTA, fine cream with ros 

Miss WarsoN, glossy blush with Pilote eye; first class at the 
oyal Metropolitan. 

MERRY MONARCH, bright Scarlet edged with dark rose; first 
class at Highgate, 

QUEEN oF Beauties, delicate pink with rose spot. 
G. S. has a Seedling Petunia, Alba Magna, à large pure white, 

the throat veined with violet. It was shown at the Royal 
Botanic Gardens, and allowed by Nurserymen and Florists to 

e the best white Petunia they had seen. was also favour- 
Es RUE in the Gardeners’ Chronicle. Price 3s. 6d. per plant. 

. 52s Descriptive Cntloguei of Verbenas, Fuchsi. 
d&e., is now ready, Qu very leading riety, they 
dap obtained the’ five: gon at all the great shows round 
London. The following tnd are now ready, and they will be 
rw 2 be ailfine and large, RR eerie colours, of good 

at 10s. per dozen ; stage free ; or if by rail- 
ae IX and package grati 

Atrosanguinea, Avalanche. AE ADS Supreme, Beauty 
petu Sy PURA EAR de e of Tork, Defiance (Pear- 

35 ata, Excelsa C 8) Eram Enchantress, Ele- 
ad Fair odds Gr: arlat Gladiator, Hudibras, 
Hebe, Louis Philippe, Lee P victo, Magnifica, Messenger, 
Poultii, Princess Royal (Tiley's), Queen of England, Rose 
d'Amour, Rose Charmante, Spec ima Timandra, the 
Giant, Tricolor Alba, the Favouri 

Tur 

panied by cash or referen 
- Tollington Nursery, y, Hornsey- road, Islington, near London. 

ELLETSON' s SUPERB. Som BROOCOLI. 

F.H.S., having purchased tne 
this unequalled late BROCCOLI from 

Messrs. Ellets ons’, Meg Gardene ers, Thorngumbald, near 
Hull, begs to announce that is prepared to send it out i 

sealed nios (post Sm at Bs. ae py directions for its 
culturi his Broccoli been r y the Messrs, E., who 

have hitherto held the entire sto ar ien Ss QUE ues if sown 
on or abo ut the ju of oy it will come e the April 
following. This is what no other White Br ibo Will do (and 
is a great desideratum). Itis of very dwarf growth, perfectly 

hardy, and of large size, weighing from 10 Fio 16 Ibs. each, | 

nd is as white e 

aderire Mess: 
at 3s. 6d. per DEM when the ordinary sorts have been sold at | 
2 d ls. per dozen. 

M. has also" “Usher's Unique Double French and African 
m 20 varieties. These are the most splendid 

ds in Sven and wherever exhibited, bave not 

led taking away the prizes. The collection of 20 varieties 

for Ts. 6d. (post fre e). "These, with the Broccoli seeds, may be | 
had of the Advertiser, Hope Nursery, Leeming: lane, Bedale ; | 
and in London, of Mes: NE. ornhill, and | 
or FARN St. street Smith- 

i field, at Num pla D cashiers of "the Broccoli may be seen | 
| dw e month of April, 

ie the supply is limited, early orders are requested. 

R ESSRS. EDWARDS AND PELL, 15, South- | 

d Vesi 
All orders from unlnown dooodenobdEn ik sh be aecom- 

stants firm after nd for 10 days before opening o ba splitting, | oraninin COMET 
S firm as a Cauliflower. As a proof of its | and 

JR have at all times sold itin Hull Market | 

—3525 acres. ; WARM TO LET, WARWICKS 
One-fourth Meadow and 

much improvement in hands of the. Prop: 
prse EA none but di of putetpte 

(Th: is fit for a person 

on evas on the farm, A lea: 
W., Messrs. OR Gibbs, and Couch neat 
Warwickshire 

OREIGN SHEE‘ E dts AB 

OHN HAVERSON , Jun. 
ceived largo Quantitysof- SE 

* most in the Mar! ket, will forward the. EE 
in unlimited quantities a 

40-inches long, fr om 44d. us foot, or in case taining 200 
feet, IR: ion at 30, averaging from 14 to 16 oz. ee foot, at 4d. 
Small s n 100 feet boxes, at 33d. 

SUPERE ace ANTIRRHINU 

OW LE i in offering his bes 
* ous friends, 

more beautiful Pun distinct Varietie 
of SEEDLING ANTIRRHINUMS of 
which were the admiration of all who 

'IRRHUNUA 
wid b MEL e deep ros 

petals, with white lip, popcingd ao 
TRICOLOR.-—Compact SENA 
Goop ed slip, and a white ae 

UNA.—. ne largo b flower, delicately pencilled with crim- 
son, and pos a beautiful light lip 

SÜPERBUM. nin "aes attractive in i r, haying a 
light crimson. RE and ‘petals deeply veix d with n Neben, 

ip. 

hav- meyer ‘oad, 
GLA. uperior 

n t ofa 

"FUOHSIAS, 
to nis numer- 

Seien four 
Col! 

nd wi me reine 

spi 

crimson KO a pta 

with à fine yellow 
ieties for 15s. A d 
To be sent out the ek in April. 

ic the Seed. uf his superb Collec- 
s. warranted Ear ik upwards 

of A eu “four of the best Varieties 
N.B.—A distinct collection at 9s. per dozen. 

SEEDLING FUCHS 

hen two or 

1, with a short 
i E petals. 

urdeners* 

EXQUISITE.—The flowers are shot 
pink tube, pink sepals tipped with 

e habit is good and pildoma "abun 
Chi ‘on. for Oct. 11, 18: 
lifit bloomer, lively and attr: active m g 
purposes very ornamental.” čate 

i Y E Royal South ° onion pon Men 

^ 

[n rist's Journal" for September, 1845.— 
** This is tie largest flower we have yet 
smooth, of great substance 
of the vd. best of the p ‘cla 
count tothe trade. To: be sent out the first April. 
A DE of the best Varcues, including SERRATIFOLIA, 
‘or 

Also a fine Collection of VERBENAS, PETUNIAS, ANA- 
GALLIS, HERBACEOUS PLANTS, & , à descriptive 
Catalogue of which may be had on appi 

Remittances required from AU co 
office orders are madi yable at the Pos 
Cross, Kennington, Surre; 
Holland Nursery, North ‘Brixton, Surrey, 

THE BEST FUCHSIAS AND VERI 
ILLIAM MILLER wili com» 
the I w ek in Ma dub B stout tin 

required), post free, 12 ne 
SIAS, fit t for Exhibition, T 
distinet varieties (all sent out for 
such as Alfred the Great, Amethyst, ^ 
loonii, Superb, Coventina, b € 
York, Delicatissima, Duche Satie 
Formosissima, Highland Chief, Hero, Hamle 
rialis, Incomparable, Tapias, Lord A Ashley, La 
Sale, La Polka, Ma: 
strosa, Mrs. 
Pulehella carnea, Plu Pilar of Beaut; 
Queen of Beauties, Roderic Dhu, Rosabella, 
Shakspeare, Surpass, o H. Paingan. Sir 

ösi 

ondents.—Post- 

OF 
enee send ing "out 

ases (or in pots, if 
distinet PUCH- 

2 fir first rate, es 
on), 

air L Mun Bate 
ptivation, Duke of 
Eminent, Expansa, 

ayn 
ayley, Nemo. Oberon, Othello, "Picta, Pickwick, 

leen Victoria, 

thor, Med Beauty, E Bea Aug Supr eme, 
Beauty, Bloomfield Bea British Queen, Cel 
Harold, Defiance, Duke ot Yos k, Desirable, Emma 
Fair Rosamond, Favourite, Hebe, Mud Hu 
nata, Jewess, uis-Phili ippe, 1224 
fathers, Medora, Magnificent 

pe, Princess Royal, Perfect ion of England, Ru 
nnetii, Tresor Parfait, Tri SE dm The 

Vesta, for és. the dozen. Those per- 
sons ordering are requested to send the names of the sorts. they 
already possess, that may send other suitable varieties. 
— Printed 7 ed Catalogues may be had (giving the colours H 
the description, of the new Seedlings for 1846,) at 
the Providence, Nursery Ramsgate. 

On account of the £r d state of the Ep » great 
many of the 2d may be had at once, and in good p. 

dom UNRIVALLED APP THE STURMER ee 

ESSRS. WiLLISTONE take this medium of 
stating, in reply to numerons inquiries respecting the 

for APPLE, that its LUE is PS y given, with a drawing 
of its fruit, in Maun ist ̂ or March; 

Scions HR 2: had as A por y ini 

ply to the above, at their Nu 
ee, Havel m Ps ‘0 
P.S. A few Hea althy P lants to spare, price upon applicati n. 

HORTICULTURAL IMPROVEMENTS. 
READ. begs to inform Ladies, Amateur and Prae- 

e tical Gardene: the has n outa NEW PATENT 
| for Wps ee in his Garder ines, Machines, and 
| Syringe ction of the V AE ch asto prevent the 

— — | possibility of duele getting 4 o ch m 
31 years’ prague al ex 
go m for Fogg & 
ing anything of qu Find ever offe Sa the pais 
they « gan be w with half the labour is Engines 
nowin use. Marfqetien only by the Par 2 35 Regent- 
Qircus, Piccadilly, where they m: ies 

.B. None are genuine except SON ped. DR ‘the words 
Reav’s PATENT, 

| TO THE ADMIRERS OF THE SCARLET GER UM. 
GS TIS, Florist, Balham, Surrey, intends to send 

the first eal in April, his superb seedling Scarlet 
to be surpassed for brilliancy of colour 

ing 3s, 6d. 
ies, Sturmer, 

The above 
&c., surpass 

m 

be see: 

8 in aay? s eres of SE: flower in the Gardeners? 
Chron, eck 16, 1845 :—'*J. our seedling’ is a most 

| brilliant and handsome flowe Nar? individual flower: 
uorum tla usual and ofa dazzling scarlet; the truss before 
lus contains 12 expanded flowers, and 27 buds in different 
stages of progress ; stem stiff, but not stout. ut consider this 
ae largest and one of the best of the si ets we have seen.” 
Os. 6d. S. Stron g Plant Seedling Fuchsi EMP EROR, à large 
mi Splendia variety, with thick. fi y Y Hower, and of excellent 
habit: the tube and sepals ich crimson, the 

[violet NN See D Ti xi s pfilon in ihe Qa enérs ONO- 
fiot, iac T5 18 -Your seed. UE No. 8 is of 

Saat fom oan colour; this is a fin e variety.” 
No plants will be sent out without a money 

order. 
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acechurch-street, 

wark, Inventors 
wa anp CO., 6 

Dew and 17, uel Pekan 
nufacturers of the Improved C ICAL and DOUBLE 

OU LINDRICAL BOILERS. PEAT | solicit the attention of 
scientific Horticulturists to their m: much approved method 

2g applying the Tank system to Pineries, ‘opagai ting Houses, &c.. 

by which atmospheric heat as well as/bottom-heat is secured 
T any required degree without the aid of pipes or flues. 
S. & Co. have. also to Sate d s at the request of numerous 
friends they are now ma their Boilers of Iron, as well as 

Copper, by which the cost 5 is reduced, These Boilers, which are 

now so well known, scarcely require description, but to those 

who have not seen them in operation, prospectuses will be for- 
Sect as well as reference of the highest authority ; or they 

be seen at mos e Nobility's seats and. principal 
ex throughout the kin; clo 

S R. im inform n the Trade that at their Manufactory 

in New Ro He fa every article required for the construction 
of Horticultural Buildings, as well as for neue them, may be 
obtained upon the most P dvantageods to ten 

Conservatories, &c. of Iron or Wood, eu upon the most 

ornamental designs. Balconies, Palisading, Field and Garden 

Fences, Wire Work, &c. 

ONICAL BOILERS.—These excellent Boilers, in- 
Mein by Jonn RosEzs, Esq., are made of various sizes 

by EWEN, Ironmonger, £ Sevenoaks, They are applica- 

ble to "an m of Tad and ae in use at Messrs. Lod- 
ess? 

Her WATER APPARATUS.—The attention of 
Architects, Builders, and others, is Boca requested 

to BENJAMIN Fowzer’s superior metho! Heating Churches 

and Chapels, Halls, Stair-cases, Gongberetorick, Forcing and 

Greenhouses, Manufactories and Warehouses, Kilns, Rooms 
for Drying Timber, 
artificial heat is require ed, Within the last 
hundreds of buildings haye been heated upon this plan, and 

the parties for whom they were executed are constantly ex- 

pressing their ion, also their to vouch for 

their efficiency. An Tapo wrought-iron oner which re- 

quires no brickwork, may be seen in action uj n the premises, 
BENJAMIN FOWLER, 63, “Dotset-stteet, Hleet-s treet. 

SMITH AND CO. 

"EUR NINE YE 
LTURAL NUS ̂ HOT. WATER fru RATUS, anp GENERAL GARDEN FURNITURE 

ANUFAC M TURERS; 
GLEBE E xd A CEN KING'S PARADE, KING'S 

CHELSEA, LONDON. 

FOUNTAINS, vases FIGURES, dic. &c., IN GREAT VARIETY. 

Eon BY WARM WATER —An improved 
Ed of HEATING, by the CHRONO OF HOT 

ATER, QAI P seen in Operation daily, at J. L. BENHAM & 
Son s Stove , Wig t, Cavendish- 

ds given for warming Churches, ad eel 
Public or Private Buildings, in town or coun 
mud of Warm Air jan of every fees from ils. tU 

—19, W: es 

E: 

die BE SOLD ar HEGINBOTHAM' S COFFEE- 
OUSE, New Corn Exchange, Mark-lane, on Monday, the 

9th inst. sati o'clock, 300 Tons, in bags, of fine dry BOLIVIAN 

NS ANO (very little inferior to the peran iod in lots of 3 and 5 
AN & Co. 

Guano (GENUINE PERUVIAN & H BOLIVIAN} 
ON yea BY THE ONLY mean LOR ee 

Y GIBBS AND SONS, Li 

ay: MYERS anv CO., LIVERPOOL; 
And by their Agents, 

COTSWORTH, POWELL, AND PRYOR, LONDON; 
GIBBS, BRIGHT, on CO., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL, 

7; Lime-street, Mar. 

UANO, PERUVIAN AND AFRICAN, warranted 
QUIS to Analysis: also Gypsum, and all other Ma- 

nures of known value, on sale by MARK FoTHERGILL, 40, Upper 

Thames-stree 
BRITISH “GUANO, equal in quality to Peruvian, at 9l. per 

ton. Pamphlets gratis on 6 Stamps being forwarded, being 

amount charged for postage. Agent for DINGLE’S HAND 
SEED DIB 

Porrer’s GUANO COMPARED. WITH PERU- 
VIAN.—Testimonial.—* Sir, we distributed a large quan- 

tity of Guano to the tenantry, principally Peruviam, also tw. 

tons of Potter's. Jt proved much superior to the best Pe Am: 

Yours, &c., W. LuwspDEN, Fort Augusta, Arthurstown, April, 

POTTER'S GUANO COMPARED WITH PERU- 
VIAN.—In Dec., 1842, hae Earl of Zetland chained tere fol- 

rodu m 2 cwt: 

Observe the pue s Pottors Guano is now duly e^ per ton, 

and no Wharf artage ER = MENAR gs 28, CLA 

HAM-ROAD- PLACE, LONDON 

THE | URATE OF THE |. LONDON MANURE 
COMPANY, FOR TARES, TURNIPS, WHEAT, &c., at 

Four cone per Ton. — The above Manure having stood the 
t of many ye: are’ experience, is recommender 

rm in its manufacture, it may 

taining Guano and other Manures in a pure state, t will 

price, and warranted of the best DOM 
New Bridge-st., Blackfriars. E. PURSER, Secretary. 

[EBIG'S WHEAT MANURE now ready for delivery. 

LIQUID MANUR E. 
ENGLAND INDEPENDENT OF THE WORLD FOR CORN. 

attention of the Agricultural Interest, at this 
omentous crisis, is peouested, to the great importance of 

1) Al 

Wells. Buildings heated by Hot Water, for 

OU WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING 
HORTICULTURALBUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES, 

CHURCHES, ma MANUFACTORIES, upon improved princi- 
les, and at very moderate Bud erected by DANIEL and 
Eo ARD BAILEY, 212, HOLBORN. 

nd E. UE having Mec auch tins toane considera 

vilinear houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Ries 
vatory attached to the Pantheon as one of their Mss besides 
many c in this country, and on the Contine 
D. and E. Barney have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic 

Plant. NUR which are now ready for immediate delivery ; 

ey beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for 
Ree edu or other Houses where yapour is COLE or 
at intervals, required, and which may be seen at their Manu- 

HOTHOUSE 

WORKS, 

CLARK'S 

METALLIC 

55, LIONEL-STREET, BIRMINGHAM. 
Proprietor, Mr. THOMAS CLARK. 

Superintendent of the Works, Mr. JOHN JONES, 

Mr. CLA duty on Glass, 
UMEN TA to offer his AT TAL X 

t [) 
LIC HOT cus GREENHOUSES 

and ud to the magnificent range erected by him "n 
the new Royal Cera at Frogmore, which is admitted by al 
competent judges to be the most complete and perfect of n 
kind in the world, 

dede. EET every variety of manufacturing purposes. 
The Trade supplied on advantageous terms, by BENJAMIN 

Fow er, Engineer, &c., 63, Dorset-street, Fleet-street, London. 

HRASHING MACH made Warranted not 
to Damage the Straw.—Mrs. MARY WEDLAKE, Widow 

of the late Mr. THOMAS WEDLARE, of the original Fairkytes 
m Works, Essex, un 118, Fenchurch- eena opposite Mark- 

sitory eae 
ea) new Hand Dib- 

At INSLIE'S PATENT IMPROVEMENTS.— 
For Maxine and DRYING Draining Tiles of the Ist CLASS. 

Gentlemen having works in operation, or who are about to 
erect them, will find the above worthy their attention. 

The Process combines ErFECT with Economy, as ‘Tiles can 
be made ready for Burnine at all seasons ; generally from ten 
to thirty houra according to the nature of the clay. To be 
seen at Alperi Acton, Middlesex; Mr, Howe, Engineer, 
119, Great Guildford: st., Southwark ; the Polytechnic Institution, 
Regent-street, London. Particulars may be had from Jomi 
AiNsLiE, Alperton, Acton. Middlesex. 

TO THE AOR ve ERY, NURSERYMEN, I TIRON- 
usq 

a BRU. i:uRS, 170, Little Hampton- 
street sole the IMPROVED 

MENOGRAPH or Labels for Garden Borders, Flower Pots, 
‘ravings of the same, with prices attached, eon per 

Post to all pees Ve the Eee aes on Reis as abov 
nts in London, G. an 

S EAR OF eee STREET, 
S GIBBS ai 

(by Official FR the SEEDSMEN to the 
Se ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND,” 

Beg to remind the Members of ae EC Cue 1 Agriculturists 
in general, that their only Counting Hou. Ware: 
houseis atthe Corner of HALF. MOTE STREET, PICCADILLY, 
LONDON, as for the last Fifty 
Prieel Lists of eA Serai are always ready, and may 

be had on app!icatioi 

MEADOW AND PASTURE GRASS SEEDS. 
Gase GIBBS anp CO., beg to notice they have 

reduced the price of their mixture of GRASS SEEDS for 

. ming Lawi 
1s. 4d. pe. ip Asie "Hybrid Clover—this i » a valuable Glover 
—2s, 6d. Large White Carrot Seed, 1s. 6d. p 

An Wen Price List is ready for delivery. 
Gzorce Grsss and Co., Seedsmen, &c., to the Agricultural 

Society, 26, Down-street, Piccadilly, 

CHEAP AND DURABLE ROOFING, 
AND THE BEST KERIS TIOTA FROST FOR GARDEN 

BY HER ROYAL LETTERS 

MAJESTY’S PATENT. 

MNEILL ix CO. of Tae Buildings, Bunhili- 
* row, London, Manufacturers and only Patentees of 
THE PATENT 'ASPHALTED FELT FOR ROOFING, 

and which for ey vente nee been in D use for Roofing 
Houses, Verandahs, all kinds of Farm B 

F THE FROST, beg to call the 
attention of Gardeners and oth we to their uber article, 
which has been exhibited at th l sof England, 
Scotland, and Ireland, and dint the Prize pos being the best 

and at D 
oreste pn een Itis ee Er in the garden: 

of several noblemen and gentlemen in the EE of 
London, and i p different parts of the country, to whom refer- 
ence is made. This Felt is composed of the pone and most 

h the e ST OF AS- nd M and is saturated witi 
PHALTE OR BITUMEN (THE SAME AS SELEC’ 

ND THE MOST ET). 
NO. OTHER PELT HAS THIS. ASPHALTE "BUT F.M* NEILL 

^s, and which renders it impervious to rain, snow, and 
frost, and a non-conductor of heat and sound. Its advantages 
are Lightness, Qe Durability, and Economy. — Price 
ONLY One PEN ER Square Foor, 

*.* Samples, "ith Directions for its Use, and Testimonials 
of Seven years’ experience (which contain much useful info: 
tion), from Noblemen, Gentlemen, Gardeners, Architects; and 
Builders, SENT FREE to any part of the Town or Country, and 
S N Post execute 

w Vice-Chancellor's Courts, Mid Offices attached, and 
uv Y leading to Westminster-hall, eid's Offices, and 
es LE at the New Houses of Parliament, are roofed 

M‘NEILL and Co. w Felt, andis known by its having the 
E S of lead roofs. 

Th Ee ERU is respectfully cautioned against misrepre- 
tatión, Works in Great Britain where the above 

Patent Roofing e “mado is T. ud NE M & Co.’s Manufactories, 
D 

FLOWER. R-POTS | ANE ARI 

OHN MORTLOCK, 250, Oxford- Psp respectfully 
announces that he has a very large assortment of the 

ue ari etal in various colours, and solicits an early inspec- 
y description of useful CHINA, GLASS, and 

EARTHENWARE at the IM possible price, fu: Cash. .—950, 
Oxford-street, near Hyde-p: 

IMPROVED DIBBLING MACHINE. 

| Jaa WEATHERSTONE begs to ur p A us 
cultural Public ae his PATENT HO: 
CH. INE i is now re: 

will ike found sufficient power i dO one of the largest size, 
Price of Machine, with six rows. 5 

» eight rows 
YOWS...- 

Applications for further particulars may i made to Mr. 5 OHN 
WEATHERSTONE, Cassington, near Oxford; or to Messrs. GILL 
and Warn, High-street, Oxford.—Agents MC in all parts of 
country. 

INGLES HAND DIBBLING MACHINE, for 
depositing all kinds of Seed. It is so constructed that it 

will at the same moment make the hole and deliver the exact 
quantity of UR with extreme regularity, nor is the soil liable 
to A m poi 

ares 1:—Mr. MARK FOTHERGILL, 40, Upper Thames 
Street, pee the onines may be seen. 

PpAtent VULCANISED, FLEXIBLE, INDIA 
RUBBER HOSE PIPE, for Gardeners, Railway Com- 

paniei Brewers, Distillers, Fire Engines, Gas Fitters, PDAS, 
an Agricultural and fen other purposes where a a per- 
tetly y Flexible x is va 

L. HAN 

length or size 
SURG join. MORTON d; Co's Pat reat) RCM India 
Rubber, in sheets of any length, width, or thickness, and 
Washers for Steam Joints and other purposes. Also, Elastic 
Canvas Packing for Pistons, &c., and articles of India Rubber 
manufacture ae ye Manufactory, Goswell Mews, Gos- 
well Road, London, 

Yu PU TEA, 3s. 6d., 3s. 8d., and 4s, 
'WDER, 5s. ; YOUNG HYSON, 4s. 10d. ; 

GooD SOLONTAL, CORE, 1s.4d.; FINE PLANTATION, 
1s.8d. THE ABOVE ARTICLES or THE STRONG, USEFUL KINDS, 
are addressed to the notice of large consumers. SWEET AND 
Batty, 98, South Audley-street, Grosvenor-square, 

or ready money only. 

'AEDERICK MuLLETT Evans, of 

Topless Warehouse, 46 Kaha Willamaty ToRMOmBNdse: 

Ne 
H iddlesex, Printers, at their Office in Lo ard cate treet, im 
the precinct of Whitefriars, in the Cit eon: and fer by them 
at e, No. 5, € Mira in the paris, , "m Tu Tov rent Gar- 

Coi ns are 
to beaddressed to thv Editor. S Roturdey, Marcu 7, 1246. 
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1 ARDENERS’ BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION. 
—NOTIOE is hereby given, that an ELECTION for Four. 

ds of this AME will ae l. 
pa next. All persons desirous of bec k E ^ 

raid before the 31st inst., after which time de will do bereceived. Printed forms of application may beh di 
'TLER, Sec: 

March 4, 1816. 97, iei -Street. - 

EY will commence a course o: of Lodi tures on BOTANY to a TUNTO CLASS, on Monday, March 30th, at 
Nata E, ect—The Distinctions between the pri incipal Boan Ùlasses Fg Orders of Plants belonging to the Flora of 

^ urope. 
The Course i is adapted for persons commencing tI Bo aps ser pi g the Study of 

vate oom to the Senior Class will commence on the 

Further particulars may be obtained at the office of the ollege. 
€. J. B. Wizriaws, M.D., Dean of True) of Medicine. 
A. De MonaAN, Dean of Faculty of Art; 
CHARLES C. ‘ATKINSON, Secretary to the ‘Council. .. March 14. 

KNIGHT'S CELEBRATED “ISPAHAN” MELON, 
GLENDINNING begs most respectfully to direct 

* theattention of Melon Growers to the description of this 
most Euro or variety, as (eue SENT in the Gardeners’ Chronicle 

leners Journal, Jam 0; and also of his E 
and Gai 
REES VOOD MELON, ORUM to him by Sir John 

Knights M oe Melon, dun nof per meee UM 6 seeds. 
001 seeds. To be had n genuine of iss aao & om Seeds- eR 9, Mansion House- street, 

Chiswick sateen meat RET March M. 
AND SUPERB CINERARIAS. cnn Nursery, Maresfield, Uckfield, Sussex. 

M LUUD AND SON have an extensive Stock 
the above desirable Spring Flowering Plants, ME established, a ow coming into bloom, which they beg er as under 

12 fine varieties, for — ..  .. 12 superior ditto ea es 12 superb new do eie 25 extra fin s di a 25 superb did 
p & Son S uni issuing “their new and ds sten 

PLANTS, e of GREENE TOUSE, STOVE, TAND HERBACEOUS raids, Giky Amellias, Fuchsias, Verbenas, Petunias, Cine- 
whi 

m a hi t Conite She bs Climb ui MURS Ag lection of Rones, ni: ers, 

those frionas y aN be sent, GRATIS, on application ; and 
ve avo hitherto. favoured 

eive the same in due TMPROVED BE a are 
ve Dane ASPARAGUS. This favourite 

tomar; expense, Wm 5 be cultivated at less than half the cus- 
follow n8 the Improved Giant variety, which 

t 

tacir comman: Ww. WA & S, with 

ed: 
RE Tficulars for cultivation, may be had 
m en, 28, Cornhill, London. Fine 

B SEEDLING FUGHSTAS ING FUCHSIAS. V D» 

. JENNINGS, Amo. T d beg to inform 
SE orders, that fing strong, healthy Jte ot tte tw Sith their |o 

5 I QUEEN, will be ready 
ots 

Gi 
Most striking variety ever offered the i 
Size to Smith's Gigantea, hut pE compact a AUGUE habit, = Gardeners’ Chronicle, Feb. The fo 
Yurserymen have PER ms abe oes 
Vau: ns hall; Smith, Dalston ; Epps, Maidstone; 1 
Stone; Ivery, Peckham; Atlee, Stockwell? P 
Clark. Bedford. lane, with many others ; price’ d eA enok, the 
usual allowance where. y 

SEED POTATOES. 

ARNER AND WARNER, SxEpsuEN, 28, Corn- 
hill, opposite the Royal Exchange, London, have just re- 

ceived a ‘large supply of the following early and sound 
POTATOES 
Chinese Round, very early, and NES introduced by Messrs. 

Dickson, of Chester, 5s. per pi 
Ash-leaved Kidneys, 2s. per Inu 
Somersetshire Prolific, very Coe and fine flavour, 7s. per bush. 

re a large Rea of the last-named is taken, an allow- 
ance will be made in 

N.B. See also next ne "for an abridged list of Choice Flower 
and Vegetable Seeds. o" M 

O'TATOES.—The Subscriber has on hand a large 
M if of Sree er POTATOES, quite free from disease, 

table, which he is now selling at 3s. per 
so a ees quantity of very Buperiog White Gldbe 

and Swedish Turnip Seed, warranted true to name. 
Anci. STUART, Seedsman.—Kelso, March 14. 

E EGENERATION OF THE POTATO.— SEED 
saved in the iu careful manner from the Berry of the 

earliest and best kinds, without disease, can be had in Packets. 
No. 1, containing. 5. 000 Seed, Which will be sufficient to Due 
Plants for more than 30 square paves S. Land, 7 yards to the 
perch. No. 2, cating more than 6000 Seed, will have suffi- 
S plants for more than 15 AERE Application by ee 

e Order ae Baltinglass, for No. 1 Packet, 10s. 6d. ; 
Sroka 5s. 6d., payable to Mr. Moses NEILE, Steward, Bellvitle, 
Stratford, udis "Wicklow. "Each Packet will be forwarded, 
post paid, and registered as a money letter, to prevent the 
chance of miscarriage. Pi rinted directions will be forwar 
with a Packet, as to sowing and aft eaten Persons 
applying are requested to make their address le; 

* We have been favoured with a package of Potato Seeds 
from the parties offering the above for Sale, whose respecta- 

we can youch for} and think it remarkably well saved."— 
ud Farmers Gaz 

* A sample of Ao "eed to be seen 1 at this Office. 

guxurmox OF CS JAPONICA, on 
JAPAN ROSE. 

E] a 

RET 

A Collection of these Peantifal Exotics is now in pu at 
OnaAwDLER & Son’s Nursery, Vauxhall. gri 

ARNATIONS, PICOTEES, pucr being i 
best time for planting out the above Florists’ Flowers, 

JOHN HOLLAND, Market-place, Witton, near Manchester, 
respectfully informs Amateurs, Florists, &c., that he cm 
supply the most choice varieties, on early SERT of A 
rieulas, Alpines, Polyanthus, Pinks, uo. airs, in 20 n. ered 
varieties, Show Carnations an cote ee E package in- 
eluded. Oatalogues on prepaid pleat 

TED about 200 Yards of HOLLY HEDGE, 
less than 24 HERR high.—Full LAS a of price, 

locality, seb ode of transit to London, &c:, be sent to 
AwZ. Y., at Morire ond; TEM ein M Once Eds London. 

POT TATOES, &c. 
URST & MMULLEN, SEEDSMEN, 6, Leadenhall- 

reet, London, have a good stock of sound roots of the 
following excellent early varieties :— 
Sonex’s Barty Oxronp, too well known to require description, 

3s. per pe 
ARE SPLENDID New KrDNEY, fine flavour and large 

about ten days later than the Ash-leaved), 3s. per 

SiniLING's New EARLY, 4s, per zug 
ASH-LEAVED KIDNEYS, 3s. per pi 
New RED nero very GUT ion white, delicious flavour, 

25. 6d. per peck. 
New DWARF GOLDFINDER, 25, per pe 
New WILTSHRE KIDNEY, a very pum and productive kind, 

s. 6d. per peck, 
Manrin’s EARLY GLOBE, 25. per 
GRayson’s GIANT ASPARAGUS, 3: 3s. s por 100. 
MYATT’S VICTORIA RHUBARB, 1s 

Catalogues of NEW AND C OIGE SLOWER SEEDS, &c., 
as published in ** d Tison's Por cuDnrbl Cabinet,” for Mar ‘ch, 
are now ready, and will be forwarded on application. 
GLADIOLUS GANDAVENSIS. Strong bulbs of this splen- 

did d plant, at 5s. each. 
s New SPLENDID DARK ROSE-LEAVED CLOVE, 1s. 6d. per 

CHOICE IMPORTED FLOWER SEEDS. 
Per collection—s. 

Imported MEL Buen an 38 TEI varieties 6 
Do. do. 

Aue 

Do. oe Asters in a d 

H 
Tees ey (German), in 12 2 splendi 
Balsams, 12 S 
Imported Zinnia elegans, 8 fine va 
Verbenas, 8 choice 
Wallflowers, 8 Pd vai 
Scabious, German, 8 do. 
EORR, 16 splendid do. 
_6, Leadenhall.str reet, Mar. 14 

FLOWER SEEDS. 
RTHUR MACKIE begs to announce that his 
DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF EROS: SEEDS isnow 

read¥, and can be had upon application he 
of the purchaser A. M. has enclosed them in. MENON envelopes, 
nd he trusts that the ns mation which will be found thereon 

will be both interesting and instructive. 
The annexed is DIEA as a specimen oe thé plan he ha 

adopted :— NTHUS RETUSU 
s ER Schizanthus. 

Diandria Ea hd Nat. Ord d.—Scerophulariaceæ. 
Half-hardy biennial. Height, 2 to 3 feet. 

Flowers, crimson and orange. . June to October. 
A native of the Andes of NI Introduced 18: 31. 

Deriv.—(schizo, sto cut; os, a flower; from the 
irregular form of the corolla.) É 

For the convenience of purse, at a distance the above will be 

do. 

de ase DR 

forwarded free through the po: 
Norwich Nursery, and Roi 5, Exchange-street, 

A SH-LEAVED KIDNEY V POTATOES. — To be 
Sold, about 35 Bushelsin good order. Price, 92. 10s.— 

Apply by letter, post-paid, to D. M. Y., Post-office, Ware. 

Tus BEECH. —A quantity of fine BEECH, 5 to 
ED OF, well adapted for 

Hedging, puri or Planting pem analy. ee 40s. per 1009, 
charge for package.—Address to S. Woo», Nur- 

series, Huntingdon. 

INE PLANTS.—Fruiting and succession, Blacks 
or Queens, may be had in any quantity on application to 

W. JEN Sron street, Marlbor rough-road, Ohelsea.— is 1L 

ILLIAM E. RENDLE & CO., ER a a very 
large stock of the following SHRUBS, &c., and wishing 

to clear the ground they occupy, offer them at fen low 
prices. Those gentlemen, therefore, who are in want, will find 
the present a rare opportunity for procuring stoc 

All the plants are in robust and healthy condition. 

Ilex Oak, 3 URN seedlings, in pans on Pon: oes ie Eee 
fine transplanted, 6 to 9 inches 

Chinese Arborvite, fine tr: ansplanted, 18 inches 15 0 
Cypress do. 18 inches 15 0 5 
Bays, 1 BE seedling, from pans si. ve 9 0 ” 
rbutu: do. do. S50 » 

Cistus T, ane Pa minted .. 15 0 » 
Spruce Firs, 3 years ‘ -. 1 6 per 1000 

sh, 1 year mino Aa ae Byer MIT ” 
Hollies do. oo eal pU. " 
Beech, 2 years’ seedling cu oe 3 6 B. Scarlet Oak, 3 years? seedling |. -. 4 0 per 00 
Seakale, fine ro 2 6 55 
Asparagus, Judd's Giant, fine ro 6 

All orders above 31. will be, alien Pod of carriage 
to London, Liverpool, or Bristol. Post-office order or 
quc from VO correspondents. 

Plymouth, March 1 

EEDLING pone — No. 8. DUKE OF 
NORFOLK, white TD and Bepa als m a ies m D. 

doin D. MARY ANN, short pale tube, nearly white, with 
long eee sepals ; bright red corolla, very distinct and 
han 
Ries has devoted much attention to raising SEED- 

LING FUCHSIAS during the last few years, and has succeeded 
in obtaining the beautiful varieties as above, which he now 
offers to the public, confident'that they will give as great satis- 
faction as his Norfolk Hero did in 1845; they 
mitted to Dr, LINDLEY for his opiate, 3 wi sigh ae as follows :— 
Gardeners’ Chronicle, Aug. 9. “J B—Your seedlings generally 
are flowers of good substance, ETES texture, and possess- 
ng clear and bright oaee aCe 7, 8, in 10 are the best of the 
Hight sorts, showy and pl 

'o be sent ut the deat ERE in April The usual discount 
to ch Trade.—East Dereham, Norfolk, March 14. 

HOLMES'S CALCEOLARIAS. 

SUDBURY NURSERY, uocem d 
Under the distinguished Patr 

HER MOST 
HER 

GRA JESTY QUEEN VroroRts, 
MAJESTY THE QUEEN DOWAGER, AN 

HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS PRINCE ALBERT. 

V H. HOLMES, F.H.S, respectfully announces 
* that he is now sending out his ing of fine seed- 

ling We SEE logues of which, and of those raised 
and sent t by him in 1845, 1844, and 1843 ; also Geraniums 

(including Mr. Beck’s New Seedlings), Fuchsias, Dahlias, 

Cinerarias, Pansies, Phloxes, Ver! benas, Petunias, &c. &e., 

may be had on D me ioi 
THE UNRIVALL THE STURMER PIPPI 

HSER. DIELISTONĖ take this medium of 
ing, in reply to a inquiries respecting the 

x PPLE, that its hist y given, with a drawing 
n in Maund's “Fr uitist m jr March, 1845. 

Scions may be had as in former seasons, by inclosing 3s. 6d. 
in stamps. —Apply to the above, at their Nurseries, Sturmer, 
near CRAT Suffo! 

;althy Plan Plants to spare, price upon application. 

pues CHALLENGE.— Whereas Messrs. J, 
Harry, eet, J. W. Eprs, of Maidstone, and H. 

LANE and Son, Great Berkhamstead, have entered into an 
agreement to Shen their. several Fuchsias, jnamed_“ Empress,” 
“Countess Cornwallis” and ** Mrs. Lane,” against each other, 
for Stakes of 5L. each, at the next June exhibition of the Horti- 
cultural Society at Ohiswiek, de owner of the second Ws 
variety, if ceca rud by the judges, to have 5l., and 
remainder of th a to go to The ties n the best wanes 
and if any of ther parties engaged do bring forward their 
wh the a the gu eee they are is Forfeit 5L. extra,.to go 

h the 
‘he ee ates do hereby give notice that they are willin; no 

to ES and do hereby invite all such persons to compete 
them who ma; Ho owners of any seedling papse of 
pani hsia (not being Vi ee species), raised and flowered prior 

1846, and who may choose to sign and abide by the condi- 
mes of the en Seti nov and who shall also 
give notice of their intention so to do to either of the above 
parties wi Au 15 days of the TÉ hereof. 

n wishing to compete TE have a copy of the agree- 
ment doo Ye by application, stating the 

name of their Fuchsia, to gies of the parties named above. 

N.B. No others are engage: this show except those here 

mentioned, and it will be pedum for any one to advertise th: 

are going to compete with the above, unless fe are Sepa 

to enter into an engagement so to do,—Marc! 
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AN ABRIDGED LIST 
OF 

NEW AND CHOICE FLOWER AND 

vias mie a SEEDS, 

Py ABNER AND WARNER, SEEDSMEN. AND 
FronismS, 

Be. 23, CORNHILL, M Sk noe ROYAL EXCHANGE, 

Packets of the following choice Pare Seeds can be had at 

Gd. por pai 

Acacia, several choice vars. 
chbàrnenes rosea superba, 1s. 

hirsuta, dem new, ls. 
Agathea spatulc 
MCN: id Fepale from 

Alonsoa TUTO 

Aistreemeria Hooke 

Barclay: 
ir Ra splendens 

or 

Amemone, rise 
.. mew bybr 

Antirrhinum Aaa 20 
shades of colour mixed 

Aapilegia, four new varieties, 

fine named 
show dead n 

Azalea carminata, 
n, fine dime Camellia 
lowered, mixer 

Brachycome iberidifolia, 1s. 

w 
hite, new, 1s. 

mBéisduvalià Dougla 
choice: 'e kinds, 1s. 

splen lowers. 
opment E» Sem ra 

m M onis 
Campanula stricta 

>> g andifi 
Loreii, blue and white 

» double weed and violet 

Canna, in varieties 

Carnati om use: named 

€h:enostema polyantha 
Cineraria, saved from the most 

brilliant blue and erim- 
son flowers 

paper, except where marked 

Hovea, Manglesii 
Hugelia corulea 

cea, rubra coerulea, 1s. 
» triloba aibe 

Tpomopsis eleg 
Jacobea, RY ze busied 
Kennedya, choice kin 
Lallemantia pellata 
Larkspur, German, fine mixed 
Lisianthus Russellianus, ls., 

with printed. o ections 
Linum, choice varieti 
si quadrifolium 

Loasa pentlandica 
Lobelia ramosa, beautiful 

ropinqua, 2] pretty 
Lupinus Hartwe; 

ramosus aie 
German, n m, mixed 

Lychnis alba nov 
Marigold, French ia African, 

20 vars. separate, most 
ees Ts. 6d., raised 
by is Usher. 

Martynia fra, 
MAE: d Sees 

rosea 
Melissa grandiflor: 
HU AET ue albo 

p Dpyropeum 
Mimosa leucocephala 
Mimulus Denhamii, sweet- 

dens 
Moving longifolia 
digg 2 qiie or Forget- 

Nemophila 'discoidalis, black 

» w, 1s 
NOS Ace en 
ipo scarlet 
Enothera Drummondii 

» 
ciosa, pretty 

utum bracteata 
alpina lutea 

Passifiora uis 
Paulownia ingerit 
(ip splenden: 
Lumens grandiflora, beautiful 
Phlox 

» fallax 
Clintonia pulchella 

ea scandens 
stipularis 

Cockscomb, new RAE scarlet 
new dwarf y 

Convolvulus Re" dark 

ree — varieties 

Crecciossum longifolium 
Cytisus Ai A new à 

splendid, 
,, Tacem. 

Dahlia, ae foe named 
lor 

Datura, 

a 

wers, 1s. 
double white and 

Datphiniam € San eee 
oice varieties separa: 

Dentaria pentaph ylla 
Xanthus Chinensis, extra fine 

pe le 
Bigitalis grandiflora 
Comici ad ‘pus scaber 

z pant new long white, 
from SEN 

XD n sul new var., 

ae S De BAEN River 

Erica andromædifiora je 

" p^ 
ice i: prennial vars. 

POE, saved e finest 
English Ew flowers, 

Pimelia dorus & rosea 
Pink, intermediate, very pretty 
Pink, from ane named flow- 

new double, fine 
Ps augus. lag (Ü 

grandiflorum, 
from Northern India 

Poyaan, fine mixed, from 
Be flowers, ls. 

Pæonia, “Anest mi 
Portulaca poled 
Poppy, E mixed from im. 

rted varieties 
Potentilla i insignis 

grandiflora 
Primula cortusoid 

» sinensis kabra fimbriata 
itto 

Rhodanthe Manglesii 
Se eniron campanulatum 

Salpiglossis, td varieties mined, 

super 
4 vari midds separate 

Salvia patens 
» 3 other named por 
RA procumben: 
Seabio o aean eei 

each. 
vernix coccinea 

Bacharidium grandiflorum 
i 

Fuchsia — fulgens, splendid 
ies, 1s. 

show flowers, 1. 
Gaillardia coccinea E ERA 

>> Wellsiana 
Gardoquia betonieoides, 1s. 
Genista tinctoria, beautiful 
Geranium, from the finest 

named ee flowers, 1s. 

fm Cooper 
naira 

Gus: splendens nova 
» nivalis new 

iolus Herbertian: 
Gloxinia rubra splendens, 1s. 

» XoungiiV 
Ziesii, ls. 

Godetia angen splendens 
aur - 

Grahamia aromatica 

saved by Thomson and 
ether eminent growers, 

i: Manihot, splendid 
pn a al yar. Barclayana, 

c dus Parkerii, 1s, 

- eios 
2 soccin 

Hüighocks, E sorts mixed, 
fine 

cid Camellia, 
flowered 

albus 
tusus superbus 

Schizopetalon Walkerii, sweet 
ted 

Silene Miet de. 
Solanum cerasiforme 

jas eties, mix 
PE Bouquet, most 
beautiful s. 

Moss's, ienne iato 
Emperor, new and splen- 

» Chamois, yellow, large 

flower, 1s. 
Sweet William, double varie- 

gate 
» dark rich colour 

Tetranema Mexicana, new, 1s 
Thunbergia, mixed 
Torenia scabra 
Pu antia erecta 
Tropeolum Jarrattii 

achyseras 
2 phyllum 

Tweedia cœrulea 
Verbena, from the newest and 

est named flowers 
Veronica speciosa, new an 

beauti 

» 

Viscaria oculat: 

Wallflower, new viole: 
» dwar: rf blood [rune su- 

ENET and Warner's 3 Adve vertisement—conti 

Me een new double gi-| Xeranthemum i de lu- 
ntie, bronzy red, 1s. teum 

Wablenber gia capillaris Zinnia Elegans, mixed 
varieties: too numerous for insertion. See 

era CORS and * Harrison's Floricultural Cabinet, ^ 
for March. 

GERMAN SEEDS IN COLLECTIONS. 

eig "d d imported, very ptu) LP 0 the collection. 
3 0 » 

12 do. very 'füneanddouble.. 3 0 ü 
€ E ous 12 LOR beautiful 36 D 
Hollyhocks, 12do., — do. bà 3 0 5 
Larkspurs, 12 do., Splendia A 30 " 
eonies, 12 do. a ae 3 0 35 

Poppies, 12 do. i 3 0 » 
Scabious, 12)do., splendid ` 3 0 » 

tocks, 36 do., most beautiful andi ‘double 6 0 m 

»  12do., Wall-leaved 3 0 y 
2 do., Giant inp oe ow 3 6 *» 

Wallflower, 8 ‘do., very handsome 3 0 5 

Zinnias, 12 do., beautiful .. 0 

The above German seeds are all of the m best quality, and 
can be confidently recommendec 

CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS. 
Beet, Whyte fine blood- Celery, White, Ad Mon- 

, extra, p. pkt. 0 6 ster pkt. 0 6 
» B variega- T vir TAPER 

ted, beautiful for 
ga hing - - Cove MUTARE a deli- 

Broccoli, Walcheren, true, cious vegetable -0 6 

comesin very early0 6 Spaen ner transparent 
in ARS RC A 

coli, with instruc- Letuce ET 0 6 

tions for culture 5 red E n 0 6 

» Metcalfe's ED P Bh D SUN Cab- 
6 Pink Cape - 5 6 

3 Tare aufi 0 es New “Winter "Qab- 
;, Cheltenham, new, a bag: -0 6 

very large and Ohio Squash, ‘a Most LC 

most excellent! late us variety oi 
variety egetable marrow 0 6 

» Warner’s new su- Onion, ee White Por- 
r hite - -0 6 

, Hales new Hardy DEN Madeira, new 0 6 
a very su- Parsley, ni ne dou- 

perior kind - — - Dle curled, beauti- 
Brussels PREON im- ful 2 garnishing 0 6 

orted - -0 6 

y Warners In- Radish, Rede io ips; 9 6 

mapanake. Hi , French  searlet, e 
earliest sort known, 
mosh delicious fla- 

E olive-shaped- 

Scandix bulbosa, or Tur- 

" The. “Quen sare nip-rooted Cher- 
very fine flavour - 0 vi most deli- 

Carrot, fine Scarlet Stud- cious vegetable - 0 6) 
LENS 

Cauliflower, fine early ERES 4 nnn iie [3 

» Large, A AS Tomy: m Snowball, 
-0 6 

A General Catalogue of Garden. ata F ‘lower Seeds may be 
had on application, by post, as a single le! 

THE BEST FUCHSIAS AND es OF 1845. — 

ILLIA MILLER. will commence sending out 
the last vies in March, in stout tin cases (or in pots, if 

required), Beane , 12 new, choice, and very distinet FUCH- 
SIAS, fit Mien ition, for 7s. 6d.; 12 extra 

the Great, Amethyst, Admiral, Brutus. 

loonii, Superb, Coventina, Chubby-boy, Wi) a a Duke of 
York, Eminent, Expansa, 
Formosissima, Highland Chief, Hero, Hamlet, Hel ‘lena, Impe- 

rialis, Incomparable, Junius, Lord Ashley, Lord Sandon, Lady 
Sale, La Polka, Mayneii grandiflora, Magnet, Rey y, Mon- 
strosa, Mrs. Bayley, Nymph, Oberon, Othello, Picta, OW 

Pulchella carnea, Pluto, Pillar of Beauty, Queen Victoria, 

Queen of Beauties, Roderic Dhu, Rosabella, Snowball, Sultan, 

Shakspeare, Surpass, s Magnay, ;Sylph, 

"Theophrastus, nd Unique, for 15s. the dozen, Also geii 
good, distinct VERBENAS, such as Alba Magna, Alice E Haw- 

thorn, Avalanche, Beauty, Beauty Supreme, Barkerii, Bedford 

Beauty, Bloomfield Beauty, British Queen, Celestina, Childe 
Harold, Defiance, Duke of York, Desirable, Emma, Enchantress, 
Fair Rosamond, Favourite, Hebe, Hudibras, Hudsonii, Incar- 
nai Louis-Philippe, Leonora, Minerva, Maid of 
Aime Medora, Ma spoticen Master askii 

lope, Princess Royal, n of Eng 
Peg oue Skinnerii, Ep Parfai 

Giant, Tweediana, Picta, Vesta, for 6s. the dozen. Those 

sons queas ing are requested to send the names of the sorts they 

already possess, that W. M. may send other suitable varieties. 
—Printed priced Cata alogues may be had (giving the colours of 

cription of Ad new Seedlings for 1846,) at 
amsgate. 

P. of the forward state of the M UE a great 

many of the sorts We be had at once, and in s goot p lants. — 
PERB CHS. 

Ww J. EPPS, F. H. Si; begs to inform ho UN 
* of d flower that he purposes sending out, in the 

fi ril, the following distinct FUGCHSIAS, gooling 

oe ‘the Hae fail to give the highest satisfaction :- 

ADY JULIA.—This flo ower is of a beautiful waxy white, 

TP and apts slightly tipped with green, corolla vivid crim- 

son, habit good, and has ateg the following high opinions :— 
Gardener? Gazette, July 19.—“ J. W.— The white is very 

pretty and E contrast ERA even the green tips seem 

almost ornamental, instead of a blemish,” 
NA deners’ roro, August 9.—** J, W. T.— The variety 

0. 1, with white tube E CE and rosy crimson corolla, is 
of the best of its class we have a M pem varie i and 

seen.” 10s. 6d. per p! 
COUNTESS OF er PORN WALLIS. —This Fuchsia is remark- 

ably aes one is decidedly the oa splendid and distinct 
variety ed. e habi y fine (like Eppsii), and a 

profuse anion The followi g E the opinions of Dr. 

Findley and @. Glenny, F.H.8. 
rdeners? Chronicle, Nov. "Wid. E. Ind X uus isa 

handsome variety. Light tube Tis tly striped with pink, 

ae RN freely, ‘disclosing a fine e rosy crimson corolla. 

s fine in texture, and will rank with the best of the 
ght ren 

Gardeners’ Gazette, Oct. 25.— Mr. Eppes s Fuchsia,— Rich 

scarlet corolla ; pale—nearly white s; very striking, Em 

if the habit be good, a pretty accompaniment to ‘Nymph’ anı 

«Queen of Beauties.’” 10s, 6d. per 

QUEEN OF THE VIR RGINS.—T his Maio is very attractive, 

d will give great satisfaction. The tube and sepals light buff, 
corolla large, and ofa beautiful. dark crimson purple, superior 

to the eun of Beauties. wer has only been sub- 

mitted to Dr. Lindley, whose Fus Non i es ae lows :— 

Gardeners’ Chronicle, Se ‘W. K.—A very pretty light 
TET having a ko Apa corolla.” 10s. 6d. p! 

‘The set 1l. ol dus usual discount to the Trade where three 
of each are tal 
AII orders ror unkn 

A 

with a Se En Nursery, Maa “Mat 14. 

SELECTION OF DEES FLOWER SEEDS. 

W ILLIAM E. RENDLE & CO. have a small Stock 
of the EPA choice Tied: Seeds. Many ofthe sorts, 

such as MARTYNIA FRAGRANS, PHLOX DRUMMONDII, 
and others of inen ERA have been saved underthe inspection 
of their Foreman, the Seed, therefore, can be warranted to be 
quite new, and correct to name. 

E OF PRICES, SENT POSTAGE ee 
En Choice paper Seeds, including the rey uU r 12s, 

ES do, 85. 
do. Ki 6s. 

Sacilicime, beridifolia: We nthe. Mangi 
aa pulche! Phlox Drummond: 
artynia fragrans. Dianthus latifolius. 
id us cæruleus, Lobelia erinus. 

d i tricolor. 
Nemesia forabunda. 
Schizanthus retusus., 
Visoarta SLE 

1 Finest German Stock. 
A useful Chart has just been published, „giving the height, 

Nemophila discoidali 

colour, and mode of raising the principal sorts of lower Seeds, 
ces n each ori reneral cate can be had on 
applica: A remittance is not from. non Cor- quired 
E RD or those who give. cee ia London. 

Union-road Nur: sery, Plymouth, Mar. 

GELECT AND CHOICE TUUS SEEDS, with 
full directions for sowing, treatment, height.c caduco) &c. 

100varieties choice Annuals, includi! 

ditto ditto .. 8 6 
DE bod ditto e6056 

0 ditt di ditto 4&0 
20 e best t kinds, in Toen packets, suited 

for filling ELA on lawns, m gh ps T 

12 vars, 50 ditto - 
20 vars. choice OM inni Annuals, including 

Phlox Drummondii, Portulaca, Rhodanthe, 
Sedum azureum, Brachycome, Mesembryan- 
themum tricolor, Martynia fragrans, &oc. 76 

20 vars. choice greenhouse Perennials, including 
Caleedlaria, Fuchsia, Petunia, Cineraria, Cho- 
rozemas, &c. 10 

var: choio ce hardy Biennials and Perennials, 

WE fine Hollyhoek, Pansy, TIPS r 
0 

The NES AM ‘free by post at the prices affixed, or uM 
as follows 

Per packet—s. d. Per packet.—s, d. 
Calceolaria, carefully Petunia, from choice 

saved from choice OWETS + «eere 

o 6| Phlox Drummondii, 

Fuchsia 0| from 20 fine varieties 

ine Ditto, scarlet and crim- 
e ee way dito: 

CRNHHS 

e 
6| son.... m 
0 | Gladiolus, from splendid 
6| summerhybrids .... 0 6 

di 
hin sia 

Dane ditto 0 6 
Remittances in ‘franks or Post-office orders from unknown 

corresporidents. 
Catalogues of Flower and Vegetable Seeds, ruban the 

june iR UR will be sent pre-paid to applii 

nd Brown, Seed and. Horticultural Bstablstiment, 
Sudbury. Sunol. —Mar. 14. 

THE VERBENAS OF THE YEAR. 

EO. SMITH has pleasure in offering his matehless 
SEEDLING VERBENAS, of which G. S. warrants them. 

to surpass any oi n. 
First-class Prizes ; they are large, 

fully edged or spotted. | They have been justly a 
ed by ay who ps seen them. obe “ani out tho last week 

in geet a set, or 5s, per "E po: 
DUCHESS or SUTHERLAND, fine blush with: bright rr c 

obtained the First Seedling Prize at the Royal BONES 
Gardens of London ; First at Cremorne Gardens. 

Duc DE Nemours, fine rose. with yellow eye; first at the 
Royal Metropolitan 

EMPEROR, pue orimson. with white eye; 
Royal Surrey Garden: 

vivid. sear det edged with pink; 

first class at the 

LOVELY ARE first class at 

Highgate. 
Monpera, fino cream with rose s 

Miss V N, N, glossy | E Yid aie eye; first class at the 

ui ral 3 
MERRY Bier brig scarlet edged with dark rose ; first 

class at Highgate, 
QUEEN OF EADE A delicate pink with rose spo 

S. has a din Ton Alba Magna, ala Erie white, 

he throat veined with violet, It was shown at the Royal 
VERRE Gardens, and allowed by peoriueb and Florists to 

st white Petunia they had sı was aao favour- 
spy noticed in the Gardeners’ Chronici. Pri ice 3s. 6d. per plant. 

seriptive Catalogue of Verbenas, Fuc ier Dahlias, 

ready, containing every leading variety, they 

G. 

ko; B now 

forty at 105. ] er dis if by ‘ost A “po: age free ; or if by rail- 

Heeb ‘hamper and package gratis, vi 

Atrosanguinea, Avalanche, Array, Beauty Supreme, Beauty 

ore s), Bloomfield Beauty, Duke of York, Defiance (Pear- 
n’s), D Excelsa (Smith's, Emma, Enchantress, Ele- 

gans, Fair Rosamond, Grandis; E and, Gladiator, Hudibras, 
Hebe, Louis Philippe] Lilac Perfee! gnifica, ‘Messenger, 

Poultii, Princess Royal iey 8), “OUEN of England, Rose 

d'Amour, Rose Charmante, Speciosissima, Timandra; the 

CO Tricolor Alba, the Favourite, and Vesta. 

orders from unknown correspondents must be accom- 

paid! by p or reference. 
Tollington Nursery, Hornsey- -road, Islington, near London. 

SEA- SIDE PLANTING—BLACK $ ALLO 

AMES GRIGOR, NURSERYMAN, Norvidby “begs to 
state that he has just been awarded the Gold M of the 

Highland and Agricultural Society for a plan of plantin 
maritime situations, as most mo adopted on exposed 

north-west situations on the iis German Ocean in the 

County of Norfolk. This EH 
chiefly oe tomplshod by the use PO E "NORFOLE 

bep most determined grower, even when closely ex- 

o the influences of the sea air. Yarmouth, Hunsagpim 
ELE Aberystwith, Brighton, Bridlington, and other sea- 

side tow) e and Fh have already availed RUNE of this 

tree; so that the long wished-for desideratum, that of being 
able m Soniomplate the grandeur of the ocean from the shelter 
m pium is now being Er on the easiest of 

.G. o 
PINTRES at from 5s. to 50s. ce 

“I very particularly admire the pee Pine."— Duke 

Newcastle. — Nurseries, Norwich, March 

| ESSOP" S NURSERY, CHELTENHAM, Esta- 
blished in 1815, from its extensive connection offers ‘peculiar 

advantages to Noblemen and Gentlemen requiri: ng Gardeners, 

Foresters, or Farm-Bailiffs of EDENA skill and reputation. 
All communications promptly attended to, 

of first-rate form, five of 

| | \ 
} 
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ORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.— 

NURSERYMEN TO 

AND HER MAJESTY 

FLORISTS THE QUEEN. 

Y OUELL & CO. beg to refer the readers of the 
Gardeners’ Chronicle to their advertisement in last week's 

Paper, containing the newest and very best Fuchsias, Ver- 
benas, Carnations and Picotees, Pansies,’ Petunias, Cinerarias, 
Ericas, Herbaceous Plants, &c. &e., as well as the Fastolf ipberry, 

30 packets of new and Choice Flower Seeds, per post, free, 6s, 
Steam-ships to London three times in the week; to Hull 

twice in the week ; and per rail every eight hours to London. 
Great Yarmouth Nursery, March 14. 

The exarmenerg? Chronicle. 
SATURDAY, MARCH 14, 1846. 

MEETINGS FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK. 
montes MaRS Ne ae June Teeth’ Le Sana 
Occ Dp CoD a d — s1— Royal Botanic RO eR vs! Sarumpay, 

Tux most serious objection that has been made to Hor Warer as a HEATING Menus, is its tend- ency to incrust the interior of the apparatus with carbonate of lime, thus producing explosions, or rendering the fire inefficient, We have now before 
us an instance of the kind where a boiler became 
lined, in a few months, with a crust nearly half an inch thick, and as hard as freestone; and there is no doubt that such deposits are accumulating in all 
hot-water boilers and tanks, with more or less ra- pidity, according to the impurity of the water em- ployed. Indeed, everyone who has a hot-water 
apparatus in action must, unless he constantly uses rain water, expect to be obliged some day to pull it down for the purpose of having it cleaned. 

This inconvenience is more serious than is com- monly supposed, and having been found universal 
in steam boilers, has attracted. the attention of Dr. Rirrersranprt, who lately brought the subject be- 
fore the Society of Arts, suggesting an effectual 
cure. 

In order to obviate the difficulties just spoken of, 
r. lurrERbRANDT proposes to use the salts of am- 

monia, it being known that if to a soluble salt of lime be added a solution of carbonate of ammonia, 
precipitation takes place, and the acid which held 
in solution the dime unites with the ammonia, while 
the carbonic acid of the carbonate of ammonia combines and falls down with the lime 3 but, upon the water being heated, the precipitated 
carbonate of lime combines with the salt of 
ammonia, is re-dissolved, and the carbonate of 
ammonia is formed and escapes with the vapours of 

t, it only remained to be proved how 
pable of decomposing the 

eady existing in calcareous water, and the results exceeded the most sanguine expectations. However highly charged with lime water may be, the Process answers, and the solution is in all cases perfect. 
The rationale of the chemical reaction, although familiar to chemists, may not be so to all our readers, and is therefore explained by the following diagram. Muriate of Ammonia „Consists of .. Muriatic Acid. Muriate of Lime, and soluble, ; Ammonia, 

Carbonate of Li B an insoluble salt” Consists of ,." 
Lime È 

3 Carbonic Acid. „Carbonate of Ammonia 
volatile. 

We take these details from a report of the pro- ceedings of the Society of Arts, at a subsequent 
meeting of which very useful institution the sub- 
ject was revived, and some further information com- municated by Dr. Rirrrrpranpr, On the latter occasion a number of experiments. were made. to 

Iuriate of ammonia effect- 

the boilers, whether 
Mr. Goocn, of the 

when the subject 
there were two 

upon the metal. Upon both of these points he 
expressed himself perfectly satisfied, and stated that 
he had adopted the plan with ail the engines under 
his superintendence. The quantity of ammonia 
used on the Southampton Railway is at the rate of 
1 lb. for every 1500 or 2000 gallons of water. The 
cost of the ammonia is about 3d. per lb.—Mr. 
Goopirr had also seen experiments made on the 
engines of steam-vessels, one of which, George the 
Fourth, had, its boiler completely incrusted ; but 
after the experiment had been carried on for six 
weeks, the boilers became clean. It had also been 
tried in a small stationary high-pressure engine, of 
eight horse-power, working with salt water, and the 
same results followed. 

'The lesson which gardeners should learn from 
this important practical communication is, that if 
they wish to keep a hot-water apparatus in working 
order, without running the risk of the interior be- 
coming “furred” up, they will invariably add one 
ounce of sal-ammoniac (or muriate of ammonia) to 
every 90 gallons of water with which their appa- 
ratus is filled. 

Durine the past week Lord Groner Bentinck 
has been lecturing to the House of Commons on 
the Poraro prsrasr. He has discovered that kiln- 
dried Potatoes will not grow, and that either lime or 
charcoal will make diseased Potatoes keep. His 
lordship might have gained the first piece of erudi- 
tion from the nearest maltster ; the latter we should 
have thought he had picked out of the reports of the 
Irish Commissioners if the assertions he has been so 
obliging as to make respecting these gentlemen did 
not show that he had never read their recommenda- 
tions. But, said Lord Groner, the very worst Po- 
tatoes, if you spread them out on the floor ofa Peach- 
house, and dust them with quick-lime every day 
until the rotten part is converted into starch (!) 
( O magnis posthac inimicis risus 1) will. form fine 
healthy shoots ; and all at the small expense of 6d. 
a sack for the lime. It is a pity that we have not 
Peach-houses all over the country, and that people 
employed in turning over rotten Potatoes, and dust- 
ing them until the marvellous conversion of rotten- 
ness into starch is effected, should be so unreason- 
able as to demand wages for their trouble. 

This exhibition in St. Stephen's forces us back to 
the question of what was the cause of the disease. 
It may by some be assumed that the unvarying 
success which has attended our earliest recom- 
mendation ( August 23 and 30, 1845) of keeping the 
Potato dry, in which manner only do either lime or 
charred materials appear to act, is a proof of the 
truth of our original hypothesis ( August 23, 1845), 
that the peculiar atmospheric causes of 1845. pro- 
duced the mischief. For ourselves, we are wedded 
to one opinion only in regard to this matter, and 
that is, that the evil was not caused by fungi, At- 
mospherie conditions seemed to explain the diffi- 
culty best, and, in the absence of a more rational 
solution, we have looked to them ; but we are now 
bound to say that circumstances have by degrees 
come to our knowledge which weaken this hypo- 
thesis materially, if they do not entirely destroy its 
value. So long since as the autumn of last year we 
were made aware of the singular fact, that Potatoes 
of 1844, in the possession of Sir Joun Luszock, 
upon being placed in dry sand under a shed, where 
they were guarded from the weather, produced dis- 
eased tubers ; but their malady was somewhat dif- 
ferent in its aspect from that of the open fields, and 
as the case at that time stood alone, we could not 
attach much importance to it. Ata later period 
similar intelligence reached us, but not having seen 
the Potatoes alluded to by our informant, that too 
was not calculated to shake our first opinion. 
Two other facts have, however, come to our know- 
ledge, which, in connection with those above men- 
tioned, are calculated to give rise to a very different 
speculation. The British consul at Lisbon states 
in his despatch dated December 29, 1845, that the few 
Potatoes diseased near that city, were grown from 
seed received from England. We have now before 
us young Potatoes raised in the garden at Bodorgan 
from sets ripened in 1844, and kept in reserve till 
August 1845, when they were planted in the open 
ground, a large proportion of which are very much 
diseased ; and those the most so which are oldest. 
In another column a similar fact is mentioned by 
Mr, Swan, of Garnston, 

This looks as if the murrain was engendered in 
1844 and only showed itself in 1845. The facts 
may, perhaps, be otherwise interpreted, but they 
seem to point to that conclusion. ‘They are scarcely 
reconcileable with the action of unfavourable 
seasons, or of an epidemie, which was first con- 
tended for, we believe, by Mr. Moons, of Glas- 
nevin, and has since been recognised by others of 
undoubted authority, among whom Dr. GREvILLE 
and Mr. Goopsmm must more especially be men- 

tioned. If, however, they do nothing more, they . 
certainly complicate the question, and render the 
fate of the succeeding crop more doubtful than ever, 
for if they lead us to assume that the murrain was 
engendered in 1844, and only manifested itself in a 
formidable degree in 1845, we must look out for the 
worst consequences in 1846; as the experience of 
the. United States indicates, and as the gathering 
evidence already brought forward by us seems so 
strongly to point out. 

The question of providing, for poor people at 
least, a sure substitute for the Potato crop, becomes 
then of the highest importance. It will not do for 
them to try experiments and fail; such expenses 
must be incurred by the wealthy, or by speculators. 
We now, therefore, produce the following Table, 
showing the quantity of produce, of 13 different 
crops, that may be obtained from an English acre, 
under ordinary circumstances. This will enable 
everybody to judge for himself what is most worth 
his growing. Ifit should appear that the produce per 
acre is in any case taken too low, or too high, a 
little calculation will serve to correct it. No doubt 
it is generally much too low where high cultivation 
is employed. If Potatoes are averaged at only 
eight tons an acre, although plenty of growers 
obtain 12 or even 14 tons, so also are Parsnips 
taken at only 12 tons instead of 20, Carrots at 
15 tons instead of 25, and so on. 
A TABLE of the average weight per acre of 13 crops of corn 

or vegetables; and also of their organic and inorganic con- 
stituents, calculated by Epwarp Souzy, Esq., F.R.S. 

hasan pog 3 S te 
EHFHET 

Average Produce per Acre. | Water. | $2 | $8 Es 
38 EF) 24 
Pf | e|" 

25A Lis qoc ou eu D | ace pss wal mead 1 E Ibs. Ibs. | Ibs. | Ibs, 1, Turnips 25 tons, or 56000 3309.6 | 442,4] 448.0 2, Carrots 15 tons, or 33600) 3128.2 | 655.2| 388.0 3. Parsnips 12 tons, or 26880) 4642.2| 561.8| 333:3 4. Potatoes 8tons, or 17920) 3053.6) 433.7) 204.2 5. Barley bsh. or 1800 1314.2 205.9 423 5. Oats 40 bsh., or 1700) 1215.7) 187.8] 58.5 T. Peas. . 25 bsh or 1600 1017.7| 399.4|^ 45.3 8. Beans . 273bsh., or 1750) 138.2 979.0 581.2| 516 9. Wheat , 28 bsh., or 1680| 243,6 |1184.4| 218.4| 33,6 10.Cabbage,10000 plants or 80000) 73840.0 1184.0 1456.0] 522.0 11. Jerusalem | | Artichokes,500 bsh., or 28000] 22176.0 |4888,8| 599.0| 336.0 12. Beet — .. e. | e. 75000] 65850.0 7212.5 1020.0 |. 817.5 13. Buckwheat, 30 bsh. or 1300 162.5 | 942.5| 177.51 17.5 
In this Table it will be observed that the largest 

amount of waste is in Cabbages, and the smallest in 
Peas. But, to ascertain the real importance of these 
crops, it is necessary to examine firstly their relative 
value, if protein alone, the only nutritive part, is re- 
garded ; and this is shown in the following Table :— 

ibs, 
1 Cabbages  .. m 
2 Beet ., It m 
3 Carrots Ag m 
1 Jerusalem Artichokes 
5 Beans .. E . 
6 Parsnips .. . 
AE ET mS 
9 Pe 

10 Whea 
11 Barley 
12 Oats .. 
18 Buckwheat .. — ..  .. 7T. 

In the next place,we ought to consider what they 
are worth if the other matters which, although not 
literally nutritious, nevertheless render them fit for 
food, are taken into account. e following Table 
shows their relative value, if organic matter of all 
kinds is taken :— 

Beet .. 
2 Cabbage 
3 Jerusalem Artichokes. .. 
4 Parsnips . It .. 52 
5 Carrots 

nips .. 

1 Potatoes . 

13 Buckwheat "ex V 
The great value of a Cabbage crop is here appa- 

rent; for it is evident that if land is planted with 
Drumhead Cabbages, two feet apart, and they can be made to weigh 8 lbs. each, a greater amount of food will be obtained than from any crop, except 
Beet, which Cabbages beat in nutritive matter, but 
give place to in absolute quantity. Beet, however, 
being less palatable and saleable, except for.cattle, than Cabbages, must rank lower. Then we find 
what enormous quantities of food may be derived 
from Carrots, Parsnips, Jerusalem Artichokes, and 
Beans, each, of which ranks above Potatoes in what- 
ever way they are regarded. As to Jerusalem Ar- 
tichokes, they appear to be far beyond the Potato : 
in real value, although, perhaps, not equally palat- 
able ; for, in addition to the excellent quality oftheir . 
roots, to which alone reference is made in these 
Tables, they will grow in the poorest soil, require 
no storing during winter, and their coarse woody 
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stems make excellent fuel, or may be employed for 
cattle feed whether green or dry. 

Mr. Fonsvru, of Alton Towers, speaks thus of 

the Jerusalem Artichoke :— 
“I have grown the Jerusalem Artichoke so as to 

produce a greater weight of tubers than Ash-leaved 

Kidney Potatoes generally produce, and in addition to 

this it yielded of eatable stems, a standing crop of 12 ft. 
It bears frost on the tuber with impunity ; it is full of 
eyes, buds, or sets, more so than Potatoes ; it requires 

rich land, and plenty of sun and air, as it is notoriously 

late in forming its tubers, I have cultivated it as food 

for game ; pheasants devour it greedily in winter, and 

as the frost does not affect it, it requires no further 

attention than to be scattered in the covers. I have 

a good deal to say regarding the value of this plant for 

agriculture, but your columns are too crowded now with 

the Potato question to admit of its being entered upon 
fully—suffice it to say, that it is a wholesome vegetable 
of the easiest culture, not subject to any disease, al- 

though it never gets good usage, and I think there are 

few gardens of any note that could not supply a good 

stock of it, if it were looked up from the rubbish 

among which its lot is generally cast. In growing it 

for the tubers, the stems must be topped at 3 feet, and 

it is only when young that cattle could eat the stems ; 

it is a sure cropper, and consequently may be relied 

on, and can be used (if better is not to be had) as food 

for man; and if it fails in this, it will fatten pigs, and 

feed milk cows.” 

Of course we would not have anybody crop his 
land exclusively with any one of these things ; they 
will be most valuable when made to form the basis 
of a cottager’s husbandry, as, for example, in some 
such manner as that proposed by Mr. Stratton, of 
Eastington, near Stroud, namely, that a part of the 
land be immediately planted with Hollow-crowned 
Parsnip and Carrots, the remainder with early Peas, 

reserving a small portion for the purpose of sowing, 
as soon as possible, some Savoy Cabbage, Winter 

Greens, &c., &c., so that when the Peas are har- 

vested, a portion of the land may be planted with 
the same, and the remaining part with Turnips. 
The Peas, he observes, will be nutritious food dur- 
ing winter, and should there be. an objection as to 
boiling them, that may be overcome by first boiling 
them in water with a small portion of soda, from 
which they must be strained before using for soup. 
But these are matters which all intelligent cultiva- 
tors can judge of for themselves, and to which we 
may perhaps direct attention hereafter. In the 
meanwhile we would invite attention to two ex- 
cellent papers on mized crops, which will be found 
in another column. 

Tue importance of Grass to gardeners, and the 
part which this Journal has taken in the price of it 

greater control over their workmen, they cannot give 
the full benefit of their exertions to the public. 

o. 5. It would be impossible to point out any alter- 
ation made by Sir Robert Peel so signally successful as 
the repeal of the glass duties, more especially those re- 

lating to window glass. The supply has not been able 
to meet the demand; and from the scarcity of work- 
men, wages have risen fully 30 per cent. Previous to 
repeal there were 18 crown and 5 sheet houses : total, 
23. Presently at work, 23 crown and 12 sheet : total, 
35. In addition to the above, the new houses are 5 

crown, 1 sheet, and 2 half crown and half sheet : total 

new, 8; making in all, 43 furnaces ; being nearly double 

the number at work before the repeal; and the quan- 

tity of window glass manufactured is supposed [to be 

nearly double. Four other establishments are projected, 

which will probably make glass within 6 months. 

Nearly the whole of the glass made has been consumed in 
the country ; any little export has been to order, and 
no consignments as formerly. The increased consump- 
tion arises partly from reduction in price ; and a new 

outlet has arisen from the demand for horticulture, 
which is becoming a trade of itself, and is yet in its 
infancy. 

It hence appears that up to the present time the 
glass makers have been no sufferers from the com- 
petition that has been excited ; and it is clear that, 
notwithstanding the enormous quantity of foreign 
glass brought over to England, the home trade was 
never in a more flourishing condition than it now is. 
We are happy to add, that this national gain has 

not been effected by any sort of private suffering ; 
for although the repeal of the duties has reduced 
the cost of the Excise establishment to the extent 
of 59,6361. a year, yet the official return informs us 
that most of the officers discontinued in conse- 
quence of these reductions have already been pro- 
vided for, and the remainder of those who are ca- 
pable of further service will, it is expected, be re- 
employed in the course of the next six months. 

POLMAISE HEATIN 
Your correspondent, “J. K.” has, I am sure, 

judged rightly in supposing that. your object is to elicit 
by discussion the relative advantages of different sys- 
tems of heating, and not to support any one in particu- 
lar, at all events, till its superior merits are proved ; and 
surely the advocates of Polmaise Heating will be the 
first to confirm this statement; as, had such not been 
your object, Polmaise had been smothered in its birth. 
Itrust that this is the common object of us all, and 
that we shall ber we are ding r 
victory but truth. Before answering your different 
correspondents I will, for the benefit both of your 
readers and Polmaise, make a plain statement of the 
case as it stands up to the present time. This shall be 
as concise as possible. 

On the 27th of July, 1844, a statement appeared in 
the Chronicle, from- Mr. Murray, of-a new mode of 

since the repeal of the'duties; renders the following 
extracts from an Excise Return just laid before 
Parliament extremely interesting :— 

Extracts from Letters received (by Mr. Woon, the 

Chairman of Excise,) from Glass Manufacturers in 
various parts of England, on the present state of the 
Glass Trade. 

heating a hothouse, with a short account of some of its 
results ; a more lucid and unvarnished statement never 
appeared in your pages, nor one bearing more clearly 
the impression of simple truth. It gave little explana- 
tion of its mode of action, but it furnished us with a 
* great fact; and I wish all your readers who take an 
interest in this subject would again refer to this com- 

No. 1. The necessary susp of operations pending 
the equitable adjustment of drawbacks, and the admi- 
rable facilities to all branches of the trade by your 
department, left us all without stocks to commence the 
new era, The manufacturer had then to meet an in- 
creased demand after the remission of duty; conse- 
quently in no branch has the supply been yet equal to 
the home demand, and export orders have been supplied 
to a great extent by foreign glass imported under bond. 
Manufacturers have availed themselves of the increased 
demand to keep up the price; an increase of works has 
been the consequence ; and foreign workmen have been 
imported, which has occasioned a scarcity of hands on 
the Continent. These remarks apply more particularly 
to blown window-glass. Immediately after the repeal 
of duty, the demand for crown, sheet, and plate glass, 
became excessive, so that orders could not be supplied, 

and continues so ; additional houses have commenced 
working, and large companies are forming at Hull, 

Dublin, and Belfast; that at Hull with a capital of | G 

200,0007. The great difficulty is the want of a sufficient 

number of skilful mechanics. 
No. 3. None in our branch (window glass) bad any 

notion that the demand would have been so extraordi- 

nary as it has proved. The extra make, since the re- 
peal, could not be less than 50 per dent. Besides the 

to Sla week. In the meantime the Belgians 
have been obliged to advance their men's wages, and 
some are entirely laid up for want of men, as about 200 
of their best workmen have been abstracted by the 
temptation of extravagant wages here. The best crown 

lass makers are How making 38s. {to 40s. per week; 
renchmen, 57.- '/ 
No.4. We have exchanged the excise for a much 

severer taskmaster, videlicet, our own men ; and mat- 
ters are not likely to mend. So long as the labour sup- 
ply is below demand, they dictate whom we shall or 
shali not employ, and what number of aprentices we 

The following week, Mr. Glendinning, without any 
denial of the facts, attacked it. He stated only two ob- 
jections—1st, that the heated air was brought in at the 
back of the house instead of the front ; 2dly, that it ad- 
mitted air from without to keep up a healthy atmo- 
sphere. Is it possible that Mr. Glendinning objected to 
that which most horticulturists insist upon as essential 
to vegetable health? Is it possible Mr. Glendinning 
used these words—‘ that if the house had been heated 
by hot water, it would be unnecessary to admit fresh 
air from without?” On the 24th of August, Mr. 
Mackenzie writes to say that he has seen the Vinery at 
Polmaise, that there are many systems of heating, but 
he has seen none so simple and efficacious !—Vine and 
Grapes alike extraordinary, competitors beaten, and, 
most important of all, that the greatest difference in the 
temperature between the hottest and coldest part of the 
house was only 5°! On the 7th of September, Mr. 

lendinning, not contradicting Mr. Mackenzie’s facts, 
expresses his surprise that any one should defend such 
a system on such grounds ; thatis, we are not to judge 
by results! He points out the evil of smoke-flues, but 
not those of Polmaise. On the 28th of September, Mr. 
Murray furnished us with another «great fact.” 
had exhibited Grapes, and beaten eight competitors. 
He prediets his plans will supersede flues and pipes, 
being cheaper, more easily managed, and requiring less 
fuel, &e. The same Number contains an invitation 
from MrlMackenzie to Glendinning 
see the Vinery, and to judge for himself. Then followed 
a letter from Mr, Henderson, stating that it might not 
be right to ascribe all the effects at Polmaise to the 
heating apparatus, while much might be owing to other 
circumstances ; that further evidence was required, 
especially as to the power of early forcing. Mr. 
Glendinning, apparently not having accepted Mr. 
Mackenzie’s invitation, repeats his first objection (not 
the second), says that it is fatal to any system ! and 
this in spite of results, and the statement that the 
variation of the thermometer in different parts of the 

house was only 59. And then, alas! for the first time, 

shall receive, Until the‘{manufacturers can} exercise personalities were introduced ; and these being replied to 

Mr. Gl to come and | % 

in a similar manner, you were compelled to state, that 
while your own opinion was not unfavourable to the 
system, its discussion had better be discontinued. Thus 
was the consideration of a subject, deserving strict and 
immediate investigation, postponed for twelve months, in 
consequence of its having assumed a personal character. 
While I do not conceal my earnest desire to establish a 
system which my physical knowledge tells me is best 
fitted to attain its end, I sincerely trust that it will not 
lead either myself or others to the slightest expression 
of invective. 

On the 27th of December, 1845 (more than a year 
since the last unfortunate communication), appeared a 
paper signed “C.” reviving the subject, pointing. its 
peculiar ad ion to Vine-growing, k ing the 
facts p ly stated, and expressing a wish to see 
the attempt extended to other things. On the 3d 
of January, in the present year, appeared the first 
Leading Article on the subject, stating that we 
must not suppose that our system of heating had arrived 
“at the end of all alteration for the better ;” that there 
were more important considerations yet to be entered 
on, than the form of a boiler or adaptation of a pipe. 
While admitting that we heated well, you contended: we 
might do so more cheaply ; that while we. grew our 
plants well, we might grow them better ; and that the 
one condition might involve the other, and that the 
system at Polmaise was an advance in this direetion ; 
in fact, your watch-word was the sage one— Advance * 
You reprinted the plans, explained their mode of action, 
80 far as the prineiple of atmospheric currents was con- 
cerned, and drew fresh attention to Mr. Murray's great 
and uncontradicted facts. On the 10th, allusion was 
again made to the subject; you carefully stated that 
its applicability to stoves had yet to be proved ; that 
the plans might be improved upon ; but that Mr. Mur- 
ray's Grapes were so splendid, they frightened all com- 
petitors ; you advised those who wished for similar re- 
sults to try similar means, and drew attention to the 
several points in the plan which required it. The fol- 
lowing week Mr. Rivers, and Mr. Murray's gardeuer, 

ieated thei peri ; the latter gave his 
reasons for introducing hot air at the back of the house, 
The same paper contained a letter from Mr. Walker, 
of Dublin, stating that he thought the demands on the 
wet blanket would be greater than could be supplied, 
when the Vine became older ; but he gave no reason for 
his opinion. 

On the 24th," Mr. Shearer published a plan, by which 
a Vinery had been heated since 1840, on the hot-air 
principle, essentially the same as that at Polmaise, 
though differing hat in its E D. 
S. states that he sees no difficulty in the system ; that 
the cost of the fuel is very small, its effects all he 
could wish; that the atmosphere in the house was 
never oppressive, however high the temperature, in 
consequence of its motion ; that the leaves were moved 
and the plants in high health. In the same Number 
appeared a communication from Mr. Ayres, to whom 
it is fair to remember that he had not seen Mr. 
Shearer's communication, and who (I bear him willing 
testimony) is seldom to be seen in the ranks of those 
whose cry is, “Stand still.” He criticised the state- 
ments made as to the quality of the fruit being de- 
pendent on the mode of heating; he doubted if the 
Vinery were heated at all. . He then attacks the system 
itself, contends that it will fail to ‘produce high tem- 
perature, because another hot air system—not Mr. 
Murray’s! not Mr, Shearer’s !—had failed in his 
hands, and he asks for the solution, It is simple: he 
had not provided the condition of Polmaise—he had not 
provided a return cold-air pipe! Would his present 
hot-water apparatus retain its present efficiency if the 
return pipes were removed? He asked, What will 
be saved by the system ? He spoke of a hot-water appa- 
ratus costing 207., and then of having spent 7007. He 
said that it will eost from 77, to 107. annually to repair — 
a stove, but does not give any reason, or state what are 
the cost of repairs in an extensive hot-water apparatus. . 
He informs us that he finds no advantage in a moving 
atmosphere ; but the next sentence informs us that he 
finds the best results from allowing the ventilation to 
remain open ; and he is, moreover, glad to avail himself 
of the addition of the celebrated Polmaise blanket to 
his hot-water pipes. He said that the Polmaise plan 
is Mr. Penn’s ; that it attempts to circulate currents 
contrary to the laws of nature ; that it involves a waste 
of power; that he considers it an unpromising instru- 
ment; and while expressing a wish that right should 
prevail, he attempts to bear it down by the weight of 
his great name and his high professional character. 

On the 31st of January, you replied in a Leading 
Article to Mr. Ayres’ doubts of the Vinery being 
heated at all; you reminded him of the scorched leaves! 
It contained a communication from “J. H. H.,’’ con- 
tending for the success of the hot-air plans, andzgiving 
ne of his own. This brings me to the more delicate 

ground of referring to my own part in these discus- 
sions. Of this I will say but little ; I will leave others 
to judge of the merits of these communications, and 
their power to advance the system for which I have 
contended. I am quite willing to await results, be- 
fore asking for any share in the praise of bringing them 
about. Letters which I have received induce me to think 
that I have carried conviction to the minds of some; 
others ask me if it is adapted to their particular caset— 
one for a greenhouse, one for a stove, one for a conser- 
vatory,—while the point which I wish to impress upon 
your readers is, that I am contending, not for a plan, 
(not even my own) but for a system, which, if proved 
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to be true, is applicable not only to horticulture, but to 
every purpose for which the distribution oj pheri 
heat is required, and which may readily be adapted by 
varying plans, to all the varying circumstances for 
which it is needed—church, factory, hothouse, stove or 
greenhouse. I will state how my attention became 
xed on this subject, though‘ not myself possessing a 

house heated on this system. Being a constant reader 
of the Chronicle, 1 saw from time to time the statements 
-of the great facts I have named; I saw some abusing 
the system ; some contending for it; but none denying 
the facts ; while no attempts were made thoroughly to 
examine the system by the light of nature and of 
science, to see whether these great facts were not exactly 
what we should anticipate if the system were so ex- 
amined. I felt that previous study of this branch of 
physics had placed mein a position to aspire to. this 
‘investigation, It is now before your readers, for them 
to judge of its accuracy; and I will only add, that every 
step in the argument has strengthened me in the con- 
viction that it is the most natural and philosophic system 
‘for the distribution of atmospheric heat yet proposed. 
1 prognosticate its complete triumph, for it is a step in 
advance ; and I will not asperse the memories of those 
:great men who made this branch of philosophy their 

Study, by supposing that they handed down to us state- |: 
‘ments as axioms, which are no axioms; and if the laws ‘which they have laid down on this subject be true, 
Polmaise must triumph. 

At an early opportunity I will, with your permission, 
examine such new adverse arguments as may arise, and also endeavour to produce some further evidence in favour of the system..—D. B. Meeke, Holmdale 
‘House, Nutfield. 

DISEASES OF PLANTS 
[SNOW MOULD. 

To the same division with Mucor and Antennaria 
*belongs a very curious genus which is developed on the 
‘surface of the snow, and which claims notice here merely 
‘from its analogy with another production, which may 
fproperly be considered as affecting the vitality of plants. 
It was first discovered, in the north of Iceland, by Thiene- 
mann, who has described the genus under the name of 
‘Chionyphe ; but two other species have since occurred 
in Germany, one in the neighbourhood of Dresden, and 
in great abundance. It is developed on the snow in 
-clear weather, when the sun has power enough to melt 
the outer surface of the snow, without the existence of a 
general thaw. It appears to spring either from the dung 
“of some animal, or on snow which is impregnated with 
‘dung or urine, and soon spreads over the surface of the 
snow in shining fleecy patches, dotted with the red or green 
fruit, which resembles that of Mucor. When the snow 
melts, it is left behind, upon the subjacent Grass, in the 
form of a cobweb stratum of great delicacy, which soon 
Wanishes, 

The truffles have also their representative in the divi- 
éion with which we are occupied, in the genus Endogone, 
Lk., proposed many years since, but only lately redis- 
«covered in France by Messrs. Tulasne, to whom the 
‘credit of its determination is due, and still more recently 
by Mr. Broome, in S tshire, whose di ies in 
the undergrown Fungi are of such importance. It grows 
"upon Mosses in woods, forming little downy balls about 
the size ofa Pea, filled with a mass of threads, surmounted 
"by sporangia, exactly as in Mucor. 

., The plant to which I now wish to call attention, from 
sits analogy with Chionyphe, though of a very different 
structure, is one figured and described in a late Number 
«of the ** Botanische Zeitung,” Aug. 16, 1844, under the 
mame of Lanosa nivalis, by Professor Unger of Grütz. 

: "Unlike the former, it is developed beneath the snow, and 
äs in certain seasons extremely destructive to grass 
and corn. The years in which it is most injurious are 

h those when a deep snow sets in without any previous 
frost, when it sometimes destroys whole crops of corn; 
sand this is so well known to the farmer, that in such sea- 
‘sons itis customary in certain districts to plough up the 
‘hard frozen surface of the snow occasionally during the 
‘winter, The plant is ofa very simple structure, consisting 
«merely of branched transparent and occasionally anasto- 
FINDE jointed threads, the ultimate joints of the small 
zo branches of which at length assume a red tinge 

GIUM n the articulations, producing oblong spores, 
SR des. uh ite patches a foot or more in diameter, 

Selves evidently consist of a quantity of lesser sorbicular pa 
of FUE and when the snow melts at the end 

beginning of 
March,assume 
"here and there 
-a red tint, as 
if partially 
-dusted with red 
‘powder. This 
"change arises 
from the form- 
sation of the 
Spores, and the 
:8now is scarce- 
ly melted when 
the whole dis- 

ing behind a 
withered plot, ©” 
which accord- y 1, a patch of snow mould; 2, one of the ingtothegreat- threads magnified ; 3, the end of the latter, 
er orless vigour containing spores, more magnified, 
Or duration of the parasite, is either completely barren, 

or at length, if the disease be more superficial, 
slowly recovers its verdure. In some years the mould 
is so abundant, that the crops are completely de- 
stroyed, and there is no other remedy than to sow the 
landagain. It is more destructive to Barley and Rye 
than to Wheat, and the more luxuriant the bilade, the 
more subject is the crop to be.atfected ; it is customary, 
therefore, either to mow oif the flag, or to feed it off with 
sheep. The Barley is sown earlier, it may be observed. 
than with us, because it is more certainly protected in 
winter by the deep snow. 

These plants have not hitherto been observed in 
Great Britain, but it is very probable that they will be 
noticed, now that attention has been called to the subject. 
After the last deep snow, I observed withered patches 
in the pastures; but I was too late, possibly, to discover 
to what they were attributable. It is not, however, 
likely that our crops should frequently suffer from such 
a cause, at least in the lowland districts, where it more 
generally lies this winter; should deep snow set in 
without previous frost, there is every reason to believe 
that the disease will occasionally appear as in many dif- 
ferent parts of Germany.—M. J. B 

MIXED CROPS. 

1. As you invite suggestions of a substitute ‘for 
the Potato crop, I send you an account of an experi- 
ment which was tried last year by one of the best 
farmers in this district. He planted his Potatoes as 
usual, in drills about 30 inches wide, sets 9 inches 
apart, and betwixt each set à single Bean was planted 

at the same time ; the whole covered up in the usual 
way; and so treated till the crop was ready. Five 

bushels of field Beans were planted in this way over an 

extent of 3 or 4 acres ; they were cut when ripe, and 

produced 60 bushels. There wasno apparent diminu- 

tion of the Potato crop, which, like almost all others in 
this district, was partially diseased. The two crops 
grew together and presented a beautiful appearance 

when in bloom. Both Potatoes and Beans were planted 

in the beginning of May, and the soil was not of that 

strong character usually considered necessary for 

Beans ; but, on the contrary, was of a moorish sandy 

nature, and lately reclaimed from waste. The climate 

was good. ‘This plan was tried by my friend at the 

suggestion of the elergyman of the parish, who had seen 
it practised with success in Dumfriesshire. 

Would it not be well to suggest a trial of this plan 
in Ireland, instead of the total abandonment of the Po- 
tato crop? It may be done at little expense, and 
should the Potato crop fail, the Bean crop will be some- 
thing to fall back upon, while, if both succeed, which I 
trust in many cases they will, the people will still have 
their favourite, and, as yet, indispensable food, with the 
addition of a more nutritious article of diet. The 
earlier the crop can be planted the better, so far as the 
Bean is concerned, though, in the instance above, it 
was planted so late as the beginning of May.—James 
Caird, Baldoon, Wigtown, N.B, March 9. [The 
plan of planting Beans among Potatoes has already been 
advantageously tried in Ireland. 

2. A paper of mine on “ mixed crops,” with a view 
of finding something to help on Potatoes, and by in- 
creasing the quantity of grain, and the productiveness 
of the soil, enable us to meet any depreciation of price 
the repeal of the Corn-laws may cause, is now in course 
of publication in the Irish’ Farmers’ Journal. I will, 
however, now give you a short notice of my system :— 
I found in experiments last year tried for other objects, 
and which you will find detailed in the Agricultural 
Gazette of the 15th Nov., 1845, that grain (Barley), 
sown-in rows occupying an areal breadth of 314 inches, 
ave a much greater return (254 cwt. to the statute 

acre), than rows at smaller intervals (21 inches), that 
the outside rows of the same experiment differed but 
little from them; while the internal rows gave only an 
average of 16} ewts., and that the end plants of the rows 
tillered much more than the interior ones. Similar 
results attended a patch of Potatoes, the outside rows 
being superior by one-half to the internal ones. 
From the unexpected results, d from some 
other facts, I deduce that we may introduce into 
our fallow crops rows of grain at wide intervals, 
without injury to them, and returning us a very 
respectable crop of corn; for if rows occupying an 

areal breadth of 313 inches gave so very heavy a crop 
(253 cwt, of Barley), rows at intervals of double or 
treble that distance may be expected to give us at least 
one-half or one-thivd such crop, while the intervals of 

from 6 to 8 feet in breadth would give us a full crop of 

low growing vegetables, as Parsnips, Carrots, Turnips, 
&e., or even the more lofty and spreading one of Pota- 
toes, but as Potatoes also seem, to some extent, to fol- 

low the same rule, they might be made the wide row 

crop in lieu of the grain, and thus, in the event of the 

failure, there would still exist a very respectable crop 

of other vegetables. The ridge or lazy bed eulture of 

Potatoes, you know, is common in Ireland, and, | EX 
spised as it is, I think it is not so very contemptible 

[certainly not], and that it has many advantages. The 

wide furrow of the ridge allows for a free draught of air. 

I draw a distinction between simul and succes- 

sive mixed crops, and I offer you an exemplification in 

a plan I would recommend of alternating grain, 

Cabbage, and Potatoes, now in the ridge. I would sow 

in the centre a row of grain, very thin, on each side 
of this row, a row of Potatoes, and on brows, or edges 

of the ridge, rows of Cabbages. In the case of the 

later Potatoes, I would plant an early Cabbage in 
autumn, and in the place of the early Potatoes, I would 

Ree the Early Wellington Cabbage to succeed them. 
he grain and the Potatoes I term ihe simultaneous 

stops; the Cabbage with them, the successive crops. 
I make this distinction because in the simultaneous 
cropping, care must be taken that one of the crops in 
the connection does not acquire a too early rankness of . 
growth for the other. With Potatoes, the corn, 
Parsnips, Turnips, &c. should have the pas en avant. 
I think by thus mixing these three crops, one acre of 
land would produce as great a return of them as two 
acres would give, if each occupied the ground sepa- 
rately, and one crop only in the year. 

There is a circumstance I should mention ; 15 years 
ago, a rot, and, I think, probably the same disease, 

d in the neighbourhood of Killybegs, in the 
county of Donegal, but it did not occur till the begin- 
ning of May, when the seed rotted in the ground and in 
the house; the smell of the diseased Potato, and the 
taste, as well as I can recollect, were the same as in the 
present disease; it also attacked partially as this has 
done ; it existed for three, four, or five years in a 
neighbourhood ; from Killybegs, it spread northerly, 
then to Connaught, and afterwards to various parts of 
Ireland ; it reached the :¢ounty of Leitrim, and the 
neighbourhood from which I write, only three or four 
years since, and it has prevailed last year, when many 
instances occurred. 

uring the time it prevailed in Donegal, I secured a 
crop by planting my sets, in the first instance, ona 
dunghill, and transplanting them out when they were 
from 1 inch to 4 inches high. Dung-heap 3 feet, 
covered 3 inches with light earth, sets (they were 
scooped ones for the greater ease of transplanting) 
covered with 3 inches. Although many of the sets 
were completely decayed away at the transplanting, yet 
the plants did to the full as well, and not a miss in my 
crop—every other failed. About 2 acres each year 
were thus planted.—J. 4. M. Goodiff, Granard. 

Home Correspondence. 
Potato Disease.—I have upwards of 24 lights in pits 

of Potatoes which will be ready for digging next month. 
I have dug four lights of Potatoes that were planted at 
the end of November; I am glad to say I only found 
one young Potato that had a sign of disease; it grew in 
the middle of the bed under a broken square of glass; 
the soil was wet—all the rest of the soil I gave no water 
to. When the Potatoes were ripe, the soil was as dry 
as the dust on the street. I think, as far as I can judge, 
it is a good plan not to water the Potatoes under glass 
this season, and to ferment the dung or leaves well be- 
fore it is used. My employer, Lord Cottenham, told 
me that what Ihad sent to his table of this year's 
growth, were very good.—Geo. Urquhart, Copse Hill, 
Wimbledon. —— Although: there ‘be no certainty of 
the Potato crop for the present season, still some think 
otherwise, and even say that diseased sets will produce 
healthy erops, provided we have a good summer. 
Lately, however, I put some diseased Potatoes into pots 
placed upon a warm flue in the sun, whieh grew most 
vigorously, as if the tops were nursed by the decaying 
Potatoes. But yesterday the disease began to appear 
on the leaves, and to-day it is so increased that I fear 
that the stems will soon be as rotten as the Potatoes 
that produced them.—J. Wighton, Norwich. 

Potato Disease, began in 1844.—In November last 
I planted in sand, in boxes, Potatoes which were grown 
in 1844, and had been kept up to that time in an inner 
closet in one of the out-houses where I usually keep 
my winter stock. Some of the boxes are in the green- 
house, and others in a closet in the house, but the re- 

sult has been the same. ‘The shoots died away by being 
confined in a dark room, consequently no more ap- 

peared above ground since they have been planted. 

Some of the tubers have produced entirely disease: 

Potatoes, i. e. all on that tuber are bad, and other tubers 

have produced all healthy young ones. My stock of 

Potatoes last year was produced from the same seed. 

Those planted in a light soil were only partially dis- 

eased, whilst the same planted in a more retentive soil 

were half diseased. Some American Natives were 

planted at the same time by the side of those grown in 

the sandy soil, and entirely escaped, whilst some Ame- 

rican Natives which were planted in the retentive soil 
(but later) were very much diseased. From the above- 

mentioned experiment I am brought to the conclusion, 

that the disease existed in 1844 ; because the Potatoes 

planted in N ber were not infl d by the atmo- 

sphere, or by the wet season. But, on the other hand, 

how isit that the American Natives should be free 

from disease in a light soil, and not in a retentive soil ? 

Could the American Native seed be tainted, but the 
disease prevented by being planted in a light soil early, 
and matured before the excessive wet weather set in? 
The Potatoes which were planted in November last had 
been in a damp closet, and the small tubers formed 
before they were put into sand ; I am therefore led to 
suppose that the damp, unwholesome room, had encou- 

raged the disease in the same way as the wet, retentive 
soil did. A question arises in regard to the American 
Natives as to ‘the seed being tainted ; unfortunately I 

had none in the closet with the others, I find cutting 
off the end of the Potato, with the eyes, to answer per- 

fectly ; those cut off in November, and planted in the 

ground in December, have shoots an inch long.— George 

Swan, Garnston, near Retford, March 7. 
Variegated Kale.—ln my neighbourhood are some 

early Cabbages, so i beautiful in app: 

as to have attracted the attention of everybody ; they 

were raised from seeds of the common early Cabbage, 
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alan Antea, they were not remarkable. 

eben, ind tras a tg S from a different vlant; 
Each of the leaves I enm. Eco tolerably Cate 
they can give you, even if they ari. re Gf thair | 
condition, but little idea of the extreme beau, Re 
colours ; some ar» quite white ; some white powdered, 
with deep green spots; some edged ; some of a beautiful 
greenish white have leaves veined with Peach blossom, 
edged with dark green, &c. We know of no red Cab- 
bage within a mile and a half of the spot where the 
parent plant was grown (for they are all of the same 
plant) Is this a common circumstance? If not, tell 
me if this beantiful variety (more fit for a greenhouse 
than a Cabbage garden) ean be preserved.—X. Y. Z 
[This is the neglected variegated Kale, sometimes called 
Ragged Jack, and may be perpetuated by sprouts or 
cuttings of its stem. We agree with you in thinking 
it beautiful.) 

Polmaise. Heating.—1 have perused with attention 
Mr. Meeke’s papers on Polmaise heating, and I cannot 
ayoid the conclusion, that he confounds relations and 
functions which are perfectly distinct in their nature 
and objects, and do not admit of a logical comparison. 
He seems to compare water, as an instrument or means 
of conveying heat, with air; not as air instrumental 
or the means of conveying heat, but as the subject 
which is itself to be warmed. To have instituted a just 
comparison, the terms of it should have been as between 
water inclosed in a metallic pipe or case, as a medium 
for conveying heat to the said pipe, and air similarly 
inelosed for the like purpose of conveying heat to its 
metallic envelope. In either ease the metallic surface 
is the ultimate point at which the heat is given off ; and 
it matters not (so far as the air of the hothouse which 
is to be warmed is concerned) whether the heat has 
been conveyed to the metallic surface through the me- 
dium of water or air, or by the direct action of fire, 
provided the area and temperature of the heated surface 

contact of the air be the same in each 
on is just as active and.effectual from a 

heated through the medium of water, 
as any other medium ; but I cannot see that radiation 
has anything to do with the question of warming the 
air of a hothouse by one method more than another. 
I do not pretend to more than a superficial knowledge 
of the science of heat, but if there is one fact which my 
reading has impressed distinctly on my mind, it is, that 
the temperature of air is not in any notable degree 
directly affected by radiated heat. Heat is radiated from 
the sun to the earth, and the objects are not; and com- 
paring small things with great, heat is radiated from the 

ire of a room, or from the heated surface of a stove, to 
all the solid objects of or in the room; but the air, 
through which the rays of heat are transmitted from 
one object to another at a distance, remains compata- 
tively unaffected by them ; and its own temperature is 
only raised by its particles coming in contact with the 
objects to which heat has been transmitted, and then 
from one particle of air to another by circulating cur- 
rents. But all this is conduction, not radiation ; and 
the precise advantage of the Polmaise system is, that it 
facilitates the conduction of heat among the particles of 
air, by causing a rapid circulation and bringing fresh 
particles of air into momentary contact with the heated 
surface, whether it be the plates of a stove heated by a 
fire or a pipe heated by hot water.—J. H. H. 

Hereman’s Dilutium.—At page 78 of the “Journal 
of the Horticultural Society,” and also in an extract in 
the Chronicle, I perceive that Mr. Hereman’s Dilu- 
tium for destroying the mealy bug had been used in 
the garden of the Society, and that “in a few days after 
its application Mammillaria gracilis died, and all the 
other plants were more or less injured." Surely some 
error must have been eommitted in applying this liquid, 
as I have used it for some time past for various plants 
without any injury,while to every insect which it touches 
it is certain death. Since the account appeared in the 
“Journal,” I have applied it to the tender growing 
shoots of various stove plants, such, for example, as 
Ixoras, Clerodendro: Exostemas, Limonias, and 
several other plants, without washing it off, as Mr. 
Hereman directs, and yet it did no harm. My neigh- 
bour, Mr. W. Barnes, has used it since it was first sent 
out, and though he found it to injure very tender shoots 
if not. washed off in time, he is so convinced of its value 
that he would on no account be without it. The only 
objection which Mr. B. has to it is the expence, but as 
Mr. Hereman now sells as much for 1s. as he formerly 
eharged 5s. for, Mr. B.’s objection is removed. At the 
present time sufficient to dress a. tolerably large collec- 
tion of plan's may be procured for T's., so that no one 
need be without it. For my own part, I consider it in- 
valuable.— V. P. Ayres, Brooklands. 

Cinerarias —A correspondent has suggested the pro- 
priety of offering medals of higher value than are now 
given for Calceolarias at the Horticul Society’s 
exhibitions, on the grounds of their great beauty and 
still further capability of improvement. ave no in- 
tention of detracting from the merits of the Calceolaria 
in recommending the Cineraria as equally worthy of 
favourable consideration by those who arrange the 
schedule of prizes. Few plants are more useful in à 
garden than the Cineraria, for it might be had in bloom 
if desired, during the greatest part of the year, and 
when in bloom there are few plants more showy. Would 
it not, then, be advisable another year to offer medals 
(even if of small value) for the best six Cinerarias of 
distinct and good varieties:—Cineraria. 

Vine Growing without Artificial Heat. Asan active 

plants were purchased by their present best method of heating greenhouses, I believe I can 
give your Grape-growing readers, at least, some informa- 
tion on the subject ; in whieh I hope to show that the 
fines, Cranes may be matured in this country without 
the said of artifica, oat. I pays Wu each 

AA B LE hu. 4 heated hot-water pipes ; 
abies pain iti both ation of y few loads dr an. one house having the IY d Ó E 
The Vines are chiefly Black mac burgh, Black Prince, 

4 not colour to and Sweetwater. As the Hamburghs ax 70%; : 
to m isfaction, I tried the iment or arching 

on the Black Prince ; and I think I gained sometmz27 
in colour by the trial. But being still dissatisfied, I 
erected a small glass house on the south-western side of 
the dwelling-h Here Li duced from the garden 
a branch of a Sweetwater, on which I inarched a Black 
Hamburgh. The result was that, in the second year, 
I obtained from this Vine, without artificial heat, 
Grapes not only superior to any in my other houses, 
but which carried the first prize at the last Horticultu- 
ral exhibition at Maidstone last year, against 15 com- 
petitors from some of the best Vineries in that part of 
Kent.—A Subscriber, Bearsted-house. 

The Season.—This day (March 9), I have seen trees 
of the common English Laurel in full flower, and Por- 
tugal Laurels are putting forth their leaves, These 
facts are the more extraordinary, because I never re- 
member a winter during which the greater part of the 
year's growth of wood was not destroyed, most especially 
of theformer species, thus rendering the timeof flowering 
and growth very late in the year. Snowdrops have 
passed away several weeks since ; the Crocuses are 
nearly over. Shoots of climbing Roses are 6 or 8 inches 
long, and on one small] plant are two buds. Pzeonia 
moutan, whieh flowered here the end of last May, is 
in large bud ; Salvia splendens and Grahami have stood 
out unproteeted through the winter, and look well; the 
Fuchsias, generally cut down to the root, are now in 
full leaf to the end of their long stems ; Hyacinths are 
in bloom in the open ground ; Primroses have put up a 
succession of flowers since Christmas ; Honeysuckle, of 
various kinds, is in large bud; and, in shors, this place, 
much exposed, wears the appearance of early May.— 
S.s near Lancaster——By way of further illustration 
of the extraordinary precocity of the present vernal 
season, it will be interesting to know that in an after- 
noon’s walk this day, I perceived the following plants 
in bloom, several of which anticipate, by a full month, 
their usual period of flowering :—Narcissus pseudo- 
Narcissus, Hyacinthus non-seriptus, budding ; Oxalis 
Acetosella, Ruscus aculeatus, Glechoma hederacea, 
Cardamine hirsuta, Draba verra, Sarothamnus Scopa- 
rius, Myosotis collina, Veronica Chamædrys, V. hederi- 
folia, Luzula campestris, Carex præcox, and many 
others. Ranunculus Ficaria, the earliest herald of 
advancing spring, was in bloom Feb. 1; not, however, 
as Wordsworth says : 

Telling tales about the sun 
When we've little warmth or none, 

but whilst we were in the enjoyment of the most agree- 
able temperature. Corydalis claviculata has been 
flowering beautifully throughout the winter, particularly 
in Stopham Hanger, where it has climbed a length of 
4or 5 feet, and is still advancing. “ Blackthorn winter” 
has commenced with us these three weeks, and many a 
Hawthorn hedge is clothed in tender green.—7. A. 
Malleson, Pulborough, Sussex, March 7. 
Manure for Cabbages.—The following hint might be 

acceptable to cottagers and other growers of Cabbages : 
—lInstead of wasting manure in setting the plants, as 
soon as they are well established open as large a hole 
as you can with a Potato-dibble, or any good substitute, 
and fill the opening with soap-suds, chamber-ley, soot, or 
other similar compound brought to the consistence of 
tolerably thick paint, or such as will just pour from a 
watering-pot with the rose off. If a tank of liquid 
manure is at hand, thicken it with soil, sand, sawdust, 
or other available substance ; nothing can be better, 
and certainly nothing so economical, All kinds of Cab- 
bage are greedy of salt in weak solution. Make the 
hole close to, but not to touch the plants. As soon as 
one row is finished, beginning at the first hole, turn a 
portion of the adgacent soil into the hole with your shoe 
or any gardening instrument. One dose, if properly 
administered, will do.—Probatum est, 

Werkty Prices or Poratons per ton, in Covent 
Garden Market, in 1845, and 1846. 

15250 1845. | 
S n a | 50s. to 80s. |Feb.......... 7| 70s. to 169s, 

15| 50 80 14| 70 . 160 
22) 50 80 | 21 70 160 

March ...... 1| 50 80 | 28| 70 160 
50 90 ||March ...... 7, 70 170 

"y 15| 50 90 || 14) 76 170 
.— Also at the waterside, Southwark. - 

vo E 10 | 55s. to 80. Feb... 505. to 120s 
17| 55 80| 50 120 
24| 55 80 | 50 120 

March ...... 34-55 80 ||March .. ... 2| 60 140 
55. .80| 9|60 140 

Socteties. 
STAMFORD HILL, CLAPTON, & STOKE NEW- 

INGTON GARDENERS’ ASSOCIATION. 
Jan, 19.—Mr. Merry in the ehair.—Mr. CRICHTON, 

gr. to J. Foster, Esq., read a paper on the culture of 
Achimenes and other plants belonging to the natural 
order of Gesnerads. This order Mr. C. stated to con- 

controversy is now occupying your columns as to the 
i 
tain several genera of great interest, five of which, 

namely, Achimenes, Gesnera, Gloxinia, Sinningia, and 
Niphea, he would treat of collectively. Beautiful, says 
Mr. C., as.are the whole of them, the Achimenes are the 
most attractive; their dwarf bushy habit, brilliant 
flowers, and the length of time they continue to bloom, 
render them worthy of our care in cultivating them for 
the greenhouse or conservatory. The species longiflota,. 
grandiflora, pedunculata, rosea, and picta come from 
Guatemala; and coccinea from Jamaica; the other 
four genera are natives of the West Indies and of South 
America. They all like a stove heat, but they may also 
po grown without such convenience, for most of the 
Achnj2enes and several of the Gloxinias will attain a 
high degree of Perfection in a Cucumber-frame. The 
compost I emp:9y 1$ light sandy loam, turfy peat, and 
rotten dung, in equal parts, with a little silver sand 5 
these are mixed well together inthe antumn previously 
to being used, allowing the mixture to remain exposed: 
to the action of the air till wanted, but protected from. 
rain. These plants are all readily propagated from 
under-ground tubers and from leaves ; where the latter 
are preferred they should be inserted in sand and peat 
and covered with a bell-glass, plunging the pots in a 
hotbed; the bell-glass should be wiped dry every day 
until the plants are rooted, when it should be removed 
altogether, and air given to encourage their growth. In 
order to keep up a succession of blooming plants from 
April till the dark months of the succeeding winter, 
some are started at different times in spring, com- 
mencing about the middle of January. The bulbs are 
taken out of the dry soil in which they have been stored, 
and are potted singly (choosing the strongest), in 3-inch 
pots, well drained and filled with the above-mentioned 
soil, placing a little silver sand round each bulb. 
Gloxinias, Gesneras, and others which grow from the 
same bulb every year, are placed in pots just large 
enough to admit of their annual growth. After re- 
ceiving a little water they are placed in a hotbed or 
house where the temperature ranges from 60° at night 
to 70° by day, and the fermenting material in which 
they are plunged from 75° to 80°, not higher, as 
either excess of heat or water at this early stage of 
excitement would be injurious. When the pots be- 
come filled with roots they are shifted at once into 
those in which 'they are to be flowered. The Achimenes 
have the best effect when grown in masses ; this is done 
by taking four plants out of small pots, and planting 
them in a larger one or in a pan, of a foot in diameter 
or so, in proportion to the size required, with 2 or 3 
inches of potsherds in the bottom, to secure perfect 
drainage ; the top as well as the bottom heat is now 
raised to about 80°, keeping up a moist atmosphere : 
the Achimenes are syringed frequently, and air is given 
at every favourable opportunity, and water when neces- 
sary, but the latter with care, as many of the fleshy- 
leaved kinds are easily injured by too much water. 
When small pots are employed liquid manure is given 
twice a week, but never before the roots have com- 
pletely filled the pots ; while growing they are kept as 
near the glass as possible, removing them when in 
bloom to the greenhouse, but taking care not to expose 
them to cold draughts ; shading is sometimes necessary 
to preserve the flowers. For winter-blooming Achi- 
menes pieta, Niphea oblonga, Gesnera zebrina, lateri- 
tia, oblongata and bulbosa, are employed ; but although 
the others are not seen in bloom in the dark months of 
winter, Mr. C. believed them to possess capabilities for 
that purpose, provided a proper course of treatment 
were adopted. After they have done flowering water is 
partially withheld, and when the tops have died down 
the roots are removed to any place free from frost and 
moisture till they are wanted,—Mr. Murry remarked 
that he started the bulbs before he took them out of 
the store pots, he then planted three in a 5-inch pot 
(three of which pots he shifted into a 9-inch pot as soon 
as they were filled with roots); he believed that they. 
might be flowered throughout the whole year.—Mr. 
KENDALL ded pans for Achi He said 
that the best method of propagating Gloxinia was to lay 
the whole leaf under sand, and from it a number of 
plants would be produced.—Mr. Crexrorp disapproved 
of mueh shading or syringing, as both tended to elongate 
the young shoots ; the best specimen of Achimenes he 
had ever seen was grown in a pan. If pots were used 
the soil should be poor and porous, or the plants would 
expend their energy in the formation of tubers.—Mr. 
"TANT remarked, that out of a number of very healthy 
plants of Achimenes grown by him, the only one that 
did produce tubers at all grew in nothing but sand and 
chareoal.—Mr. Wren had always found the different 
kinds of Gesnera to do best in soil rather stiffer than 
what he used for Aehimenes, He never syringed hi 
plants.—Mr. M‘Donap thought the bulbs of Gloxinia 
should not be kept in a low temperature while at rest ; 
he had lost several, and attributed it to the temperature 
of the place, not being above 40°, but had never lost 
any when placed on a shelf in the stove.— W. Sherwood, 
Hon. Secretary. 

3iebíttos. 
Phycologia Britannica, or a History of British Sea-weeds. 

illiam Henry Harvey, M.D. 
Ture Numbers of this beautiful work have now ap- 
peared, with which such of our readers as may not have 
met with it will thank us for making them acquainted. 
The drawings are beautifully executed by the author 
himself on stone, the dissections carefully prepared, and 
the whole account of the species drawn up in such a 
way as cannot fail to ‘be instructive evento those who 
are well acquainted with the subject. The price, too, 
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half-a-crown for each fasciculus of six plates, is extremely 

, reasonable. 
A few only of the more recent discoveries have been 

figured in the supplementary numbers of English 
botany, and the gleanings of British Algæ, and matter 
of the most interesting deseription is daily coming in 
from various quarters, so as to make such a work abso- 
lutely necessary, besides which, the greater part of our 
more common Algee have never been illustrated in a 
manner agreeable to the present state of Algology. The 
curious fructification of the common Fucus vesiculosus, 
though partly discovered many years ago at Appin, by 
the late Capt. Carmichael, without the aid of improved 
lenses, is probably unknown to many botanists ; and 
the same may be said of many points which have not 
been clearly understood till very lately. More than a 
third of the species in the three Numbers which have 
appeared have not before been figured, and some are 
very recent acquisitions to the British flora. 
We are sorry that Mr. Harvey does not include the 

fresh-water species within his plan, as, notwithstanding 
the excellence of many of Mr. Hassall’s figures, there is 
still much room for illustration as regards synonymes 
and affinities, and we fear that the late attempts by 
Kiitzing and others to place the genera upon some 
surer footing, are caleulated to aggravate the difficul- 
ties which attend their study rather than to relieve 
them. 

New Garden x 
1. EripgNDRUM navosum. Freckled Epidendrum. 

Stove Epiphyte. (Orchids.) Oaxaca, Mrs. Law- 
rence. 

Saa Onan. — Pseudo-bulbs oval, 3-leaved along the sides. 
Leaves leathery, lanceolate, spreading, about 3 inches long. 
D ane longer than the leaves, erect; raceme drooping, close, 
D ong narrow braets not much shorter than the ovar 
epals and petals white, alike in form and size, linear-lanceo- 
ate, turned to one side. Lip oval, free, a little m. wed 
at the base, quite entire, with glandular or warted veins and 
midrib; yellow with numerous purple freckl Jin: 

This pretty little species has flowered in the collection 
f Mrs. Lawrenee, who received it from Mexico along 

with Barkerias, Lælias, and other plants. It is nearly 
allied to the Barkerias, which are apparently only a 
form of the genus Epidendrum, or, at least, hardly dis- 
tinet from the Eneyclium division, from which they are 
principally distinguished by the absence of pseudo-bulbs 
The freckled appearance of the yellow lip is very r 
markable. Mr. Robertson informs us that the spe 
men sent us had been in flower upwards of two months. 
=J. L. 

S. 

18. SingNE Scuarra, The Sehafta. Hardy Perennial. 
Siberia. 

to te a beautiful little herbaceous 
plant, producing a great number of spreading slender 
downy stems, which fori compact’ tufts, and are 
terminated near the extremity by four or five brigbt 
purple flowers more than an inch long. Of these 
flowers, that at the extremity of the shoot opens first. 
and those below it one after the other in succession, so 
that the branches are by degrees covered all over with 
blossoms. Its stems do not rise above 6 inches high, 
and render it well suited for bedding out, or for culti- 
vating in pots among collections of Alpines, or for decorat- 
ing roekwork. It growsin any richsoil, and isinereased 
by seeds, which are produced freely, and flowers from the 
end of June to October : the young plants from seed 
will not bloom before the second season. This species 
must be regarded asa very handsome small plant for 
rockwork, and very desirable on account of its blooming 
profusely and for a long time in the autumn,—Journal 
of Horticultural Society, 

Garden Memoranda. 
_ Messrs. Godwin's Nursery, Market Drayton.—In 

visiting this establishment we were struck on inspecting 
ahouse appropriated to the forcing of Roses, amongst 
numerous others to see the Persian Yellow in great 
perfection, its fine glossy dark green foliage contraste 
finely with the dark rich gold yellow of its flowers, which 
were very double and perfect. It had been observed 
during the last Rose season in the open borders, both 
at Messrs. La ne’s and Rivers’, very good, but its adap- 
SELMA ceing has been doubted ; any doubt, how- 
us n this Score will be entirely removed on seeing 

‘pecimen in question, the blooms of which were 
and every way or to those seen in 
B that it proves itself a valuable acqui- 

l over of forced Roses. This specimen 
mro ae Me loopis principally near the ends of the 
benut » of th im some measure detracted from the 

PAR, the plant. This, however, Messrs. G. 
thought might have been enti Het haa tHo BA A E, i „entirely obviated had the 
ends o! ois been trained or bent down so as to 

have. checked the vapid flow of the sap to the ex- 
tremities, and, quently, have predisp it to 
have B out à more regular and liberal supply of 

. Paul Joseph (Bourbon) seems to force well, 
and with its rich deep velvety crimson hue, offered a 
striking contrast to the preceding, by the side of which 
it stood ; its habit, however, is rather too stiff, and it 
is apparently of less vigorous growth than is desirable. 
lybrid Perpetual Comte d'Eu with its fiery carmine 

flowers seems to force equally well. ‘This evidently 
belongs to’ the Bourbon group, and with a free and 
graceful habit, and exuberant foliage, is certainly one 
of the most beautiful of Roses; the head of this was 
regularly covered with bloom, and it seems particularly 
Well adapted for pot culture. ^ Bourbon Gloire de 
Paris was also fine, but theré was somewhat too much 

|ofadingy purple tinge in its petals to render it an 

| universal favourite. Amongst the most prominent of 

| this group was the old favourite Queen of the Bourbons. 

| This forces remarkably well, and for the rapid repro- 

duction of its flowers throughout the entire season 

stands unrivalled. Reine des Vierges was not suffi- 

ciently advanced to warrant an opinion of its merits. 

Lady Alice Peel (Perpetual) is most beautiful, and 

forces admirably, producing an abundance of perfectly 

formed blooms, and emitting an inimitable fragrance. 

It was, however, difficult to single out those most beau- 

tiful, as there are now so many fine varieties in these 

i ing classes, partieul Hybrid Perpetuals, and 

Bourbons. The house in which they are growing is 

heated by hot-water pipes. The method of propagating 

them here is in a mixture of chareoal-dust and silver- 

sand, with apparently good results.—Z. JL. 

Miscellaneous. 
Suggestions about Cabbages.—An article in the 

Trish Farmers’ Journal of the 10th December, 1845, 

condemns the practice of leaving on all the sprouts on 

the stumps of Cabbages when the heads are cut off; 
and recommends, “that when the sprouts begin to come, 

they should be all rubbed off but the best, or at most 

two; but if there be only one left to grow on each 

stump, it will grow faster and better, and be occasionally 

as good as the first head that was cut. When a Cab- 

bage is cut, the leaves should be cut off the stem ; and, 

as soon as the buds of the stump begin to grow, rub off 

or cut all but'one of the strongest and best to grow 

into a head, which it will do in an incredibly short time, 

equalling, and more frequently excelling, the first head 

itself." Now, we see the stumps of Cabbages thrown 

away; not even made manure ot, and of whieh they 

make the best. This year, particular care should be 

taken of them; and, in the neighbourhood of gentle- 

men’s gardens, the refuse stumps of the earlier Cab- 

bages should be given to the poor for the purpose of 

planting. Wherever early Cabbage can be obtained, 

they should be prepared for planting; as Cabbaging 

in May and June, and in the way recommended above, 

gives a second head in July. Tt is very customary to 

plant Cabbages on the edges of Potato ridges ; itis not, 

then, a great innovation to recommend only a single row 

of Potatoes iu the middle of each bed for some of the 

late Potatoes, and to plant therest of the bed with Cab- 

bages. If the beds are made 3 feet wide, and the 

furrow half the width, and a row of Potatoes planted 

bages on each brow, the whole would come to p 

tion, and as many Potatoes would be produced as the 

whole ridge had been planted with Potatoes. In making 

the furrow half the width of the ridge, and throwing the 

whole of the earth out of it on the ridge, an artificial 

depth is given to the ground ; thus, if the surface is 

inches deep, there will be 12 inches of surface on the 

ridge, and the great breadth of the furrows will allow 

room for digging it, and, by so doing, loosen the subsoil. 

By pursuing this plan three yea: succession, the 

whole subsoil would become loosened, and a consider- 

able depth of soil obtained ; while, during the opera- 

tion, no crop has been lost, and every year the crops 

have had the benefit of a deep soil on the ridge.—Mr. 

Goodiff, in Irish Farmers Journal. 

Destruction of Rats, Mice, &c.—Some gardeners are 

in the habit of employing arsenic for poisoning Peas, 

Beans, grain, meat, &c., which they put in p! fre- 
quented byrats and mice. ‘This practice is exceedingly 

dangerous for other animals, and likewise for children. 

tis a much more simple and far less dangerous plan 

to resp or crumble some bread, and mix it with equal 

quantities of powdered quick-lime and sugar, andlay small 

parcels of this mixture in the way of rats or mice. These, 

being very fond of sugar, eat the powder, and the 

liquids of the stomach, coming in contact with the quick- 

ime, produce an effect analagous to that produced by 

water on this substance ; it becomes quenched. The 

violent inflammation which results causes death ; and 

this may be accelerated by placing a vessel full of water 

within the reach of the animals.—Pevye Horticdle.—|| 

Account of Various Substances found in the Guano 

Deposits, and in the Vicinity, by E. F. Teschemacher, 

Esq.—In the course of researches on the coast of Africa 

for saltpetre, in the neighbourhood of the deposits of 

guano, various other substances were discovered, which 

Mr. Teschemacher has described and analysed. The 
first substance examined, found at present only in small 

quantities, and deseribed, was the phosphate of am- 

monia in a crystallised state. The next substance was 

the bicarbonate of ammonia, also found crystallised, of 

which the analysis is given. The third substance de- 

scribed was a new mineral body well-known in the labo- 

ratory as an artificial compound, viz., the ammonio- 

magnesian phosphate; this, however, was found in 

patches in the guano beds in erystals of a considerable 

size. The primary form is the right rhombic prism, of 

which Mr. 'Teschemacher has given the measurements 

taken by the reflecting goniometer ; the analysis follows; 

and then the import: of thi pound is pointed 

out as an ingredient in manure, as containing ammonia 

and phosphoric acid in a state insoluble in water. The 

last substance described was composed of carbonate of 

lime and magnesia aud phosphate of lime, and found 

imbedded in guano ; it consists of concentric laminæ 

slightly adhering together, and had the appearance of 

an organic structure. It was supposed to be derived 

from renitins of bones and shells partially decomposed. 

Chemie Gaxette. 

along the middle, or even two rows and a row of Cab- | 
[3 

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS. 
(For the:ensuing Week.) 

CONSERVATORIES, STOVE, &c. 

Ar no period of the year, perhaps, is caution im dhe 
use of fire-heat more needed than in the mont of 

March. March winds are proverbial, and Marci sams 

are at times intensely bright. Now, as these wiads are 

by no means to be desired in hothouses, the very besé 

plan is to keep down fire-heat at the lowest possible 

pitch all the morning; and, where forcing is going ou, to 

have a lively fire for a couple of hours in the aftecusem 

—say from three o'eloek until five. By these meams 

the necessity of giving much air will be obviated, amd 

the climate within maintained in a most wholesome 

state as regards moisture, &e. Frequent attention 5s 

necessary at this period, both to the giving of air aud 
also to the taking it away gradually. A smart redes- 
tion should be made soon after noon in forcing bosses, 
and the whole should be taken entirely away as soon zs i& 

is considered safe. Canvas shading will be in great me 
quisition also. Conservatory plants to be retard 
Camellias making growth, Pines in a delicate state at 
root, whether from disrooting or otherwise, and ewem 

a little shade during bri Consersatorg.— 

Shading will now be mportanee ; Ca- 

mellias growing should be so placed as to receive boh 

more shade and also more atmospheric moisture tham 

the general inmates of this house—they are, in faet, faw 

better ina little close house by themselves, which should 

be kept upto 70° by day and 60° by night, secerving 

much the same treatment as Orchids at this periód. 

Large specimens of Fuebsias should now receive very 

liberal shifts ; in fact, with well-regulated potting, and 

thorough drainage, theyshouldbe placed in their Gual pots 

ortubsatonee. Stove and Orchidaccous-house.—Grow- 

ing Orchids will now require shading for a coupleof hours 

during bright sunshine, for fear of too copious s per- 

spiration ; also in order to retard Dendrobiums, &c., im 

blossom ; the latter however will do extremely well im 

a dry warm parlour or drawing-room, only they will 
require a good watering at the root occasionally. A 
very moderate amount of atmospheric moisture will 
suffice for these plants when in flower; the growing 
specimens must at this period have a considerable im- 
crease. Mixed Greenhouse.— Now is a good time to sow 
imported or home-saved seeds of tropical plants. Half iil 
the pot with drainage—use peat, loam, and silver-samd, 
in equal parts. Water them thoroughly, but slowly, with 
a fine rosed pot, and cover their surfaces with a good 
coat of sphagnum. They may be placed on a warm 

shelf in the shaded part of the house. Some of the 
growing Ericas may be shifted now ; use abundauee of 
drainage and sandy-heath soil full of fibres 5 thrust i& 

in lumps round the ball now and then forcing dowm 

pieces of stone or lumps of charcoal, and finally eaa 

over the surface with some of the finer portions of the 

soil, which should have a liberal amount of sand. The 

ball must be moderately moist before shifting, for if 

thoroughly dry, no after. watering can bring it ri 

Pot Cape or other bulbs as soon as the foliage is get- 

ting strong—use chiefly loam, leaf-soil, and silver-sand, 

Dress Pelargoniums and stake them out ; slip off all 

inferior and iil-pla shoots, and make cuttings ef 

them, they will flower well through the autumn. List 

anthus Russellianus should now have a liberal shift, 

with much dr ge; and should he placed in pans of 

water in a Cucumber-frame, or other situation where 

there is a moist heat. Attend well to watering. Be 

shy however in watering newly-shifted things ; do mo 

water these heavily ; give them a little and frequently, 

through a rosed-pot, until they become wellr 

KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING. 

Pines.—The utmost attention will now be requisite 

as to shading, and the management of bottom hest 

where tan is employed. Where there exists the 

least suspicion of burning, let something be dose fe 

stay it, without a moment's delay. The best way îs te 

move the pots to and fro until they are detached im a 

great degree from the tan; they can be pushed ight 

again by a couple of poles, when all danger is over. 

Any newly-potted stock in which the roots are defec- 

tive, should be well shaded. Fruiters in a strong amd 

healthy state will require liquid manure. Beware, 
however, of watering newly-potted stock ; give them 

smart syringings instead, about three times a week, andl 

shut them up with a powerful solar heat of 80? or 909. 
Vineries.—Vursue close stopping in the early house, 

until the berries begin to colour, when the shoots may be: 

allowed to ramble awhile if so inclined. Late Grapes 
now swelling, would be better, in my opinion, if they 

could be shaded on sunny days; under the influence af 

a powerful sun, the sap becomes hurried to the ex- 
tremities too rapidly. Moreover, the temperature be- 
comes altogether too high for a steady equalisation of 

e sap. Keep the wood constantly softened by the 

application of moisture. Peach Houses —As befares 
attend well to stopping, disbudding, and 2 free 
circulation of air at all times, and pursue the sume 

principles with those now commencing to force, as re- 
commended for the earliest house ; only this advaneed 

period will require a greater amount of atmospherse 
moisture, Cherries, Figs, &c.— See former Calendars. 

Forcing-frames and Piis.— Continue stopping atem- 

tively all Cucumbers and Melons ; use plenty of water 

round the sides of the frames, and round the hills se 

long as the bottom-heat will allow it. Give ait eariy 

in the morning, and shut up as early as 

syringing the plants slightly with warm water seam 

= ZA 

after the houses are closed—say about 3 o'clock. At 
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tend well to successions of Melons ; do not allow them to 
become stunted ; they are never the worse for age if 

Give Kidney Beans very free 
waterings with liquid manure ; stick them if requisite, 

a day; keep 

this be guarded against. 

and syringe them two or three times 

the late ; although it has been too much the practice to 
set the late crops in May, and even June; the conse- 
quence of which is, that the seed is never ripened as it 
ought to be, and this circumstance (coupled with fer- 
mentation B. bags or pits) is at the bottom of all that t " ituti them in a light situation, with a humi 

Give Strawberries abundance of both air and manure- 
water. Thin out succession crops in due time where 
set too thickly. 

KITCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD. 
Keep an eye to seed-sowing as in last Calendar ; 

Prepare a fresh plantation 
of Globe Artichokes if necessary, by deep trenching, 
and high manuring, for if encouraged in this way they 
will, by judicious thinning, keep much longer in bear- 
ing. Keep up a succession of Lettuces, and get those 
raised in boxes in heat, pricked out in a warm situa- 

After planting out the winter 
aulilowers, there generally remains a quantity of 

small plants ; these, if pricked out in a cool and shady 
border, on rich soil, will make a succession, and form 
the eonnecting link between the principal winter plants 
and the spring sown ones, Silver-skinned Onions should 
now be sown for pickling—the poorest soil in the garden 
is the fittest; work it when dry; throw it into high 
beds—the higher the better—and after sowing thickly, 
tread it as hard as a turnpike-road if possible. Top- 
dress Hautbois Strawberries in beds, also other kinds 
where the ground is somewhat exhausted, as soon as 

get grafting also completed. 

tion, highly manured. 

than the old or spurring-back method. In the mean- 
time cut away all over-luxuriant wood close to the 

Clear 
away all scale, &c., using a wash, composed chiefly of 

stem. Destroy all insects before the trees bud. 

clay-water and sulphur, on trees liable to insects. 
FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES. 

The weather being unusually fine, and vegetation very 
forward, the mowing of lawns will have commenced in 
many places. I may perhaps be allowed to repeat, 

carried out, it is of 
the utmost importance to take every possible means in 
the spring to ensure a permanent green sward through 
the summer. Lawns, or portions of them, having a 
hungry sandy soil, and liable to “burn,” should have a 

that where “high dress” is to be 

slight dressing of some kind every spring ; even com- 
mon soil will benefit them, as it induces another tier— 
if I may be allowed the term—of surface roots, of course 
increasing their volume. However, a dressing of marly 
or clayey soils in a highly pulverised state, would ob- 
viate the tendency to “burn.” A slight dressing of 
guano hasa capital effect in such case, having consider- 

Those who desire to have Moss 
and Provins Roses through the whole summer should 
now cut back a portion for that purpose, merely pruning 

Superfluous 

able saline properties. 

away the parts which have budded. 
suckers of Roses, Lilacs, &c., may be removed, and 
planted out for suecessional stock, and the old stools of 
Roses richly top dressed. The pruning of Roses in 
general must forthwith be completed. 

FLORISTS’ FLOWERS. 
The late frosts have proved the necessity of attention 

to protection, which has, of late, been so often urged ; 
from the forward state of Tulips, Auriculas, &c., they 
are verymuch more susceptible, and it will doubtless 
prove an awkward blooming season. Auriculas will 
require double mats over the frames whenever there is 
any indication of frost, for, should the trusses of ex- 
panding flowers meet with a check, they will rarely ex- 
pand satisfactorily. A moderate supply of soft water 
may now be given whenever necessary, and where there 
has been no opportunity of top dressing the plants with 
rich compost, an application of Brain’s liquid guano 
about every ten days will be found highly beneficial, 
Ranunculuses.—Seedlings which are just out of the 
ground are extremely tender ; the boxes or pans in 
-which they are sown should be placed in frames, though 
all air must be given as often as possible, to prevent 
their becoming drawn. Carnations and Picotees are 
“spindling” fast ; these may be removed if they have 
flower buds on them, and one of the strongest láte- 
ral shoots encouraged to take the lead. In procur- 
ing fresh varieties, do not forget the Rose Picotees, 
which are not only beautiful, but extremely fashionable 
amongst florists. Fanny Irby (Wilson’s), Princess 
Royal (Wilmer’s), Mrs, Barnard (Barnard’s), Ivanhoe 
(Crouch’s), Correggio (Wilson’s), Queen Victoria 
-(Green’s), will be found amongst the best. Tulips.— 
The beds may now be gone over carefully, breaking 
the surface soil with the hand, at the same time expos- 
ing any leaves which may have the canker, to the full 
action of light and air, Attend to covering as occasion 
may require, Pinks.—Vacancies in beds should im- mediately be filled up, others may be potted off in large pots for blooming 

.  COTTAGERS' GARDENS. 
Follow up sowing the necessary crops as inthe kitchen- 

garden portion of the Calendar, Carrots and Onions 
on trenched ground, the manure in the bottom. Sow a little Celery on a warm slope ; throw small sifted ashes 
over the surface to prevent the depredations of slugs, 
and cover up with a little litter, Celery seed must be 
kept constantly damp, and the bed should be very rich. 

grafting should be finished off hand ; the cottager 
would do well to graft a few leading shoots in his Thorn 
hedge with the new Scarlet Thorn. Potato planting 
should be proceeded with, both with the early kinds and 

that renders the plant an 
easy prey to any disease. The cottager should sow a 
few hardy annual seeds directly, plant out his Carnation 
layers,finish planting the Ranunculus, and attend to 
his flower-beds generally. 

ESTING. 
March winds and bright sunshine are very trying to 

new plantations ; these should now be looked over, and 
if any young trees are loosened by the winds they should 
be instantly made firm by treading well when dry, and 
if necessary, covering with a little fresh soil. It is 
advisable to dip the roots of forest trees (in late spring 
planting) in a very thick puddle; this is highly neces- 
sary in March. See that all trimmings are cleared 
away before the trees begin to shoot. 

State of the Weather near London, for the week ending Mar. 12, 1846, as observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick. HERMONATER. — 
Mar. ~ ——| Wind. | Rain. Max. |Min. | Mean, | "a | Poi Frid. 6 53 4l 47.0 W. Sa^ 7 x8 | 40.5 w, Sun. 8 34 | 290 | N.W. M 9 41.5 | Sw. Tues. 10 43.5 | N. 

Wed. 11 42.5 | 8. 
Thurs. 12 37.0 | N. 

i—Fine; overcast; fine 
vercast; very fin 

8—Clear ; cloudy and fine; clear and frosty at night, 
'rosty ; i 

li—Foggy; very fine; clear and frosty at night 12—Foggy ; very dense fog in forenoon; clear; slight frost, Mean temperature of the week 4 deg. below the average, 
State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 20 years, for the ensuing Week ending Mar. 21, 1846, 

Prevauing win mar hren Aver: | wrea xor of. | Greates eming wi ar. |Highest| Lowest a quantity |,- i| ls] - lc |. n "Temp| which it ZZ EE Temp.| Temp. Rained SIE Acs | du 

n. 15| 506 | a&.6 | a8 n 0.49 in. | 9 5| $I—| 2| 4| al 1 Mon, 16| 532 | 8359 | 445 7 035 |=] a| 4—| al 6| al 1 Tues. 17| 503 | 357 | 430 5 0.36 [13 s—|1/5|s| 3 Wed. i8| 50.2 | 3&1 | 426/ a | 0.06 |a 5—— 1/5| 6] 3 Thur.19| 511 | a49 | 430] 4 | ooa |18/a-|1|s|5 2 Fri, 20) 522 | 358 | so) 8 | 018  |1|1|a—-—, sl al 5 Sat. 21| 520 | 374 | 447 9 0.2 LEES 3) a| al aly 

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the loth and 20th, 1836—therm, 69°: and the lowest on the 20th, 1845—therm. 16°, 

Notices to Correspondents. 
To our CORRESPONDENTS— We have every wish to oblige you by 
answering all questions relating to the subjects treated of in 
this Journal ; but we must intreat you to be reasonable. We 
have had before us a letter containing 17 questions, upon as 
many different subjects, every one of which have been either 
answered repeatedly, or can be determined by a very cursory 
glance at our columns for the last month ; and we regret to 

mi 
which they have previously taken 

ine for themselves i; S: ry body. 
TTAGERS' CALENDAR 
j Àn index has been 

added to this present edition. Parties wishing to have copies 
for distribution among their tenantry can have them at the 

25 for 5s. ? 
-H —Thanks. Your paper on the white- 

emmed Amaranth will appear in the next Number of the 
“Journal of the Horticultural Society." The A. oleraceus is 
new to this country ; of course not to India. 
PPLES—F C—If professionals do not know the Duchess of Oldenburgh, they should become acquainted with it ; for it is 
beautiful, distinct, and good. See the Fruit Catalogue of the 
Horticultural Society. It has no synonyme. 

Booxs—M W—Mackintosh’s “ Practical Gardener,” and Lou- 
don’s ‘Suburban Gardener.” ‘—You should now pro- 
vide yourself with ** School Botany,” the study of which it is 
full time for you to begin.——-X— Roberts on the “ Vine." 
——MD—We agree with you. The books are unreasonably 
dear, but the first is a good treatise; the last has been suffi- 
ciently criticised in our columns.— Zambert—You will find 
the information you seek in the “Vegetable Kingdom,” now 

J C—Mr. Barn 

Frames—Woglog—We advise o | 
* Mills on the Cucumber,” and to build your pit exactly as he 
directs. 

GrAziNG—2B C—We do not understand your question, As to 
laps, our e. ence is where it Was; our opinion is favourable to dispensing with them. 

Grares—Ap Llewellin—Apply to the London Nurserymen.|| 
GREENHOUSE CLIMBERS— L Keane- Tacsonia pinnatistipula and mollissima; Passiflora Loudoni, racemosa, Herbertiana, and 
membranacea ; œa ficifolia and Learii ; Clematis 
azurea grandiflora, Camptosema splendens, Tecoma aus- 
tralis, Bignonia jasminoides, Kennedya Marryattæ, Harden- 
bergia digitata, macrophylla and ovata ; Mandevilla suaveo- 
lens, and Dolichos lignosus.! 
Insects—T C Alton—Your Wheat is attacked by the maggot 

of a little fly called Oscinis vastator, whose history you will 
find in the ** Royal Agricultural Journal,” vol. v. p.493. R. —L I V—1 cannot discover any insects on your plant, but 
there is a resinous deposit on the pubescence of the leaves, Ze. 
——A. Subseriber—If your plant be small, immerse it in weak Tobacco-water ; if not, the only remedy is to pick off and 
burn the le: are most infested, and wash the 

J M H—The looping caterpillars can only be got rid of 
by hand-picking, and if you persevere for a few days, you 
wi 

shoots, 
MARKET GARDENS—Bolion—Y ou may grow excellent vegetables 

in such a soil as yours, provided there is not an iron “pan” 
above the gravel. If there is you must break through the 
an, or nothing will thrive. n sewerage is the best 

manure for you. If you try guano you will obtain the same result; but the quantity you will need depends upon the 
degree of exhaustion of your land. Give a preliminary dose 
of4ewt. an acre; and if you find that you have not used 
enough, add half a similar dose when your crop is growing ; 
if mixed largely with water it will act the better. Cow-dung 
is valuable for you. 

MinpEw—Jow—Your note is so illegible that we cannot de- 

tain the purport of the facts you mention, yours does noi 
seem to be different from other cases. Why i 
predisposed to mildew an 

growing in your pots. 
Names or Frorvs— Youell & Co—1, Fearn’s Pippin ; 2, Dume- 

low's Seedling. || 

ing a Gesnera, and would be much obliged by your sending us a pot of it to 21, Regent-street, in order that its habit may 
rutila, The red 

is. 

B, A Constant Reader, and others—If you can 
afford the risk, you may as well leave your Potatoes in the 
ground, and watch them as they grow ; for if they fail, you 
will probably be aware of it in time to plough them up for a 
summer crop of something else, ——Z—Your new crop may 
have rotted from the dose of lime and soot which you applied, for that would cause an extrication of ammonia, which, under 

But we suspect 
that, although they were perfectly sound and greened when 

is the same as yours. Som 

yery limited. 
RHODODENDRONS—Sigma—Y ou will certainly not keep them in 

health unless you give them half peat, or decayed leaves, or 
some soil of a similar nature. 

Ror IN BEANs—A Young Gardener—Your Windsor Beans are 
rotten, or rotting fast; the ground is too wet and cold. Your 
Peas are weak, but ail nothing else. There is no reason to 
suppose that the Potato disease will contaminate the ground. 

SEA-KALE—Apiarian— Trench and manure the ground well. 
Line it offin beds, 4 feet wide, with 2 feet alleys between. 
lant 3 rows, which will be 16 inches apart, in these beds, 

and let the distance be 18 inches from plant to plant in the 
rows. Ifyouhave not good young plants, better sow seeds 
at the above distances.|| 

SEEDS— W J E—The seeds are of no value to you as nursery- 
men, with the exception of a few species which you will 
readily pick out for yourselves by their names. 

STRAWBERRIES — X M N— For extensive cultivation, Keen's 
Seedling is the best. The ground ought to be well trenched 
and manured. The plants should be in rows 2 feet apart, and. 
18 inches from plant to plant in the rows. Keep them clear 
of runners, excep! for inerease if required ; in fork- 
ing the soil between the rows, take care not to injure the roots. 
Mulch with fresh stable-yard manure bi 
to grow in spring, and they will bear well for 4 years at least.|| 

TENDER ANNUALS—C L— Since i ini 
artificial heat, you must defer sowing your seeds till warm weather comes. Then place them on the surface of the 

ees, 
TRADESMEN—G. T——y—You must excuse us. Itis our prin- 

ciple not to recommend tradesmen. Standing in the Position. 
we occupy, it would be most unfair if we were to do so. If 
those who haye goods to sell will not advertise them it is 
their loss—not ours, nor yours. If they do advertise them, 
and they are worth haying, they are sure to sell them. We 
know that some persons think advertising unworthy of great 

unworthiness to advertise when they have anything to sell, 
or want to buy anything, It is therefore one of the foolish 
prejudices of trade that advertising is infra digni ih 
the meanwhile those who do advertise run away with the best 
part of all retail trade. 
onms—Anon—Lime water is your only practicable resource. 

Misc—15. will be given for No. 36, 1845.—— 4n Amateur Florist 
can have the two Nu 'equired to complete his set.—— 
Hirudo—Ccleri navet should be raised like other Celery, and 
pianted out shallow in rich sandy soil. Radis d’Hiver should 
be sown in July; Potiron jaune in very gentle heat, in pots, in April, so as to 

——Apiar 
soil you describe will yield a large produce, and animals 
thrive well on it as part of their food. For your soil try the 
Breadfruit, Cornish Kidney, and Regent’s Potatoes, Sey- 
mour’s Superb White and the Violet Celery are amongst the 
best. — You cannot bud Roses now. From the 
beginning to the end of August is perhaps the most certain 
time, as the sap is then in full force. The best period, how- 
ver, varies in different years. The great desideratum is 

that the bark should part easily from the wood, showing a 
a rich supply of sap below it. W Tebbett—We never name 
florists’ flowers. 

SEEDLING FLOWERS. 
CAMELLIAS—J D & Co—Your seedling Camellia is a handsome 

flower, of average size, with slightly reflexed petals; it re. 
sembles eximia in colour and general appearance, but it is 
much fuller of petals, which gradually diminish to the centre.* 

CrNERARIAS— Y—Your seedling No.1, a large, brilliant crimson, 
with broad petals, is a yery good flower, but not one of a superior character, No. 2 wants colour.*—J M, Cheshire— 
Your seedlings have not been received.* 

Panstus—A B—Your seedlings are too small; 2 and 3 are 
useless. No. lis the best flower, but this will be of no use 
unless it comes larger,” 

*y* Asusual, many communications have been received too late, 
and others i ly inedtill the necessary inquiries 
can be made, We must also beg for the indulgence of those 
numerous correspondents, the insertion of whose interesting cypher more than three-quarters, As far as we can ascer- contributions is still delayed. 
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GUANO (GENUINE PERUVIAN & BOLIVIAN) | something which would be of importance to his| arable and pasture land respectively, &c. 2. The 
N SALE, BY THE ONLY LEGAL IMPORTERS, 
ANTHONY GIBBS AND SONS, LONDON ; 
Wm. J. MYERS anv CO., LIVERPOOL; 

And By meir Agents, 
COTSWORTH, POWELL, AN» PRYOR, LONDON ; 

GIBBS, BRIGHT, anv CO., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL. 
7, Lime-street, Mar. 14. 

UANO, PERUVIAN AND AFRICAN, warrante 
Genuine to Analysis: also Gypsum, and all other Ma- 

mures of known value, on sale by MARK FornEnarnL, 40, Upper 
Thames-street. 
BRITISH GUANO, equal in quality to Peruvian, at 92. per 

ton. aU ne E 6 EE being forwarded, being 
amount charged for postage, i SD DIBI. pi gi gent for DINGLE’S HAND 

next neighbour. Why not encourage such inter- 
course in every possible way ?” 

Ir was intended to recur to the subject of Acnr- 
CULTURAL Statistics in the same section of the 
Paper as that in which it has been already noticed 
(p. 140) ; but as it is of importance that the matter 

should obtain general attention, we make no 
apology for quede our further remarks to a 
place where they will probably be more generally 
read. We have already considered the importance 

0 LIQUID MANURE. 
ADD INDEPENDENT OF THE WORLD FOR CORN. 

HE punted of the Agricultural Interest, at this 
momentous crisis, is requested to the great importance of 

LIQUID MANURE, and the ease with Sonic it AET be appro- 
priated by the use of FOWLER'S PUMPS, made expressly for 
hie purpose, either portable or fixed ; Garden, Ship, and Barge 
'umps ; also those for Distillers, Brewers, Soap Boilers, and 
anners, for hot and cold liquor. Pumps kept for hire, for 

Excavations and Wells. Buildings heated by Hot Water, for 
Horticulture, and every variety of manufacturing purposes, 

The Trade supplied on advantageous terms, by BENJAMIN 
Fow er, Engineer, &c., 63, Dorset-street, Fleet-street, London. 

Che Agricultural Gazette. 
SATURDAY, MARCH 14, 1846. 

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 
MCU ES Mar. 18—Agricultural Society of England. HURSDAY, 19—Agricultural Imp. Soc. of Ireland. REISS — 2 gricultural Society of England. 
HURSDAY,  — 26—Agricultural Imp. Soc. of Ireland, 

Lu iy Sa ATEA a REE 
FARMERS’ CLUBS. Mar.lé—W. Hereford — Botley — ML Newton 

Bakewell — 26—Otter St. Mary— Bolsover 
— 27—Rhins of Galloway — 28—Hereford 

— 17—Bromsgrove — 95—Plympton St. Mary 

Tue report of * The General Newcastle Com- 
mittee,” presented 10 days ago, has resulted in the 
following resolutions, among others, with reference 
to THE NEXT Country MEETING OF THE ENGLISH 
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY :— 

1, That there be no Council dinner this year. 
2. That a lecture on some subject of practical 

interest shall be delivered at Newcastle-on-Tyne at 
5 o'clock on the afternoon of Wednesday, the 
15th of July, &c. * * * 

This we are sure our readers will agree with us 
in considering a step in the right direction ; and 
after the experience of a year shall have proved it 
to be so, we may hope to see a still farther advance 
towards a better ar of y ding 
during the week of our annual country meeting, 
The dinner in the Pavilion will, we hope, share the 
fate of that for the Council; and the hours which 
it now occupies will then be left open, as are those 
hitherto occupied by the latter, for “a lecture on 
some subject of practical interest.” And not only 
will the time, which has till now been thus taken 
up, be available for more useful occupation, but the 
money hitherto thus spent will be available for more 
useful purposes. One thousand pounds per annum 
may, we imagine, be more usefully laid out than in 
merely balancing the statement’ of receipts and 
payments on account of this annual meal of the 
eo ae that this is about e 

: in this way every year by the 
Agricultural Society of England. TE thousand 
pounds would settle many important points hitherto 
undecided in the theory of agriculture—it would 
Stock a, small model farm—it would almost endow 
a professorship. 
increase in the usefulness of the Society might we 
not expect from the judicious expenditure of so 
large a sum? 
which, from the 
that the Society has now entered, will, we doubt not, ultimately have the effect of increasing their available annual income by this amount. e 

ual meetings, similar to that which 
eetings of the British Association 

he Highland Society, or 
D e Agricultural Chemistry 

cussions on PES. e VERNA subject: 
public breakfasts. xus holdueien 

An English gentleman who was 
first of these breakfasts, (we SU in. m 
“ Quarterly Journal of Agriculture, writes as 
follows :—* I gained more practical information by the discussion upon draining than f ing 
else I either esr heard at Dantas | EA 
Most desirable if such meetings could be got up for 
the Royal English Agricultural Society at New- 
castle next summer ; when such a mass of people is 
Congregated together, each may be able to convey 

and n acq with the agricul- 
tural statistics of one's country. Let us now refer 
to the practical part of the subject, and consider the 

mode in which they are to be compiled. 
1. Who are to do it? F 
The parties to undertake it must be located at 

convenient distances all over the country, or they 
will not have the knowledge which is necessary ; and 

they must possess a practised judgment on agricul- 
tural matters, or they will be liable to mislead in- 
stead of instruct: and we ask— Who are so com- 
petent, in all these respects, as Farmers’ Clubs? If 
each club were to prepare, afteracommon plan, a state- 
ment of the agriculture of its district, and send it 
up for collation with the others by the central 
Farmers Club in London, who would no doubt 
willingly undertake the labour, the result would be 
of great national value. We hope the London 
Society will take up this subject, as it has already 
so usefully taken up the subject of tenant-right, and 

issue circulars to Farmers’ Clubs all over the 

country, enforcing its importance. — 
9. And now, in reference to this work, let us 

further consider—howindividual clubs should under- 

takeit. Thefollowing plan would probably answer :— 

Let a committee be appointed to introduce the sub- 

ject in its most general aspect. Their duty will be to 
report on the extent of the district—to present a plan 
of it laid down on a map (the sheet of the ordnance 
survey in which it occurs may be had for 7s. 6d.)— 
to state the variety of soils occurring in it, the 
boundaries of each being also marked down on the 

map—to state the extent of woodland, waste, 
pasture, and arable land on each of these 

subdivisions of the district. In addition to this, 
the committee may report on the more general 
agricultural features of the district, such as the 
general size of farms, giving the limits within which 
this particular varies—the nature of the tenure, 
whether the farms are held on lease or not, stating 

the proportional extent of land, in the district, so 

held—the rent per acre, and other taxes on the 
arable and the pasture land respectively—the value 
of the waste lands—the nature and neighbourhood 
of markets, &c. These matters will be amply suffi- 
cient to fill up an evening with useful remarks and 
discussion, and after the corrections arising out of 
this amongst a body of intelligent farmers, we 
should have perfect confidence in the accuracy of 
their report on these heads. Another com- 
mittee must then be appointed to introduce the 
subject more in detail ; their duty will be to report 
in reference to each of the subdivisions of the district, 
dependent, as they are, on the nature of the soil, 

as to what crops are grown in it, and the rotation 
of them' which there obtains; from this, coupled 
with a knowledge of the extent of such subdivision, 
they will easily calculate the extent of each crop 
annually grown in the district ; they will also re- 

port as to the proportional extent in each subdivi- 
sion of pasture land mown, and pasture land each 
year depastured ; and then taking the other sub- 
jects also into their consideration, such as farm 
capital, labourers, impl power employed, 
live stock, markets, &c,, they will be able to give, 
as it were, a heading to each of the chapters in the 
work on which the Club has entered ; and power 

should have been given them to name a member, 
and a small subcommittee for his assistance, to re- 
port upon each. The work is laborious, and as it 
can be carried on only at their monthly meetings, it 
may occupy the Club for a long time ; but we are 
persuaded that they will derive more instruction 
during the progress of it than they would in almost 

any other mode of occupying their meetings. 

These chapters would refer to the different crops 

grown within the district, each forming the sub- 
ject of a distinct report and evening's discussion. 

The extent grown, the acreable produce, the mode 

and details of its cultivation, the quantity and 

expense of labour employed on it from first to last, 

the mode of harvesting it and preparing it for 

market, or of consuming it, would all require dis- 
cussion in reference to each crop. The following 

i, 

also would be the subjects of distinct reports : 

1. The condition of the labourers, their wages, 
existence of benefit societies, development of allot- 
ment system, average amount of poors rates, 
quantity of labour employed per 100 acres on 

quantity of horse or ox labour employed within the 
distriet on arable and pasture land—their actual 
and relative exp di ion with this 
a statement might be made of the mode and 

expense of road management within the district, 
the tolls upon horses, and the tax upon land for 

their maintenance. 3. The agricultural machinery 
employed within the district, implements of tillage, 
machines for sowing and for cultivating the land 
during the growth of the crop, machines of carriage, 
harvest implements, and machines for preparing the 
crops for market or consumption. 4, The mode 
in which manures are managed within the district ; 

whence they are derived ; what additions by pur- 
chase or otherwise are made to the quantity manu- 
factured on the land. 5. The number and kinds 
of live stock, cattle, sheep, and pigs, occurring in 
the district; the mode of their management, and 
the nature and quantity of their products, beef, 
veal, milk, butter, cheese, mutton, wool, bacon, 
pork, store cattle, sheep, and pigs. 6. The acre- 
able amount of farm capital employed under the 
various modes and management which obtain within 

the district, the relationship between landlord and 
tenant, the rent paid for the various descriptions 
of land, the nature of the terms on which the 
land is held, &e. When all these subjects shall 
have been fuily discussed, then the Club should 
depute to some of its members the task of 
arranging the materials thus accumulated, in 

order that the information they convey may 
be placed in a tangible and useful form. Per- 
haps the best plan, as we have already suggested, 
would be that the London Farmers’ Clubs should 
appoint a committee to determine in what method 
the subject may be best approached, and to supply 
to the Farmers’ Clubs throughout the country the 
form in which to arrange the facts they may be able 
to gather together. We shall be glad to hear that 
the secretaries of these societies have turned their 
attention to this subject. From some little acquaint- 
ance with the nature of their duties, we believe one 
of their chief difficulties is to select, for the monthly 
discussions, subjects which are at once of general 
and of local interest; the one that they may be 
usefully discussed, and the other that a sufficiently 
large meeting may be drawn together. Now, we 
can hardly imagine any subjects more perfectly to 
unite these two qualities than those to which we 
have alluded as arising out of the attempt to com- 
pile local agricultural statistics. Only let an active 
secretary and two or three energetic members get 
together and make a hearty beginning in this direc- 

tion, with the view of sending the results of their 
labours to some central office (and none can 
be better than that of the London Farmers’ 

Club), where they will be compared with others, 

and published for the general good, and they will 
soon see their meetings crowded by members; 
some to applaud, others, no doubt, to protest ; but 

all interested in an attempt fairly to exhibit the 
actual condition of agriculture in their neighbour- 
hood. 

The labours which would be thus undertaken by 
these few leaders of their Society are of the most use- 
ful kind in the cause of agricultural improvement. 
The Royal Agricultural Society of England has told 

us so. Look at their prize lists, and you will find 

them headed by offers for reports of district agri- 

culture. And what would be the results of labours 

such as we have described, but a district report of 

this kind—a report, however, of much greater value 

than any which the Agricul tural Society can obtain 

by their offers of premiums, for it would rest upon 

the authority not of one, but of many ; and it 

would refer, not in necessarily general language, to 

a whole county, but in minutest detail to the 
methods and results of farming within a well known 

district. 
Will some of our leading Farmers’ Clubs. who 

favour us with occasional reports of their proceed- 
ings, be kind enough to discuss the policy of the 
suggestions we have here made ? 

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION. 
Tue readers of the Agricultural Gazette have re- 

cently had the subject of Agricultural Education pro- 
minently placed before them with such emphasis as to 
leave no doubt that many influential parties will be 
induced to fall in with, and second the views there ex- 

posed. With entire deference to their superior qualifica- 
tions, I will leave “C. W. H.” and his coadjutors to 

pursue their noble object to a happy termination, 
bidding them heartily God speed, for the cause they 
advocate is one of deeply increasing interest, and it 

must, sooner or later, force itself, I hope not with un- 

pleasant vehemence, upon the notice of the agricultural 
world. 

The object of this communication is not to illustrate 

with any further ideas the importance of institutions of 
the magnitude and wealth of the Agricultural College 
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of Cirencester ; but T do not ‘consider myself to be ad- 
yoeating a cause ore whit less imp t, when I 
maintain it to be at least equally necessary to adapt to 
their legitimate ends the schools for the juvenile popu- 
lation of our rural distriets. We shall only reach the 
head of the man through that of the boy ; and when we 
see the astonishing tenacity with which the most anti- 
quated and irrational prejudices are kept up by that 
type of all mistaken consistency, the agricultural mind, 
we shall own the necessity of carrying on the conflict of 
improvement in this as well as in the other channels 
proposed. 
Lam not aw: 

the agricultur: 
any more informati 
ful mind than what 
of some of the 
history and natural 
delightful ramif 
rural schoo'mast 

be instilled into the youth- 
sary to ensure a knowledge 
t business. As for natural 

nce, with all their varied and 
s instances are most rare of the 
r troubling himself to make his 
en with their merest elements. 

i to the 
intimate acquaintance with her 

perations, and a facility in the prac- 
these principles, that the light of 

2 om the proceedings of his mature 
years those vulgar errors and destructive prejudices 
which withered in his forefathers the very soul of en- 
terprise. Far be it from me to underrate the difficul- 
ties attendi only wise course of instruction ; for 
experience, no | certain than painful, tells me the 
hardest battle the rural schoolmaster has to fight is 
with the ts, not with the pupils, who are always 

i enough to from pounds, shillings, and 
nieresting history of an animal, or the 
1 The course pursued must, there- 
d with a prudence and a circumspection 
tunately, interest has to play a strong 

cations of an , by the sure i 
study of Nature, 

structure of 
fore, be mar 
in which, u 
part. 

Of Bota it would not be necessary to impart a 
scientific a uaintance, much less a critical knowledge 

pecies ; but the Grasses ought to be we 
should the Clovers, many Crue 

ignorance of which is, at least, 
1 both Vegetable and Animal PI 

avticularly attended to. 
be learnt in a little time by a 

zy is so necessary that it must be learnt in 
if the farmer chooses to abhor books, he 

i eable lessons still from his 
nip-tops, his smutted Wheat, 
ses. 

1 

ious consideration ; here a 
rous thing, indeed, both to 

rather more than pocket an 
i from. an avera 

aequain 
It is 

wound a singl 
hoped that none of these remar: 
eling in the b 

vesin good company, that 
stands in decided need of some im- 

on to mental advaneeme 
dawned; the year 1849 is im- 

there a time when the farmer ha 
upon his own latent and almost 

nding. € 
been so driven 

al poliey of Great Britain will 
so revolu 
him to use 
dreamed of, or 
eule and to cond 

ondition of the farmer as to force 
ways and means he has neve: 

: only thoug 
mn.—. 

= e 
it and spoken of to ridi. 
Malleson, March 5. 

HOW CAN i PRODUCE OF LAND BE IN- 
CREASED TO MEET X FALL IN PRICE? 

uld be glad to receive my com- 
The report is very imper- 

fect ; still y ill be able to understand my object, 
viz, by soi the cattle, or house-feeding, to keep 
as large, or a larger stock than is now kept, and 
grow more corn than is now grown. Itis surprising 
the acreage ired for 12 to 14 milk-cows out of a 
farm of 100 : Richard Barker, Whitehaven. 

* How can the produce of land be increased to meet 
a fall in p RU first, by preserving all 
manures w ow run to waste, and increasing the 
efficacy of se manures. Secondly, by keeping the 
stock in the house all the year as far as possible, thereby 
producing more manure, decreasing the breadth of 
pasture-land on each farm, and increasing the breadth 
of green erop and white crop, these being the sourees 
whence the farme ays his rent. I shall confine myself 
as much as possible to authorities bearing on the ques- 
tions to satisfy you there are fair grounds for believing 
that by improved linsbandry an average price of 45s. 
per qr. for Wheat, with other products in proportion, 
would enable the farmer to pay his present rent and be 
better off than he now is with a price of 55s., by apply- 
ing the same and enterprise to land that is 
applied to manufaetures, ‘First, then, “ What is the 
value of the manures now wasted in this country ?” 
always like to give the opinions of other persons on 

You yo 
ments on our 

iling 

ua 

m 

,as well as a political economist, is 50 well 
known, I shall quote him as an authority for our in- 
creased wants. Hesays—* We have, according to the 
caleulations of the Poor Law Commissioners (on the 
sanitary eondition of the people), the fact that the 
inerease of the population in England is 230,000 per 
annum, and that this is an increase requiring annually 
tenements; 27,327 cattle ; 64,715 lambs; 70,319 
sheep ; and 7,894 calves, which is equal to the produce 
of 81,000 acres of pasture land ; and, at 56 oz. daily 
or a man, wife, and three children, 105,000 quarters 
of Wheat, equal to the produce of 28,058 aeres of land, 
at 30 bushels (which is more than the regular average) 
peracre. Being altogether the produce of 109,000 acres 
of good land required every year to feed the inerease of 
our population.” 

With respect to waste manures, which is the sub- 
ject on which we are now treating, Mr. Hannam 
says—* That the question of the economy of these 
matters is one at the present period of peculiar interest 
and importance, and will enable us, in some degree, to 
accomplish an object which we have shown to be of 
national importance —the production of a greater quan- 
tity offood at a less eost to the community than at 
present.” 

This is one means whereby the farmer may, in some 
degree, lessen his expences and inerease his returns If 
lam paying for that extra produce which I might by 
judicious economy obtain at no cost, and am in fact 
farming badly ; if I neglect the waste manures on my 
own farm and buy no other tillage, L am not producing 
as much as possible; and if I buy manure, I am not 
producing as cheaply as possib here is another item 
to which I might call your attention, that is the drai 
age of cattle sheds, which, says Davy—* Contains the 
essential elements of vegetables in a state of solution. 

s of urine will explain this ; thus, according 
to Sprengel, of 1000 parts of cow's urine, 926 are water, 
while of the remaining 74 parts, 40 parts are an organic 
substance, containing a large portion of nitrogen, which 
it affords the plants in the shape of ammonia." 

“ The greatest value of liquid,” says Liebig, “is when 
a manure is wanted which shall supply nitrogen to the 
soil”? And when we consider that, by every pound of 
ammonia which evaporates, a loss of 60 Ibs. of Wheat is 
sustained, and that with every pound of urine a pound of 
Wheatmight beproduced ; that each cow keptin the house 
would supply many hhds. annually, the indifference with 
which these liquid excrements are regarded is ineompre- 
hensible. The drainage from the manure heapsis scarcely 
less potent than that irom the sheds ; it is, however, cer- 
tainly not Jess valuable, as it consists of urine and 
a solution.of.the richest matter of the dung and com- 
post. Willit be believed that the manure heap loses 
no less than half of the fertilising properties, which, but 
for mismanagement, it would otherwise contain, The 
amount of loss which farmers sustain in this way is 
lamentable, Add to this the whole of the liquid, which 
is of more value, if properly applied, than the solid, as 
it contains twice the quantity of nitrogen and all the alka- 
line salts. The city of Strasburg, which is situated ina 
corn country, receives 12,0002, per annum, which is equal 
to 10s. per head upon the population. This ratio in Great 
Britain would amount to 13,500,0007., and on England 
alone to 7,500,0002 This is independent of the loss 
which is sustained in our farm-yards, which would 
amount to even a still greater sum. The amount and 
the quaiity of manure which might be obtained by the 
farmer from our gas works, would be something very 
considerable. There is no less than 7000 gallons of 
ammonial liquid annually thrown away at our gas- 
works, Abundant proofs might be given of this, but I 
trust that enough has been already supplied to satisfy 
you all that the annual loss which the country sus- 
tains in manure alone is immense and serio t 
when we consider the loss on applying the principle to 
the production of food, it appears still. greater, and I 
might rest the answer to the second question on the 
proofs already ‘adduced, as it is clear that loss of ma- 
nure is a loss of corn. Dr. Wilson, in his recent lec- 
ture, stated that three-quarters of the solid is lost from 
fermentation and wet, so that from out own farm- 
yards alone we lose more than would produce double 
the quantity of our present growth of Wheat. Are 
not these, then, worthy of our most serious considera- 
tion, sinee,. by attending to this single subjeet,; we 
should be able to {feed our population at such rates as 
would defy all the foreign competition that might be 
attempted! But as the second question comes more 
immediately home to the farmer, I must allude to it. 
I say then, having resolved to save all your manures, 
t^e system is incomplete unless you keep al! your stock 
in the house the year round, and till every acre of land 
(except where you have natural meadows that can be 
irrigated), to make it produee as large an amount of 
corn as possible forthe consumption of man, and an 
amount of green erop suffieient for double the number 
of cattle whieh you now keep. The author of * Outlines 
of Flemish Husbandry” says that, “ We {surpass the 
Flemish farmers greatly in capital, in varied implements 
of tillage, in the choice and breeding of cattle and sheep ; 
and the British farmer is, in general, a man of superior 
edueation to the Flemish peasant, but in the minute at- 
tention to the qualities of the soil, in the management 
and applieation of manures of different kinds, in the 
judicious succession of crops, and especially in the eco- 

subjects of such vital imptrtanes the one whieh T 
am attempting to diseuss; ‘and as Mr. Hannan has 
been engaged for a length of time in making practical | 

nomy of land, so:that every part of it shall be ina con- 
lit ‘State of production, we have still something to | 

learn from the Fleiings; but the auxiliavy of the! 

| experiments, and.as his general j udgment as a chemical Flemish farmer is the tank wherein are collected not 
only the liquid from the cows and horses, but also the 
drainings of the dung-hill? which, to the disgrace of 
ourselves as a people, are allowed to run down the ditches, 
fertilising, as they pass along, the ground which is appro- 
priated to no purpose. These tanks, which are about 
8 feet square, are frequently covered over with loose 
boards. The Flemish farmer would as soon think of dis- 
pensing with his plough as with his tank. The system 
of Flemish husbandry is well worthy of our attention : 
“The number of beasts fed on a farm of which the 
whole is arable land, is surprising to those who are not 
acquainted with the mode in which the food is prepared 
for the cattle. A beast for every 3 acres of land isa 
common proportion, and in very small occupations, 
where mueh spade husbandry is used, the proportion is 
still greater. In every farm a fifth at least of the land 
is sown with Turnips immediately after the harvest. 
Carrots, which have been sown in spring, either alone 
oramongst the Darley, Flax, or Colza, eomplete the 
winters provision.” 

Here we have a brief summary of the merits of 
Flemish husbandry. The cows are in the house all the 
year round, except perhaps on fine days for exercise. 
‘Two cows are kept for every 6 acres of land, that is, 
33 cows for each farm of 100 acres, and yet the land is 
all under the plough, and producing yearly heavy crops, 
maintained in his high condition by the liquid manure- 
tank and cart alone ; for they pay but little attention to 
solid manure such as we make, or rather it goes into 
the liquid as it is made, because they will not waste 
straw as bedding. Thisis an immense increase on the 
stock supported upon farms of the same extent in this 
country, and at the same time growing more corn ; but 
there is also another feature in their husbandry almost 
as important, which is, that they endeavour to obtain 
an extra crop from one portion of their land every year. 
As their cattle are supported through winter on roots 
and straw ( idering hay too expensi sow 
late Turnips and Rape or Vetches, “immediately after 
harvest.” - They also sow Carrots betwixt the rows 
of their Wheat and Flax—both drilled —and these 
crops pushed on with their “liquid,” yield a pro- 
duce that would surprise any farmer who has never 
used this manure. Their summer feed is almost uni- 
versaliy Clover. As I passed through the country from 
Brussels to Bruges in the month of October 1843, I saw 
Carrots and Cabbages growing whence crops had been 
taken, which very clearly shows that by growing more hay 
under a five-course rotation, our cattle would always be 
in good condition, our manure rich, and a large farm 
could be almost as easily managed as a small one. 
The small farmer might adopt the four-course rotation 
after his land was in good heart, and thereby increase 
his profit. It appears from the returns of nine farms 
in this neighbourhood that a stock of 12 to 14 eows and 
three or four horses are kept for every 100 acres, re- 
quiring from 30 to 40 acres for pasture for their sup- 
port during the summer, and generally showing from 
8 to 12 acres lying in fallow. This quantity of land I con- 

ler to be altogether lost to the country ; our system 
ing shows only half the breadth of corn land 

farms ought to produce, and I maintain that 
by adopting the Flemish system of husbandry a stock of 
30 cows could be maintained on each farm of 100 acres, 
and the following crops of corn be grown inaddition :— 

Ist year ..20 acres Turnips, Mangold, and Carrots : ground 
well prepared in autumn. 

2nd year. .20 acres Wheat. 
3rd year . .20 acres Clover and Rye-gra: 
4th year . .20 acres ditto, with liquid manure, followed by 

winter Vetches and Rape. 
Oats with liquid. 

crop, and keeping a stock of 30 to 38 
5th year 
Producin| 

milk cows. 

ON THE 

20 acre; 
ac 

STATE OF HUSBANDRY IN LOWER 
BRITTANY. 

WITH INCIDENTAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE CONDITION OF 
THE FARMING POPULATION THERE, COMPARED WITH 
THE SOCIAL STATE OF THE ANALOGOUS CLASSES IN 
IRELAND. : 

MARTIN DOYLE. 
ued from p. 138 

Tur Breton proprietor is often an advocate for plant- 
ing trees, instead of pursuing a system of alternate 
cropping, and being ignorant of Turnip culture, as 
pursued inthe county of Norfolk, where much of the 
soil is naturally as light and poor as the average quality of 
the /andes of Brittany, and objecting that the cultivators 
themselves could not consume all the vegetables that 
might be raised on the moors if they were to crop 
them with Cabbages and Turnips, &c., asks what would 
become of the produce if there were no towns near, 
whose markets might require them? ‘fhe answer is, 
they might cultivate them for their cattle, create a 
consuming class on their own ground, and thus, would 
they be amply repaid in the increase of manure and 
multiplication of stock. In England and Ireland the 
commons and other waste lands are now absolutely 
required for raising vegetables and corn for the sup- 
port of man. The time will come when the extensive 
landes of Brittany may be wanted too in a degree which 
will not admit of their remaining waste. 

The government of Louis Philippe deeming it^ ex- 
pedient to reclaim these wastes, of which, by the statistic 
reports of Agricultural Societies and other authorities, 
three-fourths are fit for tillage, meadows, or plantations, 
have passed a law to allow the communes to alienate 
their rights of commonage (if they can be prevailed 
upon fo do so) with the approval of the Prefét of the 
department; and some individuals have succeeded in 
prevailing ou thuse parochial eorporations to sell their 
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portions of the dendes to companies or private persons 
d king the 1 ti of them ; the gradual 

enclosing of those moors’ may be therefore expected, 

for experience alene is wanted to prove that the amount 

of produce derivable even from the poorest of them by 

cultivation, with a fair deduction for time, labour, 

and capital expended, greatly overbalances the ad- 

vantage which the peasantry derive from them in a 

state of pasturage in common, 12 acres scarcely suf- 

ficing to keep a cow alive, whereas the same extent of 

the same moor land if properly cropped with Turnips 
would support, as has been calculated, 32 store cattle 
(of the small mountain breed), and also fatten four 
oxen. 

i A company was established in Brittany on the plan 
of the Irish Waste Land Improvement Company a few 
years ago, but we believe with little success, perhaps 
from want of more liberality in their rates of purchase, 
but more probably from the disinelination of the owners 

| to agree among themselves in making sales. The 
Breton Company, however, had the privilege of pur- 
chasing in perpetuity, while the other by their act of 
incorporation has been restricted to the taking of leases, 
generally, for 99 years. 

Experience has tended to confirm the notion that 

reclaiming those landes on a large scale does not 
repay ; planting hardy Pines, which will grow on the 
driest soil, has there been tried by some enterprising 
proprietors. 

Wherever little farmers or labourers have inclosed 
some allotments they have succeeded wonderfully; 
whereas gentlemen proprietors have found such opera- 
tions too expensive; and large tenant farmers, who could 
reclaim on cheaper terms, with long leases, do not exist 
in Brittany. Some workmen inclosed about 30 acres 
of moor near St. Brieux, built cottages, and reclaimed 
the soil with the spade. They have prospered, and 
shown how much better it would be for the peasantry of 
parishes possessing such commons to sell or allot them 
to the labouring classes, on the condition of real im- 
provement, and thus supply remunerative occupation to 
the families of the labouring poor. 

There are not the same elements of enlarged im- 
provement in Brittany as in Great Britain and Ireland, 
either in a proprietary or a substantial tenant elass—no 
very wealthy landownezs with sufficient power over their 
estates—no bailiffs of skill and experience—no crowds of 
eager and hard-working labourers, but a set of lazy hinds 
who would leave work atany time for a scene of merry- 

making—a fair, or a market, or a pardon,* while the 

ripe corn was in the most critical state. Some of these 

reproaches may, indeed, be occasionally brought against 

the Irish labourer—but not often ; witness his exertions 

where example and sufficient motives to persevering 
industry are before him ; but the Breton peasant, from 
t itted habits, is indisposed to great efforts, and 
decidedly opposed to any system of servitude or labour 
which would bind him strictly to time and place; hired 
labour being executed thus irregularly and badly, it 
follows that reclaiming the moors is only remunerative 
with certainty to the farmers who execute the operations 
with their own hands. The number of proprietors 
farming on a large scale is very small compared 

with the agricultural population at large, and these 

gentlemen have rarely capital to spare for the erecting 
of farm buildings, providing implements and stock, &e. 
Without adequate means, they cannot, therefore, re- 
claim on an effective plan, and even if they had the 

matter of slaughter-houses and knacker 
action of fire. 

Reiffel at Grand Juan, near Nozay, about 10 leagues | 

to the north of Nantes, in Loire Inferieure, will tend 

to show the results of such practice. 

In order to test the matter exactly, three lots of 

different qualities and situations were inclosed, and 

each was subdivided into two parts, one of which was 

pared and burnt in the Irish way, and the other was 
ploughed without burning, so that a fair average result 

might be obtained. One subdivision was treated as 

follows, during four years :— 
lst Year.— After inclosing a field, and hoeing up the 

Heath, &e., and burning it in heaps, beds were marked 

out with a plough, with intervals of 12 inches for the 

furrows. ‘The ashes were then spread, and Rye or Oats 

being sown on it, an even covering was given from the 

furrows with the spade and shovel. 

2d Vear.—The furrows being filled up and the sur- 

face levelled, new furrows of the original width were 

Tth year —Potatoes, cattle Beet, 20,000 kilogrammes of dung 
to the hectare.* 

h Rye or Wheat. 

9th ,, Rye Grass with Red and White Clover. 

hs asture. i 

Buckwheat is found to be the best crop in the first 
instance, and requires less preparatory ploughing and 

harrowing, and being an article of general consump- 

tion with the peasantry, always fetches a higher price 

than Oats ; besides, it loosens the land, and prepares it 

as well for autumnal corn as a summer fallow, 
(To be continued.) 

Home Correspondence» 
How to meet the Doctor's Bill.—To the dairy farmer 

who has a considerable portion of his capital invested 

in live stock, it is important that he should adopt the 

most effective, and at the same time most economical 

plan that presents itself for providing against the loss 

marked out in the middle of the original beds, some 

noir animal was seattered over them, grain of a dif- 

ferent kind from the preceding erop was sown and 

covered as before. 
3d and 4th Years.—The same method was followed, 

so that at the end of the 4th year the whole of the field 

was dug to a uniform depth. ó 

The land being, after the foregoing treatment, in a 

perfectly friable state, the furrows were filled in the 

Subsequent year by the plough, so that the whole field 

could be laid down evenly with Grass seeds, or subjected 

to the drill husbandry of green crops. By this simple 

process the Breton farmer, at the cost of about 7s. per 

English aere (exclusively of manure), often raises four 

successive erops of corn, but itis only on the moors of. 

the best quality that such courses of cereal erops have 

been obtained. 
Mr. Reiffel’s second method (which does not differ 

from our common praetiee) was as follows : — 'The 

ground being cleared from stones, roots, &e., was 

ploughed very lightly at the beginning of the year with 

a wide and flat furrow-slice, in sets 25 feet wide. 

It was left in that state until the succeeding January, 

when it was cross-ploughed at double the former depth, 

at an angle of 45°. Early in May it was harrowed well 

with a heavy drag, and the roots of Heath and unde- 

composed sods were thrown into the furrows to rot. At 

the end of May it received the third ploughing in the 

direction of the first (with a pair of oxen), somewhat 

deeper than before ; after which, though there were 

tufts of Heath aud other slowly decomposing substances: 

on the surface, the ground was fit for Buckwheat 

(which ought always to be sown on the 24th June at 

the latest). 
Before we proceed with the statement of accounts re- 

specting M. Reiffel’s work, we must notice one of his 

general remarks} as given in the interesting report now 

before us, viz., if the soil be of very good quality the 

first ploughing is made before Christmas, and in the fol- 

lowing Sept. the furrow-slices are broken up with hoes, 

after which a harrowing is given, then one ploughing, 

after which autumn corn is sown. 
Some of the results of his experiments by the two 

methods are thus given :— 
No 1.—PARING AND BURNING. 

Hoeing the surf nd burning the sods 
Labour of spreading ashes and reducing clods 
Ploughing in the ashes -> e EE 

fr. 
90 p. hectare. 
15... 12 

17 
eh do No 2.—PLOUGHING, &c., WITHOUT BURNING. 
Preliminary work in removing obstructions to 

the plough 
2 ploughings ¥ 

1 p. hectare. 
9 5: » 

vy harrowing b uber 
d ploughing wi i Mete e 
Shectolitresof Noir animal — .. ++ o. 80 

55 

Thus it appears that the expense in No. 2 was greater 
than No. 1 ; but the returns from No. 2 were greater, 
Wheat having been obtained (with 4 hectolitres{ of noir 
animal, however),in thesecond year. The report gives 

the receipts 2 E years in each of the two cases. 
No. ate V oe 28 fr. 

No/2. uui ur s o Mg. 
The second method, therefore, though the most ex- 

pensive at first, proved the most profitable in the end. 

Butso much depends on the quality of the moors, 

local circumstances, and seasons, that M. Reiffel, whose 
improvements on the /andes are the most remarkable in 

Brittany, was unwilling to pronounce decidedly on either 

side of the question ; upon silico-argillaceous soil, he 

gives a general preference to tne use of the plough 

without burning. Yet on an average of circumstances, 

and on an extended seale, he recommends both practices 

coneurrently, particularly during the first year, when a 

large supply of fodder cannot be obtained all at once for 

plough teams ; and, he might have added, on account 

of the difficulty of procuring manures in sufficient quan- 
tities in the interior parts. His rotations are— 
1st year—Buckwheat : raised with 8 hectolitres of noir animal, 
2a Whe Rye: raised 2 eat or d with 4 hectolitres of noir 

animal, hectolitres of powdered Charrée.|| 

9d 5; Oats, half allowed to ripe ; the remain der eut green. 

4th ,,  Cabbages, Swedish Turnips, Trifolium incarnatum, 
winter Vetches, 20,000 kilogrammes $ of dung to 

the hectare; Buckwheat cut green or ploughedinto 

the ground, Chaulages des terres. 
Bth ,  WheatorRye 
6th p Rye-grass and Red Clover. 

* The little farmer uses the spade like the Irish Con-acre man, 

| Agriculture de l'ouest de la France, Revue Trimestville, 

to which he is frequently subjected, from the various 

epidemics affecting cattle. It is essential that he 

should at such times have early recourse to the best 

advice and assistance ; yet the large bills which are 

soon run up by the veterinary surgeon deter the farmer 

from seeking his aid in the onset, and the disease which 

(as in the case of pleuro-pneumonia) in its early stages 

is almost beyond the skill of the practitioner, runs its 

course ; and before the cow-house is freed from the 

pest, many valuable beasts have perished. Inde- 

pendently of the positive loss, these casualties are a 

fruitful source of anxiety to the farmer ; to free him 

from which, and also to secure him from those heavy 

losses which have borne down many deserving men, I 

beg him to consider attentively (which, if he does, I think, 

he will adopt) the following suggestions :—lstly, that 

he shall, whilst his cattle are in health, contract with a re- 

speetable veterinary surgeon for all necessary medicines, 

and attendance, at a given sum per head per annum, i 

or weli. By adopting this course, he will divide the 

expenses of a year of calamity over a series of years 5 

should his cattle be ill, he has recourse at once to the 

best advice, and the respectable surgeon is exempt from 

the suspicion of making a bill, no small comfort to an 
honourable man. So far for disease ; but as, in spite 

of the best medical assistance, death frequently ensues, 
I suggest, 2ndly,— That he shall insure his cattle in 
one of the Insurance Offices, established expressly for 
the purpose of insuring the live stock of farmers, &e. 
Here, again, he will adopt the same principle laid down 

before, that of making each year bear its average share 
of loss. To the reflecting farmer little need be said on 

the advantages of being able to caleulate his outgoings 

on this head with as much precision as any other ex- 

penses of his farm. What the writer here recommends 

to others he practises himself—G. B..C., Manchester, 

March 4. 
Phosphate of Lime as Food for Plants.—l do not 

seek to trespass on your columns. My present object 

is merely to suggest, whether it has not escaped your 

attention, that you have now inserted two explanations, 

atly contradictory of each other ; and whether it is not 

rather incumbent on you to step forth as arbiter, 

and to point out on which side the truth lies. The 

contradiction to which I refer is this: that Mr. B., in 

page 91, asserts that carbonic acid decomposes phos- 

phate of lime; while Mr, G. (page 108) states that 

carbonic acid renders it soluble, but does not decom- 

pose it. I have no doubt in my own mind that Mr. B.'s 

explanation is unfounded altogether ; Mr. G.’s experi- 

ment is almost conelusive, but cannot be considered 

quite beyond objection, until he can imitate the sup- 

posed process of nature, by effecting the solution in 

question without the previous application of muriatic 

acid and ammonia.—2. V. [Mr. Gyde says that car- 

bonic acid water dissolves bone-earth, and he does 

not say that it “ does not decompose Ead „We do not 

consider the two paragraphs at all i tent. Mr. 

Gyde states the facts, and Mr. Bree's statement of 

theory satisfactorily explains them. What is the fact ? 

—that a gallon of carbonic acid water will dissolve 30 

grains of bone-earth, out of any given quantity acted 

upon; and the theory 1—that the carbonic acid has not 

simply driven off a portion of phosphoric acid (which 

is found in solution), and taken its place in union with 

the lime, but that its affinity for lime, assisted by the 

existing affinity of bone-earth for phosphoric acid, has 

induced such an interchange of elements (one portion 

of bone-earth being decomposed—its lime uniting with 

carbonic acid, and its phosphoric acid uniting with the 

phosphate of lime in another), that the resulting com- 

ounds are a super-phosphate of lime which is soluble 

in water, and a carbonate of lime found among the sedi- 

ment.] 
Electro-culiure and the Potato Disease.—Your in- 

sertion, on the 7th inst., of the Rev. Edwin Sydney's 
statement, that his Potatoes within an electrified space 
were healthy, while those outside, but in the same soil, 
were much diseased, induces me to direct the attention 

of your readers to a similar circumstance reported by 
the Rev. F. Lockey, and published in the last number 

of the * Eleetrical Magazine," page 234 ; and to add, 

that a parallel instance, as to their preservation from 

disease, but without a very marked inerease of the erop, 

has been communicated to me. 
it is rather difficult forthe mind to reconcile with the 

ption thai t lt has no influence on 

vegetation. But when I state that these facts are per- 

fectly consistent with, and to be expected, if viewed in 

connection with the scientific facts on which the doc- 

trine of eleetro:eulture is based, it seems to me that 
ee cca citi eeu dico 

ie hectare contain If English. acres and a 

These are faets which: 
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"ven scepticism should pause. A great calamity is inti- 
mately connected with this subject. These three crops 
of electrified Potatoes were equally influenced by rain, 
moisture, and temp ; with those uneli grown | the coast of Essex was exposed about two months 

Also in the south of | since. Uponsome partof itthe water remained the greater 
close to them in the same soil. 
France, where two crops of Potatoes are annually ob- 
tained, the first of this year was quite healthy, while 
the second crop was very much the reverse, although 
this latter, which suffered severely from the disease, 
enjoyed a superior temperature—of the air, 5° 5/ 
(Reaumer or Centigrade) ; of solar heat, at 2 p.m., 8° 4’ 
(R. or C.) ; and of the temperature of the earth, at the 
depth of a metre, 7? (R. or C.) ; and 9 inches less rain 
feil than there did on the spring crop ; and the mini- 
mum of temperature was only 0° 4’ for the second crop 
lower than for the first fruitful and healthy one. (See 
the Report of M. de Gasparin to the Académie des Sci- 
ences of Paris, or the * Plough,” No. 2. p. 178.) Now, 
itis evident that in all these important particulars the 
Second erop was most favoured. Again, it has by seve- 
ral persons been reported that in high and dry soils 
they have found the Potatoes diseased, and, in the low 
samd wet soils in the neighbourhood, perfectly healthy. 
T might particularise one such st of one of your 
correspondents in the Isle of Wight. Contrast this 
with the fact mentioned by Dr. Lyon Playfair, 
in his first lecture at the Royal Institution, that in 
former years the water found in healthy Potatoes was 
72 per cent., but this year 75 per cent. ; and in the un- 
healthy 80 to 83 per cent.; so that if it appears that 
neither to the soil, nor to temperature, nor to external 
moisture, is this disease in the Potato to be ascribed, 
where are we to look for the cause ?_R. Dewey Forster, 
Findrassie, near Elgin, Feb. 24. P.S. The presence 
of casein instead of albumen, as noticed by Liebig, the 
-absence of nearly two-thirds of the usual quantity of 
mitrogen, and the existence of one-eighth too much 
water, I esteem effects of some other agent ; and that 
that agent is sudden in its action, both this year and 
‘last testify. 

Deep Draining. — One fact is worth a thousand 
doubtful and conflicting opinions. I will state a 
fact that must I think convince every reasonable 
‘person that it is the depth of drains that produces dry- 
ness, and not their closeness or mode of filling up. 
Close and shallow drains shall have ceased running, and 
yet the land shall be wet. Deep and distant drains 
shall be still discharging, and itl ding the sur- 
face will be dry. Here is a case in point: In a nine 
aere field, six acres of it were drained 12 ft. apart, and 
2 ins..deep ; the drains filled up 10 ins. with stones, 

and around 2-inch pipe. These drains act perfectly, and 
commence running in winter about 20 minutes after the 
rain falls, .Thisdrainage cost 107. per acre.- The other- 
three aeres Were drained three months since, at a cost 
of 3/. 4s. per aere, as follows :—1-inch pipes, no stones 
-or bushes, but the earth returned into the drains ; dis- 
tance 33 ft. from drain to drain ; depth about 32 ins. at 
the diteh, and carried into the rising ground 5 ft., each 
its own leader; the drains right up and down the land 
with the fall. Most people would suppose that the 
¢losely drained land with such an abundant ventilation 
by stones and a large pipe would dry the land best ; 
such, however, is not the fact, but the very reverse, as 
T will now show. This field being in fallow, afforded a 
good opp ity for a pari; It is a very strong 
tenacious clay, much of the same quality on all parts of 
‘it, and has a fall of many feet. For the last three 
weeks I have watched it under various circumstances, 

-and in every ease the three acres deeply drained pre- 
sented quite a contrast to the shallow drained portion, 
‘So far as the colour of the field could be discerned the 
contrast is plainly perceptible ; the deep drained side a 
uniform light drab colour ; the shallow drained a dark 
er black colour, becoming gradually more patchy as the 
ground got dryer ; but showing that although the drains 
had some time ceased running, the water was held up 
to the surface by capillary attraction. In fact so marked 
and uniform was the distinction, that the two opposite 
sides of the field looked at some hundred yards distance 
Kke different soils, and yet the deep drains were still 
weeping. "The question of deep or shallow drainage in 
strong soils is far too important nationally and indivi- 
-dually to remain in doubt or abeyance, and I eall upon 
those whose minds are biassed to throw off prejudiee 
and be guided by facts—not by assumptions and opi- 
«ions. Let them consider that gravity has no weight in 
the presence of capillary attraction. I mean that how- 
ever heavy water may be, and however inclined it is to 
descend, it is absolutely made to rise up many feet 
instead of falling. Look at the interior of church-walls, 
the outsides of white-washed cottages, &c. ; you often see the water staining the walls at a height of 6 or 7 ft., 
‘depending upon the capillary powers of the material, 
and its capacity for heat or dryness. Look at the sides 
of ditches in a drying March day. ou will see that 
-although they have ceased running, the ground for 18 
;or more inches high is black with wetness. We must 
mever forget that the hills are always the wettest places, 
and consequently into the hills should we cut deeply, 
‘Phe capillary power is strongest in the hills. Any man 
who drains the valley and not the hill, will find his land 
still wet. I hope we shall hear no more of carrying off 
the “top water," and with it the best of our manure. 
We all admit the benefits of irrigation ; but forget that 
the richest irrigation is that from the clouds, charged 
with heat, ammonia, carbonic acid, &e., which common 
sense should teach us to carry through our land, not 
over it.—J. Mechi, Tiptree Hall, March 25. 

Land Flooded by Sea Water.—1l shall be greatly 

obliged if you will state the most eligible course to pur- 
sue in the case of pasture and arable land, which has 
been flooded by sea water during the high tides to which 

part of two days ; other parts were only inundated dur- 
ing 6 or 8 hours. The Wheat and Clover appears now 
to be dying, although at first it did not present any ap- 
pearance of injury.—C. H. B. [Have our corres- 
pondents any experience which would be useful “to 
SOREL Bet? à 

Eaperiments.—1t is much to be desired that such of 
your pondents as rep peri would be 
careful to conduct them from beginning to end with 
minute attention to contingent circumstances which 
may affect the results, and to be as accurate as possible 
in their weights and measures. I am induced to make 
these remarks from reading the report of an experi- 
ment on Swedish Turnips, p. 123, which is, in my 
opinion, rendered nugatory by the observation that 
“two yards were measured in each aere ;” surely if it 
were right to record the experiment at all, it was worth 
while to weigh more than two yards in each acre ; the 
whole should have been weighed : half the experiments 
recorded are in the same predicament.—Lusor. 

Draining being the mine from which agriculturists 
are to obtain a means of subsistence, I may be again 
permitted to allude to the subject, even with the prospect 
-of being accused of repetition. On a former occasion 
I raised my humble voice in favour of three feet drains 
-n preference to any other depth, and I still continue of 
‘that opinion ; whether tiles and soles are used, or tubes, 
will depend very much as to the facility of procuring 
them and the cost—both are good. I once recom- 
mended a trial of clay draining for pastures as prac- 
tised on the stiff soils of Gloucestershire. It can be 
done for less than half the charge for draining accord- 
ing to the usual plan, and answers extremely well, I 
recollect being rather taken to task on introducing the 
subject, for supposing that water would find its way 
through clay, pressed down as I had described ; it how- 
ever runs off merrily, as I can speak from experience. 
As economy in agriculture will be more necessary than 
ever, clay draining might be made available in large 
damp parks and extensive rushy pastures, where the 
land was strong enough to admit of it. It is quite re- 
freshing to see so many writers advocating the applica- 
tion of capital to land, and condemning the folly of 
farming without having money at command. It is also 
satisfactory to read some quiet remarks relative to 
Thistles, &c., growing where Wheat ought to spring up. 
I hope a few individuals may be induced to notice any 
localities during the ensuing spring and summer, where 
great neglect is apparent in the cultivation of the soil. 
I do mot say this ill-naturedly, but when there are 
hundreds out of employment, it is a shame and a sin 
to have valuable land overgrown with weeds.—F'alcon. 

Sootíetits. 
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY or ENGLAND. 
A WEEKLY Couxci, was held at the Society's house, 

in Hanover-square, on Wednesday last, the 11th of 
March; present, Tuomas RAYMOND Barker, Esq., in 
the chair; Sir R. Price, Bart., M.P. ; F. Burke, Esq.; 
F. C. Cherry, Esq. ; B. Gibbs, Esq. ; Professor Sewell ; 
W. R. C. Stansfield, Esq., M.P. ; C. H. Turner, Esq. ; 
G. Wilbraham, Esq., M.P.; H. Wilson, Esq.; B. 
Almack, Esq.; G. R. Barker, Esq.; T. B. Browne, 
Esq.; H. Burr, Esq. ; Dr. Calvert; W. Cuthbertson, 
Esq.; A. E. Fuller, Esq., M.P.; J. A. Knipe, Esq. ; 
A. Majendie, Esq.; A. Ogilvie, Esq. ; E. Parkyns, 
Esq. ; H. Price, Esq. ; T. Turner, Esq. ; T. R. Tweed, 
Esq. ; and J. L. Wight, Esq. 

The following new members were elected :— 
Wheatley, Matthew, Shieldfield, Newcastle-on-Tyne 
Peel, Jonathan, Accrington-house, Blackburn, Lancashire 
Barber, Thomas, Hobland-hall, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk 
Atkinson, John, Newbiggin, Hexham, Northumberlan: 
Nelson, William, Olive-house, Alnwick, Northumberland 
Lawson, Edward, Redesdale-cottage, Newcastle-on. Tyne 
Thurlow, Rev. Thomas, Baynard’s-park, Guildford, Surrey 
The names of 19 candidates for election at the next 

meeting were then read. 
The following communications were received :— 
1, From Professor SEwELL, on the part of extensive 

cattle salesmen, in the metropolis, complaining o: 
the serious injuries to which stock were exposed 
in their conveyance by railway, in consequence of 
the improper treatment to which they were sub- 
jected, and the want of proper arrangements for 
their stowage and transit ; and the great loss sus- 
tained on that account by their owners. The ex- 
tent to which such injuries were inflicted was cor- 
Toborated by Mr. Cherry and Dr. Calvert; Mr. 
Cherry suggesting that the animals should be placed 
in divided compartments, and that spring-puffers 
should be placed between the trucks. 

- From Mr. Owen, of Westerfield, near Ipswich, on 
the use of Sea-water as Manure, 

. From Mr. Erry, of New Ross, Treland, on an ex- 
periment in progress on the Feeding of Sheep with 

urze. 
. From Mr. NEILE, of Belle-ville, county of Wick- 
low, a present of Potato seeds, carefully collected 
from healthy plants of 1845 

5. From Mr. Rogers and Mr. Brown, communica- 
tions on the subject of the Potato disease, 

6. From Mr. Doveras, on the Removal of Dis- 
eases of Cattle arising from their Teethin g. 

The Council then adjourned to Wednesday next, the 

Giy 
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AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY ASSOCIATION. 
AT the late monthly meeting, Professor Jounston 

mentioned in reference to the planting of diseased Pota- 
toes, that ithad been stated by Dr. Greville and him- 
self, that there was no physiological or botanical reason 
for concluding that because a Potato was diseased, that: 
therefore it would of necessity produce an unsound and’ 
diseased plant, and consequently diseased tubers. He 
should not enter into the botanical reasons for this 
opinion ; but he would direct attention to the fact that 
inasmuch as the disease was situated in the cellular 
tissue, and did not till a late period in the process of 
decay affect the part that germinated, there was no- 
reason to suppose that the shoot which sprouted out 
might not be perfectly healthy, though surrounded by 
diseased matter, That opinion was the result of 2 
knowledge of the botanical structure of the Potato, and 
was also consistent with all they knew of the nature of 
the shoots which up to that time had been observed to 
spring inapparently robusthealth. Since their last meet- 
ing however experiments had been brought forward by 
Professor Lindley, and published by him, accompanied 
by a strong opinion of the risk which would attend the 
planting of Potatoes not perfectly sound. He affirms 
that “diseased sets will produce diseased crops’’—as if 
no sound tubers could be produced from them—an 
opinion which he thought stronger than the circum- 
stances warranted, e also mentions that apparently 
sound Potatoes have been planted which have produced 
sprouts apparently healthy, but have afterwards fully 
developed the disease, and sometimes have shown fungi; 
and he therefore draws the further conclusion, that 
great danger exists in planting even apparently sound 
Potatoes from diseased districts—thus excluding from 
use as seed the whole produce of that large portion of 
the island which has been affected by the disease. He 
did not think, however, that the reasoning or the con- 
clusions of Professor Lindley were justified by the 
facts he had stated. As to those which had been 
forced, he observed that the circumstances in grow. 
ing Potatoes in a forcing house were so different 
from those attending their growth in the ordinar 
field, that they could not draw fair conclusions in 
regard to the extent of the disease which was likely 
to appear in the latter, from that which manifested it- 
self in the hot atmosphere and fermenting soil of a ` 
forcing-house. But that was a mere opinion he enter- 
tained. Still he thought they should not discourage 
the people at large by broad statements of merely pro- 
bable consequences ; they should rather suggest such 
remedies as their knowledge enabled them to communi- 
eate. Such sweeping opinions as these should not be 
issued to the country, unless upon the surest evidence, 
as they were likely 3to produce bad effects; and a 
single expression unhappily chosen, might produce in- 
jurious consequences. There was another point to 
which he wished to allude, which was brought out by 
Dr. Greville from the returns which had been received, 
They would recollect that the last meeting was unani- 
mous in reference to the choice of Potatoes—that all 
those who knew anything about the subject concurred 
in the opinion, that the variety of Potatoes termed 
* Cups," was that which in Scotland had failed the 
least, He, therefore, thought that wherever Cups could. 
be had ; they should be selected ; for out of 26 returns, 
22 alleged that that variety was the least affected. He 
would even venture to state it as an opinion which 
would regulate his own practice were he a farmer, that 
sound Potatoes of the Cup variety, though from a 
diseased district, would be less likely to fail than sound 
Buffs, Flat Reds, or Lumpers brought from a district 
in which no disease had hitherto appeared. Professor 
Johnston then alluded to the other causes supposed to 
modify the disease, as the influence of the climate, &e., 
upon which he would not enlarge, as Mr. Milneand Dr, 
Greville would give much information upon the subject, 
—Mr. Mirwz, who had undertaken the meteorological 
branch of the enquiry, then stated at great length the 
result of his investigation, which is not yet completed ; 
but of this we can only find room for a very short ab. 
stract. He showed that rain could not have caused 
the disease, but he was inclined to think that htere was 
evidence of unusual and long-continued cold in the dis. 
eased districts, sufficient to have injured the Potato 
plants, especially in rich or highly manuyed soils; and 
he was led the more to this conclusion from learning 
that the weather, especially in September, had not been 
so ungenial in the northern counties. "To these two 
causes, then, viz., the much smaller amount of tempera- 
ture last summer, and the abnormal distribution of it, 
he was inclined at present to ascribe the failure in the 
Potato crop, without the necessity of assuming any 
degeneracy of the species, or the wafting of seeds of 
fungi through the air. He recommended that the 
most hardy varieties should be alone or chiefly culti- 
vated; that the Potato ought not to be stimulated with 
too much manure; that plants should be grown 
specially for seed, in order that stronger and more 
vigorous sets may be obtained than may be got from 
Potatoes grown for the table ; that the time of ripening 
ought to be accelerated by early planting, draining, &c. and, finally, that the shaws ought to be eut over, when- 
ever any general appearance of disease manifests itself 
onthem. Mr. Milne illustrated his statements by exhi- 
biting tables of rain and temperature made up from 
registers in England and Scotland.—Dr. GREVILLE 
stated, with reference to the remarks which Prof. 
ohnston had made relative to the accounts of forced 

Potatoes having already been attacked with the disease, 
18th inst, that all Dr. Lindley said deserved, from his high cha- 
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racter, the greatest consideration ; yet in this instance 
e (Dr. Greville) thought that more was drawn from 

the experiments than they might be found to justify. 
Certainly every farmer would act wisely in obtaining 
the best seed which circumstances admitted of, and from 
@ non-infected district if convenient. But from the 
accounts already known, and still accumulating, in 
favour of the Cup variety, there was strong reason to 
hope that sound sets, although from an infected dis- 
trict, would under careful management produce a satis- 
factory return. The vitality of that variety was re- 
markable, and it was known (unlike most kinds), to 
bear producing year after year on the same land with- 
out deterioration. 

Farmers’ Clubs. 

SUBJECTS FOR DISCUSSION. 
12, THE VALUE AND COST OF FARM BUILDINGS. 

are worth ** 14 years’ purchase ;”* i. e. 74 x 2 E 5 $ = =] E g $ z g B 5 i: E: = $ E B E E] E: E 2 S ° 

ho is to Pay for their Cost 2—The landlord, of course, as 
they go to increase the value of his property. And he may pay for them directly, charging, as we have said, 7} per cent. for his 
outlay ; or he ma; 
privileges to the tenant as the latter may consider it to be his 
interest to accept on the condition of erecting farm buildings 

We consider permanency of tenure for 21 years at 
the present value of the land, 

e as more money than 
he can invest in cultivation, it will be much more for his interest 
that his landlord should erect them, and charge him for their 
annual value ; because, while in both cases he will enjoy the 
same advantages, in the one, at the end of 21 years, he will find 

i i 20007. Supposing them to 
mulated at compound interest, 

This opinion, however, may be controverted—** much ma; 
said on both sides"—and on the arguments brought forward by 
either party will depend the interest of this discussion. 

MarpsroNE: Annual Meeling.—Mr. Barnes in pro- 
posing as a toast * the Prosperity of Agriculture," said, 
Let any one survey the Wealds of Kent and Sussex, 
and he must see much which ought to be corrected. 
He was last week in a portion of Sussex, where there 
Was a considerable quantity of land which might be 
said to be lti d, wide hedg » hanging 
timber, small l all highly detri l to the 

nd, and preventing it from producing half of what it 
is capable. It was a strange fact that their leases for 
the most part contained clauses absolutely preventing 
the tenant from removing a single spit from the side o 
their hedgerows, which were overspread with thorns 
&nd weeds. In many parishes which had been surveyed 
for the purpose of the Tithe Commutation Act, no less 
than one acre in ten was lost in this way, and that one 
aere is capable of produeing half as mueh more as those 
around it. He felt assured the company present, both 
commercial and agrieultural, would lend their aid ani 
influence in endeavouring to proeure a removal of these obstacles to Improvement, by eireulating the faets he 
mentioned, until they reached the ears of those who 
had the power to remove them. There was no farmer 
who laboured in his own fields but must feel his spirits 
broken down, and his energies enfeebled, by such dis- 
couraging circumstances—when he saw the high timber, 
the wide hedges, which defeated all his efforts. It was 
utterly useless to sow seed near these trees and hedges, 
for if they did so there would not be halfa crop. He 
new instances of small inclosures where full half the 
d was spoiled from the want of air and sun. These 
am QUE staring them in the face, and they could not 
of. Th gee the advantages they were thus deprived 
they fia had no back country to fall back upon, as 

America and other countries. It behoved 
; to use their best efforts to obtain the’ re- 

was, in fact, in a state, as regarded i dp & many parts of it, of 
comparative barrenness, compareq to AS it might be 
under a more Se System of cultivation, But the question was, Whence was the out], rtis O tede Hd. must e ay to effect this to be 

nust say it would d 4 ; 
landlord who was in a situation nes doubly pay any 
the whole outlay at his own Charge, while he would 
greatly benefit the occupier. Some landlords had come 
forward to do this, charging 6 or 7 per cent. for drain- 
ing with tiles, which would remain for vet: and this 
Would amply repay them in a short time, and the tenant ig cie aati 

* Dwelling houses paid only 7} per cent. when the risk, durin the war, of all money investments was much greater, ” 4 E 

would be benefited far beyond the amount of his ad- 
ditional rent. At the same time he had a strong 
objection to that deep draining which was recommended 
by some on their clay lands, believing from his own 
experience that the soil would not admit the water to 
the drains at so great a depth. There were other no- 
tions of the present day to which he equally objected. 
One of those which had started up was the thin sowing, 
alluded to in the report. He had great respect for Mr. 
Hewitt Davis, or any other man who would travel out 
of the beaten track in search of improvement, but in 
this case he. could not think the system recommended 
atall beneficial He had never witnessed any failure 
equal to that occasioned by too slight a plant. He had 
lost more from this cause than from wet, worm, or any 
other cause.—Mr. Nesbit made a few observations re- 
lative to the applicability of chemistry and science to 
agriculture, and in what way the practical farmer might 
avail himself of their aid. During the last 10 years 
chemistry had made such advances, that there was no 
doubt at all of the benefits that must result from its 
application to agriculture. With respect to its general 
outline it was very plain and simple. Farmers were in 
the habit of putting dung on their land—to produce a 
crop. Suppose they put the same weight of bricks, no 
such results would follow. It was not then the weight 
simply. They must therefore look to what the manure 
was composed of—and it is thus discovered that some 
substances are useful—others not so—and the benefit 
of chemistry is to show us what substances are useful 
and what are not—in what proportions some substances 
are more useful than others—w! di 

He conducts his little farm, which is naturally of a good 
quality, with the greatest care and economy, and has 
most excellent crops, particularly Italian Rye-grass, 
which he had cut three times this season. The next 
farm we visited was John Gilliland’s, containing 8 acres, 
3 roods, and 9 perches—one field. The cows are con- 
stantly kept in the house. He has a very convenient 
house for them, with a passage at their head for a hand- 
cart to convey their food to them, so that Mrs. Gilli- 
land can attend to them while her husband is engaged 
in the farm. He has levelled all inside ditches, and has 
it nearly all furrow-drained. On the site of an old 
ditch he has planted Potatoes, one part with farm-yard 
manure, and the other part with guano ; the Potatoes 
planted on the guano (we found on examining a portion 
of both) had quite the advantage, both as regards size 
and quantity. Mr. Gilliland is not only an excellent 
farmer, but also a tolerably good mechanic. He builds, 
plasters, and does the carpenter work of all his little 
concern. The entrance into his farm, his cottage, and, 
in fact, everything he has, bear a comfortable and 
pleasing appearance. His mode of conveying the urine 
from the cow-house, by a metal pipe (over a stream of 
water that comes from a well), till it empties into a well- 
prepared liquid manure tank, pleased us very much. 
Mrs. G. appears to manage her part with equal clever- 
ness and attention. The next farm we visited was Mr. 
Greer’s. This was a very creditable farm, with an ex- 
cellent stock, but they were not so strictly house-fed as 
those last mentioned. The next farm we visited was 
Jacob Albin’s, containing 9 acres. We found this a 

g are 
taken out of the land by certain crops, and what ma- 
nure it is therefore necessary to put on to restore the 
soil to its proper state. With this view he had lately 
been making an analysis of the Hop, from a sample 
furnished him by Mr. Pain, of Farnham, and he had 
found that a crop averaging 4 ewt. to the acre took out 
of the soil 17 Ibs. of potash per aere. This, therefore, 
was the substance to be supplied. Now if they put on 
a manure containing only a small portion of potash, 
they must either put on an enormous quantity to pro- 

duce the result, or if they only put on a small quantity 
they would have but a small crop. To supply the 
potash requisite for the Hop plantation he had men- 
tioned, it would be necessary to put on 1 ton 5 ewt. of 

guano, whereas 3 cwt. of guano would supply all the other 
things wanted, except the potash, which the chemist could 
supply at a trifling expense. ‘This showed how great a 
saving might be effected by the due application of 
chemistry. 

Farm Memoranda. 
Swann Farms NEAR MARKETHILL.— The follow- 

ing is a report of certain small farms on Lord 
Gosford’s estate, near Markethill | Mr. Ferguson, 
one of the judges to decide upon their relative merits, 
and to determine with which the challenge cleck offered 
by Lord Gosford should remain this year, made the 
following statement at the late meeting there :—* We 
first viewed the farm of William Wallace, containing 
7 acres, 2 roods ; then that of Robert M‘Clinchy, contain- 
ing 10 acres, 3 roods, and 17 perches ; and that of John 
M‘Clinchy, containing 10 acres, 17 perches; all of 
which farms were exceedingly creditable to the parties 
that occupied them. Robert M‘Clinchy was short of 
stock, having only one cow, one horse, and two pigs, 
but his farm showed more labour to have been expended 
on it than any of the others. He has, we understand, 
been in bad health, but is now well; and from the ap- 
pearance of his farm, and the exertions he is making, 
we have no doubt, next year, he will be able to show as 
good a stock as the others. None of them had any 
permanent pasture ; and Robert M'Clinchy had levelled 
all his ditches, except one at the side of a road going 
through the farm ; and a considerable portion was 
furrow-drained, all having a fair proportion of Turnips 
and fodder for their stock. The next farm we visited 
was Bernard Nugent's, containing 2 acres, 2 roods, and 
25 perches, in one field, consisting of the following 
crops, viz., Potatoes, 1 acre; Turnips, 1 rood, 20 perches; 
Clover, 3roods ; Oats, 1 aere, 1 rood ; Flax, 35 perches. 
His stock consisted of one good cow and one large pig. 
Mrs. Nugent seems to understand, and, in faet, to 
manage everything with respect to the cultivation of 

ery little farm ; the Potatoes and Turnips 
well cultivated, and a very superior crop. Mr. Albin 
had lost three cows this summer by the distemper. He 
had purchased another, which, with a very superior one 
Lord Gosford had the kindness to make him a present 
of, were doing well Mrs. A. appears to manage the 
dairy department exceedingly well, which for cleanness 
and neatness could not be surpassed. The next farm 
we visited was Samuel Loudon’s, containing 8 acres, 
2 roods, and 30 perches—in two fields. There does not 
appear to be a more thriving or more industrious man 
on the estate than this person. Every kind of grain 
was good, particularly his Oats. He has his Flax dams 
placed at the top of his farm, and he always turns the 
Flax-water on his fields. The part where the Oats 
grew so luxuriant had been thus watered the autumn 
before. The next farm we visited was Mr. Bradford’s, 
containing 10 acres, 3 roods, and 30 perches—in two 
fields. This is also a very industrious man. a 
is family cultivate their farm almost exclusively with 

the spade, which is producing them four times as much 
as before he began house-feeding. The cows are kept 
constantly confined in the house. On having them 
turned out, they seemed to enjoy their minutes’ liberty 
with the greatest glee. Mr. Bradford had taken a erop 
of hay off the part of the ground sown in Turnips, and 
yet they appeared to be'a very good crop. "The next 
farm we visited was Mr. Rolston’s, containing 12 acres, 
1 rood, and 15 perches. His stock consisted ‘of three 
cows, one horse, and two large pigs, and le says he in- 
tends levelling his ditches next year. I cannot sit dowa 
without expressing the pleasure we felt on visiting these 
farms, and witnessing so much comfort in so man 
families. I would also beg leave to express the plea- 
sure with which we viewed the spirit of rivalry which 
exists among the female competitors, as I may term 
them, with respect to Lord Gosford’s clock. Our deci- 
sion is—lst, Mr. Gilliland; 2d, Mr. Albin; 3d, Mr. 
Beatty ; 4th, Mr. Bradford; and, of course, Mr. Gilli- 
land will now recover the clock which Mr. Beatty took 
from him last year.” 

Miscellaneous. 
Thin Sowing.—'The bad use made by Mr. Barnes, 

at the annual dinner of the Maidstone Farmers’ Cluby 
of the speech of the Rev. Mr. Huxtable, at the Stur- 
minster Farmer’s Club, to prejudice farmers against 
what is termed thin sowing, induces me very reluc- 

tantly to trespass on the attention of your readers, by 

making some observations in reply. ‘ The sum of the 

Rev. Mr. Huxtable’s remarks is simply this. That he 

had tried thin sowing, and that notwithstanding he had 
hoed his Wheat again and again, the weeds at harvest 
had hered his corn.” [See the original speech as 

this beautifully managed field. Her husband is em- 

ployed at Gosford, and she does all the work of the 
little farm, and attends to her cow and pig. The cow 
she keeps constantly in the house, and the pig she feeds 
with Potatoes and buttermilk. It comes out of its sty 
at her call, and stands up to be washed, seemingly with 
good will. This operation Mrs. N. performs every Satur- 

day night, and her care is fully repaid, not only by the 
affection with which the pig appears to regard its mis- 
tress, but with the surprising growth of the animal. 
Mrs. (N. affirmed it to be 4 months old; none of us 
being a judge of the age of a pig by its mouth (though, 
by its bulk, we were of opinion that the good wife had 
just forgot to place a 1 before the 4), we, of course, be- 

lieved what she told us. Mrs. N. showed us the best 
spread flax we ever saw ; and, in fact, taking all the 
crops in this field into consideration, we doubt if there 
was another field of equal size in the county that con- 

tained a more valuable erop. The next farm we visited 

was John Beatty’s, containing 9 acres, 1 rood, and 32 

perches. His stock consisted of two cows, in fine con- 

dition, kept constantly in the house ; two large pigs, 
and a litter of small ones. Mr, Beatty appears to be a 
thriving man, and, as he told us, is quite prepared to 

purchase more land, when any offers convenient to him, 

given in the county papers.] My arguments in favour 
of sowing only a bushel of Wheat to the aere, I beg to 
summarily present to such of your readers as have not 
seen my little work, “ The Injury and Waste of Corn 
from too thickly Sowing.” The present return in Eng- 
land from the seed sown averages only about tenfold, 
whilst a single grain planted where space to tiller is 
afforded, yields from one to two thousand fold, An 
ordinary ear of Wheat affords 40 grains; therefore a 
bushel of Wheat sown on an acre, and producing only 
one ear to each grain, that is without any tillering, 
must return 40 bushels. As one root where space is 
given, will give from 30 to 40 ears, there can be no oc- 
casion to sow more than a bushel per acre (if it be 
evenly spread), even supposing that a loss. of 29 out of 
30 of the sceds be anticipated, because the loss of ad- 
Joining plants will be met by the tillering of the sur- 
Yivors. On the other side, if more than a bushel of 
Wheat be sown, and produce plants, more plants will 
be created than can attain maturity, and the conse- 
quence in the spring and summer must follow, that 
the whole will not have space to grow, and instead of 
a healthy, vigorous growth, and full ears, at har-- 
vest, there will be a slight straw and small ears ; ex- 
actly the same result as that which too often mayb2 
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seen in’ crowded — plantations, where none of the trees, 
from their number, attain full growth, and many per: ish 
from disease. have here given what I term the 
rationale of my recommendation, and I trust I have 
only farther to observe, to induce your farming readers 
each to test my recommendation, that my practice in 
the first instance was to sow 23 bushels of Wheat per 
acre, and my alterations arose fect observing that the 
thinner sown grain ever in the latter stages grew best, 
and yielded most at harvest, and further, that. although 
I farm largely Ihave not at this time an acre of land of 
my own that has so much as one bushel of Wheat sown 
to the acre ; and that nothing has ever occurred or 
come to my knowledge to cause me to doubt that I am 
right in advising such apparently very thin sowing, I 
have some hundreds of letters in confirmation of my 
practice. Ican name large farmers who are adopting 
my very small proportions of seed, from their own ex-, 
perience, and indeed scarcely a day passes that does not 
bring me letters in its favour ; but I never yet brought 
thin sowing forward as a means to counteract bad farm- 
ing; neither thin sowing, high manuring, nor clean 
cultivation, separately, w ill ensure a crop ; "and itis an 
error to visit every failure of thin sowing as the conse- 
quence of too little seed. I know that many hun- 
dreds of quarters of corn have this year been saved by 
my means, and to advantage ; this knowledge, when 
failure of food is so much to be dreaded, is a happiness 
to me.— Extract from a Letter by Hewitt Davis, in the 
Maidstone Gazette. 
A Mode of Illustrating the Injury done to Manure, by 

being repeatedly Flooded with Rain Water.—Suppose 
that any of the married men in this company was to 
get hold of his wife’s teapot, after she had done with it, 
and was to dry up the leaves carefully, and bring them 
to her for her tea the next morning, I would just ask 
you, whether she would be likely to fud out the trick or 
not? I imagine she would not be long in discovering 
the cheat ; and I might venture to guess he would find 
out to his cost that, if that was the way he was to keep 
her in tea, she would soon finda way to keep him in 
hot water. Now, if the wife would feel so indignant at 
being supplied with tea that had been wet two or three 
times, how ought the farmer to feel that was supplied 
with manure that had been wet two or three hundred 
times? It is true the farm cannot fight its own battle 
as well as the mistress, but there is such a thing as 
passive resistance, and you may depend on it, that in | the 
harvest, the farmer will be made to feel, that in cheat- 
ing his land, by giving it manure which has lost all its 
strength, he has been, in fact, cheating himself, and 
that this may have a worse result even than cheatin 
his wife.—Mr. Blacker, at the late Markethill meeting. 

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS. 

[The e publication of this paragraph was accidentally omitted 
els k.] 

a2. M is the proper season for sowing Peas. a 
cont two to three bushels per acre in rows a foot apart, o 
land which has been well cultivated and reduced to a fine tlt 

VOKWHEAT-J M—Drill, in the ER d M lj bushels per 
acre, in rows m ws Wege on light la 

Cownouss—J stall a MEUS sentiat stable will answer 
perfectly, Kindaes 88; A all m 

Essay on FE ors SD dio = Wet din take. an carly oppor- 
, tunity of publishing extracts. 
FORWARD WHEAT—A ee —Are you inland? Then, as your 
land is light, sow 3 c of salt per acre, harrow it 
in across] the drills, c whenever yout land is dry enough, 

refer it, may wait till April, eal mow the Wheat down, 
ah cub rs no (ere of your hurting the young ear at so early 
a stage of its 

SENE J M Bow early in April 41bs. of seed per acre on a 
nely-pulverised surface, of clean friable land, in rows 16 

inches apart. 
HAND DrsBLE—2M—A simple, heap j cient dibble is, in our opinion, still a qoe Jf (which we cannot imagine) 
you can unite simplicity and redes in Eu ingtruth ent 
costing only 7s, 6d., no doubt it will sell, 

manufact turing the puts for 3 
expences will be iE de dados: 

Lives High Weay—Give cal of the meal to each 
boil it to a mucilage į is abst Pas ree times its bulk of |- 

Xt and po i ov hay chaff in their troughs. 
Pics—M D— t SEES s breed. Mr. Fisher Hobbs, 

of Mark's Tall, i2 Kelvedon, is a good pe: 
an any one ci 

n—It ordinarily weighs a little heavier 
70 Ibs, a bushel is an extraordinary 

Rep CLOVER cee 
than good Wheat. 

ou B n safely fold ewes and 
weeks old. That is 

only if it apo be very strong 
or growing it will be necessary to look after them RESI and 
kisses drive them about lest they should overf. 

SHALLOW B is DRAINED 3 
ManL—. 
a most fertile soil. The surface must be levelled with spade 
or otherwise, and the tufts burned ; and wide trenches should 

e dug, 5 yards apart, down through the marl, and their 
contents thrown over the ridges. Dry weather, succeeded by 
rain, will soon moulder the marl thus Rye i 
have been done last autumn, and the land should have een dug over, and you might then have planted Potatoes 
this spring but now your first crop m 
you should, as soon as possible, lay th 
and depasture with sheep and’ cattle for 2 or years ; faa 
plough it up for Oa: xit adco dO in the autumn, and take some root- crop T following year, 

SHEEP HUSBANDRY- jo, Aoa: on. the Sheep" is the 
completest NH. you can Ee 

STEAM ENGINE—V— rse power engine and 
boiler for from 150%. e 3501. um vill do worth your while to 
get an engine “for 130 acres of plough land and 250 of park; 
and to eut timber, &c." Steaming poor ay and straw is 
said make cattle relish it more. We have not experience on 
the point, but ne of our kioiitpapolidénis may perhaps be 
able to inform 

SUPERPHOSPHATE OF Lime 
sulphuric acid produces in bone: 
answered your question at p. 158. 
is 40, Upper "Thames-street, London 

TANK—. — Let the contents of y our main drain run into a 
tank, cee 6 ‘reat i cep, 6 feet. wide, and 10 feet long, built with 
brick and well ee ed. p of sufficient 
size will EH your pi 
from the botto; 

your proposal—is it not? 

——Y Z—It is the same as that which 
ou will find that we 

Mr. Fothergill’s address 

Quse tie Mere vaew iO poles, a 
‘aggots acres th and ea ver that. The contents ll be best applied by a water-cart over Grass lands arch; or you may pump th t over heaps of any ab- 
sorbent material, such as t hes, strawy dung, dc. a n the garden in this compost form, digging ‘them 
ther in Num 

tch Peas are good sorts 
; the rst. isis the earliest. The Early 

Charlton um Prussian Blue are varieties which will also an- 
swer for field culture in good situations. The Pea n a 
ki inti loam; it oe a lighter soil than the Bean, 

w be turned and commingled ; ee 
intended for the elds aes Carrots are to be sown should bi 
jou ME Re chereHen inch cost ld. per cul uie „yard, m 

Th mer fume now pur pice his stock of seeds—Carrots, Clovers, Gates seeds, Mangold Wurzel, and Turnips; and let 

lands in perch-wide ridges, but wi 
dry, it may be cross-ploughed in great widths. 

ere naturally or artificiall 

Oats s RUD nor be sown, Ha 
fallow crop, and drill 4 bushels per acre in 

Heuer Pickle t 
sack of it separately on the barn fioor, and po: 
out of an iron vessel, or it wi 1l be NET a Sor Hcl of 8 oz, 

by an abundant yield, and good and bulky straw ; 
the second, by the quality of the grain; and the third, by its 
earliness. e Tartarian Oat is largely cu ultivated in bleak 
situations, BERE a a large Ret fh of coarse grain is desired. 

Spring Tares or Vetahes should be sown SA the main 
erop. Drill3 bushels per acre in r2 d inches apar 

Wheat Lands should be ; Docks a Coltsfoot 
flowers pulled; and stones eee pu he: ae Cast every- 
thin, Fat M pra » Get youi 

or Es of S ito and ewt. wing d Pu at dhs pae of from 

ic 
seed Barley by this time; next week 

T imi wit. Three bushels per acre on ood land is sufficient, Sheyalien Bai 
sort to grow in kindly soils un situations. 

Notices dp » Correspondents. 
RURAL CHEMISTRY, by Edward Solly, E ew Es, F.R.S 
yan with a ditions, à ne Topin and will be e s a 

Brans- NotinghonDible about 2 VR deep. 
Bones AND HUR: CID—A Yor Yow 

no doubt answer E m ; 100 be ey sulphuric bona nd 4; bushels of bone-dust dried in mould, and sown Nae per acre, for young Wheat or Oats, ^ York 

: Ewe arley is, we believe, the best stendy : a choice Galt makes abe be 64.—Pork trade is 

plan will bey quien re has been some arrivals from 

To Stock A MOUNTAIN Farm—Shirgar—Excuse the delay of a 
week. 

TunwiP-SEED.—A. Correspondent—Select round or rendra 
Rum fattened us choose those with small necks and n: e tops off amd transplant them i 
MU Ri ese been d akg over 
them ğabout a yard 
spring. If you have anes extent oF bd thus planted, 
all th: at you have to doi to E esa E 'ound with the hoe, and 

ipe e only a single ro: w, each 
plant should be support ted 55 2 eh Do not tr: nifenantintg richly-manured gro 

WHAT “CAN BE” A  Prorrranm PRICE ror Corn ?—Const 
^h, to be sure, can answer for -Reader—No man can tell. Eac 

his em. system of cultivation ; but no one can ere either 
mprovements which may occur in the gue of 

Y neat, Barley, &c., or their influence on price an luc- 
See p. 14. AS s regards what farm. profit ‘in p Sn 2 

ULD amount to; why, there is no limite to be ee isk that 
CO of the question. u ask what it wiLL am. 

e answer—it depends on Ns general dite i the 
country, the market value of land, the abundance of capital, 

the of the farmer. Capital will yield in this busi- 
ness as rich an interest as in any other requiring equal skill. 

Misc—A Sub—Give mare a mild dose o: Pin n 
which a Ves of M Doa a pe d gy with chaff, and a 
rate portio: 5 n hour’s abso pend 
daily fees m fir st SES ie om the second, after which 
T dose of physic,then trotting EDS and afew Beans 
bu. he MN every da; D and plenty of good 
grooming, w y adjuncts, 

"n AAE ME zekota town after qiodissday: cannot be 
"answered the same: week. 

Markets, 
SMITHFIELD, Monpay, Mar. 9.—Per stone of 8 lbs, 

Hest Scots, Herefords, Ao. 4 d oo a pn Downs & Half-breds 5s 4 to $e Best Short Horns . Beat Long-wools Second quality Beasts - 3 o 3 à Ewes and second sualliy 44 40 Calve = Pigs s 0 5x0 ts; 925 Sheen, mios Čaves, “4b; Pigo, 
y; ade very Us. The b at E] 

PEF 

Some of the choicest 
arly 6s. per 81bs.—Veal trade is rather dn]l,—Pork 

8 
He 

È 3 z E 5 E - à 5 

Father better; nice 

Beast s LA "Sheep; 2980; Calves, 131; Mu 380, i mithfield. 
HOPS, Fumar, Mann 

The Hop market continues just in the same mue A Jast:wrdok: 
aN & Sura, Hop-Factors. 

)TAT OBS,—Sournwanx, WATERSIDE, ; Mar. 9. The supply to this market during the n. week has been unusually limited, the nor thern id was brisk for York and Svotch Beda at fur sampler of second-rate 
eds, 808 to M «ua * ton; ditto mora 70sto 110s per ton; 

COVENT GARDE N, Manon 14.— Vegetal de- 
ee are plentifully supplied ; Fruit is nre sufficient for the demand. Wow , Considering. the season, are WA plentifal, and dus Fid ality. Grapes have ered in 
pace since last week. Sia and PN ae supplied He dux 
tities sufficient for the pus not great. Orang 
are very scarce, so much s NES aed hardly be obtained 

i Nuts have ne very little in price since last 
Among Vegetables "gs p is rather on the. Hao; 5 5 

regard to quaj M it is not so good as it has been, the tw 
three cold nights that we nave: lately had being unfavourable to 
ate growth. French Beans are plentiful, but not ud good i in 

arb are ex e former is nt; 
1 rin price. Broccoli and GE winter ome d sufficient 
forthe demand. Brussels Sprouts are not so plentiful as they 

prices. 6d. a 
Radishes, and other Salading, ar and Ue "Ont 
F. Ben chiefly consist of Heaths, ‘Hyacinths, Tu 

ofthe Valley, Pentas carnea, Camellias, ped aes Acacias, 
eames, DUM Grange flowers, Rhododendrons, Cine- rarias, Gardenias, and R 

TS, 
Lemons, Der dozen, 6d to S 

100, Ga to 146, 
d (pak pe 

t Almon 8y ponli ̂s 
Filberta, English, Pls eo 608 pte, Cob, per 100 tbs à 

ni, 207 
o 16s 

Pine Apple, perlb., 6st uh 
Grapes, Hothouse, Berth, 8 

— per 100, 4s to 188 - Brazil, z Seville, per 100, de to 188 n Bianitbe ie. — per dozen, 2s to Chemnuts, pe Pun k, 35 to 88 
Pears, per hf.-s: 8V., 61 to 15s 

VEGETABLES. 
Cabbages, per E Parenips, per doz, 3d to Tod, por dez, 4e 0.8 Scorzonera, per indie, if tole 8d j btaa Jato 196d, | Salsify, ps 
Savoye per aoan id to 1, ae ch is oa to 8s 6d. ns Idi. per hf.-sv., 26 to 8s 

0 2s 6d. Garlo; perlb., 6d to 8d 
ive, per score, 6d to 1a 6d) Cri per score, Ca s to 6d 

Co: a nm o Is. a ushel, 35 to j per 1a hands; 1e to La 0d ldney, per ‘shel ‘Ba toda Mushy ne Pottle, 6d to 1s ‘Turnips, per doz. la to Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 8d Red Beet, per doz., 6d t inch, 3d to 3d. Carrots, per doz. behs., 
ee 
2 hm, buns 6d to 8d Rhubarb, per bundle, id to a ad araley, por Winch, Id tood Asparagus per bundle, 2s to 9s — Roote, per eee le Cucumbers, each, 2s to oe argon, per bunch, 6d Spinach, per sieve, 3s t s 6d ceks,per doz. bunches, i to le 6d 

Celery, per bunsh, us tols 6d 
Cardoons, each, 

HAY.—Per Load of 36 TREN 
MITAELDA Mar. 12. Prime Mead.Hay 853 to 92«| New Hay —ato —s| Ne Infr.New & Rowen 6 65 80 | Clover 80 so 115 | Straw 35 

Jouw faces, CNET 
CUMBERLAND MARKET, Mar, 1 Prime Mend. Hay pro LEES Clover 1108 to 1158 

80 

wClr, ky 

Inferiordo. 90 105 | Straw ^ 3951090& New Hay vs 
osua Baxi, Hay Salesman, 

WHITECHAPEL, Mar. 13. 
80s to 7 | ie lover uo. 101208 Fine Old Hay ~ 

* 90 97 | secum 288 to 84s Inferior Hay 
New Hay lover 

Meieri katany p price, 
RK-LANE, MONDAY, Mar. 9, 

"The supply X “Bnglish Wheat by land carri; 
morning was 

Td prommen this 
condition bein what er qr. was realised E the h p qualities cannot be noted higher ; free Foreign E An good aun onded we did. not hear of ransactions,— y sells pene but , | ordinary desoriptions are offered at low figuros, —The show of EL 

8 good, and we reduc uotations 1s, a er qr. on all mud sof the latter,—Oats are eae, English and 
fine Dim: must be written 6d. per qr. dear 

ITISH, PER IMPERIAL Ser E S. Se Wheat, J deer Kent, and Suffolk: finite -58 à. 6; —- folk, Lincolnshire, and Yorks White 59 68 Barley; wating and distillin Be ods Chevalter At Grind. 93 2 Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorks + Polande $22 Feed ^ 91 25 — mberland and Sot Feed $2 Potato. 23 28 
a: Malt, ale ship TEMO INPS ae 

rtford Gna elves" . eis 
+ ot BÉ Beans, Mazagan, old and new 28 to 40 — "Tick 30 eon, Heligoland 35 to 46 inds 4 

Pons, White + 84 to 38 Maple 28 
An RRIVALS IN THE RIVER LAST 

row 832 44 
Longpod 32 35 

27 80 
WE! Flou ht. | Barl., Malt, P nos Peas English 4028 Ske, — Bole, 4417| 4009 | 6564 | 2492 Her E [rish . » » — — 2705 Foreign . 1088 °» 553 n (usol — | — | 2706] Z leiso | iod 

Mar. 13. 
The XD em 

English on 

been sold at pr CE rates,—Dar] 
fully Maia their late value ; 
Oats are in fair FE and th 

VALS THIS WEEK, 
Wheat Barley Oats Flour English . 7370 4890 5040. 4890 Sks VIDA NETS =- = - Foreign... 12960 120 5160 ^ - 

IMPERIAL inet aly Wheat. | Bar Oats. | Rye. | Beans.) Peas, Jan. 81 per Quarter.| 54r Bd) Sle dal Blsi0d| B2 04, aba dd 36s 8d Feb. Pio. .| 6€ 8| 8010| 91 7| 8t 9| 85 85 6 EXEC ag 54 9| 20 1 9| 332 7| 34 85.7 — mM. . .| 55 0| soi! 91 6| a210| a4 34 8; aE E BR 30 31 5| 38 4| 84 85 9 Man 7 + . «| 5410| 99 8| 2110| a8 6| 2411 | 38 8 
6 weeks’ Aggreg. Aver. | 54 8| 30 8| 91 8| 83 1| 35 oj 350 
Duties on Foreign Grain 18 ^! 8 n! eol 9 «| 7 e| 7 6 
Diagram showing the fluctuations. e oF Corn on the je average of the six weeks ending ANiiediy Max. 

Fan, 7 .91 | Frp, 98 

bry — 4 oz 

EEDS, ana elle ce pum p.ton 8} to. 97 Ber emi 40°" Go| Mustard, Wait cns Glover, ep p - 8) 100 fine oti pi: wj - 50 82 n. -© am Z White, Fori ~ 20 8 | Raposged, ellen Sx 39^ Su = 48 84| Rape Cake s son, - - Gorlandes - lm ode Sainttol = empseer * pergr. 85 T En e= = 
ine. x 2 ares brisa bush. = E 

— Patio 7 
Cahen Eng. per 1000; du T Tun (too o variable for qu for d 
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Sales bp Auction. 
TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, anv OTHERS: 

ESSRS. PROTHEROE aw» MORRIS beg to an- 
nounce that they have received instructions from the 

quU to submit to Public Competition at the Auction 

olomew-lane, uesday, March the 17th, 1846, 

at D [ We the valuable PERDU of SUCCULENT PL ANTS, 
formerly belonging to Tuomas HrrcnEN, Esq., of Norwich, by 
whom siey were collected with extreme care and attention 

uring a long series of yeu The above collection will be 
found well worthy the attention of Amateurs and the Trade.— 
Catalogues can be had upon application at the American Nur- 
sery, Leytonstone; or of Anrmur Maoxis, at the Norwich 
Nursery. 

TO Oe REN D FLORISTS, & OTHERS. 

ESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS will submit 
to publie Senco at the Auction Mart, Bartholomew- 

lane, on Wednesday, March 18, 1846, and following day, at 
12 o'clock, a very fine Collection of CARN NE and PICO- 
TEES, comprising es me SUM voriet so a splendid 
assortment of DAHLIAS di nen PINKS, 
HEARTSEASE, ROSES Ge. hay be Ped the morning of 
Sale, and Catalogues had at the Mart, and of the ‘Auctioneers, 
American Nursery, Leytonstone, 

mae e B. TAIT AND pun NISBET: pat E by 
atth: n M. 

day a a EM esd y, April 6th and iur 1940, at one o "locks. the 
VALUABLE BOTANICAL LIBRARY EXTENSIVE 
HERBARIUM of the late ROBERT RM F.R.S., Regius 
Etofesian of Botany d in the University of Edinburgh, includi ing 

ong the Books, Florm Fluminen: 2,9 vols, folio; Hooker and 
Greville" s a Filicum, 2 vols. folio ; Greville's "Cryptogamic 
Flora, 3 vols.; Curtis’s Botanical Magazine, and Edwards 
ical Register, by Lindley, comple! te ; Roscoe’s Monandrian 
Plants ; Decandolle; Astrologia; De Lessert; Icones Selecta 
Plantarum, 2 vols.; Lal billardiere ; Nove Hollandic | T aram, 
Specimen, 2 vols. folio Bennett; Plante Javani 
Smith’s English Botany, 31 vols.; Roxburgh’s Flora pam 
3 vols. ; Decandolle’ i EDGE Regni Vegetabilis, 11 vols. ; 
Transactions of the Linnean Society, ¢ &c. 

The HERB ARIUM. Eon of an extensive general Collec- 
tion of European, African, South and North American, East 
and West Indian and Australian Plants. Orders d nol 
men who ura pe the sale, addressed to Mes: e 
Tarr and T. NrspET, will meet with the strictest A from. 
whom also j Catalogues of the Sale can be had on application. 

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, 
GARDENERS, 

R. JOHN MILLER, of Bristol, will sell by 
Publie Auction, on the Premises, at Sherbourne, Dorset, 

on Tuesday, March Tu 6, and following days of business, 
all m o NURSERY STOCK, US EUM and 
HERBAOEOUS joue US GREENHOU: , &c., TP athe 
property of ae John Davison, sala "whose l is 
expired. The Stocke ee of fine standard and dwarf Side 

Apples, Pears, Plums, Cher- 

8 

F 

rants, 
Asparagus Seakaie, Rhubarb, ES 5 ane pu yard rds of E 

Hornbeam, Evergreen SE and Beech-hedges, from 4 to 7 ft. 

igh, Quicks, Hollies, 
he Greenhouse Blants consist of Ericas, Indian Azaleas, 

Guan Petunias, Camellias, Geraniums, Fuchsias, &c., of 

the newest kinds. The whole of the Stock is of first. rate 
fit for paras Dene and will be sold in lots 

suitable to every clas hasers. Also the several Green- 
houses, about 100 feet i M eae th. 

atalogues to be had at the Sherborne Nursery ; and o 
Auctioneer, Westbury, near Bristol. To.be on view one EN 
previous to the day o ' sale. 

e to idu each day at 10 for 11 o'clock pre ecisely. — 

R. J. ELLIOTT wil sel by Auction, at Rue 
Chapel usen. Patteri Fields, on Tuesday, Marc 

fhe 17th, at 11 A SPLENDID COLLECTION a 
TANDARD, WADE STANDARD, and DWARF ROSES, of 

in most Approved sorts ; puse UC Trees, consisting 

3i ice Collecti tion of Gemstone ani 
'icote: name, Geraniums, Pansies, fine Dahlias, Pinks, 
Double  Bosrlet Sd Delphinium Barlowii, Pæonia odorata, 

viewe: 

NEW DAHLIAS, VERBENAS, AND FUCHSIAS. 

anp A, SMITH anp CO. beg to apprise their 
e patrons that their wet of the above, containing an ex- 

po Pea neu) a now read; y, and ought to be in the hands 

f every amateu so a List of Vegetable a and Flower Seeds, 
Gomin Stocks pda asters 4 & ‘Hackney, M 

MHE A S OF THE SCARLET GERANIUM. 

J. “CURTIS, REN Balham, Surrey, intends to send 
e out, the first week in April, his superb seedling Scarlet 

Geranium RE not to be surpassed for brilliancy of colour 
and size of fl 
See Dr. Lindley's opinion | gi tois flower in the Gardeners’ 

Chronicle, August 16, 1845 .— B.—Your seedling is amost 

brilliant and handsome bunt "the individual flowers are 

larger than usual, and of f a dazzling scarlet ; the truss before 

us contains 12 expanded flowers, and 27 buds in different 

stages of progress ; stem stiff, but not stout. We consider this 

the largest andone of the best of the scarlets we have seen. 

10s. 6d, Strong Plant Seedling Fuchsia EMPEROR, a large 

and splendid variety, s thick fleshy flower, and of excellent 

habit: the Qu an als dark rich crimson, the corolla 

violet purple. ES Lindley’ opinion in the Gardeners’ Chro- 

nicle, Dobis EN M. H.—Your seedling No. 8 is of 

great, substance, deni Sinti E aie aa variety.” 
6d. —N.B. No plants will be sent out without a money 

Ss 

SPLENDID AND DISTINCT oT NE SEEDLING FUCHSIAS. 

LLY, NURSERYMAN and Frorist, Blackheath, 

Ke gs to announce his intention to send out AA the 
a FUCHS IA: 

B.—Your seedling 
light variety, tube and sepals is a eh tifu » E ecimen ris 

white, the latter BUBBMY. tipped with delicate green; ii 

smooth, shiny, and waxy in texture ; the sepals expand well, 

fully showing the corolla, which is a clear ro osy purple. This is 

the best and most decided of the light varieties we have seen, 

there being no tinge of pink in the tube.” Gardeners’ Gazette, 

Sept. 20 :—“ J. H.—Very pretty, indeed, and, if not too much 

like some others, will be a great acquisition. It is as SES as 

any light one we have. Again, in answer to B, R. 

jit Hany sis pretty eum if not quite, the best we have pic en 

this season.” See also, in the same paper, a report of the 

West Kent meeting of Philanthropic Society of Gardeners, 

where it was exhibited. This hi 8 been VA IR against 

e Seedling SERE in the past
 n n 6 

GANDIDISSIMA, tube and sepals clear "paper white, 

ine no Hum to turn red under any cir un stnces- 
bis, 

tk h small, is a mos s 

hibited il greatly a la) QE a bad plant, at the last 

July mus in the K t's Park.—T. 
CHI NESS "SE CAMDEN, a a large light flower, with 

wal expanded sepals, and a large rich crimson corolla, resem- 

bling Smith’s Queen Victoria, but of strong robust handsome 

abit.—7s. 6d. 
i SILVER GLOBE, a COE globe-shaped flower, expand- 

ing well, colour of ** Ny ymph, ” but tube and sepals morenita, 

and cor olla more lila of, em compact habit.—7s. 6 

The Set for 

Uus SPRRATĪPOLIA, 5s. ener 

SMITH’S QUEEN VICTORIA, 5: 

A large colection of Camellias, a general assortment of 

Nursery Sto 
TOOLS: POLYANTHUSES, PINKS, CARNATIONS, 

ND PICOTEES. E 

OHN SLATER, Frorist, Cheetham-hill near 

Manchester, respectfully oe ee attention of the ad- 
rers of the above-named Florists’ Flowers to his large, 

healthy, and select collection, b me is selling at moderate 

be'had on prepaid applica- 

tion. 12 varieties of Show Arata for 185. ; 20 pairs of 20 

varieties of Show Carnations and Picotees 20s., i package in- 

. Nurserymen and others w: anting | from 100 to 500 pairs 
ofc Carnations and Picotees will b at very low pri 

O DAmuas FUCHSIAS, j PANS I 4 VERBENAS. _ 
RON EI ERY, SLOUGH, BUCKS. 

c. "BR N'S DESCRIPTIVE: CATALOGUE 

is re: 3 pe will be fons arded Honey on appli- 
cation. It contains every novelty he season—each DAHLIA 
has the grower’s description T Amongst ud rst-rate 

ones are Beauty of Hants, Bohemian Girl, Captain Warner, 
Lady Charleville, Marquis of Bath (true), Marchioness of Corn- 
wallis, Magician, Newington Rival, Princess Radziwill, Queen 

of Pe ne Sir E. Antrobus, and Brown's Rose d’ Amour. 
The FUCHSIAS are also very Pod and contain Debes s 
Delicata, Halley’s Empress, 

Queen of Virgi 
s' Nymph, Lady Julia, and 

gins, Cassandra, Cleopatra, Duchess of Suther- 
land, Mrs. Lane, Prince Albert, Pomona, Queen Victoria, Ser- 

g 
DAC to be E of ime principal Meodsmitni: the place of ratifolia, dc. Am monget the PANSIES (for which and Dahlias 

Putney, Surrey. 

^0 BE LET, WITH IMMEDIATE | POSSESSION, 
within six miles of the Weybridge Station of the South 

Jen Railway, A WALLED GARDEN, containing about 
TWO AORES OF PRODUCTIVE SOIL, Conservatory, Hot 
and Succession Houses, Pits, and Sheds. The walls are 
covered with choice Fruit Trees i in high bearing and order. A 
Ru donus for a superior Gardener—accommodation for a jour- 
es M UE ‘The implements may be taken at a valuation by the 

For particulars, d ly to Mr. Wi Park, Rinne 2n y m. Keye, steward, Ockham 

rosse LET, EDMONTON NURSERY. E s 
prietor being about to retire from the 

e let, with im- 
g L3 s E = $ z E F 8 2 & [B E» g BE $E 

if desi Sadatin will be given in the 

ERR S QUE 3 sees or by letter, to 

Low, Clapton Nursery.—March 14 imonton, or to Mr. Htan 

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, .NURSERYMEN, a nd Oth um DIES CANADENSIS, dn HEMLOCK’ Sb vce, 
RGE BAKER, Nurseryman, 

largest stock of the above in Europe, of zn sizes and in fine 

t DEA low mu also, with 
mua Stock, He begs to offer at unusually low 
all sizes, the largest assortment of Kalmia latifolia ever offered 
to the Public.—Prices can be had by letter, and shall be at- 
tended to forthwith. 

a "Geer 

g of Si King this Nursery is famous), Brow: n’s Cassandra and Ki 

D 

Prince Albert, Pizzaro, Sulphurea Bp "Tom Pinch, Dido, 

Perseus, President, Bryant's: Ns ‘ection, &e. l plants will 

be sent out very strong. A remittance ‘expected with distant 
age "wi be allowe 

Ww. begs to observe, he can supply every article con- 

nected with the Nurs sery business. His sollesuon: of Pinuses 

ET unique. Osmundia Mou imported from Ireland; 

mall crowns of this magnificent d 5s. do larger, 
weighing ne lya a cwt., 31. 3s.—March 1 

=| GERE S SUPERB SEEDLING DAHLIAS, 
346, FO 

PRINCESS RADZIWILL cae ’s), white, edged with 

violet, decidedly the best light Dahlia ever seen, perfectly round 

in outline, two-thirds of a ball, the centre high, very full, 

double, SUUM and constant throughout the season, has 

been awarded the foll. RARE ox es :—First Class Prize Stone- 

henge; first ditto, Bath t ditto, meodingtons first ditto, 

Chelmsford ; first ditto, s Gardens; first ditto, Cremorne 

ouse; the only places it was exhibited; and pronounced 1 n: 
Mr. Glenny, a perfect gem.—See Gardeners’ Gazette, No. 

r (Gaines's), rosy purple, of fine form, 

warranted the best of its colour, perfect outline, the centre 

high, the eee yisanteoliy ENSE forming two-thirds of a 

pail, and one of the most constant Dahlias in cultivation ; has 

D Eque iw first class certificates, and highly recom- 

mended as a first-rate flower. Hei phi Lita tect 10s. 
DULOHELLA (Gaines's), white, "laced with deep ds the 

centre high, fine Gunes petals, large, mm and constant, 

pronounced by Mr. enny a very useful and handsome 

variety, being a colour much wanted; has been highly recom- 

mended. Height, 3 to 4 feet, 10s. 6d. a 

QUEEN OF "MAY (Gaines? Sj hte! slightly tipped or lace 

with lavender, fine cupped petals, good centre, very delicate 

and pretty. " a flower that in give Satisfa
ction to the cultivator ; 

priced Catalogue of Dablias, Goranipras, " Calceolarias, 

Ginerarias, Fu: hemums, Corræas, 

Carnations, Beu ; Verbenas, Camel mollia as, Azaleas, &c. &e., 

may be had on aini at the Nursery, Surrey- -lane, Batter- 

sea, Surrey.— March 14, 1846. 

THE NEW WHITE FUCHSIA. 
ACKSON’S “ MRS. FREDERICK. MILBANK.” 
it EUN AND Co., NunszRYMEN, beg to state 

t they have determined upon reducing. the price of 

this x Sb Fuchsia to 7s. 6d. each, and will return the 
whole amount should it prove otherwise than represented. 
See Advertisement of the 28th ult.) The whole of the plants 

will be sent out the beginning of next month. The usual 
discount to the trade. A reference or xsmitianae from unknown 

correspondents i ig respectfully solicited. 

W. an also supply the following, at the annexed 
low prices m ad serratifolia, 5s. each; lendid Prize 

varieties of Fuchsias, 9s. ; 12 ditto Ger: aniums, 6s.; Cineraria 

ady Prudhoe, 5s. ; di "Countess of Zetland, 5s. each. Best 

of 5 varieties, including these beautiful Sesto. 17s. 6d,— 
Um Lanes Nursery, Bedale, Yorkshire, Marc 

EANES WARRANTED G ARDEN TOOLS.— — 
Horticulturists, and am interested in Gardening pursuit, 

are invited to examine G. xtensive Stock 

GARDENING AND PRUNING I LEMENTS, best London 

made Garden ER Ed and ite Coalbr ookdale Garden 

‘Gentes and Chai 
jura ae Garden Scrapers Pruning A ES 

Grape pir n ives, va- 
Ba seg Hooks Scissor rious 

Jls Gravel aem and 35) Saws 

Bor ders,various pat-| Sieves | $ ISSO. 

eri WIDE JR ga 5 Shears 

Botanical boxes nd Fr: Hak ee in great va- 

ases of Exaning, In-| fey tain 

struments Handa Frames Reaping Hooks 

Chaff adig Hay Scyth 
uS Knives Ho um eris diabenl 8 ihe Stones 
Daisy Rakes Horticultural Ham- 
Dibbles mers pagetan ed S 

Hotbed Handles ^ |Bickle Sav 
Draining Tools Labels, various pat- Spades im Shovels 

dging Irons and verre in m por- Spuds 

Shears celain, vi 
Flower Scissors Ladies" Sete. of Tools| T. 

5, Stands in Wire|Lines and Reels | Tran 

and Iro Marking Ink 

Fumigators attocks Turfing Tags 
Galvanic Borders|Menographs 
oud Plant Protec. Metallic Wire | 

Milton Hieper [w 

Garden Chairs and Mole T rap: 
Mowing Ns S güdés 

hr Pick Axes 
fs Tellers Potatoe Forks 
G. and J. DEANE are sole Agents for LINGHAMS PERMA- 

NENT LABELS, samples of which, with the Ilh ated List 
of Horticultural Tools, can be sent post paid to m roe ofthe 
United Kingdom.  DEANE's Horticultural Tool Warehouse, 
guine to. Rus Monument, 46, King William-street, London- 

Ti 

all Ni F 
Watering P Pots 

eed Extractors 
and Hooks 

whea Barrows 
Youths’ Sets of Tools 

IORTICULTURAL TOOL WAREHOUSE. 

e. REEN AND CONSTABLE, WnuorrsaLE and RETAIL 
JF TnowoNGrns, 36, King William Street, (four doors from 

London Bridge,) beg to announce they have a large assortment 
of New and TU rOWen GARDEN TOOLS, including Lord Ver- 
non’s Patent Hoe, Dr. Yelloley's Patent Garden Fork, Lym- 
gon s Patent and DUE improved Spades lid head Garden 
Rakes, Ladies' Light Garden Forks, Transplanting 
Jointed Hothouse Syringes, Fumigato: Improved Garden 
hears, Edging Irons, &c. Ladies Hort Jultüral Chests fitted 

with every Implement requisite for the Garden. 

UCUMBER ax» MELON BOXES aw» LIGHTS. 
—One Hundred 1, 2, and 3-light Boxes and Lights of all 

sizes ready for immediate use. Warranted be: ri 

packed and sent to all parts of oS f ngdomo 

AT Lights from 11. 6s, Garden 

Conservatories, Green and Hot-ho: 
parts of the Kingdom. Reference giver 
and the Trade, 4 in most of the counties in Np ims 

JAMES Era Hothouse Builder, Cacia AUS Old Kent- 

road, London. — — 

EEDS. .— CORNER OF HALF- MOON: STREET 
OMAS GIBBS and © 

(by Official Appotntinend) the SRW DSMEN to the 

Sh ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF sph D 

Beg to remind the Members of the Society, and A. 
in general, that their only Counting House audit 
houseis at the Corner of HALF- MOON- STREET,PICCADILLY, 

LONDON, as for the last Fifty Years. 

Priced Lists of Esset. al Seeds are always ready, and may 

be had on application, 

MEADOW AND PASTURE GRASS SEE 

EORGE GIBBS anp CO., beg to pou they have 
reduced the price of their mixture. of GRAS DS for 

laying down to permanent Grass, to 325. em allowing 

2 bushels and 12 lbs. to each acre. Arie sorts for improving 

Tools, 

ey ery 
E ai medecin ali 

the Nubility, Gentry, 

a 

—2s, 6d. per lb. Large White Carrot S 
An Agricultural in Listis ready for delivery. 
GEORGE GIBBS Co. Rredsmen, &e., to the Agricultural 

Society, 26, Down-street, "Piecadi UW aces oo SE EE, 

OREIGN SHEET GLA m of E neto for 

Horticultural and general purpose: had at 

F. Errnurox's, 23, Castle-street East, Sxford. Jar. For 

Ready Shey alg! SS aR MEE cn 

ORTICULTURAL GLASS OF BRITISH 
MANUFACTURE, atJ. Wzrcn, jun., Pururrs, and Co.’s 

Warehouse, 12, Panton-street Haymarket. — Having made 
Es, with a British Manufacturer, they are enabled 
to offer the above dne in jotitniued. quantities at the follow- 

ing terms, in Squares not ent 40 inches long :— 
No. 0—(equal to Foreign Sheet) 43d. per foot. 

—averaging from aan to S OZ. to the foot Bad. 5 

3 32 2 
_ J, WELCH, jun.; having been many years ae E Drake, ot 

street, and 315, Oxfor at the time of the 
glazi ing o! f Chatsworth pues pe pem himself to 

the dents al Glazing Department, begs to call the atten- 
tion of Horticulturists generally to the above prices for Glass, 
whieh Ries: undertake to glaze inany part of the United 

Kingd 

They "also beg to recommend for Pits and Garden Lights 
small size squares, which they offer at the following low prices, 
packed i in 100 feet boxes, not particular to reper — 

nder 5 5 in. by E per foot. 
6 in. by Sin. EE and 

6in.by4and ,, 2O9in.by7 
& Co. solieit inspection of the ock of Stained and 

mee aga e at their ardide, a Paboyec Panton- 

A 

unequalled, can offer them a lower price "ES any Ss 

ped money only, at his old esta- 

blisned WINDOW GLASS WAREHOU SE, 38, Great Cas- 

tle-street, a few Mons from Regent-street, where orders, for- 

warded with reference, meet with prompt attention, Every 
other description of WINDOW GLASS equally low in uo. 



[Mar. 14. vr À i il 
qOPPEMIGN AND BRITISH SHEET AND CROWN 

G Garden 

THE GARDENERS’ CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE. 
NOW READY, _ 

In one thick volume 8vo, containing 900 pages, and upwards of 500 Illustrations, price 30s. in cloth boards, 
li lists :— per didis D SS, OSS. e i wie E 8byr-. dee 

THE VEGETABLE KINGDOM; 
8 

. C. will in future receive weekly consignments of STOUT 

oR, 
THE STRUCTURE, CLASSIFICATION, AND USES OF PLANTS, FOREIGN SHEET GLASS, 

such a stock as will enable him to execute all orders as soon 
as received. 
PROPAGATING, BEE, CUCUMBER, and GRAPE GLASSES 

of every description, cheaper than at any other house.—For 
New Lists, apply to R, Cogan, Glass, Lead, and Colour Works, 
48, Leicester-square, London. 

GLASS AT VERY LOW PRICES. 
ILLIAM E. RENDLE anp CO., at the solicita- 
tion of many of their most influential customers, have 

determined to enter into the GLASS TRADE, Arrangements 
have been made with some of the most extensive manufac- 
turers, so that they will be enabled to supply the best quality 
Glass, at the lowest remunerating prices for Cash. 

Delivered free of Carriage in London or Plymouth. 
SMALL Squares, 

inches by z and under 5 inches by 3, 11d. per foot. 
» 3, » 6 » 4, 2d. 5 

THE TANK SYSTEM, gen ord » 9 » 
LARGE SQUARES, not exceeding 40 inches long. 

Cylinder .. No. 0, 11 oz. to the foot, 43d. per foot, Sheet — .. No. 1, 16 oz. $ Bid 
Sa -+ No. 2, 21 oz. 

++ No. 3, 32 oz. »* 1s. 
Packed in Boxes containing 100 feet. 
ash remittance or reference in London, 
Mar. 14, 1846, 

THE RUDIMENTS OF 

4i 
5 
6 

» Td. » 

€i 
Plymouth, 

M 
THE ARTICLE GLASS. 

ESSRS. DAINES AND BRADDOCK have mad 

tained at 3s. per 112 Ibs., upon , Farri ; 
n. N.B. A Stock of Patent Plate and Stained Glass con. stantly on hand,—March, 1846, 

TO THE NOBILITY, GENTRY, NURSERYMEN, IRON- 
MONGERS, AND OTHERS. 

INGHAM BROTHERS, 170, Little Hampton- 
street, Birmingham, sole Mannfacturers of the IMPROVED 

MENOGRAPH or Labels for Garden Bo 
&c. Engravings of the same, with prices attached, sent per 
Post to all par i 

TANT 
cup yy 

4 e 

(h 

1 ingdom, on application as above. 8 Agents in London, - Deane, Horticultural Implement Warehouse, 46, King William-st., London Bridge. - 
UPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME, 7. per ton, at 

Mr. Lawes’s FACTORY, DEPTFORD CREE I 

E 

URBIDGE ann HEALY having heated a con- 
siderable number of Pits and other Horticultural Struc- 

tures, for the cultivation of Pines, Melons, Cucumbers, and other tropical plants, icul: upon the plan ded 
in Mr. MrLLs's recent work on the Culture of Pines and Cu- 

ich are working at the present time, 

method of HEATING, by the CIRCULATION OF HOT WATER, may be seen i NHÀ 
[^] E z * un E: E Li Ei 8 g 8 E 5 B & E B 3 d E A d E E 5j 2 3 8 S g 2 E E & E E à 

scientific Horticulturists to their much ap) 
applying the Tank system to Pineries, Propagating Houses, &c., | ; 

OHE: URATE OF THE LONDON MANURE 
COMPANY, FOR TARES, TURNIPS, WHEAT, &c., at 

Four Guineas per Ton.-The above Manure having stood the 
e 

ILLUSTRATED UPON THE NATURAL SYSTEM. 

BY JOHN LINDLEY, Ss Professor of Botany in the University of London, and in the Royal Institution of Great Britain. *«* To suit the convenience of Students and others, it is proposed to issue the above Work also in 12 Monthly Parts, price 25. 6d. each ; the first of which will appear on the 31st instant. 

Pu.D., F.R.S., AND L.S 

Also, by the same Author, a New Edition in demy 8vo, 

SCHOOL BOTANY; 
BOTANICAL SCIENCE, 

WITH NEARLY 400 ILLUSTRATIONS, PRICE 5s, 6d. HALF-BOUND. 

London: Published for the Author by BRADBURY & EVANS, 90, Fleet-street, and Whitefriars, ~~ 

Now ready, in 1 vol. 8vo, price 115. cloth (forming the new 
volume of the ‘‘ Foreign Library”), 

6 KING or SAXONY’S JOURNEY curover 
ENG ND, in the year 1844, 

US, Physician to His Majesty. 
Translated by S. C. Davison, B.A, 
OnarMAN & Hatt, 186, Strand. 

BY THE AUTHOR OF HARRY LORREQUER, &c. 
n 1 vol. cloth, gilt edges, price 5s, 4 

ST. PATRICK’S EVE; or, Three Eras in the Life 
of an Irish Peasant. By Ouartes Lever. With 4 Etchings 

and numerous Woodcuts by Phiz. 
“ One of the best and purest productions of this fertile Author. 

The tale is touched throughout with genui 

PMAN & HALL, 186, Strand. 

DEDICATED TO THE YOUNG HOUSEKEEPERS 
* OF ENGLAND. 
New Edition, fep. 8vo, with Illustrations, price 7s. 6d. 
ODERN COOKERY, in all its Branches, reduced 
to a system of easy Practice. By ELIZA ACTON. A new 

and greatly improved edition, 

London: Loneman, Brown, Gree 

NEW WORK ON THE HORSE’S FOOT. 
Just published, royal 8vo, with Engravings, price 7s., 

HE HORSE’S FOOT, and How to Keep it Sound. 
yy WILLIAM Miles, Esq. 

“ A capital work, treating of the anatomy of the foot—the 
practice of shoeing, and the proper stable management of the 
orse, with espec f the hoof, 

, and Lonemans, 

h al reference to the treatment oi 
Mr. Miles has written a very useful essay, which should be 
read by every gentleman owning a horse." —Gardeners! Chronicles 

London: LONGMAN, Brown, GREEN, and LONGMAN: 

INGLE’S HAND DIBBLING MACHINE, for 
depositing all kinds of Seed. It is so constructed that it 

will at the same moment make the hole and deliver the exact 
quantity of Seed with extreme regularity, nor is the soil liable 
to choke the point. 
Agent in London :—Mr. MARK FOTHERGILE, 40, Upper Thames 

Street, where the Machines may be seen. 
test of many years’ experience, is with th 
greatest confidence ; being uniform in its manufacture, it 

Full particulars 
don application. The Company also 

Wood, erected upon the most riars, E. Purser, Secretary. 
Balconies, Palisading, Field and Garden 

e: 
LIEBIG'S WHEAT MANURE now ready for delivery. 
OTTER'S GUANO FOR TURNIPS. 
Result of an Experiment tried by Professor DAUBENY, 

i the Royal Agri Society,and published 

ornamental designs, 
Fences, 

H pus SEDE APPARATUS FOR HEATING ER HOR LTURALBUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES, | € "a; > i CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved pring? | in their e A ples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and | — ACRE. EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN. g 
D. and E. BArLEY having devoted much time to the considera- A 

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of | — 
apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve- 
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat- 
ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined 

Weight of 

1 Unmanured we m Ui 
2 Bone Shavings, 10 cwt. ener 
3 Manure Company's Guano, 260 Ibs. . 

Nitrate of Soda, 1j cwt. — .. 
5|Phosphorite 12 ewt: ..  ..  ..  ..  ..| 28,639 
6 Ditto, with Oil of Vitrio .. .. ++} 90,869 

eruvian Guamo, 260 lbs. : ..| 81,114 
8 Bones, with Vitriolie Acid, 11 ewt .. ..| 31,898 
9 Graham's Animal Compost, 260 lbs. oe! 82,109 

10 Sulphate Ammonia, 1 cwt. .. . aid ..| 92,070 
11| Bones, finely powdered, 12 ewt. — ., 4 ..| 96,185 
12|POTTER'S GUANO, 260 Ibs. . E m ,20: 

Oxford, Dec. 8, 1815. 
Norr.—It thus appears, that by the application of PorTER's 

Guano, the productive power of the Jand was nearly trebled ; 
and when tried against eleven. other artificial manures, it beat 
them all, producing a greater weight of BULBS, at a much less 
cost. 

Its superiority over the Peruvian is evident in this trial, the latter applied at a cost of 25s. giving 31,114 lbs.; while Por- TEWS, costing 21s. gave 37,201 tbs. 
similar result on GRASS was obtained by Lorp ZETLAND in they beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for | 1842. See his Testimonial. Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or | *s* Observe, Mr, Porrxn's present address is 28, Clapham-road- at intervals, required, and which may be seen at their Manu- place, London, TUS Tete UANO.—To be Sold, at No. 2, St, Dunstan's-hill; 

ower-street, on Monday, March 16, 300 Tons in bags, of 
Fine Dry BOLIVIAN, in lots of three and five tons. 
Wm. KrRkMANN and Co., Brokers, 

FOR TURNIP SOWING, &c. 
Bone MANURE mixed with SULPHURIC ACID 

before the public. 
D. and E. BAILEY were the first to introduce metallic cur- vilinear houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conser- 

vatory attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many others in this country, and on the Continent. 
. and E. Barney have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic Plant Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery; 

JURBIDGE aww HEALY'S COOKING APPA- estis a E Sylvester's Patents.—This Cooking 
O 1 

any yet submitted to the public, both asregards strength of ma. 
terial and workmanship ; infact, the laws of heat are so applied 
as to produce the greatest effect with the least consumption of 

safely recommend it, from experience, as un uestionably supe- 
rior to anything of the kind hitherto made, d uds can be forwarded, upon , detailing i andprice 
at 130, Fleet-street, O, warranted equal to Foreign, at 4l. per 

ton, and may be paid for when the result is known. 

YDRAULIC RAMS to be had of, Freeman RoE, 
ngi d Fountain Maker, 70, Strand, London. 

Rams adapted to all situations, 
No. 1 Ram, Supply Pipe, 4 in. 

Ditto 2 in. 
Ditto in, 
Engines and 

Pumps worked by Steam, Horse- 
power, or Manual-labour. Foun- 
tain Basin in Iron, from W. 

ma 
Bath 

&c. heated upon the most simple and economical plan, Steam 
losets, Cooking Apparatus, &c. 
Sole Agent for TRuMAN’s PATENT WATER PURIFIER. 
The AGRICULTURAL CHEMICAL ALMANAC, by FREE- 

MAN Ros, price 2d., now ready. 

INSLIE'S PATENT IMPROVEMENTS.— 
For MAKING and Dnyrxa Draining Tiles of the 1st Crass. 

Gentlemen having works in operation, or who are about to 
erect them, will find the above worthy their attention. 

The Process combines Errrcr with Economy, as Tiles can 
be made ready for BURNING at all seasons ; generally from ten 
to thirty hours, according to the nature of the clay. To be 
seen at Alperton, Acton, Middlesex; Mr, Howe, Engineer, 
119, Great Guildford-st., Southwark ; the Polytechnic Institution, 
Regent-street, London. Particulars may be had from Joun 
AINSLIE, Alperton, Acton, Middlesex. 

parish of St. Paw 
county, where al! Advertisements and Communication 
d to the Editor,—3atu:day, Manca 14, 1846, are to be addre 

| 
| 
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AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE. 
A Stamped Newspaper e Rural Economy and General News: 3. "Fhe e Horticultural Part Edited by Professor Lindley. 

No. 12.—1846.] SATURDAY, MARCH 21. [Price 6d. 
INDEX. 

Agri, Soc- of England - - 192 ¢ | Linnean Socie ge m m land—draining - 193a | Maize for poult? 
Agi. Produce prices of -~ 192a anures, Sper iments with - ma Agri. in Lower Brittany — - 1905 | Mildew, to 
Amaranthus oleraceus - — - 183 c | Plants, railing ere Pes DM c 
aera | Garden T d ing o! 

5, to bury ae” (Ss dae e Pa doa guoand far o 
Botanical Soe. of Lordo - 187a | Polmaise ̂  e heating b la, 194. i, 18b e 
'aledonian Hort. Soc. - 186c Polyporus fomentar: 

Malendar, horticultural l 1872 Potato disease hup 
~= agricultun - + 194 —  effectofsoilon - = En 

Grops, mixed Sage Tua] pes lim» on 10 6 
paies on Lawns 5 c| — on different vation = - Hu a arlington Farmers Club— — remedy 
au tato cro} a - 193b ings - “179. E Wia 
Dui a e on = pe began in 1844 — - 5b 

om pan: E - rman pamph' - Draining at Streatham = 193 ¢ For iue: A è = grow Planting - 1845 Poner] prices of - 
Baeetieland = =  - 198a nwall Estates, entailed zen Yr [Pes Meat tenes land for 3 
Flan, stables * ~- c 0]2a| — an aly of Lc 
Fi), cultur - . - 4b fron yes - - ~ 182a 
Pocket E Be 1BE e| Pog, planting. Too. M9a 

cheias, treatment of - 10 b | Potato scoop. . 179 e, 54 Eos len pot, West Kent - 184a | Potting plant: binc 180 oath i isad, to reclaim + 190 c | Poultry, Maize for - are and bui = 190 c | Razoratrops, natural 
VR Imaise, n & 184 b, 185 e ye an exhausting crop = - m, No Ss erland 190a Savings’ banks tural Socle - 088a 

lay, Eo penson ia EE 298.0 Aoothploki, orange | e s nd Dratning Company x z Z MEUS to ED from twin 

aisi 5c ej retable Uaioe (De) Vegetable SKing- bem Kingdom, By Pr x 
187 a 

OLANE C RDHTEN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 
e NS of tl ‘will be held on the undermentioned days? ties ne Pi ent year 

UESDAY, 12th May next, 
ete 16th vane next, 
FRIDAY, 24th Jul; t. 

me above RON is quien to the resident gentry and Ama- d "Urs; but, for the general encouragement of Horticulture, 
Prizes are pe to Nurserymen, who are invited to compete 
oe themselves at each Exhibition. 

-2 H. Axprnsox, Hon. Sec., , Warwick-r road, Upper Clapton. 

Rorar COLLEGE or CHEMISTRY, 
HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS E ALBERT. 

PEE oiy Dr. H 
The Tab STANT oroni SEY 

sion e Dab rants opened on the 18th inst., for the Second Ses- 
of Glogs d ends July 31. The method of Study pumed i isthat 
he passen, avery Student works in Analysis by himself, under 
S Praet ate and constant direction of the P: iios. s, So that. ae eal knowledge of Chemistry, and skill in manipulation, 

d simultaneous 
; for four days 

» 101, ; for three days, 81. ; for two ‘day s, 0l. 5 ; and for one 
every week, ae materi ‘ials included. 

—— Sy Order o! he nci, Jonn GARDNER, M.D., Sec. 

Keppel- street, Chelsea, 

OR SALE. — A LARGE QUANTITY OF 
SPLENDID TURF.—Apply to J. HAMILTON and Son, 

* manufactured by ES 
poses, may be seen in us: 

BECK informs the Public that the various Articles 
i m Slate fo: for Horticulural pur- 

rton Cottage, Islewirth, upon 
SopHognasd to the AET (day excepted.) 

unt should it pro 

discount to the tr: 

varieties of Fuchsias, 9s. 
Lady Prudhoe, 5s. ; ditt 
set of 5 varieties, inclu Weed 

AND A. S 

tensive assortment, is now rea 

of every amateur. 

THE NEW WHITE FUCHSIA, 
JACKSON’S “MRS. FREDERICK MILBANK.” 

ES (JACKSON AND Co., NURSERYMEN, ber to state 
t they have le upon reducing ths price of 

a magnifeat Ru to 7s. 6 
2 ve eem rwise than represented, 

e UT of ihe, 28th ult.) The whole of the plants 
will be. sent out the beginning of next month. The usual 

ade. A reny $ or remittance from unknown 
EE is respectfully solicited, 

d Co. can also supply the following at the annexed 
low Ue :—Fuchsia So ee 5s. each; 12 me ndid Prize 

d. each, and will return the 

o Geraniums, $.; Cineraria 
5 Countess of Zetland, as each. Best 

eautiful sorts, 17s. 6d.— 
21. Cross Lanes Nursery, Bedale, Yorkshire! March 

NEW DAHLIAS, VERBENAS, AND FUCHSIAS. 8. 

MITH anp CO. beg to dum their 
atrons that their List of the above, contaii an ex- 

, and ought to be in the hand s 
Also a List of Vegetable ane paces Seeds, 

German Stocks, Asters, &c.—Hackney, Mar. 2: 

(BS TURNIPS, 
c. &c. 

GRASSES. 

Poa Trivialis, 605. p cwt. 
» Pratensis, 60s. d 
» AE Or ‘ova Grass, 

65; 
Timothy Grass, 45s, to 60s, do. 
Lucerne (New), 70s. to 80s. do. 
Cock’s-foot, 5s. to 5s. 6d. per 

bushel, 
Pi DOES -tail, 20s, to 24s. 

r owt. 
teaser Fescue, e pide yess 
Hard do., Ts. 

hee] 2 

Yorkshire Ha; eT is 9d. do. 
oar Rye Grass, 85. to 12s. do, 
Pacey's do., 4s. to 6s, 
Sweet Vernal, 2s. per 1b. 
Furze, French, 80s. per cwt. 
Tares (Spring), 6s. to Ts. Gd. 

er el. 
E 40s. 

A cn zovosieat INSTITUTE OF GREAT 
N AND IRELAND. 

TRENA ME SETING e the Subscribing Members will be held 
of ace RD the 3d of APRIL, at the Rooms of the Institution 
T P ect ers, 25, Great George-street, Westminster, 

'Ubject for Special discussion will be— 
ache d of Design as applied to the Illumination of Manu- 
each conn try Ms peeuliarities which mark the productions of 

e 
ward, Dp Sd an ho cannot personally attend, are invited to for- 
to Dear on ny in A MSS. which they may consider as likely 

d subjec 
E em Apartments, 12, Haymarket, 

ance from 12 to 2 daily, 
T. Hupson Turner, Secretary. 

rac a Yon Un MEETING of the INSTITUTE will take 
Dishop Inder the patronage of his Grace the 
TUESDAY President, A EARL FITZWILLIAM, commencing - Cose nt 
ASEL H- RR RONEY POTATOES, free from dis- 
Seedsman, nan, 46, Cheap Um ar Ts. per bushel, of Mr. J. Nurrine, 

"PLE, , THE S STURMER PIPPIN. 

TONE take this medium of 
meros inquiries respecting the 

D ly given, with a drawing 

ay Be had Pruitist^ for March] 1845 
imps.—App un 1 former seasons, by inclosing 3 3s. 6d. 

near Haverhill, DEN © above, at their Nurseries, Sturmer, 
w He; Salthy Plin to sp aro, 

CARI —- 
ESSRS. NORMANS, AND P PICOTEES. 
from res most select colle Ontinue to supply a few pairs 

Also, some fine yellow-grous. ction n of show varieties grown, 
had on prepaid application ad uli paces: Ca’ rib pu can be 

= ields, Woo! 
E à JOSEPHUS, S UGUSTA, GIPSEY 

LICE. ORLEANS, LORD MOR- 
Wi MILLER begs to announce that he has about 

vui dozen sets of these beautiful S ai as ms 

e Um plants well established in poti eedlings to offer 
SHE or otherwise to any part of the Unite To can be sent 

5 e vun perfect safety. The price, for 
mey fi E order, ey from unknown ds 10s. 30 do. Ba must decompany tire 

5s., 25 do, 3s., post free. 

‘ice gus application. 

DiSgctorT x N Huta. URSERY, STOWMARK: UF S. SIRLINGS GENERAL CATALOGUN F QAHLIAS and "de FLORIST'S FLOWERS, ctm now 
Dahlia of eed ap a ion, containing nearly e ery new 
PANSIES 16 Season, eR separate Catalogue of ROSES and 

8 also ready, and can be had, if require 

Splendid: mise Pasture Grass, 
s. per bushel. 

s s das 10s. to 125.6d. do. 

TURNIPS. 
Stubble, 21s. per bushel. 

once Eyre 

25 Hardy American Azaleas 

W: uo and R 

REUS Grandiflor 
uscata, eset 

y 
laumacea, and 

12 Do. Climbing Rose! 
Cloth of Gold, 

Lilium Lancifolium, 
m, one of each for 

Camellias, of sorts, per dozen 

12 pee 
2 
6 Pair Choice ae 

Choice E ros Flower 
each, sent free 

Al 

ceived a 
S TOES: — 

M gain WURZEL, 
5 sold by J. G. WA 

UAR ER. 
White Stone, ca e Cashel, 
White Round, 2: 
Een er s o 

21s. de. 
White Tankard, Ter pn 
Green e 
BS we ae ae d 
White Globo, 21s. do. 
Green do. 
et do. 21s. do. 

New UE dug (very 

ge), 
Dale’s Hybrid, "Ds. ‘per bushel. 
Bee 'erple Topped, Seoteh, 22s. do. 

rei 0. 
Piele RU sie D d 

roved 
reen dos. ae 

Skirving’s hioi Liver] ‘povl 
eon 21s. do, 

ing's 5s. do. 
Matson's i 24s, do. 

MANGOLD WURZEL. 
Fine piu. Long Red, 505. 

wt. 
Long Talley, 70s. do. 

ESSRS. J. anv H. BROWN beg to ‘inform the 
ility and Gentry that they will send pa neues 

desir: ats 6 lants to ay part of the United Sp 
Andromeda floribunda, per coz 
Epigma repens, quite hardy, sach 
25 New Bay Ghent Azaleas one M Sort, named + 

do. 
12 Rhododendrons, bostan rdy sorts, iRiuaing Scarlet, 

e-colourel varieties .. Od i) 
25 Choice Hardy ‘Ameren Sarubs, of sorts 

Ticua, "Glauca, Purpurea, 

RGE, and Jagonica, Swen a Ta 
G Tree Pæonies, each 5 

erior Dwarf o on Sus own roots, named. “10 

Devoniensis, and vena Wakao: do. do. 
Album, Punctatum, ia Speci- 

$ 
IC Fulgens, Splendens, and Serotina, per dozen. duct 

est Perennial Phloxes, one of a s $ 
oS Macrocarpa and Teraxifolla, per di 

SEED POT 

WARNER AND WARNER, men 28, Corn- 
hill pppoe the Royal Exchange, London, have just re- 

supply of the following early and sound 

Yellow Globe, 60s. do. 
Re 70s. 

With every other kind «f Horticultural, ied and 
Agricultural Seeds in cultivation n, too numerous to in: 

Ter or Ee ‘ence in London from een Wa sey 
treet-hil, Hatton-garden, London, Mar. 21. 

en .. +. 248. 0d. 

E 

oo ooo 

do. eae 
ooocoo o. each 

r dozen 9 

12 Superior sorts of Greenkouse Azalea” .. 30 
6 Do. do, lO. +s 

0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

do. Ericas mo .. s wld 10 
Geraniums m «se 12 0 

2-0 
0 
0 
0 
10s. Seeds, in nd 5s. iid 

bion Paas Stoke Newington, London, 

RO ok Round, EM SM a Am introduced by Messrs, 
kson, of Ché 

keitesi Kidney: d Sp es NS 

Somersetshire Pr SUM very early and fine flavour, 7s. per bush. 
ere a large REOR of the last-named is taken, an ailow- 

ance will be made in pric 
B. See next page pus an abridged list of Choice Flower 

nd Vegetable Seeds, 

NEW AND SUPERB CINERARIAS. 
‘Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, Uckfield, Sussex. 

M. WOOD aw» SON have an extensive Stock 
of the epee decre Spring Plowering Plants, well 

established, and now coming into bloom, which they beg to 
offer ch under :— 

12 fine varieties, for m eI sels ++ 63. 
12 superior dit! m SUITS s. 125. 
l12superbnew ditto ^ ..- ..  .. —.. 188, 
25 extra fine ditto m oleo ++ 15s. 
25 superb ditto — .. .. 

W. W. & Son are still issuing tieien new and much enlarged 
Catalogue of GREENHOUSE, “STOVE, ‘AND HERBACEOUS 
PLANTS; Camellias, Fuchsias, Yerlenas, Petunias, Cine- 
pen Chrysanthemums, and other plants suitablefor bedding, 

To which is added, a choice selection of Roses, Conifers, 
Shrubs, and Climbers, cultivated in pots. 

Copies of the above will be sent, axATIS, on application ; an 

those friends who have hitherto favoured W. W. & S, wi 
their commands will receive the same in due course. 

ENUINE HARE RABBITS.—THE LARGEST 
AND Ser SEE. E E KINGDOM. This 

and prolific as the common or wild rabbit; from one to tw 
months old, 12s. per pair; three to four months, 18) older 
25s. Free to London. 

Apply to Mr. Jonn Brert, Market-place, Great Yarmouth. 

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, and Others, 

ETE CANADENSIS, or HEMLOCK SPRUCE, 
RGE BAKER, Nurseryman, usd. having the 

largest sioe E ita SD TR Europe, of all sizes and in fine 
condition, can Xm confidence recommend this noble tree to 
the notice of the Publie, and having so large a stock (viz. 
200,000 large plants 3 feet high, besides smaller sizes), Ep 

o, er: 
ursery Stock. He begs to offer at unusually iow prices, in 

all sizes, the largest assortment of Kalmia Ms folia ever s 
to the Public. —Prices can be had by leuer, anu shall be ate 
tended to forthwith. 

SEA-SIDE PLANTING—BLACK SALLOW. 

ipM GRIGOR, Nursexyman, Norwich, begs to 
state that he has just been praes the Gold Medal of the 

Highland and: Agricultural S for a plan of planting 
maritime situations , as most Pe E adopted on exposed. 
de situations on the Cliffs of the German Ocean in the 

unty of Norfolk. This triumph of Arboriculture has been 

pere accomplished by the ba of T NORFOLK BLACK 
ALLOW—a most dE VARRO ver, even when closely ex- 

mouth, Haus 
ystwith, [umo Bridlington, and other 

ide towns and Sedi have alrea dy availed themselves of ‘thi is 

tree ; so that the long wished-for desideratum, that of being 

able to contemplate the grandeur of the ocean from the shelter 
cae a Dae bower, is now being supplied on the easiest of 
g 

Strong slips, package included, and carriage paid to London 
or Hull, ; 10s. perl Important directions with each packet. 

|. continues neo supply plants of pis valuable HIGHLAND 
PINE- TREE at from 5s. to 50s. 0, according to size. 
“I very particularly admire the Highland Pine."—JDwke of 
Neweastle.—Nurser' ‘ies, Norwich, March 21. 

"SHRUBS, &e., AT VERY LOW PRICES. 
EM E. RENDLE & CO., having a very 
large stock of the following SHRUBS, &c., and wishing 

Ed BUS ads Fann they occupy, offer them at unusually low 

Those gentlemen, therefore, who are in want, will find 

fue mus. E Eu opportunity for procuring stock f 

All the plants are in robust and healthy condition. 

Ilex Oak, 3 years’ seedlings, in pans .. «+ 30s. 0d. per 1000 
ne transplanted, 6 to 9 inches 7 6 per 100 

Chinese Arborvite, fine transplanted, 18 inches 15 0 3 

Cypre: do. 18inches 15 0 ,, 
DIE if ix seedling, from pans e S8 0 ss 

Arbuti do. do. .. SY 0 » 

Cistus Tauritotius, fine transplanted .. ..15 0 — 
3 years’ seet ing + oe +. 1 6 per 1000 

Ash, 1 sats e seoding ue isas qoia bg 
Hollies e + 7-092009. 
och, 9 cats seedling x 3.761 sige 

Baie Oak, k 3 years" needling Shunt) A oap 

Seakale, fine Wl ads 8 NND 

Asparagus, Sedis Giant, fineroots |. 2 6 

All orders above 31. will be debere p ee of carriage 
to London, Liverpool, or Bristol. Post-ofice order or 
reference from unknown correspondents. 
, Fiymouth, Eph 21. 

GEEDLING FUCHSIAS. — — s 8. DUKE .OF 
NORFOLK, white.tube and sepals with a slight tip of 

green; very PR ul purple corolla. Price 1 7s. 6d. per plant. 
No. 7. DELIC large flesh-coloured tube and sepals, 

the latter SUR nr Mods crimson purple corolla- „Price 
Ts, 6d. per plant. 

10. MARY ANN, short pale tube, nearly gi 
ium IE sepals ; bright red corolla, veri fi 
hands 

WAY has devoted much attention to rais 
Ling TUCHSIAS during the lastfew years, ange 
in obtaining the beautiful Waited as above, 
offers to the public, confident tha 
faction as his Norfolk Hero did i in T: 
mitted to Dr. LINDLEY for b Ad prom which 
Gardeners’ RNa Aug. 9. “J B—Your sei 

nee, smooth in text 
ie 7, 8, and 10 ai 

ght sorts, s showy and ples 
b t the first week n April. The usual 

to the Tri aes eens Dereham, Nor folk, March 21. 
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AN ABRIDGED LIST 
[03 

NEW AND CHOICE FLOWER AND 

bim ed SEEDS, 

MVC RNER AND WARNER, SEEDSMEN AND 

No. 28, CORNHILL, orzosime T S ROYAL EXCHANGE, 

Packets of the following choice Flower Seeds can be had at 
6d. per paper, except where marked 

Acacia, several ehoice esr 
pn rosea superba, 

rsuta, "iS new, de 
pha spatu 

stemna, New Ves from 
India 

Alonsoa grandiflora 
Alstroemeria, SE 

Barclayana 
Anagallis perm voisine 

, monelli majo 
Anchusa capensis 
Andromeda buxifolia, 1s, 
paige vitæfolia 

ybri 
uriorus hybridum, 

shades of colour nixed 
Aquilegia, four new varieties, 

separate 
Arabis crispata 
Atropa mendragora 
Auricula, from fine named 

Azalea carminata, new, Ls. 
Balsam, fine do uble Camellia 

Brachycome iberldifolia, 15. 
» lilac, new 

Calccolaria, ‘shrubby and her- 
bs eous, from the most 

endid flowers 
Cal: Pea grandiflora 

». Loreii, blue and white 
» double white and violet 
anna, in varieties 
Yee from "i named 

lowers, 
Centaurea Menea 

Ciñeraria, saved from the most 
brilliant blue and crim- 
son 

Hovea Manglesii 
Hugelia coerulea 
TIpomea zobra Sorulea, Is, 

» triloba 
IWomiopsis brum 
Jacobæa, double dark crimson 
Kennedya, choice kinds 
Lallemantia pellat 

ur, n, fine mi 
Visus Ride m 

inted direction: 
Linum, choice varieties 

» des nqua, very pretty 
Lupinus Hartwegii 

ramosus alba 
» German, 12 pore mixed 

Lychnis alba 
Marigold, French Ee African, 

20 vars. - Separate, most 
des Pn Ts. Ge raised 

. Usher 
Min. eae, D. 
Maurandia Barclayana 

» 

, rosea 
Melissa grandiflora 
Mesembryanthemum albo 

P: 
Mimosa leucocepha: 
Mimulus Dent, sweet- 

splendens 
vue longifolia, 
yoona: “palustris, or Forget- 

A EA "discoidalis, black 
» striata, quite new, 1s 

Nepeta macrantha 
Nicotiana, scarlet 
nothera Drummondii 

odorata 
ciosa, pretty 

Papaver | bracteata 
5 tea, 

Passiflora edulis 
Paulownia imperialis 
Pentstemon splendens 

a grandiflora, beautiful 

» 

prix um 

Otona | Dulehella 
Cobæa scandens 

is 

Cockscomb, new giant scarlet 
new dwarf yellow 

Conyolyulus minor, dark 
purple 

» inflatus 

varieties 

Craocloseum longifolium 
Cytisus Atleeana, new and 

Deis, “from phala named 

Datars, "ubl white and 
pur] 

Daviesia "E 

Delphinium gr mdifio 
» choice varieties Vetpsito 

Dentaria pentaphy! 

Dianthus Okinenats, « extra fine 
double 

Digitalis grandiflora 
Eecremocarpus scaber 
Egg plant, new long white, 

from China 
Elichrysum, superb new var., 

from the Swan River 
ee ipm Sette aes ? is 

ventr. PIA 
Eucharidium grandiflorum 
E utoca Menziesii 

fulgens, splendid 
dark varieties, 1s. 

st Meyers 

Geranium, 
named show flowers, 1s, 

Gesnera Cooperii 

Geum grandiflorum 
Gilia splendens nova 

nivalis new 
Gladiolus Herbertiana 
Gloxinia rubra splendens, 1s, 

» Youngii, = 
», Menziesii 

Godetia ros 
» aurea 
3»_ pubescens 

Grahamia aromatica 
Heartsease, “from choicest 

named show flowers 
a by Thomson and 

her eminent growers, 
Hibiscus Manihot, splendid 

» liliflorus var. Barclayana, 

E 
a oe 

Is. 

» sinensis Parkerii, 1s, 
3» specio! 

cocci ved 
müllyhocks, 2 sorts mixed, 

$t oe "phe Camellia, 
flowered 

P hlox 
large crimson 
choice perennial vars, 

Pi (cote, saved from the finest 
ne lish named flowers, 

Pimelia Typeridiokn & rosea 
Pink, intermediate, very pretty 
Pink, from fine named flow- 

» new double, fine 
Phalangium liliago 
Polemonium diflorum, 

from join India 
Rovere? fine mixed, from 

nam: E flowers, ls. 
Peonia, eesti 
Portulaca splend fa ri 
Poppy, Sate mixed from im. 

"ted varieties 
Potentilla i insignis 

grandiflora 
usoides 

a$: rubra, fimbriata 
» curs ditto 

Rhodanthe Manglesii 
Rhododendron campanulatum 

RHET à CO! 

Salpiglossis, 20 varieties mized, 
super 

» 4 varieties, separate 
aly patens 

Ser named sorts 
Sai à proeum; 
Soabiosa, dies mixed,extra 

Schizanthus albus 
sus superbus 

Schizopetaton Walkerii, sweet 
ted 

Silene prre: 
Solanum cerasiforme 
Stachys coccinea 
Statice cephalanthe 
Stocks, German, imported, 24 

varieties, mixe 
Queen’s Bouquet, most 
“beautiful, new, 

» Moss’s intermediate 
» Emperor, new and splen- 

» [ESTA yellow, large 
flower, 1 

Sweet Bere "double varie- 

» dick rich colour 

Tetranema Mexi ^ 
Thunbergia, mixed " 7 A 
Torenia sca 

Bradesoantia erecta 
Tropeolum Jarrattii 

brachyseras 
» pentaphyllum 

Tweedia ccerulea 

Verbena, from the newest and 
best named flowers 

Veronica speciosa, new an 
beauti 1s. 

» 

Viola erecta 
Yinea rosea and alba 
Viscaria oculata 

MEE T violet 
» dwarf blood colour, su- 

p ps ri 

WARNER and WARNER's Advertisement—continu 
Wallflower, new double gi- Xon ier nee lu- 

gintic, » břonzy red, 1s. 
Zinnia eo mixed 

other varieties too numerous for insertion. See 
Gener patio and ‘‘Harrison’s Floricultural Cabinet,” 
for 

RMAN SEEDS IN SNRs 
Asters, aia vars, vor very beautiful 5 ? the collection. 

do. 3 » 
Balsans, 12 do. , ve Tj fine and double « e 3 i ^t 
Cocksombs, 12 do., uf 3 6 a 
Tollyhecks, 1 vq NE ay y 
Larkspus, 12 do, Splendid. m 4.80 » 
Em Tis . m 480 » 
Poppies 1 . 30 7 
Scabiois, E bc splen 3 0 y: 
Stocks,36 do., most eee and ‘double 6 0 s. 

» 12 do., Wall-leaved ee is 
;,. 12 do., Giant Brompton .« 36 5j 

Wallflover, 8 do., very handsome E a 0 W 
Zinnias 12 do., beautiful 9 
The abwe German seeds are all. of the. Fas best quality, and 

can be corfidently recommended. 

CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS. 
Beet, Whye's fine blood- Celery, White, The nor 

red extra, p. pkt. 0 
» Brazilian, variega- a AGES) large Red, 

ted, beautiful dor 6 
gan mishing - -0 6|Oouve; UE a dali- 

^ Broccoli, Walcheren, true, cious vegetable -0 

yu "s ; beautifully 

5 E Cos 0 
» Metcaife’s imperial New Summ 

Pink čape - -0 40 
» Early white autumn 0 » Now. “Winter “Cab 
>, Cheltenham, new, a bag -0 6 

very large and Ohio Ru a most de- 

anos vencellents late licious varie! 
vegetable eom 0 

Onion, Pee Whi 

» 

-0 6 
etae "Parit Cos, extr: rad 6 

mper: 6 

6 

[3 riety - 
» Warners new su- 

perb White - -0 = e Lan m STUON new 0 6 
Parsley, extra fine dou- 

ble curled, beauti- 
fal for garnishing 0 6 

po zevadaüntó cti di 
Cabbage, Warners In- HET MON Ti aia 

comparable, the | „, wrench seat, 
aost delicious fla.” estes ne e eon 

-0 6| Scandix bulbosa, or Tur- 

» The “geen OB; nip-rooted Cher- 
Ane flavour - 0 6 vil, a most deli. 

Carrot, sie Scarlet Stud- cious vegetable - 0 6 

Caulitowor, ‘aria. “early BEER PES eee PRO 

iati 

» Large late London, Tomip, p Snowball, 

A Generai Catalogue “of Garden Aer "Flower Seeds may be 
had on application, by post, as a single letter. 

MPROVED GIANT ASPARAGUS.—This fd 
Vegetable may now be cultivated at less than half the cus- 

tomary expense, by hod ving the Improved Giant variety, which 
may be cut the following spring the beds are made. Plants, 
5s, per 100, with printed particulars for cultivation, may be had 
of Warner & WARNER, Seedsmen, 28, Cornhill, London, Fine 
Seakale, Rhubarb, &c. 

RHODODENDRONS, AND THE TRUE **DURMAST" 
ENGLISH OAK (QUERCUS SESSILIFLORA), 

The most valuable species, producing Timber of the largest 
dimensions and the highest price. 

ROGERS AND SON, NOE AND Con- 

ens in the New Forest (their e 

borders), beg now to state they have 
sale, anc that this is the best sm for their removal and 
planting, as also for the Rhododendrm, which from the parti- 
gular adaptation of the soil of a largeportion of their grounds, 
they grow to a varoni extent, and car offer at the low scale of 
prices quoted bi 
OAK: Rho rue "English “Durmest” of the New Forest 

s. per 1000, B-years, 10. 
0s. per 100 

RIODODE INDRON "PONTIGUM. xcellent for cover), 
6 inches, 60s, 79 ifiphes; 80s. per 1000. 
‘eet, 403. per 10. 

foo! 
Hybri di ate, 1 o t, 125. per dozen. 

SEA PINE’ (Pinus Surita) excelent for exposed aspects, 
1-year seedling, 7s. 6d. per 1000. transplanted, 20s. per 1000, 

RHUBARB, the Common Tari (Rheum  raphorticum), 

Os. per 
Myatt’s Victoria, 40s. per 

If ordered in less qui ay ce the above quotations, the 

charge will be at retail prices, 

RARE AND BEAUTIFUL COLUMBINE..— The 
sub: P bers beg to offer strong pants of their AQUILEGIA 

r 6s. GLANDULOSA, sent free by post atls, 6d, per pa ir, 01 
ozen, i for stamps of that value, The plan adi 

the open ground, being a hardy Perennial, The following is 
the opinion ot the Editor of the 3 Chronicle, extracted 

ee that paper of 29th Nov. NA “New PLANTS hn 
or. Y quilegi r) 

DERE -HIVES. Tw persons desirous of Celtivating 
that pleasing and profitable branch of rural economy— 

the Honey Bee—are respectfully informed by G. NEIGHBOUR & 
Son, that they have prepared, for the season, an extensive 

proved BEE-HIVES 
consists of ** Nutt’s Collateral Hive," * The Single Box Hive," 

“The Improved Cottage Hive.” “ The Ladies’ Observatory 
Hive,” &c., from either of which the Honey may be taken at 

any time without injury to the 5 and n be worked with 

safety, humanity, and profit, mid and unac- 

customed to Bee- aanpak on es itive paper, with 
dr; eminet and prices, will be forwarded on receipt of a postage 

stamp. Apiarian Depot and Honey Warehouse, 127, Hig! 
Holborn Dondon: 

NUTT ON BEES, (6th Edition) just published, 

NURSERYMEN Toa 
MAJESTY 

AND THE 

FLORISTS QUEEN. 

NEW AND SUPERB WHITE FUCHSIA. 
“SANSPAREIL,” 10s. 6d. per plant. 

OUELL anp CO. beg to call the attention of cul- 
tivators of FUCHSIAS to the above Seedling, which they 

will guarantee is not ped by any light variety yet raised, 
and will give general satisfaction, and refer to the following 
remarks upon it :— 

** A correct representation of it may be seen at the Nursery.” 
“An elegant flower, light tube and Dunn MET pane crimson 

cor olla,” See Gardeners’ Chronicle, Sept. 20th, 1 
“A HITE FOCHSTA.— da just seen à t magnifioone 
ME seeding Fuchsia, raised by tj essrs. You. 

about 3 inches in length, tite tube and sepals "white 
and SUD Netus Victrix,’ but is » 
is much more brilliant and fair in colour. It should be called 
Wl im ̂ as it is most assuredly one of the most beaut tiful 

its species. We quite envy Messrs. DE their prize,"— 
Editor of the Cambridge Advertiser, Oct. 1st, 1845. 
Their 5 other fine Seedlings (for p: aedes e which see pos 

Advertisement of the 17th ult.) will be ready for sending out 
with the above in the DRE arr May, and when the set is 
taken, will be char; e 

HSIAS. 
(Now ready for m on per post free or otherwise.) 

12 Ex, fine Varieties, 12s. Selection left to Youell & Oo. 
12Ditto ditto ^ 21s. Seken left to Purchaser or do, 
50 Fine Varieties 40s. lection left to Youell & Co. 
50 Extra fine ditto 60s. Selection left to Purchaser or do. 

SELECT SEEDLING VERBENAS (raised 1845.) 
Helena, 3s. 6d.; Celeste, 

ó description of 
the above, see their Advertisement of March 1st. They will be 
ready for sending out, per post, free, or otherwise, the first week 
in qa» at 215. the set, 

. i per dozen, 

: » 
. ios ys PANSIES, 12 fine varieties. 

Extra ditto, very superior, 
. 18s. » 

v 9s. Sit 

12 
firs trate show flowers 

PETUNIAS, 12 x 
CINE RARIAS, 12 diti 12s. 18s. 35 
ERICAS, fine "and doni "owering dons by name, 93., 12s., 

and 18s, per doz a 
Superb new heavy-edged PURPLE PICOTEE, “ BUR- 

ROUGHES'S PRESIDENT," 15s, per pair. For particulars, 
see eae Chron, of 11th Oct. 

Also, * BURROU GHESS DUKE OF NEWCASTLE,” the 
best Vent. edged Purple Picotee, 15s. per pair. 

CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES. 
12 pairs extra fine and es A apr £ s. d. 

Show Flowers, by ien 210 
ditto 5 0 

12 e Fine show Flowers dito Cee 0209) 
25 tto ditto .8 0 

Tu s Showy Border lowest Mitto; 1 

tare 4 ane Show Pinks, by name, per dozen pair, 12s, 

HERBACEOUS PLANTS, fine sorts, 6s. to 9s. per dozen, 

RIBES SANGUINEUM FLORE PLENO, 7s. 6d. per plant, 5 
30 Packets of New and Choice FLOWER SEEDS, per post. 

free, for 6s. 

True FASTOLFF RASPBERRY, 24s. per 10! 
The "rs Mixed RANUNCULUSES, all fron ftis Wi, 

125. perl 
Sem Orders carefully executed so as to ensure safe 

tr ansmission, 
.B. Steam Ships to London three times a week; to Hull, 

twice pu week ; and pe or rail to London every eight hours. 
Thei CATAN OGUE for 1846 is just published, containing a 

list of. D es of the very best Fuchsias, Verbenas, Select Plants, 
Beihai, Ericas, Coniferous Plants, Petunias, Cinerarias, 

nsies, Chrysanthemums, Antirrhinums, Polyanthus, Herb: 
eous Plants, Carnations, Picotees, Pinks, &c. &c., which will 

iy forwarded ur application by enclosing two postage Em 
uth Nursery, Mar. 2 . 

SEDENT AND DISTINCT NEW SEEDLING FUCHSIAS., 

HALLY, NunsenywaN and Fro abs Blackheath, 
‘announce his intention to send. out about the 

25th March, the following distinct and beautifal TP UGHSTAS: = 
3 PRESS : hed is, by all judges who have seen it, allowed. 

to be the best t Fuchsia of the ae For description see 
Gardeners’ Chronicle, Sept. 27, 1845 ;— B.—Your seedling 
is a beautiful specimen of a light ER tube and sepals 
white, the latter slightly tipped with delicate green; it is 

smooth, shiny, and waxy in texture; the sepals expand Mis 

fully ahowing i the corolla, which is a clear rosy purple. This 

the bes and most decided of the li 

F . H.— Very pretty, 
like pis ut will be a. p mr ion. 

any li ve.” Again, in answer to B. R. D.— 

« Tally" sis pretty nearly, if not quite, the best we have seen 

this season," See also, in the same paper, a report of the 

West Kent meeting of Philanthropie Society of Gardeners, 
Met 2 was hi quud T is n aenea against 

It is as pretty as 

dee dn ERA NE 2 s red under any sd 
Corolla, a bright rose; a 

a most peattifel ene distinct thing ; was ex- 
hibited and Visas admired, although a bad plant, Hi the last 

July show in the Regen: t3 

3. MARCHIONESS OF CAMDEN, a large light flower, with 

well expanded sepals, and a large rich erimson corolla, resem- 

bling Smith’s Queen Victoria, but of strong robust handsome 
abit.—7s, 6d. 

4 BIS ; GLOBE, a EDI globe shaped flower, expand- 

ing well, colour of “Nymph,” but tube and sepals moresilvery, 
and peru more Mise of ver Corio habit.—7s. 6d. 

Set for 30s, 
FUCHSIA SERRATIFOLIA vp M 
SMITH'S QUEEN VICTORIA, 
A large VUES of Gameing, ia general assortment of 

Nursery Stock. — 

QE HUNDRED ^ TONS OF OF ? SEED “POTATOES. 
—RED KIDNEY POTATOES mes from disease, and of 

the very best quality, are on SALE at East Wickham Farm, 

near Welling, Kent, about 10 miles Tot London, Price 5l. per 

ton on the farm, or delivered free on board at Woolwich at 

5l. 10s, per ton. Apply to Mr. W. Dickson, on the premises. 

JOSEPH FRYER begs to call the attention of 
the Public to his extensive collection of first-rate PANSIES, 

which are now in the finest possibie condition, and can be 

supplied, free by post, at very moderate prices ; likewise, new 

Fuchsias, Petunias, Verbenas, and AE bomen with 
the Nursery and Seed Business. Catalogu warded on 
application, Fine corte Pansey and nnb Seed la s, and 

2s, 6d. per packet, Clarendon Nurseries, Camberwell, London. 
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JJORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.—| been accidentally left in the ground all winter. In 

Notices e is hereby given, that the EXHIBITIONS of|cold heavy land such P 

i -| sound. Some of these might be selected, for the 
otatoes are apparently 

purpose of ascertaining whether the disease may be 

is the last day on which the usual Privileged Tickets areissued | mitigated or subdued by keeping seed Potatoes in 

the earth all the winter, or whether all those which 

d to disease will not have perished in 

The KacgMeners’ Chronicle. the operation, thd sound ones only resisting decay. 

SATURDAY, MARCH 21, 1846. 
MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 

VERRE IR e 25—Society of Arts |. . . . SPM 
PS NN may, April 3—Botanical 8 ra. 

We heartily sympathise with our mere horticul- 
tural friends who are weary of the Poraro question. 
We assure them that we are of the same mind as 

hey; and in proof of our sincerity we have this 

day endeavoured to dispose of the question by 
printing a double Number. Henceforward, we 

trust that it will not occupy any undue space in 
our columns, although its importance is such that 
no consideration will induce us to neglect it. 
week, therefore, we shall return to more miscel- 
aneous matters, which we frankly admit have been 
too long, though unavoidably, neglected. 

Avruouan a sense of public duty has compelled 

4. A correspondent at Abergele reports that his 

“Black American Pink eyes,” all being more or 

less diseased, planted in December, and well limed, 

are (March 4) in a very satisfactory state. Lime 
certainly produces apparently discordant results ; 
nevertheless, there are more favourable than unfa- 

vourable reports of its action, and it deserves to be 

used experimentally. It is also said that dusting 
Potatoes with lime, as soon as the disease shows 
itself, has proved advantageous. This too may be 

resorted to as an expedient for arresting mischief. 

5. Various sorts of Potatoes have been affected 

differently, to a remarkable extent. Black Scotch 

Next | Potatoes so totally failed with ourselves, that not 
onesound one could be found ; at Aberdeen the same 

sortretainedits healthiness. Irish Cups were safe toa 
greater degree than any other as extensively grown. 

Trish “Apples” on the contrary, and * Lumpers” were 

horribly diseased. Mr. PARKER, of Clyffe, near Bland- 

us to bring before the public in the strongest pos- ford, had some Salmon Kidneys grown within a yard 

sible way the uncertainty and risk that attend the 
orato Crop, under existing circumstances, yet we 

are not so insensible to the real value of the plant 
as to wish to see it disappear from cultivation. On 
the contrary, we believe it to be impossible to re- 
Place it with any crop upon the whole equally 
useful, if it is applied to its proper purpose, and not 
made the almost exclusive food of millions, as it now 
is. In the hope, therefore, of assisting in restoring 
this important article of food to its healthy condi- 
tion, we propose to offer a few suggestions as to 
the kind of experiments which it may be advisable 
to try in the present emergency. 

1. Mr. Forsyru, in his valuable pamphlet, ad- 

verted to on a former occasion (p. 132), recom- 

mends that Potatoes should be planted on raised 

ic; 

of some sound red Potatoes, and he states that the 

first were quite sound, while’ the latter were “ every 

one'so rotten as to defy any selection.” In Sussex, 

the “Mangold Wurzel” variety resisted the dis- 

temper successfully. It is, therefore, plain that all 

growers might enquire what sorts were last year 

Teast affected in their own neighbourhood, and try 

them in preference. ; 

In the view of a German writer, the Potato 

disease is owing to a deficiency of magnesia in the 

soil. Those who are of the same opinion may try 

Epsom salts (sulphate of magnesia) in doses of 
from 2 to 4 cwt. per acre. 

7. Another project is to sprout the Potato sets ; 

when the sprouts have formed a few roots, to re- 
move them from the set, and plant them in the 

beds, 4 ft. wide, running north and south, and so in- usual way. It is supposed that the young sprout 

clined, that the sun's rays shall strike the east side 
of the bed in the morning, and the west side in the 
evening. He also proposes that these beds shall be 
oi erated by trénches 3 ft. deep; and gives some 
other details, for which we must refer to thepamphlet 
itself. The principal objection to his system is the 

may be free from disease at an early period, al- 

though it may eventually derive disease from its 
parent; and it is expected that the separation of 

the sprout will enable the grower to secure a crop. 
We cannot say that this will happen; on the con- 
trary, analogy is against the plan. But in our ig- 

Cost of carrying it out ; for he states that his “active” | norance of the real cause of this murrain, we must 

ed requires six times as much digging as the Irish | not trust to analogy, and therefore the experiment 

“lazy” bed, He, however, only recommends this 
plan for gardeners, and modifies it considerably in 
field culture. As the directions for the latter are 

short we extract them entire. 

is well worth a serious trial. As Potato parings 
and Potato eyes will, in ordinary years produce a 
crop, although not a large one, there is no doubt 
that a crop of some sort may be obtained from 

“Tn preparing a field, or any portion of plough-land | Potato sprouts, if they continue healthy. This pro- 

and .Cross-ploughing, with the necessary drilling to 
receive the dung, and again drilling to cover the dung 
ad Sets, the whole process will be very easily managed, 
ES With a very few simple and inexpensive tools, if the 
in plough be made to perform all the heavy 

our, and the pointed shovel be only used to correct 
$ arrangement of the soil. 
At Wini ,in a 

vodertook to treneh a piece of land, previously to its 
von Planted with forest trees ; and, his price being 
ane much under that of his competitors, he got the job, 
ae ut 9ne envied him. his bargain. A strict look-out 
work ept to see in what manner he would perform the 

Ign and, to our surprise, his first operation on the 
T "es with the. plough; and he had a gang of men 

ren chi ace the soil which the plough loosened in right 
neste a form ;-and with this arrangement his men 

Ad to thrust either spade or mattock into the 
ce during the whole job ; but only had 

> as it was loosened by the plough : first, 

RE ty hi: AT 

turning 

for Potatoes, then, instead of the ploughing, harrowing, @position has been made by an Irish correspondent, 
at p. 150. 

8. Mr. Ross, the very intelligent gardener of Mr. 
Dawxivs Pennant, at Penrhyn Castle, near Bangor, 

has made the following statement to us. His frame 
Potatoes are “quite sound and clean; the tops 

also are as healthy and dark green as in any season. 
He planted some in the open ground in November, 
some in December, some in January; all are 

coming up strong and healthy. He did not plant 
any diseased sets, but passed them all through his 
own hands. Before they were planted he powdered 
them all over with flowers of sulphur, and he has 
hopes that this substance may be of great avail in 
the present disease ; these on which he tried flowers 
of sulphur in the beginning of winter have kept 
well? This is a new idea, and worth attention for 
reasons which we may, perhaps, advert to hereafter. 

9. We have seen small sound Potatoes, produced 

then tho Ne green sod into the bottom of the trench, and | from diseased tubers, a; Lord Porrman’s, at Bryan- 

short m furrows of fresh soil on the top. In 
hort, he trenched the land properly ; a more beautiful 

mship I never saw ; and, compared 
ep ploughing is but a poor mockery. 
T Wishes to prepare land for Po- 

trenched in the udi Nen sar Ui s 

ing, the drills may be pene qose io Winter ito Io 
ia in April, in the usual Way, with the common 

l plough, and either guano oy old d tten d Put in and covered along with the s RR a at 
Me v4 means of bai ie Plough.” 

„2. Since peat land has been fo, i x 
disease to Mom extent, it d id is die 
While of those who are favourably Gru e ER] on 

€ edge of heaths and drained mosses or hogs, to 
make some comparative trials between sae and 
Ordinary soil. But we advise that peat Slc be 

ets, in the ordinary 

employed, and not “ half and half” land,which is of | ous healthy shoots as ever he saw. 
an gintermediate nature. 

. In all parts of the country, Potatoes must have 

ston. ‘The tubers had been put into a small garden- 
pot in the month of September, kept in a cold 
frame till the middle of December, then shifted 

into a well-drained 8-inch pot, and kept at all times 

perfectly dry in a hothouse of a temperature vary- 

ing from 65° to 70°. The leaves and haulm were 

unhealthy indeed, but “the disease” had not ap- 
peared. This seems to indicate the value of very 

dry, warm situations, as has been pointed out in 
other cases, especially in one mentioned by Mr. 
EnniNGTON. 

10. Mr. FITZGERALD, in a letter addressed to the 

editor of the Limerick Chronicle, states that, after 

various unsuccessful experiments, he tried à solution 

of bluestone (sulphate of copper) in the proportion 

of 1 lb. to 8 gallons of water, and steeped the 

Potatoes whole for a few minutes, stirring them 

about so as to get all the clay off. He then. took 

them out and planted them in a warm place within 

doors; the result was that they put forth as vigor- 
He has some 

of them now a foot high. He planted some out, 

and they remained sound, He tried the same ex- 

periment with cut Potatoes, but it did not succeed ; 
the action of the bluestone being too powerful, it 
corroded them. He likewise tried leaving whole 

Potatoes for some hours in the liquid, but that like- 
wise failed partially. “ Although at any time it is 
preferable to plant whole Potatoes, still, after being 
steeped whole, they may be cut into two parts only ; 
cutting through the rose end, being that having the 
greater number of eyes and farthest from the root. 

After they are steeped, they should not be left in 
a heap, but spread out on a dry floor.” 

11. In another column mention is made of a @ 
German Potato-scoop, for cutting out the eyes of 
the Potatoes. It may be worth trying the effect of 
planting such eyes, by way of comparison with 
experiment No. 7. 

12. Raising new varieties from seed is a favourite 
project. Darwin long since suggested the neces- 
sity of it, as will be seen by the following extract 
from his Phytologia (p. 95, sect. vii.) :— 

* Another curious occurrence in this lateral produe- 
tion of vegetables by their buds has lately been pub- 
lished by Mr. Knight in the “ Phil. Trans. for 1795,” 
who observes, ‘ That those Apple trees which have been 
continually!propagated for above a century by ingraft- 
ing, are now become so diseased by canker or otherwise, 
that, though the fruit continues of the same flavour, the 
trees are not worth propagating, as those grafts, though 
transplanted} into other trees, he esteems to be still 
an elongation of the original tree, and must feel the 

effect of age like the tree they were taken from? If 

this idea should prove true on further examination, 
there is reason to suspect the same may occur in the 
too long propagation of plants from bulbs and wires as 
Potatoes and Strawberries, which may have occasioned 
the curled tops of Potatoes,and the black blight in the 
flowers of the; Hautbois Strawberry, which some have 
ascribed to its only bearing male flowers ; the cure of 
whieh must arise from our applying to the varieties 
more lately derived from a seminal offspring. This de- 
generacy of trees or perennial herbaceous plants propa- 
gated by buds or roof-seions, is not, I think, to be 
ascribed simply to the age of the original seedling tree, 
because each successive generation of buds or bulbs is 
as distinct from the parent as the generation by seeds. 
But as the lateral progeny of vegetables have no source 
of improvement after they have arrived at their matu- 
rity, but are liable, like other plants and animals, to 
injuries from food and climate, which injuries pro- 
duce hereditary diseases ; it is to this cireumstance 
that their degeneracy ought rather to be ascribed; 
whereas, the sexual progeny of vegetables are liable to 

D by the intermixture of individuals of the 
same or even of different species to counteract the 
effects of hereditary diseases." 

A variety of German accounts, confirmiug the 
importanee of the practice, will also bo found in 

another column. Our own view of the question is 
unfavourable, for reasons fully given at p. 855, 1845, 

to which we must refer the reader. In confirmation 

of the statement there made, we give extracts from 

two letters now before us. The first is from Mr. 
Fincn, of Great Berkhampstead, to the Council of 
the Horticultural Society. He says, that having 

observed a quantity of seedling Potatoes coming up 
last spring on a piece of ground in his garden, he 
selected about 20 plants, which were set in a fresh 

bed, with a view to obtaining some varieties. He 

was surprised to find the tubers, which were very 
small, greatly affected with the disease—more so 

indeed than any others in his fields or garden. The 
second letter is from Mr. Joi J. Wexxs, of South- 

borough, near Bromley, in Kent. He last year ob- 

tained from the seeds of the Cheshire White Potate 
about 70 or 80 seedlings, most differing in size, 

colour,&e. The haulm and leaves appeared healthy ; 

but, notwithstanding any precaution, above 30 have 
become diseased and lost during the winter, and many 
of the remainder are partially tainted. We would 
not, however, on this account discourage the raising 

Potatoes from seed. On the contrary, we would 
encourage it, in the hope that varieties of sounder 
constitution than any we now possess may be gra- 
dually obtained. We must not, however, hold out 

any prospect of our procuring in the autumn a crop 

of field Potatoes from seed now about to be sown, 
because it has been done in Prussia and Saxony, as 

we know, partly from the statements in print, and 

partly from specimens raised by Mr. ALBERT, and by 

Mr. ZANDER, Count Arnim’s gardener, at Boitzen- 

burg, which specimens, sent to the Earl of ABERDEEN 
by the Earl of Wesrmorgxanp, the British Ambassa- 
dor at the court of Berlin, we have been favoured 
with an opportunity of examining. For we must 
never forget the wide difference between the hot 

dry summer of Germany, and the cool damp seasons 
which we islanders usually experience. 

18. Far more important than any of these plans, 
or, indeed, than any that we have yet heard of is 
that which has been for 9 or 10 years pursued by 
Mr. SuepHerd, with a particular account of which 

we must bring these observations to a close. 
Of the south-west point of the Isle of Man is a 

small island of about 600 acres, called Calf. Island, 

| 
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on which seed Potatoes have been raised for some 
years past with great success by Mr. R. SHEPHERD, 
who farms the principal part of the rock, for so the 
place may be called. It is represented as con- 
sisting of thin land, some of which was never till 
lately under cultivation “since the flood,” and 
covered with Heath and Fern, which are destroyed 
by paring and burning. 

Mr. Sueruerp states that when he first rented 
Calf Island, nine years ago, he purchased seed 
Potatoes for planting ; that a great many failures 
occurred among the sets ; thatthe whole were very 
sickly ; and that ultimately he had a very poor crop. 

he next year he procured seed from the mainland, 
but had no better success. In consequence of 
these losses he resolved to raise his own seed, in 
the hope of increasing the vigour of his sets, and he 
adopted the following plan. In the autumn he top- 
dressed a piece of waste land with lime or lime com- 
post, and set it off into beds 6 ft. wide, with 2 ft. paths 
or furrows between them. He placed his Potatoes 
Trish Cups) on the surface of these beds, and 

thinly covered them with the surface earth taken by 
the spade from the paths or furrows between the 
beds. He left them thus through the winter, and 
earthed them up finally with the subsoil of the fur- 
rows as soon as they began to spring up. Mr. 
Sueruerp adds, that the sets which he obtained 
by this means proved of excellent quality ; that he 
has practised the plan ever since with unvarying 
success ; and that farmers now * eagerly" seek for 
his seed, coming over from the mainland in boats to 
procure it. 

In his opinion he has thus restored the Potato crop 
to a more healthy state. And he adds that he finds no 
danger from the frost to which his seed beds of Po- 
tatoes are thus exposed. In the winter of 1839 the 
frost continued so late that there was a scarcity of 
store Potatoes for his own table, so that it became 
necessary to use a pickaxe in order to open the 
ridges in which the Potatoes for consumption had 
been stored. Immersion in cold water for a couple 
of hours before they were cooked was sufficient to 
prevent all evil effects from the action of frost; and 
when, in the month of April, the seed beds were 
dug for planting, not a vestige of a rotten or 
diseased Potato could be found. 

The process thus described is employed merely 
for raising Potatoes to be used for seed. The main 
crop is planted from the seed beds, and when ripe 
is housed in the usual way. 

The seed beds are dug over on the day when the 
main crop is to be planted; and, at the same time, 
other seed beds are immediately (on the very same 

` day if practicable) replanted in the manner above de- 
scribed, so that the seed Potatoes are never allowed 
to remain exposed to the air. 

The theory of this practice is, that on fresh, poor, 
dry, well-drained land, Potatoes acquire a sounder 
constitution than on rich, forcing, highly-manured 
soil; that if such Potatoes are dug in the autumn, 
pitted during the winter, and replanted in the spring, 
their constitution will be again impaired, inasmuch 
as the Potato suffers by exposure to air, by fer- 
mentation, and other causes at work in the pits ; 
and that therefore, if the soundness of constitution 
is to be retained and increased, the Potatoes which 
are intended for seed should never be taken from 
the ground till the moment when they are wanted 
for planting. 

To this reasoning no objection appears to exist. 
On the contrary, it has been upon such grounds as 
those which seem to have influenced Mr. Saep- 
EERD in contriving his seed beds, that autumn 
planting has been advocated. For it was believed 
that any danger to which the Potato might possibly 
be exposed in the open ground, was far less than 
that which must necessarily be incurred in pits. 

r. SHEPHERD, however, urges with much force 
that having separate seed beds, from which to plant 
in the spring, is better than autumn planting, on the 
following account, Autumn-planted Potatoes do 
not “ come” regularly, because worms and insects 
mutilate the sets during the winter months ; but if 
the seed Potatoes remain in their beds till they are 
wanted in spring, it is easy to reject all that may 
prove to be diseased or injured ; and the grower can 
then caleulate with certainty upon an even crop. In 
this opinion we fully concur. 

The result of the crops raised from Mr. Sur»- 
HERD'S Potatoes, in 1845, has been extremely ad- 
vantageous. On Calf Island Mr. Suzruzrp had 
n0 disease among the Potatoes planted immediately 
from the seed beds ; but it eventually showed itself to a limited extent among some headlands planted 
from stored Potatoes in March, without the pickle 
to be mentioned presently. 

But although Mr. SuzPnenp's own Potatoes in 
Calf Island were thus safe, and also those of one of 
the lighthouse-keepers who obtained seed from him, 
yet the three other lighthouse-keepers, who treated 

their sets in the ordinary way, lost nearly the whole 
of their crops. 

mairland disease has showed itself in all the fields 
planted with seed sold by him, but to a much less 
extent than where other seed was employed ; and 
he mentions the case of a farmer who planted his 

himself. 

In shifting the plants, take care to drain the pots 
properly, by using five or six oyster shells, and some 

Mr. Sueruerp, however, reports that on the|rough charcoal, placing some of the roughest of 
the compost over the drainage. Remove the plants 
at each shift into pots at least three sizes larger, 
for though it may not at all times be conve- 
nient to adopt the one-shift system, I believe there x T are now no good cultivators who think of practis- 

land with Cups from Calf Island, and from his own ing the old small-shift system. It is impossible stock, and found that the former brought fully two to say how frequently the plants will require shifting, tons an acre more, and were a fortnight earlier. | but if they are growing vigorously, they will never go 
It mist be observed, however, that the seed which|more than six weeks from the time they are first 
Mr. Surenerp sells is stored during winter. He | potted until they show bloom, without requiring a larger 
only makes his seed beds large enough to supply | pot. The best situation for the plants during the first 

part of their growth will be a low hot-water pit, where 
The result of all this is so favourable to Mr. 

Sueruern’s simple mode of cultivation that it cer- 
tainly deserves to be made extensively known; 
and Potato growers cannot be too strongly urged 
to set apart a portion of their land every year, the 
poorest and driest they can find, exclusively for the 

Independently of the facts evidently connected 
with the seed-bed system, 
that he invariably steeps his cut sets in sea-water, | Clean tepid water. 
immediately afterwards dries them with hot lime- 
dust, and then plants them ; and he attributes some 
part of his success to the use of this preparation. 
He is also of opinion that the constant growing of 
the Potato in rich soils has debilitated its consti- Throughout the whole season it will be advisable to tution, and that we shall have as much reason t0 | water the plants twice or thrice a week with manure- 
complain of diseased Potatoes this ensuing year water, formed by mixing one bushel of sheep’s dung, 

r. Su EPHERD states 

In compliance with the request of several of your 
correspondents, who desire a few practical hints on the 
Management of this beautiful tribe of summer fiowers, 
I beg to offer the following remarks, which I consider 
will be suitable to the admirers of this flower, whether 
their object be public competition or the mere decora- 
tion of the greenhouse and flower garden :— 

Presuming that the old plants are still in a dormant 
state, the first thing to be done with them will be to 
shorten the side shoots a little, and to place them ina 
temperature of from 50° to 60^, in order to induce them 
to make young shoots, from which a stock of plants may 
be obtained. In selecting the cuttings choose those of a 
short robust habit—such as generally protrude from 
the old stem ; insert them in light sandy soil, and place 
the pot in a shady corner of a Cucumber frame. In a 
fortnight the cuttings will be sufficiently rooted to pot 
off, using a compost consisting of equal parts of turfy 
loam, peat, and leaf-mould, with a liberal sprinkling of 
sand and a little charcoal. Return them to the frame, 
ut as soon as they are established in the fresh soil re- 

move them to a more airy situation, with a moist atmo- 
sphere of from 50° to 65°, and endeavour to keep them 
in a vigorous growing state, for so sure as they receive 
a check when young so certain is it that they will never 
make first-rate specimens. When a sufficient supply of 
cuttings has been obtained tle old plants may be cut 
down to within a few inches of the pot, and if they are 
watered occasionally with a little clear weak manure- 
water they will throw up strong shoots from the bottom. 
As soon as these shoots are 3 or 4 inches in length take 
the plants to the potting shed, and having prepared some 
of the before mentioned compost, shake them all out, 
reduce the roots, and re-pot into the smallest sized pots 
that the roots can be conveniently gotinto. At the same 
time, the number of shoots may be reduced to four, six, 
or eight, according to the specimen it is desired to pro- 
duce, as a strong growing viriety, with six, eight, or 
more shoots, will make a specimen 4 feet in height, and 
6 feet in diameter, and when fully grown will require 
an 18-inch pot. After this potting, the plants should 
receive the assistance of a little bottom heat, and 
should be kept in a close moist atmosphere, with shade 
in bright weather, until they are established in their 
new pots, which will be in about a fortuight from the 
time of potting. 
We will now suppose it to be the middle of February, 

at which time the young plants should be well established 
in 3 or 5-inch pots, and the old ones ready to receive 
their second shift. At this time the plants should be 
stout, thrifty fellows, with clean bright transparent 
stems and foliage, and young lively roots protruding all 
over the surface of the soil; and if in this state, they 
may, by proper treatment, be grown to any size. A 
good single-stem specimen of Exoniensis, when well 
grown, should be six feet in height, with branches droop- 

they can be kept near the glass, giving them plenty of 
air both night and day, and abundance of atmospheric 
moisture, but taking care to shade them thinly during 
bright sunshine, as the foliage is very liable to burn. 
As the plants progress in growth and get too tall for the 
pit, remove them to a house kept at a temperature of 
from 55° to 65° or 70° ; place them near the glass, give 
plenty of air and moisture, occasionally moistening the 
paths, walls, and stages with clean manure water, and 
dew the plants over both morning and evening with 

If these directions are attended to and carried out, 
there need be no fear of the red spider attacking the 
plants ; but should that pest make its appearance, lay 
the plant down on its side and syringe with clean soot- 
water until every insect is washed clean away.. 

one peck of soot, half a peck of guano, and half a peck 
of lime ; put the sóot and manures together and mix 
them into a puddle with boiling water, and then throw 
in 50 or 60 gallons of soft water and the lime ; stir the 
water frequently, and after it is quite clear, add two 
gallons of clean water to every gallon of the manure 
used, and apply it in a tepid state. It is astonishing 
what vigour this water imparts to the plants ; indeed 
all other things being suitable, they seem to revel in it 
with that luxuriance that makes them really delightful 
to look upon. 

So far my directions have been addressed to the pro- 
ductions of fine exhibition specimens, but now we will 
consider the management of the tribe where there is 
only a greenhouse to grow them in. Here then, if very 
large plants are required, it will only be necessary to 
spur the young shootsin, retaining the old wood or stem 5 
but if dwarf plants are preferred, cut the old plants 
down to the pot in autumn, reduce the roots, and repot 
in smaller sized pots, using the same compost as before. 
These plants may be placed under the greenhouse stage 
during the winter, and be kept tolerably dry, and by 
this time in the new year they will be pushing young 
shoots. Remove.them to the warmest corner of the 
greenhouse, and expose them to light, and as they pro- 
gress in growth repot them as frequently as they seem to 
require room. They will not be in bloom so early as 
better grown ones, but will make very nice plants for 
the autumn decoration of the greenhouse. Young plants 
struck in March and April, if properly encouraged by 
the necessary pot room and liquid manure, will also make 
very useful stuff ; for the autumn plants, so managed, are 
generally the best for setting about in the flower garden 
or vases, as, being less brittle, they ave not so liable to 
be broken by the wind as more luxuriantly grown 
specimens. 

In the flower garden, the management of Fuchsias 
consists in planting them in good, well trenched ground, 
of manuring them annually with a good dressing of leaf 
mould whieh also serves as a protection during winter, 
and also of soaking the ground occasionally, during their 
growing season, with liquid manure. It is not advisable 
to cut them down in the autumn, but to leave the old 
Stems standing until the young shoots break up in the 
spring. Old plants which have been grown in pots'are 
the best for planting out, but where it is necessary to 
plant young ones they should always be propagated the 
autumn prior to planting out. Some of the old species 
and varieties, such as F, coccinea, virgata, conica, 
Riccartonii, and formosa elegans are best for planting 
out, and F. fulgens also makes a fine bed. Single speci- 
mens of Fuchsias are also fine objects, on lawns espe- 
cially ; when they get large in such situations they 
should always be guarded by baskets to prevent them 
from being injured in mowing. Peter Jenkins. 

——— 
THE AMATEUR GARDENER. 

Ox Portine.—In addition to what was said in the 
ing in regular succession from the pot upwards, and it | last paper respecting the kind of soil necessary for this should be a perfect mass of foliage and flowers; and| department of horticultural art, I think it desirable to other kinds, according to their habit of growth, ought | remind the amateur that each kind of plant should re- to be equally perfect. To return, however, to the | ceive a little consideration before the operation of pot- 
lants, we must now prepare for the second shift, and | t ing is performed, as a deviation from the general routine 
br this purpose a compost consisting of two parts turfy | may be sometimes demanded by the habits of the plant. 
loam, one part sandy peat, one part half-decomposed | A vigorous growth will require larger dimensions; the 
leaf-mould, with a handful of small charcoal, and a| 2atives of arid regions will be improved by a larger 
liberal supply of coarse sand, must be thrown together | proportion of sand in the compost, and plants impa- and thoroughly incorporated, taking care to break it as | tient of moisture must have a more carefully constructed 
little as possible. At each subsequent shifting of the | drainage. As it would be an endless task to point out Plants, excepting the last, the same compost must be] all these variations, the gardener should rather be used, but at the final potting it will be as well to sub- | directed to the great principle, that in planting and 
stitute equal portions of strong loam, and three-years- | potting he should accommodate his practice, as far as 
old cow dung, for the one part of peat before used ; as | Possible, to the nature and habits of the production 
this will make the compost of a more adhesive character, | 8 
the plants will consequently not require so much water 
during the hot weather. ,t 

ubmitted to his art. 
Get your pots from the makers ; they then cost buta 

rifle ; whereas, if purchased a few at a time, they be- 
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come expensive. 
. preferred, as a clumsy pot is not only ugly, but it takes 

up so much more room. For drainage, broken crockery 

` and oyster shells do admirably well. Place a concave 

shell over the hole, and fill up to the depth of about an 
inch and a half or two inches with pieces of broken 
crockery, varying the quantity according to the size of 

the pot. Having the soil moderately damp, but by no 

Means wet enough to prevent its crumbling in the 
hands, all is ready for the transfer of the plants to their 
destination. If young plants from a seed-bed, or rooted 
cuttings, have to be potted, the process will be the 

Same, on a small scale, as that described in a former 

Paper for shrubs and trees. Plant high in the pot, let 
the roots ramify equally on all sides, and settle the 

whole by gentle pressure : but repotting is an operation 

of greater nicety, and must be more fully explained. 

As the soil in pots is necessarily very limited, it re- 
quires changing, and at this season all the plants in 

your collection which have been kept in pits and frames 
must be so treated. Suppose you have a quantity of 

Pelargoniums which were struck last season, and stored 

away in small pots during the winter ; the pots will 
now be full of roots, and the plants must be shifted. 

The size called 48s will be best for Pelargoniums and 

Most window-plants, although reference must be had to 

age and robust growth in this particular. 
Before turning out the plant from the small pot, let 

the larger one to which it is to be transferred be so far 
filled with mould that the roots will be buried no deeper 
than they were before. Turn the plant and pot bottom 
upwards on to the palm and fingers of the left hand, 
which must at one and the same time keep the old soil 
from falling out, and allow the plant to remain unin- 
jured in its topsy-turvy position, A slight tap of the 
edge of the pot on the barrow or stand where you are 
Working will generally disengage the mass of root from 
its sides, and you may remove it with ease. An exami- 
nation must now take place, the plant being still held 
in the open hand root upwards. Remove the old drain- 
age, taking care not to rend away the young fibres 
which may have penetrated into it. If only a few roots 
are visible they need not be disturbed, but the mass 
can be turned as it is into the new pot, and the inter- 
stices round it filled up with the compost. The whole 
should then be pressed down so that the cone of mould 
and roots may no longer retain its shape, but may 
amalgamate with the new soil which has been intro- 
duced. But sometimes it will be found that the mass 
turned out is so entangled with roots, that repotting 
has no chance of success unless they are disturbed, and 
Partly removed. The thicker and older portions must 

therefore be pruned away, and what remains disposed 

ìn a form favourable for future growth. To turn out 
Plants from one pot to another without any reference 
to the state of the roots, is indeed repotting, etymolo- 

Bieally idered hilosophy must have to do s 3 but p 
With the matter, if the practice is to be more than a | to t 
name, 

s inen the work is finished, the plants should be 
Shaded for a time, till they recover themselves ; the 

Young shoots should be arranged, and their growth 
Stopped if necessary, by pinching off their points. The 

SES of the process of repotting will be speedily visible, 
it is properly done, in the rapid growth and healthy 

Appearance of the plants. Besides this spring potting, 
F Some cases the operation will have to be renewed. 
n üchsias will often make so much new wood, and pro- 
SP roots so rapidly, that a transfer to a larger pot 
d | be necessary. The judgment of the amateur must 
ecide when this is desirable.— Zi 

POLMAISE ING. 
Y nave, in my last icati deavoured to 

uem a fair and candid statement of the case of Pol- 
ad Se, up to the time at which I first ventured to 
Nie your readers, and from whieh I think they 
m none to the conclusion that while all the facts are 
reas of the system, these are only met by suppo- 
the H3 eaving them. to form their own opinions of 

that JR ed by which I have endeavoured to prove 
Selenco z acts are the exact results which Nature and 
lien vould lead us to expect from the means em- 

in ap qe bencced to notice those statements which 
sequently m ed in your columns, together with, or sub- 

will Notice) SL own; and which (I trust your readers 
a trial, or as E onger speak of the system as unworthy 

language of n to lead to disappointment, but in 

racter, and, eh more sensible and guarded cha- 
dei instance, the system is spoken of 

objected to—a thin is only my exposition of it that is 
moment. mg, indeed, of small comparative 

On the 14th of Febru; 
in error in supposing ¢ 

by radiation, and therefore m gases cannot be warmed 

Seon tho man ya tet atin i erroneous, I never stated that air was heat ae & 
diation, I especially noticed the properties of an y m 
regard to the distribution of heat, their jos Ser zm E 

Power, their ability to circulate heat by eu Ta iuo ting 

Mer property of allowing radiant heat to pass REG h 
tl em unabsorbed ; but though the air is not eA, 
radiation, the stove is, if the stove at Polmaise is at all 
Pinar in its construction to the generality of heating 

ves. These are usually formed of a fire-box made 

hose of a thin structure should be 
and Polmaise ruined. Mr. Barnes, of Apley-park, 

follows with some remarks; but as they simply repeat 
Mr. Ayres's statements, and are chiefly occupied with a 

detail of his own success in Grape-growing, I may pass 

them by. ier 

This brings me to notice the last communication, that 

of * J. H. H.,” who objects, not to the system, but to 

my explanation of it, and the latter part of which I 

have already answered, in conjunction with “ J.C.” on 

the subject of radiation not being concerned in this sys- 

tem. “J. H. H.” states that I confound relations and 

functions which are distinet in their nature and object, 

and do not admit of a logical comparison ; that I com- 

pare water as an instrument, not with air as an instru- 

ment, but as the subject itself to be warmed, I did 

compare air with water, as an instrument of diffusing 

heat. I investigated those very properties which in- 

titled it, on that pari o be idered a 

superior instrument ; and the fact of the subject being 

itselfthe i ither invalid he reasoning nor 

though it does so in Polmaise; and in my own plans I 

maintain that the draught from house to chamber will 

renders it illogical ; but is an element of that fitness 

for which I contend ? Iam told, I should have compared 

hot water in pipes to hot air in pipes; if this latter had 

been the Polmaise system Mr. Murray would never 

have grown such Grapes, nor should I have volunteered 

its defence. If the admirers of hot water heating have 
in their system chosen an instrument for diffusing heat 

which is endowed with other properties which renders 

it so unmanageable that they are compelled to shut it 

up in iron pipes, while the lovers of hot air employ an 

instrument which is so docile, that they need subject it 

to no such restraint, am I to be told that I may not in- 

stitute any comparison between these instruments, till 

Ihave unfitted the one for that purpose by the very 

means which has fitted the other. . The case is this: I 

have hing to be perf d—two men present 

depend, not mainly upon the within the 

stove (except indirectly), but upon “the difference of 

the temperature between the air in the house and the 

air in the chamber? That the velocity of the draught 

will be regulated, in fact, by the difference of density 

between the air in the two, and that, supposing there 

were a large fire, and this had been long sustained, 

and thus the temperature of the house was approxi- 

mating that of the hot chamber, the draught would be 

trifling while the fire was large; indeed, when 

I reflect upon the many evils that might arise 

from a reverse current setting down the chimney, 

through the fire, and back towards the house, and 

when I know how frequent those down currents are, 

especially when the fire is dying out, or its combustion 

required to be slow, I cannot but think we should act 

more wisely, by avoiding this danger, in supplying the 

atmosphere necessary to the fire from an extraneous 
source ; this will, if possible, simplify the plan, and of 

course secure the air of the house against one mode of 
exhaustion, and I especially recommend these remarks 

he iderati those gentl with whom I 

have communicated privately. On the 24th, is a letter 

from Mr. Liddel, in which he speaks hopefully and 

favourably of the system, remarking truly, that the 

days we live in are so fertile of invention, that no man 

should say the accomplishment of a particular object 

is impossible ; that which is so to-day is not so to- 

morrow; and he gives some plan of his own for con- 

dueting the heated air more perfectly through the 

house, On the 7th March, J. K. says that I am right 

in stating, “that the question of the production of heat is 

not concerned” but, that when Isay “itisasimple question 

of distribution ;” he asks “ whether the heat can be dis- 

tributed before it iscollected?” I reply, it is collected 

in the coals, evolved in the combustion, and our object 
then is distribution. He states “ thatit is not asserted 

any apparatus collects all the heat, more or less passing 

up the chimney.”  Polmaise substitutes the word 

distributes for “ collects;” but;lays no claim to arrest 
every particle of calorie from passing up the chimney ; 

here it shares the common defect of all systems ; but I 

believe that if plans are well arranged, no system need 

lose so little in this way. It is then said that the delay 

I complain of in the distribution of heat by water, com- 

pared to air, is of no moment; though your corres- 

pondent admits it, most people think time saved is 

an excellence; and is it no recommendation—that 

in a climate so changeable as this, the present 

system promises not only to heat well but rapidly ? 
And then comes the truly important question—an im- 

portance scarcely to be overrated—for it affects not the 

expence of the first erection, but the constant one of 
its operation, namely, “whether from the same fuel 

an equal amount of heat is distributed by the two 

systems?” I shall shortly lay before your readers 

certain facts, by which they will at once perceive, that 

in this comparison too, hot water will be found on the 

side of waste ; and this, to an extent little suspected, 

and not to be avoided, unless the lovers of hot water 

trespass on the grounds of Polmaise. All this, your 
correspondent says, we should avoid, “if we knew 

better." I will add, if we would but learn! Then he 

states, that the Polmaise system is adapted at most to 

heat only two houses ; how he arrives at such a con- 

clusion Í am unable to imagine, but I am sure he is 

not brought to it by reading * Nature's book." His 

communication closes with a fallacy ; “ the Polmaise 

system requires considerable briskness in the fire before 

itcan be set in action, and below which it eannot be 

maintained, whilehot water is obedient to every impulse,” 

that is,a liquid is more obedient to the impulse of 

heat than a gas! its particles more moveable ! If 
your correspondent is correct, philosophy is untrue, 

l as i ne a convict the other 

free ; the former, before he can be rendered at all a 

fitting instrument, must be put in chains; is it fair, 

that before estimating the respective qualifications of 

these two men as instruments, I shall put the free man 

in chains also ? nay, that I shall incapacitate him as an 

instrument, by subjecting him to the very conditions 

that capacitate the other : the hot water is the convict, 

and his friends must keep him in chains! There are 

moral errors in which the first false step involves a 

second ; there are physical errors which involve the 
same process, I propose shortly to lay those facts be- 

fore your readers which relate to the waste ineurred in 

the hot-water system, to make some remarks on the 

plan of glazing with laps, and one or two other sub- 

jects relating to atmospheric heat. — D. B. Meeke, 
Holmsdale House, Nutfield. 

GERMAN PAMPHLETS ON THE POTATO 
DISEASE, AND ITS REMEDIES. 

Ar this time all that relates to the Potato disease has 

so much interest, that we have thought it desirable to 

lay before our readers the following abstracts of some 

apers on the subject which have been extensively 

circulated in Germany. 

No. 1. On a New Potato Scoop, with directions for 

using it (a paper circulated through Prussia by the 

Minister of the Interior, with the instrument to which 

it refers).—Since circumstances more than ever demand 

that economy be employed in the use of the seed 
Potatoes, so does it seem the most appropriate time to 

be reminded of a kind of culture which, although not 

new, is not yet universally known, and by which Potato 

planting is effected with slight loss in the mass of 
Potatoes. It is well known that every Potato in a 

depression on the surface, called an “ eye,” contains & 

germ which is capable of developing a perfect Potato 

plant. On a knowledge of this fact is founded the 

practice of'growing the plant from cut Potatoes, or from 

thick portions of the bark or peel of the tuber. in 

both these cases the germ is easily injured, and the 

consequence is that twice or three times more tubers 

are employed than are really required. Already has it 

been proposed to use for this purpose a spoon or scoop, 

butnothing has been thought of adapted for general 

use. An experienced farmer has, however, invented a 

scoop, by the use of which a 
larger amount of produce is se- 
cured, and varieties of Potatoes 
which yield tubers of only small 

circumference, have by its use 
been made to give tubers of a 
large size. 

which are perfectly developed, 
and care should be taken that 
the mass of flesh of the tuber 
taken out with it should beso 
large as entirely to sutround 
the germ, and to contain the 
root of the germ uninjured. 
This instrument consists of a 
round scoop or spoon, made of 
steel, furnished with a sha: 
cutting edge ;'the diameter of 
the circle which the edge forms 
isan inch; the greatest depth of 
the scoop, which has the form 
of half a hollow globe, when 
measured from the centre of the 
diameter of the edge to the 
middle point of the cavity is 

4} to 5 lines, The scoop has a short steel shaft, by 
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which it is inserted into a wooden handle. When the 
Scoop is used, the germ to be taken out should 
occupy the middle of the scoop, and the surrounding 
flesh should entirely fill the cavity. With a little use 
this instrument can be employed with ease and 
speed. When used on large Potatoes six or eight 
eyes may be taken out, and the rest of the Potato 
used for other purposes. 

The germs thus procured are placed about two 
inches deep in the earth, with the flesh of the Potato 
below, and the eye or germ above. The distance of 
the plants should be that which is ordinarily adopted. 
The land on which the eyes are planted should be good, 
and the springing up of the plant watched, and the hoe 
be employed, for the riddance of weeds, &e. 

The eyes which have been taken out may be per- 
mitted to dry for some days; but they should not be 
entirely dried before they are planted. When not 
planted immediately they should be thinly spread on 
Something, as when they are laid in a heap together they 
become heated, ferment, and are destroyed. The scoop 
may also be employed, for the purpose of transporting 
seed from one district to another, at a diminished cost 
for carriage, on account of the bulk being much less 
than whole Potatoes, When this is done the scooped 
eyes should be carefully packed in Moss, speedily 
conveyed, and planted in the soil as fresh as possible. 
Where small landowners prefer planting whole Potatoes 
the produce may be much increased by attention to a 
few circumstances. The ground should be well dug 
and worked, and then the Potatoes may be planted 
deep, as deep, in faet, as the ground will permit ; the 
plants should be placed at a distance of 2 to 3 feet from 
each other, and the earth not thrown up in rows around 
them, but in heaps for each plant, Ground is thus 
economised, and the roots have free space to spread in, 
and their produce is always greater. When rich ma- 
nure is employed, great care should be taken to mix it 
well with the soil, but let it never be forgotten that Po- 
tatoes may be d, an e vegetation thus 
stimulated, without the tubers being increased in num- 
ber or size. If there be only a poor soil and weak 
manure, let the manure be placed under each plant- 
heap, and cover it with some earth, so that the plant- 
heap may not rest immediately on the manure. 

No. 2. Authentic Facts on the Renovation of the Po- 
tato by means of Seed, in relation to the disease of that 
plant now prevalent; by W. Albert, With remarks by 
the Justiz-rath Isensee; Magdeburg, 1845. — This 
pamphlet is introduced by some remarks from Mr. 
Isensee, who states that he is not himself a practical 
agriculturist, but one who takes great interest in all 
that relates to agriculture. He is the president of the 
Agricultural Society of Cóthen, in which position he has 
not only great opportunities of observing the different 
branches of agriculture, but also is able to make com- 
parative experiments. Having become acquainted 
with the fact that one of the Saxon agricultur- 
ists had made experiments on obtaining Potatoes 
from seed, and that even in the first year useful 
tubers for food and other purposes had been ob- 
tained, he turned his attention to the subject, 
and thus collected a variety of important details, which 
are recorded in the pages of the pamphlet before us. It 
ought to be added that the season in which the experi- 
ments were tried was not favourable ; the spring was 
cold and wet, and the frosts in the beginning of Septem- 
ber did much injury. 

During the last 10 years it has been observed that 
the Potato has exhibited a marked change in the vital 
powers. For— 

1. Their preservation is more - difficult now than for- 
merly ; 400 or 500 bushels of the tubers might be laid 
together, and no bad results ensued ; but recently 60 or 
70 bushels laid together will speedily decay. 

2. Formerly Potatoes when wounded in digging them 
up healed, but now they either putrify or become 
tainted. 

3. It is well known, moreover, that in many places they 
eut off the ends of the Potatoes, where the buds are 
mostly found, and planted them as sets, Now, however, 
these ends most speedily run to decay. 

4. Damp fields that used to yield sound and beautiful 
Potatoes, give now a crop of far less durability. 

5. Varieties of Potatoes that formerly blossomed and 
bore fruit, perform these functions no longer; the 
blossoms drop off, and no seed can be obtained. All 
these points have been more or less observed in many 
laces. ý 

p In 1839, however, a disease appeared which, within 
a short time, destroyed thousands of bushels of Pota- 

author discovered that this disease was caused by in- 
sects, especially small mites, resembling those in cheese. 

any persons smiled at this discovery, and supposed 
that the insects were produced by the disease in the 

The following things, however, ought to have 
some weight with such opponents :— 

1, Such an explanation would favour the doctrine of 
equivocal generation, which the celebrated naturalist 
Ehrenberg, of Berlin, has contradicted. 

2. The author has found in the midst of sound Pota- 
toes nests of small white mites, and in the centre of an 
apparently sound Gibraltar Potato, a small living fly. 

The author tried every means in his power to get 
rid of this disease, but failed ; he at last, however, suc- 
ceeded, by procuring seed Potatoes from a district 

time were constantly found individual Potatoes which 
entered into a stateof decomposition, by which their whole 
organisation was quickly destroyed. ^ Besides, also, the 
scurf (Schorfigwerden), or, so called, pock-mark (Pocken- 
krankheit), made its appearance. This disease, for the 
most part, exerted no influence upon the produce, nor 
upon the firmness or germinating power of the Potato ; 
only in the sale, it prejudieed them on account of their 
unseemly appearance. The scurf, for the most part, 
made its appearance where the land had been strongly 
manured, or mixed with marl, chalk, or soap-ashes, 

This year a disease has attacked the Potato in Bel- 
gium, Holland, the Rhine region, and other places, 
which has destroyed their organisation, and rendered 
them unfit for the food even of brutes, This disease 
has been accurately investigated in the countries where 
it has broken out. The French and English Govern- 
ments have both appointed Commissioners. By some the 
disease has been attributed to the attacks of a fungus, 
which, fastening itself on the under surface of the leaf, 
prevents that organ from performing its proper functions, 
and the whole plant becomes diseased. In this district 
(Lower Saxony) the Potatoes have this year (1845) 
exhibited a greater tendency than usual to run into a 
fluid decomposition. ‘This is especially the case with 
Potatoes in damp soils, and those which were placed 
under the water during the spring. Here and there 
Specimens have been found which in all respects cor- 
respond with the above-mentioned disease. 

What, then, is the origin of this disease? Numerous 
hypotheses are advanced in the various journals. To 
us it appears that it must have arisen out of the follow- 
ing causes :— 

1, Peculiar atmospheric influences, 
2, A continual propagation by tubers. 

As a proof of the last cause acting before all 
others, is the fact, that the later varieties of 
Potatoes will not produce flowers and seeds, Un- 
questionably it is the legitimate function of a plant 
to bear seeds, The seed is the crowning result of 
the life of a plant; to it is committed the propa- 
gation and increase of the species, and when it fails 
to be produced it indicates a want of power both in the 
vegetable and animal kingdom. Further, it is a fact 
that the early varieties of Potatoes which generally 
blossom and bear seed have been affected to a much 
less extent with the prevailing disease than those 
varieties whieh are older, and which bear no flowers 
nor fruit. A brother of the reporter planted a field 
this year with the following varieties of Potatoes :— 

a, Gibraltar Potatoes. 
b. Sugar Potatoes. 
c. Leipsie Potatoes, with red eyes. 
d. Potatoes planted from seed. 
e. Wax Potatoes (Waeks-Kartoffel). 
At the harvesting, which occurred on the 20th of 

October, 1845, the Potatoes a, b, and e were found to 
contain more or less indieations of disease, whilst the 
Wax Potatoes and those grown from seed were not 
touched at all. My brother also received from an agri- 
cultural society four Potatoes of a new sort, which were 
planted in a garden amongst other varieties, At the 
time of gathering all the other Potatoes afforded traces 
of the scurf, and exhibited suspicious looking spots upon 
the skin, whilst the produce of the four new Potatoes 
were entirely clean and free from disease. The produce 
of the four Potatoes was 40 lbs. 

It ought, however, to be observed that it has always 
been found that some sorts of Potatoes are more liable 
than others to be diseased, although placed under thesame 
circumstances ; thus, in the district of the reporter the 
red varieties of Potatoes have been much better pre- 
served than the white. The first possess always more 
consistence, and contain a much less quantity of water 
than the last. 

rom these observations it appears to result that the 
changes which the Potatoes exhibit in disease are pro- 
dueed by the soluble substances which they contain, 
and that the disposition thereto is produced by a weak 
cohesion of the elementary matters of which the Po- |m 
tato is composed. This asthenie state of the Potato 
gives many insects their nourishment in its tissues, 
and by this means the decomposition of the tuber is 
more readily affected. Even in the fluid forms of 
putrefaction, the reporter has discovered such insects, 
and at the moment of writing, a Potato is lying before 
him, which, on being inspected with the microscope, 
exhibits countless insects, the most of which resemble 
in appearance the cheese-mite, 

For four years the Oberamtmann Albert has 
occupied himself with endeavouring to restore the 
vitality of the Potato by propagation from seeds. He 
has also induced others to try the experiment, which 
has indeed afforded some brilliant results. Especially 
have the following points been determined :— 

1. By proper culture, Potatoes grown from seed in 
the first year gave large, perfectly ripe, and eatable 
tubers ; so that from a Magdeburg acre (Morgen) 
above four Berlin wispel (a wispel is 24 bushels) were 
harvested. The seed mixed with dry earth was thinly 
sown in the middle of April, in rows a foot apart, in good 
garden ground. The seedlings were transplanted 
in a field at the end of May or the beginning of June. 
This should be done when they are 4 or 5 inches high. 
It is also necessary that each plant should have at least 
3 square feet to grow in, as they develop a much larger 
root-system than those which are grown from tubers. } 
It has generally been supposed that it required three 

where the disease had not been known. At the same | years to obtain a crop of Potatoes from seed, ,but the 

reason of this has been that the young plants when 
transplanted have not been separated far enough from 
each other. 

2. The Potato generated in this way exhibits con- 
stantly a great vitality, The vegetation is much more 
luxuriant, and the produce of the tubers more abun- 
dant. In September, 1845, the reporter counted on a 
single stem of a Potato plant 102 tubers all adapted for 
future seed, whilston the stem of one of the mother- 
plants near by, there were only 13 tubers, although 
larger on an average. 

3. Potatoes grown from seed are more durable. On 
the 10th of October 9 bushels of Potatoes from seed 
were placed upon a floor in a heap, and at the same 
time three-quarters of a bushel of the parent Potatoes. 
Fourteen days afterwards, 16 faulty individuals were 
picked out amongst the last, whilst in the first not a 
single unsound tuber was discovered. In fact the 
disease (and this more particularly applies to he dr 
gangrene before mentioned), has not developed itself in 
the Potatoes produced from seed. 

4. In one case reported in the appendix, the produce 
of tubers obtained from seed was 24 greater than that 
obtained from the mother Potatoes on the same piece 
of ground, and this is in accordance with the previous 
results. 

5. Notwithstanding that the half ounce (Loth) of 
Potato seed cost from 3 to 4 thalers in previous years, 
and from the frost in the beginning of September spoil- 
ing the Potato-apples this year, raising the price to 4 
or 5 thalers the half ounce, yet the expence of growing 
the Potato from seed is less than from the tuber, 

The planting of two Magdeburg acres with tubers 
ost :— Ci 

th. gr. 
F bushels of tubers, at 19 groschen a bushel ». 10 0 

our women to plant the same after the plough. . .. 0 12 

10 12 
T For plantingzfrom seed the following was the cost :— 

th. . gr. 
For a half ounce of seed for sowing two acres .. 2418 For 12 women, employed in transplanting, &e... — .. 1 12 

6 6 
6. The plants produced from seed generally resem- 

bled the parents, but sometimes entirely new varieties 
are produced, 

At the end of this Report is a note by Mr. Isensee, 
in which he says, “I hold the renovation of the Potato 
from seed as a highly important matter. I can con- 
firm the statement that the Potatoes yielded by plants 
grown from seed have an especially beautiful and sound 
pr a kably powerful d of the 

root, and generally a luxuriant vegetation. I have 
also seen that the small and very smallest Potatoes of 
the crop grown from seed in 1844, and which were 
planted in the spring of 1845, yield extraordinarily fine 
and sound tubers, combined with an incredible pro- 
ductiveness, so that I believe large Potato cultivators 
would find it greatly increase the produce of their har- 
vests if they from time to time renovated their crops by 
raising Potatoes from seed, I believe also that some of 
the plants after the transplanting of the others, and 
ihinning, might be left in the place where they were 
sown, and would there yield tubers whose produce 
would be good both in quantity and quality, and which 
would serve for planting a subsequent year. 

The appendices alluded to in the report consist of 
various reports and papers bearing on the question of 
the value of the crops of Potatoes procured from Potato 
seed. The first five papers consist of reports given by 
committees of agricultural and other societies on this 
subject, They are drawn up in the form of question 
and answer, and the principal results have been given 
in the preceding remarks. - 

One of the papersin Appendix A is upon the chemical 
composition of tubers produced from seed and from 
otatoes, This paper is by Dr. Dobereiner. He sub- 

mitted the several sorts of Potatoes obtained from seed 

Potatoes | Potatoes 
fro: TO: 

Krause. | Greger, 

Water 810.9 
Starch .. 107.0 
Fibrine, sta 50.0. 
Substances 32.1 

biaia a cs 
1000.0 | 1000.0 1000.0 

The quantitative analysis of substances soluble in 
water was not made; from the researches of other 
chemists they are as follows :— 

Albumen Tartaric acid) Gum lisse 
(Sugar — Asparagin 
Phosphoric acid Solanin 
Citric acid 

The published analyses of Einhof, Henry, and Lam- 
padius, are then given, which were made on Potatoes 
produced by tubers, The following analysis by Do- 
bereiner is given of a large sort grown in the year 
1845 45 :— 

Water .. v E .. "= 740.9 
Starch .. — m m «.::120.0 
Fibr CAR DES CREE 
"ATggtqegue PUT WRITE, Po MEE 
Guter Pest uj, Per td ida 

1000.0 
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lowing comparison: — 

Potatoes from tubers after 

the researches of Einhof, 

Henry, and Lampadius. 

Potatoes from. 
seed by Substances, 

Dobereiner. 

15 per cent. 11.1 per cent. 
d; 5. » dn) 
TUR 76.0 . 5» 
4) 13 

Of the remaining elements of Potatoes, Henry,in his 

researches, gives 3.3 of sugar and 0.1 of fat; Vauquelin 

9.1 of asparagin, a highly nitrog substance found 
in Asparagus ; 1.2 of citrate of lime; and an undeter- 

mined quantity of pure citric acid, citrate and phos- 

Phate of potassa, and phosphate of li 1 

Whieh, in their quantitative analysis, determine the 

reater or less value of the Potato. In addition to these, 

uchner, Barry, and Otto, have pointed out the existence 

of solanin, a poisonous substance, which is found in 

largest quantities during the germination of the Po- 

tato, and is the cause of the paralysis which comes on 

in the extremities of animals which have been fed upon 

Potatoes that have been used by the distillers. 

The following Table gives the result of the chemical 

examination of Potatoes at various seasons of the year. 
240 lbs. of Potatoes contain, of starch— 

lbs. lbs. 
In August.. . 23 
», September HE 

» October .. .. 82 

November ag 88 
. 88 — 28 or 16 1L6 

» May m +. 2 20 or 11.6 — 8.3 M 

From which results it will be found that Potatoes ought 
to be protected against frost, heat, and germination. 

ayen found starch and water in the following pro- 

Portions in various sorts :— 
Starch. Water. 

Rohan Potatoes .. m —7 
Large yellow do. .. . m — 

Scote' do. .. m — 

i do. .. . — 

Suganzak do. .. oe P ps 

Siberian do. .. . ES 

illier: f No an DE MIS c S 
From this Table it appears that starch and water exist 
in Potatoes always in an inverse proportion; where 
there is most starch there is least water, and vice versa. 
It will also be found that starch and water together 
constitute from 91.7 to 92 per cent. of the mass of all 
Potatoes. 

Appendix B, Upon the regeneration, or profitable 

propagation of Potatoes from seeds, by Inspector Tinz- 

mann, of Laasnig, in Silesia. 
The variety of opinions which exist with regard to 

the Proper culture of the Potato, determined me to un- 
dertake experiments for myself, which I have now car- 

Tied on for 10 years ; and as the results of their propa- 
B ion by means of seeds appear to be important, I 

ave determined to give them to the public. In the 
commencement only a few plants were tried, but as the 
result was good, this plan of culture has been conti- 

hued till now. The propagation of Potatoes from seeds 
tee with many advantages. The Potatoes are 

by it regenerated, their produce is increased, and, what 

15 of most importance, the Potato itself is very much 
improved. 'The tubers, also, of Potatoes produced from 

Seed are able to resist the influences of weather, &c., 
Much better than those grown from eyes, germs or peels 
in me usual way. It has also the advantage of a saving 
th sowing, as, although small Potatoes are used when 

d € crop is grown from the tubers, yet these may be 

mployed more profitably for feeding animals. In the 

UE of Potatoes from tubers there is no certainty 

im regard to the crop, as a fine-looking Potato may 
in e weak vital powers, or the germs, ou account, of 
estt nutrition, may not be able to develope healthy 
terio Phe following is the history of my experi- 

p ES autumn of 1833, the seeds of an ordinary va- 
ai ug field Potato (Futter-Kartoffel) were collected 
EM in a garden on the 16th of April, 1834. From 

and SERO only 12 plants made their appearance, 
They w ese 9 were transplanted in the middle of June. 
apant Pd then 5 inches high, and were plaeed a foot 

favourable. ER other. This was au exceedingly un- 

drought th, Mes for this experiment, on account of the 

up; they yiel ed When these plants were dug 

the size of a h only 73 Potatoes. The largest were 

nut, a Aen’s egg, the smallest as big as a Hazel 
In the N p 

in a eld, RN these 73 Potatoes were planted out 

D plants, "Tho of them, even the smallest, 

the old sorts i 
and more eu “ir vigour, their dark-green leaves, 

and in 1837 produced 21 These were again planted, 

planted, and produced 44 
bushels were planted, and 
rest were sold. 

Ro as compared with the 

bu: X 2 Was as 14 to 8}, and the 
shel of the new variety Bis ae 91 lbs, whilst the 

aese are German weights 

second experiment was made with the Ger table Potato (Speise-Kartoffel). The seeds om 
oR the 26th April, 1836, which came up, and 60 plants 

ere transplanted on the 20th of June following. The 
Produce was 51 metze (a metze is the 16th part of a 

cheffel or Prussian bushel). The tubers were small, 

not any larger than a dove’s egg, and were 1382 in 

number, or 23 on an average to each plant. These 

were planted in 1837, and yielded 8 bushels of per- 

fectly formed Potatoes, with an excellent flavour. In 

the year 1838, 3 bushels were planted out, and 56 

bushels obtained. The produce of this variety was 

always greater thay the last, as it afforded, on an ave- 

rage, from 60 to 70 tubers on each plant. Although in 

the first produce many of the tubers were very small, 

this was found to be no disadvantage in using them 

as seed-tubers, the very smallest frequently having the 

largest number of’eyes, and yielding the greatest produce. 

The propagation of Potatoes.from seed having been 

found so valuable, I have adopted the plan, and now 

possess a large assortment of different varieties. The 

following Table has been drawn up for the purpose of 

affording a view of the relative merits of Potatoes grown 

from seeds and from tuber: 

Kiwp or POTATO. Acr 
Ad S5 
29 
Lr 
mE 

B | Starch. 
1. Field-Potatoes from tubers .. 

2. The same from seed eere 

3. German Garden-Potatoes fn 
4, The same from seed ...- 

5. Early Kidneys from tubers 
5. The fy 6 6. Th le f db eegee 196 LS 

As these three sorts of P grown o 

soil of equal goodness, and received the same treatment, 

they prove very satisfactorily the advantay 
the raising the Potatoes from seed. & might communi- 

cate the result of experiments on other kinds of Pota- 

toes, but they are all equally favourable to the plan of 

culture now recommended. I will now say a few words 

on the obtaining, treatment, and sowing of the seed. 

In order to obtain good seed, not more than from two 

to three of the fruits or Apples of the Potato plant 

should be allowed to come to maturity, For these the 

most perfect should be selected, and all the rest cut 

away. In the neighbourhood of the plants selected for 

seed, no other sort should be allowed to grow, because 

the pollen of the other plants may mix with those in- 

tended for seed, and the sort will thus be changed. Of 

this I have had ample proof, and have sometimes had 

the varieties of Potato spoiled by such a mixture. It 

is well known that a change in the variety of a plant 

can only thus take place by the application of the pollen 

of other varieties. Sometimes this mixture of other 

pollen exerts a powerful influence, and I have found that 

sorts of Potatoes which would not bear seed from im- 

pregnation with the pollen of their own flowers, would 

bear it when impregnated with pollen from other flowers. 

The ripeness of the seed may be known by the soften- 

ing of the Apple, or should not this come on in late 

varieties, then, when the vegetation dies. I collect the 

Apples generally at the time the tubers are dug up. 

They should be then placed in a damp, not a wet place, 

as in a cellar, till decomposition takes place. The 

pulpy parts should then be separated by squeezing, and 

the seeds washed with luke-warm water, the seeds should 

then be picked out, and washed carefully several times, 

until all the mucus is got rid of. This is a point of 

great importance, and it was from not properly sepa- 

rating the seed from the investing mucus that I did not 

succeed so well in my first experiments. When left 

on, the mucus prevents the seed from germinating. The 

seeds after washing should be dried in the air, and 

kept in a well ventilated place. 
When varieties are wished to be produced, a fine 

dry still day, when the plants are in full blossom, should 

be chosen, and the pollen of the one plant be carefully 

applied to the stigma of the other with a camel’s-hair 

pencil. This process it is very desirable to adopt where 

none of the Potatoes of a district will bear Apples at all, 

as it frequently happens that Apples are borne after this 

artificial impregnation. 
In the cultivation of Potatoes from seed the following 

notes may be of service. The seed of the Potato should 

either be sown at the latter end of April or the begin- 

ning of May, in a loose soil, which, during the previous 

autumn, had been well manured. The ground should 

be sown thinly and in rows 4 inches apart. The young 

plants will have appeared within 10 days. The ground 

should be carefully cleared of weeds. At the end of 

about eight weeks they will be 4 or 5 inches in height, 

when they should be dug up and planted out in a well 

worked field, about 18 inches apart in breadth, and 

7 inches in a line. In the course of time the soil should 

be loosened with a hoe, and later dug up and housed in 

the same way as other Potatoes. 
The Potatoes obtained from seed the first year do 

not attain their perfect size, and are watery and not 

agreeable as food ; they seldom attain the size of a hen's 
egg, and the majority are not bigger than a‘hazel nut, 

but in the second year the Potatoes grown from these 

attain a large size and deliver asfine and perfect a fruit 

as possible. 4 

(To this statement of the Herr Tinzmann, J ustiz-rath 

Isensee appends a note, stating that the results of his 

observations differ from those of the author. In the 

previous report from Herr Albert, and in the reports 

in Appendix A, it will be seen that the first crop of Po- 

tatoes was large, free from any large amount of water, 

and eatable. ‘This was the case, not only with the early 

sorts of Potatoes, but with the later sorts, the same as 

those referred to by Herr Tinzmann.) An important 

point to be attended to is the preservation of the seed 

tubers during winter. They should be carefully stowed 

before heating takes place, so as to produce germina- 

tion, and this should be done as soon as possible after 

the taking up of the Potatoes, If the seeds are sown in 

February on a hotbed, then the Potatoes which are 

produced may be employed for food, but I prefer the 

second year's produce. (It will be seen from preceding 

arts of the reports that it is not necessary to take this 

precaution to secure as useful a crop the first year.) 

Since obtaining the foregoing results from the propa- 

gation of Potatoes by seed, I have not only always had 

abundant crops, but they have all been free from the 

various forms of Potato disease. 
Appendix C. In Number: 245 of the “Berliner 

Zeitung,” of the 20th of October, 1845, the following 

occurs. The Minister of. the Interior is induced to lay 

the following communication before the publie :—The 

prevalence of a disease in Potatoes in various parts of 

the world has led some to the conclusion that it is 

desirable again to raise Potato-plants from seed. There 

appears, however, to have been but few experiments 

performed upon this subject, and, consequently, persons 

have been led to doubt its value. An experiment has 

however, lately been performed by Herr Zander, of 

Boitzenburg (Court Arnim’s gardener), in which he not 

only obtained Potatoes from seeds, but when all others 

were attacked with disease these were found free. The 

following is the plan pursued. The berries of the 

Potatoes are collected in the autumn, and are squeezed 

with the hand into a pot or other vessel, in which they 

should remain six or eight days, to decompose, by 

which process the pulpy part separates from the seeds ; 

the seeds are afterwards washed with water and treated 

in the same manner as the seeds of Cucumbers. They 

are then dried, and kept in a warm and dry place. At 

the end of March, or the beginning of April, the seeds 

are sown in a hotbed, and are treated generally in the 

same manner as Early Peas. The young plants should 
be protected from the frosts to which they are exposed 

at the season of year in which they are planted. In 

the month of May he transplanted and planted in a 
light soil at the distance at which Potatoes are usually 

planted. Zander’s plants were sown on the 11th of 

April, and transplanted on the 26th of May. The 

plants at the harvest yielded largely, and one plant gave 

280 tubers. Zander has grown Potatoes thus for the 

last five years, and while the Potatoes all around have 

been subject to attacks of disease, those grown from seed 

have been free. The success of these experiments 

ought to induce persons, wherever the Potatoes are not 
got in, and berries have been produced, to collect the 

seed for the purpose of sowing in future years, should 

the erop turn out to be a failure. The space required 

for sowing seeds, in order to plant an acre of land, is 

not more than a square rod, so that persons with only a 

small amount of land may successfully pursue the plan. 

Appendix D is a short report made on the 7th Octo- 

ber, 1845, by C. Berendt, on the merits of the Potatoes 

grown by Herr Albert, from seed ; which is very 

favourable. 
Appendix E. — The president of the Agricultural 

Society of Rosslau and Cüthen, in consideration of the 

importanee of the subject, had been indueed to allow 

the collection of seed under the superintendence of an 

experienced farmer, for the purpose of supplying those 

who may wish to have it. 
Appendix F.— Potatoes from seed by Von Blacha, of 

Jaschine, near Kreuzburg. In consequence of the 

marked diminution in the g inating power of the Po- 

tatoes of this district, I three years ago obtained, by 

means of washing, an ounce and a half of seeds from 

sound Potato berries. These were sown, for the sake 

of experiment, the first year in a hotbed, and when the 

plants were up, and no frost to be feared, they were 

planted in the open field. From these I had the first 

year one sack and a half, the next year 12 sacks, and 

the present year, 95 sacks of perfect and good Potatoes. 

Allmy Potatoesare at present infected with the prevailing 

disease in a high degree, except the 95 sacks obtained 

from the seeds, and they are all perfectly sound. 

Wome Correspondence. 
The Amaranthus oleraceus, which you describe as a 

new esculent under the name of Chusan Han-tsi, is one 

of the most common native vegetables in India, and of 

which there are two or three kinds in use, either 

varieties of this or different species of Amaranthus. 

The two most frequently met with are, one with stem- 

branches and leaf-stalks of a light green, a shade lighter 

than the leaves ; in the other, the whole plant is ofa 

brownish green, or rusty colour ; in other respects, the 

plants are apparently the same. The time at which 

they grow in the greatest perfection as a vegetable is 

just after the first fall of the tropical rains, when the 

air is saturated with moisture, and the direct action of 

the sun broken, but not wholly intereepted, by a thin 

covering of clouds, accompanied by a generally calm 

state of the ph a p ranging 

from 709 to 80°, but with variations exceedingly small 

between day and night, as compared with other seasons 

of the year. At this time the plants grow very rapidly, 

and arrive ata state for use in a month or less from 

the sowing of the seed, rising from 1 to 14 foot in 
heighth, with stems as thick as the forefinger. In this 

state of rapid growth, the whole plant is used, being. 

eut off about 2 inches above the ground, and the most 

delicate part of the vegetable is decidedly the succulent 
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stems and branches ; but when the plant is allowed to 
mature its growth, the stem and branches become 
stringy and fibrous, and the leaves and foot-stalks are 
alone capable of being used, in the manner of the 
Chinese, as described by Mr. Fortune. This is mostly 
the case also when this vegetable is grown at other 
Seasons. When the state of the atmosphere is dry, and 
the sun unclouded, the plants speedily become stringy, 
and do not attain the same size as in the rainy season ; 
and unless they are pulled up when they are very young 
and small, the leaves alone are worth using. There is 
another kind by no means so common, whether a variety 
or distinct species I am unable to say, with milk-white 
stem and branches, of which I sent some seeds to the 
Horticultural Society three years ago. I am not aware 
that it is less hardy or less easily cultivated than the 
others ; but, as a vegetable, it is equally succulent and 
more delicate in appearance, and I think in flavour ; 
and I would recommend it to the notice of any one 
disposed to try the cultivation of this plant as a vege- 
table. From the preceding observations it may be in- 
ferred that the moist temperature of a Melon or Cu- 
cumber-frame will be the most suitable climate it can 
have; and I have seen very fine specimens grown in 
this manner.—J. H. H. 

West Kent Garden-pot.—This contrivance, exhibited 
before the Horticultural Society on the 17th February, 
and noticed in a leading article of the same week, may 
be regarded as one of the best aids to cultivation which 
has been brought under the notice of practical men for 
a long time past. A similar plan has been in use 
here for two years past (but I must do Mr. Fry the 
justice of stating that he was not aware of that fact 
until after his plan was made known to several gar- 
deners in this county), and therefore I can speak prac- 
tically of the advantages which are likely to accrue 
rom the invention. To amateurs I consider it will 
be of greater service than to practical men, inas- 
much as the latter, from their daily experience, are 
more expert in the shifting of plants than the former 
can be expected to be, but the amateur will find the pot 
of immense advantage, by enabling him to examine the 
roots of his plants without any risk of doing them in- 
jury, and it will also facilitate very materially the 
shifting of large specimens, as the plants will require no 
capsising, and therefore are not so likely to be broken, 
while the dirt which generally in the old plan of re- 
potting falls so plentifully among the branches and 
foliage, and which frequently is difficult to remove 
without considerable trouble, will in this plan do no 
harm at all. How frequently are valuable plants lost 
from the want of water, because from the surface-soil 
being wet the cultivator imagines that they are all right 
in point of humidity, while in reality, when they come 
to be turned out after they are dead, half of the ball, 
Sometimes the bottom and sometimes the side, is found 
to be as dry as dust; but when the West Kent pot 
comes into use, we have nothing more to do than place 
the ball on the shifting block to make every necessary 
examination, In the shifting of large Pine plants (for 
T imagine that the pot-cultivation of these plants will 
not be abandoned quite so soon as Mr. Hamilton and 
some of his disciples imagine), this pot will be of im- 
mense advantage by facilitating the operation; and it 
will also effect a considerable saving in the number of 
pots which are now obliged to be broken in shifting 
large specimens of all kinds of plants. For my own 
part, I will purchase no other kind of pot after Mr. 
Fry's are in the market.—W. P, Ayres, Brooklands. 
Maize.—Amongst the advantageous uses to which 

Maize may be put, is that of feeding poultry. The 
poultry of Toulouse is remarkable for its delicacy of 
flavour, and of texture of flesh and fat : it is fattened 
on Maize. A person accustomed to fowls so fed can 
immediately distinguish them in the market from any 
that may have been fattened on other kinds of corn. 
So, also, Meize is esteemed, in the south of France, the 
best food for fattening pigs, insomuch that in parts 
where Maize is dearer than Barley, still Maize is pur- 
chased to finish the fattening of a pig.— M. C. 

To keep Trees from Wind-waving.— A. deseription 
appears (p. 101) of a mode of supporting newly trans- 
planted large trees, and where supports are absolutely 
necessary, the mode recommended is possibly as good 
as any. Nevertheless, as all such supports have a 
clumsy and unsightly appearance, it would be a saving 
of labour and expense to dispense with them altogether; 
which, with the exception perhapsof “ Poplars in a marshy 
soil,” might easily be done. I can assure “F, H. S." 
that I have transplanted some hundreds of large trees 
in my time, into park and similar scenery, and have 
never had recourse to artificial support in any instance. 
My mode is this : to take up the tree, with all the roots 
that can possibly be preserved, with great care, com- 
pletely denuding them of all the earth, and when placing 
the tree ina previously prepared pit, carefully packing 
all the larger roots in their natural Position, with the 
strongest turned towards the point most exposed to the 
most prevalent winds ; when the tree is up, I generally thin the head a little, by way of preserving the balance of reeiproeity with disturbed, and in some degree un- avoidably mutilated roots, Following the above natural 
mode, I think my suecess has been equal to most men's 
in that department—as the general luxuriance of the 
trees in question can testify. 
however,that I have had instances of trees getting a little on one side in soft soils, when it has happened 

ground got settled ; but I never found it necessary to use supports such as are described by “F.H. S.” I 

may mention my mode of preparing the pits or holes : 
we strike a circle 10, 12, or 15 feet wide, as the case 
may be ; remove the turf, and then work the soil well 
over by deep digging or shallow trenching, laying out 
just enough to pack in, and cover the roots to their 
natural depth, and no more ; replace the turf, and the 
work is done.— Quercus. 

Polmaise Heating.—I propose to supply the furnace 
with air from the house, and to replace its loss with 
fresh air, heated in its passage through the stove. It 
will be seen by the woodcut that it is intended the cold 
air shall first come in contact with the flue at some 
distance from the fire ; it will then become warmed in 
its passage towards the fireplace, passing which, it will 
be sufficiently heated to enter the back drain, from 
which I propose to make several openings into the 
house, increasing in dimensions as they recede from the 
entrance. Instead of conducting the air under a wet 
blanket, and allowing it to enter the house at each end, 
I would substitute for the blanket a net made of large 
soft woollen yarn, like that used for mops ; this being 
kept moist by turning some loose ends into the tank of 
water above it; the number of these yarns would regu- 
late the degree of moisture. The heated moist air 
would then enter the house through the meshes of the 
net, and would be so equally diffused that little danger 
might be anticipated of scorching any plant near it. 
It is intended that.the fireplace shall be air-tight, ex- 
cept the opening from the front drain into the Ash pit, 
through which the draft may be accurately regulated by 
a small damper. The fire-place should be of cast iron, the 
casing might be of plate ; but to prevent loss of heat by 
radiation, it should be covered about 2 inches thick with 
a compound of charcoal-dust, mixed with about 1-6th of 
pipe-clay, and kneaded into a paste, this would be 
prevented from falling off by a few studs inserted into 
the iron tube, and further secured by a calico bandage 
moistened with clay, and wrapped round the whole ; 
this will effectually prevent any escape of heat. I 
propose to feed the fire by a hopper closed at top, and 
would recommend as fuel either anthracite alone, or 
mixed with an equal quantity of gas coke. When the 
Ash pit requires emptying, a box placed under it will 
receive the contents on withdrawing the sliding bottom. 
I think that by an arrangement like the above, a 
constant circulation of fresh warm air will be kept up, 
the fire abstracting foul air from the house, and causing 
its replacement by fresh air on the same principle as 
the ventilation is kept up in coal mines.— Lusor. 

sage for warm air from C into the house; @, Woollen net; II, Feeding hopper ; I, Bridge; K, Grate ; L, Air-tight fire-door ; M, Sliding bottom of ash-pit. 
Draining Ground for Planting.—Can any of your 

pond give me infi ion from their own ex- 
perience of the best mode of underdraining woods, or 
what is;better, land intended to be planted. It is my 
intention to plant $10 acres?ithis spring with Larch, 
Scotch and Spruce Fir, and Oak ; the land is such that 
the three first grow very well in it, but the Larch,when 
about 30 years old, begin to decay at the root, which I 
attribute to a wet subsoil ; I therefore propose to under- 
drain the land before planting as deep as the outfall will allow, from 23 to 3 feet. I do not imagine that’ But, 

the roots of any of the Fir tribe will find their way 
down to the drains, and the Oaks will not be planted 
near them. I should be glad to know from anybody 
who has underdrained Larch woods of a certain age, 
whether their trees have derived all the advantage ex- 
pected from it. What forest trees will grow without 
much injury near a brick kiln, the Larch and Scotch 
Fir having been killed by the smoke ; the wood is on 
the west side of the kiln.—Eddiva. [Defer your plant- 
ing till autumn, or 

Natural Razor Strops——I beg to enclose a razor 
strop which, perhaps, may be considered to be a 
curiosity when the facts are explained, as to how, or in 
what way, it was produced. Tt will require to be placed 
on a piece of wood of convenient width and length, and 
a little sweet oil should be occasionally applied to it in 
the same way as is done to others ; then, by a proper 
application of the razor, it will produce as beautiful a 
sweet cutting edge as any body could possibly wish for, 
This production is, in texture and softness, equal to the 
finest velvet, and is as elastic as a piece of leather. It 
was cut from a fungus that grows on our English Oak, 
The trunk of the old hearty fellow from which it was 
taken is, at 4 feet from the ground, 21 feet 6 inches in 
circumference, branching off at 10 feet into several 
large limbs. Four of these Oaks measure respectively 
10 feet 2 inches, 9 feet 3 inches, 12 feet 10 inches, and 
9 feet 5 inches in circumference, the former tree being 
100 feet in height; another, growing within 200 yards 
of the above, measures, at 4 feet from the ground, rather 
more than 21 feet in circumference, and above 110 feet 
in height, branching off into two limbs at the height of 
10 or 11 feet, the cireumference of those limbs being 
13 feet 7 inches, and 14 feet 3 inches. Along with the 
strop I send green leaves and branches, gathered on 
Saturday, the 7th February, from another old fellow of 
the same variety, growing ; yes, I say growing, in Feb- 
ruary. The first appearance of the fungus on the trunk 
of the Oak is similar to the small round Puff-ball which 
grows on pastures. In colour it is of a greenish-white, 
with a smooth surface which feels cold and hard, some- 
thing like that of marble. They grow very slowly, and 
assume different shapes and sizes, some coming round 
and rough, „having a rocky appearance externally ; 
others assume the shape of cocks’-comb and other 
curious forms as they get old, and to kick against them 
when four or five years of age, is something like kicking 
against the old Oak itself. The one out of which the 
inclosed strop was formed was about the size of m: 
head, and possibly about three years old. To obtain 
them you have only to go to the tree, take a fungus off 
with a sharp knife, cut it in slices as a cook would liver 
(which it very much resembles in colour), and you have 
at once so many razor strops. People may talk about 
leather for razor strops, or for the fortification of a 
town, but I contend there is nothing equal to this pro- 
duction of our old English Oak.—James Barnes, Bicton 
Gardens. [The fungus that produces Mr. Barnes’s 
razor strops is the Polyporus fomentarius, the true 
Amadou of commerce. When young the plant smells 
exactly like the common Mushroom. Mr. Berkeley in- 
forms us that Polyporus betulinus is sometimes used for 
razor strops in the north of England, and is said to 
make fine ones. 

Orange Toothpicks.—These are not all made of 
Orange-wood. At Naples the wood of Common Elder 
is split up and pared away for the purpose.—S. 

Retarding Flowers.—In Italy the large scarlet Ra- 
nuneulus (Alep) and the double pink Picotee are suc- 
cessfully kept back for flowering in October. It is said 
no other Ranunculus succeeds under the same treat- 
ment, and even that has not, it is believed, succeeded 
in England when kept back for the purpose. What is 
known to gardeners on this subject 1— S. 

Polmaise Heating.—It was not my intention to have 
interfered further in the discussion of this question, had 
myname not been prominently brought forward by Mr. 
Meeke in a way I cannot pass unnoticed. I stated in 
this Paper, in 1844, that I did not consider the Pol- 
maise mode of heating better than the old flue System. 
From the subsequent discussions which are before the 
publie, and from an example of it which I have fre- 
quently examined, I now pronounce it a great deal 
worse. It is totally inefficient for the great proportion 
of garden purposes where heating apparatuses are re- 
quired, Mr. Meeke states that “ previous study of this 
branch of physics had placed him in a position to aspire 
to this investigation.” I also aspire to such, but on dif- 
ferent grounds. For many years I have been investi- 
gating various modes of heating, and practically carry- 
ing them into effect. At this moment I have more than 
a score of hothouses in course of erection, and if I could. 
heat them more effectually and more ically 
the Polmaise arrangement than by a good system of 
hot water, I should think myself culpable in not recom- 
mending its introduction in preference to the latter. 
It has been stated in a Leading Article that “we cannot 
too often repeat that the importance of the Polmaise 
heating consists in its cheapness.” I have taken the 
trouble to calculate this, but not relying exclusively on 
my own acquaintance with the value of materials, I 
applied to those whose business it is to erect all kinds of 
warming apparatuses, and I find that such a one as that given at p. 115 of this volume—which, by the way, is materially different from that at Polmaise—would cost 
considerably more than a good and efficient hot-water 
apparatus ; so much for its cheapness. Now for its 
efficiency. Noone has said, as far as I have observed, 
that it has done more than ripen Grapes in September. 

says one correspondent, look at the climate of 
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Polmaise; why, I saw myself in the vicinity of that 
place as fine a crop of Peaches in the open air, in 1823, 

as I ever observed in the warmest parts of England. 

Ample time has been allowed since this subject was 
first mooted, for its advocates to show what it is 

really capable of effecting ; for, after all, that is what is 

wanted. Let us see Grapes at our next May exhibition 

of the London Horticultural Society, ripened by a Pol- 
maise stove, running away with the gold medal. I shall 

then admit that to be a very great fact. In an article 

on this subject by Mr. Ayres, he questioned whether 
the house at Polmaise was heated at all. The scorching 

of the leaves was then adduced as an evidence of this, 

but a hand lantern would have a similar effect, Mr. 

Meeke complains that I have only stated two objec- 

tions, and not denied the facts. What are the facts? 

are they so marvellous? Are ripe Grapes in September 

of good quality so extraordinary and unusual? There 

has been exhibited this season already, before the Hor- 

ticultural Society of London, from Mr. Fleming, of 

rentham, not the warmest part of England certainly, 

a beautiful sample of ripe Grapes, and there is within 

an hours walk of where I am writing, 1000 lbs. of 

Grapes in one establishment finely swelled and colour- 

ing beautifully. One of my objections was the admis- 

Sion of cold air from without, and Mr. Meeke asks, * Is 

it possible Mr. Glendinning used these words ‘That if 

the house had been heated by hot water it would be 

unnecessary to admit fresh air from without.’ ” 
t is quite possible I did say so; for in every 

Grapery which I build I putty the laps,as well as use 

every other precaution to obviate this as much as pos- 
sible. Mr. Meeke may perhaps tell us to what extent 

the air of a Grapery is rendered impure by a hot-water 

apparatus, or to what extent it differs from the external 

air, other than being warmer. A great philosopher 
told me it did not differ except in temperature, at least 

as far as regards its purity; but he may have been 

wrong, and hence I have been misled. If he was not 

wrong, then the admission of cold air is so much heat 
wasted. That the air of such a house heated by a 
Polmaise stove would readily become polluted and re- 
quire a constant stream of cold air from without to keep 
up a healthy atmosphere is apparent enough. ‘The next 
objection is that of introducing the heated air in the 
first place at the back, and of course the warmest part 
of the house ; had I mentioned no other objection I 
should look upon this as fatal to the system, and it would 

not have been the first system that such an arrangement 
of the heating power has destroyed. I had something to 

do with the first fair trials of Fowler’s Thermosiphon in 

1829. Iat once p d that for i l pu 

Poses such an appropriation of the heating power could 

Not be effective, and must necessarily explode. I ad- 
duced my reasons; all 1 got in return was a sneer at 

r- 

‘my philosophy ; but after drawing largely upon the 

exchequer of the ingenious gentleman, the thing proved 
a failure and was no more heard of. Therefore to 
introduce the heat at that part where it is least of all 

required, and where also before it can reach, if it ever 

reaches at all, that part of the building where the diffi- 
culty of warming in severe weather has always been 

felt, and causing the current at the same time to descend 
in opposition to a well-known natural law, is too absurd 

for discussion. An objection may with great propriety be 

urged against the mere arrangement of the Polmaise 
house; for as far as the economical appropriation of 

Such structures are concerned, the whole of the back 
border is destroyed for any useful purpose ; but sup- 
Posing that none of these objections existed, and that a 
Bardener was caught in the middle of January with the 
external air at zero, and his house of Grapes in full 

bloom, need I ask any practical man what would be the 
ane of his crop? Why, if he got his stove up toa 
pig heat, he could not possibly keep. the frost out and 
Be e his Grapes ; and besides what kind of heat would 
it ipsus dun under such conditions? But to render 

ieee to vegetable organisation, a current of air 

ate we admitted at the zero point. In a well-con- 
Es ed hot-water apparatus, during intense frost, the 

Satisfied. Tetires in the evening to rest, feeling perfeetly 

cea in_his mind that he will find all safe next 

usua], ven supposing the fire to burn out—a not 
je Tenco there remains in the water itself 

gencies, S magazine of heat, sufficient for all contin- 

goes out, es so in the Polmaise ; the moment the fire 

what is worse ay source of supply is dried up, and, 

the stove ee e current of cold air provided to supply 

ata rapid rate Grate to rush in—thus driving out 
seems to think xg ittle heat that remains. Mr. Meeke 

urged likely reasonable objection has yet been 
ged kely to affect th d $ 

Polmaise system, and dud general introduction of the 

all others. How M at it must ultimately supersede 

I cannot comprehend. ja ERI imagine such a result 

without one redeeming n rises upon objection, 

men on whose axioms the Po d 

which is avowedly based on 

Finally, if the great 

olmaise system is founded, 

know—are forgotten, it will Lt eg AEE ES 
tical gardening.— R. lendinning M 

Potato Disease. —l am sorry t 
of ay crops of early Potatoes ed [un eae 
on Saturday last are now a complete wr, a 

planted in rather a dry soil, the Movet Sob t cui 
Melon bed, and grew as well as could be desired. I 
made sure of gathering a fine crop in about a fortnight, 

ch were looking well 

Potatoes here are now rotting very rapidly.—W. |P. 

Ayres, Brooklands, March 18, 1846. 

Potatoes in Cornwall.—It will be interesting to 

know that in my own parish, whence some of che earliest 

Potatoes from the open ground have always appeared at 

Covent-garden, we have as yet no signs of anything 
being wrong. A sharp frost in the beginning of Feb- 

ruary had cut down the stems, which had reached the 

height of 8 or 9 inches ; but notwithstanding this check, 

they are again of the same height, without disease 

showing itself, even on the most careful examination. 

The branches are strong, the stems perfectly sound, the 

sets as fresh as when put into the ground, and the young 

tubers already formed vigorous and heaithy, at least, so 

far as the eye can judge. Our sorts are Cornish and 

Axbridge Kidneys ; but the same may be said of our 

later crops : the seed planted about two months since 

is perfectly sound, and making strong shoots, though, 

of course, it is too early to speak with any confidence 

as yet. A large extent planted in this parish presents 

this favourable appearance ; nor can I learn of any 

reappearance of the disease in the early crops in this 

neighbourhood. This escape as yet from the disease, 

which has shown itself in so many places, is the more 

surprising, as our own neighbourhood suffered as much, 

if not more, from its ravages last year, than any district 

that I am acquainted with.— W. W. Wingfield, Gulval 

Vicarage, Penzance, Cornwall, March 16th. 

The Season.—Vegetation has already made consider- 

able progress in Dorsetshire. The trees and shrubs 

included in the following list have each produced young 

shoots from 2 to 4 inches in length, viz.—the common 

Laurel, which is in some places jn full flower ; the Por- 

tugal Laurel, the Privet, the Alder, the Dog Rose, the 

common Bramble, and the common and Irish Yew. 

Common Larch (particularly some upwards of 20 ft. 

high, planted in Nov.) ; Cedar of Lebanon, Scotch Pine, 

Weymouth Pine, and Tree Box, which is in full flower, 

The common Laburnum is in leaf. Arbutus Unedo, L., 

is still in flower, with fruit the size of a common 

marble. Laurestinus is still covered with flower. The 

Horse Chestnut is bursting its waxy buds, and in more 

sheltered places the leaves are visible. Phillyrea angus- 

tifolia, in sheltered places, has shoots 1 inch long. 

P. media buxifolia has done flowering. Daphne Lau- 

reola has been in flower all winter. The different 

varieties of Salix are in full flower. Peaches, Apricots, 

Plums, and Cherries are also in full blossom, and in 

some parts of the garden in leaf. Pears on the walls 

are in full flower with leaves. Apples in some parts of 

the garden are showing flower ; and our woods present 

a gay and lively appearance, with Primulas, Myosotis, 

Narcissus, Anemone, Vincas, &e. &c.—J. M‘Intosh, 

March 9.——Near Inverness vegetation is as forward 

now as it was on the 20th of May last year. Potatoes 

in the open ground, on a south aspect, are very strong, 

and 3 inches in height. We never saw the Potato 

disease here. Cauliflower aud Lettuces are vigorous. 

Jargonle Pear-trees are in flower. Peaches, Apricots, 

and all fruit trees also promise a rich bloom soon. 

Ribes sanguineum, Violets, &e. are in flower. Poplar 

trees and Hawthorn hedges are green,and the Grass 

lawns require mowing. — J. Ross, March 9. 

As the result of the unusually mild season may affect 

the next harvest, the annexed memorandum may be 

interesting :—The following plants and weeds were 

flowering in the garden of the rectory, at Ripton, 

Hunts, or adjacent fields, on the 24th Jan., 1822, viz., 

Laurestinus, Periwinkle, Stocks, Primroses in abund- 

ance, Chinese Roses, Polyanthuses, Anemones, Phea- 

sauts Eye, Snapdragon, Aconite, Chrysanthemum, 

Alyssum, Marigold, Gentianella, Carnation, Cowslip, 

Bearsfoot, Violet, Wallflower, Kerria and Pyrus 

japonica, Antirrhinum, Sweet Pea, Dandelion, Vene- 

tian Vetch, Passionflower, in bud. I need hardly 
observe that the autumnal flowers named in the list, 

and mixed up with those of spring without order, 

have stood the winter. My notes go on to state the 

hay harvest began on June 22d of that season; the 

Wheat ditto on July 24th. Both were very good, and 

about 14 days before the usual time.— T. B —— On the 

10th ult., Rhododend i , Ribes gui 

and Saxifraga oppositifolia, were in flower. The Ivy- 

leaved Toad-flax, Linaria Cymbalaria, and Eseallonia 

rubra, unprotected, flowered all through January. At 

present I have in flower a bloom of the London Glory 

Pink, and one of the crimson Ranunculus, which were 

quite unprotected during the winter. The Ranunculus 

roots were kept out of the ground a season.— W. J.. 

Ballykilbeg-house, Downshire, March 10. The 

middle of last month my gardener found a robin’s nest 

in a water-pot in the garden tool-house. She has duly 

hatched, and the family are “ going on well.”—C. C. 

And now, while we are writing, the ground is covered 

with snow, the wind N. E., and reports from the north 

speak of snow knee-deep at Newcastle. 

Potato Disease began in 1844.—1 think it would 

be impossible for any one having heard the evidence 

which I have, not to come to the conclusion that the 

disease existed in this neighbourhood (East Sussex), in 

1844. I suspect, that in no part of the kingdom has it 

been so severe. So early as September, tons of Pota- 

toes were brought from London to supply the Irish, 

who, as usual, had here congregated, for the purpose of 

— 

| gathering the hops. I know of two plantations of Pota- 

toes which were annihilated in June, the ground culti- 

Pee now they are quite worthless. The lights have not | vated, and Swede Turnips sown. In the last week in 

AEn off since the Potatoes were frst planted, | July, the gardener of Mrs. Monypenny, ok den, 

began to think that protection from cold rains |in Kent, planted in a double Cucumber frame, some 

| seed of 1844, and at the same time he put some of the had saved them, but now my hopes are blighted. Old 

same in pots, and placed them in the hothouse. I had 

several opportunities of witnessing those in the frame 
being smitten similarly to those in the gardens; those 

in the hothouse continuing to flourish and arrive at 

maturity. I asked the gardener how he accounted for 
the Potatoes on the eastern ‘side of the frame being 
more affected than those on the northern? I had b; 

my observation anticipated his answer. He replied, 

* because there are many more panes of glass broken,” 

meaning that the atmosphere had thereby a free access. 

Inthe month of July, and early in August, I observed 
the disease gradually extending from parish to parish, 
in a direction from south to north, after which you are 

aware that it made rapid strides. In vain have I at- 

tempted to impress on my neighbours the vast import- 

ance of the impending danger. Some benevolentfarmers 

are sending tota distance for sound Potatoes to distribute 

to their labourers for seed; I tell those whom I have met 

with, that their benevolence would have a tenfold effect 

if, instead of distributing the Potatoes they would 

plant a field, well adapted, promising their labourers 

that they should have a due proportion of the produce 

at a moderate charge, conditionally that they would not 

plant a single Potato in their gardens, but lime and well 

cultivate them till the time of sowing of Turnips. I 

grieve to say, that my Parsnips, which have been deli- 

cious, are many of them become totally unserviceable, 

their appearance being similar to that of diseased Pota- 

toes.—W. P. L. 
Daisies on Lawns.—I have a cottage in the country, 

situate in a prettily dressed garden, with a little lawn of 
close shaven turf in front of the windows of the prin- 

cipal rooms. On this lawn I last year perceived that a 

great number of Daisies (Bellis perennis) had located 

themselves, and to dislodge them I employed an army 

to fork them out. I afterwards gave the turf a top- 

dressing of soot and sandy loam, and the consequence 

was, my domain looked green and grateful throughout 

the summer ; and I fancied that I had effectually 

removed the enemy. To my surprise, however, when 

I visited the spot about a month since, I saw such a 

camp as I never saw before; these pests, more nume- 

rous than the Sikhs, seemed literally to spring up under 

one's feet, and bid me defiance. "They won't yield, I 

am afraid, to treating, and to make war with the scari- 

fier, would bea sad pity. What can Ido? Just now 

they disturb my equanimity more than the Americans 

in their possession of Oregon. I really want your ad- 

vice. Your distressed ally — Belligerent. [You must 

keep the war with the Daisies alive. It is of no use to 

cut their heads off once a year; they require decapita- 

tion as fast as a new head forms. With a sharp spud, 

and perseverance, they will take to flight. 

ees.—1l was persuaded from the favourable report 

I received from a friend who buried some bees last 

winter in dry leaves, to try the same plan with a hive 

this year. I placed it on the pebbled floor of asummer 

house on the 4th of November, well covered. over, 

about 1 foot deep in dry leaves, it then weighed 18$ Ibs., 

on December 25, it weighed 181bs. on January 26, 

174lbs., and in February 23, 163 lbs., when I liberated 

them from their confinement, and they appeared lively 

and healthy. Have any of your readers tried this plan, 

and with what result —J. W. 
Polmaise Heaing.—1n the 10th edition (1706) of 

the “ Kalendarium Hortense,” written by John Evelyn, 

is an engraving and description of a method of heating 

hothouses, said to have answered remarkably well, 

which resembles the Polmaise as much as the separate 

inventions of two ingenious men can be expected to do. 

The principle of both is the same, and the air is drawn 

out in the same manner, viz., by an underground drain, 

and a close furnace outside the house ; but in Evelyn's 

the external air is admitted and warmed by means of 

short pipes made of crucible earth, open at both ends, 

which pass through the brickwork and furnace, and 

project both within and without the house. Perhaps 

pipes, either of flannel, as one of your correspondents 

suggests, or of porous earthenware, might be socketed 

into the firepipes, and serve, when wet, the purpose of 

a wet blanket, The stove is also engraved and described 

in the “Transactions of the Rl. Society," Vol. 18, No.212, 

p. 191.—Suffolciensis — 1I have read with interest and 

without prejudice the articles which have appeared on 

this subject ; but I must say, hitherto, without being at 

all convinced of either the efficiency or economy of the 

plan. I have no desire to maintain the present system 5 

if a more efficient system, or one equally so, and less 

expensive, can be devised, the sooner the whole appara- 

tus of hot-water pipes, boiler, &e., are swept away the 

better. But I do not think the cause of truth likely to 

be served by the course pursued by the advocates of 

Polmaise heating, who (perhaps inadvertently) allow 

their zeal to lead them to exaggerate the defects of the 

old system, and to claim merits for the new one, which 

nothing short of actual experiments on a sufficiently 
large scale can prove it to be entitled to, and to which, 

in the absence of such proof, its claim appears to many 

to be very questionable ; and till such actual proof, 

or at least some stronger arguments than have yet 

appeared, ean be adduced, it is too soon to cal 

upon us to renounce the hot water system as “ com- 

paratively unnatural, unphilosophical, inefficient, 

and expensive.” ere is at least a possibility 

that if any should be induced by such representations 

to throw aside their hot-water pipes, they may be glad 

to resume them; and after making a rotary move- 

ment, hing like what Mr. Murray has succeeded 

in imparting to the atmosphere of his house, may find 

themselves once more at the point from which they 
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started. I confess I can see no nearer approach to 
nature in the Polmaise system than in the one which 

inqui If we inquire into 

valui»g ihe importance of eurrents of air in modifying 
temperature, that it is mainly effected by caloric 
emitted in direct rays from the sun, striking upon, and 
radiated by the whole of that surface, and every body 
on that surface. Thus, if the Polmaise system claim 
to be the nearer approximation to nature, as producing 
a current of air (which, however, may be done suffi- 
ciently for all practical purposes in houses heated 
either by hot water or by flues), and which currents, be 
it remembered, in nature are not perpetual, neither is 
their force always proportioned to the p at 
the time, The hot-water system seems to approach 
nature more nearly in providing a larger radiating sur- 
face, while the means commonly employed for produc- 
ing atmospherie moisture are at least as perfect as any 
yet suggested. by the advocates of the Polmaise system. 
The comparative efficiency of the two systems is a ques- 
tion which ean only be decided by proof, but it is diffi- 
cult to conceive how the heat can be as effectually and 
equally distributed over every part of a house, by means 
of a eurrent of air entering at one place, and allowed 
immediately on its entrance to follow its natural eourse, 
which is to rise to the top of the house, as, by 
the hot water, whieh is compelled to make the 
circuit of the bottom of the house, while the 
air which becomes heated by contact with, or radia- 
tion from the pipes, naturally rises to the top of the 
house, thus having to traverse the whole of the inclosed 
Space. The p ively slow ission of the 
calorie which has to make its way first along the inside 
of the pipes, and then through the particles of which the 
pipes are composed, is an advantage, as it renders the 
house less liable to the sudden fluctuations of tempera- 
ture, which it is to be feared would take place in a 
house heated on the Polmaise plan, unless the fire were 

‘he i 

be a considerable improvement on the kinds now in cul- 
tivation ; a certificate was awarded it.—A pale rose- 
coloured seedling Camellia came from Messrs. Lane 
and Son, of Great Berkhampstead. The plant had only 
one bloom on it, which however served to show that it 
possessed considerable merit in point of form, the petals 
laying nicely over one another, in the way of imbricata. 
It was named Beauté Supréme, and was awarded a cer- 
tificate.—Several fine specimens of Cape Heaths were 
produced from the garden of C. J. Dimsdale, Esq. 
These were vernix rubra, an early sort, covered with 
round orange blossoms ; a large plant of transparens, 
nitida pieta, Willmorei, and lacticolor; the latter 
covered with small white flowers; a Banksian Medal 
was awarded for them.— Finally, several cut spe- 
cimens of half-hardy plants were produced from 
the open walls of the gardens at Curraghmore, 
the seat of the Marquis of Waterford, with 
the view of illustrating what kind of climate they have 
in Ireland, in the county of Waterford. Some of the 
specimens were from a south east aspect, and the plants 
from which they were cut were stated to be of the fol- 
lowing dimensions :—Edwardsia microphylla, in full 
bloom, covering 250 square feet, the stem, a foot from 
the ground, measuring 13 inches round; E. grandi- 
flora, showing flower, covering 210 square feet, the 
stem measuring 15 inches round ; Acacia verticillata, 
in full flower, covering 400 square feet, the stem mea- 
suring 21 inches round ; Clianthus puniceus, stated to 
have been in flower for these three months past, covering 
200 square feet; Pittosporum tobira, covering 130 square 
feet, has been in flower all winter ; Eucalyptus robusta, 
covering 100 square feet; Solanum crispum, covering 
300 square feet, has been in flower a month ago, as has 
also been Ribes speciosum, covering 200 square feet of 
wall; Magnolia conspicua, covering 160 square feet, 
has 100 open flowers on it ; Fuchsia gracilis is showing 
flower, and F. microphylla was stated to have been in 
flower all winter. On a south aspect the following 
plants, portions of which were sent, had stood two 
winters d; the following were not in flower : always kept at about one pitch. p 

cheapness of the Polmaise System is a point upon which 
its supporters lay great stress, and a most important 
point it is. But before anything ean be positively 
affirmed on the subject, the amount of work to be 
effected by one fire upon the plan in question must be 
fairly tested. It costs much more to put up a hot- 
water apparatus than to build a flue. Yet, as with the 
old flue system, two fires were generally required to one 
house if of considerable size, while with the hot-water 
System one fire is made to work two, three, or more 
houses, every one who is conversant with the two 
systems knows that the latter is the more economical. 
hus it is quite possible that the hot-water system may 

prove cheaper than the most simple application of the 
other. But Mr, Meeke has proposed an apparatus in- 
eluding every expense involved in the common hot- 
water plan, except the pipes to surround the house, 
which would eost about 4s. per yard, while the trough 
for water, the iron plate, dampers, stone slab, &c., go 
far to counterbalance that; and if it should be found 
necessary to build two furnaces where, with the hot- 
water system, only one is required, the latter will be 
found to have the advantage even in the cost of firs 
fitting up. These are a few objections to the Polmaise 
system on a large scale.— W. H. M., Walton, near 
Liverpool. 

Weexty Prices or PoraTOEs 
Garden Market, in 1845, and 1846. 

1845. || 1846. 
Pbi.. 15 50s. to 80s. || Feb, ......... 14| 70s. to 160s, 22| 50 80 21 70 160 March ...... 1|50  s80| 28| 70 — 160 8:50 90 | March ...... 7| 70 — 170 15| 50 0 || 14,76 — 170 

22| 60 100 | 21| 70 — 180 
Also at the waterside, Southwark. 

Fobi... 17 | 55s. to 80s. | Feb.......... 16| 50s. to 120s 
24| 55 80 | 23| 50 120 March ...... 3| 55 80 ||March 2| 60 140 10| 55 9| 60 140 
17} 55  80| 16; 60 140 

Societies. 
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

March 17.—Sir P. G. Egerton, Bart., in the chair, 
Mr. J. Glenny and Mr. T. A. Perry were elected Fel- 
lows. Of Orchids, Messrs, Veitch and Son, of Exeter, 
sent one of the many varieties of Gongora maculata, 
from South America; and two Cypripediums from 
Java—one a very dark purple, and the other a paler 
yariety—both referable to C. barbatum.—From Mr. 
Rae, gr. to J. J, Blandy, Esq., were two fine specimens 
of the old Phaius grandifolius, one of Dendrobium Pie- rardi, and another of Lycaste Skinneri. The beauty of these was, however, considerably destroyed by the 

Medal was awarded.— Of 'other 
of Pine-apple-place, sent 

1 l Boronia triphylla, producing numerous little rose-coloured, star-like flowers; Trillium 
erectum, a hardy North American herbaceous plant, with dingy chocolate blossoms ; and a beautiful collec- tion of Hyacinths, for which a certificate was awarded. —From Mr, Green, gr. to Sir E, Antrobus, Bart., were 
three seedling Azaleas, 
named alba magniflora, 
which was a shade of pink, especially so, promising to 

Mimosa prostrata, White Indian Azalea, an Aster, 
Grevillea armata, and Metrosideros floribunda, The 
following three were in flower, viz. : Grevillea rosmari- 
nifolia, a small red. Camellia, and Coronilla glauca. The 
following were mentioned to have stood last winter un- 
protected : Leonotis leonurus, Eutaxia myrtifolia, Ve- 
roniea speeiosa, Nerium Oleander, Abutilon striatum, 
Goodia lotifolia, a Teucrium fruticosum, and Acacia ar- 
mata ; the three last were in blossom. These were all 
somewhat damaged by travelling, but they nevertheless 
bore conclusive evidence of the unusual mildness of the 
climate of Waterford, From the same gardens also 
came fruit of Physalis edulis, or Cape Gooseberry,which 
has considerable resemblance tothe winter Cherry, but 
paler and less attractive to the eye ; and a branch with 
a half-ripe fruit on it of the Lo-quat of the Chinese 
(Mespilus Japonica), which, when ripe, somewhat 
resembles a small Apricot. This evergreen tree 
will survive our winters in the open air, in 
sheltered situations ; but it will not fruit except 
under glass in a tolerably high temperature. — 
Of Fnurr, Mr. Higgs, gr. to J. H. Barchard, Esq., sent 
a basket of fine-looking Keen's Seedling Strawberries, 
for whieh a certificate was awarded; and from Mr. 
Cuthill, of Camberwell, were good specimens of his 
Black Spine Cucumber. The plants were stated to 
have been only 4 inches high when they were planted 
out, which was on the 20th of January ; they were 
planted 2 feet below the trellis, The first Cucumber 
was cut eight weeks after the plants had been put out, 
and measured 15 inches in length. Cucumbers of the 
Syon House variety, and also a hybrid between it and 
the Manehester, came from Mr. Fish, gr. to H. H. 
Oddie, Esq. These were mentioned to have been cut 
from plants which had borne profusely since last October, 
and which are now very vigorous. They were planted 
in small wooden boxes, which were placed on the kerb 
wall in a stove, and consequently have had no bottom 
heat beyond what the the house afford 
They were grown in equal parts of turfy loam and peat, 
and were watered frequently with clear soot water, 
and top dressed repeatedly with burned earth. For 
winter work, Mr. Fish finds wooden boxes to answer 
better than pots, as the soil in the former is kept at a 
higher temperature than in the latter, more especially 
when a slight covering is put on the surface of the soil 
towards evening. —Of Movers, Mr. Hurwood, of Ipswich, 
Suffolk, sent a small Vinery, and different forms of 
windows, for the purpose of showing how his patent 
apparatus for opening and closing lights worked. The 
principal feature in this contri is the applieati 
of an endless serew working on a rack, and turned by a 
winch inside the house, by which means all pulleys, 
weights, and cords, are dispensed with. The lights are 
quite free from all risk of breakage by wind, for they 
are kept quite fast in any position to which they may be 
moved. The moving power, with a little variation, 
may be applied so as either to lift the lights. per- 
pendicularly, or to make them slide on an in- 
cline, as in the case of the roof sashes of the 
Vinery, in which two lights move at once. — 
From the Garden of the Society were the larger variety 
of Oncidium sphacelat Epidend i 
remarkable for its peculiarly bright orange blossoms ; 
the rare Chysis bractescens, Franciscea Hopeana, a fine 
bush of Acacia Riceana, Rhododendron arboreum, the 
showy Pimelea spectabilis, a blue Cineraria, the pretty 
little hardy Primula denticulata which was shown at 
last meeting, and two Tropsolums—tricolorum and 

brachyceras — exhibiting the appearance of a bush. 
This loose and natural habit,'which certainly has a much 
better appearance than when they are trained stiffly to 
a trellis, is effected by placing the top of a young Larch 
tree with the lateral twigs attached, close to the bulbs 
before they spring, and leading the young shoot to the 
stake, round which it continues to twine until the whole 
support is closely covered with foliage and flowers, pre- 
senting an exceeingly graceful appearance, and entirely 
dispensing with the trouble of training and tying,—Cut- 
tings of Apples and Pears were distributed; the former 
consisting of the Early Harvest, an American variety, 
very carly, ripening about the beginning of August, and 
in some seasons in the last week in July; and the Cockle 
Pippin, a late sound-keeping sort, a description of which 
appeared at p. 148. The Pears were Shobden Court, a 
hardy variety, raised by the late Mr. Knight, possessing 
a rich sugary flavour, and ripening in January an 
February ; and the Eyewood, also one of Mr. Knight’s 
seedlings, a middle-sized sort, melting, buttery, and 
rich. It ripens in October and November, proving very 
good even in unfavourable seasons, when other varieties 
do not attain their usual excellence.—Seeds of sweet 
Indian Corn, a New York kind, from Mr, Floy, said to 
ripen very early, were also distributed to such Fellows 
as wished to receive them. 

CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 
March 5,—The spring meeting was held in the Ex- 

perimental Garden, and the weather being propitious, 
there was a large attendanee.— For the prize offered for 
the six finest varieties of Camellia blooms, there were 
five competitors. The first premium was voted to Mr, 
Cruickshanks, gr, to Professor Dunbar, for Carswelliana, 
Press's Eclipse, imbricata, Gray’s Invincible, Old White, 
and Colvillii; second, Mr. Hopkirk, gr. to Mrs. Wilson, 
for Gray's Invineible, Double White, Double Red, Ane- 
moneflora, James’s Blush, and French Blush.—For the 
four finest specimens of Epaeris, either species or dis- 
tinet yaries, in pots and in flower, a first prize was as- 
signed to Mr. Reid, gr. to Professor Syme, for E. onos- 
mieflora, Millbankiana, hybrida, and splendens ; se- 
cond, Mr. Cruickshanks, for E. panulata rubra, 
impressa, ^ nivalis, and Cunningham’s hybrid. — 
Double Primroses were produced in great variety, 
the early season being highly favourable. A first 
prize was voted to Mr. Watson, gr. to D. Anderson, 
Esq., for P. violacea, sulphurea, carnea, cuprea, rubra, 
alba, atropurpurea, elatior fl. pl, double crimson, 
sinensis fl. pl. albo; second, Mr. Young, gr. to T. 
Oliver, Esq., for double erimson, white, lilae, yellow, 
flesh-eoloured, French white, Freuch black, and mot- 
tled purple, —' The show of Dutch Hyacinths was very 
rich. The first prize was voted to Mr. Young, for 
Tubiflorus, Paganini, Blochberg, La Tour d’Auvergne, 
Laurens Koster, aud Prince Albert ; all of very strong 
growth, the plants having been cultivated in flower-pots 
filled with a mixture of hypnum and sphagnum mosses, 
which had been steeped for some time in cow-house 
drainings. A second premium was awarded to Mr. 
Fargie, gr. to Mrs. Gregory, for Grande Vidette, Vol- 
faire, Paix d'Amiens, Lord Gray, Monarque du Monde, 
and tubiflora, which were also very well flowered.— 
Awards were on this occasion made for admirably 
grown specimens of single plants, to Mr. Cruiekshanks, 
for Erica hyemalis, and to Mr. Young for Kennedya 
Marryattee.—The only culinary article produced con- 
sisted of excellent Mushrooms from Moredun Garden ; 
and Mr. Carstairs exhibited some beautiful specimens of 
the Long Island Newton Pippin.—A number of very fine 
plants were sent for exhibition only. Mrs. Haig showed 
some choice Cinerarias, Cape Heaths, and Pelar- 
goniums; with Bletia Tankervillie, Brassia maculata, 
Begonia hydrocotylifolia, coccinea, and maculata. Miss 
Gibson-Craig sent a beautiful plant of Camellia Sasanqua 
plena, finely flowered, and two varieties of Primula 
sinensis.—Captain Falconer, of Carlowrie, contributed 
a seedling Epacris, raised from seed of E. grandiflora, 
—Me ickson and Company exhibited a large 
hamper filled with choice plants, including Epaeris 
coccinea, Camellia ochroleuca, Amaryllis psittacina 
hybrida, and Rhododend caucasi b 
Messrs. J, Dickson and Sons, a rich collection of green- 
house plants, including Cape Heaths, Epacrises, Azaleas, 
abright purple variety of Primula denticulata, An- 
dromeda floribunda, and the Cloth of Gold climbing 
Rose.—Messrs. Carstairs, Kelly, and Company, pro- 
duced a stand of Camellia blooms, and another of mixed 
flowers, among which were Tropsolum Lobbianum, 
and Sisyrinchium grandiflorum, with plants of Camellia 
tricolor and Enkianthus quinqueflorus. — From the 
Society's Garden, were various Ferns growing in balls 
of hypnum and sphagnum moss, suspended in the air, 
such as Polypodium  iridifoli lj. P. inifoli 
Cheilanthes repens, Pteris vespertilionis, Davallia 
canariensis, Darea cicutaria, and Acrostichum aleicorne, 
the last very Jarge and fine, A suspended specimen of 
Strelitzia reginze, growing in a ball of Moss, kept con- 
stantly moist by means of a worsted syphon, was in full 
flower; and it was mentioned that the plant thus 
treated yields its flowers every season, or much more 
frequently than when cultivated in earth in a flower- 
pot. An Epacris nivalis, trained in the balloon form, 
and densely clothed with its snow-white blossoms, was 
much admired, 

LINNEAN SOCIETY. 
March \7.—The President in the chair. A box 

of insects, from Cape Palmas, was presented by the 
Rev. F. W. Hope, from Dr. Savage. Among them 
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Was a specimen of the rare Goliathus Polyphemus. 
One of these insects existed formerly in the Fabrician 
Collection, in the possession of the Society, but 
Was abstracted, and its place has never been supplied 
till now.—A collection of Fruits, consisting chiefly 
of various forms of Proteads, with specimens of fungi, 
and the egg probably of a species of shark, were 
Presented by J. S. Bowerbank, Esq.—A collection of 
dried plants, chiefly obtained by Mr. Hunt, was pre- 
Sented by the Botanical Society of London.—A paper 
wasread by Dr. Golding Bird, on the strueture of the 
Siliceous stomatie apparatus of Equisetum hyemale. On 
Submitting a portion of the stem of one of these plants 
to the action of nitric acid, and placing it under the field 
of a microscope, a beautiful siliceous structure is 
Tevealed. Situated in very regular rows are a num- 
her of tubercles of a siliceous structure, in each of 
which is a transverse fissure, and at the bottom of this 
fissure is situated a stomate, with its fissure at right 
angles with that of the tubercle. The stomates are 
also siliceous, and each limate portion exhibits on its 
inner edge a pectinated structure. Viewed from the 
Under side, the stomate alone was visible; in the 
limate bodies of which the stomate is composed, are 
frequently, but not constantly observed, three perfora- 
tions. The author thought this structure well-adapted 
to Supply the internal parts with the air necessary for 
the life of the plant. ‘The paper was illustrated by a 
diagram, and microscopic preparations of the structure. 

BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON. 
March 6.—E. Dovnuspay, Esq., V.P., in the chair. 

Donations to the library were announced from the 
American Philosophical Society, Mr. G. Rich, and Mr. 

+ Pamplin. Doctor G. M‘Nab presented some plants 
from Jamaica, The following’ specimens were ex- 
hibited :—1. Sisyrinchium (anceps ?).—Communiecated 
by the Rev, H. L. Jenner, by whom it had been re- 
ceived as an indigenous Irish plant, collected in a wood, 
Rear Woodford, county of Galway. he specimens 
Were past flowering, but the genus is certain, and the 
Species probably correct. If truly native, this will be 
another added to the short list of plants common to 

merica and the British Isles, but unknown in Europe, 
less as naturalised plants. 2. Ranunculus Lenor- 

mandi, Sehultz.—Communieated by Mr. James Back- 
house, from the head of Coniston Lake; also by Mr, 
Hewett Watson, from Esher Common, Surrey. This 
has been long known ; but has usually (and, perhaps, 
correctly) been considered a variety of R, hederaceus. 
The Esher specimens are larger and less like R. he- 
deraceus than are those of Coniston. It is the variety 
partitus? of the London “Catalogue of British 

Plants.” 3. Erica Mackayi, Hook.—Seven specimens, 
Selected from others communicated by Mr. Mackay. 
These were selected in order to show that Mackayi 
passes into tetralix by intermediate forms, which 
illustrate the gradual change of habit and character. 

- Glyceria fluitans, Br., and G. plicata, Fr.—Commu- 
nieated by Mr. Moore, from a field near Hampstead, to 
illustrate the differences between the (reputedly two) 
Species. 5. Saxifraga umbrosa, Linn,—A numerous 
Series, selected from others, communicated by Mr. 

ackay and Mr. Andrews, illustrating the gradual 
change in the character of the leaves, from the 
€renate form, found in Yorkshire and on the 
Pyrenees, to the very acutely serrate form named ser- 
Tatifolia. Of this latter there is a duplicato-serrate 
Sub-variety, which Mr. Andrews sends under the name 
of & Ogilby's Saxifrage.” 6. Gnanthes.—A selection 
from the specimens collected by the Rev. A. Bloxam 
and Mr. Lees in 1845. The specimens of Lachenalii 
Senf by Mr. Lees had the roots broken short, so that 
ae thickened or tuber-like portion appeared. The roots 

Mr. Bloxam’s plants of Lachenalii were whole, and 
Mostly showed avery decided thickening at one to three 
ES below the base of the stem. One of these had 
d fusiform roots, precisely of the same charac- 
aes the roots of Mr. Lees's examples of peuceda- 
a ia or Silaifolia, showing indisputably that the root 

one mona not distinguish the two species. Two of 
ees’s specimens of pimpinelloides (Linu.) had 

Most different roots, is both were S the pin: 
floweri, : 

E fully s Stage ; in one the knobs were numerous, and 

While E 3 Sio the other the roots might have passed for 

E. The Society has now a very ful 

roots of Gnanth ree species. Read, * Remarks on the 

mouth, Norfolk, » ,Lathenalii from ditches near Yar- 

sented. ? by Mr. G. Fitt ; Specimens were pre- 

3iebíttos 
E E 3 Or the Structure, Classifica- Pa its, illustrated upon the Natural ystem.. By John Lindley, py p FR S. 8vo. . ., Bradbury and Evans, London. As it will probably be expected" ; 
Some account of this book, we 
a few extracts from its preface, 
tion of its contents. 

“ The work originated in a desire, on the art of the 
author, to make his countrymen an with the Progress of Systematic Botany abroad durin g the pre- 
vious Quarter of a century. When it first appeared the science was so little studied, that the very names of 

that we should give 
Shall do so by means of 
and by a short descrip- 

some of the best writers on the subject were unfamiliar 
to English ears. r own language there was 
nothing whatever; and the Natural System of arranging 

plants, although ionall ioned hing 
extremely interesting, was currently regarded as the 
fond. speculation of a few men with more enthusiasm 
than sound judgment ; and this, too, was the opinion 
expressed by persons who stood at the head of English 
Botany, in the estimation of many British naturalists.” — 

* The importange of the Natural System in a practical 
country like Great Britain was too manifest to leave 
any doubt in the mind of the author, that tlie good 

sense of his countrymen would lead to its universal re- 

ception when once placed within their reach, Nor has 
he been disappointed. Fifteen years have sufficed to 
render the once popular, but superficial and useless, 
system of Liunzeus a mere matter of history. Fuit 
Jium."— 

“The Natural System of Botany being founded on 
these prineiples, that all points of resemblance between 

the various parts, properties, and qualities of plants 

shall be taken into consideration; that thence an arrange- 

ment shall be deduced in which plants must be placed 

next each other which have the greatest degree of simi- 

larity in those respects; and that ly the quality 

Hookers, the Jussicus, Martius, Miers, and Richard, 
stand in the first rank.”— 

* The uses to which plants are applied has been re- 

examined with great care, and principally re-written. 
This part was originally intended as a mere sketch o! 
so vast and important a subject, and in truth it is little 

more even now. It is, however, materially enlarged, 

and the author hopes, better arranged. In preparing 

it, great numbers of works have been consulted, and 

most especially the special treatises of Dierbach, Fée, 

Geiger, Guibourt, Martius, Nees von Esenbeck, Pereira, 

Richard, and Royle, together with the capital conden- 

sation published by Endlicher in his * Enchiridion. "— 

“There is still another point in which the author has 

endeavoured to effect some improvement, and that is, 

the nomenclature. Since the days of Linnæus, who 

was the great reformer of this part of Natural History, 

a host of strange names, inl i 1uipedali. 

or barbarous, have found their way into botany, and, 

by the stern but almost indispensable laws of priority, 

are retained there. It is full time, indeed, that some 

stop should be put to this torrent of savage sounds, 
when we find such words as Calucechinus, Oresigenesa, 

i Kraschenninikovia, G horstia, An- trina 2 ne Michchonas M qe 1 

of an imperfectly-known plant may be judged of by that 

of another, which is well known, it must be obvious 

hat such a method possesses great superiority over 

artificial systems, like that of Linnzeus, in which there 
is no combination of ideas, but which are mere collec- 

tions of isolated facts, having no distinct relation to each 
other. The advantages of the Natural System, in ap- 

plying Botany to useful purposes, are immense, espe- 

cially to medical men, who depend so much upon the 

vegetable kingdom for their remedial agents. A know- 

ledge of the properties of one plant enables the practi- 

tioner to judge scientifically of the qualities of other 

plants naturally allied to it; and, therefore, the phy- 

sician acquainted with the Natural System of Botany 
may direct his inquiries, when on foreign stations, not 
empirically, but upon fixed principles, into the qualities 

of the medicinal plants which have been provided in 

every region for the alleviation of the maladies peculiar 

oit. He is thus enabled to read the hidden characters 

with which Nature has labelled all the hosts of species 

that spring from her teeming bosom. Every one of 

these bears inscribed upon it the uses to which it may 

be applied, the dangers to be apprehended from it, or 

the virtues with which it has been endowed. The lan- 

guage in which they are written is not, indeed, human ; 

it is in the living hieroglyphics of the Almighty, which the 

skill of man is permitted to interpret. The key to their 

meaning lies enveloped in the folds of the Natural Sys- 
tem, and is to be found in no other place."— 
“The plan of the work is to give a concise view of 

the state of Systematieal Botany at the present day, to 
show the relation or supposed relation of one group of 
plants to another, to explain their geographical distri- 

bution, and to point out the various uses to which the 

species are applied in different countries. The names 
of all known genera, with their synonyms, are given 
under each Natural Order, the numbers of the genera 
and species are in every case computed from what 
seems to be the best authority, and complete Indices o 
the multitude of names embodied in the work are 

added, so as to enable a Botanist to know immediately 
under what Natural Order a given genus is stationed, 
or what the uses are to which any species has been ap- 
plied. Finally, for the convenience of Students, an 
artificial analysis of the system is placed at the end." — 

“Tn offering to the publie a view of the present state of 

Systematieal Botany, the author has pursued the plan 
developed in the succeeding pages, of first taking cer- 
tain characters common to very extensive assemblages 
of plants, by means of which classes have been con- 
stituted ; and secondly, of breaking up those classes 
into minor groups called alliances, whose common cha- 
raeters are also more extensive than those of Natural 
Orders, and under which the Natural Orders are them- 
selves assembled. Very short characters have been 
proposed, under the name of Diagnoses, for both 

Alliances and Orders; these are intended to express 
the prevailing tendeney observable in each group, but 
do not inelude easual exceptions, for which the reader 
is referred to the descriptions immediately following the 
diagnoses. “The alliances are the most important feature 
in the arrangement; and it is to be hoped will be found 
much better limited than they formerly were. ‘The 
name allianee has been preserved in preference to that 
of class, family, eirele, cohort, &e., because it is not 

ptible of two interpretations, as is the case with 

all the others ; it is employed as an English equivalent 
for the Latin term nixus, which some have imagined 

was a misprint for nevus, but which was used in the 

sense of Cicero, and intended to express a tendency to 
assume some partieular form of strueture. 1f any one 
should inquire why no synonyms have been quoted to 

these alliances, concerning which so many botanists 

have lately occupied themselves, the author's answer i“, 

that they have hitherto been much too little agreed upon, 

except in a few very special eases, and that an exami- 

nation of their history would involve an inquiry which 

must extend back to the Anthemides of Cwsalpinus, 

and whieh belongs to the history of Systematical 

Botany rather than to its actual condition."— 
* In pointing out the affinities of plants, the opinions 

of the most judicious systematists have been consulted ; 

among these the names of Arnott, Auguste de St. Hi. 

laire, Bennett, Bentham, A. Brongniart, Brown, Cam- 

bessedes, Decaisne, the De Candolles, Endlicher, the 

gE 
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matypus, and hundreds of others like them, thrust into 

the records of botany without even an apology. Ifsuch 

intolerable words are to be used, they should surely be 

reserved for plants as repulsive as themselves, and in- 

stead of libelling races so fair as flowers, or noble as 

trees, they ought to be confined to slimes, mildews, 

blights, and toadstools. The author has been anxious 

to do something towards alleviating this grievous evil, 

which at least need not be permitted to eat into the 

healthy form of botany clothed in the English language.” 

The book consists of 974 pages, very closely printed, 

and is filled with wood and glyphographie cuts, illus- 

trating the structure of the plants which are spoken of. 

These cuts are numbered as high as 526, but as some of 

the numbers occur more than once, and as each cut 

contains on an average at least four distinct objects, 

the real number of illustrations is somewhere between 

2000 and 3000. The Index alone consists of 106 pages, 

each page containing 3 columns, and refers to about 

28,000 genera or species. The number of natural 

orders is 303, arranged in 7 classes, comprising 56 alli- 
ances, and 20,806 genera. The number of economical 
or medicinal species mentioned is nearly 5000. 

In the present instance, as ia that of School Botany,” 
it has been a principal object with the author to have 

the work sold at the smallest possible price, so that it 

may be within the reach of those against whom illus- 
trated works of Natural History are in general sealed 
up. And in order still further to accommodate those 

who have very limited means, the publishers have 
undertaken to issue it in monthly Numbers, which will 

be sold at the same rate asif the entire work were 

purchased at once. 

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS. 
(For the ensuing W eek.) 

ALTHOUGH atmospheric moisture to hothouses in 

general has been so much insisted on of late (the want 

of a due proportion of i$ having been the chief error in 

the old systems), yet tliere are bounds in this respect 

that cannot be exceeded with impunity. We are now 

likely to have the assistance of a good hygrometer, and 

the time is not far distant when moisture will be 

imparted to the atmosphere of hothouses with as much 

precision as heat. My principal object in naming this 

subject is to caution inexperienced persons from in- 

dulging in too great an amount of atmospheric moisture 

in their Vineries in the day time. I know a case in 

which an early Vinery has the bottom pipe lying in a 

cemented brick trough or trench, of 16 inches in width. 

The house has fruiting Pines beneath the Vines, and the 

ardener, in attempting to carry out the amount of 

moisture which the Pines would revel in through the 

day, lost in the last summer most of the main leaves of 

his Vines. The consequence is, that his Vines, although 

in an excellent border, have broken weakly and blind. 

Moist air is more sluggish than dry 5 and of course ina 

hot sunshine, ventilation cannot so speedily be carried 

out. The gardener above alluded to, now very wisely 

empties this trench by means of a plug every morning, as 

early as possible. — * r 
CONSERVATORIES, STOVE, &c. 

Conservatory —The climb i is stracture will 

now want attention at least once a week, whether 

round the roof or pillars, or on trellises in tubs or 

pots. Prune off superfluous shoots, stop or pinch the 

points of gross leaders, to induce a flowering habit in 

those which produce blossom from the axils of their 

leaves, and keep them neatly tied and trained. Large 

Acacias, or gross climbers, will now require abundance 

of water ; those growing beneath the floor level, or 
under stone covers, should, when watered, have a 
thorough soaking. Stove Plants and Orchids.—Attend 

to regular shifting, watering, and a free and healthy 
circulation of air early in the morning, to stove plants 
—air without draft. Continue to eut down, disroot, and 

repot those which have been flowering through the 
winter. These would be better removed to a. bottom- 
heat of 809 in some spare pit or frame, and shaded, 
treating them as young Pines until they break, when 
they may,if necessary, be returned to the stovefor awhile. 
Follow up the shifting, top-dressing, &e. of Orchids in 
general; syringe freely those on blocks or baskets. 
Let this be done early on lively and sunny morn- 

ings, giving extra air, with a little fire-heat, on 
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such occasions, to correct any excess of moisture. 
Growing Orchids should now be carefully shaded 
for two or three hours on bright days, more espe- 
cially those which have been disturbed at the root; 
these would be far better removed to a house or pit 
by th Ives, as th tablished plants which have 
remained undisturbed will enjoy more sunshine. Mixed 
Greenhouse.—Keep up a lively circulation of air all 
the early part of the day, and dispense with fire heat 
as much as possible. Where a house of this character 
has stove as well as common greenhouse plants in it, a 
climate superior in point of heat to the common green- 
house must be maintained ; and in order to do as little 
mischief as possible through the eompromise necessary, 
let all the advances in point of extra heat be made at 
all times, during a considerable degree of light. To 
this end practice the early shutting up, so much insisted 
on by all good gardeners ; and on such occasions take 
care that the fire has been very low, or out for an hour 
or two previously. The heat thus s or the evening, 
if accompanied by sufficient atmospherie moisture, will 
establish a healthy and short-jointed growth. Make a 
sowing of tender annuals, if not already done. Pot off 
Balsams, Cockscombs, &e.: these things will do better 
by far, however, in a frame, with fermenting materials, 
close to the glass, and well matted up at night. Cold 
Pits.—Continue potting off stock for the flower-garden, 
also making cuttings constantly of Verbenas, Fuchsias, 
Petunias, Dahlias, Geraniums, &c. ; they will all be 
wanted for some purpose. Shade newly-potted Stocks, 
and more especially cuttings, carefully ; and remember, 
that in making cuttings, the leaf should not be first 
allowed to flag, and then an attempt made to restore 
it by abundance of water; the leaf must never be 
allowed to droop. 

KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING. 

Pines.—Little new can be added at present ; attend 
well to former Calendars about “burning,” shading, 
syringing, &e. &c. Give free air day and night to 
growing successions in dung-pits ; teach them to grow 
more in bulk than in length. Vineries.—Endeavour to 
avoid the consequences of indulging in too much 

copious dews. During day, sufficient to prevent 
desiccation, or rather an undue amount of perspi- 
ration in the leaf, is all that is required. See that your 
lateVines that have been laying out all the latter part of 
the winter are introduced immediately. If they bleed 
scrape and dry the wounds, and instantly apply the 
late Mr. Knight’s plaster; which is scraped cheese 
and finely-powdered oyster-shells, kneaded into a 
fine paste. Peach Houses. — Persist in stopping at 
all times every gross shoot on all the upper parts of 
the tree—allowing such, however, to ramble when they 
grow towards the extremities of the lower parts ; this 
is the best way of equalising the sap. Syringe freely— 
especially in the afternoon—and at that period endea- 
vour to create atmospheric moisture for the night, by 
sprinkling all available surfaces, except flues or pipes. 
Follow up stopping of Figs; give manure-water very 
freely ; Cherries should have free syringings, with abun- 
dance of air early. The syringing, however, must cease 
the moment any change of colour is perceived. Keep up 
successions of Strawberries ; do not suffer those swel- 
ling to be dry for a moment ; use plenty of liquid 
manure according to former directions, viz., constantly, 
clear, and weak, A late Mushroom-bed may now be 
made on a limited scale. 

FLORISTS’ FLOWERS. 
The period has now arrived when the amateur 

will begin to be busy. Though premature, most col- 
lections of Polyanthuses are in full bloom; seedlings 
should now be strietly scrutinised, and reference made 
to the properties that constitute a good flower, which 
are given at length in our last year's volume. Accounts 
from the north state that everything is in an unusual 
state of precocity ; whilst in the environs of the metro- 
polis, plants are still more forward. In giving directions 
it will sometimes be necessary to recapitulate those things 
which are proper to be done through a series of weeks, 
We would still urge the necessity of protection not 
only from late spring frosts, but from cutting winds. 
Tulips never stood in more need of screening than they 
do just now. Many florists have potted out a great 
portion of their stock of Carnations and Picotees, and 
there appears to bea much greater disposition to spindle 
amongst the layers this year than usual. Keep seedling 
Ranuneuluses from frost, and throw mats over the beds 
containing choice Pansies, the hoops over which ought 
to be at least a yard high in the centre. Propagate 
Dahlias in a gentle heat; the most slender cuttings 
Strike root most readily. 

KITCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD. 
A sowing of all the late spring Broccoli may now be 

made; they will, however, be sufficiently forward for 
general purposes if sown a fortnight later. See to your 
early Horn Carrots—the slugs have devoured two crops 
of mine, although followed up with liming and sprinkled 
over with coarse sand. Nothing is better, that I am 
aware of, than cinder-ashes riddled extremely fine, and 
the mere dust taken out ; these sown thickly over the 

Asparagus ; it should not be planted until six or eight 
inches high. Those who have time would do well to 
try the Spanish method, as recommended in a 
Leading Article of March 7. I will next week say 
more on this head. Orcharding and Fruit-trees.— 
Continue to protect blossoms, and to eradicate insects by 
all possible means. See that all the winter and early 
Spring work amongst fruit-trees is brought to a close 
forthwith. Finish root-pruning with all luxuriant trees; 
most persons may have observed the effect of moving a 
large Pear-tree very late in the spring—it generally 
becomes covered with blossom-buds. Such in degree 
will be the effect of root-pruning at this period. 

FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES, 
See that rolling, mowing, &c., proceed in due order. 

Now is the period to lay the foundation of a fine lawn, 
the pride of English gardening. Let all fresh turfing 
be completed forthwith; it is a good plan to scatter 
rough old tan thinly over it as a screen from the sun, 
until it gets hold ; some waterings are also essential. 
Early herbaceous plants overgrown may now be divided, 
the exterior portions of the stools should be reserved 
and the interior rejected. Be sure in planting them 
again to introduce fresh soil. Cut in all coarse ever- 
greens or shrubs before the bud becomes too much ad- 
vanced ; this is a good time to cut in Holly hedges. 

COTTAGERS’ GARDENS, 
It is not impossible that the Potato murrain may 

break out again in the young crop; if such should 
occur, I would recommend the cottager to give his plants 
a heavy dusting with fresh lime in a dewy morn- 
ing. Sow good beds forthwith of Green Kale, with a 
few Savoys, and where a cow is kept the Thousand- 
headed Cabbage ; also a patch of Leeks. Make edgings 
of Parsley forthwith, soot is a good manure for it. 
The Asparagus bed should have a slight dressing of 
salt about once a month ; it will keep down the weeds 
and prove of great benefit to the plants ; also Seakale 
beds. Divide and transplant Phloxes, Asters, and 
other herbaceous plants. Sow a good breadth of Broad 
Beans directly, for the main erop. 

FORESTING. 
it is to be hoped that all planting is now finished ; 

the chance of success is small after this period. See 
that the directions in former Calendars are carried out, 
and bring up all arrears. 

———————— 

HorLy-ngDazs—P J— Certainly, 

JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES—J 

LrMoNs—W C—Keep them in stone jars, 

NAMES oF PLANTS 

PEACHES, &e.—J 

POLYANTHUSE: 

Stoves. 

TRAILING PLANTS—X Y—T 

TRANSMUTATION OF 

cut it all down to the ground ¢ 
as soon as growth commences. Your plan cannot be improved. 

Insrcts—D M’s caterpillar is the offspring of the yellow under- 
wing moth, the Triphena pronuba. It is often injurious to 
Cabbages and other vegetables. ..—D R—You need not 
apprehend any mischief from the web and little grains you 
found on the Pine-apple leaf. They were not eggs but the 
deposit of some insect which had been living under the web. R. 

—These may be planted either 
by sets or by whole tubers, exactly as the Potato. Rely upon 
it, their value is infinitely beyond what is commonly sup- 

in a cool place, and 
well covered from the air. 
ILDEW—. — We fear that this is incurable by any known 
means. Saltpetre, water, and free ventilation promise best, 

T H--Luzula pilosa—— S E—Peziza coch- 
leata ; itis sometimes sold as Morels, and is not reputed to 
be unwholesome——/ 1643 L B is Oncidium luridum ; 600, 
Brassavola grandiflora. e regret our inability to under- 
take the task of naming a Guatemala herbarium——O P Q 
Madder——A much  bruised Lycaste, apparently lanipes.——M A @—1, apparently Physalis pubescens ; 2, Big- 
nonia australis ; 3, Lachenalia pendula.§ —Anemone—Age- 

G—Three good varieties of Peaches in succes- 
sion are the Royal George, Noblesse, and Bellegarde. 
Nectarines you may plant the Newington, Violette Hative, 
and Elruge.t 

PorATOES—J W—We believe that cut sets will be more EM 
ill to perish this year than whole Potatoes, because they wi 

more readily absorb water through their wounded surfaces 5 
at the same time it is clear that whole sets are not to be re- 
lied upon, The natural skin of the Potato is a slow filtering 
apparatus, provided to guard the tuber agaiust too much 
and improper food. Out surfaces, having no such protection, 
will absorb water greedily. It may be worth while to try the 
effect of Mr. Shepherd’s steep, and that of sulphate of copper, 
both of which are named in another part of this day’s Paper. We prefer the former. As to vitality, who can explain it? 
Life is—lif nd that is all that can be said about it. It is universally diffused through organic beings, although it may 
be concentrated more in one place than another, as, for ex- 
ample, in the eyes (or buds) of the Potato, You will see what 
the Prussians think of the scoop in another column ; we hope 
it may be a good instrument, but, in the present condition of 
the Potato we dare not predict anything about it. 

A B—A list of the best Polyanthuses was 
given at p. 572, 1844, in which vol, are papers—pp. 35, 115, 
and 149—descriptive of many of the best flowers, which we 
recommend to your perusal. We do not recommend dealers.* 

RHODODENDRONS— W C—Layer these, and common Laurels, in 
July. 

M—We see nothing in the stove beyond what is 
found in all good Arnott's. Its performance is far from re- 
markable. We have an Arnott which burns for 18 hours and 
more without feeding. The pipes do not seem to us of any 
importance, and they necessarily increase the price, i 

The following are hardy and ever- 
greens, viz, :— neaster microphylla and marginata, Ber- 
beris empetrifolia, Arctostaphylos uva-ursi, Juniperus pros- 
trata and nana, Vinca major, Daphne cneorum, Crategus py- 
raeantha, and Gaultheria Shallon. T 

ConN—C W—Thanks, The paragraph you 
have been so good as to send was published in this Paper a 
year or two ago. zm 

end Wanp's CAsks—W M—We never recommend tradesmen. An Sat. 14 
M H Sun. 15 man with a grain of cerebral matter can make them. Your 

one 18. best plan in your difficulty is to put Mr. Ward’s book into the ee hands of à common workman. Wed. ig 
Thurs, 19 

windy; overe 
lose rain; showery; clear at ni 

14—Clond| 
15—5mall c ight boisterous; storm of hail in afternoon ; hi 

1 of snow in the night. 
temperature of the week ! deg. below the average. 

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 20 years, for the 
ensuing Week ending Mar. 28, 1846, 

No. of | Aver. | Aver. | Nest! | roaren 
Mar. |Hishes Lowest | mean] whichis | quantity 

Temp. | Temp. | Wendt | of Rain. 

Sun, 22. 50.5 86.5 | 43.5 8 0.26 in 
Mon, 23 60,2 86.0 | 43.1 10 0.60. 
Tues x4| 49.9 88.6 | 41.7 T 0.11 
Wed. 25 51.1 83.1 42.1 8 0.50 

hur. 26 52.8 34.0 43.4 7 9.12 
ji. * 54.1 935.7 419 7 0.87 

E 53.9 39.6 417 ri 0.68 

‘The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 27th, 
1830—therm.75°; and the lowest on the 24th, 1829—therm. 229, 

Notices to Correspondents. 
The Third Edition of PAXTON’S COTTAGERS’ CALENDAR 

eing exhausted, a New Edition is preparing, and will be 
ready in about ten days. 

To our CORRESPONDENTS—We have every wish to oblige you by 
answering all questions relating to the subjects treated of im 
this Journal ; but we must entreat you to be reasonable. We 
have had before us a letter containing 17 questions, upon as 

ifferent subjects, every one of which have been either 
answered repeatedly, or can be determined by a very cursory 
glance at our columns for the last month ; and we regret to 

y we have many such cases. To spare time or space for 
answering these demands is impossible ; it is not fair ei 
to ourselves or ourreaders. Correspondents should, in com- 
mon justice, only apply to us for information upon points 
which they have previously taken reasonable pains to ex- 
amine for themselves in documents ace: y Ly 
ULBS—M A @—The failure of your Hyacinth bulbs may 
doubtless be attributed to the bad state in which they have 
been received this season from Holland, 

e water in your kitchen boiler is not used for 
cooking or drinking, there can be no harm in using the 
remedy. 

l : place. s surface present such a sharp macadamized kind of sur- | HAnnotmamnus FASCIOULATUS—Ü D—This grows freely in 
face, that the snails and slugs are at the last point of 
starvation before they will venture on them. Be sure 
to salt all Asparagus and Seakale-beds—little and often 
is my maxim. The time is approaching for planting 

sandy loam and peat; it is naturally a somewhat shy 

bloomer. When the plants have attained a tolerably large 
size, they should be kept pretty dry, and rather stinted in 
pot room, This may possibly have the effect of making your 
plant flower more freely.. 

ico stretched upon a frame 
This will bean extremely small 

of Ireland it will 

ies are best 
planted in November. Probably your Salvia patens was not 
stout enough to bear a winter, In such a pit as is above de- 
scribed it may be preserved through winter, if kept in its 
pot and not watered. resume that your Dahlia-roots 
were not properly ripened, or perhaps they are grown in soil 
over manured, or they may have been too 
was not well suited to these plants. 
disturb your incognito, unless you send facts; which, if for 

ication, must be authenti uestions come as well 
in masquerade as in any other dress. the poor pea- 
santry, just read a Leading Article of last week, and the 
notes upon mixed crops. By all means plant Beans with 
Potatoes, if the latter are planted at all. are sorry, but 
not at all surprised to hear that your Ash-leavi 8 are 
going ofr. — One shilling each will be given for the following 
Numbers :—1841 : 3, 5, 7 7, 42, 43; 
50—F M 

> 9, 10, 12, 21, 

a Roses 
liquid manure as soon as they are growing.—Horley—Ear]. 
Peas which have been sown in turves should be transferred, 
turves and all, to the place where they are intended to be 
grown, without raising the individual plants. An article at Some length on root grafting will appear soon.t——Anemone 
—The quantity of guano to sow per acre varies from two to 
four ewt. according to the nature and quality of the soil, For 
a small piece of ground like yours it may be more convenient 
to use it in a liquid state. that case, mix 4 lbs, of guano 
with 12 gallons of water, and let it stand for 24 hours before 
itis used. The same guano will do for mixing again with 
the same quantity of water, after the first is drawn off. 

SEEDLING FLOWERS, 
CAMELLIA—R S, Cobham—1t is impossible to form an opinion of 
your seedling ; the specimen sent was not half expanded, and. 
in that state it remained." - 

OiNERARIAS—JZ S, Cobham—Your seedlings are flowers of good 
colour; but they are deficient form; the petals are too. 
narrow,——JD K—The prevailing faults in your varieties are 
tk want of size, and the narrowness of the petals. No. 
3.3 is the best; but this is surpassed both in 
y fi lowers several years in cultivation, 3 

colour, but also too small,*—, 
seedlings are very varied and pretty. 
too small. No. 1, brigh ght crimson, and 2, crimson purple, are 
both fine in colour and compact in form. 2 and 11 are the 
best blues ; the others appear to be too loose and long in the 
petals. 10 is a lively flower, and worth preserving for its 
colou: specimens of seedling Cinerarias are 
the largest we have seen ; they also combine with size, fine 
colour, and the flowers are composed of broad and well 
rounded petals of great substance. No. 1 a deep rich maza- 
rine blue, the flowers of which measure 13 inch in diameter ; 
this is a ver iking variety. 2, rich purple maroon, 3, 
similar in colour, with the blue prevailing, and 4, bright 
maroon, are three fine and rich-col varieties ; 5, a lai 
bright blue, is also showy and att With the increased 
size of these flowers there is also united a slight degree of 
coarseness, and the petals are not placed round the disk with 
that regularity which is observable in the best specimens of 
the Cineraria, 

—— JX—Y our 
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CHEAP AND DURABLE ROOFING, 
AND THE BEST RESISTER OF FROST FOR GARDEN 

PURPOSES. 

BY HER ROYAL LETTERS 

MAJESTY'S PATENT. 

* row, London, Manufacturers and only Patentees of 
THE PATENT 'ASPHALTED FELT FOR ROOFING, 

and which for many years has been in extensive use for Roofing 
Houses, Verandahs, all kinds of Farm Buildings, Sheds, ai 

for COVERING GARDEN FRAMES, TO PROTECT PLANTS 

AGAINST THE EFFECTS OF THE FROST, beg to call the 

5 £a 

le for afin , &c., and is also patronized by 

Her Majesty’s Boar of Ordnance, Commissioners of Woods and 

y and the Botanical 

gest and most 
durable materials, and is saturated with the BEST OF AS- 

PHALTE OR BITUMEN (THE SAME AS SELECTED AND USED 

BY Sim IsAMBERT BRUNEL FOR THE THAMES TUNNEL, BEING 

FOUND THE MOST ELASTIC AND EFFECTIVE RESISTER OF WET). 
NO OTHER FELT HAS THIS ASPHALTE BUT F. M‘NEILL 

4; COs, and which renders it impervious to rain, snow, and 
frost, and a non-conductor of heat and sound. Its advantages 
are Lightness, Warmth, Durability, and Economy. — Price 

ONLY One Penny Per SQUARE Foor. i 
*,* Samples, with Directions for its Use, and Testimonials 

of seven years’ experience (which contain much useful informa- 

tion), from Noblemen, Gentlemen, Gardeners, Architects, and 
Builders, sent FREE to any part of the Town or Country, and 

orders by Post executed. 

The new Vice-Chancellor’s Courts, the Offices attached, and 

Passages leading to Westminster-hall, Dr. Reid’s Offices, and 
Other Buildings at the New Houses of Parliament, are roofe: 

witl M‘Neixt and Co.’s Felt, andis known by its having the 
appearance of lead roofs. 

iy 
Sentation, as the only Works in Great Britain where the above 

adeis F. M‘NEILL & Co.’s Manufactories, 

cultural Public that his PATENT ] 
MACHINE is now ready, whereby the greatest regularity may 
be insured in the deposition of all Seeds. A team of four horses 

will be found sufficient power to draw one of the largest size, 
Price of Machine, with six rows.... . £35 

» eight rows. 

” ten rows . 45 
à 0) articulars m: de to Mr. JOHN 

WEATHERSTONE, Cassington, near Oxford; or to Messrs. GILL 
and Warp, High-street, Oxford.—Agents wanted in all parts of 
country. 

INGLES HAND DIBBLING MACHINE, for 
E depositing all kinds of Seed. It is so constructed that it 

will at the same moment make the hole and deliver the exact 
quantity of Seed with extreme regularity, nor is the soil liable 
to choke the point. 

Agent in London :—Mr. Marx FOTHERGILL, 40, Upper Thames 

Street, where the Machines may be seen. 

GUPERPHOSPH ATE OF LIME, 7L per ton, at 
EE 

d now much improved, War- 

Numerous references to 

bling-Machine so much approved of. City Repository for Agri- 
fultural Impl , 118, ured 
ane. 

The Agricultural (5 asette. 

SATURDAY, MARCH 91, 1846. 
MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. Wenxxspay, Mar. 2 1 Tauunsny, — — 
Waoxmspay, April A Society of England 
Tuurspar, — 2—Agricultural Imp. Sov, of Ireland. 

LOCAL SOCIETIES. Ross—E. Lothian—Taunton—Fifeshire—Leyland Hundred —Wooler— 
Co, Cork—Strathmore—Portarlington. 

Mar. FARMERS’ CLUBS, 
m 25 Plympton St. Mary— New- | Mar. #0—Marlington 

— $28 April 9— J 

= ERR St. Mary— Bolsover | — s — Wrentham 
— 28- Melroe ain Way - m — Coliumpton — Hereford 
Ar the outset o 

we drew attentio 
f our REMARKS UPON DRAINAGE, 

B n to an error latent in the com- 
monly rec i 1 Moa a 

lay Jud xps notion of its purpose, as being “to 
B aee Y; we ventured to submit, as a more comprehensive definition of ; n i 1 

Aird : n of its object, the equa 
Etr OUNON O PUA Pures und wo endea- 

voured to illustrate the a; A Ma 

ercolation of the rain 
i This 

u side- 
ration by the rejection of all SEN VCI Fold ing of underground springs, as belonging to a dif- 
ferent question altogether, and, generally speaking, 
to a different description of soils; and we marked 
the above mentioned error as the parent of shallow 
drainage, or, we might perhaps rather say, the grand- 
p eat foriteimmediate progeny wastheold fashioned igh ridged furrow,from which, through the interme- 

diate stage of the shallow drain, the declension has 
been gradual and hard contested, theory and practice 
fighting their way inch by inch, down to the pipe 
tile laid three or even four feet deep. 

We cannot help pausing for a moment to contem- 
plate the silent perseverance (if one may so speak) 
with which Nature patiently vindicates her admir- 
able truths, and reveals the matchless perfection of 
her most hidden and unostentatious processes, 
through the slow medium of human discovery. How 
little is the agriculturist, who “babbles of green 
fields," calling this *good land," and that * bad 
land,” conscious, generally speaking, of the under- 
ground work that has been going on through the 
layse of ages, by percolation and filtration during 
the winter half of the year, and by capillary attrac- 
tion during the summer half, toconstitute and support 
that perfect combination of mechanical texture and 
chemical quality which characterise what are called 
the “best soils.” And it may, perhaps, be added, 
how little idea have we in our present infancy of 
knowledge and practice, whilst humbly following 
that wholesome natural process which drainage imi- 
tates, of the effects which its constantly ameliorat- 
ing influence upon the character of the soil may 
ultimately attain. 

If the rain do not sink through the subsoil one of 

two things must happen: either it must lie stag- 
nant upon the surface, saturating the soil the whole 
winter through, starving and rotting the roots of 
plants it was intended to refresh and nourish ; or, if 
the declivity be sufficient, it will flow off superfi- 
cially, down the furrows or any other channel it 
can find, carrying away with it all the most valuable 
part of the soil, and the manure which it has cost 
such labour and expence to apply, and leaving the 
field, to use Anrnun Youne’s not inapt similitude, 

“like an overboiled joint, with all the gravy run out 
of it.” But the damage does not end here; for upon 
clay soils, which retain the wet during the wiater, a 
further mischief happens, for, when spring and seed 
time arrive, and other lands are beginning to get 

warm from the returning rays of the sun, undrained 
land is only beginning to get dry : that is to say, the 
water which could not get off in any other way is 
beginning to go off by evaporation. Now we all 
know by experience that nothing produces so intense 
a degree of cold as evaporation from a wet surface. 
"The familiar experiment of wetting one hand and 
holding out both for the air to blow upon them, has 

been often adduced in proof of this ; the degree of 
cold which the wet surface will endure, in compari- 
son with the dry one, would remove any doubt.upon 
the subject. In the East Indies, the common 
method of cooling rooms during the most intensely 
hot weather is by hanging wet blinds outside the 
open windows; the evaporation from these “ T: 
ties,” as they are called, reduces the temperature 
with a rapidity that nothing else willeffect. A still 
more striking instance is afforded in the manufac- 
ture of ice during summer by the simple means of 
rapid evaporation. And such preciseiy is the phe- 
nomenon that occurs in spring upon the surface of 
an undrained field : the warmer the first rays of the 
returning sun, the colder the land will be until it 
has parted with its superfluous moisture. The in- 
evitable consequence is a delayed, and, therefore, 
hurried sowing, aggravated by the untractable state 
of the soil, which no mortalimplement can reduce 
into the semblance of a seed bed, nor any manure, 

English, African, or Peruvian, coax into reasonable 
temper or fertility. 

Such were the evils attempted to be cured by 
the plough-suggested, but otherwise very artificial, 
device of the ridge and furrow, which, in meeting 
very imperfectly one evil introduced another. Stag 
nation of water being the disease, it was conceived 
that anything that would get rid of it would be the 
remedy. It was clearly decided, nem. con., that 
the clouds were in the wrong for sending so much 
rain, and that the earth in lying level was lying 
under a mistake. The Gods themselves must have 
laughed to see the world under them, once smooth 
and flat, dressed up suddenly in corduroy stripes by 
the solemn sagacity of man; and, as he chose to 
take the regulation of Nature into his own hands, 
they left him to pay for it. The rain, which was 
sent to fertilise his soil, became the cause of its in- 
fertility, and the channels that he had made became 
the path by which the robber took away, not only 
the good that he was sent to deliver, but a pretty 

stroug solution ofthe farmer's property likewise. 
In the explanation of this lies the chemical his- 

tory of drainage. There is not an animal that 

breathes, nor a fire that burns, nor a particle of 
vegetable or animal matter that decays unburied 

upon the earth, that does not yield to the atmo- 
sphere certain gases which are, in fact, the essence 

of everything which we include under the general 
name of manure. We see them rise in the smoke 

from a fire, in the steam from the dungheap, and 

from our own breath in frosty weather; and though 
the eflluvia from decaying matter is invisible to the 
eye, we have another sense that distinguishes it 
lainly enough. Where do they go? Are they 
ost? Thereis no such word as “lost” in the vo- 
cabulary of Nature. The ammonia which the farmer 
permits to depart unquestioned, Nature receives 
and economises in her universal storehouse. That 
inestimable essence which constitutes the animating 
and fertilising principle of every organic manure, 
under whatever name or in whatever form we may 
apply it to our fields, whether from the farmyard or 
stable, or from the distant islands of the Pacific, is 
too precious to be wasted by Nature as it is by 
man. The atmosphere receives it ; its affinity for 
pure water disposes it to unite with the vapours 
already existing there, and it returns to the earth 
in every shower that falls. * Ammonia," says Lir- 
BIG in his valuable work on the “ Chemistry of Agri- 
culture,” “rises from putrified substances in the form 
of a gas, which is extremely soluble in water; but 
it cannot remain long in the atmosphere, as every 
shower of rain effects its condensation, and conveys 
it to the surface of the earth; hence, also, rain 
water at all times contains ammonia, though not 
always in equal quantity. It must contain more in 
summer than in spring or winter, because the inter- 
vals of time between the showers are in summer 
greater; and when several wet days occur, the rain 
of the first must contain more of it than that of the 
second ; and the rain of a thunderstorm after along 
protracted drought for this reason contains the 
greatest quantity conveyed to the earth at one time. 
It may likewise be detected in snow-water.” And 
he goes on to mention some experiments made in 
the month of March at Giessen, in Germany, in 
which the lower layers of snow, on being separately 
analysed, were found to contain a larger quantity 
of the gas, whilst the upper ones had scarcely a per- 
ceptible trace. 

The value of this discovery in reference to the 
filtration of rain through the ground, by which every 
shower becomes a tribute of natural fertility to the 
soil, and of regeneration to the subsoil, and the con- 
sequent importance of the means by which we are 
able to open this passage, and thus prevent its 
superficial escape, it is needless toinsist upon. But 
the subject of drainage viewed in all its relations is 
one whose, we had almost said, national importance 
is such, and so daily more obvious, that we shall 
take an early opportunity of entreating again the 
patience of our readers with its details.— C. W. H. 

A FEW WORDS ABOUT A SAVINGS’ BANK. 
Havine advocated in the Agricultural Gazette 

savings’ banks, as improving the condition of the in- 
dustrious classes, I trust you will give insertion to the 
following plain address which I have drawn up, in the 
hope that it may be published in a separate distributive 
form, and circulated by those of your readers who feel 
an interest in the well-being of our rural labouring 
population.—J. H. 

Address :—So you are a poor man willing to lay by 
a shilling a week, but want to know first a little about 
a savings’ bank ?— well, then, it shall be told you, 

A savings’ bank is an institution for receiving small 
savings, established by wealthy people, who would like 
to see you better off in your circumstances, and more 
respectable in your condition. They neither receive 
profit nor advantage from it—on the contrary, they de- 
vote much of their time and attention to its manage- 
ment: they would rather you should save your money 
by depositing it in a savings’ bank, than by spending it 
in a wasteful way, at the ale-house or at home. hey 

would wish you to save what part of your hard earnings 

you can spare, against a time when it will stand a friend 

o you—when you may want it more than you do now 

— when every shilling may be worth to you as 

much as two shillings are at the present moment. This 
they would have you do for your benefit, and then by- 

and-by you will be able to help yourself in a tme of 
scarce employ in a time of sickness a time of 
old age—when it will comfort and relieve you instead 
of having starvation at home, poverty at your sick.bed, 
and your old days ended in a workhouse. 
A savings’ bank is a place of profit, as well as a place 

of deposit. This is a great advantage to you, because 
if there were no such institution as a savings’ bank, 
you could receive no such profit for your money, 
whereas a savings’ bank gives you interest for small 
sums, which you could receive nowhere else. 

savings’ bank is a place of security— better in fact 
than any other security you could get elsewhere, Re- 
member this, that as soon as you place money in a 
savings’ bank, you become by the possession of your 
deposit book the ereditor of the nation—that is, the 
Government who represent thenation are your debtors. 
In short, your money is just as safe there as if you 
placed it in the Bank of England, because your money 
eventually forms a part and parcel of the money in the 
Bank of England, and you have as much right to recall 
it as any nobleman who may have fifty thousand pounds 
there, with this difference only, that you ap ly for it 
through the agency of the gentlemen at the savings' 
bank who are your trustees in the matter. 

Lastly, at a savings’ bank you receive back your 
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money when you wish it, without being asked what you 

want it for. If at any time you should desire ten shil- 

lings or a pound, you have merely to take your deposit 

book and apply for it, and it is paid you immediately. 

Remember, too, that in a savings’ bank you are subject 

to no income-tax, nor any other tax. You are not 

obliged to take all your money when you want only a 

part; you may take out what you please. If you do 

not receive your money at the end of every half-year, 

are produced, Orderly habits and respectable conduct 

on the part of the servants produce consideration and 

kind treatment from their masters ; and in this way the 

great majority of this class of our population come to 

the end of their days without having once suffered the 

degradation of being on the list of parish paupers. 

Perhaps the foregoing statements may be best proved 

by annexing a list of the servants, being householders, 

at this time resident upon a considerable farm* in 

Northumberl with a table showing the length of 
you have added to your account interest in proporti 

to the amount you have in the Bank. If it please God 

that you may not want to receive any part of it, and 

still Keep on adding to it, you will in a few years have 

in the bank something to comfort you in sickness—pro- 

vide for you in old age—or befriend you in a time of 

need. If nothing of this sort should happen, you will 

have the comfort of leaving to your family a few pounds, 

at a time when it will be most needed. Think on these 

things—consider well for whose benefit savings’ banks 

were established—if for yours fail not then to embrace 

the advantages held out, and begin immediately by 

depositing your first shilling. 

THE NORTHUMBERLAND HIND SYSTEM. 

[The following passage is extracted from a paper in an early 
volume of the ‘English Agricultural Society’s Journal,” by 

r. Grey, of Dilston.] 

Loox into one of our north country cottages 

during a winter's evening, and you will probably 

see assembled the family group round a cheerful 

coal fire — which, by the way, is an inestimable 

blessing to all classes, but chiefly to the poor of this 

eountry—females knitting or spinning — the father, 

perhaps, mending shoes—an art almost all acquire— 

and one of the young ones reading for the amusement 

of the whole circle ; and contrast this with the condition 

of many young men employed as farm servants in the 

southern counties, who, being paid board wages, club 

together to have their comfortless meal cooked in a 

neighbourhing cottage, with no house to call their home, 

left to sleep in an outhouse or hay-loft, subject to the 
ination of idle pani with no parent’s eye 

to watch their actions and no parent’s voice to warn 

them of their errors; and say which situation is best 

ealeulated to promote domestic comfort, family affec- 

tion, and moral rectitude. The possession of a cow is 

to the northern hind an object of endeavour and am- 

bition. He cannot marry and establish himself in life 

without one ; at least, he knows that he ought not to 

marry till he can purchase one—and this is the first 

step towards independence that is generally aimed at ; 

salutary alike as .a check and a stimulus. This point 

gai cottage resp bly furnished, and a situa- 

tion obtained under a good master—he brings home his 

bride ; feeling that he is a useful and, comparatively, an 

independent man. The situation of a hind living upon 

the premises, and hired for the year, possesses this de- 

cided advantage—that in seasons when employment is 

searce, when day labourers are turned adrift, however 

unproductive his services may be to his master, his 

wages go on—even months of confinement from ill 

health produce no diminution in his income ; and thus 

it is, that though his wages per day may seem but small, 

yet, at the end of the year, he is found in better cireum- 

stances than those artisans or labourers by the piece, 

who, though obtaining nominally higher wages, are 

liable to much loss of time and uncertainty of employ- 
ment. It may seem hard, at first sight, that the farmer, 
whose servant, after haying entered upon his service 

for a year, has fallen ill and become unable to work, 

should still have to make good his bargain ; but such is 

the custom ; and were it otherwise, the family would 
goon, in many cases, be thrown on the parish funds, 
The farmer may as well then take the chance of sup- 
porting his own for a while as be compelled to contri- 

bute to the support of all who might fall into similar 

circumstances throughout the parish. But by far the 

pest reason for the custom is, that it gives rise to a 

feeling of gratitude to a master for having afforded gra- 

tuitous relief, and a desire, which I have often heard 

expressed by servants, to make up for the loss he had 

sustained by the best services they could bestow ; and 

surely the sacrifice is not too great, if it saves an 

onest man from the feeling of degradation, which 

ought, and still sometimes does attend the application for 

parochial support. This mode of engaging and paying 

farm servants is not only more conducive to their wel- 

fare and social comfort than the weekly payment of 

money wages, which go but a little way in purchasing 
e es fora family—are injudiciously laid out, 

and sometimes wastefully squandered—but it has 
besides a strong and apparent influence upon their 
habits and moral character ; it possesses the advantage 
of giving to the peasant the use of a garden and a cow, 
with the certainty of employment ; it gives him a per- 
sonal interest in the produce of his master's farm, and a 
desire to secure it in good condition ; it produces a set 
of local attachments which often lead to connexions 
between master and servant of long continuance. It is 
not a comfortable or convenient thing for a man to 
move from place to place with his furniture and family ; 
and, when he finds himself well situated, he has a strong 
inducement to conduct himself respectably, and give 

satisfaction to his employer. While, on the other 
hand, such removals being attended with expense and 
loss of time to the farmer, who always sends his carts 
to bring the family and furniture of a new comer, it is 
his interest to encourage and retain a respectable 
servant; and thus mutual accommodation and respect 

time that each has lived under the same master, and the 

sum of money that remained due to each at the half- 

yearly settlement of their accounts at Martinmas last 

(11th November), being a surplus, arising from the 

labour of all the members of the families who remained 

at home, which they had not found it necessary to call 

for in the course of the half-year, but left in their 

master’s hands till the final settlement of the half-year’s 

account :— 
Years’ Cash dee upon his ac- 

Service, a at Martinmas, 
5. d. 

George Cranston. .. 8 3 6) 
Alexander Tunmah 15 0 44 
John Redpath . 9 711} 
Samuel Ewart. ....- 5 5 9 
Andrew Gray . 9 714 44 
Andrew Elliott. 14 LENO 

mas Robson .... 4 4 31 
James Cranston .... 20 612 44 
Andrew Young 12 T Dbh 
Edward Davison. ... 15 515 1 

1 Chirnside.... 10 516 
John Middlemas . 
Thomas Fullerton . 

Average 13 years. 

In the case of Thomas Fullarton, who, instead of having 

money due to him, stood indebted to his master in the 
sum of 7/.9s. 8d., it is necessary to remark, that he 

had had the misfortune tolose a valuable cow by death ; 

and being unable to purchase another, having a large 

family, was favoured by his master with the loan of 

104. to enable him to do so, which loan, it is understood, 

he is to pay off by instalments, or as he can afford ; 

which, as his family gets up to be useful, he will have 

it in his power to do. The existence of this kind of 

fid anc lation may be adduced as one 

of the beneficial effects of the system herein explained, 

A master, in such a case, frequently gives the servant 

the use of one of his cows until he can procure one for 

himself; but the servant is always anxious to have the 

eredit of having a cow of his own, and it would be ab- 

surd not to give every encouragement to the mainte- 

nance of so laudable a spirit.f It may further be 

worthy of remark, that only two in the foregoing list 

ever received parochial aid—one, John Redpath, who 

was disabled by illness from working for nearly three 

years ; and George Chirnside, whose father died, leav- 

ing a widow and four very young children, of whom he 
was the eldest ; but since the time that he was 16 years 
of age, the whole family have been supported by their 

own industry. He was at first assisted by his master 

in the purchase of a cow, which is now cleared off, and 

the family are in good ci n ing 

the condition of the peasantry in the southern with that 

of the northern parts of the kingdom, it would be highly 

improper to pass over unnoticed the superior education 

of the latter, and the effect which is produced by it 

upon their worldly circumstances, as well as upon their 

moral and religious character. No greater stigma can 

attach to parents than that of leaving their children 
without the means of ordinary education, and every 
nerve is strained to procure it. In the school attached 

to almost every village, one finds children not only able 
to read and write at a very early age, but most expert 
in all the common rules of arithmetic, and not unfre- 

quently capable of extraeting the square and cube root 
with great expedition and accuracy. And even the 
young men who labour in the fields all the day often 

spend a couple of hours in the evening in school, to ad- 
vanee themselves in such acqui If pati 

alone is a valuable antidote against idle and vicious 

habits, the acquirement of useful knowledge and the 

cultivation of the mental faculties must be still more so. 

And when these are d by gratuitou: 
means, but by the produce of economy and toil, it be- 
speaks a state of society where sobriety is habitual and 

intellig is held in estimati 

ON THE STATE OF HUSBANDRY IN LOWER 
BRITTANY. 

WITH INCIDENTAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE CONDITION OR 
THE FARMING POPULATION THERE, COMPARED WITH 
THE SOCIAL STATE OF THE ANALOGOUS CLASSES IN 
IRELAND. 

By MARTIN DOYLE. 
(Continued from p. 171 

We shall here make a digression from the general 
subject under consideration, in order to compare the 

to is situated, 

rate, however, is occasioned by the 

containing some tradespeople and artisans, who obtain settle- 
habitants of a village, 

ments by servitude or occupation ; and a very small proportion, 
indeed, by the agricultural population, The writer never knew 
n instan f a regularly-hired farm-servant, or hind, apply- 

arochialaidin time of health, however large his family ; 
and though, in the case of widews and orphans, assistance 

iven, we would say that, in townships where the 
population is purely agricultural, 6d. in the pound would cover, 
on an average, the amount of the poor's-rate. 

ow-clubs are now established in various parts, to purchase 
cows for the members who have the misfortune to lose them. 

mers subscribe according to their number of hinds, and 
each hind, to enjoy the benefit, subscribes 1s, per quarter. 

2 

results of our own operations on a tract of bog-moor in 

Ireland, on which we tried the two methods pursued by 

M. Rieffel, the only material difference being that the 
plough was used in both cases, the hoe having been 

unnecessary from the nature of the ground. This wild 

hill farm, which was ecclesiastical property, and held 

by me under a doties quoties lease, contained 240 acres, 

and had never been cultivated when it came into my 

possession ; and of the entire portion at least 40 acres 

were full of bog-holes and of no value, except for the 

small supplies of indifferent turf which it yielded for the 

farm-bailiff and a few of the labourers—the estimated 

value of the whole was then 6s. per acre. The neces- 

sary ring-fence being completed and main drains cut, 

the work of reclaiming was commenced in three modes, 

regulated by the varied qualities and circumstances of 
three separate lots. 

o, 1 contained 40 acres, gently sloping to the west, 

and presented an even surface of very coarse sour her- 
bage, in which} Crowsfoot (Ranunculaceæ), Plantain 
(Plantago), and Carexes prevailed, intermixed with 

Heath, and a considerable portion of Rushes, sure indi- 

cations of excessive moisture. The better Grasses were 
varieties of the Agrostis and the Nardus stricta. The 
depth of peat before its subsidence from draining, 
averaged 18 ins, and rested on a subsoil of bluish 

argyl resembling marl, but totally deficient in calcareous 

matter, with an intervening stratum of thin brownish 

earth on the higher parts, 
No. 2 consisted of the same quantity of land, and 

more inclined, with a better sward, though abounding in 

Rushes ; the subsoil the same as in No. 1 ; but with a 
greater proportion of loose brownish earth over it. 

The Treatment of No. 1.—After the fences had 

been made, and main drains cut, the Rushes were mown, 

and the large tufts of Heath dug out; a light wooden 
two-horse plough, with very sharp irons, was then em- 
ployed straight up and down the slope, to turn the 
sward in furrow-slices, 12 ins. wide, and 3 ins. deep, in 

lands about 18 feet wide, the plough commencing at the 

centre of each land, and backing the first furrow-slice, 

so that no hollowappeared in the middle, The necessary 

effect of ‘ploughing the ley in shallow and relatively 

wide slices, was that these were laid quite flat, as at 

Grand Tuan. Some irregularities, however, occurred 
in the work by the collision of the plough with sturdy 

tufts of Rushes, which refused to give way, or from 

being choked with Heath or long Grass; but such sods 

as were thus prevented from being laid evenly, were 

easily arranged by men who followed to close them up, 
and when necessary to skim a spade along the edges of 

the slices to level off a sufficiency of soil to fill up 

chinks, so that the lands presented a perfeetly level 

surface. The next operation was that of digging and 

chopping into small portions the peat in the furrows 

down to the clay bottom, and this was tedious, from the 

toughness of the materials to be subdued. While this 

labour was being performed, a very liberal allowance of 
lime in a caustic state was laid down at convenient dis- 
tances on the lands, and spread, when slaked, over the 
whole surface. 

The summer was pretty far advanced when this lot 
was in this state for the reception of hay-seeds, which 
were sown and lightly harrowed in. The expence o! 
the above operations may be thus estimated :— 

Ploughing 40 acres, at 10s. per acre... d) 5% 
240 men arranging this displaced, at 10d. per day 10 0 0 
400 men digging the furrows and shovelling them 2 13 E 

£58 13 4 

The Treatment of No. 2—Paring and Burning.— 
There was less attention necessary as to the regularity 
of the ploughing; the lands were wider, and conse- 
quently the quantity of unturned sward less. After 
the first ploughing was over, the plough divested of the 
share, but furnished with an extremely sharp coulter, 
was yoked with a single horse to eut the furrow-slices 
across, at intervals of about 3 ft., after which the share 
was put on again, and (still with one horse) the sec- 
tions were subdivided and turned over to facilitate the 
labour of the women and children, who tossed about 
nearly five-sixths of the sods with forks, to take their 
chance of weather. 

The remainder was coited up on edge for the purpose 
of becoming a certain supply of inflammable materíal to 
ignite the heaps, or renew the fires in case of their ex- 
tinetion through the dampness of the other sides in a 
flat state after rain ; when all the sods were sufficiently 
dry,they were collected in equi-distant heaps and in 
rows, on the unploughed -sward in the centre of each 
and. This arrangement answered a two-fold purpose : 
first, the parts of the grassy strips under the burning 
heaps were incinerated without the labour of paring ; 
and secondly the remaining unploughed parts were 

useful to prevent the too rapid ineiniration of the heaps 
—a most important matter towards increasing the 
quantity of ashes—for, by paring off part of the sward, 
and laying a sufficiency of it on the burning heaps at 
night, the fires were checked and kept in a smouldering 
state. 

The ashes were then evenly spread, and the ground 
was ploughed lightly into ridges, and let on the con-acre 
plan, at the rate of 2/. 10s. per acre to the labourers, 
who executed all the remaining work at their own cost. 
They first levelled the ridges perfectly with spades, pre- 
paratory to the planting of Potato-sets, which were 
stuck with the same implements into the ground, after 
the primitive practice pursued in parts of Munster and 
Connaught. ‘The manual labour executed by them on 
this lot was considerable ; because, in addition to what 
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has been mentioned, it was necessary to dig the furrows 
between the ridges sufficiently deep to carry off all 
the surface water, and raise some of the subsoil for ad- 
mixture with the Peat. A second, but much shallower 
digging and shovelling succeeded from the furrows, 
when the Potato-sets appeared over ground. 

Expenditure on the 40 acres, 

£ s d. 
Ploughing m I. on e .. «20 0 0 
Cross-cutting — .. m oe .. os oe 5 0 
Burning and spreading ashes ze E Bei 00 

PULS MAR IN 

e 

Ploughing into ridge ET.) 
Rent m E oe 412 0 0 

£172 0 0 

No. 1 attained such luxuriance, that, in the ensuing 
year, 70 tons of hay were obtained ; and so great was 
the quantity of seed, that I deemed it prudent to give a 
light threshing to the hay, which yielded 407. worth of 
seeds. The hay, being sapless from the weakness of 
the soil and from having fully matured its seed, was 
sold for lj. per ton. No cattle or sheep were allowed 
to tread on the aftermath, though it was so luxuriant 
that, in its decomposition from the winter's frost, it left 
several parts of the ground on which it had lodged 
scalded, in familiar phrase; a circumstance which 
proved that it would have been doubly advantageous to 
have turned on some light stock, when the ground was 
quite dry. The rolling of the Grass, on land containing 
a great quantity of humus and its elements, was in this 
instance superfluous and prejudicial. 

In the second year of produce, this lot of shallow 
peat, which had subsided some inches and acquired 
considerable solidity, yielded another heavy erop of 
hay, of which the seeds were lightly shaken out; but, 
as some natural Grasses had sprung up, they were 
neither so pure nor so abundant as before. I have no 

d or lection of the sum received for 
these seeds ; but estimating it at half the amount, and 
the hay (most of which was used for the fodder and 
litter of cattle on the farm), at half the quantity of the 
first season ; and, at the same price at which it was 
sold in the previous year, the account would stand thus : 

ay .. n oo .. £35 0 0 
Hay seeds .. y. ew 202-07, 0) 

£55 0 0 

Immediately after the removal of the hay from the 
field, a furrow-plough was set at work to clear and 
deepen the furrows, and the lands were top-dressed 
with the pulverised mould shovelled out from them. 

3d year :—There was no mowing, and as the ground 
was sufficiently compressed to bear cattle during the 
summer, it was grazed accordingly. 

4th year:—As the sown Grasses (especially the 
Holeus lanatus) were failing and giving way to the 
natural plants, this field was ploughed up for Oats and 
Potatoes. The cereal erop abounded in straw, but 
much wanting in the weight of grain. The part de- 
signed for Potatoes was very lightly limed before the 
Sets were planted, except a small portion which was 
manured with farm-yard dung. The part so treated 
was let at 37. per acre, and the other at 27. 10s.; the 
produce from the dunged part was much better than 
that from the other, confirming an opinion that the 
greatest amount of Potatoes is obtained from a soil (not 
deficient in vegetable matter) to which both lime and 
animal (or mixed putrescent) manures have been ap- 
plied.* Immediately after the removal of the Oat erop, 
‘late in September, hay seeds were sown on the stubbles 
(including a little White Clover), to whieh the drier 
parts of the moor showed a predisposition, though Fiorin 
Grass had already sprung up, and in the spring follow- 
ing the Potato-land was laid down with Oats thinly 
sown and Grass seeds, open furrows being left as at first. 

I now advert to No. 2. During nearly the same pe- 
riod, this lot yielded for two years coarse Potatoes 
(which in the second year were better than the first, 
from the more advanced decomposition in the soil) not 
deficient in quantity, but so bad in quaiity, that they 
were unfit for the sustenance of man. As seed for 
other soils they were, however, valuable, as Potatoes 
raised on peat moors generally are ; Oats succeeded, of 
little value; and a distribution of Grass seeds com- 
pleted the course. 

Without entering into any lengthened discussion as 
he ad ges or disadvantages of the system of 

Paring and burning generally, which I believe to be 
Sometimes both expedient an beneficial, though fre- 
quently otherwise, it is sufficient to remark that as the 
alkalies producable from the incinerated surface were 
Not in the present case absolutely wanted as principals 
of fertilisation, it would have been better not to have 
destroyed the organic vegetable matter, which by the 
agency of lime was easily reducible to humus, that great 
clement of sustenance to plants, The salts of ashes are 
fertilising, but they are very evanescent in their effects, 
and, therefore, when the surface herbage was easily 
Convertible into humus by the agency of the plough, 
instead of being for the most part dissipated, it was 
More prudent, Í conclude, to adopt the conservative 
Practice. Had there been no calcareous manure avail- 

before the dung is used. 

there is little of it in the soil, on account of the difficulty pipe-machine, &c., it occurs to me that it may be of use 

P of other veg 5 
they are more quickly brought into useful aetivity by 

the excess of humus injures vegetation, the burning of 
elevated moors to which lime cannot be conveyed at 
all, or if so, in quantities insufficient to deeompose the 
humus, and produce the effects so remarkable in No. 1, 
may, on the whole, be considered indispensable to their 
improvement. On moory soil, resting on a calcareous 
bottom, or much combined with lime or other caleareous 
substance artificially, the burning of the surface has 
the best effects, if it be judiciously executed, and not 
followed by exhausting cropping, for this is the prin- 
cipal evil of the practice; with insufficiency of fertilising 
manure, it will on the whole be found the most cheap 
and expeditious prelimi to their liorati 

The deep mosses often abound in Heath, which is 
most cheaply got rid of by simply setting fire to it. In 
autumn, when in a growing state, the application of fire 
reduces the entire plant to ashes, which allows the 
natural Grasses to vegetate the ensuing year. Deep 
bogs, which are not to be subjected to the terribly 
expensive process of claying and cultivating, cannot so 
easily and quickly be brought into condition for yielding 

rass by any other method. Even a sprinkling of 
lime on land so cleared (if sufficiently drained), will 
with the ashes cause an immediate springing up of 
Grasses. If Grass seeds be harrowed in, so much the 
surer will be the supply. But as the fertility occa- 
sioned by the deposits from ashes is of extremely short 
duration, burning the surface of any soil merely for the 
sake of its ashes, without any real necessity for doing 
so, and a certainty that the ashes are good in their 
qualities, appears to me a wanton destruction of vege- 
table matter. Then peat produces hardly any ashes ; 
its combustion, therefore, effects but little towards yield- 
ing manure, and unless the object be to clear the 
ground of plants that are decidedly prejudicial and 
obstructive of culture, or that they cannot be removed 
so readily by any other means, or that no other manure 
than what arises from the burning of the surface-soil 
can be obtained, it is gross mismanagement to pare 
and burn ; and if this assertion be generally true in the 
ease of peat soil which abounds in organic matter and 
humus, it is, à fortiori, more injudieious to reduce to 
ashes the comparatively small proportions of vegetable 
substances contained in light gravelly or sandy moors 
as some farmers in England persist in doing with far 
less satisfactory excuse than the Breton husbandman 
may plead for the same practice. 

Home Correspondence, 
Entailed Estates.—'lhere can be little doubt that, 

under present circumstances, the ‘most energetic culti- 
vation of our farms is necessary. Certain retarding 
causes, however, exist, which (unlike the malt-tax) 
might, I conceive, be removed without injury to any 
single interest; whilst their concession would be a valu- 
able boon to the iculturist, whose perity for a 
few years is, to say the least of it, dubious. In parti- 
cular, I beg to mention two concessions which my own 
experience justifies me in saying would be of great 
benefit. The first is, that farmers be allowed to malt 
their Barley for cattle feeding, suitable precautions 
being taken by the excise that such malt be rendered 
unfit for illegal purposes. The second, that holders of 
entailed estates be empowered to burthen them with 
the cost of draining and other improvements of perma- 
nent benefit. As a reader of your Paper from its com- 
mencement, I am well aware that whilst theory is 
treated with the most liberal courtesy, actual practice 
is the test to which you insist upon its being subjected; 
you will, therefore, I trust, excuse my giving my own 
ease as an illustration of the injuries done by the re- 
strictions of entail, the prohibition from malt being 
common to every stock feeder. I hold under a gen- 
tleman who is restrained from letting his farms for 
terms longer than 7 years, who is a widower without 
male heir, and whose landed property passes from his 
family in the event of his dying and leaving no son to 
inherit. A considerable portion of my farm would be 
greatly improved by thorough-draining, subsoil-plough- 
ing, and liming, but under present cireumstances these 
improvements cannot be prudently undertaken by my 
landlord or myself. It would be preposterous in me to 
attempt it unassisted,as the nature of the subsoil renders 
draining here a laborious and most expensive opera- 
tion, and being confined by lease to a five-course shift 
of husbandry, no probable increase of crop could in- 
demnify me during my lease for my outlay upon at 
any rate three-fifths of my land. Situated as my land- 
lord is, he (however willing) cannot be expected to in- 
cur expence ; he is but a life-renter, and naturally 
demurs to laying out capital, which by his decease must 
be for ever alienated from his own family. But were 
he allowed to burthen the estate with the expenditure, 
judicious improvements might be effected, which I think 
I may venture to say would ensure a proportionate in- 

crease in future value ; I, as tenant, should be enabled 
to contribute my mite of increased supply, and possibly 
with profit to myself ; and my poorer neighbours, being 
employed in the work, would gladly become increased 
consumers of increasing produce, at the same time that 
they would for so many years be drawn from competi- 
tion in an overstocked labour market.—Curly Tail. 

Land Draining Company.—Observing a question 
asked in a late Gazette, by a gentleman at Leominster 
as to the expence of erecting a tilery, with sheds, kilns, 

to him, as well as to others of your readers who are 
wisely intending effectually to drain their properties, 
if I direct their attention to the operations of the 
“West of England Land Draining Company.” The 
purpose of this company is to undertake the whole 
trouble and cost of effectually draining farms or pro- 
perties at so much the acre, the company supplying the 
necessary engineering skill, the best workmanship, and 
the draining materials, and thus being enabled to offer 
the landlord, his tenants, and land agents the utmost 
security that the work will be thoroughly and perma- 
nently executed, They have been hitherto acting on a 
small seale, experimentally, but their operations have 
given such great satisfaction to both landlords and 
tenants, and they have received such pressing invitations 
to extend their operations, that they are now prepared 
to embrace a wider sphere of action. The course pur- 
sued by the company is, when offered a certain number 
of acres to drain, to send down their own engineer (Mr. 
Parkes, of the Royal Agrieultural Society, is the chief) 
to make a survey of the land, and an estimate of the 
cost according to the nature of the soil, &c., a copy of 
whieh report is forwarded to the applicant, and when 
approved of by him and by the directors of the company 
a contract is entered into by which the company bind 
themselves to execute the work at so much per acre, to 
be repaid either on the completion of the work, or b; 
future instalments. Thus without risk of failure from 
unskilful workmanship, &c., and without trouble to the 
landlord, tenants, or land agents, the work is performed 
in the most permanent and effectual manner. The 
pipe-tiles are either manufactured by the company at a 
ilery erected for the purpose, or contracted for at some 
existing tilery, and the draining work is conducted by 
labourers living on the spot under the control of an 
experienced foreman sent down by the company, the 
whole being superintended by the company’s engineer 
or inspector. The first report of the company will 
shortly be published, and will show the great satisfac- 
tion which their work has hitherto given. If publie 
money is lent for the promotion of draining, the security 
offered by such a company for the due applieation of the 
publie funds, will greatly exceed that which. private 
individuals can offer. Further information, with a list 
of directors, &c., would be supplied by the secretary, 
Thomas May, Esq. 9, Bedford-eireus, Exeter; or 
J. Parkes, Esq., Engineer to the Royal Agricultural 
Society, Great College-st., Westminster.—.4 Drainer. 

Wages of Agricultural Labourers.—1f it would not 
interfere with your fixed arrangements, I would suggest 
that since you have succeeded in gaining such a corre- 
spondence with Farmers’ Clubs as abounds in matter 
directly touching their interests, that you should, from 
time to time, request the correspondents of Farmers’ 
Clubs to add to their contributions the wages of the 
agrieultural labourers of their respective neighbour- 
hoods.— Archibald Irving, Border House. 

Mixed Crops.—For the last two years I have adopted 
a system of mixed cropping on a portion of my early 
Potato erop, which I have found to answer remarkably 
well. The plan pursued was as follows :—The Pota- 
toes were planted in the usual way, in rows, about 
21 inches apart, horse-hoed twice, and earthed up about 
the latter end of May, with a double mould-board 
plough ; immediately after they had been earthed up, 
rows of Drumhead Cabbages were planted (2 feet 
6 inches from plant to plant) between every second 
and third row of Potatoes, leaving a space between the 
rows of Cabbages of 3 feet 6 inches, and giving nearly 
5000 plants to the imperial acre. In planting the Cab- 
bages, only just sufficient earth was scraped together 
to cover their roots, consequently they made but little 
progress during the growth of the Potatoes, which were 
not at all injared by them. After the Potatoes were 
taken up, which was about the beginning of August, 
the Cabbages had the benefit of all the soil, their 
growth was very rapid, and the result was a very fair 
crop—a great many of themi weighing from 15 to 20 Ibs. 
each. Last year I had about 25 acres planted with 
Potatoes, from the produce of which I have not sold 
50 bushels, and all I have remaining sound is about 
enough to plant the same extent of land which I pur- 
posed doing this year but for the alarming aecounts 
of the disease. In consequence of the disease having 
made its appearance in this ye crop, I have 
come to the determination of lessening my Potato 
tillage to about 15 acres, and recollecting the old 
adage, “that half a loaf is better than no bread,” 
I shall try the following plan, which I think 
will be preferable to the one I have hitherto pursued. 
I intend to prepare, manure, and to ridge up the land 
in the usual way at 21 inches apart, but only to plant 
every alternate ridge with Potatoes, leaving the inter- 
mediate ridges to be filled up with the Drumhead Cab- 
bage between the earlier crop of Potatoes, and the re- 
mainder with Mangold Wurzel and Swedish-Turnips 
between the later varieties. Whether the Potato crop 
fails or not I confidently expect that the Cabbages will 
average from 10 to 12 lbs. each, which will give a crop, 
independently of Potatoes, from 22 to 26 tons per acre. 
Mangold Wurzel or Swedes singled out to 1 foot apart 
from plant to plant, and 3 feet 6inches from row to 
row, averaging 34 lbs. each, will give upwards of 19 
tons per acre. If the Potato crop fails (which seems 
very probable at present) the advantages of this system 
must be apparent, but supposing our worst fears should 
not be realised, and the Potato crop is not diseased, even 
then I imagine that the system will be a profitable one, 
and that 2 acres planted in alternate rows with different 
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erops, will produce more than 2acres planted with the 
same crops distinct from each other in the usual way. 
I shall acquaint you with the result of my experiments. 
—A Cornish Farmer. 

Experiments with Manures.—In your answer to the 
queries of a correspondent lately, you say “ Effects in 
agriculture are very difficult to affiliate with accuracy.” 
This is a truth which the farmer should bear well in 
mind. It has often occurred to me, on reading reports 
of the result of experiments with different kinds of 
manures, of how little value they were without a know- 
ledge of the previous state of the land, and likewise of 
the state in which it is left after the harvesting of the 
erop, for which the experimental manure had been 
used, For instance, land in a rich state is sown for any 
given crop, and one portion is manured with guano, and 
another portion with nitrate of soda, and the land 
being previouslysupplied in abundance with the different 
ingredi in th positi guano, perhaps yields 
the largest return on that portion to which the salts 
only had been applied; and a superficial observer con- 
cludes, that the salts are the better manure. Under 
such circumstances, and with certain limitations, they 
are a very suitable manure ; but even here, it must be 
borne in mind, that the application of the easily soluble 
salts, provides only one or two out of the many ingre- 
dients removed by the crop, and consequently impairs 
the previous fertility of the soil, whereas the guano 
yields to the soil nearly every ingredient to be found in 
the ashes of the crop, and some ingredients in a much 
larger proportion, improving instead of impairing the 
soil The application of manure, if performed with 
judgment, will restore to the soil all the ingredients re- 
moved by the ash of the crop; and if the fertility of the 
land is to be improved, in a large proportion, the judi- 
cious farmer will ascertain by careful experiments, how 
far an augmentation of any particular ingredient is pru- 
dent and economical. Increased fertility is of course 
to be obtained by draining, and otherwise ameliorating 
the texture of the soil. The foregoing remarks are 
UE og to apply to the application of manures.— 

Amount, not Price of Produce, the Main Point.— 
The editor of the Agricultural Gazette may be assured 
that some readers of that publication utterly differ from 
* Q. E. D." in their opinion respecting the Leading 
Article in the Paper of Feb. 7. To them it appears a 
truly excellent article, stating a principle as just as it 
is important, but a principle very much overlooked, 
while for the interest of the cultivator as well as of the 
community it ought to be considered one of the first 
rules of agricultural science and practice. “C. W. H.” 
is entitled to high praise for suggesting such an im- 
portant consideration at a period when despondency or 
alarm are too prevalent among that important class of 
society, the farmers. The strangely different rate of 
wages for agricultural labour in various districts, as 
noticed by “ Falcon” in the Paper of last week, de- 
serves a very close investigation, with strong and con- 
tinued appeals to the understanding and feelings of 
tenants and landlords in the districts where an un- 
righteous and impolitie rate of payment prevails.— H. 
Farm Stables.—As the preservation of health ought 

to be considered of more importance than the mere 
euring of diseases, and as this ean only be aecomplished 
by proper management in respect to feeding, exercise, 
and general economy of the stable, I consider it proper 
to offer a few remarks on construeting and ventilating 
farm-stables. In the construction of the stable there 
is nothing so deserving of attention as ventilation, i.e., 
having proper contrivances for the ready admission of 
fresh air, and for the escape of that which is noxious. 
Let any one for a moment consider the foul atmosphere 
which is generated in a close stable where several 
horses are kept, by the constant exhalation of unwhole- 
some vapours from the litter, the noxious air from the 
lungs, &e., and he will not be surprised at the long cata- 
logue of diseases to which improper treatment has sub- 
jected the horse. Let him enter a stable early in the 
morning, and it will afford him ample proof of the 
noxious state of the atmosphere. Farm stables are in 
general built too low ; the ceiling should never be 
lower than 13 or 14 feet, so that the foul air may circu- 
late in the higher part, and find its escape through 
apertures made in the ceiling. These apertures should 
e made so as not to admit rain, and to be readily 

opened and shut inside by means of a cord and pully. 
Fresh air should be adniitted by the windows, which 
should be large and on different sides of the building ; 
so that when a cold wind blows from one side, fresh air 
may be admitted by the one opposite. By this means 
the temperature also of the stable can be regulated 
according to circumstances, and the more accurately if 
a thermometer is kept—a very necessary instrument in 
all buildings where animals are kept. Light is also of 
great importance in the stable; for there can be no 
doubt that horses’ eyes are often injured by being kept 
in dark stables, Nothing injuresthat delicate organ 
more than being brought out of a dark stable into the 
light, partieularly if brought immediately into sun- 
shine. Though a light stable is desirable, the sun's rays 
should not be allowed to fall upon the horse while 
standing in his stall; this may be easily prevented. 
Nor should the walls or ceiling be whitewashed, for 
under such circumstances the eyes of horses are liable 
to be rendered weak. The best colour for the ceiling 
and walls is a stone colour, which can easily be made 
by mixing a little lamp-black with the common white- 
wash, The walls of all buildings, as well as stables, 
should be built hollow ; less material will be required, | 

and the building will be rendered drier and warmer, 
and will not cost half as much in building as if built 
solid. [2] The doors should be high and wide—what 
are termed folding doors are preferable, i. e., doors 
whieh open in the middle. In fitting up the interior, 
particular attention should be paid to the size of the 
stalls, which should never be less than 6 feet wide, and 
the sides should be sufficiently high and long to prevent 
any communication between the animals. I have no 
doubt it will be argued by some, that horses are sociable 
animals, and stalls are not requisite. But I am con- 
vinced, that when horses are separated by stalls they 
thrive much better, and numerous accidents are pre- 
vented, as kicking, biting, and otherwise injuring each 
other. Horses should not be too much deprived of the 
liberty of motion, as they too often are; close confine- 
ment after hard labour will too suddenly abate circula- 
tion, stiffen their joints, and make them chilly. The 
halters should be long enough to allow the animal to 
reach any part of its body with ease. Long halters are 
disapproved of by some farmers, because of the animals 
entangling themselves in them ; but accidents of the 
sort rarely occur. The floor of the stable should be laid 
with hard bricks, as a smoother surface can be obtained 
than by flints, and the horses are not so liable to injure 
their knees in the actof lying down and rising up. 
Very little declivity is necessary to drain off the urine. 
Great inconvenience often occurs from suffering a horse 
to stand where the fall in the stall is considerable. It 
has, however, been recommended, and is in use in many 
stables, to place the gutter in the middle of the stall, so 
that the fore and hind legs of the animal may stand on 
a level. This is the best plan for horses. In what- 
ever way the stall is made, the fall should never exceed 
1 inch in 10 feet, The gutter if placed behind should 
be broad and very shallow. Where a stable is properly 
attended to scarcely any gutter is necessary. Iron 
racks are preferable to wooden ones, which should be 
fitted up so that the animal can feed with the greatest 
ease ; or, what is preferable, fit the racks in one corner 
on a level with the manger, so that the animal may feed 
as he does in a state of nature. The manger should be 
so constructed as to slide into the wall like a drawer, 
and should be rather deep and wide, which will prevent 
them from throwing out their food with their noses, 
which often oceurs where shallow mangers are used, 
particularly when chaff or eut hay is mixed with their 
Oats. I hope the above remarks will induce some of 
your readers to come forward on this subject, for it is 
shameful in some parts of the United Kingdom to see 
the manner in which the companion and co-labourer of 
man is fed and sheltered.—John M* Intosh. 

Rye an Exhausting Crop.—1t is a generally received 
opinion that Rye, when allowed to ripen its seeds, is a 
very exhausting crop, and that no other corn will grow 
for some time after it. I have for several years culti- 
vated it without finding it so injurious as many assert, 
but still am not quite satisfied as to its not very much 
impoverishing the land. Now, if it be so exhausti 

Duncan, William George, Great Houghton House, North« 
amptonshire 

Levi, William, Newport-Pagnel, Bucks s 
Smedley, Charles E. B., Edinmouth, Kelso, Roxburghshire 
Parkyns, Thomas, Ruddington, Nottinghamshire 
Hereford, Viscount, Tregoyd, Hay, Herefordshire 
Clayton, John, Chesters, Hexham, Northumberland 
Ogden, William Bernard, Newcastle-on-Tyne 
Longridge, William Smith, Bedlington Iron Works, North- 
umberlan 

Hawdon, Robert, Morpeth, Northumberland 
White, John Brown, Little Bedwyn, Marlborough, Wilts 
Bolam, William, Newcastle-on-Tyne 
Redman, John, Froxfield, Marlborough, Wilts 
Hinde, John Hodgson, M.P., Acton House, Felton, North- 
umberland 

Ogle, Charles, Newcastle-on-Tyne 
Cresswell, Oswyn Baker, Cresswell, Morpeth, Northumberland 
Commerell, William Augustus, Stroud, Horsham, Sussex 
Scarth, James, Neweastle-on-Tyne 
Dawson, William Edward, Plumstead Common, Kent 
Littlewood, William, Bramley Moor Farm, Chesterfield, 
Derbyshire 

The names of 20 candidates for election at the next 
meeting were then read. 

Prize Essays,—Mr. Pusey, M.P., Chairman of the 
Journal Committee, communicated to the Council the 
mottoes of four essays, which the Judges have declared 
to be the winners of the Society’s Prize, in each of the 
respective classes in which they had competed; and 
the sealed motto papers containing the author’s names, 
being delivered to the Chairman, and opened in the 
presence of the Council, the adjudications were found 
to stand as follows :— 

I. To Grorar NicHorrs, Esq., of 17, Hyde Park- 
street, London: the Prize of 30/. or a piece of 
Plate of that value, for the best Essay on the Im- 
provement of the Condition of the Agricultural 
Labourer, so far as it may be promoted by private 
exertion, without legislative enactment. 

II. To W. C. Spooner, Esq., Veterinary Surgeon, 
of Southampton : the Prize of 107. or a piece of 
Plate of that value, for the best account of the use 
of Super-phosphate of Lime as a manure. 

III. To Tuomas Cooke Burroveues, Esq., of Gazeley, 
near Newmarket: the Prize of 107. or a piece of 
Plate of that value, for the best account of the 
Cultivation of White Mustard, 

IV. To Tuomas RowrANDsoN, Esq., of 59, St. Ann- 
Street, Liverpool: the Prize of 507. or a piece of 
Plate of that value, for the best report on the 
Farming of North Wales. 

MISCELLANEOUS Communications.—1. A letter from 
Lord Portman, the President of the Society, informing 
the Council, that the Potatoes raised by his lordship 
from diseased tubers, in dry heat, and in pots well 
drained, had been examined by Dr. Lindley, and pro- 
nounced to be quite sound. 

2. A letter from Mr. Moyle, of Western Canada, 
addressed to Lord Portman, on circumstances connected 
with the prevalence of the Potato disease, and the pre- 
sumption that the malady has had its origin in the pre- 
sence of an excess of acid matter generated under 

what is the cause? It generally produces the same 
quantity of corn as Wheat (viz. about 5 qrs.), and 
rather more straw ; and upon referring to the analyses 
of the different kinds of corn by Sprengel, I find that in 
100,000 parts of the grain and 100,000 parts of the 
straw, Rye contains of lime 300 parts, whereas Wheat 
contains 336 parts, and Barley 660. Again, of Mag- 
nesia, Rye contains 56 parts, but Wheat 722, and Bar- 
ley 256, and Oats 89. Of phosphoric acid, Rye contains 
101 parts, Wheat 210, and Barley 370. Of silica, Rye 
contains 2461 parts, Wheat 3270, Barley 5038, and 
Oats 6564. On the other hand, Rye contains 575 of 
potash and soda, while Wheat contains only 514 ; but 
Barley 796, and Oats 1154 ; and of sulphuric acid, Rye 
contains 193, Wheat 87, Barley 117, and Oats 114. 
Therefore, of lime and phosphorie acid, Rye contains 
less than either Wheat or Barley ; also less magnesia 
and silica than Wheat, Barley, or Oats—more sulphuric 
acid than either, and more potash and soda than Wheat, 
but less than either Barley or Oats. When, however, 
we consider that very frequently Oats and Barley pro- 
duce twice as much per acre as Wheat, we shall have 
to double the component parts of each, which will make 
it appear that Rye is far less exhausting of each com- 
ponent than either Oats or Barley, and in most instances 
less than Wheat.—B. J. W. [Rye is generally grown 
on poorer soils than either Wheat or Barley or Oats— 
that is, on soils which, having less of all those fertilising 
matters to spare, will suffer more from the abstraction 
of any of them. The opinion to which you allude may 
have arisen in that way.] 

Hocieties. 
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY or ENGLAND. 
A weexty Councit was held at the Society’s house 

in Hanover-square, on Wednesday last, the 18th of 
March ; present, Tuos. Raymonp Barker, Esq., in the 
chair; Sir John V. B. Johnstone, Bart, M.P.; F 
Burke, Esq.; F. C. Cherry, Esq.; J. W. Childers, Esq., 
M.P.; H. Gibbs, Esq. ; W. G. Hayter, Esq., M.P. ; 
W. Fisher Hobbs, Esq. ; Geo. Kimberley, Esq. ; John 
Kinder, Esq.; Prof. Sewell; W. Shaw, Esq.; R. A 
Slaney, Esq. ; W. R. C. Stansfield, Esq., M.P. ; J. H. 
Aylmer, Esq.; H. Bailliere, Esq. ; S. Bencroft, Esq. ; 
Rev. J. Bonham ; Dr. Calvert ; W, Cuthb Esq.5 

peeuliar d in the Potato, especially in the 
coloured varieties. 

3. A statement from Mr. Thomas Wilmot, of Coun- 
don, near Coventry, on the raising of Potatoes from 
seeds, in this country and in Australia; with specimens 
of the result of his cultivation, and ən offer to send a 
supply of such Potatoes for any experiments the Council 
might direct to be made with them. 

4, A Report from Mr, Cherry (Veterinary-Surgeon 
to the Army) of the directions given by Marshall in his 
* Rural Economy of Yorkshire,” (vol. 2, page 51) pub- 
lished in the year 1788, for raising Potatoes from seeds. 

5. A communication from Mr. Greene, of Greene- 
ville, Co. Kilkenny, of the directions for saving the 
Potato-apple for seed, issued at Berlin by the Prussian 
Minister of the Interior. 

6. A letter addressed to Mr. Fuller, M.P., by tho 
Rev. James Williams, of Llanfairynghormy, in Angle- 
sey, on the result of his Potato crop ; on his long éxpe- 
rience that single Potato-sets, if they grow, give a far 
better crop than whole Potatoes ; and on the fact that 
40 years ago, Capt. Jones introduced to his notice a 
scoop sent him from London, with which the eyes were 
taken out singly, leavingithe bulk of the Potato for use. ' 

7. A statement from Mr. T. R. Tweed, of the suc- 
cess which had attended the trials he had recommended 
to the occupiers of the allotments at Woolwich, of 
planting the peeling of the Potato in whieh the part 
near one of the eyes was cut deeper than the rest. 

8. Remarks on the Potato disease, from Mr. John 
Hull, of Tarleton, near Ormskirk, 

9. A suggestion from Mr. Williams, of Glamorgan- 
shire, that some economical mode should be devised for 
applying the decayed Potatoes, when dried, to the feeding 
of cattle, instead of allowing them to be thrown away 
entirely to waste. 

10. Mr. Curtis presented a French work on the part 
of M. Guérin- Méneville, the author, relating to the in- 
sects observed to the present time in diseased Potatoes, 
an ining engraved ill ions of their character 
and structure. 

11. A notice from Sir John Johnstone, Bart. M.P., 
that he had been requested by a friend to obtain for 
M. Ouvrard, the distinguished French Financier, at 
present in this country, leave to submit to the Council 
TRY t 

A. E. Fuller, Esq., M.P. ; J. Greene, Esq. ; W. Leve- 
son Gower, Esq.; A. Majendie, Esq.; A. Ogilvie, 
Esq.; E. Parkyns, Esq.; . Price, Esq.; Capt. 
Rushout; Rev. T. P, Slapp ; S. Solly, Esq. ; J. Swin- 
burne, Esq. ; T. Turner, Esq. ; and T. R. Tweed, Esq. 

The following new members were elected :— 

of a new mode of managing farm-yard 
BE anure. The Council accordingly appointed such 
statement to be laid before them at the ensuing weekly 
meeting. 

12. A letter on draining, from Mr. Harrison, of 
Devizes. : 

The Council thenadjourned to Wednesday the 25thirsf, 
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AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF IRELAND. 
March 5.—The secretary having addressed letters to 

the parties who had competed for the gold medals for 
thorough draining last year, relative to the effect pro- 
duced on the land by the process, the following answers 
were read in reply thereto :— 

“THE MARQUIS OF WATERFORD'S ESTATES, 
LONDONDERRY. 

17th February, 1:46. 
“Sir, I have beenjfrequested by J. B. Beresford, 

Esq., to make out a report for the Royal Agricultural 
Improvement Society of Ireland, of the effects pro- 
duced and increased value of the land thorough drained 
on the estate of the most noble the Marquis of Water- 
ford, county of Londonderry, and shown for competi- 
tion for the gold medal, presented to that Society last 
year by Sir Richard O’Donnell, Bart. 

“Tn order to avoid any doubt of exaggerated state- 
ments being made by me, I requested as many of the 
tenants as I had an opportunity of icating with 
to send me a just statement of the effects thorough- 
draining had produced on their farms, and also to state, 
to'the best of their opinion, what their drained land 
was worth to them now, above what it was previous to 
that improvement taking place ; but there seems to be 
a great reluctance on their part to admit freely the 
benefit they have derived ; for although I requested a 
great many to send me an account how their drained 
land had paid them, I have only received returns from 
15, all of whieh are highly satisfaetory, but only 12 of 
them give the improved value of their land; but as re- 
turns were asked from tenants without amy selection, 
consider the statements of the 12 may be justly applied 
as an average of all. The following abstract is taken 
from their reports :— 
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1 [1842| 3 |Cropped since with Potatoes, Oats, and Flax, all 

of which were excellent i 

1844, 
acre. 

1843. Ditto with Oats, worth 5L per statute acre, and 
Flax value for 81. per ditto. 

Ditto with Flax and Potatoes, both of which 
were good. 

Ditto with Potatoes, Oats, and Flax, all of which 
were good crops, 

Ditto with Oats, and quality of ground very 
much changed. 

Ditto with Flax, crop worth 9l. per statute acre. 
Ditto with Oats and Potatoes, ground formerly 
rough and marshy. 

Ditto with Oats, worth 6L. per statute acre, and 
Flax worth 81. 85, 

Ditto with Potatoes, a good average crop. 
Ditto with Potatoes, Oats, and Flax, all good 

crops where formerly the same ground could 
Scarcely be cultivated. 

12 |1842| 4 |Same kind of crops and reference as No, 11. 

** Although there is a great change on the land that 
s been drained, still the full benefit of it has not been 

realised, as the subsoil plough has only been used on 
Some few farms—few small farmers having horses suffi- 
cient to do that important part of improvement ; still 
it is pleasing to see most of all those who plant Potatoes 
on their drained land making their ridges across the 
drains, and digging up the furrows between the ridges, 
being the only method the small farmer can adopt to 
effect his purpose. I may also mention that the crops 
growing on the drained land last year were much 
Superior to those on the undrained, and could easily be 
pointed out by their uniform appearance, not having 
that short and scalded look about the furrows that the 
Crops growing on the undrained land had. "There was 
& good deal of Flax grown on drained land on this 
estate last year, and some of it on land which, before 
being drained, was not considered worth ploughing, but 
the Flax has yielded a return of 107. per statute acre. 
—Wirtram MéLzrsn, Agriculturist. 
“Edward Bullen, Esq., Secretary, dc.” 

“THE EARL OF ERNE'S ESTATES.—CROM CASTLE, 
COUNTY FERMANAGH. 

s 27th February, 1846, 

_ * Sir, in reply to your communication of the 4th of 
February instant, requesting me to state the nature 
and effects produced upon the lands drained upon the 
demesne of the Earl of Erne, which were in competition 
Or the Society’s gold medal last year, I beg to state 
that I have found the results from it in every instance 

Most satisfactory ; so much so, that I have found the 
rst outlay repaid by the two succeeding crops. I never 

drained land that I did not subsoil from 16 to 18 inches 
ep in the months of October and November following, 

Which is indispensible in my mind on all varieties of 
dus however, I prefer subsoiling two years after 
taining, particularly on weighty clay lands. The last 
ud years I have drained all the lea lands that were in- 
ended to be broken up; the previous year I break th Dip uie JA 
em, thus leaving the subsoiling to be done the second 

Year after the draining. With regard to the increased 
sole Of land, I consider, after the draining and sub- 
mtg, the value of the land is increased one-half, 
th © extent of the land drained under my inspection for 

e last 12 years, has varied, according to circum- 
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upon soles, which method of draining I consider equal, 
if not superior, to the best stone drains. Where land 
has been thoroughly drained, deeply wrought, and well 
manured, the most unpromising sterile soil becomes a 
deep rich loam, rivalling in fertility the best natural 
land in the country, and from being fitted for raising 
only scanty crops of common Oats, will bear good crops 
of from 12 to 18 barrels of Wheat ; 24 to 30 barrels of 
Barley ; and frofn 27 to 36 barrels of early Oats, per 
Trish acre, besides superior crops of Potatoes, Turnips, 
and Mangold Wurzel. It is hardly possible to estimate 
all the advantages of dry and deep land, where every 
operation in husbandry is facilitated and cheapened by 
requiring less seed and less manure to produce full 
effect, and with the great advantage of having the land 
early in a condition for sowing, which is a matter of 

reat i i i i climate.—PETER eat imp in this p 
Cowan, Steward to the Earl of Erne. 
“To Edward Bullen, Esq., Secretary, dc.” 

Farmers’ Clubs. 
DARLINGTON.— The best mode of preparing the Land, 

planting, rearing, and preserving the Potato Crop.— 
Feb, 2.—H. Dean, Esq., in the chair. Mr. Pearson, 
who proposed the subject, said: For the last six years 
I have been a Potato grower, and tried various methods, 
but with little success; but latterly I determined to 
change my system, and will now give you an outline of 
the plan I have adopted. I give my land intended for 
Potatoes the first ploughing in the autumn to the depth 
of at least 7 inches; a second ploughing is then given 
in January or February ; then, after the land is properly 
worked and cleaned I apply two chaldrons of lime per 
acre, and when ready for planting I have my manure 
carted on and spread evenly over the surface, at the 
rate of about 12 loads per acre. I then commence 
planting as follows: after one bout with the plough, the 
sets are planted in the bottom of the furrow, at 9 inches 
apart in the furrow, and the manure which was pre- 
viously spread over the surface is raked into the furrow 
upon the sets from off the width of about 2 feet; the 
ploughing is then proceeded with, the sets are ploughed 
in the first bout, then another bout is ploughed, in which 
furrow other sets are planted, and the manure raked 
in as before. By this means, the distance betwixt the 
rows is about 2 feet, that is taking a foot at each furrow 
slice, and the land instead of being in ridges according 
to the usual method, is left with a flat surface, and by 
this means I conceive it will bear a droughty season 
much better, besides the crows cannot so easily pull out 
the sets. My sets are always cut on the day they are 
used ; they are planted, manured, and ploughed in 
immediately ; the plants when up are cleaned in the 
usual way, but in consequence of their being planted 
level, I think they take less cleaning than when in 
ridges. I afterwards, when the plants are of a proper 
size, mould them up with the plough’ in the usual way, 
and when in flower I have about half the flowers plucked 
off; which has, I believe, a tendency to increase the 
growth of the Potato, as in eonsequence of the flower 
being gathered there is less support required for the top 
seed or apple. Last October, when I took up my crop, 
which was remarkably good for the description of land, 
it being at least 300 bushels per aere (and this upon 
land that had been previously considered incapable of 
growing Potatoes at all); they certainly had the prevail- 
ing disease of last season, though slightly; the Potatoes 
at the lower part of the root being comparatively sound, 
whilst those that were diseased were near the top, but 
there were very few diseased at all. In storing my 
Potatoes I am in the habit of putting them up in pies 
in the field, but conceiving that Potatoes do not keep 
so well when the air is entirely excluded, I place rows 
of draining tiles through the bottom of each pie whilst 
storing them, and by that means currents of air are 
continually passing through the heap ; in frosty weather 
I keep the outer ends of the tiles stuffed with straw, 
so as to prevent the frost from entering those air flues 
to the injury of the Potatoes.—A lively discussion fol- 
lowed, into which several of the members entered pretty 
largely, and detailed their usual practice, but most of 
them had been occasionally subjected to partial failure 
from the disease called dry rot, of which no one 
seemed capable of clearly explaining the causes, or of 
tracing it satisfactorily to its source : as also the blight 
of last season, which was still less understood.—Mr. 
Wilson, of Urleynook, was of opinion that the blight 
of last season originated from the effects of a very 
strong wind which took place when the Potato tops 
were full of sap and vigour, and which so far in- 
jured and enfeebled the plant as to render them 
unable to resist the influence of any gas o 
vapour detrimental to their healthy growth, and 
by this means the disease of last season had been gene- 
rated ; he also stated that, in this opinion, he had been 
borne out by a very extensive Potato grower. Other 
members of the club attributed it to the early frosts 
which had attacked the plants at a time when wet, and 
unable to resist their influence.—Mr. Walton, the vice- 
chairman, gave it as his opinion that the falling off in 
the constitution of the Potato had been going on imper- 
ceptibly for a number of years, perhaps long before it 
began to show itself; and now when the constitution 
had become so much impaired as to render Potatoes a 
really hazardous crop to cultivate, it became very im- 

portant that the greatest possible care should be taken 
in the cultivation ; and he was glad to see so spirited 

n 

ances, from 20 to 100 acres yearly ; all of which were 
Ne with tiles, and in most cases the tiles were laid 

an inquiry into the cause as had taken place that after- 
noon.—Mr. Thomas Dixon, the honorary secretary, 

supported Mr. Walton in his views, and gave it as his 
most decided opinion that the main cause of failure in 
the disease called dry rot, proceeded from the impaired 
constitution of the Potato, brought on by injudicious 
and improper treatment; the principal part of which 
was by cutting Potatoes for seed, and by late planting. 
He considered it a bad plan to cut Potatoes for seed at 
all, it being much safer and better to pick out and plant 
the smaller sized Potatoes; for, by cutting Potatoes for 
sets, and more particularly in a late season, a vel 
serious injury frequently takes place from the evapora- 
tion of the natural juices of the Potato, and more par- 
ticularly when exposed for some hours to a dry atmo- 
sphere. Now, although this mode might have been 
adopted year after year for some time without any per- 
ceptible disadvantage, yet from the experience he had 
had as a Potato grower, he felt quite convinced that 
each time that Potatoes were cut for planting, it had a 
tendency to weaken the constitution, until at last it 
became so far injured as to be incapable of vigorous 
and certain vegetation when cut, or when placed under 
any other, even the slightest unfavourable cireum- 
stances. But although the constitution might be in- 
jured to rather a serious extent, yet his impression was, 
that if care was taken in ordinary seasons, there was 
little fear of failure ; and the method that he would re- 
commend was, to plant whole Potatoes instead of cut 
ones ; to plant early, say in March or April; to plant 
pretty deep, and always to lay the manure upon the sets 
in the rows. If these matters were strictly attended to 
in all cases, he believed there would be few complaints 
of failure from dry rot.—At the conclusion of the meet. 
ing no resolution was come to on the subject ; but Mr. 
Pearson's method was considered well worthy of the 
attention of the members, and the Chairman recom- 
mended it to be further tried, in order that its general 
merits may be better known. The subject fixed for dis- 
cussion on the 2d of March is, “The best Mode of 
Treatment for Breeding;Ewes, particularly during the 
Lambing Season." 

Farm Memoranda. 
Istanp or Istay.— Feb. 2.— The 1st month of 

spring commenced yesterday with a calm, clear, cool 
day. Since the middle of October there had not been 
three conseeutive dry days, and never any frost or 
snow lay for one whole day, except on the tops of the 
highest hills. The land is very wet, and ploughing far 
behind. There is a prejudice in Islay against early 
ploughing of stubble land, and it is said that the land 
is so weak that it is hurtful to plough too early. How- 
ever, as agriculture is improving fast in Islay, perhaps 
that idea may be changed, especially as respects land 
full of reoted weeds, his morning was. clear and 
sunny, and the small birds began to chirp cheerily. 
The common Whin or Furze, and the common Daisy, 
with its crimson-tipped flowers, are the only wild plants 
that as yet are in bloom to welcome the spring... On 
the 3d, there was rain after mid-day ; 4th, snow on the 
tops of the highest hills, and showery, dull, and dreary ; 
5th, clear and cold; 6th, cold and damp; 7th, very 
high wind last night and this morning ; 8th, showers of 
ail, Two vessels of from 50 to 80 tons left Lochindal 

picked quality, and reckoned to be fi& for seed. On 
the 9th and 10th, there was fine clear hard frost, being 
the only whole days of frost that have been in Islay 
this season. 11th, a fine dry thaw; ploughing has now 
fairly commenced on the leas, and there is much land 
with seaweed spread over it ready for being turned 
over, 19th, a ploughing match of the Islay Agricul- 
cultural Association took place this day, on a lea field 
upon the Islay House home-farm. Thirteen competi- 
tors ploughed in one class, and six in another ; and the 
work in both classes was executed in a style that would 
not discredit any like number of ‘ploughmen of any 
district in the kingdom. On 20th, the wind veered 
round by the west, to the south-west, and still the 
weather continued fine till the morning of the 23d, 
when some rain fell. During last week some Wheat 
was sown, and Potatoes planted. 24th, wet and stormy, 
and the wind south. 25th, wet in morning. 26th, 27th, 
and 28th, wind still southward, and the weather has 
been damp, but not very wet; yet it has prevented 
those who had begun to sow Wheat from finishing. 

Wheat growing has been only lately introduced amongst 

the tenantry of Islay; but when properly managed, 

and on soils adapted to that grain, it has succeeded 
well, and great returns from the quantities sown have 
been reaped ; nay, even immense produce of grain has 

been in some places talked of. Spring sowing seems 
as yet to have succeeded best. Severai cargoes of 
Potatoes have left the island during February for Eng- 
land and Ireland. The prevailing epidemic attacked 
Potatoes here and elsewhere. Many intelligent growers 
say they have had a half diseased, and of that half 
they might get some use, previous to this time, for cattle 
or otherwise ; but on many farms, and with many 
cottars, and people who rent small lots, there has been. 
a total loss of large quantities of Potatoes. However, 

it is expected that there will be plenty for seed, and 

that no famine will take place in this island.—P. C. J.s 

March 2, 1846. 
DRAINING AT STREATHAM. — I beg to hand you the 

partieulars of a field lately drained on the estate of 

John Bowes, Esq., M.P., where this system of draining 
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is now carried out to a great extent. Upwards of 
700,000 tiles are laid in per year. . The subsoil in this 

instance was very strong and retentive, so much so that 

the workmen were often obliged to hack it. By the 

aecompanying sketeh you will see the manner in which 

the field has been done :— 

The whole of the drains are delivered at one outlet in 
the north-east corner of the field. The first drain, 
25 feet deep, was started at 20 feet from and parallel with 
the east fence, and so continued at a distance of 18 feet 
apart or nearly so, takin; of the inclinati 
of the furrow for each drain to the west fence, where 
the ridges begin to butt. The cross drains are the mains, 
varying in depth, according to the level of the land, 
from 3 to 44 feet, so as to insure a perfect outlet for the 
furrow drains. The tiles used for the furrow drains 
are from the No. 1, are 15} inches long; and for the 
main drains, from the No. 2, are of Mr. Charnock’s 
* Economie" Machine; the supply of which (No. 2) 
being short, the main drains were completed with two, 
and in some parts three tiles thus (A).. The drains 
were cut, laid, and filled in at the prices below stated, 
at per rood of 21 feet ; contents of the field 16 acres, 

Per rood, £ s. d. 
47 roods of treble tile drain, 3 ee deep, pë us 2d. 111 6 
21 ls. 0d. 0 

a Eg je at Os, 10d. 9 
double don ; at Os 9 

m OE 3» « Abs 0 
24 at 03 3 

I cath Vm af io. Is thousand . 0 
¥ 3 

470 Soles at 165 6 

£85 16 10 
The above was done by the landlord under the super- 
intendence of his bailiff, on which a per centage is 
charged. The following’ are the charges borne by the 

drained at a depth of 23.or 3 feet must be sooner acces- 
sible to the farmer for sowing and cultivating his crop 
than at 5 feet deep, not an unimportant object with our 
precarious climate, and on a majority of our land which 
is cold and retentive. —J. D., Streatham. 

Miscellaneous. 
Cultivation of Flag.—I invite all thoughtful, pru- 

dent, and philanthropic persons to visit Trimingham, i in 
order that they may see how far I have carried out 
the spirit of my resolution, that Flax-culture, as a 
means of employment to the poor, ought to be vigor- 
ously promoted by every true lover of his country, and 
witness the realisation of the above statements, with 
the happy effects of constant work at adequate wages. 
They will discover that if Flax had been cultivated to 
the extent, and in accordance with the plans I recom- 
mended, every parish in the county might, at the pre- 
sent time, have been rendered as free from rates as 
Trimingham ; where one quarter’s poor-rate, only, of 
the past three, at 3d. in the pound, has been required 
for the support of the infirm, and for Union charges: 
all hands being employed in dressing Flax, that would 
otherwise have been maintained in idleness. As a 
proof, Mr. Brown, who has greatly contributed towards 
the elucidation of ‘this subject, left his farm at Michael- 
mas, engaged another at Rackheath, and took his Flax 
with him. In consequence, several young persons 
were thrown out of employment ; some of whom were 
lately obliged to take refuge in the workhouse, where 
they must still have remained, had 1 not received them 

my Flax establishment. To remove all prejudice 
would be to alter the construction of human nature ; a 
thing impossible ! so innumerable are the secret springs 
of opposition. But, justice to the poor, whose cause I 
advocate, and for whose sake the Norfolk Flax Society 
was formed, demands the strictest investigation. 
would, therefore, just observe, that the system of pre- 
paring Flax for market is reduced to so great a cer- 
tainty upon my premises, that I am now able to afford 
assistance to any part of the kingdom ; and that, under 
the instruction of Belgians from the celebrated Cour- 
trai distriet, young men, women, and children have be- 
come expert Flax-dressers, earning from 3s. 6d. to 10s. 
per week. For instance, the wages of Thomas Siely, 
aged 13, exceed, upon the average, 6s. a week. In 
conclusion, allow me to subjoin the copy of a letter 
addressed to a nobleman on another isis of my adyo- 
cacy, of the utmost i to tl in- 
terests of the country ; and to say, “that I, this week 

E 

[e 

tenant in addition to the per centage on the above. in 
this case, the tenant not having time he let the leading 
the tiles to be laid down alongside of each dos 
within reach ; length of lead about four miles :— 

++ £12 18 10 
. 8.0 

706 drain tiles at 7s. 3d. per t 
Spruce tops and branches to cover til 

Covering tiles with ditto, at 6d. per acre .. A 8 0 

Tenant’s proportion of cost . 15 14 10 
ELLA making à CUT cost of £101 Is. 8d., or "£e 6s, 11d. 

per acr 
The ‘field was in Oat stubble for fallow, since ploughed 

with four horses at an average depth of 9 inches, 
1 draught ploughing 1} statute acres per day. It is 
intended to stir it across with four horses, and, if the 
Season be favourable, to take a crop of Turnips off it. 
t is anticipated from the above outlay of capital that 

an increase of full one-third will be obtained in the 

sold seven bullocks, fattened, according to the system 
recommended, from the resources of my own farm, that 
paid 771. for less than six months’ keeping. [The fol- 
lowing is a portion of the letter alluded to] :—* I wish 
to observe, for the instruction ‘of those parties who 
admit that your bulloeks are doing well, and who will 
not allow the cheapness of the food upon which they 
are fattening,’ that Linseed can be purchased at less 
ne per ton than the best oil-cake. For instance, I 
was offered on Saturday, at Norwich, Linseed at 43s. per 
quarter, weighing 30 st., while diloske was 11 10s. 
per ton. Now, where farmersare so prejudiced against 
the new system as not to perceive the superiority of the 
ure seed over the refuse formed into cake with all 

kinds of rubbish, no arguments can produce a con- 
trary conviction ; and they must be left till compelled 
by circumstances, like many in Norfolk, to try the ex- produce and bulk of trop, thus securing the means of 

further improving the land by the ineréased quantity 
of manure made in the fold-yards, &c., consequent on 
the increase of crop. Other great advantages will be 
gained—the land will be easier worked and kept 
clean, green crops grown instead of bare fallows, also a 
greater surface for the growth of some erops will be 
obtained, as Wheat, Barley, &e. The land being laid 
as flat as possible, water-furrowing, as practised oa 
heavy undrained lands, will not ‘be required, say 
gain of surface on every ridge of 9 feet to be 
6 inches at the least, or for every 18 acres one 
acre gain. It has been invariably observed in this 
neighbourhood that when the land has been. laid 
flat after draining, the crops have looked better when 
standing, and when en thrashed out have yielded best; it 
was tried on a. field on this. farm, one half laid flat and 
the other half left in ridges, and Gnd as I have stated, 
but no particular aecount was kept at the time. The 
object in view of drainers on entering a field should be 
to ascertain the depth by which the greatest lateral de- 
scent will be obtained, which will vary according to the 
retentiveness of the subsoil, and having ascertained it 
he will be able to set out the drains at the distance apart 
required to thorough drain it, perhaps saving man; 
roods per aere, thus lessening the eost, the great objec- 
tion to draining. The présent agitation for "deep drain- 
ing will end, T doubt, in uselessly burying a great 
amount of capital. I cannot think that 1 or 14 inch 
pipes can act with efficiency at the depth of 5 feet 
without any covering, and in some instances with the 
clay trampled on them, or how can they run so trampled 
sooner than b: good tile drain at a depth of 23 or 3 feet. 
It is or ought to be known to all drainers, that the 
descent of water is perpendieular, and that the rapidity 
ofits descent will vary according io the retentiveness 
of the material it has to filter through, but that it must 
sooner reach a 3 feet drain and run than a 5 feet drain, 
unless there be water lodged or hanging in the subsoil, 
whieh is merely displaced by the mechanical pressure 
from above, thus causing the 5 feet drain to run sooner ; 
ifso, draining to that “depth must be money thrown 

periment. Your lordship will discover by the above 
|priees, that Linseed and cake are about. ls. 5d. per 
‘stone each ; and that, if compound of Barley and Lin- 
Seed is made consisting of one-quarter seed and three- 
quarters Barley at 9d. per stone (at which price thou- 
sands of quarters may be purchased), it will amount to 
71. 7s. per ton, exclusive of the water ; but, when that 
all-important ingredient is incorporated according to 
the receipts in my book, the price will be reduced to 
45s. per ton ; and those who adopt only this part of my 
system, obtain five tons and a half of the incomparable 
cattle compound at the same sum, which others give 
for a ton of comparative rubbish. I do not say that 
the same effect will be produced from a ton of com- 
pound as from a ton of cake ; but I know of no instance 
where the superiority of the former has not been ac- 
knowledged, without taking into ealeulation the advan- 
tages derived by consuming so large a proportion of 
native produce."— T'rimingham, Feb. 17th.—[Ewtract 
from a Letter by Mr. Warnes, in the Norfolk Chro- 
nicle.] 

CALENDAR NS UL SAM 

Barley should now be TE S bushels per acre drilled in 
rows 9 inches apart are suf t; and, following the drill, 

the Mr. broadeast Clover. sowing machine should came. 
The light harrow, or the b 
should cover all up immediately. 
about 

Set the En to sow 
of seeds per acre, mixed as "jd directed last week. 

f Grass seeds are to be sown in addition, the sowing-machine 
nst travel.a second time over the field, followed bythe harrow 

Sr m of Italian Rye-grass per acre is as goo 
a seeding as can be n; and along with the Clovers, if 
sown on good land sufficiently damp at the time, E. Ta ,ensure 
a good crop of Grass for one year. hen the Gra o rê- 
main down more than one year, it will be better ms adopt the 

following Sete which we extract from Lawson’s © Agricul- | § 
iurist's Man Hi 
By sw beoe ng of Italian for 8 of VN OE yis grass 

in the ait table, it will be improv Thes may be 

sown in two lots, as we have sugge ted, eae aoe after the 
Barley ; a you may delay it for E weeks, and let the young 
Barley up, and then sow and h his affords an oppor- 

i M for hoeing and cleaning the land somewhat later in the 

season, 

away; and take it in fanother point of view, the land { 
Light and Medium Heavy Soils. 
y Soils. 

a Jen |a h |an [mu 
e ec c Ei SUR S a Sgeig S Jgs gs 
a a E E 
$ |$558.5s| 8 (SU sista 
Lal Las tand alt= tend | M HEAHEA 
Ll ae nas n mc med 

Common Rye-grass .| 18 18 18 18 18 18 
Meadow Cat's-tail «pti eret c] pans 1 1 | 
Common Red Clover] “£ j E 8 6 3 
G trass es on 3 es "n 3 
White Dutch Clover * 2 4 4 2 4 4 
Yellow Clo y 2 2 k 2 2 

28 30 30 29 31 31. 

tthe land for Carrots seuftled or scarified 3 inches “deep, 
Soesead and rolled hard. It is supposed that it was ploughed 
deeply in autumn, Ifit was not manured then, you must either 
cart on manure now, ploughing at in very shallow, for ue 
becas now makes a clo rface; or use no 
manure, and not plough at all, rds sow guano, seaweed x ies, 
or some other soluble fertiliser broadcast over the land during 
the first wet weather. Damp the sand in which your wende 
seed is lying, but not so much as that a handful on being 
squeezed shall remain clung together when the bang is 
opened. It will do to sow next week, in rows on the sur- 
face 18 inc apa Use the Suffolk drill, and sow 2 S 
er acre, in Fine A Ibs. of seed have been mixed 
Gi " tatoes and Mangold cross- gol ploughed. Or plo ough deeply the land you intend for Flax ; 

and Peg remove with the fork all patches of Couch-g: rass? 
If the land is in good order and clean, & Oat stubble will 
see uot Flax-field. Harrow, or hoe, 
Wheat crop, carrying off the field all nies Coltsfoot, an 
Chickweed. There is NE like beginning. your campaign 
Esto “weeds early in the 

regard to your fatan stock, you should now consider 
nd it be not your interest egin drawing from your 
TRSH for the butcher, while the present high price of mutton 

Tiv you intending to break up any Girass lands this spring ? 
at D the time to commence paring the sward for burning. 
Tt will cost from 10s. to 14s. per acre. It should be pared at 
M inch thick, s, especially if the land, be clayey. More on 

is subject next. 

es to Correspondent, s. 
RLEY pK A uc should be sown about an. 

inch under the sur ER 
DISEASE IN LANb— Nest week. 
DnRAINAGE— West phis may depend upon it that tiles 

will answer the purpose e inhalt better than tur f the 
drains are properly filled in, å. e., firmly filled in rine there 

_ is no fear of their silting up. 
Wen lutt- ad not received your letter. Rd 

10t succeed well on land subject to flood ; but it will do 
Wide e d well as any other ordinary farm-crop "you bed grow. 
The land should ps drained, so.as that the water shall flow 
off as soon Your sample? is not marine glue, 
which has a stronga empyreumatie 

MaNxconp Wu! Cle —The Ordi ange Globe is what we al- 
‘ways grow. the question which, ou put we have in past 
ears refer red to ou and they seemed to prefer that 

varii There is. MER 5 m difference between indiyi- 
Sls of one D than there is ERI Mna different breeds : 
Ed the Alderney for rich, Ayrshire for abund- 

ilk, are pretty SONEHEDU S 
ORT HE M—It is bad policy to B ow Oats ona white stub- 

ble. The Hopetoun good a variety as you can select. 
PraroN Du NG—AÀ Contin odis willnot have i hurt if 

s ae ye ated much in an exposed place. You are using it 
very properly. 

PovrTRy—J A—Buy a little book called “The Poultry Yard,” 
Poit: in Glasgow, and read the chapter on the Diseases 
of 

Rare Oot H MESE will be worth about half as 
MS as bonedust, weights, You may rot them as 

u propose. in ny sci ge di make a valuable compost, 
SUUM IN Sr man—Drain the field and 1e it; that 

will probably re ove tho fault, 
Sox: &e.—H M, Notts—We do not know. 
no. tables for tn duty. 

To Rz E WARTS—A ontiont Reader—Cut them. off, and 
mildly ROME ators iron, 

Ba 

Ee 
28 

Consult the 

TRANSPLANTED SWEDES— X Y—They will answer in à moist 
season, but u cannot depend on them ason a sown crop. 
The pract a sor rt of safeguard agalhst ti the fly ;” but it 
will not do to depend on ane ‘or your main crop, 

Be a pea Cla a 

ge of its ET 
nutritiveness to a full grown Turnip Hn m in October, 

ade pitted for early 

— $iftarkets. 
SM utut, RAD: Mar. 16.—Per stone of 8 lbs, 

» 4s 2tod Best Scots, Horeforde, & Best Downs & Halfbreds 5s 4 to ts 6 
est Short. 40 est Long-we 539 

Second quality Beasts. 104 dio o Ewes and "second quality i P 438 
Cal 4 5 8| Pig a 

aste, ae 9 , 17,700; Gv yen “605 Pige, 
Our supply of Bes vis tolerably. gutsy Both sa 10. niibórs and 

quality; trade is eather dull, ‘bat the best Sualíties are selling dear- There 
“are rather more Sheep to-day, and trade is not so brisk. Prices are somewhas 
dois bac are d being E E Very little reduotion is observable the moss selling qualities have now a considerable o quantity of shorn 

tradeis GENER 3 still the 
est sh! horne nearly 4s 4d ; in- 

rior partir area hea of about 4d per 8 \ba.--Sheey 
are not very plentiful, bus enough for the densa one is very moderate, 

èst Downs, best Long-wools rather over bs; 
Ewes and Second. ‘The shorn Sheep are very much 
fected hy the severity o y are much chilled, and must be 
quoted fully ad per 8 Ibs. wer than on Mon day. For the same cause Lamb 
ia no 
tho santo 1. p onda. 

pasts, B35 ; 

HOPS, FRIDAY, | Maw. 20, 
‘The market is about the same as for some t 

not extensive, is continual, and prices 
coloured samples is very limited, 

ie demand, although 
remain Ricci "The supply of Anes 

M. _Parrnxpsn & Surru, Hop-Factors. 
E THWARK, TVARERARUN: Mar. 16, 

val his aay se'nnight. vei 
orthern dis, nd those cargoes of ener mend 

DOW Irasadsy lost mero vi ery fortunato, an they 
per ton: after which the arrival be 

ed to. t the wi 

ENGLISH TIMBER. AND BARK. —Mar. Lu. 
Round Timber, per load. dex foot sate.) ms vig Br ft, supfl. 

Oak. + 5l 08 to ed 
z 

0s 
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COVENT GAI 

den change in a ee xir Vegetal are, generally speaking, 

a little dearer than they were last week. Fruit is sufficient for 

the demand, and has altered but little in price since our last 

Trade is tolerably brisk. 
idering the season, tolerably plentiful. 

the Tomang; and a few hot- 
their appearance. 

looking samples of the Rocher and Keenia. 

berries have been offered at 2s. an ounce. 
of Dessert Apples bring about 205. per bushel; butinferior sorts 

be ol med from 6s. to 12s. per bushel, ears remain 

3 ae as ‘they were hase oo are still 

scarce, and rising in price. ts are "Suficlent f for the demand. 

 21.—1In consequence ence of the sud- | Sales by Auction. 
TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, and Others. 

ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will submit 
to public PALON, at us Auction Mart, Bartholomew 

me, on Tuesday, March 24, 1846, at 12 oc lock, a first class 

toneskon of CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, and A AA 

comprising all.the leading varieties (the property of M 

WinLMER, Sen., of Sunbury), and on Thursday, March 2 3 

very rich collection of Cari nations and Pieotees, with a splendid 
eT of Pinks, Heart: oice Dahlias in dry roots, 

c. May be viewed the morning of sale, and catalogues had 

at o Mart, of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, 

Leytonstone. 

3 

Ib 

Of Vegetables, EE agus is good and tolerably plentiful ; and 
said of French Beans, which are 

supplied, Seakale and Rhubarb are excellent in quality. The 
Cabbages, and other winter Greens, 

Large white Broccoli from Cornwall fetches 

plentiful. Cut 

Blowers chiefly diiit: of P Buphorbias, Heaths, Hyacinths, 
ulips, Poinsettia pulcherrima, Jasmines, Lily of the Valley, 

Pentas E Camellias, Azaleas, Acacias, Gpeiamens, Daph- 

nes, Oran, e flowers, Rhododendrons, Cinerarias, Gardenias, 

Moss, and Portes Roses. IFR 
Pine Apple, perlb., 6sto 1041 VIT Lemons, vee dozen, 1s to 28 

Grapes, t, Hothouse, por Tb. s T 100, Gs to 148 
ish, E tole z | Abmonde per pe 
ugal, ru o 5s Sweet Almond 

Apples, Deas., per an KA (to 2082 pue English, bs. Us tuse 
Kite! pen 5s to 10s dii Cob, p r 100 Rian oor to 9 

6s to 155 bal ona, 208 
— Brazil, 12s to 16s 
i tanish, Lie 

| Walnuts, per bushel, i» Ed 208 
| Chenauts, per peck, 3s t 

" vsGsvABLSS 
Calibages, per dos, 640 Parsnips, per doz., 3d to Is 

zh s n Y to 84 Scorzonera, per dis 1s to 15 8d. 

per dozen, 2s t 

jalsify, do., 1s to 1$ 2 

wala per bushel, E 9d to 94 04 
joking, per h o Be 

voys, per Edo 
Broan ‘Heo, per "uie, 6d to le 3d. 

Greens, Ad e 6d to 246¢ , per AA PENI X Hi 

ench Bi er "100, Ww ea 10 2 ned shallots per Te 6d to 8d 
Sorrel, perh ve, 9d t Garlic, perlb., 6d to 8d 
Potatoet, Perton, 7r to Tate Endive, per score, 64 

Gabi) 
os, 6d to 1s pus Ga = t 

Kidney, Je VR vsetods | Radishes, per 12 hands, 1e to 1s 6d 
»z. 1s to 9r Mushrooms, per pottle, 6d to 1s 

Red Beet, per x ̂ io ps n. Small Salads, n MY 2d to 8d 
Carrots, per dor Fi bunch, dto 3d 

Spinach, per sieve, 1s to 1s 6d ‘Tarragon, per 
Leeks, por doz. Tastes, detode 6d | Mint, green, p er sun 6d to 8d 
Celery, per bunch, 6d t id Marjoram, per bu 
dirae eh, 62 to 6d. SUR SD apud edem 

HAY.—Per Load of 36 Trusses, 

—st0 vig? Novo. sto — Prime Mead.Hay 85» to dx an New Hay, 
Infr.New & Rowen 60 Clover 80 vo as | Stra 

Jon Cooran, 8 whiten 
CUMBERLAND MARKET, Mar. 19, 

Old Clover 110s to 115s 
Inferiordo, 98 105 

w Clover 

Prime Mend. Hay 
MES Straw 

93sto 978 
70 84 235 to 868 

wHay -o 
Josnua Barer, Hay Salesman, 

WHITECHAPEL, Ma 
Fine Ald Hay -. 80s:o 38s | Old Clover 
Inferior Hay E 70 | Infc. 89 
New | Hav - New Clow er 

ARK: LANE, Mow: 16, 

upply of English Whes €: from $ x, Kent, and Suffolk, 

this morning, was very small; sam ples ok Evite being 

uch in request, commanded ER 
not obtainable upon p 

115s die 

D | Bees: 30s to 94» 

T toD 
and also Beans e Peas con- 

tinue difficult of HitapOuall but Grey ‘nd Maple da a ready sa 
fully last week's prices, Fine are the turn dearer, but 

the Jum is slow for Manu qualities, š 
PERIAL QUARTER, $e S * 5 

Wheat, Ey Kent, end S. uffolk . + pu) ite 58 66 b0 62 
—— ‘Norfolk, iinoa and Yor) . B0 68 69 68 
Barley, Malting and distilling 20e Mone Chevalier St 54 23 95 
Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . 97 31 95 

er) 28 T Beotek . . Feed E 93 98 

m Irish. «+ o Feed 31 $4 a 
Malt, pale, ship PE EPUM: 60 

Hertford ana Ee ae ae 65 
D p . 86 

Beans, Mazagan, old and new ` 98 040 Mok a2 Marrow 32 44 
Pigeon, UC a 85 to 46 Winds 40 48 Longpods2 36 

Peas, White B 4 Maple 28 81 Grey 27180 

The arrivals of Foreign Wheat 

35,000 qrs. but the supplies of Beiu 
vadite. e Wheat is in demand, and Monday’s prices 
are readily AN Red sells less freely, and there is little 

doing in Bonded ; a few cargoes of 62 lbs. Rostock have found 
buyers at 46s. to 48s. P 2 Barley of all sorts is p 
as dear—also Beans. d Grey Peas scarce, and much 

in request, with some sae, for White, but at prices below 
what holders are inclined to accept. The show of Oats small, 
and where sales are effected, an advance of 6d. per ar. 
sisted upon. 

ng the med amount to 
od Soon of all kinds are 

IMPERIAL Cu rie 
Wheat. |Barley.| Oats. | Rye. | Beana, 

Feb, 7 per Quarter.| 54r Sn s 21s “ial ou j Bba 9d| Bos 6d 

ER V MIS. a N ORAN] BO 9 S 

— 3. ..|50|3u a 8 ES x we 9| a4 3 
CNN c er Myr ANCONA ELA 88 84 2| 35 9 

Me "Hy! ios HUM Seaton Ugo 78^ 731 107] 78 8 341 | s3 8 

e M aon a eia 980) 4] BL 84 2| 35 2| 84 9 

6 weeks’ Aggreg. Aver. | 54 7| 29 n 91 8| 83. 5| 8411 | 2410 

"SCC elec ENTONCES LR CICER 
Diagram showing t the fluctuations in the price of des the average of the 

eeksending Saturday, Mar. 1 

m 

0, 
per s 44sto 486 Einsee CUAL nus Ü to ar 

Tee 1d | Fm. 7 | Fup. 14) Fas. 21 | "Fun, 28 j| Max.7 

| 

gier FRISA, 
I per cwt 48 — 50 | Mustard, White 

Gade Rea, , English = 50 100 - 

E ES CF 50 82 Wars = 
84 Rapeseed E E 
84 | Rape C. wu Cis 
16 Sue . - 

5 86 | Tares, Png winter pe aa tinge - a ee r- vush. = 

46 

p^ Ton p TUM variable tong Cad 
KrwosrORn AND Lay. 

Eoee Eng. por idodi 

ESSRS. C. B. TAIT axp T. NISBET will sell by 
Auction, g pp eel 11, Hanover-street, QA, 

day and Tuesday, April 6th and 7th, 1846, at one o'clock, 

VALUABLE BOTANICAL, LIBRARY. AND EXTENSIVE 

HERBARIUM of i late RosegT GRAHAM, F.R.S., Regius 

Professor of Botany in the University of Edinburgh, inclu ding 

among the Books, Pore Fluminensis, 9 vols. ae Hooker antl 

Greville's Icones Filicum, 2 vols. folio ; Grev. ryptogamic 
Curtis's Botanical Magazine, PIS 

Botanical Register, by AUD Mone UM s Monandr aa 

Plants ; Decandolle rologia ; De Lessert; Icones Select 

Plantarum, 2 vols.; Tabillardiere Nove Hollandis "Plantarum, 

specimen, 2 vols. folio Bennett ; 
Smith's English Botany, 31 vols. ; Rox purgt?s Flora Indica, 
3vols.; Decandolle's ‘Prodromus Regni Vegetabilis, 11 vols. ; 

Transactions of the Linnean Society, &c. 

The HERBARIUM consists of an extensive general Collec- 

tion of European, African, South and North American, East 

and West WAS and Australian Plants. Orders from RE 

men who cannot attend the a irad to Messi 

Tarrand T. NisnzT, will meet with the strictest attention dion 

whom also Catalogues of the Sale ean be had on application. 

le AD TO BE LET, EDMONTON NURSERY. —In con- 
sequence of the Proprietor being about to que from the 

Nursery business, this desirable Nursery is to et, with im- 

The ele may be taken e a valuation, 

mmodation will be given in the 

terms of payment, if desired. Amy: personally, or by letter, to 
Mr. Hencuman, at the Nursery, Edmonton, or to "Mr. Huan 
Low, Clapton Nursery.—March 21. 

O BE DISPOSED OF, A'SEED BUSINESS, 
principal Garden, old- established, with a vide light 

country connexion; a good House, Stable, Coaeh-house, é&e, 
Low rented, coming-in easy. Age and declining health date 
reason quus ng the above. Direct to Mr. Davies, Seeds- 
man, 8, Gri street, Borough, peer 

TO GARDENERS, NURSERYMEN, BUILDERS, &c. 

TOR SALE, in the Field east of Voas House, | A 

K: pightsbridge SOLEM thousand loads o ENT 

BLACK MOULD, LLOW LOAM, and SAND; D 

tity of Beautiful Tur mo Mr. Searcy, at the Kingston 
louse Estate Office, adjoining Rutland Gate. 

v JLLECTION ES iV EGETABLE GARDEN 
DS. EU of all the Hur and most approved 

sorts 5 Ph 1s. as follows—4 qts. Pe 2 qts. Windsor Beans, 

2 qts. Kidney Beie, T Beet, Loz. otch | ale, 4 oz. Broccoli, 

1 oz. Brussels s Sprouts, 2 n Cabbage, 2 oz. nis t, 1 oz. Oauli- 

flower, 2 oz. Celery, 1 qt. o 1packet of Frame Oücüinbk: 

Endiv e, 2 oz. of Denon 1 packet if "Melon, 1 qt. Mustard, 
1 pt. Radish, 1 oz. 

ov 

Tum Savoy, 1 pt. Tu. of Lr 

A collec tion of the best Annual Flower. 

taining 65 varieties, for 
A collection do. do. do. for 

‘A collection of 36 vars. of splendid pales “Storie OT AA 

A collection of 24 vars. of splendid German Asters, 3 6 

Per packet. Per packet, 

Mixed German M . 6d. | Cockscomb, from prize 

” » Balsams . | 
E k 

Spt con- 
10s. 0d. 
5 0 

flowers : 
.6 | Geranium, 

Sfecembrpanthemam y c 
B 

&ehisopétidon Walkeri 16 

All other sorts of Genuine Seeds as cheap as any rS in 

the tr: A Seed Potatoes, warranted free from dise: True 

eaf Kidneys 7s. per bushel. Catalogues foun ded on 

application. 
Cranks & Co., Seedsmen and Florists, 86, High-st., Borough. 

ins $ Asters 3 6 

(CUCUMBER AND MELON BOXES a: AND LIGHTS. 
3-li Boxes and Ligne e E 

nted siz s a 
packed a ail paris of the kingdolis Blight Boxes 
and L fights Hom tees, Garden Lights of every description. 
Conservatories, Green and Hot-houses made and fixed in 
parts of the Kingdom. Reference given to the Nobility, dos 
hind the Trade, in most of the counties in Englan 

JAMES Ware s, Hothouse Builder, Claremont- ae Old Kent- 
road, London 

qos CORNER 0) OF HALF- MOON: STREET, 
THOMAS GIBBS and CO. 

al Appointment) ‘the SEEDSMEN to the 
“ROYAL AGRIQULT URAL SOCIETY OF EN GLAND," 

Beg to remind the Members of the Society, and Agriculturist 
in general, that their only Counti ng House an 

houseis atthe Corner of HAL MOON- STREET, PICCADILLY, 

ONDON, as for the last Fiy. Yea 
Priced lists of Agrieultural Seeds are always ready, and may 

be had on HEIDRAUIUEBE: ication 

I [S ORTICULTURAL GLASS OF  BRITISH 
RAT tutte at J. Wrrcn, jun., PHILLIPS, and Co.’s 

Warehouse, 12, Panton-street, Hayma arket. — Having made 
arrangements ith a British Manufacture ey are pod 
to offer the above article in unlimited quantities at the foll 
ing terms, in Squares not exceeding 40 inches long 
No. 0—(equal to Foreign Shee id 
peor pig 16 ie "S oz. to the foot 

(by Offici: 

3 ls. 
J. Weron, jun. +s having been many years with Mr. Drake, o 

an an ‘ime of A 

giang of Chatsworth mus ben devote himself to 
Glazing call the atten- 

eR of eu ists onerum to the m ‘prices for Glass, 

mE hey undertake to glaze inany part of the United 
er om 

Ai E beg to recommend for Pits and Garden Lights 
sm: e squar res, which they:offer at the following low prices, 

deus i 100 feet boxes, not particular to thickne 
e. H m d. per foot, 

6 in. by A SE gy 5 in! by93and ,, 

Gin. by £ and | ,, 

J. W. & Co. solicit insp 
Ornamental Glass at their W arehouse, as above. 

in. by 
ction ot their os of Stained and 

.—12, Panton- 

FOREIGN SHEET GLASS AND GLASS TILES. 

JARVIS having just imported a large quantity m 
* the above articles, in quality and substance hithert 

unequalled, ean offer them at a lower price than any poe 
house in the trade, for ready eU ey only, at his old esta- 
blished WINDOW GLASS WAREHOUSE, 38, Great Cas- 
PESO E few doors from Regent-street, where orders, for- 
warded with reference, meet with prompt attention. Every 
other description of WINDOW GLASS equally low in price. 

OREIGN 4 AND BRITISH I SHEET AND CROWN 
GLASS, for Hothouses, Garden and other purposes.— 

R. C. E ing again dr om the eem for Wes crown squares, 
with invites his former 

ists :— 

per gross. "OSS. per gross. 
Gin. by 4 m 6s. 8by5.. 13s. 9byT.. 18s. 
Tin. by 4 8by6.. 14s Oby8.. 
R, 6. will in 4 receive weekly. consignments of 

FOREIGN SHEET GLASS, of which he purposes iesu 
such a stock as will enable him to execute all orders as soon 
as receive 
PROPAGATING, BEE, CUCUMBER, and GRAPE GL ae 

S. every ee peo cheaper th an at any other house.—For 

New Lists, apply to R, Coan, Glass, Lead, and Colour Works, 
48, Leicester-square, London. 

THE ARTICLE GLASS. 

ME DAINES AND BRADDOCK have made 
o supply the Public with GLASS for 

Sashes and Hort dicdlteal purposes of superior quality and sub- 

stance, ani lower prices dnd that which may have 

been obtained v ae medium of any previous advertise- 
n quoted at 1d. P foot, may Be ge 

ped upo on application, 6, 
A Stock of E Plate and Stained Glass c con- 

t 
N. b. 

stantly on hand.—Mareh, 

FOREIGN. SHEET GLASS. 

N ESSRS. EDWARDS & PELL, 15, Southampton- 
street, Strand, direct Importers of Pd GLASS, 

supply Glass strong and of excellent colour, de foot, for 
any dimensions under 1 foot in length. Figur Gilbes in every 
variety of pattern. Contracts for Stained and Painted Windows, 
in any design and size ; Armorial Bear rings, &c. executed/by the 

first Artists in Belgium. 
Propagating Glasses for plant: 6 inches by 3} d. each. 

EANES WARRANTED GARDEN TOOLS.— 
Horticulturists, and all intereso dd in Gardening pursuits, 

areinvited to examine G. and DEANE’s extensive Stock of 

GARDENING AND PRUNIN G IMPLEMENTS. best London 

made Garden Sag and Syringes, Coalbrookdale Garden 

Seats, and Chai 

quick oed [Garden Scrapers — jPruning Bills 
Gaetan Rethonae ae v Knives, va- 

Bagzi ing Hooks ri 

Teg Takes ual a Saws 

Bortens, various pat-| Sieve: Ls genios 
ns PEN Doors| Shea 

and Frames 
Hammers 
Hand- ds Frames resping Hooks 

Botanical boxe: uc in sei ya- 

© of Praning In- 
itd nents 

Chaff pagines "Hay Knives 

Chaff Knives Hoes ciet Bipi hos "Stones 
Shear: s, various Daisy Rakes Horticultural Ham 

Dil |. mers and Matchetel Sickles 
Dock Spuds ckle Saw 
Draining Tools 

‘ons and 
els, various pat 

er ns, in zine, po 
ain, &c. 

Se S of Tools| Thistle b Toks 
[Transplanting Tools 

Towels 
g) BE er SETA 

» Stands in u hr Reels 

and Iron king Ink ls 

Fumigators |'Turfing Irons 
vanie — Borders|Menographs | ai 

par Plant Pri otec- m Wire | Watering Pots 

on opes 

Garden Chairs and Mole Tra 
[Mowing Machines 

» Loops [Pick Axe 
a Rollers [Potatoe Forts i 

G. pah D d d sole Agents for LINGHAM'S PERMA- 

NENT L mples of ‘which, with the Illustrated List 

of MEUS hd ‘Tools can be sent post paid to any part of the 

United Kingdom.  DEANE's Horticultural Tool Warehouse, 

opening to the Monument, 46, King William-street, London- 

bridge. 

THE TANK SYSTEM, 

D ae et anp ‘HEALY having heated uum 

EROR berti 

be heated by BunsrpGE and HEALY's s peculiar Tank Apparatus, 

with the absolute certainty of producing the. di 

Their Apparatus may be seen at work at the following places: 

E UU Gardens, Chiswick ; Royal Botanic Gardens, 
Kew; Baroness Rothschild’s Gardens, ; 
Glendinning, Chiswick Bea ; Messrs. Henderson, Pine- 

apple-place ; and in more than one hundred other places.— 

street, Haymarket, 180, Fleet-street, Sodio. 
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NOW READY, 
In one thick volume 8vo, containing nearly 1000 pages, and upwards of 500 Illustrations, price 30s. in cloth boards, 

HE VEGETAB LE KINGDOM; 
OR, THE STRUCTURE, CLASSIFICATION, AND USES OF PLANTS. 

Xilustratey upon the 

BY JOHN LINDLEY, Pm.D., 

Natural System. 

F.R.S., 
PROFESSOR OF BOTANY IN UNIVERSITY GOLLEGE, LONDON, AND THE ROYAL INSTITUTION OF GREAT BRITAIN. 

*,* To suit the convenience of Students and others, it is proposed to issue the above Work also in 12 Monthly Parts, price 2s. 6d. each, the first of which will appear 

on the 31st instant. 

[SPECIMEN OF THE WORK.1 

278 EUPHORBIACEJE. 

The roots of some are emetic. According to Deslongchamps, the powdered root of E, 
Gerardiana vomits easily in doses of 18 or' 20 grains. The root of Euphorbia Ipecacu- 
anha is said, by Barton, to be equal to the true Ipecacuanha, in some respects superior 5 
and not unpleasant either in taste or smell, E. Pithyusa in the Mediterranean is also 
esteemed. Euphorbia thymifolia is somewhat aromatic and astringent, and is prescribed 
in India in the diarrhoea of children, and as a vermifuge. In the same way is employed 
E. hypericifolia, a plant of tropical America, which is astringent and somewhat narcotic, 
Nevertheless E. balsamifera has no such qualities, and is eaten when cooked. E. mauri- 
tanica is also employed as a condiment, but its acridity is by no means inconsiderable ; 
they say it is used to adulterate Scammony. The sap of E. phosphorea shines with a 
phosphorescent light in a warm night in the ancient forests of Brazil. 

The genus Pedilanthus stands nearest to Euphorbia, and is not less potent in its qua- 
lity ; P. tithymaloides has an acrid bitter milk; a decoction of the dried shrub of it and 
P. padifolius (called Jewbush) is employed in syphilitic cases, and in amenorrhcea ; the 
root is emetic. Some of the trees again are among the most poisonous of all that tro- 
pical countries produce. The juice of Excæcaria Agallocha, and even its smoke when 
burnt, affects the eyes with intolerable pain, as has been experienced occasionally 
by sailors sent ashore to cut fuel, who, according to Rumphius, having accidentally 

rubbed their eyes with the juice, became blinded, and ran about like distracted men, 

and some of them finally lost their sight. This juice is described as being thick, nau- 

seous, and a violent purgative. The smoke of the burning branches is said to injure 

the eyesight. Agallochum or Aloes wood, an inflammable, fragrant, resinous substance, 

has been supposed to belong to this plant, but is really produced by quite a different 
race. See AQUILARIACEX, The famous Manchineel tree, Hippomane Mancinella, is said 
to be so poisonous that persons have died from merely sleeping beneath its shade. 
This is doubted, indeed, by Jacquin, who, however, admits its extremely venomous 
qualities ; but it is by no means improbable that the story has some foundation in truth, 
particularly if, as Ad. de Jussieu truly remarks, the volatile nature of the poisonous 
principle of these plants is considered, and the various degrees of susceptibility of such 
influences in the human constitution. The juice of Manchineel is pure white, and a 

' single drop of it falling on the skin burns like fire, forming an ulcer often difficult to 
heal. The fruit, which is beautiful, and looks like an apple, is turgid with a similar 

fluid, but in a milder form ; the burning it causes in the lips of those who bite it guards 
the careless from the danger 
of eating it. The juice of 
Hura crepitans is stated to 
be of the same fatal nature as 
that of Excecaria ; its seeds 
are said to have been admi- 
nistered to negro slaves as 

swollen and seized with ery- 
sipelatous phlegmasis, in con- 
seqence of the fumes only of 
this plant, The sap of Com- 
mia cochinchinensis is white, 
tenacious, emetic, purgative, 

a good medicine in obstinate 
dropsy and obstructions. 

, The juice of this Order is not, however, always as dangerous as in the instances just 
given. That of Siphonia elastica, a tree inhabiting Guayana and Brazil, yields the 
bottle India Rubber, which is known in Europe ; in preparing it the natives smear clay 
moulds with repeated layers of the juice, at the same time drying it in smoke. Aleu- 
rites triloba, whose seeds will be mentioned presently, exudes a gummy substance which 
the natives of Tahiti chew ; A. laccifera furnishes gum lac in Ceylon ; and the secre- 
tions of certain Crotons, viz. Draeo and sanguiferum, become a similar red substance 
in the tropical parts of America, 
Among the crowd of emetie and purgative plants having more or less reputation 

Fig. CXCIV.—Fruit of Hura crepitang, 

Fig. CXCIV. 

[Drcurvous EXoGENS. | BgnngnALES.] DROSERACEJE, 433 

Orvzr CLVII. DROSERACEZ, SuwpEws. 

Droseracese, DC. Théorie, 214, (1819); Prodr. 1, 317. (1824); Endl. Gen. elxxxix.; Meisner, p. 92, 

Diaenosms— Berberal Exogens, with regular symmetrical flowers, parietal placente, and 
stamens alternate with the petals, or twice as many. 

Delicate herbaceous plants, often covered with glands. Leaves alternate, with stipu- 
ary fringes and a circinate vernation. Peduncles, when young, circinate. Sepals 5, 
persistent, equal, with an imbricated sestivation. Petals 5, hypogynous, imbricated, 

Stamens distinct, withering, 
either equal in number to the 
petals and alternate with 
them, or 2, 3, or 4 times as 
many. Ovary single ; styles 
3-5, either wholly distinct, or 
slightly connected at the base, 
bifid or branched. Ovules 
00, parietal, or attached to a 
placenta at the base, anatro- 
pal. Capsule of 3 or 5 valves, 
which bear the placenta 
either in the middle or at 
their base, and sometimes 
turn in their edges so as to 
form almost perfect dissepi- 
ments. Seeds either naked 
or furnished with an aril. 
Embryo minute, in the base 
of fleshy albumen, 

These plants are gene- 
rally supposed to be nearly 
allied to Violetworts, from 
which their circinate ver- 
nation, several styles, and ex- 
stipulate leaves, distinguish 
them. They are also no 
doubt related to Tutsans, 

which Parnassia 
accords with Sundews, 
Rock-roses (Cistaceze) are 
also named as approaching 
Sundews, and so are Turner- 
ads, the parietal placentation of these Orders haying 
led to the comparison. But if we regard the minute em- 
bryo and copious albumen of Sundews as the first point 
of importance in their structure, then they must be re- 
moved from immediate relation to all the Orders already 

h mentioned, and will fall into either the Berberal or 
Fig. CCCII. Erical Alliance. They will correspond with the former 

in the number of parts in their ovary not agreeing with that of the surrounding parts, and 
with Fumeworts in their parietal placentation ; on the other hand they will claim affinity 
with Ericals in their general appearance. Aldrovanda, a water plant, inhabiting the 

ditches in the South of Europe, is remarkable for its whorled, cellular, shell-like leaves. 
At the Cape of Good Hope, in South America, North America, New Holland, China, 

Europe, Madagascar, the East Indies, wherever there are marshes or morasses, these 
plants are found. Drosophyllum lusitanicum grows on the barren sands of Portugal. 

The common Droseras are rather acid, slightly acrid, and according to. some, poison- 
ous to cattle, The Drosera communis of Brazil is said by A. de St. Hilaire to be poison- 
ous to sheep. Drosera lunata has viscid leaves with glandular fringes, which close upon 

Fig. COCIII. 

Fig. CCCII.—Dionzea museipula. 1. its pistil; 2. a sectional view of it showing the placente ; 3. @ 
seed ; 4, the same without its crustaceous skin, and opened so as to show m » 

Fig. CCOILI.—Drosera longifolia. 1. a flower; 2. a perpendicular section of the ovary ; 3. a perpene 
dicular section of a seed 

FF 
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NOW READY, 

THE NEW EDITION OF DR. LINDLEY'S SCHOOL BOTANY. 

Demy Svo, with numerous Alterations, and nearly Four Hundred Illustrations, price 5s. 6d., 

SCHOOL BOTAN Y;, 
OR, 

—9— 

THE RUDIMENTS OF BOTANICAL SCIENCE. 

BY JOLIN, -LINDLEY sch bald. c BRS, 

PROFESSOR OF BOTANY IN UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON. 

[SPECIMEN OF THE WORK.l 

90 SCHOOL BOTANY. 

ORDER XL. PRIMULACEA—PRIMWORTS. | 

ESSENTIAL CHARACTER. — Calyx divided, inferior, regular, persistent. | 
Corolla monopetalous, hypogynous, regular; the limb 6-cleft, seldom 
4-cleft. Stamens inserted upon the corolla, equal in number to its seg- 
ments, and opposite them. Ovary l-celled; style 1; stigma capitate. A 
3 o 

Fig. CLXII. 3 

Capsule opening with valves ; placenta central, distinct. Seeds numerous. 
—Herbaceous plants. Leaves usually opposite, either whorled or scattered. 

*,* No other monopetalous European plants with one style have the stamens oppo- 
site the lobes of the corolla, unless they are more numerous than the lobes. 

LYSIMACHIA. 

Calyx 5-parted. Corolla rotate, 5-cleft. Sta-| 
mens 5. Capsule globose, with 5 or 10 
valves. 

1. L. vulgaris. Clusters panicled, termi- 
nal. Leaves ovate-lanceolate, acute.———— 
Woods. 

2. L. nemorum. 
Flowers solitary. Stem procumbent. 

Leaves ovate, acute. | 
Sta- 

ANAGALLIS, 
Calyx 5-parted. Corolla rotate, 5-lobed. 

Capsule globose, dehiscing by a transverse 
incision. 

. A. arvensis (Pimpernel). Leaves ovate, 
dotted beneath. Stem procumbent. Corol- 
Ja minutely notched. Fields. "This is 
also called the Shepherd’s Weather-glass, be- 
cause it closes its scarlet blossoms on the 
approach of rain. 

PRIMULA, 

Calyx 5-toothed. Corolla hypocrateriform ; 
the limb 5-lobed, usually emarginate ; the 
orifice dilated ; the tube taper, as long as 
the calyx or longer. Anthers usually ta- 

pering to the point. Capsule ovate, de- 
hiscing at the apex, with 5 or 10 teeth. 
Seeds minute, very numerous. 

Fig. CLXIII. 

| smooth ; narrow at the base. 
| Stamen 1. 

MONOCHLAMYDS. 

3. S. Russelliana (Bedford Willow). Leaves lanceolate, tapering at 
h end, serrated throughout, very smooth. Foot-stalks sometimes eac!) 

glandular. Ovary tapering, 
stalked, longer than the 
scales. Style as long as 
the stigmas. ‘oods. 

tree, 
4. S. purpurea. Branches 

trailing, decumbent. Leaves 
partly opposite, obovate-lan- 
ceolate, serrated, ver: 

Stigmas very 
short, ovate, nearly sessile. 

oods. A small 
shrub. 

5. S. vitellina. Leaves 
‘lanceolate, acute, with car- 
tilaginous serratures ; 
smooth above, glaucous and 
somewhat silky beneath. 
Stipules minute, lanceolate, 
deciduous, smooth. Ovary 
sessile,  ovate-lanceolate, 
smooth. Scales linear-lan- 
ceolate, acute, fringed at 
the base, longer than the 
istil. Osier grounds. 
A tree with yellow branches. 

6. S. alba. Leaves ellip- 
tie-lanceolate, narrow, ser- 
rated, silky on both sides ; 
the lowest serratures glan- 
dular. Stamens hairy. 
Ovary smooth, almost ses- 
sile. Stigmas deeply clo- 
ven. Scales rounded. 

Fig. CCVIII, 

mens smooth._—— Woods. | h : : > . L. Nummularia (Moneywort). Leaves, Woods. A large tree. Hig. OCY. Fig. CCVE. Fig. CCVII. 
somewhat heart-shaped. Flowers solitary. 
Stem prostrate, creeping. Stamens glandu- POPULUS. s : 

Woods. Dicecious. Catkins cylindrical with 
lacerated bracts—Male. Stamens 
from 8 to 30, arising out of a little 

oblique ci 

Fig. CCIX. 

up.—Female. Fruit a folli- 
cle, almost 2-celled by the rolling 
inwards of the margin of its two 
valves. Seeds comose. 

m CLXII.—Anagallis arvensis. l. A flower; 2. n ripe fruit, with the lid falling off; 3. a section 
the same, to show pl. the placenta ; 4. a section of the seed. 
Fig, CLX I1. —Anagallis arvensis. 

Fig. CCV.—Salix purpurea, 
Fig. CCVIIL.—Populus nigra. 

Fig, CCVI.—Salix alba. 
r3 Fig. CCIX.—Populus 

Fig. CCVII.—Salix Russellianae 
alba. 

m———————— 
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EXHIBITIONS AT THE GARDEN 
OF THE 

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON, 
FOR THE YEAR 1846. 

THE EXHIBITIONS WILL TAKE PLACE ON THE FOLLOWING SATURDAYS, viz. 

May 9, June 13, and Jury 11. 

MEDALS AND REWARDS.—The Society distributes the following Medals and Rewards ; namely— 

The Certificate FX. - alum sen 10 0 S G. Large piger po Medal - =+ = valu—£$£ 0 0 SB. Silver Banksian Medal — - I Í -100 G B. Gold E BDAMeHali- Sw bot 43 Nk a 0.0 S K. Silver Knightian Do. E PIENE GK. Gold Kat tian Medal SUE depen S LS. Large Silver Medal - .- - - - -115 0 LG. Large Gold Ditto SN aS NN UP 1 

All Persons, whether Fellows of the Society or not, will be at liberty to send subjects for, that he has eter itby VADE plants not ee pd his own propii or that of his master, aa tion. such award shall be cancelled, in favour of the Exhibitor next below him, whose medal shall ibitors are earnestly requested to notify in writing, previous to the day of meeting, what in like ipis. be areen ed to the person inimneatarely following him in t] the awarc d, and so on. plants they intend to supply, in order that due provision may be made for the proper distribu- SUBJECTS or EXHIBITION will be divided into Classes as explained further on. No articles tion of the specimens on the exhibition tables. necessary that the Judges should pro-| not of Horticultural produce will be lowed to be placed upon the tables. Exhiblto rs will do ceed to consider tlle respective merits of the bitions by 10 A. w., dun as it is absolutely etl to Hone jee selves acquainted with the arrangements described in the following List, as Tni pensaie uae Xu tables should be arranged e m time, it has be n determined that no | they will i E D TO SIGN A PRINTED FORM or aon TO BE eel subject for exhib deo be admitted into the Garde after Eur past Bight o'dock i in the Morning; and | NISHED aS THEM IN THE GARDEN, stating under iat letter their plants are to be = the owners of m loc’ s uld not be in the Exhibition Tent at the | they are particularly requested to TAKE NOTICE, that if errors in the awards of the een pin aid hour, such cases or boxes must be ms fr competition for Medals. All specimens, | occur, in consequence of mistakes on the part of Exhibitors i in filling up such declarations, the wether of fruit or flowers, will ri D untouched until after Six o’Clock, when they will be| Society eannot undertake to rectify the errors afterwards. delivered into the hands of the Exhibitors. Names fairly written are to be attached BL to all Florists’ Flower Bona, fide Exhibitors, or persons peal required to assist in bringing in the objects for exhi-| are bey s mee awarding any Medal to such Exhib bition, or Gentlemen's Gardeners bearing a note from some Fellow of the Society, will be ad- 
mitted before half-past Eight in the morning at the Carters' Yard Entrance Gate; all other 
persons are er excluded. AT TEN O'CLOCK THE GARDEN WILL BE es AED OF ALL 
PERSONS not 0! ly detained there. Exhibitors haying passes may re-enter the "E Garden after One o’Clock, when they will bo required to give them up to the Police at the Carters’ Yard Bey Eehibior will be Be se to dai, "upon pm entering the Garden, a, ate. ‘airly-written statement of the Letter in the following Classes under which he intends T oe VES us cut Flowers must ee THEIR x d oR taipa Foko: X or stopi to exhibit; he willnot be permitted to pass beyond the Carters’ Yard till this is done ; e MES E T videt ado to CARNET inches in depth from front to back, | ang ng alteration in the entries will be afterwards permitted upon any pretence 

If any Exhibitor shall obtain the award of a Medal, and it shall be afterwards ascertained! whatever. 

; and the Judges 
itions, whatever their merit may be, if 

ot i uus Rees Florists’ Flowers are meant not. e flower Baten 

Class I.—FLOWERS ; for which Nurserymen and Private growers exhibit independently of each other. 
A Pelargoniums ; in collections of 12 new and first-rate varie- as they are gathered, so as to exhibit, as far as poeple K fane Heaths ; in collections of 12 entirely distinct varieties. 

ties, cultivated with superior skill, in 8-inch pots. GB— the habit of the variety ; in 12 varieties. SB B—SG—LS 
S G Other agens exhibited as in the last letter, and i in 8b varie- |L Cape Heaths H in collections of six entirely distinct varieties, 

io 320 exhibits tn "this Jetterv@an also compete in. Tem T: 
the followup. 

oe ea i exhibited asin the letter F, and in 25 varieties 

B Baleseo hee ; in collections of 12 varieties, in 8-inch pots. 
LS ep. 

on will ag UPS to show iu more than one of 
pad tcs I, K, a 

M Cape Heaths ; singo o posimons displaying very superior cul- 

[^j PRS pans in collections of six varieties, in 12-inch pots. 
K—SB 

D Bd, in pots; Amateurs to show in collections uc We DN 
serymen in collections of 18, distinct varieties. -> E gher. Medals than those here offered for Roses cannot tiyaton. En e given by the Judges ; and if Roses are brought for exhi- | M Calceolarias, in sixes ; in 8 inch pot s. LS—SK—SB B. The Judges are required to disqualify any collection Hinon without attention Xo the regulations here uxpiaihed 'O Carnations, in par ES 
T shall be found to vona a ih ce i which has been re- they will not be allowed to c: | Picotees, in pans of 24 d cently placed in the pot from the open ground. B Cape Heaths; in collections of 20 entirely distinct varieties. | Q Pinks ; in pans of 24 d E Roses, in pots ; single ME nS Ma ang superior cultiva- GK—GB—SG | B Ranuneuluses, excluding Turbans; in stands of 12 distinct tion. SB—C | NB. It is expected that the tei plant shall not be exhibited arieties for private growers, ad 24 for Nurserymen, LS F Moss s in loose bunches, each consisting of three trusses on more than one occasio: | —SK—SB 

Class II.—FLOWERS ; for which all persons are admitted to equal competition. 
S Stove ne porous plants; in collections of 40 plants. D kr Pelargoniums ; in six dune varieties, in pots | Bau ipao none but new or rare plants can be exhibited 

SK. 
Le " etter. Nothing will be regarded as new which has s than 11 inches in diameter. NB. Calceolarias, Boa Saey and Pelargoniums EE Mbelargontans i T mens LS—SK boone bited in the Garden in a previous season to be excluded from S, T, V, a B. By the word specie the wild kinds im mported | 00 Single specimens of very superior cultivation, SG—LS—SK r PET or Greenhouse ps in I ericetions of 20 plants. from the Cape of ood. Hope | or New Holland, tuberous PP Miscellaneous subjects. SK—SB— GK—GB— ecies inclusive, and not garden eross-hreds. s mE " NB. Bshbitrs E show in more than one of the classes | FF Tn n © lection pe six pe iia in pans not C ot. Cock Beaten Honored they vite to apas 8, 0 d less than “ato ot in diameter, LS. aries s 7 angi E 

V Stove Qr Greenhouse plants; in collections of 12 plants. | GG: Distinct varieties of Tall Cái in dens IB) | ope SED BU NE E ecu aa em e apud d SG Medals are not to be given iffewer than i g Florists flowers. SK—SB—C, W Stove or Es Feenhouse plants; in collections of six distinct p^ SSH dead d dling must be shown. singly, and marked. with species. HH Fuchsias; single specimens. SK—SB— | t is to bei The same seedling cannot gain a B s Qc opas jM n 12 distinct varieties, GB-—SG—LS| NB. No person can receive more than one prize under this | prize more than once in the season. Pela Papia are to Y Greenhouse uode n six distinct varieties, hoe Sag chs head. | be shown in pots, and not in a cut state. No person will N: one ean show in both classes of Azalea: Ir Hardy | Fetid in pote, in collections ; exclusive of Cypripe- be allowed to exhibit more than 6 seedlings i e each. meeting. Z Collections of Now Hardy Evergreens in pots ; Ls SK—SB diui RC E: DR Hd under this head will not be EY entitled. to. AA Exotic Orchids ; in collections of not fewer than 20 species, | KK Hardy one pediums, SK—SB—C pass ticket. For seedling Pelargoniums exhibited the first 6—GK— LL Hybrid Al dem cut specim K—SB , Jeani iod UT shall be given than a certificate, and AES "Exhibitors cannot show in more than one of the classes | MM Statices ; in collections of six species, LS— ed to flowers of decided du Seedling ec. New or extremely rare ornamental plants. vium ra Pelurgontuns or the second year must be shown in pots not BB Brote C Orehids ; in collections of 12 species. GK—GB—; s NB. These Medals will be awarded by the Society's Office maller than 6-inch pots, and each exhibitor may produce 6 CC Exotic Orchids ; in collections of six species, GB— S and not by the AARE Judges. Exhibitors will EATEN of them, but not a larger number, 

In ADDITION to any Medals assigned to the classes, 7, S, T, and AA, the SK, SB and C are offered for the collections in those classes which shall be best named 
by the Exhibitor. 

N.B. The Society’s Officers, who will make this award, will be guided in their judgment bya palates ye not enly of the correctness of the names, but of the 
ccuracy of the spelling,and the neatness of the writing. 

Class III. —FRUIT; for which Market Gardeners, Fruiterers, or Persons in the habit of regularly supplying the Market, and Private Growers, 
exhibit independently of each other. 

N.B. All Fruit must be FULLY ripe and WELL COLOURED, and PROPERLY NAMED by the Exhibitor as far as practicable ; if the contrary, it will be disqualified. 
SS Miscellaneous collections of fruit, consisting of at least three of collections of Fruit should bear in mind that however | VV Pine Apples. SG—LS—SK—sB different kinds, Peaches-and Nectarines being considered ne on Son two of the kinds in this collection may be, they | yy Peaches or Nectarines, in dishes of six specimens, SK as only one kind. IAE —LS cannot gai red unless they faciei at lest three dif- B NB. Cucumbi bers, Tomatoes, Gourds, and similar Kitchen ferent inus of fruit of first rate A s " M Garden produce, are Sade from this letter, Exhibitors TT Grapes. 8G—LS—SK—SB | XX Other kinds of fruit, SK—SB—C 

The Garden will be opened, on each day, to Fellows and to Visitors, at One o'clock, under | zor tickets at this price will be allowed a clear fori the geri’ aeris lations :— 
AIL Fellow 

night from the 21st of April, iuo which they may 
claim them. AFTER THAT PERIOD ALL THE 38. 6d, TICKETS SUBSCRIBED FOR, BUT NOT ISSUED, of the Society will he pem without tickets, from One till Six o'clock, on | WILL BE CANCELLED. signing their manent n. a book at the fter the 21s du 2H Bo further number of tickets will be delivered to Fellows on their Visitors can be admitted only by tic mme vs be og by the personal or written orders of | personal appli n order, at the price of Five Shillings each tic Fellows of the Soeiety. Upon this subject the Cou uld observe, that the interests of the Each ticket vil pe ERS for the ATEA of one Visitor, after One o "clock, to either of Society require Orders for dete to Be filled up witi ease and Appruss of the parties to | the Three Exi at the option of the Visitor, whom they are given. The €i M express fe hope ut the Fellows of the Society will not All appligutions ior tickets must be made at the Society's Office, 21, Regent Street. Ms 

i orders for d to persone pea p they are The y D No TICKETS WILE BE ISSUED IN REGENT STREET ON THE DAYS OF ExmIBITION ; but, on d of a Fellow of the Soe t be regarded as an authority p receive ti icket: those days, Two Offices, near the Garden Gates, will be US at noon for the issue of diced Xo shall RA m or qiue K e the 21st of April, 1 ain, a t the rate | at 7s, 6d. each ; but strictly under the regulations anaro State 
of Three Shillings and ach, any number of tickets not E Twe sa Far artic a a a t2 tS a no applications for such tickets yu be received after that day. Fellows of the Society subscribing - Fu ee een ence application pud age 
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(ONICAL. BOILERS.— These excellent Boilers, in- 

vented by Jonn Rogers, Esq., are made of various sizes 

By To; HN BEE Ironmonger, Seyenogkis. They are applica- 

ble to all kinds of apparatus, and are in use at Messrs. Lod- 

diges’, Hackney; Messrs. Chandler’ 3 Vauxhall; Messrs. 

Rollisson's, Tooting ; Te Pontey’s, Plymouth; Mr. Hidden d 

Pine-apple- place; and in the irme ral Society’ s Gardens. 
acd; EUST TAA uses tue 

H5. WATER APPARATUS.— The attention of 

GARS Builders, and others, is d rn fully requested. 

Heating Churches 

and ‘chapels, Halls, Stair-cases, tom me Forcing Lum 

uses, Manufactories eus Warehouses. ‘Kilns, 

artificial heat is required. 

peice of buildings DUC been heated Eu Au EUR an 
ties gs whom | uted are constanti, ex- 

for 
imp faved wrought 

quires no ao here may be seen in Sion Rone the premises, 

BENJAMIN FowLER, 63, Dorset-street, Fleet-street, 

“SMITH AND CO. 

ESTABLISHED NINE YEARS. 

ORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, HOT-WATER 
APPARATUS, AND GENERAL GARDEN FURNITURE 

"MANUFACTURERS ; 

GLEBE EA iN B2 PARADE, KING’S 

ROAD, CHELSEA, 

Founrains, VASES, aes &c. ten a A AT VARIETY. 

OT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING 
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES, 

OHURONES, an. d ACTORIES, upon improved princi- 

ples, and at v ate charges, erected by DANIEL and 

EDWARD BAILEY, E HOLBORN. 
. and E. BAILEY havi ing cores much time to the considera- 

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of 
OU for the above- mentioned) purposes, have, by improve- 
ments su; ggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat- 

ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined 
durability in the apparatus with eaonginy in the charge. They 
have erected apparatus in England, and, and Ireland, for 

many noblemen and gentlemen, and ee ead, the honour to be 

y the Horticultural Society of London, in executing 

r Eplendid Conservatory erected at Chiswick. 

X. Barry also construct in metal all ea ped um 

"Hortoultura ral Buildings and Sashes, and invite noble 
entlemen, and the publie to the inspection of their ShPibdS 
rawings and Aa at 272, Bother, where they have the 

Opportunity of exhibiting, amon, other metal works, an ex- 

'emely complete and convenient sitchen SE aonb or range, 

adapted for the CORBA supply of hot water, and an arrange- 
ment of the oyen more complete than has hitherto been brought 

before the public. 
D.a a ee ust were the first to introduce metallic cur- 

vilinear Prpa bui ds and can refer to the Conser- 

d E. Barney have pr Spare a diste of thi 
Plant Protectors, which ar 
they beg to p to publie notice a 

Orchidae: or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or 
at intervals, req uired, and which may be seen at their Manu- 

GTEPHENSON ı uem CO., ̂ 61,  Gracechurch-street, 
London, and 1 w Park- “street, Southwark, Inventors 

d Manufacturers ee du Improved CONICAL and DOUBLE 

OYLIND RICAL BOILERS, respectfully solicit the attention of 
Scientific Horticulturists to their much approved metho: d of 
applying g the Tank pu IM Propagating Houses, &o., 

s bottom-heat is secured 
degree without the aid of s or flues. 

state that at the request of ue una 
now maling their Boilers of Iron, as well a 

which the cost is reduced, These] Rollers, which are 
wn, scarcely require pure 

nots on Ue ybi 

by which atmospheric heat as well à 
y requi 

ined m on | the 
atories, &o. of Iron or. Wood, erected upon the most 

ornamental designs, Balconies, Palisading, Field and Garden 

Fences, Wire Work, &c. &c. 

XTEATING BY WARM WA ATER —An improved 

Due of HEATING, by the CIRCULATION OF HOT 

WATER, may be seen in operation daily, at J. D. Bexmrax & 
Son’s tov 3 [Grate t, Cavendish- 

Square, Estimates given for warming [os and d 
Public or Private Buildings, in town or country. eat 
Sariety of Warm Air Stoves of ever) "description, Trom rs to 
201,9, Wigmore-street, "davendish equa 

UANO, PERUVIAN AND AFRICAN, rue 

Genuine to Analysis: also Gypsum, and all r Ma- 

Tutos of known value, on sale by MARK FOTHERGILL, ^. ; Upper 
ames-stre 

ta BRITISH GUANO, equaliniquality to Peruvian, at 9j. per 
ae Pamphlets gratis oi Stamps being forwarded, being 

Su "unt charged for postage, Agent for DINGLE'S HAND 
SEED DIBBLE. 

UANO (GENUINE “PERUVIAN & "BOLIVIAN) 
ON SALE, BY THE ONLY LEGAL IMPORTERS, 

ANTHONY GIBBS anp SONS, LONDON ; 
m. J. MYERS AND CO., LIVERPOOL; 

And by their AE 
d NORTH, POWELL, AND PRYOR, LONDON ; 

n GIBBS, BRIG HT, anp CO., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL. 
l» Lime-street, Mar. 21. 

TO FARMERS AND OTHERS. 
ES woo, LENS FOR MANURE ON SALE, 

er ton, eash. Sa Larg, Rag merchant, 33, 

oid Bailey, London, Fleet n 

OTTER’S GUANO FOR TURNIPS. 
Result "P an P tried by eee DAUBENY, 

o the R yal published 

in their “ TERI rol vi. Pi 
RODUCE APER ACRE. 

2 Weight of 
zi | ulbs. 

| Ibs. 
1|Unmanured tt 4 14,298 

3 Bone Shavings, 0 c Bis 19,239 
3 Manure Company's Diano 2 te | 26,05: 

4 Nitrate of Soda, 13 ew! I 28,459 

5|Phosphorite, 12 cwt. .. x 28,639 
6 Ditto, with Oil of d .. 30,869 

7 Peruvian Guano, 2 m ,114 

8 Bones, with V: dd Vo lie 38 31,898 
9 Graham’s Animal Compost, 260 eas Em 32,109 

10|Sulphate Ammonia, 1 ewt, .. ss ++ 32,670 
11 Bones, finely powdered, 12 owt. s se 36,185 
12|POTTER' S GUANO, 960 Ibs. m 37,201 

rd, Dec. 8, 1845. Oafor 
Nors.—It thus appears, that by the application of Porren’s 

Guano, the productive power of the Jand was nearly trebled ; 

and when tryed against eleven other artificial manures, it beat 

them all, producing a greater weight of BULBS, 'at a much less 

cost. 
Its superiority over the Peruvian is evident in this trial, s 

latter a applied ata cost of 25s. ening 31,114 Ibs. ; while Por. 
TER's, costing 21s. gave 37,201 

A similar T on Gnas pea Gamage by LORD ZETLAND in 

1849, See his Testimoni 
anted, a ue active intelligent AGENTS 

Observe, Mr. Porren’s dese address is 28, Clapham-road- 

lace, London. 

FOR TURNIP SOWING, &c. 

Dp MANURE mixed with SULPHURIC ACID 
far Cs ner other Manures that have been tried 

ad in x quantity, either together or pun it, and m: 
Lunt, Bone and Sulphuric Acid separate, by DEDE ae in Jorn E 

WwW en Uu “Lambe 

BRIT GUANO, warr: anted equal to Foreign, at 4j. per 

ton, E ped Pid paid. for when the result is known. 

S URATE OF THE LONDON MANURE 
COMPANY, FOR TARES, TURNIPS, WHEAT, &c., at 

Four Guineas per Ton.—The above Manure baving stood the 

test of many years’ experience, is recommended with the 

greatest confidence; being uniform in its manufacture, it‘ may 

be relied upon at all times, thereby Pee those great dis- 

appointments which frequently occur from the difficulty of pie 

taining Guano and other Manures ina pure state. It wi 

found most useful for Wheat on all soils, where it is requis its 

to DE a full pla ary in the autumn, Full particulars 
‘The Company also 

sae genuine ne uvian ati por Seas, Sulphuric Acid, 
Gypsum, and every artificial Manure, at the lowest market 

pri id and warante of the best qualit; 

New Bridge-st., Blackfriars. E. Purser, Secretary. 

IIEBIGS WHEAT MANURE now ready for posure, 

LIQUID MANURE, 
ENGLAND INDEPENDENT OF THE WORLD FOR CORN. 

HE attention of the Agricultural Interest, at this 
momentous crisis, ih requested to the great importance of 

LIQUID MANURE, and the ease with which it may be appro- 

priated by the use of FOWLER’S PUMPS, made expressly for 

the purpose, either portable or fixed ; Garden, Ship, and BERE 

Pumps; alsothose for Distillers, Brewers, Soa; s, and 

Tanners, for hot and cold liquor. Pumps kept for hire, for 

Excavations and Wells. Buildings heated by Hot Water, for 

Horticulture, and every variety of manufacturing purposes, 

i "The Trade supplied on. advantageous BENJAMIN 

FOWLER, Ton &o., 63, Dorset-: street, Fleet-street, London. 

‘DRAINING TILES 5 AND PIPES. 

lA INSLIE’S PATENT IMPROVEMENTS.— 

For Maxine and Dnyrxo Draining Tiles of the 1st SUA 

Gentlemen having works in operation, or who are about to 

erect them, will find the above wort thy their ird n. 

The Process combines Error with Econ as Tiles can 

be made ready for BURNING at all seasons ; Ee from ten 
to thirty hours, according to the patie ‘of the clay. 
seen at Alperton, Acton, Middl Mr. Hows, Engineer, 

119, Great Guildford- ats Southwar! ie the Polytechnic Institution, 

Regent-street, Londo: Particulars may be had from JoHN 

AINSLIE, Alperton, "by Middlesex. 

ETCALFE'S NEW PATTERN TOOTH-BRUSH 
and SMYRNA SPONGES.—The Tooth Brush has the 

Honor tant advantage of searching thoroughly into the divisions 

f the teeth, e cleaning themin the most effectual and extra- 

eratis. manner, and is famous for the hairs not coming e 
improved Clothes Brush, that c leans in a third par! 

of the usual time, and incapable of injuring the finest nap. 
Penetrating Hair-brushes, wi ih the durable MM Russian 

bn which do not soften like common hair, sh Brushes, 

mproved graduated and power: ful friction, cae 3 Brushes, 

hich actin the most surprising and successful manner. The 
Genuine Smyrna Sponge, with its pri Wie espe ES properties 
of absorntice, s vit ity, and durability, by means of direct im 

with all intermediate parties’ profits and 
Fostructiye aoi ond securing the luxury of a genuine 
Smyrna Sponge. Only at Mercarre’s Sole Establishment, 

1905, Oxford-street, one YR from Holles-street. 

Gaution—Beware of the words “From Metealfe’s,” adopted 
by some houses. Citi de 

FLOWER-POTS AND GARDEN SEAT! 5. 

Onn MORTLOCK, 250, Oxford-street, respectfully 
inounces that he has a very large assortment of the 

above Vardiles in various colours, and. ied an eut inspec- 

tion Every description of useful CHINA, ASS, and 

BARTHE VWARE at the Joost possible price, fur npe —3250, 

—1s. 

Oxford-street, near Hyde-par 

ORNAMENTAL WIREWORK FOR THE GARDEN. 

B. THOMPSON 4x» CO., beg respectfully to an- 
* nounce that they continue to pen a mes Manufac- 

tory, 390, Oxford-street, London, all kinds of Fancy Ornamental 
irework suited for the Garden, [mU or Conservatory, 

consisting of Flower Trainers, BED and Borders, Garden 
e E Seats, and Vases, Improve: rden and Hothouse 

s, Syringes, Fumigating Balews, and other Floricultu- 
tal Mimplements 4 

o, G. B. Trowrsox's Improved Waterpot, which possesses 
Sauer able advantages over all others, the smaller sizes poing 
suitable for ladies’ use. They have now on sale a novel fo! 
portable Wooden Garden. . each, or 36s. per Mone 
which quantity is packed in a small spac 

HOSPHORIC RAT POISON.—This preparation 
ON pes to the Public with the greatest confidence, being 

decidedly superior to all thos hg) eee arsenic and 
other EHE Itis most me 
long as iti 
destructi 

for use, st ras sad 20s. each. 

POPULAR REMED 

ARES LIFE PILLS .—The UAR. success 
of this medicine is the wonder of the age; it has been 

ried hundreds of horad as an aperient, and has in 

every RITE. done good; it has never in the slightest degree 

impaired the most Eu constitution. Tens of xA 

have testified that poser i the use of Parr’s Lire 

Pints will cera ee ely cure any disease, and are livin wit- 

nesses of the benefit received from this invaluable medicine.— 

AT are received daily, and it would be impossible, i in 

a newspaper, to publish one-half received ; and the following 

are selected as people well known in their respective neigh- 
bourhoods, and whose testimony is unquestionable. Further 
sheets vA Sant E and E “Life and Times of Old Parr 

may be had gratis of f all Ager 
The follow! ing “important t a to the efficacy of PARR'S 

T Pi E Sj een received by the Proprietors :—'* To 

Roberts and Co., pg Athlone, Dec. 7, 1844. 

E ozen more PARR’S LIFE 
Pruts ; 1 am just ow 
you, they are doing an immensity of good ; every one wi 

tried them in affections of the Liver and Stomach derives a 

reat deal o AUR Yours, &c., WILLIAM GILCHRIEST, 
Apothecary and Surgeon." 

ong Benton, zem Nes castis August 1 
beg to thank, and inform you of the S effect of your 

Parr’s Lire Pruus. I waslo ong subject to Shortness of Breath, 

with Cough, &c., but after taking your] Pills a short time, Tam 
not only cured but feel quite young again, and, al h 

old man of 60, I feel so much ea that I think i Shall live to 

be 90 atleast. If you think this will be of service you are quite 

welcome to print it, Yours, with EN respect, PETER MURPHY.” 

Beware of spurious imitations of the above medicine. None 

are gme unless the words “PARR’S LIFE PILLS” are 

in WHITE LETTERS ON A RE 
E. edie Stamp, "Eee round each box ; 

i the Sign: sa of the Proprietors, ** T. ROBERTS 

, on the directions 
Sold in mra at 1s, 2s. 9d., and family packets at 11s., 

by all respectable ees and patent medicine retailers 
throughout the kingdom. 

&3r Full directions are given with each box. 

TO THE NOBIA Oi GENTRY, enn IRON- 

MONGERS, AND ‘OTH 

INGHAM B BOTHRES, 10, "Lite Hampton- 
~A street fthe IMPROVED 

IENOGRAPH or xpi "for Garden Borders, Flower Pots, 

&c. Engravings of the same, with prices attached, sent per 

Post to all parts of the Kingdom, x spoon ation as above. 

Sole Agents in Loni EANE, Horticultural 

Ghiplerient Wagebo use 46, ing Wi sam st., London Bridge. 

1845. Sirs,—I 

ac simile 
8 and 00.,” 

JDASSAM SMITH & CO'S FINE CONGOU— 
4d. rich, strong, full Pekoe-Souchong n 4s. 

per pound, continuing to give such 
Proprietors can stro: ngly 
an economica 

recommend it to 
and serviceable article. Soa S. Gol gx 

List of De 
B, v In 

description of Bedding, containing Weights, 
free by post on application to HEAL and 

ge and Bedding Manufacturers, 196, Tot- 

Sabai ‘oad, opposite the Chape! 

DER THE E ERE i0Y ALTY AND THE 
E FA 

7 EATIN LOZENGES.. —A remedy 
for all ee e Pulmonary Organs—in difficult 

of Breathing—i redundancy of Phiegm—in incipient Con- 
sumption (of w ‘ough is the most positive indication) they 

ae OE WRIN S MORET Td Asthma, and in Winter Cough, 
they have been never known to fa 

LOZENGES are free from every ATING’S COUGH 
deleterious ACH they therefore, be taken at all 

times, by tl ost delicate Xena and by the y: 

while the Public Speaker and the Professional 

pes invaluable in rere the hoarseness and 
dental to vocal ex and consequently a powerful auxiliary 

in the production jodious enunciation. 

ared md PNE. in 1 Boxes, 1s, 134., and Tir 
and 10s. 6d. each, by PE E. KEATING, Chemi; 

St oe Churc rd, Li 

old b A and ENTERS and Hannay, 63, Ox- 

SANDFORD, and BLAKE, 47, Picc adilly. 

D BLACK TEA, E ECT 8d., and 4s. per lb. 
. 10d,; Good Colonial 

d., 4s, Gd. 
aye 0. 79, 

These articles, of 

or other quantities, dos rarded on 

other order of payment. 
e King » pU 38, 

e order 
and Ba day Purveyor to tj 

South Audley. street, Londor 

MER CURE IRE of J 15 15 YEARS’ “ASTHMA, by by 

Dr. LOCOCK's PULMONIC WAFERS.—‘ Garden-place, 
- Sept. 6, 1845. Gentlemen 

years my wife ‘has been afflicted with severe asthma, and 

during that time has never been able to obtain more than tem- 
; and partial relief, Since she has taken two boxes of the 

as free as she could wish. 
benefit she has derived from them, that she is anxious to mal 
her testimonial as public as possible, in order that others simi- 
larly eui may participate in the comfort and the relief she 

J S give now enjoy . HEYWOOD. Dr. LOCOCK’S WAFER: 

relief, a pedi a rapid cure of asthma, coughs, and al 

the bri eath and lung: gs They have a most pea taste. 
1s. 1}d., 25. 9d., and ills.perbox. Agents: A 

1, Bride Lane, Fleet-street, EE Soa by all medicine 
vendors. 
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NEW WORK BY GEORGE ORUIKSHANK. 

On 31st March, price 1s., to be continued Monthly, No. I. of 

QFE OWN TIMES. Illustrated by 
GEORGE CRUIKSHANK. 

London: Bnapsuny AND Evans, 90, Fleet-street. 

One thick volume 8vo, Mta upwards of 2000 Engravings on 

OUDON'S ENCYCLOPEDIA ‘OF TREES AND 

nicu : containing the Hardy Trees ane 
Great Britain, Native and Foreign, scientifically ar — opularly 
described: with their Propagation, Culture, and Uses in the 
Arts; and with Engravings of nearly all the species. Adapted 
to the use of urene, Bee e pna Foresters. 

By 
ARBORETUM ET PRUTICETUM. SRYTANNIOUM, 8 vols. 

(4 of letterpress an a of plates), new and corrected impres- 
sions of the plates, 

ENCYCLOPADIA or" COTTAGE, FARM, AND VILLA 
ERRARE AND FURNITURE. New Edition, cor- 
rected and Enlarged. 8vo, with 2000 Woodcuts, 31. 

Mas Bu UOTE ement, Tel price 7s. 6d. 
THE SUBURBAN . Numerous Woodeuts, 20s. 
eu PEER LANDSCAPE GARDENING AND ARCHITEC- 

TRE. 30s.; with the Plates coloured, 31. iy 
HORTUS LIGNOSUS LONDINENSIS. 7s. 
ARC AZINE, 5 vols. 61, en 
GARDENER H MAGAZINE. Complete in 9 vols. 9 3. 
‘ON LAYING-OUT AND PL /ANTING CEMETERIES. 12s, 

London: LONGMAN, Brown, Green, and LoNGMANS. 

ARRISON'S FLORICULTURAL CABINET, 
AND FLORIST'S MAGAZINE.— The above Work is 

SUPE Monthly, price 6d. ; and may be had by order of any 
Bookseller. 1 azine, each month, contains a Plate of 
coloured Figures of the newest and best Flowers, With A Pages 
of letter-press, on Floricultural subjects, &c. April 
Number will be published on the Ist thereof, and ca DUE 
& fine plate of a very ae ner Pentstemon, Vol. XIII., 
for 1845, bound zn ou is now ready, price 7s. 6d. ; as well as 
the volumes of p 

J. HARRISON 5 respectfully refers readers hereof to his 
advertisement of splendid varieties of GERMAN FLOWER 
SEEDS, at much pected prices, inserted in the Chronicle of 
Feb. 14. Packets can be sent by post at a eee expense, 

DINBU RGH REVIEW, S C E — 
ADVERTISEMENTS for insertion in No. 1 ** The Edin- 

Mp i Review," Em requested to be sent to me P ublishers' b; 
Saturday next; ILLS on or before E o the 31st in- 
stant.—39, Pa ternditera -row, March 21, 

ril will be published, 
A DICTIONARY” "OF MODERN GARDENING. 

Wm. JonwsoN, Esq., Author of Principles of 
Practical Mei The Gardeners? Almanack, e 

closely-printed pages, it is in form a most convenient hand- 
book for ready reference US evi Ree [Wes It 
Cias an epitome of the gratos of the best modern gar- 

all the necessary information relative to Kitchen 
"Vegetables, Fruits, Flowers, Manures, Predatory Insects, &c. 
The science, as well as art, of ga: rdening is fully detailed, and 
the whole itinstrated with references to other authorities, and 

Modes of Pruni ‘raining, 

^ Roper Bator 47, Paternoster-row. 

‘OTS, Price ls. 
BSERVATIONS "ON THE CULTIVATION OF 
US IN POTS; including Forcing and Propagating 

By W. Paw 
undo E Co., Paternoster-r r post free from the 

Author, Nurseries, Cheshunt, Hatt A E receipt of 22 postage 
stamps. 

Treny: four Quarto P Papen, price Sixpence, free by post. 

The Railway Chronicle 
ko pars rae 14, sid articles on. 

EVENTS OF THE WEEK—STANDING ORDERS—GREAT 
V MALGAMATIONG MR. MO ORRISON W WHY WAS THE 
BROAD GAUGE LAID ON THE GREAT WESTERN ?— 
FLIGHTS OF PROVISIONAL COMMITTEES. 

REPORTS OF MEETINGS—London and Birmin, ngham — 
London and Croydon—West London—Londonderry and En- 
VAPORE Valley—Dublin and Drogheda—Dublin and. 
King: 

OFFICIAL  PAPERS—Fifth Report from the Select C mittee on Railway Bills Classification Royal Ordinance 
Paris and Lyons—London and Croydon : Directors’ 
gineer’s Reports, and Statement of ‘Accounts Wost Loi: 
Directors’ Keport— Bedford and London and Birm uer 

: Directors’ Report — 
: Statement of Accounts—North uu Mineral: 

Directors’ and. ERU eer's RE and Statement of Ac- 
t, and Hemd of Ac- 

T gemesinent of Accounts 
: Directors’ and Engineer's 

counts—Dundalk and Ennis. 

elford's Law of Railways. 
IETIES—Society of A 

RAILWAY TRAVELLING CHART S“London ana Brighton 
(with numerous illustrations), con 

PARLIAMENTARY PROCEE EDINGS Programme of Parlia- 
mentary Business—P: o es of Bills in both Houses—Parlia- 
mentary Committees—North Wales— The Gauge— South 
Devon atanberi mdp and Glasgow Management 
ip. Competing Lines. 

Goss 
Protan of Works—Law Intelligence—Patents, 
Meetings -Tenders for Loans—Contracts—New Shares—Divi- 

ends. 

Dev mtdurned—Transfer Books closed— Correspondence. raffic 
Share List. 
Foreign Ditto —Money Market, Paris Letter, and Latest Prices, 
. . Order Hw Chronicle of any? Newsvender. 

dition, 
AS IMPROVED "MODE OF CULTIVATING 

CUCUMBERS AND MELONS, with plans of Pits; wi 
directions for Growing and Forcing Asparagus and dcus z Mitts, F vh S., Gardener to the Baroness de Roths. ehild, üntaneriDury 

a Treatise on ie Culture of the PINE-APPLE, with;plans 
Pit and Hous 

Published by Wa. Sarru, 113, Fleet-strect, 
Seeds of MILLS’ BEST EARLY FRAME CUCUMBER, 25. 6d, 

PRINTED FOR 

TAYLOR AND WALTON, 
BooxszLLERS AND PURLISHERS TO UNIVERSITY COLLEGE 

UPPER GOWER-STREET. 

DARLEY'S 
SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY. 

FOR THE USE OF 

SCHOOLS, PRIVATE STUDENTS, ARTISTS, 
AND MECHANICS. 

Ir is the purpose of this Work to furnish a Series of Elementar« 
Treatises on Mathematical Science, adapted to the wants of the 
public at large. To youth of either sex at public and private 
sehools; to persons whose education has been neglected, or 
whose attention has not been directed in early life to suck 
1tudies ; andto Artists and Mechanics these little works will be 
particnlarly suited. The principles of the various Sciences are 
rendered as familiar and brought as near to our commonest 
.deas as possible; the demonstrations of propositions are made 

plain for the mind and brief for the memory; and the Elements 

of each Science are reduced not only to their simplest but te 
their shortest form. 

5 

A New Epirion (being the fifth) ie now ready, 

. A SYSTEM 

POPULAR GEOMETRY; 
Containing in a few Lessons so much of the Elements 5. 

Euclid as is necessary and sufficient fora right 

EACH VOLUME COMPLETE IN ITSELF. 
(CONTENTS or rn; NUMBER ate SATURDAY 

LAST, MARCH 14, 

ITHE ATHEN/EUM, 
JOURNAL o NH AND FOREIGN prem, 

;, AND THE FINE A 

Ec hs Large SEU to as 
Price 4 

Reviews or, wirn Bernier ge 
Life and pedet itun of | The N imo; 
Lm Hume, by J. H. Bur- a "flde Nicholas L, by 

+ Golovine. 
The "Betty Hur by H. W. Voyage to Stockholm, by Dr. 

Longfellow. sade, 
With uuum Yaud or— 

Over Population and its Re- Fuels Elements, by R. Potts. 
medies, by W.J. Thornton Thom’s Three Grand Exhibi- 
cean Work, or Evenings on eons pi Moni Enmity to 
Sea and Land, by J. H. 
Wright. Gyalege dis oe ee Litera- Vegetable | ‘ture, by J. 

irst "Steps T Yun by 
J. L. Drummond, 

E to 

Spring Budh, “and other Poems, 
by S. Shepherd. 

Original Papers. The New French Animal Magnetism- 
—The Horse-Shoe Lake, Mr. Eyre and the Atheneum, 

Foreign Correspondenoce.— Letter from Pari 
Our Weekly Gossip.—mr. Ewart’s Motion. Copyright 

Diep ute.—Marquis of Northampton's Soirée.— 
ead Meeting.—Congress of Meteors .—Archxological In- 
Eo York Meeting. mue in Wales.—Mr. Cock- 
erell and the Fitzwilliam Museum.—Demerara “Agriculture. 
—Association for Improving Dwele gs. 

Societies. Astaro: (Captain Bee d 
on edan Ephemeris of Alpoor).—IwsTrITUTE or BRI- 

I ARCHITECTS : (Mr. RS on the Curved Lines of the 
me —ARCHJEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE.—ROYAL INSTI- TUTION, 

Tine Arts. Styles and Methods of oput quia to the 
Decoration PE Public Buildings, by 

Fine Art Gos 

on the Indo- 

nts.: RA of 
1 at " Aix-lo- Chapelle,-- VL ud usto 

Exhibition.—Deaths of MM. Varcollier and Tite 
Music and the Drama.—ist Ancient Cone 

of the Week and Gossip.—Her Majesty's 
market.—Sadler’s Wells.—Lyceum. 

ceris. Muse 
Theatre,—Hay. 

of every Art and Science in its leading truths and great prin. 
ciples. E 

Br GEORGE DARLEY, A.B. 

Price 4s. 6d,, cloth. 

II, 

New Epimon (just published), 

COMPANION 
TO THE 

POPULAR GEOMETRY, 
In which the Elements of Abstract Science are familiarised, 

Mlustrated, and rendered practically useful to the various pur- 

poses of ifo, with numerous Cuts. 

3x GEORGE DARLEY, A.B. 

Price 4s, 6d., cloth. 

rm. 

Tard EDITION, 

A SYSTEM 

POPULAR ALGEBRA; 
wita 

4 Bectoa on PROPORTIONS and 
PROGRESSIONS. 

By GEORGE DARLEY, A.B. 
Price 48. 6d. 

“ Kor siudents who only seek this limited knowledge of these 
sciences, there are, perhaps, no treatises which can be read with 
more advantage than Darley's Popular Geometry and Algebra,”' 
— Library of Useful Knowledge, article ** Meehanies.” 

Iv. 

Sxcoxp Eprriow, 

A SYSTEM 

POPULAR TRIGONOMETRY, 
Both Plamo and Spherical. 

With POPULAR TREATISES on LOGARITMMS, and the 
Application of Algebra to Geometry. 

By GEORGE DARLEY, A. 
Price 3s, 6d., cloth. 

FAMILIAR ASTRONOMY. 
Bx GEORGE DARLEY, A.B. 

Wiru ENoxavinos.—12mo, 55., cloth lettered, 

is Academy of SSE EE a cone Upper A Season. = Discovers of Coi; 
Order The Athenzeum of any Bookseller: 

80, just NEN ished, price 2s. 6d., a new book for the young, 
TWENTY LESSONS ON ud MOSSES, illustrated with. 
Specimens. nd, price 1s., CURIIS RAMBLES IN 
BRAEMAR, i CATALOGUE, OF BRITISH HEPATIC, 
1d. And, shortly, 3rd edition, A CATA ALOGUE OF BRITISH MOSSES, 2a. Likewise, Packets of Weal MO OM! peas ALGA, FUNGI, and ZOOPHY LES, at 5s. except the Flora, can be sent by post. Earl a ics requested, addressed. Ww. GARDINER, Overgate, Dundes 

SILLA SUPERSEDED, and those corrosive and 
rious Metals, called Nickel and German Silver, sup- planted by the introduction of a new and perfectly matchless 

ALBATA i TE i 
orton Folgate, ai a person of science in the 

dod of Metals, haa E) in bringing to Public “Notice the 
most beautiful Article ever yet offered ; possessing all the rich- 

f Silver in appearance, with zn ue durability and hard- 
ess—with its perfect sweetness undergoing, as it does, 

a chemical EO CEES) by, which all nd is nauseous a mixed 
etals is entire! be cleaned. 

as silver, and is manutietueed into every Pd p p "Table 
King' 

i ale, A Pattern, 
ert and Sideboard. Plain | Threaded 

| ater, cee 
d Spoons per ‘hea 16s. 6d. 
Dessert um. 125. 6d. 
ea. En Ie 

Table Toris do. 16s. 6d. .. 
Dessert do, do. 12s. 6d. . 

©. Watson begs the Public will understand that this Metalis peculiarly his own, and that Silver is not morei bn from. Gold than his Metal i is from all others—on its ic merits alone he wishes it to be tested, and from the daily increasing ulogiums he receives, convinced that nothing can prevent its becoming an. article of universal wear, 
C, WATSON'S RM ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE and 

Price CURRENT, i "ublished ; and Families who regard 
economy and elegance, bond possess themselves of this useful 
Book, which i] be had Gratis, and Post Free, from tl 
above Addres 

5s. Gd. 

A CASE OF SHATTERED CONSTITUTION 
CURED BY PAIN S PILLS.—Miss Glover, aged 

24, daughter of Colonel Glover, 15, Broadway, New York, had 
an enlargement of e hives a constant palpitation of the heart, 
besides being dropsical ; was never free from a cough, accom- 
panied with much expectoration. She was so bad as not to be 
cR to leave her Erden ME dre advice in the eountry had 
boen obtained for her, Bg as she daily got 
worse, and kept her bed Ap eR In this hopeless state the 
Colonel sent to Toronto for 20 dolls ars’ worth of Holloway's 
Pills, SON had the effect en Rd restoring the young 
lady 'to health in about 9 week S.—Sold by all druggists, and at 
Vitia HonLnowAr's Establi: hment, 244, Strand, London. 

LM LIGHT WATERPROOF OVER- 
ATS, guaranteed to exclude any rain whatever. The 

established reputation of these garments has been so long and 
universally admitted, that continuing to notice them would be 

ecessary, were it not that their well-known extensive sale 
is continually producing fresh attempts to mislead, Por 
quality and style, efficiency, respectability, and real economy, 

most convenient cud admired HUS Eu unquestion- 
ably still unrivalled, extensive variety oth: 
new materials, manufactured rone "for W. BERDOE for 
the esent season, now C or made to order at a day's 
notice (price 35s. to 50s. BERDOE, tailor, overcoat 
maker, and waterproofer, 6, Cornhill (north side). 

There is a vast deal of i conveyed 
ima most winning end unassuming manner in this delightful 
little volume, which, not less for the novelty of its plan than the 
extent of its intelligeneo, reflects infinite eredit on the taste ar” 
talents of its projector and editor, Mr. Darlay.”’—Swa, 

6, York-place, Stoke. Newington, and 
7, Chureh-row, Stoke Newington, both 

| 
| 

unns ads 
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A RCHAOLOGICAL | INSTITUTE | OF GREAT 
RITAIN AND IREL 

The next MEETING of the SaR DUI will be held 
on FRIDAY, the 3d of TS t the Rooms of the etapen 
of Civil Engineers, 25, Great George-: T) Westmins! 

The subject for special EUREN wil 
** The Art of Design as applied to the ENIRO 
HRS and the peculiarities which mark the productions of 

c] 
VETE who cannot DPA attend, are invited to for- 

nion by any friend, MSS. which they may consider as likely 
to bear on the subject. 

Archeological Institute oo 12, 

LIST OF NEW AND CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS SOLD BY 
URST & M‘MULLEN, Srepsmen, 6, Leadenhall- 

street. (Abridged from iud Florieultural 
lection—; Cabinet." 

Lore German Stocks, in 36 Prenian varieties 
in 

Do: es Asters in n2 
Do. 

Tollyhoeks ae anes) in 2 

Larkspur (German), 

Verbenas, 8 choice kinds 
allflowers, 8 imported va 

Scabious, German, 
Poppies, 16 splendid do. 

The following at 6d. per Bankes, brad where oth 
Achimenes, fine varietie 
Alonsoa incisa 
er an splendid, mixed 

m 30 Mee 
Aster, German, ‘fine mi 

ported, in v: iem 
sana Ao e choice col- 

ection, 
Balsam, pue io pue 
Brachycoma iberidifoli: 

/s it US ls. 

xed im- 

k n w lilac, 1s. 
prica splendid new 

hybrii 
Campanula pm a 
NR, from finest stage 

rs, 1s. 
harms montana 

» rapenti i 
Phrygi 

Ciner: aria, p splendid mix- 
ture 

Clintonia pulchella 
Commelina Krowinskii, new 
Convolvulus minor, new dark 

Op D DEGOROR dit 
Dahlia, very choice, saved 

from. a splendid col- 
lection 

Elichrysum, new superb pink, 
fror m Swan Riv er 

Attendance from 12 to 2 
DSON TURNER, Secretary. 

The ANNUAL MEETING ‘of the INSTITUTE will take 
lace at York, under the patronage of his Grace the Arch- 

Bishop: Pr president, ds EARL FITZWILLIAM, commencing 

BARTSEASE. SOCIETY. —The next EXHIBI- 
TION ena Society will take place on Wednesday, the 

6th of May, 1846, a1 T. LIDGARD'S, the Thatched House Inn, 
Eum ‘when Prizes will be given on the same liberal 

ition to which e Bares, of 

wers soe out in. oi 
autumn of 1945 0 sprin; 46, to be competed for by 
Mateurs only. Éutranpo d ös, which "will be given ES a second 

Furthor particulars can be obtained of R: 
Nurseryman, Ealing, Hon. Secretary,—March nis. 8. 

DISTINCT AND SHOWY SUL ON PLANTS. — 
M Nursery, Maresfield, Uckfield, Sussex. 

TM. WO SON having for several years 
aid ivit UE p us cultivation of HERBA- 

CEOUS PLANTS, have now much pleasure in offering collec- 
tions from their very VOS. UTE on Me o] owing terms ; 
the Selection of RU being left to themselve: 

W. W. & S. p pagers themselves that ERN but showy and ONE nds shall be 8 
elect sorts, one of each "named. . 6s. per doz. rue es UR 
BE erior do. o. D 

erb New do. 12s, 18 
oat ~Stalogues of the above my iJ ia zem FREE, on applic: ation. 

. MOUNTJOY, 

AME 

HOMAS DAVIES AND "CÓ. beg to call the atten- 
li f the admirers of this beautiful Flower to their Seed- 
og LEM which is now in bloom and may be seen at the 
iine of this Paper. ne Plant will um there until Satur- 

mex med Mar. 

AND A. GODWIN’ S Spring and Summer Cata- 

* logue of Select ever-blooming ROSES, adapted for pot- 

el Culture or goron decoration, may be had on application b; y cm 

Sow a postage stamp. Strong plants of the under-nam 
bos) order flowers may be had Para at the Following 

» per doz. per doz. 
E Barlowt ^os. Phloxes, inclusive of Van 
eV French White eh 6s. | Houttii, Se pur 
Suble Scarlet Lychnis .. 65. 

Pansies ... 

Eu 
O CALOEOLARIA GROWER: 

JNo. STANDISH, NunsERYMAN, BERTOL begs to 
inform his Friends and the Public that he has a large Stock 

ly low prices, rangin from Tas. to four guineas us 

he V sorts, at higher prices, are great novelties. He 

ing a deep red calyx with reflexed sepals, and a fine cupped 
crimson corolla; the latter, an immense large 

e colour of Standishii, but more than twice as large, 
ogues of the above can be had on application. 

flower, then 
Catalo; 

Forget-me-not, large variety 
Gilia nivalis, new white seeded 
Gloxinia macrophylla varie- 

gata, 183 
EC MA carefully selected 

from the best varieties 
Thompson, Wid- 
and 23 Is. 

Ipomeea rubro-ccerulea, 1s. 
Ipomopsis pieta. 

» elegans 
Beyrichii, 

us Germann mixed, very 
id 

Lisianthus mucus: 1s.6d. 
thill’s Treatise 

os ramosus, Send 
Lupinus ornatus, splendid 
Martynia fr: DAR A 
Mimulus moschatus, musk 

2 splendi 
Balsams, 12 beautiful T, varieties . 
Imported Zinnia elegans, 8 fine varieties 

» Choice mixe 

a 
o. 

named dero 

eocoooococoococofÉ IPAE HET 

mbryan dee tri icolor 
Nomdsia floribunda. 
Nemophila striata, new and 

iful, 1s. (Saved 
by Turner, of Chalv en 

w large purple 
Petunia mixed, from splendid 

Phlox Drummondi, in many 
autiful shades o: 

ur 
” » new white, 2s. 6d. 
» 0» newscarlet (Wood's) 

ca 
» Splendidnew herbaceous, 

mixed, 
imported German 

ELS 
, English, saved from stage 

Pink, saved fi a splendid 
colletion (Hodges, of 

Pi Anana o name ed flow- 
ers), saved by a celc- 
brated rowan; Je: 

Portulaca splende! 
er C Meet varie- 

y insignis (new and splen- 

batadas Heu beautiful 
shades of colour, 
mixed), 1s. 

Ranunculus, saved from a su- 
erb c eona 

Rhoden iene 
Schizanthus Graben, crim- 

son 
RR ADAE MIU 
Sedum 
Stocks, "imported German, 

x 
» imported Prussian, in 

ies 
, Prince of Wales 

Victoria 
Tétranema Mna Khi 1s, 
Tropæolum tricolor 
Morena speciosa. Muse. and 

pena ls. 
caria NUES 

Zinnia cage splendid va- 

rieties, mixed 

Grayson’s Grant ASPARAGUS, 3s. per 100. 
r 100. FINE SEA- KALE PLANTS, 85. per 

SopEN's EARLY OXFORD Poràrors, too well known to require 
description, 3s. per 

TArGH'S SPLENDID fine flavour and large pro- 
duce (about ten days neus than the Ash-leaved), 3s. per 

ok. 
ASH-LEAVED KIDNEYS, 2s. per peck 
New As ELCHE very early, 

d. per 
boils white, delicious flavour, 

9s. 
pec! 

New Nico Kiser, a very early and productive kind, 
2s. 6d. per 

GLADIOLUS NMA (new), 5s. each. 
Dav's New DARK Croves, ls. 6d. per pair. 
CARNATIONS and Prcorers, all the most beautiful varieties, 

1s. 6d. to 2s. 6d. per pair. 
LOW PrcOTEES, Js. per pair ELL 

Myarr’s Vicronia RHUBARB ae from the raiser), 1s. 3d, each. 
T n for Lawns, of the very finest quality, 1s. 6d. 

Ditto ‘ditto, for Pastures, 15. per lb. 
* Selections of Seeds carefully assorted and packed for all 

cats 
6, Leadenhall- |-street, Mar. 28, 

GEED POTATOES. — Several | Hundred  Bushels of 
RED and WHITE POTATOES to be Sold, at2s. per bushel, 

perfectly sound, and in E20 condition. —Apply 
t, Luton, Bedfordshire. Brappen, New Town. 

OTATO SEED in 

SEEDSMAN, 46, Cheapside. Also 

to WILLIAM 

packets at dug ved from 
variety SEU SHAW, to be had of W. J. NUTTING, 

ASILLEAR KIDNEY PO. 
TATOES, free from disease, at di per bushel. 

A EED POTATOES, FREE FROM DISEASE, |! 
grown on very sandy reclaimed common land, without 

manure. Several hundred bushels.—Apply to Mr. Hans, 
Mount Pleasant, Leighton Buzzard, Bedfordshire. 

| P Traven x FOR SEED.— TRUE EARLY ASH- 
LEAVED KIDNEY, and other varieties, free from disease, 

may be obtained at mo erate pric es from CHARLES FARNES, 

128, St. John-street, West Smithfield, London 
A general collection of eee garden Seeds, ‘from apes n 30s. 

o. 
Aerch 28, 1846, 

0 20s, 

AN ABRIDGED LIST OF 
NEW & CHOICE FLOWER & VEGETABLE SEEDS 

SOLD BY 

ARNER AND WARNER, SEEDSMEN AND 
FLORISTS, 

No, 28, CORNHILL, No THE ROYAL EXCHANGE, 
NDON. 

ERMAN SEEDS IN COLLECTIONS. 
Asters, 24 MSc. OUS ed, very beautiful 5 0 the collection. 

12 3.0 
Talas eaa fme and double « mae id 
Cockscombs, 12 do. "bea e ers E^ 
Hollyhocks, 12 Sw ue Lii 3 
Larkspurs, 12 o, "tendi Sua. seen i 
Ponies, ee vs - 3 0 5 
Poppies, 1 E DS . 480 P 
Scabious, 12 do., e0380 m 
Stocks, B om most [m and. douti le 6 0 "m 

» o., + 3.0 » 
B , Giant Faure E TOU m 

waligower, 8 do., very handsome >. 3 0 E: 
A RENT 12 do., beautiful 38 0 
he above German seeds are all of tho: very best quality, and 

de ta oseni recommended. 
General Catalogue, en “ Harrison's Floricultural Ca- 

binet; ? for March. 

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA, ox CHILIAN PINE. 
ourn AND CO/s Stock of the above magnifi- 

hardy tree will be found unequalled in this country 
or the Continent either for extent or luxuriance of growth ; and 
they beg to call the attention of planters in general to the fact 
that those they offer are not nursed plants or drawn up in close 

but fine sturdy plants possessing Ru rich green foliage, 
and such as niam stood the severity of the winter for several 
years in this the most eastern pont of England, proverbial for 
its excessive cutting winds. e following is the scale of. prices 
for plants in pots, and may be RE out with advantage at 
the present season. 

9s. per dozen. 
DEM de Wives tie Te ME CST 
e 5 m I .. I. .. 18s. » 
5 Srnec aie Cink voe Ra Sec rs 

m «+ 603, m 
siot Deodar, r year, fine 1: oe 18s. 3 

1 foo E €. 90s. » 
Pinus excelsa, 3 Ced m + 9s. » 

»  ».ttobinche  .. Ss. » 
e , l8ipch, fine busy plant E 3s 

Gerardiana, 2 year 3 Bs 
bigs Khutrow, 2 year: 

o fine specimen Meum of older Een “from ibs, 6d. to 
PE e» per plant.—Great Yarmouth Nursery, Mar. 28, 

H GROOM, Craemaw Rise, near Loses (re` 
* moved from WALWORTH), BY APPOINTMENT FLORIST TO 

ER MAJESTY a RE. AND TO His MAJESTY THE KING OF 
Hen begs s Catalogue of GEKA MM AURI- 
CULAS, ILEUM 5i ANGIE OLIUM, and M ANTS is 
ready, and will be forwarded by post on applica s 

He has a fine st: a NATIONS and PICOTEES. 
,* Foreign orders executed, 

SELECTION OF CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS. 

ILLIAM E. RENDLE & CO. have a small Stock 
of the following choice m Seeds. 

such as MARTYNIA FRAGRANS, PHLOX DRUMMONDII 
and others of equal value, have been saved underthe inspection 
of their Foreman, the Seed, therefore, can be warranted to be 
quite now, ande rrect to name. 

SCA E OR PRICES, SENT POSTAGE FREE. 
50 Choice Flower Seeds, including the xU E -- «for 12s, 

do. 

Many of the sorts, 

20 do, do. 6s. 
Brachycome iberidifolia, | Rhodanths: Manglesi 
ae pulchella. Phlox Drummondii. 
Martynia fragrans. Dianthus Jaee 
Didiscus cæruleus. | obelia erinus. 

Nemesia AUS 
s retusus. 

Nemophila AOS 
Podotheca capitata. 
Schizopetalon Walkerii. 
Finest German Aster T German. US 

colour, and m. i 
ratis with Em order ueni ieee can id had on 
application. yendo nce is not required from ur Cor- 
respondents, or those who give reference i jn London 

Ünion-road Nursery, Es Mar. 2 

finch, aida, at 125. per di 

Duke of Wellington, Monar rch, “Kentish Hero, Kentish Bride, 
Maria, ^; Queen Adelaide, Holmes; Euterpe, Gaines’; 

ueen i Princess Royal, Lady Walsingham, Prince of 
Wales, Youell's ; Aurantia, Smith's ; Aurita, Iveryana, Fosterii, 

PIN elegans, Stanwelliana, Blanche, Harrison's, at 6s, per 

éatossus Cormackii, Adonis, Paragon, Floribunda magna, 

Hopneri, Laneii, Exoniensis, Transparens, Blanda, Victory, 
Sanguinea, Britannia, Venus Victrix, EUH rea, Smith's ; Fairy, 
DEREN ppsii, Brockmanii, Gem, © 
ceps, Speciosa, Flora, Tricolor, Mirabilis, Magnifica, Hayesii, 
E Magnificent, Racemifiora, Bes Victories at 
s. per dozen, 
es —Girling’s new striped and other kinds, 3s, per 

per di 
Y VERBENAS, — The best scarlets, blue, white, and rose, 

s. per di 
HELIOTROPIUMS, 3s. per dozen. 

Good rooted plants, true to name, at the above prices, 6d. per 
dozen being added for postage, will be sent free by post, care- 
fully packed in tin cases, on the receipt of postage stamps or a 
Post-office order. 
JOSEPH ca STEPHEN SHILLING, Nursery and Seedsmen, 

Northwarnbro’, near Odiham, Hants, 
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SEED POTATOE 

Y JARNER AND WARNER, | pw 28, Corn- 
hill, opposite the Royal Exchange, London, have justire 

a large supply of the following early and sound 

e Round, very e 
son, of Chester, 

ee 8. p 

fic, introduced by Messrs. 

fine flavour, 78. per bush. 

o dem b he ctn med is taken, an allow- 
Som ta] 
Where a las 

ance w e 

N.B. See EX ous page for an abridged list of Choice Flower 

and Vegetable Seeds. 

This favourite 
than half the cu: 
nt variety, which 

made. Pla! 
ation, may Dad 

ondon. Fine 

qa LOVED GIANT A SPARAGUS 
‘ able may now be cultivated at les 

e, by having the Improved 
P ihe following spring the beds 

alars for cult 
BE 

3. Si 
50 
8 6 
5 6 

cios ca 
kinds, in larger packet: er 

for filling pend onlawns .. E meee TG 
ditto ditt ditto d bU 

best greenhouse Anr E ^T. 6 

. choice greenhonse e 10068 

. choice hardy peru 5 0 
ert 

ern -— Per 

he above e sent free by po the prices affixe 
n franks or Po: orders fone sion Ren 

sean eden 
Catalogues of Flower and Vegetable Seeds, embracing the 

baein n eultivation, will be sent pre d to applicant: 

and Brown, Seed and Hortieu ltural Establishment, 

Sudbur Suffolk. —Mar. 

SPLENDID AND DISTINCT NEW SEEDLING FU 

OHN HALLY, NunsERYMAN and FLORIST, Black. 
heath, begs to announce that thefollowing distinct and beau- 

tiful eue Su are now rea 

For description see 

Gardeners’ “Chor 'onicle, t. 27, .—Your seedling 
isa beautiful specimen of nt yty tube and sepals 
white, the slightly ti ined h d re green; it is 
smooth in texture i "die sepals expand well, 

wi hich is ac e. This is 
the best and most decided ‘of the li ant varieties we have seen, 
there being: no tinge of pink in the tul Gardeners’ Gazette, 
Sept. 20:—* J. H.—Very y. indeed, and, if not too much 
like & Mie epo "will be a great acquieiti Itisas prettyas as 
any dA one we ha Again, in answer R. 

ally's E not quite, the best we have pm 
See n the same paper, a report of the 

West Kent meeting of ̂'Phitenthropie Society of Gardeners, 
was exhi ited. Thi been challenged against 

meee of the pa ate eason.—! 

tube and sepals epe ‘paper white, 
on to turn red under any circumstances. 

a most abundant bloomer. This, 
beautiful and distinct thing; was ex- 

ired, although a bad plant, at the Jast 
6d. 

to bet thot 

a 
ng the eoroil 

pretty, i 

mo: 
T and redii adu 
how in the Regent’s Parl ki 
MARCHIONESS OF +a orga ligħt EM Mes 

well expanded sepals, and s dan ger son corolla, 
s Queen Victoria, but of strong robust Tiüedsonie 

GLOBE, a compact globe- diede xpand- 
ing well, dps of “Nymph,” s" Jm. and sepals moresilvery, 
and corolla more lilae pact Habit. 75. 64. 

Nt 

D DE: e 
E i ied Patronage of 

0 MA ns QU BEN VICTORIA, 
TY THE QUE DOWAGER, AND 

YAL HIGHNES SS E RINGE ALBERT 
ob MES, F.H.S , respectfully announces 

that he is now sending Rus h 
eolarias—Catalog: wi 

sent out by him in 1842 T and 1843; also Geraniums 
(including Mr. Beck’s New ‘Seediin Fuchsias, Dahlias, 

i hloxes, Verbenas, Petunias, dc. é&c., 
on application. 

“AURICULAS, DEUS VPN USE PIC 

OHN SLATER, 

E i = x RAOK us T 

$E 

INKS, CARNATIONS, 
OTEES 

a LORIST, 
Manchester, respectfully calls 

mirers of the abov yed Flor is large, 

ee and select collection, which he is selli " moderate 

ata sof which may be had on prepaid applica- 
ne 12 eties of Show Auriculas for 18s. ; 20 pairs of 20 

varieties of Show Carnations and Picotees 20s. package ine 
clud 
N. 5 ̀ Nurserymen and others wanting from 100 to 500 pairs 

of Carnations and AL will be pa at very low prices, 
DAHLI Te FUCHS PA ae dE ae 

OYAL NUR RSERY. SL eran 

W. C: PBROWN'S DESCRIPTIVE: CATALOGUE 
is ready, and will be forwarded MASA on Hors 

Ts AHLI/ 
-rate 

Cheetham-hill, near 
he attentio on of the ad- 

lowi 

cation. It contai s every novelty of the season—each 
has the grower's description attached. Amongst the 
ones are Beauty of Hants, Bohemian Girl, Captain Mieco, 
Lady eae leville, Marquis of Bath (true), Man chioness of C 
van is, Magician, Newington Rival, Princess Radziwill, Queen 
£ Penpetuals, Sir E. Ant obus, and Brown's Rose d' Amo 
The FU AU are also 

Lady Julia, and 
STRE. Duchess a Suther- 

een toria, Ser. 
5 (È for which Sid Dahlia 
ndra and King of Sa 

no, ” Middl leton, ‘Orion, 
gian. Tom, Pinch, Dido, 

Perseus, President, ids Perfection, 1l plants will 
be sent out very Won ig. remittance (eee with distant 

, for which the package will be allowed. 
W. €. B. begs to observe, he can supply e 

netted: with the Nursery busin: His 
is unique. unie e just imported from Ireland; 
small crowns of thi: cent Fern, 5s. each; larger, 
weighing aati a owt, a e te 28. 

wery article con- 
s collection of Pinus 

NURSERYMEN TO HER 
MAJESTY 

AND 
As 

FLORISTS QUEEN. 

NEW AND SUPERB WHITE FUCHSIA. 
| “SANSPAREIL,” 10s. 6d. per plant. 

lod EE AND CO. beg. to call the attention of cul- 
tivators of FUCHSIAS io the above Seedling, which they 

will guarantee is not surpas y any light variety yet raised, 
and will give general Batu eb eleme neum following 
remarks upon it 

** A correct representation of it may be seen at the Nursery.” 
*An lee ee ht tube E TER gui crimson 

corolla,” e Garde 20th, 
rec t im a magnificent 

OUELL. The 
n length, the tube ‘and sepals white 

ictrix, bu 

white seedling F 
flower is about 

Vie and 
nt d fair in colour. It should ie f called 

su ly one of the most beautiful 
d ridge Advertiser, Oct. 1st, 1845, 

5 other fine Seedlings (for. pari ticulars of which see their 
Advertisement of the 17th ult.) will be ready for sending out 
with the above in the early part of May, and when the set is 
taken, will be charged 11. 11s. 6d. 

FUCHSIAS. 
(Now ready for sending out, per post free or otherwise.) 

12 Ex. fine Sets at 125. Selection left to BAS * xn 
12 Di: tto zis Selection left to Pur 
50 Fine Varieties Selection left to Youall P "Co. 
50 Extra fine ditto Selection left to Purchaser or do 

or do 

SELECT SE EDL ING VERBENAS (raised 1845.) 
n Helena; Celeste, 

vu of s 
wil 

ready for sending ub Ber posty ted, or OtMERLUD xo feet week 
in May, at 215. the s 

Eran wed 

ra ery supe 
PANSIES, E 2 "ate variet 

12 Extra ditto, 
first trate show flowers 

PETUNIAS, 12 ditto 
CINER. ARIAS, 12 ditto 12s. to. 
RICAS, fine and free-flowering sorts, a name, 9s, 128, 

and 18s. per duse 
Superb new heavy-edged PURPLE PICOTEE, “ BUR- 

ROUGHES'S PRESIDEN ," 15s. per pair. For particulars, 
see Gard. Chron. of 11th Oc 

Also, *BURROUGHES'S DUKE Ser NEWCASTLE," the 
best light-edged Purple Picotee, 15s. per p: 

CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES. 
12 pairs extra fine and very fuperior first-class £ s. d. 

1 

very super 

Show Flowers, by name , MIC UCM 
25 ditto diti ditto 4500 
12 diios Mine Show BloweravaHtoanies oll 0bi0 
25 ditto ditto ditto . 8:0 0 

12 pairs Showy 1 ers Flowers ditto, 
Extra fine Show Pin me, per dozen ee 128, 

ei PLANTS, ua per VR 
PER GUINEUM F 1. per plan 

of New and Ch is FLOW! TR pn ge sd 

pons, Go. t 

jie E for zB 

STOLFF RASPBERRY, 24s. per 1 
iixed RANUNCULUS. Palins med flowers, 

True FAS 
pud finest 

00. 

ign Orders carefully executed so as to ensure safe 

Steam Ships to London three times La ede: to Hull, 
nd per rail to London ev ht hours. 

LOGUE Su pes is JEU publ 
dn. T medic AE a 

‘Select Plants, 
8, 

s, Polyanthus, He 
ties Pune de vhich will 
closing two postage stamps, 

an a 
aceou s Pistas Odehntiting, Di 
bc forwarded on application 
Great Yarmouth Nu; rsery, Mar. 

— A LARGE QUANTITY OF 
m RF.—Apply to J. HAMILTON and Son, 

Keppel-street, Chelsea 

ES 

R SEEDS. 
KIE ur to announce that Es A RTHUR MACI 

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF FLOWER SEEDS is nov 
ready, and can be bag peo annie aao For the conve ates 

f the purchaser A. hem in printed envelopes, 
that iis Rs ins EU will be found thereon 

anc instructive. 2 
abjoine a specimen of the plan he has 
MTZ ANTIIU RETUSUS, 

‘Blunt, petalled EU ET na 
Diandria Monogyt Ord. Pg sae 

Height, 2 to3 
ange. June to etur 

R: 1831. 
8, a flower; from the 

and he trusts t 
will be both interes: 

The annexed i: 
adopted :— 

a. 
biennial, 
m and c 

Deriv.—( xci; 
AUI. OAIA e 

For Ug convenience of pr ake at à dod. the above will be 
J th forwa 

TO N( NOBLEMEN E NTL T, NUR SERYM , 

É BIES CAR ADI ENSIS, x HEMLOCK SPRUCH, 
A. —Grorcr BAKER, Nurseryman, Bagshot, having the 

largest stock of the above in Europe, of all sizes and in fin 
condition, ean with confidence recommend this Ere snes to 
the notice of e Public, and having so large a stc (viz. 
200,000. 1a 3 fect high, besides smaller yen can rp > 
dis oue of ae at vey low 
Nux He 
all si 
to the Pub! 
rended to fort i 

t unusual price: 
sortment of Kalmia latifolia ever offered 

s can be had by lener, ano shall be at- p 

G IANT ASPARAG IUS. PLANTS, 
6d. 

year 2s. 0d., 

Green s Do., k yr. " ies ‘Be. 6d. per 100. 
AK 

+h iayo ck of the above good 
plants md grown: ina ve hy soil, to which they beg to 
NM the attention of the 3 apio E . Carriage paid to 

terminus of the South-western Rail 
RET o’ Nursery, near Odiham, E 

e. 

KINGSTON NURSERY, SURR 
i | JACKSON' S SUPPLEME NTARY CATA- 

* LOGUE OF PLANTS, with prices, for 1816, may be ob- 
tained free on pre-paid application 

ton Nursery, Surrey, March 28. 

| 
| 

E 

i 

BATH NURSERY. 

AMES SALTER returns his grateful acknowledg- 
ments to the Nobility, Gentry, Clergy, and his numerous 

Friends of Bath, and the’ surrowiding ‘country, for the exten- 
sive patronage received Sere period 
he Mas conducted the Nursery mee d "gat th; and, having 

i ame to Mr. JAMES GRIFFIN, feels pleasure 
in introducing him as his RR RUE in whose 

of the favours so 

[3 di 
and confidence 

soli a 

liberally bestowed upon himsel 

JAMES GRIFFIN, in succeeding to the Nursery 
business carried gs d Mr. SALTER for ti ast 30 years, 
begs most to assure the Nobility, Gentry, Clergy, 
and Inhabitants generally of Bath and its vicinities, that every 
exertion will be made by him to ensure and to deserve the 
tra of their confidence from his predecessor mho has 
long SHORE it) to himself ; and trusts, fr wledge 0: of 
the Nurs sery bas siness, orticulture in gene aL is efforts 
will secure th anence of the patronage by which the 
bove Narrey Bas been dist 

The recent reduction i in the s having materially 
lessened th: T iesus Buildings, J. G. 
intends qeu * aonaid anakis: share of attention to nud culti- 
vation of choice and rare Exotic plants. 

€. BALL, Sten to Mr. Joun Youna, begs 
* to announce that oute orders imme- 

ately, in strong plants, for an entioned ; with 
the exce ption of Mr. Beck’s Pelargoniums, which will be ready 
n May. Early orders are solicited to secure fine Plants. 

NEW SCARLET tse ACLUBBUAT * HONEYMOON,” very 
dwarf, spreading habit, and well a adapted for 
Dr. Lindley's opinion, see Garder 
i “Your Seedling Scarlet is of a Nol ds and iutense colour. 

e trusses are very large and compact, the one 
sent dues from 70 to 80 buds and flowers." Plants 

6d. 
RHODODENDRON “CAMPANULATUM PICTUM.” See 

Gardeners’ Chronicle, 1845, p. 398—“ Your hybrid from Cam- 
panvlatum is a large and arlditea dower, E ground, 
having the margin of the segments tinged with delicate lilac, 
and the interior of the upper division of the corolla strongly 
spotted with maroon. looms sent indicate a very orna- 
mental variety." _ Strong plants 215, each, 

PELARGONIUM “ MARTA,” very fine, large, rosy-purple. 
See Gardeners’ NR 1845, p. 532—'* Your Seedling is an 

f the E E -purple colour, and is 

AO MELOWE. E Gardener Chron., 
E "n p. 592 —* you Seedling Lobelia is a y handsome 

variety. The lip i is large and broad, of a rich rand dazzling 
scarlet,” some of the spikes of flowe MEL, from 12 to 
18 inches in height. Plants 1s. 6d. each, Oz. 

axodium sempervirens, 6 to 9 inche; - 10562. 
Lyperia pinnatifida 2 h 

Cale floribunda, for bedding - 6 
Roses, ivo species) Chusan, each . 3 6 

Do. moy sin é 
e rere and successful exhibition of the under-men. 

ous id PELARGONIUMS by Mr. Brox, both as “ Seedlings ” 
and in the collections of “New and Piiaelntervartotios,” "renders 
a description unnecessary :— 

Desdemona 
jupe 
Juno 
Marc Antony 
Mustee ...... 

Len 
Or the set of 11 fi 

With a few plants to c ompensate fo 
to the Tra ide.— Taunton ies, dones 28. 

Fa d AND T HE TRUE “ DURMAST” 
ENGLISH: OAK (QUE RCUS SESSILIF LORA), 

The most. valuable species, produci: imber of the largest 
dimensions and the highest Pilas. 

DAE AND SON, NunsERYMEN AND CoN- 
y Southampton, having for many 

and attention in obta aiming a stock of 
eeds from the finest speci- 
ablishment. being near its 
a fine Stock of Plants for 

. 4l. 
go. An allowance 

paid pa 
Jendia “Oak, by procuring’ se 

(thei 
they hav 

the best season for their removal and 
also for: the Rhododendron, which from the parti- 

tation of the soil of a large portion of their grounds, 
they g grow to a gm uu extent, and can offer at the following low 

e English **Durmast" of the New Forest 

ar seedling; js ; 3-years, nd per 1000. 
nsplant 0s. dod 60s, per 100 

RIODODE NDRON "gl Tic UM (excellent for QU 
5, 40s. ; 6 inches, 60s. ; 9 inches, 80s. per 1000. 

ł foot, 20s 2 feet, 40s. i 100. 
Roseum, 1 foot, 50s. per 100. 
Hybridum, 1 foot, 12s. per dozen. 

SEA. PINE (Pinus m ne excellent for exposed aspects. 

ear seedling, 7s. 6d. per 1000 ; transplanted, 20s. per 1000. 
Pager tet the. Contan Tart (Rheum raphonticum), 

0s. per 100. 
Pe Victoria, 40s. per 100. 

If ordered a less quante ees the aboye quotations, the 

arge will at retail p 

ri Planting contracted ort i any extent from 51, to 201, p. acr 

URNIP SE 
DRUMMOND axp SON S SrmuaNG, N.B., and 

e Dustin, have on sale a large and select stock of 
TURNIP SEB Ds. germs par ticularly moderate. The fol- 
lowing are the most approved sorts, viz.— 
SWEDISH, Sigevings Tiproved Purple-top. 

Do. East Lothian, Purple-top. 
YELLOW ABERDEEN, with Green to 

vasi duod top. 
Improved. 

Ys ‘Low IMPROVED BARIY, now much esteemed for 
ing late in the season. 

London, Liverpool, Hull, Newcastle, 
Cork, Belfast, and Londonderry, when not less than 40 Ibs, are 
ordered. 

Priced EE n Tae Garden and Farm 
ursery Plants, &c., on applica 

AS ricultural | Museum, "isl, and. 58, Dawsoncst, Dublin. 

AKER/S PHEASANTRY, Beaufort-street, King’s- 
road, Chelsea ; 

H.R. H. ‘Person ArBeRT. — Ornamental Water-fowl, 
Swans, White do..; Egyptian, Canada, China, Barnacle, Brent, 
Bean, and SI se Pintail, Widgeon, Garson ; and 
Common up Gold-eyed. tufted, Dan 
Diver, Sacra Um E Ducks, es pinioned and domes» 
ticated. Great: variety, of. Po Boarfowi} &c.—And 3; 
Halt p h M t. China Pigs. 
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ORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.—| 
Notice is hereby given, that the EXHIBITIONS of 

FLOWERS and FRUIT, in the Society’s Garden, in the pre- 
sent season, will take place on the following SATURDAYS, 
viz., May 9, June 13, and July 11; and that Tuesday, April 21, 
is the last day on which the usual Privileged Tickets are issued 
to Fellows of the Society. 

NEW AND SUPERB CINERARIAS. 
Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, Uckfield, Sussex. 

M. WOOD and SON have an extensive Stock 
of the above desirable Spring Flowering Plants, well 

established, and now coming into bloom, which they beg to 
offer as under :— 

12 fine varieties, for exa eS ow os 68. 
12 superior ditto m E e a» 12s, 
12 superb new ditto petra fov F 
25 extra fine ditto m m oe .. Ls. 
25 superb ditto a ore ë v. e 253. 

issuing their new and much enlarged 
IOUSE, STOVE, AND HERBACEOUS 

Fuchsias, Verbena: i i 

W. 
Catal 
PLANTS; Came f as, 

Copies of the above will be sent, GRATIS, on application ; and 
those friends who have hitherto favoured W. W. & S, with 
their commands will receive the same in due course. 

The Gardeners’ Chronici 
SATURDAY, MARCH 28, 1846. 
MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 

1—Socii ASE RS ee iced ^ Bera Wepxespax,April ety of Ari 
Fray, | — 3=Botanical —. 
MoxDAY, 6—Entomological : 
Toxar,  — 7j Herteultura 3 

e Linnean 1 
Sarurpay, — — li—Royal Botanic À 

We have very great pleasure in announcing that 
Sir Rosert Pret has granted Mrs. LouDon a 
pension of one hundred pounds for her life, “in 
consideration of the merits and services of her late 
husband." We are sure that the publie will agree 
with us in thinking that pensions thus worthily 
bestowed reflect great honour upon the government 
from which they proceed. 

Ovn readers will be glad to know that, notwith- 
standing the evils produced by the most deplorable 
of local governments, their friends in New ZEALAND 
have leisure to attend to the amenities as weil as 
necessities of life. In a letter, dated Wellington, 
Sept. 13, 1845, we learn that flower-gardens are 
forming, flower-seeds, bulbs, and roots of all kinds, 
in request, and that even a botanie garden is con- 
templated by Mr. Swainson, who is well known in 
this country as a distinguished naturalist. 

It would seem as if the supplies of seeds to New 
Zealand had hitherto been confined to esculents or 
merely useful plants, for our commonest flowers 
are asked for; as, for instance, Crocuses, Irises, 
Salvias, Foxgloves, Lilies, Syringas, Heliotropes, 
and all sorts of Cape and European bulbs. The 
only tree requested, in a list of desiderata now be- 
before us, is the Abele, or other Poplars. To those 
who have connections in New Zealand, this informa- 
tion may be useful. 

Tuose who are debarred from the enjoyment of 
a Garpen by sickness, residence, or fortune, should 
take a leaf out of the book of the French and Bel- 
gian ladies, who succeed, by means of double- 
glazed windows and other contrivances, in pro- 
viding themselves with an ample supply of fresh 
flowers at all seasons of the year. With us, the 
first object of the dwellers in towns is to buy plants, 
the next is to provide for them. Elsewhere it is 
thought more advantageous in the first instance to 
secure the means of keeping a plant in health, and 
that being accomplished, to obtain it. We will not 
be so uncivil as to reproach our fair countrywomen 
With herein indulging in that sort of caprice which 
is vulgarly called putting a cart before a horse ; but 
we shall confine ourselves to an explanation of the 
manner in which other persons proceed, leaving all 
Who are concerned to form their own judgment in 
the matter. 

“In Belgium," says M. Vicror Paguerr,* 
* wherever you go, you see spaces between double- 
Sashed windows filled in the winter time with. the 
Most charming flowers, Elsewhere the balconies 
are turned into greenhouses, and you. may find on 
the fifth or sixth floor a miniature stove gay with the 
brightest flowers and the greenestifoliage. In Paris 
there are many such contrivances; especially two on 
the fourth floor ofa house in the Boulevard dela Ma- 
deleine, at the corner of the Rue Caumartin. Here 

Camellias grow 
In the open ground. Passionflowers cling to the 
Columns; the creeping Fig forms a carpet upon the 
Walls, and water-plants start up from tiny basins 
Curiously contrived in the solid brickwork. By 
turning a screw a stream of limpid water flows 
Own a rock, from whose crevices start up Ferns 

and Lycopods and such things. And what is it 
that adjoins this little paradise but a bed-room! 

* Almanach Horticole pour Pan 1846, p. 53, a clever and 
awata book, lorticole pour l'an 1846, p. 58, a clever and 

bed of the owner the shadows of Palm-leaves and 
Bananas, or of garlands of Passionflowers." 

This sort of garden, though on the fourth floor, 
is, however, rather too ambitious for everybody's 
taste, and therefore we agree with M. Paquer that 
the little Belgian window-gardens are upon the 
whole more likély to meet the means, if not the fancy 
of the mass of mankind. We therefore borrow from 
him the following figure and description of one of 
them, which has now become extremely common. 
Let Figure 1 represent the outside of this window- 
garden, and 2; a section of it, together with the 
window to which it belongs. A sloping roof of 
glass is carried outwards from the middle cross bars 
of the sash in sucha way that the upper sash allows 
light to enter the room freely. The lower sashes 
open as usual by a pair of folding leaves as wide as 
the window frame. A pair of brackets carries the 
floor which projects beyond the walls of the house 
Shelves are fixed to uprights next the window-leaves, 
and the sloping roof is raised or depressed by means 
of arack, which is easily reached from the- inside.” 

It is obvious that this contrivancé possesses all 
the advantages of a Warp’s case, without its incon- 
veniences. Being placed on the outside of a house, 
it occupies no space that is otherwise required. As 
the glass next the room will always be warm, there 
will be no condensation upon it to conceal the plants 
which the window-garden contains. The folding 
eaves render it easy to get at the interior, and in 
towns water could be readily laid on for the pur- 
pose of moistening the plants when it is required. 
Such little contrivances would suggest themselves 
to any ingenious mechanic. A place of this kind 
might even be heated in severe weather by a pan 
of boiling water, or protected by a woollen covering 
thrown over it at night. In short, it seems to be of 
all things the best adapted to the purposes, as well 
as means, of those to whom window gardens would 
be acceptable. In such a place it would be perfectly 
practicable: to have ali sorts of forced flowers in 
spring and winter; Roses in summer, Pelargoniums 
in autumn. A thousand pretty plants might be se- 
lected for variety, and the whole would be a most 
agreeable amusement for those who are neat, care- 
ful, and skilful. To this, however, we must return 
hereafter. 

Tuose of our readers who are growers of Or» 
CHIDS will be glad to have their attention called to 
a very large collection from. Guatemala, which is 
advertised for sale in another column. The speci- 
mens are, in general, in excellentcondition. Leelia 
superbiens, Celia. macrostachya, and various species 
of Odontoglossum; Oncidium, Brassia; Barkeria; 
Cattleya, and Lycaste; are there in perfect health: 
But the cream of the collection consists of two 
kinds of the curious genus Arpophyllum. These 
plants, which are of the greatest rarity in this coun- 
try, and have never flowered, form large tufts of 
slender stems, each of which is terminated by one 
long leathery curved leaf, from the bosom of which 
rises a spike. of charming rose-coloured or purple 
flowers, not very ualike along row of Dendrobium 
secundum. One of them appears to be Arpophyl- 
lum giganteum, the other A. squarrosum. 

" Since our. last, despatches from Bermuda have 
reached the Colonial Office, the contents of which 
are so important. with respect to the Porato Crop, 
that, with permission of Government, we hasten to 
give them immediate publicity. 

Colonel Rex, the Governor of Bermuda, reports 
that the disease has reached that station, although 
it has extended itself in a very small degree ; and 

The first beams of the morning sun throw upon the , he adds that in every case in which it has occurred 
it has been from imported seed Potatoes from some 
part or other of North America. The evidence on 
which this opinion is founded is concained in the 
following extracts from returns obtained trou, va- 

rious cultivators in the island :— 
1. In 1844, an imported American Blue Potato was 

much infected with disease when landed, which began 
to appear when the crop was about half grown.— 
James M*Gall. 

2. I had 5 bushels of Black Kidney Potatoes sent 
me last year from New York, for trial. On opening 
them they were found much decayed, and were supposed 
to have been from a diseased crop. The parts which 
appeared sound were eut off and planted, but many of 
them failed. Those which made their appearance 
above ground came to maturity, were good, and kept 
well.— Francis Peniston. 

3. Last year, a part of my Potatoes were attacked 
by a disease, whieh eaused the tree to die off when 
about two-thirds grown. The seed came from Prince 
Edward’s Island.—John A. Skinner. 

4. The Potatoes (Pink-eyes) were imported from the 
United States, December, 1844, being then in a per- 
fectly sound state. They sprung quickly, and from 
their flourishing condition an unusually large crop was 
expected. About 60 days after being planted, began 
to be diseased, &e. &c., until the whole were decayed. 
—Jas. W. Tudor Boyle. 

5. A gentleman imported from New York 27 bushels 
for seed. They appeared to flourish beautifully for 
eight weeks, when they suddenly began to droop, &e. 
&c. He only reaped 6 or 7 bushels, the remainder 
being of good size, but perfectly soft and rotten.— 
Augustus Wm. Harvey. 
We can hardly overrate the importance of these 

very precise details, which require no comment. 
It also appears that in Bermuda the disease is 

ascribed to damp weather, and has been worst in 
marshy ground, where Arrowroot also decays. One 
planter is reported to have lost about 3000 lbs., 
which he attributed to unseasonable rains. 
We have also been favoured with a sight of de- 

spatehes from the Governor of New Brunswick, 
from which we gather the valuable information that 
in no case has a. crop following diseased Potatoes 
presented any symptom of suffering in consequence. 
The disease has been known in New Brunswick, 
more or less, forsome years, though never to such 
an extent as last year. Dryness, and dryness only, 
is supposed to be the remedy. The least injury 
has been experienced in dry light soil, recently 
cleared of forest by burning. 

ROOT GRAFTING. 
Tuts operation is performed in two ways, either by 

grafting on the already established roots of young 
plants, or on pieces taken from the roots of older ones ; 
but much depends upon circumstances the kinds of 
plants to be operated upon, as to which 
suitable plan. The former is the easiest method for 
obtaining strong plants, and is best suited for Conifers 
and such-like plants, in which the stem or trunk isan 
object. 

In grafting upon already established roots of a young 
plant, first clear the soil away from the collar or neck 
of the plant intended for the stock, and cut the head off 
as much below the surface of the soil as possible, but 
at the same time observing that a sufficient length of 
the neck or collar must be left to. receive the graft. 
The graft should be cut wedge-shaped, and inserted in 
the slit or erown-graft method, tied tightly with a soft 
worsted thread, and afterwards covered with the soil, 
leaving only a portion of the graft exposed to light 
and air, It will greatly increase the chances of suc- 

cess if the worked plants can be kept close, and in 
a rather. moist atmosphere for a few days, until they 
commence growiog, but much depends upon the opera- 
tion being performed at a proper time and Season, 
which in most cases is just before a new growth com- 
mences. 

In grafting on pieces of roots taken from an older plant, 
such pieces should be selected as are of sufficient size 
0 receive the scion, and also such as have some small 

fibres attached to them. In grafting, the roots may 
either be at once worked and afterwards potted or 
planted, or the roots may be potted a short time previous 
to being worked, and afterwards worked like those of 
the preceding ones, and then treated according to 
the nature of the plants to which they belong, whether 
stove, greenhouse, or hardy ; but even plants belongin 
to the latter class are the better for a gentle moist heat 
for a few days to start them. . 

In this way many kinds of plants may be increased, 
Clematis, Berberis, Roses, Combretums, Moutan 

&e., where the roots of the more common 
are easily procured, and where suitable accom- 
on ean be afforded ; but under ordinary cireum- 

stanees the chances are very great against the success 
the system, and it should only be resorted to by the 
nateur in the case of very rare and curious plants, 

—G. G. 

THE AMATEUR GARDENER. 
Teur CULTIVATION OF AsPARAGUS.—From my former 

no one will suspect me of thinking that the finest E] 
ap t " P H 

production of the garden is a Cauliflower, since I have 
not yet even alluded to vegetables, and have almost 
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d the lusion that floricul is my exclu- 
sive study. This, however, is by no means the case, for 

have bad considerable experience in most kinds of 
gardening—from the growth of pot-herbs to the culture 
of acres of Potetoes and of corn. I think, generally, 
amateur zardeners patronise the whole circle of horti- 
ev'sural pursuits, if they have the means. Limited 
plots of ground often compel them to curb their tasks, 
but give them room, and the housewife will not have to 
complain that, in the care of floral beauties, the culinary 
delicacies are neglected. All these matters will be 
treated of in due time in the same con amore method 
pursued in reference to flowers. As this is the time 
when Asparagus beds require attention, the present 
paper will be devoted to that subject. 

In the formation of new beds of this delicious vege- 
table, by all means follow the directions so frequently 
given in the Chronicle, and which need not here be 
repeated. By approximating our methods of growth 
to those adopted by Nature, or by those countries where 
Asparagus attains the highest perfection, we shall 
insure the greatest success. In laying out a new 
garden, or enlarging your Asparagus beds, adopt the 
new modes of growing this vegetable; for the wisdom 
of our ancestors it is not always wise to follow. But as 
most gardens have already a bed or two, it will be ser- 
viceable to show how they should be treated, so as to 
make the most of them when in a flourishing state, 
or to renovate them when they have become old and 
unproductive. How common it is to see a large por- 
tion of a kitchen-garden devoted to Asparagus, and yet 
when you congratulate the owner on the advantages 
you presume he possesses with his lamb-chops in spring, 
he tells you his beds are worn out. I once came into 
possession of a bed whieh had this character of decrepi- 
tude, and succeeded in making it very prolifie, and I 
have no doubt others may do the same. 

As it is true in gardening, as well as in philosophy, 
that ex nihili nihil fit, you must take care that your 
Asparagus bed is well supplied with plants, before you 
proceed to a treatment which will make the plants ro- 
bust and productive. Sometimes there are gaps of 
several square feet, or the plants are thinly spread over 
the whole bed. Reetify this as soon as you can, by 
marking, in the growing season, all such vacancies, and 
filling them up in the autumn or the spring. About 
9 inches apart is a good average distance, although pro- 
bably a foot would secure a larger product. Having se- 
cured a good plant, as agriculturists express it, the next 
thing is to make it vigorous. Lay down this rule ‘as 
having no exception—that if your beds have nota 
vigorous growth in the summer, you'will look in vain for 
fine Asparagus in spring, As the succulent shoots 
proceed from the buried root, their size must be 
in direct proportion to the healthful of that root, 
or to the quantity of organisable matter that root has 
stored up. How, then, can the root be brought into a 
proper state for producing large shoots? By giving 
every advantage to the plant during the summer and 
autumn ; so that if your beds this summer are covered 
with a tall and strong vegetation, the abundance of 
solar light, &c., will convey a proper supply of matter 
to the root for next season, and you will cut fine As- 
paragus ; but, on the other hand, if there appears only 
a stunted and weak growth, your produce will be small. 

If the principle just laid down is correct, the mode 
of treatment must consist in judicious cutting, and the 
application of proper manure. I know many beds 
which have been ruined almost by an unsparing crop- 
ping, and in cases where there has been no deficiency 
of manure. If the bed has been injured in this way, or 
if from any cause the shoots appear thin and spin- 
dling, do not cut them at all, but let the bed have 
a rest during a whole season. i 
the advantage will be manifest. 
tend more to bring exhausted beds round than 
this generous treatment, and by the sacrifice of a few 
dishes now you will secure an abundance next year. 
What is true of a whole bed applies also to individual 
plants. I always leave the weak shoots in the beds, on 
the presumption that by cutting them they will become 
weaker, but that they will make robust shoots by being 
allowed to grow and bask in the air and the sun. My 
remarks also lead to another practical conclusion—to 
leave off cutting in time. Fine shoots must not be 
looked at with a longing eye, as though it were waste to 
let them {run to branches and flowers. They are the 

ents of a future race, and ought to be kindly and 

respectfully treated. . 
Manure must be plentifully given in conjunction with 

the above mode of treatment. It should be applied at 
such times that the growing plant may receive the 
benefit. It is possible for a top-dressing put on it 
autumn to have all its valuable properties washed below 
the reach of the roots, before they begin to exercise 
their vital powers. However, cover the beds with good 
dung in autumn, but do not neglect to furnish a fresh 
supply in spring. Salt and liquid manure should be 
used at the latter period, as they become immediately 
available. I have just dressed my beds in the following 

X md it is not too late for others to adopt the 
gin evel them with salt, so that on a dry day 

«the Whole fae Tooked as though it had been snowing; k ole: 
| they were thermwatered with about 60 gallons of liquid 
EN manure sayed from a stable during iio viiite: “WHER 

Hi this had sunk in, the beds were raked, stones picked off, 
roges 2 ne s nce given them, If you have no 

liquid ur vm some by diluting good stable dung 
with soapsuds,-&er As the roots will soon begin to move, 

5 

the soil will be. furnished with those materials which 
ug 

will ensure a quick and strong growth, and, if the beds 
were healthy last year, you may depend on a crop. 

As I have been able by this treatment to make old 
beds of Asparagus produce fine crops, I can recommend 
it, and I hope amateurs will themselves study the 
rationale of the practice. It is to be regretted that so 
many gardeners are contented with the “ light of other 
days,” and fail to use modern improvements and scientific 
principles. Although the Chronicle has so large a sale, 
and has for years been endeavouring to enlighten the 
public mind on these matters, the greater number by 
far of those who take an interest in gardens never see 
it, I endeavoured lately to explain to a friend the 
reason of the suecess of my Asparagus beds, and I 
could see I was listened to almost as an der of 

The ground outside may be formed into a slope (as S) 
leaving a level space at bottom, a foot or more in 
width. This trench in winter may be filled with leaves, 
spray, or other vegetable refuse, which will both pro- 
tect the border from frost, and, by the slow decomposi- 
tion going on in it, communicate a certain degree of 
artificial warmth to it.—J. H. H. 

ee 
THE POLMAISE HEATING. 

Your readers will remember that one of the first ob- 
jections stated against the Polmaise system, was that it 
“involved a waste of power,” and that when I first ad- 
dressed them, and contended that it was the system of 
nature, I especially brought to their notice this con- 
id ti that if as ry P 

magie. Digging and manuring are the specifics with 
most persons, while seience is neglected, and the result 
is, an accidental and occasional success, but at the same 
time repeated and provoking failures.—77. B. 

NEW PLAN OF GROWING THE VINE IN THE 
OPEN . 

Mr. Hoarr’s Vine pillars are, I think, generally 
understood to have proved a failure. I beg to offer a 
plan for growing the Vine in the open air, in some re- 
spects the converse of his system, which, whether re- 
garded with reference to the concentration of solar heat, 
protection from adverse pheri i y 
as cold, excessive rain, and wet subsoil, and the gene- 
rally favourable situation and circumstances of the en- 
tire plant, root and stem, for ripening its wood, will, I 
think, be found to present every requisite for ensuring 
success in more northerly situations than it has been 
attempted to grow the Vine in. It is not too late in the 
season for any one to try it, who has a Vine which can 
be fe d, wi disturbing the roots, as from a 

The accompanying 
without 

pot or tub, to its new situation. 

ded) the Polmaise prin- 
ciples were those of Nature, it was extremely unlikely 
we should find them to involve any waste, but that such 
would more probablyattach to those systems for diffusing 
atmospheric heat by other means than those Nature em- 
ploys. In my subsequent remarks on the philosophy of 
the distribution of atmospherie heat, and the manner in 
which heat passes through the three forms of matter, I 
stated that a great amount of radiant heat was proba- 
bly lost in the hot-water system, while all, in the Pol- 
maise mode, was available for the general purpose; and 
lam now about to prove that my prediction of the 
waste in the non-natural system is abundantly correct, 
and does not belong to any particular form of the appa- 
ratus, but is common to them all, and is easily tested by 
anybody who possesses an apparatus of the kind, if he 
will place a thermometer in the boiler-chamber or stoke- 
hole, another in the house, and another externally ; the 
following is a table of returns of temperature taken in 
this manner and procured by a horticultural friend, and 
made by a party with whom I am totally unconnected, 
and who probably was not even aware of the purpose 
for which they were taken, and it may be relied upon for 

figures 1 and 2 will enable it to be 

fg. 
w 
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much explanation. A good site being chosen, open to 

the south, and sheltered on the north by the neighbour- 
hood of a garden wall, trees, or shrubbery, let the earth 

be dug out to the depth of 2} or 3 feet, the bottom 
paved, or rendered impervious to the roots of the Vine 

by conerete, and an underground drain D be made to 
carry off any rain that might otherwise accumulate in 
the bottom. A curved brick wall (w) is to be built on 
the north side of the excavated space, rising about 6 ft. 
above the surrounding ground in the middle, but con- 
siderably higher towards each end, and supporting a 
cover or roof (R), declining from front to back. A low 
curved retaining wall (W), in front, enclosesan oval space 
of about 9 feet by 6, within which the Vine is to be 
planted near the wall, and trained on it. The bed or 
border is to be formed, first by a layer of calcareous 
stones for drainage, and above them a mixture of lime 
rubbish, bones, and earth, which constituting a compost 
the roots of the Vine are said to delight in, the former 
materials abounding most below, and the earth most to- 
wards the surface. The roof R is a wooden frame, with 
overlapping leaves in the manner of a Venetian blind, 
which being connected together by a rod in the middle 

can be opened and brought into a vertical position (as 
represented by the dotted lines in fig. 2) for the free ad- 
mission of rain to the Vine and border whenever desired, 
though generally kept closed. 

The pitch or angle of the roof corresponds with the 
altitude of the sun at midsummer, so that it may never 
intercept the rays of the sun from any part of the wall. 
The outline of the frame corresponds with the form of 
the border, but projects beyond it, so that a vertical 
line let down from it will fall outside the low wall (w.) 
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By this table your readers will perceive, that while 
the ‘temperature of the house was raised about 20° 
above the external air, the stoke-hole was raised 407 
and occasionally more. — 

I must also draw attention to the fact, that the ex- 

ternal temperature was singularly high, consequently 

a very small amount of fire was employed, and that, 
surprising as the figures now are, there would have been, 
in all probability, a still greater comparative differenco 

between the stove and stoke-hole had such not been the 

case, Since these returns were taken I have inspected 

the place; the stoke-hole is 6 feet by 5, and 12 feet 
high; the top is boarded and slated, but there is abun- 
dant room for the air to escape, as the edges of the 
boards do not nearly touch. The thermometer was not 
suspended in the hottest part of the place ; the tem- 
perature of the stove was much assisted by the bottom 
heat being supplied by a separate boiler; the stove is 
50 feet by 21, and 13 feet high, so that I am fully per- 
suaded the statement is greatly below the average, im 
proof of which I may mention, that in the last severe 
winter the temp of the stoke-hele was almost 
suffocating. I will not weaken the case by many re- 
marks of my own; it wants no comments. It is, for 
horticulturists to decide whether they prefer to heat ex- 
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travagantly, to waste fuel to a great and indeed to an 

unknown extent, or to endeavour, by the adoption of 

some more natural and philosophic means, to provide 

against such useless waste. And these returns at once 

explain the reason why Mr. Murray and Mr. Shearer 

have both found the use of the Polmaise system so emi- 

nently economical, and afford us a most practical reason 
for believing that the use of the method will prove as 
proportionately economical as its first erection, into 

the detail of which I propose shortly to enter when re- 

plying to your correspondents of last week. 
Is this the perfection of the hot-water system, after 

all the years of labour expended upon it by practical 

men? Ï will not cast the slur upon their labours that 

was last week cast upon those of men of science ; I will 

vather believe that they have exerted their great inge- 

nuity upon a system defective in principle, and conse- 

quently incapable of perfection in practice. Should the 

principles of diffusing atmospheric heat by the simple 

means of the circulation of the pl itself prove 

equally effective when employed artificially, as they 

prove when employed naturally, what may we not hope 

that the next 10 years of practical ingenuity (exerted 

‘on a sound system) will accomplish, when it has done 

so much to render a system unsound in principle avail- 

able in practice? Practical men have truly an ample 

field presented to them, on which they may exert their 

ingenuity in distributing heat by aerial currents ; and 

great is the success promised to their efforts by the at- 

tempts hitherto made. But there is a subject closely 

‘connected with the diffusion of atmospheric heat, which 

is daily attracting increased attention from. practical 

men, on which I wish to add a few words. It is the sub- 

j ilati pondent of last week still 

maintains his original position, * that if a house is 

warmed by hot water there is no necessity for supply- 
‘ing fresh air.” I apprehend it is the opinion of the 

generality of scientific and practical horticulturists, 

that there are other causes by which the atmosphere of 

‘the greenhouse is deteriorated, without ascribing it to 

the heating apparatus. It is tended that a very 

free supply of fresh atmosphere is essential to keep 

greenhouse plants in health, and that the health of such 

plants is greatly inereased by the atmosphere being 

‘freely moved by eurrents, and if this be so, the real 

question to be considered is, what quantity of fresh air 

plants really require to keep them in a high state of 

health, and then to provide the means of heating that 

quantity. This quantity is probably not uniform in all 

plants, nor yet in the same plants in different states of 

growth, or at different seasons of the year; but it at 

‘once proves that the plan of glazing with open laps is 

‘a bad one, for this reason, that the ventilation so pro- 

duced is not under control ; that the same, or indeed a 

far greater, amount of ventilation takes place in winter 
than in summer through the open laps, while it is more 
than probable only a smaller amount is required, 

Still it must not be forgotten that open laps provide 
a more uniformly diffused ventilation than can easily be 
secured by other means, and obviate the difficulty of 
«old local currents rushing in at any particular point; 
no system can be more easily adapted to free ventila- 
tion than Polmaise ; it might almost be called the ven- 

"ilating system. Fresh air can be brought in and 

warmed before passing to the house, but the best me- 

‘thod of providing for the escape of air deteriorated by 
the action of the plants upon it, without sacrificing a 

great quantity of atmospheric heat, is a subject well 

deserving attention, and it has so great a practical in- 

fluence on the question of economy, that I have ven- 

tured to bring it before your readers in the above hasty 

vemarks. It does not concern either system exclu- 
‘sively, but is equally important to both.—2D. B. Meeke, 

Holmsdale House, Nutfield. 
P CHE M 

‘GERMAN PAMPHLETS ox rue POTATO DISEASE 
AND ITS REMEDIES. 

No. 3.— The so-called Potato Rot. (Aninvestigation 
undertaken by desire of the Minister of the Interior.) 

By A. Petzholdt. Dresden. 

Tur objects of the author, as expressed in a condensed 
form at the conclusion of his book, were to reply to the 
following five questions :— - 

1. How does the disease manifest itself ? 

2. What is the nature of the disease ? 

3. What are the causes of the disease? 

4. How is the recurrence of the disease to be pre- 

vented ? and 
5. Can the diseased Potatoes be used, and in what 

‘Manner ? 

With regard to the first question, the author observes 
that the disease manifests itself in the commencement 

‘by a discoloration of the substance of the tuber, a brown 

Matter appearing, which disappears again after a time. 
in the second stage of the disease, the Potatoes gene- 

Tally emit an odour resembling old cheese, which, how- 

®ver, like the brown colour, disappears in the last stage 

of the disease. Examined under the microscope, it is 
found that, in the commencement, the fluid in the cells 

ecomes turbid ; after a time a brown matter deposits 
9n the sides of the cells, which are gradually destroyed ; 

50 that in the last stage they ean only be found here 
and there, as little shreds and fragments; the fluid 
gradually evaporating,and the tubers becoming hard 

and dry, In the early stage of the disease, the propor- 
ds of water and inorganic matter was larger, whilst 

© proportion of starch was less than usual. B. 
examination of the ashes, it was found that the diseased 

‘bers contained less alkali, sulphuric acid, and chlo- 

E 

rine, but more phosphoric acid and magnesia than 
healthy ones. 

inereased formation of azotised matters, and a dimi- 
nished production of non-azotised organie matter. 

he causes of the disease are divided into tlie funda- 
mental and the accidental, a distinction, on the im- 
portance of which the author insists very strenuously. 
The fundamental cause, according to him, is the pre- 
ponderance of magnesia and phosphoric acid over the 
proportion of alkali, chlorine, and sulphuric acid ; the 
accidental, or special causes, are, however, as yet 
unknown, and entirely the subject of speculation. 

As a necessary deduction from this view of the sub- 
ject, the author then proceeds to show, that if the one 
great primary cause of the disease be deficiency of 
alkali, chlorine, &c., or the excess of magnesia and 
phosphoric acid, it may best be prevented by a new 
system of manuring, and by supplying to the plants the 
substances in which the soil is deficient. 

In reply to the fifth and last question, the author 
goes at considerable length into the subject of the use 
of diseased tubers for food. He is of opinion that in 
the early stage of the rot they may be used with perfect 
safety as food either for men or for cattle ; and that in 
the more advanced state of decay, they may be used 
with the greatest advantage in various processes in the 
arts, particularly in the fact of starch and 
brandy. 

Weexty Prices or Porators per ton, in Covent 
Garden Market, in 1845, and 1846. 

1845. || |... 1846. 
50s. to 805.| Feb..........21, 70s. to 160s. 
50 80 | 28) 7 
50 — 90 | March ...... 7| 70 170 

15| 50 | |76 170 
22| 60 100 | 21| 70 180 

fe 29| 60 100 IL. 28| 70 — 180 
"Also at the waterside, Southwark. 

50s, to 120s 555. to 0s. Feb. 23 
55 80 ||March ...... 2) 60 140 

10| 55 80) 9 60 140 
17| 55 80 | 16 60 140 
24| 55 80 | 23| 60 — 140 

Home Correspondence. 
The Jerusalem Artichoke.—This is superseded by 

the Potato, and therefore is seldom. seen, except in the 

gardens of the wealthy. Mr. Forsyth, speaking of its 

culture (page 164) observes, that “it yielded of eatable 

stems, a standing crop of 12 feet.” This must be an 

oversight, for when the stems have attained that height 

they are tough indeed. Mr. F. seems to be aware o 

this, for he also mentions that, “in growing it for the 

tubers, the stems must be topped at 3 feet, and it is 

only when young that cattle could eat the stems ; it 

can be used if better is not to be had as food for man, 

and if it fails in this it will fatten pigs, and feed milk 

cows.” I cannot say what sort of dish the young 

stems in question would make, but they certainly 

will not fatten pigs, which are not even fond of 

the raw tubers, though they greedily eat them when 
boiled. have tried the plan of topping the 

stems ; but I found that it only increased shade, to the 

injury of the tubers. I prefer growing them on light 
and rather poor soil, from cut sets or whole tubers, 
planted in rows about 2 feet apart, and the rows about 

3 feet apart. By allowing only single stems to grow 

from the sets their natural height, the sun and air get 

amongst them to mature the tubers ; if not, they will 

be watery and insipid, especially on rich damp soil. 

Some advise planting the roots in question near pre- 

serves for game, but that will be of little use if hares 

and rabbits get to them, for they would be sure to eat 

the stems and destroy the crop.—J. Wighton. 

Lead Tanks.—More than 12 months ago we wrote 

to inquire if you knew of any objection to using a lead 

boiler for heating a house upon the tank system. You 

advised to try it upon a small scale first. We beg now 

to state that we have had it in operation for 10 months, 

in a house 33 feet by 15, and have found it to answer 

very well; it can be got up much cheaper, and the 

heat is sooner generated than in the cast or wrought- 

iron boiler.—Carstairs, Kelly, and Co., Edinburgh. 

oses.— Being a resident in Paris, an ardent lover of 

Roses, and possessing a collection of 200 of the best sorts 

rown in France, and therefore well acquainted with 

the French practice, or at least with the practice of the 

nurserymen in Paris and its environs, which I presume 

may be considered the principal district in France for 

Rose culture, I beg to rectify an error in your vol. for 

1844, page 68, under the head of the “ Rose Garden,” 

where the author says “the French are in the practice 

of budding in hedges, and of removing the plant from 

thence for sale,” and tells his readers to bear 

this in mind in choosing Roses sent from France. Now, 

he must have never been in France, and, moreover, 

must have been very much misinformed, and, I would 

add, must have inserted this part of the information 

without due consideration. In the first place, hedges 

are not so common in France, or at least in the district 

I have mentioned, which is the most probable one from 

which Roses would be sent to England. Although Ihave 
been living in Paris several years, I never heard of one 

instance of a nurseryman budding Rosesin hedges; to use 

a common phrase, he would not get salt to his porridge 

The nature of the disease is described as being an | 

by such an itinerant mode of Rose-culture, independent 
of which it must be admitted that it would bea very 
disagreeable, nay “piquant” business, and would sub- 
ject the “wandering nurseryman ” to be robbed of his 
standards just at the time he would perhaps be wanting 
them, I will conclude by making an appeal to Mr. 
Rivers, who I know has been over to France, and who 
knows, if not all, at least the greater portion of the 
French nurserymen who grow Roses, to say if he ever 
knew asingle instance of Roses being budded in hedges 
for sale in France.—N. A. P. B. 

The Weather.—On Tuesday, the 10th inst., the ther- 
mometer stood at half-past 9, a.m., at 95? ; at 12 it 
dropped to 60°, the glass outside an east window, but 
the glass faced the south; and to-day, the 18th, as 
snow was falling, it stood at 55°, and dropt to 45°; 
my Lilies of the Valley are nearly in flower, and 
many heads of Asparagus are out of the ground. 
—J. B. H., Abergele. The late Mr. Loudon 
(Ene. Gard. 1288) tells us, that “the study of the 
weather from precedent affords useful hints as to the 
character of approaching seasons, and that certain 
general results may thence be deduced." And he 
quotes from Kirwan (Trans. Ir. Acad. v. 20) the fol- 
lowing observations :—“ That when there has been no 
storm before or after the vernal equinox, the ensuing 
summer is generally dry,at least five times in six. That 
when a storm arises on the 25th, 26th, or 27th of March, 
and not before in any point, the succeeding summer is 
generally dry four times in five. there be a storm 
at S. W. or W.S.W. on the 19th, 20th, 21st, or 22d of 
March, the succeeding summer is generally wet five 
times in six.” Will any of your correspondents inform 
me whether any, and what dependence is to placed on 
these rules? and with what limitations the words “before 
and after? in the first rule are to be received. —G. W. 

Large Mushrooms—1 pulled à mushroom from a bed 
this day of the following extraordinary dimensions :— 
It measured 2 feet 63 inches in circumference, and 

10 inches in diameter ; the circumference of the stem 
was 8 inches ; and the weight was 1$ lbs.—James Reid, 
gardener to Hon. J. T. Leslie Melville, Roehampton, 
Surrey, March 19. 

Early Grapes.—I have now (March 17) on one 

Vine 10 bunches of Grapes almost ripe, and I may 

mention that the same Vine produced a good crop last 

summer. Some years ago, I was not a little proud to 

have my first erop ripe by the 25th of June ; but this 

year I will be able to cut ripe fruit by the 25th of 

March. Grapes fit for table in March, April, and May, 

are very valuable, for during these months all other 

kinds of fruit are either done, or very scarce.— 

R. H., gr., Bodlondeb, Conway, Carnarvonshire, 
North Wales. 

The Mulberry.— Cuttings of new wood, with a little 

£ | of the old left, and potted, answer admirably for forcing, 

producing fine large fruit, the plant remaining of a size 

fitted for the table, and bearing between one and two 

hundred fruit. A friend of mine brought a plant from 

Shropshire the other day ; it is now in his house full 

of lower.— T. E., March 20. 
Potato Disease in Ireland.—In writing from the 

south of Ireland on the 3d inst. respecting the disease 
attacking my frame Potatoes, I promised to report 

the result of a four-light pit of Ash-leaved Kidneys 

which looked very healthy then, but which are now 

very much diseased. The stems are cankered, rusty, 

and brittle, close to the old tuber ; but the produce is 

better than that from the former, which I account for 

by their being planted later and on fermenting material, 

which from its general warmth produced rapid growth. 

As regards the autumn Potatoes, I had about 40 bushels 
which the disease attacked in the ground. I had them 

dug up, carefully picked the bad, and spread the good 

thinly on a stable-loft, In a day or two they were per- 

fectly dry, and continued so. I picked them out several 

times, and after all there is not a sound tuber among 

t hem. Some of the bad ones are sprouting however, 

and I will plant. a few for trial; but itis my opinion 

that the application of lime and other agents will not 

stop the disease nor make a bad tuber produce a good 

one.—2D. R. 3 
Polmaise Heating.—1 observe in your last Chronicle, 

a violent attack by Mr. Glendinning, on the Polmaise 

heating, in answer to Mr. Meeke’s statement in your 

Paper of the preceding week, I do not know who Mr. 

Glendinning is, although I remember his former letter 

in 1844. He says he has frequently examined an ex- 

ample of it, but he does not say where ; I know of none 

except Lord Kinnaird's, near Dundee ; but there the 

stove was not one of Hayden's, but an imitation of it 

by an ironmonger, at Perth. I wish he would mention 

where he saw it tried. On this examination he pro- 

nounces it “ worse than the old system,” and says “ it is 

totally inefficient for the great proportion of garden 

purposes where heating apparatuses are required.” I 

stated to the public the facts I had observed; and 

before I erected my hothouse, I had the experience of 

what a stove of Hayden’s would accomplish in the 

parish church, near St. Verners, seated to contain from 

1700 to 2000 people; for my gardener placed ther- 

mometers in various parts of the church, most distant 

from where the heated air was introduced, which 

was from one end, the stove being in the session 

house; and as a proof of the heat being equally 
spread over the church, there was not more tban 59 

of difference in the thermometers, and the heat was 

kept up to 75? for the whole night, and I think Feb. 

was the month in which the trial was made, at least it 
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was during winter. ‘This fact, which my gardener 

Michael Carmichael vouched for, satisfied me ; and I 

accordingly built my hothouse contrary, I confess, to 

his opinion, and that of all the scientific gardeners 

near this, among whom I may mention Lord Aber- 

eromby’s gardener ; and in spite of Mr. Glendinning’s 

assertions, I think the Polmaise system will gradually 

make its way.— Wm. Murray, Polmaise, March 24. 

Foreign Correspondence. 
Paris CaMELLIA Snow, 1846.—It is.to the lady pa- 

tronesses of the Société Royale and Cercle Général 
d'Horticulture that we are indebted for an exhibition 
of these splendid plants, which, moreover, they propose 
to.continue every spring. It certainly is a fortunate 
thing that ladies, moving in the highest circles of rank 
and fashion, should take so great an interest in horticul- 
ture, otherwise we must have been content with one 
annual show from each society, as heretofore. Itis incom- 
prehensible how the directors of these societies (which, 
by-the-bye, are most liberally patronised by the public) 
ean rest satisfied with remaining stationary while all the 
world beside is progressing at railroad pace; but such 
is the fact. It must be obvious that exhibitions, when 
honourably conducted, conduce perhaps more than any- 
thing else to the prosperity of horticulture; this has 
been the case both in England and Belgium, and would 
be the same here, were the status quo got rid of. Let 

conduct of the ladies may be the 
Upon the present occasion they 

offered a gold medal for the finest and most numerous 
collection of seedling or new Camellias in flower, and 
another gold medal for the finest and most numerous 
general collection ; also a silver medal for the finest and 
most numerous collection of Rhododendrons, and an- 
other for Azaleas ; beside other prizes for the second 
best in each class. [tis to be regretted that the pro- 
gramme was indefinite as to the number of plants; be- 
cause it has too frequently happened that the mos 
numerous collection has been rewarded, and a smaller 
one, every way superior, altogether passed over. The 
show was held in the grand gallery of the Palais du 
Luxembourg, from the 18th to the 22d of this month 
(Mareh) ; unfortunately, intimation was only given to 
growers within the last three weeks, and the collections 
were not so numerous as might have been wished. N 
doubt, Camellias would have been better 10 days or a 
fortnight ago, but that would have been too early for 

zaleas; perhaps there may have been other reasons, 
otherwise how shall we account for the fact, that only 
ten exhibitors eould be found among the multitude of 
publie and private growers round Paris. It is but too 
notorious that a spirited collector, with a long purse, 
is in a far better position to gain;a prize than the 
most skilfal cultivator of a moderate-sized collection ; 
this system would not be tolerated in England ; here 
it is openly practised, and plants gain a prize which 
have been purchased but a few days previously. On 
the whole, considering the shortness of the notice, both 
the publie aud exhibitors have reason to be s ed; 
there were some fine specimens, and not a few beauti- 
ful new things; the awards were, moreover, strictly 
just. The competitors of Camellias were Messieurs 
Cels, Courtois, Durand, Gontiers, Hardy, Margottin, 
Paillet, and Souchet ; for Rhododendrons, Messieurs. 
Durand, Guérin, and the Barons James and Salomon 
de Rothschild; for Azaleas, Durand and Margottin. 
It was expected that the Abbé Berlóze, so well known by 
his splendid “ Monographie du genre Camellia,” would 
have been among the exhibitors; his collection 
was considered the finest private one in Paris ; 
it appears, however, that he has, within the last 
week, disposed of it to the proprietors of the new 
winter-garden of the Champs Ely: for the sum of 
12007.— The Gold Medal for the finest general collection 
of Camellias was awarded to Mr. Paillet, who is one of the 
best Parisian growers. In his collection were some fine 
large plants from 6 to 8 feet high, especially delicatis- 
sima, alba fenestrata, Clowesiana, Chandleri, Henri 
Favre, picturata, imbricata alba, and Wardii de Floy ; 
among the smaller plants: Cockii, imbricata rubra, 
Gousonia, Lineata, Queen Victoria, magniflora plena, 

evesii, eximia, and Chandleri elegans, were con. 
spicuous for their perfection of form or colour; but the 
gem of this collection was Preniland, a most beautiful 
cupped flower, large, very double, and the colour a deli- 
eate pink; to which may be added Marguerite de 
Gouillon and Pirzio, two peneilled flowers of great 
beauty.— Mr. Souehet gained the Gold Medal for the 
finest collection of new varieties ; among them I noticed 
two or three of extraordinary beauty, and perfectly dis- 
tinct from anything yet out. I regret not being able to 
give the names or numbers ; they were almost entirely 
Without either. The flower which was most admired 
was of a pale pink, rather veined and regularly bor- 
dered white; it was large, of good substance, and double, 
and no Camellia grower will be without it; another was 
in the way of miniata, but far better; another like Lord 
Ker, but the stripe more distinct. He also gained the 
second prize for a general collection. The plants were 
not large, but well blown, partieularly imbricata rubra, 
Marguerite Gouillon, Henri Favre, Juliana, Augustina 
superba, Colvilli, King, Decus Italicum, picturata, 
Lord Ker, Chandleri, Duchesse d'Orléans, and Queen 
Vietoria.— Prizes were also awarded to Messrs. Cour- 
tois and Goutier.—The Silver Medal for Rhododendrons 
was awarded to Mr. Grison, gr. to Baron Salomon de 
Rothschild, for a large collection of well crown plants, 
among which I notieed Smithii elegans, Lady Warren- 

der, Duchess of Wurtemberg, speciosum, &c.; the only 
thing wanting was a greater diversity of colour.—The 
second prize was awarded to Mr. Guérin, for a smaller 
collection ; his plants of Smithii roseum, Lady Warren- 
der, f issi an perb were everything 
that could be wished.—It was evidently too early for 
Azaleas. The Silver Medal was gained by Mr. Mar- 
gottin ; his best flowers were Smithii coccinea, varie- 
gata, liliflora, Youngii, and lilacina triumphans.— The 
second prize was awarded to Mr. Durand, for a small 
collection, consisting of coccinea grandiflora, variegata, 
Orange pink, liliflora alba, Mazeppa, phcenicea, 
Danielsii, and two or three others ; to which he added 
about 20 varieties of A. pontica, of no particular merit. 

Soot(etíes. 
MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETY. 

March 18.—J. S. Bowrrsanx, Esq., in the chair. 
Mr. C. M. Torrine was admitted an associate, and Mr. 
Z. D. Hunt a member. A paper was read by Mr. J. 
QueKerr on the structure of the bones of mammals 
birds, reptiles, and fishes, with a view to their identifica- 
ion when occurring in small fragments in a fossilised 

State. The author referred to Professor Owen's re- 
searches on the teeth of animals to show that the struc- 
ture of the hard parts of animals might be employed for 
the identification of families if not of species. His at- 
tention was first called to the subject by a portion of a 
claw of an animal being put into his hands by Dr. Fal- 
coner, from the structure of which he was induced to 
refer it to the class of reptiles and the order Chelonia. 
It turned out to be a portion of the osseous struc- 
ture of the enormous tortoise of the Sewalik hills. 
After describing the structure of bones generally, the 
author stated that the structure of the bone cells would 
alone distinguish between mammals and birds, as com- 
pared with reptiles and fishes, In birds and mammals 
they are of the same form, but much smaller in the 
former than the latter. The birds may, however, be 
distinguished from mammals by the tortuous character 
ofthe Haversian canals. In'the reptiles, the bone cells 
are elongated, whilst in the fish they are either absent 
altogether, or round and very large e "President 
remarked on the value of this paper, and stated that by 
means of a knowledge of the structure of the bone cells 
in reptiles, he had been able to refer a fossil bone to the 
genus Pterodactylus, which had hitherto been supposed 
to belong to a bird. 

BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH. 
March 12.—Dr. Batrour in the chair. Several 

donations to the library and museum were announced. 
The following communications were read :— 

1. On the altitudinal range of the Mosses in Aber- 
deenshire, y G. Dicxiz, M.D., Lecturer on Botany 
in the University and King's College of Aberdeen. 

2. Remarks on the state of the Sibthorpian Herba- 
rium at Oxford, suggested by the announcement of a 
new edition of the “Flora Greca.” By Dr. R. C. 
ALEXANDER, 

3. Botanical Excursion in Lower Styria in 1842. By 
the same. 
D 

5 

3 ANDER stated, that he had been persuaded 
by his friend, Dr. Maly, of Gratz, to take a tour through 
Lower Styria in 1842. “A country that had been little 
explored by botanists, though seeming to claim their 
especial notice. Situated in a degree of latitude almost 
the same as that of the middle of France, at the base of 
the great central Alpine group of Europe, three branches 
of which terminate in this province ; and on the eastern 
side exposed to the influence of the great plain of Hun- 
gary where the winter isas ecld as the steppes of Russia, 
and the summer as hot as the warmest parts of Italy or 
Spain, it might be expected to evince in its vegetation 
the effects of a elimate so modified.” The excursion 
commenced about the beginning of May and lasted till 
the end of July ; during which time Dr. A. was enabled 
to make a large and valuable collection of plants, in- 
cluding several species new to Styria. Specimens of 
the more interesting species were exhibited to the meet- 
ing, the Society’s herbarium having been enriched by 
a very complete set through the kindness of Dr. 
Alexander. 

A letter from Dr. Brnwzrr, Albrighton, was read, 
announcing the discovery of Vaccinium macrocarpum 
near Mold, in Flintshire, in August last ; and from Mr. 
W. A. Stasies, noticing the discovery of Neottia nidus- 
avis in Cawdor Woods, Nairnshire. 

Dr. BALFOUR exhibited specimens of disease in plants 
caused by insects; one of these consisted of stipitate ex- 
crescences on the leaves of a N. American tree; concern- 
ing which Dr. B. read some extracts from a letter which 
he had received from Mr. White of the British Museum : 
—* The swellings on the leaves of the plant seem to be 
caused by some species of plant louse ; one kind is very 
hurtful to the Peach tree, but attacks the leaves in a 
different way to the insect on your specimen, Dr. Harris 
in his admirable work on the insects. of Massachussetts 
injurious to vegetation, speaks of some aphides, * the 
punctures of which affect plants in a most singular man- 
ner, producing warts or swellings, which are sometimes 
solid and sometimes hollow, and contain in.their interior 
a swarm of lice, the descendants of a single individual, 
whose punctures were the original cause of the tumour. 
I have seen reddish tumours of this kind as big as a 
pigeon’s egg, growing upon leaves, to which they were 
attached by a slender neck and containing thousands of 
small lice in their interior.’ Possibly the exereseences 
may be caused by some minute moth (Tortricidous or 
Tineidous), as there are evidences of some little larva that 

has eaten away the parts between the cuticle at the base 
of some of the Your speci have ex- 
amined, but do not find any fragments of the insects, 
although there are traces of dung, and a small part of a 
web, certainly remains of a moth, and there is no reason 
why the excrescences may not be the nidi for the eggs of 
an Eriosoma (an aphidious insect), and the web, dung, 
and eaten part, evidences of some tinea. Mr. Double- 
day has observed similar warts on leaves, but knows not 
how they are produced.” 

IRebies. 
Memorials of John Ray; edited by Edwin Lankester, 

: On the Alternation of Generations ; by J. J. 
Steenstrup, translated by George Busk, Esq. The 
Nudibranchiate Mollusca of Great Britain ; by J. 
Alder and A. Hancock : Part II. Ray Society. 

Tuere are none of the publishing societies that occupy 
a field of more importance and usefulness than that of 
the Ray Society. Natural history does not receive in 
this country, in our seats of learning, or from the public, 
that eneouragement which would generally lead book- 
sellers to publish works expensively illustrated, or pro- 
foundly written, and needs a society like this both to 
develop a taste, and supply the material for its study. 
How well it has executed this task must be judged of 
by the books it has published. We noticed the first 
two volumes with approbation, and the three now be- 
fore us are worthy of their predecessors. Amongst 
illustrated works on natural history we know of nothing 
more beautiful than the work of Messrs. Alder and 
Hancock. Part II. is an improvement on the former 
fasciculus, both in the drawing and colouring of the 
animals. In addition to 10 plates, consisting of figures 
of the animals, it contains three devoted to anatomical 
details. At a period when the structure and functions 
of these animals have been a subject of so much dis- 
cussion between French and English naturalists, these 
minute investigations by such accurate observers of the 
family are of the highest interest. We hope the coun- 
cil will be induced, from the successful manner in which 
they have brought out this work, to publish works 
equally well illustrated devoted to the science of botany. 

We could have wished to have had a more imposin 
volume devoted to the memory of Ray. It consists of 
* Ray's Life? by Dr. Denham, Sir J. E. Smith's 
“Notice” from * Rees’ Cyclopedia,” a translation of 
the article “Ray” by Cuvier and Dupetit Thouars 
in the * Biographie Universelle ;” the “ Itineraries ” 
of Ray, and a paper on the “Number of Plants,” 
by Ray. There are a number of biographical notes 
by the editor, Dr. Lankester; and Mr. Babington, 
of Cambridge, has supplied the modern names of the 
plants mentioned by Ray in his * Itineraries.” The 
letters, which it appears the council intended originally 
to publish, will appear ina future volume. Although 
we should have liked to have seen a good original life 
of Ray, which is still a desideratum in our language,we 
think the council has done quite wisely in publishing 
these memorials, some of which are not to be purchased, 
and others generally inaccessible, in preference to a life 
written hastily, or by an incompetent person. Through 
these memorials only a very faint glimpse will be ob- 
tained of the true greatness of the man to whom they 
are devoted, as little or nothing is said, if indeed it were 
even known or guessed at, of the influence of the genius 
of Ray on the science of botany, by those who have de- 
voted most attention to his biography. The“ Memo- 
rials" are illustrated by a very pretty sketch of the tomb 
of Ray, and Black Notley Church, from the peneil of 
Professor Edward Forbes. 

The remaining volume is a translation of a work 
which appeared originally in Danish, and subse- 
quently in German, and which has produced a consider- 
able sensation amongst the naturalists of the Continent. 
The author points out the fact that certain animals, 
before they complete the cycle of their development, 
pass through various forms, and that many of these forms 
have been regarded by naturalists as perfect species, 
The intermediate forms between the perfect animals the 
author calls “ nurses,” or “nursing generations.” This 
peculiar form of development has been only observed in 
the lower forms of animals, although a modification of 
the law might, perhaps, be found in the higher animals 
where the offspring are sometimes found to resemble, in 
peculiarities of form, those of the grand-parents, and 
not those of the parents. We believe that there are 
some facts amongst the lower orders of plants which 
would admit the application of such a theory, and think 
that the subject deservesfurther inquiry, This volume 
is illustrated with three plates, two of which have been 
executed by the Anastatic process, which promises to 
ke of value in the republication of illustrated works. 

The third volume of the second year is, we under- 
stand, in a state of forwardness for publication, and will 
consist of a report by Professor Link, on the progress 
of botany ; a paper by Dr. Zucearini, on the morphology 
of the Conifers, with plates; reports on the progress 
of botanical geography, by Professor Grisebach ; and a 
paper by Dr. Neegeli, on the structure and develop- 
ments of cells in vegetable tissue ; all translated from 
the German. 
We are surprised to find with what limited means 

the Council has been enabled to publish these works. 
Members are entitled for their first two years’ sub- 
seription to the six volumes we have mentioned, and yef 
the number of the members has not reached 1000. 
With the present number of members the works are 
cheap, but with an inerease in their numbers the Coun- 
cil would beable to publish more works; and we feel 
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that we cannot do a better service to natural history 

than by recommending all who love its study, or would 

promote it, to enrol themselves members of the Ray 

ociety, 

Plants. 
19. Ficus vircata. Rod-branched Fig. 

Shrub. (Morads.) North of India. 

In general appearance this shrub resembles the 

common eatable Fig, but it seems to form a much 
The young shoots, leaves, and fruit 

e with fine ‘short hairs. The leaves 

are roundish-ovate, from three inches to four 

inches long, regularly serrated all round, except at 

the very base, and seated on taper stalks rather less 

than half their own length ; they are slightly wrinkled 

on the upper side, but very much so on the lower, The 

Figs are seated on short stalks, have a pear-shaped 

figure, and seem to be as large as the fruit of the sorb ; 

usually they appear singly, but in some instances two 

ave grown from the same axil. It is a deciduous 

shrub, eapable of withstanding an ordinary winter, if 

planted in a dry situation, It was killed to the ground 

y the last severe winter. It grows freely in any good 

garden soil. It has no beauty as am object of cultiva- 

tion, and is only interesting as a distinct half-hardy 

species.—Journal of the Horticultural Soc 

20, PLEUROTHALLIS CRENATA. Crenelled Pleurothall. 

Stove Epiphyte. (Orchids) Mexico. Messrs. 
82. 

Half-hardy 

he 
very short stem: 

leaf, dull purple, bearing the d 
base on long nodding pedicel 
spotted with dull dark purpl 

8. 
e 

long, ovate, acute, equal, somewhat keeled at the backs, very 
minutely downy, the two lower united beyond the middle. 

Lip oblong, Petals lanceolate, acute, shorter than the sep: 
fleshy, obtuse, a little broader in the middle, slight 
very concave, dull purple with a marginal row of d 
spots, and within them a narrow hairy space. Column slightly 
hooded, with the anther-bed crenelled and extended on each 

side in front into a tooth. Anther crested, erenelled.—J. L 
This is one of the larger flowered species of Pleuro- 

thall, and is not very unlike P. xestrepioides and 

Mathe near whieh it must be placed in the arrange- 
It is not a plant of any beauty. 

4 
ment. 

Garden Memoranda. 
S. Rucker, Esq. t Hill, Wandsworth.—This 

place has long been celebrated for its fine and valuable 

collection of exotic Orchids, and justly, for at few places 

are they grown to such perfection. The bright green 

of their foliage, and the immense size of many of the 

Specimens, bear ample testimony to the judicious 

treatment they receive. Few of them were in bloom ; 

but of those that were may ke mentioned Galeandra 

Devoniana, a pretty specios, with greenish brown petals, 

and a large pink streaked funnel-shaped lip; the rare 

white-flowered Phaleenopsis amabilis; a large and 
pretty specimen of Phaius Wallichii ; the finely formed 
Dendrobium aggregatum, with short pendent spikes of 
light yellow flowers, having orange eentres ; and Ca- 
lanthe veratrifolia, and Burlingtonia venusta, both with 
delicate white blossoms. In the same house was a 
specimen of the New Holland pitcher plant ( Cephalotus 
follicularis) with 18 pitchers on it, and many more 
making their appearance; it was growing in a 6-inch 

pot, inva mixture of loam and peat. This curious little 

plant is generally grown under a bell glass; but we were 

informed that in this instance it has never been covered 

at all; but fully exposed to the atmosphere of the house. 

The carious Nepenthes distillatoria was growing here 

in the most robust health, and covered with pitchers 5 

and N. ampullacea was also producing pitchers con- 
siderably larger than those of the former, and differing 
from them also in being spotted with bright brown, and 
in being furnished at the back with a pair of wings, 
edged with a tooth-like fringe. Close to these was a 
thriving plantof the Stag’s-horn Fern Platycerium grande. 
This was growing on a thin board about a foot square, 
Suspen fi The house d ‘vom the roof by one of its sides. 
close to the Orchid house (45 feet in length and 14 in 
width) has been recently very much altered, and is now 
Well adapted to the growth of such plants, presenting 
an extremely clean and light appearance. The old 
smoke flues have been pulled down, and itis now heated 
by hot water flowing in 4 -inch iron pipes, which entering 
at the end of the house close to the back wail, pass round 

to the front, where they are made to traverse a brick 

and cement tank, 45 feet in length and 3 feet in width, 
or the length and breadth of the front shelf, This tank 
has 6 inches in depth of water in it, which covers the 

Pipes, and it is closed in by slate covers, which are not 
cemented together, but laid loosely so as to allow mois- 

ure to ascend between them. On these covers are laid 

about 4 inches in depth of sand, on which the plants 

are placed, and through which the heat and moisture 

pass, affording a moist bottom heat to the plants. 

Moreover, means of supplying moisture to the atmo: 

Phere of the house is provided in the shape of smail 

Openings in the side of the tank or front shelf ; these 
are fitted with little slate slides, which can be opened or 

closed, as it is desired that vapour should escape or be 

Withheld, ‘The centre bed is not heated, and it may be 

Mentioned that the flow pipe which heats the atmosphere 

Immediately after entering the house, branches off into 
another pipe of the same size, which, passing along 
above the first pipe, unites with itagain where the latter 

enters the tank or front shelf. On this top pipe little 
Troughs are cast, to hold water for supplying moisture 
to the atmosphere. This house is also filled with Or- 

chids, among which were many magnificent speci- 

mens of first-rate cultivation. Those in flower were 

drobi C id producing 13 spikes of 

dark brown spotted orange blossoms; the curious little 

Leptotes bicolor, with from. three to seven flowers on a 

spike ; Erica densiflora, having 17 spikes of cream co- 

loured blossoms; several fine plants of Dendrobium 

nobile and Wallichii; and an enormous mass of Oncidium 

altissimum, throwing up 13 blossom spikes ; together 

with the showy onse Skinneri, which has been in 

bloom for these three months, and which still promises 

to produce its gaudy blossoms for some time to come. 

In the greenhouse, whieh was gay with the different 

kinds of forced flowers, we particularly remarked a 

pretty standard Azalea, with a fine head of red and white 

blossoms, strikingly contrasting with one another, and 

rendering the plant a very attractive object. This has 

been effected by inarching A. lateritia and Gladstonesi 

together on a straight stem, about 3 feet in height, of 

the old A. phoenicea, which forms an excellent stock for 

the purpose. The small conservatory attached to the 

mansion was also exceedingly gay for the season of the 

year with Pelargoniums and other foreed flowers, espe- 

cially Azaleas, among which was a fine plant of la! i 

4 feet high, whose bright red blossoms contrasted well 

with the lilae flowers of pulehra and other paler-blos- 

somed varieties. These were all placed very closely to- 

gether, and formed a dense bank of flowers of various 

shades and colours, having.a very imposing effect, In 

conclusion, it is but justice to Mr. Mylam to mention 

that the whole place was in excellent keeping—every- 

thing evineing the very best management. 

Miscellaneous. 
Probable Effects of the Frost on Vegetation.—Vege- 

tation bas seldom been so far advanced in this country in 

the month of March as it was this season. ‘The Pelar- 

gonium and many a tender exotic stood out in the open 

flower-garden three days ago with “ lively green,” that 

indicated unwonted exuberance and bloom for the 

coming summer to the lover of flowers. The first (and 

perhaps only) fruit of the Gooseberry had been tasted 

in “ the tart," aud the orehards and the garden walls 

were covered with expanding blossoms and embryo 

fruit, The forest was already bespangled with the soft 

spring tints of the Larch and the Balsam Poplar. The 

moth and myriads of insect tribes danced in the shades 

of night and beams of the morning in their summer 

transformations. The vegetable and insect kingdoms 

were teeming with life on the morning of Wednesday, 

but that severe night came and threw the iey mantle of 

death and destruction over the throbbing bosom of 

nature. The sun arose next morning, and removed 

the icy garment, but it was only to show the wreck and 

ruin—the symbols of a departing world ! The :ento- 

mologist saw the earth incrusted with the slain. The 

school-boy lifted the thrush from its frozen young. The 

Jg 

looked sad on a desolate and fruitless garden, 

tlie full effeets of the frost may be it is perhaps prema- 

ture to estimate. From personal observation, how- 

ever, during a walk in the country, I would ealeulate 

something like the following results. We shall not have 

one-twentieth of an average erop of those home-grown 

fruits which now form such an important portion of the 

food of both rich and poor. 

Pear, Cherry, Peach, or Apricot remain in the open 

the season, hence they deserve extended cultivation. 

It is not only the loss of blossoms and fruit for the pre- 

sent season, but the trees themselves (especially inland) 

may not recover for many year and many will die. 

old, aud may have been damaged by the frost, ought at 

once to be removed, as they will only engender insects, 

and prove “ cumberers of the ground.” Young plants 

ought to be planted so soon as the weather is mild, to 

supply their loss. The tops, as well as ali others that 

remain, ought to be pruned well inthis season. The 

withered flower buds of trees that remain ought also to 

be eut off, to induce the reserve buds below to form a 

succession. This is a law which Nature teaches, if we 

observe fruit trees generally, or the Poplar of the forest ; 

but the Larch tree, for instance, does not readily re- 

cover its wonted vigour by the growth of its reserve 

buds. I fear that noble tree has reeeived a check from 

the last three nights’ frost, which may retard the in- 

creasing growth of its trunk for years, if not destroy 

three-fourths of its extent in the forest. Wherever the 

buds are much damaged with the frost, it is more com- 

mendable to clear the ground of it before the first pes 

Potatoes, &e. Should the present extent of injured 

Larch remain to propagate the disease and insects which 

Nature provides to carry off interrupted and diseased 

circulation, the woods as well as the fields may soon be 

infested with a plague to both the animal and vegetable 

kingdom.—R. 4., Edinburgh Evening Courant. 

Asphalted Flower Stakes—1t having been stated that 

from decaying underground,thefollowing experiment was 

the surface of the ground. 

florist wept o'er his withered flowers, and the gardener 
What 

Scarcely a Gooseberry, 

garden; Apples and Plums will also be few. Straw- 

berries and Raspberries are the only probable frnit of 

Every Gooseberry bush and “fruit tree that was getting 

ing season goes by, and get advantage of the ground for 

Seyssel Asphalte would prevent Dahlia and other stakes 

tried. Stakes thoroughly dry, and consisting of Birch, 

Elm, Ash, Hazel, &c., were coated with boiling asphalte | 

sufficiently high up to allow for one foot being above 
The portion of the stakes 

just above the ground soon began to decay, and by the | this end, when mai 

in the same manner. ‘hat portion of the stake which 

is under ground, and covered with the asphalte decays 
faster than when driven into the ground without any 

such preparation. — Journal of the Horticultural 

Society. 

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS. 

(For the ensuing Week. ) 

CONSERVATORIES, STOVE, &c. 
Tur classification of business is at alitimes of the 

utmost importance, more especially at this period. 

There are maxims in gardening established by long 

ractice, which, if borne in-mind by the amateur or the 

tyro, would save, in no small degree, the tedium of repe- 

tition in Calendars. For instance, in sowing operations, 

there are certain vegetables for which, in order to pro- 

duce a continuous succession, no better rule can be 

offered than to sow a succession as soon as the preceding 

sowingis fairly above-ground. Such may he said of 

Peas, Beans, Horn Carrots (for drawing young), 

Radishes, Spinach, small Again with re- 

gard to plants for early forcing purposes, the budding 

or shooting of one set introduced to the forcing-pit, 

should be the signal for the introduction of a succession. 

In matters of propagation, likewise, the cuttings of va- 

rious flowers for a summer’s display should be collected 

if at all possible simultaneously, struck in.a frame or 

it together, and nursed t ier afterwards. "The 

alway et with more steady and uwiliform treatment 

under se, and it conduces likewise to the 

easy dispatch of business. Plant-houses in general.— 

A thorough revision of all the various tribesin the dif- 

ferent houses where plant growing and foreing are 
ry at one period or 

of late Vineries or 

Peach-houses generally o: 
ment, and of course for relieving the other structures. 

It is of great importance to keep things classified, or in 

families, as mùch as possible, which, as well as facili- 

tating business, will add a zest to these structures. 

Exhausted forcing stock should, by all means, have a 

pit, or frame, fitted up especially for them. The 

should by no means ‘be allowed to mix with the general 

stock. ‘The amateur may carry out this principle wit 

a small frame. bed of fermenting material of a mild 

character, covered 6 or 8 inches deep with tan, and 

well topped up with lining 1d matted at night, is the 

thing required. A bottom-heat of 80° with Írequent 

syringings, and the plants plunged (of course), will re- 

store them to perfect health, and prepare them for an- 

other campaign. Stove Plants and Orchids.—Orchids 

should now be allowed a slight advance in temperature, 

especially by shutting up early. Mixed Greenhouse.— 

Fuchsias will be benefited by the application of clear 

liquid manure. Very liberal shifts will be necessary at this 

period, more especially with those intended for very large 

specimens. Cinerarias for late blooming should, if pot- 

bound, be shifted likewise. Let plants in need of 

water have immediate attention; nothing conduces 

ement of insects than suffering 

plants to become checked through drougt Follow up 

matters of propagation, and see that cuttings and young 

stock, are carefully shaded when necessary 
KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING. 

Pines.—1t is to be hoped that the cautions so oft- 

repeated about root-burning been sedulously at- 

tended to. It is absolutely impossible to attain even 

moderate share of success his sad evil is allowed 

to take place, What is called a lively bottom-heat is at 

all times an insecure course. This, by common con- 

sent, is allowed to be from 90° to 95°, and is, in my 

opinion, but a dangerous game to play at. Mr. Hamil- 

ton assured me last summer that he had no doubt that 

over-excitement of this kind tended, amongst other 

evils, to greatly increase the erown. Vineries.— hin- 

ning and shoulder-tying being finished in early Vineries, 

little is necessary to be done, except to pursue an 

even course in regard to heat and atmospheric mois- 

ture. See that all the principal leaves, on which [so 

much depends, have fair play as to a free exposure’ to 

the light, and endeavour to prevent their coming m con- 

tact with the glass ; most houses are wired too close to it. 

Follow up stopping, more especially with the grosser 

shoots, and allow lower branches to ramble a little, to 

equalise the sap. Late ines as before; keep the 

wood moistened at least twice a day. Peach-houses.— 

The early fruit will in many cases be stoning. Remem- 

ber that this process will not bear pushing. If such be 

attempted, the trees will east their fruit. Seethatyoung 

wood is carefully trained to the trellis ; this is a most 

important point at all t The true way to accelerate 

the ripening period is to endeavour by all means to 

promote the healthy « tions of the plant. No plant 
requires more sun than the Peach, and abortive 

blossoms commonly ng from bad attention to the 

summer training. Figs, Cherries, &e—More Figsarelost 

through drought than by any other evil. A constantly 

moist state of the soil is indispensable to their success, 
when confined in boxes or pots. They succeed admirably 
when a pitof leaves in a state of fermentation ean begiven 

up tothem. Plunged in a bottom-heat of 70° or 759°, 
in this way, and allowed to ramble at the root, with 

close stopping in the wood, and a humid atmosphere of 
65° or 70°, they will be everything that can be desired. 

Cherries and Strawberries as before. Cucumbers and 

| Melons.—Get out successional crops, if not done ; take 

every precaution to avoid burning at the roots. To 
king the hills for them, form a hole 

end of the season all were quite rotten. his appliea- | three parts the depth of the bed in the centre of each 

Some of the stakes treated as | light; half fill it with raw turf chopped slightly, and on 
Never finally soil tion proves injurious. 

| above mentioned, and not driven into the ground, rotted | this place the compost for the hills. 
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over the beds until all danger from burning is past, , and 
then only half at a time, taking care that the linings are 
in good order at that period, or an injurious depression 
of the temperature will suddenly take place. 

KITCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD. 
Proceed with the business of former Calendars. I 

will this week say a few words about Asparagus plant- 
ing. I hold it of the utmost importance in kitchen 
gardening to give every attention to a proper rotation 
of crops. I make it a point to grow all my Celery 
(which occupies, I imagine, about a tenth part of the 
whole kitchen garden), in what are called Scotch beds. 
These beds with me are from 5 to 6 feet wide, and I 
every year break up an old Asparagus bed or two, in 
order to force it. I make it a rule to plant at least an 
equal quantity. Part of this Celery ground is prepared 
in 2 special way, with a view to its being. laid down with 

The ion eonsists in trenehing it 
much deeper n the rest, and in burying a considera- 
ble quantity of raw vegetable matter in the bottom of 
the trench.—Old refuse, vegetables, Cabbage stalks, 
weeds, or what is very good (if it can be obtained) half- 
rotten leaves, with which some little manure has been 
blended for linings i in the previous year. The upper 
part of the beds have some rotten manure of course for 
the Celery, In taking up the Celery for use, the bed 
is broken up a great depth and the alleys with it, and 
thrown into a ridge, which ridge remains as a alleys 
until planting time, when it is merely levelled for plant- 
ing.* It should not be planted until the early part of 
April. Ca and Fruit-trees.—See last Calendar. 

OWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES, 

This i is an excellent time to sow a good collection of 
Annuals, whether hardy or tender. For the latter, a slight 
hotbed is requisite. The more choice hardy Annuals 
should be sown in patches, and covered with a garden 
pot, taking care to remove it when _they are coming up 
in the day time, covering them again at night. If any 
rude or unimportant shrubbery borders require a little 
gaiety, and business presses, a mixture of some of the 
hardier sorts might be made, such as Collinsias, Clarkias, 
Escholtzias, Malopes, Larkspurs, and Candytufts, and 
strewed at random over the open parts of the border, 
after a thorough cleaning. Dahlias should be in- 
creased without delay, and an early batch of Chry- 
santhemum cuttings, or suckers, put out.  Lobelias 
should be potted, and put into a dung bed. German 
and Ten-week Stocks should be sown in fresh soil, in a 
cold frame, or one that will soon cool down ; and a few 
early German Asters on a slight heat. Let "walks in ill 
condition be turned forthwith, and fresh coated with 
gravel, filling them nearly brimfal : they harmonise 
better with the ERU. Scenery is when deep. 

RISTS' FLOWER; 

Auriculas.—Give air on every Baeble occasion, as 
the effect is very much diminished when the flower- 
stems are drawn up weak; a finely-grown Auricula 
ought to support its truss without assistance. Whilst 
the blooms are unexpanded, slight showers will be of 
service, when not accompanied with boisterous or cut- 
ting winds ; but as soon as they open, moisture over 
‘head should be avoided, as it is apt to disturb the paste 
of the eye, and to give the flowers a smeared appear- 
ance. JPolyanthuses.—1f not parted last autumn, may 
now be divided advantageously ; if the plants are re- 
quired for exhibition, of course this operation may be 

id 

[Man. 28, 
[| State.ot the Weather near London, for the week ending Mar. 26, 1846, as 

observedat the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick. 

Mar, | Mpors| Banos. Bü 
x 

rid. 90 

at. 9] 09 
un. 22 «0f 

on. 23 03 

Tues. 24 . Y ; 
Wed, 95 2 i 99.361 3 . 10 

Thurs. 26 | se | 29.710 | 29.43 | 54 | 37 | 455 | W. | ‘oe 

Average | E 
Mar. X, nearly 2 inches deep; cloudy; very clear; frosty 

—Sharp feat) densely clouded; boletezous, with heavy rain at night 
—Clear and fine ; sunshine ‘and rain at intervals; showery at night 
3—Rain; cloudy and clear 

; cloudy and fine; clear 
5— Fine; overcast; showery; clear t intervals 
'6—Cloudy and fine; showery; clea 

dan vomperntureot the week 2 dep, below the average! 
State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 20 years, for the 

K Week ending April 4, 19 
LR. Winds. 

Bee erst rem 
in | quantity |, 

n. 

Aver. | Aver. | neq, 
Mar. |Highest| Lowest ES 

Temp. | Temp. |T 9nP| which it | of Raj 

Sun. 29| 52.7 | 84.5 | 44.1 4 0.12 in. 
Mon. 30| 536 | 356 | 44.6 6 .50 
Tues 31| 447 | 862 | 455 9 0.96 
April | 
Wed. 539 | 35.4 | 446| 10 0.76 
Thur. 2| 546 | 37.1 | 458 9 1.19 
Fri. 3| 561 | 344 | 45.2 2 0.07 

t. 4] 55 36.4 — 46.0 7 0.14 

e highest temperature during the above period occurred on the dà, 
eas on. 73°; and the lowest on the therm. 169. 

Notices to Correspondents. 
The Third Edition of PAXTON’S COTTAGERS’ CALENDAR 

s i ee Edition is preparing, and will be 

ck N o; 
for 1844 and 1846 can be Had, bound. jm. cloths price Jl, 10s. 

The following Numbers in the respective years can 
also be had. n Subscriber who will forward to the pub- 
lisher post-office stamps equivalent to as inen. Numbers as 
ee E questons wil have them sent free by pos: 

, 14, 15, 16, 17, 15 2. 23, 24, 26, 27, 
2 2. a ai, EA D à, 3s, is ie 46, PA 

11, 12; 13, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 
PN P3 a» oh, Wii 25 Pa ds "3. 35, 31, '2, 94, 35, 38, 40, 41, 
43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, , 51 
1843—4, 10, 11, kn “3, Sa 16, "i "i, 8, 20, 22, 23, 24, 2 ee 

27, 28, 29, ie 31, 32, 33, 54, 36, 97, 38, 39,740, 41, 42, 49, 4 
1844.— ‘All ut Nos. 36 and 46, 
1845—A11 e Nos. 24, 34, cee 38, en 48. 

Booxs—A Young inted m Mr. 

ordinary purposes, —L, M G Now i is 
** School doen you should non dard for a sil nate week. 

ree Rose ” may be “procured 
trough s any bookseller, price 4s, 6d.——R M— Roberts on 
the 
a da wport-— Several excellent articles on the 
treatment of the Calceolaria, have appeared in former MIS 
particularly atpp. 67 and 341, 1841, The only secret is to 

pots in the first week in February, and then push them along 
in a gentle heat, CUR them free from insects, until they 
show bloom in , after which they must be grown in a 
cool, airy place, to B peeved the flower-stems from becoming 
too much drawn. 

Camis — C D—Your US are probably kept too wet at 
the roots, or they may require fresh soil, in order to enable 
them to expand their Sdowerbacel 5 

Curcory—Inquirer—Sow this in the latter end of se or begin- 
ning of May, in a rich, deep, loamy soil. double drill 
it, the rows should be from 16 to 18 inches bi width; the 
drills, 34 inches apart. 

CoNIFERS—A H— Juniperus pendula is appart ently hardy. 
CovvE TRONCHUDA— T'weedside—Sow thisin May. It possesses 

considerable meritas an autumn vegetable ; but being rather 
tender, it requires protection from severe frosts. Slight frosts, 
owever, ave said to render it more palatable, by removing 

the bitter taste which it quce possesses, The stalks of 
sage leaves are eaten like Seakale.. 

T—Good gardeners are of opinion that laps are deferred. Tulips.—Canker fo, a degree 
has made its in ma lleetions ; effectual 
means must immediately be E to eradicate it, by 
removing the soil and cutting away the diseased part 
to the quick, and allowing it fall exposure to the air. 
Seedling Tulips must be carefully attended to, and 
kept free from weeds, and their growth encouraged as 
much as possible. Carnations and Picotees should im- 
mediately be put out in their blooming pots, and placed 
‘in a sheltered situation on a layer of coal-ashes, to pre- 
vent the ingress of worms, &e. In order to make 
“assurance doubly sure,” place a piece of fresh-cut 
Potato in the soil by the side of the plants; and should 
there be, by any chance, a wireworm overlooked, it will 
generally prefer the former, and may thus be caught. 
Dahlia plants, potted off after they have taken root, 
may be gradually hardened by occasionally tilting the 
frame lights. Continue to put in fresh cuttings, as they 
get sufficiently long. Pinks and Pansies must be at- 
tended to as previously directed, taking especial care to 
entrap snails, &c. 

COTTAGERS’ GARDENS, 
Continue eu Potatoes; scoop out the eyes, or 

make very small sets; they Sut answer exceedingly 
well if they escape the disease. Both lime and sul- 
phur are recommended for dusting the sets with before 
planting. Get in plenty of Parsnips and Carrots, in 
lieu of part of the Potato crop ; and try a few Jerusa- 
lem Artiehokes on any inferior plot; a very slight 
manuring will suffice ; they must be topped when about 
5 feet high : plant on level ground, like Potatoes, or 
in drills 18 inches apart, and 1 foot between the 
plants. Sow plenty of Green Kale, early Cabbage, 
Savoys, &e., and a small peat of RUNI Swede Turnips. 

See to all water REA ha out all lodg 

rediens in sheet-glass, and wi INER little to object. The 
fear is that water will draw in at tl joints uring winter, 
expand! and chip the pike Wectouu tiie rat i EI 

cen far better to leave the bees in their winter quar- 
ters till the beginning of Apri 

rrin¢—Northwood—It is not necessary to cut away all the 
rr qr of a tree when it is grafted; but it is better to 

Greennovuses—P J—Nothing will thrive in your passage. 
ompel Camellias, Sez arlet Geraniums, New oand 

Acacias, and Nepal Ee to grow there ; but the 
want of light and free ventilation are insuperable e obstacles. 

HARDY bit cene tte — The following will possibly 
answer your purpose. yracantha, Clematis mon- 
tana, azurea, and Tiend ; Caprifolium sempervirens, 
gratum, and flexuosum ; Guintcran ting grandiflorus ; Hy- 
cine sinensis; Bignonia radicans major; Jasminum offici- 
nale and revolut tum; Passiflora cærulea ; Magnolias, and 

„Climbing Roses. 
leaving 

out what ickiyirs Call m urne ” Carry ur Pigeon- 
hole work all ri 
NsEOTS—J T C— "The "animal i is a minute Podura, which may 
be destroyed by fumigation. Employ Tobacco for that pur- 
pose, Lane it use su 
LJ tis a Thrips, but so injured by the gum that itis is 
impossible to tell you we species. What is it doing ? 

They are the gardener’s best 

AIZE, &c.—A H— w of no variety of Indian Corn ha E 
enough to be fit for pri ofa cultivation in this UR 
experience is agai The hardiest kind is the 4 duy 
corn of Lombardy. The Convolvulus Potato is certainly not 
cultivable in this country in the open air. We never saw the 
tubers of Cyperus esculentus offered for sale in England ; hn 
we doubt if it is to pe found unless in Botanic Gardens. Cui 
bono its cultivation ? 

Names or PrnAwTS—Jas. Rollins—We see nothing unusual in 
m Yew you have sent us.——Cork—Narcissus d var. 

—l, Gnidia simplex; 2, Acacia armata. 
Seedling oe cannot benamed, —W MX ki Abed rubra. T 
—s 'ord—Distinct double varieties of Ajax Pseudo- 
NAA of Haworth, 

NA 
and secure a perfect escape for superfluous waters. 
Stagnation is as prejudieial in the forest as the field. 
The time is probably at hand, when the modern deep 
draining will be applied to land for plantations ; until 
such, however, takes place, the surplus must be got rid 
of. "Keep a watchful eye to the seed-bed, for fear of the 
Ee atone of vermin. 

ia,—Under head “ Cottagers’ CRUDUM March 14th, for 

h obliged : but we have no room at 
present for witty Lanes from the heathen stelle ogy. 

PELARGONIUMS—Q A—One-half tw vy 
and one-fourth silver sand, well mi 
dung, will form a 

PrNE-ÀPPLES—. or succession plants 
depends on the sorts ; for example, that absolutely necessary 
for Queens would be ‘insufficient for the taller kinds. 
may allow 2} feet for the former, Without knowing the 
arrangement of your heating apparatus, it is hazardous to 

an opinion about planting out of pots ; for precautions Errai 
“Bags ? read “ Hogs.” Under head “Cold Pits,” March 21st, 
for “newly potted Stocks” read “newly potted Stock.” 

must be taken to guard against the liability of baking the 
roots.ll 

Poxitics—G W—We never meddle with them. If we did we 
should take our side without reserve. As to printing corre- 
spondent’s questions as wellas our answers we have tried the 
lan, and abandoned it in consequence o: D enormous 

length to which it would extend this part of our P. 
Potmaise Heatinc—G@ E H— e had a DNE to heat 

we should adopt this plan; but as it will next winter 
fore you will have to use it, you had "us wait a little 

while iA you have heard the end of the discussion, We hold 
‘ast to the statements made about it in our first Leader on the 
aay ee Precautions must no doubt be taken with Polmaise 
as with CURL else, 

Porators—P G—We shall be most happy to find ourselves 
mistaken ; but everything confirms our preni views. 

ing us alarmists, why—we accept the name, Tt is our 
pene to alarm people when there is E SE it; and we 

desert our duty if we wavered or hesitated in the least. 
When the Potato disease first broke out ud Rise then called 
alarmists— PM had we not reason ? RIEGO d 
that a public journalist does his duty by on ju 
palsied hands in dismay at disasters, the probability of heh 
he ought to have pO outin order to wa: 

re not of that mind, —— 
into no disputes about this matter. Whatstatements we have 
really made we o ready and able to justify completely. But 
it is useless to attempt to deal with the assertions of A B and 

For example, i SUR just seen an assertion cut out of some 
Irish paper, that we estimated the loss of the Potato-crop in 
that country at 5-6ths. Such a OE. is nien false. 

Belts: N.. rance, and the South or ES and was, we 
fear, very near EIE truth; for the ana Rone ia 
officially stated to have been 4 4 or 2 Pd ihe Belgian esti- 
mates, although not official, are to the same amount.—— 
P W S—The tendency which diseased EORUM have to form 
clusters of young ones is well known. But we have no war- 
rant for saying that such young ones will e a healthy 
crop; in fact they are often diseased, or mere abortions. 
However, the experiment is well worth a trial, when such 
Potatoes root freely as yours 

RosES—A Young A TEE tender sorts should be protected 
in winter, If, ver, you could pack them well in thatch 
or mats in winter, | that plan is better than taking them up 
or keeping them in -J € L—The following have os 
found to force well :—Torrida, fade. Billiard, and Com 
de Paris, Bougére, Pactolus s, Celina, Hebe's Cup, ee 
quet de bots Nejplus u ultra, Madame Piantier Beauté Vive, 
and many other perpetuals and hybrid Chi 

SEAWATER- Ble your marshes are completely. soaked by 
sea water, they will not En good Grass till e iud parti- 
cles are removed. rainage or by artificial m 
water Grasses no not HRS till something has MESA done. 

SnapEs—S—We 'w of no particular contrivance for moving 
roller shades inside a house—but of course it could be done 
ifit were not for the plants Guinea over the roof. Those in 
the Garden of the Horticultural Society are external, and 
very D they are. 
MokY Our — Smoke —The person who could QUEM 
eure Mes EUM would soon make rtu E 
always difficult to form an opinion on such a subject moni 
HEAR inspection ; ut, in general, such a case as yours is 

by poe the chimney. e presume that the westerly 
Cae blow your smoke down the chimney, Can you not 
lengthen it? To Vick it Saal only increase the evil. 

Tree VrongTS—Jgnoramwus—In forming these train them to a 
suckers and low 

lateral shoots as soon as they appear. The mere pinching 

VixES—A B—You may train the old wood of your Vines up the 
rafters without wires; but you cannot dispense with them, 

do justice to the training of the young) shoots, even 
although you adopt the spur system, tside screen, and 
that a thin one, will be amply sufficient. Patty the laps.|I— 
T. O'Reilly—For a small house, Black Hamburg, Royal Mus- 
cadine, Black Frontignan, White ditto, Roberts’s.||—D— 
Better plant those Ms have in pots.|| 

Woop ANEMONE—A M D—The blue wood Anemone grows in 
Belen. Woods ; ah the Duke of Somerset’s Park, Wim- 
ledon ; near Harrow-on-the- Hill; at Luton Hoo, Bedforc- 

shire ; near RE Herts; and also near Canterbury. 
The double white wood Anemone has not hitherto been found 
in a wild GER W. W. 

secret consists in 
making it directly after ey pios is OaE We do not 
publish almanacks.——Jas —You must apply to ofti- 
cers who are in command 22 bus ps. The appo ointment rests 
with them, unless you can get some Lord of the Admiralty to 
interfere, in which attempt you will hardly succeed. ——.L d 
—We were anxious to see the Orobanche, supposing il 
have been some Brazilian species imported with the sate 
roots : that not appearing fo be the case, our r anxiety is dimi- 
ished, Pinus Gerardiana is a 3-leaved species ; Abies Smith- 

iana and Khutrow are the same; Pinus insignis isfrom eR 
for aioe s Dilutium was REN tised a 

rally very limited, and seems to depend mainly upon the fact 
that all plants demand a certain length of time for repose. If 
you compel a plant to grow in our summer, although it natu- 
rally prefers our winter, you oblige it to go to rest in winter 
in order to recover fr ee the effort it had just before unnatu- 
ay pow and iud change, once it due to go on. 
——AÀ plans Ret only r the manure 
ma What SEINS recap u refer tot Pn ive no 

Pr rom 

du or aye 

o your news-agent of the careless © 
manner in which the paper is folded. 

SEEDLING FLOWERS. 

Co.—Your seedling is a compact and desira- 
ble flower, of a light rosy red colour ; it is oi T medium size, 
neatly formed, the parals gently recurv. e; the flower is full 
and M cu the cen’ tre; the foliage is large FA handsome, 

a ossy green, contrasting finely with the colour of 
Aesi ERU d displays to great advantage.* 

PIRE acre r seedlings present considerable variety 
n the tints, Saa generally the flowers are well formed. They, 
Howa displ o great novelty, and are not equal to the 
best varieties i in ACOTA tions No. Š appears to be the most de- 

, Birable and novel,* 
ven usual, SOS VENUS S pare been PEE too late, 

"an ingu! 

CAMELLIA —T D d 

can o. made, a must also beg for the indulgence of thos! 
merous correspondents, the insertion ef whose p 

contri ibutions i is en delay: yed. 
ort of "ne last meeting of the Horticul- 

tural Society, [e brace of Cucumbers are said to have been. 
sent by H, H. Oddie, Esq. 
garden of Colonel Sad .——In J. G. Waite's advertise- 
E of last week, p.177, col. b, for aces Dog’s-tail b, 
Grass, 24s, per cwt.,” id “0945, per bush 
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OTTER'S GUANO FOR TURNIPS. 

Result of an Experiment tried by Professor DAUBENY, 

communicated to the Royal Agricultural Society,and published 

in their “J 1,” Vol. vi. Part 2. 
in their Journal >RODUCE PER ACRE. 

Weight of 
s| 
zi 
| Ibs. 

1 Unmanured .. .. oo E ..| 14,298 

2 Bone Shavings, 10 cwt. Se Pec EE 
3 Manure Company's Guano, 260 Tb: SG 26,058. 

4 Nitrate of Soda, 14 cwt. E E 28,459 

5 Phosphorite, 12 ewt. — . r 28,639 

6 Ditto, with Oil of Vitriol m " 30,869 

7 Peruvian m * 81,114 

8 Bones, with Vitriolic Acid, oe «| 91,89 

9 ima Kcd c EE S 

10 Sulphate Ammonia, 1 ewt., .. I. ^. ..| 32,070 

11 Bones, finely powdered, 12 cwt. «+ E . ee 

12|POTTER’S GUANO, 260 Ibs. oo be al 3 

Oxford, Dec. 8, 1845. 

Nore.—It thus appears, that by the application of POTTERS 

Guano, the productive power of the Jand was nearly trebled ; 

and when tried against eleven other artificial manures, it beat 

them all, producing a greater weight of BULBS, at a much less 

cost. 
Its superiority over the Peruvian is evident in this trial, the 

latter applied at a cost of 25s. giving 31,114 Ibs. ; while Por- 
rER’s, costing 21s. gave 37,201 tbs. 

‘A similar result on Grass was obtained by LORD ZETLAND in 

1842. See his Testimonial. 

gar Wanted, a few active intelligent AGENTS, 

: * Observe, Mr. Porrer’s present address is 28, Clapham-road- 

Y place, London, 

The Agricultural Gazette, 

SATURDAY, MARCH 28, 1846. 

" ‘Agricultural Society of England. 
Wapwrspax, April d Highland and Agricultural Society. 
‘THURSDAY, — 2 land, 

LOCAL SOCIETIES. " " hi E. Forfa Leyland Hundred — Wool 
FARMERS’ CLUBS. 

April 7— Rochford Hundred—Fram- 
lingham — Watford — Jed- 
urg! 

4—Ducham — London — Col- | — 8—Harleston — Braintree and 
Jumpron Bockin 

— 62$: Columb — Newark — | — 9—Tavistock—Northampton 
Great Oakley — Wenlock — | — 10—Northallerton— Chelmsford —Hadleigh — là 

Wakefield 
— 11—Swansea—Cardiff — Winch- 

à oxford. Yoxfor comb —Darifort — 7—Wooton Basset — Wivelis- 
combe—A bergaveni 

Accorpine to an official paper lately laid before 
Parliament, the importation of Guano has increase 

from 1738 tons in 1841, to 220,934 tons in 1845 ; 

employing a fleet of 683 sail, and 11,486 men. This 

quantity of guano must have sufficed to manure 

between two and three millions of acres; and 

proves beyond all possibility of doubt the great im- 
portance of the article to farmers. 

We fear, however, that many who have used it, 

have met with no small disappointment in the result 

of its application ; partly because they have suf- 
fered themselves to be cheated by the swindlers 

whom we formerly exposed, and partly because 

they have purchased, for the sake of a low price, an 

article very inferior in quality, although really of 

foreign origin. It is this, indeed, which constitutes 

ihe whole objection to the use of guano, that 

ordinary persons cannot tell whether it is good or 

bad, genuine or fraudulent. It is as easy to fabri- 
cate analyses as to compound a false guano; and 

we fear that many of the buyers, in whose hands 
bona fide analyses are placed, but little understand 
their true import. As to frauds, we have no 

doubt that they are as mumerous as ever; 

they are so easy to commit, so difficult to 
detect, and so very profitable, that it is hard to say 

in what way they can be guarded against effectually. 
At this moment there is in the West India Docks 

a ship-load of precipitated gypsum, probably the 

refuse of some tartaric acid manufactory, so dex- 
terously coloured brown that it is impossible to 

detect its presence in guano by the eye, and this is 

no doubt intended by some of the honest guano 
dealers as a new (?) material for swindling farmers, 

To us it appears that there are but two means of 

guarding against this monstrous evil. e one is 

to buy Peruvian guano in preference to all others, 
and to obtain that directly from the importers 

essrs. Grnns and Co., of London or Liverpool, 
who, although they will not themselves sell less 

than 30 tons at a time, would, we are persuaded, 

direct applicants to their agents who could be relied 
Upon. The other is for farmers to agree among 

themselves to have theirown Inspector of artificial 
manures, through whom every purchase should be 
made, whose sole business it should be to watch the 

Operations of the manure trade, to collect evidence 
of fraud, and to preserve samples of everything 

bought, so that in case of roguery being suspected 
he might furnish evidence that would be irresistible 
in a court of law, to which it is high time that 

farmers should betake themselves. 
imes are at hand when a great alteration in the 

Operations of farming will be inevitable, and among 
€ changes must be the certain prevention of all 

frauds upon the part of manure dealers. Farmers 

will, in fact, stand in relation to their land in the 

same position as a manufacturer to his mill, factory, 

or laboratory. A manufacturer does not buy lead 
for silver, or thistle-down for cotton, or cobwebs 
for flax ; but he takes care that every article pur- 
chased by him is not only cheap but pure. Neglect- 
ing such precautions, his road to the Gazette is quick 
and certain. Why, then, should farmers purchase 

ind hes for soot, li bonedust, or 

Epping loam for guano? Such folly or misfortune 
can, in the long run, lead to only one result, and we 

earnestly commend the matter to the most serious 
consideration of the agricultural interest. It is one 
in which newspapers can do little, but in which com- 
bined spirit and good sense on the part of buyers 
can do everything. 

We are constantly receiving inquiries as to THE 
QUANTITY AND NATURE or MANURES SUITABLE FOR 

PARTICULAR Crors. If readers will refer to ** No- 
tices” in back Numbers of the Paper, they will find 
that such inquiries have almost uniformly been an- 
swered by recommendations to apply 3 cwt. or 
4 cwt., per acre, of Peruvian or African guano, or 
other quantities of various animal and compound 
fertilisers. And we have no doubt that many in- 
uirers have been dissatisfied with the very general 

answers they have always in these cases received ; 

and some, perhaps, seeing the uniformity of our 
replies, notwithstanding the variety of the crops 
they referred to, may have doubted their trustwor- 
thiness. We beg the attention of such to two con- 
siderations, which, as they possess general interest, 

we make no apology for alluding to here :—1. Plants 
certainly do exhibit specifie differences of mineral 
composition; the ashes of different crops do vary, 
sometimes in the nature and always in the relative 
proportions of their ingredients. A crop of Tur- 
nips removes from the soil a remarkably large quan- 
tity of potash; grain crops are distinguished by 
their abstraction of large quantities of soluble silica ; 

7 | and the Clovers require an abundant supply of lime. 
Whatever differences there may be among scientific 
men as to the actual amounts of the different sub- 
stances thus removed, there is none as to the exist- 

ence of the specific distinctions we have referred to. 
And it is, doubtless, an acquaintance with this which 

has given rise to the questions of our correspond- 
ents; but they forget that, though the knowledge 
of a plant’s composition will enable us to supply 
it with suitable food, further information is required 
before we can do this with economy. Nature sup- 
plies even an artificial vegetation with much the 
larger proportion of what it needs—both atmosphere 
and soil are full of the food of plants; the latter 
only is under our control; but, besides the wants 

of a particular crop, the supplies which, in the soil, 
are naturally at its command must also be told us 
before we can say what is needed to ensure its pro- 
ductiveness. And on the latter point we are 
always, and perhaps unavoidably, left in the dark ; 

we are thus unable to state what substance, if any, 

the soil under the circumstances requires. What 
alternative, then, is there left open to us? simply 
to name some compound manure, such as guano, 
which, as it contains many ingredients, is most likely 
to contain that or those in which the soil may be 
deficient. 2. But there is another point, and a 
more important one, to which we beg the attention 
of our correspondents ; for we consider their ques- 
tions to indicate an entirely erroneous agriculture. 

It may, under extreme uncertainty of tenure, be 

expedient to consider the soil as the mere vehicle 
of nourishment to plants ; but that, in our opinion, 

only shows how tenancy at will tends to bad farm- 
ing. The soil is not a mere vehicle for the food of 
plants; to a great extent it is the food itself, and 
the more it is made so, the better the cultivation 

which is indicated. Farmers should possess a dor- 
mant capital, so to speak, invested in their land. 
Plants should not live, as it were, from hand to 

mouth ; to make them do so involves a great risk 

of failure. If you have security of tenure you 
should be a cultivator not of Wheat, not of Oats or 

Barley, Beans, or Peas, not of Potatoes or Carrots, 

Turnips or Mangold Wurzel, &c., but of the soil. 
Do not let your crops depend on the specific ma- 
nuring of the current year; they should rather be 
dependent on the fertility of the soil. And that, 
though attainable, for the sake of establishing a 
curious and useful theory,* by the application of 
definite quantities of particular compounds, is rather 
to be sought for by means of thorough cultivation 
and the consumption on the land of the crops 
raised from it. Do you want to grow a good crop 
of Wheat ? The way to do it, if your climate be 
no hindrance, is to make your soil fit for growing 

anything. Drain and cultivate it thoroughly, and 

* See Mr. Huxtable’s letter to Lord Portman in the current 

Number of the “ English Agricultural Society’s Ji ournal" We 

shall transfer it to our columns next week, if possible, 

thus bring atmospheric influences to bear upon it. 
Apply guano, or night-soil, or bone-dust, or sul- 
phurie acid and bones, and force a crop of Turnips ; 
consume them on the land, and you will thus confer 
fertility on the soil. And this will exhibit itself, 
whatever be the crop you may choose to take next. 
It may look like extravag tor d such 
a treatment as shall lay up in the land stores of food 
for plants sufficient for many years; but in the 
present state of agriculture as an art, we may 
depend upon it that this is true economy. 1t tends 
to improve the texture of the soil as well as its 
richness, and till we can leave this wholly to the 
agency of machines, and till we are able perfectly 
to carry out a true theory of agriculture, we must 
be content to act according to a plan proved pro- 
fitable, however exceptionable it may bein the eyes 
of scientific men. 

Amone the prizes for Implements to be awarded 
at the next annual meeting of the Royal Agricul- 
tural Society is one of 10/. for the best WEIGHING 
MACHINE for live cattle and farm produce generally. 
Although a prize has been already awarded, on a 

previous occasion, to an implement of this class, 

the judges reported (Journ. Ag. Soc. vol. 6 p. 318) 
that “a greater degree of portability is desirable 
than has yet been accomplished by Mr. James, or 
other makers, in order to realise all that is wished 

for by the Society and farmers generally? To 
this prize, and to these remarks, we beg to call 
the attention of our agricultural engineers and 
mechanicians. 

It is singular what very little exact knowledge 
exists even among practical men, of the details and 
results of their art; we much need a more general 
use of the weighing machine; all published illus- 

trations of farm experience should be quantitative ; 

the nature of the means used, and the character of 

their results, may be useful things to know, but the 

influence of the one, and the value of the other, 

depend upon their quantity, weight, extent, as well 
as upon their tendency, and these, therefore, should 

also always be made known. Statements thus use- 

ful, though still few in number considering the 

extent and variety of the subjects requiring illus- 

tration are rapidly accumulating. All our best 
agricultural periodicals are more exclusively de- 
voting themselves to their dissemination—witness 
the current Number of the “ English Agricultural 
Society’s Journal? It is in the increase of inform- 
ation which such statements convey that the pro- 
gress of agriculture as an art consists. One diffi- 
culty in the way of this progress has hitherto been 
the want of means sufficiently simple and efficient 
by which the generality of farmers might be enabled 

accurately to ascertain and then contribute their 

experience. Let us hope that the offer of the 

Agricultural Society may be successful in bringing 
out an implement of the kind required. It must be 
cheap, simple, and efficient for obvious reasons; 

and it must be portable. 
This last feature is essential; the farmers’ crops 

are bulky, and his stock being migratory are often at 
inconvenient distances ; they cannot easily be 
brought all to one place, there to suffer the test of 

weight. Our Turnip crops, in the great majority of 
cases, are consumed on the land ; they are, in fact, 

fixtures; the mountain cannot come to Mahomet, 

and therefore Mahomet must come to the mountain ; 
portability in a weighing machine for farm produce 
is, in short, a sine qua non. And this portability 

must be unaccompanied by complexity, for that is 
incompatible with cheapness, which is also essential. 

What we want is an implement possessing such 

facility of use and such cheapness as shall ensure its 

being extensively purchased and employed. 

It is the opinion we entertain of the high utility 

of which this machine is capable to the enlightened 
farmer, and of the good service which so simple an 

agent may do to the art of cultivation, that has in- 

duced this appeal to our agricultural machinists. 

Tf practical farmers participate in our sentiments ; 

if they individually feel the want of the implement, 
and can consequently believe that in all cases it will 

soon pay for itself, and in some be the means of 

adding to the stock of permanent knowledge con- 

nected with the cultivation of the soil ; if, in fact, 

they are prepared to become purchasers, we have 

no doubt makers will come without “calling.” We 

say this on the strength of the fact that not only has 

the supply of implements of an improved construc- 

tion up to this time been adequate to the demand, 

but in many cases our spirited mechanists have 

placed before us improvements and machines which 
we have neither asked for nor expected. Antici- 

pating our wants in these cases, the supply has in 

fact created the demand. And thus, whether the 

farmer is, or is not, fully alive to the value of the im- 

plement to which we have so particularly alluded, 

the manufacturer will,we are sure, not fail to execute 
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the commission now entrusted to him—an imple- 
ment which is profitableto the purchaser is a'“safe 
speculation” to the maker. And the possession of 
a machine cheap and portable, capable of weighing 
live stock and farm produce, is calculated to benefit 
the farmer directly, by enabling him to ascertain 
the real weight of his fat stock—nearer than by 
any other means—indireetly, by giving him the 
means of testing many doubtful or disputed points 
of practice or theory, and generally, by enabling 
him to experiment easily and correctly, and thus to 
obtain facts which can be made use of to the advan- 
tdge both of the theory and the practice of the art. 

PROFITS ON FLAX CULTURE IN IRELAND. 
i: the season for Flax sowing is now coming on, 

time for committing the seed to the ground 
Wenig from the 10th to the 20th of next month, it may 
neither be uninteresting nor out of place to bring before 
the readers of your Journal the average value of our 
importations of Flax, oil-cake, and “Flax seed, which r 
have taken from the Government returns for 1844. 
regret having allowed a statement I observed at page 5 
in Mr. J. Sproule' s Pamphlet, on the subject of our im- 
portation of oil cake and seed, to be so much my guide 
as to cause me to represent that we pay annually from 
10 to 12 millions. I cannot but regret this, as exagge- 
rated statements are always certain to injure any cause, 
and as my only hope of secing Flax culture more gene- 
ral is, and will be, from placing facts and experiments 
before the British farmers through the publie press, I 
shall, to the utmost of my power, follow that course, and 
that they may know the real value of our importations 
of Flax, oil-cake, and seed, I must beg their attention 
to the following :— 

Having, in my Letter, No. 14, to the editor of the 
Leeds Intelligencer, on the 25th September, computed |, 
the value of our importations in 1840, 62,660 tons at 
4,048,115/., I shall reckon the importation of 1844 at 
the same rate, although Flax is at this moment from 
107. to 127. per ton higher i in price, and to that I shall 
add the increase in our importations, viz., 16,763 tons 
in ae which makes the 
Total cost of imported Flax 
We imported seed a se wing, “&e., - in 

616,947 qn. which 
D for se 
er qr. at 4l. per qr. . a 

,890 tons of o 
I average at 91, per ton » 

£5,389,155 0 0 

6d. per Ges p 
. 2,467,788 0 (0 

2, which 
3 773,010 0 0 

.Now, as it appears we d the forc ign i mers 
1,341,040/. more for Flax ia 1844 than we did in 1840, 
and as the Belfast Flax Society tells us plainly Ireland 
produced fully a fifth more in 1844 than was done in 
1840, and Flax is bigher in price at this moment than 
it has been for years, I cannot cones that farmers in 
this Seon, ill continue in their prejudiced views 
respecting t is important and profitable crop, as the day | , 
ha: ived (as I expeeted when I first drew their at- 
tention to the subject) when other articles as well as 
corn must be raised by the producer for rent paying, 
and r. muneration for time and capital employed. 

British manufacturers have contrived 
m every thing taxed and wages double what is paid 
by their brethren on the Continent), to meet them in 
the American and other markets, “and flourish under 
such disadvantages ? 

I answer, Those men have had for ‘their motto 
* Nothing impossible ;” they have been driven from 
hand labour to steam power and science, until the manu- 
factures of this country have risen to a magnitude un- 
equalled in any other part of the’globe. Have they stood 
still even in the. most depressed times? No ; depres- 
sion has only served to stimulate them to experiments, 
inventions, and enterprize ; and to those alone are they 
indebted for their high commercial character ; and the 
increased exports of the country prove the success 
attending su severing habits of business, 

With these facts before the eyes of British farmers, 
will they allow themselves to be so insulted as to be told 
that men possessing nerve to try experiments are only 

to be met with in our manufacturing towns? Ido not 
think so ; and in order to convince "them what ean be 
done, and what has been done by their brethren in the 
sister kingdom by attention to the meretek subject, to 
which I wish to draw notice, I aiaia here lay before 
ni n some encouraging results of Flax culture, and as 

st experiment by Sir Rich. A. jos Dona Bart., in 
ayo, Ireland, has been succe: I shall gnote his 
un to the Secretary of the F i d firs 
He says :—“ I had 130 stones of Flax off 2 acres, for 

which I was offered 8s. per stone at the Show in Balli- 
nasloe, but many of my tenants had a far greater pro- 
dueethan this. Several have sold to me a stone of 
Flax for each quart of seed sown, which is the comple- 
ment of seed sown ona perch of ground. A man of 
the name of Patrick Gettus got fromime 14 quarts of 
Flax-seed, from which he sold me 14 stones of Flax 
at 6s. 6d. per.stone, A man named Ned Burk had at 
the rate of 104 stones to the acre, for which I gave him 
6s. per stone, producing the enormous profit of BLU 4s. 
per acre. Permit me to assure you, and the members 
of the Society, that I feel deeply indebted for all your 
strenuous exertions, and that no one can more fully 
appreciate the benefit you are conferring upon the poor 
of Ireland, and Society at large, by these exertions, 
than—R. A. O'Donnell, 

“ To Jas. McAdam, Esq., Belfast.” 

cinta instance of what can be done in cultivating 

tleman whose practical farming is well-known to every 
member of the Agricultural Society of Ireland, John 
Andrews, Esq., Comber. Mr. Andrews, in writing to 
the Secretary of the Flax Society, says :—“ I had on 

roods aud 20 perehes, Cunningham measure, about 
19 bushels of Flax-seed, which I sold at 9/. 8s. 9d., 
being for the Cunningham acre about 228 bushels, 
U. Gs. 6d. The produce of Flax was 33} stones of 

24 lbs., or 564 Armagh market stones, of which I sold 
6 stone at 16s., and the remainder at 15s. per stone. 
At this rate the amount was— 

For33lstones . Em m m .. £95 49 

Equal for an entire acre to .. E +. 428 16 10 
To which add the seed m E anis di 6:6 

And the result . £40 | 34 

For the gross RE of à Cunningham aere—the 
entire expense of rent and labour of "all kinds being 
under 107., which leaves me a clear profit on my Flax 
erop of 1844, of above 307. the Cunningham acre, a-re- 
turn by far exceeding anything I ever derived from 
land before. 

Although Mr. Andrews has had for his seed at the 
rate of 117, 6s. 6d. per acre, he sold it at 10s. per bushel. 
At the same time Riga Flax-seed sold in Belfast at 
non 6d. per barrel of 31 bushels, or 15s. per bushel; 

. Andrews proves. b; this (: d several experi- 
others), that home-saved seed is equally good 

for sowing. To this I shall add particulars of another 
xpe eriment made on a model farm of Lord Caledon’ s; 

as it is well known that work done for noblemen in 
general i is not done with the same views as.to economy 
in labour: that farmers would have it done, an allow- 
ance canbe made accordingly on the expenses paid for 
preparing what has been produced off 1 acre 1 rood 
39 perehes in this farm. 

* In answer to yours of the 24th Ihave much pleasure 
in furnishing you with an account of the Flax crop and 
expenses thereon, g grown on the Earl of Caledon’s model 
arm, crop 1845 :— 
Produce of 1 acre 1 gms and 39 perches, soldat £ s. d. 

lls.9d.perstone  . ei a 5519 73 
Tow 080 
130 bushels of bolls, wi which r consider well worth 

8d. per bushel we A vs: 961 18. 

£60 14 34 

£5. d. d. 
Five STET seed m + Vo 9 JB 5 

5 e 010 0 
ippling, and steeping ks qué: 18) 

He ot and [spreading iftos eMe T 
L g and tying 5 : see a PR d 
Scutching i? 5. eder UH 19D ay 

—— 16 3 6 

Leaving a Dinos 0 9 

Or, at the rate of 29/. as. 104. per acre, after edad 
ing all expenses ; 3 11. 10s. of additional expenses was 
incurred, which from the Flax being carried on bar- 
rows to the steep, would have been saved if earts could 
have carried it, —Jolm Barr, Manager. 

oJ. M‘Adam, E 

"he report t also that although a branch society 
was formed at Drogheda at a late period last year and 
little done, what w: rown turned out most satisfae- 
tory, and one lot brought for the fibre alone upwards of 
34/. per acre. 

Having now placed experiments before those who 
may consider the subject worthy of attention, that 
should eonvinee them tbat Flax is one of the most pro- 
fitable articles that ean be produced, I hope it may be |: 
the means of causing a few more exp riments this 
spring,as I have much pleasure in being able to say 
that what has been sent me from several quarters of 
the country of last year's growth, proves to be a strong, 
and in some instances, a fine article—J. H. Dickson, 
29, Broad-street Buildings. 

THE NATURE OF STARCH. 
[We are indebted to the kindness of Dr. Mateer for 

the following notices, taken from a eee on the “ Na- 
tural History, Properties, Uses, and generations of 
Fecula;" w hich was lately read at a rit of the Bel- 
fast Natural History Society) 

Starch, or, as it is otherwise called, Feeula, agudo 
to be merely a modification of common celiular 
where the cells, instead of being aggregated and, com- 
paratively empty, are. isolated and filled with gummy 
matter. With both, the cells or vesicles take their 
origin in the same way, and grow by cytoblasts. 
Wherever the cellular tissue occupies an organ, or part 
intended ulteriorly to be developed, there it is found to 
assume the state of fecula, and in this form has stored 
up within it the materials of future growth. Fecula 
or feculine matters, such as gum and sugar, are to be 
met with, in greater or less quantity, in all plants ; 
most so, however, in the esculent ones. The former is 
the more highly organised form,:and is found in the 
more important org gans—fruits, seeds, and stems, par- 
ticularly the underground ones; the latter oftenest 
occurs in herbage, and in true-roots, as Turnips, Carrots, 
Parsnips, and ‘others of the Umbelliferze, where the 
pivoting shape oftenest obtains. The Turnip seems to 
be a real root, like these others; but with the tendency, 
like others of the genus to w hich it belongs, of becoming 
caulescent at its upper part. 

The uses of fecula are either physiological or dietetic. 
The ‘first concerns the plant’s own uses ; the latter, its 
uses to animate nature. Fecula in its proper form, 
along with a. substance/(diastase) capable of converting 
it when required into sugar, or in the state of sugar 

5 

litself, is found near buds, embryos, and every growing 

this valuable plant has been ably deseribed by a gen- part, ‘The use it ; serves, when taken as food, is to 
supply the carbon which is consumed in the lungs 
during respiration ; and as the fecula contains this 
carbon ready formed, as it were, and only with the ele- 
ments of water, it is very easily assimilated for these 
purposes by the digestive organs. The azotised sub- 
stances with which fecula is associated in farina, and 
other products, are not in their composition so similar 
to the matters. they are to form, nor as much so as ani- 
mal substances, when used as food, would be ; so that, 
to make the digestion for these as easy as itis in the 
case of fecula for the respiratory functions, it would be 
requisite to have part of the diet animal. The fat in 
animals has the same uses iysiologieal and dietetic) 
as the fecula in plants 5 and it is the more important to 
notice this resemblance, as it helps to an explanation of 
the deranged states of fecula, and of feculine matters, 
in plants. 

Fungi develop and grow on the fecula just as the 
embryo in the seed does, or buds on branches. The 
fecula is, in consequence, altered either in quantity or 
quality, or both. This fact accounts for the occurrence 
of entophytes on plants during autumn, when the grains 
of fecula are fully formed, and ready to be carried. to 
the parts where it is to be stored up. It accounts, be- 
sides, for the circumstance, that plants which have 
underground stores in form of rhizomes, to which the 
fecula as soon as formed is conveyed, should more 
rarely be attacked ; and of this kind are the land endo- 
gens, not the aquatic ones, for these nearly all want 
fecula, and very generally so in their seeds, When the 
fecula and feeuline matters are thus attacked by fungi, 

ase results, and of this nature are the most widely- 
spread still, the of fungi, though in 
a sense the cause, is itself the effect Ne ui a certain 
pre disposition in the plant, a disorganised state or in- 

plete development of parts—the fecula in particular, 
iting from a lowered vitality variously induced. 

From the researches of Hunt, Reichenbach, ‘and others, 
on the agen cy of magnetism in direeting the forms of 
eA and in controlling the movements of organic 
lifer it may be inferred that where it acts on p lants, it 
gives direction and form to growth, and movements to 
the sap. he solar rays, it is well known, impart 
colori e, calorific, and chemical effects, The chemical 
are perhaps mainly due to electricity, and this, with 
the magnetic fluid then operating, causes the actions of 
digestion in the leaves, and of direction in growth. 
But both these fluids tin the atmosphere at all 
times, and are the necessary excitants of the functions 
of respiration and of circulation ; they are the agents 
by which the vital principles carry on their great Fane- 
tions, and anything. which impedes their free transit 

through the atmosphere, or that tends to lessen their 

quantity and due proportion, must lower the vitality. 
To show the way in which it will thus act: the solar 
rays being transmitted through an altered aimosphere, 
fewer of the colorifie and chemical rays will be given, 
whence there will be less or none of the alkaloid of 
Potatoes—solanine, But while these rays are withheld, 
the others of another kind (the electric ones concerned 
in the true respiratory actions) will be the more active, 
and carbon being thus abstracted for the formation of 
carbonic acid in this function, the fecula will be con- 
verted into sugar, and the albumen into caseine ; and 
this coincides with what Liebig observes of the diseased 
produets in the Potato. A moist atmosphere, or one 
dense from vapours, or possessing but little electricity 
or magnetic fluid, may induce incomplete formation of 
pa „and thus predispose to the growth of fungi. Parts 
int is state will be like mixtures of organie substances 
(gummy, saccharin or fermented), which once 
out of the limits of ’ vitality, are invaded by fungi. 
But if sporules are abundant in the atmosphere or 
in the soil, they will, by attaching themselves to even 
healthy parts, directly excite the disease : this, no doubt, 
oftenest occurs. Then it is interesting to study the 
mode in which the fungi as instruments bring about 
destruction of parts. In the disease of Potatoes, spots 
only of the tuber are affected which are of a dark colour, 
and have a tendency to fall into decomposition, and to 
spread in this way exactly like gangrene,which by some 
it was considered to he. The spots are oftenest hardish 
and : by the mi Thad early noticed 
that the cellules of the part were emptied of their fecula, 
and this accords with the observations of others since. 
Payen confirms this by the test iodine. The discoloured 
parts are growths filamentous, or membrane like, cover- 
ing fecula, granules, and the interior of cellules, and 
finally exhaust the cellules of the fecula, There are 
formed as products, water, carbonic acid, sugar (noticed 
by Dr. Ure to exist in more than ori dinary proportion), 
oils, and an acid, probably the acetic acid found in ger- 
minating seeds—in fact, all the products of germina- 
tion; which shows that the fungus or the fungi grow 
here in the same way as the embryo in the seed or buds 
on the fecula. The fermentation, however, is not, a8 
here, altogether saccharine, but rather puirefactive, 

4H 6 

3-1 owing to the decomposition of the fungi themselves, 
which from the large quantity of azote they contain, are 
almost ofan animal nature. The same phenomena as 
these occur in diseased Cereals ; with these, however, 
the nature of the disease is more obvious, for the fungi 
are seen to grow in the diseased parts, but in tue dis- 
eased tuber of the Potato it is difficult to say whether it 
be a fungus, or the product of many fungi. There is 
here the same difficulty as with ergot in determining 
the exact nature of the evil. Those who, with Fries, 
suppose the ergot to be the Spermoédia Clavus, might 
also, from similar evidence, conclude that the growth in 
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the Potato was a fungus ; a periola, it may be, which 

has usually its habitat here, and is, besides, very elosely 

lied to the Spermoódia, "The general opinion, however, 

is that the ergot.is caused by a perverted growth of the 

ovary, owing to the growth on its surface of myriads of 

Sporidia of an Ergotætia, or what might rather be viewed 

as an Oidium ; and of a like nature may be that of the 

Potato. The ergotized grain has been noticed by Mr. 

Latham to be of late extending very much, and 1 have 

found it in habitats (Poa fluitans, for instance,) not 

formerly considered such. Among other predisposing 

causes, some have mentioned, as giving rise to the dis- 

ease, exoticism, and the tendency of plants, when eulti- 

vated otherwise than by the seeds, to wear out. The 

former cannot be the cause, since the disease was as 

prevalent in the country where the Potato is indigenous 

as it was here, and that this plant, cultivated by buds, 

divisions of stems, &e., should on that account wear out 

is not more probable than that our fruit trees, which 

are cultivated by precisely the same means, should also 

Wear out, and this, the experience of many centuries 

shows not to have been the case. As fungi, in them- 
selves and theirsporoles, are evanescent in their nature, 

as they grow and develope in a different way from all 

other vegetables, andbave their existence apparently often 

from extraneous causes, and, most of all, the meteorolo- 

gical or other conditions of the atmosphere, there are 

no grounds for fearing a renewal of the disease by plant- 
ing the diseased tubers. If the disease should re-appear, 
it must be from the recurrence of the varied circum- 
Stances, atmospheric and others, that act in causing it. 

» Correspondence. 
Drainage-—A few months ago, a tenant requested 

that I would drain for him a Lea-field of about 64 

acres ; I consented, but at the same time desired that 

the drains should be 3 to 34 feet deep—he paying 5 per 

cent. on the cost. I have lately received a letter from 
him, in which he states “I have men draining the 

field at present, and we find a very bad subsoil, it being 
avery hard hungry sand. e are using 3-inch tiles 
open at the bottom, and for the main drains 4 and 
6-inch tiles. We have no pipe-tiles in our neighbour- 
hood ; where there is a soft place we flag them at the 

bottom ; we find most water about 2 feet 3 inches 

deep ; we have bored 4 or 5 feet deep, but found no 

water. The pasture here mostly lies on a hard bottom, 

and will not dry far. We are draining every 8 yards 
2 feet 6 inches deep ; to cut them any deeper the men 
Would want a great price ; several of the men have left 
US on account of its being so hard, and, I think, we 

would not benefit by it. The surface soil is mosily a 

blackish sand, but there are two or three different 

kinds in it, and it is about 6 inches in depth." I wrote 

to a gentleman supposed to have considerable expe- 

rience in that neighbourhood, to look at the land and 
give me his opinion, as I thought my tenant was not 
draining deep enough. His reply is * The field has 
a very indifferent subsoil—white sand mixed with a black 
roach ; it is a hard cinder, and 2 feet 6 inches is quite 
deep enough.” ‘There-is another field of a similar de- 
scription, only having a deeper surface-soil, drained a 
ew years ago, 18 inches deep and 14 yards apart, 
which I am asked to re-drain, the old ones being use. 
less. I have consented, provided the drains are laid 

from 3 to 4 feet deep between each of the old ones. 
But here again I am met with the objection that “ 2 

feet deep is quite enough; there is not subsoil to go 

any deeper, nor would it be any more improvement by 

bringing any more sand to the face ; it has too much, 
being a black top mixed with sand.” Pray, sir, can 
you advise me what I should do? If 18-inch drains 

are nearly useless, will 24-inch ones be much better, 
and worth the cost, and would not 40-inch drains have 
been better in the first case?—A Small Cumberland 
andowner, but no Farmer. [It may be depended on 

as true (1), that, wherever practicable (the expense of 
the operation in some cases may make it impracticable), 
drains should be at least 3 feet deep ; (2), that drain- 
tiles shouid always (except when lying on rock) be 

Placed on soles; and (3), that the tiles used need not be 
of a larger section than will suffice to carry off in a day 
say twice the largest known fall of rain during that 
period. Now,as regards the first point, we cannot give 

àn opinion on the impracticability of the subsoil with- 
out seeing it. re the men required to use the 

pickaxe ? if so, 30.inches may be as deep as, consider- 

Ing the expense, it may be expedient to go; but we 

Would let nothing that could properly be designated 
Only “ hard sand” hinder us from getting at least 3 

eet. As regards the second, you should insist on soles 
for your tiles throughout, except where they rest on 

rock, As regards the third point, we consider that for 

Your wet climate a tile of 3 or, at most, 4 square inches 

in the section amply sufficient ; 3-inch tiles open at the 

bottom, will be of 6 or 7 inches’ section, and are unneces- 

Sarily large.] 
On’ Soiling Cattle, &c.—ln No. 11, there is a sensi- 

ble paper by Mr. Baker, of Whitehaven, upon soiling. 

he writer fully agrees with every word that gentleman 

as said upon that, most important subject; he last year 

ept 21 steers and cows in the house all the summer ; 

these beasts consumed the produce of 4 acres of 
Vetches, half an acre of Cabbage, and 7 acres of 

gading Grass, between 2d May and lst September. 

ome 30 years ago the writer was in Cumberland, and 
Went to see the large herd of cattle, &c., at Mr. Cur- 

nee S farm, Workington Hall; as far as he recollects 
T. C. kept 60 milch cows (short horns) to supply the 

town of Workington withjmilk ; there were upon the 

same farm nearly 200 young cattle and oxen, and he 

was told by the bailiff that the number of horses at the 

collieries supplied with food from this farm was upwards 

of 200 ; the whole stock was kept in the house all the 

year round, and the writer well remembers the beauti- 

ful condition the horned stock, except the working oxen 

(which were made to work two in a team at plough, 

and were overworked) were in, when he visited the farm 

in the month of August. All the Grass land upon this 

farm of 1000 aeres was 6 acres of water meadow. 

Now, as Mr. Baker lives so near this farm, will he be 

kind enough to tell us if the same system is adopted at 

the present time, with the result. One word upon 

thin sowing: the writer feels greatly indebted to Mr. 

Hewitt Davis for his manly and straightforward manner 

in stating his practice, and cannot but lament to see a 

gentleman coming forward to serve his country as Mr. D. 

has done, attacked by men who really do not understand 

his system, or will not condescend to try to farm as they 

ought, by keeping their land clean, and in a high state 

of cultivation. The writer has for a great number of 

years planted early in the season about the same quan- 

tity as Mr. Davis, and uniformly with satisfactory re- 

sults. Some years ago, his then bailiff was an advocate 

for thick sowing, and asked to sow an acre of Wheat 
with 3 bushels of seed, against the quantity he was then 
planting, which was 1 bushel per acre, the writer feeling 

convinced that even.half a bushel, or 4 gallors per acre 

dibbled was sufficient, he had an acre between the other 

lots planted with that quantity; soon after harvest, 

his bailiff in a sorrowful mood brought in the account 

that the 4 gallons dibbled beat his 3 bushels by 2 bushels, 

but that the 8 gallons beat the dibbled by just the same 

quantity ; he, however, admitted, that had the dibbled 

not been so repeatedly eaten off by rabbits in the winter, 

and been hoed thrice instead of once, the result would 

have been in favour of the dibbled.—R. 

Electvo-Culture, and the Potato Disease.—By Dr. 

Forster’s remarks in the Agricultural Gazette of the 

l4th inst, upon the ‘statement of the Rev. Edwin 

temperature of 90? to 1009 or more in Uctoler and 
November is not the way to give the Potato its neces- 
sary quietus; at least it is not Nature's own way of 
doing the business. Ifthe gardener were to bury the 

shoots of his forced Vines in fermenting matter at a 
pitch of 909 or 100° the moment they were removed 
from hisforcing-house,what would be said? Yet our great 

physiologists seem to argue that a bud, whether on an 

underground stem, a surface one, or even a seed, are 

all amenable to certain general laws which cannot be 

ong transgressed without serious consequences. Another 

evil, of no-mean character, connected with the fermen- 

tation affair, is the total loss in many eases of the first 

sprouts, Now this of itself would be enough to cause 

many plants to degenerate. When, then, I say, in 

conclusion, the above circumstances are taken fully into 

consideration, with the addition of the cloudy and damp 

weather of the past summer, all tending to immaturity 

and weakness of constitution, who ean wonder that these 

accumulated evils have at last reached a crisis? Pota- 

toes for seed should be planted especially for seed, 

should be housed for seed, and should be reared on no 

account in low, damp, or shaded fields. Depend on it, 

the hill-tops are the most legitimate seed nurseries. 

Indeed, in my opinion, causes are at work, which be- 

fore many years have passed away, will show the high 

lands in general to be the situation for all green crops, 

and the valleys for pasturage—A Voice from the 

Gardens. 
Sale of Corn by Weight.—In the small markets of 

some parts of this country, the law which regulates the 

sale of corn by measure and not by weight is utterly 

despised, and dealers refuse to purchase, except with 

the guarantee of 70 lbs. to the bag (or bushel) of Wheat. 

The farmers being poor, and the competition great, 

they yield to the great corn-dealers’ wishes, and make 

him a present of a peck of corn on each bag of Wheat 

sold, "The Liverpool market also appears to be regu- 

lated by weight. and not by imperial measure, but there 

the price is always in proportion. In this neighbour- 

hood (North Devon) London prices are quoted by corn 
n 

Sydney, lam led to make a few observations. Last and country prices given for corn, always 

f year l tried various experi upon the applicat 
of electricity to various crops, and am much pleased 

with the result of those made upon Potatoes. I found 

a considerable increase, in tubers, and in haulm in 

particular. The haulms were from 6 to 8 inches long) 

than others not electrified. The difference was so 

much greater, that many people doubted at the time 

whether the increased produce was not owing to some 

other cause ; consequently, I did not feel disposed to 

publish any account of my experiments until after I 

had again given it another trial. As regards the state- 

ment, however, made by the Rev. Edwin Sydney and 

Dr. Forster, that the electrified ground had been found 

to protect the Potatoes from the ravages of the late 

disease, in my experiment I certainly found it to be 

quite the contrary. The Potatoes I had under experi- 

ment grew remarkably fast, until the disease showed 

itself in the neighbourhood, when nearly every Potato 

in this particular patch were simultaneously attacked ; 

but not so with others adjoining and in immediate con- 

nection with them, until some weeks after, and the 

latter never were diseased to the extent of the electrified 

portions of the crop. Both lots were the same sort. 

From one experiment, we cannot fairly 
tricity was the cause of the Potato murra 
undoubtedly appears to influence rather than prevent 

it, for these Potatoes showed the disease almost as soon 
as any in the neighbourhood. I made many inquiries 
as to the probable cause of the Potato failure last year, 
but there appears so many conflicting accounts, I ap- 
prehend we shall never know the true cause ; I find in 

this locality that where rich animal manure (refuse- 

sprats), or soot were used, that the erop was protected 

from the prevailing disease.— Richard Mason, Weston- 

super-mare. 
The Potato Murrain,—The great mass of the publie 

seem disposed to hunt for far-fetched causes in order to 

account for this serious visitation. Not so myself: I 

cannot but think that Ossa has been piled upon Pelion 

in this ease, as in many others, or, in other words, that 

abuse has been heaped upon abuse, until this valuable 

root, although still producing great crops under high 

stimuli, no longer possesses the constitutional vigour 

ally belonging to it. The abuses I allude to, are 

principally two, viz.:—late planting, and, by conse- 

quence, imperfect seed; and high fermentation in 

“hogs” or pits. Iam perfectly aware that those gen- 

tlemen of the “olden time,” who still smart under the 

very remembrance of the “ curl,” will back late plant- 

ing (or, in other words, unripe seed) as the only pana- 

cea for all the ills that the Potato is heir to. I, how- 

ever, beg to differ from them ; planting unripe tubers, 

or, in other words, stems with badly elaborated sap in 

them, in order to get rid of the curl, is about as sapient 

a manœuvre (in my way of thinking) as that of the 

man who set fire to his house to get rid of the rats. 

Why not unripe Wheat or other grain for seed ? Why 

not unripe Lettuce or Cauliflower seed in our gardens, 

in order to get rid of the grub, or to avoid * buttoning,” 

and a host of other evils, which our gardeners would 

well describe? Why not unripe shoots of the Vine, the 

Peach, or other natives of warm climes and sunny 

skies, to furnish the garden? As to high fermentation 

in pits, I am persuaded that if one of our farmers 

could be compelled to spend one night only in the centre 

of a huge Potato pit, composed of unripe Potatoes re- 

cently taken from the field, he would never more 

store those intended for seed in that way. Surely a 

m 

allowing hand 1 loss, &e., and the extra peck 

taken as a matter of course. How can this be pre- 

vented? The small farmers of the country would be 

under an obligation to you if you could tell them how to 

prevent the imposition, They cannot unite, for they 

are too numerous and too poor ; the corn merchants are 

few, and have the game in their own hands.—Z. W. 

Land Flooded by Sea Water.—Your correspondent, 

C. H. B." asks advice, and you invite a statement of 

your readers’ experience as to the treatment of land 

which has been overflowed with salt water. In Janu- 

ary, 1833, the sea broke in upon a piece of land in my 

possession, which remained covered with salt water 

from 30 to 40 hours. ‘The soil was a strong alluvial de- 

posit, which had been formerly reclaimed from the sea. 

Tt was about 30 acres in extent, and was oceupied, to 

the best of my recollection, thus : about a fourth, 3 

years’ Grass; a fourth newly laid down Clover and 

Rye-grass ; a fourth Wheat ; and the remainder an Oat 

stubble. The latter was slightly ploughed ; I knew 

that the Wheat would go when spring eame, I there- 

fore ordered the land to be ploughed very thinly as 

soon as it was possible to get upon it,and also the Oat 

stubble. The portion upon which the Wheat was grow- 

ing was sown with Oats and Clover, and Rye-grass ; 

the Oat stubble was planted with Mangold Wurzel ; 

the Clover had a small quantity of Rye-grass thrown on 

in addition, and never better crops were seen than those 

which followed thistreatment. The early part of the 

spring was wet, and so far favourable. The experience 

of the neighbourhood is, that if the land be stiff clay, no 

erop succeeds well until the Jand has been under Grass. 

If l possessed land of that nature which had been re- 

cently overflowed with salt water, I would sow it with 

Oats and Clover, and Rye-grass, giving à good allow- 

ance of White Clover seed. The laud already in Grass 

will recover during the present season.— W. i 

Barley the best substitute for Polatoes.—Mr. Ewing 

is quite mistaken in supposing the disease of the Potato 

to have been occasioned by atmospheric influence. If 

you wish I will send you the most indubitable evidence 

that the disease of the Potato was occasioned solely by 

the heavy rains and the cold weather [are not these 

atmospheric influences 4] which is an invariable accom- 

paniment of heavy and continuous rains. Thus, as the 

disease was caused by wet and cold, consequently the 

evil being external, the tubers will be found generally 

to be free from the disease, as they spring from the 

core of the Potato ; henes there will be abundance of 

sound.seed found at home, without having recourse to 

foreign countries for it. Turnips, Cabbages, Parsnips, 

and Carrots, are unfit for human food, as they contain 

too little nutrition, and too much elastic air, causin| 

flatulence in the stomach, and gripes in the intestines. 

None of these should even be given to cattle, without 

quantity of milk, and will thrive much better than if 

used in their raw state. There is no ‘difficulty in find- 
ing a substitute for Potatoes. Barley is more productive, 

consequently cheaper, and more nutritious, and can be 

cultivated with less expense. An acre of good land in 

Treland [What is your acre 2] produces 29 barrels of 16 

stones, or 74241bs. of good grain; the strawis good fod
der, 

and the chaff, when boiled with Turnips or Potatoes, is 

nutritious food for horses and cattle. Of 7,424 lbs. of 
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Barley, there may be about 925 lbs. of dust,torjrefuse 
om the manufacture of the said quantity, leaving 

6,499 lbs. of nutritious food, and the 925 lbs. of dust 
is readily consumed by horses, cattle, and pigs, and on 
no other food will cows thrive so well, and yield such a 
quantity of rich milk. A few years ago there was a 
scarcity of Potatoes in this neighbourhood, when the 
workmen employed at the Duncormick limestone quar- 
ries gave up the use of Potatoes, and used Barley-meal 
for stirabout in the morning and evening, with Barley- 
bread and milk to dinner, and they admit they never 
at any time wrought so well, were so strong, or enjoyed 
such good health, as during the time they substituted 
Barley for Potatoes. Were Barley mills established in 
this country, as in Scotland, they would be of immense 
‘utility to the poor, as I am convinced that 13 Ib. of “pot 
Barley” would be better and more nutritious than 
i stone of Potatoes. I hope this hint will be sufficient 
to induce millers in this country to introduce Barley 
amills for the manufacture of pearl and common Barley. 
— Robert M Call, Wezford. 

Liming Potatoes.—As I know that my authority has 
‘been extensively circulated in favour of quick-lime as a 
protection against the consequences of the Potato dis- 
ease, and as I have heard from the Duke of Rutland 
that his experiments have not been equally successful, 
I feel it a duty to society to prevent people from being 
misled by the general terms in which I have circulated 
the result of the experiments conducted here. It is 
quite true that the lime used here has been invariably 
successful, but it is the magnesian lime which abounds 
in this neighbourhood. In its caustic state, it is fatal 
to vegetation. Barren spots are to be seen in many 
places on the forest, where lime heaps were placed more 
than 30 years ago. It is, therefore, easy to account for 
the effect of this lime in stopping the propagation of this 
disease. The lime used by the Duke of Rutland I un- 
derstand to have been the crich-lime, which is very 
pure lime, and has no such destructive qualities. It is, 
therefore, only necessary to state the distinction to ac- 
count for the difference. Charcoal is quite as effectual 
as the magnesian lime,— Scott. Portland, Welbeck, 
Mar. 18. 

Horteties. 
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY or ENGLAND. 

A Wergty Councit was held at the Society’s House 
in Hanover-square, on Wednesday last, the 25th March ; 
present, His Grace the Duke of Ricamonn, K.G., in the 
chair ; Sir John V. B. Johnstone, Bart., M.P.; Thos. 

S. Thompson, Esq. ; S, Beneraft, Esq. ; H. Burr, Esq.; 
A. E. Fuller, Esq., M.P.; G. Vernon Harcourt, Esq., 
M.P.; E. Hussey, Esq.; C. Miles, Esq. ; O. Ogilvie, 
Esq.; A. L. Potter, Esq.; H. Price, Esq.; G. H. 
Ramsay, Esq. ; and T. Turner, Esq. 

The following new members were elected :— ' 
Nixon, William, Union Hall, Newcastle-on-Tyne 
Comins, Richard, Tiverton, Devonshire 
Taylor, Hugh, Cramlington, Newocastle-on-Tyne 
Mansel, Lieut,-Colonel, Smedmore, Corfe Castle, Dorset 
Hawks, George, Newcastle-on-' 
Cuthbert, William, Beaufront, Hexham, Northumberland 
Armstrong, Joseph, Higham-place, Neweastle-on-Tyne 
Joo} 1 as, Swinburne Castle, Hexham 
Davison, William, Seaton-Delaval, North Shields, North- 

ni 

Mansel, John Clavel, Smedmore, Corfe Castle 
Lax, William, Kirkbridge, Stanwick-park, Darlington 
Mitchell, John Hoffe, Deans-Leaze, Witchampton, Wimborne, 

Dorsetshire 
Gibson, John, Hayes-terrace, Newcastle-on-Tyne 
Haselwood, William, Hoddesdon, Hertfordshire 
Sowery, Stephen, Shieldfield-h N tle-on-Tyne 
Haddon, Thomas, Hampton-Lucy, Warwickshire 
Potts, Forster Charlton, Whorlton, Newcastle-on-Tyne 
Malins, George Wallington Rich., Thelsford, Wellesbourne, 

Warwickshire 
Burton, Thomas, jun,, Thurton, Norwich 
"Taylor, Charles H., Bamburgh, Belford, Northumberland. 

The names of 10 candidates for election at the next 
meeting were then read. 

Prize Essays.—Mr.* Puser, M.P., Chairman of the 
Journal Committee, having reported the essay to which 
the judges had awarded the Society’s prize for a Report 
on the Farming of Cambridgeshire, the sealed motto- 
paper containing the name of the author of the suc- 
cessful essay was opened by the Chairman in the pre- 
sence of the Council, and the adjudication found to 
"stand as follows :— 

To SawvEL Jonas, Esq., of 'Ickleton, near Saffron 
Walden, the Prize of 507., for his Report on the 
Farming of Cambridgeshire. 

Fanw-vanD Mawunr.—iir Jonn JouwsroNE, Bart., 
M.P., agreeably with the arrangement of the Council, 
as proposed at their last meeting, then introduced to the 
notiee of the members present, M. Ouvrard, the French 
financier, at present on a visit to this eountry, and who 
had been introduced to Sir John Johnstone by a friend 
who was desirous that M. Ouvrard should have an op- 
portunity of laying before the Council a plan of manag- 
ing farm-yard manure, submitted to him by M. Emile 
Encoutre, at present residing at No., 48 in the Hay- 
market, London, 

M. EwcourRE having remarked that the greater 
number of farmers left their manure-heaps exposed to 
the rain, while the smaller number covered them with 
earth but imperfectly, and without entirely preservin, 
them from injury and loss, was led to conceive that 
this object would be most effectually attained by cover- 
ing the whole of their surface with a layer of tar, mixed 
with lime, This covering, he imagined, would not only 

be a complete protection against the rain, but would 
also tend to the attainment of the following objects. 
1, The retention of those exhalations which have nitro- 
gen for their chief element, and, in a manuring point 
of view, are of the greatest value. 2. The watering of 
the heap by different manuring liquids produced on the 
farm, or furnished from other sources, should a defi- 
ciency exist. 3. The ion of the f. i 
and decay of the heaps by passing through them 
different pipes heated by means of steam to a 
temperature ranging from 60° to 70° F., and supplied 
by a boiler, of which the original price would not be 
more than 27. or 3. M. Encoutre also stated that the 
grain, before being sown, was immersed in a solution of 
gelatine and starch, diluted with brine, and then sprin- 
kled with the manure reduced to a dry and powdery 
state. Having given this account of his plan, he pro- 
ceeded to detail the practical results which had 
been obtained in France by its adoption; from 
which it appeared: — 1. at only one-sixth 
of manure thus prepared would be required in 
comparison with the quantity of common farm-yard 
manure usually applied for the same extent 
of surface. 2. That the produce of corn was found to 
be one-fifth greater where his manure had been used. 
3. That after two years the same land was found to re- 
quire only one-half of the orignal manurings to keep it 
in the same condition, 4, That the expence attending 
the application of this new manure was 8s. per acre. 
M. Encoutre, in conclusion, requested the Council to 
appoint one or more farms in different parts of the 
country, where his experiments might be repeated, and 
the value of his plan brought to the test of practical 
trial, expressing his willingness to give his personal at- 
tendance at each of the places selected, and to instruct 
the parties appointed to make the trial in the proper 
mode of proceeding. 

M. Ovvrarp then received of the Council their thanks 
to M. Encoutre, for his attention in submitting this plan 
to their notice; and availed himself of a suggestion 
that was made to him, that on the experimental farm 
connected with the Royal Agricultural College, at Ciren- 
cester, it might probably be at once submitted to the 
practical trial required by its inventor. 

Gorse ron Surzp.—Mr. SawpHAM Erry, of Elly 
Walks, near New Ross, in Ireland, the author of a paper 
on Gorse as food for cattle, in the last part of the 
Society’s Journal (p. 523), communicated to the Coun- 
cil the result of an experiment he had made in feed- 
ing sheep on that substance—the first instance he be- 
lieved either in Ireland or England, of sheep sold in 
market fattened on Gorse. The sheep, wedders of two 
years old, were put into a stall in the bullock-house in 
the last week of December, in fair average condition. 
They had a feed of Beet in the morning, and three feeds 
of prepared Gorse in the evening of each day, until the 
last week in February, when they were sold fat to the 
butcher and realised 30s. on the lot. The Beet was 
iven as a variety of food, and occupied the time during 

which the Gorse was undergoing preparation. The 
mutton proved to have an excellent flavour, of the wild 
mountain kind, and its chief excellence consisted in the 
abundance of rich gravy it contained. Mr. Elly ex- 
ressed himself so well satisfied with this result of his 

experiment, that it was his intention next year to go 
more largely into the speculation. 

Miscettanrous Communications. — 1. From Mr. 
Thompson, giving notice at the monthly meeting of the 
Council on Wednesday next, he intended to propose 
some arrangements regarding the lectures to be given 
to the members at the ensuing country meeting at 
Newcastle. 

2. From Sir Trayton Drake, Bart., reporting that 
on his farm at Nutwell Court, in Devonshire, Swedish 
Turnips, cut into slices by the Turnip-cutter, were em- 
ployed in their raw state as an excellent food for his 
horses ; and that, boiled in a copper and mashed into a 
pulp, his pigs thrived on them very well. 

From Mr. Johnson, of Farnham, stating that land 
sown with White Mustard, and fed off with sheep, had 
become perfectly free fróm moles and wireworms, with 
which it had previously been constantly infested. 

4. From Mr. Fisher Hobbs, Mr. Jonas, Capt. Gar- 
land, Mr. White, Mr. R. W. Baker, Mr. Fuller, M.P., 
and Mr. H. Manning, undertaking to make trial of the 
Australian Wheat and Barley sent to the Society for 
that purpose, and to report the result to the Council ; 
Mr, F. S. Dutton undertaking to furnish to the Council 
the result of Dr, Ure's analysis of each of those supplies. 

5. From Mr. John Townley, papers on the Potato 
disease ; and on the question, whether varieties of 
plants, propagated by extension, wear out, 

. From the Royal Agricultural Society at Prince 
Edward Island : a copy of their Annual Report, trans- 
mitted through His Grace the Duke of Richmond. 

. From Mr. Milberg, of Jever, Hanover : a notice 
of the new cultivator invented by him. 

8. From Mr. Pusey, M.P., transmitting the thanks 
of the honorary members elected at the previous 
monthly Council, for the honour of the election, and their 
desire to promote the objects of the Society; also 
Professor Graham’s especial wish to promote the views 
and investigations of the Society in those branches of 
science to which he is himself more particularly 
attached. 

9. From Mr. Raymond Barker, a notice, that at the 
next meeting of the Council, he should move an adjourn- 
ment over the Easter Recess, from the lst to the 22d 
of April. 
The Council thenadjourned to Wednesday, the Ist April. 

HIGHLAND AND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. 
Ar the late monthly meeting of this Society Mz’ 

CAMPBELL, of Auchendarroch, read a short report on 
raising improved varieties of Oats, by Mr. Archibald, 
overseer at Champfleurie, in West-Lothian, The re- 
porter, after alluding to the possibility of obtaining from 
growing crops improved varieties of Oats, which may 
have been engendered impregnation, states, that in 
August, 1841, he collected 25 distinct sorts, all differing 
from the crops among which he found them. Out o! 
these he selected eight for culture: Ist, The Hangin- 
side, or Yellow Oat; 2d, The Blue Early; 3d, The 
Hopetoun Brown; 4th, The Champfleurie; 5th, The 
Small Fly ; 6th, Peter's Oat; 7th, The White Wild ; 
and 8th, The King’s Evil. In April, 1842, he sowed à 
few seeds of each in his garden ; they came up well, 
producing good grain and straw. The Blue Oat was 
first ripe, followed by the Fly; the Hanginside was 
last. in 1843, the eight varieties were sown after 
Turnips, in a field of northerly exposure; they ali 
yielded very fine grain and straw—the Blue Oat still 
took the lead: but all were cut in the last week of 
August and the first of September. In 1844, they were 
tried after lea, on a piece of cold loamy soil, lying to the 
north, and not ina high state of culture. The seeds 
were sown in drills, with from 4 to 5 inches between 
each drill, The Blue Oat in this soil still kept the lead 
in earliness, as well as in grain and straw ; the White 
Wild Oat did remarkably well ; the whole were cut by 
the end of August. In 1845, the different varicties 
were again tried after Turnips, on a drained field with 
a good exposure and in high order; the Early Angus, 
the Hopetoun, and the Karly Reed Oats were sown 
along with them. These various experiments have led 
Mr. Archibald to form the following opinions of his va- 
rieties :—Blue Early Oat—A very free grower, well 
adapted for most soils, yields abundance of straw, an 
fine Oats for horses; ripens with the Early Angus. 
Hanginside, or Yellow Oat—A very hardy Oat, and 
productive in grain, requires strong dry soil; ripens 
with the Hopetoun. Hopetoun Brown Oat — 
very prolific bearer, and strong in straw ; resembles 
the Hopétoun. Champfleurie Oat—Yields fine straw, 
but a little deficient in grain to the others. Small Tiy 
Oat—A good bearer, but liable to shake before quite 
ripe; should be cut early. Peter’s Oat yields most ex- 
cellent grain and strong straw, and ripens with the Po- 
tato Oat ; it requires a strong, loamy, and well-manured 
soil to bring it to perfection. White Wild Oat—The 
grain is coarse, but the straw is very good; it is early, 
and answers on poor light soils. The Reed Oat is very 
early, but deficient in grain and straw compared to the 
others. King’s Evil Oat requires a dry early situation ; 
it is like the Reed, but rather later —Mr. Grant, of Kin- 
corth, then read a report of a plantation of Scots Fir 
and Larch, formed by him on his own property. The 
plantation is situated on the outskirts of the extensive 
range of sandhills of Culbin, which so strongly attract 
the notice of strangers in passing through Morayshire, 
and which are so conspicuous to the north of the town 
of Elgin. These sandhills occupy a very extensive 
space of ground (perhaps 4000 or 5000 acres), and are 
chiefly composed of small hills, varying from 50 to 150 
feet in height, of loose white sand, perfectly void of 
vegetation, and liable to be drifted with every gale of 
wind, It is well-known that these hills cover what was 
formerly a large and fertile estate (that of Culbin), 
which was destroyed by the blowing of the sand from 
the westward about 170 years ago. Bordering this 
desolate waste on the south, and separating it from the 
cultivated country, is a range of lower sandhills; their 
surface is partially covered with Bent, interspersed with 
coarse Grass, and in particular places with Whins and 
Broom ; the soil, however, to a considerable depth con- 
sists entirely of sand which has been blown from the 
adjoining waste. Mr. Grant is the proprietor of part 
of this tract, and as his residence is in the neighbour- 
hood, he was naturally anxious to adopt means to dimi- 
nish the dreariness of the aspect. It was long, however, 
before he could bring himself to believe that trees 
would grow in a soil so sterile. In spring, 1837, he 
made the experiment of inclosing and planting a portion 
of 20 acres with the Pinus sylvestris and Larch, in 
nearly equal proportions. Encouraged by the success 
which attended this attempt, he has since made yearly 
additions, and has now the satisfaction of haying esta- 
blished a vigorous plantation of 70 acres, giving an 

l apy to the neighbourhood, and pro- 
mising to conceal, in a few years, the waste behind. 
Though the soil was uniformly sand, the surface varied 
considerably. In one part it was sparingly covered 
with Bent; in another, the Bent having rotted, had 
given way to a thin wiry Grass; and in a third, the 
progress of vegetation being farther advanced, the 
surface was covered with Furze. The plants were 
chiefly of one year’s pl d growth. Seedlings; 
and some of two year's growth, were also used, The 
smaller plants did very well in the Bent, pro- 
vided the weather was not too dry, and the larger 
succeeded among the Whins and Broom, where 
proper pits were made for them. On the whole, the 
greatest difficulty to establish vegetation was experienced 
in that part of the sand where the surface was grassy- 
Mr. Grant does not take credit to himself for having 
een avery economical planter. The nature of the 

soil necessarily entailed a great loss of trees from 
failure, and the experiment was originally made, not 
with a view to profit, but embellishment. In that it 
has been entirely successful. Shelter and ornament 
have been obtained, and the monotonous aspect of the 
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Culbin Sands will soon be excluded from the view. 

The plantation is thriving, as well as others in its neigh- 
bourhood ; the trees in the older portions are upwards 

of 6 feet high, and there is every prospect that in time 
the undertaking, besides satisfying the original objeet, 

will pay the proprietor in a pecuniary respect, Itis 

Bratifying to observe, that Mr. Grant's example has 

not been thrown away; Mr. Grant of Glenmorriston, 

the proprietor of the Culbin Sands, stimulated by his 
Success, has planted a considerable portion of that dis- 
trict, and it is to be hoped that other proprietors will 

estir themselves in a similar manner to improve the 

Sandy tracts that occur so frequently on the coasts of 
Scotland.—Professor Barroum informed the meeting, 

that on Lord Palmerston’s estate, near Sligo, on the 

west coast of Ireland, the maritime variety of the Pinus 
Pinaster, and other species of Pines, had been planted 

Oa great extent in sand near the sea. These Pines 

had succeeded, and by their agency the inroads of the 

Sand had been checked, and nearly 800 imperial acres 
Yeclaimed.—Mr. Forses Irvine, yr. of Drum, read a 

Yeport of experiments instituted by Mr. Bruce, Waugh- 

ton, near Prestonkirk, for the purpose of ascertaining 

the value of linseed cake, both as an article of food for 

cattle, and as a manure when consumed upon the land. 

The first experiment was attempted with 27 polled 

heifers, divided into three lots—one put on a liberal 
allowance of foreign made cake, another on the same of 
ome cake, and the third on Turnips alone. The ex- 

Periment was generally satisfactory, both as to the 

improvement effected on the animals, and the saving of 

food by the use of cake, but some of the heifers having 

turned out to be in calf, no precise results could be 
given, Two lots of dung made, one by the cake fed, 

the other by the Turnip fed animals, of equal quanti- 

ties, and similarly treated, were applied to equal por- 

tions of three different fields sown with Turnips. When 

he crop was lifted and stripped of tops and roots, the 
cake manure was found, on the average of the three 

fields, to have produced 5090 Ibs. to 4650 lbs. produced 
by the common manure. Two experiments of the same 

nature were tried with sheep; 60 half-bred Dinmonts 

Were divided into three lots. The Ist lot, fed on foreign 

made cake gained 286 Ibs. in weight ; the 2d, on home- 

Made cake, gained 227 lbs. ; and the 3d, on Turnips, 

77\bs, 60 Cheviot Dinmonts, of inferior quality, were 

Similarly divided and fed : the 1st gained 233 lbs. ; the 

2d, 273'lbs. ; and the 8d, 681bs. It is to be remarked 
that the improvement produced by the home and foreign 
Made cake respectively, was in these experiments ex- 

actly reversed, a circumstance for which Mr. Bruce 

oes not pretend to account. The three inclosures being 

of equal size, on which the half-bred Dinmonts had 

been fed, were sown with Wheat, and the result as to 

the value of the respective substances as manures, when 

Consumed on the ground, was as follow :—The extent 

of each portion of land was 1.041 ; that on which foreign 

cake had been consumed yielded 288 Ibs. of grain, 817 lbs. 
of straw, more than that on which Turnips had been 
eaten ; and the portion on which home-made cake had 
been consumed gave an increase also over the latter of 
263 Ibs. of grain and 600 lbs, of straw. A third expe- 

riment was instituted for the purpose of trying the com- 

parative qualities of the following articles in the fatten- 

ing of sheep: — Linseed, Linseed-cake, Poppy-cake, 

Beans, and a mixture of Beans and Linseed. Five lots 

of sheep were selected, and were fed respectively on 

Linseed, on Linseed-cake, on Beans and Linseed-cake, 
followed by Poppy-cake, on Beans, and on a mixture 

of Beans and Linseed. ‘The mixture of Beans and Lin- 

Seed was the most successful; the Beans alone the 
least so. The sheep fed on the former showed a weekly 

improvement of 28 5-16 oz.; those on the latter of 

only 13 9-16 oz. As Linseed contains 25 per cent. of 
Oil, it was feared that it would operate too powerfully 

On the sheep, but no such result was experienced. It 
Was used in a ground state ; but, owing to the difficulty 

of grinding it, experiments were carefully made, with 

the view of ascertaining the amount of loss when used 
Whole ; this was found to be under one percent. An 

Average animal was killed out of each of the last men- 
tioned’ five lots, and the result again was—that the 

Mixture of Linseed and Beans produced the best 

Carcase in point of weight, Beans the worst, Mr. Bruce 
Concludes by stating, that the experiments having been 

Carried on with a view to personal information, a strict 

Yegard to accuracy was observed in every detail, and 

though on rather a limited scale, that they clearly esta- 
blish the fact that mutton can be produced at a lower 

Tate per lb. from a liberal use of foreign keep in con- 

Rection with Turnips, than from Turnips alone—taking, 

OË course, the increased value of the manure into ac- 

Count ; and that of the articles used, Linseed is the 

Most valuable, and Beans the least so ; bnt that a mix- 

ture of the two forms a useful and nutritious method of 
eding.—_Mr. Girpwoop considered that the paper was 

of imp ; the experi had evidently been 
Conducted with care, and they related to a subject which 

^ questio vexata among agriculturists. He hoped to 

th the paper, and all the relative tables published in 
th. Transactions. His own experience had taught him 
hat a moderate use of oil-cake enhanced the price of 

S animal. It was true that one so fed might not agree 

dim travelling, but the rapid extension of railways was 

bing. away with that objection.“ Mr. GoopsR, 
N PRSE, then addressed the meeting upon the diseases 
uU Corn 'ealled smut and ergot. In introducing the 
Ubject Mr, Goodsir adverted to the account he had 

Blven at a former meeting of the Society on the Potato 
ase, in regard to which he was most anxious to be 

understood as holding the opinion, not that it depended 

on fungi alone, but on a previous condition of the plant 

affected, which rendered it liable to the attack of 

fungi ; these, however, being essential to the full devel- 

opment and ultimate characters of the murrain. Mr. 

Goodsir then described the smut-ball in Wheat—a dis- 

sease li e Potato disease—i h as it is 

moved, if better buildings were erected and better roads 
made on them, they might probably be made to double 
their present productive value. Fallows might be dis- 
pensed with, and farmers might get upon their land at 
any time, so that even in such a season as the present 
one, they would have no diffieulty in getting out their 
manures. The great impediment to these and other 

now admitted by the most p ities to con- 

sist essentially in tlle attack and destruction of the grain 

by a parasitic fungus. This parasite, which presents the 

appearance of minute globules attached to ramifying 

cottony filaments, attacks the ear only—appearing at 

an early period of the formation of that part, feeding on 

the sap which should nourish it, and using up also the 

starch and gluten which may already be deposited in it. 

The ;parasite at last occupies the whole cavity of the 

pericarp, aud constitutes the dark green or brown pow- 

der which exhales the characteristic fishy odour of the 

disease. A remarkable circumstance connected with 

the smut in Wheat, is the great size and vigour of the 

plants attacked by it. This Mr. Goodsir is inclined to 

attribute, not as has hitherto been done, to circumstances 

of soil and weather, but to what has been called the 

stimulus of the disease, increase of bulk and alteration 

in development being produced in parts of plants by 

the attacks of parasites—as in ergot, galls, &e. This 

parasite (uredo foctida) is peculiar to Wheat. Another 

very similar (uredo sagitum) attacks the Oat, Barley, 

and other Grasses, not confining itself to the ear, but 

appearing on various parts of the ear, leaf, and stem. 

Mr. Goodsir then proceeded to show, from the researches 

of various observers on the disease in Rye and Barley 

cailed ergot, that it is also induced by the attack of a 

fungus, resembling generally the smut fungus. There 

is, however, this difference between the fungus in each 

corn, that whereas in the smut it is internal, appearing 

at first in the substance of the plant infected—in the 

ergot it attacks, and is found on the surface only. The 

large hard dark-coloured projecting mass, called the 

ergot, is not the fungus itself, as is sometimes stated, 

but only the enlarged, altered, and poisonous embryo or 

seed of the Grass, contaminated and stimulated to in- 

creased growth by the parasite. It is satisfactory to 

know that these diseases, having been proved to be 

capable of being inoculated into sound or unaffected 

corn plants, may be effectually prevented if the seed 

employed be thoroughly cleared of the spores of the 

fungus by washing in certain solutions.— Professor BAL- 

FOUR, after alluding to the interesting and correct obser- 

vations of Mr. Goodsir, remarked that the cause of the 

appearance of fungi in large quantities, at particular 

seasons, was still involved in obscurity. No light had 

been thrown on the subject by the recent researches 

of botanists. The mycelium or spawn of many fungi 

often lies dormant for a long time, in the form of fila- 
mentous threads, which only develope perfect plants, 

and produce spores (equivalent to seeds), when a certain 

tion of ci occurs. Heagreed with 

Mr. Goodsir in stating that the fungi producing the 

diseases of smut-balls and smut (uredo foetida and 

segetum) are developed from within the ovary or grain 

of the plant, and grow at the expense of its contents, 

while the fungus causing ergot appears first on the out- 

side of the ovary, and produces a change in the state of 

the ovary itself, which becomes dark-coloured and en- 

larged. Ergot occurs in many Grasses besides the 
cereal grains, such as sweet-scented. Vernal Grass, and 

Canary-Grass, &c. The disease has been produced in 

Grasses, according to Mr. E, J. Quekett, by applying 
water containing the spores of the fungus diffused in it. 
It is not easy to prevent these diseases in all cases. 

One of the chief modes of prevention, according to 

Professor Henslow and others, is steeping the grain in 

a weak solution of the sulphate of copper or blue 

vitriol.--Mr. Girpwoop stated that he had found smut 

very general in 1843, which might be attributed to the 
great dryness of the previous summer. He had since 

been in the habit of steeping a boll of Wheat in 3 Ib. of 

sulphate of copper dissolved in water, and he had 

hitherto found the measure an effectual preventative. 

Farmers’ Clubs. 
BnowsanovE : March 17.— The application of 

Capital to Agriculture. — The following resolutions 
were adopted unanimously: * That there is abundant 
scope for the employment of a large additional capital 
in the cultivation of the soil; and that itis highly de- 
sirable that such capital should be applied.”—* That 
the expense of permanently improving the land by erec- 
tion of commodious buildings, drainage, &c., should. be 
undertaken by the landlord, a per centage on the outlay 
being charged in the rent."—* That when the land shall 
have been permanently improved in the manner speci- 
fied, the tenant will in almost every case find room for 
the employment of more capital in cultivation, at a far 
greater advantage to himself than under the present 

stem." 
MaipsTONE.— The extent to which Soils in Kent may 

be improved by the Expenditure of additional Capital. 

—The Secretary, in introducing the subject, said he 
had proposed it because he deemed it a very suitable 

one at the present time. The geological formations of 

the Wealdon clay, which comprised more than 100 square 

miles, of the gault clay below the chalk, and of the 

plastic and London clays above the chalk, were almost 
wholly undrained, The average produce of these clays 

was, perhaps, not more than from 23 qrs. to 3 qrs. of 

Wheat per acre, lying a third or fourth of the time in 

fallow. If the fields were enlarged, and the hedge-row 

m E 

timber which shaded and impoverished them were re- 

p had hitherto been—the want of capital. 
It is notto be expected that tenants who required more 
than their present amount of capital in their trade, 
could effect these improvements. It might perhaps be 
said that all tenants were not sufficiently impressed with: 
a conviction of the value of some of them, and the 
landlords of entailed estates, having only a life interest 
in them, could not be expected to effect them at their 
sole expense. Now that a proposition had been made 
by the Government to advance capital on the security 
f rent. ges for p imp , the pre- 

sent was perhaps the best possible time for a considera- 
tion of this subject by the club. The opinions of a. 
body of practical farmers on this point might, at this 
particular juncture, serve not only to stimulate and en- 
courage other farmers of the district in the adoption of 
these improvements, but might also act beneficially as a 
guide to those owners of land, who, not being praetically 
acquainted with the subject, might be undecided re- 
specting what were and what were not practical and 
permanent improvements. The clays of the Weald 
only required draining and clearing to render that dis- 
trict one of the most valuable in England. The best 
samples of Wheat which came into the Maidstone market 
were grown on this clay, in the parishes of Staplehurst. 
and Marden. He had seen, on this clay, after being 
drained and dressed with guano, the best crop of Tur- 
nips he had met with, in travelling through several coun- 
ties in the last summer ; and also Carrots and Mangel 
Wurzel of first-rate character. The speaker moved a 
resolution, declaring the importance of draining these 
clays. A farmer from the Yalding district suggested 
that one great point was to procure leases, with provi- 
sions suitable to the present improved system of farm- 
ing. The present form of leases had been made out to 
suit an old-fashioned system and were inapplicable to 
the present modes. The timber on a farm was also of 
great injury to the farmer. One Oak tree on his farm 
he had calculated had destroyed 50 hills of hops every 
year, and he would willingly give 107. to have it cut 
down. He thought that much good might be done by 
grubbing useless hedgerows. As to draining and 

subsoiling that portion of his land (on the ragstone 
rock), he did not think it would be of any benefit. At 
another part of the county, on clay, he was, however, 
now draining, the landlord finding the tiles, and he find- 
ing the labour. A Hunton member said that as re- 
spected draining, the best land of the last speaker was 
naturally drained, and very different from the clays 
alluded to by the secretary. There was a large portion 
of land in this county which it was impossible either to 
keep clean or to manure without draining. A member 
from Staplehurst said that, in the application of in- 

creased capital to the permament improvement of land, 
it must always be recollected that their present cireum- 
stances had grown up with their fathers and themselves, 
and that their farm buildings and most of their farm 

were in d with an old system. 
Their homesteads in the Weald of Kent were in accord- 
ance with the state of agricultural knowledge of a. 

century past, and were erected at a period when the 
value and nature of their manures were not so much 
considered as at present. He had observed, with great 
regret, that in almost every farmstead of the district, a 

very large portion of the most valuable parts of their 
manures were permitted to run to waste. The first 
thing to be attended to in erecting buildings, to accord 
with their present system, was to have comfortable 

cattle lodges for the fattening and keeping of their 

cattle. One thing from which he suffered much, in 

common with all his neighbours of the Weald, was the 

dripping from the eaves of their large buildings into 

their yards. He could not eross his yards without 

going to a considerable depth in water, and much of the 
best of his manure washed into his ponds. Now, if 
water shoots were put round all the eaves of their build- 

ings, there was little fear of their manure having too 

much moisture. He believed one load of manure which: 

had not been so saturated was worth two loads that had 

been constantly wetted. Tt unfortunately happened that 

nearly all their yards had been originally formed on a 

slope, for the purpose, he supposed, of draining the 

superfluous water away from the yard, and consequently 

they might sometimes see the ponds at the bottom of 

the slope as black as ink with the richest portions of the 

manure, which was only made available when the pond 

was cleaned out, the mud of which was almost worthless.. 
He believed that where a landlord was erecting new 
buildings, steam-engines might be placed in a building 
apart from the others, which would thresh their corn 
at a cost of 2s. per quarter. Small farms would not. 
pay for steam-engines, but he thought that farms of 
from 200 to 500 acres would do so. The necessity of 
judgment in the improvement in their lands was, per- 
haps, almost as great as their want of capital. The 
next step would be under-draining. He believed that 
the requirements in this respect of the Wealds of Kent 

and Sussex would beneficially absorb almost any loan 
which the Government might be likely to grant, and 
the improvement resulting from which operation would 

be as permanent as the soil on which it was made. He 

thought the landowner should do this, and that it should 

o 

always be done under the superintendence of his agent, 
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as, whilst it was done ineffectually, much of the advan- e E an 1 asphalte paving? Perhaps some correspondent will ; E a 5 —In onsequence ofthe sud- 

- em pi Reg den change v Vegetables still continue to advance tagetoh iti would! beslostt SM iiiseil Juss aa DISEASE IN Ups 8. T O—You do not n nia appear- in price, some things has been ue pleted the thorough draining of 80 aeres, at a cost o ance of the liver which you say is . he absence short. Fruit is not inata, um suliicient for de- about 300}, making. about 500 rods of drains, This, 2 this, it is difficult to give an opinion as to aay abito ofthe mand, and has altered but litt! pr nee out last with the exception ‘of a small portion, he had done at| disease. d that there is no diseased appearance account. Trade is tolerably pelo Pineapples are good in bi t; bi kei mss i tosber paid the citenrise than in the liver, we Would recommend you to tr i bly plentiful. is own cost; eing u n agreemeni p as a preventive, coven will supply the soda E oe hot- value of any improvement which he might leave on the| the formation of the bile, and which perhaps t 
GE: E B 

zS 
e a 

house Grapes have also made their appearance. Some fine- | land. For that portion which had been done at the uma contain in EA nt Guputdienpd tsa teaspoonta daily | looking DA of Strawberries have been of ioe st a an | : i : ill be about enough for à lamb.— gunce, The best Dessert Apples bring abou | landowner's:expense, he-was'to pay'6 per cent: on the | , vii be about enough for a lamb. 71 Yay use OPORMRIT EE e may, however, be obtained from on outlay. He had drained something like 200 acres be-| Jessiy i n dry eather, Bat had you not better try and pull | bus kiel Pears remain nearly the s 
y 

il fore this year, and all he had to say about the result| some of the plants out of the g i» by )ranges still continue scarce. Nuts are suficient m. e es | Was thetat had'paid Miu eufficiontly well to indneo him geen the dls errant hat are reet of che red | ising’ Ae is ae pretty well supplied. Seal s 
i eim á Š a E. a 2 rising in price, French Beans are p: ie Seakal D] | to go on with it. (Cheers).—Some further eonversa-| puseta whieh you allude : it has appeared very early in the | and Rhubarb are excellent in oda ays EE tion ensued. The following resolution was unanimously 

adopted :—* That by the applieation of additional capi- 1 Anis à tal on a large breadth of land in this county, the pro- ors De The Grass seeds will grow the better for |¢ 
ng somewhat thin, and therefore 23 bushels of | last AD EA s den 28. Potaitbos, of the best ¢ nalis still m ontinue 

| ductive power of the soil might be greatly increased, | tne lateris a sufficient Ephes 3TIbs, of the mixed Grass | to meet with a brisk sale at 97. a ton; but trade for inferior 

e should be glad to have an account of your expe- AG supply of Broccoli, Cabba bages, and otter vinter Genah 
gonds E DUM 

EE Pe 

i and the cost of production be diminished, through the aee are T 5 M : Not samples mM ZA the pride" emaim unaltered. Chicory f tile-draining, increasing the tio cnt Om and | GRAziIne— —We do now how many pounds of| continues supplied. "Lettuces ea un Salading are coor om h ebro paci e Ag so| beef ton may be Ade ous of a given weight of hay. | good and plentiful Cut Bowen: p of uphor. grubbing up he nber ; that great advantage ^ ‘The loss or otherwise from e eunt idus off pastures intended | bias, Heaths, Hyacinths, Tulips, Tropa moins pm sn Lily a would be derived y the tenants: from "the erection of for hay depends upon the after er. If you closely fed a| of the Valley, (One carnea, Stephanotis aeabondan Carel i improved farm buildings, with such yards as would| dry perum PH d E Apri, it outa injure it for hay | lias, Azaleas, Acacias, Cyclamens, Daphnes, Or: ‘ange flowers, ei a a ot if y; a wet one, as, Ga s, r ^ 
il reserve the manure from superfluous moisture, and jm ee ws — Sign Ee They vell! Keon se EMIT acido di diode dri OON às, G uno ; Moss and other Roses it rom the erection of thrashing and cutting machines, spring and ‘summer. The seed ought to be sown earlyin Pine Apple, perlb;, Gato 108 beide ver dozen, 14 to 2e i driven, on farms of large extent, by water- -power or b; March. Grapes, Hothouse; per lb., 20 "per 100, 65 to Me steam. In addition to these improvements, the security deque. PasturE— Young nelad sour. propose sowing Spanish, Sela mang Almonde, per peck, 6 | arley, and therefore we concl * your is light. For EM s of a. lease formed on such conditions as shall permit of fup h Jand the following seeds Meadow Foxtail, Apples perta per bah scd i Yt city ire ne j an improved system of agriculture, as also a desideratum apum Cocksfoot, 1 1b: 5 Hara, Fescue, 2 eadow comms foay, Beton ed oben | with a large number of tenant farmers.” Pes escue, 11 S ODD Rye-grass, | Oranges, dp visa d i a er 1005 48 | Moreton Hampsreap.— Tenant Right — Resolution : B i ; prr -stalked RU CUL Fe Seville, per 100, Be to 10e Eod ves bushel, Ms o 20 | That existing leases are not only injurious to landlord Cloves, 4lbs. Total, .28 Tbs. per PE zoe tap oben t peck, 3 u Í 
N and tenant, but to: the community at large, as they r ch vale soil" the "ilovis s 3 | 
i tard improvement of the land, ED nent diminish Foxtail, 21bs. ; Rough Oot, £Ibs.; Hard Fescue, 2 Ibs B Baie neret se mera, TM is to 1s 80 | q p x : oam Spiked | ireseue dn Meadow Fedeuey ipsos Common Rye- | Broccoli, Brown, per bile, 6d to 2e 04 13 to 1P 2 | | production, That tenancy at-will, with: a/notice to quit grass, 5 Ib. n do., 41bs. ; Catstail Gras: tough- | o ites 1s to Be 5 Onion por bushel, 25 60 to E gu of only six months, is highly objectionable, and needs| stalked Moe 21bs.; Ye mi w Ru m E ; dito quies Toy to 8a San tigate WAIT of L to exten grass,31bs.; White Dutch Clover, 4lbs. Total, 31 Ibs, p. acre. Sorrel, perhf.-sieve, 8d | he i dithat 4 d iat T eiie ; d HEEP-KEEP—7 W L— The market valne of this, like that of | Por take, per ion, he to 180% EE cbr ede Drei i beyon: hat period, to enable the tenant to reimburse everything cl nds upon its abundance and the demand its, Leutnee, por scores, [25 4d to 6d. 1 himself for the outlay of capital invested in the soil, or| for We have lows 8l. to 107. per acre given for Turnips, i zd Cos, ôd to 1s 5 wnips par DUANIN tor Radishen por 12 hands, 1s tos 6d | compel the landlord to take the interest of the tenant at| to i consumed on the dad and we have get opens ETUR 1s to 2s Mushrooms, per pottle; 9d to 1s 6d 5 UU N i“ crops rotting on the ground, or going to seed, for want of 2 v RE pee idis, en punnet, 2d to ad n a fair valuation.—That: all permanent improvements Mum. Masse them, panan offered gratis. How is keep nnel, per x 3d ond | ought to be: borne by the landlord, who should charge! with you this year? With us it is abundant to excess, Ewes En bor unl de ‘rad to 5e to 6d | the tenant a fair interest forthe capital expended ; and} and lambs on forward dum have generally paid 6d. to 8d. | R ubarb, per UT Pen sm? bun. 64 t082 p 3 $ where the tenant isat the whole expense, by theland-| Per couple weekly, but P. like that could be obtained in re peerage: Ber E 48 to 12s 2 mU QE - a Hood this t — Roots, per bundle, lr lord's consent; he oughtat least to be allowed 14 years to | gsrrr Mouseamm Pate Shan 7r Sheds Becr with tiles with ue a H aad Tarragon per bochs od hod osa repay him fox the outlay, or be allowed in proportion to| burnt clay pm br Rum stone floo Celery, per bunch, ved to 14 6d Marjotam, per bunch, 4d the time unexpired for compensation ; and ali improve- | forls.per pk foot of i Qnrdouns, each, d to 9d Chorvil; par punnet, 34-to 3d nd t wo-storied barns for ments of the soil belonging to an outgoing tenant should | furnished and paved for s. 6d. You will require tee Ad ‘buildings of your 60-acre HAY.—Per Load o ‘Trusses, be taken by the owner at a fair valuation, and charged fitim -etablea room, covering, say 300 square feet, and cost- iet. Sxrrmemsup, Mar. 26 to the incoming tenant as an improved rent.—That a| ing, arn-room and straw-house, 600 do., 751. ; and| prime Mend.Hay 85s to N Os, D 4 AS. VewClr, —s to EA shed-rooms, if you feed every thing in the house and yards, j Hn Commun SR E 

n 2200 square feet, and costing, 1107, ; add for VOR QrisntAND Marrer, Mar. 26. 10 Vs jour buildings may, we thin Pho Meads Hay 9n. 

Tagawa do 70 legal system of * tenant rights" in accordance with the 
above would promote the interest of both landlord and 

id Clover 110s co 115; i tenant, and materiall y conduce to the advancement of menvdn for 2301. ou want 40 aeres nire ads Infer E lnferiordo, 05. 100 | Straw 88a to gs Jj Y EA New Ha Cl 
practical l by givin fd to the tenant sce of doing: it may n a at 2001. d E a anuo BE Sou TENTAT. mi ud A giai Barany Fiy Salamat " eed to lay out about this, if you HITECHAPEL, Mar. 97. i esed: medir sare CeO eo farm 1 highly, you will need a eapitkl of UL or 10. per aus 45] anu ey so me e Ol Clover Misia 1 3 P eep a cal - 100 | Straw 30s to 84s | s Mise MEM doe MON OE eee Perd ‘ay oxen, an dioe i if you feed in the oe and in yards, will be the best stock n remoly d 3 the above prives, CALENDAR ( OF Crome Sn for you to keep. at fairs, the former in Yorkshire and der i lateat e WO dd tr know any LANE, Moxpay, Mar. 2 hill 

ARK THE wet weather of ho es st ied will have delayed many The supply a Tiig sh Wheat from Essex, Kent, e Suffolk, i work speedy on h xming ; Professor Low's “ Practical j operations, such as Barley, Clover and Carrot sowing, which | Agriculture” is an instructive ok was moderate this pr sed with | may be resim ed as soon as the land is dry enough. Thota ll ar Er se pean i ER T NC A Ec SARS sulphuric acid | difficulty; transactions in free Foreign and bonded were limited. 4 will have fa the paring of old sward, and this should be you must apply to the nearest M al works ; id. per Ib. is —Fine Barley i PATE: Ue n Se sorts support our quota- j proceeded with erevey Oneens tb broken up»: The in ordinary price, You may depend on the fst person you | tions.—Beans are fal e were very fow Peas at laying down of turf by the method termed inoculation may a Mt e market, and these sold. quickly at Prather higher prices.— | dE proceeded with while the land is wet. Fragments of PERMIT: supply EERE ali ET e ne im ub t, or di WIE good usines has been done in Oats at 6d. to 1s. qer quarter. j turf, of about iken from a field of good pas-| man ttronronie —W BN. yas used as an illustration | 243 ture, are ti 0" d. seattered out of a cart over the ofthe ais y, $0 io spe: uk; of water and all other fluids 4 ISH, [s PER MURIS, QUARTER, [A b $ surface of a well-tilled and manured field, at the rate of about VE ple isti roro Wheae, Ace ee LAC n Eia edo White 58.09 Wea . 50:62 A ps 80 that a "ho v produced, existin anywhere in Sufolk, Landolnshiresiana Sonila 50 63 White 59 68 70,000 mss Deep and women SNE are to place pa or ona a ein of water, shall exhibit itself in equal force any- | Barley, Maung and distilling 29a tosis Chevalier Bi 84 Grint, Rd 36 right Seis t5 i rt, and atintervals of5| where in that body; however distant, if on the ie EA Dats, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . d wed ^ 91 95 inches ikode hos ach piece on be eing placed aieka be all be there ae Eede of friction on passage) | — Nori snumberland an nd soteh n Potato 95.39 pressed. home m foot. A = avy roller I follow, and ient for the production of motion as it is whore eee i sip a en a lot of earth or com should c ted on and spread $ Cete " "Herth Essex 
CEO PLU UE ee ed c. tiep SUD d. / et column of water which may exist ertord and Es 

in wet weather in deere drained Pec is thus much more effi- 
of 

ewt. of mixed Grass seeds should then be sow , but harrowed cient in foreing the water out of the land into the drains than in and rolled, end the field left till the autumn During wet 
hould 1 

Harrow 32 44 
the two or three feet column can be, w 35 dox Men obtain D Gr weather the cattle boxes, sheep yards, and cor e k : . Mite 3B a 

| A s, a inland drained only two or three feet d Of course the MURIS GERI EM E VERON rast WEE, | cleaned ES a ue manure carted to t to eds field. In forming heaps force ny individual press m epei nd Yt ARES SUR iy, Wht.) Barl., M Rye. | Bn». [Peas di in the e carts should in autumn be suffered upon the rel. tion. between the pa dn of its “force pump” | English 46:9 Ske, — BHxle.| 5596) 3 7 | 1016 482 J to travel over the heap, thus EON sing it and delaying its d tmt Of its E ” but the principle on which the | trish. - minns = fermentation ; but they s ould be ba d ú Foreign / 1i0 » 4337 267! i e| = [iso] = hat penetrability or mobility of parts 
in afluid which V0. W. IL" wished to illustrate, 

To Crop 14 Acre or LAND—Constant Reader—You had better 

the manure thrown i ie a fork "p pina r.27, 
There was only a small atienda at market thi, s morning, 

and the business transacted quite of a retail character, We 
1 Notices to “Correspondents, $ 

i 
w + an acre js Carrots, $ is ais to Mangold Wurzel, aud obs rve no alteration in the value of Wheat, Barley, Beans, or B Bzaxs— Tom Beo You want to get. them dry. Open up 3 an acre to Lucerne. E will neéd to buy straw and hay. Ror a nt utero ya tende m i0 LOUER in the pri SS of Oats; f xw apum some fine Sag and let a dry March wind | To Dat CARROTS, &e.—. P Q—The common Suffolk. guy iu ps ir LU dd 's quotations was pene h among the st dv and see if you PUE o.—fSee Calendar. As regards the mixed crop, uri m ional sales of Baltic Wheat 

j tivo tea wien: You your horses no good v-| prefer, instead of having ie alternate row a Pai im tii have rn effected, g red, 62 lbs.. being generally hel 
i ing them damp Beans. 

T qr. 
y ryote may;pubyourBeAns| ona B eans, to let it be whol olly Beans—a row of Hurdips ud in the straw through the chaff- mere) and serve them up as| then one of Beans tiene abo 

fodder thus. In any case, they will be the better for being | Urins—R G—If it has lain in the tank for a month or two it 

o. b. freight. included, and Dantzie at 54s, to 

5 
IMPERIAL AVERAGES, ried. may safely be used without dilution eats imum .| Oats. | Rye. | Beans. i] Books—A Z—The new pote ve ee Doutta will be Feb. 14 per Quarter, 64+ 9d) - 808 Gd) 21s 9d Ea 84r 9d Hs is t ready on 10th sone it o: eller. =m BL ey Frances [o BU Ou 289.11. | 1 21, 6.| 82 34 9 | 841 

| 
j ONES AND SULPHU| pies A we ‘recommend Pates. — Mar. ae DEUM iu hol 29 8 Ei 1| 38 $ B n 38 3 q Ke UE ation of t the mixture before sowing the Clover SMITHFIELD, MoNDAY, Mar, 23.—Per stone of Ibs. N gp etd ps" ab ots 4| 21 9| 24 2| 35 2| 34 9 i Harrow it in, and then sow the e seeds, and bush du. ds 2t0 49 4 st Long-woola — M8 . . al 55.1] 2910) 92 0| 8310| d4 4| 28 4 J erp. 8 itso (sh. rn). - me a BnAN—B— The only anal, es of bran with which Eid Ewes and S 8 weeks  Aggrey. Aver. 54 9| 29 9| gl s| 83 4| 34 8| 34 5 yaan Mr dard is that of De Saussure. He POSUI HB. 5 ox DutiesonForeign'Graim 1k ^| 9 n| eo 9 6 8 6 B 6 d rather more than five per cent o re matter, 1 parts 4 g f the of this contained 46 Cris earthy phosphates,30 parts of alka- tis Sheep Rd be 3 Calvess si Pius; 220. TR Diagram show e eeke ending $ LO AEG GUIDE OG line phospt 3 of carbonate of potash, and small VERD OPRIT of E oa alao risk, bur at — M , rather Jower prives. In some instances s have very nearly | pax Fen 4) Fen, Si | Fib. 38] i usu s of chlorine, "Sup ph acid, and silica. E, ealised last week's quotations. but 43 4d is th prise for good pae ss k | 1 Can J L-—The; e good Sod for pigs. You need not analities tap are rather more plentiful, and trade iu heavy at reduced | — n, og ji | boil, idw give chem raw ACORP liquid manure, see our prions c amb ia much in demand.—Good Veal continues dear: Pork trade ` “Calendar” No. 2; Your asphalted-felt roof is imperfect | " "%3: Faray, Mar, 2 f oras e joining; you should apply to the parties from ‘The supply of Beasts foray o s the demand—ma 1 m you ET Tey al. AME unsold. Best Se: -— Bs 10d to 4s 2d; Se- N 

if 4s 2d); Se. will be obliged if any one will inform him Sheep is not large the whether pueri is ims 1 or ding tt rade ls exceedingly heavy rient "ditio ulty make ôs 4d; | à clay-mill for grinc "ion clay with rollers ecl 
x 

n ols, 5s; shorn Shee os s = prop fon lowe: Tamb continus " and worked by horse power to be j that can be moved fs lower; i mnst ba a choice Calf to make bs 4d. Pork ls | p to another, without mach difficulty and ex- | rather lower. i 50, where it can be procuri Beasts, 850; Sheep and Lambs, 2800; Calves, 49 B a | = Ere e sect it to form the foundations E dd MATPRE T aaa A al Wane. sm mihi r B ar. 27. | uildings, and the surface ofthe yard too? Your state  HOPS, Fray, Mar, 27. 
i e ya atement P to e i is ie quite cle For the a he. building S being | We have much more doing in Hops. Darin this week prices for fine and | Ca Seay, SA 44sto 486) jssced kon Forelgn,p: inii t gs being g E Car: 48 E Mustard; AUTE p.bush. 
| merely à a and piggery, we should have considered it | "#44!" sorte are fally supported: = Uso. iA | Obese Raat spat: ae pa erent ae D ary. lI be no Deas Weight o on the founda- | —— ces a ee Ey | eaa Ld» a = | 1 of such TECUM ru but little trouble need have been POTA K, WATER ar, 23, White, Pen partia: fi Rapeteed, English porlas ss sei | iier oof ances a goodone. Forthe surface of the e yard we E weather vonage past heme, been yery cold, which is ted odtum es Es ERE i i per etie 
jd < : er d toths consumption of Potatoes, and has increased the demand. The wind | Coriander» ^. ~o aint! cx em 
i should consider the chalk rammed into it ES best remedy ; | cont: g PRENDE brought up the loaded ships from the northern dis- | Gempseed. = pergr. 85 — 86 | Tares, Bog. winter p bush. r1 j we cannot speak from experience as to the gas tar, and there- efore the supply has been equal to the demand, but there was | Linseed = — . pe qr 45 4 = sei print your question :—Will gas tar, boiled and poured es the following quotations :—York: Red, 1908. t0 1403 

ver a dry loose mixture of mortar and’ gravel, harden and 

— Bakle = g = 6 "NE m nts, 78 to 100s per tons Shaws for plants, 70s to £08 por | — Cakes, Eng. per 1000.11 121] Turnip (too vial for gue. y ion; Beotch J Reder 08 to 008 per ton, 
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Sales by Auction. 
CERET EET FOR SALE BY AUCTION. 

ESSRS. J. C. aw STEVENS beg to announce 
they will SELL BY. AUCTION, at their Great, pat 38, 

ne street, Covent-garden, on WEDNESDAY, Ist 
ana a WU a of very valuable GnonipAcHoUS 

PLANT. n the interior of central America col 
tion, Ss na rab) gathered in the latter part of 1 
is in the finest state, and will be found to comprise gnifice! 

specimens of a new Arpophyllum, Lilia super! nd alia 
Thacrostachya, Barkers spectabilis, Sobralia macrantha, and 

r rare species well deserving the attention of Amater 
ay be viewed the day prior, and morning of sale, and oe 

logues had of the J Auctionee s, 38, King-street, Covent-gard 

TO NOBLEMEN, TS; a 
ESSRS. 

FL STS, and hers. 

PROM EROE boe "MORI RIS will, sub- 
mit to publie competition at the prey Ma 

mew Lane, on Tuesday March 31st, at 12 
fine CERE t of FUCHSIAS, ar snb NAS, 

PETUNIAS, CINERARIAS, CHI R 

LUMS, GREENHOUSE AND TARDY 

May be viewed the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had at the 
Mart, and ofthe Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone, 

IMPORTANT 8A FIVE ND PAIRS OF 

CARNATIONS AND PIOOTEES 

ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are in- 
structed by a much esteemed amateur to submit to public 
1 hy iction, at the Mart, Bartholomew-lane, on 

pril 2, 1846, at 12 o'cloek, a sia rich speor tment 

a AMONG. AND PICOTBES, ne t which will be 

found (ir nations), Tomly: a me robles Florae 

Garland, Hogg's Colonel ines, Gregg's. Mary, Puxley's Prince 
Albert, C: Brutus and Juba; Jones's Brilliant, Hee adley's alcott's 
Achilles, Robinson's Joe Langdale, E as 5 ding of Scarlet, Col. 

Wainman, North Midland, &c. Picotees comprise 
Crask’s Prince Albert, Burrough 8 ke of Newcastle and 

Mrs. Bevan, Barnard’s Mrs. Barnard, Wildman’s DUET 

Wood's Princess Alice, Garrett’s Lady Dacre, Sharp mmy 
Gordon, Lalla Beim Ea de Grey, and Agitator, mh den's 

Miss Desborough, ‘Also a fine collection of Wm IAS 

indry roots. M No MISES the morning of sale, and Cata- 

logues had at p Mart and of the Auctioneers, American ac 
Sery, Leytonst 

TROBE FARM STOCK. 

Important Sale of Far ock, at Trebartha, Cornwall, 
sisting of 46 North ‘Devon “Bullocks and Cows, 120 Southdown 

qud and Lambs, UE Agricultural Implements, &c., 
QW MR has received E A 
o offer for Sale by mae Auction, 

DS Edi Panish of North Hill, in the County 
the 21st day of April, 1846, at 11 o'clock in the Fore- 

noon, Dur 12 o^ cloc k precisely,) the undermentioned LIVE AND 
DEAD FARM STOCK, the Pro Rodd, Esq., 
who is about to lessen the above Ts d Bulow and Cows: 
7 Fat Cows, 13 Fat Oxen, 16 Cows in Calf, 10 Heifers, 2 years 
old ; the above are of the pure North Devon Breed, and of very 

Superior choice and quality. SER and Lambs: 60 Ewes, 
60 Lambs; the above are au of the pure E br eod, 

lendid Bay C eo. Horses, * “Mu m: 
» by “Royal William,” te Ps penta 

old, standing 16} hands high, warranted ere pe tuus 
harness, and free from vice, they are well matched in. colour 
and pace, and have been driven together constantly di © the 
last 3 months ; a Handsome Bay Filly, * y by. is Royal 
William," 5 years old, 15} hands high, well broken for the 
Saddle, warranted sound, and RUN g tempered ; a Pair 
of Contes Goss 

uses ie and aawit ‘ably 
m Horses and Na Donk 

lent Gast Pen ena a ses, 1 Colt c ol t 
coming 2 years old, 2 Donkies, Male mn emale,of the Maltese 
Breed, standing 14 sal high, 1 Mule, b; 
years D d, standing 15 h: ands | 

Refreshments wall be pr ones zm 100 "clock, $ AGE o MENS 
at 11 for 12 o'clock precisely.— Trebartha, March 28, 1846, 

BE -HIVES.—All persons desirous of TURNO 
that p ipi A or branch of rural economy— 

the Honey B PRESA UA An by G: reus S 
Son, that they ha pared, fi Hc s s 
ply of their various EDISON PBE 

utt’s Collateral Hive,” «The Single ae Hive, n 
ive, x h i 

, from either of which the UR may be taken at 

[RSS TREES end. profit, 
Customed to Bee- RUM A ees paper, with 
MEE and que will be forwarded on receipt of a postage 
Stam ‘Apia t and Honey Warehouse, 127, High 
Boni London. 

NUTT ON BEES, (6th Edition) just published, 
SEEDS. — CORNER OF ARE STREET, 

OMAS GIBBS and CO. 
(by Official Appointment) t the SBEDSMEN to the 

“ROYAL AGRICULTURAL Y OF ENGLAND,” 
Eeg to remind the Aemberseor the uon and Agriculturists 

‘general, that their only pce House and Seed Ware- 
seisa atthe Corner of HALF-MOON-STREET, PICCADILLY, 

ON as for the last MAY ea 
Priced i Lists of Agricultural $ Seeds are always ready, and may 

Behad on app 
—————$_—__ 

OREIGN SHEET GLASS, of ¢ 
p. plorticultural and general purposes be 

HICK’S, 28, Castle-street Ea ERA aoe 
Ready i Moov onie 

ORTICULTURAL GLASS OF BRITISH 
MANUFACTURE, at J. Wzrcn, jun., Pairs, and Co:s 

12, Panton-street, Haymarket. — Having made 
{2tangements wi p a British Manufacturer, they are enabled 

artigled in unlimited quantities at the follow- 
Mg terms, in cue s not exceeding 40 inches long :— 

0. 0— (equal to Fe oreign, ARD t) jd. per foot. 

—averaging from 1 s ‘ozstoithe-foot baie » 

Snia m for 

For 

» 
» 

J. Wazon, jui, having ie many years with A Drake, ot 
8, Jermyn-street, and 315, Oxford.str Set, and at the time of the 
the zing of Chatsworth Conservatory; has: devoted himself to 

call the ae d dlazing Department, begs to c: 
des of Horticulturists generally to tie above prices for 
x i ins uüerjadto to glaze in any. part of the United 

sy to Wu. for Pits and Garden Lights 
» al im CELA which they offer at the Ene uw prices, 
acked in 100 feet (men not particular to thickness. :— 

Under 5 in. by ? 0 mr Der foot, 
Sin “by sana ,, Gin. by 4 i 

5 Sin. by4and . , 9in. by7 Gs 
One «Oo. solicit inspection of their spine of Stained and 
street, V es ien ae at their Warehouse, as'above.—12, "Blüte 

FOREIGN SHEET GLASS AND GLASS TILES. 

JARVIS having just imported a i panty of 
e the above articles, iu quality and s e hitherto 

unequalled, can ofer them at a ener price LE any other 
house in the trade, for ready money only, at his old esta- 

plished Voa a GLASS Neen guy 38, Great Cas- 
w doors from Regent-street, where or ders, for- 

warded with TOENA e, meet zo "prompt attention, Bvery 

other description of ̀  WINDOW GLASS equally low 

EAS AND BRITISH SHEET AND CROWN 
AS » for Hothouses, Garden and other purposes.— 

again redu s for small crown squares, 
son of the BERA notatione with his former 

per gross. 
9byT .. 18s. 

lis l10by8.. 26s 
will in future receive weekly consignments of STOUT 

FOREIGN SHEET GLASS, of which he purposes keeping 
o iras ti eu Ple EAN dorexcouterall riers EA PN 

is de 

PROPAGATING, BEE, CUCUMBER, and GRAPE GLASSES 
of every description, cheaper than at any other house.—For 
New y Lists, apply to , Glass, Lead, and Colour WES 
48, Leicester Mea Cees 

cus VERY LOW PRICES. 
— AM. E. RENDLE anp CO., at. the solicita- 

f many of their: most inflüential eustomers, have 

determined to enter into the GLASS TRADE. Arrangements 
have been made with the most extensive manufac- 
ee aac they rillauelenableds D supply the best quality 
Glass, at the low unerating prices for 

elivered free of Carriage in Li naino “Plymouth. 
QUARES. 

4 inches im 5 and under 5 inches by À 114. per foot. 
5 6 9» 

P E guest rt B 
LARGE SQUARES, not P 40 m dong. 

Cylinder .. No. 0, 11 e to the foot, r foot, 

Sheet No. 1, 16 
2,2 3? seo NOs 25 

+ No. 8, 

e 

B Oz. ; 
cont: aining TU "feet. 

acum ‘remittance or reference in London. 
uth 28, 

THE ARTICLE GLA 
i eens DAINES AND BRADDOCK have made 

rangements to supply the Publie with GLASS for 
Sastisemand H ortoniturel parposes of superior quality and sub- 
stance, and at much lower prices than that which may have 
been obtained through the medium of any previous advertise- 

m 3 may be ob- ments, as the sizes therein quoted at 1d. 
tained at 3s, per òs., upon application 5 " 
London. N.B. A Stock of Patent Plate a santa E con- 

stantly on hand.—March, 1846. 

FOREIGN SHEET GLASS. 

ish: EDWARDS & PELL, 15, Southampton- 
street, Strand, direct Importers of BELGIAN GLASS, 

supply Glass strong and of excellent colour, at 34d. per foot, for 
any dimen: under 1 foot in ler Figured Glass in every 
variety of pattern, Jonthavis or Sisi edam PAL ted Windows. 
in any design and size ; Armorial Bearings, &c. executed by the 
first Ar in Belgium. 

Hasses for plants, 6} inches by 

GuemRenosritate OF LIME, 71. 2m ton at 
Mr. Lawes’s F AER DEPTFORD CRE 

E ENRY BAKER, 90. Hiton igar den, aih has 
invented a RAIN GAUGE, upon an entirely new princi- 

"sons connected with Agriculture and Horticulture. 
Tide instrument ia very simple in its construction, and requires 
no calculation to ascertain vibe kr de of Rain fallen upon the 
land in gallons per acre. 
LACTO OMETERS, for asc 

price 5s, 
HYDROMETERS, for Sulphuric Acid, 5s. and 6. 
THERMO pad RS, for registering the exin OUS of Heat and 

Cold, from 10s. 6d. 
B AROMETERS, from 17. 10s. 
All the above ar ticles warranted, and ji be for ‘warded upon 

ae, ence ofa e Order a Tov 

EANE’S NAA Wa oe TOOLS.— — 
es Su pu & T sp ae Vou cem 

are inviti 0 exami 
GARDENING AND “PRUNING. 

aining the quality of Milk, 

imp 
ma Engines and Syringes; Oüalbsook dale: Garden 
Seats, and Ohaire: 
Averuncators 

Axe 

222 

Garden Serapers jPruning Bille 
G Run e SEEN ersand 

ing Hooks rious 
Gr wu Res anal bó 

Borders „various pat-| Siev = 

Brsentoqus Doors z 
Botanice and Frames pene, in great va- s 
Cases of Pruning In- Hamme 
struments Frames Rea aping Hooks 

Chaff Engiues Ha K ives 
Chaff Kn Hoes of eve carte Ee Hs qum 
Daisy Baltes ortieultural Ham-|Shears, various 
Dibble: mers and Hatchets S 
Dock Spuds Hotbed Handles 
Draining Tools Labels, various pat- 
Edging Irons and terns, in zine, por- B a s 

celain, & ch Hook 
;adies" Sets of Tools T Mistle Hook 

»» Stands us Wire Lines and Reels nsplauting Tools 
md Iron. Marking Ink Trowels 

Fumigator s Mattocks | T'urfing Irons 
Galvanic — Borders|Menographs | Wall Nails 
and Plant Protec-| Metallic Wire Watering Pots 
tors M Milton M Weed Extraetors 

en Chairs and|Mole Tray and Hooks 
Beats owing Machines Wheel Barrows 
» Loops Pick Ax Youths’ Sets of Tools 
» Rollers Potatoe orks 
G. and J. DEANW are sole Agents for LINGHAM'S PERMA- 

NENT LABELS, samples of ‘which, p the Illustrated D 
of Horticultural Tools, can be sent aid to any part o 
United Kingdom. DEANE 8 Hortibultaral Tool Ware uie 
Perd to the Monument, 46, King William-street, London- 

brid 

HORTIOULTUR AL 7 TOOL |, WAREHOUSE, 

^ REEN anp CONSTABLE, WuoLESALE and RETAIL 
TnowaoNGpns, 36, King me Street, (four doors from. 

London Bridge.) beg to announde they have a large assortment 
ew and Improvi al GA. TOOLS, including Lord Ver- 

non’s Patent Hoe, Dr. Ene Patent Garden Fork, Tyn- 
don's Patent. and. other dud $ $ lid.head. Garden 
Avec od atc e arde LC an TY Tools, 

i 3 s, Improved. Garden 
Shears, Edging Irons, de es’ Horti | Chests fitted 

— 

pru BOTANICAL DRYING-PAPER.— 
o years having now opie since this PAPER was 

first Sebi od to.the notice of the-Publie, it ismow in general 
use amongst Botanists, and is al y all to be far superior 
to ererjthing previously employ ying: Specimens of 

Plants. It preserves form and colour in the best possible 
manner, and has also the advant 5: 
UU thereby obviating, in most 

a change of sheets whilst the 
iicet effecting a saving of 

nts are being dried, and 
the avast ——— trouble 

pe It attending the use of ordinary so stout and 
durable, Vnd must therefore be con red as the cheapest as 
well'as the best paper that can Pb ployed. 
The following eminent Botani have a y juae the 

use of & iJ. 
Hook 

mes as eR zlý 
R, Director of the 

Professor of Botany, Univer oliege, London; 
Professor of Botany in ihe: bier 
BABINGTON, Author of the adr b 
Botany ;" Mx. WarsoN, Author o 
&c. &c. 

The following p the sizes in whi 
bà folded. 

; Dr 
Dn. BEROR, 

(of Edinburgh; MR. 
of British 

"s Guide,” 

1 the Paper is prepared :— 
per Ream. 

te (sol 
London 3 E 
Marketsin eet, 

. Andrew-street, 
siding in the c 

er in th 

THE TANK 

E i 
Ager Bf 
WHITMORE, 
Florist, North 

Botanists r 
any re 

H. 
R. T..M* INiosH, 

pplied through 
zhbourhood. 

URBIDGE ax» HEALY having heated a con- 
siderable nm of Pitsand other Horticultural Struc- 

tures, for the cultivation of Pines, Melons, Cucumbers, and 
eter "tropical pla vue brachte upon the plan n recommended 

r. MILLS's recent w on the Culture of Pines and Cu- 
amers many of which are working at the present time, 

Hose beyond a. doubt that ever Fucture 
e heated by Burvipcs and H: eculiar Tank Apparatus, 

with the absolute certainty of ere stirs the d 
Their Apparatus may be seen at work at the following places : 
gHortienltura Gardens, Obist ick; 

d's Ga 

apple-place ; and 
130, Fleet-street, 

OT-WATER 

in more uel one hundred other places,— 
. London. 

APPARATUS FOR HEATING 
HORTICULTURALBUILDIN S, md HOUSES, 

CHURCHES, and MANUFAGTOR on improved prine 
ples, and oderate charges, erected by DANIEL and rym 
EDWARD ES AILEY, HOLEC 

D. and E. BAILEY having eue mes h time to the Bu EE. 
tion of this subject, and had much experience in the 
apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, 1s improve- 
ue auguenadd in their practice, r fheir mode of heat- 
ing n fi maple a and have combined 
APESS in ae apparatus w the charge. ey 
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Bass, for r 
many noblemen expe e hono 
employed by the Hortieult yof London, in execudog 
he works of their Splendid Conse y erected at Chiswick. 
2 and E. BA also co metal all descriptions of 

e ultural Buildings and. p" shes, s, and invite noblemen, 

MS and the publie to the inspection of their various 

drawings and models, at 272, Holborn, VEA they have the 
opportunity of exhibiting, amon etal works, an ex- 
tremely complete and convenieu 
adapted for the continued sur "AE of hot water, ai arrange- 
ment of tho oven more complete than has hitherto been brought 
beforethe publie. 
a Ue x Woo were the first to introduce metallic cur- 

orticulturists, and can refer to the Conser- 
atone ine ate the Pantheon as one of their NUM besides 
many uere in this country, and on the Continen: 

D. and E. Barrer have pri pen 5 uae ot the Galvanic 
Plant Protectors, which are 1 y for immediate delivery ; 

they beg to introduce to p x new Trough Pipe, for 

Orchidaceous or other Houses vapour is constantly, or 

at intervals, required, and which ibis be seen at their Manu- 
facto 

GTEP ENSON aw» COR aen 
London, and 17, New Pa 

and Mabufioturers of the Tapered CON 
GYLINDR ICAL B BOILER 

nti 

THE 

~ Gracechurch-street, 
reet, Southwark, Inventors 

NICAL and DOUBLE 

s nee A solicit the attention of 
tifie Horticulturi o their much approved method of 

applying the Tank syst: io Bier ies, Fiopage ug Houses, &e., 
by which atmospherie del » s we ottom-heat is secure 
to any required degree out the aid of pipes or fiues. 

0. have also tont si n re at the request of numerous 
friends they are now pu Boilers of Iron, as well as 

opper, by which the E is PRGER These Boilers, which are 
now so well known, searcely aa description, but to those 
who have not seen them in operation, prospectuses will be for- 
warded, as-well as reference of p highest authority ; or the; 
may be seen at most o ity's seats and principal 

Tte ries mU the xus 
28 oe beg to inform the "Trade that at their Manufactory 

in New ark-street, every article required for the construction 

of. Pipe ig Buildings, as well as for heating them, may be. 

obtained upon the most.advantageous terms. 
Donservatoric or Wood, erected'upon the most 

H 

with every, Implement rc sump qe the Garden. 
Balconies, Palisading, Field and. Garden 

Fences, Wire Work, &c,.&c. 
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I [5 e BY WARM WATER —An improved 
method of HEATING, by the CIRCULATION OF HOT 

WATER, may be seen in Ope daily, at |J. = BENHAM, & 

Son’s Stove Grate Cavendish- 
square, Estimates given for IAN arches. and other 

Public or Private Buildings, in town or country. A proa 

MES of Warm Air A of every code from 15s, ti 

Wi —19, 

pussmen AND HE ALYS COOKING APPA- 
US, cone Ene Sylvester's Patents... This Cooking 

Appar: atoes believe 
mitted to ie public, both as iu strength of ma- 

ipi OE. infact, thelaws of heat are so applied 

as to produce the greatest effect with the least consumption of 
ae Mane destruction to the Sree ; and B. and en f 

as rom rienc e. 
HE D anything ofthe kind hitherto “hade, A pU can 
be for avded, upon app detailing and price 

. Fleet-stri eu atl 

G ANO (GENUINE PERUVIAN & BOLIVIAN) 
ON SALE, E THE ONLY LEGAL DON i 

ANTHONY GIBBS AND SONS, LON: 
x. J. MYERS AND CO., LIVERPOOL; 

And by Enos Agen! Sua 
COTSWORTH, POWELL, AND PRYOR, LONDON ; 

GIBBS, BRIGHT, SA CO., Pp VERPOOL and BRISTOL. 

7, Lime-street, Mar. 28. 

( : UANO, PERUVIAN AND AFRICAN, warranted 
Genuine to Analysis: also Gypsum, and all other Ma- 

nures of known value, on sale by MARK FOTHERGILL, 40, Upper 

Thames-street. 
BRITISH GUANO, equal in quality to Peruvian, at 92. per 

ton. Pamphlets gratis on 6 Stamps being forwarded, being 

amount Guil for postage. pu for DINGLE'S HAND 
SEED DIB 

Guano TOR SALE at No. 24, St. Dunstan's-hill.— 
Monday, March 30th, at Two o'clock, 300 Tons of 

, dry f BOLIVAR ia lots of 3tons and GUANO in bags—fine 
5tons. WILLIAM KIRKMAN, & Co. 

Hi des UHATE OF THE LONDON MANURE 
COMPANY, FOR TARES, TURNIPS, WHEAT, &c., at 

anure having stood the 
? experience, is recommended with the 

be relied upon at all times, thereby preventing those 

appointments which fr equently occur from the difficulty of ils 
taining Guano and other Manuresina pure state. It will 

found most useful for Wheat on all soils, where it is BUM 

to procure a full plant earl iy in the autumn. Full particulars 

testimonials forwarded on application. The Company also 
and African Guano, Sulphuric Acid, 

Gypsum, an s the lowest market 
price, and warranted of the best quality. 

40, New Bridge-st., NIB. . ang R NEY 
 LIEBIG'S Y WHEAT MANURE now mE for delivery. 

IQUID MANURE. 
ENGLAND INDEPENDENT OF THE WORLD FOR CORN. 

attention of the Agricultural Interest, at this 
entous GO is requested to the great VU of 

NURE, and the ease with which it m. 

Excavations and Wi 
DE, Vnd 'S. 

supplied on A LET eia terms, by BENJAMIN 

FowLER, Engineer, &c., 63, pore EST London. 

FOR TURNIP SOWING, &c. 

ONE MANURE mixed with SULPHURIC ACID 
by far exceeds all other Manures that have been tried 

against it, and may ad in any quantity, either together or 

separate, by applying to Jonn Hunt, Bone and Sulphuric Acid 

Works, EUR Lambeth. 
H GUANO, warranted equal to Foreign, at 4l. per 

" nd may be paid for when th the result is ] is known. 

erint and Fountain derer, 70, Strand, London. 

Rams adapted to all situations, 
m, Supply Pipe, 4 in. 

No. 2 Ram, itto 2in. 

No.3 Ram, Ditto lin. 
posee and 

&c. heated upon the aces simple and economical plan. Steam 
Closets, Cooking iege Pene 

Sole Agent for TR ^5 Pani T WATER PURIFIER. 

Hie AGRICULTURAL CHENICAL ALMANAC, by Frrr- 
MAN ROE, price 2 2d., now ready. 

DRAINING TILES AND PIPES. 

A INSLIE’S PATENT IMPROVEMENTS.— 
For Maxine and DnyrNo Draining Tiles of the Ist CLASS. 

Gentlemen having works in operation. o E about to 
erect them, will find the above worthy their attentio 

5; generally from Vm 
to ERE Ne accerding to the nature of the ips To 

sex ; WE, Temes 
., Southwark ; the Polytechnic rae 

Regent-street, Tondo n. Particulars may be had from Joun 
AINSLIE, Alperton, Acton, Middlesex. 

INGLES HAND DIBBLING MACHINE, for 
PTOL all kinds of Seed. Itis so ences that it 

will at the same moment make the hole and ver the exact 
quantity ‘of EU with extreme regularity, nor ís the soil liable 

ERI prac d Mr. Marx F gent in London :—Mr. Manx Forneren 
Street, where the Machines may be seen. oan ee ea 

D OUGLAS JERROLD’ SHILLING 
MAGAZINE (for April), will ae the continuation of 

the Editors HISTORY OF ST. GILES AND ST. JAMES, 

Chapters peste XXIV., and XXV., illustrated with Two 

Etchings by Ler: 
THE HEDGEHOG LETTERS, and various other Contribu- 

tions. 

London : Published at the “ Punc” Office, 85, Fleet-street. 

' NEW WORK BY GEORGE CRUIKSHANK, 
On the 31st instant will be published, and continued Monthly, 

price 1s., 

(O OWN TIMES. 
CAE CRUIKSHANK. 

CONTENT: “Our O 
Ru "London Teenaa 

wn Times."—II. The Money Si 
No. 1. 

oncerning Oregon.— VI. Sketches 

Illustrated by 

Jacob's Island.—IV. Little 
of Um Tite. 

Ne The Editor's Daughter.—VII. Hydropathy Coolly Con- 
sidered. 

London: BRADBURY AND Oa. 90, WISHES, 

seal i al Dd fs ic MP R T Ww 
By CHARLES DICKENS, Es 

With Illustrations by GEORGE CRUIKSHANK, and aR latest 

rrections and Alterations of the Aut] 

No. IV. will be mpyaa on the 31st RU E in 
completed in Ten Nu 

London : Henr for the Author, by eie AND EVANS, 
. No. 90, Fleet-street, and Whitefriars, 

On the 31st of March will be published, No. IV. price ce 6d., of the 

BA uvis ora o MONTH. 
A REVIEW OF EVERYTHING AND EVERYBODY. 

Edited by ŒILBERT ABBOTT à UU 

PRINCIPAL CONTE F THE ÅPRIL Nope: 

To be 

ehen 

ane, with 5 E 

Debate ont binum em 

Horseback.—The Romance of Adv 
eggar on 

rtising. Bert Clubs, 

with an illustration by R. D. pee Plague of Dwarfs, with 
an illustration by R. Doyle.—The Pattern Wife.—A Card for 

the Ball-Room, with an illustration by R. Doyle.—30 Original 

Articles and 13 illustrations. 

With a Portrait of Mr. W. HARRISON as BOHEMOND. 

London: Published at the “ PuNcn ” Office, 85, Fleet-street. 

On the 2m of April will be published, Vol. I., Part m s grate to 
lows of the Society, and price 5s. to ‘the Pub 

que JOURNAL OF THE HORTICULTURAL 
M Rene OF LONDO 

Article ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS 
XI. On the DET of Electricity on Nice taut By 

Edward Solly, F.R.S., F.L.S., Hon. Memb. Ro; oyal 
AEE UT NN Society, Professor of nemen to the 

rt. Soc. 
XII. em s Ventilation of early Forcing-houses, By Mr. 

XIIL A Note upon the Wild state of Maize, or Indian Corn. 
e Vice-Secretary 

XIV. Some. TENG of the Jefferson Plum. By Mr. Robert 
Superintendent ot he Orchard and 

kiena Garden "Department, in the Society's Garden 
(with a Coloured Plate). 

XV. Outlines of a dal History Calendar at Foo-chow- 
foo, the capital of the Chinese province of Fokien 

P S., long. 119° 4’ eres y the late es 

XVI. Memorandum concerning the monde Soil of the 
MENDA In a letter from the . John Camp- 
bell Lee: i M.H.S., dated Nassau, RES Providenca 
Feb. 8, 1 

XVII. A Notice A Simonss Patent Hygrometer. By the 
ecretary. 

XVIII. Ons e CUIRE Epiphyllum truncatum. 
hn M.H.S., Gardener to i Ednend 

ve trobus, Bart., F.H.S. 
XIX. The Method de in managing Erica hiemalis. By 

ud W. P. A C.M.H.8., “Gatdener to James 
‘ook, Esq., F. a. s. 

XX. Nowe upon Begonias. By Mr. Jamgs. Donald, 
E pore $ Suger Gane of the IHothóftsé Department 
n the Society's Gar 

XXI. An. dcn of Three New Varieties of the DAS By 

n Williams, Esq., of Pitmastoh, O.M. H.S. 
XXII. nagar on the Culture of the Pie-apple. By John. 

ey, Gardener to the Rev. J, Thornycroft, of 
There Hal 

New PLANTS, &c., FROM THE SocrgTY's GARDEN :—19, Plum. 
bago zeylanica.. —20. Cochlearia acaulis.—2 e involi 
crata.—22. Daphne Fortuni,—23. d, ia chry: 
24. Azalea ovata.—25, Fortw i 6. 
—27, Azalea squamata.—28. Jasminum nudi 
Cholwell Pear.—30. The Calabrian Raisin.—31. 
stemmed Amaranth. 
"MEMORANDA :—Manures.—Broccoli,—New Pea; 

za 

“the ‘White. 

Just Published, in one Volume, octavo, TON price 18s.. 
bro oN THE CONDITION OF 

ee OF D RAND. 

8 CAMPBELL FOSTER, Esq., 

ort the ide Temple, Barrister- "at-Law, 

* THE TIMES COMMISSIONER." 

id UE The Times, with copious Notes and Additions, 
ondon : CHAPMAN and Haut, 186, Strand. 

THE 

pE E QUARTERLY REVIEW.—No. CLIV. is 
gue NOM DAY. 

I. MODERN GERM 
II. SIR R. MURGHISONS. GEOLOGY of RUSSIA. 

III. REID—VENTILATION. 
IV. NEWMA 

. LIVES of the LI 

. SPANISH AR HYTEOTU RE 
VIL. ES ATION and LODGING of the BRITISH 

DIER, 
OREGON, ;—and POSTSCRIP 

JonN MURRAY, akha e reot, 

ada: 

vi. 

Third Edition, 
Dos IMPROVED MODE OF CULTIVATING 

CUCUMBERS AND MELONS, with plans of Pits; with 

directions for Growing and Forcing Asparagus and Seakale ; 

P4 Grorer Mitts, F. ae Gardener to the Baroness de Roths- 

i y ra 

ani 
Published by ion A MEE "T3, ; Fleet-streot. 

Jio Seeds of Mains" Best Early Frame CUCUMBER, 2s. 6d. 

April will be published, 

A DICTIONARY OF MODERN GARDENING. 
By Grorar Wm. Jounson, Esq., Author of Principles of 

Practical d The Gardeners' Almanack &c. 

Pu ven or pleasure, Though 
closely-printed pages, it is in form a mos 

book for ready reference on every horticultural subject. It 

contains an epito: ractice of the best modern gar- 

een with all the. necessary information elate to Kitchen 

„ Manures, Predatory Insects, &c. 

Drawing s of Edifices, AETS Modes of “Pruning, eee, 

rates ba The price will not exceed 10s. 6d. 

OBERT BALDWIN, 47, Paternoster-row. 

^ One thick volume 8vo, M upwards ¢ of 2000 Engravings on 
21. 10s. 

BOS ENCYCLOPEDIA 'OF TREES AND 
SEDES NEU the Arboretum et Fruticetum Britan- 

nicum abrid: Pntaining the Hardy Trees and Shrubs of 
Great e) Native and Foreign, scientifically and porulány, 

des d h their Propagat tion, Culture, and Uses in the 
ER and swith: Engr ee e nearly all the species. 

to the use of Nurserymen, E, iM Foresters, 
y ue same A 

ARBORETUM ET FRUTICET UM. BRIT ANNICUM., | 8 vols. 

(4 of letterpress and 4 of plates), new and corrected impres- 

OTTAGE, FARM, AND VILL 

HITECTURE AND FURNITURE. New Edition, ice 

rected and MERE aes with 2000 Woodcuts, 3l. 
EE puro e Ts. 6d. 

THE SUBURBAN VADE ER. Numerous Woodcuts, 20s, 

M SF ee GARDE NING AND ARCHITEC- 

the P. lates coloured, 3/. 63. 
HORT TUS Es kosus LON ENSIS. 7s. 6d. 

ARCHITECTURAL MAGAZINE. 5 vols. 6l. 6s. 

GARDENER'S MAGAZINE. Complete in 9 vols. 

ON LAYING-OUT AND PLANTING CEMETERI 

don: LONGMAN, BROWN, GREEN, ue LoNGMANS. 

TE "HE HORTICULTURAL MAGAZINE FOR|' 
APRIL, price One Punung, UB E p Es of 

, and Plan Win- 

M an RUE of ASES — 6 IM and UDEN 

list of Aquatic | PS tte Rose i arden—New ;Edgings for 

Flower Bed ly Potatoes 
i ti ihe Pea— 

the ily E the Valley Ledums -the Winter-berry Asparagus 

th 
Flowers—Notes, &c., and 12 Illustrations. 

HovrsroNE and STONEMAN ; and all Booksellers, 

AT MEETINGS OF THE SOCIETY, AES June 15, 
1844, to February 18, 1845. 
London: Published for the Society, by Loneman & Co., Pater- 

ster-row, and sold by all Booksellers. 

Twenty-four Quarto Pages, price Sixpence, free by post. 

The Railway Chronicle 
of Saturday. Mareh, 21, contains articles on 

PE ROBERT ERES E RUM—Mr. MORRISON'S MO- 
SELECT TEES ON OPPOSED BILLS— ON—! MM I 

STAND DING ORDERS COMMITTEE—PARLIAMENTARY 

BUSINESS—WITHD 
BILLS—LAIRD v. JACKSON—OBSERV, NS on the 

REPORT of the GAUGE ole SIONEI LS FAILURE 

of the DERBY, UTTOXE and STAFFORD COM- 
PANY —FRUITS of AMALGAMATION in MERCHAN- 

DISE ARRANGEMENTS—JUDGMENT upon the GAUGES, 

REPORTS OF MEETINGS.—South en eue Eastern 

outh Eastern aad Continental relay 

Gravesend ioe pone E ree 
and Ayr—Glai ey, p "Greenock Wishaw. and. 
Colt: ea Liég South Midland—Pro- 
jected Lin 

OFFICIAL “SAPERS— Sixth Report from the Classification 
Committee—South Eastern ; Directors’ Reports—South- 
ampton and Dorchester ; CA ’ Report—Manchester and 
Leeds; Statement of Accounts—Edin. burgh and Glasgow ; 
Statement of A gquenti- As Paisley, and Greenock ; 3 

e dd Report 
AILWA Y LUTERATURE. Chadwick on the 

and Injuries of Railway Labourers. 
PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.—Institution of Civil En- 

RAILWAY TRAVELLING RUE and Brighton 

(with numerous illustrations), concluded. 

PARLIAMENTARY PEOP Ei den NO 

I gress es—Pr 
of ‘Bilis in both Hou; 

Morison c. Morri: donee ‘ord, onn aud Mast 
y Was the Broad Gauge laid on the Great, We 

CORRESPONDENCE. E ae nc gs — "pis v. 
acres rod. 

Progress of Works— Law Intelligence— EEPE Pr 
ceedings 

Meetings Tenders for Loans— Contracts. 
Transfer Books closed— 

Correspondence 
bel pare 
Share B. 

Fors Ditto—Money Market, Paris Letter, and Latest Prices 

Order Railway Chronicle of any Newsy vender 

MHE io iE oF AGRICULTURE ami AND ) TRANS- 
NS or it HIGHLAND and AGRICULTURAL. 

SooibTY E SCOTLAND.—No. RU price 3s., was published 

on March bh containing the Ri eport oi of the Committee of 

Management of the Agricultural Chemistry Association of Scot- 

land—On the Electro Cuture of Farm Crops—On the Radical 
Excretions of Plants—On hé Construction of Tan Pro- 
ceedings of the icultural Chemist ry A A 

tural Report, &c. 
. BLACKWOOD | & Sow; Edinburgh and London. 

PRIZE DRAIN-TILE MACHINE. 

| Dicono AND CHARNOCK'S PATENT 
* ECONOMIC? DRAIN-TILE AND PIPE MACHINE. 

tthe last meeting of the Yorkshire Agricultural Society, 

WE Prize of 101. was awarded to this Machine, after a succes- 

sion of trials hers the competent Mechanical and Agricultural 

Judges, and it s subsequently obtained Medals and Pre- 

miums from the e aat Highland, and other Societies. 

Orders are PO ARS eS GA further information given, by 
the sole makers, R. Y & TA Engineers, Wakefield. 

Price 207. inclusive of Patent 
Co. are also makers” di Ae Improved Oil-cake 

Crusher, ; price 87. —Wakefield, March 

ILLSBOROUGH," a Herefordshire 3 ; years 
old Bull, bred by "me EA John Price, Esq., of Upton, 

near Worcester, "will serve t 5l. each, at Ingestre Farm, 
near Stafford, “ Hillsborough” i is a Bull of suoi promise and 

size; he was got by Mr. Price's Woodstock out of his Flora. 

Ho one MERO CU eh of np 6, SEULS Lig Stoke Newit ington, ton, axd 
hurch row, Stokes Newing.on, E 

o London: and published by them. 
of St. Paul's, Covent-Gar- 

nd Communications: 
98, 1846, 

in the county of Middlesex, P at 
the Precinct of Wiitefriars, jn che Che 

fice, No. 5, Charlesatreet, in the parish 
den, in the’said county, where all Advertivementa 
fre to be addressed to the Haltor.—Saturday, Manci 

RAW AL of the E DECPRN COUNTIES , 

& 
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A RCHAOLOGICAL INSTITUTE 'OF GREAT 
AIN AND IRELAND, 

The next MEETING of the dd Members will be held 

9n FRIDAY, the 1st of MAY, at the Rooms of the Institution 
of Civil Engineers, 25, Great po street Westminster, 

The subject for special discussion will b: 

“FICTILE MANUFACTURES, "including Pottery and Por- 
celain of n countries and of every period. 

s who cannot personally Rd. are invited to for- 
Ward, bii any friend, Articles which they may consider as likely 

to bear on the subject, E 
» 

Attendance Som. 2 n 2 daily. 
. HUDSON TURNER, Secreta) 

The ANNUAL MEETING of the INST pie will m 

lace at York, under the patronage of his Grace the Arch- 
shop ; President, de EARL FITZWILLIAM, feomimenoing 
TUESDAY, ULY 

AY SOCIE n IwsmrorED 1844. —Tlhe Members 
informed that the “MEMORIALS OF JOIIN RAY,” 

being the third volume for the first, PS kon Un STRUP “ON 
THE AL PESE TION OF pum. x E ” being the first 
volume for second yea of ALDER and 
HA: ANGOCR'S NeBRITIST NS UDIBRANGHIATE MOLLUSCA,” 
with 13 Lithotinted Illustrations, are now read ember: 
will receive copies of these works on forwarding the Subscrip- 
tepe e to the Secretary, 22, Old Burlington-street, Lon 

number of members amounts to 1000, tie 
Council have determined to reprint the first volume of the first 
year's issue, which is now out of print. The number of members 

is at present above s Persons desirous of becoming Sub- 

year, may obtain immediately Part I. oi 

Alder and Hancock’s 1 British Nudibranchiate Mollusca,” Ad 

the ** Memorials of John Ray." 
third year, including Meyen's “Geography of Plants;" Bur- 
ister “On the Organization of Trilobites,” with the original 

or e of Botanieal Reports and 

dog translated from the Ger EO with numerous plates, 

€ in a state of forwardness, and will be ENS ready for 
titration 
The panel have E on publishing the following 

Works :— Continuation of Alder and Hancock’s Nudi- 
branchiate Mont sath Meoniited a GANA LC 
fions,—9. Reports on the Progress of Natural History.—9. Th 

l'ranslation, with 
. Linnzus's Travels 

tary, with directions how the Works 
s forwarded. EDWIN LANKESTER, M.D., Secretary, 

2, Old Burlin; ton-street. 

a der 2s. 6d., GANT ASPARAGUS PLANTS, 

Green Top Do., 1 p Do., 1 yr. 16:6 
SEAKALE plants, yarab "ss. qu 100. 

either terminus of the 
Northwarnbro! Pads near Odiham, put 

OTATO SEED in packets at 5s, saved from 

E variety EARLY treo to be had of w J. NUTTING, 

EEDSMAN, 46, Cheapsic 

OTATOES E SEED.— TRUE | EARLY ASH- 
LEAVED ERU BP» other varieties, free from disease, 

1 rate prices from CHARLES FARNES, 

Ko St. John-street, West: Smithfield, London. 
^ general EOM of Kitchen- garden Seeds, from 10s. to 30s. 

di 5s. to 20s. 

April 4, us 

DAHLIAS. 

TRUE HIGHLAND OR MOUNTAIN PINE. 

ILLIAM MAY, F.H.S. begs to announce to 
planters that he possesses a few thousands of A Ss 

highly recommende FIRS of various sizes ; viz. at 
at 30s., 2} to 40s. n pul EN dat 

usi ylvestris, and of much 

quicker growth, and attains a much larger size as A imber 
tree. The present is the most approved month fi 

and ailtotien Even 'greens.—Hope Nursery, Bedale, April 4. 

TRUE VENUES IUE DUREE TURNIP SEED, 

J G. Wage ems, oe 4, Eyre-street-hill, 
Uo Iatton-garden, London. 

White Round, 185. Hn bushel. Ee eam Globe, 24s. per bushel. 

Gre do 18s. do. Dale's Hybrid, 22s. do. 
Pole Topped Scotch, 22s. do. 20s. do. 

Stubble. 20s. do. 
White Stone, 20s. do. 
White Tankard, 22s. do, 
Green do. 21s. do. 
Red o.. 2 

peus Globe, 20s. do. Skirving's Impr MES Denoi 

el do. i do. Swede, d do. 

EA d do. s. do. Laing's do. 24s. do. 

New White Becanter par: Matson’s do. 2 Dis, do. 

large), 

J. G. W. n a pena collection of Lawn, Pasture, and all 

the most useful Grasses in cultivation, of which a separate 
Catalogue may be had, His assortment of Garden and Flower 

Seeds is upon the most extensive scale ; ; Catalogues of which 

may be had on application.—April 4, 1846. 

POTATOES. 

Je Gu ME begs to offer the following SEED 
ATOES, Eee from diseas 

Early Ase leat Kidney: "Od. per bushel, 
Red do. 
Early Shaws . .. shay Early Prolific. 

4, Eyre-street-hill, Hatton-gar 
4 

rden, April 4. 

AN ABRIDGED LIST OF 
NEW AND ee ele TIRAR SEEDS 

ARNER. AND WARNER, SEEDSMEN AND 
ORISTS, 

No. 28, CORNHILL, oprosite THE ROYAL. EXCHANGE, 

GERMAN SEEDS IN COLLECTIONS. 

Asters, 2t ve imported, very beautift A 5 0 the collection. 
3 0, t 3 » 

Balsams, | "s do., very fiie and dontes- 3.0 K 
Cockscombs, 12 "do., "beautiful .. Aa. i 

Hollyhocks, 12 do., ^ do. Wo BO Sab E. 
Larkspurs, 12 do., cece m 2 9.0 » 

Pronies, 2 do. a 9 BRE c Mage th gO. " 
Poppies, 12 d " m Sata 0 "m 

ERU 1 do., splendi 3.0 S 
Stocks, 36 do., most. RE, and ‘doute 6 0 ^» 

» 2 ao. all-leave Ds 30 » 
» Giant Brompton ie; tens Has » 

aioe 8 do., very handsome iN è 0 $5 
Zinnias, 12 do., Veautifu 0 
The above German. needle are all. of the Be) best quality, and 

can be COE recommen: 
For General Catalogue, er “Harrison’s Floricultural Ca- 

quu ” for Meneh: 

THE NEWEST AND VERY ” BEST FUCHSIAS, 

VERBENAS, PETUNIAS, &c. 
/OUELL axp CO. are now sending out per post 

free, the newest and esi e E us 

SEEN if required) at .. 21s. per doz. 

-rate Show Varieti . . Tr E 
s. Mer 

first-class Show V: 22408. 55 
e . E wis UE 5g 

tra Fine 

.. . 105. , 

Those favouring Y. and Co. with their or for the above, 

are respectfully requested to state the varieties they already 
ueri that a repetition may be avoided, every care bei ing ob- 

Ín making improvements, by adding such varieties a& 
2 give satisfacti 

CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES. 
12 p extra fine and vi TY superior first- er. A is e 

how FE is nam . 
5 dit: ditto "dit . 5 1 0 

12 ditto Fine Show Flowers dito ARIS) 

25 ditt. ditto diti . 300 i 
12 pairs Showy Border Flowers ditto, 12s. 

Extra fine Show Pinks, by name. per dozen pai 
Also a few p: airs more of the Superb Picotees ** iere v and 

* Duke of NSwosstdsy » at 15s. per pair. 

HERBACEOUS PLANTS, fine sorts. s. per dozen. 

RIBES SANGUINEUM FLORE PUENO, 7 7s. 6d. per plant. 

30 P: Borers of New and Choice FLOWER SEEDS, per post, 

free, for 
c ALCBOLARIAS, for MEC 
GERANIUMS, for beddi 9s. and 12s. = 

For particulars of their new and atiful White Fuchsia, 
“ SANSPARIEL,” with Five d bg see Advertise- 

nd of last week. Also their Splendid "PR 

at Yarmouth Nursery, A) , 184 

6s . per doz. 

UGH LOW anp CO. inform their friends and ls and the 

ublie that their CATALOGUE OF DAHLIAS, contain- 

ing most of the new and approved varieties, is now ready, and 

may be had on application. Upper Clapton, April 4, 1 

ded BE.DISPOSED OF VERY CHEAP. — About 
0,000 very havdsome ENSE OAKS, 4to 5 feet high, 

th good bushy Yoots.—Apply to Mr. JEYEs, Nurserym: 

Nor Northampton. April fe 

the Gth inst; des seriptive lists of which ean be pee on aj 
ion. The whole set of 12 Antirrhinums 1l. 10s., 6 best 

rbairn’s), approve ed i Dr. 
uy sl ale (airbairn’s), 1 c ost ligh 

Giantess engin s), the l 

tifolia (Veitch’s), speci 
. is desirous of ri E A his. Anti 

saved ander glass from the collection he is offe 

and 5s. per packe 
General collections of 

Hon Geraniums, Chry: 
Picotees, Danian jas, 

of the latter, E. F. F; begs to o 
dozen. Fine DE by post (free), or otherwis e. 

mod eri A 
si 

ERICAS OR CAPE HEATHS. 

OUELL anp CO. having a fine and beautiful 
AL healthy Stock of the following ERICAS, beg to offer them 

at 9s. per dozen. The usual discount to the trade, 

Willmorei, cruenta, hybrida, areal is, concinna, ignes- 

cens, abetina, hiemalis, flammea, ata Bonplandia, 

Boweana, ventricosa breviflora, ebria and assurgens, 

Great Yarmouth Nursery, April 4, 1846. 

NOW READY. 

IN EY FUCHSIAS AND VERBENAS. 
12 Fine New Fuchsias .... -£ . 
12 Superior, au new last veie 15 

o. 25 Do. 
erior New Verbenas . 

Deseripüve and Priced Catalogue may be Shad of WILLIAM 
Mirer, Providence, Ramsgate. 

P.S. The following Letter ertain proof of the safety 

with which these pee travel Us E distance, WHEN PRO- 

PERLY PACKED 
27th March, 1846. 

“Sir,—I this day received the little tin case containing the 
chsias, which are indeed extremely nice plants, and arrived 

in n great perfection. I now inclose for the same a Post-oflice 
order for 21s., and you will please let me have an acknow- 
ledgment, “Iam, Sir, your obedient pman 

“Mr, Wm. Miller.” CHB, 

** LISMORE, 

SPLENDID NEW IMPORTED FUCHSIA FROM PERU. 

po Tan: & SON beg to inform growers 
,on Tuesday 

A NE W SP 

any before introduced, essrs. V. & 
mode of giving it publicity from a desire that the public may 

2d, 

g SES E È a a F LE g& 

KEYNES, Frorist, Salisbury, respectfully an- 
D. * DIAS that his Uu SORT AHO GUE of all the leading 

pARLIA is now ready, sent on application. 
3; Kexwne's splendid Sealing SIR E DMUND ANTROBUS— 

o 3g AED Dahlia ever raised—with Edwards's Queen 
l ary, and Dodd's Enterprise, will be dispensable y in all col- 
detis. A En Cook's Queen of the m a s, and Dodd’s Punch, 

‘Wo beautiful fancy flowers, with all ‘the proved varieties in 
cultivation UE the first week in May. 

Salisbury, April 

see and judge for themselves.—Exeter, Apri 1846. 

“GROOM, CLAPHAM Rise, near Lonpon (re- 
e moved from WALWORTH), By APPOINTMENT FLORIST TO 

Her MAJESTY THE QU AND TO His MAJESTY THE Kine or 

S. y, begs to say his 

QULAS. LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM, and NEW PLANTS is 

CU 15. 6d.feach!; Calceolaria floribunda 

e, Queen of Virgins (new Bourbon), 

ders to He made payable at Clapham. 
Foreign orders attended to. 

Albion Nursery, Wandsw orth-road, London, April 4. 

s. per doz, 
Ter ot each, 

ELLETSON'S RN B APRIL WHIT
E BROCCOLI, AND 

USHER’S NEW A UN IQU E MARIGOLD SEEDS. 

WES AM MAY, Bots to call n to 

e above superior Quid (see Chronicle, March 7th), 

which ES being sent out in sealed p ls kets, the Broccoli at 5s., 

md the Marigolds in 20 A. ‘at 7s. Gd., post free, —To be had 

n London of Messrs. RNER ai WARNER, gr A and 

Mr. ), FARN . John’ aetas ster of Mr. WAT- 

KINSON, Market place, and of tl the Au rtiser, Hope Nursery, 

Bedale, Yorkshire. 

EE N VERBENA, “FUCHSIA, 
NEW SEEDLING VI UUTIHRHINUM 

IM. IVERY, NURSERYMAN & Fronist, Peckham, 

W E London, begs E aper his Friends and the Public 

that he purposes sendin after the 21st inst., the under- 

mentioned, which he can ra dente reci ERN = 

VERBENA WOND DER OF SCARLETS: colour of Boule de 

Feu, a and atrosanguinea a habit—See Chronicle of September 

30, 1845: “ W. L—The seedling xd named Wonder 
of Scarlets, is a very fine variety, individual flowers are 

largo, brilliant i in colour, and forn 1a fine head of blooms.” 
. No discount mined "d SM Epis 

FUCHSIA TRAFALGAR: tube red, sepals green, corolla 

Qark purple, and very large, showing it “mitch y the 
sepals, quite distinct ae any other va 

PETUNIA PAINTED [: white Dh Ree pink, 

d em led vH 5s. each. 
PETUNIA IQUE : lilac ground, ‘beautifull 

black on round flower and substanc 

RM VANGUARD : rosy purple, with Thee black s 

PETUNIAS 

p d 

red En mon ple ground, very dark 35. G 
PETUNIA’ METEOR : T 

eye and round flow: E 

PETÜNIA PET SUPERB lig red ground, margined with 

purple, and beautiful dark eye, good shape. ‘Awarded a 

certificate of merit at Surrey Zoo olo og ardens. 

ANTIRRHINUM PICTA 

ady, and will be forw: arded Ly post on application. 
Tue X has a fine stock of ATIONS and PICOTEES. 

uua eh executed, 

” A ALBA, 

KING OF THE WHITES. 

| Catalogues may be had on application. 
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DID NEW SHRUBBY CALCEOLARIAS.. 

ENRY M AJOR, Knosthorpe, near Leeds, ‘begs 
to remjad the admirers of this beautiful tribe of plants, 

that he Mg sending out his New Seedlings, of acknow- 
ledged beaaty, brilliant colour, and variety, the first week in 
May, in two i of eight each—1st sat, 3 2d, M. 105. Twelve 
of his best Calceolarias sent out last y a he ior rs for 1}. 5s. 

To meet the wishes of n UE applications m friends and 

others, who, in their attempts t s of their own, 

have freque ntly ind in the alet TE H the growth, 
ntity of Seedlings. saved f m fine Pe 

pu pases sending out in May in Sietle of20, a 
parcel, or 3 par l., post free. They will al 

bloom the same year. Pr nted directions for the general 
the Calceol 

forwarded to See 
five superior Seedling Pan 
free. Also a e plants ofh 

ti * Br air. 

at lj. the set, post 
y" and * Duke of York 

E d out. n exten- 
Twelv sive stock of hel leading Pansi 

very choice kinds for 17., post free. - 
per packet, The stock of some var 
and Pansies, i is limited, the 
the whole. A Di cera are M atalozue of t 
larias and Pansies may be had on prepaid 
Miti, correspondents a remittance is rdypecifally AREE 

der. 

h of Caleeolarias 
rliest A ther refore will secure 

eed iling Cae 

Hi 

NATIONS 0 
EY ESSRS. NORMAN continue to supply a few pairs 
AVA from their EE ion of show varieties grown, 

S0, $0) grou cotees. Catalogues can be 
had on prepaid appllantion: m ndun Fields, Woolwich. 
E BECK intorms the Publie that the various Articles 

* manufactured by him in Slate for Horticultural pur- 
es, may be seen in use at Worton Cottage, Isleworth, upon 

application to the gardener (Sundays excepted). 

GREENHOUSE PLANTS. 
x "m isum AND Co., NunsERYMEN, being in 

sion of a large and beautiful stock of the following 
UNE s ye healthiest condition, beg to offer them on the 

ost reasonable terms, as annexed :— 
18 INDI s AZALEAS, fine p plants, for 30s.— Alba 

H superba, Eximium, Gladstanesii, Hibbertii, Lateritia, 
Magnifica. Magn ora, Macrantha, r ea, E ium don 
Splendens, Speciosissima, je Um rosea, Phoen alba, 
Do. superba, Triumphans, V ata, Wo 

20 prn CRISES, ver; m Stats, for Hs. -ktenmata rosea, 
Camea, C alba, Do. do. gran- 
diflora; Oseriflora, orasan, Coplandii, a aa Ele egan: 
sima, Impressa, Impressa alba, Lævigata, Nivalis, Onosmæ- 
lora, Purpurescens, Pulchella; Rosea purpurea, "Variabilis, 

Willmorea. 
12 ERIOAS, fine healthy plants, 

xs s Hiemali ee 1 nincefic 
penden: bra yn entr 
Westeotti, 

for TAA —Colorans nova, 
Neil Odora rosea, Pro- 

osa superba, Vestita alba, 
Wilimore 

red free on the Great North of England 
fere: gis or remittance respectfully solicited from 

Bedale, York: 
(9) NE RARIA BLADUA, 

THE Gr st NOVELTY OF THE SEASON. 

«| eren e i: nom;Sv, Hilperton, Wilts., 
h pleasure in offerin 

truly Benutiri v: uin ty. 

has 
to publie notice thes above 

e, May Lig 
or EY erar: 

ome under our motive this season ; the 
ally e divided into white and 

‘off bcn: i crimson, with the colour ey gives it a 
sing Be En dud. mee appearance," 
Hr e re y, ^de. 6d... each ; 

6- inch "pots 105. 6d. x 
London— 

halls Liat where specimen 
Catalogues of 

oses, 

large specimens in 

& um ULLEN, 6, Leaden- . HORST 
be seen | 

raniums, Fuchsias, Danei 
hemums, Calce 

I n 
ae esos 
larias, Philo: nia application. 

JAURES, | COM MO PORTUGAL, RHO- 
DODEND: IDAS, AZALE e ke. 

EVERG cel i AND SPRUCE FIRS; | 
&c.—T ze stock of the above, of | 
pon L rg and w "nished plants, beg to offer them to 

e T and to E public in general, on very reas le 
ITSKELL, Siena. — Apply to ] GA 

V AND SPLI 

we M. PAMPLIN 
and. the 

EDLING ERIC 
begs t» inform the Nobility, Am 

at he is prepared to send out 
did Seedling 

-KINGSTON NURSERY, SURR. 
JACKSON'S SUPPLEMENTARY CATA- 
LOGUE OF PLANTS, with prices, for 1846, may be.ob- 

tained free on pre-paid application. J 
_ Kingston Nursery, Surrey, April4 

D IAE SEEDS. 

noce nS D SONS, Srrruie, N.B., and 
have on gel a urge and select stock of 

ly moderate. The fol- 

oved. Purple- top. SWiDISu, Skirving’s I 
East Lo vim Purple-t 

YE LLOW ABERDEEN, 
Do. do. 

ith ton top. 
DP Purple top. 

Jo. lo. do. Improved, 
YELLOW IMPROVED EARLY, now much esteemed for 

sowing late in the season, 
WHITE GLOBE, 
GREEN TOP GL OBE, 

Jelivered free in London, Liverpool, Hull, Newcastle, 
Cork, Belfast, and Londonderry, when not less than 40 Ibs, are 
ordered. 

Xs of RUOTA Garden and Farm 

Jawson-st., Dublin. 
TH NURSERY. 

AMES SALTER Sakti his grateful acknowledg- 
ments to the wm gt Gs, Gentry, Clergy, and his numerous 

Friends of Bath, and t] ounding country, for the exten- 
Sive patronage received Ys him dor the lenethened perio: 
e has conducted the Nursery business at Bath; and, having 
jus of the same to Mr. JAMES GRIFFIN, feels pleasure 
and quM, inintroducing him as his Successor, in whose 
i half hı solicits a of the favours so 
Tiberany | bestowed upon himself. 

JAMES GRIFFIN, in erede to the Nursery 
business carried on by Mr. SALTER for the last 50 years, 
begs most respectfully to assure the Nobility, Gentry, Clergy, 
pad Inhabitants generally vt Bath and its vic cinities, that every 
xertion will be made by him to ensure and to deserve the 

transfer of their confidence ium his predecessor (who has so 
long enjoyed it) to himself; and trusts, from his knowledge of 
the “Nursery business, and ‘Horticulture in general, his efforts 
will secure the permanence of the pa! tronage by which the 

ove Nursery has hitherto been distinguished 
The recent reduction in the price of. Glass having m 

lessened the expense of erecting Horticultural Buildings, J. G 
intends devoting a consi iderable share of attention to the culti- 
vati on of choice and rare Exotic plants. 

SELECTION OF CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS. 
AY ILLIAM E. RENDLE & CO. have a small Stock 

of the EN choice ee Seeds. Many of the sorts, 
such as MARTYNIA FRAGRANS, PHLOX DRUMMONDE, 
and others of equal value, have been ‘saved under the inspection 
of their Foreman, the Seed, therefore, can be warranted to be 
quite new, and correct 

CALE OF PRICES, SENT POSTAGE FREE. 
A Choice Flower Seeds, insiscimg the EO ne «for 12s. 

do. 
20 do d 6s. 
Br: EE iber idifolia. | Fanjda iis Mangles h 

pu ulchella, Phlox Drummondi. 
Dianthus latifolius. 
Lobelia erinus. 

tricolor, 
florabunda. 

nthus retusus. 
aria oculata. 

yerman Stock. 

Podotheca capitata. 
Schizopetalon Walkeri 
Finest German Asters "ine 

ful Chart n published, giving the height, 
oto: PEA bon raising Efe principal sorts of Flower Seeds, 
gratis, "with each order, A General Catalogue can be had on 
application. A remittance is not required from known Cor- 
respondents, or poo who give reference in London, 

nion-road y, Plymouth, April 4. 
THE OU à FUCHSIA OF THE SEASON. 

2 NEWBERRY has a great aversion to the system 
de cud at the present day respecting F aen vue 

lenging. R. NEwnERRY intends exhibiting a specimen of hi: 
“DELIC GATA” at the shows in Londi vd gus of the 
Challenging Fuchsias beat it in colour or beauty, he will pay 

ive Pounds to the Benevolent Society. Strong plants in 
at Jos. 6d. t-oflice order will ensure plants bj 

n— if not the very best 

Nemophila discoidalis, | Y 
» | Se 

Reference or Pc 
r. Glenny's oj 

F 'uchsia we have ever se 
Upway Nursery, near 1 X. ec 

SE 

orders h ob- i ILLER’S UNRIVA LLED SEEDLING tained the s at the Gardens, jà VERBENAS. Regent 5, and much admired by all who Samye a op resi Gas Sunbeam HEU n 
ves E -E ..1 6 |Sapph sep Ww in offeri two: matchless | t m ub ) Alba Purpurea E 36 ng ofb tied Dabit and abundant | Purban .. L .5 iante: IAE C paan M The n for 1, 11s. 6d. 

d pots, 7s. 6d. ; in 4 Gardener? Chronicle, Aug. 30,— : Your seedlings are 
dm Y large and good flower m * French white, with purple o. saree ae k. a Hall doe EAA nt Samye,’ pink, with a blotch of dud puple in the 

, and other Mery en set 

ati 
; from 93. to 30s. per doz 

iun to his extensive collec. 
vorthy of cultivation, and may 

or reference 
m unknown correspondents. 

road, Islington, near London. 
r HERBACEOUS” PLANTS. 

2 ds Uckfield, Sussex. 

poete ped xa plants 
WP to 

tion of Er 
be = a mos pat rei 

ectfully solicited fr 
adis Nursery, Horr 

TINCT AND set 
Ww oodlands Nur: 

us er "alicouut to | be; 

en o 
and distinct.” 

centre, is a large, handsome, d distinct 
Gardeners’ Chronicle, Sept. sg ee ox ORG RtE? when 

fully DDR. has the o ret lowers on the crown of a 
autiful rosy pink ; while those below are nearly white. When 

bloomed in tee OM odes specimen it forms a very 
handsome object. The same observation applies to the ‘Comet,’ 

is large havi ing a tinge of lilac on the face of the flower, 
s ornamented with crimson, purple centre. e have 

e somewhat similar to this, but e quite so large 

jur S Sept. 6.—‘ Mr. Miller : Your seedlings 
possess the char acter of di: beue 

. We 

ark 
z, with 

7&8. pledge them 
distincti kinds shall be sent. 

Select sorts, one of iac named. 4 6 
Supetionde, 
Superb New do. +s 1n 

Catalogues of be kone xinh e edo ERR son eters 
T" O CALCEOLARIA GROWERS. 
NO. STANDISH, NURSERYMAN, e begs to 

nd the Public that as a large Stock 
T ic ALC EOLA now; re ady to send out at 

rpn ices, Ranging from ‘our guineas per 
ls. 6938: 04. each are redi y fit for show flowers, 

o8, are gr novelties, He 
. ra ised from some of his 

per dos. 40s. 

dozen ; those 1 
and the other sci at rh 
has now ready some Seedling P 

er 
Also now read 

monstro; 
having a ¢ yx with » reflexed sepals, end a fine cupped 
rich purplish n son d ; the latter, an immense large 
flower, the colour of Standi ; bu it more than twice as large. 

Catalogues ofthe above can pus had on applieation, 

some splendi 
“Alfred the Great” “and E. : m 

usual allo 
priced Li 

s, do. 
at 5s. each, the former | Bean, and Laugh 

ners? Gazette, D. Mr, Miller: All are pretty be- 
dualis, dark eyes, but "Comet is by far the best in all 

T e Va erbenas are very 
Nc E distinct from any we abe cd 

P haracter of these as, the mass of 
first-rate o g m by all the ending Floricultural 
wor! ks ang the numerous orders taken for them when in Aore 
render any KU Ve iab ueber unnecessary. 

rame ts are taken, Descriptive 26 
ew Seedlings can be had of WinnrAM Mir- 

y Ram gate, LER, Prov {dened Nurse’ 

I AKER'S PHEASANTRY, Beaufort-street, i 
road, 

P: 

ngs by Appointment to Hen Masnery and 
LBERT. — Ornamental Water-fowl, Black 

0. ; Poieni E Ohina, Barnacle, Brent, 
Geese ; Pintail, Widgeon, Gargany, and 

Common Teal; Dibador. "Rhoveller, Gold-eyed tufted, Dun 

Chelsea ; 
E 

Diver, Carolina, and Call Ducks, we ED pinioned and domes- 
ticated. Great variety of Pou wl, 
Halfm ge, tr i5 China Pigs. 

&ce.—. 

[Arr 4, 
TO SEEDSMEN AND AGRICULTURIS 

WHITE & CO. beg to offer the following sorts 
* of TURNIPS, which ‘they can confidently aaa TEE 

and of which they hold large and genuine stocks. They beg, 
also, to inform their Customers de tthis DDR of: their business 
is now managed entirel, €. Scorr, late of Manchester, 
who was the raiser of the eat Turnip AS by the Secre- tary of the Royal Agricultural Society of England “ Scott’s 
Improved Manchester Swede,” and idi wig he gained the 
first prize of the ‘Agricul - Society of Manchester three 
times, viz., in 1812, 1843, and 1844. "Thedollowin ng sorts are re- 
commended :—t cots Improved Manchester Swedes, Skirving’s 
Improved ditto, Laing’s ditto ditto, Large Swedish elou 
Purple-top, Large Scotch Yellow Green-top, Large Scotch 
Yellow Purple-top, Dale’s Hybrid, Swedish and White and 
ae) ankand, and Pomerania: 

W. & Oo. have also a large and well selected stock of 
usn Mangold Wurzel, Clover, &c.; also Genuine Bone, 
um Acid, and other Manure: es. 

also offer Vegetable Seedsin colloctions, éompr ising the 
mus and best of al descriptions , in sufficient quantity for a 
year’s supply, for 21, 2s, 

100 varieties of Flower Seeds, ep all the 
beum pnd best sorts, for . e £1 1 0 

50 ditto, di 010 6 
Verbenas, imd. Geranium ms, ses for bedding out, 3s. and 

65. 6s, per dozen. zen.—Poole Nui rsery, Dor: 

h AE SRS. WE WESTMACOTT and C CO., § SerDSMEN and ed Fronrsts, 156, Cheapside, opposite St. Paul's, London, 
give the following prices of their Potatoe: EX e 

er bushel, 

» 

ee our SEED CATALOGUE in reoi Magazine of 
Botany,” “The Horticultural Magazine," “ Ga: rdener and 
Practical Florist,” and “ Harrison's Floricultural Cabinet,” 

Experienced MU dr 
le, opposite St. Paul's, Lon 

“7 OHN WALLACE, Gabriel’s- hill, Ma stone, has 
t? still a good Stock of the Perpetual TREE VIOLET, to dispose st tat Br per dozen. The plants raised last summer, 
and are n ngin the open air. These wil make fine 
E for E EERE E and winter. pply, as bones or to Sharlwood, 14, Tavistock-row nt-gardi 
(3 E NUINE HAT HARE RABBITS.—THE I 
J AND FINEST BREED IN THE KINGDOM. 

large, beautiful, and scarce variety (precisely the colour of the 
e) has great length and depth of carcase, great width and 

substance of loin, ears, and we eighs, when at matur- 
3 Are as hardy and prolific as the CERE 

or wild rabbit; from one to two open old, 12s. per pair ; 
three to four months, 18s. Free Lon 

o Mr. Jony Baz M eren Treat Yarmouth, 

ENIALE S me E DRYING-PAPER.— 
Two years having now elapsed since this PAPER was 

first. submitted to the notice. of the Public, it is now in gener: 
use amongst Botanists, and is allowed by all to be far superior 

everything previously employed fon drying Specimens of 
Plants. It preserves form and colour in the best possible 
manner, and has also the advantage of rapidly absorbing 
morare thereby obviating, in most “instances, the necessity 

a change of sheets. ue the plants are being dried, an 
Cons REN effecting a. 
ae the use of lb paper. It is also stout 
durable, and must therefore be considered as the cheapest as 
well as the best paper that ean be em 

The following namiot E tanists have kindly E 

LA RGEST 

Es ee E ER E E 

use of their names as ngly recommending it sos a 
n, Director of i Royal Gardens, Kew. Dh. po 

f Botany, University College, London ; Dn. BALFOUR, p Dum f Botany he University. of Edinburgh ; Mr. 
P SM Author of the admirable “Manual of Bri tish 
Botan; 
&c. be 

The UE ing are the sizes in which the Med prepared :— 
rH inches, fold s. per Ream. 

1188 M 
. 91s. i 

16 «28s. 
Manufacturers, w.& T. BENTALL, Halstead, 

E. Newman, 9, Devonshire-street, Bishopsgate (sole 
ids Tono G. Davey, Broad.street, Bristol; H. 

WETONE, Market-street, Manchester ; R. T. M'INTOsH, 
Florist, North St. Andrew-street, Eidinbur, 

Jotanists residing in the country can be EM through 
pectable Stationer in their own neighbourho 

EANES WA "ED GARDEN TOOLS.— 
Horticulturists, emo: all pE in Gardening pur: ae 

are invited to examine G. ang NE's extensive ee 
GARDENING AND PRUNING IMPLEMENTS. best PS 
made Garden uod and Syringes, Coalbrookdale dude 
Seats, and Ch. 
Averineators 

Mn. Watson, Author of the ** New Botanist’s Guide,” 

Garden Scrapers Pruning Bills 
ope Gatherers and he Knives, va- 

s Bags ging Hooks | Scissor: rio 
[Grav val Rakes and| ,, Saws 

Bor ders s various pat-| Sieves » Scissors 
ter Gr (UM 080g s Shears 

Botanical boxes d Fray cen in great va- 
Cases of Pruning In- REUS 
struments Hand-glass Frames 

Chaff Engiues day d nives 
CERO Knives 3 L every batten Seythe EAN 

Reaping Hooks 

Jaisy Rakes Hor cultural rs, various dibble: 
Dock usd Hotbed nie Sickle Saws 
Draining Tools Labels, various pat-|Sp and Shovels Zdging Irons and tem in zine, por- HR 

Shear: witch Hooks Flower Scissors Lad dies. "Sete. of Tools "Thistle Hooks » Btandsin Wire Lines and Reels — |Transplantiug Tools 
and Iron "king Ink Trow: "umigators Mattoeks 

Galvanie 's| Menographs 
and Plant Protec- » MER ERU 
tors Milton. EX Wee Extractors 

Garden Chairs and)} Mole n Hooks 
Seats Wheel Barrows oW ing P achines 

s » Loops P ick A: ouths' Sets of Tools E Rollers Potatoe. Forks 
a d DEANE are ga Agents for LINGHAM’S PERMA- 

NENT BELS, s s of which, with the Ilustrated List mple: 
of one sata al tools E an ie wend post paid to any pee of the 
nited Kingdom. Iorticultural Tool rehouse, 

opening to the Adern A King ilamstieot qondon- 
idge. 

HORTICULTURAL TOOL WAREHOUSE. 
Guus REEN anp CONSTABLE, WnOLESALE and RETAIL 

oNMONGERS, 96, King William Street, (four doors from 
Tonto Bridge,) beg to announce they mph a large assortinent 
of New and Improved GARDEN TOOL luding Lord Mes 
non’s Patent Hoe, Dr. Yelloley’s Patent. carton Fork, Lyn- 
don’s Patent and other improved Spades, solid head Garden 
Rakes, Ladies’ Light Garden Forks, Mgr p Tools, 
Jointed Hothouse Syringes, Pumigators, Garden 
Shears, Edging Irons, Ladies? Horticultural Chests te diste 
with every arenen requisite for the Garden, 
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FJ ORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.— 
Notice is hereb: 

FLOWERS and FRUIT, in the Society's Garden, in the pre- 
sent season, will take place on the following SATURDAYS, 
viz., May 9, June 13, and July 11; and that Tuesday, April 21, 
is the last day on which the usual Privileged Tickets are issued 
to Fellows of the Society. 

P OYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, REGENT'S PARK. 
—The EXHIBITIONS in the Gardens of this Society will 

will take place on. 
WzpwzspAy, May 20th. 
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 3rd. 
WEDNESDAY, JULY lst. 

Prizes to the amount of 10007. for PLANTS, FLOWERS, 
and FRUIT, will be competed for. 

Ticketsfor admission may be had at the Gardens, by pre- 

senting an order signed by a Fellow or Member of the Society ; 

price, on or before Saturday, May 9th, 4s., after that day 5s., 

'except on the day of Exhibition, when they will be 7s. 6d. each. 

Tellows are privileged to take 30 Tickets at one time for 

51, 5s. until May 9th. 
"The Exhibitions will be wholly under cover, connected with 

$ gate at the north side of the Garden. The gates open at 

o'clock. 

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA, or CHILIAN PINE. 

EIE AND OO/s Stock of the above magnifi- 
cent hardy tree will be found unequalled in this country 

or the Continent either for extent or luxuriance of growth ; and 

‘that those they offer are not nursed plants or drawn u] 

its excessive cutting winds. 
for plants in pots, and may be planted out with advantage at 
the present season. 

. amo ++ 9s, per dozen. 

Ed UE M en. e dA. = 
MO DUM ETS eL SEO 6 A 5 
Boc cio Sn E nee . 30s. Y. 
5 " m m m m 60s. ps 

Cedrus Deodar,-1 year, fine .. 18s. 5. 

ig? tora Fae 30s. : 
Pinus excelsa, 3 inches E 4 98. Ww 

5 » _4to 5 inches we e. 18s. "n 

, 18inch, fine bushy plant 42s, * 
Gerardiana, ? years ++ 308. P 

Abies Khutrow, years — .. +. 9s. Hi 
Also fine specimen plants of older growth from 10s. 6d. to 

21, 25. per plant.—Great Yarmouth Nursery, April 4. 

The Gardeners’ Chronicle, 
SATURDAY, APRIL 4, 1846. 

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 
Tuzsspnav, April 7 MEE Mara 3 PM. 

* How am I to sow my flower-seeds?” “I have 
had some beautiful seeds given to me, but I have 
no gardener, and I don’t know what to do with 
them.” ‘I don’t know how it is, but my gardener 
never can get his seeds to grow. What skall I 
do?" “How deep, sir, would you advise me to 
bury my seeds?” 

Such are the sounds of woe with which our ears 
are not uncommonly assailed. That information 
äs much wanted in this matter is most certain; that 
endless mistakes follow in the train of all vague di- 
rections nobody can doubt ; that seed-sowing does 
demand some “knack” and practice we readily 
admit, and therefore we shall on this occasion utter 
no voz ambigua, but cut the matter short by say- 
ing, * Don't bury your seeds at all!” 

We can quite imagine the surprise that this an- 
nouncement wili occasion in some minds ; but we 
presume to hope that when we have been heard to 
an end, the recommendation will not be thought 
‘so paradoxical as it appears to be. 

Let us, in the first place, ask why seeds are 
buried alive under clods of earth? Does Nature 
thus inter them? And if so, who or what is her 
Srave-digger ? When the acorn falls it has no 
power of wriggling into a hole in the ground, and 
when the Chickweed scatters its tiny seeds they lie 

and grow where they fall. hat reasons, then, 
tan gardeners have for making themselves seminal 
Sextons ? 

“ Reasons!” says the man of learning, * I will 
give you fifty ; firstly, a seed must have darkness 
and oxide of hydrogen in order to germinate ; under 

hese infl i bines with the O of the 
latter, and forms CO, which is extricated ; then 
diastase comes into play, and the amylaceous par- 
ticles are saccharified ; thirdly"—but hold—enough 
of that. “Reasons!” says Mr. Ponyanruus, the 
gardener, * Why how are you to keep the birds off if 
you do not bury seeds? or the mice? or such ver- 
min. How are you to keep them moist when they 
first chip the shell? How are they to hold to the 
Soil when they have got aroot? Reasons enough 
are these, I think.” 

Certainly. But, then, cannot all these objects be 
Secured by other means than burial? Let us see. 
We want fine dry soil. First provide that ; get 

the ground level, and press it gently with a piece of 
tile or glass. If it contains stones or clods remove 
them. If your seeds are very small, sift over it a 
little silver sand, or peat; upon this scatter the 
Seeds thinly. If they are excessively small mix 
them before sowing with dry sand or peat in order 

given, that the EXHIBITIONS of | al 
to separate them ; and again with gentleness press 

at. 
Then provide some coarse Moss—any sort will 

do; but Bog-moss or Sphagnum is the best—hav- 
ing previously soaked it in boiling water to kill in- 
sects ortheireggs. e | 
Press it till its 
wetness is ex- 
changedfordamp- 
ness, and then, 

ter it loosely over 
the seeds. Press 

over the Moss azu—  — ence m aret) 
common garden-pot, lay a tile on the hole, and the 
operation is performed. 

But the little apparatus thus contrived must be 
watched. In a day or two lift up the pot, raise the 
Moss, and examine the seeds. Ifthe Moss is dry, 
which is not likely to happen, again damp it with 
warm water. If all is still, have patience. Thus 
go on until you find your seeds beginning to grow. 
Then remove the tile from the hole in your pot, 
and leave them for another day. At the end of 
that time you will possibly find that the seeds have 
grown much more ; if so, take away a part of the 
Moss, so as to give the young things more air and 
light. The next day, raise the pot on one side, so 
as to open it to the south. This may be done with 
a stone placed beneath its front edge ; but do not 
raise it all round, because if you do the strong cur- 
rent of air setting over your seedlings and through 
the hole in the pot will chill them. As soon as you 
find the seedlings green and plump and stout, the 
Moss may be entirely removed and the pot raised 
higher. And very soon that, too, may be quite 
dispensed with, unless there are frosts at night, or 
bitter dry easterly winds by day. In the former 
case, replace the pot every night and take it off again 
inthe morning; in the latter, it is wise to place a 
little screen between the plants and the wind. For 
this purpose a pantile is a capital thing, but a piece 
of board, or any such matter, will do. 

Inthis way you secure all that you want in order 
to get a hardy seed to grow:— Darkness, moisture, 
air, warmth; and afterwards moisture, air, light, 
and shelter. 

Let no one say that large seeds cannot thus be 
raised. The finest Oaks spring from Acorns 
dropped in the.forest.and covered by a few leaves. 
The Sycamore, the Ash, the Beech, the Horse 

Chesnut will all sow themselves wherever their 
seeds can stick to the ground until a coverlet of 
leaves is moistened by an April shower and warmed 

by an April sun. Neither have such seeds any 
difficulty in steadying themselves by their roots; a 
long fang is driven by vital impulse into the earth, 
andit is to that, and not to a bit of the buried neck 
of the stem that the seedling trusts for support and 
nourishment. 

We will only add one word. Those who have 

ever attempted to sow seeds upon rockwork, know 
to their cost how very difficult it is to make such 
seeds take root. The method now proposed 
answers the end completely, and it is the only plan 
which, in difficult cases, does succeed. Experto 
crede Roberto. 

Tux sale of Oncuips from Guatemala which we 
lately announced, has just taken place, and the lots 

have produced very large sums. We can now 
state that a further supply from the same country 
has since arrived, and will be brought to the hammer 

soon after Eastev. If we are not misinformed, the 

present consignment is again in excellent order, and 

includes a new Per, steria, from a district into which 

neither Mr. Hanrwi:6 nor Mr. Skinner were able 

to penetrate, together with large masses of Lycaste 

Skinner, Odontoglossu m pulchellum, and Lelia 

superbiens. 

A rew nights since Sir Ja, wes Gnatraw produced 
to the House of Commons ‘the following official 
Trish return :— 
Number of Electoral Divisions in which the €" 

the Potato Crop we: d lost, conden, '€ Reports of January 15, 184 
Between 8-I0ths and 9-10ths "S zi 7 

0i abulary 

,  T-l0ths and 8-10ths' re 
a 6-10ths and 7-10ths T » 5-10ths and 6 10ths E 

5 —ld0th and 2-10ths 
Not exceeding 1-10th 
Noloss .. m I 
Not returned m oe 

This may be taken to represent the amor 
in the crop as being about 8500 out of every 20,000 
bushels. A day or two afterwards the Duke of! 
WELLINGTON, with that noble frankness which | 
no less than his illustrious deeds, has won for him 

the affection as well as admiration of all ranks of 
people, is reported to have stated to the House of 
Lords, that he had been one of those who in 
November last doubted the extent the evil would 
reach: he was sorry now to say that those who 
were of a different opinion then were entirely right, 
—while those who did not think the evil would be 
of such magnitude were entirely wrong, and he was 
one of them. 

It is, therefore, unnecessary to go into any proof 
of the accuracy of the estimate made in the begin- 
ning of November last by Professors Pravrai and 
LiwpLEY, when they stated that in their opinion 
one-half ofthe Irish crop was either lost, or unfit 
for human food. The best of all proofs in such a 
case is to be obtained by time, and time alone. It 
now turns out that the proof is ample, and that the 
charges of great exaggeration which Lord GEORGE 
Bentinck and Mr. SHAw have ventured to make, 
fall to the ground. 
We shall assume, then, that the loss of the Irish 

crop is proved to be one-half. It is, in fact, proved 
by laterreturns to be much more—but, to avoid all 
possibility of misrepresentation, except from crazy 
partisans, we shall take it at only half. And now 
let us ask those who complain of the undue import- 
ance that we give to the Potato question, whether 
they have any notion of what half the Irish Potato 
crop amounts to? In the absence of better evidence, 
we have formerly estimated the quantity of land 
under Potatoes in Ireland at 800,000 acres, the pro- 
duce of which may be taken at 6,400,000 tons. 
Half this will be found, by a little calculation, after 
deducting 75 per cent. for water or waste, to be 
1,767,000,000 pounds, which are equal to 9,612,900 
quarters of corn, of 62 Ibs. to the bushel! And if 
we take the value of this to be represented by the 
lowest grain now in the market, the loss will be 
equal to at least as many pounds sterling. 

If, then, the loss to Ireland is called 3,500,0002., 
we should be glad to know how much the total loss 
will have been when the destruction in England, 
Wales, and Scotland, is taken into account. To 
place the latter at 1,500,0007 is no very ex- 
travagant assumption ; and if so, this country has 
lost five millions of money by the Potato murrain, 
But all Potato land might have grown Wheat ; and 
if in this computation we exchange the piice of 
inferior Oats for good Wheat, we shall double the 
amount of loss. May we now inquire, how the coun- 
try is to bear such prodigious waste, and whether 
there is any common sense in pretending that dangers 
are exaggerated, until a new crop of Potatoes shall 
have.been planted, and a second five or ten millions 
have followed the first to destruction. 

Granting that the Irish Potato-fields do not 
amount to 800,000 acres ; granted that they are but 
half so much—and we do not pretend that a rough 
estimate is a guide to be relied upon—still, re- 
ducing the amount of loss to 1,500,0007. or 
2,000,0007., the misfortune is fearful beyond all 

power of description in such a country as Ireland. 

THE AMATEUR GARDENER. 
On THE CULTURE or ÁNNUALS.—From the numerous 

advertisements of annual flower seeds, we may pre- 

sume there are vast numbers of buyers, and when the 

beauty of this extensive tribe is considered, we cannot 

wonder this should be the case. To depreciate Annuals 

would, indeed, be a tasteless and a hopeless task, since 

they are worthy the best treatment, and are of such 

essential; service in most gardens. My object will 
rather be to direct and regulate, and not to discourage 

the growth of Annuals. I shall therefore make some 

general remarks of annual flowers themselves, and then 

lay down a few rules for their successful culture. $ 

In gardens of great extent, there is a capacity for 

growing almost everything to advantage. Some plants 

are attractive anywhere ; others make the best appear- 

ance in situations where a close inspection is possible 5 

but many are not fit for confined situations, and when 
they are admired it is confessed that “distance gives 

enchantment to the view." The common Sunflower is 

ungainly and awkward in a little suburban garden, but 

it tells well in a plantation, or when it can be seen afar 
ff. The same may be said of the Orange Erysimum 3 

d Proportions of | its eolour renders it invaluable when grown in clumps 
m Const for general effeet, but how miserable it looks when 

found in a small mixed flower-bed? In growing 
Annuals, therefore, their size and habits should be 
diligently studied, as well as the extent of the garden 
which they are intended to adorn. If this rule is 
neglected, Amateurs will be disappointed when they 
purchase seeds which may have been justly commended. 
When grown and in flower, it may be true they are 

individually beautitul, but they may not be in keeping 
with objects around them. Great care should, there- 

fore, be used in selection, if the time and money of the 

amateur are not to be wasted. 

For small gardens, shrubby and compact greenhouse 

ants which do well in the open ground in our summers 

much to be preferred to many Annuals. Pelar- 

as, Fuchsias, Caleeolarias, Verbenas, Petunias, 
be preserved with ease through the wintery 

li 
are 
goniun. 
&c., may 
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and by careful management may be turned out in May 

and June in a blooming condition. Every observer of 

gardens must see the vast superiority in point of beauty 

and finish which these exotics possess over most 

Annuals. If, then. you are limited for room, select 

only those annual flowers which grow compactly, and 

which continue long in bloom, The Mesembryan- 

themums are admirable in these respects, but they 

require more sun than we generally get in England. 

However, I cannot recommend the sorts to be preferred, 

since tastes so much differ. Some seedsmen send out 

catalogues, which give the heights, times of flowering, 

colours, &c. of ali the seeds they sell ; and the amateur 

will do well to use one, ‘That published by Carter, of 
Holborn, is admirably arranged, and I only discharge a 
debt of gratitude when I confess how serviceable it has 
often been to myself. 

have plenty of room for the develop- 
peculiarities. They are generally planted 

too closely, and thus their beauty is not seen. As to 

the method of raising them, I would decidedly recom- 
mend a seed.bed for most varieties, in preference to 

sowing them where they are to remain. Many sorts 

are too tender fur early sowing. Then insects torment 
‘ou; for if your stock is dispersed through the borders, 

you cannot keep your eye on the seattered portions as 
you can when it is together in a bed. Besides, trans- 
planting is, in most cases, an advantage, and secures 
greater vigour to the plant, provided it is properly done. 

Raise your seeds, then, on a gentle hotbed, and when 
they are developed in strong plants, remove them to 
their destined quarters. When you are anxious to have 
them flower early, or where the seedlings are impatient 

of removal, it is 2 good plan to pot them when only half 
an inch high into small pots, two or three ina pot. You 
ean then get them forward in a frame, and turn them 
out when frosts are over, without the plants receiving 
the slightest check. 

There is an Annual, the beauty of which cannot be too 
highly spoken of, I mean the Phlox Drummondi. Its 
habit of growth makes it very desirable for small gar- 
dens, as it is compact, and may be pegged down with 
advantage: Its varied shades of crimson are truly 
gorgeous when seen in masses. It continues in flower 
very late, and a slight frost will not much injure it. Sow 
theseed now. Sixpenny-worth will stock a large garden. 
By adopting the plan of potting the seedlings, by June 
you will have a supply of bushy plants, whieh will im- 
mediately flower and continue gay till October or 
November.—H. B. 

SELECT PLANTS FOR BEDDING OUT IN 
FLOWER GARDENS. 

A wELL arranged flower-garden constitutes’ the 
multum in parvo of floriculture, the principal object 
being to produce the highest ornamental effect in the 
most limited space. The perfect cultivation of plants 
consists in obtaining the greatest amount of flowers 
from the greatest extent of growth of which the plants 
are capable, and which ean only be obtained under the 
most favourable conditions, previous to the formation 
of flower-buds, or by removing the latter when pre- 
maturely formed. 

p p rm buds arise: 
from either of, or a combination of, the following 

uses :— 
ist. From an exhausted and attenuated state of 

growth, in those plants from which they are multiplied. 
2d. From an excessive but necessary stimulus of 
owth given to all young plants, by exposing them to 

a, higher temperature than is required for their natural 
conditions of growth. 

3d. From the opposite extremes of drought and 
moisture to which young plants are necessarily subject, 
by being retained in small pots. 

4th. From a neglect of checking attenuated growth 
at stated periods, equal to their rapid formation of 
flower-buds. 

5th. From the absence of a greater stimulus to robust 
growth, an efficient method of potting, and a modi- 
fied exposure to light, air, &c., and the restriction of 
their growth. 

Free growth, adaptation to common soils, profusion 
and continuance of bloom, ready increase, and sufficient 
hardihood to withstand cold, by the protection of a pit, 
or frame, with external covering, are the most desirable 
qualities in plants for l effect in fl d 
Amongst those which possess peculiar interest, in con- 
nection with the varieties of Verbenas, Petunias, &c., 
perhaps there are none which answer more fully to the 
features described than Lobelia Erinus, and its varieties, 
of which, L. Erinus grandiflora may be regarded as 
the most valuable. It is distinguished from others by 
its more compact, perennial, and branching habit, and 
thickly set flowers of a rich ultra-marine blue. 
prolific and decumbent growth render it superior to all 
others for cultivation in large masses, and it is ad- 
mirably adapted for a summer-edging to parterres or 
borders, when the extremities of its shoots are uni- 
formly shortened at stated periods, in order to induce 
a close growth. It is also very useful for table speci- 
mens in pots, or sculptured vases, or for square slate 
boxes, to be placed on the ascending steps to drawing- 
room entrances. For marginal effect to sloping banks, 

also be planted with effect. It forms a 

result of obtaining a prolonged accumulating vigour of 
growth previous to the season of bloom. 

In the spring of 1843 four vigorous young plants, in 
3} inch pots, from cuttings of the same year (forming 
premature flower-buds at the time), were removed from a 
cold frame, and shifted to pots of 6 in. diameter, prepa- 
ratory to their next final potting. The proportions and 
kinds of soils used were, one-half friable, sandy, yellow 
loam, with three remaining parts of partially dried, 
highly fermented manure, in a pulverized state, and 
one part of sandy heath-mould, adding about one-sixth 
of white sand to the whole. A heavy stratum of partially 
dried, coarse manure of similar quality, selected imme- 
diately from a large heap, was placed as sub-drainage 
over the potsherds. The plants were placed upon the 
front platform of a forcing-house (west aspect), with 
exposure to bright light, in a temperature varying 
from 70° by day to 55° by night. The first removal of 
the premature flower-buds was made a fortnight after 
the plants had been potted, by uniformly cutting off the 
extremities of the principal shoots, or stems, three or 
four joints shorter, and the smaller ones in proportion 
to their vigour. As the plants advanced in growth, a 
uniform position of the stem was secured by placing 
small temporary stakes against the curve of each, with- 
out tying, The plants remained in this position until 
the second week in June, at which period they were 
shifted to pots of 9, 12, and 13 inches diameter, using 
similar soil as before, but adding a heavier interme- 
diate stratum of dry, coarse manure, firmly pressed; 
and promiscuous flakes of the same material was inter- 
mixed, or progressively added with the compost in 
potting. After this operation, the plants remained a 
week in the forcing-house, and from thence were re- 

moved to a cold frame (south aspect), appropriated to 
similar plants, where a perati was intained 
when practicable, of 65° by day and 55° by night. 

Growth was induced during the day by tilting the 
lights sideways a few inches, with a slight shade from 
excessive sunlight until one or two o'clock ; on the re- 
moval of which, an increase of air was given until 
three. They were then fully exposed by drawing off 
the lights for half an hour, to promote a free evapora- 
tion, after which the plants were watered, and re- 
mained exposed until the foliage was partially dried, 
and in this state the frames were closed. For the 
morning treatment, air was given early by moving the 
lights downward from the back 9 to 12 inches, for an 
hour after which the plants were again fully exposed 
for the same period, and about 8 o’clock they were re- 
closed for one or two hours, according to the brightness 
of the atmosphere. The full exposure of the plants, 
and admission of air, was regulated by the variations 
of the external temperature. 

During the progressive growth of the plants, from 
the first week in May until the second week in July, 
the extremities of the shoots were uniformly cut shorter 
at four stated periods. By thus retarding the forma- 
tion of flower-buds until a definite period, a dense and 
accumulated vigour of growth was obtained in each 
plant, varying from 12 to 18 inches in diameter,without 
any apparent tendency to bloom. From the above 
period in July the plants were gradually exposed, and 
finally placed upon an east border, and each pot was 
placed within a pan to admit an occasional supply of 
water tothe roots. In this position, throughout Au- 
gust, September, and October, they excited general ad- 
miration by their brilliant effect, being thickly studded 
with thousands of lovely blue blossoms, so numerous 
that, to a stranger, would imply a very limited dura- 
tion, but which were kept up in a repeated succession 
for the above period. The four specimens were of dif- 
ferent sizes ; of the two largest,when in mature growth, 
one was a foot and a half, and the other two feet in 
diameter, and they were sold at 5s. and 7s. each ! The 
finest of these plants formed one of a collection (ad- 
verted to in a previous Paper) chosen to ornament her 
Majesty’s dining-table at Windsor Castle.— William 
Wood, Pine-apple-place. 

POLMAISE HEATING. 
Berore I proceed to notice the lavest objections made 

to the Polmaise system of Heating, % must be permitted to 
call the attention of your readers to the fact, that among 
its various opponents, no one hrs yet attacked the great 
principles on which I believe, it rests, on which I have 
defended it, and on which I sugur its success; the struc- 
ture is assailed, the foundstion is left in peace. When, 
however, your corresponent of the 21«t ult. stated, that he 
also aspired to the same investigation of this system 
with myself (my expr'essed object being to trace step by 
step the accordance of this system with nature and philo- 
sophy), I 'natura;ly expected to find its principles 
assailed, to see a c least an attempt made to show that 

ts | the laws I had ‘stated, as regulating the diffusion of heat 
through different media, were untrue ; that the argu- 
ments H ha% founded on them were untenable, and the 
conclusion, I had drawn from them were consequently 
erroneov,s, I might well expect from such a declara- 
tion, to, find the ground disputed step by step, but the 
inves‘cigation ceased with the aspiration; the ground is 
cha nged from the high one of the principles, to the 

lower one of the detail, and here I propose to follow 

yo 1 still intaining, however, that ur s e ba EAE s ET p P 
or along the base of ornamental rock-work, it may { though one person cannot see that the system is natural or 

^ ocu nd nd though another doubts it, no one has 
autumn bloom after the beautiful Mesembryanthemum | fairly at n 

: E ttempted to prove that the arguments on which 
tricolor, and Portulaca splendens, and looks we'y] Ex MIDI p g 
front of borders of herbaceous perennials. 

The following jpraetieal illustration will show the 

I have supported this system are unsound. 

Your correspondent states, that it was not his inten- 

tion to interfere more in this question, but that I com- 

pelled him to do so; I simply detailed his share in this 
discussion, in the same manner as that of others; I 
commented on the effect it had produced, namely, delay 
in this investigation, but it was with no wish to induce 
him to resume the discussion against his will; he states, 
that the opinion he formerly entertained against the 
success of Polmaise is strengthened from the discus- 
sions ; and from an example he has frequently examined, 
he now pronounces it a great deal worse than the old 
smoke flue! but he subsequently states, that what is 
now wanting, is a trial, to see what the system can 
effect : what need of the trial may I ask? If, after the 
lengthened period of your correspondent’s experience 
in these matters, he has proved Polmaise a failure, it 
seems strange that he should have intended not to inter- 
fere any further in this matter, all the time knowing 
that he had a proof by which to establish the correct- 
ness of his first hostile opinion. I hope he will excuse 
my asking, for the sake of the number of your readers 
who are deeply interested in this subject, the same 
question Mr. Murray asks, namely, “where” it was 
tried. May I add, how long? when? and could your 
correspondent procure a sight of the failure for some 
of those persons who are able to judge how far the 
principles of this system have been carried out in this 
alleged failure? Mr. Murray has detailed his success, 
let the failure be chronicled, and your reader judge be- 
tween. He then states, that he has taken the trouble 
to calculate the relative expense of the two systems as 
to their first erection ; he does not give the calculation, 
but only the result, that my plan is far more expensive. 
I have made every possible inquiry; and the calculation 
consequent on this I will endeavour to give, and having 
already demolished. the. charge against. Polmaise being 
wasteful in the use, having fixed that waste on hot 
water, I will show a like waste in the first cost. I 
presume we have a stove house and adjoining chamber 
for each apparatus, that each requires ash and fire doors, 
fire bars, check cistern, fire bricks, &c., the question is, 
what are the separate charges to heat this house up to 
a stove temperature ? say it is 30 feet by 18. 

POLMAISE. £. s, d. 
500 extra bricks for hollow floor supports, drains, &c. 1 0 0 
$ inch iron plate, 6 ft. by 5, at 15s. per cwt. «+ oe S 
Small boiler to produce moisture .. .. EE AU 
Pipe to gutter Vo Tetas Pers RC 
Tron gutter with cover, 6 yards .. ..  .. «.. 3 00 
Wooden screen, with perforated zinc .. ee ve PIO 
Extra cost of laying hollow floor RETE oa eR OI OKO! 
Stone slab .. .. .. m E . 010 0 

£14 0 0 

HOT WATER, £. 8. d. 
Boiler (various prices) taking the medium of 

different makers, say .. EM Sv E ee 710 0 

104 yards of iron pipe, at 4s. 6d. per yard .. 28 8 0 

: £30:18 0 
Means for diffusing moisture extra. 

The first expeneés of Polmaise may be economised 
by many contrivances ; moisture may be produced 
in a much more economical way, but the hot water 
must be confined in iron pipes and heated in an ex- 
pensive boiler. The simple truth I believe to be this, 
that whatever the pipes cost, that is the extra expense 
of water over air heating. 

Your correspondent then revives the question of its 
efficiency. How far this had already been proved, I 
may leave to your readers to judge ; but I should think, 
after Mr. Murray's letter of March 28, stating that a 
Scotch church was heated in a winter night up to 75°, that 
there was not more than 5° difference at different 
points of the building, no one will again question the 
efficiency of the apparatus at Polmaise ; and thus your 
correspondent’s objections to hot air coming in at the 
back or the end are disposed of in a most complete and 
summary manner. Fowler’s thermosiphon may have 
failed ; Hayden’s Polmaise did not, but has survived the 
“ fatal error,” 

I am next asked, how the airof a house is ren- 
dered impure by a hot-water apparatus? I never 
stated it to be so, but I maintain that it is rendered im- 
pure by the vegetable life within it, and that if that 
vegetation is to flourish fresh air must be admitted ; 
and Mr. Ayres states, in support of this, tbat but for 
the expense of fuel, he would always keep the ventila- 
tion open ; if it be otherwise, we had better construct 
our houses on the principle of a Ward's case. The 
next objection I have to notice is the enquiry, what 
should T do if the fire went out, with a house full of 
Grapes, and the outside temperature at zero? I reply 
that mechanism is now so perfect, that it is at our 
option to let out the fire ; but even should such an acci- 
dent occur, I maintain that in the hot chamber would 
be a reservoir of heat quite equal to that of the water ; 
let your readers remember that the hot chamber and 
furnace are the boiler of the Polmaise system ; that the 
currents would still flow long after the fire went out, in 
the one case as in the other ; besides, the great re- 
servoir of heat is not in the water, but in the tempera- 
ture existing in the house at the time the fire expires, 
and that a long time must elapse for this to cool down 
to a dangerous point; in fact this is the real point of 
safety, and attaches equally to both systems ; and finally 
I reply, that I should be better off with the fire out than 
with a split boiler ona winter's night, for I could relight 
the one but not heat the other. And lastly, yeur cor- 
respondent wonders how I ean possibly think this 
system likely to supersede others. "When my reasons 
for thinking so are refuted I willalter my opinion. His 
concluding remark, casting a slur upon the researches 
of scientifie men, it can do no good to notice. 

The next opponent states, that truth is not served by 
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the course pursued by the advocates of Polmaise. I 
deny that I have exaggerated the defects of the hot- 
water system, and I appeal to the returns of last week ; 
as to what is claimed for the new system, it is a 
fair trial ; and, to insure this, I have pointed out what 
advantages it has displayed, but more especially what 
we may expect from it, considering the principles on 
which it is based ; and I reassert, that the hot-water 
system is unnatural, unphilosophical, and p ivel 
inefficient and expensive. I would not wish to induce 
any person to pull down their hot-water apparatus, but 
T would induce them to pause before erecting another, 
and I have given them facts and reasons for doing so. 
Your correspondent sees no nearer approach to Nature 
in one system than in the other ; I ean only reply that 
I find no iron pipes full of water passing up into the 
atmosphere, but I do find the earth’s atmosphere pass- 
ing in successive currents over the hottest portion of the 
earth’s surface, that surface having been heated by the 
direct process of radiation, Aerial currents passing over 
a body heated by radiation seems to me to be the prin- 
ciple of atmospheric heating, both in nature and Pol- 
maise. Your correspondent says, that atmospheric 
moisture is equally well provided for in the one system 
as the other ; considering the element employed in the 
hot-water system, it would be strange if otherwise. 
Your ipondent cannot und d the diffusion of 
‘the heat ; but if he will refiect on the manner in which 
heat is diffused through a liquid, and then consider 
with what infinitely greater rapidity itis diffused through 
a gas ; if he will only fancy the circulating liquid of the 
one system turned into the circulating gas of the other, 
he will be at no loss to comprehend the diffusion of the 
heat, and when he will tell me how often every particle 
of water passes through the boiler, I will also tell him 
how often every particle of air will pass through the cham- 
ber. He speaks of the advantage arising from the slow 
transmission of caloric ; this I have already answered. 
He next inquires, if one fire will do more work in the 
One system than in the other? in fact, whether the 
System can be adapted to heat two houses with one fire? 
There seems to me no impediment, and I look upon the 
Working economy of Polmaise as fully proved. But 
then the expense of my own plan is stated as equal to 
hot water. It would set the matter at rest if some of 
your correspondents would state the actual sum paid 
for heating a stove-house with hot water: no names 
heed be mentioned. Having replied to your corre- 
Spondents, I must also state that I agree with them in 
Considering that the thing now wanting is, not discus- 
Sion, but actual experiment, with.a view to extend the 
application of the principles. One object I had in 
view is completed, namely, the examination of the 
System by the light of nature and science. It is for 
your readers to judge how far they think such exa- 
mination should lead them to fulfil another object—its 
actual trial. During the summer I propose to erect a 
Stove-house, heated according to my own plans, at page 
115, with this exception, that I shall supply the fire 
with air from without. The results of this experiment, 
whether fayourable or otherwise, I will faithfully re- 
port in your columns ; but I trust that its capabilities 
for different purposes will be tested by others far better 
able to judge. To ascertain what it is really capable 
of, we require the skill of the first horticulturists. 
Surely, when we think of the money, time, and energy, 
they often expend on the introduction of a single plant, 
a System of heating which has done so much, and pro- 
mises to.do more, will not be suffered by them to go 
Unexamined. We have got cheap glass; we are to 
have cheap timber, Let us not be content till we have 
à cheap mode.of heating. Had I not so important an 
9bject as this in view, I should apologise for the large 
Share of the Chronicle I have so long oceupied. Many 
Sf your readers, perhaps, loathe both Polmaise and Po- 
tatoes, and it is not my present intention to notice any 
further communications on the subject, unless they re- 
late to those points of science on which I first defended 
the System, . Its practical difficulties, experiment will 
Solve. p, B. Meeke, Holmsdale House. 

< 

CULTURE OF THE JERUSALEM ARTICHOKE, 
Awoxasr the whole of our esculents there is not 

?nother.that will yield a more certain and abundant 
Merease than the Jerusalem Artichoke, being liable to 
NO disease, thriving with impunity in almost any soil, 
And braving with considerable productiveness the worst 
Possible situations. It is an astonishing tuber. The 
tosts of this country have no effect upon it. It does 
ue even require litter to protect it in any way, while 
f Statoes may be destroyed to any extent by one night’s 
eri Its ‘nutritive properties are greater than those 
it the Potato, which we all so much admire, and which 
* 1s to be lamented is likely to perish without any effi- 

4 ea remedy being discovered to prevent the calamity. 
s St us therefore meet the evil in the best possible way, 
vith the most palatable substitutes. 
J Previous to the general-cultivation of the Potato, the 
i, usalem Artichoke, as an article of food, was ex- 
it iSively planted. in small gardens, With the French 
si in much higher repute than with us, even amongst 

middle:and lower classes. About a century anda 
cult ago; great attention and care were employed in its 
NE tivation in France, as De la Quintyne informs us, and 
d doubt mueh of the success attending these early 

rts may be attributed to the well manuring of the 
rond, to which no small degree of attention was paid, 
tw 5 og H freely the sets in the rows, thus admitting sun and air 

dently fully understood at that period ; let us not over- 
look them now, but apply them in conjunction with our 
more extended experience and knowledge in the art of 
cultivation which has been effected in more recent 
times. Rely upon it, this root will liberally reward us 
for all the care we may bestow upon its culture. In 
many instances the Artichoke bed in this country is 
assigned to some obscure and sunless corner of the 
kitchen garden, and one planting often suffices for a 

ion; like the H dish bed, it is dug amongst, 
and the roots cut and scattered about year after year, 
until plants spring up in all directions as thickly as a 
bed of rushes. The tubers themselves, as may be ex- 
pected, are small and worthless, because they are grown 
in land as hard as a footpath, which is letely ex- 

from the top ; by these means a. constant current has 
been obtained of warmed air. The tank is separated 
from the house by sliding sashes, and is now in full ope- 
ration with Strawberries, cuttings, &c. Having observed 
in all cases the great difference between the luxuriance 
of plants, Vines, &¢., when grown over tan-pits in large 
establishments, and the inferior vegetation where this 
material is not used ; and wishing to obtain the known 
effect of the gas from decomposing vegetable matter, I 
formed a chamber under the stage, with openings to 
allow this gas to escape, and on this point I would be 
thankful for some information. In giving up the use of 
dung or tan, do we not. lose an important agent of 
vigorous growth ? and how far is it necessary, with the 
new 

hausted of every particle of nourishment. In addition 
to the remarks already made relative to the cultivation 
of this Artiehoke, I beg to give the mode I have 
successfully pursued in growing it. 
Any soil capable of producing the Potato is suitable 

for the Jerusalem Artichoke, always bearing in mind 
that, where the former thrives and produces best, the 
latter will sueceed in like manner. Light, friable, 
loamy soil will always yield the best flavoured tubers. 
The soil should be deeply dug or subsoil ploughed, and a 
good dressing of farm-yard manure applied. It is quite 
useless to plant on poor, barren land, if a good crop is 
to be expected. They should be planted in rows, alter- 
nately 2 feet and 4 feet apart, and at least 18 inches 
apart in the row. The rows should extend north and 
south, thus allowing the sun to shine freely upon the 
soil; for, unless sufficient room is afforded for this in 
planting, their great 1 i f foliage will pletel 
exclude it ; when planted in lines east and west, the soil 
is totally excluded from the rays of the sun, the want of 
which is clearly a matter of great importance. 

ome recommend the tubers to be cut into sets, I 
prefer planting them whole, using those of middling 
Size only ; doubtless, if the demand be great, then 
divide them by all means, but if no scarcity need be ap- 
prehended, then use whole tubers. I have always 
found the latter more dueti ti diatel 
nota day should be lost, as our short seasons scarcely 
admit of sufficient time for the complete maturition of 
the tubers. Ani ig pond d: 
eutting off the stems at 3 feet from the ground. I 
should, in this case, allow Nature to run her course; 
and with all plants having tuberous roots this course is 
preferable; if we wish to make the most of the tubers, 
they should both be allowed to ripen tagether—the one 
for food, the other for fuel. During the summer, the 
Soil should be well worked over with the hoe, keeping 
it open and free from weeds. The crop will be fit for 
use about the same time that our late Potatoes come 
in ; they do not require to be dug up as the Potato and 
protected, but may remain in the ground to be taken 
up as required for use ; although, should frost set in, it 
will be advisable to have a supply housed in sand, where 
they can be easily come at.— Helianthus tuberosus. 

Hiome Correspondence. 
Greenhouse for Amateurs,—Last autumn cheap glass 

induced me to pull down and remodel my greenhouse. 
I wished under one roof to winter plants, to force, and 
to grow Grapes, and I proposed to ventilate with warm 
air; for this I built a house adapted to my amateur fan 
cies, according to the i à p iei. 

Reference to. Plan.—a, hot-water tank ; b, flue; c, boiler; e, 

tubes to convey external air over flue ; f, tubes to convey heated 

air to tank and greenhouse; g, chamber for Mushrooms, or 
fermenting material; h, apertures from chamber to allow es- 

cape of carbonic acid gas to plants, Vines, &c. Hot-water 
pipes are fixed over the openings at f, to be used if required, 

The tank is heated by one of Stephenson's boilers, the 
flue of which passes under the tank in an arched 
chamber ;. pipes convey air to the bottom of this cham- 
ber, and: openings are made into the house and tank 

for heating, to attempt an approxi- 
mation (consistent with the health of the cultivator) 
to results that we witness in tropical and other cli- 
mates, where decaying vegetable matter abounds ?— 
M., Deptford. 
Brewing —I do not know whether the following is 

the recipe for Bass’s pale ale or not, but it is quite as 
good. To make 100 gallons, use 9 bushels of malt, or 
10, if strength is desired ; 23 to 27 lbs. Kentish Hops, 
according to the required degree of bitterness; 3 lbs. 
of Camomile flowers, strewed in a jar and strained. 
Put the Camomile flowers and the hops in at the same 
time. Boil,the malt and water till the liquor begins to 
fine itself ; and that is the time to add the hops and 
flowers.—Anon. 

Arbutus Andrachne.—It may be interesting to know 
that this tree has been thickly covered with flowers for 
these six weeks past, and promises to continue to bloom 
for the same time to come. Although the flowers, in 
dividually, are not very attractive in colour (greenis 
white), yet the abundance of large panicles of bloom, 
united with a handsome foliage, renders the tree an 
interesting object. At Redleaf, a fine specimen was 
destroyed in the severe winter of 1837-8 ; others, how- 
ever, escaped. I well recollect a fine tree, which met 
with an accident a year or two ago, that caused it to 
present the character of a large branch rather than a 
tree. It measured 28 feet in height; girthed 3 ft. 6 in. 
at 3ft. from the ground ; and 2 ft. 6 in. at 10 ft. from 
the ground where the first branch started, which mea- 
sured lft. 9in. in girth at its base. The cinnamon 
coloured trunk, with its characteristic fragments of 
bark, which it sheds annually, forms a striking con- 
trast with the foliage—C. E. W., near Gloucester. 
[Arbutus Andrachne is far hardier and handsomer 
than A. Unedo ; but it seldom produces fruit in this 
country.] aee 

Hedge Budding.—1 observe that “N. A. P. B." seems 
to doubt the eustom, said to prevail in France, of bud- 
ding Roses in hedges and removing them thence to the 
garden as for sale, when the bud has taken. "There 
may be little probability, as “N. A. P. B." states, that 
in the immediate neighbourhood of Paris, such a prac- 
tice is followed, on account of the difficulty of preserving 
the fresh budded stems from depredators. Any one 
accustomed to the suburbs of French towns, however, 
must have remarked the retirement of such places, so 
different from similar places in England jj so that, 
though your correspondent seems to have seen no 
hedges in France, there may be plenty of Briars, and 
opportunity enough for pursuing experiments in flori- 
culture unmolested. I know not what the general 
practice of Rose budders may be, but I have already 
been successful in budding im the hedge. I find a 
double advantage in this method of propagation. First, 
Isave time; second, I get for my new bud a more 
vigorous growth, which it requires in order to overcome 
the difficulties of its new situation. A proof of these 
advantages I offer in the fact, that I removed in last 
February, into my garden from my hedges, 20 wild 
Rose stems, on which the buds of last season’s French 
Roses, are in full vigour. According to the general 
practice, indeed the only one recommended by the 
author of the “Tree Rose,” nearly two years must 
elapse between the first selection of the stock and the 
effectual growth of the new plant. My plants have 
passed only four months and a half between their natural 
and their complete artificial condition. Nor have I had 
more failures than in general occur to the budders on 
the approved plan ; and I find no difficulty in trying 
the same stock a second year in case of a failure, 
as I have but to cut off a few inches in autumn 
and trust to the formation of a new shoot next 
spring. I have thought this year of carrying on 
the same process with a difference. I mean to bud 
during August and September as usual, having headed 
back some of my straightest wild Roses, in order to 
have plenty of fine young shoots of this year’s growth 
for budding on ; but, instead of taking them up next 
February, | shall let them stay till February, 1848, and 
then, if spared, remove them. The advantage of al- 
lowing this length of rest is, that I shall have the 
full growth of the wild stem in its native locality, and 
shall transplant the budded Rose when it has acquired 
growth and vigour to stand the removal. The only 
chances against me are these, the interruption of mis- 
chievous or dishonest persons, and the chance of de- 
struction by cattle. The first I can avoid, by budding 
in one of my fields which is retired from any thorough- 
fare. The second I can scarcely fear, as few cattle 
like to interfere with even the tenderest leaves of a 
briar. Like my native Thistle, each of my budded 
Roses may say, “ Nemo me impune lacessit." I have 
to ack ledge my great obligati to the author of 

* The Tree Rose.” The remarks of the author respect- 
ing the time of day for budding I have found very use- 
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ful. "he whole process of Rose budding seems to me 

so simple, that I doubt not the universal introduction 

into cottage gardens of the most elegant and delicate 

reneh Roses, and their exclusion of the Daffodil and 

the Polyanthus.— Ockham. Rectory, Surrey. 

Polmaise Heating.—1 have to acknowledge my mis- 

conception of Mr. Meeke's train of reasoning, in which, 

however, I do not appear to have stood alone ; and I 
H d 

by him, the cavities for heating air surround the 
hopper, and. rise rather too high for ient use in 

therefore soon heated for circulation. The other com- 

heating a forcing-house ; and the requisite modification 
would consist in placing the air-cavities and smoke-flue 

in the horizontal, instead of the upright, position, leav- 

ing the hopper only upright. On his plan, the quantity 
of fuel in a state of ignition is always the same ; the 
quantity of air admitted being regulated at pleasure by 

j; d 
may add that the desig of radi l system 

whieh he adopted as distinetive of the Polmaise method 

of heating, helped to lead me away from the clear per- 

ception of his views and meaning. It appears to me 

that the designation radio-thermal is not only inappro- 
priate, but misdirective, and calculated to put in doubt 

(without cause, I admit) the correctness of Mr. M. 

views. i as I now d them, 
e. 

In their 
I have no difficulty in concurring with respect to the 

superiority of air over water in the property of con- 
ducting or distributing heat; and I think the subject is 
susceptible of a very apt illustration from the hot-water 

tank system, not only om account of the identity of 

principle in both, but from the general resemblance its 

details bear to the Polmaise arrangements. Mi 

Glendinning, who appears to be well versed. in every- 

thing connected with the hot-water system, will view it 

for a moment in this light, it may help to modify, if not 

remove, his objections to the Polmaise method. We 
have a body of water to be heated, occupying an ex- 

tensive area ; and it is readily accomplished by means 

of a small boiler communicating with the tank hy a 

flow and a return-pipe. Mr. G. would never expect to 

succeed so well by applying the fire directly to the 

body of the tank. On what, then, does the effect de- 

pend but on the circulation brought into play by means 

of the flow and return-pipes. The Polmaise method is 

precisely similar to this. Substituting air for water, 

the small chamber in which the stove is placed is the 

poiler ; the hothouse is the tank, and the under-drain 

js the return-pipe by which the circulation is effected, 

and the heat rapidly diffused through the body 

iJ 

of air in the house in the same manner that 

it is diffused through the water in the tank, 

with this difference only, that the effect will 

be produced sooner in air than in water, by the 

degree in which the particles of air possess greater 

mobility than the particles of water. Mr. Glendinni 

» ; and the temperature produced nearly 

equable, while the valve continues unaltered. Self- 

regulation, on Dr. Arnott’s principle, could easily be 

adapted, however; if a still more perfect equability were 

thought requisite. The hopper is filled by means of a 

large funnel, which is then removed, and the top is 

closed by a cover fitting into a sand-joint. Walker’s 

price-list has an engraved section of his stove, showing 

clearly the arrangement of fire-place, fuel, hopper, &c., 

which will, I think, enable any tolerably mechanical 
head to judge how far, and with what modifications, it 
might be usefully adapted to the purposes of forcing.— 
S. P. W. 

Virginian Nightingale.—1n reply to the query 
(p. 152) * Whether the Virginian Nightingale was ever 

known to sing in this country?” I beg to say that I 

possess one that sings a great deal, and I have had 

several others at different times that have done so. 
They generally continue in song till the latter end of 

summer, when they begin to moult.—.4 Subscriber, 
Yorkshire, North Riding. 
Snow a Substitute for Ice.—Having written to you 

some years ago about the preservation of snow as a 

substitute for ice, and which you published, I may just 

state that the whole plan has continued to answer most 

admirably. In the present season many are, no doubt, 

entirely without ice ; in this part of the country there 

has been none. Two days ago we had a considerable 

fall of snow; and on uncovering the heap, to renew it, 

I estimated that the remainder of last year’s stock could 

not be less than 100 cart-loads, ‘The plan may, there- 

fore, be recommended with the most perfect confidence. 

—John Wilson, Millichope Park. 
Repair your own Glass.—The following process of 

removing hard putty from the astragals of sashes, &c., 

may be useful, for by it no risk is incurred of extending 

the breakage. Heat the bolt of an Italian iron, or that 

will perceive, then, that the objeetion whieh he makes 

on the ground of the current of air being made to de- 

scend or move in a direction contrary to its natural 

tendency, has really nothing in it. The descending 

currentis merely one side of the circle, or revolution, 

which the moving air describes, and depends on the 

position of the heating body. In Mr. Shearer's arrange- 

ment, the heating body is placed in front of the house, 

and the ascending current is near the glass, and the 

descending at the back ef the house; but the principle 

does not differ from Mr. Murray's, at Polmaise. I have 

not adverted to the draft through the stove, whieh 

powerfully increases the current, though I believe at 

the expence of a considerable portion of heat. This, I 

am inclined to think, lies at the foundation of Mr. Glen- 

dinning’s objections to the Polmaise system, from the 

manner in which he refers to his own practice of mak- 

ing his house tight, and excluding the entrance of cold 

air. But I do not consider it essential to the system, 
the principle of which remains the same, though all 

communication with the interior of the stove be cut off. 

r. G.s own hot water practice may be taken and 
shown that it may not only be made consistent with, 
but grea‘ly improved by engrafting on it the Polmaise 
prineiple. Let the annexed Figure represent a hot- 
house closed as perfectly as possible against the entrance 

of the external air ; T, 

section of a hot-water f 

pipe running along the 

whole front of the | 

house, and communi- // 

eating with a boiler and // 

furnace outside, which // 
ave no connection f 

with the interior of the /// 
house ; let the pipe be 
surrounded by a case 

, open at both ends, Vj 
and communicating AE 
with one or more under | | 
pipes or drains, D. No VA 
change whatever is // 
made in Mr. G.’s hot | 
water arrangements and. practice, but the house is now 
on the Polmaise principle, much to its benefit in having à 
healthy circulation of air,while the heat is more rapidly 
diffused through every part of the interior.—J. H. H. 
[The length of this ication has led us to 
omit a portion of it, relating to the name of radio-thermal. 
We keep to that of Polmaise, which does not involve any 
question worth diseussing.] ——1 have no experience in 
forcing, but Ihave some with domestic stoves ; and I ven- 
ture to say, a fuel-hopper, such as represented at p. 184, 
willnotanswer. Materials so coarse and angular of any 
sort of fuel will choke the narrow part at the bottom. 
The proper form is nearly a cylinder, but widening a 
little downwards—thus giving at all times free descent 
to the fuel, and perfeetly obviating the occurrence 
dreaded by Mr. Glendinning (p. 185), the burning out 
of the fire, Walker, of Oxford-street, Birmingham, 
has adapted to his patent stoves for domestic use such 
a hopper as I have mentioned, with entire success ; 
and I think his stove (with modifieations) would be 
found a good one for Polmaise heating. As constructed 

which is commonly employed by plumbers in soldering, 

and draw it gently along the putty until the heat of the 

iron softens it. By this means much labour will be 

saved, and putty, which the chisel and hammer could 
searcely clear off without 
be softened so as to be eas 
knife.—P. Loney, Fingas 

Kitchen Garden Cropping.—1t may be an interesting 

fact to record that at our Norfolk and Norwich Horti- 
cultural Exhibition last year, a cottager residing at 

Buxton, in this county, raised four crops of Potatoes on 

the same piece of ground in that year. He has just 

written to me, under authority of Rev. Mr. Jarvis, the 

clergyman of the parish, to say that he intends this year 

to grow four crops of four different sorts, on four dis- 

tinet pieces of land, four times. As I can certify to 

this man’s production of Potatoes last year, I shall be 

happy to let you have any further information.—Chas. 

Gilman, Norwich. 
Destruction of Wasps.—1 have. practised the follow- 

ing method for five or six years with the greatest suc- 

cess ; it destroys them in a few hours effectually, with- 

out danger and with little trouble:— Anoint the 

entrance to the nest with gas tar, which prevents the 

wasps from taking wing or flying any more. Those 

entering are also disabled from returning, and a few 

hours completely disables the whole colony. I have 

many letters of thanks from apiarians in this neigh- 

bourhood, who have experienced the benefit of my 

method, which is equally good for hornets’ nests in 

hollow trees and in buildings.— W. Buck. 

ury to the astragals, can 
removed by the gardener's 

WEEKLY Prices or Poratons per ton, in Covent 

Garden Market, in 1845, and 1846. 

(1845. || | 1846. 
March ...... 1| 50s. to 80s. | Feb..........28| 70s. to 1605. 

| 50 — 90 March ...... 7 170 
15,50 90 170 
22| 60 100 | 180 
29|60 100| 28 180 

April ...... 5| 60 90 |April ...... 180 

Also at the waterside, Southwark. 

March ...... 3| 55s. to80s:||March .. ... 2| 505. to 120s 
10|55 80 9| 60 140 
17/55 80 | 16| 60 . 140 
24| 55 80 23| 60 140 
31|55 — 80| 30| 60 140 

Societies. 
CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

We formerly gave (p. 186) an account of the prizes 
awarded at the spring meeting of this Society, and shall 

now briefly mention the substance of the communications 
read on that occasion. There were two on the improve- 

ment of boilers for heating fruit and plant houses by means 

of hot water, each illustrated by a model. The first, by 

Mr. Christie,gr., Dundas Castle, recommended an oblong 

square vessel, the top, sides, and back of which formed 

also the top, sides, and back of the furnace. The fire 

has thus full play on every part of the surface of the 

inner area formed by the boiler. The water between 

the plates varies from 3 to 6inches in depth, and is 

was by Mr. R. Macintosh, of Edinburgh, 

who exhibited a, model taken from: a. boiler now in use 

at Dalvey, in Morayshire, the seat of N. Macleod, Esq. 

It also is so constructed. as to have the full benefit of 

the fire ; and, indeed, resembles in every respect the 

form recommended by Mr. Christie, except in its being 

rounded both on its upper and under surface, the 
rounding being calculated to give additional strength, 

and also to simplify the construction.—A letter from 

Mr. Murray, gr., Taymouth Castle, was read, giving an 

account of the restoration to health of a Shaddock tree 

by means of what he styled under-grafting, The tree 

had been all but killed by some animal completely eat- 

ing off the bark and alburnum of the stem for the space 

of some inches. Mr. Murray planted a seedling Orange 
tree, three years old, in the same tub with the Shad- 

dock, and afterwards cut the top off the young Orange 

tree, and inserted the point of the stem into the Shad- 

dock above the wound, when a union was soon effected. 

Into the opposite side of the tub he stuck the shoot of 

an old Orange tree, and grafted the upper portion of 
this shoot into the stem of the Shaddock, at two places, 

or both above and below the wound. These nurses, b 

the transfusion of their sap, evidently assisted the Shad- 

dock in recovering its vigour.—A letter from Mr. Gow, 

of Tulliallan Castle, mentioned his having observed at 

Roehampton, in 1823, a disease in the Potato erop, 

similar to that which now prevails, In regard to the 

general culture, Mr. Gow gave it as his opinion that our 
farmers in general are not sufficiently attentive to the 

breaking up or the pulverising of the soil before plant- 

ing ; being often satisfied with ploughing in autumn, and 

giving a turn or two of the harrows, before making the 

drills for planting in the spring. He thought that the 

planting is commonly too long delayed, and that it 

ought to be accomplished by the end of March, and not 

left till the middle or end of April. He condemned the 

way in which the seed-tubers are frequently managed, 

when, after being cut into sets, they are thrust into 

large bags, and allowed to stand for several days till 

wanted at the field; thus they are apt to get heated, 

and to lose the power of vegetating, or to be capable, at 

best, of only producing enfeebled shoots. Seed-tubers, 
he observed, whether eut or uncut, ought always to be 

kept in a dry well-ventilated place till required for 

planting. In the storing of the erop he recommended 

the forming of long narrow heaps, with a good covering 

of earth, but using no straw, and selecting a cool shady 

place. He added that a farmer near Tulliallan had sue- 

cessfully employed drain-tiles for ventilating his ‘Potato 

pits.—The next communication consisted of an account 

of experiments on the culture of the Jerusalem Arti- 

choke (Helianthus tuberosus) by Mr. Morrison, agri- 

cultural foreman at Golden Acres Nursery. The ex- 

periments were made on several rows of equal lengths, 

being about 60 yards each. The tubers were planted 

in March, 1845, in the ordinary soil of the nursery 
garden, whichis a light sandy loam. On one row the 

experiment of topping, or cutting over the stems, was 

tried. ‘This row was divided into four portions. 

The first portion was cut over, 1 foot from the 

ground, on the 8th June; the next portion was eut on 

the 2d July, 14 feet from the ground ; the third on the 

20th July, at 23 feet ; and the fourth on the 17th Sep- 

tember, about 5 feet from the ground. The produce of 

the first and second portions was equal; that of the 

third and fourth considerably better ; but, on the whole, 

the topping, instead of producing any advantage, proved 

injurious to the erop ; the weight of tubers produced 

on the entire row being only 144 Ibs. ; while another 

row, immediately adjoining, being left uncut, yielded 

163 Ibs. of tubers, Neither of these rows had guano or 

any other manure applied tothem. A third row had 

8 ounces of Peruvian guano applied to the surface of 

the soil, when the shoots were 3 inches tall, and this 

row afforded 188 lbs. of tubers. A fourth row, atthe 

same stage of growth, had 8 ounces of guano put 1 inch 

deep into the soil, near-the roots of the plants ; and the 

produce amounted to 210 lbs. of tubers. This. last, 

therefore, is the most advantageous. mode of applying 

guano tosuch a crop.—Professor Barroun communi- 

cated an extract: of a letter from W. F. Campbell, Esq. 

of Islay, describing flowerspots formed out of very 

porous peat moss, These pots are found exceedingly 

useful in the raising of all sorts of rare seeds, as well as 

others that are more common, such as Russian and 

German Stocks, Asters, &c., intended for transplanting. 

The roots penetrate the porous: sides and bottom of the 
pots, and the plants may be lifted about at pleasure, 

without suffering from the change. When it is wished 

to add manure to any plant. growing in one of these 

pots, the pot is dipped in the following mixture, which 

Mr. Campbell recommends as an excellent fertiliser :— 

1 gallon blood, 2 lbs. of sulphate of soda, 10 gallons of 

cow-house drainings, and 9 gallons of water.—A com 

munication from Mr. Srrenr was read, on the aceli- 

mating of exotic plants. Mr. Street, enjoying a very 

favourable situation at Biel, near Dunbar, has been 10 
the practice, for about 30 years past, of saving the see 

of various exotic plants generally: regarded. as tender, 

but which ripened their seeds in the open air with him, 

and he has succeeded in. rearing successive generations 

of several of them. For example, the Cedar of Goa 

(Cupressus lusitanica), perfects its seeds:and: sows itself 

on the open border; and last year Mr. S. gathere! 

nearly two imperial bushels of cones from one old plant. 
Edwardsia microphylla, as a. standard, ripens its seeds, 

and has sown itself. Lavatera triloba; a native of the 

coast: of Spain, grows about 10 feet high, and has yielded 
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10 ounces of clean seed in one season, and often sows 
itself. Pancratium illyricum generally perfects its seed, 
and several self-sown plants endured the hard winter of 
1845 without protection. Narcissus Tazetta (or Poly- 
anthus-Narcissus), also ripens its seed, and from these 
Mr. S. lias obtained numerous seedling varieties, — Mr. 
R. Mervinie, of Glasgow, exhibited to the meeting a 
Curious sun-dial, calculated to indicate, at the same 
Moment of time, the hour of the day at nearly a hun- 
dred different and distant places. 

New Garden Plants. 
21. Srpum Kamrenaricum, Kamtchatka Stonecrop- 

Hardy Perennial. (Houselcel Soongaria. 
A handsome herbaceous plant, with yellow flowers like 
those of Sedum Aizoon, which it much resembles in 
habit. The leaves are obovate and toothed at the 
upper half only, but they narrow in a wedge-shaped 
Manner to the base. They are red edged, and the stem 

has also a strong stain of that colour ; most of them 
are alternate, a very few only near the summit being 

Opposite to each other. It requires a light soil and dry 
Situation. It is easily inereased by cuttings any time 
during the summer or autumn, and flowers from June 
to August. It proves to be a fine showy plant for rock- 
work, where it blooms freely and remains long in suc- 
eession.—Journal of the Horticultural Society. 

JASMINOIDES, 
Climber. 

Jasmine-like 22. RAYNCHOSPERMUM 
Rynel G (Jasmine- 1 
worts.) “Shanghai. 

A slender climbing evergreen shrub, rooting along its 
branches, wherever it touches a damp surface, like Ivy. 
When wounded, its branches discharge a milky fluid. 
Mhe young shoots are slightly downy ; the leaves oppo- 

Site, oval, deep green, quite smooth, sharp pointed, 
with minute seale-like glands in the. p! of stipules, 
The flowers are white, deliciously sweet-scented, and 
Produced in small irregular corymbs on the ends of 
Peduncies cousiderably larger than the leaves. Their 

s of five narrow smooth convex sepals, 
wards, and much shorter than the tube of 

the corolla, with a very shallow-toothed glandular ring 
Surrounding the base of the latter. The corolla. is 
about three quarters of an inch long, pure white, salver- 
Shaped, contracted in the middle of the tube, with a 
Partially spreading border, whose five divisions are 
Wedge shaped, truncate, and twisted obliquely. The 
anthers are five, arrow-headed, placed just within the 
orifice of the tube, and separated by five slightly ele- 
vated hairy lines, The ovary consists of two separate 
Carpels, and is surrounded by five oblong green emar- 
ginate lhypogynous scales, which sometimes are slightly 
United at the edge. The structure of this plant is not 
Precisely that of the genus Rhynchospezmum, as given 
Y M. Alph. De Candolle, for the seales beneath its 

Ovary are not exactly united into a cup. But they are 
Partially so ; and as there is no other difference as far as 
can be ascertained from the plant in a state of flowering 
only, it may be referred to the genus. In habit it is 
more like an Aganosma, but ifs corolla has not the 
tapering lobes of that genus, nor do the nectary or 
stigma correspond with it.—Journal of Horticultural 
Society. 

annm orania. 
F.G. Cox, Esq., Stockwell.—The chief feature of 

attraction at this place is its small but good collection of 
exotic Orchids, which is, however, about to be increased, 
and a new house for their ac 

This i 

d mmodation is being 
built, a span-roofed erection of about 30 feet 
1n length, 14 feet iu width, and 11 feet in height, The 
South side and ends are glazed with ground plate glass, 
Witha view to equalise the light by exeluding the too 
Powerful rays of the sun in the summer ti ne, and 
thereby obviating the necessity of using shad 
Ay he mentioned, however, that this sort of glass is 

only employed by way of riment, and that some 
‘OUbts are entertained as to answering perfeetly the 

endin view, The north side is glazed with plate glass, 
and the panes on this, as well on the south s de, 
Are 18 inches in length and about 7 inches in 
Width. Two hot-water tanks of galvanised iron, 
3 feet in widih, 25 feet in length, and 9 inches in depth, 
are being put. up on each side of the house, with. a. 
Path up the centre. The tanks are not connected one 
With another, and they have uo division in the middle, 

Ow-pipes ieading the water from the boiler, dis- 
charging themselves inthe end of the tanks, near the 
Gm of the water ; and the return currents being 

ucted back to the boiler by pipes, placed in the 
f s level with the bottom. In some ar- 

a 

ae of the t; 
di fements we have seen in which the tanks were not 
vided, the pipes conducting the water from and to the 
pa er were fixed in the end of the tank at the same 
C but this is evidently a mistake, inasmuch as the 
Pa Water, or returning euvrent, at the bottom of the 
Ye Ky does not meet with a. ready egress, and can only 
of SR to rise to the outlet at a greater expenditure 
5 SA than IB required in the above arrangement, 
Go: 1 with. the l use of fuel, of 

ich it is always desirable the most should be made. 
sh ese tanks are to be closed in with slate slabs, on wh 
Dr two inches of sand is to be laid, on which the 
vb S are to be placed. The boiler is one of Weeks's 
reg boilers, which, besides heating this new. house, 
Sub ns an Orchid house about 20 feet in length, and two 
Ros houses of nearly thesam . Inanother Orchid 
DSK; We observed a contrivance for supportin large 

robiums at exhibitions, or in drawing rooms. ‘This 

was in the shape of a wire stand, painted green, in which 
the potis placed at any desired height from the ground, 
with a fancy frame-work spreading out from the rim of 
the pot, something in the form of an umbrella ; over 
this the shoots are neatly disposed, so as to exhibit the 
blossoms to the best advantage. All the plants looked 
clean and healthy, but few were in bloom, and the 
whole place was ih good keeping, much to the credit of 
Mr. Don, whois gardener there. 

Miscellaneous. 
Death of Mr. Wickham.—On Monday last, at Win- 

chester, aged 77, died W. N. Wickham, Esq., the 
founder and secretary of the Hampshire Horticultural 
Society, distinguished by his love for gardening, and 
respected by all the members of the Society for his zeal 
and urbanity. He was a chief instrument in sustaining 
it during many difficulties, and we hope the members 
will be equally judicious in the selection of his successor. 
On the exertions and discretion of their officers. the 
success of such societies is chiefly dependent. 

Price of Orchids.—As our readers may be interested 
in seeing what the prices are which imported Orchids 
are now fetching, we subjoin the amount paid for some 
of the more remarkable lots sold the other day by 
Messrs. St :—Coelia, ya, 2 plants, 57. 15s.; 
ditto, 2 fine plants, 10d. ; ditto, very fine specimen, 
12/. 10s.; ditto, 6 plants, 7/. 5s. ; white-flowered ditto, 
distinet species, 8 plants, 7/. 5s.; Lelia acuminata, 
2 plants, 2L 8s.; Sophronitis pterocarpa, 8 plants, 
21. 17s. 6d. ; Mormodes(?), from a new district, "may 
possibly be pardinum, 2 plants, 5/.; Celia (2), supposed 
to be the white-flowered species, fine specimen, 8/7. ; 
Epidendrum, new species, (?), 6. plants, 27. lós.; 
Cyenoches: maculatum (?), 1 plant, 4/. 15s. ; Lycaste 
cruenta, fine specimen, with Epid. aurantiacum attached, 
52; Arpophyllum, supposed to be giganteum; ver 
fine mass, 107.5 ditto, distinct species (squarrosum), 15/.; 
Barkeria spectabilis, splendid mass, 67. 5s.; ditto, 1 plant, 
177; Epidendrum rhizophorum, fine mass, 27. 4s. ; 
ælia superbi a most ifi specimen, in fine 

health, 157.; ditto, fine specimen, 137. ; Arpophyllum, 3 
new species, in robust health, 1 plant, 107. 10s.; Sobralia 

two magnificent speci , in fine health, 
102. 10s. 3. Odontoglossum, new, with an Isochilus, 
and Epidendrum Stamfordianum, 5l. 5s. ; Odonto- 
glossum, 3 plants, 57. 15s.; ditto læve, 2 plants,37. 12s. 6d. 
‘Total amount of sale nearly 6007. , for 168 lots: 

Manuscript of Linneus.—A daily paper states on 
the authority of the Frankfort-Gazette des Postes, that 
an unpublished work of Linnaeus has been discovered 
in Sweden after having been long soughtin vain, It is 
entitled the * Nemesis Divina.” In thislabour of the 
last years of his life the great naturalist recorded, for 
the instruetion of his son, a number of observations 
and facts, deduced, in a great measure, from the private 
life of the persons with whom he was: aequainted, in 
order to demonstrate that Divine justice punishes and 
rewards even in this world. The manuscript is com- 
posed of 203 sheets. In a short preface, placed at the 
head of the work, the author recommends in the most 

a passage into some of these chambers, and procured, 
by this means, many hundred pounds of honey. But 
the main deposits ave situated too deep in ‘the ledge to: 
be reached without great difficulty, and perhaps danger, 
A company was formed at Austin, a few years since, 
for the purpose of exploring the cavern and removin, 
the honey; but some untoward event prevented the 
accomplishment of the undertaking. It was estimated. 
that there are many tons of honey and wax in this im- 
mense hive, and if its treasures could be extracted 
readily, they would doubtless be far more valuable than 
the contents of any silver or gold mine that adven- 
turers have been seeking for years in that section.— 
Texas Telegraph. [Where is the difficulty ?] 

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS. 
(For the ensuing Week.) 

CONSERVATORIES, STOVE, &c. 
PnoPAGATION by cuttings is one of the most import- 

ani parts of the gardening profession; and the princi- 
ples on which it is based should be constantly present 
to the mind of the operator. Selection of wood may 
be termed the first point. The wood, as a general prin- 
ciple, should be short jointed, somewhat mature, and for 
plants in an active state, possessing leaves perfectly 
developed. "The due care of the leaf (on which so much 
depends), is the next great object ; this should never be 
allowed to flag or droop, from the moment it is taken from 
ther 

SE 
atmosphere, prevent any 
leaf ; which circumstance is 
the character of the. atn 
the more of sound healthy Jeaves that. can be retained 
the better, provided. they be carefully preserved ; 
but in order to find room for the erowding multitudes 
of modern. plantations, it often becomes absolutely 
necessary to reduce these organs. In doing this there 
is no occasion to strip the cutting like a hedge Poplar— 
every stump of a leaf, and even footstalk that ean be 
left without crowding. the adjo ing, eontributes 
its.quota to the suecess of the cutting. Conservatory.-— 
Under this head. I will say a few words about the Ca- 
mellia. Those, who desire to this noble plant in 
blossom from October until May, whichis quite easy, 
must of course force their plants into wood successively. 
fa given stock were divided. into. three portions, and 

one, pertion subjected to this process in February, a 
second in March, and a third in April, this object 
would be thoroughly accomplished, provided the subse- 
quent treatment was what it ought to be. The limits 
o lendar will not perm » to enlarge onthese points: 

ll however, state that my Camellias, 
y few, are in a. house by them- 

selves, and are now. growing like Willows. They have 
a canvas screen on the roof continually at present, and 

are syriuged three or four times a day ; in fact, they 
are almost constantly moist. They haye a temperature 
of about 60°, with a circulation of air day and night. 
Abundance of weak and tepid liquid. manure has, been: 

i utthe moment they cease to 

formal manner that it should never be published. It 
was this recommendation which, no doubt, caused the 
manuscript to be laid aside and forgotten. The Uni- 
versity of Upsal purchased it a short time since at the 
sale of the library of a physieian, whose father was 
employed to arrange the papers of Linnseus. At pre- 
sent, when the persons referred to in the work have 
ceased to exist, there remains no objection to print ex- 
tracts from it, which M. Fries, the well-known Swedish 
botanist, has been appointed by the Academy to prepare 
for publication, 

Immense Natural Beehive.—We are indebted to the 
courtesy of a correspondent for the following extract 
from an American paper : it reminds us of an instan 
of an enormous collection of bees, found in a Spanish 
house, and related by Capt. Widdxington, p.542, 1844—In 
a cavern on the right bank of the Colorado, about 7 miles 
om Austin, there is an immense hive of wild bees. 

The entrance of this cavern is situated in aledge of 
limestone, forming a high cliff whieh rises almost per- 
pendicularly from the river bank to the height of about 
150 feet from the water's edge. This cliff fronts partly 
on a small stream named Bill Creek, ‘I'he mouth of the 
cavern is about 10 feet from the top of the cliff? In a 
warm day a dark stream of bees may be constantly 
Seen winding out from the cavern like a long, dark 
wreath. The stream often appears one or two feet in 
diameter near the cliff, and gradually spreads out like a 
fan, growing thinner and thinner at a distance from the 
cavern, until it disappears. The number of bees in 
| this cavern must be greater than the number in a 
| thousand or ten thousand ordinary hives. The oldest 
settlers say that the hive was there when they first 

ved in the country ; and itis quite probable that 
| it existed in the same state many years previous to 
the settlement of this country. The bees, it is said, 
hen never swarmed, and it is not improbable that 
| the hive has continued’ for more than a century to in- 
mm year after year, in the same ratio that other 

| 
| 

I Lj 

swarms inerease. The eave appears to extend back 
many rods into the ledge, and probably has many late- 
ral chambers. The bees, doubtless, occupy many of 
these lateral chambers, and it is not improbable that 
new swarms annually find new chambers to occupy ; 

| and’ thus they are prevented’ from going off to a dis- 
tanee in search of hives. Some of the neighbouring 

| settlers have repeatedly, by blasting the rocks, opened 

make wood, I subje: 
drought at the root; still 
use of liquid manure is 
blossom.buds are of a 
Plants and Ovrehid 
m 

to a considerable amount of 
p and shading. The 

as soon as the 

heat and moisture 
rresponding ratio to stove 

above all, abundance of atmo- 
ent character. Have 
1 off intense sunshine 
Use liquid manure con- 

Miavd Greenhouse. 

shading always at har 
or an hour or two in tl 
stantly to stove plants i 

Amongst the vari 
find a place here, a shelf, or 
should be reserved for some of the free-blooming Hy- 

brid Roses. Cuttings of these struck last summer, 

and kept through the winter in store pots, will, if 
potted immediately and put under high cultivation, 

«e nice bushes for next autumn and the ensuing 
spring. They should be got forward in-doors for a 
month, and, when established im 5 5-inch pots, receive 
their final shift at once. All blossom buds should be 

Encourage afternoon 
or evening warm give air freely all the early 
part of the day care to fumigate little and often 
in all plant-houses or pits, provided the green-fly makes 
its appearance, 

KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING. 

Pineries.—Secure good linings to those in dung-pits; 
The young stock. will now be in rapid growth; take 
care to air them most freely night and day, by all 
means, if the thermometer can be kept above 60°. In 
the afternoon, however, syringe and shut up at 90°, if 
possible, for a couple of hours, when a sash or two may 
be tilted for the night. Swelling Pines will, of course, 
now require liberal waterings of warm liquid manure ; 
it will be found beneficial, perhaps, to let soot-water 
alternate with the stronger ammoniacal mixtures. Those 
| who ean find time should. syringe the surface of their 
tan slightly, both morning and evening, It is absolutely 
impossible to possess too mueh atmospheric humidity in 

the average of Pine structures at this period. Wineries. 

—Those who started at the earliest period of forcing 

will soon have Grapes in their last swelling. A ve 

| erroneous notion (at least in my opinion) prevails with 

jmany folks, that in order to produce well-coloured 
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Grapes, the laterals, at a given period, should be re- 

duced so as to admit the sun to shine on the 
berry. The most powerful sunshine will not colour 

Grapes in perfection, unless the Vines pos- 

sess a fair proportion of leaf, with a safe and 

steadily acting root. Some of the blackest Grapes 
I have ever seen, and possessing the finest bloom, 

were in situations in which 1 might almost say 
the sun’s rays never shone on them. Peach- 

house.—Nothing fresh at present. Carry out the 

maxims of former Calendars. See that the trees are in 

a wholesome state of moisture at the root. Melons, 

Cucumbers, &c.—Give free airings all the early part of 

the day, partly in order to facilitate the “ setting” 

process. As long since asserted by Mr. Paxton (in 

spite of gardening traditions), tropical fruits require a 
dry and lively atmosphere in order to promote 
fecundation. 

FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES. 

Those who force Neapolitan Violets, should, for the 
next three weeks or a month, propagate a stock, either 
by cuttings or runners. Young stock of choice Pansies, 
of last autumn’s striking, should now be got out in the 
Flower-garden beds, or on borders. If the soil is in any 
way exhausted, a little fresh should be put in every 
hole ; viz., such as old rotten loamy turf, mixed with 
old leaf soil, a little soot, and a little coarse sand. Too 
much manure may enlarge the blooms for awhile, but 
soon renders the plant unruly. Sow Sweet Peas and 
Mignonette. If the former are required early, soak 

em in warm water for six hours previous. 
FLORISTS’ FLOWERS. 

The late severe frosts have much retarded vegetation, 
and where former directions have not been attended 

to, some injury has been the result. The water which 
is apt to lodge in the cavity formed by the advancing 
Tulip leaves, ought to be scrupulously removed, as at 
this season it is of the first importance that every part 
of the plant should be dry when frosts occur. It ap- 
pears that the best means of preventing injury from 
hail-storms, so prevalent at this season, is to keep the 
beds covered with nets of a small mesh, but these should 
be sufficiently high to prevent the plants being drawn. 
Ranunculuses are now beginning to make their 
appearance above ground; as they advance, it will be a 
necessary; precaution to keep the soil well round the 
crown of the plant ; when this is neglected, the bloom 
is sure to suffer ; though if the surface of the bed is 
composed of sand to the depth of half an inch (as be- 
fore advised), there will not be much danger. In con- 
sequence of the severity of the late spring frosts, it will 
be advisable to throw mats over the beds, unless they 
are in very sheltered situations. Auriculas.—Take 
especial care that the frames are well covered during 
ihe night; should the expanding blossoms receive a 
check, they become in florist phraseology “set,” and 
they will have great difficulty in expanding their 

flowers. Seedlings will now be blooming in the more 
southern counties; see that they come up to the 

standard as laid down by Emmerton, whose work, 
though objectionable in some respects, gives a tolerably 
correct idea of what a good Auricula ought tobe. Look 
back through the few past Calendars, and lose no oppor- 

newly-planted stuff with Fir boughs. Fill up all cart 
or other roads ; level ruts, and make a;thorough clear- 
ance. 

State/of the Weather near London, for the week ending April 2, 1846, as 
obser vedat the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick. 

P "e BAROMETER, Rain. 
i £i 

99.505 +07 
29.807 
29.858 2 
39.606 

29.445 03 106 
RU 

ine, with slight haze 
light dry haze; clear an 
ine; cloudy ; 
loudy and showery ; ; 

Mean temperature of the week 1 deg. below the average. ^ 
State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 20 years, for the 

ensuing Week ending April 11, 1846. 
Prevailing Win No. of 

Meis Yasinta Saves 
of Rain, 

vag (ATS | Aver, 
pril |Highest Lowest : 

Temp. | Temp, emp which it | 

0.58 in. |- Sun. 5| 561 | 87.0 |465 9 2 
Mon, 6| 564 | 38.6 | 46.5 7 0.13 4 
Tues. 7 4 | 878 | 47-7 9 0.40 1 
Wed. 8| 56.3 85.8 | 46.9 6 0,80 3) 
Thur. 9| 548 | 36.4 | 456 9 0.26 2| 
Fri, 10| 550 | 340 | 445 7 0.28 2 
Sat. 11| 552 | 354 |453 9 1 

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 5th, 
1932—therm, 747 and the lowest on the 11th, 1843, and 6th, 1045—therm. 22°. 

say we have many such cases. To spare time or space for 
answering these demands is impossible ; it is not f: i 

The Third 
being exhausted, a New Edition is preparing, and will be 

ready in a few days. 
CHARCOAL—F L C—This owes its excellence either to its ab- 

sorbing ammonia and then parting with it again to water, or 

toits decomposing and giving rise to carbonic acid, or to both. 
Frrns—E S—We do not believe that there are so many as four 

dozen hardy Ferns. Procure Newman's book on Ferns, which 

will give you ample information. 
FIRE MORTAR, &c.—C M S—* A 

high heat without cracking. F 
cement, fresh made, such a: 
and Co., of Milbank. For garden-walls, fresh burned Dork- 

m 
Place this in their track or run, and you will probably catch 
the whole drove. 

tunity of bringing forward work there d 
TCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD. 

Follow up sowings of Peas, Beans, Radishes, Horn 
Carrots, Salading, &c. according to directions in last 
Calendar. Rampion beds may now be sown ; a light, 
sandy soil suits this, in common with most of the 
Campanula family. Sow a little Hamburgh Parsley, some 
early Beet, Purslane, &c., and look well after some 
good and forward seed-beds of Celery. That sown 
early in boxes will soon want pricking out. The old 
plan is very good, viz., some very rotten and mellow 
dung, on a sound bottom. On this, the plants, pricked 
3 inches apart, will produce many fibres, and will remove 
with the trowel, in balls, with the most trifling amount 
of check. The chief reason why Celery * bolts? (if I 
may be allowed a rough technical term), is when sudden 
luxuriance is succeeded by sudden checks. The 
* buttoning” of the Cauliflower is wholly traceable to 
the same cause, as also premature fructification in many 
other plants. Orcharding and Fruit Trees in General. 
—Do not forget to take all the wasps possible : this is 
most important. Now is a good time to use sulphur, 
mixed with soft soap and elay, as a paint, daubing it with 
a brush between the Peach, Nectarine, or Pear shoots 

to prevent the breeding of the red spider. 
OTTAGERS’ GARDENS. 

Let all Potato planting be finished by the middle of 
this month at the latest, at least those of the late kinds 
intended for seed for the next year. If the Potato is 
deg d in itution, it is undoubtedly through 
high manuring and late planting. The very early kinds, 
however, as Ash-leaved Kidneys, &c., should not be set 
too early for seed, or the probability ‘is, that they will 
lose their first sprout ; the end of April is a good time 
for this purpose. Let all Potatoes for seed be planted 
on high, airy, and unshaded ground ; leys, if possible, 
and without a particle of manure. Break away all 
Rhubarb stalks running to seed ; cover Seakale spring- 
ing with a mound of soil, if not done before. Those 
who possess good sticks should sow a row of Cor- 
mack’s British Queen Pea on a rich ground ; they will 
continue bearing all the autumn. 

FORESTING. 

Weeds will soon begin to bestir themselves among 
the young forest-trees, whether in beds or rows; let 
these have early attention ; some watering will, per- 
haps, be necessary here. Seeds when once disposed to 
germinate, must receive no stoppage. Shade tender or 

Fucustas—A Young Gardener — We prefer cutting har 

Fuchsias either quite down, or very close in, because th 
seldom preserve their stems in the open air in a sufficiently 
sound state} to produce vigorous branches. If, however, the 

in stem is quite sound, finer plants may be obtained by 
closely siding in the branches than by cutting the stems to 

dy 
e; 

n ound, 
Funer—J M T—We had always imagined that the notion that |. 

Peziza tuberosa sprung from the roots of Anemones was un- 
founded, but we are staggered at the fact of its growing in a 
garden amongst double Anemones, We have begged Mr. 
Berkeley to draw up something on the subject. He informs 

that the black body from which it springs is to be found 
some months before the Peziza makes it appearance, and it 
is possible that this sclerotioid mass may spring from the 
root of the Anemone. 

succession of bloom thronggou: the year has been given at 

p.4. The following six E 

niflora alba, ampullacea, Irbyana, eximia, and Savileana, 

flower in July, ani 
rupestris, flower in September.t 

Insrcrs—L S—It is the young Thrips which infests your Cu- 

cumbers and French Beans. If you cannot suppress them. 
by fumigating with Tobacco or sulphur, it is to be feared that 

ou will not get rid of them by any other means, Jt.—— 
Entomologicus Junior—The caterpillars that ate your feathers 

tella possibly ; but until they are bred, we cannot be certain 

Am old 
stick-caterpillar to feed, and unless we could breed the moth, 

it is difficult to say what it will change to; possibly Ourap- 

teryx sambucaria.Z ——4 S—We do not understand your 

query, and so many different insects are called wireworms, 

that unless you send us specimens, we cannot give you any 

advice. R. 
Lawns—C B—Use per acre 2 lbs. Avena flavescens, 5 Ibs. 

Crested Dogstail, 5 Ibs. of Festuca duriuscula, 18 lbs, of the 

fine leaved Rye-grass, 3 or 4lbs. of Poa trivialis, 7 lbs. of 

White Clover, and 21bs. of the small Yellow ditto. 
MANURES—Sub—Soap-suds may be applied with much benefit 

to vegetables. It should be applied when they are growing; 
itis useless to apply it to the seeds, Fruit trees will also be 

benefited by the application.$—— Veita—Potter’s liquid guano 
has been frequently advertised in our columns, It may be 
applied with advantage to all plants for which other manures 
have been found to be beneficial.} 

Names or PLANTS—A. Dorsetshire Country Gardener should write 
in ink, not pencil, His plant is an Orobanche, but what 

species it is impossible to tell in its shrivelled state. Mar- 

tha—Rosa Lawrenceana.——O P—Some kind of Yam.—— 

JD L—We do not recollect the Cactus, nor can we deter- 

i —— T L—Thanks. We are 
eds. Neither name is 

ut, 
Pnroxzs—MW E—The following are late flowering kinds (July 

Brownii, crimson ; picta, lilac striped; Van IIouttei, stripe 
purple and white; reflexa, deep purple; omnitlora, white ; 
and Coldreyana, bright red.t 

P: i i Mr. Shepherd d operations 

in the autumn, as we have stated. As he digs up his Pota- 

sume, if there is really any advantage in the steep. Salt and 
water is fatal to Potatoes that are to be stored ; but it does 

not follow that it will hurt them when placed in the soil and 

seta growing, The best plan now to pursue is to adopt Mr. 

Shepherd's plan at once; to take up the seed-beds and re- 

for 1848, and at the same time to leave so much of the seed- 
beds undug as will provide seed for 1847. 

Turvnaxn—hewn-In making wine from this, use the leaf- 
stalks, and proceed ewactly as if you were making Gooseberry 

wine. 
osEs—A B—For planting a sloping bank no Rose is so good 
in regard to effect as the common China, and itis the hardiest 

of al 

tually prevent all seeds from springing up among its branches. 

We never heard of a shrubby Impatiens. 

Wine—Rhombus—Dr. M‘Culloch’s little book on Wine making 

explains the whole subject so well and fully, that we see no 

advantage in our taking up the subject. We ean 
what he has said. The best wine Grapes are the Early Black 

July, Miller’s Burgundy, and Black and White Cluster 
Grapes. The Black Hamburgh is good for nothing. 

Misc.—N A P B—Ist. Camellias repotted in July, or at any 

other period, should be potted with the roots untouched, un- 

less they are in bad condition ; if so, remove the loose soil, 

thoroughly wash the roots, and repot in smaller pots if pos- 
sible ; treating the plants as cuttings for a month afterwards. 

2d. The pots may be plunged in a f peat-earth, if a 

reason exists for doing so; I should prefer them on stone 

slabs however, the slabs kept moist, 3d. ‘ Particular drain- 

age” may be of several kinds ; such, however, as will at all 
times cause the water to issue through the pot-bottom the mo- 

ment after the plant is watered, may be considered for general 

purposes sufficient, **Unctuous loam” may be either yellow 
or brown; is of an adhesive character, possessing a slight 
inclination to clay. The residue from heating ovens would 

i particles 

your Camellias are to remain where they are plun; 

potting will be needed in July or August 

out draught is 

Rose, or other seeds, by keeping, is very problematical in the 

present state of science ; one thing is certain, the young seed- 

ling is scarcely so gross in habit. I would sow directly, and 

ly on well-contrived crosses to improve the old stock, E — 

ng from wet and cold ; 
is no certain remedy for 

mildew. Rapid currents of air are as likely i 

stopits progress, and want of ventilation to promote it, Bones 

are broken by mills made for the purpose ; you are right in 

supposing that they must be crushed before mixing with sul- 

i L- 

peat, in the manner o-day. 

— —A Walker—Archangel tar remains sticky for a long time, 

and is apt to run in a very hot sun unless it has been applied. 

for some years. We hardly expect much advantage from 

steeping timber in lime-water.—C H—Hart’s Everlasting 
Rose is no doubt the Rose of Jericho of the old herbalists, 2 

full account of which was given in our volume for 1842, 

p.363. It is not a Rose at all, but a little grey leaved annual 
named Anastatica hi À i bl toa 

et 

SEEDLING FLOWERS. 

CAMELLIAS—Éton—Y our seedling is of little value, and is not 
i best state of the flower is 

petals are partly hidden. This 

fective ; the petals also are thin and not perfectly formed on 

their edges. 

colour,*——4A B—No. 
the same colourin cultivation ; 3 is too n: i v 
4 is a pleasing variety ; 2 is the most novel, being a crimson 

tip, upon a delicate lemon ground.* 
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GRICULTURAL SE ED S.— 
Large White Belgian Carrot 1s, 6d, per Ib, 

Large Red Altringham. do. D 20: y 

Large Guernsey Parsnip .- $3 e cepted Oly 5 

Long Red Mangold Wurzel m c es kgs Ose as. 

ong Yellow do. oe m E esten) oe ges 

Globe Red do. pore ek ar aH us 
Globe Orange ^ do. E ORCI Ua cM dong He 
Sutton’s Large Red do. — .- sie og Qul du 93 

Spring Vetches, St. John's Day Rye, Clovers, Kohl Rabbi, 

Lucerne, Furze, Broom, True Italian Rye Grass, &c. &c., at 
lowest market prices, as see Messrs, Surron’s Priced Cata- 

logue just published. 
PERENNIAL GRASSES, 

Selected from the best natural Pastures, and mixed in proper 
sorts and quantities to suit the soil for which they are re- 

1 quired, 17. 12s, per acre.—See Descriptive TABLE OF GRASSES 

just published. 
JOHN SUTTON AND SONS 

Have much confidence in offering the above kinds of Agricul- 
tural Seeds, as being the best sorts in cultivation, and all o: 

the growth of 1845. 
Reading Seed Warehouse, Reading, Berks, April 4. 

Dey, 
CLARK’S 2) C HOTHOUSE 

METALLIC é WORKS. 
ecd DI 

55, LIONEL-STREET, BIRMINGHAM. 

Proprietor, Mr. THOMAS OLARK. 
Superintendent of the Works, Mr. JOHN JONES. 

N returning his grateful thanks to the Nobility, 
Gentry, and Public at large, for their liberal patronage of 

the above Establishment during a period of ncarly 30 years, 
wi K begs to state that the repeal of the duty on Glass, 

enables him to offer his METALLIC HO't and GREENHOUSES 

at a greatly reduced price. These Houses are glazed with 
British Sheet Glass, in panes of from 24 to 30 inches in length, 
and of such thickness as to preclude all danger of accidental 
reakage, whilst that which arises from the action of trost 

(frequently amounting to 25 per cent, per annum), is effectually 
'revented b: ie peculiar mode of glazing adopted, As a sam- 
le of his Metallic Hothouses, in which all the most recent im- 

provements are happily combined, Mr. CLARK refers with pride 

md satisfaction to the magnificent range erected by him in 
the new Royal Gardens at Frogmore, which is admitted by all 
competent judges to be the most complete and perfect of its 
kind in the world, 

The Agricultural Gazette. 
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MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 
TnosspAv, ^ April 9—Agricultural Imp. Soe. of Ireland. 
TuunspA Agricultural Imp. of Ireland. 

FARMERS' CLUBS. 
April 6—St, Columb — Newark — | April 9— Grove-ferry 

Great Oakley — Wenlock — | — 10—Northallerton —Chelmsford. 

W. Market — Cirencester — —Hadleigh — Lichfield — 
Exmi Salb, ox: 

— 7—Rochford Hundred—Fram- 
Jinghs m — Watford — Jed. ardiff  Northai 
burgh — Abergavennv—Wi-| —  78—W. 
veliscombs— Wooton Basset | — — 14— Dorking 

—  g—Harleston — Braintree and 
Bocking 

9—Richmondshire —Tavistock 

s 
oñeld and Walsham 
adebridge 

Bv an oversight we last week, while speaking of 
Guano, committed a great act of injustice to Messrs. 
Myers and Co., of Liverpool, for which we hasten 
to apologise. Instead of saying that Peruvian Guano 
should be obtained directly from the importers, 
Messrs. Grezs and Co., of London or Liverpool, it 

should have been “from the importers, Messrs, 
Gisss and Co. of London, or Messrs. Myers and 

0. of Liverpool.” We trust that this correction 
will prevent all mistake, for there is not the smallest 
difference in the respectability of these two great 
houses, who divide the privilege of importing Peru- 
vian and Bolivian Guano between them. 

Tur Marr Tax produces somewhere about 

5,000,0002. a year; that is to say, it forms more 
than one-third of the excise, and nearly one-tenth 

of the whole revenue of this country. This vast 
Source of supply has for many years been a bone 
of contention between successive Governments and 

the agricultural interest, many persons of eminence 

in which have been of opinion that the repeal of 
e Malt Tax would be a prodigious advantage to 

farmers, We now find that this question is revived ; 

it has already been raised incidentally in the House 
Commons, and the Anti-Malt-tax Association, 

Which had slept for some years, has been once more 
Toused into action, for the purpose of applying the 
Screw to the CHANCELLOR or THE EXCHEQUER. 

"Two principal reasons are given why the Malt- 
tax Operates prejudicially on the farming interest : 
the one is, that labourers would be better off if they 
Could make their own malt and brew their own 
er, or, in the absence of that, could buy it cheaper ; 
e other is, that farmers themselves would. be 

CAREY benefited if they could use Malt for fat- 
ening cattle: 

: To the first of these statements no possible ob- 
Jection can be made ; there is no doubt that labour- 
we men are very heavily taxed in beer, and that it 
i ould be a great social as well as personal advan- 

age to them if it were otherwise. 
minds second opinion is one upon which men’s 
really are not so generally made up. If malt is 
bette, a material Ee which animals fatten much 

er than on Barley, it would of course be highly 

important to find some means of enabling farmers 
to use it ; onthe contrary, if it is no better, or worse, 
then the only ground for throwing away a vast 
source of revenue would be the gain of cheap beer. 
The present Ministers appear to have felt the im- 
portance of the question, and have most judiciously 
decided upon,trying it by the test of direct experi- 
ment; in which they certainly have shown no disin- 
clination to assist the agricultural interest. We learn, 
from an official paper just laid before both Houses 
of Parliament, that a very extensive and most 
important inquiry has been instituted by order of 
Government, with a view to the decision of this 
great question ; and we trust that future Ministers 
will, in all such cases hereafter, follow the example 
thus set by Sir Roperr PEEL 

When a man says that malt is a better food than 
Barley, it is equivalent to saying that four pecks of 
corn will fatten an animal sooner than five; for in 
the process of malting Barley loses on an average 
one-fifth of its nutritive contents. This is evident 
to any one who knows that the process of malt- 
ing consists in making Barley germinate, and in 
afterwards breaking off the sprout. Whatever that 
sprout may be it is formed out of the materials in 
the Barley ; when the sprout is removed, the grain 
is so far impoverished ; and what is of great im- 

portance it loses in this operation a portion of its 
nitrogen ; as much, indeed, as a third on an average. 
A man would, therefore, say à priori that malt is a 
worse kind of food than Barley. But it might, 
nevertheless, be proved in practice that much more 
is gained by the change of starch into sugar than is 
lost by the abstraction of a fifth of the organisable 
materials of Barley ; and the prevailing opinion in 
favour of malt, founded upon its occasional use in 
bringing horses into condition, and upon the action 
of “grains,” might be correct. It was for the 
purpose of determining this point that the experi- 
ments to which we have just alluded were instituted. 
We find that in the spring of last year Dr. 

Tuomson, Professor of Chemistry at Glasgow, one 
of the most sagacious, learned, and honest of Euro- 
pean chemists, and his nephew Dr. R. Tomson, were 
authorised to purchase cattle, and commence experi- 
ments. These were carried.on till the 20th of last 
February, and are now before the country in the form 
of a most elaborate report of 112 folio pages. Itis 
impossible for us to go much into the details of 
these experiments ; we can only say that we have 
read them attentively, and that in our judgment 
they have been conducted with all possible pre- 
cautions against accidental error. The results are 

aa follows :— 
The first subject of inquiry was into the relative 

effect of Barley and Malt on the milk of cows. 
“We procured two young cows, from Ayrshire, of 

the best breed of milk eows in Scotland. They were 
selected by Mr. Tennant, a large farmer at Shields, 
near Ayr. They had calved about six weeks before we 
got them, and they were supposed to be in calf again." 
—“ Our object in getting two cows was to feed the one 
with Barley and the other with Malt, and observe what 
effect the food would have upon the milk and butter of 
each. But it became soon evident that the constitution 

of the two cows was so different that no fair conclusion 
could be come to by that mode of proceeding. 
were obliged, in consequence, to give the same food to 
each, and to draw our consequences from the effects 
produced upon both. At first we gave the cows the 
Barley and the Malt entire, after they had been steeped 
for some time in hot water; but we soon found that it 
was better to grind them into meal, and to digest the 
meal in hot water.” 

“The result of the experiments is placed under the 
form of the following Table :— 

o 

Brown Cow. Warre Cow, 

Milk. Butter. Milk. Butter. 
Tbs. lbs. Ibs. 

I. Grass.. ..| 26:604 0:135 0:516 
II. Barley 20:420 07075. 0:555 

III. Malt 9:341 0:6332 
IV. Barley 22:610 m 
V. Barle; | 28'187 0-791 

VI. Molasses ..| 20:558 0:730 
VIL Malt.. ..| 19710 0:682 

VIII. Barley 19-896 0-675 
IX. Linseed 20-280 0-734 

X. Linse .| 20814 0-687 
XI. Bean Meal. .| 19-590 0:755 

* These experiments leave no doubt that Barley is 
more nourishing to cows than Malt ; at least, as far as 
the produetion of milk and butter is concerned." 

A second report upon a further series of experi- 
ments, devised to ascertain the relative value of 
various substances as food for cows, is closed by the 

following important st t of the lusions to 
which such experiments lead. 

* The views which we have been discussing of the 

difference in the chemical composition of Barley and 

malt are sufficient to render it obvious that malt is a 
much more expensive substance, irrespective of duty, than 

Barley for feeding, inasmuch as it is in reality Barley 

deprived of a certain portion of its nutritive matter and 

salts. The only advantage which it seems to hold out 

in cattle feeding, is the relish which it gives toa mash ; 

but as this depends entirely upon the sugar which it 
contains, and which has been produced from the starch 
of the Barley, it is obvious that the same flavour may 
be imparted by the addition of an equivalent amount of 
Molasses or sugar, should it be considered expedient. 
But we have always found steeped Barley to be highly 
relished by cattle. Malt, however, from the diastase it 
contains, has the power of speedily converting the starch 
of barley into sugar ; a handful of malt would be suffi- 
cient to saccharise several pounds of Barley in the 

steep. The quantity required in this case would be so 

small as to obviate any necessity for a change in the 

uty? a 

And again— 
“In the Miscellaneous Table No. 3. we have col- 

lected the amount of butter produced by five kinds of 
food during periods of five days each. But previous to 
these trials, thus arranged, the largest quantity given 
by the brown cow was under the Grass regimen. The 

first five days of the experiment yielded 4.93 Ibs. of 

butter, after which the quantity diminished to the last 
five days of the trial, when the quantity yielded 

amounted to 3.75 lbs., a proportion not superior to what 
was produced in some of the subsequent experiments. 

The same law does not appear to hold with reference to 

the diminution of the butter as pertains to that of the 

milk, when the food has been continued for some time. 

We find, on the contrary, frequently the amount in- 

creasing towards the close of the experiment, even when 
it is continued for 10 or 15 days. The largest amount 

of butter was afforded in the brown cow hy crushed 

Barley. During the third series of five days the amount 

was 3.935 lbs.; Bean meal gave the next greatest 

quantity, 3.69 lbs. in five days ; then comes Barley and 

Linseed, 3.689 lbs. during the first five days; Barley 

and Molasses, 3.63 lbs. ; and malt, 3.69 lbs. In the 

ease of the white cow the quantity was—Beans, 3.76 ; 

Barley and Linseed, 3.421; crushed Barley, 3.376 ; 

Barley and Molasses, 3.26; and Malt, 3.126. With 

both animals we observe that malt is lowest in the 

scale, a fact which seems in some measure to militate 

against the idea of the origin of the butter being in the 

sugar of the food.” 
The last subject of inquiry was the value of malt 

in fattening bullocks. 
«Two lean bullocks were procured, supposed pretty 

similar in their constitution; they were about three 

years of age each, the progeny of the same sire though 

by different mothers. We shall distinguish them by 

the letters A and B. The weight of bullock A, 9 ewt. 

7 lbs.; B, 10 cwt. 106 lbs. ; so that B was 211 lbs. 
heavier than A. They were both fed with the same 

food, both in kind and quantity ; the only difference was 

that a certain number of pounds of Barley were given 

to the one and the same weight of malt to the other. 

By some preliminary trials it was found that Barley and 

malt alone could not be given as food ; when it exceeded 

a certain quantity, they began to loathe it, and left it 

unconsumed. We found hay indispensable. At first 

they got it ad libitum, the amount being ascertained 

before it was given the bullocks, and the residue uneaten 

carefully weighed, and its weight deducted from the 

original weight. It was soon found that the weight con- 

sumed very seldom exceeded 15 Ibs. During a consi- 

derable part of the experiments that was the quantity 

actually given the bullocks. B ate more hay than bul- 

lock A, but bullock A ate a good deal of the straw em- 

ployed for bedding, while bullock B never touched the 

straw. How much straw bullock A ate could not be 

ascertained, but it probably compensated for the inferior 
quantity of hay consumed by that bullock. We began 

with 6 Ibs. of Barley to bullock A, and 6 lbs. of malt to 

bullock B, which was speedily raised to 9 lbs., and then 

to 12 Ibs., beyond which we could not with safety go. 

The hay consisted chiefly of the dried stalks and leaves 

of the Lolium perenne ; sometime there was a mixture 

of Clover. It was observed that the Clover was always 

left untouched, while the Lolium was eaten.” 

* The hay consumed by bullock A, from the 1st to 

the 15th October inclusive, was 312.7769 lbs., and that 
by bullock B, 311.75 lbs., or very nearly the same by 
each. Bullock A consumed 198 lbs. of Barley, and bul- 

lock B the same weight of malt. I conclude that the 

relative fattening value will be proporticned to the in- 

crease of weight of the bullocks, 

From Ist to 4th October m m 
hto 8 » ie; RA 4th 
8th to lith 3 ae - 

9 | 90.5 
“Here the bullock fed on Barley increased in weight 

109 lbs.,while the bullock fed on malt increased 903 lbs. 

This shows a decided superiority of Barley over malt 

een ompleyed, weight for weight, for fattening bul- 

locks.” 
In another trial— 

From 8th to 12th November .. oe 
»» 12th to 15tl » VESTES 

15th to 22d 5 .. .. 

5 | 44 
After a time the bullocks became ill, and the ex- 

periments were interrupted. They were again re- 

newed, occasionally with conflicting results ; but 
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after a trial of three months Dr. THomson was 
satisfied that Barley is superior to malt, weight for 
weight, as far as fattening bullocks is "concerned. 
In conclusion he makes the following statement :— 

* We thought it worth while now to try whether any 
d would be tible if each bullock was fed 

for a week with Barley, and then malt substituted, the 

other articles of food remaining unchanged. Bullock 
A was fed for a week (from 17th to 23d January), on 

the following articles of food :— 
Hay .. oe .. ++ 7318746 lbs. 
Me on m m tt . 
Oil d E I . 
Good *Ternips E m . 
Bean Meal m E m 

25 

“The is ve B during ur same time was— 
Hay we m .. 92.79 Ibs: 

de "Y 70. 

urnips 
Bean Meal 

“The result was— 
A (malt) increased į in weight .. e. 9 lbs. 
B (E increased in weight nit 

“The trial was repeated. 
A (malt) increased in weight .. VRED 
B (Barley) increased in weight 23 

* Here the Barley was found superior “to the malt. In 
the first trial there was a slight superiority in the malt. 
The inerease of weight after a week’s feeding was now 
so small that I beeame sensible that the fattening pro- 
cess could not be -carried farther in a cowhouse, an 
neither the season of the year nor the nature of the ex- 
periments made it possible to give them the superior in- 
fluence of a Grass-field. On consulting several experi- 
enced cow-feeders and butchers they assured me that 
the bulloeks were in very good condition, and that I 
could not inerease their weight much farther.” 

We make no further comment at present upon 
these extremely important papers. They contain 
other facts of great interest in cattle feeding, and 
we shall soon return to a consideration of them. 

CowrrAINTS have been made that the forward 
Crors or Tares are suffering much in certain dis- 
tricts from a mould which entirely destroys the 
upper shoots, and in some cases appears likely to 
kill the plant altogether. We have had an oppor- 
tunity of examining, in Huntingdonshire and North- 
amptonshire, very forward crops of Tares, which 
are affected in this manner, and of comparing the 
parasite by which the disease is caused with speci- 
mens communicated to the Editor of the Agri- 
cultural Gazette, and find them perfectly identical. 
The progress of the disease has been very rapid, 
establishing itself in the course of about eight days. 
The little parasite which produces it is figured in 
the “Journal of the Horticultural Society of 
London," under the name of Botrytis vicie, a 
species nearly allied to Botrytis infestans, with 
which the Potatoes of last year were attacked, but 
differing in its mode of ramification, in its threads 
being at length of a reddish grey, and in its spores 
not b ing apiculate. It is curious that the scat- 
tered plants of Wheat which accompany the Tares 
are also much affected by the true Uredo rubigo; 
indeed, to an extent which we have never before 

The leaves are powdered all over with 
dust. We do not find the Wheat crops 

oven the earliest, so affected.—M. J. B. 

RAISED UPON BARREN LAND WITH 
ARTIFICIAL MANURE 

**TuE problem which I sought to solve is contained in 
ion—* Can we by supplying to the soil the con- 
so far as at present known), of a plant, culti- 

nat plant on any land, however in itself sterile ?" 
“The portion of ground chosen for the testing of the 

principle here implied was, as your lordship will recol- 
lect, situated in the parish of Sutton Waldron, in Cran- 
pami Chase, very steep, exposed to the south, but 
sheltered in some degree by the hills of which it forms 
a part, almost covered with white rubble, forming a 
portion of the ‘upper chalk.” This precise spot, con- 
sisting of five acres, was selected because it appeared 
the most barren and * unlikely’ of any in the immediate 
neighbourhood. In truth, the endeavour to grow 
Swedes on such land appeared to all observers an expe- 
Timentum crucis o long as it lay in down, scarcely 
any herbage whatever covered this hill-side. On the 
failure of the hay crop in 1844, a party of poor men 
from Shaftesbury came to me soliciting employment. 
They were set to dig this piece of land, but the soil 
proved too thin and stubborn for the spade ; ; they there: 
fore, in their own phrase, knocked it over with the piek- 
axe. Twice in the season afterwards it was sown with 
Rape, but the produce was nothing. A soil of thiscon- 
stitution seemed a fair field for the experiment on a 
pretty large scale and in a popular way—I say ‘ina 

popular way,’ because to satisfy the requirements of 
rigid science, a strict analysis both of the soil and manure 
would asked for, before any inference would. be 
permitted to be drawn from the result. Yet for prac- 
tieal purposes it may seem enough to show that on land 
growing nothing a large crop can be raised by adding 
certain ingredients which the chemist tells us are neces- 
sary for the fruitful cultivation of that crop. Accord- 
ingly in the latter part of April, 1845, I determined on 

SWEDES 

this hill, as above described, to see whether it were 
possible to produce a crop of Swedes weighing 20 tons 
per acre. To effect this object, chemical analysis, as 
given in Professor Johnstone's Lectures, aequaints us 
that there would be required for the bulbs and tops of 
such a return (i. e. for 20 tons of bulbs and 53 tons of 
tops) inorganic matter weighing more than 5001bs.; 
consisting of about 146 lbs. of potash, 76 lbs. of soda, 
69 lbs. of sulphuric acid, 301bs. of phosphorie acid, 
103 lbs.. of lime, 22 lbs. of magnesia, 23 lbs. of chlorine 
23 lbs; of silica, as well as a certain proportion of or- 
ganic matters in the form of ammonia and earbonie 
acid. It was expected that if these were sufficiently 
supplied to the plant in its early stages, the remainder 
of the carbonic acid and ammonia necessary to the per- 
fect Swede would be furnished, whether as Mulder 
affirms, from the decaying matter in the soil (especially 
the sawdust mentioned afterwards), or from the am- 
monia brought down by the rains according to Liebig. 
The quantities of inorganic substances above enume- 
rated are not constant, but vary, as is well known, 
within certain limits, according to the soil ; they must 
be considered only as an approximation to the quanti- 
ties and proportions sequined: 

* Now as potash and soda may to a great extent re- 
place each other, I mcm that 30. bushels of wood- 
ashes would give those alkalies in sufficient measure. I 
made no provision for the alkaline earths, for the chalk 
soil would plainly yield lime enough ; to this I trusted 
to replace the minute dose of magnesia demanded. The 
phosphoric and sulphuric acids would be found amply 
in the 2 cwt. of Ichaboe guano, 50 lbs. of burnt bones 
treated with 25 lbs of sulphuric acid in addition to the 
sulphates and phosphates contained in the wood-ashes. 

je guano would also yield sufficient ammonia to the 
young Swede-plant ; whilst two pot-load of sawdust al- 
ready i in a rotten state, having been fermented. by pigs’ 
manure and salt, would give out a constant supply of 
carbonic, as well as conduce, according to Mulder, to 
the constant formation of ammonia in the soil. ‘Phe 
great affinity of decaying sawdust for moisture would 
prevent the effects of drought so formidable to ‘Turnips 
on our high chalk-lands. The opposite danger of 
cessive rains washing the manure away from the grow- 
ing plants was guarded against by pouring ord the 
guano and ashes employed 10 Ibs. of sulphurie 
a diluted form, thereby converting the highly pens 
carbonates into the comparatively insoluble ‘sulphates of 
ammonia and potash. 

** In order that every portion of the manure thus cal- 
culated might, as far as possible, be duly apportioned 
to each plant, it was determined to bury both the seed 
and manure in holes at measured distances; but the 
looseness of the soil, filling up each hole as soon as 
made, defeated this expedient. The labourers were 
then instructed to begin at the highest point, and wor! 
ing downhill to strike down with their hoes small drills 
2 feet apart. The manure having been previously hauled 
to the summit, a large wheelbarrow, loaded with a suffi- 
cient quantity for two drills, was wheeled down the in- 
terval between the two drills; and a handful of the con- 
tents placed at distances of one foot in each drill. Chil- 
dren followed dropping upon each deposit of manure 
three fingers full of seed mixed with fine soil, which 
served to prevent the manure from burning the seed. 
In descending the hill they trod on their work, and so 
buried both the manure and seed together. This ope- 
ration completed the process ; the only subsequent cul- 
tivation consisted in the singling by children of the 
Swedes as they came up in bunches, 

* The issue of this experiment has exceeded my most 
sanguine expectations. Forty perches of the best part 
of the crop yielded of clean roots after the rate of 
tons per aere, whilst 40 perches of the poorest gav 
tons. On comparing the relative quantities of the 
heaviest and lightest ‘produce, competent persons have 
estimated the crop at 2] tons per acre of clean roots, 
the samples of which were weighed in dry weather. 
Some of these when topped and tailed weighed 14 Ibs., 
measuring severally 29 and 30 inches—many h dreds 
of them exceed 10 Ibs. in weight. One remarkable cir- 
cumstance presented itself to the observer. "Betnesn 
Swedes of 81bs. and 9 lbs. weight would be seen every 
now and then a starveling plant in bulb not bigger than 
a marble. This arose from the carelessness of the 
children, who occasionally dropped the. seed at a dis- 
tance from its appointed food, But the accident served 
to prove beyond all doubt at once the efficiency of the 
Hisp and the intrinsie poverty of the ground. 

hen I began this experiment the. men employed 
on it and every eye-witness who passed by smiled inere- 
dulously at what appeared at the time an act of well- 
meant folly—but now the success ean no longer be de- 
nied, and the last refuge of scepticism betrays itself in 
the question so often “put to me—* But what was the 
cost! You may buy gold too dear.’ Of course this is 
a most important part of the subject, aud I rejoice for 
the sake of the labourer begging for work and the nation 
for food, that I can answer the inquiry most satisfac- 
torily. T hus stands the cost per acre :— Ls di 
30 bushels of wood-as| t 6d. om 

Ss guano at Ts. EE 
t bc imd 22 Ibs, of sulphuric acid ..0 7 0 

30 bushels of dae . +o 0721 6 
Labour nat in hocing, drill,” dropping seed (the 

the land being otherwise untouched) gel gh 
€ sulphitirie ac is spout edoverashes .. 1.0 1 8 

Rent 5s, rates, m oe es oO Tan 
Seed, 5 lbs. per 036 

pair DER Beso decis the ‘artificial manure to the 
summit of the hill m 9700 

£817 9 

* It will be observed that no, charge is made for pul- 
ling the Swedes, because four or five tons per aere of 
green food (though some of the leaves were in a state 
of decay), which have with the-addition of a little straw 
maintained a flock of 120 ewes for five days, must far 
outweigh that expense, and in truth ought to convey a 
considerable sum to the credit side of the account. 
have thus given every item of cost that can be laid 
against 21 tons of Swedes per acre.. The precise value 
of this root is, I am aware, an undecided question. In 
this neighbourhood I can sell them atthe rate of 1/. per 
ton ; but experiments made last year and others still in 
progress, lead me to value them at 9d. per cwt., at the 
very lowest—or 15s. per ton whem employed in fatting 
sheep in sheds on boards; and this exclusive of the 
value of the dung made by the sheep under cover. 
Therefore I do not hesitate to express am opinion that 
to persons who know how to use Swedes they are worth 
15s. a ton—an estimate which makes the crop worth 
154. 15s. per aere, at a cost of 37. 17s. 9d., giving a re- 
turn of more than 300 per cent. for the outlay. 

“T hope that it will not be thought an instance of too 
rapid a generalisation when I draw from this experi- 
ence the inference that with a skilful employment. of 
labour, reliance on the principles of chemistry, and ade- 
quate capital, there is no soil, however poor, which will 
not abundantly repay the costs of cultivation. 

* I am well aware that the estimate of * 10s. a ton, or 
of 15s. at the very outside,’ is that given in many books. 
Nor would I presume to express my own higher sense 
of their worth, but that continued experiments made 
by myself have left meno doubt on the subject. Will 
you permit me to observe that the want of accurate 
weights and measurements, and therewith of just valua- 
tion, is the great opprobrium of English agriculture. In 
this respect it is far less'seientifie than either the French 
or German. I have never yet met with a farmer who 
could tell me with any degree of exactness how much of 
food per day, au animal, whether sheep, or- pig, or ox, 
will eat, under en circumstances of age, breed, con+ 
dition, and shelter ; and how much flesh he will put on 
jy the consumption of «o much food. Therefore L have 
determined to seek out the information for myself ; and 
am prepared. to prove, by repeated. weighings of the 
food, that a full-monthed south-dowm wether or ewe 
will, when confined to a shed upon boards, asin Journal V, 
Part i, caton an average from 16 to 18 lbs. a day 
of eut Sw edes, with 1 pint of Oats and 4 Ib. of Barley- 
straw eut into chaff and salted, and that upon this food 
the animal will inerease 3 Ibs. in live weight per week. 
Now I assume that this live INCREASE (in a full-grown 
animal) is to the dead weight :: 4:3, because skin, 
head, bones, and entrails will be nearly a constant 
quanti — s. d. 

1 Ibs, 4 oz. at Td.. ..1 8E 
fd., attendance ha. 0 44 Deducting 7 pints of DER 

nur 
i Mus 1lid. Xn at the ey is the Sivedes 

21 jd. 

or a ton is worth 17s. Gu. exclu he the manure. 
“Nor, my lord, is this estimate unsupported by 

scientific authority. I beg to refer to an experiment 
YAN by Professor Playfair, Agricultural Gazette, 

9, 1844—-where it is shown that under certain con- 

fiore 100 lbs. of Swedes gave 3 lbs. of live weight. 
Also to the very interesting experiments of Mr. Curwen, 
in his * Agricultural Hints, showing that Mason's Lei- 
cesters, fed on Turnips, would make the erop worth 307. 
per , meat being at that time 6d. per lb. in the 
year 1808. 

* I confidently hope that you will excuse the length 
of this letter, as I am most anxious to secure the atten- 
tion of the great agriculturists to this question—« What 
is the value of the Swede crop under given conditions ? " 

[The above is a letter to Lord Portman from the 
Rev. A. Huxtable, of Sutton Waldron, Shaftesbury, in 
the * Journal of the use gie spei. 

$ 

o Dung resulting from the consump 
ler cover, eating a pint of 

17 Ibs. 
T Mi sin RS about one- for- 

tieth p and as 75 lbs. of Oats 

will n AS with the ton of Swedes + 21bs. nearly. 

The ash will amount to 19 Ibs, 
Now ied d weight of dung from Swedes will 

be e-tenth of Weight of roots 

one-] half j 
be 

or 261 Ibs, 
ge ding to Boussingault, 

. 148, is one and on 
bove 261 Ibs, wi Put 

rly, which, at 7d. 
value when usi in vou guano or gres of am- 
monia) ole « 1s. 71d. 

game 
The Ash, considering how large a proportion consists 

of potash and soda, d&c., may fairly be estimated at 
14d. per Ib, or 19 9 Ibs. aca o dE 

Nitrogen, as abov ik PRA NE 
ente i 
B 

“ This being added to 17s. 6d. per ton as the io of 
the bulbs estimated by the amount of mutton they will 
produce, gives 17. ls. 31d. as the whole value of a ton of 

| Swedes consumed in the manner and under the condi- 
tions of the experiment.” 

ON LANDLORD AND TENANT RIGHTS. 

Ax a late meeting of the Monmouth Farmers’ Club 
after an interesting lecture by Mr. Crawford on the | 

i 
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nts having been given to the latter or his 
. G. George, Esq., made: the following remarks om the 

above subject. He said,— Upon the temperate discus- 
sion of this question, and the clear understanding of 
the rights of Landlord and Tenant, as settled upon 
equitable principles, must chiefly depend the well- 
being of both classes. I wish, therefore, to eall your 
attention upon the present occasion to the question of 
tenure. My object, as a landlord, is merely to raise 
the question, and to ascertain, as far as possible, from 
the practical farmers their opinion upon the subject. 
Iam fully persuaded that the best chance for a land- 
lord to obtain tenants with capital and skill, is to grant 
leases, say for 21 years; but before a landlord ean be 
called upon to part with the control over his land for 
80 long a period, he ought to be satisfied that the tenant 
has the required skill and capital. Now, I would call 
your attention to the fact, that the great bulk of the 
farmers in this part of the county of Monmouth, occupy 
Small farms with small means, and I much doubt whe- 
ther they would like to run the risk of binding them- 
Selves to pay a fixed rent for a long period of years. It 
may be asked— Why not tarn three or four farms into 
One, and then offer leases of 21 years, and you will get 
V superior class of tenants ?. This may probably be the 
result, but then comes the important question— What 
will you do with the old tenants !—wouid it be right to 
eprive a great number of honest hard-working men of 

the means of getting a living? I am sure you will say, 
“certainly not.” And I much doubt whether even if 
We could make arrangements to enlarge our farms, 
Strangers to our soil would thrive amongst us, and I 
Would quote the remarks of Mr. George Buckland, in 
his excellent essay “On the Farming of Kent,” “ Royal 
Agricultural Society’s Journal,” vol. vi. p. 283, upon 
this subject, as well worthy of your consideration. 

* Amongst improvers of weald-clay land, Mr. Schrei- 
ber, of Henhurst Lodge, may be honourably mentioned. 
1t is important to mention here, that when Mr. Schrei- 
er commenced his improvements he brought with him 

Most of the improved modern implements of the eastern 
Counties, which, after repeated trials and untiring per- 
Severance, he has by degrees almost abandoned, and 
as adopted the implements and modes of culture com- 

Mon to the district. This fact leads us to remark, 
Whatever theorists may say to the contrary, how im- 
Portant it is that a man should practically understand 
the nature of his soil before he steps very far from the 
eaten path of cultivation. It is generally found that 

Capital ia improving the land, he will run. the risk of 
Paying interest upon sueh capital in the: shape of in- 
creased rent, and probably the same landiords would 
Rot on any account give a yearly tenant notice to quit, 
unless they had good reasons, such as great arrears of 
rent or negligent farming. 

The farmers will probably say, * Having pointed out 
the difficulties in granting leases to us, tell us what 
System of protection you would propose for us if we are 
able and willing to invest our capital in permanent im- 
Provements of our farms.” In reply to the question, I 
Would state as my opinion that the best and most 
equitable system that could be introduced in this neigh- 
oürhood would be agreements by which the tenant’s 

right to unexhausted improvements shail be fully pro- 
Vided for. This system has been found to answer ex- 
Seedingly well in North Lincolnshire, and is also 
re Jed the Lought gh Agricultural So- 
Clety, and I would direct your particular attention to 
WO letters on this subject in the sixth vol. of the Roy. 
8. Journal, p. 44, the one by Mr. G. M. Williams, 

agent to the Earl of Yarborough, and the other by Mr. 
eorge Stokes, and both directed to Philip Pusey, Esq. ; 

and as probably some of my hearers may not have an 
Opportunity of referring to these letters, I will, with 
ds permission, read them, as they will fully explain 
© system which I venture to recommend to your 

Serious consideration. And I would also call your 
tention to what Mr. Barugh Almack, in his Essay on. 
e Agriculture of Norfolk, vol. v., Roy. Ag. Journal, 
15s ), says upon this subject. : 3 

Bri Indeed, I would venture to submit, that if Great 
ptam were divided. into three parts, and each let 
the tate] under one of the following agreements, all 
Sz land might be cultivated in the highest possible 
ù erben; for, although this. division would allow each 
nee and each tenant to select the one agreement best 
a ted to his own feelings, all would be so far founded 
i Justice to the party who expended his capital for the 

brovement of the soil, as to insure the most liberal 
Outlay of i 
2 Ist. Leases. 

th 2d. Insert a clause in the lease granted, under whieh 
P Owner should have the power to eancel it, on giving 
re peers) notice, and paying to the tenant such sum 
ee arbitrators (one for each party) should think a 
br Compensation to the tenant for his permanent im- 

Ovements, bearing in mind all the circumstances of 
* case affecting landlord and tenant, 

ment a By giving the tenant a clause, under an agree- 
titled na a yearly tenancy, by: which he would be en- 
heni 0 a fair and equitable allowance, for all perma- 
Ban, tin provements made at his expense, but with the 

Ction of the owner, on written notice of such intended 

agent, and not having been answered within a given 
period, or in time to. prevent that outlay which the 
owner of the land would not sanction.” 

I have frequently referred to the “Royal Agricul- 
tural Journal,” and I would earnestly request every 
farmer who wishes to go-a-head, carefully to peruse it. 
He will there fihd the very best system of farming 
different soils, clearly explained, and he will by a care- 
ful perusal of the valuable essays upon the agriculture 
of several counties in England, also discover what a 
vast improvement can be effected in the science of 
farming by energy and perseverance. 

Before I conclude allow me to call your attention to 
æ rock upon which many an industrious farmer has 
been wrecked, and just at the'time that he has con- 
sidered himself in smooth water. I mean the too great 
eagerness to get into a larger farm. I would caution 
every farmer before he much increases his farm, to 
calculate his increased liabilities, and clearly ascertain 
that he will be able to provide for such increase, not 
only in fair weather but in foul. Depend upon it that 
a farmer, in a moderate sized farm, with a few pounds 
at his banker's to meet his half year's rent, is much 
better off than he would be ina larger farm, with ali 

his capital invested in his stock. In the former case it 
is true he has small interest, but it is certain, in the 
latter case, he may probably be compelled to sell, just 

at the time that he ought to hold, and these forced sales, 

by depressing the markets, not only injure the farmer 
himself, but his brother agriculturi 

Home Correspondence. 
Manure Frauds.—l have for some time beén of 

opinion that nothing will be effectual in putting an end 

to the gross frauds which daily take place in the arti- 

ficial manure trade, except the appointment of some 

person as inspeetor of manures, whose sole business is 
to protect the interests of the agriculturists. There is 

not a respectable broker in the City of London who will 

not readily admit that more adulterations take place in 

artificial manures than in any other branch of trade, 
andthe reason is this, that in this article the profits 

arising from such adulterations are greater, and the 
chance of being detected less, than in any other case. 
I have examined the nature of the cargo of so called 
guano, noticed by you last week, now lying in the West 
India Docks, and can state that such an article could 
be manufactured for 5s. or 6s. per ton, and for this the 
owners are asking 4/4. 10s. periton; part has been 
sold, the remainder will be probably applied to the 
soil in various parts of England in the course of a few 
months, without the slightest chance of the owners 
being called to account for having furnished a fraudu- 

lent article; and in the autumn we shall hear of farmers 
stating at the different clubs that guano is not a good 
manure, for they have tried it and have obtained no 

benefit from it. The loss which will fall upon the 
agriculturists in purchasing this one cargo would pay 
the whole expences of an inspector of manures for 
three years. But guano is not the only manure that 
is adulterated. Bones, nitrate of soda, soot, and every 
other substance used by farmers come iu for a full 
share, And it is rather the exception than the rule 
when the farmer obtains the article that he pays for in 
a genuine form. The argument used by the dealers 
of manures in support of these adulterations is, that 
agrieulturists will have these substances at so low a 

price that it is impossible to supply them genuine ; 

but the fraud is in not telling the farmer that the 

article is cheap, because it is adulterated. Ifa farmer 

was told that nitrate of soda, as imported, was 16s. per 
ewt., and when adulterated with one-third of salt it 
would be 13s. ; and in this proportion ; he would soon 
understand what to purchase. Boussingault, in his 
work on “Rural Economy,” speaking of the adultera- 
tions in manures, says that in 1838, an inspector of 
manures was appointed by Government. While in 
England, with a trade in artificial manures infinitely 
superior in extent to what is carried on in France, the 
agriculturist is entirely unprotected. It is not the 
custom of the Government of this country to occupy 
itself with these matters, and the appointment of a 
person holding such an office must be carried out by 
the co-operation of private individuals whose interests 
are protected by it. If a sufficient number of agri- 
culturists would signify to me their concurrence in the 
establishment of an inspector for London, I would draw 
upa statement of what I think to be the most effectual 

method of carrying out the plan, and would undertake 
all responsibility connected with it.—J. B. Lawes, 
Rothamsted, St. Albans. 

Potato Disease.—1 beg to forward a few plants of the 
Ash-leaved Kidney Potato, having the old and new 
tubers attached. The new tubers are perfectly smooth, 
and finely grown. I found) on opening the pit from 
which the sets were taken, that it was about a quarter 
diseased, although when the crop was pitted I could not 
discover any trace of! the evil. The sets which pro- 

duced the specimens gent were picked from among the 

diseased Potatoesin the pit, so that apparently no fear 

may be entertained of planting sound sets, even although 

they may have been selected from amongst diseased 

Potatoes. From the appearance of my crops under 

glass, I may with confidence state that there need be no 
fear that as good a crop of Potatoes as we have ever 
had in former years may be grown in the fortheoming 

season, provided the latter be favourable and choice be 
made of sound Potatoes for sets.— P. Foy, Sandon 
Hall, Staffordshire, March 25. {This letter is a good 

sample of what will happen when over-much zeal carries 
away the judgment. One of Mr. Foy’s Potatoes was 
already diseased, and his haulm was distinetly attacked, 
as was'shown by symptoms not to be mistaken. 
young Potatoes were certainly fine ones, and that is all 
we can say.]——Having informed you about the begin- 
ning of this month that my frame Potatoes had eseaped 
the disease of last year, and were in perfect health, I 
think it right to say that I have now reason to fear that 
lean say so no longer. There is a very conspicuous. 
fungus ona piece of the old set which I inclose, that 
looks stouter and exhibits more filamentous roots than 
any which I remember to have seen before ; but the 
specimens from the young tuber seem to be character- 
ised by the same appearances of disease as those of last 
year.—L. V. H., March 30. 

Potato Disease caused by Fungi in 1844.—When I 
sent you, a fortnight ago (p. 163), an account of the 
Potatoes which were grown in 1844, and not planted in 
the ground, but in boxes in sand, in November last, I 
stated that the produce was partly sound and partly 
diseased. After examining them, I left them at the top 
of the sand, and on examining them a day or two ago, I 
found those which appeared perfectly sound to be almost 
as bad as those whieh were unsound when taken up. In 
the summer and autumn of 1844 my attention was at- 
traeted to the unusual quantity of Mushrooms, as well 
as the variety of the fungus tribe, such as I never no- 
ticed before, and which were not visible last year; at 
any rate, if they were I did not notice them. The sea- 
son of 1844 was also peculiar with respect to the Turnip 
crop, nor could I account for the failure, as it did not 
roceed from the ravage of the grub, or wireworm, or the 

mildew. Iam led to suppose that the fungus attacked 
the Potato in 1844 at the time when so many of that 
variety appeared. Should a similar season recur, the 
fungus would be continued ; but should it prove dry and 
warm, it is more than probable that the disease would 
disappear ; but should it be as bad, or inereased by an 
adverse season, the following one, if dry, would still 
eradieate the disease. Some people advance an opinion 
that the failure is oceasioned by degeneraey, but if this 
was the ease, they would have dwindled gradually, and 
not be attacked as they have been. It may be as well 
to remark, that those Potatoes which were grown last 
year without manure were the most free from disease, 
and which strengthens my belief of the existence of 
fungus. Will you kindly favour me-with your remarks 
upon my opinion expressed in the above.— Geo. Swan, 
3amston, Reiford, March 30. [We have been, from 

the commencement, opposed to the fungus theory, not 
being able to reconcile it with the facts of the case; and 
we are every day strengthened in our opinion. As to 
our own views upon this unhappy subject, they have 
been so often given already, that we must refer our cor- 
espondent to former Papers. 

Swedish Turnip a Substitute for Potatoes.— 
Under the gloomy prospeet that the most perfect Po- 
tatoes-used as sets are no security that the forthcoming 
crop may not be infeeted with the disease, I would beg 
to draw attention tothe value of Swedish Turnips as a 
substitute, and to recommend their cultivation on the 
approaching season for next winter’s consumption. 
Immediately I had found that in almost all the cottage 
gardens in this neighbourhood the erop of Potatoes had 
failed (not being a farmer), I purchased 10 tons of 
Swedish Turnips, which, being properly housed, are 
likely to continue for two months, at least, in good 
order. Some I have now given to my neighbours, who 
are very mueh pleased with them, and rather surprised 
to find them so good a substitute for the Potato ; and 
am sure, from their being so solid a root, that they 

contain much nourishment. In my own family I have 
not allowed a Potato to be used, and all my servants 
like the Turnips much.—W. W. [Swedish Turnips 

contain more sugar than common 'Turnips, and less 

water and gum. It is said, too, that their nitrogen is 
less abundant; but that does not seem to be clearly 

made out. That Turnips rank above Potatoes is shown 

conelusively by Mr. Solly’s Tables, at p. 163.] 

Landlords, b 

a 

Tenants, and Labourers ——A greater 

change has taken place in the relative positions of land- 
lords, tenants, and labourers, than in any other ranks 
of the community. In former days amongst these dif- 
ferent grades in the agricultural interest there was a 
reciprocity of feeling and good will [?] which banded 

them together in a manner at this time of day little 
understood. The proprietor of an estate considered 

himself the father of a large family, whose comforts 
and happiness it was as much his interest to look after 
as those of his own household, and sueh kindness was 
not lost upon those committed to his care, but was re- 
turned with ardour and affection, not by mere words, 
but by personal sacrifices (on both sides) which would 
be laughed at at the present time. The upper and 
middle classes have become more enlightened, and their 
condition has improved, but the labourer remains the 
same in body and mind, excepting perhaps that he 
may be less able to perform a day's work in conse- 
quence of low wages and scanty food. The application 
of science to the common emergencies of man, enable 
the landlord with ease, and at small expence, to leave 
his country seat for the amusements. either of the me- 
tropolis or the continent ; thus, during many months in 
the year, withdrawing his countenance and support 
from those persons dependent upon him. The tenant, 

from the facility of obtaining the accomplishments of 

education for his family, now holds his head higher, and 

looks upon his inferiors as merely fit for laborious oc- 

eupation. It should, however, be recollected of what 
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service the working men are,and how essential and 
ositively necessary their arms are to overcome all 

diffeulties, both civil, military, commercial, and agri- 
cultural. We should not class them as mere machines 
to be used or abused as occasion may require. We 
should not grudge them fair wages, by which they can 
regain the strength they waste in our service ; and we 
should not forget that money expended in labour brings 
in a high per centage. It is too much the custom to 
grind down the hedger and diteher to the lowest frac- 
tion, taking advantage of an overstocked human market; 
but this is false economy and bad policy. If a horse is 
not properly fed, he cannot do his work as it ought to 
be done, neither can a human being! This fact ap- 
pears to be ack ledged as to the quadrupeds ; on 
farm they are generally in better case than the bipeds. 
Putting the screw on is exceedingly injudicious; it de- 
stroys all neighbourly feeling aud makes the servant 
denounce his master as a tyrant, and the master deem 
his mana slave. Although individuals living in differ- 
ent stations are not required to associate intimately 
together, which would be contrary to the desire of all 
parties, yet a kindness should exist amongst those who 
are dependent upon each other, irrespective of the 
sordid love of gold. But, on the contrary, I ask, is it 
not a common thing to hear the horrid expression of 
* the scum of the earth” applied to the lower orders 
of our brethren, made like ourselves in the image of our 
Maker. May we not, in a great measure, trace the de- 
prayed condition of the poor and ignorant to the neglect 
of both their moral and physical state, by those who 
are richer and better informed. Do the merchants and 

fact e k th lves the following ques- 
tion? Have we, to the best of our power and ability, 
thought of the comforts and religious instruction of 
those to whom we are indebted for our wealth and lux- 
uries. Do the landowners ponder on the opportunities 
they daily throw away in worshipping ambition, rather 
than in promoting the happiness of their people. Therich 
man often views his poorer neighbour too much in the light 
of a mechanical contrivance to carry out his schemes, 
taking little account of the moral responsibility attached 
to him as a master. It should be recollected that 
simply giving a man employment which is to turn to 
the profit of the capitalist is merely putting money out 
to exorbitant interest. The one party obtaining a bare 
existence, and the other enriching himself, and living 
upon the fat of the land. Wages will rise or fall ac- 
cording as there is a want or a superabundance of able- 
bodied men in the market, but it does not always follow 
that the articles they produce vary im the same man- 
ner. ‘Therefore advantage should not be taken of low- 
ering wages to'the starving point. Then, again, the 
labourer has to contend with the weather. Suppose he 
receives in an agricultural district 12s. per week. It 
may be remarked, “ Oh, these are capital wages!” so 
they are, if they continued all the year round ; but what 
is the man to do if it rains, snows, or freezes? He is 
ebliged to stop work, and the supply ceases ; and how 
many bad days have we in our changeable climate out 
of the 310 on which a labourer toils? subtract them, 
and we shall find even at the best wages there will not 
be much for a family to live on for a twelvemonth, 
allowing the head to be in constant occupation, weather 
permitting: what must the case be where only 7s. or 
8s. per week are received. The labourers’ cottages are 
generally small, inconvenient, and out of repair, not 
admitting of sufficient accommodation to allow a sepa- 
ration of the sexes in a large family ; in cases of 
fever or other contagious disease, the consequences 
are fearful. Where men, women, and children are 
huddled together, it cannot be imagined that their con- 
duct will be very circumspect, or that they ean live 
entertaining much respect for each other. Common 
humanity and decency call loudly! upon landlords, and 

p ing small lodging-h. for husbandmen, 
to examine well into the state of this description of pro- 
perty, and eause alterations and additions to be made 
more in character with their own habitations ; I mean 
that the working man, his wife, and children, should 
not be crammed together like pigs in a sty. I feel con- 
vinced that many noblemen and gentlemen are little 

Sontíetíts. 
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY or ENGLAND. 

A Monraty Councrt was held at the Society’s House, 
in Hanover-square, on Wednesday last: present, Tros. 
Raymonp Barker, Esq. in the chair; Sir John V. B. 
Johnstone, Bart, M.P. ; S. Bennett, Esq.; T. W. 
Bramston, Esq., M.P.; W. R. Browne, Esq.; J. F. 
Burke, Esq. ; Col. Challoner ; F. C. Cherry, Esq. ; 
J. Evelyn Denison, Esq. M.P.; H. Gibbs, Esq.; 
B. T. B. Gibbs, Esq.; S. Grantham, Esq.; C. Hill- 
yard, Esq.; W. Fisher Hobbs, Esq.; W. H. Hyett, 
Esq. ; S. Jonas, Esq.; J. Kinder, Esq. ; F. Pym, Esq. ; 
J. A. Ransome, Esq.; Prof. Sewell ; H. S, Thompson, 
Esq. ; G. Wilbraham, Esq. ; and G. H. Ramsay, Esq. 

The following new members were elected :— 
Greenfield, James, Brynderwyn, Usk, Monmouthshire 
Johnson, T. C., Notton, Wakefield, Yorkshire 
Lamothe, Frederick J. D., Ramsey, Isle of Man 
"Moor, J., Ackworth, Wakefield 
Crosby, John, Kirk-by-Thore, Appleby, Westmoreland 

y ¢ Borough, Yorkshire 
Maughan, William, Harewood, Yorkshire 
Hannam, John, North Deighton, Wetherby, Yorkshire 
Firth, John, jun., Wentworth, Rotherham 
Darby, George, Maskelye, Warbleton, Sussex 

The names of 12 candidates for election at the next 
meeting were then read., 

Frvances.—The Report of the Finance Committee 
was read and adopted ; from which it appeared that, at 
the end of the month just ended, the amount of stock 
invested in the public funds, in the names of the Trus- 
tees of the Society, stood at 70007., and the current 
cash-balance in the hands of the Society’s bankers, at 
1598/.— Colonel CHALLONER also laid before the Council 
the official return on. the annual income of the Society, 
for which he had moved at a previous meeting. 

Prize Essay.—Mr. Pusey, M.P., chairman of the 
Journal Committee, transmitted to the Council the 
motto of the Essay on the “Drainage of Running 
Sands,” to which the judges had awarded the Society's 
prize of 10/. for the best essay in that class; and the 

a|sealed motto-paper being opened by the Chairman in 
presence of the Council, it was ascertained that the 
author of the winning essay in question was Mr. Wil- 
liam Linton, ‘of Sheriff-Hutton, near York, who was 
declared by the Council to be the successful competitor 
for that prize. 

NEWCASTLE AuTHORITIES.— The agreement between 
f N +], T the Mayor and j) o p 'yne 

and the Royal Agricultural Society of England, in re- 
ference to the arrangements for the ensuing country 
meeting of the Society to be held at that place in the 
middle of July next, was received from Messrs, Clarke, 
Fynmore, and Fladgate, the solicitors of the Society ; 
and having been read to the Council, and signed by the 
Chairman, the Great Seal of the Society was affixed 
to the document in the presence of the Council, and 
the Secretary authorised to complete the agreement by 
the addition of his signature in the name and on be- 
half of the Society, agreeably with the terms of the 
Charter. 

NewcastLe Lectures anD DrscussioNs. —Mr, THomP- 
son then moved, agreeably with the notice he had 
given at the previous Council, for the appointment of 

i to make g or lectures and 
discussions on agricultural subjects at the ensuing 
meeting at Newcastle. He stated that one of the main 
reasons that had induced him to make this motion was 
his convietion that, although the Society had been very 
successful in bringing together first-rate exhibitions of 
stock and implements, it had not yet succeeded in pro- 
ducing a free interchange of opinion amongst practical 
men, or anything approaching to adequate discussion 
on the disputed questions in agriculture—one of the 
principal arguments used to justify the laying out of so 
large a sum annually in premiums at the Show, having 
been that such outlay was absolutely necessary to induce 
practical men to assemble from distant parts of the 
country, and that when so assembled, they. would as- 
suredly both impart and receive benefit from inter- 

ication and di ion with each other. Mr. 
Thompson, however, need scarcely ask whether this 
expectation had been realised. In the Show-yard, or 
at the trial of impl: the little ion that 
took place was, he believed, chiefly carried on acci- 
dentally, and between such parties only as were locally 
known to each other, from the circumstance of their 
having come to attend the meeting from the same 
county, or even from the same neighbourhood ; 
whereas, he conceived, the object of the Society was to 
induce persons living at a distance from one another to 
practise different systems, and to compare their respec- 
tive opinions, so that those who could satisfactorily 
show their practice to be the best, might induce others 
to follow their example, while they, on the other hand, 
might themselves be led to abandon such parts of their 
own system as could not rationally be defended against 
the advocates of other views. The arrangements 
which had already been made with a view to the 
attainment of that object, and the methods tried by 
the Royal Agricultural Society of England and other 
associations to render them successful, had been of 
three kinds, namely, 1. Lectures; 2. Discussions after 
dinner or breakfast (as practised by the Highland and 
Yorkshire Societies) ; 3. Sections: in the system 
followed by the British Association, where each of the 
great branches of science has a/separate lecture-room 
allotted to it, in which papers approved of by a com- 
mittee of selection are read, and followed by discussion. 
The plan first mentioned, that of giving lectures, though 
very useful in imparting to many the information pos- 
sessed by the lecturer, was in Mr. Thompson’s opinion, 
utterly inefficient in the equally important object of 
eliciting truth by the conflict of opinion and the com- 
parison of facts: in other words, that discussion led to 
the acquisition of knowledge,—lectures to the diffusion 
of that already acquired. Attempts, he was aware, 
had been made to combine these advantages, by means 
of a discussion after the lecture, but in all cases that 
had come to his knowledge, that object had been de- 
feated by the length of the lecture ; the attention was 
fatigued by listening for an hour or even more ; and 
with the exception of a few brief questions to the 
lecturer, the audience were {found unwilling to recom- 
mence the subject. The second plan, that of discus- 
sions at table, though found to answer in cases where 
the numbers were limited to a moderate amount, would, 
he feared, be found impracticable on a large scale. 
The inconvenience of providing breakfast or dinner for 
a large and uncertain number of guests, and the diffi- 
culty of carrying ona discussion in a room large enough 
to accommodate 400 or 500 persons at table, were, he 
thought, sufficient objections to such an arrangement, 
The method followed by the British Association seemed 
best adapted to attain the object in view ; and with some 
modifications, he thought the advantages of lectures 
might be combined with those resulting from the read- 

ing of papers and discussion, He considered that it 
would be one main point to have the lectures short, and 
to have it clearly understood that such lectures should 
be only the opening of the subject and commencement 
of the business of the meeting. These, however, he 
regarded as matters of detail only, which he would 
willingly leave to the committee ; his main object was 
to obtain the sanction of the Council to the principle 
for which he ded, and the appoi of a 
committee for the purpose of working it out in its prac- 
tical details. The following committee on this subject, 
agreeably with Mr. Thompson’s motion, was then 
appointed, with instructions to report to the Council at 
the next monthly meeting, on the 6th of May ; namely : 
Lord Portman, President, Henry Handley, Esq. 
Duke of Richmond. W. H. Hyett, Esq. 
Lord Braybrooke. G. Kimberley, Esq. 
Hon. R. H. Clive, M ©. E. Lefroy, Esq. 

P. Sir Charles Lemon, Bart., M.P.| W. Miles, Esq., M.P. 
/. B. Johnstone,| Philip Pusey, Esq., M.P. 

art., M.P. H. 8. Thompson, Esq. 
J. F. Burke, Esq. W. Youatt, Esq. 
J, W. Childers, Esq., M.P. 

The Council resolved that Mr. Pusey should be re- 
quested to accept the office of Chairman of the Com- 
mittee. 

Roration or Districrs.—The Report of the Com- 
mittee on the Rotation of Districts for the Country 
Meetings of the Society having been read, Colonel 
CHALLONER, in the absence of Mr. Pusey, brought for- 
ward the motion of which Mr. Pusey had given notice 
at the last Monthly Council, on the inexpediency of 
holding a Country Meeting in the South-Wales District, 
in the year 1847, as originally intended by the Council, 
on account of the contiguity of that district to the one 
in which the meeting of last year was held at Shrews- 
bury, and of the total absence of that railway com- 
munication between South-Wales and the English coun- 
ties, which the Council now regard as essentially con- 
nected with the success of the meeting, and the advan- 
tages to be derived from it by the farmers of the distriet. 
This motion having beeu seconded by Mr. S. BENNETT, 
was unanimously agreed to. 

Country Mrrting or 1847.— That portion of the 
Report of the Rotation of Districts’ Committee refer- 
ring to the meeting of 1847, was then adopted ; the 
schedule in reference to the districts proposed for the 
eight subsequent years being left for consideration at 
the next monthly meeting. 

The district for the Country Meeting of 1847 was 
then declared to be that comprised by the counties of 
Northampton, Huntingdon, Bedford, Hertford, Oxford, 
Warwick, Berks, and Buckingham ; and the Secretary 
was directed by the Council to communicate a state- 
ment of this circumstance to the authorities in each of 
the cities and corporate towns throughout the district. 
The Council also resolved, that the President should be 
requested to summon a Special Council for Wednesday, 
the 22d inst., at 1 o'clock, for the purpose of receiving 
memorials from the authorities of such cities or corpo- 
rate towns in the district as were desirous that the 
Council should select one of their respective loealities 
as the place of holding the Country Meeting of next 
year; and of referring the documents so received, with 
such instructions as the Council may decide, to a Com- 
mittee forthe inspection of the various sites proposed 
for the occasion by the authorities of the pecti 
cities or towns making such application to the Council, 
by the date of that Special Meeting: the Committee to 
consist of the following gentlemen— 

Earl Spencer W. R. Browne, Esq. 
J. V. Shelley, Esq. i 
T. Raymond Barker, Esq. 
S. Druce, Esq. 

The final decision of the question of the partieular place 
of the Meeting for 1847 being left, agreeably with the 
bye-laws, to the Monthly Council, on the 6th of March. 

Przuxo-PNEUMONIA.—Prof. SEwrLL, at the request 
of the Council, reported on a communication received 
from Mr. Murray Blacker, in Suffolk, on the subject of 
he preval: of the pl T ia amongst cattle. 
Prof. Sewell and Mr. Simonds (Lecturer on Cattle 
Pathology at the Royal Veterinary College), had fully 

idered that ication, were of opinion 
that the cases alluded to by Mr. Blacker as originating 
from the introduction among his stock of two newly- 
purchased cows, one of which became affected in one 
month and the other in two months after their purchase, 
were not the result of infection ; for had infection taken 
place the attack would, in their opinion, have taken 
place in a few days. Prof. Sewell referred to the 
opinion he had stated on former occasions, that this dis- 
order generally yields to early depletion, when recourse 
is had to that measure in due time. 

r. D. Ropertson’s letter “On the conditions under 
which it would be most desirable that the prize of the 
Society for thorough-bred Stallions should be“offered,” 
was ordered to be reserved forj consideration until 
December, when the prizes for next year would be 
taken into consideration and decided. 

Mr. Aanew, of Manchester, presented to the Council 
a framed impression of one of the first-class proofs‘of 
his engraving after the painting of the “ Country 
Meeting” of the Society, for which the Council ordered 
their best thanks to be returned. 

r. Browne called the attention of the Council to 
sound new Potatoes grown by Mr. Fuller, M.P., in 

B. T. B. Gibbs, y OF 
Humphrey Gibbs, Esq. 

= 

Sussex, from diseased Potatoes planted in frames. 
Mr. Horzaxp, of Dumbleton Hall, presented copies of 

the form of lease proposed by a committee of the Vale of 
Evesham Agricultural Association. 

The Council then adjourned, over the Easter Recess, 
| to Wednesday, the 22d of April. 
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Mebiewos. 
The Journal of the English Agricultural Society. 

Volume the Sixth. Part 2, J. Murray, Albemarle- 

street. 
In our last notice of this volume we extracted Mr. 

Pusey’s paper on superphosphate of lime. Let us now 
refer to a short article immediately succeeding it, com- 
munieated by Professor Daubeny. This also refers to 

e of a manure whose principal constituent is 
phosphorus, viz. the Spanish phosphorite. In order to 
ascertain its fertilising influence relatively to other well- 
known manures, such as Potter's guano and others— 

* A selection was made of thirteen different plots of 
unb allof which might be regarded as in a great 
egree exhausted, having been cropped for ten or 

eleven suecessive years, without the application of any 
kind of manure, being the same upon which the expe- 
riments detailed in my memoir, “On the Rotation of 
Crops,” published in the last Number of the “ Philoso- 
phical Transactions,” had been instituted. The kind 
and quantity of the several manures employed are 
Stated below, showing that, whilst in every instance a 
considerable increase of crop was obtained by the addi- 
tion of these fertilisers, the Spanish phosphorite, espe- 
cially when its action was quickened by the addition of 
sulphuric acid, proved nearly as efficacious as bones 
themselves, unless indeed when the latter were very 
finely powdered. 

** Now, as the Spanish phosphorite, which appears to 

act so beneficially, is wholly destitute of organie matter, 
it seems to follow that the more valuable portion at 
least of what is applied to the land, when bones are 
scattered over it, is the phosphate of lime, and not, as 
some have supposed, the oil or the gelatine. 

«These experiments also may serve to illustrate the 
distinction, which I have pointed out in the Memoir re- 
ferred to, between the active and the dormant ingre- 
dients of a soil. ,In the case of that experimented on 

in the Botanic Garden, it has been shown in page 243 

of my memoir, that the amount of potash, of soda, and 

of phosphoric acid continued to the last amply sufficient 
for many successive crops of the most exhausting kinds 

of plants. 
* Yet, notwithstanding this latent wealth, it will be 

seen by the following table that a considerable increase 
of crop was obtained, either by adding manures which 

contained the same ingredients in a more soluble form, 
such as bones, guano, stable dung, and phosphorite, or 

by substances, like nitrate of soda and sulphate of am- 
monia, the addition of which to the soil might favour the 

l of the org: of the plant, and thus 
enable it to extract more nourishment from soil of a 
certain composition than it could otherwise do. 

* It remains only to be seen, by carrying on the ex- 
periment, as I hope to do, for some time longer, whether 
the influence of the former class of manures will not 

continue to be felt, whilst that of the latter ceases after 
the year of its application," 

TURNIPS.—PnopUCE PER ACRE. 

Rooke: Tops, including all the parts Rane: 
y above ground. 

Drainer e ERT O A | 14,298 lbs. 30,591 Ibs, Decaying. 21bs. dried by a water-bath 
weighed 1006 gr.; burnt, 101°5 gr. 

Manured with Gain. Gain. Loss. 

2. lbs. lbs. Ibs. Ibs. lbs. 
Shavings of Bones, 10 cwt. to the| 19,239 4,941 35,210 4,629 .. - |Decaying and small, 

acre* 
3. 

Chemical Manure — Company's 26,058 11,760 28,300 m 2,291 |Sound and tolerably equal, but 

Guano, 260 Ibs. to the acre smaller than those from Nos. 2, 6, 
nd 7. 

4. 
Nitrate of Soda, 1} cwt. to the acre| 28,459 14,161 45,302 14,711 E Sound, butrather small, 2lbs. dried 

Spani: 
12 cwt to the acre 

p. 
sh Phosphorite, appliedalone, 28,639 | 14,241 | 42,016 | 11,425 

t 

by a water-bath weighed 996 gr. ; 
burnt, 124:5 gr. 

Sound and tolerably equal. 2 Ibs. 
dried as above weighed 996 gr.; 
burnt, 103 gr. 

6. 
Spanish Phosphorite, with Sulphu-| 30,869 16,571 31,476 3,879 oe Sound and tolerably equal. 

Tic acid, 12 cwt, to the acre 

T. 
South American Guano, 260 lbs. to] 31,114 16,816 47,060 16,469 9v Sound and tolerably equal. 2 Ibs, 

the aere dried as abové: weighed 1226 gr. ; 
- burnt, 955 gr. 

8. 
Bones with Sulphuric Acid, 11 ewt.| 31,898 17,600 44,421 13,830 .. Sound and tolerably equal. 

to the acre 
9. 

Graham's Animal Compost, 2601bs.| 32,109 17,811 32,003 3,012 T Sound and tolerably equal. 
to the aere 

Sulphate of Ammonia, 1 cwt. to the| 32,070 | 18,872 | 46,464 | 15,873 oy 
acre 

1. 
Bones finely powdered, 12 ewt. to| 36,185 | 21,887 | 45,46 | 14855 

the acre 

12. 
Potter’s Guano, 260 Ibs. to the acre| 37,201 22,903 42,564 11,973 os 

13. 
Stable Dung, 22 tons to the acre .. 39,4761. 25,178 49,912 19,321 m 

Sound, but of unequal size. 

Sound ánd tolerably equal. Tubers 
ratherlarger than those from Nos. 

Sound and tolerably equal. — 2 Ibs. 

dried as above weighed 955 gr.; 
burnt, 96:5 gr. 

Sound but unequal. 2Ibs. dried as 
above weighed 1010gr.; burnt, 102gr. 

ia n 

Plot, which I have discovered since the paper went to press. 
eae 

Farm Memoranda. 
. A Lincornsutre LowrAND Farm.—tThe following out- 

line will show the general mode of cultivation adopted on 

a Lincolnshire lowland farm. The one taken as an exam- 
Ple is in the oceupation of Mr. John Clarke, of Long Sut- 

1. It is situated on the alluvial level near the sea, 
being abouttwo miles fromthe mouth ofthe Nene. Itcon- 

Sists of about 400 acres, 135 of which are pasture, and 265 

arable, The soilis an alluvial loam of medium quality, 

the Subsoil being a strong admixture of clay-loam and 
Silt resting upon silt. The loam is nearly of uniform 

depth, averaging about 10 inches. The subsoil varies 
Considerably—in some places it is not more than 5 or 
6 inches thick, in others from 2 to 8 feet. The silt is 
a Porous that the “soak,” as it is termed, which comes 
stom the sea, rises like a spring, and is. subject to tidal 
Influence, being higher at spring-tides than at neap. 

1 Tom this and various other causes, the nature of the 
jou, the long-neglected drainage, and the consequent 

OSS of the best pasture Grasses, it is rendered inferior 
38 pasture ; but under good culture it is very useful as 
arable land. The farm-premises are tolerably conve- 
nient, for the district, which, as a whole, is lamentably 
ficient in farm-buildings. The dwelling-house is 
Rum and sufficiently large for its purpose. The build- 
5 88 consists of a moderate-sized barn, hovels for tyin 
8 rs beasts, good open sheds to each of the three 
Sau two root-houses, a cake-house, stables for 12 

~horses, with a large open shed to the horse-yard, a 
aff. louse, two waggon or cart hovels, implement 

PAS and hovels for drill, &c., carpenter's shop, nag- 
f les, coach-house, brewing-house, and shepherd and 

B-man's cottages, The fences are White-thorn 

hedges about 4 feet high, trimmed with a hook, and 

ditches about 3 feet wide. Considerable attention has 

been paid lately to the improvement of the drainage ; 

but, owing to the bad state of the drains and outfalls 

between it and the sea, it is yet very imperfect. Under- 

draining has been more extensively practised upon this 

farm than any other in the neighbourhood, and the trial 
thus made in this dead-level district has proved highly 
satisfactory. About 50 acres of arable land have been 
drained with thorns, and these have accomplished their 
purpose extremely well. 30 acres of tile and pipe 
draining are now nearly completed ; the principal part 
being done with 13 inch bore pipes, and the remainder 
with common tiles and slate soles. This is the first 
tile-draining whieh has been done in the neighbourhood. 
The drains are about 27 inches deep, and at an average 
distance of 20 yards. This depth places them beneath 
the clay—except in occasional spots which are called 
“ elay-holes "—this is not too retentive and tenacious 
to prevent the surface-water from percolating through 

it, and the silt being very porous readily conveys the 

moisture to the drains. 10 acres of pasture were 

rained some time ago with wedge or sod drains, but 

the subsoil not being tenacious enough, they have not 

been very successful ; another piece of pasture, par- 
tially drained with tiles and soles, answers admirably. 

The farm is divided into 18 convenient fields, 12 being 

arable and 6 pasture. Owing to the laxative nature of 
the Grass and the brackish water in the ponds, the 

land is not well adapted for breeding cattle, and those 

grazed are nearly all bought in; Mr. Clarke, however, 

stands high as a breeder of sheep, and being a ram- 
breeder, his course of stocking is rather different from 

the general method. It is as follows:—The Ram. 
pasture, containing about 10 acres, is grazed by 28 two 
and three-shear rams, and 5 drape cows. 

The Twenty-six 

ewes, suckling pairs, 50 lamb-hoggets, and 12 two and 
a half years old steers. The Thirty acres, by 70 ewes and 
lambs, 50 hoggets, and 10 two and a half years old steers. 
The Crow-marsh, of 23} acres, by 65 ewes and lambs, 40 
hoggets, and 10 two and two-and-half years old heifers: 
And the Twelve-acres is grazed by 35 ewes, 20 hoggets, 
and from 8 to 10 yearling steers and heifers. When 
the Clover eddishes are ready for stocking, the lambs 
are put upon them, having been previously weaned on 
the old pastures, and the Grass lands are thus eased. 
The grazing land is kept clean from Thistles, and the 
droppings of the cattle are “knocked” twice during 
the summer. Mr. C. has 200 breeding ewes, which 
are put to the ram in the latter end of September ; they 
run thinly over the pastures in the winter, and about 
six weeks before the lambing season have Turnips 
and Mangolds, as it is important that no change takes 
place in their food immediately before lambing. When 
the season arrives, they are supplied with a small 
quantity of Oats ; small lambing-pens, made of hurdles 
wattled with straw, are placed in different parts of the 
field, and a convenient inclosure for them at night is 
made immediately in front of the shepherd's dwelling. 
In the management of ewes, in the lambing season, 
much care is taken. The shepherd does not unneces- 
sarily interfere with the ewe, except to ascertain that all 
isright ; she is then left to her own natural efforts, but 
should she become weak, and it appears requisite to give 
assistance, it is instantly afforded. In cases of pro- 
tracted and difficult labour, a table spoonful of laudanum. 
is given ; this will soon cause a degree of quietude, and 
gives time to the lamb-pouch to resume its proper posi- 
tion, and no other internal applications are made upon 
any account. In consequence of this, the ewe ceases 
to pain herself, and speedy recovery is generally the 
result. Great care should be taken at all times to keep 
them in proper breeding condition, neither too poor nor 
too fresh; if the latter they should be bled, if the 
former they should be gradually brought to better 
keeping ; too sudden a change of diet in breeding stock 
being always wrong. When out of danger they are 
driven on to Grass, or other keeping reserved and pre- 
pared for them. The shearling wethers are fatted off 
during the summer, their average weight being about 
100lbs. per sheep, and the average weight of their 
fleeces about 9j1bs. The flock has been bred with 
great care for many years, and are of the improved 
Lincolnshire long-woolled breed, with a slight intermix- 
ture of the large Leicester and the improved Gloucester 
blood. 100 rams are let annuallyin September at good 
prices. As the Grass is not rich enough to fatten an 
ox, the beasts (which are the improved short-horns) 
are made up in hovels during the winter, and sold 
early the following spring ; they have 13 bushel of Tur- 
nips, and from 8 Ibs. to 14lbs. of cake each. The store 
cattle in the yards have each 13 bushel of Turnips, and 
4 lbs. of cake. There are only a few cows kept, just for 
family use. The pigs are a cross between the Essex 
and Lincolnshire-wold breeds. From 30 to 60 are 
kept in the summer, to run on the fallow lands. Two 
litters are raised from each of the sows annually ; the 
first sold off within three months, except such as are 
saved for fattening, and the others wintered. The cart- 
horses are 14 in number, and are fed principally on 
Lucerne and Tares, being liberally supplied with Swedes 

in winter, (To be concluded newt week.) 

Miscellaneous. 
Application of Lime.—Our practical men in this part 

of Scotland are quite opposed to what they call “frosted 

lime,” or lime laid on before winter, where spring crop 

is intended. Few trouble themselves about the “ Why 

and Because ;” but they soon meet us with the stagger- 

ing argument—* I find the lime does no good !”” Now, 

I am about to show that their “finding” is legitimate, or 

that to spread lime on the ground after harvest is the 

most effectual way to waste it. Little or no carbonic 

acid is formed in any but very low, warm, rich soils in 

winter. Unless when the soil is rich in alkaline matter, 

this acid is scarcely formed below 50° Fah. Hence, 

except what remains in the soil in autumn, there is no 

carbonic acid in it to carbonate the lime till the warmth 

of spring. Water at freezing cold dissolves twice as 

much caustic lime as water at boiling heat, and the 

warmer the water the less lime is dissolved. The 

larger part of the yearly rain commonly falls in the 

winter half year. Suppose 17 inches of rain to fall in 

the winter half year ; how much lime will this dissolve 

ona statute acre? About 80 imperial bushels of un- 

slaked lime, or 240 bushels of the light slaked powder. 
This is equal to about 130 imperial bushels of unslaked 

lime to the Irish acre ; a very heavy dose, if the lime 
be pure. I have given double this quantity of very 

impure lime ; but when the lime is nearly pure, I think 

thisan over-dose for any but very heavy soils. Now, 

suppose this ample dose is, at a heavy expense, laid on 

by the 5th October, and the field has a moderate slope 5: 

it is all or nearly all dissolved and washed out of the 

soil by the rain, before the 15th of next April! No lime 

remains but any little that was spread in lumps. It is 
all gone to the nearest stream before I get asingle crop 
off it. Is this good economy ?—P. Garden, Glene, 

Dumfries. (Farmer's Gazette.) 
Agriculture in France —Some time ago the Minister 
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RA TRIER, 

[APRIL 4, 

of Agriculture and Commerce submitted the following | 
question to the pariant and dpi: societies in 

le to borrow, 

with ease, the eis E for is labours of 

amelioration?” Forty-five of the departments have 
replied in the negative and in a positive manner ; nine 
affirmatively and positively ; and eight affirmatively, 

but as regards special cases. The answers of five of 

the departments, of the 67 who have replied, are doubt- 
as the question does not appear to have been tho- 

eats understood. 

CALENDAR e EERE NONS, 

Tnuz sowing of Barley and over and the sowing of Carrots, 

must be completed now as soon as possible. Wheat should be 
rowed and rolled fee ihe land is dry enough, and hoe 

where foul, The land intended for Mangold Wurzel should be 

scarified preparatory to carting on 

manure and plou; i Couch-grass, oe Lother Za 

should be gathered off the land after this operati. 
The present is à convenient PEOR for is Podio ma- 

ide on corn crops or Grass lai 

n inland situations, 20 odds ‘of soot, 2 cwt. of salt, ;, and 
e of lime, would be a 

mitrate of a manuring 
when the land is apt to grow but little qua as fex that pem 
be named. Heaps of Carrots, Swedes, and ‘old Wurzel, 
may now be ih and turned erre until con- 
sumed; the last especially will be benefited by being exposed to 
drying winds. 

Notices to Correspondents. 
AMOUNT NOT PRICE or PRODUCE THE MAIN PoiNT—A Farmer 

—We must refer you to what has already been said on this 

subject. Ofcourse the statement is true only within certain limi 

interest? Isit not dese d fair to reason. Prom other mai 

factures to that of beef, mutton, and ‘ bread stuffs ?" We 

find that the prices of most manufactured goods have been 

enormously reduced in amount by the employment of more 

efücient machinery, and yet the profits on those manufac- 

tures have not diminished ; they have greatly increased, 

owing to the vastly extended production consequent on the 

use of that machinery. And why is all this jai gliatté 
when one speaks of the profits of farming ? 

Barren EwES—JEnquirer—They will fatten sapis and profitably 

first on Mangold Wurzel and then on your earliest MERE 

Give them 1 1b. of Linseed per t X of Bern or "p ea meal daily 

each. Their number per cent.in a flock AS EEEN 
according to their age and EO: and that of the ram. 

Close feeding we should certainly consider iots to 
Clovers, especially in a ai summer 

Grey COLOUR —A Y ai the composition that is 

used in Staffordshire vx colouring pipe diam tiles of a dark 

grey colour, which tiles are used for g buildings built 

in the Italian es of architecture ? i it date after the tiles 
are made, n oloured previous to burning? Is the cla; 

i tiles are made worked in any particular 
re tile extreme: hardness an 

formation on ge subject 

may be applied now. See Cal dd 
Lenriz—G 7—Sow the common Lentil, Ervum Lens, as you 

Drill, now, two bushels per acre on dry and 

light soil, in rows a foot apart. They will ripen in July. 
Apply to any seedsman. 

On INCREASING THE DEPTH or Soms; ON S ; Ox 

ii 
lis 

COVENT GARDEN, APRIL 4.—Vegetables still continue to 
advance in price, s ihe supply has been rather short. Fruit 

not plentiful, but sufficient for the demand, and has 
altered but little in melee since our last poe Pine-apples 
are good in quality, and, considering the season, tolerably 
[rA Foreign Grapes are sufficient for the de mand ; ani 

ouse Grapes have also made their appearance. 
Pies looking St ro ponia. shaves Paonia an 
ounce. The best Dessert Apples bring dibaut 205. s bushel 
inferior sorts may, however, be obtained from 6s. to 12s. pi 
bushel. Pears remain nearly the f as they were last tud 
Oranges are more plentiful dum they have hitherto been, and 
prices forthem are rather lower. Nuts are sufficient for the 
opes Of Vegetables, Asparagus is somewhat scarce. 
French Beans are tolerably well supplied. Seakale and Rhu- 

fetches from ls. to 3s. per dozen heads. Ex AE t Celery may 
be obtained atlast week's prices. Potatoes, of the best quality, 
still Bata to fetch 9/. a ton; trade for inferior samples is 
dull, and the prices remain unaltered. Lettuces and other 
Salading uH good and plentiful. Cut oru pier consist 

of Euphorbias, Heaths, Hyacinths, Tulips, Tropxolums, Jas- 
mines, Lily of the Valley, Pentas carnea, S Stephanotis floribunda, 
Burchellia capensis, Camellias, Azaleas, Acacias, Cyclamens, 
Daphnes, Orange flowers, Rhododendrons, Cinerarias, Garde- 
nias, Moss and other Roses. 

FRUITS. 
Lemons, ver dozen, 1a to 3s e Apple, perlb., 64 t 

Per 200, Gaio Me Grape, Uere, prd d to 20s 
anish, per Jb Almon T 

= ee pe lb. be Kweet Almoute, petilh 
Apples, Dess. per bush; i rto 205 Filhert, English p 3e eo 609 

^ E s Cob, per 100'1bs., 80s to 908 
Pears, E LEa AORN "7" Barüelona, 
Oranges, per dont m 2 6d razil, ivs ro 16s 

fer 0 18s — Spani: 
jer 100, y pe Walnuts, per bushel, 16s 20:205 

— per dozen, 9s to Chesnuts, per peck, 3¢ to 74 
VEGETABLES. 

XE perdus Cabbnges, per doz., Ad to 1s 6d 
red, per do OZ.. 48 to Be à» per BRUN. m 

Broccoli, Brown hile, isto 2e — | Salsify, dos le toile i 
inde Onions, domm hel, 1e 6d to 3s 

Greens, vu nches,ls 6d to 3r phnishy per. aot tat t0 64 
French Beans, per 140, 1s 6d to 22 6d Shallots per 1b., 6d to 8d 
E r hf. m ve, 9d to ls arlie, per Ib, hr eth 

toea, perton, 70s to 180s ives per score, 6d to 1s 6d 
ew » sto Oe Lettuce, per score, a 4d to 6d 

hel, 3 toda Gd 
Arey, eria ashel, de to ae 

Vurnips, per doz. 1. 
Red Beet, per doz. hb E sed 
arrota, per ake per bunch, 9dito dd 

Hoese Ha Dien, veri bie, eta 1056 | Savory, per NUR chs 65 to 6 
T 

oe 

vil. per pnnnet. Im BA 

x Ed WATERSIDE, Mar, 30, 
he eir to rhis market continues to be moderate, but it is fully equal 

to the dem, irs: part of the week the Scotch salesmen increased 
their pretens à 95s to 1008 per ton was asked for the Reds, but very few 
salen werd effected ut ‘hove prices, and at the close the prices ranged as fol- 
laws :— York: Reds, "IQ0s xo 140s per egent, jus tb DU» por ton; 

per ton; Fortboire Rede, 860 to 00s. per ton; Aberde 
Reds, 80s per ton; Montrose Buf o 90s per ton. Several ee have 
been opened thisday, and ‘the Min Hanya dose award conden 

ARK-LANE, Monpay, Mar. 30, 
There was Pa Wheat offering from Essex and Suffolk this 

morning, and the supply from Kent was good, the whole bein 
eae, condition than of late ; the finest Essex samples were 
taken at a decline of "23! per ‘ar. early in the morning, but 
inferion: A allthe Kent, remained aheold. "n a late hour. Free 
foreign and bonded are nominally unaltered, wit 
limited business.—F ine i 

b secondany is & DR "ds and rather cheaper.—We observe 
alteration in, the ue of Beans woi o Peas are held 

firmly, a and weraise i quotas for Grey 1s. per qr.—4A fair 
bi dx been eso in the advance of las st week, 

. to ls. per qr. San zm day sennight. 
THE MANAGEMENT OF SMALL Farms—Anon—On the frst see 
an “Essay on Sea the Depth of Soils," by ©. W. 

Johnson. On the 2d, an Essay by G. Dobito, in the last. vol. 
of the “English Agricultural Society’s Journal;" and, on 
the 3d, pamphlets by Mr. Blacker, and Mr. 9. OF Roberts, the 
one ** mprovement of Small Farms," and the other 
* On Agricultural Economy as the Antidote to ds icultural 
Distress.” 

PLAN or BUILDINGS FOR SMALL FAnws— S N—The efficient ven- 
tilation of the cow- puse will be obtained, notwithstanding 
the loft, by your p lan of gratings; but instead of placing 
them all at the bottom] it will be better to have three at 
bottom on s side, and two at the top close to the ceiling on 

ould not your steamer be placed near to both 
E ne es es pale the cattle and pigs? It would be better 

m attachment to the side rather than to the end 
z the bollding: eamer, consult the Society's prize 
lists at Shrewsbury and Southampton. 

Tur Dock—6 B C—It indicates good, dry, open soil, and it is 
to be extirpated only by pulling it up before E e bg The 
Earth-nut indicates a very ligh ht, dry, sand. 

*.* Communications reaching town after EU cannot be 
answered the same week. 

— jülarüets. 
SMITHFIELD, Monpay, Mar. liane elke of : chr 

2 Scota, Herefords, Ao ds 200 ds 4 | Best Long-wooh 1 6 to 410 
Batt Sho -A fo (shorn) > 
Siana Todi) Beds $0 3 6| Ewesand e salty 1 ; 
Ca iuto (shor ay 

3 H 

280. 

and excellent quality: 
the best Scots, &c., 

: 
rather on the Increase, and lower. rives are obliged to be submit 
Lambs are rarher more plent of good qualit: alities ara 
in demand, the. lom are uot ro Readily disposed of —The best 

lower.—Pork Maa]. vella sleribiy well, bu: second quality is considerably 
trade is 

FatDAY, Apr. 
Banats to-day, snitrde continues heavy. Best 

nd “shurrennrna as; second-rate util 
r lawar tien: S Aliko 

ie quite Aen the d, 
lent 

have afun gros of 

ough the supply of Sheep is not 
emand, aud moves off slowly at Mon- 
tiful, add 

i ban Krea Bons Ea Dun ida je aT., 
are Viera 

annta, 7433 Shean and Lambs, 2520; Calves, 138; gi 330. 
Meith fata 

HAY.—Per Load of 36 Tunes 
SMITHFIELD, 

cime Mead.Huy B5«t0 ne | New Hay Infr.New &Rowen70 80 [lover 5 E 
iM DOOREN; Salata. 

CUMBERLAND MARKET, Apr. 
Prime Mead, Hay 
M 

eto 978 Ola Glover um to 115: 
nterior 60. a rior di ds Straw 830 to 368 
New Hav - - m € inr 

Josuva Barone, Hay Salesman. 
HITECHAPEL, Apr. 

ne Oli Har 80a to 868) Old Clover tom 16. 120s 

Hon Bere F nfr. 100 | Straw 308 to ata 
New Clov r == 

awtiy HOI S, FRIDAY, Apr. : 
We continue to have a consi: derabie demand for a coloured Foe at fan 

prices, ATIRNDEN Ac Sarr, Hop-Factor: 

BRITISR, M IMPERIAL m 
nd Sufiol ite 66 

a 
4 
27 21 
26 Potaww 95 29 
34. Porato 24 97 
60 
65 
6 

46 Harrow 32 48 
wow Heligoland” 5 Wi —  Longpoa— — 

Pons, White 84 to 08 Maple 28 32 Grey 2 al 
ARRIVALS IN THE RIVER LAST WEEK. 

h t. Burl. Malt.) Oats. | Rye. | ns. [Peas 
English 2676| 1540 | 4010 | 2784 | — | 664 |:09 MEE DE M EM = 90 | sa| = | = Fase — » 1800 , | 50M| — d — 8| = igu5| — 

FRIDAY, 
With the exception of a m eaan for Indian ons for 

eld qi has ded selling at 33s. to 34s. per qr. 
freight uded, and 32s. to 34s, per qr. on the spot for Medi- 
ter: aea aides business in each description of grain has 
been languid during the week, part of the Kent Wheat left over 
from Monda; vemained unsold at a late none in ee foreign and 
bonded are also in very Me request, a ve not heard 

. sales.—Barley, Beas, and Beats are E in 
The Oat tendai is fiat, and] prices the turn lower. value. 

EK, 

Wheat Barley Onis Flour 
English V 6920 6510 7560 6630 Ske 

Lrish UE - 8030 - 

Foreign. . 3010 3410 m 
JMPEBIAL AVERAGES. 

Wheat. Barley.) Oats. | Rye. | Beans.) Peas. 
Feb. 21 per Quarter. 5» "à Q9alid) Ble ed 894104| gár 9d| 34s 3d 

El aue Sot ad 9 7| 9 3 4| a 2| 35.2 
Mar. adea MEA E 10 90 8 e w 88 6| 3431 | 33 8 
pes 14 . . " 54 8 $9 i| 21 9 35 9 84 

- alo. " NE. S! 2910| 22 0 8310 84 4 88 4 
= 2 2 l| 55 5| 00 2| 39 1 35 o| 33 a 

6 weeks’ Aggreg. Aver | 6410} 29 8| 21 9| 88 7| m4 9| 34 1 

Duties on Foreign Grain’ 18 ^! 9 o! 6 0| 9 «| 8 6| 8 6 
Diagram showing the fluctuations in the price of Corn on she average ot the 

'eeks ending Saturday, Mar. 28. 

Prion | Fun. 21 ) Fun. 28 | Max.7 | MAn 14 | Man, 91) Man, 28 

58s 6d m LI 

5711 E E 

56 E E 

55 5 KS | 
gaius eas 
I a nd 
54 10 E 
£p | 
—8 Ed 
=x6 sn 
me "m | 

— 2 - : 

EDS, A 
Canary a  perqr samo 48s a to 9l 
Caraway - per cwt 46 48 | Mustard, White 
Glover, Red, English - 50 

= Ferelen = 50 
s White, E - 40 .84 | Rapeseed, Bryan tan E 30l 
m - 48  84|RapeCakes Ak 

Coriander > - - 10 16 |Saintfoin - 
H pex qr. 85 36 |Tares, Eng. “winter » bush. 

+. T E 2 - Fore! eign m sa 
alio i 7 e foi) 

— Cakes, Eng, per 100011! Tarl Turnip (tov eal SE for Pe cations 
SANos¥ORD AND 

pue =a) sanction. 
TO NOBLEMEN, GENT r iN, FLORISTS, and - Others. 
i ESSRS. PROTH ERON and MORRIS will sub- 

mit to Public E the Auction Mart, Bartholo- 
mew-lane, on Tuesday, ‘April 7th, 1846, and following duy al 
12 0 o'clock, a y rich Nis if CARNA TIONS a Sis 2i 
TEES, Babe of al »proved varieties. splen- 
did assortment ese Ve rbenas, Auriculas, Ru T 
Bengal Roses, Dahlias, and a variety of Plants in bloom. May 
be viewed the morning of Sale,and Catalogues had at the Mart, 
end of ifle snotionnen $i American bapti Teytonstoue 

. Willmer's Stock, of Sun n Tui 

TO S GENTLEMEN, F aa AND OTHERS. 
ESSRS. PROTHEROE ax» MORRIS will 

t to Public Competition, at the Auction Mart, 
Bartholomew-lane, on Thursday, April 9, 1846, at 12 o'clock, 
the-remaining stock of CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES of 

steemed amateur, consisting of about 700 pairs of 
all the new and rare varieties. Also a splendid assortment o! 
uchsias, Verbenas, and Dahlias, and other plants in 
loom. May be viewed the morning of tts) and Cata- 

logues had at the Mart and of the Auctioneers, American Nur- 
sery, Leytonstone. 

GROWERS OF ORCHIDS. 

ESSRS. 2. "c. AND S. STEVENS, beg to announce 
they will SELL BY AUCTION, B “their Great Room, 

98, King-street, Covent-garden, on TH PRIL, 2 
continuation of the IMPORTATION OF ORGHIDAGHA (of 
which. p was sold on the 1st inst.), just landed from the 
Calista, In this parcel will be found some splendid specimens 
of Lycaste Skinneri and Cattley: Ener ; à new plant from. 
a cold district, supposed a Peristeria (magnificent specimens 
alive, although many were aaah ; tna fine specimens of Lalia 
superbiens ; afine Stanhopea from the Vera Paz ; lossum. 
grande in Jange HE Arpophyllum squarrosum, and gigan- 
teum ; some grand specimens of the large swcet-sconted species 
of Odontoglossum pulchellum, in fin ælias (of 
a distinct species to those offered as no last Sale), from the 
Vera Paz; and several plants now introduced for the first 
time. Messrs. S. beg to add, that although the loss has been 
great, the living specimens, are such as well deserve the atten- 
tion of amateurs desirous of possessing prize specimens, Cata- 
logues are preparing, and will be oed in due course, 
38, King-street, Covent-garden, Apri 

Grose SALE [3 PINUS, AR AUCARIA eres 

in the kin, dom, in Pots, tu " e Fendre; i 
the Broprietos to the une Nursery, near 
for absolute SALE UCTION, on the 21st SU inst. 
Among a Noble er ma; ntioned :—Fine Arau- 
caria Excelsa, 15 pn A. Cunninghamii, do., A. Imbricata, 
A. Braziliensis, many fine pla ants. Pinus Ir 
Banksiana, A berae, Pan derosa. i 
religiosa, fine, Taxifolia, do., 
grandis, Cedrus Deodara, many fine plants, Shi 
A. Cephalonica and Pinsapo; a large and many fine Damara 
Australis Dachrydium Excelsa, upressina, Phyloclades 
trichmonoides, two Podocarpus latifolium, unique specimens, 
Taxus Mackii, Podocarpus totara, &c. Junipers, Cypresses. 

c. in great variety. are in pots, in the finest health, and 
stood out pe winter,—Particulars and Catalogues, in a few 
days, at ursery, Slough ; at the Horticultural Agency and 
Gardeners’ Gazette Offices, 420, Strand; and 2, Tavistock- 
street, Covent Garden, 

TOT ARMERS AND OTHERS. —SEED POTATOE S. 
DO BE TELU at LONG HEDGE FARM, Bat- 

tersea-fields, 1 mile from the South-Western Terminus, 
upwards of 20 tons DEB ARLY SHAWS, in a sound state, May 
be seen at any time, on application at the Bailif’s Cotiage.—- 
N.B. There will be planted on the farm this year, about 40 

i of the same seed. 

2 

TO FLORISTS, G: ARDENERS, AND OTHERS. 

10 BE SOLD, a very convenient FREEHOLD 
COTTAGE RESIDENCE, with good Garden, Greenhouse, 

Pit, &c. Free right of Common and Marsh La and, Half ERE 
purchase-mon: t gon ain, ithin 8 miles of 
and near a Rail n.—For particulars, address to n. Ze 
at the office of this Panar oerte "Thursday next. 

rpo BE DISPOSED OF BY FALSAM CON- 
TRACT, with Immediate Possession, in a fast improving 

Neighbo: ourhood, situated three miles from TADE 00D 
FLORICULTURAL AND JOBBING BUSINESS, suitable for 
a person with a small capital. The Stock consists of three 
Greenhouses, well stocked with Choice Plants, and heated with 
hot water, together wit! nes, Potting Sheds, and other 
conveniences good Four-Room Dwelling’ ‘House can be taken 
on lease if magutbed Rent under 201.—Apply to Messrs. HAY, 
ANDERSON, and SANGSTER, Seedsmen, Newington Butts, p a 

"o ERTEN AGRICULTURISTS, & OTHERS. 
to be advanced by Capitalists on the Security of 

Fiesta,” Tensetol , or Copyhold property, or on LIVE and 
DEAD FARMING STOCK and GOOD PERSONAL SECU- 
RITY, oron Reversions to Mone in the Funds, "aeg e 

Assurance, &c.—ApplL 
Messrs. TURNER d 

Life Tnterests, Advowsons, Po 
personally, or by letter he d, 
ATHERTON, 1, Old 26 00d London. 

" m] 

Hive," &e., from either of which the 
a time without injury to the Bees, and may be worked with 
safety, humanity, and ratty by the most ‘timid and unae- 

criptive paper, with eustomed to Boe-manipulation, A dese: 

drawings and pri 
stamp. iai 
pni London 

ET ON BEES, (6th Edition) just published: 

~ ORNAMENTAL WIRE WORK FOR THE GARDEN, 

OMPSON anp CO., beg respectfully to an- 
* nounce that they continue to pr epare at their Manufac- 

tory, 390, Oxford.street, London, all kinds of Fancy Ornamental 
Wirework suited for the Garden, Greenhouse, or Conservatory, 
consisting of Flower Trainers, Stands and Borders, Garden 
Arches, Seats, and Vases, Improved Garden and Hothouse 
Engines, eee Fumigating Bellows, and other Florieultu- 
ral  Implen ents, 

Iso, G. B, Tnompson’s Improved Waterpot, which possesses 
considerable advantages over all others, the smaller sizes being 
suitable for ladies’ use. They have now on sale a novel folding 
portable Wooden Garden Chair, at 35. 6d. cy or 36s, per doz, 
which 'hieh quantity is is packed in a small spac METEENS: 

OREIGN SHEET GLASS, of good SCHO sa 
Horticultural ead quede rene af evi e 

F, Errnrck's, 28, Ca itr b 

Ready Money ‘only. 

j | 
| 
| 



\ 
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THE BEST EIGHT SEEDLING NG VERBENAS EVER 

OF 

G EO. SMI TH, in offering "ihe E splendid 
X e the. purchaser, 

red at the London Shows ; 

t, or 5s. per plant; 
ours, Emperor, Lovely. 

uty. eE UE ihe DA with all the 

oss sorts of last year; also Fuchsias, Petunias, Dahlias, 

Es ;* All orders from pi correspondents must be ac- 

com; mpanied w ith money o 
Tollington Nursery, E RT Islington, near London, 

*ONICAL BOILERS. Pelee OUR Bore in- 
vented by Jonn Rogers, Esq., are made o: 

by JonN SnEWEN, Ironmonger, Sevenoaks 
ble to all kinds oe apparatus, and are in us 
diges’, Haekn Messrs. Chandler’: u CMa s M 
Rollisson's, "Tooth ng; ; Mr. Pontey’s, Plymo rson's 
Pine-apple- "place ; and in the Horticuitaral erm s ps qua 

THE TANK SYSTEM, 

THE ARTIOLE GLASS. 

ESSRS. DAINES AND BRADDOCK have made 
to supply the Public with GLASS for 

Sashes and escam purposes of superior quality and sub- 

ments, as the sizes ende SM at 1d. 
tained at 3s, per 112 Ibs., upon application, 6, F Ratti pu street, 
London. 'N.B. A Stock of Patent Plate and Stained Glass con- 

stantly on hand.—April, 1846. 

FOREIGN AND BRITISH SHEET AND CROWN 
GLASS, for Hothouses, Garden and other purposes.— 

R.C. having again reduced the prices for small crown squares, 
ee a comparison of the present quotations with his former 

its 
per gri per gross, p gross. 

SEA 4g D Sby5.. 195 9by7 .. 183. 
6 .. 14s. 10 by8 .. 205. 

isis receive weekly consignments of STOUT 

EE SHEET GLASS, of watch he purposes keeping 
Such a stock as will enable him to execute all orders as soon 
as received. 

PROPAGATING, BEE, CUCUMBER, and GRAPE ud 

Of every description, cheaper than at any other house.— 
New Lists, apply to R. o Glass, Lead, add Colour Works, 
48, 48, Leicester- pu London. 

OREIGN SHEET GLASS. 

ME ESSRS. EDWARDS & PELL, 15, Southampton- 
street, Strand, direct Importers of BELGIAN GLASS, 

Supply Glass stro ng and of EY gogun at 33d. per foot, for 

imensions aden 1 foot in length. igured Glass in every 

Yariety of pattern. Contracts or ‘Stained and Painted Windows, 
in any design and size ; Armorial Bearings, &c. executed by the 

first ‘Artists in Belgium. 
Propagating Glasses for plants, 6; 6} inches by 3}, 5d. each. 

OREIGN SHEET GLASS, Es LES, &e. 
he cheapest, stoutest, and bes t quality imported and 

Sold at pi JARVIS'S Old Established Window Glass Ware- 

house, 38, Great Castle-street, a few doors from Regent-street, 
GROWN GLASS at 50s. per Crate ; squares entto size equally 

low in wee sashes glazed on the ieee terms. Country 
order "ded with reference will meet with prompt atten- 
tion, “The largest peu Pus wr all description of 
Glass for ready money o 

S EEDS. CORNER OF HALF-MOON-STREET 
HOMAS GIBBS, an d on 

Members p the edm m Arcus 
In gen that their only Cou House and Seed Ware- 
Sois atthe Corner of IALP- MOON: STREET, PICCADILLY, 

ND s for the last Fifty Y. 
hohen isis oe Agricultural Seoda are always ready, and may 
be han on ap 

" ANTED TO TO BORROW. £53, bya a Gentleman in 
business in the City, who X return £60 in three VES 

d deposit with any 
eae of well- known value, to the amount of £200, if requir vn 
also the Advertiser will give his Bon £60, at three weeks? 
date, dhe AA erher Daniae £0 nom Ais am entered-into con- 
ract References of the first respectability if required.—Apply. 
by paid letter, with name and address, to A. B. C., 163, Saint 

Swithin's- lane, Cannon-street, City 

OT-WATER. APPARATUS FOR HEATING 

HO: MEME E ees DWELLING-HOUSES, 

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved princi- 
ples, and at very moderat 55 ohare ae erected by DANIEL and 

EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN. 
D. and E. BAILEY having AUS much time to the considera- 

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of 

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve- 
ents epuauesteuss in their practice, rendered their mode of heat- 

t only very efficient, but very simple, and have SUE 

durability i in the apparatus with economy in the charge, The, 
eland, for 

ly noblemen and gentlem. 

employed D the Horticultural Society of onin, in executing 
the works of their splendid Conservatory erected at Chiswick. 

. and E. BAILEY also construct i x metal all Ne NEM p 

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblem. 

Gentlemen, and the public to the NEL TA of their EN 
i D orn, where they have the 

. and E. Es were the eae to ausa ud re eur- 

ear houses to horticulturists, and can r the Conser- 

Vatory attached to the Pantheon as one of the ep brkehbeaitod 
many others in thie country, and on the Continent, 

fared a quantity of the Galvanic 
rs, Which are now ready for immediate delivery ; 

Viling 

ati 
factor 

suse AND > CO, 61, 
kin. uo ondon, and 17, 

A Mannfuetarers of the 

Gracechurch- rem
 

New Parlustreet, SHUT Inventors 

Improved CONICAL and DOUBLE 
YLINDRIOAL BOILERS, respectfully opem Rm 

scientie 1 orticuiturists to their much approved method of 
woPlying the Tank system to Pineries, Propagating Houses, &e., 
"i Which atmospheric heat as well as pres is secured 
S any required degree without the aid of pipes or fiue 
iy Co. have i to state that at the TERT of numerous 
Copper they are now E their Boilers of Iron, as well as 
P by which the c redu ese Boilers, which are 

A 

Ma m require see but to those 
Ma o have not seen them in operation, prospectuses will be for- 
arded, as well as reference of ae highest UMOR ; or the; ey 

e seen at most of the 
Series throughout the kingdo 

in xS Co. be; egt to inform the vado ti hat at their Manufactory 

oy Pa ark-street, every article required for the construction 
prteuttneal Buildings, as well as for cheating, them, may be 

n the most adv; dep dee ter 

oes) dc, of Iron or Wood, se d Ino the most 

QM designs, Balconies, Palisading, Field and Garden 

ces, Wire Work, dc, &c. 

FOR TURNIP SOWING, à &c. 
Boxe MANURE mixed with SULPHURIC ACID 

by far m all other Manures that have been tried 
mdp : pe um in EXC EEEO either together or 
separate, by applying to cs UNT, Bone 
Works, High- oping Lat and Sulphuric Acid 
BRITISH GUANO, men equal to Foreign, at 47, per 

ton, and may be paid for when the result is known. E 

THE URATE or THE LONDON MANURE. COM- 
PANY.—Four Guineas per Ton. After five years’ expe- 

rience in the manufacture of the above Manure, the Company 
confidently recommend it as one of the cheapest and most per- 
manent of all artificial dressings. Availing themselves of the 
many improvements in the science of artificial man 
Urate is so adapted that the food requisite for a rotation of 
crops is fully maintained. The Urate will be found most valu- 
able, either drilled or sown broadcast, for Barley, 
toes, Tares, or Turnips : 8 the latter it is par ful, 

i i season, to secure a good plant, 
and also to produce a perve weight gs acre. e London Ma- 
Spe Genipany, also suj upply genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, Gyp- 
um, Sulphuric Acid, Super- phosphate of Lime, Bone Sawdust, 
a every Artificial Man: 

No. 40, Bridge-street, Blackfriars, E. Punszz, Secretary. 

LIQUID MANURE 
ENGLAND INDEPENDENT OF THE WORLD FOR CORN, 

HE attention of the Agricultural Interest, at this 
EE is requeste d to the great importance of 

pum also those For Disti flere, Brower, Soup) oilers, and 
Tanners, p hotand cold liquor. Pumps kept fo - hire, for 

We 

BU e AND HEALY having heated a con- 
derable number of Pits and other porc Struc- 

tures, for the Meere of Pines, I ers, and 
other ‘tropical plants, p upon the plan 

/LS's TN work on the ture of Pines and Cu- 
cumbers many of which are working at the tee RA 
rove beyond a doubt that every kind of strui 
i a ated by BunBIDoE and HrALY's peculiar Tank APDE, 
with the absolute Sonun of producing the desired result. 
Their Apparatus may be seen at work at a followi ring places: 
meu oM “Chiswick ; Royal Botanie Gardens, 

; Baroness eee ld's Gardens, 
Glendinning, Chiswick Natse Messrs. Hendersi 
apple-place ; and 2m more than one hundred other places.— 

130, F. Tet: Mitos London. — 

^ SMITH AND CO. 

ESTABLISHED NINE YEAR: 
PEO OTURAN BUILDERS, HOT. WATER 

APPARATUS, od GUN HUE LAL GARDEN FURNITURE 
"TUR ERS 

FACING KING'S PARADE, KING'S 
AD, CHELSEA, LONDON. 

FIGURES, &c. &c., IN GREAT VARIETY. 

GLEBE PLASE 

FOUNTAINS, VASES 

Go (GENUINE PERUVIAN & BOLIVIAN) 

ON ed BY THE pus LEGAL IMPORTERS, 
HONY PIB ia D SONS, LONDON ; 

D? ERE ND ~o., LIVERPOOL; 
And by their Aj 

COTSWORTH, OWE ELL, anp PRYOR, LONDON ; 
GIBBS, BRIGHT, Aw» CO., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL. 

(^ € April 4, 
NUA 
X Tea to An alysis : also Gypsum, and al other Ma- 

nures of ED value, on sale by MARK FOoTHERGILL, 40, Upper 

Thames- 
BRITISH ‘GUANO, equal in quality to Peruvian, at 97. per 

ton, Pamphlets pon on 6 Stamps being forwarded, being 

mt charged for postage. Agent for DINGLE'S HAND 

SEED DIBBLE. 

a aE E ea OF LIME, 7l per ton, at 
In. LAWES’S FACTORY, DEPTFORD CREEK. 

|DOTTER'S GUANO FOR TURNIPS 
of an Experiment tried by Professor DAUBENY, 

communicated to the Royal Agricultural Society,and published 
in their ** Journal," Vol. vi. Par 

PRODUCE PER ACRE. 

i Weight of 
| dado 

| el rns 
1|Unmanured Soe ee ee E a0. | 2 Bone Shavings, 1 
3 Manure Company s Guano, 3 260 0 Ibs. v. 

| Nitrate of Soda, 1 
5| Phosphorite, 12 ew wt. aap " 
6 Ditto, with Oil of Vitriol m . 
7 Peruvian Guano, 260 Ibs 
8| Bones, with Vittiolic Acid, 1 s 31,898 
9 Graham's Animal Compost, 260 ies = 32,109 

10 Sulphate dum i Du n Bc i £6 82,670 
11 Bones, finely pow OUR: Gow occa 36,185 
12|POTTER'S CANO. ET) mite = oe 20. 

ord, Dec. 8, 1845. 
Norr.—It thus appears, that by the application of re s 

Guano, the productive power of the Jand was nearly trebled ; 

and when tried against eleven. other. artificial manures, it beat 

them all, producing a greater weight of BULBS, at a much less 
cost. 

Its i over the Peruvian is evident in this trial, dne 

lat applie ed ata cost of 25s. giving 31,114 Ibs. ; while Por 5 
g 21s. gave E EN nes 

A simile “resale on Gr. 

1842, See hi Rose E a 
nted, a few active intelligent AGENTS. 

Observe, un ARD s present address is 28, Clapham-road- 

plaee, London, 

aa by LORD ZETLAND in 

ells. Buildings heated by Hot: Waker? for 
and every variety of manufacturing purposes. 

The Trade supplied on advantageous terms, BENJAMIN 
FOWLER, Engineer, &c., 63, Dorset-street, Fleet-street, London. 

OT WATER APPARATUS.—The attention of 
Architects, Builders, and others, i me tpapegitally requested 

to BENJAMIN FOWLER’S S met] 'hurches 
es, nee Forcing and 
and Warehouses, Kilns, Rooms 

for Drying Timber, &c.. and every v variety of purpose for which 
artificial heat is genie) Within the last y ome 
psc RU ee have paka eem upon , and 
the parties for whom they w xk executed are aE ex- 
pressing their satisfac ‘tion, also their willingness to vouch for 
their efficiency. S aree SECRETS boiler, which re. 
quires no po e k, may be seen in action upon the prer 

BENJAMIN FOWLER, 43, Dorset-street, Fleet-street. 

~ CHEAP AND DURABLE ROOFING, 
AND THE BEST RESISTER OF FROST FOR GARDEN 

URPOSES, 

BY HER ; 5 ROYAL LETTERS 

MAJESTY'S PATENT. 

F. M‘NEILL & CO., of Lamb’s Buildings, Burhili- 
row, Arum Manutan ers and only Patentees 

PHA pum PELT FOR KENE 
vi ri 

THE PAT 
and which for nr 7 ear 
Houses, Verandahs, al f Fa uildi ce 

for COVERING GARDE NE RAN MES, ny PRO! TEOT PLANTS 

AGAINST THE EF FECTS OF THE FROST, beg to call the 

attention of Gardeners and others to their superior article, 
ich has been exhibited at the Great Agr heme p Show gau 

ti e for being the 

issioners of Woods anı o 
ny and the Botanical Wes 

Forests, the Hon. 
Gardens, Regent’s-park. tensively used i: gardens 
of several noblemen and g the night us of 
London, and in. d eme Sel ris of the country, to whom refer- 

elt is composed of the strongest and most 
d nd is saturated with the OF AS- 

PHALTE OR BITUMEN (THE SAME AS SELEOTE 

Ed S. pee ita FOR THE ne es Tu: 
TIC AN VE RESIS’ 

No OTHER I FELT HAS TH SP PHALT E BUT F. N‘ NEILE 
& CO/s, and which renders it impervious to rain, snow, and 
frost, ‘and a non-conductor of heat and sound, Its wey 

aw from Noblemen, Gentlemen, G qux eners, Arc| rem and 
uilders, SENT FREE to any part of the Town or Country, and 

ps by Post executed. 
The new Vice-Chancellor's 

Passages leading to Westmi: 
other Buildings “at the New Hew 

Reid’: 
f Parliament, are roofed 

with “NEILL ani nd S s Felt, ante i known by its having the 

appear: ance of lea 

far The Pu blie is r teag cautioned against misrepre- 
Winds Brit un where the above sentation, as the 

0.'s Manufaetories, 
oni 

Patent Roofing is y ideis F. M*NEI 
Lamb’s-buildings, Bonni ow, ges 

DRAINING TILES AND PIPES, 

INSLIE'S PATENT IMPROVEMENTS.— 

For Maxine and Dnyrxo Draining Tiles of the Ist Crass. 
Gentlemen having works in operation, o are about to 
erect them, will find t bove worthy their attention, A 

he Process E TOPEROT with Economy Tiles can 

be made ready for BURNING at all seasons ; o gener ally from ten 

to thirty hours, according to des pee f the cla 

seen at Al erton, Acton, Midd x; Mr ‘tow, Engineer, 

119, Great Guildford-st., Ese she Polytechnic ‘Institution, 

Regent-street, London. Particulars may be had from Jonn 

AINSLIE, Alperton, Acton, Middlesex. 
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THIS DAY IS PUBLISHED, 

Price 2s. 6d., to be completed. in Twenve MowTHLY Parts, PART I. of 

THE VEGETABLE KINGDOM 
Or, THE STRUCTURE, CLASSIFICATION, AND USES OF PLANTS, illustrated upon the NATURAL SYSTEM. 

By JOHN LINDLEY, Px.D., F.R.S. anv L.S. 
PROFESSOR OF BOTANY IN THE UNIVERSITY OF LONDON, AND IN THE ROYAL INSTITUTION OF GREAT BRITAIN. 

*,* This Work may also be had complete in One thick Volume 8vo, containing 900 pages, and upwards of 500 Illustrations, price 30s. in cloth boards. 

London: BRADBURY and EVANS, 90, Fleet Street. 

GRASS SEEDS, 

EORGE GIBBS anv CO., are now supp! ying es 
mixtures for laying down to [kd Grass, at 3: 

acre, allowing 2 bushels and 12 Ibs. each acre. This Date 
an important branch of their tosia, having within the last 
few years supplied them for several thou: usand acres, with the 
most favourable eoi they have been indes to lower the 

. to me e means of the plain farmer. G. G. and 
‘ore, eria call the attention of those who may 

of converting land into a quick and rable mea- 
of the best quality, both for hay eat wiago 
ll directions for treatment wil 

Mixed sorts, for improving old Grass- 
orts, for forming Lawns, &. 1s. 4d. 

2d white Dn Carrot Seed, 1s. 6d. es an 
kind, 8s. 6d. per bushel. A A 2d iced 

Catalo ir P Turnip, ‘and gue deh Se yak forwarded 
on application. ae s to GE Giggs and Co., Seedsmen, 
&e. to the Ag Rr e. ̂26, Down- street, Piccadi lly. 

PRIZE DRAIN-' DS MACH 

ENTON AND CHA NOCK S "PATENT 
“ECONOMIC” p AND PIPE MACHINE. 

At the last meeting of the Yorkshire Agricultural Society, 
the Prize of 101. was AAT e this Machine, after a succes- 
sion of trials bc the competent Mechanical an. 

B E D FEATHER $,— 
Per Ib. Per Ib. 

Mixed ..  ..  .. ls 0d| Best For. Grey Goose 2s 0d 
Grey Goose .. ++ i : OU M UAE 2 P 
Foreign Ditto s. BestDantzie ..  .. 3 

Warrant ae sweet d and free from dust, 

A List of every Jepo of oe) pus Weights, 
Sizes, and Prices, seut free by post on applicatio: o HEAL ani 
ON, Feather Dressers dud Be donar EN UR 196, Tot- 

tenham-cour' t-road, opposite the Chapel. 

FLOWER-POTS AND GARDEN ESI 

Twenty-four Quarto Pages, price Sixpence, free by post. 

The Railway Chronicle 
Of Saturday, March 28, conta articl 

on Cae and BIRKENHEAD and ie LATI ona 
AUGE 

MALGAM. 
SIONAL COMMITTEES; WOOLMBI S. TOBY—Mr. MOF- 
FATT'S DEPOSITS BÍLL— Mr. MORRISON and HIS 
CASTERS ee etit FALLACY — RAILWAY STEAM 

REPORTS OF MEETIN! Pr 
and Birkenhead dest. S EI e and Wester vu TU Mia OHN MORTLOCK, 250, Oxford-street, fully 

*/ announces that he thas a very large assortment of the 
above Sur in MORE colours, and solicits an early inspec- 
tion. Every description of useful CRINA, GLASS, and 
EARTHENWARE ab the lowest possible price, fux Cash. 250, 

Oxford-street, near Hyde-park. 

HOSPHORIC RAT POISON.—This preparation 
is offered to the Public with the greatest confidence, being 

decidedly superior to all those poisons containing arsenic and 

other minerals, It is most greedily eaten by rats and mice as 
long as it is offered to them ad invariably proves certain 
p uenon Prepared only by EDWARD PURSER, 40, Bridge- 

ondon. Sold in pots, with full directions 

Judges, and it s subsequently obtained Medals and ne 

miums from the nme Highland, and other Societie 
Orders are received, and every further information p by 

ikers, R. BRADLEY & Co., Engineers, Wakefield. 
nclusive of Patent dues. 
Co. are also gud iD the Improved Oil-cake 

T sher, price 8..— Wakefield, Ap 

Diep Es HAND DIBBLING MACHINE, tor 
It is so constructed that i 

quantity of Seed with extreme regularity, nor is the soil fable 
to choke the 

gentin dnd aes MARK A Now 40, Upper Thames 
Street, where the Machines may be seei 

IMPROVED DIBBLING MACHINE. 

Js WEATHERSTONE begs to inform the 
& doge Publie that ug FILE HORSE- DIBBLING. 

CHINE is now ready, whereby the DRE regularity may 
bei insur‘ ed in the uS e de of a See of four eri 
will be foundsu: o draw one of the een size. 

Price of Teaching, with ee TÓWS:. . £55 
f eight rows . 
» ten rows. .. 

bemade to qe ess 

Weentiemit Cassi ington) near ‘Oxford ; or to Messrs. GILL 

and W. Hi igh-street, Oxford.—Agents wanted in all parts of. 
the co 

+ H LS ROUGH," ̂ a ı Herefordshire 3 years 
old i bred by the late John Price, Esq., of Upton, 

ar Worcester, "will serve Cows at 51. each, at Ingest: re Farm. 

near Stafford. “ Hillsborough" is a Bull of much promise and 

size ; was got by Mr. Price’s Woodstock out of his Flora. 

“TO THE Non. EA ROST UMEN: IRON- 
RS, AND OTHER: 

Bua BROTHERS, 170, Little Hampton- 
f the IMPROVED 

MENOGRAPH or. babes ida Garden Borders, Flower Pots, 
&c. Engravings o! same, with prices att: Vy sent per 
Post to all parts of the Kingdom, ge appli 

Sole Agents in London, G. and J. DEANE, Hobeitulfurul 
Implement Warehouse, 46, King William-st London Bridge. 

QILVER SUPERSEDED, and those corrosive and 
ou aed Metals, called Nickel and German Silver, sup- 

planted by the Juiroduetion of anew and perfectly matchless 
ALBATA PLAT Warson, 41 and 42, Barbican, and 16, 
Norton PUE ded by. a person of science in the amalgama- 

tion of Metals, has succeeded in posu 2 E blic Notice the 
most beautiful Article ever yet offered ; ng all the rich- 

ness of Silver in appearance, with all its s durability and hard- 
ness—with its perfect sweetness in use, u ‘going, as it docs 
a chemical process, by whieh all that i nauseous d mixed 

Metals is entirely exti id cleaned 

as silver, and is a um in ery Article for y Table 

and Sideboard, Plain | T KANN, King’s | Albert 
Fiddle. Fiddle. Pittori Pattern, 

. 6d. + 998. s. "Table Spoons per doz. 
Dessert do. do. 5 E s. 
Tea do. do. 3s. 6d... 17s. 6d. 

Table Forks do. m 

essert do. lo. d. s. 
e. deca begs the pes ie will aaia nd t at this talis 

peculiarly his own, and that Silver is not more different Poin 

Gold than his Metal is from all o thers—on its intrinsic merits 

alone he wishes it to be tested, and from the daily increasing 

eulogiums he receives, he is convinced that nothing ean prevent 

its becoming an art es universal wear. 
c. sow's hani i. ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE and 

Price Current, is p "Pub ished ; Families who regard 

economy and elegance, dre èss themselves of this useful 
Book, which had. Gratis, and Post Free, from the 

above Address. 

METCALFE’ S NEW PATT RN TOOTH- BRUSH 
and SMYRNA SPONGES.—The Tooth Brush has the 

important advantage of searching thoroughly into the divisions 
of the teeth, and cleaning them in the most effectual and extra- 
ordinary manner, and is famous for the hairs not coming loose 
—Ls An improved Clothes Brush, that cleans in a third part 
of the usual m and incapable of injuring | the finest M 
Penetrating Ha with Russian 

bristles, which do Em cp like common hair. Flesh Bm Ta 
of improved graduated and powerful friction. Velvet Brushes, 
pa act in the most uer tae ae successful manner. The 
Genuine Smyrna M rvod valuable properties 
of absorption, vitality, a yy means of direct im- ity, 

portations, dispensing with all intermedi: ate parties’ profits and 

aad bleaching, a and securing the luxury of a genuine 
ponge. nly at Mercatre’s Sole Establishment, 

1303, D Oxford. street, one door from Holles-street. 
aution—Beware of the words “From Metcalfe's," adopted 

by some houses, 

'eet, 

dor use, at 4s., n and 20s. each. 

HE POPULAR REMEDY. 

ENDE LIFE PILLS.—The Se nea success 
is medicine is the wonder of the ages it has been 

Testimonials are received daily, and it be SNe) in 
a newspaper, to publish one-half NE and the following 
are selected as people well known in their respective neigh- 
bourhoods, and whose testimony is unquestionable. Further 
sheets of Testimonials and t dn and Times of Old Parr” 

NT. Roberts and Co., Li 
Sirs, —You will Py fed to send me six dozen more 
Prius ; Lam jusi . Whey are taking well, and, I can assure 
you, they are aes an immensity of good ; every one who has 
tried them in- affections of the Liver and Stomach derives a 
great deal of benefit.” LIAM GILCHRIEST, 

Apothecary and Surgeon.” 
“ enton, near Neweastle, August 11, 1845. Sirs,—I 

beg to thank, and inform you of the wonderful effect of your 

Parr’s Lire Pitts, I was jong subject to Shortness of Breath, 

with Cough, &oc,, but after taking your DU a short time, I am 
not only “cured. but fee quite young a: bien ahount an 

old man of 60, I feel so much better that 1 think I shall live to 
be 90 atleast, If you think this will be of service you ave quite 
welcome to printit, Yours, with much respect, PETER rd d 

Beware of spurious imitations of the above medicine, Non 

ES genuine unless the words “PARR’S LIFE PILLS” are 

HITE LETTERS ON A D croundD, engraved on the 

Governrieite Stamp, pasted round each box ; also the fac simile 

of the Signature of the DEN * T. ROBERTS and C0." 

Crane-eourt, on m direction 

Sold in boxes, at 1s, 14d., 25. 9d., and family packets at 11s., 

by all respectable druggists and patent medicine retailers 

throughout the ngdom. 
Q b directions are given with each box. 

“BLACK Bo 3s. 6d., 3s. 8d., and 4s. per lb. 
Gunpowder, 5s. ; Young Hyson, 4s. 10d, ; Good Colonial 

Coffee, 1s. 4d, ; Fin UPPER 1s. 8 A Pese articles, of 

str ong good qual lity, nodu 
notice. Sample other guantes forwarded on 

receipt of Do UT oneri or other order of paym: 

SwrrT and B Purveyor to the King of anorak, 38, 

South Adley? ier Tondon, 

UNDER THE PATRON AGE OF ROYALTY AND THE. 

UTHORITY OF THE FACULTY. 

LOZENGES.— A remedy 
e Pulmonary Organs—in difficulty 

of Breathing— dundaney of Phle; gm—in incipient Con- 

sumption (of hice out i is the most e indication) they 

are of unerring effi py ZR uM anid in Winter Cough, 

ur have been never k 

KEATING'S COUGH MEOZENGES are free from every 

deleterious ingredient ü they may, therefore, Ed taken at all 
times, by the "most icate (CD and by the youngest child ; 
eae the Publie eel ser yu the Professional inger will fin die 

them invaluable in 2 z the hoarseness and irritation inci- 
dental to vocal exer rti io 5E aed consequently a powerful auxiliary 

in the production of melodious enunciation. 

Prepared and des in Boxes, 1s, 13d., and Tins, 2s. 9d., 4s. 6d., 

and 10s. 6d. each, HO: xa KEATING, Chemist, &c., No. 19, 

St. Paul's Chur chyard, London 

Sold by Sanaer, 150, and TAN and Hannay, 63, Ox- 

ford-street: BLAKE. SANDFORD, and BLAKE, 47, Piecadi illy. 3 

AI A PERE ECT SUBSTITUTE FOR SILVER,— The 
effective imitation is in the Spoons and Forks, that 

have a hody of real Silver plated over the B RITISH PLATE. 

So accurate and durable are these, that 20 years’ wear would 

not show that they were not real Silver, and they do not cost 
one quarter the price. s, the interest of the money 

that would be paid for real Silver will m these things oftener 

than they are wanted. Prices of British Plate covered with real 

Si able Spoons P SUA 3 
21, 7. a Spoons do. m ble s do., 3I.; Dessert Forks 

do., 9l. 5s. .; Bugar Tongs per s s ds 
Gravy Spoons pint 10s. ; Soup Ladles cach, 18s, ; Fish Knives 
each, lj. They are man tured exclusively for MECI 
LEADENHALL-STREET, The money is SR returned d 

any purchaser who dampyroves them. large assort- 

ment of Plated Fruit and Dessert Kaes, real etica Plated 

Goods, Table Cutlery, Small Cutlery, and o: matters con- 

nected with house-keeping, of which OAE may be had 

ti: gratis 

t Western Paris and St, Germain— Fampoux 
pees 

OFFICIAL PAPERS. Statutes of the Paris and Lyon—Dublit 
and Drogheda ; Directors’ Report—Dublin and Belfast unos 
tion ; e Report — Waterford and Limerick; Di- 
rectors and > Engineer's 

eport. 
RAILWAY LITERATURE. call S s Law of Railway 

and other Joint Stock Companies—Chambers’s Law relating 
to Railway peur RONNE on the Report of the 
Gau WER issionei 

MECHANICAL IMPROVEMENTS, —Bodmer’s Improvements 
e rank-axles and Axle-boxes, designed for High Velocities 
with Engravings). 

PROCEEDINGS “Ol CHARME —Institution of Civil En- 
Society of 

CORRESPONDENCE, “ine Gauge Question Mencken ier 
Statistical Society and the Summit Tunnel. 

PARLIAMENTARY “PROCEEDINGS Progress of Bills in 
both NIC UNE of I dei iamentary Business—Y orl« 
and Lancaster--Railway Com n Sand ‘Government Con- 
trol—The Morrison Specie Parliamentary Committees. 

Gossip of the We 
Law li inveuigertte. 
Progress of Works. 

, &c. 
Dor ‘Prado Meetings- Tenders for Louns—Contracts 

ned—Transfer Books closed. 
Don Table. 
Share Lists. 
Foreign Ditto—Money Market, and Latest Prices. 

Order Railway Chronicle of any Newsvender. 

ROSES IN POTS. Price 1s. 6d. 
BSERVATIONS ON THE CULTIVATION OF 
QROSES IN POTS j‘iticluding Forcing and Propagating, 

By W. PAUL. y 
SHERWOOD d Co, Paternoster-row ; or post free from the 
uthor, Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts, on receipt of 22 postage 

stamps. 

Just E fcap, 4 
UNE TRAVELLER'S EASONS m ADOPTING 

R MEK OT. GAUGE, 
Stated in a Letter to I. K. BRUNEL, Esq. 
JOSEPH CuNDALL, 12, Old Bond-street. 

April will be published, 
DICTIONA! RY OF MODERN GARDENING. 
By Gxonoz Ww. Jounsoy, Esq., Author n Principles of 

Practical Gardening, The Gardeners’ Alm 
.° This Work is designed for all paved eRe po w 
r for profit or ed Though containing nearly 70 

closely -printod pages, i orm a most convenient hand- 
book for ready. EUM d every hortieultural on It 
contains an epito: f the praetice of the best modern gar- 
E uns) with all um necessary information relative to. Kitchen 

tables, Fruits, Flow Manures, Predatory Pct 
The din as well as ai 153 gardening is fully Jed, aud 
the whole illustrated with references to other autho ties, and 
Drawings of Edifices, Tools, Modes of run Training, 
Grafting, &c. The price will not exceed 1 

ROBERT aN 41; Pride noster ow. 

de. 

Third Edition, 

N IMPROVED MODE OF CULTIVATING 
CUCUMBERS AND MELONS, with plans of Pits; with 

directions for Groupe. and Forcing Asparagus and Sei ikale; 
by GEORGE MILLS, dr S., Gardener to the Baroness de Roths- 
child, Gunnersbury Fa k. 
Also a Treatise on the ituro of ma EINE APPLE,with plans 

of Pit and Hou 
Published by Ww. SurrH, 113, Fleet-street, 

Les Seeds of MILLS Best Early Frame CUCUMBE R, 2s. 6d, 

A Y VALUABLE ASSISTANT FOR THE CUL TIVATION 

a few days will lw TUDISHd; the d Edition of. 

HE COMPLETE GRAZIER ; or, Farmers’ and 
Cattle Breeders’ and Dealers’ Pe N A ‘Compengt ane 

of We enlarged, revised, and nearly vri 

By Witt1aM YovATT, Esq., author of The e, e, dec. 
And illustrated with upwards of 60 Pest pm of 
the newest Farm Implements, of Cattle, Sheep, Meadow 
Grasses, &e., in e MESE volume of upwards of 700 

pages. Pr ice 18s. cloth letter 
* In this greatly AAA perk valuable additions have 

been made throughout the work ; and the Book on Manuri es, t 
subject ortance in agriculture, has undergone a 
thorough revision, , embodying the best information from both 

native and for anthoriti 
Pendens REA. 4 Co., 48, Paternoster-row. 

passam SMITH & CO’S FINE id 
, Strong, full Pekoe-Souchong flavour—at 4s, 4d. 

per pound, continuing to give such universal 
Proprietors can strongly recommend it to Families 
an economical and serviceable article. — No 1, CovENTRY 
STREET, LONDON, 

Printed by Wirtıam Baannory, of No. 6, York-place, due Newi 
v 2 i 

at the moe e, No. 5, Chat 
jen, In the said county api 
bre to be addressed *o the lee 24 046. 
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INDEX 

Aprteutearal Chemistry DRE e| Land, tenure of, in Irelsnd -~ 
L Chem, Association 214 a | Lincolas ing E 

Aj. Bribe ition 3 c | Linnean Soc doy” T E 
T pale, to brew ` Dupbusleomla 2 77 7 Tay i 

Arracacha a9 food . alle on aH, rev, Eis U dla 
Aspare Simp inen foro ~ Maize sok -= = 838 Barley cro, 945 on seed, mix ed - = 987a Beans and lghate ‘of soda = $44 b | Micro-ce Be al Soctety - - 239b Bas-hive £87 a | Muth, Wood-Leopard - = 286 a Beetle, bla ck Pine < + 839 c y dealers - o. 3876 
ewig + - 9370, 348a Plans foc b bedding out > . sana Calendar, * 239 c | Polmaise hea-ing 235 b, EE 
— auri - 26a | Po'ato jante . 337 c Caraway, to eo - 26a) — Mosam in 1813 243 h 

Carcot tops - Nia n pamphleis s on ~ + 236b Chemiser E am joda 7 ait ¢ | Porat aces, proes of = 987 a 
Education, + 9436 subst UNA for - < 8 8486 
Blower garden planis < - $a soot fo: 244a Food, acraea J £85 a | Rhododend one, tos 340 c 

E ii ances Rhus, some sp, not. "polsónons 239 c used 229 c | Smut in Wheat 242 c Exp ME Eo cordis Rone wc tannin Hoo Lco co aas Gaiden g wslp 230a | Syston Park, Glycine sinensis G arman Pamphlets o on Potato at 239 c 
236 b | Timber, to p-eserve 240 c 

d en nensis at Syston: pe "k 939 € Ius artifivial preparation of, Guano, analysis oí 244 245 a — Pe eruvian Burnie, checking ~ 5) e me Heating, Polm: Vetche: 243 c 
Hosein ral ocio Vegesablo nbstances used as Hylurgns piniper. food, rev. - 239 c 
Ireland, ténure of land in Wheat, smut in e 2 0 gate Irish Wasto Land Weather + e y Se repor Yeast, ar Arr redde 
Isle of Thanet Farmers’ Club Zeuzera A ei AP UNS et SOE 

A ROILS0LO GICAL INSTR OF GREAT 
TAIN AND IRELA 

The next MEET ING of the Subscribing Mes will be held 
on FRIDAY, the Ist of MAY, at the Rooms of the Institution 
of Oi sath Engineers, 25, Great George- OM Westminster, 

"The subject for special discussion 
M PIOTILE MANUFACTURES, including Pottery and Por- 

celain of all countries and of every period.” 
ers who cannot personally attend, are invited to for- 
any friend, odas which they may consider as likely 

to bear on the subje 
Tasti itur 

Attendance from 12 to 2 daily. 
12, H: 

UDSON TURNER, Secretary. 
The ANNUAL ween m the INSTITUTE will take 

"d at York, under the patronage o Grace the Arch- 
hop; P resident, e Eun FITZWILLIAM, commencing 

TUESDAY, | JULY 21s! 

O THE SUBSCRIBERS OF THE 
ARDENERS BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION. 

x —SECOND APPLICATION. e favour of your VorE 
i INTEREST is earnestly solicited h in behalf of ANN PRATT, 

63 years, She has been five years a Widow, without the 
Tica of suppa Her husband, the late Henry Pratt, was regularly brought up to tho profession of Gardening, and was 
well known in the Horticultural world. He lived as Head 
Gardener with Sir [s Duckett, Bart. ; then with W. Wingfield, 
Esq., Master in Chancery ; and, fina) liy, 14 years with the late 
W. Harrison, Esq., Qc. of Cheshunt, in whose service he died. Ho was a Subseriber to m Institution from its com- 
mencement to the time of his 

"he case is strongly Vicit ade by the MEMOIRE pu 
Of your Institution, who will kindly receive pro: —Mr. 
Richard Atle ce, Clapham-road; Messrs, Hurst and ^re ‘Mullen, 
Leadenhall- street nj Mr. Hugh Low, Clapton; Mr. 
George Mi ersbury Park, Ealing ; Mesirs. alge Fleet- 
street ; aries Palmer, Esq., Shacklewell ; 3. Paul and 
Son, Cheshunt ; eward Snow, West Park, Beds, 

OYAL SOUTH LONDON FLORICULTURAL 
pet MUR RUP Patronage of Her Most Gracious 

Qu FIRST BXIIDUTION of the abov: 
will ta ue iP io) AS us Horns Tavern, K 

to all Exhibitors. 

value 5i 55. Mr. James Dickson, wil ahs Ehe for the 
best Hone ANUS viz., Green, Grey, White-edged, and Self- 

^ Mili itary, Band will be in attendance. Admission 
from 1 to 6 o'clock, a hilling each. List of Prizes, and 
the Rules of the Society, may be obtained from 

AYLOR NEVILLE, Secretary. 
Ebenezer House, pectsudta: 

es 
ECK'S PELARGONIUMS.—It may save iu- 
quirers and myself some trouble to inform the public that 

T have NO PLANTS TO DISPOSE OF. mmediately after 
the Exhibitions have closed, I shall ds prepared to supply the 
fol nn varieties in 4-inch pots :—Arabella, Bellona, Mustee, 

y Circle, Desdemona, Othello, and Marc Antony My Scedtines of 1845 will be ready i in October next, 
E. SS Worton Cottage, Apr 

.B. The whole of the ee gent out by me in the 
autumn A wil be exhibited during the season. DUDAS ME 
SELECT AND CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS, with 

s for sowing, treatment, height, colours, &c. 
104 Node choise Annuals, including the most `s. d. 

appre ew .. a E Té e 15 0 
50 vars, itto ditto ditto .. 8 6 
30 vars, ditto Eus ditto e 5 6 
20 vars. ditto dit ditto rear 
20 vars, pest dwarf Sen E ier packets, suited 

filling peas on law: GOLA 7.6 
ditto m A) 

20 vars. best geeenkodks m $ WC eee STG 
20 vars. choice greenhouse Perenni is 10 6 
20 vars. choic ardy Biennials and Perennials 5 0 

Remittances in franks or Post-ofüce orders from unknown 
correspondents. 
be Catalogues of Flower and Vegetable ee pesei the 
est in cultivation, will be sent pre-paid to aj 

Sudi Ass and Brown, Seed and Hi SEM andi piene 
bury, Suffolk, —Ápril 11, 

an 4 Nun SLL anp CO/s 
| ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA, or CHILIAN PINE. 

Stock of the above magnifi- 
cent hardy tree will be found unequalled in this country 

oe the Continent either for extent or luxuri "ance of growth ; anc 
hey beg to call the attention of planters in patel 2 the pu 
id Hosp d they offer are not nursed plants or drawn up 
pits, but fine sturdy plants possessing dark rich green foliage, 
and such as have stood the e severity of the winter for 
years in this the most eastern point of England, proverbial for 
its excessive cutting winds. owing is the scale of prices 
or plants in pots, and may be planted out with advantage at 
the present season. 

2 years old E m m 
Bored ae he ET 
d ann RIS NUS GET UE AIL sd 
5 AMD Nov $2; ORDO SU 

Geare’s Deodar, Uyear, fi fine Be 5 
‘oot mn oo 

Pinus excelsa, 3 ER eS . m 
a d to 5 inche: 

8 inch, fine bushy plant 
Abies Khutrow, 2 ye: 

Also fine apemon iens of older dei “from 10s. 6d. to 
2L. 2s. per plan: 
Agents in Te Messrs. FLANAGAN and Son, 

house-street. 
reat Yarmouth Nursery, April 11. 

CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES. 

YSO ano SON, Frortsts, Wallingford, Berks, 
to offer assortments from their Choice and Select 

9, Mansion- 

Stock as under: £ s.d 
Carnations, 25 superb show varieties, 1 pair ofeach.. 3 0 0 

25 very fine do. o. Babet (0 
Picotees, E Superb show varieties = s480 0 

. d 0 0 5 very fin o. 
SEEDLING POTATOES.— The NO "stock of Seedl 

one year old, raised from the ‘‘Ohaimore Kidney,” mers for 
30 sorts i zs separate bags, 

raliDesctiptive: Priced Catalogue of Florists’ Flowers 
sent on recat of two postage labels. 

Done PELARGONIUMS. — As the bedding 
nis near at hand, P. CONWAY Pep 

the cultivators of the above that his stock and sele 
The seven following varieties he can dm. great 

e recommend as Ud desirable, very distinct, and 
e in their habits, vi 

LOR uite ne and the best 3. C. has yet seen 
jS Mr Gd. to Ss. Gd.’ or 24s. per do: 

2. PRIZE. TG NTER jmpioved = a ne buddia; 
ds. 6d. to 2s, 6d. ov lös: r do: 

3. GENERAL TOM THUMB (true).—Excellent for Vases, 
te; 2s. to 5s. each, or 18s. per doz, 

MRS. MAYLER.—For grouping, or planting as a Dahlia, 
A gre plant treated in this manner looks magnificent. 25. 

T. CYRUS sa to 2s. 6d. 
A few Ed specimens of Nos.4 and 5, from DA 6d. to 21s. 

each; also Curtis's e 
Ba ulis HONEYMOON, 
For C.’s 

3s. i 
.s general List md Scarlets see Advertisement in 

Chroniats of Jan. 24. Of the other variety of Pelargoniums, 
P. C. has raised a Seedling, xin for its very superior qualities 
he has named CONQUERING RO. P.C. is not offerin, 
this plant as new in colour, id Di its beautiful. Bare &c. 
Colour deep rose, with dark. spot on upper petal; a good 
grower, splendid bold truss, fine shape, and possesses the de- 
sirable "property of holding its truss of flowers complete above 
a fortnight Aiter they are fully expanded. A forced plant 
may now be seen in bom, sis will speak foritself, Fine 
plants in 5- Suh pots, at 5s. 

fine variety of. bedding-out ‘plants, consisting of Pelargo- 
niums, Fuchsias, Verbenas, Petunias, Heliotropes, Ageratum 
Mexicana, Calceolarias, Lobelia erinus grandiflora, Anagallis, 
Nierembergias, &c. &e., atv very moderate prices. 

Old Brompton, April 11, 

RR 

URNIP SEEDS. 
DRUMMOND AND SONA SrıriING, N.B., and 

* DUBLIN, have on sale a large and select stock of 
TURNIP SEEDS. Terms patay moderate. The fol- 
lowing are the most approved sorts, Bs 
pL E Sings Improved Forge. -top. 

othian, Purpl 
YELLOW ABBRD ERS with jenes top. 

qo: with Purple top. 
d o. 

YELLOW IMPROVED EARLY, now TOS Retre for 
sowing late in the season, 

WHITE GLOBE. 
EM TOP GLOBE, 
N.B. Delivered free in Lon don, Liverpool, Hull, Newcastle, Cork, Belfast, and Londonderry, when not less than 40 Ibs, are 

ordered, 
*.* Priced Sue of Tapeten Garden and Farm 

Seeds, Nursery P! 8, &c., on appli 
Agricultural TS Stirling, and? 38 Dawes Sti, Dublin. 

DISH gAn OWERS. xo. STANDISH A GR 
inform 

nn purplish 
flower, the das 

crimson uus 
of Standish 

m Pls PANSIES, AND MEE it tin 
OYAL N URSERY, SLOUG 

W. G; BROWN: S DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE 
is ready, and will be forwarded immediately e on. ae 

cation. It contains every novelty of the season— 
has the grower's deseri Pup La oat Amongst the Hest rude 
ones are Beauty of Hants, Bohemian Girl, Captain Ms ix 
Lady Charleville, Ma: Me of Bath ( (rue), Marchioness of 
wallis, Magician, Newington Rival, Princess Radziwill, Outen 
of Perpetuals, . Antrobus, and Brown's Rose d’ Amour. 
The P "UoHsI AS are also very selec 
Delicata, Halley’s Empress, Ep 
re of em 

omona, Queen Vietoria, Ser- 
ratifolia, dre. aout the PANSIES (for which and Dahlias 
this Nursery is famous), Brown’s Cassandra and King of Sax- 
ony, Brown's Arethusa, Curion, Hannibal, Maid of "the Mil ll, 
Prior, &c., Cloth of Gol Rolla, Juno, Middleton, 
Prince Albert, Pizarro, Sulphu ea Elegans, Tom Pinch, 
Perseus, Preside nt, Bryaut’s Pantestion &c. plants will 
be sent out very (EE A remittance "expected with distant 
orders, for which the package will be allowed. 

to observe, he can supply every article con- 
newer "with the Nursery kde ness. His collection of ea 
is unique. Osmundia Regalis, just imported from Ireland; 
small erowns of this magnificent Fern, 5s. each; pe 
weighing nearly 

e Nymph, Lady Julia, and 
Duehess of Suther- 

TO SEEDSMEN AN 
ae & CO. beg to offer thee allowing sorts 

TURNIPS, whieh ‘they ean confidently recommend, 
an of uel they hold large aud gi stocks. They beg, 

0, to inform their Customers one fnis Un aie of their business 
8 Ri managed entirely Mr. C. Scorr, late of Manchester, 
who was the raiser of the Sw edish Turnip Dem by the Secre- 
tary of the Royal Agricultural Society of England “Scott's 
Improved Manendstae Swede,” and with which he gained the 
irst prize of the Agricultural Society of Manchester three 
times, viz., in 1812, 1 nd 1844. Bio sorts are re- 
commended :—Scott’s s Troprov ed Manchest es, Skirving's 

nproved ditto, Laing's ditto ditto, po Swedish Yellow 
Purple top, Sut Scotch Yellow Green- -top, Large Scotch 
ell Pw le-top, Dale’s Hybrid, Swedish and White and 
Rea Tankard, and Pomeranian. 

W. & Co. have also a largó: ae japi selected stock of 
pene Mangold Wurzel, Clov. iso Genuine Bone, 
Sulphuric Acid, and other Manur 

hey also. offer Vegetable Seedsi in collections, comprising the 
newest and best of all S E in sufficient quautity for a year's supply, for 91, 2 

0 varieties of Saner AE cones ing all he 
newest and best sorts, ; Ja £i i 0 

50 ditto, ditto .. 91 6 
Verbenas, paitis, Gevaniums, ses for Dedding out, ». and 

6s. per dozen.— 'sery, Dor 

ELLETSON’S SUPER APRIL we Rees AND 
USHER’S NEW AND UNIQUE MA EEDS. 

V JILLIAM MAY, F.H.S., begs d on era to 
the above superior articles s (see Chronicle, March Tth), 

a are being sent out in sealed packets, the an coli at 5s., 
he Marigolds in 20 vars. at 7s. 6d., post free.—To be had 

EN ‘London of Ms: WARNER and WARNER, Comhill ; and 
Mr. C. Farnes, ohn’s-street ; in Manchester of Mr. 
m rke! ilice; and of the Advertiser, Hope Nursery, 

ed 

I! LOW anp CO. inform their friends and the 
-- publie that thete c ATALOGUE OF DAIILIAS, contain- 

ing most of the new and approved varieties, is now w ready, an 
may be had on application.—Upper Clapton, April 11, 194 

ITALIAN "TUBEROSE ROUTS» 
3s. per dozen.—R. HALL begs to advise that the above 

named Roots are veu. bly fin e this season, and may be had, 

hapel. 

H GROOM, CE ITA near 
* moved from WarwonTH), By TR du kd FLORIST To 

HER Masesa THE QU AND To His MAJESTY THE Kine or 
Saxony, begs to say his Catalogue of GERANIUMS, AURI- 
CULAS. LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM, and M dE PLANTS is 
ready, and will be forwarded by po applicatio: x 

e has a fine stock a CARN. "PIOS and PICOTEES 
ign orders executed. 

TON NURSERY, SURREY. 
E JACKSON” S SUPPLEMENTARY 

* LOGUE OF PLANTS, with prices, for 1846, 
tained free on pre-paid application. 

Kingston Nursery, Sui pril 11l. . 

CATA- 
may be ob- 

DISTINCT AND SHOWY HERBACEOUS PLANTS 
Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, Uckfield, Sussex. 
x WOOD AND SON having for several years 
IUE attention to the cultivation of HERBA- 

crous BLAN now much pleasure in offering collec- 
tions from their very EAD Stock on the following terms; 
the selection P eR being left to themselves. 

SUM d that none but showy and. 
uH kinds "hall be 

Select sorts, one of p ‘named. . 6s. per doz. a Lg ps 
Superior do. do. 9s. ^" 
Superb New do. do. 12s. Du 

Catalogues of the above may be had, rosr FREE, on ap) 

^ THE BEST EIGHT SEEDLING VERBENAS EVER 
OFFER. 

GE. SMITH, in offering the following splendid 
kinds, feels assured that they will es the purchaser, 

as they have been so universally admired a London Shows ; 
Seven of them have obtained P Class Seedling Prizes, To 
be sent out the 20th of April, at 30s. the set, or 5s. per plant; 
viz., Duchess of Sutherland, Duc de Nemours, met Lovely 
Ann, Modesta, Miss Wai atson, Merry Monarch, and Queen of 

atalogue containing the description, with all the 
leds sorts of last year; also Fuchsias, Petunias, Dahlias, 
& €. 

*.* All orders from s correspondents must be ac- 
companied with money o 

Tollington Nursery, ENSURE Islington, near London, 

with RS UE Tor Zo at his Oil and It lian Warehouse, . 
63 th A 

DON (re-- 
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SELECTION OF CHOIUE FLOWER SEEDS. 

ES IAM E. RENDLU & CO. have a smal! Stoek 

be DUE E pH Flower à xs Many of tbe sorts, 
such. E. MART NIA F ee ACO Ne i HLOX DRUMMONDI, 

and others Ey yalue, pns n 

of their Foreman ; the See: s therefore, ean be warranted to be 

quite new, and correct to EAE 

ALE OF PRICES, SENT POSTAGE FREE. 

50 Choice Flower Seeds, including the following... .for 

30 dos do. do. 
do. ^" 

ER: ierit. | Pt Rhodanthe Mauglesii. 

tage. Ph'ox Drummondi, 

Dianthus v re 8. 

| Tobelin erimus 
| iren iheni wleolor, 

|| N Pipes florabunda. 
| S ras retusus. 

culata. Viscari 
Finest cana Stock, 

t been published, the height, 

sing the principal sorts of Fio er Seeds, 
each order. A General Catalogue can be had on 

application, A remittance is not reqnired from known Cor- 
respondents, or those who give reference in London, 

. Union-road Nursery, Plymouth, April 11. 

ti I RN 

J BACKHO USE axp SON, Yor 
t 

RUE 'STICKNEY! 8 HOL RYEGRA 

the sole holders 
* of this GRASS, which is unrivalled for Lawns and Per- 

manent Pasture, have a few bushels on sale at a Guinea a 
shel, 

AURELS, COMMON AND. PORTUG PAL. , RHO- 
DODENDRONS, ANDROME &e. 

EVERGREEN PRIVET, SCOTCH AND Seven FIRS, 
—The undersigned ha a large stock of the above, o 

various i203, and. well-furnished plants, beg to « fer them to 
on very reasonable 

vec 
Whitehaven. 

TRUE HI IGHLAXD | OR. MOUNTAIN PINE, 

v TILLIAM MAY, F.H. S. begs to announce to 
planters that pe pones a few thousands of the above 

hly of various sizes ; viz da 13 ft. at 
205., 13. to 2 ft, at 30s. bios 3 ft. at 40s, per thou: 
it is much more robust than the P. sylvesti aad of mech 

quicker growth, and attains a much larger size as a timber 
tree, The present is the most approved month for planting it, 
Badan onary orureens ove Nuray. POIDA, "Apri 

E. ARD dis 

fi 

NEWT DAILIAS ^ 

end AnD CO. have the pleasure to 
publie the eg SIDBA MER three most suc- 
d» AHLIAS 
RIVAL [CERTA Dia urple. This variety, 

is fully equal n eon of Perfection its best state, and 

decidedly an acquisition, on account of its popan] yw, very free 

habit, and being generally better up in the eye $ pre- 
senting blooms ft > show, and plenty of M “Aithough 
grown in an unfavi rable ait ion, and planted but two feet 

owing First «ers " South apart, it obtained ‘the 
dit Cnolmeton d, Rept. 16 ; ditto, South Lon- 

, Metropolitan Grand Show, Cremorne 
ough, e feet. s. Bd. 

gi hc “ruby ise aded, a new colour, 
a most beautiful clipped | petal, the centre weil up, ferming a 

great depth ; itis very con- 
T. unfavourably grown in 
I TAn prizes 

stant, and of fine habit, 
a small garden near London 
First class, Chelmsford, Sept. 1835; ditto, South London, 
Sept. 17; ditto, Metropolitan nee ood Show, Cremorne House, 
Sept. 25; Slough, Oct. 7. ur fect—10. 
SYLVIA (Smith), — À petii sily ac, of very fine 

ao m, ex S RE constant, of 1 fine bloomer, 

‘altogether forming 

H 
Se 

outh London, Sept. 17; (aries ire 3 
ned a ‘he firet prize in the stand that obtii 

Show. 
be considered fully proved 
necessary to secure dye Four feet. 10s. 6d; 

The above are warranted Arst-class flowers 
tained prizes wh 

and have ob- 

Hos ow a i No Dahli. 
(Proe! fm — White, 

ur feet—105. Gd. 
i Rich deep purple; EVE a 

, and in the first stand ; dling 

As 

with rich purple 

QU UE 
seedling prize at Bow 
1s our feet—10 
oru Groly A PEAR NDS maroon, ex. fine. 

Four m 
MI v Rob t) 

pnts Three fi 
NOBILISSIMA (Day 

Ruhr red, fine cupped petals, free and 

— Bright scarlet, cupped and glo- 
bular, a very useful show Hower, Four fi 
PURITY (Smith).—Pure light yellow, cupped, one entre well 
, free, and of [Rea bit; obtained a prize at 

South Essex, also i first stand Fout fiot 1. 6d. 

OSE PERPETU AL (Smith).—Fine shaded rose, constant, 

a most pe habit, and immense bloomer; in the stand 
that obtaine e first at South Essex. Four fe 6d. 

GU Roberts).—Deep red, large, and well formed ; 

seedling 1845. 6á a useful i» k s flower 

F. of other 
, Dahlias, 

e had on g on. 
grow: z: 

Fishetos, Ver benap da 
Hackney, near London. 

ESTMACO & CO., 
(opposite St. Paul's), have s 

(free from disease), to dispose of 
Ash-leaf Kidney Potatoes 
Chapman's do. — ¢ Shaw's 

have also an “excellent. collection $a Jue y Tm 

2. imported :— 
24 vars. on Asters 

SEEDSM ME heapside 
ill a stock of the following 

t very low „prices :— 

. German Stocks. , 5s. 0 
Larkspurs 2 6 

ady packages containing 
pte nw omit past pepe 
ng all the best hardy Annuals, 
LOGUE ep, 

Xufáme, 10s., 
ae Es SH ED CAT 

Hor jimin 3 h 
Pra d Florist,” and “ tural Cabinet,’ 
February last.—156, re de en OBS E Pau Longon: 

de AND § SUPERB F UCHSIAS, .—Strong esta- 
ns en, consisting of the follor g 

€ Potti Serratifolia, 
Salter's Sylp e Ob: ron, quee en of the West, Rosabelia, Prin 
Alice, Maye grandiflora, Duchess of MO 
lagh, Hero, Hamlet, eais Junius, Epps 

Queen otit n of tho Be 
tior agon, Robusta, Snowball, 
Trid 1e, ish Bride, &c. The 
above e be care! lckéd and prac ded to London car- 
riage free, All orders from unknown correspondents to be 
acec me with a remittance, 

W. J. Epps, Bower Nursery, Maidstone, 

THE MNT AND’ VERY BEST FUCHSIAS, 
RBENAS, PETUNIAS, &c. 

Roma e CO, are now sending, out per post 
free, the newest one. yery bopt FUCHSIAS, Pnctuling 

xs ON (if required) at Ls per doz. 

rst-rate Show Varietie J 

Fine d St, 
VERBENAS, ist „elass Show Varieties — .. 10a, 3, 

itt we 68, 

PETUNTAS, ‘xtra Fino 7 o 4 

Those favour kom T and Co. yid "their orders for the above, 

are respectfully requested to state the varieties they E 

possess, that a repetition may be potum every care 

served in making improvements, by adding such varieties as 

will give satisfaction. 

CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES. 
12 jns us a fine and PURO Saig £2. d, 

2 10 Flowers, by n: Se > , . 0 

25 " ditto ditto 500 

12 ^ ditto Fine show Flowers EP T 30 70 

25 ditto itto 3.00 

12 pairs Showy Border Flow 

Extra fine Show Pinks, by na: er dozen pai 12s, 
Also a few. pairs more of the 2 erb Picotees '* President and 

*Duke of N Sataa ” at 15s. por pair, 

HEBBACKOUS. PL ANTE, "fine sor! sorts, 6s. to Ais per dozen, 
NGU 3 per plant, 

DS, per post, 

6s. per doz. 
6s., b» ‘bs. ae and 29. E 55. 

OTIO FERNS (many species 
POSAD OF. Price and particulars 

An HERBARIO} M of RAR 
almost unique) to be D 
can behad on oed 

r particulars of their new and beautiful White Fuchsia, 
“SANEPA REII, » with Five other Seedlings, see Advertise- 
ment of Mare Als Splendid Tarien na: 

Great A v 
TO THE ADMIRERS or TUR d Rar 

D PE 
EO. ROGERS (late Wat "Rosens & vu Sreps- 

_FU 

J. STEWART Perse. ‘an immense stock of 
* FUCHSIAS, fine healthy plants, is enabled to offer the 

following select varieties at the low average of Is. 6d., provided 
that not less than 12 sorts are purchased at once ; 
be had separately, from 2s. to 2s. 6d. each, vi 
Sutherland, *Nymph, “Snowball Cleopatra, 
Lewisham, suse of the West, "Queen of Sheba, * 
tingen, t ‘Syph, *Unique, *Andromeda, *Lady of tho Lake, 

of Wales, Captivation, *Tiley e Al 
^fallys oksaa, Millev’s Queen Victoria, * Enchantress Su- 

perb, Lupa, *Edina, * Æneas, *Turban, *I r W. Maj 

“Admiral, *Conqueror, *Josephus, Splendida, E Co- 
Tir D. Highland Chief, Pomona, Magniflora, and Rosea su- 
perba. 

Those marked with an asterisk can be supplied to the Trade 

grs us per dg: .. when not less Lon six T W sort are taken. 
Seas may be each, or 12s. per 

eee sor ti ain elena, Heroine. "Norfolk ‘Hero, San- 
guinea, Formos Bg *Globosa pallida, Puichella carnea, 

ssi air Rosamond, Rosa Mundi, Amulet, 
“Zanoni, "5Miller's Expansa, Elata, Juno, *La Polk: 
T f York, Hector, Lord Ashley, Neptune, 
DR Erecta elegans, Great Western, Majestica superba, 

ifiora erecta, Othello, ‘The Ret, Pillar of 
» R. Sale, Harrison's Recury: x and *Ves 

Th decan be Tagnishgd. with the sorts mar] i at 9s, per 

doz., A not im th: of each kind pes S hased, 
E Bo) De repeated, 

Salthill ME T near Windsor. 

AINES'S SUPERB SEEDLING  DAHLIAS 

PRINCESS RADZIWILL. GAINES, —White, edged with 

violet; decidedly the best light Dahlia ever seen, perfectly 

round in outline, two-thirds of a ball; the centre high, very 
‘ull, double, symmetrical, and constant throughout the season. 

Has been awarded the following prizes Firs 
Stonehenge ; ae s Bath; first do. Teddington ; 

Chelm: sford ; t do., Surrey Gardens : first do., Cremo: 

house, the PE sot it was exhibited, and pronounced by 
Mr. Glenny a perfect gon. For Mr, Glenny's further opinion, 
see Gardeners ette. Height, 3 to 4 feet, 10s. Gd, 

PRIDE OF SURREY, GATRES. —Rosy purple, of the finest 

form, warranted the best of its colour; perfect outline, the 
centre high, the petals Nenucifully TE forming two- thirds 

of a ball, and one of the most constant Dahlias in cultivation. 

Has been awarded two first class Certificates, and l highly re- 
ded t. 

SE "d 
EF Ei e 

MAN AND Fron:sT, Uttoxeter, s to offer 

pe Tongning th the greatest confidencein p? ss satis- 

on to every purchas se 
SE BEDE ING FUCHSIA,—No. 1-45, Rogers’s “Lady Cotton 

Sheppard,” plants 7s. Gd. each. 
United Gardeners SR Land Stewards’ Journal, August 10 — 

-45, named * Lady Cotton Sheppard," 
; much longer than most others, nae e 

Thronisle, 1845. No, 1-45 is a unique variety.” 
CEOLARIA.—No. 1, Rogers’s ‘Sir Thomas 

Cotton Sheppard, ” plants 15s. each, 
Bre in de ners? Aa ener. May, 1845. pc R.: No. 1, is a good 

low, with large spots, very distinct, De 

or ps al Cabinet, duy d 1815.—'* G gers : the 

Calacnlania pte is ay fine formed ones and iss E beau- 

tifully marked, places it as one of the best. 
SEBDLIA G ‘PETUNIA. —No. 1-45. [oo s ‘Lord Talbot,” 

plants 5s. e 
Chronicle, July 5th, 1845,—“ G. R. : No. 1-45, this 

well-formed flower, of'a good and bright colour.” 
ted Ga a pha Land | Stewar ‘ds’ Journal, Aug: 

“The Seedlin named ‘Lord Talbot, i 
flower, of good 5o orm, an 3 a rich and bright purple ros: 

gs to say (in addition to the above Bor that his 
Seedling FUCHSIA is a very distinct and. beautiful variety ; 
the contrast in the eolour of the tube, sepals, and corolla being 

very great; the sepals expand freely, exposing the crimson 
purple corolla to advantage; it is of a good and free habit, 
blooming profusely, altogether forming a most, desirable 
variety. The Seedling CALCEOLARIA A is one of the most 

splendid kinds ever ofie o the public oms are very 
large and of excellent form, $n its ese ters o much 

Jis er-than any other, which are very distinct from the ground 
superb kind, The Seedling PETUNIA is 

s valuable tribe of plants ; its colour is 
and of a a large size, good form and sub- 

Sits fine circular form till the 
ty for bedding or ornamenting 

» os! 
d good addition to th 

bright and rich, 
Na never reflexing, but rete 
blooms fade; a beautiful oo 
the greenhouse. 

Fine Strong Plants of the oie will b pe ready to send out by the 
20th of April. 

The usual discount to the ‘Trade on Fuchsia and Petunia, 

T not less than three are ord red at one time. As the stock 

the Calceolaria few plants, there eannot be any 
pedes allowed, w il Mad ni as valuable next season 

as the present one; and early orders are requested, as the 

plants will be sent out in strict priority as far as they go. 
The above e safely transmitted in tin cases thr ough the 

All aan ORIS a remittance will be sent free by post. 

"8 Ros Deseriptive Catalogue of Dabliag, Fuchsias, Pelar- 
goniums, Pan Cinerarias, Verbenas, Petnnias, Phloxes, 
ind other misce! ancous pla ants, n be had by inclosing one 
Penny stamp.—U' 11 

iV ELON anp | CUCUMBER PLANTS.— —Fine | Plants 
of Pa assingham’s s Delicious GREEN FLESH MELON at?s. 

b. ps two plants in a got: 
ts at Ls. 

Ba oahi Black Spine Cucumber 

6d. each po e Cue umbers may be seen now 
d and sp Din ras be sent to any distance by 

$ ud, Guida Splenda aed 
imi 
one or tl 
mation, the Pi 
dozen; also 
with other 
Fl 

EY ARA WAY, MAYES, and CO., beg to apprise 
T their Friends and the Publie, por oy SU vien of 

DANLIAS, FUCHSIAS, GERANIUM ERB 
MEAG, CINE RARIAS, &c., is now rea E for y 

1 be sent on application; most of the bn d approved 
be found in "their list, This old-established 

affords great advantages to Noblemen and Gentlemen 
Bai mmuni- 

Tree oad Sood KAENA will have prompt attentio; D» 
e C: Jatalogue of Ros 

SPLENDID SEEDLING ANTIRRHINUMS, and FUCHSIAS. 
FOWLE ud aopnupres that he is now 

EEDLING ANTIRR- 
CH 

1. sending nye 
SIAS, which are H ne 

the admi tion of f all wi 

F. has also a fine E rote of Verbenas, Petunias, Ana- 

Calecolarias, Geraniums, Dahlias, Herbaceous Plants, 

Cat 2 gue of whe’ may be had on application. 
ot sias, including Serratifolia, or Queen 

12 fine Antirrbinums, from 6s, to 128, per dozei 
IRA expected from unknown Correspondents, 

North Brixton, Surrey. Holland Nursery, 

as a first-rate flower. Height, 3 

SULCHELLA, crea — White, en pn deep rose ; the 

centre high, fine ed petals, large, nd, and constant, 
pronounced by Mr. amiy to be a ery useful and handsome 
variety, being a colour much dC is highly recommended. 
Teight, 3 to 4 feet. 10s. 6d. 
QUEEN OF MAY, G. AINES.— "White, slightly laced or tipped 

with lavender, fine cupped petals, good centre, very delicate 
retty, a flower that will give satisfaction tothe cultivator. 

Has Poon greatly admired, Height, 4 feet, 10s. 6d. 

A Priced Catalog ue of Dahlias, METAM 

Ci uchsias, poe Chrysanther 

Carnations, Picotee s, Verbenas, Camellias, 

may be had on application at the Nursery, Surrey-lane, 

Battersea 

OHN “KERNAN hegs to inform Ladies and Gentle- 
men feet Copies of his VEGETABLE AND FLOWER 

as published in the Gardeners’ Chronicle of the 

fis may bed jon on applies ation. 
assell 

Calceolarias, 

Y ES AL TERS'S a AF BLADUD. Com 
«J, P," in reference to your and other corr espondents? 

requests, i ya OINERARIA is now ci ns: iu 5-inch 

pots, 7s. Tinch pots, "e n fine specimen 
plants desde sith bloom. Strong plants in PASS pots full 

the usual discount if s or more are taken at 

d Its habit is unique, and is without a match to pick for 

Bouquets: A Post-office order on Trowbridge post will ensure 

them Hilperton, W 

ED BSTABLISHMEN 315.2, NEW BOND D-STRE 

AMES SALTER ‘respectful! y returns 
U thank: to the Nobility, Gentry, and Inbabitants of Bath 

and its y y, for the DiStApgBistian. patronage he has so long 

enjoyed ; and having lately relinquished the Nursery Business, 
begs a announce that the SEED DEE STA MENT will con- 

nue to be conducted as above. liciting a continuance 
of esteemed favours, ha, a usts the e 

in the. selection of Seeds of the best quality, 
2 SO of his patron: 

an inci dee of publie confidenee and support. 

A printed list of Imported and other choice, Flower Seeds 

ha 

, and 
will secure to him 

may be n application. 
All pr mmunications to be addressed to No. 21, 

Deyonshire-buildings 

DOTATO SEED in packets ‘at 55.5 sav 
variety BARLY SHAW, to be had of W. 

SEEDSMAN, 46, Cheapside. SLE 

EEDS. m CORNER "OF HALF- MOONS 

NS MA e S pE SA ii ti by Offici: ointment) the SEE EN to tl 

“ROVE AGRICUL TURAL iore 'Y OF ENG DAND, at 

Beg to eran the Members of the Bociety, and Agric 

ing l, that their only Counting House and Seed Ware- 

house is Satte pone of HALF. MOON- STREET, PICCADILLY, 

bo for the last Fifty 
xis of gus dA are always ready, and may 

fad on napp cat 

fro: 
NUTTIN NG, 

EET 

GRASS SEEDS, 

G EORGE GIBBS anp CO., are now supp: 

cj mixtures for laying down a Tiar enen Gra: 
to n rape 

ying their 
t 32s, per 

"his being 

a 
supplied them for E anni Sen asap d acres, with the 

"vourable results, they have been induced to lower the 
o meet the means of the plain farmer. G. G. and 

Co., therefore, confidently call the attention of those who may 

be neglect! of conten ting land into a quick and durable mea- 

dow or pao of the best Suality, both for hay and succession 

of feeding; f directions for sowing and treatment will 

accompany the XE pe Mire nett for improving. old Grass- 

ls. 8d. per e sorts, for forming AER e AC 

E ciim Carrot Seeds ase 6d. 
Rye-Grass, true kind, 6d, A general priced 

Gntalogne | E. Tumips, and other puo 
ET Seeds, forwarded 

-A o Groner Ginus and Co., Seedsmen, 
Down- "Ste gab; Piccadilly. air DA Y, 

FOREIGN SHEET GLASS. 

ESSRS. EDWARDS & PELL, 15, Southampton- 

street, Strand, dir GIAN GLASS, 

supply & dd per foot, of 
any dimensions under 1 Ha DU 

yariety of pattern. Contracts 

in a esign and aM UR Bias a &c. pese the 

first “Artiste 4 in Belgiu: 

Propagating Glasses s for plants, 65 inches by 3}, 5d. each. 
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ORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.— 
Notice 

FLOWERS and FRUIT, in the Society's Garden, in the pre- 
sent season, will take place on AYS, 

viz., May 9, June 13, and July 11; and that Tuesday, April 21, 
48 the last day on which the usual Privileged Tickets areissued 

ATILLIAM MASTERS, Exoric Nursery, Can- 
terbury, will be happy to forward, free of expense to any 

of the South-Eastern Railway Stations, the under-mentioned 
choice Hothouse and Greenhouse Plants, at the prices affixed, 

an 

2 Calceolarias, of sorts — .. oo . 
2 Cape Heaths, of 12 different kinds .. 

12 superior kinds of Cape Heaths oe m 
2 Plants of 12 species of New Holland Plants 

do. lo. of New Holland Greenhouse 
Plants, of Jarger size m e JG 

12 Plants of 12 species, of newer kinds, do. do. .. 
12 small Plants of 12 varieties of Camellia Japonica. . 
12 larger Plants, do. do, . 
2 Indian Azaleas, of 12 sorts — .. . . 
2 larger Plants of Indian Azaleas E m 
2 newer kinds of Indian Azaleas m E 
2 distinct species of Succulent Plants .. a 
2 choicer kinds of Succulents, one ofeach .. 

12 Orchidaceous Plants of 12 species .. "o 
do. of rarer kinds, 1 each I .. . 

12 choice Stove or Hothouse Plants, 1 of each 
12 Indian and Hybrid Rhododendrons, 12 varieties 
12 China and Thé Roses, 12 varieties .. $ 
12 superior Thé and Cbina Roses, of 12 sorts .. . 0 

A large collection of the different varieties of Verbena, Cal- 
ceolaria, Petunia, Anagallis, Mesembryanthemum, &c., for 
‘bedding, at from 4s, to 6s., in dozens. 

ERICAS, OR CAPE HEATHS. 

OUELL anp CO. having a fine and beautiful 
healthy Stock of the following ERICAS, beg to offer them 

at9s. per dozen. The usual discount to the trade. 
Wilimorei, cruenta, hybrida, gracilis, concinna, ignes- 

tens, abetina, hiemalis, flammea, verticillata, Bonplandia, 
Boweana, ventricosa breviflora, dichromata, and assurgens. 

Great Yarmouth Nursery, April 11, 1846, 

2 
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MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 
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Now that all Europe is speculating upon the pos- 
sibility of procuring new kinds of vegetable food, it 
is not surprising that the hope of introducing Anna- 
acna should be revived, especially since it is 
known to thrive in regions favourable to the Potato. 
For the sake of a few correspondents who have 
addressed us on the subject, of many who seem likely 
to waste money in the attempt to procure it, and in 
order that gardeners who will have to manage it if 
it arrives, as is probable, may know what it is that 
they have to deal with, a short account of the plant 
seems desirable. 

The Arracacha is an umbelliferous plant, found 
wild in the elevated regions of Equatorial America, 
where it is extensively cultivated for the sake of its 
root. In the Andes of Popayan, Pasto and New 
‘Grenada, it is as extensively grown as the Potato, 
It is indeed far more productive than that plant ; 
for, according to BovssrxcAurT, 16 tons an acre are 
obtained from it; while the Potato does not yield 
more than 9 or 10 tons, It is, however, said to be 
somewhat less nutritious, because it contains a 
larger proportion of water. 

TheArracacha root resembles a great Parsnip with 
many fangs, and in flavour is something between 
it and a sweet Chesnut when roasted; at least, that 
was the opinion formed of it by the writer of this 
notice, when it was grown in England about 20 
years ago. Each root is said to weigh from 4 to 
6 lbs. in good land, and it is certainly an excellent 
article of food. But can we grow it in the open 
air in Great Britain ? 

It is the opinion of some persons that we might. 
Arracacha is grown, they say, in places where the 
Potato is also a field crop ; the mountainous regions 
of New Grenada have a climate quite different 
from that of the plains in the same latitude ; and 
are really temperate like the British Islands. We 
Cannot say that we agree at all in this opinion. The 
Mean temperature of the Andes, where the finest 
Arracacha fields occur, according to M. Goupor, 
Who lived in New Grenada for 90 years, is from 
64° to 82°. . There is no frost, no cold weather, 
no dry summer heats in those regions; and in 
truth we have not in our gardens one single 
hardy plant from thence, except the Potato 
Which is a stranger there. How then can we 
Ope to cultivate the Arracacha in the open air 

of this country? It will not bear frost, and dry 
Weather is equally fatal to it. Besides, it must have 
Six months of favourable weather to complete its 
Toots; and where are such months to be found 
within the limits of these islands? Supposing, 
Moreover, that a summer congenial to its growth 
Could be found in Devonshire, or Cornwall, or the 
South-west of Ireland, further difficulties would have 
9 be encountered. It is a difficult plant to pre- 

serve through winter, owing to its great proneness 
to decay. We remember that when the Horti- 
cultural Society possessed the plant, many years | 
ago, the whole of the roots perished in the first 
winter, although they were packed in dry sand, and 
kept in a dry frost-proof shed. 

That the peculiar climate of the regions where 
Arracacha gtows has no parallel in Great Britain 
has been sufficiently shown by the difficulty ex- 
perienced in keeping it alive when it was brought 
here many years ago. It was evidently unable to 
endure our open air, which was too cold, and too 
dry, and both. It was only in garden frames that 
it could be preserved, It is true that Mr. Murray, 
of Glasgow, is stated in the “ Botanical Magazine” 
to have succeeded in keeping the offsets through 
the winter as the roots of Dahlias are kept, to have 
made them sprout readily in spring, and “to suc- 
ceed in a warm situation even in the open air.” But 
we believe that they were very soon found to dis- 
appoint his expectations, 

n these opinions Messrs. SYLVESTRE, PAYEN, 
and Boussincaurr, who have lately reported on 
the subject to the French Government, appear to 
agree with us; for they think that although, per- 
haps, the summer temperature of Paris may be 
high enough to suit the Arracacha, yet that the 
summer heats there would be injuious to it. And 
in this view of the case we are fortified by the ex- 
perience gained in Jamaica, where Dr. Bancrorr 
found it impossible to manage it at Kingston, 
although it throve in St. David's Mountains, 
as well as by the failure experienced by Messrs. 
SovuraNcr-Bopis, and Virmorin, who have in vain 
endeavoured to cultivate it successfully in the 
neighbourhood of Paris. Some roots have now 
been sent to the French nurseries in Algiers, as a 
last resource; but nothing has yet been ascertained 
of their success, 

If notwithstanding these facts any of our readers 
should desire further information, or to try experi- 
ments for themselves, we must refer them to the 
recent reports to the French Academy as published 
in the Comptes rendus of Nov. 1845, and to an 
excellent article on the subject by Sir Wm. Hooker, 
in the “ Botanical Magazine,” for 1831, No. 3092, 
where the plant is figured. 

Mn. Meese having announced in our last Number 
that his valuable observations on the principles of 
what is called Potmaise Hearne are brought to a 
close for the present, we may now offer a word or 
two on the subject ourselves. 

We will, in the first place, beg of our readers to 
refer to p. 3 of this year’s volume, where our own 
views of the matter are given, and to see how far 
the controversy, which is now dying away, affects 
them. It will be found that, while all that we sug- 
gested or asserted is borne out by facets, we are 
called upon to retract nothing that is worth the ink 
that would be consumed in naming it. And we 
trust that those who are of opinion that what has 
answered perfectly in one place will not succeed in 
another, who measure the chances of suecess by 
degrees of latitude, and who cavil at petty details 
which in no way seriously affect. the question, will 
endeavour to ascertain experimentally whether they 
are wrong or right. We profess our entire belief 
that they will report the result of their inquiry 
faithfully and without prejudice. 
We can state that several houses will be thus 

constructed; that Mr. Merre is applying his own 
apparatus to a stove, and that we shall therefore be 
in a few months in a position to resume the question 
more advantageously than is at present possible. 

One of the strongest symptoms of the probable 
success of the plan is the asperity with which it has 
been assailed by some of our correspondents, a tone 
which we must be allowed to say is never well 
suited to discussion, and is very much misapplied 
here, even supposing that the whole thing were the 
delusion which it issaid to be, considering the in- 
tentions of those who have brought it into public 
notice. Surely it is more especially discreditable 
to persons to go so far as to assert that Mr. Murray, 

of Polmaise, had been obliged to pull down the very 
apparatus on.whose successful action the discussion 
has been rais A letter from Mr. Prrer Mac- 
KENZIE, in another part of to-day's Paper, effectually J 2 : 

which will be far more like a termination of the in- 
quiry than hot water. 

But let no one say that we disparage hot water. 
On the contrary, we admit all its excellence and 
advantages; and we should think him a very 
unwise person, who, having a good hot-water appa- 
ratus, pulled it down for the sake of substituting 
Polmaise. “Let well alone" is an excellent maxim, if 
it does not prevent our always striving to do better. 

As to those who decry the Polmuise system, 
because in their opinion it will not, as they think, 
do all that may be done with hot water, will they 
allow us to ask whether a dray-horse is the less 
useful because he is not fit to run for * the Derby ?" 

ON THE ORIGIN AND GROWTH OF FUNGI 
AND PARASITES. 

Ar the present moment the malady which has affected 
Potatoes engages much of the attention of the scientific 
world, and various theories have been advanced in 
order to account for so widespread a disease. Mam 
writers ascribe it to the attacks of a fungus. 
my intention to enter into this controvers 
as a preliminary undertaking, to offer a few remarks on 
the growth of fungi and parasites. In what I am 
about to state, I am aware I am entering on new 
ground, and have therefore to contend with a host of 
great names arranged on the other side. This might 
almost be sufficient to deter one from entering on the 
task, were it not that your columns are open to the in- 
vestigation of truth, rather than the support of any pre- 
conceived theory. " 

Under this impression I now proceed, leaving the 
arguments to be adduced to speak for themselves. In 
ihe mineral kingdom we find that metals in erystall- 
ising assume frequently an arborescent form. The 
ame thing may be observed in water crystallising into 

hoar frost on the panes of windows. This arises from 
a law, resembling, as Mr. Aikin informs us, that which 
produces the lower forms of vegetable organisation. 
When a small quantity of paste is allowed to stand for 
a few days till it begins to undergo decomposition, it 
beeomes eovered with a multitude of white fibres or 
threads shooting upwards into the air, having all tlie ap- 
pearance ofa vegetable production. Nowin what manner 
is this white mouldy substance formed? If we look 
into Liebig we find it reported that he placed some 
Potatoes in a box, wrapping them up in several folds of 
paper; that some time after they were found enveloped 
in a kind of net, and that the sprouts and cells of the 
young Potatoes abounded in starch, which they had 
drawn from the cells of the Potatoes he had thus 
wrapped up. He then goes on to state that the forma- 
tion and growth of fungi is analogous to this, and that 
as the constituents of the old Potato were found un- 
changed in the young ones, so in like manner, animal 
and vegetable substances, when they begin to decay, 
pass over into fungi, exactly as the substance of the 
arent Potato entered into the young sprouts and tubers. 

{tis in this manner, too, that the substances in the 
paste above mentioned passed over into the white fibres 
or threads which appeared on the surface of the paste. 

So far, all is plain ; but when we come to inquire in 
what manner do fungi, and parasitic plants resembling 
them, spring up on i ble vegetable sul 
when these vegetable substanees are partly changed in 
their nature, we are told by naturalists that these para- 
sitie plants have seeds called sporules, which vegetate 
and produce parasites on the plants on which they 
alight, or to which they have in some way or other be- 
come attached. Now, this, I think, is a point which has 
been too generally received without sufiicient evidence. 
It is certainly a matter which requires more proof 
than has ever yet been adduced to support it in all cases. 

We are aware, however, that a substance resembling 
the lower forms of vegetables grows up in paste, even 
when exeluded from the direct action of the atmosphere; 
while the previous process of boiling and preparing the 

paste was sufficient to destroy any ordinary power of 
germination which a seed or sporule in it might possess, 
How, then, does this vegetable growth arise? Why, 
just in the way in which Liebig states that the vegetable 
substanees on which a fungus grows, passes up into the 
growing fungus. At first, we may have some difficulty 
in understanding how a fungus could thus grow up 
without a seed as its cause; but when we reflect that 
in the mineral kingdom a metal may assume an ar- 
boreseent form, and that even water in hoar frost does 
the same, in consequence of a law somewhat similar to 
that which produces the lower forms of vegetable or- 
ganisation, we ean have as little diffieulty in arriving at 
the eonclusion that a vegetable when beginning to 
decay may still preserve a little of that peculiar vitality 
which might impel the decaying vegetable to send 
up its products of starch, &e. in a new vegetable 
form. It is thus, if I am not greatly mistaken, 
that in fungi and parasites 

g 4 E D - 

disposes of such unworthy methods of i 
opinion. 

It is very unwise to assume that the art of heating 

has reached its final condition, that it cannot be im- 

proved, that no conceivable means exist of doing 

what is now done better and cheaper. We at least 

cannot hold out any prospect of acquiescence in 
such hopeless doctrines. On the contrary, we are 
perfectly convinced that men have only just begun 
to operate in the right direction, and we shall never 
rest till means of heating shall have been devised, 

without the intaevedilon od any seed whatever, and that 
many of the fungi and parasites which we discover on 
vegetable substances, and whose growth we attribute to 
seeds or sporules, are nothing more than the extension 
of the products of diseased plants assuming new forms, 
under the influence of the law now indicated. 

Under this view of the case it would appear, that 
whenever a plant became diseased, or its juices unna- 
turally paled by atmospheric or other causes, the law 
now indicated might seud up part of these exudations 
in a shape resembling fungi, and that the new vegetable 
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thus produced, appearing almost at the same instant as 
the disease which gave birth to it, might by some be 
considered as a new being arising from a seed or 
sporule, instead of its being merely an extension of the 
existing vegetable in a new form.— 4n Inquirer, Elgin. 

SELECT PLANTS FOR BEDDING OUT IN 
FLOWER GARDENS. 
(Continued from page 220.) 

2. LOBELIA ERINUS COMPACTA.— This variety differs 
from L. erinus grandiflora in being smaller and more 
delieate, in its pale-green aspeet, in its less robust and 
nearly upright growth, and in forming an extremely 
dense and compact plant, with a much greater disposi- 
tion to form p fl buds. When multiplied 
by seed, the flowers vary in colour from every shade of 
ultra-marine to a bright sapphire-blue. The latter is 
its most permanent character, to perpetuate which it 
should, in common with all varieties which degenerate 
in colour, be increased annually by cuttings. Although 
less favourable than the latter for forming large groups 
r beds, from its dense and upright growth, it is, never- 

theless, by far the most beautiful of all the varieties for 
ducing abriili ingle eff rock-work, or small 

dixi nc ifa nda EA 

itself, it had forced the pupa-case half-way through the 
woolly stopper, which held it fast by the serratures. 
his pupa is shining ochreous-brown, long and ceylin- 

drieal, with two trausverse elevated lines of little teeth 
on the back of each segment, one being short, the other 
interrupted only on the underside, the serratures in- 
clining towards the tail ; the apex is also spiny, and 
there is a horn on the forehead (fig. 2). 

The female moths appear later, and are found until 
the end of August* ; many of the eggsare laid in July, 
and the larvee issue from them so as to cast their skin 
in September, aud arrive at maturity the following 
June. These moths fly towards the evening, and the 
males are very active and lively, but of rare occurrence 
compared with the sluggish females; these are fur- 
nished with a strong horny ovipositor for inserting their 
eggs in the crevices of the bark ; they are oval and ofa 
pale salmon colour (fig. 4), and one I had laid about 
300 eggs in one mass; when first hatched the larva 
feeds upon the bark of the tree ; but it soon afterwards 
pierces the solid wood, and the late Mr. A. Matthews 
made some observations on its economy, which will 
further develope the habits of the caterpillar. His atten- 
tion was called to the subject by seeing a small mass of 

ly decayed sawdust protruding from the bark parterres. Being of recent intr " PI p 
for picturesque effectis not generally known. A small 
bed was devoted to its culture last summer in the 
Royal Gardens of Buckingham Palace, where, from its 
remarkable profusion of conspicuous bright blue flowers 
and neat, compact growth, it was described by all who 
saw it-as extremely beautiful. In a few cases the 
variety has been idered to be uni ing (1), 
which is easily explained, either by reason of a defec- 
tive growth or from the possession of an inferior 
variety from seed. I have seen no other plant of simi- 
lar habit worthy of being compared with it, In order 
to obtain a stronger growth, previous to planting out, 
the following treatment was followed :-- 

Established cuttings of the current year were grown 
in a house-pit devoted to rearing young stock of Fuch- 
sias, Verbenas, &c., well exposed to the light, and 
where a generally uniform and genial temperature was 
maintained at from 66° (and occasionally 70°) by day 
to 55° by night, until the plants were removed from 
pots of 3 inches diameter, and established in pots of 
5 inehes diameter. Whilst the plants were in the former 
size, a limited number of them were treated upon the 
principle deseribed in the last Paper, by having the 
terminal growth of each (amounting to nearly one-half 
of the entire plant) uniformly cut off, thereby inducing 

X more prolific growth. This process was 
hen the plants were re-established in the 

zed pots ; and on their again assuming a vigor- 
ous growth, they were removed to a cold pit or frame, 
and gradually exposed to the open air preparatory to 
planting out for the summer. 

The temperature in which they were grown, previous 
to being pianted in the open ground, has been care- 
fully noticed, in consequence of the too little importance 
attached to the necessary means for obtaining fine 
growth in plants, otherwise requiring ordinary manage- 
ment, 

Could we but read the language of flowers, as ex- 
pressed by their imperfect growth, it would be but to 
reproach us for having transplanted them from the 
bright and genial influence of their own summer skies, 
to bloom imperfectly under the cold and blighting atmo- 
sphere which too often attends their imperfect manage- 
ment. The perfection of beauty in flowers is, in a great 
degree, dependent upon ci fe ble to its 
development ; and like a statue assumed to exist in a 
lock of marble previous to its sculptured form, which 

nothing less than the intimate knowledge and com- 
munion of the artist with the principles and practice of 
his art can bring to light, so it is with flowers. 

The arm of the sculptor is impotent to wield the im- 
plements of his genius apart from the favourable influ- 
ences which awaken and sustain his energies ; and the 
cultivator of plants, who aspires to the highest attain- 
ment in his profession, must also feel the inspiring in- 
fluences of nature, over the circumstances which give 
birth to the noblest efforts of professional skill.— William 
Wood, Pinz-applesplace. 

Tue Woop Leoparp Moru (Zeuzera ZEsculi).— Con- 
spicuous amongst the tree-destroyers is a pill 
similar in its habits to that of the goat-moth, but it is 
much smaller, being only 14 inch long, fleshy, of a 
yellow colour, with four black raised'spots on each side 
of the segments, excepting the thoracic and apical 
ones ; the former has a black shining horny shield, and 
the latter is also partially black and horny ; the spira- 
cles are black, and there are two black spots on the 
head; it has six pectoral, eight abdominal, and two 
anal feet (fig. 1) ; it lives in the trunks of various trees, 
as the Apple, Pear, Quince, Lime, Mountain-ash, 
Walnut, Hazel, Holly, Ash, Elm, Beech, Birch, Oak, 
and Horse Chesnut, from which it receives its specific 
name, not a very apposite one, as it very seldom attacks 
that tree, In Feb, 1845, a portion of a small Oak- 
branch was sent to me with one of these larvze in it ; 
a longitudinal tunnel had been found, not quite in the 
centre, about the size of a swan’s quill, and there it re- 
mained for several months, I wrapped the wood in 
brown paper, through which the caterpillar ate a hole 
directly opposite that in the wood, previously to chang- 
ing to the pupa, and covered the entrance with a woolly 
web and fibres, I imagine, of the paper, and about the 
end of June a male moth hatched. In extricating 

I 
of a Pear-tree in May, above four feet from the ground, 
On removing the bark it appeared that the caterpillar 
had first worked downward, and formed an irregular 
cavity in the wood, from one-eighth to three-eighths 
of an inch deep, which was to receive, and was partly 
filled with excrement; it then returned, having in- 
ereased in strength and size, and in all probability 
changed its skin, and proceeded to bore a tunnel, a 
little above its entrance, about half an inch in diameter, 
regular in shape and gradually receding from the sur- 
face of the tree, until it had extended nearly a foot in 
length, when it was 1} inch from the bark, and at the 
summit the caterpillar. was found with its head ascend- 
ing. The larva usually changes to a chrysalis just be- 

can recommend a simple and safe procedure, whereby 
out of a few good seed Potatoes a far greater number of 
strong and fruitful Potato plants may be produced than 
by the usual plan. I was led to this practice by the 
wish to increase as rapidly as possible the new sorts of 
Potatoes which I had grown from seeds, and which ap- 
peared to me especially promising, in order that I might 
be the sooner able to judge of their utility. 

It would occupy too much space to detail all the ex- 
periments I have made, but I may state generally as 
the result, that I have been able, out of every sound eye 
of a perfectly sound Potato, to obtain at last three strong 
Potato stalks, all three of which bore perfectly de- 
veloped and ripe Potatoes. The following is the plan pur- 
sued :—From the sort of Potatoes I wished to preserve, 
I selected the strongest and most beantiful. Potatoes ; 
these I placed, in the beginning of March, in a hotbed 
which had been already used, or I prepared a hothed 
on purpose with horse-dung, and upon this I placed the 
Potatoes so thick and near one another, that at least 
from 25 to 30 might be counted on every square foot ; 
these were then covered with about 4inches (Quer- 
Finger) of earth, and the frame was closed. In the 
course of from 14 days to three weeks the Potatoes had 
germinated and grown so rapidly as to project against 
the glass of the frame. A spot of ground was then pre- 
pared for the transplanting of the Potatoes, and after 
the sashes had been removed about eight days, to 
accustom the plants to the air, the Potato plants were 
taken up, and every one of the tubers was separated 
from the stalks by a peculiar turn of the hand which 
may be easily acquired. The shoots thus removed were 
again planted close to each other, either entire or 
divided into many parts, in the piece of ground pre- 
viously prepared, and were protected at night or on 
cold days, by covering them over with boards and fine 
faggots or straw. Here they were allowed to remain 
till the weather permitted their being planted in the 
open field. Although this treatment has been generally 
su ful. neath the bark, in a thin web which it p y spins, 

and the serrated rings are admirably adapted to hold 
by the web and aid the moth in forcing its way through 
the covering, and eventually slip out, as is evident by 
the empty pupa-cases of -this and similar timber-feed- 
ing larvee being seen projecting from the trees where 
the moths had recently hatched; and I expect that 
such larvee either secure to the imago a means of exit, 
by previously eating a hole entirely through the bark 
and closing it by a web, sawdust, and excrement, or 
leaving so thin a covering that the animal has strength 
enough to force its way through, softened, as it may be, 
by the fluid with which all Lepidoptera are charged at 
the period of their final transformation. 

si 
The wood-leopard moth has been found in various 

parts of England, and was abundant-some years since 
in St. James's-park, where the wings were scattered 
about by the bats, which fed upon their bodies. It is 
a singularly beautiful moth, and of considerable size, 
the female sometimes measuring 21 inches, when the 
wings are expanded. The maleis much smaller ; it is 
white,the wings aresomewbat transparent. The nervures 
ochreous,with numerous large round and oval blackspots, 
having a chalybeous or green tint on the superior ; but 
they are much smaller and paler in the inferior ; the 
antennee are black, shorter than the thorax, setaceous ; 
the first 18 joints are bipectinated, the rays forming an 
oval; the following joints are slender and pubescent 
(fig. 3) ; the head and thorax are densely clothed with 
the finest wool; the latter is long and oval, with six 
large black spots in two lines down the back ; the eyes 
and legs are black, the latter deep bluish ; the abdomen 
is banded with grey and black. The female has simply 
setaceous antenn:e, the basal joints woolly ; the abdo- 
men is large and much blacker than in the male. 

Fruit-trees may be protected from these mischievous 
larvee by painting them with whale-oil soap as recom- 
mended in this journal, v. ii., p. 304; and no doubt if 
tobaeco-smoke could be forced into perforated trees, it 
would drive out the larvæ, just as rats are ejected by 
water.—Ruricola, 

GERMAN PAMPHLETS on rnz POTATO DISEASE 
AND REMEDIES. 

No. 4.—What Artificial Means may be used to obtain 
froma few Seed-Polatoes a large number of Plants, 
and an abundant produce of Tubers2- From the 
* Annalen der Landwirthschaft,” Band VII. Heft 2. 

Tur need of Potatoes for seed, which must be felt in 
the coming spring, naturally draws attention to Oe 

it has happened that the night 
frosts have done severe injury to the plants. I have 
sometimes allowed the Potato plants to remain in the 
hotbed, by removing with the fingers the tubers from 
the shoots, and replanting the latter i diately. I 
does not at all signify, if from the thickness of the 
plants, one is obliged to lift the Potato shoot quite 
out of the ground, in order to remove the parent 
tuber. The hotbed need not, after this process, be 
covered with the frame, but merely at night covered 
over with the boards, or if necessary a straw mat. This 
plan is undoubtedly the best for the growth of the Pota- 
toes in the open field, but it renders necessary another 
bed for the farther growth of the parent tubers. 

Whether the parent tubers have been separated from 
the stalks upon one plan or the other, they should be 
placed in either the same hotbed or in another, and 
laid out in the same way as at first. By this treatment 
every sound parent tuber immediately sends forth new 
plants, and produces in a much shorter time than be- 
fore from every eye a plant as sound and healthy as at 
first, and they grow so much faster than the first, that 
they will frequently be ready to plant in the open field 
with the first, In the same manner a third crop of 
sound and healthy plants may be obtained, which will 
be ready for planting out at the end of May or the be- 
ginning of June, and from which an abundant supply of 
Potatoes may be harvested. It is seldom that a single 
eye has failed in yielding shoots a third time, and I 
have often succeeded in obtaining them from more than 
half the eyes a fourth time, and these have produced 
beautiful large Potatoes, perfectly ripe, and such as 
might be used for seed or for the table. 

The difficulty of this mode of treatment lies in the 
backwardness of the first produce of shoots, which will 
prevent their being planted out time enough for a third 
produce to make their appearance, so as to ensure a 
perfect harvest. There will always be some difficulties 
to be met in getting three shoots from each eye, but in 
this way alone when successful can the largest quantity 
of Potato plants be secured from any given quantity of 
seed Potatoes, When the tubers produce three sets of 
shoots, it is found that for every acre (morgen) of land 
a hotbed frame will be required about 5 feet long, and 
4 feet broad, provided the plants, when placed out in 
the field, are set at their usual distance. 

I come now to speak of this plan not where the ob- 
ject is to save the Potatoes on account of the deficiency 
of the harvest, but as a cheaper and better one than 
that which is now generally adopted, for the purpose of 
growing Potatoes. Inthe course of taking up Potatoes, 
or during the winter, the finest, largest, and ripest tubers 
should be selected for the purposes of seed. In the 
middle of March, treat them as described above hy 
placing them near one another in a hotbed, exposed to 
the free air in April, and at the beginning of May ; or, 
should night frosts prevail about the 13th or 14th, plant 
them out in the field, and then plant them somewhat 
deeper, and there will be found little occasion to plant 
again on account of failure, A field planted with tubers 
eut up will show many more vacancies than by this plan. 
After separating the shoots from the parent tubers, they 
should be placed together, and about 3 inches of earth 
heaped over them. In 14 days, at most three weeks, 
the hotbed will again be covered with the strongest 
plants, which may be planted out in the field, 

Without the help of a hotbed, only poor plants are 
obtained, which yield but an indifferent produce. 
"Throughout the wiiole procedure there is required the means of meeting the deficiency. From experier 

* For dissection and a figure of the female, sce Curtis’s Brit, 
Ent, plate 722, 

aid of heat and maturation, in order that more than 
one fruitful sound plant be obtained from a single eye. 
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DO ORT sober: pian was generally Geer 
‘that it would probably lead to some more easy 2204° © 
procedure, so that, perhaps, the hotbed might be dis- 
pensed with, and then small farmers might be able to 
adopt it. Should the plan be ever, generally adopted 
it would undoubtedly be the means of effecting a great 
Saving in the culture of Potatoes. 

In conclusion, I must bear my testimony, that 
this procedure is preferable in every point of view to 
the plan of planting the Potatoes whole, or in cut sets. 

1. They are much superior to plants obtained from 
planted tubers, for transplantation does not injure them, 
but rather increases their produce ; they do not produce 
new tubers easily in the hotbed, and should they do so, 
it does not interfere with the success of transplantation. 

2. They suffer far less from the influence of injurious 
ditions of the atmosph 

3. They find more space jn the soil for the production 
of tubers, even if they are planted somewhat thicker 
than Potatoes are ordinarily planted, because every 
plant stands alone, whilst many stems grow together 
when produced from a single tuber. 

4. They ripen their tubers simultaneously, because 
later shoots cannot appear, and on this account they 
Produce, on an average, 2 greater number of large and 
middle.sized tubers than smaller ones. 

5. The produce, entirely independent of the saving of 
Seed, is greater, because the tubers are originally 
thicker planted than can with profit be done in the 
ordinary way. Something, however, depends on adapt- 
ing the treatment to the particular kind of Potato as 
well as the soil, An individual plant cannot naturally 
Produce so many tubers as an entire stem, which con- 
sists of six individual plants, though they be poor and 
contracted, but still six individual plants occupying the 
Space of three stems, every one with six plants, will 
give a much larger and better produce. — Ohle, 
Gorlits, Jan. 1846. 

Weexty Prices or Poratozs per ton, in Covent 
Garden Market, in 1845, and 1846. 

EUG | 1846. 
March ...... 8| 50s. to 90s. | March ...... 7| 70s. to 1705, 

15/50 90 || 14 70 . 170 
22| 60 100 || 21| 70 . 180 
29| 60 100 | 28| 76 180 

April ...... 5| 60 90 |April...... 4| 70 180 
B 12.460. :390:]E cre 74-5 de dO. 23:180 

Š Also at the waterside, Southwark. 

Mareh...... 10 | 55s. to80s.||March .. ... 9] 60s. to 1405 
7| 55 80 16 60 140 

55 80 23 60 — 140 
55 > 80 30| 60 — 140 
55 80 ||Apr 6| 60 140 

Efome Correspondence 
Texan Beehive.—l have read the article headed 

* Immense Natural Beehive,” extracted from the Teras 
Telegraph, a paper published at Houston. I remained 

ustin in June 1843, in company with 
Messrs. Upshur aud Teulon, two gentlemen who had 
resided there for a considerable time, and both much 
attached to science and literature. From these gentle- 
men I obtained much information relative to Austin 
and its vicinity, but never heard them mention anything 
about the said beehive. The description of that part of 
the country is partly correct. In August 1843 I was at 
San Antonio, and heard that from a fissure in a moun- 
tain not far from San Antonio some two or three small 
Waggon-loads of honey and bees’-wax had been collected. 
have traversed much of the first range of Texan hills 

and mountains, and have not seen any deposits of honey 
°Y wax in the fissures or caverns in the rocks. Such, 
OWever, may exist ; but many an old tree have I assisted 

to eut down for wild honey. Some few persons employ 
themselves in the collecting ofhoney and wax forsale. Wax 
tetches a high price in Mexico, where so much is used 
M the churches, Speaking of strange things in Texas, 
May mention that on the San Antonio river there are 

Many ruined “ Missions.” The churches of said missions 
Are still in pretty good repair, In nearly all these 
Tuins small bats build their nests; but in that of La 
‘“oncepcion, a few miles below San Antonio, there is a 
Countless number of bat's-nests, and in 1843 and 1844 
I observed a layer of bat's-dung covering the whole of 
the bottom of the chureh in some places a foot to a foot 
®nda half thick, and the stench arising therefrom in- 
tolerable. Were manure necessary for the lands on the 
an Antonio, this bat guano might be of some service. 

The bats in the town of San Antonio are rather annoying, 
W houses having glazed windows.— W. B. 
Melons.—Having now lived 14 years in the far north 

of Treland, and with an employer who gives me no A : MSS I 
b n m; 

ave not had an opportunity of seeing the Beechwood 
elon ; but, from seeing it so much praised in the 

Chronicle, Y last year sent to Edinburgh for some seed, 
and planted a large frame of it by itself, with the view 
2 *eep the seed free from mixture. To my great dis- 
gPPointment, however, I had four distinct varieties of 
Sen Melons, viz., the Bedford Green-flesh, a large 
11 pet fleshed Rock, a large oblong-shaped Melon (of 
whee Weight), and a large oblong deeply-ribbed sort, 

‘ch inclined to grow unshapely, weighing about 10 lbs. 
P may I ask which of the last-mentioned Melons, or 
Va? of them, was the true Beechwood ?—J. D T. 
of the, Sorry to hear that you have been cheated. None 
L ese answer to the Beechwood Melon. 
"pinus littoralis.—In the account of .this plant in 

| that “ this species is abundant on the sea-shore from 

Cape Mendocino to Puget’s Sound, where it binds toge- 
ther the loose sand with its tough branching roots.” 
Can any of your readers inform me whether the experi- 
ment has been tried in England of employing this plant 
for binding the loose sand on the coast? As it could be 
rapidly propagated to any extent, it would probably be 
found superior to other plants at present employed for 
the purpose.—. C. 

Polmaise Heating.—As many important facts have 
already been laid before the public respecting Mr. 
Murray's mode of heating, and also principles applied 
to the system by Mr. Meeke, I will only endeavour to 
draw a few parallels between the workings of Nature 
and that of the Polmaise system. Natural Philosophy 
teaches us that “the effects of the direct influence of 
the sun are greatly modified by the transportation of 
the temperature of one region juto another, in conse- 
quence of that disturbance in the equilibrium of the 
atmosphere, which the action of those rays necessarily 
roduces. The columns of air that are lighter are dis- 

placed by those that are heavier, and have a general 
tendency in the air to move from the poles towards the 
equator, The superior current restores the air carried 
from the higher latitudes to the lower with such a de- 
gree of equality that the average weight of the atmo- 
sphere, as measured by the barometer, is nearly the same 
in all climates. This restoration is, however, subject 
to great local and temporary irregularities, from the 
different degrees of resistance that the air meets with 
in passing over the surface, and the different capacities 
of that surface for receiving and communieating heat.” 
Now this efficacious and simple means for distributing 
heat over the earth’s surface is imitated on a small 
scale inthe Polmaise heating, the warm air ascending 
and flying to the right and left, diffusing itself over the 
whole house, the lower currents move on to supply 
the place of that which has been displaced, and by this 
easy way the heat is modified with the greatest free- 
dom to any temperature that may be required for gar- 
dening purposes. Is there anything unnatural in all 
this? Again, vapour also that rises from water uniting 
itself to the air, ascends into the higher regious of the 
atmosphere ; we are also informed that if large portions 
of the atmosphere at different temperatures, and satu- 
rated, or nearly saturated, with humidity, be driven 
against one another by contrary winds, the consequence 
must be a precipitation of humidity, or the formation of 
clouds. Now, as far as we have observed, the simple and 
ingenious plan of giving moisture to thehousehas nothing 
opposed in it to Dr. Hutton's theory of the formation of 
clouds in the manner in which the air is supplied with 
moist Moisture can be given in sufficient quantity 
to satisfy the wants of plants in any situation in which 
they may be placed, from the dry to the moist stove. 
Many other natural laws could be pointed out in this 
way of heating hothouses, that have been discovered by 
such men as Newton, Dalton, Leslie, Pictet, Mariotte, 
&c., but with all its simplicity and suecessful working, it 
appears to meet with keen opposition from quarters’ 
from which weoughttoexpeet better things. I set out one 
morning in March amidst frost and snow and saw the 
Vinery at work, and I only wish that those who 
talk about a white heat being necessary to keep up the 
temperature, had seen it. Instead of a white heat I saw 
a low smouldering fire and a narrow-mouthed furnace, 
and the supplying of it with fuel, might be compared to 
the feeding of an infant with a teaspoon instead of a 
muckle Sam with a horn shovel. Itis somewhat strange 
that almost every useful invention bas to undergo an 
ordeal, and some of them a fiery one, before they will 
be secured to benefit the world ; take asan example the 
discoveries of Galileo. Kepler thought that if the dis- 
coveries of Galileo were true, his “ Mysterium Cosmo- 
graphicum” would be overturned; and there was a Mr. 
Horky who declared positively that he had examined 
the heavens with Galileo's own glass, and that no such 
thing as a satellite about Jupiter existed; nor does it ap- 
pear that the descendants of Horky ave all dead ; but 
the reply that the philosopher gave to the astrologers 
might be given to them; he told them that it was a 
more | ble and prais rthy enterprise, with their 
own watchings, toil, and study, to discover something 
admirable and new, than to pass a listless and lazy ex- 
istence, labouring only to darken the toilsome inven- 
tions of their neighbours, in order to excuse their own 
cowardice and inaptitude for reasoning, while they cry 
out that nothing can be added to the discoveries already 
made, There are no golden reasons influencing me 
either to write against the system or for it ; but having 
examined it from time to time, and having seen what it 
has done with so much ease and simplicity, I consider 
that it would be dcing an injustice to gardening to re- 
main silent, I may state, before concluding, that the 
furnace has been used for four years and required no 
repairs, and to all appearance will require none for 

many years to come ; I was also informed that the fire 
when made up at 6 o'eloek in the evening, will remain 

good for 10 or 12 hours, so that the gardener can go to 

bed when he pleases, and never dream of the mercury 
in the tube being congealed, or even at the freezing 
point.—P. Mackenzie, West Plean, Stirling. 

Pansy Dealers—The undersigned would thank the 
Editor of the Gardeners’ Chronicle to inform him what 
he can do under the following circumstances :—In 
February, 1845, he sent a Post-office order to the 
amount of l4 to a celebrated grower of Pansies, near 
London, after thelatter had transmitted his list, for which 
no plants have been received, nor any answer to several 

TPencnanta LE 
| the © Botanical Register” (vol. xiv., p. 1198), it is stated | letters on the subject. — 4 Subscriber, Guernsey, 

i fo on as March 31. 
DOT o eee aut aur ATA, J 

Weather Ru I have to state for “ G.W s” in- 
formation (p. 205) that Ihave watched the weather 
by Dr. Kircher’s rules for several years past, and have 
found them to be correct. This year it blew hard, with 
squalls accompanied by rain from the S. an . on the 
21st, 22d, 23d, and 24th March, consequently if Dr. 
Kircher's rules hold good this year, the coming summer 
will be wet.— M. E. A.—— In addition to the above I 

W.; 22, S.W.; 28, very high, S.E. 
E., very high, 

5 Lo SSOW.22, W.S.W., very high. 
46, 4, 20, , E.; 21, E., very high; 22, N.W. 
- B. H., Abergele, April Ath. 

Polmaise Heating.—I rejoice to see that hortieul- 
turists are beginning to veceive one grand principle 
which I am convinced is as essential to the well-being of 
plants as to the support of animal life.—I allude to the 
admission of a constant supply of fresh air from without 
into the atmosphere of the house. 1t is the judicious 
adaptation of this principle which has proved so bene- 
ficial at Polmaise, and I trust that your advocacy of the 
system, backed by the remarks of Mr. Meeke and others, 
will eventually persuade gardeners that plants are not 
fairly used when shut up in confined houses ; for as we 
know that they assimilate carbon from the air, of what 
use can it be to continue them surrounded by an at- 
mosphere from which the carbon has been already ex- 
hausted ? Thus, we often see plants in houses warmed 
by hot-water or flues, drooping and sickly, when the 
weather will not allow of airing the house. A striking 
instance of the comparative salubrity of the two methods 
has come under my notice, in the case of two Orange- 
trees, which for two seasons in a hot-water forcing house 
scarcely put forth a blossom, but on being removed to 
a house heated by one of Hogard's stoves, where fresh 
warm air was constantly pouring in, throve vigorously, 
and have since their residence there continued to exhibit 
a fine bloom. I have great expectation, from the tone 
of your leading correspondents, that this question will 
resolve itself into a scientific inquiry into the general ` 
prineiples upon which heating should be founded. e 
shall then be in a position to judge correct!y of the 
various i ionswhieh are daily p ded, and know 
how to reject those which, in spite of specious appear- 
ances, being radieally opposed to the laws of nature, are 
certain to end in failure and disappointment.— L. Clifton. 

ln answer to my question of whether the heat 
ean be distributed before it is colleeted, Mr. Meeke 
says, '* I reply that it is collected in the coals, evolved in 
the combustion, and our object then is distribution." 
Itappearsto me that it would be more correct to say, 
that it is stored up, ina latent state, in the coals, is 
brought into action by and evolved during the process 
of combustion, is collected by the apparatus, whatever 
it may be, in which the coal is consumed, and conveyed 
through the channels communicating with, and by their 
intervention distributed to, the area to be heated. The 
real question of the time requisite for the distribution 
of heat to the area to be warmed, is, whether in prac- 
tice the hot water is inefficient, and the Polmaise only 
efficient ; a mere theoretical difference of a few moments 
is of no advantage. With regard to the waste of heat 
from the boiler, what I said was, that it might, toa great 
extent—not that it mightall be avoided ; that it was 
not in every case a necessary consequence of the use of 
hot water. For instance, I have in a greenhouse a 
boiler, the fire-box of which is contained within the 
water case ; as this is not inclosed it supplies heat to 
the area of the house, in the proportion which its sur- 
face bears to that of the pipes. When I find that five 
or six moderate-sized detached houses or pits are sup- 
plied with the requisite amount of bottom and atmo- 
spheric heat for carrying on the ordinary operations 
of Pine and early Grape growing, during our ujual 
winters, and this from one not immoderate-sized fur- 
nace, on the Polmaise plan, and costing not more than 
a quarter (which I think it professes) of the outlay 
necessary for a hot-water apparatus upon the same 
scale, I shall begin to think some 75 per cent. of the 
many hundred pounds whieh have been so laid out 
might have been saved ; until then I incline to the 
opinion, that froma given quantity of fuel a greater 
amount of caloric, by means of a well arranged hot- 
water apparatus, may be collected, conveyed, and dis- 
tributed to different detached houses at the same time, 
than by the Polmaise plan, and this in spite of the 
sacrifice which is then unavoidable.— 7. K. 

Brewing. — In last week’s Paper an anonymous 
correspondent professes to give a method of brewing 
* pale ale” of a quality l to that of the Messrs. pa quality equal 

ass. After stating the proportions of each of the in- 
gredients (the quantity of Hops, by the bye, seems un- 
reasonably large), he directs the “Camomile flowers to be 
strewed—query, stewed ?—in a jar and strained.” “Put 
the Camomile flowers and Hops in at the same time.” 
Into what are they to be put, or where? And again, 
“Boil the malt and water,” &e. Is it possible your 
correspondent can be in earnest in directing the malt to 
be thus treated ? when every housewife knows that to 
even pour boiling water on the malt would cause it to 
become solidified or creed, and the brewing spoiled. If 
your correspondent would be kind enough to exp'ain or 
reconcile these, to me, apparent incongruities, ] should 
feel much obliged; for to follow his directions as the 
now stand would appear to be a waste of money only. 
—A Subscriber, Nottingham. 

Potato Disease—In November last I tied a sound 
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mts assinst the diseased part of an unsound one, | but wild Pinks and Wallilowe : 2 Ta oye Xii ge aR e 
ewww wga- E "t 
and placed them on a eellar-foor. In à montn, om 

examining them, the sound one was not affected ; 

thinking that the euticle may have been its coat of 

defence, I removed this, and placed the two Potatoes 

as before, I have just brought them under a second 

examination ; the diseased one is thoroughly rotten, the 

healthy one sound still, and although several minute 

specks of the fungus show their attachment to the 

healthy Potato, they have been unable to enter more 

than the fortieth partof an inch. "Phe experiment may 

possibly be worth ing to the physiologist in his 

inquiry after causes. Here is evidence that the 
an inroad amongst the cellular 

tissue of the tuber just which way it chooses, but must 

wait to have its sporules cireulated with the fluids of 

the plant in vegetation. Thus distributed the work of 

destruction is easy.— B. Maund, Bromsgrove. 
Garden Gossip.—On the 7th of Ma Isaw a Horse 

Chesnut-tree all out in leaf ; three days ago we had a 

favourite cow bitten in the neek near the head—by a 

viper, the bailiff said ; and when we doubted its being 

caused by that, as it was too early in the season for them 

to come forth, the man said he had already seen several ; 

and to-day I had in my hand a pretty little harmless 

slow-worm, or blind worm, as it is sometimes miscalled; 

and I also found a Morel to-day, so that everything is 

a month or six weeks in advance this spring, and we 

may soon expect to hear the nightingale—indeed, the 

chiff.chaff (willow wren) we heard here on the 5th. 

Bulfinches always do us an immense quantity of mis- 

chief, but this winter they have continued to feast upon 

the seeds of the Ash, so that for a wonder our bushes 

of Pyrus japonica are now most gay, though they have 

just begun to attack the Fly Honeysuckle, Snowy Mes- 

pilus, Chinese Apple, &c. We never before were aware 

of their being so fond of the Ash keys; but one tree still 

covered with them has this winter proved a sad trap to 

the poor bullies, many having been shot in it to give toa 

tame racoon we have; bulfinches, greenfinches, and house 

sparrows being the only birds we allow to be killed, the 

first for destroying all the embryo blossoms, the second 

for picking off all our Primroses and Polyanthuses, and 

the sparrows for maliciously picking off the flower-heads 

of the Wisteria, besides dislodging the martins from 

their nests. In times when the Gardeners’ Chronicle 

treated more on the subject of Ornithology than it does 

now, it repeatedly spoke up for those mischievous vaga- 

bonds the rooks, ‘on whose history and evil-doings I 

could write pages, forI have no patience with those who 

write from their libraries, in some great town perhaps, 

and tell one that the poor persecuted rooks in fact do 
more good to the farmer than harm; those people can 
certainly never have used their own eyes in a country 

where rooks are plentiful; but there is a most useful 

little bird, which has most unjustly got a bad name 

with many who go by what they hear instead uf by what 

they see ; this bird is the starling. We have had 

them build in our roof for some years, and it is highly 

interesting to watch their lively little actions through a 

telescope, though merely on the lawn before the win- 

dows ; but there we see them pick out quantities of the 

nasty soft larve of the erane-fly (father long. legs) which 

are quite as destructive tothe young cornasthe wireworm. 
igs collect little lamps of those pests to the 
d farmer, and when they think they have 

t load, off they fly with them to the nest, 
n any in their struggle to get in at the hole, 

or whilst scolding any observer of their proceedings ; 
but the grubs have each had a pinch from the bird’s. 

pill, so that they can do no more harm. Assoon as the 
first brood has learnt to provide for itself, the old birds 
set about another nest full, so that they not only increase 
very much, but must at the same time clear our ground 
of a vast number of root-eating larvee. The pied wood- 

destructive to the cones of some of our choice 
s, selecting those of the Pinus Teeda and P. 

pieking out the seeds in an ingenious man- 
ave a splendid Abies Douglasii, 40 feet high, 

and from which we raised several seedlings two year: 

ago, which are now 6 inches high ; it has still quant 
of cones on it, though we have given several baskets-full 
away,and had a bushel or two gathered, but they are 
so c ed with turpentiue, it is a dirty job getting ont 

the seeds, and even then there is scarcely one good one 
i . though the seed-loving titmice find some 

, for they are constantly hanging about them ; the 
cones of ours are de'ieate green, when young, but I 
know of a much smaller tree which has them of a red- 
brown or purplish tinge, like the red and the green 
fruiting Larch, We cannot keep the Webbiana ; a 
severe winter like that of 1837.38 kills it, anda dry 
summer like 1844 also killed one, but the Deodara is 
most flourishing, of a fine healthy blue green ; our 
oldest is 12 feet high, and some seedlings 2 feet ; our 
P. Cembra had two cones ripen last year, but the seeds 
were empty, though as large as some we brought from 
Switzerland threeyearsago, the nuts of whicharestill good 
to eat, and they vegetated after having been kept a year. 
P. patula has always had its beauty spoilt every winter 
but this, for having a stream run through the garden, 
we suffer much more from frost than our neighbours, 
and for the same reason cannot have any of the 
splendid Indian Rhododendrons or their hybrids out of 
doors, though the common sorts and the Cataw- 
biense as well as Azaleas and broad-leaved Kalmias are 

quite weeds here, sowing themselves everywhere in the 
mossy turf, and as for the Rhododendrons they come 
up and flourish and flower on a bare rock of erumbly, | 

am w nve wnraocu wv yvur vormig W vOrresponuecny vira 
he cannot keep his Rhododendrons in health unless 
they have some peat or leaf mould, though that cer- 
tainly is the case with the little Swiss kinds, of which I 
believe ours are finer than are to be seen anywhere 
almost, for they certainly surpass those growing in their 
own country near Chamouni. I am at this moment 
looking through a window into a conservatory, the 
window of which delights my eyes with its gay speci- 
mens of the fine Amaryllis tribe, which are my own par- 
ticular’ favourites, though in Mrs. Loudon's pretty 
volume on bulbous plants, she says they can only be 
cultivated where there is a good gardener to attend to 
‘them. Now our gardener often plagues me half out of 
my life by over-watering them (which is all he ever has 
to do to them.) Those scarcely showing leaf he deluges, 
whilst those in full vigour, which require a plentiful 
supply, he neglects. Well, for my window, first there is 
H. pulverulentum, three bulbs in a pot, two of which 
have sent up a scape of four flowerseach ; the originals of 
these were grubbed up by a captain of the navy on the 
Corcovado mount, near Rio Janeiro. Next is a pot 
with only one root of H. Johnsoni, which has sent up 
three heads, each containing seven flowers, that is 21 in 
all! To be sure my roots of Crinum revolutum, 
brought from the Cape frontier by a relation, send up 
two heads with double that number of their strong- 
scented flowers. Then there is H. vittatum, with ahead 
of 7 flowers, and another scape showing. Then a pot with 
3 buibs of one of the bulbulosum kind, for they 
chicken surprisingly ; I mean they form such a profu- 
sion of offsets ; 1 do not know its name, but perhaps it 
s rutilum; it is of smaller growth, with never 
more than two or three bright orange-coloured flowers 5 
therefore prettier than pulverulentum, which I call 
salmon coloured ; then come a parcel of the handsome 
Jacobo»s, of which I have great quantities ; they take 
such good care of themselves, and give no trouble. 
Afterwards in autumn the purple Cape Vallotas and 
Nerine curvifolias make a brilliant show, i ixed 

add that tlie Vinery stands by 
tered, and is 600 feet above the level of the sea, be~ 

sides, on that night, there were 4 panes of glass broken, 
which were not stopped by anything. These are facts 

that ean be attested by the man who manages the fire. 
Some of your correspondents think the erection of a 

stove would eost nearly as much as a hot-water appa- 
ratus, and much more for repairs. I am informed by a. 

hot-water apparatus manufacturer that it would eost 

from 257. to 307. to heat this house by hot water. Now; 

Iam not quite sure, but I think about 107. was the 

cost of the one here ; then comes the repairs, of which 
I cannot speak, for the one here which was put up in1840, 
from appearance is as good as the first day it was put up. 

Iam not atall surprised at the opposition with which 
the system has to contend from hot-water apparatus 

makers, But Iam astonished that gardeners should 

say that no benefit is derived from a circulating atmo- 

sphere, when it is the language of all “to give air on 

with the two kinds of Belladonnas, pale and dark, and 
other varieties of Nerine, We liave at this moment a 
Hovea Celsi, which is a beautiful sight, 6ft. high, and one 
mass of long slender blue wreaths ; it is planted in a 
border. There is also a Euphorbia jacquinifiora, much 
taller, and such a gay bush, though quantities have been 
cut from it all the winter for bouquets, and to ornament 
the hair, for which it is very useful; it keeps so well, 
and mixcs advantageously with the white Daphne 
odora, I never saw so fine a plant, and its history is 
rather curious ; we had some plants in pots that had 
become all arms apd legs; these long straggling limbs 
were cut off, and the handful all laid in by their heels 
in a border, intended to be made into cuttings ; but they 
were forgotten and soon got overgrown by giganti 
Strelitzias, Calla Etbiopiea, Cannas, Hedychiums, a 
Ismenes, &e. ; but after a time we observed a fine bush 
of large deep green leaves had pushed up from the 
neglected cuttings, and the last two or three winters. it 
has been a splendid object. By the way my horse (a 
thorough-bred mare), who is very much pleased when 
I take her a red Carrot, yet turns her lips inside out 
when I give her a white one, and spits it all out. When 
people inquire for preservatives against the attacks of 
hares and rabbits, why do you not recommend encir- 
cling the bed or plant with greased or tarred twine ?— 
they cannot bear its sticking to their fur.— L. J. V. 

Polmaise Heating.—It seemed to me that some of 
your correspondents did not fully know the expense of 
making a stove to heat a Grape-house on the Polmaise 
plan. I madeinquiry, and I find that the house at Pol- 
maise is 25 feet long, 11 feet high at back, 10 feet wide, 
and lfoot 9ins. in front—a mere box ;and I have 
ascertained that a stove like the one at Polmaise would 
cost 30/. exclusive of brickwork, Now, let the advo- 
cates of this system get an estimate from any hot-water 
apparatus maker, and compare that with these facts, 
before they put forward ag; statements about the 
great cheapness of the Polmaise system as regards cost 
of construction, Ihave an offer to heat a Grape-house 
with a double row of 4-inch pipes back and front and 
ends, 55 feet long, and 15 feet wide, clear inside mea- 
sure, 14 feet 6 ins. high at back, and 5 feet 6 ins. in front, 
for the sum of 60/7. A double row of pipes is quite 
sufficient, as I am informed by practical gardene: 
This house is more than double the length of Polmaise, 
and costs a little under twice as much. Again, there 
in this house four times the number of cubic feet more 
than in the Polmaise-house. ‘Therefore, it follows that 
any hot-water apparatus will heat twice the number of 
cubic feet of air that a Polmaise-stove will at the same 
ccst; or, in‘ other words, it will cost twice as much to 
have a good-sized house heated on the Polmaise plan 
as by hot water, as regards first cost, With respect to fuel, 
vear, and tear, I know but little—An Inquirer. 

Mr. Meeke has fallen into an error respecting the 
quantity of iron pipe a stove 30 feet long and 18 feet 
wide requires for heating it. He states the quantity at 
104 yards, when between 40 and 50 yards of 4-inch 
bore will be quite sufficient, making a difference of one 
half the cost for pipe Mr. Meeke has estimated it. 
Deducting 117. 14s. from 307. 18s. the expense will be 
about 187. 14s., leaving in the favour of the Pólmaise 
method only 4l. 14s., and it is doubtful whether this 
may not be only an apparent and not a real advantage 
(as far as cheapness is concerned), that the Polmaise 
method possesses over hot water. When so many items 
are named requisite for the construction of the Polmaise 
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yellow, shravey stone, where you would think nothing method, it is{more than likely the estimated ex- 

every opp „and to guard against cold currents 

of air.” Now, here is a strong current of warm air. 

But then the reply is, it is mot pure ; it is mixed with 

bad gases, by coming in contact with the stove. To the 

minute chemical analyser, it may be so; but I can as- 

sure them to the senses it is not, as it feels as pure as 

the air out of doors, But to prove that it has no bad, 

but good effects: last year, and the year before, right 

above, when one of the covers of the hot-air chamber 

was lifted, I observed the foliage was much longer, and 

the foot-stalk of the leaf remarkably strong ; also two 

bunches of Grapes, with berries of very large size ; I 

shut down that cover,and lifted another, and the effects 

became visible in about two weeks, evidently showing, 

that the stronger the current of air, the greater is the 
growth. The bad effects of a stagnant atmosphere 
must be evident to all who have grown Cucumbers in 
winter, when for weeks the sun has remained clouded, 

with a cold external atmosphere, to admit the smallest 

portion of which required the greatest caution, and even 
that, rushing in on the tender foliage, often caused 

mildew and other diseases, which are not confined to 

the Cucumber alone, but affect also Pines, Vines, Straw- 

berries, and, in fact, all forced fruits and flowers. Now, 

however, a circulation of heated air can be easily ob- 

tained, merely by a chamber surrounding the boiler, 

and pipes communicating with a cold drain from the 

back of the house. Be sure, however, that the hot-air 

chamber is at least 6 inches above the level o 

the cold-air drain, or it is possible there may be no 

circulation, however well the other parts may be con- 

structed. One stove will do just as well as another + 

Haydon’s, White's, Meeke's, or any other. But the one 

that gives off most heat, with least waste, and which is 

the most economical as regards first cost and durabi- 

lity, is the one to adopt.—Alew. Shearer, gardener to 

the Marquis of Tweeddale, Vester, Haddington, April T. 

Maize Cookery.—None of the recipes published in 

this country give an idea of the excellent way in which 

Maize flour, or Polenta, is used in Italy. The only fault 

of the Italian method is that one eats too much, as I am 

ashamed to say has been my case at the Hotel de la 

Couronne, at Brides, near Moutiers. The landlord is 

renowned for his culinary skill, but could he only make, 

or had he never made any other dish than Timballe de 

Polenta à la Savoyarde, that alone should render him 

immortal. ‘Take Polenta, perfectly dry and fresh, moist- 

ened with boiling water, and perfectly mixed by stirring 

with a wooden spoon until the mass is reduced to a 

thoroughly smooth paste, of consistence to admit boil- 

ing. Keep it just below a boiling temperature until, 

by tasting, you find it to be perfectly homogeneous 5 

about 10 minutes suffice : stir the whole time. Remove 

it from the fire,and add much fresh butter, strong 

brown gravy, grated ‘Parmesan cheese, and as much 
garlic as suits your palate ; grated ham is an excellent 

adjunct. Simmer 10 minutes, stirring the whole time 5 

pour or turn the mass into a. well-buttered mould ; 
serve with brown gravy. If you publish this, you 
will merit a statue in the new Houses of Parliament, 
for I defy the world to produce its equal as a farina- 

ceous dish. "Twould make a skeleton corpulent.——— 
Polenta gnocchi ave also capital. Stir in hot water and 
simmer till of a consistence which just allows it 
to run from the pan. Pour the mass on £2 

board, and when cold cut it into diamonds 
of an inch square. ‘The thickness of the paste should 
not exceed three-eighths, or half an inch. Put the 
squares close to each other in a dish, but they should 

not touch. Pile layer above layer, a little butter and 
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grated cheese between each ; or, if you wish to eat it 

as a sweet or pudding, pounded cinnamon, sugar, or 

treacle. The butter, cheese, or sugar. prevent the bits 
and layers sticking to each other. Brown the whole 

by fire above and below, or bake in an oven, or steam 
until the clicese be softened, or the butter and sugar in- 
corporated iu the paste. The said Gnocchi, made with 
common fleur, are equally good. It is the Roman 
popular dish, and no osteria’s sign-board ever wants 
Gxoceri ramost inscribed upon it. Itis so general and 
common, that it forms the proverb invariably, and 
should you officiously seek to interfere in the property 
belonging to another, or remonstrate on its abuse, 
Ognun può far della suo pasta gnocchi. Every one is 
at liberty to make Gnoechi of his own paste, ie any 

body may do what he likes with his own.—N., Florence, 
Mai ch 26. * 

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 
April 7.—X. W. Barcuarn, Esq., in the chair. The 

Duke of Marlborough, J. Tinne, Esq., H. Bulloek, Esq., 
Mrs. Mattheson, and Mr, J. Moutgomery, were eleeted 
Fellows. Of new plants, perhaps that which excited 
the most interest was a Fuchsia from Messrs. Veitch 
& Son, of Exeter, which had been discovered by Mr. W. 
Lobb, near Lima, in Peru, and which was awarded a 
Large Silver Medal. It proves to be a curious and 
rather handsome species, entirely new to gardens, pro- 
ueing an abundance of long rosy pink tubes, of about 

4inches in length. It is entirely destitute of petals, 
and therefore the beauty of the flower is confined to the 
calyx alone. Along with it was a small plant in a 
5-inch pot, having three flowers, which were brighter 
Coloured than those on the larger plant, (whose blos- 
Soms, although tolerably high coloured considering the 
Season, were perhaps somewhat wanting in this respect), 
and which gave promise that its appearance might yet 
become more attractive as we become better acquainted 
With it, for we know that circumstances of an obseure 
Kind often affect plants in this respect ; an instance of 
which was exhibited to the meeting in the shape of 
Gloxinia Cartoni from Mr. Dobson, gr. to Mr. Beek, of 
Isleworth. Isisa well-known fact that G. Cartoni, as 

Btown at Syon, possesses two distinct colours (rose and 
white), which nicely contrast with oue another; but in 

Mr. Beck's plant the white was almost entirely replaced 

by the red, although the latter plant was raised from a 
portion of the original specimen, and had received simi- 
ar treatment to those at Syon, thus presenting a curious 
fact worthy of the consideration of those who have time 
and opportunity to investigate such things. Along with 
this, Mr. Dobson also sent two seedling Gloxinias, and 
Most beautiful ent speeimens of his ‘seedling Pelargo- 
niums of 1844 and’45. Of greenhouse plants, J. Allnutt, 
Esq., sent an enormous bush of Corræa rosea, another 

of Epacris grandifiora, and a famous Erica propendens : 
a Knightian Medal was awarded. A Banksian Medal 
Was also awarded to Mes: Fairbairn, of Clapham, 
fora very large Erica favoides elegans, measuring at 
least 5 feet in height and as much in breadth. Tt was 
a finely grown specimen, exhibiting, in a striking de- 
Bree, what can be done with such things under skilful 
Management. Mr. Robertson, gr. to Mrs. Lawrence, 

splendid plant of the Indian Phaius Wallichii, 

"ith seven flower-stems of about 5 feet in, height, 

Tising from among the widely-spreading dark-green 
Oliage : two plants of the rare and delicate Phaleenopsis 

, Which were stated to have been in bloom for 
x weeks ; Ardisia panitulata ; Pultenzen subum- 

bollata ; and two Azaleas, named Decora and Minerva, 
both good, bit the latter especially so, being covered 
With large pright-red, well-formed | blossoms: a ge 
Knightian Medal was awarded..—A small group of Or- 
chids came from Mr. Don, gr. to F. G. Cox, Esq., 
Consisting of Burlingtonia rigida, a rare species ; Cel 
Eyne ochracea ; the showy Cattleya Skinneri; and 
endrum selligerum.—Mr. Glendinning, of Chiswi 

Was awarded a certificate for two pretty plants of Ken- 
edya coccinea, in fine bloom.—Several groups of seed- 
ling Cinerarias were produced, Perhaps the finest of 
these was that from Mr. Henderson, of St. John’s. wood, 
Who sent four sor s, remarkable for their dwarf habit 
and large spreading heads of bloom ; they were named 
yal crimson, Royal purple, Isabella, and Beauty of St. 

Tohws.woo 1. A certificate was awarded.—Other seed- 
ling Cinerarias came from Mr. Best, of R 

Mr. Ivery, of Peckham, all of them exhibiting some 
Mprovement on the kinds now in cultivation.— From 
the gardens of the Duke of Northumberland, at Syon, 
Were cut specimens of two seedling Rhododendrons, 
which were mentioned to have been crosses from ar 
qoum, and were stated to be perfectly hardy.— Of 
pees My. Hut hison, gr. to E. I. Shirley, Esq., sent 
Nes Warwickshire specimens of early Peaches and 
quetaritie s, for which a Banksian Medal was awarded. 
hese were mentioned to have been produced by plants 

Browing in pots in a Pine stove. ‘Ihe plants were in- 
troduced into heat about the 26th of October, and the 
EM fruit were gathered about the middle of March. A 
white heat and a moist atmosphere were maintained 

tile the plants were growing, and they were syringed 
ally, which kept them clean and free from iusects.-— 

the excellent Providence Pine-apple, for this season of 
Bes weighing 5 lbs. 10 oz., was exhibited by Mr. 

ey, gr. to the Rev. J. Thornycroft. It measured 
i f 

Samples of Potatoes just imported from the Azores 
were exhibited by Messrs. Keeling and Hunt. ‘This 
importation is chiefiy with the view of their use for sets, 
the disease not having yet appeared in these islands. 
These were, however, far from being sound. In some of 
them the tubers were tw 
were to appearance decaying ; 
have arisen from overheating or from bruises received 

in their passage to this country, and it would re- 

quire the test of experience to prove whether they 
are entirely free from the prevailing disease or not. 
Along with them was a sample of Maize, said to be an 

early and productive sort—Of miscellaneous objects 
was a model of the Belgian window garden, of which an 
account with a eut appeared at p. 203. This was sent 
by A. Cruckshanks, Esq., of Boulogne. Another object 
of importance in a gardening point of view, was in the 
shape of a chemical preparation for writing on zinc. 
This was a yellow fluid, which appeared colourless | ferent the size of animal 

when first applied to the zine, but speedily became 

black, and was mentioned to be unaffected by the 

weather. The writing could be easily removed at auy 

time when desirable, by rubbing the label briskly for a 

short time with sand-paper-—thus allowing the zine to 

be used again if required. Specimens of labels written 
on by this fluid were produced by the inventors, 

Messrs. Burrows and Thoms, Strand, London. They 
looked well, and the discovery will, no doubt, be 
found useful to gardeners, as hitherto we have had 
no good ink for this purpose. From the garden of 

the Society were Hippeastrum Johnsoni, Coburgia in- 

carnata, a stove bulb recently sent from Peru by Mr. 
Hartweg, having a strong stem of about 2 feet in gs 
height, surmounted by a bunch of drooping red flowers ; 

t bli s M. aro- Maxillaria lens, hie ng 
matiea, and, like it, possessing an agreeable perfume; the 
pretty little Leptotes bicolor; a red Indian Azalea ; 
Coronilla jancea, au almost leafless coll greenhouse 
plant, Genista hispanica, and several Cinerarias, From 
the same collection was also a pretty little new Hima- 
layan Primula, somewhat in the way of dentieulata, and 
possessing a very agreeable fragrance. It was con- 
sidered to be hardy, but from its only having been re- 
cently received, this had not, however, been directly 
proved. It was named P. involucrata, aud it was meu- 
tioned that there are several varieties of it in the Gar- 
dens. Along with it was a specimen of Habrothamnus 
fasciculatus, cut from a plant in the large conservatory, 
where it is now blooming beautifully. Indeed, the spe- 
cimen exhibited fully realised all that has been said of 
the beauty of this noble shrub, equalling in colour aud 
profusion of flowers the representation of it in the So- 

ciety’s “ Transactions.’ Many have failed to grow it to 

this perfection; these failures may, howev je 

referable to two causes — first, to the plant not being 

flabrothamnus fasciculatus at all, but Cestrum ro- 

seum, or some spurious variety; and, second, to iis 

having been grown with too much care. It will not 

stand much heat; a cold greenhouse, free from damp, 
suits it best, and from its blooming at tt eason, when 

itinerant blossom is a desideratum, it may po 

yet turn out to be au invaluable plant for the 

servative wall. The following seeds w distri! 
among such Fellows as wished to receive them, viza4 
Amaranthus albus, or white-stemmed Amaranth, a 

tender plant, whose leaves are used as Spinach, and the | 
stems as Asparagus; Amaranthus oleraceus ; the 
Shanghai Han-T. ider vegetable used 
as Spinach ; ung; from Shanghai, 

© < 
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| jalsoa new 
the Hoo-sung or Oo 

likewise employed for culinary purposes, the succulent 
stem divested of the outside rind being the part eaten ; 

and Legze’s Walcheren Broccoli, represented to be 
an excellent sort, and said to be as white as a 

Cauliflower. 

LINNEAN SOCIETY. 
April 7.—K. Forster, Esq., in the chair, H. Brain, 

Esq., president of the College of Sidney, and C. C. 

oxsellis, M.D., were elected Fellows.— A. small pac 

of Arctic plants, collected by Sir E. Parry, 
of Myrtacere and Legumino:sze, collected chiefly 

South Wales by Mr. Brain, were present 

Bishop of Norwich.—N. B. Ward, Esq. exhib 

wax model of Richea macrophylla, from Van Die 

Land.— Mr. Jenner exhibited in the microscope of the 

Society, sp of the Desmidies.—4A. note on the 

generation of Aphides was read by G. Newport, Esq. 

F.R.S. The author confirmed the observations of 

Leuwenhoek, Bonnet,and others, that the female A phis 

produces at one time ova, and at anotlier time living 

young. The cause of this curions phenomenon, due to 

a lengthened period of gestation, the author pro nised 
to investigate further.—A portion of Dr. Buchanan 

Hamilton's commentary on ^ Rheede’s Hortus Malaba- 

viens ” was read, The plants, which were the subject 

of criticism, belonged to the natural order Cueurbi- 

taces. The species referred to belonged to the modern 

animals, he had found certain characters peculiar to 
each great class by which a bone of one class could be 
distinguished from that of another. He then briefly de- 
seribed ce n characters which were present in all 
bones, and then those which were peculiar to eacli class, 
viz., the Haversian eanals and the bone cells with their 
little tubes (vanaticuli) proceeding from them, and he 
applied the characters derived from the bone cells to 
the determination of the class of ar to which any 
minute fragments may have belonged, for he had ascer- 

| tained that the bone cells were smallest in birds, a little 

gerin mammals, and largest of all in the reptiles ; 
the bone cells of fishes were remarkable for their being 
so unlike either of the three preceding classes, that, 
having been onee seen, they could not easily be mis- 
taken. The author then noticed the relative proportions 
of the bone cells and blood corpuscles of the same 

nimal, and concluded by remarking that, however dif- 
of the same elass may be, the 

| bone cells did not vary according to the difference in 
| size 5 thas the mighty Iguanodon, some scores of feet in 
length, had no larger bone cells than the lowliest lizard 
which we trample under our feet ; nor the horse or the 
ox than the smallest of our quadrupeds—the mouse, 

3iebteins. 
Vegetable Substances Used for the Food of Man, 

Aj 12mo. Knight. 
e of Mr. Kuig vs valuable 

at their sub- 
Tuts little volume is o 

the Society f 
Dr. Lauke , who now edited it, b ) 
proved it, and given it the advantage of a sci:ntific re- 

ion, which it much wanted. 
But the book is not only in itself useful 

ticularly well timed, now that everybody 
what may be used as a substitute for the P 
we have all the material facts connecied with 

neat, 

rrow-root, ‘Purnips, 
Such a work, like the reprint of s pam- 
phlet “On Maize,” cannot be too extensively distri- 
buted. 
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Garden Mer a. 
Syston Park, the Residence of Sir J. C. Thorold, 

Bart—A very large specimen of Glycine sinensis is 

now in flower in the spacious conservatory here. It has 

an 5000 bunches of flowers on it; each bunch, 
me, being from 9 to 12 inches in length, and 

posed of from 50 to 60 flower Tt was planted 
„the roots having the full range of 
plant is coiled many times round 6ne 

of the columns to the height cf 12 feet, where it divides 
into numerous branches, which are thickly studded with 

laters ri The maia branches are so 

arranged as to cove: fë juare fret, and 

are suspended in fi eights from 1 foot 
endent racemes 

s hanging over the 

à striking display of fi 
with, while the delicious f: 
through the rooms attached 
it à most desirable cli 1 b 

hes 
reumfere 
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lways hitherto been, à 
pril 7. 

Be 

:onous.— The somewhat 
lata, Nuttall, are eaten by 
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n 6 to 8 feet high.— 
tie, nue se 6: 

tica, Pursh. The shrub grows fr 

Hooker's Journal of Botany. 

The Black Piue Beetle. 

lf a small portion of sulphur i 

shoots of Pine-trees infested wit 

the beetle from eating the centre 

shoots; but it requi to | 

in the season, part 
tves the you he 

without in the ] 
orticultural Soci 

CALE OF OPERATIONS. 
(For the ensuing Week. 

CONSERVATORIES, S 
WEEDS are y unsightly obje 

period they will begin to start with reney 
the very best and ical polity e 
under in due time, is commonly employed for 

this purpose, but considerable experience has shown me 

that the spade for general purposes, etpecially in a 

(Hylnrgus piniperda).— 
the young 
t prevents 

of the young 
ee 

out 

plied 

DAR 

n ra. À rdi: x 7 H MIT is. . A N " t. genera, Momordiea, € olocynth E nd Cueumis. damp season, is preferable. A slight pointing in before 

MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETY. the weeds have attained the seeding point is exceed- 
| March 18.—A paper by the Secretary, on the inti- | ing! 

mate structure of bone in the four great classes of 

animals, viz., mammals, birds, reptiles, and fishes; with 

some remarks on the great value of the knowledge of 

such structures in classifying minute fragments of fossil 

organic remains, was read. ‘After alluding to the highly 

important results obtained by Mr. Owen, by the aid of ARE 
10 inches in height and 16 inches in $ 
Heese of pips was 11. It was produced from a 
go Ca old plant, and was a handsome specimen of 

od cultivation. A Certificate was awarded it:— 

thë mieros , in determining the affivities of extinet 

animals, by means of their teeth, the author went on to 

state that, having for some time paid considerable atten 

tion to the structure of bone iu the four great classes of 

s; and, moreover, efficient as a cleaning process A 

| tends to ameliorate the condition of the soil for both the 

| present and succeeding crops. There should be 

| no stint of labour; at this period especially ; an extra 

labourer or two will frequently be found as f 

the employer as to the en ploy 

ming and dressing, as well as constantly excha 

be the order of the diy here. Observe great modera- 

tion in the heat, and dispense with fives as much as 

possible, Stove Plants and Orchids.— Some of the 

stove plants will now require liberal shifts and liberal 
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supplies or water. Where size and rapid growth is 
the object, be sure to use liquid manure, according to 
the directions XH down previously, viz., moderate in 
strength, and as clear as wine if possible. Imported 
Orchids should lave a mild yet constantly moist atmo- 
sphere for a few weeks, until they begin to grow. 
water should be applied to them until that period, and 
then with moderation, They will fill their pseudo- 
bulbs by atmospheric moisture alone, and all ex- 
citement otherwise will be at the expense of the energies 
of the plant. Get other Orchids into rapid growth as 
soon as possible, in order to get a long autumn to ripen 
their bulbs—a most essential point with most of them. 
Mixed Greenhouse.—The leading shoots of Epacrises 
Chorozemas, Corræas, Heaths, with many other choice 
plants, which produce the best effect in a bushy 
condition, should be frequently pinched or stopped, 
in order to form good specimens ; also those of Calceo- 
larias, Verbenas, and other young stock, intended 
either for decorating the flower-beds or for succession 
in pots. Give liberal shifts, when necessary, to 
specimen plants, and, above all things, secure effi- 
cient drainage ; with the constant use of turfy 
Soils, weak and elear liquid manure should be used 
constantly at this period. Cold Pi's or Frames.—That 
portion of the structure which is not filled with young 
stock, may now be very usefully occupied with some of 
the hard-wooded tribes of the conservatory, or mixed 
greenhouse, in order to make way for a free and healthy 
growth in the rising generation, and to afford choice 
specimens abundance of room. 

KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING. 

Pines.—Montserrats, or Jamaicas, intended for fruit- 
ing next autumn, and through the follo wing winter, will 
soon begin to show 3 these are easily injured by over- 
watering, especially if not in a very high temperature. 
They will, however, now require a little, which should 
be enriched with good but clear liquid manure, See 
that their bottom heat does not decline any at this 
period, but maintain it steadfastly at 80° or 85° ; to this 
end frequently introduce a little new tan between their 
stems, rather endeavouring to carry the bottom-heat to 
a higher level than to augment the amount in any par- 
ticular degree. Vineries.—Attend to disbudding the 
late Vines, which will be now breaking ; see that ‘all is 
right at the root as to superfluous water, &c. A tar- 
paulin would be an excellent thing to draw on the bor- 
ders during heavy rains, the pernicious consequences 
of which to the Vine are, I am sorry to say, still under- 
rated by the publie, ət least in my opinion. Peach- 
houses, as before. Cucumbers and Melons.—Do not let 
the advancing season lull you into a belief that linings 
may be neglected. In so fitful a climate as that of Bri- 
tain, they will bear slight renewals.through most of the 
summer, provided fine fruit be the object, Stop often 
the young shoots, at every second eye, of your Cucum- 
bers. But after once stopping in the seedling state, 
suffer the Melon leaders to stretch neariy to the side 
of the pit or frame before stopping them. 

KITCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHAR 

Scarlet Runners, and an early crop of (UR Beans, 
should now be sown. ‘The ground for the Runners 
should be well manured, and deeply dug ; and the shoots 
when about 5 feet high, should be constantly stopped. 
This will save the necessity of using unwieldy sticks, 
and will secure a succession. The first Kidney Beans will 
be as well raised in a hothouse or frame, and trans- 
planted. They however must be gradually hardened 
before transplanting. Nasturtiums may now be 
sown, as also an early sowing of Gherkins. These 
may be raised as recommended | for the Kidney Beans, 
Sow also a little early Red Beet, Scor: zonera, and 
Saleafy. The Globe Artichokes should now be dressed : 
remove a little soil, and pull away all the plants but about 
four or five, and fill up with a dressing of rich manure 
instead of the soil. row transplanted now in very 
rich soil will succeed the main crops, if well watered 
and attended to. Box-edgings should he clipped imme- 
diately, if not already done. Orcharding.—Attend to 
ormer directions ; I doubt this will prove a bad fruit 
year. The snow has lain here 3 inches thick for the 
last day or two. 

FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES. 
If no ese bas been formed for the disposition x 

the gay mass flowers, it should be done forthwith, i 
order that sufficient stock may be got together without 
delay. Not a moment's time should be lost in propa- 
gating extra things for these purpóses. Choice Car. 
nations, if at hand, should be turned out in beds or 
borders. Three in a group, in rich soil, produce a 
bold and gay effect. The Mimulus family should be 
now transplanted in fresh patches in moist soil, not 
forgetting that popular flower, the Musk ; the latter 
should be removed in dense patches, 

FLORISTS’ FLOWERS, 
Ithas been truly said, that the present season has 

hitherto been the most unpropitious known for many 
years, for the calture of this department of the amateur’s 
care. Many complaints from. various extensive Tulip 
growers attest the prevalence of canker in a serious 
degree amongst their collections. As the stems elon- 
gate, it will be necessary to support them by introducing 
ueat sticks into the bed, to which metallic wire may be 
attached in such a manner that the end of each piece of 
wire (four to every stick) may encirele the stem of a 
Tulip, thus holding it perf. ctly safe from the effect of 
wind,giving at the same time a very neat appearance 
to the bed, Protect and shelter from prevailing winds 
and hailstorms as usual. Pinks.—The beds must be 
cos thoroughly clean, and small sticks may be put to 

e plants; it is better done now than when they are 

uu EI 

further advanced, 1 am growing 100 pairs, in half-peck 
pots, and when this plan becomes more generally 
adopted, it will doubtless give great satisfaction, espe- 
cially where they are bloomed for exhibition. Ranun- 
culuses, in spite of the cold weather which has lately 
occurred, are making progress. Cover the beds with 
mats from excessive rain, as well as on frosty nights. 
Carnations and Picotecs.— Examine the traps for wire- 
worm daily. Thin pieces of Potatoes ought to be in- 
serted in each pot where there is any fear of danger 
from ieee destructive insects, Pansies ought to be 
covered a: d for E ; and if the 
HUE will look his bed over about 9 or 10 o'elock 
in the evening, with a eandle and lanthorn, he will not 
lose his labour, for at this time snails and other vermin 
are hard at work with his collection. Auriculas and 
Polyanthuses, where intended for show, must not have 
water over-head ; and in this eho Wer, weather take care 
that no drip falls op. the plant: 

COTTAGERS’ GARDENS, 
The cottager ahold at all times pay considerable 

attention to mixed crops; much can be accomplished 
in this way. Many valuable artieles have appeared 
lately on that head, in the way of suggestions, but they 
have all, I think, omitted to lay stress on what I con- 
ceive to "be an impor tant point in the affair. No crop 
should, in my opinion, be allowed to shade the Potato. 
There can be little gained by this, and probably much 
lost. This plant requires, on the average of summers, 
all the light our murky skies afford. ^ Regarding 
Onions, also, the same may be safely asserted. The 
cottager should however always grow a very considerable 
quantity of bread Beans, and should never allow them 
to occupy a plot of ground by themselves. Such erops 
as Carrots, Parsnips, Swedes, Turnips, and all the Bras- 
sica, or Ca ubbage and Brcecoli family, will not only bear 
a slight shading, but, in the average of English sum- 
mers, will enjoy it, provided the mixture is judiciously 
arranged for soiling, gathering, &c. 

FORESTING. 
The barking season will be at hand soon, and it i 

time to think of marking the trees intended for this 
purpose. Sufficient labourers should also be at hand to 
carry these matters out speedily. There seems a like- 
lihood of much rain at present: it is to be hoped that 
all water-courses have received proper a attention: 

State of the Weather near London, for the week arabiy gu 9,1846, as 
obser vedas the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick 

April i mi 
E ax [M 

Prid 8 29.725 = i05 

at. 4 5 | 99.250 | 
8 5 

heavy tia; ho»vy clonda, Aic ila] cloudy 
q— Night os mà, colà; densely overcast B—Sig ry; fine, with clouds partially overcast fin nigi 

yack 8 deg. Bley the average. 
Sinve of tne Weather at Ch iswick during the last 90 years, for the mig Weak ending april 19, i846: 

Se [N s E | Greatest -TT ; 
April igi even m wh ntity E 

ftained: | Of Rais, $ 
| zZ 

Sun. 12 13 0.58 In 4 
Mon. 13 6 0.12 TE 
Tues 14 48.1 8 0-91 6 Ww 49.8 10 0.47 4 

6.8 9 0.63 2 
47.0 9 0.32 1 
47.4 4 0.49 3 

at temperature during the aboye period occur 
Tei enia) ARA tie lowert onthe 19 

ed on the 17th, . 949. 

Notices to Correspondents. 
T Third Edition of PAXTON'S COTTAGERS' CALENDAR 

being exhausted, a New Edition is preparing, and will be 
ready in a few days. 

J A B—Stable manure is unnecessary, provided 
your soil is light na free ; in BU y 
Will do 2 well, Nothing can be better than guano. 
advise you to apply the latter in mixture with water, when 
the As; nning to form its summer shoots, and 

ose it at intervals through the summer— 
not clay. 
The in. cae EG yeas cy te 

s Mr. , Don's, p. 402, 18 

Seo 

, provided your soil 

e mage out 
ish Flora, ” or “ Babington's 

ews S Flora," the last edition. No 
books of the kind are intelligible till Moe Muni. of bota: any 
are mastered, and they are oen by the “ Schoo! Potany.” 
The “ Vegetable Kingdom” is a work ESOS to the classifi 
cation of plants of al countries Gardeners? Chronicle 
for 1844 and 1845 ma; » price 30s. each, „put not without 
the Newspaper. —t* School Botany 
mentary as an Ak ea e be made weit ——H F—The 
plants used to illustrate **School Botany” e very com- 
d inallplaces. It m be convenient "b you to remem- 

itsel e- 

ber the names; but i not indispensable, provided your 
me retain the vu —S—There is no difficulty 
in learning the system of Linnzus, if you think it worth 
while so to EE yourself. Any old introduction to 
botany will tell you how to do it ; ** ee, s Botany,” or ** Smith’s 
Botany,” which may often be. bought on bookstalls for a 
shilling or tw sn ioi neglected by men of science. For 
Catalogue take Don’s, ver 1845.——E L 

Jnless Paxton's 

Vonios like a INE ern glossar 
De Candolle's “ Théorie élémentaire," or, wee Gp “Di 
naire dela WEE gout Sh the astra 
informati ion nd that Dr. “Lindley has such. » 
vork in preparation. MH h’s “Flower Garden 

CAPRIFOLIUM— A Lady—We suspect ih. want of sun is "us 
chief cause of your Tuscan Hon flowering ; 
besides which, or in consequence of Bus it grows too deni 
and runs to wood. Hertaps the soilis too strong. The li 
soil of a wood is what it prefers. Daphne odora is BBE 

ry i in this country. 

hardy ; it will not live where Fuchsias survive, 

A of sharp sand and lime are 
the same as in p mortar with other materials ; your 
bricklayer understands tj You interpret the meaning of 
“sharp sand” correctly : is sand deprived by washing of 
allits minute muddy particles. i i 
good, The Romans are believed to pare made their mortar 
with hot water, and to have appliedit t hot. 

ConirEers—J Holmes—We are not at all surprised at your spe- 
cimens of ‘dying Deodars ; although we never happen to have 
seen Tu in the same s state. Ithas always been our opinion 
that the Larch is a very improper stock for the Deodar—the 
gie Delt deciduous, the other evergreen. eodars are to 

worked, it should be on the Cedar of Lebanon ; but why 
wor k them when seed can be so easily obtained from India ? 

Onrmicrsu Hario w—Very many thanks, We should be much 
grieved if we thought’ your remarks quite Spplicabiey but 
upon 181s back, we do not succeed in discove 

answer at p. 226 does not strike us 2A it 
seems to strike you. Since you have been so very good- 
natured as to make some general remarl ks, would you give 
yourself a little further mod and point out cases specifi- 
cally # «You coul 

Cs Ne—With sawdust d cinders ri 
AEE of a close-jointed tank, they mus sarily become 
very dry, an evil only to be overcome by cor vatering. 
It is always better to keep the plunging laS off the 

s, unless they are covered in with some porous substance, 
SH slate is not.——Alpha—As the walls of your Cucumber 
pit are of turf, you ear probably be oblige lace * your 
fermenting dung in the inside t well 
down; when firm and cooled down, put on it the rS 
depth of mould, and plant on a hillock in the middle of each 
light.—The mouse-trap rests on a box o: MERI ue or 

od, containing water ; aced on a level w: 
ground, and in the runs of the mice ; conteuenti w ee 
mousie runs on the CU it tips him ov to the watery 
abyss beneath. If properly managed it answers perfectly. 

Rae or PARES P L—bendrobium aduncum, The true 
s Roses will gu dg very well; Un tas they are all in- 

Rus to the old s so les 
coaxed into EUN ure bloo —The Umbrella 
Pine is probably the Stone Pi ine, "pi inus quite 
hardy, and will grow in any soil. It aes not, however, en 
gain its fine iru edt cm 
It is Cope pubiflora ; the first name was left by um x - 
sight. 'Th matter is di — T T— 
One of the uns varieties of Viola canina, 5 
EACH TREES—A N—Peach trees ought not to be divested of 
their foliage in autumn by force. A light ET should be 
applied as soon as the leaves will separate by its touch, in 
order to expose and form the shoots. Those eaved were 
blotehed at every eye ; and all such shoots ought to have been 
onto utin pruning, which, in e of Peach trees, in 

ses more especially, ought certainly to be done in autumn. 
Pr badly the border has been too giehly manured. 

ours appears to be the Golden Peruvian 
Potato. Itis valuable to you now, although this variety has 
not formerly found much favour in England. The bést way 
to treat it will be to raise seedlings from it, in order to im- 
prove its quality. 

RHODODENDARONS- P T O—Mix their seed with a little silver 
sand ; sow it on peat in a garden pan, and place it in shade 
in an exhausted Cucumber bed or pit slightly warmed. 
Keep away weeds, but do not disturb the Mo: 
spring up. Anti-corrosion paint will produce the appearance 
of Portland Stone. We regret our inability to answer the 
other questions ; they are not horticultura] 

STRAWBERRIES—P G—Your Strawberries sented last August in 
well-trenched and manured soil may not produce much this 
season, but by allowing them to, En there is every chance. 
of their doing well next year. Owing, probably, to the cold 
wet season, plants taken up iu forcing have, in many in- 
stances, only produced foliage. 

TixnEn—J T-—Mero immersion M lime water, on a solution of. 
me of iron, or in the pyrolignite of iron, have been used. 
to preserve timber, but with ME MUS real advantage, The 

n Kyan's process (a solu- 
tion of corrosive sublimate) has generally proved a failure, 
unless the fluid was forced into the pores of the wood. The 

ints of a fancy Calceolaria po a pointed out at p. 844, 
1 It is not found advantageous to use strong manure 
for Pelargonium, 

Mrsc— ——One man constant, and two in spring and sum- 
mer; but ous DE IE occasionally em- 
ploying such extra dd as may be required to keep the 
ork well forwarded, a less expense will be incurred than b; 
V keeping twoi in summer, ptr the cropping will 
be done ui Seasons, luem |I— All wood cut down 

8 more durable. But in your case, as the 
Oak timber is i Ja DURUM for in-door work, we would not 
advise you to sacrifice thé bark. All you will have to do 
will be to season it COND afterit is stripped, and to 
take care that it is thoroughly dried when converted into 
plank,——J C—Why write uncivil letters? Do you ds 
the cause, your cause, or any cause, will be served bys 
doing? If you think so, you are quem 
F'ern-seed on peat, place a piece glass over it SS 
touching, and keep E m ae shade, p. T they are more gene- 
rally propagated by offsets.—@ S 7—We Dux cannot 
oblige you. PEDES. uou is impossible : besides, 
such information as you ask for is furnished iM "plenty of 
cheap books. You AA study “ Bebo! Botany,” or some 
such work.———D B B—The absence of flower-buds from the 
shoots made last Seis by Rhododendrons isa waiver sal com- 
plaint. We do not attribute your failure to you ut 
the wet, gloomy autumn of 1845. If they form wood ey must 
form flowers, i if there is sunlight and warmth nougi 
O W—You had better apply to the Paay of theG Garé 
Benevolent Institution, 97, Farringdon-street, : 
Goliged, but we ate suppléae with the Numbers: 
Azaleas have, no doubt, been injured at the roots, from 

d to become too dry, and CAD over 
watered, which causes their young fibres to You must, 
therefore, reduce the soil about the roots VER freely, and 
repot them now in very light sandy n place them in a 
close pit in a gentle moist heat for about 0 days, and shade 
during bright sunshine; afterwards hari m them by gadaa 
exposure, and finally, treat them in the or dinary way. Your 
compost is too heavy, Hg not at all suitable for AD basta 

4—— Sigma—K alm: ayers 
] isimpossible 

ogive definite answers to such questions as SOR We 
mong a BU ever, that your two Asparagus beds, 5 feet 
jn width 2 in length, will not be sufficient to yield a fair 
ROON. for a amily of four during the season, You had better 
add, at least, a f the 

2d 

ing upon the 

[36 

SEM 
EE 

$5 ES—J — 

LIN 
OINERARIAS—J wx! Eou m d ui US flower, showy, 
and goodin colour, but it is deficient in. “form—the petals 
being long and narrow give it a 15086 and starry appear- 

f your flowers No. 1 is common, and poorin 
ions hk are both good in colour, and c compact in 

retty, t there are several better flowers in cul- 
tivation similar toi 

Epacrrs— Y— W. s like ‘the colour of your nou but the 
Nag, are too small. 

colour 
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DRAINING TILES AND PIPES. 

- zs 

INSLIE'S PATENT IMPROVEMENTS.— 
For Maxine and Dryine Draining Tiles of the Ist Crass. 

Gentlemen having works in operation, or who are about to 
erect them, will find the above worthy their attention. 

The Process combines Errect with Economy, as Tiles can 

be made ready for BuRNING at all seasons ; generally from ten 
to thirty hours, according to the nature of y. To be 
Seen at Alperton, Acton, Middlesex; Mr. Howe, Engineer, 

119, Great Guildford-st., Southwark ; the Polytechnic Institution, 
Regent-street, London. Particulars may be had from Joun 
Arsiz, Alperton, Acton, Mi 

AND CO., 61, Gracechurch-street, 
London, and 17, New Park-street, Southwark, Inventors 

and Manufacturers of the Improved CONICAL and DOUBLE 
CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, respectfully solicit the attention of 
Scientific Horticulturists to their much approved method of 

applying the Tank system to Pineries, Propagating Houses, &c., 
y which atmospheric heat as well as b 

e ve also to state that at the request of numerous 
friends they are now making their Boilers of Iron, as well as 
Copper, by which the cost is reduced. These Boilers, which are 
now so well known, scarcely require description, but to those 

Who have not seen them in operation, prospeetuses willbe for- 
warded, as well as reference of the highest authority ; or they 
may be seen at most of the Nobility's seats and principal 
Nurseries throughout the kingdom. 

Co, beg to inform the Trade that at their Manufactory 
Park-street, every article required for the construction 

of Horticultural Buildings, as well as for heating them, may be 
Obtained upon the most advantageous terms, 

Conservatories, &c. of Iron or Wood, erected upon the most 
$rnamental designs. Balconies, Palisading, Field and Garden 
Vences, Wire Work, &c. &c. 

The Agricultural Gazette. 
SATURDAY, APRIL 11, 1846. 

OWING WEEKS. 
Soc. of Ireland, 

BETINGS FOR 
TnonepAv, April 16—Agricn'tural 

— 22—Auricultural Society of England. 
— 23—Agricul-ural Imp. Soc. of Ireland, 

LOCAL SOCIETY.—E Cumberland. 
FARMERS! CLUBS, 

Ap il 13 -W. H»reford —Bakewell April 20—Rotley 
—  q4— Dorking — Lewes — St. | — 2%—Rhins of Galloway 

25—Plympton St. Ma; y—New- 
ton. 

THURSDAY, 

— 162 Bwfeld and Wal-ham r4 
— M -—Wadebridge 

Our recommendation to the buyers of Peruvian 
and Bolivian Guano, that they should invariably 

place themselves in communication with either 
Messrs. Gisss and Co., of London, or Messrs. 
Myers and Co., of Liverpool, has, it seems, given 
offence to some of the London houses who are 
agents for the sale of this article. It is alleged 
that we have recommended purchasers to buy only 
direct from Messrs. Greses and Co., or Myrrs and 

9.; and we are asked “why the complainants’ 
Tespectability as tradesmen, and their guarantee to 
buyers should not be sufficient to eonvince the 
armer of the quality being genuine ; seeing also 
that they prefer deliveries to be made from the 
import warehouses ?” 

ur answer is very simple. We have not re- 
Commended buyers to purchase exclusively from 

e two importers ; the context cf our recom- 

mendation plainly shows that we had no such mean- 

"E; for we expressly stated that the importers 
Would not sell less than 30 tons ata time, and we 
added that we were persuaded they would direct 
9 pplicants to their agents, WHO COULD BE RELIED ON, 

believe that the writer of the letter to which 
We refer is one of their agents; he, there‘ore, has 
Nothing to complain of. 
„It is idle to talk to the public about the respecta- 

bility of Messrs. A., B., or C., placing them above 
Suspicion. We question the respectability of no 
man. There is not a dealer in England who will 
Not assure you that he is the most honest man 

alive ; and yet we know that, somehow or 

Other, farmers are infamously cheated by dealers. 
Ssuming, therefore, that all sellers of manure 
d honourable men, we nevertheless delibe- 
cur repeat our advice; and we again say that 

€re is no security for the buyer who does 
not purchase directly from the importers, Messrs. 
BBs and Co., or Myers and Co., or from agents 

Pointed out by them. Peruvian and Bolivian 
eae is not adulterated in Peru; ships are not 
x phted in England with gypsum, loam, sand,chalk, 
nd other rascally ingredients, for the purpose of 

1g mixed with Guano on the shores of the 
acific, The Guano is brought to the importers as 
em, 

P 

| it occurs in Nature. and its adulteration takes place 

in this country after it is obtained from them, if it 
isever obtained from them at all. It is therefore 
to the importers, most especially, that farmers should 
look ; and ifthey will not take that precaution, they 

must be left to the conscience of the harpies who 
fatten on them. 

It may appear hard to really respectable men 
that we should speak thus strongly ; but in truth 
they ought to be infinitely obliged to us ; for if by 
our warnings we can drive rogues out of their trade, 

honest dealers will derive as much benefit from the 

operation as farmers themselves. 

Tus Irish Waste LAND Improvement SOCIETY 
has just published its fourth annual Report. We 
learn from it that the operations of the Society 
have been considerably extended during the past 
year. The number of its tenants has increased 20 
percent. The number of acres let has increased 
14 per cent. The rental of its occupied lands has 
inereased 17 per cent. The amount invested by 
the Society in the improvement of its estates has 
increased between 5 and 6 per cent. The amount 
similarly invested by its tenants has increased 17 
er cent. ; and the value of the tenants’ crops and 

stock, which is the test both cf their own pros- 
perity and of the Society’s also, has increased no 
less than 85 per cent. during the past year. Three 
thousand persons, we are informed, are resident on 

the Company’s property, which but a few years 
ago was a wild and barren waste. They are now, 
in the midst of the distress and consequent reck- 
lessness prevalent around them, pursuing their 
wonted avocations in order and peace; with em- 

ployment secured to them during the approaching 
trying season, and with every prospect of a supply 
of wholesome food for their support until the 
coming harvest. 

Some of our readers may not be acquainted with 
the constitution and history of this Society. It is 

500,0007., incorporated by Act of Parliament, and 

having for its object the reclamation and improvement 
of the numerous tracts of waste land in Ireland. The 

method pursued to accomplish this object isas follows : 
The Society takes an estate on a long lease, and, 

after expending such a sum of money as may bene- 
cessary to bring it into a state fit for the occupation 
of agricultural tenants, divides it into suitable allot- 

ments, which are then let at a profit rent propor- 

tioned to theoutlay. "There is no other country in 
the world where there is either such room or such 

need for the operations of such a society. Ireland 
possesses an extent of cultivable waste land amount- 
ing to nearly 5,000,000 acres ; is there not room for 

the application of capital here? And it possesses 
such an enormous supply of agricultural labour in 
proportion to the demand for it, that the wages of 
able-bodied men do not exceed 10d. a day ; is there 

not need, then, for the commencement of operations 

which shall increase the produce of the land, and 
thus increase the portions of it falling to the shares 
respectively of the landlord, the tenant, and the 

labourer ? The following extract from the Society's 
prospectus exhibits the grounds on which such an 
institution was called for :— 

* Since the year 1809, when Commissioners were ap- 
pointed to inquire into the nature and extent of the 

bogs in Ireland, the population of that kingdom has in- 

creased 33 per cent., yet no publíe effort has been made 

to give occupation to the millions dependant for subsis- 

tence on the cultivation of the soil. It isstated in the 

reports made to Parliament, in pursuance of the Act 49 

Geo. II., as also in the reports of the Emigration Com- 

mittee of the year 1827, and in subsequent reports, 

that the number of statute acres of waste land capable 

of beneficial improvements is nearly five millions, being 

one-fourth of the whole kingdom ; and the waste or un- 

cultivated surface has been shówn to contain— 
Of flat bogs oe es m « » Acres— 

Of bogs forming the covering of mountains 
Of convertible mountain Dd Mr aod 25070000 

* The cultivation of these lands, which is strongly re- 
ded by various Parl ry Committees, would 

afford obvious and immediate means of local employment 
tothe Irish labouring poor; butthe difficulties which have 
hitherto prevented such a consequence may be stated as 
ollows : 

* 1. The inability of the great landed proprietors to 

lands. 
«2, The want of powers, owing to the entails and set- 

tlements of the large estates, for granting such long 

leases as would induce strangers to undertake the cost of 

such improvements, 
3, The want of sufficient capital among the tenantry 

to enable them to make drains, roads, fences, and build- 

ings, which are essential to the occupation of the land, 

“<The impedi the imp t of the entailed 
lands is removed by the Act of Parliament incorpo- 

rating this Society, which authorises tenants for life, 

and other incapacitated persons, to grant leases of 99 

years to the Society, who are empowered by the Act to 

take such leases, on which they will invest their capital 

a company of shareholders representing a capital of 

advance the capital requisite for reclaiming the waste" 

by making such improvements as will enable the popu- 

lation of that country to obtain the productive occupa 
tion of it, The middling, and even small, farmers in 
Ireland have a great deal of ready money in small sums, 
which they hoard up for want of the means of employ- 

ing it ; in proof of this (according to Porter's tables), the 

inerease of deposits in the Savings’ Bank of Ireland 

since 1831 has exceeded 25 per cent., whilst in England 

and Wales it is not more than 8 per cent. These per- 

sons would take more land if they could obtain it, 

whereon to employ their capital. "The anxiety of the 

Irish people to obtain the use of land, their industry in 

the cultivation, and their means of stocking limited por- 

tions of it, are notorious. 
** England now pays to Holland, Belgium, and Hol- 

stein 700,0007. per annum for the single article of But- 

ter—the whole of which might be produced in Ireland 

if her waste lands were improved. 
“In comparing the advantages between the invest- 

ment of money for reclaiming the waste lands of Ireland 

and those in the Colonies, it may be stated that the 

price of labour in Ireland does not exceed one-fifth of 
that paid in the Colonies; this circumstance alone, 
placing the Irish cultivator, subject to rent, in an in 
nitely better situation than the Colonial cultivator with 

a free grant of land. Ireland has, moreover, the best 

market for her produce, and' every manufactured 

article supplied at the lowest rate of cost, while the re- 
verse of these applies to the Colonies. 

* The principal cause of all the disturbances in 

Ireland is the difficulty which the people find in obtain- 

ing land whereon to employ their energies and support 
their families, Thus there is rich land without oceu- 

pation, a large diffused capital without employment, and 

astarving population in misery, for want of combining the 

best elements of a nation’s wealth and prosperity by 
productive labour. 

“ Parliament has removed the legal difficulties. The 

Society call on the landed proprietors to join them in the 
execution of a measure so much to their own interest 
—a measure by which the owners of the soil will be 
enriched, the peasantry will obtain productive employ- 
ment, and the shareholders will secure a liberal dividend 

on the capital invested in the undertaking.” 

It thus appears that there is hardly any country 
where the investment of capital in farming should 
pay so well as in Ireland. Labour cheap—a 
market, the best in the world, near—farming gene- 

rally sufficient—soil most fertile in many places, 
and capable cf being made so where it is now lying 
waste ; with all these elements of prosperity, a So- 
ciety for reclaiming the waste lands of Ireland, if 
properly managed and efficiently supported, surely 

cannot be otherwise than successful, as well as bene- 

cial. 
Why is such an institution not better supported ? 

The authorized capital was never nearly subscribed, 
and more than one-half of the original shares have 
since been forfeited. The operations of the Society 
have, therefore, been necessarily limited ; and this 

(at a time when, both on their own account and as 

an example to Irish landlords, they would be espe- 
cially useful), is a serious loss to the country. 

Amonasr the beautiful analogies that co-exist in, 
and seem to connect under one law the physical 
and the moral world, there is none more remark- ~ 

able than the necessity in each of Farru. The 
untaught mind is a desperately hard receiver of the 
evidence of things unseen by the physical senses: 
and if there is one effect of a little early education 
more constantly and perceptibly valuable than 
another, it is the foundation which it lays—like the 
bed, timbers, and rails of a railroad—for speed and 

facility in the transmission of future knowledge. 

The most thankless.and irksome of all tasks is the 

being harked back from time to time to whip up 

every lag hound that refuses to follow scent per- 

ceived by every nose in the pack but its own. Yet 
such is the task to which the writers on Agricultural 

Chemistry have been obliged to devote page after 
page, in the effort to explain to certain human eyes 
and noses what the minds appertaining to them 

refused otherwise to admit; in their learned disser- 

tations upon those invisible spirits which may be 
almost said to preside over all that is to be learnt of 
Agricultural Chemistry. We allude to the gases 

—oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, and carbonic acid. 
They have all the misfortune of being invisible. 

Whether Dame Nature in making them so had not 
some little joke in hand, for the purpose of stultify- 
ing the wisdom of those of her children who refuse 
to admit all evidence but that of their bodily eyes, 
she does not tell us in words; but she seems to 

point rather significantly to some such conclusion, in 

having based all the processes revealed in animal 
and vegetable physiology upon the action of invisi- 

ble agents: in other words, showing that both 

vegetables and animals grow and derive their in- 

crease out of matter which in its original form is 
perceptible to the mind but not to the eye, and 
which on their death and decomposition will again 

return to the same state. What a fund of reflection 

does this simple fact offer to the agriculturist, who 

is willing to believe that man was intended to culti- 
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yate the earth with his mind as well as his body! 
Imagiue him taking a walk over his farm, in July, 
immediately after a smart thunder-storm ; a de- 
licious and peculiar fragrance rises up from the 
ground to his nostrils ; a dab of a schoolboy at his 
ado looks up knowingly in his face, and. says, 
* Papa, do you know what that sweet scent comes 
from?” “To be sure, child! From the ground." 
“Yes, but what makes it come from the ground ?” 
“Why, the rain.” * But what makes the rain bring 
it from the ground ?” Papa looks foolish ; whilst 
the junior boy i in'the junior class of agricultural 
chemistry comes out strong with his first lesson. 
“Tt comes from the ammonia, brought down in the 
rain more rapidly than the earth can absorb it, and 
which being a highly volatile gas, is rising again 
into the air as soon as the storm is over !” “ Non- 
sense, child!" But, Professor Lieste and Dr. 
Prayrarr, and all the great chemists, say that 
it is so.” “But how can they prove it, 

“Why, in this way. They say that 
although the carbonate of ammonia, which’ smells 
now so d is a volatile gas, the sul- 
phate of ammonia is a fixed and visible body: and 
if you spread finely powdered gypsum, which is 
sulphate of lime, upon a Grass-field, you may walk 
over it-afier a thunder-shower without perceiving 
this scent; for the gypsum lays hold of the am- 
monia and obliges it to make a very curious inter- 
change—a sort of cross-marrisge; for the sulphate 
leaves the lime and unites with the ammonia, and 
becomes sulphate of ammonia, and the carbonate, 
abandoned by the ammonia, consoles the deserted 
lime, and becomes carbonate of lime, commonly 
called chalk! And thus gypsum, though not a ma- 
nure itself, becomes the basis of two manures—sul- 
phate of ammonia, which is an organic manure, and 
carbonate o lime; which is an inorganic manure. 
But the Master s we must not PR of inor- 
ganic manures because it leads to confusion ; and 
it is better to call inorganic substances applied to 
the soil ‘alteratives’ for the sake of distinction. 
And he says that if powdered gypsum be spread 
occasionally over the stables and the farm-yard, it 
will take up all the ammonia that now goes off in 
smell, and, by the same process abovementioned, 
will increase ihe quantity and value of the manure 
prodigiously.” 

Query, which is the better agricalturist, that boy 
his father? The one is an experienced and 

practical farmer, the other is a youngster just dipped 
in the first rudiments of Theory. True: but let 
us try the same question in another branch of art? 
Which is the best physician, the youth who is 
attending his first lectures at Guy’s and Bartholo- 
mew’s, or the village quack who has been practising 
all his life and ef fected many “wonderful cures,” 
groping in darkness, yet sometimes stumbling upon 
light. . Which is the best musician, the s tebe 

r, who has been grinding a (barrel-organ all 
or the tyro w ho has just read * Pinnock's 

First Catechism of the first Principles of Harmony.” 
What is Theory? The condensed result of the 
whole history of former practice, atranged and 
classified, enlightened and explained, by reference 

eternal and immutable principles of scientific 
truth. He who despises theory despises the prac- 
tice of every man that was born before himself in 
the world. He who commences practice, with the 
knowledge of theory, commences business with a 
mind Jit up by the recorded experiences of all who 
went before him. Your “ practical man,” leaving a 
engi arm and sett ona Gloucest ershire clay, 

jeep in the mud, the first winter, by 
» fed off his Turnips, whilst one of his new 

ical" neighbours, before he has quite done 
: inds himself upon a chalk farm in 

Kent, and bec "omes lau ghed at in his turn by ate 
à summer fallow for Wheat and liming i Whilst 

theorist who gave us that lesson just now 

he has got to the top of the 
school, lea ally prepared for any soil you 
ean plant him in, not bound down to the deti 3 
practice on clay, chalk, or sand, but a master of the 
art of Agriculture upon either, If he learnt every 
lesson as well as his first, we'll back him to any 
moderate amount, to turn the laugh upon the 
laughers, at the end of one course, in any county 
you shall name, or upon any of the variegated strata 
of the “geological map of the British Isles” that 
hangs before cur eyes. 

But we must réturm to our draining; and we 
trust our patient readers will not find our young 
friend's elementary information upon the ammonia 
in rain-water, to be an inappropriate or useless 
parenthesis. 

To a deeply 

of 

ained soil, every shower that fulls 
and filters downwards to the drain, brings a fresh 
tribute of that which is the essence of fertility. 
From an undrained clay, every shower washes away 
together with its own virtue, some of the best of the 

chemical and mechanical elements which it found. 
The one is perpetually growing richer, the other 
poorer. The bed of sand which is seen deposited 
at the bottom of the main furrows of a clay soil, ma 
with truth be called the spoils of the field ; yet it 
is but the message left to the eye of the farmer to 
tell him, by what he can see, how much has gone 
besides whose loss he can mot see. Sand is visible, 
but ammonia is invisible, It is but the body that 
remains when the spirit is departed. It is this 
grossness of our perceptive powers which is so 
mitch to be lamented in every art, but most espe- 
cially in that of egriculture, whose true understand- 

lepends so closely upon the knowledge ofthose 
invisible elements which the science of Chemistry 
opens to our minds, Aud never, surely, can agri- 
culture deserve the name of a science, until our 
praetice begins to evince our acknowledgment of 
the high importance of these invisible agents. The 
beams that support our habitations, and the wooden 
walls of our naval armaments, have derived their 
bulky substance from the elaboration iu the leaves 
of the Oak tree of the invisible carbonic acid gas; 
the most nutritious part of a loaf of bread is derived 
from the. equally invisible nitrogen ; the boundles 
and fathomless waters of the ocean are ee 
of two gases, each of them separately invisible; and 
lastly, the atmosphere that supports life and respi- 
ration, during every instant of our existence, is 
itself in isible. Surely, then, the existence of 
ammonia, the life and soul of agricultural fertility, 
should not be neglected, practically disbelieved, 
because it is invisible. — C. W. H. 

THE TENURE OF LAND IN. IRELAND. 
I bee you to publish the following queries and sug- 

gestive notices on this subjeet. I would ask those of 
your renders who have seatsin the Houses of Lords or 
Commons, and others who though not legislators them- 
selves can influence legislation :— Would it not be easy 
to disembarrass land-dealing of much of its costliness, in- 
security, and difficulty ; and if so, would not free-trade 
in land, wholesale and retail, be an acquisition of the 

hest valuc? If there was in each province in Ire- 
lard a land office, such as those in some of the colonies of 
England, prepared for the ready transfer of land, what 
a trade would at once set in for * the aeres,” that radi- 
nent of all other manufactures! Every one knows the 
BAE struzgle of the pessantry for land, sometimes 
attended by a convulsive ferocity of grasp, indieating 
that to possess ground to cultivate, is a question of life 
or death. And yet many of our landlords are encum- 
bered by their unmanaged lands; po: rs of much 
territory in name and little in reality; they are in 
poverty, and their tenants are ready for rebellion, And 
how is this? Because landlords can only Xt, often too, 
for short terms of years; and if by lease, which is gene- 
rally a boon, it is a compact so full of restrictions and 
penalties, that it only invites the attorney and the ab- 
sentee’s agent to use the readiest instrument of 
oppression, “ the broken covenant,” to torture the 
tenant; but even if contested elections, and “ reasons 
plentyas blackberries” were not here to induce affronted 
agents and angry landlords to “ put the tongs” upon con- 
tumacious tenants at will, as; despite bits of parchment 
Irish tenants mostly are, in three of the provinces, 
the complaint now is against the system of hiring land at 
all. My object would “be to Hive muc) ater facility 
for buying small portions of land for eash down— 
* arigith sheese," as we say in our euphonious lan- 
guage. I would enable a man to buy 10 acres out and 
out ; it would be better far than renting 200; he could 
stock 10 and work it properly, while, “with "die same 
capital, the hired 200 acres must starve. If a man 
could not work 10 acres to his liking and advantage, le 
him sell and put mozey in his purse, for at the pro 
posed land-offices an aere ought to be able to change 
hands at a moderate cost for transfer, and with an un- 
impea chable title. But as in duty bound we must in- 
quire, how would these facilities serve the land-owner ? 
~ no great elementary change cught to be partial or one- 
sided. First, then, wh t.is the territorial and financial 

history of our gentry ? "Many of them possess large 
tracts of country, the arable parts not alt worked, and 
of its reelair g and mountain, miles of both are 
much in tl ut the old “ Fir- Belge!” left them. 
If this is tru i Beeause the possessors have 

i st iu the'estate, and they will not 
sink k capital on sò short a tenure, and on mere possibility 
of re'urn; besides, millions of our gentry-owned acres 
are “out at p ” and as their owners can encumber, 
but-cannot sell, they cannot redeem the “ dead: pledge,” 

the De “estate 

E! a 

and mortg Ge tte made, 
Thee s ruin'd, and thei etrap d? 

Could landlords. sell on the Tana ix ngë without 
notoriety or discredit, their ter itories mi ight diminish, 
but their wealth would iner they would begin to 
enjoy the sweets of SUN in themselves, and à 
happy and secure vicinity to a steady and improving 
yeoman race—their neighbours. Such achange as this 
would be very valuable in Great Britain, butitis become 
of peremptory Y in Ireland, ‘The fluctuations 

lug trade and commercial relations during in 
the war, the closing of some markets by blockade or 
forcing tlie flow of "goods in au üntimely manner into 
others, were with other causes which I. do not discuss 
in your Journal, ruinous to the small manufacturing 

capital of Ireland ; and no wonder, when these violent 
changes grievously oppressed the giant powers of Great 
Britain herself ; usin our agricultural workers 
are in undue over-bala of e they are all 
scramblers for existence; a race, in general, bound 
adscripta gleba, and well described by Sw ift,as & Slaves 
and beggars whom the landlord calls his tenants.” All 
“borrowers of land" are in a greater or less degree 
slaves to him who lends it ; but even though the «€ tem- 
porary proprietor,” the landlord under an entail, may 
get usurious interest on his loan, a general war is being 
levied against him and all his tribe, and either fiseally 
or physically, m is cue ina way to be victimized. 
ask youvintellig * facts? 
and also, wiil they SER would à free- trade, a cash- 
trade, a wholesale and retail trade in land, be a remedy ? 
I would not compel land to be subdiv idedas in France ; 5 
no, I would let men accumulate if they chose, but I 
would facilitate distribution, I would do away with laws 
which make a false mind for an intestate, and aceumu- 
late where the deceased omitted to do so. The law for 
land should be distributive, when not otherwise de- 
vised, but perfect liberty “ to do what they would with 
their "own? would keep plenty of Jand-trading going on 
in the vss . But how would this affect the 
tenantry if they became small proprietors instead of 

s | large renters, if “every rood of ground maintained its 
man?” Should we not have settlers at home instead 
of in Canada or the States of America? The best of our 
peasantry now emigrate; they want a real home, and it 
is away from home they must go to seck it, If in- 
dastry, economy, and total i from 
drink, enable a peasant to sipa together 50 or 20 
sovereigns, he is off to America; he takes bis money 
and his moral eapital abroad, while the incapable and 
the miserable are tied to the soil. If a tenant-farmer 
lets his farm be but half- worked, he and his family must 
be always indigent, and of the & parca-sashtha ? kind 5 
if he A E he is like a Turkish merchant, in 
danger of the b ashaw, because he seems too rich. If 
his tenure ‘is gs out, he dare not sink capital 
or labour in his farm—he would have, in nine 
cases out of ten, to buy if back; and if he is 
thus obliged to abuse and misapply forethought, and 
run down his farm, he runs himself down with it. I 
say nothing now of ejectments from deficient title, 
broken. covenants, or of wholesale “clearances " made 
for non-payment of rent or arrears; but I shortly point 
out the advantage ownership would be to the peasantry. 

Pre-stupLe Estates FOR THE Miirrows |— What a 
grand idea of pacification ; proprietorship, with all its 
calm yet onward influences. Our little, but real land- 
lords, would soon’ make this country the garden it 
should be. e have now scarcely any plantation- 
sheker, How endi we:—if # man wants to put down 
200 trees in fenees or elsewhere, he buys them for 
eighteenpence a hundred, but he m: ast beware of 
covenants. Can he plant 1— and supposing that he 
san, he has no property in them except. he registers in 
the Dublin Gazette at an expense of 7s. 7d., besides 
getting an attorney to do it for him, and 6s ba. addi- 
tional. So much for cottier planting in Ireland, if tLe 
acre was his own, he could plant it, and improve it con- 
stantly ; the face of the country would be soon made 
cheerful ; brushwood loppings would be plenty and 
cheap, and the severe laws about timber stealing might 
be reduced to a constitutional form. But farming 
generally would improve ; cottier farms would become 
the agrienlturist's savings bank, economy would then 
have as safe and a more profitatle depository than it 
now has (for full savings banks sometimes only indieate 
the difficulty of employing small sums of money). But 
what thrift ownership in land would engender ; the wet 
days, half holidays, any spare hours of “the cotier, and 
the leisure now wasted by their wives, and the youth of 
both sexes,and children, all for want of remunerative očetu- 

pation, these properties would be turned into the“ man’s 
own farm," and would pay good interest. I cannot 
hope but there must be always some «o poor that they 
Tas borrow laud on interest ; and any Jaw to forbid 

t is eall * tenancy" would be oppressive, and would 

ll permit usurious dealings in land to continue: free 

permission for usury in money tvo would be some 
economy to those desperate destitute, who will always 

gamble. - Land-lenders, like mon y-lend Hei however, 

ought to be put under t the best legal gu ship; those 

who trade ia what is of indispensable necessity to the 
noorest have always the greatest facility for oppression 5 
pawnbrokers are well cared for, and their doings 

attended to by the law. Landlords who have pawned 
their own estates in mortgages, an pay the interests 
by giving the usance of them to poor borrowers again, 
are driven to many painful extremities ; consequently, 
while I earnestly press free trade in land, and cash 

trade in lnd on the publie, I would not despice any 
measure caleulated to make borrowing the ground 
for usanee as equitable an affir as possible, 
Lord Devon’s commission bas ypreduced no law 
yet to mitigate agrarian suffering and warfare in 

Ireland. We have feroeities to deplore aud be ashamed 
of, but it is desperate suffering which leads to desperate 
eeds. Irish peasants have no more natural appetite 

for being hanged or transported than other men. I 
land could be had at home, wholesale and retail, to buy, 
20 years would alter and improve the whole rural popu- 
lation. — R. Dowden, Rathlee, Cork. 

SMUT IN WHEAT. 
IN eomplianee with your request, I send the yosult 

of certain experiments on Smut, made by me x early 30 
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years ago, and published at the time in Evans and 
uffy's * Farmer’s Journal But though so old, they 

may be new to many of your readers ; and at all events 
they show now as clearly as they did then— 

Ist, That the disease is mainly attributable to infec- 
tion ; that is, to the bringing sound healthy grains in 

contact with the powder contained in smutty ears ; in 

other words, inoculating them. 
2d, That however slight this contact may be, the pro- 

luce of seed so infected will invariably be more or less 

smutty, unless counteracted by certain preparations 

applied to it before sowing. 
3d, That on the contrary, however highly such seed 

May be infected, if afterwards carefully washed and 

Steeped, the produce will be clean, healthy, and free 

om smut. 
_ To render my experiments the more satisfactory, I 

did not confine myself to one variety only, but extended 

them to five varieties of Wheat; in every one of which 
the disease is clearly traceable to infection, as the pri- 

mary, if not the sole cause thereof. 
Experiments, Nov. 1816, 

No, 1. Old Kentish red, of the) 
harvest of 1815, sown Very slightly smutty. 

Results, 1817. 

ALY bie Mb C TUR 
2. Kentish red, of harvest] Several ears of Pepperbrand, 

1816, ditto .. s gi but no smut. 

3. Ditto, kiln-dried, rather) ojeg 
EE neat 
White Wheat sown dry Sli 

. Yellow Lammas, ditto The s i 
38. Spring Wheat, ditto .. {Slightly smutty, perhaps 100th 
I 

ghtly smutty. 
e same 

The results are, as T anticipated, various ; yet though 
the maximum of disease seems to be 1 per cent., surely 
that ought, if possible, to be prevented ; for, on the 

Principle of contagion, this 1 per cent. may become 50 
Per cent. in the next generation. We shall see:— 
0.21, Old Wheat (of 1815), 

merely put into the 
bag where smutted 

E corn had been a, s. 
» New Kentish red, kiln- raati 

dried, ditto ditto cz One-twentieth smut: 
Yellow Lammas, ditto One-third smut. 

43. Spring i 

One-thirtieth smut, 

Considerably more than half 
mut, 

shaken in amongst it 
In the above cases the grain was not moistened, but 

sown dry, Now, for a rather larger dose of the powder 

on grain previously moistened, the better to make it 
adhere— 
No. 11. Old Kentish red Wheat) 

rubbed with smut-) One-seventh smut. 
powder of new Wheat) 

12. New ditto ditto.. .. h smut. 
13. Ditto kiln-dried, ditto One-eighth smut, 

14. White Wheat, ditto.. One-third smut. 

15. Yellow Lammas, ditto " One-seventh smut, 
39. Spring Wheat, ditto.: Hight in 10, or 80 p. cent. smut, 

Before we go any further, let me ask, what but the 
application of the smut powder, in a more elaborate 
manner, if not in an increased quantity, can have occa- 
Sioned the difference between Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, aud 38, 

11,12, 13,14, 15, and 39? They were all, 
except the spring Wheat, sown at the same time, and 
in rows adjoining each other. 

So much for the eaüse. Now for the remedy. This 
may be any preparation that will destroy the infectious 
quality of the smut powder without injuring the grain. 

lue vitriol (sulphate of copper) I have found as good, 
ecause as safe, any other steep. 1 allowed 3 Ib. 

to a bushel of Wheat, dissolved in water, into which 

mixture the Wheat is carefully sifted, and the light 
grains, smut balls (if any), and seeds of weeds are as 
carefully skimmed from the surface. In this steep the 
Ollowing previously infected parcels of Wheat were im- 
ersed, but only for a short time :— 

9. 1. 16 old Kentish Reds (of 
1815), inoculated, then 
Steeped in the above 
mixture se 

1 of smut to about 200 clean, 

m 2 on Red, 
Inoculated ne ifto Jj Clean. 
Ditto, kiln-dried, ditto Clean. 

19. White Wheat, do. do. Olean. 
20. Yellow Lammas, ditto 3 of smut in 2000 clean. 

wo points are thus established; Ist, the infectious 
Quality ofthesmut-powder; and 2d, the power, by chemical 
Means, to destroy, or at least to neutralise, this infection, 
Bat to make the matter as decisive as possible, I took a 
Portion of the above parcels 16, 17, &e., after they had 
een inoculated and steeped as above (cured, as one 

Say), and again inoculated them. These are the 
Yesults ;— 

gy 

No. 24, Old Kentish Red (of) 
1815; inoculated, | 
steeped as No. 16, then PEE ME 
again infected " forge smut, 

ing it in contact 

ed, 
treated in the same > One-twentieth smut. 

Mantera vine tad 
36. White Wheat, do. do. Full one-third smut. 
27. Yellow Lammas, do. One-twentieth smut. 

q Many farmers think that whatever risk may attend 
© use of new Wheat for seed, there is perfect safety in 

Sowing old Wheat without any preparation whatever. 
et us bring this opinion to the test. 

N Sown March 9, 1817. 
9.40, Spring Wheat, mixed 

with a small quantity 
of old Wheat that had | Very smutty, the old Wheat 

been infected Nov. 8, f partienlar!y so. 
1816, and kept in a 
drawer during winter 

41, Spring Wheat mixed) Very smutty, but the new not 
with new Wheat in- much as the old in 
fected as above... 0. 
Spring Wheat, with 
White Wheat infected ) More than half smut, 
as aboye 

FS D 

Wheat smut has no effect on Barley, the produce of 

the latter, after infection by the powder, being perfectly 

clean and healthy. 
I conclude with a few words on pepper-brand, a dis- 

ease entirely different from smut. It is a hard round 

black substance, not much unlike a grain of pepper, 

whence its name., I had no idea that this, like the smut 

or bladder-brand, was capable of being generated by 

infection ; but the following experiments leave no doubt 

of the fact :— 
At last Wheat sowing (1816), I had made use of a 

few bushels of Wheat-seed of the growth of 1815. As 

usual, I trimmed it, and found that the skimmings con- 

sisted of a good deal of pepperbrand and some little 

smut, These skimmings I laid by themselves, and 

afterwards applied them as follows :— 

No. 6. Old Kentish Red Wheat) Almost every ear pepperbrand, 

(1815), wel! rubbed with and all the plants weak and 

the above skimmings ..) 

T. New Kentish Red, rub- | 
edasabove.. se s 

stunted. 
One-fifth pepperbrand — the 

plants diseased ; but not 
near so much as those of No.6 

..The same, with some smut. 

One-half  pepperbrand and 

smut. 

8. Ditto kiln-dried, ditto 

9. White Wheat, ditto. . 

The plants in No. 6 presented the strangest appear- 

ance through the winter I ever witnessed ; not the ear 

merely, but the whole plant was visibly affectel. As 

the spring advanced, the leaves eame on eurled and 

shrivelled, and the stems so short and erooked, that no 

person would have believed they were sown from off 

the same heap, and at the same time with Nos. 1 and 

10, which grew on each side of them ; but such was the 

fact. What was the effect of the vitriol-steep in this case ? 

I have only one experiment, but that is most decisive of 

its efficacy in the prevention of pepperbrand, as it had 

been ia the foregoing cases of smut or bladderbrand ;— 

and be it observed, that the Wheat which formed tt his 

experiment (No. 10), was part and parcel of this very 

No. 6, which I have described as so singularly diseased. 

The only difference between them is that before sowing, 

one (No. 10), had been steeped, the other (No. 6), not. 

No, 10. Sameas No. 6 
with skimmir > 
then steeped as in the 
former cases  .. + 

I have only to add, that having conducted every one 

of the above experiments with my own hands, I can 

vouch for the general accuracy of the details. I have 

since at various times repeated these experiments to 

satisfy any one who might be sceptical on the subject, 

and always with the same results. 
A word or two in conclusion, Itis apparent from 

the above experiments, that some varieties of Wheat 

are more susceptible of the effects of the smut-powder 

than others. Of these the most so appears to be the 

spring White Wheat, I say nothing in reply to the 

arguments that have from time to time been advanced 

against this theory of infection, and in favour of atmo- 

spheric causes, as producing the disease ; Ist, because I 

do believe the former ; and 2d, because 1 do not believe 

the latter ; and so long as I ean produce the above re- 

sults, which I will pledge myself to do in any season, why 

should I alter an opinion, the result of many years’ ex- 

perience i— Samuel Taylor, Stokeferry, Norfolk. 

rubbed) Plants sound and healthy, 
PW only one ear of smut in 

about 2000. 

Home Correspondence, 
Potato Disease, Drainage, &c.—As I am led to be- 

lieve, from some articles or correspondence which I 
have read in your valuable Paper, that you are under 
the impression that the Potato disease which showed 
itself so almost universally last year, only then appeared 
for the first time, or, at farthest, the year previous, I 
am induced to let you know that in 1843 I had a field 

of about 8 acres in Potatoes, from which I had taken a 

crop of Oats in 1842, having been previously drained 

with tiles at 12 feet apart, over and through old drains 

and which had lain in Grass for 30 or 40 years. The 

crop of Potatoes was very luxuriant, but even when 

taking them up they showed many symptoms of the dis- 

ease now, alas ! so well known. I lost more than a third 

of the whole crop, notwithstanding our having taken 

the greatest care, trying to stop the disease by picking 

and repicking them many times, until they were all 

consumed or sold. Two or three of my tenants lost a 

large part of their crops that year, and although very 

little was said publicly of the disease by the farmers in 

the county (Ayr), for fear of prejudicing purchasers 

against their Potatoes, my land steward was-well aware, 

and told me at the time, that the disease was felt in se- 

veral localities to a considerable extent. Last year, all 

felt the disease more or less, and one of my tenants lost 
nearly his whole erop ; he sold none. The land on my 

property is generally speaking a very adhesive clay. My 

father drained to a considerable extent,with stone drains, 

from 3 to 4 feet deep, in the old herring-bone fashion, a 

main drain running up and down the hill, with diagonal 

side drains, 30 feet apart, running into it. These drains 

were all made in what was then considered a very per- 

fect way, and consequently very expensive, having a 
built eonduit below, covered about a foot with broken 

Íreestone, next coarse gravel, then finer gravel and 

sand, after which the clay ; about two or three inches 

of gravel brought to the surface by means of a frame, 

drawn up as the drain was filled, on one side of which 

was placed the clay, on the other side two or three 

inches of gravel, until brought to the surface. 

These drains have been found not to free the land from 

surface-water, and in walking over them it is quite evi- 

dent where the drains are—Rushes, as formerly, grow- 

ing pretty luxuriantly between the drains, whieh 

— 

apparently only act 2 or 3 feet each way. I am now 

putting in tile-drains, 30 inches deep, in each furrow of 
12 or 13 feet, using the old diagonal drains as submains, 

which, I hope, will thoroughly drain the land, Our 

clay, however, is of so stiff and retentive a nature, that 

Ihave doubts whether we shall ever be able to make 

the land so dry that Rushes will not grow upon it when 

laid down to permanent pasture. My father latterly 
deained a good -deal with tiles upon the frequent drain 

system, about 24 inches deep in the furrow. Several 

of these fields are now becoming quite covered with 

Rushes between the draias, which are only 12 or 13 

feet apart, and I am obliged to break them up again. 

One field I walked over the other day was drained in 

1837; in 1838 an Oat crop was taken ; 1839, green 

crop; 1840, Oats laid down without furrows; 1841, 

Grass pastured by sheep; since which time it has been 

pastured with sheep or young cattle. In many parts 

of the field the Rushes are becoming numerous between 

the drains, which can always be distinguished by the 

green Grass which grows upon them, and I fear I 

shall be obliged again to break it up. Can you give me 

any advice as to such pastures, to insure permanent 

ood pastures free from Rushes ?—John Hamilton, 

Olive Mount. [Rushes are to be got rid of only by 

thorough drainage ; and you seem to be going to work 

the right way to secure that. Will it not answer your 

purpose to attempt the laying down of Grass by inocu- 

lation, obtaining the sward from some good pasture? 

See last Calendar. We gladly accept your obliging offer 

of the duplicate papers. ] 
Substitutes for Potaioes.— When so many individuals 

were hot upon autumn-planting Potatoes, L considered 

it a rash experiment, and the present lamentable ae- 

counts bear me out, I regret to say, in my prognostica- 

tions. Let men who can afford to do so continue their 

exertions, and endeavour to ascertain the best mode of 

getting rid of the disease. But I strongly recommend 

the poor man, who has only a small piece of ground, to 

give up Potatoes altogether this year, and substitute 

either Carrots or Parsnips, or a proportion of both 5 

these, well boiled and mixed with Rice, with the addition 

of a bit of fat bacon, and a modicum of pepperand salt, 

will prove a most excellent dish, not more expensive 

than Potatoes, and exceeding the latter in nourishment, 

comparing the cost of one with the other. Potatoes 

cannot, with any safety, be grown on the same land 

they were taken from last year ; the spawn of the fungi 

is there, and although the fungi may not be the cause 

of the rot, yet they are the result, and their seed will 

attach itself to the tubers and certainly not improve 

them, but tend to their destruction. Peas aud Rice 

mixed with a small quantity of salt butter are by no 

means to be despised by either ‘the palate or the con- 

stitution. The analysis of Potatoes is certainly not 

favourable to their extensive cultivation as a means of 

recruiting exhausted nature. Let us, therefore, hope 

that other vegetables will in a great measure supersede 

them in household economy.—Z'a/con. 

Checking Turnips.—1t is the practice with one 

farmer, if not more, in my neighbourhood, to check the 

too rapid growth of their Turnips simply by pulling 

them up, and setting them down again in the same 

hole—a process which is likely enough to prove effec- 

tual, though, through want of personal experience, I 

cannot vouch for its success. F. A. M. 

Artificial Yeast—Boil 5 oz. of coarse brown moist 

sugar in 1 gallon of water ; when lukewarm, stir in 

oz. of flour, then add 2 oz. of patent yeast, and when 

it has risen by the fire, fill quart bottles half full, and 

cork them. It may be i directly, and the bread is 

ready.to bake in an hour ; or it will keep a month, pre- 

vious to the expiration of which a fresh quantity can 

always be made.— A. E. 
Winter Vetches.—At the ploughing-mateh which 

took place at Hooton, Cheshire (the seat of Sir Wm. 

Stanley, Bart.), on Thursday week, March 12, a bundle 

e bited, of 18 

inches in length and upwards, whieh were mown from 

ji ton, Cheshire, the 
enhead. There 

here.— 

or 

W.B. 
cut a ton of hay per aere now.) 

forieultural Education.—In a letter on this subject 

of the Gazelle, signed “F. A. 

greeable lessons still from bis ragged and 

Turnip-tops, his smutted Wheat, and his 

^ ‘By your answers to correspond- 

more G 

yanishing 
blighted Apple-tre y) 

ents I also perceive that the Wheat of * T. A., Alton,” 

is affected by the maggot of Oscinis vastator, a little 

fly, the history of which is given in the * Royal Agri- 

cultural Journal.” I am also at the present^time a 

sufferer from the same cause, having last week 

much surprised at seeing a field of seven acres, which 

was previously in perfect health, rendered quite bare in 

many places by she ravages of.this little maggot. It is 

also at work in several other fields in this neighbourh:od. 

I have known individuals plough up 40 or 50 acres o 

Wheatin one year, which, from its similar appearanee, 

I believe to have beet destroyed by the came insignifi- 

eant erenture, although the m ischief was attributed to 

other agents. Now, in order to preseribe a fit remedy 

for injuries of this kind, it must be necessary first to 

ascertain the causes of them. With this view the e¢o- 

nomy of various insects injurious to vegetation has been 

given from time to time in your Paper, as well as of 
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those affecting th» corn. erops, in the “ Royal Agricul- 
tural Journal.” But when the habits of these insects 
ave been once clearly pointed out, practical men ought 

themselves to take up the subject and endeavour to dis- 
cover the proper remedies. A kind Providence often 
assists him by supplying other insects which destroy 
mony of the injurious species ; but man must still be 
vigilant ; probably few subjects of more importance 
might occupy the attention of several of your intelligent 
correspondents; for the time is at hand when the 
British farmer will not be able to afford a large portion 
f his Wheat crop to the Oscinis, of his Oats to the 
wire-worm, and. of his Turnips to the fly. No doubt 
entomologists may occasionally direct the practical 
farmer or gardener as to the proper means to be 
adopted in many eases (of which your Paper is a proof); 
but it must not be expected in all, as these insects are 
numerous, and several seasons are requisite in certain 
instances to ascertain the economy of a single species. 
The method, I believe, usually adopted in the cases re- 
ferred to, is to harrow the crop, sow soot or some other 
stimulating manure over it, and then roll the ground 
with a heavy roller, which, if not too far gone, causes 
the Wheat to tiller, and the smell of the soot may pre- 
vent a second attack and save the crop 3 but if any of 
your d can l a better plan, it i 
will no doubt be acceptable to others as well as to— £. 
J. Graham, Cranford. T 

Tops of Carrots.— Y have read in « Maleolin’s 
Surrey,” and elsewhere, that the tops of Carrots are 
sometimes cut green for cows in the month of July 
without diminishing their size, and that Sir Henry Va- 
vasour mowed some twice, another part once, and the remaining part of the erop the scythe did not pass over. 
That the roots of those twice cut were not at all inferior in size or quality to those whose tops had been left un- 
touched. Have anyof your correspondents proved the above ?—R. G. [We have : and can vouch from expe- rience that the statement is inaccurate. 

Soot for Potatoes.—The history of the Potato disease, from its first appearance a hundred years ago, is that of an increasing tendency to putrefaetion and decay ; and what else could have been expected from a plant set, year after year, with its cut faces in contact with fresh or fermenting dung, the juices of which thus mix with those of the plant, crop after crop? What other vege- table has been subjected to such putrefactive treatment ? he obvious remedy appears to be, anti-putrescent dressings ; and how have these answered where tried ? Peat is eminently antiseptic ; and Potatoes grown in peat, how little comparatively they have suffered ! and 

season. "Even last year, when the rot was at the worst 
{see Mr. Barnes’s “Small Experiments,” reported in * Johnson's Gardeners’ Almanack,” and worth extract- ing in your columns), Potatoes dressed with soot and charred refuse, both antiseptic, turned out mostly sound; and still continued so by the latest report, whilst with 

here than elsewhere 5 So that it may be used freely (say 20 bushels per aere, with the requisite inorganie 

purpose peaty and high grounds should be preferred ; and thus we may reasonably hope that the tendency to decay would be thrown off much faster, with 

p 
sap of the plant. The brevity of this will not be an objection, where the subject has been so fully reasoned on more than once ; the principle is simply the employ- 
ment of antiseptic dressings to remedy a malady brought on by a long course of putrefactive treatment. 

Dimmery methods are no longer adopted. ‘The Potato 
t: ive in that neighl hood.] 

Dorieties. ` 
AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY ASSOCIATION, 

Ar the late monthly meeting of this Association, held 
onthe 12th ult., Professor Jonwsrow said that in the month of February an excursion was made into the country to visit one of the most extensive paper works in the neighbourhood of Edinburgh, for the purpose of examining the waste material of these works, Such of them as had seen paper works knew tbat a number of chemical processes go on—such as the preparation of the glue, the bleaching of the rags, &e. The refuse of these had, after they had served their purpose, been run into the Esk, which ran close by, and instead of contributing to any good, did a great deal of harm, par- ticularly in the summer time, when they stagnated in the stream, and caused noxious effluvia. Mr.Cameron, 
the proprietor of these works, was anxious to know whether these materials might not be profitably turned to account for agricultural purposes, and he (Professor 
Johnston) had gone out along with Mr, Girdwood, an 
aetive member of the Committee, to make inquiries and 

[Arri 11, 
make suggestions. The refuse is generally composed 
of the following :—Ist, The alkaline ley in which the 
rags are boiled ; which one is most important in itself, 
2d, The refuse of the chlorine stills, used in bleaching 
therags. 3d, The refuse from the preparation of the 
glue, which contains a large amount of animal matter, 
and therefore likely to prove valuable as manure, 4th, 
The dustings of the paper, and the dustings of the rags, 
some of which were woollen. They are all of import- 
ance, and, if mixed, would no doubt make a valuable 
compost. Mr. Cameron has made a number of experi- 
ments himself, and Mr. Girdwood has promised to send 
out his carts for the purpose of obtaining a sufficient 
quantity to make experiments with, which he would 
report afterwards. 

The Potato Discase.—Professor Johnston went on 
to say, that the other point to which he would allude 
was one which had occupied much attention of late, 
namely, the discussion of the Potato disease. They had 
thought it proper since last meeting, in reference to the 
extraordinary statement made by Professor Lindley, 
that the Potato crop was doomed, in o 

by the above-named gentleman. The Beans were grown 
upon a piece of land not celebrated formerly for large 
crops, being a cold wet clay, which was doctored by sul- 
phate of soda. Professor Johnston read a letter detail- 
ing the experiment of Mr. Girdwood, stating that that 
gentleman had left a small portion without the sulphate, 
and estimated the difference at 16 bushels per acre, 
The whole erop had yielded 63 bushels to the Scots 
acre. This was an illustration, Mr. Johnston observed, 
of the benefit resulting from the application of chemical 
substances to the land.—The Carman remarked that 
it must be good land, and in good hands, where these 
were applied ; because, if poor, they would have no effect. 

Analyses of Guanos,—Professor Jounston concurred 
in the remark made by the Chairman, and proceeded 
to say, that among the subjects proposed to be discussed, 
was that of the various kinds of guano in the market. 
He thought this subject might be of considerable inte- 
rest, not only to those who attended this meeting, but 
also to those who might read of it. There was searcely 
anything in which the science of chemistry had been of 

q certain diseased Potatoes which he had observed under 
certain circumstances producing unhealthy shoots, to 
issue circulars to parties who had given them informa- 
tion, requesting to know (1.) the actual supply of Pota- 
toes in their respective districts as compared with 
former years at the same scason, and of what varie- 
ties? (2.) If they had any Potatoes planted or 
sprouted ; and if these had shown any Symptoms of dis- 
ease? (3.) If the supply was deficient, did they aseribe 
it to actual loss in autumn, or to the subsequent spread 
of the disease from improper pitting? With regard to 
two or three counties he had received information, In 
Forfarshire the supply is said to be an average one ; 
but in the southern parts of Perthshire, bordering upon 
Stirling, the supply of Potatoes was not one-sixth of 
ormer years ; there is in the higher grounds a sufficient 
supply, and they are selling at 90s. a ton. In Ren- 
frewshire they are much the same as last year, and 
greater than they were three years ago. They are 
selling at 72s. to 80s. a ton. In Wigtownshire the sup- 
ply is not so great as in June last year, two months 
later than this. The only return from Ayrshire states, 
that a great many farmers have no Potatoes, though it 
is believed that it is not less than last year. As to the 
loss, Mr. Home of Argaty, attributes the loss in Perth- 
shire to the pitting ; the loss was not in autumn, but 
sincethey were pitted; Mr. Caird, of Baldoon, says that 
most of those pitted the old way were affected ; but his 
own, where he tried a new method, remained quite 
sound, He had also reports from Perthshire and Ayr- 
shire, in whieh the writers say that they had some 
planted, and these were quite sound. There was a ver 
interesting fact in reference to the nature and progress 

i ion with the cir of a 
o 

of the disease, in 
considerable number of Potatoes having been used t 
make starch—it being one reason why the deficiency in 
some districts was greater than others, which was this : 
that in Renfrewshire some parties have given up making 
starch, because it now takes 100 bolls of Potatoes to 
make the same quantity of starch which 40 bolls did 
formerly. This shows that the disease makes its first 
attacks in the cellular membrane, 1t does not meddle 
with the starch at first, but after a time it advances and 
attacks the globules, rendering them soluble in water, 
and thus a great part is lost in the washing. He might 
mention, before concluding, that the only kind of Pota- 
toes in Ayrshire that had escaped the disease was the 
Caps, eonfirming the opinion entertained respecting the 
strong vitality which they seem to possess, 

Mr. Burnerr then proceeded to give a statement as 
to the amount of the Potato disease in a district round 
Ayr. He had been present at a meeting of the St. 
Quivox Club, where there were 20 farmers present, 
when the queries of Professor Johnston were under 
consideration. The opinion entertained by that meeting 
was, that upon the whole, there were very few Potatoes 
remaining as compared with last year, “That was ac- 
counted for by various causes. Some farmers had con- 
sumed them by cattle, to prevent them being lost; 
others had made them into Stareh, while others had sold 
them as fast as possible. It was difficult to ascertain 
the actual loss—perhaps one-half of the whole erop 
bas been totally lost. The only variety of Potato 
remaining was the Cups. There were some excep. 
tous ; but that was the general opinion, and even they 
could not be depended on for seed. With regard to the 
Potatoes planted or sprouted, he had planted half an 
acre himself with the description American Early. 
They were partially diseased when taken up, but they 
were carefully picked over, and those that were ap- parently sound were plaated, and so far as examination 
has gone, they were perfectly sound now. The de- 
ficiency in the supply is to be ascribed partly to the loss 
at autumn and partly to the subsequent spread of the 
disease ; and he was of opinion that no pitting could 
prevent the spread of the disease. Those Potatoes 
which were tainted at the first, on being put among 
sound Potatoes, had not communicated the disease to 
them. Another remark was, that diseased Potatoes in 
the pits have apparently the Strongest and healthiest 
sprouts ; but the sound and healthy ones which did not 
exhibit these sprouts so speedily have showed no symp- 
toms of infection. 

Beans with Sulphate of Soda.—Pyofessor Jounston 
exhibited an extraordinary sample of Beans taken at 
random from a field at Corstorphine, grown by Mr, 
Girdwood, and which were of great strength, largeness, 
and weight, and were the result of an experiment made 

ore imp » to the agricultural community at 
least, than this subject of guano. , The quantity of 
guano used last year in Great Britain, at the average 
price of 7/. per ton, amounted to 1,500,0007. ; and when 
he considered how mueh the practieal man was open 
to deception from his want of knowledge, they would 
see how important it was that that Association should 
take some means of enabling practical men to judge of, 
and determine the kind of guano for which they should 
give a certain sum of money. The mode of ascertain- 
ing the value of guano was by analysis, and as the prices 
of that article varied from 102. to 47. per ton, and some 
would scarcely sell at all, it was of vast importance 
to ascertain the best kinds. He would turn their 
attention to the quantities of water in the different 
kinds; it varied from 8 per cent, in Bolivian, to 27 
in Ichaboe, to 40 in another kind. The next important 
substance was the quantity of organic matter. In 
some of those now in the market there was very little ; 
this was owing to its being farther decomposed. The 
other important substances in guano were the phos- 
phates of lime and magnesia ; it varied very much in 
the different}kinds. 
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It will be seen from the above table that Peruvian is 
the most valuable; it sells at from 10/. to 117. a ton, 
and many think that this high-priced guano, will, in the 
end prove the cheapest. . Among the kinds which eame 
into this country under the name of South American, 
there was one which was said to come from Chili, 
through some other source than the company which had 
the sole right of bringing it into this country ; but it 
was not so valuable as that commonly known as the real 
Peruvian. The Ichaboe guano was that best known ; 
it was used very extensively last year, and it was more 
valuable than some other kinds’ The Saldanha Bay 
guano presents i'self under various aspeets; it is some- 
times light eoloured and sometimes dark ; the latter 
containing more ammoniacal matter. Another kind 
known was that from Algoa Bay ; one specimen of it 
was so dry that it only contained 2 per cent. of water. 
A sixth variety was from Halifax Island 3 it was very 
bad, being full of stones. That from Possession Island, 
at the last sales in Liverpool, would not sell at any price. 
Its colour has prejudiced many people too much against 
buying it ; it was better than that from Halifax Island, 
and some others, Birds Island guano was very like 
Bolivian in colour ; it is a very curious kind, though 
not worth one-third of the money. Tt does not appear 
to be adulterated, yet contains half its weight of gyp- 

| 
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Sum. That from Patagonia was more important as a 
Source of supply, though, in two samples from the same 
Cargo, one contained 40 per cent., and the other 20 of 
water. It also contained a large quantity of crystals 
of carbonate of ammonia, and the parties say that they 
could get 60 or 70 tons from the cargo. If a market 
Could be got it is worth 25/. a ton, while the guano it- 
Self would not yield more than 47. a ton. It is a very 
encouraging circumstance also to them when they con- 
Sidered how much the former sources of guano were 
exhausted, that some of the other sources promised 
fully and advantageously to take their place. 

Farmers’ Clubs. 
Iste or Tuanet.—At the meeting of this Club on the 

lith ult., a member produced the result of a crop of 
Barley of 7 acres, on 6 of which 2 cwt. of Peruvian 
guano per acre had been thrown broadcast, worked in 
With the scarifier, the ground dressed fine, and the 
Barley drilled in rows (some at intervals of 9 inches 
And some at half that distanee) ; 1 aere was left with- 
out guano. The difference in favour of guano was 12 
bushels per acre, leaving a profit of about 28s., and a 
larger quantity of straw, by its application. ‘The differ- 
Snee between the thin and thick sown was about 
7 bushels per aere, in favour of the thick; bein; 
apprehensive of attack by wireworm, 4 bushels of seed 
Per acre were drilled in ; the produce was more than 
7 quarters per acre.—A member then introduced the 
following subject: “The comparative advantages of 
farming highly, moderately, and drivingly;" and in 
an able and argumentative speech, of which the follow- 
Ing is a very brief outline, endeavoured to show that 
high farming would in the end be most advantageous to 
all parties. He said that that system was best which 
Would return the largest amount of profit for a number 
of years, without depreciating the value of the land; 
but before you farm highly it was necessary to have 
Certainty of tenure, otherwise others might reap the 
benefit. He would endeavour to show that high farm- 
ing was the most advantageous to the country generally, 
and, with certainty of tenure, to the farmer also, There 
Was little difficulty in proving that high farming was 
Most beneficial in a national point of view ; for, in addi- 
tion to increased production, it gives much more em- 
Ploy than most people were aware of, and, with our 
rapidly increasing population, that was of the greatest 
Consequence. It was not so easy to prove that it was 

Advantageous tothe farmer ; but he would show wherein 
Ub would not injure him. His rent, the tithe under 
Commutation, rates, taxes, repairs, and housekeeping, 
are the same,whether he grows a large crop or a small 

one; and land in good condition requires less seed. 
Taking all these ci into i ion, i 
Was not unreasonable to infer that it must be most ad- 
Vantageous to farm highly. He would now take the 
other extreme, and point out the disadvantage of farm- 
Ing drivingly : it impoverishes the land ; decreases the 
Amount of labour ; frequently ruins the farmer ; incon- 
Venienees the landlord; and it does as much as any 
System ean do towards producing a famine and ruining 
the country. And he would move the following resolu- 
tion, “That this club, having duly considered the ad- 
vantages and disadvantages of farming highly, mode- 
Yately, and. drivingly, is of opinion that high farming is 

e most advantageous : 1st, to the farmer, as most pro- 
fitable ; 2d, to the labourers, as giving the most employ; 
3d, to the community generally, as supplying the largest 
Amount of food. But that it regrets exceedingly that 

9 uncertainty of tenure, in many instances, prevents 
that ditional ding of it which would 
otherwise be advisable.”—A member showed that, by 
1 liberal application of manure, he had improved a 
arm, which he had taken in a low condition, so as to 
weld him an additional profit of 20s. per acre— Thomas 
T Ooper, Secretary. 

- ARebietos. — 

Mode 
tring peat fuel. 
nd the cost and structure of the kilns of which he 
t commends the erection and use, and from the par- 
i asd which he adduces, he draws the following 
quences ;— k 

at First, that the artificial drying of turf, by kiln, is 

En ended not only with the important advantage of in- 
EE a crop of perfectly dry fuel, independently of 
e or weather ; but that an increased value is given 
?manently to the turf in the process. 

val econd, that this method of drying increases the 
p: i of turf fuel of the best quality, as ordinarily pre- 

zed, by nearly double. 
inte hird, that the method is applicable not only to turf 

nded for immediate manufacturing or other use, but t 
acme requiring to be stacked or stored for future or 

mestie use, s 
j Fourth, that the most valuable return is given by 

ing this method of drying to the dense black vari- 

eties of turf; and that the assumed advantages of 
superior purity in the red, or upper turf, for certain | 

| 

whole force of the farm is now brought to bear upon 
the-field ; ridging, manuring, preparing ashes, drilling, 

manufacturing uses, are not founded in fact; inasmuch | and rolling down, are all carried on simultaneously. 
as its ashes contain a considerable proportion of sul- 
phur, as wellas those of thé denser black turf.'^ 

One part of Mr. Mallet’s improved method of manu- 
facturing peat fuel consists in the adoption of the Dutch 
method of taking them from the bog. We extract the 
following passage, descriptive of this plan of making 
“hand turf” 

* The method may be expressed in a single sentence ; 
it is in place of ever cutting turf from the bank in sods 
at all, invariably to make ‘hand turf,’ as it is called in 
Ireland. Wherever there is abundant water in the 

bog, as is generally the case, the Peat-mud is to be had 
ready to hand, merely by taking it out of the bog-holes 
by suitable instruments. Where the drainage is more 
perfect or the turf more fibrous, the Dutch method of 
working or kneading with water, so as to make artificial 
hand-turf, must be adopted. The results of adopting 
this method are—that from the same peat, turf thus 
made is about double the density when dry that it can 
ever be brought to without mechanical pressure, if cut 
in sods—that the whole labour of turf-making is reduced 
to merely casting out the peat-mud, and spreading it on 
the surface of the bog, when properly prepared to re- 
ceive it, and after a short time slicing the semi-dried 
stratum of peat-mud with ‘a fit tool into parallel bands, 
to form the future peats, which as soon as they are con- 
sistent enough to be carried, are transferred to the 

About 14 large two-horse cart loads of farm-yard dung 
are deposited in the ridges, which are 25 inches apart. 
Upon these are drilled from 20 to 60 bushels of ashes 
mixed with 43 bushels of bones, or 14 cwt. of guano per 
acre, and 3 lbs. of Turnip seed. If guano is sown the 
seed is drilled with the double or after coulters, so as 
not to come in contact with the guano ; for if it does it 
dies. The same mode of operation is adopted with Rape, 
which requires about 1 peck of seed an acre. The 
ridges are generally rolled again when the Turnip or 
Rape plants are from 4 to 6 inches in height, if the land 
isthen dry enough. "They are thus more consolidated, 
and the plants willimbibe moisture from the subsoil and 
grow much faster. Both crops are repeatedly hand 
and horse-hoed during the summer, so that the land ob- 
tains nearly the pulverisation of a summer fallow, at the 
same time producing a profitable erop. Occasionally 
the fallowing takes place oftener than is laid down by 
the rotation, by giving up the last two crops, Beans and 
Wheat. The land is very subject to the small variety 

Couch-grass, so that it i becomes necessary 
to fallow after the second crop of Wheat. The varieties 
of Turnips most approved of are the Purple-top Swede 
(af which Mr. C. has long been a successful grower), 
the Green-top Seoteh Yellow, and the Red Round. 
After the Rape crop is consumed these are fed off in 

e g 

drying kiln, by whieh the whole labour of spreading and 
turning the sods and piling &e., which constitute by far 
the greatest expenditure of labour in turf-making when 
cut in sods, are avoided. 
“tis not perhaps easy to give any precise explana- 

nation of why it is that peat dries so much faster, and 
becomes so very much closer and denser, if broken up 
prior to its drying, than if dried just as eut from the 
turf-bank; but the fact is certain. Thus I find by 
aetual experiment that good brown turf from the bog of 
Allen when kiln-dried as cut from the bank, weighs only 
31 pounds per cubic foot = 837 lbs. per cubic yard. 
When eut, and the fibre broken up moist, and made in 
the Dutch fashion, and kiln-dried, it assumes such a 
density as to weigh 64.6 lbs. per cubic foot = 1744.2 lbs. 
per cubic yard ; thus more than doubling its density, 
and in fact becoming as dense as compressed turf, and 
denser than dry Oak timber, which only weighs about 
53 lbs. per cubic foot. 

* The average cost in Ireland of turf may be stated at 
from 5d. to 7d. per statute box of 20 cubic feet. Now it 
is said that one able-bodied man can cast up from a bank 
not more than 5 feet in depth, as much as 20 boxes = 
400 cubic feet per day of wet turf sods. I doubt the 
fact myself, but assuming it to be so, it will require 
from four to five other persons (women and boys), to 
carry away and spread the turf, and under the most 
favourable weather, the turning and piling process must 
be continued for at least 20 days. Taking the average 
of wages in Ireland, therefore, it is manifest that almost 
the entire value of turf at 6d. a box consists in labour 
spent uponit. Now if the Dutch method, or the Dutch 
improvements on our own method, of making hand turf 
be adopted, at least two-thirds of the whole labour 
would be saved; and more than this, if, as I recom- 
mended, this method of preparation be fully combined 
with the arrangements for desiccation in kilns which I 
have proposed. Thus then to recapitulate: what I 
propose for improving the preparation of turf fuel in 
Ireland is—First, to abandon turf cutting altogether, 
and exclusively make ‘hand turf’ after the Dutch 
method, Second, to dry aliturf so made in kilns, either 
of the German or of my construction.” 
We strongly recommend this work to the perusal of 

all those the nature of whose properties renders them 
interested in the subject which Mr. Mallet has here 
treated in so able and interesting a manner. 

Farm Memoranda. 
A LINCOLNSHIRE Lowrawp Farm. (See page 229.) 

—The arable land is divided into 12 fields of nearly 
equal size, which are cropped in the following rota- 
tion: commencing, with a half-fallow for Turnips 
or Rape; 2d, on the Turnip land, Oats ; 3d, Wheat; 
4th, Clover ; 5th, Wheat; 6th, Beans, manured ; 7th, 
Wheat. The Rapeis sown to Wheat ; 3d, Clover ; 4th, 
Wheat; Sth, Beans or Peas; 6th, Wheat. These 
rotations are alternate, the land growing Turnips 
one course being sown to Rape next. Deviations, 
however, are occasionally made; Barley sometimes 
succeeding the Wheat after Rape, followed by Clover 
on Grass seeds. Potatoes, in some cases, are taken 
upon a few acres; also Carrots and Mangolds in 
small quantities only. The land to be fallowed 
is ploughed up in dry weather, in the autumn or 
during the winter, at a depth of about 7 inches, It is 
cross-ploughed as early in the spring as possible, and 
left fora time. It is then well worked with a common 
scarifier, heavy harrows, and roller, taking care that it 
is not brought into a fine tilth too soon, but kept in what 
is termed a “chequery” state ; the danger being in its 
running or setting into a compact waxy state from heavy 
rains, if too fine a mould is obtained. The root-weeds 
are thus kept on the top and dried up, while the land is 
fine enough at the same time to promote the growth of 
the seeds. Immediately before putting in the crop it is 
ploughed a third time, well worked as before, and the 
tilth is then obtained as fine as possible ; all weeds are 
picked off and burnt, with sods pared from the head- 
lands or elsewhere, for drilling in with the seed, ‘The 

; the Red Round first, Seotch Yellow second, 
and Swedes last. This rule is in accordance with the 
most approved system, it being ascertained the common 
varieties are best first. The sheep are folded on the 
field, being allowed 2 oz. each of linseed eake, which is 
gradually increased to } lb. The Turnips are taken up, 
cut, and given to the sheep in flat-bottomed troughs, 
raised 15 inches from the ground. This year Mr. 
Clarke has three sheds, constructed of large bullock 
hurdles, and covered with straw, as shelters for them. 
These are well bedded, and found to be a great benefit, 
for the sheep are comparatively dry and clean, and 
much more healthy and comfortable. There can be no 
doubt that the plan of hovelling in any shape is a great 
saving in food, but especially in winter, when a great 
part of what the stock consume is eaten to maintain the 
heat of their bodies. The Oat crop is put in after the 
same manner as Wheat, and as early in the spring as 
possible. "The Duteh Brew, Friesland, and Poland are 
most preferred. The Hopetown was cultivated two or 
three years, but did not ripen well. The Potato-Oat is 
another kind which has not yielded well. About 12 pecks 
peracre is enough for seeding. Wheat: thiscropissown 
between the 1st of November and Christmas, but all is 
done in November if possible. The Wheat after Rape 
is sown much later, because of eating off the keeping, 
but seldom later than January. ‘The “lands” are laid 
out so that the drill:covers them at a round, the‘horses 
walking down the furrows ; and the ploughing and har- 
rowing are both done without a horse treading upon 
the part ploughed, except in the furrows. The seed is 
deposited at 9 inches apart; and about 7 to 10 peeks per 
acre, according to the state of the soil. The favourite 
varieties are the Taunton Dean White, the Sheriff’s 
White, the Old Essex White, and the Short-strawed 
Hoary White, the Spalding’s Red, Golden Drop, the 
Burwell Red (a variety of Old Red Lammas), and 
Smoothy’s Red. Mr. Clarke has for several years cul- 
tivated many sorts in plots sometimes to the amount of 
60, and has found none to exceed the above for general 
purposes. Clover.—This is drilled between the revs 
of Wheat, and about 10 lbs. per acre produces an ex- 
cellent plant. Part of the Clover is mown, and part de- 
pastured ; the Clover after the Ist crop of Wheat is 
eaten off, and that after the 2d crop of Wheat mown. 
Beans.—These are drilled in double rows for horse 
hoeing, that is, the rows are placed at alternate dis- 
tanees of 6 and 18 inches. The varieties most preferred 
are the small Heligoland and the Cambridge White ; 
the Tick Beans are never grown. The land is fre- 

quently prepared for Beans by the skeleton ploughs and 

searifier alone. The favourite sorts of Pea are the 

Partridge Grey, the Prussian Blue, the White Boiling 
Pea, and the Nimble Tailor Pea. * Mr. C. has, for the 

past four years, endeavoured to adapt to field culture a 
most prolific dwarf Pea, selected by an old gardener 
for its extraordinary yields, and has succeeded well, 
The implements principally in use upon the farm are 
Ransome’s cast-iron ploughs, four-horse thrashing ma- 
chine, and chaff engine ; Cooch’s dressing machine ; 
Hornsby’s drill ; Harrows in variety, Howard’s patent 
common six bulled, &c. ; large Scarifier ; the universal 
plough, invented by Mr. C.: this implement is very 
useful in several ways ; it can be adapted so as to make 
a perfect horse-hoe for ridge culture, a good two-horse 
scarifier, a capital broadshare plough, and a very effec- 
tive subsoil plough. The Rackheath subsoil plough ; 
Waggons and carts, light and heavy. The plouglis are 
all worked by two horses, except Ransome's B. M., 
one or two of which are kept to take up the mould- 
furrows, and other light work. Stacks.—The Hay, 
Beans, Peas, Oats, and Barley are in long ricks; the 
Wheat stacks or “cobs” are after the best East Lo- 
thian model, being round, and widening gradually as 
the height increases. The roof is short and well thatched, 
and the eaves are 22 feet from the ground. Mangolds, 
and occasionally Turnips, are taken up early in Novem- 
ber,and placed in long heaps or “ graves,” about 8 feet 
wide at bottom. They are thatched down for two or 
three weeks, to give time for any fermentation to escape, 
and are then earthed up within a foot of the top, which 
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is left open with an additional covering of thatch. The 

Mangolds are never consumed until the spring. The 
manure made in the fold-yards remains there till re- 

quired for use, being turned over about 6 weeks before 

leading, and is in its most fermenting state when covered 

up in the ridges. 

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS. 

APRIL. 

Tnt wet weather of the past week will have hindered field 

gei ; and this may yet apo eat injure 3 fog nr; 
s the pn proverb has i, a peck of March dust à 

LUE Ni want weather Sape ADEL enis i 

a serious loei inde pa FeO been able to get on the land 

at all for t| estas! six days (April 8), and our accounts from 

other districts show that over the greater part of England 

forming has, during that period, been almost at a stand, All 
e done in such a case is to get the Rd leaned out, 

the uis pe rned, drains in wet spots dry, bou manures 

brought Bons. and, if the roads are sedie cia d lo cT 

à good t time on drained lands for sowing soluble 
h 

ine istles a 

should then D. shut up till donee. a he present is the proper 
e land is probably still 

[rdum eeply cultivated 
and brought to a fine tilth, His and lightly iiw it; then 

sow 3 bushels per acre of goo! with a broadcast sowing- 
machine, and cover up by the ee seed harrow and light 

roller. 

Notices to Correspondents. 

Brewinc—A C—The malt should be put into the mash-tun 

when the water is about 180° Paire; ; it should remain in the 

mash 1j hour, "EUR the wort ‘the best ale sho gud 

drawn off, and put in the copper with ae hops immediately. 

Boil rapidly for dom l hour. The wort is inen. run off into 
the cooler through a sicve, aAA O vort may 
take its place in the copper. The yeast Heald te “fir Ms EE 
with a gallon of the ale- SRAD 85°, When the fermentation has 

parnana in this portion, adds Arati Ballon of (nerd 
t before the worts are l o Maa in mode- 

ntaining 
the yeast are to be spread over the fabros tun, and the 
worts let down upon them, See Robert’s Wi 
maker,” a most useful book. 
Eo. CHE Ms ‘Oatmeal porridge with the new milk 

e your calves, or put an egg into each calf's 
Mr ét beet e nil with water to ilieserjuiaito quan- 
tity, and make it up calf with olode put in its 
manger, broken small, and conr and 
oe dw —W B P—Sow about 201bs. of Pied in March on à 
deep gia loam € a Bean Opec ag ans ean harvest | 
single the Caraway plants to about 6 apart every way, 

d k keep the crop nie till next Ein ie V dr iR Ms will | | 
ripen in July. riple crop of Coriander, which ripens the 
first year, and bae ays and Teazles, which ripen in the 
second, is frequently, s wn. 

Grass La —If you can get it pared and burnt before 
May, yo grow Swedish, and, if not till June, common 
Turnips. F ved p e E the land in autumn and winter, 
and sow Barley or Oats 

comparison 

ER aftermath will hok 
the Grass as left 

vai i is in dba m inane consumed grown In firain 
mer must be more vues ethan the same Grass dried and 

sumed in winter, There is no advantage in cutting green 
to chaff, unless you mix straw with them, 

d food. 
Plant 3 with L f th tis a perma- 

"uh Mangold 
vith suc- 

su or Winter 
abbages dlonlinto d from a shed "bed, which will 

during winter, and followed by Mang: old Wur- 
ou need have no corn crop at a y unless you require 

im yur soil will grow first-rate Lucernes. 
AN Ry -L B H—We have 30 aeres, which, if d 

were suits n TAA ihes would now cut a ton of hay pen a 
and one bushel of ood Lye ver aere was the quantity xi 
amongst eap Whent las! E Tea d seeds were also sown 

Gh de, bat tHero-havo for the st part been killed by the 
luxv atio dini of the Rye-! Gra 

LINSEED Causner—Aleph—The ue Linseed crusher is a very 
good one, we know: but we cannot say whether thi judges 

at Shrewsbury in awarding the premium to 
A regards fattening pigs, we never made any 

; an d never met with those wine haves ee keep 
or he — sows, fat, them, and sell r their 

ma litter, and sell the pigs as “stores,” aad as je as 

by 
E doen ien 
zel, Yo 

esent. ep z last, that answers very well. 

nis "USE OF vr Pacronv— Hasi stings—The refuse skins 
ni 1 be dissolved i in of their weight of n ie Ee d, and 

J with ashes in the proportion of 1 to 5, and you ma; 
d aton weight of the mixture per acre for the Turnip 
cro e have no d it w e a good manure. 

SPANISH PHOSPHORITE— a miner: val eceurring ‘in con- 
siderable quantity, in Fag ucc lea oe ERE D 
Jage of Logrosan in the Spanish province Estremadura. 
oer beanies cotaiba about. r cent. of phosphate of 
lime, Dones contain only from 50 to 70 per cent. of this sub- 
stance. Superphosphate of lime is the product artificially 

^ obtained by subjecting the phosphate of lime, whether de. 
rived m bones or from phosphorite, to the action of some 
strong odes h as the su!phuric. Mix 16 bushels of bones, 
ta iia ie fac thee economical, 6 bushels'of super oder 
with such a quantity of ashes as you are able to drill per 
acre with Ed es ees ine. 
o Hor Wir S Sandbach—The hoeing Wheat drilled in 
rows 9 ing. pe will gaat i 38. P 53. per a Bore i-a iuording 
E the land is sandy a: pul. 

'.* Communications reac! ching town fier Wednbsdsiy; cannot be 

"ans swered the same week. 

HMarkets. 
TOES, CAS c RT WATERSIDE, April 6, "There has ee a regular supply to this market during the past wee the quantity lefe ;of former arrivals pressed henvii he samples, and injured che 

esh arrived 
sy, The atale goods being rene t 
di the fresh cargoes av an advance in 

chatandinge there was consider able. business dore in Red 
k iria and Shaw 
ork Reds, 100s to 1408 Da T “ton ditto R. 

EE 

pei ditto haws, 4s to 0» per ton; Boot eds, 705 to ue er t 
Eben Tacks, and Mixtures, from the nort Soot Jand, 60s fo 708 per ton 5 

per here is pes rable langour desthelgeaas 
ely maintain esscosbos RO SCC Re ee 

OPS, FRIDAY, April 10. 
"The market r-ma'ns firm, with rather more doing, The late wot weather 

te tought lvoe liane nrc 

| ur d Hay - 7 
New Hay 

COVENT GARDEN, Aprit11.—The supply of Vegetables 
om as been rather better this york han hitherto, eu Fruit, 

are good in quality, and, (Eie pase ng 
plenta, Foreign Grapes are sufficient for biet set ; ani 
a few hothouse Grapes have also made their DUM S 
fine looking Strawberries have been offered at 2s. an 
ounce. The best Dessert Apples bring about 20s. per bushel; 
iatea soris may, however, be obtained from 6s, to 1; s. per 

1 ears remain nearly the mob as they were last. £I 

Ls anges are good and pretty plentiful, and Nuts are sufficient 
for the demand. Of Vegetables, Asparagus is somewhat 

scarce. Trenak Beans are tolerably well supplie Dalai» 

and Rhubarb are excellent in quality, and Broccoli, Cabbag 
and other wi (oot MED are goo! eR yuh Celery may 
be obtained at last week's prices. pated, of th 

still SURARUE to “fetch 92. a ton; 
dull, the prices remain unaltered. Lettuces and ule 

Saladi EA are good and plentiful. Cut Flowers chiefly consist 
of Euphorbias, Heaths, Hyacinths, Tulips, Tropmolums, Jas- 
mines, Lily of the Valley, Pentas carnea, Stephanotis floribunda, 
Burchellia capensis, Camellias, Azaleas, Acacias, Cyclamens, 

range flowers, nodi Cinerarias, Garde- 
ve Moss and other Roses, 

RUITS 
Lemons, ver dozen, 1s to 9s 

ge. Hn ES Eu lds 
Pine Apple, perlb., Geto 10r 
Grapos, Hothouse, per ibo ue 

, per 

x bf. 
Oranges per doz n, n 

T 100, 4s t 
Reville” per 100, fs to Me Wainnte per bushel, 184 td ae 

ozen, 2s to 2s 6d | Chesnute, per peck, 3s to 7s 
VEGETABLES, 

Parenipe, per doz ad t 
mera, per biti, M foe Ba 
doy 1a to 1» 

Cabbages, per dox., 6d to 1s 6d 
Ted, por doz., 4s vo Sr 

Broceoli, Brown, per bile, 1a to de 
te, ls to Be 

Greens, per n oz. banhes,!« Bd to 34 Spanish, per. p ls da to 04 
French Beane, per 1.0, 1 td 10 2s, Ga Shallots, per rb 6d 10 dd 

evi s sU to Bd 
[d Ha EA Gd to l 6d 

evt rhon Lettuce, per score, 
= hel, 3s t0 4 Cos, dto is 
- miter, PANTEA PES adishes, per 12 hands, 

Turnips, per dozils to ge y Mushrooms pa feed oi oa 
Red Bact. per dogs, 6d to 1064 Sman 7 unnet, 3d to 
Carrots, per doz, behs., 2 Fennel, per punch, 240 
Gores Ration “per bundles n2 to 5s | Savory, per Banos dd to cd 
Seakale, per punner, 1s 6d to 3s Thyme, per bun ach 
aee wer bundle, ev lead Wacercress, ; bun. 64 tod 
Asparagus per bundle, 4s to 195 Pareloy, per Dao d 
Cucumbers, each, Is to 8s oots, per bun Hm 
Spinach, per sieve, Js to 1s 6d 
Leeks, por doz. bunches, le to 1a Gd 
Celery, per bunch, Gd to te 6d 
nrdoons, each, 

Marjoram, per * bunch, 4i. 
neivil, por pudet, AT 

HAY.—Per Load of 36 Trusses, 
SMITHFIELD, April 9. 

Prime Mend,Hny 85:to 958) New Hay — —sto uL —5to — 
Infr.New&Rowen70 80 | Clover 85 to 115 6 

Joun Coorzn, Salesman, 
CUMBERLAND MARKET, April 9, 

Prime Mead, Hay Soo 974 | Old. Clover MON to 116s 
Inferior Inferior do, 95 105 | Straw 884 to 86 
Ne E over — = 

J uk Baxer, Hay Salesman. 
MEE aD April 

Fine Old Hay -+  8üsto 88s | Old gn over p [o 
75 Straw 98s to 24e 
es je w Clover 

SMITHFIELD, Moxpay, April 6.—Per stono of 8 Ibs, 
Hest Hoots, Herefordas den 4+ 0to Best Long-wools = 4s Gio dno 

st or! ors - 10 T Ditto (shorn) 4 

Secon quality Bensts - 8 0 8 0| Emosand dé qun 1 424/04. 5 
Calves 54 Ditto (shorn) = 319 4$ 
Best Downed Halt breds an 5 9| Lambs - 74 

horn) 4 8| Pigs 4 8 
) Sheep and Lambs, 20,000; Calvas, 68 ; Piae 

Bay potden UE Heitor adipis ol) and our top P quotations 
culty realised. “Several remain unsold— The num! cep 
‘the increase, and the 

quently heavy, and prices 
demand.—Veul trade is heavy 

demand only moderate; vade je conse 
waward tendency.— Small Lamb is in 

a Pigs very little is doing 
R April 

zn Hemon for Beef being very iun de doy, only the best qualities meet 
onday's m second-rate very little is 

eep are 
he Fame à on 

sait Lamb makes very 
— Veal trade is rather better; 

qua 
Ds Calvess 1705 „Elas 868, 

Want Smithfield 
ARK-LANE, MONDAY, ren 

The supply EN Wheat to this day's market Wins moderate— 

there s PUPA ady demand for all fine descriptions of new 
Wheat at fully last week's rates, but secondary descriptions are 
still neglected. Good old Wheat was rather dearer —Fine 
Malting Barley maintained fts former value, but secondary sorts 
wei e price of Oats and Shelling | there was no 
mae Amen ON remain as inet ü vised, 

e chea 
$ 

"ISH, PER IMPERIAL SPAMER: s os 
Wheat, pas Kent, and Suffolk | White GP oW Red . 60 Oi 

Nortolle, Lincolnshire, and Yorke ind 50 63 White 55 66 
Barley, Maltin tnd dieting 20 idis Chevalier 3| 34 Grind. 24 96 
Log Ejncolnshire and Yorkshire .  . Polands 94 26 Feed 21 25 

mberland and Scoto + Heed 23 36 Potato $5 29 
sb TN 1 94 Potato 24 97 

t pale pci ss 
ertfo S M DEN a 60 65 

Harrow 32 48 
Longpod — 

Beans, Marien, old and new | 23 ip 40 J 
inds — — i 

Maple 28 32 Grey , 28 181 
Helgoland ^. 38 to 62 

Wheat, Barley, Oats. | Rye. | Beans.| Peas. 
Feb. 98 per Quarter. 541 62, 995 7d| 91s 6d| 33s 4d| Bde 2d| 85s 94 
Mar 7 . . «| 5$10| 99 8| 9110, 38 6| 8471 | 33 8 
— n TOS et Fog s; 9| 84 2| 35 
B ae ae 1| 2910} 82 O| 8319| 84 4 
X020 wae B 21|a 35 

Ap. ^ 4 i . «| 559| 807| 299 G| 88 7| 8410 

5 weeks Aggreg. Aver. | 6411| 9010, 2111| 33 9| 94 9 

on Foreign Grain 90. aol as ES 
Diagram showing the Auctuations dh he price of Corn on the average of the 

urday, 28 
| Man.7 | ae | Mx. 31 | Mas. 38| Aram 4 E pg 38 | 

— SEEDS, April 9, 

ATIARDEN Se Sot, Hop-Factoss. 

per ar dito die Lui ike Moreii ton a! to 9} 
Carawa: per ewt 8 | Mustard, White - p.bushy 
Glover, Rot git tA i | - perne" » = 

- Wie, English - 60 84 Raporeed, Enfin Fortean "aos 
za ign = 48  84|RapeCak = 

Coriander - 130 46 |saintioin + - 
Hempseed operar. 35 ares, Eng. winter Paus 
Linseed «+ pe ar 45 48 ‘le reign e p 

— Baltio 42 4 per owt” 30 
T Cakes, Eng, per 1000.11]. 1g iat (too varia e for Guottlon), 

BrnosvoR AND Lay. 

Sales by Auction. 
TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, FL EN, FLORISTS, MORRIS 

ESSRS. PROTHEROE AND RRIS” en 
submit to Public P a at ae DAT. "Mart, 

Bertie ber sid i» Tu April 14, 1846, at 12 o'clock, 
tof PUGIHAIAS, VERBENAS, DAHLIAS, 

TIBARTSEASD, M PINKS, GERAN IUMS, and other Slants in 
bloom. May be viewed the morning of sale, and Cata- 
Jogues had at the Mart, and of the Auctioneer: '8, American Nur- 
sery, Leytonston HEEL. 
TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, FLORIST LAND OTHERS. 

M ESSRS. PROTHEROE anD MORRIS will sub- 
mit bo: ad ie EE EE at the Auction Mart, Bartholo- 

w-lan n Thursday, A 1 16th, 1846, at 12 o'clock, a very 
Hen collection of PICÓ EE ock of a much 

esteem mateur, comprising all the newest Parika ‘Also, 
a splendi did padeatinent of Dahlias, F choio s Metbenagy Hearts- 
ease, Geraniumes and other Plants Pho: . Mayb be viewed 
the morning of Sale,and Catalogues had atthe Mart, and of the 

joneers, American Nursery, Leytonst 
TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLE EMEN, "NURSERY AEN, — 

LORISTS, AND OT 

ESSRS. PRO THEROE js "MORRIS are in- 
structed to submit to Publie Competition by Auction, on 

the premises, Horwoo se tead-road, on Monday, 
April 27th, 1846, at 11 o'elock, (in consequence o f the iA 
being required for other purposes), the whole of the EEN- 
HOUSA PLANTS, consisting of very choice Geraniu Aza- 
leas, Acacias, Fuchsias, Verbenas, Calecolarias, "Hath, 
Fairy Roses, &c. Also, a newly-erected Gree: 
two and three light Boxes, Handlights, and tllo p T oe 
be viewed prior to Sale, and Catalogues hadon the prn 
of the principal Seedsmen, and of the Auctioneers, Ameri 
Nursery, Leytonstone, 

ro GUAE) EV. ORCHIDS, 

ESSRS. J. C. anp S. STEVENS beg to announce 
they will SELL BY AUCTION, at their RN Room, 

38, King- eben Covent-garden, on THURSDAY, 16th APRIL, ant 
following day, a continuation of the IMPORTATION OF 
ORCHIDACEA (of which part was sold on the Ist inst). 
In this parcel will be found some splendid specimens of Lycaste 
Skinneri and Cattleya Skinn: dois E new plant from a cold. 

yide, species of Lalia 
Paz, Odonto- 

n large plas: Hee ta rua, 
giganteum, a new species; some grand specimens of the 
large sweet-scented species of ME E pulchellum, in 
fine order ; a few Coelias of a distinct species to those offered 
in the last’ sale, from the Vera Paz, and tiov plants now 
introduced for due first TI es . beg to add, that 

5 been great, the living specimens are such 
s well deserve the athofition of donateurs onis of possessing 

ze plants.—May be viewed the day prior and mornings of 
Sale, and Catalogues had of the Auctioneers, 33, King-street, 
Covent-garden. 

ULEY IRON WORKS, NEAR DURSLEY, 
GLOUCESTERSHIRE, 

Sepa uet us ET Founders, Engineers, sevice uae Agri- 
ral Implement Makers, and 

The isst un Duct having disposed of de iar named 
roperty, has honoured 

ET HUMPHRYS AND Co. with instructions to ar- 
r SALE BY AUCTION, on Tunspay, May 5, 

1846, we pue days of business (Fridays and Saturdays, 
and Monday the DU excepted), until the whole i 
THE VERY VALUABLE EFFECTS of manufactured and un- 
manufactured Block, Fixtures, Tools, Carts, Horses, &C. 
Comprehending ing Shafts, Gearing; Planing, Slotting, 
and Drilling Machines ; Slide and other Lathes; Vi i 
enches, Screw Tackle, and other Tools; Fan Blower, Cu- 

lding Boxes, and an extensive assortment 

glossum grande, i 

ny] 

tern Makers’, Ca Arpenters, and Wine, Benches; € 
lar Saw ; Timber of various kinds, well-seasoned ; a duantiy 
of Machines, of various Kinds, partly manufactured and e 
ple te ; a great quantity o nd othe: ; Cast and puis 
tered Steel; fous d house F xtures ; Mns rod e-half Share of 
the Uiey Patent Chen f Cutter; a Richmond Gart and Spring 
ditto; a useful t Horse and aig ditto ; Sets of Harness, 
and numerous sésebell aričonk Effects. 

Full and descriptive Particulars will lisondan in Saislognes at 
s. each, which may be obtained 7 d o the Sale at the 

Midland Counties’ Herald Office, Pintian] Vp omoa 
Manchester; Mercury Office, eed “at the rur or the 
Auctioneers? Offices, Stroud and tton-under-E. ata 
logues will be sent on a post-paid n. pete 12 
uf Men ps. 
Rar The Sale will commence each day at 12 o'elock to the 

"OREIGN PO PO" TATOES, FOR SEED OR CONSUMPTION. 

{OR PUBLIC SALE, at 2, Um e on 
Wednesday, 151 6, at 12 o'clo ely, the 

SO NE goods, viz.: ABOUT 60 TONS OF POTATOES, 
x Eleanor Wickham, "per Terceira, Azore! These Potatoes 
DUNT Du in boxes and hampers are e You) sound 
gondition, and will be found par beverly sirable for Seed, 
the Azores being among the very few 
vais Arakua aono Appeared. Su ple Cargo were 
exhibited at the Meeting of orticultural Society, on the 

Tth inaani, and reported fay: aura magn by Prof. LINDLEY. 
Samples on view, and Catalog e had on application 

to Keeani and IIONT, Br chats eee yard and Pudding- 
lar "i ee 

ror t PUBLIC SALE IN. .LONDON, at Garraway's 
Coffee RUE Cornhill, at 3 o’clock, on Tuesday, the 14th 

instant, MUSTARD SBED, about 500 quarters, Danish White, 

of fine m io. be keptin Bondifrequired). For samples 

an Fori? apply to AYLWIN, BEVAN, Conr, and HARRIS, 
Br wer Thames-street, 

P 0 bE "LET ON LEASE, OR BY THE YEAR, 
of the midland counties, gue ACRES OF FREE- 

HOLD SAPI TAL GARDEN GRO witl us Dwelling Er 

ed by all ju Adges not t 
250 large trees, which consist of App! 

and Cherries, and several thousant 
eS, The Gooseberries Alone will more than pay the r ent. It 

towns in ‘England, An; naen wishing to comme ence 

business on his own account will € this worthy of notice.— 
For particulars apply, either personally or. by letter, to Mt 
GLOVER, Oropston, Motmtsorrel; Leicestershire i 

ediate! y, ___*s* Possession m: j^, coe e 
OREI if SHEE sS G S TILES, &c: 
— The cheapest, stoutest, and best quad i orani 

sold at ©. JARVIS'S Old Established Window Glass Ware- 
house, 38, Great 
CROWN GLASS at 50s. per Crate ; squares cut to size equally 

t with prompt atten 

n Discount: Moved ‘of all description © 
Glass for fais money on 
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OREIGN AND BRITISH SHEET AND CROWN 
and other purposes.— 

crown squares, 
GLASS, for Hothouses, Garden 

R. 0. having again reduced the prices Yor sma 
ies: a comparison of the present quotations with his former 

per gross. 
$in.by4 '.. 65 
Pm by a TE 

er gross. 

Sby5l. 13s. * He 
Sby6.. Ms. 

E ast z 
88 receive 
PROP AG 

of every description, cheaper than at any other house.—Fy 

DM Lits apply to R. Cosan, Glass, Lead, and Colour Work: 
do: 

THE EO GLAS 

ESSRS. D: SINES anp BRADDOCK have made dered 
Public with GLASS for arrangements to supply the 

pen atop, 

J ATING, DEE,OUCUMBER,and GRAPE GLASSES 
w 
5, 

URBIDGE AND HEALY’S COOKING APPA- 
RATUS, combining Sylvester's Patents.—This Cookin; 

Apparatus is believed to possess greater general advantages 

E any yet SEU to the publie, both as regar ds strength 

material and workmanship ; in fact, the laws of heat are Lo 

applica as to Biptuce the greatest effectwith the least egnguiaD- 

tion of fuel, without destruction to the apparatus ; and B, and 

H. can safely recommend it, from experience, as unquestionably 

superior to anything of the kind hitherto made, A Prospectus 

GLASS, of which he Purposes RE can be forwarded, upon application, detailing particulars and 
price, at 130, Flect-street. 

WIRE-WORK, HOT-W 
GREENHOUSES, 

ed pee BAKER, MANOR-HOUSE, MANOR- 
KING'S- ROAD, NO RAE Manufacturer of 

TS n VIRI-RENCH, to Stock, and ren- 

proof, RE- WORK in Traine LOIS for 

ING Stands, Pheasantiies, 

ATER Ree he 

Walks, ps 3c te. 

Sashes and Hor D unes purposes of superior quality and sub- TICU Uu TURAL BUILDINGS, Gr e y IHotouscs Conserva 

Stance, and at much lower prices 
been obtained through the medium of any previous advertis 

ments, 

than that which may have | tori 
e- | on impr roved 

as the sizes therein Misi. at ld. por foot, may be ob- T w 

ARATUS, The same heated by 
and economical Mon. 

wn or Country, and Drawings and 

tained at 3s. Sie d 
London. N.B AS 
Stantly on E — ES 

TOREIGN SHAE 
Horticultural and general purp be had a 

F. ELPmicK’s, 28, Castle-street io Priset. 
Roady Moncy only. 

Piy 'of their various UT "BEE-HIVES 
Consists of “ Nutt's Collateral Hive,” “ The Single Box Hive,” 

“The improved OH Hive,” ** The one eee 
Hive,” &c., either of which the Honey may be taken. at 

any dis nM injury to the paces and may be worked with 

safety, humanity, and profit, by t 
Customed to Hop manip ion. 
o Ags t and 

piari: Holborn, London, 
NUTT ON F BRE 

dide 

n aer and Honey Warehouse, 127, 

(Sth Edition) just publi: 

AKER’S PHEASANTRY, Beaufort-street, K ing’s 
by Aj ointment to Her MAJESTY Bud 

ies atal Waterdowl, Black for partioul 
Brent, 

1084, Chelsea ; 
H.R LBERT, — Ornami 
Bess 'wrhite do. ; ; Egyptian, Gan aihn "China, Barnacle, 
Bean, and Laughing “Geese; Pintail, Widgeo 
Common Teal; Labrador, Shoveller, Gold- EET tul 

n 4 &c.—. 
Chii 

THE TANK SYSTEM, 

ticated. Gr ent variety of Poultry, 
Halfry h-str 

URBIDGE anp HEALY having heated a con- Tam, 

uen for cultivation of Pines, Melons, 

other tropical plants, particular) i ir the p 
in Mr. Minrs's recent work on the Culture of Pines 
eumbers, many of NUTS working at the pre: 

ay veyond a doubt that every kind of 
qoem by Burnin rir ma 8 peculiar 1 
ae „the absolute ce: y of producing the desired r 

s anen be ale at work at the following 

ultural Gardens, Chiswick ; Royal Botanic 
“Baroness , otbseht pie Gardens, Gunner: 2 

ick Nursery; Mess 

y OT- WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING 

PR HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSHS 
CHURCI San MANUF IES, upon improved pr qu 

ery ‘erate p erected by D ANIEL eu to 

À BARo n BAILEY, 
E MILEY hayin; EE h time to the Bee 

tion. ofth is qu e had much experience in the 

apparatus | for the above o-mentioned purposes, have, 
their practice, 

Mg not only very efficient, but ve 
ined durability in je GEN 

They have erected a 
or many Role and E DUUM and ha 

e employed by e Horticultural Society 

executing the ore "n their eS Conservator, 

wie... 

npr 

y erected 

adapta A for he, continued supply of hot waten, and 
Ment of the oven more complete than ha: 
fore. tha publie. 
D. E. BAmEY were introduce metallic cur- 

Vilinonr Adi to Borticulturiste, nai can refer to Con- 

payatory attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, 
sides many others in loue UNE and on 
pi: and B. Baier have prepared a quantity of the Calvar 

üt Protectors, which ar now POM for immediate deliy 

Jousi 

ock of Patent Plate and Stained Glass con- 

T GLASS, c o T ana ty, for 

 EE-HIVES.— AI persons ons desirous of Cultivating 

E pleasing and Les branch of raval economy- 
NE & 

he season, an fe xtensive sup- 
; thair collection 

e most timid and iue ton. 
criptive paper, with 

1 be forwarded on Geen of a postage 
High 

p and ~ 
Dun | r ay URA'TE or rug LONDO 

Jarolina, and Call ucks, &c.; pinioned ds US 

sider: e number of Pits ppa other Horticultural Struc- N 

Cucumbers, and | ̂ 
an recommended 

u- 

structure may 

Dank A eant 
ult. 

yu 
STRA one hundred other "pee — 

ju of 
ne 

rendered thee made ot 

sin England, Scotland, RR 
ave had the honour 

of London, in 
at 

eliyer’ 
t to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, 9 

where vapour is constantly, or 

v4, and which: may be seen at their Manu- 

es 
imates for the Trad 

, or Dome 
9, X 

Ward's Gr conhonses, 

UANO (GENUINE PE RUVIAN & BOLIVIAN) 

^ ON AR BY THE ONLY LEGAL IMPOR TERS, 

NTHONY GIBBS AN» SONS, LONDO 

Nu J.M Aid AND OO., LIVERPOOL;
 

An heir Agen: 

OES WORTH. ‘SowrL LL, AND PRYOR, LONDO
N ; 

GIBBS, BRIGHT, cia co., LIVERPOO
L and BRISTOL. 

7, Lime-street, April 1 

a UANO, Taman AND AFRIC AN, N, warranted 
CES A to Analysis: also Gypsum, and all other Ma- 

nures of know m value, on sale by MARK FOTHERGILL, 40, Upper 

Thames-stree 
BRITISH “GUANO semakin quali to Peruvian, at 9l. per 

Pamphlets on 6 Stamps being forwarded, being 
mount changed ua be Agent for DINGLE'S HAND 

SE ED DIB. 

^ TURNIP SOWIN 

POTTER'S GUANO was aedi “by Dr. Daupeny 
Guano, Bones, Superphosphate, SA 

eight other Manures RA Turnip T THEM ALL. 

"s, nal of Royal Agricultural Society," vol s 
is o E: T 224 of the Gardeners’ Chronicle of this 

28, Clapham-road-place, London. 

MANURE 
ANY.—Four Guineas per Ton, After five years’ expe- 

ne Le the manufacture of the above Manure, the dotis 

confidently recommend it as one of the cheapest and most per- 
manent of all artificial BL Availins themselves of the 

many improvements in the science of artnet manures, the 

e is so adapted that the food requisite for a rotation of. 

crops is fully ‘maintained. The Urate win be found most valu- 

able, either drilled or sown broadeast, for Barley, Oats, Pota- 

toes, Tares, or Turnips : for the latter it is par ticularly useful, 

as it seldom fails, in the driest season, to secur re a goo 1 plant, 
and also to produce a great weight per acre, The EA Ma- 

nure Company also supp piy genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, Gy, 

sum, Sulphurie Acid, Super-phosphate of Lime, Bone Sawd| 
and every 

5 

E. Pursen, Secretary. 

LIQUID- MANURE. 

ge: GLAND INDEPENDENT OF THE WORLD FOR CORN. 

CHE attention of the CMS al Interest, at this 

momentous c r reat importance o: 

LIQUID MANURE, and the ease with ch it m: 

priated by pne nee of FOWLE RS; S PUMPS, ERS exp 

0 her portable or fixed ; Garden, Ship, a 
80 m for Dis , Brewers, Soap diem and 

for hot and NS Tq; uor. Pumps kept for hire, for 

as and Wells. Buildings heated by Hot Water, for 

Hortienitur re, and every v of manufacturing purposes. 

The Trade supplied on advantageous terms, by BENJAMIN 

FOSLER, Engineer, &oc., 63, t-Street, t, Fleet-street, London. 

RPI I0SPHATE F LIME, 
Mn. Lawes’s FACTORY, DEPTFORD 

iT "DRAULIC RAMS, to be had of F. REEMAN Ros, 

and Fountain Maker, 70, Strand, London, 
Ra ams adapted to all situations. 

7l. per ton, at 
EK. 

i Supply Pipe, 4 in, 
No. 2 am, Ditto 2in. 

o. 3 Ram, Ditto lin, 
Engines and 

Pumps worked by Steam, Horse- 
power, or Manual labour. Foun- 

s ron, 
Dile Jets n p to 

Buildings, Baths, RP — n 

ma area upon the most simple and economical plan. Steam 

Closets, Cooking Apparatus, 
Sole Agent for TRUMAN’s PATENT WATER PURIFIER. 

ee AGE MOULE URAN CHEMICAL ALMANAC, i FREE- 
>e 2d. ; 

iB 
Ds NGLES HAND DIBBLING MACHINE, for 

depositing all kinds of Seed. It is so constructed that it 

e same moment make the hole no deliver the exact 

of Seed with extreme regularity, nor is the soil liable 

dois tne point, 
Agentin London UE MARK Hoe 40, Upper Thames 

Street, where the ay b 

PRIZE DRAIN- TILE MACHINE 

I ENTON AND CH NOCKS PATENT 
“ECONOMIC” DRAIN- vua AND PIPE MACHINE 

At the last mecnm of the York: de Agricnlinral Society, 
the of 10 awarded E this Machine, after a succes- 

sion of trials po o the competent UTR "ud Agricultural 
d it h seq. quently. SES ained Medals and Pre- 

, and other Societies, 

received, and e her information given, by 
s R. BRADLEY & Co» Engineers, Wakefield 

[UA inglupive of Patent du 

B. Oo. are als o makers or the Improved Oil-cake 

er, wee sew diced citas 
DWER-POTS AND GARDE 

OHN MOR’ TLOCK, 250, Oxford. st treet, i, respectfully 
fae ment of the 

ious colours, and soli y 
tion. on of meoil “CHINA, GLASS, and 
EART HBNWARE ar ihe S imvestgo e price, fur Cash.—2. 

reet, near H yc 

ps SSAM eee & CO/S FINE CONGOU— 

rich, strong, full Pekoe-Souchong flavou 
per pound, continuing to give such univ ersal s Metuon, the 

Proprietors can strongly recommend it to Families requiring 

an economical and EENEN article, — No 1, COVENTRY 

STREET, LONDON. 

M AND C. YOUNG, MANUFACTURERS OF iron 
e AND Wine WORK, &c., 128, High reek, Edinburgh, 

and 82, St, Enoch-square, Glasgow, tfully to cal 11 ths attention of Landed Proprietors, Hor sts, dc., to their 
STRONG HARE AND RABBIT PROOF WIRE Sirra 

which, from its Economy and Durability, is peculiar 
for inclosing and rendering impervious to HARES 
Pa Extensive Gro Young Plantations, ue 

Tt can ie potes "^to Hedges, P. 

y adap 
Mi RA 

, Nu 

es, &c. 
a isting Fences, and removed, when required, BT the greatest 
‘acilit; 
Prices, in Webs of any To op inches high z m er yard ; 

24 d delivered 1s.; and 30 inches, 1s. 8d. per yar rd, 

free à the pal Ports of the three Pinedo for 

One Pie per ya "s 
STRONG STRAINED WIRE snipe dete with Wrought-iron 

Uprights, for Horses, Cattle, and Sheep, at from 1s. dd. t 
s. 104. per lin. yard. according mee 
STRONG STRAINED WINE FE CES, for Horses, Cattle, 

and Sheep, in Wood Posts (which are furnished by the pro- 
prietors), from 7d. to 10d. per lin. yard. 
STRONG STRAINED WIRE FENCES, with. Wrought. 

Uprights, for Red nue and Fallow Dee " 
3s. 6d, per yard, according to height and strength, 
STRONG STRAINED WIRE FENCES, Plain and Orna- 

mental, Hare and Rabbit pooh E inclosing Flower-gardens, 

rd. 

t-iron 
6d. to a 

&e om 2s, to 3s. 6d. 
PORTABLE Do., in the DES E aree m s, at from 2s. 6d, to 

3s. 6d. per lin. yard. 
Definite Estimates of Costs given upon receiving a 

tion of the Fences wanted, the nature of the Lines, 

extent required. 
PREMIUM WROUGHT-IRON HURDLES, i. 

nent or temporary division of Grounds and 
from 2s. 6d. to £ 1, per yard, according to the 

number of Bars, 
These Hurdles are made with prongs to fix them into the 

ground, and can be removed or fitted up with the greatest 

facility by any labourer, 
For the E West Indies and Ame 

peculiarl suitable, from being light and po: 
an be conveyed to and Tad in any 

E ae for exportation are made portable 5n packed in 
bundles tor shipment, occupying on board no greater space 

than common iron bars, and charg ged for freight the same, 

I GATES AND RAILINGS, made of Wrought and 

t Iron, of various designs, in the Gothic, Elizabethan, and 

other styles of Architecture. 
GHT-IRON Mae GATES, of I 

mi patterns, at from 3 . G3. 
HA DSOME CAST- TRON PILE ARS for ditto, from 39s. to 

50s. per pair. 
PREMIUM WROUGHT-IRON FIELD GATES, co m: 

upon the most approved principles, to combine strength GER 
They are perfectly secured from dropping by 

diagonal. bare, m S ng EE peng welded knees in 

the ork. Price 30s. aed each, complete with 

spr Y Do ts, Aue mounting for wood e po 

HANDS isum DAR IRON PIL TARS vm ditto, with bolts 

anc 2 T pai 
STRONG AND HANDSOME WROUGHT-IRON WICKETS, 

from 14s. upwards. 
PRE ABE PORTABLE WROUGHT-IRON SHEEP HAY- 

aout Covers, Wheels, and. Troughs, at 

Descrip- 
and the 

the perma- 

ands, at 
ngth and 

a the Wire Fenceis 

t and beau- 

and with 

.& Q. 
W: Tus WORK E EU or this dia forei 

from the increased facilities afforded them gi the 

branch of their business lately Ss they feel a: 

that all commands from the We: and Treland will 

bs executed in a manner that will g atis 

those who honour them with ar patronage Drawings, 
Catalogues, and Testimonials x E ree of expense to any À 
bleman or Gentleman requir 
Workmen sent to a Coia England, and I 

MOKY FIRE-PLACES PREVENTED.— 
W. and M. FEETHAM take leave to requaint their 

friends and the publie, that they Apes to prevent the 

etove nance evil effectually ; and they li kovina construc: t brick 

or metal flues to descend, or other: a situation may 
requiro, which they will warrant to draw 

pply gna Stove-warehouse, » Glitor 
Manufactory, No. 422, Oxford-stree! 

t iy TRAYS, Tea Urns, nas and fork 

&c., at 0. WATSON'S oe and 42, Barbican, and 

16, Ne ort Ha Fol lgate.—Established h: pentr A Ph of ünree 

Paper Tea Trays, including the larg 
richiy ornamented all over, 50s. a set yi "ires, pric tpi to, oM 

Japan Tea Trays, 7s. 6d. as p^ and upwards.—A 5-quart Lon- 

don- made PUE Ten Urn , with the newest pa acter > 

to 5t. 5s.—A s pa ur raised London-made Di 

18s. 6d. Best "aoo raised 35s. Gd., set Qi 
silver shape, 525. 6d., set o! 

Ivory Table Knives, 11s. (in doz. ; 

3s. 6d. per pair, Led J 
nch hand amk P e -handle. i 18s, BUR 1 

Y 
egant 

pins 

is 
4inch Balance-handle, gest and d 

best made ENS. De 35 

NE with W beg ata Plate- 

ndles, D ue 2s. 6d. handles equ P half tp price of the above 
[o s “handsomely” ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE and 

Prick CoRrRENT is just published, ET Tenia quo regard 
economy and ele, ates should possess whe Ense f this useful 
Book, which may be had gratis, and p » the abore 
address. Sole inventor of the Mrs rs “ATbata Plate, whi 

is so rapidly su ee 
ied D, NUI ENTR 

IHR AND O ERS. 
INGHAM BROTHERS, 170, Little 

-4 street, T fth 
MENOGRAPH, ee Dabble "for Garden Borders, flower Pots, 

&c. Eng s of the same, with prices attached, sent per 
Post to ad pu HE of the Eggin on application as above. 

Agents T London, d J. DEANE, Horticultural 

Implement Wareho: 6, King Wiliam. .. London Brids 

‘N OOD BLACK THA, 3s. 6d., 3s. 8d., and 4s. per lb. 

x Guapo mdini 5s. ; Young Hyson, - 10d. Good Ce onial 

Coffee, ls. 4d. ; Fine’ Plantation, ls. Y t of 
strong good quani. much recomm lly 

offered to notice. Samples, or other quantities, fo 

BI of post-office order or other order of paymen 

Swzrrand BAILEY, Purveyor to the King of Hanover, 38, 

South PER London, 

ded on 
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R. GROOMBRIDGE 
PART 16, NOW READY, 

FLORIGRAPHIA BRITANNICA. 
By Dr. DEAKIN. 

Price 2s. 6d. plain, and 5s. coloured. 

The object of the present publication is to place in the hands 
of the Botanist the cheapest as well as the most complete work 
on British Botany. The Illustrations consist of Engravings | 
from original drawings of every ascertained species of British 
Flowering Plants and Ferns, with dissections of those parts of 
the Plants most important to be known in distinguishing the 
various Genera and Species. In the descriptions, as few tech- 
nical terms are used as is consistent with clearness and distinc- 
tion. The G i i 
described, and the localities mentioned in which such species 
is found, as also the time of flowering. 

The work wil! be published in Monthly Parts, each Part con- 
taining Sixty Engrayings of di 

three thick octavo volumes ; in the concluding parts will be 
given a Glossary or Dictionary of words used in the description 
of the plants, 

The public may rely on the work being regularly published 
every Month, the manuscript being in a state of great forward- 
ness, and upwards of one thousand of the engravings having 
already passed through the engraver's hands. 

Published Monthly. 
MAUND’S BOTANIC GARDEN AND 

FRUITIST ; 
Or, MAGAZINEY OF FRUITS AND FLOWERS, 

Contains Engravings of the most Ornamental Flowers ‘and 
Shrubs, suitable for the Garden and Shrubbery, coloured and 
finished in the first style of art. 

Full-sized Engravings of GARDEN FRUITS, coloured and 
united with Emblematic Illustrations. The whole are copied 
from nature by the most competent artists. 

Also, neatly executed Miniature Engravings of the most 
recently-introduced Exotic Plants, for the Greenhouse or 
Borders, remarkable for their beauty and novelty. 

These Plates and Illustrations of Fruits and Flowers, com- 
prised in every monthly Number, are accompanied by descrip- tions and explicit directions for their cultivation and general 
manazement, to enable every person who is fond of a 
rightly to understand pd estima j i 
and efficient conductits.whole arrangement and culture, 

The object of the-Author will bé to enable every one, whether 
possessing a large or small garden, to obtain from it the great- 
est amount of profit and enjoyment. 

No. I. of this work was published on the Ist of January, 1845; 
price, large paper, with the Flowers and Fruit coloured, 

s. 6d. : small, with the Fruit plain, 1s. The Gardeners’ Edi. 
tion, partially coloured, not including the Fruitist, 6d. | 

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS, 
*' They are carefully executed, and the Figures very nicely 

coloured."—(Dr. LINDLEY, in the Gardeners’ Chronicle.) 
‘‘ We regard it as the most ample, elegant, and cheap horti- cultural publication in the kingdom."—(Builder.) 
** Its utility and elegance are such, that we consider it a duty 

t to the regards of our readers and the public,”— (Glasgow Citizen). 

BLACKER ON SMALL FARMS. 
Now ready, the Sixth Edition, price 1s, 6d, 

AN ESSAY ON 
THE IMPROVEMENT TO BE MADE 

IN THE 
CULTIVATION OF SMALL FARMS, 

By the introduction of Green Crops, and Housefeeding the 
Stock thereon, with a Preface ADDRESSED TO LAN) 
giving full information to those wh 

re] some remarks on 
ihe expedieney of Landlords providing Farm Offices for their Tenants. 

* The cheap Edition without the Address to Landlords is also reprinted, price 8d. 

TO ALL WHO HAVE GARDENS. 
GROOMBRIDGE AND SONS 

JUST PUBLISHED 

5, PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON. 

Works 

AND SONS. 

{ In a few days, Third Edition, 12mo, cloth, with ADDITIONAL ILLUSTRATIONS, price 4s. 
rp EX Y A ‚Q THE BEE-KEEPER'S MANUAL; 

OR, PRACTICAL HINTS ON THE MANAGEMENT AND COMPLETE PRESERVATION OF THE HONEY-REE: 
By HENRY TAYLOR. 

EXTRACTS FROM REVIEWS, 
“ Written in a plain and easy style, at a reasonable price, with many engravings of different kinds of hives, &c., and instructions so simple, that all who desire it may readily obtain all needful i ion for the bi Nottingham Review. ; ; " 
“This work has successfully realised the object it was destined to achieve—presenting in a clear and concise manner the practical management of bees, according to the progressive order of the seasons.”—Norfolk Chronicle. ‘Of all the treatises extant, we know not of one more intrinsically adapted to the’good government of the Apiary.”— neric and Specific characters of the plants are | Worcester Journal, 
“The author is evidently thoroughly acquainted with the best means of rearing and colonising the Bee."— Leicestershire Mercury. 

$ ty ORDER TAYLOR'S BEE-KEEPER’S MANUAL. 

Complete in three handsome Volumes, with nearly Three Hundred Engravings, price 17. 10s., 

THE GARDENER AND PRACTICAL FLORIST ; 
COMPRISING :— 

The properties of flowers, that is to say, the qualities the; 
should possess to be perfect, laid down upon unerring princi- | borders of pleasure ground: ples, with a series of diagrams in illustration. The formation and management of flower gardens, including The nature and proper application of soils, and the means of plans for Dutch gardens, cottage gardens, and gardens for sub- improving them by manure. | urban villas, 

Descriptive catalogues of the best fruits, flowers, plants, and vegetables for large and small establishments and the best method of planting them, 
bs ions on the of shows, the proceedings of societies, and general progress of. gardening, Chie ustructions for the best means of obtaining perfection im The culture, improvement, and exhibition of “forists’ flowers plants, flowers, fruits, and vegetables. s | e various modes of heating horticultural buildings with The formation and management of the orchard, and of fruit- | hot water, flues, and other means. trees in small gardcns. |, Botany made easy in familiar lessons, adapted for people who The formation and management of kitchen gardens on the | have no previous idea of the science. smallest as well as the most extensive scale. Directions for the cottage gardener ar y month in the year. 

The formation and management of shrubberies, lawns, and 
s. 

“ This book is what a publication for the Gardener and Practical Florist should be, a plain, solid, good- looking, full-paged mass of letter-press, scattered over with the necessary illustrations in the forms of equally business-like woodcuts. Nor is the jurisdiction of unaffected common sense confined to what is technically called ‘the getting up’ of the work—to the mere dress of ‘The Gardener’—it extends to the ‘matter’ of the book, to the very language of the * Practical Florist. ”—Shefield Mercury. 

E 8vo, handsomely bound in cloth, price 14s., 
Y gi Y > z at ORCHIDACEOUS PLANTS. 

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE CULTIVATION OF ORCHIDACEOUS PLANTS. 
Treating of their G i Distributi R ks on Heat and Moisture—Effects of Light— best adapted— Ventilation, and the best mode of shading—Utility of two or more Houses—A Select List of the most desirable kinds in culti- vation, and their general management in the periods of Growing, Flowering, Resting; together with the temperature required. 

BY JOHN HENSHALL. 
*a* Gardeners’ Gazette,” “ Florists’ Journal,” “ United Gardeners’ and Land Stewards’ Journal,” and the ** Horti- cultural Magazine,” have each spoken in the highest terms of this truly practical work, 

Illustrated with many plates, both coloured and plain, price 3s. in cloth, 

BLACKLOCK ON SHEEP. 
A TREATISE ON SHEEP ; containing the best means for their Improvement, General Management, and the Treatment of their Diseases; with A CHAPTER ON WOOL, AND HISTORY OF THE WOOL TRADE, and the M. of Sheep in Australia. By AMBROSE BLACKLOCK. 

REVIEWS OF THE TENTH EDITION, 
A tenth edition has been published of this well known and deservedly favourite little book. Forthe benefit of those who arc unacquainted with it we may just mention the character it has acquired as an interesting, simple, and sufficient guide on the subjects of which it treats. It contains chapters on the history and br-eds of sheep, on the wool trade, on the improvement of breeds, on-the general management of a flock, and on the diseases to which the animal is liable.”—Gardeners’ Chronicle, Jan. 9- seg erusal and study of * Blaeklock's Treatise on Sheep, which only embraces points of importance, and rejects those which cannot admit of practical application, will be to the farmer of thefirst advantage. The clearness with which he treats of their diseases, which are illustrated by engravings both coloured and plain, make it a work of reference, not only for the well educated farmer, but also to those who practise sheop management without previous training."— Farmers! Magazine, Jan. 

PUBLISHED MONTHLY, PRICE 1s. 

HE FLORISTS JOURNAL 
AND GARDENER'S RECORD. d 

` A terary portion of the work is devoted to Original Papers, by con- tributors of first-rate ability and great experience ; descriptive lists of all the New Plants and Flowers ; the newest and best methods of constructing and heating Horticultural erections, with the most improved practice in STOVE, GREENHOUSE, and 
“ To the florist, the general cultivator of plants, and especially to the amateur grower, this work offers a medium througb which sound practical knowledge may be obtained : for while the more abstruse points of the science are rendered clear and familiar, the attention of those who contribute is at the same time directed to the best means of cultivating, and the general A LIST OF ONE. HUNDRED AND FIFTY management of all plants at all seasons.” 

PRACTICAL TREATISES 
ON 

CULTURE AND PROPERTIES OF FLOWERS, FRUITS, 
AND VEGETABLES. 

The T are only Threepence each, and the List may be | papers, supplied by experienced men, The ei gratis, or free per post on application. 
London: 5, Paternoster-row. April 11, 1846, 

Numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4, for 1846, contain 

THE DICTIONARY OF FLOWERS, 
the design of which is to supply such information as will enable any one to form a selection of the most ornamental plants suited to every description of garden, and to cultivate them, 

“This work is well conducted, and the articles sensibly written ; the numbers under review contain useful and interesting ellishments are good.”—Gardeners’ Chronicle. e is a superb engraving for each month, the colouring of which is brilliant and correct; and as we have a plant now i have been enabled to compare the bloom with the engraving, and are gratified in saying that the representation is as close and striking as it is possible to attain.”—Newcastle Advertiser. 

LONDON: R. GROOMBRIDGE AND SONS, 5, PATERNOSTER ROW. 
Printed by WirziAx BRADBURY, of 

Precinct of Whitefriars, in t 
N 

he Cf 
addressed to the Editor.—Saturday, Arni, 11, 1846, 

P; Crk-place, Stoke Newington, and Faxpanick Mouumrr Evans, of Ni Mus ‘on; and published by them at the Office, No, 5, Charles-street, in the parish of St, Paul's, Covent-Garden, in the sald county, where 

lo. 7, Church-row. Stoke Newington, both in the county of Middlesex, Printers, at their Office in Lombard-street, in xe ali and iis 

me 
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Scorrrsu PANSY SOCIETY. — The SECO OND 
NNUAL COMPETITION of this Society will take place 

in the Calton Convening Rooms, Edinburgh, on WEDNESDAY, 
lth June, 1816. 

Intending VEDO un S m RIMIS Schedules of the Reale 
tions by applying t ohn Finlayson, I 
cardine ; th e Treat Me Alóxnudor, 32, South Hanover- 
street, Edinbur ; the bee, oranyi Member of Committee, 
and to the Betten cioe of the ltural RUE any 
of ee will receive the Annual Specs EA of 25. 6d. previous 
to the 6th May. BERT ARTHUR, Secretary. 

ay Waterloo, place, Edinburgh, n il 18. 

JOTTINGHAM GRAND HORTICULTURAL 
EXHIBITION (Open to all England), will be held at the 

Exchange Rooms, on WEDNESDAY, 29th APRIL, at 2 o'clock, for 
the Exhibition of Auriculas, Hyacinths, Polyanthus, Pelargo- 
niums, Camellias, Azaleas, Roses, R Rhodo dendrons, and all 
Stove, Greenhouse, and Hardy Plants in season, 
Schedules of the Prizes, &c., to be had of 

non, Honorry Secretary. 
St. Peter's, Chur ch-side, Nottingham, April 

D EU INSTITUTE OF GREAT 
BRITAIN AND IRELAND. 

The next MEETING a ais Subscribing SE will be held 
on FRIDAY, the 1st of MAY, at the Rooms of the Instituti 
of abe Engineers, 25, Great George-stri ‘eet, Vna cin 

The subject for Eee discussion will be— 
e "CTIL E MANUFACTURES, including Pottery and Por- 

celain of all countries and of every period.” 
Members who cannot personally attend, are inyited to for- 

ward, by any friend, Articles which they may consider as likely 

MR. VAN HOUTTE'S NURSERY AT GHENT. 

M R. VANSI HOUTTE’S CATALOGUES. Nos. 21, 
, 24, and 25, may be obtained, on prepaid applica- 

tion, at eg Guo. Raunn’s, 52, Mark-lane, London 

TRUE STICKNEY'S HOLDERNESS RYE-GRASS. 

J BACKHOUSE anp SON, Pirk, the sole holders 
e of this GRASS, which is unrivalled for Lawns and Per- 

mencat Sat ess have a few bushels on Said at a Guinea a 

bashi 

DANEOROPT NURSERY, STOWMARKET, SUFFOLK. 
S GIRLING’S GENERAL CATALOGUE OF 

* DAHLIAS and other F REN M LUNA can now 

e had on prepaid application, containing nearly every new 
Dahlia of the seasor separate Catalogue of ROSES and 

PANSIES is also ready, and can be had, if required, 

Tuc «DOCTOR JEPHSON."—This splendid 
FUCHSIA was raised by the Gardener of the above- 

named Gentleman, and is pronounced by growers who have 
Seen it to be the finest. light Fuchsia known. Petals clear 

ich deep rose, habit of Willmoreana, 
a and ape ofuse bloomer 

s 10s. 6d. x with the usual discount to the Trade. 

Plants may be had on application to Messrs, Hurst & 
M‘ MULLEN, Seedsmen, No. 6, Leadenhall-street, London ; or to 
Joun Curis, Royal Leamington Nürsery, Warwickshire. 

GREENHOUSE AND STOVE PLANTS. 

V M. JACKSON anv CO., NunsEnYMEN, beg to 
announce that they are now "prepared to execute orders 

oo their Splendid d Collections of GREENHOUSE AND STOVE 

which are in the finest possible health ; large bushy 

pans, in 60 sized pots, at the following very low prices, 
bask nd mats included :— 

50. ‘Choice Greenhouse Plants 4 Compe iiS Azalea 

indica Gladstanesii, aa lateritia, D Sami . phænicea 
variegata, Burchel ensis, Bra- 

chy Boavardis strigosa, Burtonia brumoides, 
Babingtonia camphorosma, on serrulata, Chorozema eri- 

Dicksonii, C. ach ium 

nana, var., C. rotundifolia, 
Campelia carinata, v. lasciniata, Daphne indica rubr a, Diosma 

ameena, Epacris coruscana, E. carnea, E. levigata, E. im- 
E E. onosmieflora, E. purpurescens, E. pul- 

Erodium incar natum, Gompholobium 
cum, Helich spectabile, E. ru- 

pestis Sind gane: grandiflora, “podde sia oxalidi- 
folia, Labichea bipunctata, Lechenaultia formosa, L. 

nana, Oxylobium capitatum. „Pimelea rosea, P. decussata, 
Pultenæa biloba, P. a 

30 very select Greenhouse Plants f ~ mprising. 

Azalea indica extans, A. indica splendens 7 oodsii, 
Chorozema ovata es, C. gaan, €. species, 

Jalothamnus clavata, Daphne dudivs s a, Dillwynia mi- 
crophylla, D. coccinea, Bpacris attenuata rosea, E. Cop- 
landii, E. campanulata rubra, E. impressa alba, E. rosea 

purpurea, spinosum, splen- 

dens, G. polymorphum mum Hovea pungens major, He- 

lichrysum spectabile, rupestris, Mirbelia speciosa, m 
zrandiflora, Oxylobium acutum, O. capitatum var., Pim 
spectabile, Be tubiflora, Veronica speciosa, Pius 

sinensis alba p! 
86 very | Select and haul Stove ents for 21. 10s., com- 

A. long giflora, A. pe- 
to Dear on the subject 

In: 12, Haymarket. 
Attendance from. 2 p: 2 daily, 

T. Hupson TURNER, Secretary. 
The ANNUAL MEETING of te^ INS "TITUTE will take 

piece at York, under the patronage of his Grace the Arch- 
shop ; 3 President, ine EARL FITZWILLIAM, commencing 

TUES SDAY, JULY 2. 

BECK m the Public that the various Artic 
* manufactured by him in d for IHorticultural pur- 

Doses, may be seen in use at Worton Cottage, Isleworth, upon 
Application to the gardener ouod excepted). 

TRUE TRANSPLANTED FIELD TURNIP-SEED, 
SOLD BY 

J G. WAITE, SsEDSMAN, &c., 4, Eyre-street-hill, 
L H atton-garden, London. 

White Round, 18s. per bushel. 
1i 

2G | 

Purple Topped Scotch, 22s, 
reen do. 8s. do. per bushel, 

ed do. 205. do. Green do. 22s, do. 
Stubble, 20s. do. Purple mb pude a te 
White Stone, 20s. do. SS oved 
Quite Tanka. nd, 22s, de. Gr 30s. do 
G rina s Improved NEG 

i oN rede, 20s. 
We olo, 2c ky "s do. 34s, HS 

do. 20s. Matson’s do. 24s. do, 
e 20s. MANGOLD WURZEL, 

pel White De anos (very | Fine Improved Long Red, 50s. 
42s, do. larj 

Cream Globe, 24s. do. Long Yellow, 70s. do. 
Dale's Hybrid, 225. do. Yellow Globe, 60s. do. 

Red do. 70s. do. 

J. G. W. has a uod collection of Lawn, Pasture, and all 

the most useful sses in cultivation, of which a separate 
Catalogue may be i d. llis assortment of Garden and Flower 
Seeds is upon the most extensive scale; Catalogues of which 

May be had on application.—April 18, 1846. 

Ew AND SUPERB FUCHSIAS. —Strong esta- 

blished plants, 12s. per dozen, consisting of the following 
beautiful varieties :-— Serratifolia, Cassandra; Sir H. Pottinger, 
Salter’s § Syiph, Oberon, Queen of the t, Ro: ea ee 

ico, Mayii Dui a-Bal- 

Dus Hero, Hamlet, Imperialis, hn BS s Fair E reol, 
Queen o of the Fairies, Nymph of the Beauties, Attrac- 
Ue Exoniensis, Prima Donna, iris n, Robusta, Snowball, 
ston a Victory, M po Vesta, Kentish Bride, &c. e 

eta Vai orah a, elongata, Brug- 
mansia floribunda, Begonia coccinea, Uentradonia 3 oiia Cle- 
rodendron pss ia, Calusacea rosea, Columnea grandiflora, 
actus Alexänd e. gigantea, C. Dalstonit, Eranthemum pal- 

chellum, 
Xesnera longiflora, G. sub-alba, G. zebrina, Gloxinia Cartonii, 
pede glomerata, Ixora coccinea, I. crocea, Justicia car- 

J: cinea, J. J. speciosa, Plumbago Pea Ste- 

pions HGEIb uA dos Thunbergia aurantia, T. chrysops, Tra- 
descantia zs ina, Vinca alba, V. rosea. 

ndian Een 305; 20 Epa 
qu “Advert Lactate tin " 

. J. & Co. can also supply th rope rare and beautiful 
Plants, All goods are ERE with the utmost dispatch per 

railway. 
Achimenes Lipmanii, 33. 6a. ; Clerodendron splendens, 10s, 6d.; 

Dipladenia crassinoda, 5s ; Hinds Jonginors alba, 10s. 6d. 

Rhododendron Jacksoni, 10s. . Smithi aureum, 

15s, ; Large Fuch: m Mrs. Freder ii Maiban . ser- 

ratifolia, 2s. 6d. each ; 12 best prize Fuc! 

Cross Lanes Nie Y Bedale, Yorkshire, April 

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA, on CHILIAN PINE. 

OUELL anp CO/s Stock of the above magnifi- 
cent hardy tree will be found unequalled in this country 

the Continent either for extent or luxuriance of growth ; and 

eS beg to call the attention of planters in general to the fact 
that those they offer are not nursed mes or drawn up in close 

n Sg us ei sturdy plants possessing dark rich green foliage, 

s have stood the severity of the winter for several 

ye i ‘his the most eastern point of England, proverbial f 

its ssive cutting winds. The following is the scale orgies 
for Eeeh in pots, and may be planted out with advantage at 

the present season, 
SURE old oe m .. 9s. per dozen. 

. .. m .. 128. 

i £l URS OG E i Pena ic Rl cin E 
Lm aoe a SOT IRPICRONE UNE 5, 

een $5 
Cede’ Deodar, r your, fine lI. .. 188. » 

‘oot m .. 308. » 
Pinus excelsa, si a ches igs ies A ^ 

» 185. » 

v dne io plant as. x 
Abies Khütrow, pi 

Also fine in Manta of older growth from 10s. 6d. to | 

2l, 2s. per p! 

A Dow ES bad Messr 

house- 
Franacan and Son, 9, Mansion- 

Great Yarmouth Nursery, April 18. 

HENNE MAYES, asp CO., beg to ace 
their F s and the Publie, that tl their C ALOGUE of 

DAHLIAS, FU ISSN AST IUMS, VERBENAS, PETU- 

NIAS, CINERARIAS, now ready for delivery, which 

will be sent on application; E of the new and approved 

Net wil e found iu their list. ‘this old-established 

Nursery affords reat advantages to Noblemen and Gentlemen 
who may requi rdeners Ue Farm Ec All communi- 

cations have rani atten and Seed Catalogues 

with an extensive Catalogue of nee es, 

Durdham Down Nursery, Bristol, April 18. 

EOD EAN'S beautiful New Dahlia “ ROSY CIRC 
vnsT and M'Murrrw, 6, Leadenhall-street, London, 

Agents foz the South. 
"For description, see Gardeners’ Chrono, Jan. 3d and 10th, 

1846. Plants ready for sending out week in May, 10s. 6d. 
each. Usual discount to the Trade. baat hep yos 15. 

PANSIES. 

HARLES TURNER begs to announce that he can 
xecute a few more orders for the much-: EM varieties 

raised by H. COLLISON, Esq., and himsel ich 
ited at the Horns Tavern, Kenn 

Also the principal varieties 
Descanso [LU SPEM an be dian a oppi non: 

Since, April 16 
KINGSTON N URSER , SURE 

ae JACKSON'S SUPPLEMEN TARY CATA- 
o LOGUE OF PLANTS, with prices, for 1846, may be ob- 

tained free on pr e-paid application. 
n Nui arrey, April 18. 

SMITH’ S NEW SEEDLING FUCHSIAS, 

OHN SMITH, Nurseryman, Dalston, Middlesex, 
begs Fespectfully to announce that he intends sending out 

in May the yox following DE and distinct Fuchsias, selected. 

from many firs’ 
BEAUTY 

E 

cultivators. 
—Chalvey, 

‘cig 

ube remarkably thick, of a 

strong robust grower, 
Gardeners’ Chronicle, and n 
under the signature of AY iy Subscriber.” 

variety is a fine ands showy seedlings the. tube is quite white, 
andthe sepals are tinged ery delicate tint of pink ; 

corolla vermilion.” Price 10s, 6d. 

EXIMIA.—Tube oe sepals carmine; corolla rich violet 
yery large and o! ^ fine form ; habit good, 

e found an acquisition to 

the dai varietiés, sp eee’ with the former in the 
Gardeners? ican s variety is also attractive 
from the eontrast in its colours ; "ie corolla is unusually large, 

and ofa bright voter Th e both.good and showy speci- 
mens," e 10s. 6 

An allow ane to the Trade when three ofseither are taken 

at on 
F S. can supply good strong punte in flower of his Queen 

juin and ach. Smaller ones, 53. 

elier oE uoEPIAs cat be had off application. 
ds April 18, 1846. 

ride of. Peekham, Ivery's ; Duchess 
nd, Gaines'; Noblissima, Coronet, Modesta, 
Nontolk Hero, rkway’s ; Expansa, Queen 
fo ancida as ing's; Robusti, Hope, Gold- 

pues the corolla is 
iage and pendent 

finch, Cassandra, at 1 
Duke of Weilin dm Monnet, Kentish Hero, Kentish Bride, 

Maria, Epps’; Queen Adelaide, Euterpe, Gaines’ : 
Queen Victoria, Princess Royal, Lady Y a d Prince of 

Wales, Youell’s ; Aurantia, ana, Fos- 
js AES om mosa elegans, Stanwelliana, BNEChS, pee s; at 

us 
ares j Jormackii, Adonis, Paragon, Fioribunda magna, 

Hop: Popes Exoniensis, isparens, Blanda, Victory, 
Sanguinea, Britann nus V bo mith's; Fairy, 
Majestion, Epps i, Brockmanni „Co; va arborea, Pr 

; Flora, Tricolor, Mirabilis, Magnifica, Haye 
Pedia “Magnificent, Racemi£o: a, Brewerstii, Victoria; at 
3s. per dozen. 
PE TUNTAS. —Girling’s new striped and other kinds, 3s. per 

a 
di BRBENAS, —The best searlets, 

ceps, 

blue, white, and rose, 3s. 

UHELIOTROPIUMS . per dozen. 

Good rooted plants, true to nee at the above prices, 6d. 

per dozen being aed postage, will be sent free by post, 
carefully packed in tin cases, on The receipt of postage stamps 

order. 
fae STEPHEN SHILLING, NR sery and Seedsmen, 

Northwarnbro', near "Odibam, Hants. 

TEN T er NEW HALF-SHRUBDY ees 
Jon BELL, in offering the undernamed CAL- 

pi aS) begs to assure purchasers they are equal to 
any coming out this season, and will fully answer the descrip- 

n gi 
ATTRACTION "ange dark yellow, with large scarlet blotch, 

well defined. 
DEFIANCE—Large cream ground, with crimson blotch, 

DECELSA- Loi rge white ground, with. Hen bloti iu 

PR INGEPS Large er 2 ground, with dark maroon blotch. 

CONDUCTOR— yellow buff gı PE LER bloteh. 
ight ae ground, with large brown spots 

or a Post-offic 

od 

or stripes. 

ECLIPSE—Dark crimson ground, beautifully spotted with 
white, 

NYMPH—Yellow ground, beautiful spotted with bright 

crimson. 
EMPRESS—White prone with purple spots, beautiful. 

CRIMSON PERFECT — Crimson ground, beautifully 

spotted with blac! 

Fine blooming eris; in 36-size pots, 5s. each; or the 

ten for 21, 
The last four named were exhibited last season at the 

Norwich and Norfolk Horticultural Show by the raiser, and 

gained the first seedling .prize, and were pronounced by the 

m to be SE to any ever exhibited. 
near Norwich, 
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“WOODLANDS” "NURSERY, | AEBFIELD, NEAR UCK. 

E ELD, BUSSE. 

WM. WOOD ann SON have the pleasure of offer- 
the following Plants adapted for Bedding, at the 

prices named when the EE is left to themselves :— 

FUCHSIAS, 
12 fine varieties .. 6s. 0d. | 12 superb new var 
12 superior do 9 for exp das ` 18s. 0d. 
12superb do. 50 fine d .. 80 0 

50 sbab ‘do. 50 0 
NAS 
25 extra fine vars. .. n e 

Y 
12 fine varieties .. 5s. 0d. 

D 9 25 superb new do. 12 superior do. 
12 superb new do. 

PETU BRAS: 
zi fine varieties . 

2 superb do. 
TUS plants of the above can be sent qune eri in 

tin cases by post, if require 

OINER 
Strong and comin rint bloom. 

E 12 fine varieties a fine varieties 
l2superiordo.  .. om us 25 incu LS GPL 
12 superb new do... 18 0 

Veitch’s, 
Each. | #doz. 

d N Calceolaria V be an elegant s. » 8. d 
ellow spes., highly Hepes or pee 70 as 0 

dd Paani (yellow) EG 6 
Gaillardias, of sor! S P TEA 6 0 
Lobelia erinus La (fine DN P (eg v 6 0 
Siphocampylus Pneu. E . CU PORE 9 10 
Silene laciniata .. E sw R09 3210 

Select sorts, one of n ned .. E m H [] 
uperior do. .. we £e 9 O 600 

Superb new do. ES 4 12. 0. 75 

AZALEA INDICA. 
* 12 fine varieties m . m ++. 125. 0d, 

12 superb do. .. m . 09 IS 0 
12 extra new do. m m m .. 30 

SELECT LIST OF PLANTS ABRIDGED FROM GENERAL 
CATALOGUE. 

, Each—s. d. Each—s. d. 
Abutilon Bedfordianum . 2 6| Lilium epis. punc- 
Æschynanthus Roxburg! hii 2 6 < tatum .. from 3s. 6d. to 21 0 
Alona ccelestis .. 36 a si rubrum 
‘Alstroomeria Errembaulti H 6| from 7s. 6d. to 21 0 

em Sa 36 P? testaceum 
Andromeda tetragona 26| fro: . 6d. 10 6 
Aotus gracillima 26 | Lisianthus Russellianus. 2 6 
‘Azalea indica Apollo 3 6| Medinilla erythrophylla . 3 6 

» Cleopatra 5 0 | Mirbelia illicifolia ' .. 3 6 
a exquisita 7 6| Nematanthus longipes .. 1 6 
» magniflora 36 Nerium Clesnder - An. 
a optima 36 glé 26 
a» Prince Albert . 3 6 | Oxalis Plumie hrubby) 36 

Bouvardia flava ee Pimelea Som aAA oe 26 
yellow) .. 36 is 251 208 

Brachysema platyptera sd U Platycodon grandiflora.. 50 
Ceanothus collinus ++ 21 0| Pleroma Benthamiana.. 3 6 
Oestrum aurantiacum Podostylus sphericus .. 1 6 

(true) .. p EE Ur Pria Dalmaisiana se: 016, 
Chirita sinensis 50 S RA sinensis alba 
Chironia floribunda .. 16 50 
Chorozema Hugelii — .. 0 16 

positifolia .. 3 6 mi! 16 
Cupitea strigillosa s> 26 Rnoäodendron alta- cle- 

lwynia clavata e 26 rense splendens 5 0 
»  glycinifollà .. 26 re campanulatun 36 
s udis sany. » ofragr Ke 
etr hw Ks (xU LM n 

Echites atropurpurea .. 3 6 invictu PSU 
picta .. I. 3 6| Ribesalbidum .. 2.6 

Epigwea repens FEIERT 4 » Gordoni: 26 
s fimbriatus .. 2 6 P Menzies; 16 

PEU euni . 96. sanguinea fl. plena 746 
5 hydrangzformis 10 Rondeletia, sor "yellow P T os d | species (Havannā) .. 10 6 

Fuchsia serratifolia .. 3 6| Ruellia glabra 16 
qe discolor meum , macrophylla, splen- 

Gardneriana ieee lt „did scarlet spe 76 
Gloxinia va- Sch 26 

Siphocampylus pee 
nd splendid 

duplo- serratus . n" 
tus (true . » semi- 6 allea flaccida .. Spiræa Douglasii 6 

Hindsia longiora Tacsonia mollissima 6 
iolacea 6 s 2 vio: 

Ilex latifolia on 
Inga paite 
Jasminum affine 
uero vabalai 
Justicia Maedonnellize 

VELIS spinosum 
Tropæolum rachyceras 

LII IIT 

e 

bo t9 O9 8D ooooooooosoo oo ooocoo E Leycesteria nepalensi: 
Lilium d album salicifolia 

s. 6d. to 10 6 | Xanthosia rotundifolia, . 

haiti ii ihe above will be sent gratis on application. 
A proportionate number of plants P eenten to each order 

towards defraying the expense of carriage, 
A remittance or reference required rdc "unknown corre- 

spondents. 

Sr: PHEASANT EGGS for eo he eee per 
dozen.—Direct to A, C., Post-office 

TILLIAM MASTERS, Exortc Nu URSERY, Can- 
terbury, will be happy to forward, free of expense to any 

of the South. Eastern Railway Stations, the under-mentioned 
choice Hothouse and Greenhouse Plants, at the prices affixed, 

vmn a 

the selection being left to himself :— £ s.d. 
12 named Geraniums, of 12 fine sorts for It +» 018 0 
12 newer named ditto, Sue Superior sorts fac oU 
12 Gpicenlarins, of sort: 2 pr "i Bb 
= Cape Heaths, of 12 diferent kinds ee nt s 018 0 
Chiang iinde of Cape Heath. 32 aT 
B cm s of 12 species of New Holland Plants. 015 0 do. do. of New Holland Greenhouse 

Plants, of larger size » 4 
12 Plants of 12 species, of newer kinds, i 10 
12 small Plants of 12 TER of Cameltia ipod 10 12 larger Plants, 0 
12 Indian Azaleas, of 12 ports EM oe os X 18 
12 larger Plants of Indian Azaleas oe m 5e 10 
12 tower r kinds of Indian Azaleas . E D 2 
2 distinct species of Succulent Plants .. EE E 

12 choicer kinds of Su. ucculents, one ofeach .. e. 10 
o Orchidaceous Piants of Er xxm ^t LE oe [- e a 53 

ET 

E 5 A 
se Plan, 1 of each 

12 Indian and Hybrid Rhododendrons, 12 varieties 
12 China and Thé Roses, 12 varieties ' .. m E ewnBSonowaownouu 

© 

cooocoooocccoooo 
es of Verbena, 

ryanthemum, &c., f 

A large collection of the different varietie: 
ceolaria, Petunia, Anagallis, ua 
bedding, at from 4s, to 6s., in dozen: 

HE NEWEST AND VERY BEST FUCHSIAS, 
VERBENAS, PETUNIAS, &c. 

yu uae AND CÓ. are now sending out per post 
newest eae: very best FUCHSIAS, Toudig, 

Sorratifolia, (if required) a: o «+ 21s, per doz. 
Very Pe x st-rate Show: Va arieties ye 
Fine dit 
VERBEN, AS, inst class Show Varieties 

Ditto, fin It » 
ETUNIAS, Extn, Fine » 

CINERARTAS, i 
PAN VSIES, Extra fine andfirst-cla s Show d 5 

0s 
‘hose ean Y and Co. with ‘their orde: the above, 

are respectfully requested to state the varieties n alr eady 
possess, eu repetition may be avoided, every care bei 
esed. inr ng improvements, by adding süch varieties as 
will give ame 

CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES. 
Er B extra fine and uer id first-class £ s. d. 

how Flowers, by nam 10 9 
“ait 500 

12 dito Fine Show Flowers dit ~ 110 0 
25 dit ditto diti . 300 

m Showy Border Flowers ees 
Extra fine Show Pinks, by name, 

Also a few pairs more of the Superb Picotees 
uke of Newcastle,” at 15s. per pair, 

, per dozen par, 12s. 
“President” and 

HERBACEOUS PLANTS, fine sorts, 6s, to 9s. per pud 
RIBES SANGUINEUM FLORE PLENO, 75. 6d. per plant. 

30 Packets of New and Choice FLOWER SEEDS, du post, 
free, for 6s. 
CALCEOLARIAS, for bedding .. 
GERANIUMS, for bedding 

6s. st doz, 
6s., 9s., and 125. 

An HERBARIUM of RARE EXOTIC FERNS (many species 
almost unique) to be V eet OF. Price and particulars 
can be had on applicatio: 

For particulars of their new and beautiful White Fuchsia, 
“SANSPAREIL,” with Five other Seedlings, see Advertise- 
ment of March 28, Also their Splendid Dg ir 

Great Yarmouth Nursery, April 18, 184 

ENUINE m ME: puru TEAM 

hare) has vide. length and depth of carcase, Een width and 
i s, and weighs, when at matur- 

as hardy and prolific as the common 
Oo two months old, 12s. per pair ; 

three to four Mintha. 18s. Free to Lo 
Apply to Mr. Jonn BRETT, Market- nn ‘Great Yarmouth, 

GOOD, AND CHEA: 
BENIAMIN W. KNIGH T, PIS &e., Tivoli, 

nor St. peona on Sea, Sussex, begs to call the atten- 
tion of his friends and the public to the following CHOICE 
PLANTS, un eh jaro now ready to send out. 

Twely e and distinct Fuchsias, fit for IRA EAT 
for 6s. ; 12 extra first. rate very distinct varieties, all sent out 
for the’ ee time last season, for 12s, ; 12 distinct Verbenas, for 
3s. 6d. ; 12 extra new, good varieties, for 63.; 12 Shoe Petunia, 
for 6s. ; T good and distinct Cinerarias, KE 
kinds, For 12s. ; ; 12 fine Anagallis, Tox E 
d 4s. ; 12 Helotop ume for 4s, ; 1: 
dde nen very distinct VUE for ; 12 ch oice 

n s 
a good, for 12s. ; cho; Seeds, 

best varieties: Verbena, 
binums, 2s. 6d. . ber paper; Dahlia, 

; German Aster, 

good show Dahlias, for 6s, ; 
; 12 extra ng distinct kinds, all new last 

pins P 12 MUS fancy, or variegated varieties, for 6s. 
he Ere can be securely packed, and forwarded 

post- ipo on receipt of the amount wit] e order. Catalogues 
of thoa above may be obtained on pre- Eu application—April 
18, 1846, 

CA LCEOLARIA GROWERS. 
NO. STANDISH, URSERYMAN, Bagshot, begs to 
inform his Friends and the aue thathehas alarge Stock 

of splendid spotted CALCEOLARIAS, now ready to sei nd. out at 
unusually low prices, ranging S 12s, to four guineas per 
ozen ; does at 1s, to 2s. 6d. each are really fit for Ro lovers 

and the other sorts, at higher prices, are great nov I 
has now ready some Seedling Plants, raised from PETS of his 
best varieties, at 12s. per dozen, which will no doubt produce 
some spl endid new sorts. Lp now ready to send out, Fuchsia 
** Alfred the Great” and F. monstrosa, at 5s. each, he former 
having a oe red tks with VN HEAT sepals, and a fine cupped 
rich purplish crimson corolla; the latter, an immense large 
flower, the colour of Standishii, but more than vice as large. 

Catalogues of the abovecan be had on sess ed 

TO SEEDSMEN AND A AGRIOULTURISTS. 3 

[Arnir i8, 
NEW SEEDLING VERBENA, FUCHSIA, PETUNIAS, 

AND ANTIRRHINUM. 
Ww, PYER, Nurseryman & Frorist, Peckham, 

ondoh, begs to inform his Friends and the Public 
that n UU sending out after the 21st inst., the under- 
mentioned, which he can with ULM recommend :— 
VERBENA WONDER OF SCARLETS: colour of Boul 

Feu, and atrosanguinea habit—See Wed ue September 
20, 1845 : “ W, I—The Seedling you ed Wonder 
of Scarlets is a very fine variety ; the i ind dividual dower are 
Lo brilliant in colour, an. 

id. each. No discount unless two are 
FUCHSIA TRAFALGAR: tube red, sep als. ton corolla 
p purple, and very large, showing it much below the 
sepals ; ae distinct from any other variety. 7s. 6d. each. 

AINTED HADES white ground, margined pink, 
with Beautify pencilled eye. 5s. ea 

PETUNIA "e NIQUE : lilae ground, pe ey pencilled and 
black eye ; fine round flower and substance. 3s. 6d. each. PETUNIA, VANGUARD: rosy purple, xm lege lack: yeh 

. each, 
PETUNIA METEOR: rosy red or purple ground, very dark 

eye and panne foyer 5s, each. 
PETUNIA PE : light red ground, margined with 

apes and oet Pid ape, Awarded a 
certificate of merit at BEEN CES Gardens 53. each. 

ANTIRRHINUM EM IVERYA 
AA a Bue 

TH WHITES. 
Catalogues may he had on application. 

1s. 6d. 

GRASS SEEDS. 
GEORGE GIBBS anp CO. are now supplying their 

Mixtures for laying down to. peret Grass, at KE per 
acre, allowing 2 bushels and 12 lbs, to each acre. This being 
an import tant br anch of their business, having within the last 
ew years supplied them for several thousand acres, with the 
most favourable diu they have been induced 4 to lower the 
ia rice to 325. to meet the means of the plain farmer. G. G. and 
Co., therefore, confidently call the renum of those who may 
be desirous of converting land in: quick and durable mea- 
ae or pasture of the best quality, hott for hay and succession 
of feeding; full directions for ‘sow: treatment will 
secomppny, the Seeds, Men sorts, fori LT. old Grass- 
land, 1s. e per lb. ; fine sorts, for forming L: awns, &oc., 1s. 4d. 

rgo white Belgian Carrot Seed, 1s, 6d. per Ihe italian 
Ry, ce em PUE kind, 88. 6d. per bu: shel. al priced 
Catalogue of Turnips, 'and other Agricultural Seeds, RAUM 
on applieati tion.— Address 8 to GEonGE GIBBS and Go. , Seedsmen, 

the A l Society, 26, D: t, Pi ‘iccadilly. 

GEEDs: pie nr OF AM MOON-STREET, 
THOMAS GIBBS and CO., 

(By Official appointment), the SEEDSMEN to the 
“ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND,” 

Beg to remind the Members & the Society, and FT RUE 
n general, that their only Counting House and Seed Ware- 
RUE is at the Corner of HALF- MOON SENN Ea PICCA- 

Y, London, as for the last Fifty Yea: 
Priced Lists of A prigava Seeds are KH ready, and may 

be had on application 

THE ARTICLE GLASS. 
M ie DAINES mE BRADDOCK have made 

arrange meri 

Posten. AND BRITISH SHEET AND CROWN 
GLASS, for Hothouses, Garden and other purposes.— 

R. C. having. again reduced the um for small elut squares, 
invites a his former 
lists :— 

er gross. per gross, per gross. 
6in by4 .. ib 8by5.. 13s 9by7 .. 18s. 
Tin. by Sby6.. 14s. l0by8 .. 265. i. y: 
R. 0. will in rU receive weekly consignments of STOUT 

FOREIGN SHEET GLASS, of which he purposes keeping 
such a stock as will enable him to execute all orders as soon 
as receive 
PROPAGATING, BEE, CUCUMBER, and GRAPE GLASSES 

of every description, cheaper than at any other house.—For 
New Lists, apply to R, Aun Glass, Lead, and Colour Works, 
48, Leicester-square, Londo: 

FOREIGN SHEET | GLASS, | GLASS TILES, &e. &c. 
he chi Si pest stoutest, and "best quality imported and 

sold at C. JARVIS’S Old Established Window Glass Ware- 

low in price; sashes TG on ‘the lowest terms, 
orders forw: arded with reference will meet with prompt atten- 

*.* The largest apr. allowed off all description of 
Glass for Eun money only, Ren TLEN & CO. beg to paa the following sorts 

TURNIPS, which they cai cai 
and of which they hold lar; rge and e uine Stocks. The; 
also, to inform their Customers Me this E oftheir business 203 

Buy of the Koyal Aiuti Society of Eng gland * 

The following sorts are re- 
commended :—Scott’s Improved Manchester Swedes, Sat 
Tierpred ditto, Laing's ditto ditto, Large Swedish Yellow 
Purple-top, Large. Scotch Yellow Green-top, Large Scotch 
Yellow Purple-top, Dale's Hybrid, Swedish and White and 
Red Tankard, and Pomeranian, 

R. Co. have also a large and well selected stock of 
Grasses, Mangold Wurzel, Clover, ?; &c.; also Genuine Bone, 
Sulphuric ‘Acid and other Mani mur 
They also offer V. egétable Seeds i in i collections, comprising the 

newest and best p all Geese Deans, d in sufficient quantity for a 
year’s supply, fo: 

100 penn of Pee Seeds, Sigel all the 
west and best sorts, for Eis i 

50 ditto, ditto .. 6 
Verbenas, Petunias, Geraniums, &c, for béddiüg vus, [^ and 

6s, per dozen —Poole Nursery, Dors: 

TO EMIGRANTS, “COLONISTS, AND. AGRICULTURISTS. 

JOTATO SEED saved from the best varieties, for 
obtaining early, healthy, and prolific kinds, on Sa lo by 

W. CLARK eaten SEEDSMAN, a 25, uH 

juantity 
fine plants raised 

from seed last yea: er quart, recommended for planting. 
See Gardeners’ Sirona and Agricultural Gazette of 21st March, 
1846, for Reviews of Works on Raising Potatoes from Seed, &c. 

|| ELS GLASS OF BRITISH 
MANUFACTURE, at J. Wzrcn, j na PHILLIPS, & Co,’s 

Warehouse, 12, Panton-street, Haymark. 
rangements with a British. MER LA LUPA they are enabled to 
offer the above article in unlimited quantities at the following 
pat in Squares not ee a0 inches long :— 

— (equal to Foreign Shi 43d. de foot. 
' I averaging from ue yi E OZ. to the foot raa 

» 
» 

J. Waser B jun., having been many years with. Mr. Drake, of 
8, Jermyn- street, and 315, Oxford-street, and at the time of the 
glazing of Chat! távorth Conservatory, has devoted himself to 

1 Glazing D. , begs to call the atten- 
d of Horticulturists generaily to the seve prices for Glass, 
which they undertake to glaze in any part of the United 

They also beg to recommend for Pits and Garden Lights 
mall size squares, which they offer at the following low prices, 
roc in 100 feet PEL en Mer to thickness :— 

n.by3 .. 14d. per foot. 

» in. by .. 24d. p 
6in.by4and ,, din. by7 .. 9d. 
W. & Čo. solicit inspection of their stock of Stained and 

Ornamental Glass at their Warehouse, as above,—12, Panton- 
street, Haymarket, 

5 in. by 3 and 

| Baa S PHEASANTRY, Beaufort-street, King’s- 
road, Chelsea; by ‘Appointment to HER MAJESTY and 

R. H. Prinoe ALerRT. — Ornamental Water- fowl, Black 
Ade White do. ; Egyptian, ARAM China, Barnacle, Brent, 
Bean, S Laughing Geese; Pintail, Widgeon, Gargany, an 
[uU n Teal; Labrador, ighaveller Gold. eyed tufted, Dun 

inioned and domes- 
Bento), &e.—. 3, 

China Pigs. 

Diver, Carolina; and Call Ducks 043 
ticated. Great variety of Poultry, DER 

g 

orm a fine head Eo blooms,” - 
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ORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON 
Notice is hereby given, that Tuesday, April 21, is the last 

day on which Exhibition Tickets are issued to Fellows of the 
Society at 3s, 6d. each, 
—— ad pel 

Roxar BOTANIC SOCIETY, REGENT'S PARK. 
-U —The EXHIBITIONS in the Gardens of this Society 

Will take gus this season on 
EDNES| 

5 z 3 £ 2 5 o 8 d ES $ 3 p E B E $ ES 8 2 E E: a ay 5s., except on the 
ee of Exhibition, when they will be 7s. 6d. each, 

ellows are privileged to take 30 Tickets at one time for 
51. 55., until May 9th. 

FINE IMPORTED GARLIC, 
G. WAITE having just received a large consign- 

^ * ment of GARLIC in prime condition and first-rate qua- 
lity, begs to offer the same at 40s. per ewt,—4, Eyre-street-hill, 
Hatton-garden, London, April 17, 

GROOM, CuAPHAM Rise, near Lonpon (re 

Saxony, begs to say his Catalogue of GERANIUMS, AURI- 
PLANTS is 

ion, 
He has a fine stock of CARNATIONS and PICOTEES, 

*«* Foreign orders executed, 

The Gardeners’ Chronicle. 

SA TURDAY, APRIL 18, 1846, 

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 
Tourspay, April si ortiealenzal se e e BA. 

innean AE int y NS ac 
Wepwespay, — 22—Royal South London . * lea, 
Sarunpay, _— 35—RoyalBotmio . . + . 4X 
Fripay, May 1—Botanical ee ee: SA 

COUNTRY SHOW. 
Wennaspay, April 99—Norfolk and Norwich Horticultural Society. 

We were among the first to suggest that the 
Poraro pisEAsE was owing to atmospheric causes; 
Tecently, however, we have seen reason to doubt 
the soundness of that opinion, as our readers know ; 
and we now lay before them the following state- 
ment by Count Gasparin, who, with others, re- 
gards the murrain as a sort of vegetable cholera. 

. DE GasPAnIN states that, in the south of Eu- 
Tope, two crops of Potatoes are obtained every 
year. The first crop is planted in March, and har- 
vested in June ; the second is planted in July, after 
the Wheat is cut, and taken up in October. The 
first of these crops was absolutely sound; the se- 
cond was diseased. | In the following Table he gives 
the state of the weather during the two periods :— 

| First Orop, ||Second Crop. 

Usual Usual 1845. | Mean. | 1845: [wenn 

Mean temperature .. — .. — ..| 125,5 | 145,4 || 199,0 | 195,6 
1 

Mean solar heat at 
Mean of minima gees | 051] 792 || 119,0 | 122 

2 P.M, 2 
Temperature of the earth, 1 yard : 

eep .. .. 109,6 | 119,6 || 179,6 | 189,4 
Number of showers.. — .. — ..| 47,0 | 32,0 || 38,0| 30,0 

j mm, | mm. || mm. | mm. 
Quantity of rain .. ae + +| 200,5 | 215,1 || 319,2 | 287,6 

mm. | mm, || mm. | mm, 
se se ae e| 781,7 | 918,5 || 929,0 | 978,4 

Cloudiness (100 parts represent the 
heavens completely covered with o E s hen 

N B 12,4) 12,1 6,9| 10,6 
orth wind; number of days ..| 75,5 76,6|| 69,0| 74,3 

Force of north wind per second,| m. m. m. m. 
and mean of each day s+} 6,0 4,8 5,2 4,4 

—M— 

From this it appears that the South of Europe 
Second crop suffered, although it was grown under 
the highest temperature, when there was no greater 

ifference from the average quantity of rain than 
Oceurred in the first crop which was sound, while 
$vaporation was most active, and when the sky 
Was clearest. In short, M. pz Gasparrn concludes 

at no customary meteorological phenomena can 
have been the cause, and that therefore those who 

Continue to rely upon such an explanation must 
ave recourse to conjectures which there is no possi- 

bility of verifying ; in short, that in this case, as in 
that of the Asiatic cholera, meteorology is incapable 
of explaining the cause of the Potato disease. 
We are afraid that Count Gasparin is right ; 

and this very circumstance, this absolute impossi- 

bility of assigning a satisfactory reason for the 
Appearance of the murrain, must, we think, add 
Seriously to the fears of those whose full know- 
edge of the facts of this terrible visitation prevents 
their placing any confidence in the safety of the 
Crop of 1846 in the United Kingdom. 

is opinion is confirmed by the wholly unex- 

Pected intelligence, to be found in another column, 
at the Potato disease has broken out in the dry, 

warm colony of the Cape of Good Hope. 

y lar us once again draw attention to the little 
ELGrAN Winpow GARDEN, mentioned at p. 203, A 

Model of such a contrivance was most obligingly 
a Warded to us from Boulogne, by our good corre- 
jbondent, Mr. Cnocksuaxxs, and shown to the Fel- 

ae of the Horticultural Society. It teaches us 
in eral things. A rolling blind is made to work 
" the inside, so as to screen the plants from too 

much sun, when placed in a southern aspect. A 
trellis-work of wires is carried up the ends, and 
adds much to the appearance of the little garden. 
Here thrives Maurandya Barclayana, together with 
the little Tropseolums of Chili. The bottom should 
be guarded by a raised edge next the sitting-room, 
80 às to form a shallow box at least 6 ins, deep ; this 
is to be filled up with damp moss, in which the pots 
are plunged, and by which they may also be 
covered. Attention to these matters has been found 
by experience to be essential. We would add 
movable ventilators at the front and sides, so that 
air might be given when it would not be prudent to 
raise the sash. 

Such little details are what constitute the secret 
of success ; and now that the plans of construction 
are intelligible, and that many are, as we believe, 
preparing to adopt these gardens, we must offer some 
ints in a general way. 
The advantage of such an apparatus consists in 

its separating plants from a sitting-room when they 
are not wanted, and introducing them there the in- 
stant they are wished for. Open the doors, and 
the garden forms part of the room ; close them, and 
the apartment is relieved from the presence of the 
plants. But, what is of much more importance, in 
the latter case the plants are themselves completely 
relieved from the fatal atmosphere of the apartment, 
—not fatal, indeed, if inhaled for a few hours at a 
time, but certainly destructive if endured for long. 

What, it may be asked, is there in the air of a 

sitting-room which plants are thus unable to sup- 
port? Can anything be purer than the atmosphere 
of an English drawing-room? Perhaps not ; but 
it is this purity which in part inflicts the injury. 
Plants would thrive better ifit were otherwise, but 
it is more especially its pryness. Let any one 
measure the moisture of a sitting-room and the open 
air, and he will see how great a difference prevails. 
We have this moment tested it by Simmons’s hy- 
grometer ; in the open air this instrument indicates 
40°, in a sitting-room 60°. 
When plants are kept ina dry atmosphere, they 

rapidly lose their water of vegetation ; the sides of 
their pots are robbed at the same time ; and it is 
impossible for plants to suck out of soil thus par- 
tially dried the moisture demanded for the suste- 
nance of their exhausted foliage. Such a state of 
things is inseparable from a sitting-room. To ren- 
der the latter congenial to plants it would be un- 
inhabitable by ourselves. The extent to which 
plants are injured in a common sitting-room is 
strikingly illustrated by the condition of cut flowers. 
Let two clusters of fresh-gathered flowers be intro- 
duced into a sitting-room ; place the one in the 
mouth of a narrow-necked jar of water, and arrange 
the other upon such a shallow pan of water asa 
deep dish will furnish. It will be found that the 
latter will be perfectly fresh days after the former 
are faded. The reason is that in the narrow- 
necked jar the flowers have no access to water 
except through the ends of their shoots, and are 
surrounded by a very dry air; while in the flat 
dish they are able to absorb abundant water, be- 
cause a large part of their surface is in contact with 
it, and are moreover surrounded by air incessantly 

moistened by the vapour that continually rises from 
the dish. 

Of this we may be sure, that darkness, dust, heat, 
want of ventilation, and all the other calamities to 
which plants in sitting-rooms are subject, are as no- 
thing compared with the inevitable dryness of the 
air; which indeed acts injuriously, not merely by 
exhausting plants of their water of vegetation, but 
by lowering the temperature of the pots in which 
they are grown, in consequence of the evaporation 
constantly taking place there. 

What makes the evil greater is, that the plants 
which are purchased for sitting-rooms are invariably 
brought into high condition by being grown in a 
damp atmosphere. They are transferred from the 
hands of skilful gardeners, armed with the most per- 
fectly-constructed forcing-houses, into the care of 
inexperienced amateurs, whose means of maintaining 
a plant in health are something considerably less 
than nothing. 
A case will illustrate this: A Rose-bush is 

bought in the market, fresh and trim, with one or 
two flowers open, others in bud, more still younger, 
and many but just peeping out. From such a spe- 

cimen nothing, it would seem, can result but a long 

succession of beauty. But this charming thing, so 

fresh and promising, was, perhaps, a few hours be- 

fore, the inhabitant of a damp greenhouse or pit, | 9' 

where its leaves were formed in shade, and their 

surface softened by a daily bath of artificial dew. 
Itis suddenly conveyed to a sitting-room ; its leaves 

shrivel up under the withering influence of its new 
habitation; the fountains of life become dried; 
the young flowers, starved by want of their accus- 
tomed food, drop off, the leaves follow them ; the 

green-fly or red spider attacks the suffering remains, 
and a week or two are sufficient to witness the de- 
struction of all the buyer's hopes. 
We appeal to everybodys experience for our 

proof that this is an ordinary case. But a Belgian 
window garden removes the difficulty ; in such a 
place a plant is kept in precisely the circumstances 
most conducive to its health ; light and moisture 
foster the young shoots, and the softened air pro- 
vides a due supply of all that is indispensable to 
vigour. 

To those who propose to engage in this kind of 
amusement we would add a very few words of 
empirical advice. 1. Always use rain-water; 
2. Always let it be milk-warm ; 8. To every quart 
of rain-water add half a grain of nitrate of ammonia, 
or sulphate of ammonia; 4. Invariably keep up a 
continual current of warm fresh air through the 
garden whenever the circumstances of the season 
will permit ; the easiest method of accomplish- 
ing this, which is equally important in large as in 
small houses, and yet is almost universally neglected, 
we shall consider on a future occasion. 

Tue readers of the Chronicle are indebted to 
Mr. Murray for the following Facrs from Pol- 
maise: 

THE CHURCH. 
1. St. Verner’s Church is 70 feet long, 50 feet 

broad, and 40 feet high, with five doors and windows 
on four sides. 2. The hot chamber, in session- 
house, is 7 feet high by 5 feet 6 inches each way, 
inclosing the stove. 3. Hot-air opening into the 
church is 3 feet 6 inches by 2 feet, situated at one 
corner of the church!! 4. There are only two 
cold-air drains, 2 feet each, with 3 feet openings 
into the church!! 5, These cold-air drains only 
extend 20 feet into the body of the church!!! 
6. On the 4th of February, in the night, the stove 
heated the church to 759 Fahr.; was kept at that 
heat for several hours. 7. Four thermometers were 
placed in separate parts of the building: near the 
hot-air opening, at the opposite end, in the centre, 
and in the gallery ; the greatest variation was onl, 
59. The stove was put up in the year 1840, and 
has required no repair ! 

THE HOTHOUSE. 
1. The hothouse is 30 feet long by 12 feet. 2. Hot 

chamber 6 feet 8 inches long, 4 feet 3 inches broad, 
and 7 feet 8 inches high, leaving an open space of 
1 foot 8 inches round three sides and top of stove. 
3. Hot-air opening is only 2 feet by 1 foot 6 inches, 
and is 2 feet above the level of the floor of the 
house. 4. ere are two cold-air drains, 1 foot 

each, with 2 feet openings. 5. The fire and ash-pit 
doors are to the open air, consequently separate 
from hot-air chamber. 6. The supply of air to the 
fire is quite distinct from that of the house, so that 
no gaseous exhalation from back draught can take 
place. 7. On the 5th of February, 1844, the ex- 
ternal temperature was at 6° Fahr. (269 of frost) ; 
there was no difficulty in keeping up the required 
temperature, and with much less fuel than was re- 
quired in the adjoining house, heated by a flue. 
8. The hothouse can have the heat raised in 25 
minutes!!! 9. The temperature has been raised 
to 1009 Fahr.!!! 10. The fire lasts all night, re- 
quiring no attention till morning. 11. The gar- 
dener can admit fresh air to be warmed! and sup- 
plied to the plants at pleasure. 12. When the 
thermometer is 209 higher in the Polmaise-house 
than in the flue-house, it does not feel so hot or 
oppressive!!! 13, Every leaf can be made to hang 
with dew. 14. The apparatus has not required 
any repairs. 15. It cost 30/., was the smallest size 

made by Havens, but would heat from 100 to 150 
feet of hothouse. i 

These facts are recommended to our readers till 
others can be accumulated ; they will be very grati- 
fying to those who wish well to the system ; andits 
adversaries will find more profitable employment in 
giving them the consideration they deserve, with a 
view to their explanation, than in the invention of 

such mischievous tales as were noticed in the 

Leading Article of our Paper on Saturday last. 

HAMILTON'S PINE SYSTEM. 
As the public has shown some interest in this mode 

of Pine culture, to which I confess myself in the main 
a convert, I may perhaps be allowed to say a few words 
about it. Ihave both examined into the matter by in- 
spection, and have also made several inquiries by letter 
to Mr. H., all of which he has kindly and explicitly 
answered, and has also permitted me to make any use 

his remarks which I may think proper. To be 
guarded in the matter, however, as it has already given 

rise to some disputing, I may as well state that I am 

not assured that it will drive what is called the maiden 

plant system into entire disuse ; what I think is, that 

where constant succession, coupled with a severe eco- 

nomy is the object, it is the plan of all others. A large 
pit, full of ripe or ripening fruit, under the old system, 

is, of course, at all times a matter of interest, and 
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makes considerable display for awhile. This can 
scarcely happen under the Hamiltonian method : suc- 
cession of suckers seems to imply succession of fruit, 
and this will be found to follow as a matter of course. 

After these necessary remarks, I will proceed to make 

a few extracts from letters feceived up to this time. 
Although the subject does not follow in any particular 

order, I hope the extracts may be of service to those 

who are about commencing the system, more especially 
theamateur. Practical men will scarcely need them. 

Jan. 2.—* My opinion is simply this: the young 

suckers on the old stool ought to be always growing, 

but in very dark weather 65? during the day will 

suffice, and answer a better purpose than a higher at- 
mosphere, supported by enormous fires. With a humid 
atmosphere, they will make much progress even at this 
season, at least my plants do. Dormancy and dry air 
are both positively injurious, partieularly a dry air; 

ihe leaves will become debilitated, and their energies 

so impaired that they will be very unfit to meet the 
exigencies of the plant when the growing season arrives. 
I like to see the Pine-leaf so brittle that it can scarcely 
be touched without breaking ; and when such leaves 
are cut with the knife the sap will directly ooze out 
from the inner tissue of the leaf. In this state they 
are prepared to meet a July sun.” 

The planting out system certainly has a tendency to 
protract the fruiting period ; this however will, I am 
assured, be easily obviated in due time by the use of a 
peculiar compost. 

an, 17.—“ When you cut your fruit avoid as much 

as possible any damage to the leaves. Preserve by all 

possible means your old roots. Young, or stem roots, 

are all very good adjuncts if honestly obtained ; let 

them not, however, be petted at the expense of the 
original roots. If two suckers are left equally in a 
perpendicular position, and the agencies pointed out by 
the Hamiltonian method applied to promote rapid 
growth, they may each be expected to produce a fruit 
as large as the one preceding. Neither can they fail 
to do so in a very few months, if the proper means be 
properly applied.” 

Jan. 27.—“ With regard to turning out plants, I am 
persuaded that my system, as recommended at page 62 
of my book, will answer the best; particularly for the 
amateur and market gardener, as the plants can be 
excited into fruit by an addition of tan, Tan has a good 
effect in keeping the surface of the bed warm ; as also 
in preserving the roots in health. 

“Tt is a well known fact that the surface of a tan bed 

is always considerably cooler than a lower level, and 

when the Pines are planted out in soil, it is indeed very 

much cooler. After the fruit is cut I generally apply 
fresh tan on the surface ; it encourages the emission of 

young roots from the stem without injury to the old or 
original ones. E 

“I hold it of great importance so to place the old 

stools that they may remain for years undisturbed ; no 
matter whether the plants are in pots or not. If only 

four or five young stem roots are produced at each 

earthing or tanning—if only one a year—and the old 
ones carefully preserved, I will warrant the old stool to 

keep pace with the best maiden plant. I must, how- 

ever contend for a special compost of the most porous 

description, otherwise I am of opinion that disappoint- 
ments will frequently occur. Nobody will in the present 
day like to wait two years for a fruit from a given 
plant. This however will be the case from the use of 
improper composts. The plants ought to fruit every 
year, either on one or two suckers ; therefore they can- 
not afford to remain stationary, neither do they require 
it. As soon as the fruit is cut, rapid growth should be 
encouraged, be the season what it may ; this must be 

plished without disturl or ilati 
* Under a properly constituted atmosphere the leaves 

will be moist in the morning with dew, if I may so term 
it. This alone, in my opinion (in a great measure), 
prevents the plant from becoming anyways debilitated 
by a winter's growth. Warmth in the winter does no 
harm, providing the channels of the leaf are kept stored 
with moisture. 

& As somewhat confirmatory of the longevity of the 
Pine roots, I may just state that I have a plant which 
has been turned out five years, and has produced eight 
fruit during that period." 
,In concluding these extracts I may be permitted to 
add that in my opinion the points dealt with in these 

letters, although unconnected in some degree, are of 
immense importance to Pine-growers ; and since there 
is such a conflict of opinions about the best mode of 
growing the Pine, and since also they are grown of great 
excellence under a variety of systems, it becomes every 
one, however successful hitherto, to keep aloof from pre- 
judiee—to suspend his opinions for a while, until facts 
shall be sufficiently multiplied. It is not difficult to 
perceive almost perfect identity of principles amongst 
all our best Pine-growers, although they arrive at a 
Pam point by a different route.— A. Errington, Oulton 

ark. 

VEGETABLE PHENOMENON. 
I nave lately had my attention drawn to the singu- 

larly anomalous condition of an Oak tree in the neigh- 

"Bats Mr ie uide between P'ubotongh and Str 
he only of any 

imity of the trunks will not sufficiently account for. The | put faith in. "Taking this view of the question, we ean” 
long straight branch which shoots abruptly from the 
right hand trunk is so firmly imbedded in the left one 
as to be forced into a semi-cylindrical shape at the point 
of contact. This will scarcely account for its small 
size, for a tree or a branch will generally obtain ample 
compensation for losses by impediments placed in its 
way. There is, for instance, growing out of the rocks 
on the far-famed islet in Loch Katrine, an Oak, the 
trunk of which presses so close to the rock as to be 
semi-cylindrical, and yet it is in perfect health, and 
throws out vigourous well formed boughs. (Kohl’s 
Scotland.) It will be seen by the accompanying sketch 
that the tree either is double at the base, or appears to 
be so, a circumstance weli known to be by no means 
uncommon, and arising with much more probability 
from the close proximity of two acorns, from each of 
which sprung a tree, subsequently united together at 
the base by a forced inosculation, than from the occur- 
rence of a double acorn. Whether, however, this be 
the point to which attention should be drawn, remains 
to be ascertained. At the height of about 11 feet from 
the ground, a seeming branch from one trunk appears 
to unite itself to its neighbour trunk. There would be 
nothing curious in this, could any such inequality or 
suture be detected in the united portion as to justify 
the belief that the parts had accidentally come in con- 

tact, lost their bark, and become the possessors of a 
single system of vascular tissue by a kind of Taliacotian 
process. When this takes place, I am not aware that 
the bark ever closes uniformly over the alburnum, 
which always bulges out in the line of junction, indicat- 
ing an imperfect disposition of parts. Not so with our 
tree. Here, the whole space from the point of union 
to that of divergence into branches is as smooth and as 
uniform as if no such connection had ever been formed, 
whence I am not inclined to believe it an inosculation 
of branches. 

Apparent section of trunks, 

t, in, ft. in. 
Circumference ata ++ $ 10 | Circumferenceatd ++ D 0 

b s s [2 6 

E c. + & 10| Heighttob — ..  ..11 0 
There is, in my opinion, but one way of accounting 

for this singularity: viz., by supposing the tree to be 
single, and not a pair, and that some accident or un- 
usual forcible impediment has driven in the bark and 
substance of the tree completely through during an early 
stage of its growth, forming what is called in Sussex arind- 
gall(aSaxon term I willingly leave tothe discussion of your 
philologiealreadi i qi f this event, 
the tree rose and grew with an aperture-through it, now 
sufficiently large for a man to pass through. It has 
been suggested to me, with equal probability and inge- 
nuity, that when a mere seedling, our Oak might have 

been perforated by the tooth of an animal, the wound 
having cicatrised, without closing its sides ; a conjec- 

ture favoured by the state of the bark and the form of 

the stem. Had the tree been an Ash, it might very 

bly have been inferred that some titi 
h the sketeh does not convey, is the rough and 

te of the bark at the inner side of 
p tru together with a remarkable flatness of that 

part,which the interception of light and air by the prox- 

not look upon the connecting portion as a branch at all, 
or in any way curious, but simply as the superior par’ 
of the trunk of a tolerably large tree, with an extra- 
ordinary aperture through it. 

I understand that the above superstition is not 
extinct in Sussex, or, at least, was not 50 years ago» 
since there is a man in this place now, who was passe 
when an infant through an Ash tree at Todhurst for 
hernia. The process was as follows :—an Ash sapling 
was chosen, and split up the stem ; between the two 
sides, forcibly held apart, the child was drawn, and then 
the stem was allowed to resume its natural condition; 
in order that it might grow together again, ligatures 
being bound about the tree to hasten the process. It 
was then gravely announced that as the tree healed, so 
would the ehild's health improve. 

There is certainly a simple experiment which would 
make all hypothesis superfi that of displaying a 
section of the tree above and below the joining ; but in 
the case of a fine tree of 80 years old, this is not to be 
thought of. If inosculation has taken place, the cone 
nected parts will be found to contain two sets of con- 
centrie circles, whilst the two stems will present the 
usual appearances. If a rind-gall has oecasioned the 
phenomenon, then the divided trunk would afford the: 
curious spectacle of incomplete and very irregular rings» 
the pith, if any, being close to the inner side of the cir- 
cumference. Some may believe, if they please, that we 
have here an analogy in the vegetable world to that 
inexplicable mystery in the animal creation, the Siamese” 
twins. 

I do but submit this paper, as a case, to the readers 
of the Gardeners’ Chronicle, in the hope of possibly 
eliciting either parallel instances, or some more satis~ 
factory explanation than those attempted here.—J’, Ae 
Maileson, Pulborough, Feb. 3. 

SELECT PLANTS FOR BEDDING OUT, &c. IN 
FLOWER-GARDENS. 
(Continued from page 236.) 

2. LOBELIA ERINUS COMPACTA.— Though I stated ia 
my last Paper that this was less valuable than L. erinus 
grandiflora for forming large masses, it may, neverthe- 
less, be successfully adopted for producing a genero 
effect to any extent, and from its. close, partially upright 
growth, it is exceedingly suitable for edgings to flower 
borders and parterres. To enable it to withstand heavy 
rain and wind, an artificial support of wirework, similar 
to the annexed outline, four or six ine 
in width, with lower prongs or teeth. 
to fix it in the ground, should be placed: 
parallel with the plants, about an inch and a hal 
distant on each side. The close habit and pro- 
fusion of blossoms, together with the slender stem 
of this variety, require some such support, in the 
absence.of which the cherished anticipation of a sum- 
mer's hope may in a great measure be sacrificed it 
a very short time. 

- LOBELIA ERINUS COMPACTA ALBA.—This is a re- 
cently-introduced variety. Its habit partakes of bo 
L. erinus grandiflora and L. erinus compacta, being 
nearly upright, less branching than the former, and les 
compact than the latter, but more robust, and allied to 
it by a similar pale green, but healthy appearance. 
Its pure white flowers are produced abundantly, ren- 
dering it a valuable addition to the flower garden, 
whether for general effect or for edgings, contrasting 
well with other evergreen plants of similar, habit 
throughout the autumn.. In adapting Lobelia erinus 
and its varieties for edgings, the best effect may be ob- 
tained by extending a garden line over the weak growth 
to the limits required, and pruning it off with a knife o 
hand clippers. The upper growth may also he re- 
stricted in a similar manner. Where the plants are 
intended to bloom again in autumn, the weak tops © 
the fore-shoots should be shortened only in proportion 
as the season appears favourable to a maturity of the 
after-growth. A partial but uniform restriction of tlie 
side growth alone will generally be found equal to a? 
increased amount of bloom. 

4, CHJENOSTOMA POLYANTHA.— This is a greenhouse 
plant, of a slender, partially upright habit, attaining 
from 9 to 12 inches in height, and readily trained to & 
dwarf and compact growth. It forms a valuable addi- 
tion to the flower-garden, being well adapted for beds, 
or for individual effect upon rock-work, producing * 
profusion of purplish-lilae flowers, with a yellow eye oF 
centre, during the months of July, August, September; 
and October. From its extreme disposition to form 
p fü buds, a rigid adl o the rule 
for obtaining a vigorous undergrowth, by shortenibg 

ities of its f shoots, is indi bl E e P 
The cultivator will readily recognise in this plant 9 

similarity in character to the useful Lyperia peduncu- 
lata and p. alba (Buchnera pedunculata.) The latter, 
though a more robust plant, is inferior to the former; 
when properly “got up,” in its larger and more lively- 
coloured flowers, and in its natural tendency to exce" 

sive fertility ; so much so, that I anticipate nothing le85 
thau that an entire restriction of one or two 
from bloom will give a supply for successive seasons 
In common with many others, this interesting ‘plant, 
often seen to disad ge in the greenhouse during the 
spring months, with its prematurely scattered bloom 7 

it i hel e of those attumnal ornaments p 
people had trained it up in this singular manner, for the 
purpose of passing their maimed, their balt, and their 

blind through the chasm ; a process which numbers of 

our modern Sussex “ dames” are quite antique enough to 

it is, n 
which contributes its share of interest when our summe 
friends are gone, and which, if less gay, is more, on. 
stant, and, like those objects in Nature whose highes 
qualities are only discernible in a strong light, it love? 

» 
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Xo expand its beauty beneath the bright sunshine. It 
Goes, in fact, remind one of the adage, “A place for 
everything, and everything in its place.” Its generally 
imperfect growth seems to say, “ Give me my place, and 

T will falfil the object and design of my true character." 
It is, moreover, a plant that is not to be valued singly, 
by comparison. It possesses a value and interest pecu- 
Karly its own,—answering well for masses in the flower- 
garden, where it forms a distinct and essential feature. 
‘The profusion of its flowers, the pleasing variety of its 
Colours, and the long continuance of its bloom, fully 

fompensate for the absence of more brilliant but less 
valuable properties. — William Wood, Pine-apple-place. 

Wrexty Prices or POTATOES per ton, in Covent 
Garden Market, in 1845, and 1846. 

| 1845. 1846. 
March ......15| 505. to 905.| March......14| 70s. to 1705. 

22| 60 100 2 0 1; 70 
29| 69 100 28) 76 180 

April... 5| 60 90 |April...... 4/70 180 
12| 60 90 11| 70 — 180 
19} 60 — 90 18| 70 — 180 

5s. to 80s. 16| 60s. t 
80 23 60 140 

7 31/55 80 30/60 140 
April... 7| 55 80 |April.... 6| 60 140 

14| 55 80 13 60 140 

Home Correspondence. 
Gas-tarring Walks.— Happening to be at Margate a 

Tew days ago, I observed that the publie walk upon the 
cliff was covered over with gas-tar. Upon inquiry I 
found that this plau had answered perfectly upon the 
£ravel-walk in the centre of the pier, which has been 
Gone some years, is quite smooth and hard, and has all 
the appearance of being covered with Clavidge's as- 
phalte. I consider this plan of gas-tarring walks a great 
hit, They are thus made dry in all weathers, the worms 
are destroyed, no weeds can grow, and all trouble of 
keeping them in order is saved. The gas-tar is applied 
hot to the gravel walk with a brush, and dry sand is 
Sifted over the tar to barden it. I should say that 
Some powdered quick-lime might be added to the sand 
with advantage. ‘bree or four coats are required, 
which may be renewed every two or three years as 
needful. I laid down two barn-floors in 1839 with 
Clavidge’s asphalte, half an inch thick. They are now 
in as good a state as when first done, and have answered 
ty wishes in every respect. They cost me one shilling 
Per square foot, which included a heavy land-carriage 
for the materials. After having seen the gas-tar applied 
to the walks at Margate, I should now not go to the 
€Xpense of laying down a barn-floor with Claridge's 
Asphalte,. I should prepare the floor with a solid con- 
Srete of broken stones, and then apply three. or four 
oats of gas-tar with sand and quick-lime sifted over the 
far, I think it would pay a farmer to prepare in this 
Way all his homesteads. He would save all loss by 
Tats, mice,\and dampness. In using gas-tar as a cover- 
ìng for boards, I have found great advantage in mixing 
alittle resin with each kettle of gas-tar, Thus mixed 
X will last longer and have more body and glossiness. 
—Henry Bebb Morris, Ramsgate. [Gas-tar was recom- 
mended by us for walks in the year 1842.—See p. 379. 

T. Morris's plan is more simple. 
Cotoneaster microphylla.—There is a curious fact 

Sonnected with this pretty hardy shrub which has not, 
tomy knowledge, been noticed in any botanical work ; 
Ramely, the tendency of its long trailing branches in- 
Yariably to grow towards the north ; it being common 
i the south of England I have had frequent oppor- 
tunities of observing it in many situations, and in all 
Cases with the same curious propensity of shunning 
ne of the primary causes of its existence, and adhering 
to it with a tenacity which would make the most care- 
*88 observer ask, what is the reason? When planted 
9^ the open lawn it becomes a pitiable looking object, 
the branches not Jaying flat on the ground; against a 
South wall it is as remarkable for its peculiar neat ap- 
Pearanee, the principal branehes only requiring to be 
Secured, and Nature does the rest. Information as to 
the cause of this singularity would be thankfully re- 

Ceived.— Curiositas. 
.Dalys Wonder Potato—We are indebted to the 

kindness of the Messrs. Chambers, of Edinburgh, for 
s following information respecting this Potato, which 

Ds Proved to be very prolific, even triumphing over a 
poch tuber, from which great expectations were 
pimed by the late eminent agrieulturist, Mr. Hope, of 
9Ttobello. Mr. James Hope says the Holland ones 
b Which his father was so sanguine produced only 30 
uis per aere, and these very small, whereas the 

Al's Wonder of Sir A. Ferguson produced 90 
olls per aere of excellent quality, and neither 
NI at all) affected by the disease. Mr. Bur- 
Pug writing from Gadgirth, near Ayr, says— 
rae Daly's Wonder Potato, which I got from Sir A. 

ps 

were never found to fail in the spring, and while all 
other kinds of Potatoes have suffered more or less from 
the disease in the autumn, these have been but little 
affected ; indeed they are the only kind, with the ex- 
ception of the Ameriean Early, that I have been able 
to preserve for planting this spring ; they are much 
approved of by all who have tried them in this quarter." 
It may be mentioned that the boll of Potatoes in Scot- 
land contains 12,784 cubic inches, or 5:763 imperial 
bushels, or 4:54 Rotato bushels. 8:81 bolls will, there- 
fore, equal a ton of Potatoes. About 9 bolls, however, 
will be required, in order to afford the usual allowance 
for soil. Bolls vary in different localities, so that the 
above proportions will not in all cases hold good. A 
Seoteh acre isa little more than 1} imperial aere. 

Covering Wall-trees with Glass.—1 propose, now 
that glass is so cheap, to inclose a Peach or Nectarine- 
tree upon ‘a wall in a frame, and the glass whieh forms 
the frontage to be hung with a hinge, so that wlien not 
used to protect and assist in ripening the fruit, it shall 
be available over a second frame, so formed upon the 
border in front of the tree, as to give opportunity for 
the growth of early Radishes, &e. The effects of the 
small supply of heat from the sun last year failing to 
ripen my wall-fruit, I have imagined that the glass in 
front in the manner I have described would assist in 
bringing it to perfection, and preserve it from flies and 
wasps in its progress to maturity. Now, believing that 
you are at all times willing to assist the inexperienced 
horticulturist, I beg to solicit your opinion on the 
subject. Would the inclosure of the tree render it less 
capable to go alone when unprotected by the glass, and as 
inthe case of pulling off a gar- 
ment give it cold? [No] I 
contemplated letting it go alone 
until the fruit had set, and then, 
s of course the border-frame 

would not be required, we should 
ose no time in the employment 
of the glass, I am no drafts- 
man, but perhaps I may make 
myself better understood by the 
following section :— 

|| 
iit I 

Full: view. 
A, hinge to frame, upon ST thé glass-front would be put 

up or down to forminclosure €, in which tbe Peach-tree is sup- 
posed to be, or over the border in which is marked B. 

—John Quill. 
Fire Cement.—Inquiries are being made, T observe, 

after a cement that will withstand fire. For lime-kilns 
and such-like igneous works, in this part of the country, 
a strong loam alone is used ; but, not having access 
to any such, I have lately used for the erection of one 
of Mr. Rivers’s brick Arnott stoves the following com- 
position :—Stiff clay, liquefied to the consistency of 
yeast or thick cream, and passed through a coarse 
sieve, two parts ; sharp sand, one part ; and coal-ashes, 
one part, passed through the same sieve. The clay 
should not be so loose as not to be made sufficiently 
stiff again by the admixture of the dry ashes and sand 
to be worked up as mortar. This composition assimi- 
lates so much to what appears to be that of the “ fire- 
lumps” and fire-bricks, that I have very little doubt 
of its solidification when the fire comes to be applied. 
I propose to let the water dry out,as bricks are treated, 
before the fire is lighted, —** 

United States’ Gardeners.—I am desirous of getting 
the catalogues of two or three of the best seedsmen 
(wholesale dealers), also of one or more reliable nur- 
serymen, preparatory to opening a correspondence with 
them. We want in this vicinity some good working 
gardeners; those which come among us, with some ex- 
ceptions, we find, upon trial, to be unworthy and incom- 
petent. Any who come should bring testimonials 
from some society or known quarter. Such men can 
obtain from 20 to 25 dollars per month. — Ch. W. 
Elliott, Walnut-hill Nursery, Cincinnati, Ohio, March). 

Indian Corn.—Having lived in America six years I 
can speak with confidence as to the use of Indian corn ; 
for the last 14 years we have used it almost daily in our 
family, which is large. I have lately been applied to for 
receipts, and to save trouble, and if possible to aid the 
spread of this excellent article of diet, I have had those 
which are most useful printed. have just scen 
Dr. Bartlett's pamphlet, from which I think no one 

would learn how to use corn in any shape. I send you 

Suson, about ten years ago, I am still g 
BS à great success. It is a most productive, hardy, and 
cellent Potato for the table, having improved very 
es in quality within the last few years, The first 
She, I grew them the erop was immense, and the 
pus Measured 9 feet iu length; this was upon deep 
field highly manured ; but in general cultivation in the 

» I have found them te produce 23 tons to the 
?teh acne, at the ordinary rate of manuring. They 

a sheet of my receipts, hoping you will further their 

irculation by publishing them. I sent some to Father 

Mathew, who tells me they are the plainest and most 

useful he has seen, and that he has caused a few 

thousand copies to be reprinted.— B. H. 
Yellow Corn is far more nutritious, and tastes better than 

White Corn. Indian Corn Meal must not be ground too fine ; 
it generally requires to be sifted, and the coarsest bran taken 

out; this when boiled is good food for pigs. Bread cannot be 

made of Indian meal alone ; one-third of meal to two-thirds ot 

Wheat flour is quite as much as the bread will bear ; more meal 

would make it too sweet and sticky. To make bread, take, for 
example, 7 lbs, of Indian meal, and pour boiling water on it till 
it is all wet—it never knots like flour; then let it stand till it 
becomes milk-warm, and stir in a stone and a half of flour with 
the hands ; proceed then exactly as you would with wheaten 
bread ; of course but little more water will be required. 
takes rather longer to bake than wheaten bread. Indian Meal 
Dumplings are made exactly like suet dumplings ; or if you 
prefer them without suet, mix them with milk instead of water ; 
they require longer time in boiling than flour dumplings. If 
any is left to be cold, it is good cut in slices and fri 
Cake, which is, in fact, a pudding, and eaten hot, 
Take about two pints of Indian meal, and mi 
one table-spoonful of melted pork lard or clear beef dripping : 
dissolve one tea-spoonful of salt and half a tea-spoonful of soda 
in a tea-cup, with cold water; pour milk into the meal till it 
forms a stiff batter; add the salt and water, and one beaten 

is used for Yorkshi 

a 

egg. Grease a shallow tin, such as is us 
dings, and pour the batter in. Bake it in a br 
about two hours, You may make Johnny Cake without milk, 
by putting rather more lard in it; or if you please you may 
make it with milk and water, as convenient. 
Jake should never be mad 
ko 

t is also called Indian hasty 
s usually eaten with treacle or with milk. 

Fried Mush.—If any mush be left, when it is cold stir in more 
ndian meal till it is very stiff; cut it out of the pan in pieces 

about half an inch thick, an tin beefor pork lard. It is 
excellent. Boiled Indiam Pudding.—Make a stiff batter, by 
stirring Indian meal into a quart of milk or water. 
table-spoonfuls of flour, three of brown sugar, two tea-spoon- 
fuls of ginger, and two of salt. If you make it with water, mix 
in a little chopped suet and one egg, but with milk these are 
not required. ie rather loose, and boil for three hours at 

I, 

according to taste either a little grated lemon- 
peel or any spice you like. Butter a shallow earthen ba 

i d bake in a moderate oven for three-quartei 
hour, or longer if needful. When cold it wili easily turn 

king- 
of an 

d: meal, one tea-spoonful of salt, one of 
inger or cinnamon, and half a tea-cupful of treacle. Grease a 
baking-dish, and bake for about two hours.  Jndian Meal 

(c1, — Stir a table-spoonful or two of mealinto cold wate: 
boil it till it is thickened as much as you like. Indian Pa 
cakes.—Mix about a pint of meal with sufücient milk or water, 
and one beaten egg to make a thin batter; fry them in as 
small a quantity of lard as possible. Corn Cakes or Corn 
Bread.—Pour boiling water with a little salt in it on Indian 
meal; mix it as stiff as you can with the hands ; rell it into 
balls the size of an orange, then flatten the s, till the cakes 
are about half an inehthick. Fry them in a small quantity of 
beef-lard, merely sufficient to prevent their sticking to the pan, 
or burning. They are to be eaten hot, generally as a breakfast 
dish. Sweet Corn Cakes.—Mix one quart of milk, one beaten 
egg, a tea-spoonful of salt, and half as much soda, and two 
table-spoonfuls of treacle. Pour this on meal and stir it well 

inches thick ; bake in a brisk oven. Plain Corn Bread.—Take 
six pints of Indian meal, one tea-spoonful of salt, four pints of 
hot water, and mix thoroughly with the hands ; let it stand for 
half an hour or more, then form it as in the last receipt, an 
bake itina hot oven, Remarxs : All kinds of Corn bread require 
a hotter oven than flour bread. Never grind the Corn too fine, or 
sift it through a fine sieve ; no matter how coarse the meal if 
the husk i The h 

1 
ask is removed, he hotter the oven or Dutch oven, so 

that it w Y 
the bread. Hominy is a dish hardly known in this country, 
except by name. It is a western word, and a dish most com- 
mon in the western States of America; it is simply ‘hulled 
corn." The way to prepare it is Send the corn to the 
mill and have it cracked or ground coarse as possible; if 
there is any meal amongst it, sift it out, and retain only the 
cracked corn for hominy. The mill will have disen 
skin, so that the cook can wash it off: this should 

ill not burn the dough, the softer and sweeter will be 

ark, 
rice. Send it to table dry an 

hen 

bake, then turning it topsy-turvy in the dish, the crust serves 

to keep it hot.— For Frying Fish, use coarse Indian meal 

instead of bread crumbs, For- Stuffing, use Indian meal 
instead of grated bread. t 

How to Dress Buckwheat.—Have you never tried 

this? The peasantry of Westphalia, as well. as of 

Poland, use it as their principa! aliment, and consider 

no other farinaceous food so agreeable or more nutri- 
tious. It has the great merit of being easily prepared, 
Pump on it in a colander till it is thoroughly cleansed. 

Boil it slowly till tender; drain, and eat it with fresh 
butter, or gravy, or sugar stirred in.— N., Florence, 
March, 1846. 

Repair your own Glass —Although doubting whether 
the gardener can do this as well, or even as cheap, as an 
honest glazier, I fully agree with your correspondent in 
the convenience of being able to remove the putty with- 
out danger of shattering the adjoining panes with the 
hammer and chisel. This can be done, as he says, with 
the aid of hot iron easily enough when the putty is 
tolerably new, but when very old it requires more heat 
and time than the operation is worth. But if tallow or 
suet is mixed with the putty when made, the latter does 
not lose its fusibility for a very long time ; and very old 
putty so made is readily softened by heat. Such putty 
is more troublesome to make, works less tough, and does 
not take paint so soon as the common ; but for modern 
thin glass, so often coming to repair, and ‘so liable to 
have one pane cracked in repairing another, I think its 
advantages outweigh its defects. On the proportions 
opinions will differ; the glazier would probably say, the 
less suet or tallow the better; but I see no objection to 
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equal parts of linseed oil and suet or tallow, mixed by 

melting, and the whitening beaten in in the usual way ; 

those who prefer a smaller proportion may use halt a 

pound of suet or tallow to a pint of linseed oil.— P. 

Caveat Emptor. Don’t buy a Pig in a poke,— 
Perhaps you will allow me (though I know you dislike 
gardening gossip) to tell a tale which may be of service 

to your correspondents who complain of fraudulent ad- 

vertisers. Once upon a time, I was led by a specious |. 

advertisement to order a new Fuchsia from a country 

nurseryman, and not being “a known correspondent,” 

&e., I inclosed my 10s. 6d. in the shape of a post-office 
order. In due time I received the plant, in a thumb 

pot, and had to pay 2s. or 3s. more for carriage, porter- 
age, &c. After some months of nursing, I had the 
satisfaction to discover that my money, care, and atten- 
tion, had all been thrown away on a bit of rubbish, for 
which, if I had seen the plant in bloom before I ordered 
it, I would not have given 6d, I thought myself much 
worse off, than if, like your Guernsey correspondent, I 
had not received anything for my money. However, I 
resolved that I never would, from that time, * buy a 
pig in a poke ;” and I have often since had reason to 
think that my half-guinea was well spent.—J. JV. 

Brewing.—\st, your correspondent is right in reading 
“stewed” for “strewed,” It was a mistake of the printer. 
2nd, the quantity of Hops is right. 3rd, the Hops and 
Camomile flowers are to be added to the other ingre- 
dients when, in technical language, the beer begins to 
fine itself. 4th, perhaps I used the term boil, which 
your correspondent says every housewife would know 
better than to use, because I am not a housewife. 
5th, nevertheless, the brewer says the beer ought to be 
boiled both before and after the Hops and Camomiles 
are put in.—Anon., April 13. 

Destruction of Insects.—As a radical eure of in- 
veterate cases of green-fly, I beg to suggest immer- 
sion of the whole plant while small, in a vessel of oil, 
to be followed by immersion in a solution of soda, and 
lastly, of pure water. Oil is destructive of insect life, 
by closing the pores of respiration ; and will penetrate 
into convolutions of the young leaves of the plant, where 
tobacco-smoke cannot reach. The latter remedy is 
always found to require one or more quickly repeated 
applications, or otherwise to be ineffective. An oil bath 
would destroy the life both of insects and eggs. —C. 

Foreign Correspondence. 
France: Department de la M., April 10.—The good 

folks in England, who get up societies at their plea- 
sure, would hardly believe the trouble there is in this 
land of liberty in establishing so simple a thing as a 
provincial “Société d’Horticulture, autorisée par le 
Ministre.” You are, perhaps, aware that by what are 
called “the laws of September,” 20 persons cannot meet 
for a specific purpose without the permission of the 
higher powers ; not even 20 florists can combine to im- 
prove the culture of their pets, without special authority 
so to do from the Minister of the Interior. This it has 
required, in our case, four months and a half to obtain. 
T had first to send our proposed rules and a correct list 
of the founders, in duplicate, certified by the provisional 
President and Secretary to the Sous-Préfet, who sent 
it to the Préfet. The latter functionary, although a 
strong recommendation in our favour had been sent by 
his deputy, thought proper to return the documents, de- 
siring that a special report should be made by the mayor 
on the subject, forfear there should be any Carlist or 
Republican scheme at the bottom of it. Well, in due 
time the mayor likewise made a very favourable report 
and sent it to the Sous. Préfet, who sent all the documents 
back to the Préfet at B * *, who packed them off, accom- 
panied with his learned observationsto the Minister of the 
Interior at Paris. After a couple of months’ consider- 
ation the great man was pleased to attach the magic 
word “ approved” to our plan, but with a saving clause, 
that no alteration should ever be made in our rules 
without his special permission. This being done, copies 
of all the papers were sent back to the Préfet at B * *. 
who sent them back to the Préfet at G * *, who sen 
them to the mayor at the Town-hall, who sent a letter 
with the good news to our president, who sent it to me, 
who sent the Réglement approuvé forthwith to the 
printers. I am, however, by no means certain that we 
can legally meet with praning knives in our pockets ; 
we should, probably, come under the laws against con- 
cealed weapons. 

eV 

Hotieties. 
BOTANICAL SOCIETY, OF LONDON. 

April 4.—The Vice-President in the Chair. Dona- 
tions to the library were announced from the Horticul- 
tural Society of Berlin, and Mr. W. Pamplin. The 
following specimens were exhibited :— 

l. Dwarf and much-branehed forms of Gnaphalium 
minimum, sent by the Rev. G. W. Sandys, as bearing 
the general appearance of Gnaphalium uliginosum, and, 
at first sight, seemingly distinct from both of these 
species. 
_ 2. Examples of the peculiar Linaria, from Bandon, 
in Ireland, labelled with the MS. name of Linaria se- 
pium, Allm. For these specimens the Society was in- 
debted to Professor Allman, who, however, did not add 
any remarks in explanation of the change of name. 
They are identical with the Cornish Linaria, described 
by Mr. Hewett Watson in the * London Journal of 
Botany " (Feb. 1842), under the name of Linaria Bau- 
hini, and introduced into the fifth edition of the 
* British Flora,” and the * Manual of British Botany,” 

under the name of Linaria Italica. The specimens are 
so completely intermediate between Linaria vulgaris 
and Linaria repens, in their technical characters, as to 
have led several botanists into an opinion of their hy- 
brid origin ; and this view is certainly supported by the 

hi i "m diat fact that Hamp p are again 
between Linaria repens and Linaria Italica (Bauhini or 
sepium). 

3. Continuation of Mr. Andrews’ series of Irish 
Saxifrages, to illustrate their wide range of variation ; 
the species exhibited on this occasion being Saxifraga 
Geum and Saxifraga hirsuta. From the beautiful 
series of specimens, now in the Society’s Herbarium, 
the fact of the Hibernian forms, including those of the 
Pyrenees, is placed beyond all doubt or cavil; while 
the specific identity of Saxifraga Geum and Saxifraga 
hirsuta is rendered probable. 

The Secretary announces that the new regulations 
for the exchange of specimens were ready for distribu- 
tion to the members, and might be obtained by other 
botanists upon application. 

STAMFORD HILL, CLAPTON, AND STOKE 
NEWINGTON GARDENERS’ ASSOCIATION. 
March 2.—Mr. RarwBow in the chair. Mr. Crox- 

ford, gr. to — Barnes, Esq., Stamford-hill, read a paper 
on the cultivation of the Melon, He said that, although 
it was true that the modern plan of heating by hot 
water was far superior to that of hot dung; yet, 
while the majority of growers were obliged to continue 
the latter, he thought that attention ought to be directed 
to the discovery of the best mode of carrying it into 
effect. It should be remembered that new systems 
were neither intended to produce or apply new agents ; 
the object of every improvement in structure or heat- 
ing apparatus was simply to administer with greater 
regularity the elements essential to the healthy exist- 
ence of the inmates, and to exclude with greater cer- 
tainty the non-essential and injurious. Heat is an 
agent over which we have now a tolerably good com- 
mand; but with light we are very differently cireum- 
stanced. The art, therefore, of applying the former 
aright in the case of the Melon, consists not in the 
exact imitation of the degree under which that plant 
thrives in its native habitat, but in balancing it with the 
quantity of light here obtained ; so that the intensity of 
each of these two agents may bear the same proportion 
as they would under perfectly natural treatment. We 
find that the temperature of the Melon’s native soil 
takes a medium range between the two extremes to 
which the air is subject during day and night through 
the influence or absence of solar heat. Taking this for 
a guide, he had since found from experience that the 
bottom-heat, however applied, should never exceed 80°, 
—75° was quite high enough, with a top-heat something 
lower than that until the fruit begins to swell, when the 
latter may range from 70° to 95°. Respecting ventila- 
tion, he gave air for no other purpose than that of re- 
gulating the temperature. To increase the quantity of 
air given, either at the time of the fruit setting or ripen- 
ing, if it caused the heat to decline below the degree 
recommended above, would, he thought, be injudicious 
treatment. He merely kept the fruit as dry as was 
consistent with the health of the plants. The soil he 
used was the top and second spit of strong pasture 
loam, with an eighth part of common manure, well mixed 
and broken by repeated turnings during 12 months 
prior to its being used. Few plants require more water 
than the Melon in the early stages of its growth ; but 
from the time of its setting to the ripening of its fruit, 
a moderate quantity only of that element should be 
applied. The propriety of this is indicated in the cir- 
cumstances attending the production of all our indi- 
genous fruits : vegetation commences when the earth 
contains the largest quantity of water ; a steady diminu- 
tion of this moisture is coincident with the increase of 
light and heat, through the” intensity of which perfec- 
tion is attained. Sudden transitions should, however, 
be avoided, being always injurious, and not unfrequently 
fatal to the crop. In making a dung-bed he used a good 
quantity of wood, whieh kept the heat steady, and pre- 
vented the sides from sinking and the consequent crack- 
ing of the soil from the action of the linings. Having 
made the bed firm, when sweet, he planted two plants 
upon a hill 15 inches in depth under each light, spread- 
ing six inches of soil over the other parts of the bed. 
As soon as the roots began to extend from the hills he 
gave them a good soaking of water, and on the day 
following completed the earthing, bringing the whole 
surface to a level with the hills, treading it firmly down, 
and watering if dry ; upon this two inches of light soil 
was spread, which prevented excessive evapora- 
tion, and generally obviated the necessity of giving 
more water before the fruit was set. He con- 
sidered dung beds far inferior to trellis in every 
respect. He could always obtain a greater weight of 
fruit from a narrow pit with the latter, with one plant 
to a light, than from two in a dung bed, however wide ; 
and would advise those who have large brick pits, in- 
stead of putting dung within them, to form a hollow 
chamber at bottom with rough wood, and to put 2 feet 
of soil upon it for the plants to grow in; this, in the 
months of summer, would receive sufficient heat from 
the sun and the air confined in the pit, to bring it to 
the temp alread, ik Thinning, under 
all circumstances, is a most important operation. His 
plan was to take them in infancy, to rub, pinch, or cut 
off all shoots beyond the number required to cover the 
bed: by a proper attention to this, the plants are en- 
abled to develop their organs so perfectly, that the 

fruit is almost sure to set, and surpass both in size and 
quality the produce of plants, however vigorous, that 
have been neglected in this particular. Attention to 
setting the fruit at all seasons was enjoined, as the 
means of securing a regular crop, the fruit all swelling 
at the same time. In the case of canker, the only 
remedy he had found was dry lime, applied to the parts 
affected—Mr. Suzmwoop said he had always regarded 
the plan of warming the chamber of a pit or frame by 
driving a large amount of heat through the soil in which 
the roots were growing, as one of the most unmanage- 
able and improper that could well be adopted. Why, 
he would ask, did propagators plunge pots of cuttings 
of almost all plants into a hot-bed, but to induce them 
to make roots? We, by the same mode, in the case of 
the Melon plant, produce the same result; and then, 
after thus multiplying the organs of absorption to an 
undue extent, meet the difficulty of getting the fruit to 
set, owing to the superabundance of crude sap forced 
by this means into the system of the plant, by a recourse 
to the equally unnatural plan of cutting off the supply 
of water to prevent the said organs discharging to the 
full extent of their power those functions for which 
Nature intended them. He thought that while such 
treatment as this was pursued, it was more reasonable 
to ascribe our success to the inherent hardihood of the 
Melon plant, than to attribute our failures to its consti- 
tutional delicacy. By the use of trellis, our pits will 
contain a large quantity of air, and if this air be kept 
at the temperature recommended by Mr. Croxford, i$ 
will be sure to warm the soil sufficiently, provided we 
take the precaution of confining a foot of air between 
that soil and the subjacent earth, otherwise we must 
expect it to lose its heat by conduction below, as fast as 
it acquires it by induction at the surface.—Mr. BUNDLE 
stated, that he had last summer grown three lights of 
Melons with artificial bottom-heat, and 10 without; the 
result of this experiment was decidedly against the 
former, for he had never yet seen better fruit or a better 
erop than the produce of the 10 lights last named.— 
Mr. McErnov spoke in favour of using stimulating 
manures with the soil, such as fowls'-dung, guano, &e. ; 
but where these were employed great attention must be 
paid to thinning the shoots. To prevent the ravages of 

the red spider, he laid tiles here and there upon the 
surface of the bed; these he occasionally wetted, and 
kept the lights closed for an hour afterwards, while the 
sun was shining bright upon them, for the purpose o 
saturating the confined air with hot steam, than which 
nothing was more destructive to the life of these pests; 
the temperature he afterwards lowered by shading be- 
fore giving air.—Mr. Neves believed the best manure 
that could be employed was ditch or pond-serapings ; 
this, well incorporated with very strong loam, and use 
in a body of at least 14 inches in depth, would, under the 
course of treatment advocated by M. Croxford, pro- 
duce fruit of first-rate quality, far superior to what is 
generally obtained from more expensive composts.— 
Mr, Barrer attributed the canker to the soil being hol- 
low about the stem of the plant; this should be guarded 
against in planting. To destroy the red spider, he 
syringed the leaves on the under side with lime-water, 
and closed the frame for two hours afterwards, during 
the heat of the morning sun.— W. Sherwood, Hon, See» 

23. Brassica CHINENSIS. Chinese Oil Cabbage. Hardy 
Annual. (Crucifers.) Shanghai. 

A hardy annual which grows freely in almost any sort 

of soil. The seed should be sown in April, in a shel- 
tered situation, then in May the plants may be planted 
out where they are to remain, allowing 2 feet between 
each plant. lt appears to be of no importance in& 
horticultural point of view, but may be cultivated by 
farmers for feeding cattle, or for oil as it is in China.— 
Horticultural Journal, 
24. RUELLIA MACRoPHYLLA. Large-leayed Ruellia. 

Stove Perennial. (Acanthads). Spanish Main. 
This fine herbaceous plant is a native of Santa Martha; 
according to Vahl. It bears large branching forked 
panicles, loaded with flowers of glowing scarlet, and 
nearly three inches long. In that state it was exhibited 
at a meeting of the Horticultural Society in October last 
by Mr. Carton, gr. to his Grace the Duke of Northum- 
berland. It should be an instruction to all person& 
sending home South American seeds not to forget the 
fine species of Acanthads with which that part of the 
world abounds ; for although many are but weeds, yet 
others are quite as striking for their beauty as this and 
the Justicias, Aphelandras, &e., already in cultivation- 
They were formerly here in many instances, but requir- 
ing a moist warm atmosphere at a time when gardeners 
did not know how to obtain heat without dryness, they 
soon became sickly and died. Among the reputed 
species of this very genus, we see in our herbarium the 
Ruellia trivialis, grandiflora, and longiflora of Salzmann, 
all from the woods of Bahia, every one of which is & 
finer species than even this. Nor are the East India 
species inferior, as is attested by the numerous kinds 0! 
CGoldfussi Strobhil n $ Dip F +h &e., with 

which botanists are familiar—only, however, in their 
dried ‘gardens. As they are easily propagated ani 
grown, all these would be real acquisitions, and might 
easily be had. This species requires to be kept in & 
stove, and being a plant of free growth, will succeed in 
almost any sort of soil. uring summer an ample 
supply of water should be given to its root, and syringed 
over head once or twice a day. After flowering it 
should be cut back to secure a supply of young shoots 
from the bottom, for flowering the following season- 
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This may be done advantageously once or twice, but 
for such’ free-growing plants it is best to renew them 

every three years. In winter when syringing would be 

injurious, it will be necessary to keep up a humid atmo- 

Sphere, as this plant is very liable to be attacked by 
Ted spider. It is easily multiplied by cuttings of young 

wood under ordinary treatment.—Bot. Register. 

Garden Memoranda. 
Royal Botanic Garden, Regent's Park.—A. portion of 

the large conservatory, or winter garden, a model of 

Which has been in this garden for some time, is now in 

course of erection. It occupies about one-fourth of the 

original design, and incloses an area 175 feet in length 

and 75 feet in breadth. It consists of a series of cur- 
vilinear. span roofs, the centre one being 40 feet in 

height and 50 feet in width, and the two others on each 

Side of it being about 25 feet in height and the same in 

width. These are supported on rows of iron pillars, 
which are tubular, for the purpose of conducting rain- 
water from the roof to cisterns to be made available 

for watering the plants. The centre span has a semi- 

circular end, standing out about 25 feet from the front 

line of the building, forming the principal entrance 

in which the broad walk leading from the south gate 

terminates. A span roof of the same height and width 

as the others (25 ft.), starts from each side of the prin- 

cipal or centre arch, and extending along the front at 

right angles to the other roofs, presents a fine looking 

frontage resting on a perpendicular elevation of about 

properties, and of the genus Nasturtium, “said to have 

been so called from the effect its acrimony produces 

on the muscles of the nose—nasus tortus, signifying a 

convulsed nose.”* The common Cress is known as 

Nasturtium officinale, and presents two varieties, the 

green and the blue, which by cultivation have been 
rendered far superior to what they were in their wild 
state; being less acrid, and not so liable to contract 
the taste of slime and mud as those found in ditches 

and marshes. 50 years ago, a considerable proportion 

of the supply that found its way to the metropolitan 

market was gathered from the numerous little streams 

which intersect the meadows near the towns of New- 

bury and Hungerford, in the county of Berkshire, from 
which places it was brought in sacks by the stage- 
coachmen of the day, who shared in the profits of the 
sal The first attempts at regular cultivation in the 

neighbourhood of London, appear to have been made in 

the year 1808 at Springhead, a village near Gravesend. 
This plantation still exists, and is sometimes visited by 
the fi fthewel i i 

sisted of nothing more than bunches of marshy plants 
masked by a few sprigs of the genuine vegetable. 
In the winter of 1809, Monsieur Cardon, then prin- 
cipal director of the hospital chest of the grand army. 
was quartered with his staff at Erfurt, the capital of 
Upper Thuringia. Walking one day in the environs of 
the city, when the earth was covered with snow, he 
was astonished by the sight of several long trenches, 
from 10 to 12 feet in width, covered wit 

brilliant green. Curious to know the cause of what 
appeared to be a phenomenon at that season, he walked 

towards them, and perceived with the greatest surprise 

that the trenches formed a large plantation of Water- 
cress, presenting the aspect of a verdant carpet on & 

surface in every direction white with snow. In answer 
to his inquiries, M. Cardon learned that the plantations 
had existed for many years, and belonged to the autho- 
rities of the city, from whom they were rented by the 
cultivators at the annual sum of 24007. Since that 
time, however, their value has greatly increased. From 
enia 

q tering-p jus 
mentioned, for the purpose of regaling themselves with a 
fresh-plucked salad and bread and butter. Another 

plantation was afterwards commenced in Surrey, but 
subsequently abandoned. The culture, however, con- 
tinued to spread, particularly in localities favourably 

situated with regard to springs of water. Near Rick- 
h, in Hertfordshire, where there is a fine 

stream running over a chalky bottom, there are now 
about 15 acres under ivation. The Springhead 

| i nsists of 4 acres, while on the opposite 
10 feet, thus improving its general app , Which 

would otherwise be of a zigzag form. At each end of 
the building a curve, starting from the spring of the 

upper one, comes down near the ground, forming as it 

Were, a lean-to curvilinear house, of about 12 feet in 

width, but having no partition to divide it from the 
rest of the house. In regard to heating, this is to be 

effected by the agency of hot-water, which entering at 

One corner, is made to travel in six coils of 4-inch iron- 

Pipes round the whole area within a shortspace of the 

oundary, and in four pipes up and down the middle of 
the house. The pipes are to be inclosed in drains about 
3 feet in depth, which are connected with one another 

at right angles, by hollow chambers or drains for the 

purpose of conducting the heated air across the space 

intervening between one row of pipes and the other, 

the warm air rising through shafts closed in with iron 

gratings, and planted at distances varying from 15 to 

25 feet square throughout the entire area. In addition 
to the pipes, an iron tank, 2 feet in width and 6. inches 

in depth, passes all round the inside, close, to the glass, 

which comes down to the ground all the way round. 
This tank is furnished with openings for the escape of 
vapour, which can be closed when required, and an 

aperture covered with a grating is left along each side 

of the tank for allowing the heat radiated from the 
sides to escape into the atmosphere of the house. 
The whole is warmed by two of Burbidge and Healy’s 

ribbed boilers, each measuring 39 inches in width; 

each boiler is presumed to heat 2500 feet of 4-inch pipe. 
The chimney and boilers are at some distance from the 
house, to which the pipes are led through a covered 

drain. It is understood that, in the arrangement of 

the plants in this building, they are to be grouped, each 

mass comprising only one tribe, as Camellias, Heaths, 

Acacias, &c.; and that besides mere greenhouse plants, 

the culture of exotic Orchids, Palms, &e. is to be at- 

tempted in the warmer parts of the building. Ventila- 

tion is provided both at top and bottom—in the roof 

by the sashes being made to slide, and at bottom by a 

Series of doors moving outwards on hinges, thus answer- 

ing the double purpose of ventilation and affording 

Means of entrance to visitors wherever desirable. 

Miscellaneous. 
Water-cress.—Most persons are acquainted with the 

Water-cress and its salutary properties ; they know 
generally that it grows in brooks, and on the borders of 
fresh and running streams. Few, however, of those 
Who, in the busy thoroughfares or quiet suburbs of 

London, hear the cry of “ Water ere-e-ses,” or see in 
their daily walks the old red-cloaked women sorting the 
little bundles at the corners of streets, have any idea 
that the cultivation of this esculent now forms an im- 

Portant branch of horticultural and commercial in- 

dustry ; which, from the increasing consumption, and 

use made of the plant in pharmacy, is gradually rising 

into consequence. In the present day, the Water- 

cress may be found on almost every table, from the 

: highest to the lowest. It is one of the most powerful 
antiscorbuties with which we are acquainted, and is 

Said to possess the property of exciting the appetite and 

fortifying the stomach. e have no certain informa- 

tion that it is cooked in any part of England, as is oc- 

Casionally the case in France; but in the north of 

Jermany, to which country we owe its original cultiva- 

tion, it is boiled and eaten as Spinach. In an old bota- 
nical work,* we are told that the watery part of Tothill- 
fields, Westminster, was overrun with Water-cress, and 

that it grew on the banks of the Thames in several 

Places, "The same work also cnumerates many places 
in England where this refreshing vegetable was abun- 
dant ; and it is now known that, like many other of the 
Simple but useful produetions of Nature, which, in their 
Natural varieties, abound wherever they may be bene- 

cial to man, it is to be found in most parts of the 
World, Itis of the Cruciferous family, which compre- 

hends about 20 ies, al sessing high antiseorbutie 
Gardeners’ Dictionary. 1807, * Miller 

side of the Thames, at Waltham Abbey, in Essex, is 

another of 6 acres. These, though extensive, are in- 
sufficient to meet the demand of the huge poli 

published in 1830, we find that the annual 
return then amounted to more than 8000/.; and that 
the Cress, highly esteemed for its purity and superior 
qualities, was sold in all the cities on the Rhine, and in 
the markets at Berlin, at a distance of 120 miles from 
the place of its growth. M. Cardon foresaw the bene- 
fits that might be expected to arise from the introduc- 
tion of this branch of horticultural industry into the 
neighbourhood of Paris ; and, after a long search, found 
12 acres of a thin sandy alluvium at St. Leonard, in the 

valley of the Nonette, between Senlis and Chantilly, 
which, containing many beautifully limpid springs at a 

temperature of 59°, appeared to be well adapted for a 

ess pl i 

Other supplies are obtained from greater distances. 

From Uxbridge and Salisbury great quantities are for- 
warded to: London, packed in hampers, every day in 

the year excepting Sundays ; and some idea may be 

formed of the enormous consumption from the sum- 

total of the annual sales, which amounts to more than 

10,0007. The culture of Cress requires much attention 

and watehfulness, especially in winter, in which season, 

during a single night, a sharp frost may destroy a 

whole plantation, if too remote from the springs to re- 

tain their mild temperature. The ground is generally 

laid out in parallel trenches, separated by small mounds, 

on which succulent vegetables may be grown. The 

bottom should be covered with several inches of sandy 

vegetable earth, perfectly level and equalised, so that 
the water may have a regular flow in every part. The 

months of March and August are the most favourable 

‘or putting in the plants, which are generally set in 

suckers or tufts, 8 or 10 inches apart, A well-planted 

trench will be in full bearing after the first year, ac- 

cording to the temperature of the water and the nature 

of the soil. The activity of the vegetation depends 
particularly on the state of the atmosphere ; but if the 

plantation has been made with care, and the plants well 

chosen, it will require no other precautions, with the 

exception of occasional weedings, than those necessary 

to guard it from winter frosts, and the irruption of foul 

and muddy water in thaws and storms, In favourable 

seasons the Cress may be gathered every three weeks ; 

but in cold weather, two months are sometimes re- 

quired to bring the plants to perfection. After these 

gatherings, it is customary to roll and level the bottom 
of the trench, or to manure when required. A good 
plantation will last a long time ; but it should be re- 
newed by the same process as at first, whenever it shows 

signs of decay. Sometimes, in frosty weather, the 

supply of water is increased until the plants are com- 
pletely covered ; but as this submersion weakens them, 
it should not be continued longer than absolutely neces- 

sary. Mr. Loudon deseribes the process as follows :— 
“Some market gardeners, who can command a small 
stream of water, grow the Water-eress in beds sunk 

about a foot in a retentive soil, with a very gentle slope 

from one end to the other. Along the bottom of this 

bed, which may be of a convenient length and 

breadth, chalk or gravel is deposited, and the plants 
are inserted about 6 inches every way. Then, accord- 
ing to the slope and length of the bed, dams are made 

6 inches high across it, at intervals; so that when 
these dams are full, the water may rise not less than 

3 inches on all the plants included in each. The water 
being turned on, will circulate from dam to dam ; and 
the plants, if not allowed to run to flower, will afford 

abundance of young tops in all but the winter months. 
A stream of water no larger than what will fill a pipe 

of an ineh bore, will, if not absorbed by the soil, suffice 
to irrigate in this way an eighth of an acre. As some 
of the plants are apt to rot off in winter, the plantation 
should be laid dry two or three times a year, and all 
weeds and decayed parts removed, and vacancies filled 
up. Cress grown in this way, however, is far inferior 
to that grown in a living stream flowing over gravel or 
chalk.” The history of the cultivation of this plant on 
the Continent affords some interesting particulars, which 

serve to exemplify the advantages that accrue, with 

proper attention, from the apparently humblest objects. 

About the beginning of the present century, an attempt 

was made to form Cress grounds in the neighbourhood 

of Paris, similar to those then common on the banks 

of the Rhine, by the Count de Lasteyrie ; but without 

success ; while the markets of that capital were sup- 

plied only by persons who travelled to distances, some- 

times of 40 leagues, collecting the Cress wherever it 

could be found. The supply was seldom sufficient to 

satisfy the limited demand, although it frequently con- 

* Loudon. Encyclopædia of Plants, 

ress p He engaged two well-informed indi- 

viduals from Erfurt who were acquainted with the 

method of cultivation. The ground was laid out in 

trenches of 250 feet in length by 12 feet in breadth ; 

which were, however, afterwards reduced to one-half of 

those“dimensions, as it appeared that the water lost its 

natural temperature, and froze in the winter, by flowing 

over so large a surface. In a few years, after an ex- 

penditure of 32007., there were 92,000 square feet under 

cultivation. It was no longer the Cress clandestinely 

gathered, often in flower, or run to seed, that was ex- 
posed for sale in the French metropolis. The Cress of 
St. Leonard arrived, packed with a care to which the 

Parisians were strangers. Its freshness and purity 

were such, that the market-women, of their own ac- 

cord, offered double the usual price before any demand 

had been made ; and, in testimony of their high satis- 

faction, feasted the journeymen cultivator who had 

come to superintend the sale, and the waggoner, and 
sent them home decorated with ribbons and flowers. 
Much greater precautions appear to be taken in the 
packing and transport of the Cress in France than in 

this country. The French growers are particularly 

careful in warm weather, and guard the plants from 
exposure to the least storm, as they then turn yellow. 

They pack them in baskets, which contain from 25 to 

30 dozens of bunches, so arranged as to leave a cir- 

cular opening or chimney up the centre, which always 

remains empty. The baskets are then placed on rails 

fixed across a wagon, so as to permit a free current of 

air through all the openings; and in the summer, 

before putting on the tilt, the whole are well watered, 

to preserve their freshness during the night, and they 

are delivered at the market early in the morning in 
the most perfect condition. The regularity of the ar- 

rivals and constant freshness of the Cress sent every 

day from the grounds at St. Leonard, not only insured 

the success of the scheme, but brought forward a host 

of competitors. M. Cardon’s German workmen left 

him to rival establish ts ; and there are 

now in the environs of Paris 16 plantations, producing 

annually 1,350,000 dozens of bunches, valued at 

37,8002. ; and, adding the charges of transport, and ex- 

penses of all the individuals employed in this branch of 

trade, which, a few years ago, had no existence, the 

sum actually circulated amounts to not less than 

60,0007. Formerly, the sale in Paris seldom amounted 

to more than 20/7 daily in the best season ; while at 

the present time, a supply of not fewer than 20 waggon- 

loads, worth 2407, is required to meet the daily de- 

mand.— Chambers! Edinburgh Journal. 

Potato Disease at the Cape of Good Hope.—A friend 

has sent us the following interesting account of the ap- 

pearance of this formidable disease in the Cape Colony. 

It is an extract from a letter published in the “ Gra- 

ham’s Town Journal,” of January 3lst :—“ On the 

18th of September last, T planted 1 bushel of the kind 

of Potatoes known in London as Shaws, 1 bushel of 

Early Americans, 1 bushel of Reds (procured in Cape 

Town under the name of Berwick Reds), and 1 bushel 

of Ash-leaf Kidneys. All these, excepting the Kidneys, 

were imported from England, not long before they were 

planted ; the manure applied to them was stable dung. 

Up to the end of October they were strong and vi- 

gorous. All at once the Americans began to yellow in 
the leaf, and upon examination, I found the stems close 
to the ground had shrivelled up. In fact, they had all 
the appearance of having been hardly pressed between 

the finger and thumb. For two or three weeks they 

went on in this state, being anything but pleasant 

to look at. At last I determined. to uproot them. 

Fancy my astonishment to find at least a fourth of the 

full-grown tubers completely rotten, and at least a half 

more all but covered with dark blue spots. I caused them 

to be spread out on the surface, under the influence 

of an African sun, which so completely dried or roasted 

| them that in the evening the diseased parts fell off in 

the most . 

, 
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dlutie uaru scales, leaving tie tubers sound beneath 5 
and to this day they are so, now nearly a month since. 
That the disease was brought to this colony by the seed 
I have no doubt; at least the causes ascribed in Eng- 
land cannot be ascribed here. In the month of Sep- 
tember we had only two showers after the Potatoes 
were planted, in October two, and November only one. 
As for sunshine, enough of that to cause an Englishman 
at E to feel querish. Then again for electrical cur- 
re rows of Reds next to the Americans wore 
ahexbanded with a copper wire (about 6 inches under 
round), connecting a plate of zinc at one end of the 

drill with a plate of copper at the other end. Down 
the centre of the two drills a wire was suspended about 
4 feet from the ground, and attached to the plates just 
mentioned. And if the electricity in the atmosphere 
has any power over Potatoes, it ought to have it here, 
as in the centre of one of the drills of Shaws, and within 
7 yards of the Americans, stands a stone Pine all but 
killed by a shock of lightning, the bark being torn off 
on one side, 5 fee: in length, and thrown 30 or 40 yards 
away. The “ Reds," which. were placed near the wires, 
were free from disease, and so were indeed all the other 
Potatoes in the same break, except the Americans. The 
Americans are an early sort, and the disease seems to 
have appeared in Europe chiefly among the early kinds. 
The soil is of a light gravelly nature, and the crop fine, 
averaging 16 bushels for one of sets planted whole. 
must state that the Potato here is, properly speaking, 
anevergreen, At the end of three months they must 
be lifted, as the tubers have by that time reached their 
full size, and they invariably commence to grow, while 
the old plant still keeps growing also.—R. S. Smith, 
the. Oaks" near Caledon, Cape of Good Hope, January, 
1846. P.S.—Our seasons in this country come at oppo- 
site times to those in Europe, which some of your readers 
may not remember. 

- 

Calendar of Operations. 
(For the ensuing Week.) 

CONSERVATORIES, STOVE, 
Watering Pot Plants.—Great care duit ever be 

bestowed on this important process. Too much, too 
little, or an injudieious mode of appliance, are equally 
fatal to high cultivation. Very many plants are seri- 
ously injured at the periods n shifting or “ potting off,” 
by improper watering. s been the fashion to re- 
commend what is termed a E thorough soaking” to 
newly-potted stoek, and I fear that in this very act the 
foundation of what is technically termed *  sourness" is 
frequently laid. A very fine rosed-pot, and slight ap- 
plieations of water, at intervals, elose on the heels of 
potting, is the best way, as a general maxim, to pene- 
trate the mass, and to cause the particles of soil so to 
arrange themselves by gravitation, as that the atmo- 
spheric infiuence shall be somewhat modified, but by no 
means intercepted. There is, however, no good reason 
why all plants should be watered immediately on shift- 
ing them. When a plant has no ball of earth, the water 
should of course be made to penetrate the whole mass, 
in order to prevent desiccation, which would sometimes 
ensue through extreme porosity in the new s When, 
however, the subject is a plant (say a Camellia), with a 
hard-wedged ball, a steeping overhead in water for an 
hour is a preferable course. After this, frequent 
syringings or waterings with a fine rose will be the 
soundest policy for a week or two afterwards. Conser- 
vatory.—See that no plant suffers from drought here. 
Planted-out things will now require thorough waterings, 
The larger specimens in tubs or pots must also have a 
most liberal supply, provided the drainage is complete. 
This is the period for free use of liquid manure, but 
take care that it is perfectly clear, Lar ge Orange-trees 
should now enjoy a copious application of this renewing 
element. Where these trees produce gross wood, dis- 
bud or remove it altogether, and let the lower wood 
take its place ; this will induce fruitfulness, by mode- 
rating the system. Stove Plants and Orchids.—Pay 
due attention to watering, shifting, stopping, &e., of 
stove-plants in general. Make cuttings as they can be 
Obtained in a young. state, of Geiscomeria, Plumbago, 
Eranthemum, Justicia, Clerodendron, Vinca, Euphorbia, 
Brugmansia, Begonia, Thunbergia, we; &e., in order 
to keep up a succession of clean young stock. See that 
the growing Orchids have abundance of atmospheric 
moisture, with a liberal circulation of air early in the 
morning, shutting up close betimes, and taking care to 
observe moderation in the use of fire-heat, in order 
that a pure atmosphere may be inclosed for the night. 
Growing Dendrobiums will now require liberal supplies 
of water ; and air-plants on blocks, frequent syringings. 
Mixed Greenhouse.—Look to the directions about Stove 
Plants. Propagate stock as there recommended. Most 
of these will succeed in the mixed greenhouse, where a 
medium between the cold greenhouse and the stove is 
observed. See to cuttings of Heaths, as soon as the 
wood is in order. Fumigate the moment an insect 
appears; this is best done in a moderate way, two 
evenings in succession. Some of the hard-wooded 
things, of no particular importance, might be removed 
hence at this period, to furnish more room for growing 
young stock and fine specimens in flower. A slight 
protection will, however, be necessary. Old lights, or 
a tarpauling on poles as a lean- -to, the lowest part next 
a south wall, and the front opening well to the sum, 
would do exceedingly well for them. Mats may be hung 
at the sides 2 night. 

KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING. 
Pineries.—Attend to the regulating air, heat, and at- 

A considerable umount of heat may now be used on proper 
occasions, as before pointed out. ¥ rniting houses, or pits, 
should now average 80° by day, and about 70° at night. 
85? or 90° may be allowed, however, from three o'clock 
to five in the afternoon. Dung pits must not be so warm 
by 5°, as the plants in them are more liable to “draw.” 
Vineries.—Some of the laterals, where erowded, may 
be removed in the earliest house, where the Grapes are 
beginning to ripen. Not, however, to throw sunlight 
immediately on the berry, but in order to promote a 
perfect secretion in the prineipal leaves, with a view to 
heighten the flavour of the fruit, and to organise plump 
buds for the ensuing year. Cucumbers and Melons.— 
Follow up successions. "This is a good time to sow for 
a crop of autumn Melons ; at least with those who have 
nothing but dung beds to grow themin. Look to former 
Calendars. Mushroom-house. — Take care to pro- 
vide a humid atmosphere. Beds made after this, should 
possess more moisture in the manure. Figs.—Be sure 
to follow up stopping the shoots when from ‘four to six 
budslong. Water and syringe freely, and use plenty of 
liquid aeae clear, to those in a bearing state. 

KITCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD, 

This iba ad excellent time to plant a full crop of Pota- 
toes. Kidneys, with well-protected sprouts, or any other 
early kinds planted now, will be little later than those 
planted in February. This, however, requiresa little extra 
care ; the sets should be placed in baskets, a single 
layer thick, on damp litter, and as carefully handled as 
eggs; they should by no means be planted during 
either sunshine or wind. Those with sprouts 2 or 3 inches 
long, if managed thus, and covered at night until the 
second week in May, will closely succeed those in frames. 
Let a sowing of all the winter and spring Broccoli be 
made forthwith. Cape Broccoli and Cauliflower for 
Michaelmas may, however, be sown a week or two later. 
ee that plenty of Green Kale, Savoys, Brussels 

Sprouts, Leeks, Scorzonera, Salsafy, Beet, &c., is got in 
without delay. Continue successions of Hoin Carrots; 
indeed sow a bed every month, from January to Sep- 
tember. This is the best way to be independent of the 
rub. Ridge Cucumbers should be got forward in- 

stantly; also Tomatoes and Vegetable Marrow. As 
soon as your young Asparagus is from 3 to 6 inches 
high, ER D new plantations be made. 

OWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES, 

A bis NE re-arrangement of all the kerbaceous 
tribes should take place every spring ; if this has not 
been done no time should be lost. Some of the grosser 
kinds get into too large masses, and thereby destroy all 
proportion in the mixed beds. Continue sowing an- 
nuals wherever required. Early struck Verbenas, Cal- 
ceolarias, &e. may be planted out 2 or 3 inches apart 
in beds, with a slight protection ; they will make nice 
plants by the middle of May, and may be removed 
either to masses or borders, where they will bloom 
directly. 

COTTAGERS’ GARDENS. 
As observed last week, let Broad Beans occupy, as a 

secondary crop, a place amongst all the green tribes, 
Swedes, &c. ‘The cottager may sow a little late spring 
Broccoli. He should take care to secure plenty of plants 
ofthe various greens intended to succeed the summer 
erops, and to furnish a supply for himself or cow during 
the following winter. Searlet-runners should be planted 
directly ; also Nasturtiums and a row of Red Cabbage 
if not already done ; these will supply all the pickles a 
cottage requires, A few Gherkins may be sown ona 
southern slope. 

FORESTING. 

Little can be added to former Calendars. Barking 
is the next great affair. See that all matters are pre- 
pared. The young seed beds will require some atten- 
tion at present; screen from Jate frosts by Fir or 
other boughs, and be sure to keep down all weeds. 

iState of the Weather near London, for the week ending April 16,1946, as 
obser vedat the HorticulturalGarden, Chis 
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give both their Lati 
and that which may y possibly Brig suit your purpose, is Mr. 

Don's, reviewed a pea vol. 
CAMELLIAS— m you pu sent is so imperfect, that 

mospherie moisture, as laid down in previous Calendars. it is impossible to tell At it be true to name, You must wait 

till the plant produces a more | p »rfoct t flower, 
Chandlerii is largo and of a deep green.” ne) 
lias may be increased RUE inarching them on ‘on other kinds ; or 
E tae as pe 

They shout be laced i in cool frame) of 

enced forming roots, when Mey m y be removed into a 
brisk serge Shoots of t lddle size make the best 
cuttings. The best compost s hsc. is, three-fourths 

eat and one-fourth good light loam, fà loam cannot 
be had, peat alone jo. i9 k 

CARNATIONS— An Orig Su —The following are lat 
bloomers : Ttedford's n ed “Wood's Brigand, Shits 
Duke of Wellington, Will’s Beauty, Jaques’ Achilles, Great- 

"s „Linnus, Bidkering's Prince 
celle's Queen st Sheba, Alla- 

way's Wonde er of the World, Coe Puxley's Adelaide. To ii 
m to am as ae as possible, Sonauate from the 

Eon "Herd or pipi 
CLUB IN CABBAGE: E eG ae, knobs or clubs that are 
formed on the m of the Cabbage tribe, partionianiy Cauli- 
flowers and Broccoli, ae said to be cau: by insects, an 

g wood ashes into fus hole in which 
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BE n? 
EE 

“ordinary pur] EEE a west aspect timing a little to the Acn 

will do very well. Your garden taken.— y 
You will not obtain a current of ie vro you ean n connect 
the frames « with the floor of the cellar e by an air-drain. If 

you do that you will immediately establish the requisite cir- 
culation, and save your wasted heat. The a from e to g 

seems to be of no advantage.——4J N—You may connect your 

flue with the house chimney by a hor izontal Shaft; but it 

must be well cased over, so as to be kept dry and warm, or 

it will not draw in winter time. casing is made with. 
ana rashes and charcoal built over Vie brickwork, or even 

ped outwardly. 

EN Ub Men to im common 1 orr 
Grafting is the surest dy of perpetuating the variety. T 

IsEcrs—P L P—It is species of Coccus, nearly allied to the 
cochineal, which is Re the Spear ganen, You may, per- 

some information by ding various articles 
een s cus, checi ly in the 

ist an vols., and at 499 of vol, iv.; but 
regret that it is not in our power to mbes a remedy, 

unless we could examine the plants on the spot, and investi- 

gate their economy, Would not an infusion of Tobacco be 
better than soot, &c. * R.——J G F— cannot advise you 
without seeing specimens of the insects. Please to send some 
in a quill or a pill-box. 2.——J M C—You must get the 

Myrtles out as soon as aur as rain will assist in banish- 

ing the scale-insect. e first thing to be done i H to pick off 

the leaves most Safósteda dent burn them ; the others should 
be washed with soap-suds ; the stem Ke branches 

must then be scraped and brushed with the same liquid, em- 
ploying a tooth-brush. After this ablution, the woody parts 
may be painted with a mixture fs soot alters 

Marr are well managed, 
the FS treatment that suits is will also suit this 
itis one of those plants with which eris: e be do one, p 

cept the house is damp as well as warm. likes a rich soil 

and frequent potting, and should be reli attended to with. 
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Morrnotocy—W S—The PA 

casualties one was figured a 
happy to examine o other entia: f 
ORTAR—C' M S—Put the sand in a tub, Pour water over it. 

Stir it well up. When at begins to settle pour off the muddy 

water. Repeat till dor 
NAMES OF PLANT: Pr ipi ioa We do not recognise your 

; but they look like those of the Stay dau 
apparently fresh, and we will hav: e them GR 

you shall know the ian T R—Veronica formosa and 
Cuphea platycentr Brought Mor iyour Oncidium phyma- 
oc ilon is quite new to us, ond extremely ——4 H- 

celia Bauerana.——4. H: C; 

2, Bromelworts cannot be Te from their single flowers ; 

8; Saccolabium calceolus ; 4, Camarotis purpurea. 
i NEP tricolorum is curious, but not handsome’ 

ee become dou! 

00 nstamt—If UU UNT really effectual against the 

disease, then: any kind will ich aK should strew the drills 

with ES Place the tubers on it, en add more charcoal. 
——J W—Y our seedling is seaiceelgolatesone)-andlscemastons 
ms It shall have a fair trial. —— Pilfouwr—A. thousand 

an he news is quite unexpecte 
Tus "WxarnER—G Jhn—It is very possible that the deviation 

of the Gulf Stream Ny have something to do with this mild 

winter; but it is at present mere conjecture. Whenever any 

facts have been elicited SB Shall make them publie. 
Winpow GamDENS—D S J—Any Mes t biy do; but the north 

is the worst, and only fit for Fe es, or spring bulbs, 
or bought plants just ready to iae We will give you 
lists of ‘plants another ne 

Misc.—Thanks to S, the Gardeners’ Chronicle is correct. We 
have communicated with the other paper.——G— The mean- 
ing of Cucurbits, n and all such terms and the 
i hi plied, bed in the 
DUE RR SA NU on refer you.— sS C— 
are aware that this paper is sometimes spoiled te the folding, 

but we have no means of IPAE gi 'wsmen pur- 

chase it unfolded ; and it is to them that you must look for 

redress; we are powerless i in the matter. Ifyou will be so 
good as to refer to p. 402, 1845, you will find os the Don’ s Ca- 

talogue whieh we recommended i is not the great 4to abortion, 
which we have not spoken RNY haa gold 

Iohur is an East Indian coin, not a B—Stepha- 
notis does fruit occasionally, and "ds produces a seed-vessel 

is very subject to such 
8, 1845. 

223 

of your gas.tar ben in the 

m use. You may wash it with chloride of lime, or 

strew it thickly with serta BR pus little Hope! of such 

remedies being effectual. ow Hickory seeds in a 
warm sunny border dus inches gms Or, if you prefer it, 

place them in some damp Moss beneath garden- pots exposed. 

to the sun, asrecommended at p. 219. Do not crack the shells. 

mn Inquiver—We are quite unable to answer your ques- 
"perhaps glue; perhaps et $ pel OE plaster of 

perhaps twenty things, —— Hornsey—Of Scarlet Pelar- 
goniums, conve ay’s Giant P General, Tom ‘Thumb will 
p answer your purpose, the former for single speci- 

mei nd the latlerfor beds. And for sweet-scented flowers 
Suus ES have better than Heliotropes and Mignonette.f 
—— C—If you will refer to our volume for 1845 you 

S find a plan of a pit th at may perhaps answer your pur- 
ds ud ‘Your former letter IT 

tion 
Pari 

UO i1— ——You are not yet too 
Sow in shallow pans to be placed in a gentle heat until the 
first leaves are formed, when it should be pricked out3 inches 
apart in a bed composed of very rotten and mellow dung, lai 
on 3 or 4 inches in thickness, on a hard bottom. On this the 
plants will make fine fibres, and will be ready for being finally 
transplanted to the open ground in May, and with a very 
trifling amount of check. In your ease we should plant in 
rows. Soot may be mixed with liquid guano for ud Tii 
poses; and there can be no harm in mixing sea sa ith. 
guano for facility of PETEA on Grass or other AEN E 
the soil is of a very light nature.t 

We shall be most 
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ULEY IRON WORKS, NEAR DURSLEY, 

GLOUCESTERSHIRE, 

Important to Iron Founders, Engineers, Agriculturists, Agri- 

ultural Implement Makers, and others, 

The Earr or Duct, having disposed of the above-named 

Property, has honourec 

X HUMPHRYS axp Co. with instructions to ar- 
e rango for SALE BY AUCTION, on Tunspay, May 5, 

1816, and following days of business (Fridays and 8 
and Monday the 10th excepted), until the whole is dispo: 

THE VERY VALUABLE EFFECTS of. 

manufactured Stock, Fixtures, Tools, 

Comprehending Driving Shafts, Gearing; Planing, 
rilling Machines; Slide and other Lathes ; 

Benches, Screw kle, and other Tools; Fan Blower, Cu- 

polas, Crane, Moulding Boxes, and an extensive assortment 
of Wheel and other patterns; Brass Founders’ Tools ; Port- 

able and other Smith’s Forges, with Anvils and Tools; Pat- 

3 ", and heelwrights’ Benches ; Circu- 

arious kinds, well-seasoned ; a quantit, 
ous kinds, partly manufactured and com- 

p t qu y of Bar and other Iron; Cast and Blis- 

tered Steel; Counting.house Fixtures; the one-half Share of 

the Uley Patent Chaff Cutter; a Richmond Cart and Spring 
ditto; a useful Draught Horse and Gig ditto ; Sets of Harness, 
and numerous miscellaneous Effects. 

ull and descriptive Particulars will appear in Catalogues at 
15. each, which may be obtained 7 days prior to the Sale at the 
Midland Counties’ Herald Office, Birmingham ; Guardian Office, 

Manchester; Mercury Office, Bristol; at the Works; or the 
Auctioneers’ Offices, Stroud and Wotton-under-Edge. Cata- 

Yogues will be sent on a post-paid application, inclosing 12 
postage stamps. 

Rar The Sale will commence each day at 12 o'elock to the 

minute, 

CHEAP AND DURABLE ROOFING, 
AND THE BEST due E ERORE FOR GARDEN 

PURPOSES. 

BY HER ROYAL LETTERS 

MAJESTY'S PATENT. 
Kose EY D 

E MNEILL & CO., of Lamb’s Buildings, Bunhill- 
* row, London, Manufacturers and only Patentees of 

THE PATENT ASPHALTED FELT FOR ROOFING, 

ears has been in extensive use for Roofin: 
ouses, Veranda ‘all kinds of Farm Buildings, Sheds, and 

for COVERING GARDEN FRAMES, TO PROTECT PLANTS 

AGAINST THE EFFECTS OF THE FROST, beg to call the 

e 

attention of Gardeners and others to their superior artic! 

which has been exhibited at the Great Agricultural Shows of England, 
Scotland, and Ireland, and obtained the Prize for being the best 
and cheapest article for roofing, dc., and is also patronized by 

Her Majesty’s Board of Ordnance, Commissioners of Woods and 

Forests, the Hon. the East India Company, and the Botanical 

Gardens, Regent's-park, It is extensively used in the gardens 
of several noblemen and gentlemen in the neighbourhood of 

London, and in different parts of the country, to whom refer- 
ence is made. This Felt is composed of the strongest and most 

durable materials, and is saturated with the BEST OF AS- 

PHALTE OR BITUMEN (THE SAME AS SELECTED AND USED 
BY SIR IsAMBERT BRUNEL FOR THE THAMES TUNNEL, BEING 

FOUND THE MOST ELASTIC AND EFFECTIVE RESISTER OF WET). 

NO OTHER FELT HAS THIS ASPHALTE BUT F. M:NEILL 

CO0.s, and which renders it impervious to rain, snow, and 

frost, and a non-conductor of heat and sound. Its advantages 
are Lightness, Warmth, Durability, and Economy. — Price 

ONLY ONE PENNY PER SQUARE Foor. 
%,* Samples, with Directions for its Use, and Testimonials 

of seven years’ experience (which contain much useful informa- 

tion), from Noblemen, Gentlemen, Gardeners, Architects, and 
Builders, sent FREE to any part of the Town or Country, and 
orders by Post executed. 

The new Vice-Chancellor’s Courts, the Offices attached, and 

ages leading to Westminster-hall, Dr. Reid's Offices, and 

other Buildings at the New Houses of Parliament, are roofe 

with F. M:NgtLL and Co.’s Felt, andis known by its having the 

appearance of lead roofs. 

Sa^ The Public is respectfully cautioned against misrepre- 
sentation, as the only Works in Great Britain where the above 
Patent Roofing is madeis F. M‘NEILL & Co.'s Manufactories, 

Lamb's-buildings, Bunhill-row, London. 

The Agricultural Gazette. 

SATURDAY, APRIL 18, 1846. 

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 
AYxpxrspAY, April 92—A gricultnral Society of England. 

= Agricul! ural Imp. Soc, of Ireland. 
— Agricultural Society cf England. 

THURSDAY, — 80—Agricultural Imp. Soc. of Ireland, 
LOCAL SOCIETIES.—E. Cumberland—Lancaster. 

FARMERS' CLUBS. 
-Botley April £9 April 90 -Wrentham 

— K- Rhins of Galloway E 
— 25-Hereford f May 
— 27 —Wellington - Darlington E 

Jaydon 
2—Melrose—Monmouth 

We beg the attention of our readers to the ope- 

rations of two large and, in some respects, similar 

Societies in this country. Each of them receives 

the patronage of a great number of the well- 

educated and the influential; each, in the endea- 
vour to excite and maintain an interest in the ob- 

jects of its establishment, hold a large and attractive 
annual meeting; each, anxious to diffuse the 

knowledge it acquires, publishes an annual volume 

of Transactions. The one, Tur Britis Associa- 

TION FOR THE ADYANCEMENT or SCIENCE, aims at 

increasing and diffusing an acquaintance with 

Natural Philosophy, Chemistry, Natural History, 

&e. The other, Tur Rovar AGRICULTURAL So- 
crery or ENGLAND, desires the improvement of an 
art to the theory of which all these sciences con- 

tribute. There is very considerable similarity here 
in the end proposed to be attained ; such, indeed, that 
we might expect an almost identity in the machinery 
employed. The subjects which engage the atten- 
tion of these Societies are, in both cases, extremely 
Various, and each of them has its devotees by whom 
it has been thoroughly investigated, and to whom 

it is familiar. The districts successively visited by 

these Societies differ in their agricultural as well as 

in their scientific character, and in each there are 

to be found those who have distinguished them. 
selves among their neighbours by superiority of ac- 
quaintance with some one or other among the depart- 

ments of agriculture as well as of science. Now, 
the British Association goes to work in a way likely 
both to concentrate all the existing knowledge on 
each of the subjects it patronises, and also to deve- 
lop and exhibit the results of local talent aud local 
industry in eagh of the districts it visits. The va- 

rious sections of its business are committed to sepa- 
rate committees, each of which confines its attention 
exclusively to the matters within its own jurisdic- 
tion; and each of them being assisted by men emi- 
nent for their attainments in their respective depart- 
ments, and being officered by men selected from the 
neighbourhoods visited, is in a position well calcu- 
lated both to increase the stores of its knowledge 
and to excite a local interest in the subjects of its 
inquiries. The funds, too, of this Society, barring 

the unavoidable expenses of its management, are 
applied exclusively in quarters, and for purposes, 

which the distinguished men who manage its affairs 
know as the most likely to further its objects. Look 
over the official reports of this Society, and you will 
nowhere find so vague an offer as one of reward 
for an account of“ the best experiment” in science ; 
the labours of its working members are not left thus 
to expend themselves, it may be, on unworthy and 
useless investigations ; they are directed by its 
office-bearers into channels where they are likely 
to be fruitful. 

Now, why cannot the English Agricultural Society 
in the management of its affairs, follow an example 
here so well set? This question was asked the 
other day, at a meeting of its Council, by Mr. 

Tuomrson—a gentleman to whom we owe the esta- 
blishment of the Yorkshire Agricultural Society, 
and to whom on other accounts our respectful atten- 
tion is due—and he has obtained a committee to in- 
yestigate the subject, and to report to the Council 
next Wednesday. We heartily hope his effort to 
improve the Society’s present method of conducting 
business may succeed. Why should our Agricul- 
tural Society not follow the example of the British 
Association for the advancement of Science? The 
subjects which it patronises are as various—it might 

have its sections A, B, C, &c., each with its com- 

mittee of management, as far on in the alphabet as 
the other, and yet each should have a sufficiently 
extensive and well-defined jurisdiction. Communi- 
cations bearing on the condition of the labourer 
might be referred to section A. Discussions on 

points connected with the conversion of food into 
beef, mutton, bacon, pork, cheese, milk, wool, &e., 

might be held under section B. Papers connected 
with the cultivation of plants, their habits of growth 
and produee, should belong to section C. 

Section D might discuss all matters referring to 
agricultural mechanics. Section E should take cog- 
nizance of everything connected with the cultiva- 
tion of the soil, regarding it as a storehouse of 
vegetable food, to which a plentiful supply and a 
ready access are both desirable things ; papers con- 
nected with the subjects of manures and drainage 
would be referable here, &c., &c. Or any other 
classification of agricultural subjects might be 
adopted—one more simple might, perhaps, be ad- 
visable in the beginning—all we contend for is, the 
propriety of an effort being made by our national 
Agricultural Societies to bring into exercise the 
talents, information, and industry latent amongst 

agriculturists all over the country. 

Should the English Agricultural Society advertise 
its intention to adopt some such scheme at the en- 
suing Neweastle meeting, and appoint its commit- 
tees to carry it into execution, farmers would go 

there not as they hitherto have done, merely to 
have the sentiment of wonder pleasingly excited— 
they would not go merely as on a pleasure excur- 
sion—they would consider their travelling expenses 
as a “business” investment—each having some 

specific object in view, some point requiring expla- 
nation, would, on his arrival, at once be directed 
where to obtain all the information or experience 
upon it that exists. What an improvement would 
this be upon the arrangement which at present ob- 
tains, where visiters can never come together under 

the auspices of the Society, except as part of hun- 

dreds or of thousands—numbers utterly useless and 
impracticable, either for the communication or for 

the reception of information ! 

Farmers, like frogs, are sorely exposed to pelt- 

ing ; this is, perhaps, one of the reasons that make 

it rather difficult sometimes for us to keep our heads 

above water. No sooner do we take a stroke up- 

wards and try for a breath of fresh air, than a shower 

of stones comes thick as hail from every quarter ; 

our foes pelt in earnest, and our friends tn fun; 

«fon for them but death to us." But, thank 

Heaven, we have, both, the melancholy privilege of 

croaking. We enjoyed alike this right under the 
successive reigns of King Log and King Stork. 
]t has never been denied us: it is our Magna 
Charta ; long usage and habit have made it a pre- 
scription and a privilege; and we shall cling to it 
to the death. We are misrepresented by our foes 
as demanding legislative advantages, at the expense 

of all the rest of the community ; and we are misre- 
presented by our friends, as being willing to resign 
them only on the condition of others more injurious 
than what we abandon. * Defend us from our 
friends !” 

We have never been distinguished as special 
admirers of taxation, but we have as frequent oppor- 

tunities all the year round as most people, of 
learning from the rough teaching of Nature the 
truth of the motto, that * what can't be cured must 

be endured ;" her silence teaches us to hold our 

tongues under infliction which is unavoidable; and 
there is a truthfulness and stubborn honesty about 
the very clods we turn up with the plough, which 
tell us, somehow or other, that while we render 

unto God the things which are God’s, we 
are equally bound to render unto Cæsar the 
things which are Caesar's; that when a man 

or a nation is in debt, the least that can 
be done is to pay the interest of it. We are 

not great financiers ; and we "hate politics” as 

cordially as the young lady at the tea-table waiting 
for the gentlemen ; therefore we seldom intermeddle 
in either. But it is as tantalising to sit still under 
misrepresentation as to wait in vain while the best 
Pekoe-flavoured souchong is growing cold ; there- 
fore, if the gentlemen who have been settling the 
affairs of the nation will so try our patience, they 
must expect us to use our privilege. We are mis 
represented, amongst other things, as demanding a 
repeal of the Malt-tax as a set-off against the loss 

of our precious protected prices. Now, when our 
friends and fellow-croakers, the frogs, took Stork 
for king instead of Log, they found that exchange 
is not always a bargain; and when we look the 
infliction of the Malt-tax well in the face, we read , 

in it two questions ; firstly, whether it can be con- 
veniently got rid of? secondly, whether, if got rid 
of, we shall be better off than we were before ? We 

speak as farmers,—therefore, of course, as fools; 

but it does appear to our dull, lumbering intelli- 
gence, that shifting a burden does not get rid of it ; 
that the left shoulder will grow just as sore as the 
right; and that robbing Peter is a short-sighted 
way of paying Paul. 

The squire tells us that we are in debt to the tune 

of 800,000,0002., and that our annual rent for the 

snug little farm of England, and-its outlying fields, 
is something like 50,000,000/. ; that the national 

landlord will have his money, and that it must be 

raised, one way or another. He tells us that 
5,000,0007. out of the 50,000,0007. is paid by the 

Malt-tax, and that if that be taken off, it must be 

paid by something else. Now, we hate taxes, as 
we said before; therefore we hate the Malt-tax ; 

but it oecurs to our mind that we shall, on the 

same principle, hate just as much any other 
tax that is imposed in its stead. 

The question, therefore, seems to be, not whether 

the Malt-tax is an eviland a burthen ; but whether 

any other that ean be proposed in its place will be 
a less evil or a less burthen. It is easy work to 
show that any one given tax js a nuisance ; none 

can be otherwise; but candidly and honestly speak- 

ing, is the Malt-tax such a nuisance as to warrant 

our throwing it off and taking some other in its 

place? What shall we have? It will require a 

levy of some sort, equal in amount to nearly the 

whole property and income-tax of the kingdom now 

existing, to make up the deficiency. If it be ad- 

mitted that interest fairly due must be fairly paid, 

the money must be raised somehow or other. The 

farmer will be sure to be saddled with his share, 

and what he does not pay directly, must be paid by 
the rest of the community, who are all his cus- 

tomers; and it is not his interest to make them 

poorer, if he can help it. What other tax then, 
shall we propose in its place? The ingenuity of 

gifted minds has vented itself in letters to Sir 
Rozert Pret, to propose new subjects for taxa- 
tion in the room of the old ones. Some hardy 

weather-proof folks suggested umbrellas as fit 

objects for Treasury consideration and financial 

vengeance ; but we object to that ; for the farmer 
lives much out-of-doors, and besides we pay smartly 
already upon the silk and the whalebone. We 
were thinking, in our feeble attempts at a sugges- 
tion, of a tax upon Hedgerows. They occupy in 
Devonshire and some other favoured districts more 

than 10 per cent. upon the average of a farm, 
and they seem to benefit nobody but birds, vermin, 

and Ash-trees, none of them particularly profitable 

to the farmer. A poll-tax upon Ash trees, and a 
lineal running duty upon hedges, might raise a trifle 
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for the public exchequer; but the fear is that 
they would disappear so rapidly under the hint, 
that the country would be divided by nothing but 
railroads, and the exchequer be none the richer, 
whatever the country might be, by such an acquisi- 
tion of new corn-growing territory. 

But, in sober earnest, what are the advantages 
held out to the farmer, of the abolition of the Malt- 
tax? Does the farmer pay it? The Flax-grower 
might as well assert that he pays the excise upon 
paper. It is the consumer, not the grower of an 
article, who pays the tax upon it ; and the object of 
an internal taz, or ‘excise, not being to diminish 
production or restrict consumption, but to collect 
subscriptions towards the national payment of what 
must be paid, by Englishmen, whether they drink 
beer or water. The question for the farmer’s con- 
sideration is narrowed to this,—would the increase 
in the growth of Barley, which a greater consump- 
tion of Malt would demand, confer upon him an 
advantage equivalent to his own interest in the 
national loss of five millions per annum now paid 
to the exchequer by that large and respectable 
average of the community who drink beer ; and 
which tax if not derived from them must be had 
from some other source? Whatever this source 
may be, the farmer will have his share to pay, and 
this he must. debit against that indeterminable and 
rather apocryphal advantage which he is to derive 
from growing more of Barley and less of something 
else; for it is clearly upon this difference alone 
that he can assess his proportion ofinjury by the 
excise upon the manufacture of Malt. Every agri- 
culturist must see that it is by a grain crop, not a 
green crop, that the land is now covered, which 
would, upon hypothesis, have grown Barley had 
the Malt-tax not existed. To this difference, if 
any,the question is narrowed, and upon this let a 
distinct calculation be made. 

But another question, and that, be it observed, a 
new one to the farmer, has been raised—namely, as 
to the possibility of employing Malt for the purpose 
of fattening stock with greater profit than the Bar- 
ley from which it is manufactured. As this is a 
scientific question, capable of a distinct and deter- 
minate solution, it deserves a deliberate and care- 
ful examination, and we shall return to it at the 
earliest opportunity.—C. W. H. 

ON THE STATE OF HUSBANDRY IN LOWER 
BRITTANY. 

WITH INCIDENTAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE CONDITION OP 
THE FARMIING POPULATION THERE, COMPARED WITH 
THE SOCIAL STATE OF THE ANALOGOUS CLASSES IN 
IRELAND. 

By MARTIN DOYLE, 
inued from p. 191.) 

The provincial parts of Ireland and Brittany resemble 
each other in the want of facturing establis} 
Ireland, however, possesses a much greater amount of 
marketable labour, and greater natural resources for 
arge manufaetories, and the Irish labourer is willing 
to transfer himself to any place where he may meet 
with a demand for his labour, and even to emigrate t 
distant countries for the sake of employment, and a fair 
prospect of ultimate independence. Now, the Breton 
will not leave his miserable cabin for work ; if it comes 
to his door, well and good, but he will not go in search 
of it, and this dislike to leave his own hearth and local 
associations has so powerful an influence on him that it 
is only under the severest pressure of poverty that he 
will go forth like the cottier of Connaught from the 
home which he loves; then, indeed, he will lock the 
door of his hut after he has sown his patch of land in 
the spring, and seek work, or go forth with his whole 
family as a beggar from the hills of his departement 
into the fertile plains, and return when it suits his con- 
venienee to do so: and the indisposition to a perma- 
nent change of locality operates also among the class of 
operative mechanics, who do not estimate as they ought 
the advantages they might gain by going from their 
native towns or villages to other places for instruction 
in their respective trades, for they are content with a 
very inferior state of industrial skill. 

The Breton peasant resembles the Celt of Ireland, 

causes, some important advantages possessed by the 
small farmer of Brittany which are not enjoyed by the 
bulk of those in Ireland. The Breton cultivator, for 
instance, is himself in numerous instances the proprietor 
of his farm, and therefore he feels at ease for the future, 
and is from self-interest and habitual respect for 
authority, obedient to the laws of the land. Unless he 
pays, in direct land taxes to the state, 200 fr. per annum, 
he does not possess the franchise ; and if he be thus a 
qualified elector he is really independent of all control; 
and, free from the heart-burnings which destroy the 
peace of the Irish freeholder of the same or a much 
lower grade, were it not for the terrible reflection that 
unless he can provide a substitute at a heavy expense 
he may be forced by the law of conseription to leave 
his home for seven years, and probably die in the 
unhealthy clime of Algeria, he would feel himself an 
indep nan. S ded by his family, and a 
suffieient number of labourers for his farm work, he 
leads a patriarchal sort of life, goes for pleasure or 
profit to every fair and market within 10 miles of him, 
dressed out in his full holiday suit, mounted on 
his stout-built nag, and comes home very tipsy and 
supremely happy. 

Like the small Irish farmer, the Breton of the same 
class has, however, sometimes more capital than he 
chooses to acknowledge. There are few local bankers, 
and the country people like to hoard up their cash, 
though, if placed at interest it would so largely fructify ; 
this is precisely the Irish temper of distrust, and 
certainly not without sufficient causes, and money is 
rought forth on occasions to an astonishing amount 

which had been long out of circulation to the manifest 
loss of the owner and the public. The Breton tenant, 
too, argues like the common Irish farmer when urged 
to expend his capital on draining or other works which 
would repay him to a certainty—Why should I? My 
father and grandfather were satisfied with things as 
they are, and if I make my ground better I may be 
charged a higher price for the land? So farmers have 
been known in Ireland not to till the ground in order 
to avoid the payment of tithes, by which resolution 
some may have lost the opportunity of realising con- 
siderable profits rather than put into the pocket ofa 
tithe owner, or of alandlord. We are acquainted with 
a gentleman who saw sums, in 6 franc pieces and gold, 
to the amount of some thousands of pounds sterling 
delivered to the departemental treasurer at. Quimperlé, 
some years ago, when an alteration in the currency took 
place. There is, indeed, more capital in the country 
or dueting land imp han is generally 
believed, as is unquestionably the case in Ireland. 

The Bretons acting on a false or narrow principle of 
economy will go to market like the Irish, not calcu- 
lating the value of their time, in order to sell something 
not worth half that time, for the pleasure of going, and 
for festive enjoyment in the tent or public-house, where 
cider and drams of brandy are copiously dealt out ; and 
they must have all their holiday observances. No 
servant will hire with any master who will not allow 
him to attend the fétes, pardons, or fairs of his districts, 
besides extras in abundance ; this is surely one of the 
obstacles to the general public improvement of the 
country. 

What would a British undertaker of publie works 
think of his men going away to hear a mass for the 
cattle, when an irruption of the sea, and the con- 
sequent destruction of an embankment were appre- 
hended? During the formation of the breakwater 
at Kurnie (in Finistérre), which was constructed, 
amidst great physical difficulties, to gain a tract of 
alluvial land from the sea, several hundred men were 
employed, and sometimes with the most disheartening 
results ; at length, after many months of extreme toil 
and difficulties the bank, which had been twice destroyed 
and repaired, was so far advanced that one day’s labour 
would have completed it; yet, though an equinoctial 
tide was to flow in 48 hours, because the féte of St. Gloi 
intervened, and the peasantry made it a point of con- 
science that their horses should be taken to hear mass 
at Landirneau, the undertaker of the work in vain 
supplicated his men to attend, and offered double, 
treble wages. They listened to his reasonings, but with 
their characteristic superstition and obstinacy, excused 
themselves, one and all, from compliance, on the plea 
that their horses would die within the year if they did 
not attend the mass. The next day the sea rushed on 
the devoted work and swept it away. That mass, said 
the contractor, lost me 30,000 franes. Ultimately the 

p ] i not only in disregard of comforts and cleanl in 
patience under severe privations, and physical hardi- 
hood, but also in his manner of enjoying social life. 
Though constitutionally grave in his general bearing, 
he is one of the merriest of men on all festive occasions, 
ihe piper aud fiddler seated on a eider-cask, and playing 
away aslong as he can keep his eyes open, while the 
rest of the company are footing it on an uneven earthen 
floor, is an exact impersonation of the Irish musician 
of the same calling, except as to the costume. There 
is the same love of drink, too, especially among the 
elder men ;— but no, not now, the Irishman may be con- 
gratulated on his present superiority in temperance. 

There is identity of religion in every particular, the 
same attachment to their clergy, observance of rituals, 
and similar habits and superstitions derived from a 
common souree—the ical worship—the same love 
of country, the same sl liness o g t an 
disinelination to spend any money unless the outlay 
rings immediate advantage. 
There are, however, owing to politieal and socia] 

poor in constructing a mole, by 
calculating the holidays and working accordingly.* 

Now,to do the lrish peasantry justiee, they would 
not have aeted thus foolishly in such an 

sults, the humourist, too, inhis grave dry way. This 
short dialogue, between the undertaker of the work and 
the peasant, is characteristic :— Well, John Carfor, 
you are looking at my pier; what do you think of it? is 
it not a promising child?” “It è large enough for its 
age ; but children that come too soon don’t live long.” 
“Ah! I think you were one of those who prophecied 
that I could not inclose the bog." <“ That's true, sir.” 
“ Well, you see that you're out in your judgment ; the 
sea herself has provided us with ammunition of stones 
and sand to resist her attacks, and has made her 
offspring stronger than herself. This breakwater, you 
see, puts out her tongue at her mother.” “But it is 
sinful, according to the commandment, in children to 
make faces at their parents.” “ And yet you see I have 
accomplished what I said.” The old man gave an in- 
credulous shrug, was silent for a moment, and then 
placing his hand on the shoulder of the gentleman, with 
a gesture that was respectful though familiar, said “You 
are a man of power, sir, but the Almighty God is 
mightier than you. He has said to the sea * go no fur- 
ther than that?” “ And how do you know,Carfor, that 
the bounteous Creator has not made a gift to me of this 
bog?" The old man bent his head. “Sir, the good 
God would not sell his gifts ; this is stolen from the 
sea, and that which is stolen never profits,” 

ow, though this work gave immense employment, 
and ultimately developed the resources of the locality, 
nd stimulated agricultural and ial industry, 

old John Carfor held the opinion that it would have been 
better for the people if the bog had remained as it was. 

FORM OF LEASE. 
A RESOLUTION having been passed at a meeting of 

members of the Vale of Evesham Agricultural Associa- 
tion, that security of tenure was essential for the pros- 
perity of the farmer, and would tend to the welfare of 
all other classes, a committee of landlords and tenants 
was subsequently appointed to draw up a form of lease 
under which a tenant might hold his farm with the 

2 

greatest advantage to himself, and with due justice to - 
his landlord. 

The committee having given due consideration to the 
answers they obtained from agriculturists in all parts of 
England to the “ Lease Circular” they last year issued, 
are now enabled to submit to the members for their 
consideration a form of lease, based upon the experience 
thus gained. It has been framed with a due regard to 
both landlord and tenant. The former has full security 
given him against deterioration of his property, from 
unskilful or careless husbandry ; the latter has as much 
liberty and freedom from restriction in cropping as it is 
possible to afford, with due regard to his landlord’s 
interests. The words in italics may be altered to suit 
local or personal ci 3 and the i 
believe that the form will be found capable of adoption 
upon any land, and in any part of England. If there 
be an objection to granting a lease, the same principles 
are still applicable to any agreement however short the 
term. — Ed. Holland. 

This Indenture made the day of. one thousand. 
eight hundred and forty in pursuance of an Act 
to facilitate the granting of certain Leases, between 
A. B. o of the one part, and C. D. of. 
of the other part, 

Witnesseth—that the said A. B. doth demise and let to 
farm unto the said C. D., his heirs, executors and ad- 

ini 1 lling-} , buildings, and seve- 
ral closes of land mentioned in the schedule hereunto 
annexed, an ining by ad E pers 

r. or thereabouts, to hold from the day of 
for the term of twenty years thence eusuing ; yieldin 
therefore during the said term the rents hereinafter 
mentioned, Except and always reserved out of this 
demise all coals, mines, minerals, quarries of stone and 
beds of gravel, timber, and trees likely to become 
timber, with full liberty for the said A. B., his agent or 
others by him authorised, with or without horses, carts 
or other carriages, to enter upon the said premises or 
any part thereof, for the purpose of working any of the 
said mines or quarries, or of falling or taking away the 
timber, or planting other trees, or for any purpose 
whatsoever; making reasonable satisfaction to the said 
C. D. for any injury or damage which the said A. B. 
may cause in so doing. 

And the said C. D. doth hereby for himself, his heirs, 
executors and administrators, and every of them, cove- 
nant, promise, and agree to and with the said A. B., his 
heirs and assigns, in manner following : that he the 
said C. D, will pay to the said A. B., by two equal half- 
yearly payments in every year (the first being made 
on the 25th day of March, and the other on the 29th 

from any religious causes. Their clergy would have 
urged them to break the holiday, or at least anticipate it 
by his placing the work in a state of safety during the 
day and night preceding the expected danger. 

The Bretons have infinitely more of that prejudice 
against innovation and improvement than is now to be 
met with in Ireland, where the advancement in scientific 
knowledge among the higher class, and of education 
among the lower, have tended to develop the intellectual 
powers. Yet, in M. Sousvestre's portraiture of an old 
farmer, mentally calculating the probable results of the 
strange work before him, we recognise the “ knowing” 
Trish Celt of but a few years ago, laughing in his sleeve 
at what he thinks an impracticable or a very foolish 
undertaking—the wise man, whom all the parish con- 

* M. Sousvestre. 

day of September in each year), the following rents, 
that is to say, in the first year the of sum £ » which 
sum constitutes the value of bushels of Wheat, ac- 
cording to the average price of Wheat for the seven 
years ending on the 1st of January next precediug the 
date of this demise, made up and published as required 
by law for the purpose of the Tithe Commutation Act ; 
and in every other year during the continuance of this 
demise the value of a like number of bushels of Wheat 
according to the average price, in like manner made up 
and published for the seven years next preceding ; the 
rent for each year varying with the average price of 
Wheat during the preceding seven years. 

And the said C, D. covenants with the said A. B. to 
pay all taxes chargeable upon the said premises during 
the said term, landlord's taxes excepted. 

And that the said C. D. will at his own proper cost 
and charge repair all the house and buildings hereby 
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demised, and also will keep in good repair all the gates, 
rails, pales, stiles, hedges, ditches, fences, banks, bridges, 
mounds, and drains on the said lands, the said A. B., 
his heirs and assigns, furnishing on the said premises 
or within miles thereof all rough timber, brick, lime, 
tiles, and all other materials whatsoever for making 
such repairs. 

And that the said dwelling-house and other buildings 
having been valued by persons of skill at the entry on 
the said premises by the said C. D. at the sum of £ 
Which valuations are ineluded in the schedule hereunto 
annexed, the said C. D. shall and will at the expiration 
of the said term, or at the time of his leaving the said 
premises, whether it be before or after the end of the 
Said term, deliver up to the said A. B. all the buildings 
80 valued in good repair, and shall aud will pay to the 
said A. B. the whole sum by which the said buildings 
Shallhave become lessened in value by reason of his 
neglect to repair the same ; and in case any dispute 
Shall arise with respect to the decreased value of the 
Same, such dispute shall be referred to the decision of 
two arbitrators, or their umpire, chosen as hereinafter 
provided ; but the said C. D. shall not in any case be 
liable for any damage caused by tempests, and a reason- 
able deduction shall be made for the natural decay and 
wear and tear of the premises while occupied by him. 

And that the said C, D. shall not sell or assign over 
thislease, nor underlet the lands hereby demised or 
any part thereof, unless with the written consent of 
the said A. B., and shall use his best endeavours to 
protect from injury by cattle or otherwise all trees or 
quickset hedges growing upon the said lands, and shall 
not lop or cut any of the trees so growing, Pollard- 
trees excepted. 

nd it is hereby agreed that at any time in the six- 
teenth year of this demise, or in any subsequent year, 
the said A. B. may require the said C. D. to grow such 
crops on every portion of the said lands as shall be pre- 
scribed by the said A. B., he, the said A. B., delivering 
in writing to the said C. D. the course of cropping pre- 
Scriked by him ; and in ease the said C. D. shall object 
to crop the land as proposed by the said A. B, the 
point in dispute shall be referred to the decision of arbi- 
trators, or their umpire, chosen as hereinafter provided. 

And that the said A. B. shall at all times have power 
for himself, or his agent, to go upon any part of the 
Said demised lands for the purpose of inspecting the 
State of repair of any part thereof, and of ascertaining 
the state of the management and cultivation thereof ; 
and in case the annual renting value of the said de- 
mised lands shall have suffered decrease by reason of 
the said C, D.'s failing to repair or to eultivate the said 
lands according to the rules of good husbandry, the 
said A. B. may give notice to quit to the said C, D. at 
any time before the 25th day of March in any year, and 
the said C. D. shall quit and deliyer up possession of 
the said lands on the 29th day of September next en- 
suing after such notice has been received by him; and in 
that case arbitrators, or their umpire, appointed as here- 
Inafter ioned, shall the damages to the land and 
buildings caused by such breach of covenant, which sum 
so assessed the said C. D. shall pay to the said A, B. And 
in case the said C. D. object to quit after receiving such 
notice, he may require that the dispute shall be referred 

claims in respect to any matter contained in this 
emise, as well as the several matters herein declared 

to be referable to the decision of arbitrators, shall be 
settled and decided by persons of skill, appointed in 
the following manner :—that is to say, the said A. B. 
shall ehoose one such person and the said C. D. shall 
choose another to be arbitrators, who shall upon being 
appointed forthwith choose an umpire, whose decision 
in ease the said arbitrators disagree shall be final ; and 

, | should either the said A. B. or the said C. D. refuse or 
neglect to choose his arbitrator within a month after 
being required to do so by the other, then either the 
said A. B. or the said C. D. shall have power to choose 
and appoint two arbitrators who shall decide by them- 
selves or their umpire, and such decision shall be equally 
binding on both parties as if each had appointed one 
arbitrator. 

In witness whereof these presents written on this and 
the preceding pages are subscribed by the said 
parties a£ in the county of and in the 
presence of 

TURNIP CULTURE — VALUE OF THIN 
LA? 

[We extract the following from the columns of the Ayrshire 
Agriculturist.] 

x the following remarks upon the growth of the 
Swedish Turnip, I wish to draw attention to a point 
which does not appear to have been sufficiently inves- 
tigated—the space to be allowed for the growth of each 

z ant, 
In the south of Warwickshire, the district from which 

I write, the crops of Swedish Turnips were unusually 
good this season ; and several of the farmers had the 
curiosity to ascertain the weight grown per acre. The 
experiments were, in general, carelessly performed ; 
but some were executed with such exactness as to fur- 
nish data that may be depended upon. In the cases 
here presented, the ground was measured with the ut- 
most accuracy, and the Turnips taken up, cleaned, 
freed from their tops and roots, weighed, and counted. 
I regret that, not having notes of all the trials, I can 
only give the details relating to the two farms upon 
which the best crops in the neighbourhood were grown. 
The result to which the whole seemed to lead was, that 
on good land, the thinnest crops were the heaviest. 

ots 1, 2, and 3, were grown by Mr. Haywood, 
Oversley Lodge, near Aluster. The soil was a rich 
sandy loam, and the manure was ploughed in during 
October, 1844. The seed was sown broadcast, about 
the end of May ; and the slight variations in the thiek- 
ness of the plants are to be attributed to accidental dif- 
ferences in thinning, which is, of course, rather a 
difficult operation, when this objectionable method of 
sowing is employed. ots 4, 5, 6, and 7, were pro- 
duced by Mr. Haywood, jun., at Salford, upon a slight 
gravelly soil. The seed was planted in drills about 
22 inches apart. This was done early in June. In all 
the lots the Swedes were of the sort called “ Skirving's 
Improved." 
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to arbitrators or their umpire, chosen as pro- 
vided ; and if they shall decide that the said lands have 
not been materially deteri d by the g t 
the said C. D. such notice shall be void; and if they 
shall decide otherwise the said C. D. shall quit, and 

shall pay to the said A. B. whatever sum the said arbi- 

trators or their umpire shall judge to be a reasonable 
compensation for the injury done to the said lands by 

the said C. D. 
` And that in the event of the said C. D. becoming a 

bankrupt or insolvent, or of his making any bill of sale 
or assignment of his estate or effects, or refusing to pay 
in full the rents herein reserved within one month after 
ihe same shallhave been lawfully demanded, the said 

A. B. shall have power immediately to re-enter and re- 
possess the lands herein demised, paying to the said C. 

D. bl p i ‘or such imp ef- 

fected by the said C. D. as have increased the annual 
renting value of the said lands, the amount thereof being 

adjudged by arbitrators or their umpire, chosen as 

hereinafter provided. 
And the said A. B. covenants with the said C. D. for 

quiet enjoyment of the herein demised lands ; and that 
ihe said A. B. shall insure all the buildings upon the 

Said premises, provided always that in ease such in- 

Surance shall be rendered void by the said C. D. having 

on the premises goods of a hazardous nature, or by other 

circumstances caused by the negligence of the said C. 

D. he, the said C. D., shall pay to the said A. B. the 
Whole amount withheld by the insurance office, : 

And that the said A. B. will effectually drain at bis 

Own cost and charge every part of the said lands which 

Yequire drainage, and that the said C. D. covenants to 

pay an additional rent after the rate of 57. for every 

1007. expended by the said A. B. from the time of the 

completion of the whole or any part of the drainage 

and during the continuance of this demise. 
And that the said C. D. shall and will during the 

time he holds the said lands under this demise farm 
them in a good and husbandlike manner, and shall not 
break up or convert to tillage any of the land marked 
in the schedule annexed as pasture or meadow land | 
Without the written permission of the said A. B. or of 

is agent lawfully authorized. | 

And the said A, B. and C. D. mutually covenant and | 
agree that any dispute arising in settling their respective | 

m Nov. 8/20 two-horse cart! 
loads of fresh 

Tns.ewt. qr. 

farm-yard 
15 0 

2 |Dec. 0 0 
3 |Dec. 72 
4 |Noy. 

36 19 8 
5 [Nov 

28 16 1 
6|Nov. 29/6 cwt. do. 32 8 1 
7\Nov. 29|Night-soil 1:27.36. 1 
Taking the average of the first three lots, which were, 

as has been stated, decidedly the best in the neighbour- 
hood, we find that 444 square inches were occupied by 
each plant, which is equivalent to a square of 21 inches 
in the side. hen the faet that the seed was sown 

broadeast, and many little Turnips were left close toge- 
ther in the furrows, is taken into consideration, it is 
plain that 444 inches is considerably under the average 
space occupied by each full-grown plant. From the 
same circumstances, it arises that while the great ma- 
jority of the Turnips were at least 8 lbs. in weight, the 
average is little more than 51 Ibs. 

Assuming that 444 square inches is the proper space 
on good land, it is easy to determine the distance which 
should be left between the plants in drills of a given 
width. For example, supposing the width of the drills is 
27 inches, divide 444 by 27, and we shall have 16 asthe 
distance from one plant to another in the rows. From 
what I have seen in Seotland, where the drills are 
about the width just mentioned, or a little more, I should 
think the Turnips are left much closer together ; and, 
in this part of England, where the drills are seldom 
wider than 22 inches, still less space is allowed. Now, 
though it cannot be affirmed from these few instances, 
that 444 square inches are necessary for the full de- 
velopment of the Swedish Turnip, it is certain that a 
very heavy crop can be produced at that rate; and it 
remains to be proved, whether a crop equally heavy can 
be grown where much less room is granted. 

There is one great defect in the experiments just de- 

tailed, namely, that wherever there appears a great 
disparity of weight, there is a difference in the manure, 

or in some other essential circumstance. This defect 
naturally arose from the fact that the Turnips were 
not planted for the purpose of experiment. Thinness is 
but one of many circumstances that affect the produc- 

tiveness of a crop ; and it is quite possible that a thin 
crop may be lighter than a thick one, provided the 
latter has superior advantage in soil and eulture. The 
thing to be ascertained is this, whether all other cir- 
cumstances being the same, a thin crop will not surpass. 
a thick one? This question might be easily settled by 
experiments within the reach of every practical farmer; 
and, if the attention of agriculturists should be drawn to 
the subject, the object of the present communication 
will be gained. 

It is acknowledged by all, that excessive thickness of 
plants spoil a crop; and it is certain, that excessive 
thinness will be equally bad. Between the two extremes, 
there must be some point at which the produce will be 
a maximum ; yet, judging from the diversity of prac- 
tice, not only in different districts, but in the same, we 
are led to think that farmers, in this matter, act upon 
no fixed principle. 

Theory would seem to indicate, that on every soil the 
Turnips should be at such a distance from each other 
that the whole surface of the ground should be covered 
by the leaves, but that the leaves of different plants 
should not ming:e much with each other. Itmust be re- 
membered, that comparatively a small part of the Turnip 
is derived from the soil, the rest being drawn from the 
carbonic acid of the atmosphere, by means of the leaves. 
he leaves and roots, however, require a considerable 

quantity of inorganie matter ; and it is therefore neces- 
sary, in order to economise the nutritive qualities of the 
soil, to grow as much bulb as possible in proportion to 
the roots and leaves, This is accomplished by increas- 
ing the size, and diminishing the number of the plants. 
In a good soil the roots do not require to go far in search 
of food to nourish the leaves; these, therefore, are 
thrown out rapidly, and, if unimpeded, will cover a large 
extent of ground. They abstract carbonie acid from 
the under stratum. of the air; and provided the whole 
surface is covered, get all that can be got,and what 
they acquire is applied in the most economical manner 
to the nourishment of the bulb. On the other hand, 
where the plants are too thick, the leaves of the differ- 

ent plants interfere with each other; the supply of 
carbon is insuffici the plant struggling for breath, as 
it were, makes an effort to throw up leaves vertically 
to cateh the fresh air. This requires an additional 
supply of inorganie matter; a new demand is made 
upon the roots, which are obliged to extend themselves 
in all directions. In doing so, they absorb a part of 
the scanty supply of carbon acquired by the leaves ;. 

thus the bulb is starved, the whole energies of the pls 
being taken up in forming the organs of assimilation 5 
the soil is exhausted, and the crop rendered unprofit- 

able. This is an extreme case, but, wherever sufficient 
room is not given, the effects are the same in kind if 
less in degree. It is true, that the substances taken 
from the soil to form superfluous leaves are again re- 
turned to it, but their profitable use for the season is 
prevented. 2 

Perhaps on poor soils the spz^« may be lessened, be- 
cause the whole plant being stunt, the leaves will not 
require so much room for their development. 

It is by experiment, however, and not by reasoning, 
that a point of this kind can be settled. Nothing can 
be more fallacious than the estimates even of experi. 
enced men, when guided by the eye alone; a thick crop 
being almost invariably rated too high, and a thin crop 
toolow. If I should induce any intelligent farmer to 
test the question, by the chain and the balance, my 
object, as I have already said, will be aecomplished.— 
J. Bo Priors Salford, Stratford-on- Avon, March 2, 
1846. 

Home Correspondence. 
Cure for Potato Disease.—1 am led to conclude that 

the disease may be cured in the parent root. The plan 
I propose is cheap and simple. When the best seed 
that a planter may possess has been picked out and cut 
in the usual manner for planting, they are to be placed 
in tubs, and the interstices filled with dilute oxygenised 
muriatic acid. I feel well assured that the sets would 

by this means be thoroughly disinfected, and at the 

same time the incipient, if not the entire vegetation of 

the plant, be greatly promoted.—47. Kemp, York 

Hotel, Bridge-street, London. 
Plough versus Spade,—Your valuable correspond. 

ent, « Oxygen,” having in his letters inserted in your 

Papers of the 25th of Oct. and 8th of Nov. last, ex- 

pressed an opinion that the plough or spade does not 
cultivate the earth on the best principles, I should be 
happy to send him drawings of an implement I am now 
using, which, I conceive, fully attains the object he had 
in view, both in a cheap and efficient manner.—Richard 
Smith, Upper Hall, Droitwich, Worcestershire. 

Sewage Manure.—The value of sewage water, 
although appreciated in some parts of the Continent, 
and in Scotland, is little if at all known in England. 
From the advance in science, and the low ebb of agri- 
eultural improvement compared with manufactures, the 
fact is the more surprising. lt is not only the waste, 
amounting in the metropolis alone to millions per annum, 
not only the injurious and deadly effects from the escape 
of the pernicious gases,which are to be considered in the 
application of this material ; but it is, in fact, in aecord- 
ance with Nature’s laws by the provision made by 
Nature’s God, that what now constitutes the plague of 
London is intended to enrich the soil—enriching it in 
the most appropriate and suitable form for all vegetable 
matter to use or assimilate for its growth, diluted or 

strengthened as the plant is able to bear—to be sup- 

plied by pipes, as the “ Metropolitan Sewage Manure 
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Company" proposes at a cost surprisingly cheap com- 

pared with the conveyance of manure in the solid form. 

I think the landed interest should at the present time be 

alive to this most important subject. So much do I 

think of the advantages and value of this kind of manure 

that it is not improbable that I may have tanks in dif- 

ferent parts of my farm, cart the solid manure from m 

eattle-boxes in sheds, put it in the tanks (which should 

be covered), and convey the vegetable tea to the thirsty 

soil, sufficiently diluting it with water. I propose to 

convey it by pipes, as the best and cheapest method.— 

Agricola. 
On Manuring Meadow Land.—100 lbs. of hay con- 

tain—water, 1 s.; albumen, 8 lbs.; non-azotised 

matter, 684 Ibs.; and ashes, 7} lbs. (Dr. Playfair). 

100 parts of the ashes of meadow hay contain—silica, 

60.1; phosphate of lime, 16.1; perphosphate of iron, 

5.0; lime, 2.7 ; magnesia, 8.6 ; gypsum, 1.2 ; sulphate 

of potash, 2.2; carbonate of soda, 2.0; chloride of 

potassium, 1.3 ; loss, 0.8 (Haidlen). If the manure ap- 
plied does not restore to the soil all the ingredients re- 

moved in the ash of the hay, the land must sooner or 

later be exhausted, and sterility be the consequence ; if 

the land is naturally fertile the manure applied should 

not only contain all the above ingredients, but as near 
as may be in the above proportions, 
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he urine of both man and beast consists, s ash, 

prineipally of urea, the salts of soda, potash, and am- 
monia ; also in that of the horse and cow of carbonate 
of lime, and in that of man of lactic acid. When it is 
eonsidered how much of the urine of animals is allowed 
to run to waste, we shall cease to wonder at the sur- 
prising effects occasionally produced by the application 
of the various salts. A careful examination of the 
above analyses will also impress on the farmer the pro- 
priety of varying his manures as much as possible. 
will also explain why, in the ease of the dairy counties, 
the application of bones (phosphate of lime) has been 
found to renovate the pastures in such a surprising 
manner; the small proportion of phosphates returned 
to the soilin the dung of the cow, their chief manure 
being readily accounted for when we refer to the analysis 
of milk, 1000 parts ^. milk yielded in one experiment 
67.7 parts ashes : in another 49 parts. 

00 parts of the ashes average 
Phosphate of lime and magne: 
Perphosphate of iron ... 
Salts.of soda and potash... 

The manure of all growing stock o be found to 
be wanting in phosphates, the food being comparatively 

} d of these ingredi enlarge the bones of 
the growing animal; on the other hand, the full-grown 
ox merely fattening will be found to yield in its manure 
a much larger proportion of phosphates than either the 
milch cow or the young bullock. The further applica- 
tion of the above I will now leave with your many 
readers.—G. B. C., Manchester, March 24. 

Horse Keep.—1 would like to see an article in your 
Journal on the comparative merits of Beans and Oats 
as food for horses, either mixed or otherwise. At pre- 
sent, a boll of good Beans (4 bushels) is worth 20s., 
and one of Oats, 16s. I find, by experience, that 
3 bushels of Beans broken, will bulk out to 4, of which 
the value will be 15s. They can be broken at any mill 
for ld. or lid. per bushel, and taking carriage into 
aecount, the expense will be about equal, bulk for bulk. 
Now, 3 bushels of Beans will weigh 14 stone, while 
4 bushels of Oats will only be 12 stone, or at most 
12i stone. What I wish to know is this: how much 
are the Beans better than the Oats? The price, ob- 
serve, is the same, ave known horses stand farm- 
work in summer on 2 bushels of Beans, whole (or 4 
broken) mixed with 8 bushels of coarse bran, and 
though they did not get fat, yet they remained in toler- 
ably fair condition. In my opinion, bran is little better 
than Wheat straw, so that the Beans alone must have 
done the work. The stock of horses on the farm of whieh 
I write, is heavy, and I will feel infinitely obliged could 
you, or any of your correspondents, answer my question. 
—J. A., Berwickshire. [We shall soon publish evi- 
dence on this point.] 

‘uano.—In a late Number you state that Messrs. 
Gibbs and Co. will not supply guano in a quantity less 
than 30 tons. Last October I applied to them, and 
they stated they did not supply less than 1 ton, and I 
had from them 2 tons, I believe that the price was 
10s. per ton less if 15 tons were taken, and lj. per ton 
less if 30 tons was the order.— Henry. 

Potato Disease.—Potatoes grown in my garden in 
pots, and from perfectly sound seed, as far as the eye 
could judge, have given way, first the leaf, and after- 
wards the stem becoming affected. The brown gan- 
grene had not shown itself on the tubers when I ex- 
amined them. I have had the stems of some of them 
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cut off to try the effeet, which was found to be so bene- 
fieial in many fields last autumn, aud on some of these 
the young leaves at the first joint seem to be growing 
fast. There are several sorts of Potatoes in frames, 
which as yet appear to be healthy, the stems having 
attained their full growth. In my fields I have had 
Potatoes planted in January, February, and March, 
both from whole and cut Potatoes. Although the land is 
heavy, and has, consequently, been moist during these 
months, the plants appear to be advancing satisfac- 

torily under ground. These have been planted both 
over and under manure. lam now preparing a field 
with the manure incorporated with the soil by frequent 
ploughings, and I have another field in preparation for 
Potatoes without manure, but in its stead I am to 

apply 150 bushels of lime per Scotch aere. The land 
is a rich alluvial soil.—John S. Richardson, Pilfour 
Castle, Perth, 

Potato Planting.—By some unaccountable fatuity, 
people in various parts of the kingdom seem to imagine 
that late kinds of Potatoes should be planted very late. 
Perhaps they should, for the market. Potatoes for 
seed, however, should not be selected from a sample 

grown for sale; and which may, to meet a given 
market, or rather price, be grown quite out of season, 
as regards the health and endurance of the future pro- 
geny. What would be thought of the gardener who 
made a point of planting his Dahlias, Gloxinias, or his 
Tropolums, in the end of May, or the early part of 
June, and even up to midsummer? Now, these, with 
the Potato, are all of South American origin; and, 

although not precisely like the Potato, in every respect, 

are amenable to the same general laws as to the im- 

portant principle of thorough ripening, rest, &c. &e. 

Late planting of the genera above-named might not 

show any extraordinary effects in the next generation, 

or for a few succeeding ones ; but certain it is that this 

downward eourse could not be long persisted in without 
some weakness, disease, or anomalism, presenting itself. 
To be sure, a gross appearance in the immature pro- 

geny may be kept up for a considerable time, by the 
application of manures ; and what is termed high culti- 

vation. But will it be contended that a gross habit, 

either in a plant or an animal (if I may be allowed to 

argue by analogy in this case), is at all times indicative 

of a robust and unimpaired constitution? To pursue 

the argument a little further, suppose that the South 
American tubers before-named, after abuse of that kind 
for a few generations, were to be subject annually to a 
most profuse sweating, or fermentation, of some 90? to 
100°, for a few weeks—at the very period at which 
nature had prescribed a rest, under a temperature in 
their own clime of 40° to 50?— could all this severe 
transgression of the laws of nature be expected to bear 
repetition for many generations, without some serious 
irregularity or disease presenting itself? In my opi- 
nion, the Potato has been endued with an extraordinary 
constitution to bear so long a series of accumulative 
evils ; although the common impression seems to be 

that it is very tender, and impatient of injury. If such 
be the ease, artificial treatment has made it so. 
One fact of considerable import, and bearing, as 
I conceive, on the principle of seed ripening, 
is, that whilst generation after gencration of the late 
kinds of Potatoes pass away, require change, or, as it 
is commonly termed, become * worn out,’ the old 
Ash-leaved Kidney, the early Shaws, the Champions, 
&e., stand their ground, and require little renewal. 
Now these latter kinds always ripen thoroughly, whereas 
the very late kinds, from late plantings, are whipped to 
death by the chilling blasts of October. Another cir- 
cumstance worthy of notice is, that the Irish Cups, and 
the Scotch Pink-Eyes are (at least in this part of the 
country) the most highly diseased, Now it is well 
known that these Potatoes are in this district the off- 
spring of imported seed, or at least the descendants of 
such. Imported Potatoes come over in great bodies, 
and undergo a degree of fermentation that would totally 
destroy the tubers of some plants, Does not this seem 
to point out that hereditary disease is engendered by 
high degrees of fermentation? Iam of opinion that 
the most exhausted, or “worn out” kind of Potato, 
would be fairly restored to its pristine vigour, if planted 
early, so as to be perfectly ripe, and so kept through the 
winter as neither to become dry or ferment for a 
moment. Those who advocated the using of unripe 
tubers during the great prevalence of “ the curl," some 
20 years ago, advocated that which perchance checked 
the curl, but led to even greater evils still, The prac- 
tice of the Edinburgh farmers, as to using unripe seed 
from the moors, and thereby avoiding the curl, is 
often quoted with an air of triumph by those who are 
wedded to the unripe system; but these gentlemen 
seem to forget that the plant on the moors, although 
apparently late, possesses much better elaborated juices 
than the highly manured plant of the lowlands. Let 
any one apply the criterion of wellripened wood, as 
understood by all good gardeners, to these growths 
respectively, and he will soon discover a much shorter 
joint in the moorland, or hill Potato, than in that of 
the lowland on highly manured ground. In conclu- 
sion, I would strongly advise all interested in tracing 
the present evil, to plant their late Potatoes by the 

early part of April, and thus endeavour to retrace those 
steps which have, as I think, led us up to the present 

serious disease. — Robert Errington, Oulton Park, 
March 17. 

Judicious Crossing of the Breed of Pigs.—Observing 
in a late Number of your excellent Paper some remarks 
on the Berkshire breed of Pigs, and on the crossing of 

pigs generally, 1 am induced to give you the result of 
my own observation, which shows how very important 
it is that the farmer and the cottager should be par- 
ticular in the breeding and purchase of their stores. 
I have had for some time a boar of a small breed (Lord 
Howe’s), The produce from the large sows of the 
distriet, prineipally the Tamworth breed, by this boar, 
is found to keep its size, while the quality is much 
improved, and the aptitude to fatten at any age in- 
creased. I bad a litter the last week in June, 1845, 
by this same boar, from a large sow purchased in the 
market; one of the litter I had killed at seven months 
old, weighing 12 score, another at eight months weigh- 
ing more than 13 score, after being fed at very little 
expense, and a third, eight months'and a few days old, 
weighed 18 score, l6 lbs. This last was fed by a 
cottager, who gave me 26s. for it at ten or eleven 
weeks old, and who tells me its allowanee for the last 
month previous to its being slaughtered was three pecks 
of meal a week with bran, and a few Potatoes. Up to 
that period it did not eat more than half the quantity. 
Should these particulars be likely to give a hint to any 
of your readers as to the judicious erossing of so valu- 
able an animal, I should be obliged by your insertion 
of them, even at the risk of detracting from the merits 
of the Berkshire breed which your correspondent tells 
us attain to “20 score at two years old."—South 
Derbyshire. 

Adulteration of Manure.—Your notice of this sub- 
ject will do us all good service. I lately had occasion 
to buy 100 qrs. of crushed bones, but I took the pre- 
caution to send the sample I obtained from one manu- 
faetory to a friend for examination; the answer I 
obtained was, “Your sample, weighing 2% oz. I have 
carefully examined, and after picking out the pieces of 
bone I find one-half to be rubbish, consisting of chalk, 
lime, and ashes."— W. S. 

Societies. 
HIGHLAND AND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

Tux usual monthly mecting of this Society was held 
in the Museum on the Ist instant. Mr. BAILLIE, of 
Coulterallers, read the first paper—a communication 
on the present condition of farm servants in Scotland, 
by Mr. John Birss. Mr. Baillie stated that the paper 
was interesting not only from its contents, but from 
being the very creditable production of one who, hav- 
ing been himself an agricultural labourer, was well 
qualified to express an opinion as to the condition of 
that class. He acknowledges in the essay the great 
progress which of late years has been made in this 
country both in the science and the practice vf agricul- 
ture, the means actively adopted to disseminate inform- 
ation, and the readiness with which every suggested 
improyement is followed up; but he laments that the 
condition of the farm-servants is retrograding, e 
considers that their amelioration is chiefly to be looked 
for from the landed proprietors ; and he has been in- 
duced to bring the subject under the notice of the So- 
ciety, in the hope of calling attention to it. The great 
proportion of ploughmen and men of all work, particu- 
larly in the north of Scotland, are single men, few 
farms having cottage accommodation for families. The 
essayist enters minutely into a description of the treat- 
ment and habits of this class, and of the accommoda- 
tion afforded to them, the details of which he became 
acquainted with, to use his own expression, “by dear- 
bought experience.” The greatest neglect is evinced 
in providing anything like comfortable or decent sleep- 
ing accommodation for the servants in a farm-steading. 
Their dormitories are either in the stable loft, orin an 
outhouse ; in either case, the floor is covered with all 
the old lumber that accumulates about a farm, render- 
ing it a matter of impossibility to clean the apartment, 
and entailing on its pants all those itants of 
filth, which are graphically alluded to in the essay. In 
the stable loft the beds are placed under and so close 
to the beams, that a man can searcely creep into them; 
between them and the roof there is no covering except 
that of the spider. In front are the hay-racks, which 
in spring harbour creeping things innumerable ; while 
the effluvia of the horses ascending from the stable 
complete the discomforts of the bed-chamber. Mr. 
Birss considers, with some justice, that this particular 
part of the g of a fa: teading has been 
too much overlooked by the landed proprietors, and that 
in the erection of new buildings, all the improvements 
of the day are carefully attended to, with the exception 
of providing accommodation for the servants, properly 
ventilated and lighted, and so finished and arranged as 
to be kept in a state of cleanliness and'order, Of late 
years the condition of the farmer has undergone a con- 
siderable change, his social position is better, and the 
house accommodation afforded to him by his landlord 
is much improved. He consequently does not mix with 
his servants so much as in the olden times, and his 
evening is frequently spent with his family in the 
parlour. This change has had a bad effect on the moral 
tone and character of the servants. If they are riot- 
ously disposed, they are not under the restraint of their 
master’s presence, while, if they are inclined to read, 
the book-shelf is no longer an appendage of the kitchen, 
The essayist strikingly shows how much the farmer, 
for the sake of his family, is interested in having a 
moral and orderly set of servants ; he thinks that much 
might be done with very small means, by promoting 
the purchase of cheap instructive works—clearing some 
of the lumber from the sleeping places—placing in 
them one or two articles of furniture, so as to enable 
their inmates to read or write, and generally by en- 
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couraging habits on the part of the servants, which the 
essayist thinks, from experience, would ere long become 
general, if the means of adopting them were afforded. 

He states that in the Lothians and other parts of the 

country, the ploughmen or hinds are generally married 
men, accommodated with their families in cottages 
attached to the farm. To their condition the foregoing 

remarks do not, of course, apply. Their habitations, 
however, generally consist of but one room, a system 
which is most properl, d d as one i patibl 
with comfort, and ealeulated to extinguish all proper 
delicacy in the minds of the rising generation. Through- 
out the essay Mr. Dirss states the various grievances of 
his class in à most proper and commendable spirit ; he 
concludes by urgently requesting the landowners to 
direct to the subject an increased measure of their 
attention. 

Mr. BAILLIE observed that he was very -happy 
the attention of the meeting had been called to this 
subject, He was afraid that landed proprietors, in 
building farm-steadings had not hitherto sufficiently 

idered the dation and comfort of servants. 
As this was a matter of great importance to a largeand 
useful class of labourers, he begged to state that in his 
opinion the Highland and Agricultural Society should 
avail themselves of the hint thrown out in this paper, 
and in framing their list of premiums for next year, 
should offer a prize in certain counties to the proprietor 
who shall, in the course of two or three years, build the 
most approved farm-steading, especial reference being 
had to the sleeping accommodation of servants of both 
Sexes, such premium being confined to farms of a rent 
not exceeding 200/. 

An Essay on the Diseases of the Larch, by Mr. 
Newton, of Drumeross, was next read by the Secretary. 

Mr. Gigpwoop, Featherhall, Corstorphine, read a 
report of experiments in deep ploughing, by Mr. Wil- 
son, Eastfield, Penicuik. Mr. Wilson remarks that, 
among the various improvements which have followed 
the introduction of thorough-draining, subsoil-plough- 
ing is one of the most important. Besides being a va- 
luable auxiliary to draining, by breaking the tenacious 
till, and facilitating the escape of water, it enables the 
farmer gradually to increase the depth of vegetative 
mould by the admixture of virgin earth from the sub- 
soil, The farm on which Mr. Wilson's experiments 
were made is nearly level, with a northern exposure 
and a soil varying from gravelly earth to tenacious 
clay, It had for many years been ploughed from 5 to 
6 inches deep, aud at that depth a hard crust or pan 
had formed itself, which in some places was almost im- 
pervious to water, and in a great degree neutralised 
the effects of furrow-draining. The first field experi- 
mented upon consisted of 13 acres, partly heavy on a 
clay subsoil, partly light on a gravelly subsoil. It was 
Subsoiled across the drains in October and November 
1844 ; a depth of 6 or 7 inches having been first taken 
by the common plough, which was followed up by the 
subsoil plough to an additional depth of 7 to 8 inches, 
Two acres were ploughed in the usual way. In pre- 
paring for green crop in spring, no difficulty was found, 
where the subsoil plough had been, in working through 
the crust orpan. The whole field was equally manured 
with a moderate supply of farmyard dung and guano, 
and was sown with Yellow Turnips. The appearance 

of the whole crop was similar till August, when that 

portion of it in the subsoiled land took the lead, and 

when it was lifted in the end of October, the produce 

per aere where subsoiled was 26 tous 17 ewt., and only 

20 tons 7 ewt. where ploughed in the old way, yielding, 

at 124 per ton an excess per acre of 37. 18s. consequent 
on the experiment. The second experiment was made 
ona field of deep earth inclined to sand on a subsoil of 
sandy clay. Two acres were subsoiled 15 inches deep, 
two were ploughed 6 or 7 inches, and two ridges were 
trench ploughed 13 inches. The field was ploughed 
Across in spring, mauured in the drill, and planted with 

Potatoes. The crop was lifted towards the end of Oc- 
tober, when the quantity yielded by each portion per 

acre was—subsoiled, 7 tons 9 cwt. 2 qrs. ; trenched, 7 
tons 1 cwt. 2 qrs.; ploughed, 6 tons 14 cwt. 1 qr.; 
which, at 27. 5s. per ton, gave an excess per acre to the 

trenched land of 16s. 8$d., and to the subsoiled of 

U. 14s. 33d. Another experiment was made on a field 

intended for Barley after Potatoes. The Barley was 

sown about the 1st of April ; the subsoiled portion kept 

the lead throughout ; the erop was cut on the 22d of 
September, and wheu thrashed the produce on the 

Subsoiled land was 8 qrs. 3 bushels Barley, and 36$ 
ewts. of straw, and on the ploughed 7 qrs. 4 bushels, 
3 pecks, and 28 ewt. straw ; the difference in money 
being about 27. 9s. per acre in favour of the subsoiled. 

Another experiment was made when ploughing a field 

in February, two ridges of which were subjected to 

subsoiling to the depth of 12 inches. This was not fol- 

lowed by any beneficial result, and the author questions 
the propriety of subsoiling for a grain crop when the 
ground is in lea, as itis difficult to lay the furrows so 

compactly as they should be for the reception of seed. 

Deep or trench ploughing, he thinks, may be advau- 
tageous to soils of a deep nature, but sometimes inju- 
vious to those which are thin, with a sterile and tena- 
cious subs il, Subsoil ploughing, however, if judiciously 

Performed, he considers, can seldom do harm, and that 

à great variety of soils, especially after furrow draining, 
Will derive much benefit from the operation. Mr. 
Girdwood remarked, that he agreed with Mr, Wilson 
In his views of the soils which should be subsoiled. 
he operation had not been followed by any great 

change in the neighbourhood of Edinburgh ; that, how- 

ever, he attributed to the previous. draining and deep 

cultivation, which had gradually effected what subsoil 

ploughing is meant to produce. The immense crop of, 

Barley detailed under one of the experiments was well 

worthy of notice. Mr. Girdwood, in conclusion, called 

the attention of the meeting to a defect which he had 

frequently observed in the Essays sent to the Society ; 

he referred to the use of indefinite terms, such as earthy 

loam, sandy élay, &e. He thought that some code as 

to this might be laid down by the Society, for the regu- 

lation of writers of prize essays. 

Farmers’ Clubs. 

SUBJECTS FOR DISCUSSION. 
13. THE POLICY OF BREAKING UP PERMANENT PASTURE. 

1. How would the Landlord be affected 2—With him the per- 

mission rests, and if he would be injured by it, no permission 
will be given. This question, then, is the first for discussion. 
Will a farmer pay a higher rent for arable than for pasture 
land? .Consider, too, in which condition the rental, whatever 

it may be, is likely to be the more permanent. 

2. How would the Farmer be affected ?—Take the cases in 

which he would willingly pay a higher rent ; for in those only 

will permission be granted him to convert his pastu ind 
consider whether capital invested in arable or in pasture farm- 

ing he more productive. 

. How would the Labourer be affected ?—There can be no difti- 

culty here. Arablefarming is much more laborious than dairy- 
ing or grazing. And probably it is to a higher condition of 
agriculture, which arable culture certainly is, that we must 

look for the absorption and employment of the rapidly increas- 

ing numbers of the labouring population, 
4. How would the Nation be affected ?—Consider the influence 

of more abundant food, of abundant and productive employ- 

ment, and of extensive investments of now unemployed capital 
jn a manner connected most directly intimately with the 
national ** wealth,” 

Wincucoms: Tenant Rights—March 21.—At the 
monthly meeting of this Club, this subject was introduced 

by Edward Holland, Esq., of Dumbleton, President of 

the Club. The above subject was seleeted in conse- 
quence of.a communication received from the London 

Farmers’ Club, containing a report of a meeting of the 

members of that Club, at which the question of “Tenant 

Rights” was discussed, on which occasion it appeared 

to be the opinion of the majority that parliamentary 
interference was necessary to secure to the tenant a 
legal claim to p tion for imp ma 
during his occupation of a farm, and for which he had 

not received a fair return, but the value of the estate 

being thereby inereased, of which the landlord received 

the benefit at the tenant’s expence. The view of the 
subject taken by Mr. Holland was adverse to any Act 

of Parliament interfering in a bargain betwixt landlord 

and tenant, which he argued, is precisely similar to any 

other bargain.made between two individuals, the price 

of the artiele sold or let depending on its intrinsie value, 

and the terms on which it is bought or rented being for 
the private consideration of the purchaser or tenant, in 
which any legal enactments would, in a free eountry, 
infringe on the liberty of the people. The peculiar dis- 

advantages. suffered by tenant farmers arises (he 

thought) from the too frequent practice of renting land 
as yearly tenants-at-will, and the uncertainty of this 
tenure, preventing such liberal inyestment of capital 
in manure, and good cultivation as is necessary, in 
order to bring the soil to great and profitable produc- 
tion. The natural and common sense remedy for this 
evil is that of lease for such term as will enable the 
ocecpier in rotations of crops to receive the benefit of 
inereased production, consequent on the skill and capital 

employed. The Evesham Agricultural Association (of 
which Mr. Holland is a member,) entering into his 
views on this subject, have lately given much attention 
to it, and after communicating with other societies, and 
eminent farmers, have drawn up a form of lease [pub- 
lished in another column] which it is presumed will 
protect the estate from deterioration, and at the same 
time give full scope to the tenant safely to invest his 

capital in such manner as he considers likely profitably 
to increase the fertility of the farm he occupies. After 

entering into several other points of the subject tend- 
ing to corroborate his observation, the question was 
fully discussed by the members of the Club, and the fol- 
lowing resolution passed by a large majority.— Resolved, 
“That it is the opinion of this meeting, that the inter- 
ference of the legislature between landlord and tenant 
is uncalled for, since the recent changes in the laws 
affecting agriculture, and its being now placed on the 
same footing as other branches of industry, make it 
evident, that in future the interest of the landlord will 
be to let his Jand to men of capital and skill only, and 
such men vill not invest their property without due 
Security being given them for a fair return for their 
investment." “That the secretary be requested to 
transmit this resolution to the editor of the Gardeners’ 

Chronicle and Agricultural Gazette, and inclose there- 
with a copy of a lease, whieh, it is the opinion of this 

Club, would, if adopted generally, tend greatly to im- 
prove the practice and profit of agriculture throughout 

the kingdom."— J. F. Peacey, Hon. Sec. 
ENLOCK : The best Form of Agreement between 

Landlord and Tenant.—This subject was taken into 
consideration by a very large and influential portion of 

the members, and the question was very fairly, fully, 
and liberally entered into by the landlords, agents, an 
tenants present ; and the most satisfactory part of the 
p dings was the unhesitati i man- 
ner in which all present came to the conclusion, that 

the time had arrived when all agreements should con- 

tain clauses giving to the tenant fulland ample compen- 

sation for his improvements, and the value of all unspent 
manures, on the termination of his tenancy. This prin- 

a © 

ciple being admitted, the members present (being ably 
assisted by some of the members of the Ateham Club) 
then endeavoured to draw up the best form of agree- 
ment, when, after a very animated discussion, it was 
resolved, that the best form was that drawn up by the 
Loughborough Association, as inserted in the * Journal 
of the Royal Agricultural Society,” vol. vi, part i., 
p- 47, with the addition of having the game reserved to 
the landlord, except rabbits, which ought to belong to 
the tenant, and with permission to destroy them in any 
way he thought best. 

Mebiewws, 
Instructions for Making Unfermented Bread; with 

Observations. By a Physican. Taylor and Walton, 
pper Gower-street. 

A rRACT On a subject to which we have already more 
than once directed the attention of our readgrs. See 
page 25, Agricultural Gazette, 1816. It is a simple 
statement of the advantages of this mode of baking, and 
of the details of the process. We extract the following 
formula and directions :— 

To Make White Bread. 
Take of Flour, dressed or household .... 31b: 

Bicarbonate of Soda, in powder 4 oz. 
droge (NOR OSI AIO EE : 
Hyde peat, L 7) 5 fluid drachms, 

voirdupois, 

fluid ounces. 
+ » $02. Troy. 

rown Bread. 
Take of Wheat Meal *. 

Bicarbonate of So 
Hydrochloric (M 

(speci : 

3 Ibs. avoirdupois. 
inp 4 drachms Troy. 

tic) Acid —) 5 fluid drachms and 
y L177. 2 inims, or drops. 

id ounces. Water 
alt. . « n 902. Troy. 

“ First, mix the soda and flour as thoroughly as pos- 
sible, which is best done by shaking the soda from a 
small sieve over the flour with one hand, and stirring 
the flour all the while with the other. In general this 
will answer sufficiently ; but the end will be attained 
more certainly if the mixture be passed afterwards once 
or twice through the sieve} Next, dissolve the salt in 
the water, and add the acid to it—taking care to perfect 
the mixture by stirring them well together. Then, mix 
the whole intimately as speedily as possible, using a 
wooden spoon or spatula for the purpose. ‘Ihe dough 
thus formed will make two loaves somewhat larger than 
half-quarterns. They should be put into a quick oven 
without loss of time. This is most conveniently done 
in long tins. The oven should be made hotter than for 
common bread. A portable one, where there is no 
other, and a common fire, will answer the purpose. 
bout an hour and a half will be reqüired for the 

5 baking. 

Calendar of Operations. 

Tn weather is still extraordinarily wet for the season of 
the . There is but little land in the country that has been 
fit to work many days during the past fortnight, Nearly inches 
of rain have fallen with us since the beginning of the month, 
and thatis about one-tenth of the fall for the year ; the laud is 
now as wet as it has been any time during the past six months, 
Under these circumstances, operations are very much behind. 
hand. Oatsowing and Barley sowing, which ought to have 

also been delayed. 

hand the first dry days. We have already 
hus. it is to use a frame, stretch- 
ing two parallel lines about 18 inches apart. hree women 
and one man form a party ; the man sows the mixed seed and 
sand, two of the women prepared the furrows for it scoring 

the ground as her line with their hoes, and the third covers all 

up with a coarse rak On land which works well they can 

thus sow nearly an acre in : 
—and land will be ready for th 
cultivation. Were the land ready and the weather suitable, 

the planting of Mangold Wurzel seed should now proceed, 

We shall refer to this subject next week. 

Wotices to Correspondents. 

Booxs—A Constant Reader—Professor Johnston’s “Lectures on 

Agricultural Chemistry and Geology” is the most complete 

Petzholat’s Lectures on Agricultural Chemistry ” is 

cheaper and plainly written. F 

Canxors— Thos Randell—You may put the quantity of oxide of 

manganese in these roots as they are taken from the field at 
oue ounce to every thousand pounds, About Mr. Clarke's 

plough you shall hear soon. | eae 

AL Tan—S—There is nothing in it which renders gypsum 
peculiarly suitable to mix with it, and we should greatly 
fear using it at all as a top-dressing on growing plants of 

any kind i 

Covcn-Gnass—J B—Dig or fork the patches out of your Sain- 
foin. Harrowing will not help you. 

Drawws—J H—Stones broken to through a 2-inch screen 
areas good a material for drainage as tiles; but they are 

* Thatis, Wheat well ground, but retaining the whole of the 
ran. The productions from meal, by sereening, differ some- 

what at different mills. The most usual are, in succession, 
bran, fine bran or coarse pollard, fine poliard, coarse middlings, 
fine middlings, flour No, 3, flour No. 2, or seconds, flour No. 1, 
or household. By separating one or more of these only, meal 
or flour of various qualities may be obtained, and bread made 
adapted to every habit. When families make their own bread, 
and find that the meal as it comes from the mill does not suit 

ran separately, 
ié. 

eans they will be able, both to select their bran and 

by rubbing the flour and soda together carefully with the 

hands, m 
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rarely to be had so cheap as pipe-tiles e now be made. 

Straw, AE UE a, ie; s d never pi use 
ur 95 acres of CE 

10 acres zu Oats, 
consumption on Ma 
nips, and Carrots ; 2 acres of Mangol: 
of Clover (half of the Wheat). You should tbus have for 
sale, say 900 date. of Wheat and 200 bushels of ye (300 

being required foi tons 

of roots, and 320 rates of pane and Barley, , equa l ES the 

keep of 350 sheep for 25 weeks, besides the Clover 5 acres, 

equal to the keep of 100 sheep. during summer. un this is 

exclusivo of your p pasturo la lan s 

Fra: We you o apply to 

Mr. D Dickson. See his D NS in s reek s Pape 

ns A Book—H E K—Swinborne’s will, weimagine, ie 

your purpose; atall events your EDU. will get you a. 

sight euo E then you can judge for yourself, We know 

fn 
Dece noNNeRs—A Regular Sub—Are you sure you sowed 

the missing row ? 

de TunxiPs—Gecorge—Do not sow until the third week 

E Sona B W—Procure stakes from a coppice of Ash or 
nes arch, about " feet long and 2 inches in diameter ; bore holes 
throu tne tops 

ittoms, 

oW 

mes pieces alternate- 

ly, both at top 

andhangsloose- 
ly round the 
tree like the cra- 
dle placed round — za 
the neck of a 

blistered horse ; 

the object in 

both cases being 

part. e an- 

exed woode = 
illustrates it: 

ao» pie: 

To FIX AMMONIA— White Lime will drive ammonia off. The 
most effectual pru you can selectis sulphate of iron— 

i. e. green pug or sulphuric acii 
To KEEP 20 HEAD or CATTLE OF VARIOUS ÁGES— arthen 

—Supposing e land to be of good quality you Ail want a 

field of about 30 acres ; 6 acres of Lucerne, and successions of 

Vetches over about 8 acres, the earlier cuts being succeeded 

by Turnips and the latter by Cabbages, will keep them from 

May till October ; 5 "e of Swe WR S of Mangold Wurzel, 
4 of Carrots, and 3 of Pa: e stolen crops of Tur- 
nips and Cabbages, will BA Arny for therest of the year. 

* Fettercairn" Swede, Orange Globe Mangold, White Belgian 
Pei large Jersey Parsnip. Sow Lucer E eod first week 

May, Vetches at intervals iibi spring, Mangold Wurzel 
irst week and Carrots the last week in 

Agricultural Bodet: Ari ius Young! s qium Calendar. 
To Moe E SEED—H E ae it in a well-aired case or 
bag, i arty airy place. Specimens of straw and ear are 
best Kept attached to wooden rods from 4 to 6 feet long. 

TURTLE DOVES—J asks for RE as to the manage- 

ment and Ghar&oteristis of these b 
*,* Communications Neneh town after Wednesday, cannot be 
* answered the same 

EnRATUM—A(t p. 241, seals, 49th line from the top, for “sufficient” 
read “inefficient. 

Markets, 
SMITHFIELD, Monpay, E 13 beue: € Gains 

oss 4 Best Scots, Herefords, &o. is Oti é| Best By - to 48 8 
Best Shor 310 (ch S tU 
Second Wally "Beasts - 3 0 3 $ Hweraudvewad quay d 0. 4 4 
Calves _bitto (shora) = 8B 4 0 
Best Downe & Half-breds in $ : e -58 74 

Ditto (shorn) 88 458 
inst, 35701 Sheep and Lambs, 14400; Calves, 51; Pigs, 200. 

Qur supply of Beaste Er not large, but fally adequate to the demand; trade 
dee merally supported. The very best Scots with dif- 

ficulty make ui hd ‘numbers of, Bheep are remarkably small, but this 
ware wanted. Tri 

d Shorn at4s 8d; Best UL. at ni 

M3; Pigs, 3 3 Wer Smithfield. 
TATOES,—SoUTHWARK, 

Visas. pape 
The en during e past week has 

ficient for ee mand, The fresh arrivi 
Scotland, oi Hv mality, were in request, but 
suy uer TE Re mar 
Yorkshire Reg, 8 
very e: 
several lots of inferior sm Hi 
zome of 
the ann 

» Pri si ices: 
ton; ditto Shaws, 
north of Scotland, 
Montrose Duis, ob per tone 

^ COVENT GARDEN, Apnizis, kinds have 

price ; the best specimens fetch about 15. 3d. an ounce. Green 

Goosdherries and Apricots have just made their appearance; 

the former at from 2s. bd 25. 6d., and the latter at from 2s. to 

AN P ears remain endo the same as quoted i in our last So 

Nuts of all kinds are sufficient for the demand. Of Vegetables 
Broccoli is very plentiful, and AEN to get cheaper; Asparagus, 

however, is still dear, and n er abundant. Rhubarb is 
cheaper, as are also denen 8. 26s bbages, Greens, &c., are 

good and plentififl; the latter are somewhat lower in price. 
Young Carrots and "Tu urnips have been offered; the former at 

from 8d. to pes and the latter at from Is. 6d. to 3s. 6d. a bunch, 

t, and sufficient for Fon PS: Potatoes, of 

e may m ni 2s. 6d. 

Lettuces and other Salading are ood and PALLEN Cut 
|y consist o: Heaths, , Hyacinths, aus 

Tropeolums, Jasmines, Lily of the Valley, Pentas carnea, 

hanotis floribunda, Burchellia capensis, ias, Aalbaaj 

Acacias, Cyclamens, Daphnes, Orange flowers, Rhododendrons, 

Cinerarias, Gardenias, PPP ERUITS other Roses. 

rest Tes dozen, 1s to 2s Eine Apple, perl, 6e Terent 
Grapes, Hothouse, per i 3 to 158 

ness ee Ib, 
iaa d per. d 

Filberts, Bit 300). #01 to 60s Apples, MT [fo 208 
PP Kitchen, 6¢ to i uts, Cob, per 100 ie 00-40 008 

Pears, per hf.-sv., 64 to n -- Bi rei "8 ma, 20: 

Shure dozen, leto 21 0d - 
100, 4s to 18s 

= Reville, per 100, EA 16s 
— per dozen, 2s to 2s 6d 

— Spania! 
Walnuts, per bushel, 16s to 208 
Chesnuts, per peck, 3s to 7s 

VEGETABLES. 
Cabbages, per doz, 6d to Parsnips, per doz. 

red, per “doz. 2 d Seorzonera, Le Sandie, i to ls 8d. 

Broccoli, Brown, „per blo, Od to 14 6d | Salsify, dos ls to 1 
Onions, per ‘bushel, isod e 

uper 6dto 266d h, per More uas to Gs 
French Beans, per 100, 1s 6d to 2 6d ioatlonto pet I. i 
E arlio, per 1b., 6 o 

to 1a 6d 
Wee, 4s to Or - | Lettuce, per score, Cab., 4d to 6d 
TUE ar to 4s 6d Cos, 6d to 2s 

Radishes, per 12 hands, 4d to 1s per z bushel, Be toda 
me, per pottle, 9d to 1 

z Kidne ney, 
Turnips, per doz.,ls to 2: "Mushroo 

Watercress, p. 12 sm, bun. 64 to 8d 
Parsley, per inchs 1d toad 

Cucumbers, each, 6d to 2r 6d er bundle, la 
Spinach, por sleve, 9d t ET ‘per bunch, 6d 
Leeks, per uches, 1s to 1s Gd | Mint, green, per bunch, 6d to 8d 
Celery, per bunch, dto ir 0d Marjoram, per bunch, 4 

ms, each, 64 to Cheivil, per punnet, 24 to af 

HAY —Per Load of 36 UH 

Prime Mead.Hay 80s to 90s| New Ha; Ne emer: CX - y 
Infr.New & Rowen 63 70 | Clover E 

pa fice [MET 
CumBERLAED MARKET, April 16, 

Prime Mead. Hay O0eto, 9| Old Olover 110s io 16r 
Inferlor Inferior do, 95 — 100 | Straw 

lover 
Toso Baur, Hay Salesman. 

WHITECHAPEL, Apri 

83s to 36s. 

pru 
Fine Old Hay - gosto 80s | Old Clover 110s to 116s 
Inferior Hay - 70 | Infr. p» — 90 100 | Straw — $09 to San 

New Clover 
^ Trade EU. dull at the above prices 
MARK-LANE, Monpay, April 

The supply of Wheat from Essex and Suffolk this morning 
was small, that from Kent fair; the trade ruled dull, and in 
some instances rather lower prices were taken, w iils 
greater part of the last named remained unso in the day. 
nina m dios reign was of a strictly retail eAatAct er; 
sales of bonded were extremely difficult, and almost impossible, 
owing to the scarcity of certificates, and the disinclination to 
uev on speculation, Barley and Beans mus; written 

er qr. lower for all descriptions. Peas of all kinds are 
Rub as dear. The value of fine Oats is maintained, but out- 
of-condition parcels are neglectei 

BRITISH, PER IMPERIAL QUARTER, E Bit 
Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffol "t amus 58 68 Red . 50 61 

Norfolk, Lincolnshire, ant d Yor! 60 63 White 59 68 
Barley, Malting and dud Alling. 298 bos pu 80 84 Grind. 93 96 

Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . 23 27 Feed 21. 95 
— Nowe berland and Soot i . jas 93 96 Potato $5.20 

- + Feed 32 26 Potato 94 98 
Malt, pale, ship . ee 29^ VM UU 

ertford and Eins: D . » 5/5 60 65 
D . > . 84 86 

Beans, us nj old and new 371040 ‘Pick’ 29 46 Harrow al 48 
m, Heligoland + 34 to 52 Winds — — Longpoda— — 

Peas, White + 34t Maple 99 32 Grey 28 831 
Ännrvars IN mm RIVER LAST WEEK. 

Flo Barl.) Malt.) Oats, | Rye. | Bns. |Peas 
pagan 4i16 "Ske, Te 3870| 4716 | 3832 | 1918 1270 | 396 mes ze | 2? [oase ts ae 
ENTE “oo 5 Su — | 2910 10920 | 580 29874 

P FRIDAY, “Apel T 

The show of English Wheat since Monday has been small, 
and that day’s prices fully sippa free foren continues to 
find p in retail, but bonded, an: ers, are almost 
unsaleable. Barley of all Kingsi is EAT of disposal, “Beats 
are unaltered, Peas fully as dear. Oats are held firmly, and 

rather more money is generi vu obtained, ; 

Wheat Barley Onts Flour 
English ^. . 8020 4060 1840 Sks 
Irish ge - 1480 - 
Foreign . . 30410 2930 - 

IMPERIAL AVERAGES, 
Wheat: | Barley.) Oats. | Rye. | Beans.) Peas. 

Mar. 7 per [Ud p 99s Bd) gislod| 33« 6d| 344)1d| 33s 8d 
EM ES ene | 39 4| 21 9| 34 2| 35 2| 3419 
- 39i . . "3 H H 29 10 92 0 83 10 84 4 88 4 

29 do DX 2| 2 1| 34 0| 85 0| 83 8 
Ap. 4 , + «| 55 9| 80 7| 92 6| 33 7| 8410 | 34 0 

—. NH ij i|8 0| 80 9| 92 9| 88 4| 85 1| 88 8 

6 weeks Aggreg. Aver. | 55 8| 20 o| s2 2| 23 9| sai | aa 9 

Duties on Foreign Grain 17 n! 8 0! 6 0! o6! s e| 9 6 
Diagram showing the fluctuations in tho p s ob Cora ‘onthe average of the 

weeks ending [mgr 

Prion. Man, 7 | Mar. 14 | Mar, 21 | MAR, 28| AprIL4 | APRIL 11 

56s 0d a 
55 9 

SEEDS, April ril T 
Canary = perar 44sto 48s pd p.ton9bto 9i 
Caraway er cwt 46 48 | Mustard, White - 
Clover, Red, Eph - 50 100 - superfine! - 

ables 
ver abun- 

dant, is sufficient for the demand. SS sey! 
the latter has been in the shape of ripe Cherries, a few pum 
of which have been offered during the week. Forced Bene I 
berries are becoming pretty plentiful, which, together with a. 
limited demand for them, has had the effect of lowering their | 

50 80 
pn , p^ » 50 84 Rapetced, Eag n h lan m E White; Poin s DET ET a perl 80 

10 cag Coriander = e = 16 | Saintfoin = 
Hempseed -= perqr. 85 — 36 | Tares, Eng. winter » bush. — 
Linseed = > "pe E [E alee Bd 
am Baltic wt 

= Cakes, Eng. per 1000. Au Tet Turnip (too meal for rewctation) 
RD AND 

Sales b» At fone 
TO ae O GENTL N, NURSERYMER, 

ORISTS, AND OTHERS. 
qued PROTHEROE AND MORRIS are in- 

ted to submit to Public Competition: by Auction, on 
the A een Harwood Nursery, Hampstead-road, on Monday, 
April 27th, 1846, at 11 o'clock, (in Sey of the premises 
being required for other purposes), ti le of the GREEN. 
HOUSE TS, consisting of QE: RU Geraniums, Aza- 

Fuchsias, Verbenas, Calceolarias, Heaths, 
lso, a newly-erected Cos d several 

ei t Boxes,  Hanellghts and other ets. May 
rii ior [5 Sale, and Catalogues had on to Preises) 

of the principal Seedsmen ; and of the Auctioneers, American 
Nursery, Leytonstone. 

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, anp OTHERS. 
ESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS will submit 
to publie competition, at n vee n Mart, Bartholomew- 

Jane, on Tuesday, April 21, and Thursday, 23, 1846, ,at12 o'olook, 
a fine collection of CARNATIONS and PICOTEES, com- 
rH all the approved varieties ; also a splendid assortment 
f GERANIUMS and other Plants in bloom. 

Mieten of Fuchsias, Verbenas, Heartsease, a 
house and hardy climbers, Bengal Roses, holes Dahlias in dry 
roots, &c. May be viewed themorning of Sale; and Catalogues 
had àt the Mart, and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, 
Leytonstone. 

MEXICAN ORCHIDS. 

D A J. C. anb S. STEVENS have just re- 
ived, per Avon, a consignment of MARS which 

they will eli) by Auction, at their Great Roo: 8, King-str ‘eet, 
vent Garden, on Tuesday, 21st April, is ERNEA The 

plants are in high healt h, and comprise fine specimens of 
dontoglossum Cerventesii and Rossii; D ede Pleuro- 
ICA Oncidiums, a new Lælia, a new Peristeria, and perem 

ay be EE p day prior and morning of Sal 
and ORATIO hai the Auctioneers, 38, Tanay 
Covent Garden. 

(X RAND SALE or PINUS, ARAUCARIA, ABIES, 
CEDRUS, &oc., comprising some of the oe specimens 

in the kingdom, in Bots, tubs, &c., removed, 
e proprietor, to t] oyal Murseny, near the Station, lough, 

for absolute SALE es AUCTION, on the 21st APRIL inst, 
GLENNY and Co. 

Among the noble specimens may be mentioned : Arau- 
caria excelsa, 15 feet hig gh. A. QURabiphaeis do., A. imbricata, 
A. Brazi ziliensis, many fine plants, Pinus insignis, rigida, 
anksiana, Aberdeenii, ponderosa, nameti &c. &c. Abies 

religiosa, fine, taxifolia, do., morinda, nobilis, amabilis 
grandis, Cedrus Deodata, many fine plants, many small; 
A. Cephalonica and Pinsapo ; a large and many fine Dammara 
australis, Dacrydium excelsum, Cupressinum, phylo dadis 
trichmonoides, two Podocarpus latifolium, unique specimens, 
Taxus Mackii, Podocarpus totara, We. qunipers, x resses, 

c. in great Mee All are in pots, in 
stood out last winter.—Particulars an iion nu a few 
ays, at the Nurser Y» Mouel; at the Horticultural Agency and 

Gardeners’ Gaze , 420, Strand; and 2, Tavistock- 
Street, Covent. [ts dial 

For SALE, with immediate possession, if required, 
the Leasehold io for a term exceeding 30 years, in a 

GRAZING FARM of c 

t the uaria of 

TURNIP and DAIRY 

A RARE OPPO FOR INVESTMENT 

o ‘BE DISPOSED "OR, on very reasonable terms, 
an unexpired term of 30 years in a LEASE of most de- 

sirable NURSERY GROUNDS, containing about 3 acres of 
land, in a high state of cultivation, and situate in a populous 

and "wealthy neighbourhood, 

house, a pit, seed shop, and oth 
within half-an-hour’s ride of e ither of the bridges, Il health 
is the cause of the proprietor paring with this S property. 

—For further particulars appl, y to ©. D., Mr, Sanderson’s, 

TO NURSERYMEN, He AND OTHERS, 
RTUNITY 

S 

a rpo BE E DISPOSED OF, with immediate possession, 
mall concern in the FLORIQULTURAL andJOBBING 

s from. | London. mis Stock RA of two 
stocked with. 

choice Plants; likewise Frames, E heds, an Eun conveni- 
ences, A good Four-roomed Cottage on ‘the nd. Can be 
taken on Lease, if required ; Rent 18. — Fur He IEEE can 
be had of Mr. NUTTING, Seedsman, 46, Cheapside. 

O BE LET ON LEASE, with immediate posses- 
sion, a HOUSE in Church-street, Stoke Newington, with 

d Fin of good Garden EE suitable for a NURSERY, or 

Business, 3 mile: 

Building Lease.—Apply,to W. E. MAXWELL, Esq., 6. , Gray" S- 

asso e. 

LUTON HOO, BEDFORDSHIRE. 

TO MARKET GARDENERS AND OTHERS, 

O BE LET on Lease or by the Year, ‘Walled 
Gardens of 5 Acres, tasa with the finest Fruit ‘Trees, 

particularly Pears; and other Gardens and Orchard of 5 or 
6 Spin with Gardener's House; sna all requisite Quite ne 

all c act, From Lady-day w next ensuing. To 

and or ADDE ous to Mr. ‘AKERS, London Lodge, Tito. 
Hoo P: 
NB. Tato on garga are 29 miles iron London, and 9 from 

The L ondon 

mediately adjoining. Fans to and from London pass daily. 

Rent is not so he Edda in letting the Gardens as 

having them well rut Rd ruit Trees trained, Security 

and references y will therefore is required; 

yas BUSINESS TO BE DISPOSED OE). prin- prin- 
cipally Garden, old established, with a wide light country 

connexion, a good House, Stable, Coach] house, &c., low rente d. 
Coming in easy. Age and declining health is the reason for 

advertising the above.—Direct to Sir. Davies, Seedsman, 8, 

Great Dover-street, Borough, London: 

HORTICULTURAL TOOL WAREHOUSE, 

REEN AND HOON SMe ee Wigs ini and RETAIL 
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FREN SHEET DLE of muon quality, for 

Horticultural and gene purpos To be had at 
F. Ermnrck's, 28, Castle eren East, 
Ready Money "only. 

“Oxfor d-street, For 

Eea Coti ttage ive,” 
eith her of which the, 

unac- 
3 manipul ulation, criptive paper, with 

drawings and prices, will be forwarded on receipt of a postage 
Stamp.  Apiarian Depót and Honey Warehouse, 127, High 
Holborn, London. 

TT ON BEES, (6th Edition) just published. 

ORNAMENTAL WIREWORK FOR THE GARDEN. 

( 1 B. THOMPSON ax» CO. beg respectfully to an- 
* nounce that they continue to prepare at their Manufac- 

tory, 390, Oxford-street, London, all kinds of Fancy Ornamental 
irework suited for the Garden, Sonn or Conservatory, 

consisting of Flower Trainers, Stands and Borders, Garden 
rc] hes, Seats, and Vases, Improve e Garden and Hothouse 

En ep Syringes, Fumigating Bellows, and other Floricultu- 
ral Implem: 
Als og. B. B. ne s Improved Waterpot, which possesses 

dohaidarable advantages over all others, the smaller sizes being 
Suitable for ladies’ use. They have now on sale a novel folding 
portable Wooden Garden Chair, at 3s. 6d. each, or 36s, per doz., 
Which quantity is packed in a small space. 

SnEWwEN, Ironmonger, Stenoals, 
ble to all kinds of apparatus, and RIS in s. Lod- 
iges’, Hackney; Messrs. Chandler's, h: COE 

oltesom e, Rede d ; Mr. Poe ASTU th; Mr. Henderson's 
orticultural Society’ s Gardens, 

DURBIDGE AND HEALY having heated a con- 
siderable number of Pits and other Horticultural Struc- 

tures, for the cultivation of Pines, Melons, Cucumbers, and 
ropical plants, par ial oR the plan KEON 
Mints’s recent work Culture of Pines and Cu 

umbers, many of which are working at the present time, 
AY beyond a doubt that every ki of structure may 
be heated by BurBIDGE and HzALY's oss Tank Apparatus, 

Sbsolute e certainty of producing the desired result. 
y be seen at. es at the following places : 

; Royal Botanic QUEM 
Gartens, Gunnersbury; Mr. 

ick Nursery; Mes: Henderson, 
apple-place ; ds n more than one He other places.— 
130, Fleet-street, London, 

E OT WATER APPARATUS.—' The attention of 
Architects, Builders, and others, is respectfully requested 

to Bensamin FOWLER'S superior method of Heating Churches 
and Chapels, Halls, Stair-cases, ROSA Re Forcing and 
Greenhouses, Manufactories ami rehouses, ‘Kilns, Hostia 
for „Drying Timber, &c., and every enr of purpose for which 
artificial heat is required. Within 

reds of ror ave been heated upon this plan, UR 
the panties for who were executed are constantly e: 
Pressing t DS also their ich for 
heir effici An improved wrought-iron boiler, which re- 
Wires no Padwie may be seen in action upon the premises, 

ENJAMIN FOWLER, 63, Dorset-street, Fleet-street, 

SMITH AND CO. 

ESTABLISHED NINE YEARS. 
ORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, HOT.WATER 
APPARATUS, SN GENERAL GARDEN FURNITURE 

UFACTUR 
GLEBE Pract, FACING KING'S “Pagans, KING'S 
F D, CHELSEA, LONDO. 
OUNTAINS, VASES, FIGURES, &C. &e., IN Mis VARIETY. 

He OT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING 
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES, 

CHURCHES, and b COR TES, upon improved princi- 
ples, and at very moderate rg erected by DANIEL and 
eee BAILEY, E HOLBO 

nd E. BAILEY haying devote aaa time to the considera- 
tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of 
apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve- 
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of 
heating not only very efficient, but very simple, and have com- 
bined durability j n the apparatus with economy in the charge. 

have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland; 
ds M DES Lnd gentlemen, and have had the honour 
to be c yed by the Horticultural Society of London, in 
executing n w std of their splendid Conservatory erected at 

E. Barney also construct in metal oe Ai ana e 
E Paing and Sashes, and i 
entlemen, and the Public, to the inspectio: UR e eU 

drawings and eus at 272, Holborn, herb they pare the 
opportunity of exhi ibiting, ig. among: st other metal works. 
tremely complete and convenient kitehen apparatus, or T 
adapted forthe continued supply of hot water, and an arrange- 
ment of the oven more complete than has hitherto been brought 
before the public. 

D. and Bary were the first to introduce metallic cur- 
vilinear Mud to horticulturists, and can referto the Con- 
servatory attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, 
besides unen others in this country, and on the Continent. 

. Batey have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic 
lant OUS which are now ready for immediate delivery ; 

they beg to introduce to publie notice a new Trough Pipe, Eon 
Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, o 
at intervals, required, and which may be seen at their MEI E 
factory. 

el kozala et TEPHENSON anp CO., 

INGLES HAND DIBBLING "MACHINE.— SMITHFIELD SHOW, DECEMBER, 1845. Several o these Machines were exhibited „by the proprietors at the Great Smithfield pencuiaral Show, in December last, and attracted 
a Ed deal of d they wer acknow- 

A be ite LR Rm and perfect instruments ever 
IE 

Since ae Machine was first brought out, several poa improvements have been effected, rendering it complete, Itis _ 
set confident] , being s 

deliver the exact quantity of seed with extreme regularity. It 
is m in is construction, and not liable to get out of order, 
a | cups are of various 

Wheat, "Manila Wurzel, Barley, 
Singl 

Beans, Peas, Vetches, &c. 
rice 410s. each, 

bli 
Including Box and Carriage to Eondon Tsaba , or Bristol. 
Witrias E. RENDLE & Co., Generz al Merchants, Plymouth. 

AGENTS ALREADY APPOINTED 
London—Mrs. W See 118, Jenckurch-strost ; 

thergill, 40, Upper Tha: rst and M-Mullei ae 
Leadenhall-street ; Chas. us "SL John- end West Smith: 
field ; Chas. Smart, 369, Oxford-street. Liver 
bert, ‘Olayton-square. ‘Dublin—William Detter nd and Sons, 
Agricultural Museum. Cork—J. and H. ayent, "Nurserymen, 
Manchester— Abraham Vickers, Ironmonger. ——Mrs. Wed- 
ake, Hornchurch. South Derby—T ‘hos. . . Fletche er, Ilkeston, 
near Nottingham. Chester—Francis and J. Dickson, Nursery- 

Mark 

men. Shrewsbury—JIno, Cartwright, Ironfounder. Cambridge 
—Robert t Maynard, Whittleford. m. Drum- 
mond vH Sons, A ee Museui W. Martin, 
Northe; Mus N.B.—W. je 
wes lingo, di dame) Baddeley, Iron Meant deca] 

London, and 17, New PUTA Southwark, TOR 
and Manufacturers of the proved CONICAL and DOUBL: 
CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, Tespectfaliy solicit the attention ot 
scientific pur b $ their much approved method of 
applying th n to sis Propagating Houses, 
&c., by w Fono Atmospheric heat as well as bottom heat is se- 
cured to any required degree without the aid of pipes or flues. 
S. & Co. have ls: to state that at the request of numerous 
friends they are now making their Boilers of Iron, as well as 
Copper, by which the cost is reduced. These Boilers, which 
are now so well known, scarcely require deseription, but to 
those who have not seen n operation, prospectuses will 
be forwarded, as well as reference of the highest authority ; or 
they may be seen at most of the Nobility’s seats and principal 
Nurseries Ep HO the kingdom. 

. and Co. beg to inform the trade that at their Manufactory 
in New Park-str eet, every article required for the construction 
of Horticultural Buildings, as well as for heating them, may be 
obtained upon the most advantageous terms. 

onservatories, &c. of Iron or " Wood, erected upon the most 
ornamental designs. m Palisading, Field and Garden 
Fences, Wire Work, &c. &c. 

TURNIP SOWING. 
OTTER'S GUANO was used by Dr. DausENY 
against Peruvian Guano, Bones, Superphosphate, and 

m other Manures for Turnips, and BEAT THEM ALL. ee, 
for particulars, **Journalof Royal Weticditunal Coolaty: ? vol.vi. 
part 2, p. 331; also at p. 224 o! e Gardeners’ Chronicle of this 
ear. Pastore 28, Clapham-road- plaze London. 

UANO, PERUVIAN AND AERA warranted 
enuine to Analysis: also Gypsum, and all other Ma- 

nures of known value, on sale by MARK PCT. 40, Upper 
Thames-street, 
BRITISH GUANO, equal in quality to Peruvian, at 97. per 

ton. Pamphlets gratis on 6 Stamps being forwarded, being 
amount charged for postage. Agent for DINGLE'S HAND 
SEED DIBBLE. 

Guano (GENUINE PERUVIAN & BOLIVIAN) 
ON AE BY THE ONLY LEGAL IMPORTERS, 

ONY GIBBS anp SONS, LONDON 
uy EE) AND CO., LIVERPOOL: 

And by dur Agen 
COTSWORTH, “Sow ELL, AND PRYOR, LONDON ; 

GIBBS, BRIGHT, ae CO., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL. 
7, Lime-street, April 18, 

rp EE URATE URATE or z OF THE x LONDON MANURE COM- 
PANY.—Four Guineas per Ton. r five years' expe- 

rience in the manufacture of the above MI, the Company 
confidently recommend it as one of the cheapest and most per- 
manent of all artificial dressings. Availing themselves of the 
many improvements in the science of a artifici al TERN ie 
Demie F so adapted that the Ros MN for 
crops is fully maintained. The é found uen qud 
abo, Sum drilled or RS aerate Oats, Pota- 
oes, Tares, or Turnips : for the latter it is particularly useful, 

as it seldom fails, in the driest season, to secure a good plant, 
and also to produce a great weight per acre. The London dun 
nure Company also supply genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, Gyp- 
sum, Sulphuric Acid, ED hosphate of Lime, Bone Sawdust, 
ande ony Artificial Manure = i 

40, Bridge-street, Blaise E. Purser, Secretar: y. 

LIQUID MANURE. 
ENGLAND INDEPENDENT OF THE WORLD FOR CORN. 
er attention of the Agricultural Interest, at this 

mentous crisis, is requested to the great importance of 

e Trade supplied on advantageous terms, 
Fowxer, Engineer, &c., 63, Dorset-street, voeem London. 

Go PERUVIAN AND DADA of the 

y BENJAMIN 

finest quality.—Purchasers are invited nspect the 
stocks at Swayne and Bovill’s Bonded Warehouses, MB Wall, 
oplar, and est India Docks, From mparatively small ENT fod d ofg PUT both Ses and Peru- 

vian, on and E ver; 
from Peru and Bolivi DU RAE 
seeominend their fends and the Public to supply themselves 

require for this season.—19, Abchurch- 

ER DRAIN- TILE DMAOHINE. o 
me) AND CHA NOCK'S E EN 

the em EREE. R. BRAD EY 4s C0., m Price 201. inclusive o Pa dues. 
R. . are also makers of the Improved Oil-cake | 

Crusher, He 8l, —Wakefield, April 18, 

Worcester—Wm. Webb, Bon, 
(rem m) align i iam Dingle, Merchant. Truro— 
Mason and Martin. | Bristol—Prockter & Co:, Cathay. eee 

Tavistock — dgcumbe 
Thirsk, dU uk pri Rutherford, Reedia 

Circulars, with Testi ials, &c. can be forwarded on 
application, Other Agents required, 

Plymouth, April 1 

Am 0 9 À1— OF LIME, E. Eos ton, at 
Mr. Lawes’s Factory, DEPTFORD Ci 

DRAINING TILES AND PIPES. 

INSLIE’S PATENT IMPROVEMENTS.— 
For Maxine and Darse Draining Tiles of the Ist Cae 

Gentlemen having works in operation, or who are about 
erect n will find the above worthy eed Mores. 

ROCESS combines ErrEoT with Eo: , as Tiles can 

n at erton, on, e Tow: eer, 
115, ar eat Guildford ae Southw ark ; the Polytechnic "Institution, 
Regent-street, London. Pa aticulars may be had from Joun 
AINSLIE, Alperton, Acton, Middles 

BED FEATHERS 

Mixed .. m m . Grey Goose 2s 0d 
Goose 2 6 

ait E 

Grey Goose 
Foreign Ditto 

ranted ree and free fr om dust, 
A List of every “description of ee containing Weights, 

Size es, and Prices, sen yy post on application to HEAL and 
Son, Feather Dressers and B dde Manufacturers, 196, Tot- 
tenham-court- road, opposite the Chapel 

ORSTED GARDEN NETS 
pr otecting t trees from frost and blig 

Wasp Net, ds g, Screens, &c. Garden Nets 13d. per 
e ed Fisl shing Ni per yard.—RoBERT 

forsan ipsoR s Sa of all kinds of rra Nets, Fishing Nets, 
Sheep Nets, Rabbit Nets, Tents, Rick Cloths, Ee: 
Transparent Frame Covers, cheap Tar- 
paulings, &c. &c. e 21, Tunbridge-place, corner of ads -street, 

New Ro Road, Londo: 

TP)INGLE’S HAND ) DIBBLING '@ MACHINE, for for 
depositing all kinds g pa Tt is ied a cep that it 

will at the same moment make the hole iver the exact 
quantity of age. with rend Ponens. nor i the soil liable 
to choke the 

Agent in ps :—Mr. MARE iu M 40, Upper Thames 
Street, where the Machines may be 

XET SUPERSEDED, Sd dos thosé dimer E 
S us Metals, called Nickel and German Silver sup- 
nantan by the Pee aon of anew and perfectly matins 
ALBATA PLATE. €. Warson, 4l and 42, Barbican, and 16, 
Renon Folgate, ai aided by a ERU of science in the amalgama- 
tion of Metals, has succeeded in bringing to Publie Notice the 
most beautiful Article ever yet offered : possessing all the rich- 
ness of Silver in a appearance, with all its durability and hard- 
ness—with its perfect sweetness in use, undergoing, as it does. 
a chemical process, by which all that is nauseous = mixed 
Metals is entirely extr: y be cleaned 

. per yard, for 
: also Woollen Net, 

as silver, and is manufactured into ev rery Kor for an Table 
in | Threaded 

Fiddle. 

and Sideboard. King’ 
Pattern, Fiddle, 

Table Spoons per oe 16s. 6¢ 
Dopart S 325. 6d. .- eee 

Pattern. 
2, 

de 
Table Forks do. 
Dessert eun do. 12s. 

C. Warsow begs the Pubie. will aaa es "liat this Metali is 
peculiarly’ his own, and that eed is not more different from 
Gold than his Metal is from all o s—on its intrinsic merits 
alone he wishes it to be teste A ‘from the daily inereasing 
eulogiums he receives, he is convinced that nothing can prevent 
its becoming an article of universa al v jis 

handsomely 
PnrcE Current, is just Published 
economy and elegance, should possè: 
Book, which may be had Grati 
above Address. 

CATALOGUE and 
nd Families who regaré 
uer es of this useful 
and Post Free, from the 
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OW READY 

In one thick volume Svo, containing 900 pages, and upwards of 500 Illustrations, price 30s. in cloth boards, 

THE VEGETABLE 

AX 

BY JOHN LINDLEY, 

KINGDOM 
OR; 

THE STRUCTURE, CLASSIFICATION, AND USES OF PLANTS, 

ILLUSTRATED UPON THE NATURAL SYSTEM. 

Pu.D., F.R.S., 4 Su 
Professor of Botany in the University of London, and in "the Royal Parisini ot Great Britain. 

* To suit the convenience of Students and others, it is proposed to issue the above Work, also in 12 Monthly Parts, 

price 2s, 6d. each; the first of which will appear on the 3ist instant. 

Also, by the same Author, a New Edition in demy 8vo, 

SCHOOL BOTANY 

THE RUDIMENTS OF BOTANICAL SCIENCE, 
WITH NEARLY 400 ILLUSTRATIONS, PRICE 5s. 64. HALF-BOUND. 

London: Published for the Author by BRADBURY & EVANS, 90, Flect-street, and Whitefriars, 

BATTLE OF THE GAUGES. 

NARROW v. BROAD, 

A COLOURED 
ENGLISH RAILWAYS OF THE 

MAP 
ALREADY AUTHORISE D, 

Distinguishing the Narrow from the Broad Gauge District, 

Will be given as a SuPPrExEx, in the Railway Chrawicle of THIS DAY, April 18. 

THE RAILWAY CHRONICLE may be ordered of any Newsvendor, price 6d. per week stamped, to go free by post. 

THE EIGHTH EDITION, EDITED BY WILLIAM YOUATT, 
Esq., AUTHOR OF “THE HORSE," &c. 

Now ready, 
MHE E S RAZIE 

Cattle adt 
of Husbandry. num bad 
rewritten. 
more than 60 addition 
newest Farm Implement: 
Svo volume of puen of rice 

1e Work is ed into a) EN Books, con aining— 
gue exis. rearing, fattening, and general 

NE ement of NEAT ÜATTLE, 
Book 2. The economy and management of the Datry. 
Book 3. The breeding, rearing. 

lIonsEs. 
Book 4. On the breeding, res 

and on foreign and Br Ww 
Book 5. The breed Y 
Book 6. The diseases of 

POULTRY. 
Book 7. Tas Farm House, Orrices, and IMPLEMENTS of 
E. 
Book 8. The culture and management of Grass LA: 
Book 9, The culti aplic tion of A eati Porse, 

and Roors, a thei Ex E value. 
Book 10. ON Masu: le, mullis fossil, puinoval, 

mex pne ria ar nu ae e winks their application. 
I Aco and Table. for-ealeulating labour "by the 

Exc iE. &c., anc id by tHe day, week, month, &c: 
Monrniy CA EL AR of Work to be done throughout the 
ear, with obs: tions on the weather. 
ri this renti i improved edition, 

tions throughout the wc 
M al impo ortance in a 

or, Farmers and 
nt. A Compendium 

1, enlarged, and nearly 

ttle, She, the 
&c. Ina thick 
cloth lettered. 

, and management of Para 

ing, and fattening of SHEEP, 

avin, s and fattening of SWINE. 
(LE, Horses, SHEEP, 3 

besides doces vien 
E S 

, has undergone a oman 

nd Totes i ion from both 

New Work by Mr. Charies Dickens. 

Early in May, small 8vo, price 6s., (with Illustrations on Wood, 
EL PALMER,) 

pu AU TE FROM TAB Y 4 

: By CHARLES DICKENS. 

Brapsory & Evans, 90, Fleet-street, and Whitefriars, 

far Messrs. BRADBURY & Evans have als 
announcing 

A NEW ENGLISH STORY, 
By Mr. DICKENS, 

To be published in 20 Monthly Parts, 
18 NOW IN PREPARATION 

o the gratif 

Price 1s, each, 

DEDIC ATED TO THE FODRE | HOUSEKEEPERS OF 
ENG 

New Edition, feap. Svo, ‘with aros traliohs, price 7s. 6d., 

N ODERN COOKERY, in all its Brauches, re- 
a duced to a system of easy Practice HAR ES ACTON. 

A New and gres atiy improved Edi 
** We have, after a eai xamination, pois ct the conclu- 

sion that 3 Acton’s is the most perfect Compendium, or 
rather Guclonenlt a, of the "rt of REN cookery ever yet 
offer s ji the Vie anie JDispateh. 

ndon; AN, AUS. w 

CATTLE, SHEEP, HORSES, HOGS, AND ba 

Just published, 8vo, with Engravings on Wood, 25s. cloth, 

ON THE DOMESTICATED AN VIMAIS OF THE 
BRITISI ISLANDS: comprehending tho DERE v 

N, & einen 

, embodying 
Lune zd se in 

don : 

— just publ is p. 4to, price 6 6d., 

A RAILWAY TRAVELLER'S REASO S FOR ADOPTING 

p ru OF GAUGE. Stated in a Letter 
I. K. BRUNEL, Esq. 

Joseru Conpant, 12, Old Bond-street 

History of Species and Breeds ; the D 
psn Properties of xternal Form; and Gietatinns ae "the 

Priv s and Pr: dk oF Breeding, By Davin Low, Esq., 
same Autho 

ELEME TS OF PRADT TAL AGRICULTURE 8vo, 218. 

ON LANDED PROPERTY AND THE ECONOMY OF 

TES. 8vo, 21s. 

TOS LONGMAN, ond GREEN, & LoNGMANS. 

rud Fas 
the new volume 

| PRODROMUS SYSTEMATIS 
ABILIS. I e 16s. 

DE at ert 

i Monday, April 
B x "CANDOLLES 

REGNI VEG 
WILLIAM PAMPLIN, 45 

E CANDOLLES 
The Than of the T 

tree SS, London. 

PRODRO M no 
Ten V. d may be had at the Re- 

duced eae & or any of the Volume arate at 16s. each, 
T'ILLIAM. PAMPLIN, 45, Frith-street, Soho, London, 

DE CANDOLLE. 

r HE LATE PROFESSOR AUGUSTUS P. DE 
NDOLLE. An Engraved PORTRAIT of this Cada a 

Size—16 inches by 12 inches. Botar 
proofs 15s. 

WILLIAM Pamptin, 45, Frith-street, Soho, London. 

Price 10s. 

In feap., with numerous Woodeuts and Engravings, 7s. cloth, 
THE LITTLE ENGLISH FLORA ; or, a Botanical 

£ and popular Account of all our Common T'ield Flowers. 
By G. W. Franois, F.L.S. Second ee greatly improved 
and enlarged. 

London: Batekes, CRUDO & Co. 

ROSES IN Price 1s. 

BSERVATIONS ON TE CULTIVATION OF 
ROSES IN POTS; EE T Forcing and Propagating. 

Surrwoop & Co., Paternoster — or post free from the 
Author, Nurseries, ‘Cheshunt, Herts, on receipt of 22 postage 
stamps. 
One large vol. &vo, with nearly 1000 Engr avings on Wood, 505., 

N ENOYOLQP DIA OF GARDENING. 
x J. C. LOUDON. 

** No gardening Pooky so comprehensive, and cóntaining such 
an immense mass of matter, has ever been submitted to the 
public more free from errors of the pen or the press,”— 
Monthly Review. By the same Author, 
x x BRITANNICUS ; a Catalogue i dus the RD in- 

enous to or intr. oducod i into Britain. r 
BNCLOLOR EDTA OF ANTS. Bee ad tis G 

CYCLOPÆDIA OF ES .. 105. 
BNCYCLOP-DIA OF TREES AND Simos. 8v0, 21. 10s. 
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF COTTAGE ARM, "AND VILLA 

ARCHITECTURE. Svo, 3, 3s. cloth, 

ondon: LONGMAN, Brown, GREEN, & LoNGMANS. 

J OURNAL OF THE 
CIETY OF LOND 

Notice is hereby given, that we is now ens 
gratis, to all Fellow he Society who are enti 
B Eu the Council Would be glad if those gentlemen who Y have 

yet given instructions as to the manner in which it should 
botnt would do 40 ab ea Scy SUONI 

CELE URAL s0- 

fov deliver; y y 
Ej ree! 

Price ENTIS free by post. 
t o. xd 
The Railway Chronicle 

Of Saturday, April 11, contains articles on 
MEETING OF THE EA ASTER COUNTIES — NEW 

SCHEMES BEFORE PAR) LAM AND ALARM OF 
ae MONIED INTERESTS—RAILWAY DISSOLUTION 

BILL—ATMOSPHERIC MODE OF TRACTION—OPPO- 

Bona es ec LONDON AND OXFORD—RELATIVE 
3 GAUGE 

REPORTS OF MEETING GS Eastern Counties, Special Meet- 
ing—Chester and Moly! 
Lynn and Bly—Bly and fasting Clarence Arati Loin. 
ster and À 

tch H 
OFPIGIAL. PAPERS—Tenth Report from the Classification 
Committee — Chester and Holyhead; Directors’ Report — 
ME Rr t ditto—Neweastle isle ; Statement p Ac- 

lasgow, Paisley, and Greenock. 
MECHANICAL IMPROVEMEN TS—Dunn’s Improved Turn- 

table (with an be ig les s CU pogas: 
RECORDS OF RAIL PRACTICE—Mr. o ds S 
proposed Iron beati Dries Hodgkinson s Reaper 

RAILWAY NV DEus of Acts for the Coit: 
struction of Railways passed in 8th & 9th Vict, 

E RE EE OF SOCIETIES Institution of Civil Engi- 

PARLIAMENTARY PROCEEDINGS Parliamentary Com- 
mittees "LU, Legislation. 

CORRESPONDENGCE-— Wexford, erford, and Valentia— 
English Shareholdors of the Hdinbarg sh and Glasgow. 

Progr: E he rks. 
Acciden 
Tron Trade — Meetings — Tenders for Loans — Contracts — 

Dividends. 
Calls—Deposits returned, 

Traffic Table, 
Share Lists. E 

Foreign Ditto—Money Market—Paris Letter, and latest Prices. 

iscellanea, 

Order Railway Chronicle of any Newsyendor, 

PRICE FOURPENCE, OF ANY BOOKSELLER. 

CONTENTS o». oF Dem NUMBER ron SATURDAY 
ST, APRIL 11, ae 

THE ATHEN /E 
JOURNAL oh ENGLISH AND FORE TN, ipana TUAD, 

CIENCE, AND THE FINE ARTS 

eects four Large Quarto Pagel 

Re WS or, WITH EXTRACTS FROM— 

History of the 18th Century | Elements of the 
until overthrow of the French Winds, Weather, and 

Empire, translated from | of Corn, by Mr. G. TUE. 
Sehlosser, by D. D. avison. one and Tunis, by Capt. 

The ned Bn by G. P. R. €. Kennedy. 

James, 

Wirun SmonrER Noric 
Gospel Scenes. | HE 
Italy in the 15th Century. 

or— 
Nonconformist Son- 

Hippolytus of 
translated from Hyppolytus of Euripides, with | alerts and 

‘Notes, puer om Monk, | Eu B 
&c., by Y 

cuba Mi edea. xd , trans- E from the SI 3 on 

lated from Dindorf. "Theocritus, Bion, and Mos- 

Mysteries of Pari D illustrated | chus, by F. H. PUEY 
by ©. Heath. New Periodicals. 

Alige Ray, by Mrs. S. C. Hall. 
Origine! Paper. Remarks on the Literary and Learned 

Societies. 

Our We eekly Gos sip. — Statement of the Keeper of 

Printed Books at the aoe Museum—Ventilation of the 

New Houses of Par /—New Protestant Chapel at 

A Ead NH ot "Prince Geo. rst pice Manque of 
by Fire o! ERR 

Printing “Establishment, Edinburgh— Commission t 

Bottée de Toulmon—M. de Castlenau's Exploring Expe- 
dition, 

EOD T d AL: (Profess 
—Boranica 

AS from Austi 
Ansted on MU and Wor 

or Maunoir on m uscularity of. 
M u- 
DORT (Professor 
of Coal Mines)— 

ARCHAOLOGICAL TÜTE—INSTITUTE or FINE ARTS: 
(Mr. F. rends on Criticism 1 in Art). 

Fine Arts.—Remarks on Paris Exhibiti Exhibition of 
Society e Sani yer 

Fine Art Gos: —Art Union Pere tara Museum An- 
tates Ast E Tiens Arti evolent Institution 
yu ation of Temple of Erect s at At thens—French 

Royal Aci ssian Artists" 
QU REO 

Music and the Drama.—Dr. Mendelssohn's 2nd Trio for 
Piano-forte. 

Musical‘and Dramatic Gossip.— Mr. Forrest and 
Mr. Macready—Theatrical Funds—Mdlle. Jenny Lind. 

nece Ei Academy ross Hon 
pital—Rev. H. €i 
teorological B cum mas m Gold Mines, 

Order The A of any Bookseller. 

N ETCALFE’S NEW PATTERN TOOTH-BRUSH 
and SMYRNA SPONGHS.—The Tooth-Brush has the 

important advantage of searching thoroughly into the divisions 
of the teeth, and. cleaning them in the most effectual and extra- 
caine? manner, amous for the hairs not coming 
loose—ls. An impr oved Clothes Brush, that cleans i ina third 
part of the naval time, and ineapable of injuring the finest nap. 
Penetrating es, With ue durable unbleached Rus- 

ces—St. €i 

sian bristles, E like common hair, Flesh 
Brushes of improved graduated. mà powerfdt fci elvet 
citas Wichita eR IRURE and s ful man- 

The genuine Smyrna ; SEEDS em pre He ied valuable 
properties of absorption, vitality, and durability, by means of” 

spensing with all ir feumediate parties” 
M and dean e SIR S and secur ary ofa. 
genuine Smyrna Sponge, Only a OPERAE ‘Bstablishe 
ment, 130 s, Oxford-street, one door from Iolles. 

Caution, db ies of the words ** Krom Meteal 
yy some houses, 

B^ pene 

OWER-POTS AND GARDEN SEATS. 

OHN MORT LOCK, 250, Oxford-street, respectfully 
announces that he has a very xk assortment of the 

em eee in d colours, and so 
Eis description 

TO THE NOBILITY, GENTRY, V WE IRON- 
SRS, AND OTH. 

Ee BRO DEAS dio Title Hampton- 
Birming fthe IMPROVED 

MENOGRAPH, or Tapes: for len Borders, Flower Pots, 
&c. Engrs avings of the same, with prices attached, sent per 
Post to all Pu d the Kingdom, on application as above. 

Sole Agents in London, G. and J. s Horticultural 
Implement Warehouse, 46, King Willi London Bridge. 

UNDER THE PEGE OF ain AND THE 
AUTHORITY OF THE FACULTY. 

EATING’S COUGH LOZENGES — A remedy 
for all disorders of the Pulmonary uA —in difficulty 

of Breathing—in redundancy of Phlegm— i 
sumption (of which MI is the most UU e indication) they 

S of unerring Sn ase and in Winter Cough, 
they have never been pac cay to fi 

KEATING'S ovd LoZiNGns are free from every 
celeron Hele Ei they m therefore, be taken at al? 

y the m: t delicate ER and by the ET child 7 

unb the Public ‘Speaker and the Professional Singer will find 

them invaluable in allayiug the hoarseness and irritation inci- 
dental to vocal exer ion, and consequently a powerful auxiliary 
in the production of melodious enunciation. 

Prep: aen and sold in Boxes, 1s, 13d., and Tins, 2s. 9d., 4s. 6d. 
and 105. Gd. each, by. E KEATING, Chemist, Ge., No. 797 
St. Paul's Churchyard, Londo: 

Sold by SAxaEn, 150, and DETRAN and Hannay, 63, 037 

ford-street: BLAKE, SANDFORD, and BLAKE, 47, Piccadilly. 

Q S Y 

DHOSPHORIC RAT POISON.—This preparation 
is offered to the Public with the greatest confidence, being 

decidedly PUER to all those Pine containing arsenic an 

‘iably proves certam 

destruction, Prepared only by EDWARD Ponsen, 40, Bridger 

directions 
for use, at 4s., 8s., and 20s, each. E 

Printed i" Wintam BnADnUAY, of No. p York-place, Stoke Newlogrbus and 
FREDI urch-row, SA Newing:on, both urn xs, of No, 7, C ii 
in the connty of Middlesex? Prine eit office in Lombard. street, a 
the the eCity of London; ‘and published by heey 
V vieratrert in the pari St. Fant tt Covent Gale 

den, in the said county, where all Adver maed eC unicatio? 
are to be addressod 1 io the tpe eM APRIL 18, 1046, 

| 
| 



E GARDENERS’ CHRONICLE 
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE. 

Poe hes Ah cena ie Uae RUNDEN T pant 

A poe ee er of € memi and General News.—The Horticultural paro Edited by Professor Lindley. 

T 

ri —1846.] SATURDAY, APRIL 2 [Price 6d. 

INDEX. BROCCOLI SU TTABLE FOR R SOWING THIS MONTH, TLES 

Agri Soo. of Ragland => Erb Finem Society, + + 2706 7ARNER AND WARNER, Srepsmen, 28 Cornhill, H oy LES’ SEEDLING GERANIUMS.— Augusta, 

Amateur Gardene . 968 c| London Farme! tothe Royal Exchange, London, beg leave t for ipsy Maid, Josephus, Duke of Orleans, Lord Morpeth, 

Artichokes, Tor, price of 1.8055 | Lorino (Mr), his garden n opposite the Royal Ex vidus cave to offer | and Alice. W. MILLER has still a rew complete sets of these 

urticula seed, to 5 I 2720| ticed 7 an p | the following choice Broccoli, which will come in succession as | beautiful Seedlings. Cash price, 3l. the set. The Plants are 

p - M04 Manure fraude j5 b | numbered m sio dos j strong in ge 

i-glasa. DE Mildew a r packet s £ per eid E N.B. Descriptive Catal MM 

Calenéar, horticultural — - $6 New-fo e! 1. Metcalf Bink Cape | Also, Elletson's Superb Y iptive Catal AR Uem Plants can be had. 

E ultural $ 278 b | Plants, dise: By Hale's I * j 3 6 April y White Broccoli : Pr rovidence Nurser; amsgat 

otoneaster microphylla, . 3. Welleov ] KINGSTON NURSERY, S 

Gropping, eros : i WedcereSuperb(Suo) 0 6 And Warners QBURREX., 
: m ùperb (fine) Qus T JACKSON'S SUPPLEMENTARY  CATA- 

Cheltenham parable Early (S 0 

B. The above have been carefully saved from ay finest e LOGUE OF PLANTS, with prices, for 1846, may be ob- 
tained free on pre-paid application. 

Kingston Nursery, Surrey, April 25 
CARTERS CATALOGUE OF SEED! PER See — E e m 

J CARTER, S£EDSMAN and FLrorrst, 238, High H ~ GROOM, CGM Rise, mi near Lonpon (re- 

< "folborn; London, begs leave to inform his customers and * moved from WALWORTH), By APPOINTMENT FLORIST T z a SS E 
— tales 

270 b | Springs - 
$524 | Leanne’ rights - 

i Potato disease " S7 c 

Henting,» l 270a | Vegi the Public in general that a new edition of his Catalogue, con- ALW 

ea atann È greon 10^ | Yen ilation, remarke on taining 300 ndditional species. 2 and comprising a first-rate col- RETE TRE Ek ae Mr aE es 5 

wo - 970 b | Vine growing, failures in lection of Ericas, Proteas, and other Cape Seeds, Bulbs, &e., | OULAS. Lh UM SETER N RANI , A URI- 

— Polen spa, 209 e | Vineries, tempo Tection gp m n S06 Cy raile sadeprepaids on “appli S? LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM, and NEW PLANTS is 

Horses - Sub Wages VE * tion dd Me forwa par prepaid on appli- | ready, and will be forwarded by post on a application, 

~ Horton 270 alin, vo cover wi Nial cation by letter or o hevwi 
NS and PICOTEES 

rotae, ser ~ sota | Weather rules 4 eplendid collection of extra fime new Double Anemones, Te Baam te een ee TATIONS ang ice Mees) 

peo for sia, 176 b | Wond naar as targe as Paonies, warranted to succeed if iom att Orelgn orders: EXACTE 

; 100 
J TERV GT TITCHSIAS 

WEST AND VERY BEST FUCHSIAS, Pe nr Med 3L. ; do., M. 10s. ; 50 do., 15s. 25 5 do., THE N 

"OVES VERBENAS, PETUNIAS, &e. 

ALL anp CO. are now sending out per post 
the newest d very best PUCHSI AS, including 

Ait regquired) a ++ Pls per doz. 
e Show Var ieties oe m 

O THE SUBSCRIBERS OF 
ARDENE RS’ BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION i s 

SECOND APPLICATION.—The favour of your Vorg MARKET AARDENNE ERS AND OTHE) 

crest is earnestly solicited in behalf of ANN PRATT, m PLANTS.— A large quant 

She has been five years a Widow, without the Battersea, Imperial, and York UNS AGE PLANTS, war- 

Ter husband, the late Henry Pratt, was | ranted genuine and not to run, at 3s. 4d. per 1000. Also a few Serratia 

profession of Gardening, and was thousands of fine iX QUE d Cattle DRESS epe diner ae 

in the Horti E ral world. He lived as Head May be had son application to WizLiAM Youna, Milford Nur- in 

aje . Duckett, 1 : i a D: : ~|; NEW 'AND SUPEXB WHITE FUCHSIA. 
Gardener with Sir G. Duckett, Bart. ToS with W. Wingfield, | sery, near Godalming, Surrey. 

ND 

Sq, ster i a ‘y; and, finally, 14 years with th late | ss wake n CP DEEST NU "m “ ISP 2 Er 

Wo Wa E pea Gd ^ heshunt, in wees peras i COOPER, Sión Nursery, Croydon, begs t to say xo 3E d nus od per plant. 

died. He was a Subscriber to your Institution from its com- + that his CATALOGUE of GERANIUMS, FU CHSIAN a veg to call the attention of cur 

VERBENASA HERBACEOUS, and other Plants, is ready, and tivators of FUCHSIAS to the above Seedling, which the: 

will guarantee is not surpassed by any light vari 
mencement to the uns of lis de 

g 
ised 

‘action, and refer to the following 

The case is strongly * geommendad by the following Membors will be sent by post on application. Also, a Gatalogae of and will give general s 

E your Institution, who will kindly receive prox Flower Seeds. i. aee Miei Ad EE 

p Atlee, E LI p la Malin ILLIAM BASS anp S. BRO WN continue to sup-| “An e LUE He ade and E m Am crimson 

Geadenhall. street, London; Mr, ug Rane T. ply their SELECT and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS, corolla v. Res Gardeners’ Chronicle, Sept. 20th, 

orge Mills, Gunnersbury Park, Ealing ; Mes 
—We have Must en po AR 

aso leet. with full directions for sowing, treatment, height, colours, &c. v Write Fu 

Su 100 varieties choice Annuals, including the most s. i Bite SUAE dendi raised by the Messrs. Yovetr. Tbe 
0 Street ; Charles ey E: sh hacklewell ; Mes: 

Son, Cheshunt ; Mr. Se $ approved new a Seg E ee flower is about 3 inches in length, the tube and sepals white, 

IRA AND ANAGALLIS| 50 vars. ditto ditto aiio 11 18 6 | and resembles "pu pb je 

SEEDS.—Packets of the above choice selected Seeds, 30 vars. ditto aiig n +» 5 6 [is much more | v It should be called 

Saved SUV the very best soris in cultivation. 20 vars. ditto aiti diti 4 0 |*'Sanspareil, ly one of the most beautifil 

packet.—Applieations, including Post-office orders or Stamps, 20 vars. D OMM in mga aset suited of its species. aa ditor of the Cambridge Advertiser, Oct 

will be immediately CHE WEE 
ling beds onlawns .. VH isi Their 5 other fine Seedlings will be ready for sending eh 

irect Mick. BREWE: id, ditto ditto ditto 50 with the above in the PE pat of May, and when the set is 

Strong Sis. op (hat. aoia d
es jr VERE 

s IORI. SEE als ee * "i g taken, will be charged 

9; t 
choice greenhouse Perenni 6 aeo $ 3 

nos por coren 5 Sea 30 vars, choice hardy Biennials pum Perennials 5 0 SELECT SEEDLING VERBEN AS ere 1845.) 

4 PINE T PLANTS. en ‘above sent freo by post at the prices affixed. priri 5s.; Grandissima, 5a; Helena, 3s. 6d. ; Celeste, 

DR DISPOSED or, about 80 PINE PLANTS, | Remittances in franks of Post-ofüce orders from unknown Bic od: ra, 3.00. ; Auber d. Por E 

: the NUM see their xc ud of March Ist, "hey will be 

Succession and Fruiters; consisting of Providence, Ja- | correspo:d e, the first week 

maicas, Montseratts, nvilles Globes, Queens, and St. Vin- |. Their electa d Descriptive Catalogue of Superb GERA- 

cents, free from insects. — Address to T. A. Pa, Post-office, NIUMS, FUCHSIAS, DAHLIAS, VERBENAS, PETUNIAS, 

Doncaster, Yorkshire. 
CHRYSANTHEMUMS, &. &c., is now ready, and will be sent 

“VALUABLE NOVELTIES. ~ | prepaid to applicants o t of two postag eU E TES, fine varictic 

DANSY—“ BLOOD ROYAL” (Renne). — The aded Horticultural Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk. — Tetta ditto, 

first-rate Show flower 
N : aws p petals of a 

ground colour light straw ; the upper petals of a very REN SEEDLING 
RBENA, “FUCHSIA, PETUNIAS, 

dark rich velvety plum-colour ; the other petals very deeply | YERBEX s es 

and regularly lacet wit with the same colour; the eye perfect and " AND ANTIRRHINUM. "ditto 

shape circular ; texture very firm and thick, causing the flower M IVERY, Nurseryman & FLORIST, Peckham, | ERIOAS, fine and frce-tlowering E, ae ad. '9s., 125. 

lay flat m moot This is a first-rate variety, and is the ear London, begs to inform his Friends and the Public | and 18s. per dozen. 
2 = 

S class. is well ies by mod pons in the | that ba jg sending out after the 2ist inst., the under- CHRYSANTHEMUMS, the best sorts by name, per post free, 

VOR reni] of Tondon, and orders have been given for | mentioned, v ieee ith confidence recommend :— 9s. and 12s, per 4 

VERBENA W ONDER OF SCARLETS: colour of Boule de | Those EE X: and Co. with their orders for the above, 

Nearly all the stock; a few more plants remain, which are 
Offered at 10s. 6d. each. Blooms have been repeatedly seen by Fe 

Brown, Esq., of Camberwell, (the well-known amateur 2 

Pansy E ower) a and RESEN by him to be a diuo pon 

Jane, atr osanguinea habit—See Chronicle of September | are respectfully requested to state the varieties they already 

“W. I —The Seedling you have named Wonder | possess, that a repetition may be avoided, every care being ob- 

of. Ete is a very fine variety; the IN flowers are | served in es impri ovements, by adding such varieties as 

PETUNIA — “ MARGINATA UE ? ( RENDLE).— large, gels in colour, and form a fine h d blooms.” | will give sati 

Sun SIUE white, strongly margined with deep Saag pur- ach. No disconnt SR two are US CAL GROLARI AS for unde out sss ue er dozen. 

^ g Sr: 
5 P 

ple; 9f good. substance and excellent fori "fle eye dark, and | FU Ulis lA TRAFALGAR = be red, sepals ees, corolla GERANIUMS ditto, 9s., and 12s 

leo. ‘om veins. his is a most valuable and unique. variety, be p and very iN. showing it much below the For Particulars of ARAUGARIA I BR RICATA, and other 

Superior to any other sort Cd preset pm Price 55. each, ite distinct from any other variety: Ts. 6d. each. Conor see their Advertisement of last week. 

oye in every three to t 2 RS Steen FETUNTA m MU white ground, margined pink, it Yarmouth Nurse April 

ERSENA — “ TREN OP AUTIES? ( RENDLE).— th AEN pencilled eye, 5s. each. BIS ni a 

Ground E beautiful rose ; the eye surrounded with a wide PETUNIA U UN IQUE : lilac ground, beautifully ipie amd ROS GE IUMS, I FUCHSIAS, VERBENAS, NAS, DAHLIAS, 

‘72nd of deep rosy purple ; corolla large an flat, segments very ; fine round flower ard substance. 35.0d.each.| CHRYSAN S REMUNS, CALCEOLARTAS, CINERARIAS, 

pge, leaving no in enture between them. A very profuse PETUNIA. WAN NGUARD : rosy purple, with large ‘black. pom PANSIES, de. 

loomer, excellent habit, and very distinct from any in cultiva- 3s. i 
WALTERS, Frorist, Hilperton, Trowbridge, 

B Price 5s. each, oneover in every three to the trade. PETUNIA METEOR: rosy red Eh purple ground, very dark e Wilts, can supply the above on the UE terms, each 

J 
purple § y PP 

M ofthe above can be obtained of WinuAM E. eye and round flower. 5s. eacl in 12 varieties, plants in the best order :— . rdoz.—s. d. 

NES & Co., Plymouth. PETUNIA PET SUPERB : light p ground, margined with | ROSES, » perpetual blooming, for bedding, in pot B Hor 

one pA the Gene yin Cog on and after the 4th day sig zm beautiful dark eye; good shape. Awarded a ons, China, T and Hybrid Perpetual NES P NTE 

of May th, April 21, 1846. x of merit a Surrey Zoological Gardens, 5s. each. S wee bloom g, Hybrid China, Hybrid Bour- 

"STUARTS GROVE NURSERY, , FULHAM 
ROAD, ANTIRRHINUM PIOTA A IVERYAN 3s. 6d, bon, Gallica, Provence, &c. „stout plants, 1io2 

LSB A. » OR ALBA m NS uw e 

dre «E KIN F Di WRITES. 1s. 6d. forced, fine specimens in oom or "ui 

ESTMACOTT asp CÓ. beg to inform their | Catalogues may be had on application: à extra fine ditto 
of th Friends and the Public that they can offer strong plants Ga Se US anion 1 rate varieties, full of buds ̀  

eerie: i in MS ip for bedding out, and which ENJAMIN W. ENE CHEAP. exta, nodding Zanzummum, Trafal gar, Ro- 

Ow ready for deliv GHT, ee, &c., Tivoli, bustum, plants about 1 foot high and 2 gh and 2 to j 

Fuchsias ó T % b S eens: Es Seu, Susi bee eae CHOICE C E ld fa tes, lf sie 
v. . 

ion of "1 and the pul ne E "ihe following CHOICE | FU' y avouri es, oot, branchin; 5 0 

pipenas. 0 0 | PLANTS, which are now ready to ft. S t new of last year, 1 foot, , br anching, A bu d, 

0 0 elve new choice and distinct P OLEO fit for S: Pincding. Recent Magnet Cleopatra, 

0 0 | for Gs. ; 12 extra first-rate very distinct varieties, all sent ou TAARE eg 

0 0 | for the i ‘st time last seaso 25. ; 12 distinct s , for DAHLIAS, est AoW vm 6 to 91 6 0 

Salvia nit 0 replat canariense, 8s. 6d. ; dcos new, good. ties, for 6s.; 12 choice Petunias, » sent out last year, ̂  including "Gloria 

Pelarg Batens . 0 ach 9 | for 6s. ; 12 good and. distinct t Onara, for 68.5 ; 12 extra good di, Beeswing, Cleopatra, &c. .21 0 

Ditto Hote ae ” aS n Coboea scandens .. ‘eash 0 9| kinds, pial " n fine Anagallis, for 3s. 6d. ; 12 fine Ga yug ns old favourites, stout, per pos 3 0 

5 2 B eliotropiums, for 4s. ; 12 ch 4 kinds of Phloxes, t varieties of last ts, about 1 foot, 

April s p 3836. j 65. ; 12 extra new, very disset varios for 12s. ; 12 choice A uote ve e UE 2 oco d 

d Euch mcorS INE X Praese cr NE 
" $ les, .; 12 extra good, for 12s. ; | S, pots, strong bushy plants, in 

Beautiul varieties e Ltd ae Pun: Beloosed vith een cane pes the best varieties : Ei 5» Bladud, splendid, can be seen at 6, Leadenhall 

Malte ̂ 3 pus 3s. 6d. per paper; Antirrhinums, 2s. 6d. per paper; Dalia, street, cach. yi ine 

A ae Syph, Oberon, enu e West, Rosabella, pee from the best show flowers, 3s. 6d. per paper ; German Aster, PRTUNIAS ect vatieliusdf jst yes = ye e 

" d 3 K extra fine, 2s. 6d. per paper. 
ANTHEMUMS, all the a ord sorts, er ost. 6 0 

eer at a pne Pair Rosamond, ‘Also will be ready in May, 12 good show Dahlias, for 6s. ; | CALCEOL LARIAS, strong bushy pl ps pe perdi 

uL Eo Peri omg ade the Beauties, Attrac- | 12 superior, for 12s. ; 12 extra good, distinct kinds, all new jasi | PANSIES, show varietas  .. + vi e ta 

cares eal bee er Jona Passes rebates Snowball, | season, i 91s. ; 12 choice fancy, ox variegated varieties, for 6s. extra, strong, in pots Prockd Ai 0 SN 

Above will be carefull i oke and foRWaRGeaitO D en Cho |. Any he above can be ecurely packed, and forwarded Scarlet Geraniums 6s., Mrs. Mayler E 

riago fien) Alt o. iy E nO OSTTUH e den on car- | post-fr ne as receipt of the DU with the order. Catalogues De: eseriptive Catalogues on application, 

B 5 espondents to be | of the above may be obtained on pre-paid application, Carriage paid on all panca els to the amount of 1l, any dis- 

€ 'ompanied n E renim ce. 
: J. Epps, Bower Nursery , "Maidstone: April 25, 1846, tance not SE 100 miles 



Lee EH E GARDENERS’? CHRONI CLE. [APRIL 25, 
XTILL AM E. RENDLE and CO., : are enabled to | roldiana, G. Kopperi, Ge zebrina G. tubiflora, G. elongata, 

the following choice sorts o: 

DAHLIAS, FUCHSIAS, &c., 
at very reduced pri ‘ices, 

GERANIUMS. 

offer 

GERANIUMS, 

Lvw?s SEEDLINGS of EE —The following set, including 
and package, for hampr En g Confidence, Imogene, LYsE’Ss SEEDLINGS. Lim Perfection, 

Primess Alice, and Redw 
Taa uv 20 from ihe following List, EE hamper 

ackage, for 30 —Ist CLass.—Heetor (Cock), Magiéienne, 
Ratata Kosten, Duke of Cornwall, Modesty, E Lord 

Exington (Lyne), Horatio Nelson, Rainbow, Pluto, Othello 
Thur tell), Sarah Jane, Rosalia, Flora, General P. ollock, Claude, 

esie of England (Hoyle), Sir R. Peel (Foster), Thunderer 
(Blackford), Hyla, Conflagration, Lady Villiers (Foster); 

Constellation (Garth), Beauty of ILOR (Pamplin), 
Hebe (Beek), ae (Tyne), Hermoine, Semiramis, Cordelia 

(S chai Grandis. 1 
— of 20 from the following List, including hamper and 

package for 20s,—2d Crass.—Cor -onet, Cynthia, Hamlet, Pene- 

EE Peri of the West, Countess of Mount Edgeeum mbe, Consort, 
Princess Royal, Circassian (Lyne), Guide, Fascination (Millen 
Jersey Maid (Blackford), Syinmetzy, Pulchellum, Dido, 
Yourite, Yulean, Flash, illa (Foster), Oberon uir 

of Waterloo, Rising Sun, Prince Albert (Gaines) Gipsey, 
Wonder of the West, N Ditra rtell), Portia, 

Witch ( iniri, Bychanaedy V a 
Amburgn (Wilson) Fanny, Cornish Gem (Rendle), Lady C. 
Shepperd (Bennett), Fair Maid of Devon (Topping), Jupiter, 
Elizabeth, King. John, Amethyst, Sultan, Grand Monarch. 

of the Fairies, President, Ivanhoe, Clara, Mabel, Glory 
of the West (Bassett), 

including hamper and 
ou Beeswing, 

aphael, Or- 
vi im), Marchioness of Ormonde, 

DAR 8. 
Selection of 12 from the following bi 

(Whale), [Ene of the cipes (ioe, Y l'angua 
n. Beauty, Sir J. S, 

in ossa (Mitchell), 
Lady St. Maur, Standard AUS Gs 

Sing of 20 from the following List, including hamper and 
package, for 12s.—2d —Consolation, Queen of Roses, 
Matilda, vite elle RE X npareil, Bermondsey Bee, Tas- 
wett's Yellow pou AR eder Miss Abbott, Sure 

of Waterloo, Nutwitb, Lady 
" piri te. J. Richardson, Hero of 

Stonehenge, Confidence, n of uU Sir R. Sale, Mrs. 

Essex Triumph, 

of Wales, Beauty of the Plain, Bridesmaid, Bloomsbury (Lee), 
Rouge et Noir, Glory of P lymouth 

HL ARL(FANCY VARIETIES). 
Selection on fiom the following List, including hamper and 
ckage, for 15s.—Matilda, Lady Loraine, poi ep Blane, Arch- 

duke Fredericks “Beauty of England, Fair; ; Madame de 
Montagne, Silvio, Village Maid, Compte de. Paris, Harlequi 

waffenfield, Madame Chau Illumi FH 
Madame EA Oakley Surprise, Charles 12th. 

FUCHS 
Selection of 20 from the following ‘List, including hamper and 

package, t CLAss.—Serratif: folia, Pearl, Rosabella, 
Majestica ES UE qux ee Hope. Vuber, gii, Sir W. Mag- 
nay, Sir H. Pottinger, Duke of Toe Foigh-a- pale, Princess 
Aice, Formosissima, Picta, Othello, De elicatissima, Pillar of 
Beauty, Recurva, Lord Ashley, Eminent, Cleopatra, Magnet 
(Smith), Sidmouthii, Erecta elegans (Kendal), Nymph, Queen 
of Beauties. 

Selection. ps m from me following List, including hamper and 
‘package, for 2d Cuass.— Goldfinch d Hoe Rim 
-hybridum, eae (Rendle), Duke of Welli 

a 

antea, Expan 
Albion’ (Smith), Titoxeter Beauty, Rickardii Grandiflora 
Rickard, Lowreyii, Laneii, Exoniensis (Pince), Paragon, Ro- 
bustum, Eclipse, Britannia, Noblissima, Ballooni (Smith), 
Transparens (Youell). 

PETUNIAS. 
Selection of 12 from the following List, including package, for 

4s.—Queen of May, Beauté de Jour, Beauté Wu RN 
Striata, Louis Gullino, Striata delicatissima, us For. 
get-me-not, Perfection, re Portiattn oesol 
Delineata (Morgan), Pet (Ivery), King, Ovid, Magna Charta, 
Reliance, Splendida, Celestial, summ 

BENAS. 
Selection of 20 sorts from ie following List, including ham- 

—Fair Rosamond, Favo urite, Louis 
, Mulberry, Hudibras, Ex- 

celsa, Bloomfield Mani i Emma, Fortune-teller, 
écris a, ant, Vesta, Lilac Perfection, En- 
chantress, Lovely RATS VM NIU o ince 
of Wales (Knight), Prince of W: (blue), Melindros. latifolia, 
Yeucroides, Queen, Gaora Blue Queen, Ccerulescens, 
Gladiator, Vesta. 

PANSIES. 

ant), Zelia, Black 
Surprise, Beauty aud, Fair Maid, 
Pheebe Thomson], Prince of Wales (Silverlock), Bridegroom 
(Major), Mulberry superb, Hog RO, Success, Launcelot, Dark 
Seedling (Hayle); Attila, Orlando. 

ackage, for 5s,— The following st, including hamper and p. 
Atro- Album, Maculata, riata, Luteum, Brightii, Powell 

Pieta, Double White. 
LOBELIAS. 

Six of the following sorts, Mag |= pad | package, for 
s.—Erinus grandiflora, Erinus compacta 

Solanum apsieum, Rondeletia speciosa; Cheenostoma 
polyanthe,Stylidium fascicularis, Begonia coccinea, B, insignis, 

rdisia erenulata, Ixora coccinea, Pentas 
e Gardenia radicans, G. florida, G. sp. nova, Ficus 
elastica (Indian-rubber we Burchellia capensis, Plumbago 
capensis, Brugmansia sp, nova, orea plena, Juanulloa 
parasitica, Euphorbia splendens, E. fulgens, Pleroma Ben- 
im miana, Centradenia rosea, etulmfolia 
Clivea nobilis, Vinca oculata rosea, Russellia juncea; Bruns. 
felsi: ana, Z ichynafifhus grandiflorus, Æ. Roxburghii, 
Be Es o hemum pulchellum, Lantana c 
Odfünnios Schilagian 4 splendens, Hibiscus rose 
H. Cameron, pj. NE Spectabilis (grafted), P. hispida 
a, arium, C. varium nana, 

osa, Grevillea rosma- 
in erii, E. myrtifolia, 

capitata, D. ciliosa, D. ericoides, Correa bicolor, 9. Secret 
Philiea SML 'Kalosanthes mi niata, Genist: ta Atleea 
odoratissima, Amphicome arguta, Aloysia citradora, doge 
imbrie: 

MISCELLANEOUS CLIMBERS, 
Ppap of 12 from the following List, including hamper and 

package, ns, Eceremocarpus scaber, 
ai YE ‘aurantiaca, Lophospermum erubescens, , Kennedya ovata, 
K. coccinea, K. Batatas Bridgesia 
spicata, Bi; ‘nonia picta, B. capensis, Passiflora Postal 
Loudonia, P. Buonapartea, P. Sullivanii, P. Neelii, P. cæru- 
lea, P. cwruléa-racemosa, Ceropegia elegans, C. stapelæformis, 

mca Learii, I. Sellowii, Stephanotis floribunda, Tropæo- 
Nm Lobbianum, T. tricolor, rachyseras, Thunbe 

œa seander s. —Cobr 

chrysops, ntiaca superba, T. alata, T. alata alba, 
Alla nda cathartica, Convolvulus petanthus, Combretum 
coccineum, Manettia glabra, M. bicolor, Maurandya Barclay- 
ana, or oe canariens 

LANTS FOR FEDDING OUT. 
Anagallis ites grandiflora, Bouvardia triphylla, B. splen- 

dens, Kalvia fulgens, 8 pate ns, 8. chamedritolia coccinea, 
Nierembergia graci a Chænostoma polyanthe (new), Mesem- 
bryanthemum tricolorum, Phlox Druppmoodt Petunias of sorts, 
Verbenas of sorts, Pelargoniums—T: om Thumb, Fire Ball, 
King—Heli Fuchsia corymb fulgens, 

FLOWER SEEDS. 
50 packets of choicest Flower Seeds (free by post) for 12s. 
30 diio A 
eS 

B.—. IL REE A orderes must be made pavit to william 
Paces Rendle, Plymouth 

TESTIMONIALS. 
am happy to tell you thatthe plants which you sent, were 

ea here yesterday in eæcellent condition, havin; 
packed in the best manner possible, and I am much pleased 
With them.”—S. S. Cunningham, Caprington Castle, Kilmarnock, 
Se otma Dec. 16, 1845, (Distant upwards of 500 miles from 
Plymow ed 

* I am happy to say the plants arrived safe, and in such good 
AN that no person would have supposed they had ever 
been removed from your greenhouse, although they travelled 
REOR a distance ; indeed, they astonished every ore who saw them, 
they were so healthy, so well packed, and, 1 must add, for the 
good descriptions, poet reasonably priced. WA illiam Bevan, 
dos Camass Braff, County of Lim ae April 14, 1846, (Up- 
wards of 350 miles from FAO, +) 

Great attention is paid. to to careful packi g.— All 
plants forwarded to long distances are packed in Fir 
Boxes, and firmly secured, 

* Early orders are desired, a as there will be a limited 
quss only of many of the sorts. 

ORDERS WILL BE EXECUTED IN STRICT ROTATION. 

Cireulars, containing Lists of Flower Seeds, Forest and 
Fruit Trees, Bulbous Roots, and Chrysanthemums, can behad 
on application. 

*,* All orders above 31. will be delivered (free of 
éarriage), to London, Bristol, Exeter, Barnstaple, or 
Falmouth; or, above 6l., to Liverpool, Dublin, or Cork. 
A remittance is not required from known correspondents, 

or those who give reference in London. 
Steamers from this Port three times a week, to London, Cork, 

Dublin, Poo and Falmout! 

err oe 
12 fine young Plants of this valuable Tees, ast dti hamper 

and package, for 205. 

e who reside at long distances, and wish to have their 
plants forwarded by post, can be accom: mmodated ; and we ps 
arranged to send Dahlias, Fuchsias, Petunias, Verbena: 
Pansies, and Antirrhinums, packed in stout tin cases, fus 
by post. 
ta ALL THE PLANTS ENUMERATED IN THIS 

CATALOGUE ARE NOW READY FOR SENDING OUT. 

We have to return our "best tha thanks to our numerous cus- 
tomers for the liberal orders with which we have been favoured 
during the past season, and have now to solicita continuance 
of their patronage, assuring them that we shall always supply 
the best articles at the lowest remunerating prices. 

Our chief object will be to give VR Nu: ; and if from any 
circumstanee an irregularity should at any time occur, we is 
always feelit our duty to make the e ample am 
have always d to be liberal in our dius and 
rust our friends ae DASS to complain of our not 

continuing to b. AM E. RENDLE & CO. 
Office, Union Toad, ERa nos 25. 

Queen Victoria, SURE Salterii, Millerii, fathonia: 
AZALEA INDICA. 

Selection of 12 from the following List, including hamper and 
package, for 25s,—ist Crass.—Optima, Exquisite, Broughtonii, 
Refulgens, Prestantissima, Rosea punctata, Mi inerva, Barbata, 
Prince Albert, Alba superba, Alba striata, Candidissima 
maxima, Grandiflora maculata, Purpurea plena, Rubra-plena, 
Gladstanesii, deo Smithii fea niflora, Rosea elegans, 
Coccinea superba, Addison; ABBA tH 

Selection of eight from the following List, including hamper 
and package, for 63.—2d Chass, — Variega: ta, Gladstanesii, 
Lateritia, Danielsiana, Rawsonii, Smithii, Smithii coccinea, 
Rosea; Rosea semi- duplex, Woodsii, Standishii, semi- duplex, 
Splendens, Speciosissima 

GLOXINIAS. 
Selection: of six from the pes List, including hamper 

and package, for 5¢,—Cerina, Rosea alba, Insignis magniflora, 
Pressleyana, Rubra, Maxima, Caulescens, Macrophylla 
variegata. 

US. 
Selection of six from the following E EE hamper 

and package, for 10s.—Gardnerii, Trane us, Truneatus vio- 
aceus, Majestica, Formosissimus, eplendidum, Coccineum, 
Egertonii. 

MISCELLANEOUS PLANTS. 
Selection of 12 from the following List, including hamper and 

package, for 15s.—Bouvardia flava, 
flora, A. rosea, 

es picta, A. longi, 
A. hirsuta, A. "pedunculata, Gesnera Ge- 

TEN SPLENDID NEW HALF.SHRUBBY CALCEOLARIAS, 

OHN BELL, in offering the d CAL- 

RY, READING, — 
J. BEST, “of Mi ms Nursery, begs to inform 

* the admirers of CALCEOLARIAS, that he has still a few 
plants left, in 48-sized pots, of his much-admired CALCEO- 
LARIA LEOPARDIL; this was awarded a prize at the Chis- 
wick July d 1845, A en our it exactly resembles the 
Leopard's Per plan 

J. B. als D Der S to state, Em he is now sending out VER-. 
BENAS, &c.,in 6-sized pots, strong plants, at the following 
prices : 

Per doz.—s. d. | r doz.—s. d. 
yop fine sorts, in Lobeti pyramidalis, es 

po b 44,8 0 ultio: Bog! 
DEP Tr post 35 0 Do. raigensy and others 6 0 

Gitling’s Petunias, and Choice Fuchsias, in pots. 6 0 
«+ ..6 0} Do. per pos 3 90 

au. «. 9.0 | Scarlet Geraniums, from 
CY she .to 6 0 

+ 6 0| Alona ccelestis, DS 
3 0 12s. to 18 P 

GAES "dor bedding, With Heliotropes, dic As.to 6 
strong 6 

Also the Sao CREEPERS 
Cobcea scander ++ from 4. to T each. 
"crono S iste » Ty 
Lophospermums, do.  . 24 
Maurandyas do. o 1s. 

With fine large named flowering plants of Omera arias 95; per doz. 
Package included in the above prices, and sent free in line of 

Great Western Esümiy: —Apri 
888 

EORGE 
GRA 

GIBBS AND čo.. are now supplying their 
Mixtures for laying down to pan manent Grass, at 32s, per 

acre, allowing 2 bushels and. n 2 Ibs. open acre, This being 
an important branch of their business, havin hin the last 
fey searacunplied Hert D Several “thousand. acres, with the 
most favourable results, they have bee indt lower the 

nd rice to 32s, t the means of the nibus 
Co., haee. confident call the ED. of those who may 
be desirous erting land into a quick and durable mea- 
dow or pasture of se best quality, both for hay and succession 
of feeding; full directions for sowing 5t treatment wil ill 
accomp: pany oe Seeds. Mixed sorts, for improving old Grass- 

er Ib. ; fine sorts, for forming nee &c., la. 4d. 
n ; Italian 

sk 
FIE 3 EX 

UR WOOD'awp SON have the pleasure of offer- 
ing the following Plants adapted for Bedding, at the 

prices Rated when the selection is left to themselves :— 
FUCHS 

12 fine varieties 6s, Od. perb new vars., 
12 superior do 490 vor ‘exhibition vs 188. a 
12 superb do. «.12 0 p do. ++ 30 

50. apes do. .. 50 0 
FERREUS. S 

12 fine varieties . Od. m extra fine vars. . . d e 
12 superior do. $ 25 superb new do. 
12 superb new do... 12 

PETUNTAS. 
12 fine varieties 6 8 

9 
Young plants of the above can. be sent securely RDG in 

tin cases by post, if required. 
CINERARIAS, 

Strong plants coming into bloo: 
12 fine varieties .. 65, 0d. extra, a yatiatios p p 
12 superior do.  .. 12 0 | 25 super! 
12 superb new do. .. 18 
DISTINCT AND SHOWY HERBACEOUS PLANTS, 

Pana p one PRESS named .. m 
uperior do, de m m m 

Sunen. nies ‘do. 
“AZALBA INDICA. 

12 fine varieties "m 
12superbdo. .. m > 
12 extra new do. . 

GREENHOUSE PLANTS. 
n fine species, one of each ^. 12340 
2 do. o. of newer kinds +. 18 0 
i? do. do. do. very superior «424 0 
12 choice SE 12 0 

TOVE PLANTS. 
Segen one ot ir v.s 18 

12 WUDAMOR do, do, . 24.0 E 

B». PLANTS. 
Bach Each—s. d. 

Bouyardia flava Givi leroma Benthamiana.. 3 6 
yellow) 36 rae ba Dalmaisiana .. 3 6 

Calceolaria ” flori ibunda SD: geuow Suse 
(Veiteh's) an elegant SU na) .. 106 
yellow species, highl 
recommande Ped- lendid scarlet species 76 

$ 2 Biplioca moy lus coccineus, 
Fuchsia serratifoli splendid . 50 
Platycodon grandiflora., ̂ $ $ Tacsonia mollissima : 36 

For Select List of Plants, see Adyertizement of April 18tb. 
Catalogues of the above will be sent gratis on application. 
A proportionate number of plants: presented to each order 

towards defraying the expense of carriage, 
remittance or reference i. from unknown corre- 

spondents. 

pi TREFOIL.—This Seed, so highly es- 
teemed in France, can be purchased direct from the 

on applicatiou to JonN A. WHEALLER; bonded warehouses, 
34, Mark-lane. 

Jus CEOLARIAS, begs to assure purchasers they are equal to 
any punire out this season, and will fully answer the descrip- 
tion 
ATTRACTION Targo dark yellow, with large scarlet blotch, 

DEFIANCE “Targo creani'ground, with crimson PRU, 
EA d e ground, with crimson 

PRINCEPS ay ark inaron blotch, 
NDUCTOR— OM yellow buff ground, sitiroimmón blotch, 

CONSPICUA- Bright yellow ground, with large brown spots 
or stripes. 

ECLIPSE- Dark crimson ground, beautifully spotted with 

E 

ite. 
NYNPI Yellow ground, beautifully. spotted with. bright 

EM ESS- Whit e ground, with purple spots, beautiful. 
ORIMSON PERFECTION — Crimson ground, beautifully 

spotted with black. t 

Fine blooming Plants, in 36-size pots, 5s. each; 
ten for 2l. 25. 

The last four named were exhibited last season at the 
Norwich and Norfolk THorticultar al Show the raiser, and 
gained the first seedling prize, and were pronounced by t the 
judges to be superior io any ever PERI d. 

or the 

near Norwich, 

EE-HIVES.—All persons desirous of Cultivating 
that pleasing and profitable branch of rural economy— 

iha Honey Bee—are respectfully informed by G. NEIGHBOUR & 
Son, that they have prepared, for ie season, an extensive sup- 
ly of their various improved BEE-HI nn Mene collection 

consists of ** Nutt’s Collateral Hive,” ** The § 
“The Im 

T ON BEES, (6th Edition) just published. 

peus SHEET EAD GLASS TILES, &c. 
— The cheapest, stou: and best quality imported and 

sold at 0. JARVIS'S ola Tetablished Window Glass Ware- 

house, 38, i Great, t Castle-street, a few doors from Regent-street« 
CRON: N GLASS at 50s. per Crate ; squares cut to size E M 

low in price; sashes glazed on the lowest terms, Cou 
opens: forwarded with reference will meet with prompt Speo 

fion. &,* gest Discount allowed off all description 
Glass for E money only. 

of 



| 
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Tl HE EXHIBITIONS OF PLANTS, FLOWERS, 
and FRUIT, in the Gardens of the ROYAL BOTANIC 

SOCIETY, Inner Circle, Regent’s Park, will be held this season 

in the New Conservatory, on Wednesdays May 20, June 3, and 
July 1.—Tickets may be obtained at the gardens by presenting 

an order from a fellow or member, price 4s, each, un 9; 

E RENCHAY, NEAR BRISTOL, 
- The late residence of Mrs. Tuckett, deceased. 
For SALE by PRIVATE CONTRACT, a very convenient 

FAMILY MANSION, containing spacious dining and drawing- 
rooms, library, hall, and kitchens, on the ground floor; six 

best bed-rooms, and three servants’ rooms, on the first floor; 
well arranged offices, Stabling for four horses, and Coach and 
Gig-houses; with an ornamental Garden. roduetive 
Kitchen-garden. The whole abundantly supplied with both 

The Premises may be viewed by tickets, to be obtained of 

Josera Davis, &mall-street, Bristol, and of whom the price, 
and further particulars, may be obtained, ; 
Frenchay is a delightful village, 4j miles from Bristol, 6 

i from Clifton and Henbw nd one hour’s ride from Bath, 

RIES, GREAT BERKHAMPSTEAD, HERTS. 

RS NE anp SON’S splendid CINERARIA 
“SUPERB BLUE,” which fully maintains its original 

excellence, is now ready for sending out—by post, 5s. ; large, 

blooming plants, 7s. 6d. È 
FUCHSIA, “MRS. LANE,” which was exhibited and proved 

last year, will be sent out first on the 11th of May next, and all 
orders received and to be ree willbe executed according: 
to priority. Price 10s. 6d. 

i atalos bi 

E AND STOVE PLANTS. 

W N and CO., Nurserymen, being 
the possessors of a large and healthy stock of the above 

Plants, comprising the rarest and most beautiful in cultivation, 
beg to offer them on the very reasonable terms quoted in their 
Advertisement in the first page of the Gardeners’ Chronicle of 
the 18th instant, to which they beg to refer for particular: 

danger of snch ventilation as this that gardeners 
have concluded that a close, moist atmosphere is 

indispensable to Vines when in flower—a singular 
mistake which we fully disposed of some years ago. 

Some time since we had intended to address our- 
selves to this subject (see p. 99), but tho revival 
of the Potato question and other matters so crowded 
our columns that ventilation was given to the wind. 

We must new endeavour to make up for our lost 

time. 
If we did not hate new words, we should be half 

inclined to expunge ventilation from the language 
of gardening, and to substitute zephyration or some 
such gentle epithet. We shall, however, content 
ourselves with distinguishing ventilation from 
aération, the latter a legitimate word in actual use; 

defining ventilation as the process of letting the 
external air at once into a forcing-house, and 
aération as the act of keeping the atmosphere of a 
forciug-housein motion by currents of warmed fresh 
air. 

Thé importance of AERATION cannot be over- 

estimated. it is ihe one thing which now requires 

to be secured, in order to render Our artificial cli- 
mates natural. Why it is so advantageous we nave 
on a former oceasion endeavoured to show. A 
man’s reason, indeed, must tell him that a plant 
condemned to pass its life in a still atmosphere is 
like nothing so much as a criminal set fast in an 
everlasting pillory. In order to secure motion in 

Ie. TES 
Cross Lanes Nursery, Bedale, Yorkshire. 

THE NEW “MAMMOTH” BROCCOLI OF 1846. — 
ILLIAM MAY, F.H.S., begs to refer to his former 

iption of this splendid B 

In Manches- 
wert 

.B.—This is the proper season for its being sown. The trade 
Supplied. 

The Gardeners’ Chronicle. 
SATURDAY, APRIL 25, 1846. 

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOL; LOWING WEEKS. 
no } Horticultural (Anniversary). Fav, — May 14 Boraniea o. E PA. Monpay, — 4—Entomologic] ` — + BM. Toss,  — -sf Hordcultural 2 + aew 

Sarunpay, — 9—Horticultural Gardens” iP 
COUNTRY SHOWS. 

Norfolk: and: Norwich Horticultural Society. ottingham Horticultural, 
Perthshire Horticultural, 

6—Heartsease,? 

‘Wauorrepay, April 2 
Fripay, May 
Wopxuspay,, — 

Witt those gentlemen who are so shocked at 
the Pormaise plan of heating, and who so confi- 
dently foretell its universal failure, be so good as 
tead attentively a letter in another column from 
Mr. Daviss, of Wavertree ? They will now find 
that what we have always asserted could be done 
‘Has been done ; and not by an enthusiastic amateur, 
of whom practical men profess so great a dread, 
ut by a nurseryman, for his trade purposes. A 

double pit 42 feet long has been thus heated 
for four pounds six shillings, 

Such being the case we decline inserting any 
further cavillings about the matter ; unless, indeed, 
Some one is able to show that Mr. Daves’ state- 
ment is untrue ; which those who know his respect- 
‘ability will not be very easily led to believe. 

When a man builds a foreing-house, he settles 
carefully the slope of the roof, the nature and di- 
tection of the heating apparatus, the material for 
us shelves and floors, the quality of his glass, the 

Size of the squares, and the depth of their laps. 
Whether the door shall. be at the end or side, and 
the whereab of the stoke-hole. are other points 

How, then, are. we to: ac- of grave deliberation. 
Count for the almost universal neglect of the most 
Important part of all—ruz VENTILATION ? 
3 t no, we wrong the builders of forcing-houses ; 
i not neglect ventilation ; on the contrary, 

ey provide for it copiously. "They make the roof- 
Sashes slide, and the side windows unfold, and the 
oorway alone administers no i iderable doses 

of wind. In fact, the ventilation, if by that term is 
Meant the Zetting in of wind,is in nowise deficient. 
i Ut unfortunately this is not precisely what plants 
a Mire; "They want in-draughts neither of hot dry 
lrin the dog days, nor of ice-cold breezes in the 
OHNE Both hot and cold air act like water ; the 

€ scalds, the other freezes. It is because of the 

"milk if the surface of the sponge were. continually 

the veget kingdom, currents of air are made 
to do the work of the muscles, limbs, and volition 
of animals. It is not at all improbable that, in 
addition to the mechanical effect of motion in assist- 
ing the propulsion of the sap, it may be important 
that the stratum of air in contact with the leaves of 
plants should be incessantly shifted, in order to 
enable them to procure an adequate supply of 
food ; for we find that water in motion feeds them 
better than that which is stagnant. Leaves are 
continually abstracting from the air the very mi- 
nute quantity of carbonic acid which it contains. 
When the air moves quickly over their surface, 
fresh supplies of that food are incessantly presented 
to it, and tbe operation of abstraction may be 
facilitated ; while, on the contrary, if the air is stag- 
nant, the absorption of carbonic acid may be very 
much slower. Just as would be the case if a great 
sponge filled with milk were to be placed in mere 
contact with a man's mouth.; he would be a long time 
in sucking out its contents if the. sponge: were im- 
movable, but he would soon possess. himself of the 

shifting. 
Perspiration.is another vegetable function, which 

must be maintained in healthy action, The quan- 
tity of water that flies off from the surface of a 
plant will, ceteris. paribus, be determined by the 
rapidity of the motion of air passing over its surface. 
In an absolutely still air perspiration will be reduced 
to its minimum, and it will increase, within certain 
limits, in proportion to the quickness with which 
the air sweeps over it. Thisis no doubt the reason 
why in Vineries which let in air at every lap, of 
glass, and with the side-doors constantly open, the 
Grapes acquire such excellence, and keep so long : 
as is the case with Mr. Groner Crawsuay’s famous 
December fruit. 

If the motion of air is thus favourable to the two 
great operations of feeding and perspiring, we shall 
find that it is equally needed day and night; for 
perspiration goes on principally during daylight, 
and feeding in the hours of darkness. A good 
system of aeration must then be constantly in action. 
How to secure that is the great Horticultural 
problem which now remains to be solved; and to 
which we would most especially draw the attention 
of our readers, 

We cannot anticipate any difficulty in the matter ; 
for a variety of means suggest themselves, the 
moment the question is considered. Such aération 
as we propose has, in fact, been secured in different 
ways b many persons, although such plans have 
attracted little attention in consequence of their real 
importance not being understood. 

One of the earliest and simplest was that of the 
late President of the Horticultural Society. By 
passing pipes, open at each end, through the heat- 
ing materials of a hotbed, one end being in the in- 
terior of the frame, and the other exposed to the 
open air, he succeeded in constantly renewing the 
atmosphere of the frame, and in keeping the leaves 
in motion, with, as he tells us, the happiest effect. 

Mr. Witttams, of Pitmaston, has pursued another 

course. He keeps the south end of his Melon- 
frame open to the outward air night and day, excep 
that it is covered over with a screen of “ fly-wire” 
painted black, and continued in the inclination of 
the roof. This screen receives the rays of the sun 

heats the air that passes between its interstices. By 
raising the sashes at the back, a very powerful eur- 
rent of air is established ; the thermometer ranges 
from 80° to 90° below the leaves in a sunny day, 
and in short the “ atmosphere is as hot as is expe- 
rienced in the southern parts of Italy, with al- 
most as much ventilation as if growing 1n the open 

air"—See Journal of Horticultural Society, vol. i, 

page 43. 7 : 

The plan of Mr. Wittiams might be modified by 
such a contrivance as is shown in the following sec- 

tion. Let A B represent a section 
of a front wall, or wooden frame ; 

C, ahole; D E F,a screen of zine 

or iron, painted black, nailed to it 

in front. It is obvious that when 

the sun shines on the black plate, 
D E, it will rapidly heat, and com- 

municate its temperature to the air 

below it; the latter would imme- 

diately pass through C, and with a 
force proportioned to the elevation 

~ ofits temperature. 
In the last number of the * Journal of the Horti- 

cultural Society,” Mr.THomas Moore has proposed 
a very Simple method, which we now reprint, o 
aérating a Cueumoez house, heated by tanks. 

“Ina little book* on the cm. 7° of the Cucumber, 

ublished in 1844, I recommended the waz?"?8 paie 

external air before admitting it to the plants, by a p.®? 

which will be explained by the annexed diagram (A). 

“The main point which this plan was intended to 
secure was:this: that the cold air should pass directly 
over the-surface of the heated. water in a tank provided 
for’supplying bottom-heat to the Cucumber plants ; and 
by passing over this surface, it was. supposed that it 
would not only be warmed, but so far charged with 
moisture as not to abstract any from the succulent 
foliage and stems. of the plants, but rather to furnish 
them with a source whence they themselves might draw 
part of their supply. This plan was entirely uncon- 
nected with any scheme for securiug motion without ad- 
mitting'the external air; but it is obvious that both 
might be combined, as in the following diagram (B), 
which. also. rep an, imp upon the 
original. plan. 

* In this arrangement it will be seen that the cold ex- 
ternal air is supposed to pass through a heated cham- 
ber Separate from the tank, but admitting of communi- 
cation for the purpose of supplying moisture if necessary. 
Thusthe external air may be warmed either with or 
without being moistened before it reaches the plants 
inside the houses; or the moisture may be directly ad- 
mitted from the tanks by other means, in the exact 
quantity required at any particular stage of growth. 
The advantage gained-by this plan is a greater command 

from 10 4. M. to 3 Pp. m., all summer long; it be- 
comes heated to 80° or 100°, and consequently 

* Theory and. practice applied to. the Cultivation of the Cu- 

cumber in the winter season, 



. forcing-house such a power would seldom be required 

“be pointed out ; but what we have now said is, we 
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over the moisture of the atmosphere; though in a 

to be put into practice.” 
He also mentions a successful plan, contrived by 

Mr. Lear's gardener, at Streatham. 
“This plan consists in passing a zine pipe, thickly 

perforated with small holes, from end to end of the 
Vinery, and exactly beneath the range of hot-water 
pipes which heat the structure. In the outer wall, 

ieating with this perf d pipe by means of 
a kind of broad funnel, a register valve is fixed by which 
the admission of air can be regulated with the utmost 
nicety, or the supply be shut off altogether ; this valve is 
fixed a little below the level of the perforated pipe. 
"The ction of this contrivance was evident enough from 
theZmotion communicated to the foliage of the Vines ; 
and its effee s were apparent in the unusually healthy 
and vigorous appearance they bore, until their period of 
ripening, In this case, sufficient moisture was kept up 

by syringing the walls and pipes, wetting the pathway, 
and by the use of evaporating troughs placed on the 
metal pipes, and kept constantly filled with water.” 

Another instance of a good arrangement for 
aération will be found at p. 772 of our volume for 
1843, where the following cut is given-of a capital 
Pine pit in the garden of the Hon. R. Crive, at 
Hewell. 

Here the effect is obtained by the drain A D! 
opening into a vault containing open hot water| 
tanks, and escaping, loaded with moisture, into the | 
body of the house at E. | 

Many other contrivances of a similar kind might 

trust, sufficient for the present. We will only add 
that the Polmaise plan owes much of its excellence | 
to the perfeet way in which it accomplishes such 
purposes. | 

must be some other means more within the range 
of common sense.” 

We quite agree with him, and invite our prac- 
tical and scientific friends to discuss the’ matter. 

A CORRESPONDENT says, * What is best to do | For ourselves we are by no means disposed to 

with the border under a wall of a quarter of a mile | undervalue the importance of the top spit of a 
long, which has been made for 300 years, and which 
is quite exhausted? Fresh trees canker and die 
as fast as they are put in. As to the notable 
receipt of shaving the surrounding fields of their 
topsoil, it is too absurd to be practised. There 

rich loamy pasture, if people can afford to plunder 

their estates of the best soil which they contain. 
But as tothe necessity ofthe practice, that is another 
thing, on which it is full time that attention should 
be fixed. 

* FANCY TRAINING. 
PrnHars some of the following modes of training 

may afford the readers of the Gardeners’ Chronicle as 
much quiet amusement as they have to W. P. L. 

No. 1.—PEAR. 
Trained against a gable end or ehimney-back. If 

this pattern be drawn out to double this length and the 

i ^ 

9 inehes apart ; whole breadth of the tree on the wall, 
only 3 feet. 

No. 2.—PEAR. 

Total width 6 feet, on an 8 feet wall. 

No. 3.—PEAR. 

ot fi = 

breadth, it will look well, not having too many 

pem of branches. Branches laid in not g 

No. 4.—PEAR, 
Tbis method has a good appearance—one of the best 

It is trained with 3 ascend- - 
ing stems,whichare stopped £ NP 
atthe top and then brought z 
down in six branches. 
There will be found space 
enough for light and air 
for maturity of the fruit 
on the three ascending 
branches, which should be 
aimed at, in the culture, 
as well as .on the descend- 
ing shoots, 

The descending branches. 
are neatest when trained: 
on alight wire (of about the 
strength of a bell wire), 
which will last sufficiently 
long till the shoots reach 
the ground, when their ex- 
tremities may be there fas- 
tened as the wires were. 

Light stakes may an- 
swer the purpose Ei well, I | 
but they do not look so 
neat; and if they have E 
to be bought will pro- hc eet 
bably cost as much as the yreight, Tfeet; diameter of the: 
wire. hoop (at the top), 2 feet 6 in. 

Observe in fixing this, and the other poles (where 
such are represented), to dig a hole 3.feet deep, and 
ram the earth round the pole 18 or 20 inches from the 
bottom, very hard and fast, as the pole will have to-be 

pp by that altogeth "The earth for the upper 
18 in. in depth in the hole should be cast in lightly, as it 
is in this that the tree will have to be planted. Except 
this is minded, and a labourer is set to the work, he is 
sure tofix the pole as he would a gate-post—ramming 
the soil equally hard up to the very surface. 

Only one branch is represented on this plan, to ob- 
viate confusion, except where it divides at first from 
the lower part of the stem. 

The same method may be adopted by running four 
branches straight up the pole, stopping them frequently 
in their progress for spurs. 

THE AMATEUR GARDENER. 
TREATMENT OF PLANTS INTENDED FOR BEDDING Ovr,— 

At this season of the year, there is a danger which 
the amateur should guard against, because it is one to 
which gardeners are very prone, and if fallen into will be 
productive of much loss and disappointment: I mean 
the p itting to the fl beds the more 
tender plants which have been carefully preserved 
during the winter, and on which the beauty. of the 
summer season is so dependent. During the months of 
April and May, the skies are often so propitious, that 
we cannot but believe the winter is quite departed. 
With sultry nights and brilliant days we banish every 
thought of frosts and bleak winds ; all hands are set to 
work to turn out our Pelargoniums e£ hoc genus omne, 
and we flatter ourselves that we shall have a long and 
prosperous summer. But we soon find we have com- 
mitted the folly of the birds who anticipated the pair- 
ing time ; north and east winds return, and night frosts 
re-assert their iron rule, and a few hours blast the la- 
bours of a whole winter. 

Having a crowded frame, and tempted by the balmy 
gales and soft showers which prevailed about the middle 
of April, and persuading myself that vegetation never 
would be so forward if cold weather had not quite re- 
tired, I was foolish enough to act in the manner I have 
just described. I turned out 40 or 50 plants into the 
places I had destined for them, and immediately re- 
pented of it. The recent frosts have nipped them, and 
although death has not been the result, they are sadly 
robbed of their beauty, and I have lost much time by 
the experiment. I hope I shall profit by this lesson, 
and act up to the resolution I now advise others to 
make—never to turn out tender, or even half-hardy 
plants, until the middle or end of May. Resist every 
temptation to break this resolve, and I am certain you 
will be saved much disappointment and loss. 

But the important question arises—Whiat is to be 
done with those plants in pots which are intended for 
ornamenting the beds in summer, but which grow too 
rapidly for their present confined quarters? This 
matter must now receive the immediate and careful 
attention of the gardener, since many productions may 
become permanently stunted by being left too long in 
small pots. Now, it should be remembered that vege- 
table growth may be retarded without inflicting any in- 
jury on plants subjected to the treatment. The pots 
should be removed from a sunny spot to the shade of a 
north wall, where they will continue in statu quo for 
many weeks. They should be defended from much 
rain, and receive protection enough to avert frost, and 
no more. By these means the growth of roots will be 
checked, and there will be a marked difference between 
plants so treated, and those subjected to warmth in a 
glazed frame. This retardation of growth will be of 
service many ways, and will result in the production of 
finer plants at a future period; but I mention it now 
only as a means of preventing those plants being pot- 
bound and injured, on which so much of the beauty of 
the season is to depend. 

If your stock of plants is small, and you have plenty 

—— 

of frame-room, you may repot them as it becomes 
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necessary, and thus turn out the whole in a highly de- 

veloped state at the end of May or beginning of June. 

Many things will do well in this way, but generally, 

n t is not fi ble to plants which 

are afterwards to be turned into the borders. The ten- 

derness they acquire, by being kept under glass, or even 
being covered up at night, exposes them to checks when 

planted in the open air. This would not be the case, 

dndeed, if they were not turned out till the summer 

had become established ; but too much time would thus 

be d in preparatory g t. Another 

‘good plan is to cover over at night with a flower-pot, 

any plants which you are disposed or compelled to com- 

mit to their destined place. In all these questions an 

enlightened judgment must guide you, the object being 

to have your parterres gay with flowers for as long a 

time as possible.—H. B. 

DISEASES OF PLANTS. 
"[Erysiphe. Mildew. Mehlthau (mealdew) of the Germans.] 

Common as are the productions which it now comes to 

‘our turn to examine, and notorious as is their noxious 

Pansies, are often much injured by it. Its effects on 
Pea crops are too visible to escape notice, the whole 
plant being soon clothed with it,as if coated with a 
cinereous wash. Hops, too, are notoriously affected by 
a similar plague, and during the last year scarce a field 
of Wheat was free from the attacks of Erysiphe graminis, 

but probably from some favourable turn in the season 
did not seem to suffer from it. It is not probable that 
a sure remedy will ever be found for such an universal 

pest, to the development of which all seasons seem 

favourable, and which is alike produced in the most 

sheltered and exposed aspects, and if,as is certain, 

tion of your correspondent, I should have said, that it 
was a shrub peculiarly sensitive of wind, and that while 
one of these two plants has shrunk from the prevailing 
wind in this part—the south-west, the other being 
sheltered from it, has been enabled to take its natural 
form and growth.—R. W. 

The Potato Fungus.—Mr. Moore, of Glasnevin, has 
sent me this morning a leaf of a Potato clothed with 
our old enemy Botrytis infestans, from Potatoes in the 
Royal Botanic Garden, Dublin. Everything seems to 

tend to a repetition of the ravages of last year. I can 

persuade nobody here that there are any fears, and all 
advice is vain —M. J. B. though many true species exist, one or two forms are 

perfectly indifferent as to the plants on which they 

grow, it would be quite hopeless to attempt a remedy. 

We have exhibited one or two of the principal forms 

in one figure, from which it will be seen that the species 

are beautiful microscopic objects. The whole subject is 

well worth the attention’ of any one who has leisure to 
make the necessary observation 

WxxxLY Prices or POTATOES per ton, in Covent 
Garden Market, in 1845, and 1846. 

influence on vegetation, the history of their d pP 

‘is but imperfectly known. . They consist of little 

globules changing from a more or less deep yellow to 

‘lack, springing from a floceose web, and filled with 

~sacs containing the reproductive organs, and at a cer- 

"tain stage of growth putting out from all parts of their 
"circumference long variously formed fibres, which lift 
them up from the surface of the leaves in which they 

"grow, and imbibe their juices ; and they are always 
‘preceded by delicate threads which are mostly white, 
but occasionally greyish, consisting of little bead-like 
‘joints, of which the uppermost fall off and, it is believed, 
“like so many germs, vegetate, and thus quickly gain pos- 
‘session of the infested plant. These mealy patches are 
called by botanists, according to their degree of develop- 
“ment, Oidium cr Erysiphe, and are too well known to 
Cultivators under the general name of mildew. 

... 1, Erysiphe guttata; 2, E. penicillata; 3, E. graminis ; 4, 
Œ, adunca; 5, E. bicornis ; all after Corda. 

Tt has not, indeed, been positively proved that the 
“Oidium is an early stage of the Erysiphe, but the one so 
„Constantly precedes the other, that it is more than pro- 
bable that they are merely different stages of growth of 
the same thing. The Peach, especially, suffers from 
Xhe'attack of such a parasite, and is only very lately that 
“the second or more perfect form is developed. If, how- 
ver, the young shoots be examined late in the season 
“they will be found coated with a thin floecose web of 
the same nature as that which succeeds to the mildew of 
“the Rose, known to the French under the name of 
“Blane de Rosier.” ‘The Peach mildew is a well-l 

| 1845. || | 1846. 
March ......22) 60s.to100s| Mareh......21| 70s. to 180s 

29) 60 100 || 28| 0 
"Aprile sss 5| 60 90 | April ...... 4 76 180 

12| 60 — 90 || 11 70 180 
19| 60 90 18/70 . 180 

 . 26/60 990] 25| 70 — 180 
Also at the waterside, Southwark. 

Mareh...... 24 555. to 805. March .. 28] 60s. to 140s 
31| 55 80 30! 60 140 

April ...... 7|55 80 |April..... 6| 60 ' 140 
14| 55 — 80 | 13 60 — 140 
21| 55 — 80| 20| 60 140 

Home Correspondence. 
Vine-growing.—Grape growers, during the time in 

which Vines are in flower, recommend the house to be 
kept close, and by no means to admit air unless the sun 
happens to raise the temperature too much. What 
may the maximum temperature of sun-heat be during 
such a period? And how do the Polmaise growers 
get rid of the constant current of air, both by day and 
night, which would appear prejudieial to Vines in 
bloom, as they are supposed to set best in a close moist 
heat. As Mr. Roberts in his ** Treatise" recommends 
high temperature, and a very humid atmosphere, 
perhaps he will be enabled to state (if he has tested 
Simmons's Hygrometer) what that instrument should 
indieate when the Vines are in flower, and during the 
swelling of the fruit?—A Subscriber. [Nothing ean 
be more contrary to reason than the practice of keep- 
ing air moist and still while the Vines are setting. 
We have long since exposed this error.] 
shall be extremely glad to hear your opinion about 
a plague that has visited my Vines. The winter before 
last I put a wooden tank covered with slate and laid 
in whitelead, round a house of 40 feet, and took up 
part of the old Vines to replace them with Muscats and 
other first-class sorts. The half of the Vines remained. 
They showed fruit very well, but just before breaking 
into bloom, turned just as you see the specimens, and all 
with a trifling exception went off. I attributed it partly 
to the border, and partly to the old gardener insisting 
on an immense heat at night. This year, T divided the 
house temporarily, keeping one part for forcing, and the 
other with the old Vines as a Vinery. The portion of 
Vines left in the forcing house are gone, just as you 
see. Those in the outer house are, as yet, safe, with a 
perfection of healthy wood and show of fruit. The 
border outside is covered with dung, on Roberts's plan. 
Now, what is the cause? Can it be the whitelead, 
the fumes of which are too visible to the organs 
on entering the house when at 709. We can 
find no other cause. It cannot be the border, because 
the young Vines are in a new made one, of the best 

- 

pest not only of forced Peaches, but of those grown on 
‘exposed walls, even in the most favourable aspect, and 
When once it gains possession of a spot it is not often 
that it is extirpated. Various plans are resorted to by 
«gardeners to hinder the growth of this troublesome 
.Parasite, of which, perhaps, the most general is flowers 
:9f brimstone, at the best a very doubtful remedy. 

, Where it grows upon the fruit probably more is done 
by the action of rubbing it on than by the brim- 
‘Stone itself, which, in the shape of a crude 
-Powder, can searcely have much effect, and pos- 

` ‘Sibly the best remedy next to taking care that the 
trees are flourishing from proper attention to soil, and 
as free an admission of air as consistent with the object 
“n view of early produce, is washing the walls with 
Something which may either destroy or cover the 
‘Minute spores, or, as recommended by a German writer, 

and_have no possibility of damp or other 
inconvenience. Every plant in the house, of which, 
until I get additions made, there are a great number, 
Oranges, Azaleas, &e., &c., are all in perfect health, 
and not a sign of anything but in the unhappy bunches 
of Grapes,which curl up just as you see. The gardener 
thinks he perceives a black spot on some of-the heads 
just as they go off. In the meantime, we have lowered 
the temperature of the outer house to 60°, and covered 
the tube with soil to absorb the lead, if that be the cause; 
and the atmosphere is sensibly altered sinee yesterday, 
being now quite fresh, whilst the inner house has still 
the heavy dead feel, and the gardener says when he 
opened it this morning, it was oppressive in the ex- 

treme. I have gone to a great length, as it is interest- 
ing. If it be the whitelead, I will remedy it in some 

way, by substituting cement or some other means,— JP. 

[We do not conceive that the fumes of whitelead can 

"Syringing the whole plant well with a strong solution of| be the cause of the evil complained of, because, if they 

"brown soap. Where trees have been destroyed by 
mildew, it is quite useless to plant another in the same 
‘Position without some such precautions. We have seen 
“ree generations in succession destroyed by mildew, in 
the course of a few years. It is not, however, Peach 
‘trees alone that suffer from this cause. There is scarcely 
x hatural order of plants in our temperate climate which 

. 8 not affected byit. In tropical countries, the genus 
aS not at present been detected, unless, indeed, a. very 
"anomalous production on the leaves of Jacquinia armil- 

‘aris be justly xeferrible to it, which we have from 
amaica, Beds of seedling Whitethorn, and it is said 

were, they would have turned the edges of the young 
leaves yellow. We presume that the house is too damp, 

and ill atrated (see Leading Article of to-day). Mus- 

cats are very tender, and will not bear the treatment 

of Black Hamburghs.] 3 
Cotoneaster microphylla.— Of two plants of this on 

my lawn, one ‘only is growing as your eorrespondent 

* Curiositas " has described, with all its branches lean- 

ing towards the north ; the other throws its boughs out 
equally on all sides of the stem. The former of these 
is set on a sunny slope towards the south; the other on 

a bank with a north-eastern aspect. But for the ques- 

Weather Rules.—I feel much obliged to * M. E. A.” 
for his notice of my queries respecting Dr. Kircher’s 

weather tables. I wish, however, he had favoured us 
with his place of residence, as, from a comparison of 

his statement with that of “J. B. H.” which imme- 
diately follows; we are led to the conclusion that the 
wind blew from directly opposite points in their re- 
spective localities, and consequently are puzzled as to 

the application of Dr. Kircher’s rules. Are we to an- 
ticipate a dry summer at Abergele, and a wet one 
in the neighbourhood of « M. E. A. ?" and will not a 

similar discrepancy in different localities invariably tend 

to perplex an inquirer, and prevent anything like a 

useful application of Kircher's rules? “J. B. H.," who 

states the points of the compass from which the wind 

blew on some given days during the years 1843-4-5, 

omits to state whether the summers of these years 

agreed with the rules, or contradicted them.—G. W. 

Polmaise Heating.—A short time ago I was invited 
by 2 neighbour to inspect a new mode of heating horti- 

cultural buildings, which he termed the Polmaise sys- 

tem. He had erected a small pit running north and 

south, at one end of which, by way of experiment, he 

had built a chamber, in which he placed a very small 

iron stove. At the top of the chamber a hole was made 

into the pit, through which the hot air flowed at the 

bottom of the chamber. Immediately under the fire 
was the mouth of a drain, which ran to the other end of 

the pit, and through which the cold air was drawn. I 

went into the pit and found there was a stream of hot 

air flowing from the chamberat a very high temperature, 

so hot thatit had discoloured the paint on the wood directly 

above. A thermometer was placed at each end of the 

pit; the one most distant from the pit indicated 71°, 

and the other 70°. The current passing along the top 

could not have been less than 90° in the centre of the 

pit, and nearer the chamber’ much higher. He pro- 

posed to modify the heat at the entrance from the 

chamber, and moisten the air by hanging a wet blanket 

over the hole. This part of his plan I objected to for 

many reasons, and being about to erect a pit of similar 

form I resolved to get rid of the blanket, which I have, 

as well as of all the other objections given in your 

Paper, and that too at a very light expense. I think I 

can convince you that I have set this grand principle 

free, and thus disencumbered it of the load of objections 

so unworthily heaped upon it. Every other mode of 

heating horticultural buildings will soon disappear ; its 

cheapness, safety, and fitness will, I am sure, throw out 

of use the boiler, pipes, tank, and manure-bed. I 

will now attempt to describe my pit; it is 42 feet 

long by 8 feet wide inside, high roofed, having an 

east and west aspect, with a wall across the middle, 

dividing it equally. One half is used for propagating, 

and the other for greenhouse plants. At the end of the 
propagating compartment, I have built a chamber 20 ins. 

wide by 36 ins. long,and 24 ins.high. In this is placed 

an iron stove, 17 ins. long, 12ins. wide, and 12 ins. in 

height ; about 12 ins. of the air-chamber is carried into 

the pit; the propagating part is covered with strong 

slates, giving à chamber of 21 ft. long by 8 ft. wide, and 

30ins. deep. Into this the hot air flows through a hole 

at the top of the chamber, over which I have placed a 

piece of sheet-iron, which is bent downwards to diffuse 

the heat and prevent its violence doing injury. om 

the bottom of the chamber a cold-air drain is carried 

the whole length of the pit, terminating with an eye at 
the end of the cold compartment. On this eye a slide 

is fixed to close the drain when required. In the large 

chamber there is another eye, which is left constantly 

open. I have built a small flue round the large chamber ; 

the smoke is conducted through the hot-air chamber into 

the flue, and back into the chimney by iron pipes, which 

assist in heating this part as well as in giving an addi- 

tional draught to the chimney, as will be readily per- 

ceived by the return-pipe passing through great heat. 

When I wish to warm the part intended for plants I can 
do so in a few minutes, by drawing a slide which 
covers a hole that passes through the division 

wall into the large chamber. This second. cham- 

ber cannot be dispensed with, let you apply 

it to the greenhouse, stove, pit, or frame; the absence 
of a second chamber ‘must prove fatal, or at least be 
very inconvenient; hence it is that we hear of scorched 

leaves, wet blankets, boilers, &c. With a second 
chamber none of these will be either heard of or re- 
quired. The second chamber can be easily made in 
any house ; in the Orchid house or stove it may be the 
stage, and if a greater top-heat is required, draw your 
slide, and immediately you have a stream of warm air 
charged with moisture to any extent required. This I 
can prove by experiments in my own pit. I have gone 

into the cold compartment when the thermometer has 

stood at 65° in the propagating part ; having previously 

opened the door'of my air-cbamber about } inch, and 

drawn the' slide, the vapour gently flowing through has 

filled the place in a few minutes, at the same time 
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gradually raising the thermometer until it has reached 
609. As respects the heat generally in the propagating 
compartment, I certainly never heard of any construc- 
tion that would retain heat so long with so small a 

portion of fire, I got 10cwt. of coke, which eost 3s. 4d.(1); 
this I have been burning these three weeks, and I ex- 

pect it will last three weeks longer. Ihave kept up 

a high temperature constantly. I have frequently left 

the pit at 65° at nine o'eloek at night, and found it at 

58° in the morning. On one occasion I left it at 60° 

and found it in the morning at 59°. I have often left 

the fire for 12 or 14 hours, and have found the heat 
very little diminished. Now for the expense of the 
apparatus. The whole of the iron work, ineluding the 
plate and also the stone' slab, cost 4/. 6s., and even this 
expense might be considerably reduced by purchasing 
a ready-made stove. "The hot-air chamber and flues 
were built by one man in about a day and a half. The 
flues I had buiit merely to prevent tlie escape of heat, 
and to save fuel. As for repairs, I do not expect any 
will be required for 10 or 15 years, except that the 
flues may want cleaning in three or four years.— Isaac 
Davies, Larkfield Nursery, Wavertree, near Liverpool. 
[We shall endeavour to find room for some plans by 
“J. H. H” next week, 

Bee Trees in the New F'orest.—In a decree of the 
Court of Exchequer (26 Elizabeth), is the following 
assage :—‘* It is likewise ordered that the said keepers 

ofthe New Forest, shall each of them in his several 
walk, have only such windfall trees and boughs where 
no part of the root is turned up, and in boughs also, only 
to so much thereof as the bees do light on, and the 
honey that shall be found on the tree, but not to cut 
away auy main bough or tree by colour thereof."— 
Thomas Falconer. 

Covering Walls with Glass.—i have for three years 
adopted the plan of covering Peach and Nectarine 
trees, as also Vines, with wooden frames and moveable 
fronts ; but I cannot say they have quite auswered my 
expectations. Some of the fronts are glazed, others are 
covered with oiled lawn, and all removable when the 
fruit is considerably advanced. Ido not perceive much 
difference between the glass and the lawn. I think the 
latter the warmest, and as the covers are principally 
used at night, the only advantage of glass is its dura- 
bility. The difficulty I experience is the want of a 
little heat so as to advance the growth in spring and 
get the fruit and wood well ripened in the hot weather. 
I have tried a lamp without any sensible effect. The 
thermometer inside the glass ranges nearly the same 
in half an hour as that in the open air; so that the 
priucipal protection is to the young flowers against 
wind and rain. Unless your eorrespondent can devise 
some cheap aud easy means of introducing and con- 
tinuing sufficient heat to resist the frost, we shall obtain 
little advantage, and run the risk of advancing the 
blossom only to see it nipped in the bud. Ihave a 
roller blind over the glass; and the promise of this 
mild spring is certainly greater than in the two pre- 
ceding years. The difference between the trees covered 
and uncovered is very manifest, both in size and 
quantity ; but I have had my frames on these two 
mouths. The fronts should be hung from the bottom 
and not from the top ; the latter plan encourages the 
fly. The syringe is a dangerous auxiliary without some 
means of evaporation, and unless your ingenious cor- 
respondents can devise a method of introducing a 
current of warm air, I augur little advantage from 
these protections in ordinary seasons. I may add that 
they do not answer so well for Vines as Peaches and 
Nectarines ; the former filling the box full of wood. 
—Amateur. 

Vegetable Phenomenon.—As Mr. Mallison has sub- 
mitted his paper on this subject to your readers in the 
hope “ of eliciting parallel instances,” I beg to state 
that there is an occurrence of the same kind at Dal- 
keith Park, N. B., in a Lime-tree ; and another in an 
Elm-tree, at Charborough Park, Dorset. Both are 
very similar to the representation given at page 252, 
only the trunks or branehes are much smaller, and 
higher up than in the one just referred to.— J, M*Intosh. 

ere is in the parish of Bayton, in Worcester- 
shire, an Oak which goes by the name of the self-bored 
Oak. It has an aperture resembling that mentioned by 
“F. A." and the country people think that they cure 
the hooping-cough by passing their children backwards 
and forwards through it. I remember a man upon 
whom the operation had been performed. The hole is 
not larger than will admit an infant, and I think has 

t d since I ber it. The Oak is pollard, 
and stunted. It grows on the property of C. Wicksted, 

-— Anon. 
Cement.—If “ An Inquirer" wants a cement, pray re- 

commend the following :—Fill a bottle with isinglass 
chips, and pour in as much gin as the bottle will hold. 
The isinglass will be dissolved, and become a jelly; and 
when wanted for use must be placed in hot water or 
before the fire, to bring it toa fluid state.— 4non. 

Temporary Vineries.—I am about to put up a tem- 
porary Vinery. I have eight lights, 14 feet long, and 
propose to make a boarded shed about 8 feet high, at 
the back, and to ventilate by two front glass openings, 
and two at the back ; and to place in it a large Arnott's 
stove, surrounding this with woollen cloths, or 
worsted nets, some of the strands to be in water. 
conceive this will be quite sufficient for late crops. At 
the back I propose to train Figs. | if any of your cor- 
respondents have any experience as to such a house, I 
shall be glad of information.— Dodman. s 

m 

an iron tank, and have the boiler in the house; thus 
getting the bottom-heat over the tanks, which are 
covered with slate, and the air of the house is heated 
by the iron of the tanks, aud that produced by the 
boiler. The boiler is small, and does not take up much 
room; and this evil is more than compensated by the 
grêat additional heat. obtained. The boiler is of iron, 
made by Messrs. Smith and Co , of Leamington. The 
tanks are 30 feet long, and these, with the boiler and 
putting up (exclusive of the brick supports), eost 257. ; 
it is easily managed ; the consumption of fuel small. 
On the whole, I think, for a small foreing-house, this is 
one of the best I have seen.— Dodman. 

Effect of Burning Green Wood in Stoves.—My gar- 
dener, in a fit of economy, burnt in the furnace of a 
Pioe-stove a quantity of green wood ; the result has 
been that the bricks of the flue have become impreg- 
nated with pyroligneous acid, or some deleterious ma- 
terial, so as to cause an unpleasant effluvium, and 
materially to injure both Pines and Strawberries in the 
house. What will be the best plan (short of pulling 
down the flues) of removing the evil.—J. P., Cheshunt. 

Liquid Guano.—I think it worthy to mention the 
good effects derived from the diluted concentrated ex- 
tract of Ichaboe guano, by all plants in the greenhouse. 
I have a plant of Lowndes’ Perfection Pelargonium in 
an 8-inch pot, measuring 5 feet in diameter, on which, 
three days ago, I counted 53 trusses of expanded 
bloom, and there were altogether at one time visible on 
the plant 227 trusses. 1 water my Fuchsias once a 
week with diluted clear guano-water at the rate of one 
table-spoonful of the extract of guano to a gallon of 
water, and the plants are thriving more than usually 
well.— Lyston. 

Bell Glasses.—l have been a constant reader of the 
Chronicle, aud it has struck me as strange that every 
Number lias an advertisement about glass, and that no 
manufacturer has ever hinted at bell-glass, so much 
used in olden times, and so much wanted in the present 
day. lam persuaded that a ready sale might be found 

for such farticles, made of any common 
strong glass, coloured or plain. In one of 
your Numbers you alluded to an insect- 
trap, but no one has ever made them. 
Everybody conversant with a garden would 
buy bell-glasses, The trap was of this form, 
to hang on walls. I propose that you 
should tell us where we can procure bell. 
glasses, 2 feet across and of less sizes, the 
large ones like carboys, and decreasing ; a 
hole at the top, or solid, of strong green 

glass, like wine-bottles.—.X. Y. Z. [We are unable to 
afford the information desired. We quite agree in the 
importance of these things. Very common glass 
would do.] 

a 

Hoc.eties. 
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

April 21.—R. W. Bancuanp, Esq., in the chair. 
The Earl of Scarborough aud Mr. J, Foster were elected 
Fellows. A paper was read from Mr. Maher, relative 
to the prevailing disease in Potatoes, the prineipal 
features of which were as follows. A thunderstorm, 
accompanied by high winds, having occurred in July 
1845, washing away the soil from the tubers, Mr. 
Maber was of opinion that the disease was caused by 
the heated water passing down by the cavity formed by 
the wind-waving of the haulm, and that the malady 
might be prevented from further spread by storing the 
tubers when taken up in perfectly dry earth. Speci- 
mens illustrative of the good effects of this mode of 
storing were produced. ‘These evidently showed that 
they had at one time been diseased ; but thatits further 
progress had been stayed by this method of storing. 
Mr. Maher was also of opinion that the remaining 
sound portion of the tuber might be safely used as 
sets for the next year’s crop. In regard to other 
matters, Mr. Rae, gardener to J. J. Blandy, Esq., 
sent various Orchids, especially a fine specimen of the 
showy Cattleya Skinneri, Peristeria Humboldti with four 
pendulous spikes of dingy spotted blossoms, the sweet- 
smelling Lyeaste aromatica, Oncidium pietum, Hunt- 
leya violacea with curious violet-coloured flowers, 
having hing of the app f a bivalve shell, 
and a seedling Azalea. A Knightian Medal was 
awarded.—From Mr. Alnutt, of Clapham, was a large 
specimen of Kennedya coccinea, for which a Certificate 
was awarded.—Mr. Dobson, gr. to Mr. Beck, of Isle- 
worth, received a Certificate for a fine specimen of the 
larger and best variety of Oncidium ampliatum.— From 
the same collection were also Oncidium luridum and 
papilio, and the beautiful golden-veined Ceylon An:ee- 
tochilus setaceus, growing in company with the silver- 
veined American Physurus ( ) under a bell-glass in 
an elegantly-formed Orchid basket, similar to those re- 
presented at p. 35. It was constructed of green slate, 
held together by brass clasps, and had altogether a very 
neat app and was well caleulated for being placed 
in a drawing-room.—Mr. Conway, of Brompton, sent a 
large, coarse-looking Fuchsia, named Goliath, exhibiting 
a multiplication of the petals. Sports in this tribe being 
of frequent occurrence, it is not impossible that 
this, although probably the first double Fuchsia 
which has been exhibited, may be only the fore- 
runner of a series of double-flowered varieties 
much more symmetrical than the subject in question. 
—Mr. Redding, gr., to Sir J. D. Broughton, Bart., 
produced two maguificent cut specimens of a purple 
Rhododendron, named Alta-clerense Broughtonii, and Heating.—Llhave fitted up a low forcing-l with 
Messrs. Veitch and Son, of Exeter, sent a Saccolabium, 

stated to be new, but which, if not S. micranthum, very 
much resembled that species.—Messrs. Fairbairn, of 
Clapham, received a certificate for a famous specimen: 
of Erica vestita coccinea, every branch of which was 
surmounted by a ring of bright red blossoms.—Mr. 
Moore, gr. to- R. Hanbury, Esq., sent Oncidium albo- 
violaceum, one of the most delicate of its class, for which 
a Certificate was awarded; and a sweet-smelling 
Epidendrum, from Honduras, apparently E. varicosum, 
was exhibited by Mr. Low, of Clapton.—Mr. Jackson, 
of Kingston, sent an Epacris-like piant, with small 
white flowers, from Swan River ; and beautiful eut blooms 
of the Poppy Anemone,came from Mr. Marshall, of Sur- 
biton.—Mr. Glendinning, of the Chiswick Nursery, sent 
Begonia albo-coccinea, a pretty pink-flowered sort.— 
From Mr. Anderson, gr. to the Marquis of Bath, was- 
Lilia flava, a pretty yellow-flowered species, forming a 
striking contrast with the  purple-blossomed kinds. 
From the same garden was also a sample of Ash-leaved 
Kidney Potatoes, which were said to haye been produced 
from diseased sets. These were clear-skinned, fine look- 
ing specimens, and apparently free from disease. One 
which was cut, however, for the purpose of trying 
them, very soon became discoloured in the centre when 
exposed, which is characteristic of the disease in an 
early stage.—From Mr. Plant, gr. to J. H. Schroder, 
Esq., were Vanda cristata, with bright brown streaked 
blossoms of no great beauty, and a good specimen of the 
showy Pimelea spectabilis——Mr. Ayres, gr. to J. Cook, 
Esq., of Brooklands, sent an exceedingly well-managed 
Stephanotis floribunda, loaded with sweet-scented white: 
blossoms down to the very pot, and a well-grown Ixora 
crocata, a pretty species, well deserving of more ex- 
tensive cultivation than it has received. A Knightian 
Medal was awarded for the Stephanotis.—Of Fruit, a 
handsomely-grown Queen Pine-apple, weighing 3 lbs. 
7 oZ., came from the garden of the Marquis of Bath; 
and a certificate was awarded to Mr. R. Fish, gr. to 
Col. Sowerby, for beautiful specimens of British Queen 
Strawberries, which were mentioned to be most suitable 
for forcing when very early fruit is not wanted.—Mr. 
Hutchinson, gr. to E. J. Shirley, Esq., again sent speci- 
mens of ripe Peaches, which were, however, inferior to 
he sample produced at the last meeting. Finally, 

various foreign fruits came from Messrs. Keeling and 
Hunt, of Mouument-yard. These consisted of fruit of 
the Banana, a Yam, Tangerine Oranges, Sweet Lemons, 
Forbidden Fruit, a Water Melon, Blood-red Oranges, 
and two cones of the Pinus Pinea, or Stone Pine,— 
From the Garden of the Society were the showy Cattleya 
Skinneri, a Guatemala species, the lilac-blossomed C. 
intermedia, Oncidium altissimum, Achimen:s pieta, a 
red Indian Azalea, Disocactus biformis, a seraggy Cac- 
taceous-looking plant with small purple flowers ; varieties 
of Hippeastrum Johnsoni, Cytisus canariensis, a seed- 
ling Cineraria, the beautiful Berberis trifoliata, which 
has been proved to be hardy, Cuphea pubiflora or stri- 
gillosa, and Arctostaphylos nitida, a Mexican shrub, in- 
troduced by Mr. Hartweg, which is not sufficiently 
hardy to withstand the rigour of our winters, and not 
gay enough to gain for it a place under glass. Packets 
of a dwarf Canadian Haricot were distributed among 
such Fellows as wished to receive them ; and it was 
mentioned that Potatoes, from New Grenada, were at 
via service of those who might express a wish to have 
hem. 

April 21.—E. Forster, Esq.,in the chair. Mr. N. 
B. Ward exhibited a specimen of the stem of Pteris 
caudata, upwards of 7 feet in height. This plant abounds 
in New Zealand, where with its leaves it attains a height 
of from 20 to 30 feet. He also exhibited a specimen: 
of Uncaria procumbens, from the Cape of Good Hope, 
a plant belonging to the natural order Pedaliaceze, and 
which produces a fruit whose carpels are furnished with 
strong hooks, hence it is called at the Cape Grapple- 
plant.—A paper was read from Edwin J. Quekett, Esq., 
on the structure of starch and ehlorophyl. After de- 
tailing the remarks ‘of Möller and Nægeli on the deve- 
lopment of starch and chlorophyl, the author gave the 
result of his own observations on several species of 
exogenous and endogenous plants. He agreed with 
Neegeli and Möller, that starch and chlorophyl, as well 
as cellular tissue, are developed from a nucleated cell 
or cytoblast, but he differed from these observers, in the 
fact that instead of having seen the starch granules de- 
veloped in the cytoblast, he had always observed them 
external to that body. They had, however, made their 
observations on Acrogens, whilst the author had con- 
fined himself to exogens and endogens. The plants 
which he examined were a species of Circæa, the tuber 
of the Potato, Lilium bulbif , and Iris g i 

ROYAL SOUTH LONDON FLORICULTURAL 
SOCIETY, . 

April 22.—This, the first meeting for the season, was 
held in the Horns Tavern, Kennington. The display of 
Aurieulas and other Florists’ flowers was tolerably 
good. J ll llections were 
one or two int ing singl 
nd al 

5 
were produced 

ther the exhibition may be idered an im- 
provement on the last spring meeting. As the AURI- 
curas form the principal feature of this show we will 
begin with them, 

In the Private Growers’ Class, for the best pair, the 
Large Silver Adelaide Medal was awarded to W. 
Trahar, Esq., for Dickson’s Duke of Wellington and 
Unique. A small Victoria Medal, as 2d prize, was 
voted to J, Chapman, Esq. for Page's Champion and 
Sykes’ Complete, 3d, a small Linnean Medal to W. S- 
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Ginger, Esq. for Metcalfe's Lancashire Hero and 

Oliver’s Lovely Ann. For the best collection of six 

Aurieulas, the first prize was awarded to’ W. ‘Trahar, 

3q. for Dickson’s Duke of Wellington, Hudson's 

Apollo, Conqueror of Europe, Redman’s Metropolitan, 

Diekson's Duke of Wellington, and Oliver's Lovely 

nn, 2d, small Victoria, to W. S. Ginger, Esq., for 

Kenyon’s Ringleader, Grimes’ Privateer, Laurie's 

ield Marshal, Oliver's Lovely Ann, Dickson's 

Duke of Wellington, and Stretch’s Alexander. 

3d, small Adelaide Medal, to J. Chapman, Esq., for 

Sykes’ Complete, Clegg’s Crucifix, Squire Mundy, | 

Chapman's Maria, Oliver’s Lovely Ann, and Cockup’s 
Eclipse. In the JVurserymen's Class.—For the best 

pair of Auriculas, the lst prize, the. small Silver 

Victoria Medal, was won by Mr. James Dickson, for 

Dickson’s Duke of Sussex, and Matilda. 2d, by Mr. 

. Gaines, for Hudson's Apollo, and Wild's Bright 

enus.—A prize was awarded to Mr. James Dickson 

for a collection of Auriculas, finely bloomed, and in 

excellent; condition ; amoug them we noticed Dickson’s 

Earl Grey, Duke of Cambridge, Matilda, Duke of 

Wellington, Lytton’s Imperator, Page’s Champion, 

Headley’s Seedling, &e.; and Mr. J. Chapman, received 

the small Victoria Medal, for a large and well assorted 
collection. Among the seedlings exhibited 1st class 

Certificates were awarded to Diekson's Lady Sale and 

Chapman’s Sophia. The Silver Cup presented by Mr. 

Diekson for the best four Aurieulas, was awarded to 

Sandiland, Esq., who exhibited Headley’s Royal 
Purple, Taylor's Glory, Kenyon's Ringleader,and Page's 

Champion. The entrance fees, forming a 2d prize. were 
given to John Chapman, Esq., for Oliver's Lovely Ann, 

lege’s Crucifix, Smith's Mrs. Smith, and Star of 
Bethlehem ; and the Gold Medal presented by 

Trahar, Esq., for a collection of six Auriculas raised 
and grown by the exhibitor, was won by Mr. J, Dick- 

Sou, whose stand contained the following six first-rate 

flowers : Dickson's Unique, Eari Grey. Duke of Cam- 

bridge, Duke of Wellington, Matilda, and Richard 

Headley. — In HzamrsrasE, the Ist prize in the 
Amateurs’ Class was given to — Edwards, Esq. ; his 
Collection comprised: Hannibal, Dido, Mulberry. 

uperb, Victory, Jebu, Arethusa, Perseus, Tom 

Pinch, Sulphurea elegans,  Hunt's Wellington, 

Regulator, Madonna, Unique, Eclipse, Optimus. 
Acteon, Imogene, Isabella, Pilot, Pizarro, Vivid, 
Defiance, Exquisite, and Jewess Superb.— 2d prize 

to Esq., of Camberwell, for Jehu, 

Excellent, Hudson’s Bay, Cotherstone, Arethusa, Regu- 
lator, Ne Plus Uitra, Seedling, Virgil, Yellow Defiance, 

Madonna, Parity, Hannibal, Isabella, Duleifer, Dido 

Mary Jane, Victory, White Sergeant, Bridegroom, 

Exquisite, Pizarro, Success, and Delight.—1st prize for 
Nurserymen was awarded to Mr. Turner, of Chalvey, 

for Hamlet, Novelty, Rubicon, Perseus, Madonna,Titus, 
Isabella, Daughter of St. Mark, Jehu, Juno, Princess 

Royal, Viscount Hardinge, Prince of Wales, Arethusa, 
Curion,'Tippoo Saib, Mary Jane, Purple Perfection, Sul. 
elegans, Caracta Azurea g difl izarro, Opti- 
mus, and Dido.—2d prize io Mr. Thompson, of Ivor, 
or Mary Jane, Constellation, Tom Pineh, Exemplar, 

Cygnus, White Sergeant, Regulator, Virgil, Jebu, Desir- 

able, Fanny, Madonna, Rob Roy, Lady Middleton, King 

of Saxony, Pompey, Hamlet, President, Purple Perfec- 

tion, Excellent, Exquisite, Conservative, Duchess of 

Rutland.—The Large Silver Vietoria Medal, offered by 

Mr, Ivery, for the best 12 CixERARIAS in pots (amateurs ) 

Was awarded to Mr. Young. Several seedlings were 

exhibited ; the following were selected by the judges 
for first-class Certificates :—Ivery’s Prime Minister, 
Bianca, and Pride of Dorking. A large collection of 
Cinerarias in fine flower, was exhibited by Mr. lvery, 
Not for competition.— For the best collection of MisceL- 
LANEOUS Prants, the Royal Adelaide Cup was ed 

to Mr. Bruce, gr. to B. Miller, Esq. In this group 

ARK Ixora coccinea, a double red Azalea, Leschenaultia 

Ormosa, in fine condition, a splendid Aphelexis humilis, 

nely grown plants of Adenandra speciosa, and Gnidia 
Pinifolia, and several Cape Heaths.—The second group 
Was from Mr. W. P. Ayres, gr. to J. Cook, Esq., of 

Brooklands, and was searcely, if anythiog, inferior to 
the former. 1t comprised the same Stephanotis flori- 

Dunda mentioned in another column, a heal hy plant of 
yrtoeeras reflexum, Boronia serrulata, the beautiful 

lue-flowered Hovea Celsi, a small but compact plant 
of Leschenaultia formosa, a variety of Aphelexis"sesa- 
Moides, a white Indian Azalea, and several other 

enr ineluding some good Cape Heaths. A Gold 
edal was awarded for these.—A ‘Silver Medal, as 

Cavendishii, 
—In 

a 
ths. 

the Nurserymen’s Class, the only competitor 
Was Mr., Pamplin, who contributed ^ well.grown 
Specimens of Prostanthera violacea and of Pul- 
Hee stricta, the latter dwarf and bushy, a neat little 
gonia serrulata, the pink-flowered graceful-looking 
Coleonema gracilis, a large Acacia, and several Heaths. 
—A Silver Medal was awarded to — Wooler, Esq., for 
Dus distinct var 

vestita coccinea was shown as a single specimen by | flowers, which are axillary and nearly 3 inches in 

Messrs. Fairb.irn, of Clapham, who also brought several 

other things for exhibition only.—The same specimen | 

of Kennedya coccinea mentioned in another column was 

shown by J, Alnutt, Esq., of Clapham.—A collection of 

Alpine plants were produced by Mr. Wood, of Nor- 

wood ; and Mr. Cuthill, of Camberwell, was awarded a 

1st prize for six, brace of his Black Spine Cucumber.— 

—A 2d prize was also awarded to Mr. Alnutt for fine 

samples of the same variety 
ee 

Webics, 
Sowerby’s Supplement to English Botany. 

(Continued from page 55.) 

PI. 2903. Saxifraga affinis (D. Don) is a pretty little 

Saxifrage, well fitted for rock-work. Itis to be found 

in many curious gardens, but is little known even to 

botanists. Its only known, native station is upon the 

top of Brandon mountain, a lofty summit near the sea 

on the coast of Kerry. Deseribed by Mr. Babington. 

Hook. Brit. Fl. ed. 3, 200. Considered (we think ia- 

correetly) as the same as S. platypetala, and as a 

variety of S. hypnoides. In this place Mr. Babington 

points out the .differences between them. Bab. 

Man. 118. 
Pl. 2901. Vicia gracilis (Lois).— A weed of interest 

only to botanists. Described by Dr. Bromfield. Bab. 

Man. 79. Named Ervum gracile in Hook, Brit. F). 

ed. 5, 89. 
Pl. 2905. Allium Scorodoprasum (Linn.)—A. wild 

Garlic found in fields in many places. The description 

is a most elaborate critical dissertation, by Mr. Borrer. 

Bab. Man. 306. Named A. arenarium in Hook. Brit. 

Fl. 347, but as Mr. Borrer thinks incorrectly, 

Pl. 2906. Allium Babingtonii (Borr.)—A large 

Garlic, which appea: have been formerly cultivated 

as a pot-herb. in many places ; but is not now used in 

England. In the district of Connamara, in the west of 

Ireland, it is still in use, having been obtained from some 

native stations in the islands on that coast by the 

peasantry. Is is nearly allied in structure to the two 

Leeks, A. Porrum and A. ampeloprasum, both of which 

are in cultivation, although the former alone is the true 

Leek. From these it is very carefully and elaborately 

distinguished in this place by Mr. Borrer. Mr. Babing- 

ton considered it to be undescribed and named it A, 

Halleri in his Manual (305) ; but that name had been 

previously given to another plant by Mr. Don, 

Pl. 2907. Bryum mnioides (Br. and Sch.)—A Moss 

recently detected in Britain by Mr. J. Nowell, an intel- 

ligent operative of Todmorden. Described by Mr. 

ilson. 
Pl. 2908. Leersia oryzoides (Sw.)— his is a curious 

Grass, of no agricultural value, belonging to the rice 

family. It grows in marsh ditches in Sussex in small 

quantity, and was detected by Mr. Borrer, » ho deseribes 

it here. 
Pl. 2909. Saxifaga cespitosa (Linn.), variety in- 

curvifolia (Mack.), is a plant of interest only to the 

botanist. Described by Mr. Babington. 
Pl. 2910. Carex Boenninghuusiana (Weihe).—This 

plate is accompanied by a very full description and 

account of this Sedge by the Rev. W. H. Coleman, | It 

is a plant only recently distinguished by British 

botanists, although long known on the Continent. It is 

of no agricultural interest, Bab. Man. 337. 

PL 2911. Rivularia plicata (Carm.)—A rare and 

little known sea-weed, described by the Rev. M. J. 

Berkeley. 

Garden Memoranda. 
R. G. Loraine, Esq., Wallington Lodge, Surrey.— 

This pleasant country residence has of late risen to 

some importance in the horticultural world, on account 

of the carefully selected and inereasing collection of 

choice exotic plants. In the Orchid-house (whieh is a 

span-roofed erection heated on the tank sy stem) several 

plants were in flower ; of these may be mentioned 
Laelia flava, on a small block, producing a flower-stem 

about 18 inches high, surmounted by a cluster of yellow 

blossoms, each flower measuring about 2 inches across ; 

Oneidium altissimum, with a fower-spike 11 feet in 

length; and O. leucochilum, with a spike 6 feet in 
length. In the same collection were also the beautiful 

Cattleya Skinneri showing flower, as was also a nice 

plant of Dendrobium fimbriatum; D. Pierardi was 

in flower, as was also Epidendrum erassifolium, the latter 

having six strong spikes, The walls inside of the house 

are covered with roekwork intermixed with shells, and 

have a neat appearance ; the crevices are planted with 

Ferns, Lycopods, &e.; at the further extremity is a 

a small fountain, with basin contaiuing gold and silver 

fish ; near to this, growing among the rockwork, is a 

fine plant of the Selaginella pallescens, which has some- 

thing of the appearance of a Lyeopod, but, unlike 

plants in this genus, it forms a erown or centre, round 

which the branches grow in beautiful regularity close to 

the soil, and then take a curve upwards, forming a 

complete nest. It is of a lively green colour, and a 

more interesting and lovely plant for this or similar 

situations eou'd scarcely be found. Oma log, suspended 

from the roof, was a plant of the cwious Juanulloa 

parasitica, which has sent down roots fully 3 feet in 

length into the basin of the fountain ; and. trained to a 

pillar in the centre of the house were Clerodendron 

splendens and C. splendens albiflos, both in flower, 

which-had a’ fine effect. In a small rustic basket the 

beautiful and rare JEsehynanthus Boschianus was in 

flower ; the branches are slender and. pendulous, the 

sties of Indian Azaleas.—Adarge Erica | leaves roundish (of a dark green colour), and the 

lengih, stand erect ; the calyx is ] inch in length, of a 

dark chocolate colour, and has five blunt teeth, which 

are erect; the tube of the flower is very narrow at the 

base, gradually widening upwards, and of a fine scarlet 

colour; the lower division of the corolla, together with 

the two side ones, are streaked with brown ; the stamens 

project considerably above the flower, adding much to 

its singular appearance. On entering the stove, two 

magnificent plants of Achimenes pieta, catch the eye ; 

they are about 3 feet through, and about the same in 

height ; their richly-spotted flowers contrasting well with 

the finely variegated foliage. Gesnera zebrina was 

throwing up nine strong stems, and in a short time will 

form a splendid object ; although this is generally con- 

sidered to be a winter-blooming plant, it might, never- 

theless, by alternate seasons of growth and rest, be 

made to flower at any season throughout the year. 

Mr. Jack, who is gardener here, exhibited a fine speci- 

men in full bloom last May at Chiswick, which was six 

months in advance of the usual flowering season. Ges- 

nera Herbertiana will soon be iu flower ; this only needs 

to be more extensively known to become a general 

favourite; the flowers are of the same shape as those 

of G. zebrina, but much larger, and not quite so dark in 

colour. It flowers profusely, and possesses a very dwarf 

habit, showing flower when about 6 or 8 inches in height; 

it flowers from September to January, and can be made 

to do this in a 3-inch pot, if the very smallest tubers are 

employed. In this eolleetion were also in flower 

Columinea scandens, covered with hairy ringent scarlet 

blossoms ; and Alpiaia nutans, the latter with a stem 

about 10 feet in length. In the Greenliouse was a fine 

young specimen of the variety of Erica elegans called 

stricta ; this isa much more abundant bloomer than 

the old E. elegans ; this plant was about a foot through, 

and had upwards of 80 heads of bloom on it ; very small 

plants of this variety will produce three or four heads 

of bloom in a 3-ineh pct; it makes more vigorous 

shoois than elegans, still, however retaining a compact, 

form. Various other plants were in bloom, among 

which may be numbered a fine bush of Cytisus race- 

mosus, measuring 4 ft. through, and covered with flowers. 

A couple of sea-gulls on the lawn appeared to bid fair to 

extirpate the whole race of worms, for they kept un- 

ceasingly pacing about after these pests, which they 

caught in great numbers. These birds might be em- 

ployed more frequently for the purpose, and would be 

at once useful and ornamental.—J. B. 

Mr. Gioom's Nursery, Clapham Rise.—The exten- 

sive collection of Auriculas at this establishment are 

uow in bloom, and to those who take an interest in these: 

singular and beautiful flowers, the present is a favour- 

able opportunity to see them in perfection 5 the favourite 

and better sorts only are grown, and they are in fine 

colour and robust health. ‘These gardens promise a 

succession of gaiety ; the Tulips are showing colour, 

the beds of Anemoues and Ranunculus are ng 

strongly, and the veds of Lilium lancifolium album, 

&e., in the open. grounds, are vigorous and fine.—*, 

April 21. f 

Miscellaneous. 
Guano and the Potato Disease.—On Monday, the 

23d ult., Professor Johnston delivered a lecture on agri- 

cultural chemistry to a considerable number 

and others interested in agricultural pursuits 

town of Montrose. In the course of his observations 

the learned Professor referred to the application of ma- 

nure to the Potato crop, with a.view of stopping the 

progress of the dise He recommended various ap- 

plications, such as guano, pounded kelp, and pearl ash, 

aud condemned the use of fermented dung. He stated, 

that where the dung was the richest the disexse was the 

worst; and that there was least disease where guano 

was employed.—Scouch Paper, April, 1846. 

The Wood Trade. —Since the passing of the resolu- 

tion of the House of Commons in regard to the duty on 

wood, great activity has existed in the deliveries. of 

wood lying in the places of traffic on the river side, 

and also in the importation of fresh cargoes. Mahogany, 

and other woods used for making furniture, were, last 

session, made free of duty ; and the indulgence has since 

been extended to other descriptions of wood than those 

specifically mentioned in the statute. The con. 

has been, that if the fresh importations of 

Cedar, and other woods, did not in some measure kee| 

pace with the deliveries, there would soon have ap 1 

an almost complete clcarance of the stock of wood in 

the docks. The immense quantities of furniture made 

of the cheaper deseriptions of wood, including that: im- 

ported from the Gàmbia,andknown as Gambia Mahogany, 

at a great diminution in the price former!) required 

for such artieles, bear testimony to the correctness of 

these remarks. Atthesame time it-should be stated that 

the furniture alluded tois not madefrom thefinest 

of woods, whieh still retain their high value in che mar 

Tn illustration of this it may be remarked, that a 

log of Mahogany of very large size and extraordinarily 

fine vein, which was recently removed from the West 

India Docks, was valued at the large sum of 1000 

guineas, although free of duty.— Abridged from the 

Chronicle. 

Calendar of Operations. 
(For the ensuing Week.) 

Amonast the numerous enemies with which the gar- 

+ dener has to contend; the snail and slug tribes hold a 

most prominent position. The pressure of gardening 
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business in the months of April and May is so great, 
that the destruction of these d d is apt to be 
neglected ; it is, however, of paramount importance. 
Lime is well known to be instant destruction to them ; 
it is, however, not always at hand in a quick state: and 
moreover, a shower of rain soon nullifies its power. I 
am in the habit of using two simple articles, which, if 
timely applied, will bid defiance to their mischievous 
propensities, viz., new sawdust and riddled cinder ashes, 
The ashes are riddled to the size of Radish seeds, all 
dust being excluded, These strewed over the young 
crop when just emerging from the ground, I find to be 
efficient. What an excellent chance is hereby afforded 
where occasion requires, for a thorough mechanical 
division of guano as a top dressing, thus effecting two 
purposes. A handful of good Peruvian guano, blended 
minutely with these ashes, would prove a ready mode 
of manuring a weak seed bed. 

ONSERVATORIES, STOVE, &c. 

Conservatory.—See that climbers and all plants of 
rambling habits have due attention in regard to stopping, 
water, &e. Camellias forced into wood should have 
a trifling check as soon as the young leaves have at- 
tained their full size; this is best accomplished by 
diminishing the supply of water at the root. Continue, 
however, to shade and syringe morning and evening. 
Stove and Orchids.—Stove plants as in last Calendar. 
See that growing Orchids have due attention in 
regard to shading and atmospheric moisture; the 
latter is still, I imagine, lamentably deficient in 
many structures; or, if of sufficient amount, of too 
fluctuating and capricious a character. Mixed Green- 
house.— As this is everybody’s structure, I may perhaps 
be excused for treating of many things under this head 
which should more properly be ranged under 
the heads stove or common greenhouse. In doing 
this, I am presuming that a climate somewhat in 
advance of the cool greenhouse, that is to say, a house 
in which artificial heat is used only to repel the frost, 
is maintained. By keeping one end of such a house 
(the end where the hot-water or smoke flue enters) 
closer, using more atmospheric moisture, and at the 
same time a greater amount of air at the other extreme 
end, it is not by any means impossible for the amateur 
to indulge in many of the luxuries of larger establish- 
ments. Repot and propagate Begonias. This is one 
of the most useful families of plants that can be grown. 
Keep up a cleanly system of cultivation, by means of 
sweet and healthful soils, and improved modes of pot- 
ting ; together with the most complete drainage, and 
the constant use of weak and clear liquid manure, 
during the growing season. Cold Pits or Frames.— 
These will be occupied now with some of the early 
struck or potted off stock, hardening for the flower- 

Any spare room may be occupied with the 
thinnings of the other plant houses. 

KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING. 
Pines.—See that good mellow turfy soil is ready 

under cover for shifting processes; as also materials 
for thorough drainage ; as broken crocks, rough bones, 
charcoal, &c. Use good and clear liquid manure, to 
swelling fruit, when necessary ; and keep up a lively 
heat, with plenty of atmospheric moisture. Vineries.— 
The late or winter Grapes, such as West’s St. Peters, 
Black Hamburgh, Black Damascus, Museats, &c., will 
be now budding fast. Let disbudding, tying, stopping, 
&e. be duly attended to, according to principles laid 
down for the earliest house. Melons, Cucumbers, &c. 
—See to a second sowing of ridge Cucumbers ; get the 
earliest hardened forthwith, preparatory to turning out, 
and let the trenches be prepared, A trench thrown 
out 3 feet wide, and 2 feet deep, and filled to a foot 
above the ground level with such materials as litter, 
Grass mowings, or leaves, with a little hot manure, all 
thoroughly blended, will make an excellent bed. 
When completed, raise mounds of soil 3 or 4 feet apart, 
to receive the hand-glasses, leaving the residue un- 
covered with soil for the present. 

KITCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD. 
A sloping bank should now be prepared, and planted 

with nice runners of the Alpine Strawberry, for fruiting 
in September and October; plant three in a patch, at 
intervals of 15 inches; the ground between should be 
covered with slates when the plants are established. 
Transplant Cl ile; sow ion of round 
Spinach in a cool aspect; and let all Beet, Scorzonera, 
Salsafy, &c., be got in, if not done, Secure plenty of 
good Parsley in highly manured beds, at the nearest 
end of the kitchen garden, and examine and remove 
the herb plantations." Sow a bed or two of herbs for 
next year's planting ; this should be done every second 
year in all gardens—such as pot Marjoram, Winter Sa- 
vory, Thyme, &c. &e., as the old plants are liable to 
wear out. Thin suckers from Raspberries, leaving 
four or five to each stool. Take care to tl hl 

not exposed to the too powerful action of the sun, If 
the seed gathered last season has not been previously 
sown, now will be found a good time. Sow in shallow 
pans or boxes, in light vegetable soil ; it is only requisi ite 
to press the seed on the surface, and cover lightly with 
fresh Moss. They will,when placed in a cold frame, be 
up in a few days. Ranunculuses.—Take great care 
that the soil is close round the neck of the rising plant ; 
remove all weeds as they appear, and if the beds are 
infested with worms, pour lime-water in the holes which 
they make on the surface. — T'ulips.—'The unusual pre- 
cocity Of these noble flowers has rendered them more 
liable to injury from the late spring frosts which we 
have had, the consequence is that the bloom generally 
this season will be unsatisfactery. When the flowers 
begin to show colour, the top cloths of the awning may 
be put on. Carefully examine all diseased foliage (of 
which, unfortunately, there are great complaints this 
season) and expose the affected parts as much as pos- 
sible to the air. Carnations and Picotees.—Put down 
the sticks as soon as possible ; if delayed, the roots will 
be injured by their insertion. 

OTTAGERS' GARDENS. 
Mangold Wurzel should be sown forthwith, if needed 

for the cottager's cows. If his land be light, deep, and 
sandy, this crop will pay him better than Swedes ; and 
will both keep and answer as well as they. Prepare a bed 
for a few of the February sown Cabbages ; they will 
succeed the autumn plants as well as give the latter 
time after the head is eut to make bold sprouts. A 
bed of Swede Turnips should be sown by all means; if 
the Potatoes should miss, these will do to fill up all 
blanks. Let the cottager dress well his flower-beds, 
and endeavour to replenish his lost stock. It is to be 
hoped the higher order of gardeners are always ready 
to lend a helping hand in this respect to those who are 
industrious and civil, 

FORESTING, 

Look to new plantations ; the season here, however, 
is very rainy, and this in all probability is rather gene- 
ral; if so, this will be a good spring for late planting. 
Keep a vigilant eye upon the nursery seed-beds. 

State of the Weather near London, for the week ending April 23, 1846, a& 
obser vedat the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick. 

|| Moon's] uE WSRHOMWEHR. | Wing, | Raine 
Apel Axe | Min. | Mean || 

Frid. 17 | s 505 | SW. | .09 
Sat. 18 [d 48.0 N. 
un, 19 | 23 43.5 

Mon, 30 | $4 40.5 ES 
Tnes. 91 | 25 43.5 

ed, 38 | 36 47.0 
Thurs. 23 | 27 | 47.5 27 

Average 99989 | 29.920 | 54.8] 45.8 al 
Apnl17— ; densely overcast; rain at night * 

18 - Rain; densely clouded 
19—Overcast; cloudy and cold; clear at night 
$0—Clear; cloudy; showers, partly hail; frosty at night 
21—Frosty ; f pgy; fine; clear and cold at night 
22—Fopgy; overcssr, with dry heze 
38—Lighs clouds; dense white and dark clouds; uniformly overcast; 

rain at night. , 
Mean temperature of the week 9} deg. below the average. 

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 20 years, for the 
nauing Week ending May 2, 1846. 

Prevailing Winds. No. of be: E Rees. Amets rof | Greatest | 1. STET 
April | Highest} Lowest | Mean) Years in| quantity | - à da T owent (Temp which it | Tee Sty |Z g| 

mb petii PHRDISd, | : z 
Sun. 96 i 0.12 In. | $ 32 
Moz. 27 0.12 6 - 

Tues. 28 7 0.10 l —| 2 
Wed, 29 7 0.75 2) 4 
Thar. 30 8 0.81 E 1| 2 

ay | Fri. 1| 648 | 423 | 63.5 8 0.51 1| a 
Sat. 2 65.6 43.1 54.3 6 0.72 1 21 

"The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the Süth, 
18410—therm.81? ; and the lowest on the 26th, 1835—therm. 25°. 

Notices to Correspondents. 
AURICULA Sxep—Philo—Ist. When the flower-stems of your 

Auriculas assume a yellow or faded appearance, they may 
then be cut off; after tying them together the heads may be 
inserted in a small thin paper bag, and hung in a dry place 
till the period of sowing arrives, 2d. All the varieties of 
grey, green, and white-edged may be obtained from the seed 

of the sorts. 3d. It is usual to sow the seed early 
They may be sown in 

d in a cool frame. The 

equally moist, and insures its rapid and certain germination. 
This Moss must bi i 
above-ground. They do npt by any means require heat, and 

V. 

GnreEnnousrs—Villager—No plants will flower well if always 
muc 

clean all Strawberry plantations before the runners 
come out. 

FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES. 
, l'horough-dress all beds and borders ; prepare sta- 

tions on lawns for extraordinary specimens of orna. 
mental plants, as large Fuchsias, &c., viz., drainage in 
the bottom, and good turfy and mellow compost above. 
Trim and prune all climbers on out-door trellises, or 
conservative walls; and prepare stations to fill up 
blanks. 

- FLORISTS’ FLOWERS. 
Auriculas are now blooming ; theamateur may ex- 

periment in cross fertilization to obtain new varieties, 
In growing for exhibition, the pips which are misshapen 
should be removed with a shar) -pointed pair of scissors, 
and care must be taken that the trusses of blooms are 

keptinag screened from the sun; but they 
will grow there. You may, however, force bulbs, &c., in it: 

d so also Pelargoniums, provided you can let them have the 
benefit of the summer's sun in the open air. 

HEATING — Henry — Your plan is out of mind. It does not 
matter how the drain runs provided it passes from the frames 
into the lowest part of the cellar, — 7 D W—The Polmaise 
heating was first applied to churches, It is so stated, with 
many details, in a Leading Article, in our last Number. Mr. 
Haden's address, who put up the apparatus in St. Verner's 
church, has been given in our advertizing columns, See 
page 95, and he would no doubt be glad to enter into com- 

Insects—Z C H—Th i 
probability injure your Cabbage plants, vide the Gard. Chron., 
vol. 4, p. 765. R.—J C— The beetles infesting your Peach- 
trees are the Curculio picipes and Anisoplia horticola, which 

you will find described and figured in the Gard. Chron., vol, 1, 
p. 292, and vol. 4, p. 700. R, —A B D—No. 1 is a foreign 

is probably as destructive as our own. 

/—It is the Ptinu: 
amongst the Indian Corn. Can you ascertain if the beetles 
had fed upon it? if so, please to send us a few of the nibbled 
grains, 

KITCHEN GARDEN Oroprine—@ B asks for information as to 
anner in which the cottager in Norfolk, mentioned at 

p. 292, raised four crops of Potatoes in one year on the same 
iece of ground, 

MANURES— We have received from Mr. Darke, of Birmingham, 
wo pots of his “ Stimulating Compound." We have not 

tried its effect upon plants, but as he has communieated to 
us confidentially the ingredients of which it is composed, 
we can say that, if honestly compounded, it promises to 
an excellent material for gardeners. We shall give it a trial 
and report more particularly on the subject hereafter. 

Names or PLrants—@ W—Ornithopus perpusillus we believe ; 
but it is not in flower. It is not a Clove: G J—Nidularia 
campanulata, the Bird’s-nest Peziza.—J € Whecler—An 
Acacia new to gardens. You shall have the name nex! 
week,—. ? D—Y our plant is unknown to us. i 
require two or three hours to determine its name. We 
will endeavour to satisfy you next week. It is some tro- 
pical Cinchonad.—D Murray—Crassula imbricata. 

Porators—A Q Z—We do not know to what you allude, We 
can find nothing editorial on the subject. ‘Certainly do not 
use fresh lime with ammoniacal manures for this crop. 
Heavy losses have already been sustained by the practice. 
We are trying a modification of Mr. Forsyth's “ active bed, 
(See his pamphlet)—something between it and the Irish 

ed—well dressed with charcoal dust and wood ashes. 
We have nothing to say in favour of tan. you have it you 
may find it worth employing in the manner you propose; but we 
cannot advise you to buy it, —. l—The Azores Potatoes 
were advertised by Messrs. Keeling and Co., of Monument- 
yard, at p.246. New Grenada and Neapolitan Potatoes are on 
sale in Liverpool, and may be heard of among the merchants. 
Ts—Beta—Phosphorie poison does its work so effectually 
and quickly, that there is no object in trapping rats. e 
are not aware that the mousetrap can in action. The 
following is the substance of what was formerly said about 
i It consists of a box with two sides open at the ends, 
aving a false bottom, which is in two lengths hung by pivots. 

Each piece of board forming the swing bottom is made to 
taper at one end in the form of a wed, 

» 

IL] xz 

A cert 
heat properly. Perhaps, moreover, you have rammed it down 
oo hard. It is a material that should be expelled from gar- 

Tanxs—Yolla—Cover your tanks with gravel or coarse cinder- 

h its mouth 
itis driven off; but your covers should ; jd 
render this necessary. Soft brick-pavings will always be 

amp. 
Wan n Sub—We have not the address of any of the people 

who bore Artesian wells. An advertisement would perhaps 
discover them. 

Misc.—G J—The. Paper is stamped at Somerset House; we 
cannot interfere.—— G J—We are unacquainted with the 
roots called Cara and K) 

and if we ean learn anything will again mention it, There 

is no hope of its i in i ds.—-F @ G 

drought. ——V— The atmosphere of your hothouse being 

damp is the cause of your Vines emitting numerous root-like 

hollow iron. Youwill find the account of it at p. 862, 1845.—— 
r Fuchsias, those bred from F. fulgens and cor- 

difolia ave tender ; those from discolor, conica, gracilis, and 

multiflora are the hardiest.[—— Lyston— The fumigating your 

house strongly with Tobacco might possibly have the effect of 

causing your Fuchsias to suddenly drop their leaves ; it is 
probable also that drought had something to do with the 

evil, The Fuchsia is a thirsty plant, and when grown i 
high temperature, and in a luxuriant condition especially, 

should have plenty of water.]- i modes oj 
raising Potatoes from seed have been given in our columns ; 

e most recent account appeared in an extract from & 
80.$ 

L,— Various 

e disk, which give the flowers a rough ap- 

*,* As usual, many communications have been received too lates 
and others are unavoidably detained till the necessary inquiries 
can be made, e must also beg for the indulgence of those 
numerous correspondents, the insertion of whose interesting 
contributions is still delayed. 

EzRATUM—In last week's Paper, under the head Garden 
Memoranda, line 36 from top col. a, for “heated air" read 
‘ air.” 
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GEEDS.—CORNER OF HALF-MOON-STREET, 
THOMAS GIBBS and CO. 

(By Official appointment), the SEEDSMEN to the 

“ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND," 

"Beg to remind the Members of the Society, and Agrieulturists 

in general, that their only Counting House and Seed Ware- 
house is at the Corner of HALF-MOON-STREET, PICCA- 

DILLY, London, a: r the last Fifty Years. 

Priced Lists of Agricultural Seeds are always ready, and may 

‘be had on icati 

TURNIP SOWING. 

OTTER’S GUANO was used by Dr. DaunENY 
ainst Peruvian Guano, Bones, Superphosphate, and 

eight other Manures for Turnips, and BEAT THEM ALL. See, 
for particulars, ‘Journal of Royal Agricultural Society,” vol.vi. 

3 3 also at p. 224 of the Gardeners’ Chronicle of this 
28, Clapham-road-place, London. 

FOR TURNIP SOWING, &c. * 

ONE MANURE mixed with SULPHURIC ACID 
by far exceeds all other Manures that have been tried 

"against it, and may be had in any quantity, either together or 
separate, by applying to Jonn Hunt, Bone and Sulphuric Acid 

Works, High-street, Lambeth. 
BRITISH GUANO, warranted equal to Foreign, at 4l. per 

on, and may be paid for when the result is known. 

Tore Dace E 
SATURDAY, APRIL 25, 1846. 

VO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 
ultural Society of England. 

THURSDAY; — 80—Ag ural Imp. Soc. of Ireland, 
Wmpwzspav, May 86 Agricultural Society of England. 
THURSDAY, — 7—Agricultural Imp. Soc. of Ireland, 

LOCAL SOCIETIES. 

MEETINGS FOR THE 
Wroxnspay, April 29—Agi 

FARMERS’ CLUBS. 
y apil 97—Welington-Darlington | May 6—Harleston 

—  99-Newton —  7-Blefüeld and Waleham— 
— 30—Ontery St. Mary Richmondshire — Grove 

May 1—Ciaydon Feny 
— 2_Mel —  8—Wrentham — Norrhaller- 
=- t C k on —Tavistock—Debenham 

rkerhill —St. Germains — Chelms- 
—  5—Wingarworih—Aràleigh— ford—Hadleigh —Wakeñeld 

Wa'for edburgh — St. — Lich fied 
Quivox — Framlingham — | — —— 9-Dartford—Probus--Winch 
Rochford Hundred — Aber- comb—Cardiff — Swansea— 
gavenny—Wootton Basset Northampton, 

—  6=Braintree and Bocking 

In our last Number, p. 260, is a communica’ ion 

rom Mr. Hesry, which shows that Messrs. GIBBS 

and Mysrs’s system with regard to sales of Guano 
is not understood. Their present scale of prices is 
‘as follows :— 

For land under 15 tons . . .£12 

For 15 and under 30 tons . o i 

For 30 tons and upwards . . . 10 

With a discount, in all cases, of 24 per cent. 

It will, therefore, be seen that they do not object 
to selling even one ton; but for anything less than 
330 tons they have fixed high prices, in order to afford 
‘some scope to the dealers. 

Letters from the Patagonian coast, dated 2Ist 
of December last, inform us that in every spot 
where the Guano is found, to which we alluded 

‘some weeks ago, English vessels are taking cargoes. 
Twenty or thirty cargoes of this material will pro- 

Dably arrive in England within a few weeks. 

Tue subject of Tenants’ Ricurs, and the nature 

of the terms generally on which land in this country 

is held, have lately occupied considerable attention 
amongst farmers. The London Farmers’ Club has 
done much to excite the discussions which have 
taken place on these matters at similar societies 
‘throughout the country; and now it has taken up 

the collateral subject of the Least (see a report of 
their proceedings in another page), on which we 
ope it will succeed in inducing an equally exten- 

Sive debate. It has done and will do much good 
in thus guiding the discussions of local societies, 
provided always it does not induce them to take 
erroneous or impolitic ground. But this, we think, 

any impartial person who has examined these dis- 
‘cussions as they have been held, or reported in the 

columns of agricultural periodicals, will consider 
that they have already taken on the subject of 
Tenants’ Rights. Talking of “rights” and “legal 
enactments,” whether strictly justifiable or not, is 
certainly not good policy. It does but raise the 
Spirit indicated in-a letter, in another column, by 

our correspondent, “ R. L.” who probably belongs 
to the class against whom such remarks are neces- 
sarily pointed. Tenants’ Rights have no exist- 
€nce, excepting in so far as they are founded upon 
Special agreement with the owner of the land occu- 
Pied, or upon, what is understood as equally binding, 
the custom of the country. If a tenant-at-will, 

without any understanding with his landlord, erects 
buildings, drains. land, makes roads, or executes 

any other permanent improvement of the estate 

he occupies, he does so with his eyes open to the 
tisk he runs, and whether his card in that lottery 

prove a blank or a prize, he can have no fair ground 

for complaint. Let those who object to this system 

9f unprotected tenancy at will, and it is most faulty 
in whatever light we view it, endeavour to get it 
altered by pointing out to landlords their true inte- 
Testinthe matter, not by any threat of coercion ; 

Or so must agitation be regarded, for legal enact- 
ents on matters which are purely the subjects of 

Private bargain. Their efforts, thus directed, will 

be far more likely to succeed, for their case is much 

stronger on this ground than it can be on any other. 
Who has any interest in a system which induces 

the investment of capital in cultivation, if the land- 
lord has none? He of all should be the loudest in 
coudemning unprotected tenancy at will—that 
miserable system on which large tracts in this 
country are still held—and to which, with its inva- 
riable attendants, ignorance and want of enterprise, 
we must attribute the bad farming which over such 
districts still prevails. Why, land is almost value- 

less, except in the degree in which capital is invested 
in its cultivation. A mode of tenure which should 
induce a doubly high cultivation would double the 
value of an estate. Let any landlord look over 
his rent-roll, and select the best fields on each of 

his farms—those paying the highest rent. Are they 
those originally or intrinsically the most valuable— 
those which the geologist would point out as occu- 
pying the most favourable sites—those whose sub- 
soils would indicate extraordinary fertility? No— 
whatever their subsoils may be, they are invariably 
the home grounds, where the tenant, whether he 

intended it or not, has been most actively at work ; 

those nearest the dung heap, and whose cultivation 
has been the most costly. 

Again, there is a tract of land in this country 
stretching from Dorsetshire to Yorkshire, varying in 
width from one to ten miles ; it occupies the site of 

what geologists call the blue lias formation ; it is 

naturally of a most uniform quality, 2. e. the mineral 
constituents of the soil, which of course are exclu- 

sively the landlord’s property, are very constant in 
their quantity and proportions. Is the fertility of 
this district equally constant? On the contrary, 

there is hardly another district of equal extent of 
such variable value. There is land within it varying 
from 10s. to 37. per acre in annual value, and this 

variety almost wholly arises from the neglect or 
poverty of farmers in some cases, and their energy 
and wealth in others. 

Does not all this prove beyond doubt how land- 
lords are i sted in the establisl t of a system 
which shall tend to induce a high degree of culti- 
vation? And to suppose unprotected tenancy at 
will to have that tendency is most preposterous, 

ON THE MANAGEMENT OF HORSES. 

[Tux following is an abridged report of a discussion 

on this subject, for which we are indebted to the kind- 

ness of the Secretary of the Newcastle Farmers’ Club.] 

Mr. Grorce Bares, of Heddon Banks, introduced the 

subject. It could not, he said, be a matter unworthy of 

serious thought, how the farmer could most economically 

feed his live stock, when the vast number of horses and 

cattle kept in this country was considered. MacCulloch 
had estimated the number of horses kept for pleasure, 

for agriculture, and for other purposes, at 1,500,000. 
The staple food of the horse was corn and hay. Corn 

was costly, and hay was far from a profitable crop. 

The substitution, therefore, partially at least, of a 

cheaper diet, was desirable. Last winter he had re- 

sorted to straw and Potatoes; and he had also grown 

Potatoes for this purpose against the present season ; 

but, owing to their increased value, none of them had 

gone to the horses. Youatt strongly recommended 

manger-feeding. Hay and straw, cut up, and mixed 

with corn, was excellent food. The bruising of Oats 

was an economical practice. The quantity of unbruised 
Oats consumed by two horses, if bruised would keep 

three. He had his Oats all bruised in a cheap old mill, 

and let his horses eat what they liked of the straw 

put before them ; what was left answered the purpose 

of bedding. But what he had heard and read of Whin- 

feeding, damped the ardour of his inquiries into the 

value of all other kinds of food. He held in his hand a 

volume published upwards of half a century ago, in 

which there were several curious and interesting state- 

ments on the subject of Furze, or Whins, as winter-food 

for horses. A gentleman had observed a horse feeding 

upon Whins, in preference to other food, upon an open 

common, and was led to make inquiries on the subject. 

He then found that Whins were cultivated in the neigh- 

bourhood of London, and that horses and cattle had 

been fed thereon in Wales for ‘at least 100 years. It 

was evident, therefore, that Whins had been used in 

this country for provender for upwards of a century 

and a half. They were also used in Scotland ; and 

during the peninsular war the horses of the British 

cavalry fed and throve upon this diet on the Pyrennees. 

In the “ Royal Agricultural Society's Journal" (vol. vi., 

part ii., p. 379), there was an admirable prize essay on 

the subject, by Mr. Owen Roberts, of Bangor. [Mr. 

Bates read an extraet—which we will take the liberty of 

lengthening.] 
“Tn the northern districts of the principality of Wales, 

and more especially in the counties of Carnarvon, 

Anglesey, and Denbigh, Gorse has, time immemorial, 

een in general use as food for horses. It has also oc- 

casionally, and when other provender was scarce, been 

employed as food for horned cattle. Where, either by 

itself or in conjunction with other p it has been 
used as food for milch cows, the results have been 

highly satisfactory. It has given to the milk and butter 

a fine colour and a rich flavour. Those who have ap. 

plied it to this purpose are of opinion that cows yield a 

better profit than when they are fed with the best hay, 
or even with Turnips. he butter is in all respects 
of an improved quality. The experience of its utility as 
food for sheep has hitherto been very limited. This 
has chiefly arisen from the little attention bestowed by 
Welsh farmers upon the feeding of that class of 

live stock. Where, however, the experiment has been 
made, in conjunction with Turnips, sheep ate it freely, 

and improved rapidly in condition. It is in feeding 

horses, however, that Gorse has hitherto most generally 

and most advantageously been employed. It is because 

this plant grows so abundantly in all parts of the prin- 

cipality, and because it is so much employed in the 

keeping of horses, that in many seasons the less wealthy 

classes of Welsh farmers may congratulate themselves 

on their escape from ruin. It will grow luxuri- 
antly on the thinnest, the coldest, and apparently the 

most sterile soils. It is capable of being used as cir- 

cumstances may require, at one year’s growth as well 

as at two. With moderate attention to its culture, and 

by keeping it from being injured by sheep and cattle, it 

will produce if it be cut every year, at the rate of from 
8 to 14 tons per acre, of good succulent provender ; if it 

be cut every second year, it will yield at the rate of 

from 12 to 24 tons per acre. Instances have oc- 
curred of farmers having been known to pay at the rate 
of 151., 204, 307., aye 40/. per acre for Gorse, to those 
who had bestowed some little care in the cultivation of 

it, and that upon land immediately contiguous to that 
which they themselves occupied. Scores of acres of the 

land so held, though capable, with the slightest atten- 
tion, of yielding luxuriant crops of Gorse, are suffered 

to be ofno value. Nay, such farmers allow whole dis- 

triets to remain unproductive. Their own Grass crops, 

from want of activity and forethought, are almost worth- 

less, and they purchase in the immediate neighbourhood, 

at a high rate, of more intelligent and industrious indi- 

viduals, that very provender in the form of Gorse which 

land in their own hands, if judiciously managed, is 

eapable of furnishing in abundance, and in return for 

the most trifling outlay.” 
At the end of his essay (continued Mr. Bates), Mr. 

Roberts gave the testimony of several Welsh farmers 

to the value of Whins. Tuomas WiLLIAwS said— 

“I am 74 years of age. As a farmer and a cow- 

leech I have been practically acquainted with the use of 

Gorse as food for cattle since I was a boy. When 

milch cows are fed with Gorse the produce in milk and 

butter is always better than when they are kept on hay. 

(Mr, Nicholas Burnett: I ean vouch for that.) My 

father died about 63 years ago, and my mother was left 

in the occupation of ‘a small farm called Cilmelyn, in 

the parish of Bangor, with myself, then 11 years old, 

nd two younger brothers. The rent of that place, 

though now 122. 12s., was only 1/. 5s. There was no 
winter fodder whatever for the three cows that my 

mother had, and hay was at that time sold at 2s. 6d. 

the ewt. My mother set me and my two younger 

brothers to gather and to chop Gorse, prom: ing to each 

of us a new pair of shoes on May-day if we did our 

work well We gathered the Gorse on the borders of a 

common; and with two mallets and an axe, which I 

faney I see before me now, we chopped and bruised 

what was required to keep the three cows up to May- 

y. We received the promised new shoes ; and the 

cows when turned out to Grass, were in a far better 

condition than when they used to be fed with hay. 

My mother always afterwards used to say that her 

cows never yielded such good profit as they did the 

winter they were fed with Gorse by her boys." 

One of Mr. Roberts's witnesses declared emphatically 

that Gorse was at least as good as hay, and he seemed 

to be of opinion that it was even better. The essay was 

illustrated with plans of Gorse mills, from which it 

would appear that they would not be more expensive 

than many other implements which the agriculturist 

kept on his farm. 3 
* The earth,” said Mr. Roberts, “ carried from exea- 

vations and euttings connected with the numerous rail- 

ways in progress throughout every part of the kingdom, 
and the slopes on the sides of these railways, may be 

regarded as furnishing the means of introducing and of 

extending the cultivation of the Gorse piant as proven- 

der, and at an expense that would barely amount to 

more than double the cost of the seed." 

“In Gibbs’s Catalogue,” said Mr. Bates, “the price 

of the seed was marked at 1s. 6d.” 

« The chief point in the raising of Gorse is to clear 

the land from Couch Grass, and to make it tolerably 

ry. To attain the former object, the best plan, if the 

soil be tolerably deep, will be to carry off a spit deep of 

the surface. The value of the soil in forming à compost 

with lime, sand, clay, &c,, will amply repay the ex- 

pense. After repeated failures, by removing the active 

soil which abounded with roots, and exposing the yellow 

rammel, comprising the subsoil, farmers liave succeeded 

$e 

a 5 

a 

should be pared with a breast plough and burnt. Where 

the land is composed of cold, stiff, retentive clay, the 

best expedient will be, should the surface be loaded with 

Couch Grass roots, &c., to take off a thin paring, and to 

burn it, The land afterwards, in order to preserve the 

plants from the bad effects of water, should be put 
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or April. If sown broadcast, about 5 or 6 lbs.,or rif] 
drilled, 2 or 3 lbs. per acre will be the quantity of seed 
required. When the plant is to be in rows, and where 
the ground is very steep, as on the sides of hills, road- 

cuttings, the sides of embankments, &e., the direction 

of the rows should be oblique, and not directly up and 

down. ‘The distance between the rows should be from 
15 to 18 inches." 

Inthesame volume of the “Society’s Journal" (vol. vi., 
ii., page 523), there was a paper on this subject by 

Mee Serin Elly, who fully bore out the testimony of 
Mr. Roberts to the value of Gorse, so far as to winter 
food ; food for summer was a more diffieult matter. 
He had found Italian Rye-Grass a very admirable 
article. There was now a crop at Mr. Wharton Bur- 
don's whieh might have been cut a week ago. Mr. 
Dickinson, who farmed in the south, got 11 crops in the 
year, with the aid of some preparation. He (Mr. Bates) 
had a field, three-fourths of which was Italian Rye- 
Grass, and one-fourth common Grass, The animals 
would not leave the Rye-Grass, so long as it was possi- 
ble to get a nibble ; and even when they had eaten it, 
to all appearance, quite bare, they would still try to get | 4, 
a little more, before going to the other. Then, again, 
as to the question whether it was better to keep stock 
in the house all the year round, or turn them out. In 
Germany, where he had seen much of agricultural life, 
they kept them in the house the whole year. Labour was 
cheap there,and was not spared. The German grooms far 
surpassed the English. The animals were fed on chopped 

w and Lucerne, and water was constantly before them. 
The Presipenr proceeded to offer a few remarks. 

With respect to the cutting of hay and straw, Mr. Bates 
had stated that the Hetton coalowners found it no 
saving. Much, however, depended on the sorting of 
the hay ; for if any portion of it were musty or mouldy, 
the forage of the whole bin would be spoiled. That 
‘was one main reason why the practice was sometimes 
found not to answer. In former years, all along the 
great north road, south of York, where the horses of 
the coach-proprietors were always in prime condition, 
the forage was all chopped. The Oats, he believed, 
were not bruised ; but he thought, for summer feed, it 
was very desirable they should be. The barn- yard |™ 
chaff was thrown in, and answered a good purpose. All 
the proprietors declared that chopping was economical. 

Gorse, it was an extremely difficult plant to culti- 
vate in the northern counties. He had tried it in 
every possibly way,and given it every advantage in his 
power, when trying to grow fox-coverts, but hardly in 
any case had the cost been repaid. It was a peculiarly 
petted plant, and he doubted very much if the farmers 
of Northumberland, with their soil and climate, could 
grow it to profit. It throve well on the lighter soils of 
Somersetshire, where he had seen it cut in succession, 
as you would Lucerne. It was most grown,so far as 
his own observation went, where Grass lands were poor, 
and the lightness of the hay obliged the farmer to try 
some substitute, 

Mr. Ramsay stated; that when he was in’ London, 
some years ago, he was struck by the fine condition of 
the draught-horses, and visited Barclay’s brewery to 
ascertain how they were fed. He found that they had 
three-fourths Clover hay and one-fourth straw, mixed 
with Corn and Beans. He also called upon a person 
in Holborn, who fed his horses, at first, on Corn and 
hay, i hr the ug manner. "Phe result was, that his 

He therefore directed 
his attento. p economy in provender. He got a 
machine, by which he eut his straw and Clover, and 
bruised his Corn and Beans. With this he fed his 
horses (of which he had from 80 to 100), and then 
realised a fair profit by his enterprise. He (Mr. R.) 
was induced to get a machine, which his men looked 
upon as a new-fangled contrivance ; and after it had 
been some time in use, it was laid aside—the labour of 
cutting being unacceptable to his workmen. One of 
them, however, had continued, unobserved, to use the 
machine in preparing provender ; and he (Mr. R.) was 
struck by the superiority of this man’s horses to all the 
rest in the colliery. He asked him, one day, how it 
‘was, and then found out the secret. He therefore 
attached the cutter toa thrashing-machine, that there 
might be no inducement to keep it in disuse y and all 
the horses, from that time to the present, had been fed 
on eut straw and Clover. None of the men would feed 
their horses without 1 ; and when leaving home, they 
always took care to take with them a supply of what 
they called “chaff.” The use of it, he was sure, 
effected a considerablesaving. The same work was got 
out of a much less quantity of provender. 

FORM OF LEASE. 
(READ sy Mr, BAKER AT THE LATE MEETING OP THE LONDON 

ARMERS’ CLUB.) 
Tuis INpENTUns, made ihe damos , one thousand eight 

ix, in pursuance of an Act 
ain i Leases between s 

to facilitate 

fari, let unto ue s C. D., his heirs, GEENT or Addis. » 
trators, all that Ade messuage, farm, and premises, called 
or known by the nami in the oon [D 
ond now or late in th he PES or occupation o: 

ng of a messuage or tenement, with yards, gardens, 
rcr s, f gads, stables, and oùtbuildings, togëther v 
acres of arable and Grass land, lying in the several inclosures 
numbered i in the schedule hereunto annexed as foll 

therwise, with their appurtenances, except t out of 
this etie; alltimber and ofher trees, fruit-trees, saplings, 
pollards, wood and underwood whatsoever, now being or which 
shall hereafter grow upon the hereby demised premises, and 

the said am wood, and underwood. And also to 
hunt, PH fish, fowl, and sport upon and over the said pd 
demised premises, and to take and kill game CU Tohav 
and to hold* the Eos demised premises (except as afor eeaid) 
unto the said his executors ud administrators, for t 
term of 21 years, to be computed fi 

recoverable as increased rent during ‘the continuance of the 
term m hereby gra ted.” 

12th. Shall menase and cultivate xw arable land in good 
and husbandlike manner, ‘according to the most approved 
system of the district in which the 5 id herel pre- 
mises are situated, nor s] nor will at any time or tims during 
the term hereby granted fire from off or have Sos " rt 
prs EHE more than Mog eee of Wheat, Barley, 

at the expiration o: 1th or 16th y years of thé said term, by 
either party to this demise giving notice in writing to that effect 

t least e months previously to the determination of either o 
Be aforesaid terms. Yielding and paying yearly and every 
year in ib of rent t the value of quarters of Wheat, such. 
NIU o be deduced from the averages of the last six weeks 

ken for the tithe commutation purposes, as made up and pub- 
lished i in the London Ga ette, x jd expir: ation of the six weeks 
previously to the quarterly days respectively as hereinafter 
mentioned, namely, Chri eatin Lady Day, Midsummer, and 
ichaelmas, which averages ng been so taken as aforesaid, 

shall, dip ‘being RIA ited, apon the number of quarters of 
Wheat as hereinbefore constitute, represent, and ac- 
tually be ther fant OP GACHA EE day of paymentrespectively, 
the aggregate of which shall constitute, EU and a 
tually become the yearly rent to be paid an 
manner hereinbefore expressed.[ Provided always 1 that, is x 
shall happen that M said yearly rent or value of 
of Wheatin lieu thereof as hereinbefore exp ed a; ri 
or any part thereof Pudet eur ae con fhe space 

and shall not afterwards be emand, or if 
iis said €. D his executors or administrators, shall become 
bankrupt or insolvent, or aedo OPE OH any act or thing 
wher by the said premises hereby ditio may become à 

r liable to be taken in execution, or if the said C. D., Tis 
LEtra be RIAA ERO rs, shall not perform and keep the 
covenants, clauses, and conditions Meran mentioned aad con- 
tiled: meni seki and may be law? fal for the sai 
heirs, execu tors, ad ministrators, and assigns, to enter ud mdi 
upon the premises hereby demised or ns part thereof, andi in 
the name of the whole wholly to eject therefrom the said 9. 
his Eb. qe ee and 

s, and assigns, covenant, pr omise, and 
gr . B., his heirs and assigns, in manner 

following that is to say, that he, the said Q. D., his ebbade 
and administrators, from time to ‘time during this demise— 

1st. Shall pay the said yearly rent, or value of quarters ad 
Wheat in lieu thereof, by equal quarter rly payments, on th 
days at the times and in manner as Horeip Del eno in that behalf 
stipulate 
dnd s Shall bear, pay, and discharge the tithe commutation, 

ent charges, and all other parochial rates and charges what- 
soever (land-tax, quit-rents, and landlord's income-tax ex- 
cepted). 

e ee and leave the said hereby demised pre- 
e appurtenance and all fittings and fixtures 

thereot M ail the roads, fences, gates, stiles, bridges, ditche: 
onging ‘thereto, in good and tenantable rep 

anes ffl ondion (damage by firean de: "dinary tempe 
only excepted), being allowed by said his heirs or 

igns, rough timber, bricks. tile, slate, and lime, and shall 
paint or tar the said her eby demised pre once in every three 
years upon being allowed paint or Mind by A.B, 
nis heirs or assigns. 

- Shall not cut down, or otherwise destroy or injure any 
oft the timber or ornamental trees or saplings, nor grub up any 
of the underwood now growing or to be hereinafter grown upon 
the saii ises, but that he the said C. D., his execu- 

or administrators, shall be entitled to the wood and bushes 
ng the fence: ed as also the lops of the pollards when 

siai Tne = ane mad 
5th. Sha reserve and p me ERE po fish upon the 

hereby, Qvo ses for the of the s M B., his heirs 
ns, f friends o rvants, and suffer es to be given 

add proceedings taken in his name against duy person or per- 
sons tre: io eg in pursuit thereof. 

6th. Shall r apon HRS. d OR en during the contin- 
uance of the term hereby gı 

7th. Shall not assign or p all or any part of the said 
messuage and premises hereby demised during all or any part 
of the term n md wi eat the consent in writing of 
Hs said s 

8th, Shall Viam or "ud. d the said demised farm and 
cn p ake of corn, seeds, and hay, that shall yearly 

^ 9u d "Shall ud ‘and consume upon the hereby demised 
‘arm and premises all the hay, straw, fodder, and chaff, as wel 

as aries and other roots and vegetables growing thereon 
SAP te cepted). 

Oth. Shall expend upon the said demised farm and premises 
all the dung, compost and manure, which shall rarae or mum 
be made or brought thereon, except that made in the las 
of this demise, Which SRAN be left for the INITA 
upon being paia by valuation for the same, together Sich the 
labour thereon. 

llth. Shall manage and cultivate Be Grass lands in a good 
and husbandlike man: aci di o the most approved 
system A the distriet in which said hereby demised 
orem ituated, and shall not break up or otherwise con- 
vert into tillage any of such Grass lands, nor shall mow more 
than one moiety of the same more than once in any year, 
under a penalty of 101. ver’ o broken up or con- 
verted into tillage as ir aid, such pende to be iis and 

* jeriods of onmia d iie die may, ; SF thought 
requisite, be at the 8th, 12th, 16th, or 20th ; bus the first 
period should not be for a less time than eight years, 

ET 

realize may be made to vary propor. 
tionately as t land rn, for, EU utet t 

ch will row. / 3 to 4 quarters of Wheat per acre, and 
5 Fuse of Barley, is T th in Wheat 3) "nib nels, at bd) 
24s. ôd., and in Barley at. 32s., 6 per acre. And the 
covenant might be that E. the p of Wheat -hall not 
exi js. per quarter upon the aver: age by the tithe commu- 
dation returns; the rent shall be 24s. Gd. per acre; and when 
the price of W "neat shal wee exceed P upon the average, the 
rent shall be 22s, 9d. per ua when the n e of 
Wheat shall not excee ed p r quarter, the not 
exceed 20s., and so may be edited ‘or tabreasedhih proton 
as the price of Wheat shall rise or fall, 
t All payments by labour, such as carting ed E coal, 

ue inserted if stipulated for in th agreement; rent n 
be equalised upon the average of two or more Gach vh taking 
the average of the whole of the preceding year or years with 
the average of'the last quarter, and the average of these will 
give the ur 

§ As to improvements—if he landlord finds tiles, &c., for 
grapes. the tenant to pay 5 per cent. upon c 
for additional buildings do the same proportion. 
lord: shali restore the build: lings in case they shall be destroyed 
by fire or tempest within six months, 

|| Upon this clause great diversity of opinion exists, d E 
Sor ern therefore depend upon the mutual under 

the parties to the lease, But I may be allowed do. b 
gat ‘that if the landlord conceded to us tenant the right to 

hares and rabbits, reserving the winged game to iinsel, 
much damage to crops-and ill will isque parties might 
prevented, 

Yat ith- 
summer's fallow, beg at liberty i to 

e one crop of ENS E " Peas, or some other ame- 
Norating Ss between the Eid Umm erops ni Wheat, Barley, 

s, and to be at liberty to grow upon the fallowed land 
Tu urnips, Coles eed, roots, or any green oleis crops, pro- 
weed that the same shall be eaten and consumed by cattle 
pon the said hereby cay lands and premises. t 
13th. Shall not in the Jas ears preceding each of the 

periods at which the eaaa of the lease Tan gr: anted 
is stipulated, or after having received notice there 
in ntioned), mow any Clover more AN Once on any of 
the Grass lands in successive years, nor ed any hay or straw 
from off the farm and premises hereby der 

. Shall prevent as ue as ‘possible E traspassos ee 
depredations on the said hereby demised p 
upon the woods and plantations “alin TE E 
maintain and keep the roads leading to or from the sume, 
shail yearly do all necessary Sepa fot the said here eby Abse, 
remises, within the space of 30 days after having received 

notice thereof in writi ng. 
radin or other sooner AUR 

of the term hereby granted, or from any or whatever caus 
the same sball p may arise, leave for the ui and benefit of 
the said A. B., neirs or assigns, or for t eo and bh 
of the then Su EOS: enant, one-fourth pig the ar 
land hereby bea fallowed with at least five DISAIS 

sonable times, eh firet of m shall be given 
the Ist day of Mart and shall and yin i 

such. expiration da tne tte “orebaid) P lest et 
eighth part of the said arable lands in-Clover or Gr: id 
and which said Clover or Grass layer shall have been sown 
upon. Bu fallowed the preceding year, one moiety of the said 
Clover and Grass layer not having been mowed. 
o «shat! permit the said A. B., his heirs or assigns, or any 

incoming tenant, to enter upon and take possession of ali or 
any portion of the lands so to e fallowed as ERATUM on the 
2 F i he e m 7 t 

ere- 

spring seed time f 
BendsapomfoedBade dallo wed Dut 
said, and which Clover and 6 

ope dis as 
Seven shal arrowed in 

by the said C. D A patee and assigns, without pay- 
ment or charg e sam 

l7th. Shall Iu the fallowh and carry out the manure as 
SEA as aforesaid, and leave at the expiration or other 

r determination of the term hereby granted, all the Grass 
AENT hay made and grown upon Tho anid’ déntised pre- 
ee within the last year, and also all the dung, compost, anā 

are, made or bri vues upon the said demised farm nnd pre- 
tates in the last year of the term ed pantog and all the 
straw and chaff arising from such I: T's crop as aforesaid, 
together with all fixare and Buildings loractedut putupat the 
sole cost of the s: x TOU or administrators, 
i the said demised pr all tillages and labour to 

e fallows and manure, ind for an 5 ay, dung, compost, stray 
ixtures, and buildings te be paid for by valuation in ) ro- 

portion to the value and utility of the same in accordance with 
the _preceding Wa UH all improvements consisting of 
draining and m ng by any manure not produced upon the 

id demised prenses. together with all other permanent ini- 
provements, from which the full benefit may not 
Re rived in prepa ution to the original cost thereof, as 
may at th be jmexpended, s such valuation a forest 

dado vem settled wo different p ho, wien so 
Kb and No pce upon themselves such reference 
and Noe d UE in writing, thereupon appoint an umpire. 
whose deci case of any "di sagreement between such ar- 
bie EO shall be final, binding, and conclusive, and to whon» 

all be referred ali other matters in dispute in respect of 
üt ps upation, and all dilapidations of and upon the suid 
demised land aud premises, and all damage sustained by the 
land and fences from unskilful and improper management or 
otherwise, and who shall pe empowered to deduct the amount 
awarded for the same fro: the amount of the valuation so to 
e ascertained as afores: sd. 
18th. Shall have the E the barns, se -yards, and pre- 

mises to thrash and dress e crops of corn and seeds b 
t year's crop, according a the custom of 

county as a foresaid, and shall be paid or allowed for the BM 
ing out of. sek last year’s crop, and have the corti arising the 
3E EE out by the said A. B., his "i eirs o gns, or by his 

g tenant, a distance not exceeding 10 m as cUm 
Nes for the A and chaff arising therefrom. 

And it is hereby agreed and declared that he the said C. D., 
his executors or administrators, paying therents, andi er 4 
iputitoimitiientd Je keeping the covenants hereinbefore con 
shall hold and occupy the farm and premises herein der 
for all the said term hereby nted, without inter mtn ty 
the said A. B., his heirs and assigns. d witness, & c. 

n — 

ved upon a Corn ene deduced froin 
of various kinds of €. 

Yielding Rol ipaying therefore, y Ane every 3 
the said form unto the said A, B., his executors or 
trators, the ottir the manner and at the times he: 
men ntioned ; that is to say, 50 qrs, of Wheat, 50 grs: of 
and 30: qrs. of Beans, to be ascertained quarterly by the aver 
price of. Wheat, Barley Be: Lus sold ay the ips n market in 
London VE t pn Werkes 25th day of 
December, PMaretr the 24th day es June, A 
the 29th R of Sene in every ena an wrth part of 
d value of 50 Wheat, 50 qrs. .of Barley: an 30 grs. EA 

oe. paid losses cran every of the said quárver d 
x ng theld aid term, without making any dei de p 
cation, or abatement whatsoever out of the same, or any part 
thereof. 

To produce a fa'r equable annual payment, corn-veuts may 
also d based upon the erage, of the es two or more 
years, Suppose it should be req: tired to fix it upon the average 
of three years, and that during the first e the average price 
of corn had, from the Gazette returns, have been 52s. 
and on the second year 48s. per qr., and the aver: 

Another Clause for a Le oi pri 

per qr. 
ge E of 

^ Where the farm is situated near towns, this covenant ma 
be dispense Cn m RUN roots to be sold upon bringing 

nanur 
tio on is Parent upon mowing Clover fmore than once, 

as this crop, if converted into nage ill be beneficial ‘to 4 
greater extent than if fed upon the Ahi .—If reservation. is 
dn prevent mowing paronan enclosures of grazing 
lands, insert clause to that effect. 

} This covenant will siii of variation according to cireum- 
stances, and m: may restrict soar only as to not taking more than 
two grain crops between fiw and fallow, such fallow 10 be 
made in every 4th, 5th, or 6 

1 If the nature of the tain will admit of hay or straw being 
sold, 1ton of lime or good rotten manure to be brought +on for 
every ton of hay or straw sold, and shall not during the demise 
sell or carry away any gravel, clay, soil, &c. 

§ Buildings that have béen Bes E by the wee without the 
consent of the landlord, to be ved, or to be taken.at the 
value of the materials only, at e option of the landi ord, 

] 
| 
| 
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the last qr. 56s,, the average to be deduced would be as 

follows :— 
When for Three Years. 

208 Ist Year 52 by4 = 2 
255 Year  48by4 — 192 
d Year ) g ad 

LastQr. J 56 = oe 

8d. average of Three Years. 
"wo Years. 

Ist Year — 48by4 
2d Year 56 
Last Year f° 

Home Correspondence. 
Tenant Rights.—I have for some time noticed a 

Erowing desire amongst agricultural tenants, led on 
presume by similar demands in Ireland, for what 

May be considered equivalent to fixity of tenure, viz., 
Comp ion for ieult impr ts made by 
the tenant ; and I have from time to time perused in 

Your Gazette various suggesti for the plis} 
ment of this object. As far as I have been able to 
make out, they have originated with the class of tenants 
solely, and not the highest and best of that class, and 
I think the claim is a mistaken one, and the means 

Proposed unfair, and open to every sort of fraud an 
trickery. To talk of Acts of Parliament to regulate 
the contracts between landlord and tenant is mere 
Childishness, and it is equally weak to complain of 
tenants being injured by want of compensation for 
improvements made by them to the soil or buildings. 
I challenge any of your correspondents to give me a 
Single instance of any material improvement made by a 
tenant for the benefit of his landlord for which he has 
Not been remunerated either in the shape of a reduction 
of rent, an extended term, or a profitable increase to 
himself from the individual improvement. If the case 
falls within the last category, I submit to you that the 
tenant though he may have improved his landlord’s 
Property has no moral claim for compensation. What 
he did was for his own exclusive benefit, and he has 
reaped the profit of it. I do not wish it to be under- 
Stood, far from it, that a tenant is to make lasting and 
Substantial improvements for the benefit of his land- 
lord without compensation, but I say, let them be 
matter of contract, and specifically defined by it before- 
and. When a landlord lets his land is it not fairly 

Presumable that the tenant knows pretty well its worth 
and makes his bargain accordingly. If the land be run 
Out he pays less rent for it, and a term of years is the 
Consideration in addition to the tenant for its improve- 
ment. So with regard to the buildings, if they are in- 
adequate or out of repair, let the tenant come to a clear 
Understanding with his landlord as to their repair, 
extension, or improvement, and provide accordingly by 
hislease. Itisin every way inexpedient to have after 
reckonings and valuations like those suggested by the 
form of lease in your last Gazette. Neither party 
would be satisfied, perhaps; I am confident the land- 
lord would not, for he is always necessarily more or less 
at the mercy of his tenant, and he would be open to the 
Erossest impositions. Every one connected with agri- 
culture in the south is aware of the scandalous impo- 
Sitions constantly practised on landlords and in-coming 
tenants in valuations of acts of husbandry which they 
Cannot be altogether protected against even by the aid of 
the most experienced and honest land valuers ; but once 
Open the door to valuations between the landlord and 
tenant for what he styles improvements and unex- 
hausted manures, and rely uponit we should soon see 
an end of the system. The best covenant in my humble 
Pinion which can be inserted in a lease with a view to 
i € improvement of agriculture is that the tenant shall 
n no case have two following crops of corn, and the 
best caution is that no landlord take a tenant who has 
Not a capital equal to 20/. an aere, and immediately 
Available for its employment on the land. The curse of 
agriculture has been, and is the want of capital R. L. 
n reference to the last sentence we say, “No doubt 

of it.” But to urge the necessity of a capital of 2U/. per 
Acre! is absurd. ‘That sum over the occupied acres of 
Great Britain would amount probably to five times the 
available capital at this moment in the hands of British 
armers, 10/.an acre is the mosta tenant will ordinarily 

Need.) 

Deep Draining.—Will you permit me with reference 
an article on deep drainage, which appeared in your 

9. 11 of this year, from the pen of Mr. Mechi, to in- 
quire through your columns what was the breadth ‘at 
the Surface and at the bottom of his drains, also whether 
the. were cast simply with the spade, or with it and 

e aid of the pickaxe and tramp pick ; also the cost 
Per rood of six yards or other measure, with the rate 
of labourers’ wages at the time by the day or week in 
his neighbourhood. An early reply would greatly oblige 

any of your readers, and also— 4 North Briton. 
Drainage —The Grass field called “ Horse Leas,” in 

the Parish of Tortworth in the county of Glo’ster, is of 
‘Somewhat clayey soil on a retentive clay subsoil, con- 
aning thin but frequent beds of slaty rock. It is 

hi acres 2 roods and 21 perches in extent. It has 
itherto been very inferior grazing land; being un- 

f ained, the growth of Sedges and Rushes has “been 
Ostered, while that of the richer Grasses has been dis- 
“ouraged. It has been drained during February and 

to 

March of this year 3feet 6 inches deep, at. intervals 
912 yards, During the operation numerous shallow 

clay drains were eut across, whieh had been entirely 
useless for keeping the land dry. No water was ob- 
tained till the drains had been cut 3 feet deep, then it 
oozed out, and between that and 3 feet 6 inches deep a 
considerable body of water escaped. This was the 
ca: all over the field. Now, the subsoil was 
composed of alternate beds of clay and rock, which 

sloped or dipped at a considerable angle, and it is im- 

possible to suppose that a series of springs were met 

with all over the field as soon as a depth of 3 feet was 

attained. The fact, doubtless, was, as Messrs. Smith, 

Parkes, Mechi, &e. have illustrated, that the soil was a 

porous medium ; in this case of such texture that (its 
weight overcoming the capillary attraction of the earth) 

a eutin it needed to be 3 feet deep before the water 

would drain out of it. The cost of this draining has 
been as follows :— 

1480 perches cut 33 feet deep, tiles placed, earth 

filled in, and turf replaced, at 74d... .. £46 5 0 
25,000 14-inch pipe-tiles, 12s, per thousand, and 

ös, per thousand hauling .. .. .. .. 1815 0 

£65 0 0 

or 3l.5s. per acre. The land is now dry.—John 
Cobban, 
Manure Frauds.—In your Paper of the 4th, there 

is a very sensible letter of Mr. Lawes, calling the at- 

tention of farmers and the public generally to the gross 

frauds practised in the sale of African Guano, Mr. 

Lawes suggests as a remedy the appointment of an 

inspector of manures. I fear that plan could scarcely 
be carried into effect, as many cargoes are shipped at 

once to the different outports, whence they are dis- 

persed in various inland directions. I think if the 
farmers would resolve to purchase no Guano but Peru- 

vian, and at the same time be fully assured of the re- 

spectability of the party from whom they purchase, 

hey may in a great measure guard against disappoint- 

ment. At the present moment no good Ichaboe Guano 

can be purchased under -7/. 12s. 6d. to 8/. per ton,while 

the best Peruvian is from 107. to 11/., according to quan- 
tity. Now, taking the average quantity of moisture in 

the two qualities, Peruvian Guano at 10/. 10s. per ton 
will be found much cheaper than African at 8l., putting 

side the certainty of having an artiele in the former 

that will not deceive the farmer. The high character 

of the importers of Peruvian Guano, Messrs. A. Gibbs 

and Son, and Messrs. Cotsworth, Powell, and Co., the 

agents of Messrs. Myers ‘and Co., of Liverpool, must be a 

sufficient g tee to purel that no l i 
would be allowed at their warehouse, while myself and 

all the London dealers are but too happy to deliver our 

sales direct from their stores.— Edward Purser, 40, 
New Bridge-street, London. 

Tenant Rights.—1n discussing the question of tenant 
rights at farmers' clubs, it would be very useful to 

collect as much practical information as possible on the 

duration of the benefit of manures, particularly artificial 

nianures, such as bone-dust and sulphurie acid, guano, 
&e. Willany of your correspondents take the trouble 
to furnish information on this subject }— Hill Side. 

Spring of Water.—1 have some land near the 
Downs, in Sussex, in a part of which a spring of water 

of considerable volume occasionally breaks out, and 

runs for weeks, and then suddenly dries up and disap- 

pears. It has occured to me that this occasional or 
temporary spring might be made permanent by boring, 
and that there are persons who profess to find water in 
any part of England, upon the principle of * no cure, 
no pay.” Can any of your numerous correspondents 

tell me where any such party ean be communicated 
with 1—M. E. A. 

Wages.—1n Lincolnshire and Norfolk farm-servants 

are paid high wages, from 14s. to 15s. per week, and 

are said to be good workmen ‘generally. How many 

hours does a ploughman having the care of a pair of 

horses keep them at work from May to September in 

those counties? Eight hours is considered.a full day's 
work in the midland counties.— Znguirer. 

What is the general Market Price of Jerusalem 
Artichokes ?—They appear to be very scarce about 

Manchester. I am asked in the market for vegetables 
1}d. to 24d. per lb. and they do not appear to be 
sound. At the seed-shops I am asked 4d. to 6d. per 

lb. I; purposed setting some in lieu of Potatoes, but 

the seed, I find, will be very dear.—G. B. C. 

Cross Croppiny.—The plan of taking two, and very 

generally three, corn crops following, is, I am sorry to 
say, adopted in this neighbourhood by some of the old 

school. I have endeavoured to convince them of their 

error, but they will not listen. They say, if they were 

to have green crops between, their arable land would be 
all in tillage, and they should not be able to keep so 

much stock, by their not having so many acres into 

Grass as they have by their present method. I hope 
you will again, very shortly, try what you can do to 

convince them, and paint in more glaring colours, if 

possible, than you have already done the injury they do to 

themselves and the public. hen we see persons pur- 

suing plans directly opposed to their own interest and 

that of the community, I think it a duty of all who 

know the impropriety of such disputes, frequently to 

endeavour by all possible means to make them follow 

those methods which will tend to benefit the country, if 

they could be brought to see directly the advantages of 

it to themselves. J. White. 

Societies. 

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY or ENGLAND. 
A Weexty Ccunciu, was held at the Society’s 

House in Hanover-square on Wednesday last, the 22d 
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April; present, the Right Hon. Lord Porrman, Presi- 
dent, in the chair. His Grace, the Duke of Richmond, , 
Earl Spencer, Viscount Hill, Lord Braybrooke, Hon. 
R. H. Clive, M.P. ; Sir John V. B. Johnstone, Bart , 
M.P.; T. Alcock, Esq. ; D. Barclay, Esq., M.P. ; T. 

Raymond Barker, Esq. ; John Raymond Barker, Esq.; 
S. Bennett, Esq.; T. W. Bramston, Esq., M.P. ; W. 

R. Browne, Esq. ; Col. Challoner; F. C. Cherry, Esq. ; 

E. D. Davenport, Esq. ; C. Hillyard, Esq. ; W. Fisher 

Hobbs, Esq. ; J. Hudson, Esq.; G. Kimberley, Esq. ; 

John Kinder, Esq. ; J. H. Langsten, Esq., M.P.; Col. 

MaeDowall; W. Miles, Esq., M.P. ; R. Milward, Esq. ; 

F. Pym, Esq. ; Prof. Sewell; S. Solly, Esq. ; W. R. C. 

Stansfield, Esq, M.P; C. Tawney, Esq. ; T. Beale 
Browne, Esq. ; Capel Cure, Esq.; A. E. Fuller, Esq., 

M.P.; A. Majendie, Esq.; A. Ogilvie, Esq. ; T. 

Turner, Esq. ; and T. R. Tweed, Esq. The following 

new members were elected :— 

Moore, John, High House, Morpeth, Northumberland. 

Severn, John Percy, Penybont Hall, Radnorshiré. 
Tanner, A. O., Brook House, Edmonton, Middlesex. 
Plummer, Matthew, Sheriff-hill, Newcastle-on- Tyne. 

Pettat, Rev. Charles Richard, Aske Rectory, Over 

Milburn, John, Crawcrook, Ryton, Newcastle-on-T yne. 
Lumsden, John, Moussen, Belford, Northumberland. 
Gray, Alexander George, Neweastle-on- 
Woods, Richard, Osberton, Worksop, Notts. 
Tawkes, Mathew, Melton-Constable, Dereham, Norfolk. 
Smith, Thomas George, T ou, Alnwick, Northumberland. 

Stanton, John, Hayward's-field, Stroud, Gloucestershire. 

The names of 38 candidates for election at the next 

meeting were then read, T 
Prize Essavs.—Mr. Pusey, M.P., chairman of the 

Journal Committee, transmitted to the Council the 

reports of the Judges in the Classes of Essays on Grass- 

lands and Measure Works, from which it appeared tha 

the adjudications stood as follow : 
— GRASS- LANDS, 

1, Prize.—The Essay bearing the motto, “‘ Improvements but 
not Innovations." 

“ Labor omnia vincit.” 
** Esse-posse-prodesse." 
* And the land shall 

2. Highly Commended.— Ditto 

3. Commended.— ditto 

4. Commended. Ditto 

5. 
yield its increase." 

. Commended.— Ditto “Roderic U de Valero," 
IIL— MEASURE WORK. 

1. Prize,—The Essay bearing the motto, ** Experientia docet." 

The President then opened the sealed motto-papers 
containing the names of the authors, corresponding 
respectively with the -prize essays in each of these 

classes, when the following adjudications were declared 

and confirmed :— 
I. To Mr. Jonn BRAVENDER, surveyor, &c., of Ciren- 

cester, Gloucestershire, the Society’s Prize of 

50/., for the best Essay on the “ Advantages or 
Disadvantages of Breaking-up Grass Land." 

II. To Mr. Huen Raynpirp, of Hengrave, near 
Bury St. Edmund's, Suffolk, the Society's Prize of 
201., for the best Essay on * Measure Work (locally 

known as Task, Piece, Job, or Grate Work), in 

cially on the habits, comforts, and general eondition 

of the employed : the whole deduced as much as 
possible from personal experience, and affording to 

parties unacquainted with the practice, the means 

of estimating its advantages, and the information 
necessary for carrying it out.” 

The Council having ‘also confirmed the commenda- 
tions bestowed by the Judges upon the four Essays on 

* Grass Lands,” the President stated that the whole of 

those communications were highly important and inte- 

resting, and reflected great credit on their. respective 

authors, the Judges having found it a difficult task to 

decide between the competing merits of the Essay to 

which the prize had at length been awarded and the 

one which they had so “ highly commended.”—Colone} 

CHALLONER trusted that an opportunity would be 

afforded to the members of perusing these valuable 

essays which had been thus strongly commended ; 

and a hope was expressed generally, by the members 

present, that the authors would place their respective 

papers at the disposal of the Journal Committee for 

publication, and the general information of the Society. 

Farming Accouwrs.— The Judges appointed to take 

into consideration the various Essays sent in to com- 

pete for the Society’s Prize of 107. for the best 

method of keeping Farming Accounts, reported to the 

Council that they did not feel justified in recommending 

any of the Essays submitted to them, as possessing 

sufficient merit in reference to an exposition of such a 

system of keeping Farming Accounts as would be con- 

sidered worthy of the prize or the approbation of the 
Society. 

The PmrsrpENT then stated that, having conferred 
with Mr. Tawney, one of the auditors of accounts on 
the part of the Society, and with Mr. Kimberley, a 
member of the Council, he would, at the next monthly 
meeting, submit to the consideration of the Council 
the propriety and desirableness of appointing a special 

i on this imp subject, with a request 

that such committee will report to the Council the re- 

sult of their deliberation on the best and simplest mode 

in which the accounts of a practical farmer can be kept 

in the most clear and satisfactory manner. 

NkwcasrLE AurHoRITIES.—Messrs. Clarke, Fynmore, 

and Fladgate, Solicitors to the Society, transmitted to 
the-Council the duplicate agreement from Newoastle- 

upon-Tyne, signed by the Mayor, and impressed with 
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the great seal of the corporation of that town, in final 
ratification of the terms of arrangement which had 
passed the great seal of the Society at the last monthly 
meeting of the Council. 

Mr. Grey, of Dilston, Mr. Crosby, of Kirkbythore, 
and Mr. Johnson, of Warkworth, having placed their 
services at the disposal of the Council, in reference (to 
the carrying out of details connected with the ensuing 
"Country Meeting in the northern district, the Council 
ordered their best thanks to be communicated to those 
gentlemen respectively for their kind offers. 

Mr. Josera Rice, of Abbey House, called the atten- 
tion of the Council to the desirableness of measures 
being taken as much as possible for the purpose of 
enabling the ingenious but small implement maker, o 
limited means, to exhibit the cheap, simple, and perhaps 
in??many cases most efficient implement, invented by 
kim, at the Country Meetings of the Society. 

Conveyance ro NEWCASTLE.— The Secretary reported 
to the Council the steps he had taken, pursuantly to the 
order of the Council, for the purpose of obtaining in- 
formation on the subject of' conveyance by railways 
and steamers from different parts of the kingdom to 
Neweastle-upon-Tyne, The various communications 
connected with these inquiries were laid before the 
Council, who directed that when replies from the whole 
of the parties to whom application has been made shall 
have been received, the Secretary be requested to in- 
elude the points of information thus obtained, in the 
classed form of schedule, to be transmitted to the 
several exhibitors of stock and implements for their 
guidance, 

Rarmway LrsERALITY.— The Secretary then called 
the particular attention of the Council to communica- 
tions he had received from Mr. Creed, secretary of the 
London and Birmingham Railway Company ; from 
Mr. Herbert, secretary to the London and Dover Rail- 
way Company ; and from Mr. Swan, secretary to the 
Newcastle, North-Shields, and Tynemouth Railway 
Company, conveying in the most liberal and handsome 
terms the great satisfaction it-gave to the chairman 
and board of directors of their respective companies to 
be enabled to promote the disinterested and national 
objects of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, 
by granting a free transit along their respective lines of 
railway to the stock and implements intended bona fide 
for show at the country meetings.— The Duke of Ricu- 
MOND expressed the gratification it gave him to hear of 

as well as in;the case of no farm-yard manure at all. 
All the produce of diseased Potatoes has proved to be 
sound and good ; even that experimental portion of it, 
which for the last six weeks prior to ripening has been 
exposed to a moist heat ; such experimental portion, 
instead of exhibiting any tendency to disease under 
such condition, furnishing on the contrary finer Pota- 
toes—not only sound and mealy, but much superior 
both in size and quality. From the tubers planted in 
a box in October, in dry heat, five sprouts have been 
taken successively from each tuber, and planted along 
with the original tubers in the open ground for a crop : 
all the plants of this multiplied crop are now growing 
luxuriantly. 

CnETACEoUs Gyrsum.—Myr. MovLz, of Western 
Canada, addressed a further communication to the 
Council, on the subject of the results obtained by him 
in that part of the world with the cretaceous gypsum, 
to whieh he had referred in his previous letters ; with 
an opinion, that to the use of this cheap dressing he 
attributed the great fertility of Canada, and a statement 
that on one of his own 50-aere fields, chiefly Wheat, he 
had last summer grown 40 bushels per acre ; the land 
of his farm having been through the usual roíation of 
crops for the previous nine years, and the portion on 
which this Wheat was grown never having had any 
dressing whatever, pting one bushel per ll 
of the eretaeeous gypsum in question. At the sug- 
gestion of the President, it was arranged that Mr. Moyle 
should be requested to send a ton of this manure to 
the Society, which would be tried by individual members 
of the Council, and the practical result of its applicabi- 
lity to the soils of this country ascertained. 

Mr. Fuller, M.P., transmitted from the Rev. James 
Williams one of the Potato-eye scoops used in North 
Wales, along with a statement of his experience in the 
improvement in the bulk of the Potato as food after the 
extraction of the eye, around which the development of 
the vegetative principle being the strongest, the re- 

moval of such portion along-with the eye, removes, in 
his opinion, the cause of that “strong” flavour found 
inthe Potato at this season of the year. 

Mr. Rogers, of Liverpool, transmitted a communica- 
tion, suggesting the trenching of ground this year for 
Potatoes. 

Mr. Forsyth, gr. to the Earl of Shrewsbury, trans- 
mitted’a Pamphlet on the Culture and Economy of the 

the great liberality which these railwa; p had 
thus shown towards the Society, and he had much 
pleasure in moving that a vote expressive of the best 
thanks of the Council for these communications, and of 
the high sense they entertain of the value of these most 
liberal concessions, be conveyed to the chairman and 
board of directors of these railwa; ies respec- 

Potato, and also a communication on the subject of 
H: ki 
The Commissioners of Excise presented 50 copies of 

the Parliamentary Report on Feeding Cattle with Malt, 
for which mark -of attention the Council ordered their 
thanks to be returned. 

The Members of Council and Governors present then 

tively. This motion was carried unanimously. 
Naxep Bartry.—The PRESIDENT laid before the 

‘Council a communication received from the Horticul- 
tural Society on the subject of the Hordeum regoceras, 
a kind of Naked Barley, raised in the Chiswick Gardens 
from seeds transmitted to England by Capt. Monro, 
who stated them to have been obtained from “ the 
finest Barley grown by the Chinese Tartars.” The 
‘seeds thus placed at the disposal of the President, had 
not only been distributed by him for trial among par- 
‘ties capable of testing the value of the plant, but having 
himself received from China three years ago a supply 
of the same kind of seed through a relative of his neigh- 
bour the Earl of Ilehester, he had dibbled the two 
supplies alongside each other, and in autumn he would 
report to the Council the result, and furnish seed for 
further trial. In the meantime, he might state that as 
this Barley was unfit for malting, he did not anticipate 
that it would be of any further use in this country than 
as an early green feed. 

CurvEsE RAPE-SEED AND Orr.— The Presipent also 
daid before the Council a communication from the Hor- 
tieultural Society on the Brassica Chinensis, or Shang- 
hai Oil-plant, a hardy annual, grown for the sake of its 
oil over the whole country round that city, but which 
may be cultivated in almost every kind of soil ; and 
though of no imp: in an horticultural point of 
"view, may be fraised by farmers for feeding cattle, or 
‘on account of the oil which it so abundantly yields. He 
had likewise placed portions of this supply of seeds in 
the hands of the Rev. A. Huxtable, and other parties, 
for trial, and would report the result.— The Council 
ordered their best thanks to be transmitted to the Hor- 
ticultural Society for these communications, and for the 
‘supply of seeds, and the first two parts of the Journal of 
that Society with which they were accompanied. 

Poraro Expertments.—The Presrpent took that op- 
portunity of communicating to the Couucil the results of 
experiments on the growth of Potatoes from diseased 
tubers, of which he had on a former occasion reported 
the progress, These highly interesting and important 
experiments will be detailed in all their circumstances 
an à paper which his lordship expressed his intention of 
preparing for publication in the Journal of the Society. 
Among the results obtained by Lord Portman in these 
experiments, the following striking facts may be briefly 
stated :— 

Where eyes were planted which had been scooped 
out, but allowed to become stale, the greater part of 
them have failed: but where fresh eyes were planted, 
all of them are growing, Of the autumn-planted Po- 
tatoes, all are doing well in dry ground ; but only half 
are doing well in ground less friable, the other half 
proving rotten: the same effect resulting under the 
latter condition, both on and under farm-yard dung, 

ded to the business of the Special Council. 
Sercran Counctt.—The Right Hon, Lord Porrman, 

President, in the Chair. 
The Secretary laid before the Council the various do- 

cuments he had received from nine of the cities and 
corporate towns situate within the distriet for the 
Country Meeting of the Society in the year 1847, in 

q of the ieation into which, pursu- 
antly to the instructions of the Counci!, he had entered 
with the authorities respectively of those places. 

The Council having taken into due consideration the 
whole of these documents, at length selected such four 
of the localities as appeared from the evidence fur- 
nished to the Council to be best suited for the purpose 
of the Country Meeting of that year, to which the per- 
sonal visit of the Committee of Inspection should be 
directed, and on the respective capabilities of which for 
such purpose the Committee should be requested to re- 
port to the Monthly Council on the 6th of May next, 
when the final selection of the place of meeting will, 

reeably with the bye-laws, be made. * 
OFFICIAL AGREEMENTS.—Mr. Mires, M.P., gave 

notice that, at the next Monthly Council, he should 
move, “ That, in future, no agreement which may be 
entered into with local authorities relative to the place 
of the Annual Country Meeting, shall be held good, 
unless the corporate seal,attested by the signature of 
the Mayor, be applied to such document,” 

The Weekly Council stands adjourned to Wednes day 
next, the 29th instant. 

Farmers’ Clubs. 
Lowpow : Improved Form of Farm Leases.— April 6. 

—Mr. Brapett, in rising to open the question, com- 
menced by saying that of the many subjects which in- 

terested the agricultural world, there was none of 
reater importance than that which related to the bar- 

gain to be made between the land owner and the land 
occupier ; and it was upon the way in which that was 
carried out, that much of the prosperity of both must 
depend. They must admit that this bargain ought to 
be mutually binding ; that was to say, that it should be 
so framed as to prevent the tenant from itti 

14, in others again 21 years; and in Scotland 19 years 
was the favourite term. Why it should be so he knew 
not, but so it was ; that period appeared to suit very 
well, and it generally secured to the landlord a good, 
honest, industrious, and improving tenanf. "They could 
not expect that the tenant would employ his capital and 
go into improvements of his farm unless he had fixity 
of tenure ; and that not such as would merely enable 
him to derive back the money which he had put into it ; 
but such as would give him a handsome profit into the 
bargain. If they considered how few years would suffice 
to enable the tenant to get back his money, he did not 
think there would be much necessity for legal leases. 
But he held that the enterprising tenant who brought 
his knowledge to bear in improving they ty which 
he farmed, was entitled to a rate of profit far beyond 
what the mere interest on his money would afford him. 
They all knew as well as he did, that the farmer was in 
most cases tied down to a certain course of cropping ; 
very ordinarily to four crops, namely, one-fourth to 
naked fallow, one-fourth to spring corn, one-fourth to 
Clover, and one-fourth to Wheat. He mentioned this 
for the purpose of showing the absurdity of the system. 
There were, of course, variations from this plan ; some 
where green crops, Turnips, and other things were 
allowed to be grown in fallow, and others where Beans 
and Peas, with Clover, were allowed to be taken. But 
he had met with many instances of the plan he had first 
mentioned, although they knew that the system of 
naked fallows was pretty nearly exploded. He recol- 
lected an instance in which the proviso of naked fallow 
appeared in the lease, and he called upon the party 
in order to speak to him upon the absurdity of it; and 
also to remonstrate on the absurdity of tying down 
the tenant to put down Clover once in every four 
years. The reply was, that the tenant must plant his 
Clover, and if it did not take, he would then be 
allowed to put in Peas and Beans. Thus, the 
tenant would in that case be called upon to spend 10s. 
or 12s. an acre without any benefit whatever to the 
landlord. He mentioned this as a specimen of cases 
which had frequently come across him. Leases con- 
taining these objectionable provisoes were drawn and 
persisted in time after time, and he could only account 
or it in this way, that the old form of lease was handed 
down from generation to generation, and adopted, 
whether conformable to the wants of the present day or 
not. The family lawyer was called in to draw a lease, 
and the old, musty record—which did all very well at a 
period when farmers could neither read nor write—was 
got down, and a lease drawn according to its prescribed 
form ; and if the tenant remonstrated against any of its 
obsolete provisions or covenants, the reply was, “ If you 
do not sign that, you can’t have the farm at all.” Well, 
what was the consequence ? Why, the lease was signed 
for the sake of getting the farm, thrown into the bureau, 
and never thought of any more until the tenant was 
about to quit it. His experience was, to a certain de- 
gree, limited upon these points. But he knew that fre- 
quently, when the tenant was about to quit his farm, 
and when the lease was read, and covenants which he 
ought to have observed were pointed out to him, he 
remarked : * Oh ! I never looked at that.’ ‘The lease, 
in fact, under such circumstances, became a dead letter 
until the end of the term for which it had been taken, 
and the conditions were enforced, and the tenant was 
made subject to covenants to which he ought never to 
have been subjected. If these objectionable clauses 
could, by any means which they could devise, be substi- 
tuted by more plain and understandable ones, which 
tenants could and would act under, why they should ac- 
complish a great and permanent good. In some leases 
there were covenants for reserved rents of as much as 
10/7. an acre for certain offences. Now, all these things 
ought to be, and should be, got rid of : the punishment 
bore no proportion to the offence. The tenant certainly 
ought not to do anything in opposition to his lease ; but 
if he did, he ought at least to have the same amount of 
justice measured out to him as a person would in one of 
the criminal courts, where the punishment would only 
be proportionable to the offence. Reserved covenants 
would doubtlessly be well got rid of altogether. He 
did not think there was any great objection to the sys- 
tem: of imposing penalties ; for if a penalty were 
conditionally imposed, say of 507., 1007, or 2004, why 
he did not so much object to that, as it only, in point of 
fact, meant a penalty to cover the amount of damage 
done to the estate by the misconduct of which the tenant 
might have been guilty. It was said that it was much 
more easy to find fault than to mend ; however, think- 
ing it might be useful, he had turned his attention to 
what a lease ought to embrace ; and he would take the 
liberty of very shortly stating the sort of lease which 
would accomplish the objects which they had in view, 
namely, to secure the rights and interests of the !and- 
lord, and at the same time to give liberty and elasticity 

tions of the tenant, and enable him to do 
waste upon the estate of his landlord, at the same time 
giving him all the liberty and all the rights chat he 
could enjoy short of that. Now, leases, as at present 
drawn, did not secure this object. They found leases 
teeming with reserved rents and shifts, but very little 
appeared in them which had the effect of securing to 
the landlord what were his just rights, and of giving 
liberty and elasticity to the operations of the tenant. 
He apprehended that in dealing with the tenant, the 
point next in importance to the lease itself was the 
term of the lease ; and they could hardly go into any 
county without finding that the terms of leases varied. 
They had in some counties the term of seven, in others 

T 
those things which it was so desirable to do at the pre- 
sent day. In the case of every lease with which he 
had anything to do, he should like that it should be 
short ; he had in the way of business frequently to read 
over leases of five, six, or seven skins, and he was of 
opinion that a lawyer must be badly acquainted with his 
business who could not draw a lease in one skin. The 
conditions might be made equally stringent, whether 
the lease occupied one skin or six. (Hear, hear) He 
would just mention one case, which had occurred very 
near to the place where their excellent chairman was 
born :—A tenant had had some dispute with his land- 
lord, and came to consult him as to what he should 
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do, as there was (about to be an action at law in 
the case. Now his lease happened to occupy five skins, 

upon ascertaining which he said to him—“ ‘There is only 
one chance for you, and thatis this ; I never yet knew a 

lease of five skins, the beginning of which did not con- 

tradict the end.” (Hear, and a laugh) And so it 

turned out, and that saved the action. "There was in 
almost every lease very much more formal matter than 
there need be. All that was necessary might be accom- 
plished by two descriptions of covenant ; he would eall 
the first the * covenant of forfeiture"—that was to say, 
if the tenant chose to offend with his eyes open, there 
Should be an absolute forfeiture of the lease ; because 

-they would scarcely ever find a good farmer in such a 
position. They would not find a farmer who had a 
large amount of capital, and was really able to pay his 
outgoings, put himself in such a situation where there 
Were reserved rents or penalties, as to run the risk of 
forfeiture.’ As parts of the covenant of forfeiture (al- 
though no great friend to timber), he would include the 
act of cutting down any timber without the permission 
of the landlord, or of breaking up any land without such 
permission; and also insolvency, assigment, or non- 
residence. The next description of covenant which he 

proposed should be inserted, was the “ covenant of com- 
pensation.” In that he should include only one crop- 
ping, or mowing Grass or Clover without an extra 
artifieial dressing, for he did not think it answered to 
mow twice ; but if the farmer chose to mow Grass or 
Clover twice, why then he should give the land an arti- 
ficial dressing. He should certainly also think it an 
offence if the tenant took two white straw crops. With 

regard to manure he thought the tenant onght to be 
compelled to bring upon the land a quantity of manure 

equalin value to the hay or straw which he took off 
when converted into dung. He would make the same 
covenant binding as to the green produce, the neglect of 
Scouring ditches, keeping water-courses open, &c. Now 
he was far from thinking that he had embraced all the 
Matters which ought properly to come under these two 
eads. He had merely shown that there were certain 

acts which ought to be made covenants of forfeiture, 
and certain others which ought to be matters of com- 

pensation ; and if any damage were done, it should be 
paid for by the party who did it. He thought too that 
there should be in every lease a clause allowing the 

tenant to remove all buildings which he might have 
erected upon the farm during his occupancy, if the land- 
lord and the in-coming tenant refused to take and pay 
for them, He thought it would be useful that it should 
go forth from this club as a principle, that if the tenant 

put up bullock-houses, piggeries, &c., with a view to 
making the greatest profit of the farm, and the 

in-coming tenant did not see the use of them, he should 
be allowed to take them away. Another which’ he 

Proposed to insert was what he should call the general 
arbitration-clause ; that was to say, that in case of any 
dispute arising between the landlord and tenant, that it 
should become a matter for arbitration, and not a 
matter of legal inquiry ; and he thought that they 
would find that most of their best landlords would 
readily agree to such a clause in their leases. He 
could not, for a moment, think that any landlord would 
wish to go to law with his tenant, unless he wished to 
worry, tease, and perplex him ; and on the other hand, 

he could not suppose that the tenant would desire it, 
Unless he wished to worry, tease, and perplex his land- 
lord. Of course this told both ways ; and he thought 
arbitration was much better than going to law. He 
had also drawn outa form, which he called a “ cropping 
form ;” and which, although it might not be such as to 
meet the necessities of all cases, it had been acted upon 
Without any inconvenience being found to arise from it. 
t had been agreed to in several instances, both by 

landlords and tenants; it was, in fact, a species of 
Covenant which had been in practice in some parts of 
the country for some time. He (Mr. Beadell) usually 
Mserted a general clause, binding the tenant to farm 
According to the most approved system adopted in that 
Part of the country in which the lands were situated. 
Then the land was divided into certain portions, it 
Might be four, five, or six ; he had taken one-fourth of 
fallow with or without green crops, one-eighth in Clover 
mown only once, one-eighth in Beans and Peas, another 
Mm non-exhausting crops, and three-eighths in Wheat 

Crops, They must all know that there was much land 
that was better adapted to the growth of Barley than 
of Wheat, and he therefore thought that it ought to be 
left to the discretion of the tenant, whether he chose to 
have Wheat, Barley, or Oats; and he could not, for 
ais own part, sce that more mischief was likely to be 
done to land by one crop of white straw than by another. 
‘hey must bear in mind that, although there they were 

all good farmers and excellent fellows, there were such 
Persons as bad tenants. No lease in the world would 

, ver bind a bad tenant; and a lease became a one- 
Sided doeument where a tenant could not farm well. 
He begged also to say one or two words respecting per- 
Sons who farmed without capital ; they were the greatest 
enemies the good farmer had. They. increased the rent 
which the legitimate farmer had to pay ; and, supposing 
they had to go abroad to purchase corn, they just gave 

e foreigner a premium to the extent in which the 
Were themselves deficient in growth. .. He thought, 
therefore, that the bad farmer was a great injury to 
ae legitimate farmer, and wherever there were bad 
rmers, he hoped there would be those that would give 
them the hint: let it be remembered that where they 
had less twitch, they could grow a greater quantity of 
orn, With ‘regard to improvements, there was cer- 

tainly a difficulty on that point ; he could hardly see 

how the subject of improvements could be dealt with in 
been mown twice, and both crops sold ; they were sold 
by auction, and therefore did not fetch more than a fair 

leases. His notion of p p was, 
that they should be carried out by the landlord, and 
not by the tenant, In taking land which required 

draining, and would involve an outlay of 37. 10s. or 47. 
per acre, it was necessary to consider how many acres 

could be managed with the capital. He was talking the 

other day to à large landed proprietor, who told him 
that he was perfectly satisfied in buying land, provided 
he could make 3} per cent. of his money. He (Mr. 

Beadell) said—“ I don’t think you ought to be satisfied 
with 3% per cent. ; I think you ought to make more; 
I think you ought to make 6 per cent. It is much 
better to buy less land, improve it permanently, and 
make 6 per cent. of your money, than have a large 
quantity of land, and only make 34 percent.” Ifa man 
took the worst of land, wood-bound land, or land with 

water on it, and drained and improved it, what was the 
consequence ? Why, the tenant, who would not look at 
it before, was glad to take it then; and thus land which 
had been a byword and a reproach, was often brought 
into the best possible cultivation. —The Cuamman said 
he had drawn up a form of lease for the purpose of sub- 
mitting to the meeting on this occasion, and as the ob- 
ject wasto arrive at à form of lease securing to the 
tenant his rights and. interests, and at the same time to 
prevent any deterioration of the property of the land- 

lord, he thought it necessary that the lease should go 
prineipally to those two points. He had endeavoured 
to show, at the meeting of the club at which the sub- 
jeet of tenant-right was discussed, that there was great 
injury done to the property of the landlord by tenants 
endeavouring to get their improvements out of their 
farms before they left them, in consequence of their 
knowing that they should not be paid for them. It 
must be evident that the improvements of one tenant 
were the stepping-stone to those of another ; and surely 
it must be better for the incoming tenant to take and 
pay for these improvements than to allow the soil to be 
exhausted by the efforts of the outgoing tenant to get 
back his capital. In Essex a tenant takes a farm for 14 
years ; at the end of seven years it will be in excellent 
order for producing, but at that very period he begins 
to hesitate whether he shall go on, or whether it would 
not be wiser then to begin and take out the improve- 
ments; for if he allows them to remain to the end of 
theterm, they will induce others to offer a greater amount 
of rent for the farm than he can afford to give ; and 
he, therefore, in nine cases out of ten, sets about to 
reduce the farm to the same state as that in which he 
found it. Now, it must be perfectly manifest to every 
one that both the landlord and the tenant would be 
greatly benefited if they could be allowed to remain in 
the land, and if a fair compensation were paid for them, 
the rate of compensation being governed by the price 
of grain. The price of the quarter of corn would show 
what the landlord or in-coming tenant could afford to 
pay. But if there was a fixed money rent, and the 

di ply i 
price of corn was gly high or gly lo 
much injurymightbe suffered. In the formof lease which 
he had prepared, he had had a special eye to prevent- 
ing this.* It would be found that he had made several 
notes at the foot of the form of lease, respecting build- 
ings put up-by the tenant witliout the consent of the 
landlord, and that his proposition was, that either they 
should be removed by the out-going tenant, or taken at 
the value of the materials only. There were other 

clauses, about hay and straw: for instance, he had 
made no restriction regarding Clover ; but he had laid 
it down with respect to straw, that for every so many 
tons of straw carried away, so many tons of manure 
should be laid down, He had mentioned tons instead 

of loads, because the word “load” was indefinite and 

ambiguous ; what was a load in one place was not a 

load in another, There had been an objection raised 

with regard to a corn-rent, on account of the difficulty 

of fixing it equitably. But all difficulty might be ob- 

viated by taking an average of three years ; this would 

always form a fair basis of rent. In reply toa question, 

he here stated that he proposed, in reference to ma- 

nuring, that 1 ton of lime should be laid down for every 
ton of straw sold. There was another covenant re- 
lating to a corn-rent, according to which the rent would 
be represented by a certain amount of produce in corn. 
He had also laid down the principle that the tenant 
should not exhaust the land, but receive compensation 

for improvements effected ; and if, on the other hand, 
the tenant caused any deterioration in the value of 
the landlord’s property, then a deduction should be 
made upon a valuation; the object being to protect 
the landlord as well as to give security to the tenant. 
There was one matter of considerable importance 
upon which he differed in opinion from Mr. Beadell 

and many other gentlemen, namely, that with re- 
gard to the mowing of Clover a second time. All 

leases restricted.the tenant from mowing’ Clever more 

than onee. Now,he had seen as good Wheat grown 
after mowing the Clover twice as after feeding it. There 
was thing so peculiarly 2 to the land in 

the shading of Clover, as to make the second mowing 

fully commensurate with feeding. . There was not the 

amount of advantage derived from feeding in regard to 
manure that was generally supposed, for the dung de- 

posited was nearly all evaporated by the heat of the 

sun, (Hear, hear.) Asan evidence of the correctness 

of his views, he might remind them that Clover was 
not worth more than from 30s. to 50s., or at the most 

60s. an acre ; and he knew a case of 20 acres having 

* For form of lease see another page, 

pr both crops sold for 365/. Now, he wished to 
ask whether, in cases where they could mow, anything 
in the shape of feeding could compensate for this. Why, 
the Clover paid for the crop of Wheat itself, whereas, if 
it had been fed, it could not have produced SJ. per acre. 
Clover, carried into the yard, would maintain a vast 
quantity more stock than it could possibly maintain 
by feeding, and therefore it was that he thought the 
tenant should not be prevented from mowing twice, 
if he thought proper. — Mr. Hurrry said: With 
reference to Mr. Baker's form of lease, he could not 
agree to the principle of giving up all rights to game in 
favour of the landlord, which he regarded as giving the 
independent tenants’ right away- He thought they 
ought to recomaend that which was useful and bene- 
ficial. The tenant ought to preserve and take care of 
the game for the landlord, but he was as much entitled 
to kill it as the landlord himself ; he held that the man 
who maintained the game ought to be allowed to shoot 
it.—'The Cuarrman said he believed it had been held in 
all cases that, unless the lease reserved to the landlord 
the entire right to the game, and precluded the tenant 
altogether from sporting, he (the tenant) was not pre- 
cluded. They could not suppose that a gentleman who 
was fond of game would give up'his right in this re- 
spect; a gentleman often invested his money in an 
estate for the sole pleasure of shooting ; and it he bad 
an estate which he was about to let, he would certainly 
reserve this right. He would not preclude the tenant 
from shooting, but he would reserve the right for him- 
self also.—Mr. Tuomas next rose, and after some pre- 
liminary remarks, said, a new plan had recently been 
adopted of letting farms on a 16 or 20 years’ lease ; and 
the rent of the first four years was assessed at a certain 
number of quarters of Wheat or Barley, according to 
the price of the period. At the expiration of the first 
four years, the price of corn was taken from the ave- 
rages published in the Gazette, and the rent again 
fixed ; and so on at the end of each four years until the 
term of the lease had expired. This plan had not been 
adopted without very long and very mature considera- 
tion ; and he must say upon reflection, that he did nos 
think a system more honest and more satisfac- 
tory could be found. Now with regard to the 
period for which a lease ought to be granted, 
he thought it must be clear to every one, that a 
term less than 16 or 20 years was scarcely suflicient to 
allow the tenant to reap the reward which he. ought to 
receive for his exertions. He ought to have that fixity 
of tenure which would inspire every farmer with hope, 
and give him a pleasure, in cultivating his farm, which 
he could not have if he thought it would pass out of his 
hands. In leases of farms upon which there was land 
which wanted draining, the landlord might, in default 
of the tenant doing it, enter upon tbe farm, drain tbe 
land, and charge him 6 per cent. for the outlay ; and 
he did not think that the tenant could complain of the 

, | outlay which his own neglect had caused his landlord to 
make for him. With regard to the sale of straw and 
hay on the farm, the practice with him was to bring 

back a certain quantity of dung in lieu of it, On the 
subject of mowing Clover twice, he begged to say that 
in the ease of red Clover, he had found it more profit- 
able to mow it than to feed it down with sheep ; indeed, 
he never in one instance found that the crops of Wheat 
had not been finer and larger than when fed down by 
sheep. Respecting the question of game, he must say 
that he felt strongly : to introduce an enormous quan- 
tity of game on a farm was, in some instances, almost 
equal to doubling the rent ; and when a landlord chose 
to keep a large stock of game, the efforts of the farmer 
must become almost paralysed. He trusted that he 
should never hold up his hand for a lease in which the 
landlord kept a quantity of game, and claimed the right 

of killing it all himself. A plan had recently been hit 

upon in his neighbourhood, which was found to work 

very well: it was an arrangement to the effect that the 

landlord should shoot all the feathered game, and the 
tenant all the quadrupeds ; and this appeared to give 

satisfaction to both parties. He thought this was sound 

in principle, and calculated to keep up good feeling 

between landlord and tenant.—Mr. Woop said with 

regard to a corn rent—1 think there are many means 
of preventing loss by inerease or decrease in the value 

of money. We all know that many persons have been 
ruined by the fluctuations in the value of money, and 

not by their own want of providence or skill, I think 
it might be defined in this way—I won't state this- 

as my own notion: it was mentioned to me by a 
friend of mine, as a plan for paying a fixed money rent 

half-yearly, of a certain sum, say 250/. At the end of 

five years, take ihe average Gazette prices of so many 

bushels of Wheat, Beans, Oats, or Barley, according to- 

the nature of the land; then strike a balance between. 

the amount paid in pounds sterling, and the amount. 

aecording to the value of the corn, the landlord or 

tenant paying the difference as the case may be. I 
think this would be a very good way of obviating any 
difficulty with respect to manures, draining, and general 
improvements of the farm ; these may easily be come 
at; and the value might be arrived at with greater ac- 

euracy, if the tenant, in carrying out his manures, sent 

in from time to time an account of the same, so as to 

enable the landlord to ascertain the quantity and quality, 

as also of the value of the draining, in respect of which 

compensation would be claimed. Y perfectly coincide 

in all that has been said about game and farm buildings. 

I have merely thrown out the suggestion for sending in 
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accounts in order to prevent things from being over- 

valued to the incoming tenant, as they too often are, 

from the faet of the valuer not having sufficient means 

of judging.—Mr. Brapurr said, he thought the sugges- 

tion of Mr. Wood, respecting a corn rent, deserving at- 

tention, on account of its fairness ; but at the same time 

he regarded it as imp ieable. A 1 t after 

allowing matters to run on for four years would be very 

inconvenient.— The Cuarrman said, with regard to the 

arrangement for a corn rent, he could not help thinking 
Mr. Wood's plan very objectionable, as going over a 

period of four years ; the difference then to be adjusted 

might amount to a year's rent. He thought it was 

much better that an adjustment should take place at the 

end of one year than at the end of four years. If the 
averages were taken at the end of each year, the matter 

could be settled and done with. They might always 

take an average of three years in coming to this ar- 
rangement, because in doing so all that would be neces- 
sary was, to strike off the first, and add the last. The 

only objection to a corn rent was the trouble it gave ; 
but the course which he had pointed out was a plain 
and easy method for arriving at a fair conclusion.— Mr. 
Fısner Hoses said, he thought that while every pro- 
tection ought, doubtlessly, to be given to the landlord, 
every possible encouragement ought to be given to the 
skilful and enterprising tenant also, He did hold that 
the leases brought forward were such as were applicable 
to years past, and not such as ought to be reeommended 
for a long term of years, to commence at the present 
time ; as agricultural | ledge p d, such e 
eouragement ought to be given as should enable the 
tenant farmer to go on at the same rate, ere was a 
great differenee between the old, sluggish, indolent 
tenant, who would not help himself, and the skilful 
man and man of property, who wished to make the 
land produce as much as nature would allow it, 
and he thought, in recommending any particular 
form of lease as emanating from this Club, they 
ought not to lay down any particular restrictions 
as to cropping, but only to lay down such rules 
as would prevent the deterioration of the property. 
He thought the old four-course system was very fast 
wearing out. He thought that they ought never, under 
any consideration whatever, to have two white straw 
crops together. But there were so many new roots and 
new crops annually brought forward, that the farmer 
ought not to be tied down to any particular system of 
white straw or pulse crops, to which these forms of 
lease did tie him down; they also compelled him to 
consume the roots upon the farm. He thought they 
could not well farm too high ; and that it was most ad- 
vantageous to sell off the root crops. They were often 
taunted about Scotch farming. Why, in Scotland, the 
root crops were the most profitable things they had, 
The tenant ought to have every facility which it was 
possible to? give him in his operations, short of ex- 
hausting the land. With regard to permanent im- 
provements, such as drainage, they ought to be per- 
formed by scientific men, or by a company of men, and 
not by the tenant. He thought it would be advan- 
tageous to both parties if the landlord were to do the 
drainage, and the tenant were to pay him a certain rate 
of interest for the outlay. He could not, however, agree 
with Mr. Thomas, that the landlord ought to ask 6 per 
cent.; 5 per cent. was ample and abundant, and he did 
not think this club would be justified in recommending 
more than 5 per cent. With regard to buildings, he 
did not think the tenant could afford to pay rent for his 
land unless the landlord erected good farm buildings, 
or encouraged him to erect them himself, With re- 
spect to game, he thought that a vast deal of injury was 
done to the tenantry of the country by game ; mueh 
more, indeed, than the publie. were generally aware of, 
In Norfolk, last year, he heard of instances of the game 
injuring the tenant nearly to the amount of the rent of 

. He was not one of those who would say that 
the landlord should not have the right to come upon 
his own land, but there should be some limit to the ex- 
tent of preserving game. With regard to compensation 
being allowed to the tenant for his unexhausted im- 
P at the expiration of the term of his lease, 
very little had been said; he supposed that was attri- 
butable to the fact of the question of tenant-right 
having so recently come before the Club. He hoped 
that that would be a point which would be strongly re- 
commended in any new form of lease; for he contended 
that the skilful and persevering tenant ought, if he left 
unexhausted improvements upon the farm, to be 
remunerated for them. A proper form of lease would 
be a most advantageous thing; he was perfectly 
satisfied that throughout his own county, and probably 
throughout England, a good form of lease would be the 
means of increasing the eultivation to the extent of 
10 percent. He hoped and trusted that a form of 
lease would be adopted by this Club; for if one were 
adopted he felt certain that the gentlemen of the legal 
profession would be very glad to follow it out. He 
had talked upon the subject to legal gentlemen in the 
metropolis, who had told him that they should be glad 
to adopt sueh a form of lease for their clients if they 
knew that it „was framed upon a sound principle. 
— Mr. Conn said he thought that it was utterly impossi- 
ble to frame any form of lease whieh would apply to all 
parts of the country. He was himself a Kentish farmer, 
and in Kent two white straw crops were not objected to. 
They there used a great many fish as manure, and 
fallowed only once in seven years. He was aware that 
the gentleman who had opened the question (Mr. 
Beadell) would not give them any great credit for the 

n- 

management of stock, but he was qnite sure he would 
say nothing against their farming. In Kent they went 
upon this principle—that to restrict a good farmer in 
his operations was the worst thing they could do. 
—The Cuarrman, in conformity with their usual prac- 
tice, now submitted a resolution for the adoption of 

the meeting. He read a resolution which he had 
sketched; and after some diseussion and alteration it 
was at length brought to the following terms :—* That 
leases should be so framed as to give the tenant the 
fullest scope for the management of his farm and 
security for the capital invested in improvements, and 

at the same time to give to the landlord protection from 

undue cultivation or injury to the farm. And this 

meeting is impressed with the conviction that draining 
should be done by the Jandlord, who should charge a 
moderate per centage upon the outlay; and also that 
leases are essential to the cultivation and beneficial 
occupation of land." — Abridged from the Mark Lane 
Express. 

Calendar of Operations. 
APRIL 

Tms is the proper season for planting Mangold Wurzel. Se- 

lect the Orange Globe yariety— the cattle prefer it, and it yields 
as large a crop as any. Place the seed in a tub and pour water 

over it, so as thoroughly to damp it: turn it at intervals and 
keep it damp for 5 or 6 days. It will then be ready to sow. 

he land meanwhile has been prepa thus :—It should be a 
somewhat adhesive loam, though the lighter are better suited 
to the growth of the plant than the heavier soils, It having 

already been cross ploughed, harrowed, “cultivated,” har- 
rowed, cleaned, and rolled—tnough, by the way, few soils have 

employed and the distance may require, and 2 men spreading 
and 3 ploughs at work in the field, should fill, carry, divide, 
spread, and plough i s 
inaday. Itiswellto makethefilling at the dung-heap piecework, 

aid for at the rate of 2d, per cubic yard. Immediately after 
the ploughing, the land should be harrowed, for land at all 

becomes cloddy, if not immediately broken down, 

The roller should follow the harrow in dry weather, The 
is then put in broadeast : this is better both for the green crop 

after it has once started, and for the ensuing grain crop ; but 

if theland be not in such condition as that the seeds shall 
sprout and grow vigorously, though unassisted by manure, 

then the land, after being thus manured, should be ribbed into 
very shallow furrows about 26 inches apart; in these furrows 

about 10 cubie yards per acre of well-rotted dung saturated 

with urine should be spread, the drills being. immediately split. 

by the plough again, making the furrows this time considerably 

er, i at once; that is to say, the field being 

all manured, ploughed, and rolled, 2 ploughs commence 

ribbing it; when they have got a few drills opened, the carts 
come with the manure, and go up every third furrow; the 

orse walks up without stopping, and the man behind with the 

dung-drag, pulls out regularly a portiou, so that he shall 
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of wood nailed at equal distances on to its surface longitudi- 
nally; į. e., parallel to its axis. This roller is made to go u 
and down the drills, and the strips of wood nailed on it thus 
leave markings across each atintervals of a little more than 
12 inches. These markings are a guide to the women in 
planting the seed, which is done by hand dibbles, blunted so 
that they shall not easily make holes more than half an inch 

Each woman has a small bag of the seed tied round her 
waist; she stands with her right foot on the drill she is plant- 
ing, er left in the w; she makes a hole with the 
dibble on one of the marks across the ridge, and with her left 
hand plants 2 of the berries (each containing it may be 3 or 4 
seeds) in the hole, she then draws her right foot along the top 
of the ridge and covers them in; akes another dibble 
hole in the next mark, plants more seeds, and. covers them up 
as before. This can be done very rapidly after a little prac- 
tice—the right foot should be slid over the surface, not lifted 
a and, during the stop, while the dibble is at work, it 
should stand over the seed last sown, A woman earning 10d. 
a day will plant more than a mile in length of drill in this way 
i y: when the drills are 26 or 28 inches apart, the opera- 
tion will cost 2s. 6d. an acre. A light roller should then go 

over the ground, and that completes the management of this 
crop for the present. 
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Notices. to Correspondents, 
ANALYSIS or Sor.s—C D S—Each analysis will cost from 17. to 

5L, according to the degree of minuteness you wish. A 

pound or two of each sort should be sent to our office, and 

we will find a competent analyst, 
CARBONATE or Lime—Vistol—The carbonic acid is in union 

with the ammonia of the atmosphere. 
DANDELIONS— S C—You must persevere for a year or two in 

pulling the roots and leaves up in moist weather whenever 
they appear. Use a short narrow trowel. You cannot fail 
of ultimate success. 

DRAINS ON FLAT GROUND INTO A BROOK, WHICH OCCASIONALLY 
oops—7' D—Use draining tiles. Let them all run into one 

main, and let that open as far down the brook as possible 
by means of a sluice which will shut of itself and hinder the 
ingress of water. 

Lrquip Manure—L—The present is the best of all times for its 
pplication. The young Grass is now just fitted to avail 

diluted, We should be glad to have the account of your ex- 
perience on this subject. 

Markets, 
HAY.—Per Load of 36 Trusses. 

il SMITHFIELD, Apr . 
Prime Mead.Hay' 80: to 90s | New Hay — —sto —s|NewClr. —sto — 
Infr.New &Rowen 60 — 75 Strat 94 Clover 5 1o 115 w — 9 

Jonn Coorzn, Salesman. 
CUMBERLAND MARKET, April 23, 

Prime Mead. Hay 88sto 92 | Old Clover 110s to Lids 
Ini H 60 80 | Inferiordo, 95 105 | Straw  |;:838t036s 

NewHay » 2 — Ver — = 
Josnva Barun, Hay Salesman. 

WHITECHAPEL, April 24, 
Fine Old Hay + 80sto 85s / Old Clover 112s to118s 
Inferior Hay’ - [63 [te 90 100 | Straw 
New Hay -© .— SN 

xxt 980 to" 89» 
New Clover — 

| COVENT GARDEN, Arni 25, Vegetables of all kinds have 
been plentifully supplied, and Fruit, although not over abun- 
dant, is sufficient for the demand. Trade is somewhat brisker. 

few punnets of ripe Cherries have been offered during the 
week. Forced Strawberries are pretty plentiful, but the de- 
mand for them is but limited; the best specimens fetch about 
ls. 3d. an ounce. Green Gooseberries and Apricots have been 
Offered ; the former at from 2s. to 2s, 6d., and the latter at from 
2s, to 3s. a pottle, Pine-apples are good in quality, and tolerably 
plentiful. Hothouse Grapes are more abundant than they have 
hitherto been, and, in consequence, are ra.her falling in price. 
pples and Pears remain nearly the same as quoted in our last 

ort. Nuts of all kinds are sufficient for the demand. 
Vegetables, Broccoli is very plentiful, and begins to get cheaper; 
Asparagus is good in quality, and a trifle cheaper, Rhubarb is 
also cheaper, as are also Cucumbers. Cabbages, Greens, &c., are 
good and plentiful; the latter are somewhat lower in price. 1 arrots and "Turnips have been offered; the former at 
from 8d. to 2s., and the latter at from Is. 6d. to 2s. 6d. a bunch. 
Celery is excellent, and sufficient for thedemand. Potatoes, of 
the very best quality, fetch 9/. a ton ; trade for inferior samples if 
still continues dull, and the prices remain unaltered. The best | 
frame Potatoes may be bought for about 2s. 6d. a lb. Lettuces 
and other Salading are good and plentiful, Cut Flowers chiefly 
consist of Euphorbias, Heaths, Hyacinths, Tulips, Auriculas, 
Tropeolums, Jasmines, Lily of the Valley, Pentas carnea, Ste- 
phanotis floribunda, Burchellia capensis, Camellias, Azaleas, 
Acacias, Cyclamens, Daphnes, Orange flowers, Rhododendrons, 
Cinerarias, Gardenias, Moss and other Roses. 

FRUITS, 
Eine Apple, perlb., sto 108 
Grapes, Hothouse, per lb., 10s to 15s 

— ‘Spanish, per lb., 9d to le Almond: 

Lemons, ver dozen, 1s to 9s 
=- _ per 100, 6s to 14a 

is, per peck, 6 
= Por:nyal, p. 1b.) is to 58 do, 

Apples, Dess., per bush., 7s to 204 Filberts, English, 
- 15s Nuts, 

li 
Kitchen, 74 to ts, Cob, per 1 

Pears, per hí.-sv., 64 to 16s -- Barcelona, 9 
Oranges, per dozen, 15:0 91 6d — Brazil, 1s 

— per 100, 4s to 18. — Spanish, 14s 
Walnuts. por bushel, 16s to 208 Chesnuts, per peck, às to 73 

VEGETABLES. 

Cabbages, per doz., 62 tots 6d Parenips, per doz, 8d to 1s 
= red, per doz., 48 to 84 Seorzonera, per bundie, '8d Broccoli, Brown, per bile, 9a to 12 2| Salatty, dog 1y to le ae OAS \ 
— White, &d to 24 Onions, per bushel, 1s 6d to 5s — Spanish, per doz, 6s French Beans, per 100, 1s 6d t028 6d | Shallot, per 1b. od te Bade l Garlic, per lb., 6d te 

Endive, per score, 64 to 

> a 
~ deville, per 100, Gs to 16s 
— per dozen, 9s to 9s 6d 

H 
4 to 9 Lettuce, per score, Cab., 4d to 6d 

s to 4a 6d. =~ _ 08, to 2s ^ Radishes, per 12 hands, 4d to 1s Mushrooms, per portla, 0d tp ly | "P Small Salads, per punnet, 8d to 8d | 
2d to 8d » 28 to Savory, per bunch, Ad to 6d undle, 1« 6d to 6r | Thyme, per bunch. 4d | 2s to 4s atercress, p. 12 sm. bun. 6d to 8d | Parsley, per bunch, 1d toad 

pa loots, per bundle, ls | 

x of che week, at our last quotations, but as the «lose there was a general improvement in the demand. for the best s mples of Reds at advances prices, York Reds, 
140s per ton; ditto Regents, 40s to 90s per ton; Sha 
Scotch Reds, 75s to 85e per ton; inferior lots, 40s to 50s per ton. There are some fresh cargoes of Perthshire Keds opened this morning, for which 90a per ton in asked. 

SMITHFIELD, Monpay, April 20.—Per Stone of 81bs. 
Best Scots, Heretords, &o. sa 0to4s 4| Best Long-wools -= = 4:10 to 58 Best Short Horns | - 310 4 0 Ditto (shorn). 4 4 
Second quality Beasts - 8 0 3 4| Ewesand second quality v D { "alves = a a 4 4 itto (shorn) 
Best Downs & Half-breds 5 0 5 4| Lambs - -< "n 

tto (shorn) 
asta, Bi 

iut T 2027. 2r ael RU cH 
» 8863; Sheep and Lambs, 18,020; Calves, 61; Pigs, 313. We have to-day a large supply of Beasts of excellent quality, the demand s also j the very do not suffer much reduction in price, but several of the second-rate» remain unsold.— Although the num- r inci 

however, is still making 5s 4d.— Lamb is not so much in request, t [her Being ooldi-xPoti trad b " a ap 

MARK-LANE, Monpay. 
The supply of English Wheat by lan 
rning was moderate, and fine qualities bein 

commanded an advance of 1s. per qr. ; free foreign meets a re- 

è È E Li 5 * x * E H Ei E Ej 5 E & LPS G vos 2 & Ei anaana z 
EI Bomaas 8 

Peas support their former value.—The Oat trade improves, | 
which enables factors to realise 6d, to 1s, per qr. more than on 
this day se'nnight, 

ISH, PER IMPERIAL QUARTER. $. 8. $. 8. 
Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk, White 58 65 61 
—— Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire T 50 68 Whi o | Barley, Malting and distilling 290 togls Chevalier 30 34 Grind, 23 95 I 
Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . — . TE | 

'umberland and Scote! 
— Iris i ANET 
Malt, pale, ship guile 
— Hertford and Essex . 

Harrow-31 48 
Winds — — Longpod— — + 3410 58 Maple 29 38 Grey, 4,28 [9l 

; FRIDAY, April 24, 
The arrivals of all Grain during the week have been mode- 

ve o TOM Id EDO d 1. 86 
Beans, Mazagan, old and new 97 to 40 Tick $9 46 
—— ' Pigeon, Heligoland . 84 to 03 
Peas, White wo TW 

prevents sales to any extent, 
| 

MPERIAL AVERAGES, 
j Wheat. Barley.| Oats e . 

Mar. 14 per Quarter.) 54s dd} 29s y ane. j P 
at oar cee OS 
- 28 . . 55 5 

t, 4 . B 55 9 \ 

Ape: 1k, €. 49 $i 88 
STEP qr ef SEO i 

6 weeks' Aggreg. Aver. | 55 5 

Du on Forelgn Grain! 17 0 

Diagram showing the fluctuations in the price of Corn on the average of tb € 
six weeksending Saturday, April 18. edi pera secs el d stai AE TRE E 

Pricam, j| Mar. 14 | Mar, 21 | Man 28) Aram 4 |-ARI11 | Aram 18 

56s 2d 
— 1 
— 0 
55 10 
—9 
— 5 
—1 
54 10 
— 9 
— 8. | 
— 6 
— $— m Seis ie tes 

Krwosronp;ANp Lax f 
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ULEY IRON WORKS, S, NEAR DURSLEY, 

GLOU CESTERSHIRE 
Important o Iron Founders, Engineers, Agriculturists, Agri- 

ultural Implement Makers, and oth 

JUS Rss SEDES disposed o of eet Eed 
T operty, has honou 

n HUMPHRYS AND- Co. Witte mette to ar- 
* range SALE Wr AUCTION, on Turspay, May 5, 

1846, and dilovint: days of business (Fridays aie Saturdays, 
and Monday the 10th ately until the whole is disposed of, 
THE VERY VALUABLE EFFECTS of cedi and un- 
Manufactured Stock, Fixtures, Tools, Carts, Horses, &c. 
Comprehending ing Shafts, Gearing; Planing, Slotting, 
and Drilling Machines ; Slide and other Lathes; Vices, Vice 
Benches, Serew Tackle, and other Tools; Fan Blower, Cu- 
polas, rane) Moulding dum d an extensive assortment 
of Wheel and other.patterns; Brass eae Tools ; Port- 
able and. Suo Smith's P orges, mm Anvils and Tools; Pat- 
tern Makers’, Carpenters’, and Wheelw ig Benches ; Circu- 
ler Saw ; Timber of various yak, well ned; a quantity 
of Machines, of various kinds, partly tured and com- 
plete ; a great quantity of. Bar and Bus Iron; Cas! Blis- 
eren Steel ; ounting-bouse Fixtures; the one. enale $ Share of 

e Uley Patent Chaff Cutter; a Richmond Cart and Spring 
M a useful Draught Horse and Gig ditto; Sets of Harness, 

aneous Effects, 
ptive Particulars will appear in Catalogues at 

th, which may be obtained 7 days prior to the Sale at the 
Midland Counties’ Herald Office, Birmingham ; guar ‘dian Office, 
Manchester ; Mercury Office, Bristol; at the Works; or the 
Auctioneers’ es, Stroud and Wotton-under-Edge. Cata- 
logues will be sent on a post-paid application, solutions 12 
Postage E 

e Sale will commence each day at 12 o'clock to the 

B35 

minute, 

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS. 

M ESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS will sub- 
mit to Public Compt ition, at the Auction Mart, Bartho- 

lomew-lane, on Tuesday, April 28th, and Thursday, 30th, 1846, 
at 120’ "lock, about200 Pairs Of CARN AUN Sand PICOTE ES 
(the deni stock of a gentleman amateu Also, a splendid 
assortment of Geraniums and Jek Pi lantan bloom, the newest 
varieties or Fuchsias, Verbenas, Heartse: Pinks 
Roses, Choice Dahlias, &c.— i 
Sale, and ©: jat: alogia bad at the prs and of the Auctioneers, 
America eytonstone. 

TO Go uin FLORISTS, A AND > OTHERS 

M ESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS are instructed 
to submit to publie SOS MADE by Auction, on the Pre- 

mises, Mas road, ae QU Brixton, about the second week in 
May, 1846, of T ULIPS (the property of a gentle- 
man NA giving a their further cultivation) ; amongst 
which will be found Pandora, Salvator Rosa, Brown's s 
Louis XVI., Perks s Duke of Devonshire, Beteral's Bri ulan 

TO NOBLEMEN, S, GENTLEMEN, REEL 
FLORISTS, AND OT 

MN ESSRS. PROTHEROE s MORRIS are in- 
str nated to. submit to Public Competition by Auction, on 

the premises, Harwood Nurser, » Hampstead-road, on Mond: 
And 2th, 1846, at Tt o’clock, (in consequence of the premises 
being required for other purposes), the whole of the GREEN- 
HOUSE PLANTS, consisting of very choice Geraniums, Aza- 
i c Fuchsias, Verbenas, Calceolarias, Heat! ths, 

Fairy Roses, &c. Also, a newly- Viene Greenhouse, several 
two and three-light Boxes, Handlights, and other effects. 
be viewed prior to Sale, and Catalogues had on 
of the principal Seedsmen ; and of the Auctioneers, Ameri 
Nursery, Leytonstone. 

ORTICULTURAL GLASS OF BRITISH 
MANUFACTURE, at J. WErcu, jun., PHILLIPS, & Pink ’s 

Warehouse, 12, Panton-street, Haymarket.—Havin, 
rangements with a British Manufacturer, they are CUR to 
offer the above ar EE in d EA at the following 
terms, in Squares eding 40 inches long :— 
No. '0— (equal d Pote iM Sheet; 43d. per foot. 

—averaging from 16 to 18 oz. to ee foot oad. 
” 21 to 23 ” 

3 2 

eth WELCH, jun. ., having mait many y years iust Me. Drake, of 
8, Jermyn-street, and 315, Oxford-street, and at the time of the 
glazing « of Chatsworth lr ANOJ has devoted himself to 
the Horticultural Glazing Department, begs t S. olt the atten- 
tion of Horticulturists generally to the above prices for Glass, 
Which $us undertake to glaze in any pad P "ihe United 
Kin 
They a also beg to recommend for Pits and Garden Lights 

Small size squares, which they offer at the following low prices, 
Packed in 100 feet boxes, not particular to thickness 

Bin.byS .. 1d. per foots 
5in.by8 e 5 (AR by4 .. 2d. 
6 in. by4 ma 9ünmaby 7 3d. 

J. W. esp inspection of their stock of Stained and 
Omamental G Glass attheir Warehouse, as above.—12, Panton. 

eet, 

May 

ROPAGATING GLASSES, White, Is. per Ib., or 
from 2s. 6d. to 24s, per dozen. CUCUMBER GLASSES, 

from 6d. to 4s, each. GRAPE SHADES d holes, 1s. 9d. to 
2s. 6d. each. FISH BOWLS, from 1s. êd. 1.—APSLEY PEL. 
LATT & con Glass Works, Holland- deb Blackfriars. 

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING AND HEATING BY HOT 

RAY, ORMSON, anp BROWN, Hornovse Burtp- 
ERS AND Hor WATER Apparatus MANUFACTURERS, Dan- 

vers-street, Paulton-square, King's-rond, Chelsea, respect- 
fully request. the Hes of the Nobility, Gentry, and Gar- 
Dn who intend to enlarge or augment their Foreipg or 
Plant Houses, to RR superior manner recting such struc- 
ios; and the application of Heat by their improved Hot Water 
Apparatus. 
Gray, OnMsoN, and Brown beg to assure those who honour 

them with their patronage, that from the prae 
of one of the firm as a. Gardener, they gu 
construeted by them will be adapted to its intended purpose. 

Plans ard Estimates furnished free, and satisfactory refer- 
ences given. 

pu WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING 
SE ee RRNA DWELLING-HOUSES, 

CHURCHES, and MAN TORIES, spon improved princi- 
ples, and at very mo xh d ahares ere by DANIEL and 
EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOL. LBORN. 

d E. BAILEY having Cookout time to the considera- 
tion of "is subject, and had much experiente in the erection of 
apparatus for the nbove-mentioned purposes, haye, by i p 
ments suggested in their practice, iA ed their mode of 
heating not only very efficient, but vei y simples and bave com- 
bined durability i in the apparatus w teu my in the charge, 
They have erected apparatusin England, Cade and Ireland, 
for many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the 
to be employed e Horticultural Society of London, in 
executing the works of their splendid Conservatory erected at 
oru eg 

D. and E. Barrzy also construct in metal all descriptions of 
Iorieultural Buildings and Sashes, and ans Noblemen, 

ntlemen, and the Publi the inspection of their various 
pec ani 2; 'Hélboriy where they have the 
opportunity of exhibiting, amongst other metal works, an ex. 
tremely complete and convenient kitchen appar: e or range, 
adapted for the continued supply of hot water, and an arrange- 
ment of the oven more complete than has hitherto been brought 
before the publi 

and E. Bai EY were the first to introduce metallic cur- 
DUE houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Con- 

attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, 
others] in this country, and on the Continent. 

D. 2 E. BAILEY have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic 
Plant Protectors, which are now ready for immediate deliver 3: 
they beg to introduce t o publie notice a new Trough Pipe, 

ous other Houses wbere vapour is Parag 2 
at A dn ed, and which may be seen at their Manu- 
fact 

THE TANK SYSTEM, 

of E 
Y eae | 

BURBIDGE AND HEALY having heated a con- 
siderable number of Pits e other Horticultural Struc- 

tures, for the cultivation of P elons, Cueumbers, and 
other tropical plants, Dasticulaird BS Ea plan recommended 
a Mr. Mazes recent work ure of Pines and Cu- 

mbers, many of ich are working at the. present time, 
m beyond a doubt that every ki ucture may 
be heated. by BURBIDGE and ge s nega liaes Tank ig ects! 
with the absolute certainty of ucing the. desired result. 
Their Apparatus, may be seen at work at the following places : 
ene Gardens, Chiswick ; Royal Botanic Gardens, 

; Baroness Rothschild’s Gardens, Gaangrebury 5 Mr, 
Glendinning, Chiswick Nursery ; 

and in pore than one hundred other places.— 

| 
JERUVIAN AND BOLIVIAN GUANO 
I SALE, BY THE ONLY IMPORTERS, ANE. ON 

ANTONY GIBBS Ax» SONS, LONDON 
Wm. JOSEPH MYERS AND CO., DO 1PÓOL; 

And by their Agents, 
GIBBS, BRIGHT, anD CO., LIVERPOOL and ATSR OT 

TSWORTH, POWELL, anD PRYOR, LOND 
To protect themselves against the injurious hse ts of 

using inferior and spurious guano, purchase: 
mended to apply only to Dealers of established c 
the above-named Importers, p will 

a , or to pply the articles in any 
ing it from the Import 1585S and Sons, 47, Lime-street, April 25, 

TE or rug LONDON MANURE COM- 
Y.—Four Guineas per Ton r five years! expe- 

rience in the manufactur e of = abor e Manur e, the Company 
confidently recommend heapest and most per- 
manent of all artificial dre: g: eye hak themselves of the 
many improvements in the science of artificial manures, the 
Jrate is so adapted that the food requisite for a rotation of 

crops is fully maintained. Th te will be found most valu- 
able, either drilled or sown [EET for Barley, Pota- 
toes, Tares, or Turnips : m the latter it is parti RE: useful, 
as it seldom fails, in the 5 edel to secure ; 1000 plant, 
and also to produce a gr ues ight sre. The London Ma- 
nure Company also supply ae ee PERUVIAN GUANO, Gyp- 
sum, Sulphuric Acid, Super-phosphate of Lime, Bone Sawdust, 
and every_Artifici al Manare. 

No. 40, Bridge- Ek Blackfriars. E. Punszn, Secretary, 

[QUID MANURE. 
ENGLAND INDEPENDENT OF THE WORLD FOR CORN. 
peer dip of the Agricultural Interest, at this 

ous crisis, is requested. oe E great Wiss of 
LIQUID MANURE, and the ease witi h it may be appro- 
riated by the use of FOWLE e prse for 

t 

TaD at their fixed prices, 
Warehouses.. 

ici 
RS PUMPS: mad 

ot Water, for 
Hortieulture, and every variety o: of manufacturing pe S. 

he Trade supplied on advantageous terms, by BENJAMIN 
Fowter, Engineer, &c., 63, Dorset-street, Fleet-street, London. 

*UANO AND OTHER MANURES.—The under- 
signed begs to offer the following on the best terms, viz, :— 

vANO— Peruvian, Bolivian, and African. 
Ditto—British, (made on the strict analy- eae 

r Wheat, Oates, 
sis of Peruv MeL |B Barley, Beans, Tur- 

SUPERPHOSPHATE (see Royal | p TEE a War 
E ME cidem ape vol. ps. ae MES 

rt 2.) de op Tares, 
'ass, 

Bena Dust and HALP-INCH Bons. 
Bone SHAVINGS. 
Gypsum—F or Clover, Cinquefoil, Trefoil, Vetches, &c. 
DEO gr Sopa—As a stimulant for Wheat, Oats, Barley, 

ss, 
T or F Porast. 1 
SILICATE or Sopa 
SILICATE OF ee 
PrTRE-SALT—aS a dress for Old Pastures, 

&e., being a complete ore er. 
AGRICULTURAL SALT—for Compost ae &e. 
UnATE—for Wheat, Oats, Ba: and. 
SurPRHURIC ssolving Bone Dnata Prey Siferings: 
Sopa Asu—for destro; 

Also Sulphate, Oed and Phosphate of Ammonia, Sul- 
phate and Muriate of Potash, Sulphates of Soda and Magnesia, 
and all other Manures of known value. 

Apply to Mark PUE 40, 

As a top dress for Wheat. 

Clovers-leas, 

per Thames.street, 

SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME, 77. en. ton, at 
Mm. LAwzs's FACTORY, Depironp Cur: 

T3INGLES HAND DIBBLING “MACHINES 
SMITHFIELD SHOW, DECEMBER, 1845.—Several of 

these Machines aes exhibited „by the proprietors at the Great 
Smithfield Agricul al Show, in December last, and attracted 
xD deal of ataoa Ne they were universally acknow- 
edged v be the most simple and perfect instruments ever 
Nd lue: 

Since irs Machine was first brought out, several important 
eal e have been. id rendering it complete. It is 
con th ri being convinced 
thatit will give general rana 

The Quo point is i fone ucted s the soil cannot 
choke it; and it will at tl t make the hole and 
deliver the exact quantity of gend ith extreme regularity. It 
is simple in its construction, and not et out of order. 

far The cups are of various ae for discharging either 
Wheat, Mangere Wurzel, Barley Beans, Peas, Vetches, &c. 

ing m con Price 40s, cach, 

P 

De uble 
Including Box and "Carriage to Tondon, areol or aird 

WirLiAM E. RENDLE & Oo., General das rep Plymout 

London—Mrs. ke, 118, Fenchurch- street ; Mark Fo- 
thergill, 40, Upper Thames-street; Hurst and M‘Mullen, 6, 

Leadenhall-street; Chas. Farnes, St, John-street, West Smith- 

has. Smart, 369, Oxford-street. Livery E mes Cuth- 

y "Dublin — William dun d d and Sons, 

Agricultural Museum. Cork—J. and H- Hayerott, Nurserymen. 

Manchester— Abraham Vickers, dronmonger, Essex- d- 

ake, 

OREIGN | AND BRITISH SHEET AND CROWN 
GLASS, for Hothouses, Garden and other purposes.— 

R. c. having. again reduced the prices for small erown squares, 
invites a comparison of the present quotations with his former 
lists + i S per gross. per gross. er gross 
Gint by4 68, Sby5.. 13s, 9by7... 18s. 
ds doe 4 3. OB 8 by 6 14s. by 8... M » i4 TOUT 
bigs SHEET. GLAS 
one 

Benoni T BEE,CUCUMBER,and GRAPE SLASSES 
Nec every description, cheaper than at any other hou: 
ew Lists, apply to R. Coa. oun Lead, and goti Works, 

18, L cester-square, Tendon 

OREIGN SHEET GLASS, of good, quality, for, 
Horticultural and „general onum NA nad: 2 

2 ELPHICK’S, 
eady Money o nly. 

WIRE-WORK, HOT: TOUSER" APPARATUS; 
& GREENH: os 

S ROMS Ke MANOR-HOUSE, MANOR- 
$ D, CHELSEA, Manufacturer of 
SYST E WIRE: TENOR, i resist Grazing Stock, and ren- 

dered m. roe WIRE-WORK in Trainers, 
" pape "FE s, 

W EULTURAL BUILDINGS, Green and Hothouses, Conserva- 
tories, rc. The same heated by HOT-WATER-APPARATUS, 
oni fiübróvod and economical principles, 
meris waited on in Town or Country, and Drawings and 

Stimates free, Work for the Trade as usu 
Ward's Cases, or-Domestic durch 

street, TEPHENSON AND CO., 61, G hurel near i Chester Tanor 

London, and 17, New panie in 'eet, Southwark, i enters 
and UE of the Improved CONICAL and DOUBLE 

CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, respectfully solicit the Beaten of 
scientific Hontigulturists to their much approved method of 
applying the Tank system to Pineries, Propagating Houses, 
&c., by which ERREG heat as well a m heat is se- 
cured to any required degree without the ‘aid ee Hep or flues. 
S. & Co. have also to state that at the request of numerous 
friends they are poy making. their aoa of Tron, as well as 
Copper, by whic is reduc These Boilers, whic! 

e now so E VOS nate require EUM hy but to 
those who have not seen them prospectuses ed 
be forwarded, as well as reference of the Ighod authorit; 
they may be seen at most Bd Nobility’s seats and TARGI 
Nen throughout the Kinga a 

o. beg to inform om trade that at em Manufactory 

men. Shrewsbury—Ino. Car! Tontounder. VAR idge 

—Robert ei DR EU um Stirling, N.B. . Drum- 

mond ang Sons, Agricul paa s seum. Ener g ae “Martin, 

Nort eum. Haddington, N.B.— W. Dods. 
Wellington, alee DE 0S. Baddeley, Iron Merchant, Mc 

usse. d Son, Eas k cester— Wm. Webb, 

fron foun nde eng W iliam Dingle, MR 
‘Bris rockter & Go. 

and Stannes. J 
" n india als, ke. e E ur on 

appheanon: p gente required. 
Plymouth, April 
I em TILES WANTED AT NORWOOD. 

and particulars to be enclosed, by post, to E 3 
genio “Chronicle end Ageieddiunds Gazette Office, 5, Uppi 

Th New Parldettbot every article requise for 
of Horticultural Buildings, ae well as for e ves may be 
btained upon the most advantageous iw 
enietvibdPes. &c. of Iron or Wood, erected upon the most 

ornamental designs. EE Potssding) "field and Garden 

Fences, Wire Work, &c. xar EE) 

URBIDGE. AND HEALY'S COOKING APPA- 
RATUS coins Sylvester’s Pateat This Cooking 

ER- SPOTS AND GARDEN 

Jos NORTLOCK, 250, Oxford- pese respectfully 
announces that he has a very large assortment of the 

above articles in various colours, and solicits an early inspec- 
ion. very Gece of useful CH », GLASS, and 

at the Jowett possible price, fox Cash. —25v, 
Oxford-street, aoe Hyde-p 

of pred and workmanshi; ipid m fai ct, 
R lied as to produce ene 'eatest 
onset dade R i bons deg. traction to the apparatus ; and B. and 
z can sai ro omand: it, from ex Deren, A as e en] 
superior to anything of the kind hitherto m A Prospectus | 
can. be forwarded, upon application, rey ‘particulars and | 
price, at 130; Fleet-street. 

effect with the least consump. | P: 

EAL AND SON S Lisa Urb BoyvinG, 
containing a full description of Weights, Sizes, and 

that are best suited to make a good set of Bedding, sent free 

by post, on application to their Establishment, the largest in 
London exclusively for the manufacture and sale of Bedding 
(no bedsteads or other furniture being 

| Feather Dressers and Beddi: 
Chapel, d otteghienudgürMrondi 

kir al AbufBoRdr edu; 196, opposite the 
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On the 30th of April will be published, price 2s. 6d., to be completed in Twelve e Monthly Parts, Parr II. of 

THE VEGETABLE KINGDOM; 
Or, THE STRUCTURE, CLASSIFICATION, ann USES OF PLANTS, illustrated upon the NATURAL esi 

By JOHN LINDLEY, Pu.D., F.R .S. AND L.S. 
PROFESSOR OF BOTANY IN THE UNIVERSITY OF LONDON, AND IN THE ROYAL INSTITUTION OF GREAT BRITAIN. 

* * 

London: BRADBURY and EVANS, 90, Fleet Street. 

* This Work may be also had complete in One thick Volume 8vo, containing 900 pages, and upwards of 500 Illustrations, price 30s. in cloth boards. 

DRAINING TILE AND PIPE 
— This celebrated Machine is capable of 

do $73 AINING TILES and PIPES of any form ; frees 

the clay from stones and other hard substances, Yid is one of 

the most efficient, simple, and economical Tile Machines | 

fered to the public. 

IT MBERTS 

ae am Founder, sole Manufacturer ; WALKER & PALMER, 

the only Selle! 
Particulaís may be had from WALKER & PALMER, Agricul- 

tural Implement Dealers, Stockton-on-Tees. 

TS. 

DRAINING TILES AND PIPES. 

INSLIE'S PATENT IMPROVEMENTS.— 

For Maxine and cena Draining Tiles of. We ex VER 

Gentlemen haying works in operation, or who a: about 

rect them, will find the above nugis their entom 

with ie as Tiles can 

seen at Alperton, Acton, Middlesex; Mr. Hows, apiaeer, 

La ke di Guildford-st., Southwark ; the Polytechnic Institution, 

it-street, Lon don. Partic ars may be had from Joun 

‘Arwsttz, Alperton, Acton, Middlese: 

PRIZE MANGOLD WURZEL. 

R. JAMES GROVE, Great Baddow, Essex, having 

disi Bana EE 

I I YDRAULIC RAMS, to be had of Freeman Roz, 

ngineer and Fountain Maker, 70, Strand, London. 

Rams aap to all situations. 
1 Ram, Seely DES 2 

Rowley's Pu Jets made to Simt 
any device. uildings, Baths, 5 MONETE EE 

&c. heated ee i tha most simple and economical plan, Steam 

Closets, Cooking Apparatu: I 
Sole Agent for TRUMAN’! = T WATER PURIFIER, 

The AGRICULTURAL CHEMICAL ALMANAC, By FREE- 

MAN Rog, price 2d., now ready. 

EA ee Tea Urns, Knives and Forks, Dish 
€. w E 41 and 42, Barbican, and | 

eek Tea Trays, 7s. fo as 

Sen made Bronze Tea U 
0 Dl. 5s.—A. set of six patent raised Musso Dish SAL 

ae shape, 52s. 6d., 
able nius Bud ner doz.; Desserts, 9s.; Carvers, 

3s. 6d. ds pair, Table. | Dessert. | Carvers. 
Si-inch handsome ‘ae ae «18s, doz.|14s. doz.|6s.6d, pr 
ee pp larges: | 
be: 205. 16s, Ts. 6d. 
DE uh Wetows Kisete Hato! bye apte a 

handles, equal to Silver. .... s. 6d. 18s. ,, [88 6d, ,, 
orks half the price 3E the above 

€. Warson’s handsomely ILLUSTR. oe CATALOGUE and 
PRICE ed is just published, and families who regar: 

economy and elegance should possess "homechvs of this useful 
i t free, from the above 

address. 
is so rapidly npud silver, 

BATTLE OF THE GAUGES, 

NARROW v. BROAD. 

A COLOURED MAP 
‘OF THE ENGLISH RAILWAYS ALREADY AUTHORISED. 

Distinguishing the Narrow from the Broad Gauge District, 

Was given as a SUPPLEMENT, in the Ratlway Chrawicle of SATURDAY, April 18. 

TIIE RAILWAY CHRONICLE may be ordered of any Newsvendor, price 6d. per week, stamped, to go free by post. 

New Work by Mr. Charles Dickens. 

j Early in May, small 8vo, price 6s., 

up reTUmR-mEs FROM TIA EE 
| By CHARLES DICKENS. 

London: Brapsory & Evans, 90, Fleet-street, 

tar Messrs. BRADBURY & EVANS pee ito announce that 

A NEW ENGLISH STORY, 
v Mn. DICKENS, 

To be Ud in Jo Monthly Parts, Price 1s. each, 

W IN PREPARATION. 

haa fs m E R Ws AW «T sr T. 
By CHARLES DICKENS. 

With DISORDER by GroncE OnurksHANK, and the latest 
Corrections and Alterations of the Author. 

No. V. will be Pd on the 30th rus pricels. To be 
pleted in Ten Number 

Published for the Author, by PUISSUIY AND EVANS, London: 
. 90, Fleet-street, and Whitefriars, 

New and Collected Edition of Landor's Writings. 
Early in May, in Two Volumes, medium octavo, 

HE WORKS of WALTER SAVAGE LANDOR. 
Including the Imaginary Pee with a New and 

Original Series ; Pericles and Aspasia ; Examination of Shake- 

speare ; Pentameron OEBOOURGo amd. Petrarca; Hi ellenies (now 

for the first time. published) ; Tragedies ; and Poems. 

many large additions throughont, and the author's last 

correction. 
Brapzury & Evans, 90, Fleet-street, and Whitefriars. 

On the Ist of May will be published, 
pours’ JE RROLDS SHILLING 

MAGAZINE. No. XV 
London : Published atthe “Eynon” Office, 85, Fleet-stroot. 

t publi: 8&5, with nearly 1000 Woodcuts, 50s. cloth, 
MBSTER. anp PARKES’ ENCYCLOPJEDIA OF 

DOMESTIC ECONOMY. 

“The contents comprise, everything which enters into the 

comfort, Ge Ee, necessity, utility, and enjoyment of a 

family."—John Bull 
** There is scarcely a line which may not be made useful in 

extending the experience of yourig and old housekeepers.”— 

Britannia. 
«There is no sort of information necessary in housekeeping 

which is A found in this Encyclopædia.” —Literary Gazette. 

Lon : Loneman, Brown, GREEN, and LoNGMANS. 

Foolscap 8vo, 4s. 

quu PRACTICAL BEE- KEEPER; 
*, Concise and Plain by uctions for the Management 

of Bees and S By Joun MILTON. 

ndon: Joun W. PARKER, West Strand. 

Second Edition, amended, 1vol. ‘Bvo, price 18s. 
A ECONOM Y, in its relations with 

Å% CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS, and METEOROLOGY. 

By J. B. BoussixcAULT, Member of the Institute of France. 

THE CHEMICAL AND PH YSIOLOGICAL 
BALANCE OF ORGANIC NATURE. An 

y Dumas and Boussine! ES DONE d E the Tnstitute of 

London: H. Biens, 3, Regent-street. 

ToU MEET 
A RAILWAY TRAVELLER'S REASONS FOR ADOPTING 
Loe OF GAUGE. P in a Letter 

to I. K. BRUNEL, E 
JOSEPH CUNDALL, 12, Old ond. street. 

WISDOM AND CHEERFULNESS. E 

HE FAMILY HERALD.— Parts 34 and 35 of this 
popularand interesting EAE miscellany, price only Six- 

ence each, mona. icm ‘ay, by Mrs. Stephens—The Lady 
ii oung Italian— The Selfish Wife—The 
SleepWalker, by Zsch pokro Tavendeta or,the Feud, by pnei 

—Uncle John and his Neph 
fessor's Daughter, and En other charming tales, 

variety of useful, moral, entertaining, and instructive. reading 

| for the intelligent and reflecting of au classes. Everybody 
| reads the FAMILY HER iniversal favourite ever 
| published, and just the kind of pariodical for whiling away 

| leisure moment agreeably and profitably, To be had of all 
— | Booksellers. 

With No. 157 (the commencement of a new Volume) will be 

presented, Gratis, the first number of the ** MustcAL, HERALD,” 
containing eight 4to pages of Music and Musical Literature. 

MANY MILLIONS OF QS. 

Price 1s., each Book of Letters; post free, 4d. extra. Just 

Published, carefully arranged uni nder the vari vás letters of 
ven i nod (be carefulin stating what particular letter you 

THE "UNCLAIMED i Su of the 

ANK of EOE at aL names, addresses, 

sad descriptions of upwart 20,000 Den entitled to va- 

rious sums of money of all Senda being the whole of the un- 
cate dividends and stock in the public funde amounting to 

millions of money, which have been aceumulating during 

the "15th and 19th centuries, and the whole of which can now 
be recovered by BE nextofkin, The whole handsomely bound 

in oe price 2 

London: W. STRANGE, P and all 

PRICE FOURPENCE, OF ANY BOOKSELLER, 

i EC or tas NUMBER ror SATURDAY 
LAST, APRIL 18, OF 

HE ATHENAUM 
JOURNAL a NS AND FOREIGN LITERATUR 

ENCE, AND THE FINE AR 

puce Large Quarto Pih 

Reviews or, wirn E RR FROM— 

m of George Canning, by R. | Notitia Cestriensis, by Bishop: 
Gastrell; with Notes, by 

llaany, by H. i Military E Rev. F. R. Raines. Printed 
sha 
eu ng to History of | Registry of peor Y. of All Ial- 
during the 18th Cen- lows, . R. Butler. 

n Ata Notices by Printed for its UE Archæ- 

Barrière. ological Society. 

uties of Judge RAON by | New Navy List, Dy J. Allen, 

Captain Hughes 

Ma 
Memgi pi 

Wirn SHORTER NOTICE: 
Tale of the Affghan Rebellion, | Po RP Works of J. Beattie 

end Dowerie, by Cath. Sin-| and W. Collins, with Me- 
moirs of their Lives, by T. 

Claim of United States to Ore- Miller. 

gon—Oregon Question as it | Lectures on Mathematical 
stands, by M. B. Sampson. Study, 

Oregon Ve by Rev. C, | Selection of. Orations and Dis- 
J. Nicol courses of Cicero. 

Ignis F. amis, Will-o’-the- Oey Engheh REUS M glued 

a Fairies, by J. Allie: by G. F. Gral 

Dodd's Pub e. 

Originali Paper. Rhemarks on the Learned and Literary 

Societies, 

Our Weekly Gossip.—Council of Shakspeare Society, 

and Discoveries relating to Shakspeare—Suggestions re- 
garding Catalogue of Pr rinted Books at British Museum— 

Dew ea gu of MS pense Field— Bi [ningham Athenie Insti- 
y Royal Society 

E E junto: in Ttaly (order of the Bons v 
Societies. Asi ric: (Sir Claude Wade on Geography of 

the Punjaub)—INSTITUTION OF VIL E EERS: (Mr. 

Buchanan on Plan of Midlothian Coal Field: 
Fine Arts.—The Art Union and the Athenzeui RUD ins 

New Pictures—New Palace at Saxony for Royal Collection Me 

Pictures, and Remarks on Foreign Exhibi ROAM 

tion of New Houses of Parliament, 

Fine Art Gossip.—Remarks on Royal Academy inalpbare 
Den—Statue of PUN. Exmouth, by M'Dowall—Art Union: 

Committee—Mr. Rea 

Masp, and the Drarna. ter Majesty's Theatre— NU 

Lan (B; 
W er (Judge Jetroys) = dM din (New Comici nud 
Honours and Tricks). 

Musical Gossip.—Mr. Willy’s Concert Band — Italian. 
Madrigal Writers of 16th Century—Arrival of BO Are 
tists—Foreign Gossip, 

D. ie nm H T it h— 
Roman Coins.— SEE 

Order The Athenceum of any Bookseller. 

{hid Cee ei: S NEW PATTERN TOOTH-BRUSE 
and SMYRNA SPONGES,—The Tooth-Brush has tho 

important advantage of searching thoroughly into the divisions 
of the teeth, and cleaning them in the most effectual and extra- 

ordinary manner, and is pues us for the hairs not coming 
loose—is. An improved Clothes Brush, that cleans in a third 
part of the usual time, and incapable of injuring the finest nap.- 
PESE Hair-brushes, with the durable unbleached Rus- 
an bristles, which do not soften like common hair. Fles 

rBrtiatied of ele graduated and QE friction. Velvet 
Brushes which act in the most sur and successful man- 
ner, The genuine 5m, yrna Sponge, un t; 
properties of absorption, vitality, and durabi 
pe ect pe A aaa dispensing with all intermediate parties” 

destructive nlenhine, and securing the luxury of 2 
A Smyrna, Sponge. repeat at METCALFE’s Sole. Establish- 
ment, 130 », Oxfc one door from Holl 

Caution.— Beware of ate words ** From Metcalfe $^ Maopa 

by some houses 

TO THE NOBILITY, GENTRY, ED IRON- 
MONGERS, AND OTH 

INGHAM BRO‘ THERS, 170, Tittle Lied 
street, B the IMPROVED 

MENOGRAPH, or Labels: E Garden Borders, lower Pots, 
c. Engravings of the same, with prices attached, p. per 
E ES all para of the ARR b pppheadon as al 

in Lon G. and J. DEANE, Horticultural 
Tinplauiont Lm er 46, King William-st., London Bridge. 

—— 

Printed by Wirzu Baanpuny, cf No. 6, York-place, Stoke Newington a 
Fazossic Murter Evaxs, of No. 7, Church-row, Stoke Newingion, 
in the county of. Middlesex Printers, at their office in Lombard-street, in 

fon and published by ren: 

den, in the said county, where 
are to be addressed to the Editor,—Saturday, APRIL 25, 1946. 

NERRO NEN —— 
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INDEX, 

Agri. Soe. ok England d 
how > i 

n of Ireland 292 Aem 
agis in loves Bray 289 b | — Garden noticed 

pokey and Insects on Grasa land. 
- + = 9) b| — destruction of | 

Aleyrodes € Coco 4 e | 
Amateur Garde: 284 b 

lias, iby Dubreuil; | 

lant, Gold Mohur - 
lants for Meng or ou 

Botanical Boc. n Edinburgh - 908 b 
Broccoli, remar 2 

lendar, eoreutiyrel 
— agricultural - oT 398 e  Potnodisate - 
ker infrult-trees | ~ |; a88 b |i — scoop - 

Gardaming hirau - 286a planting — - 
Rabite neit o 

Roses, to hedge bud. 

gs, to kil 

Flax sowin 
Flower vink en 5 nual report - 
Flowers, EN pM for - Tenants’ rig is 

raining, fen. 

Wheat, development 
table matter in 

Yew berries, to 

Rooks, new charge against 
ge 

— summer treatment of 
Schnbertia graveolens 

at 

Warfor d eene “Club cte 

Wind Bur cen chine - 

pit 

of vege- 

Protection to Farmer Z 

EXHIBITION OF TULIPS. 
H GROOM, vh Rise, by Ap 

* Frorist TO Hen 
JESTY THE KING OF S. 
Gentry, and Amater 
TULIPS will be in flower on Mon 

Admittance 1s, 

p'eusm- * DOCTOR JEPHSON. PEEPI 
SIA was raised by the EM de the 

named Gentleman, and is pronounced by gro 
seen it to be the finest light Fuchsia known, Sapa 
snowy white, pore E a rich deep rose, habit of V 
anda profuse bloo: 

‘Plants 10s. 6d. each "with the usual discount to the Trade, 
Plants may be me on Capen to Messrs 

M*MuzzEN, Seedsmen, No. 6, Leadenhall-s 
Joun Cutis, CRO ar” Leamington Nursery, 

RIAS, AND PANSI 
Per TRA i any part of the United jm 
WALTERS, FLorist, Hilperton, re e 

* Wilts, can supply the above in strong E pente and best 
varieties. Per. doz.—s. d. 

Fuchsias, i in 12 TEER ** oe 6 0 
Ver is " E 3 0 
Dahi lia e Jie 6 0 
Chrysanthenuns, do. oe we 3 6 0 
Tet e! do. .. E 6 0 
E $ y do. " TEL 

C erini Bladud, "splendid, each 
The best ever offered to the publie, can ap Seen an 

; Leadenhall-stre 

LODDI & SONS, ion S& 
* for delivery a. limited nm 

eis 
mbe: 

high, very bushy, of UD DENDRON ROBUSTUM a new 
species from the Himala; ains, perfectly h magnificent foliage. ch. A remit expected with orders from new ' correspondents. 
i OYLE'S SEEDLING GERANIUMS.. Gipsy Maid, Josephus, Duke of ree T 
and Alice. . MILER has still a rew com; 
beautiful peealinge: Cash price, 31. the set. 
strong in Per 
N.B siptive Catalogues of Now Plan 

y ian ate. 
CE E PLANTS, 

Fount: 
5s. 

can 
Hes 

on DUCUM, Fus, Guuldor, Surrey, begs to call 
attention of p: s requiring a small 

Choice. Plante to the RO y selections, which will be found Ea CER notice, 
12 med Pansies, do. 

Superb Pipe 

Upon the receipt of a Post-office order for 2 
Siphocampylus coccinea .. 
Pentas carnea .. m m 
Alona coelestis . I . 
pins floribunda” os m 

m Lobbianum ++ . 

^ General Tom Thumb Geran 
few dozen of choice ice Dahlias at 10. Pus dozen, 

——— PANSIES. » 
JA SCHOFIELD has a large stock PANSIES for sale on the following terms . do. 12s. ; 12 good sh arieti 
pus of his beautiful BEEN CD vatietic lings, 2s. 6d. to 5s. 
peseriptive List of Pansies, Dahlias, Fuchsias, &e. & be ] as, de. 5 st 
Pansy Seed 25. d. per packet.—Know, atrop, hear Leeds. S 

KINGSTON NURSERY, SU EY. 
JACKSON'S SUPPLEMENTARY 

m LOGUE OF PLANTS. 
ained free on pre-paid app) 
.. Kingst n Nui ursery, Sur: 

with prices, for 184 
ER. , May. 3. 

CABBAGE. PLANTS.—A 1 arge quan 
Battersea, Imperial, 2 om k SIRE AGE PLANTS, wW: ranted genuine and not to r at NE d. per 1000. 

$i had on apelication e W LAM Youne, 
ory, hear G [DA Surrey. 

MAJESTY THE QUEEN, AND To His 
AXONY, respectfully informs the N 

urs, that his SUPERB COLLECTION 1 OF 
day the 4th of May, and can 

be viewed every day from 9 o' inen until 6, Sundays excepted. 

reet, London; or to 
wwickshire. 

FUCHSIAS, puts PARA DAHLIAS, Nr TONES MS, 

EY, eo nowr 

“The Plants are 

f choice Verbenas, do. of do. of POREO and 6 select Fuchsias, 
Package included, will be sent to any c of the Kingdom, 

———— ME 
ET RE WU AND OTHERS, 

ppetatinents 

his splendid 

"s ue have 
ear 

Wi imprese, 

s. Hurst & 

a obie ied at 

2 feet 

ardy, and of 
Td will be 

— Augusta, 
ord Morpeth, 

ets of these 

be had. 

collection of 

h ps 

how flowers. 

of the best 
2 extra fine, 

la " 
6d. eac 

CATA- 
6, may be ob- 

tity of fine 
ar- 

Milford Nur- 

E AND REMARKABLE PLANTS 
zaiei i om eeds collected within the pig few Years in 
si dy or iu different parts of Colombia and AUSEN PS 

; in Cumana and Santa Mar ia jos ace: 
NM “ay, DE JONG HHE, 20, Rue des Visitandines, Bruss has 

Plants of the under-mentioned new and fine species ay AES 

CATESBEA LINDENIANA d "hanh: This new £ s. d. 
species has la: stained wi ge white flow ith rose 

s leaves. s No. 1799 of Mr. 
tera TOT 30] 

d .5g0 
w 100 

GESNERA HONDENS 3i (Humboldt and Bonpland) 015 0 
PILOCEREUS NIGER: Plants 5 to 6 E Rh 2090 

30to40 centimetres 6 0 
YELLOZIA CANDIDA: with Bowers of the form of 

the common white Lil, 2 0.0 
E m. Minas uiu with purple 

210 0 
n a Bag E Barbacen: n from the Pio 

ZAMIA DEB ILIS (om Cuba) : With linear leav 
w species from Cuba, with rather br d 

6—10 0 0 
Wn e from Cuba, with leaves broader 

han in the last T..—10 0 0 
new EUM from Cuba, a very fine thing 10—15 0 0 

ORCHIDS FROM COLOMBIA AND CUBA. 
1, ANGULOA CLOWESII (Lindl.), temperate clima e, 

Colombia. 3L-—5 00 
2. re UNIFLORA (Lindl. N temper: ate climate, 

Colombia 3—5 0 0 
388 05 VARTE ear “Windi.), temperate oli- 

. 3.—5 0 0 
4 TReHOCENTR MACUL x Crui (Lindt. ) Wr PETOG 
9. BLETI A (Hook iba 110 0 

28. EPIDENDRUM. Xe A GROCITILUM PURPUREUM 
eran Colombia iz 150 

ALBO-ROSEUM REGAT) 
y. "UL SM (QUO 115 0 

81. W ARRBA BIDENTATA al.) 00 
And 2 other species obtained fom the vollócong. 

EN, concerning which a special 
Sen k is about to he published. 

ORCHIDS FROM BRAZIL. 
BR E AVOLA CLAUSSENIANA : a new and unde- 

s species from the Mountain of Caraca, in 
be P ince of Minas Ber raes a 0 0 

Li BH: fox Ur SEM 0 
MAXILLA two 0 0 
ONCIDIUM. TRISPU Ni "wo vaste 10—0 
WARREA : two new TE es 0 0 

BENTIOUSH 
EL AURANTIACE M (Linden). —This plant 

is in the Herbarium of this traveller, It 
is Aon Pitie in the province of Carabobo. 

n state that this md shrub bears 
quantities of beautiful orange-coloured flowers. 
A strong plant 200 

BEFARIA: A new species, with “Fose-coloured 
flowers, from New Grenada, It grows at the 
height of 4000 feet above the sea 3.—4$ 0 0 

BEGONIA: New sp. from Cuba, with rose and 
white flowers 010 0 

CEREUS: New sj h white flowers, From Čuba.. 010 0 
CESTRUM : New from Colombia, with white 

flowers. It may also be en aded ouse.. 2 0 0 
Be S A new sp. fron 1 

3ACCIA Pau CHERRIMA. M Col UN de 
With scarlet flowers, from the 

Caraça 0 
GESNERA LIBANENSIS (Linden i m Cub 0 

New aad sp. E om 
Cuba. "E oo m 0 0 

LOBELIA ? s HD midal shrub, with red flowers 1 0 0 
» 
poU s aves and si 

pretty plant . 110 0 
LUXEMBU RGIA, SERCISR a Auguste gest Hilaire) 3 38.—5 0 0 
PITCAIRNIA HASTATA : Seape bearing, 

vermilion flowers dd . 200 

OLD GREENHOUSE. 
BERBERIS AURÜHACBNALS Beaty UE A 

species from Colombia, where it grows on is 
lofty Cordillera, 12,000 feet 3m the sea. 
handsome shrub dent) 

FICUS: New eegoles, with leaves bronze coloured 
underneath (gez Ran. 

LO A SA a gpecies, with large yellow and green 
flowe’ nt has a pyramidal habit 010 0 

LOBELIA SERRA TA A (De Jonghe): A magnificent 
ny species, with purple flowers, from the Blue 
Mountains of Jamaica 6 0 

PASSIFLA ORA : New species, fiom the Blue’ Moun- 
ains of Cuba, with large white flowers 010 0 

TACSONIA : With large red flowers. This new 
species grows like the ipee at the height of 12,000 feet — .. ki 0 0 

ELASTOMADS, 
CLIDEMIA VALENZUELA (A. rd) m 
CREMANIUM FANICULATUR: Brant OE E LAVOISIERA A m "Em iy GENTI IANOIDES ul 95.9.56 .:.0 

i; QOTOPETALA:. AID Dl oro 
SEA DE PA sander CERA MIOONÍA cHRYSONDN SE (A. Richard) asi ee E 0 

» Species (4. d). Er eee 
gi VINDENIANA (4. Richard) "Rus. i 6*0 

Norr.—All these new species have but just born, PRU n 
and are to this day, with a few exception: oly 08s 
session of M. de Jonaue, who will exhibit to SHO mea fects who 

m with a visit, dried specimens of all of them. 
ailed information, apply to M. J. DE TONO 20, 

E BECK informs the Public that the various Articles 
ds QR Ed y x in Slate for Horticultural pur- 

poses, may e at Worton Cottage, Isleworth, upon 
application 2 the deno: (Sundays excepted). 

DANEGROF "T NURSERY, S STOWMARKET. 
G RLING'S cae RAL CAT. {LOGUE OF 

LORIST’S F LOWERS, can now 
g nearly every new 

ne of ROSES an Dahlia of the s 
PANSIES i is Weis ande 

or CHILE AN PINE. PINE. 
AND. co» s Stock of mg above magnifi- 

ed in this country 

ARAUCARIA IMBRIC/ 
7 OUELL 

they beg to call the attention of plan 
that those sey cae are not nursed pla m 
ne d E 

vec uine winds. The follow 
Gnd. amay bo-planted: ont citi d ORO D 

per dozen. 

eM Pinus excelsa, . 
4 to 5 inches I » oo» 

» 18 inch, fne bushy plant 
Gerard 

Abies Khutrow, 
Also fine specimen pi 

21. 95. per 
Agents M ur t the above, Messrs. FLANA- 

GAN and Son, 9, Mansion-hou: where samples may 
een.—Great Yarmouth Nur sery r 

E sy 
ants of older growth from 10s. Gd. to 

HODODENDRONS ax» AZALEA 1 INDICAS.— 
A Collec n of these ae, ele s are now in bloo: 

including all tl n e seen uM. 
(Sundays exe Eu Dang etude, 

J. B. Smirnu, Norbiton Nursery, Kingston, Surrey, May 2 

REATLY REDUCED PRICES. 

yy mran E. RENDLE & Co. have a very con- 
ren oe stock eA AN d us D. CH IAS, FUCHSIAS, 

UN. IES, ANTIR- 
tiscellaneous 
y-low. 

roth of May. 

AZALE AS 
Tanta, LOBELTAS, SELOXINIAS, CA TUS 

ants, ges which they are pows 
pe instan 2 of the newest 

in wantof good Em 7 refer to 
e Chronicle, April 25th, or am rocure a 1 Cue pee a 

copy of whioh fd be had, on applica on. 
N.B. early i Wee on vm net is "many of the sort 

offered are already ge PIou, May 2 

C. BALL, successor to Mr. Jonn Youna, egs 
* to announce that he is Drogen ed to execute orders imme- 

diately, in Strong plants, for any of the under-mentioned. 
Earh e solicited to secure ie Plants. 

NEW SCARL iT PELARGONIUM “HONEY MOON,” very 
eading habit, and v adapted f Tor 

Dr. Lindley's opinion, see Gurdenc ‘hronicle, 1844, p. 
s% ; Your Seedling Scarlet is of a very rich and intense flout 

he trusses are very lar ge and compaet, the one 
: Unc from 70 to S0 buds and flowers." Plants 

$ 

TUM." See RNODODENDRON * CAMPANULATUM PIC 
Gardeners’ Chronicle, 1845, p. 398—'* Your hybr 
panulatum inva laces ane PATEE S ground, 

g the margin of the segments tinged with delicate lilac, 

ES tio interior of the upper division E the corolla strongly 

spotted with maroon. The blooms sent indicato a very orna- 
mental variety.” Strong plants 21s, ea 

PELA ARGONIUM * MARIA," very fine, rosy- purpl le. 

See d Chronicle, 1845, p 2—“ Y eedling is an 

QU colour, and is 
5s. 

t ra on es v 

pe 
AORE pus CORTE ES 
Veronica speciosa ws wk, 

Cryptomerié deponice po A i 

Fuchsia serr 

Calceolaria ER for bedding 
n two species, Chusan, each - 

do.  Amoy 1286 
W: im s dev plants to compensate for carriage. “An allowance 

the Taunton Nurseries, May 2. 
M OPER E begs to inform ET friends and the 
public he has made arrangements with Mr. Pawley, of 

the While Hart, B punc p me to cenduct the plint depart- 
ment for E sale of plants 

as a few of n Sioun choice plants ready for 
delive: 
AZ ALBA Meer Am a beautiful ind. distinct variety ; 
EG d 
ei 

nie So- lings at the Royal Bo 
Eee ges Sak strong plants, 7s. 6d 

bd. 
ORA COCCIN 

DIN LANGI ug 

d us pon. 10s. 6d., small do. 3s, 6d. 
M UM Seo Li 6 

PUNGTAT 0 
SPEOIOSUM 6 

villioxre: A LINDUEYANA Ys 6 
LIOIFOLIA —.. 6 

De SPECIOS e 6 
FUCHSIA SERR ATIFOLIA .. 0 

Rue des Visitandines, Brussels 

o of F Re S. at the 1 
r 
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"THE wy 5d "AND VERY A. FUCHSIAS, 
VERBENAS, PETUNIAS, &c. 

xm SRG IN PERFECT ORDER, P E R POST, FREE, 
| PART OF THE UNITED KINGDOM. 

JOUkLL. AND CO. are now sending out per post, 
fr e newest and very eid FUCHSIAS, MIC 

Serratifolia, and other new 21 per doz. 

Very fine first-rate Show V riotics +e 
Fine ditto 
NEW AND SUPERB WHITE FUCHSIA, 

*SANSPAREIL," 10s. 6d. per plant. 

YOUELL anp CO. beg to call the attention of cul- 
tivators of FUCHSIAS to the above Seedling, which they 

will guarantee is not surpassed by any light variety yet raise: 

illgive general satisfaction, and refer to the following 

remarks upon it :— 

Tu el ant flower, light ns and Bue. DESI crimson 

coroll Sis Ga odeurs se 
D ‘New Warre Fu We e 

white seedling F Puchéia, raised by the Me 
dE á magnificent 

OUELL. The 

flower is about 3 inches in length, the ti nd s e manie, 

and resembles * xa Victrix,” but is uem times anc 
nt and fair in colour. It should be ene 

5 most assuredly one of the most beautiful |" 
o Advertiser, Oct. 1, 1845. 

fine Seedlings are now ready for sending out 
with the above ; dud ne the set is taken, will be charged 
1l, 11s. 6d. 

SELECT SE EGCADE VERBENAS (raised 1845.) 
. dissima, 5s.; Helena, 3s. 64. ; Celeste, 

uberon, For description of 
the UE eH pats Advertisement of March Ist. The 
ready for sending out, per po froe, or otherwise, at 21s. the set. 

ne varietie Ped dozen, 
ig 2 Extra ditto, very superior 
PANSIES, fine varieties . 

i» xtra ditto, very 
first- -rate show flowers, consist- 
ing of the best varieties in ue 
vation es.. 

JNIAS. eee 
GINERARIAS . 1 

RI sores as ae free. “flowering Work e Ro) "9s., 128., 

and 1 
Guns BANTHEMUMS, the best. and newest sorts by name, 

per post, free, 95. and 125. per dozen, including a new species 

just ets ted fror m Chus: 
e favou: X. aad: Co. with their ord r the above, 

are E erectus y Feguested to state tbe varieties fus already 
possess, that a repetition may be avoided, every care being ob- 

served in making gimprovemente, by adding such varieties as 
will eu satisfactio 

CALCE OLARIAS for URS I: +++. 6s. per dozen, 
GERANIUMS ditto, 6s., d 

30 packets of NEW and Gnr "FLOWER SEEDS, per 
post, free, for 6s. 

The Second Edition of their CATALOGUE is in the Press. 
and will be published in a few days, and may be had by enclos- 

ing two postage stamps. 
reat Yar mouth Nursery, May 2. 

GROOM, CLAPHAM Rise, 3 near Lonpon (re- 
* moved renal WALWORTH), BY e Ure uu. ps 

HER MAJESTY THE Q vow AND TO His MAJESTY THE KIN 

Saxony, begs to say Catalogue of GER ANIUMS, AURI- 
CULAS, LILIUM TANCIFOLIUM, and et saris is 
ready, and will be forwarded by post on applic: 

He has a fine stock of Ved SES and PICOTEES. 
x n 2i zn orders executed, 

VA. ABLE | NOVELTIES. 
LOXINIA * V PASSINGHAMIT ?— This intensely 
rich and highly valuable variety will be found figured in 

ne of Botan: ny” for january, 1846 ; short ex- 
. Pas 

habit, prolific PUDE and 
f de Women the properties mune 

of this family valuable. a genuine MiporMHon Somit 
0. Gareovado Mountains (in South America).” 

plants are ordered by the Trade, 
The stock being limited, early De arerequested. 
“BLOOD ROY “AL” (REN NDLE).—The ground colour 

t straw; the upper petals of a very dark rich velvety 
plum- grs the other petals very deeply and regularly laced 
with the same colour; the eye perfect and shape ¢ 

m and thick, causing the flower to lay da 

D his is a first-rate variety, and i is the very best of its 
elass. Itis well known by many fic the e o 
of Ee and orders have been gin. for nearly all t 
stock; a few more plants remain, which are e at 7s. Pa 
en Big Blooms have been repeatedly seen by J. W. Brown, Esq., 
of Camberwell, (the we tends pea Pansy grower) and 
considered by him to be a ya: 
PETUNIA — “ MARG INATA “SUPERB A? ( RENDLE).— 

Ground colour white, strongly margined with deep rosy pur- 
ple; of good substance and ‘excellent form ; the eye dark, and 

free from veins. Ik Pass Metu and unique variety, 
superior to any ot own, Price 5s. each, 

one over in every thre 

VERBENA EN 

Ground colour t antifa rose; 

band of deep r arple ; corolla la 
large, leaving no Pindenture bety 
bloomer, e at habit, and very a 
tion. Price 

Plsuts of the abovo will be capped on and after p n day 
f M lay. 

the 

profuse 
tinet from a iny in dee 

Fuchsia serratifolia .. +. 23s.6d. each. 
Bouvan dia. flava, .. we oe 6 

12 
Good Plants lt aliove a dim ined of WinrrAM E. 

E & Co. E —Ma; 

NEV ^s GOOD, ren. CHEAT: 

ena MIN W. KNIGHT, mi &c., Tivoli, 
gm St. Le s on Sea, Sussex, begs to call the atten- 

tion of his friends gu the publie b L3 Men CHOICE 
PLANTS, which cu now ready to send oi 

e and distin å 

rate yu 
n, 

fit for VD UE 
ll si o 

gE 
E iet ari 

; 12 disi T] Mar, for 
pts for 6s.; ; 2 patie Petunias, 

for 6s.; 12 extra good 
l; 12 fine Salvias, 

oice kinds of Phloxes, 

x 6s. ; 12 good and distinct 
kinds, for 1s, ; 12 fme Ana agalli 
for 4s. ; 12 Heliotropiums, 
for 6s. ; 12 extra new, ver ti 
Antirrhinums, tor Ge. ; E choice new kinds, x 

2 extra good, for 1 choles Seeds, 
e be 

BEE 

ties : 
ntirrħinums, E 5 japer; Dahlia, 

from the Best anew flowers, 33, 6d. Por paper; German Aster, 

extra fine, 2s. 6d. per paper. 
Also will be ready in M good show Dahlias, for 6s. ; 

2 or, f eu à Bood, ELS all new last 
ioice fancy, o rA varieties, for 6s. 

e Sei ca ly packed, and forwarded 

c tree, c ipt of the amount with the order. Catalogues 
the rim mar “be obtained on pre-paid Suaticketon, of 
May 2, 18: 

WILLIAM BASS anp S. BROWN continue to sup- 
their SELEOT and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS, 

with al directions for sowing, treatment, height, colour: H dc. 
100 varieties choice Gu including the most s. d. 

approved new . .. .. m 15 0 
50 vars, itto ditto ditto REN DET, 
bu vi ee ditto ditto ditto eus e OO 

ditto ditto ditto Pie A RA) 
20 Min "best dwarf kinds, in larger packets, suited 

for filling beds 'on lawns .. E sot 6 
12 vars. ditto ditto ditto . "5 0 
20 vars. best greenhouse Annuals — .. It «T. 6 
20 xm choice greenhouse Perennials .. - 10 6 
20 Teny choice “hardy Biennials and inials 0 

he above sent free by post at the iE affixed, 
memutianes in franks or Post-office orders fini unknown 
S nts. 

Gees Descriptive Catalogue of Superb GERA- 
NIUMS, s UCHSIAS, HLIAS, VERBENAS, PETUNIAS, 
CHRYSANTHEMUMS, &c. &e., is now ready, and will be sent 
prepaid to applicants on receipt of two postage stamps. 

X EX and Horticultural Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.— 
Ma; 

perm ITA, CINERARIA, "AND. ANAGALLIS 
SEEDS. — Packets of the above choice selected eels 

saved us the very best sorts in cultivation, at 2s. 6d. per 
packet. li EE includi: Post-office orders or saute, 
will be a iiur er cuted. 

Direct Micu. B: pum S Nussegnien, London-road, Cambridge. 
Strong plants of that splendid deep blue Anagallis 
9s. per dozen, 

CARTER’S CATALOGUE OF SEEDS. 

J CARTER, SsrpswAN and Frorist, 238, High 
* Holborn, London, begs leave to inform his customers and 
e Public in "general t that a new edition of his Catalogue, con- 

taraig 300 additional species, and comprising a first-rate col- 
n of Ericas, Mid s, and other Cape Seeds, Bulbs, &c., 

is now ready. will DEM it gratis and prepaid on appli- 
ca tion yi letter ES Sus 
E Volldotion- M. extra fine new Double Anemones, 

near y as large as Paonies, warranted to succeed if planted. gt Bis 
Season ; ea varieties, 31. 100 do., 17. 10s. ; 50 do., 155. ; 25 di 

s. 6d. — 2. 

WOODLANDS A MARESFIELD, NEAR UCK- 
SUSSEX. 

M no T ISON have the pleasure of offer- 
ng the following Plants adapted for TE at the 

prices Ee when the selection is left to themselves :— 

FUCHSIAS. 
12 fine MR e. 68, 0d. | 12 superb new Vars., 
12 superior do Bey r exhibition .. 183, 0d. 
12 Enron do. ..12 0 [50 v do. +. 30 0 

50 superb do. -- 50 0 

VERBENAS. 
12 fine varieties .. 5s.0d. 25 extra fine vars. 15s. 0d. 
12 superior do. 9 0 25 superb new do... 20 0 
12 superb new do. > m EU 

PETUNIAS., 
12 fine varieties m m .. e g v 

Young plants of the above can. be sent softly A TAR in 
tin cases by post, if requi: 

TA 
Strong plants coming into blo 

12 fine varieties .. 68. 0d. | 25 extra Meus vci irs wo 
m 0 | 25 superb do. 

0 
DISTINOT. E SHOWY HERBACEOUS EEREN 

yew i} mu 
Select sorts, one of each, MAME «ei Rest ee 0 
Superior do. TENE 0 $0 0 
Superb new do. ..12 0 75 0 

TZALEA INDICA. 
12 fine varieties — .. vee”, 199. 0d; 
12 superb do. .. pA 5g) 
12 extra new do, ze 81.180 90 

GREENHOUSE PLA Nis, 
12 fine species, one of e: 0 

T 2 one do. o fewer "kinds 0 

do. very superior 0 

B ties Climbers... 0 

STOVE PLANTS, 

12 very fine species, one ot each .. 0 

12 superior do. do. 0 

NEW PLANTS, 
Each—s. d. | Each—s. d. 

Bouvardia flava (new | PB hae Benthamiana.. 3 6 
yellow) .. +. ++ 86! Polygala Dalmaisiana 36 

Calceo! ribunda Rondeletia, yellow species 
(Veitch’s), an elegant (Havanna) 10 6 

yellow species, highly Rue llia 
Vs DET for bed- did s poalen species 7 6 
din er doz, 18s. 2 0 Siphocampyusco 

Fuchsia serratifolia m E 6 ve 50 

P. on grandiflora. . 36 s 

For salen List of Plants, see Xüvértitement of April CR 
i m applicatio 

A proportionate number of plants Pu to each dor 
towards defraying the expense of carriage, (c. 

A remittance or reference required from "unknown corre- 
spondents. 

HEVER PHEASANT EGGS for Sb Sale d 30s. per 
dozen,—Direct to A. C., Post- Office, Andov 

REGENERATION. OF THE POTATO. — SEED 
saved e jus most careful manner from the Berry of the 

t kinds, without di 

No. i: containing 18,000 Seed, which will be sufficient to Ege 

pe Sig. No. 2, containing more und 6000 Seed, will “hay suffi- 

cient plants for more than 15 perches, Application i d 

office order on MATHIE for No.1 Packet, 10s. 6d. ; 2 
able to Mr. Moses wn Steward, Balivilic, 

Stratford, Count y W Wicklow. Each Packet will be forwarded, 

post paid, and registered as a money letter, to prevent the 
chance of miscarriage. Printed directions will be forwarded 

with each Packet, as to sowing and after culture, Persons 

applying up requested to make their address leg 

W e been favoured with a package of Pothtg Seeds 
s o paste offering the above for Sale, whose respe 

y we can vouch for; and think it remarkably well saved, 

[A a $ zette. 
apie of ‘the | Seed "bes seen at this Office. 

EDS. CORNER OF HALF- MOON-STREET, 
THOMAS GIBBS and CO., 

(B; al appointment), th: SEEDSMEN to ite 
» ROYAL D AGRIDULTURAL SOCIETY ENGLAND, 

Beg to remind the Members of the Society, SA Apicius 

in general, x their S Counting House and Seed Ware- 

house is a e Corner of SEE RUE Od PICCA- 

D Re e Toads as for the last Fifty 

ed Lists of "Agricultural Seeds are always ready, and may 

bii had on application, 

NEW SEEDLING PETUNIAS, PANSIES, FUOHSIAS, &c. 
OSEPH FRYER begs to offer 12 distinct seedling 
PETUNIAS, selected with great care from an immense 

[s which were seen and greatly admired by many com. 
ent judges E bog rich colours, form, and substance, 

the set, viz. Cleopatra, Queen, General Tom Th 'humb; 
iot, Ali UA Azurea, Victory, Excelsa, Exquisite, 

Princess Royal, and Vesta (a. description of which will be sent 
on application). Also, a A Selection of 12 EN SNOWY, 
varieties, not named, for 7s. Likewise most o e best 
named varieties, 6s. to 9s, per eren and fine seed EU from. 
the above 1s, per packet. 
FUCHSIAS.—Princess Alice Is a beautiful light 

variety, of very graceful habit, and a undant bloomer, 
25. 6d. each. Likewise most of the em varieties in eultiva- 
oR from 6s, to 12s, per dozen. 

SIES. baness (Fryer" i ace Editor's opinion in last 
eee ‘Gino mide; Edmonds’s Prii ice, Cook's Dulcifer, 
Buxton’s Ne Plus Ultra, Fame, VERAS S Ursa. sos: Hunt's 
Tom Pinch, A Mountjoy’ s Victory, Miller's Y low Defiance, Bryant's 
Mary Jane and Crimson Perfection, 25. éd. Su or 205. the set. 
The aleve P rood SEO Varieties 95. per dozen, or 25s. for 
E 50 :—Cook's Attila Beauty of Aylesbury, Eliza, MT 

and North Star; Lane’s Venus, Brown's 
Gon. and Ceres ; Welch’s Blue Perfection, ‘Thompson’ S 
Cyclops, Desdemona, Fair Maid, Isabella, Jehu, Lavallaire, 
Lilac Queen, Madonna, Marginata, Montem, Nestor, Ne Plus 
Ultra, Pizarro, Princess Alice, Romeo, Regent, Rufus, Vivid 
uperb, and Warrior; Hale's dark Seedling, Forsyti th’s Dr. 

Horner Anh Miss Chaplin, Backhouse’s Earl of Zetland and 
Yorkshire Eclipse, King’s Exquisite, nn, Purple Per- 
‘ection, and Sulphurea Elegans ; Edmonds? 5 Herbert, Pearson's 
Hinda, Saunders’s Lady Middict eton, Gibbons’s Marginata, 
Marchment's Phœ d Silverlock's Prince vm Wales, Downton's 
Rory O'More, Hen: an's Success and Sir R. Sale, Fryers 
Standard, West's "Defiance, Schofield's Surprise: and man: 
others of equally good properties, Likewise a collection of 
good showy named varieties 4s. per dozen, or 50 for 32s 6d. ; 
and fine selected Seed Paus the above 1s. and 2; 

for Medus out SUE 6) 
per dozen ; Westie: [M tó 6s. pu dozen; 

Di ahlias, 65. to 9. per dozen ; : Cinerarias, 9s. to 125. per dozen; 
as, P Ud an extensive colleca 

tion of aa ‘baceous plants in pots, 65. Ael 
J. s to state that the above can EU be supplied, good. 

established: lante: and will be sent by post, free, as far as prac- 
ticable; or stronger plants packed in hampers without extra 
charge. All orders accompanied with Post-office orders for 
amount required will meet with prompt attention, 

Clarendon Nursery, Camberwell, May 2. 

SEEDS. 

EORGE GIBBS & CO., 26, Down-street, d eU 
—Large White Belgian Carrot, 1s. 6d. per Tb. ; ; Red a 

Yellow Globe bu Wurzel, 1s. per Ib. ron Hone ERA 
Mangold, 9d. per lb. ; Long Yellow ditto, 1s, 
one Top Swede, 9d. per lb. ; Asheroft’s very pem "weds, 

r lb. ; Laing’s Swede, 1s. per Ib. ; Purple-top Nottingham 
Mole awede and Tankard Pure Swede, T 6d. per Ib. cach; 
Skirving's and Matson's Swede, w per lb. each ; Pain's hardy 
Green Crown Swede, 1s. per ybrid Gegi Grown PN 
Turnip, 1s. per Ib. ; Meadow and Pasture Grass See mix- 

tures Eod to soils, &c., 32s. per acre, allowing 2 BERN and 

12 Ibs. to each aere ; Mixtures ids renovating old Grass-land, 

golman ali DPA ODE at Belgium, d&c. &c., 26, Down-street, 
Piecadi: 

ERN SHEET GLASS, EORR TILES, &e. 
he c hespest, stoutest, and best quality imported and 

sold at C C. JARVIS'S Old Established Window Glass Ware. 
house, 38, Great Castle-street, a few doors from Regent-street, 
CROWN ei at 50s. per Crate ; squares cut to size squally 

rice; sashes glazed on the lowest te oed oe ouni 
EE forwar dd with reference will meet with pro: d 

*.* The largest Discount allowed off all duecripeiotis of 
Glass for ready money on 

FOREIGN AND BRITISH SHEET AND CROWN 
GLASS, for Hothouses, Garden and other purposes.— 

R. C. having. again reduced the prices for small crown squares, 
invite 8 à comparison of the present quotations with his former 

gross. per gross, 
T" P ge 8by5 Toe a 

y4b. 8 by 10 by 8 
will in M receive weekly consignments of "s OUT 

FOREIGN SHEET GLASS, of which he purposes keeping 
such D ae as willenable him to execute all orders as soon 
as rei 
PROPAGATING, BEE,CUCUMBER,and GRAPE GLASSES 

of Toy, description, cheaper than at any other house.—Fo: 
N ts, apply to R. IRE Glass, Lead, and Colour Works, 

ster-square, Londo 
ew Lis: 

48, Lei 

F OREIGN SHEE ET GLASS, "y m^ en id 
To be Horticultural cue „gonorar o 

F. Er»mrck's, 28, 
Ready Money only. : 

ROPAGATING G GLASSES, - White, ‘Is. J per 1b., or 
from 2s. 6d, to 24s. per dozen. CUCUMBER GLASSES, 

from 6d. to 4s. GRAPE SHADES, with Holes, 1s. 9d, to 
3s. Gd cach, FISH BOWLS, from ls. 6d. each.—APSLEY PEL, 
Tarr & Co., Falcon Glass Works, Holland-street, Blackfriars, 

EE- E-HIVES.—AII persons desirous of Cultivating 
that pleasing and profitable branch of rural ODDO 

the Honey Bee—are respectfully informed EIGHBOUR & 
Son, that they have prepared, for the season, aj 

ly of their various improved BEE-HIVES ; E collection. 
utt's Collateral TOR “ The Single Box Hive," 

Habe Ladies’ Observatory 
e Honey may be taken at 

any Mns Anoat erg to WE Spes and may be worked wii 
safety, humanity, and pro it, by the post and unac- 

customed to Bee-manipulation, z panee, with 

drawings and prices, will be forwarded on recei a postage 

stamp.  Apiarian Depót and Honey Wiirehouser 127, High 

Holborn, London, 
dn P200 BEES, (6th Edition) just published, 

GLASS MILK PANS. 

DWARDS & PELL, Foreign Agents, 15, South- 
ampton-street, Strand, are now prepari 

above article in dark and light glass. Epwarps and PELL beg 

to state they Have spared neither vt or expense in bringing 
hese Pans to perfection, and they can now offer them to the 

Publie with the utmost confidentes. PE very strong and 

well annealed they will bear scalding, but they are so easily 

cleaned that a ‘ittle warm water will have the desired effect. 
They have been well tested, and will be found to produce & 

larger proportion of cream than either earthenware or metal. 

EbwAnps & PELL also supply Foreign Sheet Glass of excel- 
lent colour, pu very stout at very low prices, and can give 

parties who have used it. auintisively, 

s from 11 inches by 6 to 4 inches by 5, very stout ps 
and good ; ls 3o PISDAPRUHE Glasses of various sizes, 
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H ORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.— 
EXHIBITIONS AT THE GARDEN.—The first Meeting 

will take place on Saturday the 9th of May; subjects for Exhi- 

bition must be at this office on Friday the 8th, or at the Garden 

e 5s each; or at the 

Garden, in the afternoon of the days of Exhibition, Ts. 6 
each ; but then only to Orders from Fellows of the Society. 

N.B. No Tickets will be issued in Regent-street on the day of 
Exhibition.—21, Regent-street. 

SjPLENDID NEW SEEDLING DAHLIAS now 
ready for delivery. 

GAINES'S PRINCESS RADZIWILL, 
GAINES’S PRIDE OF SURREY, 
GAINES'S PULCHELLA. 
GAINES'S QUEEN OF MAY. 

The above obtained several First Class Prizes at the prin- 
cipal shows. Early orders are particularly requested, „as the 

stock of each is limited, A Priced Catalogue of Dahlias, Gera- 

niums, Calceolarias, Cinerarias, Fuchsias, Pansies, Verbenas, 

5 may be had by application to N. Gainzs, Florist, 

Surrey-lane, Battersea, 

MEETINGS F 
Moxpay, May 4—Entomological jorticultural Timo Set HORE 
WuowsspAy, — 6— Society of Arts 

o Horticultural 
Sarurpay, — 9 Royal Botanic 
WmwmspAY, — 18—Microscopical 

Wapsmepay, May 
TompAY, ^ — 
TusxsDAY, = 

Ar the approach of the FIRST GREAT EXHIBITION 
IN THE Society's GARDEN, which takes place next 
Saturday, it becomes necessary to draw the atten- 
tion of Exhibitors to two points. 

In the first place every Exhibitor is required to 
deliver, upon first entering the Garden, a fairly- 
written statement of the Letter in the Classes under 
which he intends to Exhibit; he cannot be per- 
mitted to pass beyond the Carters Yard till this 
is done; and no alteration in the entries will 
be afterwards permitted UPON ANY PRETENCE 
WHATSOEVER, To facilitate this operation printed 
forms have been prepared, which can be ob- 
tained in Regent-street by any person applying 
for them. And in order to prevent confusion, 
Exhibitors are requested to bring their papers ready 
filled up ; for the regulation has become so indis- 
pensable, in order to put an end to delay and con- 
fusion in setting plants, that no one will be exempt 
from its operation, It will also be found by Exhi- 
bitors much better to do this while at home, when 
they have leisure to consider well how their plants 
are to be divided, than to delay as heretofore till 
they are in the midst of the confusion of a Show. 
Those who send boxes from a distance must enclose 
a similar declaration, the words of which are these. 

“I, A. B., hereby declare that the following are the 
Letters under which I intend to Exhibit, and I pledge 
myself not to propose any alteration whatsoever." 

[Here follow the letters taken from the printed Sohedule.] 

'The next point relates exclusively to those who 
intend exhibiting Fruit. They will excuse us if we 
call their particular attention to the regulations 
under which,the Prizes are awarded, but which, on 
past occasions, have frequently been disregarded, 
the consequence of which has been that Medals have 
been lost which might otherwise have been gained. 
It is distinetly stated in the Horticultural Society’s 
printed rules that “all fruit must be fully ripe and 
well coloured, if the contrary it will be disqualified.” 
Also, that “exhibitors of collections of fruit should 
bear in mind that however fne one or two of the 
kinds in the collection may be, they cannot gain a 
Prize unless they furnish at least three different 
Kinds of fruit of first-rate quality." 

Notwithstanding those rules are so clearly ex- 
pressed,we have seldom visited an Exhibition with- 
out seeing several specimens of fruit so unripe as 
to be totally disqualified, and collections containing 
less than the requisite number of good articles, The 
unripe fruit has often been of very fine quality, and 
ree from any other fault than unripeness, and would 
doubtless have gained a Prize if it had arrived at a 
proper degree of maturity, and one or two articles 
have frequently appeared in the defective collec- 
tions which might also have gained Prizes if they 
ad been shown separately in their respective 

» Classes, but they failed because they were placed in 
a collection containing fewer than three good kinds. 

The disappointments felt by an unsuccessful com- 
petitor for a prize must under any circumstances be 

great, but must, we think, be increased when his 
Contributions are really good, and he afterwards 
finds that he would have succeeded if he had shown 
them in a different letter. We therefore hope 
that every exhibitor in future will, for his own sake, 
Send only such fruit as is “fully ripe and well- 
coloured,” and “ worthy of a medal ;” and that he 
will not damage good articles by mixing them i; * 

colléction with bad ones, for he should remember | thorndeu, Royal Russet, Api petit Apples; the 

that however fine his specimens may be, the Judges| White Beurré, St. Germain, and W 
have not the power to award any prize except in | 
accordance with the printed regulations laid down 
for their guidance. 
We have only to add that arrangements are 

made for supplying the exhibitors with refreshment 
in the morning, as was done last year. 

A CORRESPONDENT writes to us thus:—* In a 
* beautiful wall-garden, in the west of Caernarvon- 
“shire, the Canker is very severe among the 
“standard Apple and Pear-trees, and the gar- 
“ dener says he cannot prune them or put the knife 
“to them in any way, as the spurs and sometimes 
“the whole limb die away ; and it is certainly the 
* case in many instances which I saw myself. 
* However, the same does not apply to the trained 
“ trees on any aspect, whether they are stone fruit 
“or Apples and Pears, and they are always regu- 
“larly pruned as usual. The situation of the gar- 
* den is about two miles from the sea, and is rather 
* exposed to the south-west winds, The soil is a 
* sandy clay with a yellow sandy subsoil. The 
* dying of the spurs and limbs the gardener thinks 
* js attributable to the effect of the sea-breeze on 
* the wound; but I think that that would apply 
** equally to the wall-fruit. If anybody among your 
* correspondents could suggest a remedy for the 
* horrid canker with which the garden abounds, 
“and give a hint how to act with regard to the 
** pruning, they would greatly oblige by their kind- 
“ ness— Cerniwaidd.” 

They would greatly oblige us also, and, we may 
add, every person in Europe who has a garden. 
But how can this inquiry be answered in a reasonable 
manner, until the cause of canker is agreed upon? 
We have turned over every book in our library, we 
have read everything that has been said about it; we 
have been asking all our garden acquaintance for a 
quarter of a century ; we have ourselves examined 
cankers of all sorts, from the little brown speck 
which appears on the surface of a young twig to the 
great dry sore which eats through a limb 20 years 
old; the scalpel, the scraper, the saw, the pruning 
knife, and Mr. Forsyrn’s composition have been 
enlisted ; even the microscope has been made to do 
its work, and the result is almost nothing. We do 
not know with certainty what is the cause. 

Plenty of prescriptions are to be found, which, 
like Horrowav's ointment, are applicable to all 
sorts of cases ; there is no lack of learned explana- 
tions and dogmatical opinions; but as to saga- 
cious ing, or sound philosophical induction— 
there is no such thing, 

Use any plaister, said the learned and royal gar- 
dener at Kensington. Scrape away all the dead 
wood, go down to the quick and cauterise with oil 
of vitriol, says M. Dusreviz. M. Dunamer tells 
us to cut to the quick, to cover the wound with 
cow-dung, and to bind all up with straw or matting 
held fast by withs. Throw away your cankered 
trees and raise seedlings, was the doctrine of Mr. 
Kaicur. Bring up the roots to the surface, said 
Mr. Rem, a sensible writer on gardening, in the 
“ Memoirs of the Caledonian Horticultural Society.” 

But no confidence can be placed in these or any 
other so-called remedies, unless they ean be shown 
to have some direct bearing on the cause of the 
disease, In the absence of that proof, they are 
merely empirical. The great point, then, here, as 
in all similar instances, is to determine what it is 
that produces canker, Let ussee what authors say 
as to that matter. 

Mr. Kyicur referred it to old age, and conceived 
that it was constitutional debility. Dosamencalled 
it a corrosive ulcer, and classes it among diseases 
which proceed “from dryness, or wetness, or the 
quality ofthe soil,” not a very precise account of it, 
we must confess. De Cawporrr does not mention 
it. DusnEvrL the younger says that nobody knows ; 
that it often follows hail, or is otherwise the result 
of contusions, and that a sunstroke may cause it. 
Mr. Re refers it to the coldness of soil. Mr. 
Prarson, of Bewdley, is clear that it is caused by 

atmospheric influences. It is the insects says one ; 
it is constitutional cries a second ; it is all the fault 
of the sea, says another ; while athird assigns it to 

late and extensive pruning in the spring. 
Nothing can well mark more distinctly what an 

utter confusion of ideas there is respecting this, 
which is a disease of the utmost consequence to the 
gardener, as is sufficiently shown by our corres- 
pondent’s letter, at the head of these remarks, Out 

of such a farrago what is to be gathered ? 

The first points on which attention 1s to be fixed 

are the well ined facts coi ted with can- 
ker, about which no question exists. They are not 
many.. l. We know that some varieties of fruit 
canker in this country, more or less, under all cir- 
gumstances; such are the Golden Pippin, Haw-; 

x 
indsor Pears. 

2. We know that in others canker is never ob- 
served; as, for example, in the Wild Apple and 

Pear, or the varieties called Dumelow's Seedling, 
Northern Greening, Wormsley Pippin, Blenheim 
Pippin, Waltham Abbey Seedling, and Dutch Mig- 
nonne Apples; and the Glout Morceau, Beurré 
Diel, Seckel, Aston Town, Marie Louise, Ne Plus 
Meuris, Althorp Crassane, and Knights Monarch 
Pears. 3. We know that although inveterately 
cankering varieties may become healthyñior a time, 
they invariably show symptoms of the disease 
sooner or later. How common, for instance, 

is it for Apples in the nurseries, grafted on strong 
healthy stocks, to lose all sign of canker until they 
have been growing for a few years ina garden, 4. 
We know that if a tree is once seriously cankered, 
all the appliances that ingenuity has suggested fail 
to eradicate it, though it may no doubt be dimin- 
ished. 5. We know that in cold, wet, undrained 
soils, or cold climates, the symptoms of disease 
are aggravated; and that in warm well drained 
land, and amild climate, they are mitigated. And 
these are, perhaps, the only facts about which we 
are quite certain. 

Do they render it probable that local applications, 
cutting, and scarifying, and cauterising, and plais- 
tering, are the true cures for the evil? Surely not. 
The five great facts above mentioned conclusively 
showthat whatever the primal cause of canker may be, 
it is a constitutional malady which is always liable to 
appear in certain varieties, and generally will appear 
under peculiar and well ascertained circumstances. 
To cut aplantto pieces, in suchacase, is like mangling 
a poor creature afflicted with cancer or any other 
scrofulous affection. If the evil is eradicated in 
one place, it presently breaks out in another. The 
constitution of the plant is what must be looked to, 
and nothing else. It may, however, not only be con- 
stitutional, but hereditary ; and in such cases is 
incurable, as it often is. 

Or it may be a constitutional affection caused by 
exposure to unfavourable climates, as when the 
tender Apples of the United States, born and reared 
beneath a broiling sun, are transferred to our chilly, 
cloudy, pleasant England. Such cases are also in- 
curable, unless summer warmth can be artificially 

secured. 
Orit may be a temporary disease induced by local 

causes ; as when an Apple-tree with an hereditar 
disorder, or constitutional tendency to canker, is 
placed artificially in a place absolutely unfavourable 
to the very nature of the species. In such a case 
to remove the obvious cause is to put an end to the 
mischief. 

This we take it is the case of our correspondent 
Cerniwaidd. His wall-borders are warm, raised, 
and probably well drained ; there he has no canker. 
But in the central quarters the sandy subsoil is pos- 
sibly a standing pool, for want of drainage, and 
cold, wet, and * sour," for want of access to air. His 
case appears to be the same as that mentioned in 
the “ Theory of Horticulture," p. 110, where it was 
found by observation that the summer temperature 

at 8 feet below the surface was only 44° instead of 
60°, as it should have been. Means were taken to 
confine the roots near the surface, and the canker 

disappeared. à 
We have been led to dwell more upon this matter 

than is often possible, in answer to the inquiries of 
our correspondents, because it is a striking illus- 
tration of the importance of looking to principles 

and not to prescriptions. — 1 

SELECT PLANTS FOR BEDDING OUT, &c. IN 
FLOWER-GARDENS. 
(Continued from page 252.) 

5. Cuphea pubijlora.— This is a slender and neat- 
habited half-deciduous shrub, requiring the protection 
of a cool greenhouse in winter, and thriving in a mix- 

ture composed of equal portions of sandy loam, well- 

rotted leaf soil, and heath mould. Like Cheenostoma 
polyantha, when kept in the greenhouse throughout 
the year, it forms a sparingly-branched and inelegant 
growth, with scattered terminal clusters of blossoms; 
but when induced to form a close growth in spring, by 
topping the fore shoots, it forms a very compact bush, 
measuring from 6 to 9 inches in height. When thus 
transferred to the borders and parterres of the flower- 
garden, it forms a very ti ject, d 
with abundance of slightly-pendent orange and scarlet 
flowers during July, August, and September. It more- 
over presents a remarkably rich appearance as a mar- 
ginal edging to other plants of suitable contrast in point 
of colour. : 

6. Saponaria n , but 

neglected plants of a decorative character, perhaps 

none possesses higher interest than this—so accomodat- 
ing in its habits, so easily multiplied, so long continued 
in bloom, and so admirably adapted for variety of effect. 
Its scarcity is a matter of surprise. 

It is a half-shrubby, hardy plant, of two or three years 
duration, in habit slender and spreading, and producing 

ides.— Amongst well-l 
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ose-coloured flowers from June until | carried round the upright stakes, so as to form a cylinder | 
d 

brigh 
September. Its ready growth in common soils renders 

it specially adapted for portable specimens in pots, or 

slate boxes, to be placed on sheltered balconies, or for 

terraces and drawing-room entrances. Its decumbent 

growth is also advantageously displayed on the margin 

of classic flower-vases, and skirting the base of rock- 

work, offering an appropriate contrast to its worthy 

rival Lobelia erinus. 
When allowed to continue its naturally attenuate 

growth, it is peculiarly adapted for softening the sharp 

and rugged outline of massive grotto-work (where it 
has sufficient soil), by its comparatively slender but 

wiry stems being less injured by the wind than others 

of a more brittle or succulent character ; and lastly, it 

forms a charming object when planted upon partially 

elevated mounds of blue concrete or iron-stone (in the 

open borders), where, if permitted to gain an autumnal 

growth previous to its formation of flower-buds for the 
ensuing season, it amply repays the cultivator by its 

increased vigour and multiplicity of lively blossoms. 

Thus treated, it appears in “its own place,” gay an 

effective. 
8. Oxalis floribunda.—Were I desired to select the 

most picturesque plant, yielding a long-continued and 

profuse erop of flowers without artifical attention to its 

after-growth, I should without hesitation fix upon this. 

Tt is a dwarf, tuberous, herbaceous plant, rising from 

2 to 4 inches in height, each plant forming a terminal 

crown of leaves (similar to a small-growing Clover), 

from the centre of which arises a profusion of bright 

l 1 flowers, inui in ion from 

June until September. : 

The principal precaution required for its successful 

management consists in adapting the soil to the 

tuberous strueture of its roots, which differ from most 

others in their thick, fleshy, unbranched form, capable 

of absorbing an excessive amount of fluid, beyond what 

is required for the support of the simple crown of 
leaves upon their summit. Stiff and retentive soils 
(when not absolutely cold) are generally favourable to 
an excess of growth, and vice versa, A diminished cir- 
culation of fluid, by a restricted supply of nutritive 
stimulants, or by a lower temperature, less favourable 
to growth, are necessary means to be taken where great 
fertility is sought, especially in those plants whose 
organs (whether roots or otherwise), are remarkably 
adapted for assimilating an excess of food under ordi- 

nary means of culture. 
As a general rule, the amount of soil, and'the nutri- 

tive properties which it contains (when applied to plants) 
should always bear a strict relation to the extent o 
growth which they are capable of maturing during the 
current year. Every degree beyond this is an evil, 
which lessens the vital energy of their organs. 

To induce greater fertility in the plant to which these 

remarks refer, an artificial soil should be prepared in 
equal portions of old light garden-loam, heath mould, 
and well washed river or silver sand, and well incor- 
porated with finely broken brick refuse, equal to one- 
third of the whole amount. Thus treated it forms a 
very beautiful object, either for edging or in the parterre, 
and when seen expanding its bright blossoms for suc- 
cessive weeks, it appears as one of the few objects of 
which it may be remarked, that it has “few equals, and 
no superiors.” In common with some others, this in- 
teresting plant is much degenerated by the inferior 
varieties from seed which have almost supplanted the 
original species, the former being much less compact in 
their growth, and less brilliant in their flowers. The 
latter is known by its leaves being not more than from 
two to three inches in length, and by its flowers being 
uniformly circular, and firm in their texture, varying 
from bright to darker shades of rose colour, and, when 
found in favourable situations, the profusion of bloom 
almost covers the foliag: W.Wood, Pine-apple-place. 

FANCY TRAINING. 
(Continued from page 268.) 

No. 5.—Pear, 7 ft. high ; hoop, 2 ft. 6 in, diameter. 
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fyained in the descending form, but the branches not 

brought exclusively from the top, and in the iraining 

¢| I have grown the Golden Drop Plum in 

when finished. 
No. 6.—Any kind of fruit tree, same height and 

diameter as No. 5. 
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Trained with the branches ascending, and in about 

three tiers, in order to get the figure completed sooner 
than if the bottom branches alone were to complete the 
whole cylinder. 

No. 7.—For any fruit tree except a Plum, which 

does not like its branches to be subjected to such 

sudden bends ; the Plum-trees may be trained in this 

iy, if wished. 
his method of training has a good appearance, and 

is very productive of fruit. It has also 
this advantage : being so narrow, in all 
notabove a foot or 14 inches wide, even 
when in leaf, it can be placed at intervals 
along a south border, in front of a Peach 
wall; may be 6 feet distance from the 
wall without casting any shade to injure 
the fruit on the wall, and itself deriving 
the greatest advantage from the radiation. 
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this way that has ripened full a week 
and even 10 days earlier than the same 
kind of Plum grown upon a wall with an 
east aspect, and not 20 yards distance 
from the pole thus spoken of. 

A single Larch or other pole 7 feet 
high, 4 or 5 inches’ in diameter at the 
bottom. Tree trained with two branches 
twisted round the pole, and spurred, or 
suffered to have short depending branches, 
if the tree be a Maria Louise Pear, or 
other sort bearing from the termination jy 
of such kind of wood. The convenience 
of having two branches trained up the 
pole is that you may be continually using 
one of them as the means of a supply of 
young wood, without at any time de- — 
nuding the pole. The pole should be charred for a 
space of 18 inches where it meets the ground (1 foot 
under and 6 inches above the surface). 

Ne. 8.—For any kind of fruit tree. 

A centre stake and four outside stakes, of small dimen- 
sions, The four out- 

side stakes, placed 

about 2 ft. 6 in. from 

each other, and 20 

inches from the centre 
stake; where the tree 

is planted. Height, 
7 ft. Spurs should be 

encouraged very much 

on the ascending or 

mainbranch. Another 
way of treating ‘the 

n 

upright stem—which 

looks well also—and is 

a little variety from 

the usual way of 

furnishing ^ bearing 

wood thereon by spurs, 

is by turning down cer- 
tain side boughs (as 

hererepresented), into, | bes 

the form of garlands, 

observing to make the 

shoots take a, descend- 

ing form instead of 

an ascending one. 

THE AMATEUR GARDENER. 
Insects.—The cultivatorsjof the soil both on a large 

and small scale require a considerable portion of 

patience, since their efforts are continually opposed by 
tribe: depred h season brings 

with it peculiar enemies, whose attacks will soon over- 
turn ‘the efforts of labour, and taste, and skill, unless 
they are diligently guarded against. Birds will rob you 
of all your seeds before one is allowed to germinate ; 
cats will disfigure your fl beds and most provokingly 
scratch up young plants, however choice they may be ; 
hares and rabbits will nibble off Carnations and Pinks, 
leaving only some unsightly stumps; and moles will. 
form miniature tunnels under the roots of Roses, &c. 
On the morning in which I am now writing, the last 
pest has regularly ploughed through my only Ranun- 
culus bed, and has turned topsy-turvy some of the best 
roots. Lastly, the noble race of man will often sadly 
perplex the amateur gardener. Children do not hesi- 
tate sometimes to run over a flower-bed in search of a 
ball; and adults who are ignorant of the mysteries of 
floriculture, often leave their odious footprints on spots- 
where tender seedlings are just coming up. Verily, we 
need the patience of Job in the midst of such repeated 
and constant inflictions. 

Long as the above catalogue is, it includes only a few 
advanced skirmishes of the camp of the enemy, for 
myriads of insects are always pursuing their destructive 
tactics in a greater or less degree. How can the pen 
adequately describe the mischiefs wrought by the slimy 
race of slugs and snails? In frosty weather, indeed,, 
these ruthless foes disappear, or a long drought may 
seem to have driven them away, but let a mild day 
visit us even in the {middle of winter, or a shower of 
rain lay the dust of summer, and there they are, de- 
vouring all before them, as if called into new life. Woe 
be to the florist in whose frame two or three slugs lie 
concealed. How often has one, in a single night, marred 
the labour of months. Then come ‘the woodlice, hav- 
ing a fine taste for all that is tender in vegetation, from 
the cotyledons ‘of seedling Ranunculuses to the petals. 
of Roses. Earwigs hide their detested shapes in every 
hole and corner, and, assassin like, deal their deadly 
bites under the cover of darkness. Red spiders and 
the green fly bring up the rear, and with wounderful 
fecundity niultiply by thousands in a day, till the un- 
happy gardener is almost at his wits end. 

The above are all either dwellers on the surface of 
the ground, or carry on their operations there: but 
there are other insects, whose attacks are concealed 
beneath the soil, and which it is still more difficult to 
guard against. In the early spring, the wireworm 
saws away at the lower stems of Pansies and Carna- 
tions, and we know nothing of the matter till the wither- 
ing of the whole plants makes us acquainted with our 
loss. Through all the year, larvee of various kinds thus 
blast the hopes of the cultivator by undermining or 
destroying the roots. In short, the attacks of enemies. 
are constant, and therefore war must be interminable. 
A gardener must necessarily be a great destroyer of 
life, or that life, if spared, will soon destroy him. You. 
must indulge no i l notions pecting the 
happiness the poor insects enjoy, and of which you are 
about to deprive them ; nor must you entertain trans- 
cendental or metaphysical opinions as to their capacity 
for pain. The sentiment of the gentle Cowper respect- 
ing the impunity to be granted to the snail who crawls 
in the evening on the garden path, is generally good, 
but by the floristlit will be received cum grano; nor 
will the dietum of the immortal Shakspeare be reduced 
to praetice, when he tells us the beetle feels as mueh 
* as when a giant dies.” Such theories cannot stand in 
the way of practical utility, and if gardens are to 
flourish either for beauty or usefulness, the insect 
tribes must die. Young gardeners are often very 
squeamish on these matters, and certainly great snails, 
with their houses on their backs, are rather awkward 
things to kill. But the more you kill, the sooner the 
work will be done, and by industry and perseverance, 
ou may soon be relieved (as far as snails are concerned), 

from the task of killing at all. 
As very minute and interesting descriptions of all 

these insects have appeared in former Numbers of the 
Chronicle, I shall not enter into their natural history ; 
I shall confine myself to the best methods of extirpa- 
tion, so that the amateur may be assisted in guarding 
himself against the annoyance of loss.—H. B. 

~ ENTOMOLOGY. 
Axryropes Cocois (the Cocoa-nut Aleyrodes.)—There 

is a little white mealy fly which sometimes infests the 
Cabbages, and an allied species has been sent from the 
West Indies, which differs from it in its structure and 
economy. We are indebted to Sir Robert Schomburgk 
for specimens of this curious and destructive insect, the 
publication of whose history will be acceptable to the 
cultivator of exotics, and it is to be hoped that it may 
lead to the discovery of some mode of extirpating it. 
Sir Robert says “On my arrival in Barbadoes, I was 
forcibly struck with the withered appearance of the 
Cocoa-nut trees, and I have since been told that a dis- 
ease is prevailing amongst them which threatens to 
destroy all the Cocoa-nut trees in the island. This re- 
markable disease showed itself in the island after the 
fatal hurrieane in 1831, and. there are only a few trees 
which are not afflicted by it. It is no doubt to be as- 
eribed to an insect allied to Aleyrodes. A great many 
of the plantations of Cocoa-nut trees which formerly 
yielded an income of 2007. or 3007. per annum have 
not a single tree which bears fruit. The lower leaves 
die first and fali off, the flowers follow, or if nuts should 

have beer, formed they dwindle away and do not arrive 

at maxurity ; ultimately the budding leaves are attacked, 

cx the crown drops off, leaving the withered trunk.’ 
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“Tt is considered that this disease has been intro- 

‘duced since the hurricane, from some of the neighbour- 
ing islands, when it became necessary to replace a 
number of Cocoa-nut trees which had been destroyed ; 
but some pretend that it has been occasioned by the 
introduction of guano. Smoking, &c., has been of no 
avail, and as the insect most sagaciously places itself 
under the leaflet, where it is protected against the 
weather, the heaviest rain does not affect it, It has 
been advised to root up all Cocoa-nut trees in the 
island, and after the lapse of a year, when it is thought 
the insect may be destroyed, to replant the plantations 
from seeds imported from an island where the insect 
does not exist.", 

On earefully examining the leaves of the Cocoa-nut, 
36 is evident there are two distinct insects upon the 
under surface, an Aleyrodes and a Coccus. They ad- 
‘here to the under side of the leaf, and are surrounded 
by a whitish eottony or resinous powder ; both sexes of 
the Aleyrodes at rest and with their wings closed are 
exhibited, of their natural size, on a portion of the leaf 
(fig. 1), and also some oval animals producing the white 
powder in abundance from the margins of their sides, 
and these I suppose are the larva state of the Aleyrodes. 
There are also numbers of white linear cases, as shown 
at fig. 5, ‘which I conceive to be the pups of a male 
Coccus ; indeed I found one of the perfect insects stick- 
ing to the surface. At fig. 2 I have rep d th 

rangements? ‘To the first I answer I think it is likely 
to be the case from the concurrence of two causes. In 
the Polmaise method the heat of the fire is communi- 
cated to the plates of the stove, and thence appropriated 
by the passing current of air. Now, the property of air 
to appropriate, take up or absorb heat, is inferior to 
that of water ; as is evident from the circumstance that 
the plates of a stove may become red hot while sur- 
rounded with air, which could not happen if they were 
surrounded with water. The interior of the stove must 
be affected by this circumstance as well as the exterior 
—in other words, the interior of the stove will beraised 
to a higher temperature than the interior of a furnace 
surrounded with water, and the gases of combustion, by 
which so much heat is conveyed away into the chimney 
and lost, will partake of the same condition. This may 
be one cause of greater loss or waste of heat from an 
air stove than from a boiler or hot-water furnace ; and 
in the Polmaise method it concurs with another, arising 
from the circumstance of the fire being fed from the air 
of the house, which has already been warmed. ‘This 
is partly essential to the success of the Polmaise system; 
both the vivacity of the current and the renewal of the 
air of the house depend on the draught through the 
stove. But, in accomplishing these objects, what hap- 
pens? The abstraction of a portion of the air, to feed 
the fire, causes a partial vacuum within the house, and 

under side of one of the larvae; it is oval, concave, 
ochreous, and shining, with six minute legs and ventral 
rings, like a female Coccus ; but I could not detect any 
proboscis or antennze. I must, however, observe that 

* the objects had all suffered from extreme pressure and 
great heat, and it is not unusual for the proboscis to be 
broken off in removing such animals from the surface 
on which they are feeding, 

The winged specimensare larger thanany of our British 
Aleyrodes,* and from the neuration of the wings being 
different, as well as from tke remarkable anal forceps of 
the male, this insect might with great propriety be 
Separated from the genus Aleyrodes. A. Cocois is bright 
echreous, the head is rounded, the eyes are black, oval, 
and notched on the inside, and I think I could discern 
two minute ocelli on the inner margins ; the antennze 
are as long as the thorax, slender, and apparently seven 
jointed, basal joint stoutish ; second the longes:. The 
rostrum is stout and moderately long ; the thorax is 
nearly orbicular, the scutel distinct, the abdomen short 
and oval in the male, with the last segment long, nar- 
rowed, and cylindrical, producing two long ineurved 
claws, forming a pair of forceps (fig. 3); wings apparently 
horizontal in repose, clothed with white scales 
or irs, giving them a powdered appearance ; 
Superior ample, sub-elliptical, with a strong 
Costal nervure, and a fureate’ one with a longi- 
tudinal nervure beneath jt, issuing from near the 
"ase; inferior wings; smaller, with a single forked 
nervure, Six legs slender, hinder long but simple ; the 
‘tarsi biarticulate, basal joint the longest, the second ter- 
‘minated by two slender claws. Female similar, but the 
abdomen is ovate-eonie, the apex terminated by a very 
acute transparent valve with a small oval hairy lobe on 
each side (fig. 4). 

As insects will remain in an embryo state for long 
iperiods, every vestige of the infested trees should be 
burnt as soon as they are taken down, and the most 
diligent search must be made after the Aleyrodes upon 
Plants of the same naturalorder as the Cocoa-nut, to 
Ascertain if there are not colonies established elsewhere. 
There is the larva of a little beetle called Scymnus, 
which destroys the European Aleyrodes, and it is re- 
markable that no parasitic insect should have appeared 
to check the inerease of the Cocoa-nut species, but this 
may arise from the disease having been imported with- 
Out its usual attendant antidote. Fumigating with sul- 
phur wouid arrest the plague, if it could be applied ; 
but then it ought to be done simultaneously to be 
‘effective, or else at a season when the insects are in- 
Active,—Ruricola. 

ome Correspondence. 
Polmaise Heating.—The objections advanced against 

the Polmaise method of heating, as can make 
out, merge in a general charge of inefficiency and in- 
fompatibility with ical results on a large scale: 
To put it in a more specific form, it comes to this—that, With a given amount of fuel, equally well consumed, the 
Same temperature cannot be maintained in a hothouse 
by the Polmaise method, as by the hot water system. 
The objection, therefore, supposes a greater waste or 
loss of useful heat by the former than by the latter mode 
of warming. The questions then arise—first, Is it so? 
Second, 1f 80, is it unavoidable and inseparable from the 
System, or merely the incidental result of defective ar- 

= Gurtis’s Guide Genus, 436, 

a corresp g pressure of the cold external air, which 
Seeks to enter (and does enter by the laps of the glass 
and the chinks and crevices of the sashes and door 
frames), to fill up the void, and restore the equilibrium 
within and without. This in-draught of cold air, mixing 
with the warmed current, does doubtedly help to 

will provide for an inflow of air, amply sufficient to 
make good the consumption by the fire and draft of the 
stove, there cannot be any partial vacuum in the inte- 
rior of the house to cause a demand on the external air 
through the erevices of the glass and door or sash frames. 
The principle of this arrangement was developed in an 
ingenious plan by one of your correspondents under the 
signature “ Lusor,” in a late Number of the Chronicle, 
the only fault of which appeared to me to be that it did 
not carry it out sufficiently. In the annexed drawings 
I have endeavoured to extend it in conformity with 
the preceding observations. W is the outside of the 
back wall of the house,S the stove, and F F iron flue 
of the same carried horizontally to the end of the house, 
and then rising vertically above the wall of the house. 

C, a close chamber and air shaft or tunnel, sur- 
rounding the stove and flue, having openings to the ex- 
ternal air just below the coping, at the top of the flue 
or chimney ; these openings should be under regula- 
tion, and capable of being partially or wholly closed at 
pleasure. ‘he underground drain or pipe coming from 
the front of the house is double, or divided into two, D D, 
(see plan Fig. 2) one D opening into the ash pan P, 
which is otherwise quite close, and the other D com- 
municates with an angular chamber occupying the end 
of the stove, which opens into the chamber C, and may 
be fitted with a regulator or register plate, as is also 
the mouth of D, which opens into the ash pan. These 
divide the current from the under-drain into two parts, 
one going to feed the fire, and the other returning to 
the stove to be warmed, and enter the house again, for 
in the Polmaise principle the current has these distinct 
destinati th 

D 
reduce its temperature, and impair the efficiency of the 
system. The warmestadvoeates of the Polmaise method 
must, I think, admit that these disadvantages are fairly 
to be deduced from its operation as hitherto exhibited ; 

t which goes to the fire involving a 
renewal of fresh air from without, the other forming 
merely a part of the circulation, arising from difference 
of temperature between the stove chamber and the body 
of the house, which may still exist, but not in the 
same intensity and strength, though there were no 

and the second question then oecurs—are they unavoid- 
able and inseparable from the system, or merely the 
incidental result of defective arrangements? I own I 
should be less hopeful of its eventual success, and 
coming into general favour, notwithstanding the acknow- 
ledged benefit arising from the circulation of fresh air, 
which it provides for, if I thought that these objections 
(affecting its claims as an economical and efficient mode 
of warming) were incapable of being practically met 
and removed. But this is not the case; there are 
means for insuring an effectual appropriation of the 
heat evolved in combustion, in combination with an 
ample supply of fresh air ; so that there shall be no in- 
draught of cold air through the laps of the glass and 
other crevices. When the body of the stove is alone 
exposed to the action or contact of the passing current 
of air, the latter being unable to appropriate the heat 
as fast as it is evolved, a great portion will necessarily 
be conveyed away into the atmosphere along with the 

s of combustion, or be employed in heating the 

ior of the chimney 5 whieh, so far as useful effect is 
concerned, is equally wasted or lost. But let another 

arrangement be adopted, and the chimney (in its ordi- 

nary acceptation) be done away with ; and let the os 

ing apparatus consist of a stove, and a long EDU 

thin iron flue, entirely insulated in an UNO 

whieh the air, to be warmed and conveyed into the 

house, has to traverse. Under these circumstances, 

the heat diffused through the stove and flue, and 

radiated to the sides of tho tunnel, cannot fail 

to be appropriated and turned to useful account 
by the air in its protracted passage to the house, 
What is defective in the capacity of air for heat 

is compensated by the greater extent of heated 
surface which it is made to traverse, and consequently 
also by the greater length of time its particles are mov- 
ing in contact with it, And as the same arrangement 

with the fire and flue of the stove, and 
does not involve a renewal of the air. By means of 
the regulators at the mouth of the drain D, and at the 
top of the air-shaft, the current may be controlled 
at pleasure; when they are open the circulation will be 
rapid, the draft through the stove strong, and the fire 
brisk ; by partially closing them, these conditions will 
be moderated ; and when entirely closed, though the 
fire will be extinguished irculation of the at- 
mosphere of the house will still be maintained as long 
as any heat remains in the stove. The efficiency and 
economy of this arrangement admit of an easy test from. 
the temperature of the gases escaping at the top of the 
flue, which cannot be applied where an ordinary brick 
chimney is used. For in the latter case the tem- 
perature of the escaping gases is not a correct test of 
the loss of heat, as a great portion is absorbed in the 
masonry, which remains unaccounted for. But itis a 
correct test in the present case ; for whatever heat is 
taken up by the iron flue is either directly appropriated 
by the passing current, or radiated to the sides of the 
tunnel, from whence it is equally appropriated and con- 
veyed into the house. I wish to say a word about the 
stove, which, if coal is used, should be of the smoke- 
consuming kind, as Witty’s (represented in the drawing), 
which acts by distilling and coking the coal, and in- 
flaming the evolved gas. There are three very good 
reasons for this recommendation :—1st. Economy, as 
the smoke and soot are merely so much unconsumed 
fuel ; 2d. Soot, being a very bad conductor of heat, ob- 
structs and deteriorates the conducting property of the 
iron flue ; 3d. Much trouble in cleaning out the flue is 
saved. To those who prefer water as a magazine for 
heat instead of depending on a stove, and do not mind 
the additional expense of construction, an efficient 
heating apparatus on the Polmaise principle may be 
obtained by adapting these arrangements to a hot-water 
apparatus as represented in fig. 3. The flue, air tunnel, 

and under-drain, remain as before. Instead of a stove, 

let B be the boiler and furnace ; b 4, branches from 
the boiler to two hot-water pipes, P, running the whole 
length of the house; C, the curtain or wet blanket, or, 
what would perhaps be better, a woollen netting, with 
small meshes, through which the warmed air could find 
its way into the house.—J. H., H— B—ch, April 17. 

A Robin’s Nest.—In the greenhouse of a neighbour- 
ing gentleman there is a fine Cineraria, which, in addi- 
tion to its own beauty, contains a robin’s nest ensconced 
among the leaves, and by this time she must be sitting 

upon a full complement of eggs.— 4. B., Leatherhead, 

April 20. 
Martynia fragrans.—At p. 256 it is stated that 

Martynia fragrans cannot be successfully grown except 
jna house kept both damp and warm. In contradiction 
to this, I beg to observe that I have seen a very fine 
specimen growing in the open air on the end of an old 
Cucumber ridge. As a proof that it did reach per- 
fection as far as Nature was concerned, it perfected 
large bunches or racemes of its quaint proboscis-like 
seed-vessels,— G. 

Broccoli.—In addition to the many kinds of Broccoli 
which, during the last few years, have been in general 
cultivation, some other varieties have been raised, pos- 
sessing properties which their predecessors have not ; 
and being especially worthy of cultivation, as they pro- 

duce “ heads ” at a time when, under ordinary circum- 

stances, there is usually a succession most required. 
The Walcheren Broccoli, or Cauliflower, may be men- 
tioned as one of the most useful in this respect. In 

order to have a good succession from August to Jan- 

uary, I recommend sowing not earlier than the middle 
of April ; afterwards, a small sowing about every three 



. until we have early Cauliflower. 
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weeks, until, and concluding about, the middle of July ; 

2 good succession of “heads” will thus be produced 
until the end of December, and by taking up the plants, 

should the weather be very frosty, and laying them in 

by the roots, in an open shed, and protecting or expos- 

ing them as may appear necessary, by bearing in mind 

that they are but little hardier than the Cauliflower, 

d heads of the last sowing may be kept until the 
middie of January. This variety is also very useful 
when sown early in September, and planted under hand- 

glasses, or treated in all respects similar to Cauliflower, 

and producing heads much superior. Snow’s Superb 

White Broccoli is well deserving of general cultivation; 

from sowings made last year in the middle of May, and 

early in June, very good compact white heads were 

produced from the end of November to January, quite 
superseding Grange’s White, which is contemporary 

with it. Legge’s Late White Broccoli is also an inva- 

luable variety, producing heads at atime when they 

are most wanted, although the produce is not so fine in 

appearance as that from either of the former ; with us 
they fill up a deficiency, having just commenced cutting 

this variety, with every probability of their continuing 
The value of this va- 

riety is enhanced by reason of its extreme hardiness, 

having stood uninjured the severe weather of the first 

three months of 1845, a property which will apply to 

few other sorts —J. H., Amport House, April 20. 

Gold Mohur Plant.— Amongnotice pond 

ina late paper, I read-“a Gold Mohur is a coin, not a 

plant.” Some years ago a friend brought home some 

seeds from Bombay ; among them was one sort, to 

which he gaye the above name: he described the plant 
as being common and well known there, and the blos- 

soms exceedingly beautiful, of a bright gold colour; the 

seeds were evidently leguminous, probably of a genus 

nearly allied to Phaseolus ; they vegetated, but the 

plants soon damped off. I have never been able to 

ascertain the botanica! name of the plant.—* [The 

clue thus afforded by our kind correspondent has en- 

abled us to ascertain to which plant the name of Gold 

Mohur is applied. It is mentioned in Graham’s Cata- 
logue of Bombay plants as the Gool Mohur, a name 

applied to the Barbadoes Flower-fence (Poinciana 
pulcherrima). 

Weather Rules. — Your correspondent “G. W.” 

(p. 269), appears to wish to[have a statement of the 

quarter from which the wind blew, at the time of the 

vernal equinox. In the neighbourhood of the Cheviot 

Hills we had a strong wind from the south, with a con- 

siderable fall of snow, accompanied by drift, on the 21st. 
I cannot state with accuracy from what points of the 

compass the wind blew on the preceding and sul 

mon Water-eress. There is another cruciform plant, 
the Cardamine hirsuta, or hairy-bitter Cress, which 
appears to me to have hardly received the notice which 
it deserves, as a warm, aromatic vegetable condiment. 
The plant is well known to botanists as one of those 
which appear early in the spring ; but it generally grows 
in such a small quantity (being found on dry banks, 
and drawn up very early to flower and seed), that the 
foliage affords scarcely anything to supply the table. 
It is, however, when it can be obtained in sufficient 

quantity, a very delightful Cress ; not so succulent as 
Water-cress, but more bitter, and approaching more to 
the flavour of Lepidium sativum, or common garden 
Cress. I have chanced to fall in with it, this season, in 
larger quantities, as to foliage, than I have ever seen it. 
I cannot doubt that the spot is better adapted, than the 
dry banks where we usually find it, forthe development 
of its stems and leaves. I have tried it more than 
once as a salad,and have found it very pleasant; I 
doubt not also very strengthening to the digestive 
organs. It is on a moist bank, partly of gravel, sloping 
down to a slow rivulet, which is, in fact, the outlet to 
a town-drain. The soil is here much richer than that 
in which we commonly find the Cardamine hirsuta ; 
there are many such spots, where nothing can be grown 
to answer a useful purpose. I mention this fact to 
draw the attention of those to it who cater for the public 
gratification. Might not an artificial soil be formed in 
which the hairy-bitter Cress might be brought to a state 
of great luxuriance, and made a profitable article of 
speculation? I send a small quantity of the plant, that 
you may judge by your own taste of its qualities as a 
salad. I may add, by way of postscript, that canaries 
are extremely fond of the leaves, as well as of those 
of Water-eress.— Wm. Ilott, Bromley, Kent. [Its fla- 
vour is very agreeable. ] 

a NOS 
Societies. 

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

ANNIVERSARY, May 1.—The Lord PmupHoz in the 
chair ; succeeded by C. B. Warner, Esq. The report 
of the auditors upon the accounts of the Society for the 
past year, and a report from the Council on the pro- 
gress of the Society for the last six years, were read to 
the meeting. It was moved by Mr. George Glenny, 
seconded, and resolved unanimously, that the thanks of 
the Society are due to the Council for their report. It 
was moved by Charles Devon, Esq., seconded, and re- 
solved unanimously, that the Council be requested to 
print and circulate the report. It was suggested by 
Robert Gordon, Esq., that it is desirable that in future 

heet be distributed d 
days, for my attention was not drawn to Dr. Kircher's 
weather tables till some time afterwards, though I am 
almost sure that the storm commenced from the north 

at the beginning of the week, and that the wind veered 

round to the south a day or two previous to the 21st.— | 

.- W.J. 
Hedge Budding.—I cannot agree with your corre- 

spondent (p. 221), regarding this mode of budding. 

Independently of the casualties to which the plants 
would be subjected in such a situation, great difficulty 
is experienced in procuring them with good roots. 

am in the habit of taking up a large number of briars 
annually, many of which, after being taken up, require 
to be thrown away for want of roots, Now, this would 
lead to much disappointment, in the event of their 
having been budded with a fine variety of Rose, and 
after standing until February, 1848, proving to have 
no roots, or perhaps so few as to keep the plant in a 
weak state. No time, 
budding in the hedge, and I am sure that none is lost 
by taking up the stock and budding them afterwards ; 
on the contrary, a decided advantage accrues from this 
method, In October I take up all the best briars from 
the hedge-rows I can find, being careful to select those 
of a brown colour, which I find to be more durable 
than those having a bright green stem. They are then 
planted in a light soil, and headed down to about the 
height to which they are intended to be grown. During 
the same autumn they will form fine young fibres, and 
be ready to push shoots vigorously early in spring, and 
by June and July they willbe fit for working. By this 
method I have budded plants in June, which have 
shown flower-buds in the short time of 35 to 40 days 
afterwards, and which have continued in bloom until the 
blossoms were destroyed by frost, the sorts being hybrid 
Perpetuals. It will therefore be seen that no time is 
lost, but much gained, by securing stocks with good roots. 
As regards the time of the day for budding, I think that is 
of little importance ; success chiefly depends on the state 
of the stocks and shoots to be budded from ; in them, the 
sap ought to be flowing freely, and therefore I find moist, 
dull,and warm weather toanswer the operation best, which 
atall times ought to be performed as quickly as possible. 
Your correspondent intends to bud in August and 
September, but I have often found the shoots then to 
be so well ripened that some difficulty is experienced in 
raising the bark for the reception of the bud. To 
obviate this inconvenience, about the middle of June 
last year I went over all the stocks intended to be 
budded late, and eut off all the shoots close to the stem. 
By September the plants had made fresh shoots just in 
a fit state for budding, nearly all of which are growing 
at the present time.— Robert Cassiles, gr. to the Rev. 
J. P. Jones, Kemble Ewen, Wilts. 

Cardamine hirsuta.—A. good deal has been said lately, 
in * Chambers's Journal " and other publications, about 
the cultivation of the Sisymbri turtium, or eom- 

m 

, in my opinion, is gained by |J 

the annual bala at the meeting 
a fortnight previous to the Anniversary, in which sug- 
estion the Chairman and Secretary acquiesced on the 

| part of the Council. The Society then proceeded to 
| ballot for Council and Officers for the ensuing year; 

after which General Caulfield, Charles Devon, Esq., and 
J. C. MeMullen, Esq., were appointed Serutineers, who 
reported that the Lord Prudhoe, W. H. Pepys, Esq., 
and Mr, Loddiges, had been removed from the Council ; 
and that the Right Hon. Sir George Staunton, Bart., 
M.P., E. Baker, Esq., and F. G. Cox, Esq., had. been 
elected in their room ; and also that His Grace the 
Duke of Devonshire had been elected President; 
Thomas Edgar, Esq., Treasurer ; and J. R. Gowen, 
Esq., Secretary for the ensuing year. 

BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH. 

April 9.—Professor Batrour in the chair. H. Ivory, 
jun., Esq., was elected a Resident Fellow, and F. 
Townsend, Esq., Trinity College, Cambridge, a Non- 
Resident Fellow of the Society, The following commu- 
nications were read:—1. Botanical Excursions in 
Upper Styria in 1842. By Dr. R. C. ALEXANDER. In 
this paper Dr. A. gave an account of various excur- 
sions to the mountainous parts of Styria, during which 
he visited the Schékel, Lantsch, Leoben, Reiting, Yol- 
ling, Klagenfurt, and Saltzbach. He also gave a detail 
of the various plants observed during his tour ; and 
stated that he had collected in all about 900 species, of 
which upwards of 20 were new to the flora of Styria. 
The paper was accompanied by alist of the principal 
plants colleeted south of the Drave. Specimens from 
the Society’s Herbarium, contributed by Dr. Alexander, 
were produced to illustrate the paper, of which an ab- 
stract will probably appear in the “ Annals of Natural 
History,” and in the Society's * Transactions.” 

2. Remarks on the claims of certain species of plants 
to be considered indigenous to Britain. By Mr. 
Stark. At the commencement, Mr. S. adverted to the 
progress of Botanical Geography, and particularly to 
the labours of Mr. Hewett C. Watson, in his works on 
the distribution of the British flora. Passing over 
the instances of shrubs and perennial herbaceous 
plants found apparently wild, but which have un- 
doubtedly eseaped from the garden, he directed the 
attention of the meeting to the large family of annual 
corn-weeds, and their claims to be regarded as 
truly indigenous to Britain. Though universally 
dispersed wherever the plough and the agency of 
man extended, the fact of their not being found asso- 
ciated with other annuals where the land was waste 
and uncultivated, seemed to prove that they were the 
companions of the cereal grains, and with them had 
been introduced at a very remote period. Some of 
them (of which several instances were given) are con- 
fined to one side of the island, or to certain districts of 
the country, which showed that, notwithstanding their 

probable exotie origin, they were more or less subject 

to the laws regulating the distribution of organic life. 

He expressed his opinion that it would be desirable, 
both for the interests of science and agriculture, that 

these plants and their prevalence or rarity in various. 
districts should be recorded in our catalogues, local 
floras, and other works of a similar description. — , 

Mr. James M‘Naz exhibited flowering plants of two: 
curious species of Arum (A. cordatum and A. cornutum), 
raised in the garden of the Horticultural Society, from 
seeds sent home by William Jameson, Esq., Saharun- 
pore, in April, 1843. The flowering spathe of the one 

was two feet, and of the other 18 inches in length, both 
being beautifully mottled with brown and yellow spots ; 
and, what is very remarkable, the two species were 
sown on the same day, and after receiving the same 

treatment for about three years, flowered within 24 
hours of each other. Beautiful specimens of Pinguicula 
grandiflora, from Bandon, near Cork, communicated by 
Miss Carpenter, Bristol; of Vaccinium macrocarpum, 
from near Mold in Flintshire, by Dr. Bidwell, Abrighton; 
and of Dianthus cæsius, from the debris of Salisbury 
Crags, by Mr. John Laing, Experimental Garden, were 
exhibited to the meeting. 

MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETY. 
April 15. — J. S. Bowerbank, Esq. in the 

Chair. Sir R. I. Murchison; J. B. Simmonds, Esq. ; 
W. G. Few, Esq. ; E. G. Allan, Esq. ; R. J. Bagshaw, 
Esq.; and Julius Page, Esq. ; were elected Fellows. 

A paper was read on the structure of the guinon-worm 

(Filaria medinensis), by George Busk, Esq., surgeon to 

the Dreadnought hospital ship. From his position, the 

author stated, he had frequent opportunities of examin- 

ing this parasite. It was endemic in certain districts 

of Asia and Africa, and persons coming from such dis- 

stricts were those who were affected with it. In the 

first instance, this animal ‘seemed introduced into the 

flesh by means of exposure to water in which it was 

contained. What the nature of the life of the animal 

out of the human body is, has not yet been ascertained. 

After its introduction, it remains in the body 12 or 18 

months, and attains a length of from 4 to 6 feet, when 
the flesh begins to suppurate, and it comes away. The 

author went into the minute details of the structure of 

this animal, and concluded by stating his conviction 
that the Filaria medinensis was only an intermediate 
state of some animal whose existence had not hitherto 

been suspected. He stated that he was led to 

this conclusion from the analogy of this animal 

with the trematode entozoa, in which Steenstrup, 

in his highly curious work on the “ Alternation of Ge- 

nerations,” just published by the Ray Society, had 

pointed out that they were intermediate states of other 

animals.—Dr. LANKESTER stated that he was not aware 
that there were any facts amongst genera and species 
in the vegetable kingdom which supported Steenstrup's 
theory; he would, however, point out the cycle of de- 
velopment which the leaf passes through in the floral 
envelope, stamens, and pistil, as indicative of a law of 
the same kind applying to an individual plant.—The 
PnxsrpENT referred to the infusoria of paste as exhibit- 

ing certain points of structure which would lead to the 
conclusions that they were intermediate forms of some 
animal not known.—At the close of the meeting, Mr. 

E. J. Quexert exhibited sections of a Potato, in which 
the sound parts were found penetrated with portions of 
afungus. 

Mebietus, 
Course of Arboriculture, Theoretical and Practical. 

(Cours élémentaire, &c.) By M. A. Dubreuil. 12mo, 
pp. 613. Paris: Victor Masson, and Langlois. 

This is a nice little book, very neat, very prettily “ got 
up ;” rather useful, and not very profound. The 
author touches upon everything, and only touches : but 
what he does is safely done. There are no general 
views, but there are no new errors. The directions for 
practice are old, but they are the best of the ancient 
fashion. If no one of experience will learn much, no 
one without experience will learn error. The book is 
a specimen of the juste milieu school. “ Medio tutis- 
simus ibis” should have been M. Dubreuil’s motto. 
Whether this criticism be complimentary, or the re- 
verse, will be determined by the peculiar constitution 
of men's minds, Those who think to do pretty well, 
without striving to do better, is the true mission of gar- 
deners, will study M. Dubreuil; by those who advocate 
the go-a-head system he will be thrown aside. We 
shall not judge between the parties. All we can say, 
in addition, is that the book is ornamented by many 
very nice woodeuts, and some steel plates, representing 
singular ancient trees. A favourable example of the 
‘author’s style is afforded by the following extract :— 

“In considering the age of the trunks of certain trees 
more than 800 years old, like those of the Chapel Oak 
of Allouville in the Lower Seine, or more than 1400 
years old, like those of the Yewsin the hedge of Routot, 
in the department of the Eure, one would be inclined to 

believe in the immortality of some among them. One 
might fancy that these trees are exempt from the 
general law, that every organised being must perish in 
a given time. Nevertheless, if we examine their mode 
of growth we find that they come within the law ; that 
is to say, that in them, as in all plants, life is prolonged 
in each of their organs only for a few years. In fact, 
the essential living parts of the tree, that is to say, the 

youngest layers of the liber and the alburnum, scarcely 

preserve their functions more than two or three years, 

at the end of which time they are replaced jby new 
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layers and become completely inert. The absorbing 

organs, the leaves, and the ends of the root, do not live 

more than a year. Similar productions succeed them 
the next year. in 

“Tt is, then, in reality a new tree that developes itself 

and annually coversthe old one, in which there has ceased 

to be life. The origin of this new tree is in the buds 

Placed upon the branches of the preceding year, 

and which may be compared to seeds. If, in plants 

called annuals, such as Flax and Mustard, this accu- 

mulation of individuals one over the other is not found 

as in trees, it is because the very abundant fructifica- 

tion of those plants wears out their tissue, and annihi- 

lates their vital force ; there is no production of buds 

to preserve life in the layer of the liber, and so furnish 

a new vegetation the following year. The consequence 

is that these plants dry up directly after the fruit is 
come to maturity. That is so true, that if you hinder 

them from ripening fruit by cutting off the flowers as 

they open, you will see buds forming at the axil of the 

leaves ; the liber keeps itself alive beyond the ordinary 

time, and the following year these buds give birth to a| making their app i if not 

new individual which entirely covers the old one. 

This leads us to conclude that trees, if we consider only 

the essential living parts of the individual, scarcely pro- 

long their existence beyond two or three years. But|was in bloom, the beautiful waxy-looking flowers 

if we give the name of tree to the whole, both of the 

living parts and the parts inert, such as the old woody 

layers, we can then say that there is no natural term to 

their duration, because the vital forces are as energetic 

in the liber and buds of an Oak of 1000 years old as in 

those of 30 years old. The death of trees, considered | 

under the last point view, is, then, always accidental. 

Nevertheless, some kinds appear to yield to the in- 

fluence of accidental causes more easily than others. 

Thus, Poplars and Chestnuts, expire sooner than ibeOak 

and Yew, &e.; that is to say, owing to their tissues 

being less compact, and softer, they are more easily in- 

fluenced by the destructive causes which are constantly 

acting upon them. In fact these trees, when they are 

placed in localities beyond the reach of the causes which 

shorten their duration, live as long as the Oak and, Yew. 

Lime-trees and Chestnuts of many hundred years old 

may be cited as examples." 

Wew Garden Plan 
25. ScmunERTIA GRAVEOLENS. Strong scented Schu- 

bertia. Greenhouse Climber. (Asclepiads.) Brazil. 

This plant was first published in the present work, in 

January 1838, under the name of S. graveolens, from a 

small specimen furnished by the Mes Henderson, 

of Pine-Apple Place. Afterwards Dr. Graham mistook Gra 

it for a Physianthus (or Arauja) and published an 

account of it in the Botanical Magazine, calling it auri- 

comus or the golden-haired, in allusion to the long brown | 

hairs which clothe it. Mr. Glendinning, of Turnham 

Green, has furnished the following memorandum of its | 

habits and cultivation :—* When Stephanotis floribunda 

Made its appearance it was generally considered, and 

justly, the finest twining plant in cultivation. The 

present subject is not inferior to it under good culture. 
The flowers are rather larger, and quite as fragrant ; 

they are likewise produced in great profusion. The 

plant which was exhibited by me before the Horticul- | 

tural Society last autumn, and awarded a Banksian 

medal, remained in bloom quite four months ; thus 

rendering it a most useful and desirable plant at a 

season peculiarly distinguished by paucity of flower. 

I have found the following treatment in its cultivation 

suitable to it. When the flowers begin to fade, it 

should be allowed quietly to go into a state of repose, 

when it will almost become deciduous, Early in March 
it should be shaken out of the pot, the soil cleared 

entirely away from the roots, and repotted in rough 

peaty soil with a little turfy loam, adding a small 
Portion of sand; these should be intermixed. Select 

Pots of rather large dimensions, as it delights in root- | 

Yoom; well drain the pots,and spread the roots out 

amongst the soil when potting it. Settle the whole 

| 

down with a good watering. Then place it in a close | however, 6 plants from the unprepared tubers were up, | kinds should be remov 

tude, possibly it may, it will form an invaluable addition | the following Ta ble shows that this process 

to the Arboretum. The Aristolochia gigas, trained along 8 

the roof of the curvilinear stove, has now on it 12 fully- 

hanging in loose clusters of from three to five at the | Pears, they appear to have suffered considerably from 

end of every little side branch. This valuable acqui- | the frosts of March, especially after the snow, and on the 
sition to our gardens has hitherto been kept under | night ofthe 20th, when the thermometer indicated 129 

glass ; but is not improbable that it may yet turn out to of frost. Sufficient, however, may yet be left for a erop. 

be hardy. Another of Mr. Fortune's plants in the shape | The garden altogether begins to look well, and opera- 

of an Indigofera was just coming into bloom. In its tions, preparatory to the grand exhibition on the 9th. 

present state, however, little more ean be said of it than | are progressing as eedily as possible. 7 

that it is a neat-looking shrub, and promises to be an [ = T 

abundant bloomer. Along with these was Hibbertia per- Miscellaneous. 

foliata, an old but gay-looking greenhouse shrub, with | Destruction of Insects: Sulphuretted Hydrogen 

large bright yellow flowers, and deep green foliage. In | Gas.—Some plants were put into a close box in which 

the same house was also in blossom Mr. Fortune’s | the gas was given off. Ten plants of different sorts were 

Azalea obtusa; it forms a pretty little bush, with | subjected to this treatment ; some were dry when put 

blunter leaves than is generally found in the species | in, others wet, but all were well syringed with soapsuds 

already in our gardens, and flowers of a deep red. It | immediately after they were taken out. It was found 
promises to be a profuse flowerer, and if it should turn | by experiment that six hours produced the same effect 

out to be hardy, which, being froma high northern lati- | as 48. In every ease the insects were destroyed, but 
injurious sh 

expanded helmet like blossoms, and many more are 
i This i i i 

beautiful twiner, continues to produce its curious large 

concave blossoms almost the whole year round. 

Alpinia nutans, a plant nearly related to the Ginger, 

being produced in a slightly pendent raceme of 

about 6 inches in length. The pale yellow flowered | Echinocactus 

Limnocharis Plumieri was also in blossom in the 

little aquarium at the end of the stove. In this 

house also tlie Antiaris toxiearia, or deadly Upas tree, 

was in a remarkably thriving condition. The large 

conservatory was gay with the various kinds of legu- 

minous plants which make so fine a display here at this 

season. The fine specimen of Brugmansia sanguinea 

was covered with long deep orange trumpet-shaped 

flowers ; Chorozema varium was a mass of beauty, and | “UPBOT® 

the large Clianthus puniceus has been, and still is loaded | —Journal of the H. 

with blossoms. Various climbers were in flower, of 

which the more remarkable were Hardenbergia macro- 

phylla and monophylla, whose beautiful purple and blue 

blossoms render them two of the best conservatory Grapes.—The preservation 

twiners which we possess. The Mexican Habro-| Grapes is in general deemed 

thamnus fasciculatus planted out in the bed was] jn fact, 

covered with flowers, the numerous little scarlet heads | Jarge or w 

contrasting well with the somewhat ample bright green bitom: } 

leaves. It proves to be one of the finest things ever | destroy it ; 

brought to this country in the way of balf-hardy plants ; | thi * 

it is perhaps, however, better suited to the conservative | struc. 

wall than to house or pot culture. In the house re- | the ease, as I have 

cently erected in the hardy department, a thriving spe- | sj 

cimen of Calystegia pubescens will soon be in flower. 

This was sent from Shanghai, by Mr. Fortune, under 

the name of a double Convolvulus, and is the first plant 

of its order that has been mentioned as producing 

double flowers. The latter are of a delicate pink colour, 

and are found to be about as large as those of a 

double Anemone, If it should prove to be hardy, it 

will form a valuable addition to plants of that kind. 

In the same house was also Cuphea strigillosa or pubi- 

flora, a pretty little half-hardy plant, producing slightly Zonservator, 

pendent tubular orange flowers, of about half an inch|to keep up a constan 

in length. It will, no doubt, form an excellent plant | Azale The numerous s of the A. indica are 

for the flower-garden, where it will produce a ; whilst the hardy 

fine effect planted in masses. Various seeds, num- pee: 1 their agreeable fragrance. 

bering 30 in all, prepared by Mr. Bickes, have : amellia to 
been sown in the experimental garden, in the east applicable to 

end of one of the plots, and a similar number od betimes in the 
of thesame kind of seeds, unprepared, has been sown k to form the bud, and 

on the west side of the same plot with a view to test the est for a cor le time before excitement, 

relative advantages resulting from seeds thus prepared | are the main feature a, ho r, will de 

with others sown in the usual way. Many of them are | with more heat than t d with rather less 

not yet through the ground, and of those that are up, shading. Th l for flowering next January 

little can be said in their present condition. 1t may be|and February oreed into growth without 

mentioned, however, that of the two rows of Windsor | delay. Stove and Orc —Follow up frequent syring- 

Beans, which form a part of the trial, those that had | ings to stov 1i general morning and evening. 

been steeped appeared to be rather the best, and of the | Do not suffer things to become crowded, or weakness will 

two rows of yellow Malta Turnips, that seemed to be | be the certain result. If any room can be spar ed in the 

best from prepared seed ; ofthe two rows of Potatoes, | other plant structures, a few of the com dum us 
Orchids.—Continue to in- 

ree weeks 

+) Dead when taken ont. 

fO 
For the ensui 

g cannot be consid 
ured, unless they 

he syr 
e have an impress 

on account of that de- 
Such, however, is not 

"Those who per- 
flues according 
since, and add 

tion, accompanied by 
walls, floors, or other 

je troubled with red 
ht in my opinion to 

in the use of 
A 

em of cultiv 

^ water on al 
ior nev 

f 

&c. 

better adapted 
y in this structure than 

flowers, are in the mair 
g into w 

a trifling amount of chec! 

nts i 

Stove or pit, in a temperature of 75° ; and if plunged in | while of the prepared sets only one was above-ground. | erease the temperature g radually, more especially 

bottom-heat, success will be more rapid and certain. | The experiment is, altogether, yet too much in its infaney | when it ean be done by 

Few plants will more satisfactorily repay the trouble | to draw any satisfactory conclusion from it. Potatoes. by a very considerable amount o: 

and attention thus bestowed upon it; and if trained in | from the Azores i e 

the same manner as Stephanotis, it will begin to bloom | have been received in the Garden, and are about to be | the afternoon until 6, w 

freely about the end of August."— Botanica] Register. | planted for the purpose of ascertaining whether a crop | to 65? for the night. 

it Eos t 3 

Garden Miemoranda. 
Horticultural Society's Garden, Turnham Green.— 

heat, and accompanied 
atmospheric 

Y x d | Tagus nplis 
New Grenada, Oporto, and Naples | moisture. This will be best accom plis! 

sound Potatoes cannot be. produced from them. | flowering plants of 

Those from Oporto consist of a pink and a white kind. | should be removed 

'The sample from New Grenada was composed of small, | early bloomed Cinera 
likewise 

stock. It is 1 tc ] 

The Orchid house here begins to appear gay, many of | but clean fine-looking tubers. All the above-mentioned | of the utmost importance to have a pit or frame for 

that lovely and interesting tribe being in blossom. | are apparently quite free from the peculiar disease | this purpose, as it enabl 

The more remarkable of these were the showy Cattleya | of last season. Plants of the Yellow Peruvian Po-| remaining stock, now in 

Skinneri, with fine heads of large purple blossoms ; a tato, growing in pots, appeared to be healthy. The! mums should be increa 

large specimen of Acanthophippium bicolor, with its | Arboretum looked gay with the different species of | without delay. © 

curious brown and yellow flowers peeping out among | Pyrus, Amelanchier, Ribes, and wild Russian Cherry, | pot, may be st 

the pseudo-bulbs ; the bright orange-blossomed Epiden- | &e. The Rhododendrons will soon be in beauty, and the suckers w 

rum aurantiacum 3, Mie. useful Cattleya intermedia ; the large Glycine sinensis on the wall is just coming | bottom heat if 
ein idend Be ig 5s 

ivator to thin out the 

grow Chrysanthe- 

next year’s flowering 

ings of the tops, three in a small 
rown together, and 

ly. They should have ng 
(about 809) for a few weeks, 

ra 

and the t p into bloom, as was also the pink fiowered Prunus sinen- | and of course a slight shad d 

In the same collection was also the pretty little Lep- sis and. yellow bl d Genista dicans. The, i KITCHEN EN r RO i 
totes bicolor, covering the upper surface of a block with | hollow walks round the large and adjoining tents bave | „Pines. —Early potted suckers, or CENE puse. 

its long white purple-tipped blossoms ; the sweet-smell- | been filled up and turfed over level with the rest of the | will soon be full of roots. When such is the case, they 

ing Aspasia epidendroides ; and the delicate and rare | lawn ; and various other improvements have been ef- should receive a liberal shift ; no matter at what period. 

Dendrobium Heyneanum, producing a slender spike | fected, especially the gravelling of the walk round the | If they are somewhat dry, they pea p Bra 

surmounted by a fine cluster of snow-white flowers. In | south side of the garden: This has been extended very | watered with clear liquid manure, anc Baone be lett to 

the adjoining greenhouse was in blossom a fine plant | much further than before, which considerably improves | settle for a few days, when the ball will. be in a proper 

of the beautiful Weigela rosea, which was sent some 
time ago from the north of China by Mr. Fortune, It 
has the app of a Philadelphus, with opposite 
Nearly sessile leaves of about 3 inches in length ; and 

Monopetalous tubular flowers of a delicate rose.colour, | 

le the necessity of watering on 
its appeara b regar uit trees, the Gooseberries | state ; this will super he 1 i 

temperance Aen aT injured by the early | the heels of potting, which is liable to sour the soil, and 

frosts; the Apple trees are loaded with blossoms, and retard the rooting. Vineries.—Early Grapes in many 

seem to be uninjured, but the mild weather in January | places will soon hasten towards ripening. Let it be re- 

and February having forwarded the buds of Plums and membered that a tolerable amount of dryness in the 
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atmosphere is necessary, in order to obtain colour and 
flavour. A free and wholesome circulation of air early 
in the morning (not later than 7 o'clock), continued 
until evening, and a little all night if possible, will be 
found to increase both flavour and colour. LateVines. 
—Be very moderate in fire heat until these approach 
towards blossoming. Keep the syringe employed morn- 
ing and evening until the blossoms begin to open. 
French Beans, Sirawber ries, &c.—These will want 
abundance of water. They must not be allowed to flag 
by any means, and if the weather prove very bright, 
they may be removed to a cooler and somewhat shady 
shelf. Melons.—Keep up a steady bottom heat of 80° 
by renewed linings ; attend well to thinning the shoots, 
stopping, &e. Melons will never succeed if the shoots 
become crowded, and overlap each other. 

KITCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD. 
This is an excellent time to make a principal sowing 

of all the late or spring Broceolies, such as Portsmouth, 
Sulphur, Dwarf Late White, Knight’s Protecting and 
Somers's Partieulazl Late White. The ‘latter 

latest Broccoli with which I am ac- 
with me, for several years, 

and formed the link 

Sow Rampion, Chervil, Chiecory, 
and a bed of Sweet Marjoram on a warm slope. This 
plant is much hardier than the Basil, and will do very 
well in this way. Commence disbudding Peaches and 
Nectarines betimes. ne not suffer the green fly to 
establish a . footing for a day, if possible. "hin out ie 
suckers of the double bearing Raspberries to abou 
three of the strongest; these hould bestaked out thinly 
and oum p well manured. * 

WER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES, 
of Pise manuring and dressing will proceed in an 

orderly way. High dress ground should be mowed at 
least once a week at this period, for a well kept lawn is 
always a most pleasing object. Let all herbaceous or 
nixed beds or borders be finished dressing without 

delay, and prepare stations where blanks exist to receive 
as, , Heliotropes, Calceolarias, now 

in the eourse of har dening fi for this purpose, and for form- 
ing masses. Self-sown Annuals, the Mimulus family, the 
Forget- me-not, and othe: useful little things, as also 
Pansie: may be trausferred with balle, to fill up 
blanks. See that runners of the Neapolitan Violet are 
provided for the next winter. Many excellent things 
in the herbaceous way have been lost or rejected, to 
make way for mere novelties ; 3 these things, however, 
are brought to public notice again by some of our use- 
ful periodicals, one of the best of which is * Maund's 
Botanic Garden,” a work especially adapted for the 
amateur and small gardener. 

FLC SRISTS? FLOWEE 
Pansies.—It sometimes happens that these plants 

assume a straggling habit; in such cases the shoots 
must be pegged down to the ‘surface of the bed, in order 
to prevent their being broken off by the wind, which is 
very apt to be the ease. The beds ought also to be con- 
stantly examined, and every means used to entrap 
snails and other destructive vermin ; if not attended to, 
the chance of obtaining perfect blooms will this season 
be smallindeed. As seedlings flower, remove the bad 
ones, and take cuttings of thos which it is desirable to 
retain, as there is great risk in removing seedling 
Heartsease when in flower. Tulips.—In many parts 
of the country serious loss will be experienced from the 
very prevalent injury which the bulbs have sustained, 
arising deum the Praed state of the foliage, and the 
very t eason throughout; unremitting 
attention must be Eia to the removal of all diseased 
parts, and to thorough cleanliness of the beds, Protect 
as usual from frosts, which have latterly been frequent, 
and attend to the fastening of the elonga ating flower- 
stalks, as d last week, are 
having quite moisture „enough, and it is very probable 
that the bloom of this favourite flower will be fine. Let 
seedlings in pans have the benefit of warm showery 
weather, when it arrives. Carnations and Picotees.— 
Do not allow the surface soil in the pot to become hard ; 
stir it from time to time, and finish putting in the sup- 
porting dis) without delay. Pinks will also require 

s they are now spindling fast. Dahlias 
may now be planted out and protected, by i inverted pots 
or other Se E the night. 

"'AGERS' GARDENS. 
Let the cot oe een ? a sowing forthwith of Scarlet 

Runners : a couple of rows about 5 feet t apart, and the 
sticks from each row meeting overhead as an arcade 
has a very good effect, and is altogéther a serviceable 
plan ; Runners delight in a rich soil. A couple of rows 
about 8 feet apart, and running north and south, afford 
an excellent situation between them for a raised bed of 
Cucumbers. Late Peas, as Kuight's h Queen, 

as well; the sticks should, however, not exceed 
7 feet in this case, and the Runners should be kept 

topped constantly. A few Kidney Beans may also be 
put inona warm border. A few Annuals may be sown 
in patches, such as Collinsias, Clar kias, Chryseis, 
Malope, Iberis, and Carnation or Dwarf „Poppies; these, 
with a few Dahlias and Hollyhocks, will keep the garden 
gay till November. 

a 

FORESTING. 
The barking season must now have arrived in most 

places. OF course, the getting it dried an im- 
portant point. An elevated d spot should be selected, as 

the sooner it is stacked the better, provided danger 
from fermentation is over; this, therefore, requires 
some caution. Place it so that rains will speedily run 
off, When the natural sap is dried out, it is ready for 
stacking ; the stacks should by all all means be narrow. 

State of the Weather near London, for the week Vedi gus 30, 1846, as observedat the Horticultural Garden, Chis 

April tae iS SRL Wina. | Rain 
ce. | Max. . | Max. | Min. | Mean, G 

29.865 | 29.746 | 57 | 34 | 4&5 | N.E. | 0 
39.90. | 29.784 | 60 | 42 | so | E. |r.40 
29.018 29.762 | 53 | 30 | sus | M. | co 

29.885 | 54 | 08 | 450 | N. | ‘03 
1 | 27 | 460 | W. 

| 60 | 33 | 465 E. 
| € | 44 | 525 | W. 

Average 99.674 | 58.0| 35.1 | 46.5 IN 
April 2 3 dar 

25— Hazy and damp; showers; hazy; extraordinary heavy rain in the 
ight, the quantity being greater than has fallen within 24 hou.2 
nce Sept, 

soria HUE clear; frosty 
27—Clear and fine throughout 
98—Very fine; QUE partially overcast 
29—Clear; very fin 
30—Clenr snd fine, 

ean temperature of t 
State of the Weathor at 

Wing Week ending Ma 

week 4 deg. below the average. 
uring the last 20 years, for the 

y 9, 1846. 

The highest temperature during the us period os 
1930—therm. 81? ; and the lowest on the 5th, 1645—t 

irred on the 6th, 

Notices to murresposdents. 
Post-orrice OrpERs—In order to obviate the i 

lay. 
NURE—A Walton would be obliged by ‘Lyston” informing 

rte what is Lage by “Extract of Guano,” a: pu by stating 
how it i e prepared, and whether the use of itin & 
diluted dit is DA recommended for panes y vegetables 
as for flowers ? 

Mice—Hortensis—Since the phosphoric rat poison answers so 
pres for destroying rats, it is very likely to suit mice, if 

ade sweet enough. We would advise you to give it a 
uu 

MonPnorooy—May it please your worship,—Partington’s ** Sir 
Solomon” being detected in an Eas at double-dealing (in 
sport), © rought up for judgment by your ancient and quiet 
wate! chman—Dogberry. In this ALTE the flowers are be- 
conse PERSA by a very curious change, which we shall 
specially describe as soon as the E required for illus- 

_trating it can be made ee 
LA D—Rondeletia cordata. — JG 
acia ; either a broad and Ms leaved Td of 

lata, or an undescribed species. We believe it to 
be the latter. — Kennedya POS 1, Zichya 

ylla ; 2, Z. angustifolia. 
IRO summer treatment of Roses which kave 

been forced is this :—If they are of the Provins or Moss class 
they should be hardened Areata in the leaf without abuse, 
until the first week in May, when they should be plunged in 
an open eR out of doors; the pots should be covered. 
over with three inches of rotten Dd Ens the plants 
should be well esses to ABE water tj the summer. 
If of the Hybrid kinds, Bou , &c., the ae ids be plunged 

aha situation until he end of June, and watered 
anure occasio: mally. They may then be par- 

PATNE in rich and mellow soil, and 
encouraged by all means, keeping every blossom- 
bud pinched off until the madle Emr They should 
be oare by Michaelmas, blossom Téspedtably 
through the autumn and winter, 

with Agee 
tially disrooted, and’ 

which are now constantly being experienced by parties who 
small sums to the office of the GARDENERS 

CHRONICLE, we have to request that all Post-office orders 
may in future be made payable to Mr. James MATTHEWS, at 
the Post-office, 180, Strand, London. 

Booxs—On nithologos- s—We e ASE: SE yes that Bech- 
stein’s work on [uen Birds is the bes: 

Broccori—S $—Next week 
Lr W—You ma ay grow these very well with the 

a cold pit, mae over in winter ; 
e e to have them in flower ve 
regam pagation, they are easily increased from seed, 
or by dividing the plants after they have done blooming and 
commence: row again. If the latter mode is adopted 
after having Ri the dead flowering stems, it is an e 
cellent plan to plant them out in the open bordei er, 
they make fine young shoots, which, on being taken off and 

ed, soon m fine strong plants. „In toisin, seedlings, 
gather the seed: SIS ripe, and sow i ots or pans filled 
With light somewhat r or, in the. case of the plant 
being planted out, smooth the soil a little round about it, 
and ill sow itself, producing young plants in 

FLOWERS ONLY. — Sub— A span-roofed 
house or pit would be very eligible. Ifthis form is adopted, 
it should run north and south. DE foot of bare wall, 
besides the side-sashes, ought to be e the ground-ley: 
"The span or pitch of roof should be r. eae flat; but must 
glazed with the clearest glass, and in as large panes as pos- 
sible, The walk pup be under the angle, and the flue 
from the boiler might be carried under this walk, and covered 

dry as possible, Use “horses” or 4 lofts,” as they are 
called in some places, to avoid contact with the ground, 
in order to preserve a good colour, which it is well 
known is considered a criterion of quality. Like hay, 

iles. A pit on each ede, with a chamber tank- 
‘ould render it complete. The face of the pits might 

have peace sliders, in order to admit when ry 8 
atmospherie moisture to the house from the open tan A 
plunging medium of clean sand or ashes, 6 inc m sep, might 

placed over the chamber. Pon SA iUo of tue watt 
need not be wider (had. 30 inches, which, with a walk of 24 
inches, would give a house of 7 feet in width. roof cover- 
ing would greatly economise the consumption of fuel, and 
contribute to the health e the plants, by dispensing with 
much of the night-fires. X. 

GnaPES—J J—It would appea i s if the wood of your Black 
Hamburgh Vines had not Dia sufficiently ripened last 
season.|| 
RA Dodecaiheon—In some cases, as with Fir-trees, it is 

ible to make Grass grow beneath their shade, In 
'$, with the Oak, there is eu difficulty. The best 

Grasses for the e purpose are Poa nei oralis, Milium effusum, 
Phleum pratense, Lotus s major, dat White Clover. But all 
plants UE. hi Mg light and mois: sture. Guano is an excellent 
top- ied in small quantity, BU with fine 
ear th, and eppied i in wet weather; 2 cwt. an acre is enough. 
ulphate of ammonia will much improve the wanes of lawns ; 
a applied in November, We ai re not aware that 
BUD Cue Carrots have failed in the new crop. Sow 
ag: We do not know that Deodar pu can be bought 
finus ny. is as much 
out of date as the Geography of 8 e Pars snip 
a fusiform root, and co: Hea Mackintosh’ & “Flon 
Garden." We might, perl haps, advise you about your eden. 
gage trees, but it v e necessary for you to describe their 

„Ca Be much more minitel 
Arbuthnot—We must confess that your plan is not 

A wat m would recommend. The plan of forming a floor 
with hurdles and rushes over the open tanks is ry common, 
and a good o ne as long as the materials will la: ut they 
soon rot. To heat a tank by means of a pipe canned dim 

aste of materi ED The water will heat as well with- 
out the S as with We do not like the flue carried 
through the house ; it is ‘falling back upon an old bad 
tem. Take the pipe out of the tank and place it where the is, for air-heat, and for ES are CIS pz E 

uiry, which, moreover, is 
less legible than could be desired No doubt a Cucumber 
bed may be kept sufficiently nm by filling a central tank 
with hot water once a day ; and, if you have no objection to 
y labour of doing it the Geddes plants ean have no ob- 
jection to the mann 

Hy esa nay e never seen a ux 
those called yellow, are of a buff cc 

ht yellow Hyacinth ; 

Insecrs—C M—Our Peas are spindling a and irregular, orate 
uw same rie he en mus eats into the Pe 
tHe ground, a Curculio nibbles he leav: a ES what remains 
is shared by the slugs. R.—J M C—The: he larvæ of the 
ecrane- fly, figured and around in Vol. i eu 2 of this 
Thereis no remedy but removing hy earth carefully from 

aper. 

around the drooping plants, and li grubs ; three or 
four may often be found round one re R0 ere 
must be more than one ponte of insect in your frames. The 
one ae as far ae can be judged from a RA ‘oken specimen, is 

hem, when feeding, a watering with 
Dios E. or d ammoniacal-water, formed by dissolving 
an ounce of smelling-salts in a g: water. 

ae jSumerstoo— lora—This been figured and de- 
t p. 889 of our volume for 1843, It is quite true, we 

aliere et it feeds on other slugs; at least it does not 
attack plants. Some years ago an attempt was made 
by the Horticultural Society to introduce the Testacella at 
Chiswick ; but none have ever re-appeared since they were 
turned loose, and the experiment er apparently a failure, 
They were greedily attacked by ants, who soon finished off a 
few that were put into a damp hothou ue 

TRAINING—Hortensi —We have many moi re of the plans of 
training in hand, and shall continue to publish them 

from time to time. You will see for Ee kinds of trees the 
ingenious author thinks them best adap 

Yew Bunnies—/ Ri b d these Gist! in santana ona: 
ot, mixing them with a litt 

sand or dry mould at keep hetero fermenting ; then DUET 
them about a foot pA in the ground, piscine a slate over 
the: mouth of the flower-pot to exclude wet; they should re- 

RAEN e i NE follow iE March, when they 
Seta be taken out and sown in the usual way. If the 
berries are allowed go becóme dry they will not vegetate 
before y va second yea mos > rd sow as soon as possi- 
ble olly-berries Ead ed in a similar manner. 
H — Portsmouth pnmo Chap peke cream-coloured 
is flatter and whiter.|——A Subserü do not know of 
what Mie adhesive mixture epo dd "by ud Post-office con- 
E ut we ourselves uae à composition 

di gum arabic and oi 
q to make it flow readily, and 
s dems rely nomoro we 

should e that isinglass and gi etter; see 
270, ——M € Y—The most EENE wood for tubs for 

Orange- me or other greenhouse shrubs of lange size is tealk. 
The best material is LSU te.——. reat your yellow Cana- 

way as you would any other dwarf 
Kidney Bean.j ——4/2 here is nothing uncommon in your 
Mop — fonsok Ra move all shoots from your 

o off cutting, 
H 

e 
dian Haricot in the A 

L—The mode of using 
D. 562 of our volume for 1845, 

gu 
Sa Dr 
marine g 

an Ale a, you laya RENT Cucumber in the frame, 
it will et as a od and you can occasionally examine it 
and destroy the inhabitants. Please to stop the quill i 
future ep cork, and not with a bitof Potato; the insects 
had all escaped except one which was mutilated. R, —— 

ed by RES Bom is difficulty of heating it. 
Treat Niphma exactly like en calico is 
varnished with a composition c agar of lead and becomes 
black, s because the black Sulphur et of lead is formed by 
the Bikar »tted hydrogen, to wr dne, paeo is necessarily 
exposed. The in the 
operation, The Simo js iion Wood Sorrel, Oxalis 
Acetosella, 

It cam jo use 

—M FLOWERS. 
AZALEA—B—Your seedling is no improvement upon the old 

white, the flowers are not so large, nor is the form so good.* 
CALCEOLARIAS—W J dE striking and showy pee ae pure 

yellow ground nearly ‘ed with brown spots, so bright in 
colour as to WUDPOROB S the flower is large add well 
formed.* 

CixERARIAS—Q /—Both your seedlings are good flowers ; 
are rather small, but the flowers are round and well: ited 
up; in colour they are rich and brilliant. —The 
petals of your seedling are too long and narrow, ET they 
appear to want substance 0; in colour we have several 
ike G our seedling is very peculiar in coloni 
and on that account will be useful for a collection." —J C— 
No. 7 is the bes er in your collection, the petals are 
broad and well formed, and the flower is good i in colour, In 
the other specimens the petals generally are long and flimsy, 
and not equal to the flowe resent grown." i P— 
Y our seedlings are to be principally admired for their colours, 
particularly 7, 10, and Ís; the last is the best and a en 
flower ; in n other mme they are generally not equal to th 

wn, oO the petals are narrow and EEUU 
_—— Spree specimen is rather small, 

but pr etty on accoun es S peculiar colour.*- J R—Your 
seedling is a well-formed ind retty specimen of a crimson 
flower, "rather small and common in colour,” 

ExicAs—S Whitehill— our Heaths No. 2 is rich and fine in 
colour; 1 and 3 are ri ather ely iin alike, and we prefer the 
lighter variety, No. . 2 the mouth of the tube is large, 
rich in colour, and finely for med ; 4 and 6 are very pleasing 
varieties the yellow specimen No.7 is decidedly an acqui- 

3 tis much like some of the others, They are all 
ties and deserving of general cultivation. 

Fucnstas—W A O—Rubens is a stout flower, with a large red 
corolla ; tube and sepals flesh colour, the latter end with. 
pm T itis a st oT flower, Particularly on the plant, the 

e being of a deep green,” 
PANSY. A Constant Re ader- fine large round flower of great 

bstance, rich yellow ground, with binay purple upper 
petals, mid belting of the same round the lower petals ; 

ne old and striking flower, e adapted for 
showing. 

PornvANTHUSES—Z B—Your specimens are common border 
varieties, possessing none of the properties of florists" 
lower 
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ERUVIAN AND BOLIVIAN GUANO ON 
SALE, BY THE ONLY IMPORTER: 
ANTONY GIBBS ann SONS, LONDON : 

ana 2E JOSEPH MYERS ax» CO., LIVERPOOL; 
nd by their Agents 

bS BRIG / AND. 00., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL; 
YOR, LONDON. 

S, 
Ne 

ent: 
GIBBS, BRIGHT 

COTSWORTH, POWELL, anD PRY 

To protect themselves against the injurious consequences of 
using inferior and spurious guano, purchasers are recom- 
mended to apply only to Dealers of established character, or to 
the above-named Importers, who will supply the article in any 
ty. at their fixed prices, delivering it from the Import 

arehouses. 

G UANO AND OTHER MANURES.—The under- 
X on the best terms, viz. :— 

an. 
Ditto—British, (made on the strict analy- | wor Wheat, Oats 

sis of Peruvian.) | Barl Arad 
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LM see Roya ka 

Agricultural Society’s Journal vol. 

è y, Beans, Tur- 
[nips, Mangold Wur- 

el, Potatoes, Tares, 
| ass, ÜC. 

t2. 
Bonn Dust and Harr-1Ncu BONE. 
Bonn SHAVINGS, 
yrsum—For Clover, Cinquefoil, Trefoil, Vetches, &c. 

NrrRATE or SoDA—As a stimulant for Wheat, Oats, Barley, 
rass, &c. 

NITRATE or POTASH. q 
SILICATE or Sopa, 
SILICATE or Porasu. 

'RE-S —as a top dress for Old Pastures, Olovers.leas, 
&e., being a complete purifier. 

AGRICULTURAL SALT—for Compost Heaps, &c. 
UnATE—for Wheat, Oats, Barley, Turnips, &c. on hot land. 
SurPnunic Acrp—for dissolving Bone Dust and Bone Shavings. 
Sopa Asu—for destro; Vi ng Wire-worm 

As a top dress for Wheat. 

known value. 
Apply to RGILL, 40, Upper Thames-stre 

London, Agent for le's Hand Dibbies, adapted for every 
description of seed. The Machines may be seen, and further 
Particulars had as above, 

LIQUID MANURE. 
ENGLAND INDEPENDENT OF THE WORLD FOR CORN. 

HE attention of the Agricultural Interest, at this 
momentous crisis, is requested to the great importance of 

ppro- 
y for 

ARK 

e purpose, either portable or fixed ; Garden, Ship, and Barge 
umps; also those for Distillers, Brewers, Soap Boilers, and 
Tanners, for hot and cold liquor. Pumps kept for hire, for 
Excavations and Wells. ‘Buildings heated by Hot Water, for 
Horticulture, and every variety of manufacturing purposes. 

The Trade supplied on advantageous terms, by BE 
Fowxer, Engineer, &c., 63, Dorset-street, Floet-street, 

GUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME, 71. per ton, at 
Mn. LAwzs's FACTORY, DEPTFORD CREEK. 

EF OT WATER APPARATUS.— The attention of 
Architects, Builders, and others, is respectfully requested 

to BENJAMIN FowLER’s superior method of Heating Churches 
Stair-c: ‘Ons Stair. 

Bi EIE: 
or Drying Timber, &c., and every variety of purpose for which 
artificial heat is required, Within the last 20 years some 
hundreds of buildings have been heated upon this plan, and 

A x- ntly ex 
ouch for 

ei y. An improved wrought-iron boiler, which re- 
Quires no brickwork, may be seen in action upon the premises, 

BENJAMIN FOWLER, 63, Dorset-street, Fleet- 

The Agricultural Gazette. 
SATURDAY, MAY 2, 1846. 

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WE JH À Agricultural Society ef Englan 
Wapwnsax, May 6} Highland and Agricultural Societ 
HORSDAY, — 7 of Ireland, 

Wepxspay, —  lü—Aurieultaral Society of England. 
Tavaspax, . — 14—Agriculsural Imp. Soe. of Ireland. 

LOCAL SOCIETIES. Lland s uen TOT, 
FARMERS? CLUBS, 

May 4—St. Columb — Newatk— | May  R—St. Germains — Chelms- 
Markerhill | ford—Hadleigh— Wakefield ~  5—Wingerworh—Ardleigh— | Lich fel 
Wa'ford — Jedbu s 

ich fi 
rtford—Probus-. Winch z — s- 

Quivox — Framlingham — | comb—Carditf — Northamp- 
Koc! - ton 
gavenny—Wootton Basset | — 11 West Hereford Wenl ~  6—Braintree and Bocking— | —W. Market. Cirenve: 
Harleston. — Yoxfor nin- —  q-Blefeld and Walsham— | ster 1 — Great Richmondshire Grove | Oakley 

1y—Hawick ==  19.8r. Peters ES piden tha —  16—Halesworth — Wadebridge 
ton —T'avistock— Deben 

Dunne the past winter we have consumed in our 
Yards about 1400 tons of Swedish Turnips, Mangold 

urzel, and other roots, and probably 120 tons of 
Straw. The consequence is that we have now in 
aps in the fields and about the buildings upwards 

of 3000 cubic yards of Manurr. And it is upon 
the application of this that we depend for the pro- 
duction of a similar quantity of food for stock 
another year, and for the maintenance unimpaired 
of the-fertility of the farm. We could not waste 
“ny of the manure manufactured during the con- 
Sumption of the farm-produce ; we could not per- 
2 it the urine of the sheep, cattle or horses to run 
i the neighbouring brook, without experiencing 
dum our carelessness a loss at harvest time, and a 
Minished ability to maintain the stock we have hitherto kept. And we should find it necessary to 

Make up for the deficiency by the otherwise unne- essary expence of purchasing manures elsewhere. 
Ow, apply all this in a review of British Agri- 

Culture, Consider England as one large farm. 
mmediately after harvest the produce of the land 

Sradually concentrates and is consumed in certain 
Spots at intervals of 20, 30, or 40 miles, all over the 
Country, for the towns here are the farmeries and 

for all the food consumed in them? Where is 
the dung-heap by each to correspond with our 
3000 cubic yards for every 1500 tons of vege- 
table food? Take London as one of them :—One- 
eighth of the population of England resides there, 
and one-eighth of the agricultural produce cf Eng- 
land is consumed there. But where is the manure 
for the land derived from this vast ion ? 

have been cultivated, and upon the skill and industry 
with which their tillage has been conducted, than upon 
any peculiar properties inherent in their nature, 
vast proportion of the land now cultivated in this 
country was originally in no respect better than a very 
considerable proportion of the wastes which remain to 
this day neglected and uncultivated. It has been 
brought to its present state of productiveness by the T H 

Į 
The Wheat sold at Mark-lane is measured by mil- 
lions of bushels ; the cattle and sheep sold annually 
at Smithfield must weigh 130,000 tons; the whole 
of the agricultural produce of land equal in extent 
to seven of the neighbouring counties, with their 
4,000,000 of acres, is consumed in the metropolis. 
What return in the shape of manure is made to the 
land for this vast drain upon its fertility? Scarcely 
any. A radius of 60 miles around this centre does 
not traverse the extent thus robbed ; a radius of six 
describes nearly all of it to which any fertilising re- 
turnis made. To maintain our simile: London is 
not only the largest, it is the worst managed farm- 
yard in the kingdom, for a river runs right through 
it, and carries off all the manure that is made in it. 
And this is true more or less of every other town 
in this country; and the fertility of the land un- 
questionably suffers much from this wasteful con- 
sumption of its produce ; that is, it would, did we 
not, to diminish the injury, adopt the expensive 
policy of purchasing manures at a cost of some mil- 
lions of pounds annually, and importing them from 
a distance. 

The agricultural importance of the subject of 
Town Sewace can scarcely be overrated. After 
a very long period, during which it has experienced 
a most anomalous neglect, we are glad to find that 
it is at length attracting the attention of capitalists. 
Companies are being formed for the collection and 
carriage of the manures hitherto wasted. One, at 
any rate, the MzrRoroLrTAN Sewage MANURE 
Company, is before Parliament; their bill has passed 
its second reading, and without doubt it will soon 
pass through its remaining stages; and then we 
may hope for energetic measures being taken for 
the removal of that which has so long been the dis- 
grace of British agriculture. 

We have had the pleasure of reading a pam- 
phlet* just published by Mr. Marrin, this Com- 
pany’s “Projector,” developing the methods in which 
he proposes that their operations shall be con- 
ducted. We are exceedingly anxious to excite 
amongst our readers some interest in this subject, 
and for this purpose we cannot do better than re- 
commend this pamphlet with its accompanying 
plans for their perusal and examination. They 
may depend upon it that the drainage of towns, 
even though induced only by its influence upon 
health, and the collection and transmission of the 
drainage for agricultural purposes, will be the great 
engineering operation of coming years. Itis cer- 
tain to be a profitable undertaking to whoever shall 
engage it—it is the liquid portion which is the most 
valuable part ofthe drainage, and thus the means of'its 
conveyance by pipes and channels to a distance are 
both easy and obvious—there are no very great or 
expensive difficulties in the way—and those who 
first set about acquiring and diffusing an acquaint- 
ance with the merits and the statistics of the sub- 
ject are likely to derive the earliest and greatest 
advantages from it. We have not space here to 
detail the particular methods which Mr. Martin 
proposes to adopt in order to collect and transmit 
the sewage manure of London into the neighbour- 
ing country ; for information on this and other 
points we must referto his pamphlet, which we once 
more commend to the attention of our readers. 

SSS 

ON THE STATE OF HUSBANDRY IN LOWER 
BRITTANY, 

WITH INCIDENTAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE CONDITION OF 
THE FARMIING POPULATION THERE, COMPARED WITH 
THE SOCIAL STATE OF THE ANALOGOUS CLASSES IN 
IRELAND. ` 

By MARTIN DOYLE. 
(Continued from p. 258. 

Tar variety of crops obtainable from such poor and 
shallow soil as that deseribed at p. 191 is an evidence 

g t l industry of man, and the same persever- 
ance which sueceeded jin fertilising the inclosures of 
this country (England) would produce a similar result 
on the; wastes which abut upon them. If man will 
but labour upon the earth, and open its bosom, the 
atmosphere will deposit therein an increased supply of 
the fertilising principles with which it is abundantly 
charged.” Fertile loams are not compounded by any 
industry and skill of man, as a cook would compound a 
pudding of a required consistency with certain ingre- 
dients. Take, says the cookery book, so many pounds 
of flour and suet and sugar and salt, &c. ; mix them 
well with a spoon, boil them so many minutes, and you 
have a delicious pudding. The theorist in soils, with 
book in hand, arranges his work by the fire-side some- 
what in the same manner. To a stratum of clay so 
many inches deep add a certain quantity of sand, ditto 
of powdered bricks ; then take so many barrels of lime 
well slaked with a strong solution of salt, add a few 
other substances, and then mix the whole together with 
a harrow, turn it over with the plough, mix the condi- 
ments again and again with the harrow, and you have 
an admirable loam, Even assuming that a man had all 
the ingredients of a fertile soil at his command, man 
could never combine them as the Creator amalgamates 
the component parts of the earth for our use. It is in 
our power to a certain degree to correct the deficits of 
soils by judicious admixtures, and render them mode- 
rately fertile, but no art can render a naturally bad soil 
equal to a perfectly good one by nature. 

We cannot deprive the following paragraph of even a 
single sentence, it is so accurately descriptive of the 
slow but gradual progress of the cultivation of land 
unproductive in its natural and unreclaimed state, but 
rendered fertile by human industry. “On a barren 
waste of land first rose a baronial or monastic mansion ; 
around this feudal or religious residence a few strag- 
gling huts sprung up, to these a few inclosed crofts or 
eurtilages were gradually attached. The stock of cattle 
these were capable of supporting were in the day-time 

that scarcely any description of moor is actually barren, 
and that what may appear hopelessly infertile by nature 
only demands the labour of man to render it productive. 

By tracing in a few instances the progress of cultiva- 
tion in soils not originally better than those to which 
we have been so long adverting, we come to the pleasing 
deduction that Great Britain and Ireland contain vast 

fields for the profitable application of labour to meet 

the wants of the inereasing population. — 
We are disposed to agree in opinion with the same 

writer, that “ The various gradations of fertility and 
productiveness which different soils now exhibit depend | 

more upon the length of the periods during which they 

Correspond to the buildings where the live stock is 
N t, and their manure manufactured and preserved. 
Ow what return do these towns make to the land 

* “Thames and Metropolitan Improvement Plan." First 
Division. By John Martin, K.L. London: 30, Alsop-terrace, 
New Road, 

1 M. Reiffel. 

permitted to roam at pleasure over the surrounding 
wastes; at night they returned to the inclosures which 
they manured and fertilised. Over these inclosures 
the cottier also spread the sod or vegetable mould, 
which he frequently peeled from the surface of the 
waste. When the population of the village increased in 
number, and required more room, the limits of the in- 
closure were pushed outwards, and a new encroachment 
was committed on the waste. An additional hut was 
built, a new family was added to the community, the 
baron or the abbot acquired a new dependent, the oceu- 
pier of every new hut became the reclaimer and culti- 
vator of an additional croft. This was mostly effected by 
manual labour ; eneumbered with stones or the roots of 
rees, the waste offered no scope for the use of the 
lough, and even when the soil was free from these im- 
pediments, the poverty of the eultivator precluded the 
employment of this implement. In this manner the 
centre of every manor or parish became an aggregation 
of cottages, having small curtilages attached to each of 
them ; together with the right of depasturing cattle in 
the neighbouring wastes.” 

It is this right of pasturage as we have seen which 
has in so many instances prevented land improvements 
in Brittany, and it is the same stumbling-block which 
operates so prejudicially in England, where a mistaken 
tenderness for the poor has raised a ery against the 
enclosing of commons, whereas the persons usually 
benefited by them are the farmers adjoining them, who 
by driving enormous flocks of sheep over them, consume 
the herbage so speedily, and with such effect, that the 
poor cottager, who has ‘' but a little ewe lamb,” a small 
cow, or a few geese to share in the privilege. of feeding 
on the common, finds that they come off with very 
short commons indeed, and that his rights are merely 
nominal, conferring upon him no substantial benefit, 

(To be continued.) 

CESSIVE DEVELOPMENT OF 
THE CULTIVA- 

ON THE SU 
VEGETABLE MATTER IN 
TION OF WHEA 

(L'Institut, No. 641. April 15, 1846 ) 

M. Marsiev DE DOMBASLE, who is so well known in 
France from his scientific researches into the means of 
preventing bunt in eorn, has, in a memoir on the nutri- 

tion of vegetables, endeavoured to overthrow an 
opinion generally entertained by eultivators that plants 

do not exhaust land except during the period of fructi- 
fication ; that is from the time of fecundation to that of 

the ripening of the seed. This opinion is founded on 

the generally-admitted fact that a crop mowed just after 
coming into flower exhausts the land much less than if 
it is suffered to become ripe. Thus Clover and Tares 
are considered not merely as innocuous, but in some 
cases even as decidedly beneficial to the land. Besides, 
we know that of all parts of vegetables the seeds are 
those which, in the same bulk, contain the greatest 
quantity of nutritive matter, and therefore, à pricri, itis 
natural to conclude that they require for their forma- 
tion a greater quantity of nutritive principles. 

To these facts M. de Dombasle has opposed others 
quite as well established, which tend to prove that plants 
draw as much nourishment from the soil at the begin- 
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niag of their development as at a more advanced period. 
For instance, amongst vegetables considered as the most 
exhausting there are some which in ordinary cultiva- 

tion are not allowed to produce seed, as Cabbages, 

Woad, and Tobacco ; and it is agreed that in nurseries 
where young plants of Coleseed and Beet are raised for 

transplanting, the ground soon loses its fertility.* 

M. Mathieu de Dombasle has not hesitated. to attri- 

bute the slight degree of exhaustion caused by certain 
green crops to the circumstance of their leaving. in the 

ground a quantity of roots, which is very considerable 

compared with the whole mass of vegetation. To com- 

plete this explanation, it may perhaps be useful to re- 
member that those green crops which exhanst but little, 

or are beneficial to the soil, are gifted with the power of 

deriving from the atmosphere the greater proportion if 

not the whole of their elements. In a former work 

M. Boussingault has made it appear that all the vege- 

table matter produced in the course of a crop is not 

found in it when mowed ; in Clover, for example, the 

quantity of organic matter remaining as an acquisition 

to the soil may amount tomore than 0,8 of the weight of 

thehay. We must then set it down as a principle that 

every crop depauperates the ground on which it grows, 

put that the exhaustion, which is always clear when the 

crop is entirely taken away, becomes so much the less 

sensible, as there remains in it a greater or less quantity 

of residual parts. 
The slightly exhausting effect then of vegetables 

before flowering is far from establishing the point that 

during their early stage of growth they subtract but 

little from the soil; the above-mentioned facts prove 

the contrary, at the same time that they seem to indi- 

eate that at this epoch the plant already holds in reserve, 

accumulated in its organs, a large portion of the matter 

which at a later period will concur in the formation of 

the seed. We know, for example, that vegetables 

taken up after fecundation yield seeds notwithstanding, 

when they are kept in a proper state of moisture. 

When a vegetable is feeundated the reproduction of 

the species is insured, for, strictly speaking, it is effected 

under mere meteorological influences. Proceeding 

from this phase of vegetable life, the matter accumulated 

is carried towards the point where the fruit is to be 

developed ; the green colour of the leaves gradually 

fades, the saccharine and amylaceous principles, and 

the azotised substances, leave gradually the stems and 
roots. Clover and Beet after having produced seeds 

can no longer be considered as fodder, their stems and 

leaves presenting merely a ligneous and insipid tissue. 

In consequence of this appropriation of the succulent 

principles of the roots, we understand that a full grown 

plant will leave only a small residual part in propor- 

tion to what it would have left before maturity. It is 

to this nution in the organic matter of the residuum, 

that M. de Dombasle has attributed the exhaustion 

occasioned by crops ; but does it follow necessarily from 

this concentration of the juices towards a single organ, 

that from the moment it commenees, the air and atmo- 

cease to have any part in the phenomena of 

getation, and that the whole work of organisation 

which is accomplished after flowering is formed merely 

at the expence of the materials stored up in the tissues 

of the plant. This is the opinion of M. de Dombasle. 

Nevertheless, after flowering, the leaves preserve for a 

long time their aérial functions, and the moisture which 

eseapes from their leaves shows that the roots have not 

ceased their functions. We see that for an ill-founded 

opinion, an opinion entirely contrary, but not sufficiently 

justified in every point of view, has been substituted ; 
it was contended that assimilation takes place princi- 
pally during fructification; M. de Dombasle affirms 
that a feeundated plant incloses already all the elements 

necessary for maturation, and as he did not find for his 

defen uments as strong as those which he had 

the attack he had recourse to experiment. 

On the h of June, when the Wheat was in flower, 

he marked out 40 plants as equal as possible. "Twenty 

of these were taken, the remainder reserved for future 

Observation. After having cleaned and dried the 

20 first plants, he found that they were composed of— 
oz. (avdp.) 
l5 

a 

Roots 
Stem: and leave: sp 

) ounces. 

The remaining 20 plants were gathered after the ripen- 
ing of their seeds on the 28th of August, and gave :— 

oz. (av 

^, Spike, Chaff and Li 

ounces. 
In beeoming ripe the plants had increased by 

4-10ths of an ounce only, that is, by about 1-16th of 
their weight. The Wheat, therefore, had gained from 
the time of sowing to flowering 15-l6ths of its whole 
weight. If, then, it had been mown when in flower, it 
would have returned to the earth by means of its roots 
a fourth of the weight of the crop, whereas, when ripe, 
it left in the soil one-seventh only. 

The practical inferences to be deduced from this ex- 
periment, if correct, are important ; for if it is true that 
a plant eut when it is in flower contains already nearly 
the whole of the organic matter which it will contain a 

. month or two later, as regards hay crops, it would be 

more advantageous to mow before rather than after 

flowering. T i rin e method recommended by certain oui 

evident that th 
— — 

e instances are not conclus The 
tis not to prove that young crops do exhaust the ground, 

but to inquire whether they exhaust it as much as when they are 
allowed to ripen their seed. 

vators of multiplying the eropping and cutting of hay, 

on the same field, would thus be justified—a method 
whose merits are very doubtful in the estimation of 

many practical men, but which, were it well-founded, 

would have the advantage, which is always of such conse- 

quence in cultivation, of producing the greatest quantity 

of fodder in a given space of time. 
one side the question of the exhaustion of the soil, 

which is quite a secondary point, M. Boussingault has 
devoted his attention especially to verifying the exact- 

March to the 15th of August we have the following 
numbers :— 

Per day and per hectare. 
EN ge CREDE 

ness of the whose 
portant. 3 

He proceeded in the same way as M. de Dombasle ; 
but to avoid the risk of any important error which might 
arise from the desiecation not being perfect, he thought 

it best to analyse the matters taken from the soil. In 

fact, analysis offers a great security, because, indicating, 

as it does, the absolute quantity of carbon and azote 

which is found developed in erops, it is of no conse- 

quence whether the sul ining these ele- 

———— -— ^ 
5s j 

as * css irn E 
n oo os $ R 

hus, setting on Times of Vegetation. ya) oS E eus 
EXE E 28 
Sale oul ipic 
E! E n 

PME 
are so 1m- i March 1 to May19 ..  ..| 79 | 15,0 204 | ,617 y 5, 204 |, 

..| 21 | 205,0) 78,861,191 14,235 
Ll 56 | 82,0 2807| 5727 |4,764 

Mean assimi in 6,38| 24,001 1551 12,003 
M. Boussingault had eollected the necessary materials 

for executing a work of the same kind on leguminous 
plants; but the inerease of weight in dry vegetable 
matter was so considerable between flowering and matu- 
rity, that the analysis became useless for estimating the 

ments were weighed in a state of greater or less dry- 

ess. 
On the 19th of May, 1844, he looked out for a spot 

where the Wheat was as uniform as possible. 450 
plants were taken, which, freed by washing from the ad- 

herent earth, and dried by long exposure to air 
oz. (avdp.) 

procep stems and leaves .. 9.7 
oc " ed 1.6 

11.8 

On the 9th of June, when it was in flower, 450 other 
plants were taken in the same spot, and dried in the 
same way, which gave— 

Spikes in flower 
Stems and le 
Roots . 

37.2 

On the 15th of August, at harvest-time, 450 plants 

were again taken as before, which gave— 
Seed. seso ooe . 23.8 

Spike and Chaff . 
Straw. 

Roots .. 

Mean for each plant— 

May 19..Plant without flow 

June 9..Plant in flower. 
Aug. 15..Plant in seed..... 1471. . 0641 

Thus, from flowering to harvest, the increase of dry 

matter was in the ratio of 100 : 177, that is to say, that 

in this interval the weight of the plant was almost 

doubled—a, result very different from that arrived at by 

M. de Dombasle. 
The analysis of these successive crops was made by 

taking as the representative of each, proportional quan- 

tities of different organs. The details of this analysis 

are here omitted, and we confine ourselves to giving 

the Table in which M. Boussingault has established 

the successive increase of organic matter in the crop 

from a hectare of land (2.471 acres). In fact the crop 

from the land whence the plants for experiment had 

been taken was weighed with the greatest care. First 

the weight of the sheaves was ascertained ; the Wheat 

was threshed by a machine, and then, after the grain 

had been measured, the difference between the weight 

of the straw and chaff was estimated. "There was per 

hectare, not deducting the seed — 
a" ae oo t . DI 

Straw and chaff . 

Roots (estimated) e 

Weight of whole erop per hectare P ^. 10; B 

The relation of the grain to the straw and chaff is 

nearly the same as that given by the 450 plants, We 

have a right, then, to presume that the weight of the 

plants taken before harvest, on the 19th of May and 

the 9th of June, represents, within the same limits of 

error, the state of cultivation of the fields at these two 

periods. 
Applying, then, to the whole erop the results of the 

preliminary analysis, we have as the successive incre: 

of organic matter on a hectare of land, the facts regis- 

tered in the subjoined Table. 

g gis 
; : E p g 

Times of Gathering. 2 E g 

a $4 
o Hydrogen. 

Oxy 

~»| 1519 
I . ..| 5803 

ease from May 19 to 
June 9 oe e -| 4284 11656,0 271,5 

(Harvest) + „10293 3829,1 |699,9 2 

from June 9 to | 
Augustió .. «+| 4490 |1606,21340,2 | 898,1]40,4| 266,5 

We see from this Table, that if, before flowering; 

from the 19th of May to the 9th of June, there were 

assimilated per hectare 1656 Ibs. of carbon, and 25 lbs. 

of azote ; the same principles fixed in the plants, from 

the appearance of the flowers to harvest, were 1606ibs. 

carbon, and 40 lbs. azote. Doubtless, and indeed as 

might have been supposed, à priori, the development of 
organic matter, at first very rapid, became less so as 

the crop approached maturity ; but it was still suffi- 

ciently active to double nearly the weight of the crop 

S ; | as 
22: d 7 59, 

between flowering and harvest. 

The analysis shows besides what was the progress of 

the assimilation of the constituent elements of the corn 

during the time of cultivation. Thus, supposing vege- 

tation to have been uninterrupted from the lst of 

q deduced from the experiment undertaken 
on the culture of Wheat, viz., that after fecundation 
plants continue to fix in their tissues elements derived 
from the soil and atmosphere.— M. J. B. 

Home Correspondence. 
Meeting of the Agricultural Society at Newcastle. 

—l have read your Leading Article respecting sepa- 
rate committees for the superintending the discussions 
to be carried on at the annual meetings of the Royal 
Agricultural Society of England, and heartily wish the 
subject was not only well investigated, but clearly de- 
fined and adopted, and the utility of the new arrange- 
ment would no doubt display itself at the next Meeting 
(Newcastle). It is by the rising generation that we 
must expect or look for the theory of agriculture being 
profitably applied, for I can assure you from experi- 
ence that pelt us, expose us, dun us, &c., as the know- 
ing ones may be desirous of doing, it has, and as things 
are it will continue to be an altogether one sided game, 
producing no useful effects ; but then we hope for im- 
provement: but to my subject, suppose my two sons, 
Christopher and John, and myself, attend the Neweastle 
Meeting ; if your divisions were adopted instead of us 
all going lounging idly from object to object, all toge- 
ther, I should say, * Now, Christopher,we shall attend 
the Newcastle Meeting ; you must gather what infor- 
mation you ean from the Section A, and as your brother 
purposes selecting the Section B, I shall notice and 
attain what I ean from Section C, and I trust when we 
return, we shall each have different information to un- 

fold to one another, and not go and return as if we 
were but one man having three heads, six hands, &e., 
but every one an intellect of his own, capable of being 

directed according to one’s need.” Now, can any objec- 

tions be made to such a division, for when the benefit 
of it is so apparent to a single family, what would be 
the effect should the different members of all our farmers’ 
clubs arrange themselves some time previously to the 
Meeting, so that each individual might gain inform: 
tion from a separate department, and at the termination 
of the parent Meeting we should have the whole of the 
business transacted brought amongst the absent ones 
throughout the kingdom. I have written the above in 
haste, simply because I approve of the object in view, 

and do assure you that unless scientific research enable 

the pre: agrieulturists to attain to something to 
enable them touphold orstem thetorrent settingin against 

them,the greatest portion of English soil will speedily be 

in the hands of its proprietors.— Christopher Silence. 
[We have also received the following on the subject.] 
As a member of the Royal Agricultural Society, in the 

habit of attending its country meetings, allow me to 

express my entire concurrence with your opinion as to 
the importance of arrangements being made to facilitate 
diseussion on topies connected with agriculture at those 
meetings, The sectional arrangements adopted by the 
British Association appear, as you suggest, excellently 
adapted to the purpose of our Society. The collection 

and diffusion of agricultural information would, I think, 

be far better promoted by the adoption of such a plan 

than by the holding merely of general meetings for dis- 

cussion, where the members attending, and the variety 

and extent of subjects offering for consideration, would 

be insuperable obstacles im the way of any abundant 

harvest of results being produced. Under sectional ar- 

rangements every person would know where to go in 
quest of such information as he more particularly 

needed, and if the proceedings of the sections, with any 

valuable papers read, were published in the “ Journal” 
of the Society, or through some other channel, they 

would then be accessible to all the members. The ex- 

perience of all would be collected and distributed in an 

orderly and methodical manner, and great as have been 

the benefits conferred by the Royal Agricultural So- 
ciety on the agriculture of the country, I believe they 

would be equalled, if not surpassed in importance, by 

those which would accrue from the adoption of the pro- 

posed plan.—H. F. Fardon. 
The Great Agricultural Meeting, to be held at New- 

eastle-upon-Tyne in July next, promises to be every- 

y 

thing the friends of the Society could desire in point © 

situation and attendance. Itis to be hoped that before 

this great gathering comes to pass, that some resolutions 

may be proposed to give small farmers and landowners 

a chance of competing for prizes. It is quite impossible 

that a tenant renting land from which he anticipates 4 

livelihood, ean. compete with the monied man in over 

feeding animals at a loss. He can neither spare his 

| time nor cash for this purpose, and any attempt at such 

| extravagance would be most decidedly a serious error 
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On his part. The object of agricultural association was 

and is the improvement of agriculture in all its branches, 
the breeding and feeding of cattle as well as the cultiva- 
tion of the land. In carrying out this project an essen- 

tial principle has been rather overlooked,'viz., economy, 

80 necessary to the small farmer. The fattening of 
quadrupeds has been encouraged to an unlimited ex- 

tent without much regard to expense. This is very 

laudable, and may be of use, in proving which are the 

est crosses adapted for the market ; but such experi- 

ments should not be permitted to swallow up so many 

prizes, and throw the working farmers out of the field. 

I would suggest to those having an interest in the asso- 

ciation, and having influence over the members, the 

poliey of considering the claims of the working agri- 

culturist, This may be done by instituting a series of 

prizes for the best bred animals, ready for the market, 
fed in the most economical and judicious manner, which 

ought to be shown on paper. The benefits of experi- 

ments are great ; if, after having excited astonishment 

and admiration, they can be made to promote the wel- 

fare of our fellow-creatures. If, on the contrary, they 

are continued merely for the sake of obtaining a reward, 

exciting the envy of some, and the disgust of others, I 

cannot believe they are worthy of general support. I 

do not wish or intend for a moment to underrate the 

importance of agricultural societies which have already 

converted so much barren soil into fruitful fields ; but I 
should like to see their energies guided in a direction 

which would confer such lasting and substantial com- 

forts on a class of men who cannot thrust themselves 
forward amongst the ranks of the rich, but who are 

Most deserving of patronage. I mean the small farmer, 

Whose circumstances will not justify him in spending 

Toney with the prospect: of only obtaining a name for 

aving pampered a pig till it was obliged to be carried 

to the show, and we all know that over-fed bacon is 

Most extravagant food, most of the fat wasting in dres- 

Sing it for the table, proving that it is labour in vain, 
and waste of provender, cramming an animal beyond 

a certain point not difficult to ascertain. I hope that 

Some more able pen than mine will take up the cause of 
the working farmer.— Falcon. 

Potato Disease.—In my last communication (p. 260) 

I mentioned that some Potatoes forced in pits had 
evinced symptoms of the disease of last summer, but 
that those in beds in the frame were still vigorous. I 
regret to say that about a week ago these latter began 
to show symptoms of taint in some of the stems, which, 

in the course of three days, became almost black. 
Some of the others are now showing the usual unhealthy 

spots on the leaves, and I fear will rapidly give way. 

The Potatoes in the pits and in the bed were planted at 

the same time ; the former being in a frame of a higher 

temperature, reached the point of decay sooner than 

the others, and the tubers show symptoms of disease in 

both eases. Under ordinary cireumstances we should 

have had them at table about the end of this month; and if 

the epidemic extends to those grown in the fields, it will 

Probably be the month of July in the southern, and the 

month of August in the northern parts of the kingdom, 

hefore we become aware of the extent of the mischief. 

o meet this dilemma, I have in some fields planted 

eans between the Potatoes, and in others I propose 

planting Swedish Turnips, Cabbages, and Mangold 

Wurzel. In the meantime, in order in to test the 

effect of eutting over, and drawing the stems away from 

the tubers, I have done so with various plants in the 

frame, and the result may serve as a guide for the treat- 

ment of the field crop. .I may mention that my gar- 

dener planted out a quantity of Potatoes in the open 

border on the lst of March ; they were cut down to 

the ground, and quite black, by the frost which we had 
about the 20th ult. They are now 6 inches high, and 
Apparently most vigorous ; so that the ordinary dread 
of frost, in the event of early planting, would appear to 

e groundless. A similar occurrence took place here 
about 12 years ago.—J. S. Richardson, Pitfour Castle, 
Perth, April 25 

Potato Scoop.— Accidentally taking up your Gazette 
Of the 21st ult., my eye was attracted to a new Potato 
Scoop, highly recommended for economy. I am no 

Agrieulturist myself, but happen to have a good deal of 
‘arming information, and ean assure you this scoop, to 

my certain personal knowledge, is 40 yearsold. I have 

Seen it used, and I think only for one year, and thrown 

aside, and for the best of all reasons, that the sets cut 

Out by it produced a weak and puny crop, which when 

AL farmer looks earefully into, he will see the cause. 
me Stone-fruit are richly bedded round with a fleshy 
Um and many other seeds in the same way ; no 
N € ever thinks of stripping these of their nourishment. 
val why deprive the Potato of its support 1—the most 
eh uable root which we have. In using the scoop, you 

‘Oop out all the eyes, to the depth it will go, and leave 
Rire of the farinaceous or mealy part of the Potato 
han the bulk of the seed. Now examine the skeleton 
Otato, and see how you have mangled the fibres, or 

Toots, shooting inwards from the eye, evidently for sup- 

Port, of which the scooped-out eye is deprived. Can 
Aything but a small and puny erop be expected ? 

nus you have noticed that by planting whole Pota- 

= 5, you lose a great quantity, and large tubers; this 

ihe converse of the above. I differ also as to 
Planting them deep; they should not be planted too 
deep — you lose the benefit of the soil; but at a 
common depth, and earthed up as they grow, an enor- 

Mous quantity can be raised from one Potato in this 

Nay. Now my suggestion is to keep to the old plan, 

Which has been found the pest, and so far as I have 

heard, has nothing to do with the present disease. Let 

careful hands cut out the eyes from the Potato, giving 

every one its fair proportion of the nourishment which 

Nature intended for it; have your drills ready to 

receive the seed—or I should rather say follow the 

plough—bedding the bottom of the furrow well with 

dung, fresh from the dunghill ; place the fresh cut sets 
over the dung, with the eye up—although this you will 

not manage upon a large field—and about 10 inches 

apart, and let the whole be immediately ploughed down 5 

if anything will produce a crop this will. When the 

plants come fairly above-ground they should be care- 

fully hoed, and the earth loosened all round. When 

or 10 inches high they should be ploughed up by the 

drill plough, one having a mould-board on each side,— 

and then have done with them until the lifting —4 

Scotchman, Ventnor. 
Guano.—I observe by late Numbers that you have 

taken a lively interest on behalf of the agriculturist, re- 

lative to the supply of guano, and have very justly re- 

commended purchasers to apply direct to the importers, 

and more particularly to Messrs. Gibbs and Co., who 

have the Peruvian contract. It is admitted, I believe, 

by every chemist that the Peruvian is the most valuable 

article, as a fertiliser, of all the kinds imported 5 but it 

is allowed by Professor Johnson that the principal 

quantity used last year was that from Ichaboe—no 

doubt, arising from the difference of price between that 

and Peruvian, varying between 4l. and 5/. per ton. I 

was the first importer of Ichaboe to this port, and the 

testimonials I have from numerous parties who have 

used it prove that they are equally satisfied with the re- 

sults of its application as they are with the Peruvian. 

This arises, no doubt, from their getting the article 

free from adulteration direct from the importers. I 

take the liberty of informing you that I have now land- 

ing the first cargo from Patagonia, at this port, per 

brig Canning, selected by my brother, Capt. Albert 

Haneock. A copy of the analysis of the same I sub- 

join. The quality of the guano I consider to be equal 

to any imported from Ichaboe ; but the quantity to be 

procured from the islands of this coast is small in com- 

parison to that proeured from that d. 
** Copy of Analysis of Cargo of Guano coming from the Coast of 

Patagonia, now landing at Bristol ; by Mr. Herapath, Esq., And- 
lytical, Chemist :— 

er 
Or ve rs RD 
Sulphate Soda 
Chloride Sodium 
Phosphate Soda 23 
Phosphate Pota: 
Carbonate Lime 
Sulphate Lime — .- 
Phosphate Lime 
Andes ee 

Available manure, 67.18, containing nitrogen 
which is equal to ammonia 6. 

—B. Hancock, Custom-house, Bristol, April 

Insects on Pasture Land.—i take the freedom of 

asking your advice in the following statement :—I have 

about 6 acres of Grass land, 3} laid down for hay and 

24 grazed. One of the fields grazed is covered with a 

small green fly, which has destroyed the Grass in 

many places, and is spreading with rapidity into the 

hay Grass, and no doubt doing the same there. We 

have taken the cows out of the field, thinking the insect 
would be injurious to them, My inquiries from my 

neighbours do not enlighten me what is the best course 

to pursue. One of them has been a farmer all his life, 

and the other an eminent florist, and neither of them 

ever knew an instance of the kind. Should you be able 

to give me advice in this ease (a very desperate one), it 

will be appreciated as a great favour. 1 have ordered 

the ground to be rolled, but have no faith in so doing 

being of any service.—J. Weldon, 24, Dalston-place, 

Dalston, April 17. [Can you get gas-water near you ! 

Try sprinkling 400 gallons per acre out of a water- 

cart. Please to send some of the insects to “R.” at 

our office.] 
Wind Thrashing Machine.-Having a thrashing 

machine (my only power being horses) and having no 

chance where I am situated of getting water power 

(steam I don't like), I have had some thoughts of trying 

wind, If any of your correspondents or subseril 

have such things as wind-mills to thrash their crops, I 

would take it kind if they could inform me the proba- 

ble expense of one about five horses power, that would 

regulate itself to the wind, reef and unreef its sails, so 

as to cause uniformity of speed, &c. I merely want 

the probable price of the wind apparatus without tower, 

upright shafts, &c.; I hope that I shall be able to get 

this information through your valuable paper.—D. L. 

Value of Farm Buildings.—I have read with interest 

“the Value of Farm-buildings” as a discussion for 

clubs. I observe that you think a tenant might safely 

build on a 21 years’ lease and remunerate himself, or 

that he might pay his landlord 74 per cent. instead, if he 

would build. I believe no landlord would refuse to do 

so on these terms, the tenant keeping in repair Yo 

have added some calculations to show which would be 

best for the tenant, but I believe there are errors m 

these calculations. If the tenant sinks 20007. in building, 

he will at the end of 21 years leave behind him 5560}, 

supposing that he could have improved his money 

during those 21 years at 5 per cent. compound interest; 

28. 

if he pays annually 1507. (as interest to the landlord at 

7i per cent.), he will leave 53557, whieh is what 1507. 

annuity,improved at 5/. per cent. compoundinterest, would 

amount to; so that the difference is but small But, if 

he should leave in 10 years, in the first case he will 

leave behind 3240/.—less 1050/. (which his landlord 

will have to repay him for 11 unexpired yerrs), leavin; 
a balance of 21907. ; in the second ease, 18857. ; differ- 

ence in favour of paying 73 per cent., 3057. Or, to take 
an extreme case, if turned out at the end of one year, he 
will have paid 195/., instead of 150/.; loss 457., for the 
use of the buildings. So that, if we assume it to be 

granted that 21 years’ occupation will repay a man for 
erecting buildings, a tenant ought always to be willing 

to pay 74 per cent. for money expended for his benefit 

by the landlord. On the other hand, a landlord is as 

much benefited by receiving 150/. per annum for 21 

years, for an outlay of 2000/., as if the tenant had laid 

out that sum himself; looking at the subject in this 

light, is not this too much for a landlord to exact? £ 

buildings are only valued at 14 years’ purchase, is not 

that tantamount to saying that they are worth nothing 

at the end of 25 years !—Enquirer. 
Town Sewage Manure.—The Leader in an early 

Number of your Agricultural Gazette, in connexion with 

the report of the “Annual meeting of the Society of 
Land Agents, Land Valuers, and Surveyors,” contained 

in the Mark Lane Express of 29th Dec., contains, I 

think, important matter for the consideration of Agri- 

culturists at the present time. It must be admitted the 

soil will produce more abundant crops of every kind if 

skill, capital, and science, are better applied ; and that 

a return adequate to our most sanguine expectations, 

under ordinary circumstances, will surely crown the 

persevering endeavours of every diligent farmer. A 

short time ago I endeavoured to direct the attention of 

the meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society to the 

importance of encouraging the public to use the sewage 

manure of London, considered equal to the dressing of 

57,000 acres of land per annum ; and I yet hope the sub- 

ject will be taken up by that Society, for I find that it is 

entertained. Although I know you have already lent 

your aid, I hope I may be excused in again directing 

attention to this matter, conceiving it to beas important, 

if not more, than the subject of guano, as it is not 

unlikely it may supply its place, being attended with a 

double profit, namely, improving the health of towns as 

well as the condition of the land.—J. C., Blair Warren, 

Horkesley Hall, Colchester. 

New Charge against Rooks—Sucking Eggs and De- 

stroying Young Chickens.— Having ån argument witha 

friend as to the advantages and disadvantages of rooks, 

he made the above charge against them, which, being 

disputed, he wrote to his father's gamekeeper, whose 

reply I copy: “I have often caught rooks in traps 

ggs ; and have frequently set traps for 

caught rooks instead. I have often 

ng away eggs as well as chickens. The 

s not so black as that of a crow.” —T. 

SSocieties. 

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY or E 

Council was held at the Society's Hous 

in Hanover-square, on Wednesday last, the 29th of 

April; present, the Right Hon. Lord Porrman, Presi- 

i Zar] of Erne, Hon. Capt. H 
M.P 

ROYAL 
AW 

dent, in the chair. 1 
M.P.; Sir John V. B. Johnstone, 
Ogilvy, Bart.; Colonel Austen, M.P.; D. Bar 

M.P.; T. Raymond Barker, Esq.; F. C. Che: 

E. D. Davenport, Esq.; A. E. Fuller, Esq. aye 

Hillyard, Esq.; John Kinder, Esq.; Rev. C. E. Keene ; 

Colonel Mae Douall ; Professor Sewell ; S. Soll s 

W. R. C. Stansfield, Esq. M.P. ; George Wilbraham, 
; Henry Wilson, Esq. ; Colonel Hulse; J. A. 

T 

. Tower, 

Esq.; T. Turner, Esq. ; and T. R. Tweed, Esq. The 

following new members were elected :— 

Tawney, A. R., Banbury, Oxfordshire 
W., Smethwick, Birmingham 

Crack 

on 
Forster, 

s-street, Liverpool 
d, North: à Aichison, Will 

Whittle, Edwa: 
F: F Hill, Newcastle-on-Tyne 

land of Malta » 
a 

ame 
Arrowsmith, 

nton, Newc.-on-Tyne 

1, New tle-on- Tyne 
oreton Lodge, Buckin; B Smith, E Tenry, Ma 

Selby, uem E Durham 
p. Edward, 8 

d, G ydale, Yorkshire 
mer, Buckingham 

5 
Newcastle-on-Tyne 

'urcell, Bicester, Oxon 
-on-Tees, Durham 

x rale, Gateshead, Durham 
i astle-on-Tyne 

lonel George, Warfield, B: kne! Berk: 

, Coleraine House, Stamford-hill, Middlesex 

: um Squire, Wellow Hall, Ollerton, Notts 
Riddell, Sir Walter Buchanan, Bart., Old Square, Lincoln's Inn 
Lawes, John Bennett, Rothamsted Park, Harpenden, Herts 

The names of 20 candidates for election at the next 

meeting were then read. 
AILWAY LrbERALITY.— The Secretary laid before 

the Council letters received from Mr, Saunders, Secre- 

tary to the Great- Western Railway Company, and Cap- 

tain Mark Huish, General- Manager of the Grand-J unc- 
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tion Railway, conveying in the most handsome and | plac 
liberal terms the pleasure it gave to the Chairman and 
Board of Directors of their respective companies, to 
promote the disinterested and national objects of the 
Royal Agricultural Society of England, by granting a 
free transit along their lines of railway to the stock and 
implements entered for exhibition at its Country Meet- 
‘ngs. The President and Council having expressed the 
gratification they felt on being made acquainted with 
these instances of publie liberality in favour of the 
"Society and its objects, a vote of their best thanks to 
*hejChairman and Directors of each of those Compa- 
nies was moved respectively by Mr. Wilbraham and 
Mr. Raymond Barker, and carried unanimously, for 
the favour of their communications, and the high sense 
the President and Council entertain of their most 
liberal concessions, 

Neweastiz Mrrrinc.—Mr. Manntva, Contractor of 
Works to the Society, reported the satisfactory progress 
of the various arrangements for the ensuing Country 
"Meeting, to be held the middle of July next, at New- 
castle-upon-Tyne, connected with the erection of the 
Pavilion, the enclosure of the show-yard, and the sup- 
ply of 1600 iron hurdles for the construction of pens 
for the stock. 

The Secretary reported to the Council that 

g his Essay on the Breaking up of Grass-Lands, 
“commended” by the Judges, at the disposal of the 
Journal Committee. 

3. Letter from Mr. Hincks, suggesting the publica- 
tion of the Names and Pedigrees of Cattle exhibited at 
the Country Meetings of the Society, in the Catalogues 
of the Show. 

4. An account, from Dr. Vacy, of the Details of Mr. 
Gurney’s Experiments on the subject of * Gurneyism.” 

5. Paper from Mr. Townley on raising new varieties 
of Potatoes from Seed. 

6. Welch Potato-eye Scoop, from the Rev. J. Wil- 
liams. 

7. Specimen of a Weed from Mr. Fuller, MP 
overrunning his Wheat plant, and which he had been 
unable to eradicate from his land. 

8. Statements and Plans, from Mr. Harrison, of De- 
vizes, of Cottages, &e. 

9. Proceedings, from Mr. Pearsall, of the Hull Phi- 
losophieal Society. 

10. Model of a one-horse Cart, from Mr. Graham, of 
Bersted Lodge, Sussex. 

11. Specimens of Hollow Iron, from Mr. Stratton, of 
Bristol. 

The Couneil then ordered their best thanks for these 

"applications had been already made by intended exhi- 
"bitors at Newcastle, for leave to enter implements and 
*tstock for the forthcoming show. 

Mr. Grover, Secretary to the Local Committee at 
Newcastle, announced the intention of its members to 
offer special prizes for poultry on the occasion. 

ApULTERATION OF MawUREs.—Mr. Tower and Mr. 
Daveyrort having called the attention of the Council 
‘to the great extent to which artificial manures in this 
country are d 1 tly the serious 
loss and disappointment experienced by the practical 
"farmer in adopting recommendations connected with 
their trial,—Sir Jomw OartvY remarked that in Scot- 
land the establishment of the Chemical Association, of 
which he was a member, had exercised a most salutary 
influence in checking the progress of these dishonest 
practices, from the dread of exposure it impressed upon 
‘the guilty parties.—M. Krxprr then gave notice that, 
at the next Monthly Council, he should move the a 
pointment of an * Inspector of Manures ” to the Society; 
and as his intelligent neighbour, Mr. Lawes, of Ro- 
-thamsted, who had that day been elected a member of 
‘the Society, had long been engaged in the chemical in- 
vestigation of manures, and of their practical effects 
under given circumstances on his own experimental 
farm, and had expressed to him his willingness to under- 
take, on his election into the Society, such honorary 
“office, and examine in that capacity, free of all charge 
to the members who might apply to him, all samples of 
suspected manures from time to time submitted for his 
inspection, reporting to them in due course the results 

severa , and adjourned to Wednesday 
next, the 6th of May. 

AGRICULTURAL IMPROVEMENT SOCIETY OF 
RELAND. 

AT the half-yearly general meeting of this Society, 
on the 17th of April, the Secretary having read the 
minutes of the last meeting, which were confirmed, laid 
the following abstract of accounts before the meeting :— 

Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for the Year 1845, 
ipts. eceipts. 

Balance at foot of subscription fund 
for £188 6 7 

Amount of annual subscriptions r 
ceived in 1845 .. . .. £1264 3 0 

Interest on donations in the 31 per 
7 .. 165 0 6— 1429 3 6 

tle show miums at c: . oe 500 0 0 
Ditto on int of entrance fees, 

sale of ogues and report 
es lectures, dc. S 7199 

Premium returned “by Royal 
lighness Prince Albert, awarded 

to him at the Dublin cattle show 10 0 0 

£2198 19 10 
Balance to the debit of the Society 712 8 

£2206 12 1 
Donati 

Amount of donations to credit of 
ciety, Ist of January, 1845 

Donations received for 1845 E 
5067 10 0 

55 5 0 

£5122 15.0 
of his investigation in each partieular case 3 being 
amply rewarded for such services by the honour of the 
appointment, and the opportunities it would give him of 
"being useful. 

Trax CunmivATION.—Mr. Warnes having attended 
the meeting for the purpose of presenting to the Council 
a copy of his work, recently published, on the “ Culti- 
vation of Flax,” and received their best thanks for such 
mark of attention, communications on the same subject 
"were read from Mr. Dickson and Mr. Beale Browne, 
when an interesting discussion ensued on the informa. 
tion detailed by the President, the Earl of Erne, and 
Mr. Stansfield, M.P., in reference to practical results, 
in the trial of Flax, obtained under different circum. 
stances of its cultivation and ; and the 
‘Council accepted the offer of Lord Erne to furnish the 
Society with a statement of the various plans which 
had been adopted for the growth of Flax in Ireland, 
and the success or failure which had in partieular case 
attended their trials ; on the receipt of which, the whole 
of these papers should be referred to the Journal Com- 
mittee, with a view to their consideration of the pro- |` 
priety of offering a handsome prize for the best Essay 
"on the subject. 

GERMAN AGnrICULTURE.—Dr. ZELLER, Privy Councillor 
to the Grand Duke of Hesse-Darr stadt, and Perpetual 
‘Secretary to the three Agrieultural Societies of that 

uchy, transmitted to the Council a valuable collection 
of works, of which he was the author, on the following 
Subjects :— 

1. On Agricultural Book-keeping.— 2. On the Publie 
Laws for the Improvement of Meadows in the Grand. 
Duchy of Hesse.—3. Account of the Proceedings of| Amount of donations funded in 
the Agricultural Societies of the Duchy from 1842 to 
1845.—4. Account of the Proceedings of the Great 
"General Meeting, held at Mayence in 1840, of the Vine 
and Fruit-tree Growers in Germany.—5. On the most 
Useful Agricultural Implements of the South of Ger- 
many.—6. Fifteen Sheets of Designs for Agricultural 
Buildings,—7, On the Science of Agricultural Propor- tions (Elementary Data and Statistical Facts alphabeti- «cally arranged) : Part I. Cultivation of Plants. 

he Council ordered these Works to be severally bound and placed in the Library of the Society, a copy 
of the Journal being sentto Dr. Zeller, along with the 
dest thanks of the Council, in acknowledgment of the present he had so kindly taken the treuble to transmit 
to the Society. 

MISCELLANEOUS COMMUNICATIONS. 
1. Letter from Mr. Bray, Town-Clerk of Birming- 

ham, on the subject of the Annual Country Meeting of 
the Society for 1847. e 

2. Letter from Mr. John Clarke, of Long Sutton, 

Amount of premium 
cattle show, Hi 

Amount of premi 
local farming soci ties, 1840 .. 614 7 4 

at Dublin cattle 
18 

rrear of premiums 
show .. .. .. .. 0 0 Premiums for thorough draining, 
farina-machines, &e. .. e 5312 8 

Total paid in premiums for 1845 .. T9577 07$ 
ng and other expenses of 

s to cattle show, Ballinasloe 123 13 0 
Ditto of judges for ecting tho- 
rough draining for gold medals .. 35 12 

159 4 2 
20 0 0 

7 4 6 
67 4 6 

Printing and 
port and “T 

195 1 6 
ry, generally, 

preinium sheets; 

re of paree B: 38 
Incidental: includi 

nd c. 
s, ng gratuities, 

binding books, travelling expenses, dio. 34 

rooms (one year) 70 0 0 Rent of Soci 
Of including y of 

cand S.&c. 081311 
Yous SOS ISO OCIO: 

Total expenditure for 1845 ne 

Donations. 

F per cents E b: ec 121217 10 Jalance to credit of donation fund (ospite 
—— £5122 15 0 

Examined, and found correct, 
FRANC AG F J.B. TRPA Auditors, 

April 16, 1846, 

The Seeretary then read the report of the Couneil for 
1845, from which we make the following extracts :— 
* Tta es on reference to the accounts of the society 
for 1845, that the annual subseribers for that year 
amounted to 734, from whom subscriptions to the 
amount of 12642. 3s, were received, adding to this a sum 
of 5007. contributed by the local committee at Ballin- 
asloe, towards defraying the expenses of premiums at 
the cattle show; 165. 6d., interest on the funded 
stock ; a sum of 817. 9s. 9d., arising from contingencies, 
viz., sale of reports, catalogues, lectures, and contribu- 
tions towards prize essays, and balance of 187. 6s. 7d., 
from the preceding year—they make together a fund for 
the last year 2198/. 19s, 10d. for defraying the.entire 

expenses, and carrying out the objects of the society. 
It appears also that for the last three years the funds 
have been applied in three portions—namely, in pre- 
miums for the annual cattle show, open for general 

petition; premi for husbandry in the local socie- 
ties, limited to working farmers holding under 25 Irish 
acres ; and thirdly towards defraying the general ex- 
penses of the society ; and it appears that though the 
income derived from annual subscriptions each year 
does not exceed 12707., yet during the above period the 
society had been enabled to distribute an average sum 
of about 14007. in premiums for the above objects, 
through the machinery at present at its command, In 
comparing the present list of annual members, amount- 
ing in the last year only to 724, a great disproportion 
between the actual supporters of the society and the 
numbers throughout Ireland who are so deeply inter- 
ested in its welfare and success is manifest, and the 
council have again to express their regret that many 
noblemen and gentlemen who have extensive estates in 
this country are not members of this society or con- 
tributors to its funds. Acting therefore upon these 
statements and upon the assumption that the society has 
proved itself every way entitled to the increased confi- 
dence of the gentry and landed proprictors of the 
country, the council have determined on making an 
appeal to those who have hitherto contributed to its 
funds, to aid them in their future operations through the 
personal application of the several members of the 
society. It is to be hoped that this appeal will be re- 
sponded to as it deserves, 

“ Local Farming Socicties—The most gratifying 
feature in the proceedings of the society has evidently 
been the great increase in the number of local farming 
societies in connection with the central one. At the 
commencement of the society the number of these use- 
ful bodies did not exceed 22, and there are now no less 
than 120 regularly organised, and in operation through- 
out all parts of the country ; of these upwards of 80 
have qualified for, and received the Central Society’s 
premiums during the past two years. The council re- 
grets that from the reasons above stated they are not 
enabled to give more than six pounds in money, exclu- 
sive of medals to each of these useful and valuable in- 
stitutions during the present year ; but they feel a con- 
fident hope when the objects and proceedings of the 
society are better known and appreciated ; and conse- 
quently its funds inereased, that they will be in a posi- 
tion to extend their operations more generally, and to 
give increased aid and encouragement to them. 
“The Annual Catile Show.—The selection of the 

city of Limerick for the annual cattle show of the 
society for 1846 promises to be fortunate, A guarantee 
having been given for the sum of 5007., and signed by 
several noblemen and gentlemen, was presented at Bal- 
linasloe towards the expenses of premiums for the cattle 
show and aecepted. A subserip'ion list has been opened 
for defraying the expenses of the show, whieh has 
already been liberally contributed to, and the names of 
many of the leading nobility and gentry of the district 
appear upon the list. The show is fixed to take place 
on the 12th of August next, and the two following days, 
and it is expected that the same facility will be afforded 
to the transport of stock and implements to the meet- 

» 

Warronp, March 7: Tenant Rights.— Mr. CLUT= 
TERBUCK spoke as follows: It is undeniable that the 
establishment of Farmers! Clubs has, during the last few 
years, not only called forth a very considerable amount, 
of local and general information, but has enabled the 
individual members to impart to their brother agricul- 
turists the result of that experience which is the basis 
of all improvement ; they have effected, perhaps, even 
more positive good by offering to landlord and tenant 
that neutral ground so long wanted, ou which both par- 
ties have a fair opportunity, in the spirit of amicable 
discussion, of drawing attention to points of practice 
which they may have found either to be prejudicial to, 
or likely to advance their mutual interests. All will 
admit that in these times the farmer can hope to obtain 
a living from his occupation only in proportion to the 
amount of capital he has invested, and to the energy 
and intelligence he employs in carrying out such a sys- 
tem of husbandry and rotation of crops as are best 
adapted to the peculiarities of the soil he cultivates. 
Both individual and general welfare equally demand 
that when the period or the mode of occupation can be 
shown to deter the tenant from adopting an improved 
mode of husbandry, such relaxations or changes should, 
without delay, be made, as might promote the mutual 
advantages of landlord and tenant. On referring to the 
discussions of the numerous Farmers’ Clubs throughout 
the country, it is impossible not to be struck with the 
importance so very generally attached to the subject of 
* tenant rights,” hey say a “ fellow feeling makes us 
wondrous kind i" and, being myself in the oceupation 
of some land from year to year, I have felt, and do feel 
every day, the uncertainty of the tenure, that it eannot 
fail to be detri l to the i tment of capital and 
the advancement of agriculture ; whilst, on the other 
hand, as a landlord, I shall endeavour to point out those 
relations which appear to be most conducive to the ač- 
vantage both of landlord and tenant. After some con- 
sideration it is my deliberate opinion that it would not 
only be imp icable to frame a legislative enactment 
which would meet the difficulties of the question, but 
that, by the agitation of that point, not only much valu- 

E] 

able time would be lost, but that, during the discussion, 
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Person of practical experience ; on the other hand, the 

landlord who grants a term of 21 years, and thus parts 

With all control over his property for so long a period, 
must, necessarily, in self defence, make for his own 

Safety, such g as may tee him not 

Only the improvement of the farm, but such as will 

provide for its being handed over to him at the end of 

the term in as good a condition at least as it was at the 

commencement. It is clear that there must be many 

instances in which existing tenants would hardly be able 

togive this guarantee ; the difficulty of the question 
lies in this point only: How those tenants who hold 

tom year to year, can receive a guarantee for that out- 

lay of capital, which, at the time of their quitting, may 

fairly be said to be unexhausted in the land which would 
fairly entitle them to compensation, If practical 

farmers will attentively consider this question, and 
bring forward each his own views, there is but little 

doubt, looking at the anxiety on the subject so generally 

expressed, that any judicious landlord will avail him- 

Self readily of such information, and feel himself bound 

y interest, as well as a sense of justice, to forward, as 

Aras in him lies, the settlement of this question of 

“tenant rights.” It would be the best safeguard 
against the uncertainty of that ill-defined term, * cus- 

tom of the country,” which leads too often to litigation ; 
Causes, in many instances, feelings of irritation and dis- 
Satisfaction, and when investigated generally fails on the 

one hand to protect the landlord from the deteriorated 

Condition of his farm at the end of a term, thereby ren- 

ering it more difficult for him to procure a good 

tenant to enter on a bad holding; and, on the other, 
where a tenant has really expended money which gives 
him a fair claim for compensation, it is equally incom- 
petent to enforce the payment, by the landlord, of what, 
under a better understood system of “tenant right,” 
Would be enforced as matter of simple justice.— Lord 
Essex thanked Mr. Clutterbuck for the manner in 

t this subject before the Club. 
Was ready and willing to give his word and his bond to 
Yemunerate his tenants for all permanent and unex- 
usted improvements, or to afford any other security 
9 his tenants to induce them to farm in a liberal man- 

her, His lordship also stated that the late Lord Leices- 
ter would only let farms at the rate of 1 acre to every 
O1. of capital ; and his lordship thought that one draw- 

back on the land in some localities, was the fact that 
armers held too much for their capital.—Mr. CURRIE 
Considered the question of “tenant rights" a most im- 
Portant one, and he thought too much consideration 

Could not be given to it. If leases were offered they 
Would, under the present state of things, be declined. 

€ thought surveyors should, amongst themselves, 

frame rules for their guidance on such matters. He 

recorded a case where a farm was, to the great benefit 

of the tenant, reduced to half its original size.—Mr. 

Himperr felt sure that no legislative enactment could 

mH o 

“Simplify the question under consideration ; if any land- 
lord were disposed to use harsh measures he would ad- 
vise him to look to Ireland, and see what such means 
had there effected.—Mr. Firrowzs felt sure that tenure 
Should be by lease, or by such agreement as would 
Secure to the tenants a remuneration for their outlay. 
He considered what was called the “customs of the 

landlord and tenant, and no men would rejoice more than 
Surveyors to see these customs totally abolished, and 
niform and rational rules laid down for their guid- 

ance. He fully concurred in what Mr. Currie and Mr. 
ellowes had stated.—Mr. CLurrerbock then proposed 

a B : n d 5 € following resol whieh was agree 
h :—That the question of “ tenant rights" is well wor- 
a of consideration, as equally calculated to promote 
ee interests of both landlord and tenant, and the ad- 
gaement of practical agriculture.— Chas. T. Humbert, 

th WANSEA, April 11: Annual Report.—We regret we 
TES not room for the whole of the statement which has 
pu issued by this Society : it exhibits the gratifying 
h ct that the influence of the Swansea Farmers’ Club 
S een very considerably effeient both in removing 
Bhoraneo of the nature or theory of farming as an art, 
zad also in improving its practice.— One very grand 

E 

being 
ij 

Prizes to small farmers, in order to give encouragement 
im that class of cultivators. Here, then, we see igno- 
Nee fading away, and with it incredulity and preju- 

ice. Have we not, therefore, reasonable grounds for 

hope that an increased and increasing produce, the 

result of improved system, will ere long tend to remove 

that other obstacle, to which allusion has been made— 

the deficiency of capital. Undoubtedly a larger demand 

is made on the pocket, in the first instance, under the 

Turnip system (but in the first instance only), than 

under that where the starved and wearied soil is left to 

the tender mercies of Couch-grass, Colt’s-foot, and other 

predators upon its vitals, until some weak symptom of 

attack. Here allusion may be made to a fatally-in- 
jurious mistake—too frequently made—of entering on 

a farm with means inadequate to the demand—that is 

to say—taking too large an extent of acreage. This 

arises from a most erroneous idea, that the more land 

the greater the profit. The profit arises not from the 

land, but from the perfection of the mode of cultivation 

—and this cannot be too clearly understood. In fact, 

we should always bear in mind, that the increase of 

production is commensurate with the amount of labour 

and manure bestowed, and that it is only in countries 

where land is cheap and labour dear that the extensive 

system can be profitable—whereas in this country, rent, 

rates, tithes, and taxes are high; hence, therefore, we 

must endeavour to raise from a less extent of land the 

same amount of produce—and this is always possible b; 

a concentrated application of the means which modern 

science and improved practice have suggested. 
HARLESTON : The Cost and Value of Protection to 

the Farmer ; the Statistics of the question rather than 

the Principle.—April 8.—Resolution:: Previous to the 

discussion it was, decided at the unanimous wish 

of the members present, that the terms of the question 

should be altered. It was considered that any argu- 

ment founded on a comparison of protected with free- 

trade prices of corn, would probably be deceptive, be- 

cause it is not accurately known what portion of the 

former have been owing to the law, or what share of 

any depreciation in the latter may be due to its repeal. 

The principles of free trade in general, and of free 
trade in corn in particular, with the past effects of 
p tion on agriculti and parti ly on the tenant 

farmers, and the probable future effects of free trade on 
these interests, were therefore diseussed, instead of the 
cost and value of p i tistically idered 

After an interesting and protracted debate, it was una- 
nimously decided that a free trade in corn will benefit 

the nation, without injuring the agricultural interest, 

provided those requests of the farmers, for the repeal 
of the Malt-tax—for an improved tenure, embracing 
more liberal covenants—and the other just claims on 
the legislature and the land which this Club has 
always advocated, be at the same time conceded. The 
Club desires also to express its opinion that the pro- 
posed Government measure errs, in not making free 
trade total and immediate ; believing that the delay of 
three years will act injuriously in deferring the settle- 
ment of these necessary arrangements. 

Sr. Germans: Chemistry and Physiology of Agri- 
culture.—On the 17th ult. a very able lecture was de- 
livered to the members of this Club on the above sub- 
ject, by Mr. Charles F. Burnard, of South Down. 
The lecture was listened to with deep attention by a 
large audience, composed of all the principal agricul- 
turists of the neighbourhood; and all were highly 
pleased, more particularly with the clear and intelligible 
way in which subjects of an abstruse character were 
brought forward, and illustrated. After the delivery of 
the lecture, a very animated discussion arose, in which 
several gentlemen took part. The announcement of 
the intention of the lecturer to publish the paper was 
received with very great gratification by all present. 
We forbear, therefore, from giving any extracts from 
the paper, and content ourselves with a simple state- 
ment of its leading divisions :—1. The soil, its origin, 
composition, &e. The atmosphere, physical pro- 
perties, chemical constitution, properties of its consti- 
tuents. 3. Plants, physiological functions, elementary 
composition, food of plants, sources of their food, che- 
mical properties of their food, assimilation of their food. 
4, Of manures, art of culture, properties of manures, 
mode of action. 

Mebiewos, 
New Sporting Magazine. April, 1846. 

24, Norfolk-street, Strand. 
A brilliant Number of this well-conducted periodical. 

Well illustrated and full both of amusement and in- 
formation on sporting topics. 

J. Rogerson, 

The Fifth Annual Report and Transactions of the 
Society for the Promotion and Improvement of the 
Growth of Flax in Ireland ; with an Appendix, &c. 
F. D. Finlay, Belfast. 

We learn from this report that the Flax crop of 1845 
was less than that of the previous year by about 28,000 
tons, but that the value of it, considering the increased 

of the advantages it offers. 
"his is a society deserving the patronage of every one 

returning animation becomes the signal for a renewed A 

wishing well to the country in which it is situated. It 
is extending the cultivation of a crop which, more than 
any other that can be named, yields profit to the intelli- 
gent cultivator and employment for the labourer. 

Miscellaneous. 
Flax Sowing.—The seed best adapted for the gene- 

rality of soils is Riga, although Dutch has been used, 
in many districts of country, for a series of years, 
with perfect success. American seed does not gene- 
rally suit well, as it is apt to produce a coarse, branchy 
stem. If used, it should only be on deep, loamy soils. 
In buying seed, select plump, shining, heavy seed, of 
the best brands, from a respectable merchant. Sift it- 
clear of all the seeds of weeds, which will save a good 
deal of after trouble, when the crop is growing. This- 
may be done by fanners, and through a wire sieve, 12 
bars to the inch. Home-saved seed has produced such 
excellent crops, of late, that it is strongly recommended 
that every farmer should only sow, each year, as much: 
foreign seed as would produce a sufficient quantity of 
seed for his Flax erop of the following season.* "The 
thinner portion of the field would be the best for this 
purpose, as, when Flax grows thin, it produees much 
seed. This plan, besides the saving effected in the 
price of foreign sowing seed, would effectually secure 
the farmer from any danger of loss from fraudulently 
made up seed. The seed saved from this home-saved 
seed, in the following year, should only be used for 
feeding, or sold for the oil-mills. The proportion of 
seed may be stated at three-and-a-half imperial bushels. 
to the Irish or plantation acre ; three to the Scotch or 
Cunningham ; and two-and.a-half to the English or 
statute acre. It is better to sow too thick than too 
thin ; as, with thiek sowing, the stem grows tall and 
straight, with only one or two seed capsules at the top, 
and the fibre is found greatly superior in fineness and 
length, to that produced from thin-sown Flax, which 
grows coarse, and branches out, producing much seed, 
but a very inferior quality of fibre. The ground being 
pulverised and well cleaned, roll and sow. After sow- 
ing, cover it with a seed harrow, going twice over it— 
once up and down, and once across or anglewise ; as 
this makes it more equally spread, and avoids the small 
drills made by the teeth of the harrow. Finish with 
the roller, which will leave the seed covered about am 
inch, the proper depth. The ridges should be very 
little raised in the centre, when the ground is ready 
for the seed, otherwise the crop will not ripen evenly ; 
and, when land is properly drained, there should be 
no ridges. Thesowing of Clover and Grass-seeds along 
with the Flax is not advised, when it can be conveni- 
ently avoided, as these plants always injure the root 
ends of the Flax. But Carrots may be sown in suitable 
soils, in drills, so that the person pulling the Flax may 
step over the rows, which may be afterwards hoed and 
cleaned, and should have some liquid manure. A stolen 
crop of Rape or Winter Vetches may be taken after 
the Flax. Rolling the ground after sowing is very ad- 
visable, care being taken not to roll, when the ground 
is so wet that the earth adheres to the roller—5th Re- 
port, Flax Society. 

Calendar of Operations. 
APRIL. 

d the drills may then be opened up by the 
ls of 30 inches. Women or boys should then 

set the Potatoes at about 12 inches apart. Whole sets should 

stance than another. 

is t y what is awanting. In num 

phlets about the Potato disease, 

manures instead of fermenting. 

were recommended; but he thought it right to make up one 
i d therefore made up a manure 

ces contained in the ash of the 

Potato, as well as something which would supply the nitrogen 
contained in their organic part :— 

Sulphate of Soda. x 2 STU, 
Common Salt moms i 
Nitrate of Soda 5. s o5 "ee W 
Dry Carbonate of Soda — .. 23 ue "QU 

Sulphate of Potash 22:36 emote 
Sulphate of Magnesia E Brett 10 

Bone Dust Jd ORG DA a 
Sulphate of Ammonia oe Ad LUNO) 

112 bs. 

r, for the sulphate of ammonia, 10 Ibs. of Peruvian guano 
may beused. He thought that this manure could be made up 

at the cost of 5l. or 6l. per ton.” 

Lucerne should now be sown on well manured and deeply 

cultivated loamy soils. Sow in rows about a foot apart, about 
Sainfoin should also be sown now on 

calea drilling three bushels of it per acre across the 

Barley rows immediately after the latter is sown, or, at any 

rate, before the young plants appe: 
eh A pi E CE = UT. cite 

* The produce of seed averages about 12 bushels the statute 

acre, so that the seed saved on one statute acre would sow 
aboutfive. For full instructions as to this mode of treating 
Flax for the seed, see, farther on, under the head of ‘The 
Courtrai system,” 
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ices to Correspondents, 

d, 
Noti 

CnunN— X Y—Messrs. Attwood, of Lewes, make a simple 
useful churn, in which you ean make 6 or 8 Ibs. of butter Be E trade begin. 
time. There are various sizes. 
RAMP IN Pres—F G A—You had better kill the pig, as the 
cure in the present stage is more than doubtful W. 

** CULTIVATED ”—Ignoramus— V worked by the Culti- 
vator, an implement of the scarifier ae grabber kind, 

FLAx—6 "lerieus—Y ou will find almost all the information you 
can require in the Numbers o! ae 

ir. Warnes, oj olk, im 
publications on the eus. and issued them in the form vof 
an octavi ie: our porrcmeddqnt, Mr. Dickson, 
is shortly to publish te A subject. You will find no diffi- 

ty in dis; your produce. BU agent will purchase. 
nant Tármer— There is not th e slightest 

EU The 450 tons of igo 
with the 320 bushels of Beans and Barley, are equal to the 
keep of 250 vehbep for half a year, or if you ke fatting cattle instead, you may calculate 10’sheep, feeding to 25 Ibs. a 
quarter in the course of the yea E equal to one beast that 
will fat to18 or 19 stone a quarter in the same time. The 
plan, then, which we supposed you td adopt is to buy 100 
sheep in s such condition as that you might sell them 
in 12 months at 25 to 30 Ibs.a quarter. T These wonld pasture 
ms ears IIR we supposed you not to mow, And in 

t buy in other 150 Sheep o or 15 beasts, as s you 

Rae 

steamed or boiled vu anata very well às food pea rse: 
given once a day, if vill take it; ours will not, 
mar get them into taking it by stinting them in other giden 

ager i SNA p ust not mix uev slaked 
Jime with urine. g4 will di drive of the ammonia, 
Eana mix sulphate of ammonia, and if along w dri it 
mix some Fuld acid, say about 1 gallon iton every 20 ‘of 
pure urine, you will make a mixture which w e à very 
valuable manure when absorbed by vegetable on A sawdust, 
or charcoal-dust, 

Lucerne—Allée verte EA Keran now ina Wege ied 
and transplant into t] places some m. iyi 
beginning of iae iss Ps in plants for a few s E d handfal of straw. manure, applied by the water. 
cart. Take it from the stable tank; or make it of 3 ewt. 
guano, mixed with such a quantity of water as your cart will 
Seatter per acre, T Sra Tenant] f your horses are 
have their share of Lu 'es "will be Ph) PUER for 
them and the 6 eo ws 

pay 

months in spring.—.J D—Sow now (by han 
not a drill) 30 ibs. of seed in rows, scored out 
inches apart, on E surface of deeply-dug, clean, and w ll, 
manured loam; 

MMaANGOLD Wea K W T—Superphosphate E lime will 
doubtless be manure for this crop. Apply 3 cwts. 
per aere te the aded) in the M. or Maris e 

PATENT Yeast—F N asks A E (set 243, col. c) to be good 
EER to tell him where ** Patent Yeast” is to be had ? who 

the ee of it? and in whose name and when the 
WU nt v out? 

Pics—A ady- We know of no breed which does not divide the 
hoof. Arey sure your information as to the existence of 
such a breed n Poland, is correct ? 

asks for MEO aie ae a „Particula r 
Golden ire." 

2 

d if y 

mg called s: In what 

ing the Grass up. 
it must it rali EE s be ORAS for, if undrained, the: 

on of expensive manures Be thr rowing them 
fi ood that comes. You c for 
and may then manure with dino, at “tte 
acre ; it will not impoverish the land i 
the land var increased growth of herl wW 
a NETS ACID AND Bo HO geri end m ee Mr. 

n the subject, at page 1 
"To €i. LEAN AUS R CALY| 

of sulphate of magnesia, 1 ou 
4 drachms ote ginger r dissolved ad tice 7 0.8. 

To Harca Ecc T M—The om required for hatching 
_ poultry artificially is 96° 
Z .—A api 1 Shouta T 5 un 

usey's paper 

Give her 12 ounces 

JS commonly to see some more 
arks on the the your Euer Disa “Oxygen” 

Erdut top-dressing, Which | ho gave us last y 

Markets, 
SMITHFIELD, Monpay, April 27.—Per Stone of8 lbs. Best Scots, Hereford, &c. 4s 0to4s 2] Best rd ool. =s to —s Best Short Horns ^" . 8 4 0 itte 44 46 Second quality Beasts - 210 3 4| Ewesand i second quali 

Calva 4 54 ce 40 44 Best ‘Downs e Half breda 5 05/8 4 -58 790 
4 9 8 48 Pigs 

Bei and Lambs, 2 1,330; Calvan: 92; Pigs, 250. The supply of Beasts is not quite so large, but sell extensive, and of ex- 
soln quality. ade is dul est 

quate, ani iie remain about oen as S ea, “taut eaters dull; the 
wer.—Veal and Pork scarcely maintain lato pre for these aide i Stel 

x, May 
excensively. Guil for Bee s ana T s s 

cannot be ‘ay ern houg Profe be Son SORA UE 

ery n 
Besma 9d per 21b» lessthan on Monn 
they are fully 4d per 8 lbe. lower, Calves are aiso 
very Wee r 5s per 81bs.— Pigs remain about th 

nots, 997; Sheep and Lata; goons Calves, 
$ Went Smithfield. 

- HOPS, F RIDAY, 
The ma arket for fine Hops is very firm holders of inferior 

COVENT GARDEN, May a — Vegetables of all ki: nds hay 
been pretty NE supplied. ‘uit is tolerably plentiful, ane 

a little dus ker, Some good-sized 
apples have "babe ee CR nd hothouse Grapes are RRA 
more plentiful, and consequently cheaper. On several of the 
stalls fime-looking ripe Cherries and Strawberries were ob- 

a e most part 
sold at pets nd Oranges sre plebetal and Nuts of all 
oe r the demand. Of Vegetab! 
a goods e ‘prety ‘pent Asparagus is excellent, and Cab- 
Bas Greens, &c., are good and plentiful. Y. 
and Tur nips Raay be oiam at last week's prices. 
ripe Tomatoes have just made their appearance, and a quan- 
tity of rear] QM from France have 

eek. Celery is good in quality, and sufficit for 
AAT of the very best quality still fetch 9L. a ton, and in 
one or two cases rat ther r more ; but inferior samples may be ob- 
tain ph at much lower prices ; on account of the variety and 
abundance, ‘of other vegetables, ‘ho owever, few sales are effected 
a ny pri p oHm Send Potatoes are, preity (uu and 20 boxes 
f Lis bi nthe market. Let- 
i es wido ding are ood md dE p Cut Flowers 

iefly qiie L9] Huphorbins, "Heat hs, ,Byacinths, Tulips, Auri- 
AG Troprzolums, Jasmines, Lily of the Valley, Pentas carnea, 
Stephanotis floribunda, Bur chellia apere, Camellias, Azaleas, 
Ac eacias, Cyclamens, Daphnes, Orange flowers, Rhododendrons, 
Cinerarias, Gardenias, Moss and ded Roses, 

FRUIT! 
Pine Apple, perlb., 62 to prem ver dozen, la to 2s 
Grapos, Hothouse, ver d s tol er 100, Gy to 1s 

Spanish, per Ib 9d to Almonds, p er peck, 
ortugal, p. Ib., id CBE LA PD 

Apples, Dess., per bush., 7s to 208 Biber, English, p. ob oe jio 60 
= (Kitchen, 7 to Vis. » Cob, per 100 lbs.» 

Pears, per hf.-sv., 6s to 15 22" Barcelona, 20e 
Oranges, per eR D 2: 6d € pa 128 to 16s 

— per 100, 4s to 18. — Spa Ms 
= Bevitie, per 2m to 16s Walnuts, per bushel, Jas to 208 

per dozen, 9s Chesnuts, per peck, 3s 
VEGETABLES. 

Cabbages, per doz., 6d to 13 9d Parsnips, per doz., 3d 
red, per doz., 6s to 12s 

Broccoli, Brown, per bdle., 1s to 28 
hite, 1s to 6s 

ee bonches,ls to 2s 
ES ench Beans, per 100, 1s o 34 
Sorrel, per hf--sleve, 9d to 
Potatoes, per ton, 70s to Tae 

Scorzonera, per bind, Ii to 1s 34 
Salsify, do,, ls to 1s 
ORI ME Bae a hel, Pea 

per fice ue de eo 6s 
Shallots, per iss Bd ti 
Ga anio, porlb. dd to Bd 
ndive, per score, 6d to ls 

Lettuce, per score, Gab. 4d to ls 
s, ôd I a 

HTTP 
rooms, per pottle, & 5 w 6d 

Small Salads, per pun: a 9d to ad 
Fennel, per bunch, 2d to 3d 

Carrots, per d s Uh Savory; per bunch; ad to 6 
orse Radish, | pori busale, 369 Tec» | Tops, per buns ; 

Seakale, per punnet, o 4r Watercress, p. 12 pam 6d to 8d 
iiber per bundle, ki to 1s6d Parsley, per bunch, Tato 

us per bundle, 2s to 8s = 
ecd ch, da fo Be 
Spinach, per sie 
Leeks, por doz. Dehens Isto 1s od Cel ery, por bunch, a to le 6d 
epi each, e 

cots, per UN le 
‘Tarragon, per bunc) 
Mint, green, per bunch 6d to 8d 
Marjoram, per bunch, 
Chervil, per pannen 24 Sosa 

e io Load of i eae 
THFIELD, Apri 

Prime Mend.Hay 204 to E New Hay Ao NewClr, —sto — Infr.New & Rowen 55 o| Clover pe mi Straw — 28 — 84 
x Cooper, Salesman, 

CUMBERLAND MARKET, Apri 30. 
Primo Mead. Hay | gosto 30 | 018 Clover 110a to 116 
Inferior — Infer T: s 105 | Straw 88a 10.368 New Hay 

* Josnva Baxan, Hay Salesman, 
HITECHAPEL, May 1, 

on to 888; o Clover 1108 Kia 

ole 
Fine Old Hay = 

» 90 00 [sw 288 to 338 Inferior Hay! 
New cidver 

MARK-LANE, Monpay, April 2 
The supply of Wheat from Essex and Bole this morning 

was moderate, that from Kent good; the best descriptions 
being in demand were n "a at the commencement of the 
market, at an advance o! 
was made 
d 

and a tolerable cleaspsits 

only.— 
value; Grin ing i ifficult ispose of. 
White boiling Peas sell freely at rather more money, Grey and 
Maple] bens, rce are more easily of disposal.—Beans support 

ere is a ala business doing in Oats, which 
ea pon held for an advance 

BRITISH, PER IMPERIAL otii. 8. 8. $. 8s. 
Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk White 58 68 Red . 50 61 —— ‘Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire 50 63 White 69 63 Barley, Malting end digtilling, 29a toa Chevalier 30 24 Grind, 23 96 HO QUT sad EN $ Feed 22 26 

mberland and Sooreh ̀ antes 37 Potato 28 31 
pee ty 36 Potato 96 30 Male, pale, ship. PA 60 

BON sod Rite choris ond 65 
Rve e . 6 LEE Beans, Mazdgan, old and new ` 27 to 49 46 Harrow 31 48 Pigeon, Heligo oland 84 to 52 — Longpod— — Peas, White” . + 36 to 40 Wane 29 33 — Grey . 38 8l 

FRIDAY, 
The d of both English and Foreign Corn have been 

small during the week ; the Ed E Me on show at 
this oue s mareo ‘realised M ; transactions 
in free Foreign and bonded were id Mad, MEOS ley , Beans, 
and Peas, are unalter red i in value, as also Oats, for whieh th thi 
is merely a retail sale, the prices asked etel Atay: 

IMPERIAL AVERAGES, 
eat Barley.| Oats. | Rye. | Beans.| Peas. 

21 per Quarter.| 55s ld| 29s10d| 22s Od) e104] 34s 4d| 338 4d B . e «| B5 B| B0-2| 99 1| 34 0} 85 3 8 
4 H * | 55 9 80 7 22 6 83 7 8410 84 0 
1 > . 56 0 30 9 22 9 98 4 85 1 83 8 
18 " + | 5510 80 5 29 9 85 5 84 9 BS 5 — 35 . . «| 556| 30.1| 98 4| 38,7| 3410| 8810 

6 weeks’ Aggreg, Aver. | 55 7| 30 4| 92 7| 3311| 3410| 33 9 

Duties on Foreign Graln 17 n! g = D geal 86 9 6 
Diagram showing the fluctuations in the price of Cora onthe average of the ecks ending Saturdays April 2 

Ones are not disposed to sell at present waren. mpi Ee d Suesex, fine per cwe “5 0 io £8 
5 OB ard » > ior s e » 4 10 Weald ^ Kent, fin ae " n PACA, dling s » 5 8 

Lo oe » al Choice, Mia. and tae E $9 We ‘hear this | ng that Ay has made d ite’ appe "m 

mium SCTE. WARK, F AT 
ket during thi standing the liuitod. demand Hor every, was a furt her advance at t he close 

Seo: 

RSIDE, April 2 
» week have em small. 

to 100s per, t jonitroae Ba 
Blacks,, r Buffo, ine and, Maseh ces to 708 per 

May 1. 
Can per«r 44sto Jb {inneedOnken Fotelan, phon ds to Ly 
Car; ~ per cwt 46 ard, White Clover, ea, Nan - 40 90 Supers - = - + 40 170 m = white, English - gi 78 Rapored, EL "Eu wol 

= 4 78 > 
oriander - - 10 16 E Pod Ti Hempseed n Vr s 85  36|'Tares, mun winter r "bush. - 
Linseed ~ pe 7 S eign 7. n 
Z= Baltio 

Cakes, Eng. per 1000 Su Sa Turnip (too EEN for F Qoton, 

Sales d» Auction. 
9 NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, and Others 
NESS PROTHEROE AND MORRIS will sub- 

mit to public competition, at the Auction Mart Bartho« 
lomew-lane, on Monday, May 4, Tuesday, 5, and Thursday, 5 1846, at 12 o'clock, about ONE THOUSAND DA AIILIAS, com 
pn ising the new Varieties of the season, and all the approved. sorts of last year. Also a splendid assortment of GERA- NIUMS and other Plants in bloom ; west Varieties of 

Verbenas, Petunias, Bengal Roses, artsease, 
Greenhouse, and Bees ODAN &c. &c. Maybe vine the morning of sale, and Catalogues had at the rp and of the 
Auctioneer merican Nursery, Leytonstone, 

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, FLORI OTHERS. 
SoS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS. are in- 

May 13, ieie, at b for 3 oe cloc] 
(th e pri operty of Mr. Benner, ka s sien giving up their 

ic 
PUES Rosa, Br own's MI ‘Dick so: us Duke of Deyon- gun Beteral’s Brulante Hela Strong’s King, Ely's Lady 

a, Que Parmegiano, Musidora, Thalia, and Wallace} 
Brows s Matos llus, General Bourneville, lysses, Fabius, Maid 
of Athens, and Sheet Anchor ; $ Sharp’ ic 'uchess of 
Kent, Carmuize de Craiz, and. Violet [us "We. Also 
excellent Iron “Tulip Stage, Iron Hoops, ANS Rollers, "s 
pM Tulip Cabinet for about 120 rows, à e viewe day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had of the 
TES Sedsm ED and of the Auctioneers, American Nut- 
sery, Leytonstone. 

ULEY TRON WORKS, NEAR DURSLEY, 
LOUGESTÉRSHI RE, 

ue to Iron aude Engineers, ies NL Agri- 
"ultural Implement Makers, and o 

The FORI or Duct, having disposed of. the’ aee. named 
Property, has honoured 

HUMPHRYS AND Co. with penne toa ar- 
* range for SALE BY AUCTION, on TurspA x 5 

1846, and following days of business (Fridays and Saturday 
and Monday the 10th excepted), until the whole is disposed of 
THE VERY VALUABLE EFFECTS of manufactured and un- 
manufactured ARE Hinc Tools, Carts, | Horses, &c. 

n Makers’, er, 
ler Saw 3. Timber AUS various ki soned; a quantity 
of Machines, of various kinds, ve ER UR Ael po 
plete ; a great quantity of Bar Iron; Cast and Blis- 

d Ste res; the one-half Shore of ounting-house Fix! ; 
the Uley Patent Chaff aren x Rich ond Cars and Spring 
ditto; a au Draught Horse and Gig ditt ets of Harness, 
and numerous miscellaneous Effects. 

Full iud aakit Pari age will appear in Catalogues at 
1s. each, which may be obtained 7 days prior to the Sale at the 
MD Counties’ Herald O: ilico, Birmingham ; Guardian Que 
Manchester; Mercury Office, Bristol; fn Works ; 
WR edes" Offices, Stroud and Wotton-under-E dge. Oute 
logues will be sent on a Dosepuid application, inclosing 3 
Bestosp. n 
far The Sale will commence each day at 12 o’clock to the 
waa 

GREAT SALES OF TUL 
LENNY awp CO.’S Four Sales of TULIPS, com- 
prising the finest varieties in the world, take place on 

Monday the | nee W ednesday 13th, TRU 18th, and Wednes- 
the 20th of May. Jatalogues sent by post to any part o 

the United fined lom. m boe ener and Gardeners’ 
Gazette Office, 420, Stra and, 

ORNAMENTAL WIREWORK FOR THE “GARDEN. _ 
B. THOMPSON anp CO. beg UU to an- 
n that they continue to prepare at their Manufac- 

tory, 390, Ox: Vordstret London, all kinds of F pni. ntal 
rer ong suited he Garden, Greenhouse, or LR MS 
con of Hower ‘Trainers, Stands and Borders, Gard 
s mproved Garden and Hotl bonu 
Engines, Syringes, Ea Bellows, and other Floricultu- 
ral Implem 

Also, G. B. Uds s Improved Waterpot, which possesses 
ipsums advantages over all others, the smaller sizes being 
uitable for ladies’ use. They have now on sale a novel folding 
DE ND Wooden Garden. n Chair, at 3s. 6d. each, or 36s. per doz» 
which quantity is packed in a small space. 

TO THE NOR GENTRY, BL ro IRON- 

ERS, AND OT 

RU BROTHERS, 70, Line Hampton- 
sole he IMPROYED 

MENOGRAPI, or Labels for Garden Borders, Flower Pots, 
&c. Engravings of the same, with prices attached, sent per 
Pos to alt parts of the Kingdom, on applicati ion as above, 

e Age in London, G. ANE, Horticultural 
inen Warehiuns 46; King Time London Bridge. 

HORTICULTURAL TOOL WAREHOUSE, 

REEN AN» CONSTABLE, Wnorrsare and RETAIL 
TRON ON GEES Nnm King Walia Sireshi (een doors from 

London Bridge,) announce th ve a large assortment 
of New and peret GARDEN TOOLS. including Lord Ver- 

non's Patent I Yelloley's Patent rod ge Lyn- 
don's Patent a nd bod improved Spades, solid head Garden 
Rakes, Ladies Light Garden Forks, Transplanting iod 
Jointed Hothouse Syringes, Fumigators, Im) 

Shears, Edging Irons, &c. Ladies’ Horticul jar best px 
with every Implement requi site for the Garden. 

E 

CTION OF LIFE AND PROPERTY, 

READ begs to inform the Publie that eum 31 
e years’ experience in dna use of Garden Engines, Machines; 

and Fire Engines, and 26 years’ practice in manufacturing 
them, ‘he has taken out a NEW PATENT for irproverene B 

the Valvular Action of ALL his Instruments, wh 
simple in construction as to prevent the possibility ir ever 
gel setting c out of repair, even in the hottest climates ; and if seni 
to the world's end will never require the aid ofa Maker. m 
Garden Engines and Mac ex aro o adapted for every purpos dm 

The singi T PUE 
any common doorn iud NM "tis e 30 gallons per minutes 
The double action dit itto will msetiaitgo! Bort 70 to 100 E 

water per FEN and with two-thirds the labour the 
common eee 

NIB. KADE to Contain oe cubis yards of water, sunk at the 
most meds place to receive water from the roof of boue 

Buildings or a Mansion would afford an ample supply in case 

for domestic purposes. A suction 
tube fixed in the tank might be EU always fall, and und 
Ene attached to it in five minutes ; and, with a proper len o 

of hose, the domesties might discharge Hater with ee for 
on Ve ‘part of the ned ina raat AER mites. 

and proved at the Patentee 
INGEORD AND Lay, e are genuine Ep Dort Nn his name. 

| 
ll 
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EANES WARRANTED GARDEN TOOLS.— 

Hori ot h D gu DER in Gardening pursuits, 

are invited to examine G. EANE's extensive Stoc 2H 

GARDENING AND PRUNING IMPLEMENTS, best London 

made Garden Engines and Syringes, Coalbrookdale Garden 
Seats min Chairs, 
veruncators Garden Scrapers Pruning Bills 

eS Grape Cla ersand) ,, Knives, va- 
Bagging Hooks Scissor: rious 
Bill Gravel Rakes and| ,, 

Borders, various pat-| Sieves 
erns Koree na EAA eee Ra 

Botanical Boxes and 3 in great va- 

Cases of Pruning In- E 
struments Tand- glass Frames [Reaping Hooks 

Chaft Engines Tay Kni 
Chaff Knives oes oper ey pattern) S Ane stones 

Daisy Rakes Horticultural Ham-|Shears, various 

Dibbles mers and Hatchets| Sickles 

T e Saws 
es and Shovels 

DIN. Irons and r-|Spuds 
Shen |Switeh Hooks 

Ladies Bois of Tools| Thistle Hooks Flower * Reissors 
(Transplanting Tools 

wels 
in Wire| Lines and Reels 

paiiing Trons 

Borders|Menographs lw: all Nails 

and Plant Protec-|Metallic Wire | Watering Pots 

Milton "Egan Weed we ‘actors 

Garden Chairs and ele Tra | id Hoc 

EXEC Machines | Wheel Bat 

S Pick Axe: na Sets of Tools 
Jos Potato Forks 

am 'EANE are sole Agents for LINGHAM’S PERMA- 

NENT TAREIS, samples of TE with the Illustrated ern 

of Horticultural "Tools, can be ent, post paid, to any part of 

the United Kingdom.—DEANE's Heticultaral Tool Wa Rogie: 

peening to the Monument, 46, King William-street, London- 

THE TANK SYSTEM, 

(OH BOILERS.—These excellent Boilers, in- 
vented by Jonn Rogers, Esq., are made of various sizes 

by JOHN SHEWEN, UE Solenodks: They are applica- 
ble to all kinds of a; ratus, and are in use at Messrs. Lod- 
diges, Hackney; Pese Kp Ohandler's, "as all; Messrs. 
Rollisson's, Tooting ; Mr. Pontey's, Plymouth ; Mr. ERAS B 
Pine-apple-pla ace; and in the Horticultural Society’s Gardens, 

Hor -WATER PIPES.— Wanted to purchase, about 
eet of 4-inch Hot-water Pipe, new or second-hand.— 

Mies at rien to e B care of Mr. Bishop, Butter- 
ger, 

E OT-WATER APP ARATUS FOR HEATING 
HORTIOULTURALBUILDINGS,DWELLING-HOUSES, 

CHURCHES, and M ANUFACTO RIES, ee improved princi- 
ples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and 
EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN. 

AILEY havi ing devoted much time to the considera- 
tion o ubject, and had much. experience in the erection of 
apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve- 
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of 
heating not only very efficient, but very simple, and have com- 
noes durability i in the EUM with Harder in the charge. 
They have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, 
for many noblemen end gentlemen, and haye had the honour 
o be employed by tural, Soci ndon, in 
pud the works Of ther splendid Nea tory erected at 
SE k. 

E. BAILEY also prem S metal all descriptions of 
Horticultural Buildings and S; Noblemen, 
Gentlemen, pag, the ple, d he Robe of their various 
drawings and models, orn, where they have the 
opportunity of De RA other metal works, an ex- 
tremely complete and. convenient kitchen apparatus, range, 
adapted for the continued supply of hot water, and an arrange- 
ment of the oven more complete than has hitherto Ps br ought 
before the public. 

D. and E. Barty were the first to introduce metallic cur- 
vilinear houses to horticulturists, and can oa to the Con- 
servatory attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, 
besides many others in this Fabio and on tho Continent. 

D. and E. BAILEY have prepa’ a quantity of the Galvanic 
Plant Protectors, which are now E for immediate delivery ; 
Eur beg to QUA a to publie notice a new Trough Pipe, RUE 

her Houses where vapour is constantly, oi 

ELLE i 

URBIDGE aw» HEALY having heated a con- 
siderable number of Pits and other Horticultural Struc- 

tures, for the gu ds Pin ines, wd d 
recommended 

cumbers. many of whioh are working A the pr 

prove beyond a doubt 

be heated by Potens and HEALY’: Pire Tank us atus, 

ansa ae D 

Prue Chiswick ey: Messrs. Henderson, Pine. 
apple-place; and in more than one hundred other places.— 
130, icktctiect, aod 

SMITH AND O0. 

x ELi 

ESTABLISHED NINE Ere oie 

ORTICULTURAL BUILDER 

APPARATUS, ann GENERAL GARDEN FURNITURE 
"MANUFACTURERS 

SLEBE PLACE, axe KING'S PARADE, KING'S 
RO. CHELSEA, LONDON. 

—Poowrars, E Fravnzs. &e. N GREAT VARIETY. 
+ AiG XN ORDES GOST, 

E D CO., 61, Gracechurch-street, 
spate 17, New Park-street, catari DS 

mi Horti € E ‘thelr: much EUN jas of 

exe to ty pu iird degree VM the aia of pipes or ipt 

e agho have as well 
y m: 

in 'o. beg to inform the trade that at their Manufactory 

of new Parl DE every article required for the, construction 
Horticultural Bui as well as for heating them, may be 
tained upon the p Ray Oneal) terms. 
Conservatories, &c, of Iron or Wood, erected upon the most 

Yrnamental designs, KLASS; Palisading, Field and Garden 

3 intervals, Seid; and which may be seen at their Bui 

CHEAP AND DURABLE RO ROOFING, 
AND THE BEST p pA FROST FOR GARDEN 

BY HER ROYAL LETTERS 

MAJESTY'S PATENT. 

MNEILL & CO., o of Tubs Buildings, Bunhili- 
* row, London, Manufacturers and only Patentees of 

THE PATENT ASPHALTED FELT FOR ROOFING, 

and which for many years aes been in extensive use for Roofing 
Houses, Verandahs, à s of Farm Buildings, Sheds, and 
for COVERING GARDEN TRAMES. TO PROTECT PLANTS 

AGAINST THE EFFECTS OF THE FROST, beg to call the 

attention of Gardeners and others to their superior article, 
which has been exhibited at the Great Agricultural Shows of England, 
Scotland, and Ireland, and obtained the Prize for being the best 
and cheapest article dur roofing, &c., and is also patronized by 
Her Majesty's Board of Ordnance, Comm E i "Wood s and 
Forests, the Hon. the East India Company, an e Botanical 
Gardens, Regent! s-park. Itis extensively dorm "m ‘the gardens 
of several noblemen and gentlemen in the neighbourhood of 
London, and in different. tees of the country, whom refer- 

ence is made. This Felt is composed of the str Re and most 
durable NEFER and is saturated with the BEST OF AS- 
PHALTE OR BITUMEN (THE SAME AS SELECTED AND USED 
BY SIR IsAMBERT BRUNEL FOR THE THAMES TUNNEL, BEING 
FOUND THE MOST ELASTIC AND EFFECTIVE RESISTER OF WET). 
NO OTHER FELT HAS THIS ASPHALTE BUT F. M* NEILL 
& CO.'s, and which renders it impervious to rain, snow, and 
frost, and a non-conductor of heat and sound. Its advantages 
are Lightness, Warmth, Durability, and Economy. — Pric 

ONE Penny PER Savane Foor. 
ieu Samples, with Directions for its Use, and Testimonials 

of seven years’ experience (which contain ur useful informa- 
m from Noblemen, UAE p Gardeners, Architects, and 
uilders, SENT FREE to any part of the Town or Country, and 

Sedes by Post eacuteas 
The new Vice-Chancellor’s Courts, the Offices attached, and 

Passages leading to ener hall, Dr. Reid's Offices, and. 
MU Buildings at the New Houses of Parliament, are roofe 

th F. M* NON yo Co s Felt, andis known by its having the 
appearance of lead 

G^ The Public is respectfully cautioned against misrepre- 
sentation, iss the only Works in Great Britain where the above 
Patent Roofing i is mádei 1» F. M NEILL & Co.'s Manufactories, 

Lamb's-b row, London. 

© Z 

CLARK'S HOTHOUSE 

METALLIC WORKS. 

55, re a M BIRMINGHAM. 

rietor, Mr. THOMAS CLARK. 
SNR UE ofthe Works, Mr. JOHN JONES. 

ips E his grateful thanks to the Nobility, 
and Public ài largo, for their liberal patronage of 

the Ue Establishment during a period of n 
egs to state that ihe repeal of the nae on G 

enables inhi to offer his METALLIC ERA T and GREEAHOUSES 
at a greatly reduced price. Thos ouses are glazed with 
British Sheet Glass, in panes of in 24 to 30 inches in le length, 
and of such thickness as to preclude all danger of accidental 
breakage, whilst that which arises from the action of trost 
(freq Bon Unde o 25 per cent, per annum), is effectually 
provonte ec s peculiar mode of glazing . As a sam- 

5 Metallic Hothouses, in which all the most recent im- 
provements are happily pode Mr. CLARK refers with pride 

nificent inso erected by him m 
the new Royal Gardens at See gmore, which is admitted by all 
RU uU to be the most ooa iet and perfect of its 
ki ind i in the wor! 

OR TURNIP SOWING, 5c. . 

ONE MANURE mixed with SULPHURIC ACID 
by far exceeds all other Manures that have been tried 

against os ow may be had in any quantity, either together or 
separate, pplying to VE Huxr, Bone and Sulphuric Acid 
Works, ign Hn “Lam 
BRITISH GUANO, redu equal to Poen, at 4l. per 

ton, and may be paid for when the result is kno 

TURNIP SOWING.—POTTER'S SHANG. 

eee GUANO was used by Dr. Daubeny last 
ason against 11 other Artificial Manures for TURNIPS, 

t hent them all 2960 the, producing 6000 De, RU Bulbs per 
acre than the same ‘Weight of Peruvian Gua r cent. 

of 
‘le M this year o e EO genuine, inset | or 

8, (Ove LAE ROAD- PLACE, LONDON, Or of any of 
credited Agen 

FEE SOWING. _ 

rMHE URATE OF THE aang a MANURE 
COMPANY, Four Guineas per T The experience of 

the last five years has fully established the above as ge of the 
best of all the light manures for the production of Turnips, for 
which crop it is particularly adopted, seldom failing in the 
driest asin to secure a good plant, and to produce a great 

Ava of the many improve- 
S, ie Company so 

or a rotation 

ing ‘themselves 

forwarded o on NS No 40, New uou street, Black- 
ARD PURSER, Secretary. 

qu LONDON MANURE COMPANY beg to 
ffer Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, delivered direct ‘from 

the Importers’ bonded warehouses :— 
Nitrate of Soda, Fine Bone Sawdust, 
Sulphate of Ammonia, Sulphuric Acid, Superphosphate of Lime, Sulphate of Soda, 
Gypsum, Petre Salt, 

and pm article of Artificial Manure in the most genuine 
state.—No, 40, New E: Cuire E ACER INE 

IUE ARD ‘Poser, | Secretary. |. 
FLOWER-POTS AND ARDEN SEATS. 

OHN MORTLOCK, 250, Oxford.street, respectfully 
*/ announces that he has a very large assortment ofthe 

saa articles in various colours, and solicits an early inspec- 
n. M description of useful CHINA, GLASS, and 

sir NWARE at the lowest possible price, for Cash —250, 
Oxf cet, near Hyde-; -park, ^ 

HOSPHORIC RAT POISON.—This preparation 

is offered to the Public with the greatest confidence, being 

decidedly superior to all those poisons containing arsenic and 
other minerals. Itis most greedily en by rats and mice as 

long as it is offered to them, and in 

desert tion. Prepared only by Epw YA P ER, 40, Bridge- 

street, Blackfriars, London, Sold in pots, with full directions 
for use, at 4s., 8s., and 20s, each, Fences,” Wire Work, &c. dc, 

AND C. YOUNG, MANUFACTURERS OF IRON 
AND Wire WORK, &c. is High- wor Edinburgh, 

and 32, St. Enoch-: ENS re, Gl: vetiully ̂il bo e 

attention of Landed acces oeae ts, 
STRONG HARE AND RABBIT PROOF WIRE AETTING, 

which from its Economy aud WR UE. is peculiarly adapted 
uuu and rendering imperviou HARES and RAB- 
Bus Extensive nds, Young Plantations; Gardens, Nur- 

; Ge. Itean Be attached to Hedges, Paling, and other 
existing Fences, and removed, when required, with the greatest 
oy 
Cae in Webs of any length—18 inches high, 9d. per yard ; 

24 inches, 1s.; and 30inches, 1s. per ya ard, a d denied 
free at any O of em principal Ports or the three Kingdoms for 
One Halfpenny per yard. 
STRONG STR. NED WIRE FENCES, with Wrought-iron 

Uprights, m Cattle, and Sheep, at from 15. 4d, to 
1s. 10d. per lin. yard, pure to s! 
STRONG STRAINED WIRE FEN Ho 

and Sheep, in Wood Posts (which arb fubito i Te ed. 
etors), from 7d. to 10d. per lin. yar 
STRONG Se AINED WIRE TEN CES, with Wrought-i iron 

Uprights, for Red Roe and Fallow Deer, at from 2 3s. 6d. 
3s. 6d. per yard, according to height and streng. th. 
STRONG STRAINED WIRE FENCES, Plain and Ori 

mental, Hare es pee Py ‘oof, for inclosing Flower Gardéng; 

in rae Toimi of “Hur dies, at from 2s. 6d. to 

imates of Costs given upon receiving a Descrip- 

tion of the Fences wanted, the nature of the Lines, and the 
extent required. 
PREMIUM WROUGHT IRON HURDLES, for the SEES 

nent or HU ary divi Da of Grounds and Pasture ER at 

from 2s. 6d. t: 6d. yard, according to the sti 

number of Ba: 
These Hiurdies are made with prongs to fix them into the 

ground, and can be removed or fitted up with the greatest 
facility by any labourer. 

F qu inita and West Indies and America the Wire Fen 

peculiarly suitable, from being E light and portable,and the facility 

with whieh it can be cons sd to and erected in any situation. 
Iron Hurdles for exportation are made portable and packed in 
bundles for shipment GOLL on board no greater space 
ta common i s, and charged for freight the same, 

De GATES pun RAILINGS, made gf Wrought and 
e n, Re Be opens, in the Gothic, zabethan, and 

ge is of Bo tu: 
UGHT- IRON “CATIIAGE, paca of light and beau- 

an quens p m 3l. 3s. 
m IE S TRON P i LARS for ditto, from 30s. to 

Sea 
S PEMTUA WROUGHT-IRON FIELD GATES, constructed 

upon the most approved principles, to combine str ength with 
shines, They are perfe cured from dropping by 

ng by strong-welded knees iu 
Prine 30s., and 405. each, eomnglets with 

iiu ings on belts, and mounting 
ood or stone 

13 E T- IRON ML LARS for ditto, ith. Beles 

à AND HANDSOME WROUGHT-IRON WICKETS, 
fom ds. ME wards, 
PREMIUM PORTABLE WROUGHT-IRON SHEEP HAY- 

RACKS, with pum without Covers, Wheels, and Troughs, at 
fr ron; 31. 3 Ss . t 

t C. Youne manufacture every description of IRON and. 
yid WORK required for thi and foreign countries, and 

n the increased fa ies afforded them by the Glasgow 

eph of their itely established, they feel assured 

that all commands o om hs West of § a 

be executed in a manner that will giv 
those who honour them insir, patronage. 
Catalogues, and Testimoni: sen nti Yee of expense 
bleman or Gentleman requ 

Vorkmen sent to all pu 

aie 
T 

to any No- 

f Sands England, and Ireland.. 
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it DRAINING TILES AND PIPES. RAINING TILES one AT NORWOOD. Price Sixpence, free by post. | --Prices and particulars to be enclosed, by post, to E. d T n | Gardeners’ Chronicle and, Agricultural ‘Gazette Osce, 5, Upper The Railay @hronicle 
| Wellington-: tiee Covent-garden. 

| 
| ITIN DOYLE'S MENT —RAILWAY LEGISLATION: CROYDON ATMO- | LHE FLOWE R GARDEN ; or, Monthly Calendar| SPHERIC COMPANY AND THE INHABITANTS | m | of Practical Directions for the Culture of Flowers. New| NORWOOD—RETURNS CALLED 

Edition, enlarged, sewed, 1s. 64. RISON COMMITTEE—LAST CHANGE INS TUE TRENCH 2. THE KITCHEN GARDEN; or, Monthly Calendar of Prac-| RAILWAY PATTERN SEPARATIST FALLACIES RE- —— tical Directions for the Culture of Vegetables. New Edition, | VIVED — CROOKED PATHS OF RATUWAYS — THE IS enlarged, sewed, 1s, 6d. WINDING-UP—OUR TRAVELLING CHART i 
3. PRACTICAL GARDENING ; containing the Flower Gar- REPORTS OF MEETINGS. Sete and Blackwall. Fastern den SEN Ki hen Garden, bound to: ether, cloth, 3s. 6d. hand G th (Emperor 

TO SMALL FARMERS. New Edition, sewed, 15. Ferdinands) broject Ls j T. MARTIN DOYLE! S WORKS COLLECTED. Two vols., | OFFICIAL ERS.—Report ‘of the Railway Department of | 12mo, cloth, Board of Trade—Mr. Mo —Corre f “We Sato bestow too much praise on these little works.” EN Tug S d OxK pad E Committee" CONSE | Quarterly Journal of Agriculture. MECHANIOAL, IMPROVEMENTS. — Ba 2 | DIRECTIONS ON PRACTIOAL AGRICULTURE, Ad-| Railway Chairs, go wr ten erat (and Mays ^ 8, &e., with n dressed to the Working Farmersin Ireland, By the Rev. W. R. | RATLWAY Lee Engeravin re's P of Committees ownsend. Second Edition, revised of the House of Co: UN " S 
3 TREATISE on an Improved and tiun. Method of CULTI-| Chadwick's Ee “Nicholson's trietures on Mr | INSLIE'S PATENT IMPROVEMENTS.— | vATING ASPARAGUS. Dy Ninian Niv CORRESPONDENCE, — Railway Carriages— The York Lines— M e DEDE TES aea UE si Dublins: WmeCónivjjan: and oss London: Loxexaw |. Changes of the Edinburgh and Glasgow—Sligo and Shannon. | Gentlemen having works in operation, or who are about to and C EAD Staffordshire. g! g a ji 

erect them, will find the above worthy their attention, Es Sain | me vo, price Th jloured Map, | PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES, — Royal Society. T s combines Errror with pae Su) vites NARROW G: "GAUGE SPEEDIER THAN BROAD | PARLIAMENTARY PROCEEDINGS.— Government Resolu- | 
D 

be made ready for BURNING at all seasons ; gen imu € 9 
to OU Mum vau to the uris of ifs duy To GAUGE RAILWAYS, as well as Cheaper. By HERBERT CCP ERN M cae QUA Resolution—Pro- 

| se Alperton, Acton, Middlesex; Mr. heer, | S. MELVILLE, a, $ a meinet à 
| HO Great Guildferdon, SOCihWark | Hii Polytechnic institution, London x, 12 and 13, Parl street. E of the Wied mS oF of T une SI D 

P ow oz ARE S m 2^ Gm ap. ngs—Tenders for Loans—! = i i ee Hes don. A ticulars may be had from Jomw ) pe “UNIFORMITY OF GAUGE.— tracts — Dividends — Calls — Depos its Returned — Transfer | 
$ 3 fie — The REPORT of the Commissioners, with Copious Ex-| Books elosed—C. Tra sts 

| r tracts from the Evidence, will be given in two SurPLEMENTS, | —Forei; n Ditto—Mone; Market—Paris, Tee d Tam est 
| INGLES HAND DIBBLING MACHINE.— gratie, with the SPRGTATOR of Saturday, May 2, and tho Prices E and d $ 
i SMITHFIELD SHOW, DECEMBER, 1845.—Several of | SPECTATOR of May 9. Advertisements should be sent early 
f these Machines were ex nibited by ithe enm at the í Great | in the weck.— Office, 9, Wellington-stre A 

B Smithfield Agricul how, in December last, and attracte: 2 2; 

| a good deal or uttention indeed they werp tniversallyackaow:)] LO LAMILIES, STUDENTS, AND GENERAL BNE Tue. LADIES’ GAZETTE 'OF FASHION for 
ledged to be the most simple and perfect instruments ever Ee: HOME MAGAZINE E MAY is now ready, price 1s., contains Double the Number of Summer 

Order Railway Chronicle of any Newavender. | 

| Sh OUUoad. ice Sixpence tons. Den in any other Work, and is the onty work that q Since the Machine was first brought out, several important This Magazino has been dec] ses by the Metropolitan and | contains the Roya Dres: the Paris Ta hions, and every 1 | improvements have been. eae rendering it complete. It is | Provincial Press to be the best and cheapest BE published. | Novelty, super! 4 oiod Giant Plato (si: w 
i pepe recommended by the proprietors, being convinced | London: UA EpwowDs, 154, Strand. Dublin: Corry & | Walking Dresses, Children's Dre Pe s, de. | 
| that it will give general satisfaction. Co. Manchester: AsEL Heywoop. And by allt in fi variety gur New Patterns ; 
d E point is so constructed that the soil cannot | town and country. TOS of ane ‘Queen, Albert, and nom Children ; Pa utter ns. i Ms ‘it will at the same moment make the hole and Second Edition, amended, 1 vol. 8yo, price 18s their Dresses ; De: sE, Tales, Poetry, Musie, Guide to $ i activa tee act quantity of seed with anena eguian WURAL ECONOM Y, in its S SINESRO with Aie Sights d London, &c.  Post-free, 1s. 6d.—G. BERGER, I 
| is ipe in its MUR god not liable to g ke OHEMISTRY, PHYSICS, and METEOROLOGY. Holy well-street, Strand ; and ar o ES Í 

Hr rhe cups are UR eM Con B . BoussincAvrr, Member of the Institute of France, a € i | Wheat, inei Wur: d "Barley; Beans, Peas, V yJ > $ Single ..  .. ..  Price40s. each. LOGICAL THE POPULAR REMEDY. 
H Double .. 41. 10s. THE CHEMICAL AND Boel panzs LIFE PILLS.—The extraordinary success 
T Including Box and "Carriage to London, Liverpool, or Bristol. | BALANCE OF ORGANIC NATURE. Ms of this medicine is the wonder of the age; it has been H 
i ILLIAM E. RENDLE & Co., General Merchants, Plymouth. By Dumas and BOUSSINGAULT, Members of Y Yostitu © 01 tried by hundreds. of thousand: an aperient, and has in f 

GENTS ALREADY APPOINTED :— uoe every instance done good ; "d x as never in the slightest degree H 
T London— b Manaka p Fenchurch- trent i deg a ie London: H. Biotuss, 219, Regent-street. — UR GA Boy delicat: titution. Tens of E $i 
| i urst an ullen, 6, peng CHURCH NEEDLE-WORK. 1ave testi that S ra in the use of Pam 
| P E farne: LS Joh pereo Wert, Smith- Just Published, 4to, price 12s., or free by post, 13s., in exchange | Pinus will completely curi disease, and are li vine wit- | d 9 eet. Liverpo ames Cuth. for a Post-office order nesses of the benefit received from this invaluable medicine.— í 
n bert, Clayton-square. “Dublin Willis D M. and Sons | PHE BOOK OF SYMBOLS FOR CHURCH | Testimonials are received daily, and it would be impossible, in i j B auroit Corte rd ana H. ayori, apex NEEDLE-WORK, containing 32 Patterns, Symbolical a newspaper, to publish one-half received ; and the following 
d i Manchester—Abraham Vickers, eum "E Essea— add Or namental, with 16 bord ings to cor are selected as people well known in their respective neigh- 7 lake, Hornchurch, South Derby—Thos. C. Fletcher, WE kia A A ADI SITUE am erewver DEL Mon of BARES and whose testimony is unquestionable. Pur! ther 
" er—Francis and J. Dickson, Nursery- | not designs req faved but RHENO elves, all drawn on | sheets of Testimonials and tho NE fe and Times of Old Parr” 
D. ` eno ronde Mron togn der TAE | angelo sarei paper, ready to the workers hand, The | May be had gratis of all Ag 

1 Pasco amant. Mere. EDU. Rooke pem Ae natak Ton he complete e church. | _ The following important Aetion to the efficacy of Pann’s ” mond S E aera ste gest CLAN RR dri id Lo ndon SEU 186, ‘Regent-street, Lire aig has just poses by the Proprietors :—“ T B 
y 1M è ddington, N.B.—W. Dods.| .— + essrs, T. erts and A » Athl d : | "ton » uid E Sum. Tron Merchant. _ Chichester, the RUNE nis day, price 5 (Ls OS sits, vot will ple: sre send maie dicas D ree s Ja tec Ba et. Worcester— Wm. Webb, Cuming OF ST .UCTURAL AND Puy SIO- | Prits ; I am just out. The: are taking well, and, M Sagano 

D 22valounger. Callington t Dingle, Merchant. Truro— aches BOTANY. you, P ey are doing an MSN of good ; every one who has 
H Mason and Martin.. he E & Co., Cathay: Exeter— Bx D Henrrey, F.L.S., . [tried them in pun tions of the Liver and Stomach peu 1 | Nicholas Tuckett, Gener: erchant.' Tavistoch—Edgeumbe | Lecturer on Botany at the Middlesex Hospital ; late Botanist | great pue Yours, &c,, WILLIAM GILCHRIEST, ý E and Stamnes, Thirst. York ine Thos, Rutherford, Seedsman. to the' Goolodieal Svr of the United Kingdom. pothecary and sure 
| ES lars, with Testimonials, de. can be forwarded on Parr 1, contains the Elementary Structure. “Tong Deron: near MKewcastld, August 11, 1845, Sirs, 
| plic: ion? ‘Other Agents required. Parr 2, containing the Organs of Vegetation ; beg to thank, and inform you of the wonderfal effect of your 
D. "Piymouth, May 2. Panr 3, the Organs of Reproduction and CREME Physiology, E e a MESS i was loi ng subject HUE Shortness of Breath, l 
m 25 e will follow at eue als of about a month. th Cough, &c., but after taking your Pills a short time, I ani p - ECHIS SY STEM Or TRADE DO bs Jonn VAN Voorst, Paternoster-row. —— — [not only cured but fool quite young again, and, although an. 
| ery al cle o: s nufacture, excl gi kanin | —— ET V NAE OT Mg oli [o "n so much better that hin; 

tive, xd Ems ue R es ‘that his customers | — MUSIC FOR THE MANY. be 90 ds S dart: iB you gus this will be of service eed i may feel perfect confidence, and have what suits them best. HE MUSICAL HERALD, Edited by an Eminent welcome to printit. Yours, with much respect, mis Ur "o 
| He is desirous of having it well understood, that although his L Writer, DOT MEE four quarto pages of select Music, and Beware of ARRA imitations of the above medicine. A establishment presents a Ia arge and well arranged stock of rich | four of entertaining and instructive Musical Literature, will | are genuine unless the words “PARR’S LIFE PILLS” p 

\ and elegant manufac . 1 the pact articles of utility | pe published on the ̂d of May, SEUNG m succeeding week, Us in WHITE LETTERS ON A RED GROUND, engraved on the 
may be purchased ot se T perthan hei pie instance, he small charge of only TWOPENG Stamp, i pasted round each box; also the fac- aia y bep p the g y 3 " thebest single-bladed Beas at 1s,eacl d are voe dais unprecedented cheapness, all lovers of "Musie Areria ite ot IEA e OF the E Proprietors, “ T. ROBERTS and €0.," 
Scissors at ne same pri à cellent Tooth-| brushes Gd. ea spect this specimen of a new era. To be had of all booksellers, Cep on the directions, 

D and the bes 'er e solid back at 9d. each ; good xp t old in boxes, at 1s. 13d., 2s. 9d., and family packets at 11s. B Mahogany Wr ng. ‘ices WISDOM AND CHEERFULNESS. by all respectable druggists and patent medicine retailers | six wi E E “Table es and Forks for 6s. ; H HE FAMILY HERALD.—Parts 34 and 35 of this throughout the kingdom. 
Metal Tea and Coffee Pots ; pirum on steel and German steel popular and interesting fuss miscellany, pii ice only Six- Ra” Full directions are given with each box. 
articles all reasonable and good, D mu be well to state that | pence each, iude d alina Gray, b; Stephens—The Pady = d siia 

ere are plenty of persons iu the e who have imitated | Helen— Valeri SECUN Satan The Sel selfish Wife—The (QN E 
articles of Mechi's sole invention eines being candid enough | Sleep Walker, by ELS SEE EGIL: ; or,the Feu MEUM ETCALEE s NEW PAT TERN TOOTH- BRUSH 
o acknowledge it, such as his Patent Castellated Tooth- | Uncle John and his Nephew—Alonzo an nd Zamora e Pro- and SMYRNA SPONGES.—The Tooth-Brush has the 

brushes, his Mechian Dr B-C: his Magic Strop and | fessor’s Daughter, and several other charming tales, Pon a | important advantage of searching thoroughly into the pae 
Paste, and so on. Mechi thinks it E more than just to remind qs of useful. moral, entertaining, end instructive reading | of the teeth, and cleaning them in the most effectual and extra j 
his customers of this fact, and to guard d d t pur- the intelligent and reflecting of a cla E verybody ordinary manner, and is famous for the hairs not comi ing i 
chasing as his articles purporting to be ey are not, nd the FAMILY HERALD, the most umverbal f oose—ls. An improved Clothes Brush, that cleans in a third 
although dearer in price and inferior in ay ay a Obealogties pep ea and just the kind of periodical oe whiling part of the usual time, and incapable of injuring the finest nap. 
may be i» md 4, Leadenhall-street, Londo leisure moment agreeably and profitably. To be nu Ge all | Penetrating Hair- brushes, , With the durable unbleached Rus- 

N.B. The largest and newest stock in Bond of Papier Booksel sian bristles, which do not soften like common hair. Flesh 
Maché M such as Note-bask and-sereens, ith E S457 (the commencement of a new Volume) will be Brushes of improved graduated and powerful friction, Velvet | 
Card-racks, Ink-stands, Blotting-books, ye ms Desks, TUET Gratis, the first number of the “ Musrcat HERALD,” | Brushes which actin the FEN surprising and successful man- 
Work and Card Boxes, Tables, Chess-boards, Tea-t trays, and containing eight 4to pages of Music and Musical Literatu ure. ner. The genuine Smyrna Sponge, with its preserved valuable 
numerous other articles. a E properties of absorption, vitality, and durability, by means of 
= — UNDER THE RENTA OF SE Ms AND THE | direct importations, E neu all intermediate parties i H 
ILVER SUPERSEDED, and those corrosive and AUTHOR OF THE FACUL profits and destructive bleaching, and securing the luxury of a 

S injurious Metals, called Nickel and German Silver, sup- EATING’S COUGH LOZ ENGES— A remedy | genuine Smyrna Sponge. Only at Meroarve's Sole Betablieh- 
planted by the introduction of a new and perfectly matchless for all disorders of the Pulmonary Organs—in difficulty | ment, 180 s, Oxford-street, CSS Red A "eet. 
ALBATA PLATE. C. Warsow, 41 and 42, Barbican, and 16, | of Breathing—in redundancy of Phlegm—in incipient Con- Cattion.--Beware of the s “ From Metealfe’s,” adopted 
Norton F oleate zu by a person of science in the desee sumption (of which Cough is the most positive indication) they | by some houses. 
tion of Metals, has succeeded in ere to Publie Notice the | are of eee effic: RE ae peal and in Winter Cough, 

tiful ve io ever yet sei 1 - | they have never been known to fai Ji 3 on í eee carer Bean ie ae 1 he rich "REATING'S COUGH LOZENGES are free from every| AV NOTHER CURE or 50 YEARS’ _ASTHMA, j ness of Silver in appearance, with all its durabili ity and hard- dort ERS.—Fr ness—with its perfect sweetness in use, undergoing, as it does, | deleterious eee they may, ther efore, be taken at all y nY EN ob dr ud [s on es 
a chemical process, by which all that is nauseous in mixed | times, by the most delicate female and Meet ae EA Sinai feel ea do Ge Metals is entirely extracted—resisting all acids—may be cleaned while the P. ablic Speaker and the Br s MM benefit ‘which has b ee ffo ui dio E hy Locogiees as silver, and is m: nadama into every Article for the Table | them invaluable in allaying the hoarseness and irritation inci- | nishing Micted with T PATERE 

La RNE? it 

and Sideboard, lain TE King's | Albert | dental to vocal exertion, and consequently a powerful auxiliary 2 is TS. ar ane i5 been ERE ee con Tee ae ae E 
Fiddle, iddle. peer [vate aoe in the pecan of melodious enunciation. m D vm sno did. MU di oos Ep ee TM m o iii d. 

Table Spoons perd doz, 16s. 6d po Prepared and sold in Boxes, 1s, 13d., and Tins, 25, 9d., 4s. id USD CM EE IE ira tama ae Ben bing s indeed, 
Dessert do, 2s. 6d. * s. 6d. each, by THOMAS KxáriNG, Chemist, &c., No. 79, | the x CT 5 immediate are a ios (Signe dde Cv: 
Tea Bs. 6d. s (REM 1s. 6a. Ea Pauls dire ei. London. SE E P S ayne, chemist, 18, N E^ rate, Beton 

n. Table Forks dm 16s, 6d, 85350 cius Ei Sold by SAxazn, 150, and DIETRICHSEN and HANNAY, 63, Ox- m ae. Saeki arms give instant ae n" p. arana g 
ji Dessert do. do. 12s, 6d... 25s. o> 288, : m street; BLAKE, SANDFORD, and BLAKE, 47, Piccadilly. stama pu Y he Breath an Tune 

| . WATSON begs the Publie will understand that this Metal is Hie EPR a MIRO ing Rm tiie Vase, tates EN aaa 
| e ; FENCING, GY STIC, AND CALISTHEN a 20, $ ] 

1i cuc a - -c eee iE per bon Ages Ds Sasa ana 00, 1 Dade dmn Wes fl 
D alone he wishes it to be tested, and from the daily increasing N R. J. CHIOSSO, pea EG of the above street London, Sold by all medicine vendors. 

T eulogiums he receives, he is convinced that nothing can prevent L branches of Physical Education at the University College, 
b. its becoming an article of universal wear. London, begs to RUM) to the Nobis and CA that his Printed by WirrAw Bnapnuny, of No. 6, York-place, Stoke 4 Nos lodi an: E 
" €. Warson’s REM IunvsrRATED CATALOGUE and | Academy, 21, New-road, Gower-st. opens on Monday, Tuesday, | Fam xoamor Mutere EvaNs, of No. 7, Church-row, patos agb 
| Paice Connent, is just Published; and Families who regard | and Thursday, foin 1 or "clock t till 71 ine a thmodn. CES in the county of f Middlesex, TIU TUBING Pe et, im 
|! economy and elegance, should possess themselves of this useful | adapted for, peculia ' Debility or Deformity will be | atthe Ove, No.6, Ch arleeatrect, in the parish of St. Paul'a, Covent Gar- 

Book, which as be had Gratis, and Post Free, from the | attended to "Abdividually at oT un ent hours. Schools and | den, in said county, wi all Advertisements and Communicaticns 
Saturday, Max 2, 1846. 

| 

] 

| t above Address, private families attended, For terms apply at the Academy. are to be addressed to the ne 
| 
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SATURDAY, MAY 9. [Price 6d. 

, and on Wednesday, September 16th, isie 
ety may be obtained H pudo. 

STY A TE OF Sese) T pectfully ARRAS “the No 
his SUPERB COLLECTION OF 

" P wi S continua inp erfection until 

read ent on 
splendid Seedling SIR EDWARD P 

or ue 

fay SS with alt the OTI 

N URSE RY. MAN, Ghent, Belgium, | / 
to ofr to amateurs and fhe Trade :— 

2 zd p REN good established Plants, at 

TES 

do. : 
Splendid now Fuclisias obtained Dee an amateur 

[: a 
ooo.oof?f 

yd AND CO, are now nab per past free, to 
any part of the United Kingdom, their new and splendid 

For particulars of which, seo the 

E CINERARIA, 
SS. 195 the TM ud selected Seeds, 

n, Su dee including Post-office sae or St 

. BREWER, B aa London-road, Cambridge. 
ong piens of that splendid deep blue Anagallis 

"veustas, VERBENAS DAHLIAS, oys 
N Iv Ves im ay part of the United Kitgdom 

p P tps ‘the above in anne Plants dod boit 

NOBARWOAZ 
Pan 
anc Dladad, splendid, each” 

x 

LODDIGES & SONS, Hackney, have now ready 
for delivery a limited number of superb Plants, 2 SE 

high, very bushy, of RHODODENDRON ROBUSTUM—a ne 
i malayan Mountains, perfectly hard, and o 

Price 5L. 5s. A remittance will be 
m new corresponden: 

SILVERLOCK,  NURSERYMAN, Chichester, begs begs 
i0 announce that he has good PL ants of the ünder- 

mentioned now ready to s send out :— 
Three. VERBENAS, see lings of 1845, price 7s. 6d. the 

Vesuvius, deep scarlet, robust habit, foliage E 
ine ; Rosca elegans, fine pink ; Atropurpurea, purple. 

FUCHSIA Cice e flower, corolla rosy purple, sepals 
, fine XE habit, and free bloomer, 5s, 
ia, a lai 

per plant. 
GER ANUS M, Emperor Nicholas, 3s. 6d. per plant; Chance, 

scarlet, with dark blotch on the upper petals, considered by 
many competent judges the’ best t high- coloured aub) yet 
out, particularly ¢ good for onn flowering, 95. 

Petunias, Verbenas, Sc OU DR E &e., for bedding out, 
r doz 

14 "m ong Bape, had as HN. . a ot Uem Barr & RurLES, 
412, Stra Mo 6, Leaden- of eters "Hv T í 
hall- eee London, where ara ings s the Verbenas by Mr. 
Holden, of G. h Ma 

LJ ENRY MAJOR, ITI near Leeds, begs to 
announce that he is now sending out his unbloomed 

Seedling CALCEOLARIAS saved from fine vari ieties, in 
$ 5 s e 2E & a 

d after the 4th May cannot be 
o guru to supply any more 

1 the autumn 
th. 

sets of his five edling Pa ti 
A few plants of “his “ Pay ” and ‘Duke of York” Pansies 

Most still n Sosua a 
mod 

he m 
Tgalage 

of CE leading rix 

VALUABLE N OVEL TIES. 
X LOXINIA “ PASSINGIAMIL >_ This intensely 

rich and highly valuable variety will be found figured in 
** Paxton's Magazine of y" for dues 1846 r 
ant ate folio. 268. "dr sesse: 
hab y prolific bloom, and 
pn rich violet, and all the properties that can rende 
of this den valuable. 

r one 
Tt is a genuine importation Pom the 

do Mountains (in South America). Plants at 6d. 
e plants are ordered by the Trade, one B Uo 
The DEA limited, early orders arerequest 

—' BL oop RO ;£).— The ground denen 
upper um als of a very dark rich velvety 

"be: other petals very deeply and regularly laced 
cye perfect and shape circular 

wer to lay flat and 
and is the very best of its 

coven by many flor nf the neighbourhood 
of London, Pru Orders have been n for nearly all t 

v more plants remain, Which ase offered at Ts. 6d! 
en A Biboina Have been Sees seen by J. W. Brown, Esq. 
of Camberwell, (the well-knowi mateur Pansy grower) ad 
considered by him to DS a first-rate variety. 

NI * MARG TA SUPERBA” ( RENDIE ).— 
Ground NES ani: strongly margined with Sun E 

of gooc ibstance and Excellent form; the eye da 
free from. veins. Thi most valuable and unique var: 
puis fo any other sort easy known. Price 5s. each, 

? over ade, 
VERSENA — BEAUTIES ” (RENDLE).— 

Ground colour beautiful rose; the eye surrounded with a wide 
panel of deep rosy purple ; corolla large and flat, semen very large, leaving, no indenture between them. y profu 
bloomer ent VU, and very distinct us e iud i cultiv 

n. Price ñs. ae e over in every thr e trade, 
Plants of CES supplied on 23 Lane the 4th day 

of May. 

light stra 
ana 
[vs the same colour; the 
pean very firm ne thick, causing the flow 

st-rate variety, 

e 
a- 

. 2s. 6d. each, 
GaU SE 6 

Ilex latifolia dA eee 
Double Chinese Primrose l! 3 6 7% 
Araucaria imbricata, 12 f 20 

Good Plants of all the above can ibe hiano of Winziaw E. 
RENDI, & Co., Plymouth. 

NEW, GOOD, AND CHEAP. 
I ENJAMIN W KNIGHT, Frorist, &e., Der 

RP near St. Leonard's on Sea, X, begs to call the atten- 
tion of his friends and the publi the following CHOICE 
PL ANTS, which are now ready to send out. 

ve new choice and distinct, Fuchs 
for 6s. ; 12 extra 
y the first. ins. 5 ry 

Gd. ; 12 extra ood varie 
; ? good Sd distinct Cinerarias, fi 

12 fine Anagallis, for 3s: 6d. 
eliotropiums, fo 

2 extra new, very 
epo d for 6s, 
show Pansies, for 63 
selected with great gare 
3s. K - ber paper tire! ETE 35. 6d. 
fror e bes t show flowers, 3s. 6d. per NUS ; 
ct rx . per paper 

will uh ready in Nay, 12 good show Dahlias, for 
E UD ior, ion 12s. ; 12 extra good, distinct kinds, all new last 

; 12 choice inn or variegated varieties, for 

fit for exhibition, 
1 

paper ; 
; Gen man Aster, 

AY of um “above ;can. be securely packed, and Td 
gue! post-free, on receipt of the amount with the order. Catalo; 

of-the above may be obtained on pre-paid application. 
16. 

"HARE RABBITS.—THE LARGE 
X FINEST BREED IN THE KINGDOM. 

This large, beautiful,’ and seare variety (the colour of the 
s great length and depth f carcase, great width and 

nd weighs, when at ma- 
turity, from 16 to 17 Tbs. As hardy e prolific à a RE ET 
or wild rabbit; from one to two months old, 12s. per p: 
three to four months, 18s Free to London. 

Apply to Mr. Joun BRETT, Market-place, Great Yarmouth, 

ENUINE, 

har 
aE Etna loin, Jong erect dos 

prices did when the E 

12 fine varieties 
1? superior do. 
12 superb new do. .. 

yellow species, highly 
EPA for bed- 

ie serratifolia 
Platycodon grandiflora. . . 

For Select List of Plants, see Advertizement e April 18th. 

re 
NEW SCARLET PELARGONIUI 

sent containing m om 7 
RHODODENDRON 

panulatum is 
having the margin of the segments tinged with delicate lilac, 

ud UL 

Fuchsias, X ofthe Et approv ed sorts 

| Flower Sects, 36 papers 10s. ; 
Me & H. Brown 

WOODLANDS OE MARESFIELD, NEAR UCK- 
IELD, SUSSEX. 

ue m jn SON have the pleasure of E 
e following Plants lapted for Bedding, at th 

eft to themselves :— 
FU CHSIAS. 

12 fine varieties .. 6s, 0d. | 12 superb new var: 
2 superior do Sega) for exhibition .. 185, He 

12 superb do. .12 0 1 50 fine do. .. 30 
50 0 50 superb do. oa 

VEREEN NAS. 
5 extra fine vars, .. Eu ek 

25 superb new do, 

12 fine varieties 
erb do. 

i$ 
0 

Young apu of the above can be sent Peds packed in 
tin cases by post, if required. 

NERARIAS. 
Strong me coming into bloom. 

arieties ++ 6s. 0d. | 25 extra fine vari 
25 superb do. .. 

12 fine 
12 superi 
12 supapb new do. 

NEW AND DIST Nor PHLO3 
Select sorts, one een named.. 
Superior do. 
Superb newest cH ded 

ZALEA INDICA. 
12 fine Madison . m 
12 superb do. .. E m m 
12 extra new do. 

GREENHOUS (PLANTS. 
i Hine EI one of each 

do. of newer mands 
H an do. o. very superior 
2 choice Climbers . 

STOVE PLAN TS. 
12 very fine species, one ot each .. .. 18 
12 superior do. o. TE eiii 

NEW PLANTS. 

15s. 0d. 
+2 0 

2 

Cut GENE I 

Eac! Each—s. a 
Bode flava. pom Pleroma AE eg be 

W) ee Polygala Dalm: 3 H 
GENEA ria ibunda Rondeletia,, Sello ER 

(Veiteh's), an eleg gant (Havanna) 10 6 
Ruellia macrophylla, 

splendid scarlet species 7 6 
Siphocampylus coccineus, 

splendid 
Tacsonia mollissi 

«+ per doz. 18s. 

0 
ima .. 36 e^ coto coc 

t gravis on application, 
por number of plants presented to each order cowards pp IUS ETDONSE UE carriage, dc. 

A PUN or reference required from unknown corre- 
sponden DE HUN 

Tus c1 JALL, s successor to Mr. Jonn 3 Yovwo, iem 
nounce that he is prepared to execute o 

diately, den strong plants, e viti der-Rien dodo 
y orders are solicited t n 

EYMOON," very 
dwarf, Senium habit, and well adapted for bedding. For 

s opinion, see Gardeners’ Chronicle, 1844, p. 508: 
eating aot dS be of a very rich and intense colour. 

etn 
uds and 5 
ANULATUM ee * CAMP. 

Gardeners’ Chronicle, 1845, p. 308 — Your 
Abe ES 

hybrid from Cam- 
r, white ground, 

and the interior of the upper division of the corolla strongly 
spotted with maroon. The blooms Dre indicate a very orna- 
mental variety. 

PELARGONIUM 
? Str ong pimus 21s, en 

i E large, rosy-purple. 
5, p. 282— Your Seedling is an 

me rosy-purple colour, and is 

See Gardeners’ Ch 

iety." Fine plants 5s. 
3 MULTIFLORA. See Gardeners’ Chron., 

p. 592—' Sy our Seedling Lobelia is a ver; indsome 
he lip is Jarge and broad, of a rich and ‘dazzling 

some of the spikes of flower measuring from 12 to 
es in height. Plants ls. 6d. ee 15s, per doz. 

Taxodium sempervirens, 6 to 9 i G. 
Lyperia pinnatifida ^ .. d STU 
Alona ccelestis .. m LE SU os di 
Ver onica, 8| que I . on oe 2 
Oryptoi mica . oe oie Ter 
inem "een ifo um . 3 
Caiceolaria floribunda, for bedding ` eet 
Roses, two species, Chusan, each 

Do. do. Amo: hi 
ants to See for 
aunton Nurs: 

AHLIAS; En the newest and E s 
ion, Bl. per e. 15s. 0d. per 

B ] 

Yerbonas and Petunia, „the newest and best sorts zi 0 per doz, 
d g nA on . pel ates 

deliotroplums, Pin 4&0 "m 
n distinct and. pee EX of Phlox 9 0 fe 
Lobelias, Salvias, and Pentstemons  .. (OS ali Scarlet and other Geranium 4 6 0 Si 

2o. General Tom Thum oo Bgm 
superior Hardy Herbaceous Plants ` 25 0 

o. do. lo. 15 0 ns of Gold Roses, in pots... +s 3 6 each. 
New ellow Roses — .. < PAAR 
Buddies a Ladena It 20 ” 
Serena of 6 sorts is .$ » 

enhouse and Stoy n great variety. 
ris do^ Lm forwarded. free by post. 

be; eg to intimate D D that 
hey are at liberty to name any preferred sba cies or variety of 

nts or Seeds. Foreign orders for Seeds and Plants of all 
ands carefully executed. 

Albion Nursery, Stoke Newington, near London, 
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TILLIAM E. RENDLE and ÇO, are enabled to sa 

the following choice soxts of 

ILLAS, FUCHSEAS, &e,, 

abvery reduced prices. 

GERANIUMS 

LwE's SEEDLINGS of E as athe following set, including 

and package, for 

Be, Teos. eis Perfection, Confidence, Imogene, 

offer. 

GERANIUMS, 

ig following List including hamper 

.—Ist Crass. Hec! Bock Magiciepne, 
ise, Lord 

E NAA i epi, Othello 
orà, General Pollock, Claude, 

nd Sskero: for 30s. 

pru (Roster Duke.of Cornwall, MS dest; nri: 

Ebrington (hy yne), Horati 

Queen of "En sd Be R. Peel (Fos anderer 

(Blackford), She. Cont aguation, Lady Villiers ores, 

Constellation n Beauty of er Sia 

Selection of: 20 ‘from the following List, including hamper and 

package for 20s.—2d Cass.—Coronet, Cynthia, Hamlet, Pene- 
Countess of Mount Edgeeumbe, Consort, 

Princess Royal, Circassian (Lyne), Guide, F: i 

Jersey Maid (Blackford), Symm netry, Pulchellum, 

vourite, Vulean, Camilla Vi aeter), Oberon (Hodges), 

Prince of Waterloo, arde Sun, Prince Albert (Gaines), Gipsey, 

Wonder of tl Ne Plus Ultra (Thurtell), Portia, Jupiter, 

Witch (Garth), ant D'Orsay, Aurora, Enchantress, Van 

Amburgh (Wilson), Fanny; Morale Gem (Rendle), Lady 

Shepperd (Bennett), aid of Devon (Topping), anne 

Elizabeth, ing John, Am PNE Sultan, Grand Monarch. 

ueen of the Fairies, President, dnbie Clara, Mabel, Glory 

of the West (Bassett). 

The Geraniums are large flowering plants, in 48- 

sized pots, the majority of which are showing bloom. 

DAHLIAS 

Selection of 12 from the followi List, including hamper quà d pack- 

age, for 15s., or in a tin-bow, postage free, 
1st Chass URKE i Alice Hawthorn (Drum; 

Cleopatra, Preceptor (Whale), Queen of the 
Sir J. S. Richardson, Aurantia, Essex SHORT Lady $ 

Maur, Standard of Perfection, Queen of Roses, TAS 

Bee, Lady pa obus, e Mrs. J. Richardson, Hero of 

Stonehenge, and Antagon: 

Selection of 20 from the following List, ir onion hemnet and 

package, for 12s., or free by post for 13s. 6d.—2d CrAss—Conso- 

lation, Matilda, Perpetual "Grand, Nonpareil, En White, 

Yellow Climax, Honourable Miss Abbott, Sure Enough, Swin- 

don. Rival, Prince of M be: vith, " Eximia, Confidence, 

Seg of Trumps, Sir R. Sale, M šh helley, Vivid, Great West- 

n, Admiral Stopford, Virgil, [jos ament (Union), Prine 

[A (Hudson), Prince of Ws ales, Beauty of the Plain, Brides- 

maid, Bloomsbury (Lee), Rouge et Noir, Glory of Plymouth. 

DAHLIAS—(Fancy VARIETIES). 

the following List, including hamper and 
6d.—Matilda, Lady Lo- 

Beauty ud 25 TED Fairy Queen, Ma- 

dame de Montagne, Silvio, Village M: is, 

Madame Schwaffenfield, Madame RN e, Madame Miellez, 

and Oakley Surprise. 

Selection of 

FUCHSIAS 

Selection of 20 from the efti List, including hamper and 

package, for 15s., or free b. 16s. Gd., box included ; or 

LE free by post; ARR rratifolia, Pearl, » Ha. 
rba, Vubergii, Sir W. Ma gnay, I Duke of York, F 

oh eio “Pi cta, Cleopatra, M: em Smith), Sidmontkii, 
Nymph, Queen of Beauties, Coro ii siluro hybridum, Delica‘ 

(Rendle), Duke of Wellington, T Florence, Magnet, Queen (Pa: 

ley), Prince of Wales, Eppsii, Kentish Hero (Epps) Lindleyana, 
Vesta, Reflexa, Neptune, Modesta, , Hector, Gigantea, Expansa, 

Decora, Coccinea Ver: ; Albion (Smith), Uttoxeter 

ex H kardii Grandifiora Ciian) Lowreyii, Laneii, Ex- 

; (Pines), Paragon, Robustum, Eclipse, Britannia, No- 
Pliseima, Ballooni (Smith), unii ens (Youell.) 

PETUNIA 

Selection of 12 from ie following d ist, includ
ing package, for 

Queen of uté de Jour, Beauté parfait, Coerulea 

iata, Louis Gu. imo, P Striata delicatissima, Attraction, For- 

not, Perfec branacea, Portrait, Delineata 

n), King, Ovid, "Magna Charta, Reliance, Splendida, 

Celestial, Punetata. 

ANTIRRHINUMS, 

The following sit, including hamper and 
Maculata, Atro- striata, Luteum, Brightii, 

Picta, Sable White. 

ackage, for 5s.— 
Powell) Aium, 

LOBELIAS. 

Six of the following sorts, including hamper and package, for 

4s.—Erinus grandiflora, Erinus compacta alba, Resplendens, 
Queen Victoria, one Salterii, WE Bathoni: 

AZALEA IND IO 

Selection of 12 from the following Li: naai hamper and 

—ist Crass. s.—Optima, Exquisite, Broughtonii, 

itissima, Rosea punctata, Minerva, Barbata, 

Aiba superba, Alba striata, Candidissima 

ndiflora maculata, Purpurea plena, Rubra-plena, 
Gladsta xcelsa, Smithii magniflora, Rosea elegans, 

A aperi , Addisonii, Alba triflora. 

Selection of eight from the following List, including hamper i Ei 

donia, 4 D ER, P.Neelü P. c res 

FLOWER ER | SEE 

50 packets of choles Flower Seeds dio by Ad for Ha 

30 
2 
.B.—All Post- op e cordon Ere be made Eus to Plian 

Edgecumbe Rendle, Plymouth. 

TESTIMONIALS. 

**T am happy to tell you thatthe planta which you sent, were 

received here yesterday in eacellent condition, having been 
packed in the best manner possible, and Iam mueh pleased 
with them.”—S. S. Cunningham, Caprington Castle, Kilmarnock, 

Seria, pa. 16, 1845. (Distant upwards of 500 miles from. 

Plym 
0 say the plants arrived safe, and in such good 

bah that no person would have SEE they had ever 

been removed from your greenhouse, although they travelled 
such a. Ga e indeed, they astonished. AT one ue saw them, 

they were so althy, so well packed, and, add, for the 
gn descriptions ) very reasonably pric vet yn Willian Bevan, 

Camass Bru een ity of Limerick, April 14, 1846, — (Up- 

ds of 3 0 miles TR "Plyinoath.) j 

Pn Pappy t 

Great attention is OR to careful packing.—All 

lants forwarded to long distances are packed in Fir 

Bowes, and firmly secured. 

* Early orders are desired, a as there will be a limited 

ud only of many ofthe 
ORDERS WILL BE SXEOUTED IN STRICT ROTATION. 

Cireulars, containing Lists of Flower Seeds, Forest and 

Fruit Trees, Bulbous BA and Chrysanthemums, can behad 

on SUL 
4% All orders above 3l. will be delivered (free of 

ens to London, Bristol, Exeter, Barnstaple, or 

Ranous or, above 6, to Liverpool, Dublin, or Cork. 
mittance is not required Bom known correspondents, 

or those who give reference in Lond 
Steamers from us Port three ner a week, to London, Cork, 

Dublin, Liverpool, and Falmouth. 
ARETORA IMBRICATA. 

12 fine young Plants of this valuable Tree, including hamper 

and package, for 2 

Those who ane at long dijtenens. sand wish to have their 
plants forwarded by post, can be a dated; and we Bare 

arranged to send Dahlias, Fuchsia, 

Pansies, te Antirrhinums, pac! 

e LL THE PLANTS ENUMERATED UN THIS 

CATALOGUE ARE NOW READY FOR SENDING OUT. 

have to return our "best ; thanks to our numerous cus- 
tomers for the liberal orders with Mr, we have been fayoured 

during the past season, and have now to solicit a continuance 

of their patronage, assuring them that we shall always supply 
the best articles at the lowest remunerating prices. 

Our chief objeet will be to give satisfaction ; and if from any 
circumstance an irregularity should at any time oceur, we pha 

always feel it our duty to e ‘the most ample amends, 

ways endeavoured to be liberal in our dealings, jen 
d is friends will not have reason to complain of our not 

continuing to be so. EK E. RENDLE & CO. 

Office, Union Road, Plymouth, May 

In consequence of the very otni Le quoted, no devi- 

ation can be made from the collection as named above, 

and if less quantities are taken a higher price must ne- 

cessarily be charged. 

ULIPS.—A bed of choice TULIPS, the property 
of a gentlemen deceased, to be Sipoged, of. They consist 

of 36 TOMS o of ie most esteemed varieties t pan naves ean, 
possess, 8 have been collected regardless of e 

iewed Tor. the next 14 days, between the eg t ̂10 E) 4 e 

2 Gloucester Cottage, Lepghb borough Road, Brixton, where 

fall pansion ies may “be had , or of f Mr. E. DENYER, Nurseryman, 

Brixt This Adv By will not be repeated. —May 9. 

e Eus Hedenham Rosery, Bungay, 
o Suff gs to offer the following First-rate PER- 

PETUAL ER BOURBON ROSES, in pots fit for ransplanting 

into bor 2 or to form beds of Perpetual Roses 
"petual. Bourbon, 

nU 
Rapist Mouchelet Comte de Rumbuteau 

Clementine Duva Crimson Globe 
Comte d' Eu Dupetit Thouars 
Dr. Mar: Edouard Desfosses 

de at Aumale Enfant d'Ajaccio 
de Chai George paner 

Duchess of Sutherland La Grac 

Fulgorie — La i Grenadier 
and package, for 6s.—2d Orasi 

Lateritia, Danielsiana, Raw occinea, 
osea, Rosea semi-duplex, onn "Standish. Sin -duplex, 

Splendens, Specios x^ 
XINIAS. 

Selection of six from 2 loss List, including hamper 

and package, for 55.—Cerina, Rosea Tnsignis, Rubra, 

axima, Caulescens, i En 

TUS. 

Selection of six from. d a List, including hamper 

and package, for 10s.—Gardnerii, Truncatus, Truncatus vio- 

Ah 

laceus, Majestica, F 3p ineum 
Egertonii. 

MISCELLANEOUS PLANTS. 

ection of 12 from the following List, including hamper and 
package, for 15s.—Bouvardia flava, Achimen| pieta, A. longi- 
flora, A. rosea, A. piro, A. pedunculata, Gesnera Ge- 

roldiana, G. Coope: zebrina, G. ud & elongata, 
Rond 

La Bouq 
La Reine 
Lady Alice P. Proserpine 
Madame Pi asta Pierre de St. Cyr 

Madame Laffay Princess Clementine 

Marquise Boccella. Queen of Virgin: 
Melanie Cornu. Souvenir de la Malmaison 

Mrs. Elliot Splendens 
Prince of Wales Virgil. 
Prince Albert isette. 
Rivers NR Solfaterre 

Pourpre de Tyre 

Wien nee Cloth of Gold. 

R. B. B. will ny order: on the most liberal terms. A 

remittance or reference is respectfully requested from all un- 

known corzelpondenie. —Hodonham, Me 

I a ae & “PELI, orem Glass Agents, 15, 
treet, Strand, are now prepared to supply 

eda Begonia coccinea, B, insignis, 
Ar erenulata, Ixora coccinea, Pentas 

carnea, Sia sdetia radicans, G. sp. nova, Ficus elastica (Indian 

Pinmbago capens 
a plena, Juanulloa parasitica, Eu. 
HC Gentradenia rosea, 

vilis, Vinca oculata rosea, 
na, ZEschynanthus ED 

enu B. arbor 

n splendens, Pler 
Siphocampylus betula olia, Clivea 

Ki pecus pri ru a A 

diflorus, Æ. Roxburght: 
cheia, Lantana crocea, € Cilumncn Schie 

Hibiscus rosea sinensis, onii, 

(grafted), P.decussata, 
varium rotundifolium, 

ana, C. cmd 
Pimelea speetabilis 

Hov a Cels i Chorozema 

Ve PRSE specios Gr 
a TEMAS , Diosma 

vendis qv 
Kolosanthes mini 

imbricata. 
MISCELLA N 

Select ion of m " 

sme arguta, Atilio 

MBERS. 
dp uie 

à aur 

these admirable utensils er "dust and light glass. They are 

made of such strength as to bear a severe » blow without break- 

ing, and they clean “with so much ea t the use of hot water 
is unnecessary, and consequently no of racking. 

Ep & also supply Foreign Sheet Gl 
lent, quality SF ds colin, Samet dictan o ea] pur 
has'been much QUAM by parties who have dd it extensively, 

and to whom refer n be given. 

Bell Glass 

| white flint glass 
om 1 inches by 6 to 4 inches by 2}, in clear 

at 10d. per Ib. 
CATOHERS. 

iT NDERWOOD. T Bine to Her Majesty, 56, Hay- 

market, begs to inform Amateurs, Gardeners, Nurser: 
Mn others, that he has just completed a number ot 

ATCHERS, from 6 to 12 inches 1 square and o 
t is Jen known t y Wasp caught in d 

nest, therefore an early 
recommended. ar 
Knives, Pruners, &e., Budding 

HN 

DRUMMOND and SONS, Stirling, N.B., an nd 
re Dul have on sale a laigs and select Stock of 

TURNIP SEEDS. Term particularly moderate, The fol- 

lowing are tl tapproved sorts, viz.— 
Swedish, Skirving’ 5 Improved Purple-top. 
Ditto East Lothian Purple-top. 
Yellow Aberdeen, T Green-top. 
Ditto ditto, with Purple-to| 
Ditto ditto ditto, AR 
Ditto Improved Early, now much esteemed for sowing late 

in season. 
White Globe. 

Greet top Globe. 
—Delivered free in London, Liverpool, Hull, Newcastle, 

m Belfast, and Londonderry, when not less than 40 Ibs, are 
ordere 

aut Priced Catalogues of aap een 
Seeds, Nursery Plants, dc. sent free on applicatio; 
NES Museum, Stirling, and 58, AEEA Dub- 

ay 

Serum and Farm 

Suspe. co OF EE MOST STREET, 
THOMAS GIBBS ai 

(By Official appointment), the a EDSMEN to th 
ide ROvAL A ERIDULTURAD SOCIETY OF ENGLAND, pa 

Beg to remind the Members of S Society, and. Agriculturists 

in general, i their only Counting House and Seed Ware- 
house is at the Corner of TALE NOON: ee PIOCA- 
DILLY, Aa as for the last Fifty Y: 

Priced Lists of Agricultural Seeds are MER ready, and may 
be had on application. 

EORGE GIBBS & 60, E Down- ddr Pigeni 
—Large White Belgian Carrot, ls. 6d. lb.; Red an 

lb. DUE Long ae 

Mangold, 9d. per 1b. ; Long Yellow ditto, 1s. per lb. ; True 

Purple To} op Swede, 9d. per Ib. ; Asheroft’s x large Swede, 
1s. per lb. ; Laing's Swede, 15. per lb.; Purple-top Noi ottingham 

Moss Swede, and Tankard Pure Swede. 
Skirving’ 8 and M atson's 

Turnip, 1s. per Ib. ; Meadow and Pasture Grass Seeds, in mix- 
tures suited to soils, &c., 32s. per acre, allowing 2 bushels, and 

o each acre; Mixtures for Fenbyaune. old Grass-land, 
1s. 8d. per Ib. ; fine sorts for Lawns, &o., 1s. 4 

A. detailed price Catalogue will be forwarded. on. application 

to GEonGE GIBBS an Seedsmen, E to the Royal Agri- 

cultural Department i "Belgium, &c. , 26, Down-street, 

Piccadilly, — 

|B: 
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SILVER “SAND, PEAT, Tae 

KEMP now having the honvur of supplying the 
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, th orticultural So- 

gown Mant Chiswick, the Royal Botanic Society’s Gar- 

dens, Regei uiid most of the pinggel Narsete and 

gentlemen’ A en s in the pewnbourh od of London, and 

many in different unde of the country, ti Se he can "rete, 

can with confidence assert from the iOS he 

ceived, combined with his 
SAND is the best for all Nursery purposes, to be found in this 

part of the world, Price, del d within six mien per ton, 

26s.; per half ton, 15s, ; packages where required, (sacks oF 
casks, ) 14s. per ton, and "rs. pan half ton, extra, (for ‘Cash only). 

BAT and other Soils supplie 
Es EMP, Manor. , near the Rising Sun, Old Kent-road. 

Po! ally attended to. 

Horticultural and | general LER 
F. ErrnHick's, 28, 
Ready Money only. 

OREIGN AND BRITISH SHEET AND CROWN 
GLASS, for Hothouses, Garden and other purposes.— 

R. C. having again reduced the prices for small erown squares; 

invites a comparison of the present quotations with his former 

ts 

pong SHEET GLASS, of pt UE m 

por 

lis gross. per gross. er gross. 

6i e. 68. 8by5.. 13s, gby7 ee Siss. 
in, i 95. by6.. 14s | 10by8.. 205. 

. will in future receive weekly consignments of STOU 

FOREIGN SHEET GLASS, of which he urposes keeping 

such a stock as will enable him to execute all orders as soon 

as received. 
PROPAGATING, BEE, CUCUMBER, and GRAPE GLASSES 

of every des ua cheaper than at any other house.—For 

New Lists, apply to AN, Glass, Lead, and Colour Works, 

48, L Leicester-: -square, E Oddo. 

PROPAGATING GLASSES, White, 1s, per Ib., or 
6. 4i UM fro! BER GLASSES, 

from 6d. t. ach. GRAPE SHADES, with holes, 1s. 9d. 

2s, 6d. each, 1s. 6d. each.—AP: E 

TT & Co., Falcon Glass Works, Holland.street, Blackfriars. 

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES. 
PSLEY  PELLATT and Faleon Glass 
Works, Holland-street, Blackfriars, ar prepared to suppl 

(in quantities not less than 100 square fect), SHE M 
OROWN GLASS OF BEST QUALITY, at the following 
Net Cae Prices : 

size under 40 ins. long. Per square foot. 
B d. 13 oz. weight per foot 23 4d 

3602. d x 5 
21 oz. ” ” I x 

26 oz. 
SMALL Squares from 5 ins. Py ‘Sins. upto 15 ins. by 8ins., 

from 14d. es 3d. per square foot 
N e 16 oz. is full od for Greenhouses. 

pue CAS D HEATING BY HOT 

RAY, ORMSON, E > BROWN, Hornovuse Burrp- 
ERS AND Hor WATER APPARATUS x 

-8 treet, Paulton-square, 

kon ub 

Plant Houses, 2 thelr Aera manner of erecting E struc- 

tures, and the application of Heat by their improved Hot Water 
Apparatus. 

Gray, ORMSON, and Brown beg to assure those who honour. 

them Log: their patronage, that from the practical experience 

of one of the firm as a Gardener, they guarantee every Hous? 
constr ESI by them will be adapted to its intended purpose- 

s and Éstimates furnished free, and satisfactory refer- 

ences sgiven 

WIRE-WORK, HOT-WATER APPARATUS, 
GREENHOUSES, ic. 

iT. THOMAS BAKER, MANOR HOUSE, MANOR- 
M2 PLACE, KING'S-ROAD, em LSEA, Manufacturer of 
INVISIBLE WIRE-FENCE, to resist Grazing Stock, and ren- 
dered Rabbit.proof. WIRE-WORK in Trainers » rene es for 
Walks, Bord dering, Flower Bose] , Pheasant: Hoy 
TICULTUR AL BUILDINGS, Green and Hothc 
tories, &c. "Thesameh pee TOT. WATER- B ARATUE 
on improved and economi 3 

ited on in T eh à 
rawn e wings an 

Worl r the Trade as usus 
"s Cases, or Domestic Orton: 

as 3 
own experience, that his SILVER 

| 
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‘Wrorrspay, — 20—Royal Botanic Gardens . 4 
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"COUNTRY SHOWS, 
Tonay, May 12—Stamtord Hill Horti altura], 
THURSDAY, 14—South Essex Horticultural and Floricultural. 

Amone the other pleasant companions with which 
we are likely to be favoured in the ensuing summer, 
we can confidently rely upon the Wasrs. "They 
have had a charming winter; are now, in May, as 

vigorous as in June, as plentiful as in July, and 
will certainly take care to help themselves to a lion’s 
share of the good things which it is to be hoped 
that a fine summer will bring us. 

We have not yet heard of any philanthropic 
‘persons having taken these marauders under their 
protection. That is a stage of civilisation at which 
we have not at present arrived; though, consider- 
ing how far sickly sentimentality is going just now, 
there is no knowing what may happen. In the 

hile, until w tchi becomes penal, 

either legally or socially,we would advise those who 
are likely to have anything eatable next autumn, to 
look sharp now. It is quite time for them to open 
their eyes, forlegions of wasps are preparing for a 
descent; theirscouts are fully occupied in recon- 
noitring the country ; and if we are not to be mar- 
tyred,we must exterminate the scouts at once. Every 
one of these is said to be the author of a nest ; and, 

therefore, every scout. that perishes now will save 
us all the perils of turpentine, fire, gunpowder, and 

stings hereafter. Common wasp-traps will not, at 
present, be of much service ; a far better contrivance 

is a pair of entomological forceps, which we see are 

advertised to-day, for with them it will be very easy 
to teach children to catch the wasp on the wing. 
We have just killed two within these five minutes. 

“Therefore, friends, 

Forthwith a power of English let us levy, 
To chase these pagans from our budding fields.” 

‘Ture is one cause of Canker in fruit trees to 
which we only incidentally alluded last week, and to 
which we would now draw more particular atten- 
tion. We stated that it may be a temporary 
disease induced by local causes. Probably it is so 
in more instances than are suspected ; possibly it is 
always thus brought about in the beginning, even 
when it becomes hereditary. 

Let us suppose a delicate plant, some tender 
variety of the Pear, for instance, raised at Paris, 

cultivated there for many years, then bought for the 

English market, and suddenly distributed through 
the country gardens of England. Such a plant will 
be removed from a warm, dry, chalky soil, a hot 
summer, which renders the wood as hard as Oak, 
and a steadily cold winter, which absolutely arrests 

all vegetation, to a cold damp clay or loam, half 
drained may be, a cool damp summer, and cloudy 
sky, which leave the wood as soft in autumn as at 
Paris it is at midsummer, and, to crown all, a fitful 
winter, mild and severe by turns, now bringing the 
sun of May in February, and replacing it by De- 
cember nights in May. 

Under such circumstances what will happen to 
the Parisian Pear? Its wood will be alternately 
frozen and thawed ; its watery texture will render 

it peculiarly liable to damage in time of frost ; parts 
will die or be so injured as to be unfit to carry on 
their offices when spring returns; and every shoot 

will contain dead points or foci, which, however, the 

eye fails to detect at the time. When growth 
returns, the naturally vigorous constitution of the 
Pear tree makes a struggle to overcome the 
disasters of winter ; new wood is deposited over the 
old internal sores, and all seems healthy. But the 
Season is again unfavourable; the diseased foci 
cannot act as Nature meant them; watery and 
highly azotised sap collects in them, and runs into 
astate of incipient putrefaction ; then the sore is 
established : out of sight, perhaps, but certainly 
Eueohuneib and the seeds of canker are effectually 
own, 

a RM n t position, and which he names 
the “exciter” added to a mixed fluid in which its 
Constituents are contained, can reproduce itself in 
that fluid. And he refers to the well-known fact 
that the putrid matter of a decaying animal body 
laid upon the fresh wound of a living animal wiil 
ring on vomiting, debility, and even death, as 

happens to students in dissecting-rooms. 7) eor-|* 

nection with his views ou this subject that great 
chemist has the following striking passage, the 
bearing of which upon the case before us is of the 
first importance :— 

* In order to explain the effects of contagious 
matters, a peculiar principle of life has been ascribed 
to them—a life similar to that possessed by the 
germ of aseed, which enables it, under favourable 

conditions, to develope and multiply itself. It would 
be impossiblé to find a more correct figurative re- 
presentation of these phenomena ; itis one which is 
applicable to contagions as well as to ferment, to 
animal and vegetable substances in a state of fer- 
mentation, putrefaction or decay, and even to a 
piece of decaying wood, which, by mere contact 
with fresh wood, causes the latter to undergo 
gradually the same changes, and become decayed 
and mouldered ” 
We believe this to be so often the first cause of 

canker, that perhaps every other symptom is but 
secondary. And it is quite conceivable that the 
most inveterate condition of this disease, even in 

a hereditary form, may be referable to the seeds 
of the virus of decay, distributed in all directions 

through the vegetable fabric. 
Supposing these views to be just, it is quite clear 

that the only courses which can be taken advanta- 
geously in order to secure ourselves against canker 
are two: the one not to plant such delicate varie- 
ties as no skill and care will ever reconcile to our 
climate ; the other to compensate for an ungenial 

climate by scientific practice. We cannot make 
sunshine ; we have no control over atmospheric 
temperature ; rain will fall in spite of us; and it 

would be hopeless to struggle against a capricious 
winter, even if timber and glass were as cheap as 
brown paper. The evil must be arrested by other 
means. 

The reason why wood does not ripen in an English 
summer is that the light is insufficient to cause an 
adequate amount of perspiration from the leaves 
and branches, so that they become water-logged as 
it were. The cure for this is to give the roots less 
water, for then the leaves and branches will have 

less need of relief by evaporation. In order to get 
rid of the excess of water, mere drainage is not 
enough, althoughindispensable. It is desirable that 
the earth in which the fruit trees are growing should 
be so raised above the surrounding level as to be 
maintained continually ina warmer and drier state 
than the level itself; for then the heat absorbed 

from the sun will be radiated back into the air, and 

maintain the atmosphere of the trees in a milder and 
warmer condition than would be otherwise possible ; 

and the main fact of thus raising the usual tempe- 
rature around the leaves and branches, will assistin 

promoting their healthy evaporation, which results 
in ripeness if carried far enough. 

We would ask all those who have cankery gar- 
dens to consider how far these remarks apply to 
their own cases, after they have left out of the in- 

quiry such tender and incurably diseased varieties 
as many of those which we named in a Leading 
Article last week. 

Ir is along time since the Turr Growers, of 
this country have experienced a more unpropitious 
season than the present has hitherto proved; for, 

with all the care and attention directed towards 
their collections which experience could suggest, 

many cultivators are doomed to suffer disappoint- 
ment, and in many instances, heavy loss—loss in fact, 

which cannot even be replaced by money. Last 
December, towards Christmas, Tulips generally 
were a month in advance of their usual growth at 
that period, both in the northern and southern 

countries ; fears were then frequently expressed 
that disastrous results would ensue ; unfortunately 

these gloomy forebodings have in many cases been 
too sadly realised. 

The mischief is attributed by some to a want 
of sun-light last season, and to improper elabo- 
ration of the sap ; others attribute it to the 
open and moist winter, imagining that the roots 
became after planting overcharged with moisture. 
From reports from various parts of the country it 
appears that collections are similarly affected in dif- 

ferent situations. Beds which have been carefully 

covered and sheltered from prevailing winds and 

frosts, have suffered equally with those which have 

been exposed to the vicissitudes of our varying 

ates : 

jg again, have had many bulbs which did 

not make their appearance above ground, and on 
examination vroved. to be perfectly decayed and 

mouldy, whilst of those which have thrown up 
flower stems, the ‘buds are, in the majority of cases, 

malformed and dis, esed. A first-rate grower, who 

has a splendid assorti X ent of most of the best varie- 

ties in cultivation, writin from Lancashire, says, 
~ Tulins tha 7 

J dare scarcely allude ird Tulins. for very 

mention of them is painful. My best bed is a miser- 
able wreck, there is not afourth part in a healthy 
condition ; whether to attribute it to the open and 

wet winter, or to the soil, or both conjoined, I know 

not, but one thing is certain, I never plauted so fine 

a bed of bulbs. Most came up very promisingly, 
but. soon began to show signs of disease, which has 
been most fatal and extensive. Even of kinds 
which I grew in quantity, I shall scarcely have any 
left." 

From Leeds, Sheffield, Derby, Nottingham, &e., 
we have similar complaints. The stock of several 
fine seedlings in the latter neighbourhood being 
wholly lost. We are glad, however, to record, from 

the same counties, that some have escaped, at least 
comparatively so ; for even beds that looked well a 
month ago are rapidly deteriorating, and consider- 
able dismay appears to pervade the fancy. Can any 
of our friends give any information as to the pro- 
bable cause of the malady ?— W. 

We announce, with great pleasure, that Mr. 

Fortune has just reached England, from China, in 
good health. His collections, in 18 glazed cases, 
ave arrived in beautiful condition ; and we have 

no doubt that the final result of his great exertions 

will be among the most important of the important 
measures which have been brought about under the 
auspices of the Council of the Horticultural Society. 

Letters from Mr. Harrwee have also come to 
hand by the last steamer. He was still at Tepic, 
but was about to start immediately for San Blas, 

en.route to Mazatlan, his baggage having just come 
up. Some new seeds and plants are on their way. 

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN BROCCOLI AND 

CAULIFLOWER, 

A CORRESPONDENT inquires what is the exact differ- 

ence between Broccoli and Cauliflower? Many varie- 

ties of Broceoli are easily distinguished ; such are all 

those having purple or sulphur-coloured heads. However 

much they resemble Cauliflower in other respects, if the 

heads are not white, they must be considered Broccoli; 

and likewise those that do not form one compact regu- 

lar. corymb, whatever their colour may be, as in the 

case of sprouting Broccoli; Again, if a variety is so 

far different in constitution as to endure a degree of 

cold that would kill the Cauliflower, that variety is 

termed a Broccoli. There is, however, no very distinct 

line of difference between some of. the white Broccolies 

and the Cauliflower. In the time of Miller, there ap- 

pears to have been only two varieties of Broccoli culti 

vated, which he distinguished as the Brassica Italica 

purpurea, the Purple Broccoli; and. the Brassica 

Italica alba, the White. ` In treating of them, he says, 

«The two sorts of Broccoli I take to be only varieties 

ofthe Cauliflower," Professor de Candolle, in a me- 

moir of the different. species, races, and varieties of the 

genus Brassica, &e., ** T i of the icul J 

Society,” vol. 5, first series, also states that the Broccoli 

and Cauliflower are only varieties of the same race, 

namely, Brassica oleracea Botrytis, flowering Cabbage ; 

and which he describes as having a very peculiar or- 

ganisation. “ The bunches of flowers, instead of being 

loosely spread into a pyramidal form, like those of a 

panicle, are close from their basis, and form a kind of 

regular corymb ; to which is added a. second character 

that may be considered as a natural consequence of the 

first ; the pedicles, from being tightly kept together be- 

fore their time of blossom, lose their shape, grow fleshy 

from adhering to each other, and, in general, produce 

nothing but the rudiments of abortive flowers, so that, 

contrary to all other varieties, where the. leaves and 

stalks are alone taken for culinary purposes, in this the 

floral footstalk is the only part eaten. This race com- 
prehends two varieties, viz. the Cauliflowers and the 

Broceolies. 
“ 1. The Brassica cauliflora (Cauliflower) has generally 

a short stem, white-ribbed oblong leaves, the pedicel 
uniting at the head of the primary branches into thick, 

short, irregular bundles, in. the shape of a corymb : it 

appears to be a. degeneration of the Brassica oleracea 

costata, Chou à grosses côtes, or Portugal Cabbage. 

«The second varietyis the Brassica cymosa (Broccoli); 

iis stem is more elevated, the leaf-nerves less pro- 
minent, the pedicels altogether less thick and close ; they 

re also longer, so that on becoming fleshy they 

resemble in shape the young shoots of Asparagus 5 

hence the name of Asparagoides given by ancient bota- 
nists to the Broccoli. The Broccoli seems to be a dege- 

neration of some variety of the Chou Cavalier, tall or 

open Cabbage. It is divisable into two sub-varieties.- 

Ist, the Common or White Broccoli; 2d, the Purple or 
Maltese Broccoli ; and each of these are again divided 

into several kinds by the practical gardeners,” 
The above are correct deseriptions of Cauliflower 

and Broccoli as they were grown at the time ; but since 
then great improvements have taken place as regards 

ihe varieties of Broccoli; some of whieh are now as 

close headed as a Cauliflower, and others have stems 

y dwarf. 
M pred oleracea, on the high authority of De 

Candolle, has given rise to Cabbages, early and late, 

red and white; Savoys green and yellow; other Greens 

plain and curled; Turnip-rooted Cabbages; Couve 

Tronchuda or Portugal Cabbages; as well as to 

Broceoli and Cauliflower. If, therefore, the Wild Cab- 

ge 
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bage hassported to a Cauliflower, who can define the 
closest approximation which may take place as regards 
the Broccoli and Cauliflower, some kinds of which are 
already blended together? As was above observed, 
there can be no mistake in the case of any Broccoli 
not white ; for such can never be called a Cauliflower— 
a vegetable which has long been proverbial for its 
whiteness. The leaves of Cauliflowers differ from 
those of most Broccoli in having a more regular outline 
and evener surface; but the toothing on the margin is 
more prominent. Their colour is also paler, not of 
such a deep glaucous hue as the leaves of Broccoli 
usually are.|| 

WINDOW GARDENS. 
BzriEvING that these gardens will prove a valuable 

acquisition to lovers of flowers in England, I send the 
following observations and lists of plants, in the hope of 
facilitating and promoting their general adoption. 

The first published account of window gardens ap- 
pears to be contained in a little work entitled * Le Jar- 
dinier des Fenétres des Appartemens et des Petits Jar- 
dins," printed in Paris in 1823. The author states that 
one which he describes existed four or five years pre- 
viously at the house of M. Gilet, Rue du Faubourg du 
Temple, and he states the i ing fact, as ted 
with the usefulness of those miniature greenhouses, that 
the Cereus speciosissimus there flowered for the first 
time in France. 

But it would appear, although many amateurs visited 
M. Gilet's house to see the splendid novelty, they were 
not induced by his success to follow his example, and 
the window garden seems to have been forgotten; for 
ten years afterwards an engineer, of Mézières, passing 
through Boulogne, saw one at the house of an English 
admiral, and was so much struck with it that he made 
2 communication on the subject to the Horticultural 
Society of Paris, and it was so new to the members that 
they referred the paper to one of their standing com- 
mittees, who made the following report upon it :— 

* The committee think this sort of greenhouse must 
be pleasing ; easily constructed, although rather ex- 
pensive,* and particularly adapted for a window pre- 
senting a disagreeable view,” — Annales de la Soc. 
@ Hort. de Paris, for 1833, p. 260. 

Notwithstanding this public notice, it is only very 
lately that Parisian amateurs have adopted the plan, 
which is the more remarkable in a city where the taste 
orrather the passion for flowers is almost universal ; 
but the fact is proved by M. Paquet having thought it 
worth while to give a figure of a,“ Fenêtre Serre? in 
his * Almanack” for the present year. He tells us, 
however, that they are common in Belgium, probably 
at Brussels, for at Ghent, the head quarters of horticul- 
ture in that country, they have only been introduced 
within the last two years.—( Annales de la Soc. d Agric. 
et de Bot. de Gand, for March, 1846). 

One is naturally led to compare the advantages of a 
window-garden with those of a Ward’s case, and pro- 
bably few amateurs would hesitate for a moment in 
deciding that the former is beyond all comparison the 
more useful of the two. It has always appeared to me, 
that the utility of Ward’s cases, when employed for 
growing plants in rooms, has been greatly overrated, 
while it is not possible to appreciate too highly the bene- 
fit they have conferred on botany and horticulture, by 
affording the means of transporting plants by sea, with 
the certainty of success, from distant parts -of the 
world. A problem has thus been solved that had 
baffled the ingenuity of collectors, and appeared to defy 
the resources of science for several centuries. 

But what does the amateur gain by filling his windows 
with these cases? After all that has been said an 
written on the subject, it is a fact that very few flower- 
ing plants will thrive in them, especially in town houses ; 
but the great objection is that they give no occupation ; 
there is no gardening to be done in 4 Ward's case. 
After the novelty is over it excites no more interest 
than any other article of furniture in the room, and 
whenever a few cut flowers and a basket of green Moss 
ean be obtained, gratifying the sense of smell as well as 
pleasing the eye, it is almost useless. 

* A singular objection to have made to so simple a structure 
in a country where glass is so cheap as it is in France. 

CHRONICLE. [May 9, 
watered overhead, or syringed, without it; in perform- 
ing these operations, a part of the earth is liable to be 
washed out of the pots, which it then becomes necessary 
to remove, in order that the shelf may be cleaned. 

Ina French window, the glass case occupies the whole 
height when the casement opens from top to bottom, or 
three-fourths of the height when there is a division, as 
shown in the figure at p. 203 of the Chronicle. In an 
English window, and where economy is studied, the case 
need only reach to the top of the lower sash ; but where 
expense is not an object, and if the room be otherwise 
sufficiently lighted, it is advisable to let it occupy the 
entire space of the window, covering both sashes, ` The 
additional height would give room for several shelves, 
which might be readily got at by drawing down the top 
sash ; but the principal advantage would consist in the 
ample space gained for climbing plaats, which might 
then be made to oceupy not only the sides but the front. 
When there are other windows in the room to secure 

ventilation, it is not necessary that the sloping light 
should open, especially if the window has not a southern 
aspect. 

In most cases, where any opening is required, suffi- 
cient air might be admitted by a casement oceupying a 
single square, either on one side or in the top-light. 

In winter it is essential that the joints of all openings 
should be made air-tight by pasting slips of paper over 
them ; in our ill-ventilated apartments the supply of air 
required for respiration, and the bustion of fuel, is 
obtained by allowing a cold atmosphere to rush through 
every chink and crevice about the doors and windows, 
and such currents in frosty weather would destroy the 
flowers and foliage of any plant exposed to them. 

Before I proceed to the subject of plants adapted for 
window gardens I would suggest that those who intend 
to adopt them would do well to study carefully the 
papers of Mr, Errington on “Winter Flowers,” and those 
of an * Amateur Gardener,” which have appeared from 
time to timé in the Chronicle. 

In furnishing the garden it is evident that in order 
to produce the best effect, the habit of the plants should 
harmonise with the limited dimensions of the structure 
intended to contain them; moderate sized flowers of 
clear and brilliant colours, delicate foliage, and a com- 
pact habit, are the points to be chiefly attended to in 
selecting the plants. 

In summer and autumn there can be no difficulty in 
providing an abundance of plants among the endless 
varieties of Pelargonium, Fuchsia, Calceolaria, Ver- 
bena, and Roses. ‘The following list consists chiefly of 
lants from which a succession of bloom may be ob- 

tained at the season when flowers in a room are most 
valuable, from the end of October to the middle of May, 
but many of them will flower in summer if it be de- 
sired, 
Chrysanthemums, dwarf plants do best when fully exposed 

of small flowered varieties to the sun 
Camellias ; plants of a similar | Verbenas ; those of showy co- 

a lours and the fragrant vari- 
eties are of course to be pre- 
erred 

Cinerarias | Polygala cordifolia 
Bulbous plants; Hyacinths, | Anagallis ecerulea grandiflora 

arci almi ifolia, 1 q Thol Tulips, Per 
Ixias dwarf Gladioli, 

Ericas 
Epacris 
Fabiana imbricata Double flowered Pomegranate 
Hepaticas Adiantum Capillus-Veneris 
Auriculas Spiræa j i aponica 

Bouvardia triphylla 
Boronia serfulata 
Calceolaria bicolor 

» integrifolia 
Campanula fragilis 

Omphalodes verna 
Lily of the Valley 
Mignonette 

lox verna. 
Violet, double Neapolitan 

tree »  garganica 
Anemones, taken up from the | Echeveria coccinea 
ground with a ball and potted | Sedum Sieboldii 
when the flower-buds are p 00 
ready to ope! Rhodanthe Manglesii n 

Turban Ranunculus, treatedin | Kennedya coccinea 
the same way E arryatte: 

Cypripedium insigne » ^ purpurea 
Crassula lactea. » nigricans 

coccinea m rdi 
Chorizema varium Mahernia incisa 
Hoitz icana Stylidium adnatum 
Chironia frutescens » fasciculatum 
Daphne indica rubra Ni bergia intermedia 

»  eheorum Nerium splendens,dwarfplants 
Azalea: plants of many | from cuttings * 

hardy sorts, as well as varie- 
ties of A. indica, with mode- 
rate sized flowers, A. viscosa | Gloxinias and Gesneras ; these 
is a very desirable species would do well in warm situ- 

Acacia armata. ations, ifintroduced when in 

xu as 

» paradoxa ower 
, pulchella Stapelia geminiflora 

Alonsoa linearis x onia 
imosa pudica 

Coronilla glauca 
Genista canariensis lowere 
Siphocampylus bicolor Myrtle-leaved Orange Epiphyllum truncatum ^ ̂ j Erinus lychnidea t 
Mimulus rivularis, many varie- | Matthiola tristis + 

3, si 
Myrtles; single and double 

ties, with large dark spots | Gnidia simplex f 
Mimulus moschatus Pelargonium gibbosum 1 
Pimelea decussata riste T 

» linifolia » tricolor 
$5 »  gratum,Lemon scented 

Portulaca Gilliesii grandiflora » fragrans, Nutmeg do, 
P. Thellusonii, P. insignis and »  Sanguineum 
P.splendens, These plants 

em, “ney are all very desirable on 
* grance they exhale in the evening. 

z E — reran e rs 
The Pelargoniums in the above list are distinct species. 

Many of the common varieties will lower wellin winter, 
but for a window-garden, where the Space is so limited, 
and there are plenty of other plants to fill it, it is better 
to wait and enjoy their flowers at proper seasons. It 
is, however, desirable to have a plant or two of dwarf 
scarlet kinds in winter and early spring. 

oses.—Dwarf Roses in pots are now becoming so 
common that they may be had in flower at all seasons. 
Any of your correspondents who are Rose growers would 
render a service to window-gardeners by sending a list 
to the Chronicle of such varieties as from their habit, 
colour, or fragrance it would be most desirable for them. 
to obtain. I may mention that the Craimoisie supérieure 
is an excellent variety for winter; and as all the Pom- 
pones and Lawranceanas are well adapted for window- 
gardens, I subjoin a list of varieties of each. 

Pompone. Lawr 
De Meaux, rose Alba mino: 
Carné, flesh Capri Toussaint, light red Fairy, paler 
De Bourgogne, deep purplish | La Lapponne, 

rimso! Pumila, ros ose 
rht crimson 

De Chartres, rose 
Blanc de Por 

», à fleurs blanches, white | Rubra, b 
with blush centre 

Kingston, rose white 
Bizarre Gloire des Laurences, crimson 
De la Queue, blush shaded La Désirée, rose 
Camellia, rose ture, deep rose 
w 

ni 
ayard, delicate rose La Mouche, reddish rose 

Petite Mignonne, rose Lilliputienne, deep rose 
Petite Beauté pone bijou, light rose 
Carmin, carmine red Jenny 
Bicolor, purple and crimson Double, rose 
Mossy de Meaux, rose Multiflore, rose »  Pourpre Feu Pourpre brun, crimson 

»  Pieciola, purple Retour du Printems, bright 
ose 

CLIMBING PLANTS. 
Maurandya antirrhiniflora. Tropxolum trieolorum 

i brachyceras pomæa coccinea »  brachyeeras 
». Quamoclit »  Lobbianum Seyphanthus elegans » minus fi, pleno Philibertia grandiflora » majus fl. pleno 

Jasminum gracile; »  pentiphyllum 

The above are suited for a frame of the height of the 
lower sash only ; the following require more room, and 
are better calculated for a frame covering both sashes ; 
Tropzolum peregrinam Jasminum odora: 

» Moritzianum Dolichos lignosus 
Clematis Maurandya Barclay 

mum 

zurea grandiflora 
ana 

ad its varie. 
Ipomoa purpurea] 

nil 
$ rubro-ccerulea 

Rose Noisette, Aimé Vibert 

: i 
ties, alba, pul 

Manettia cordifolia 
bicolor 

, coccinea 

coccinea 
Jasminum grandiflorum 

When the window is large a Vine might occupy the 
upper part of the frame. To prevent loss of room, 
the Vine should be planted in a shallow box, placed in 
the frame, on whieh a wooden grating should be laid 
to stand pots upon. The whole being covered with 
Moss, the box would have the appearance of a ste 
intended to raise the pots in front above the level of 
those next the room. It would be desirable to plant ali 
climbers in a similar box ; this would leave the space 
disposable for other things that would otherwise be oc- 
cupied by the pots containing the climbers, 

In a large frame there would likewise be room for 
pended vases, ining Russelia juncea, Cereus 

flagelliformis, Saxifraga sarmentosa, Sedum Sieboldii, 
Vinea minor fl. pleno, Potentilla reptans fl. pleno, and 
other plants of similar habit. 

Iam afraid most of your readers will think this com- 
munieation already too long for the subject it relates to. 
[No ! no !] > I must therefore reserve for a future occa- 
sion a few observations on some of the plants mentioned 
in the above lists, and on a very important point —warm- 
ing the air of the window-garden in winter. [Hear, 
hear.]—4. C. 

SELECT PLANTS FOR BEDDING OUT, &c. IN 
FLOWER-GARDENS. 
(Continued from page 284.) 

9. Oxalis carnosa.—This species is still more adapted 
by its structure than the previously described. one 
(O. floribunda) for absorbing an excessive amount of 
moisture from the soil, and thereby attaining a degree 
of vigour in its growth, unfavourable to the produetion 
of bloom. To avert this, the soil should be taken ouf 
to the depth of 18 inches, or 2feet, and replaced by a. 
bottom layer of coarse briek or stone refuse, to the 
depth of 9 inches, over which should be placed a stratum 
of very dry porous turf-siftings, wood-ashes, or char- 
coal, to 6 inches more, and filled up with equal portions 
of light garden-mould, and finely-broken brick refuse, 
well mixed, The plants (or tubers) should be firmly 
planted in this, 

Oxalis carnosa is a dwarf, tuberous, half-shrubby 
perennial, of considerable interest, requiring a dry cold 
pit, or cool greenhouse, with protection from frost to 
preserve it in winter, producing a profusion of bright 
yellow flowers from May until October. It is well 
adapted for a small parterre or flower-bed, having full 
exposure to sunlight. In such a situation, the rose- 
coloured blossoms of O. floribunda would form a pleasing 
contrast, as an outer margin. The beautiful dark-green 
and glossy leaves, and their remarkably brilliant under« 
surface, constituting a museum in miniature, especially 
when observed through a magnifier, ought to ensure i$ 
a place in every flower-garden. 1 

10. Campamula stricta.—(C. sylvatiea of Paxton's 
Magazine).—This is a neat habited half-hardy biennial, 
growing from 12 to 18 inches in height (requiring 4 
similar protection to the subject last described) pro- 
ducing diffuse panicles of azure blue bell-shaped 

flowers from June until October. From the very 
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premature disposition of this species to form flower- 

buds, it may by early sowing and striet attention in 

obtaining a vigorous growth previously to its summer 

bloom, be adopted as an annual, but to obtain its highest 

fertility it should be sown in July, and preserved in 

‘store pots for the following season, Amongst our 

recently introduced plants this is one of the most beau- 

tiful, and by far the most elegant of the Bell-flowers 
for producing a general effect, whether for massing in 

eds or for individual interest in the borders. Its 

Prepossessing colour and adaptation for autumnal 

display will prove it to be a desideratum in every 

extensive establishment. 

ll. Clintonia pulchella.—This is a tender annual 
xequiring to be sown about February or March, in a 

hotbed or forcing-house, ata temp of 65° or 70°; 
when about one-eighth of an inch in height it should 

be carefully transplanted to pots of 5 and 6 inches 
diameter, drained with potsherds to nearly one-half 
their depth, using a tolerably fine compost of one-half 
light sandy garden loam, and the remainder in 
equal proportions of leaf soil and heath mould. 
When thus established in the above temperature, they 
should be removed to a shelf or platform, admitting a 
full exposure to light, or placed within a hotbed of a 
temperate degree in heat, and preserved from currents 
of cold air. After being established in store pots, as 
described, exposure to strong light, a genial tempera- 
ture (from 60° to 659), and, if within a frame, a partial 
Shade from intense sunlight, are essential points of 
Management. As the plants increase in vigour, gradu- 
ally harden them off in a cold frame, with a tempera- 
ture favourable to their continued growth, regulating 
‘the admission of air by the external atmosphere; it 
should always be given in an opposite direction to the 
"wind, by elevating the lights sideways as the current 
‘varies, ‘This plant is generally considered too delicate 
for open exposure in beds, and is mostly seen expand- 
ing its lovely flowers in the greenhouse or conservatory. 

hy it is not oftener seen in our parterres can only be 
attributed to an absence of the conditions essential to 
its growth. It would be as reasonable to expect the 
growth of timber trees equal to our navy in a gravel 
pit, as to look for the perfection of beauty from Clin- 
‘tonia pulchella in our ordinary flower-beds. It is a 
plant of slender and delicate habit, growing from two 
to four inches in height, and producing a profusion of 
Sapphire blue flowers, with a yellowish white centre, 
from June until September. 

Being one of the smallest, as well as the most beauti- 
fal plants that adorn our collections, a comparatively 
‘Small amount of nutritive matter is sufficient to produce 
its highest vigour, and Nature ‘has been so prodigal as 
‘to give it a tendency to form flower-buds in much greater 
Profusion than is essential to its existence. To adapt its 
growth for producing ageneral effect inthe flower-garden, 
he following treatment should be observed :—Take out 
the soil to the depth of 2 feet, and replace it with full 12 
“inches of bottom drainage of brick or stone refuse, over 
which add a stratum of coarse wood-ashes, or dried 
turf-siftings, and fil: up with a compost of one-half well- 
pulverised garden loam, and equal portions of heath- 
‘mould and leat soil, well incorporated with white sand 
‘to one-sixth of the whole amount, and passed through a 
tolerably wide sieve. This artificial preparation should 
‘be made a short time previous to the season suitable for 
Planting (latter end of May). The operation should be 
‘performed in warm moist weather, and, if possible, 
Without dividing the plants, by inserting the balls en- 
"tire from the pots. Should the season prove unfavour- 
able, the transplanted stores should be covered with 
portable hand-glasses, partially elevated at the corners 
to admit uniform air when requisite, or elevated side- 
Ways, contrary to the wind, and covered close by night, 
ifneediul. Itis also a charming acquisition for adorn- 
ing rock-work, where it appears * at home,” partially 
usus, from the mid-day sun.— W. Wood, Pine-apple 

ace, 

Home Correspondence. 
Polmaise Heating.—Until I saw the facts from Pol- 

“maise (p. 251), I was under the impression that the fire 
of the stove was supplied with air from the cold drain, 
and consequently from the house ; and that, in fact, the 
Tenewal of the air of the house, by a fresh supply from 

Without, depended on the constant abstraction of a por- 
tion to feed the fire. On this supposition my commu- 

Tieation at p. 285 was drawn up, and the plan it con- 
tained was intended to provide for bringing in and 
Warming a fresh supply of air to meet this consump- 
"ion, aud prevent am injurious indraft of cold air 

through the laps of the glass and other erevices, mixing 
With and reducing the temperature of the warm cur- 
rent. I perceive, however, from Mr. Murray’s state- 
Tent, that the fire of his stove is supplied from the 
external air, without having any connection with the 
interior of the house ; and he recommends this ar- 
Tangement in order to obviate all chance of a reflux of 
the gaseous products of combustion from the stove into 
the house, But it does not appear how Mr. M. pro- 
Vides for renewing the air of the house—whether he 
as any specific provision for taking in a supply of fresh 

air and allowing that which has been used to escape, 
9r whether these changes are left to take effect as they 
est may, through any crevices or undesigned openings 
eft in the house. In the latter case the effeet must 

e uncertain ; and I should think little or no change or 

Tenewal of the air can really take place ; for though in 

a state of constant movement and circulation, it must 

in the main be the same body of air, the particles of 

which are carried in a successive round'among the 
foliage of the plants in the house. Or if we suppose 
that a renewal of the atmosphere of the house is actually 
going on, by the escape of a portion of it, and the en- 
trance of fresh air from without through the crevices of 
the house, it must obviously be done at the expense of 
the warm current, having its temperature reduced by 
the intermixturg of cold air. In every view of the subject, 

therefore, it seems desirable that a distinct provision 

should be made for introducing a supply of fresh air, by 

such means as shall insure its being warmed before it 

ean enter the house ; and I do not know any way in 

which it can beso economically done as by means of an 

air tunnel surrounding the flue of the stove, and com- 

munieating with the hot chamber in the manner I have 

described, so as to appropriate the heat absorbed by 

the flue, which would otherwise escape and be lost. 

But the arrangements would require to be modified to 

suit the altered condition of the problem ; for as the fire 

of the stove is supposed to have no communication with 

the interior of the house, the mouth of the airtunnel must 

be placed below the level of the cold drain ; otherwise 

the source of the circulating current would be reversed, 

and the warm air would be discharged into the at- 

mosphere through the tunnel, This arrangement is re- 

presented in the annexed drawing, in which W is 

T 
se —— = 

7 
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the outside of the back wall of the house ; S the stove, 
the flue of which, F, first descends, and is then carried 
horizontally to the end of the house, where it enters an 

ordinary brick chimney C ; the air tunnel T surround- 
ing the flue communicates at one end with the external 

atmosphere (where it is fitted with a register plate or 

valve), and at the other with the hot chamber H ; D 

represents the position of the cold drain, communicating 
with the hot chamber on the further side of the stove, 
on a higher level than the air tunnel ; O is the opening 

by which the warm air enters the house.—J. H. H. 
B—k, April 30. 

Morphology.—The following woodeut represents a 
curious and interesting instance of morphology in the 
branch of a Cape Heath. The specimen was cut from 
E. Hartnelli; it has been about 3 years in forming, and 
it is now beginning to decay. The plant is young and 
healthy, and about 4 years of age. I have seen simi- 
lar illustrations of this doctrine in branches of other 
plants, but never before in the Heath tribe.— JV. M. 

Ventilation of Hothouses.—I think your modification 

of Mr. Williams’ plan of aération (267 c), is incorrect 

in principle, and I doubt if it would work. Heat is very 

slowly transmitted through still air, and I doubt if it 

would be itted at all d ds, The air at the 

top of the house heated by your plan, would expand and 

escape upwards through the interstices of the screen ; 

but would not descend and displace the colder and 

heavier air below. It would,I think, be a more effective 

arrangement to place your perforated zine at the bot- 

tom ;of the house fin an angle which might be made 

variable, so as. torreceive the'sun's rays at right angles, 

as nearly as may be according to the season of the year, 

and the bottom or back of the aërating chamber to be 
painted black, so as to absorb heat during the day and 
radiate during the night.—J. S. H., Perthshire. [We 
are sorry to find our plan so misunderstood ; but, upon. 

referring to it, we do not see how we can make it plainer. 
We did not mention perforated zine.] 

Fruit-tree Borders.—In regard to the inquiry of your 
correspondent, p. 268, after a method of obtaining suit- 
able soil for renovating a border without robbing arable 
soil of its vegetable mould, I would suggest au accumu- 
lation of common soil disposed in a long and not too 
broad heap like that of a Potato-pit, and allowed to re- 
main for several years to * meliorate" by the influence 
of sun and air, as it;is found to do in a remarkable 
degree. Soil in its natural position on the surface of the 
ground, even although thorough drained, contains too 
much moisture to admit of being permeated by the air ; 
but when placed in a heaped mass, the rain which falls 
on it drains off, leaving behind its atmospherieal 
treasures, the air itself follows, and thus a natural inter- 
change and circulation of air is always passing through 
the mass. These beneficial influences would be in- 
creased by turning over the mass twice a year, and if 
the surface were sown with Grass or Turnip-seed, this 
when turned down, would create a portion of vegetable 
mould.—J. S. H., Perthshire. The case of * worn out 
borders? appears a particularly suitable one for analysis 
of the soil Not a “guinea” analysis, but a really 
effective and searching examination of its contents, or- 
ganie as well as inorganie, to ascertain what the trees 
have left behind, as well as what they have drawn off. 
The latter may be, at this time, with the many recent 
analyses of vegetable ashes, roughly estimated from an 
average of the fruit ; but the former has not yet been 
thoroughly gone into, notwithstanding the excellent and 
valuable experiments of Dr. Daubeny. And there is à 
further consideration, of probable practical importance 
—the state of composition of the soil in relation to the 
aetion of weather and vegetative foree. Such an 
analysis should be performed by an experienced hand, 
who would not grudge his time nor hasten his results, 
but would, at every step of the process, bear in mind 
the importance of the object.—P. 

Canker in Fruit Trees.—That one of its causes is 
atmospheric influence I think the following fact tends to 
prove :—In 1843, I think, far on in May or in the be- 
ginning of June, after a period of unusually warm wea- 
ther, and after a very warm day, when vegetation was 
rife, and the sap running in full vigour, there was a 
night of severe, I may almost say, for this country, in- 
tense frost; previous to this I had a young standard 
Ribstone Pippin in the most vigorous growth, and per- 
fectly free from the slightest appearance of canker, or 

any other defect, and the bark so smooth and healthy 

as to attract my particular observation the day preced- 

ing the frost. A few days afterwards I observed the 

canker had assailed it in every part—upon the trunk 
and upon branches ; upon the former in numerous 

blotches, more or less deep, and showing themselves as 

if seared an ted by the application of a hot 
iron; whilst in numerous of the branches the injury 
had entirely encircled and killed them. ‘The tree con- 
tinues to live, but not recover, although this season it 

bears some evidences of improvement. All the other 
Apple trees were affected in my garden, more or less, 

but as they had not previously attracted my particular 

attention, I can only say I had not previously noticed 
the canker in any of them, though it was speedily per- 
ceptible enough after the night in question. I will not 
trouble you with any theory or comments of mine; I 
merely state a fact which attracted my particular atten- 
tion at the time of its occurrence.—J. G. B., Exeter. 

Wireworm and White Mustard.—Two years ago I 

broke up some old sward ; part is appropriated to a 
kitehen garden, and part for raising green and root 

crops for cattle. I have suffered from wireworm toa 

considerable extent; last year my erop of Potatoes was 

nearly eut off by them, and I am fearful many of my 

present year’s sets will share the same fate. Lettuces 

and Cauliflowers have many of them fallen a prey to 

this destructive enemy ; 57 were found at the root of 

one plant. I have seen it mentioned in some publica- 

tion lately, that while Mustard sown on the land is a 

sure cure for wireworm; can anybody from experience 

throw a little light on the subject? I have tried sliced 

Potatoes and a skewer, and tiles baited with crumbs 

of bread, with success, but these are slow processes, 

and I want a more extensive and prompt one.— 2, 

Gold Mohur Plant.—There is more in your corre- 
spondent’s inquiry respecting this than at first occurs to 

a person who has not been in India, and has only been 

accustomed to hear or read of a coin called by Eu- 

ropeans in India the “gold mohur,” by a sort of tauto- 

logical expression similar to the term “golden guinea” 

at home. Of course the natives of India know nothing 
of this bizarre union of an English and a Hindoostanee 

word ; yet they have a term denominative of a certain 
tree or shrub which in sound so closely resembles gold 
mohur, that it might easily, and, in fact, I believe is 
taken to be identical with it by Europeans who are un- 
acquainted with the real orthography and derivation of 
the native term; and hence the shrub referred to is 
vulgarly called the * Gold Mohur tree.” The native 
word is gool mohur, or gool mor, a compound term 
from the Persian word gool, which specifically signifies 
a Rose, but in a more general sense means simply a 
flower, and in this sense combines with other terms and 
forms p d words, inative of certain flowers, 

shrubs, &e. Thus gool-shubboo is the Tuberose, gool- 

abbas the Marvel of Peru, gool-mehudee the Balsam, 

and the word under consideration, gool-mohur or mor, 

is the Barbadoes Fence-flower, or Poinciana pulcher- 
rima.—J. H. H. [See p. 286.] 

Hydraulic Machines.—Soft water—so essential to 
the beauty and fertility of a garden, and so absolutely 
necessary in a dry season, not only to bring flowers to 
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almost to any distance, by an ingenious hydraulie ma- 

chine, manufaetured by a working plumber. This 

hydraulic engine I have had erected about 100 yards 

m a small brook, from which, hitherto, the water has 

een carried by hand up an incline, a most laborious 

occupation. The machine cost about 207. and by it I 
save the labour of two men when I require to give my 

len a thorough watering, which is often the case 

during the summer, and what is of as much conse- 
quence, I can at any time thoroughly cleanse all my 

drains. The engine works so easily—it can be left 

going all night without fear of damage ! and is, more- 

over, a pretty thing to look at—Hydrangea. [Pray 

tell us more about this. 

Vine Forcing.—I perceive that some doubts are enter- 

tained as to what degree of humidity should be kept up 

while Vines are in bloom ; and it is asserted that I re- 

commend in my “ Treatise on the Vine,” a high tempera- 

ture and humid atmosphere. True, I do recommend 

these at stated periods, and I consider a high tempera- 

ture and a very humid atmosphere at those periods of 

‘the greatest importance to Vines in good health. I 

have not got Simmons’s hygrometer, but the moment I 

enter any of my forcing houses I can tell whether the 

air is too dry or too moist ; the latter it scarcely can be, 

unless in cloudy and wet weather. If your correspond- 

ent will refer to pp. 47, 48, and 49, and again to pp. 63 

and 65, he will find that when the Vines are in bloom I 

d the pt to be kept rather dry. I 

have, however, had Vines set their fruit equally well in 

a humid as ina rather dry atmosphere, keeping a low 

temperature at night and allowing the house to become 

dry before nightfall. The amount of humidity at other 

times, as mentioned in my Treatise, is obtained by sa- 

turating the flues, pipes, or pathways, or by keeping up 

on bright clear days a ceaseless vapour (keeping the 

house dry and cool through the night), from the time 

vegetation commences up to the time the Grapes change 
eolour, withholding vapour partially when in bloom ; 

and in wet dull weather as before stated, raising the 

temperature when in bloom to 75°, 80°, or 85° during 

day, admitting air cautiously at that time, so as to keep 

the temperature steady, and letting the temperature of 

the house fall to 60° or 65° in the night ; by strict at- 

tention to these things success will assuredly follow.— 

James Roberts, Raby Castle. 
Slugs and Snails.—l have used for snaring these 

(and with good suecess too), deals, slates, &c., but, 

above all,a good large Turnip, with a cavity scooped 

out, and a few notches made in the edges to admit the 

visitors. Ithen melt a quantity of butter and hogs'- 
lard, and brush it on the inside of the scooped Turnip 

while molten; then lay them down near any herba- 

eeous plants in the borders, &e. I then send a boy 

round once, in the heat of the day, to collect the spoil, 

which often amounts to 30 or 40 in each Turnip.— 

Banks of Doveron. 
Green Wood for Furnaces.—Perhaps the evil com- 

plained of at p. 270 arose from over-heating the flue, 

which is not improbable, or by hot or foul air escaping, 

and not from its being impregnated with “ deleterious 

materials,” used as firing. It would be strange, indeed, 
if such fuel affected the flue in such a manner as to re- 
quire the whole fabric to be built anew. I have myself 
often burned all sorts of green wood in furnaces, and 
can therefore speak from experience, and never per- 
ceived any ill effect. from it, provided the flues were in 
goodorder. While on this subject I may mention that 
flues must be badly constructed when, as Mr. 
Crawshay justly observes, the heat is such at the top of 
the chimney as to be capable of roasting a beef-steak ; 
in every such case the heat that was intended to be 
expended on the plants considerably escapes. The like 
often happens with fiues in small houses or pits 
when they are built of strong and thick materials, and 
pass in a direct line to the chimney at the upper 
corner, which then acts simply as a vent for the hot air, 
without allowing time for its influence in the house 
itself, Such was the case with a flue in one of my | 
Cucumber pits, until I had it rebuilt with very thin | 
bricks and covered with common tiles used for roofing | 
houses, called pantiles, with a few stronger tiles ad- 
joining the furnace, having a damper in the chimney, 
I found that this flue with half as much fuel gave out 
more heat than the former one: and, in addition to 
this, another great advantage is that the pantiles eover- 
ing the flue formed a trough capable of holding water, 
and, of course, answered the same purpose of generat- 
ing a steamy vapour as the open gutters in hot water 
pipes do. 1 have no wish to enter into details concern- 
ing the various modes of heating hothouses now-a-days, 
Still I should prefer the flue in question to some of the 
novel aud eostly plans which in some cases, in my own 
neighbourhood, have proved a failure.—J. Wighton. 

yroligneous Acid.—Your correspondent’s chimney, 
which has its bricks impregnated with li acid, 
hich it emits in vapour, would be amended, if not 

entirely cured, by having such bricks well white- 
washed with quicklime, which would unite with the 
acid and decompose it when subjected to heat.—In 
reference to Dr. Kircher’s weather rules, may I ask 
here they are to be obtained, and at what price ?—P. 

[We do not know.] 
Hedge Budding.—Your correspondent, Mr. Cassiles 

p. 286), objects to my plan of budding Roses in the 
edge, and considers that his practice, the old one, is 

preferable. I cannot help thinking, however, that his 

dous, and his experi very unusual, 
Indeed, I think him quite singular in finding shoots, 
transplanted in October of one year, capable of bearing 
perfect flowers of a budded Rose in vigour during the 
course of next year. My plan is invariable; and I 
have near my window at this moment a Madame 
Laffay Rose, budded last September, with a shoot of 9 
inches in length, and with every likelihood of bearing a 
flower as early as any of my old standards in the gar- 
den. With respect to the danger of losing the plant in 
removal, I can say that none of mine have suffered by 
transplanting, but one, which was destroyed by acci- 
dent. To prevent any such mistake in future, the me- 
thod recommended by 
seems quite effectual. He advises the rambiing tap 
roots of both fruit and flower-trees to be stopped by 
cutting them off with a sharp spade about a foot or two 
from the stem, and a trench to be formed at that dis- 
tance and filled with good manure. This forces the 
plant, still growing, to make up for the want of its ram- 
bling tap root by forming during the winter and spring 
a bundle of fibrous roots that are quite sufficient for its 
nourishment, and tend more to the formation of flower- 

ing shoots during the succeeding year. Mr. Rivers re- 
marks in his Essay, which was read before the Horti- 

cultural Society, that many of the Roses, as well as 

Apples, Pears, and Plums, may be checked in their 
over-luxuriance and tendency to form wood instead of 
flowers, and forced to produce blossoms in incredible 
abundance. In thus docking the main roots, Mr. 
Rivers recommends us not to meddle with the branches, 
which would give the plant too much to do in recover- 
ing itself, and seem to be like burning a candle at both 

ends. Mr. Cassiles has found his Roses quite esta- 
blished within a year of their being budded. I have 

not been fortunate enough to see any Roses so treated 

that have become fine-flowering and luxuriant plants 

under several years’ growth. By my plan they must, 
under ordinary cireumstances, become fine plants in 

less than 18 months, and thus time must be saved. 

In short, the system of hedge-budding gains two im- 

portant points, which the usual plan eannot secure—a 

luxuriant start, and a steady vigorous growth, while the 

Rose is establishing itself in its new colony, without ex- 

posing it to any more casualties than are necessarily in- 

cident to the common system. My opinion is still in 

favour of budding in the early part of the day, or in 

the evening, as I have found out of 103 attempts, that 

those succeeded best which were made before break- 

fast, and after tea in the evening. The author of the 

“Tree Rose" advises his readers to choose those times, 
as evaporation is less, and growth less speedy then. 
The same writer recommends August and S I 

Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth, s 

anticipate the most happy results from societies such as 
these.— M. Scotson. 
Rules tobe observed by the Cottagers and Subscribers of the Cottage 

‘arden Society of Haughton-le-Skerne. 
1, That the term cottage garden shall be understood to be à 
arden of not more than 1 rood of cultivated land, and 

managed by the cottager and his own family ; having no glass 
frames, excepting his small hand-glass, for striking pipings or 
cuttings, or to spring his Dahlias, Wc. ; although he may be 
allowed to occupy as much as 4 acres of Grass land for keeping. 
a cow, &c. ; and whose rent shall not altogether exceed 15l. 
per annum. 
., 2. Any cottager may subscribe a small sum to the fund, as 
it will increase his interest in the concern; and any visitor 
may throw in his mite to increase the fund for the cottagers” 
rizes. 

All specimens to be placed in their proper classes, as set 
down in the list of the 4 shows, by the ex r or assistant, 

with some private mark or device, whereby it may be proved or 
recognized, after the decision of the judges has been made, 
and of which the Secretary must have private or sealed notice. 

l specimens shown for prizes shall have n in the 
possession ofthe exhibitor for at least 2 months prior to the 
time of exhibition, and if a half-hardy plant in a bouquet of 

border flowers, it must have been planted in the open border 2 

months before it is shown, 
No cottager residing out of the township of Haughton-le- 

Skerne shall have the privilege of exhibiting any specimens 

for prizes, excepting that township in which he resides shall 
contribute such sum into the fund as the judges allow to be & 

fair proportion. 
6. No exhibitor to have more than 1 prize for the same variety 

in the same class, that is, he cannot be first and second with 

tl ame variety of fruit, flower, or vegetable, 
7. The judges and committee shall be all the subscribers of 

25. 6d, and upwards, and a majority of those present at the 
time udging shall be final, the chairman to give the casting 

vote if wanted. 
8. To encourage the industry of the young, any boy of 10 

years old or upwards may exhibit from his little garden, any 

specimen of flowers, cultivated by himself only, and obtain 2 
prize in the class, if judged deservin; 

9. The judges to commence precisely at the hour that all 
are to be in the room, and to place the specimens first, second, 
third, and fourth from left to right on the benches, the clerk or 
secretary then writing down the specimens, with the names of 
he exhibitors, as proved by the private mark attached when 

placed in the class. 
10. The chairman or secretary will then announce to the com- 

pany the successful exhibitors, with any notice necessary for 
the succeeding meetings, &c. 

11. All subscriptions to be paid before the first show, except 
new subscribers or visitors, who may pay at the time of 

entering. * 
12. The whole of the subscription fund to be paid as prizes 

one week after the last show, when the books will be made up 

and open for the inspection of any subscriber, in the school 
room, where the prize money will be paid. 

13. The garden in the best order will be confined as hereto- 

fore, to the 10 lots of cottage garden behind the school. 
14. All questions or disputes to be referred to the judges or 

committee, and be decided by a majority of them. 
15. That Mr. Scotson be the tr rer and secretary for the 

time present, and Mr. Stainsby assistant secretary and manager 

in the show room. * 
Bees.—The season for the swarming of bees being 

zu 

as the best months, as the stock is not so impatient of. 

being meddled with at that time, and the shoots are not 

so weak and pulpy as they are in June. I shall try to 

bud th at this early period, however, accord- 

ing to Mr. Cassiles’ practice, and with the encourage- 

ment of his experience, shall look for a fresh Rose 

garden of the finest quality among my hitherto un- 

touched wild Briars, in the short space of 35 or 40 days. 

Mr. Cassiles, even at the shortest, cannot show the same 

effect in less than 10 months. Whoever possesses a 

field free from the intrusion of bird’s-nesting or mis- 

chievous school boys, may pursue the same rapid pro- 

cess of hortieulture.— W. Thomson, Ockham Rectory, 

Surrey. 
ist. icrophylla.—The i under 

this head (p. 269), has induced me again to take up the 

subject. J will adduce a simple fact in favour of my 

assertions, which is probably not generally known in this 

country ; namely, it being grown in greenhouses on the 

Continent, from the south of Germany northwards, and 

always with the same peculiarity of growth. My own 

opinion upon the subject, although perhaps a wrong 

one, is that it is the influence of the solar rays upon 

the young wood, but in what way I will leave physiolo- 

gists to discover.— Curiosilas. V 

Wasp Traps.—Y our correspondent (p. 270) will find 

a large mouthed bottle, such as is use 
for preserves, with an inverted hollow 

tin cone inserted, to answer his purpose 

better than the trap figured at p. 270, 
for, by removing the cone, the bottle can 

mueh easier than the one 
to.—E. B. 

an Nightingale.—The answer 
quiry (page 152), as to whether 

Virginian Nightingales ever sing in this 
country—has already been given, but 
I can answer not only for their singing, 
but that they begin to sing so vehemently with the first 
dawn of light as to rouse every one within hearing of 
them ; and a singular circumstance relating to one that 
I possessed three or four years ago was, that taking it 
frequently baekwards and forwards on the Birmingham 
railway, it never failed to begin singing, and to continue 
its song (although covered up) from the moment it en- 
tered the Watford tunnel, till it emerged from it again. 
— Genista. 

Cottage Garden Societies.—The following is a copy 
of the Rules of our Cottage Garden Society, and I can 
say from the experience of many years, that the results 

are gratifying ; so much so, that we have thrown the 
exhibition open to the cottagers of the whole township, 
with inereased funds ibuted by the k 1 of 

the neighbouring gentry, who all act as judges, and 
take as much interest in dividing the prizes amongst 
the cottagers as they would have in obtaining them for 
themselves or for their own gardeners. We cannot but 

fast app g, hives intended for their reception 

should now be exposed to the rays of the sun for a few 

days, that they may be thoroughly aired, then to be 
well brushed out, whether of straw or other material, 
after which to be thoroughly washed inside with honey 

or sugared ale previous to the reception of swarms. 

Should rainy or cold weather for three or four days 

take place, let the bees be bountifully fed either with 

honey or sugared ale, warmed over a slow fire to the con- 

sistency of syrup, pour it into a flat plate, covering 

the same with a piece of stout paper, perforated with 

holes by a stout needle; place it under the hive in the 

evening, and take it away every morning. Destroy 

spiders, shelter from the rain, and shade from the sun. 

—Wm. Savage, Swaffham. 
Sibthorpia europea.—The introduction of this plantas 

a covering for the Peat, Moss, &c., necessarily employed 

in the cultivation of many species of Orchids, would be 

a valuable acquisition. Its small green leaves and com- 

pact creeping habit, admirably adapting it to such a 

purpose. Instead, therefore, of the disagreeable appear- 

ance of dead Sphagnum,which meets the eye in all direc- 

tions, the spectator would look with pleasure on this 

little native of our favourite isle, rambling with modest 

and delicate luxurianee amongst, and giving additional 

loveliness to, its nobler tropical acquaintance.— 

Curiositas. 
Polato Crop—As all information respecting the 

Potato crop of the forthcoming season is acceptable, 

beg to mention that a large three-light frame planted 

with the sorts of Potato known in this part of the coun- 

try by the names of Early Frame, Early Malta, and 

Cornish Kidney have as yet manifested no symptom. 
of disease, I dug the first for Easter Sunday, and have 
twice since tried them ; and sounder or better Potatoes 

I never ate, being more floury than frame Potatoes 

usually are. I have, moreover, in the open ground in 

my garden (the greater part of them fit to round hoe); 

well up, remarkablyjstrong Early Malta, Early Frame; 
and White and Red Kidneys ; they all were planted 

whole, and the generality of them have five or six stems 

to each tuber. My gardener was very particular in 
selecting the seed tubers, and I myself with him, looked 

oyer them all before they were planted ; I then ob- 

served that many Potatoes that were themselves quite 
sound, and whose shoots were very strong, had at the 
rise of the shoot from the tuber a species of wet rot ; 
and having tried two or three of them, found that they 
never came up, If other persons have not been thus 

articular, I fear that many a Potato has been put 1D. 
that will never come up again.—4Z/aliano, Gurrington 

House, April 20. 

Sootíttítg. 
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

May 5.—Mr. E. Buck in the chair. H. Petre and 
J. C. Weir, Esqrs., were elected Fellows, A curious 

| 
| 
] 
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novelty came from the gardens of the Duke of North- 

umberland, at Syon, in the shape of Platycerium grande, 

one of those remarkable Ferns which grow on trunks 
d 

the book that we have here to do ; that will be noticed 

in the other half of our Paper on a future occasion. It 

isfor some highly i ing inf i i 

h t of the forest lands in the Odenwald | cent, of the whole. 

consumed as fuel, which in Baden is 70 per cent. of the 

wood annually felled, but which in Hesse, that is less 
£ 

of trees, deriving their from the p 5 

and multiplying themselves by means of little patches 

of cinnamon-brown bodies, attached to the under sides 

of the leaves, looking something like diseased spots. A 
number of seedling plants raised from these bodies was 

produced, exhibiting a curious peculiarity of growth. 

The young plant increases in a horizontal direction for 

a time, then strengthening, throws up from the centre 

numerous large fronds, having the appearance of antlers, 

-a form of growth observed by all the Platyceriums. 

Knightian Medal wasawarded for this noble Fern, of which 
not more than two or three plants are as yet in Eng- 

land, To ensure success in raising seedlings, it was 

mentioned that the seed must be sown immediately when 

ripe. Messrs. Hend , of Pi pple-place, seni 

Hypocyrta strigillosa, a Solanum with lilae blossoms, 

misnamed Salvia azurea, said to be suitable for bedding 

out, and Tremandra verticillata, a pretty little Heath- 

like Swan River plant, with beautiful violet flowers, 

having reddish purple centres, the two colours strikingly 

contrasting with each other; a Banksian Medal was 

awarded it. From the nursery of Messrs. Rollisson, of 

Tooting, eame Bifrenaria inodora, a rather pretty 

Orchid, having much resemblance to Maxillaria Har- 

risonie. Mr. Beck, of Isleworth, again sent a hand- 

Some green slate basket—an improvement on that pro- 

duced at last meeting—containing two Orchids: Tricho- 

pilia tortilis, remarkable for its twisted petals, and 

Oncidium triquetrum, a rare East Indian species, with 

small pink spotted flowers. Sir T. D. Acland, Bart., 

sent blooms of a purple seedling Rhododendron from 

the open ground, and a bundle of Asparagus, for which 

a certificate was awarded. This was an exceedingly 

fine sample, 106 heads weighing 10 lbs. 15 oz., each 

head being thicker than the thumb. From Messrs. 

Keeling and Hunt, of Monument-yard, were two Yams, 

weighing respectively 10} lbs. and 73 lbs., and samples 

of unprepared Ginger ina fit state for planting. Speci- 

Mens in spirits received by Mr. Low, of Clapton, 

from his son, who is now in Borneo, were exhibited. 

One of the plants was stated to be a beautiful species of 

Hoya, with large white flowers with purple centres. All 

colour had, however, been extracted by the fluid in 
which they were preserved, and therefore little can be 
Said about them in their present state. The other was 
an Epiphyte, and was mentioned to be an object of ex- 
treme beauty. It was found by Mr. Low, growing on old 
trunks of trees, producing long chains or racemes of in- 

florescence, 9 or 10 feet in length. Living plants of 
these were stated to be in England, and if we should 

succeed in flowering them in perfection, they cannot 

fail to be striking objects in cultivation.—Of Miscella- 
neous Articles, Messrs. Edwards and Pell, of South- 

ampton-street, Strand, sent two glass milk pans.—From 

Garden of the Society were Corethrostylis 
bracteata, a Swan River Shrub, of which much 
was expected, but which has proved a partial 

i flowers although produced 
in abundance, wanting brillianey of colour to render 
them sufficiently attractive ; Eriostemum buxifolium 

- 

covered with delicate pink stars ; three Indian Azaleas, 

a Cape Heath, Gloxinia caulescens, a Cineraria, a 

variety of Gesnera Douglasii, a rambling Oncidium from 

Guatemala, something in the way of O. Wentworthia- 

num; a variety of Gongora maculata, Cyrtochilum 

hastatum, and a plant named Mina lobata raised from 
seeds collected in Mexico by Mr. Hartweg, in his new 

p From the appearance of the 

foliage of this pretty little plant, nobody could 
expedition to California. 

the 

and the Black Forest that we recommend it to the 

notice of our class of readers. 

coal are scarce or unattainable, the practice of foresting 

reaches its highest degree of skill, in consequence of | Wirtemberg 

In Germany, as in all countries where supplies of 

the immense importance of firewood. And it is to such 

countries that the young student of arboriculture, whe- 

ther youthful in age or in experience, should turn his 

eyes. Mr. Banfield points out in a striking manner how 

much he might be so improved. We have no room 

just now for discussion of the principles observed by 1790 

the German foresters, nor, indeed, does the subject call 

bly situated for exportation, amounts to 94 per 

« The rise in the price of wood is the more remarkable 

that itstands alone amongst the products of agriculture, 

as is shown by the following comparison of the values 

of timber and n for long periods in Baden and 

PRICE OF WOOD. Price or Corn. 
Years A z 

between, |Average. Beech. Wheat. | Barley.| Wine. 
1640-1680 1 | Tm 1 1 

1690-1730. 1.49 1.46 38 

1740-1780 1.54 J 1.6 

T 30 2 | 4 

* This highly interesting table, which we borrow from 
gniy g d 

for it, We prefer giving the following extracts from | a recent publication, shows that a moderate price of 

the volume, in the hope that it may be read and corn in no way reduces the value of other agricultural 

studied as extensively as its merits deserve :— | 

* Qur table (page 103) shows the quantity of timber | butes to raise the demand for other things. 
products. As we have already said, cheap food contri- 

This is 

that can be produced upon a given area of land in | evinced as well by the price of wine, in the last column, 

120 years. ‘The table is calculated fora measure which as by that of fire-wood ; and it is further proved, if not 

is about one-third less than the morgen of Prussia or | by increasing prices, at least by the increasing consump- 

Baden, so that the reader is here made to feel one | tion of all articles of clothing.” 

difficulty that accompanies all these investigations in * The system of foresting practised at Siegen is 

Germany, viz., the endless changes in the weights and | founded upon the principle of obtaining the greatest pos- 

measures that the various states adhere to. 

calculation of the forester is the ground or area that 

his trees cover with their branches. This area, when 

ascertained, shows the number of trees that he can 

allow to stand upon any given measure. The ground 

covered by all kinds of trees at the various periods of 

felling has been carefully ascertained, and a picture of 

an Oak wood divided into five portions, each portion, 

except the first or seedling period, being covered with 

an equal extent of shadow, may be presented by a table 

The number of trees to be felled at 

ees: — |motalin Sq. Feet. 
“30 | 60 90 4120 |-—— — 
rs. |yrs. |yrs. |yrs. | Trunks. | Crown. 

iod (Seedlings) 
Second Period . . . .|991|.. . 391 7820 

Third Period . . . 295) 3 3 7820 

Fifth Period. . . .] 90130 

“ Tt is, however, not usual to cover ithe whole sur- 

face, and at the felling period seldom more than one- 

halfis covered by Beech and Oaks, in order to leave 

light and air for the succession that is to replace what 

is taken away. Firs are differently managed, and are 

kept as much as possible at the same age. When a 

portion of a Fir-forest is felled, the ground is therefore 

left perfectly clear for the seedlings. 

«The description of Oak that most abounds in 

Germany is a very beautiful tree that grows straighter 

than the Elm or the Beech, and when judiciously 

pruned, runs up to the height of 65 or 70 feet from the 

ground to the erown or top branches. The table we 

have given above supposes an Oak of 150 years’ stand- 

ing and 70 feet in height to cover with its branches an 

area of 346 square feet. A tree of 120 years’ growth 

65 feet in height covers 226 square feet; one 90 years 

old spreads over 132 square feet. The beauty of a 

tree of this kind consists in its perfect soundness and 

vigour, and the finest specimens are found in forests in 

Germany, where the trees afford each other protection 

against the cold winds. Hardy as the Oak and Fir 

appear when their growth is flourishing, yet the dangers 

they encounter are various. A severe winter often 

destroys whole acres of seedlings or of young plants. 

doubt its being a Convolvulus, which it certainly is, but | The wind in an exposed situation may tear off a branch, 

the flowers are very unlike those of that tribe ; instead | whose stump remaining jagged catches the rain, and 

of growing singly and spreading, they are contracted at | beginning to rot, the decay penetrates into the core. 

the points, and produced in lon; sided racemes, of | Lastly, an orifice made in the bark by a small punc- 

a bright Orange in an early stage, but becoming pale | ture when the tree is young, lets in moisture at an 

Yellow when full blown. From the same collection was | advanced age, and when the thaw sets in after the 

also a bloom of the curious stove climber Aristolochia | winter frost the splitting of trees that have suffered i 

Bigas, whose large concave helmet-like blossoms have this manner causes a report like that of a musket. 

attracted the attention of everybody who has visited the 
Various specimens of | Germany has long prevailed in England. Sardens for some time back. 

* An undefined notion of the cheapness of timber in 
We shall see 

Wood exhibiting curious expansions of different forms, | that the Rhenish districts do not participate in this 

looking as if they had been carved, were produced. advantage. A rapid rise has everywhere been expe- 
ny 
hese were, however, not carved except by the hand of | rienced in the price of wood, that is acknowledged to 

mee ; they were the work of a parasite nearly related | operate unfavourably on the general prosperity of the 

Our Misletoe, which, insinuating itself among the | Rhenish states. 
ends of branches, and increasing slowly, stops all growth | only been pub 

The tree, however, makes an at-| but these will suffice to show the relative increase in Jn that direction. 

Details that can be relied upon have 
shed for the Grand Duehy of Baden; 

tempt to grow laterally, and in time almost encases the | the price of timber and fire-wood when compared with 
Parasite in its woody embrace ; at last the latter shrinks | other agricultural products. 
and tumbles out, leaving the beautiful anomalous expan- | the price, according to recent statements, has advanced 

Sions in question. ‘These specimens were brought over | from 30 to 40 per cent. The average price for 1 cubic ge p 

from Guatemala by Mr. Skinner, and show what is | foot in the forests of Baden was in 

Boing on in these respects in the woods of the tropics. 

Indusiry of the Rhine. Series 1. Agriculture. 
By T. C. Banfield. 12mo. Knight. 

i Here we have another of Mr. Knight’s capital shil 
ng volumes, containing more sterling information than 
Used to be found in the fashionable two-guinea quartoes 
of but a quarter of a century ago. The object of the 
author is to describe the peculiar agriculture of the 
Peasant population of the Rhine, to point out its merits, 
and to expose its defects, all which he has done well ; 
and the picture which he draws may be looked upon 
me great advantage by our small farmers and their 
mdlords. It is not, however, with the agriculture of 

| 1883 | 1838 | 1843 

uis Er 

RE E r IT 
E Wien re db 

> Dak 1. poss (ate 
Firewood Beech? . «| 906 

Bib rs v xe EMI 
"Three kreutzers make exaetly one English penny the 

present price of choice Oak timber, in stems of 65 to 70 

feet in length, with 3 to 4 feet circumference at 30 feet 

from the root, is now 73d. per eubie foot in the forest, 

or 9d. to 10d. delivered at any spot on the Rhine. 

Within the last 10 years | joc June in a sr 

Another | sible yield of wood suited for charcoal-burning, com- 

bined with the best crop of bark, an article that lat- 

terly has very much improved in price. It is well 

known that of years the greatest production both 

of charcoal and of bark for tanning has been ascertained 

to be derived from young trees and branches, and the 

forest system of Siegen turns both to the best account.” 

* The manner in which charcoal is burat in the woods 

of Siegen is the following:—A plot of ground of a cireular 

form is prepared by removing all stones from the sur- 

face, and making it perfectly level. The bottom is 

stamped hard, and if not raised by the accumulation of 

charcoal dust from former burnings, must have a ditch 

drawn round it to carry off water. In the centre is 

fixed an upright stake, round which the wood, split into 

pieces of 3 inches or little more in diameter, is piled on 

end. The wood is chosen as equal in sizes as possible, 

and is placed piece by piece in the round, the longer 

pieces 10 to 12 feet high in the centre, and the shorter 

gradually diminishing towards the outside until the 

mass assumes the shape of a flat cone. An inner cover- 

ing of Moss and turf is laid over the heap, and is again 

covered with clay sifted to free it from stones. In this 

outer covering 12 to 14 holes are made after it has been 

stamped tillit hardens. ‘The stake in the centre is then 

drawn out and fire laid upon the top, the gradual pro- 

are to be used.” 
A further notice will be found hereafter in the agri- 

cultural division of our Journal. 

New Garden Plants. 
26. TRICHOSANTHES COLUBRINA. The Serpent Cucum- 

ber,or Hairblosso Stove Perennial. (Cucurbits). 

Spanish Main. 
e believe that the sole possessor of this curious plant 

jis Sir John Hay Williams, Bart., of Bodelwyddan, near 

| St. Asaph. The seeds had been received from Puerto 

aballo, and under the eare of Mr. Sparrow, the gar- 

dener at Bodelwyddan, soon produced young plants. In 

growth, the species res mibles a Cucumber, with leaves 

10 or 12 inches across, and varying in form from heart- 

shaped to 3 or 5 lobed The flowers are white, and 

beautifully eut into delicate threads, whence the botani- 

eal name Trichosanthes, which Sir James Smith trans- 

lated Hairblos: uits, which hang down from 

the rafter to which the Vines of the plant are trained, 

resemble sérpents, are six feet long, and when unripe, 

are singularly striped with green and white, whieh 

changes to brilliant orange. We already possess in 

our gardens an allied speeies, from the East Indies, 

called the Snake Cucumber, which differs in having 

smaller flowers, hispid coarsely toothed leaves and fruit, 

which is scarcely balf the length of this, and is therefore 

much less remarkable in appearance. From Mr. 

Sparrow we have received the following account of his 

mode of cultivating this plant: “I sowed the seeds 

all pot, and placed them in the Pine- 

stove, where they vegetated in about a week ; and after 

the plant had attained the height of 18 inches, I planted 

one in the pit of the plant-stove, in a compost consist- 

ing of two-thirds bog and loam in equal portions, to 

one-third leaf-mould and sand, where it grew finely, and 

ripened the first fruit about the middle of November. I 

may mention, that the pitin which I planted it is heated 

underneath with hot water pipes.” Botanical Register. 

[s 

Garden Memoranda. ' 
nypersley Gardens, May 1.— Among the rarer 

species floweriug in the Orchid-houses here may be men- 

tioned I bium Dalhousi notless kabl 

for its beauteous flowers than for the bright red mark- 

Firewood (Beech) has risen from 31d. to 41d. per cubic | ing of its stems ; D. sulcatum, bearing numerous large 
do Á wered clusters of viol d orange blossoms ; 

foot, an advance that renders the whole fuel 

30 per cent. dearer than in 1833. That this is oppres-| D. Heyneanum; D. pulchellum, a sheet of flower 

sively felt is evident from the large proportion of wood | Phaius Wallichii, of statelier growth, and in every re- 
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aloifolium, E. Stamfordianum, E. alatum, E. aciculare, Mee Tus hil very elegant ; gkii, E. A 
Barkeria spectabilis is flowering freely in a common 
Vinery, where it has grown for two years. Among 
Oriental air plants, properly so called, we may mention 
Aérides crispum, A. maculatum, A. odoratum, A. 
affine, A. quinquevulnera, &e.; S labi preemor- 
sum, S. guttatum, S. ampullaceum, and a new Species 
from Nepal, with curious shell-like flowers, and which 
has been nine months in perfecting a raceme of. only 
2 inches in length, But the object of greatest interest 
is a plant of S labi taehyum, which is 
throwing up a gigantic flower stem. This species was 
discovered by Mr. Cumming in the Philippine Islands, 
and sent to all his subscribers, but none of the plants 
survived the voyage except those in the box received 
by Mr, Wilmore, from whom the Knypersley specimen 
was derived. The habit of S. macrostachyum is much 
larger than that of any other East Indian air plant, 
(measuring nearly 4 feet across), and is more graceful 
than that of Angraecum eburneum, the only plant in 
our collections that approaches it in dignity. If, as 
there seems every reason to expect, the cultivated spe- 
cimens equal the wild in luxuriance, S. macrostachyum 
will prove to be one of the greatest ornaments of our 
stoves, the raceme in Dr. Lindley’s herbarium (see 
* Sertum Orchid.” sub. t. xlvii), being, *as long as a 
field-officer’s plume.” 

g 

Calendar of Operations. 
(For the ensuing Week. 

Towers for Masses.—1n order that half-hardy flowers 
may be induced to make rapid progress when planted 
out, it is absolutely necessary that those taken from in- 
door protection undergo a hardening process for at 
least a week. Inno case is the old adage, of “the 
more haste the worse speed,” more applicable than in 
this affair. To be well-established in their pots, and 
well hardened, is to insure success, Many persons, 
however (in fact, the majority), cannot command frame 
or pit room sufficient to receive a host of potted off Ver- 
benas, Calceolarias, Heliotropes, Petunias, Fuchsias, 
Pelargoniums, &e. ; such, therefore, cannot pot off 
stock singly. The next best plan is, to prepare some 
raised beds, in the kitehen-garden, with old vegetable 
mould (light and sandy), and to transplant, or, as the 
gardeners term it, prick out the struck cuttings from 
their store-pots by the middle of April into these beds, 
about 3 inches apart—in fact, so that they can be 
taken up with a trowel, with a ball of earth ; they must 
have hoops and mats, or some good covering every 
night, and, in bad weather, perhaps all day. In the 
second or third week in May, they may be transferred 
to their destination, removing with good balls of earth. 

CONSERVATORIES, STOVE, & 
Conservatory.—Although repetition is tedious, I must 

again urge the propriety of weeding out all extraneous 
or fading plants from both this and other plant struc- 
tures ; better destroy inferior stock than suffocate the 
good. Where a system of high cultivation is carried 
out, erowding will assuredly defeat the end in view. 
Stove.—Have an eye tothe propagation of stock for 
succession or winter flowering in due time. Make 
haste to secure cuttings of such plants as Brugmansias, 
Clerodendrons, Erythrinas, Poinsettias, Eranthemums. 
and those useful winter-flowering plants, the Euphorbia 
jacquiniflora and the Gesnera bulbosa. Orchids.— 
Those who have only one house in which to grow their 
whole stock, must make a compromise in point of tem- 
erature between the natives of the hot and moist val- 
leys, or shady woods of the east, and those from the 
western hemisphere, which inhabit high and airy re- 
gions. To accomplish this, I would advise a very free 
circulation of air during the earlier part of the day, and 
even alittle all night if possible, accompanied with a great 
amount of atmospheric moisture ; and to accommodate, 
with the least sacrifice, such as Aerides, Saccolabiums, 
Dendrobiums, &c., would shut up a considerable 
amount of heat very early in the afternoon.— Mixed 
G house.—Centradenias now with flower- 
ing, should be shook ont of their pots and repotted. 
ibrous loam, fibrous heath-soil, with charcoal and 

coarse sand, make an excellent compost for them. 
Make cuttings of them as soon as nice young wood can 
be obtained. See that all tender Annuals have timely 
attention in regard to shifting, pricking out, liquid 
manure, &e. 

KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING. 
Pines.—Let shifting take place as soon as the plants 

have filled their pots. Give air most freely to all grow- 
ing stock, and above all plenty of atmospheric moisture. 
Melons.—If there be any room to spare on kerbs or 
over back flues of houses “at work,” some of the finer 
Melons may be placed thereon in pots or boxes, These, 
however, should be roomy and filled with mellow turfy- 
loam, out of which the loose soil has been separated. 
ineries.—Let late Vines now breaking have every at- 

tention in regard to disbudding, &e. The litter or dung 
covering should now be removed from all borders, 
whether of early or late Vineries. Litter in an unfer- 
menting state keeps the soil cool instead of imparting 
warmth in the early part of summer. 

KITCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD. 
Potatoes of the early kinds have suffered much from 

the late frosts. Such as have lost their leaders should 
be replaced by good sets. In small breadths they may 
be introduced with a trowel. Sea-kale should now 

have the superfluous shoots thinned away—about four 
or five to each stool is amply sufficient. Keep down all 
blossom-shoots from both Rhubarb and Sea-kale ; these 
exhaust the plant much. Stir the ground well between 
the rows of early Potatoes. Weed all Carrot and Onion- 
beds as soon as the weed can be got hold of. Those who 
are short of hands will find this the best economy. Let 
those who would have first-rate Asparagus see that 
plenty of manure or half-rotten vegetable matter is du 
into the alleys forthwith. Orcharding and Fruit-trees 
in General.—Disbud Peaches and Nectarines. Pinch 
off the foreright shoots in Apricots, leaving a leaf or 
two at the base ; these will sometimes cause natural 
spurs to develope themselves. Coverings may now be 
removed from protected fruit-trees in general. 

FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES, 
See that all Roses budding have due attention : dis- 

budding, stopping, &c., is as necessary here as in fruit 
trees. Watch the buds inserted last August, Rub off 
the stock buds in a progressive way, and let all Roses, 
whether standard or dwarfs, be well top-dressed with 
good rotten manure if not previously done. "The Moss 
and Provins kinds, intended for forcing next winter, 
should have a rich mulching, fairly covering the pots, 
As Crocuses and other bulbs will now be on the wane, 
patches of biennials, which have stood the winter, may 
be planted close beside them: when the Annuals are 
decayed the bulbs, if necessary, may be removed at the 
same time. One of the most important matters in this 
department at this period, is the preparation of half 
hardy stock for the flower garden. The remarks given 
above will render a little assistance in this respect. 

LORISTS’ FLOWERS, 
Auriculas.—In order to prolong the season of these 

beautiful flowers, the pots should be removed from their 
frames to a stage having a north or north-east as- 
pect, which may be covered with an awning of calico. 

s the pips wither they must be extracted, in order 
that the seed-vessels may be fully exposed. Ranun- 
culuses.—Thoroughly weed the beds, keeping the sur- 
face soil as firm as possible. Tulips.—The top awning 
may now be put on ; this of course must be regulated 
by the precocity or otherwise of the collections. In the 

ighbourhood of the tropolis they have been on 
some time; in fact most of the collections are fast 
coming into bloom. Carnations and Picotees.—After a 
shower, a watering with liquid guano may be applied 
most beneficially. Pinks.—Those grown in pots should 
never be allowed to get very dry. ‘Tie the plants up as 
they advance. Seedlings which are throwing up many 
flower stems (those, I mean, of last year’s growing), 
should have them reduced to at most two or three, in 
order to get the flowers as large as possible. Attend 
to other directions as previously given. 

OTTAGERS' GARDENS. 
A row of Cormack's Bri ueen Pea, in highly ma- 

nured ground, sown at this period, would be almost all in 
the Pea way that the cottager will require for the year. 
This, however, should be well done. It is the habit of 
this Pea to produce in succession like the Scarlet Run- ner, and such crops are far more valuable than fugitive 
ones, which waste both labour and space. The soil for 
this Pea should be prepared as for a Celery trench, well 
manured, and the manure saturated with moisture to 
ward off the mildew. The Peas should be sticked to the 
height of 6 feet, and as soon as they reach this height 
they should be pinched or stopped. Mangold Wurzel, 
Swedes, and Greens, as before mentioned, must be 
provided without delay. All Potato planting should be instantly completed. 

FORESTING. 
The sudden changes of temperature will have im- 

peded the barking process in many places, Here we 
have had a most severe frost, and it is to be feared the 
budding Oak in young plantations will have suffered in 
their leaders. Little can be added here at present. 
ERRATUM.—In last week's Calendar, p. 288, col. a, line 36 from top, for “manuring” read “mowing.” 
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Wotices to Correspondents, 
PosT-orrrcE OnpEns—In order to obviate the inconveniences 
which are now constantly being experienced by parties who 
wish to remit small sums to the office of the GARDENERS’ 

Booxs—H Angus—* Mackinto: "lower Garden.” 
Bnocconi—W S—Walcheren Broccoli has been occasionally 

mtrue. A small 

cate any one who has it. 
GRASS UNDER 

seen in the north of England, that I think it might be useful 
to collect the fallen needles of the Larch and spread them over the Grass in my garden, which remains obstinately coarse, 
though it has been twice taken up and sown with well-recom- 
mended seed. Also beneath trees in places that are bare. 
I should try the experiment without troubling you, but that 
we should have to bring the needles from our woods in Cum- 
berland to the garden in Yorkshire, and it would be foolish 
to do this on a guess of my own, Will you be kind enough 
to tell me whether the attempt would be worth while ; also 
whether in that case we might not dig the needles into the 
ground before our next attempt at sowing, as they would look ugly outside, and I suppose should not be removed after 
they are decayed ?” Can anyone answer these inquiries? We 
have no experience in the matter. 

r S—Considering that early forcing is not your 
object, we see no reason why your Vinery should not be built 
with a west aspect —the sun striking its south end so 
early as eight in the morning. You cannot have better Grapes for such a place than the Black Hamburgh and Royal 
Museadine, " Vines do not succeed it will be owing 
to bad gardening. 

Guano—J F F—Guano is good for everything for which other 
manures have been found to be beneficial. You had b 
apply it to your Dahlias in a liquid state. 4 lbs. of guano to 
12 gallons of water will be found a good proportion, Itshould 
remain for 24 hours before being used. e same guano 
will do for mixing again with the same quantity of water, 
after the first is drawn off. 
srcts—H—It is not a slug, but the larva of the crane-fly, 
whose history you will find in vol. i. p. 612 of this Journal. 
‘There is not à worse enemy in the garden, Z——4 B—The 
Potato was dried up, and nothing could be found but the 

Please to put some of the insects in a quill well 

m z 

stopped with cork, and tell us what mischief they are doing, 
we can then a i i 

J M- 
attacked by a weevil called Otiorhynchus sulcatus, which 
breeds in your Vine border probably. You have adopted the 
best mode of extirpating them. Their economy has been 
published in the Ist vol. of this Journal, p. 292, R. 

LaAw—AM C W—You are not legally entitled to remove or sell 
by auctión your standard and dwarf Roses since you have no 
agreement or previous stipulation with your landlord to re- 
move them, and since they are not articles of your trade. _ 

Prars—Mary Dobson—We must say that the account you give of your “old gardener’s” opinion as to liquid manure does 
not increase our respect for him. If, however, your Pear- 
tree is in vigorous health, it is better without manure of any 
kind. 
L jesar Mr. Davies,begging 
for plans of his apparatus, &c., at Wavertree. If he will 
favour us with them, wi ill publish them. w— 
hear nothing of Witty’s stove. It seems to have gone out of 

shion. 

T— We know little about the book you mention, and. 
nothing of its author, The plant is Nicotiana undulata.—— 
R—Your Geranium is probably suffering from bad potting- 

Give it plenty of drainage, and coarse peaty lumps mixed with 
m, and shade it till it begins to grow freely.——4 Fife- 

shire Florist—You should settle beforehand with the society 
whether Chelone barbata is to be taken as a Pentstemon ; it 
certainly is one.—H W 7'—A paper is on the anvil respecting 
Stocks. In the meanwhile consult the directions given at 
p. 296 of 1845, K— not know of a pur- 
chaser.——415s. will be given for No. 36, 1845.——J W—We are 
quite unable to answer your question.—A Sub—Nothing is 
so good for painting hothouse sashes as black oxide of man- 
ganese, and nothing is cheaper, We also prefer the colour. 
If you are afraid of black, then use anti-corrosive paint. 
Paint a little at a time and often, A fair coat of black will 
last three or four years.—Doveron—We cannot give you ad- 
vice about expense; because everything depends upon your 
plan, and the skill youhave in making a bargain. 
position of your greenhouse is unobjectionable, and you may 
use the kitchen-fire to your pipes, if you secure the 
means of stopping off the hot water when you do not want it. 
We do not recommend the Grass-mowing machines. You 
should water your Cabbages with lime-water when the slugs 
are at their feeding time.—J Tyrele—You are right. 
do notice many very trifling questions. But if people are 
ignorant, the only way to render them otherwise is to answer 
their inquiries. T W W R—You will find a list of green- 
house plants at p. 4, and one of Roses at p, 88, of this volume. $ 

SEEDLING FLOWERS. 
AZALEA—J R, Huddersfield—Your seedling is a handsome 

variety, of a dense and pure white, with the flowers large and 
formed,* 

Cares re Your seedling Cactus is deficient in colour, and 
notequal to many varieties raised within the last two years. 

Crnerartas—J A—The crimson variety uncommon in. 
colour, but the circle is well filled up ; in size and breadth of 
petal, it is equal to any we have seen. The white variety is 
also large and handsome, but not equal to the crimson in 

Poet E—The Maid of Honour is a flower of good form, 
pink with vermilion corolla; but it is not so large or 80 
showy as some of the older varieties, 5 

Pansirs—W B O—The best flower in your collection is No. % 
around and well proportioned flower ; 6 and 9 stand next; 
the remainder are yery inferior to the flowers now cultivated. 
——M—Your seedling (Plato) is a large,bold and rich coloured 
flower, of good substance, yellow and deep purple, with well 
defined eye ; it will prove a very useful show flower, as, from. 
the number of blooms sent, it must be very constant.*— 
E S M—The specimens you have transmitted being perfectly. 
new in character, and indicating peculiarities in the distribu- 
tion of the colour, &c., which may add a variety to this beau- 
tiful class of flowers, that may prove highly pleasing. 
consider them well worthy some experiments.*—B M—We 

assist you; the flowers you have sent are very inferior 
grown at the present time for showing ; they may 

have been sent out with names, but the present race are 
quite distinct from them.” A—Your seedling is a very 

not first-rate in form, but with a 
perfect belting ——B M—Your seedling is only fit for the 

in form and marking itis very inferior to the pre- 

Pink—A R—Your seedling possesses none of the properties of 
a florist’s flower.* 

The proposed _ 

— 
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SALE OF DAIRY STOCK. 

O BE SOLD BY AUCTION, at Mains of Du- 

old, and, if not Calved, in Calf to a Jersey Bull, which was 
entered for competition at the Royal Agricultural Society's 
show at Southampton in 1844. 

o a few pure high bred Jersey and Alderney Cows, and 
some Shetland Heifers imported from the most northernly of 
these Islands, will be exposed for Private Sale, 

Coaches leave Carlisle daily for Castle Douglas, the journey 
being performed in about five hours ; and Steamers sail weekly 
between Liverpool and Kirkcudbright, 

UPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME, 77. per ton, at 
Mr, LAwzs's Factory, DEPTFORD REEK. 

URNT SEA-WEED, OR KELP, in a coneentrated 
and portable form.—'The value of this article is well 

Known in Scotland and Ireland, as well as the Islands of 
sey and Jersey. A Cargo has been lately received by 

the Subseribers from an eminent Foreign House, a sample 
of which has been analyzed r. Ryan of the Royal Poly- 
technic Institution, and found to possess 79 per cent, of Potash, 
Soda, and other fertilising matter. 

Delivered in London or Plymouth at 3l. 5s, per ton, or 
5s. per ton less when five tons are taken at once. 

much as tons has been supplied to one farmer. A copy 
of Dr. Ryan's analysis can be had on application, 

Ap) to Jonn Cuarance & Co., Cullum Street, Fenchurch 
Street, London; or WrzLiAM E. RENDLE & Co.. Plymouth. 

This Manure is most confidently recommended for 
the Turnip Crop. 

The Trade supplied. 

The Agricultural Gazette. 
SATURDAY, MAY 9, 1846. 

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS, 
Wroxxspay, May 13—Agricultural Society of Englan 
Tau: — M-Agricultu 

Wapsnspay, — 20f ion 
Ireland Taurspay, n c. of " : pham and Guiltoross, 

RSDAY, — 91—Agrieulsural Im, 
LOCAL SOCIETIES,—Renfrewshire—Shro) 

FARMERS’ CLUBS, 
May 11~-Hareford - Great Oakley— | May 12 

Wenlock— at: it 
t. Peters 
Halesworth -Wadebridge 

— 18—Botley 
— 19-Bromsgroye — Plympton 

3t. Mary 

xenventer— ord--Exm; 
ster— Welli- gton— Bakewell 
—Selby—St, Austell 

Tue Economy or AGRICULTURAL LABOUR is 
one of the most important departments of the 
farmer’s business—one than which no other exerts 
a greater influence on his success, or affords a bet- 
ter test of his ability. There is no point which 
generally distinguishes a well-cultivated district 
from one that is badly farmed more than the 
economical employment of its workmen. Its 
farmers may be better educated men and acquainted 
with the theory of their art, and doubtiess a portion 
of the greater profit they derive from their business 
may be owing to their superiority in this respect— 
they may be wealthier men, and much must be 
attributed to that—but the main point is that they 

possess tact and dexterity in the employment of 

their labourers, and can set them to work so that 

each shall be an assistance to his neighbour, and in 

a measure a surety for his industry. The labour 
bill of an arable farm is a large sum, and a reduction 
of it would often be a considerable saving to the 
farmer ; but if he possess the dexterity and skill 
that we speak of, he will benefit from them not so 
much by getting the same work as his neighbour's 
farm receives done by fewer hands than his neigh- 
bour employs, as by the larger returns of a higher 
cultivation, even though in its attainment a heavier 
labour-bill be incurred. Now, scarcely anything 
can be supposed to influence the performance of 
labour more than the mode in which it is paid for ; 
and these observations are therefore not irrelevant 
to the subject of Mxasunr Worx on which we 
would make a few observations. 

The labourer, whatever the work in which he 
may have been engaged, is paid for it in one of two 
Ways—either according to the time during which 
he has been occupied in it, or according to the 
quantity of work he has done. The latter method 
certainly appears on the first sight to be the more 
just. Two operations involving an equal amount of 
labour and skill, and equally well performed, ought 
to be paid for alike, whatever may be the circum- 
stances of those who performed them, and also (un- 
less, indeed, this be an element of value tothe farmer), 
whatever the time which either of them may have 
taken. To be sure, work is justly remunerated only 
when paid for according to its quality as well as 
amount ; but the former consideration is not left as 
the latter necessarily is to the will or ability of the 
labourer. Whatever bethe mode ofpaymentselected, 
the quality ofthe work to be performed ean be insured 
only by the personal attention of the master. The 
heedless carelessness of the idle man on day wages 
is as much to be feared as the dishonest careless- 
ness of the man paid by the piece who hurries over 
his work ; and it may, we think, be fairly concluded 

that, provided the master properly attends to his 
labourers, his choice of the mode in which he shali 
Pay them need not depend upon any anticipations 
of its influence on the quality of their work. 

influence on the quantity of their work is, however, 
a perfectly fair subject for the farmer's consideration, 
and payment by the piece is of course in this 
respect to be preferred. 

But is not this mode of payment, as it has been 
frequently carried out, liable to serious objections ? 
It is generally connected in the mind with the idea 
of large numbers employed at once, and then paid 
off all together—a practice which certainly tends to 
produce improvidence and dissipation. This, how- 
ever, is no necessary part of the system. The 
farm work to be done in the different months of the 
year (and a benevolent master will endeavour to 
distribute it as evenly as possible), remains the 
same whatever mode of payment be adopted, and, 
if the farmer has resolved to introduce more gene- 
rally the mode of paying for work by measure, the 
number of his labourers need not on that account 
be altered, neither need their employment be the. 
less constant ; nor indeed (and this is an important 
cousideration) need the farm work generally be 
less qualified to bring up the lads employed in it, 
as steady and valuable farm servants. 

Let us shortly state a method of payment by the 
piece which we know to be in practice. Onthe farm 
to which we allude, in addition to ploughmen, cattle- 
man, and shepherd, &c., there are several labourers 
in constant employment; they have been chosen 
for their steadiness and ability, and on that account 
receive, even when employed at day-work, higher 
wages than are produced in the neighbourhood ; it 
is to these men in every case, except during corn- 
harvest, that the piece-work is let; and they may 
be thus employed, on, the whole, perhaps two-thirds 
of the year. When unable to do the whole them- 
selves, they engage other men, or women, or 
boys, from among any who may be unemployed in 
the neighbourhood, and at wages which are stated 
to the master and receive his approval, or on terms 
which render them parties in the contract ; the hired 

diately under the farmer's super 
men, women, and boys are thus almost as imme- f 3 

if 

of Furze, they will not regret having made the experi- 
ment. 

2. Botanists have characterised three distinct species 
of Furze as indigenous to this country, namely— 

1. Ulex Europea, The European Gorse, Furze, or Whin. 
2. Ulex nana, the dwarf or Cornish Furze. 
3. Ulex stricta, the upright or Irish Furze. 

The first and second species are said to be more abun- 
dant in England and Scotland than in any other part of 
Europe; and it has been remarked by botanical travel. 
lers that, unless in the South of France, Furze is but 
sparingly found in other parts of the Continent. Loudon 
states that at St. Petersburgh it is ranked among the 
most valuable greenhouse plants that flower in winter. 
When Linnzus first saw a large extent of Furze in 
blossom he is said to have been in ecstacy, and to have 
lamented that he could hardly preserve it alive in a 
greenhouse in Sweden. Dillenius was equally delighted 
with it ; and indeed every foreigner who passes through 
this country in Spring, when the Furze gilds every heath 
and hedge, cannot fail to be struck with its beauty. 

The third species is peculiar to Ireland, having been 
discovered about 30 years ago growing in the Marquis 
of Londonderry's park, in the county of Down, and it 
is generally treated as a garden plant. I have never 
seen it grown for agricultural purposes ; but in passing 
I may mention that a writer in one of the early num- 
hers of * Loudon's Gardeners’ Magazine” states that, 
in Carnarvonshire, and other parts of North Wales, 
the Irish Furze may be more profitably cultivated than 
any other kind, by reason of its branches not requiring 
to be bruised. It is propagated with great facility by 
cuttings which strike root as freely as the Willow, if 
taken off in autumn and made of the present year's 
wood.. They willbe fit for transplanting ia March, and 
in the succeeding autumn (that is 12 months from the 
cutting), they will be fit for use as fodder. 

. The Ulex Europea or common Furze is the best 
adapted for cultivating as a young forage plant, as it 
happens to be the most vigorous in growth and pro- 
duces a much larger quantity of green food per acre 
than can possibly be obtained from an equal extent of 
the dwarfer kind. It is, however, by no means suited 
for being introduced in any system of rotation with 
other crops, owing to the length of time it requires to 
arrive at maturity, and the number of years it may be 
MER as 

they had been engaged by himself, and their in- 
dustry is secured by their forming part of a com- 
any, some or all of whom have an interest in the 

speedy completion of their work. 
After the experience of a year or two, a satis- 

factory understanding grows up between the master 
and these men as to the real value of the several 
descriptions of work they contract for, and very little 
difficulty arises in settling the terms of the contracts. 
At the first establishment, however, of such a sys- 

tem, there may be some difficulty of this kind, and 
the best way to meet it is, to start the party at day's 
wages, and from their progress at the end of the 
first day (during which they have been kept from 
idling by constant superintendence), to calculate 
what the work is really worth. It may be men- 
tioned, as a matter of detail, that it is of the greatest 
importance to the ultimate satisfaction of both par- 
ties, that the terms of the contract be fully under- 
stood by each before the work is commenced. Do 
not let the master start his men, saying, “ Ah, well, 
you can commence, and we can settle the terms to- 
morrow ;” this will be sure ultimately to breed dis- 
content. And it is also well always to abide by the 
terms of the contract, even though the labourers 
should be losers; it may be made up to them on 
another occasion, by offering terms more favourable 
than fairness would require, but not by an extra 
sum as a recompense for their loss ; for this would 
tend to give them on future occasions hopes of 
wages to be earned otherwise than by industry. 

We have made the above remarks as an introduc- 
tion to a series of papers which we propose laying, 
at intervals, before our readers, on the method and 
cost of executing the farm operations which, during 
the year, successively require the farmer's super- 
intendence. 

ON GORSE AS FOOD FOR CATTLE, 
1. Tur value of Gorse as a forage plant is well 

known, although its cultivation for that purpose appears 
to have been almost entirely overlooked, or to have had 
much less attention paid to it than it is justly entitled 
to. From time immemorial it has been used as food 
for cattle in various parts of the kingdom ; but it is 
only the smaller class of farmers in England, and the 
cotters in Scotland, who resort to it, as a means of pro- 

longing the little stock of fodder they may have stored 
up for their winter supply. To them it is of no small 

importance, and the avidity with which it is eaten by 

cattle and horses, after being prepared, shows very 

clearly that it must possess some valuable qualities 

which would almost render its cultivation desirable. It 

is to be hoped that the mode recently adopted by Lord 
Kenyon, through the Royal Agricultural Society, to 

bring this much-neglected plant into notice will be suc- 

cessful, and induce some of our landed proprietors to 
make trial of it as forage, by way of example to their 
tenantry. Whoever may do so, I feel confident that, 

g grown in the same situation after it has 
once taken possession of the ground. Under these cir- 
cumstances it may be asked, why should the culture of 
Furze be so strongly recommended to farmers when it 
is admitted not to be fit for introducing into a regular 
system of husbandry? The answer is simply. because 
it is not intended that it should displace any of the crops 
in general use, or be grown on land which can be more 
profitably occupied ; but only on such outlets or waste 
pieces of ground as are unfit for anything else. Of 
these there'are plenty belonging to many of the smaller 
farms or tenements in every county, which with a little 
trouble and expense may be rendered far more valuable 
than they are at present, if cropped with Furze and 
managed in the way I shall hereafter describe.— 
M. E. H. 

MANURE FOR HOPS. 
[Tux following correspondence on this subject we 

extract from the columns of the Maidstone Gazette :] 
To the Editor of the Maidstone and South. tern Gazette. 

ir,—The accompanying letter was kindly sent to 
me by Mr. Lawes, on my asking his opinion as to the 
manure recommended by Mr. Nesbit for Hops, and he 
has since given me permission to send it to you for 
publication, should you think, with me, that it contains 
matter well worthy the attention of all Hop-growers and 
other agrieulturists. Mr. Lawes is the best practical 
and experimental agricultural chemist of the present 
day, sparing neither trouble nor expense to carry out 
his views by a series of careful and valuable experi- 
menis, and, as such, his opinion is of much value. At 

any rate, it is of value to hear both sides, and thus we 

are more likely to arrive at the truth. I certainly have 
very great confidence in Mr. Lawes, as every experi- 
ment tried at his recommendation has been with me 
successful. I remain, sir yours respectfully, 

"Milstead, April 21, 1846. . M. TYLDEN. 

* My dear Sir,—I have much pleasure in forwarding 
to you my opinion upon a pamphlet, * On the Analysis 
of the Hop, and the Nature of the Manures beneficial 
to its growth, by J.C, Nesbit. It is of essential ser- 
vice to agriculture that correct analyses of the ashes of 
the cultivated plants should be made, and the author of 
this pamphlet deserves the thanks of those interested in 
the cultivation of Hops, for having shown them the 
nature and quality of the minerals which are annually 
removed from the soil by that plant. But when he says 
that the large quantity of potash taken out of the land 
by the Hop is the main reason for the necessity of ma- 
nuring this plant so highly, he adds another to the rash 
theories which Liebig and his followers have been of 
late years advaneing ; and which, if true, would have 
quite overthrown those principles of agriculture which 
the accumulated experience of all ages has pronounced 
correct. In the ash of the Hop, Mr. Nesbit found 
more potash than any other substance, and from this 
he concludes that manures are valuable in proportion 
to the amount of potash they contain ; and he argues 
that as guano only contains 3 per cent. of potash, and 
dung about the same proportion, that farmers can 
supply themselves with potash from sources very much 
cheaper. Certainly, if potash was the essential ingre- 

Its | where the soil and situation are favourable to the growth | dient in these manures, it would be an act of insanity 
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to purchase it at 3s. or 4s. per Ib. (which is the price it 

would cost in Peruvian guano), when it might be bought 

in the form of carbonate of potash for about 34. per lb. 

As far as my own experience goes, I have never been 

able to find any distinct benefit from the application of 

potash to the soil in any form whatever, and the same 

result has been arrived at, indirectly, by agriculturists. 

« Some years ago the application of nitrate of potash 

(saltpetre) was in very general use as a manure for grass 

and corn, and the benefit derived from it was said to be 

from the potash which it supplied to the soil ; but, in a 

few years after, the discovery of a bed of nitrate of 
soda, and its being furnished at a lower price, the use 

of saltpetre was almost superseded ; at the present day 

guano has taken the place of both. If potash was the 

valuable ingredient in these three substances, or so 

absolutely necessary to be applied to the soil, how could 

nitrate of soda or guano supply its place ? for the first 

contains none, and the second often not more than 1 per 

cent, But when it is known that these three substances 

contain nitrogen, and that any of them can be replaced 

by an ammoniacal salt, there can be no difficulty in 

forming a correct opinion as to their value. If a farmer 

were asked which erop he considered the least exhaust- 

ing to the soil, he would probably say Clover; and yet 

this plant removes a far larger quantity of potash from 

the soil than the Hop. 
* According to Mr. Nesbit, half a ton of Hops, which 

I suppose would be considered an average crop, re- 

moves from the soil 22 or 23 Ibs. of potash, while every 

ton of Clover hay removes 37 Ibs. of the same substance; 

and yet it is well known that after the removal of per- 

haps 80 or 90 lbs. of potash in 23 tons of Clover hay, 

the soil is more capable of producing a good crop of 

corn than it was previous to the erop of Clover. Mr. 

Nesbit gives two receipts for a manure for Hops, one 

of which is the following :—* 1 ewt. guano, 14 ewt. com- 

mon salt, 1 ewt. pearlash or silicate of potash, 1 ewt. 

gypsum ; cost, 3/. 0s. 6d? With the exception of the 

small quantity of organie matter in the guano, this 

manure is composed solely of mineral ingredients, and 

would be almost useless. If I thought that the return 
of the minerals removed by the Hop would be of any 
service as a manure, without organie matter, I should 

be very glad to manufacture them, as they could be 

supplied for a few shillings per acre; but it is a very 

different thing to grow a good crop of anything theo- 

retically in a crucible, and practically in a field, The 

most important element in a manure for Hops, as well 

as the most expensive, has not been mentioned by Mr. 

Nesbit. This is ammonia, and his reason for this 

is, doubtless, that he assumes with Liebig, that 

plants are capable of obtaining a sufficiency from the 

atmosphere. There cannot be a more erroneous opinion 

than this, or one more injurious to agriculture. Until 

very lately, the value of the different substances used 

as manures has been judged only by the effect produced 

on the crops, without the slightest knowledge, on the: 

part of the agriculturist, of the component parts of such 

manures. After innumerable experiments, a certain 

class of substances are selected as being most suitable 

for various plants, and, if I mistake not, all the best 

manures for the Hop are organic substances, rich in nitro- 

gen or ammonia, and with little mineral matter, such as 

rags, Rape-cake, oil-cake, dung— Peruvian guano, too, 

would probably succeed very well; for as long as 

abundance of ammonia is employed, there is little fear 

of the produce falling off for want of minerals. As all 
these manures contain some minerals, the annual de- 

composition of the soil will furnish more, and if the 
pine and leaf is returned to the soil (which should al- 

ways be done) the loss annually will be confined to 

what is taken away with the Hop, which the usual 
manure would supply. 

“Having cultivated Wheat for some years succes- 
sively on the same soil, as an experiment, I am able to 

speak very decidedly upon the necessity of using abund- 

ance of ammonia to obtain large crops of corn; without 

it the produce quickly falls off, and no amount of, or 

combination of minerals is able to restore fertility. Al- 

though I have had no experience in the cultivation of 

the Hop, the fact of its requiring abundance of manure 

satisfies me that it derives its nitrogen from the manure, 
and not from the atmosphere ; and I am sure you can 
follow no safer rule in selecting manures for that plant, 

than to buy those which contain the largest amount of 

ammonia at the least price.—J. B. Lawes, Rothamp- 
stead, April 16.” 

NEW ZEALAND. 
We extract from the New Zealand Journal the fol- 

lowing interesting document, which shows that notwith- 

standing the disturbed state of the Maories generally, 
during the last 12 months, and as regards New Plymouth 
in particular, from the circumstance of a large section 
of the most valuable settlers being compelled by Captain 
Fitzroy’s proceedings to abandon land which they had 
cultivated and had possession of for three years pre- 
viously, yet that the settlers have shown the strongest 
determination to remain, and extend their cultivations 
in spite of the obstacles thrown in their way. 

THE NEW PLYMOUTH ASSOCIATION FOR THE 
ADVANCEMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND COMMERCE, 

The first report of your Society, established only six 

months, cannot be expected to contain much actual in- 

formation on the subjects discussed. Yet the experi- 

ments which have been instituted through the instru- 

mentality of this Society, the results of which cannot be 

ascertained until the approaching harvest, lead us to 

hope that the foundation of much good has been 
already laid. 

The first subject which engaged your attention was 
* The growth of English Flax, and the probability of 

its suecess in New Zealand.” To Mr. Flight we are in- 

debted for drawing our attention to an article which 

may probably become the chief export from New 

Zealand, or, at all events, from Taranaki. The result 

of two evenings’ discussion was, the firm conviction, in 

the minds of all present, that the English Flax, or (to 

adopt the distinctive name given it to distinguish it from 

the indigenous Flax of the country) the Anglo New 

Zealand Flax, was peculiarly suited to our soil and 

climate. This was no theoretical conclusion, but one 

arrived at from the results of; actual experiment, and 

come to by practical men used to the cultivation of the 

article in England, who were convinced, from the 

quality of the samples grown and the amount of the 

produce, and from ealeulations of the expense of culti- 

vation and the probable value in England, that the cul- 

tivation of the Anglo New Zealand Flax would be a 
very profitable occupation. 

It is much to be regretted that these results were not 

known in time to obtain seed for the present season. 

Orders have, however, been sent to England for a 
supply, and samples of the Flax forwarded to manufac- 

turers there, who will be able at once to determine the 

value of it. To the resident agent of the New Zealand 

Company here, and the principal agent at Wellington, 

this Society have to express their thanks, for the 

promptitude with which they undertook to forward these 

samples to England. The importance of your second 

subject of inquiry, ** the most effectual remedy for the 

cure of smut in Wheat,” cannot be over-rated. Owing 

to the seed, which was obtained from a neighbourin 

colony, being mostly infected with smut, several actual 

experiments were detailed at this meeting, the results 

of which encourage us to hope that, with due attention, 

this destructive disorder may be cured, or, at all events, 

so subdued as not to be of material injury to the farmer, 

The next subject—“ the best means of protecting the 

Barley crop from the ravages of the caterpillars ; and 

the crop most likely to pay— Wheat or Barley” was 

one which elieited much valuable information as to the 

proper time of sowing Barley, so as to avoid the 

ravages of the caterpillar, which attacks the grain at 

the period of its ripening. Great diversity of opinion 

was expressed on this point ; the result of the different 

periods of sowing this spring will, it is to be hoped, en- 

able us another season to save this valuable erop. No 

means at present have been discovered to destroy the 

insects themselves, although the extent of cultivation 

will, it is thought, greatly lessen their numbers, From 

the disadvantages to which Barley is subject in this re- 

spect, the opinion of the meeting was decidedly in 

of which it took 3 or 4 acres to kéep a horse in a half- 
starved state into fertile fields, producing 4, 5, or 6 qrs. of 

eatperacre. And what was the origin of thisimprove- 
ment? The Highland Agricultural Society, supported 
and well supported too, by the Scotch landlords and 
farmers, who saw how much good such a society could 
effect. Enough has been said to prove the usefulness 
of such societies as these, but it must be borne in mind, 
that as we have no long subscription list to give pre- 
miums for information, we must ourselves furnish that 
information by carefully noting every particular of 
every proceeding, so that, by comparing them with 
others, we may arrive, in due time, at the proper sea- 
sons and methods of pursuing our occupation. A ver 
careful account has been drawn up of the amount of 
land now in eultivation, from which may be gathered 
the cheering fact that, notwithstanding the great diffi- 
culties the settlers have had to contend with during the 
last two years, they have not allowed themselves to be 
cast down, but have manfully met those difficulties, 
pushing forward the plough wherever the natives would 
allow them to do so. The following is the account 
alluded to :— Acres. Acres. 
Whee ssw n or 80 Brought forward  .. 9374 36 
Barley .. oe .. 1284 Turnips .. oe 

Oats qur GS 70s R Ah Br aly 
Potatoes .. .. «+ 985 Artificials ie 

— Garden .. m 

Carried forward — .. 9874 Flax DO E 

Cultivated land taken possession of by the natives 

Quantity of land cleared in June1844 — .. m 

Increase of cultivation in the last 15 months . 

6351 acres Wheat yielding $- of a ton of flour, or 28 bush, 
Dore d 

Estimated consumption, 3 tons per week 

Flour .. 26 
Bushe 

128} acres of Barley at 25 bushels per acre zi 
Say consumed in the settlements, one half 

1606 

1606 bushels of Barley, at 45 bushels to the ton of 

freight, gives 35 tons, which with the flour shows 502 

tons to export from the produce of the land alone 5 added 

to this is the salt pork trade, which with other articles 

would, there is no doubt, increase the amount to 400 

tons, sufficient to keep a vessel of 50 or 60 tons fully 

employed, allowing for detentions and one or two trips 

elsewhere during the time of harvest. 

With this account the report of your Society closes, 

favour of Wheat; although, from the of 

Barley being higher in price than Wheat in the neigh- 

bouring colonies, great exertions should be made to 

grow this article—particularly as it is believed that, as 

regards the climate and the quality of the water, we 

have a decided advantage over the Australian colonies 

in brewing. “The woods of New Zealand—more par- 

ticularly of this settlement—their uses, and the proba- 

bility of their becoming articles of export,” was the in- 

quiry that next engaged your attention. From the infor- 

mation given at this meeting itappears that our settlement 

produces several valuable woods, at the head of which 

stands the Rimu, the most valuable both for building 

and furniture; and so far as our knowledge extends, 

the most valuable also to export to England and the 

neighbouring colonies. For agricultural purposes, the 

Puridi, the Rata, and the Matepo have been found to 

answer exceedingly well: the first, in particular, has 

furnished very good cogs for the wheels of the two flour- 

mills in this settlement. Very good timber also abounds 

for the purposes of boat-building, and for staves ; and 

it is much to be regretted that arrangements have not 

been made to supply ourselves with casks—an article 

now required for salt pork, and the demand for which 

is likely to inerease largely as the settlement progresses. 

Tanning barks have also been discovered, and used with 

the greatest success ; boots now being manufactured 

from leather made®in this settlement. ‘The next subject 

was, “the best artificial food for cattle ;? and in the 

discussion of this inquiry, it was satisfactorily ascer- 

tained that very heavy crops of the different roots used 

for that purpose had been grown, more particularly of 

Carrots and Turnips; White and Red Clover has also 

been grown with the greatest success. The next sub- 

ject discussed by your Society was, * the best remedy for 

the eure of cattle affected by eating Tutu.” The best 

remedy stated—and that, in violent cases, quite an inef- 

feetual one—was bleeding. The loss of time in finding 

cattle turned loose, and the damage often done by them 

in this state ; together with the risk from the Tutu ; 

and, above all, the comparatively trifling expence of 

rowing food for them, will, there is little doubt, induce 

all parties to keep their cattle up. 

Having thus given a brief sketch of the different sub- 

jects which have been brought under your notice, it 

will, we think, at once be admitted that this Society is 

likely to be of the greatest benefit. If in England, where 

they have.had the same soil to work upon for ages, it is 

thought advisable to have agricultural societies in order 

to institute experiments and give premiums for the 

best methods of raising crops and the best agricultural 

implements, how much more are they needed in a new 

country where everything has to be learnt. What has 
raised the value of land in parts of Scotland from a rent 

of 5s. or 6s. an acre to 27. or 37.% The improved sys- 

tem of agriculture which has converted the Scotch from 

the worst to the best farmers in Great Britain, and land 

and as it blishes the fact of a very great advance in 

prosperity during the last 12 months, under the greatest 
disadvantages, we look forward confidently to the con- 

deavours, and with hope that the 
rive when we shall be enabled to 

and with 
allowed 

carry on our oper 
greater vigour than circumstances have hither 
us to do.— R. Curman, Hon. See, 
New Plymouth, Sep. 17, 1845. 

PERIODICAL SPRINGS. 
A CORRESPONDENT asks in a late Gazette whether or 

not he may expect to convert an occasional spring in the 

vicinity of the South Downs into a perpetual one by 
boring. I doubt much of the question being answered 

in the affinnative, unless by some person interested in 

seeing the inquirer involved in a useless and unprofit- 

able job ; and it is perhaps but neighbourly to suggest 
a “caveat” before he commits himself even with 2 
* water doctor,” who professes to work on the terms of 

“no cure no pay.” For in such guise does mam 
“ Douster-swivel” make his advances, and shake his 

divining-rod over the heads of the unwary. 

Both above and below the chalk (to speak geologically), 

there are springs which are periodical, and whose peri- 

odicity is of great uncertainty, because dependent’ on 

the variety of our seasons. There are some localities in 

which the sources are dry for many months, and even 

years, and then after a series of rainy fits will burst out 

With streams of wonderful eopiousness, Hampshire and 

Wiltshire abound in such, and in bi, tri, and even semen- 

nial streams, If your friend will consult his Gazetteer 

he will find a whole catalogue of “ winter-bournes” in the 

vicinity of Salisbury alone. Some of the sources of the 

Wandle are of this deseription, and make their appear- 

ance, I believe, some annually, some bi and triennially. 

The cause of this is very obvious; the chalk is porous, 

and cavernous, and percolates its water with great 

rapidity, But sometimes the supply is greater than the 

ordinary or more dependent issues can make off with, 

and then the higher reservoirs begin to overflow, and 

the rarer springs burst forth, and run till the super- 

fluity is exhausted, and no more water remains in the 

vicinity, or is supplied from the heavens than the peren- 

nial and ordinary channels can carry off. 
Now, your eorrespondent's well is of this deseription, 

and it may be confidently predicted that he will not ob- 

tain any perennial supply by boring, or on the artesian 
principle, if he is above the chalk and under ihe 
London clay, unless he is prepared to bore many 
hundreds, perhaps thousands of feet ; in short, 
to imitate the Grenelle boring near Paris. But 
if he is.on the north side of the South Downs, oF 

under the chalk, there is some chance of bis procuring 
a supply by boring through the galt (the next retentive 

stratum below the chalk, and answering with the lower 

green sand under it, to the London clay and plastic clay 
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and sand,fabove the chalk); but then it is very doubt- 
ful if the water when he reaches it will rise through 
his bore to the surface. There are artesian wells below 
the chalk, obtained by borings of very moderate depth ; 
but such a thing is not to be expected unless there be 
a high inclination of the clay-beds in which the boring 
is made to one side or the other, and perhaps no 
lower natural issues in the neighbourhood likely to be 
supplied from the same sources, namely, the sand-beds 
into which his boring is carried. 

Before the true relations of the distribution of coal- 
beds were understood, thousands of pounds were spent 
in fruitless borings for that mineral. More lately, 
many hundreds have been thrown away on ill-con- 
sidered attempts to obtain supplies of water on the 
artesian principle. Very little is heard of such fruit- 
less adventures, because men do not love to publish 
their failures, particularly if they have been costly ones. 
They are begun under the promises and plausible 
stories of designing or perhaps ignorant engineers, and 
abandoned from conviction of their hopelessness, or 
because it is discovered that “le jeu ne vaut pas la 
chandelle !”—* * 

I am surprised to see how slowly many useful things 
make their way in this * working-day world” of ours. 
I have been prompted to the utterance of this sage re- 
mark by reading the communication of your corre- 
spondent, “ H. B. Morris, of Ramsgate,” on the Tarred 
Walk at Margate. I have now had some years’ expe- 
rience of tar compost, and have every reason to be 
Satisfied with it. For all sorts of out-house flooring I 
know of nothing at all equal to it. For barns, stables, 
coach-houses, tool-houses, and even for plain village 
School-room floors it is unexceptionable, being at once 
thoroughly dry, wholesome, cleanly, smooth, easily re- 
paired, noiseless under motion, and inimical to vermin ; 
besides being so very cheap, only costing from 3d. to 
43d. per square foot, according to cireumstances, The 
best way of laying down a floor appears to me to be the 
following :—Lay down a good solid concrete of broken 
bricks and tiles or chalk, or both materials mixed 
together, only they should be broken smallish ; having 
made this quite level, pour on it coal tar (cold as it 
comes, I never heated it yet), until the rubble is just 
covered, Then sift through a fine sieve a mixture of 
coal-ash and sand, or coal-dust and powdered lime, or 
all mixed, or any one separately, it makes very little 
difference. I prefer quick-lime, ashes, and sand, in 
equal parts, but I have used lime-dust alone, and found 
it answer, though it is longer drying, and is not quite 
80 firm. My plan is to sift on plenty, and have the 
Work well rolled or trodden, supplying more siftings as 
it becomes necessary. The proper quantity of siftings 
will work in without any trouble at all if time be 
allowed, and the floor used while it is covered tolerably 
deep. Sometimes two or three coats are wanted, and 
are always best, often one will do. After the first 
Coating upon the rubble, no more is necessary to be 
done, either for an extra coat or a repairing coat, than 
‘© pour down some tar and to spread it about with an 
old brush, covering it with siftings. Any labourer can 
mend or even make a floor of this sort. For an up- 
Stair floor, I should lath the tops of the joists as closely 
and strongly as would permit good “keying” for the 
Mortar. Have it very roughly plastered with hair- 
Mortar, and, while the mortar is wet, throw thinly upon it 
some small broken brick, chalk, or “lime traps,” after the 
manner of “rough cast ;” allow this to dry sufficiently, 
and then pour on the tar, and afterwards sift on the 
sand, &c. as before. The reason I prefer brick rubble, 
&e. to stones broken is this—I have found out that by 
long wear a small stone or an edge of a piece of larger 
Size will work up, whereas broken brieks or ehalk will 
Saturate partly with tar, and will wear down with the 
rest of the surface. The floor should never be left so 
long without repair as to wear away so much as to show 
the bottom layer, and it will only happen so after 
Several years of active traffic if the floor be well made 
at the first. 

I think the value of such a bottom for a stable would 
be greatly enhanced by its impermeability to the drain- 
age from the animals ; it could, in q never | 8 

gradually mix, as you would mix water with the mortar 

or plaister, until the heap is about the consistence of 
pretty stiff mortar. 

In forming my yards and sheds for cows, and those 

attached to loose boxes for horses two years ago, in 

order that all the fluids should drain towards a tank, I 
employed this compound, spread about three-fourths of 
an inch thick, ona surface formed with stone broken 

very small, and a small quantity of fine gravel scattered 
over them and then rolled down, to preveht unnecessary 
waste of the cement. This was laid over and then 
patted down with an iron shovel. In the course of two 

or three days, just before it gets hard, pass an iron 

roller over it. In the course of a week, if properly 
done, it willbe as firm as stone, and not affected either by 
drought or wet in any degree. My yards have been in 
use, covered with muck during two winters, and exposed 

dry and clean to the sun during two summers, and I 
perceive no change. 

If the spent lime of the gas works be substituted for 
quick lime, a little more in proportion should be used. 
The cement made with the spent lime sets more quickly 

and answers equally well. I have also used this as a 
covering for the top of stone walls, for which it answers 
admirably. I have been inclined to use it in lieu of 
pitching for stables, but doubt whether it would stand 

the kicking of horses while being dressed, unless laid 
two or three inches thick.—C. Lawrence, Cirencester. 

Home Correspondence. 
Royal Agricultural College.—A visit which may 

lead to important results has been recently paid to the 
Royal Agricultural College, at Citencester, by Monsieur 

Ouvrard, the celebrated French financier. He has 
brought to notice a process discovered by a Monsieur 
Encontre, for reducing farm and stable manure to a 
substance resembling guano for portability, but said to 
exceed it in durability and fertilizing qualities. The 
subject was laid before the Council of the Royal Agri- 
cultural Society, and the farm of the college has been 
selected for giving the process a fair trial previous to 
its being submitted to the public, and we understand 
the council of that promising institution are likely to 
give every facility to the object.— From a Correspondent. 

Glass Milk Pans only want to be as cheap here as 
they are on the Continent to be generally used.—As the 
Gardeners’ Chronicle has done so much towards cheap- 
ening glass for horticultural purposes, can you not 
assist to cheapen glass for dairy purposes. I see in the 
Ist vol. of the * Royal Agricultural Journal," on Rural 
Economy of Schleswig, &c., that glass millc s holding 
eight quarts are there sold for 8d. a piece, and they are 
very durable. I also have some recollection of reading 
in the Agricultural Gazette of glass milk-pans being 
imported from Hamburgh (I think), and costing there 
13d. or 14d. each. Now, that the duty is off glass, why 
should we not have them equally cheap. I should think 
them far preferable to earthenware, wood, or zine ; but 
at present they are much too dear. I was asked the 
other day for green glass milk-pans, from 3s. 6d. to 
3s. 9d. each ; this is very dear compared with the Con- 
tinental prices. —James Eames, Chawton, Alton. [ Apply 
to the agents of the foreign houses, who advertise in our 
columns. They can doubtless import to your order, and 
supply the article cheaply.] 

On the Value of Malt as Food for Cattle.—An ar- 
ticle in your Paper of April 4th has attracted my notice, 
as it quotes the opinions of chemists to prove that no 
advantage would be conferred upon the farmer by per- 
mitting him to feed his cattle with malt free of duty. 
As it appeared to me that something in addition to Tur- 
nips or Potatoes is required to supply the demand for 
well-fed beef, and as oil-cake is dear and frequently 
adulterated, I turned my attention to Linseed, and have 
found that, if given in conjunction with other food, it 
will answer the intended purpose. To each animal is 
given daily as follows:—A mash composed of 4 lbs. of 
Barley-meal, 21bs. of Linseed, dissolved in boiling 
water, and a small portion of a sheaf of Oats chopped— 
this mash to be divided into 2 parts, and given twice a 
day ; 7 stones of Turnips, divided in 3 parts, and given 
3 times a day ; dry straw is always in the rack, of 
which a beast may eat às much as he chooses. Several 

in this d have fed cattle with 
become saturated with material giving off ammoniacal 
Vapour, and would therefore be so much the more 
wholesome, 

There is another thing of great service for farmers to 
know, viz, that a pit smoothly dug, and the sides well 
covered with stiff clay, mixed with fine coal ashes, 
permitted to dry, and then well covered once or twice 
with coal tar, forms a good and useful, i. e. lasting, 
water-tight tank for liquid manure; such a pit any 
Skilful farmer’s labourer could make.—J acques De 
Sayville, Old Church Side. 

The following is another communication on the same 
Subject :— 
Some observations which I saw in the Gazette a few 

days ago, suggesting a cement for a barn floor, induce 
Mme to mention one which I propose trying for a similar 
uns in consequence of the complete success which 
as attend ed the use of it for very inferior purposes. 
t Consists of very inexpensive articles, readily pro- 
abo in the neighbourhood of gas works, and is thus 
or pounded :—Two parts sifted coal ashes and one part 
z quicklime, to be thoroughly mixed together in a 
ARM heap ; then proceed as in mixing up fine mortar, 
aking a hollow in the top of the cone, and pouring in 

Sas tar, not gas water or half and half as it sometimes 

Linseed. In the winter beginning in 1844 and ending 
in 1845, I gave orders for an experiment to be made 
to ascertain the comparative values of malt and of Lin- 
seed, if given for the purpose of preparing cattle for the 
butcher ; and 2 quarters of malt were given to 2 bul- 
locks, 7 stones of Turnips being also given to each bul- 
lock daily. My agent, Mr. Faint, has come to the 
conclusion that malt, duty free, would be as cheap as 
inseed and Barley; but he thinks it would be the 

cheapest of the two sorts of food, and it certainly would 
be less trouble to farmers, especially to small ones. 

The feeding quality of malt is proved by the effects 

which malt-combs have in feeding sheep, and which 

grains have in feeding cattle. The benefit of ailowing 

the farmer to feed his cattle with malt, duty free, would 
e very great. The samples of Wheat, as well as of 

Barley, would be improved, as the small corn would be 

profitably employed in feeding cattle. But is a tax, as 

heavy as that imposed here, imposed on malt in the 

neighbouring countries from which cattle may be im- 

ported ? and will Sir Robert Peel be guilty of the ery- 

ing injustice of allowing cattle, fed with malt which has 
not paid duty, to be sold duty free in this country, and 
of levying at the same time a very heavy tax upon malt 
used to feed cattle here. If it is intended to remit the 

Comes out Of the reservoir, but the thick tar, and | duty upon malt used to feed cattle here, the objection 

to which 1 have just adverted will be done away. Lull” 
I have further information I cannot concur in the 
praise whieh has been bestowed upon Sir Robert Peel 
for having appointed Dr. Thompson and Dr. R. Thomp- 
son, of Glasgow, to ascertain the value of malt as a food 
for cattle. I do not wish to question the ability of 
these gentlemen—I am not acquainted with them—but 

a scientific chemist may know nothing about the feedin, 

of cattle ; unless he has experience in this business, 

consider his appointment may be the means of propa- 
gating a gross delusion. A farmer skilled in feeding 

cattle ought to have been selected to make the experi- 

ment. Is Sir Robert Peel’s distrust of the farmers so 

great that not one can be found in whom he has suffi- 

cient confidence to entrust with the trial of this expe- 

riment? It is said in the Agricultural Gazette, * that 
after a time the bullocks became ill.” This entities 
me to inquire whether they may not have been mis- 
managed? Judgment and knowledge are both required 
to regulate the quantity of food which may be given to 
cattle which are intended for fattening. It is easy to 
surfeit them ; and when this happens, the owner of the 
animals pays dearly for want of prudence. I have not 
seen the report made by Dr. Thompson and Dr. R. 
Thompson. If they are practical farmers, some of the 
objections raised by me are answered ; still I see much 
that calls for inquiry. If the report is to be made the 
basis of legislation, the publie have a right to know 
what was the cause of the illness of the cattle. Last 

year I sold about 30 fat beasts ; in this year, since the 
middle of December I have sold 21 fat cattle, and I 
have 17 which are going on fattening, but none of them 
have been ill in either year; and I believe illness 
amongst eatile which are fattening is generally caused 

by mismanagement. If an effort was made to feed 

cattle with malt without any mixture of cooling food, 
such as Turnips, Potatoes, Cabbages, or other things of 

this description, no experiment could be more likely to 

end in complete failure. There would be as much sense 
in feeding à man upon beef without any other article of 
food.— Wood End, near Thirsk, April 23. 

Horse Feeding.—1 notice in your Paper a statement 
by Mr. Ramsay, at the Newcastle Farmers’ Club, of his 
feeding his horses with eut hay, &c. ; but he does not 
show the relative cost, or the saving by this mode of 
feeding. Perhaps Mr. Ramsay would state the quantity 
of cut hay and straw, and the quantity of corn per da; 
or week, and the cost, and whether he allows his horses. 
any long or uncut hay. This information would much 
oblige—A Young Farmer, Newcastle. 

Indian Corn.—It is admitted that Indian corn meal 
The Mexieans 

ain, and then 
will keep. I 

d. in Mex £ t uy weeks, 
1 y supply hàd lasted, I have no doubt it would 

have remained sound many weeks long When a 
Mexican underiakes:a journey of many days, at a dis- 
tance from towns or villages, he fills a bag with the 
flour of this parched corn, mixed up w 

sometimes a small quantity of spice. 
filled tied to his saddle he considers himself to be well 
provided with food. When he reaches a stream, he 
puts half a handful of this corn in a cup, and filling it 

up with water, stirs it up to melt the sugar, and drinks 
it off ; or if he gets a fire, he heats the water and stirs. 
in the corn. For many weeks during a journey from 
the north of Mexico to the south, exposed to some bard- 
ships and great fatigue, I lived, and, with truth I may 
say, fattened on this preparation of corn. At breakfast, 
at the halt of the mid-day, and at the setting of the sun, 
my cup of hot water was on the fire, the.parehed corn- 
meal with its sugar and spice was put into it, and ina 
minute or two my repast was prepared. I thought 

nothing could be more agreeable or nourishing. I can- 

not relate the mode by which the Mexicans parch the 

corn, for I never saw it done. The grinding of it was 

on the stone so constantly described by all travellers. 

who mention the corn cakes of Mexico called ‘‘tortillas.” 

— Thomas Falconer. 
Ireland—one of the finest countries in the world—is 

now suffering from famine and disease. Why? Not 

because Nature has dispensed her favours sparingly, 

but because her sons and her adopted sons have deserted 

their country. Look at the state of agriculture in the 

sister isle, and then picture to yourself the field for 
speculation staring you in the face. Joal, iron, marble, 

copper, &e. &e., capable of being converted into money, 

by the activity ofman. Then cast your eye over the 

wilderness of waste land, requiring only the spade and 
plough, backed by industry and capital, to be converted 

into a mine of wealth. This is all rue ; but I may be 

told no man’s life is safe in such a distracted island. I 
answer, the only remedy to allay the existing evils is 
for owners of property to go over in a body, and reside 
on their estates for 12 months, and if the experiment 
does not succeed, let them go where they will. It is 
not pleasant to be shot at entering your own door in 
broad daylight; but these lawless proceedings would 
soon vanish, did their natural protectors reside amongst 

the Irish. No race of men are more alive to kindness 
than the peasantry ; give them a fair opportunity of 
improving the land, by instruction and example, ami 
let them have a chance of consuming part of the pro- 

duce they cultivate, and we should soon have our sister 

island as flourishing as England. Some slight saeri- 

fice must be made by individuals who love their ease, 

but what is this compared with the welfare of millions ? 

Let us hope soon to hear of meetings being convened 
by Irish landlords and owners of property, to consider 
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the state of their country, and the best method to be 
adopted for its relief, viz. visiting their long neglected 
estates in a body, and introducing an improved state of 
agriculture.— Falcon. 
"Summers and Harvests from 1816 to 1845.— The 

enelosed was cut out of a Chester paper. Thinking 
you might not have seen it, I send it. yy opinion is 
wwe shall have a dry summer and a dry May, which will 
mot do for the Hay crops. 

One of the worst 
harvest: 

1817—Very cold and wi and August, pat very fine in 
ptember, whieh favoured the harve 

3815 Inteteoly hot and dry ; tl è thermometer twice at 89° and 
often above 80°. iod s est. 

1819—A very fine hot summer ; the E of COE intensely 
hot. Scarcely any tl thunder. Good h: est. 

1820—A ee Saber on the whole, and very eM t Good 

1821—5ome Se hot days occasionally, but for the most part 
old 

AEA A olendit year; hot! and dry for the most part ds 
heavy rains pa times, with much thunder, 
abundant ha: 

1823—A very cold Eon summer, In July it rained every 
except is van Very little thunder. 

1821.-Very fine and warm throughout, but never ‘intensely hot, 
e thermometer! stood highest September Ist, and was 

1825— Very in almost throughout. July 18, the thermometer 
pe ‘ood at 90°, which is the highest observation in the 
'ourse of all these summers, Good harvest. 

4826— The hottest and driest summer ever known; it began 
Sony and continued late. The dini was twice 
t 88°, and often at 84°. 

E iudi dy, but not to such arenis PET summer. 
Much thui 

8—Immense R which began July 9, and continued 
almost without cessation. Large floods July 16 and 
30. Heavy thunder-storms. ad harvest. 

1829—A Sats ps summer. In September the rains were 

1827. 

182: 

193 yery DAY 206 wet, especially in June. Much thunder. 
1831— Warm, gleamy, showery, and electrical, A sickly sum- 

er, T great number. of insects, especially house flies, 
a892 Moderate for the most DECR without much. inclination 

er one way or the othe 
183—Yery E the early part 7 eepabially? An abundant 

ha: 
1834—A rad d hot summer, but heavy rains at the end of 

deseo and y exceptions. 
undant "ha arvest. Good times. 

183 36—Int the midland counties dry weath er predominated. Re- 
e for the almost enti S destruction of the 

Turnip crop by the Harvest not amiss. 
1837—A m average of hot weather, but preceded by a very 

vere spring. Harvest deficient 
1838—A ala wet summer, and a late unproductive panies 
1839—Very heavy raiüs, almost without interce: the 

harvest not unproductive, butmuch damaged. jene 
1840—A fine warm summer, with Pur d in August, 

Fine harvest weather. Feed defici 
1841—Fine and warm weather in May e m wet and cold 

2 July and beginning of eig Finehar vest weather 
the end and in Septem! 

1842. Ru fine spring, summer, ETRE E Ves MUR 
abundant, but excellent grain, Mild winter. 

143d May; tole: d summer; good harvest. 
indy. Good time 

1844—V. ES dry. Deficient. hay harvest Autumn fine. Har- 
vest excellent, and beautiful grain. Winter very 

. Frost from october io February, 184. 
1845--Spring 1 ate and cold. not cold, DON 

Harvest plentiful, but def ent in quality.—J. B. H. 

Another 

Winter 

Societies. 

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY or ENGLAND. 
A Monruty Council was held at the Society’s House 

in Hanover-square, on Wednesday last, the 6th of May; 
present: the Right Hon. Lord PORTMAN, president, in 
the chair ; Duke of Richmond, Marquis of Downshire, 
Earl of Aylesford, Earl Spencer, Earl of Erne, Earl of 
Ducie, Earl of Lovelace, Viscount Hill, Viscount Newry 
and Morne, Lord Braybrooke, Hon. R. H. Clive, M.P. ; 
Sir Hungerford Hoskyns, Bart. ; Sir Matthew White 
Ridley, Bart. ; Sir John V. B. Johnstone, Bart. M.P. 
Sir Charles Douglas, M.P, ; Colonel Austen, M.P. ; D. 
Barclay, Esq. M.P.; T. Raymond Barker, Esq. 5 S. 
Bennett, Esq. ; W. R. Browne, Esq. ; F. Burke, Ksq. ; 3 
Colonel Challoner; F. C. Cherry, Esq. ; E. D. Daven- 
port, Esq. ; John Ellman, Esq. ; H. Gibbs, Esq. ; B. 
"T. B. Gibbs, Esq. ; C. Hillyard, Esq.; W. Fisher 
Hobbs, Esq. ; John Hudson, Esq.; S. Tones: Esq. ; |i 
Rev. C. E. Keene; George Kimberley, Esq.; John 
Kinder, Esq. ; Colonel MacDouall ; R. Milward, Esq. ; 

ROW. W. Pendarves, Esq. M.P; Philip Pusey, Esq. 
M.P. ; F. Pym, Esq. ; J. Allen Ransome, Esq. ; Prof. 
Sewell; Jv. Shelley, Esq. ; W. RC. Stansfield, Esq. 
pu 'c. Stokes, Esq. ; H. S. Thompson, Esq. ; C. 

Hampden Turner, Esq. ; " George Turner, Esq.; George 
Wilbrabam, Esq. ; and Henry Wilson, Ésq. 

Viscount Newry and Morne, of Morne Park, county 
Down, Ireland, and Eaton Place, Bel grave Square, 
London, was elected a Governor, and the following 
gentlemen members of the Societ; 

Elliott, Eustace, Smeaton-Pillaton, Tardi Iph, Cornwall 
elby, Charles, Earle, Wooller, Northumberla: nd 

Shafto, Rev. John D eie Brancepeth Rectory, Durham Champneys, Rev. P., Hunton, Maidstone, Kent 
Burrell, W: Miam, 1 SRN Park, Alnwick, o meriang Greville, Algernon, North Lodge, potter 
Hunter, 

Blayds, John, Oulton Hall, fait Yon 
s Wm., Hedgefield, Newcastle-on-Tyne 

Dunn, George, ERA Tyne 
Robinson, Jose eph, Tanfield, Kester te. Street, Durham 
NEM Henry, 

n Lodge, Gateshead, Durham 
Villa Ret, Hylton Greve, Newcastle-on-Tyne 

"ster, Geo. Carn: bite House, Gateshea: 
Pulloc k, Benja Bu H orpeth, Nortnun:berland 
Dunbar, Hon. Robe: H Mihaela hii Wooller, Northumberland 

"The names of 19 candidates for election at the next 
"Meeting were then read. 

Pryances.—Col. Austen, M.P., Chairman of the 

Finance Committee, presented to the Council the Re- 
port of the Committee on the state of the funds of the 
Society at the end of the previous month ; from which 
it appeared that on the 30th of April last, the invested 
capital of the Society stood at 70007. Stock ; and the 
current eash balance in the hands of the bankers at 
1482/7. The quarterly statements of receipt and expen- 
diture, estimated income and liabilities, and permanent 
investment, were also duly laid before To Cone by 
the Chairman of the rs a and appr 

Prizes ror Essays.—Mr. Pusey, M. 13 Cle of 
the Journal Committee, submitted to the Council the 
follewing schedule of subjects for essays and reports, to 

competed for as prizes in 1847, agreeably with a 
detailed statement of conditions and dates of delivery, 
which would be drawn ie and presented for publieation 
at a future meetin 

On the Farming of Nor thumberiand I. I 
On the Farming of $ vistos 
On the Farming of Somerset E 
On Management of Shee| 
On the Cultivation of Whe: 
On the Cultivation of Mangold Ww 
On aE and Burning .. E m m 
On Se Molo 
On the ‘great Level of ‘the Fons: history of the drain- 

age,view of its present ee and account of the de- 
fects which still require to be remedied 500. 

For an account of the best i sio for Wheat, com- 
pounded of chemical ingre shoe to be t 
Judges appointed by the Society 307. 

For an account of the ME Manure for Turnips, com- 
ounded of BEIS 3 en to be tried by 

Judges appointed by the $ 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, — Mr. Per also laid batons "the 

Council the Report of the Committee on the Analysis of 
the Ashes of Plants, in which were detailed the pro- 
gress made by the Committee in carrying out the views 
of the Council in reference to the question submitted 
for their consideration, the division of the subject pro- 
posed by the Committee for adoption, and the appoint- 
ment of a Sub-Committee to confer, previously to the 
final of the Committee, with parties into 
whose hands it is intended that particular branches of 
the investigation shall be placed. The following are 
the six heads into which it is proposed by the Commit- 
tee that the i rt into the Ashes of Plants should be 
divided, namely :— 

1. WHITE Onors : Wheat, Barley, Oats, and Rye 
2. Roor Cnors: Turnips, Swedes, Beet, daioi Parsnips, 

Lop toee and Jerusalem Artichokes. 
* IDNGUMINOUÉ Crops : Beans, Peas, Vetches, Lentils, &c. 

DDER Crops: The Clovers, Saintfoin, Rye-grass, and 
Fi Natural Grasses. 

. CROPS WITH Qux Srrps: Hemp, Flax, Rape,Gold of Plea- 
ie E Sunflower, 

6. Tae Woops E trees. 

The Council having confirmed this report, resolved 
that in addition to 3507., the sum already placed at the 
disposaloftheCommittee for carryingout the investigation 
the further sum of 2507. should be granted, in "order 
that 1007. as suggested by the Committee, may be placed 
to the account of each of the six heads of the inquiry, 
for the period of the ensuing two years, during which 
it is intended that the investigation shall be carried on, 
and for the exigencies of which,in their opinion, that 
sum will in each ease amply suffice. 

Newcastte PracricaL  Discussrows. — Mr. Pusey 
further submitted to the Couneil the Report of the 
Neweastle Diseussion Committee, containing the follow- 
ing recommendations :— 

1. essor Johnston, one of the Honorary Members 
of the SONO should be requested to dm p. paper before the 

ers git ewaantle, -upon-Tyne, at 5 o'clock i e evening 
of July, on the Cherie al Principles in- 

s ribdpanation of Manures, and their action upon 

EE 

Nove 
Crops: Vent leon caktüdent ub ein 

That Mr, Parkes, the Consulting Engineer to.the Society, 
should be requested to read a paper before the members, at 
Neweastle-upon-Tyne, at 5 o'clock in the evening of Wednesday, 
e 15th of July, on the subject of Draining. That ther dod os ege Hi Dru papers be followed by a 

Senn on the practical hearings c of the respective subjects, 
and the communication of individ perience in reference 
o their details, under such regulations dal Ho p destdarte may 
ecd 

4. That the discussion, after Mr. Parkes’ paper, on Wednes- 
day, be closed by the reading of the Judges’ award of Prizes. 

That all persons attending on these occasions be admitted 
by feo ticket to be obtained of the Secretary ; i ng left to 
the consideration of the General Neweastle Gokimittead in what 

er regulations may be best effected for the admission of 
strangers, after due provision shall Have been made for the 
accommodation of the members of the Soc 

This report was adopted and onient "by the Council. 
EXHIBITIONS or PourTRY.— The request of the New- 

castle Local Committee for space in the Show-yard at 
oe ensuing Country Meeting of the Society at that place 
n July, having been read, the Council resolved that 

atch space should be allowed for that purpose as may 
be required, and that the notice, entry, and adjudica- 
tion in reference to that portion of the exhibition in the 
Society’s show-yard E. be made agreeably with the 
27th regulation of the 

EXHIBITION OF Woon, ̂ » B. Gigss having called 
the attention of the Council to the question of the entry 
of wool in competition for the prizes in that elass offered 
by the Society for adjudication at Neweastle, on the 
motion of Mr. Fisser Hoses, the Council agreed to the 
following resolution :—*' The fleeces exhibited shall 
have been taken from the same flock, fed together dur- 
ing the six months prior to the time of shearing ; such 
flock having during that period been bona fide the pro- 
perty of the exhibitor, who shall be required to specify 
on his certificate whether the sheep have been kept in 
a house or not.” 

AvucrroNEERS.— The Council having decided that it 
would this year be desirable that the sale by auction 
should be divided between two professional parties, on 
the motion of Mr. Minwanp, seconded by Mr. Fisner 
Hoses, they unanimously appointed Mr. Wetherell, of 

Durham, to be the Society's auctioneer at the New- 
castle meeting for the sale of cattle and horses, and 
Mr. James Chrisp, of Neweastle, to be the Society's 
auctioneer on the same occasion, for the sale of sheep, 
pigs, and implements, on the condition of each party's 
agreeing to abide by the established regulations of the 
Society in reference to the sale by auetion. 

Corrorats AcnEEMENTS— The Duke of Ricumonp 
then moved the following resolution, of which Mr. Miles, 
M.P., had given due “notice at a former meeting, 
namely :—* That in future no agreement which may 
be entered into with local authorities relative to the 
place of the annual Country Meeting, shall be held good, 
unless the corporate seal, attested by the signature of 
the mayor, shall be affixed to such document.” This 
resolution was agreed to accordingly. 

ANNUAL Country Mrerine or 1847.—EARL SPENCER, 
Chairman of the Local Inspection Committee for the 
Country Meeting of 1847, having laid before the Council 
the report of the Committee on the result of their 
personal inspection of the various localities they have 
visited in accordance with the instructions of the 
Council, Mr. Raymonp Barker, Mr. Bennerz, and 
Mr. Brown proceeded to explain in detail the aceom- 
modation respectively afforded by each of the towns 
which as members of the Committee they had visited, 
and the nature of the sites proposed in each case by the 
authorities for the purposes of the meeting ; and the 
Seeretary laid before the Council the whole of the 
documents he had received from the authorities of 
cities and corporate towns throughout the district of 
that year's meeting. The Council then received the 
deputations who had come to town for the purpose 
of advocating the claims of the localities they re- 
spectively represented, and who having guaranteed 
to the Council the authenticity and accuracy of the 
memorial and other documents transmitted by their 
respective authorities, afforded such further informa- 
tion as the {members present required. The Pre- 
sident expressed to each of the deputations who had 
thus favoured the Council with their attendance, 
the best thanks of himself and the Council for the 
honour they had done the Society in the several in- 
vitations they had given to the members at large to 
bold their Country Meeting in one of their respective 
localities, and for the kind trouble they bad taken in 
preparing and transmitting the various plans and re- 
ports required by the regulations of the Society, prior 
to the selection of any particular city or town as the 
place of the Country Meetin; 

The deputations then withdrew, and the Council pro- 
ceeded to the consideration of the relative capabilities of 
each of the localities proposed for the occasion of the 
ensuing meeting, and the largest amount of aecommo- 
dation offered by each of them for the purposes of the 
meeting, and the general convenience of members of 
the Society, and the visitors attending on the occasioij, 

The Council finally decided that Northampton should 
be selected as the place ofthe Country Meeting of 1847, 
for the district embracing the counties of Northampton, 
Warwick, Bedford, Buckingham, Berks, Oxford, Hun- 
tingdon and Hertford, subject to a due execution 
within the ensuing week of the formal agreement 
required by the rules of the Society. The Presi- 
dent stated that he should order a Special Council 
to be summoned for Wednesday next at 1 o'clock, 
to receive and ratify that agreement, and resume the 
consideration of the Report of the Rotation of Districts’ 
Committee. 

GENERAL MxkrTING.—The Council decided that 1 o'eloek 
in the afternoon should be fixed as the hour of the 
General Meeting on Friday, the 22d instant. They 
also agreed to the house list of the Council, required 
by the bye-laws of the Society, and gave orders for the 
preparation of a provisional prize sheet for 1847, to be 
laid on the table for the inspection and suggestions of 
the Members who might attend on that occasion. The 
President stated that a Special Council would be held 
on Wednesday, the 20th instant, at 1 o'clock, for taking 
into consideration the Report of the Council to the 
General Meeting. 
ENTM Council then Saunt the following 

ti or the the; Council of 
ir: Judges as they might select b^ the lists of 
nomination transmitted by members to the Secretary, 
or delivered by them personally to the President on the 
day of the General Meeting : all members of the So- 
ciety being invited to nominate accordingly such Judges 
as they may wish to recommend for particular Classes of 
the Show, agreeably with the privilege granted to them 
by the bye-laws. 
Were UM of Stock:—Farl Spencer, Mr. Stokes, 

Mr. Druce, Mr. H. Gibbs, and Mr. Shaw, 
Commitee or aag es of ON uate —Mr. Thompson, Mr. 

y, Sir John ae on, Mr. Miles, and Mr. Shelley. 

the Council ordered that the Committee appointed, 
Nov. 5, 1845, to consider the best mode of providing 
for the accommodation of the Judges, and regulating 
the c of their remuneration, be directed;to meet for 
busine: 

The "President laid before the Council a collection of 
papers received from Sir John Ogilvy, Bart., connected 
with the proceedings of the Chemical Association in 
Scotland and the Potato disease ; the Earl of Erne re- 
ported the steps he had taken to etn the information 
on Flax requested by the Council ; and Mr. Deer 
presented 76 full-sized heads of Wheat grown from on 
grain, and 160 heads of Barley also from one grain, 5 
Colonel Croft, in his garden, at Stillington, Yorkshire. 

The Couneil then adjourned to Wednesday next, the 

13th instant. 
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AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY ASSOCIATION. 

AT the monthly meeting of this Association, held on 

the Sth ult., Professor Jounsron said :— With regard 
to the Potato disease, there was a point to which Dr. 

Greville and himself had referred before, viz., whether 

a diseased crop could give a sound erop of Potatoes ? 

In answer to this query there were three points to 

which he would refer. Ist. Sound Potatoes, from a 

diseased heap, are capable of produeing healthy plants ; 

this had been proved by experiments made by them- 

selves. 2d. Apparently sound plants can also be pro- 

duced from sound parts of diseased Potatoes. This we 

have verified by actual experiment, for the details of 

which see No. 7 of the “Potato Disease in Scotland,” 

just published. 3d. Letters from Ayrshire say that 

they had planted diseased Potatoes, and got sound 

crops ; nay, that they were the freest from disease of 

their whole crop. They say that the disease was iden- 
tical with that of the present year. These facts are 

very encouraging for the country generally in regard to 

the crop of 1846. 
From the inquiries he had made in his journey he 

found that the supply of seed north of the Forth was 

abundant, although the price was high, being from 20s. 

to 21s. a boll. He found also that the export this year 

was much greater than in former years. 
Saving of Waste Manures in Public Hospitals.—In 

reference to this subject, there were certain parties 

connected with John Watson’s Hospital, who wished to 

know whether they could not make use of a portion of 
land, about 11 acres, attached to the Hospital, and whe- 
ther they could do so without much expense. John 
Watson’s Hospital stands upon a bank above the Water 
of Leith. There were about 140 persons in it, and the 
liquid and other manures were run, into the Water of 
Leith, causiug—1st, the pollution of the water ; and, 

2d, the waste of these substances. The first point was 
to see whether it could be saved or not. He went there 
with Mr. Girdwood and Mr. Milne, and found, from 
the situation, that it might be saved easily ; but the 
question arose, what use could be made of it? Now, it 
happened that this piece of land belonged to the hospital ; 
what required to be done was to see if they could culti- 
vate it themselves with profit. Now, he found that 
there was expended annually for milk 2132, and for 
vegetables 327. The point, therefore, was to see whe- 

ther they could save this expense. For this purpose 
Mr. Girdwood drew up a plan of a six crop rotation, 
and detailed the method to be pursued, and gave an 
account of the expenses necessary for cultivating, which 
he calculated would be about 1502., while the produce 
would be 244L, being 94l. to pay the rent, which, at 
present, was 70/., that being the sum they got for the 
ground, so that they would save 207. This calculation 
at the same time leaves so broad a margin that he 
thought the profit might be doubled. 

Refuse of Breweries.—Professor Jounston said that 
lere were several refuses in the brewery. There were 

Ist, The cummins, which was the dried root of the 
Barley, 2d, After the Barley had been exhausted of 
the sugar, &c., there was the draff. 3d, The distiller, 
after the first distilling of this wort, had another refuse; 
and there was another left after the second distillation, 
Which was not of much use, but he referred them to 
Part IV. of their Proceedings for a fuller account of 
these two refuses. In reference to the analysis of draff, 
he found it to contain a large quantity of water, about 
49 per cent., Jeaving 25 per cent, of dry matter (it 
therefore was like Potatoes in this respect, as they con- 
tain about the same quantities); of this 25 per cent. of 
y Matter 20 per cent. was husk, the rest consisting of 

a little starch, sugar, gum, and compounds of protein, 
h efly albumen, attached to the husk. (The Professor 
ere explained why casein, albumen, and fibrin, were 

called protein compounds, from protein being a sub- 
Stance which they all contained.) These compounds 
amounted to 6-10ths of a per cent. in draff. The ash 
Was a little more than in the Potato, being about 1-5th 
D 3 it was, therefore, very like the Potato, the latter 
ny Containing more of the protein compounds. He 
o referred to a table showing how much of these 
rebounds were contained in the dry Potato. With 
tape to the analysis of the ash of the draff it con- 

ined one-half its weight of phosphates. These are ex- 
URN valuable as they supply the material of bones, 
ne also the feeding of cattle, as they are contained in 

1© milk, as seen from the following table :— 

Composition of Milk of the Cow. 
Casein .. we ^ E m 

Milk sugar 
Saline matter 
Water .. 

: 100. 
Milk contains more than 4 a per cent. of saline matter, 
a" ich was chiefly phosphates. 10 gallons of milk con- 
md 3 lb. of them, and 100 Ibs. of draff contained the 
bane Draft weighs about 46 Ibs, a bushel; and, in Edin- 
b 19 it costs 2s. 6d. a qr., while in Wigtownshire it is 
25 fa cow therefore eats 3 a bushel a-day, that is about 
L OS, it gets but a very small quantity of phosphates su Buch less than it ought to get. The protein compounds 
SEP casein ; now milk contains 43 per cent. of this S uable substance. It exists in Wheat to the amount 
mu or 12 per cent., and in Oats to 16 per cent. In 
Dur a pound of this substance would cost 63d. ; in 
Es about the same ; in Wheat, ls. 4d. ; in Oats, the 

2s. e in flesh, 2s, 2d. ; in Potatoes, 2s. ; in Turnips, 
ton -; and in Draff, 1s. Therefore, if it was wished 

Ave cheesey milk it should be given mixed with 

Bean-meal, for the quantity {of casein, Oileake was 

cheaper, as it only cost 3d. ; but with regard to the 

phosphates, draff was much better, as draff contained 

1 lb., while oilcake had only half that quantity ; there- 

fore, to give the same amount of phosphates, oileake 

would cost 3s. to ls. for draff ; it was therefore better 

for building bones—thus the principle of mixing sub- 

stances was borne out by analysis. The value of draff 

was more to the cowfeeder than to the farmer, as the 

former wanted milk, &e. It contained a large quantity 

of water; but there was another advantage, as the 

water was diffused through every part of it, it was 

therefore much more soluble, as it was brought by this 

diffusion of the water to something like what it was in 

the young state; and, like green grass, it was more 

soluble in the stomach than hay. The knowledge of 

this was important, as i& showed a connection between 

the’method by which the draff was brought to this state 
and that method of preparing food by steaming.—Mr. 

Johnston here read the following letter from Mr. John 
Hutton, Esq., Jowber-hill, near N llerton :—* I am 

quite sure you would be much pleased by the new me- 

thod I am using in keeping and feeding store cattle. A 

gentleman, about three years ago, took a small plot of 
land near me. lle came from the West Riding. For 
amusement, he contrived a plan to boil Linseed by 

steam ; the Linseed is erushed, and boiled with water 
for two hours ; when hot it is mixed with meal and cut 
straw, 2 lbs. of Linseed, 5 lbs. of meal, and 9 lbs. of 
straw, for each beast a day, given at twice,’ two hours 

after mixing, with 70 lbs. of the best Turnips divided 

into two meals. It is quite wonderful how fast the cattle 
feed, and how well the holding stock do, the latter 
having about half quantity of Linseed and meal. 

am quite sure if, when in Durham, you come over, it 

would amply repay you. Mr. Thomson, of Kirby Hall, 

was so much pleased with it, that he has put one up, 
and Lord P—— has seen it, and has offered to fit one 
for a tenant. By this we use not quite half the quantity 
of Turnips in feeding, while it makes most beautiful 

manure. Last year we sold 20 more fat cattle than we 
could have fed in the old way with Turnips and cake, 
and this winter shall feed at least 30 more. In Decem- 
ber the cost, including labour, corn, and Linseed, not 
valuing straw, was 5s. 113d. for a week. 
Cummins are also sold by the brewer ; others give 

them away with the draff. Of all the substances he 
knew they were the most valuable as dry food. They 
contained more of the protein compounds than oatmeal, 
having about 29 per cent. of that substance necessary 

for forming the curd of milk, and for laying on muscle. 

The ash contains more than half its weight of phos- 

phates, about 40 per cent.; and they are therefore 
valuable for forming bone. Cummins leave about 7 per 
cent of ash, while draff leaves about 1. To show how 
quickly some parties take advantage of these things, he 
might mention that a party in Glasgow, learning that 
the cummins were given away by the brewer, came 
through and made a contract with a number of the 
brewers to purchase them at 3d. per bushel. 

He had a letter from Mr. Caird, of Baldoon, stating 
the results he had found in feeding stock with draff. 
He gave, in the first experiment, the following :— 
Each, 3 a bushel, at 3d.............. £1 5s.| Making for the 
—  921bs.of Turnip, at 10s, a ton. 1 0 $f 200 days, 2l. 5s. 
In the second— 

Each, 2 bushels of Beans, at 4s. 6d. £0 9s.) Making 2l. 9s. for 
— ons of Turnips, at 10s..... 2 0 Jf the 200 days. 

"Those fed on the former gave more milk and richer, 
while that from those fed on the beans was very strong 

tasted, — Abridged m Ayrshire Agriculturist. 

H 

" Clubs. 
DaAnLINGTON,—A. an adjournment of the annual meet- 

ing, on the 30th ult., Mr. Dixonjthe honorary secretary, 
read the report of the committee at the close of the 
second year. During the past year they had numbered 
upwards of 60 members, and it was fully expected that 
the number would be augmented during the current 
year. One leading object in establishing the club 
was to get up a good farmers’ library of the most 
popular agricultural books ; the funds, therefore, had 
been applied, as far as possible, to that purpose ; 
and several volumes had been received as dona- 
tions, The report further stated, that as the object of 
the institution was to benefit the landowners and farmers 
of the district, by stirring up such a spirit of inquiry 
as might lead to imp in cultivation, by the 
diffusion of useful knowledge amongst its members on 
all. subjects connected with good farming, it was 
arranged that all members could not only attend the 
discussions and lectures, but they could have books and 
periodicals from the library at all times to read at their 
own houses.—The Chairman then called attention to 
the subject for discussion, viz., * The best manure for 
the Turnip crop, and the advantages of an analysis of 
the soil previous to manuring.”—Mr. Purttrps explained 
what appeared to him to be the true principle on which 
manures should be applied, having due regard to the 
nature of the soil and of the crop. He next pointed 
out the great difference in the composition of different 
species of plants, taking as illustrations the analysis of 

Wheat and Turnips; and showed when even guano or 

stable-dung were applied to the soil as a manure for 
these crops, there was a waste of some of their elements. 

He then went on to explain why the crops did not in 

all cases succeed where artificial manures had been 

applied; this he considered to arise generally for want 
of analysis of the soil previous to applying those 
manures, the consequence of which was, the farmer 
sometimes added to it substances in which it was already 

sufficiently rich, and left out those substances which the 
land actually required, and which he might probably at 
even a less cost have applied, and thereby have realised 
abundant crops of the plant he intended to produce.. 
After noticing the use of oil of vitriol when applied to 
bones as a manure, he stated that from the chemical 
composition of the Turnip, ke should consider the best 
manure for its inorganic elements would be pearl.ash. 
and bones treated with oil of vitriol, and a little mag- 
nesian limestone added, to absorb and neutralise the. 
excess of acid used for the bones.—The Cuairman them 
mentioned a field where he had tried on equa! quantities 
of land superphosphate of lime, guano, and farm-yard. 
manure, for a crop of Turnips ; and he could not dis- 
cover any material difference between the different 
plots in the crop ; and in the succeeding crop of corn 
there still was no material difference.—Mr. JOHNSON 
said that on his land the effect bad been quite different. 
He had tried bones dissolved in oil of vitriol, Peruvian 
guano, African guano, and good farm-yard dung, at the 
rate of 20 loads per acre, on plots of ground of 14 rows 
each. The guano and the dissolved bones were of equal. 
expense ; the farm-yard manure was at least twice the 
value of each of the others. In the Turnip crop the 
14 rows manured with the dissolved bones was the best 3 
those plots done with the guanos were very good, but 
not so great a crop as the dissolved bones; but they 
were any of them twice as good as the plot done with 
the farm-yard dung. He also further remarked that 
he had as good crops of corn after guano as farm-yard 
dung. 

Newcastte: The Best Methods of Fattening Horn. 
Catile—In the absence of the gentleman who was to 
have opened this discussion, Mr. Gover, the Secretary, 
made the following remarks: In stall feeding it was of 
the utmost importance for the person in charge of the 
cattle to be regular in his attendance; for they knew 
perfectly when meal-time had arrived, and were rest- 
less and uneasy when disappointed of their food. Salt 
should be given to them—which they would readily 
resort to, if placed within reach; and a convenient. 
mode of supplying it was in the form of a lump of rock- 
salt. Cleanliness, and a good supply of litter, should 
never be neglected. To keep the skin clean, and use 
the curry-comb liberally, tended to fatness.. Food 
should also be given with regularity as to quantity. 
They should not be exposed to alternations of hungey 
and surfeit. The food of cattle should also be varied 
as much as possible. Like human beings, they were fond. 
of variety, and capricious in their appetites. 2 lbs. of 
oileake, 5 Ibs. of Barley-meal, and 5 lbs of hay-chaff, 
with a plentiful allowance of Swede Turnips, had been 
recommended as a daily allowance. Mr. Curtis, of 
West Readham, Norfolk, had used Linseed oil with 
much success. The oil was sprinkled on good Oat- 
straw, layer after layer, at the rate of a gallon of oil to 
a week’s allowance of straw. The straw to be frequently 
turned over, and kept two days before used—by which 
time the oil would be absorbed, and there would be a. 
slight fermentation in the food. The cost of the oil per 
gallon would be about 2s. 10d. r. Warnes, of Trim- 
mingham, Norfolk made a mixture of Linseed meal 
and crushed Barley. Crushed Oats, boiled Peas, and 
Bean flour, might any of them be substituted for the 
Barley. He put 166 lbs. of water into an iron caul- 
dron, and, when boiling, stirred into it, for five mmutes, 
21 lbs. of Linseed meal. 63 Ibs. of crushed Barley was 
then sprinkled upon the boiling mucilage by one persen, 
while another rapidly stirred the mixture. This oc- 
cupied another five minutes. A cover was next put on,. 
and the furnace door thrown open, Should there be 
much fire it was put out. The mass continued to sim- 
mer until the Barley absorbed the mucilage, and the 
operation was complete. The food might be used on 
the following day. When put into tubs it should be 
rammed down, to exclude the air, and prevent the mass 
from becoming rancid. The quantity mentioned would 
afford a bullock a stone a day for a fortnight. Mr. 
Warnes stated that the last of his experimental bullocks 

was sold at 8s. 6d. per stone. It weighed 60 st. 5 lbs. 

(14 Ibs. to the stone), and cost 7/. 17s. 6d. thirteen 
months before the sale; so that it paid 177. 10s. for 

little more than one year's keep. Its common food was 
Turnips or Grass. l4 lbs. a day of Barley or Peas 
compound was given for 48 weeks, and in unlimited. 
quantity the last six weeks. The total weight of com- 
pound did not exceed 2 tons 4 cwt., at a cost of 37. 10s. 
per ton.—Mr. M*Bnypz was of opinion that to obtain 
the greatest amount of beef in the shortest time, the 
cattle should be tied up in stalls, and fed for six or 
eight weeks on oileake, bruised Oats, Beans, &e.—Mr. 
MaccuLLocH, of Logan, in using Turnips, preferred to 
have them cut into slices, from 14 to 2 inches thick. The 
plan adopted at Logan Mains, in, giving oileake to eattle, 
was to grow and preserve the seed. It was bruised, and 
boiled with equal proportions of bruised Oats and Bere 
(a kind of Barley) 3 of this mixture from 4 to 6 lbs. per 
day was given, hot, after the cattle had been tied up 
about two months. The manure was enriched, and the 
expense of the diet repaid. In Lincolnshire, oileake 
was given largely, from 8 lbs. to 12 lbs. and even. 
16 lbs. daily, to three-year-old beasts ; but the cattle, 
Mr. Glover supposed would only pay the bill for the 
oilcake. Indeed the Lincolnshire farmers described 
such cattle simply as their machines for converting 
fodder into dung. The comparative merits of stall, 
yard, and box-feeding, had been much canvassed. 
Box-feeding, the Agricultural Gazette observed, was, 
perhaps, as good as any other, for the conversion of 

hay, roots, and other food into beef; but it was only 
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Applicable to animals fed for the butcher. ‘The main 

points to be attended to were to keep them well supplied 

with litter, and to be regular in giving them the re- 

quisite kinds of clean food in a clean place. "The 

should be littered early in the morning (the litter being | 4 

all cleaned out), and fed with a basketful (about 50 lbs.) 

of cut Swedes. A large beast would eat this quantity 

«lean up, and then lie down for two or three hours. 

lot of chaff from the thrashing-machine, or cut straw, 

should be laid hefore each beast, as it was lying down. 

It was a good plan to prepare the chaff thus: Linseed 

meal, at the rate of half a pound to a gallon of water, 

should be putinto a boiler, with two or three handsful of 

salt. When hot, the liquid should be poured over the 

chaff, area spread out for the purpose. The food 

thus became savoury, and was relished by the cattle. 

About 11 a.m. all those beasts that got oilcake received 

their allowance. Some of them had, at this time, from 

4 Ibs. to 19 lbs. of a sort of porridge of Linseed 
and Pea-meal, mixed up with the chaff. At1 p.m. 

they each got about three-fourths of a basketful 

of cut Swedes; and before night a basketful, with 

some straw-chaff. The Gazette also had an article 

on manures, and referred to Mr. Warnes's system 

of box-feeding, in which the litter accumulated 

under the cattle, and was supplied in sufficient. quan- 

tity to absorb all the urine. The manure was ex- 

cellent. An ox, in a box 10 feet square, and well lit- 

tered, would rise only 3 inches in a week; but the 

manure below it was hard compressed, and would 

monthly, when turned out, form a heap of at least 

6 cubic yards of first-rate material, containing all the 

urine. Box-feeding was advocated on the ground of 

uniting all the advantages of having the cattle loose (or 

at liberty to move themselves as far as was beneficial), 

without allowing them to be checked in fattening by 

annoyance from other animals.—Mr. G. Bartes said he 

had always seen cattle get fat with lente of Turnips 

and straw. Oilcake might be all very well, if there were 

no reckoning day ; but the bill was sure to come in, and 

dig deep into the grazier's purse. He very much 

doubted if he would get the money back in profit.— 

Mr. Mıreury, of Crawerook, observed, that if the 

farmer got but half the money back he "might still be 

in pocket, from the increased value of the manure.— 

Mr. Bates was inclined to think that Linseed must be 

preferable to oilcake. But in his opinion Turnips and 

straw would be found the most profitable provender for 

the farmer. It was desirable to use the produce of the 

farm, as much as possible, in the feeding of cattle, and 

not to be too often putting your hand into your 

pocket. He had never failed to see an animal get 

fat, when put into a hamel with straw and Turnips. He 

spoke, of course, of animals that would feed. The 

value of oileake, price considered, was over-rated. 

Miscellaneous. 
Spreading, Lifting, and Drying Flaz. —Select, when 

possible, clean, short, thick, pasture ground for this 

operation 5 and mow down, and remove, any weeds that 

rise above the surface of the sward. Lay the Flax 
evenly on the Grass, and spread thin, and very equally. 

If the directions under the head of rippling have been 

attended to, the handfuls will come readily asunder, 

without entangling. Turn it two or three times, while 

on the Grass (with a rod about 8 feet in length, and an 

inch and a half in diameter), that it may not become 

of different shades, by the unequal action of the sun, 
which is often the case, through inattention to this 

oint. Turn it when there is a prospect of rain, that 

the Flax may be beaten down a little, and thus pre- 

vented from being blown away. ‘A good test of its 

being ready to lift is, to rub a few stalks from the top to 

the bottom; and, when the wood breaks easily, and 

separates from the fibre, leaving it sound, it has had 

enough of the Grass. Also, when one stalk in fifty is 

perceived to form a bow and string, from the fibre con- 

traeting and separating from the woody stalk. But, 

the most certain way is, to prove a small quantity 

with the handbreak, or in a Flax mill In lifting, 

keep the lengths straight, and the ends even, otherwise 

great loss will oceur in the rolling and scutching. Tie 

it up in small bundles; and if not taken soon to be 

seutehed, it will be much improved by being put up 

in small "stacks, loosely built, with stones or brambles 

in the bottom, to keep it dry, and allow a free circu- 
lation of air, Stacks built on pillars would be the best. 
Drying, by fire, is always most pernicious. If properly 

steeped and grassed, no such drying is necessary ; but, 

to "ie it ready dor breaking and scutching, exposure 

to the sun is sufficient. In some districts, it is put to 

dry on kilns, in a damp state, and is absolutely burned, 

before it is dry, and the rich oily property of the Flax 
is always greatly impaired. On this point, the Society 

ean searcely speak too strongly, as the Flax is either 
toyed, or rendered not worth one-half of what x 
would be, if properly dried.—5th Report, Flax So 

Breaking and Scutching Flax, it done by hank 
should be on the Belgian system, which is less wasterul 
than that practised in Ireland. If by milling, the 
farmer will do well to select those mills in which the 
improved machinery has been introduced. The Society 
would also recommend, that the farmer should en- 
deavour to have his Flax seutched by a mill-owner 
who pays his men by the day, and not by the stone, 
even if it should cost him higher in i dod ly 
system of paying the seutchers by the stone, rendering 
them more anxious to do a large quantity in the da 

than 
5th Report, Flax Society. 

to produce a good yield from the straw.— | 

Calendar of Operaeeue. 
MA 

Management of o Stock. DA continue our pei com- 

menced in an early einen. from Mr. Wilson's article on this 

subject (see page 94). ‘When the calves are from 4 to 6 ROG 

hey e removed M s separate cribs 

EUM IE can be accommodated together, and have ri 

to frisk about. So soon 3 the feeding-yards are cleared of the 
5 nto the most sheltered one, where 

iey have still more rs Dind are gradually prepared for 
Bane turned to Grass ; i i 

ey ar ned altog er. When this is done, their allow- 

ance of Linseed-cake is increased and as they have been 

trained to its us se they readily eat enough to ve in condi- improve 
ten ad of their EON bein; checked E 

acquiring E arg 
to be considered the EAD consequence ‘of weaning, 

RUN is vue until they have so evidently taken to the 

e to hae ree it. ey are not allowe: 

ps SUN des very late in autumi as the nights begin to get 

chilly, are brought in ELI, the mpap and receive a Lus 

of Vetehes or cut Clover. When put on Turnips, the daily al- 

m of cake, say 11b. is resumed and continued 
‘ough the unes and ‘spring, until they are again 

pert to (x This no rely promotes their sean and 

feeding, but (so far as the experienco of 5 or 6 years can deter- 
mine the point) se fic against Phanos, which was 

often so fa tal as  altegedtien to deter many farmers from 

breeding,” 
regards farm work for the ensuing week :—The principal 

onsrahone will be planting Mangold Wurzel, where that has 

been delayed ; planting Potatoes : end cross ploughing for tl 

Turnip crop, in every case immediately harrowing, rolling, 

again VU and then gathering the weeds. Wheat and 

Bean hoeing will also Pueri 

"Notices to Correspondents. 

Boors—W L—Low’s “Elements oF Practical "ies rap fe 

Landed Property" (fo 
landlord).—— T R N—Bevan on the Honey Bee. eA 

mixed with earth and soaked with urine will make a good 
manure for any e 

BUTTER: Hepburn asks how the bad taste of “Turnip or 
rancid” butter array be removed ? may be removed in the 

cream by the r use of saltnotee. Can any one remove 

it from butter after manufacturi 

DRAINAGE or FLOODED LAND—P 21 | R—Next week. 

DRINKING PLACE For ÜATTLE—A C &—The drains—we under- 
stand yous it provide the water. Then, let the main run 

all well, from which let there be a waste drain at 
a proper ds B this well be situated so as that a pump 
placed over it shall, mith the least length of pipe, fill stone 
AES in M uci A hat is the method adopted on 

Mr. ith's EDennston 

OTHER ngton—Y o see, we heve, just com- will s 

menced the Pubcon Gta Paper on this subje 
Guano—Bet i ts not be mixed with TON ashes if they 

are fresh ; if old, hee will not injure it, But in any, case we 

should und “placing 1 ied in the earth previous e sowing 

the E bro: t in wet weather after A ug rather 

than mixing the T iib died with it. 
PICKLED [ov ATS—. —Your account is very extraordinary. 

Can the difference be owing to nothing ie the one seed being 
ckling done as we 

recommended, or did it soak for any length of time y If the 

would ai 
land well open to the Beau 4 EOS EUR ti 

at present enjoying. We should feel obliged by any farther 
piures youcan ‘ive. 

Sand and. ‘ints exercise an influence only o! 

absorbed by the roots of plants. 
soda are of little value in general as man us “for most Weis 

contain them naturally in sufficient abundan: 

one FEEDING Cows—Leyton—A cow will eat, ddr 80 tons of 

en food in the year ; you may grow that of the right kinds 

g EA S on 1 acre, but you cannot grow enough ph odi 
cows on that extent. Sow io of Gn acre to Lucerne, $ of 

acre to Swedes, and 1 of ai a Oe urzel, and. 25 

the other 4 you may have of meted Turnips fol- 

lowing the earlier, ano Cabbages the later cw’ 

SurPHuRIC Acrp—Gloucestersi srt Farmer—4 bus 
and 1 cwt. ppc ies ac xed together "will make a goo 

dressing per acre. Dry QAM say 6 6 ne, 8 bushels of ashes. 

Torr OREH Craven Grazier— e lea” slopes but ite 

over the pred part of it. The ees were in every c: 

hels of bones 

place wn the descent. 

e ANS them whe e flowers are beginning to 

fade. Half dry them, and NM with alternate layers of 

oi 
n winter. AL o 

rich light soil, though it Dres a somewhat adhesiye loam. 

mi is never economical to plough in good green. crops k 
hay of your Vetches uy guano for the succeeding crop. 

WawpwrrL—Wil D L give us his padue ? We havea Dentes 

which may concern says, “Fora 5 

power windmill, 21 tet by 5 feet 6 inches will be a sail. of 

sufficient size, and by acts or ig A d spring 

through which it acts, sou may vary the Dower fi m 3 to 7 
if prop sails Men the 

cross and shaft PU Ane about 30L, with tne and shades 

complete.” 

Markets, 
SMITHFIELD, Monpay, May 4. aos S Biene of Ibs. 

Bast Scots, Herafords, &c. 38 10 aed A Best Long-w« —s to —8 

Best Short Horns - 8.8 Ditto (horn -40 44 
Second quality Beasts, - FICHES CM e tn quality — — — 

-40 50 ZOOM EE) Oa 8 40 
Bent Downs & Half 48 Lam! E g $ 1 8 

itto (shorn) 4 4 4 6| Pig, 8 
Beasts, 28! hep and Tyan 23,050; Calves, 

e have a full y of Beasts, and trade dull. 

suddenly warm, the demand is ver: 
remain ünsold.— Lamb je freely disposed of. che weather 
he Jato high prices cannot be süpported,— Ven] has a tendency downw 
Pork trade 14 tolerably ste 

ards — 

mr, May 8 £ 
ea sufficlent supply of Bene: although not vary larga; indeed, it 

n in consequence of tre (ada hiving been sô exceed- 
ts since Mon i 

i 
ad markets the Calf Iw from the e dei 

ion of fully 4d per 8 Ibs.— ndi gal 35^. re 
active, at fally late pri 

5837s Sheep and Lambs, 61505 Calves, 195; 

Pork trade is 

Pigs, 
s West Srmfth field 

HAY.—Per Load of 3 
Wait: 

Fine Old Hay -  78sto & 
Tof ior, Hay 60 

6 TIRES 8, 

$18 
100, wem 98s to 32s 

ay 
‘The bine is growing, but 

ion, we may expect soon to! hes ur 
pew & Saera, Hop-Facti 

We have mora doing in E p botter p 
from the present appeaxance of other vege 

igh:. P. | of an attack of bligh 

COVENT GARDEN, Max 9.— Vegetables of all kinds have 
been well supplied, ‘All kinds of Fruit in senson is plentiful, 
and tra egins to get a little bris Lm Several good-sized 
Pine-apples ey e been offered, and hot! PEE are becom- 
ing more plentiful, and consequently poen Ripe Cherries 
and Strawberries are pretty plentiful, more Spells the lat- 

nd for which here is little demand. Green Goose- 
ti 

are very scarce, and are for the most part sold at nomi- 
“Orange s are leoi and Nuts of all kinds 

sufficient for the dei Of Vegetables, Broccoli 
is Noel and pre "Y pleni “Aspa ragus i is excelent and Cab- 
bages, Greens, d and plentiful. Young Carrots 
and Turnip: H may mos OUR at last QN prios A ue 
ripe Tomati s have just made their appearan: 

as been Sud een the 
week. Celery is goodin quality, and sufficient for the demand. 
Potatoes of Me very best quality still fetch 91. a ton, and E 
one or two cases rather more ; but inferior samples may b 
tained at much lower pr ices ; on account of the variety a 
abundance of other vegetables, "howev ver, few sales are UM 
at any p! Frame Potatoes are prety plentiful. Lettuces 
and ddp “Saladin are good and plentiful. Cut Flowers 
hiire eonsiatos Euphorbias, Heaths, fiyacintha, Tulips, Auri- 
culas, Tropæolums, Jasmines, Lily of the Valley, Pentas carnea, 
Stepiianotis floribunda, Burchellia capensis, Camellias, Azaleas, 
Acacias, Oyclam: Daphnes, Orange flowers, Rhododendrons, 
Cinerarias, Gardenias, XE and patients OSOS; 

Pine Apple, perlb., uut ver dozen, 1s to 2 
Grn; Hothouse, ed ̂, 1 er 100, 6r to 14s 

anish, per Ib. Pd to le Almonds, per 
Apples, Den. E bush: "nd to 204 Sweet Almon 

Hen, 7s to ilberts , Sng 5 D s jo 608 
Heer P dozen, Jo d 6d Nuts, Cob, per 100 1bs., 802 t 

Strawberries, per óZ., 8d to ls Bd ST Barceloni, 90» 
00, 4s to 188 mus 128 to 168 

Be ilie, per 100, 5a to 16s Im 
— per dozen, 2s to 26 6d Walnut por bushel, 16s to 208 

Chesnuts, per peck, 3s to 78 
VEGETABLES. 

Cabbages, per doz., gatos 34 Seakale, per punnet, as to de] E dog., Gh tola Parsnips, per doz., 3d t 
Broccoli, Bow. per 0 24 Scorzonera, per bundle, in to lafad 

io Salsify, do., 1s to 1» 
Onions, pet bushel, 1s 6. t 

o 1s 6d anish, per do, wed to 6r 
french Beas, pet 100, 2¢ 64 to 4 Shallots per 1.1 
Sorrel, por hf-sieve, di to ole Garlic, per lb. 
Potatoen, per ton, 70s to Lettuce, Der score, "en, 4d to 1s 

- ewe, » ôd to 2s 
ashel, 3s todi Radishes, per 12 e 4dtols 

Blaney, per bushely eroas | Mushrooms, per pottle, 1s to a 6d 
le 6d Frame, per lb., 6d to Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 8d 

Turnips, per bunch, 9d to 2e 'ennel, per bunch, 2 
Red Beet, per doz, 6d to 1s 6d Savory, per bunch, 4d 
Carrots, per doz. be Thyme, per bunch, sd 
Horse Hadish, per bundle, 24.to7« | Watercress, p. 12 sm. bun. 6d to 84 

Cucumber: Tarragon, per bunch, 
Spinach, por seve, 9d t Mint, green, per bunch, 6d to 8d 

Marjoram, per bunch, 4d Sekt, por doz, bunches, E to ls 6d 
od Chervil, per punnet, 2d to 8d 

s per ton; ditto Regentt 
ner Ons common Reds and 

hire Heda, 1608 to 110s pun Montrose 
inkayes, 848 to 90s per ton. Several cargoes of Scotch Reds are 

Prat pubs aud i Sunday Tast that were opened this ORE but there 
ia lit 

a 

MARKCLANE, Monpay, May 4, 
The supply of Wheat this morning from Essex and Suffolk 

was better than for some time past, that from Kent only mode- 
rate; the market opened e B os in orderto make an; 
progress in P it was n sary to submit to a decline of 

o 2s. per qr. ; to have Bust a ond a further abate 
m would lu been taken. ATE was no Aem for ee 

better supply of Oats, which off pp at 6d. to 1s, per 
qr. lower than this day se TUE 
care: 

good qualities are very 

PEN ui PER e Quei $. 8$ 
Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Su! 3 aC 58 65 Red , 50 6l 

Aetio V PAST Be 63 Whi 69 68 
rley, Malting and distillin, E to3ls po 4 Grind. 93 96 

Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorks! ds 94 99 Feed 92 26 
——' Nort! E D otato 28 8l . P 

. Feed 22 26 Potato 96 80 
Main, pale, ship ISO NUTS A WC 

or nA Manan 005 EE 60 65 

Harrow 31 4 
[uuu = 

Maple 39 33 a 

2o. B4 86 
Beane, Mazagan, old and üew ̂ m to 40 Tick 29 46 

goon, Helgoland. 84 to 8 
Poan, Whit " io ei 

Fr 
The arrivals of English Wheat it daig, the week have been 

larger than of late, from al d. only moderate, and where 

sal ales of the former have 

description is qui 
exception of Oats, which are a very heavy sale at a decline of 

fully 6d. per ge there is no alteration to notice in the value of 

any other article, 
IMPERIAL AVERAGES. 
| Wheat. | Barley.) Oats. | Rye. | Beans.) Peas 

Mar. 28 Ber ggesten, seg bd 80s 2d) 22s 1d) 34s Od| 35s 0d oa " 

= 9| 80 2| 22 6| 83 7| 8410; 
Apr. 1i . Fi 9 80 9 9 3 4 85 1 

nT nal 5510| 30 5| $2 9| a5 5| 349 4 
- 95 6 . 55 90 1 98 4 88 7 84 10 88 10 

May 8) « «5 66, 39 8| 93 7| 82 5| s4ll| 8310 

6 weeks Aggreg. Aver. | 850, 30 2| 210) 83 9| e411 | 8830 
Duties on Foreign Grain 17 0. 8 0^ 6 ol 9 a! a e| 96 

Diagram Shows the HM B in the price ay Corn onthe average ot the 
ing Saturday, May : 

Apart 4 [Azam i] Arni, 18 ESL 

D LURI Pst gd 1 

e 

EERE 
— SEEDS, May 8 4 

DNA - - Dae oy ganto sis) LinaeedCaket Forelem, toni to 
owt 46 48 Moses ga KART $ 

Glover, Rea, xim - = m 
"m *" 

- White, Eam “ 55 Ed Rapeseed, Fre fici E 
4 68 | Rape $e 

Goriander - ^ - 10 16 gajnon 
empseed ~ pergr. 36 86} Tares, M: winter poni i 

Lino a n ve pur es » p 
— Baltio POST 49 46 | Trefo a alti 20 

Cakes, Rha per 100011: 19| Turnip (too A Hoy aera) 
KiNGsyoRD AND 

ji [ 
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Sales bp Auction. 

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, & OTHERS. 

ESSRS. PROTHEROE ano MORRIS are in- 

structed to submit to Rabie Competition by Auction, on 

the premises, Vassal-road, rixton, on Wednesday, 

May 13, 1846, at 2 for 3 PRISE A Superb. Bed of TULIPS 

(the property of Mr. Burrur, an Amateur, giving up their 
further  altivaian, amongst E will be found Pandora, 

sa, Br: own’ Louis XVI., pickson 's Duke of Devon- 

oops, ss Canvas, Rollers, a 
be viewed 

y prior “to the Sale. Oat: 

Becton Sedsmen ; and of the ooer s American ke 

sery, Leytonstone. 

O BE SOLD, a Gives Bed of TULIPS, 66 rows, 

together or separ: ately, with the Draws and Teon Hoops; 

strain of Louis XVI., Madame Vestris, 

Rose Brilliant, Ge. &c. ieties, may 

be seen in bloom a ny day, po eS atT. ROS NUM 

Grocer, &c., Chureh-street, Hackney. 

will Sell MR. DAVIDSON'S LENNY & Co. 
SUPERB BED OF TULIPS, Camden Grove, Fenkham, 

on Monpay, at 12 o'clock. Catalogues on the premises, w! 

they are on view to- day and Monday, and at the Tordical pacar 

AS and Gardeners ? Gazette Office, 420, Strand, 

ME. LAWRENCE’ S SUPERB BED of TULIPS 

will be Sold by AUCTION, at the Red Lion Hotel, 

Hampton, on MoxpAv, 18th May, and are now on view daily. 
Catalogues on the Premises, and at the Gardeners’ Gazette 

Office , 420 Strand. 

Le BE SOLD, the whole of an Amateur’s ur's Collection 

of PLANTS and BULBS.—Inquire at Wanr’s Library, 

Kensington. 

TPO BE SOLD ) BY Y PRIVATE CONTRACT, a a 

Bed of first-rate mL containing 500 Plants, two Beds 

of Mixtures, and a Bed of Offsets, being a collection of a. gen- 

tleman who has spared neither trouble nor Lesnaiee in bringing 

them to the perfection in which the 
o view, and for further spaces) HA to Mr. SunRIDGE, 

Inworth Hall, Kelvedon, Ess 

ne BE LET, on Lease, or by the Year, in one of the 

Midland Conntios, Nine Acres of Freehold capital era, 

Ground, with Dwelling-house, Barn, Stables, &c., all i 

repair. Four acres of the ground are planted with Fr da 2 a 
now in a full bearing state, which are allowed by all judges not 
to be excelled. There are about 250 large trees, which consist 

of Apples, Pears, Plums, 2 ue erries, and several thousands 

of Gooseberry and © The t alone will 

more than pay the rent. Tel is $ miles from Leicester, which is 

one of the best Market-towns in England. Gardener 

wishing to commence business on his owu account will find 

this worthy of notice.—Direct, or apply personally, to, Mr 

, Mountsorrel, Leicestershire, Possession 

tages gon- 

TO ) SEEDSMEN AND OTHERS. 

O BE DISPOSED OF, AN EXCELLENT SEED 

BUSINESS, in the centre, of a large and populous town, 

aving two markei t-days a week and containing upwards of 

yuan Douce DIU surrounded by one of the best 

Agricultural ci Any one in want of such 
g x igs 

we find this "a ible OE asitis the only General 

particulars apply t o Mr. G. 

Stock-row, Covent N London. 

THE TANK SYSTEM, 

URBIDGE anp HEALY having heated a con- 
UE number of Pits and other Horticultural Struc: 

tures, for the cultivation of Pines, Melons, Cucumbers, and 
other topical plants, parcum upon the plan recommended 

in Mr. MrrLs's recent wor! e Culture of Pines and Cu- 
eui Wmbors, many of e are SN. at the pr 

Prove beyond a doubt that every Kind of structure m: 
e heated by BURBIDGE and HxALY'8 peculiar Tank Apparat 

With the absolute certainty of producing the LAE result. 

eir Apparatus may be seen at work at the following place 
gc Hortieultural Gardens, Chiswick ; Royal Bot: otanie Garden 

Baroness Rothschild’s Garden nne 
ick Nursery; Henderson, Pi 

"and in more than one M 
London. 

sbury; M 

«d other plaees.— | dese 

Bros. AND Ed S COO RING APPA- 

H. can e t, from 

superior to anything of the kind hitherto made. A Prospectus 
can be "warded, upon application, detailing particulars and 

130, Fleet-street, 

eS AND CO., 61, Gracechurch-street, 
London, and 17, S Park-street, Southwark, Inventors 

and Manufacturers of the Improved NICAL and DOUBLE 

OYLINDRICAL BOILERS, SEHE solicit the attention of 

scientific Horticulturists to their much approved method 
applying the Tank system to Pineries, Propagating Houses, 

&c., by which Atmospheric heat as well as bottom heat is se- 
cured to any required degree without the aid of pipes or flues. 

S. ve also to state that at the request of numerous 

friends AS are now making their Boilers of Iron, as well as 

Copper, by which the cost is reduced. These Boilers, which 

o well known, scarcely require description, but to 

hose who have not seen them in operation, prospectuses will 

be forwarded, as well as reference of the highest authority ; or 

they may be seen at most of the Nobility’s seats and principal 

Nurseries Shep ne eas the kingdom, 

8. and Co. beg to inform the trade that at their Mamia 
in New Park-street, every article required for the constructio 

of Horticultural Buildings, ag well as for heating them, may Be 

obtained upon the mos: ene s terms. 

Cor NOM dc. of Iron or Wood, erected upon the most 

ornamental designs. Balconies, Palisading, Field and Garden 
Fences, Wire Work, &c. &c. 

OT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING 
HORTICULTURALBUILDINGS,DWELLING-HOUSES, 

CHURCHES, and MANUFAOTORIES, Shen improved princi- 

ples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and 

SUAE: BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN. 

AILEY having devoted much time to the considera- 

tion of inis ‘subject, and had much experience in the erection of 

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve- 
uggested in their practice, rendered iter alle £ 

n ating not ae yery efficient, but very simple, and have cot 

ned durability in the apparatus with economy in the Glace: 
Th y have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, apa; Ireland, 
for many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour 

to be employ oyed by the Horticultural Society of Tendon, in 

exi vecuting the works of their splendid Conservatory eri ected at 

Bes 

ick. 
nd E. Barrey also construct in metal all Gagertntions of 

Hoviewtaral Buildings and Sashes, and invite Noblemen, 

KA and the Pi "ublie, to the inspection of their various 

models, gu 72, orn, where they have the 

st other. A wor! que an ex- 

ie ent ofthe oven more 
hou ae pibus 

Barney were the first to introduce metallic cur- 

vilien prem to horticulturists, and can Ex efer to the Con- 

seryatory attached to the Pantheon as on their works, 

be: Si ides many others in this country, and on án; Continent. 

and E. Batey have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic 
Pleat Pr otectors, which are now ready for immediate deliver es 
they beg to introduce to publie notice a new Tr ndn Pipe, d 

Orchidaeeous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, o 

at intervals, required, and whieh may be seen. & p their MB 

‘actory. 

ERUVIAN AND ~ BOLIVIAN GUANO ON 
ey! BY THE ONLY IMPORTERS 

ONY GIBBS AND SONS, LONDON; » 

y JOSEPH MYERS ayp CO., LIVERPOOL; 

And we their Agen 
GIBBS, BRIGHT, | AND CO., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL; 

COTS WORTH, POWELL, AND PRYOR, LONDON. 

To protect thence against the injurious conssaneneds of 

using inferior and spurious guano, p agers are recom- 

mendeg to apply d LED OLIO UE SEGADD ner ie to, 
above-named Importers, who will Supply the article in any 

quantity at their fixed prices, delivering it from the Import 

arehous: 

LIQUID MANURE. 
ENGLAND INDEPENDENT OF THE WORLD FOR CORN. 

pee EAM of the AA Interest, at this 
ei Heus to the great importance of 

Que ease UM which it ma; ay be appro- 

qum LONDON MANURE COMPANY beg to 
offer Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, ae direct “from 

the Importers! bonded warehouses :— 
muss e o! Fine Bone Sawdust, 

Sulphate of bare Sulphurie Acid, 

Superphosphate of Lime, Sulphate of Soda, 
Gypsum, Petre Salt, 

and every article of Artificial Manure in the most genuine 
state.—No. 40, New Bridge-str eet, Blackfriars. 

WARD Purser, Secretary. 

3UANO. AND OTHER MANURES.—The under- 
begs to offer the following on the best terms, viz. 

heal xo—Peruvian, Bolivian, and African. ) 
Ditto Bry i Gnade LE analy- |. For Wheat, 

fis of PANGA à 5 
SursaPHOsPHATE OF Lime (see Royal E barley, Beans) Tur- 

Agricultural Society's Journal vol. vi. f E Bo 

G 

Oats, 

2.) 
BONE Dusr and Hanrancn Bos. 

DE SIR NGS. 
Gyrsum—For Clover, Cinquefoil, Trefoil, ieu &c. 

ns o5 Sopa—As a stimulant for at, Oats, Barley, 

NITRATE OF e Boma, 1i 
SILICATE or Sop. 
SILICATE OF Bor 

As a top dress for Wheat. 

dress for Old Pastures, Olover-leas, 
sa a completo purifier. 

Savr—for Comp 
t, 

t Heaps, &e. 
"Turnips, &c. on hot land. 
ono Dust and Bone Shavings. 

dg 
Acnicons UR. 

för 

Sopa Am dins npe ying M 

Also Sulphate, Muriate, and Vhosph ate of 
hate : Per Muriate of Potash, $ of Sods 

md all other Manures of known value 
Apply to Manz Porson, 40, Upper Thame 

! London REAL Ding Hand Dibbles, adapted for eve 

ipti eed. tthe Machines may be seen, and piant 
| particulars eren 

FOR TURNIP SOWIN! 

ONE MANURE mixed with SULPHURIC ACID 
by far exceeds all other Manures tbat have been tried 

against it, and may be had in any quantity, either together or 
separate, by applying to Sn Hunt, Bone and Sulphuric Acid 
Works, High-street, Lai 
BR ANO, pna ual to Foreign, at 4l. 

ton, and may Abe paid for when the. result is kno ar 5 E 

TURNIP SOWING.—POTTER’S GUANO. 

OTEUS GUANO was used by Dr. Daubeny last 
ason against i Y oiher Artificial Manures for TURNIPS. 

It peer them all,—2i s. producing 6000 lbs. ons Bulbs per 

acre than the "ow weight of Peruvian Guan r cent, 

less cost ; 18,000 Ibs. more than 10 cwt. Bone NEL at one 

quarter the "os and 7000 ibs. more than 

phate, s also at one quede the cost. For parti 
of last No, of * al Agricultural Journal,” and p. 224 of 

rd. Chronicle oft this year. To be had, genuine, direct from 

the Factory, 28, CLAPHAM-ROAD-PLACE, LONDON, or of any of 
Mr. Potter's accredited Agents 

^ TURNIP SOWING. 

HE URATE OF THE LONDON MANURE 
COMPANY, Four Guineas per Ton. The experience of 

ast five years has fully established the above as one of the 

Bast of all the Ht manures for the production of Turnips, for 

which OU cart préoniarty sapien, seldom failing in the 
, and to produce a great 

mene in D dis scie l manures, the 

manufacture the Urate, that the food requisite or. a rotation 

of crops is fully maintained, therefore parties using the Urate 
for Turnips will find their succeeding crops oe Barley and 
seeds materially improved. Full particular: s, with testimonials, 

forwarded on application. No. 40, New Bridge-street, Black- 
friars. EDWARD Purser, Secretary. 

ATCHER’S BENNENDEN TE MACHINE, 
Manufactured and Sold only by TAM and HALLEN, 

Engineers, Agricultural Implement Maced &c., 2, Winsley- 
street, Oxford-street, London. 

This is the most efficient Machine that ds been invented for 
the purpose of making Drain Tiles. Any shaped Tile can be 
made by merely changing the die, which. ‘ean ape enm 
DO vus ut few hands, , one man and three 

th this amount of labour, tie] m HEP of a day of 10 
D is id E. viz. — 
7 maci diameter of Tile, 11,000 2 inches diam. of Tile, 5 ,800 

8,000 3,200 
the « Trans- 
land,” page 

This Machine is moveable down the dr 

wheels. It is so Supra in its con 

little practice in its use, 

ing sheds on its 
struction as to require but 

There is no charge made for patent 
d 

«ith 4 Dies for Tiles of any shape or size, 
e g-Mill, with Iron Box, 1 

A set of Three Draining Spades and Sean TENE, I. Is. 
Price 

TAM and HALLEN have on E v mx Repository a 

great variety of every article for the Garden, viz., Rollers, 
r Engines, Mowing ae ven oes and. Seats of Metal. 

gation Tools of all d. ons. Pedestals, Flower 

Bordering and Stand Pot f riiers "Rose and Tree Guards, 
every description of Wire Wo 

a oe Tron erus sdb ie engraving). 
4 ft. 4 ft. 6. ft. out of the ground, 

Us. n3 t dozen. ‘30s: per 

D E 

Mix 

ae E A T ES E R S. 
Per Ib. 

. 0d 

Per Ï et 
sa doge 2s 0d 

2 6 
Best Rör ls 

I -4 | Be Vhite Goose 
1. 8 [Be zie HA c 

ed sweet and frec m dus 
»ntz uning ud ights, 

tion L and 

D mcd 196, ; Tot- 
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DRAINING TILES AND PIPES. 

INSLIE'S PATENT IMPROVEMENTS.— 
For Maxine and p rag Draining ne of the Ist Orass. 

Ekilen having works operation, who are about to 
erect them, will find the Fi e worthy their attention, 

ROCESS combines An with Economy, as Tiles can 
a at all seasons ; generally 

cording to the nature of the c) 
seen at Alper ENG UM Middlesex; Mr, Hows, Engineer, 
119, Great eae ae , Southwark ; t the Polytechnic Institution, 
Rege: ent-street, Lon oe may be had from Jonn 
AINSLIE, pscton, USS, Middl 

HANKS'S IMPROVED “GRASS: CUTTING AND 
ROLLING MACHINE.—The complete suceess which has 

attended the introduction of this a ce Machine for Mowing 
Grass, and its fine adaptation for Cutting the Grass o awns, 
has been fully proved by the numerous RE nces where it has 
been tried, and now in common use, particularly at Rosse 
Priory, Ki Forfarshire ; 
albane, Perthshire ; Clumber; and at many other Nobleen 
and Gentlemen's seats in En ngland, as well as abr 
Machines oe made to cut breadths of 42, 30, o 

e latter being adapted 
uin perfect ease, 

surface, and attended with great savin 
ers may be rs essed to Me ALEXANDER SHANKS, 

jun., & Son, Machin kers, ds prosdt N. B., by whom fur- 
ther particula s will ps given. 

YDRAULIC - 
Engineer and Fountain 

Rams adapted to all situations 
No.1 Rom, PY Pipe, i in. 
No, 2 Ram 

| RAMS, to be had of FREEMAN Rog, 
Maker, 70, Strand, London, 

ito 
Well Engines and 

Pumps worked by Steam, Hors 
power, or Manual- labour. Foun- 

any device. Buildings, MEN 
&c. heated upon p most simple and economical plan, Steam 
Closets, Cooking & 

sole Agent for TAL d "s PA: T WATER PURIFIER. 
The AGRICULTURAL CHEMIC AL ALMANAC, by FREE- 

MAN Ros, price 2d., now ready. 

€ RNAMENTAL TILES for Floors, Walls, &e, of 
Pappe i servatories, Garden Terraces ; Hncanste, 

Josiane , ME RY VARIETY. 
PARKE! j, Wmrrey-street, 
Agent! di 3 ptm MINTON & CÒ, oes, Ol 
upon-Trent. Also Patentees of the. PORCELAIN B TTTONS, š 
cheaper and jaore durable than Motheno- Pearl, &c. 

EANE’S WARRANTED GARDEN TOOLS.. 
AZ Horticulturists, and all interested i in Gardening pursuits, 
are invited to examine G. and J. NE's extensive Stock of 
GARDEN v4 ND PRUNING imer EME NTS, best London 
made Garden Engines and Syringes, Coalbrookdale Garden 
Seats and Chairs. 
EUM ator: Garden Serapers 

ira 
Pruning Bills 

eGatherersand| ,, ^ Kni Knives, va- Bags! g Hooks 
Bills Rakes and 
pat various pat- s 

3reenhouse Doors 
Botanical Boxes and F raes 
Cases of Pruning In-| Hammer: 
struments Ha andl Frames 

Chaff purines Hay Kn 
WE Knives Hoes 23 E ee pattorals 

alces Horticultural Shears, vations 
mers and Pe Sickles 

Dock Spuds Hotbed Handle i 
cns Tools Labels, va s “pat Spades SU Shovels 

ng Irons and| terns, in zinc, por-| 
‘Shes celain, «c. Switeh Hook 

isto Acisvers. | badies! Sots of Tools| Thistle Hooks 
» Standsin Wire|Lines and Reels Tra n Tools 

id Iron Marking Ink 
Fumigators Mattocks Turhog Irons 
Galvanic Borders Menographs Wall Nails 

Metallic Wire 
Milton Hatchets Weed 

Garden Chairs and|Mole Traps 
Seat: Mowing Machines Toh Pick Axe: 
* qu Potato Forks 

G. and J. Drane are sole Agents for LINGHAM'S PERMA- NENT L AREIS samples of which, with the Illustrated List of Horticultural To can be sent, 
the United Kingdom.—Drayr’s Horticultural Tool Villa Ses cp 
TER z tothe Monument, 46, King William-st., Lond n-bridge. rc opuegscinp Willie 
r Eert Tea Urns, Knives mni es. Dish 

C. WATSON'S 41 and 42, Barbican, an. 
16, Noten Folgate. —Established half a century. A set of three 
Paper Tea cy including the largest size made, 35s., very 

ER Plant Protec-| 

Extractors 

Wheel Barn Sod 
ouths' Sets of Tools 

J newest patterns uj x 5l. hans set of six patent raised Wo made Bish COSE 
Set of six. .—Elegant 

+ Desserts, 9s. ; Carvers, Be able. | Dessert. |Carvers; ach iom Balance. de ;|185. doz. 14s. doz.|6s.6d. pr 4-inch Balance-handle, largest a 

pese - .[B0s. ,, 165. „ |e. 6a. 
n. with Watson's Aba Plate- Bee E kys 

andles, co to Sj '22s. 6d. 1185. ,, |8s. 6d. ,, I Forks] tee the} price of the above. 
©. Warson’s handsomely E RA CATALOGUE and 

ad gratis, and posi t free, from the above Sole inventor of the celebrated Albata Plate, which is so rapidly superseding silver, 

I 

| | Original Papers. The small j^ oet to. sits Critie—Remark 

ss 

Wir. Charles Dickens. 
On SO Due. inst. will be published in fcap. 8vo, price 6s., 

URES FROM ITALY LG 
P By ©. S DICKENS, 
London: HnaptoEs & Eva F. street, and Whitefriars. 

«= Messrs. Beanies & SUR beg to announce that 

A NEW ENGLISH STORY, 
By Mr. DICKENS, 

To ‘ished in 20 Monthly Parts, Price 1s, each, 
IN PREPARATION. 

Price Sixpence, free by post. 

The SHattinap fibwettle. 
Saturday, M con! ins 

HE iS or THE WEER PUBLI a TOWARD: 
WIN Mee dU D MINES MANAGE MENS 
PIE O F S MEETINGS TO COMPLY 

ER NE 
“ROBER T EL — A 

[ITTEE, MR. PA T S 
MOTION FOX TRANSFE RRING 
NESS X y i SH BILLS — 
RAILWAY eS 
TRTA. OF HALLET TS 

REPORTS OF MEETING and iv 
and Bury—Bristol and Beeler Great North of Fr rance. 

L PAPERS t of the Railway Departm 
(c shaded) “Government Bill to facilitate 

ne Dissolution of Rai e ompanies — Appendix to th 
ort of the Gauge Com 

RE CORDS OF RA ILWAY PRACTICE, —Railway Signals, 
with Three Engraving 

RAILWAY LITBRATURE.—Williams’s Practical Geodesy— 
Dwarris's Railway Results. 

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.—Institution of Civil Engi- 
Society of Ar 

PARLIAME: NTARY PROCEEDINGS. — Progress of Bills — 
Programme of on Op- 
posed and “tnappesed Bills. : ad t 

Gossip oi eck — Law TIntelligenco—Pr: jected Lines— 
P da, Mu 5 for Uo me a idends—Calls 
—Deposits returr r Books Close Tait Table 
E Lists—Foreign Do ES Market—Paris Letter. 

Order Railway Chronicle of any Newsvender, 

PRICE FOURPENCE, OF ANY BOOKSE LLER. 

(LENS OF THE NUMBER, (FOR SATURDAY 
LAST, MAY 2, 

THE ATHEN ÆU M, 
JOURNAL Sn A Beane AND OMEN LITERATURE, 

ND THE FINE ARTS 
ko four Large Quarto Paeet 

Nae oa ‘WS or, WITH EXTRACTS FROM— 
Life and Speeches of Daniel Sketches of English Character. 

O'Connell. Edited by J. . Gore. 
O'Connell. Lo ot Kings of England. 

Memoirs of the Jacobites of| Edited, with an Introduction 
1715 and 1745. By Mrs. | and oen by J. 0. Halli- 
"Thomson. well, 

ary Societies (Royal Geographical on the Learned ene Lite 
ci 

elect Committee on 
ar! Hament — Lond Ashley 

ONE Peen tory 
"thday at Stratford-on TEAT, of Governors of 

Memorial o Go 
&c.— Meeting o£ aren 
Exchange—Death of Baron de 

Polevói, 
(Sir W. Burnett, “ On Effects produced 

h on the Human 

Dürkheim a Ni 

Societies. Roy 
by Poisonous F Frame ”)— 
(Professor Wilson, “On F ory gt the Sikh Nation »-— 
ee TION OF Dim FAT E herton, **On 
Improvement of de Sint a 
(Mr. Maher, «On Sects ps Potatoes Lassa ENTO- 
MOLOGICAL—SOCIETY OF à P 

Furnace for chitin Smoke,” &c, 
“On a Machine to Register Velocity ot 

Leg Godson 
Ricardo, Es sq 
RADAS Trains 

Fine rts. Society of Painters in Water Colours, 
Fine Art Gosesp Cite of St. M. edeliffe, Bristol— 

Meeting of Membe the Ar uu Union Portrait ie f Sir H. 
Pottinger—Dea ath of Mr. J. Le Keux—New Gate at Botanic 
Gardens, Kew—Cornelius’ Return v SEE tin Exhibition of 
Ancient Pictures at British Instituti 

Music and the Drama 
cient Concerts—Sacred Ha iety— 
Society of Female Masloiama Lyceum : 
SA ig Indeed"). 

Musical Gossip. second Concert of Royal Academy— 
Minor e meer of Foreign Artists—Bequest of 
Signor Dragonetti—Sale of the late Duke of Sussex MS. 
Musie—Début of EA Rossi-Caccia—Foreign Gossip. 

Miscellanea.— Paris Academy of Sciences — Bunyan’s 
“ Pilgrim's Pr merican Printing. 

Order The Athenzeum of any Bookseller. 
aon fee POPULAR FLOWERS, Each Treatise 

Boum in itself illustrated by a beautiful coloured 
dan price 6. 

sect’ Theatre— 
Vocal Coneer s 
(New Farce, 

$ 

— The Geranium, Pansy, Carnation, 30555 
, Camellia, Cactus, Chrysanthemums, Aui 

th, Tulip. 
The Pink, Ranunculus, Polyanthus, 

Calceolaria, Verbena, Balsam, Petunia, 

Mec n 

Cin Revita: Amarylli 
Phlox, Hollyhock. 1s. 
The numbers i a ae Bonet, ju be had bound together in. 

1 volume, cloth, e 
Lo MANT us dad. EINEN à Paternoster-row. 

Cloth, gilt edges , price 6s. 

TS SENTIMENT OF Fiowrns; with Twelve 
Groups of Flowers, t red. 

* Thisisa sa h 
the most po 

tions po ce aide, range "ig English poetry, Hid from what- 
n most o ae and fondly said of those darlings | ~ 

Tatts 
. HoursTON and’ STONEMAN, 65 Paternoster-row. _ 

Clot! du edges, price 
prea: S HANDBOOK “OF THE LANGUAGE 

AND SENTIMENT OF FLOWERS, containing the nam 
of every Flower to which a Sentiment has been assigned, niea 
ceded by an Essay on the Sentimental Language of Flower: 
By the Author of the “Sentiment of Flowers." With a coloured 
Frontispiece, and an ornamental border round each Page. 
A smaller edition, which the publishers will send free b; 

post on the receipt of Is. free, may also be had, containing the 
same matter. 

HovzsroN and STONEMAN, 65, Paternoster-row, 

Ready, pr MOI 105. 6 
AI DICTION ARY OF ODERN GARDENING, 

y GEORGE WM. FOST Esq., Author of “Pri 
RTT of Practical Gardening,” “The Gardeners’. Alaaa 

*.* This work is designed "for all garden cultivators, whether 
for profit or plea sure. Tho ugh containing more than 700 LE 
printed pages, it is in n form a most convenient hi und-book for 
ready reference ce E PR subject. It contains an 
epitome of the p est modern gardeners, with all 
the necessary dus ations SEDE to Kiti RA Vegetables, 
Fruits, Flowers, Manures, Predatory Insects, The science, 

i as art, of gar rdening is fully detailed, ad the whole 
pne with references to other authorities, and Drawings 

Aan Modes of Pruning, Training, Grafting, &c. 
BERT BALDWIN, 47, Pat ro 

Second UHR ion, amended, ns 8vo, price 
DUR ECONOMY, in Rep "relations with 
i CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS, and METEOROLOG By J. B. BoussincAuur, Member of the Institute of nd 
THE CHEMICAL ^ AND THI Tongar an 

BALANCE OF ORGANIC NATURE. An Es 
Dumas and BoussıneavLT, Members of ee Institute of 

Et nee. 
n. BAULERE 219, Regent-street. 

HORSES, HOGS, , AND DOG 
with Engravings on "Ww. ood, 

oster- 

London: 
CATTLE, SHEEP, 

krani Svo, wi 
ON THE DOMESTICATED 

BRITISH ISLANDS ; comprehending the Natural and Economical Hi tory of Species and Breeds ; the Description of 
ue ud re of F rnal Form, and Obs ‘ious on the 

Eo Cm Breeding. Pri By Davin Low, Esq., 
x ub SE RRB TGA 

"ELI ME f PRA CTICAL AGRICULTURE. 8vo. 
ON LANDED PROPERTY and the ECONOMY of ESTA‘ ie 

8vo. 
1520 1 LONGMAN, BROWN, GREEN, and LONGMANS. 

EE-HIVES.—AII persons desirous of Cultivating 
that pleasing and profitable branch of rural econom; 

the Honey B 'e respectfully informed by G. NEIGHBOUR 
Son, that m have prepared, for the season, an extensive sup- 
ply of their various improved BEE-HIVES 
consists of ** Nutt's SU Hive," 
* The Improved Coti 
Hive," &c., from unos of which the Honey may be taken at 
any time without injury to the Bees, and may be worked witl 
safety, humanity, and’ profit, by the most timid and unac- 
customed to Bee. manipulation. escriptive paper, with 
Seen and p will be forwarded on receipt of a postage 

127, High sta Yee Depot and Honey Warehouse, 
Hotbomi: anon 

T ON BEES, (6th Edition) just publi: 

ORTICULTURAL IMPROVEMENT: 
READ begs to inform Ladies and Amateur and 

* Practical Gardeners, that he has just fen. n a a EW 
PATENT for improvements in his GARDEN EN 
CHINES, and SYRIN GES, adapted for every vu pose of 
ticulture, wh mple in construction as to prevent the 

ds REG their getting out of repair, which the Patentee, 
ears’ experience, can sal 

ones by half the labour of any other Engines for t 
purpose. Likewise Single-action FIRE- ENGINBS, that will 
pas 30 gallons 
of Vien may be f wate 
worked with ease by ONE Man for all Tortosa purpos 
Ase DOUBLE-ACTION FIRE-ENGINES on the above new 

Patent principle, that will discharge from 70 to 100 Gallons 
per minute, which may be seen and proved at35, Rezent-cirens, 
Piccadi po ne are genuine MEUS stamped with the Pa- 
tentee's nu 

Bopities RAGO OLARY of any power or dimensions. 
"TO THE OE 3ENTRY, EM MEN, IRON- 

MONGERS, AND OTHER: 
qu UA BRO THERS, ‘170, Lie Hampton- 

sole fthe IMPROVED 
MONOGRAPH, r Labels Ar Garden Borders, Flower Pots, 
&ec. Engravings of the 
Post to all parts of the 

with prices attached, 
rise on appien don as above, 

e Ag in London, G. anc NE, Horticultural 
ENS. Warehouse, 46, "Kin g William- s picks lon Bridge. 

FLOWER-POTS AND GARDEN SEATS. 
OHN MORTLOCK, 250, Oxford.street, respectfully 

ces that he has a very large yel of 
above articles in various colours, and solicits au e 
io: Ever eseription of useful CHINA, 
EARTHENWARE at the DS possible price, for Cash. t ? BU 

M "Nf ERCANTILE LIFE —]t has been remark 
intelligent foreigners that cases of Baldness gr r vail in this country, and as a cause, that the unwe: ppli- 

cation to merca: UE pursuits contributes largely to this result; 
Ex this as it may, n ere is a, bnc and _ restorat' 

ration more Ub and probably there is no European 
peopl e to whom artificial appliances have been so eM ey 
serviceable, The numerous cases of recovery of the hair afte 
having fallen off, or partial baldness, are truly aon 

* 

$ re- 

The testimonials of the sticao cy o! 
GE ALM OF COLUMBIA 

place its power snd wirtaee PAY all doubt or cavil ; 3s. 6d., 
65. and lls. per bottle. No other prices are genuine —Oold- 
ridge's Balm, 1, Wellington: Street, the second house from the 
S d. 

INDER THE ONAGE OF ROYALTY AND THE 
AUTHORITY “OF THE FACULTY. 

EATING'S COUGH LOZENGES.— A remedy. 
for all ay eat jns the Pulmonary Org. —in difficulty 

id pepe redundancy of Phlegi ain in ient © 
n (of which Cough is the most positive indication) they 

Res ae pini effica sthma, and in Winter COREN, they have never been uoto tail. 
KEATING'S iu LOZENGES are free from every 

deleterious Qiiod ; they therefore, be taken at ail 
times, by the most ONU (onal and by the youngest child ; 
while’ nu Public Speaker and the Professional Singer will fin: 
them invaluable in allaying the hoarseness and irritation inci- 
dental to vocal exertion, and Meer a powerful auxiliary 
in the production of melo dious enunciatio 
Prepar g and sold in Boxes, 1s, 1}d., P Tins, 2s. 9d., 4s. 6d., 

and 10s. 6d. each, by Tomas KEATING, Chemist, &c., No, 79, 
RIED Pants Churchyard, London, 

y SANGER, 150, and DIETRICHSEN and HANNAY, 63, Ox- 
ford Sushi BLAKE, SANDFORD, and BLAKE, 47, Piccadilly. 

HOSPHORIC RAT POISON.—This prepara tion 
is offered to the Public with the greatest confidence, being decidedly superior to all those poisons containing arsenic and 

nted by Wirum RETENE 
Ea nx mee Evana, 

an the co 
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THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE 

AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE. 
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A Stamped peepee of end ced and General News.—The HS et Part Edited by Professor Lindley. 

Agni. Soc. of Engle 
— lecture at rto 

Kale, Bud: 
Land, tenure of 

Age. io Lower priis. e eira Lease, the — - = = = 3355 
Yn Au - 817c Esp onte mou. 98 
Bees, remarka on- eea D iliii DES 
Birds, Nuchtelt > + + 80 Miner HOY eius ul ol. 9 
Boller, the Captain = = (o 8!6 a | — ras - = = 8820 
rown scale » 80c bur nde a substitute (for 
€ optical = 3898€ - > 819 

agricultural - 331d elton, toincrase = - 3830 
Cambridge New Bot, Garten 815 b | Morels - 819a 
Danker rema z 319c| Mustard seed and wireworm - 820 

ron doa = 890c 
DEus making amie -> 88lc htoperoa prolifer 2 

y manag’ > Bub a Witumanniana -~ 
Drainage on clay soils Z- 89a Ves Ed and ine to grow 
E gg hatching, áfilfieial + BiBc,Qogother 320 b 
Farm horses. pep - 327b e growing at Thornfield - 819a 
Farming r Bogie Bia rodek “ates | Plan oc beading - 86a 

rework.» = 396 b  Palmalse heating” = 18 ¢ 
Pir-trees, ulcers in. - 220 b | Potato disease - 8155, 319 b 
Flower dea Blants - 316a | Probus aemm, Club —Ma- 
Food, m - 395a ures - 339b 
Garden lu spotted 817 a | Putty, ma ine gus. a subs - 
Gar Y Benevolent Insti. tate for - = soc 

15 e | Savings banks - -< - < 398a 
Gardeners’ troubles 2 8890 c | Slugs to kill z E 
Gardening, romance of - 8194 | Snails 817 c 
as tar as manure = ; 839 b | Saila, gaps attraction of age b 

ure for insects - 818 ¢ ‘field Pin 819a 
oree cultu + 898€ TAA maousa | >. Bl74 

ore gate saxiiragafolia - 898 rees, Grass under - - 8iBc 
Grass under tre - 318 c| Tulip disease - ala b 
Hosting, ‘oles Mrs ae ooh i D and Peaches, to grow 

- B18 ¢ er 320 
asta hs oul lmreof - - 818b oki] - /- - - 818e 

Horticultural Boclety, 81ba, 3214 Wart rules - 319 
'thousea, ereo H * 8a | Wireworm and: Mustard seod 820 ¢ 
Soe to desti - 818c ags e 

TO THE. SUBSCRIBERS OF TH 
qaos BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION. 

URTH APPLICATION. 
e Votes of dio Subseribers are 

USES Election, on behalf 
years, who has been all his lif 

iy Aerona aea b 
Knight an 
& de Pine-apple-place ; Messrs. Noble j^ Co. 

earnestly solicited, at the 
of BERNEY FARRE 

e a Gal 
Y, aged 

rdener, Dur from a 

leet- ae 
Mr, Charlwood, Covent-garden, To all of the above-named 
tlemen B, PARRELLEY begs to return his i thanks for 

pecuniary : and other assistance, —May 

VIBES 

as the pas a the day by carrying off 
Grand Horticultural Show, at Chis ick, a Saturday last. It 
is now being sent out at 10s. 6d. per plant. 

May 16. Nurseries, Great 

LANE anp SON'S NEW SEEDLING 
SIA “MRS. LANE” has mus established itself 

First Prize at the 

PINE PLANTS. 
J C. WHEELER hasa quantity of fine, healthy 

* PINE PLANTS of the best varieties to dispose of at very 
moderate prices. His Catalogue of Dahlias, Verbenas, and 
other plants for bedding Qut, is now ready, and may be had 
free on 

GROOM, Crapnam Ris: H. 
AND To Hi JESTY THE KING O) 

E, near Lonpon (By 
Aproreruer Fours vo HER CENE THE QUEEN, 

F SAX 
mars of "SERANIUNS. AURICULAS, "but IUM LA 

y, begs to say his 

OLIUM, and NEW PLANTS is ready, and will be for warded 
ps E OR on SROHOAN ion 

as a fine stock of CARNATIONS and PLGOLRLS; and expects to have a fine bloom of RANUNCULUS and ANE 
MONES this season. 

* ' Foreign orders executed. 

es WATERER begs to announce that his splendid 
; CEN of PANTS RI ye ONS: AZALEAS, and other 

, will be bloom about ie 20th inst., 
ae win est in perfection the ensuiug fortn 

rican Nursery, Bagshot, Semen, near 
tion, South- Wiss Railway, wher 
obtained.—May 

WS ud Sta- 
may be 

GREAT FALL IN TURNIP SEED. 

J. G. WAITE begs to inform the Trade that he has 
made a considerable reduction in the price of TURNIP 

SEED, a Priced List of which may bs had on application. 
N.B. Dwarf French Beans, 24s. ushel, in any panty 
4, Eyre. street-hill, Hatton- set huis N 

T BECK informs the Public that ihe various Articles 
* MA S. by him D d for 

ESSRS. J. ANp H. B OWN c can now supply good ; .BR ; 
Plants of the following desirable varieties for bedding, 

&e. 
Dahlias, an the newest and best sorts in culti- 

. per 100, or 5 per doz. 
Fichas D of thie most approved show sorts 0 

do. 0 
v erbenas em Petunias, the ERA and best sorts Bh Oper doz. 

and 9 0>, 
poses, may Us Seen i n Cottage, Isleworth, noB 
application to the misdemer (Sundays s ewoepted). 

THE NEW 2ST AND VERY BEST SUCESIAB, 
ERBENAS, PETUNIAS, 

DenayERED IN PERF BOT ORDER, P Us "OST, FREE, 
NY PART OF THE UNITED i po pera 

OUELL AND CO. are now sending out post, 
free, the necp. 2 very i FUCHSIAS, fndludipg 

Sen sep and othe va s ai ve Oks. per doz, 
e first-rate aioe Ya USE ` v re 35 

Fine ditto 

NEW AND SUPERB WHITE FucHst A; 
Dd 10s. 6d. per plant. 
ELL anp CO. to eall the attention of eul- 

tivators of FUCHSIAS " mue above Seedling, which they 
will g itee is not surpassed by any light variety yet raised, 
Ande general SEACA and refer to the following 
remarks upon it :— 

“An elegant flower, light tube ando. ay aa crimson 
core a "ers" pane: d Sept. 2 

“A A A A S Susena a magnificent 
white seedling Fuchsia the Messrs. s YOUSEL, 
flower is abouti 3 inches in length, fe tube epals white} 
and Sar b] As Venus Vietrix, three mn its size, and 
is mueh more brilliant and fain in re It should be called 

H Sansparell, as it E most assuredly as m. the most "pets 1 
Editor of the Cam! "ic vertiser, Oct 1 

Their 5 other finc Seedlings are now ed for sendi 2. out 
with wx pores ; and when the set is taken, will be charged 

1. 11s. 

SELECT SEEDLING VERBENAS (raised 1845.) 
; Grandissima, 5 5s.; E Celeste, 

For description of 
ATO Beat of March Ist. They Vd 

crt as sending out; per post, free, or other adus m. he set. 
da ozen. 

š ery superio: 
PANSIES, fine varieties . 

» age ditto, 

ing of the be: 
tivation . 

po vo 
RI AS o 18s. 
AR and free-flowering sorts, ne name, "9s, 12s., ERICA! 

and 18s. per 
CHRYS S THEMUMS, "s best and newest sorts s by name, 

per post, free, 9s. and 12: r dozen, including a new species 

justimported fn ‘om heran 
hose ay ouring Y. and Co. with their orders for the above, 

pe ally requested to state the varieties they already 
tha hat a repetition may be avoided, every care being ob- 

n making improvements, by adding such varieties as 
will p satisfaction, 

CAL MAT AS m Housing sn sees 6s, per dozen, 
GERANIUMS 9s 2s. 

30 Padek of NEW Ach P PLOWER SEEDS, per 
post, free, for 6s. 

The Second Edition of their CATALOGUE is in the Press, 
and will be published in a few days, and may be had by enclos- 
ing two postage stamps, 

Yreat Yarmouth Nur: serv, May 16. 

Vi ERBENA SEED- Its simultaneous and healthy 
ES complete in 4 to 6 days.—Full and explicit 

par Tom for effecting this desideratum can be furnished by 
M. BREWER, EH T, 4, St. John's-wood-terrace, Regent's- 
park, London, where inspeetion of his numerous seedlings, t px e 
pri oduce of his aU is respectfully invited. In case of 20 c: 

CHOICE 

KNAP HILL NURS » near Bagshot, 2y is from the 
Woking Station South Western Rai! 

ERER OSEA WAT 
RICAN PLANTS are now in bloo 

any day, except Sunday, gratis. 

Rb begs to se AES AME- 
m, and may be seen 

The Wokiug Station is within 
an hour's ride of London, and there are always co 
to be obtained from it to the Nursery.—l6th May, 1846. 

nveyances 

GREATLY det PRICES. 
LE ILLIAM E. REND & Co. hi have a ver: y e 

siderable stock of GERANIUMS, DAHLIAS, FUCHSIAS, 
AZALEAS, PETUNIAS, 
AHINUMS, KREDITAS, 
Plants, &c., which are now sendin: 
for peanon, 12 Ey the newest Dahlias i: 

are in want of good 

VERBENAS, PA 
GLOXINIAS, CACT US, Miscellaneous 

NSIES, ANTIR- 

ing out at very low prices : 

their List in the Chronicle, April 25th, or proi 
co; ae which can be had, 

n early applientior ni 
ee ed are already getting aor bead 

CHOICE PLANTS 

on PAM ei 
ary, as many pi ape sorts 

Plymouth, Ma 

e soli 
sorts of the ges sould refer t 

ea € 'atalogue, 5 

HARLES HART, Frorist, “Guildford, Surrey, 
begs to inform ee Publio. ibat he has fine benitby. 

pér doz., eithe 
mu. Vedi 4s. per d 

uchsias, 5s., and strong Heloo huke. 4s. per Mor 

9f Pansies at 4s., 6s., 
how Me eee 

Anagallis, " per doz. 
ND ocampylus coccinea .. 

ph. ospermum SPfpupde 

‘Alona celestis ++ ++ +s 
Statice Dickensońii L^ UM 

Fuchsia pop 
een Victor ori 

apos Show Danis is, 103. des RU 
Ye prices, 

"pac 

plants 
for border 

oz. ; 

.. 5s, 0d. 
$486 

vy enira 
Lag oes tet 

. 2 t 

age Dind mated with 

g received by Wednesday Next ̂ e 20th ins 
the parties will "e required to forward pre- ent fees of 5 
cach, receipt of which would command direc? dispatch of re- 
quired information, 
Verbena Seed sent, post free, m $us B., would be accurately 

labelled with owner's name or safe and securely r 
LEE in plants, per post free, within 8 days, at a charge of 

s. Gd. per 100 seeds. 

B. BIRCHAM, Hedenham Rosery, Ld 
* Suffolk, begs to "offer the following First-rate PER- 

PETUAL and BOURBO ROSES, in pots fit for transplanting 
into borders, o o form beds of Perpetual Roses :— 

a 1 Perpetual. ourbon. 
Aubarn Cérés 
Augustine Mouchelet Comte de Rumbuteau 
Gleniettine Duval Crimson Globe 
Comte d' Eu Dupetit Thouars 
Dr. Marx Edouard Desfosses 

Due d’. ae 
Due de Cha. 
Duchess of Sutherland | 
Fulgorie | s 
La Bouquitierre | Madame Aubis 
e ne | 

Lady Alice Peel | Proserpine 
fadonie Bint Dathpibrcel Pierre de t 

Madame Lanay | Beis coss Clementine 
farquise Boceella ueen 
MLANA coca ars Souvenir de la Malmaison 
Mrs. Elliot Splendens 

nce of Wales E Virgi 
Pet Albert Noisette, 

ha 
P durpra de T yre 

| Cloth of Gold, 

icd the most liberal terms, 
peethilly requested from all 

Thib pati t 
William Jesse. 

R, B, B. wiil supply order 
remittance: or E is r 
I 

A 
un- 

Ca 
Railway. ERE May ds. T 

alceolarias and Cinerarias mm E 
Heliotropiums, Pinks, and Pansi : m 

elias, upright and tr: mind varieties 
Salvia Patens, Eugen c dur wads 4 others 
entstemons, 6 sorts . 

Potentillas, 6 softs .. . 
Phloxes, 18 sorts oe .. m 
Antirrhinums, 6 
Gnothera Tera: lia, s gen 4 others. 
Catananche bicolor 
Gazania, 4 sorts dedi. 

xalis floribunda 
Campanula, 6 tall and 6 dwarf v: 
Alstroemeria ts 
Iberis semper 
Scarlet flower 
Gaillardia coccinea, and 3 others . 

atellaria splendens, and Euthalis mier 
Anagallis Brewerii, Grandiflora, and 
Soa i Splendens; Flava, ponguntifollas and 

Stri; po 
Double ud Tree Violet . 

flavum 
Chrysanthemums, choice sort 
Sea d other Geraniums .. E 
Var legated do. SE vs 
D f York, new s strong grow er . 
Perpetual Rc fine new scarlet 
General, Tom T Thumb 

ng Stachys inodora' 

o. 
Tea. scented Roses ue “pots), mud Meque 

cluding Elisa Sauvage, De-Mont, Helle 
Allamand, Bride of Abydos, Devoniensis,&c. 12 0 per doz. 

Cloth of Gold, Noisette ^. 
12 superior varieties of Climbing Roses .. ae 

HARDY CLIMBERS. 
Cobma, eed ODD ME ge 

pe: n d Rhodoehitor 
Clema: Pecan randiflora, 

Do. Bicolor, Sieboldii, and Double Purple 
New Searlet Trumpet Honeysuckle 
New Yellow Hopersnciie . 
Double Red Pornegrana and Solanum crispum 
Wistaria sinensis and Passiflor fs 
Jasmines, of sorts, Apt bia, gin 

Creeper, Variegated Ivy, Buddlea bos, 
and New Blu 9 Oper doz. 

Greenhouse and Stove Plants i in great "Variety. 

Flower Seeds, 36 papers 10s. ; 18 do. 5s., forwarded free by post. 
s m Petunias, Verbenas, and many other ae could 

t by po: oreign commissions for Seeds and Plants 
bE an gh porn executed. 

Albion Nursery, Stoke Aia near London. i 

D LODDIGES & SONS, Hackx Y, have now ready 
* for delivery a. limited muinbes of superb Plants, 2 feet 

high, very bushy, of RHODODENDRON ROBUSTUM—a new 
species from the Himalayan Mountains, perfectly hardy, and of 
magnificent foliage. Pri 5s. each. A remittance will be 
ete With os tues i Met Cone RENTS 

AHLIAS AND GERANIUMS were never before 
offered at such prices, and the plants are all strong, in 

the best health, and are the very best varieties in cultivation, 
the best new kinds being regularly purchased, and propagated 
up to the present season. 
THOMAS APPLEBY, NunssnYMAN, York, being about to 

decline Dahlia grove ing (to make room for other s tock), is de- 

termined to offer his remaining stock of this popular Flower at 

the following tempee g prices :— 
100 Plants in 50 of the best varieties 

100 ed (all good kinds) . « 

6 
2 
oh 
2 
2 
$ 

D mix 

80 2 dn.) of the best varieties 
50 >, mixed (all good kinds). . 
20 |, in 20 best varieties 

ed, good lc 

ru orth, vat 308, s 
heap. Scarlet Geraniums of 

; ditto, General Tom Thumb, 9s. per dozen, 
can also su uppl: y E T 

in pots 2 months and twice stopped, at 4s. Also, 

Fuchsias, Verbenas, Petunias, EO A Pansies, and 
Lobelia erinus gr; andiflora, Am lozen, according 
i strength of plants, The t Fuchsias Er out last season, 
s, each, or 9s. per dozen, dá ong 

* The above 
age, &c. 

In addition to the above variety of articles, T. A. has also to 
offer a very choice selection of all the best varieties of 
ROSES, in cultivation, at the lowest catalogue prices. 
the Public ms ay form some idea of what T. Š; baa inthis way, 

he begs to state that gis obtained an extra and President's 
Prize ‘for a Stand of Cut Blooms at the Y. 

and decns Society's Exhibition on Age 
also ail the Prizes for Roses a pots (1, 2, 3, light, im 220. 

Suy atthe shes Exhibition 

nts. 
e prices are all Ans of Hampers, or Post- 

paid to London by Norfolk | 
i 

E. es Stove, and Hardy Herbaceous Plants 
eq aut z 

raas i will "be executed in strict rotation as received, and 
the best Plants (where there is choice) taken first, 
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NEW, GOOD, AND CHEAP. 

B NJAMIN W. KNIGHT, Frorist, &c., Tivoli, 
near St. Leonard’s on Sea, Basse, begs to call the atten- 

tion of his friends and the public to the following CHOICE 

P which are now ready to send out. 
‘welve new choice and distinct Fuchsias, fit for gni eur 

CA Ses 12 extra first-rate very distinct varieties, all sent out 

Tor the first time last season, for 12s. ; 12 distinct A for 
3s. 6d. ; 12 extra new, good varieties, "m 63.; oice Petunias, 

d and distinct Cinerarias, for e 
12 fine Salvias, 

Hos for 4s. ; 12 choi * kinds of Phlox 
;12 ze 

phe ees tor 6s. ; MU choice new perm for 12s ; 12 fine 

show P andis. for 6s.; 12 extra Epod, for 125.; | choice Seeds, 
age with great care from the best varieties: Verbena, 

6d. per paper; (LE 2s. 6d. per paper ; Dahlia, 
frd fhe best show e 3s. 6d. per paper ; German Aster, 
extra fine, 2s. 6d. per 

Also will be eius 4 ‘May, 1 good show Dahlias, for 6s. ; 
12 superior, for a ; 12 extra a distinct kinds, all new last 

2 choice fancy, or variegated varieties, for 6s. 
) forwarded 

aaah th E. receipt of the amount with the order, a al 

May 16, "1846. T a 
WOODLANDS NURSE) E NEAR UCK- 

x WOOD anp SON have the pleasure of ar 
the following Plants adapted for Bedding, at 

prices Samed when the selection is left to themselves : 
FUCHSI 

12 fine varieties .. 65.0d. | 12 superb new vars., 
12 superior do 9 9 for exhibition . SUE n 
12superb do. -.12 0 | 50 fine do. . 

50 superb "do. vi 30 o 
VERBENAS. 

12 fine varieties .. 5s. 0d. 25 extra fine vars. ,. n pa 
12 superior do. o 9 0 25 superb new do. 
12 superb new do. .. at 

PETUNIAS. 
12 een a I ^ o $ 4 
12s 

Young pine? of the above can be sent Brice) packed 1 in 
tin cases by post, if required. 

CINERARIAS, 
Strong plants erus into blo 

12 fine varieties .. 6s. 0d. | 25 extra fee varieties js t 
. s 0 | 25 superb do. .. 

AND istot a IN (Al 
Select. xd one of EO ae i qa 
Superior do. E 
Superb newest sorts, E » 

AZALEA INDICA.” 
12 fine varieties . 
12 superb do. .. ve ae 
2-extra new do. 

GREEN HOUSE "PLANTS. 
12 fine species, one of each ^t 
12 vie of newer indi . 
12 do. do. very superior 
12 kem Climbers ae e+ oe 12 

S E PLANTS. 
12 very fine Paea o ofeach .. 
12 superior do. 

end PLANTS." 
=s. d, | Each—s. d. 

36 RD flava. ae Pleroma Benthamiana 
yellow)... 3 6 | Polygala Dalmaisiana .. 3 
aoas floribunda e ENA species 

6 
6 

(Veitch’s), an elegant (Havanna) 10 6 

6 

0 

yelow species, highly Ruellia rophylla, 
be splendid ve species 7 

ding oz.18s. 20 FORD RM E ri 
ERE Serra Pifo .. 36| splendid we 

ci A de grandiflora. 5 0| Tacsonia mollissim 
Select List of Plants, see Advertizement of April ics. 

iaa of the above will be sent gratis on application. 
A proportionate number of plants presented to each order 

towards s defraying the expense of carriage, &c. 
A ri ance or reference required from "unknown corre- 

sponderits, 

ao PR wo 

6 

LT 
pene 

To 

16 

17 
18 

{ORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF 
JUN ^. AT THE GARDEN, 

TODON] 

AWARD OF THE 2 aM 
THE ee ee MEDAL, 

To Mr. J. Robertson, gr. t: . Lawrence, F.H.S., for a 
collection cf 40 Stove and. re akona plants 

To the same for 20 species of Exotic Orchids, 

THE GOLD oe MEDAL. 
To Mr. Barnes, gr. to W. Norman, Esq., of Bromley- 
common, Kent, for a ue of 40 Stove and Green- 
house planta 

To Mr. Frazer, of Lea-bridge-road, for a collection of 20 
Stove and Greenhouse plan 

To Mr. Mylar, . to Durisqund Rucker, Esq., F.H.S., for 
20 dS E Exotic Orchids 

To Mr. James Williams, gr. to 0. B. Warner, Esq., F.I.S., 
for 12 A of Exotic “Orchids 

To Mr. Hunt, gr. to Mi i iso of Hayes-place, Bromley, 
for 20 species of Cape It eath 

To Messrs. des dot: of Ge Henr for the same, 

GOLD BANKSIAN MEDAL, 

o Mr. Hunt Ste a collection of 20 Stove and Greenhouse 

. Green, gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, putts A H.S., for a 

eeilestigt of 12 Stove and Greenhouse plan 

To ae Rollisson, of Tooting, for 20 Michi of Exotic 

.to W. F. G. Farmer, Esq., F.H.S., for 

12 hene of xus Orchids 

To Mr. G. Eyles, gr. to Sir George Larpent, Bart., 

for 6 species E Exotic Orchids 

To Mr. W. Cock, of Chiswick, F.H.S., for 12 new varieties 
of Péllteponfoni in 8-inch pots 

To s d gr. to Mr, Beck, of Isleworth, F.H.S., for 
the 

To Mr. NW. Cock, for 12 vars, of Pelargonium in ipn pots 
To Mr. Catleugh, of iple Chelsea, for the sa; 

To Mr. Slowe, gr. to . Baker, Esq, F.H. Sr ces 12 

varieties of Roses in pot: 

aul and Son, ‘Of Cheshunt, for 18 varieties of 
Roses in pots 

MAT m od Mrs. Lawrence, F.H.S., for 20 
species of Cape Heat 

To Messrs. p Haroni a Tooting, for the same 

To Mr. May, gr. to E. Goodheart, Begs, of Langley-park, 
Beckenham, for 12 species of Cape B 

To Mr. Frazer, of Lea-bridge-road, for n Cus 
To Mr. Green, gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., F.H.S., for 12 
Greenhouse Azaleas 

To the same, for Tall Cacti in flower 

To Mr. Scott, gr. to Sir George Staunton, Bart., F.H $., tor 
Cyrtopodium punctatum. 

THE SILVER GILT MEDAL. 

To Mr. Ayres, gr. to James Cook, Esq., ite H.S., for a collec. 
tion of 2 Stove and NEIN im 

To Mr. M. Clarke Ben. of Muswell- hill, 
for a Collection of 6 Stove a prom pla 

To Mr. Catleugh for e same 
To Mr. Carson, gr. to W. F. G. Farmer, Esq., F.IS., for 

the sai 
To Siesess: Nee and Son, of Exeter, for 12 species of 

Exotic Orch 
gies se Plant, we to J. H. Schröder, Esq., F.H.S., for the 

FES., 

To Mz: Mint gre to Miss Traill, for the 
en, gr to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart,, F.HLS., for 6 

"argoniume in 8-incl 
To Mr. Gaines, of Barras: s a collection of 12 varieties 

of Pelargoniums in 8-inch p 
To Messrs. Lane and n or diront Berkhampstead, for 18 

varieties of Roses in 

To Mr. Taylor, gr. to i Pim Esq., of Streatham, for 20 
species E. Cape Heaths 
o Mr. . to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., F.H.S., for 12 
petas of fous Heaths 

To Messrs, Veitch and Son, of Eteter, for the same 
To Mr. I. OU: gr. to T. Brandram, zo of Lee-grove, 

6 species of Cape Heath: 

SELECT FLOWERS pU SU UP VASES, EDGINGS, 
WORK, 

Free by Se A a part of ps Kingdom. 
BREWER, Aires 4, St. John's- Ud terrace, 
Regent's-park, London, offers the following plants, with package and stout tin case E at 4s. per doz., mixed 

or in separate kinds, as may be ri 

Gaillardia picta coccinea, scarlet SE yel we with dark centre, 
m Phlox Drummo ndii,a fine An. pu ee crim- d vi 

ety, 
Verbo enas, ae name, sone attractive atte ouy distinct, 

very best kinds, 
Anagallis Park: 

ie 
i superba, bright orange red, large, fin e, and 
y. 

alte a grandiflora, large, deep, and glossy blue, 
Lobelia Hoian "erudito, deep and blue, elegant and profuse 

blo: 
Mormipaete, finesapphire blue, true from d 

Zinnia elegans ee violaceus, and do. aureum, robus 
plants, 4 inches hig 

cite d at 6s. per doz. ; Lobelia are 
phylla mejor. in seedling plants once transp" anted, at 1s. 
B a e bright blue flowering half-hardy Ta 

batnr. enclosing Post-office Orders on Upper Baker- 
strech ‘Portman-equare, London, will be dispatched on receipt, 

UCHSIAS.—Pride of ee Sateen 6: Duchess 
of Sutherland, Gaines’ 

Wales, Yonells ; urita, Iveryana, Fos- 
terii, Formos: a uiimis: Stan valee Blanche, Harrison’s ; at 
65, per n. 

Colossus, ees Tilsi ee uS Floribunda magna, 
Hopneri, isi lransparens, Blanda, Victory, 
Sanguine Ver ea, Smith’s ; Fairy, 
gi a, E Protan, Gem, Conspicua arborea, Prin- 
ceps, Speciosa, rc» Tricolor, Mirabilis, Magnifica, Hayesii, 
Invincible, Magnificent, Racemiflora, Brewerstii, Victoria ; at 
35. per ied 
s PETONTAS—ointing s new striped and other kinds, 3s, per 

VERBENAS. —The best scarlets, blue, white, and rose, 3s, 
por dozen, 
HL IOTROPIUMS, 3s. per dozen, 
REE More Age per dozen, 

Good rooted pla: s name, at the above prices, 6d. 
er dozen being added for postage, will be sent free by post, 

carefully packed in tin cases, on the receipt of postage stamps 
or a Post office order, 
Josen and STEPHEN SHILLING, Nursery and Seeds men, 

Northwarnbro’, near Odiham, Hants, 

To Mr. epe cof E Een for the een 
To Mr. Falconer, gr. to Archdale Bite a teas) of Cheam, 

for 12 varieties of Greenhouse Azalea 
orman, [^ for 6 varieties 

TO M, Robertson, sf. ne Lawrence, F.HL.S., for Tall 
Cacti in flow 

To zx Kemp, "m. to P. Grillion, Esq., of East Acton, for 
Gray 

To Mr, o Taea gr. to Her Majesty, at Frogmore, for the 
Mi 

To Mr. J. Davis, of Oak-hill, East Barnet, for the sa 
To Mr. John Povey, gr. to the s Thorny RB IL LORS 

croft-hall, Congieton, for Pine. PEE 
To Mr. J. Davis, for the same 

THE LARGE este MEDAL, 

To Mr. Bruce, gr. to Bo} iller, Esq., of Collier’s-wood, 
ance” for a patties of 12 Stove and Greenhouse 

To a Stowe gr. to W. R. Baker, Esq., F.H.S., for the 

To itd Malyon, gr. to T. Brandram, Esq., for a collection 
of 6 Stove and Cr delictis plants 

To Mr. Cooper, at Mr. Pawley's, White Hart Hotel, Bromley, 
Kent, for the same 

To Mr. Taylor, gr. to J. Coster, Esq., of Streatham, for the 
sam 

To DA Gaines, for a rolero of 12 new varieties of Pelar- 
gonium in 8-inc 
i Eus Stains, of Middlesex- place, New-road, oH & collec- 

of 12 vari p of Pelargonium, in 8-inch po 
To xi Dobson, gr. to Mr. Beck, F.H.S. que bra ee 

o Mr, Parker, gr. E J. H. Oughton, Esq., mpton, 

SEEDS amm of Pelargonium, in A lo inch pots 
TS M Gaines, for th. 

. Francis, of Hertford, d 5 vars, of Roses, in pots 
To Mr. Dobson, gr. to Mr, Beck, F.H.S., for us same 
To Mr. Plumbley, gr. to C. J. Dinine Esq., Essenden- 
Pe Herts, eod i EE of pape Heaths 

ooke, Esq., F.H.8., for the same 
To Mr. Epps, F.H. "he iibekate 
To na Pamplin, of Walthamstow, Essex, for the s 

To Mr. E. Jack, gr. to R. G. Lori e, Esq., of Wallington, 
Surrey, for 6 species of Cape Ie: aths 

To Mr. Plumbley, for a specimen Cape Edi. 

To Messrs. Fairbairn, of Clapham, for de sal 

To Mr. Robertson, gr to Mrs, Lawrence, P. H. S., for 12 

Greenhouse Azalea 
To Mr. Bruce, for 6 Greenhouse Azale: 

To Mr. Francis, of Hertford, for adolece of new hardy 

Evergreens, in pots 
To Mr. Gaines, for 6 Taten of Calceolaria, in 8-inch pots 
To Mr. Green, gr. a ir E. Antrobus, Bart., F.H.S., for 

Azalea rubra plen: 
To Mr. May, gr. to ̂ g. Goodheart, Esq,, for 

coccinea, 
s Erica vestita 

HORTICULTURAL Sociery’s AwAnDs—oontinued., 
6 To Mr. Frazer, for Boronia serrulata 

27 To Mr. Bruce, for Helichrysum humil 
28 To the dn John Clowes, F.H.S., na Oncidium phymato- 

29 To Mr. "Dods, gr, to Sir Geo, Warrender, F.H.S., for Sra es. 30 To Mr. Mitchell, of Kemp-town, Brighton, for the same 
31 To Mr. Brewin, gr. to Robert Gunter, Esq., F.H, S. for 

ine 8 

Ep SILVER KNIGHTIAN MEDA: 
1 To Mr. of Maidstone, F.H.S., for a UM of 12 

‘Stove me Greenhouse plants 
2 To Mr, Pamplin, for the s: 
3 To m E. Jack, for a collection of 6 Stove and Greenhouse 

4 
nts 

T "A G. Stanly, gr. to H. Berens, Esq., F.H.S., for the 

5 To n. Slowe, for a specimen Rose, in a pot 
6 To Mr. Barnes, gr. to G. W. Norman, Esq., for 6 species of 

Gape B eaths 
7 To Mr. Bruce, for the A 
8 To Mr. Clarke, for the 
9 To Mr. A. Balston, of Poole, for a specimen Cape Hi 
0 To Mr. Smith, of Norbiton, for 6 (tem npe 
1 To Messrs. Lane and Son, for a specimen Fuchsia 

12 To Mr, Pamplin, for Epacris eG 
13 To Mr. M. Clarke, for Pimelea spe 
14 To Mr, H. Waterer, F.H.S., for Seeding Rhododendrons 
15 To Mr. Carson, for Azalea lateri 
16 m s Beck, fora Seedling Pelargonium “ Competitor” 
7 To Mr. G. Stanly, , for 6 vars. of Calceol: aria, in 8-inch pots * 

18 To Messrs. Veitch ane Son, for a new species of Baccoleblam 
19 To Mr. Mylam, . Rucker, Esq., F.H. ep for the best 

named feito of plants (one error in 36 names) 
20 To icd . to Captain Hart, of East] Hoathly, Sus- 

sex, for 
2 
22 To Mr. F. 

23 To Mr. D. Judd, gr. to OW. HE Whitbread, fi. F.HLS., for 
elons 

24 To Mr. J, iam of Oak-hill, for British d Strawberries. 
E SILVER BANKSIAN MED. 

To ae As Kendall, of Stoke Newington, a & specimen 
Fu 

To Mr v Ayres, gr. to J. Cook, Esq., F.H.S., for Crowea 
salis 

To Mr. Viera for Chorozema Henchmanni 
To Mr. Ivery, of Peckham, for a collection of Cinerarias 
pen Mr, Beck, F.H.S., for a Seedling Pelargonium, ** Hebe's 
Lip” 

To ps etch & Son, for Eranthemum variabile 
To Mr. Robertson, gr. to Mrs. Lawrence, F.H.S., for Hy- 
Ce spinosa 

To Mr. Måy, for a RUN Cape Heath 
o Mr. Frazer, for the 

To Mr. Robertson, gr. O 8. Lawrence, F.H.S., for the 
second- bestnamed conection of plants (no error in 20 names) 

12 To Mr. Taylor, gr. r, Esq., B Hs third-best 
named collection of plants qm error in 20 68) 

13 To e Fleming, gr. to the Duke of iuuiafleru) F.H.8., for 
rapes 

14 To Mr. H. Eyre, gr. to R. W. Barchard, Esq., F.H.S., tor 
Keen's Seedling Strawberries, 

THE See OF MERIT. 

1 

2 

8 
4 
5 

6 To the same, for a Seedling Pelargonium, ‘Bacchus ” 
T 
8 

9 
0 
1 

1 To Mr. ERU gr to Sir Geo. Warrender, F. H. S., for Diso- 
phylla stell: 

2 To Messrs. Veitch and Son, for Rhodostemma gardenioides 
3 Botanie Garden, Birmingham, for 

Anthericum ceruleum 
4 d Mr. Beck, for a Seedling Pelargonium, “Patrician” 
5 To Mr. Miller, a Ramsgate, for a Seedling Pelargonium, 

** Mount E 
6 To Mr. TAHOT gr. to the Earl of Kilmorey, Orleans 
E: Maoin for a Seedling Calceolaria, “ Mas- 
ter] 

7 To Ms OSEE for a Seedling pU “ Lord Hai aes 
8 Mr. Green, gr. to Sir E. s, Bart., F.H.S., for 

Seedling Calceolaria, “La Polka 
9 To the same, for Achimenes picta 
0 To Mr. Brunsell, gr. to J. ©. Weir, Esq., of East Acton, for 

Azalea indica alba 
11 To Messrs. Rollisson, for The M ic ‘best named collection 

of plants (one qs ae 20 pla; 

12 To Mr. Barnes, gr. to G. W. pisse Esq., for zm fifth-best 
named collection EE (four errors in 40 plants) 

13 To Sou Brook, Esq., F.H.S., fora solledtions of Apples 
and Pea 

.B. Nos. 1 and 2 (Mr. Geo, Elliott) would have received a 
medal had they not been disqualified by being shown contrary 
to the regulati. ions. 

URNIP SEEDS. 

DRUMMOND and SONS, Stirling, N.B., an 
Dublin, have on sale a Targo and select Stock of 

TURNIP SEEDS. Terms, patter e moderate. The 

lowing are the most approved sort: iz.— 
Swedish, Skirving's Improved "Purpleitop: 
Ditto Bast Lothian Purple-toj 
Yellow Aberdeen, with Green- top. 
Ditto ditto, with Purp! ple-top. 
Ditto ditto ditto, improve 
Ditto Improved Early, now much esteemed for sowing late 

Season, 

White uA 
Green-top Globe. 

N.B.— Delivered free in London, Liverpool, Hull, Newcastle, 
Cork, Belfast, and Londonderry, when not less than 40 Ibs, are 
ordered, 

*.* Priced Catalogues of ipa ented TOS and Farm 

Seeds, Narsary Plants, &c. sent free on applicati. 

Agricultural Museum, Stirling, and 58, avrson-atreet, Dub- 

lin, 

MU “OR R WHIN SEED.—We offer the above, 
ood quality, at One Shilling per Ib. Any quantity 

apoverl pen EN EDI free in London or Liverpool 
Dublin, May 2. OSEPH oe & Sons. 

gar Potato Seed, 35. 6d. per packet. 

WASP CATCHER: 

application of this useful article is recommended. A large 
assortment of niyroved Budding Knives, Pruners, &c., 
always T 

LOWER-POTS AND GARDEN SEATS. 

OHN MORTLOCK, 250, Oxford street, respectfully 
*/ announces that he has a very large assovtm 
apare Soni in various colours, and solicits au ay. ies 

escription of useful CHINA, GLASS, and 
tal RTH EN Wa" iE at the MET. possible price, for Cash. —260, 
Oxtord-street, near Hyde-p: 

| 
| 
i a 
| 

| 
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ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA, or CHILIAN PINE. 
OUELL anp CO/s Stock of the above magnifi- 
cent hardy tree will be found unequalled in this country 

or the Continent either for extent or luxuriance of growth ; and 
they beg to call the attention of planters in general to the faet 
that those they offer are not nursed plants or drawn up iu close 
pits, but fine sturdy plants possessing dark rich green foliage, 
and such as have stood the severity of the winter for several 
years in this the most eastern point of England, prover! 
its excessive cutting winds. The following is the scale of prices 
for plants in pots, and may be planted out with advantage at 
the present season, 

for 

2 years old E + a. 9s. per dozen. 
8 $5 . . . m oe 12s. D 
4 ai x i" 4 a wal 8s; s 
5 e : m m m e. 80s. "m 
Q3 dde Scie OS . 60s. a 
Cedrus Deodar, 1 year, fine 18s. ^n 

lfoot .. . BOs. oy 
Pinus excelsa, 3 inches m . 

Mee GATOS ROC nalis sent 
35 », 18inch, fine bushy plant A 

» » Gerardiana, 2 years, .. 30s. 
Abies Khutrow, 2 years e oe 98 3y 

Also fine specimen plants of older growth from 10s. 6d. to 
21. 2s. per plant. 

Agents in London for the sale of the above, Messrs. FLANA- 
GAN and Son, 9, Mansion-house-street, where samples may be 

, May 16 

OYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY. he FIRST EX- 
HIBITION this Season in the Gardens of the Society, in 

Regent’s Park, will be held partly in the New Conservatory, on 
WeEpNEsDAY next, May 20. Tickets can be obtained at the Gar. 
dens by presenting an orderfrom a Fellow or Member, pr 
each, except on the days of Exhibition, when they will be 7s. 6d. 
Carriages to set down either at the front gate or at the new 
north gate, which is connected with the Conservator; 

ORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.— 
EXHIBITIONS AT THE GARDEN.—The second Meet- 

The Gardeners’ Chronicle, 
SATURDAY, MAY 16, 1846. 

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS 
ns . . 2». 

8 rac 
l rM. 
1x. 

the 

Society ; and as for the flowers, their beauty was 
HIBITION in arden of the Horticultural 

beyond description. Never before was such a 
blaze of rich colours, delicate tints, and magnificent 
vegetation assembled. The great table on which 
the Chinese Azaleas and Cacti were assembled was 
à pyramid of flame, and the exhibition of Orchids | 
alone was 48 yards long, in a double bank: nor 
was there a bad specimen among them. 

"This, indeed, was the great and gratifying feature 
of the whole show—that an ill-grown plant was not 
to be found. In former days fine plants were col- 
lected and so combined as to make a gay display, 
but they might have been compared to officers in 
full dress in front of a ragged regiment. Now, 
however, the rags have disappeared—there are no 
privates, but all wear full dress uniforms. And 

this it is which really proves the good effect upon 
the country of the ceaseless stimulus applied to 

gardening by the Horticultural Society. Not only 
has the highest*kind of gardening been promoted, 
but bad gardening is ashamed to appear; it may 
be said, indeed, hardly to exist near the metropolis, 
except in some favoured situation under the auspices 
of an ancient man who tenaciously clings to the 
routine of the “ middle ages” of gardening. 

he Heaths were in capital order, but the growers 
ruin their collections by the sameness of the 
varieties ; and unless more pains are taken to cul- 
tivate the rare and varied forms that are now so 
seldom seen, this part of the Exhibition will cease 
to be attractive, be the skill of the gardener never 
80 great. 

The show of Fruit was unworthy such a country 
as England ; the best of it, indeed, was excellent, 
and was suitably rewarded, but much was indif- 
ferent; and the obstinacy with which gardeners 
Continue to send it in an unripe state met with its 
deserts, by their contributions being excluded from 
consideration, as we foretold would be the case. 
The perseverance with which one person maintained 
the ripeness of his sour Grapes was quite amusing, 
and, considering his disappointment, pardonable 
enough ; for the fruit itself was fine. We trust, 
however, that the Judges will not flinch from their 
duty of passing by unripe fruit, and that the growers 
will learn in time to distinguish: between vinegar 
and sugar. 

Of novelty there was little, Messrs. Verrcu as 
usual were the most successful exhibitors under 
that head; but their Rhod gardenioid 
though sweet-scented, is a dingy thing, and the 
Eranthemum yariabile is but a third-class plant, 
though pretty. Oncidium phy hil was 
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Brassia. The finest specimen, beyond all com-, aud I fear you will pronounce that these leaves are 

parison, was Sir Groner SrauNToN's spotted|blighted by the murrain” They were brought to 

Cyrtopod (Cyrtopodium punctatum), which was 
probably the most remarkable plant ever brought to 
a publie exhibition. It is fully described in the 
detailed account of the meeting, to be found in 
another column. It received the large reward of a 
Gold Medal, and it deserved the prize. 

A drunken gardener was turned out of the 
garden early in the morning, and as he was thus 
sufficiently disgraced we forbear to give his name, 
inthe hope that it will be a lesson for his future 
guidance. 

Tue establishment of a New Botanic Garden at 
Cambridge, which we long since announced, appears 
to have been attended by the usual difficulty in 
such cases—the want of funds sufficient to render it 
efficient. The authorities who keep the key of the 
University strong box, or manage its Exchequer, 
seem inclined to withhold their aid ; and if it should 

be found impossible to induce them to relent, it is 
expected that a public subscription will be opened 
for raising the necessary funds. 

The following paper was circulated last week in 
Cambridge :— 

The Undersigned, being anxious that the University 

should enjoy the full advantage offered by the site that 

has been obtained for the New Botanic Garden, invite 

Members of the Senate to meet at the House of the 

Philosophical Society, on Tuesday next, the 12th inst., 

at 2 o'clock, to consider whether some plan may not be 

devised for securing this objeet. 
Tur MASTER or TRINITY. 

N or ELY 

Ww 
GEO. 

In compliance with this invitation, a meeting of 
Members of the Senate took place atthe house of 
the Philosophical Society on Tuesday the 12th inst., 
and the Master of Trinity having been called to 
the chair, the following resolutions were passed 
unanimously :— 

I.—That the New Botanie Garden should be con- 

structed upon a scale adequate to meet the demands of 

| Modern Science. 
IL—It appears that a very considerable sum of 

Money will be requisite to complete and support a 

Botanic Garden of the dimensions required. 

III.—This Meeting believing that the University are 

desirous that the New Garden should be laid out on 

such a scale as may meet the demands of Modern 

Science, it is proposed that a Deputation be formed to 

wait on the Vice-Chancellor, to enquire of him what 

may be the resources likely to be fortheoming on the 

part of the University for securing and supporting such 
a Garden. 

IV.—That the Deputation consist of Dr. Paget, the 
Professor of Botany, Mr. Williamson, Mr. Smith (of 

Caius), and Mr. Babington : and that the Chairman of 

the present Meeting be requested to call another Meet- 
ing, by adjournment, on Tuesday next. 

he deputation has our best wishes. The result 
of it we shall duly report, We cannot suppose that 
the University will refuse substantial assistance ; 

we are confident, at least, that the noble Duke who 
now holds the office of Chancellor will support the 

views ofthe meeting, for no one knows the value of 

such institutions better than his Grace. But if, 

unhappily, the application to the Vice-Chancellor 
should prove abortive, we shall then look without 

alarm to the liberality of the truly great men who 
call Cambridge their Alma Mater. 

We are not about to revive the Porato question ; 

that is unnecessary ; for those who would listen to 
advice, and were capable of understanding the value 

òf evidence, have taken such precautions as their 

means would admit ; while others, upon whom facts, 
experience, and reasoning are alikethrown away have 
followed their own devices. In either case it is now 
too late to do more than point out one circumstance 

which still may prevent a part of the disasters that 
are to be anticipated. 

That the new Potato crop will suffer greatly 
under various circumstances is beyond a doubt. 

It is too certain that the small losses sustained in 

pits and forcing-houses are now to be experienced 
on a grand scale in our gardens and fields, unless 
indeed such assertions as those which Lord GEORGE 
Bentinck and Mr. Saw have made in one House 

of Parliament and as a Noble Duke is reported to 

be preparing for the other, should root out the 

Potato murrain as effectually as they have suc- 

ceeded in destroying all confidence in the judgment 
of violent party-men. 

To the daily accumulating evidence of the un- 

much finer than either, for it bore a great panicle of | 
flowers which looked as if they belonged to a' 

of the cro, out of doors, we have to add 

the following striking instance :— ; 
* The enclosed I send you for your inspection, 

me on Saturday from Writtle in this county ( Essex), 

from plants forced on a heap of stable dung; but 
not much, as you will infer by their being but 
little in advance of the sets in the natural soil. I 

did not hear whether the tubers were yet of any 

size, or even formed. My informant stated that 
some plants, in a more forward stage, had all 

assumed the worst appearances of last year. The 
leaves and stalks are quite black and cankered to 
the ground.” 

Such will of course be the condition of the Potato 
crop in other cases, during the coming season. 
Happy the men whose fields are blighted now; 

for they may plough them up and grow something 
else. ‘We need not say that the evil once declared 
thus early is irremediable. But as it may be most 
generally expected in July and August, when the 
Potato haulm has nearly completed its growth, it is 
as well to state at once that mowing down the 
haulm the instant the disease appeared in a district 
had last year the effect of saving the crop. The 
quantity of Potatoes was of course greatly dimi- 
nished, but such as it was they were found to keep. 

There is, however, this difficulty, that if the 

cutting down is delayed too long disease appears 
with its usual virulence, and that we know too 

little of the early symptoms to judge with certainty 
when to ply the sickle. Hence the conflicting 

assertions that are to be found upon this, as upon 

so many other points connected with the Potato 
murrain. 

The fact, however, is as we have given if, and 

we trust that those who shall unhappily be afflicted 

by the coming visitation will be successful in apply- 

ing the remedy before it is too late. 

We are confident that all classes of Society will 
join with us in congratulating the GARDENERS’ 

Benevotent IssTrTUTION on the prosperous state 
ofits finances. It appears from the account just pub- 
lished that the Trustees have 25 pensioners on their 

ist, 17007. in the funds, and a subscription income of 
about 6007. a-year. We earnestly hope that those 
means will be much increased. No class of men 

ministers so largely to the enjoyment of sociéty 
as gardeners, none have so much expected from 
them, none are more badly paid. They are required 
to have the education and appearance of at least a 
farmer, and they have often not the wages of a 
footman. 

We do not quarrel with the regulations of the 

world. On the contrary we have always main- 
| tained that a publie journalist has no right to 
| enquire into or interfere with the arrangements 

between a master and his servants. It is mere 

impertinence in him to do so ; and when he does 

he only injures those whom he pretends to serve, 
while his true object is to serve himself. Many 
worthy persons have fancied that we have deserted 
the gardeners’ cause when we have refused to mix 
it up with the question of pounds, shillings, and 
pence ; but we know the world better than they, and 

| we must persevere in our course, however much 
[unponplenty the refusal may produce. Gardeners 
| are too much injured by false friends—perhaps well 
| meaning ones—to aiford that their real advocates 

should increase their difficulties by disgusting those 
from whom their wages flow. 

But we may say, without offence to.any one, that 

it is very desirable for those who enjoy the ser- 

vices of gardeners when in health aud youth, to do 

something to sustain them when in adversity ; and 

we once more urgently beseech our friends to use 

| the Gardeners’ Benevolent Institution as the means 

through which their charity shall bedispensed. Most 
deserving,we will even add pitiable, cases are before 

the committee, and the rich man’s guinea cannot be 

placed in more fitting hands. Thousands are an- 

nually collected for hospitals, intended to alleviate 

the sufferings produced too often by men’s vices ; 

how much stronger is the claim of an institution 

which only steys in to the relief of worthy men of 
excellent character when bowed down by the in- 

firmities incident to old age. 
. If this charity were but supported in real 

earnest it would confer a greater amount of good 
than the world can easily believe possible ; and we 

do hope that this appeal will be productive of some 
solid effect. We shali be most ready to forward any 
subscriptions that may be entrusted to us. 
We observe that the Committee propose to make 

some alterations in the management ot the Society’s 
funds ; for they have given notice that, at the next 

half-yearly meeting, the following motion will be 

submitted for consideration : — * That no further 
sum or sums of money be funded than the amount 

of donations or life subscriptions, in accordance with 

No. 16 of the Society's regulations, without the 

!consideration of the general body.” In this we 

* 
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partly or entirely filled with water so as to cover 
the flue, and it may be covered when the air is too damp 
by any kind of lid, or by a roll of coarse canvas. 
This would save a great deal of heat which is now 
wasted, and render unnecessary one tier of the pipes at 
east. 

[May 16, 

within 2inches of the boiler. It has no back to it or 
sides, and can be removed at pleasure. Projecting 
2 inches from it to the front are four iron ons 
zegt a couple of fire bricks on when the front is to be 
closed. 

b b bb, is the neck of the furnace ; it is 10 inches 
square: it is 16 inches from where the furnace begins 
to incline inwards, at each of its four faces; it is 
18 inches from the opening for the grate, and exactly 
24 inches from the floor of the grate (x), upon which 
the fuel rests ; below this there is the ash-pit, 6 inches, 
making 2 feet 6 inches, the lower portion of which for 
l4inches up is a square of 15 inches, from which it 
gradually diminishes at each of its four faces to 10 inches 
at its neck. The front line of this neck is about 
43 inches inside the feeding mouth at c. 
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think the Committee are right. Annual donations 
should be applied to annual relief, and not hoarded. 
Donations and casual receipts will form a fund quite 
large enough to fall back upon in time of difficulty. 

The following is a plan of a boiler intended purposely 
toremedy some of the defects I have named. Every 
particle of fuel burnt in it must give a return to the 

SELECT PLANTS FOR BEDDING OUT, &c. IN 
FLOWER-GARDENS. 
(Continued from page 301.) 

12. Phlox Drummondi formosa. (Wood's variety).— 
"This is by far the most beautiful variety that has yet 
been raised. It is a half-hardy annual, but only per- 
manently continued by cuttings, being liable to degene- 
rate from seed, growing from 6 to 12 inches in height 

I think “The Captain? will do a tenth more work 
than any boiler yet in use, or the same work at a tenth 
ess cost of fuel, which in large establishments will 
amount to hing iderable at the end of a 

It differs from all others now in use, not only in 
shape, but in principle. I now proceed to give the 

under proper management, requiring a cool g » 
with protection from frost in winter, and succeeding 
well in equal portions of friable yellow loam (or garden 
soil) and highly fermented leaf-mould, or manure, with 
the addition of a sixth part of white sand, producing a 

imensions of its several parts, These can, of course, 
e enlarged or diminished, to suit any size or range of 

buildings. The letters of reference are the same in succession of bright rosy crimson flowers from June 
until October. Though a plant of the easiest culture, 
a close attention is required to obtain an early vigorous 
growth, by shortening its leading shoots, and unless due 
caution is observed in raising a young stock from 
healthy plants, and restricting them from blooming, its 
excessive fertility soon renders its increase impractica- 
ble. It is invaluable for a small parterre or flower-bed, 
or for individual effect in borders. I have obtained a 
remarkably vigorous growth, and proportionate bloom, 
in this plant, by adding large flakes of dried manure to 
the soil in which it was planted. With these recom- 
mendations, it has often been a matter of surprise with 
me that we do not oftener meet with it in our gardens. 

13. Fuchsia pumila, or General Tom Thumb.—This 
is one of the best varieties for bédding, being neat, 
erect, and compact in habit, growing from 12 to 18 in. 
in height, and producing a profusion of rich crimson 
pendent blossoms, contrasting well with its small dark- 
green leaves, which give it the appearance of an eyer- 
green variety. 

14, Stachys inodora.—This is one of the best plants 
of its class, greatly superior to S. coccinea, and prefer- 
able to S. speciosa. It is a hardy perennial, but requir- 
ing in common with most other profuse blooming plants, 
an annual renewal by divisions, or by cuttings. It is 
readily trained to a neat and compact habit of growth, 
producing numerous spikes of rich flame-coloured 
flowers, from 9 inches to 2 feet in length, during August, 
September, and October. 
required, this is a valuable and interesting plant for 
large beds, or for single specimens in borders. 

15. Antirrhinum majus pictum (syn. “ Iveryanum”). 
—The merit of this genus for decoration is too generally 
known to require comment; but the picturesque cha- 
racter of this variety is worthy of special notice. 
gardens abound with a host of seminal varieties, 
amongst which we must admit A. splendens, Fowleii, 
luteum, Supreme, and several others, as exeeptions to the 
many inferior ones which claim an undeserved regard. 
The present one is much superior to all I have yet seen 
in its brilliantly-contrasted colours. 

There are, however, several inferior varieties. The 
subjectin question is distinguished by an ingly 
rich crimson ground colour, with the external part of 
the throat of a pure white. 
in height, and is easily cultivated in any soil. 
tinues long in bloom, and forms a very beautiful effect 

i N 

each of the figures. 
a, is an opening for the grate and ash-pit, 

15 inches square by 12 inches high. movable iron 
grate (z) is placed inside of this space, the bottom or 
floor of which is just 6 inches from the bottom of the 
boiler. It stands on four legs (y), and it has two front 
bars, 2 inches apart, the highest of which comes to 

c c € c, the feeding mouth for putting in the fuel ; 
it is 15 inches broad, by 12 inches high, having a tight 
filling door, e e. 

d d, is the farther end of the boiler, and the com- 
mencement of the flue; it is 10 inches square, and 
24 inches from the back line of the neck of the fur- 
nace, b b. 

€ e e e, is the door drawing in and out, as shown 
in the plan ; it has its top and sides inclined, to fit the. 
Shape of the boiler completely when pushed in close. 

The lower line is horizontal. 
fis the blower, to regulate the 
draught. It is very simple, but 
may give place to a more scien- Fig. 1. 

{te EA 

$ tific method, if desired, although 
it would be quite as effectual in 
practice as any now in use, and 
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in large groups or beds, or as single sp s o 
genus of plants is perhaps equal in neatness of habit 

m Sand and brilliancy of colour to 
for adding a rich and ornamental effect. to the front of 
large shrubberies and borders. i i 
being a new plant. 
ears ago, but it has now nearly disappeared from our 

collections for more novel but not better kinds. 
of our newer varieties of plants remind me of Napo- 
leon's answer to an inferior officer, who in offering his 
services to reach an object to which the stature of the 
former was unequal, remarked, “Sire, allow me, I am 
a greater man than you.” “A taller, a taller,” replied 
the Emperor hastily, “not a greater,”— William Wood, 
Pine-apple Place. 

NEW BOILER FOR HORTICULTURAL 
PURPOSES. 

Avruovcu the Polmaise system can never supersede, 

in my opinion, a well-arranged hot-water apparatus, I 

am far from thinking that the latter has attained its 

greatest perfection. n 

some is uselessly expended on the surrounding walls 

and briek-work of a furnace, in all’ those boilers in 

which the fire is outside them ; and in every boiler yet 
in use that I have seen, an immense loss of heat takes 
place in the ash-pit, and a still greater loss up the 
chimney. 
planned and constructed badly, constantly a source 

of apnoyance, until at last 
discarded and voted a nuisance, 

is burnt to waste, 
were to cut off his finger or his hand because he had a 

sore on it, tt 

endeavour to find out a remedy for the evil. j 

they are frequently made, lose half their heat by being 

laced with one face next a wall and another face 

resting on the floor, leaving only the 

saces to throw off heat into the house. 

amallest of their defects. 

at their joints and g ving forth deleterious gases. 

all these and other faults may be remedied easily enough 

by having the flue of thin metal running in a trough an 

inch larger than it all round.“ The trough may be kept 

i; 
work, These pipes are both fixed tothe top of the | 

Where variety of effect is much more simple. 1t has four 
r holes g near its top, to hang on 

two hooks in the boiler ; by using 
either of these holes the space be- 
low for the admission of air to the 
under side of z is enlarged or 

Our diminished. 
h h, are the two fire bricks 

s which rest on the four brackets 
from 2, and should fill up the 
space exactly before the fire bars 
to the boiler j k. The flow pipe 
j is just over the furnace. k is 
the return pipe. 

These pipes, and also those pro- 
ceeding from them through the 

It grows from 1 to 2 feet houses, are square, 4 inches in dia- 
It con- meter, and will therefore expose 

a one-third more radiating surface 
T than round pipes of the same dia- 

d | e s | meter, and of course require one- 
third less piping to do the same 

A. pictum is far from Bene end 
I remember it being grown 14 Fi ^ 
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Much heat is still thrown away ; 
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Flues, also, are, in consequence of being £ zi 
a 

they are altogether j! J 
and thus fuel h h | | 

This is about as wise as ifa man VT TT AAA VAM 
q T T 

To me it appears a much better course to d y 
Flues, as | 

E D é bm. 
wo 

This is the| | REZIO1N. s 
They are constantly opening | s | 

ow, | 
Z is the commencement of the flue, 10 inches diameter 

i l ly difference being that the pipe y has To derive all the advantage of the fuel consumed, the 
Visite chet just ofa the source of heat ; | flue should always pass through one or all of the houses. ‘the "advantage of being j 
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In * The Captain,” less heat will escape by the flue than 

with other boilers, because the heat from the furnace 
will strike directly under the flow-pipe, as seen in 

ig. 1, and then it must pass through the boiler 2 feet 

more before it reaches the flue. 1t will pass chiefly 
along the upper surface directly under the pipes, which 

surface is purposely made descending, thereby detain- 

ing the heat as long as possible inside the boiler, as 

heat descends with difficulty. Notwithstanding the 

ad ges of this g t there will always be an 
immense quantity of heat pass into the flue, as soon as 
the fuel has become ignited throughout, which will gene- 

rally be towards morning, when it is least desirable to 
throw the heat away. To save this, I have in the 

accompanying plan of “The Captain ” shown how the 

ue is to be brought inside the house without the possi- 

bility of damage ; m is a thin metal trough, 12 inches 

Square, open at top ; the flue (also of thin metal) passes 

through this, being clear of it all round, This trough 

is to be wholly, or in part filled with water as required, 

and a cover of some kind (w), or even a roll of coarse 

Canyas, to be used when wanted. The trough should 

be a little clear of the floor, in order that the heat from 

it may be given out from all its faces. If this flue ‘be 

Made quite straight through the houses, the cleaning of 

it out (it not being intended to return, the chimney 

being placed at the far end), will be a very easy matter. 

The sweeper may commence at either end, and draw 

or push the soot to either opening with any of the in- 

struments at present in use in any ordinary chimney, 
From a to o, the height of the boil s 3 feet 10 in. 

From o to p, the length of ditto, 4 
From n ton, andn tog, breadth of front is 19 in., and of side. 
The space all round the boiler, and at top and bottom, 

for water, is generally two inches only, except where 
the sides and top of the furnace slope in, when it be- 
comes rather more: It is not in the boiler-house that 

a large quantity of heated water is wanted. rr ris 

a space of three inches all over and around the boiler 
in every direction, except under it (and it may be under 
it too) for sawdust or any non-conducting material ; the 
masonry is outside of this. ssss is masonry. This 

may be of any thickness ; in the sketch it is only 43 
Inches, or half-b , except where the boiler rests upon 
the wall of the houses, where it is 9 inches thick. 
¿ttis water of the boiler, all round the fire in every 
direction, except the feeding-mouth and ash-pit. y yis 

a stone slab, resting on the sawdust above the boiler, 
with holes 4 inches square, for the pipes to pass through. 

Fig. lisa side view, showing the wall of the house, 
the boiler passing through it, and the flue in its trough, 
&e. —the latter may be brought outside of the houses at 
any part of its progress, if inconvenient to other 
arrangements ; placing the chimney where it comes out, 
with a damper, &e. Fig. 2 is the front view, without 

the masonry, &e. in front. Fig, 3shows * The Cap- 
tain ” completed, except the blower, which can be hung 
high or low, as the draught requires, e will con- 
tinue to draw well after it is choked up with the ashes 
of the fuel consumed. At the last making up of the 
fires at night, rake out the whole fire to within 6 inches 
of the bottom, then add 18 inches deep of fresh fuel, and 

give a brisk draught for half-an-hour or longer, till the 
~ Whole is thoroughly ignited ; then set your draught or 

lessen it, to last out the night, according to the sort of 
uel used. A portion of coke or cinders, or the “ coal 
balls” described by me at page 149, may be used in 
Various proportions with other fuel. It will require a 
little’extra attention at first, till the amount of draught it 

takes is ascertained, which of course will differ with 

different kinds of fuel, There must be a damper in 
the chimney at the further end, and when fresh fuel is 
added a portion may be heaped up from 5 to d, fig. 1st, 

which will enable the gardener to increase his draught 
to any extreme required without wasting heat, for the 
fuel from 6 to d; will absorb the extra heat completely 
on its way to the flue, and by it be rendered fit for im- 
Mediate combustion when raked down into the furnace 
Inits turn. The tools required are a poker, a hoe, and 
a shovel with a narrow blade, the two latter having 
ron handles instead of wood. In increasing its dimen- 
Sions for greater work, I should not recommend its 
being increased in depth. The one in the plan is 24 
inches from the bars on which the fuel rests to the top 
of the neck, which is deep enough for any size, except 
the very largest. In lessening its dimensions as much 
as 4 or 6 inches may be taken off, making the furnace 
about 20 inches deep, and 10 to 12 in diameter at bot- 
tom,which diameter it should keep for 14 inches upward, 
efore its sides incline inward, as in the present plan. 
hatevér the dimensions of the furnace may be, the 

Space for the water all round it should remain the same, 
viz., 2 inches ‘only, The boiler may be made round 
instead of square or angular by those who prefer it.— 
H.J. D. 

ENTOMOLOGY. 
, Treura MACULOSA (the Spotted Garden Gnat).—YThe 

history of the Cabbage Crane-fly has been already given,* 
and having long suspected that there were at least two 
distinct species of these destructive grubs, I placed two 
kinds in flower-pots, with some tufts of Grass, and after 
failing for several years, I at last had the satisfaction of 
Yearing the smaller ones, and found they were the off- 
Spring of T. maeulosa. These larvee are of the same 
dirty earth-brown colour as those of T. oleracea ; but 

ey are only -fourths of an inch long, and as thick 
um large crowquill (fig. 1); they are wrinkled, and 
NE en at rest they contract themselves, drawing in the 
dead aud thoraci ments, so that this portion looks 

s! Chronicle, vol. i, p. 612. * Tipula olera 

more like the anal extremity ; the animal, is able, how- 

ever, to thrust out its head and crawl along very well, 

although it is destitute of feet; the head is small, 
brown, and furnished with two black jaws, short an- 

tennee, an believe minute palpi, which is not the 

usual structure of larvæ that change to dipterous flies ; 

two vessels of a pale colour are visible down each side 

of the back, and one in the centre 5 the tail is furnished 

with two divarieating hooks, and two short teeth between 

them ; the stern being truncated (fig. 2), which will 

readily distinguish the larva from that of T, oleracea ; 
it has two large spiracles, with two tubercles below, and 

two fleshy masses, which are capable of great dilatation, 

and assist it essentially in walking. 

In the spring these larvee change to pupz in the 

earth ; they are about the same length as the larvae, 

but scarcely so stout, and of the like dirty colour ; the 

head and thorax are defined, the latter haying a short 

slender horn projecting on each side; the wings are 

| small but distinctly visible, as well as the legs which 
are placed between them ; there is a spiny elevated 

line on either side of the abdomen, each segmen 

having a transverse row of minute spines above, an 

five larger ones beneath ; the penultimate joint is sur- 

rounded by six longer spines and two small ones, and 

the apex produces a large conical process above, and a 

shorter’ one beneath (fig. 3). 
ies are abundant in May aud June in meadows, 

gardens, fields, hedges, and especially on the sea coast. I 

remember haying seen multitudes once on the sand banks 

in the Isle of Portland in the middle of May, also inthe Isle 

of Wight ard on the coast of Suffolk, and I bred several 

last July. The truth is that there must be either two or 

three broods in the year, or a constant succession of 

the flies, although the spring may be the season when 

the greatest number are hatched, but that will vary 

with the temperature ; and I am also inclined to believe 
that many other species of this genus are} equally 

destructive in the garden ; but the larvae so greatly 

resemble each other that it will be only by a better 
knowledge of these insects, to be acquired only by 
breeding them, that we shall be able to ascertain the 

truth. Certainly I do not remember to have seen the 

Tipula maeulosa in my garden near London, but the 

. quadrifaria, an allied species, was very abundant 

there, as well as a larva so similar to the one before 
us that I cannot, in the absence of living specimens for 
comparison, detect any difference. 

H 

T. maculosa of Hoffmannsegg is a pretty Gnat, not 
quite half an inch long; but the wings expand one inch. 
The male is of a fine yellow colour, the black horns are 
longer than the thorax, and taper ; they are 13-jointed ; 
the first joint is elongated ; the second small and eup- 
shaped, all the others are elliptical, with a few bristles 
at the base of each, excepting the apical one, which is 
very minute; head with a large black patch on the 
crown $ forehead conical, with a little black dot on each 
side ; the face forming a cylindrical rostrum, with a 
hairy beak, bearing a black spot on the top ; the palpi 
are longish and black; the eyes are hemispherical and 
black, but there are no ocelli; the thorax is marked 
with three black stripes down the back, the central one 
the shortest, and the sides are spotted with black ; the 
scutel has a black dorsal stripe; the abdomen is linear 
and obtuse, with a row of black spots down the back, 
and smaller brown ones on the sides ; the wings divari- 
eate or rest horizontally on the body; they are of a 
smoky-yellow tint, the costa is yellow, there are an 
areolet, two little stigmatic cells, and seven apical ones; 
balancers brown and capitate ; six long black legs, very 
slender and tapering ; base of thighs pale yellow, and 
of shanks yellowish-brown, The female is rather larger, 
the horns are shorter; the abdomen is fusiform ; the 
apex acuminated, and furnished with two fine sharp 
lateral valves, and a smalier central one ; (fig. 4, the 
female.) The eggs, which are seattered by the female, 
are intensely black, but dull, oval, and spoon-shaped 
(fig. 5) 5 this, however, might arise in my specimens 
from their not being fertile. 

Some idea may be formed from the following data of 
the mischief committed by this insect. On the 23d of 
April I found the grubs at the roots of my Peas. On 
the 29th some had eaten off trusses of flowers in the 
Strawberry beds, close to the crown, retiring after- 
wards just beneath the surface of the earth, and I think 
it was the same or the larvee of T. oleracea which used 
|to cut through the runners of the same plants. The 
first week in May they were not uncommon among the 
roots of the Lilacs and under tufts of Grass. On the 
28th of the same month I observed some recently 
transplanted Lettuces drooping, and on examination I 

found the roots separated from the crown a little below 

the surface, and close by were these grubs, which are 
difficult to detect, owing to their colour and their re- 
maining quite motionless when disturbed. The end 
of July they were eating the roots of Dahlias, Carna- 
tions, and various flowers ; and the 7th of August they 

infested some Potato ground with the T. oleracea larvee, 
after which I lost sight of them. 

Lime-water will not kill them, and the only mode I 

have been able to adopt with any success has been to 
search round sickly plants, and dig up all that have 

been killed by thent, and destroy the culprits ; but this 

must be done speedily, otherwise they will soon decamp 

to feast upon other plants. I should think watering 

with brine, nitrate of soda, or perhaps strong liquid 

manure, would keep them from our crops.— Ruricola. 

THE AMATEUR GARDENER. 
On Stues AND Snatis.—Passing through King Wil- 

liam-street this spring, I observed a splendid brass 

plate at the door of one of its spacious buildings, bear- 

ing this inscription :—“ Office for extirpating all kinds 

of Vermin.” As I presume this comprehensive notice 

includes all pests which erawl or ereep, whether rural 

or metropolitan, I am surprised the Society is not very 

popular. The Gardeners’ Chronicle might save much 

type and paper every week, and the editor much trouble, 

if this patent mode of destroying insects were adopted. 

Perhaps the subject will be soon taken into considera- 

tion by the Royal Agricultural and Horticultural So- 

cieties, and an invention so very important to gardeners 

brought out of its obscurity. 
But, joking apart, knowing no royal or patent mode 

of extirpating things which inerease and multiply every 

ay, we must proceed by ordinary methods, endeavour- 

ing to find out that which is best. To begin with snails 

and slugs. By the former, I mean those with shells, 

and by the latter, those which are not provided with 

such an accommodation. Both kinds are very rapaci- 

ous, and commit sad havoc in a little time, if their in- 

roads are not watched. Snails do not burrow, and 

therefore they are more easily caught. Look for them 

during the winter in the chinks of walls, and the hollows 

of the roots of old trees. If you have Ivy in your 

garden, you will find that it is their favourite resort for 

hybernating, and there you will seldom look in vain. I 

once collected half a bushel of snails from a wall which 

had been covered with Ivy for many years. The fact 

is, these creatures increase very fast in the autumn, 

when the productionsfof the garden being beyond their 

power of doing them much injury, they are allowed to 

crawl with impunity in the rank vegetation. The first 

frosts drive them to their winter quarters, and you will 

find them in large masses, sometimes looking like con- 

glomerate or plum-pudding stone. The winter, there- 

fore, should never be allowed to pass without a search 

being instituted, so that they may be taken in their re- 

treats collectively, by which much loss of time, and 

much vexation, may be prevented in spring. 

In gardens of moderate size, hand-picking is recom- 

mended as the surest mode of keeping under both slugs 

and snails. This may be done in the day-time when 

the weather is moist. In the kitchen-garden you will 

find the enemy at the stems of Lettuces and Cabbages, 

and in the flower-garden among the Box, or at the edges 

of the turf which skirts the beds. Practice will tell 

you where to look, and an experienced eye will allow 

but few to escape, provided time enough is given to the 

work. As slugs burrow in the ground, it will be ne-- 

cessary to trap them. This is done by strewing Cab-- 

bage leaves on the spots they frequent, or where their 
ravages are to be feared. Hand-picking and trapping 
will soon relieve you from the feats which sometimes 

invade the amateur, when in early spring all his handy- 

works are th d with d i In a smal 

garden they may be, and ought to be nearly extirpated, 

and when we see such little spots covered with the 

slimy traces of this foe, we conclude that carelessness 

has secured them an impunity, and favoured their 

But what is to be done with the guilty parties when 
they are in safe custody? This question has sorely 
perplexed many gardeners, especially those of the 
gentler sex. Ladies do not like killing (one TS 
excepted), and such substantial thing: Tajla: 
despatched easily. Slugs have a hide which, 

skin of a rhinoceros, will resist the trend. 1 

foot, If you keep ducks, the matter is i ed, 

for they will eat all you give theme t$ et 1s to 

see a large snail, shell and all, making js. v don. 

the distended neck of a duck. The most y... etful war j 
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is to get your gardener to tread on them, if you can- 
mot do it yourself, though it is astonishing how soon 
the most squeamish will avail themselves of this sum- 
mary way, if they are troubled by snails in their gardens. 

1 have known persons whose gardens are bounded by 
green fields, throw all slugs and snails over the walls, 
to regale themselves at the expense of their neighbours. 
This is mani‘estly a breach of the golden rule ; besides, 
our objee: should be to lessen the number of injurious 
insects in our country. Ifthe ground of the farmer is 
infested with these creatures, neighbouring gardeners 
will not escape. The walls will be surely, though slowly 
scaled, and the foe will return to the scene of his former 
pleasures.— H. B. 

CONSTRUCTION OF FORCING HOUSES. 
Tr has been a matter-of surprise to me, that amidst 

e for improvement exhibited by all classes of 

CULTURE OF HORSE-RADISH. 
Roast-Bexr being identified with our history as a 

national peculiarity, H lish as an pani 
to it, is likely, as long as we exist as a nation, to be 
largely in demand. The quantities always to be found 
in Covent-garden market is proof of this; but it is also 
proof of something more. It shows that those who 
live by supplying the market find it necessary to culti- 
vate it, and to produce the root in a very different state 
from that usually found in private gardens. Mr. Knight, 
no mean authority on these matters, was fully sensible of 
this when he direeted the attention of the Horticultural 
Society of London to the subject, by a communication 
which appeared in the first volume of their Transactions; 
other papers have subsequently made their appearance 
in different publications. Still we find little progress 
made in regard to the production of a better and more 
useable article. This may in part be attributable to 

ti growth of the root itself, in almost any à x 3 ciety, and certainly not least among h ists, 
ttention should not have been paid to the structure 

oreing houses. The heating of them has had, and 
still holds, a large share of interest ; but very little has 
been said, and less done, for improving their construc- 
tion. The only writer, so far as I am aware, who has 

hing to attain this end is Mr. Paxton ; but 
been fora long time silent on this impor- 

ject. Ibeg, therefore, to call attention to the 
advantages derivable from the adoption of the ridge and 
furrow instead of the lean-to roof ; I am not aware, ex- 
cepting in one or two instances, of any place where 
forcing has been attempted in a ridge and furrow house, 
although there are many for the growth of plants; but 
as it has been done with the best results, I have more 
confidence in bringing the subject before your readers, 

nie. 
situation, and gard may have i it beneath 
their notice, as we may fairly presume from the con- 
tinued appearance of little distorted rootlets, quite a 
disgrace to the subject it is meant to garnish, in. 
stead of large succulent and pungent full grown 
stalks. This diserepaney may arise from the fact, 
that it has not attracted the attention of the gardener, 
from some cause or ancther, so much as it has that of 
the cook. Hence, the Horse-radish bed once made, is 
made for ever, The cultivation of it is out of the ques- 
tion. It never entered the head of the gardener that 
such was necessary ; he has always found the root in 
the same spot, perhaps for 20 years; he has seen his 
men burrowing day after day and year after year, an 

have been very injurious to them in so forward a state ; 
they are now in the healthiest condition possible, and 
the bloom perfect, the stand with which | gained “the 
first prize at the Maidstone Horticultural show, being 
greatly superior to any that were shown against it. 
The foliage is mostly very broad and crowded in the bed, 
although the bulbs were planted six inches apart every 

I have several leaves measuring 15 ins. long and 
5 ins. in breadth, of a very healthy green, without any 
appearance of spot or rust, which I noticed to be so 
prevalent in some of the best beds near the metropolis, 
—at Clapham-rise for instance. I am sorry to say that 
there are several collections in this part of the county 
very severely cut ; one bed in particular I have seen is 
lost nearly altogether.— 4n Amateur, Maidstone. 

Destruction of Insects.—The following is the result 
of some experiments which 1 have made this year with 
gas-water, as applicable to the destruction or removal 
of many of the noxious animals with which our gar- 
dens are, and have been, so unfortunately infested for 
many months past. I have tried it of various strengths, 
but I have reason to think that unless diluted in six 
times the quantity of pure water, i& cannot be applied 
without injury to vegetation. At this strength it ap- 
pears to be almost instantaneously destructive to snails, 
slugs,and earwigs,and drives away every species of worm, 
including that most destructive species known by the 
name of the-rook-worm. Ants will not remain where 
it has been used, but they only retire just beyond the 
influence of the effluvia. It may be objected that the 
smell is abominable, but this passes off quickly, while 
the effect underground remains; as I have had the 
soil turned up several days after the gas-water had been 

hour at a time, still they have been successful ; they applied, and found the smell nearly as strong as at first. 
In the first place, a more equal diffusion of the sun’s have found something which has passed for Horse-|Iam not as yet aware what influence the water may 

influence may be obtained from the ridge and furrow | radish. The cook has grumbled a hundred times to no | have upon fruit, if touched by it (as, for instance, the 
than any other description of building. My reason is | Purpose; the gardener declares there is plenty ; and of | Strawberry), after it is set.— C. 
this, a house fronting the south, that is, with the ridges the kind the bed to be sure yields annually a supply. A Good Trap for Wasps.—Open the windows and 
south aud north, inclining apward from front t» back, | It is, besides, the most untidy spot in the whole garden, | doors of your greenhouse (or dwelling) 2 or 3 inches, 
at the usual angle of a lean-to roof, say 28°, the angles the rubbish-yard not excepted. Why should this be? | and set within a plate of honey or molasses. The scent 
from the ridge to the valley will then be east and west, | There is no occasion for it, if a proper system of culti." will entice wasps to enter, and they will not find their 
thus presenting a surface to the direct ray of the | vation is pursued. The soil most eligible for the pro- way out.—A.—I perceive that you recommend the use of 
morning and evening sun, and at mid.day the rays of duction of Horse-radish in perfection is that which is | insect forceps for the destruction of wasps. This plan, 
the sun will strike the angle obliquely, thus producing light and friable, and of considerable depth, and if any |as you will find by a reference to page 330 of your 
a more equal temperature ; and the benefits arising | Part of the garden is damper than another, that should | volume for 1845, I 

ration of the sun’s influence, thus | be appropriated, but it should not be wet from stagnant | seasons ; and I need now only add, that another year’s from the longer dur 
distributed, will, I think, be appreciated by all. 
course of a eonver 
gardener to Lord Vernon, at Sudbury Hall, Derbyshire, 

In the water. In autumn let the ground be trenched 3 feet 

ing of good farm-yard manure ; let. it lie, rough, and 

s been adopted by me for several 

experience fully confirms the opinion of its efficacy, 
ion lately with Mr. Mitehell, late deep, turning down with the surface-soil a liberal dress- expressed in my former note.—7. G. S. 

Grass under Trees.—In answer to the inquiries on 
who has had the management of erecting and working | exposed to the weather, during winter; in spring, | this subject, I beg to inform your correspondent that, 
houses for early forcing on the ridge and furrow system, | When it should be planted, add a second dress-|by sowing nitrate of soda in small quantities in showery 
he stated, that in two houses alike in situation and | ing . of decomposed manure, turning it in 2 feet | weather under his trees, he will obtain a most beautiful 
aspect, and both shut close, the only difference being 
that the one was a ridge and furrow and the other a 
lean-to, he had observed the thermometer to rise in the 
morning 15° in the ridge and furrow house before it 
moved in the lean-to ; he also stated that Peaches did 
mueh better with less trouble than ever he had them in 
any other deseription of house. He was awarded the 
first prize for Peaches two seasons, at the Gardens of 
the Horticultural Society of London. Indeed, so much 
is he convinced of the superiority of the ridge and 
furrow that he will venture to assert they are better 
and have a far more ornamental appearance than an 
description of house that has come under his notice, 
Thus, my opinion is sufficiently backed up by ex- 
perience. 

deep. The whole of the manure will thus be 
2 feet or nearly so under the surface of the ground. In 
proceeding with the planting, first measure the ground 
into rows 18 inches and 4 feet apart alternately; stretch 
the line at the first row and remove the soil 18 inches 
deep in a narrow cut, and place it beyond the last row. 
Take pieces of the roots 6 inches long and place them a 
foot apart in the bottom of the trench. It is quite im- 
material which part of the root is planted, as every part 
grows, and that is sufficient for our purpose ; when this 
is done remove the line to the next row, and take this 
out as before, placing the soil over the first row planted, 
and so continue until the last row, when the soil taken 
out of the first will complete it, During the summer 
keep the ground well forked over and clear of weeds ; 

The next point to which I allude is, the forcing of | 2nd, to strengthen the plants, two or three supplies of 
Vines; and I think the ridge and furrow has decided 
advantages for this purpose. Suppose a house to be 
planted with Black Hamburgh Grapes, it is seldom de- 
sirable to have the fruit all ripe at once; on the con- 
trary, is it not better to have them in perfection as long 
as possible? Now with one Vine under the ridge and 
one under the furrow rafter, throughout the house, 
this object will be attained, as the heat will always be 
greatest in the angles under the ridge, and least under 
the furrow rafter ; consequently, the Grapes under the 
ridge will be considerably earlier than those under the 
furrow ; besides, a better distribution of the sun’s rays 
vill be secured for each Vine than under a plain/surface. 
The same advantage will be gained if the house is 
planted with various sorts, by keeping those requiring 
most heat, such as Museats, Frontignans, &c., under 
the ridges, and Hamburghs, Sweetwaters, &e., under 
the furrows. 

The next point is the economy of heat; it must be 
apparent that when the direct influence of the heat of 
the sun is maintained for a longer period during the 
day, in the same ratio will the demand for artificial 
heat be reduced ; thus a less amount of fuel will be 
necessary to keep up the required temperature, the 
night (if I may use the expression) being shortened. 

I have no doubt the expense of erection will be a 
question with many ; but from the calculation I have 
made, and I think I may claim some knowledge of the 
matter, it will not add more than 8/. to a common 

e 

manure water will be of great service, as the plant de- 
lights in moisture. When liquid manure is applied it 
should be given in sufficient quantities to reach the 
lowest roots. If thesé directions are carried out I have 
no hesitation in stating that in one season an article will 
be produced creditable to any garden. In taking up 
Horse-radish for use, a trench should be opened at one 
end of the double row, as deep as the lower roots, 
so that it may be taken up whole, and that a sufficient 
supply may be dug at one time to last for a month, as it 
may be kept in excellent preservation for a long time 
in sand in the root-room. It is scarcely possible to 
clear the ground entirely of every portion of the root, 
and whatever part is left amongst the soil is sure to 
grow. This, however, will be of no consequence, as 
the same ground may be continually apportioned to its 
culture ; but then the same system which has been here 
detailed must be again pursued, in order to {secure a 
continual supply in the same perfection. When this 
mode of culture is commenced for the first season, 
enough must be planted to last until the second autumn, 
when the succeeding crop will be fit for use.— Cochlearia 
Armoracia. 

Home Correspondence. 
Disease in Tulips.—The foliowing is some account 

of my Tulips, which are the admiration of everybody 
who has seen them. I planted the bulbs on the 13th 
Nov., 1845, the ground then being in a very moist state, 
Ii di ut on my irons, netting, and water- lean-to that would cost 1007. and I am d th 

advantages gained will far more than compensate for 
this difference, 

In conclusion, I may add that I have frequently, in 
looking at a range of forcing houses, been struck with 
the sameness of their appearance, for however varied 
the height or angles of the roofs, still there is the flat 

surface throughout ; now, by introducing a part, if not 
the whole, on the ridge and furrow style, the houses 

i tion to the 

proof covering, which with careful management kept the 
bed perfectly dry, until the plants appearedabove ground, 
when I perceived that about a dozen were cankered in 
a slight degree, which I believe has been very general 
this spring. I carefully cut away the diseased parts 
(even to the quick), and eventually arrested its pro- 
gress, exposing them to the full action of the sun and 
air. After they were a. little above the bed—say two 
inch d before the foliage began to expand, I gave would not only be improved in their adap 

purposes of foreing, but would have an ornamental 
pearance, a point which should not be lost sight of.— 

“mes Gray, Chelsea, 

the bed a thorough saturating with rain water, repeat- 
ing it again when the buds were above the foliage, ¢are- 
fully excluding the frost, which though not severe would 

verdure, Ihave used it under the Beech-trees in my 
grounds, and the Grass always looks green. Having 
succeeded so well on a small scale, I have now sown 
nitrate of soda amongst the long Grass in the planta- 
tions, which the cattle never would eat; I now find 
that the herbage is preferred to the other parts of the 
field, which have been marled, and is a very good pas- 
ture.—A Subscriber, Daneham. Your correspondent 
* M. M." seems to imagine that the leaves of the Larch 
furnish a manure for Grass, and this opinion is main- 
tained by the Scotch. It is true, that under Larches 
Grass grows, and that under the Scotch Fir it does 
not. But the reason of this is two-fold: Ist, the Larch 
being deciduous allows some sun to shine upon the 
Grass, which the Fir does not. 2d, the Larch throws 
its roots more horizontally, and thereby serves as a 
drain to the Grass, and lifts the sward up out of the 
wet gubsoil.—H. D. A. Inreply to * M. M." p. 304, 
who says his Grass “remains obstinately coarse," 
I would advise him, as a better remedy than Larch 
needles, to remove his turf, and then to place upon the 
surface from 2 to 4 inches in depth of gravel or sand, 
replacing the turf, which will look neat, and in the end 
be cheaper than digging it up and sowing afresh ; the 
turf will, in the course of a few months, become quite 
fine. His soil, I imagine, is too good to have fine turf. 
>H. H. 

Polmaise Heating.—In your Number of the 2d May 
there is an article on Polmaise heating signed “J. H. 
H. B. B—k,” making a comparison between that system 

and hot water pipes, in which it is stated that the “fire 
in the Polmaise stove is fed from the air of the house, 
which has already been warmed, and that this is partly 

essential to the success of the Polmaise system." Ag 

this assertion is contrary to fact, and may mislead Some 

of your readers, it is necessary to contradict it, In the 
Polmaise or Hayden's stove there is no communication 
between the fire-box and the air of the house ; the sup- 

ply of air to the fire-box is from the external air directly 
to itself, therefore any reasoning founded on such an 

assertion must fall to the ground, and the ingenious 
contrivance furnished by “J. H. H,” is unnecessary. 

The simplicity of the Polmaise system is one of its great 

advantages, rendering unnecessary flues or hot-water 

pipes, which are in other houses the medium used to 

heat the air ; in the Polmaise system the hot air is in- 

troduced at once to the house, a circulation being caused 

by opening the drain from the house to the hot air 

chamber at its lowest point, but in order to give a con- 
stant change of hot air, a supply is brought into the 
lowest part of the hot air chamber (from the external 

air), heated in the chamber, and then passes into the 
house, not direct but through the hot air chamber, and 
at such a temperature as the gardener wishes. In 
short, itis like the hot air blast iniron furnaces in place 

of the cold air as formerly used.— W. M., Stirling. 
[The mistake has been rectified by “J. H. H.” himself. 
See last week’s Number, p. 285.] 
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Pine Growing at Thornfield.—The following facts 
are the result of what I term a threefold advantageous 
mode of Pine culture ; for by it I can produce fine 
fruit with expedition, and with little labour. Almost 
everybody now, I presume, is favourable to the anti- 
mangling system, and are prepared to make the most of 
the matter stored up in the old stole, which is ready to 
Supply the wants of the sucker. Who, indeed, I would 
ask, would not seize on this gratuitous storehouse, and 
at once discard the root-mangling system? One or two 
good houses, having a pipe or tank for bottom-heat, 
might be turned to a better account by my system, than 
Several houses by the ordinary mode of cultivation, 
The Jamaica, with me, has produced two fruits on one 
Stem, 10 lbs. in weight, which is double that of any 
Single fruit ever produced from a maiden plant in the 

ght hood of M ter or Stockport. Thus has 
been achieved, at least in effect, what Mr. Barnes is 
Straining every nerve to accomplish. The following is 
a list of 12 Envilles grown at this place during these 
few years past. Only two or three of this sort are 
fruited here each season, on account of their inferior 
flavour compared with that of the Montserrat. Their 
Weights were—7 lbs. 8 oz. ; 7 lbs. 15 oz. ; 81bs. 8 oz. ; 
71bs. 12 02. ; 8Ibs. G oz.; 7 lbs. ; 8 lbs. ; 7 Ibs. 6 oz. ; 
Blbs. 10 oz. ; 91bs. ; 8 Ibs. 12 oz. ; and 8 lbs. 12 oz., re- 
Spectively. These weights are taken from a diary kept 
by the butler here, who books the Pines when taken 
into the house. Mr. Barnes inquires, “ to what weights 
have I grown Queens?” The black kinds, he states, 
May be grown to any size. Now, upon inquiry, I find 
that where the Queen and Jamaica have been grown 
together in this locality, the former in most cases has 
roved larger than the latter. y neighbour, Mr. 
ayward, has produced the Ripley Queen 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
eavier than the Jamaica. Mr. Adderley grows the 

old Queen and Jamaica of equal weight. Mr. Lodge, 
of Heaton Villa, informs me that he has produced the 
Queen upwards of 7 lbs. I have now in the Pine stove 
four fruits, of nearly equal age, swelling off : they con- 
Sist of an Enville 14 pips high, weighing about 3 Ibs. 
120z.; a Ripley Queen, 10 pips high, weighing about 

about 

7 pips, weighing 3 lbs. 4 oz. These are all 
planted out except the first. The Enville and Queen, 
to all appearance, will swell much larger ; and there is, 
moreover, every probability of eutting other two fruits 
from the Queen some time during the present year. 
These are good for this season of the year, but nothing 
beyond what has already been accomplished by others 
who have followed the same course as myself, and in 
Some instances I have been surpassed. The principal 
agents of success are light, heat, and moisture ; but the 
greatest and most important of these three is light. 

hoever cannot command a sufficiency of these three 
elements must lag behind. Young gardeners and ama- 
teurs who have commenced my system (at least in this 
locality) have succeeded nearly as well as myself—thus 
showing the simplicity, economy, and merits of a system 
destined ere long, I am persuaded, to triumph over 
the old method. With regard to expedition, I may 
Mention that a plant of the Jamaica is now showing two 
fruits very strong, whose former fruit was cut in 
August last ; another is showing two fruits, from which 
I cut one in September last; a third is showing two 
fruits, whose former fruit was only cut in February 
last ; a fourth is showing two fruits which ripened one 
in December last. I might proceed to some length, 
but I trust enough has already been said to show what 
May sometimes be accomplished under a good glass 
roof, with skilful management. If spared, I hope y 
to produce three fruits from one plant in about six 
months, which only a few years ago would have oceu- 
Pied a period of six years. Now, is not this expeditious 
Mode far preferable to our present systent?’—Joseph 
Hamilton, Thornfield, Stockport. 
Morels.—I do not know what growth Morels have 

Made in other parts of the kingdom this year, but we 
yesterday gathered, with many other fine ones, five, 
which weighed together no less than 2 lbs. 12 oz. But 

ts, I may observe, is quite a Morel country, from the 
ancient woods and plantations about us, which encou- 
Tage their growrh.—W. Mason, Necton, May 8. 

Weather Rules.—In reply to € G. W.” I beg to say 
that my observation respecting the wind at the time of 
the late vernal equinox was made in the immediate 
Neighbourhood of London (north side); 16 March, 
NM. Strong gales, and squally with rain; 17th, 18th, 

19th, and 20th, N, weather moderate and cloudy ; 
21st, SS blowing hard, with squalls of rain, and very 
Cold; 22d, 23d, and 24th, S.W., fresh breezes, with 
hail and rain. The observations for former years alluded 
E. in last reply were made in a village about seven miles 
us W. of London. It is no uncommon occurrence for 

e weather as well as the wind to be very different at 
the same time in different parts of our island, and this 
Occasionally happens, though more rarely, to the whole 
Season. It being warm and dry on one side, whilst it is 
old and wet on the other 5 so that the observations 
oth as to wind and weather, though opposite and 

Apparently contradicting one another, may each be cor- 
ct in its respective locality.—M. E. 4. 
The Romance of Gardening.—An able writer in 

Your columns once observed that an ingenious man 
ee experience little difficulty in writing a book on 
HE Eecentricities of Vegetable Life; " and I think 
May be said, with equal truth, there would be no 
e difficulty in compiling a similar one from notes 

ents, on the ** Romance of Gardening and Natural His- 
tory.” We have the ‘Romance of Life,” the 
** Romance of History,” and fifty other ** Romances :” 
then why not * The Romance of Gardening?” I trust 
I shall not be misunderstood. I havea full conviction 
of the benefits gardening, in common with all other 
sciences, has derived from good theory, well digested 
by practice, and cleared of its superfluous matters, and 
would be the last to give even the slightest hint caleu- 
lated in any way to check its full development. Some 
of the greatest improvements in our arts, our 
manufactures, in all that relates to our physical and, 
consequently, social and moral comforts, are, to speak 
figuratively, the kernels of rough and uninviting fruits 
(theories), divested of their thick and useless husks by 
the forecast and perseverance of minds gifted beyond 
the “ million? minds capable of observing the good 
concealed beneath the rough exterior—capable of infer- 
ing that the uninyiting subject— 

Wears yet a precious jewel in its head.” 

It rarely happens that thorough practical men are 
good theorists, and, vice versa. It requires a com- 
bination of the two to effect the ultimate object. 
The master-mind of the theorist must conceive, 
that of the practical man execute. But there are some 
men who will write, who will be theorists, without 
one real pretension to either, who ean only be 
compared to Pope’s young aspirant for literary hon- 
ours, who * Penn'd a stanza when he should engross.” 
The class of writers alluded to would do we'l to 
study and practice Bishop Butler’s excellent maxim 
—* Never to speak but when you have something 
to say.” But, “to our tale." I think no one can have 
failed to be struek with some very absurd articles which 
from time to time have appeared in the “ Home Cor- 
respondence.” As I have made no notes of them, I 
shall only allude to a few which I can at the moment 
recollect, but which I trust will be thought sufficient to 
illustrate the point in question, and to point out the 
character of the correspondence to which I allude. 
Thus one correspondent details with the utmost per- 
spicuity and gravity his system of cultivating Conifers 
during the first twelvemonths of the young plant’s 
growth, and would have us believe that at the close of 
that period his plants have attained such magnitude as 
to require a bushel pot to accommodate them comfort- 
ably. Another, equally sagacious, has succeeded in 
combating the effect of frost on his plants by burning 
pieces of rush-light in his frames. The originator of 
such a scheme ought surely to receive the acknow- 

lg ts oj hortieulturi: whom a subserip- 
tion should be set on foot to raise to him a monument 
In natural history, too, we have some excellent articles 
—the result of close observation. Weare told by one 
that he has seen the wonderful phenomena of a cat 
eating a raw Potato. Another, that a friend of his was 
actually obliged to destroy a magpie because it con- 
tinually flew at a particular window. And, to return 
to the subject of gardening, a writer, in a late Number, 
adyises those who would seeure good crops of Aspara- 
gus to bare the crowns of their plants and allow them 
to be well frozen up, thereby greatly increasing the 
produce !— G. 

Potato Crop.—Although you are probably tired of 
the Potato discussion, I shall take this opportunity of 
submitting to you an idea I have formed of a mode of 
renovating the constitution of the plant for seed. The 
Potato in its indigenous state in South America I un- 
derstand to be a small, moist, waxy tuber, about the 
size of a Walnut. In our hands it has become a very 
different article, greatly enlarged, highly farinaceous, 
and very superior in quality as food. It seems pro- 
bable, however, that a long course of cultivation and 
continual foreing with manure in high conditioned land 
has materially altered its constitution and lowered its 
vitality, so as to render it less capable of resisting un- 
favourable hygrometrie and thermometrie conditions of 
the atmosphere. If this supposition be just, it would 
seem that the rational mode of renovating the constitu- 
tion of the plant should be to adopt, for Potatoes in- 
tended for seed, such a course of cultivation as should 
in a period of two or three years, bring back its strue- 
tural condition to a state more or less approaching to 
its original nature—a small, hard, waxy tuber, from 
which to commence a new course of stimulating culti- 
vation, With this view it might be planted this year 
in land with the manure ploughed in during or before 
winter, next year with a dressing of vegetable mould 
without manure, and the third year in altogether un- 
manured land, possibly repeating the same treatment 
for a fourth year. I should be much inclined to re- 
commend a trial of this process on a small scale, and 
purpose to attempt itmyself. Of the different kinds of 
Potatoes, I found the Buffs and Reds most affected by 
the disease. Two-thirds of the crop were more or less 
affected by it, but fit for the use of the cattle; and the 

refuse of the worst,which were grated for making starch, 

was found, when boiled with chaff and Turnips, excel- 

lent feeding. The Potato most exempt from the dis- 

ease was the black Potato with purple heart (I am ig- 

norant of its proper name), of which not more than 

about 1-16th was touched by the murrain. Of a quan- 
tity of Potatoes picked carefully from the crop as sound 

for seed and summer use, a considerable part decayed 

during the winter, not, however, from the spread of the 

murrain, but from common rot.—J. S. H., Perthshire. 
[Read the account of Mr. Shepherd’s capital plan of in- 

vigorating the Potato, as stated in a Leading article 

some weeks since, Our Black Potatoes a// rotted in 
nished from time to time by theoretical correspond, | the ground. e y pond, | g 

Potato Disease.—1l am happy to state that everything 
relating to the Potato crop looks more cheerful than we 
antieipated ; the old white ones are keeping very well. 
Any seed that has been sown is not failing, and at this 
time of the season I never sawa larger breadth in 
ground. I look forward to have plenty by St. John's- 

day (24th June), and some of my neighbours will have 
them soon.—J. B. Warren, Warren's-grove, Crooks- 
town, Cork. . [We hope you may be right ; but —.] 

Marine Glue a Substitute for Putty.—Being about 

to make a pit last autumn, and having seen in the 

Chronicle much said in the praise of the marine glue, 

I wished to use it instead of putty in glazing the lights. 

I, however, found it unmanageable till I had recourse 

to a heated iron instrument, with which I applied the 

glue as I would solder. There was no fracture of the 

glass from the heat of the iron, and it has answered 

very well.—S. M., Melksham. 
Canker.—I think you mistake when you assert that 

the Glout Morceau Pear trees never canker ; such, 

am sorry to say, is not the ease. I have seen them badly 

diseased, and have one now that is very much infected 
with it, though only six years old. My own opinion of 
canker is, that it is produced from our short summers 
not sufficiently ripening the timber ; and I always found 
the trees that were well eut back in autumn less infected 
than others. — J. B. Warren, Crookstown, Cork. 

To the list of fruit trees that invariably canker in 

gravelly soils, either as dwarfs or standards, I would 

add the Golden Reinette, and the Ribston Pippin. To 
those that do not canker, I would add the Keswick 
Codlin, and the Manx Codlin, the Sykehouse Pippin, 

the Doetor Harvey, and pre-eminently the Downton, 

All Cherries, more especially Bigareau, and the May 

Duke are liable to canker: this I state after many 

years’ experience. To the list of Pears that do not 

canker, I would add the Sweetwater, the latter Lammas, 

the Passe Colmar, and generally the later Flemish 

varieties. My plantation is a sharp gravel, sloping 

gently to the south and east ; four years ago I sub- 

drained it completely, and the drains are in constant 

action. One drain ran close to a row of Hawthorn- 

dens, horribly eankered, but the drain has not been 

of any service to them, Very many of my trees were 

planted upon brick platforms, many feet square, but the 
sorts liable to canker went off the same as the others. 

The orchards in the deposit commonly called the 

London clay, with its varieties of sharp gravel, coarse 

gravel, tenacious brick earth, blue clay, and black sand, 

are on the whole unproductive. Is would be useful if 
fruit growers would notice those fruit trees which 

succeed best on their respective soils, naming their 
soils and their sorts. Such information would have 
been very valuable to me, as very many sorts have 
been tried, and after some few years have been found 
unprofitable. I bave just read the article on this 
subject at p. 299. I have always planted my fruit- 
trees on small mounds, with the surface of the earth 
just covering the crown, whence the roots spring, and 
yet sorts liable to canker have still been cankered. 

— Este. ‘The canker, or erasion of the bark and 

wood, is a disease produced often in trees by a poverty 
of soil; and it is invariably connected with old age, 

The cause seems to be an excess of alkaline and earthy 
matter in the descending sap. I have often found car- 

bonate of lime on the edges of the canker of the Elm. 
The old age of a tree, in this respect, is faintly analo- 
gous to the old age of animals, in which the secretions 
of solid bony matter are always in excess, and the ten- 
deney to ossification great. The common modes of 
attempting to cure canker are by cutting the edges of 
the bark, binding new bark upon it, or laying ona 
plaister of earth ; but these methods, though they have 
been much extolled, probably do very little in produc- 
ing a regeneration of the part. Perhaps the applica- 
tion of a weak acid to the canker might be of use ; or, 

where the tree is of great value, it may be watered oc- 

casionally with a very diluted acid. The alkaline and 

earthy nature of the morbid secretion warrants the 

trial, but circumstances that cannot be foreseen may 

oceur to interfere with the success of the experiment. 

—A. B., South Shields. [We regret our inability to 

assent to this doctrine. ] d 
Bees.—Communications have appeared in former 

Numbers detailing the facts I have witnessed in con- 

nection with these interesting insects. At p. 739 for 

1845, I gave an aecount of my suecess in making an 

artificial swarm, and I am pleased to be able to add 

that the parent hive and the artificial swarm have con- 

tinued in the best possible condition, remarkably strong 

and healthy ; and, so far as I have been able to observe, 

the number of dead bees in front of the hives have not 

exceeded 30 altogether from each, since the period of 

the destruction of the drones, in the autumn of 1845, 
until the present date, Feb. 21,1846. The parent hive 
I have never fed or assisted in any way, as it evidently 

contains ample store of honey, and there is plenty of 
pollen to be had now from the Crocus and blossoms of 
Furze, and other flowers which are daily expanding. 
The artificial swarm I have fed from the 27th of Jan. 
last with about half a pound of honey in combs in con- 
sequence of having observed them endeavouring to rob 

their more wealthy neighbours in the parent hive, which 
caused the destruction of a few, but now all is harmony, 
and the inmates of each hive are as industrious and 

active on every favourable occasion as I could wish to 

see them. Having taken a particular interest in the 

success of my artificial swarm, which I made in a side 

box 8 inches square inside and 10 inches deep, lined 

j with matting, and having two glass windows each, 
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4 inches by 3, one on the south side and the other on 

the north, I have looked at the bees every day, and 

sometimes two or three times a day since the drones 

were killed, to ascertain the state they continued in 

during the whole winter, and I have never witnessed 

them to be completely dormant even on the very coldest 

days; on the contrary, I have observed those in the 

rear of the combs press forward, and those thoroughly 

warm retire from the centre and take their places in the 

rear while the others acquired warmth in their turn. 

I have never noticed a record of this trait in their cha- 

racter in any of the works I have perused relative to 

bees, but I can vouch for the fact by personal observa- 

tion. Ihave heard that coveys of partridges adopt a 

similar mode of keeping each other warm during night, 

when the country is covered with snow, by alternately 

relieving each other, changing their positions from the 

outer to the inner circle and vice versa. I may men- 

tion that the entrances to my hives front the south, and 

that I have not shaded or contracted them, but have left 

them 21 in. wide and 4 in. deep, all the year round, and 
I never stop the communications betwixt the side boxes 
and the straw hives at any period of the year, as I am 
of opinion that ventilation from the bottom is essential 
to a healthy condition of bees; I am also of opinion 
that any attempt at ventilaion by openings above or 
opposite the combs is decidedly injurious, and that the 
bees lose mueh of their valuable time in endeavouring 
to correct human aid in that respect. I have come to 

this conclusion by observing that the combs in the 
parent hive were all constructed from west to east, and 

in the side box, whieh joined on the east side of the 

straw hive, from south-west to north-east. . When the 

bees became very crowded last year in the side box I 

opened an entrance to it for the purpose of ventilation, 

and on the following day they altered the course of their 
combs, and constructed them from nort! t to south- 
east. I afterwards closed up the entrance in the side 

‘box and they resumed their original course, from south- 
west to north-east, and undid a considerable portion of 
their immediately previous course, throwing an archas a 
support where the courses changed. In making their 
combs last year they covered nearly 2 inches long by 
Tather more than linch broad, on the glass windows 
before they discovered that the glass was a greater con- 
ductor of heat than the matting, but they soon with- 
drew all the wax, and formed arches supported on each 
side of the windows, to secure the combs in the most 
perfect manner. It has been stated that bees could 
never be seen at work in forming combs, but I have 
been fortunate enough to witness mine repeatedly, and 
for four or five minutes at a time carry on their labours 
without paying any attention to my having opened the 
window on the north side. Ihave seen them extract 
the small fragrants or rather scales of wax from under 
the wings of the bees on which the wax was formed, and 
observed them carrying the scales and applying them to 
form the cells; and I have often seen them unload 

others of the pollen and deposit it in the places pre- 

pared for its reception. I am now satisfied that bees 

require very little attention to render them profitable, 

dryness being evidently the most essential object to pre- 

serve them in the best health. It is my intention to 
repeat my experiments in making artificial swarms 
during the ensuing season, and shall communicate the 
result.— John Grant, Woolwich. 

The Nuthatch (Sitta Europea)—This, on account of 
its habits and diet, is deservedly a welcome visitor to 
our gardens. It belongs to the family of woodpeckers 
or creepers, and is about the size of a hedge-sparrow. 

It is tolerably plentiful in some parts of the eastern 
counties, but is unknown in the west of England. It is 
not met with either in Ireland or Scotland, although it 
is found in more northern latitudes on the Continent. 
As it lives chiefly on insects, it cannot be want of proper 
food that keeps it from certain districts, other birds 
nearly related to it being met with in Scotland, Even 
the jarring noise, and the hollow notes of the green 
woodpecker, are heard as far north as the Falls of 
Foyers. Moreover, the nuthatch is very hardy. In 
the depth of winter, when hardly a chirp is heard from 
any of the feathered race, it will utter its notes, sounding 
like pick-chick-a-wick, repeatedly, and make a tappin 
noise while striking forcibly with its beak upon a nut 
placed in the chink of a branch. Hence its name of 
nuthatch or nutjar. It is a question whether this bird 
cracks nuts for the sake of the kernels, or for the in- 
sects or grubs which they may contain. It certainly 
does not store up nuts as some assert, or pilfer them 

from bushes, but merely picks up those laying about ; 

and it is probable that in mid-winter or early spring 

such nuts are more likely to contain insects than kernels. 

The description given of the bird in the “ Museum of 

Animated Nature” is correct. The plumage above is 

of a fine blue gray. The quills and base of the tail 

feathers, except the two middle ones, black ; the outer 
tail feathers on each side have a black spot near the 

tip ; a black band passes from the bill through the eye 
down the sides of the neck, ending abruptly near the 
shoulders, The throat is whitish, the rest of the 
lumage blue brown, blending with chesnut on the 

Ponka; the bill and feet are black; iris, hazel; sex alike.” 
It has only two toes before, and one behind. It receives 
no support from its tail, when climbing, unlike others 
of its kind ; consequently it cannot ascend trees so fast 

as they can, but it can twist about the latter in all sorts 
of ways, and even descend rapidly, head foremost. The 
most remarkable peculiarity of the nutbatch is its sin- 

gular mode of plastering up with clay, and thereby lessen- 

ng the entrance to its nest in an aged tree, from 

a9 

which the French call it, Pie Magon, or mason bird. 
During the past spring, my attention was attracted to a 
nest of this bird in'the hollow of a tree, the entrance to 
which was so plastered up as to leave only just room 
for the bird to go in and out. The plaster seemed to 
have been at first smooth, and afterwards picked full 
of small holes, as if the bird was sensible that a rough 
surface would be less liable to crack. Some are of opi- 
nion that this plan is adopted to keep the young from 
falling out, but as the bird sits closely, I imagine that 
it is intended rather;for its own preservation during the 
time of sitting. Some evidence of this may be found in 
the fact that, when to get at the nest speedily I sawed 
off the projection with the plastered entrance, the bird 
sat quietly all the time,and remained after the nest 
was exposed; she even allowed me to take her off and 
replace her on the nest, and sat quietly on the nest 
while I nailed the stump on again, There were six 
small white eggs, with brown spots, in the nest, fresh 
laid, so that the extraordinary tameness of the bird did 
not proceed from long sitting. I took away three of 
the eggs, ail found seven more on a second inspection. 
The nest was not made of dry leaves, which the work 
above quoted asserts that bird employs for its nest, but 
of the fine smooth bark of the Scotch Fir ; some of the 

pieces of bark were large enough to be mistaken for 
dry Beech leaves. From other observations respecting 
the nuthatch, it does not appear to be a shy bird, 
though some maintain that it cannot be tamed ; Sir W. 
Jardine mentions a good instance to the contrary, 
Therefore a correct judgment could not be formed of 
its real habits from observing the freaks of an old one 
confined in a cage.—4J. Wighton, Norwich. 

Ulcers in Fir Trees.—In the county of Hants, and 
on the estate of Sir G. T. Gerris, situate about four 
miles from Christchurch, and quently igi 

to the sea, stands a plantation of Firs, Larch, and 
Scotch intermixed. What the age of the trees may be 

I know not, as the facts I am about to relate are from 
observations made during a few casual rambles through 

the plantation in the winter of 1844. But, from their 

appearance, I should suppose them to be sixteen or 

eighteen years old. On entering the plantation the 

most casual observer would not fail to be struck by the 
black ulcerated appearance of the Scotch Firs. The 

are affected, with scarcely an exception; while their 

i thej Laret i „offering scarcely 

a diseased subject. On examination, the trees seem to 

have grown to half their present size unaffected by the 

disease which now so disfigures them ; after which, as 

if some ulcerating matter had entered the tissues of 

the tree and there engendering itself, had destroyed the 

woody layers and tissues of the trunk, producing the 

black unsightly ulcers above alluded to. The last layer. 

of wood formed previous to the breaking out of the 

disease is sound and firm, and has the appearance of 
wood stripped of its bark and left to dry in the sun and 

air. But every layer formed subsequently has been 

destroyed in the vicinity of the first appearance of the 

ulcers (I call them ulcers as not being similar to canker 
iu fruit trees), which as successive seasons furnished 

its stratum of tissues, the diseased matter extended 

itself till, in some instances, wounds six inches in dia- 

meter, and in others extending the whole circumference 
of the tree, have been produced. When the latter has 

been the case (and the instances are by no means rare) 

the accumulation of the trunk and branches above the 

diseased part, previous to a complete circle of the wood 

being destroyed by the disease, has been so great, and 

the original and unaffected portion been so small in com- 
parison, that the wind has broken the tree in two at 

that part, and left a headless trunk to tell the tale. 

The annexed wood- 
cut will convey some 
idea of the way in 
whieh the trees are 
affected, Around 
these ulcers the se- 
creted juices of the 

tree have oozed and 

collected. The vo- 
latile portions have 

evaporated, & large 

lumps of pure resin 

remain collected 

round the wounds, 
like old and dr 

sores. The {wounds 
can be found in al- 

most every stage, 
from the first out- 
break of the little 
running ulcers 
(whieh, of course, 
in the present age of the trees, commence near the tops) 

to the old and spreading sore which has caused the 

destruction of the tree.— Pinus Sylvestris. 
Peaches and Vines, to grow together.—1 have a rango 

of hothouses 300 feet in length and 15 feet in width, 

that were formerly divided with six partitions, and 

heated by the common flue system. Four divisions 
contained Peaches, and three Vines, alternately ; the 

flues and partitions, except one, have been removed, 

the latter dividing the whole length in two, one portion 

comprising 200 feet, the other 100 feet, each being 

heated with hot water from two boilers, the long house 

haying 4 inch pipes, the short one 3inch pipes. The 

whole range is filled with Peaches, Nectarines, and 

Vines of different sorts, the latter comprising Ham- 

burghs, Muscats, Frontignans, Sweetwaters, &e., 

vice ve 

all in full bearing, and most of them old trees 
covering the whole roof alternately with Peaches and 
Vines, just as they occurred before the partitions were 
taken down. All are subjected to the same treatment 
in regard to heat and air, &e., and the whole house is 
loaded from one end to the other with a fine crop 
both of Peaches and Grapes, the Peaches nearly ripe, 
as they have always been in May, the Grapes coming 
inin June, The boilers are placed in the centre of 
both houses, and it so happened that Peaches are 
nearest both fires, and of these the four Peach trees 
in the hottest situation do the best, and produce the 
finest fruit. They are all, however, very fine. I 
keep the temperature from 60° to 70°, and commence 
forcing so as to have the Peaches in bloom by the 
1st of January.—Q. Y. Z. 

Gardeners’ Troubles. —Among the numberless vexa- 
tions to which we poor gardeners are subjected, few 
are more annoying than having one’s choicest Grapes 
totally spoiled in being dished up for dessert by the 
awkward, careless, or malicious handling of a fine lady 
house-keeper, or a greasy cook. You, Mr. Editor, who 
can appreciate the pride with which a devoted gardener 
regards his choicest productions, might easily imagine 
what a man feels when he sees the beautiful fruit which 
has cost him months of unremitting care to bring to 
perfection—noble bunches and noble berries, blooming 
as a newly gathered Plum—ruthlessly divested of a 
shoulder by the aforesaid personage, for her own 
private tooth, or that of one of her fashionable friends, 
or, peradventure, mauled like a piece of raw meat, till 
not a particle of bloom remains upon the fruit, and thus 
sent to his employer's table much in the same state as 
if they had travelled from Portugal packed in sawdust. 
The fantastieal taste of some of these ladies, too, would 
amuse, if less annoying. I once saw a London house- 
keeper who. had the arrangement of a large dessert at a 
private féte, cut a hole in the crown of a fine Melon, 
and then she cut a shoulder off a fine bunch of Grapes, 
and stuck the piece into the hole in the Melon! thus 
disfiguring two handsome fruits:‘to make one ugly mon- 
strosity. Nor is it Grapes alone that suffer from the 
prigging propensities of the persons I am alluding to; 
for manya time the finest Peach, Plum, or Pear, graces 
the housekeeper’s cupboard instead of the master’s 
table, for which it was intended, Having seen some 
service in gentlemen's families, I can speak from ex- 
perience on this subject, and therefore so far as ma; 
be to prevent such practices, I would suggest that gar- 
deners be in all families authorised to dish up their own 
fruit. Not that I would sanction the interference of 
the gardener in the planning or arrangement of the 
dessert, which is strictly the housekeeper's province ; 

I would merely allow him. to place upon the dishes all 

the fruit of his own produeing which the housekeeper 
might require to make up such dessert. his arrange- 
ment would prevent many heart-burnings, and would 
enable gentry to see their fruit in the state in which it 
ought to appear.— Fisitator, 

Wireworm and Mustard Secd.—l beg to inform 
* M." that white Mustard-seed sown on the land is no 
eure for the wireworm. I have now a field of Barley 

suffering from the attacks of that pest where white 

Mustard was sown last summer. The most effectual 

remedy I know is 13 cwt. of soda-ash applied broadcast, 
on an acre of land. The following memorandum may 

be interesting. Mr. Palmer, M.P., read at a late meet- 
ing of the ingdon Agricultural A iation extracts 

from a letter on the use of soda-ash for killing wire- 

worm, as follows :—“ The way I use soda-ash is to sow 
it broadcast ; I have never found it fail. The Jast year 
I had a failure of Beet.carrots, which I attributed at 
the time to the season, but upon examining the soil 
carefully I found wireworm. As it was to be Wheat 
this year, and my last sown Wheat, I mixed it with 

soda-ash. , It is now growing faster than any Wheat 

upon the farm, and not a blade missed. Until I adopted 
the use of soda-ash, I suffered sometimes to the amount 

of 607. in a field. The discovery was accidental ; I had 

sown a headland with it as a fertiliser, on the principle 
laid down by Sir H. Davy that all alkalies were stimu- 

lants to plants: it certainly improved the crop, but 

upon the whole I considered it a failure. The following 
spring it was Turnips, and a man hoeing them asked me 

if anything particular had been done to the headland ? 

I asked him why? Hè said there was not a plant at- 

tacked by wireworm, and the rest of the field had 15 at 

a nest. I then determined to try it upon another field 

which was full of wireworm ; I have never seen one in 
it since. In the following year I had 25 acres of Oats 

attacked most generally. I happened to have a cask by 
me, and ordered it to be sown. From that day the 

ravages ceased, and within a week the whole field had 
changed its colour to a vivid green, I have since ceased 

to consider it as an experiment, and always have a cask 

by me ready in ease of any appearance of the wireworm 
and have not a patch as large as my hand from 

wireworm on my farm.” It may be applied broadeast 
on a fallow, with the seed, or on the growing crop, at 

the rate of 1 cwt. per acre ; and in addition to its effect 
on the wireworm (which are found to be kept off by it 
for three years), it invariably acts as a good fertiliser. 

As it is a very powerful alkali, gloves must be worn by 
the person sowing it, to prevent any injury to the 
hands."— F. R. L., Andover. á 

Canker and Brown Scale.—The following communi- 

cation on the canker in fruit-trees and the brown scale 
has been handed me by an intelligent gardener in tbis 
plaee, who has had considerable experience in the 

matters to which it refers, aud who desires me to trant- 
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mit it for insertion in the hope that it may tend to 
direct attention to the subject :—* The canker, as it is 
called, in fruit-trees I have invariably observed to be 
occasioned by external injuries, either from insects or 
Otherwise, causing stoppages in the flow of the sap, and 
thus creating ruptures or cracking in the bark ; and not 
y anything in the sap itself, proceeding from roots 

Yeaching the subsoil, as is most generaily supposed. 
The insect I find to be generally the cause of the disease 
is equally destructive wherever I have seen it gain ad- 
Mittance to the bark—Pears, Apples, Cherries, and 

Geans, all suffering alike from its ravages. I have 
Never yet been able to detect the insect in the winged 
State, although the caterpillar is easily found at all 
Seasons. It is, I may remark, evidently distinct from 
the caterpillar which commonly infests the leaves of 
fruit-trees, and when picked out of the holes or burrows 
which it makes in the inner bark of the tree, it allows 
itself to fall gently down by means of its fine silk thread, 
as is the manner of most small caterpillars. have 
found the following cure successful in exterminating 
this pest. With a sharp knife scrape off all the dead 

Part of the bark of the diseased parts of the tree in 
the wood, leaving the mouth of the wound clean and 

Neat all round ; if this is done it will immediately begin 

to close round about, and heal. Another mode of cure 
I have found also very successful is as follows :—Over 
a gentle fire mix the following ingredients in the quan- 
tities given: viz. tobacco water, 4 pints; train oil, 
7 gills ; soft soap, 1 lb. ; turpentine, 1 gill; nux vomica, 
l ounce ; flower of sulphur, 1 lb. When this has be- 
come like thin paint, brush it well into the insect-bur- 
rows in the bark, and it will assuredly kill all the small 
insects it may meet. In large trees, however, it is 
Sometimes scarcely possible to anoint the tree so well 
ut that some will escape to appear in the following 

Spring (which circumstance causes many persons to con- 
Sider such applications of no use); but by applying the 
mixture carefully in the spring or the fall of the year, 
when there is no foliage on the tree (for it must be 
borne in mind it is hurtful to the foliage), the numbers 
will be greatly diminished, and this is the end in view 
50 far gained. The brown scale is another enemy of 
the orchard, its attacks being not confined to the green- 
ouse and hothouse, but extending to the Apple, Pear, 

lum, Peach, and Apricot trees out of doors. Eradi- 
cation of this pest is peculiarly difficult ; for the female 
insect, after having deposited her eggs, forms an almost 
impenetrable shield to them by her own body. Scarcely 
anything short of sefaping the bark will remove it. 
Where, however, this is inconvenient, or the disease too 
far extended to allow of scraping being done with safety 
to the tree, there are various remedies resorted to, such 
as washing with tobacco water, Soft soap and water, 
lime water, &c., all destructive of insect life. Vegetable 
Solutions will seldom be found injurious to trees; but 
Mineral washes are generally much so, and often dan- 
Serous ; lime water is, however, an exception. I have 
tried it often and found it harmless to vegetables if 
administered sparingly, although most destructive to 
insects. It is, however, not an easy matter to get an, 

application to bear upon this pest, from the circumstance 
ave already stated, of the female covering the eggs 

closely with her own body after being deposited. If 

applied in spring, however, when the young begin to be 
locomotive, the lime water will generally be found to be 
Successful. I may remark that in the spring the insect 

May be seen by the aid of a pocket microscope moving 

along the branches. A second application may be made 
after the leaves have expanded ; this may destroy such 
individuals as may have escaped the first anointment, 
and thus prevent them injuring the young wood. The 
lime water will not hurt the leaves if carefully applied." 
—George Lawso’ Hawk. Dundee. hil 8, 

Societies 
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON. 
Tur first of the ANNUAL Seres of Exarsrrions in 

the Chiswick Gardens took place on Saturday last. The 
Weather was most propitious, and the exhibition per- 
haps the best that has ever graced the gardens, It was 
Inspected by H. R. H. Prince Albert at an early hour, and 
4844 Fellows and their friends passed through the gates. 
is pe general features, however, of this wonderful 

dispi ay appear in a Leading Article in another column, 

We proceed at once to describe the scene in detail, com- 
Mencing with the large collections of 40 Srove and 
REENHOUSE Prants, Here the competitors were Mr. 
Obertson, gr. to Mrs, Lawrence, of Ealing Park, and 
" Barnes, gr. to G. W. Norman, Esq., of Bromley. 

The Large Gold Medal on this occasion was awarded 
to Mr, Robertson. The collection was composed of 
arge and al her fii peci o ltivation. A 
the back stood a beautiful plant of the purple Azalea 
Phænicea, and supporting it were Epacris grandiflora, 
3 feet in height, and nearly as much in diameter ; 
Eriostemon myoporoides, about 5 feet in height and 

feet in diameter ; two immense bushes of Chorozema 
varium ; a Hardenbergia macrophylla, closely covering 
an upright cylindrical trellis, about 6 feet in height ; 
two fine specimens of the showy Pimelea spectabilis ; 
and a luxuriant Statice macrophylla, producing three 
flowering spikes not quite in beauty, Associated 
With these were Eriostemon buxifolium, about 2 feet 
in height and as much through, thickly studded with 
ittle white stars ; immense bushes of Pimelea decussata; 
and P. hypericifolia; the latter covered with little tufts of 
White blossoms; a very! iant Clerodendron Kz mpferi M p T yen: 
and a Gnidia pinifolia, about 2 feet in height, and 3 feet | Eutaxia myrtifolia.—Of 12 

1n diameter, perhaps the finest plant of the kind ever i 

exhibited. The group contained, moreover, a tall 

Eriostemon cuspidatum, Zichya inophylla floribunda, 

trained over a circular trellis; a somewhat naked, but 
well bloomed plant of Leschenaultia Baxteri ; a hand- 
some L. formosa; a small, but neat Hovea Celsi, in 

Mr. Green, gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., was the best” 
It contained a blue Leschenaultia, and a pretty L. for" 
mosa, Pimelea Hendersoni, a ve ne large Azalea 
Gledstanesii, a pretty plant of the Heath-leaved Dill- 
wynia, Hovea Celsi in lovely condition, an Ixora cocci- 

fine bloom; and the curious yell d A 

littorea, with a splendid Boronia pinnata, covered with 
ltitudes of pink st d flowers. In front were 

Acrophyllum venosum, a pretty little plant with nume- 
rous whorls of yellowish-white flowers; Chorozema 
Hendersoni, trained over a wire trellis ; Podolobium 
staurophyllum, a mass of bloom ; Gastrolobium spino- 
sum. a fine plant covered with multitudes of Ch 

nea, asp grown Aphelexis humilis in fine bloom, 
and a pretty Boronia serrulata. Along with these 
were, moreover, Eriostemon buxifolium, not sufficiently 
in bloom, the yellow-flowered Gompholobi lendens, 
and Epiphyllum rubrum czeruleum, the latter quite a 
mass of flowers. The next group in point of merit was 
produced by Mr. Ayres, gr. to J. Cook, Esq., of Brook- 
lands, Blackheath. In this collection we remarked a 

like flowers ; a neat well-bloomed Daviesia Fraseri; and 

a luxuriant growing plant of the scarlet-flowered Sipho- 
campylus coccineus. Of Azaleas, in addition to the 
centre one, the collection contained a finely-grown, but 
thinly-bloomed specimen of lateritia, a lovely variegata, 
about 2 feet in diameter, and the same in height; a fine 
plant of the yellow-blossomed sinensis ; and a large 
indica alba. Of the genus Erica, we remarked a 
large intermedia, well bloomed; a good Cavendishii, 
not quite in perfection; two fine specimens of 
persoluta alba, about 5 feet in height, literally masses 
of white blossom; and a good vestita alba, richly 
ornamented with whorls of white flowers.—Mr. 
Barnes’s collection consisted too much of Azaleas 
and Heaths ; but in addition to these it also contained 
other plants remarkable for fine cultivation. In the 
centre, at the back of the stage, stood a noble white 
Indian Azalea, and supporting it were Epacris grandi- 
flora, a large plant in fine health ; an immense speci- 
men, 3 feet in height and 4 in diameter, of Pheenocoma 
prolifera, and a famous Aphelexis vestita. Other re- 
markable plants were Eriostemon buxifolium, hardly 
sufficiently in bloom ; Polygala oppositifolia, 4 feet in 
height, and a mass of blossom ; an excellent Podolobium 
staurophyllum, covered with flowers ; a pretty Pimelea 
Hendersoni, 2 feet in height and the same in diameter; 
Daviesia latifolia, trained on a wire trellis, with the 
lateral branches hanging gracefully, and loaded with 
owers ; a neat plant of Acrophyllum venosum, with 

flower spikes 4 inehes in length ; and a famous plant, 
well bloomed, of the larger flowered Aphelexis purpu- 
rea, Inthe same group were Leschenaultia formosa, 
in capital condition as regards health, but insufficiently 
in bloom ; a fine bush of Boronia denticulata, 3 feet in 
height, and as much in diameter ; Dillwynia clavata, 
trained hemispherically, and a good Polygala cordifolia. 
Of Azaleas, the collection contained two finely bloomed 
plants of Smith’s coccinea, a beautiful plant of splen- 
dens variegata, 5 feet across and 3 feet in height, studded 
with bloom ; a good specimen of the double red, trium- 
phans, loaded with brilliant rosy pink blossoms of large 
size ; a low spreading bush of Gledstanesii, macrantha 
purpurea, a mass of bluish-purple flowers, a large va- 
riegata studded with blossoms, and two fine plants of 
the brilliant red-flowered lateritia, together with a fine 
specimen of A. sinensis. The group comprised from the 
genus Erica, a fine plant of grandinosa, 4 feet in height 
and 3 in diameter ; a Hartnelli of similar dimensions, 
and finely in bloom ; a large and fine intermedia ; Thun- 
bergia, 3 feet in height and as much across, covered 
with small orange flowers ; two pretty plants of Caven- 
dishii, and one of vestita alba; a large ventricosa tri- 
color, not sufficiently in bloom ; a good favoides ele- 
gans, and a small but well grown depressa. 

Collections of 20 Srovz and GREENHOUSE PLANTS were 
contributed by Messrs. Fraser, of Lea Bridge-road, and 
y Mr. Hunt, gr. to Miss Traill, of Bromley. In the 

former group were some very remarkable examples of 
first-rate cultivation. Of these may be mentioned an 
immense bush of Pimelea linifolia, 4 feet in height, and 
upwards of 5 feet in diameter ; a large P. lanata, and a 

remarkably well-grown P, spectabilis, the latter hardly 
sufficiently in blossom ; along with these were Eutaxia 
pungens, a tall and fine Daviesia latifolia, a small Erica 
suaveolens, covered with whorls of lilac blossoms; a 
large but thinly-bloomed purple Azalea ; Franciscea 
Hopeana, loaded with white and blue flowers ; anda 
beautiful Aphelexis humilis, In the same group were 
also Zichya villosa, 5 feet in height; an admirably 
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good Pimelea decussata, a famous Leschenaultia for- 
mosa, Erica Hartnelli in fine condition, a large finely 
grown Pentas carnea, and admirably managed plants of 
Ixora croeata and coccinea. In addition to these were, 
moreover, the excellent Stephanotis floribunda, noticed 
on a former occasion, a pretty little Boronia serrulata ; 
a fine plant of the large flowered variety of Aphelexis 
spectabilis ; large well grown plants of Polygala oppo- 
sitifolia and Begonia coccinea, and a most beautiful 
dwarf compact Azalea, composed of 3 varieties, late- 
ritia, Gledstanesii, and variegata, inarched on one stock, 
the various coloured flowers with which it was studded 
contrasting finely with one another. A third group 
came from Mr. Bruce, gr. to B. Miller, Esq., of Colliers 
Wood, Lower Tooting, who contributed an admirable 
Aphelexis sesamoides, beautiful plants of the red 
nd blue-flowered ] i ood Ch 

varium, Stephanotis floribunda, in lovely condi- 
tion ; a famous Erica propendens, covered with little 
pink bells ; and a fine plant of Chorozema varium, In 
the same group were also a small Boronia pinnata, 
Gompholobium polymorphum, trained over a wiretrellis; 
an Epiphyllum, and a splendid plant of Aphelexis 
humilis, and another of Adenandra speciosa, the latter 
forming a complete ball of flowers, nearly 3ft. in 
diameter.—Mr, Slowe, gr. to W. R. Baker, Esq., of Bay- 
fordbury, sent a large spreading white Azalea, a good 
Vinea rosea, Pimelea spectabilis, a good plant, but badly 
coloured ; a pretty Lescl ltia formosa, Ch 
ovatum, an Aphelexis humilis, Polygala oppositi- 
folia, and a small but good Boronia serrulata. Other 
collections of nearly equal merit came from Mr. Epps, 
of Maidstone, and Mr. Pamplin, of Walthamstow. . In 
Mr. Epps'ss group we remarked a small but pretty 
Aphelexis spectabilis grandiflora, a small Siphocam- 
pylus coccineus, a largé Begonia coccinea, two small 
plants of the red Ixora, Erica Hartnelli, large plants of 
horozema varium, and Pimelea decussata, the latter 

bare at the bottom; a very fine Tropzolum tricolor, 
trained over a circular trellis ; Eutaxia myrtifolia, and 
a small Boronia serrulata. Mr. Pamplin's group con- 
tained a large Coleonema gracilis, the beautiful purple- 
flowered Crotolaria elegans, a plant well deserving of 
more extensive cultivation ; à good Correa ven- 
tricosa, a’ famous plant of Prostranthera violacea, 
Epacris grandifi a good Ad dra speciosa, a 
small Chorozema Dicksoni, an Azalea, and a somewhat 
bare Pimelea linifolia.—Of 6 Srove and GREENHOUSE 
Prants, there were no fewer than 11 collections, all of 
them highly creditab! the ik The group 
to which the first prize was awarded was from the gar- 
den of W. Block, Esq., Muswell-hill ; it contained a 
good Aphelexis humilis, an Ixora coccinea, a large Tro- 
pæolum tricolor, a Genista, Boronia serrulata, and a 
good Chorozema varium. Mr. Catleugh, of Chelsea, 
produced a well-grown Lantana mutabilis ; Euphorbia 
splendens, in fine condition ; a capital Statice arborea ; 
a small, but good, Pimelea spectabilis ; a pretty Choro- 
zema varium, and a well grown Gardenia radicans. 
Other six plantsfrom Mr. Carson, gr.to W.F. G. Farmer, 
Esq., of Nonsuch-park, Cheam, wére a large Epacris 
grandiflora; Hardenbergia monophylla ; a large Pime- 
lea decussata ; a standard Azalea Gledstanesii ; a good 
Polygala oppositifolia ; and a pretty Tropzeolum tricolor. 

In addition to those, Mr. Malyon, gr. to J. Brandram, 

Esq., Blackheath, sent a small, but well bloomed 

Epacris pulcheila, Azalea Woodsii, a good Leschenaultia 
formosa, and a pretty Erica ventricosa pragnans. 

Mr. Cooper, at Mr. Pawley’s, Bromley, produced Erica 
m P 

Pp 

grown Dio phyllum, a f 
Azalea lateritia, and an excellent Chorozema Hench- 
manni, 4 feet in height, and 3 feet in diameter. The 
collection, moreover, contained Polygala acuminata, a 
splendid specimen of the yellow-blossomed Erica cam- 
panulata, a pretty Boronia pinnata, an immense bush 
of Epaeris grandiflora, and two Azaleas. In Mr. Hunt's 
group was a famous Gompholobium polymorphum 
just coming into bloom, covering beautifully a shield- 
formed trellis of large dimensions ; a pretty little plant 

t| of the best variety of Erica aristata,a good Boronia 
serrulata, a large and fine Pimelea decussata ; Azalea 
variegata, 2 feet in height and 3 feet in width, literally 
a mass of flowers ; Erica Hartnelli, 4 feet in height and 

the same in width; a white Indian Azalea, a small Lesche- 
naultia formosa, and a very fine Erica perspicua nana, 

covering the pot, together with a tall Ixora coccinea, hav- 

ing 14 heads of bloom, and a very fine Azalea lateritia, 

measuring 4 ft. in height and about 3 ft. in width. Along 

with these were a small Pimelea hispida, an immense 

spectabilis, at least 5 feet in diameter, hardly enough 

advanced in bloom ; Zichya villosa, covering a wire 

trellis ; a small but fine Aphelexis humilis, anda lovely 

Tropzeolum difl The collecti moreover, 

contained an exceedingly fine Azalea splendens ; 

pretty Hovea Celsi, Dillwynia. epee and a large 
G 
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a tall Coleonema pulehra, good plants of 

Euphorbia splendens and Pimelea spectabilis, and a 

fine Tropseolum tricolor. From Mr. Taylor, gr. to 

J. Costar, Esq., of Streatham, were a white Azalea, 

Boronia serrulata, a pretty Erica propendens, a beauti- 

ful Azalea lateritia, and a good Aphelexis humilis. 

Mr. Jack, gr. to R. G. Loraine, Esq., of Wallington 
Lodge, Surrey, sent a famous Chorozema Dicksonii, a 
small but neat Gnidia pinifolia, Aphelexis humilis, a 

capital Achimenes picta, the yellow-blossomed Erica 

sulphurea, and a well managed Polygala cordata. 

Another group of six plan's eame from Mr. Stanly, gr. 

to erens, Esq., of Sideup, Kent. These were 

Zichya inophylla, the beautiful Aphelexis sesamoides, 

the large-flowered variety of Tropzolum tricolor, a 
somewhat bare plant of Gompholobium polymorphum, 

and a Boronia serrulata, with the branches trained 

d . Other collections inferior to the above in 
point of merit were produced by Mr. Poole, of Leyton, 
Essex, by Mr. May, of Woodford, in the same county, 
and by Mr, Hill, gr. to P. Davies, Esq., of East Acton. 

In these groups were good plants of Leschenaultia 

Baxteri, the pretty purple flowered Crotalaria elegans, 

not often seen in collections; a fine Hardenbergia 

monophylla, Pimelea decussata in fine condition, and a 

well.grown Epaeris awe 

hi llecti o SrovE an 
; that Prawrs, there were six 

m 1 by 
Ronips though numerous, were 

scarcely so rich in large and fine plants as we have 
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seen them in former years ; we must, however, except 
a single specimen from the garden of Sir George 
Staunton, of Cyrtopodium punctatum, which was pro- 
bably the largest and finest plant of the kind ever 
exhibited. It could hardly have been less than 7 feet 
in height, and quite as much in diameter, the large 
spreading Palm-like branches hedged in by a cireumval- 
lation of blossoms, wbich appeared in the highest 
colours and in quantities innumerable. This noble 
plant, equalling in beauty and luxuriance the native 
Specimens, was an object of general admiration, and 
reflected the highest credit on Mr. Scott, Sir George 
Staunton’s gardener. It was rewarded by a Gold 
Banksian Medal, the largest prize ever given for a 
Single plant. For rare Orchids, a large Silver Medal 
was awarded to Mr. Hammond, gr. to the Rev. J. 
Clowes, of Broughton Hall, near Manchester, for Onci- 
dium phymatochilum, and a Silver Knightian to Messrs. 
Veitch and Son, of Exeter, for a new species of Sacco- 
labium. Three collections of 20 species were exhibited, 
and on this occasion the large Gold Medal was awarded 

Mrs. Lawrence, of Ealing 
In this group we remarked a fine Saccolabium 

guttatum, with 9 pendent racemes of purple blossoms ; 
the well-k Stank lif ; the curious 

TEC pea g 
Cyenoches i ; a large L cupreum, 
with buff blossoms having, a dark spot in the centre ; 
D. macrophyllum, producing one strong flower spike ; 
the gracefully drooping Oneidium divaricatum ; and a 
large and fine Dendrobium fimbriatum ; together 
with the curious brown-streaked Vanda cristata, and 
a good plant of the rare Barkeria spectabilis. In 
the same group were also a tall Oncidium luridum, 
with 6 fine spikes of dingy flowers ; a splendid Dendro- 
bium densiflorum, having 11 large drooping clusters of 
yellow blossoms ; Oncidium ampliatum, with 3 spikes 
of yellow flowers ; the pretty Saccolabium preemorsum, 
and the handsome Aerides affine ; Dendrobium secun- 
dum and two plants of D. aggregatum. The next group 
in point of merit was contributed by Mr. Mylam, gr. to 
S. Rucker, Esq., of Wandsworth. In this were Onci- 
dium pulchellum,with 5 spikes of delicate pink flowers ; 
Lycaste tyrianthina, having 2 flowers something like 
those of Maxillaria Harrisonize ; the beautiful Saccola- 
bium przemorsum, with 6 spikes of purple blossoms ; a 
large and fine Acanthophippium bicolor ;. the rare 
Chysis bractescens, in lovely condition, and a most 
beautiful Cypripedium barbatum. In the same group 
were, moreover, a large Dendrobium fimbriatum, in 
fine bloom; Epidendrum cochleatum, with 5 flower 
spikes ; a splendid Oncidium, with 14 spikes of blos- 
soms; Lycaste Deppei, producing upwards of 50 flowers; 
a splendid Saccolabium guttatum, with 8 drooping ra- 
cémes of purple blossoms ; the sweet-smelling Lycaste 
aromatica, together with Dendrobium densiflorum, with 
5 spikes, 3 of which were scarcely in bloom; D. mos- 
chatum, and a tall Oncidium roseum. The third group 
was produced by Messrs. Rollisson, of Tooting ; it con- 
tained among other things a fine Phaius bicolor, the 
rare Burlingtonia rigida, the pretty red-flowered Brough- 
tonia sanguinea ; Myanthus cernuus, with spotted green 
blossoms; a small specimen of the showy Cattleya Mos- 
sie, and a good assia maculata, together with the 
curious Bifrenaria inodora, with Lyeaste-like flowers ; 
the larger variety of Oncidium ampliatum, the duil 
yellow-flowered Brassia Lawrenceana, and an Acantho- 
phippium bicolor. From the same collection were also 
Rodriguesia planifolia, with drooping spikes of pale 
green blossoms, the rose coloured variety of Epidendrum 
microchilum, E. variegatum, and a pretty Oncidium 
divaricatum. Collections of 12 were numerous. That 
which gained the first was from the garden of C. B. 
Warner, Esq., of Hoddesdon. It contained a small speci 
men of the beautiful Dendrobium nobile, Epidendrum 
erassifoiium, Camarotis purpurea, a fine Calanthe vera- 
trifolia, with 6 spikes of snow-white flowers, Oncidium 

, with six spikes of yellow blossoms ; a good 
D. pulehellum ; a beautiful Cattleya intermedia, with 
three flowering spikes ; and two species of Epidendrum. 
Other collections of 12 came from Messrs. Veitch, of 
Exeter; from Mr. Plant, gr. to J. H. Schroder, Esq. ; 
and from Mr. Hunt. Among these we remarked the 
rare white-flowered Phaleenopsis amabilis ; a fine Ca- 
lanthe veratrifolia, with 10 flower-spikes; the showy 
Cattleya Skinneri ; Dendrobium densiflorum, with six 
gracefully drooping racemes of yellow blossoms ; a fine 
plant of Maxillaria Harrisoniæ ; a beautifully coloured 
Oncidium divaricatum, in fine condition ; the charming 
Aerides crispum ; a large Dendrobium ecaiceolaria ; a 
good Cypripedium barbatum; and a fine Oncidium 
ampliatum majus, with eight flowering spikes, Groups 
of six plants were produced by Mr. Eyles, gr. to Sir G. 
Larpent, Roehampton ; and by Mr. Green, gr. to Sir 
E. Antrobus, Bart. ln the former set were Vanda 
Roxburghii ezerulea, with spotted-green petals and light 
blue Jip ; a good Oncidiam luridum; the singular Cory- 
anthes macrantha, with large chocolate-spotted blos- 
soms, and a capital Oneidium altissimum. Mr. Green 
had a fine Cymbidium aloifoliam, with seven long 
drooping spikes of brown aud buff flowers ; an excel- 
lent plant of the Indian Phaius Wallichii, with 10 
flower-spikes ; Calanthe veratrifolia, having five spikes 

of white flowers ; and & pretty Gongora atropurpurea. 
Finally, a specimen of the green-veined Chlorzea vires- 
cens, one of those beautiful terrestrial Orchids inha- 
biting the subalpine pastures of the Cordilleras of Chili, 
was exbibited by Mr. Cameron, of the Birmingham 
Botanie Garden ; and the larger variety of Oncidium 
ampliatum, by Mr. Dobson, gr. to Mr. Beck. 

Collections of AzaLeas were numerous, and the plants, 
being large and finely in bloom, made a most brilliant 
display. From Mr. Green, whose group demandsour first 
attention, were exquisita, a very distinct variety, with 
delicate pink blossoms edged with white; J'enkinsoni, lilac; 
speciosissima, very fine; eximia, bright red; a fine plant 
of variegata; the yellow-flowered sinensis; Smith's 
coccinea, 6 feet in height, and a mass of blossom ; tri- 
umphans; a fine plant of lateritia, thickly clad with 
blossoms at the top ; a rather thin plant of alba multi- 
ora ; Georgiana, lilac ; and Conqueror, rosy pink.— 

Mr. Falconer, gr. to A. Paimer, Esq., of Cheam, had a 
collection scarcely less interesting ; it contained Raw- 
soni, Palmeriana, excellent plants of lateritia and varie 
gata, a large Gledstanesii; Theresa, small bright rose ; 
Agnesii, fine crimson; Emmeline, and a tall plant of 
Danielsiana.—Another group from Ealing Park con- 
tained fine specimens of coronata, splendens ; optima, 
a bright red variety ; Rawsoni, bluish purple ; varie- 
gata, rosea superba, fulgens, double red; speciosissima, 
very fine rosy pink; and a good Gledstanesii,—Of 
6 piants Mr. Barnes produced splendens, 2 feet in height 
and 4 feet in width ; a fine plant of Smith's coccinea ; 
a capital Jateritia ; sinensis, speciosissima, and purpurea 
superba.—Mr. Bruee sent beautiful plants of Gled- 
stanesii, lateritia, fulgens, single white, and double red. 
— From the Lea-bridge-road Nursery, Messrs. Fraser 
sent phcenicea; fulgens, a very bright blossomed sort; 
triamphans, rosy pink ; Fielder’s white ; purpurea su- 

a, bluish purple ; and sinensis, —Another group, con- 
aining small plants came from Mr. Smith, of Norbiton. 
Collections of Care HEATHS were very numerous, and 

presented a fine display ; but there was a want of diver- 
sity among them, the various groups containing nearly 
the same species. In Mr. Hunt’s collection we re- 
marked a pretty odore rosse; the little pink-blossomed 
ovata; the lilac-fl 1 suaveolens ; Sprengelii, a 
variety something in the way of Hartnelli ; a large plant 
of one of the numerous varieties of ampullacea ; 
beautiful little depressa ; Hartnelli, 4 feet in height and 
about the same in diameter; and an equally large spe- 
cimen of gemmifera. In the same group was also a 
pretty little plant of elegans ; Westphalingia, orna- 
mented with numerous bright rosy tubes, and a lovely 
little aristata major. In the collection from Ealing- 
park, were vasiflora, a small pink-flowered sort; ge- 
lida, with greenish-white blossoms ; the lovely pink- 
flowered propendens ; trossula, a beautiful variety, with 
small white flowers ; several varieties of ventricosa ; 
a good plant of splendens ; and a beautiful purpurea, 
with drooping yellow flowers.—Mr. "Taylor, gr. to 
Costar, Esq., of Streatham, sent, among others, 
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the neat  white-blossomed nigricans, grandinosa, 
covered with little hail-like blossoms;  Bergiana, 
loaded with little pink bells, and Macnabiana, 
a good and rather scarce variety. In the excellent 
group contributed by Messrs. Fairbairn, of Clapham, 
we remarked dilecta, a sort something in the way of 
mundula ; the pretty little yellow-blossomed denticulata 
moschata ; the beautiful vestita rosea ; Wilsoni, a good 
and scarce variety ; the bright rosy-blossomed metule- 
flora and Beaumontia, the latter densely covered with 
small lilac bell-shaped flowers. From the Tooting 
nursery, Mes: llisson sent the curious Halicacaba, 
füvoides purpurea ; nivea ; a fine grandiflora ; a pretty 
variety of jasminiflora, and a beautiful fimbriata. 
In the group of twelve Heaths contributed by Mr. 
lay, of Bromley, were some remarkable plants, espe- 

cially Hibbertiana, in fine condition ; the larger variety 
of aristata major ; the pretty white-flowered mirabilis ; 

fastigiata bractescens, in capital order, and a pretty 
depressa. A second collection eame from Mr. Green, 
and a third from Mr. Plambly, gardener to. J. Dims- 
dale, Esq.; the latter group contained a large trans- 
lueens mueronata, with small lilae flowers; vestita. 
fulgida, a bright red-flowered variety ; florida campa- 
nulata, and a good hybrida. Mr. Ayres contributed 
rubra-ealyx, in fine condition 5 a small ventricosa tenui- 

folia ; the pretty dentieulata moschata, covered with 
yellow flowers, and a lovely propendens. In the Nur- 
serymen's Class the best group was exhibited by Messrs. 
Fraser, of Lea-bridge, and contained fine plants of mun- 
dula, intermedia, and Hartnelli, the latter hardly suf- 
ficiently in bloom. Other exhibitors in this class were 
Messrs, Veitch, Epps, and Pamplin ; but in these groups 
we did not observe anything different from what we 
have already detailed, except a curious and very scarce 
variety among Messrs. Veiteh's plants, named Pezza, 
producing numerous small round white waxy-looking 
blossoms. Collections of six species were numerous, 
and severalfine plants were shown as single specimens. 
Of the Jatter may be mentioned a yery large plant of 
E. vestita coccinea, in fine condition, from Mr. May ; 
propendens 4 fee; in height, and about the same in 
diameter, from Messrs. Fraser; and another equally 
large plant of the same species, from Mr. Pamplin. 
Messrs. Fairbairn, of Clapham, sent, moreover, a large 
vestita coccinea, and a lovely small specimen of ventri- 
cosa coccinea minor. 

The Rosesin pots, although not so fine nor so nu- 
merous as we have seen them, attracted much attention. 
Among amateurs, Mr. Slowe was}the only competitor., 
In this group of T'ea-scented there were, Hymene 

white ; Safrano, yellow; Bougére, rose ; Triomphe de 
Luxembourg, large buff ; Devoniensis, creamy white ; 
and Caroline, Of Bourbons, Bouquet de Flore, deep 
carmine. Of Chinas, Napoleon, large blush ; Mrs. 
Bosanquet, pale flesh ; Triomphante, crimson; and 
Paris. In the Nurserymen's Class, Messrs. Paul and 
Sons, of Cheshunt, produced the best collection. Among 
them there were, of Hybrid Perpetuals, Clementine 
Duval, bright rose ; Louis Bonaparte, rosy crimson 3 
Lane, large deep rose ; Aubernon, erimson ; Madame 
Laffay, rosy crimson; Mrs. Elliott, lilac; Pauline 
Piantier; Antinous, purplish crimson; and Great 
Western. Of Tea-scented, Nina, Clara Sylvain, and 
Taglioni. Of Bourbons, Souvenir de la Malmaison, 
pale flesh; Bouquet de Flore, deep carmine; an 
Madame Nerard, delicate blush.—A second collection 
came from Messrs. Lane and Son, of Great Berkbamp- 
stead. It contained 4/ba—Blanehefleur, white, with 
blush centre. Hybrid Perpetual—Aubernon, pale 
erimson ; Comte de Paris, pale blush ; Madame Emma 
Dampierre, purplish red; Madame Laffay, crimson 3 
Marquis of Ailsa, crimson; Mrs. Elliott, pale lilac 
pink ; William Jesse, crimson tinged with lilac ; Grand 
Capitaine, velvety, fiery crimson; Due de Chartres, 
shaded carmine. Tea—Adam, glossy blush with 
salmon centre ; Barbot, reddish rose with yellow centre ; 
Hamon, blush, shaded with crimson ; Mimi, rich cream ; 
Moiré, pale yellow ; Nisida, shaded buff ; Triomphe de 
laGuillotiére, fawn ; Triomphe de Luxembourg, buff and 
rose.— Mr. Francis, of Heriford, contributed among 
others, of T'ea scented, Bougére, Melville, Safrano, 
Goubault, Caroline, Nina, and Mansais. Of Hybrid 
Perpetuals there were, Fulgorie, Duchess of Suther- 
land, William Jesse, Rivers, and Madame Laffay. Of 
Chinas — Clara Sylvain, Comte de Paris, and 
Gardenia. In addition to these the group contained 
Bourbon Queen, and Ponetué nouvelle, moss. Mr, 
Dobson, gr. to Mr. Beek, of Islewortb, contributed of 
Bourbons — Mrs. Bosanquet, Souvenir de la Malmaison, 
large, pale flesh ; Queen, beautiful fawn-coloured. 
Perpetials—William Jesse, crimson, tinged with 
lilac; La Reine, glossy rose ; Louis Bonaparte, rosy 
crimson ;, Madame Laffay, crimson ; Princesse Hélène, 
deep purplish red ; Comte de Paris, crimson, tinged 
with lilac. Of Teas—Comte de Paris, pale blush. 
Goubault, bright rose ; Hardy, pale flesh, rosy centre 5 
Taglioni ; Belle Allemande. Of Chinas — Victoire 
d'Aumay, Henry V., and Fabvier; and of Hybrid 
China—General Allard, a rosy red, distinct and. fine 
sort. A small group of Roses in pots was moreover 
produced from the garden of A. Rowland, Esq., of 
Lewisham, In this, we remarked Harrisonii, Rubens, 
Persian yellow, Rival de Posthume, and Marshal Villiers. 
Of Single Specimens, only one plant was sent, aud that 
was Elise Sauvage, from Mr. Slowe. It was a fine 
plant, producing nine expanded pale yellow blossoms, 
with orange centres, which, united with a clean healthy 
foliage, rendered it an object of considerable attraction. 

Collections of Cacrr, in fine condition, were sent by 
Mr. Green, and by Mr. Robertson. Mr. Green’s plants 
were Epiphyllum speciosum, the larger and smaller 
varieties of E. Ackermanni, E. Russellianum, a grace- 
fully drooping variety with small purple flowers ; the 
larger E. speciosum, E. Jenkinsoni, and a splendid 
Cereus speciosissimus. The most remarkable plants 
in Mr. Robertson’s collection were Cereus speciosissimus, 
Epiphyllum L E. Acl i, and two of 
E. splendens. 

As SingLe Specimens of superior cultivation a con- 
siderable number of plants were exhibited. Mr. Green 
sent a very large double red Azalea, at least 6 feet in 
height, and nearly the same in diameter, a blaze of red 
blossoms. From Messrs, Frazer was Boronia serru- 
lata, displaying fi t, and the same 
may be said of a noble Helichrysum humile, from Mr. 
Bruce, of Tooting. A large Epacris grandiflora was 
produced from the nursery of Mr. Pamplin ; a famous 
Pimelea spectabilis was sent by Mr. Clarke ; and a no 
less remarkable plant of Crowea saligna, in the most 
robust health, from Mr. W. P. Ayres. Other plants 
were blue Leschenaultias, from Mr. Falconer, of Cheam, 
and Messrs. Veitch and Son; a Gesnera discolor, from 
Mr. Kenyon, gr. to H. Brown, of Hackney; an Epacris 
grandiflora, from Mr. Pamplin; two Polygalas, and a 
Pimelea decussata, from Mr. Hill, and finally a large 
and rather fine Hovea Celsi, from Mr. Balston, of Poole, 
Of Specimen Fuchsias, Messrs. Lane sent Mrs. Lane, 
and two nicely-grown plants were contributed by Mr. 
Kendall, of Stoke Newington. 
New Pants were neither numerous nor remarkable. 

Messrs, Veitch sent Eranthemum variabile, a plant with 
silvery-streaked leaves and purplish lilac flowers; Rhodo- 
stemma. gardenioides, with t ted dingy-looking 
blossoms ; and Mussænda frondosa, a long lost, but re- 
cently re-introduced plant, with yellow tubular blossoms 
and large white bracts. Mr. Robertson produced Hy- 
drolea spinosa, a blue-flowered plant, which is possibly 
better suited for planting out in a warm situation in 
the flower-garden than for pot culture; the little 
starry Dysophyl (Dysophyllum stellatum), was sent by 
Mr. Dodds, gr. to Sir G. Warrender, Bart. ; and An- 
therieum cxruleum, a  blue-flowered well-known 
plant, was produced by Mr. Cameron, of the Birming- 
ham Botanie Garden ; who also sent a species of Goodia. 
Mr. Dobson contributed the ugly little silvery-spotted 
Achimenes argyrostigma, Mr. Ayres, Crotalaria ver- 
rucosa. Mr. Luff, of Larkfield-lodge, Richmond, 
Chirita sinensis, My. Hoyle, of Guernsey, an Epiphyl- 
lum superbum ; and Mr. Fairbairn, a Polygala named 
Dalmaisiana. 
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Of New Harpy EvERGREENS in pots only one group 
was exhibited, and that was from Mr. Francis, of 
Hertford. In addition to seven species of Abies, the 
same nuraber of Pinus, and nine Junipers, it contained 
Cryptomeria japonica, four species of Cypress, Thuja 
filiformis and articulata, Taxus adpressa, Ilex latifolia, 
opaca, and platyphylla; Taxodium sempervirens, 

Araucaria imbricata, and Pernettya mucronata, the 
latter producing little red berries. 

Misceiianrous OBJECTS comprised an Azalea lateritia, 
from Mr. Carson; the large-flowered variety of Aphe- 
lexis spectabilis, from Mr. W. P. Ayres ; a Cape Heath, 
from Mr. Malyon; a fine Chorozema Henchmanni, 
from Messrs. Fraser; a beautiful white Azalea, from 
Mr. Bamsell, gr. to J. C. Weir, Esq., of East Acton ; 
a Leschenaultia formosa, from Mr. Bruce ; an Achi- 
menes picta, from Mr. Green ; a collection of seedling 

ododendrons, from Mr. Waterer, of Bagshot ; and a 

group of arborescent seedling Gloxinias, notieed on a 
former occasion, from the gardens at Syon. 

In the tent appropriated to the PErAnGoNrUMS, there 
Was a freshness and gaiety peculiar to this beautiful 
flower. The collections were numerous, and, as r 
garded growth and fine development of colour, they 
Were never seen in finer condition, The improvement 
in the colour is doubtless attributable to the new sorts, 
which are driving from the exhibitions the older and 
inferior varieties ; hence the benefits whieh arise from 
the establishment of that class in which the merits of 
the new flowers form the objects of emulation, In the 
Amateurs’ Class, for new and first-rate varieties, the 
Gold Banksian Medal was awarded to Mr. Cock, whose 
Collection contained the following varieties: Duke of 
Cornwall, Hector, Atalanta, Rosetta, Mustee, Emma, 

ilo, Sultana, Duchess of Leinster, Eliza Sauvage, 
Orion, and Isabella.—In the same Class for Nursery- 
men, Mr. Dobson, gr. to Mr. Beck, of Isleworth, was 
Awarded the Gold Banksian Medal for the following new 
And fiue sorts: Hebe's Lip, Susanna, Master Walter, 
Mustee, Isabella, Lurida, Hector, Resplendent, Rosy 
Circle, Desdemona, Aurora, and Arabella.— The Silver 
Gilt Medal was voted to Mr. Catleugh, for Milo, Magog, 
mma, Orion, Free Briton, Duchess of Sutherland, 

Sultana, Mary, Rosetta, Luna, Duke of Cornwall, and 
Rosetta superba ; and the Large Silver wasobtained by 

x. Gaines, whose flowers were Xarifa, Milo, Nosegay, 
‘Athenian, r, Don Juan, Lady Smith, Amelia, 
Cossack, Prince Albert, Redworth, and Lady Caroline 
Douglas.—For 12 varieties of Pelargoniums of superior 
cultivation in 8-inch pots, the Gold Banksian Medal in 

e Amateurs’ Class was presented to Mr, Cox, who 
exhibited Orion, Emma, Cicero, Eliza Sauvage, Sarah, 
Queen Philippa, Sir R. Peel, Sultana, Erectum, Cyrus, 
uperb, and Princess Alice.— In the Nurserymen’s 

Class the Gold Banksian Medal was awarded to 
Mr, Catleugh, for Madonna, Sultana, Juliet, Hebe, 
Queen of Beauties, Charles the Tenth, Coronation, 
Madeline, Luna, Symmetry, and Duke of Cornwall.— 

r. Gaines received the Silver Gilt Medal for Coro- 
Nation Superb, Sultana, Augusta, Queen of Bourbons, 

aines's Pirate, Emma, Rising Sun, Saxon King, Egbert, 
Albion, Vanguard, and Lady Prudhoe.—.Mr. Staines 
received the large Silver Medal* for Rosalie, Adonis, 
unbeam, Ackbar, Erectum, Clio, Sylph, Lady Ebring- 

ton, Lady Sale, Duke of Cornwall, Marchioness of 
Lothian, and Duke of Wellington ; and asimilar Medal 
Was awarded to Mr. Dobson for Rosy Circle, Luna, 

Sultana, Hero, Zanzummin, Arabella, Matilda, Sir R. 
Peel, Margaret, Mustee, Lord Chancellor, and Duke of 
Cornwall.—For Pelargoniums in 6 varieties in 12 inch 
pots, the Amateurs’ Prize, the Large Silver Medal, was 
awarded to Mr. J. Parker, gr. to — Oughton, Esq., for 
Coronation, Erectum, Duke of Cornwall, Mabel, Unit, 
and Master Humphrey.—In the Nurserymen's Class, 
Mr. Gaines received the same award for Cyrus, Rising 
Sun, Erectum, Albina, Lady Sale, and Corcnation. 

The CarcEoLAmus were limited in number, and two 
collecti ns were di lified in of non 

$ 

nh 
S fi uty to the regulati of the Society.—The 
RNC Knightian Medal was awarded to Mr. G. Stanley 

r his collection, comprising British Queen, Queen 
of Fairies, Prince Alfred, Monarch, Ring John, and 
.ammoth; and Mr. Gaines was awarded ihe Large 

Silver for the following 6 varieties: Gaines's Com- 
Pacta, Mirabilis, Alpha, Enchantress, and Kinghorn's 

ab, and Miss Houston. But few seedling Pelar- 
Boniums were exhibited, and none of the present season 
Were considered an improvement upon those already in 
{ultivation, Among those exhibited as specimens 
ae years old, four were exhibited by Mr. Dobson, gr. 
H UE E. Beck, and were named Competitor, Baechus, 
Sil e's Lip, and Patrician. To the first named, the 
flo ver Knightian was awarded: it is a rich coloured 
wee the top petals are covered with an even tint of 
a ERES. leaving a narrow rim of rosy crimson 
n e edge. The centre of the flower is light, slightly 
Inged with blue, with lower petals of a bright rosy 
Urple, with a deeper rose-coloured spot in each. 
nie was awarded the S. B, ; the upper petals to 
or flower are of a deep maroon, with a narrow border 
h rose, centre white, rose-coloured under petals, 
SOMOS dark veins and blotches in each. Hebe’s Lip 
NDS a similar award ; velvety top petals surrounded 

1 erimson, white centre, with bright rosy pink under 
Petals. A Certificate was awarded to Patrician ; a 

si ome error appears to have occurred with regard to Mr. 
will he s plants, and we understand that this part of the award 
Pisa e brought again under the notice o judges. Inthe 
d "while we give the return as it stood in the official eclaration, 

s 

flower having rosy pink lower petals with dark top 
petals, changing to rosy crimson on the edge. These 
flowers are large and finely formed, free bloomers, and 
of excellent habit. —Mr. Hoyle also received a Certi- 
ficate for again exhibiting his Mount Etna. This 
fiower possesses extraordinary brilliancy and beauty of 
colour. The pervading colour is a deep and bright 
scarlet lake or crimson rose, with a dark blotch in the 
top petals, The flowers are rather small, and the plant 
does not appear to be of robust habit. There were 
several seedling Caleeolarias exhibited ; three were 
selected by the judges as desirable varieties, named 
Masterpiece, from Mr. Kinghorn, Gaines's Lord 
Hardinge, and Green's La Polka. Some seedling 
Cinerarias were shown, but none possessing novelty or 
striking peculiarities appeared amongst them. 

The exhibition of Fruit was limited, and, with some 
exceptions, indifferent, some of the Grapes being hardly 
ripe, notwithstanding the warning previously given 
that such would be excluded from consideration by 
the judges. For Grapes the Silver Gilt Medal was 
awarded to Mr. Kemp, gr. to P. Grillion, Esq., of East 
Acton, for famous bunches of White Muscat ; and Mr. 

Ingram, of the Royal Gardens, Frogmore, received a 
similar award for Black Hamburghs.—Mr. Dodds, gr. 
to Sir G. Warrender, Bart., and Mr. Walter, gr. to 
Capt. Hart, also both sent fine bunches of the same 

variety. — A Silver Banksian was obtained by Mr. 
Fleming, gr. to the Duke of Sutherland, at Trentham, 
for Black Hamburghs, Sweetwater, and White Musca- 
dine; and Cannon Hall Museats were shown by Mr. 
Wilson, gr. to Earl Howe, Gopsall.—Black Hamburghs 
aud Sweetwaters from Mr. Toy, gr. to Col. Challoner ; 
and Mr. Slowe, gr. to R. Baker, Esq.—Among 
Market Gardeners, Mr. Davies, of Oakhill, East 

Barnet, was awarded a Silver Gilt Medal for Black 

Hamburghs a S famous box o 
Black Hamburghs also came from Mr. Mitchell, of 
Kemptown, Brighton ; and Mr. Chapman, of South 
Lambeth, likewise sent Black Hamburghs and Sweet- 
waters.— For Pine-apples Mr. J. Povey, gr. to the Rev. 
J. Thornycroft, of Thornycroft Hall, Congleton, . ob- 
tained a Silver Gilt Medal for three Providences, all 
of them fine specimens’ of cultivation; and a Large 
Silver Medal was awarded to Mr, Brewin, gr. to R. 
Gunter, Esq., Brompton, for Blood Queen, an: An- 
tigua Queen, Providence, Black Jamaica, and En- 

ville; Mr. Davies, moreover, showed 5 Providences 
and 4 Black Antiguas, all of them  fine-looking 
fruit. — Of Peaches and Nectarines Mr. Fleming 
sent of the former fine specimens of the Royal 
George and Violette Hátive Nectarines. — Other 
fruit consisted of Keen's Seedling Strawberries aud 
4 Melons, viz., Snow’s Hybrid Green-fleshed, Spivey's 
Hybrid G fleshed, and the Beec! d, from Mr. 
Judd, gr. to W. H. Whitbread, Esq., Southill, Bedford- 
shire; British Queen Strawberries from Mr. Toy ; 
Keen’s Seedling Strawberries from Mr. Eyre, gr. to R. 
W. Barchard, Esq.; Apples and Pears from R. 
Brook, Esq., of Petistree Lodge, Suffolk; and from Mr. 
Baldwin, of Turnham-green ; and British Queen Straw- 
berries from Mr. Davies, 

LINNEAN SOCIETY. 
Tuesday, May 5th.—The Bisuor of Norwicu, Pre- 

sident, in the Chair,—A note was read from Dr. 
Forster, on the migration of the swallow. The author 
gave the results of his observations on the migration of 
the swallow (Hirundo rustica) on. the continent of Eu- 
rope, being au extension of his former observations on 
the same subject in Great Britain. A mote on the im- 
pregnation of the British species of Viola was read by 

Thomas S. Ralf, Esq., in which the author pointed out 
that the particular form of the stigma in the flowers of 
Viola was connected with the development of hairs in the 
spurred peta/s, upon which the pollen falls. This paper 
was illustrated by specimens which were exhibited by the 
aid of the microscope of the Society. In these speci- 
mens it was observed that in those cases where the 
stigma is globose and the style bent, that a number of 
submoniliform hairs were present in the claw of the 
petal. The hairs are covered with pollen, and it is 
through these that the pollen gains access to the interior 
of the style. At the conclusion of the first paper, Mr. 
Richard Taylor observed, that as it was not in opposi- 
tion to the by-laws of the Society, be would make a 
few observations on the paper he had just read, and 
drew attention to the tables drawn up by the Belgian 
naturalists for the registering phenomena like those re- 
corded by Dr. Forster, The President stated that it 
had long been his conviction that discussion should be 
allowed at the meetings of the Society, and hoped that 
as the by-laws of the Society did not forbid it, that for 
the future the Fellows would be induced to discuss the 
papers brought forward, In our report of Mr. Quekett’s 
paper at the last meeting, it was stated that that gentle- 
man had observed grains of starch are always developed 
on the outside of a eytoblast in Exogens and Endogens. 
We are requested by Mr. Quekett to state, that although 
he had always found starch granules on the outside of 

the cytoblast in Exogens, he had found them inside in 
‘Lilium bulbiferum, and outside alone amongst Endo- 

ca. gens, in Iris germa 

New Garden Plants. 
27. Pmonta Wirrmanntana. The Yellow Peony. Hardy 

Perennial. (Crowfoots). Siberia. 
A more remarkable acquisition than a yellow Peony, | fruit. 

not a pale straw-coloured species, which is only a 

spoiled whi'e, but a true yellow-flowered plant, does 
not often occur. All that we know for certain of its 

| 
| 

history is, that it was received in October, 1842, in the 
Garden of the Horticultural Society, from Mr. N. de 
Hartwiss, the director of the Nikita Garden in the 
Crimea; that it is just mentioned in the “London 
Journal of Botany,” for April, 1842, p. 207, by Dr. 
Fischer, of St. Petersburgh, who, in a letter to Sir 
William Hooker, makes the following statement :— 
* Mr. Hartwiss has received many interesting plants 
from Abcharia, sent by Count M. Worontzoff. Among 
them he has found a yellow-flowered Pzeony, Epime- 
dium pinnatum (confined hitherto to Talysch alone), 
and Pinus Nordmanniana (an Abies), said to be a 
showy and beautiful tree.” We understand that 25 
guineas was demanded for a single plant of it in one of 
the great continental nurseries. The species has much 
the appearance of Pzeonia Cretica, is quite hardy, grows 
where any other Pæony will grow, and flowers in May. 
At present we believe that the plant in the Garden. of 
the Horticultural Society is unique in this country.— 
Botanical Register. 

28, GRAELLSIA SAXIFRAGMFOLIA.  Saxifrage-leaved 
Graellsia. Hardy Perennial. (Crucifers.) Persia. 

A little plant, with long-stalked kidney-shaped or 
roundish leaves, very coarsely notehed, and smelling 
strongly of Garlic. ‘The flower-stems are about 9 inches 
high, and bear a compound corymb of small white 
flowers, resembling those of the common scurvy Grass. 
It grows freely in any good, rich garden-soil, and is well 
suited for roekwork. It flowers in July and August, 
and is inereased by dividing the old plants in autumn 
or spring, or by seeds.—Journal of the Hort. Society. 

29. OPHIOPOGON PROLIFEP. Proliferous Snake’s-beard. 
Stove Perennial. (Lilyworts.) Sineapore. 

This has a slender stem slowly rising by means of roots 
which its leafy shoots throw out,in the manner of a 
screw Pine. The stems are not thicker than a swan's 
quill, and bear at intervals clusters of bright-green 
sword-shaped leaves, which curve downwards, and are 
longer than the flowering stems. The latter are bright 
purple, and bear in an interrupted manner a few 

clusters of nearly sessile small, white, obovate flowers, 
whose texture is between fleshy and spongy. It suc- 
ceeds in rough, sandy peat. During summer an ample 
supply of water is necessary ; also a very moist atmo- 
sphere, at a temperature of not less than 80° by day. 
In winter it requires to be treated almost like an Or- 
chidaceous plant; if a humid atmosphere is kept up, 
little or no water will be required for a few weeks.— 
Journal of the Horticultural Socirty. 

Calendar of Operations. 
(For the ensuing Week.) 

Tue spring disbudding of fruit-trees is a matter of 
considerable importance at this period ; for on thinning 
in due time, and ina proper way, success in ripening 
both wood and fruit is mainly dependent. This process 
should not'be completed at one dressing—the operation 
is too severe. The trees should be looked over about 
thrice, viz. :—First, when the young shoots are about 
2 inches long ; second, in about a week afterwards ; and 
finally, finished in about another fortnight. The first 
dressing should consist chiefly in rubbing off foreright 
and ill-placed shoots ; at the second thinning a select:on 
of wood as to the necessary quantity and position may 
be made; and finally, at the last, all gross shoots, or 
robbers, should be stopped, in order to equalise the sap. 

CONSERVATORIES, STOVE, &c. 

Conservatory.—-Camellias making their wood should 
have constant shading ; the house should be kept very 
moist day and night, and the plants frequently syringed. 
Pay every attention at this period to plants of climbing 
habit, whether festooning from the roof, up pillars, or on 
trellises in pots. Let stopping, thinning, training, &c., 
proceed in a methodical way. Many of these plants are 
unproductive of blossom for want of stopping the gross 
shoots. To stop such frequently is to gain both time 
and space. Stove and Orchids.—Centradesias, Eran- 
themums, Poinsettias, Justicias, Geissomerias, Cler 
dendrons, Euphorbias, Brugmansias, Gesneras, Vineas, 

with other ornamental stoye plants, more especially 
those intended to relieve the dull winter months, should 
at this period have the highest of cultivation. They 
should be allowed plenty of room, and clear manure- 

water, and should, if requisite, have their rambling 
shoots stopped occasionally. The latter should be done 
forthwith, as young wood made late in the season will 
not produce winter flowers. Mixed Greenhouse.— 
Those who grow that delightfully sweet winter flower, 
the Cyclamen persicum, will find it the best plan to 
plant it out at this period in a highly raised bed in the 
kitchen garden. This bed should be composed chiefly 
of peat soil and coarse sand, to which a little sandy 
loam andea little leaf soil may be added. It is truly 
astonishing what superior plants they make in this way, 
as I have proved for the last 30 years. 

z KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING. 

Pineries. — If the weather proves very sunny, it 
wil be advisable to shade fruiters im their first 
swelling, in order'to dispense with the necessity of 
giving so much air; this wil preserve a greater 
amou:t of atmospheric moisture in the house. 
Vineries.— Early houses now ripening should have 
abundance of air. Let a few of the laterals which had 
been reserved, for fear of breaking the principal buds, 
be removed if they shade any of the principal leaves. 
Do not, however, remove them to throw sunlight on the 

Late Vineries—These will be now in blossom 
in most places ; keep up a lively circulation of air with 

a warmer atmosphere, anó[jeease syrinzing. Continue, 

however, to moisten the tan or floors as well as foot- 

o- 
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paths every evening ; this facilitates the bursting of the 

calyx, a necessary step to secure fi Vin 
State of the eid near London, for the week ending May 14, 1846, as 

observedat the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick. 

not possessing a lively and safe action at the root, ive 

sometimes much difficulty in bursting this. Melons.— 

Those now ridged out for autumnal crops should have 

a good depth of soil ; light and superficial soils will lead 

to red spider. The soil should be a stiff loam, filled in 

when dryish in rough lumps, and trod somewhat firm. 

After this a slight casing of common sandy soil may be 

laid over the whole. Cucwmbers.—Stop, thin, and 

water freely ; those for the ridge if hardened should 

now be planted out. See that the ball of earth is weil 
soaked with water previous to planting. Kidney Beans 

for transplanting,” raised in hot-houses, should now be 

transferred to a cool frame ; after hardening for a week 

or so they may be trusted out of doors. 

KITCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD. 

A little Endive for a first sowing may be got in. 
With regard to Peas, Beans, Spinach, Radishes, 
Cresses, Lettuces, Horn Carrots, &e., I may repeat the 
advice offered in one of my earlier Calendars, viz., to 
sow a little more if possible when the preceding sowing 
is fairly above ground. A good sprinkling of the Cape 
Broccoli may now be sown; likewise Grange’s Impreg- 
nated Cauliflower, and Walcheren Broccoli; these will 
succeed the Cauliflowerssown in February. Sow arow of 
Gherkins if not done. Those raisedinheatin boxes should 
be hardened forthwith, preparatory to.planting out. If 
a slight amount of fermentation could be provided for 
them, after the manner of those on the ridge, by means 
of cut Grass, or other refuse fermenting matter, it 
would tend to insure a crop; these things are not so 
easily managed in the northern parts of the kingdom 
as about the metropolis. Orcharding and Fruit Trees. 
—Carefully attend to disbudding, according to direc- 
tions in the early part of to-day's Calendar, Effect 
thinning of Apricots in a gradual way ; remembering 
that,as the spring has been rather capricious, many 
may drop in the stoning process, Use the engine where 
the red spider is feared ; those, however, who have fol- 
lowed my directions as to the use of sulphur, will save 
themselves endless trouble, and the trees much starva- 
tion, which these cold evening ablutions are sure to 
produce. No wonder at the Peaches gumming ; a rich 
and deep soil beneath, and such sudden depressions of 
temperature in the shoots, are quite sufficient of them- 
selves to produce the evil. 

FLORISTS’ FLOWERS. 

Auriculas must not be forgotten because the amateur 
has now many demands on his time; shade them in 
very hot sunny weather, though they. cannot at this 
season of the year be easily too much exposed, provided 
the regular attendance is given to water, &e. &c. 
Polyanthuses cannot bear the mid-day sun, except on 
very cool subsoils, A shady situation, under a hedge, 
with a north aspect, will be suitable for them during 
the next three months (that is to say if grown in pots). 
Tulips.—Do not forget to fertilise some of the best 
breeders, in order to obtain good seed, It would be 
time and trouble thrown away to cross yellow grounds 
with white ones, or vice versa. In choosing sorts to get 
seed from, let them be as thick in the petal, round at 
the top, pure in the cup, clean in the stamens (for foul 
stamens, though perhaps not yet acknowledged, are a 
very great defect) as much like the old Catafalque in 
the cup as possible; and then the raiser of seed will 
not be far wrong. Apply the farina with a small camel- 
hair brush to the stigma of the variety intended to be 
operated upon, covering the flower with a hand-glass. 
Carnations and Picotees,—Should the present dry 
weather continue, they will want occasional waterings, 
which when done, should be done well. 

FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES, 
It is now high time to think of bedding out some of 

the mass flowers; at least, such as are least liable to 
injury by frost, and have undergone a proper hardening 
process. Much D be done, as to display, by a judi- 
cious of both colour and 
figure. As a Feneral principle, our best authorities 
seem to agree, that the various shades of orange and 
yellows will class well with the various purples and 
blues; whites are suitable with the blues, oranges, and 
reds. White, however, deranges the effect of the 
yellows, as also the violet shades ; 3 whilst the various 
red or rose-coloured flowers are, as Hur as colour is con- 
cerned, capable of forming a bed by themselves. Every 

l bed of a fi den should, in my opinion, 
be complete in itself, both with regard to colour, and 
also outline, as to the. arrangement of the heights. 

COTTAGERS' GARDENS, 

A small Cueumber bed may now be made, by dig- 
ging a trench 1 foot deep, by 3 feet wide, jn a sunny 
and sheltered spot ; well sheltered from the wind, which 
is of the utmost importance. A thorough &ollection of 
all the weeds around the garden, the trimming of ditch- 
sides, old Ferns, hedge dubbings, &c., blended with a 
little hot manure, will do well. Keep the manure low, 
and fill up the trench as a mound, nearly 2 feet above 
the ground level. Soil it over slightly, and raise deeper 
hillocks where the plants are to be set. Those who 
cannot get hand-glasses may stretch some sticks or hoops 
across, and cover up at nights with old mats or cloths. 
Such, however, should not trust their plants out until 
another week, 
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Notices to Correspondents, 

Back NUMBERS OF THE GARDENERS’ CHRONICLE.—The Volumes 

for 1844 and 1845 can be had, bound in cloth, price 11. 10s. 
each, The following Numbers in the respective years can 

also be had. Any Subscriber who will forward to the 
lisher post-office stamps equivalent to sane: Numbers as 
are requested, will have them sent free 

841—1, 8, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 2, E 724, 26, 27, 28, 

2. EJ 3b A e i. 
11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18, 20, 23, 24, 25, 

m ai C4 [^ "34, 35, b 40, 41, 42, 45, 46, 47, 48, 50, 51, 5 
843— 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 20, 22, 23, 

an 28, 3, ̂  x 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 4l, 42, 43, ga 

18H— M yis x 46; and 50. 
e o UR 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 

20, 2 , 8, 29, 31, 32, 33, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 
44, i res 50, 51. 

1846—All the Nos. to the present time, 

Post. OFFICE OnpEns—In order to obviate the inconveniences 
ich are now constantly being experienced by parties who 

wish to remit small sums to the office of the GARDENERS’ 
estas E we have to request that all Post. office orders 
may in future be made payable to Mr. James MATTHEWS, at 
the Post-office, 180, Strand, London. 

ON’S COTTAGERS’ CALENDAR 
is now ready, price 3d. each copy. An index has been 
added to this present edition. Parties wishing to have copies 
for ESETA among their tenantry can have them at the 
rate of 25 fc 

ums MEET ** Guide to the Orchard," if you do not 
want very great detail, Neill’s book is a good one, The 

other we cannot recommend.—R G- the informati. ion 
ble Kingdom," mun 

be applied with great advantage ; and I think it would be 

an excellent substitute fov Sea Kale."l| 

KITCHEN Pra ENS — Corksorew — In order to drain it 
uftcient outfall. Having found this, Y a 

ma through the centie 4 f;et deep, and run the side drains 

into f eep at the highest point ; so you will get 1} foot 
fall, don is enough for the distance the pipes must run. 

Connect the main drain with the outfall. 
ELENA tr C a Dd may apply guano-water to your 

Straw! h advantage. Do not give it strong, but 
often ; (pun of poena to 12 gallons of Saton will be found to 
be a good proportion. Roses will also be benefited by it, 

administered in the same prepertgn, Diluted ammoniacal 
liquor will do, but not so well a: 

MISTLETOE—. soon as the EXE areripe rub them into 

Da in the bark ; ;they will adhere by theinown acidity It 
, however, necessary. that they iram be contact with 

ie bark, and so placed that birds cannot find them. Side. 

toe grows freely on Whitethorn, Apple-trees, Sycamores, and 
Limes. We never saw it a Walnut, and doubt if it would 

take. The peculiar juice sof di Walnut-tree would probably 
gieo gree with the parasite, 

PorMAISE— T P—We cannot improve upon your plan, except 
that are would connect the warm air flue at the back of the 

house with a ground flue or two s brought from the front. Of 
course you will effectually dry the air, 

Names or PnANTS—D S— d opcdrat o be a starved captains of 

Acacia pulchella.——4J W G—Epidendrum oncidioides 

D L—Lonicera alpigena.—— 5 B—Menziesia ferr: ugine 

roniea fruticulosa.—— Lady M.—Pittosporum 

F (—Yes ; it does not seem different AUS it.—We must 
tax the patience of a few questioners till next week, when we 
shall be able to answer all their inquiries, It takes a long 

time to name some plante cori UA 
SPECIMEN PLANTS— no ow nothing ofthe grounds 

upon d the Sudgos decided the Fuchsia prizes last Satu) 

day. In determining the merits of that kind of plant tho 

quality of the flower must be very carefully considered. Other- 
wise, the following may be regarded as the great points in a 

specimen plant :—It s Heald be well EUN the foliage clean 

ealthy in appearance, with abundance of richly- 
euren flowers; to this must be adde judicious 

training, keeping in view the natural char; oe of the growth 
of the plant, whether drooping, semi-drooping, upright or 

bushy. It has a good effect when the lateral branches com- 

mence seat un surface of the soil, in order to hide the upper 

part of the 
REES—C Cun omand Areo may be thinned at any time; but 

if you wish to use the thinnings for timber d e work should 
be done between October and March. marees once be- 

come bare poles from neglect they rarely feathe er ayain. 

Vines—P N W—We cannot guess what has happened to your 
Vines. But ifthe ‘‘corkscrews” remain heal , no harm is 

likely to come of the Scu We should like fae uus the 

result hereafter.——J M— You will get excellent a 
theparty you name; n your questions would be Di 
swered on the If we understand your plan it will work 

while the AS. is hot ; but what will you do when the fires 

are discontinue 
Yams—J B—These are stove plants not worth growing. The; 

take up a great deal of room, and are very uninteresting.: 
Yo w them in summer in a Men e in light 

Ete cd Do not cut them or they m. 

Te 

, differing 
——Anne— 

wild species from the Canaries,.——O P—We do not i- 

pate any injurious effects from galvanised iron ; but we have 

no experience of it. For water-pots nothing is better than 

tin well painted. Directions how to use Symmons' s 

Orchideous Plants. There is such a Gesnera. Will qs 
explain more Een. the inquiry about Orchids ? We do 
not understand the question. 

BRoccoLr—J EE Waite—Your variety appears to have been bred 
from Knight's Proteating but it is scarcely so white, and the 
curd is not so que and firm, being what is termed frothy.|| 

GnEENHOUSES—A B—Outside shades are only required on the 
sunny side. the simplest way is to construct them like 
rolling blinds, guiding the uae by cords at each side. The 
canvas should be worth about 5d. a yard ; a cheaj aper ae 
too penen Copper wire is much better than iron ; 

9 inches from the glass. Keep Symmons's ^o 

between 25? and 40°. not aware that water 
pans is injurious.——C Bw mu not o 
without sunlight. But you may eaves in health, and 
if M can expose your preciosa | plants to the sun, out of 
ae oors, one summer, they will flower the next in the absence 
f dixect s sun rays. 
cim Puants—Paul Pry—Greenhouse rg pee 

to be grown in peat mould are numerous. 19 

20 of the magnificent 2d dud annually shown ae Chiswick 

are grown exclu: bes Qs sí peat mould. The NOE 
do iut. in E o :—The different kinds of Azalea, Heaths 

should certainly be given with it. Mc will ent aw 

r wire is cheap, though expen 

Jio Droccolbis yer yy good indeed, but not petet EEA 
Protecting or the Walcheren.—. tou will EA our 
water of its impurity if you compel it to filter through a thick 
bed of sand ; Sen He as it comes from a hill, will be easily 

he account you furnished was little more 
than a list oin names, and not fit for publication. We are 

much obliged, but we threw the „paper away as useles 
Piers aah Lupe is an Alpine plant, and i 

titled to be shown as such. is any other Tiu Olyb- 

togam which is usually EA cnt a not a 
mon for Pansies to be sweet smelling, but it is rarely th 

possess die" fragrance of the white Violet. }—J Ki mu Yo 
cannot obtain new varieties of Fuchsia by potting your seed- 

lings in different composts. ason why your plants 

drop their flowers before they expand is, they are either 

starved or kept too he Fuchsia is a thirsty plant, and 
should be well ESSE to with water, in which, if a lit 

guano is ad aded now and then, the plants will thrive all tho 

ert — —Y our be 
and produce few flowers in consequence ERE. gol beu too 
rich, What you must do is this, you must remove a ortion 

a the soil in your beds and mix "the remainder with sara 

a poorer nature, or you must cramp the roots by plung ing 
de plants. inthe pots as you Propose, or by some other means, 

MUERE v: b , Corrma speciosa, 
plat; yp i, Eriostemon buxifolinm, Helichrysum proliferu 
ana humile, Hovea Celsi and pungen s, Eutaxia n stifolia, 

melea spectabilis 4 and decussata, Lesc! henaulti ja formosa, 
isis hylla and macro- 
phylla, Kennedya Marryattæ, Polygala speciosa, Hibbertia 
per! HS Gardoquia Hookeri, Bossiea linophylla, and 
Witsenia coryn ie 08a. 

HrATING—A Subscriber—It is impossible for us to judge cor- 
rectly of what is kon matter with your flue. 
thing wrong in the fire-place we presume. Flues are never 
heated by iron stoves ; à well. constructed fire-place is all 
that is required you nre near Glasnevin, you would get 
the best advice from Mr. Moore. 
NSECTS— Cla; Dita Wis cannot say what occasions the ex- 
erescences upon the leaves of the Aum tree; never having 
been NA to ise any insects from them, we "much doubs i 
they be R.——W M—You will find? in the entomological 
n "dele of i this 1 the information we can give you re- 

e larvze, which are the offspring of the Gnat called 
Tipula maculosa, R.——Amicus—The above answer given to 
tuf M." will apply caue to yourself. £2, ——- Naczara—]1t is 

ble to give a satisfactory answer "without s seeing the 
patie Ts cx us larva of Tipula maculosa above alluded 
to? R — We cannot give you an opinion withou 
seeing the SAU you complain of. j. ——J B H— 
sendus some of the worms in a quill stopped with cork at 
both ends, and we will give you an answer. R.—A Rose 
-Amatewr— Unless you send us the small grub we cannot ad- 
mee you, There ar various „Species that attack the Roses, 
ndt aries R.——J B W—Instead 
of stopping the aul with cork you used sealing-wax, which 
was crushed out by the post, and no insects were to be 
found. R. 

Kate—Aortensis—Y our Siberian Kale is probably the same as 
the Buda Kale, known also by the names of Russian, 

Prussian, and Manchester Kale. wing is a state- 
ment respecting it, by "us Wedgwood, “ Horticultural 

570.—'* I have been trying an ex- 
periment with Buda Kale, [AUNT crag ed completely ; 
this is blanching it as you do pet Kale by turning a pot over 
Ea and letting it remain covered tillit is quite blanched. When 

ut and dressed in that state it is excellent, and one advan- 

ess will be that the same plant will furnish two cuttings, 

for the sprouts are more delicate than even the original heart 

of the plant, I used no dung to force it; but this might 

1 eing alway: with a fine display 
of bloom.t 

SEEDLING FLOW ERS. 
AzaLEA—J S—Your seedling is of a very pure white ; in form 

it is not equal to Gledstanesii, which it somewhat resembles, 

and the striping is ee visible in the specimens sent.* 

ALCEOLARIAS—A R G— your seedlings are pretty varie- 

ties; at the same time dnm are too small, and not uncom- 
mon in the marking."—— W C— There is too strong t a E 

likeness among your seedlings—for instance, 3, 4, 9, 
5, are so much alike that one of the number is Amaea of 

these 19is the best. Again, 6, 7, 14, 16, 13, 8, 21, are merely 

repetitions of flowers alr sadni in many hands—they. are also 

deficient in form ; 5, 9, are the best; 20 is a well- 
formed flower, clear i in oloue and distinct in marking, buf 

small; 5 is novel, from posses: pum three colours, yellow 
ground, brome que and black s ppo j this flower also is 

B—These are large fine specimens, 
measuring from i inch to 1} i ran in diameter; the general 
i in Eee] s th vw flatness in front. 1, si buff [owe 

"S = 

ersized." —— } 

ion ; 4 is too d deüelent in form.*—A C Very com^ 
mon, Tee dig but not uncommon.*—— @ S M—Your 

p ecimens are pre t common in colour and marking ; 

3 appears to be the Ws S WHA large flower, of good 
form, but eS and undecided in colour.* 

CINERARIAS: C— Your seedling is similar to others in cultiva 
tio LW L—Your seedling is common in colour and 
ficient in sit ance,” 

PANsIES—A B, a Constant Reader—A flower rich in colour and 
of DUE substance, but rather deficient in a vidis outline.” 
— B B —Both your ae are large, and No. 1 is rather 
aes) MA rough edges to the Detaly with. He EAE 

uu not perfect ; itis, por a T formed flower. No. 2, 
ite ground, with fine petals, wi broad mar- 

giu round the Tower ones, ofa P deep bright blue ; a useful show 
flower, bold a: 

PELARGONIOMS —— our ir seedlings wantsize, and they are 
inferior to similar varieties in cultivation.” 

*,* Asusual, uM communications have been GOLES too lat! 

“and others ar detained till ingui aiies 
can be inde Mis must also beg for the indulgence 0: of those 

IODSCUdE correspondents, the Tiserton ef whose interesting 

contributions is still delayed, 
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OYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENG- 
LAND.—The GENERAL MEETING will be held atthe 

Society's House in Hanover-square, on Fripay, the 22d inst., 
at One o'clock precisely. 

By Order of the Council, James Hupson, Sec. 
London, May 6, 1846. 

HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY beg to 
offer Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, delivered direct from 

the Importers' bonded warehouses :— 

Nitrate of Soda, Fine Bone Sawdust, 
Sulphate of Ammonia, Sulphurie Acid, 

Superphosphate of Lime, Sulphate d Soda, 

ypsum, etre Salt, 
And every article of Artificial Manure in the most genuine 
State,—No. 40, New Bridge-street, Blackfriars. 

. Epwarp Porser, Secretary. 

BY HER 

MAJESTY’S : 

M‘NEILL & CO., of Lam! 
L London, Manufacturers and only Patentees of 

THE PATENT ASPHALTED FELT FOR. ROOFING, 

a 
b’s Buildings, Bunhill- 

London, and in different parts of the country, to wl 

ence is made, This Felt is composed of the strongest and most 

durable materials, and is saturated with the BEST OF AS- 

PHALTE OR BITUMEN (THE SAME AS SELECTED AND USED 

BY SIR IsAMBERT BRUNEL FOR THE THAMES TUNNEL, BEING 

FOUND THE MOST ELASTIC AND EFFECTIVE RESISTER OF WET), 
NO OTHER FELT HAS THIS ASPHALTE BUT F. M‘NEILL 

& CO.’s, and which renders it impervious to rain, snow, an 

frost, and a non-conductor of heat and sound. Its advantages 

are Lightness, Warmth, Durability, and Economy. — Price 

NE PENNY PER SQUARE Foor. 
es, with Directions for its Use, and Testimonials 

of seven years’ experience (which contain much useful informa- 

tion), from Noblemen, Gentlemen, Gardeners, Architects, and 

uilders, SENT FREE to any part of the Town or Country, aud 
orders by Post executed, 

The new Vice-Chancellor’s Courts, the Offices attached, and 
Passages leading to Westminster-hall, Dr. Reid's Offices, and 
other Buildings at the New Houses of Parliament, are roofe: 
with F. M‘NEILL and Co.'s Felt, andis known by its having the 
appearance of lead roofs. 

The Public is respectfully cautioned against misrepre- 
sentation, as the only Works in Great Bri where the above 

Patent Roofing is madeis F. M‘NEILL & Co.'s Manufactories, 

Lamb’s-buildings, Bunhill-row, London. 

The a gricultural Gazette. 
SATURDAY, MAY 16, 1846. 

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 

a 

Agricultural Society of England. Waownspay, May 20f fis society, Bellas g! 
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Wapxxspay, — 

Tue growth of vegetables is a branch of the 
farmer's business much better understood than the 
conversion of them into beef, mutton, pork, &c. 

he experience of farmers on the former subject is 
much more generally known. We are in possession 
of many well-established facts regarding the agency 
of drainage, cultivation, and manures ; while as 
regards the process of feeding, we have but few 
details of individual experience. There are not 
many published experiments on the relative nutritive- 
ness of different kinds of food. This should induce 
us to place greater value on the few worthy of our 
reliance which we do possess. And among these 
we have no hesitation in naming those by Dr. 
Tuomson on THE VaLuE or Marr as Foon ron 
ATTLE. 
We have observed that most of the agricultural 

periodicals in which the Government report of these 
experiments has been noticed have dissented from 
its conclusions on the ground that the experimenter 
not being a farmer was unqualified for his task; 
and a correspondent makes the same assertion on 
similar grounds in the last Number of the Agricul- 
tural Gazette. But let us consider what this ob- 

jection is really worth. The account given of these 
experiments in the report is most detailed and par- 
ticular. Why have objections not been made to the 
treatment which the cattle received? It is all 
stated in fullest detail. Why has fault not been 
found with the trial because of unsuitableness in the 
animals or unfairness in the cireumstances in which 
they were placed. The results of the experiment 
are necessarily the consequence of certain causes 
acting either in accordance with, or in spite of the 
will of the experimenter. Why have dissentients 
Not pointed out the operation on the animals of 
Causes besides those to which Dr. Tuomson attri- 
butes his results? No doubt, many have searched 

diligently for them through the bulky report of the 
investigation, for it was not to be borne that the 
main prop of the Anti Malt-tax agitation should thus 
be knocked away from under it: but the search 
was fruitless—the experiment was carefully con- 
ducted, its results were accurately recorded. It is 
the only piece of exact evidence, we believe, that 
exists on the subject; it is founded on a lengthened 
and careful investigation ; it is in accordance with 
the preconceived opinions of intelligent man. How, 
then, can it fail to bring conviction ? 

It is objected that Dr. Tuomson, not being a 
farmer, was unable fairly to conduct the experi- 
ment. Well, but here is a full report of the investi- 
gation. Point out the fallacy in his results—where 
is the mistake into which he has fallen? Suppose, 
however, that we admit the objection. What does 
it amount to? It is said that had a farmer had 
charge of this experiment its results would have 
been trustworthy. Now, we are persuaded that all 
whose opinion on the subject is worth anything will 
agree with us in saying that nothing requires a 
more careful previous education than the art of 
observing. Now, Dr. THomson stands confessedly 
at the head of British chemists—at the head of a 
body whose science has been laboriously worked 
out by constant experiment, whose occupation 
indeed consists in experiment, in applying causes 
and measuring effects, A practical chemist is the 
man of all others to conduct a quantitative experi- 
mental investigation, let the subject of it be what it 
may—the whole habit of his mind fits him for this 
task. And, for whom is Dr. Tuomson, the first 
practical chemist of the country, to be set aside? 
For a practical farmer—one, on the other hand, of 
a body low in the scale of profession, as regards the 
habit of observation and experiment, and therefore 
possessed, and especially in the branch of it her 
concerned, of but few well established data on 
which to found anything like consistent practice. 
What does Mr. HoxTARLE say in the late Number 
of the * Journal of the English Agricultural 
Society "? — * The of accurate weights 
and measurements, and therewith of just valua- 
tion, is the great opprobrium of English agri- 
culture.” Now, looking at the present condition 
of their respective professions, which is likely 
to be the more competent to conduct a nice investi- 
gation, the chemist, whose science, in consequence 
of his labours, may now be called “exact,” or the 
farmer, of whose art, in consequence (must we not 
say) of his negligence, there is hardly a point which 
is not obnoxious to the widest diversity of opinion ? 

We are persuaded that the experiment could 
not have been placed in more competent hands 
than those of Dr. Tuomson ; where inexperience 
in any respect disqualified him, as in the purchase 
of the animals, &c., he had the assistance of the 

ablest practical men in the west of Scotland, and 

as to keeping the animals free from the action of 
causes disturbing the results of the investigation, 

no one was better able to direct that than himself. 

e 

We have often had occasion to point out THE 
Lease for a term of years as the only beneficial 
bond of connection between landlord and tenant. 
It is, we are persuaded, the only kind of tenure 
under which the high cultivation of land can be either 
induced or maintained, and notwithstanding that 
there are landlords who will not grant leases for 
lengthened periods, and that there are tenants who 
will not accept them, it certainly must be for the 
national good that this mode of tenancy should more 
readily obtain. Farmers may fear being tied for 
more than one year to a bad bargain ; this only ex- 
hibits a want of energy, and of enterprise, and of 
confidence in their own judgment. Landlords may 
fear abandoning their estates for so long to incom- 
petent tenants; they forget that when a farmer is 
tied to the land for so many years, his interest in 
maintaining its fertility is equal to, if not stronger 
than that of its owner. And itis capable of demon- 

stration, both on d priori grounds and by an appeal 
to fact, that the increased profit of both parties, de- 
pendent asitis upon the exercise of capital and in- 
telligence in the cultivation of the land, ean be 
looked for only in those districts where the fruits of 
high farming are secured to the farmer by a suffi- 
ciently long lease. 

How, then, must it be where neither intelligence 
nor capital are abundant amongst farmers? Why, 
then we fear they cannot look for more than yearl 

tenancy. This, fortunately, is to them no hardship ; 

for where there is not capital to carry out, nor in- 

telligence to direct the higher cultivation of the 
land, there is rarely enterprise desirous of any 

change from things as they are. Nevertheless 

here, also, it will be for the landlord's interest to 

state openly and publicly his desire, whenever these 
shall appear in his tenants, to give them the security 
ofalease. Andit is only under protest that tenancy 

at will is a great national evil, though, unfortunately 
at present, in some cases, an unavoidable one, tha 
we proceed to consider how it may be turned to the 
best account. 

The object of the landlord in settling the terms on 
which his land shall be let necessarily is, to induce 
the thorough cultivation of it; he is urged to this 
not merely by self interest, on the ground that 

thereby the value of his estate will be increased, but 
also by his care for the labouring population, for 
whom employment is to be found. He must get 
his tenants to exert themselves, and this can only 

be done by ensuring to them a reward for their ex- 
ertions. He declines to secure this reward to them 
by lease; it must be done, therefore, by an agree- 
ment, in which, reserving the right to give six 
months' notice to quit, he binds himself on the 
tenant'sleaving to pay him for such improvements 
over and above the common “custom of the coun- 
try,'as may then remain unexhausted. There is 
no doubt that in practice this involves great diffi- 
culty and perplexity, but it appears to us that no 
other alternative offers. Isthe connexion between 
landlord and tenant to be such as shall tend to the 
better cultivation of the land? Then farms must 
be let so as to secure to their occupants a full re- 
turn for every extra-ordinary exertion they may 
make. And we do not see how this is to be done 
unless the landlord shall either give up the control 
of the land on certain conditions for a term of years, 
or, under a system of yearly tenancy, acknowledge 
to the fullest extent the justice of what has of late 
been termed “tenant right." The best method of 
developing this subject in an agreement between a 
landowner and his yearly tenants is a matter likely 
to excite some discussions; we shall give a form of 
agreement next week, and hope that our readers 
willsuggest any alterations that may appear advis- 
able. The main points in which the tenant should 
be bound, appear to be to cultivate his land on the 
alternate system, and to take nothing off his farm 
but grain, and the produce arising from the con- 
sumption of his green crops. And the chief point 
in which the landlord should bind himself, is to re- 
pay on a certain stated scale all improvements made 
with his sanction, which may remain unexhausted 
when the tenant leaves. 

Our readers will have seen that the Committee 
appointed by the Council of THE AcnicurTURAL 
Socrgry, to report on the propriety of adopting a 
plan of operations at their annual meetings some- 
what similar to that of rue BRITISH ASSOCIATION 
FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF ScIENCE, has recom- 
mended that the two subjects—Drainage, and the 
Chemistry of Manur hall be di d at the 
ensuing Newcastle meeting, under the guidance 
respectively of Mr. Panxrs and of Professor Jonn- 
ston. This is but a timid step in the direction 
pointed out to them some weeks ago by Mr. Tuomr- 
son, and alluded to at page 257; but there can be 
no doubt of these discussions being an admirable 
substitute for the Council dinner, the place of which 
they have taken; and we heartily hope that the 
success of this step may induce a bolder one in the 
same direction another year. 

* ENGLISH AND SCOTCH FARMING. 
Tux following very impartial statement is somewhat 

abridged from a communication which lately appeared 

in the columns of the Galloway Agriculturist :— 

When you asked me to report on English farming, 

I believe both of us thought that my report must be al 
against English farming, particularly in this and other 

central counties, when compared with Scotch farming, 

Wewere both very much mistaken. In passing hurriedly 

through these central counties of England, as we haye 
formerly done on our way to London, we see little of 

the details of farming, and form our opinion of the state 

of agriculture chiefly from the great clumsy waggons, 
the heavy and inefficient ploughs, and the expensive 

i ppli jon of pow: which meet our eyes on 

all sides, and which we hastily conclude must belong to 
an age of prejudice and general ignorance. But these 
are only the outside defects of the machinery, and a 
minute examination of the farm leads to a very different 
conclusion as to the details of English farming. I 
hesitate not to say, that the farming in many parts of 
Warwickshire is as good, er better, than in Wigtown- 
shire or Ayrshire: though it is much in the same way 
as I would say a man is a good walker if he beats 
another on a road, at great cost of physical power—al- 
though loaded with his great grandfather’s boots, which 
happened to weigh each a hundred weight. 

I do not mean to say that an English farmer is able 
to pay more rent for his farm ‘han a Scotch farmer 
would do—quite the contrary; bit he grows better 
crops on the same quality of land—feeds better—raises 
more manure—puts on more composi—keeps his land 

more clear of weeds, and his houses, farm roads, and 

fences, in better order—so that in my opinion, the 

English farmer only requires to throw off his grand- 

father's great cumbersome implements to bea us both 

in neat and profitable agriculture. 
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I cannot better point out in what we are inferior to 

English farming than by quoting a criticism upon us by 

an English farmer. He told me last night that a friend 

of his, a gentleman who had farmed 2000 aeres in Lin- 

colnshire went to reside in Scotland—that he had there 

an opportunity of seeing a good deal of Scotch farming, 

and the distinguishing cl teristies of it was slovenli- 

ness. If slates were blown off the houses, he said there 

was no repair till the houses were half ruined, and per- 

haps cattle injured by cold and wet, uuless the landlord 

made the necessary repair—the windows and doorsnever 

painted, but allowed to take water and become rotten 

in a few years—fences neglected and openings left when 

a trifle would have repaired them, till the crops are 

damaged, or cattle injured by wandering, to ten times 

the amount which would have repaired the fence, or 

even have made a new one—farm roads neglected, or 

no farm roads, when a day or two of the farm horses at 

an idle season would have saved twenty days work at 

the busy season, and much tear and wear both of horses 

and carts —(true, most true !)—slovenliness in cleaning 

fences and cutting down weeds, and also about the 

houses and courts, where a very little taste and exertion 

at odd hours would add very much to the comfort and 

health both of bipeds and quadrupeds. There was 

a further catalogue against us, but I will now conclude 

with one more item—our slovenliness in a great many 
little things, as stepping over a tool, or a stone out of 

order, without putting it in its proper place, and follow- 
ing in fact “a weil eneugh system,” which you may 

d d; or as an English would say, we want the 

activity and taste required to carry out that order and 

cleanliness on our farms which an Englishman de- 
lights in. 

You will think my English friend a little severe in his 
criticism, aud of course it does not apply'to half-a-dozen 

in every district ; but I fear if we take the 
teh farmers, there is too much truth in all 

of it. At least we will all do well to look at home, and 
throwing aside our Scotch prejudices, consider’ each of 
us how far we are liable to the criticism. Every 
system of farming has its good and evil points, and our 
study should always be to consider the details and re- 
sulte, in the good as well as the ill farmed districts of 
both Exgland and Scotland; and in my experience I 
have never failed to find something to adopt from ill 
farmed di s as well as something in Norfolk or the 
Lothians inferior to our own practice. By bringing the 
above criticism before your readers, they may see some- 
thing to adopt or correct, but I am not sure the instruc- 
tion will come home to them with such force as it did to 
me from an intelligent English farmer, with English 
neatness and order, and convenience of farm roads, &c., 
al laid out before me. 

But now forthe other side of the picture, and to 

thrown oceasionally on the wheel horse must often strain 
and injure it. I know from experience that five horses 
in our single-horse carts, will with great ease draw 
from six to seven tons, and are filled at probably half 
the expence, so that even for long carriages our one- 
horse carts have greatly the advantage. But when we 
compare the English waggon with the Scotch single- 

horse cart, in ordinary work on the farm, they bear no 
comparison at all. On the farm the large waggons are 
unmanageable, and with four or five horses are hardly 
more than equal to the work of a single-horse cart. An 
intelligent English farmer in this neighbourhood ad- 
mitted the superiority of our one-horse carts, and said 
that if he were beginning now to farm he would decid- 
edly adopt them in preference to the English waggon. 

4th. The English farmer suffers a great loss, both in 
the cost and dispatch, in preparing his grain for the 
market, from the want of thrashing machines ; and this 
evil is not reduced by occasionally hiring a clumsy ill- 

constructed machine, which is done even on farms of a 
considerable extent. In Scotland and even in the north of 
Ireland, now, almost every farm of 100/.,oreven 80/. rent, 
has its well constructed thrashing machine, drawn by two 
horses, if water power is not atcommand, completed at an 
expense of 30, or 35/., or with winnowing machine 
attached, a few pounds more. The English farmers 
must adopt this improvement, and they or the labourers 
need not fear that they will not find every economy to the 
farmer produces increased employment and benefit to 
the workman. 

5th. I may observe that while I greatly admire the 
neatness of the English stackyards, I think unnecessary 
expense is incurred in raising such very large stacks, 
containing generally 900 or 1000 bushels of Wheat, 
and also in the very large barns required to receive 
them. I would recommend the extra expense thus 
thrown out in a large barn being laid out in the erec- 
tion of additional cattle houses, enabling the farmers to 
keep more stock, and to consume part of their straw 
for fodder along with Turnips, in place of sinking their 
whole straw for litter in their houses or straw-yards. 
Experience shows in Seotland that, with Turnips, cattle 
require little fodder, and do very well with Wheat straw. 

From the remarks thus hastily thrown together, 
you will see that I blame the English farmer for un- 
necessary expense extravagance in his manage- 

ment, and the Scotch farmer for unwise economy in 
many things, or niggardliness, and to cure our mutual 
faults, may yet take some time; but there is that 
spirit abroad now which will, I have no doubt, tend 
to the improvement of both countries. An English- 
man, for odd work, might bring neatness and order to 
our Scotch farms ; and the alarm among English land- 
lords on account of the proposed change in the Corn- 
laws, will force them to grant leases, and tend to a more 

inu]. 
show in what our Scotch farming has the g 
this may best be done by pointing out the evils of the 
English system—and, 

Ist. The great hindrance to profitable English farm- 
dug is the unwillingness of landlords to grant leases for 

aterm of years. To a Scotch farmer it appears won- 

derful how much some tenants have expended under so 
discouraging a system ; but the general and only pos- 
sible result of short leases is to check improvement—to 
cause draining and other expensive improvement to be 
either neglected or imperfectly executed ; and no in- 
ducement is held out to the great body of farmers to 
forsake the clumsy implements and expensive system of 
working of their fathers, the effect of which would be 
to put all the profits of the change into the pockets of 
their landlords within a year or two after the improve- 
ment is adopted. A great part of their clay lands are 
undrained, and on the very best managed farms, the 
draining is quite inefficient—the drains being perhaps 
36 feet asunder, and only 2 feet deep, where they should 
have been placed at every 16 or 18 ft., and 2) ft. deep. 

2d. This insufficient draining, or the wetness of th 
land, forms an excuse for a great misapplication of horse 
power in ploughing the land. A Scotch ploughman 
would be amused to see five horses in a plough going 
one before the other in a furrow, 'under the manage- 
ment of two men, turning over a furrow, which we could 
do much better in Seotland with our well-formed light 
plough and two horses abreast ; and when this regiment 
of cavalry comes to turn at the land, and gets into close 
column, he would hardly avoid breaking into a broad 
horse laugh. The ploughs are no doubt generally of a 
bad construction—formed to resist draught rather than 
to throw it off, and with short ill-formed arms, which 
must make them difficult for che ploughman to hold, 
even with the aid of two wheels im front, which all the 
ploughs here seem to have. I saw some new ploughs, 
at a maker’s near Warwick, of a better construction, 
but all too heavy for efficient and economical work. I 
have no hesitation in szying that a Scotch ploughman, 
with a pair of good borses, willdo as much work, and 
certainly make a beter seed furrow, than the two En- 
glishmen will do with their five horses. 

d. So with their great waggons, drawn by four or 
five horses, in universal use, there is an immense loss 
of horse power, as well of man's labour. The only pur- 
pose for which their immense waggons are at all suited, 
is to carry manvre from the towns, or heavy loads to 
distant markets, and for that work they are not econo- 
mical ; they zraw in them, with five horses, 4 or 43 tons 
of manure, «nd the hand labour in loading these monster 
waggous throwing the stuff to such a height, must be 
enorm-usly greater than what js required to load our 
Sco«h one-horse carts—the horse power cannot be 
e,ually or effectively applied ; and the unequal burden 

g on the part of English farmers. 
If a Warwickshire farmer can work his farm with half 
the number of horses he now employs, (as I am con- 
vinced he could do,) here would be a source from which 
he could draw security for a very considerable fall in 
the price of grain. If such were to be the result of the 
change in the Corn-laws, the possession of a farm for 
a lease of 19 or 20 years would certainly lead to such 
safe means of realising profit. The great objection is 
the expense of purchasing new carts and ploughs, and 
the difficulty of getting workmen to go heartily into the 
change. As to the mere expense, I believe the saving 
in one year would pay for all the new implements, and 
one or two Seotch ploughmen, brought in by intelligent 
farmers, would shame the ploughmen from these old 
clumsy ploughs, and induce them to compete in the 
march of improvement. The ploughmen of Warwick- 
shire seem a superior race of men physically, and they 
might depend upon it the more economically and profit- 
ably farm labour is done, the more labour will be done, 
the more hands employed, and the better wages given. 

Again, for a few hints for the improvement of our 
Scotch farming from the detail of English practice : we 
don’t, in the west of Scotland, use the drill machine for 
Wheat so much as we should do. Here almost all 
Wheat is sown with the drill machine, and the workers 
are now busy with the hoe, cleaning between the drills, 
and cutting down all those seed weeds with which 
our fields are so often disfigured, and at the same time 
breaking the hard crust, allowing the air and moisture 
to get into the ground, and thereby increasing the 
growth of the Wheat. 

A dibbling machine has also lately got into use here to 
dibble in the seed. Wherever this has been used the 
grain looks much more fresh and forward than where 
it has been sown either drilled, or broadeast—I have 
not yet seen the machine, and am unable to report further 
about it at present. 

Some of the farmers here, immediately after harvest, 
use a scuffle with very broad soles, to cut under the 
stubble and seed weeds, which are harrowed and 
gathered to put into their feeding yards or muck heaps. 
This serves the double purpose of cleaning their land 
and raising their manure, and in some lands with us 
might be done with considerable advantage. The 
English farmer is indefatigable in raising manure and 
making up compost heaps ; along all his fences, and all 
his roads, every partiele of earth, even pure clay, is 
mixed up with lime or farm-yard dung, and his pastures, 
from such top dressing, have a depth and riehness eveu 
on very second-rate land, that would surprise and de- 

ton, light a Scoteh far 

ON MEASURE WORK. 
Farm operations are of two kinds, and I shall in the 

| first place justmame them and arrange them in two | 

columns, according as they are suitable for payment by 
the day or by the piece; some may be paid for in either 
way, and will find a place in both. columns. The first 
kind includes all those which only occasionally demand 
the farmer’s superintendence ; most of them, indeed, 

e more generally performed under the superintend- 
ence of the landowner or his agent: the other com- 
prises the whole routine of farm operations which ne- 
cessarily demand attention as the year revolves. 

I.—OCCASIONAL OPERATIONS. 
All of these properly come under the name of mea- 

sure-work : 
1. Drainage 
2. Grubbing up hedgerows and 

imber. 
3. Paring and burning. 

4. Quarry work. 
5. Mason work. 
6. Carpenter's work. 
7. Road-making. 

IL—ANNUAL FARM OPERATIONS. 
(l) 

Day-work, Piece-work 
Subsoil ploughing. Bio s 
Ploughing. . ^t 
Scaritying. k 
Harrowing. n Pen 
Rolling. m oe ws E 

(2.) 
Turning manure one or more 

times. 
Filing it into carts for the 

field. 
Emptying dung-earts in the | Spreading dung in the field in 

eld, di rills or broadcast, 

v 3.) 
Sowing broadcast, or drilling, | Dibbling Wheat or Beans, 

or dibbling by hand or masi „ plants of Swedish Tur- 
chine, Wheat, Barley, Oats, nips and Mangold Wurzel. 
Beans, Peas, Grasses, Clover, 
Turnip seed, Carrots, Man- | 
gold Wurzel. Cutting Potatoes for seed. 

Setting Potatoes. Planting Potatoes, 

(4.) 
Hoeing corn of all kinds, and | Hoeing corn of all kinds ; hoe- 

hoeing Turnips, Mangol i singling Turnips, 
Wurzel, and Carrots. Mangold Wurzel, Carrots, 

Moulding up Potatoes by and hacking and moulding 
plough. Potatoes. 

Horse-hoeing corn, and root | Paring and burning stubbles. 
crops. Hedging and Ditching. 

(5.) 
Mowing Clover. Haymaking. 

Corn harvest, » meadow Grass. 
Mowing and harvesting Rye- » and Haymaking. 

grass seed, 5 Barley. 
e ats 

Harvesting Wheat by sickle or 
scythe. 

Carrying Corn to rick or barn. 
Stubble mowing. 
Harvesting Potatoes. 

=» » 
ve 55 
> ms 

Carrots. 
Mangold Wurzel, 
Turnips & Swedes. 

(6.) 
‘Threshing Wheat. 

“se Barley. 
ats 

HRS TRIS » Beans. 
E Peas. 

m a X. » Olover Seed, 
m vs vw Cutting Chaff. 

(7) 
Management of Horses. Blacksmith’s work. 

n Cattle. Saddlery. 
; Sheep. 

igs. 

I wish to add just one word in explanation of the 
principle which has for the most part directed the 
placing of the al d operati pectively 
under the heads of day-work and piece-work. The 
principle simply depends on this—that it is advisable 
for the ploughman to have charge of the horses which 
he works, in consideration of the pride he should and 
will feel in keeping them in good condition ; and it is 
rarely good policy in the farmer to place his cattle at 
the entire disposal of men whose interest it is to get 
their work speedily done, and thus to work the horses 
fully up to, perhaps beyond, their strength. In further 
papers I will state the cost and nature of these opera- 
tions.—_M, S. 

CULTIVATION OF GORSE. 
(Continued from p. 305.) 

4. The soil best adapted for the growth of Furze is a 
dry friable loam—if sandy so much the better, provided 
it be not of too lighta nature or too shallow. It is 
seen in greatest perfection on upland hilly districts, and 
is rarely met with in low damp situations, from which it 
may be inferred that it would be useless: to attempt to 
grow it suecessfully in moory ground, which has not 
been properly drained. A loose yellow loam, inclining 
0 a soapy or sandy clay, suits it well, and from a soil 
of this description it will produce a large return of 
strong succulent shoots. In all cases,whatever may be 
the nature of the land intended for Furze, it is desir- 

able to have it pretty well prepared previous to putting 
in the seed ; for although no plant requires less atten- 
tion during the period of its growth, it is advisable at 
first starting to give it a little kind treatment, such as 
getting the ground broken up if possible, early in au- 
tumn, and exposing it during winter so as it may be- 
bome friable and well pulverised by the time of sowing 
the seed. Instead of applying manure, nothing answers 
better than burning the Grassy lumps along with any 
faggots of old brambles or Furze which may have been 
cut from the waste before it was broken up, and then 
spreading the ashes equally over the ground either be- 
fore they are cold, or as soon after as may be conve- 
nient, y 
. 5. With respect to the time and method of sowing 
Furze, there seems to be some difference of opinion; 
but I believe it may be regarded as certain that the 
fittest -period under all circumstances is the spring ; 
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about the latter end of March, or beginning of April, possesses an adequate allotment of naturally good or 
after the principal corn crops are sown. When de- 
ferred until May or June, they will undoubtedly answer 
tolerably well, but it is not advisable to delay the sowing 
80 long if it can possibly be done earlier. The common 
practice is to take a crop of Oats the first year from off 
the land, in which case the Furze is sown broadeast im- 
Mediately after the Oats, and both harrowed in together 
esame as Clover and Grass seeds, A better plan, 

however, in situations where the ground will admit of 
its being done, is to sow the Oats and then drill the 
Furze seed in rows a foot apart, and afterwards brush 
or cover them with alight harrow. This will be found 
superior to sowing broadeast, less seed will be required, 
and, what is of far more importance, the vacant spaces 
between the rows may be cleaned after the corn has 
been cut, and some fresh soil, if necessary, drawn to 
the plants before winter, which will be of great service 
in promoting their growth, aud at the same time prevent 
them from being drawn up by the frost and destroyed. 

6, The quantity of seed required for an acre will 
vary according to their quality and the mode in which 
they are intended to be sown. If broadcast, and the 
Seed can be depended on as being fresh and good, from 
6 to 8 lbs. per acre may be reckoned a fair average ; 
but if in drills, little more than half the quantity will be 
sufficient. The usual cost of the seed ranges between ls. 
and ls. 6d. per lb., which is of little importance when 
compared with the loss of a crop. Oa this account, 
therefore, it is desirable to sow rather thickly, so as to 
avoid the chance of failure, by saving the price of a few 
extra pounds of seed.— M. E. H 

ON THE STATE OF HUSBANDRY IN LOWER 
BRITTANY. 

WITH INCIDENTAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE CONDITION OP 
THE FARMING POPULATION THERE, COMPARED WITH 
THE SOCIAL STATE OF THE ANALOGOUS CLASSES IN 
IRELAND. 

By Mamm DOYLE. 
(Continued from p. 989 

Ir is to be borne in mind'that there is not in Brittany, 
as in Ireland, generally, a redundaney of rural popula- 
lation (relatively with the quantity of land in eultiva- 
tion) pressing forward upon new soil, having over- 
populated the old enclosures. There is a sufficient 
extent of the raw material for profitable employment 
to the population in the present amount of enclosures 
in Brittany, if draining and alternate husbandry were 
introduced without that absolute necessity for eneroach- 
ment on the wastes which partially exists in Ireland, 
and in parts of Great Britain too : for example, within 
a circle of 20 miles round London, which contains an 
enormous pauper population, of which a considerable 
part might be located ou the numerous commons which 
are still uninelosed and barren, because neglected. Any 
9ne who looks at the cottager's enclosure on the 
Most miserable common may see what human industry 
Can do on the poorest soil ; how soon the surface becom 
productive mould from the effects produced by shelter- 
ing enclosures. 

So well known, indeed, in past times, was this influ- 
ence of enclosures upon the fertility of the soil that, in 
upland parts, they were frequently formed for this sole 
purpose. In many of the open districts of Scotland, for 
instance, it was (perhaps in some still is) tbe regular 
Practice to enclose small crofts by mounds and banks 
of earth ; and to accommodate the cultivator of these 
curtilages, huts were constructed having their sides 
Composed of the same materials, and thatched with a 
Covering of straw, rushes, or dried ferns. In the course 
of years, these raised banks, as well as the huts, became 
so thoroughly saturated with vegetable matter, as to 
form heaps of rich manure. This tempted the crofter 
to demolish them ; their materials were carefully spread 
over the surface of the ground ; while in another situa- 
tion he built for himself a new hut, and around his field 
new enclosures. Under a system very similar to this, 
at least in its effects, was a very large proportion of the 
Soil of England, also, raised to its present state of fer- 
tility. Human labour, combined with the operation of 
Natural causes, rendered the crofts productive. The 
Period at length arrived when the consolidation of many 
of the small crofts into one farm appeared profitable to 
the Owner. A substantial farmhouse was built; two- 
thirds of the cottages were pulled down ; the enclosures 
Were enlarged ; the rubbish of tbe demolished eottages, 
together with the material of the banks and hedges 
Which were removed, were spread over the land. and 
made a 
the soil, In this arrangement we recognise the di-pen- 
Sation of a wise and benevolent Providence, which wills 

at, in the economy of nature, nothing shall be lost. 
Enclosures are necessary to protect the growing craps 
Against the depredations of animals ; but in order that 

9 Space which they occupy, and the earth of which 
ey are composed, should not become entirely unpro- 

fitable, they of necessity arrest at the same time the 
Progress of the volatile and fertilising particles floating 
in the atmosy jan banl which, to unre- 
flecting persons appear in the light of encumbrances, 
nake in the end a very material addition to the produe- 

live capacity of the field which they enclose, 
‘No doubt the moors, such as we have been treating 

of, Should be looked upon more as reserves for the lo- 
Cation of the labouring classes when the old-established 
rms no longer yield the means of occupation propor- 

tionate to their population ; extension of area is in 
yee case imperatively called for, and the surplus lands 
ave a widely opening field, both in the dry heath 

Moors, and the humid bogs. But as long as a peasant 

artificially rich soil, with abundant shelter, he will not 
willingly abandon it to colonise a new and poor soil, 
which will require years of patient industry to render 
it good ; but where, as in our case, tens of thou- 
sands of men have no alternative but those of location 
on wastes or intolerable distress in their present cir- 
cumstances, it is to be expected that the legislature 
would energetically promote their occupancy of land 
now useless to the community, and yet capable of main- 
taining in comparative independence the surplus num- 
bers who would joyfully avail themselves of any fair 
opening for their reception. 

aving France for the present, let us see what has 
bise done in other foreign countries in reclaiming poor 
soils. 

We are told by Mr. Jacob that—* In the Nether- 
lands the district called Waesland, between Ghent and 
Antwerp, which is a mere agricultural country, is 
better peopled, better eultivated, and more productive 
than any other spot in Europe of similar extent, It 
was in the time of the civil wars in Flanders a mere 
sandy heath without inhabitants, without cultivation, 
aud without live stock, The change has been effected 
by persevering labour through many generations, and 
the results of that labour are more strikingly exhibited 
in the fruitful fields, the beautiful eaitle, the healthful 

id 

a separate account were opened of it, we should not (n 
very many instances) find that it clearly brought us in 
debt. I cannot now, I think, do better than lay before 
you several extraets, which I have colleeted from 
various sourees, and which relate to the subject in ques- 
tion. They are well worthy your attentive considera- 
tion. * Hints on the most economical manner of feeding 
horses.” (Copied irom the “ Quarterly Journal of Agri- 
culture,” No. 11, p. 721. By S. Menteath.) After 
speaking of a variety of articles generally in use for thig 
purpose, he goes on to say, that in North Wales, where 
there is oftentimes a scarcity of hay during winter and 
the early part of spring, Gorse or Furze is frequently 
employed to feed both cattle and horses ; being bruised 
by a small water mill, it is mixed with a small propor- 
tion of Oats, or cut hay and straw, and found to 
bea strong and nourishing food. Gorse is similarly 
used in parts of the county of Devon. Steamed Potatoes 
are strongly recommended as a cheap and useful article 
as food for horses ; but he says that they should on no 
account be given in a raw state. In feeding with any 
kind of grain, it should always be bruised, or, what is 
better, coarsely ground. The hay should be cut into 
chaff, mixed with a proportion of straw, and cut into 
lengths from a quarter to half an inch. Then follow 
some examples of successful practice founded on long 
experience. In the stables of Hanbury and Trueman, 
$ italfield and cleanly population, the comfortable an 

all other visible marks of rural prosperity.” 
Again, the Abbé Man says, “It is well-known that 

the Campine of Brabant, which is the northern part of 
that province, consisted originally of sand, covered with 
Heath, interspersed with lakes and extensive marshes, 
and here and there with woods of Fir. Tradition re- 
ports it to have been once a part of the sea, To this 
day, where eultivation has not extended, the soil of itself 
produces nothing but Heath and Fir ; the sand is of the 
most barren and harsh kind, nor can it be rendered 
fertile but by continued manuring. As the property of 
this ground may be acquired for a mere trifie, many 
have been the attempts of private persons to bring 
tracts of it into cultivation ; every means have been 
tried for that purpose, and government has given every 
possible encouragement to it. But I have not yet heard 
of any one, however considerable might be his fortune, 
that has succeeded in it, and many have been ruined by 
the eet. What is cultivated in the Campine is 
owing to the religious houses established in it, especially 
to the two great abbeys of Tougerloo aud Toerlode. 
Their uninterrupted duration for 500 or 600 years 
past, and their indefatigable industry, have conquered 
thoss barren harsh Jands, and rendered many parts of 
them highly productive. The method they follow is 
simple and uniform ; they never undertake to cultivate 
more of this barren soil at a time than they have suf- 
ficient manure for, seldom more than 12 or 15 acres in 
a year ; and when it is brought by labour and manuring 
to a state capable of producing sufficient for a family to 
live on, it is let out to farmers on very easy terms after 
having buiit them comfortable habitations. By these 
means many tracts of the Campine are well cultivated 

valuable addition to the depth and fertility of | ° 

and covered with villages, well built houses, and 
churches. I may here add, aud that from the un. 
doubted testimony of the historians of the Netherlands, 
that the cultivation of these rich provinces took its rise 
from the self-same means, 800 or 1000 years back, when 
they were in a manner one continued forest.” 

THE BEST WAY TO KEEP FARM HORSES. 
My mode of proceeding, then, will be, after a few pre- 

liminary remarks, in the first place to lay before you 
various methods of horse management, with their main- 
tenance, which have been resorted to by individuals 
practically engaged in büsiness to a large extent, an 
adopted by them after the test of long experience, and 
then, after having made such observations as may seem 
o suggest themselves to my mind, on a review of the 
whole, to leave the subject in the hands of those better 
able to cope with it ; hoping by this means to induce 
other more practical men to turn their attention to a 
matter very deserving serious thought ; so that by com- 
paring different modes of treatment, practised by dif- 
ferent persons, they may amend their own system, 
where it may be found defective. An old and a trite 
saying, but nevertheless equally a true one, declares 
that * great plenty oftentimes occasions great waste.” 
Thus it has ever been in our good vale of Gloucester, 
where, from pasturage being abundant, a large extent 

i ss land is annually cut, and made into hay ; the 
articles being plentiful and easy to come at, we are apt 
to presume on our abundance, and without much cal- 
culating the cost (as I ean Speak from experience), pro- 
digally lavish that which might be applied elsewhere 
with far greater profit to ourselves. The present 
season of difficulty will, however, set some of us a think- 
ing; and even then, after the best system of manage- 
ment pursued, many of us will scarce win through the 
coming winter. Our carters seem to think that, if by a 
plentiful supply of hay and water they ean give the 
horses under their care a large carcass, or, as they say, 
fill their bellies (and, I must add, plough a little more 
than half an aere of land in a day), all is well; not in 
the least considering the necessarily great expenses 
attending the support of a team of horses, even when 
fed with every due regard to economy. : 

It has oftentimes been a question in my mind, 

a 

p 82 horses are kept ; the animals receive 
all their food in the manger; no hay is ever put in 
the rack ; the whole are in excellent condition, evincing 
the goodness of the management adopted. They are 
fed in the following manner :— Each horse consumes in 
the 24 hours 18 lbs. of cut hay and straw, of which the 
latter is in the proportion of 1-8th—14 lbs. of bruised 
Oats, and 1 lb. of bruised Beans ; making in all 33 lbs. 
of food, In summer Beans are not given, being found 
too heating, but instead of the Beans a small addition 
is made to the quantity of Oats. Half a pound of salt is 
given weekly to each horse divided into two portions ; 
one given on Saturday night and the other on Sunday, 
which so given purges moderately. 

In Mr. Higgins’ stables, in Long-lane, 300 heavy cart- 
horses are kept and daily perform much har 
No hay is ever given in the rack.. Clover hay is gene- 
rally used mixed with half Barley straw ; the whole eut 
into short chaff. The corn given is always coarsely 
ground before it is mixed with the cut food. The hay 
chaff given is 19 lbs. for a very large horse, and 14 Ibs. 
for a small one. In winter a larger proportion of 
Beans is given than of Oats, being 2-3rds of the former 
and 1-3rd of the latter. In spring the Beans are 
diminished 1-3rd, and the other 2-3rds are made up of 
Barley, which is considered more cooling as a spring 
food, but in summer Oats are substituted for Barley. 
Of the ground corn the large horse has given him 20 Ibs., 
the small one 16 1bs., with the addition of 3 lbs. of bran 
in winter, and 4 lbs during the rest of the year. Thus, 
every large horse gets in the 24 hours about 40 lbs. of 
the mixed provender, and the small one 33. Salt is 
not given during the winter, but always in the other 
quarters of the year, one ounce being then daily given. 
‘The following method is adopted in mixing, the food. 
The cut chaff is first laid on a floor, over it the bran, 
next the bruised Beans, and lastly the other grain, 
Afterwards all the ingredients are tossed together, and 
are then ready for use. 

Dr. Sully, of Wiveliscomb, in the county of Somerset, 
has, with success, adopted the following method of feed- 
ing his horses, which constantly work hard, and travel 
at the rate of eight or nine miles an hour. He has for 
upwards of 20 years followed the same plan. In his 
stables there are no racks to hold hay, as he considers it 
a wasteful method of feeding; and that the horses, when 
they have the command of their heads, pull the hay out 
of the rack, and throw a considerable portion of it under 
their feet, and that 30 lbs. of hay and upwards are often 
consumed in this way, and spoiled in the 24 hours; 
whereas when it is cut and mixed with a due proportion 
of eut straw and bruised corn, 10 Ibs. are sufficient. i In 
the loft above the stable proportional quantities of food 
sufficient for the daily consumption of each horse are 
prepared ; a pipe is made to pass from the loft into each 
manger, and close by the top of the pipe 18 placed a tub 
capable of containing sufficient food for a horse for 24 
hours. ‘To prevent the horse from tossing the mixed 
food out of the manger, eross bars are nailed on the top 
of it at 12 inches apart; the cut hay and straw, and 
also the grain, are regularly weighed out, and when the 
ingredients are prepared, the proportions for each horse 
are allotted. The table, which follows, shows the 
articles of food given, asalso the quantities and weight, 
which the horses. should receive. 

No.) PEE | 3d | 4th 

| | Ibs.) 1bs.| Ibs.| Ibs, 
1 |Farinaceous substances, consisting of, | 

bruised or ground Beans, Peas,| | 
Wheat, Barley, or Oats .. .. | 9| 5|10| 5 

2 Bran fine or coarse... .. seas eel ee bee | ee | T 
3 |Potatoes, boiled or steamed, mashed i | saiae | 
ï E with a wooden beater EL 5 I9 ele 

resh grai boiled Barley) . - de seed k 

5 |Hay, EM dw into chaff. fom} 8) 20} 8 
6 Straw, ditto 7} 10 | 

Malt dust or ground oil-cake — .. 

With 9 ar, of ealtin each class 

By this table it will be seen that each horse receives 
30 lbs. of food in 24 hours ; a quantity which will iu all 
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resort to this condiment wherever itis to be met with, 

and where native salt abounds. 
In Cheshire there is a farm on which there is a salt 

spring, to whieh the cows daily resort ; and this farm is 

partieularly noted for the excellence of its cheese, and it 

is believed that the tasting this brine by the cows adds 

to the flavour of their milk. 
Of the four classes into which Dr. S. divides his in- 

gredients for feeding horses, those two which contain 
the steamed Potatoes are most recommended. 

It will be apparent, that although in the methods 

here adduced for the feeding of horses, some difference 

exisis in the artieles made use of as food, yet that they 

all agree in certain essential points, viz., in the practice 

of invariably bruising or coarsely grinding the grain and 

Beans—in cutting down the hay and straw—in giving 

no hay in the rack—in giving salt—and in weighing 

each artiele separately before mixture, in place of adopt- 
ing the fallacious guide of admeasurement. 

From the * Quarterly Journal,” vol. 3, p. 1024. 
Extract from a paper by Mr. W. Dick, V.S,, Edinburgh. 

* On cooking food for horses.” ^ The whole paper is well 
written, and deserving your perusal. Mr. Dick says, 

that Mr. Croal, an eminent coach proprietor, has found 
that by cutting the hay into chaff, 8 lbs. per day, with 
16 lbs. of Oats, is sufficient for one horse; and that his 

horses are in excellent condition; and that by it he 
saves in his establishment 1507. per annum. 

Mr. Isaac Scott allows his post and job horses, which 
are larger than Mr. Croal's, from 10 to 12 lbs. of cut 
hay, with 16 lbs. of Oats. 

But the advantages of preparing food for horses have 
been pursued still further by Captain Cheyne, late of 
the Civil Engineers. Finding that each horse was con- 
suming a stone of hay per day, at a cost of ls. 4d. per 
stone, and straw at 6d. per stone, and being constantly 
annoyed by daily waste, he determined to give cut 
food only, and to bruise all the corn given: he was 
soon enabled to reduce their allowance of hay, increasing 
at the same time the quantity of straw given: each 
horse being allowed per diem 15 lbs. of the following 
mixture :— 

Ibs. | Ibs. 
10 bus, of cut straw...... 90| Or thus—of Oats ........ 8 
6 do. of bruised Oats 29 Beans 2; 

per bus. Straw. .... 4t 
ed Beans .. 59 — 

— To each horse. ... 15 
323 

And at night in addition to the above,fabout 25 lbs. of 
the following mixture :— i 

os. per bu 
1 do. of bruis 

s. d. Tos. 
One boll of Potatoes at.. 7 6 5 cwt, steamed .......... 560 
Fine Barley dustatperst. 010 — 21... .86 
Cut straw at per do. eie Dot 40 

seco = (BO 2... m 

The cost of each horse was about 5d. for supper, and 
b us for daily forage and cooking—in all about 

s. 51d. 
* Quarterly Journal,” vol. iv. p. 378, Captain Cheyne's 

method is earried out still further. He says that much 
economy will arise from the introduction of steamed 
Potatoes mixed with eut straw. "That Potatoes should 
be steamed slowly, that they may be thoroughly done 
to the heart before they crack : they require from half 
an hour to three-quarters : and when done they should 
be emptied into a tub and mashed toa pulp. Captain 
Cheyne supposes a farm horse to be fed three times a 
day ; then his food may be thus divided :— 

MonwiNG. lbs. Mrp-pay. Nicut. 
Oat and Bean Meal as before. . . 

1 Cut straw...... . 
>. $ Potatoes steam. 11} 

Salt at per cwt...» 

Ibs 
at 

meal.... 
Cut straw 

Put the meal and the cut straw into a tub, and 
sprinkle a little salt over them ; then add the steamed 
Potatoes, and mash up the whole together. The weight 
of the mixture can be then easily ascertained by mea- 
sure. Captain Cheyne advises that the mangers be 
made of iron; for, if made of wood, the Potatoes will 
stick to the bottom: also that iron bars be fixed across 
the mangers to prevent the horses from tossing out 
their food; the bars to be made of small round iron 
cut into lengths. 

I could have quoted many valuable extracts from 
papers written by other practical men; but lest I 
should tire out your patience, and since enough has, 1 
think, been said to convince you all of the very great im- 
portance of attention to the economy of horse-keep, which 
of itself must necessarily form an expensive item in all 
farm establishments, I shall content myself with giving 
you a reference to some other papers which have fallen 
under my notice, and which I consider well worth your 
perusal: viz , No. 18 in the “ Farmers’ Series " in the 
Library of Useful Knowledge, being the third report of 
select farms.—Sinclair’s “Husbandry of Scotland,” 
vol. i. p. 126 to 148 ; and in the Appendix, No. 23 of 
the 2d vol. of the same work; also “ British Hus- 
bandry," vol. i. p. 124 to 153.— Mr. N., in the 5ih 
Report of the Gloucester Farmers? Club. 

(To be continued.) 

Home Correspondence. 
_ * How do Savings Banks effect a rise in Wages?” 
is a question which concerns the interest of the em- 
ployer as well as the employed. It has been admitted 
on all sides that there is a great disproportion in the 
rate of wages among the agricultural population in this 
country, yet no plan has been devised to effect a more 
equal ratio ; how far the influence of savings banks 
is eapable of attaining this end we shall endeavour to 
show. We would, however, here notice, that while our 
rural labouring population are urged to become depo- 

sitors, it may be remarked by many that their scanty 

allowance and low condition will not allow them to 

range under this class ; that in reality the accumulation 

of a sum, very trifling in the eye of the rich, is to the 

working classes a most difficult task ; and that the rate 

of wages and means of employment are seldom adequate 

to do more than provide them with a bare subsistence. 

This statement is in some respects true ; those who de- 

pend only on labour can certainly save money while 

single, but cannot certainly after marriage. Let them 

keep single then till 30, by which time a man’s savings 

will provide him from want in old age; by his good 

habits and constant industry he is enabled to gain 

greater accumulations. We are supposing the case of 

a young man who goes into farming service (and the 

like remark is applicable to a domestic female servant); 

he may lay by between 18 and 30 under ordinary circum- 

stances at least 6/.a year (?) This will augment to 847., 

sufficient to purchase an annuity of nearly 207. a year 

from the age of 55. Again, to show that the labouring 

classes, farming and operative, can and do save, it is a 

striking fact, that a prodigious majority of savings bank 

depositors are parties who do not earn individually 

more than 16s. per week. On the other hand, let us 

suppose the case of a farm labourer who has not, but 

might have, saved ; what difficulty, for instance, does 

he not experience, where any portion of land is held, in 
obtaining seed for his ground, in purchasing a cow, 

pigs, or other profitable stock, and in effecting any im- 

p y or i perati on his small 
allotment ? how has he provided for the decline of life t 

how will he have kept himself independent of the parish 

and thus benefited society? But there is a higher 
consideration in saving, and which we started with, 
namely, the influence of savings banks in effecting a 

rise in wages. This is so forcibly illustrated by Dr. 

Chalmers in an article on Savings Banks in a late 

number of the “North British Review,” that we will 
at once quote his remarks. firms, “ that a little He affi 
stock in the hands of labourers, such as that laid up by 

themselves in a savings bank acts, both by an equa- 
lizing and an elevating power on the wages of labour ;” 

and adverting to the fears of a general combination 
among labourers and a strike for a rise of wages, he 

proceeds :—“ The observation of Adam Smith, on the 
impossibility. of a general combination among the 
farmers of a country for raising the price of corn, ap- 

plies with tenfold emphasis to the impossibility of a 

general combination among the peasants and artizans 
of a country everywhere for raising the price of labour. 
Such a combination could not be effected, yet still a rise 
of wages would be effected, but without combination— 
without the plots, or the outbreakings, or the secret 
conspiracies, or the open violence, which are the ac- 
companiments of our present partial combinations, 
taking place like'so many volcanic eruptions here and 
there over the face of the country. rise in the price 
of labour would just take place as a rise in the price of 
corn does ; not by combination, but by the silent though 
sure and resistless operation of a market law—the one 
rising in proportion as the corn gets scarcer, and so 
there ensues a keen competition among the purchasers 
to buy, and no impati i iate neces- 
sity among the holders to sell ; and the other rising in 
proportion as labourers get rich, because then a court- 
ing of them and competition for them by employers or 
te buyers of labour, and no extreme or urgent neces- 
sity with the sellers of labour to give in on lower terms 
than such as might please them. And so a general 
elevation in wages by a sort of general and silent pres- 
sure throughout society at large—and this without any 
fierce or fearful disorders of any sort. But might not 
the rise be such as to annihilate rents and to ruin capi- 
talists ? This apprehension, too, will be founda chimera, 
though we have not space here to repeat a demonstra- 
tion which has been given elsewhere on this truly in- 
teresting subject, and one of such vital importance to 
the well-being of society. What we once heard from 
an eminent silk-manufacturer in Spitalfields, we believe 

to be thoroughly consistent with the experience of all en- 

larged and enlightened capitalists—that he made more 
of those ditioned and ted workmen 
to whom he gave two guineas a-week, than he made of 
those misthriven, reckless, dissipated characters, gene- 
rally the refuse of poor-houses, to whom he gave half- 
a-guinea a-week. The truth is, that the difference of 

the wages is, generally speaking, made up by the 
superior faithfulness of the workman, and the superior 
quality of his work ; and when once a general high 
wage throughout the country comes in the train of a 

general economy and good conduct throughout the ope- 

rative population, what is found now to hold true in 
the particular instances, will be found then to hold true 

on the large scale. Masters will find ample compensa- 

tion for the higher price of labour, in the higher moral 
and mental accomplishments of labourers, and higher 
value of their services. {And here we must modify 
what we said a little ago respecting the benefit of a 
higher wage being only to be realized by the depositors 
in savings banks, after that the habit of such depositions 
had become general. From the very first, it is a be. 
nefit which might often be realized by the individual 

depositor ; and just because his being so is at once the 

cause and the evidence, and therefore the guarantee of 

a sobriety and a moral superiority which make him all 

the more valuable to his employer: qualities these 

which are worthy of a price, and for which he often will 

be paid accordingly. It will illustrate, and make still 

more obvious, the influence of these deposits in raising 

wages, if we contrast it with the opposite influence of 

well 

debts. We have often heard of an oppressive and ure 

principled master, under the infamous truck system 

who tempted his servants to expend beyond their wages 

that he might become the dictator of his own terms with 
them when he had thus got them into his power. The 

advocates of a poor-rate, and more especially in the 

application of it to the support of able-bodied labourers, 

little dream that such is precisely the depressing effect 

of their system, arrayed though it be in the smiles and 

promises of benevolence to the lower orders, but fraught 

in effect with the most mischievous consequences, not 

on the state of our pauper labourers only, but on the 

general condition of the working classes all over the 

land. We do not say that these consequences are per- 

ceived or within view, either by the enemies of savings 

banks on the one hand, or by the friends of a poor-rate 

on the other. We cannot imagine aught so diabolical 

as a wish or design—whether to restrain the ascent of 

the common people to a higher status by an attack on 

savings banks, or to ensure their helpless continuance 

on the level and along the margin of pauperism by the 

operation of a poor-rate. Certain it is, that the two aet 

as antagonists to each other : for no one can deny, that 

the prospect of sustenance for themselves and their 

families, even though in a poor-house, must have a ten- 

dency to paralyze the inducements for laying up in a 

savings bank, With the provision of a legal charity to 

count upon, the inclination generally, if not universally, 

will be to spend rather than to save—to dissipate all 

the means at present on hand, rather than to lay by 

any portion of them for an evil day, seeing that a secu- 

rity against this is already provided for by the laws of 

the country.” We are afraid that we have already 

trespassed too much on the indulgence of your readers ; 

we would, however, just in conclusion strongly recom- 

mend those who have not perused the article above 

quoted to do so; it contains a striking exemplifieation 

of the mode of attaining higher wages and in a more 

equal ratio, a desideratum whieh would tend to raise 

the labouring and industrious classes in the social and 

intellectual seale of society, and which every true phi- 

lanthropist must heartily wish to see brought about.— 

Ş 
Artificial Hatching.—I beg to state a fact upon a 

subject which has appeared several times in your 

Paper. When I was a boy, some partridges’ eggs were 

given to me whieh had been taken from a nest that had 

been mown over; I wrapt them in flannel, and put 

them in a box, and placed over them two stone bottles 

filled with hot water; which I supported by hollowing 

the opposite sides of the box, so as to receive the end 

of the body and the neck of the bottles. 1 regulated. 

the heat by that which I found, by a thermometer, as 

the greatest heat of my own body ; and at night filled 

the bottles with boiling water, covering them with seve- 

ral folds of flannel, which I took off successively, so as 

to preserve a considerable degrée of warmth up to the 

morning. This apparatus answered perfectly as to 

hatching ;*for though the eggs got broken one after the 

other through awkwardness and accident, yet I had the 

pleasure of seeing the progress of organisation, the 

spread of the blood-vessels, and the motion of the heart. 

When there remained one egg only, I broke it, and the 

bird was so far advanced that the head moved, and the 

eyes had a ghastly expression, which horrified me. I 

have never tried the experiment again, but it is easily 

B 
Drainage.—The subject of draining land, and espe- 

cially clay soils, having now engaged the attention of 

the more intelligent and seientifie portion of agricul- 

turists, and the importance of it as the foundation of 

good farming being at Jength generally admitted, I am 

induced to seek, through the medium of your Gazette, 

some practical information on the best mode of opera- 

tion. I have lately become possessed of about 120 acres 
of stiff clay land, in a bad state of cultivation, and I am 

inclined as an amateur, despite the repeal of the corn- 
laws, to see what the land is capable of doing. The 

farm lies in fields of about 20 acres each, with a fall of 

lin 60 to 1 in 100, and a sufficient outlet. The lands 

average 8 yards wide, and are about 350 yards long. 

The soil is a very tenacious clay, to the depth of up- 

wards of 6 feet. I propose to drain 25 acres of sum- 
mer fallow now. ‘The better opinion appears to be in 

favour of deep draining, and I have read with much 

interest Mr. Mechi’s articles on the subject, and also 

the able Leaders in your Gazette ; the latter of which, 

at present, however, have only gone to the theory of 

the operation. The farmers here, when I tell them I 

propose to drain 3 feet deep with 1j inch pipes, and to 

fill in with the clay soil, console me by stating that my 

money will be thrown away, and that I shall get laughed 
at into the bargain for adopting the theoretical views o! 
men who have probably never put foot in a farmyard. 

am no sceptic, however, and should be thankful if 

some one of your contributors, who has had experience 

in draining land similarly placed to that I have 

described, will answer the following questions :—Can 

the land be thoroughly drained by pipes placed 30 

inches deep in each furrow. The pipes to be } of an 

inch thick, 1} inch in the bore, and 12 inches long, and 
would the pipes be improved by having flat bottoms ? 

Will the drains be injured by putting stubble an 
brushwood over the pipes? Will 14-inch pipes carry 

the water from lands 350 yards long and 8 yards wide t 
Is it desirable to have mains, or should each furrow- 
drain, where practicable, open to the ditch? And 
where mains/are necessary, from what quantity of land 
will pipes 3 inches in diameter carry the water 1—A 

Country Subscriber. [We never had anything to do 
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oozing out of the upper, and the latter for the water 
from the lower half of the field. Use pipe-tiles of 
1}-inch bore, and of at least 3 thickness in the material. 
You may put in stubble above them, and then fill in the 
elay carefully and firmly.] 

Tenure of Land.—lt being desirable to remove 
every obstacle that might stand in the way of the only 
wholesome tenure for the cultivation of land by farmers, 
the tenancy by lease of some duration, and as engage- 
ments for a fixed rent for many years, with uncertain 
and sometimes great variations in the price of produce, 
are viewed as objectionable by some tenants, as well as 
y many landlords, a clause is subjoined adopting in 

some degree the principle of corn rent, but avoiding its 
complexity, and not liable to the objections made by 

many against carrying that principle to its full extent. 
After covenant from lessee for payment of rent reserved, 
“ And that in case the average price of Wheat during 
the first years of the said term o! years de- 
duced from the averages taken for tithe commutation 
shall exceed the assumed present price o; a quar- 
ter more than 5 per cent. and less than 10 per cent., then 
that the said lessee, his executors, administrators, and 
assigns shall and will pay unto the said landlord, his 
eirs and assigns, a sum of money as additional rent 

amounting to 5 per cent. on the sum or rent herein- 
before reserved yearly and every year during the re- 
maining or next succeeding years of the term 
hereby granted by equal half-yearly payments as afore- 
said. And in case the average price of Wheat deduced 
as aforesaid shall exceed the said present price 10 per 
cent. or upwards, then that the said lessee his executors, 
administrators, and assigns shall and will pay unto the 
Said lessor, his heirs and assigns, a sum of money as 
additional rent amounting to 10 per cent. on the said 
reserved rent every year during the years of the 
term hereby granted by equal half-yearly payments as 
aforesaid.” A covenant from the lessor is afterwards 
to be inserted that the rent shall be reduced in the same 
proportion in case the average price of Wheat taken 
and shown as aforesaid should fall below the present 
price in the degrees mentioned. The periods for ad- 
justment of the rent might be every three, five, or 
Seven years of the lease. And the adjustment might be 
carried further to a larger per centage of increase or 
reduction of rent in case of greater variations in the 
price of Wheat, if thought expedient.—H. 

Sooc.etíts. 
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY or ENGLAND. 

_ A WzrkLY Council was held at the Society's House 
in Hanover-square, on Wednesday last, the 13th of 
May ; present: the Right Hon. Lord Portman, pre- 
Sident, in the chair; Duke of Richmond, Hon. R. H. 

V Si Clive, M.P.; Sir Charles Lemon, Bart, M.P.; 
Matthew White Ridley, Bart.; Sir John V. B. John- 
Stone, Bart., M.P.; Colonel Austen, M.P.; T. Ray- 
mond Barker, Esq. ; H. Blanchard, Es C. Cherry, 
Esq. ; Colonel Challoner ; H. Gibbs, Esq. ; C. Hillyard, 
Esq.; W. Fisher Hobbs, Esq.; John Kinder, Esq. ; 
J. H. Langston, Esq., M.P.; Colonel MacDouall ; E. 
W. W. Pendarves, Esq., M.P. ; Prof. Sewell ; George 
Turner, Esq.; Geo. Wilbraham, Esq.; T. B. Batard, 
Esq.; Colonel Blagrave ; Capel Cure, Esq.; A. E. 
Fuller, Esq, M.P.; W. Hervey, Esq.; Rev. C. E. 
Keene ; A. Ogilvie, Esq. ; E. Parkyns, Esq. ; G. Par- 
Sons, Esq.; H. Price, Esq. ; J. Roddam, Esq. ; H. 
Smith, Esq.; T. Turner, Esq., and T, R. Tweed, Esq. 
« The following new Members were elected :— 

Crallan, Thomas, Bolesworth Castle, Tattenhall, Cheshire 
James, Robert, Chalkside, Wigton, Cumberland 
Hobson, Dr., Park House, Leeds, Yorkshire 
Smith, H., Stamford, Lincolnshire 

Lloyd's Coffee House, London. I have given the master 
ample directions to ensure the delivery of the seed to 
your lordship. Dettleff's charge for the seed is 24, 10s. 
perlb. I beg to suggest that the best way to pay Dett- 
leff for the seed would be for your lordship to cause 
the sum, namely, 20/., to be paid to my account at my 
agents, Messrs. Cox and Co., Charing Cross, and ad- 
vice of the same to be forwarded to me. I will then 
pay over the amount to the man, and forward the re- 
ceipt to four lordship's agent. 

* The price charged at present for the seed appears to 
be high, but it takes a long time and much care to col- 
lect, as well as i ble personal i i t 
the poor man under the present circumstances of the 
colony. 

“ The portion of your lordship's property described in 
the note appears to be well suited for the growth of 
this Grass, if the blowing sand be not more than two 
feet deep near the beach, and fortunately rest on peat 
or peaty soil, no matter how thin. If the shore be 
bold, and the sea bank high and rocky, I should choose 
the most exposed points. If the spray, but not the 
actual wave, dashes over it, so much the better. I do 
not think that sowing it in the shifting sand would 
answer in the first instance, though when the Grass 
once takes root in any soil, the drift sand blowing over 
it, amongst it, and almost burying it, does not seem to 
injure it. I would try some in the sand that has been 
fixed by the bent, but as near the sea as possible. The 
Tussac loves the spray, and the finest plants are almost 
growing in the water. If the breezes from the sea 
carry a great quantity of moisture to the peat bog be- 
hind the tract of sand, I conceive the Tussac Grass 
would answer extremely well in it. We have Tussac 
Grass growing on peat bogs on exposed islands in the 
Falklands, in places 800 and 1000 feet above the sea, 
but these sites are exposed to the westerly gales, whieh 
are laden with moisture. Some of the finest young 
plants I have seen grew from seed sown in rich mould 
in my garden, 300 yards from the shore of a deep in- 
and harbour, and protected from the winds by a high 
turf wall. This artificial mode seems to contradict 
what I before stated. Nature prefers the first men- 
tioned places, but as the latter is a fact, I would recom- 
mend both to be tried. In the garden I was so suc- 
cessful with the plants from seed, that I proceeded to 
transplant suckers from the wild ones on the rocky 
shore to the rich mould in the garden, and I found 
them to thrive vigorously. I took suckers from these 
again, also from the plants raised by seed, and planted 
out more rows. Every plant answered admirably. 
cut them down, and they grew more bushy and spread, 
throwing out fresh suckers. I should soon have filled 
a paddock with the plants, but as it was necessary to 
change the site of the chief town; T had to abandon my 
garden, and begin new and arduous labours,which have 
occupied the time of all hands too mueh to spare any 
for experimental agriculture. In laying out a piece o 
ground for Tussae Grass, the following circumstances 
must be borne in mind. The plant grows in bunches, 
occupying from 2 to 3 and sometimes even 5 feet in 
diameter, and the blades of Grass, when full grown, 
are 7 or 8 feet long, The roots seem forced up 
from the ground, and I have been in patehes of 
fine full-grown Tussac, in which a man on horseback is 
almost concealed, I should, therefore, sow the seed in 
rows 2 feet apart, some in a. garden, and some on ex- 
posed points of peaty soil close to the sea, and within 
reach of the Spray, earefully weeding between the 
plants as they grow up. When they are 9 inches or a 
foot high the suckers might be separated and planted 
out 3 fect apart in rows. - As the plants grow large 
every alternate row should again be planted out, in 
order to leave room for a man, cow, or horse, to pass 
between the rows without treading down the plants. 
To raise from seed appears a more uncertain and much 
slower method than that of planting out suekers from 
the finest plants, 

“ With regard to the value of Tussac as a fodder, par- 
tieularly for winter, I will mertion a few faets that may bei 

= 

Downes, William Henry, New House, Much-Wenlock, Salop 
iael Sir Robert Frankland, Bart., 15, Cavendish-squari 

ondon 
Smith, Timothy, Moyland Hall, Sheffield, Yorkshire 
Chrisp, James, Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
Brewer, John, 8, Upper Bedford-place, London 
Burrell, Bryan, Bolton House, Alnwick, Northumberland 
Steevens, John, Oxford 
Colbeck, Henry, Low-Weetslid Farm, Benton, Newc.-on-Tyne 

M.P., 8, Chesham-str., Belgrave-sq. London 

Adbolton, Nottingham 
yy, Rev, Francis Wm., Rector of Lawhitton, Launceston 

Anderson, Robert, Grey Street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

The names of 25 candidates for election at the next 
Meeting were then read. 

.lussac Grass.—Viscount PALMERSTON, M.P., trans- 
Mitted to the Council the following communieati 
the subject of Tussae Grass, addressed to his Lordship 
y Lieut. Moody, Governor of the Falkland Islands :— 

** Government House, Port William, 
5 Falkland Islands, 8th Jan., 1846, 
* I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of a 

Note from your Lordship, dated 5th April, 1845, and 
ave much pleasure in attending to the wishes therein 

expressed, I beg to state that the person who collects 
the Tussac seed is a poor man, named C. J. Dettleff (a 
Native of Hamburgh),whom I am encouraging to make a 

ade with it, I am forwarding 8 lbs. of the seed by the 
Merchant brig“ Hebe,” C. S. Anderson, master, bound for 
“ondon ; agent for the brig in England, Captain Faith, 

tis green all the year round, Frost 

does not appear to injure it, nor does snow cover it. It 
is a soft, succulent, and highly nutritious Grass, ex- 
tremely relished by all animals, cattle, horses, sheep, 
and pigs. Cattle and horses fatten upon it in a sur- 
prising manner. They eat the whole blade down to the 

root, which, by the way, they relish most. They will 
eat old dry Tussae thatch from off the roofs of houses. 
The tracts of wild cattle and horses in the Falklands 
extend from many miles inland to the exposed sea- 
beaten points covered with Tussae. There is an island 
in Berkeley Sound that can be reached at low water 
from the main. The area of this island is as nearly as 
possible 800 acres, and there are about 400 acres of 
Tussac Grass upon it; the remainder of the island is 
thinly covered with coarse wing Grass and Rush, on 

peat bog, a very wretched piece of pasture land, afford- 
ing scarcely any nutriment., Last autumn I caused 
the Government herd, consisting of 800 head of cattle 

and about 60 or 70 horses, to be placed on this island 

for the winter months, A small house is at the ex- 

tremity of the ford, in which I placed a guard. Tl 

animals remained on the island nearly six months, with 

no other nutriment than what the island afforded. To- 
wards the end of that time they began to get poor, and 
the Tussae was eaten down to de roots. By next 

autumn it will have entirely recovered, I'am com- 

pelled to let the cattle graze the "'ussae from want of 

hands and means to make different arrangements ; nor 

© 

do I consider any other plan a matter of sufficient mo- 
ment in the present state of the colony, as to warrant 
the outlay requisite to economise properly this in- 
valuable food. But, in England, where labour is cheap, 
I would aet differently. The cattle eould be folded in 
an adjoining paddock to the field of Tussae, and fed 
over the wall or fence by men cutting the Tussae in 
bundles, commencing with the upper row and passing 
regularly through the field ; by the time they had eut - 
the last row the first would be ready to cut again. 
Had sueh a plan been adopted by mein the island I 
mentioned above, I feel confident the 400 acres of Tus- 
sae would have amply supplied the 800 head of cattle 
for 12 instead of 6 months ; it is incredible how much 
is injured by being trodden down and eaten too close, 
and the horses, from preferring the root,do more mis- 
chief than the cattle. I have no data to say decidedly 
how many animals one man could cut food for in a day, 
and to attempt to do so might only mislead your lord- 
ship. Iought to mention that the plant is of slow 
growth, and would probably be three years in coming 
to perfection, during which period, however, it might 
be cut annually with advantage. When once full grown 
it springs up rapidly after being eut down, the blades 
reaching their full height of 7 feet by the end of sum- 
mer, though cut down in the spring. I kept up a 
favourite horse in a loose box one winter, and had him 
fed entirely on Tussac cut for him and given green. 
He ate it greedily, and was always in excellent condi- 
tion ; but, as a general rule, I should consider it soft 
food for a horse doing any work. 

“ When it is d that this invaluable provision 
of Nature thrives luxuriantly where scarcely any other 
vegetation will exist, that it is most nutritious and mueh 
relished by cattle, itis impossible to resist feeling the most 
earnest desire to see it extensively tried in those por- 
tions of the United Kingdom which, in climate and soil, 
bear some resemblance to the Falkland Islands. I 
might easily expatiate on the extreme beauty of its 
vegetation, covering rocky storm-beaten *promontories 
and small islands with a dark rich verdure, always re- 
minding me of tropical luxuriance ; but its importance 
in a practical point of view is what I am desirous of 
making fully known to your lordship, and to all inte- 
rested in agricultural pursuits. I should wish to send 
a large quantity of Tussac seed to England every season, 
but the settlers here are, as yet, far too few in number, 
and far too busy to spare time to collect it. It appears 

to me it would be money well laid out, if one of our 
leading Agricultural Societies were to send here an in- 
telligent person, to remain the six summer months, col- 
lecting seed. He would be absent from England about 
a year, and the whole expense would not exceed 3007. 
He should bring either a wooden or iron house, 10 feet 
square, with a small stove 3.3 tons of coal ; provisions, 
such as biscuit, pork, coffee, and sugar ; gunpowder, 
shot, warm clothing, bed and blankets, a folding table, 
two stools, and a military canteen. More things would 

be an incumbrance. Dettleff, whom I have mentioned 

above to your lordship, usually goes from the settle- 

ment on foot, and takes ouly a good dog and a stick. 
He is absent about two months, sleeps under a rock, 
lives on wild geese and rabbits, and occasionally a calf, 
and invariably returns in the best possible health. A. 
person from England might, however, fix his little re- 
sidence on a small Tussac island, close to the settle- 
ment, and at present reserved by Government, and in 
one summer collect such a quantity of seed, with 
Dettleff's aid, as would more than cover his expences, 

to say nothing of the advantage of baving a good autho- 

rity at home that could be referred to at any moment. 

Thave given a close attention to this Grass for four 

years, and though at first it may appear a dreamy kind 

of enthusiasm, I do not hesitate to say, that should it 
be found on trial to succeed in the United Kingdom as 

well as it does in the exposed portions of the Falkland 

Islands, it will raise the annual income of many landed. 

proprietors from hundreds to thousands. A Tussac- 

fed ox is in the finest order here at the erd of the 
winter, though never housed or cared for in any wiy. 

In the Falmouth Packet uA pt AE) s 

aper of 23d August, 1845, I have been shown a,para- 

rub stating nt i Matheson, M.P., of Lewis and 
Achany, sent some Tussac Grass seed, procured from 

the Falkland Islands, to Stornaway, and that Roderick 
ckman of Colb, has been perfectly 

I shoul? be 

be glad to h 
bogs, as the bog of Allevand, Chalmop. f 

to mention that I would sow the seed very early in the 

spring, and not too deep. I need not say that it will be 

a source of pride to me to be of any service to your 

lordship, either in procuring seed or affording informa- 

tion at any time." (Signed) * R. C. Moopr- 

LORD PALMERSTON, as a Member of the Society, par- 

tieularly called the attention of the Council to that part 

of the communication which had reference to the eol- 

lection of the seeds of the Tussac Grass, and thought 

that if the Royal Agricultural Societies of England and 

Ireland considered it worth while to act upon Governor 

Moody’s suggestion of sending out some person to the 

Falkland Islands for that purpose, they might make an 

arrangement together for sharing the expence and 
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dividing the produce of the expedition proportionally 
between them. 

The Duge or Rtcumonp favoured the Council with 
the result of his own trials of the Tussac Grass on dif- 
ferent soils in the north of Scotland, on his estates near 
Gordon Case. The seed had been furnished to his 
Grace by Sir Wm. Jackson Hooker, of the Royal Gar- 
dens at Kew, and was sown in garden mouid, sandy 
soil, and peat. The peat consisted of a waste marsh or 
bog, covered in easterly gales with spray from the sea, 
on whieh nothing grew, and where snipes were the only 
tenants. It was found that not a single blade of the 
Tussac Grass grew excepting in the peat, where it was 
found to succeed well, and appeared a good Grass.— 
Colonel MaeDouall stated that his own trial of the 
Tussac Grass had furnished a result exactly correspond- 
ing with that obtained by the Duke of Richmond, none 
of the plants coming up excepting in peat. 

The Council ordered their best thanks to be conveyed 
to Lord Palmerston for the favour of his communica- 
tion, with a request that his Lordship, as well as the 
Duke of Richmand and Colonel MaeDouall, would from 
time to time lay before the Society the progress of 
their p i in the cultivation of the 
Grass in question, 

Crover Hav.—Mr. Josera BLUNDELL, of Maiden- 
stone Heath, near Hound, Hampshire, transmitted to 
the Council a sample of White Dutch Clover hay, 
stacked in 1841, along with the following explanation 
of the advantages which he had found it to possess as 
a fodder, in conjunction with Turnips, for his early 
lambs : —* Being a member of the Royal Agricultural 

I have taken the liberty of sending for inspec- 
tion a sample, or a specimen, of White Duteh Clover 
hay ; and although taken from the centre of a stack, 
and being a little too much heated to be a good sample 
of well.made hay, still I consider it a perfect specimen 
of the herbage and kind of Clover requisite for the 
making first-rate hay for the purpose of feeding early 
lambs, in conjunction with Turnips, &e. This sample 
was taken from a stack of 16 tons, the produce of 11 
acres of land, and grown in the year 1841 on my farm 
at Maidenstone Heath, Hound, Southampton. I shall 
feel obliged if you will present this sample of hay to the 
Council at their next meeting, my object being to in- 
form them of the sort of hay which I have found to be 
highly beneficial in the fatting of early lambs, for which 
purpose I have used it with great success for some 
years past. Should this communication be deemed 
worth notice by the Council, and any statement be re- 
quired regarding the cultivation of the Clover, or the 
makiog of the hay, I shall feel happy to furnish it at 
any time,"— The best thanks of the Council were or- 
dered to Mr. Blundell for this letter and the sample of 
Clover hay which accompanied it. 
Werps AMONG Wueat.—Mr. Futter, M.P., of Ash- 

down House, near East Grinstead, transmitted fresh spe- 
cimens in yellow bloom of a weed which proved very 
troublesome in his Wheat-land, and remained still in 
possession of the soi), having resisted all his efforts to 
effect its extirpation. It is known locally as the 
“hedge hog,” or “ periwinkle’ weed ; and is of so 
vigorous a character, that unless the Wheat-plant is 
very strong, it soon over-runs it. The weed comes up 
along with the Wheat, and stands the winter equally 
well, its growth (in. summer being of corresponding 
amount to that of the Wheat, to the plant of which it 
1S very injurious. The seeds are very rough. Mr. 
Ogilvy remarked, that he had found as the result of 
his own experience, that wild Mustard and all other 
weed: likely to infest a crop of Wheat, may be destroyed 
previously to the sowing of the grain, by having the 
land ploughed several weeks before sowing, in order to 
give the weeds an opportunity of vegetating by such 
exposure of the under-soil to external influences : 

weeds, at the time of sowing, having become so far 
advanced in their growth as to be irrecoverably injured 
by the harrows passing over them. 3 

Prizes ror SHEEP, —As the Society's prizes for 
mountain sheep to be awarded at the ensuing Newcastle 
Meeti are not exclusively designed for any particular 
variety of mountain breed of established celebrity, but 
open without exception to the general competition of 
“sheep best adapted to a mountain district,” Mr, 
Graver, Seeretary of the Newcastle Local Committee, 
zs deg a communication to the Council on the part 
oft ?2:eommittee, recommending that the general cha- 
kath 9! the Society’s prizes should be changed into an 
exclusive osein favourof the Cheviots, and that the offer 
of prizes now made to the Council by the members of 
such c e Tor the black-faced breed should be ac- 

d Mr, kchgon, as Seeretary of the North- 
nd Redesdale Cheviot Sheep Show, conveyed the 
its members that the Council would accept their 

a first, second, and third prize for the best pen 
of three 15 months old or shearling rams, of the pure 
Cheviot breed. The Council deeided—1. That the Society’s object is to have their prizes awarded, with- 
out distinction, to such sheep as, in the opinion of the 
judg are the best adapted to a mountain district, 
2. Ti by the bye-laws of the Society, no alteration 
gan now be made in the prizes offered by thejSociety. 
3. That, by the 27th regulation, namely—* In case any 
Lees n, or number of gentlemen, should wish to 
offer : e for any class of stock not distinetly spe- 
cified j 

ig the prizes offered by the Society, he or 
be allowed to offer such prize at the meeting 
stle-upon-Tyne. The stock which may com- 

that prize shall be exhibited subject to t 

ditions that shall be decided upon by the Council, and 

the prize awarded by such of the judges as the Council 

shall select. Animals exhibited for that prize shall not 

be prevented from competing for any of the prizes 

offered by the Society for which they are qualified.”— 

The gentlemen composing the two bodies in question 

are allowed to offer the prizes for Cheviots and black- 

faced sheep. The Council then instructed the Secretary 
to communicate with Mr, Glover and Mr. Robson ac- 

cordingly, informing them at the same time that by 

the rules of the Society June the 1st would be the latest 

day on which certificates for the entry of any stock 

whatever for the Show could be received. 

Grass Mrrnx-Pans.—Messrs. Epwarns and Pett, of 

15, Southampton-street, Strand, presented to the Coun- 

cil two glass Milk-pans of their manufacture—one of a 

dark, and the other of a light green colour. The ma- 

nufaeturers informed the Council that as the Milk-pans 

were cleaned with so much ease, the use of scalding 

water for the purpose of cleansing them was found to 

be unnecessary; and also that they were of such strength 

of material as to be enabled to stand a very severe 

blow without breaking. The average weight of the 
pans of dark green glass was 8 lbs, and the price 

3s. 9d. ; that of the light green glass 10 lbs., and the 

price at the rate of 8d. per |b. 

Mr. WrrHERELL ieated his p of the 

appointment of Auctioneer at the Newcastle Meeting, 

subject'to the regulations of the Council.— The Rev. 
John Barlow, Secretary of the Royal Institution of 

Great Britain, signified his willingness to give a free 

admission to Members of the Society on the occasion of 

the Rev. E. Sidney’s Lecture in the theatre of that 

establishment on the 15th of May, “On the Nature of 

certain Fungi attacking the Agricultural Produee of 

this Country."— Communieations on the growth of sound 
Potatoes from diseased tubers, from Mr. Fuller, M.P., 

and Mr. Wing, of Fordingbridge ; and on the storing of 

Potatoes of the “Hen’s-nest” variety in fine Lynn 

sand, from Sir M. W. Ridley.—A paper from Mr. 

H. B. Morris, of Ramsgate, on the Keeping of Farm 

Accounts ; which the Council referred, along with al 

other documents on this subject, to Colonel Challoner, 

Mr. Tawney, and Mr. Kimberley, as the Committee ap- 

pointed by the Council to report on the best mode of 

Keeping Farming Accounts.—The Weekly Council then 

adjourned to Wednesday next, the 20th of May, and 

the Members of Council and Governors present pro- 

ceeded to the business of the Special Council. 

Spaciat Councit.—Lord Porrman, President, in the 
Chai 

The agreement of the Society with the authorities of 
Northampton, was duly ratified by the Council, and 

completed in duplicate agreeably with the terms of the 
Charter. 

The following arrangements were made for the Dis- 
tricts of the Country Meeting. 

1848.—THE YORKSHIRE District (comprised of the County of 
York). 
1849.—TnE Eastern Disrricr (comprised of the Counties of 

Essex, Suffolk, Norfolk, and Cambridge). 
1850.— Tng Western Districr (comprised of the Counties 

of Wilts, Dorset, Somerset, Devon, and Cornwall). 

Farmers’ Clubs. 
Pnonus : A Lecture on Manures was delivered by Mr. 

KanxEEK, of Truro, at the late annual meeting of this 
club. We make a few extracts from the report of the 
proceedings given in the Cornwall Gazette. The lec- 
turer observed of the action of lime on the soil, that it 
sometimes was to supply a valuable mineral ingredient 
absent from many of the slate soils ; but it more fre- 
quently aeted by liberating the siliea, potass, phosphate, 
and carbonaceous matter to be adu:inisted to the wants 
of vegetation, If a chemist wished to liberate potass or 
silica from the soil he was analysing, he mixed it with 
lime, and then heated the whole together, by which 
means he rendered soluble in acid or in water, all that 
was insoluble before. * The farmer,” said the lecturer, 
* when he limes his land, performs exactly the same 
operation as the chemist; he liberates from the soil 
more of the alkaline and earthy phosphates, &e., in one 
year than could be extracted by any other means in 
three or four years.” But it generally happened that 
no equivalent was furnished to the land for that which 
was removed by the crops ; and hence the continuance 
of the system of liming was no better than a rapid me- 
thod of exhausting the soil. When considering the 
organic elements of plants which were derived, partly 
from the atmosphere, and partly from the soil in the 
shape of manure, Mr. Karkeek showed the importance 
of preserving the various manures made on the farm, 
which contained the various alkalies, phosphates, and 
other earthy salts, as well as nitrogenized and car- 
bonized elements. Farmyard manure, with others of 
like nature, contained all the elements plants required ; 
and by applying them to the soil in proper quantities, 

ses of the principal 
ined in the various 

; Showing that by 
the preservation of the manure, the farmer might obtain 
the raw material of guano at home, instead of importing it 
from abroad. For this purpose the lecturer recommended 
the farmer to collect together road scrapings, weeds of 
every kind, old banks and marls, to mix with the liquor | 
of their dung heaps, which would fix the volatilised por- 

tion, and prevent its wasteful escape into the atmo- 
sphere. All the more valuable parts of a dung heap 
would either run away, or fly away, unless means of 
prevention were adopted ; and the substances he had 
named contained salts of various kinds which absorbed 
and fixed the ammoniacal parts of a dung heap, as well 
as could be done by the application of gypsum, sulphuric 
acid, or any other chemical ingredient. This was a very 
important subject for the farmers’ consideration; many 
of them willingly paid pounds yearly in the purchase of 
guano, but grudged the expense of a day’s work for a 
man, to preserve the raw material on their own farm- 
ards—allowing it either to escape into the atmosphere 

or into the water-courses, spreading disease and death 
among themselves, their families, and their live stock. 
Another part of the lecture treated of the conditions for 
manuring land generally expressed in leases. These 
the lecturer strongly condemned as injurious to the 
farmer, the landlord, and the country generally, by tend- 
ing to perpetuate bad farming. In one lease, a tenant 
was bound, by way of manuring the land for Wheat, to 
use 100 butt loads of mixensyconsisting chiefly of the 
scrapings of the road, the field, and the farm-yard. 
Another was bound to dress the land with 100 bushels 
of lime ; another was not allowed to employ lime oftener 
than once in nine years; and another was obliged to 
carry so many loads of sea sand and dung, and road 
serapings. "These ridiculous clauses should be set aside, 
founded as they were upon obsolete and unprofitable 
systems of husbandry, equally inconsistent with modern 
improvements and with prudent discrimination of the 
characters of the tenantry. That certain restrictions 
were necessary, no one could deny ; but they should be 
so framed that while the tenant was prevented from 
doing injury to the estate, he should not be so fettered 
as to bar improvement. Mr. Karkeek also alluded toa 
clause generally inserted in Cornish leases, restricting 
the farmer from selling his Barley and. Oaten straw. 
This he considered to be a wise and necessary restriction, 
for the ashes of straw consisted for the greater part oj 

silicate of potash, and if this article was sold off the farm, 
it was robbing it of those very essential materials on 
which the success of corn crops greatly depended. 
“Nothing,” he said, “could justify the selling of 
straw except the applying to the land, for every ton, 
the value of the same in some chemical manure con- 
taining those ingredients removed from the farm,”— 
Mr. TretHewy said as Mr. Karkeek had made some 
allusion to the soil on the Carnwinnick estate, and the 
use of bone-dust there, it might not be amiss to state 
that the use of bones had been found very serviceable 
there, and that their effect, ten years since their appli- 
cation, was still visible. He would also observe that 

where they had continued the use of bone-dust, it had 

also been successful, not only with Turnips, but with 
the following crops of corn and Grasses.—The Cnarn- 
MAN asked Mr, Trethewy if he had tried lime on Carn- 
winnick where he had previously tried bone-dust.—Mr. 
Tretuewy said— Yes ; he had carried 100 bushels of 
lime last year, in addition to other manures for Turnips. 
The first Turnips looked very stunted and ill; but, 
after a time, they made a start, and they were now the 
best Turnips in the field. This land had been pre- 
viously dressed with bone-dust, and was also dressed 
with bone-dust in addition to the lime, for Turnips. 
There was nothing in the shape of mineral manure 
carried besides the lime. Perhaps it might be well for 
him to say that, some 20 years since, some of this land 
was broken and limed, but it was a total failure. It 
was then tilled—some to Wheat, and some to Turnips 
—but the crop was very inferior, and-the land was 
allowed to go to waste again ; and he believed it would 
have so remained to the present moment, had not bone 
been brought into use. They had taken repeated crops 
successively on the same ground, but not in regular ro- 
tation—merely as they suited best. That was done in 
order to destroy the young Furze, which was constantly 
sprouting. It was well known to most persons who 
were in the habit of farming rough land in this country, 
that there was great difficulty in destroying the Furze ; 
and, indeed, it was thought almost impracticable, be- 
cause they could not get a second crop, until bone-dust 
came into use. Now, he found no difficulty in produc- 

ing a crop of Turnips from that land—either from fallow, 
or from Wheat or Oat stubble ; he had grown Turnips 
repeatedly, after Wheat or Oats, with a single plough- 
ing—the land ploughed down in November, and not 

touched again till the seed was sown. The quantity of 

bone-dusthe had used was about 2j qrs. per statute 

acre ; and no other manure but that.—Mr. KARKEEK : 

But you consumed part of your Turnips on the ground 

with sheep.— Mr. Trernewy had meant to say that 

they carried nothing in on the farm but bone-dust, 

and lately, some guano. He had made of late a deal 

of yard manure, which had been principally carried for 

Wheat every year; and he had been successful in 

growing Wheat after Oats with yard manure. e 
found this the best method of keeping back the Furze- 

He took two ‘white crops following, and then a crop 
of Turnips.—Mr. Donte said, it appeared that Mr. 
Trethewy had formerly carried lime on his lan 
without effect ; but, after the soil bad been bone-dusted, 
the lime produced a good effect.—Mr. KARKEEK said 

Mr. Trethewy had been not only carrying bone- ust 
on the farm, but had also been manufacturing manure: 
All the organic and inorganic elements had been carried 
on the farm, in yard manure. When the lime was ap- 
plied, the land had been under cultivation for 5 or 6 
years. lle thought the plan adopted by Mr. Collins, 
of Truthan, for bringing waste lands into cultivation, 
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was very good. His plan 
dust a crop of Turnips ; half of which was eaten off by 
sheep folded on the land. After that, he took a crop of 
Barley or Oats ; and then let the land to Grass for two 
years. Then he put in a crop of Rape which was also 
eaten by sheep ; then followed Wheat; then Turnips, 
Barley, and seeds again. That was the plan which 
Mr. Collins had pursued on those barren lands which 
many respectable farmers considered as worth nothing 
atall; but which Mr. Karkeek believed he ‘had con- 
verted into a valuable property.— A. gentleman refer- 
ring, we believe, to the Carnwinnick experiment, said, 
they must not consider that all the merit was due to 
the bone-dust alone, but to its having come into con- 
tact subsequently with lime.—Mr. KARKEEK said he be- 
lieved the operation was thus :—The bone-dust pro- 
duced large crops which led to the production of a large 
quantity of manure; and, by this means, there was a 
larger proportion of humus in the soil, when the lime 
was applied the second time.—Mr. P. Davis: But sup- 
posing no dung were applied À—Mr. KARKEEK said 
again, if the land contained the mineral elements to 
which he had before alluded, the lime would bring 
them into active operation. if he were a farmer, and 
looking out for a farm in the neighbourhood, he would 
try to select one that had not been limed for a good 
many years. He would then immediately begin to use 
lime, particularly if he had but a seven years? lease ; 
but, of course, he should impoverish the soil by so doing. 
—Mr. D. Davis : But as you would be making other ma- 
nure on the land, you would not impoverish the soil.— 
Mr. Karwerx : There can be no doubt it would im- 
poverish the soil to a great extent; because the 
farmer did not carry everything back on the land | 
Which he took from it; he sold all the Wheat straw 
he. could, and all the hay which he did not con- 
Sume on the farm, besides the cattle and sheep fed 
and sold. After repeated applications of lime, what 
Was required was a quantity of night-soil, and farm- 
yard dung or guano, which contained the elements 
that had been remove by the application of 
lime,—In reply to Hite chairman, Mr. Tretuewy said, 
With bone.dust or uano, he would rather take the 
chance of a ero urnips on waste land just broken 
up, than on the best land they had.—The CHAIRMAN: 
Can you get as good erops from waste land just broken 
up, as you can from p that has been kept in cultiva- 
tion for several year Lr. T'uzTHEWwY replied that he 
Saw but very little diferentes They might expect the 
est crop from land just broken up, because generally 

it was burnt, and the effeet of the ashes was to be con- 
Sidered besides that of que bones. — still he would 

Oat Rants, as hie wi DEM. from land just 
at Carnwinniek.—Mr. Karxerk should 

think the best crop would be from the land just broken 
Up. He did not call Carnwinniek a bad soil, But the 
best land for farming was near Penzance, on the green- 
Stone rock. Con idering its mineral elements, and the 
Climate in which'it was situate, he believed it was both 
theoretically and practically the best land in England. 
t was the only land in England that could produce two 

crops of Potatoes in the year. 1000 aeres of the land 
round Penzance produced a rental of nearly 10,000/.— 
Several complimentary toasts were now given; after 
Which the CHAIRMAN E as there were present some 
gentlemen who were not members, it might not beamiss 
to state that the club were now trying some experi 
ments, It must be well known that a club like theirs 
Could do much more in the way of trying experiments 
than could individuals, A single individual might 
ineur serious loss ; but if they, as a club, incurred loss 
it would be of less consequence, It had been consi- 

- dered by the club that they could not spend their 
Money better than in trying experiments ; and they 
had therefore requested Mr. Doble to conduct one with 
Tegard to the feeding of sheep. Mr. Doble had five 
Sheep feeding in a dark house; five others in an open 
house ; and ‘five others in a fidld. The sheep were all 
Weighed before they were put under the experiment ; 
and th the food given them was all weighed.—The club 
Was also oing to make some experiments as regards 
"i phurie acid with bone-dust against other manures. 
3 OBLE said, as far as the experiment on 
sheep ‘feeding had gone, he had found that the sheep in 
jhe dark house ate more Turnips and hay than those 
th he open house or the field, which was opposed to 
Me result of the experiments on Whitfield Farm, by 
h €ssrs. Playfair and Morton. In the field, the sheep 
ad had no hay; they had only Grass and Turnips. 

the did not know anything about the present weight of 
n. Sheep ; he intended to weigh them next Saturday, 

Might prove that the sheep in the dark house were 
Paying best rthatingfough emost food. 

Calendar of | Operations. 

Dairy Management is now MINE . ; stent wage teint impon tant point for the farmer’s 

n the sauet. Ss ‘om an account of a a Glou 
*d some years ago 

edge :. i AA o atall Ppiuaiited 
ese does n 

Ed richness of the soil or the 

ge of a coarse 

hi ing iif the cows Hic EEE 0A ees Gh the SR QUEE: follow to c cheese, and of the i ehcete tll it is fit for po The 
allow 1g circumstances are injurious to the quality of cheese : 

ing the cows to get rank or ill-flavoured Grass or hay, | 

n was to cultivate with bone- ud conveying abad flavour to the milk and cheese—allowing | used till they are twelve months old, for, if | th s to run and heat themselves—driving them far to be 
ieee (hich analsestthemailietroth much in milking—carrying 
the milk from the place of milking to the dairy ; and allowing it 
to remain long after it is milked, before it is set with the rennet. 
The greatest GI is upon the dairy-maid, and the chief 
art of making el of the finest qualit; y lays in her manage- 
pu The id to odi of the dairy inva ariably devolves 
upon the farnier’s y who Wer ute cir- 
Satanae fa «Nd ment, and the fo ng is a report 
of the information ae Wes obligingly communi ated to us re- 
specting th e economy of the dai his farm. The 
management of a dairy uld be ROE with teg greatest 
regularity. Every y operation should be performe sely at 
me © proper time. "Either hastening or delaying the eser: 

cheese of an inferior quality o be made of milk 
en v ài e obtained. A dai is selected 
for skill, er pee ana str Tet attention to her anion? 

ork commer at four o "cloc ki z the morning, and continues 
without intermission till bed 

se—The dairy- Bande; aneulatbe kept at'a tempera- 
atu tween 50° and 60°, and the drier it is kept the bet. 
ter, as both milk and cream retain their sweetness much longer 

n in EA, very time, therefore, the 
unen. itis dried a iconic as possible. Around two sid que 
of the dairy thors are broad hey es, made of Elm, for putting 
the vessels that bold the milk am, and the ‘newly-made 
cheese upon. On another side tho re is à frame with three 
large stone cheese-presses. In the middle of the north side is 
the nd in the cor ew on the left, is the stair leading up 

ofts ind the door is a single DUNS -press 
s povery ressing the cheese the time, 

t down nd pat through the mill. In i middle 
arge A to hold all 

e of these 
stands the -tu A ues ‘are two cheese- 
otts, WA the REO ere are broad shelves for 
holding cheeses ; and in the middle msn 8 à frame for holding 
two rows of boards, called here ‘cheese-rack,” which being 
only about apu inches apart, contain a much E quan tity 

efor eit 
of the icon Mea thr 
the whey e one ** meat" or AGOR E fu by 

they are not 
old, the rennet made from them causes the cheese to “heave,” 
id to become full of “ eyes,” 

y disagreeable 
E e rennet swec "m and agreeable flavour. 
Twenty or thirty ete of it are made at a time, as it is found 

to be much better, when made in large M ees ‘ities. It should 

never be used till it has stood for at least two months. When 
the curd is sufficiently firm: for Feats oe: it is gently and slow 

cut with a three-bladed knife, down to tle Lotto the tub, 
the knife being about fourteen inches long) both ways or at 

The cuts sho uld 
When it Pe. sion five or ten minutes be about an inch apart. 

UN to come out as clear e allow it to sink a ies and the 
s possible, some he whey is ied t mh RAT bowl, 

ad the curd is cut a paar time with the t thre nife— 

very slowly to begin w ith ; for, if the cutting is siete SUPE 

great sedinient of very smal will pass Siete 

sieve and be found in the whey leads, and there will also be an 

eae n the quantity of whey butter which should jade Ta 

n the cheese, and the value 3E P butter, thus obtained, wil 

not compensate for the waste a5 thea d fo Vien of redit 

i rmed very slowly 
x f the y ife EU a considerable dis- 

tance from each other, i; motus quickened, and the strokes 
are taken nearer and nearer ae time. At last, one hand, 

with the skimming dish, keeps whole in motion, turning 
up the lumps suspende led in the Veg. whi w 
knife, is in constant motion, cutting them 

nich the 
Prom ak. he atona fet a 
at first, and with the s 

— is PORUM. continued till no mon e ditis ar ht 
the whole mass i sed to one degree of 

ceu qu. ofan hour. The Thi process may occup fineness. 
eE of an hour, and ani 

is taken cem it with 
placed over 

curd is now allow nda 
thus, sufficiently US the whey 

bowl, and poured through a very tin 

the whey lea Whe: CR greatest 2 d the whey ed been 

separate “maid, f ver a portion of it, 
goes MU the tub, ductum the and beginning at one c cheese than could be EIE onthefioor, The stair to the 

d se-lofts is of Oak. to be the pride of the dairy- 
maid, aye it. S dry-rubbed Eu Polished. so smooth that is dan- 
gerous t k upon; but this sort of pride is encouraged E. 
evincing an attention to cleanliness. Along the north side 
the dairy there shed, which communicates with the dwell 
ing-hou In this shed the utensils are kept upon a. send for 
the Pico. the cream is m er qun other work performed, 

e making of Khe cheese 
Opes ite to the door of the 

-house with a 
e the water and 
and all clean- 

nothing being done in th 
and the making up of the RU. 
dairy and ROO mm ui. E m a is 
pump-well at the doo 
the milk are heated i m Vr for ie e. 
ing, M ork is 

Sn THE rà ilking-pails are made of Maple, on Se EE 
of the lightness of the wood and it d. of appe: 
They hold about six gallons each, he cheese- ea B TI E | 

ze large enough to hold the whole of the milk. TI 
| the skimming- dish, and the bow sf Maple. T 
straining the x at s. i Giameter, and has ah 
cloth bottom. area HEN of cheesi ts sufficient to 
hold all the eheese made in four e EE SEO e made 

lo Em, Se turned out of the 
s to a ewt, is considere 
SM di meter of which i 

8 considered the best 

theved peamrave occasionally necessary to place | 
on the ch ES when in i the press, if t sare not quite full. | 

e XE DE CA e mS MU gel ur 
nee f of not being VEU UD a not 

s are made of stone, as being 
Hee E of steadlost pres- 
each by a 

s painted vite 
, which are ob! i. and about 8 ins. dee] 

ey into an eder 
of a pui 

terial fi st mat k 
ab ete hey weigh 

D js and tackle; a n 
From the whe, 
there e are leaden-pipes which convey the whe: 
ground cistern near the p -ho es DM means 
it is raised when wanted, for the pig aden keep the We 2 
longer sweet than ooneh. A vessels, and are much easier kept 
clean. T e by scouring them with ashes of wood, and 
washing s E every time they are emptied, which is ever 
36 hours, Tin vesse used in preference (o earthenware 
or holding the milk that is set for cream, aud also for holding 
the cream. Those used for a cream hold about four gallons 
om , and are made with a lip for the pM EE 0; 

‘eam from, One of these vessels into another. 
nce every day d a ring summer ; and iod is a wooden slice or 

knife always k the cream MES 1, with which the cream is 
frequently dnd during the d to prevent a skin from form- 
uut on the top of it, which is s injurious to the pets of the 

ter. The Skimming- dich used for taking the cream off ae 
milk, differ n that used sat eh cese-making, being made 
tin, with Toles in it, to let the milk run k that Mts be taken 

A tter- 
e nas in 

d nine Eu wide. 
tel great attention 

anliness. The terse’ is never allowed to 
it is washed, ER and put up to dry, as 

soon as the WS is taken out. 
Milking.—This is performed in three s anal courts, to which 

the cows come from their several fields. ‘fhe milkings should 
be as near as pobe ar equal divisions ofthe day, commencing 
m about fou ON pe rning and three in the after- 

on. To eit aien eig] WS are Pid signed, and one man 
pom the milk from all ds es s to the dairy. The milk- 
ing sh ould I be finished i in an hour. airy-maid sees that 

eir due and that all the cows are ENT 
; for the ̂mi that comes last i e EE qus ;an 

if the cows are not clean uS t] u a graduni mi 
nution of the D. perceptible duh for ‘these reasons the 

> pur 
7 ewt, 

curd into lumps, and la 
which operation the ma: 

most of me MUN whey escapes betweenthe cut fragments, 
as they lie and press upon each other. From time to time the 

whey is en ep Ux ud LE put through the sieve eua the 
own whey leads. The s then put into vats, and presse 

vit. e hand, The vat being covered with cheese-cloths, 
abou! tono yard and a quarter long, of fine canvas, are placed 

the press $ half an hour, when they are taken out and the 

curd cut into slices, and pu ut into a mill fixed on the top of 

tub, which tears itinto very small crumbs, as 
This EN is a great improvement, Zot o 
dai aid the most laborious part of ihe P odas 

ueezing and rubbing the curd Dene small crumbs with her 

allows the fat to ren 
In its Sire ede 

to ald the curd w 
ri er, when made without 

os © a 1 zd ee the fat out o rs 
scalding it, into the vats, and pri 
with the handi Hs sling, eae is making doubie Gloucester 
cheeses, y remaining whey 

id 

h 
the hands sque 
He m nir 

ons; 

from the ER = ne vats are being filled, ae they are filled = 
as can be done de the hand, being r 

so, às that the whole can = 
d over eg 

compactly 
the middle, but just so muc 
pressed into the vat. Cheese- b are then sp 

ts, and a little hot water is thrown over the 
ich aid s to harden the outside of the cheese ud. prevent it 

ng: The curd is now turned out of the vats into the 
e s being ‘sipped! ume the whey to wash away 

any crumbs of curd that r 0 them, the curd, inverted 
Su with the cloth eum it s n put into dhn The 
ana are then folded over ond feledi in, and t 

are filled, are put into the press one upon ano he 
toms of the vats are Sen and a little ‘rounded, 

purpose of cheese-boar 
only wanted for the m yats, or when the other ue are 
not aaite eful. The vats are allows ed to remain under 
abou noni they are taken out and 
a EEN which with double Gloucester AREIS 
peated some time in the da; 

t ea Salting-presses.—The vats, when the clean cloths 
are given, as just mentioned, are changed from the single Ae 
to libio one giu to it, uac pee in it, one upon Pes, as 

f his s till ed, 
when those rate in teh cuis Meis the place, in the press, of 
those madein the morning, and those made in the evening are, 

urn, displaced by those made the following morning, 
the uter the last making eing alwa; s pla owest in 
s Hr and those of the other makings rising in it ORAN 

he priority of. I The same ES rder is observed in the 
pes iwo presses, the last or newest making in each being 
owest, and each gus ane next To it that which was 
made last before it. heeses pa Aas 
in this order, ad 

c loth , and thi 

should be re- 

ne cheeses are 

the presses a 
salted at ihe end of twenty-four hours affer they 

ugh this is done by some a y The 
salting should never be begun till the skin is all closed, for if FL 

"he salting is perform 
rubbing with the hand both the sides and the edge of the 

Modo with finery -powdored salt. The cheese after this is re- 

turned to the vats, and put under the press, care being always 
according to what has been said, to put the newest ken, 

cheese lowest i n the press, and the oldest apah he 
salting is repeated dudas times with the single, and four tim 

with the double Gloucester, twenty-four hours being allowed to 
intervene etween eac saltin or cond salting the 

that the cows are clea: 
he cheese-tub being put i iets place in the 

i the lad ut across it, and a large thin canvas 
cloth covers na Shole tub A. ladder to catch any of the milk 
that ul dro; he pail, and to prevent dirt from falling 
into the tub. ode this and upon the inde is placed the 
sieve, through which the milk is strained. Ifthe milk should 
not be of the temperature of 85°, a portion of it is put into a 
deep tin, kept for the purpose, and Placed in n forns ace of 
hot water in the wash-house, by ich means} whole is 
warme wi is vs the most moment p 

ot warm eno! 
will be “ ix tondin 2 and. will bulge 

warm, it will cause “the cheese to 
witch injures both its appearance and quality. 
is sufficiently warm, the colouring and e ren: > 

ouriug or T ene a pos ae 
gst th k until, from it: on a EIAS — he mil Qu ue DAOA C e sbiage, 

is putin, the tub is covered with 
a DM cloth for, at least, an h r.—Rennet or runnet is 

ma m the eae s ot calves, called E ere *vells." Irish 
nt to England, and velle aro the bes ured, and si 

sold by the grocers d the Aay TATE, “They should not be 

e 
E 
Ps M gs Ja, ad s a damp weather they posa remain AST The "quantity of salt 

generally used is about 34 lbs, to a ewt, of che 

The Cheese Hoom.— When the cheeses are É ig from the 
salting- Hia they are put on the shelf in the dairy for a da; 
or two, ey are turned once in twelve hours. They are 
then taken to the cheese-loft to make way for ee Hew ones. In 
the cheese-room, “che rack” 

for cleaning, which is don 
knife. The dairy-maid ih ios the floor, 
takes a dde in Yee with the nd scrapes both sides 
and edge clean, ni off all scurf they: may have contracted. The cheese, if intended for the London t; 
the case, when it has been thus cleaned, is r 
with a paint made of Indian red, or of Spanish tede, or of a 
mixture of both, and small beer. It is rubbed on with 
a woollen cloth. ‘After being painted it is turned over twice a 
week, and oftener in damp weather ; A as m» as the state 
of the paint will permit, the edges of 
E of each side is rubbed hard wi a cloth at least once à 
E 

Characteristics of true Gloucester. — rhe marks of true Glou- 
cester cheeses are—‘‘ the blue coat," which arises through the 
paint on their sides, and which is a sure sign of their richness 
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and sweetness—the yellow -golden Ex of their ed
ges—a smooth, 

mild and rich tlayoue—not 

when cut in thin’ slice: AN or parting when toasted, 

with the oily matter whey contain, but softening without burn- 

in; If cheese has been soured in the making, 

being too long in hand, or from want of attention em scalding 

the utensils, nothing will cause it to assume the blue coat. If 

the curd is salted, when ground down before being a into the 

vats, the salt has the effect of giving a a skin to each of the par- 

ticles of the curd it comes in contact with, which prev ents them 

from intimately uniting ; and although the curd may be pressed 

me go 

of it, and the cheesy part burns. The skin of the cheese too 
is not tough and solid buthard and brittle, a nd when e amined 

mosaic wor! 

Wo EE to Correspondents 

ARTIFICIAL YeEast—If “A Farmers Wy ve will look back 
through one or two late numbers, she will find many receipts. 
See s2 this year, and 616, 632 of last year’s volume. 

You may safely roll, sow seeds, and lightly 

2H i 
nquir y 

harrow them in over Barley that is “ well up.” Do not letit 

be too far gone. You see, we have no means of informing 

you; the terms we use are necessarily indefinite, There is 
no help for this but in emperience, evertheless we may say, 
that young plants will g nerally bear with impunity, if not 
with ady: antage, much ane treatment than inexperienced 
men can imagine, Wheat’ will not do to roll heavily when 

S—Potatoes planted 5 inches deep in 
Ours were put in (both early and late 

nes i i January, and are already many of 

them in strong z foli: If yo re not Potato sets to dibble 

in, plant Cabbages in the blank 
BREEDING Sows— Constant Rea 
Burnt CLAY—JAHorton asks for Ae method Saradan in burning 

i W not aware of any particular mode 

adopted there. He will find some papers on the subject in 
the current and some of the late Bumpers of the English 

Agricultural Societ; Journal.——5S S S—It may be advan- 

tageously mixed with guano for a broadcast application of 
the manure, But read Mr. Dudgeon's article in another 

Aeg mn 
Y ATT Bell—The effect of the capillary at- 

traction of soil for w in proportion to the fineness of 
the soil soili nin sand, the 

ormer is made RA of much nee Pavel than Lolita. 

Take two glass tubes of ver: der iod ee E es 

and dip fie into your ink-bottle that the ink 
m rise Higher in the one of ARE c And so (the 

wa ding in your land at, oe feet fr un its surface,) 

Mn the height to whict h your scil is thus kept damp, depend 
on the finen and the consec nent smallness of 

ce: 

that the subsoil 2 
SN ne and lin 

ature than the othok 

Tetter soil. 

bo^ ek As H ss i 

ose. of the waste of the 
s likely to be of a more mixed 

“and, so far, it is ly to be tl 

for "gie cd as to the iubes economical 

intown, Willa of our co re 

Su nde ne so kind as to give the infor mation sought for ? 

hci soi Rol, we know about it i 

11 N 

s it into a compost wi 

3 feet of dung, a coating 

then ec lime over ull. 
out of a wateriug-pot, 
half an acre of Rye ; Feb 18: 

where it touched, bat the strips of Rye untouched looked all 

the more AI and the Wheat in the following year 

was very much better on this half acre than on the rest of 

GnaziNG—Znquirer—Grass varies greatly in quality; but, no 

doubt, generally, cattle will fall off on being put to Grass, 

after feeding in stalls on roots and meal, if the latter be 

ved. 
LAND LIABLE TO SEMPUS d en R—You should let all your drains 

terminate in a main, and should open E ae brook at 

the low: est end of the field, the ough a bricke e, t, perhaps 
6 inches square in the internal section. On. to uo end o 
this which ould terminate in a flat sloping surface, du 

framework inciosing a hanging- 
ermit egress, but t noti ingress. lt 
pe til ‘a flood comes, which will 

rainage of the land will ac- 

pw in fhe Thali tal the waten en Dei dos, MEE ordo 
will again opem addition to th e surface of the 
land should be laid out with water furr o permit 
the ready eseape 2 id OU adhi necwetar which: the floods 

be Vim than yonr upright shafts, the 
doubtf 

BA E iat better apply it 
in the way UNE for guano, by Mr. Dudgeon. See 
another column. 

To APPLY CR 
To Ror Re 

process, 
Youre Sow—J L must sell her at Michaclmas, and he has 

only green food for her in the meantime. We should prefer 
selling her then in farrow rather than attempt to fatten, 

Markets, 
P Ea MoNnar, May 11.—Per Stone of 81bs. 

Beat Scots, Heretords, &v. da Oto 4a 2| Beat Long-woole = - —sto —s 
- 8 Ditto ( INDE CM 

it : H 3 Wa | Ewes n second quality = — € 

4 10 itt E] 

Bost "Downs cite 410 50 Lambs : 5 H HE 
D orn *6 4 B| Pig DUE 

Wake Prax May 
vea full supply of Beasts and due dull; it is diffiow T 

Monday's pilves for any SE The best È it is difficult to ob aln 
SShor:-ho: lod, Segond qualities aro low. 

re She 

rate js &b utthe same as of 

Beasts, 1124; Shoop und Lambs, 7680; Calves, 28; Pigs, 
» Wert Vosithfioa. 

» WATE 
to ibe unusually Jimi 

t any i infertor sampl, 

9 has been a few fresh samples of Re- 
> as quoted belo ork Reds, 

1208 =< Fe MANET Regen 2 o ^ a0» per ton; Seotch eru los 
loe of rhe eure HN MP d Reo donis Uf Hi 

HOPS, Fray, May 15. 
markt is vary fiio, end gradually Advan rg. The fiy continues to 

TENDEN & Smits, Hop-Fae 
The 

inereasa, 

COVENT GARDEN, May 16.—Vegetables of all kinds have 

been well supplied. ‘All kinds of Fruit in season is plentiful, 

and trade begins to get a Hene brisker. Several good-sized 

ine-apples have been offer othouse Grapes are becom- 

ing more plentiful, and a Eoaea quantity of Peaches and 

Nectarines, of MR goo juality, have been 

uring the weel Ro and S QU BAD are pretty 

plentiful, more DeL DR ich there is 

little demand 

Oranges are plentiful, 

are ficio nt for the demand, 

few Melons have just made their appearance. Of Vegetables, 

Asparagus is excellent, 

and Cabbages, Greens, A are good and plentiful, Young 

Carrots and Turnips may b: i 

Green Peas have been ofibred a at from 18s. to 1l. per half-sieve, 

Celery i is good in quality, and sufficient for the demand, Pota- 

he very best aie still fetch 91. a ton, and in one 

¥ n; Buts samples be ob- 

tained at much lower prices ; on act of the Sees and 

rate of other vegetables, avion ue sales are effec! 

Potatoes are prot pleniitm a Ketucos 

ER quet Salading are od and plentiful. ^ 

chiefly consist of Euphorbias, Heaths, Hyacinths, Talipe. 
culas, Tropeolums, Jasmines, Lily of the Valley, Pentas carnea, 

MURS aoapunday Burchellia capensis, Camellias, Azaleas, 

A s, Cyclamens, Daphnes, Orange flowers, Rhododendrons, 
dirqeuy Gardenias, ieu other Roses. 

2 

Hun 

Pine Apple, perlb., 6rto | Lemons, ver aozen, 1s to 2s 
Grapes, Hothouse, BA lb., Kd iA os id) a 2 Ma 

panish, per Almonds. per p 
em 20s Swe er valen NER Apples, Dess., per * » 

Kitchen, 7s to 15) Filbe 
Goossbert ies green, per May, 61 tol0s Not Geb 

rawberries, per CZ., 3d t Barolon, 9 
Oranges per "dozen, 18:0 pn = azil, ps ito "16s 

x 100, 4s to 185 dis 
— Seville, per 100, be to 16s Walnuts, per routes 16s à 208 

er dozen, 2s to 2 Chesnuts, per peck, 8s to 
VEGETABLES. 

„En glih, p 100 NT i" 60 
opib 2 B04 te 

Cabbager, per doz., datos 8d Carrots, per bunch, 94 to 2s 
red, T doz. n idi to 19s IM r doz., 3d to ls 

Brocoli, By Broin, qur pa x2 9d to 1a 6d | IZOnera, NU r bundle, 1s to 14734 

te, Is alsity, don ls 
payna per ‘oz, ET Onions, per bashe, jr 6d to bs 

nohes,ls to le 6d = Oz 150a to 64 

1 Lettuce, pe 
oat, penton, 7061 utes 

ra: | 
bushel, as E di e: 

Why 
Watercress, p. 12 Sm. bun. 6d to 84 
Parsley, per bunch, 1d tod 

lote, per. "handle, le 
Tarragon, per 
fin > per sieve, 9d to 1a 

Vet per doz, Duchess la to 1s 6d 
v, per buni sn, 6d to 1# 6d 

6 Tri 
EXE May H. 

^y 80s to 85- v Hay — —*to —s| NewOlr. 
85 so 1:0. | Straw E 

m us eis 
CUMBERLAND MARKET, May 1 

Prime Mead, Ha 
Infr.New& Rowen 60 — 70 lover 

Prime Mend. Hay Bisto 90» | Old Clover 11040 liho 
Inferlor 60 0 |lnferiordo. 95 100 | Straw B3 to 368 
NewHay + - New Clover = 

Josnoa Barer, Hay Salesman, 
WHITECHAPEL, May 

Oid Hay + 80. to 84s | Old Clover pe 11e j 

Inferior Hay + — 60 . 70_| Taf. 100 | Straw £88 to 32: 

Trade very dull; ae SEEDS nearcely eee ‘at any price.’ 
MARE "MoxpAr, May 1 

. There has been efe. of Wheat from the neighbouring 
counties fresh for tnis aa s market, which met a heavy sale at 

a decline to T qr. from this day week, and sc 
Bonded maintains its 

illers to rele: by 
being the 

ER 

te 
certificates, 
mee resorted d to bx procuri ce stock, with. 

tions, being clea M off, —AIL eap inurl of 
per qi eap nd White 

Peas Support tla: ates, UR Ps Gr nis tarn cheaper. 

—The best descriptions te = are fully is. per qr. low 
dinary sorts cannot be di sed of, unless at a still farther 
abatement in price. 

BRITISH, PER IMPERIAL QUARTER, 8, $. & 8. 
$ White 58 63 Red . 50 60 

——— Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkehlre — . 60 63 White £6 60 
no Malting and dius! Bolan 30 ss Grind, 23 2 

a E 

week s 

EE 
M H a E] 

gE 
z 8 oy H & 

18. Pouto $7 30 ‘hu amberland and Seo 
eh Feed 92 s6 Potato 26 30 

pale, shi ee + + 64 60 
acitoniand Bing 4e) is + 60 65 

Rye : peer] 
Beans, Mazaxany old and new 98 io 40 Tick $9 46 Harrow 31 48 

, Heligoland . 34 to 62 Winds — — Longpoàd— — 
Fev, White + ++ 861040 Maple 29 33 Grey , 23 Bl 

RIDA 5. 
The arrivals of all descriptions of Corn in the river USD 

the week have been moderate ; the UN Ww heat at markei 
either left over or es up nce Monday, is held on ihat Bday’ 

terms, some portio] h still pakina unsold. Bon is 

taken. as eru in small parcels t lease by orar 

which are now held at 10. — There is ARE little doing in an, 

other article; the Oat trade is dull, and to make sales to any 
extent less money must be accepte: 

IAL AVERAGES, 

Wheat. Baley, Oats. | Rye. | Beans.) Peas. 
Apr 4 per Quarter. 5594 30s 74) 381 Gaj ade 74| auiod| 34s Oa 
= 83 8 M. 7. .| 56 0| 80 9|- 99 9| 38 4 
— 18 . «| 5510 80 5 99 9| 85 5 3 $ 84 5 

= . x . | 55 80 1 2 88 7 84 10 83 10 

May 92 4.5. | 09 5| $99 8 7| 82 5| 9411 | 88 10 
at MPs Mri der e rc E rt 34 

6 weeks Aggrog. Aver. | 66 0| 20 2| sa 1| 8a 7| 85 0| 34 3 

Duties on Foreign Grata 16 el 8 ^| sol 9 «| gej 86 

Diagram showing the Ruetnations in the price of gm on the average of the 
“ six weeks ending Saturday, M. 

ke ae d JAmur4 | Aran | v | avid 2j | May 2 | Mays 

g 6. 

anary «4 per m mreed Cakes Foreign, p.ton ato 9» 
a Mustard, Ae rt 

- 20 a 
- White, rta. - 55 Rapeseed, Earn tase m eel 
= - 40 p^ Rape Calte = 

Coriander = - 10 16 | Saintioin 
Hempseed oper B $5 25) Teren, Bng, winter P Vos. 
Linseed = =e 45 eiga pr usta 

.- Baltic 49 46 Trefa 1 

= Oakes, Eng. per 1000.11] I% Tussi uto ariete for d frst 

Seales tp aan: 
TO OREL GENTLE ORISTS, AnD OTHE 

MES PROTHEROE & "MORRIS will sabei 

to. pui competition, at the Auction Mart, ERST 

lane, on Thursday, May "e 1846, and Y 

oí 
of FUCHSIAS, 
ROSES, and a varie! ty of Plants for the 

viewed the morning of Sale, and Catalogues p» at the vend 

and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone. 

MEXICAN ORCHIDS. 

ESSRS. J. C. & S. STEVENS beg to announce 
p they will sell by Auction, ak d Great Boom 

Kin, 3 arden, on May 25, at 

i? o'clock, an IMPORTATION OF ORCHIDS Pom the tem- 

perate regions of Mexico, SOIUDRASISE many fine plants in good 

tondition,—May be viewed on Saturday and morning of Sale, 
and RARE den of the Auctioneers, 38, King-street, Covent 

Garden. 

TO NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS, 

a BE DISPOSED OF.—The original Plant, with 
umber SE £ Slips, the under-named Seedling —“CEREUS 

NELDONIENS I: 
Re THORPE, through the liberality of his employer, is 

ae ined t offer to the ius mrs most unique e of all Cactus, com- 

eee pay and fi Gardeners’ Chronicle, p. 

ee Seedling Cereus is a very 
handsome ad iety, 1 ae ‘ge, bright, a d fine in colour; it may be 
necessary to say it is of strong at healthy growth, a well- 
grown plant; placed on a ET will perhaps surpass anything 
yet Ad into the EODASSTATOEY or greenhouse, and w. 

give pleasure ci all seasons. The Plant continued in Um 

six M anm and was MD admir on of Em who saw it.” A cor- 

Plant, showing its habit, may be seen at 
r.—For farther particulars apply to R» 

[or rpe 

cue CORNER or HATE MOON- S TREET, 
THOMAS GIBBS a 

(By Official appointment), the SEE ‘DAMEN to the 
“ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND,” 

Beg to remind the Members of the Society, and griculturists 
in general, that their only Counting House and Seed Ware- 

pone is at the Sores of HALF- Soon: ST REET, PICCA- 

MILLY, London the last Fifty 

Dio ed Lists of. Ag TRAD. Seeds e aS ready, and may 

ad on | siento. 

LASS FOR CONSERVATORIES 
ADAE Ci PSLEY PELLA Ds Faleon Glass 

wW ork Holland-street, Black aveprepared to supply 
(in quanti EET AND 

" 

iot less than 100 square feet), 
nv, 

es 
SRM E ABER BEST QUALIT at d B oni 

Per square foot, 
. 4d. 

» 
26 ” D . nm v T 

Swann Squares from 5 ins. by 3ins. up to 10 ins, by 8ins.y 

from 14d, to 8d. per aquare foo ot. 
N Th ‘ull strength for Greenhous 

ROPAGATING GLASSES, White, 1s. per Ib.» or 
o 4s. per dozen, CUCUMBER G: GLASSES, 

APE SHADES, with cire 3 1s. 9d. to 

done. 64, euch p 
Holland-street, LA’ E & Co , Falcon Glass Wor 

TOREI GN ‘AND BRITISH 
GLASS, for Hothouses, Garden 

R. C. having a again reduced the prices for small crow 

US a oY Bt of the present quotations with hi: 
per gross. 

ET AND CROWN i 
and other purpose: 

8 by 6 
vi e peo consignments E STOUT 

FOREIGN SHEET GLA of whieh he purposes keeping 
such a aps as will enable DN i execute all orders as soon 

s received 
PROPAGATING, BEE,CUCUMBER,and GRAPE GU ASSES 

of ev usan. cheaper than at any other house.— 

New e Lists, apply to , Glass, Lead, and Colour Sones 

48, Leicestér-squan s “ond at 

FOREIGN SHEET GLASS, E good q say n for 
at 

For Horticultural que generat eO 

a Rods 28, fe dis S 

ney only 

BRITISH AND > FOREIGN Sit SIBET AND (D HORTI- 

RAL 

prier AND WELCH Due zo announce to the 
nd Gentry, that they have just tonius es 

rangements with J. Werc, jun. PminLre8 and Co. 

purchase of the business lately carried on by Meu al 2, 
Panton-street, and beg to eall n ion to their extremely low 

prices for no fidatan Glass of every description. 
CES OF HOR TICULTURAL GLASS 

Not ibs 40 in, long UK pu from 5 in, to 18 in. 

No.13 Brit es or Po: 
13 oz. to the ‘fo idi ++ +. 4d, per foot, 

» 16 16, 5 es a d MES. 
BOUE E ^ ae tea, 
MUNI "a ites, 
use 08915; is Gide ONS 5, 

SMALL SQUARES. 

Haro in 100 Teri Bore zorman cular to thickness. 
nder 5in ++ 1jd per foot. 

5 by 3 three 6 ya td, DE 
6 by » LAE ARABI i 

rok GLAZING. 

Black Cement, as used at Chatsworth, 

Best Linsced Oil Putty .. 
ite Lead, Window Lead, Solder, &o. 

Hor tonlara Glazing Executed in any part n " the United 

King 
S ool selection of Patent NA Sheet, and fluted Crown Glass 

for HA E &c., particularly attended to,—12, Panton-street, 
Haymark et. 

24s. pus ewt. 

IMPORTANT TO HORTICULTURIS 
RTICLE 

ESSRS. DAINES inp: *BRUDDOCK clim: the 
3 inspection of Ginas Dealers, Horticulturists, and Build- 

to an entirely new description of BRITISH SHEET 
GLASS, which, upon ta, will be found unequalled in. sie ad 
uti anc price, by : win the inerket for sh 

ary composition "will be entirely avoided, as 
m TUE. he: above Metal great care and ski b 

ed to divestit of the Panes tendency to conce entrate the 

the sun, cds ilt in ee cases ruinous to plants. 

rringdon-street, Ma, 
sg 

ISINOSFORD AND La. 
ay 

— The best assortment of Coloured Glass in London. 
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NEW SEEDLING UC VERBENAS, PETUNIAS, &c. ER SAND, PEAT, &c. H21: -WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING 

ENJAMIN W. KNIGHT, Frorist, d Tivoli, | Y^ KEMP En foem the honour of supplying the HORTICULTURALBUILDINGS,DWELLING-HOUSES, 
St. Leonard’s-on-Sea, Sussex, begs to offer the Royal Botanie Gardens, Kew, the Horticultural So- GHURCHES quie MEUS LES, upon improved princi- 

following new Seedlings, which he nam with confidence recom- ciety's Gardens, Chiswick, the Royal Botanie Society's Gar- ORO BATLEY, 272. AUTE EN. ed by DANIEL and 
mend as superb and distinct Varictie: each—s. d. | dens, Regent’s Park, most of the principal dre and x 
DAHLIA—Pizarro ; primrose-yellow, superb MÉ dio gentlemen’s garde in the neighbourhood of London, and and E. BAILEY having devoted much timeto the considera- 

” Vosta ; fine delicate blush, super 10 6 in different Eu of the country, to whom he can refer, tion of this subject, n ad d uper e on of 
» Striata pes eed ; white, urpis spots and MES Vh confidence assert from the o Testimonials he has, Es Ee Cena gyi tials prádtic EERO XM, purae | 

Sues cg ceived, combined with his Sum experience, that his g FUCHSIA—Admirable ; a fine large Tight Variety «e t6] SAND is the best for all Nursery purposes, to: be found in this LE) LE T e s aep cu] es um ens 
VERBENA— anten) large lilac, dark eye, fine 50 E 5 the word. Tri delivered within six miles, per ton, | bined durability in the apparatus with, economy d en dd 

» "urpurea elegans; the best purple ever r xy a EN "packag es where required, eae or a es beri s s AnA aie pare us honus 

Q re Beauti ; lilac, changing to flesh; ieee 82 das rto on, Spa m. fea UAE on Cane EN EM a Porson En E A prem Society of London, in HS PEAT a ados oils su] > S th a dus (s very fine 50 ; BAP and other ds MT the Rising Sun, Old Kent-road. executing the Nue of their splendid Conservatory erected at. 

TIGRE 2e S 5s E contre and 0 Qrderspysegat ponctualiy attended: Dead E. BAILEY also pup. in metal s uen of with puce, very fi 
does ds tio ch gl eru with " Hortieultural Buildings and Sashes, and " 

b de a Da SER uce,extrafine 5 0 Lr. HIVES.—All Ubi age desirous of Cultivating Gentlemen, and the Public, to the inspection £355 eos Eo E i S, extra hat pleasing and profitable branch of rural economy— | drawings and models at 273, Holbera where they have the n a S E Olde borgli bluis! lae, dari oe full: fe a by O Nan n wings and mi E 2, Holborn, y 
l le centre, and striped with the Toney Besate respect Meer ud ee min. | Opportunity of exhibiting, amongst other metal worke, an ex- 

| mo mpi UE fives peines repainted: e season, an extensive sup- | tremely complete and convenient kitchen apparatus, or ange, | sanna d EU ACA ply of theis various. improved "DER. HIVES ; their collection | adapted for t n a aa a E a AE » Roi os pis purea; violet purple, large size, £“ Nutt's Collateral Hive," ‘The » | adapte he continued supply of hot water, ange. Sb «ver fine TS Eheu eas a divo t Rates ment of the oven more complete than has hitherto been brought ANTIRRHINUM- Endhantresd 7 loro wh res “The: Improved Seen Hive.” ^ The Ladies Observatory before the public, 
p Tis Ml stiped with toe very fue c. 5 o| Hive,” &ic., from either of which the Honey may be taken at and E. BAILEY were the first to introduce metallic cur- dr ed with tos, very fine +. any time without injury to the Bees, and may be worked with MEA AE Mosiscenaad oan setumtatih dons 

CBE IH SUES Ue Safety, humanity, and profit, by the most timid and unae- | scrvatory attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, 
see ued each—s. d. | customed to Bee-manipulation. ey ive paper, with | hosides many others in this country, and on the Continent. Ascietum ecruleum Gesnera elongata — .. 1 0 drawings and prices, will be forwarded on receipt of a postage | "y and E. Bartey have prepared a quantity of the Cu ^Sschynanthus pare i 0 | Gloxinia rubra .. l Ost piarian Depot and Honey Warehouse, 127, High Bindi Droeccona prams > ready for immediate delivery ; eldii 1 6 » bicolor 6 Holborn, London. ey Dor roduce to publie notice a r Angelonia Gardneriana 1 0 2 tubiflora 0 TT ON BEES, (&th Edition) just published. ERA S ARMOR. tiM uA pou oF par 

Puto eteiatum Se: o 26 TOU e iet é ORNAMENTAL WIREWORK FOR THE GARDEN. it intervals, required, and which may be seen at their Manu- 
i 0 hamnus cyanus | [] a B. THOMPSON anD oe beg respectfully to an- | factory. 
* 0 S ciculatus 6 * nounce that they continue to prepare at their Manufac- " t. 

6 Inga pulch cherrim 0 | tory, 390, Oxford-street, London, alt kinds of Fancy eer hen THE TANK SYSTEM, 
Wirework suited for the Garden, Greenhouse, or Cons macrantha rubra 

ory, 
consisting of Ad p Stands and SEE Garden 

Achimenes formosa . 

"rima. : 
6 | Justicia. purpur escens ; m 

i 
1 

1 
il 
3 
1 

0 azu paT 
anana cour a Arches. perbum "6. 2 0| Engines, 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

s 
i 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
m 
1 

2) coccinea .. 0 Seats, mproved Garden and Hothouse | ^ grandiflora 1 0 Sy es Uis UE TL aka’ atn ETRISGIQU: 
Y i 1 0|Lantana mixta 0 | ral Implements. ay 10 ero 0 THompson’s Improved Watery pot, which possesses 
| 99 5 . malvifo 6 considerable advantages dme all others, the rs eing 

1 6| Monettia cordata. E 0 | suitable dies’ use. hey have now on ales a Dayal “Folding 
9 9 Nipheaoblongata — .. 0 | portable Wooden Garden cues . 6d. each, or 36s, per doz., | OM 
1 0| Plumbago rosea m 6 | which quantity is packed in a dl. space. 

| 2 6] Physianthus albens .. 0 — n ETE Ant ack | | 
s © strig Sera OTE um 0 EANE’S WARRANTED GARDEN “TOOLS. n ll Begoniz 2 u | D OUR occ A pn Horticulturists, and all interested in Gardening pursu SED endi | Rs cadit dois + 1 © | ave invited to examine . DE nsive Stock of pu Jp 

| 2 Tu box fg : 1 °) GARDENING AND PRUNING iMPLEMES est London i | BER en ; 2 0|made Garden Engines and Syringes, ATTE Garden lA Pn r y 3 Seat | Brugmansia Knighti TEG sal [gardens Scrapers [Pruning Bills 
| res ORAS EM PNI Aas. peGatherersand| ,, — Knives, va- 

Columnea Schie PALA Ec a Bagging Hooks " pat rious 
Ceanothus diaria <1 0| Sogtetlavia j 10 ale iav Rakes and) Chivonia floribunda‘: 1 6] Siphocampylus coceineus B 0 Borders Mast diu ha ay | Convolvulus pentanthus 1 0 etulofolius 1,0 ek ee | | oribunda 1 HI utanifolius 1 0 Botan Rast ard ammerm 7 | | tata v. ie | Tropxólum Lobbianum 1.6 o Praning EA Frames | | is | Thunbergia chrysops.. 1 0 s MIC | Tu serratifolia .. 2 Veronica speciosa = Tenors bns ines Hay Key Ey pastorn Sei 
esnera mollis EL » 16 Hrorueultuvaty dem , p, zebrina 0 ia 1 6 s and Hatchet A Catalogue s of the above will be sent T s on application. bu Spuds Hotbed Handles EE 

or DE mom of Tanis presens t9; r order, DNA Tools Labels, various pat- Spades and Shovels * 
FOS uo RUNE Sed cea UN EAR RN e made | Bäging Trons and Rn hd URBIDGE ax» HEALY living heated a con- 

| 3 a or reference required from unknown corre- lower Štisors he NS Uo ce To TIAE Hooke dodi agaban number of, Pits and other Horticultural Struc- 
| eragi - —————— [» nds in Wire Lines sn i Tie DISQUES Tools | other tropical plants, particularly upou the plan recommended MILK PANS. and Ta arking Ink rowels in Mr. MiLLs’s recent work on the Culture of Pi d Cu- 

BW > F Fumigators Mattocks Turfing Irons cumbers, many of which are working at the present time, ADS s ELL eU Glas ecu. 15, | Galvanic Borders Menographs | Want Nails prove Diyond- ard BEHE every kind of structure may these AED ELM Cos UNDAE EE op and Plant Protec- IM etallie Wire CE T'ots be heated by BunnipcE and HEALY "peculiar Tank Apparatus, 
| mad, k s ilton Hatchets ee Extractors ns e absolute certainty of producing the desired result. 
| ing, an "ES BUE E s rur v ojo wie de Garden Chairs asd Mole Traps E see Their Apparatus may be seen at work at the following places: 

a pimecessay Y and consequent], no k of c rackin, 4 Seat Mowing Machines Iw hee — Horticultural Gardens, Chiswick ; Royal Botanic Gardens, 
| PU. also WS RT MO ERO COCOS ODE Pick Axes out Sots of Tools Kew; Baroness Rothschild’s Gardens, Gunnersbury; Mr. lent quality and colour, son Hertioultiral purposes ; this Glass » Rollers Potato Forks Glendinning, Chiswick Nursery; Messrs. Henderson, Pine- 
| has been much approved by parties who have used it exten- | _G. and J. DEANE are sole Agents for Ries S PERMA- | apple-place ; and in more than one hundred other places.— | tively, and to whom reference can be given. NENT LABELS, samples of which, with the Illustrated List | 190, Fleet street, London [ ell Glasses from 11 inches by 6 to 4 inches by 23, in clear | of Horticultural Tools, ca n be sent, post paid, to an, |o a EDEN en IE. the United Kingdom. "Dzasv's Horticultural Tool Warehouse, | CYONICAL BOILERS.—These excellent. Boilers, in- | : opening to the om 46, King William-st., London, Hee | vented by Jom. Roorrs, Esq., are madexof various sizes 

(LASS. BRITISH AND FOREIGN PLATE, STEPHENSON. aw» CO., 61, Gracechurch.street, | PY JOHN N, Ironmonger, Sevenoaks. "They are applica- B OROWN, AND SHEET GLASS WAREHOUSE, 49, ace cu te to all ae of apparatus, and are in use at Messrs. Lod- road-street, Bloomsbury. (Established 1798 London, and 17, New Park-street, ee, Inventors diges’, Hackney; Messrs. Chandlers, Vauxhall; Messrs. tthe Proprietor begs to inform his Friends ‘nd the Horticul. | and Manufacturers of the Improved C CAL and DOUBLE | Rollisson’s, Tooting ; Mr. Pontey’s, Plymouth ; Mr. Henderson's {ural Public that he has on hand a darge Stock of British and | CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, respectfully solicit the attention of | Pine-apple-place ; and in the Ilor scultura Society's Gardens. | Oreign Sheet and Crown Glass of a ver ry superior quality, | scientific Horticulturists to their much approved method of | 3nd such as he can confidently e from its equality of | applying the Tank system to Pineries, Propagating Houses, OT WATER APPARATUS.— The attention of CHOISIE EN OTIO ‘he | &c., by which Atmospheric heat as well as bottom heatisse-| [- à De : A | duty ha peatedly made, since dra rf Architects, Builders, and others, is respectfully ecu Gy has been taken off, of the inequality of the surface of cured to any required degree thaat the aid of pipes ET cw a E E PE HO Oba t | lass which BOE used for PME quu Itis nowa | S. & Co. have also to state thai the request of numerous d Chapels; Walls, Stain cascar GSLSN Porein ng and | | yell -known fact that irregularities or t bigh ts und dents on the friends they are now making their t pollens of Iron, as well as een Manafaotoriesr and Warehousesoit inue. cis | surface e of Glass are found n 2 , concentrating tl Copper, by vien. the cost is reduced. These Bi oilers, which AME Tiber Gon and every uud of purpose doc which eus of the sun, and thez m injuring Ns EE E EGER TUUS. are no aay well Heo nmeoazcely require description, but in m pee is required. Within the last 20 years some 
e not seer hi ust v1 x | ‘uperior Sheet Glass, weighing-16 oz. Y E. | be forwarded, as well as reference of the highest authority | or | hundreds of buildings have been heated upon this plan, and t 5 E e fo > g ity yw ted are constantl 0 the square foot, from od. to Gd. per foot | : 3 S th ties for whom they were execute y € | Ditto, q are foot 7 to qd: Per foot | 55 S | they may beseen at most of the Nobility's seats and principal * em y jllingness.to vouch teg | "hio ditto, 21 oz. to the square foot 7 to9 s 53 | x es throughout the kingdom, their sanacion, also their willingness to vouch | ick Crown Glass, from 2 to6 yat ESSE * re thet rpm n impro wrought-iron boiler, which re. Vi , fi fi iolet. ri D os S. a o. beg to inform the trade that at their Manuf actor tion upon the premises, | -coloured Crown. esa A^. | in New Park-street, every article required for the construction | quires no brickwork; may be seen in ac p : | I ie Proprietor has also on hand an inferior quality of Sheet pop onn MSN T d dpa ney ba BrwzAIN FowLER, 63, Dorset-street, Fleet-street, : Loo TPENTAMI ee | 1o usc varying from 13 oz. to 16 oz. to the f fr d., | obtained upon most advantageous terr OF LIME, 7l. per ton, at 

whi e J m es, &c. N gee ES 9 | taki hich for Greenhouses or Conservator! ries wi S5 bas mis servatories, &e. of Iron or r ed upon the mx S n. Lawzs's Factory, DEPTFORD CREEK Jury progaomy, pup s dor IR TOv. eto to us th i bng in- | ornamental designs. Balconies, Palisáding, Field and Garde: 
troduced by ‘or Hor ticu Itural purpose ing s &c. &c. E! " Si ee p Sjj ens sagt Aa Dusit a atog 1. er ANO AND OTHER MANURES.— The under- nomical Glue t) bo ubéd with Sety tO tho gned begs to offer the following on the best terms, viz, :— n sizes from 6.by 4 to S by 6, both to the first SMITH A ND O0. buo e Bolivian, and African. } 

epairing ; some people forget that large panes ab "Gnade on the strict analy- | of sass LAND EIE ones, and the larger the piece sis of Peruvian) Eor noster, GBreater t the chance of its breaking. | 
Lime (see Royal m SUPERPHO ya: s, Mang - jazing SERE in avy part of the country by contract, or at so i nips, Mangold Wur- 

| 
| 

b Bu per Ager ooclsty Journal vol. vi. zel Potatoes, Tares, 
2.) | 

i Mansman 4 s) BNE COURT endsH Miao Boys. ves ug 
BONE SHAVING 
Gyrsom—For Clov er, Cinquefoil, Trefoil, Vetches, &c. 
NrrRATE OF SODA—Às a stimulant for W. heat, Oats; Barley, 

Broad-st., Bloomsbury, London. 

| TO TH NOBILIT Y, GENTRY, NURSERYMEN, IRON- 
| IN MON NGENS, AND. OTHERS. 

Li NGHAM BRO HERS, .170, Little Hampton- Ni RE or POTASH, o IMPROVED 
ES 1 | kenge ear or L Bate d for Garden odes Men Pots, 

a imor bA are aei dg + Eng " e same, with pri SILICATE OF Porasn, im ngravings of the ) prices attached, sent per 
Popes erm & top dre: for Old Pastures, Clover-leas, : A o lon K isdem, Es erp ieation as above, 

a En te E ifier, - DEANE E a e | mpl en pn 40, Ki ing Willi: Tip muc band ENS mie = KEE pes on hot land. E or Wheat, Oats, urnips, EAL ANI SON'S LIST OF BED ING, 
Pu Containing a full description of Weights, Sizes, aid 

SvrP to ACcrp—for Caes "Bone Dust and Bone Shavingsy. 
Sopa joue. destroying Wire-wort 

Also Sulphate, Muriate, and Phosphate of Ammonia, Sul- 

am 
ESTABLISHED NINE YEARS. thace® by which purchasers are enabled to judge the articles 

hys ate Key suited tomake a good set of Bedding, sent free ORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, HOT-WATER | phate and Muriate of Potash, Sulphates of Soda and Magnesia, 
Yonge 0n tion to their the largest in APPARATUS, AND. GENERAL GARDEN FURNITURE | and all other Manures of known value. 
Qno pon erani for the manufacture and sale of Bedding MANUFACTURE Apply to Manx ForHERG i34 40, Upper Thames-street, 
Feng asteads or other furniture being kept ON | GLEBE PLACE, PAGING KIN QS PARADE, KING'S London, Agent for Dingle’s Hand Dibbles, adapted for every 
Chapoy, ;pressers and zedding Manufacturers, 196, opposite the OAD, CHELSEA, LONDON. desonor seed: rie Machines may be seen, and further Hi Tottenham-courl 't-road. FOUNTAINS, Vases, Frounzs, &c, &€., IN GREAT VARIETY, particulars had as above. 
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PRGHAN AND. BOLIVIAN GUANO ON 

G 
ODR MYERS AwD CO., LIVERPOOL; 

And ay their Agents, 
ipic BRIGHT, AND CO., LIVERPOOL m ESOS ; 

OTSW POWELL, AND PRYOR, 

LIQUID — 
TAME atic INDEPE NDENT OF THE WORLD sub CORN. 

ti 

nd the ease with which it may be appro- 
PUMPS, made Supr ds 

; Garde en, Shi; 

s PATENT CORNWALL W HITE MANURE 
is an efficient preventative to the ravages of the Wire- 

strong fertiliser, consequently most advantage- 
ous in its application to Turnips. following analysis was 
laid before the “Royal SERRE Poem "by ES n aw, Esq. 

Silicate of Lime*..  .. 

Carbonate of Soda — .. jean sarboni ii adi * g 

Caustic Lime I A d 
Magnesia and Aiarine glisse 

f Iro m .. m e. 27 an 

Phosphates m m "t Tw ER.. 

100.0 
Price 42s. per ton, in bulk.—Tnomas Jonn CroGGon, 8, Law- 

rence P Pountney-hil 1, Cannon-street, Londo: mn. 

OR TURNIP SOWIN 
ONE MANURE mixed with SULPHURIC ACID 
by far exceeds all other Manures that have been, tried 

against it, emen ga had in any quantity, either together or 
separate, by applying to Jonn Houwz, Bone and Sulphuric Acid 
inte erron, Pane 
BRITISH GUANO, parvatied equal to F 

ton, and may be paid for when the result is k 

» TURNIP SOWING.—POTTEN'S GUANO. 
OTTER’S GUANO was used by Dr. Daubeny last 
season against 11 other Artificial Manures for TURNIPS. 

It beat them all,—260 Tos, producing 6000 Ibs. more Bulbs per 
acre than the same weight of Peruvian Guano, 5 per cent. 
less cost; 18,000 Ibs. ee See 10 ewt. e Shavings, at one 

ign, at 4l. per 
own. 

quarter the cost; and 7000 bs. more than 1 Buperphos. 
phate, also at one quarter the cost. For particu ee 
f last No. of “Royal Agricultural Jour tal" ani. A^ of 

Gard. Chronicle of this year. To be had, genuine, direct from 
28, CLAPHAM- we PLACE, LONDON, or of any of 
accredited Age 

TU Ex SOWING. 

"HE URATE OF THE LONDON MANURE 
COMPANY, Four Guineas per Ton. The experience of 

the last five years has fully established the above as one of the 
best of all the light manures for the production. of t Turnips, for 
which crop it is partieularly adapted ‘ailing in the 
driest season to secure a good pl: o Produce a great 
weight per acre. Availing MN T the many improve- 

ents i cial manures, the Company so 
manufacture the Urate, that the food requisite for a rotation 

aj sing the Urate 
crops of Barley and 

seeds materially improved. Full particulars, with testimonials, 
forwarded on application. No. 40, New Bridge-street, Black- 
friars. EDWARD PURSER, Secretary. 
QAHANKS'S IMPROVED GRASS-CUTTING AND 

ROLLING MACHINE.—The complete success which has 
attended the introduction of this Improved Machinefor Mowing 
Grass, and its fine adaptation for Cutting the ‘Grass of Lawns. 
has been fully pro numerous instai 
been tried, and nee Ed ommno use, par 
Priory, farshire ; Bread- 
albane, Perthshire ; Giaber, and at many other Noblemen 
and Gentlemen’s seats in England, as we 
Machines are made to cut breadths of 42, 30, or 20 inches, m 
required, the latter being adapted to hand-power. The 
chine works with perfect ease, producing a beautiful Mugs 
surface, and attended with great saving in abridging labour. 
, Orders ma ay be addressed to Messrs, ALEXANDER SHANKS, 

chine "Sed Arbroath, N. B., by whom fur- 
inei Codrea pe will bé g 

DRAINING TILES AND PIPES. 

EUST 

3 

where it has 
rtioula ly at Rossie 

e Process combines Erreor with T as Pee can 
be made ready for BURNING at all seasons ; ; generally from ten 
to aye p according to Pra nature of bus clay. To be seen at Alperton, Acton, Middlesex; Mr. ngineer, 119, Great Guildford.st. aoire the Polytechnic’ Institution, Regent-street, London. Particulars may be had from Joun AINSLIE, Mont Acton, Middles 

O RNAMENTAL 7 TILES for- Floors, Walls, &c., of 
UU Mu DSL lm Terraces ; ; Encaustic, Venetian, &c., RY VA ay be seen at Messrs. 

m "Y Blackfriars, London. 
Agents to Messrs. MINTON & CO., the Patentees, of Stoke- 
upon-Trent. Also Patents of the PORCELAIN a cheaper and more durable than Mother-o’-Pearl, 

TT'8, Surrey-stresh, 

ATCHER'S BENNENDEN TILE MACHINE, 
Manufactured and Sold only by COTTAM and HALLEN, 

ricultural funem Makers, &c., 2, Winsley- 

reet, PRU 
Engineers, Ag 
street, Oxfor ee 

This is the most efficient Machine that has al invented for 
the purpose of making Drain Tiles. Any shaped Tile can be 
made by merely changing the dis iA duci Be Rond ir arte) 
Hel? It requires but few hands, viz., one man and three 
boys. With this am 
Bones is as follo 
linch diameter of Tile, 

unt orab, the product of a day of 10 

e, m P 13 inches diam. of Tile, g c 

“2# See Letter of dire Hodges, Esq., in the “ iie. 
actions of the Royal Agricultural Society of England," page 

oveable down the drying sheds on its 
wheels, t is so simple in its construction as to require but 
little practice at its use, There is no charge made for patent 
dues g 

e 25 2 a ith 4 Dies for Tiles of any PERNS or size. 

A set of TEX ee Draining Spades and Swan i: Neck, 17. 1s. 
Corram and HALLEN have on show at their Repository a 

great yariety of every article for the Girad n, viz., Roller 
Water Engines, Mowing Mact nes, Chairs, and Seats 22 Metal. 
Superior Tools of all desc: 7 ower 
Bordering and Stands, Pot. rege Rose and Du deis 
every de iption of Wire Wo 

AST TON FLOWER STAKES o Rani 
4 ft 4 ft. 6 5f. 6 ft, of the ground, 

Is, 12s. 14s. 6d. pr 208 pu 
TRONG IRON HURDLES ROR SHEEP, 3 feet out of 

Ld ground, 4s, 9d. ; do, with § top bar, 5s.; light cattle, 
8 fe bet 6 inclies high, 5s. 6d. ; strong do., 66. ; ox do., 4 feet high; 

strained wire fence, in bundles 
sd. per bundle. 

S 2S, OTHOUSES, CONSERVATO- 
RIES, &c., made upon the most improved uus Pom of 
iron or wood and iron combined, which can complete 
with E water apparatus for eate? in ves part of the 
kingdo: 
THON. AND BRA FENDERS, 

THONG IRON 4e om Ke 
i ds 

e 

S. veu IUD xp gie 
n Irónmórge 

“HEAP AND EFFECTIVE FENCE f'AGAINST 
/ HARES AND RABBITS.—Iron wire netting of various 

patterns, and of superior workmanship, supplied in cither large 
or small quantities, on very reasonable terms. A coarser de- 
scription of net wil libe found useful as a substitute for Pea- 
sticks, va imental Arches, 2 other garden purposes. None 

east D coats of a ni sent out without receiving a 

UNDER NU PATRONAGE OF  ROYAMTY AND THE. 
HORITY OF THE FACUL 

EATING'S COUGH LOZENGES. A remedy 
for all disorders of the Pulmonary Organs—in difficulty 

of Bre athing—in redundancy of Phlegm—in incipient Con- 
sumption (of which Cough is the most positive indication) they 
are of unerring efficacy. In Asthma, and in Winter Cousin 
they have never been known to fail. 
KEATING’S COUGH LOZENGES are free from every 

desee UA ingredient may, therefore, be taken at all 
, by the most deitate dotaalo and by the youngest child ; 

while "the Public £ speaker and the ssional NT will fin 
them invaluable in allaying the bs senem and irritation inci- 
dental to vocal exertion, and Vi E a Sean auxiliary 
in the production of melodious enunciat 

Prepared and sold in Boxes, 1s, jui Vy ‘Tins, 28, 9d., 4s. a 
and 10s. 6d, each, by TH TOMAS an Chemist, &e,, No. 
au Paul's Churchyard, Londor 

old by SANGER, 150, and nicum ume. and HANNAY, 63, Ox- 
Mes BLAKE, SANDFORD, and BLAKE, 47, Piccadilly. 

M ETCALFE’S NEW PATTERN TOOTH- H-BRUSH 
and SMYRNA SPONGES.—The Tooth-Brush has the 

important advantage of searching thoroughly into the divisions 
of the teeth, and cleaning them in the most effectual a 
ordinary manner, and is famous for the hairs hot coming 
loose—is. An improved Clothes Brush, that cleans in a third 
part of the usual time, and incapable of injuring the finest nap. 
Penetrating Hair- hes, with the durable unbleached Rus- 

ment, 0 B, 
Cautio ME eim of the ocn $. ton Metcalfe’ "a adopted 

by some ne house 

Fourth Edition, now tow printin ng, i í o be publ published on the 19th inst., 

A RAILWAY TRAVEL S REASONS 
MITY 

NIFORMITY “O F G AJU G E. 
Stated in a Letter to I K n Esq. 

NDALL, 

E Ne ow ready, second a price 3d., 
NARROW. "GAUGE SPEEDIER THAN BROAD 

GAUGE RAILWAYS, as ien as cheaper. 
By HERBERT S. MELVILLE, Es 

London: W. -Street, and 
all booksellers, 

Just published, pace 6d., 

ALLACIES OF THE ROKEN GAUGE : 
Mr. Lo NR Arguments ie cup of the Broad 

Gauge and Breaks of Gauge refuted: a Reply to the 
ern of a late Fellow of Trinity Coleg, Cambridge, on the 
Report of the Gauge Commissioners, a FELLOW OF Two 
ROYAL SOCIETIES. 

ondon ; JOEN OLLIVIER, 59, Pall Mall, 

PRICE FOURPENCE, OF ANY BOOKSELLER. 

Ko OF n NUMBER ron SATURDAY 
ST, MAY 9, OF 

THE "ATH EN/E 
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND POR LITERATUR, 

SCIENCE, AND THE FINE 
wen nty-four L arge Quarto rede 

Reviews or, wirn EXTRACTS FROM— 
Shakspeare's Dramatic Art. | History of Geographical Dis- 

Translated from German of covery, istoire des 

Jr, Découvertes géographiques) 
Translations from italien Ly- |» F Y. de St. Marti 

rical Oompositio: y J. | Letti King DES of England. 
lassford, Esq. Edited, with an DA 

Anecdotes of Dogs. By E.| and Notes, by J. O. Halli- 
J » Esq. Illustrated. well, de 

Wirn SHORTER NOTICES OF— 
The Honey Stew of "Unhtess Thornberry Abbey. 

Bertha, Translated from | Characters. By Yos D. Kelly. 

A. Dumas, by Mrs. C. Taylor. | Creation. 

Our Weekly Gossi D.— Principles for 

Learned Societies—Meeting of British Association—Next 
Meeting of Mu RU itute—Report of Council of 
the Camden Society— ersary Dinner of Drury-lane 

— Sir Jamsetjee TEE EDNA s Donations — British 
ument to n Knox—Frene! 

y Interests in P: ar 
stle of W. TEES Thuringia—Transatlantic 
ion between Liverpool and Para — Foreig) 
— Coal Mines, dc.) 

»—Rovar: (Mr. C. R. Weld on the Mace presented. 
by ei Charles TL in 1663)—ARCHÆOLOGICAL INSTITUTE: 
(Mr. Birch on History of Ancient Fictile Art). 

Royal Aeademy Exhibition— New Society of 
ers in Water Colours—Private Picture Éxhibitions— 

Picture Auctions. 
Fine Art Gossip. Postponement of Mr. Wyse's Art Union 

Bill—Baiiy's PUR oe Bh ARA of Sussex. 

Music and t a.—Duty and Advantage of dece 
ing to Sing, ues Hallarn Philanmonio Concerts (Beef 
oven's “Missa Solemnis")—OConcerts o: he W Nim 
market (The Irish Tiger) — Lyceum (Robin Hood and 
Richard Coeur de Lion)—French Plays. 

Musical Gossip.— Arrival of Mr, Onslow—Mrs, A. Shaw's 
Farewell Concert—t ORI of the Week. 

Order " The of any Bookseller. 

Reformation of 

i 

rice ixpence, ES eo by 

S Railway Eronicle 
Saturday, May 9, contains articles 

EVENTS OF THE WEEK -LONDON 
AND CROYDON DIRECTORS AND THE SOUTH-WEST- 
ERN. PRESTON AND WYRE ME ETING—DISSOLUTION 

THE MANCHESTER AND BIRMINGHAM CONTI- 
— WINDINGS-UP IN "LAND — SECOND 

THE MAT GAMATION COMMITTEE — 
RKING OF NEW SESSIONAL ORDE 

OF NEW PROJEOTS BY ESTABLISHED c /OMPANIBS— 
—SHEFFIELD AND LINCOLNSHIRE LIN 

REPORTS OF MEETINGS.— London and Birmin ngham — 
Midland York and North Midland—Neweastle and Darling- 
ton—Neweastle and Berwick—Durham and Sunderland— 
Great North of England— Whitehaven and Furnes 
bury, Oswestry, a "nd Chester Junction — Montereau and 

— Dieppe and Fécamp. 
OFFICIAL PAPERS, — Royal Ordinances — Twelfth Report 
oh abe © Report. of the 

t Committee on Sem aL eet ions. 
RAILWAY IITERATURE,— Thornton Hunt's Unity of the 

Iron Wc 
PARLIA MENTARY PROCEEDINGS 
mentary Business—Progr 
Bills—Lord Brougham's E 

Gossip of the We eek — Law Wee e aee MU UN Dm 

Progress of Wi im enders 
for Loans—-O turned 

ster BOOKS IE VO GEO dtu: tokio Table- 
Share Lists— Foreign Do.— Money Market. 

Order Railway Chronicle of any Newsvender. — 

Programme of Parlia- 
Committees on Opposed 

ze 

‘ran: 

In One thick Volume, Ae BE Miei of 380 E T 

VHE SUBURBAN ° HÖRTICULTURIST; 
rising the DUE and Management of the Fruit, 

Kitchen, and Forcing Garden, By J. C. Louvon, F.L.S., H.S. 
&c. London : Nac In 113, leat street, 
| eS SER eae LM 

t Ready, poa 105. Gd, 
"UA DICTIONARY OF MODERN GARDENING. 

By GEORGE WM. JOHNSON, Esq., Author Hts « Prin- 
les of Pri eund | Gardening," “The Gardeners’ Alm: mache ̂ 6. 

d s designed for all garden cal VRVETS) whether 
for profit or pleasure. Though containing more than 760 closely 
DERE pages, it is in form a most convenient hand-book for 

ady reference on every horticultural subject. v 
ep HONE of the practice of the best modern gardeners, with 2 

e necessary information relative to Kitchen Vegetables, 

Fruits, Flowers, Manures, Pri edatory Insects, dc. The science; 
art, of gardening is fully detailed, and the whole 

I ae with references to other authorities, and Drawings 
f Edifices, pon Modes of Pruning, Training, Grafting, &¢- 

RT BALDWIN, 47, P ernoster-row. 

‚Third en now ready, Illustrated wit with 40 Wood-Cuts, 
price 4s, in cloth 

HE BEE- KEEPERS MANUAL, or practical 
hints on the management and complete preservation of 

R, 

le, at a earonabie ne d 
with many engravings of different kinds of hives, &c., AM 

instructions so simple, Ulan p who desire it may readily obtain 
all needful i Bees,” — Notting- 

ham Review, 
R, GROOMBRIDGE and Sons, 5, Paternoster-row-_ London: 

his day, price 6. 

U NITY OF THE IRON ‘NETWORK ; Showing 
how the last Argument for the Break Gauge Competition. 

is at variance with the RUE interests of the Public. 
ORNTON HUNT. 

London: SMITH, em and Con 65, Cornhill, 

ARDENING, — The FRUIT, PROVEN, AND 
KITCHEN GARDEN. PATRICK NE! LL.D.» 

R.S.E., Secretary to the Caledonian Hort PAE Para 
y post 8vo. Third Edition, revised and improved, illus 

with upwards of 60 Woodcuts. 
** One of the best modern 

Loudows Gardeners’ Me 
“ Practical anri d and amateurs owe a debt of gr sid 

to him for his D wove on horticulture, which is no Soh it 

of the standard works on the branch of science of W 
treats,”—Professor Dunbars Speech in the Caledon MUS 
tural Society. 

Price 6s. 
ooks on ` gardening extant. 

A, & C. Bracx, Edinburgh; and sold by all Booksellers. 

AND "BRIGHTON 
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RA Y SCT ET N. 
INSTITUTED 1844. 

‘OFFICERS. 
PRESIDENT.—PROFESSOR BELL, F.R.S. 

COUNCIL. 
Pnorzsson D. T. Anstep, M.A., F.R.S. R. K. Grevitiz, LL.D., F.R.S.E., H.M.C.P.S. 
CnanLss C. Basineton, Esq., M.A., F.L.S. Sir W. Jarpine, Bart., F.R:.S.E., L.S. 
Pnorzsson Barroum, M.D., F.L.S. Rey. Lrowamp Jenyns, M.A., F.L.S. 
Rosert Barr, Esq., M.R.L.A., Sec. R.Z.S.I. 
Rev. M. J. BEnkELEY, M.A., F.L.S. 
GronaE Busk, Esq., F.R.C.S. 
J. DarnyMPLE, Esq., F.R.C.S. 
Proressor DausENY, M.D., F.R.S. 

Proressor Owen, F.R.S. 
Pnorssson Jonn Pmuiiurs, F.R S. 
Proressor F. Rovte, M.D., F.R.S., L.S. 
Pripeaux J. SeLBY, Esq. 
Huen E. SrRickLAND, Esq., M.A., F.G.S. 

Sm P. G. Eaerron, Bart., M.P., F.R.S. Wm. Taomrson, Esq., Pres. Nat. Hist. Society, Belfast. 
Proressor Epwarp Fonnrs, F.R.S., L.S. N. B. Warp, Esq., F.L.S. 

TREASURER.—J, S. Bowersank, Esq, F.R.S., F.L.S., 45, Park-street, Islington, 

SECRETARIES. 
G. Jounson, M.D., LL.D., F.R.S.E., Berwick-upon-Tweed.—E. Lanxusrer, M.D., F.R.S., F.L.S., 22, Old Burlington-street, London. 

THE LAWS OF THE RAY SOCIETY. 
I. That this Society shall be called *'Tzrz Ray Socrery ;" and that its objeet shall be the promotion of Natural History, by the printing of original works in Zoology 

and Botany, of new editions of works of established merit, of rare tracts and MSS., and of translations and reprints of foreign works which are generally inaccessible from 
language in which they are written, or from the manner in which they have been published, 

-B.—It will be a direction to the Council that they shall not print anything that appears to them suitable to the Transactions of established societies, nor any work 
which a respectable publisher shall undertake to publish without charge to the author. 

II. Every subseriber of one guinea annually to be considered a Member of the Society, and to be entitled to one eopy of every book published by the Society during 
the year to which his subscription relates; and no Member shall incur any liability beyond the annual subscription. 

. „III. That the annual subscriptions shall be paid in advance, and considered to be due on the 2nd day of February in each year ; and that such Members as do not 
Signify their intention to withdraw from the Society before the 2nd day of June, shall be considered to continue Members, and be liable for the year’s subscription. 

. The management of the Society shall be vested in a Council of Twenty-one Members, of whom one-third shall have their stated residences in London, and all of 
whom shall be eligible for re-election at the annual meeting. 

V. That the Council hereafter shall be elected by the Members, at a meeting to be held at the time and place of the meeting of the British Association for the 
Advancement of Science, and that no Member whose subscription is in arrear be allowed to vote at any meetings. 

VI. That the Council shall elect two Secretaries (one of whom shall be residentin London) and a Treasurer, who shall ez officio be Members of the Council. 
VII. The annual subseriptions shall be deposited in a chartered bank, in the name of the Treasurer and two Members of the Council. 
VIII. The accounts of the receipts aud expenditure of the Society shall be examined annually by two Auditors appointed by the Council ; the Auditors to be 

Members of the Society, who are not Members of the Couneil, and their stat t circulated among the subseril : 
IX. That the number of copies of the Society's publications shall, unless otherwise directed by the Couneil, be limited to the number of actual Subseribers who shall 

have been enrolled, and paid their subscriptions, on or before the 2nd day of June. 
X. That the editors of works published by the Society be entitled to a number of copies, not exceeding 20, as may be decided by the Couneil. 

* The following works have been published, and may be obtained by Subscribers :— 
FOR THE FIRST YEAR. 

I. REPORTS on THE Progress OF ZOOLOGY anv Bovany, consisting of — 
1. Observations on the State of Zoology in Europe, by Charles Lucien Bonaparte, Prince of Canino and Musignano, 
2. Report on the Progress of Vegetable Physiology, by Dr. H. F. Link, translated by E. Lankester, M.D., F.R.S. 
3. Report on the Progress of Zoology, for the year 1842, by Wagner and others, t; lated b: . Macdonald, B.A. 

È . MEMORIALS OF Jonn Rar; consisting of the Life of John Ray, by Derham ; the Biographical Notice of Ray, by Baron Cuvier and M. Dupetit Thouars, in the 
Biographie Universelle ; Life of Ray, by Sir J. E. Smith ; the Itineraries of Ray, with Notes by Messrs. Babington and Yarrell; edited by E. Laukester, M.D.,:F.R.S. 

II. Part I.—A Monograph, with Coloured Drawings of every Species of the British Nubibranchiate Mollusca, by Messrs. Alder and Hancock. 

d, Esq. q M.A., F.G.S. d by Hugh E. Strickl 

FOR THE SECOND YEAR. 
I. STEENSTRUP ON THE ALTERNATION OF GENERATIONS, translated from the German, by George Busk, F.R.C.S. 
II. A MowocnapeH or tae British NUDIBRANCHIATE Mottusca, with 13 coloured Illustrations in lithotint, by Messrs. Alder and Hancock. Part II. 
III. REPORTS AND PAPERS ON Borany, consisting of Translations from the German. 

1, Zucearini on the Morphology of the Coniferze, with 5 plates. 
2. Grisebach Reports on the Progress of Geographical Botany for 1842, 1843, 1844. 

; Nageli Memoir on the Nuclei, Formation, and Growth of Vegetable Cells. 
4. Link,—Report on the Progress of Vegetable Physiology for 1842-3. 

The following works are either in the press, or in a state of great forwardness :— 
H l. Bibliotheca Zoologica et Palæontologica, being a complete bibliography of works on Zoology and Palæontology, by Professor Agassiz, of Neufchatel, edited bY 

‘Ugh E. Strickland, jun. 
2. A continuation of the work of Messrs, Alder and Hancock on the Nudibranchiate Mollusca. Part TII. is now in the press. 
«B i isation of Trilobites, with 6 plates, translated from the German and edited by Professors Bell and Edward Forbes. 

4. Reports on the Progress of Zoology, translated from the German by George Busk, F.R.C.S. 
5. Linnzeus’s "Travels, translated from the Swedish by W. Lewin. 
6. Ray's Letters, comprising those published in the Philosophical Letters, and those in ‘manuscript in the library of the British Museum. 
7. Azava’s Natural History of Paraguay, translated from the Spanish. 4 
8. Meyen’s Geography of Plants. This work is in the press, and will be speedily issued. 

LOCAL SECRETARIES. 

RosERT Barr, Esq. 

All communications are requested to be addressed to the London Secretary. p 
(By Order of the Council), 

0 rder or Cheque to the London Secretary. 
22, Old Burlington-street. 

GxonGE Savte, Esq. 

Subscriptions may be paid to 

Winchester , 

Dr. DICKIE. Greenwich .. ..GEonaE Busk, Esq. Oxford ... -.Dn. Davpeny. 
R, F. Gronaz, Esq. Halifax... ..Dm. Iwaris. Plymouth . Rev. J. Horg, 
W. Tnowrsow, Esq. Hatfield Lrovp Tuomas, Esq. Reading . G. Lovusoy, Esq. 
H. Davey, Esq. Hereford .. «T. Tucker Price, Esq. Ryde, Isle of Wight ...Dn. BELL SALTER. 
Dr. Percy. Hertford Dr. Rem. Scarborough. ..Dr. Murray. 
Dn. W. Bun». Hull ... G. Norman, Esq. Shrewsbury ..R&v. W. A. LEIGHTON. 

C. Surrg, Esq. à Ipswich J. Kine, Esq. Sidmouth Dn. CULLEN. 
Canaries C. BaniNGTON, Esq. | Lancaster Simpson, Esq. Stowmarke C. Bree, Esq 

- Mxcey, Esq. eds . . P. Taare, Esq. Taunton. .... Hieerns, Esq 
W. Cary, Esq, Leicester J. Harrer, Esq Tenby, South Wales ...Dm. FALCONER R. Harvey Liverpool ... Dn. Dickenson. orquay . Dr. BATTERSLEY. 
R. J. Bett, Esq Lydd, Romney De. Prownett Wakefield, F. Naxrom, Esq. 

MT ciues a Dr. Doveras MACLAGAN. Manchester Perer Barrow, Esq. Whitehaven , W. Dickinson, Esq. 
Dr. R. D. TuowPsox, eweastle-on-Tyne . TuonwHipL, Esq. Witham.... Jacos H. Parrison, Esq. 

M. Hrren, Esq. Norwich, i. T. Brieutwett, Esq. Woreeste: Dr. SrREETEN. 
J. D. Sarmon, Esq. Nottingham .. ..Boorn Epprson, Esq. "COE .W. H. Tugg, Esq. 

the local Secretaries, or by Post-office 
EDWIN LANKESTER, M.D., Secretary 
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On and after the First of June, 

THE DAILY NEWS, 
LONDON MORNING NEWSPAPER, 

TWOPENCE HALFPENNY! 

T Newspaper is the intellectual life of the Nineteenth Century—the great agent of modern civilisation, Not to speak of the moral and political safe- 

guards which it affords, it places all, whatever their varieties of fortune and position, on a level as to information. By its means only the small capitalist 

is enabled to contend successfully against his wealthy rival for a knowledge of those changes which affect supply and demand—and therefore prices. Without 

the daily Newspaper, a man and his family might be located as well in the back settlements of Canada as within ten miles of the great centre of European 

Civilisation. These facts are felt—the gain is understood —and the number and character of the Newspaper press of any country are an admitted test of the 

enterprise and intelligence of the people. It is remarkable, then, that more than a century since, there were eighteen papers published in London, daily or 

three times a week—while now there are only fifteen ! though the population of to-day bears a ratio to that of the period in question of more than 3 to 1 ; 

and, by means of the post and other facilities, the whole kingdom has been brought within the easy range, and under the direct influence, of the London 

press. In the single City of New York, more daily papers are published than in all England, Scotland, and Ireland, put together. The circulation of 

papers in Paris exceeds that of London twenty-fold. How is this? Of a fact so startling, where lies the explanation ; what is the cause 2—Pricz! 

That the public know the advantage of having a Daily Paper is manifest, from the thousands and tens of thousands who pay twopence for an hour's 

reading, and threepence for a paper the day after publication. What, then, are the causes which maintain the high price? First, the amount of capital 

required to be invested in a Newspaper speculation—with whose extent and proper application the man of business and the capitalist are for the most part 

unacquainted. Next, the various talent, knowledge, and experience which must combine to produce the result. The number and greatness of the require- 

ments have, in truth, occasioned something very like a monopoly—and monopoly always commands its own price. Thus, whilst energy, enterprise, capital, 

and competition have been doing good service in all other things, including literature in various branches, nothing has heen attempted, in the direction indicated, 
for the political, social, and intellectual wants of three great nations; and a Daily Paper still remains a costly luxury, in which only the wealthy can indulge. 

IN PARIS WITHIN THE LAST FIVE YEARS A REDUCTION OF ONE-HALF OF THEIR OLD PRICE HAS BEEN MADE IN THE MOST DISTINGUISHED JOURNALS, 
WITH THE RESULT OF INCREASED EFFICIENCY, POWER, AND INTEREST, ANY SUCH ATTEMPT IN LONDON DOES NOT SEEM TO HAVE BEEN THOUGHT OF. 

The experiment is now about to be tried of establishing a London Daily Newspaper, on the 
highest scale of completeness in all its departments, which shall look for support, not to 

comparatively few readers at a high price, but to many at a low price. 

Its success depends upon the Public. In the first instance, however, it was necessary to prove that the projectors are capable of competing with the 

high priced—that in energy and ability they are able to perform all that is required; and of this the Public have now had sufficient experience. 

THE DAILY NEWS appeared in January last, and no one haz finted’a suspicion that it is inferior to its contemporaries in-any respect. The time has 

now come when the proprietors are prepared to develope their plans; whatever has hitherto attracted public favour to their enterprise, will be continued 

and extended, and, working in the spirit of the age, they will publish, 

On the First of June, 

THE DAILY NEWS 

At FTwopence Halfpenny. 

The Paper will be of the same size as all other journals were within seven years; it will be larger than many of the high-priced daily journals are 

now ; and, in every particular of interest, it will contain as much information as the most successful amongst its contemporaries. But it will be expansive 5 

and double sheets will be given wheneyer an important Debate, a pressure of News, or Advertisements, seems to require it, 

THE DAILY NEWS, therefore, will contain everything that is to be found in other journals; and all accounts 

of Markets—all trade information—will be so arranged that the merchant and man of business shall find what he 

wants always, as nearly as possible, in the same place, and in the fewest possible words. The modern newspaper has nok 
been devised and planned as judgment might have originally directed, but has grown up under circumstances which it could not control; and the 

establishment of a new paper affords the opportunity for a revision, which shall effect a saving of the reader's time, and present the information which he 

seeks in a more systematic form. 

The Daily News will be published in Time for the Morning Mails. 

LET US REPEAT THE MARKING FEATURES OF OUR SCHEME. lst. We give to the reader, in what we hope will be an improved and more convenient 
form, all that he can find in the most approved of our competitors; enlarging always our surface to embrace whatever of unusual interest the times may 
present. The diference between them and us will be only in that host of Advertisements, which we too will be happy to give in an additional sheet whe 
ever the public shall supply*us with the occasion. 2ndly. To the reader who now pays Fivepence for his paper, we offer the same thing at half the ju: 

and to the man who hires his paper, a paper of his own at about the cost of the hire. It, then, only remains for the publie to justify the experiment; 

remembering that their interest in the issue is no less than our own. eo 

Let him who would support us in this seasonable attempt, subscribe a£ once. Where even the reduced price is beyond his means, let him at once ge 
with a friend or neighbour in subscription. If, again, these friends can arrange with others in the country to receive the paper, by post, on the day 9 

publication, at half price, the cost to eacb, of the New Daily Paper, will be little more than one halfpenny. d 

Every News Agent, will, we hope, supply the paper at Twopence-halfpenny, where payment is made in advance ; the same proportionate sot 

as with other papers—something more than twenty-four per cent.—being allowed by the proprietors to the trade. When credit is given, it is à matter : 

private arrangement, with which the proprietors have nothing to do. As, however, in an undertaking so bold and so novel it is advisable to guard n 
possible inconvenience, the proprietors of THE DAILY NEWS will undertake to get all persons supplied who shall forward a post-office oF E 
payable to Joscer Surru, Darty News Orrice, Whitefriars, London. : 

For THREE MONTHS ... 16s. 4d. 

Let all who are interested in the success of this undertaking—and who is not?—be active, and success i s certain. 
ai: 

e in th 
at their Office in Lombard-street, yy 

Printed by Veri 
Precinct o o. 6, York-pla gton, and Farpenick Motusrr Evans, of No. 7, Church.row, Stoke Newington, both in the county of Middlesex, Printers, BuRY, of No. ‘or! Stoke Newingto sof N Ty cations ar 

hitefriars, in tha City of Londons and published by them at the Ofice, No. 5, Charles-street, In the parish of St, Paul's, Covent-Car^en, In the said county, where all Advertisements and Communicati f 
addressed to the Editor.—Saturday, Mar 16, 1546, 

TESTO = 
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15| VEDI d Gardening Diction- 
Akia lrire; impediments to - E g 343a 
Agri. Soo of Eng time ‘and, a Cornish manure 35 

arley culsure, oes - 380 b | Manu ime as 
Botanical educati - - Time as) as * 
Calendar, horticultural . Porat + + + Bila 
— agricul - EE "ardens - + 345a 
SS smoky, to cure R«bbits ~ + Meo 
Climbars, select Faas polio Do Be 
Cuca e disease in Royal Bot tanio o See 34le 

sity stock. abortion ia Royal Toute, lecture on 
Dandelion of Fungi al 318 c 
Drainage, dee 2 codemen, fraudulent 84t a 
Education. Unive Siagi, o 389 a; S4la 
Fir. irent dissi Snails, to 839;a 
Elax cul ure. prize essay on 
Fungi attacking corn - 34l c 
Gardening Dictionary, Joh Tenants? rj 1 
„Pon's, re. Threting. wind power for 2 Bla 
Gas lime as manumo ~ "Tomatoes, culture o + 340c 
Grain, fungi atracking Turion jas lime for + BAT a 
Grats lands, to an np 346 a 

í uraips Warford. Farmers” Cia Te- 
Horses, to feed m nante rig] = 849b 
Hydraulic machine -~ Weeds vuueof = a miSa b 

RAVESEND and MILTON HORTICULTURAL 
EXHIBITIONS.—Exhibitors are respectfully informed 

that the DEAN TEUER will be holden on the Royal Terrace 
Pier on the of June and 16th of July, when the following 
Scale of pi B be distributed, without any deduction for 

t Stove and Greenhouse Plants, 6l. 18s. 

; do. 11, 10s., together with second Au 
third Prizes in proportion. Also for 12 best Pelargoniums, 
3I. 12s, ; Calceolarias, 2}. 10s, ; 12 Fuchsias, 2l., and most other 
Ein usually exbibited, together with second, third and fourth 

zes for each. Prizes also for all kinds of Fruit are offered. 
urther particulars of W. E Muy eem Esq., Northfleet, Kent, 

Hon. Secretary. 

B. BIRCHAM,  Hedenham Rosery, D 
ve Suffolk, has now ready to send out the Best Varieties of. 

PERPETUAL and BOURBON ROSES, in pots, fit for trans- 
planting Us borders, to form beds S erste. Ros Ses, 

12 good varieties . . . 
12 ME superior 305. 
New and scarce Varieties from 35. 6d. to 5s. each. 

To descriptive Catalogue sent, upon applis ation, One or more 
lants will be added gratis, to compensate for long gum. 

Carriage paid to London, per Norfolk Railway.—May 23 

I N CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

[p HANDLER ax» SONS, Nurservmen, Vauxhall, are 
ow sending out strong healthy lants of CHRYSAN- 

THEMUMS, of fine and good Eai $ r dozen. The 
young plants arein Soot od order for ing for. the country. 

A list of the sorts, with a acl of "the colours. may be 
had on applicatio: 

xy AP HT E ERY, near NUM Fak ie from ane 
ng Station, South Western Railw: 

OSEA. WATERER begs to announce Bs AM 
RICAN PLANTS are now in bloom, and may be 

ny day, except prada gratis, The Woking Station is within 
m hour's ride o London, and there are always conveyances 

‘© be obtained from it to the Nursery.—23rd May, 1846. 

OHN CATTELL, NunsERYMAN, Misenum. eol 

has to offer fine strong Plants (well established in large | 

60 pots) of his beautiful Large Dark APHELEXIS SPE CTA- | 

BILIS GRANDIFLORA at 55. ed “This is a fine thing, | 

LODDIGES & SONS, Rer have now ready 
for delivery a limited number of superb Piin 2 feet p 

high, very bushy, of RHODODENDRON RÖBUSTU a new 

species from mo ARE nns perfectly AUT and of 

ge. A remittance will be 
and ought to be in every collectio: ants, how- 
ever select. oD mied Gardeners and Land Stewards’ Journal, | expected 
eh à 71 

en: " Wonder t Searlets . . . 2s. 6d, each. 

Petunia, Pet Sup 28, 
orizema pe en 3. 6d. ; $. ; habit of C. cprdati, with 

flowers larger and finer colour than any oiher variety. 

A remittance with orders is expected from Dép corres- 

VERBENAS, PETUNLAS, 
DELAREN IN PERFECT ORDER, PER Per FREE, | 

Y PART OF THE UNITED KINGDOM, 

TOUELL AND CO. ete ha sending out per post, 

NEW AND SUPERB. “WHITE ie A, 

* SANSPAREIL,"- 10s. 6d. per 
Or, m 11 other xew and beautiful Tra for 21s. 

YOUELL anp CO. beg to call the attention of cul- 

tivators s NAM to the above Seedling, which they 

ill guarantee is not surpassed by any light variety yet raised, 

and will gives eM atisfaction, and refer to the following 

remarks uj 
“An. ant howe light tube pada eee purple crimson 

corolla.”—See Gardeners’ E 'onicle, Sept. 2 
“A New WHITE Fuon: A.—We ha ave us HS. a HET 

white RR Fuchsia, EOD by the Messrs. Yournn. Th 

flower is a t 3 inches in length, the tube and sepals "white, 
and HORAS us Vietrix,' but is three times its size, and 

is much more bn nt and fair in colour. It should be called 
Sa Sane. as it is most assuredly one of the most beautiful 

species."— Editor of the Cambridge Advertiser, Oct. 1, 1845. 
ot nee 5 other fae Seedlings are now ready for sending out 

with “ Sanspariel” and when the set is taken, will be charged 

Y. lls. 6d. 

SELECT SEEDLING VERBENAS (raised 1845.) 
Ex pee Bs.; Grandissima, 5s. ; Helena, , 98. 6d.; Celeste, 

Jd 6d. ; 1.; Auberon, 3s. 6d. description of 
e abov e, eS ther Advertisement of March Ist. They arenow 

ready for ‘sending out, per post, free, or ee ed 21s. the set. 

2 fine varieties r dozen. 

iz Extra ditto, v x 
PANSIES, fin eties .. n 

Extra ditto, superior, 

first-rate show flowers, consist- 

ing of the best Xeiekogt in cul. 

vation « 18s 5 

PETUNIAS... 9s. af 

pud 8s. 

RICAS, puru Es free-flowering ete by name, "os. 12s., 

id 18s. per 
UOHRVSANTHEMUMS, S best and newest sorts by name, 

ree, 9s. and. 125. p r dozen, including à new species 

Fast impor ted from Cha 
e favouring Y. a o. with their orders for the above, 

ae respectfully requested to state the varieties dy already 
repetition may be avoided, every care being ob- 

king M remientsy by adding such varieties as 
will give FADEN ctio 

CA LCEOLARIAS E dE out .... 6s. per dozen. 
potatoss FOR SALE.--A quantity of Potatoes GERANIU 6s., 9s., and 12s, 
Bs sold at the Alperton Tile-field, near Acton, Mid- 
dleses, pr and other sorts well adapted for seed; 
Sort very much approyed for the feeding of cattle. Info d idon 
Wepeeting them may be obtained by applying to the gardener 

wdbusy] Priory, near Harrow, Middlesex, 

edish, Warner NEU Swe vedish, Laing's Swedish, 
Skining's Swedish, Dicks nurse 

30 packets or "NEW a "CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS, per 
ost, free, for 6s. 
The Second Edition of their E is published, and 

may be had by enclosing two postage stamps. 

For Particulars of ARA UORTIA IMBRICATA, &c., YOuELL 
SH o. beg to refer to their Advertisement of last wec ek. 

N.B. In DUCI nud of the Postmaster requiring the Chr 

ian N e party to whom Money Orders are made p: 
able, it is respectfully requested that they be made p: fuels to 

3 

n's Hybridised Eden Purple- top ** WILLIAM YOUELL an 
glow 1 Bullock, Dale's Hybrid Kouh el The above | Great Yarmouth Nursery, May 23. 
moperior TURNIPS, so much approved of i season by the | ——— e 
yal Ag PSIEH "Society of England, strongly to be recom- ~ C. BALL, successor to MS Joun Youne, begs 

heir productiveness and fattening qualities; " als o 
all the ERO i Tankards, and other varieties. To behad of diately in strong plants, for any 
Freprnick WARN: Ry , Seedsinan, 2 28, Cornhill, London. 
Abade dala 
FUcHST AS, Ree DAHLIAS, oera a LS 

CINERARI AS, AND P 
Per ER to pus part ‘of the 

WALTER RS, FLorist, are 
aS can supply the above 

United Kinga dom. 

Hilperton, Trowbridge, 

o. in12 peice dijo. c $ 5 e do. Wc Mee ensi cg 
Cbrysanthenums, i scatet Us E 6 0 Potimia 3 ds CLAN apu ES aes idle f A s 
Jiveraria Bladua, Splendid, each 7 D of of its cell ce, it has gai V st prize, 

May 21, at the | Bah Horticultural 
t 6, Leadenhall-strect, or at the 

MAS ERE MOM 
« CHER E us consequence PU 

d anta] " 
tisement that their Fuchsia “ Mrs - LANE" has fal Faaa ìtself the best Fuchsia of the day by gainin ye tappe 
RN for a specimen plant, J. HA ent 
s S to remind them that the trial has not yet 

Show, Ti R 2» how, The ** Empress Ss . HALLY'S 
Renee ; at Blackheath, Nolo i has un established itself HOM of the high encomiums that have been bestowed on it. Eee reamy white flower, of extraordinary substance, 
je s DU a Hu red foliage. 

s. 6d. 

, COn- 
Corolla, a clear rosy purple. 

in OP plan E ane best nigah containing i ON 
oz. — 

* to announce that he is prepared to execute e orders imme- 

of the Poaceae ee 

Early orders are solicited to secure fine Plan 
NEW SCARLET PELARGONIUM “ HONETM MOON,” very 

dwarf, spreading habit, and well adapted for bedding. For 

Dr. Lindley's opinion, see Gardeners’ Chronicle, 1844, p. 508 : 
qor Seedling Scarlet is of a very rich and intense colour. 

(he trusses are very pem and PORE whe one 
ining from 70 to 80 buds and flowers." Plants 35 e. 

p CAMPANULATUM PICTUM.” 

Gardeners’ Chronicle, 1845, p. 398— 

panulatum is a large and han white ground, 
having the margin of the segments hinged AORE TIRO, 
and the interior | of the napor division of the corolla strongly 

um with maroon, The blooms sent indicate a very orna- 

ntal variety.” Strong plants 21s. each. 

PELARGONIUM “MARTA,” very fine, large, rosy-purple. 
piae Gardeners’ eer 1845, p. 532—' “Your $ eedling is an 

of t] improvement on m he same rosy-purple colour, and is 
a bright and pr rae iety." Fine plants 5s. 

PORA i L FULGENS NULTIFLORA. See Gardeners’ Chron., 

1844, 2—“ Yo i a handsome 

vari ub 
scal EE some of the spe of flower ur) from 12 to 

18 inches in height. 
ium sempervirens, 6 to 9 inches s. Gd. 

Lyperia pinnatifida oy 9 
Alona ccelestis x oe R .. 2.0 
Veronica specios Be. 
Stachys inodora, recommended. m beading, 

per doze Lr 90 
Androcacea cevastifolia dera eendors vee Te 
Fuchsia serratifo ba eerie 
Calceolaria floribunda, for bedding -. ++. 2 6 

Rom two species, Chasan each +. m > y 
do. moy 

| Witha 13 plants to Graken for carriage. “An allowance 
{to the Trade.—Taunton Nurseries, May 

h orders Lp n 
EW, GOOD, AND CHEAP. 

ENJAMIN W. KNIGHT, Frortst, &e., Tivoli, 
t. Leonard's on Sea, Sussex, begs to call the atten- 

|tion of Mus "friends and the publie to the following CHOICE 

PLANTS, which are now ready to send out. 

OUS new P. and distinct Fuchsias, fit for exhibition, 

6s. 5 1 irst-rate ct varieties, all sent out 

for the first ting last season, RO 2 eee Regn for 

s. 6d. ; 12 extra new, good v: ute qum e Petunias, 

fo ‘or 63. d 13 good and ‘distinct Cinerarias, f 

kinds, Anagallis, for 3s. 6d. 
for 4s. ; D Heliotropiums, for 4s. ; 12 choice inas, of Phloxes, 
for 6s. ; 12 extra new, very distinct varieties, for 12s. ; 12 choice 

‘Antitrhinums, for 6s. ; 12 choice new kinds, for 12s. ; 12 fine 
show Pansies, for 6s.; 12 extra good, for choice Seeds, 
elected with great care from the best varieties: Verbena, 

9s. 6d. per paper; Antirrhinums, 2s. 6d. per paper; Dahlia, 

from the best show flow eros 3s, 6d. per paper; German Aster, 

extra Sine, 2s. Ki per pape 
Also pH in Mar, 12 good show Dahlias, for 6s. ; 

12 ERES a good, distinct kinds, all new last 

season, for "ns: 12 naice fancy, or variegated varieties, for 63. 

ny of the above: can be securely packed, and forwarded 

post-free, on receipt of the amount with the order. Catalogues 

of the above may be obtained on pre-paid application. 
May 23, 1846, 

SEEDS. CORNER OF T POON STREET, 
HOMAS GIBBS a 

(By Official appointment), the M EEDAMEN. to the 
u RÓYAL eee TURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND,” 

Beg to remind the Members of the Societ and Agriculturists 

in general, that their only Co unting Si d Seed Ware- 

house is at the Corner of HALF- NOON- STREET, PICCA- 

DILLY, London, as for the last Fifty Years, 
Priced Lists of Agricultural Seeds are always ready, and may 

be had on application. 

TURNIP SEEDS. 

DRUMMOND and SONS, Stirling, N.B., and 
Dublin, have on sale a large and select Stock of 

TURNIP SEEDS im Bio particularly moderate, The fol- 

lowing are the ved sorts, viz.— 
Swedish, Skirving’ s “Improved Purple-top. 
Ditto East Lothian Pur 'ple-top.. 

leen, with Green-tep, 
Ditto ditto, with Purple: top. 
Ditto ditto ditto, impro 
DES UAM ed Early, iem much esteemed for sowing late 

n seaso 
White Globe, 
Green-top Glo! 

livered pun London, Liverpool, Hull, Neweastle, 

Cork, "Belfast, and Londonderry, when not less than 40 Ibs. are 

ordere 
afte ‘Priced Catalogues of Implements, Garden and Farm 

Seeds, Nursery Plants, &c. sent free on application. 
M Museum, Stirling, and 58, Dawson-street, Dub- 

GO gee OR WHIN SEAD.—We offer the p" 
J £ good quality, at One Shilling per I. Any quantity 

aboye ? cwt, delivered free in po or Liverpool. 
Dublin, May EPH ee & Sons. 

S9 tato Seed, 3s. d ne packet. 
OOPER'S PATENT PRESERVED FRUITS— 
have been proved to keep in a sound and perfect state for 

RM use for, five ER f — uc of 
berries 

packed in a hamper, and à 

part of London, for TEN ‘SHILLINGS, m an 

tory, 7, the upper part of St. Pg 

Clerkenwell, London se Fruits a e 

Super or quality to any ever be 

ne trial will prove uu excellence. The 
tained i in these p: sh PLU conside NUS * desirable and 

acceptable pret pus gies 
riends, as contain much 

modern information for the EE DON of ed o S. 

The Patent Apparatus for preserving of Fruits are now on 

Sale at the ] Dade 
as above. 

ORTANT TO HORTICULT 

THE ARTICLE GLASS. 

MESSRS. DAINES anp BRADDOCK solicit the 
inspection of Glass Dealers, Horticulturists, and Build- 

ers, ES mu n new description of BRITISH SHEET 

Glass of peo Mena will be entirely eem ies in 

manufacturing the above Metal great care an 
wed to divest it of the slightest tendency to concentrate the 

rays of the sun, a fault in many cases ruinous to plants. 

6, Farringdon-street, May 23, 
N.B,—The best assortment of Coloured Glass in Londors 
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(CUCUMBER axo, MELON du anD LIGHTS, 

-houses ‘iiade I ud fixed all 
parts of ie: [ues RREN given to the Nobility, deny, 
eS Hus Trade, in most of the counties in England. 

s WATTS, Lo x Builder, Clatemont | place, Old 
Entoni. London. 

BRITISH AND FOREIGN SHEET AND HORTI. 
CULTURAL GLASS. 

IEEE AND WELCH have to announce to the 
Nobility and Gentry, that they have just concluded ar- 

xahkerrente wit th J. LOH, jün., PurLLIPS and “Co., 
purchase of the business lately carried on by them, 
Panton-street, and us us call attention to their extremely low 
prices for Horticultural Glass of every description 

PRICES OF V SORTIGU LTURAL GLASS: 
Not above 40 in. long by widths from 5 in. to 18 in. 

No. 13 British or P sheei 
13 oz, to the foot .. .. 4d. per foot, 

s 16 UU . "Ul 1, 
uot » š ^ 
55028. 026 9» ” . if pseu FED", A 

SMALL SQUARE 
Packed in 100, feet B es mot pari ticular to thickness. Under 5 in r foot, 
i a 4 d As 6 by ^. 2d. ” 

FOR ‘GLAZING. 
Black Cement, as pee at Chatsworth, 
Best Dope Oil Putty 

e Lead, dou Tead, Solde ors P» dec. 
UE E Mi Glazing Executed in any part of the United ingdom 

The PAREN of Patent Plate, Sheet, and flatted Crown Glass 
for Pictures, &c., particularly attended to. —12, Panton-street, Haymarket. 

2s. poni cwt. 

LASS—BRITISH AND FOREIGN PLATE, 
CROWN, AND SHEET Gier auccm, 49, 

The hades begs to infor m his Friends and the Horticul- 
tural Public that he has on hand a large Stock of cas and 
Foreign Sheet and Crown Glass of a very superior quality, 
and such as he "un confidently recommend 
surface, complain: s having been repeatedly made, since the 
dui as ue takes off, of the inequality i the surface of 
Glass which has been used for N s purposes. Itis nowa 
vell-k fact that i r heights pe dents 3 the 

surface of Glass are found to act lens, concentrating the 
rays of the sun, and theret by injuring the more delicate plants. 
pucr Sheet Glass, weighing 1 Ba o the square foot, from ........ 5d. to 6a. s foot| S g Ditto, ditto, 21 oz. to the square foot 7 to EE Thick Crown Glass, from $ te K 82 Violet-coloured Crown. 7 to9 ci e Proprietor has also on hand an inferi llty of Sheet Glass, varying from 13 o 6 oz, to the foot, fot BAT. to di., 
to use which for Greenhouses or Conservatories would pe mis- 
taken economy, experienc ving proved to us the positive in- jury produced by xis for Horticultural purposes, being 
Ie only for E ows and skylights in inferior buildings. 

he most upon Glass to be used with safety to the 
plants i d Cro from 6 by 4 to 8 by 6, both to the first 

some people forget that large panes 
small ones and the larger the piece 

its break 
Glazing done in any part of the ats by contract, or at so much per foot, 
ALBXANDER Mansuazt, 49, Broad- » Bloomsbury, London. 

OREIGN xs SET GLASS, of good debis for 
Hortiealtura general purposes, To had a 

EANES WARRANTED GARDEN TOOLS.— 
oe and all interested in Gardening pursuits, 

are invited to examine G.and J. DxXNx's extensive Stock of 
GARDENING AND PRUNING IMPLEMENTS, best London 
made Garden REDE and as Coalbrookdale Garden 
Seats and Chair: 
Averuncators Garden'Scrapers Pruning Pug 
xes Grape Speer sand) ,, nives, va- 

Bagging Hooxs Scissor ‘ious 
Bills Pavel ares and; ,, S 
Borders, various pat-| Sieves b> Si - 

terns Doors She 
Botanical Boxes and Frames Rakes in erent va~ 
Cases of Pruring In-| Hammers iety 
struments jand glass Frames Reaping Hooks 

Tay. Khive 
Hoes pnus ry pattern| 
Hortieultural XOU 

Dibbles mers and Hate 
GRE Handles "li le Sa 
Labels, various pat-|Spades Sur Shovels 

terns, in zine, por-|s Spuds 
Shears celain, Switch Hooks 

Flower Scissors Ladies Sets of Tools Thistle Hooks 
ds pies in Wire|Lines and Reels lace. Tools 

cythi 
Scythe Stones 
Shears, various 

kles 

arking Ink [To wels 
Ens attoeks Turfing Aus 

Galvanic ^ Borders|Menographs | Wall Na 
and Plant Protec-|Metallie Wire [Watering 1 Pots 
tors Ma ton H atobat | Wee Extractors 

Garden Chairs anzd|Mol 
Seats Mos 

anc 
Wheel Barrows 
Youths' Sets of Tools 

m Machines 
» Loops Pick Axes 
e Rollers Potato For 
CH pon J. DEANE are sole Agents for LINGHAM’S PERMA- 

ni NT LABELS, samples of which, with the Rupaon pr 
f Hortieultural Tools, can be sent, post paid, to any 

tho United Kingdom,—Dranr’s Horticultural Tool AANER, 
opening to the Moments 46, King William-st., London-bridge. 

TO THE NOBILITY, GENTRY, NURSERYMEN, IRON- 

'om its equality of I< 

Y. OK’S, le-street East, Oxford- dices For Bo ly Money only. 

FOREIGN SHEET GLASS, GLASS TILES, E 
imported by and sold at C. TARYIS' s old. I Win. 

MC ONGERS, AND OTHERS, 

| Fe ING GHAM BROTHERS, 170, Little Hampton- 
reet, Birmingham, sole Manufacturers of the IMPROVED 

MENOGRAPIL or Labels for Garden rd "lower Pots, 
&e. Engravings of the same, with ae Eine sent per 
Post to all parts. of ie Kingdom, on application as ab bove. 

Sole Agents in London, G. and J. Deane, Horticultural 
tpl Warehouse. 46, King William- st., London Bridge. 

FARMERS AND BREEDERS OF STOCK. 
KIRVING'S ROB PLE-TOP YELLOW BUL. 
LOCK TURNI attention of Agriculturists is 

arnestly solicited P vm very superior Turnip, whieh has 
preyed itself to be HE best Yellow Turnip in cultivation. In 
good Turnip soils last season, it yielded from 4 

are excellent. 

Sikseving, "atra rantec 
ing ntm cub, carefully Hanak TA and are ora trans- 
planted bulbs 

White Globe, 
Green ditto. 
Border Imperial Yellow. 
Aberdeen Green-top Yellow | 

Bullock. | du -top Swede, 
Dale's Hybrid, | Laing’s Improved Swede, small 

| size, but yields a good crop. 
Quantities of not less than 28 Ibs. delivered free at all the 

cipa seaports of the United Kingdom. —RonEmr T. MAc- 
man. 4, St. Andrew et, Edinburgh. 

Purple-top Swede, pure East- 
Lothian, bighly approved of. 

Skirving’s true Liverpool 
Swede. 

prin 
INTOS 

Hio WATER APPAR ATUS HEATING 
HORTICULTURAT TUI DINGS, ,DWELLING- HOUSES, 

HUR CHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved princi- bi s, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and 
EDW. n BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN. 

Baw y haying devoted much time to the considera- 
and had much experience in the erection of 

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve- ments suggested in r practice, rendered their mode of 
heating not only very efficient, but very simple, and have com- 
bined | durability i in appar atus with economy in the charge, 

dow Glass Warehouse, 38, Great Castle-street, a Sw hs “Street, good in quality, very stout, and low in manufactured Glass of every description, on the lowest ge for ready money only. 
GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, 

PSLEY PELLATT an CO., Falcon Glass Works, Holland-street, Blackii riars, are prepared ito supply (in quantities not less than 100 square feet), SHEET AND 
CROWN GLASS OF BEST QUALITY, at the following | 8 
Net Cash Pı 

Any size under 40 ins, Bees Per square foot, 
d. 13 oz. weight per foot $ 4c 

160z. ;, iy : s 5 Bion, 5, » 2 ies 7 26 oz. i 
Smart Squares from 5 ins. by Bins. up to 10 ins. by 8ins., from: 13d. to 3d. per sq foot, 

e 16 oz. i trength for Greenhouse: 

XXe AND BRI TISH SHEET AND CROWN 
GLASS, for Hothouses, Garden and other purposes.— . having again reduced the prices for small crown squares, 

Bins a comparison of the prese: ud quotations with his former ists gross. 
Gin. by4 .. 6s 
Tin. by 9s . by e Y 
R. C. will in future receive weekly consignments of STOUT FOREIGN SHEET GLASS, of which he purposes keeping such a stock as will enable him to execute all orders as soon 

as received. 
PROPAGATING, BEE, CUCUMBER,and GRAPE GLASSES of every ip s cheaper than at ar ny other house.—For 

New Lists, apply to R. MT papae Lead, and Colour Works, 
48, L Leicester. “square, Londo: 

URTIS'S BUDDING KNIFE, —f This is the 
e ivory handle is shaped like the blade LÍ curved Penknife, sharp and turned 

icum Si Instr ument Maker and Cutler, No. 
262, "Strand, ion and at No. 3, Dolphin-street, Bristol, begs to call the attention of the public tothe above desirable article. 
Sent free to any part of the kingdom, on mn of 38 penny postage MU or a post-office order for 3s, 2d. 

; P. cautions Floriculturists and the Public in general against numerous VE E of the above article, he being the 
only a) c fanufacti 

WER- deg AND GARI EN SE 
youn "MORTLOCK, 250, Cord: ls vepedidiy | 

announces that he has a very large assortment ofthe ees sg i in various colours, and solicits an early inspec- description of useful CHIN, NA, GLASS, and EARTHEN ARE atthe ue possible price; for Cash. 250, 
Oxtord-street, near Hyde-par! 

They! 1 ted apparatus in England, Scotland, and In eland, 
for many noblemen and. gentlemen, and have had the honour 
to be employed by the Horticultural Soc of London, in 
executi ing the works of their splendid Conservatory er ected at 
Chis 
D. construct in metal ail 1 descriptions of Hortioulteal Buildings and Sashes, and invite Noblemen, Gentlemen, and the 

AILEY were the first to pees pe cur- 
to horticulturists, and c; to the Con- 

servatory tached to the Pantheon as i "m eir won, 
besides many others in this country, and on the Con 

D. and E, BAILEY have prepared e quantity of the Galvan 
Plant Protectors, which are now rea, mmedia 
they beg to intr ‘duce to public motes a new Trou; eni T ipi eid 
Orchidaceous or other Houses Where vapour is MODE. or 
ae XS vals, required, and which may be seen at their Manu- 

tri eet, 

ply of their various improved BEE-H 
Sup of ** Nutt's Collateral Hive," ‘The Single. Box tive” 

ition 

PEREOS PANIE OF LIME, 77. | 71. per ton at 
Mz. Lawes’s FACTORY, DEPTFORD ÜREEK. 

GUANO AND OTHER MANURES.— The under- 
signed begs to offer the following on the best terms, viz. : 

Gv. CLP Bolivian, and African. 
Ditto—British, (made on the Strict analy- 

sis of Peruvian, 
SurrnPHOSPHATE OF LIME (see er 

Agricultural Society's Journal vol. vi 
2.) 

p Wheat, Oats, 
rley, Beans, Tur- 

sn Mangold’ Wur: 
art Potatoes, Tari es, 

Bone! Dust and HALF-INCH Bong, ass, dre. 
Bone SHAVINGS, 
Gyrsum—F or Clover, Cinquefoil, Trefoil, Vetches, &c. 
Nemrare or Sop A—Às a stimulant for Wheat, Oats, Barley, 

Grass, 
NITRATE OF POTASH. 
SILICATE OF Sopa, 
SILICATE or POTASH, 
Dy eR E a top Pre Es Old Pastures, Clover-leas, 

eing a complete puri 
No er pdt. SaLT—for Compost menm &c. 
UnATE—for Wheat, Oats, Barley, T ps, &c. on hot land. 
Surenurie AcI—for dissolving Bane Dase AKADE Shavings. 
Sopa Asu—for destroying Wire-worm. 

Also Sulphate, Muriate, and Phosphate of Ammonia, Sul- 
phate A Muriate of. Potash, Sulphates of Soda and Magnesia, 
and all other Manures of known value. 
mx ply to Mark FOTHERGILL, 40, Upper LUE AL 

ndon, Agent for Dingle's Hand Dibbles, adapted for every 
deser aban of seed. The Machines may be seen, ET further 
particulars had as above. 

HE PATENT CORNWALL WHITE MANURE 
is an efficient preventative to the E of the Wire- 

As a top dress for Wheat. 

strong fertiliser, UP a advantage- 
ous in its application to Turnips. The ollowing en was 
Taid before the “Royal Agricultural Society,” by W Shaw, Esq. 

E. ed Vus 0 Silicate i id $e T0 
] i i 5 

Carbonate of Soda — ..f [Chori Adi 3E 
Gaustic Lim: E .. 28.2 
Magnesia and Alkaline Salts e 3.8 
xide of Iron .. . m e 2.7 

Tünósitaons I. on m m ow 1.0 

1 
Price 42s. per ton, in DEM RES Y Choaaon, 8, Law- 

rence Pountney-hill, Cannon-street, 

TURNIP ee è 
Ms URATE OF En. ONDON ON MANURE 

COMPA NY, Four Guinea 

manures, the Company so 
manufacture the Urate, that the food requisite for a rotation 
of crops is fully maintained, therefore parties unne the Urate 
for Turnips will find their succeeding crops o! Bar rley and 
seeds materially improved, Full par! tioulars, with E, 
forwarded on application. 10, w Bridge-street, Black- 

. EpwanD Purser, Secretary. 

no LONDON MANURE COMPANY beg “to 
offer Genuine PERUVIAN TANN delivered direct from 

rters’ bonded warehous: 

Nitrate of Soda, Tin 
Sulphate of Ammonia, 
ag NU, of Lime, 

1e Bone Sawdust, 

Salt, 
And one article of Artificial Manure in the most genuine 
state.—No. 40, New Bridge-street, M Ars. 

D PunsER, Secretary. - 

QHANKS'S IMPROVED GRASS- CUTTING AND 
ROLLING MACHINE,.—The complete success which has 

gusce es introduction of this Tnipabved Mein’ dote Mowin: 
Grass, a: adaptation for Cutting the Grass of Lawns, 
has been lly proved by the numerous instances where it has 

ED A and now as menant use, particularly at Rossie 
rfarshire ; Bread- 

He Perthshire ; Ciner, and at many other Noblemen 

and Gentlemen's seats in England, as well as abroad. Thi 
Machines are made to cut breadths of 42, 30, or 20 inches, 39 

required, the latter being adapted to hand-power. The M 

chine works with perfect case, producing a "beautiful smoo 
surface, and attended with Lo saving in abridging labour. 

Orders may be addressed t SSTS. ALEXANDER Utd 

jun., & Sox, Machine Mite) °arbroath, N. B., by whom fur- 
m AND CO. d , 6l, " Gracecl 1 
M2 London, and 17, New Park. street, Southwark, Inventors 

Manufacturers of the Im m od con NICAL and DOUBLE 
OYLINDRICAL BOILERS, respectfully solicit the attention of 

entific Horticulturists to their much approved method of 
appt ing the Tank s, Pi 
&c., by which Atmospher c heat as well 
cured to any required deg a Wihour the aid of pipes or flues. 
FB REA PENIS M ‘that at the request of numerous 
friends they are now making their Hr EA Eun as well as 
Copper, by which the cost i edie e Boilers, which 
are now so well known, s reely Pesta destitit: but to 
those who have not seen. ACA in operation, Mesi d will 
be forwarded, as well as reference of the highest authority ; or 

y may be seen Eu jid i eae Nobility’s seats and principal 
DR ea hy zdom. 

8. and DE to inform the trade that at their Manufactory in New P. very article required for the constructic 
of Horticultural Buildings, as well as ba heating them, may [ps 
obtained upon the most RAMS E ous 

Conservatories, &c. of Iron or Wood, Tordid upon the most 
SHEET designs. Balconies, Palisading, Field and Garden 

es € Work, &c. &c. 

B'goer s AND HEALY'S {COOKING APPA- 

g 

E 

£k E 2 2 EE = É E e g z a g E E £ 
BERE go 

B 3 z [:3 [i EE Lad E E E g & ee B & È 
A Prospectus 

can be rded, upon Modern. detailing particulars and 
price, at 130, Fleet-street, 

ther partic will be given, P YAN ue 
^ DRAINING TILES AND PIPES. 

z| A INSLIE’S PATENT IMPROVEMENTS. fc 
For Maxine and Dryive Draining py) of the 1st CLA! "is 

Gentlemen having works in operation, or who are about 
erect them, will find the above worthy their attention. P 

e Process rae eae with Economy, as ‘Tiles ate 
be finde read; 5 at all seasons ; generally AER E 

to thirty oiua, Wd ; the nature of the clay. - 

seen at Alperton. Aci n iadteeex ; Mr. Hows, Eng 
119,Great Guildford.st, ~ sgh 2 Polytechnic Ins 

Joo Regent-street, London. may be haa trou 49 
AINSLIE, Alperton, Acton, si 
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GROOM, Crarnam Rise, near LowpoN (By 
© APPOINTMENT Frorist ro Her Masesty THE QUEE 

To His Masesty tue Kine or Saxony), begs to say his 

Catalogue of GERANIUMS, AURICULAS, LILIUM LANCI- 

FOLIUM, and NEW PLANTS is ready, and will be forwarded 

by post on application. 
H, G. has a fine stock of CARNATIONS and PICOTEES. 

His Anemones are now in flower, and may be viewed every day 
from 9 o'clock until 6, Sundays excepted. Admittance Gratis. 

*,* Foreign orders executed, 

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 
Moxpay, May 25—Linnean (Anniversary). . . 1 Pa 
MRDNRSDAY, — i $ E B B B 

on 
8 ra 

Av, June l 8 Pat 
Tumpay, ^ — Pint, 
Fray, 8 rac. osati ©.” con wher sy, pe 

COUNTRY SHOW, 
Wronespay, May 27—Norfolk and Norwich Horticultural. 

Tur plague of Wasps is not the only one with 
which the gardener will this year have to contend. 
We hear of nothing but the mischief which Srvas, 
‘Swarts, and Insects are doing, as might have been 
expected after so mild a winter. Peas, Carrots, 
Onions, are disappearing before their advance, and 
unless some effectual means can be found to stop 
them, a good many people seem likely to have no 
crops left. 
We strongly advise all those who are attacked by 

slugs to try the effect of lime-water, which does not 
at all injure any crop, and immediately destroys the 
animal. To make the application efficient, it is, 
however, necessary to use it late in the evening and 
very early in the morning, say at daybreak, when 
the slugs are feeding. A couple of applications of 
lime-water has completely exterminated legions of 
slugs beneath our own eyes 

"Tur confinement of English University Epu- 
CATION within the narrow bounds of classieal and 
mathematicalstudies is one of those remains of 
medieval society which even Young England her- 
self repudiates, It was a wise system when no 
other branches of positive knowledge were acces- 
sible ; but it is not to be defended in the present 
state of human learning. When Panacrrsus and 
AcnrPPA were chemists, Atprovanp a zoologist, 
and CurPrrPrzn a botanist, natural science was very 
properly excluded from a University curriculum ; 
but the whole aspect of science is changed; the 
chariot wheels of Bacon crushed the Greek philo- 
Sophy; exact observation and severe reasoning 
hurled romance and speculation from their ancient 
throne, and no intelligible reason can now be 
assigned for shackling learning with fetters forged 
in the dynasty of the Tudors. 

A strong feeling of this kind has at last begun to 
manifest itself at Cambridge, and since certain 
branches of Natural History, especially Botany, 
are the main objects of this Journal, we venture to 
trespass upon the patience of our readers with a short 
account of the actual state of affairs in that great 
University ; more especially since the proceedings 
that have been taken have arisen out of the difficul- 
ties incident to the establishment of the new Botanic 

An application by the Botanic Garden Syndicate 
has been made to the Senate of the University of 
Cambridge for pecuniary assistance; and as the 
funds of the University are thought not to be flou- 
rishing, ‘it was proposed to raise the necessary sum 
by levying a tax upon its members. This proposi- 
tion has been rejected by a majority of about three- 
fifths of those in the Senate who voted. And yet 
the burthen sought to be imposed was not particu- 
arly onerous, for Mr. Surrm* tells us that about 

07. a year would be raised by a tax so small as 
not to amount to more than “a coach fare in Lon- 
don—the half-price of a concert—little more than 
the cost of wine at one dinner—the price of a small 
Volume bought, read, and thrown aside—or the 
amount of a few curiosity shows." 
We have no doubt that the non placets had very 

good reasons for their decision, but we agree with 
Mr. Surrn in thinking that, considering the im- 
OLOR us object sought for, it would be satis- 
ew y a e world if those reasons were put in 
En s alleged, indeed, that the great cause of 
* usal was that Government already taxes the 
ambridge degrees ; this, however, must be a 

potions invention. We cannot believe that any 
ambridge man would argue that because degrees -are taxed, therefore proper means are not to be taken to render candidates worthy of them. On the con- 

trary, one would say that the more a degree costs 
the more should the University strive to render it 
sas its money. 

course there are other reasons, an 
those reasons, when they shall have za siae 

** Address to the Senate on the Subject of the New B i Garden» 4 w Botanic 

Tutor of Gonville and Caius College. EL 

bridge, necessary to the education of those who wish | 
to study, are in the same plight as the Botanic) 
Garden. We borrow the following statements | 
from Mr. Surrg's pamphlet :— 

“There is the Fitzwilliam Museum—the collection, 
after so long an expectancy, still detained in a cramped 
space, in a temperature alleged to be seriously preju- 
dicial to the paintings ; objects of art, presented to it, 
carefully preserved for years in their packages, out of 
sight and owt of mind to almostall of us ; and the whole 
without any curator such as a collection of that kind 
and that value ought certainly to have.” 

* The Geological Museum, once in such close durance 
that its existence was for a long time matter of tradi- 
tion, is now installed in a fit and worthy domicile. But | 
what is: the present position of this Museum? It is 
never open. If strangers ring at the bell to ask admis- 
sion, a man appears, or if he be out after other work, 
one of his boys, and ushers the party into the room, 
where they are left to employ themselves in inspection, 
dispersed over the room, as they please. This attendant 
receives day-labourer’s wages, and wears the appear- 
ance of this class ; and that is the only euratorship ex- | 
isting in this quarter. It ought also to be mentioned | 
that, as if to balanee the want at the entrance, there is 
a surplus caution within ; for to the lower part there is 
no access at all, not even to members of the Senate ; 
as if none of us could be trusted to walk about among 
keletons and dry bones. Here, then, is a Museum, a 

fine one, I believe, in its kind, rendered practically 
almost useless to the University ; we were almost as 
well withoutit, as let it be as it is." 
“The Mineralogical Museum.—About the position 

and condition of this Museum exactly the same descrip- 
tion may be given. It is close kept from all inspection. 
A grand pair of folding doors, with panels of plate glass 
above, designed to give a continuous connection both real 
andin appearance to the whole suite, is put up, and im- 
mediately afterwards the doors are locked up, so as to 
break the suite, and the plate-glass is clouded over to 
destroy the continuity of perspective. Who will pre- 
sent objects which they value, to be shut up from view 
and from use, and so wanting all appearance of being 
valued ?” 

* The Botanical Museum is in the same hapless con- 
dition. Tts existence is scarcely known to one in a 
hundred, and a still much smaller number have any 
notion of its contents.” 

“The Puólic Library, too, is shut against a number 
of members of the University, who, nevertheless, ex- 
pressly contribute to the funds of the Library. The 
University has the power to do this, and exercises that 

portion, at least, of the details of systematic Botany. 
On these grounds I should much desire to see Botany, 
or some other branch of Natural History, or Natural 
History in general, introduced as a common element 
into our higher education, and_recommended to the 
study of those who desire to have any clear view of the 
nature of the progressive sciences : since it is, in fact, 
the key and groundwork of a large portion of those 
sciences.” 

We ean add nothing to the cogency of these ar- 
guments. Dr. WurwrLr's experience as a tutor, 
and intelligence as a man, have doubtless taught 
him that the minds of students cannot all be con- 

stituted alike. One young man may have agreat apti- 
tude for languazes, and so may highly distinguish 
himself in classical learning. Another has a more 
mathematical head ; and if we are not misinformed 

cases have actually arisen where men of the highest 

attainments as scholars have been “plucked” in 

mathematics. But others may from natural bias, 

or from professional objects, or for many other 
reasons, incline much more to natural science than 

to either. Weare at a loss to know upon what 
grounds such persons should be prevented from 
following the pursuits that are most agreeable to 
them, or best suited to the peculiar construction of 
their minds. Thè whole aim of early education is 
mental training. The learning of the schools is 
directed to this great end, and to nothing else. 

When a boy is kept for years at classical studies, it 
is not because it will be necessary for him to read 
Pindar or Juvenal; nor is he tied down to difficult 

mathematical reasoning for the sake of understond- 
ing, when he is thrown into the world, the laws of 
equilibrium and motion in a system of material 
points. He may very possibly never look at Greek 
again, and as for molecular motion, he may in time 

even forget the meaning of the words. These great 
branches of education are not enforced for the sake 

of their application, but because of their supposed 
influence upon the human mind. If they fail of 
producing that influence they are useless, and time 

should be otherwise bestowed. That they do fail 
in many cases is notorious ; and therefore it js that 

it becomes so desirable to give youug men some 
choice in the branches of knowledge which they will 

follow for distinction. 

“Every one,” says Professor Hrwsrow,* “who 
has had much experience in preparing pupils for an 

power: and much more cannot be said.” 
Ir. Smrru may well add to these deplorable 

statements that “it seems time to alter this state of 
things.” We trust that the measures now taken by 
some powerful members of the University will ex- 
tend their beneficial influence beyond the walls of 
the New Garden. If it be really true that the 
University is so poor as to be helpless; if its mem- 
bers are so afllicted by penury, parsimony, or sel- 
fishness,. that they cannot afford the few shillings 
annually that are required to infuse some reasonable 
vigour into its scientific institutions, then let them 
represent their miserable condition to the Premier, 
and we venture to hope that his sympathies will be 
enlisted on their side, and that means may be found 
for relaxing the hard gripe of the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer. x 

The writer of these remarks may be thought 
biassed in favour of Natural History, and especially 
of Botany, by his own peculiar pursuits. Instead, 
therefore, of putting forward his own opinions en 
the subject, he prefers to avail himself of those of 

others. What says the Master of Trinity, Dr. 
WnutrwrLL? 
“Ihave said that a portion of the sciences which 

have come into existence in modern times, and which 

are still in progress, should be introduced into a liberal 
edueation, to such an extent as to acquaint the student 
with their nature and principles. It is an important 
inquiry, in determining the proper scheme of a liberal 
education, what portion of science is best fitted for this 
purpose. I have already remarked elsewhere, that 
among the sciences, Natural History affords very valu- 

| able lessons which may beneficially be made a portion 
| of education : the more so, inasmuch as this study may 

serve to correct prejudices and mental habits which 
have often been cherished by making pure mathematics 
the main instrument of intellectual education. The 
study of Natural History teaches the student that there 

may be an exact use of names, and an accumulated 
store of indisputable truths, in a subject in which 
names are not appropriated by definitions, but by the 

condition that they shall serve for the expression of 

ruth. These sciences show also that there may exist 

a system of descriptive terms which shall convey a con- 
ception of objects almost as distinct as the senses them- 

selves can acquire for us, at least when the senses have 

been educated to respond to such a terminology. 

Botany, in particular, is a beautiful and almost perfect 

example of these scientific merits ; and an acquaintance 

with the philosophy of Botany will supply the student 
il o 

Ordinary Degree can bear testimony to the fact of 
there being minds naturally incapacitated for clearly 
and fully comprehending a mathematical problem. 
Now, there are many- persons with this want of 
mathematical ability, who will delightedly occupy 

| themselves in one or other department of the 
natural sciences. It has long appeared to me a 

mistaken policy to bind down such persons to one 
particular routine of dull anxious plodding, without 
allowing them the opportunity, before quitting the 
University, of proving that they have not laboured 
unsuccessfully in the general field of human know- 
ledge.” 

That many men, of sound judgment and enlight- 
ened views, are of opinion that Botany is unsuited 
for mental training we can readily understand. 
This, however, arises from their not being sufficiently 
aware of the real scope of this science, or of the 

manner in which it now is taught. 
“Many persons, both within and without the Uni- 

versities, suppose its objects limited to fixing names to 
a vast number of plants, and to describing and classing 

them under this or that particular ‘system.’ They are 

not aware that systematie Botany is now considered to 

be no more than a necessary stepping-stone to far more 

important departments of this science, which treat of 
questions of the utmost interest to the progress of 

human knowledge in certain other sciences which have 

been more generally admitted to be essential to the 

well-being of mankind. For instance, the most abstruse 
speculations on animal physiology are to be checked, 
enlarged, and guided by the study of vegetable physio- 

logy. Without continued advances in this latter de- 

partment of Botany, the progress towards perfection in 

general physiology must be comparatively slow an 

uncertain. As regards the progress of botanical phy- 

siology, even chemistry itself must be viewed as a sub- 

ordinate assistant, whilst it is making us acquainted 

with those physical forces by which mere brute matter 

is regulated and arranged. Those forces are themselves 

to be restrained and modified by the instrumentality of 

vegetable life, in bodies whose appointed position is to 
prepare all the organic matter that is destined for the 
support of a still higher race of creatures in the general 
scheme of Nature."— Henslow's pamphlet, already cited. 

Of course, if Botany were nothing more than the 

art of drying plants and gluing them on paper, and 
making out their names—if it were what is gene- 
rally called Linnean Botany, and nothing more—it 
would be quite unsuited to the higher purposes of 
tuition, and would be deservedly excluded from 

with a portion of the p p prog 
Sciences, highly important, but for the most part 
hitherto omitted in the usual plans of a liberal educa- 

tion. But the philosophy of Botany cannot be really 
d d without an int with a iderabl 

* « Address to the Members of the University of Cambridge, 
on the Expediency of Improving, and on the Funds required 

for Remodelling and Supporting the Botanic Garden.” By the 
Rev. J. S. Henslow, M.A., St. John’s College, and Professor of 
Botany in the University of Cambridge. 
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all University curricula. But that it is not thus 
limited will be better shown by extracts from some 
modern Examination papers, than by any train of 
reasoning whatever. We take those of University 
College, London..— 

Senior Class, 1845.—“ Describe the flower of the 

plant now placed in your hand ; point out any peculiari“ 

ties that may occur to you ; explain their nature theo- 

retically, and refer itto its natural order; or, if you 

are unable to do so, state to what order you suppose it 

tobe most nearly allied, and give your reason for the 

opinion you may express.—Leaves alternate, exstipu- 
late. Sepals 5. Petals 5, Stamens indefinite in 
number and hypogynous. Carpels 5, connate as high 

as the ovary extends, but free at the styles ; bearing 

many seeds on an axile placenta. Embryo minute at 
one end of hard albumen. What properties would you 

expect to find in the seeds of such a plant, and why ? 
—What are the sources from which plants derive their 
food! and what is that food ?—What kind of tissue is 
that in which the functions of elaboration are carrie 
on ? and in what parts of a plant does it occur ?—Woul 
a plant growing on a sunny mountain-side be likely to 
form its peculiar secretions more or Jess abundantly 
than if it were growing in a similar situation in a low- 
land station? Give your reasons for the opinion you 
may express.—An ovary contains one erect ovule whose 
foramen is at its apex. Will the embryo which is 
eventually found in such an ovule, when changed into a 
seed, direct its radicle to the apex, base, or side of the 
fruit 1? 

Junior, 1846.—* What is the difference between à 
bulb and a corm ?—In what sense are the words regular 
or irregular, symmetrical or unsymmetrical, used in 
Botany i—Distinguish Sol from Primul ; 
Labiate from gi ; Saxif from 
Rosaceze ; Papaveraceze from Cistacese.—On what do 
you rely for distinguishing Grasses from Sedges (Cype- 
racer) i—State the Botanical differences between 
Wheat, Barley, and Rye.—Let a European Endogen 
have this structure :—Ovary inferior. Flowers hexape- 
laloid. Stamens 6. Anthers turned inwards. Would 
you suppose it to be poisonous or inert ?—Suppose that 
of three European Corollifloral Exogens, with regular 
symmetrical quinary flowers and epipetalous stameus, 
one has parietal placentze, another free central placentz, 
and the third axile placentæ, would these differences 
in structure correspond with the uses to which such 
plants can be applied in medicine? and if so, what 
peculiar properties are to be expected in each plant ?— 
What common European Natural Order is that with 
ealycifloral flowers, and an inferior ovary with a pair of 
parietal placentze ?” 

It should be stated that these questions are chiefly 
intended for Medical Students, and that the existing 
regulations of the Sociéty of Apothecaries, and 
other governing bodies render the time for teaching 
Botany much too short; nevertheless such ques- 
tions are well answered. It is, therefore, obvious 
that if it were an indispensible branch of general 
education it could be easily adapted to higher 
purposes. 

Natural History has one great advantage over 
Classics and Mathematics, which is not sufficiently 
insisted upon by its advocates. Those subjects 
train the memory and the reasoning faculties, but 
they do not touch the habit of observation. Yet 
the habit of observing correctly is not inferior in 
importance to that of reasoning. “ How to observe” 
is the great question with all of us, and which so 
few know how to answer. If two men of equal 
attainments and intelligence, of whom one has 
gained honours in Classics and Mathematics, and 
the other distinguished himself in Natural History, 
were called upon to describe an event or a given 
object, the naturalist would have this enormous 
advantage that in consequence of his whole per- 
ceptive powers having been steadily directed to- 
wards minute and accurate observation, he would 
be able from mere habit instantly to apply himself 
to a task, for which his competitor would be 
unprepared, and the nature of his studies would have 
30 familiarised him with the use of words that his 
description would be made without an effort. In 
ilustration of this argument we cannot do better 
than quote the words of Professor Epwarp Fonnzs, 
of King's College, London. . 

“The first lesson of Natural History is observation. 
The study of an animal or vegetable species is the 
perfection of observation as far as that species is 
concerned. The form, the substance, the qualities, 
the phenomena of existence, the influence of sur- 
rounding objects, are all observed with the greatest 
precision, and defined so as to be capable of expres- 
sionin words. No point affecting that species is 
left untouched. The study of a group or genus of 
animals or vegetables is in like manner the perfec- 
tion of discrimination. All the members of the 
group are compared in all their parts with each 
other, the relations which they have in common are 

A p; summed. up, and their differences recorded in ever 
possible poiut of view. The causes of those rela- 
tions and differences are anxiously inquired into, 
and a survey is taken of the bearings of the whole 
group to its proximate allies, and, finally, to all equi- 

valent assemblages in organised nature. Who can 
rise up from such a study, and not feel mentally 
strengthened? The mind through such an exer- 
cise must gain in both its analytic and synthetic 
powers." 
We have dwelt on this subject at greater length 

than usual, because we regard the present conjunc- 
ture at Cambridge as one from which important 
consequences must flow, and because it is connected 

with some of the highest considerations in which all 
men are interested. Had it not been for these rea- 
sons, and for the sake of putting the public in pos- 
session of the main arguments employed By those 
who advocate the introduction of Natural History 
into our Collegiate education, we should have been 

silent ; for when the Members of an ancient Uni- 
versity themselves arrive at the conclusion that its 
institutions require reformation, the world will not 

be disposed to think them in the wrong. And if the 
reasonable proposals which may on such an occa- 
siou be made are resisted by the men in authority, 
it requires no great foresight to perceive that a 
struggle is at hand, the end of which must be con- 
Cession. 

Since writing the above, we find that an ad- 
journed meeting of the Members of the Senate has 
been held at the Philosophical Society's Rooms, 
when Dr. Pacer was called to the chair, and the 

following resolutions were passed unanimously :— 
l. That it is desirable that a Syndicate should be 

appointed for the purpose of considering the best means 
of providing funds for making and maintaining a new 

Botanie Garden. 
2. That the Chairman be requested to report the pre- 

vious resolution to the Vice-Chancellor ; and that the 
present meeting be adjourned to Friday next, the 22d 
instant, at 2 o'clock, to receive the result of his con- 
ference with the Vice-Chancellor. 

THE VALUE OF A WEED. 
Few persons seem to be aware of the value of some 

of our native plants ; in fact, it is considered by some 
cultivators belonging to the old school, as a sign of a 
frivolous disposition in a young gardener, when they 
see him studying the flora of his own country, and ad- 
miring the beautiful structures of wild flowers ; or, as 
these venerable worthies would term them, weeds: and 
would even qualify the term weed by adding, in the 
case of the plant which I am about to praise, an adjec- 
tive in the superlative degree, such as a most vile, a 
most troublesome weed. Be it so then. But, since the 
plant in question isa Briton like ourselves, let us at 
least state both sides of the question fairly, and acquit or 
condemn it after a patient hearing. 

Now, I would beg itto be borne in mind, that the mere 
fact of a thing being common, or accounted troublesome, 
or even nauseous, and that for ages, and in the opinion 
of many, is still no proof of its worthlessness, although 
we may be unacquainted with its value. The valuable 
mineral substance, cobalt, was accounted for ages a 
very troublesome article to the miner, The article 
bone, now so valuable as a manure, was, in my own re- 
collection, allowed to whiten on the lone heath, as a 
thing unworthy of notice. The richest portion of our 
manures are often, even in our enlightened and manure- 
hunting-day, allowed to waste their fertilising proper- 
ties on a hole in the earth, or, what is worse, on the air 
that we are to breathe. These examples might teach 
us to give common, troublesome, and even nauseous ar- 
ticles, a patient trial before we condemn them as worth- 
less ; and ought to humble us, when we see blessings of 
no mean order showered upon us, and, as it were, even 
dogging us through life without our knowing their value, 
or being able to turn their useful properties to account, 
notwithstanding our boasted knowledge. Hoping, there- 
fore, now, for an impartial verdict, I beg to introduce 
to your notice a truly British plant, of great beauty, 
and known value; and, moreover, of the easiest cul- 
ure, yea, even to be obtained for the plucking up in 
many instances without any consideration whatever. 

But hold; for the plueking up of this plant is some- 
times a matter for grave consideration, for it has deep 
and eross-laid fangs in the earth ; and the best of it 
being under-ground, it requires a strong spud to dis- 
lodge the treasure. 

‘The beautiful name Dandelion (Leontodon taraxacum) 
lion’s-tooth, would indicate something of a tearing fellow 
among weeds, a sort of superior free-booter, after the 
fashion of Robin Hood or Donald Caird ; and such is 
really the case, for Dandelion picks his time and 
chooses always the best of everything that he requires— 
e never opens a flower in foul weather, nor even in 

fair weather unless the sun shines ; but this is not all, 
for he not only chooses the best hours of sunshine to 
flower in, but (robber that he is) makes free to ride in 
his airy car over hedge and wall, into the choicest shel- 
tered nook of the amateur’s Tulip bed, or the noble- 
man’s walled garden ; for his seeds have a mane like a 
shuttlecock, and the wind that carries them only allows 
them to rest in some region of settled calm, which 
is precisely what this uncultivated child of flora wanted, 
namely, a sheltered situation where he might establish 
himself. I observed, one beautiful sunny evening, a 
silvery speck slowly lowering itself into the most shel- 
tered compartment of the garden ; it was followed soon 
after by another, and shortly after by a shower of rain: 
the dry seeds of the Dandelion had thus winged their 
way, and were now planted, watered, and sheltered, 

without the aid of a team to transport their grain, or 
the skill and labour of officious man to assign them a 
smooth bed and a suitable locality. “ But,” says my 
old friend, “ what after all will you make of such a weed ? 
What use can it be turned to? for it will neither yield 
bread, corn for a man, nor good provender for a beast. 
Horses will eat Gorse, and asses will eat Thistles, 
but I never knew Dandelion relished by any animal.” 
Very true : and so fully am I convinced of the truth 
of this, that I would not have risked my reputation as- 
a gardener, or even as a man endowed with common 
sense, to recommend Dandelion in any shape to man or 
beast, were I not supported by some whose reputation 
and character are already established. I, therefore, 
state at once that I cultivate Dandelion side by side 
with other crops, planted in rows like any other culinary 
article. Extract of Dandelion has been long known in 
medicine as a diuretic. The herbage of the Dandelion 
is well known in gardening as a beautiful and delicate 
blanched salad. But, besides these uses, the root is 
capable of producing, when roasted, a beverage equal 
to Coffee, and actually sells at a much higher rate. 
Might not some of the many hard earned shillings of 
labouring men that go to purchase Coffee be saved, and 
Dandelion be drunk in its stead. The trial of the ex- 
periment would do good, since the collecting of the 
roots from waste ground and weedy gardens, would im- 
prove the land, and the cleaning, drying, and roasting 
of the roots are processes simple enough. In regard of 
taste or flavour, let it be borne in mind that the tastes 
of Coffee, porter, Tobacco, &c., are all acquired tastes, 
and I should think that those who have persevered to 
acquire the habit of using Tobacco in any form need 
not feel very squeamish about trying the thrifty use of 
Dandelion. Now, although Suecory or Chiecory may 
be more profitably cultivated than Dandelion as a sub- 
stitute for Coffee (and is really cultivated extensively 
in Europe for this purpose) ; the mere fact of the one 
requiring culture, whilst the other is to be had gratis, 
gives Dandelion the preference. In conclusion, then, 
let me entreat cultivators to give ita trial ; large plants 
fit for use may be obtained ready for roasting, and now 
is the time to make a plantation of the smaller roots, 
and if the fiowers are picked off, the roots will soon 
attain a‘large size. Seeds may be sown now, and seeds- 
men might take notice to provide themselves with a 
supply of seeds, as it is just possible that it may be 
wanted, notwithstanding all the foul names by which it 
has been called, and all the pains we have hitherto been 
at to extirpate it. 

I see no reason why the roots of Endive and Lettuce, 
so nearly allied to Chiecory and Dandelion, should not 
join to make a substitute for the expensive and exotic 
Coffee berry, and should this prove to be the case, the 
scarce and little known article, Salad, so rare among 
cottagers, might be obtained by blanching the leaves, 
thereby securing mach wholesome food to every poor 
family. Endive would come in as a crop after Pota- 
toes, and Lettuce will produce a greater weight of eat- 
able vegetable than any plant with which I am ac- 
quainted ; three or four good sized plants will grow on 
a square foot of ground, and come to maturity in six or 

eight weeks, thereby allowing three or four crops an- 
nually from the same land ; but I have not the leisure 
now to enter upon the subject of Salad herbs, but would 
beg of your able practical correspondents to come for- 
ward with plain directions as to the best articles for a 
supply of Salad for poor people, thereby enabling many 
to augment their resources. The love of Salad, in some 

shape or other, seems to be natural, and even neces- 
sary, to the rudest portion of the community. Witness 
the Highlander of Scotland greedily eating the seaweed 
Dulse, which the fish carriers bring inland in sacks, 
and find a ready sale for ; to such a people the introduc- 
tion of Salad herbs would be a boon indeed,and as for 

land to cultivate, I never heard a highlandman complain 

of any lack of that.—Alexander Forsyth, Alton Towers; 
April 24. 

Home Correspondence. j 
Culture of Tomatoes, &c.—Sow the seed early in 

March, allowing the plants to be raised in a very gentle 

heat, and as soon as the second leaves appear, pot off 

the plants into 4-inch pots, gradually hardening them 

until they are prepared for final planting out, which 

ought not usually to be done until the first week in. 

June. The interstices between Wall-trees on a south 

or east aspect are a favourable situation for . planting 

them, where there is space without fear of intrusion; 

but where this is impracticable they are usually planted 

in the open ground ; and our ordinary summers are 8° 

short that it usually happens they are just beginning © 

ripen when they are destroyed by the first autranal 
frost. As an improvement on open ground planting, 

there is probably no better mode of cultivation than 

that of forming a bank or slope in the direction east 

and west ; the base of the slope may be from 5 to 

feet, the apex as much above the ground level 

nature of the soil will conveniently allow, or w 

suppose at an angle of about 45° to the south, and EON 

55? to 609 to the north, so as to have the, most space 

facing the most f: ble as; i or dimi- pect, il; FER k i oi nishing the angle according to the nature of nde 2 

e wi 

as the season advances, to SEA a super! 

growth, and peg the branches to the slope. “il 

means, from their exposure to the sun's rays, they wit 

have a greater tendency to fruitfulness, Bul d km 

over-luxuriant growth ; and from the same cau 
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earlier maturity will be induced, as heat, light, and com- 
parative dryness are the conditions which must be 
taken advantage of, being much more important than a 

protracted mild season. At the time of planting the 

matoes, a crop of Lettuce should be placed on the 
north slope, and immediately the Tomatoes are gathered 
the slope will be found equally useful planted with En- 
dive intended for use during the most severe winter 
months ; it will be more to be relied on than the late 
‘crops stored in sheds or elsewhere, by using thatched 
hurdles, or using any other means of forming a sort of 
roof to keep the Endive dry, or, in the absence of this, 
Slates, stuck into the slope horizontally over the plants, 
may be adopted with success, using straw or mats as a 
protecting material during frosty weather.—J. H., 
Amport House, May 20. 

Disease in Fir Trees.—Your correspondent “ Pinus 
Sylvestris " makes a statement respecting a disease in 
Fir trees in Hants, which, judging both from his de- 
scription and the woodcut, I have no doubt is perfectly 
correct as far as appearances go ; but I believe he has 
quite mistaken its cause. My Fir-trees have suffered 
àn the same manner ; the evil is produced by squirrels, 
and has compelled me to destroy hundreds of these 
pretty animals. They generally attack the budding 
Shoot of the current year, or perhaps rather those of 
the two immediately preceding}; sometimes scoring the 
bark all round, but ears often several inches longitud- 
inally on one side. “In the former case, no serious per- 
manent mischief is done, a new leader being formed, as 
is the case after the ravages of that pest, the little Fir 

etle; but in the latter the tree continues its growth 
for many years, a large wound growing with its growth— 
till having attained a considerable size, the first heavy 
gale of wind snaps it off at the wound.—£. D. 
, Fraudulent Seedsmen.—1 have lately seen complaints 
an your Paper, by correspondents who have forwarded 
Money to seedsmen and nurserymen, and expected to 
receive seeds or plants in return, but who, alas ! can 
Hever afterwards obtain even a reply to their numerous 
letters, Now although I perfectly agree with these 
correspondents that they are in duty bound to expose 
such fraudulent dealers, so as to put other purchasers 
on their guard, still I think there is another thing the 
latter ought to attend to, and that is, carefully to “read 
over the advertisement before ordering, and note the 
wording of it—in other words, when they see a dozen 
plants advertised for so much money per post, do not 
lét them for one moment suppose that these two words 
"nean free per post,—no such thing! And if they 
Want them free per post, I should recommend them 
‘to enclose another shilling or so, to pay for the tin case 
And postage, otherwise they may find that they will be 
charged with unpaid postage, to say nothing of the 
In ease, — Lusor. 
Hydraulic Machine.—The only further information 

Dean give relative to the hydraulic machine is, that it 
‘Continues to work in a most satisfactory manner. I 
cannot enter into any p I e hanism oj 

. the engine, as it might be an injury to the man who has 
een, as he says, “brooding over it for ten years.” 

trust, however, he will advertise the hydraulic engine, 
in order that others may benefit by his ingenuity as 
well as myself.—Hydrangea. [It will be extremely 
unwise in him not to make himself known. Can you 
Not favour our correspondents with ,his name and 
‘address 2] k 

Potato Disease. —A. gentleman a short distance from 
this place planted about two acres of diseased Potatoes, 
which were quite black, and taken from a pit in which 
many were so rotten that it sent out a strong steam on 
being opened. He is now about to supply his steward 
‘and men (who laughed at him when planting them) 
With the shoots of those Potatoes, to plant in their own 
ground, It is now well known here that it matters not 
o diseased a tuber may be, it will almost invariably 
Succeed if it has one sound eye when planted. It must 
ev Put down whole ; if a diseased Potato is cut into sets, 
b en if all the eyes are sound, nine-tenths most pro- 
ably will fail. The diseased tubers are not now worse 

[Wa when planted two months since.—Z7. H., Cork, 

periment will be in September or October. No judg- 
ent can be'formed at an earlier period. 
tugs. In additionito the observations of * H. B.” 

ith I recommend a bucket with salt. Throw into 
"Ret. my slugs and snails you pick up ; it will kill 

m almost directly ; but if you lay Cabbage-leaves as 

‘other way can you ho i i yo pe to kill all the very minute des pras the leaf against the side of the 
ket so as to d eco into the salt, I have not 

remedy for getting rid of woodlice; xu find where they hide themselves hot water will 
‘Re it em instantly ; but how can you clear box-edgings, 

hs from them—46. [Toads are their best antagonists. ] 
EIS à F.J.H." employs earthen jars, filled with a strong 
"Y ution of salt and water, which he finds to kill the 
uad almost unm Tues correspondent 

Strong urine, in lavge flower-pot vi same ee 7 g pot pans, with the 

P A for Smoky Chimneys.—Since my article on 
um vanite Heating appeared in your paper I have re- 

ed a number of communications on the subject ; 
Some wishi lan of my pit, others desiri 
be formed”, for a plan of my pit, others desiring to 

ting the general app of this 
PU of heating, &e, ” All these inquiries I have been 
time led to leave unanswered, every moment of my 
i being fully occupied with my own business. The 

*m which I have now the pleasure of presenting | 

© should be glad to hear what the issue of this ex- mi 

to the publie is an effectual cure of smoky chimneys ; 
that is to say, I have discovered a plan to prevent the 
descent and assist the ascent of smoke in chimneys ; if 
theory and the experiments I have tried are worth 
anything the cure is inevitable. The plan is as follows : 
Place an iron chamber at the back of your grate ; let 
the front of the chamber be the back of your grate; in 
this let thereybe a slide ; from the top of the chamber 
carry an iron pipe half the length of your chimney ; 
from the bottom ofthe chamber, let a pipe be taken 
through the wall, with a little rise if possible, to com- 
municate with the external air. The sketch given 
below will be sufficient to show the plan. Let a be the 
chimney, 5 the pipe in the chimney, c the chamber, d 
the slide, and e the pipe passing through the wall to 

convey air; the vacant space round 
the chamber may be considered the 
other part of the grate. Before a 
fire is made in the grate, draw your 
slide, and put a quantity of shavings 
into the chamber ; light them ; close 
your slide, and proceed to make the 
fire in the grate. In considering this 
plan the first question suggested to 
the mind is, what are the causes which 
tend to obstruct or impede the ascent 
of smoke in chimneys? The causes 
are clearly these: the air in the 
chimney 1s more dense than that of 

the room, and this, with the pressure of still colder 
air at the top, assisted by strong currents, pre- 
vents its ascent. The next question is, how does the 
plan I have given remove these impediments? The 
answer to this will be founded on the experiments I 
have made ; first, the burning of the shavings in the 
chamber generates heat, the air expands, not in the 
direction of the cold air-pipe, the resistance is there too 
great; it takes the more direct and easy passage 
through the pipe in the chimney; on its way it gives 
warmth to the iron ; a fire is kindled in the grate, the 
chimney being warmed, its air attenuated, and a partial 
vacuum created above the pipe, the smoke ascends, 
joins the current from the pipe, and this united force |}, 
overcomes the resistance at the top of the chimney ; as 

the fire burns brighter the chamber becomes hotter, and 

the draught increases. It would, therefore, be well to 

have a valve on the cold air pipe, that the draught 

might be partly or wholly shut off if desirable. In the 

building of houses cold air flues can be made in the 
walls. Ag h or any other adjoining ap: t, 
may be warmed, if the hot air could be spared from the 

chitaney by turning the ascending pipe into it. I hope 

soon to give yourreaders a plan ofa portable heating 

apparatus upon the same principle, and also a new 

mode of fumigating greenhouses, &e.—Isaac Davies, 

Larkfield Nursery, Wavertree, near Liverpool. May 20. 

Aération.—I1 am glad to see that you have taken up 

the subject of a&ration, for it is evident that the means 

generally adopted for the admission of fresh air in 
forcing and plant struetures are miserably inadequate 
to the purpose. What. happens in a clear frosty day, 
for instance, say in March? Why, the gardener has 

no other alternative than to have his plants either 

frosted or roasted; he must either admit cold frosty 
air which, in spite of the sunshine, is very injurious to 
tender shoots, or else he must allow the temperature to 

rise to a scorching height. Again, perhaps a cloud 

passes over the sun, and down goes the mercury, per- 

haps to freezing ; the consequences are, that the plants 

come away weakly, and some of the more tender shoots 

die off altogether, and nobody knows the reason why all 

this happens. Now, I imagine that the simplest and 

most efficient mode of obviating these drawbacks will 

afford exercise for the ingenuity of your “ long-headed" 

correspondents. In the meantime what do you think 

of the following :— Let us suppose that we have a house 

supplied withahot water apparatus,and that we procurean 

iron tank 6 or 8 inches deep, the broader the better, air 

tight, excepting in two places for the insertion of pipes (as 
in the accompanying figure), and a place for supplying 

water, keep- 
it full 

minus l or 
2 inches. A 

is the tank, 
B the cold 

airpipeopen- 
ing outside 7 

M^ 

Societies. 
ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY. 

Tur First EXHIBITION FOR THE SEASON was held on 
Wednesday last, in their Gardens, Inner Circle, Re- 
gent’s-park, The weather was very unpropitious, heavy 
showers continuing to fall at intervals during the whole 
day. The exhibition itself, although much inferior to 
that at Chiswick, contained a large number of well grown 
plants. It was inspected by H.R.H. Prince Albert at 
an early hour, and after the gates were opened at 2 

o'clock the weather did not deter above a thousand visi- 

tors from entering the gardens. As a large amount of 
the plants shown was, however, present at Chiswick, we 
shall not re.deseribe them, but will confine our remarks 
to what was not produced on that occasion, commencing 
with collections of 30 Srove and GREENHOUSE PLANTS. 
Here the exhibitors were Messrs. Fraser, of Lea-bridge- 
road, and Mr. Barnes, gr. to G. W. Norman, Esq., of 
Bromley. The Gold Medal, as first prize, was awarded 
to the Messrs. Frasers’ group. The plants in this fine 
collection were, however, fully described at p. 321, 
with the exception of a well grown Bossizea disticha 
plumosa, producing multitudes of dull yellow and 
brown flowers; a ‘very fine’ Gardenia radicans, 
covering the pot with healthy foliage, and ornamented 
with upwards of 50 of its sweet-smelling blossoms, to- 
gether with Azalea indica ledifolia, 6 feet in height and 
4 feet in diameter, and a Chorozema spectabile in good 
condition —Mr. Barnes ibuted an lingly 
healthy Gompholobium tenellum, hardly advanced 
enough in bloom, a good Oncidium luridum guttatum, 
Dillwynia splendens, with; bright orange and red blos- 
soms, a good Boronia serrulata, and Rondeletia spe- 

ciosa, hardly sufficiently advanced in bloom, measuring 
2} feet in height and nearly as much in diameter. In 
the same group were also Cyrtoceras reflexum, a plant 
nearly related to Hoya, and a large Ixora grandiflora. 

Collections of 20 SrovE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS 
were numerous. Mr. Hunt again produced a fine group 
and another from Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, & Co., con- 
tained the comparatively new Epacris miniata, producing 
rosy pink tubes, passing into white at the ends, Azalea 
leucomegiste, 4 ft. in height, and as much in diameter, 
a good Ixora coccinea, Erica intermedia, 4 feet in height 
and nearly as much in diameter; Cattleya Forbesii, 
with 11 flowering spikes ; and a large Gompholobium 
barbigerum, covered with large yellow flowers. In the 
same group was also a lovely Azalea variegata, 2} feet 
in height and 2 feet in diameter, quite a mass of bloom ; 
the handsome stove climber Dipladenia crassinoda, 
with two fully expanded rosy pink flowers, measuring 
2 inches across ; alovely Eview Westphalingia, 2 feet in 
height and about 2j in diameter, literally a mass ‘of 
bloom; a pyramidal Eriostemon buxifolium, 4 feet in 
height; the charming Saccolabium guttatum, and a 
rather thin plant of Acrophyllum venosum. Asso- 
ciated with these were Epacris grandiflora, Cattleya 
Mossice, having two spikes; a small Gompholobium 
Tend i, Erica Sprengelii, and an immense Erica 

ventricosa incarnata, 5 feet across and 4 feet in height. 
—Mr. Catleugh, of Chelsea, sent Sollya heterophylla, 
trained in the form of a regular pyramid, nearly 
7 feet in height, a neat Pimelea spectabilis, together 
with Epiphyllum Jenkinsoni, good plants of Aphelexis 
spectabilis, Hardenbergia monophylla, and Cytisus ca- 
nariensis.—Mr. Pamplin, of Walthamstow, sent a group, 
the chief features of which were a large white Azalea 
in full bloom, and a large and good Cytisus racemosus. 
—In a group from Mr. Pawley, of Bromley, we re- 
marked a large Burchellia capensis, two plants of Tro- 
peeolum grandiflorum, Coleonema pulchrum, 6 feet in 
height ; and a good Pimelea spectabilis, 2} feet in height, 
and nearly as much in diameter.—Of Coutecrions oF 10 
Pants, a considerable number were produced. The 
group from Mr. Green, gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., 
was the best. It contained Pimelea Hendersoni, 2 feet 

in width and 18 inches in height ; Aphelexis humilis, 

2} feet in height and 3 feet in diameter, literally a mass 

of bloom, ‘the branches depending over the pot; Bo- 
ronia serrulata, in robust health ; a neat little Gom- 

pholobium splendens, and a large Ixora coccinea.— 

The next group in point of merit was from Mr. Ayres, 
gr. to J. Cook, Esq., of Blackheath ; in it we remarked 
Leschenaultia formosa, 23 ft. in diameter, and 18 ins. in 
height ; Polygala oppositifolia, 23 ft. in height, and 3 ft. 

in diameter, quite a mass of blossom ; Aphelexis splen- 
dens, very fine ; and A. spectabilis grandiflora, the best 
of the genus, together with a charming Azalea lateritia, 
and an di healthy Crowea saligna.—Mr. May, 

an iron grating ; D is the pipe for conducting the warmed 

and moistened air into the house, there to be distributed 

by a perforated zine pipe running the whole length of 

the house, and kept as low down as possible, provided 

that we keep it above the level of the mouth of the pipe 

C outside. Now, besides supplying plenty of fresh air, 

would it not render available a very considerable 

amount of heat which is continually wasted ? and goes 

for nothing but for keeping up a choking heat in the 

shed, sometimes warmer, indeed, than in the hothouse 

itself. I hope that this, or some other more efficacious 

plan, will be adopted, and I think then we will have 

taken a step in the right direction. — W. Martin, [This 

proposition deserves attention ; although the introduc- 

tion of air at the back wall, without providing a counter 
current, is objectionable, It is a good hint.] 

gr. to E. Goodheart, Esq., of Bromley, sent Hovea 

Celsi, a rather bare plant, but finely in bloom; a well- 

flowered Azalea lateritia, trained to a face; a large Erica 
hybrida in $ne bloom ; Aphelexis purpurea grandiflora, 
Oncidium altissimum, and Polygala acuminata.—An- 
other collection came from Mr. Kyle, gr. to R..Barclay, 

Esq., Leyton. It contained a small Clerodendron 
splendens, with two trusses of red blossoms ; a neat'bush 
of Pimelea linifolia ; Stephanotis floribunda, well grown, 
but scarce of bloom ; Tropzolum tricolorum, trained 
over a balloon-shaped trellis, and a good Podolobium 
trilobatum.—Other groups were from Mr. Slowe, gr. 
to W. R. Baker, Esq.; Mr. Taylor, gr. to J. Costar, 

Esq. ; and Mr. Cockburn, gr. to the Earl of Mansfield, 
Kenwood. In thefirst weremarkeda pyramidal Mahernia 
incisa, nearly 5ft. high; a large Kennedya longiracemosa 
rained over a wire trellis, quite a mass of lilac flowers. 
and a large Epacris grandiflora. In the second were 
some good plants, especially a very fine Leschenaultia 
formosa ; a good plant of Achimenes longiflora ; an 

Acacia cordifolia, and Boronia serrulata. Mr. Cock- 
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burn sent, among other things, the white flowered 

variety of Swainsonia galegifolia ; a splendid Tropseolum 

tricolorum ; a good Stephanotis floribunda, but insuf- 
ficiently in bloom, and a large Indigofera australis. 

There were several collections of 6 STOVE AND GREEN- 

House Prants. Mr. Kaye, gr. to B. D. Colvine, 

., of Norwood, ibuted Epiphyll Jenki i, 

hardly enough advanced in bloom ; a small Erica Mac- 

nabiana ; a large Pimelea decussata 5 a well-managed 

Selago Gillii, and Azalea variegata, in fine condition. 

Mr. Clark, gardener to W. Block, Esq., Muswell Hill, 

sent a small bushy plant of Ixora crocata, with up- 

wards of 30 heads of bloom ; and from Mr. Chalmers, 

r. to A. Janson, Esq. Walthamstow, were Pime- 

lea linifolia, 3 feet in height and as much in diameter, 

a mass of bloom; a large Epacris grandiflora, and a 

good Polygala oppositifolia. Finally, Mr. Malyon, gr. 

to T. Brand Esq., Blackheath, sent Erica quadri- 
flora, with every little branchlet producing a cluster of 

4 round delicate pink flowers, together with good plants 

of Vinea rosea alba and Epacris grandiflora. 
The display of Oncmrps was below the average. For 15 

plants, the gold medal;was awarded to Messrs. Rollisson, 
of Tooting. In this group we noticed a serambling plant 
of Aerides crispum ; two species of Epidendrum; the 

curious rather than beautiful green-flowered Myanthus 
cernuus; three species of Maxillaria ; the handsome 
Dendrobium ehrysanthum; two Brassias, Coelogyne un- 

dulata and testacea, and the beautiful Phaius bicolor, 
together with the red-flowered Broughtonia sanguinea; 
Cirrhzea fuscolutea, with two pendent racemes of green 

flowers, more curious than ‘beautiful; the Mexican 
Trichopilia tortilis; Calanthe veratrifolia, and some 

others. Another group of 15 plants came from Mr. 
Plant, gr. to J. H. Schroder, Esq., of Stratford. It 
contained, among others, the well-known Brassia 
maculata, the rare and delicate  white-flowered 
Phaleenopsis amabilis; and a good Myanthus cernuus. 
For collections of 12 species Mr. Green obtained the 
first prize ; and the next group in point of merit came 
from Mr. Hunt. The latter contained a fine plant of 
the Indian Phaius Walliehii. Mr. Rae, gr. to J. 
Blandy, Esq., Reading, sent a good group, for which no 
reward appeared to have been assigned ; among other 
things it comprised a small plant of the very handsome 
Dendrobium Devonianum; a good Cattleya Skinneri, 
with six spikes of purple blossoms ; the best variety of 
Oncidium ampliatum ; and Vanda Roxburghi, with 
pale brown-veined petals and violet lip. Mr. Don, gr. 
to F. G. Cox, Esq., of Stockwell, sent among others a 
fine plant of Brassia Lanceana, with dense drooping 
racemes of buff blossoms, of no great beauty ; Stan- 
hopea eburnea; Cyrtochilum maculatum ; and Mr. 
Gibson's variety of Cymbidium lancifolium.—Of Single 
Speeimens, Mr. Vernon, gr. to Earl Cornwallis, sent 
Cattleya Mossiee ; and as a new plant, Mr. Wood, of 
Longleat, produced a Cyrtochilum. 

Collections of Care Hearns were numerous ; but 
among them there was nothing very striking or nove 
—Mr. Barnes obtained the first prize for 15 plants ; Mr. 
Hunt was second, and another group equal in point of 
merit was produced by Mr. W. P. Ayres. In a group 
from Mr. May, was a pretty plant of fastigiata lutescens. 
—In collections of 12, the first prize was awarded to 
Messrs. Fairbairn, who produced, among others, 
jasminoides, a fine i alba, an leefl 
having numerous heads of flowers, the violet tinge of 
whose refiexed petals contrast well with the red waxy 
looking tubes. The next group was contributed by 
Messrs. Fraser. It contained a lovely propendens 
ventricosa breviflora, clad to the pot with foliage and 
flowers, and a pretty daphnoides.—Messrs. Rollisson 
sent denticulata moschata loaded with small white and 
yellow flowers.—Mr. Pamplin, a fine spuria, a mass of 
blossoms, and Mr. Dawson, of Brixton-hill, hybrida 
and Linnzeoides in the most robust health_—Mr. Pawley 
also sent, among others, a good sulphurea, and a large 
hybrida, Several groups of 6 plants were produced ; 
but among them we did not observe anything remarkable. 
Of SxEpLiNGs, Messrs. Henderson sent vestita eximia, 
with dense rosy pink heads of bloom ; and Mr. Pamp- 
lin, a variety, with white flowers, something in the way 
of perspicua. 

The Roses in pots, though limited as to quantity, 
formed by no means the least attractive feature of the 
Show, the foliage being clean and healthy, and many 
of the plants producing from 8 to 12 full-blown Roses. 
In the Nurseryman’s Class, the best collection was 
from Messrs. Lane and Son, Great Berkhampstead. 
Tn it we remarked, in addition to the sorts given 
in our last report, Miellez, Barbot, Psyche, Reine 
Victoria, Proserpine, Anteros, and Princesse de 
Lambaile. — A second group from Messrs. Paul 
and Sons, of Cheshunt, contained Armosa, Paul 
Joseph, General Allard, and Persian Yellow.—Mr. 
Dobson, foreman to Mr. E. Beck, of Isleworth, sent 
Prudence, Reeser, Comte d'Eu, and Le Grenadier ; 
and Mr. Francis, of Hertford, Triumphans, Marjolin, 
Eugene Beauharnais, and Lady Fordwich. Mr. Slowe, 
gr. to W. R. Baker, Esq., sent a collection, in capital 
condition, containing Celestial multiflora, with nine 
blooms ; Archduke Charles, with eight blooms; Alcine, 
with nine fully expanded blooms ; and a fine Cramoisie 
superieure. Other groups came from Mr. Kaye, of Nor- 
wood ; and Mr. Don, of Stockwell. 

Of AZALEAS, we remarked in Messrs. Frazer's group 
a beautiful small Gledstanesii, with flowers prettily 

in the group by Mr. Allnutt, of Clapham, phoonicea, 
large plants of indica alba, and variegata, the latter 

hardly sufficiently advanced in bloom, Another group 

from Mr. Green, contained nothing different from what 
was formerly shown; and the same may be said of a 

collection of tall Cacti, from the same exhibitor. 

Cut bunches of Seedling Azaleas were shown by Mr. 

Waterer, of Bagshot ; and two Seedling Rhododendrons, 

from the same place, named delicatum and erectum, 

were produced by Mr. Standish. 
Of Stvete Specimens of fine cultivation: Mr. Clark 

sent a splendid Pimelea decussata, quite a mass of 

bloom, Mr. Barnes, a beautiful Aphelexis humilis, 

about 2 feet in diameter, and 2} in height. Messrs. 

Lucombe, Pince, and Co., a pyramidal Eriostemon bux- 

ifolium, about 7 feet in height ; and a tolerably good 

Acrophyllum venosum. Messrs. Henderson, of Pine- 

apple-place, produced Hydrangea japonica, in fine 

condition ; as was also their Armeria cephalotes ; 

and another Hydrangea japonica, with pink and 

white flowers, was shown by Mr. Joynes, of Totte- 

ridge. From Mr. Kaye, of Norwood, were four admir- 

ably grown plants of different species of Achimenes, 
Mr. Pamplin sent a capital Epacris grandiflora; and the 

beautiful Thunbergia chrysops was shown, in fine con- 

dition, by Mr. Gaines, of Battersea. Mr. W. P. Ayres 

produced a small plant of the best variety of Aphelexis 

spectabilis, and a capital Erica ventricosa coccinea 

minor came from the nursery of Messrs. Fairbairn, of 
Clapham. 

Of novelty there was little. Mr. Barnes sent Choro- 

zema ericoides, and Gompholobium Hugelii ; the latter 
was also produced by Messrs. Lucombe and Pince, who 
likewise sent another species in the way of G. polymor- 

phum; and a rutaceous plant named Erythrochiton 

braziliensis, with large white flowers half enveloped in a 
sheathing buff-coloured calyx. From Messrs. Rollisson’s 
were Theophrasta Jussizei, a well known plant; Mr. Hench- 

man, a small Kennedya ; and Lyperia pinnatifida and 
Franeiscea acuminata, both well known plants, were 
shown by Mr. Dods, Sir. G. Warrender's gardener. 

Of plants remarkable for the beauty of their foliage, 

Mr. Robertson, gr. to Mrs. Lawrence, sent Pavetta 

Borboniea, a noble’ looking plant with prettily mottled 

leaves, having large red midribs ; Messrs. Lucombe 

and Pince the curious little Cephalotus follicularis, and 

the singular Nepenthes-like Sarracenia Drummondi, 

and Sisyrinchium cyaneum and Libertia azurea were 

exhibited by Messrs. Henderson, of Pine-apple-pl 

—Mr. Wood, of Norwood, also sent a collection of 
variegated plants, among which we remarked Rubus 

saxatilis, Hedera Helix, Viburnum Tinus, Castanea 
vesca, Euonymus japonicus, Syringa vulgaris, a varie- 
gated Strawberry, and several interesting little Alpines. 

Among other objects of an interesting but not showy 
kind may be tioned several collecti of British 

plants, especially from the Chelsea Botanie Garden and 
Kew, and collections of British Ferns were shown by 
Mr. Smith, gr. to J. Anderson, Esq., of Regent's Park, 
by Mr. Taylor, gr. to J. Costar, Esq., and by Mr. 
Fletcher, gr. to J. F. Young, Esq., of Kennington. 

The Petarconrums formed an, attractive portion of 
the exhibition. For 12 new and distinct varieties grown 
in 8in. pots, the Ist prize was awarded to Mr. Cock, 
who exhibited Erectum, Cora, Mare Antony, Rosy 

Circle, Milo, Emma, Sir R. Peel, Mustee, Sultana, 
Hector, Shield of Achilles, and Rosetta. — M: 
Staines received the second prize for Erectum, Nestor, 
Staines’s Adonis, Rosalie, Sunbeam, Duke of Wel- 

lington, Sir R. Peel, Duke of Cornwall, Ackbar, Sylph, 
Aurora,and Marchioness of Lothian.—In the same class, 
for Nurserymen, the 1st prize was awarded to Mr. Dob- 
son, foreman to Mr. Beck, who showed the following : 
Bellona, Isabella, Aurora, Desdemona, Rosy Circle, 
Zenobia, Hindoo, Arabella, Hebe’s Lip, Resplendent, 
Mustee, and Favourite.—Mr. Catleugh received the 
second prize for Free Briton, Rosetta, Milo, Duchess 
of Sutherland, Orion, Grand Monarch, Hebe, Mary, 
Magog, Madeline, Luna, Symmetry.—Third prize, Mr. 
Gaines, for Nosegay, Augusta, Cotherstone, Gaines’s 
Prinee Albert, Lady Prudhoe, Don Juan, Excelsa, 
Alba superb, Cossack, Pilot, and Imperialis.—Fourth 
rize, Mr. Smith, of Battersea, for Hebe, Vanguard, 

Sylph, Madeline, Duke of Cornwall, Lady Sale, 
Fair Maid of Devon, Queen of Beauties, Cleo- 
patra, Coronation, Leona, and Queen of Fairies. — 
For 12 distinct varieties grown in 11-inch pots, the 
only exhibitor in the Amateurs’ Class was Mr. Parker, 
gr. to J. Oughton, Esq., who exhibited the following 
finely-grown specimens: Superba, Comte de Paris, 
Unit, Duke of Cornwall, Erectum, Queen of Beauties, 
Caroline, Madeline, Hebe, Nymph, Priory Queen, and 
Gipsey. In the same class, for Nurserymen, 
Gaines had no opponent; Lady Isabelle Douglas, 
Nymph, Rising Sun, Una, Erectum, Victory, Matilda, 
Lady Sale, Vanguard, Coronation; Albina, and Sylph.— 
For collections of 8 distinct varieties, in 8-inch pots, by 
private growers not competing in the other classes, the 
first prize was taken by Mr. Coysh, gr. to R. Hudson, 
Esq., for Hebe, Erectum, Unit, Madeline, Alice Gray, 
Comte de Paris, Evening Star, and Lady Sale.—A third 
prize was given to Mr. Miller, gr. to R. Moseley, Esq., 
Susanna, Marchioness of Lothian, Duke of Cornwall, 
Cleopatra, Enchantress, Mulberry, Duchess of Suther- 
land, and Erectum.—For Calceolarias in 6 distinct 
varieties grown in 11-inch pots, Mr. Garrod, gr. to 
R. B. Forman, received the first prize for Surprise, 
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marked with pink; and fulgens, a very bright red 
variety. Among Mr. Barnes's plants, lateritia, Her- 
bertiana, variegata, and macrantha purpurea; and 

Standishii, Sir R. Sale, Fruticosa elegans, Lady of the 
Lake, and Prince of Wales.—A second prize was 
awarded to Mr. Wren, gr. to B. Neville, Esq., for An- 

dromache, Anne, William Paine, Standishii, Sir R. Sale» 
and Artilleryman ; and a third prize was given to Mr. 
Lewis, gr. to — Hard, Esq., for Magnet, Artilleryman, 
Defiance, Target, Lady Constable, and Corymbiflora.— 
It will be seen that the first prize was withheld in the 
Amateurs’ Class. Mr. Gaines was the only exhibitor 
as a nurseryman ; his plants were well grown, and 
finely bloomed. 'Gaines's Ada, Madeline, Duchess of 
Beaufort, Prince Alfred, Alpha, and Enchantress.— For 
Cinerarias, in collections of 4 distinct varieties, the 

1st prize, a Silver Medal, was awarded to Mr. Kaye, gr. 
to B. D. Colvin, Esq.; and the Bronze Medal to Mr. 
Gaines for a similar collection, Of Fuchsias, Mr. 
Kendall sent Queen Victoria, Erecta elegans, Cas- 
sandra, Sappho, Lady Sale, and Miss Prettyman. Mr. 

Robinson, Goldfinch, Hope, Vesta, Magnet, Unique, 

and Iveryana; and Mr. Gaines, Favourite, Clara, 

Princess; Mary, Duchess of Sutherland, Unique, 

and Queen of Bourbons. — Several stands of 

Pansies were exhibited in fine condition.—Mr. Turner, 

of Chalvey, obtained the first prize for Diamond, 

Azurea grandiflora, Jehu, Hamlet, Hero of Bucks, 

Regulator, Tom Pinch, Juno, Mary Jane, Arethuse, 

Exquisite, Dido, Purple Perfection, Perseus, Star, 

Isabella, Titus, Victory, Nymph, Uterpe, Optimus, 

Daughter of St. Mark, Duke of York, King’s Seed- 

ling, and Pizarro. The second prize was awarded to 

Mr. Bragg, and the third to Mr, Thomson, of Iver. 
—Among seedling Pelargoni of 1845, speci of 

which were exhibited, prizes were awarded to Mr. 

Beck, for Hebe’s Lip, Competitor, and Patrician, and 

to Mr. Hoyle for Mount Etna. These specimens we 

have recently noticed ; there were many seedlings of 

the present season, but there did not appear to be 

any of great merit. The following were selected 

by the judges, as worthy another trial. Queen of Tyre, 

Flora’s Flag, and Lord Stanley, from Mr. Hoyle ; Vul- 

gais, Mr. Miller; and Compactum, from Mr. Beck. 

The Seedling Calceolarias were very ; those 

exhibited by Mr. Kinghorn were very fine, novel, and 

distinct in marking, and fine specimens of form. Em- 

peror Oscar and Masterpiece, from Mr. Kinghorn, re- 

ceived prizes; these specimens are of a rich bright 

brown, with minute spots of the yellow ground, visible 

upon the surface; and from Mr. Gaines were selected 

Auro-maculata, Lord Hardinge, and Lady Smith, three 

flowers of great merit. A Seedling Fuchsia from 

Messrs. Lueombe and Pince, named Corallina, to which 

a third Silver Medal was awarded, is a very large and 

highly coloured variety, tube and sepals of a bright 

rosy scarlet, with a deep purple corolla; the colours 

are very brilliant, the sepals are rather long, but. the 
flower contrasted with the foliage is very brilliant. 

Lord Hill, a large and stout specimen, from Mr. Gaines; 

and Delicata, from Messrs. Fairbairn, were selected by 

the judges for reward. A Pansy, from Mr. Thomp- 

son, of Iver, named Satirist, received a Certificate ; 

this flower is well shaped, flat, and of good substance, 

and quite novel in colour : the shield or ground colour, 

which is generally white or yellow, is of a warm brown, 

and the eye, top petals and broad margin round the 

lower ones, are of a deeper bronzy brown. A Seedling 

Azalea, from Mr. Pawley, named Gledstanesii formosa; 

received the Bronze Medal; it is a very pretty flower, 

white slightly striped with rose. 
‘LIPS were exhibited by Mr. Wilson, of Ashwell 

Thorpe, Norfolk, to whom the second Silver Medal was 

awarded, and by Mr. Norman, of Woolwich, who re- 

ceived the third Silver Medal.—From Mr. Smith, of 

Hornsey, there was a neat tray of Verbenas, containing, 

some of his new varieties—Mr. Smith, of Dalston, ex- 

hibited (not for competition) several of his Fuchsias, 

among which Queen Victoria, Eximia, and Beauty of 

Dalston appeared the most conspicuous. — We also 

noticed from Mr. Gaines, a pretty little fancy Pelar- 

gonium named Anais, bright and lively in appearance, 

and marked on the top and bottom petals with bright 

rose. From the same source a fine specimen of à 

Caleeolaria (Marquis of Bute). 

ROYAL SOUTH LONDON FLORICULTURAL 
SOCIE 

May 21.— This, the second show for the season, was: 

held in the Surrey Zoological Gardens. A large num- | 

ber of well-grown plants was brought together, and 
ma; idered am e 

As most of the 

least 23 feet in length, quite straight and well E 
That portion of the Exhibition more immediately $^ 
provinee of the Florist was well supplied, and 
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of Clapham, for 8 varieties of finely grown plants in 

great perfection ; they were Duke of Cornwall, Hebe, 

Alice Grey, Comte de Paris, Madeline, 1 

aloes. Suckers andileaves, slightly dried. Sandy loam 
and calcareous rubbish. 

& Pack ; I M a 

Lothian, Erectum, and Unit ; second, Small Silver Medal 
to Mr. Foster, of Paddington ; and a first prize, the Large 
Silver Victoria Medal, was awarded to Mr. Parker, gr. 
to J. Houghton, Esq., for Comte de Paris, Caroline, 
Priory Queen, Coronation, Mabel, Superbe, Duke of 
Cornwall, and Master Humphrey. For Class 2, the 
first prize, the Gold Adelaide, was voted to Mr. Gaines, 

for fine specimen plants of Pride of Surrey, Albina, Lady 
J. Douglas, Nymph, Lady Sale, Rising Sun, Una, Erec- 
tum, Matilda, Sylph, Excelsa, Pilot, and Ackbar; second 
prize, Large Silver Victoria, to Messrs. C. and B. 
Smith, Pimlico. 

In the Amateur's Class for TuriPs, the Ist prize, 
the Large Silver Linnean, was awarded to Mr. Hunt, of 
Wycombe, for Fabius, Triomphe Royale, Bijou des Ama- 

teurs, Holmes’ King, Catalani, Ulysses, Aglaia, Violet 
Blandeau, Astrea, Polyphemus, Princess Charlotte’s 
Cenotaph, and Vestris. 2d prize, the Large Silver 
Adelaide Medal was given to the Hon. and Rev. R 

ilson, Ashwelthorpe, Norfolk, whose stand contained 

Coriolanus, Aglaia, Reine de Siam, Optimus, Holmes’ 
ing, Surpasse Salvator Rosa, Manteau Dueal, Cerise 

Belleforme, Junius Brutus, Charlotte, and Triomphe de 
Lisle. 3d, Small-Silver Victoria, Mr. Reeves, for Sur- 
pass Polyphemus, Prima Donna, Franklin’s Invincible, 
Triomphe Royal, Optimus, Franciscus primus, Rubens, 
laudiana, Polyphemus, San Joe, Aleon, and Lord 
yron. 4th, the Small Silver Linnean, to Mr. Edwards, 

of Holloway ; and Stands from Mr. Venables, of Ken- 
nington, Mr. Dottson, and Mr. Hunt. In the Nur- 
Serymen’s Class, the Ist prize, the Large Silver Lin- 
Nean was voted to Mr. Bushell, for Aglaia, Reine de 
Sheba, Claudiana, Lord Hawke, Polyphemus, Triomphe 
de Lisle, Platoff, Optimus, Triomphe Royal, Rubens, 
Junius Brutus, and Vandyke. 2d, Small Silver Vie- 
toria, to Mr. Norman, of Woolwich, for Royal Albert, 
Matilda Mason, Lord Blomfield, Maria, Rubens, Char- 
bonnier Noir, Prince of Wales, Optimus, Claudiana, 
Polyphemus, Triomphe Royal, Roi de Siam. 3d, Small 
Linnean, to Mr. Batten ; collections were also contri- 
buted by Mr. Bushell, S. Sanders, Esq., Mr. Chapman, 
and the Hon. and Rev. R. Wilson. 

In the Amateurs’ Class for Pansies, 24 blooms, the 
first prize, Small Silver Victoria, was awarded to Mr. 
Hunt, of Wycombe, for Victory, Curion, Grotius, Eclipse, 
Exquisite, Tom Pinch, Hunt’s Wellington, Buxton’s 
Ne Plus Ultra, Hamlet, Hooper’s Wellington, Purity, 
Pizarro, Mary Jane, Duke of York, Hero of Bucks, 
Hannibal, Montem, Mulberry Superb, Isabella, Dido, 
Ploughboy, and Goliah ; 2d, Small Silver Linnean, to 

2E 

` Mr. Hall, of Enfield ; 3d, Small Silver Adelaide, to Mr. 
Edwards, of Holloway ; 4th, Small Silver ditto, to Mr. 

Hale, of Hillingdon. Stands were also contributed by 
essrs, Over, Brown, Wren, and Battie.—In the Nur- 

Serymen’s Class the Ist prize was awarded to Mr. 
urner, of Chalvey, for King’s Seedling, Dido, Optimus, 

Prior, Juno, Euterpe, Novelty, Star, Duke of Welling- 

on, Advancer, Regulator, Isabella, Duke of Beaufort, 
Subelegans, Azurea, Duke of York, Ne Plus Ultra, 

Seedling Exquisite, Hero of Bucks, Mary Jane, Perseus, 

Eliza, Hunt’s Wellington, Diamond, Daughter of St. 
ark, Delight, President, Eclipse, Jehu, Arethusa, 

Hannibal, Yellow Defiance, Pitho, Tom Pinch, Imogene, 

Companion, Victory, Hamlet, Negro, Mary Anne, Seed- 
ling, Prince Royal, Caractacus, Pizarro, Titus, Curion, 
and Pelops; 2d, to Mr. Thompson, of Iver. Stands 
also came from Messrs. Cutler, Henbrey, and Agate. 

For Srrprines, a Certificate was awarded to Mr. 
Searnell, for a seedling Tulip, a flower having a well- 
formed cup, pure white ground, with deep feather, and 
beam of a cherry-rose. Pelargoniums : 1st class Cer- 
tifieate to Mr. Miller, for Mount Etna, and Vulgais, 
& ansies : Certificate to Mr. Thompson, of Iver, for a 
ne seedling named Duchess of Rutland, and Satirist ; 

and the same to Mr. Hall, for a seedling named Rainbow. 

4 Dictionary of Modern Gardening. By Geo. W. 
ohnson, Esq. 12mo. Baldwin. 

gib name of Dietionary has always been received 
Avourably by gardeners ever since Philip Miller ap- 
pu it to one of the best books that has been written, 
he form of such a work renders it so convenient for 

Teference, and it is so especially suited to persons who 
ire not received a high education, or been specially 
rained in the knowledge of Horticulture, that it will 
inue be acceptable to the mass of readers, But in 

ese days of shilling volumes, a great practical difficulty 
eee the compilation of such a work on account of 

e extent of the subject. In Miller's time, when gar- 
pene) was in its youth, a heavy folio was not too large 
to contain his ^ wi ible then must 
it be to compress into a duodecimo the endless details 
of modern horticulture. 

_ Nevertheless, Mr. Johnson has made the attempt ; 
his work consists of 700 pages and upwards, and it Sod. 
tins, perhaps, 3500 subjects, as near as we can calcu- 
te. Such being the case, the reader will not expect 
Much discussion, or extensive details; nor does it ap- 
Pear to have been the author’s purpose to give them. 
thy the contrary, a large number of the articles are like 

following :— 
Ozothamnus.—Three species. Greenhouse ever- 

ae shrubs, probably hardy. Young cuttings, Loam 
eat, 

« $ ‘5 

Pachydendron.—Seven species. Greenhouse tree 

Ui —Two species. Greenhouse decidu- 
ous succulents. Cuttings slightly dried. Sandy turfy 
loam and peat. 

hyrh latus.— * Pachyrhisu tove g twiner. 
Tubers, seed, and cuttings. Rich light loam.” 

Others are longer, as 
“ Gentianell& (Gentiana acaulis) is a hardy and 

herbaceous creeper. Sow the seeds of this as soon as 
they are ripe (otherwise they soon lose the power of 
vegetation), in pans filled with rather heavy peat. Sow 
on the surface, without any covering except a slight 
sprinkling of silver sand ; then place the pans either 
in a cold frame facing the north, and kept close, or on 
the north side of a wall, where they are completely 
screened from the sun, and cover them with a hand- 
glass. Soil.—A light loam suits it best; manured 
annually with leaf mould. If the subsoil is dry, the 
soil may be advantageously more clayey.” 

The plan of the author is to give space to matter 
according to its assumed importance. But where the 
ibjeet requires it, this brief style is cast off, and good 
i t 

g 
‘tations are introduced, as those under the heads 

of Hedge, Greenhouse Plants, Pelargonium, Cueumber, 
Monthly Calendars, Bombyx, &e. As an example of 
the latter, we take a part of the article on the Law re- 
lating to Gardens. 

* Landlord and Tenant.—Lord Kenyon was of 
opinion that market gardeners and nurserymen may 
remove the greenhouses and hothouses which they have 

erected on the land of which they are tenants, even 
without an agreement ; but this is doubtful; they 
may, however, remove [trees, or such as are likely to 
become so, in the necessary course of their trade. If 
it were otherwise, the very object of their holding 
would be defeated (Penton v. Robart, 2 East, 90). But 
the out-going tenant of a garden must not at the end of 
his term plough up Strawberry-beds in full bearing, 
whieh when he entered he bought of a former tenant ; 
although it is the general praetice to appraise and pay 
for these plants as between outgoing and incoming 
tenants. For such conduct is malicious and not in the 
due course of business. (Wetherell v. Howell, 1 Camp- 
bell, 227.) So a tenant (not a gardener by trade) must 
not remove a Box edging planted on ground rented by 
him of another. Neither is he entitled, says Mr. Justice 
Littledale (unless by special agreement), to remove 

flowers which he had planted. (Empsom v. Soden, 4 

Barn. and Adolph. 655.) And a similar decision has 
determined that a farmer who raises young fruit trees 
on the land he hires, for filling up an orchard upon the 

premises, is not entitled to sell those young trees ; but 
it is otherwise of a nurseryman by trade. (Wyndham 

v. Way, 4 Taunton, 346.) 
* Even if nurserymen are entitled, without a special 

agreement, to remove the hothouses they have erected 
upon their landlord's land, which is very doubtful, that 
right does not extend in every instance to other tenants. 
Thus, a tenant was adjudged not entitled to remove a 
conservatory erected by himself on a brick founda- 
tion, attached to a dwelling-h , and icati 
with it by windows and a door, and by a flue passing 
into the parlour chimney, (Buckland y. Butterfield, 
2 Brod. and Bing., 54.) A tenant is liable to pay for 
the waste if he cuts down any fruit-trees in the garden 
or orchard he holds, but not if they are not growing 
within the garden or orchard, (Coke’s Litt. 53 a.) But 
he may take away a wooden shed which he had built 
on brickwork, and posts and rails he had put up. 
(Fitzherbert v. Shaw, 1 H. Blackstone, 259.) 

* Law Protecting Gardens.—Gardens were not suf- 
ficiently protected by law until the year 1828, when the 
statute 7 & 8 Geo. IV., c. 29 was passed. 

* Section 38 of this statute enacts that to steal, eut, 
break, root up, or otherwise destroy or damage with 
intent to steal, the whole or any part of any tree, sap- 
ling, or shrub, or any underwood, above the value of 1l. 

respectively growing in any park, pleasure-ground, 
orchard or ayenue, or in any ground adjoining or be- 
longing to any dwelling-house, or above the value of 5/. 
in any other situation, is felony, and punishable as sim- 
ple larceny. 

* By section 39, if the ‘injury to the trees, shrubs, 
&e., amounts to less than 14, but to ls. at the least, 
then summary punishment may be inflicted by a justice 
of the peace. A fine may be imposed not exceeding 5/. 
above the injury done, upon the first conviction ; by 
imprisonment, with hard labour, not exceeding twelve 
months, upon a second conviction, and if the conviction 
take place before two justices of the peace, by public 
or private whipping ; and the third offence, after two 
previous convictions, is felony, punishable as simple 
arceny. 

“ By sections 40, 41, and 43, to steal, or to cut, break, 
or throw down, with intent to steal, any part of any 

live or dead fence, or any wooden post, pale, or rail, 

set up or used as a fence, or any stile or gate, or any 

part thereof ; or to have possession of the whole or any 

part of any sapling or shrub, or any underwood, or any 

part of any live or dead fence, or any post, pale, rail, 
stile or gate, or any part thereof respectively, of the 

value of 2s., without satisfactorily accounting for that 

possession; and to steal, or destroy, or damage with 

intent to steal, any cultivated root or plant used for the 

‘ood of man or beast, or for medicine, or distilling or 

dyeing, or for or in the course of manufacture, growing 

in any land, open or inclosed, not being a garden, 

orchard, or nursery-ground, is punishable upon sum- 

mary iction, by fine, impri with or without 

hard labour, and by public or private whipping, ac- 

cording to the nature of the offence. 

* So, by section 42, to steal or destroy, or damage 
with intent to steal, any plant, root, fruit, or vegetable 

production, growing in any garden, orchard, nursery- 

ground, hothouse, or conservatory, is for the first 

offence, punishable, upon summary conviction, by im- 

prisonment, with or without hard labour, not exceeding 

six months, or by fine, not exceeding 207; but the 
second offence is felony, punishable as simple lareeny, 

“ Lastly, by section 44, to steal, or rip, cut, or break 

with intent to steal, any glass or woodwork belonging to 

any building whatsoever, or any lead, iron, copper, brass, 

or other metal, or any utensil or fixture, whether made o! 

metal or other material, respectively fixed to any 

building, or anything made of metal fixed in any land, 

being private property, or for a fence to any dwelling- 

house, garden, or area, or in any square, street, or 

other place dedicated to publie use or ornament, is 

felony, punishable as simple larceny.” 
These specimens serve to show the general nature 

of Mr. Johnson's book. Its utility is indisputable, 

especially to amateurs and young gardeners, to whom 

we recommend it. Its faults are those which are in- 
separable from its conciseness ; its merit is the skill 

with which the matter is condensed and selected. We 

should have been glad, however, to have seen fewer typo- 

graphical errors among the names of plants ; but they 

are blemishes rather than drawbacks from usefulness, 

and will hardly be r by the majority of the 

readers for whom the work is intended. 

timely application of this most imp element. For 

my own part, I like the morning as a general rule; 
more especially for such things as have been recently 

planted out, such as bedded plants in the flower-garden, 
and young vegetables transplanted from the seed-beds in 
the kitchen garden. To saturate the soil in such cases 
is, in my opinion, highly improper, as leading to a cone 
siderable waste of the accumulated ground heat, and 
also as tending to exclude the genial influence of the 

atmosphere. With regard to young stock of this kind, 

frequent sprinklings are all that is required ; in fact, a 
kind of eutting treatment, chiefly in order to prevent 

undue perspiration in the leaf. If this waste is pre- 

vented through the day by early morning watering, the 
plants may safely be left to the dews during the night. 
Fin ed pots should at all times be used, and light 
sprinklings repeated will prevent the soil from becoming 

puddled. 
CONSERVATORIES, STOVE, &c. 

Conservatory.—Towards the end of the month some of 
the hardier stock in this strueture, such, for instance, 

as the hybrid Rhododendrons, Camellias forming buds, 

and Orange-trees in tubs or pots, may be set out of 

doors. This will give liberty to such of the stock as 
must be suffered to remain, both on account of their 

tenderness and of the display they make. A sheltered 

spot should be selected, but by no means under the drip 
of trees. A tem y awning should be suspended 
over them for a week or two at first, but ofa very thin 
character. When they are reconciled to the ehange, 
such as the Oranges may be removed to other situa- 
tions in the openair. Stove and Orchids.—Such of the 
stove plants or those belonging to an intermediate house 
as have made a good and early growth, may now be re- 
moved to a cooler shade, which will arrest their rapid 
vegetation in some degree, causing robustness of habit, 
and in many a tendency to produce autumn and winter 
flowers.  Orchids.—Every attention should now be 

paid to keeping down vermin in the Orchidaceous- 

house; nothing short of extermination should ever 

satisfy the zealous eultivator. I find nothing better 

than fresh and sweet bran for snails and slugs. This 

may be placed about the pots either in oyster- 

shells or erocks in the afternoon, and should be 

examined by candle-light at eight or nine o'clock 3 

choosing such plants for baiting as possess tender buds 

and roots above the level of the soil. Mixed Green- 

house.—Heaths in full growth will, at this period, re- 

quire abundance of water, at least in bright weather, 

Many good specimens are lost through imperfect water- 

ing.. The Erythrina Christa-galli isa fine old plant; 

cuttings may be made of the young shoots of those 

which have been headed down. The old plants started 

on heat in January, and now exhausted with flowering, 

if removed to a cool and light greenhouse, and suffere 

to go to rest, will bloom well a second time in Septem- 

ber, by the excitement of heat and moisture, after rest- 
ing a few weeks. Pits or Frames.—After the stock for 
the flower-garden masses are removed hence, all the 
surplus Verbenas, Fuchsias, Geraniums, Calceolarias, 
Petunias, &e., remaining in store pots, should be potted 
off forthwith into 3-inch pots, and should receive every 
attention in the way of cultivation. As soon as they grow 
freely they should be stopped, and made to form bushy 
plants. These will be a reserve, to succeed plants in 
full bloom at this period, and also to fill up gaps as 
they occur in the beds or borders. 

KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING. 

Pines.—This is the period in which both rapid and 
substantial growth should take place in the young 
Pines. Having secured a powerful action of root, by 
the use of thorough drainage, mellow and wholesome 

soils, and a quiet but uniform bottom heat; the next 

points are, to feed (where watering is required) with 
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thoroughly el elear liquid. manure ; and to give abund- | 
ance of air, night and day. The night air of course 
must be regulated by the temperature of the structure ; 
70? must be secured. After this is effected, give air 
freely. Vineries.—As in last Calendar. The sorts setting 
in late houses, now in blossom, may be assisted by 
applying the pollen of the Hamburgh. Peach House. 
— Persist at all times in stopping gross shoots. Liquid 
manure should be applied with freedom to those trees 
carrying a full crop; in fact it will benefit all, unless 
excessively luxuriant, provided the stopping gross 
wood is constantly attended to. If the early forced 
trees have naked limbs, some of the earliest made wood 
may be taken from the trees, and buds inserted from it 
in the barren parts. Buds inserted now may “ push” 
in the course of July, and should he stopped when about 
six inches long, in order to get the wood well ripened. 
Meions.—If the spider or thrips become troublesome, 
sprinkle the frame or pit at 9 o’clock in the morning, 
and shut up a solar heat of 95° until 3 o'clock in the 
afternoon. ‘This done for two or three sunny days in 
succession will generally defy the ravages of those de- 
structive insects. The process, however, requires care; 
it must be well performed. 

KITCHEN GARDENING AND ORCHARD. 
Asparagus-beds in full cutting, that is to say, in their 

prime, may have every shoot cut away until the middle 
of June. Spruce, or very small Asparagus, may, how- 
ever, be permitted to grow. This will hardly prevent 
the development of the dormant buds. Tomatoes, if 
hardened, may now be planted out ; the blanks on the 
walls ave most eligible. Plant them on raised mounds, 
which wiil have the effect of reducing their- grossness. 
Capsieums may also be planted under the front of 

ineries, or other warm situations. Let Celery plants 
in all their s 
watering, st 

See to sow- 
ings of Cape or other autumn Broecolies. Orchardin, 
—In spite of the cold and wet summer of 1845, and a 
climate 539 N., my Peaches and Nectarines out of 
doors were never in such high perfection. They are 
absolutely unblemished in every respect, and carry 
heavy crops of fruit. I have mulled off immense quan- 
tities. My trees are on platforms of barely a foot in 
depth, all of sound adhesive loam. Let mulchings be 
applied SERE borders are shallow, or in amy degree 
exhausted 

OWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES. 

Newly planted shrubs will require thorough water- 
ings, in periods of drought, until the beginning of June. 
Masses of American shrubs, under or near large trees, 
should Buen a top-dressing of some kind to keep them 
cool,and for the exl i i 
the para of the trees. A coating of bog-earth sphag- 
num, halfrotten leaves, or old tan, will be perfectly 
aude Conservative walls, trellises, or ornamental 

s, should have close attention. at this period. 
Sis of the remarks as applied to Conservatory 
climbers are applicable here. Continue getting out 
masses of flowers as soon as they are hardened. If they 
flag, screen them with boughs of trees stuck amongst 
them. 

COTTAGERS’ GARDENS, 
Where the cottager keepsa cow, he will find ‘the August 

sown Spinach a very good spring feed: more especially 
if his cow has been fed on Mangold or Swedes, as part 
diet for months. The Spinach’ bed will be available 
for a little Celery, or may be planted with winter 
greens of any kind. Thorough cleaning should now be 
the order of the day, in small gardens as well as large. 
If wet weather prevail, hand weeding may be resorted 
to ; if dry, the hoe should be continually in use. 

FORESTING. 

All hedges should have close attention at this period, 
more especially young or newly-planted ones, as to 
thorough freedom from weeds. Recently made planta- 
tions also, as well as those of one or two years standing, 
should be looked over, and the young plants kept from 
being choked by weeds. 

State of the Weather (hsec tpi, for the week ending May 21, 1846, as 
observedat the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick. 

Een e| Bakountan. 
Ma in. 

T'HERMOMNTER. s — | Wind. | Rain. 
an. mep EE 

onds, with clear intervals Ver whit 
16- ZUnif riy Pre dry ha aza; densely overcast; heavy rain at 

night 
l cady ; bolarerons, with rain at night, 

19—Very janes th Ruder dhowo; dats ely overcas 
main; heavy clouds and showers; 2» x. riim and hail; h-onghont 
s1—Cloudy and fine; very fine; clear. 

showery 

State of sheWeather At Chiawick during the last 20 years, for the 
g Week ending Mar 30, 184 

Prevailing Win 
aj hest Lo y dim P. T prem ss chit p 

ga] 68.0 45.7 mm 9 oba ar 25| 656 | 454 | 55g 7 0-6. m se| 66.3 | 424 | 548 9 0,97 ? 632 | 457 | 56. n 0.44 
Thur 9?8| 68. | 458 | 569 6 0.39 

, 99 | 654 | 45.7 | 556 9 0.97 
80) 673 | 46.4 | 56.9 6 0.32 

‘The highest tem 
1843, and 97th, 1841—! 

rature during the above period ocourred on the m, herm. 82? ; and the lowest on the 95th, 1839—therm. 9: 

Notices to Correspondents 
OLE OnpEns—In order to obviate the ineonveniencés 

ich are now constantly being experienced by parties who 

thing. The remainder were shrivelled up, or the flowers had 
dropped off the stalks and they could not be identified. S, 1747, 
Stanhopea di 2, mar; ginata ; 

sonii. We c ub to remit ue sums to the offce of the G 
CHRONICLE, we e to request that all Post-office Es 
may in future of E payable to Mr. JAMES MATTHEWS, at 
the Post-office, 180, Strand, London. 

The Reprint. of Mr. PAXTON'S COTTAGERS' CALENDAR 
is now ready, price 3d. each copy. n index has been 
added to this present edition. Parties wishing to have copies 
for distributi bn among their tenantry can have them at the 
rate of 25 for 

Booxs—D kis Yet, so ie day. — Narcissus— What aro the 
exact objects of the gardener ? Alldependsonthat. For 
Orchard and Kitchen Garden we recommend Mr. Gi eee 
CE work; Loudon's ‘‘ Suburban Gardener" may suit 

‘ackintosh’s E in three small volumes. —-7— 
The vegetable E contains the most ample informa- 
tion upon every point among your very numerous inquiries, 
and we mu: a BES Sout o its pages. 

CriwsERS— T W W R—In selecting two hardy climbers, much 
depends upon what you intend to cover, whether a large or a 
small space, and the nature of the covering you want, whe- 
ther evergreen or for flowering only, and En upon the aspect. 
If you want to cover a large space, lycine sinensis 
and Clematis montana ; if email, take ORAS azurea or 
Sieboldi, and Pyrus japonica. If you prefer evergreens, 
plant Cotonea: BE rotundifolia and Crategus Meso 
all these plants do well in most aspects, if plan ood 

„Two good climbers, where there is plenty ee ida B a 

are Taesonia and Tecoma capensis; 
if the room is limite ed, Pet aL ty macrophylla and 

Brachysema latifolium wm Ld wer bette: wo good Passion- 

flowers isiflora c Tom 
P. Colvilli T. 3 

Cucumsers—J B writes thus : **Tinclose'a specimen of Cucum- 
bers which are in a very bad state, and they have been so 

many years past. I have seen them thus myself for three 
seasons, and I am disheartened in attempting to grow them, 
as I have tried all possible means without success, The 
plants grow strong as you see by iod specimen I have sent ; 
the disease appears in the stem, pee and fruit ; the fruiti is 
full of small holes, pnd the sap flows out ; the same happens 
in the leaves and stem. I have shown them to many good 
gardeners, peer appear ignorant of the cause. I have 
ied all kinds of soils. I have painted my frames through- 
ut, and removed them to various parts of the garden, without 

any better success ; the ridge Cucumbers are eet 
is impossible to say what these Cucumbers ail. 
cankered. One would have thought that the; 
watered in too low a temperati 
state of late autumn ridged Cucumbers. It may al 

ey are attacked by woodlice. But which of 
i ight, if either, it is out of our 

say without watchi operations of the gardener. 
the evil arises in AEN es from want of skill is most likely 
the n 

i—If jour correspondents are right we are to have a 
mui ra in everything. Lilacs, Laurels, Cucumbers, Larches, 
Spruces, Yams, &c. &c., are reported to be suffering. This is 
a point of so arth importance that we wish for time for 
further inquiry ; we shall pu the quater in a E 

rticle next week.—. Pu E appearance in you Vine- 
leaves is probably c: Ro ITUR EA gem with hard 
water, the lime in eld k “deposited on their surface, Em- 
loy rain water in future; indeed, Ane should ever 

use cany other. —J E G—We donot attribute the evil to guano; 
t to over-watering Ra a cold damp Som osp] 

ae EE ur e always affected. bod. 
house well, and the plants will by degrees recover ; or if you 
cannol that, be more moderate with watering. Also give 
your piens all the sun-light possi The best form of 
guano for gardens, especially potted on appears to be 
dissolved in cow's grine, fermented and diluted. A handful 
of guano to a pail o 

GnAPES—W C—The Royal Albert DS forms a large, rather 
Io -shouldered bunch, with black ponebat oval berries, 

slaterthan the Black Hamburgh. It requires to be 
rovs with the large Black Ferrar, for probably it may 
be found not different.|| 

O—Dress it copiously with the lime-rubbish 
of old buildings, and with soot or cinder-ashes, and let them 
be dug in roughly at the approach of winter. Before all these 
things, however, drain it thoroughly, or all your expense 
will be thrown away. 

HowNEYpEW—Ab—This is owing to your house being too hot and 
dry. You should syringe your plants frequently, except when 
in flower. 
mp ERA J S—We presume that it is the causticity of soda. 

at renders it useful against wire-worm ; nitrate of 
Pi is not EUM A Subscriber—Our uniform advice to 
those whose fram: infested with woodlice is to keep them. 
down by means ot totae which live upon them.——4ZI D— 
Ants are driven away by gas tar in their runs, or by turpen- 
tine. ,Aphides p killed by a weak solution of smelling 
salts in water y gas water diluted with six times z 
bulk of water. The former is the neatest.—. 
bees are a species of Andrena. Why do you not water ne 
Grass with sl See puc or liquid manure, or 
with soot and lim: The salt and water will probably 

injure the Grass. d. job Our remedy, and a never 
failing one, is to pour boiling water upon the ant's nest. 
Cannot you do the same ? R.—W B—Slugs delight in damp 
and mild weather, and there has been neither frost or iam 
to check gein increase during the past winter. R——H J— 

belong to Bs o Crane fly, figured and described 
le dive On., vol. 1, p. 612; the ‘small abe robably 

change to another gnat. ‘bacco powder over your 
wall Xe and dip the Rose shoots into Tobacco herd R. 

GE sorry you did not send more caterpillars, as 
I am unable to tell you the species from a single specimen, 
Phalena Puer 2 been Cay for the last three 
weeks ; it may he larva of that moth, in which case I 
know of n ders NACE than tana picking, «mu shaking 
the trees they will fall by a thread, 2.—— t is the 
Cinara Picie, one of the Aphides, of hich, jou will find 
winged specimens next month, Cold will not destro; them, 
but heat may. The humble-bees are only in search of the 
saecharine exudations. Ifear nothing can be done to arrest 

rogress of these Aphides, but in all probability some 
parasitic fly will shortly arrive to effect what seems to be 
bi the power of man. 
Mm Er BIO already answered your question to the 

judgment, although we particularly object to 
giving p logal opimme 
upon without the We entertain no doubt 
that the law is pc Ma tever may be the justice of 
your case. See Johnson's “Dictionary of Gardening,” no- 
ticed in another colum: 

Mapas -morama Don t add lime to soot ; it p it. Add 
soot to chamberlye, and you will do well, Dut n 

Names or PLANTS—J L S—The young stal 
a kind qd one species of which is io 
rown. Butyours has no smell, and it ma g be wore while 

watching to roseta ifitbe not the rare violet-scented P. 
iosmos, which has Qeon found at Lowmeston and would eevee 
fore be "likely to oceur 
pervivum px deu aie Platylobium Biden ear Min The 
Gloxinia is a v mmon form; the other is some Hy- 
drophyl not determinable without much better specimens, 

, Chysis levis, a fine 

3, And cannot wundert tane to 
name plants out of flower. The Rhododendron aA 
simum is a very fine double variety, and v rth cul- 
tivation. Its double condition is owing 1o oue ia Hewes 
being nearly quite converted into a second monopetalous 
corolla; some of the flowers are 9 inches in circumference. 
We have nothing so good in this country; we should not, 
however, have puspected it to be a cross between R, cataw- 
biense and ponticum, it having so much the habit and the 
violet tint of the eus The box was returned before your 
second note No. 557 is Notylia trisepal. E 
valensis—Asperala odonata or Woodrui ingle— 
Octomeria Baueri. ——F F—Your canary-coloured Ulex is 

+. .—Cerastium tomentosum. 
s the Brassica sinensis, cultivated as 

It resembles Rape more than it 

new to us.——Counte: 
Pax Cnori—M. M MT hi 

an oil plant by the QUIBUS 
does thecommon Cabbage.|| 

POLMAISE We are PEA n hear of your difi- 
culty, reru since we cannot removi u are in pos- 

sean of all that we BO of the matter, and that, to our 
apprehension, is very plai some working plan, 
then in that case you sure be gratified shortly. ——4J N 
We have read your note, and studied your plan with all atten- 

tion: but the detailsyou furnish are so few that we cannotadvise 
you. Ifyou want a plan for heating, you had better apply to 
Mr. Davies, ‘ee, near Liverpool, who will no doubt 

advise you Lr bark? It is beyond our power to furnish 
plans in reply to correspondents. There ought to be no diffi- 
culty in doing what sou W 

Porato CRO) Snow—We are glad to hear of your success ; 

SRI DA elm attent. OF course, some people will 
have sound Potatoes; the difficulty is to know beforehand 

who they are to be. Wait till your oun pataroserate ripe, 
before you are sure of success.——Zalcon—Much obliged : but 

the publectt is threadbare ; and has ace fully mentioned in a 

te leading artic’ 
RAT Porson—P D 2I—The. phosphorus pills have been advertised 

our columns by Mr. om whom we imagine you 

wuld do better to buy them than to make them yourself, 

you prefer the latter mode, however, we reprint, from 

tt dis, 1845, Dr. Ure's directions for your guidance :—'* Melt 

hogs'- lard in a bottle plunged in water heated to Bout 150° 

WR tema Hels an ounce of phosphorus for every 
pound of lard ; then add a pint of proof-spirit, or whiskey ; 

cork the bottle firmly after its on have been HM to 

150°, taking it at the same time out of the water. and 

agitate smartly till the BRUT ERST BY. dif- 

fused, forming a milky-looking liqu 

cooled, with occasional agitation at pare 
and lard, from 

This mixture being 
will afford a white 

which the spirit compound o of PEN 
be used 

may be varied with oil of Anise ed, bot 

Traininc—McC—For many reasons pick cannot "be jase 

adduced at present, the horizontal mode of training is o be 

preferred in the case of Flemish Pear- trees against 4 feet high 
iron hurdles. ou may look upon it as the happy medium 

etween the fan-shape, repr Mens in your sketch No. 1, and 

the pendulous form, sketch No. 3; the former ducurdgime 

'h luxuriance for your space, and the E inducing 

too much weakness after e frees begin to bea 
1l bulb, and well ieor ded. 

you manure them well and "os them very often; much de- 

pends on that.——7 Clericus- r something else 

must eat the foliage of your Melons than woodlice, lor the 

destruction of the latter in your frames nothing i is better than 

a toad or two.}—- H W—A gardener growing fruit, &c., for 

private use and sometimes for market, will be allowed to 
show at Chiswick as a private grower. igma—T wo strong 

healthy climbing Roses, with good folia 5 are Lam 
white, and De Lisle, pink. $—Domus—We are not in posses- 

The flavour m 

sion of the information, but will inquire.——W J D A— 

Much obliged, The information has already been given at 

p. 785, ——An Amateur—Mr. Dobson is Mr. Beck’s fore- 

man, d EBENI a nurseryman, at Isleworth, as you 
may havo seen by his — 

Inqui —Yes, Your condemned Tis wl form underwood. 

till hoy eed by the other trees, We cannot give any 
rule for thinning ; that is a practical question to be decided. 

Anglois—Y our list is yee considera- 

gus un nud 

Dn the application, or eee aaa! Sat ee ao 

above subst: 5 
the shoots e night, dust 
very early in the morning—by break of day will not be too 
art 

“SEEDLING FLOWERS. 
AunicULAS—Adom-—Your seedling has no value as a florist's 

flower, ips it TE a showy and handsome bordek variety.” 

CAeri— — Your seedling between. B ‘Jenkinsonii and Acker- 

manii nE ms a handsome flower. etals i e well formed, 
the flowers open fri SR and are of a ane colo: 

CALCEOLARIAS— he markings upon 1, 13; and 3 are 

pretty and varied, uen neither colour nor form can be deter- 
ES by the manner in which the blooms are sent,*—— 
JJ H.H—Ilt is impossible to form an opinion DU d. 

lings, as they were quite dry and shrivelled up on their 

rrival; they appear to be of the same spotted charactor, put 

smaller than those we are in the habit of seeing." 

J B—The yellow variety spotted with brown are become 

very common, ant ur seedlings are very much like those 

are in the h habit ef seeing ; they are varied and pretty: 

3 and 4 are the best ; 7 wants a better outline; 1 is too like 4^ 
——W J E—No. rather common ; 5 is imperfect in the 
outline ; 1, 2, and 4, scie grounds with maroon um 
are very pretty varieties, but not of a superior c 4 
great improvements are in EU in this class. x b Z 
—No. 1 is the best of your aediles but this is very common. 

in colour ; the others are small, rd very inferior to the sorts 
now being brought before the JJ B D—Of your 
seedlings 4 and 11 ee me best; The yellow and brown sorts 

are now very com orenat defect in your sn 

consists in the bd terminating with small specks © 

colour instead ua clean edge.* 
CINERARIAS— R—It is a great defect in the Cineraria 
when the petals agi so irregularly round the disk as in To 
1, which is a pretty coloured flower ; 2 hes the same defect, 

Duri in a less degree ; 3 is too small,*——£ C—Your seedling 
is showy in colour, but the Sue is very “deficient in pepe 

R ich fine purple, but t 
Your secdling is th 

variety of its colour we have seen ; in form itis rather 

cient, the petals being too narrow. als 
D UM RE VOUE specimen is very large, but the scp: is 

;it also wants more opposition here 

— Your seedling is a very good flo wer, tl 

are two or three varieties out very similar to it, but your 
flower is quite equal to them.* 

Prrontas H O A R R—No. 2 is your best seedling ; it i 2 

both inform and colour. 1, 3, and 4, are repetitions of co 
mon varieties, 

seed- 
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last No. of * Royal Agricultural Journal," and p. 224 of 
Gard. Chronicle of this year. To ad, genuine, direct from 
the Factory, 28, CLAPHAM-ROAD-PLACE, LONDON, or of any of 
Mr, tter’s accredited Agents, 

P RUVIAN AND BOLIVIAN GUANO ON 
SALE, BY THE ONLY IMPORTERS, 
ANTONY GIBBS anp SONS, LONDON ; 

Wm. JOSEPH MYERS ax» CO., LIVERPOOL; 
And by their Agents, 
GIBBS, BRIGHT, anv CO., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL; 

COTSWORTH, POWELL, AND PRYOR, LONDON. 
To protect themselves against the injurious consequences of 

using inferior and spurious guano, purchasers are recom- 
mended to apply only to Dealers of established character, or to 
the above-named Importers, who will supply the article in any 
queni at their fixed prices, delivering it from the Import 

LIQUID MANURE. 
ENGLAND INDEPENDENT OF THE WORLD FOR CORN. 

HE attention of the Agricultural Interest, at this 
momentous crisis, is requested to the great importance of 

LIQUID MANURE, and the ease with which it may be appro- 
riated by the use of FOWLER’S PUMPS, made expressly for 

Excavations and Wells. Buildings heated by Hot Water, for 
Horticulture, and every variety of manufacturing purposes. 

The Trade supplied on advantageous terms, BENJAMIN 
Fowrzn, Engineer, &c., 63, Dorset-street. Fleet-street, London. 

O BE LET, with immediate possession if required, 
extensive KITOHEN GARDEN, walled round, of 

nearly four acres and of excellent soil, well stocked with good 
Fruit-trees d three Forcing-houses, viz. 2 Vineries and 1 
Peach-house, with Pits and Frames; together with a good 
Dwelling-house, situate within 22 miles of London and one mile 
from the railway station of a county town. The Garden can 
be let with or without the Forcing-houses. 

For further particulars apply to Mr. GEORGE Simson, Book- 
seller, Hertford, 

‘The Agricultural Gazette. 
SATURDAY, MAY 23, 1846. 

C 
"'aunsDAY, 

Waosseax, June af fone and 
duispars c AARAA Ine BEP OE TEE UY 

LOCALS Gal ire—E. Lothian—N. Dincoln--Sh 
FARMERS’ CLUBS, 

June 4- Richmondshire — Blofield 
pham and Guiltoross. 

and Walsham —Hawicle 
5— Wrentham — Hadlei 

May 95—Wellizgton 
=1 97—Newton 

igh — 
Wakefield — Claydon — Lich- 

Hampstead — St, e: 
— Newark — 6—Northampton — Swansea— 

Melrose—Durham—Cardiff— 
Abergavenny Collumpton’— Wincheomb — 
3—Braintree and Bocking Probus - Daztfor 

Our readers will find in another column an 
interesting discussion on TENANTs' Rraurs, which 
lately took place at the monthly meeting of the 
VarFonD Farmers’ Crus, We had also hoped to 

have laid before them a form of agreement between 
landlord and tenant, in which this subject should be 
recognised and developed, but have to apologise 
or its unavoidable postponement. The subject, 
however, shall not be lost sight of: we shall resume 
the consideration of it as soon as possible. 

11 

Tux important labour of the Committees of the 
House of Lords, appointed to inquire into the 
Buxpens ow Rear PnorrnrYy, and the IwPrpr- 
MENTS TO ÁGRICULTURAL Transactions, has ter- 
minated, and a report has been presented to the 
House of Lords. With the political discussions 
Which must grow out of the mass of invaluable evi- 
dence thus collected we have nothing to do ; but 
We may briefly mention a few remarkable facts from 
which our readers may draw their own conclusions. 
hey are taken from Lord Monrracre’s admirable 

Teport, of which a few copies are in private hands. 
In the reign of ErizasETH we find that the 

agricultural population was 3,000,000, and the non- 
agricultural 1,000,000. At this time the agricul- 
tural population is 6,000,000, the non-agricultu- 
ral 12,000,000. 

2. In 1814-15 the value of lands, $ 
VC, was s $ 60,130,330 

In 1842.43 » 94,810,599 

tease . . 34,680,269 Ine 
8. There has been an enormous increase in the 

value of property in the agri-manufacturing dis- 
tricts, amounting in 

Salford to 194 Be cate i 

XM NIS Ee J Petween 1815 and 1841. 
n a smaller scale, but as a more signal instance 

of the enormous increase of value given to landed 
Property by the progress of manufactures, we have 
the two following cases. The Chorlton Hall estate Was sold in 1640 for 3002; in 1794 it was pur- Chased for 42,914/.; in 1815 it was rated at 19,4847, 
a Year, in 1829 at 66,645/.,and in 1841 at 137,6512., 
9r an advance of 53,000 per cent. Calculating the 

Rossendale has increased in value 41,000 per cent. 
on the original valuation in the reign of James I. 
In like manner there has been a vast increase in the 
value of both land and houses within the last 30 
years, wherever the manufacturing population has 
extended. Thus, 

Value of Land. |} | Of Houses. 
4YonK. | 

North Riding .. 1814 £1,037,106 £74,259 
1842 1,237,765 

1,612,786 West Riding .. 1814 | 
j -e 1842 | 1,864,811 

LANCASTER. 
Lonsdale, North 1814 89,730 

5 . 18 103,149 
Salford 121,372 4 

Y 145817 1,612,62 
In 1 of the vast of houses 

which have sprung up in all directions, the pressure 
of county rates has been greatly diminished. This 
has been shown to be the case in the purely 
agricultural county of Bedford, which has been 
revalued by Mr. RossELL, after an interval of 107 
years. This county, containing 283,135 acres was 
valued in 1739 at 149,4617., and in 1845 at 457,4492., 
showing an increase of more than 300 per cent. 

5. 'The total value of real property assessed for 
the year 1841-2, was 85,802,735. 8s. 63d.; the 
proportion of which belonging to lands was 
40,167,088/. 5s. 74d. 

6. We have the following unexpected fact as 
regards the diminution of money expended on the 
relief of the poor— 

Population | Rateperheadon 
i England | population ex- 
and Wales. | pended on poor. 

| od. 
1818 10,505,886 12 8 
181; 11,876,217 13 3 
1824 12,517,921 92 
1832 14,105,645 0 0 
1837 15, 3 5 44 008,963. 
1844 | 16,543,010 6 of 

“ It is thus shown that the rate has been decreas- 
ing, the property on which it is levied augmenting, 
the relative amount apportioned on land diminish- 
ing, and the whole amount expended, as compared 
with the population, been greatly reduced.” 

7. 

increased value at 25 years’ purchase, the value 
Nie augmented, between 1644 and 1844, from 3007. 
© upwards of 3,000,0007. So, again, the forest of 

The increase of fire insurances of farming 
stock, since it was exempted from duty, is as follows 
for England ;— 

Amount of property insured. 
1835—First year of exemption 7,211,603 
1845 .. Av bx eue itera AECE IA ORE BL DEBT 

We would have our readers weigh these great 
facts carefully, before they proceed to the considera- 
tion of the opinion that land is burthened by taxes 
more than any other kind of property. 

WE have already on various occasions directed 
the attention of our readers to the Poricy or 
Breaxine ur Grass Lanns. Let us again, and 
in greater detail, lay before them the merits of this 
subject. Its importance is very great. No intelli- 
gent person can disregard it. The profits of the 
farmer, the rents of the landowner, due employ- 
ment for the labourer, sufficient food for the people, 
are considerations all exhibiting the necessity of a 
thorough cultivation of the land. And who can 
say that the permanent growth of the Grasses is 
compatible with thorough cultivation ? 

Let us enter fully, so far as we are able, into this 
subject and exhibit the circumstances which must 
guide, and the motives which must induce the land- 
lord when he resolves to alter the practice which 
has hitherto prevailed in this particular. A full 
discussion of the subject may occupy at intervals 
considerable space in our Paper—its importance 
will fully justify that. 
We consider the question—* Shall I break up 

my Grass lands?” to be but a particular case of the 
more general inquiry—* What crops, under given 
conditions, is it most for my interest to cultivate ?” 
Under some circumstances, no doubt, and especially 
when that crop hasalready obtained an establishment, 
an intelligent review of the case will indicate Grass 
as the most profitable plant to grow; and then it will 
of course be unprofitable to adopt arable culture. In 
other cases (and in these it is necessary to adopt a 
rotation of crops) Wheat, Barley, Oats, Swedish Tur- 
nips, Mangold Wurzel, Clover, &c., will appear to 
promise the greater profit ; and then the fact of the 
land being at present in Grass does but afford the 
stronger inducement to convert it, for the “ rest,” &c. 
which it has enjoyed for so long are circumstances 
greatly conducive to fertility. We put the matter 
thus, because it appears to us that the question— 
* Shall I plough up my meadow-land ?" is but one of 
a class—and that the following are perfect parallels 
to it:—“T have hitherto adopted the following 
rotation of crops ;—1st year, Wheat; 2d, Turnips ; 
3d, Barley with seeds ; 4th, Clover mown ; 5th and 
6th, Clover depastured. Is it for my interest to 
dispense with two out of the three years of Clover 
involved in my present system of cropping ?” or— 
* My land as at present cropped yields in the first 

year, Wheat; in the 2d, Turnips ; 3d, Oats ; 4th, 
Beans; 5th, Wheat and seeds ; 6th, Clover. Ought 
I not to alter this arrangement so as to enable the 
cultivation of crops of greater money value, ang 
affording more employment than some of these, 
such, for instance, as Flax in the fifth year in place 
of Wheat, and Potatoes in the fourth, in place of 
Beans?” Of course the true answers to these 
questions will depend on the circumstances—not to 
speak of climate, soil, and market considerations— 
of the additional capital required to adopt the 
higher cultivation, and the extra intelligence neces- 
sary to the profitable manipulation (so to speak) of 
the new plants grown. And we contend that the 
inquiry “Shall we break up our Grass lands?" is 
perfectly parallel to these: it is but one form of the 
question * What crops shall we grow 2” And the 
answerto it must be determined by our possession 
of the capital and intelligence necessary to the 
successful development of the plan — not to 
speak of the circumstances of climate, soil, and 
market to which we have already alluded. The sub- 
stitution of Wheat, Potatoes, &c., accompanied by 
the mode of cultivation which suits them, for natu- 
ral Grass and the simpler treatment found to favour 
its production, is of course a greater change than that 
merely of Wheat for Flax, or of Beans for Potatoes; 
it is, however, a change of the same genus or descrip- 
tion, and it involves a question whose answer is to 
be determined by the same rules. And we have 
no doubt that when the greater intelligence, which 
the better system doubtless does require, shall be- 
come more general, the clauses in our leases which 
attach pains and penalties to the putting of plough 
into pasture will be as commonly condemned as 
those already are which refuse a place in the rota- 
tion to certain crops now known as profitable for all 
parties to grow. 

But we must further consider the circumstances 
which may affect the determination of the land- 
owner in any particular case. Agriculture is, 
throughout, so entirely a system of expediency ; it 
is so completely dependent for its character on the 
circumstances in which it is placed, that a writer on 
any department of it, who wishes his remarks to be 
useful, must do more than merely urge the accuracy 
of a principle whose truth he is convinced of—he 
must present and develope it under every possible 
variety of condition. 

Look at the subject under consideration :— What 
can be clearer than that it is the interest of the 
nation that its present Grass lands‘should be made 
to yield the larger acreable produce of arable culture? 
Would not the change be productive of more food 
for the people? Would it not occasion more em- 
ployment for the labourer? And would it not yield 
larger profits and higher rents for the tenant, and the 
landowner? And, it might be further asked, are 
not the industry and foresight which the change 
would call into exercise preferable in every point of 
view to the sluggish indifference which the present 
system permits? For over large districts at present 
the farmer does but take what Nature, almost unas- 
sisted, puts into his hands, and the more artificial 
system which we recommend would require both 
energy and thoughtfulness for its successful deve- 
lopment. These questions, put generally, doubtless 
all rightly claim answers in the affirmative ; and 
yet he who should hastily proceed to put the altered 
practice they imply into extensive or indiscriminate 
execution, might find at the close of his operations 
that he himself has derived no benefit from them, 
and that they have been productive of no perma- 
nent good to the neighbourhood. The peculiar re- 
sults of his case have been the consequence of its 
peculiar circumstances ; and these, it now ap- 
pears, he had not duly considered. He had 
not sufficiently calculated on the large out- 
lay for farm buildings which the improved cultiva- 
tion has required ; he had not thought of the larger 
capital involved in arable culture which his tenants 
have not been able to provide, and he had not con- 
sidered the greater energy and intelligence which 
are necessary in arable farming, and which they did 
not possess. It appears, too, that in his hurry he 
converted pastures which were more profitable in 
their original condition ; and that in his zeal he re- 
fused to leave the single fields of meadow which his 
farmers would afterwards have found so convenient ; 
and lastly it appears that the prospect of employ- 
ment having induced the settlement of labourers 
from a distance, the parish poor-rates have not 
been lessened by his improvements. To be sure, 
the annual value of the estate was raised; but the 
tithes not having been commuted, this must, for all 
time coming, be shared with the clergymen of the 
parishes in which it lies ; the increase in its rental 
was indeed considerable, but not permanently so, 
for the cultivators of the land took undue advantage 
of its fertility, and its value to farm was soon 
reduced by their mismanagement ; the profits of 
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its farmers at first were certainly great, but they 

fell off as the land deteriorated ; the number of 

labourers employed was indeed large to begin with, 

bat it diminished as profits fell, and those who in 

ihe prospect of employment had obtained a settle- 

mentin the parish are now simply an addition to 

the burden which oppresses it ; and lastly, in conse- 

quence of all this mismanagement, the annual gross 

amount of human food produced on the estate, 

doubled or quadrupled as it was during the first two 

or three years of its arable culture, does not now 

exceed its original amount. 
What has been the cause of this failure? For it 

was by no means a necessary consequence. It 

must be attributed to want of consideration in the 

landlord ; and to want of intelligence in the tenant. 

In the above few sentences we believe we have 

stated most of the advantages which have been 

urged in favour of the practice under consideration, 
as well as the principal objections or misfortunes to 

which it is liable. We have thus simply enume- 
rated the considerations which this snbjectinvolves, 

and hope to have opportunities of illustrating them 
in greater detail in future Numbers of the Agri- 
cultural Gazette. 

METHOD OF APPLYING GUANO FOR 
TURNIPS. 

Now that the season for the application of guano for 

green crops is so near at hand, I am desirous, through 

the medium of your Journal, to call the attention of 

agriculturists to the proper and economical mode of 

employing this valuable manure. have every reason 

to believe that want of success or disappointment, from 

the use of this article, in so many instances in England, 

has arisen altogether from inattention to the proper 

way of applying it; and I haye no doubt that were a 

fair trial in every instance made, according to the me- 

thod adopted in my own practice, and so generally fol- 

lowed here, guano would soon be in as universal repute 

in England as it is now throughout Scotland. 

I feel the more called upon and encouraged to com- 

municate my further experience, and to make the pre- 

sent recommendation to my brethren of the south, as T 

believe I was among the first to point the attention of | 

agriculturists generally to the practical value of em: 

first of manure the growth of Turnips, and have 

since very successfully, and without one instance of 

failure, extended its application to this crop, to the ex- 

tent of considerably upwards of 100 acres in each of the 

last two seasons. 
My method, then, is simply this :—After reducing the 

guano, by means of bruising and sifting, to an equal and 

uniform consistency, to apply it in the drill by the hand 

without any admixture of other substance. The drills 

being formed in the usual way, as in Seotland generally, 

for the reception of other manures, in preparation for 

Turnips (see Stephens’ “ Book of the Farm,” vol. 2, 

pp. 491 and 743), not quite so deep, perhaps, as for 

farm-yard dung, the guano is applied from the hand in 

the centre of the original rib, or drill, which, being re- 

formed by being split, the manure is effectually covered, 

so as to prevent injury tothe seed by contact, which, it 

is presumed, has been the entire cause of failure when 

a different method has been pursued. The seed is then 

sown by the ordinary drill-machine on the top of the 

drill so made up. In no ease ought it to be attempted 

to put in the guano along with the seed, or by means of 

any implement where a full covering of earth does not 

intervene between this manure and the seed ; and, in- 

deed, from the nature and consistency of the material, 

it is very doubtful if it is at all possible, by any machine, 

to distribute it in that equal manner necessary for the 

growth of a uniform crop. 
I may further mention that the guano is here applied 

by women or boys, who upon the land being stepped 

off are supplied from a cart at either end of the drills, 

with no more than is sufficient for each ; and in this 

way, after a few turns, they obtain an exactitude in the 

operation which is abundantly evideneed from the 

precise equality of the crop, and which may be said to 

be characteristically indicative of Turnips manured 

with guano. The usual quantity I have applied per 

aere, is 3 ewt.; and though it does seem of small 

bulk to distribute so far, and indeed, when scattered 

along the drill to appearance almost invisible, still 

there will be found no praetical difficulty in the opera- 

tion, and I have no doubt perfect satisfaction in the 

result, The quantity required for any ordinary length 

of drill is thus easily earried in an apron, and is much 

more manageable than if any admixture had taken 
place. Thus upon a length of 200 yards, the drills 
being 27 inches apart, not more than 11 lbs, will be 
necessary at the above rate, so that one woman can 
easily accomplish 3 acres per day. The expence of the 
operation is thus almost nothing, while it affords great 
facility to increased expedition at so important and 
precarious a season, seeing the success of the Turnip 

crop requires the operation of sowing to be limited to 

a very short period of time. 
It will be noticed that guano, to be properly adapted 

for being used in the manner above recommended, 

must be of a consistency fitted for equal distribution, 

and in all cases farmers should particularly observe, 
besides, that the analysis is favourable, that the mate- 
rial is free from moisture, and so composed, if contain- 
ing lumps, that these may be capable of easy reduction 

by pressure, or with the hammer. When guano is so | 

moist as to resist being again reduced to powder after 

having been compressed, or the lumps already existing 

refuse to yield to trituration, it is quite unfitted for 

efficient distribution with a view to the growth of 

Turnips in the manner I have proposed; and by no 

process of admixture with other bodies can it be ren- 

dered so suitable, but could only be applied with any 

advantage as a top-dressing to green, or other growing 

erops.—John Dudgeon, Spylaw, May 4. 

THE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY’S PRIZE FOR 

AN ESSAY ON FLAX CULTURE. 

Tus subject I wish should once more find a place in 
your columns, I have brought it several times before 

the Royal Agricultural Society, through the medium of 

transmitted documents, which conveyed a mass of in- 

controvertible evidence as to the benefits derivable by 

farmers and the working classes if an improved system 

of Flax cultivation were i duced and di 

cases on any farm in this neighbourhood ; nor can any 

person to whom I have ioned the ci 
assign any cause for it this year. As it is of conse- 
quence to the farming interest in general, I trust you 

will give this a place in your next paper, and hope some 

of your readers will afford me some satisfactory in- 
formation on the subject.—David Harris, Asgood, 

Llanfihangel-Abercowin, Carmarthenshire. [In the 

absence of any information as to the mode of treatment 
pursued with the cows in question, we are inclined to 
attribute the calamity either to the wetness of the 
season, or the luxuriance of the pasture, both which 

causes have often operated in inducing the disease. It 

must be confessed, that the eause of abortion, which is 

so frequent amongst cows, is often involved in consider- 

able obscurity ; one thing, however, is certain that it 

possesses a sympathetic influence by which it is propa- 

gated from one cow to another, and this, when once 
2rd 

ged in 

this country. Observing, in your Gazette of May 9, that 

the Couneil of the Royal Agricultural Society have deter- 

mined on giving a Prize for the best Essay on Flax 

Culture, I cannot but express my satisfaction at having 

been in any way an humble instrument to induce the 

Society to concede its countenance and support to so 

promising a cause. I rejoice in this commencement 

toward promoting an object alike important} and de- 

sirable to farmers, Flax-spinners and their respective 

labourers ; and I hope and expect it will in due time 

create a feeling between English landowners and the 
eminent houses engaged in Flax-spinning in this 

country, similar to that which happily exists between 

these two great interests in the north of Ireland. 

As an advocate for Flax culture, and fully persuaded 

that both the agrieultural and ial iti 

d in a herd, is kept up during a long course 
of years. Chabert relates a case of a farm in France 
being subject to abortion for 30 years, in spite of every 

precaution or endeavour to avoid the pest. It was 

caused in the first instance by a single cow, which was 

purchased at a fair, and which cow warped, and it was 

only got rid of at last by changing the whole herd: a 

remedy which we would not fail to adopt if we had good 

reason to fear the establishment of abortion in a dairy. 

—W. C. S-] 
Rabbits.—In answer to a correspondent, who inquires 

in a recent Number what will cure the canker in the 

ears of rabbits, I beg to inform him that the strong 

mereurial ointment lightly smeared over the part af- 

fected, will eure it generally in a very few days ; if not 

well in five or six days it may be repeated. I have used 
ith 

nc 

will greatly benefit therefrom,
 I hail the Society's boon 

(restricted
 though it be), as a pledge of those exten- 

sively advantage
ous effects which my position enables 

me confidently
 to expect will result from adequate 

encourage
ment being in various ways afforded to this 

important object; still I eannot but regret that the 

Couneil should have deemed this one solitary prize suf- 

ficient of itself to create a desire amongst farmers for 

experiment
al knowledge

 of the Flax plant ; and there- 

fore I respeetful
ly suggest measures whieh I think will 

more effectually
 conduce towards the production

 lof. 

quantities sufficient for our wants, and of quality equal 

to our foreign supplies. To this end I consider practi- 

cal farmers should be prompted by premiums
 to expe- 

rimental trials on a moderatel
y broad scale, and that for 

the best sample of Flax, the growth of 3 or 4 acres 

(notless than 50 stone to the acre produce), a prize 

should be offered of 307. ; for the second best, 207. ; and 

for the third quality, 107. This would encourage them 

to ascertain whether or not they are able to grow Flax 

worth 1007. to 1507. per ton, as readily as the Belgians. 

I would also suggest that a prize of 207. be given for 

the best, and 107. for the second best “ Portable Mill" 

for dressing and preparing Flax for market. This 

would bring practical science to bear on the subject ; 

and, although instruction
s and am Essay are very de- 

sirable, still I cannot but regret that the farmers should 

be lacking the stimulant of a premium and the honour 

appertaini
ng thereto, to induce them to compete with 

their continenta
l rivals. I therefore consider the in- 

tended solitary prize will produce but one effect ; it will 

be an inducemen
t to many theoretical

 seribblers (to 

whom the 20/. may be an object) to supply themselves
 

with the Reports of the Belfast Flax I 

it fr tly, for the disease is very common, and always 

with success.— R. C. B. 

Deep Drainage for Surface Water.—Vor the infor- 

mation of numerous inquirers who are unacquainted 

with the practical details of my deep drainage in strong 

clays, I state the following particulars :—The trench is 

opened 18 inches with the broad spade ; a second man 

with a narrower spade continues the trench in a narrow 

sloping direetion ; a third man witha dagger-like spade, 

14 inches long, 3 inches wide at the shoulder and 

2 inches wide at the point, removes the last spit. This 

spade is put in edgeways, parallel with the side of the 

drain, first on one side and then on the other, the work- 

man working it backwards and forwards so as to cut a 

deep slice on each side. He then inserts it as one 

would a common spade, and (the two side cuts haying 

been previously made) removes a considerable mass or 

spadeful. I must observe that this last spade or tool is 

dagger-like, being thiekest in the middle, with cutting 

edges on each side, like a two-edged sword. There is 

a great strain on this tool. The scoop then follows to 

remove any crumbs or loose pieces that may have 

fallen into the drain. In tenacious clays or tile earths 
it is mostly necessary that a boy or girl should be 
pouring or dropping water on the men’s spade as they 

work, otherwise they could neither insert their spades 

readily or get rid of the tenacious clay, which sticks like 

putty or bird-lime ; but by wetting the earth or the 

tools (sometimes the men have a tub of water by them 

and dip in their spades), all adhesion is prevented. E 

would strongly recommend drainers to get their tools in 

sets from Mr. Lyndon, of Birmingham, who has a patent 

for his spades, which are so hard, thin, and. well tem- 

pered that they permit a much larger amount of labour 

d, and in fact will act where the common 

Society ; and if, in addition to such information, they are 

able to take a marine steam trip hence, and get 24 

hours’ contemplation of the Cave Hill or Giant's Cause- 
way in the north of Ireland, they are certain to return 

full of pretensions, as able instructors of British farmers 

in Flax culture, although they know no more of Flax, 

its management, qtality, or value, in the rough or 

dressed state, than they do of the Tea plant. 

The cultivation of Flax, and a correct economical 

ledge of its g t, is not to be picked up in 

one, two, or three years’ trifling experiments, although 

some think otherwise, and have presumed on hearsay 

evidence, and facts gleaned from others, to write upon 

the subject ; and I have already proved how ridiculous 

some of your correspondents have made themselves 

appear by attempting to instruct, aided only by an in- 

dustrious collection of information borrowed from others. 

A. three-fold apprenticeship to the Flax trade induces 

me to prefer that premiums be held out to farmers, to 

urge them to the trial of the capacities of their soil and 

climate in relation to Flax eulture, rather than that 

prizes should be offered to bring a host of theorists into 

the book market. 
I therefore hope the Council of the Royal Agrieul- 

tural Society may reconsider the subject, and bear in 

mind that the farmer should, in these days of severe com- 

petition, be urged and encouraged to enter the lists, not 

only manfully to maintain his ground in self-defence, but 

even to make inroads upon his adversaries,—J. Hill 

Dickson, 29, Broad-street Buildings, May, 1846. 

Home Correspondence. 
Abortion in Dairy Stock.—[The following question 

was asked in the Carmarthen Journal, and has been 

forwarded to us:]— Will you allow me, through the 

medium of your Journal, to inquire if any of its nume- 

rous readers can name any probable cause why so 

many as 12 of my cows should have slipped their calves 

this season. I have lived at Asgood (which is the 

property of George Bowen, Esq., of Llwyngwair,) 21 

years,and have never known of half the number of 

to bep 
spade cannot be used. I know nothing personally of 

Mr. Lyndon, nor have I any motive in mentioning his 

name, except to benefit the cause of agrieulture by 

facilitating its operations ; 18 inches does not seem a. 

wide enough trench for a man to work in, but it really 

is so, and I strongly caution drainers against the too 

prevalent error of opening broad trenches, which adds 

enormously to the expense. As to pipes, I presume no 

one will be so miscaleulating as to use tiles or soles 

when pipes at half the price will answer better. I 

say better, because the more rapid and confined the 

stream the less chance is there of deposit. As to pipes, 

there requires a thorough reform amongst the great 

body of draining-pipe makers, who are quite at sea as 

to the best mode of making and proper price to charge. 

At Caversham, near Reading, 1-inch pipes 12 in. long are 

to be bought at 10s. per 1000 (for cash payment in quan- 

tities), and in the Isle of Wight at about the same 

price ; these are made by Clayton’s machine. Reason 

and calculation tell us that there is an outrageous dis- 

erepancy between the price of pipes and that of build- 

ing bricks. One thousand of bricks weigh 4,500 lbs., 

and cost generally in country districts about 32s. to 34s. 
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per thousand; and the digging, placing, and filling in, 
at 6d. per rod of 54 yards. I hope we shall hear no 
more of filling drains with stones, bushes, or other 
costly or useless matters. I have practically proved 
the past year, on 33 aeres, that they are not required, 
and that inch pipes at the depth and distance mentioned 
are in every respect sufficient to carry off the water. 
In fact, my drainage has proved itself cheap and per- 
fect, nor do I see any room for improvement—unless 
some machine could be invented to supersede hand 
labour in the lower cuttings ; this I have reason to be- 
lieve will soon be accomplished. As I have said before, 
doubters on deep drainage are quite at liberty to in- 
spect my farm, and satisfy their minds at any and 
all times.—J. J. Mechi, Tiptree-hail, near Kelvedon, 
Essex, May 9, 1846. 

Gas Lime.—* G, M.” has just purchased a quantity 
of lime which has been used in purifying gas, and also 
of ashes from the furnace of the gas works, the latter 
having been saturated with the ammoniacal water. He 
is desirous of information as to the best method of ap. 
plying these substances to the Turnip erop, and wishes 
to know if the lime in its present state will injure the 
manuring properties of coal ashes and night soil pro- 
eured from a neighbouring town, when mixed in the 
proportion of one ecart-load of the lime to six of coal 
ashes and night-soil, and if this mixture would injure 
bones or guano, the latter being sown separately in the 
bottom of the Turnip drill. * G. M." takes this oppor- 
tunity of mentioning the singular effect which sulphate 
of copper had upon some common Oats when used as a 
steep for the prevention of smut, as was recommended 
in the Calendar of Operations in the Agricultural 
Gazette, of March 14th, 1846. The seed, which was 
steeped, came through the ground about the same time 
as the unsteeped, but soon had a very bad appearance, 
owing to the plants not having any roots. After some 
days roots appeared a little way up the shoots, and now 
the roots, which should at first have come out in the 
opposite direction to the shoots, have turned and are 
bursting out at the side of the husks, anywhere but in 
the right direction. The crop has a better appearance 
than at first, but still looks very inferior to the part 
that was not steeped. “G. M." would be glad to know 
if any others have experienced similar injurious effects 
from the use of this steep. [With regard to the gas 
lime, if it has been perfectly saturated at the gas 
works it will not injure any ammoniacal manure, but if 
it still contains caustic lime unsaturated it will drive off 
ammonia wherever and in whatever form it may meet 
it. You may apply it without fear of injury in a mix- 
ture with coal ashes. The best plan to prepare it for 
Use is to mix it in a compost with some loose vegetable 
Material which shall keep it open and free to the action 
of the air ; and it should also be turned frequently. It 
4s a hydrosulphuret of lime, and by the absorption of 
the oxygen of the air it becomes a sulphate of lime or 
Sypsum. You may apply a couple of cart-loads per 
acre, after this exposure to the air, broadeast, before 

iling the land up for Turnips. We shall be glad to 
hear the further history of your Oats.] 

Feeding Horses—In reply to the inquiry of «A 
Young Farmer,” at Newcastle, Mr. Ramsay begs to 
say, the subject of the feeding of horses was introduced 
by Mr. Bates at the Newcastle Farmers’ Club, he 
(Mr. R.) being chairman, made the few remarks alluded 
to; the subject was not considered sufficiently eluci- d 
dated, and it is intended to re-introduce it, in order 
that the information required by“ A Young Farmer" 
may be furnished. In the mean time, if * A Young 
Farmer,” thirsting for knowledge, will add his yearly 
mite of 10s. 6d. to the club, he will gain much of the 
information he requires, and Mr. R. will also be happy 
to show him the process of cutting hay, &e., and feed- 
ing horses, or anything else on his establishment.— 

+ H. R. 
Wind Power for Threshing.—Inoticed in your Paper 

of 2d inst., an enquiry respecting the cost of wind power 
to a thrashing machine. I take the liberty of writing, 
to say that if the enquirer has a pretty good barn, and 

d 

in, | T. B. Browne, Esq.; H. Burr, Esq.; G. Darby, Esq.; 
C. Eyre, Esq.; Dr. Fownes; A.E. Fuller, Esq., M.P. ; 
J. B. Glegg, Esq. ; H. Hudson, jun., Esq. ; E. Hussey, 
Esq. ; Rev. C. E. Keene ; H. Price; J. Roddam, Esq.; 
S. Solly, Esq.; T. R. Tweed, Esq.; D. C. Webb, 
Esq.; J. Wood, Esq. ; and Francis Woodward, Esq. 

The following new members were elected :— 
Wright, William, Gresford Bank, Chester. 
Bryan, Frederick Thomas, Knossington, Oakham, Rutland. 
Lowndes, Robert, Tattenhall, Chester, 
Gibson, Wm., d-street, N stl Tyne. 
Dew, Tomkins, Whitney Court, Hereford. 
Stubbs, Frederick, Wetmoor, Ludlow, Salop. 
Domville, Rev. William, Winfortin, Hereford. 

utler, Thomas, Walwick, Hexham, Northumberland, 
Stable, George Waugh, Neweastle-upon-Tyne. 
Bagot, Lord, Blithfield, Rugely X attord e, 

Loraine, John Lambton, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

their duty to discourage every attempt to introduce: v. gd 
theories, especially when it has been found by ex- 
perience that much steady progress may be made in 
the improvement of agriculture, by the obvious means 
of applying to one locality that system of management 
which has been proved to be successful in another 
similar locality. 

* In order to obtain a knowledge of the most ap- 
proved systems of husbandry, practised in different 
localities, the Society not only holds its Country 
Meetings, from year to year, in various districts, but 
incites and remunerates by its prizes for County Re- 
ports, and Essays on distinct topics of inquiry, that 
communication of practical experience which, by pub- 
lication in the ‘Journal, becomes accessible to the 
agricultural community. Russell, George Greenwell, Willington, 

Drewry, George, Holker-house, Cartmell, Lancashire. 
Grace, Edward, Walls’ End, Neweastle-upon-Tyne, 
Patterson, John, Holbec hir 
James, John, Pilgrim-s Neweastle-upon-Tyne. 

am, Surrey. 

Jackson, John Somerville, Eastham, Chester 

The names of 41 candidates for election at the next 
meeting were then read. 

On the motion of the Duke of Richmond, seconded 
by Sir Robert Price, Bt, M.P., the thanks of the 
Council were voted to the Railway Companies who had 
granted a reduction on their usual charges in favour of 
exhibitors at the Newcastle meeting of the Society. 

Communieations were received from Mr. Chrisp, of 
Neweastle, accepting the office of one of the auctioneers 
atthe ensuing Country Meeting of the Society, under 
theregulations preseribed by the Couneil; from M: 
Dickson, presenting a copy of his work on Flax ; from 
Mr. Glover, Sec. to the Newcastle Local Committee, 
on the subject of Prizes for Poultry and Black-faced 
Sheep ; from Mr. Curtis, R.N., on a manure composed 
of fishy matter and lire ; from Mr. Milward, a present 
of a work on Keeping Farming Accounts from Mr. 
Parkinson, of Leyfield ; from Mr. Purchas, on results 
in the employment of Acid and Bones as a Manure ; 
and from Prof, Sewell, « znecimen of Salts which having 
been sold as “ Glauber's Salts,” had poisoned three 
cows, the salts proving to be not Glauber's Salts (sul- 
vhate of soda) but the nitrate of soda. Interesting 
discussions and statements of facts, followed the reading 
and presentation of these several communieations, the 
Couneil adjourned to Wednesday, the 3d of June. 

A Sprcran Counc was then held, the Rt. Hon. 
Lord Portman in the chair, for the purpose of agreeing 
to a report of the Council to the General Meeting. 

Tar Genera May Muerine was held Yesterday at 
the Society’s House in Hanover Square, the Right Hon. 
ord Portman, President, in the chair. 
On the motion of Lord Camoys, seconded by Colonel 

Challoner, the Earl of Egmont was unanimously elected 
President of the Society for the year ensuing the rising 
of the Neweastle Meeting, on the 18th of July next. 

On the motion of R. A. Slaney, Esq., seconded by 
J. Dean, Esq., the Vice-Presidents, and on that of 
J. Berens, Esq., seconded by T. Raymond Barker, Esq., 
he Trustees of the Society, were unanimously re- 
elected. 

E. A. Sanford, Esq., James Dean, Esq., and Thomas 
Knight, Esq., having been nominated Serutineers for 
the election of 25 members of Council, the House List 
was unanimously adopted by the meeting ; 18 of the 
members who went out this year by rotation being 
re-elected, and the following new members of Couneil 
elected, for the ensuing two years, namely, John Bell 
Crompton, Esq., of Duffield Hall, near Derby ; Samuel 
Druce, Esq., of Ensham, near Oxford; Lord South- 
ampton, Whittlebury Lodge, near Towcester, North- 
amptonshire; Riehard Garrett, Esq., of Leiston, near 
S dk uffolk ; William Shaw, jun., Esq., of Well situated for wind, I would humbly : a ind of horizontal sail which I have contrived, but 

information, and at the same time let me state that I 
have no further interest in the matter than that of 
being useful to my brother farmers.— John Nowgate, 

ay Park, Knaresbro’, Yorkshire. 

Hocteties. 
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY or ENG LAND. 

A WzxzxrY CouNcr was heldon Wednesday, the 20th 
AS present, the Rt, Hon. Lord Porrman, President, in 

8 ^ 1. J. Carnegie ; Ir M. W. Ridley, Bt. ; Sir Robert Price, Bt., M.P. 
P.; W. R. Browne, 

Kinder, Esq. ; Col. MacDouall ; W. Miles, Esq., M.P.; * Milwood, Esq.; E. S. Chandos Pole, Esq. ; P. Pusey, 
Sq. M.P.; F. Pym, Esq. ; E. A. Sanford, Esq. ; Pro. 
Ee Sewell; R. A. Slaney, Esq.; W. R. C. Stansfield, 
50, M.P. ; W. B. Wingate, Esq.; B. Almack, Esq. ; 

Far-Cotton, near Northampton ; Robert Smith, Esq., 
of Burley, Rutlandshire ; and Thomas Umbers, Esq., 
of Wappenbury, Warwickshire, 

The Secretary, by direction of the President, then 
read the following Report from the Council : 

* The economy of remunerative farming is one 
of the great objects of the Royal Agricultural 
Society of England, and at the same time one of the 
principal means through which that science included 

ige of local ll acquired on the spot, 
is repaid the exhibition of whatever has been 
found most desirable in breed of stock, or economical 
in the construction of implements ; and that mutual 
interchange of opinion amongst farmers themselves 
which tends to establish a good understanding among 
all parties connected with agricultural pursuits, and to 
remove those local prejudices which have so long re- 
tarded its progress. 

“Since the last General Meeting in December, the 
Council have had under their consideration the details 
connected with the following general subjects :— 

1. The FrNANCES of the Society. 
2. The ANNUAL COUNTRY MEETINGS; and 
3. The Prizss for Reports and Essays for 1846 and 1847. 

* Finances.—The Finance Committee have prepared, 
agreeably with the order of the Council, the first return 
of a quarterly statement of the receipts and payments, 
estimated income and liabilities of the Society, which 
will in future be made at the end of every three months. 
They have also submitted to the Council their Report 
on the funded property of the Society, and the arrears. 
of subseription, as well as their final balance-sheet of the 
Shrewsbury Meeting account. 

* The Finance Committee reported, at their last 
monthly meeting, that the invested capital of the 
Society consisted of 70007. stock, and that the current 
eash-balance in the hands of the bankers amounted to 
1482/. ; and that the arrears of subscription on the 31st. 
of December stood as follows :— 

3 Governors at 5l.each.. — ..  .. £ 15 
isi { 321 Me precios v ODE aste OH 

f 4Governorsat 5l n aoo s 20 
1842 1 617 Membe: aita iadi ruat 

ve i E 50 
11091 Members at Š n 

ov 

Total m oe .. os, £6726 

en discharged from the arrear account be- 
ast general meeting on the 3d of December, 

and the end of that month ; and a further reduction of 
336/. has been effected during the present year. Accord- 
ing to the bye-laws all subscriptions for the current year 
remaining unpaid on the Ist of June become in arrear, 
and no member whose subscription is so in arrear, is 
allowed to enjoy any of the privileges of the Society. 

“ Since the last General Meeting in December, 243 
new members have been elected, 30 have died, and 81 
have been struck off the list, and the Society now con- 
sists of— 

Life Governors .. o ef esr 
Annual Governors = ma T. OL 
Life Members — .. c E +: 55E 
Annual Members .. - ee .. 6105 
Honorary Members Niger 

Total .. .. .. 6971 

* The Auditors of Accounts on the part of the Society 
have presented, through the Finance Committee, their- 
report of the Society’s accounts to the end of the last 
half-year, which will be read to you by the Chairman 
of the Committee, 

* Country Mzrrines.—The Council have decided that, 
the Annual Country Meeting of the Society to be held 
this year at Newrastle-on-Tyne, shall take place in the 
week commencing the 13th of July ; Thursday, the 16th 
of that month, being the principal day of the show, and 
the day of the Pavilion dinner; and in order to increase 
the interest and usefulness of the occasion, they have 
been led by the success of their weekly Council’ Meet- 
ings in London, at which d an i 
tions of important matters have so frequently occurred, 
to give up the Council dinner on the Wednesday, for the 
purpose of adopting in its place discussion and inter- in the terms of their motto is to be derived and regu- 

ated; the observation of well established facts, and | 
the results of actual experiments, being the only | 
ground-work on which they admit that improvements 
in i can be ll d; while a clear 
knowledge of cause and effect under given circum- 
stances, and a detail of the particular cases to which 
such knowledge is applicable, is, in their opinion, the 
only safe seience to be recommended to their members. 
The theories of chemical agency, physical forces, and 

diti of local 

change of opin ion, having reference to agricultural topies 
of practical interest, on a more extended scale, and under 
distinct regulations for insuring to the members present 
the opportunity of both acquiring and communicating 
information. The Council have accordingly arranged 
that on (the evening of Tuesday the 14th of July, at 
5 o'clock, Prof. Jouwsrow, of Durham, one of the 
honorary members of the Society, will read a paper *On 
the Chemical Principles involved in the Preparation of 
Manures, and their Action upon Crops; with chemical organic action, under the varying 

circumstance or the control of vital influence, are 
in themselves important objects of inquiry for the 
philosopher; but it is only when the practical ap- 
plieation of their results becomes apparent, that 
they assume a form in which they cau be submitted to 
the test of trial, or be rationally expected to lend any 
id in p ing the imp of practical agri- 

culture, Accordingly, whilst calling in the aid of sci- 
ence to agricultural practice, the Council have felt it 

trations :? and on the following evening, at the 
same hour, Mr. Parkes, the consulting engineer of the 
Society, will read a paper on the subject of Draining ;” 
each of these papers being intended to form only prelimi- 
nary introductions to the practical diseussions which it is 
hoped will follow their perusal, under such regulations 
as the President may at the time decide to adopt. The 
Judges’ award of prizes will be read at the close of the 
discussion on Mr. Parkes’s paper. 
“In addition to the Society’s Prizes for ‘Sheep best 
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adapted to a Mountain District, the Newcastle Local 

Committee have offered special prizes under the 27th 

rule of the Prize-sheet, for Sheep of the Black-faced 
Breed; and the North-Tyne and Redesdale Cheviot 

Sheep Show, also special prizes for Sheep of the Cheviot 
Breed, under the same Rule. 

« By a distinct regulation, the Council have made ita 

condition with the exhibitors, that they shall execute 

all orders for Implements given to them in the Show- 

yard, at the price stated in their certificates. 
* The Newcastle Local Committee have undertaken to 

place the land for the trial of Implements under the 

cultivation desired by the Stewards; and are actively 

hope that the Northampton Meeting will prove in every 

respect a most successful and important one. In order to 

ascertain more fully the local feeling on the subject of 

the prizes offered for any particular year, the Couneil 
d thi 

seconded by the Hon. H. W. Wilson, the Report was 

then unanimously adopted by the meeting. 

Colonel Austen, M.P., Chairman of the Finance 

Committee, having read to the Meeting the Auditers’ 

Bal heet and dati and the Balance- 
have, by an alteration in their bye-laws, postp 
na! l of their prize-sheet from June to 

December in the year previous to that of a Country 

Meeting at which such prizes are to be awarded. Ac- 
cordingly the prizes for the Northampton Meeting will 

not be finally settled until the month of December, 1846. 
In the meantime a preliminary prize-sheet for that oc- 

casion is laid before the members at their present 

General Meeting, for the purpose of receiving from 

engaged.in carrying out the various details connect 
with other departments of the trial. 

« The mode adopted last year for the appointment of 

Judges for the Show was found so satisfactory to all 

parties, that the Council have decided again to act upon 
it, They have accordingly requested the members of 

the Society at large to send to the Secretary, or deliver 

personally to the President, at the General May Meeting 

their nomination of persons to act as Judges in any or 

all of the several departments of the Show ; and have 

appointed two Committees,—one for Judges of Stock, 

and the other for Judges of Implements,—to select from 
these nominations, and to report to the Council for con- 

firmation, the names of those gentlemen, who, in their 

opinion, are best qualified to perform those important 

duties. 
* The great amount of actual expences, independently 

of personal charges and loss of time, incurred by the 

exhibitors at the Country Meetings of the Society, has 

frequently engaged the attention of the Council. Last 

year these expences were diminished by the liberality of 

the London and Birmingham, and the Grand Junction 

Railway Companies, who carried implements and stock 

to and from the Society’s Country Meeting, free of any 

charge whatever ; and the Council have this year the 

gratifyi ing to the members of the 

Society, not only a renewal on the part of those two 

companies of the same most liberal concession, but a 

free grant of similar privileges in favour of the Society’s 

exhibitors, made by the Great Western, the South- 

Eastern, and the Newcastle, Shields and Tynemouth 

Railway Companies. Other companies, though not 

granting so entire a freedom of gratuitous transit along 

their respective lines of railway, have made certain 

concessions, under special conditions, which the Council 

have directed to be communicated to the several exhi- 

bitors for their information ; namely, the South-West- 

them such sugg as they may think proper to 
make to the Council. 

«Report AND Essay Prizes.—The Journal Committee 
have reported the several Essays required to be sent 

in for competition by the 1st of March last, to which 

the judges have awarded the Prizes offered by the 

Society ; namely :— 
To Tuomas RówLANDsON, of Liverpool, the Prize of Fifty 

Sovereigns for the best Report on the Farming of North 
Wales. 
o SAMUEL Jonas, of Ickleton, Cambridgeshire. the Prize 

of Fifty Sovereigns for the best Report on the Farming of 
Cambridgeshire. 

To Jonn BnAvENDER, of Cirencester, the Prize of Fifty 

Sovereigns for the best Report on the Advantages or Dis- 

advantages of Breaking up Grass-land. 
To George NicnonLs, of Hyde Park-street, London, the 

Prize of Thirty Sovereigns for the best Essay on the 
Improvement of the Condition of the Agricultural Labourer 

so far as it may be promoted by private exertion without 

legislative enactment. 

To Huan RaxNnip, of Hengrave, Suffolk, the Prizo of 

Twenty Sovereigns for the best Account of Measure-Work, 
locally known as Task, Piece, Job, or Grate work, in its 

application to agricultural labour. à 

To W. ©. Spooner, of Southampton, the Prize of Ten 

Sovereigns for the best account of the use of Superphos- 

phate of Lime produced with acid and bones for manure, 

To T. €. BURROUGHES, O: azeley, Cambridgeshire, the 

Prize of Ten Sovereigns for the best Account of the Culti- 

vation of White Mustard. 

Wm. LINTON, of Sheriff Hutton, Yorkshire, the Prize of 

Ten Sovereigns for a description of the best method of 

Draining Running Sands. " 
* The judges on the 16 Essays on the Keeping of 

Farming Accounts, having reported that none of the 

Essays are worthy of the Prize offered by the Society 

in that class, the Council have appointed a Committee 

to report on the best mode in their opinion in which a 

practical farmer may be enabled in the simplest manner 

to keep the requisite accounts connected with his farm- 

ing establishment, The Council are indebted to the 

kindness of Mr. Joun CLARKE, of Long Sutton, Lincoln- 

T 

ern Railway Company consent to convey stock or 

implements for the Society's show at one-half the usual 

charges each or either way, an arrangement which that 

Company considerately remarks in conveying the grant, 

< willgivetheexhibi ye benefit of thereduction,should 

they sell any of their stock or implements previously to 

returning from the show’ :—the Newcastle and Car- 

lisle Railway Company agree to convey all stock and 

implements, as well as the persons in charge of them, 

at half fares, either going to or returning from the 

Show ; also, in case the Council decide to have any 

ploughing-match, or other exhibition of practical trial, 

a few miles from Newcastle, they are willing to convey 

the ploughs and horses, together with the ploughmen 

and attendants, to and from the place of such exhibition 

free of any charge whatever:—the Newcastle and Darling- 

ton, and the Midland Counties Railway Companies de- 

cline to accept half-fares, but are willing to give a free 

‘back-passag: impl or stock as shall have 

already paid the fall charges in proceeding along their 

respective lines to the Show. 

“ [n order to complete the schedule of information re- 

‘quired by the exhibitors, the Council have directed a 

statement to be drawn out of the various conveyances 

cand rates of charge by sea from every point of embark- 

ation along the eastern coast to Neweastle-upon-Tyne, 

where the authorities have obtained for the Society cer- 

tain reductions in the port dues in favour of exhibitors 

at the meeting. 
* At the date when the Council arranged their’ first 

‘succession of the; rotation of districts for the Country 

Meetings, ending with the South Wales distriet as the 

one intended for the meeting of 1847, they had not as- 

:certained by actual experience the indispensible neces- 

sity of railwa; dati With a | ledge of 

the absence of adequate railway accommodation 
ederation tl 

shire, in having placed at the disposal of the Journal 

Committee his Essay on Grass Lands, commended by 

the judges. 
“The Council bave-adopted the following schedule of 

subjects and amount, of prizes for the Reports and 

Essays of next year, subject to such conditions as 

will hereafter, in due time, be published :— 
On the Farming of Mo v m «+ £50 

i : 50 
m 50. 

a on as 20 
oe .. 20 

20 
10 

On the Manag 
On the Cultivation of Wheat .. re 

On the Culti ion of Mangold Wurzel .. 

On Paring and Burning ne 
I] 20 
n ax .. D ae oe 

On the Great Level of the Fens, history of the di 

view of its present state, and account of the def 

which still require to be remedied. .. b y? 
For an account of the best Manure for Wheat, compounded 

chemical ingredients, to be tried by Judges ap- 
pointed by the Society .. zin E .. 

For an account of the best Manure for Turnips, com- 

E 

e S 

EA 

throughout South Wales, and the that the 

Bristol Meeting of 1842, and the Shrewsbury Meeting 

of 1845 had been held within the reach of the Princi- 

pality, the Council have felt themselves compelled to 

‘abandon their intention of holding the meeting of the 

Society for 1847 in the South Wales district. 

* The Council have decided on the following as the 

districts of the Country Meetings for the ensuing four 

years, aud have resolved that every year a new district 

Shall be added fin’ advance to compensate for the one 
which will annually elapse :— 

1847.—Txnr Souru MipLAND District (comprised of the 

counties of Bedford, Berks, Buckingham, Hertford, Hunting- 
‘don, Oxford, and Warwick). 

.—Tur YorksnirE Disrnicr (comprised of the county 

wf York). P 
$49.—Tue Eastern District (comprised of the counties of 

Essex, Suffolk, Norfolk, and Cambridge). 
1850.—T HE TERN DrsTRICT (comprised of the counties 

Dorset, Somerset, Devon, and Cornwall) of Wi 
“T 

3 all). 
he Council have accepted the invitation of the 

authorities of Northampton to hold the country meeting 

of the Society for 1847 at that town ; and already the 

Mayor and Corporation, under the great seal of the 

borough, have granted to the Society such liberal 

accommodation for the occasion, as to give reason to 

national institution. 
(Sigued) * By order of the Council, 

James Hupson, Secretary." 

The Presipenr took that opportunity of taking a 

review of the proceedings of the Council during the 

ast half-year, and concluded by expressing his confi- 

dent hope that the Society would eventually attain a 

steady amount of 10,000 on its list, and reminding 

them that it was established for the p ion of prac- 
tical agriculture, aided by that science which is gained 
by experience. 

On the motion of Sir Richard Todrell, Bart., 

sheet of the Shrewsbury Meeting, on the motion of 
Viscount Torrington, seconded by E. A. Sanford, Esq., 

the thanks of the meeting were voted to Charles 

Tawney, Esq., C. Hampden Turner, Esq., and Thomas 

Knight, Esq., the auditors of accounts on the part of 

the Society. 
On the motion of Richard Milward, Esq., of Thur- 

garton Priory, seconded by [John Kinder, Esq., the 

thanks of the meeting were voted to the Railway Com- 

anies, for their liberal concessions in favour of the 

Exhibition of the Society. 
On the motion of the Earl of Ducie, seconded by 

Peter ‘Pole, Esq., the best thanks of the Meeting 

were voted by acclamation to the Rt. Hon. Lord Port- 
man, the President, for the invaluable services he had 

rendered to the Society for his unceasing attention to 

its interests. 
The Meeting then broke up. 

ROYAL INSTITUTION. 

May 15.—Lxcrunz, by the Rev. EDWIN Sipyey, On 

the Nature and Habits of certain Minute Fungi at- 

tacking the Agricultwral Produce of this Country. 

After a few preliminary remarks on the growing im- 

portance of a due acquaintance with these minute pests 

of growing plants, by the agriculturist, Mr. Sidney, ex- 

pressed his intention to introduce the particular subjects 

of his lecture by some observations on the general 

characteristics of fungi. They belong to the second 

alliance of the class of thallogens, and live in air. 

Their proper definition is cellular flowerless plants, 

notirished by a thallus called spawn or mycelium, and 

propagated by naked spores or sporidia, enclosed in 

vesicles, The normal mode is an elongation of the 

episporium or protrusion of the inner membrane. 

deviation from this mode will have soon to be noticed. 

Fungi absorb oxygen, and exhale carbonic acid, which 

is similar to the result of animal respiration, They 

assume various forms ; the simplest is that of articu- 

lated filaments, laid end to end like beads in a neck- 

lace, and so called Monilia. Such are all the tribes of. 

Mucor and Mucedo. In a state a degree higher, they 

assume a determinate figure, the centre of whieh con- 

sts of spores attached to cellular tissue, of which the 

most ready example is a common Puffbal. In;the 

Agaries or Mushroom tribe, the form is far more com- 

plete ; they have two surfaces, one not perforated at 

ail, and the other separated into plates or cells, and. 

called the hymenium, where the spores are found on 

little processes mostly in fours. It seems that they 

might fairly be broken up into six different orders, for 

a description of which the audience was referred to 

Lindley’s “Vegetable Kingdom.” Some fungi are 

edible, some poisonous, others medicinal, while a few 

are phosphorescent, giving a brilliant light in certain 

mines. In analogous climates, and where the range o 

the thermometer is the same, fungi are so nearly 

identical, that one might almost draw iso-fungal lines 

on the map of the earth. More observations are wanted 

on the real nature of all the plants called fungi ; and, in 

fact, some diseased leaves which were shown this evening 

appeared to have fungion them, but thematter having this 

appearance wasin one case Erineum,which ismerely adis- 

ease of the superficial tissue ; and in the other it arose 

from, the blisters of acari. Amidst the various specu- 

lations respecting the causes of the development of 

ungi none wears the aspect of genuine truth, except 

that of the almost universal diffusion of their exceed- 

ingly minute sporules. As to their places of growth, 

their usual matrices are composed of organic matter in 

a state of greater or less decomposition. But those of 

the simplest organization are not, it is considered by 

some very high authorities, confined to such conditions, 

but attack plants and even parts of animals in apparent 

health. Indeed, fungal disease may be produced in 

them by inoculation, as in the case of silkworms, by 

the Botrytis bassiana, and in Wheat by the Uredo 

fctida. Some, in the opinion of Mr. Berkeley, one of 

the most eminent observers, are truly terrestrial. "The 

cereal fungi have their mycelium present in healthy 

plants, and when ci b ble are 

developed from it. It may be asked, what is mycelium ł 

It is merely the development of the spores of fungi, or 

of mycelium already produced ; and its appearances 

vary in the different tribes of fungi, being sometimes 
T JD Pt, and T 

g 
vesieular. The curious Rhizomorpha is matter of fungi 

developed in an anomalous condition. Two curious 

specimens were exhibited, one of them taken from the 

woollen round a body in a leaden coffin, out of a vault 

of Roman construction; and it was stated that the 

opinion sometimes given that the hair has grown after 

interment should rather be that a hair-like Rhizomorpha 

has made its appearance. It was proposed this evening 

to explain the most frequent instances of fungi attack- 

ing (1), Cereals; (2), Leguminous plants; (3), the 
Potato ; (4), a few other vegetables grouped together 

for want of time ; (5), to propound certain remedies OF 

palliatives, sett 

1. The Cereals.—The straw is attached by Puccinia 

It appears in brown patches, 

which are masses of spores that have burst the epider- 
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in a drawing by Leonard, taken from Corda. 
The joints of the straw also are not unfrequently at- 
tacked by a small species of Depazea. The leaves and 
chaff are principally infested by the Uredines, one bear- 
ing the epithet Rubigo, the other linearis, and called in 
the country rust, or red-robin. It has prevailed ex- 
tremely this season, in the form of a red rust, exuding 
from the inner surfaces of the young leaves. A 

question has been agitated whether these Uredines are 
not imperfect forms of Aregma in the Rose, and of Pue- 

, cinia in the straw of Cereals and Grasses. In the case 
| of the Uredo of the Rose, some specimens were shown 
Which appeared clearly to indicate such a change ; but 
in that of Puccinia, though the argüments of Professor 
Henslow are of great weight on this point, the speci- 
mens shown seemed only to indicate an appearance of 
Uredo before the development of the septum which 
divides the pear-shaped spores of the former into two 
chambers. The florets of Cereals are attacked by 
common smut, or Uredo segetum. The interior becomes 
abortive, the pedicel swells, and a powder looking like 
soot, which has caused this fungus to be called in some 
places chimney-sweeper, makes its appearance on the 
withered ear. The diameter of a spore is only 5.45 
inch, according to Mr. Bauer. The grain of Wheat 
only is preyed upon by the bunt, Uredo fcetida, so called 
from its foetid smell. In some localities it goes by the 
name of pepper-brand. The diameter of a spore is 
35g inch, whence it is calculated that a single grain, 
in whieh it invariably replaces the flour, may hold four 
millions. It destroys all the ovary, except the integu- 
ment and the stigmata. Some have supposed these 
two last fungi, especially the smut, to be only a mass of 
diseased cells ; but diseased cells would not germinate, 
and the bunt may be seen growing on its mycelium, 
very distinctly, by a good microscope. This growth 
was well illustrated by a diagram. The farmers in 
many places conceive that the Barberry disease ZEcidium 
produces Wheat fungi ; but the only analogy between 
the fungi on one and the other is, that the Avcidium is 
like the Uredo, orange-coloured, and that, like these 
several Uredines, this is also of the order Coniomycetes ; 
but the form is quite different. These fungi apparently 
are developed on healthy planis. The Cladosporium 
herbarum, of which a figure was given from Corda, 
never appears except where ‘the corn is undoubtedly 
diseased. Mr. Sidney also mentioned two curious 
foreign fungi, which have been recently deseribed in 
this periodical—the Chionyphe and Lanosa nivalis. 
With regard generally to the growth of Uredines, they 
may be looked upon as propagating by sporules, and 
may be called entophyta, in contradistinetion to entozoa, 
which propagate by eggs. These sporules have gene- 

there was bunt. The spores of bunt soon had formed 
on these a singular mould, with conjugated spores. 
Those plants which have come up are decidedly intected, 
ut no communication can be traced between the cells 

and the shoots thrown out by the spores. There is no 
intrusion of the mycelium developed by the spores into 
the Wheat, which looks as if the fine contents of the 
Spores do really propagate the fungus ; and if the plants 
yield bunted ears in the autumn, it may be considered 

at the spongioles of the young plants imbibed them. 
This is not, however, as we have seen, the normal mode 
of growth. 

2. The next division was that of Leguminous Plants. 
They are particularly subject to various parasites. It 
has been lately discovered abroad that a Medicago is 
attacked exactly like bunted corn. A Depazea also com- 
pletely destroys crops of Peas in wet seasons, attacking 
all parts, but especially the pods. The chief enemy, 
however, of healthy plants is Erysiphe of various kinds, 
Its growth was described in the Gardeners? Chronicle 
of last April. It belongs tothe order Ascomycetes, the 
Spores being in asci. Botrytides also destroy legumin- 
us plants. This year the Botrytis viciæ has done great 
mischief, When decay has decidedly commenced, the 

Otrytis vulgaris appears. The seeds are also subject 
to mucedinous decay, and are somehow almost replaced 

iption of the devel 

Started, they may increase the malady, and perhaps they are started in such early stages of the disease as 
to give fair ground for believing that they originate it. 
The Botrytis infestans was singularly connected with 

Passages of the leaf, and emerges from the stomata, but 
its most luxuriant growth is in the diseased tubers, 
here also many other [curious fungi have been found. 
ms habits of this Botrytis are well described by Mr. 
erkeley, in Vol. I. of the “ Journal of the Horticultural 

Society 5; In general the growth of moulds is a most 

certain filaments may be seen. These are the mycelia 
of moulds, and from them there spring two kinds of 
moulds—Monilia, which are articulate; and threads pro- 
ducing Botrytides, which are never articulate. Albumen, 
or white of egg, mixed with distilled water kept for a 
year, yielded no mould, but a drop of almost any acid 
gave Monilia ; while any caustic alkali, on the contrary, 
was followed by Botrytides. These experiments, with 
the apparent exceptions, are all detailed in the 2d series 
of the “ Annales des Sciences Naturelles.” Mr. Sidney 
stated that he had recently made some kindred experi- 
ments, Albumen gave rise to no mould in distilled 
water. One drop of nitric acid yielded in about a week 
abundance of Monilia; a little oxide of lead added to 
it, which increased and quickened the growth, in Dutro- 
chet’s case gave no mould. Probably there was rather 
too much acid, the proper quantity being about a drop 
to an ounce. Sulphuric acid gave Monilia in a month. 
Althiops mineral, added to the same mixture, gave a 
quantity both of Monilia and Botrytides ; acetic acid, 
with red oxide of mercury, stopped all growth; red 
oxide of lead added to the same gave a great quantity 
of Monilia ; alone, acetic acid had the effeet of much 
development of the same ; caustic potash added to the 
albumen gave Botrytides, some white and some deep 
red. All perfumes almost stop the growth of moulds. 

4. The other plants mentioned, with the fungi infest- 
ing them, were Onions by the Botrytis destructor, Tur- 
nips by Botrytis parasitica on the leaves, the root by a 
kind of Fusisporium. Beet has a Uredo, and last year 
Morren says it was subject to Botrytis. S are at- 
tacked by an Erysiphe, baving the habits of that of 
the Pea. 

5. Remedies or Palliatives.—For Puccinia graminis, 
amendment of the texture of the soil where it has much 
prevailed ; ventilation and light where shade seems to 
have eaused it; checking by various practicable 
methods the over-luxuriance of the young plants; 

rly varieties of corn in places much disposed 
cinia ; avoiding putting on manure directly before 

sowing the seed; hoeing the V 
and getting rid of the weeds. 

superfluous moisture, 
For smut 

alkaline dressings afford the 
surest remedy. They adhere by an oleaginous prin- 
ciple to the seeds, and alkali converts this oil into soap, 
which enables them to be readily washed off. All dress- 
ings of sulphate of copper, of arsenic, &c., are unde- 
sirable, if not pernicious, and the latter really dangerous. 
Wherever there is a careful dressing the bunt does not 
appear ; if the corn seed is not dressed it almost always 
comes largely. Barley ought to be dressed as well as 
Wheat, for an immense quantity is destroyed by smut 
almost every year. Still the smut will not be so easily 
got rid of as the bunt, as it is dissipated early in the 
season, and is much smaller. But the more the farmer 
can diminish it, notwithstanding a foolish prejudice to 
the contrary, the better. For Erysiphe and Botrytis, 
Mr. Sidney said he had known flowers of sulphur slightly 
dusted over the leaves an effectual remedy. Probably, 
also, the experiments on the growth of moulds would be 
found hereafter to lead to practical results. At all 
events, until the agriculturists of England knew the 
nature of these enemies of their crops, they never could 
be led to certain methods of diminishing their encroach- 
ments, which seem almost every year to be threatening 
them with augmented power and numbers. 

Farmers’ Clubs. 
WATFORD : Tenant Rights.—The discussion of this 

subject was continued on the 5th of May. Mr. Currie 
said: The principle of Tenant Rights having been so 
fully admitted by both landlords and tenants at our 
last meeting, which has obtained a degree of notice 
which will I hope be beneficial, I shall at once proceed 
to the discussion of them in detail, not offering resolu- 
tions to your notice, but -going through the various 
heads of them by making such statements as may, after 

ideration and di ion, lead to certain proposi- 
tions being laid down. Injorder to narrow the discus- 
sion which will embrace so many points, I shall confine 
myself to tenancies from year to year, because upon 
such Tenants’ Rights as shall be established the foun- 
dation of a lease can be made, and because, as I stated 
at the last meeting, I believe leases are not much sought 
after inthis partat leastof England; and from what I have 
seen and read, I believe that as good farming may be 
obtained and as much Security given to a tenant by 
yearly agreements, founded on a proper knowledge of 
Tenants’ Rights, as by any lease that can be framed. 
In discussing the question it will be necessary to go 
much into detail with regard to « improvements ;” for 
under this word I shall include both permanent and 
temporary outlay, and it seems more according to the 
importance of the subject to begin with permanent im- 
provements, such as buildings. Itis not very usual for 
tenants from year to year to erect buildings on their 
farms at their own expense. I believe, according to law, 
a tenant has a right to remove any building put up by 
himself on *buystones," where the buildings do not 
enter into the ground, but he cannot remove a building 

attached to the freehold, or even claim an allowance 
for it, except by special agreement. It is quite clear 
that, even in the first case, a tenant cannot be indemni- 

fied for his expenses by removing the building, and a 
right to be paid for it would be a much more satisfac- 
tory course for him as well as for his landlord; and I 
think! it clear, therefore, that on this head as well as | 

with regard to buildings attached to the freehold, a 
tenant right should exist without special agreement = 
but, for the protection of the landlord against fancifal 
or useless buildings, I think he should have some dis- 
cretion as to the class of buildings; and to reconcile the 
reservation to him of this right, consistently with the 
right of the tenant to put up such buildiugs, seems to 
me one of considerable difficulty, and requiring much 
consideration. The easiest course seems to be to leave 
this as a matter for the arbitrators, who are to value 
other improvements ; but I should prefer some course 
which would diminish the uncertainty of this reference, 
or form some guide to the referees as to the mode of 
their valuation. Perhaps the best rule would be that 
no tenant should be repaid for any building erected by 
him unless the same shall have been done with the 
consent, in writing, of his landlord ; and, as a guide for 
the referees, accounts should be made out and settled 
by the landlord and tenant of the expenses of such 
buildings. It would be desirable also that some period 
should be fixed within which the allowance should be 
made, as it is evident that after a tenancy of many 
years the tenant will have been repaid the expense of 
the buildings. Proceeding with the consideration of 
permanent improvements, we arrive at draining. The 
same observation as to this being generally done by the 
landlord arises, and the recent Act of Parliament en- 
abling proprietors of settled estates to borrow money 
for drainage made it more unlikely that the draining 
should be the act of the tenant, I shall not refer to 
any other draining than pipe or tile draining, for am 
other mode is seldom now adopted, and the cheapness 
of those materials, since their manufacture by ma- 
chinery, renders them?preferable to any other. Suppose, 
however, the draining with pipes, or tiles, or stones to 
be done entirely at the expense of the tenant, it seems 
that the fair allowance to him should be seven years ; 
but supposing the tenant has put in the tiles or stone at 
his own expense, with the consent and under the super- 
intendence of his landlord, and having had no allow- 
ance for doing so, and supposing he has had a crop off 
the land, it appears to me he should have, on outgoing, 
an allowance for five years from the time of putting in 
the drains; I have heard seven years mentioned as 
well as three for the period of allowance, and I have also 
taken five years as appearing to be the fair medium. 
It would also be of much assistance in ascertaining the 
sum to be allowed to the tenant, that he should make 
out a yearly account of the expenses of draining for the 
landlord; and in all cases I conceive the plan of draining 
should be submitted to the landlord, as I have seen too 
many cases where the draining having been unskilfully 
done has been worse than useless. I do not find much 
difference of opinion as to the allowance for marling or 
claying land ; it seems that seven years is a fair allow- 
ance for the carriage and labour, and that five years 
should be allowed for lime and carriage. I shall now 
proceed to the question of allowances for such as cannot 
be called permanent improvements. Opinions vary as 
to the length of time to be allowed for bone-dust ; bè- 
tween three and four years are considered fair, but it 
is material to consider the quality as well as the form in 
which bone-dust has been used. If combined with 
sulphurie acid, by which means the phosphate of lime is 
more quickly taken up by the plant, and consequently 
sooner exhausted, it seems to me that two years’ allow- 
ance will be sufficient to repay the tenant. It has been 
suggested to me, by a gentlemen of great practical ex- 
perienee, that the allowance should depend upon the 
application of the bone-dust. If used for Barley, Wheat, 
Beans, Peas, &c., there should be no allowance, but if 
used for top-dressing on Grass-land, allowances ought to 
be made under three years ; if for green crops or fallows 
the outgoing tenant should be paid in full. The subject 
of an allowance for oil-cake is one of considerable diffi- 
culty ; but so valuable is the manure from it when used 
for cattle, that it seems a fit subject for allowance. Mr. 
Williams, the agent of Lord Yarborough, in his letter 
to Mr. Pusey (“Agricultural Journal,” vol. vi. p. 44) says 
the allowance is based on the assumption that the ma- 
nure is improved to the extent of half the value of the 
oil-cake consumed ; but to get a fair average as to both. 
quantity and price, it is made to extend over the last 
two years, and the allowance is two-sixths of the cake 
used in the last year and one-sixth of that used in the 
previous one, making together the half of a year’s con- 
sumption. Oil.eake given to horses is excluded, as I 
conceive the benefit to their manure would be compa- 
ratively trifling, and an allowance for it would tend to 
make cake supersede the legitimate food of the horses 
in the last year of a tenancy. Cake given to sheep in 
the field is also excluded. This decision has been come 
to after careful consideration and inquiry, partly on 

the ground that the benefit to the sheep is sufficient to. 
make it worth while to give cake without regard to the 
manure, and partly from the greater difficulties attend- 
ing the getting a correct account, and the increased 
liability to fraud. And in a letter to the same gentle- 
man (Mr. Pusey) from the Loughborough Agricultural 
Society, containing Suggestions for Improved Agree- 
ments between Landlords and Tenants, the two fol- 
lowing resolutions are stated to have been adopted 
(10 and 11): “For linseed oil-cake and corn used 
for feeding cattle or sheep, one-third of the cost ought 
to be paid for the first year and one-sixth for the second. 

here the manure belongs to the landlord and where the 
manure so made from oil-cake and corn belongs to the 
tenant, an extra allowance ought to be made on the 
value of the manure, in the same proportion as in the 
foregoing rule.” I am inclined to think that no better 
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rules can be laid down than the last two, but in these 

cases the allowance ought greatly to depend upon the 

managemeré and keeping of the manure. The next 

consideration is, what allowance should be made for the 

cost and carriage of all bought dung and night-soil 

which may be spread upon the land, and this seems to 

vary from three to four years. The Loughborough Agri- 

eultural Society considers that four years should be 

allowed, and that for Rape-dust one-third of the bill 

after a crop of Corn, Hay, and Clover should be allowed. 

"The same Society recommends that an allowance should 

be made for Turnip fallows, namely, the working, rent, 

and taxes to be calculated, and the crop of Turnips to 

be valued, and one-half the value of the Turnips to be 

given to the out-going tenant; two-thirds of the Turnips 

to be consumed on light soils, and I may add that for 

maked fallows on strong land he should be allowed for 

ploughing, and on the labour performed, but not for 

rent or taxes, unless he paid for them on entry. The 

cost of seed and labour of corn sown for the incoming 

tenant is,of course, always paid by the latter. The 

allowances before referred to are made on the pre- 

sumption that all the produce, except corn, meat, wool, 

and the produce of the dairy, are consumed on the farm, 

and all allowances are to be made in equal proportions 

in each year for the period over which they extend, ex- 

cept with regard to the foregoing propositions, as to 

Linseed-oil-eake and corn, supposing also the tenant has 

the right to sell the hay and straw off his farm. With 

regard to guano, and the chemical manures now coming 

so much into use, it is extremely difficult, from their | 

recent introduction and the want of sufficiently accurate 

information as to any beneficial effect beyond the season, 

to prepare any rules. I should say that they are so quick | fed and improved a greater amount of stock. 

should be guaranteed a return for all his expenditure. 

He was glad to see that this subject had been so often 

discussed, from which he conceived that much good 

would arise; but he did not believe that the least benefit 

would be derived from any legislative enactment on the 

subject.—Mr. Hrmmem did not think that the tenant 

would be sufficiently remunerated in all eases if pai 

only for the materials of buildings ; but at the same 

time he could not conceive how any landlord could re- 

fuse to repay a tenant his expenditure in doing anything 

that was really useful. He believed the present race of 

valuers as a body totally incompetent to decide on many 

questions which must necessarily be presented to them; 

they did not keep pace with the march of improvement ; 

he conceived they must ily p ientifi 

attainments to decide in many cases on unexhausted 

manures. In one instance a field of his had been top- 

dressed with bone-dust, and in another instance a field 

had been limed, and although in the latter case he had 

previously ascertained that the field contained little or 

no lime, in neither case had these manures produced 

any benefit ; although therefore he was perfectly ready 

and willing to admit that a tenant should be paid for all 
he did, still it was very clear that the landlord ought to 

be satisfied that he was paying for that which was bene- 

ficial to his land.—Captain Foskerr thought that if 

guano applied to the land enabled a tenant to feed on that 
land an increased amount of stock, that the quitting 

tenant should therefore receive a remuneration for the 

guano, — Mr. CLuTTERBUCK replied that where a 

tenant grows and feeds a large crop of Turnips for 

instance, he must certainly make an increased quantity 

of manure; but it must be recollected that he has also 
If any 

in their operations, that no allowance should be claimed | guano is still left in the soil the quitting tenant ought 

by an out-going tenant, except in the case of fallows, | certainly to be ‘paid for it.—The Secretary (Mr. Hum- 

and in that case, when the incoming tenant takes to, | BERT), did not think that tenants, except perhaps in the 

‘and the out-going tenant has no benefit, the prime cost | commencement of a long term, would erect buildings if 

should be allowed. Where Sainfoin has been sown, and | they were only to be paid for them as materials. In 

other permanent pastures laid down by a tenant, I sub- | many localities it was the custom for the landlord to find 

mit that an allowance should be made within three | materials and the tenant to find labour, and in this ease 

years’ growth, provided the tenant has shewn the neces- | it might be readily guessed that the tenant did not ex- 

sary judgm 
Clovers for the soil laid down. 
been much abuse in the allowances, and seed bills in- 

curred much greater in amount than commensurate 

with the improvement of the land from want of proper 

judgment. I shall now quote verbatim the four last 

resolutions adopted by the Loughborough Agricultural | 

Society :—“Such system of cultivation ought to be 

adopted as may be most suitable for the quality of the 

land, and an allowance ought to be made to the landlord 

if such system be not adopted, and for any dilapidations 

in the buildings, fences, gates, and drains. At the ter- 

mination of each year, the tenant shall give an account 

to his landlord or his agent of all money expended by 

him during the previous year, for which he is entitled 

to claim an allowance on quitting his land, If the out- 

going tenant refuses or neglects to enter into an agree- 

ment with his landlord or agent, on or before the 17th 

day of October next preceding the termination of his 

tenancy, then the landlord ought to have the power of 

entering to sow Wheat where the crops do not belong 

to the tenant, the tenant receiving compensation for 

herbage and stubble. The landlord ought to have the 

power of entering, to plough for and sow spring corn on 

the 2d February previous to the tenant’s quitting the 

farm.” All these claims and matters are to be settled 

by two arbitrators and an umpire, to be appointed in 

the usual manner. There are other provisions to be 

inserted in agreements, such as not breaking up old 

Grass land, lopping timber, &c., but these are usual, 

and need not form the subject of discussion on the pre- 

sent occasion, I shall be very glad if the result of the 

consideration of these questions not only here, but at 

other farmers' clubs, should lead to the framing of short 

and plain agreements, which will lead to mutual confi- 

dence between landlord and tenant; and perhaps, in 

speaking as much as I have done of tenant rights, I 
have omitted some precautions which should have been 

suggested on the part of the landlord, for we must bear 

in mind that there are bad tenants as well as hard 

landlords, Iam not an advocate for laying down strin- 

gent rules for cropping, and I should be content witha 

condition that in no case shall a tenant take a second 

white straw crop. In other respects, I should leave 

the tenant to discover the style of farming that will best 

suit his land, for it must be borne in mind that to make 

farming pay, it should be assimilated to a manufacture ; 

that is, to obtain the quickest and largest return, and 

this can only be done by judicious cropping, and 

by keeping the land clean and in good heart.— 

Mr. CLUTTERBUCK said that although the question of 
Tenant Rights might at first sight seem an easy one, 

the more it was investigated in detail, the more difficult 

it appeared. The arbitrators between landlord and 

tenant were required to use their utmost exertions to 

decide fairly and justly on the difficult questions which 

ly presented tl Ives to them, and more par- 

tieularly as to the subject of unexhausted manures. 

The buildings usually found on farms were not adapted 
to the present improved mode of keeping stock, he 
thought that the erection of more suitable buildings, 
unless done entirely at the expense of the landlord, 
presented some difficulties which might perhaps be 

obviated by the landlord agreeing to take them at the 
expiration of the tenancy as materials ; the next tenant 

might then take them from the landlord at a valuation, 

or pay an increased rent for them ; he conceived that 
both landlord and tenant should be satisfied if the latter 

ent in selecting the proper Grasses and | pend much such labour when his tenancy was drawing 

I believe there has | to a close. As it was manifestly to the advantage of 

landlords to encourage the erection of suitable and com- 

modious buildings on their estates, he considered that 

they should be taken from a quitting tenant at a fair 

valuation; but then the landlord should previously have 

had an opportunity of deciding whether or not these 

buildings would be useful to any succeeding tenant, and 

consequently beneficial to the property. He was fully 

aware of the difficulty of deciding on many questions of 

unexhausted manures, and he feared that but very few 

valuers united “science with practice" sufficiently to 

enable them to master the subject ; in fact, he almost 

doubted whether anything short of chemical analysis 

could afford a decisive answer to certain points.—C. 

Humbert, Secretary. 

Miscellaneous. 
Lime Sand a Cornish Manure.—We have a very 

great proportion of lime in our sea-sands, the fertilising 
properties of which are valued according to their con- 

tents of comminuted shell ; the amount of carbonate of 

lime being a correct index of the quantity of shell, and 

of the fertilising power in a given specimen. The fol- 

lowing are the proportions of lime found in the sands 

from 14 different districts, by different chemists : 

1, Gwithian and Phillack .. 70 per cent, of carb, of lime, 

Gannel (near the mouth).. 83} 9 
. Porth Poe m . 50 

"treat 
goto 

k Mawes s 
7, Falmouth Harbour 

10. Trevose Bay +. 
11. Blown sand from Bude 

a i 
13. Stanbury Mouth .. 52 a 
14 Widemouth +... 44 Me Tarihin 

Besides carbonate of lime, these sands contain silica, 

alumina, and traces of oxide of iron. The shell also 

contains traces of phosphoric acid. In Worgan’s time 

the carriage of sea-sand was estimated at 32,0007. per 

annum.§—Mr. Karkeek, Eng. Ag. Soc. Journal. 

Cost of Barley Culture.—The cost of eultivating an 

acre of Barley and Grass-seeds is as follows :— 
One ploughing—Wheat stubble .. 6s. 0d. 

One harrowing .. a He FE RE 

Second ploughing. . £3 des 

Second harrowing, sowing, tillage, &c. 
Seed—Barley m Vs he 

6 Ibs, white and red Clover 

2 Ibs. Trefoil E Ms " 

6 to 8 gallons Rye-grass seed w 

—Mr. Karkeek, Eng. Ag. Soc. Journal. 

Calendar of Operations. 
Tux preparation of land for the Turnip seed is now the most 

important point for the farmer’s attention. The rains of the 

A large stream of water from the mines falls into the sea 
at Portreath, which has carried down in the course of ages the 

excess of worthless matters found in this sand. 

+ This is chiefly all coralline deposit, found in the bottom of 

Falmouth Harbour. 
t It is calculated from fair data that 100,000 tons are annually 

removed from Padstow Harbour only, and over the whole 
county no less than 7,000,000 cubic feet are disturbed. 

the expense for land-carriage only was 

; it is probably much greater now. Within 

of calcining the north coast sand, this operation rendering 

it more soluble, and its action on the soil is thereby more | inc aso of fly, and our market in con 

quickly produced, 

last few days will, on most soils, have greatly assisted the till- 

age of the land. Where there is plenty of manure, the best 
method is to apply say two-thirds of it (if well rotten) ploughed 
in broadeast, and one-third in the drills, as we described when 

on the culture of Mangold Wurzel. e young Turnip plant 
has thus the advantage of an immediate supply of food for its 
earlier wants, and the succeeding grain crop also has the ad- 
vantage of a uniform manuring. As to the quantity of seed 

which should be sown, 3 or 4 lbs. per acre will be advisable ; 

for thus only ean it be arranged between ourselves and the 
Turnip fly to aet upon the principle of ‘Live and let live.” 

The braird from a less quantity might be destroyed, but so 
large a number of plants as 3 or 4 lbs. of seed will produce can 
hardly be all devoured. We prefer paying the penalty of addi. 

tional expense in seed and in hoeing, to incurring the risk o! 
hi lants destroyed. The proper season for sowing 
differs in different localities. In Scotland the third or fourth 

week in May is considered the proper seed time of the Swedish 
Turnip. In South England the first week of June will be early 

enough. 
The young Carrot plants will now be coming through, and so 

also will the Mangold Wurzel. Immedia:e attention must be 
given to clean the land between the rows as soon as they are 
distinguishable. The horse-hoe be kept at work 
tween the rows of Beans. Forward Wheats may be mowed 

within 6 inches of the ground. Dissect a plant first to know 
where the young ear is. Do not let the scythe come near it, 

may also 

"Notices to Correspondents. 

RURAL CHEMISTRY, by Edward Solly.—The Second Edition 
revised and enlarged, is now ready, price 4s. 6d. 

AGE or Carrre—@ B—The information shall be given, 
ARTIFICIAL MANURE—J Randell—Please to excuse the delay of 

week. T 
Breepine or Farm Horses—Cestriensis—See another column, 

BREEDING Sows—Constant R—They are put in a large yard as 

soon as their pigs are weaned, having been previously, or 

eing, as soon as possible, put to the boar, and there they 

are fed, now, on Clover, cut Mangold Wurzel, Cabbage-leaves, 

&c., and, in winter, on Potato-wash, cut Swedes, &c., takin 

care by the occasional admixture of oilcake, &c., if required, 

never to let them get very poor. A fortnight before farrow- 
ing they are put up, and fed on steamed Potatoes, and Bar- 

ey-meal, the former ad. lib. ; the latter about 2 to 3 Ibs. daily. 

Brewine—H P T asks for information about brewing beer 

from Spe Wurzel. [We have not received your former 
tter. 

Bunt versus Ox—Enquirer—The greater size of the former 

when fat, will not balance its inferior quality. We have 
tried the similar question in the case of sheep, and must give 

the same answ‘ 
CookE's GuANo—E Weld—We do not remember, and on look- 

ing back cannot find any reference we have made to this 

guano. Wedo not know it: and cannot imagine a guano 

deserving the name purchasable for 3l, per ton, You may be 

assured that all letters asking for information, that have 

reached us, have been noticed, whatever their signature. This 

i erhaps elicit the information you are in search of, 
CLlover— "ieu. f your first crop is good, and you intend to 

mow again, you had better apply a liquid manure if any, be- 

tween times. You might apply guano at that season, and it 
might lie not merely inert and useless, but wasting for weeks 

on the surface of the ground for want of rain to wash it in, 

Currine Cnarr—ELnquirer— m animals haye not been 

accustomed to cut chaff we would not introduce it, if we 
could not get it cut for less than jd. per bushel. That isa 

great price; there are many machines which will cut it 

cheaper. 
‘glass d; o—Gasomeler—$ee last week's Notices. Gas-water 

may be applied at the rate of 300 or 400 gallons per acre, and 
this will be best done directly by water-cart. 

ITALIAN 
the stubble (scarified and harrowed) after harvest, 
o excuse the delay of answers to your other questions 

ManGoLD WunzEL—L L D— Suppose that the soaking 
rains we have had have rendered an auswer almost unneces- 

sar he seed may soak, i, e. lie damp, for five or six days 
without harm, if you are hindered from planting it by wet 

weather ; and as t'o hindrance by dry weather, one can gene- 
rally foretell the state of his land 24 hours, and if he expects 

it then to be perfectly dry, he should not soak his seed at all. 
Picrons—J C asks what is the most efficient method of 

attaching pigeons to their home? Pigeons’ dung may, be 
used in compost as a manure, Consider it as 10 or 12 times 

as strong as good horse manure, and apply it accordingly. 
Suor or Humours—Ball—It can be cured, Consult a veteri- 

nary surgeon.—W. C. S. 
TASTE or Burrer—B F—See page 91. You might try the plan 

there detaile: 

RESPASS—Z M L—If nothing is said about game in your lease 

you may prosecute for a trespass ive notice and then pro- 

ceed if any party after that comes on your ground. 

Wireworm—Devoniensis—Sce page 320. We have little faith 
in the remedy there proposed, but you may try it. 

Misc—Can any one furnish a correspondent with the title, &c., 

of the best book or books on fancy pigeons ? 

*,* Communications reaching town after Wednesday, cannot be 

answered the same week. ` 
EnRATA—At page 325, col, b, line 36 from top, for “ profession” 

read “ pr ons;” and in line 28 from bottom, for 

“readily” read “ generally.” 

Please 

Markets, 

Bent Scots, Herefords, &o. 48 Oto 4a 2| Best Long-wools s 
Best Short Horns. *88 40 Ditto (shorn) ~- 4 0 4 2 
Second quality Beasts - 3 0 3 6j Ewesand second quality — — — 
alves - + s oe 5 0 Ditto (shorn) -36 40 

Best Downs & Half-brede — — | Lambs - - - - 54 64 
E 4 6| Pigs LE 88 50 

Beasta, 9651; Sheep and Lambs, 25,590; Calves, 98; Pigs, 310. 
to-day a tolerably good'supply of Beasts, and trade for them is D, 3 

wunsold.—Lambs to-day, generally speaking, are of inferior quality; the 
hese are faw of them, are sold dear.—Good Calves are 32 

o 
Well; in other qualities little is doing, 

FRIDAY, May 22, 
‘The supply of Beasts is very short to-day, and trade is better. Best Scots 

readily make 4s 4d, and Short-horns 4s to 4s 2d ; second quality 3s 2d to 3454 
—Sheep are rather plentiful; trade is dull at Monday's quotations,- The 
supply of Lamb ‘considerably exceeds the deman ere are a greatmany 
of very“inferior quality; tho choicest make about 6s 4d, but the more Bene 

lower; prices range from 3s 4d to 4s 8d. 
= Beasts, 666; Sheep and Lambs, 7700; Calves, 270; Pigs, 290. 

41, West Smithfield, 
HAY.—Per Load of 36 Trusses, 

SMITHFIELD, May 21, 
Prime Mead.Hay 80s to 85»| New Hay 
Infr.New & Rowen 60 70 | Clover 32 

Jonn Coorg, Salesman- 
CUMBERLAND MARKET, May 21, 
Bisto 88s 
60 75 

—sto —s | NewClr, —s to a 
E Straw 

Prime Mead. Hay 
Inferior ga 10 368 

New Hay 
100 | Straw Inferior do, 

New Clover — — — 
Josnva Baxxn, Hay Salesman- 

WHITECHAPEL, May 22, y 
Fine Old Hay - B0sto 84 ld Ch 

Inferior Hay 7 60 go" | 9 Oerer 1o e| gar. aoa 000 
New Hay - New Clover 

Supply limited. Trade very dull. —  ———~ 
HOPS, Fripay, May 22. 

The accounts from Kent and Sussex EO usd ‘morning state & decided 
r mence is advancing. 

"PArrANDEN & Surra, Hop-Faotoye 
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“COVENT GARDEN, A ten — Vegetables of all kinds have 
pan well supplies All kinds of Fruit in season is plentiful, 

trade begins to geta Tittle brisker. Pine-apples are plena 
Hothouse Grapes are also excellent in quality, 

becoming very SERRE mt; and a considerable mn E 
Peaches and Nectarines "have been offered, Bim 

last week's dor 
18s, to 1l. per nied sieve. good in ual Pota- 
toes of the very BE gal E fetch 91. a ton, and in one 
or a sen 107. and 127. a ut inferior Pent may be ob- 
tain at much lower Rd j on account of the variety and 
hu "of. other vegetables, however, few sales are effected 
at Suy price. Frame Potatoes are pretty UEM Lettuces 
and other Salading are good and pleni ut Flowers 
chiefly consist of Euphorbias, Heaths, lnscn Tulips, Auri- 
culas, Tropæolum as, Jasminen; Hily of the V: alley, ntas Cangemi 

da, Bur , Can E 
Acacias, Cyclamens, Vie T re DIS 
rro Gardenias, Mose and, s. Roses. 

e, perlb., 6sto 108 J aiias per dozen, 1s to 9s 
cues qe per Jo, 5s to 88 T 100, 6s to 147 

panish, per 1b., 9d to 1s Gooseberries green, per hf 
Apples, Dess; ., per bush», 7s to 20s Strawberries, per 07.» 3d 

en, 7s to 15s. DEUS M 
EU cach, 4e to 108 t Almonds, 
pore r doz., 10s to 248 Filbera, Side "i 106 ‘ibs, oe to 60; 

otarini per doz, 10s to 24s Nuts, Cob, per 100 1bs., 80s to 9 
Chers lek por Ib n= Barcelona) 90r 
Oranges, S en n, iW 2r6d — Brazil, 12s to 167 

00, 4s to 188 — Spanish, 14s 
-= Seville, pet 100p seus Ibe Walnuts, per bushel, 165 to 208 T dozen, 95 t Chesnuts, per peck, 3s to 7s 

VEGETABLES. 
Cabbages, per doz., d O d Carrots, p bunch, 9d to ls 3d 

d, per ‘doz. o 194 Parsnips, per doz., 3d to ls 
Broccoli, Brown, per Bae, 9a tole dd Hou per TREES ls to 15/34 

te, 15 to Salsify, do., 1s to 1 
Car fat „ per do: Onions, per bushel, ER 6d to 5s Teens, per doz. binches,ts to le 6d Spanish, per doz zs dea to Os 

doz 
an 

Shallote per 10. 
Garlic, perili 0d to 8d. 
Lettuce, per store, Cab., 4d to 1s 

Cos, 6d to 2s 
awe, 4s to 9s Ridlitel) per 12 hands, 4d to 14 

u Mushrooms, per pottle, 12764 to Sr d Small Salads, per punnet, Sd to 8d rame, per ib., 6d to ls 6d Fennel, per bunch, 2410/3 
vory, per bunch? 4d to 6d- 

thyme, per bunch, 4d 
. 12 sm, bun. 64 308d 

Parsley, per eto 
" oote, per bundle, 1 oumbers, each, 6d to 2s Tarragon, per bu eve, 9d to Le Mint, green, per Duh KELI loz. bu Marjoram, per bunch, 4 > munnet, 2d t 

TATOBS.—Sournwanx, Y vaa aag May 18 This mai we à: fuut coming to a close. "ho supp! Ay te gesting ima al by de- grees, but the ices have considerably decreased th 

al rulnously low prices, for York Regents, Shaws, or Jersey or Ee ch Blues from the stores; those Qus v0 ie not worth a quotation, the 
in many case: cuui n few cases sufficlent to pay the 

the shipo are as eH ows:—York Reàs, 1140s to Ws per 

MA LANE, Mosis] May 1 18, 
The supply of Went from Essex, Kent, and Suffolk, by land 

Sarriage samples, was moderate at this morning’s m: arket, and 
1n order to make sales it was necessary to submit to a decline 

per E from this day week, and at which reduction the 
Stands were not cleared at a late hour. Foreign remains 
AE Pus the same; sales, however, can only be effected E 
Tol quantities to release by certifica i which are held a 
n spring Corn the quantity. fre: p has been Tus 

iat Beans, and Whi Sia are unaltered in 
Peas scarcely ar e late prices.—The de- 

mand f Cy is limited, which, with rather more offering, 
causes a heavy trade, and “quotations of this day se’nnight can- 
not be "supported, 

RITISH, Ss IMPERIAL Eu s. s. Wheat, i Essex, Ke ent, and Suffolk » White 55 62 $0. mans, Norfolk, incolnshire, and Yorkeht + 50 ea Oarley, Malting and distilling 28e io30» Chevalier 30 83 26 jats, dncolnxhire an us hire .  . Polando 94 24 teh. Yn 
Male, palo, shi DE. 

25 
Feed 21 25 Potato 25 28 

6 
65 
E Rye Beans, Mazagan, old and new ̀ 90 Tick’ Fon, wEireon, Heliga x Mod Wink Peas, White 

$9 46 Harrow 31 48 341052 Winds — — Longpod— — on Maple 29 32 Grey 28 8 

nglish usiness in either 
he ihr or F oven Wheat was SN ry itive! each description is ah for Mond Eun quotations, Ín spring Corn there is no iteration to notice, 

IMPERIAL AVERAGES, 
)Wheat./Barley.| Oats. | Rye. | Beans.| Peas. Apr. it HE Quarter. s Od} 808 9d| 22s 94| 33s 4d| 352 1d| 33: 8d = 2 Cis fe i 1 92 9 5| 84 9| 34 

. vaj 4 88 7 84 10 88 10 May 2 . . .| 56 5| 99 8| 98 7| 32 5| 8411 | 8810 Tm Bs. ^| 86 8| 29 7| ss 9 33 5 | aa 84 7 
AG + | 67 0| 99 4| 94 1| 33 5| 8511 | 3411 

6 , li | r Weeks’ Aggreg, Aver, | b6 3| 99 11 | 23 4| a3 7| 85 2| 34 3 
Duties on Foralgn Gram 19 n| o al 5 n Grain 16 ol 9 0! _ 9 8 
iagram Mawt tha Buctuatlons in the price of cas 2 on the average of = 

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS. 
ESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS will sub- 
mit to Publie Competition at the unu Mart, 

olomew-lane, on Tuesday, May 26; rsday, 28; and Friday 3 a» 1846, at 12 veloci about 2000 DATES, compris- ing all the new varieties of the season. Also, a splendid | EE of GERANIUMS and other plants in bloom; the | newest varieties of Fuchsias, Verbenas, Petunias, Heartsease, | 
and a variety of dues plants im the bor eS nce be viewed | the morning of Sale, and Catalo; he Mart, and of 
the Auctioneer 8, American Nu 

NTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND r | 
| J R. tee LLIOT will sell by Auction, at ihe "haps | 

Nursery, Battersea-fields, on Wedne: iom May 97, at 12 o'clock, a splendid COLLECTION of PLANTS IN POTS, con- 
sisting of all the best sorts of Geraniums, alias, Pansies, | Verbenas, Antirrhinums, Calceolarias, Salvia: zolums, 
Maurandyas, Petunias, Fuchsias R Gikan Roses of all sorts, de, 

To be viewed the day patdi or morning of Sale. Catalogues 
to be had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneer, Putney, 
Surrey, 

FINE COLLECTION OF ORCHIDEE,  HOTHOUSE, AND | made by g : EIU PLA. minutes, i few hands, viz., one m. Y (uses WILKINSON are t by the 
Executors of Joseru Janson, Esq., to sell by auction on Ms premises, Church-streot, Stoke Newington, on Monday, June Ist, at 11 o' Nm "ac eui the valuable and rare | 5, , & e Tetter of ‘thom? Law “Ho odges, Esq., in the “ Tr DEM, AQUATIC, SE, and GREENHOUSE |, | y in the “ Trans- PLANTS sich have both selected With great judgment by Td of E Society of England," page the late proprietor ; Carnations and Picotees, fine Heartsease, | 7? ees ye o the Erection of the Orchideæ House, with the Warm-wat ter E TE is moveable eee eee ees ppara e Green and Hothouses, dul -house, rar H 5 to require bui Re F des Frames, Garden Taplemestay anda variety | Lette e practice in its use. There is no charge made for patent of Out- door Bifects, viewed Saturday preceding and | dues or P De da d morning o DENM statera garden, and of the e 25l, PREMIER DORT TN Rp dete 

Auctions Jude es XX ORDHTDS, A set of Three Draining Spades aud Swanelieoe DURO 
E SSRS done: AND. S, A S. STEVENS beg to ann 2 Corram and Hatten have on show at their Repository a M; s eg to announce | creat vari jety of every article for the Garden, viz., Rollers, k a w y Auction, a their, uio Ee Water Engines, Mowing Machines, Chairs, and Seats of Metal’ 

an IMPORTATION OF CHOICE ORCHIDS dan tee eee or Hehe descriptions. Meu perate r egions gi Mexico, comprising many n | b : fine Plants in good | every descripti vi | ion of Wire Work. condition y be viewed on Saturday and mor ning of Sale, E T 

ATCHER'S BENNENDEN TILE M d em ien and Sold only by COT TA M and ERE. Bar- | Engineers, Agricultural BI ent Mak 
street, Oxford-street, London, nt Makers, Ao 2, Winsley: 

tones 

an and three 
this amount of labour, the product of a day of 10 

ys 
WS, vi 

T i ee of Tile, - 11, d a inches diam. of Tile, » 800 
,200 

nd Catalogues had of the Auctioneors, 99, Ki i Covent | 
Garden 
TERRES ARRIVED | "RIAL ene BIDS 

ROM THE E PE. 
M ESSRS. J. C. AND S. STEVENS, will sell by 

Auction, se their Great Room, 38, aie street, Covent- 
garden, on Saturday, 6th June, at 12 o'clock, a rare collection | 6 
of ORCHIDS, BULBS s EC. from. xe , containing pone 
hew Species, ‘and many very ge such as Orchis Vietor 

Dis: a rmiora &e. ; ; beautiful 
varieties of Watsonias, Vc, and a few | 
Seeds.—On view the day prior do eere of Sale, and 
‘Catalogues had of the Auctioneers, 
ES STATE Wanted to "DÉC Cont prising a hand- 

4 some Residence, with from 50 to 250 acres of land, or if 
offering opportunity for an investment, will be no objection. 
Must not be very distant from a railw; ay, in a good AOE and 
not more than ee hours from London. Particul: ars 

EDGES, Land Agents, 10, New Bond, 
arendon 

'IRE-WOR n UT W ATER APPARATU 
REENHOUSES, &c. 

THOMAS BAKER, MANOR- HOUSE, MANOR- 
LACE, KING'S-ROAD, CHELSEA, Manufacturer of 

TOTEM) WIRE-FENCE, to resist Grazing Stock, and ren- 
dered Rabbit-proof, yi IRE-WORK is ji ainers, Arches for 
Walks, Bordering, Flower Stands, es, &c. H ee 

3run 

tories, &c. Thesame heated by HOT-WATER-APPAR. ATUS, 
on improved and economieal principles. 

waited on in Town and Coun 
Estimates free. ork for the Trade x 

Ward's AES or Domestic Greenhouses. | 

( ()RNAMENTAL TILES for Floors, Walls, &c., of 
i: Greenhouses, Conservatories ce! neausti 
Venetian, &c., in QE VERY VARIE en 

y-stri lackfriars, . 4 ft. 
NTON & CO., the Patentees, of Stoke- Ee 

upon-Trent. Also P ̂atentees of the’ PORCELA AIN BUTTONS, 
cheaper and more durable than Mother-o’-Pearl, &c. Ge mone seen eee, medina ini B $. Ya 3 h $ to 5s. YDRAULIC RAMS, to be had of Freeman Ros, | 3 fect 6inches high. de bi: weder 

Engineer and Pountain "Maker, 70, Strand, London, Ts. A 
Rams adapted to all situati 

TICUL TURAL BUIL; DINGS, Green ag Ho: S d es, Conser | 

l 
and Drawings and 
al. 

wee TUN UTE Succus (see MEME 
S 6 ft. ut ef the ground. ioe soe ee 

"ron SHEED, 
RO 2 

STRONG TRON HORDE: 8 of 
ER E: hi catas, 

; ox do, 4 feet bi igh, 
STRONG TRON WIRE for str ined wire fence, in bundles No. 1 Ram, Supply Pipe, “ti [pm containing 156 yards each, at 10s 1. per bundle. No, 2 Ram, Ditt o 2 in. HAN "GLA SS FRAMES, HO OUSES, €! Epi VATO- No.3 Ram, _ Ditto lin. RIES, &c., made upon ED most impro: rinci of Deep Well Engines ‘and 

Pumps worked by Steam, Horse. 
power, or Manual-labour, Foun. 
tain Basin in Iron, 

pat 

d 
iron or wood and iron combined, which can be fi: Tu complete 
with hot water x for heating in amy part of the 

IRON AND BRA ane BEDSTEA PR STOVES, FENDERS, 
&c., and every article in Ironmonger: dev — ——— Entrance to the US Rooms and Yeu ; 76, Oxford- 

on Loud upon the most Simple and economical plan. Steam | stree 
Closets, Cooking Apparatus, &c. 

Sole Agent for TRUMAN'S Pa WATER PURIFIER. 
TURAL CHEMICAL ALMANAC, by FREE- 

MAN Rog, price 2d., now ready, 

‘PATENT VULCANISED INDIA-RUBBER 
HOSE-PIPE and TUBING, for Gardeners, Brewers, Fire Engines, Plumbers, Gas Fitters, and all other purposes where a perfectly Flexible Pipe is required, 
Hancock begs to announce to the Public that he is 

appointed by the Patentees the s manufacturer of the above 
article, whieh is in every respect superior to Leather hose, and 

ery other description of ible Pipe. The PATENT 
VULCANISED INDIA- RUBBER is stronger gs Native 

Tn One t thick Volume, pu xm mawan of 380 Engravings, 

CHE SUBURBAN “HORTICULTURIST; 
Comprising the Culture and Management of the Fruit, 

AES and Forcing siia Cay By J poupon E E S., HE... 
LIAM SMITH, 113, Flee 

NEW EDITION OF KEITH" S MEASURER, sy MAY NARD. 

In 12mo, price 5s. bound, the 24th Edition of 
r HE COMPLETE MEASURER; or, the whole 

+ of Measuring : being a plain and compreh ensive Trea- 
tise on “Practical Geometry and Mensuration. For the Use of 

z 

Enn a weeksending Sa urday ] utchoue, does not become stiff or hard by exposure to the d Persons concerned in Meas: " Bar Pme» “| Aven Annas 18 (REY DID ep Mayo | May 16 TEN atmospheric temperatures, is applicable to Hot Liquor soe Hou By THOMAS. Karra Coes boe Be. 

OR ud + Te VULCANISED INDIA RUBSEN. ‘HOSE mp improved by SAMUEL MAYNARD, Author of the ^ Key to Keith's 
EL ds xi 2j well adapted for Fir Snemna ; as it does not require any appli- Monomax E Co.; Rivinerons; HAMILTON & C Wu "Em i BP oe cation or attention, Cd t for use,—Manufactory, | vaker & "d SiwPKIN & Co. ; ; Cow & Co. ; Hiis A = Eo DR ES to Goswell Mews, Goswell STD Qus QA eda 
Eo HOSPHORIC RAT POISON.—This preparation — 
n5 24 is offered to the Public with the greatest confidence, being NEW eee ws ay a GARDENING, 
E decidedly superior to all those poisons containing arsenic ready, price 1 
Ex 6 other minerals, Itis most greedily eaten by rats and mice as HE ANNALS of HORNCULPURE and YEAR t 4 long as it is offered to them, and invariably proves certain 

-Muo TARER as nS : 
SEEDS, May 22, an Tie o X anes Greenho: ies and Frames, tog t Ga NS je c 1 E m |—R S. —— | most am d lete Calendar of perations es 42sto 468| LinseedCak. EE: iple and complete Calendar o: E a eee d8 Med d, QU di L Ease B E D F Per = “A Ty Per ib, | for every month in the Year ; plain instructions for the culture 

ere hea, $3 > z al es = = | Mixed I Wi | nest For. Grey Goose 2s Qd | of every kind of Flower, Fruit and Vegetable, assu = White, Endlo - 66 08 | Rapeseed, m nia "s m| Grey Goose :. J] 4 4 | Best Irish White Goose 2 of the Dest sort of each ; Lists of all popular an ee Colander Foreign - 40 68 | RapeCakes Hise OO irene ene THES: Bot DADES css. 8 with their habits, treatment, colour of bloom, time 
Homer. 27 T. lode 16 [simon - E 3 SERES MERE Meroe OE dud ing, &c. articulars of all Manures and Fertilizers, with 
Linse < merqr. 85 86 | Tares, o oie r- vush, - List of cede of Bedding, containing Weights, | the mode of appi g them ; and the most authentic informa- 
ERES E d O Bsoasasa | Sires and Prices, sont ieo by post on application to ITEAL and | tion upon every cubject connected with Horticulture. - ^ 42 9t RODA Ue dopo ar Teed uos v variable fo i Ee Kinosvonp AND Lay, 

Orders received by all Booksellers.—HOULSTONE and STONE- 
MAN, 65, Paternoster-row. 

Son, Feather Dressers and Beddi ing dp ues 196, Tot- 
tenham-court-road, opposite the Chapel. 
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On and after the First of June, 

d THE DAILY NEWS. 
LONDON MORNING NEWSPAPER, 

AT 

TWOPENCE HALFPENNY! 

HE Newspaper is the intellectual life of the Nineteenth Century—the great agent of modern civilisation. Not to speak of the moral and political safe- 

guards which it affords, it places all, whatever their varieties of fortune and position, on a level as toinformation. By its means only the small capitalist 

is enabled to contend successfully against his wealthy rival for a knowledge of those changes which affect supply and demand—and therefore prices, Without 

the daily Newspaper, a man and his family might be located as well in the back settlements of Canada as within ten miles of the great centre of European 

Civilisation. These facts are felt—the gain is understood—and the number and character of the Newspaper press of any country are an admitted test of the 

enterprise and intelligence of the people. Itis remarkable, then, that more than a century since, there were eighteen papers published in London, daily or 

three times a week—while now there are only fifteen ! though the population of to-day bears a ratio to that of the period in question of more than 3 to 1 ; 

and, by means of the post and other facilities, the whole kingdom has been brought within the easy range, and under the direct influence, of the London 

press. In the single City of New York, more daily papers are published than in all England, Scotland, and Ireland, put together, The circulation of 

papers in Paris exceeds that of London twenty-fold. How is this? Of a fact so startling, where lies the explanation ; what is the cause ?—Paicx! 

That the public know the advantage of having a Daily Paper is manifest, from the thousands and tens of thousands who pay twopence for an hour's 

reading, and threepence for a paper the day after publication. What, then, are the causes which maintain the high price? First, the amount of capital 

required to be invested in a Newspaper speculation—with whose extent and proper application the man of business and the capitalist are for the most part 

unacquainted. Next, the various talent, knowledge, and experience which must combine to produce the result. The number and greatness of the require- 

ments have, in truth, occasioned something very like a monopoly—and monopoly always commands its own price. Thus, whilst energy, enterprise, capital, 

and competition have been doing good service in all other things, including literature in various branches, nothing has heen attempted, in the direction indicated, 

for the political, social, and intellectual wants of three great nations; and a Daily Paper still remains a costly luxury, in which only the wealthy can indulge. 

IN PARIS WITHIN THE: LAST FIVE YEARS A REDUCTION OF ONE-HALF OF THEIR OLD PRICE HAS BEEN MADE IN THE MOST DISTINGUISHED JOURNALS, 

WITH THE RESULT OF INCREASED EFFICIENCY, POWER, AND INTEREST. ANY SUCH ATTEMPT IN LONDON DOES NOT SEEM TO HAVE BEEN THOUGHT OF. 

The experiment is now about to be tried of establishing a London Daily Newspaper, on the 

highest scale ef completeness in all its departments, which shall leok for support, not to 

comparatively few readers at a high price, but to many at a low price. 

Its success depends upon the Public. In the first instance, however, it was necessary to prove that the projectors are capable of competing with the 

high priced—that in energy and ability they are able to perform all that is required; and of this the Public have now had sufficient experience. 

THE DAILY NEWS appeared in January last, and no one has hinted a suspicion that it is inferior to its contemporaries in any respect. The time has. 

now come when the proprietors are prepared to develope their plans ; whatever has hitherto attracted public favour to their enterprise, will be continued 

and extended, and, working in the spirit of the age, they will publish, 

On the First of June, 

THE DAILY NEWS 

At Twopence Halfpenny. 

The Paper will be of the same size as all other journals were within seven years; it will be larger than many of the high-priced daily journals are 

ular of interest, it will contain as much information as the most successful amongst its contemporaries. But it will be expansive ;. 
now ; and, in every partici 

, seems to require it. 
and double sheets will be given whenever an important Debate, a pressure of News, or Advertisements 

THE DAILY NEWS, therefore, will contain everything that is to be found in other journals; and all accounts 

of Markets—all trade information—will be so arranged that the merchant and man of business shall find what he 

wants always, as nearly as possible, in the same place, and in the fewest possible words. The modern newspaper has not 

been devised and planned as judgment might have originally directed, but has grown up under circumstances which it could not control; and the 

establishment of a new paper affords the opportunity for a revision, which shall effect a saving of the reader’s time, and present the information which he 

seeks in a more systematic form. 

The Daily News will be published in Time for the Morning Mails. 
P 

LET Us REPEAT THE MARKING FEATURES OF OUR SCHEME. Ist. We give to the reader, in what we hope will be an improved and more convenient 

form, all that he can find in the most approved of our competitors; enlarging always our surface to embrace whatever of unusual interest the times may 

"The difference between them and us will be only in that host of Advertisements, which we too will be happy to give in an additional sheet when- 

2ndly. To the reader who now pays Fivepence for his paper, we offer the same thing at half the price + 

It, then, only remains for the public to justify the experiment; 

present. 

ever the public shall supply us with the occasion. 

and to the man who hires his paper, a paper of his own at about the cost of the hire. 

remembering that their interest in the issue is no less than our own. 

Let him who would support us in this seasonable attempt, subscribe at once. Where even the reduced price is beyond his means, let him at once join 

with a friend or neighbour in subscription. If, again, these friends can arrange with others in the country to receive the paper, by post, on the day of 

publication, at half price, the cost to each, of the New Daily Paper, will be little more than one halfpenny. 

Every News Agent, will, we hope, supply the paper at Twopence-halfpenny, where payment is made in advance ; the same proportionate allowance 

as with other papers—something more than twenty-four per cent.—being allowed by the proprietors to the trade. When credit is given, it is a matter of 

private arrangement, with which the proprietors have nothing to do. As, however, in an undertaking so bold and so novel it is advisable to guard against 

possible inconvenience, the proprietors of THE DAILY NEWS will undertake to get all persons supplied who shall forward a post-office order 

payable to Josera Smirn, Darry News Orricr, Whitefriars, London. 

For THREE MONTHS . . . 16s. 4d. 

Let all who are interested in the success of this undertaking—and who is not?—be active, 

and Faxnuniox Murer Evans, of No. 7, Church-row. Stoke Newington, both in the county of Middlesex, Printers, at their Office in Lombard- 

in the parish ef St, Paul's, Covent-Gardem, in the said county, where all and 

and success is certain- 

street, in the 
i te be 

Printed by Wrxzzax Bnapsoxr, of No. 6, York-place, Stoke Newington, 
Precinct of Whitefriars, in the City of London: and published by them at the Office, No.5 Charles-street, 

addressed vo the Bditor,—Satmday, May 29, 1646, 
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S & SONS, Hackney, have now ready | J MESSRS. J. ann H. BROWN inform the Nobility LODDIGES 
Aflotmen! system 

from new e: ie ‘respondents. 

d pon SALE, about 27 ewt. of BEET ROOT SEED. 
C 1 ylanded per 

* for delivery a Limited number of superb Plants, 2 fect RU CHO SS onding the Tollane dons ieur Gardea UA G y are now sending the following desirable 
H M uM 3 € | high, very bushy, of RHODODENDRON ROBUSTUM—a new | pl ants to any part of the United Kingdom. 
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ORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.— 
EXHIBITIONS AT THE GARDEN.—The next Meeting 

"will take place on Saturday the 13th of June; subjects for 
Exhibition must be at this office on Friday the 12th, or at the 

efore Harr PAST Eramr o'clock, A.M., on the day of 
Exhibition. 

Orders from Fellows of the Society. 
.B. No Tickets will be issued in Regent-street on the day 

of Exhibition.—21, Regent-street. 

È OYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY REGENT'S-PARK. 
- The Second EXHIBITION this season of PLANTS and 
FLOWERS in the Gardens of this Society, will take place on 

NESDAY next, the 8rd of Junz. In the course of the day 
the three Military Bands will join and perform the following 
Overtures—'* Yelva," by Reisiger; *Freyschütz," by Weber; 
** Don Giovanni," by Mozart. i 

Subscribers to the Society are admitted free, Visitors are 
admitted by Tickets, to be obtained at the Gardens only by 
orders from Subscribers; price, until the day, 5s. each, or on 
the day of Exhibition, 7s. 6d. 
Promenades will continue to be held every Wednesday in 

‘the road from Park-square, over the bridge facing York-gate, 
to set down either at the Front Gate or at the New North 
Entrance icati i € tory. 

HREE SPLENDID NEW SEEDLING PETU. 
TAS, distinct varieties, colour and shape very good, 

have been inspected and approved of by Dr. Lindley (see Gar- 
deners’ Chronicle, July 5, 1845), and many good judges in the 
trade : 
P. AT by TRACTION, Convolvulus-shaped, beautiful pink, with 

pencilled centre, 3s. 6d. each. 
P. ENCHANTRESS, crimson pencilling upon a peach ground, 

fine, and very pretty, 3s. 6d. each. 
P. ALLIWAL, a splendid large, well-formed rich crimson va- 

riety, 3s. 6d. each, 
‘New Seedling GERANIUM, SIR HARRY SMITH, brilliant 

scarlet, with rich black eye—this bold and attractive flower 
merits a place in every good collection—7s, 6d. each. 

Best mixed Geraniums for bedding out, 6s. and 9s. per dozen. 
Applications, including post-office orders, will be immediately 

executed,— Direct to Mroun. Brewer, Nurseryman, London- 
road, Cambridge. 

N. hoice Cineraria and Petunia Seed, saved from the 
t sorts, 2s. 6d. per packet. 

B. BIRCHAM, Hedenham Rosery, Bungay» 
* Suffolk, has now ready to send out the Best Varieties of 

PERPETUAL and BOURBON ROSES, in pots, fit for trans- planting into borders, to form beds of Perpetual Roses, 12 good varieties: a e 6. Bs. 
12 most i erior . " 30s. 
ew scarce varieties from 6d. to 5s. each. A descriptive Catalogue sent, upon application. One ormore Plants will be added gratis, to compensate for long carriage, 

‘Carriage paid to London, per Norfolk Railway.—May 30. 

SATURDAY, MAY 30, 1846. 
MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS oNDAY, June SO EC A B M e l—Entomologicnl — . 

$ 2 "divae sui eus Horticultural ieee ten ordre PRU sre aides Wenxscpay, — af Royal Botanie Gaidens | 1 — 9 ra Society of Arts . l arm, Faway, — 5-Botanical |. ; | . Reon Sarunas, — 13—Horsicultnral Gardens olx 

Tur Vice-Secretary of the Horticultural Society 
will be much obliged to gentlemen having commu- 
nications for the next Number of the Jounwar or 
THE Socrrry, if they will forward them without 
delay to him at 21, Regent-street, London. 

AN alarm has arisen among some of our corres- pondents as to the state of various kinds of plants 
in which they think that symptoms of Unusvat Dis- 
EASE are appearing ; and they are apprehensive lest such general affections in the vegetable world should be forerunners of like plagues in the animal. The 
best way of dealing with these cases seems to be to 
take them separately. 

A gentleman living near Sevenoaks sends 
Specimens of a Lilac whose young shoots are 
dying off irregularly. “I first noticed it," he says, 

yesterday, and forty-eight hours seem ‘to 
Complete their destruction ; the gangrene seems to 
begin just above the bud. My gardener had seen 
it the day before, and has called my attention to the common Laurels, many of which in various as- 
Pects and situations are also affected ; in these the 
disease manifests itself first in the deaf. The Por- 
tugal Laurel also is partially affected in the same 
manner, and I detect the same disease in the shoots 
ofthe Yew. Neither wind nor frost, nor any acci- | 
dental or local cause exists to account for it? The 
Specimens here alluded to consisted of Lilacs and 
Common Laurels. Their young leaves and shoots 
Were dying back, after becoming spotted, much in 
the manner of the Potatoes, and here aud there the 
Owest part of the shoots next the old wood was 
black and brittle, exactly as in the Potato haulm 
Next the old tuber. No fungi were visible exter- 
nally. The old wood of the Lilacs next the dying 
shoots was brown and decayed, and the evil looked 
as if it would spread backwards or downwards. 
is ese are, no doubt, unusual symptoms, and in the 
me not such as would be referred to the action of 
di m usual years. We suspect, however, that 
the appearances were really so produced, and. that 
in. anomalous: symptoms are caused by the very 

| plants was ripened last autumn. In many places 
‘the common Laurel was half bleached, instead of 
| acquiring its rich green colour ; and wherever the 
|yellow shoots have pushed, there seems a great 
| tendency to perish under the least impediment to 
free growth, such as would be eaused by unobserved 
frost in the early morning, or even by a dry wind. 
We have not, however, succeeded in finding Lilacs 

or Yews iu the state described by our correspondent, 
and conclude that, so faras they are concerned, the 
affection is local. Roses are much injured. In 
allsuch instances the dying shoots should be re- 
moved along with 3 or 4 inches of sound wood 
below the disease. 

Another correspondent, near Clonmel, finds his 

Peach-leaves shrivelling up and going off, on trees 
planted with all possible care in November, 1844. 
We entertain little doubt that the cause is the 

this case. The season of growth in 
2 ast vear rendered it impossible for plants 

like the Peach to ripen their wood perfectly 
in such a climate. The yellowness of the 
Laurels, the want of blossom-buds on the Indian 
Rhododendrons near Dublin, were unequivocal 
symptons of the badness of the season. In this 
case the diseased appearance will, probably, dis- 
appear.as the warm season advances; and if we 
have plenty of sunshine now, healthy leaves may 
be looked for hereafter, unless the wood should 
be so unripe as to become gummy and cankered. 
Our Clonmel friend will do well to lay in no more 
wood than he wants, and to keep the new shoots 
nailed close to the wall as fast as they grow. He 
should also have cut out in the winter-pruning all 
the soft spongy shoots of last year’s growth. 

To the same cause (that of badly-ripened wood 
of last year) seems referable a disease that has ap- 
peared among Coniferous plants. Mr. Ayres, of 
Brooklands, says that, at Blackheath, the whole of 
the foliage is falling off the Spruces and Larches; 
and though a few new branches are breaking out, 
their numbers are so few, that the trees must be 
removed. “ At this place (Brooklands) a number of 
the most healthy young trees will in a few days be 
complete skeletons, and I noticed the same thing 
happening to large trees of 20 or 30 years’ growth 
on the estate of Colonel Lone, at Bromley-hill, in 
this county. Mr. Wirsox, the land-steward of W. 
Pieorr, Esq., of Dullingham-house, Newmarket, 
informed me the disease has seized thé Spruces in 
that neighbourhood.” A similar complaint comes 
from a writer near Wrexham, with whom Larches, 
from 4 to 12 years old, are dying off this season. 
He has some hundreds affected. The disease 
seems to prevail mostly among trees of the age 
above mentioned. In a plantation, about 30 years 
old, not one appears to be affected. The leaders 
and most of the upper branches are quite bare of 
leaves ; and the lower ones seem scorched, and only 
just alive. These trees have hitherto grown very 
rapidly. He has three or four Silver Firs dying in 
the same manner; ie does not see any other 
species of tree so attacked. 
We do not recognize in these symptoms anything 

incompatible with a watery condition of last year's 
wood; arising, not so much from excess of water inthe 
autumn, as from want of sunlight and heat to carry it 

Under such circumstances it may 
be easily conceived thatthe resinoussecretionsneces- 
sary to the health of Coniferous trees were inade- 
quately deposited, and that now, whengrowth recom- 
mences, the young leaves cannot find in their neigh- 
bourhood their food (or organizable matter)in such a 
state that they can assi it. The result of that 

ü the foliage will drop off, 
and the probability is that in such cases the wood 
will die back, or prove permauently diseased. | 

Ve have offered these remarks beca 
lit our duty to point out dan 
st, we have no desire to see persons needlessly 

alarmed, as we believe those to be who dread, in 
such symptoms as have been described, the advent of 
dis: 
forerunner, We cannot say that we perceive at 
present any ground for uneasiness. We doubt in- | 

really | rer 

the mysterious destruction that has overtaken the 
Potato. 

While, however, we thus de 
readers against undue apprehensions of evils not 
likely to arise, we must not conceal the fact that a | 
disease apparently identical with that of the Potatc 
has broken out among the Yams in Jamaica. We 
know not to what extent tl gone, but we have | 
in our possessiou specimens for which we a 

debted to Mr. Bzcxronp, of Upper Portland- 
whieh place the fact beyond a doubt. It 
jortant, moreover, to remark that the di 

ire to guard our 

ini "lent H A sufficient manner in which the wood of most assumed that virulent putrid form which 

ters of which the Potato murrain is but the]? 
| is 

à 1 3 } 
t 

deed w hether. the eases which have been brought | diameter), distinguish it as an attractive under our notice would have excited attention if it | object. 1 hee or 4 i e i had not been for the alarm that exists respecting parterre, or for part 

largely in lreiand. We cannot tieu out read lest uie 
food of the West India Islands may be destroyed like 
our own, and lest the sufferings which have been 
experienced by the poor people at home should 
be about to be transferred (?) to our colonies. Such 
a calamity would be the more severely felt there in 
consequence of the advance of the Potato disease, 
which is evidently increasing in other countries 
whatever the event may prove with us, for in Lis- 
bon, which last year was almost uninfected, the young 

Potatoes are already attacked to the extent of 
one-sixth, as is proved by the samples now on sale 

in London.* 

We do trust that the movement that ee sae 

been made at Cambridge, to Sarr we last eel 

io weet ore be prot Sirve Peono sobd advantage 
o -4eral cause of public education. 

We now find that at an adjourned Meeting for the 
purpose of considering the subject of the New 
Botanic Garvey, Dr. Crank was called to the 
hair; and the following Resolution proposed by 

the Master of Christ's, and seconded by Dr. 
Pacer, was passed unanimously :—* That the pro- 
posalfor submitting a Grace to the Senate for the 
appointment of a Syridicate, according to the Reso- 
ution passed at the last Meeting, be deferred ; and. 
that in the mean time a Deputation, consisting of 
the Chairman, the Master of Christ's College, Dr. 
F. Thackeray, Dr. Paget, Professor Henslow, Mr. 
Romilly, Mr. Power, Mr. Hopkins, Mr. Williamson, 
Mr. Smith (Caius), Mr. W. Stokes, Mr. Babington, 
Mr. Sykes, and Mr. G. Stokes, be requested to wait 
upon the Vice-Chancellor, for the purpose of ascer- 
taining whether he would be willing to propose a 
Grace to the Senate for appointing a Syndicate to 
consider in what manner Funds may be raised, 
which will secure to the University a surplus annual 
income, sufficient to admit of the execution, from 
time to time, of Works of general improvement 
counected with the usefulness and splendour of the 

niversity ; including primarily the formation of 
the New Botanic Garden, as an object of immediate 
exigency.” 

Let us hope that the Vice-Chancellor will readily 
comply with this moderate and, indeed, necessary 
proposition. His acquaintange with Cambridge 
studies must tell him that it is hardly reasonable, at 
the present day, to refuse all aid to science, or, we 
should rather say, all aid to students who would 
prosecute science, in the greatest of our English 

niversities. We will not do him the injustice to 
suppose that he personally wishes to render per- 
petual the system of offering hundreds of thousands 
of pounds per annum in premiums for the study of 
classics and mathematics, as is really the case so long 
as all masterships, bursarships, scholarships, fellow- 
ships, and other ships, if there be others, (to say no- 
thing of preferments,) are filled from the ranks of 
these two pursuits. He, we are sure, regrets, as 
much as ourselves, that, in such a University as Cam- 
bridge, the only reward assigned for the promotion 
of Botany should be the miserable stipend of 
1771. 6s. 105d., which has been successively paid to 
four individuals in about a century and a haif. 

For ourselves, we entertain no doubt of the re- 
sult ; the stream of Cambridge opinion has begun 
to flowin the true direction, and nothing can pre- 
vent its accumulating force overthrowing all the 
barriers which supineness or prejudice (and there 
are no others) can oppose. 

SELECT PLANTS FOR BEDDING OUT, &c. IN 

FLOWER-GARDENS. 
(Continued from page 316.) j 

16. Campanula Barleri?—This, probably, is the finest 
of our dwarf or creeping species of bellfowers. Itis 
a half-shrubby evergreen perennial, requiring a dry 

frame or cool greenhouse, with protection from frost in 

winter, and, in common witl l h several other allied species, 
it is rather succulent in its structure, a ounding with a 

peculiar secretion of milk-like fluid or sap, from which 
it may be inferred that a p. lly dry situation, and 

ervation from long-continued or stagnant moisture, 
s essential to a vigorous and successful growth. 

Its neat dark-green leaves and salver-shaped blos- 

soms, of a lively blue colour (each nearly 13 inch in c 
and elegant 

It is admirably suited for a small group or 

p ally-elevated mounds of artificial 
rockwork on flower-borders. is al 

of drawing-ri 
nies. 
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rained. ‘The soil ad 
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highly-fermented manure), well incorporated with small 

brick refuse or potsherds equal to one-fifth of the whole 

amount. 
C. Barleri? being characterised by an extreme 

tendency to form attenuated growth and premature 

flower bade when excited early, a uniform and vigorous 

growth should be encouraged by shortening the ex- 

tremities when required, and, by a careful attention to 

the removal of all flower-buds until the first or second 

week in June, by which time the plants will have accu- 

mulated a vigour of growth equal to a long-continued 

bloom. 
17. Oxalis spectabili: 

pact, half-hi 
to 4 inches in height, and producing a profusion of rich 

purplish ernus2" flowers, „nearly 1 inch in diameter, 
during June and July. itis well fitted for a small par- 

terre, treating it as follows :—Yanc out the ordinary 

soil to the depth of 2 feet, and replace it with 5 inches 

of coarse brick-bats (or similar material), over which 

add 6 inches of coarse, dry turf ings, or dry Moss, 

and fill up with equal portions of friable heath-mould 

and sandy loam. In this the stores should be planted 

in May, according to the weather. After the season of 

bloom is over, and a maturity of growth manifested by 

the progressive decay of le , &e, the bulbs should 

be taken up, replaced in store-pots, each containing ten 

or more bulbs, and preserved in a dry frame, facing 

south or west, until Noveraber, when they should be 

replanted into smaller store-pots (four or six bulbs 

eaeh), in equal portions of friable leaf-mould, heath- 

soil, and sandy yellow loam ; after whieh they should 

be plunged in ashes, or old dry-sifted tan, ina pit or 

frame, facing south or east; protecting them from 

severe frost, and watering only as the bulbs progres- 

sively vegetate. In this position they remain until 

required for the parterre, in April or M. 

18. Oxalis caprina,— This is a very interesting half- 

hardy perennial, requiring a frame or cool greenhouse, 

with protection from frost in winter, producing flower- 

seapes from 9 inches to 12 inches in length, with ter- 

minal clusters of brilliant yellow flowers, each nearly 

1 inch in diameter, during May, June, and July. It is 

suitable for a parterre, requiring a similar treatment as 
t was a favourite plant 

— This is a neat, dwarf, com- 

rdy bulbous plant, growing from 2 inches 

Y 

rounded, it will still appe: 
rightness,” gWhen required solely for a par- 

terre, the bulbs should be taken up as described for the 

6 inches deep. For protection during intense frost, the 

surface should be covered with perfectly dry sifted tan, 

or leaf-mould, to 12 inches in depth, which may be re- 

moved by the first week in March; and in case of 

protracted or unexpected cold, after the plants appear 

above the surface, they may be protected by a few 

hoops extended over the bed, and shielded with mats. 

19. Papaver bracteatum.—Those who wish to pro- 

duce a gorgeous feature in the flower garden will find 

this plant perfectly adapted to their purpose. It is bi- 

ennial in its duration, blooming perfectly but once from 

plants of the previous season’s growth, and for which 

purpose it should be sown in May or Juve, and trans- 

planted in summer or autumn to its intended posi- 

tion. In habit it assumes the form of a large crown 

of leaves sitting upon the ground, from which the 

flower stems arise, attaining from 3 to 5 feet in height, 

having on their summits immensely large, deep scarlet, 

cup-shaped blossoms, expanding by sunlight from 

9 to 14 inches in diameter. "The suecession of bloom is 

limited, but the effect (compared with any other plant) 

is magnificent. I remember seeing a large flower bed 

occupied by this plant solely, about 15 years ago, in 

the then richly adorned flower garden at Bretton Hall, 

Yorkshire. The impression of that gorgeous pyramid, 

as it then appeared, is not forgotten. Where such an 

object is desired, it should be placed towards the back- 

ground. P. bracteatum thrives in any garden soil. The 

strongest plants should be placed in the centre of the 

bed, adding a quantity of rich leaf-mould to each, which 

will heighten the effect by insuring a pyramidal outline, 

or progressive elevation of growth from the margin to 

the centre. 
20. Campanula garganica.—This is the next species 

in point of mevit to C. Barleri, being more compact in 
its growth, and more profuse^ in its bloom, but smaller 

in its individual blossoms, whieh are of a dark purplish 

blue. Though less remarkable than the last named 

species (C. Barleri) it will, in many instances, be con- 
sidered quite as beautiful. Its growth is equally adapted 
for culture in pots, vases &c., or for producing a general 
effect in small beds. 

21 is Piotle—Plants which attract almost 
everybody’s attention, must possess, at least, very re- 
markable, if not beautiful features; and this is one. It 

is a half-hardy perennial bulbous plant, of similar 

hardihood with the previously described species, and re- 

quiring a similar treatment, Its habit is exceedingly 

neat and compact, forming in its earlier stages of growth 

a densely close herbage of small glaucous or sea-green 

leaves sitting close upon the soil, but which, as it ap- 

proaches to maturity in April and May, rises from 2 to 

3 inches in height, and is sueceeded by numerous rich, 

transparent, buff-coloured flowers, nearly inch in 

diameter, having a clear green centre, the remaining 

surface being delicately marked with brown lines radiat- 

[: 

ing to the margin ; and which, on examination, assume 

a rich purple tracery or veining, on the reverse or 

under side. The remarkable size and profusion of its 

flowers, l with the diminutive leaves beneath 

them, invest this plant with a degree of interest pos- 

sessed by few others, and when seen fully expanded by 

sunlight, produce an impression of novelty and beauty 

combined, which, to a cultivated taste, “defies forget- 

ting.’— Wm. Wood, Pine. apple-plac 

FANCY TRAINING. 
(Continued from p. 284.) 

No. 9.—This design, with five stakes, has a good ap- 

pearance ; if done with four stakes instead of five, it 

d 
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does not look near so well, Diameter of hoop, 2 feet 

6 inches; height, 7 feet. 

No. 10.—-Single stem trained up a stout stake, and 

brought down in three stems (with stakes), each about 

30 inches from the ascending stem. 
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THE AMATEUR GARDENER. 

Tus Green Fry.—1f slags and snails are the terror 

of gardeners in reference to their culinary crops and 

other productions near the surface of the ground, the 

numerous tribes of the aphis are equally obnoxious to 

the well-being of bis trees and shrubs. They also thrive 

with provoking fecundity in frames and greenhouses. 

The present season is, in this part of the country (the 

South of Bedfordshire), distinguished by the ravages of 

these minute creatures, who do injury in various way 

They do not eat up the plant on which they dwell, but 

they constitute a sad incubus on its powers of life, both 

by their own pressure and by the gummy excrement 

they so plentifully discharge. Gardens are so generally 

infested by these inseets, and the damage they do is so 

well known, that any contribution to the modes of-coun- 

teracting their injurious influence must be acceptable 

It is well known that tobaeco-smoke, when proper! 

applied, effectually clears the plants in a frame or green- 

house from the aphis, but the same agent, when used in 

open air, is almost useless ; fo e although a puff of smoke 

will dislodge the enemy, it does not kill him 5 he is 

only intoxicated for a time, and will speedily return to 

his predatory attacks. Having myself a choice collec- 

tion of Roses, scattered rather plentifully over about an 

acre of garden-grouud, and all much disfigured with 

green-fly, I turned with interest to the Chronicle of 

May 23rd, and read in the Answers to Correspondents 
the following advice :—“ Aphides are killed by a weak 
solution of smelling-salts in water, or by gas-water 
diluted with six times its bulk of water." As the 
extent of the evil in my garden made it important for 
some remedy to be applied instanter, I resolved to act 
on this recommendation. I could not use the smelling- 
salts, because no proportions axe stated, and I therefore 

commenced operations with the gas-water, of which E 

have a constant supply from a neighbouring gas-house. 
Having diluted it as directed I plentifully syringed 

some climbing Roses trained against the house ; but to 
my vexation the insects were unmoved either by the 
smell or the taste of the dose. What followed I relate. 

as a warning. If the aphis was unaffected by the gas- 

water, other things were not. The stone-colour paint 
of the windows was turned almost black, and the green 

of the verandah was horribly metamorphosed. This. 

experiment, therefore, entailed on me much trouble, 
besides failing in its object. This circumstance illus- 

trates the necessity of directions being more minute, 

for I eannot doubt the writer of the above had found 

gas-water effectual, although from some ignorance of 

the manipulation, I did not.* 
Despairing of clearing my trees by any solutions or 

decoetions, I resolved to have recourse to the labour of 

the hands, and recklessly to break the bones of those I 

could not poison, I went over the bushes, in conjune~ 

tion with others equally zealous with myself, and drew 

my fingers up the shoots infested, thus slaying thou- 

sands in a minute. In the same way I pressed to 

death all I found on the Rose-buds, The operation is 

very disagreeable, but it is more effectual than any 

other I know. As the juices of the insects thus de- 

stroyed form a sort of gum on the branches, they must 

be well syringed with water as you proceed. By this 

mode L have got the enemy under, although he is far 

from being quite destroyed. I have since thought of 

another method, which may be preferable, though it 

will require two persons to execute it. As the aphis 

begins to move when the branch is disturbed, I think 

the shoot which is covered with them should be held 

over a basin of water, and be then gently brushed, 

so that tle insects may fall into the basin. These 

modes of procedure may appear very irksome to some, 

but it is to be understood that a well-regulated garden 

is only made so by tiresome processes. But labor vincit 

omnia, and an enthusiastic amateur will rather Jabour 

all night than allow his plans and hopes to be frustrated, 

Au effectual mode of getting rid of the aphis in an easy 

way is still a desideratum.— 77. B. 

Home Correspondence. 
Potato Disease.—1 beg to forward a sample of dis- 

eased Ash-leaved Kidney Potatoes produced in a two- 

light pit, 8 feet in length, and 5 feet in width. The soil 
was composed of three-fourths common garden soil, 

and one-fourth half-deeayed leaves and dung placed 

18 inches from the glass. he plants during their 

growth looked remarkably well, with not the least ap- 

pearance of disease either on the leaves or stem ; when 

sufficiently ripe they were taken up as required, and all 

were good except what grew in that portion of the pit 

that was shaded by the front wall, and consequently a 

little moister, for roots had been dug up; growing in the 

same situation some time previous to the taking up of 

the sample I now send, but no sign of disease was dis- 

cernible upon them; the last lot taken up was nearly 

balt diseased. I regret I did not weigh each lot. The 

seed from whence the erop was produced was grown last 

summer on a dry south border ; it was taken up in the 

last week in July and spread at the foot of a wall, where 

it remained until the middle of September, when it was 

put into a erate and kept there until wanted for plant- 

ing. From the same seed I send some of the haulm of 

a succession crop grown on a bed similar to those made 

for cold hole Cucumbers, and planted on the 18th of 

February. I endeavoured to persuade myself that the 

young shoots at the base of the leaves have sustained an 

injury from some other cause, and the wet getting to it 

had produced decay, which spread over the stem ; but 

on looking further, 1 soon found patches or portions of 

the stems where the water could not effect a lodgment ; 

the part of the bed most affected is 5 feet from the 

bottom of a low hedge 3 feet high, the hedge being on 

the south side. My fears are just beginning to be real- 

ised, and what I have all along anticipated I conelude 

is come.— James Silver, gardener to the Rev. H. Pole, 

Waltham-place, near Maidenhead, Berks. [No doubt, 

Some of your sample have the disease in its very worst 

form, the decay going to the heart]. 

Slugs, &¢.—As E see many besides myself have suf- 

fered and are suffering by the ravages of slugs, snails, 

and worms, “et id genus omne ;” it may be as well if E 

add that my second crops bave been saved by scattering 

over the seed beds, liberally, sprigs and leaves of the 

Elder. I ought not, however, to refer my success to this; 

but I have had the seed beds so treated, and. the plant, 

in every ease, is saved, whereas, most of the earlier 

sowings have been carried off: and for years, in sowing 

Turnips, this practice has been observed by me with 

uniform success. — PS, ‘The following mixture will kill 

ugs Gas water, 1 gallon ; water, 6 gallons ; lime, 

as much as it will take up. This beats plain lime-water 

or gas water.— Knife. ide 

^ * The reason why gas ‘and smelling-salts do not alway: 
act depends upon their varying composition. Of e 

water will injure paint wherever it comes in cont W 

because it immediately forms a brown sulphuret with the 

lead, of which paint consists in part,—Ep. 
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eake broken into pieces the size of a hazel nut, and 
sown with the erops. Rape dust will not do. The 
worms eat into the pieces of Rape-cake and it kills 
them. Cleanliness from weeds and frequent turning up 
of the soil prevent their increase ; buf as they are five 
years in the worm state they try the patience of both 
gardener and farmer. The above remedy, however, 
may be relied on.—C. C. 

The Fruit Crops.—l have at least 30 standard 
Apple.trees, besides 8 or 10 espaliers in my garden, 
good young trees, hitherto famous for the erops they 
yearly produc The blossom, though far short of 
What it used to be, is at the present time nowhere to be 
traced, part having dropped with the spur, and part 
having withered up by blight. Ido not at all exaggerate 
the evil when I say that of all those trees I do not ex- 
peet to get one single piece of fruit. Apricots I have 

e blossom never appeared at all, and the 
Strangest thing of all is that I have a profusion of small 
fruit, including Cherries. I never saw a promise of a 
better crop; and of these, the leaves, which in the 
Apple-tr we half eaten by the caterpillars, remain 
untouched, and seem quite unblemished. If in other 
parts of the country the fruit trees promise no better, 
the prospect for the autumn and winter supplies is sad 
indeed, and in the cider countries will be most ruinous to 
the small farmers. I live in the south of England, with 
very advantage of climate and situation ; bui I be- 
lieve from what I ean gather, that the swarms of 
insects with which we are infested have made less 
TAvages in the northern districts. —X. Y., Romsey. 

Disease in Cucwmbers.—Noticing in page 344, some 
account of a disease in Cucumbers and having myself 
deen pestered with an evil of a similar kind, I send the 
following aecount of its ravages, and the attempts I 
have unceasingly been making to arrest its progress, 
Having been a practical gardener for some years, I 
need hardly say that all ordinary methods to obviate 
the evil haye been resorted to. ‘The disease first made 
äts appearance in a pit heated by hot water flowing in 
aron pipes. The pits are about 54 feet deep, and in the 
first week of January were filled with manure from the 
farmyard, composed of $ cow, 4 horse, and about 
# pig manure. 

and 
With this material my pits were filled. 

When the heat had sufficiently. subsided, I planted my 
Cucumbers and Melons out on hills in the usual way. 
‘The plants grew freely for some time without any per- 
ceptible disease beyond looking rather yellow, which I 
attributed to the dull season, and thought they would 
soon recover ; but they daily got worse. By the middle 
of March, when they had set several fruit, the leaves 
became spotted, which increased ; the mid-vibs of the 
leaves being nearly or quite severed in two wherever 
the disease touched ; next the leaf-stalks, and then the 
Vine itself, together with the fruit, suffered. [have counted 
on a shoot a foot in length, 8 or 10 small specks, looking 
as if some burning acid had heen dropped on the parts 
in small quantities. - These kept burhing or eating their 
way further. I also tried a second pit filled with the 
‘same fermenting material, procured plants from a neigh- 
bour, and planted them in a different sort of mould, 
paying the greatest attention to them, and these are also 
sharing the disease, Finding it hopeless to expect good 
fruit from my first pit, I pulled the plants ont, and 
washed the pits with lime, removing the manure to the 
depth of about 3 ft., which space I this time filled with 
good horse-dung, When the heat had again become 
suitable, I planted young plants on hills all in new 
mould different from the other. These also soon began 
to show signs of the same disease, and 9-10ths of all the 
plants that I have raised in my pits have gone the same 
way, mostly after having been potted off, Moreover, 
a quantity of hardy ridge Cucumbers standing in 
the same pits. are, I fear, all going the same way, and 
for this month past I have daily been throwing strong 
though diseased plants away, the evil being of so burn- 
ing and penetrating a nature, that many of the vines have 
little holes more than half the way through them. From 
‘observatious I am led {to believe that the disease is 
caused by some destructive gas or salt arising from 
the fermenting material, and settling on different parts 
of the plant. Is this likely ? I should have stated that 
the Melons only suffer in a small degree, compared with 
the Cucumbers. Coekscombs, Capsicums, Tomatoes, and 
‘such like things do not appear to have suffered while 
Standing in the same pits, I am now trying Cucumbers 
out of doors, on slight hot-beds under hand-glasses, 
both in the shape of seed and plants, which I bope will 
be attended with better succe e [All this 
reads very much like over- watering.) 

Beech cut in Summer, Having been informed that 
Beech cut in summer was never affected by insecis, 
‘which is such a detriment. to that timber, and wishing 
to prove the trath of the statement, I had a tree cut 
down in June, 1831, and had it placed as a beam ina 
cottage, in which position it could be easily examined. 
It is now (May, 1846) as sound and free from insects 
as when put up.— 4. B. 

Polmaise Heating.—I have observed with much in- 
terest the discussion on the merits of the Polmaise plan 
of heating Vineries, and I think there is every reason 
to believe that though experience may produce useful 
modifications and improvements of it, the principles on 
which it is founded—the natural circulation within the 
house of a warm atmosphere, moistened by a self-acting 
Apparatus, and continually maintained in a state of 
Purity by the admission of fresh air from without, to be 
thrown into the house in a heated state by being passed 
through the air-chamber of the stove, and passing off 

naturally into the atmosphere from the top of the house 
after having performed its required function, and ex- 
pended its power, is a principle that looks very like a 
sound one. In visiting the Polmaise Vinery I was 
struck with the agreeable sensation experienced in the 
house, the air feeling light and pure, and the tempera- 
ture mild and pleasant, though the thermometer, as I 
observed with surprise, stood at 75°, and I could not 
but conclude that an atmosphere and a temperature 
thus salubrious and pleasant to the animal econom 
was probably equally so to vegetable life. It m 
be amiss to submit to your consideration : i 
of the Polmaise plan proposed by Mr. michael, the | 
late intelligent gardener there (who has now left that | 
place and profession and taken to farming on scientific 
principles), in a plan he gave me for heating a small 
Vinery and plant-house I proposed (making, of which 
the annexed is a sketch, which I hope may be under- 

stood. 
the wet blanket, as it has been called (but which is in 
fact a long web of coarse flannel, or what is called'in 
Scotland “plaiding,” not very thick or close in the 
texture), along the ba h 
air-flue, but continues the latter round the end of the 
house, in order to throw the warm air mor 

squares K 
for cold air f 
under the we 
gave for carry 
the house was, if I mistake not, that the d 
the original Polmaise plan he thought caus 
bottom heat by the passage of the still warm air from 
within the house.—J. §. H., Perthshire. 

I believe he still retains the Polmaise plan of 

k of the house over the warm 

forward. 
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A, Stove, 
B, Warm. 
€, Cold; e, uare. 
D, Gratings admitting cold air, 
E, Outlets for warm air, 

Packing Plants for Transmission to Foreign Coun- 
fries. —T'he following is an account of my success in 
transmitting plants to New Zealand. The case in which 
they were packed was only 23 feet in length by lj in 
breadth, and 1 foot in depth at the side; the span roof 
giving it a depth of 2 feet in the centre, all inside mea- 
surement. The glass was well guarded by frame-work 
of strong wire. The top was attached to the body of 
the ease at one side by a pair of hinges, the other side 
having a lock and key. In the spring of the year I| 
planted in this little space upwards of 100 plants, such 
as Roses, Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, some culinary herbs, 
&e. &c., planting in rather light soil, with plenty of 
drainage ; of course the plants were small, most of 
them being cuttings of the previous autumn. They re- 
mained here with the lid open till the month of June, 
when I embarked. ‘The ease was allowed to stand on 
the quarter-deck during the passage, which was five! 
months, during which time I took advantage of mild 
weather to give the plants air by lifting the lid, more or 
less, according to the state of the weather, and to water 
as occasion might require ; likewise to pinch the top of 
those plants that were overgrowing their weaker com- 
panions. Out of the above number I managed to take 
upwards of 70 alive to the journey’s end. When our 
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Fig, 1. 
ship reached Portsmouth, two more cases of plants were 
added to her quarter-deck. These cases were larger 
than the one just mentioned ; one was filled principally 
with Camellias, Roses, and a few Pelargoniums, all in 
small pots plunged in mould. The contents of the 
other were principally Roses and Pelargoniums, planted | 
out, and much stronger plants than mine were. We | 
had not been long at sea when the latter case was com- | 
mitted to my care ; I never took the top off, it being | 
fastened down with serews, but there was a slide in the 
end of the case which I occasionally took out in order 
to give a little water and to pick out decaying matter, 
ut I never took it out for the express purpose of ad- 

mitting air. The other case was (as far as practicable) 
made air-tight, by baving the laps of the glass and joints 
of the case puttied, and it was not opened during the 
passage. From this it will be seen that the three cases 
received different treatment, and although deaths oc- 
curred in all the three, especially amongst the soft- 
wooded things, such as Pelargoniums, which damped off 
in spite of every precaution, I am of opinion that the 
best method to be pursued in long journeys is to make the 
cases as air-tight as possible, and not to allow them to be 
opened during the voyage, especially if they are not 
under the care of somebody who understands the nature 
of the plants they contain. Some nurserymen attach a 
piece of tarpauling to the top of the case, so that it may 
be rolled down or up at pleasure, for the purpose of 
shading the plants in hot latitudes, but this I consider 

be an evil instead of a benefit, as the cover is 
liable to be left on at times, until, perhaps, the plants 
become sickly by being in the dark. No fear need be 

Fig. 2. 
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F, The walls. 
G, Warm-air valves 
g, Small cold-air valves. 
H, Ventilation for the natural exit of the warm air 

regulated by valves. 

entertained from a tropical sun, as the cases are on 
the quarter deck, and this part of the ship is always 
protected from the powerful rays of the sun by the 
awning. In my opinion, the principal things to be ob- 
served in plant carriage to foreign parts are, lst, to 
have the plants well established in the ease previous to 
shutting them close down, and then to make them 
as close as possible ; 2nd, to guard effectually against 
the breakage of glass, by placing strong wire-work or 
small rods over the roof ; this ought to be y: 
attended to, as the glass is very liable to get br 

rd ship, and unless a person having interest in the 
affair is there, it is likely to remain broken, all hands 
being busy at the time, when glass is the most likely 
to get broken, and when the salt water will soon make 
sad work amongst the plants. I have known a whole 
caseful of valuable plants destroyed for want of this pre- 
caution. The annexed figures represent vertical sections 
of plant cases. Fig. 1 represents the ease in general 
use, but Fig. 2 is, in my opinion, preferable for two 
reasons, lst, it gives the plants more head room, and 
2nd, it gives a greater pitch to the g 1 , which has 
the advantage of throwing off the salt water quicker, 
and is not so liable to get broken at an angle of 65° or g E : 
70°, as at 45? or 50°. Iused Fig. 2 case on my home- 
ward passage, and they are generally used at the Syd- 
ney Botanie Gardens, and were highly spoken of by 
Mr. Robertson, the late curator of that establishment, 
There should be no projections, as at A, Fig. 1, as the 
Ship's ropes, &., are very liable to get entangled in 
time of gales, when, very likely, the roof would get 
damaged. Besides the case which I had on my out- 
ward passage, I had a large strong glass bottle, filled 
with small Ferns, and a root of Gioger, in moist Moss 
(it hung in the quarter deck), kindly presented to me 
by a friend, for the purpose of proving whether or not 
some of those handsome little Ferns so plentiful in New 
Zealand could be brought to England in a similar man- 
ner. The bottle was closely corked, and only opened 
once during the five months’ passage, and that only for 
a minute or two, while I took out a slug which made 
its appearance inside. Most of the Ferns and Ginger 
lived, and grew when planted out, thus proving that 
it is very probable some of those pretty little Ferns 
might be brought home in, as far as practicable, air- 
tight vessels.—Alexander Burnett. 

————— 
Foreign Correspondence. 
CERCLE GENERAL D'HORTICULTURE. 

Panis, May 25, 1846.— The second Exhibition of this 
Society for the present year fopened on the 21st of this 
month, at the Orangerie of the Louvre, and eontinued 
four days. There was nolaek of plauts, and as a 
whole it was a decided improvement upon by-gone 
seasons. Reform is)considered a hard word here, and 
especially offensive to the amour propre of the old 
school of gardeners ; to say nothing of Horticultural 
Societies. Credit is therefore due to the officers of the 
Cercle in taking the initiative step ; the first move is 
half the battle, and the Royal Horticultural Society of 
Paris cannot remain behind. These exhibitions have 
hitherto been free to the public, and any one acquainted 
with Paris will be at no loss to calculate the crowd of 
idlers who daily thronged the room, to the manifest 
injury of the plants. The Cercle has now made the 
admission fee ten sous (five pence). Alarmists of the 
old school cried out “ ruin;” nevertheless there has 
been no lack of visitors. The decisions of the jury are 
not now open to those animadversions which formerly 
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characterised them. In other respects these Societies 

have much to do before they ean produce anything like 

first-rate specimen plants. Of this exhibition the 

French daily papers do not speak in very glowing 

terms, and Galignani has the following observations 

upon it :—‘ The Exhibition is far from what we woul 

expect to see in a city like Paris, where the sale of 

plants is so great in every shape and form. "There are 

Several pots of flowers that seem to be placed merely to 

fill up vacant spaces, and ought not to have been ad- 

mitted. "The vegetables consisted of a few large Cauli- 

flowers, four overgrown Leeks, some Cos Lettuce, a 

Pumpkin of a peculiar sort, and the fruit of two good 

Melons for the season ; not a Strawberry, Cherry, or a 

Plum. The Society, if they wish future exhibitions of 

importance, st iderably improve and augment 

the different varieties, and exclude a deal of rubbish to 

which at present they allow a place.” Of fine specimen 

plants I saw but few, and even some of the best of 

these, especially the Ericas, had just arrived from 

England. Pelargoniums were as usual very numerous ; 
the intention seemed to be to present a blaze of bloom, 

no matter how many of the same kind; this the ex- 

posants certainly accomplished. “ Plenty and much” 

was the motto. As to individual excellence or fine- 

rown specimens, none were to be seen. There was but 

one collection of Roses ; it contained some of the finest 

varieties, but no pains had been taken to form hand- 

some plants. The Azaleas were numerous, and the 

collection of M. Lénichez very good. Calceolarias were 

numerous ; one lot, however, attracted universal at- 

tention ; it was that of M. Bondien, who had evidently 

turned to good account the knowledge he had acquired 

at a London nursery in preparing show plants. Nothing 

could exceed the beauty and fantastic colours of 

those he exhibited, which, by the way, were 
all English varieties. —M. Guerin shone in Chinese 

Pæonies, among which were four handsome seed- 
lings. — Messrs. Cels had a numerous collection 
of hot and greenhouse plants, among which were 
some fine, although not large specimens, especially 
Erica depressa, if and lishii ; Azalea 
variegata ; Pernettya angustifolia ; Zamia horrida and 
spiralis, Dion edule. Of Orchids there was but one 
collection, and that not so much blown as could have 
been wished: in it was Cattleya Pinelii, Schomburgkia 
multiflora, Gongora bufonis major, Stanhopea atro- 
purpurea and quadricornis, Oncidium phymatochilum, 
and Govenia Gardneri. The Neriums of M. Mabére 
were, as usual, very pretty. I think a good collection, 
if well.grown, could not fail to meet with admirers 
at English shows. The prizes, which were upon a 
liberal scale, were thus awarded :— 

Gold Medal, given by the Comte de Paris, for Hot- 
house Plants, to MM. Cels; given by the Duchesse de 
Nemours for new and rare Plants, to MM. Cels; 
given by the Lady Patronesses, for Ericas, to M. Pail- 
let; given by the Lady Patronesses, for Orchids, to M. 
Morel ; for Pelargoniums, to M. Chauviére. 

Large Silver Medal, given by the Princesse Ade- 
laide, for Azaleas, to M. Lénichez ; given by the Lux- 
emburg, for Calceolarias, to M. Bondieu. 

Second Silver Medal, for ditto, to M. Thibaut. 
Silver Medal, for Pelargoniums, to M. Thibaut ; for 

Erieas, to M. Deshayes ; for Hothouse Plants, to M. 
Souchet, fils ; for rare Plants, to M. Souchet, fils ; for 
Forced Roses, to M. René ; for Seedling Plants (Seed- 
ling Pzeonies of 1846, No. 1, fine large blush; 2, fine 
large bright rosy purple ; 3, light rosy violet), to M. 
Modeste Guerin; for Greenhouse Plants, to M. Jac- 
uin Ainé ; for Neriums, to M. Mabére ; for Bulbous 

Plants (Gladiolus), to M. Souchet, of Fontainebleau ; 
for Cinerarias, to M. Chauvidre. 

In the] collection of MM. Cels were several Echino- 
cacti, three or four species of Leucopogon, two species of 
Begonias from New Holland, Hydrangea altissima, a 
species of Gesnera from Jamaica, and of Franciscea 
from Buenos Ayres, 12 species of Oxylobium, species of 
Styphelia, species of Laurel from California, &c. &e.— 
In that of M. Paillet were Erica Beaumontia, Blanfor- 
diana, Cavendishii, eupressa, depressa, depressa rubra, 
elegans, Hartnelli, jasminiflora, mundula, mirabilis, 
odorata rosea, retorta major, tricolor, thunbergiana, ven- 
tricosa minor, v. superba and carnea, vestita coccinea 
and vasiflora. Among the Orchids of M. Morel were 
Brassia maculata major and brachiata, Myanthus 
cernuus, Cattleya Mossiee, Cyrtochilum Bietoniense, 
Oncidium flexuosum, leucochilum, pulvinatum, and uni- 
corne, Huntleya violacea, and Stanhopea oculata, 
besides those before mentioned.—In M. Chauviére’s 
collection of Pelargoniums were Hebe, Unit, Sir John 
Broughton, Symmetry, Prince Albert, Anais, Corona- 
tion, Nosegay, Lifeguardsman, Priory Queen, Werner, 
Oberon, Jubilee, Egbert, Enchantress, Jean d'Are, 
Murillo, Queen Victoria, Madame Cheveau, besides 
many French varieties.—Among the Azaleas of M. 
Lénichez were A. elata rubra flore pleno, coccinea 
grandiflora, lilifiora, phcenicea, Prince Albert, rosea 
grandiflora, variegata, lilacina triumphans, together 
with several showy open-ground varieties, and two 
splendid specimens of Kalmia latifolia.—Axmong the 
Caleeolarias of M. Bondieu were Queen of Beauties, 
Magicienne, Queen Victoria, Adonis, Queen of Scots, 
Prince Albert, Priory Queen, Lady Ann Chatteris, Staf- 
fordshire Rival, Fancy, Lady Hill, Mrs. Rutherford, 
and Target.——Among the Pzonies of M. Modeste 
Guerin were Reine des Francais, alba mutabilis, umbel- 
lata, odorata, grandiflora carnea pleno, and ligulata.— 
In the collection of Roses by M. René, w Comte de 
Paris, Chromacella, Madame Fries More ohanie, La 

Reine, Aimée Vibert, Mrs. Elliot, Fulgorie, Clémentine 
Seringe, Aubernon, Clementine Duval, 'rincesse 
Helene, Due d'Alengon, Comice de Seine et Marne, 
Souvenir de Malmai Mrs, t, Clara Syl- 
vain, and 60 or 70 other varieties. 

Societies. 
CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 
May 15.—At this, the Spring Meeting, the specimens 

were not so numerous as on former occasions, but they 
were decidedly better grown. We shall mention the 
successful competitors, and the names of their plants. 
For shrubby greenhouse plants, the award, in the Nur- 

serymen’s department, was made to Messrs. Dickson 
and Co., who produced Statice macrophylla, Epaeris 

grandift Cytisus hybridus, and Kennedya 

glabrata, all well-grown. In the practical Gardeners’ 

department, a first prize was voted to Mr. Young, gr. 

to T. Oliver, Esq., for Chorozema varium, Kennedya 

monophylla, Elichrysum elegans, and Diosma uniflora ; 

and a second, to Mr. Cruickshank, gr. to Professor 
Dunbar, for Hovea Celsi, Kennedya glabrata, Puiltenza 
stricta, and Pultenæa glabrata. or Rhododendrons 
two premiums were given; the first to Mr. Thomson, 
gr. to W. E. H. Vere, Esq., for R. splendidum, and the 
next to Mr. Sleigh, gr. to A. Rutherfurd, Esq., for R. 
caucasicum album. For Fuchsias two awards were 
also made ; the one to Mr. Reid, gr. to J. Syme, Esq., 

for Lady Sale and Harris's Queen Victoria, and the 

other to Mr. Young, for Queen of Beauty and Colossus. 
Cape Heaths were admirable. Two premiums were 
awarded ; the first to Mr. Reid, for vestita alba, coc- 
cinea, ventricosa tricolor, and suaveolens ; and the next 
to Mr. Young, for E, Beaumontia, perspicua nana, 
vestita var., and nigricans. Few stove plants were pro- 
duced ; a premium was voted to Mr. Crocket, gr. to 
Col, Ferguson, for Justicia earnea, Franciscea Hopeana, 
and ZEschynanthus grandiflorus, all in fine flower. 
Chinese Azaleas were splendid. A first premium was 

igned to Mr. Cruickshank, for A. phcenicea spectn- 
bilis, and phoenicea rosea, and a second to Mr. Reid, for 
A. splendens and Hibbertii. Beautifully trained plants 
of Tropzeolum tricolorum attracted much attention, and 
premiums were voted to Mr. Foulis, gr. to G. M. Hen- 
derson, Esq., and to Mr. Sleigh. The Cinerarias made 
a brilliant appearance ; awards were made to Mr. 
Young, for Triumph, azurea grandiflora, Rival King, 
and Enchantress, and to Mr. Grieve, for Mair’s 
bicolor, Imperial blue, Macnabiana, and Rival King. 
"or admirable speci Cactus Jenki i, spe- 

ciosus, speciosissimus, and Alustinii, sent from King’s- 
meadows, near Peebles, a premium was voted to 
My. Cossar, gardener to Anne Lady Hay. There 
was a deficiency in the production of tropical Orchids ; 
an award was made to Mr. Thomson, gr. to Dr. Neill, 
for Trichopilia tortilis and Epidendrum aromaticum.— 
An Extra Medal was voted to Mrs. Haig, for a rich 
collection of exotics sent for exhibition, including 
Cattleya Mossiæ superba, Gloxinia albida, and trays 
filled with Cacti and Pelargoniums.—Another Medal 
was voted to Messrs. Dickson and Co., for a collection 
of plants, including Tropseolum azureum, Bouvardia 
flava, Siphocampylus coccineus and cordatus, an 
Fuchsia serratifolia.—Honorary awards, as marks of 
approbation, were also made as follows:—To Messrs. 
J. Dickson and Sons, for fine Calceolarias, a specimen 
of Leianthus nigrescens, and a very large Erica florida 
(41 feet high, and 10 feet in circumference.) To Messrs. 
Carstairs and Kelly, for Pimelea spectabilis, Oxalis 
Steerii, and several seedling Caleeolarias. To Messrs. 
P. Lawson and Son, for Pentstemon ccruleus, a new 
species raised from seed received from the Rocky 
Mountains, and seedling plants of Salisburia adianti- 
folia. To Mr. Blair, gr. to the Earl of Roslyn, for cut 
specimens of 28 varieties of damask and white Rhodo- 
dendrons, together with the rare R. anthopogon of 
Nepaul. To Mr. Gibson, gr. to J. M. Hog, Esq., for 
seedling Cinerarias. To Mr. Macnaughton, gr. to J. 
Wauchope, Esq., for greenhouse plants, and a basket of 
the Albert Early Pea; and to Mr. Young, gr. to Mrs. 
H. N. Ferguson, for a basket of Keen's Seedling Straw- 
berry. The thanks of the meeting were voted to 
W. Hunt, Esq., of Pittenerieff, for seedling Calceolarias. 
To W. Cushnie, Esq., Malta Green, for Azalea phoe- 
nicea alba ; and to W. Aitchison, Esq., for a basket of 
American Newtown Pippins, in excellent preservation. 

oe 

Country Shows- 
Amateur Tulip Society, May 19.—This, the third 

annual exhibition, took place at the Horns Tavern, 
Kennington, on which occasion about 20 stands 
of Tulips were exhibited, 12 stands being placed for 
competition. The award of the judges was as follows : 
Ist prize, to the Hon. and Rev. R, Wilson, for Optimus, 
Surpass Salvator Rosa, Aglaia, Cerise Belle forme, Po- 
lyphemus, Incomparable de Lisle, David, Rose Charlotte, 
Junius Brutus; 2, to S. Sanders, Esq., for Darius, 
Gen. Bonneval, Aglaia, Princess Royal, Polyphemus, 
New Byblomen, Triumph Royal, Junius Brutus, 
de Boufflers ; 3, to C. Williams, -Esq., for Sidney, Tri. 
umphe Royal, Belle Actrice, New Byblomen, Prince 
Albert, Cerise Belle forme, Violet Blondeau, Rose Bril- 
liant, Abererombie; 4, to J. Bushell, Esq., for Lord 
Hawke, Aglaia, Platoff, Triumph Royale, Polyphemus, 
Rubens, Optimus, Triumphe de Lisle, Claudiana. An 
extra prize for the best Tricolor was awarded to Mr. 
Venables, for Smith's Duke of Wellington ; and a prize 
for the best Seedling was obtained by Mr. Crook, for a 
Rose broken in 1845. We understand that Mr. Groom 
has given notice that at the next annual exhibition he 

should present a bulb of his fine Byblomen Victoria, 

Regina, to the owner of the best pan of flowers; Mr. 

Goldham and Mr. J. F. Holmes, in a similar spirit, 

offered Pandora and Lalla Rookh to the owners of the 

2d and 3d pans respectively ; these prizes to be in ad- 
dition to the Society's usual awards. 

Cheltenham Horticultural Society, April 27. — At 

this, the first of the five exhibitions to be held this 

season, the following prizes were awarded :—Awriculas 

5 varieties) : 1, Mr. Pipe ; 2, Mr. Hodges, for Page's 

Champion, Hughes’s Pillar of Beauty, Popellwell's Con- 

queror, Miller's Conspieua, and Hodge's Black Prinee. 

— Polyanthuses (4 varieties): 1, Mr. Hodges, for Buck’s 

George the Fourth, Williamson's Mango, Stead's Tele- 

graph, and Nicholson’s King.—Hyacinths (6 varieties): 

1, Mr. Hodges, for David Malcolm, Heroine, Mehemet 
Ali, Prince of Waterloo, Grand Vidette, and Queen Ade- 

laide.— Stove and Greenhouse Plants : 1, Mr. Hodges, 

for Acacia pulchella, Eutaxia myrtifolia, Pimelea de- 

cussata rosea, Tropeolum tricolorum grandiflorum, 
Rhododendron fulgidum, Corrsea speciosa, C. s. major, 

Cytisus racemosus, Erica carinata, E. vestita fulgida, 

E. v. coccinea; 2, Mr. Arnott, for Euphorbia fulgens, 

Chorozema elegans, Achimenes picta, Rhododendron 

arboreum rubrum, Boronia pinnata, Genista canariensis, 

Cineraria Arnotts Superb Purple, Erica vernix coc- 

cinea, Polygala oppositifolia, Kalmia alba.— Six Plants: 

1, Mr. Hodges, for Acacia pulchella, Hovea Celsi, Eu- 

taxia myrtifolia, Erica vestita rosea, E. v. pallida, E. v. 

carnea ; 2, Mr. Arnott, for Columnea Schiedeana, Pi- 

melea lanata, Boronia serrulata, Leschenaultia Baxteri, 

Erica Wilmorei, and Leschenaultia formosa. 

Handsworth and Lozells Floral and Horticultural 

Society.—This was the first exhibition for the season, 
‘Thevnttetid 3 plenam jd 

as resp g the 

backwardness of the spring, the show was an excellent 

one. The following prizes were awarded: AMATEURS?” 
Crass.—Orchids : 1, Cattleya intermedia, A. Kenrick, 

Esq., who also sent Burlingtonia venusta and Oncidium 
luridum. Stove Plants: 1, Euphorbia splendens, A. 
Kenrick, Esq. Greenhouse Plants: 1, Pimelea spec- 

tabilis, A. Kenrick, Esq. į 2, Epacris grandiflora, W. 

dwards, Esq. ; 3, Chorozema varium nanum, W. Ed- 

wards, Esq. Ericas: 1, E. seariosa, W. H. Gem, Esq. 5 

2, E. gracilis, Mr. W. Denham. Camellias: 1, A. 

Kenrick, Esq., for double white. Pelargoniums: 1, 

Coronation, W. H. Gem, Esq. oses in Pots: 1, 

Prince’s Nelson, A. Kenrick, Esq. ; 2, Yellow Noisette, 

W. H. Gem, Esq. Cacti: 1, Epiphyllum Jenkinson, J. 

Turner, Esq. -Azaleas: 1, Indica alba, Mr. W. Den- 

ham. Cinerarias: 1, Zuriel, W. Edwards, Esq. ; 2, 

Grandis, A. Kenrick, Esq. Hardy Shrubs: 1, Hybrid 

Rhododendron, A. Kenrick, Esq. Hardy Climbers : 

1, Clematis azurea grandiflora, Mr. Sherriff, Auriculas > 
Premier prize, Mary Ann, Mr. W. Brown.  Green- 

edged: 1, Olivers Lovely Ann, Mr. A. Paul; 2, 

Colonel Taylor, Mr. W. Brown ; 3, Page’s Champion, 

Mr. A. Paul. Grey-edged: 1, Fletcher’s Mary Ann, 

Mr. A. Paul ; 2, Ne Plus Ultra, Mr. W. Brown ; 3, 

Conqueror of Europe, Mr. A. Paul. White-edged : 1, 

Taylor's Glory, Mr. A. Paul; 2, Wood's Delight, Mr. 

W: Brown; 3, Lord Chancellor, Mr. W. Brown. 

Selfs: 1, Othello, Mr. W. Brown; 2, Seedling, Mr. 

W. Brown ; 3, Metropolitan, Mr, W. Brown.| Alpines : 

1, Seedling, Mr. W. Brown ; 2, Seedling, Mr. A. Paul. 

Polyanthuses : Premier prize, George the Fourth, J. 

Turner, Esq. Dark-ground: 1, George the Fourth, 

Mr. W. Brown. Nourserymen.—Stove Plants: 1, 

Amaryllis Johnsoni, Mr. H. Pope. Greenhouse Plants = 

1, Chorozema varium, Mr. J. Cruickshank ; 2, Epacris 

autumnalis, Messrs. Popeand Sons. Ericas: 1, E. Will- 

morei, Mr. J. Cruickshank ; 2, E. florida campanulata, 

Messrs. Pope and Sons. zaleas: 1, Azalea rosea, 

Mr. J. Coudrey. Alpines : 1, Seedling, Mr. J. Fleteher. 

Polyanthuses : Premier prize, George the Fourth, Mr. 

. Pope.  Dark-ground: j, George the Fourth ; 

2, Alexander; 3, Park's Lord Nelson, Mr. H. Pope. 
x 

Ipswich Flower Show.—At this, the annual exhibition 
of Auriculas and Polyanthuses, the following prizes 

were awarded: 1, to Mr. Kerredge, for Kerredge’s 
Laura and Suffolk Hero; 2, to Mr. Woolard, for 
Hodge’s Britannia and Woolard’s Superb ; 3, to Mr. 
Shreeve, for Waterhouse’s Conqueror of Europe and 
Oliver’s Lovely Ann. White Edge: Mr. Barker, for 
Wild’s Bright Phosbus and Townsend’s Lady Duncan ; 
Self: Mr. Kerredge, for Lady Sale; Seedling : Mr. 

Woolard, for Sir Robert Sale. Polyanthuses + Mr. 

Wood, for Suffolk Farmer; Seedling : Mr. Wood, for 

Prince Albert. DM 
Mansfield Florieultural Society, April 21.—This was 

the first meeting for the season. Auriculas : Premier 
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prize for the best of any colour, Blue Bonnet, Mr. 
Green; 1, Mr, Battersby, for Fletcher’s Mary Ann, 
Leigh's Colonel Taylor, Lee's Bright Venus, Barker's 
Nonsuch ; 2, Mr. Green, for Booth's Freedom, Ken- 
yon's Ringleader, Taylor’s Favourite, Clegg’s Blue 
Bonnet; 2, Mr. Oldham, for Leigh's Colonel Taylor, 
Fletcher’s Mary Ann, Taylor's Favourite, Metropolitan; 
4, Mr. Bowman, for Stretches’ Alexander, Kenyon’s 
Ringleader, Taylor’s Glory and Squire Mundy. Green 
dges: Oliver’s Lovely Ann, Mr. Oldham ; Stretches’ 

Alexander, Mr. Bowman; Buckley’s Jolly Tar, Mr. 
Battersby ; Booth's Freedom, Mr. Green; Warris 
Union, Mr. Battersby; Lady Ann Wilbraham, Mr. 
reen. Grey Edges: Fletcher’s Mary Ann, Mr. Bat- 

tersby ; Thompson’s Revenge, Mr. Green; Conqueror 
of Europe, Mr. Oldham ; Thompson’s Revenge, Mr. 
Bowman;  Fletcher's Mary Ann, Mr. Oldham ; 
Thompson's Bang-up, Mr. Battersby. White Edges: 
Taylor's Glory, Mr. Bowman ; do., Mr. Oldham ; Ken- 
yon's Lord Chancellor, Mr. Green ; Countess of Wilton, 

Taylor's Favorite, Mr. Bowman ; do., 
Barker's Nonsuch, Mr. Bat- 

Mr. Battersby ; 
Mr. Selfs : 

Middleton, near Manchester, Amateur Floricultural 
Society, April 27.—This, the 30th annual meeting, was 
more numerously attended than on any former occasion. 
Mr. J, Holland, florist, gave a large Cheshire cheese, 
weighing 3 a cwt., for the best pan of Auriculas, one ir 
each class, which was won by Colonel Lee, of Bag- 
slate, with the following varieties: Booth’s Freedom 
Sykes’ Complete, Taylor’s Favourite, Netherwood’s 
Othello, and Clegg’s Lord John Russell. Other prizes 
were awarded as follows: Green Edges: 1, Leigh’s 
Colonel Taylor, Mr. J. Ashworth; 2, Booth’s Free- 
dom, Mr. R. Lancashire; 3, Yates Morris’s Green 
Hero, Mr. D. Jackson; 4, Litton’s Imperator, Mr. S. 

5, Seedling, Mr. J. Heap; 6, Howard's 
5 . R. Lancashire ; 7, Beeston’s Fair Flora, 

Mr. C, Haslam ; 8, Pollitt’s Highland Laddie, Mr. R. 
Grey Edges: 1, Fletcher’s Mary Ann, 

r. John Buckley ; 2, Sykes’ Complete, Charles Bull, 
Esq. ; 3, Kenyon's Ringleader, Mr. J. Heap; 4, Grimes’ 
Privateer, Mr. R. Lancashire ; 5, Fletcher’s Ne-Plus- 

ltra, Mr. J. Ashworth; 6, Waterhouse’s Conqueror 
of Europe, Mr. E. Fallows; 7, Ashworth’s Newton 
Hero, Mr. J. Heap ; 8, Rider’s Waterloo, Mr. J. Heap. 
White Edges: 1, Lee’s Bright Venus, Mr. J 
worth ; 2, Taylor's Favourite, Mr. J. Heap ; 2, Seed- 
ling, Mr. J. Heap; 4, Ashworth’s Regular, Mr. D. 
Jackson; 5, Potts Regulator, Mr. Wm. Kent; 6, Seed- 
ling, Mr. John Buckley ; 7, Countess of Wilton, Mr. J. 
Cheetham ; 8, Seedling, Mr. J. Buckley. Selfs: 1, Clegg's 
Blue Bonnet, Mr. W. Kent ; 2, Netherwood’s Othello, 
Mr. R. Laneashire ; 3, Scholes’ Ned Lud, Mr. R. Lanca- 
shire; 4, Redman’s Metropolitan, Mr. J. Ashworth ; 5, 
Whittaker’s True Blue, Mr. R. Lancashire ; 6, Kaye’s 
Jupiter, Mr. J. Cheetham; 7, Berry's Lord Lee, Mr. C. 
Lee; 8, Grimes’ Flora's Flag, Mr. James Heap. 
Alpines: 1, Two Seedlings, Charles Bull, Esq.; 2, 
Champion of the Alps, Mr. H. Hilton; 3, Sarah, H, 
Hilton. Polyanthuses : 1, Clegg's Lord John Russell, 
Mr. J. Cheetham ; 2, Collier’s Princess Royal, Mr. J. 
Cheetham ; 3, Pearson’s Alexander, Mr. J. Cheetham ; 
4, Maud's Beauty of England, C. Bull, Esq. ; 5, Cox's 
Prince Regent, Mr. J. Cheetham ; 6, Hall’s Premier 
Peel, Mr. C. Lee ; 7, Nicholson’s Bang Europe, Mr. J. 
Ashworth ; Hufton's Lord Rancliffe, Mr. J. Olieeibarh 
9, Nicholson’s King, Mr. J. Heap ; 10, Fletcher’s De. 
fiance, Mr. J. Cheetham. 

Morningside Practical Gardeners’ Society, April 14. 
—This was the first meeting for this season, Several 
prizes were awarded ; but we have only been furnished 
with a list of awards without the names of the objects 
for which they were given. 

Webics, 
Rural Chemistry; an Elementary Introduction to the 

Science, in its relation to Agriculture. By Edward 
Solly, F.R.S. Second Edition. 

Tuts work has proved to be one of the best suited to 
practical men of all the treatises of a similar kind which 
the desire for Agricultural improvement has brought 
orth. We are therefore glad to announce a new edi- 

tion, very much improved and enlarged. The first 
edition contained 169 pages and 461 paragraphs ; this 
has 255 pages and 692 paragraphs ; it is, therefore, 
full of new matter, as well as being much improved in 
What remains of the first edition. 

Professor Solly having been incessantly engaged in 
experimental researches into the chemistry of Vegeta- 
tation for the last five years, has necessarily acquired 
much additional experience, which has enabled him to 
Correct or modify the views of chemists in various 
Points ; and in this work the publie has the condensed 
result, Ve therefore recommend it to all scientific 
Bardeners and farmers 
to those who would 
Present stato o£ di 

as a book which is indispensable 
a correct knowledge of the 

iémistry of v i jetation. 

New Garden Plants. 
30. Facoryrum cymosum. Loose-flowered Buckwheat. 

Hardy Perennial. (Buckwheats.*) Chinese Tartary. 
This plant was sent to the Horticultural Society by 
Captain Munro. It is certainly the species strangely 
called Polygonum eymosum by Treviranus, for it has 
no cymes. It would have been better to have taken 
Lehmann’s name of acutatum, but we are unwilling to 
disturb the existing terminology. It is a hardy peren- 
nial of the easiest culture, growing freely in any common 

garden soil, and increased either by seeds or dividing 
the roots, It flowers the first season from seed, and is 
well worth cultivating as an annual, for it blooms freely 
from July to September, and grows from 1 to 14 foot in 
height, forming a rather spreading bush. Like other 
Buckwheats it i i sort of bees. It is so 
much like the angulare of Nepal, that it 
may be easily mi: n for it. But that species has a 
regularly forked inflorescence, the arms of which are 
longer and more slender, and never in threes, as far as 
we can perceive. ‘The fruit too of P. triangulare is said 
to be blunt edged instead of sharp edged.—Bot. Reg. 

31. MUSSÆNDA MaACROPHYLLA. The large-leaved Mus- 
senda, Stove Shrub. (Cinchonads.*) Nepal. 

Dr. Wallich found this noble species on the mountains 
of Chundragiri and Nagarjoon in Nepal, in blossom 
during the r: season, in fruit during the winter. 
In cultivation it is found to be a stove shrub, which re- 
quires to be potted in loam and rough sandy peat in 
equal proportions, and, it being a plant of free growth, 
plenty of pot room. During summer, water should be 
given to its roots in abundance, and it should be 
syringed over-head once or twice a day. Few plants 
enjoy a damp warm atmosphere more than this. Like 
other plants it requires a season of rest, and therefore 
must be kept rather dry during winter, for if allowed to 
continue growing it will ultimately become feeble. It 
is multiplied by cuttings of young wood, treated in the 
usual way.— Botanical Register 

cellaneous. 

Resulis obtained in the Jardin des Plantes from 
seeds prepared by Mr. Bickes.—Many landowners and 
farmers in the neighbourhood of Cassel, in Belgium, 
and Franckfort-on-the-Maine, according to Mr. Bickes’s 
prospectus, appear to have obtained extraordinary re- 
sults from seeds prepared by him, even when sown on 
sandy, bad soils of the worst description in those coun- 
tries. In order to afford Mr. Biekes an opportunity of 
submitting his experiments to the test of public in- 
spection, some borders were employed in the Jardin 
des Plantes, in which the prepared seeds were sown by 
Mr. Bickes himself, in April, 1845 ; and adjoining, in 
the same kind of soil, similar portions of ground were 
sown with seeds which had undergone no preparation. 
The seeds were sown in garden soil, and also in an arti- 
ficial sandy soil. They consisted chiefly of the Cereals 
—Maize, Wheat, Rye, Oats ; and some Clover, Lucerne, 
Turnip, Beet, Flax, Hemp, Haricot ; in short, all kinds 
which, under the procedure, are stated to yield four 
times the produce derived from sowings made in the 
usual way. The result of the experiment was, that all 

the plants came up and grew as in ordinary cases ; no 
difference having been observed between those from 

prepared seeds and those from seeds not prepared. 

The Haricots, having been sown in the beginning of 

April, were partly decomposed in the ground, perished 
by the wet and cold, and consequently no result was 
obtained from them. The other plants exhibited their 
ordinary degree of development; they flowered, and 
ripened their seeds at the usual periods, without real- 
ising any of the advantages announced in Bickes's pros- 
pectus.—M. Pepin, in Revue Horticole.|| 

Galendar of Operations. 
(For the ensuing Week.) 

Stopping Vines.—Although much stress is con- 
tinually laid on the stopping of Vines during the grow- 
ing season, yet this important process has its limits, the 
passing of which will lead to weakness in the consti- 
tution of the Vine. Two reasons seem to exist in favour 
of the process ; the one, concentration of the powers of 
the Vine for a period in the immediate neighbourhood 
of the fruit, thereby increasing its size ; and the other 
the prevention of the secondary shoots of the Vine from 
‘overlapping and smothering the principal leaves. After 
these points are duly accomplished, Vines, especially 

c À be allowed to ramble freely, more espe- 
cially in the period between the first and last swelling, 
or during what is termed the stoning process. It is by 
no means uncommon to see young Vines nearly de- 
stroyed by overbearing, especially the Museats. ‘These 
“show” in an extraordinary way, on strong young 
canes in newly-made borders ; but if the fruit be allowed 

to remain, and close stopping be resorted to, the consti- 

tution of the Muscat will be completely broken up. 

Let such, however, be allowed to make as much wood 

as they please, and I will venture to predict a very differ- 

ent result. 
CONSERVATORIES, STOVE, &e. 

Conservatory.—Climbing or trained plants now require 
attention in regard to thinning, training, stopping, &e. 

If the sun shines very brightly, a slight shading would be 
of benefit for a few hours, on very hot day: The in- 

mates of such structures, however, are sometimes very 

* Ree Lindley’s ** Vegetable F 
these terius. 

M is 
The late Mr. Barker's Orchids.—It is reported that 

various in eharacter and habit, and the foregoing advice 
would be more applieable perhaps to the various New 
Holland plants, Oranges, Camellias, &e.— Stove and 
Orchids.— Thorough cleanliness, free ventilation, plenty 
of atmospherie moisture, and occasionally a slight shad- 
ing in very bright sunshine, are the prime requisites 
in these structures. No means should be neglected to 
encourage a free growth at this period in the Orchi- 
daceous tribes, in order to get their pseudo-bulbs firm, 
well-fed, and well ripened betimes. Mixed Greenhouse. 
—In all mild weather the fires to this structure may be 
nearly, or entirely dispensed with. Ifthe weather is genial 
and accompanied with bright sunshine, heat suficient 
for the night may be secured by shutting up ea: not, 
however, soon enough to scorch. A general rule can 
searcely be laid down in such cases to guide the inex- 
perienced. Ona sunny afternoon one half of the air 

be reduced at three o’clock, and the whole taken 
at four o’clock. Continue the various points of 

cultivation as before recommended, remembering that 
now is the period for rapid growth, and all the en- 
couragements accessory thereto. 

KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING. 

Pines.—Those who are for rapid growth, which is the 
very soul of Pine-growing, must take occasionally a 
lesson from ‘the Hamiltonian system ; ‘and, although 
we cannot, without the permanency of the tank system, 
grow and fruit two or three suckers on a plant, in about 
half the time that some of our best cultivators do bytheold 
system, yet we may at least call in to our aid some of the 
agencies by which these rapid and economical move- 
ments are effected. Amongst the foremost of these stand 
atmospheric moisture, which with Mr. H. is the pri- 
mum mobile; secondly, the careful preservation of the 
old roots, together with the acquisition of new ones, 
when accomplished without any sacrifice of the old 
ones, or of healthy green leaves. Recently shifted 
Pines should receive little or no water for the first fort- 
night after shifting—depending rather on frequent, 
though slight syringings. Vineries.—Those ripe or ripen- 
ing, must of course have no syringings, if a good bloom 
is desired. If, however, any.one is unfortunately 
plagued with the red spider, the bloom ought to be saeri- 
ficed for the sake of the health of the Vine. I per- 
sist at all times in the use of sulphur on the pipes, as 
described in an early Calendar, together with the con- 
stant use of abundance of water; and in eight houses 
under my care not a single spider can be found. Late 
Grapes.—Keep a quiet and soft atmosphere—neither 
hurrying nor starving them ; and, if possible, dispense 
with fire heat. Pay attention to the commence 
ment of this day's Calendar, as to stopping, &e. &e. 
Figs.—Stop constantly, as before observed, and give 
abundance of water. No person will succeed with 
Figs, if he suffers them to get quite dry. Peach-housee 
as before. In all the above forcing structures, let air— 
if ever so little—be given every morning, at this period 
by 7 o’clock at the latest, more especially back air to 
the Vineries. 

KITCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD. 

Let a sowing of Endive be made directly ; throw in 
a sprinkling of early Dutch Turnip on a cool border, 
neither digging nor using manure. It is a mistaken 
notion to persist in digging ground for these in kitchen 
gardens, so full of old manures; the Turnip being 
naturally too gross there, under any circumstances. L 
always choose the poorest and hardest ground I can 
find, and merely hoe the seed in ; by these means I can 
always procure good Turnips. Nothing can exceed well 
burnt ashes of any vegetable refuse for the Turnip. Let 
full erops of Kidney Beans be planted forthwith, and a 
row of Knight's Marrow ‘Peas, or the British Queen. 
The row should be prepared after the way of a Celery 

drill, and the manure completely saturated with mois- 

ture. Strawberries in blossom must be well watered ; 

I cover my rows with the old pic linings, chiefly half 

rotten leaves, and water over this. Remove some of 

the watery wood from the Currant bushes, and thin the 

Raspberry suckers, 
FLORISTS’ FLOWERS. 

Tulip-roots should be immediately taken out of the 

ground when the foliage assumes a yellow, withered 
appearance. In this season in particular, from the da- 
maged state of many collections, this should be carefully 
attended to. Should the bulbs be in a decayed state, 
the exterior coverings or skins should be removed, 
which will, I am sorry to say, bring many from a flower- 
ing state to mere offsets, They may, after being 
divested of all diseased parts, be put away in a cool and 
airy situation. — Ranunculus — Will shortly be in 
bloom ; these, to keep in perfection for some time, 
should have a light awning over them, when an occa- 
sional watering between the rows will be of service, 
Pinks.—The buds may benow thinned out, and where in- 
tended for exhibition they should be reduced to, at most, 
two. The laterals may also be removed. Watering once 
a-week with some liquid manure or guano, will now be 
requisite, Carnations and Picotees are, generally 
speaking, suffering this season, and, on the average, are 
not looking so well as usual ; attend to,the cleanliness 
of the plants, andkeep down the aphis or green fly, giving 
water and attending,to the general routine culture when 
required. Pansies should also be shaded from excessive 
sunlight ; they have been badly attacked by the legion 
of slugs which have everywhere abounded this season : 
hand-picking appears to be the only effectual remedy. 
Dahlias ought to be planted out without delay, and those 
which are sufficiently forward should be staked. 

FLOWER-GARD ND SHRUBBERIES. 
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but after considerable discussion and | Royal Agricultural Society," and by Mr. Hannam, 
22—1846. | THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE. 

renewed ; 
opposition, founded on a report by gentlemen to in his Prize Report on * Special Effects of Manures” 

whom the subject had been referred by the office | to the Highland Agricultural Society of Scotland,” 

of the Woods and Forests, it was again post-| Mr. Pusey expressed his opinion that they afforded 

poned, in order that the report, characterised by |“ good hope » that the discovery would enable us 

Colonel Woop as the most wordy and. trumpery | to realise the most important saving ever yet held 

document he had ever read, might be laid before the | out in the use of manure. 

members. The motion will have been again made, For this opinion, treason as it was to the existing 

and probably determined before this is pub ished ; | order of affairs, Mr. Puszv could not hope to escape 
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To protect themselves against the injurio! quences of 

ing inf ind spurious guano, purchasers are recom- 
pply only to Dealers ofestablished character, or to 

Importers, who will supply the article in any 

quantity, at their fixed prices, delivering it from the Import 
Warehou: 

{QUID MANURE, 
ENGLAND INDEPENDENT OF THE WORLD FOR CORN. 

HE attention of the ieultural Interest, at this 
momentous eri isrequested to the great importance of 

LIQUID MANURE, and the ease with which it may be appro- 
priated by the use of FOWLER'S PUMPS, made expressly for 
the purpose, either portable or fi 
Pumps; also those for Distillers, Brewers, Soap Boilers, an 
Tanners, for hot and cold liquor. Pumps kept for hire, for 
Excavations and Wells, Buildings heated by Hot Water, for 

Orticulture, and every vari cturing purposes. 
F e Trade supplied o: d terms BENJAMIN 

OWLER, Engineer, &oc., 62 sondon, 
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of all the light manures for the p T r 
h crop it is particularly adapted, seldom failing 

to secure a good plant, and to produce a great 
ing themselves of the many improve- 

i s, the Company so 
i for a ro 

using the Ur 

TURN 
or 

of crops is fully m ntained, therefore partie 

for Turnips will find their succeeding crops ot ley and 
Seeds materially improved. Full particulars, with te: 

i o. 40, New i 

noni 

forwarded on application, Bridge-street, Blac’ 

friars, EDWARD PUR T 

HE PA RNWALL WHITE MANURE 
is an efficient preventative to the ravages of the Wire- 

worm, and a strong fertiliser, consequently most advantage- 
application to Turnips ous 8 : ps. The following analysis was 

taid before the “Royal Agricultural Society,” by W. Shaw, Esq. 

Silicate of Limo ., ~. {Silica . s | Lime 17.0 

Carbonate of Soda... {Carbonic Acid 9.5 (Lime ..  .. 10.8 
Carreras 1v 2818 

Alkaline Salts os .. 9.8 
[o S E Dac dac ER 
Phosphates ++ I oe 4 px it) 

Law- 
; 100.0 

Price 42s. per ton, in bulk.—Tnomas Jonn Croaaon, 8, 
jill, Cannon-street, London, Fence Pountney 
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We were wrong in saying at p. 289 that the 
Mernororivran Sewack Manure Company's 
Bir had passed its second reading. The mis- 

take was copied from a daily paper. On Thursday, 

April 30, Colonel T. Woops motion that the bill 

e reatl a second time was postponed for a fortnight, 

we hope that the ability, perseverance, aod truth- 

'aluess with which the Company's claims have been 

advocated will be rewarded with success. 

Li t 

“Dn. LIEBIG’S GREAT DISCOVERY OF DISSOLVING 
Bones iN SurPHURIC ACID d 

Maxunz has been so clearly establi 
the experiments of the Duke of 

other farmers, and so fully investigated by Mr. 

HaxNAM that nothing seems now to be wanted 

but some plan for bringing it within the ordinary 
routine of farming." 

We quote the above from a Paper by Mr. Pusry, 

in the current Number of the * Journal of the Royal 

Agricultural Society." We have already given 

some extracts from it in our columns, and refer to it 

again at this particular period—the beginning of the 

Turnip-sowing seàson—to call attention to the fact 

isey states, and to the inference de- 

as well by 

which Mr. E 
duced therefrom. 

It is a fact that the experimental investigations, 
which have now been given to the world, have per- 

fectly confirmed the first experiments on this sub- 

ject. They have completely established the trath 

of the theory that bones acquire an increased influ- 

ence upon vegetation by being dissolved in sul- 

phuric acid. We shall not attempt to point out of 

what material benefit to agriculture this discovery 

islikely to be, nor shall we now exhibit in any de- 
ail the rationale of the practice. This has already 
been fully done by Mr. Posey, Mr. HANNAM, and 

others in the last volume of the Royal Agricultural 
Society's Journal. The subject, too, has been dis- 

cussed in our own pages oa several occasions, and 
there is no necessity to revert to theoretical consi- 
derations now perfectly well known. ‘The fa The iact, 

however, that these have been tested and proved to 

be sound is what must now be published ; for if the 

practical farmer be convinced that an increased fer- 
ulising influence is obtained by dissolving the bone, 

he will act upon it atonce and without hesitation. 
For it certainly is not harder to believe that bones 
subdivided minutely by chemical means may be im- 
proved thereby, thàn it was formerly to believe that 
when erushed by mechanieal means they were more 
profitable to use than iu a rough or unbroken state ; 

and in the latter case. farmers have found out that 
a smaller quantity in the state of fine dust effectually 

serves the purpose of the larger quantities formerly 
used in the rough. And no man now applies rough 
bones by the waggon load per acre. Let farmers, 

then, believe that the chemical separation and solu- 

tion of the constituents of the bone does in practice 

promote its action as a manure, and they will in a 

like manner subscribe tothe doctrine that a further 

great saving in the quantity of bones applied to the 

Turnip crop may again be made. 
It is our present object then to insist upon it, that 

the theory of dissolved bones has been already 
thoroughly proved, and that the practice founded 
upon it ought therefore to come into immediate 

operation. The man who is impervious to argu- 

ment cannot withstand the truths exhibited by 
example, and the experimental evidence in support 

of the practice has now clearly established the 

advantages of the discovery. This is the important 
fact stated by Mr. Pusey, and which we can best 

serve the interest of agriculture by promulgating. 
And itis not merely on his authority that we would 

have this great fact taken ; the pages of our own 
Journal, of the records of the Royal Agricultural 

Society, and of every other agricultural periodical, 
afford countless proofs of its reality. 

And to these we refer with pleasure, not merely 
because they confirm and establish the truth of a 
theory which we have on several occasions set 
forth to our readers, and which puts the farmer in 

possession of an improved and beneficial practice, 
but because it justifies our confidence iu the labours 
of those parties who originally undertook the in- 
vestigation of the question, and who have fought 

the uphill fight ofimproved praetice versus * vested" 

opinions, Ads 

Experience has now fully justified the opinions 

expressed by Mr. Pusry when the question was 

first mooted—opinions which, however much they 

were then sneered at, now prove him to have been 

as correct an expounder of the science, as he has 

always been considered of the practice of agricul- 

ture. On the publication of the first experiments 

to afford Government time to make the necessary | by the Duke of RICHMOND, Mr. Gzppzs, Dr. Mon- 

inquiries. On Thursday, May 14, the motion was'sow, and Mr. M*Wirrraw, in the “ Journal of the 

the ridicule and the indignation of the prejudiced 

and the interested. The theory of Liebig was 

declared to be “ far-fetched and un worthy of credit," 

and the experiments * evidently unfair" ; and thus 

divested alike of theoretical and practical evidence, 

his suggestion was freely offered to be “taken for 

what it was worth— 
* A pin, anut, a cherry-stone.’ 

Mr. Pussy, however, afterwards laid before the 

Council ofthe Royal Agricultural Society some ex- 

tracts from Mr. HAxNAs's unpublished Essay on the 

* Theory of the Action of Bones on the Turnip 
Crop,” having reference to what he termed the 

* great discovery of the economical employment of 

dissolved bones;" and stated that it contained, in 

his opinion, “ not only a detailed account of the 

best experiment ever made in agriculture, but some 

points of so much importance, that he felt anxious 
that not a moment should be lost in communicating 

the facts to the members.” And this is the mode 

in which his cause was then spoken of :—* The day 

of Chartist regeneration, of Johanna Southcote, of 

flying machines, of South Sea schemes, nay of Cæ- 
sarian Cow Cabbage, is gone, and the lion of 1845 

is'bones dissolved in acid. Every season has its 

lions. The world of politics, of religion, of science, 
of speculation, and even of poor agriculture, has 

now and then bubbles cast upon its surface—so 
varied, so resplendent with glittering embellish- 
ments, that the eager hand grasps the bubble, and 

it bursts and dissipates in nothing but ‘¢hin air?" 
And then came the application of the figurative 
imagery of the oracle—the practical morale ofthe 
propheey—* Will any one be found who will risk a 

crop upon the evidence?” 
In less than twelvemonths from the issuing of this 

oracular denunciation, we find the theory which was 

to “dissolve and dissipate into thin air” recognised 

as a thing clearly established —supported by the 
evidence of scores of crops risked in its trial, and 
recorded in every agricultural periodical in the 
kingdom. 

This result, we say, is agreeable to us, and to 

every lover of true progress, not merely because of 

its practical usefulness, but also because it tho- 
roughly justifies those who have laboured, through 

such difficulties, in the search of what has now 

proved a scientific and practical truth. 

We congratulate the importers of PERUVIAN 

Guano upon the very judicious step they have just 
taken. We find that the price of this indispensable 
article has been reduced to 97. per ton for 30 tons, 

or 107. 10s. for smaller quantities, in London ; and 

to Si. 10s. for 80 tons, or 107. for smaller quantities 
in Liverpool. 

The immediate effect of this wise measure will 
be to drive the bad Guano out of the market, and 

to diminish the chance of the Peruvian being 

adulterated. 

We may also congratulate our agricultural friends 

upon their being thus enabled to procure the most 

valuable of all fertilisers at a price which does away 

with the motive, such as it was, of placing them- 

selves in the hands of Guano sharks. 

VARIETIES or SWEDISH Ax» COMMON TURNIP. 

“I am a dealer in Turnip seeds, and am frequently 

put to considerable inconvenience by the various names 

by which my customers are pleased to designate the 

sorts which they require ; it is this inconvenience, and 

the view of obviating the same for the henefit of my- 
self and others similarly situated, that has prompted 

me to trouble you with the annexed list of names, trust- 

ing that you, or some one of your numerous correspond- 

ents, will furnish a descriptive list, with definite names 

(other names being eonsidered as synonymous), of 

the different varieties ; which may be a means of pre- 

venting error to a great extent, both to the seedsman 

and sower.— West Briton.” 
A list of names panied this icati 

which, with certain additions, we here lay before our 

readers in a classifi ssified arrangement, for which we are 
indebted to Messrs, Drummond and Sons, of the Agri- 

cultural Museum, Stirling. They say, * We have 

merely gone over the list, endeavoured to classify the 
names according to their colours, and then put toge- 

ther those that we consider the same sort, although 

under a variety of names. 

“ You are, no doubt, aware, that in Scotland we 

cultivate very few varieties of Turnip, but these we take 

| care to grow pure, and improve on the variety if we 

can. We also, however, are troubled with new names, 

but unless the varieties they designate have a distinct 

character, we never introduce them. A great many of 
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hese names are merely that of the party who grow the 
seed ; thus we have seen * Green-top Yellow’ go under 
half-a-dozen different names, such as‘ Scott's Yellow," 
* Gordon's Yellow, * Roy's Yellow, &c. No seedsman 
should vex people with a new name to any variety of 
seed whatever, unless it has really a distinct character 
from other well-known sorts. 
“The Fettereairn Swede (Green-top) is not well 

known here yet. Itis objected to as yielding a light 
crop compared to Skirving’s ; it is, however, a beautiful 
shape, very compact, and has a small top. Our Irish 
friends are getting fond of it; they say it does not grow 
in the spring like some of the other sorts.” ] 

VARIETIES OF THE TURNIP, 

Swedes. | Green round 
Purple-top | Red round 

»  Bkirving's Blue Poll 
Laing’s Blue-ca ap 
Matson's,; unknown in Scot-| Pomeranian 

land. [Well known in south | Tankard, with red top 
ofEngland,ashavingawell-| ^ ,, with green top 
shaped root of moderate size, | » all white 
crowned with a smalltop.] | 

Green-top | Yellow, 
Aberdeen, — unknown; must Norfolk 

be the common Swede Dale's Hybrid 
Pain’s Kentish Green-) g | Hybrid Yellow 

crown | E | Hybrid Green-crown 
Oxford $5 t& |Purple-erown 
Short-top réd-neck {2 | Purple-top Scotch 
Ashcroft J 8 | Green-top Scotch 
Emperor Imperial Purple-crown 
Tankard,—supposed to be the | True Purple-top Scotch Bullock 
Yellow Tankard, or Pudding | True Green-top ,, — ,j reen-crown Scotch Swede 

White. Purple-top Scotch 
Norfolk Green-top T 
Green | Large Aberdeen 
je | Purple-top ,, 

Blue Scotch M 
Globe Oxheart 
Green Globe Tankard 
Round Imperia! Border 

White Stubble is the same as the White Stone or Garden Stone H 
it is often sown broadcast upon the stubble after Barley, espe- 
cially in Ireland. 

White. 
Norfolk, all white A soft spongy Turnip, and 

not so solid or handsome in 
shape as the Globe, 

These are one and the same 
variety, and are of the same 
character as above, but have 
a coloured top— strictly, a 

Norfolk, with red top o 
bl | 

purple, or bluish purple-top. 
Poll a 

» blue 
» blue cap 
» blue poll 

nd cap have all the same 
meaning. 

Norfolk, round 
» green round en 
»  redround and red expressing the colour 

] 9f the top by which the variety 
i own, 

This also we understood to 

Globe 
Green Globe 
Pomeranian Globe Pomeranian is an improved 

very fine shape, and grows 
more uniform in size than the 
other. The Green Globe is 
superior to either, Not quite 
so large, but very solid and 
juicy 

Tankard, all white Need no description; as 
* red top their name indicates they are 

green top long shaped, grow mostly all 

do not stand frost, 
Character Unknown. 

Cornish Holdfast Decanter. We see this often Purple crown yellow hybrid advertised. Whatisit? It 
Early cream gets a great character in 

print. 
Yellow. 

Dale’s hybrid ¥ Allthesame'Turnip. Proper 
Hybrid yellow | name Dale’s hybrid, wal 
Hybrid green crown A 

Lawson. It has degenerated 
very much of late years, 

Purple crown 
Purple-top Scotch 
Imperial purple crown 
True purple-top Scotch 

ullock 
Purple-top Scotch 
Purple-top Aberdeen 
Imperial Border 
Green-top Scotch 
True green-top Scotch Bul- 

lock 

These are oneand the same. 
The proper name is Green-top 

c Yellow Aberdeen Bullock, 
Green crown Scotch 
Green-top Scotch 
Large Aberdeen 
Scotch do, 

So called from its peculiar 
shape. Is a soft Turnip com- 
pared to the green-top yellow. 
It is doubtful if there is a 
genuine Oxheart to be got now. 
t was scarcely worth keeping 

distinct. 

The following, selected from the list, are chiefly for 
garden purposes, and like the field sorts might be eut 
own into a very few names. 
Yeliow Stone White Dutch 
White Stone Yellow Dutch 

Yellow Malta 

Oxheart 

Early Ball 
Snowball Six-weeks Yellow Altringham, &c. Six-weeks White 

ON THE APPLICABILITY OF WIND POWER. 
I onssrvep lately, but have not the Paper at band to 

refer to, that one of your Correspondents asked for in- 
formation as to the cost and construction of a windmill 
for the purpose of threshing corn, quaintly observing 
that “he does not like steam.” As there is one man 

is generally approved and adopted, it were a pity that 
the information he seeks should not be afforded. 

About 30 years ago, every considerable farm on both 
sides of the Tweed, from Berwick to Melrose, was dis- 
tinguished by the high tower and sails of a threshing 
machine worked by wind. Those have all, long ago, 
disappeared, and been replaced by steam engines, even 
where coals are brought from a distance of many miles, 
except in a few instances where the towers, to save 
the expence of removing them, have been converted 
into dovecots. But still, in passing through the coun- 
try, one sees here and there the unappropriated mate- 
rials of the wind apparatus laying useless in the stack- 
yards. Jf, then, your correspondent would apply to 
any millwright in Berwick, Coldstream, Dunse, or 
Kelso, I doubt not that he would obtain the machinery 
he requires on very moderate terms, and from mate- 
rials “ little worse than new.” If he wishes for more 
particular reference, I may name Mr. Samuel Biddle, 
of Tweedmouth, who has been employed in altering 
many threshing machines from wind to steam power. 

Of all powers for working machinery, except where a 
sufficient supply of water can be had, steam is the best 
and cheapest ; it can be created, controlled, and regu- 
lated at will; but wind, besides the great expence of 
the needful erections, is the most expensive and waste- 
ful, because it is the most unsteady and iei t 

there seems to be sound reasons for inferring that they 
are in great measure obtained from the soil, throug 
the agency of the spongioles of the roots. And if this 
be the case, we at once see the propriety of applying 
manures highly charged with nitrogen to the soil. 
o not mean to assert that there is not a vast store of 

ammonia accumulating from time to time in the atmo- 
sphere and precipitated to the earth with rain, and more 
especially after a long period of drought in the summer 
months ; and, if I recollect aright, Liebig brings for- 
ward this fact as a proof that the atmosphere is the all- 
sufficient souree whence plants derive their organic 
materials ; but, to my mind, this circumstance ought 
rather to be adduced as a reason for supplying the soil 
by artificial means with ammonia, as it is evident that 
the ammonia in the atmosphere produces little if any 
beneficial effect upon the plant, until it is precipitated 
with the rain, and afterwards taken up in combination 
with various other organic and inorganic substances by 
the spongioles. 

y own tolerably extensive experience corroborates 
the suggestions of Mr. Lawes, as to the kinds of manures 
that are most useful for Hops, and asa general rule it 
is found that those sorts which abound most largely in 
nitrogen invariably tend to produce the most luxuriant 
bine ; but this result is not all—nor even chiefly what 

may blow during the night and cease in the day, or if a 
promising breeze brings in the morning, and induces 
the farmer to collect all the hands needful to take ina 
stack, manage the threshing and dressing of corn, and 
remove the straw, it may, as often is the case in fine 
weather, decline as the sun advances, and after a short 
time of wasteful and inefficient operation, the work is 
abandoned, and the parties employed sent listlessly to 
find other occupation. When windmills were in fashion, 
how many were the complaints with farmers that their 
tacks stood uncovered after harvest, because the wind 
would not blow to give them straw for the purpose. 
That their autumn Wheat was not yet sown, because 
they had not been able to thresh the seed. Or that 
their rent was not forthcoming, because the threshing 
machine had not gone round for the last six weeks, If 
these remarks, which I make in a friendly spirit, should 
be of use to your correspondent in helping him to a de- 
cision regarding his threshing machine, I shall be glad 
of it.—John Grey, Dilston, May 14. 

ON THE MANURES PROPER FOR THE HOP. 
In the Agricultural Gazette of the 9th inst., there is 

inserted a letter from Mr. Lawes, relative to “ Manures 
for Hops ;” and as Mr. Lawes states that he has had 
no experi in the cultivation of the Hop, you will 
probably be disposed to insert the remarks of those who 
are more practically acquainted with the subject. In 
Mr. Lawes’ observations I generally concur, though I 
think he is disposed to attach too little importance to 
the inorganic constituents of manures, while some theo- 
retical chemists seem to regard them as exclusively 
necessary. To Liebig, I (in common with hundreds of 
agriculturists who would wish to keep pace with the 
discoveries of the times, and would avail themselves of 
the scientific resources which have recently been deve- 
loped for the advancement of our art), feel most deeply 
indebted ; still, while I gratefully make this acknow- 
ledgment, there are some points upon which we must, 
with our present information, dissent from the views of 
this distinguished authority. One of the most import- 
ant of these controverted points is, that plants derive 
their organic principles entirely from the atmosphere, 

The analysis of the Hop made by Mr. Nesbit, in the 
pamphlet alluded to, was from plants grown upon m 
land, And as this is the first analysis of the Hop that 
has yet been made public, I consider the Hop-growers 
are under great obligations to Mr. Nesbit for placing it 
before them. Shortly after this analysis was made, Mr. 
Nesbit gave a gratuitous publie lecture, at Farnham, on 
Agricultural Chemistry, at which I presided; and 
there, at its conclusion, I took occasion to observe that 
I dissented from his views, so far as related to the sup- 
ply of inorganic manures alone to the ‘soil, and I 
asserted, as the result of my own observations, that the 
application of nitrogenous manures did either directly 
or indirectly exercise a most material influence upon 
the crop. Since that period I have had a short conver- 
sation with Mr. Nesbit, and I believe that his opinions 
in this respect are considerably modified. 

am now making some experiments upon my Hops 
agreeably to Mr. Nesbit’s suggestions, though I have 
not adhered to the precise quantities and ingredients 
which he recommends in his pamphlet. My chief 
object has been to ascertain what the effect of a liberal 
application of potash would be, and I have therefore 
applied it in various combinations, upon different parts 
of my plantations. I have put on the carbonate of 
potash, or pearlash, as containing in one article the 
largest per centage of potash, at the rate of 1 cwt. per 
aere, mixed with 5 bushels of ashes, in addition to other 
kinds of manure. But here let me caution any of your 
readers who may be disposed to try the pearlash, to 
spread it upon the land with ashes only, and by no 
means to mix it with guano (as my bailiff did with a 
mixture for one acre, before I was aware of the effect), 
or the ammonia of the guano will be dissipated, as if it 
had been mixed with quicklime. 

Although it is generally admitted that plants derive 
by far the greatest part of their carbon directly from 
the atmosphere through the medium of their leaves, it in the world still willing to take up what all the others 

have laid down, and singular enough to dislike what! 
is by no means so certain that they obtain their other 
organic constituents fron that source ; on the contrary, 

he Hop requires; for, as with Wheat, there 
may be an over-forcing with manure, which produces 
straw without corn, so with Hops, there may be bine 
without fruit, arising from a similar injudicious applica- 
tion, And it is here that I think the inorganic” 
chemists may be of great service to us ; for, if on an. 
analysis of the soil a due proportion of the requisite 
constituents of the Hop should be found deficient, they 
will thus teach us what the inorganie ingredients are 
which should be added, 

When manures consisting principally of animal mat- 
ter, such as rags, sprats,sheep’s-trotters, guano, &c. &o.5 
are put on Hop-grounds in very large quantities, the 
foliage of the Hop is always of a dark-green colour, 
like a field of rank Wheat, evidently showing that nitro- 
gen is the chief agent in the process of this develop- 
ment ; and the result of such an over-dose, should the 
season be wet, is the certain destruction of the crop. 
For all practical purposes, therefore, a judicious medium 
is the best. 

Last year I tried, by way of experiment, on twelve 
different acres in various parts of my plantations, what 
is termed “the inorganic manure,” the ingredients of 
which the sellers do not divulge. The season was cer- 
tainly an unfavourable one for making experiments, on 
account of the aphis-blight which attacked many of our 
Hop-grounds ; still, in every instance the bine was less 
luxuriant, and the leaves evinced less vigour, as indi- 
cated by their yellow colour, than on the adjoining hills, 
which were dressed either with dung, rags, trotters, or 
guano. ‘Neither in the crop did I perceive any apparent 
benefit, and if Imight judge by analogy from my Turnip- 
crop, in which I placed the “ inorganic manure" along- 
side of the best Ichaboe guano, and where the result was 
as two to one in favour of the latter, I should consider 
that for Hops there is no comparison between a manure 
containing a large proportion of organic matter, and 
one destitute of it. 

In selecting manures for Hops, if the grower were 
restricted to one kind, he would unhesitatingly give the 
preference to a mixture of good dung ; but as it would 
e almost impossible, even if desirable, in very exten- 

sive plantations to obtain sufficient quantities of this 
article, I think the best plan to be pursued (at any rate 
until our chemical and physiological knowledge be more 
fully and accurately developed), is to vary the descrip- 
tions of manure as much as possible, so as to ensure in 
one year a compensation for what may have been 
omitted in the preceding. My own system is to dress 
every third year with a plentiful coat of good dung, and 
the intervening years with artificial manures, taking 
care never to use the same kinds in immediate suc- 
cession. The haulm or bine too should never be 
wasted, as is usually the case ; for it is as valuable as 
straw, and like straw or hay, it ought to be stacked 
away after the picking season, and used in the farm- 
yard as bedding for cattle, by which means it will be re- 
turned to the soil after being converted into the most 
valuable manure that can be procured for Hops. 

The thorough cultivation of the soil is as necessary 
for the successful growing of Hops as a liberal supply of 
manure, and though the groand ought always to be 
moved so frequently that weeds cannot have time to 
grow, yet, from midsummer to michaelmas especially, 
the soil should be constantly kept like a well finished 
field prepared for a Turnip season. 

The cost of manure and cultivation as stated above, 
with many other concomitant expenses, necessarily in- 
volves an immense outlay in the cultivation of Hops, 
which is too frequently disregarded by many in their 
estimate of the value of this crop, and consequently 
much land is often planted which never pays the ex- 
penses. And whilst speaking of expenses in cultiva- 
tion, I take this opportunity of remarking that I think 
your readers are often misled by [some of your more 
enthusiastie correspondents, who when writing of cer- 
tain districts favourable for the carrying out of agricul- 
tural imp do not their special ad- 
vantages, which omission tends to create dissatisfaction 
between the farmer and his labourer on the one hand, 
and his landlord on the other. I allude particularly to 
the expenses of drainage and subsviling. which ave far 
more costly processes in diffienlt loca a than one 

‘would be led tolinfer from the geueral nour of your 
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| than myself; yet I think that no farmer or landlord | years, thorough-drained last winter, 

first counting the cost with accuracy. 

Occasion I shall have great pleasure in 

to you the parti my experi 

Jects.— J. Manwaring Paine, Farnham, May 16. 

feel exceedingly obliged to Mr. Paine for this very valu- 

able communication ; and also for his promise of fur- though not thoroughly. 

ther information on the subjects referred to in it.] 

Home Correspondence. 
The Allotment System.—1t you will permit, I would |" 

Venture to say a few words on a subject, whieh, to the 

labouring class (to which I belong) is of some im- 

portance. T have often heard of the kindness of land- 

lords in granting to the cottager a piece of allotment 

ground ; at first sight it does, indeed, look well, and I 

do not question but it is meant well. But when we 

come to look at it closely, like everything else, it has a 

Wrong side. Now, let us first look at the rent charged 

for these allotment pieces: in many instances ls. per 

Perch, and yet itis said that this is a great blessing. 

hy do not they confer blessings like these on the 

farmers of 400 or 500 acres ? why honour one class so 

exclusively? I have ever been dependent on the 

farmers for work and wages, and I do indeed wish to 

See them prospering, but this shilling a perch (8/. an 

Aere) is an imposition. If land is worth that (and I 

have no doubt but, with proper cultivation, its present 

Value might be doubled), why is it so much under- 

Tented? The landlords are certainly standing in their 

Own light when they dispose of their property at 400 

9r 600 per cent. below its real value. If the cottager 

Who holds 1 aere can pay 8/.a year for it, why cannot 

the farmer who holds 500 acres pay 40007. ? and yet 

Who would say that he should do so? what landlord 

Would ever dream of asking so much? But some will 

Say that this is an extreme case that I am taking ; but 

it is often to befound. But granting that allotments are 

let at the same rent that large farms are, let us see i 

they are the great blessing which some would make us 

elieve them to be. Some have said how cheering it is 

to the poor man to have a piece of ground on which to 

employ himself at night after the labours of the day 

are over! Is digging his own ground no toil? As well 

may one say, how refreshing it would be to the man who 

has trayelled 30 miles a day, to have other three or four 

to go. Yet many have drawn such a fair picture of 

the enjoyment which the cottager derives from this, 

Qu if is no wonder that some well-meaning persons 

ave thought they were indeed the benefactors of the 

Poor in granting them a piece of ground, even at 87. an 

Acre. But I speak from experience when I say, that 

„a man works 10 or 11 hours a day, he is not able 

(giving himself justice) to work other four or five 
hours, although it be for himself. Ever since I was 

able, I have been employed in cultivating the ground 

with the sweat of my brow, and I am certain that, 

if I had had the labour to perform night and morn- 

ing which I see many others perform, I would have 

been ill-fitted for giving a fair day's work for a fair 

day's wage. I know I could not, and I know not 

one in ten is able to do it. And Lrefer the matter 

to any one’s arbitration who has himself had to toil 

with his two hands for his daily bread ; those who have | 9: 

never put their hands to the plough are not fitto be 

judges, for many of them can look on the labourer toil- 

ing with no more concern than they would on the steam- 

enginein motion, They think not'that he is soon overcome 

and unable to earn a comfortable living. But if a man 

were able to pass so much time in bodily toil, is it right 

that he should be obliged to do so? Is no time to be 

allowed him for the cultivation of his mind, which should 

always be progressing both in old and young? and 

which is the only thing which raises man above the 
brute creation. Few schools are planted to give the 

Poor an opportunity of improving in their early years, 

and matters are to be so arranged that they are unable 

to redeem their time when they come to find out their 
Own wants. Are these things for the profit of the 

farmer? Is it more for bis interest that his labourers 

Should’ be so uninformed? I presume none will say 

80 ; but if there are any such, who maintain that their 

Servants should not be as well educated as themselves, 

and who think that they themselves must always stand 

Out as lights shining in the midst of darkness, this 

Shows their own want of sound knowledge ; or, if not, 

of worthy motives.—G. S. A Dorset Labourer. [We 

an only say that labourers are not forced to take these 

allotments — nevertheless, they are gladly accepted ; 

that we quite agree in what has here been so ably said 

9f the importance of education to the labourer a$ well 

asto the farmer ; and that ls. à perch is, 

nary circumstances, a scandalous high rent for land.] 

Oats Injured by Pickling, &c.—1n answer 

communicating | unpickled, especially 

ts on these sub- | the common can still 

[We | 800 yards. 

¢| to be turned into a dam for his mills. 

under ordi- | magnesia, 6 Ibs. ; 

to your 31 lbs.— T. Randell, Bradley, Fakenham. 

Oats. I have rolled 

The next is a piece of ground of 7 acres, 

reclaimed from wood and bog two years ago, and drained, 

It was sown with Sandy, all 

a considerable time, but 

since rolling has improved. The next is a field of 

10 acres, of old wood, trenched out last winter, sown 

with sandy, ofly about 4 acres pickled ; the difference 

very decided. 1 have also rolled this field as the soil is 

light. The last field is one of 154 acres, two years in 

Grass, pastured one, undrained, and liable to flood; soil, 

rich alluvial deposit, but soured through want of drain- 

ing ; sown partly with Sandy and partly with Potato and 

Hopetoun, mixed. 1 pickled. ‘The Potato and 

Hopetoun look worst. I have not rolled this field, but 

have harrowed part of it in accordance with your advice. 

The reason I did not follow it further was, I thought 

the weather looked too dry; and it was as well I did 

not, as we have had six days of burning sun and hard 

east wind. I find that my steward had only used 

14 gallons of water to 11b. of vitriol. The reason of so 

much of my land being undrained is want of level; and 

last autumn, when I proposed bringing ‘it up from a dis- 

tance of a mile, our neighbouring proprietor, Lord 

Glasgow, or rather his factor, interfered, on the ground 

of my taking the water past one of his mills, although 

the cut would be all on my father’s land. There are 

two small burns (Anglice, ditches), which are feeders to 

his dam. I then proposed carrying these over my cut, 

by solid masonary and iron pipes, so as not to lose him 

a drop of the water he has at present, for these feeders 

are supplied from the high ground, whereas it was the 

low that I wanted to drain, but he still refused, Would 

you be kind enough to give me your opinion on this 

question? It is rather hard that all my low fields are 

All the practical 

men I have talked to, and who know the ground well, are 

against him, even all his own tenants.— t. B.D. [You 

speak of /ying in the pickle. Now, we never let the grain 

liein the pickle. The solution of the vitriol is sprinkled 

over the Oats—they are turned rapidly and repeatedly, so 

asto wet every grai y dry sp lyin an hour, 

and are sown immediately. As regards the question of 

drainage, so far as the brook is now'supplied with water, 

which, by your proposed eut, would be removed from 

Lord Glasgow’s mill, his lordship would, we imagine, 

have a just claim on you for damages. But, obviously, 

all your land below the level of this mill may be drained 

as you propose without harm to any one; and doubtless 

all of it may be so drained if, as you state, the brook 

gets all its water from a distance. | 

To Preserve Turnips from Hares and other Vermin. 

—Sow every 30th, 40th, or 50th drill (the bribe must 

be proportionate to the numbers of the enemy) 

pickled, and looked badly for 

rook, 
yellow Turnip. 
years with the most complete success. 

to know anything of Liebig’s patent manure ? 

neighbours tried it last year on Turnips. I saw one 

of their fields frequently in the end of the season, when 

you could not tell the difference betwixt the produce 

of the patent manure, and that of the farm-yard dung. 

The same result was obtained by the other gentleman. 

The cost, and quantity applied, was the same as of 

guano. What the effect upon this year's crop of sets 

may be, of course, remains to be seen. Can you, or 

any of your correspondents inform me the best and 

most economical of the following substances for feeding 

calves, and other young stock, viz. :— 
Oatmeal ......at 2d. per lb, | Peameal ... 

Linseed meal .. 2d. Barleymeal . 
Oileake........ ld. y Indian corn mea gd. os 

Are the feeding equivalents of these proportionate 

to their several (money) values !—J. L., Eskdale, 

N.B., May 16. [We should prefer the first to begin 

with ; then a mixture of the first and second; and 

lastly, we would take to oileake alone, when the calves 

are weaned, or to a mixture of Linseed and Peameal. 

We imagine the feeding equivalent of Peameal to be 

higher than that of Oats, but the latter is more suitable 

food for calves.] 
Inorganic Constituents of Wheat Crop.—Would any 

of your chemical correspondents kindly give an opinion 

as to the suitableness of the following manure for an 

acre of Wheat? Are the ingredients in due proportion, 

and what would be the probable expense ? Silica, 

189 1bs.; potash, 14 Ibs. ; soda, 153 Ibs. ; lime, 19} Ibs.; 
ia, 61 oxide of iron, 5 Ibs. ; alumina, 7 Ibs.; 

sulphuric acid, 5 lbs.; phosphoric acid, 23 lbs.; chlorine, 
[In refer- 

» 

question, Ist, there is no manner of accounting for the ence to Mr. Randell's enquiries :—1st, As to propor- 

difference in the present appearance of the Oat crop, 

except the pickling, as the further advanced is 

Seen to keep in a 

distinetly | his should not answer as well as the others. 

straight line along the ridge where the | quantities will never do for an aere; because not one- 

tions, analyses haye differed, and I do not know why 
But his 

Unpickled was sown ; 2d, it was all pickled late in the | fourth of the manure will come in contact with the 

evening and sown the next morning, with the exception roots of the plants, 

of 1 qr. 2 bushels, which lay in the pickle four days. | cost separately, 

particulars, I may inform you cheapest way would be to use bone-dust, 1 cwt. (which 

days is the healthiest of the should contain more than 23 per With regard to further 
that that in. the pickle four 

to be absorbed by them. 2d, The 

as specified, would be very heavy. The 

cent. phosphoric acid) 

whole pickled. [This is asingular fact.] They are sown with } ewt. of sulphuric acid, to render it soluble ; or 

1n a small plot of 3 acres, after Turnips; soil, good loam, 

but damp and undrained : the difference can be dis- | woul 

cerned at a distance of 500 yards; kind, Potato and | well as lime, 

cwt. of Lawes’ superphosphate of lime, which 

sntain more phosphoric anc sulphuric acids, as 

than his formula expresses. For the soda 

else 1} 
1 

he may use } cwt. of salt, which will contain also much 

more chlorine than he specifies : and the potash and 

magnesia may be supplied in the cheapest carbonates, 

i. e, common potash, and the common magnesia of the 

druggists. Or the magnesia may be supplied still 

cheaper in the *pittern," mother liquor of the salt 

works, reckoning a gallon for 1 lbs. magnesia ; price 

not above 6d. per gallon. 3d. The silica is not re- 

quired in one case out of ten ; and where needed, it 

would be useless, unless yendered soluble, by fusion 
with 

alkali, in much larger proportion than his formula. The 

alumina and oxide of iron are also generally more than 

sufficient in the soil, But in any case he should use at 

least four times more of the ingredients required than 

the crop carries off, until the land is so far supplied 

that the roots can always find it. After that, of course, 

it may be enough to restore just what the crop thas 

carried away. 4th. If he does not like the trouble of 

making this mixture, he may have it ready done, and 

much more uniformly (though in different proportions) 

in Liebig’s patent corn manure, prepared by Muspratt 

and Co. Liverpool. He can calculate the expense 

either way, for himself. But, I ought to add, that 

silicate of potash seems to me likely to increase straw 

rather than grain : and that we are far from Liebig’s 

opinion of the needlessness of organic manures in our 

elimate.—J. P.] 

The Dalys Wonder Potato (see p. 253). — The 

Messrs. Chambers, of Edinburgh, have again been 

kind enough to place in our hands a letter concerning 

this Potato, addressed by Mr. Dinwoodie, of the Town 

Head, Kirkmichael, to Sir Adam Ferguson. The account 

Mr. D. gives of this variety is as follows :— The Daly's 

Wonder Potato, which you (Sir A. Ferguson) sent me 

about 10 years ago l have cultivated every year 

since. I have had a most abundant produce from it, but 

for some years I considered it watery and not so well 

flavoured as other kinds that I had been in the habit of 

cultivating, and for that reason I did not plant so many 

as the always superior crop they produced would have 

induced me to do. Three years ago I found that they 

had improved very much in quality, and thinking that by 

planting a few more Potatoes they would pay me better 

than Turnips, I planted 8} acres, 4 of which were the 

Daly’s Wonder, and the remainder other kinds. I had 

a very good crop of all the sorts, but as I did not keep 

an accurate account of the weight of each that year, I 

cannot state the comparative difference, but imagine 

that the Dalys would be 18 tons per acre, and the other 

sorts about 14 tons per do. In the year 1844, I again 

planted 8} acres, 5 of which were the Daly’s Wonder, 

and the remaining 34 what are here called Old Blues, 

Irish Johns, Buffs, and Highland Early. I had a most 

abundant crop. ‘The land was dry, and of good quality, 

averagely manured. I had of Daly’s Wonder 20 tons. 

per acre. The other sorts again averaged 14 tons per 

acre. Last year (1845) I planted the same number of 

acres upon land of the same quality, and proportioned 

nearly in the same way, and gave it an extra dressing 

of manure, 38 yards of good dung mixed with 2 ewt. of 

guano per acre, but all would not do, the erop became 

affected with the murrain, which was, however, about 

two weeks later in making its appearance on the leaves 

and stems of the Daly’s Wonder than on the other sorts. 

When I took them up at raising time, I intended to 

have sent all (except the Dalys), direct to the Potato 

mill, but this I could not get accomplished for a few 

weeks as the mill was quite filled with Potatoes going 

fast to decay. ‘Those I had intended for the mill I laid 

down on the land in narrow pits with a number of 

air-holes in each, but at the end of three weeks when i 

opened them they were nearly all rotten, so that all the 

money I received for about 4 acres of Potatoes was 

only 13l. (none of the Daly’s Wonder were among them). 

At raising time, the Dalys were slightly affected ; I 

have had a quantity of them in the house during the 

winter, and also in pits; and a few in drills I allowed 

to remain in the ground until the spring, all of which 

have kept exceedingly well—indeed I do not think the 

disease increased after the tubers were taken out of the 

ground. There was no difference between the Potatoes 

that remained in the drills all winter and fhose taken 

up at the usual time. The Daly's Wonder is now gene- 

rally known in Dumfriesshire and Galloway as the surest 

variety to grow, and the most productive. It is my 

impression that the one half of all the Potatoes planted 

this year are of that variety. As I never heard of any 

having been imported to this country except those you 

gave the tenants on the estate of Kirkmichael, I am of 

opinion that it is the produce of them that has spread 

over these two counties, and I have no hesitati 

saying that you have thus been the means of conferring 

on the country a great blessing." 

The Profits of keeping well-bred Cattle. —I have 

just read a paper in the Gazette of the 2d May, by 

** Falcon,” on the great agricultural meeting at New- 

castle, in which he seems sadly annoyed that dukes and 

lords are carrying off all the prizes for wellfed stock. 

I wish to make a few remarks for his benefit. I live in 

a part of the country proverbial for being cautious. 

(Aberdeenshire), and I may with safety say, I thin! 
there are few counties that have made such a 

improve stock as it has of late, and that not by any of 

the dukes or lords, but by good practical rent-paying 

farmers, for the clear view of making money (they 

have, no doubt, been greatly assisted by a few proprie- 

tors, who attend to farming themselves, and can afford 

to give high prices for stock to commence with in the 

south). I entirely agree with “ Falcon,” that pampered 

animals should be excluded from competing as breed- 
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ing stock, and what the animals are fed on should be 
clearly certified, that the judges may have an oppor- 
tunity of seeing what animals have been paying best for 
the food they have used ; but certainly no animal ean 
expect to receive a prize that is not above fair condi- 
tion, asthe great aptitude for taking on fat is certainly 
& very material point, and judg 
eannot, of course, be expected to 

told the cireumstances of feeding, &e., and must declare 
it inferior to a fat one (whose fat may also hide 
faults). But the fact is, too many are i 
way of thinking, and will not give any credit to the ani- 
mai or mode of treatment, but take it for granted that 
these fat a y for what they have got. 
They are just rmers here, who, when they 
saw furrow-draining begun, laughed, and said, “ Ah, it 
will never pay to put a drain into each furrow ; he will 
soon tire of that job; it can never repay that expense.” 
These very laughers are following fast, now that they 
see the good of it. But to the stock: farmers ean, i 
they will, compete with lords, if they will only lay their 
minds to it; as, instance, a tenant farmer from 
this county got the prize at the Berwick Show in 
1841 of 1004, open to all 
was bought by two famed Hag 
Tempest and Mr. Whitak 
sold again at Mr. Whitake e, for 3507. 
Now, to show the aptitude to fatten that stock had, a 
neighbouring farmer who bought two sisters of this 
said bull trained them to the plough, and worked them 
four hours a day, to keep them in good breeding eondi- 
tion saved the expense of getting a man to travel 
them, as a duke might have done), but these two cows 
are in good condition, aud have calves regularly, and 
indeed one of them might be sent to Neweastle, if the 
farmer could afford to let her lie idle, to get into 
fair showing condition. Indeed, farmers carry off 
most of the prizes here. But our farmers are seeing 
it is their interest to keep good stock, and keep them 
well. The same farmer who used to sell his three-year- 
old stock, at 8/. to 10/., has this year sold his two-year- 
olds, one lot at 177. each, and another at 157. each (they 
were sold to farmers who look to making money by 
grazing them), and this by merely paying from 404 to 
60/. for real good bulls (he had the prize for the best 
bull at our four county meetings last year) and then 
feeding his stock from the time they are calved, and 
not, as formerly, letting them exist till two years old, 
and then feeding them the third year. Instead of, as 
formerly, selling 15 to 16 three-year-olds at 107. each— 
160/., he now sells as many two-year-olds at 167. each — 
2561. ; thus giving the keep to fewer beasts, but ma ing 

—An Aberdeenshire Farmer. 
reeding of Farm Horses is very commonly 

th loss instead of gain, in consequence prin- 
cipally of a total disregard to the laws of nature. “ Like 
begets like” is an axiom which cannot be disputed, and 
it is vain therefore to expect that an old worn-out and 
diseased mare can produce a healthy and valuable pro- 
geny. "a farmer intends breeding he should select 
the most valuable mares he has for the purpose, and if 
they are not good enough should proeure such as are, 
or otherwise abandon the attempt. A brood mare 
should not be less than four years old, nor so old as to 
be unable to preserve her flesh and condition. She 
Should also be free from disease of the eyes (unless ac- 
cidental), as well as from spasms, curbs, ringbones, and 

She may be kept.at 
work till near the time of foaling, taking care, however, 
that she is not put to any severe exertion requiring 
sudden strains. ‘The lightest work should be selected 
for hee: but it is better that she should be moderately 
used than kept in a state of idlene: It will be well to 
give her a bran-mash daily for a week previous to foal- 

many | 
in * Faleon's? | 

| thin and poor. Can this be caused by the dairy being 
too damp, or the wetness of the season ?—H. 
| Unfermented Bread.—Have you yourself tested or 
[seen the results by others testing, the formula for 

| 
s seeing a lean animal | If so, have your expectations 

10w the reason unless | have tried it several times, and have uniformly fai 

making unfermented bread, with which you favoured 
your readers in a recent Number of the Chronicle? 

been fully answered? 1 
ed to 

t, looks quite rival my village baker. My bread, in f 
a different thing ; more like a soda-cake divested of its 
sweetness and confectionery ingredients. It has a pale 
yellow or straw-coloured hue, instead of the whitenes 
which one likes to see in bread; it has, moreover, a 
peculiar and very perceptible odour, which I hardly 
know how to deseribe, but which I fancy is referable to 
the hydrochloric acid, and that acid is also traceable in 
the taste. The proportions in the formula seem to me 
to require alteration. The flour and the water ought to 
be in Jarger quantity, perhaps one-fourth more; but 

en so, I doubt if anything, which could be mistaken 
for ordinary “yeast-made” bread, or relished equally 
as it, will be produced, In tlie directions accompany- 
ing the formula, it is not explicitly laid down whether 
the dough should stand awhile, or be, as soon as it is 
formed, put into the oven? I have tried both ways, 
and prefer the former: which is intended? Your 
experience on the whole subject will be interesting and 
valuable to myself and others of your r 
[Perhaps some other reader wiil kindly 
rience. We have had none. 

Thin-planting Turnips.—l read with much pleasure 
the ieation in gri | Gazette on the 
value of thin-planting in Turnip eulture, by Mr. Prior. 
I am certain it is a point to which the farmers in some 
parts of England need to have their attention directed, 
I last year went over a field of Turnips with a farmer, 
and on observing they were small, his answer was “yes, 
they are so, but there are plenty of them,” and seemed 

tisfied that he had as good a erop as if there had been 
fewer of a large size. Now, I believe that the value of 
a crop of large Turnips as compared with one of smaller 
size, is not sufficiently appreciated. 1t depends (if I 
am not mistaken) on this theorem in mathematics; viz. 
“That the contents of spheres are as the cubes of their 
diameters.” Thus, for example : supposing Turnips to 
be a sphere (and some sorts are nearly such) the con- 
tents of one of 4 inches diameter will be to one of 
6 inches diameter as 64 to 216,or 8 to 27: that is, 
eight Turnips of 6 inches are equal in solid contents to 
27 of 4 inches. And by the same rule, nine Turnips of 
9 inches diameter will be equal to 30 of 6 inches. It 
is true that few Turnips are exact spheres ; but the 
reasoning, with a greater or less degree of accuracy, 
will apply to all. I hope the remarks which have been 
made on the subject may attract the attention of some 
of your readers, and that some fair experime: will 
be made in the ensuing season, which may lead to a 

aetory conclusion as to the exact distance at which 
Turnips should be left, in order to produce the greatest 
weight of food.— W. E. H. 

eaders.— R. 
state his expe- 

ieultura 

ES 

Societies. 
FLAX IMPROVEMENT SOCIETY, 

Montuty Mrrtine.—Belfast, April 29.—The Secre- 
tary reported the oceupation of the Society's agricul. 
turists throughout Ireland, in superintending the pre- 
paration of the soil for Flax, and the sowing of the 
crop. Extracts were read from their correspondence, 
from which it appeared that they had been busily en- 
gaged in districts of the following counties :— Derry, 
Donegal, Down, Tyrone, Longford, Westmeath, King's 
and Queen's Counties, Carlow, Kilkenny, Cork, Water- 
ford, Tipperary, Kerry, Clare, Limerick, Galway, Mayo, 
and R Their i ions were everywhere 
received with great attention by the farmers ; and in 
the new distriets their location had excited great inte- 
rest among all classes, and those who had not made 
preparations, in time to avail themselves of the Soc 
assistance this season, were most anxious to make ar- 
rangements for the following year. The Society having 
strongly urged the necessity of procuring fresh and 
genuine seed, of the choicest kinds, as the first op to- 
wards success, the majority of those who were com- 

ing. ge loose box, well littered, will be a suitable 
lace for the mare to foal in, and a field with ditches or 

inequalities should by all means be avoided. A small 
level pasture where there are no other horses, will be a 
convenient place for the mare and foal where she can- 
not be d ‘bed or injured. She should here continue 
for about six weeks, when she may resume her work, 
and may at any time be put to the horse again. The 
mare should be fed tolerably well during the period of 
her suckling, and if she proves again in foal the colt 
should be weaned somewhat earlier than otherwise 
—about four months after going to the horse will be a 
very good time. The colt may be allowed to follow its 
dam whilst at work, and should be handled as much as 
possible to get it quiet and docile. This is a point of 
much importance, as in case of any illness or accident 
happening to the colt, the cure will materially depend 
on the doeility of the little animal, and its quiet sub- 
mission to treatment. In the practice of breeding 
horses, as well as other animals, nature should be aided 
but not forced, assisted but not outraged.— W. Q. S. 

Dairy Management,— Will any of your correspond- | 
ents take the trouble to inform me, why in a fine rich | 
pasture, with good cows, I cannot obtain thick cream ? | 
Though every attention is paid to the dairy utensils, 
and the milk stands more than 24 hours, it always rises 

mencing Flax enlture in the new districts had taken 
care to do so. Many had, however, preferred buying 
inferior seed, because the cost was less. The result of 
the produce of each description of seed will, it is ex- 
pected, at once convince the farmers of the folly of pur- 
chasing an inferior article, and show them that without 
buying good seed they cannot expect a good erop, even 
although every care should be bestowed in the manage- 
ment. In the North Ulster district the sced saved last 
season, on the Courtrai method, for sowing; this year, 
had proved of the finest quality ; and it is confidently 
expected that if the crops grown from it prove good, 
the practice recommended by the Society of saving seed 
in Ireland, for sowing from Riga seed, will be extensively 
adopted. A communication was laid before the meet- 
ing, from Mr, M*Adam, of the Soho Foundry, suggest- 
ing the adaptation of the “ hot blast,” as a mode of 
drying Flax in the straw iu wet seasons, and also for 
drying Flax bolls. “ This system," it was observed, 
“has been applied with great success to the drying of 
woollens, and other woven goods, and has even been 
used for silks of the finest quality, without injuring 
either the colour or finish.” The committee did not 
think it advisable at present to go to the expense of 

| trying the experiment, but would keep the matter in QE P 
view, for consideration at a future period, 

May 23.—The sowing of Flax, this 
1as been much smaller than was anticipated. This is 
owing to several causes. The very high price of sow- 
ing seed, in the beginning of the season, induced the 
farmers to lay off their ground for other crops, while, at 
a later period, when Flax-seed came down in price, the 

igh rates realised for Oats caused that crop to be 
to a great extent, for F Adding to 

he distrust of Riga seed, oecasioned by the frauds 
practised in that des », and the impos- 
sibilit 

ar, in Ireland, 

The appear- 
ance of the young crop is everywhere reported as 
superior to what it has been for several years, at this 
period of its growth ; and if the pulling season prove 
favourable, we may anticipate a larger yield of fibre per 
acre than any year since 1843.— As prices must be in 
favour of the farmer, at the harvesting of the crop, the 
new districts, throughout Ireland, will enter on its cul- 
tivation under favourable circumstances, and a very 
large breadth may be anticipated next year. 

Farmers’ Clubs. 
Hanrnssrow, May 6: The breaking up of old Pasture 

Land, its advantages and the best process.—Resolved : 
That it is highly desirable to break up a large portion 
of the heavy land pastures in this district, thus adding 
to the sources of labour, and inereasing the produce of 
the soil. That thin paring and burning the flag is the 
best process of converting such lands into 
spreading at least two-thir 
soil, and carrying the remainder, if desirable, on to the 
old tilled lands. The club not only considers that the 
first should be a root-crop, for which the ashes will be 
an excellent preparation, but recommends that the suc- 
ceeding crop or crops should be roots also, Aware of 
the prejudice which most landlords entertain against 
the breaking up of old pasture land, it is believed that 
making it compulsory to erop new lands with roots for 
the first two or three years (for the growth of which 
they are so well calculated) will tend to diminish their 
objections, and be at the same time advantageous to 
the tenants ; as the manure from the extra root crops 
will be more beneficial to the old lands than the manure 
from the extra straw crops would have been, and the 
whole farm will be thus improved instead of impo- 
verished. Draining and claying in the interim will 
prepare the land forthe corn crops at the expiration 
of the limit, and by breaking up annually a portion only 
of the pasture intended to be converted, the whole will . 
come regularly into course with the old ploughed lands. 
It is believed that permission thus given to break up 
inferior pasture land will encourage good farming 
amongst the tenantry, by.inereasing the fattening of 
cattle and reducing the stock of eows, which, it is well 
known, as they ave generally kept, impoverish land as 
much as cattle and sheep improve it—R. B. Harvey, 
Secretary. 

Reviews, 
On the Cultivatian of Flax'; the Fattening of Cattle 

with Native Produce ; Box Feeding ; and Summer 
Grazing. By John Warnes, Esq. Printed by 
Clowes and Sons, Stamford-street, London. 

Propre are apt to suppose that a plant formerly in ex- 
tensive cultivation, but whieh has since dropped out of 
the erop rotations of most farmers, can never again, to 
any extent, resume its place—that the verdict of its 

vators having been the result of quiet experience 
over long periods and extensive districts, cannot but 
have been just. We believe, however, that the case of 
the Flax erop, whose cultivation had declined much till 
within late years, isin many respects peculiar to itself. 
It isa plant the returns of which depend more than do 
those of any other crop which the farmer cultivates 
upon the skill which is brought to bear upon it. In the 
present state of the market for its produce, it may 
ield either enormous profits or it may barely balance 
s account, according to the ability exhibited. by its cul- 

tivator in preparing it for sale. Our climate and our 
soils are perfectly suited to the cultivation of this plant 5 
there is no difficulty here; the difficulty which has 
hitherto been in the way of its extended cultivation is 
(uot to speak of the obstructions placed by cautious 
landlords), the want of that dexterity to which we bave 
alluded, And this want—thanks to the energy aud 
industry of Mr. Warnes, and others connected with the 
cause, is being rapidly supplied. 

But is it not singular, it may be asked, that this gentle- 
man should devote his whole time and energies to force 
into notice the cultivation of a plant; one, too, on 
which an unfavourable verdict has already been 
given, both by tenants and landlords? He disregards 
this verdict because it has come from an ill-informed 
jury, and because it is opposed both to his own expe- 
rience, and to the results of caleulation from well estn- 
blished data. He believes that without injury, nay, in 
the long run, with benefit to the landlord, great profits 
will accrue to the farmer, and great scope will be given 
for employment to the labourer, by the extended culti- 
vation of flax. And both of these are objects so desir- 
able that they well deserve any amount of labour that 
may be necessary for their attainment. No one, 

E 
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therefore, can accuse Mr. Warnes of having de- 

voted his energies to an unworthy cause: there was, 

and is a great deal to do: there was first, general 

attention to obtain, which is no easy matter amongst a 

dass whose inertia must be in proportion to the un- 

Yarying nature of the routine to which they are in 

Beneral wedded : there was then the general opinion as 

to the pro of the scheme to reverse, and in this we 

May safely say he and others who have Jaboured 
with him have generally succeeded ; and, lastly, 

there were the fears of the landlord to remove. 
The advocates of any comparatively limited object are 

apt to over-estimate its importance, and though evi- 
denees of this are traceable in Mr. Warnes’s work: 

as, for instance, if he speaks of the cultivation of Flax, 

his “theme, though simple, is vast, comprehending no- 
thing less than the complete deliverance from that 

ceumulated mass of pauperism which preys upon the 

Vitals of the nation”; or if he refers to his first attempt 
At its growth, it was “an insignificant commencement 5 

ut destined, like many similar dispensations of Provi- 

dence, to produce benefits to which no assignable limits 
Canbe placed.” Yettheimportaneeof thesubject may well 

Excuse these outbursts of enthusiasm. Its advocates 

have done much towards the attainment of the three ob- 

Jects we have referred to. They have pointed out how the 

Proper cultivation and management of this 

tion of its seed as cattle food on the land, 

Tenders it very far from a scourging crops and thus they 

ave overcome the landlord’s prejudice; they have 
Pointed ont the profits attainable, and that have be 
allaingq, from the Flax erop, when its produce 

een properly prepared and ** handled? for the market 
md thus excite the attention. of. the farmers; they 

how how the increase of the linen manufacture, whicl 

Would follow an increased growth of Flax, would be the 

Means of vastly increased employment for our labour- 

E Poor, and thus they enlist the sympat ries of the 

Patriotic and benevolent. 

Li 

4 Series of Letters on the Improved Mode of Culiiva- 
lion and Management of Flax, &c. Qe. By James 

. Dickson. R, Groombridge & Sons, Paternoster- 

T Tow, London. 
HIS is another work on Flax eulture— very practical 

—Very full of matter—and, what is of much importance, 

Very cheap. 1t contains, along with much hitherto un- 
Published matter, all the letters on this subject which 

Um Dick on has published in our own columns, and in 

th se of many provincial papers. We strongly advise 

Ose who wish to make themselves acquainted with 

D culture to obtain and read this little book. 

:2ealdes many views of great national and general 
n ed on the subject which it contains, its author 
E Ntered into full detail on the history of the plant, 

qus the selection of the seed through all the stages of 
S cultivation down to the harvesting of it, and the pre- 

Prauon of its produce for the manufacturer and the 
Sman, and thence through all the stages of its ma- 

Rufacture till it makes its appearance as linen goods 
In our shops. On all these subjects he speaks in great de- 
tail, and, what is of the greatest importance, from length- 

ened experienc Mr. Dickson has himself grown, 

bought and sold, and manufactured the article whose 

story and management he teaches; and on all the 

details of its cultivation and manufacture his instrue- 

lons may, therefore, be depended upon. 
aie an illustration of the nature of the volume, and 
A object of its writer, we shall make two extracts— the 
Me from the appendix, and the other from the preface. 
n the former Mr. Dickson makes a last appeal to his 

Teaders. 

5 utterly deny ; and I do $0 on two grounds :—1st, on 
le ground of my own experience, having grown as good 
ats after Flax as after Wheat or any other crop; 

ae 2d, on the ground of the known composition of the 

a I say ‘known,’ as Dr. Kane, in his masterly 

Ries on this subject, has given us, in full detail, all the 
d Ormation that could be wished for. The main point 

sha, Vieh we rest our assertion, that Flax is not neces- 

id d an exhauster of the soil, as far as its composition 

soil Struetive on this point, is this :—Exhaustion of the 

uade the word implies, is the removal out of it of 
$n i elements of vegetable food which it contain: and 

Blanes abundance of whieh its fertility consists. Now, 

all 4} 8 derive all their mineral portions from the soil— 

thei hose portions, in fact, of which, when they are burnt, 

5 ashes consist—and upon the quantity and quality 

RR their power of exhausting the soil depends. 

founa® the whole Flax plant, when harvested, Dr. Kane 

pari, it to contain 5 per cent. of ashes ; which, com- 

G ng it with other plants, is a large proportion : but 

"hn, "hole of the plant need not be carried off the farm. 
digg fact is, nothing but the Flax should be carried off 
Stee arm ; the seed should be consumed upon it; the 

ium Eater should be used as liquid manure—and 
thea etter ean be applied ; the bone, or stalk on which 

DOES grew, when separated from the Flax by the 

lasit ìon of breaking and scutching, should be burnt 
the au not rot for years as manure), and carried to 

mark ung-heap. The fibre is the only thing carried to 

lta and the point to be ascertained, by one who 
mind ates Flax as he ought, in order to make up his 

as to the exl ion of his farm quent on its 

| 

| 

SUM N | 

»p with | a wide circulation—in fact, that every farmer should | i 

| 
| 

| 
| 

cultivation, is the mineral matter car ied off in the fibre ; | self from the sample I send you. They were kept 

and this, on Dr. Kane's authority, and for the satisfaction | shaded from the sun as much as possible while being 

of all who wish to cultivate the erop, we proclaim to be | dug, and have been kept in a bin, in my vegetable 

most insignificant in quantity ; in fact, you may take a | cellar, out of the way of frost. The rot has been 

bundle of Flax fibre, and burn it, and it will leave no | prevalent in my neighbourhood, and of the erop in the 

ashes, Any further remarks would but weaken the | next field a large proportion has been lost.” 

influence of this fact, I appeal to my intelligent agri- | : 

cultural readers, if what l have said does not partly | 

meet any objections, on this score, he can bring forward. | 

What becomes, after this, of the antiquated and (can I | 

Calendar of Operations. E 
MA 

s season is the Turnip sowing. The 
n ore the middle of June, 

July. The land from which 

1i t, W ow be cleai 

ploug! y the harrow and roller, shoul 
work whenever suilicient land is cleared for it. 

e thi à 

help saying it !) most ignorant fear of landowners, as ex- 

hibited in the clauses of many leases, lest this erop be 

cultivated, and their land be ruined? I do hope that, | 

i re leases, indrance will be in the way of 
t. Eve 

in future leases, no h ndr REM He E s | land that is ploughed under the blazing sun of Jane must be 

a proper cultivation of the crop. lam sure that na and rolled the same day, or there will soon be plenty 

landowner ean do few greater favours than permit an | of work for the clod-crusher. 

intelligent tenant to grow this crop; which, being proved TS. e AUR this E 3 now have b 

un ds k P5 ento most for his | 22d burnt; the best way to reduce it, and at the 
non-injurious to the land, is eon: sequently most for his keep the ashes near the surface, is, first, to plough v 

own benefit, and that of his country. say 3 inches deep, then harrow, roll, and harrow, 

And in the preface to his book he asks — well m È ; then cro n ough 6 inches deep, which will bring 

Th aot pie, ndi s " up other three inches, and at the same time still | 

What has been my object in spending so much time | nly 3 inches from the surface. This sould be broken 
and labour in advocating the cultivation of Flax by | prought to a tilth, and the land may then be ri 

Eritish farmers? This question will doubtless occur to | sown to Swedish Turnips; the ashes will 

many of my readers. Certainly, the profit of publi 3 u 

has not been my motive—it will be nothing; for it 

being my earnest desire that this pamphlet should have 

The advantage of ridg 
or in rows on the flat, cons; 

se-hoe the land between the rows at 
yung plants’ growth. The earth on 
ace of burying th 1t runs 

and on 

ior 

possess a eopy—it has been published at a price barely 

sufficient to pay its expenses, Ineed not conceal my 

connection with the Flax trade. I have been engaged 

in it during the last 15 years, both as a merchant and 

manufacturer; but while I frankly own the benefit 

which would accrue to myself, by the more extended 

cultivation of this plant, yet 1 ean confidently assert 

that the main spring of my labours has been a thorough 

knowledge of the profits derivable from the growth of 

Flax, and a wish to see these profits enjoyed by my 

countrymen, instead of, as at present, by foreigner: 

English farmers do not know how profitable the Con- 

wers find their Flax-crop to be ; and e 

norance on this subject prevail, but = 

will now be fit to mow 

d be cut j fore it blossoms. Beans and 
Peas should be kept clean, and the ground between them 
stirred by a repeated use of the horse-hoe, ep shearing 

tot nt; 
great advantage. Jtaliam Rye 
for hay. It shoul at ju 

will have commenced in most places. 

Notices to Correspondents. 

Runa Cuemisrry, by Edward Solly.—The Second Edition 

ised and enlarged, is now ready, price 4s. 6d. 
v Poor PaAsruREs— 7' D—Apply 20 bushels per acre. 

yu may apply them now, although they will be too late to 
rave much influence on this year's crop. You might apply only 
12 bushels, and probab; tainly more imme- 
diate effect, you were t to dissolve them in half 

their weight of sulphuric acid, and then dry them up with 

ashes, 
IENS ON LAanp—Arvensis complains that in our last 

Number we noticed the Committee of the House of Lords ap- 

pointed to inquire iuto the “Burdens on Real Property," 
and then proceeded to name Lord Monteagle's report in the 
same paragraph, as if that noble Lord's essay was the report 
of the Committee in question ; and that we made some ex- 

of a statistical nature, with a concluding remark 

2 indicates the bias we take on the bearing of this ques- 

He thinks that, in candour, our readers should haye 

been informed that the report we noticed was the opinions of 

an individual member of tl Committee, in which no other 

im; or 

; are abroad ; and as it is my earnest 

the cause. L have endeavoured, in them, to show that 

the real interests of the farmer and landowner would 

be served by the extended cultivation of this plant. 

The one will find it to yield him greater returns than 

any of the grain crops he now grows and the other will 

benefit by the higher cultivation which such a crop re- tale £ 

EU Varro ES er eaa eint ev da dorem 1report itself as well as Lord Monteagle’ 

quires. I know from experience that, at the CXIBHDB| wad leti our readers to draw their own conclusions, when 

rices of farm produce, agriculture is at presentin most) both these documents were laid before them.— We were not 

hands a losing profession ; and this at a time when those | aware t laid ourselves aes to ae ee 

seted with it require the greatest encourag: D we were careful to mention that the 
connected with it require the greatest encour agement AY Tord Monteagie’s report, '«of which a 

to persevere in the expensive, though ultimately profi es are in private hands." If we have unintentionally 

able course of improvement on which many have now d any reader, we trust that the publication of the re- 

entered. Ishall be happy if my endeavours, to excite | marks by "Arvensis will put him right. But this is, we sub- 

E ded eultivati f the Flax plant should prove mit, of little real importance ; all that the publie can bein- 

an extended cultivation of the Flax plaht should prove | terested about is, whether the facts ere true; they woo 
successful ; for from it alone can profits proceed which e the Lords’ Committee, as we are sur 

will induce that perseverance to which I allude.” an 

In conclusion, and as illustrating the truth of these 

remarks, we make one further extract ; itis the last 

'e («A 

we think them of great importance to the 
consideration of the question. We are of opinion that their 
publication is the more necessary, because the Lords’ report 
omits them. We have not drawn, and we ot intend to 

sentence in the book draw, any conclusion whatever from them ; that is the affair 

CORIgGwHere capriculeunn ieties, and farmers’| of curreaders, Surely “ Arvensis ” cannot be in earnest in 
j A usn D GE iliural societies, and em Sh " print both the reports in question, amounting 

clubs, w ho now contribute one pound and upwards, wi to between 60 and 70 folio pages. If it were i 

be entitled to 20 copies and upwards, according to the} we would do so with pleasure; but the thing is clearly im- 

sum subscribed, at one shilling each, to distribute to 3 e “Arye a 

their tenants and members.? rn 

This rivals Mr. Knight, for the volume is octavo, and 

contains 248 pages. 

able faets indicates ake. 
that we have shown any bias except for the truth, 

and tha 1I considerati Y tin our eyes 
use can 

o 
quite sure that a sup- 

the last thing to which **Arvensis" would desire 
should be had. Had we published Lord Mont- 

igle's conclusions, instead of the facts elicited before the 
Committee, that would indeed have been shewing a bias. In 
conclusion, we will state at once, although that is really 

Miscellaneous. 
Potato Disease in America.—J. E. Teschemacher, 

Esq. of Boston, Massachusets, informs us, in the T beyond our province, that we do think that all interests, the 
AELA METAT vi Bartle Ja Jew 3 x province, that we do think that all interests, 

Morning Chronicle, that Levi Bartlett, of Wame, New| Tanded included, are burthened with peculiar imposts, which 
Hampshire, suffered much by the Potato rotin 1844.| should be better adjusted ; and if our rules would permit us, 

it does not 
In 1845 he manured as usual; eut out all the sound He should be ready to go into the argument. Butit A 

pieces he could piek from his Potatoes and planted et a regard everything as a burthen which de 

them. Having read X Tesehemacher's articles on | Crary x 

the causes and remedy for this disease, he made a mi 0 

| ture of equal parts of lime, salt, and ashes ; at the first 

hoeing, when the plants were a few inches high, he put 

a large ladle full of this mixture to each hill, and in-| fatm of, say we 

" * ^ r wit e gol shi is lie lent to 109 cow er annum. Its expences, including wages, 

corporated it thoroughly with. the soil, which is light e MH Bo paw eese Tes ital, will be about 10007, 

and stony, froma granite disintegration. He has not 2 n'per cow is equal to rather less A DIR 

had, until the present time (March, 1846) twenty rotten st will be greater in winter than in 

Potatoes in the whole crop. Most of his neighbours ay is costlier food than Grass. f : p. Most g r: nth Country Subsoriber—T lime with it is 

have lost the greater part of their Potatoes. Ho attri- Ammonia which it contains. You must dry it 
butes his escape to the mixture above applied. Matthew i m ith i 

Green, of Roxbury, in 1845, bought a quantity of| or by m Y Er 
J y» ] B q J A 5 

i ve off the ammonia. 
‘I would advi 

y chaff daily, with 2 bushels of 
Üb., is plenty of food for a cart- 

i hi 

Cow IN WINTER AND Summen—Inquirer—A 

acres, of Grass land, may keep stock equiva- 

e 
am 

calcined gypsum (Paris plaister) with it; 
Yixing dry tu m Either of these will absorb. 

damaged glauber salts, was advised to try them. His AC NEG sur M" 

account is as follows ;—** My Potatoes the ast y flesh or bullock’s liver, well boiled, to be giv ay, 

(1845) were planted the 24th of April, upon ground (a | from 1 Ib. to 14 Ibs., according to the size of the animal. 

little more than an acre) naturally wet and springy, Bon Mich LESS ADEL Lose 
i s dan cer rint ires meat has been pre sly boiled in may be given for break- 

which I had thoroughly drained the year previous—a ust; the dog must have a constant supply ed water; he 

good soil, but very full of small stones. The manure} ought not to be fed more than twice a-day.— Walthamstow. 

was taken from the barn-yard long and unrotted, and | Liquip M mue ae may apply it i! 4 
he forks "in Ite fotows "een | more usefully than in dry, provided always the land be not 

as by the fork in the furrows ; the sets were] foo wet for the porci EE S jd sape peris 

taken from good Potatoes cut in halves, and, after) void about 1000 lbs. weight of urine, containing about Ẹ of a 

being rolled in ground plaster, were dropped upon the Cab solid matter, or guano, which is worth between 5s. 

manure, two in each hill, and the hills were made ENIM eee 
s : Ss E MANURE FOR Grass LAND —Clerical Subseriber—Early spring 

apart each way. A sharp frost on the night of 24th | "$5 the best time to manure Grass land with half soluble 

of May eut all the tops down. On the 9thof June, at! fertilisers such as guano; but as you cannot now apply the 

the first hoeing, I applied a very large tablespoon-full| guano till after the hay harvest, you should either do it when. 

of glauber salts and air-slaked lime, mixed in equal a aotuebds SE EE DURS ie pice Ts 
E jM ^ 5 A n st fix in the guano those vola arts which, show J 

parts, to each plant ; and this was immediately covered a so fir» would probably be lost. In either case 

up with the hoe, The season will be long remembered 
R 

as a very dry one, and I obtained only 98 bushels from 

e horses’ 

nce a-i 

rican, or wt. of Peruvian guano, 

st by hand ; and in the latter, first water this 

of guano with about Ẹ ofa ewt. of common sulphuric 

acid, mix it well up, let it lie for a day or two, then mix it 

with an equal weight of dry turf ashes, and sow broadcast.” 
the piece ; but although the quantity was small, the 

quality was remarkably good, as you may satisfy your- 
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3 M L says the) COVENT. GARDEN, May 3» m supply of Vegetables has 
not a new one. | been well kept up, and all kinds of Fruit in Season is plentifül. 

de. | charge made in a late paragraph by T W Z | Sales bp Acution. 
requently of ed; Some good line-apples may be obtained, and Hothouse Grapes, j O GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS, 

e| 

"n 

1 [May 30, 
“(New CHARGE AGAINST THE ROOKS, 

The food of the rook co 
matter than that of the othe: uy we have just described ; | of excellent quality. t iderabl p B "HE 

Es quality, are abundant. A considerable quantity ERR PROTHEROE AND MORRIS will su carrion may be occasionally eaten, and we have trapped th. emi] of Peaches and Nectarines ud been saai o Public Competition at the d v P tra t with the bait of an egg, or a piece of bacon fat, but this forms | and $ iode. are plei m more especially the latter, and aholomew-tane, on Thursday, qund, 1846, and joliovin da | the exception, and it may be stated as made u for which there is no great demand. Green Gooseberries and | at 12 o'clock, a very rich collection of DAI a 
Apricots are inate E and Pears are nearly over 
fora season. Oranges are abundant, and Nuts of all kinds 
are sufficient for the demand. Fine- looking English ein 

in considerable quantity, 

ing all aS "new varietie: 
Aen of GERANI UM 

p o 
fruit, roots, worms, slugs, insects, and their larva, By a EDS D ae 

TE season. PU. a splendid 
and other plants in bloom; the est varieties of Fuchsias s, Petunias, Heartsease, m a variety of other plants i the borders- Ay be viewed the morning of. p and Catalogu 

B C—Can you refer us to the paragraph Sf | have made their appea At do not remember it, and cannot find i 2» "i plentiful and ent in REA save your straw, mow your corn instead of Cabbages, Greens, &e., are good and CET for the NER 
Asparagus i: 

Mart, and of 8 a ne 

s, American N R E Eh reaping, or rea phigh DER the s wl dus geom SAM. mand. Carrots and Glimpse are cheaper, and th the Aüctionee t an row the stubble out and carry it home | may besa eas. Celery is good in quality. _ Potatoes of the F IDS, BULBS. aes i for litter. The last plan will answer on light soils, if you may be said o£ È Gto OL el 0 cites | oes LIDS, BULBS, &c., JUST ARRIVED 3 ave dry weather after harv y ery best quality ‘still fetch 9l a ton, CS i stain at FROM T ik S nen AN IMPORTATION rrom MEXICO. E a a 10 90. a t inferior samples may be s ined at SRS " NS "n l RASU UA rat catcher fmia à lot of rats into a farm mery lois a Tower pious ign MPO Sada E ; Let- ESSRS. J. C. anp S. STEVENS, will sell by ; | Formaty fe xtd e Re for the job of catching | tuces and other Sala ding are good. and. p Cut. [poe p I auction, er ay ath den wee m 38, TE n Coy M j iem. ow is o be ri T MAS aths. i d a , 6th June, ai o'c] ek a collection 0! TANK—Craven Grazier—Ten cows will void 1000 gallons of cht canis Sea pi eri airs men rare ORCHIDS, BULBS, é&c., from Africa, c dining some E urine per month, ond avon intend making a monthly clear- Stephano aes Burche Cue leas, viol Species, and ma ak Miet rare, vue di Orchis V oria, E ance of the tank be, if cylindrical, 6 feet’ in dia- Acacias, € Cyelamens, Daphnes, Orange flowers, Biiodedéndistm violaceum, barbatum, Di randiflora, dc. ; beai jnl varietea ( meter, and 6 feet dee, no if quadrangu ar, 6 by 5 and 6 pus Ginerarias, Gardenias, Moss and „piber Roses, ; Wa sonias, Ixias, Br ns i lso an deep, or 7 by 5, and 5 feet deep, or 8 by 5, and £ feet i FRU sing r ite varieties, i dic. seo p. 124 (1844) : x ck-built, paved, covered, and a Pine Apple, perlb., 61to 108 Teton, ver dozen, 1s in fine order. ne view ‘the day ‘prior ama xiorning "or S Sale, cemented, Perhaps, e» ipn and certainly the | Grapes, Hothonse, dore 10 88 er 100, 64 CA and Catalogu had of ‘the Auc! eti cheapest way, is simply k in the ground, and EE PM AM dard e rere Nous eig ) 
, a ppls, Ders, per bush’, Ts to 208 f empty its contents RAT two or Rim days. over the near Kitehe o 15s 
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On and after the First of June, 

THE DAILY NEWS, 
LONDON MORNING NEWSPAPER, 

TWOPENCE HALFPENNY! 

EF Newspaper is the intellectual life of the Nineteenth Century—the great agent of modern civilisation. Not to speak of the moral and political safe- guards which it affords, it places all, whatever their varieties of fortune and position, on a level as to information. By its means only the small capitalist is enabled to contend successfully against his wealthy rival for a knowledge of those changes which affect supply and demand—and therefore prices, Without the daily Newspaper, a man and his family might be located as well in the back settlements of Canada as within ten miles of the great centre of E. ean Civilisation. These facts are felt —the gain is understood—and the number and character of the Newspaper press of any country are an admitted test of the enterprise and intelligence of the people. It is remarkable, then, that more than a century since, there were eighteen papers published in London, daily or three times a weck—while now there are only fifteen ! though the population of to-day bears a ratio to that of the period in question of more than 3 to 1; and, by means of the post and other facilities, the whole kingdom has been brought within the easy range, and under the direct influence, of the London press. In the single City of New York, more daily papers are published than in all England, Scotland, and Ireland, put together, The circulation of papers in Paris exceeds that of London twenty-fold. How is this 2 Of a fact so startling, where lies the explanation ; what is the cause ?—Pricz! That the public know the advantage of having a Daily Paper is manifest, from the thousands and tens of thousands who pay twopence for reading, and threepence for a paper the day after publication. What, then, are the causes which maintain the high price ? required to be invested in a Newspaper speculation—with whose extent and proper application the man of business and the capitalist are for the most part unacquainted. Next, the various talent, knowledge, and experience which must combine to produce the result. The number and greatness of the require- ments have, in truth, occasioned something very like a monopoly—and monopoly always commands its own price. "Thus, whilst energy, enterprise, capital, and competition have been doing good service in all other things, including literature in various branches, nothing has been attempted, in the direction indicated, for the political, social, and intellectual wants of three great nations; and a Daily Pa 
IN PARIS WITHIN THE LAST FIVE YEARS A REDUCTION OF ONE-HALF OF 
WITH THE RESULT OF INCREASED EFFICIENCY, POWER, AND INTEREST, 

an hour's 

First, the amount of capital 

per still remains a costly luxury, in which only the wealthy can indulge. 
THEIR OLD PRICE HAS BEEN MADE IN MIE MOST DISTINGUISHED JOURNALS, 

ANY SUCH ATTEMPT IN LONDON DOES NOT SEEM TO HAVE BEEN THOUGHT OT. 
The experiment is now about to be tried of establishing a London Daily Newspaper, on the highest scale of completeness in ali its departments, which shall locok for support, not to comparatively few readers at a high price, but to many at a low price. 
Its success depends upon the Public. In the first instance, however, it was necessary to prove that the projectors are capable of competing with the high priced—that in energy and ability they are able tu perfor all that is required; and of this the Public have now had sufficient experience. THE DAILY NE WS-appeared in January last, and no one has hinted a suspicion that it is inferior to its contemporaries in any respect. The time has now come wherthe proprietors are prepared to develope their plans; whatever has hitherto attracted public favour to their enterprise, and extended, and, working in the spirit of the age, they will publish, 

. On the First of June, 

THE DAILY NEWS 
At Twopence Halfpenny, 

The Paper will be of the same size as all other journals were within seven years; it will be larger than many of the high-priced daily journals are now ; and, in every particular of interest, it will contaiu'ás much information as the most successful amongst its contemporaries, 
and double sheets will be given whenever an important Debate, a pressure of News, or Advertisements, seems to require it, 

will be continued 

But it will be expansive ; 

THE DAILY NEWS, therefore, will contain everything that is to be found in other journals 5 and all accounts of Markets—all trade information—will be so arranged that the merchant and man of business shall find what he wants always, as nearly as possible, in the same place, and in the fewest possible words. The modern newspaper has not been devised and planned as judgment might have originally directed, but has grown up under circumstances which it could not control; and the establishment of a new paper affords the opportunity for a revision, which shall effect a saving of the reader's time, and present the information which he seeks in a more systematic form, 

The Daily News will be published in Time for the Morning Mails. 
LET US REPEAT THE MARKING FEATURES OF OUR SCHEME. Ist. We give to the reader, in what we hope will be an improved and more convenient form, all that he can find in the most approved of our competitors; e nlarging always our surface to embrace whatever of unusual interest the times may present. The difference between them and us will be only in that host of Advertisements, which we too will be happy to give in an additional sheet when- ever the public shall supply us with the occasion. 2ndly. To the reader who now pays Fivepence for his paper, we offer the same thing at half the price ; and to the man who hires his paper, a paper of his own at about the cost of the hire. It, then, only remains for the public to justify the experiment 5 remembering that their interest in the issue is no less than our own. 
Let him who would support us in this seasonable attempt, subscribe at once. Where even the reduced price is beyond his means, let him at once join with a friend or neighbour in subscription. If, again, these friends can arrange with others in the country to receive the paper, by post, on the day of publication, at half price, the cost to each, of the New Daily Paper, will be little more than one halfpenny. 
Every News Agent, will, we hope, supply the paper at Twopence-halfpenny, where payment is made in advance ; the same proportionate allowance as with other papers—something more than twenty-four per cent.—being allowed by the proprietors to the trade. When credit is given, it is a matter of private arrangement, with which the proprietors have nothing to do. As, however, in an undertaking so bold and so novel it is advisable to guard against possible inconvenience, the proprietors of THE DAILY NEWS will undertake to get all persons supplied who shall forward a post-office order 

payable to Josera Surru, Darty News Orrice, Whitefriars, London. 

For THREE MONTHS . . . 16s. 4d. 

Let all who are interested in the success of this undertaking—and who is not?—be active, and success is certain. 

of No. 6, York-place, Stoke N; zs, in rhe City of London; and publ: —Saturdey, Max 80, 1646. 

Printed by WirrtiAM 
Precinct of. Whitef: 
address to the Ed. 
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A Stamped Newspaper of Rural Economy and General News.—The Horticultural Part Edited by Professor Lindley. 

No. 23—1846.] SATURDAY, JUNE 6. [Price 6d. 

INDEX. NEW AND SUPERB PANSY, “MASTER THOMAS.” CHSTA “MACRANTHA.” | 
1 Agri efect of railwayson - 377 a Horticultural Society - 378b OUELL & CO in offering the above Pansy, beg to MESSRS VEITCH AND SON have much pleasure | 

wr Gardener us nis ae ere In garden of > 5 v to the report of it in last week's Gard ers Chronicle, | VL in offering the public the above magnificent FUCHSIA, | 
Bill zin a 379 ¢ | Horse at i page 360, SO pa £Z. Z.” as follows :—' 61, fine | introduced by tuemselves pes Peru through their collector, 

373 a | Insects, to kill - ‘orm, colour, and substance, mulberry-purple top petals, with | Mr. W. Lobb, and at present solely in dere pons aeiaai || 
Birchwood pak Farm,” E Johnson’ ir Bock, pe a perfect belting of deep blue round the lower petals ; the eye | perfectly discinct from any other introduced species, having | 
ps Mantell'a Ani leue rov MN of this dower is sinwularly LADO C ness to the | Howers of a cylindrical form from 4 to 6 inches in length, of a | 

Be and sulphuric [o jd, 3795, 382a | Mannre, bones and sulphuric appearance of the flower." The stock being very limited, Rupe Hulu delicate rosy red colour, produced in profuse clusters. | 

Bailder’ aut f acid + =- =- 979 b, 882a will be executed in strict rotation, price Ts. . Gd. per plant, post a dwarf habit and a most abundant bloomer. It was i 

ee tem e E Measure work | © Z I Wer free; or with 11 other first-rate varieties, for 18s, per post, free. | exhibited at the Horticultural BS Meeting in Regent- | 
OTi ee PAIRE SU aae a Co. are now sending ouf, per r post, free, a superb | street, on the Tth of April last, and was awarded the Large | 

Conservatory, new, at Chiswick thin sewing mole plough - 280 e collection of CHRYSAN THEMUMS. at 9s. dozen, | Silver Medal. Tt is figured in UMSO Paston's Magazines i 
Garden: 871 c | Ox ten - Bal Catalogues of P on of Fuchsia Verbis , where i full MU appea [ 

Cucumber, aleeare jn : 372 e | Paring rand burning, LI E Petunias, Ciner: Camellias, Ericas, We, Sear Mosers d Sox can with confidence recommend this | 
Deca in Cucumber EEUU NI Fever e had on. snp dodi Great Yarmouth Nursery, June | Fu m sia, vot as a beautiful and highly fiin n l plant, as | 

| n A as ame and successful hybri | 
HS Tor enoplying vn e| Per es ont he xr HELE, SPLENDIDI NEW SEEDLING FETU." de ede ana teras on AAN Od uic | 
Spr ee cen pe» see a NIAS, distinct MR colour and shape very good, | Berratifotia ner given such general , they o i] 

| ae " : Buc suma, near inei s ong] e been inspected and approved of by Dr. Lindley (see Gar- | the above on xilar terms, viz. 21s. per plant, with one over i 

| Mowers ‘and thelr arsociatlons, Ranunculus i me Chronicle, July 5, 18, “and many good judges in the | on every three talk i e trade. | 

=- + - 875a | Reviews, miscellaneous + ata rong establ plants will be deli e on and after | 

| Food, [LR I a78 6 | Rond making, cost of | 895 | P. ATTRACTION, Convolvulus-shaped, beautiful pink, with E Ap demain ue ene l 
| I dE m) PERNE n 380 a | Royal Botanio Society - = me pencilled centre, 35, 6d. each | 

Wuobucyéls cu v oie samen fraudulent > 2 %22| P. ENCHANTRESS, crimson ‘penciling upon a peach ground, | TN. B.— Parties wishing to see a drawing of the above Fuchsia if 
Fruis crops in Devon + 872 b | Sowing, th - 89 c un. pun very pretty, 3s. 6d, ea prior to ordering it, can Sees be furnished with one by 
Gorse ns Foor - - 878 b | Tobacco ering 2 -~ 371a | P. ALIW did, Tige sank formed, rich crimson va- | forwarding 12 Postage stamps. j 

hOn wae oS raro 0| BUND wales Mer: Phaokerays < ase riety, EA Messrs. V. ON require Posta office orders from unknown | 
Heage-ro BEE SUBD itp; ae Sryeriena 4 krowa ot $172 | New Seedling GERANIUM, SIR HARRY SMITH, brilliant correspondents previous to executing orders. | 

* 979a | Ventilac anc scarlet, with rich black eye—this bold and attr active flow Exeter, June 4 i 
Henderson's Nursery, noticed 375 a Volgra HR Soburbanus merits a place i in every good collection—7s. 5e ch. MUN Ludus sd Mesure f 

mtbansie, Tin. 375a | Best mixed Geraniums for bedding out, 6s. and 9. ewm Ses LASS. —BRITISH AND FOREIGN PLATE, i 

ARDENERS | 5 NT SEPTIUPION Applications, EE ;ost-office orders, will vs immediately IN v " 9, | 

ARDENERS’ BENEVOLENT INSTI TUTION. disc ndis irect oM rU Brewer, Nurseryman, London- | p, Arie EU rd — e m AREHOUSE, 49 

neral Meeting of the Subscribers of this Institution, | road, Cambridge. 2 mats enh Fret hit, rh ane etter 

held on Wednesday, 3d June, at the London Coffee House, Lud: | N.b. Choice Cineraria and Petunia Seed, saved from the | tura p ite th Be onu) Y sends an d Ash and 
ate Hill, for the purpose p Electing FOUR PENSIONERS, 2 ‘ural Public that he has on hand a large Stock of Britis! 

E e purp g best sorts, 2s. 6d. per packet. nis «digas Sava Droen: ME ide | 
ES following was the resale sume Bal oreign Shee rown Glass of a very superi | 

vempication, agede 69, 123 Votes: q C. BALL, successor ' to Mr. Joun | Youxa, | begs and such as be can confidently EA ‘from its equal | 

y *. to announce that he is prepared to execute orders imme- | Surface, complaints having been repeatedly made since the | 
5. b us zd fA diately, in strong plants, for any of de eoi duty has vea taken off, of the inequality of the surface of i 

i Reagents gy Early orders are HOM ted to secure fine Glass which has been n used for Hothouse purposes. Tis now a | 
ó 5 65/974 «y NEW SCARLET PELARGONIUM S HONEYMOON, * very | well- pinos fact that irregularities or heights and dents on the | 

$5 5 v11,980. .5; dwarf spreading habit, and well adapted for bedding. For | surface of Glass are > 3 S Jens, sapneents anne : | 

am TUE p» 35-748, 26904 Dr, Lindley's opinion, see Gardeners’ Chronicle, 1844, p. 508 : | TAYS e sun, and the: uring ate p E B I 

i Edward Marshall .. 2nd , E s « Your Seedling Scarlet is of a very rich andi 3utense colour: pg heet Glass, weighing 16 oz. f IE i 

Bon Pratt E ea s. 12080775 » 188,980 ;. The tru: 2 are very large and compact, the one the square foot, D : 5d, E M Papa foot I 
Henry Riches vi Subs , SOT ORIS px. eer punc n Debuts E Glante seed. Ditto » ditt 0, 21 oz. to the sq i 

Tonis Chamberlain. istius FiO Toe DA cd RHODODENDRON “CAMPANULATUM. PIOTUM." Rec Thiol Crown Glass, trom 2 to 6 » 

i John REM p ii g er Gardeners’ Chronicle, 1 . 398— Your hybrid from Cam- | Violet-coloured Crown to | 

q ORE an 67, 64 panulatum:is a large and handsome flow er, white ground, "The Proprietor has also on hand pa inferior quali | 

nr Making then aan that Henry Ricnes, ANN Pharr, | having the margin of Be) enen CE ed with delicate lilac, | Glass, varying from 13 oz. to 16-02. to the foot, from P e | 
JAMES Everest, and WriLLIAM Max, were duly Elected Pen. | and the interior of the upper di of the corolla strongly | t°. use which for Greenhouses or d would be mis- | 

ionen of de phai Enwanp It. CUTLER, Se SERE with maroon, The bloon ent indicate a very orna- | 5a roved to us the positive in- | 

. June 97, a E mental variety.” Strong plants 2tse efor Horticultural purposes, being | 
—— Se EID NIUM “MARIA,” very n. ui . | suitable only for Windows aad Sights in infofior palage. ^ 

H NDS RICHES begs.to return his most grateful rs rales Chr ia 185, b.) 1 dme o, large CREA the most i fe i 
ind heartfelt thanks to all those Members of the GAR- improvement on man ? same rosy-pun ple colour and is | plants is Crown, in sizes from 6 by 4 to 8 by 6, both to the first 

E T INSTITUTION who have bright a d xpense and m repairing; some people forget that large panes 
kindly seisted | in procuring bis Election as a Pensione) apon LOBELIA FULGENS” MULTIPLORA,. putos Chron., | of glase break as well as small ones, and the larger the piece 
the Funds of their most excellent Charity. d « fi 

a $ 

rmities . 592—' Your Seedling Li a | 
under which he has laboured for quse years past, Sud EUM EXE SS li ES ED BA. c A puc aS ‘lazing done in any part of the country by contract, or at so | 
have rendered him totally incapable of doing anything towards | Searle” some of the spikes of flower’ measuring from 12 to | much per foot. i 
bis maintenance, render the Porsion awarded to him pu 18 inches in height. Plants ls, 6d. each, 15s. per doz. . ALEXANDER MARSHALL, 49, Broad.st. Donon London I 

their exertions doubly valuable, and will to his latest ho Taxodium sempervirens, 6 to 9 inches .. 10s. 6d. ROPAGATING GLASS | 
ll f 5 aly | 

call forth his deepest gratitude and earnest prayers for the pee ifida *6 . 50 fi 2: r di | 
rosperity of their Institution. ” TM ora 9 aun 1094s. DER dozen Prosperity of their Institutio Alona ceelest Vor RM oats 2 0 frou 63. 10/45, 686 GRAPE SHA ADES, wi | 

0, Nightingale- D —€— Tune, 18: Veronica puma 20 2s 6d, each, FISH BOWL jd. each, — | 
HANDLER m ch ONUS al yr dose s recommended for or Bedding, ù LATT & Co., Falcon Glass Works, Moian. SEE Blacki | 

AMD Y E v * ON T e NIA MMC CC maa o a a ii S pomas a a | 
THEMUAS, E ob good sorts, at 12s. per dozen, The Fuchsia serratifolia +- : 6 Horticultural and general purposes. at | 
young plants are in good order for packing for the ci eana Eeg for bedding ` i à Evrarcs’s, 25, Oxfor E r | 

A list of the sorts, with a description of the welburs, ane be OSES HW OER ROLES A DUB ED CREM: + > oe T : We ady Money only. | 
had on application, MUN Do one ii CES oy I Ee m Pus Lia. nx tid gi | 

7 ee T RS ith a few plants LERT te for carriage. An allowance BRITISH AND FOREIGN RD AND HORTI | 
3 Sia MrONTENS A DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS. to the Trade,—Taunton Nurseries, June 6. ii ULTURAL SS. | 

H d SAN bod is Mee i qucd Cou, in CUPHEA CORDATA. Pinay a AND Ww EL CH have to announce to the | 
B he Nursery and Seedsmen in | q p * " Gentry ey luded ar- 

generat, that to is regret his annual parcel of Catalogues to JM ESSRS. VEITCH anp SON beg to offer the above Uude pee gioi e Foe 
fhe trade, which was sent to hou orrespondents s beauti ful Greenhouse Plant, which is figured in Curti m á a? 

dons of the busiuess lately carried on by them, at 12, 

Panton-street, and beg to ay attention to their oe ay low 

prices for ed ticultural Glass o: every descriptio 

RICES OF HORTICULTURAL GL LAS H 

NX above 40 in. long by widths from 5 in. to 18 dn. J 

No.13 British or 

“ Botanical M ? for January | ast, Tab. 4208, where | £ be eme ded franco to the dite ent addres: was opened by 
the Gustom-house Officers, and. the contents being considered jus as liable to the regulations ‘of the Post, office, was sent there, | truly beautiful s from the en 
and have no doubt since been sent round {with the charge EDEA noe oa Ee a that all the es 
Postage. Although no blame can attach t Kruseman, | Sive genus wi ere as distinc tly marked as the pi 
Ju very ueh regrets the circumstance, and wi and uh in Peru, abo Ns JISESSRE URS E B 
Haney to reima tasipostagedta those partida ah AA mise and Huanuco sand from that country seeds ag Ao to the foot - | 4d. per foot, | 
paid it, in amy order with which they may ple se to favour hine | were sent to Mr Veiteh, of Exeter, by l s collector, Mr. W. Lobb, soy etcetera S c M 
— Haarlem, May 29. in TOS which DT Were raised that bloomed in WE e PM se ny | 

mde ugust! 1845.” » 26 2, " d | 
LODDIGES & SONS, Hirian have now ready | Messrs. Vds Son would further add, that it is a profus » 82 32, ATL SQUARES. Is. 2d. ,, | 

elivery a limited number of superb Plants, 3 fect | bloomer, with crimson panicles of from 6 to 8 inches long at Pee RR irii | E eraba TRON ROSUSIUAC acne] the CAA ok eS Ro c aa bdie wall prove cae, Ta feet Bozen n Udo e 
sPéetes from the Himalayan Mountains, perfectly hardy, and of | lightful plant for turning into the open garden during the sum- und ds i * Ito ROR AEDES | 

| magni; t foliage. Price5L 5s. each. A remittance will be | mer months. 5 by 3 and ander RENE d ^ | 
expected with orders from new correspondents. Strong plants will be delivered on and after Monday the 15th Shy.» Rok ctagwne. vo A n 

URTISS ,BUDDING KNIFE— This is the thet EE ae CR AR RE au AONO Ost VERY true Haret D Black: Cementy as used at Ci Chatsworth, Pie. per ewt 
st Budding Knife we have scen, the ivory handle is 3 p Best dr Wen | 

y shaped like the blade of a curved Penknife, sharp and turned unknown eprreundena requin PR RE on. e Lead, Window Lead, Solder, be. 
Up at the point, and is evidently extremely well contrived for the Ser, i POU BRE ORE T sonetoral “Glazing Executed in any part of the United 
Purpose it is intended."— Opinion of Professor Lindley in the | — i 
Gardeners Chronicle, July 29, gros 3. E GROOM, CrapHam Rise, near Lonpon fey The ‘selection of Patent Plate, Sheet, and flatted Crown Glass 
go EROE ProM, Surgical Instrument Maker and Cutler, No. * APPOINTMENT FLORIST TO HER an THE QUEEN, s Pictures, &c., particularly attended to.—12, Panton-street, 
62, Strand, London, and at No. 3, Dolphin-street, Bristol, begs | AND ro His MazEsrY THE KiNG or Saxony), begs to say ED arket, 

to call the attention of the public tothe above desirable article, GEtalOp ue of GERANIU : g MS, AURICULAS, LILIUM LANCI- pont free to amy part of Me kingdom, on receipt of 38 penny | FOLIUM, and NEW PLANTS is ready, and will be forwarded ProREIGN aD BRITISH SHEET Ax» CROWN 

. The basket and package will be included when | White Vis ever raised) are d bes to send out. Price | receive: 

zen or upwards are taken.—Apply to Joun Haves, Nur- p plant, 15s., the usual discount allowed to the Trade. A SOU Aga LING) BEE, CUCUMBER,& GRAPE GLASSES, 

an, West-street, Farnham, Surrey. ‘extensive and choice collection of Dahlias, Geraniums, | of every description, cheaper than at any other house.—For 

| 
| Postage stamps, or a post-office order for 3s s. 9d. b ost KEAT GLASS for Hothouses, Garden and other purposes.— | 

P. cautions Floriculturists and the Public in general J, G.has a S stock of CARNATIONS and PICOTEES. R. COGAN having again reduced the prices for small crown | 
ERN numerous imitations of the LEM article, he being the mis “Anemones are now in flower, and may be viewed every day | Squares, invites a comparison of the present quotations with his | 

nly appointed Manufacturer. —— —- from 9 o'clock until 6, V BundRys resp ed. Adm ittance Gratis. former lists: per gross. , er gros T gross. | 

HEAP BORDER FLOWERS.— For SALE, 60 A Foreign orders executed. —— Tim. pm Ec $e dde [dy d a | 
35, s dozen of the following Plants, in. numerous varieties, at TyCKSONS NEW WHITE FUCHSIA, * ACAN- | R.O. will in future receive weekly consignments of STOUT | 

č i—i: erbena, Heliotropium, Lobelia, Pe- THA. M E plants E Gene (which has been pro- RERUM SHEET GLASS, of which he purposes keeping | 
Mimu ds Celsia, Anagallis, Salvia, and | nounced by all who have seen it to be decidedly the finest SNe as will enable him to execute all orders as soon as | 

known correspondents will please to enclose a Post-office Galsenlarias Verbenas, and Greenhouse and Hothouse plants, | New Lists, apply to R. Saran Glass, Leddy gaa Colour Works, 
9rder, or postage stamps, to the amount of their order, e. &c. —Newton and Upton Nurseries, Chester, May 30. 48, Leicester-square, Londo: 
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pee AND FOREIGN SHEET. GLASS, for 
Horticultural purposes. &c., may be had at James 

Bromiry’s 315, Oxford- street, London, M the following meduced 
prices :—In erates containing about OZ., at 

44d. pegs or 4th quality, 
Bhd. 1 ditto ditto, 4th q 
any id. Xue exceeding 40 iuehe 
3d. per foot extra. 

Also Micro: 
Window G 

ality, 6d. per foot. 
is "by 10 inches wide, at 

opical Glass, French Shades, Plate and Crown 

^ dis ount to the eif rade 

GLASS FOR ERVA TORTES. 
PSLEY PELLA TT anp CO., Falcon Glass 

LA Works, Holland-strect, Blackfriars, are prepared to supply 
(in quantities. not less than 100 square feet) SHEET AND 
CROWN LASS OF BEST QUALITY, at the following 

Net Cash Prices 
‘Any size under 40 ins. long. Per square foot. 

oz. wei PE foot Am m 
16 oz. » p El ur s 
21 oz pa ie = eT 

oz 26 oz. ds B m 1i 
Smarr Squares up to 10ins. by $ins., from 11d. to 3d. per 

eire foot. 
N.B. — The 16 oz. is full strength for G Greenhouses. 

FOREIGN SHEET GLASS, GLASS TILES, &c. 

(e JARVIS begs to inform his Patrons and the 
e Public, that he has succeeded i in making a large purchase 

of the above articles of [ut STOUTEST KIND irom a new 
Manufacturer abroad, at a verylow rate, who from circum- 

nces compelled to Rae a sacrifice, and which he has 
jnst impor ted. In consequence of having effected so great a 
argain, he can offer the same at a less price (for ready 1 money 

only) than he has hither to received from extensive pashaa 
for the thinnest quality, at his old-established WiNDow Gr. 
Md 38, Great Castle-street, a few doors from DUE 
streel 

ji other description of Window Glass equally low in price. 

T TO HORT Iv E URISTS. 
IE ARTICLE 

MN ESSRS. DAINES AND BRADDOCK solicit the 
inspection of Glass Dealers, Horticultu: and Ee s 

ers, to an entirely new description of BRITI SHEET 
GLASS, which, upon trial, will be found unegquaHed in strength, 

AW price, by any now in the market, for Sashes and 
particularly Horficulearal purnoses; nd by patronisin 
article the evil results th s eign and other 
Glass of ordinary NDEDUE Hon v in 
manufacturing the above Metal great 
used to divest it of the slightest tendenc 
rays of the sun, a fault in many eases r 

6, Farringdon 
N.B.—The! 

IMPORTA 

ahd ekillmadibech 
to concentrate the 

inous to plants. 
treet, June 6. 
assortment of Coloured G n London. 

GLASS DAIRY PANS. 
E pr ARDS & pat, FOREIGN AGENTS AND Im- 

3 8, AND GLASS cius spun have re- 
arge S SOE PANS from 23 inches in 
They are made of AATA pei Ad are very cool 

Cold water cleans them quite as well as hot, and 

also a large stock of Propagating 
ed form 

y for Horticultural and other purposes, 
very strong and free from specks. 
Es Southam A fone. Strand. 

uo —CORNER OF BAT MOONS TEED, 
THO Xm md 

By Official appointment ), € WEDS SMEN to the 
zy ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF weer ND,” 

Beg to remind the Members of the Society, and Aj E ulturists 
in general, neta their only Counting House and Seed Ware- 

is the Corner of HALF- M00 "STREET, PICCA- 
DILLY, London, as for the Fi pars, 

i fool ETA A always ready, and may 
be had on a application ation, 

aad profita able ch of rural economy— 
ectfully d by G. NEIGHBOUR & 

ave Rete for the season, an extensive sup- 
VES; 

consists of “Nutt’s Collateral Hive," ‘ The § 
ee P a Cottage Hive,” “ The Ladies’ Observatory 

* &c., from ei ther of which the Honey may be taken at 
any ee without injury to the Bees, and may be ders with 
safety, humanity, and profit, by the most ‘timid and unac- 
eustomed to mes manipulation, A descriptive paper, with 
rawings an be forwarded on receipt of a postage 

stamp. SUO enm and Honey Warehouse, 127, High 
Holborn, London. 

NUTT ON BEES, (Sth Edition) just publis! 

"OOPER'S PATENT PRESERVED FRUITS— 
in a sound and perfect state for 

years, n assortment 
preserved: Raspberries 

here: Greengages, Gooseberries, 
in stone ware pease of 

different sizes, lined with glass, a machi rj 

screw to draw the corks, p ae whole p partici ü- 
lars of the patent process, are 

ae Curra ants 

TO THE NOWE n GENCY, NURSERY MEN, IRON - 
ERS, AND OTHERS. 

TEM. Eu HRS, 170, Lype Hampton- 
if the IMPROVED | 

MESOGRAPH, or pa for FL 
&c. Engravings c of the same, 
Post to all parts of the Kingdo ron application as above, 
Sole Agents in Londo EANE, TEA 

Implement Warehouse, 46, King W HN St., London Bri 

"UCUMBER asp MELON BOXES AND Lois 
— One Hundred DS two, and three-light Boxes and Lights 

of all sizes r mediate use. Warranted best materials, 

packed and sent to all zum ot the pinecone Suia im Boxes 
and Lights from.1l 6s. Garden Lights eseription. 
Conservatories, Green and Hot-ho! a Sue and P in all 
parts of the kingdom. Reference given to the is Gentry, 
agg he Trade, in most of the countie: 

deu Borde: 

n prices attached, sent per 

x Eng 
xar Hothouse Builder, Clart Races Old Kent 

road, ; London 

EANE'S WARRANTED "GARDEN TOOLS.— 
Hortieulturists, and all interested in Gardening pursuits, 

invited to examine G. and J. DEANE eusive Ru of 
G IARDENING AND PRUNING IMPLEMENTS t London 
made Garden Engines and Syringes, Coalt Bróulcdss Garden 
Seats and Chairs. 

A Ai Garden Serapers Pruning Bills 
d {Grape Gatherers and "m Knives, va- 

m ving Hooks Scissors rious 

ills dp akes and) ,, Saws 
» Scissors 

Doors| 5, Shears 
Py in great va- 

Bor ders, various pat-| 
LUE 

E an and Frames 
Cases of ‘Pruning In-| Tamme 

struments | Hand 
p Engines | ay Knives Ils 
Jh inives | Hoes of every pattern Si 
Daisy Rakes [o VOR Haw 
Dibbles ers and Hatchets s 
Dock Spuds Ec tUe HAUT 
Draining Tools |Labels, various pat- Spades and Shovels 
Edging Irons and| terns, in zine, por SP uc 

Shears | celai Switch Hooks 

Hsu Dee Sets ot Tools Thistle Hooks 
» Stands in Wire|Line Reels Transplanting Tools 

ron Marking Tak 
Fumigators [Mattocks Turfing Irons 

ahi . Bordere|Menographa 
w pirina Pots 

Extractors 
and Maok 

Wheel Ba 
|¥o ouths’ Sets of Tools 

|Pot | 
vemos piod for LINGHAM'8 PERMA- 

imples of whieh, with the Illustrated List 
of Horticultural Tools can be sent, post paid, to any f. 
the United Kingdom, DzAwr's Horticultural 1 Tool Warehouse, 
opening to the Monument, 46, King William-st., London-bridge. 

VINAIGRE DE BORDEAU 

PURITY, SERENGE and an agreeable FRUITY 
FLAVOUR, d uish the first qu ality of FRENCH 

WHITE WINE VINEGAR, and render it prefepatte to all 

PR dd domestic use. 
It ocured at a moderate price of the Chemists, 

Groi penta Wine Merchants, whose names may be learnt by 
applying to the Importers, WW load Br eR hd Sons, Upton- 
upon-Severn.—Ju 

1 OT-WATER "APPARATUS FOR HEATING 
i HORTICULTURALBUILDINGS,DWELLING-HOUSERS. 
CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved princi- 

ry moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and 
AILEY, 
IL "m having devote uon timeto the ME i 

and had much experience in the e 
Aimo Ove- mentioned purposes, h ve, by ir 

RE eects in their practice, rendered their od Ho 

heating not only very efficient, but very simple, and have ci 
bined durability i in the apparatus with economy in the chapel 
hey have erected apparatus in England, Scotia! nd, and Irelan¢ 

for gom noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour 
nployed by the Horticultural Society of London, in 

is vH works of their splendid Conservatory erected at 
Spero 

E. Barry also construct in metal all deseriptions of 
Tora aan al Buildings pad NILUM. and invite Noblemen, 

en, and the Public, the inspection of their various 
models, at is, Holborn, where they have the 

opportunity of exhibiting, among zst other metal works, an ex- 
tremely complete and convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, 
a adapted for the continued supply of hot water, and an arrange- 
ment of the oven more complete than has hitherto been brought 
before the publie. 

d E. BAILEY wi d e m to introduce metallic cur- 
vilinear houses to hortic and can referto the Con. 
servatory attached to d ERR as one of their wor| 
besides many others in this country, and on the Continent. 

and E. Barney have Prepare a up of the Galvanie 
Plant "Protek tors, which are no r immediate delivery ; 
they beg to introduce to Deben od e t new Trough Pipe, for 
Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or 
at intervals, required, and which may be seen at their Manu- 
factory. 

RM Plant Protec- Metallie Wire 
Milton EIAS 

Garden Chairs and pok 
Mowing Machines 
cs 

SH 

EPHENSON A AND CO., 61, Gracechurch street, 
PURO and m oid Par et, Southwark, Inventors 

packed in a hamper, anc will bo Gelives ed at any 
part of London, for TEN SHILLINGS, by an 
order addressed to the Patentee, at the Manu- 

factory, 7, the upper part of St, John-street, 
Clerkenwell, London. These fruits are presumed to be of a 

r quality to any ever before offered for public 
al will ue their excellence. The Fruits, &c 

tained in these packages have pro ea, a desira able a 
acceptable present for countr nds, as th ntain much 
modern information for the preser Suo: o fra 
Se Patent Apparatus for pressuring, of F pu is now on 

[anufaetory as aboye 

FLOWER-POTS AND GARDEN SEAT 
JOEN MORTLOCK, 250, Oxford-street, respectfully 

announces that he has a very large assortment ofthe 
aue articles in various colours, and solicits au Ee inspec- 

n. Every description of useful CHINA, GLASS, and 
BARTHEN WARE at the lowest possible price, for Cash.—250, 
Oxford-street, near SMS -park. 

NDERWOOD. " Cutler. to We ər Majesty, 56, Hay- 
market, begs to inform Amateurs, Gardeners, Nursery- 

men, and others, that he has just completed a number of 
WASP P CA me HERS, from 6 to 12 inches in square and oval 
shap! is w known that every Wasp caught in this 

month is a destruction of a whoie n theteförė an early 

application of this useful article is recommended, large 

assortment of improved Budding Knives, 
always ready. 

Pruners, dc. 
t price, at 130, Fleet- street. 

tr 
e Improved CONICAL and DOUBLE 

SVEINDRISAT BOILE RS, respectfully solicit the attention of 
fic DOM. d to their much d ps of 

applying the Ta tei ineries, g Houses, 
ich Atmospher at as well as Retard Fenti 

nen to Vu required degree without the aid of pipes or flues. 

3. & Co. have also to state request of numerous 
friends they are now making the ilers of TU as well as 

Copper, by which the s reduced. These Boilers, which 
are now so well Known, carcely require description, but to 

hem in operation, prospectuses will 
all as reference of the hi thority ; or 

they may be seen at most of the Nobility’s Set iun principal 
Nurseries throughout the kingdom. 

8. and Co. beg to inform » trade that at their Manufactory 
in New Park-street, le required for the construction 
of Horticultur; al Building well as for. pepanas them, may be 
obtained upon the most HU ageous ter 

Conservatories, Wood, Ae upon the most 
ornamental designs, Balconies, Palisading, Field and Garden 
Fences, Wire Work, &c. &c. 

I URBIDGE anp HEALY’S 
RATUS, combining Sylvester's 

Apparatus is believed to ter gener 
than ar et submitted to the Tie both à 

and workmanship ; et, the 1 Tava dt Home do 
applied as to produce the greate: stefféet with the least consump- 
tion of fuel, without destruction to the apparatus; and B. and 
H. can safely recommend it, from experi. s. as unquestionably 
superior to anything of the kind hitherto m A Prospectus 

that 

COOKING APPA- 
This Cooking 

TURNIP SEASON. 
Gu vian, ; ien by GIBBS & CO.) 

p RN A piss haboe and Saldanha Bay ; Super- 
phosphate of Lime (see Een Soc. Journal,” Vol. v 
Part 2); Bone Dust, Sulphuric Acid, and Clarke's desiccated 
Compost ; all suitable for the Turnip Crop. Also Nitrates of. 
Soda and Potash, and all other Manures of i yale on 
sale by Mark FOTHERGILL, 40, Upper Thames-street, London. 

Agent also for DINGLE’S HAND DIBBLE, suitable for 
every de: m of seed. 

HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY beg to 
offer Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, delivered direct from 

the Importers’ bonded warehouses :— 
Nitrate of Soda, Fine Bone Rad 
Sulphate of Ammonia, Sulphuric l 
Super phosphate ofLime, | Sulphate of Soda, b. 

zi 

Gypsu Salt, 
And oy article of Artificial Manure in ae most genuine 
state,—No. 40, New Bridge-street, Blackfria 

= aces ae Ra i ARD OT Secretary. 

TURNIP SOWIN 

‘HE URATE OF THE LONDON MANURE 
E i e Four Guineas per Ton. The experience of 

the last tive years has fully setepuehed the above as one of th 
best of all the light manures for the production of Turnips, for 
which crop it is partisan adapt, seldom failing in the 

season to secure a goo: and to produce a great 
ht per acre. Availing Sem bal yer of the many improve- 

VES in the science of artificial manures, the Compan 
uan aote the Urate, that the food requisite sat a rotation 
of crops is fully Pa therefore parties using the Urate 
fm Turi mips will heir succeeding crops of Barley and 
eeds materially Mapen Full particular with testimonials, 
P Sav drdsdich application. No. do New Bridge-street, Black- 
friars. EDWARD Purser, Secretary 

¥ LIQUID MANURE. 
ENGLAND INDEPENDENT OF THE WORLD FOR CORN. 

‘HE attention of the Agricultural Interest, at this 
mome 

LIQUID MANURE, 
priated by the use of FOWLER'S PU 
the purpose, either portable or fixed ; Garden, Ship, and Barge 
Bamps, also those for Distillers, Brewers, Soap Boilers, and 
Tanners, for hot and cold liquor. Pumps kept for hire, for 
versions and Wells. Buildings heated by Hot Water, for 
Horticulture, and every variety of manufacturi ing purposes. 
The Trade su pplied on advantageous term: y BENJAMIN 

FowLER, Enginee we. 63, Dorset-street, Fleet: "street, London. 

| E o AND BOLIVIAN GUANO ON 
ALE, BY THE ONLY IMPORTERS, 

SAN! TONY GIBBS AND SONS, LON. 

M, JOSE pa MYERS and CO., LIVERPÓOL; 
And by their Agen 
GIBBS, BRIGHT, "AND. CO., LIVERPOOL pas BRISTOL; 

COTSWORTH, POWELL, anp PRYOR, LONDON. 
To protect themselves against the i injurious consequences of 

using inferior and spurious guano, purchasers are recom- 
mended to apply only to Dealers of established character, or to 
the above-named Importers, who will supply the article in any 
granny | a their fixed prices, delivering it from the Import 
Was rehous 

p URNIP SOWING. _POTTER'S GUANO. 

OTTER’S GUANO was used by Dr. Daubeny last 
son against 11 other Artificial Mann for TURNIPS, 

It beat them’ all,—260 tbs. producing 6000 ibs. more Bulbs per 
Rem e than the same weight o: 

cost z 
quarter the cost; and 70001bs, more than 12cwt, Superphos. 
phate, also at one Garter the cost. For particulars, see p. 331 
2 pn t No. of “Royal Agricultural Journal,” a nd p.224 of 

. Chronicle of this year. To be had, genuine, direct from 

da T actory, 28, CLAPHAM-1 BOAD-BUAGE, LONDON, or of any of 
Mr. Potter's accredited Agents 

rj CHE PATENT CORNWALL WHITE MANURE 
dm an efficient preventative to the ravages of the Wire- 

worm, and a. trong fertiliser, saturn most advantage- 
ous in is application to Turnips. e following pneus was 

laid before re «Roy. mere Society, ̂ yal PD Shaw, Esg- 

Silicate of Lime ..  .. A 

Carbonate of Soda 

Caustic Lim: 
Magnesia Aud Aikatine Salis e 3.8 

Oxide of Iroi x. $T 
Bhodpttttass d. Fe wae bug fale cis qe TO 

100.0 

Price 42s. per ton, in bulk.—Tnomas Jonn Croceon, 8, Law- 

rence Pountney-hill, Cannon-street, London 

TA UANO FOR SALE.—At No. 2, St. 2, St. Dunstan's-hill, 
I  Tower.street, on Monday, 8th June, at two o'elock. 

50 Tons of Fine ICHABOE QU. ANO, ndo of 5 tons each.— 
Apply to Mes RKMANN, Brown, and Co., Brokers. 

GHANKSS IMPROVED GRASS- CUTTING AND 

ROLLING MACHINE.—The complete success which has 

attended the introduction of this MAS Machinefor Mowing 

Gra ass, and its fine adaptation for Cutting the Grass of Lawns, 

has been fully proved by the numerous instances where it has 

been ti ae ots and now in common use, particularly at Vu 2 

rior, read- 
ABMS Perthshire ; er and at many other Noblamen 

and Gentlemen’s seats in En gland, as well as abroad, T: 

achines are made to cut breadths of 42, 30, or 20 inches, ds 

required, the latter being adapted to hànd- -power. The Ma- 

chine works with perfect ease, P producing a beautiful smooth 

surface, and attended with great saving in abridging labour. 
alge may be addressed to Messrs, ALEXANDER SHANKS, 

jun., & Son, Machine Makers, Arbroath, N. B., by whom 

further particulars will be giv 

AN IMPROVED SELF- ACTING HYDRAULIC 

LA ENGINE.—An Engine to supply 100 Hou of Wie per 
hour, at a distance of 100 yards, 200. ; 3 600 

yards, 501, This Machine can ‘ve made to Stop y ee m 3 P 
to 20 per minute, ‘easing expense, coran to cir- 

cumstances and locali Reference p be given gentle- 
na for whom a. e Engine has been Sed S ADOBE to 

Lrac, 9, St. Philip’ str eet, Bath- GE, Cette. will be 

immediately attended to, 

ED F n Av Devil Bro a S. 
Per I er Ib. 

Mixed. .. Pe ovdi v Best For. Grey Goose 28 ve 
an oos 1 4 | Best Irish White Goose 28 
Forsign: Ditto” .. 1 8 | Best Dantzie 

Warranted sweet and free from un 

A List: of every description of Bedding, containing Weig! d 
Sizes, and Pri ont free by post on application to HEAL an 

Son, Feather DAR i and Bedding Manufacturers, 196, 
can be forwarded, upon application, detailing particulars and 

tenham-court-road, opposite the Chapel. 
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ORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.— 

Garden before Harr past Exaur o'clock, a.m., on the day of 
Exhibition. 5 

The gates will be open to Visitors at One, p.m. Tickets are 
issued to Fellows at this office, price 5s. each ; or at the @ar- 
den, in the afternoon of the days of Exhibition, at 7s. 6d. each ; 
but then only to Orders from Fellows of the Society. 

HIA Tickets will be issued in Regent-street on the day 
of Exhibition.—21, Regent-street. 

RIED PLANTS FROM CHINA.—A few sets of 
the VALUABLE DRIED PLANTS collected in China 

by Mr. Forrone, may still be procured by applying to R. 
Hiis Esq., Young-street, Kensington, ood on 
them are many new and rare species scarcely known to Euro- 
peans. 

The Gardeners Chronicle, 
SATURDAY, JUNE 6, 1846. 

Hann M 
MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS 

Wanensnay June 10 Migroscopical apakinti Bran o dco Society of Arte 
S^runpAY, — 13—Horticultural Gardens o. Dray 
‘Tunspay, (LS aaa RAE veo. de ee 

; COUNTRY SHOWS. 
Torspay, June 16 -Stamford Hill Horticultural, 
Wrowespay, — 17- Scottish Pansy Society. 
‘Tnurspay, — 18—Grayesend and Milton Hort, Society. 

ErsswnurnE will be found various receipts for the 
DESTRUCTION or THE ÁÀPHIDES which are swarming 
in our gardens. The efficacy of each receipt is 
vouched for by its advocate, and, we doubt not, in 
all cases truly. — "Tobacco-water, tobacco-dust, 
soap-suds, and gas-water, all have their admirers. 
We patronise smelling-salts. 
We doubt not, however, that complaints may 

and will come of the inutility of all these applica- 
tions. People fancy that it is enough to throw or 
trundle the fluid over the infested bushes, once for 
all, and the thing is done. They forget that no ap- 
plication whatever can reach the insects that lurk 
in the folds of the leaves; that others will be 
missed even on the surface; and that these crea- 
tures multiply at a rate somewhat greater than 
even the population of London. Thousands and 
tens of thousands may be destroyed to-night, and 
to-morrow others fall into the ranks and recruit 
the legions. 

One or two applications of any sort can be 
productive of little relief. They must be frequently 
Tepeated, and skilfully—by sharp and quick expul- 
Sions in small quantity from a fine-rosed syringe. 
Tf that is done, we guarantee the riddance of the 
Pest by means of carbonate of ammonia ; for we have 
removed it ourselves within the week. 

As to the proportion of carbonate of ammonia 
(smelling-salts) which it is expedient to use, that 
depends upon its quality. If bought fresh of the 
wholesale chemists, half an ounce to a quart of 
water is enough; but it is often much weaker. 

It has the great merit of being clean, and effec- 
tual ; besides which, it improves the health of the 
foliage very much. All the other washes, although 
they be as powerful, are dirty, and therefore objec- 
tionable in flower gardens. ' : 

Ix the document which has emanated from a 
Committee of the House of Lords, under the name of a “ Report from the Select Committee on the Burthens affecting Real Property,” is the following 
paragraph ; which, since it stands in the very front 
of the paper, was, we presume, regarded as one of 
importance :— 
.*The Committee have thought it expedient to divide the subject of their inquiry into two heads, 

viz.,— Restrictions upon cultivation and positive 
charges, both being imposed for the general advan- 
tage, and not for the special benefit of that class on 
which they exclusively or mainly fall. . Under the 
first head it appears to the Committee that they 
Should include the prohibition to grow Tosacco.” 
„We trust that the noble lords who have adopted 

this report will not be offended at our inquiring most 
respectfully what is meant by a “restriction upon 
Cultivation not imposed for the special benefit of 
the class restricted ;” or rather what restriction upon 
Cultivation ever was imposed for the special benefit 
ofthe class restricted. Plain people are greatly 
troubled by their incapacity to interpret such mys- 
terious sentences. € can understand that a law 
9 prohibit Tobaceo-smoking or felo de se would be a restriction for a man's own benefit; but we do 
not exactly see the analogy between such laws 3nd the prohibition of Tobacco-erowing. 

€ are the more embarrassed. how to interpret the „Paragraph in question, because Tobacco is never 
ium touched upon in the Report. We resume, 
mes that the meaning of the committee must ied to be this: * that the prohibition to grow 
NES is a _burthen upon land, because the 

Acco-crop is profitable; and that it would be 

an advantage to a cultivator in this country if he 
were allowed to enter the field against the United 
States, the Levant, Brazil, Cuba, and Manilla.” In 
support of this view an argument might be con- 
structed thus: Tobacco is grown in France and 
Holland, therefore it may be grown in Great Britain 
and Ireland ; Tobacco is enormously dear, there- 
fore it must be profitable to grow it; whatever can 
be grown profitably ought to be permitted, or the 
interests of the cultivator are affected ; therefore 
as the growth of Tobacco is prohibited the land is 
burthened by the law. 

Such seems to us to be the meaning of the Lords’ 
report, and as this at least is the interpretation 
which other uninformed persons, as well as ourselves, 
will be apt to put uponit, we will take leave to 
point out some well ascertained facts connected 
with the cultivation of Tobacco, in order that no 
false expectations may be excited respecting its 
advantages. 

That Tobacco may be grown in this country we 
all know. It is commonly seen in gardens, and its 
cultivation as a garden plantis never interfered with. 
So also are many other things grown in gardens ; we 
believe indeed that any plant may be reduced 
beneath the dominion of the Horticulturist. But 
that is not the question. What it is necessary to 
determine is not whether a plant can be grown, but 
whether it can be grown profitably. If Tobacco is 
notin the last predicament we do not see how a pro- 
hibition to grow it can any more be regarded as an 
injury to a man than prohibiting him from growing 
Rice or any other hot country crop. 

Tobacco is found to require the very best descrip- 
tion of soil, in the very finest tilth. It must have 
a great abundance of manure, and a fine warm 
summer; besides which in a country like England 
it must originally be raised by artificial heat. In 
Flanders, where a good deal of it is grown, it is said 
to require an abundance of labour, manure, and 
money. Besides which, even on the Continent, 
where the summers are so much warmer and uniform 
than our own, it is regarded as a most precarious 
crop. 
The cost of manure alone fora Flemish acre, is 

stated by Van Aelbroeck to amount to 29/4. The 
average crop is found to consist of 2300 lbs. of 
leaves of the best quality ; 750 lbs. of an inferior 
description ; and 250 lbs. of those near the surface, 
which, being injured and mixed with sand, are of 
little worth. The commercial value of this pro- 
duce cannot be fixed with certainty ; but since the 
best English Tobacco, cured with all possible care, is 
of very inferior quality to any Virginian, we can 
arrive at a tolerable estimate. Foreign Tobacco of 
decidedly bad quality is not worth importing, in 
consequence of our enormous duty; what comes 
into the market ranges betwen 3d. and 6d. a lb. 
If we take the best English as being equal to the 
worst foreign, which it certainly is not, and diminish 
the value ofthe samples in the same proportion as 
Van Aelbroeck reduces those of Flanders, the ac- 
count will stand thus :— 

2300 tbs. of leaves (best) at 3d. 
750 E (seconds) at a) £35 10 0 
250 p refuse) at 4d. 

Deduct cost of manure .. `.. 29 00 

£6 10 0 
Thus it appears that after deducting the cost of 

the manure alone, 67. 10s. an acre remain, out of 
which to pay rent, taxes, tithes, labour, cost of dry- 
ing houses, fire, which in this country would be in- 
dispensable to complete the process, and the enor- 
mous risk attendant upon this kind of crop. We 
leave it to those who are skilled in such computa- 
tions to determine how much profit would remain 
for the grower in a climate much worse suited for 
Tobacco cultivation than Flanders itself. 

But it may be said, there is the duty of 35. 3d. a 
pound, which is forgotten in this calculation. We, 
owever, do not think it necessary to include the 

duty, for we cannot suppose that any Government 
would be found so unwise as to give a bonus for the 
application of land to the very worst description of 
garden farming. If the growth of Tobacco is to be 
Beyer the excise on the article must be taken 
o 

Tobacco is not, in reality, a possible northern crop, 
except where labour is almost valueless. The intelli- 
gent Flemish writer, from whom we have borrowed 
the foregoing details, states that there is no making 
out what the expense for labour really is, because the 
work is done by women and children, and the crop is 
confined to little farmers who employ their numerous 
families in such work for want of anything better. 
Rozrer tells us that even in France it could in his 
time be made to answer only by the Government 
fixing the price at twice the real value of the article. 

If, notwithstanding these remarks, the prohibition 
of Tobaeco cultivation should continue to be re- 
garded as a peculiar burthen upon land, we will 

earnestly beg its advocates to consider what is said 
of it by those who are witnesses to its results. 
*Itisacrop that speedily exhausts all but the 

very best land"— "its culture is productive of infinite 
retched ; those employed in it are in a state 

of continued exertion, beyond the powers of Nature 
to support, and little food of any kind is raised by 
them ; so that the men and animals on these farms 
are badly fed, and the earth is rapidly impover- 
ished "—( Jeffersons Notes on Virginia. ) 

We understand that Messrs. Harriry and Co., 
the eminent glass makers, of Sunderland, have un- 
dertaken to erect immediately, in the Ganpzw of 
the HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, a CONSERVATORY, 
which shall serve as a model from which ali others 
ofthe same proportions may be constructed at the 
same relative price. It is intended that other Con- 
servatories, upon the same plan, shall be ppt up 
in any part of the United Kingdom, at the same rate 
in proportion to the area that is covered, so that 
everyone may calculate beforehand exactly what 
his greenhouse will cost by measuring up the area 
of the floor. 

"This is a happy idea, and is sure to be popular. 
It is expected that the house will be ready before 
the meeting ofthe Society at the Garden in July. 

Tue Frencu IwsrrITUTE has just announced that 
the subject ofthe Great Prize IN PuysicaL SCIENCE 
for the ensuing year will be “ An examination of 
the reproductive bodies or spores of Zoosporous 
Algals, and of the bodies enclosed in the Antheridia 
of Cryptogamic plants, such as Charads, Mosses, 
Liverworts, and Seaweeds.” This isa most curious 
and interesting subject, and well worth the atten- 
tion of English botanists. A full account of the 
terms of the Prize will be found in the Comptes 
Rendus, and the. nature of the organs to be ex- 
amined is explained in the Vegetable Kingdom 
under the heads of Thallogens and Acrogens. 

VENTILATION, 
We are all so much interested upon this subject, as 

gardeners, that we gladly give the following extracts 
from evidence just taken before a Committee of the 
House of Lords, when Mr. GOLDSWORTHY GURNEY was 
called in, and examined:— 

If ventilation is attempted to be carried on with- 
out a quantity of force—a force sufficient to over- 
come the frietion of air passages, and also to over- 
come that arising from what is commonly called 
“throttling” or “ wire-drawing,"—the air will pass at 
random, partially through the most easy and direct 
courses, from its point of ingress to its egress, leavin 
some parts of the house unventilated, and producing 
excess and disagreeable currents in others. This want 
of power within also suffers ventilation to be influenced 
by slight disturbing forces without —external interfer- 
ences; such, for instance, as change of wind or change 
of pressure of the pl If the } rises or 
falls a few degrees there is a change in the weight of the 
atmosphere without, which will break the balance and in- 
terfere with the ventilating process going on within. 
Ventilation cannot be uniform unless there is a suffi- 
cient power to overbalance these forces, to command 
and. make it independent, practically, by strangulation 
or “ wire-drawing," as it is t ically called ; therefore, 
a certain amount of power is required, a power greater 
than can possibly be produced by the upeast shaft system 
of ventilation. The power which ean be produced by 
the upeast shaft system can never be greater than that 
produced by the difference in weight between the 
column of heated air in the chimney and an equal 
height of column without, which it will be found amounts 
to very little. If the shaft be 100 feet high, and the 
whole column of air in it at 60° shall be heated to 500° 
Fahrenheit, the difference in pressure will be only 6 Ibs, 
per foot ; this pressure will not be sufficient to over- 
come the ordinary friction of air moving through ad- 
missible ventilating passages, to say nothing of that 
inseparable from the condition which is absolutely 
essential to good il —the wi awing. 

5. You consider wire-drawing an important element in 

good ventilation ?—I think it is impossible to carry it 
out without. I do not see how it is possible that a 
general or equal diffusion of air ean be commanded 
without there is some minus or plus pressure operating 
on every opening in every part, and to precisely the 
same amount. If there is not wire-drawing, there is so 
free a passage for air through any course it chooses to 
take, that instead of your commanding it (if I may 
so speak) it commands itself, and all control, of its 
movement is destroyed. 

7. Will you explain to the Committee more in. detail 
what you mean. by wire-drawing 1— Wire-drawing is 
the obstruction produced by the reduction of the area 
of openings, so that air, water, or other liquids shall 
pass with a given amount of difficulty ; passing or meet- 
ing with difficulty through one opening it will naturally 
run through another, if there happens to be another 
within its range; but if without wire-drawing it ean 
pass very freely through the first opening it meets with, 
it will not pass through a second, Suppose a pond is 
fed by a stream of water diverging through two chan- 
nels ; let each channel be enlarged so that all the water 
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may run freely through either, the pond will be fed by 

that stream which is most direct ; if you throttle or in- 

terrupt the passage of this stream, then a portion of the 

water will run through the second, and thus by regulated 

obstructions or “ wire-drawing” you get an equal por- 

tion through each. If you go on from two up to 200, 

by proportionate regulation you will command an equal 

portion through the 200. The same effect takes place 

in air ; and unless there is a wire-drawing regulation in 

the ingress or egress ports or openings, the air will run 

at random, the shortest way, through any one that hap- 

pens to be sufficiently large ; but if the holes are pro- 

perly wire-drawn, then a portion will becompelled to pass 

through every one. Wire-drawing, in practice, should 

be out of the apartment, 
15. You objeetalsotothesystem of ventilating from the 

floors or sides of the room instead of from the upper 

portion of. the apartments?— Yes ; there is a practical 

objection to this direction which will be seen by looking 

at the subject carefully. A number of experiments 

have been made to explain a very paradoxical one ; that 

of being unable, under certain circumstances, to blow off 

a dise of paper from the end of a tube, or a metallic 
dise placed over the safety valve on the top of a steam- 
engine boiler; it cannot be blown away, in consequence 
of the first impetus producing counter currents, the 

sum of which counter currents were found always, in 
force, equal to the vis inertie or the momentum of the 
primary one. These pressed on the back of the dise to 
a certain point, where the balance is fixed when it moves 

no further. If a current of steam will produce these 
counter currents, it will easily be conceived that cur- 
rents of air will produce the same. These retrograde 

currents produced from air entering at a low heat into 

a room are p lly very objecti ; they produce 
an increased rate of evaporation upon the skin, which 

produces a sensation of cold. Although the temperature 
of the air in motion itself may be warm,—say 70° or 80°, 
—it will produce a. p ver, bly lower 
on evaporating surfaces. The skin of the human body 
is essentially an evaporating surface, and suffers much 
from this law. The feeling of cold in the parts of a 
room where retrograde or direct currents act is not due 
to the actual temperature of the currents, but to the 
increased rate of evaporation produced by them. Eva- 
poration produced by retrograde currents rapidly absorbs 
heat. A person cannot get out of the influence of the 
direct or retrograde currents if they enter near the floor 
or at a low level; but if the openings are made in the 
ceiling or at a high level then they are mixed with the 
atmosphere of the room above, and cease or become 
destroyed before they can possibly reach any one stand- 
ing on the floor. 

19. The warm air let in higher up in the room will not 
come down ; it will not reach the person sitting below * 
—It must be made to do so. You must have such a 
ower of ventilation as to compel it. If your command 

of ventilation is so slight as to be governed by those 
interferences, it will always be subject to derangement 
from slight disturbing forces,—a change of wind, or 
from a change in the weight of the atmosphere. 

98. By what machinery would you get the warm air into 
iti— The machinery is the draught; the draught is 
always moving air throvgh the room. Supposing the 
air to be warmed above, then the machinery below 
would draw it into the room below. 

107. Cold will not pass readily through glass, The air 
in contact with the glass within would certainly be in 
contact with a cold surface in winter, and be dimi- 
nished in temperature, but it would be to so small an 
extent that it would not of itself affect the temperature 
of the room. No contact with glass would affect it. 

e recommend these practical matters to both the 
advocates and opponents of the Polmaise way of heating 

AMATEUR GARDENER. 
Tur Ranuncutus.—lIf the directions of former papers 

have been followed in reference to this beautiful flower, 
the amateur will be on the tip-toe of expectation, in 
daily hope of discerning the first spots and edgings o: 
the petals, which, when fully expanded, are to reward 
him for all his labour. Most pleasant is it thus to 
watch a bed whose soft green is so soon to be variegated 
with so many beauteous forms and hues. The curious 
eye will find much to admire, even in this incipient | ® 
state, in a Ranunculus bed. The colour of the leaves 
present many different shades, and their shapes are 
equally various. Then come, one after the other, the 
expanding flower-buds, from a deep maroon to the 
purest white, imperceptibly gaining a more distinct cha- 
racter of beauty, like stars appearing on the azure 
ground of asummer's evening. The extreme loveliness 
of the flowers is set off by the humble character of the 
foliage, which thus confers on them 

s ————— a double charm. 
Like pearls upon an Ethiop’s arm.” 

While this excessively hot weather is highly favour- 
able to the development of all flowers, it has its incon- 
veniences and dangers with those classes which are im- 
patient of drought, and naturally shun the full orb of 
day. In aformer paper I stated that I had grown 
Ranunculuses well in various soils and situations, but 
that some degree of shade was necessary to success. 
I have, however, succeeded this year in bringing them 
to the eve of full bloom in a very hot and arid locality. 
This has been effected by constant attention to the state 
of the soil, which should, on the one hand, never be 
saturated, and yet, on the other, must always be moist. 
If the surface of the bed is smooth and hard, turning 
water off it like the back of a duck, you may be sure | al 
something is wrong ; for although the prosperity of the 

roots demands that the soil should closely embrace 
them, it should yet have the porosity to air and water 
on which the welfare of all vegetation depends. Stir 
the surface therefore with a blunt stick, and prevent it 
from caking together, so that the water may quickly 
run through. A little weak liquid manure will be ad- 
vantageous, just as the flowers are coming into bloom ; 
but it must be carefully applied, so as not to touch the 
foliage; or, if it does, fresh water must be directly 
sprinkled over the leaves. 

As the flowers show their colours, they had better be 
shaded from hot suns, but cautiously at first, as it is 
from solar light and heat that their beauty is derived. 
The object of giving shade is to prevent the colours 
fading, and therefore a little thought will regulate the 
process. When the flowers are expanded, then the 
covering may be kept on until the beauty is past. 
bed exposed to the sun and rain, while in bloom, will 
very soon lose its beauty, but attention to shading will 
preserve the flowers for a long time. The best covering 
is an awning of calico, placed sufficiently high to allow 
a good inspection of the bed ; the calico may be strained 
on a wooden frame, and the frame supported on four 
stakes ; but taste will dictate the best mode. All cover- 
ings should be made to harmonise with the general 
arrangements and appearance of the garden, for the 
prettiest place may be disfigured by awkward contriv- 
ances to protect or preserve a few favourite plants. I 
remember seeing a fine collection of Dahlias so oddly 
travestied by various contrivances to entrap earwigs 
and preserve the bloom, that I felt I had rather be des- 
titute of the flower altogether than submit to such a 
motley display. 

Some Ranunculuses willrequire to be supported with 
stakes, especially the older kinds. The new seedlings 
are of a more robust habit, and have the desirable pro- 
perty of supporting themselves. Use little sticks, and 
do not allow them to be seen above the flowers. An 
attention to these regulations will give the bed every 
advantage, and for a month to come you will have an 
exhibition worthy the contemplation of your friends, 
While the plants are in bloom observe the various 
kinds, that you may discover whether they answer to 
their names, and fix on the sorts you think most worthy 
your attention another year. But take care you do not 
become a flower-worshipper, which there is some danger 
of. Ne quid nimis is a very proper motto for the gar- 
dener, and the observance of it will keep him from the 
temptation of neglecting other duties in the pursuit of 
what may easily become, and often has become, a 
passion. 

The foliage quickly fades when the flowers decay, 
hen comes the critical time with the Ranunculus 
grower, The wet season of July has often ruined the 
hopes of the amateur for another year. The tubers 
very soon sprout again if left in the ground, and when 
they do so, they seldom bloom well the next season. 
would advise, as the result of some experience, never to 
allow the rain to come on the bed after the flowering 
time, which may be prevented by the continued use of 
the awning in wet weather. ‘Take up the roots as soon 
as the leaves are yellow, and let them be gradually 
dried. But the subject of preserving this root must 
not be summarily dismissed, and I close my notice of 
the Ranunculus for the present by wishing all my 
readers as much pleasure from their beds as I have 
often found in mine.—H. B. 

= 

Home Correspondence. 
Fruit Crops in Devonshire.—The fruit trees in my 

locality have suffered in many cases very seriously, and 
the crops of fruit are but parti: This I attribute to 
various causes, but chiefly to the lack of solar heat and 
light last autumn, the young wood being insufficient] 
ripened. The mild winter also caused many trees and 
plantst tinueinastate of exci and the blossom 
buds in general were weak and immature ; a quantity 
of them expanded six weeks earlier than usual, anda 

{| large portion never did or ever will expand. At the 
same time the wood-buds were generally weak, and the 
changeable cold winds and rains, with hail storms and 
morning frosts, which we experienced throughout April 
and the 21st of May, caused much blistering, curling, 
and eankering of both foliage and young shoots. All 
this has also been taken advantage of by swarms of 
insects, chiefly of the aphis family ; many of the Apple 
orchards are much cut up, scorched, or seared, as if 
burnt, both with caterpillar and green fly. I never saw 
this troublesome pest so numerous ; trees, hedgerows, 
Grass, and all kinds of vegetation, are attacked with it. 
The Apple blossoms never expanded freely, but continued 
to bloom these six or seven weeks; and in many trees 
observe within these last few days, since the favour- 

able ehangein the weather has taken place, it has ex- 
panded stronger and in greater abundance than at any 
previous period ; Pears are the best crop in general, 
though they have been in bloom ever since the second 
week in January, and in some cases several settings of 
fruit have occurred on the same trees, but the most re- 
markable thing is that many of the Pears against the 
walls are in full bloom now on their newly made shoots 
and buds, while the same trees are producing Pears as 
large as Walnuts, Peaches and Neotarines bave been 
greatly punished, but within these last ten days very 
much recovered by constant washings and picking, 
which have been an every-day business with us ; the 
trees are astonishingly improving, with a pretty good 
crop of fruit. The young shoots of evergreens, indeed 
most every tree and shrub, were greatly seared and 

crippled in this locality by the sudden change of at- 

mosphere and cold cutting winds during the seeond 
week in this month ; they had the appearance of having 
been burnt, but they are now fast recovering ; thou- 
sands of the young. shoots died quite back as soon as 
they were a few inches in length, but they are now 
making a new growth.—James Barnes, Bicton Gardens, 
near Sidmouth, Devon. 

Starch a Remedy for Scale Insects.—T. G. sends a. 
bit of bark cut from the branch of a Brown Beurré 
Pear, to show how efficacious a remedy for the muscle 
scale is a little thin starch applied to the tree by the 
garden engine ; but it will also be observed from the ac- 
companying twig that all the scale insects do not come 
out at the same time, and therefore it is desirable to re- 
peat the operation every day or two for a week at least. 
[Nothing can be more satisfactory. 
New Dye.—lt is not generally known that the bodies 

of those pests of the Rose-tree, the green fly, will yield 
a fine yellow dye, and as they are very numerous this 
spring they might be turned to a profitable account, — 
J.G. 4. 

Disease in Cucumbers.—Perceiving (p. 357) that 
another of your correspondents had been pestered with 
a disease similar to that of which I complained in a 
ate Number, has led me again to make further 
enquiries, for I have been particularly careful in this 
department, being informed when I first came to this. 
place that no Cucumbers of good quality had been grown 
here for many years. As I had generally been very 
successful in other places where I have lived, I laughed. 
at the idea of not growing Cucumbers on a spot where 
every convenience is at hand, but to my disappointment 
the first plants I raised, and also all down to the present. 
time, have been diseased; it is true that I have cut 
some good fruit, but they soon became like the speci- 
men I forwarded. Now I can say for my own part that. 
the disease is not caused by over-watering or by the 
want of heat ; every possible attention has been paid to. 
them in every respect. I have grown ridge Cucumbers: 
in the same way as French Beans are grown, and have 
gathered pecks of Cucumbers in my last situation, but 
here the ridge Cucumbers look like some poor ragged’ 
beggar in a cold frosty morning. Grow them in what 
part of the garden you may, and give them what soil you 
please, your kindness is bestowed in vain; but if 
diseased plants are taken about 300 yards from the 
garden they will do well: this I have seen in a farm. 
garden this year. My Melons were attacked with the 
same disease last year, although not so badly as the 
ucumbers. If any of your correspondents can give 

me information how to eradicate this disease, I shall be 
greatly obliged.—J. B. [Can any Cucumber-grower 
throw light on this case ?] 

Green Fly.—Yo destroy this pest, pour a quart of 
boiling water on an ounce of Tobacco, let it stand till 

cold, then strain ; dip the heads of your standard Roses. 
branch by branch into:a large bason filled with this in- 
fusion, shaking them gently in it; the greater part of 
the insects will fall into the basin, and the rest will 
surely die. Another plan, and even a more effectuah 
one, is to dip the plants, as before, into a bason of 
strong soap-suds. Whichever solution be used, the 
dipping must be performed where possible : but it will 
not be possible if the Roses be trained on a wall; in 
that ease syringing with one or other of these infusions 
must be had recourse to; it will succeed only in those 
parts of the plant where the liquid falls; of course 
mauy leaves will remain untouched. I may add that 
the syringing with soapsuds is excellent for Geraniums. 
and Cinerarias when infested with insects.—M. Clark, 
Cambridge. Common Scotch snuff shaken from a 
muslin bag, or common tin pepper box, on the leaves 

and buds of the Roses, causes the insects to drop off 
very quickly, and as the sharp particles adhere to their 
legs and wings, they are incapable of moving again ; I 
have also found sulphur in powder, with some black. 
pepper ground and mixed with it, and applied in the 
same way as the Scotch snuff, will destroy a great 

many.— Georgiana. Polypodi also d 

the use of Scoteh snuff, which he has found to be effi- 

cacious. 
Seedling Pelargoniums.—Again we are on the eve of 

the June Show at Chiswick, and again I recommend all 
those dealers who have advertised new varieties at 

guineas a-piece to let purehasers see them either in the 

collection of new and first-rate sorts, or in sufficient- 

sized specimens. Let the raisers also exhibit as two 

years old those for which they were awarded certifi- 

cates of merit last year. I, for one, will not purchase 
unless I can see them, or (if I am unable to attend the 

Horticultural Society’s féte) see a satisfactory report of 

them. For the sake of reference, I add below the 

names of the seedlings of 1845, which obtained the cer- 

tificate of merit, with a notice of such as have re-ap- 

peared this season, and the judges’ award upon them. 

But I hope, as June is the month when this favourite 

lower is at its greatest perfection, those which have 

obtained two-year-old prizes will be exhibited again for 
m 

Salamé. How few of the thousands annually raised 

are really novelties let the above b um 

say how many would have been sold as such, had no 
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the excellent rules now enforced at the Exhibitions 

given purchasers a rule to be guided by.— Veritas. 
Fraudulent Seedsmen.—It is not my intention to ex- 

pose the party as * Lusor" seems to recommend ; but, 
after giving 3s, 6d. for a packet of seeds, to find a patch 
of weeds only coming up instead of a crop of a new 
and gigantic species of is provoking enough. Had 
there been a variety of weeds, I might have thought 
otherwise than I do; but finding the surface in a few 
days covered with one sort only, I can only conclude 
the seeds sent me were the seeds of that weed instead of 
the seeds advertised and ordered and pre-paid for.—.4 
Victimised Amateur. [Weare much inclined now to 
publish the name of this culprit ; and, if fresh complaints 
of him reach us this year, we will do so. 

The Potato crop in Devon.—Last year, through the 
month of June, it was observed that the Potato crops 
in my locality had never previously been seen in a more 
healthy, vigorous, and evenly state of growth. The 
tubers too of the early kinds, in the month of July, were 
not only numerous, but large ; any quantity could be 
purchased at four-pence per score pounds, But this 
spring they have been selling as high as twenty-pence 
per score pounds. It is now the last week in May, 
and the early crops of Potatoes are equal in strength 
and evenness with what they were a month later last 
year, and the tubers are equally fine and numerous, 
more particularly all the autumn planted varieties; 
those which were protected, through bad weather, with 
dry dust, fern, and other refuse, have actually now 
about finished their growth—the foliage is cupping up as 
if ripening ; other crops also appear in most luxuriant 
health, when viewed ata distance; but I am sorry to 
state that the detestable enemy has again made its 
appearance, in its too generally known forms of rusti- 
ness, black spotted inkey blotchings on the foliage, 
eankery, gangrenous sore looking spots on the stems 
or stalks and ribs of the foliage. Whether the cold 
rains which we have had—the remarkably cold north 
winds we have experienced for the most part of the first 
twenty days of this month—have in any way accelerated 
‘the disease or not I cannot say, but I am sorry to 
again observe its appearance even on some of the 
young tubers. We cut and pick off all the diseased stalks 
and leaves as we discover them, and burn them, although 
by this means I do not expect wholly to stay or prevent 
its ravages, but the trouble is little, and it puts out of 
sight an eye-sore. I never had crops so prosperous in 
appearance, when viewed at a distance ; and this has 
Jed many to suppose that all was right. It would, how- 
ever, be strange indeed were not some of us to produce 
good crops and clear from disease, this season ; for no 
doubt can be entertained that many have been careful 
in the preservation, selection, and planting of this year’s 
*rop, and the after-management will, no doubt, be per- 
formed with more than usual care, and this useful 
Vegetable may yet possibly be an average crop. lam 
happy to say too that at present we have here some 
‘Pieces of Potatoes in which no disease has been ob- 
served ; still I am doubtful as to the future.—J. Barnes, 
Bicton Gardens, near Sidmouth, Devon. 

Bees.—1I do not know what this industrious insect 
may be doing in England’s more genial clime, but in 
this locality things are at a stand still with them; I 
imagine they must have adopted the prevailing fashion 
of making a strike—for fine weather. We are now 
drawing towards the end of May, and my three hives 
have added nothing to their store; indeed, on the 
contrary, they are still diminishing in weight. In Oc- 
tober, the three hives were doubled, and in November 

o. 3 had another family added, thus it was trebled. 
No. 2, in eousequence ofa capsize whieh broke away 
a great proportion of its comb, has been fed since 
February, therefore I have not included it in the sub- 
joined table ; it is, however, thriving as far as brood 

oes. You will observe that since the breeding season 
commenced (beginning of March, since which they have 
been working more or less) the consumption has been 
very great, uo less than 174 Ibs. for No. 1, and 22 lbs. 
for No. 3 ; but it is very unusual for the spring to be 
‘80 late as it is this season: we have acres of Furze de- 
lighting the eye with its golden blossoms, but the wet 
weather precludes our purveyors from taking advan- 
tage of the sweets, Both Nos. 1 and 3 are very popu- 
lous, the hives (straw) appearing quite full, and not 
more than about two dozen bees having died from each, 
at least not in the hive. Drones made their appearance 
in Nos. 1 and 3 on 2d May ; No. 2 has no drones yet, 
it has a second swarm of last year (on 26th June) and 
therefore, according to Huber, there will be no drones 
till towards the middle of June; the queen will not be 11 

1 

in September, when the masters (as they are called in | 

this part of the country) were all destroyed. I think 

Mr. Wighton has been deceived into the belief that the 

latter killing was of a second brood, from a deficiency 
of h The ci I have stated I 

account for thus :—During August I had a cap on the 

top of the hive, and consequently the bees had room 

enough; but before the drones were all killed I re- 

moved the cap ; then, the room being rather confined, 

there may have been a probability of swarming. In 

fact, they began to lay out, and in apprehension that 

they would swarm, I, in haste, cut a half flour-barrel in 

two, and fitting one part with loose bars, placed it 

under the hive. The killing of the drones recommenced, 

and finished. Does the experience of any of your cor- 

respondents enable them to make an approximation to 

the time of swarming from the date of the appearance 

of the drones? The following Table shows the monthly 

decrease, ing with S ber, and inui 
until the present time :— i 

Month, | General State of | Hive No. 1| — Hive No. 2, 
ON Weather. decreased. | decreased. 

E nae yo ipe. 
fildanddry ..| Lis -.| 25 
HEIN 43 Vie LAP RARER Me ING 

jos 3, 435» 

Feb. .. ..|Coldandfrosty ..| Nil. 
March m o. 0. 2, . 1 : 

April .. ..|Wetand cold » 1 j Breeding. 

May, till29d Wet —.. .. : HS 
Worth Extreme of Wigtonshire, — Edgar Slade, 

May 22. 
Experiments in Autumn-planting Potatoes.—I send 

you the results of my experiments in planting Potatoes 

last autumn. The soil is dry and calcareous, and all 

the tubers were planted six inches deep in November. 

The first portion of seed had been grown on poor dry 

land, which had not been manured for the crop, and 

was quite free from the rot. All the sets have come 

up, and are growing vigorously. ‘The second portion of 

seed was produced on land naturally dry and poor, 

manured with abundance of fresh stable-dung, and 

overshadowed with luxuriant garden Beans growing at 

intervals of a yard. The crop was greatly injured by 

the rot, and although the healthiest looking tubers were 

selected, not a third of them have vegetated. The third 

portion of seed was grown in the rich soil of a garden. 

The produce was tainted, and the consequence was the 

same as in the second trial. I must notice that although 

the results have been so successful in the two last 

cases, abundance of Potatoes are coming up where the 

seed was grown, verifying the notion that tainted Po- 

tatoes should be left in the ground when the soil is dry, 

aslong as possible, and used as soon as they are dug 
up. As to the remaining trials the sets have vegetated 

or not, according to their soundness. One half was 

planted with the surface level, and the other with ridges 

of soil over the sets. The latter plan has in every case 

sueceeded the best, the shoots being more luxuriant. 

Whether the manure was incorporated with the whole 

of the soil, or placed above or helow the Potatoes, I can 

perceive no difference in the result, During Mareh and 

April I frequently examined the tubers, and found 

numbers of wireworms preying on. the eut sets ; but 

where the seed was sound they do not appear to have 

destroyed a single plant.— Sigma, Banbury. [We 

print this communication; but we would again repre- 

sent to our correspondents that the present health of a 

crop is no guarantee whatever for its future condition]. 

Docietwes. : 

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

June 2d.— R. W. Barchard, Esq., in the chair. Mr. 

W. Healy, 130, Fleet-street, was elected a Fellow. 
Among subjeets of exhibition produced on this occasion 

was a charming collection of hardy hybrid Azaleas from 

the grounds of the Earl of Carnarvon at Highclere. 

Some were the result of a cross between A. pontica and 

the red flowered A. rubescens, of the United States, 

and showed in a remarkable degree the value of such 

crosses, for in the mules the yellow flowers of A. pon- 

tica partook of the rich crimson tints of A. rubescens 

in a greater or less degree of intensity, and a beautiful 
display of various coloured flowers has been the result. 
This has also been the case in another group of hybrids 

obtained from A. sinensis,which had the glaucous foliage 

and inflorescence of that species modified by the various 

tints of crimson, these colours blending nicely together, 

and producing a striking effect. Another charming 

hybrid is well deserving of notice ; to the habit of 
Bhododewd id months old till 26th May, and supposing she 

her laying of drone eggs on that very day, as they re- 
quire 24 days to arrive at their full development, it 
would be 18th June before the first drones would issue 
from their cells, consequently the swarms must be late; 
this forms a strong argument against keeping second 
Swarms for stocks, as, if Huber is right, such stocks 
Cannot give early swarms. lobserve Wighion in his 
book treats Huber's theory with contempt, but has any 
one had a swarm from a second swarm of the previous 
year so early as to disprove Huber’s statement ? Wigh- 
ton states that a brood of drones sometimes issues from 
a stock in the autumn, after the killing of the drones 
of the spring begins; but I much doubt his conclusions, 
for this reason, that last year, my No. 1 commenced 
killing the drones in August, but desisted before the 

Completion of the work of destruction, and during the in- 

terval the drones were to be seen entering and leaving the 
hive qui Testaa tht u d till the second week B 

or fragrans it added the 

colour of the broad leaved Kalmia. 1t had been ob- 

tained between the Azalea rubescens and the Highclere 

Rhododendron. Other mules also came from the same 

gardens in the shape of our hardy European purple 

Rhododendrons, greatly improved in foliage by the 

use of the crimson Indian kind. These purple varie- 

ties were not only beautifully spotted, but one in parti- 

eular displayed a peculiar play of colour, the purple 

half transparent flowers being beautifully shaded with 

violet. A Banksian Medal was awarded. Other hybrids in 

the form of Cacti, were sent from Oulton Park, Cheshire, | alba ; Sak Mu 

ngton, gr. to Sir P. G. Egerton, Bart., M.P. | Pimelea decussata, forming a depressed bush, 3 feet in 
by Mr. Erring 
These seedlings belonged to the pendulous section of 

the tribe ; the old Cereus flagelliformis, being one of 
the parents. One, a delicate pink variety, was a flower 

of considerable size and beauty; the other, a brilliant | the stage was a huge bush of Epacris 

Another Cactus, named furmosissimus, eame from the 
nursery of Mr. Smith, of Dalston, who also sent two 
Fuchsias, one named Eximia, and the other Beauty of 
Dalston—the latter in the way of Conspicua, but larger. 
Messrs. Veitch and Son, of Exeter, sent a novelty in 
the form of Didymocarpus crinitus (the long-haired 

id p), a Gloxinia-looking plant, with snow-white 
flowers, streaked in the throat with yellow, and along 
with it Dendrobium hymenophyllum, only interest- 
ing in point of novelty, the dull yellow flowers being 
anything but beautiful. A certificate was awarded for 
the former. From: Messrs. Chandler and Sons, of 
Vauxhall, were 12 Pelargoniums of sorts very suitable 
for bouquets ; a bluish purple Cineraria, named Bijou ; 
and two pigmy Yams, whieh had been received from 
Chili under the supposition tha: they were Tropzeolums, 
the tubers being somewhat similar. Mr. Groom, of 
Clapham Rise, sent a small bouquet composed of dif- 
ferent varieties of Anemone hortensis, a smaller but 
better-coloured variety than A. coronaria. From Mr. 
Golledge, of Stratford, was a collection of Caleeolarias, 
including a seedling named Forget-me-Not. Mr. Wid- 
nall, nurseryman, Cambridge, sent a noble speci- 

en of the recently introduced  Fuchsia serra- 
tifolia. This plant was about 6 feet in height, 
and had, apparently, been covered with blos- 
som, but was mueh spoiled by travelling. It proves to 
be a fine species, the long, shining, rosy pink, green- 
tipped calyx, contrasting finely with the orange-scarlet 
corolla. Banksian Medal was awarded it.—From 
Mr. Cuthill, of Camberwell, were Leianthus longifolius, 
a West Indian plant, nearly related to Lisianthus ; and 
a fine-looking sample of perfectly sound new Ash-leaved 
Kidney Potatoes.—A sample of Potatoes, from Norway, 
of last year's growth, was likewise shown by Messrs. 
Keeling and Hunt, of Monument-yard. It is well known 
that the crops in that country suffered from the prevail- 
ing disease of last year; but if there had been any 
doubt about the matter it would have been dispelled by 
an examination of the sample produced, for these were 
evidently affected, although in a slight degree. — Of 
Fruit, Mr. Fish, gr. to Col. Sowerby, sent two Melons 
and excellent specimens of Royal George Peaches, for 
which latter a certificate was awarded. The Melon 
was sent to exhibit the singular circumstance of a fruit 
swelling upon a twig coming from the fruit stalk, near 
its junction with the ripe fruit, and which would, no doubt, 
ave reached maturity if the ripe one had been cut 

away.—From the garden of the Society was Achimenes 
patens, a most beautiful new species, sent by Mr. Hart- 
weg from Mexico since his departure for California. It 
proves to be one of the loveliest of the genus. The colour 
of the flowers somewhat resembles that of A. grandi- 
flora; but it is much deeper and brighter, and the 
flowers themselves are smaller; it may be expected 
to become still better, for the specimens now in flower 
have been raised from bulbs sent home only a few 
weeks ago by post to this country. Along with it was 
another novelty in the form of Campanula nobilis, 
lately sent from China by Mr. Fortune. It is a hardy 
species, producing large lilac bells, which were said to 
have within these few days become paler ; it will form 
a good addition to our shrubbery borders. From the 
same collection were, moreover, Heliophila trifida, an 
annual with light blue cruciform flowers with white 
centres, which open in the morning, close about noon, 
and drop off soon after. This short duration of the 
flowers is the more a matter of regret, as they are pro- 
daced in tolerable abundance, and in the morning when 

they are all open the plant has rather a striking effect. 

Associated with these were the handsome scarlet- 
flowered Piteairnia punicea, the well known Cypripedium 
barbatum, a Gloxinia, two species of Oncidium, the 

rose-coloured variety of Epidendrum macrochilum, and 

a noble mass of Phalenopsis amabilis, which has been 

obtained from Manilla, through the perseverance of 
Mr. Fortune, this—the queen of all the Orchids—being 

most difficult to procure, a cireumstance which will 

always make it a searce species. 

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY. 

June 3.—This, tHe SECOND. EXHIBITION for the 

season, took place in their Garden, Inner Cirele, 

Regents-park. The day was very propitious. We 

learn from the Court Circular that His Royal Highness 

Prince Albert, with the Prince of Wales and Princess 

Royal, honoured the Society with a visit. The plants 

were in beautiful order, and altogether the exhibition was 

an improvement on the last meeting. As many of 

the plants were, however, present on that occasion, we 

shall not repeat the description of those again brought 

forward ; but shall confine our remarks to the leading 

features of the exhibition, and to such as have not 

been previously shown, In collections of 30 Stove and 

Greenhouse plants there were two exhibitors, Messrs, 

Fraser, of the Lea-bridge-road Nursery, and Mr. Barnes, 
of Bromley. The first gr. to W. Norman, Esq. 

` 4m — 
prize was awarded to the Messrs. F. sers’ group, 

which contained some matchless plants in point 

of cultivation. We remarked Aphel speciosa 

| 
| 

s 

2} feet in height, and about 2 feet in diameter, 

quite a mass of flowers; a fine plant of Vinca 

Chorozema Henchmanni, superbly grown ; and 

width, and 24 feet high ; together with a large Coleo- 

nema pulchrum; and the red-flowered Clerodendron 
splendens, blooming freely in a pot. At the back of 

randiflora, and, € 

orange-eoloured flower, was so much bruised by travel- | supporting it, a large purple Azalea ; a finely bloomed 

ling, that a correct idea of it could hardly be formed. | Boronia serrulata, 3 feet in width and 23 feet in height; 
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2 very handsome Dillwynia floribunda, and the some- 
what scarce Pavetta caffra, with nunrerous clusters of 
white blossoms. Associated with these were Crowea 
saligna, in luxuriant health ; a splendid Ixora coccinea; 

2 large Polygala oppositifolia, in fine bloom ; together 
with several Heaths, and other plants.—In Mr. 
Barnes’s group, were some admirable specimens of skil- 
ful cultivation. At the back stood a large Crowea 
saligna, and, supporting it, a very fine plant of Clero- 
dendron squamatum ; a good Allamanda cathartica ; 
and an Ixora coccinea. Along with these were also 
the blue Leschenaultia biloba ; a large Polygala opposi- 
tifolia ; Rondeletia speciosa, in good condition; and 
several Heaths. In front was the same noble specimen 
of Phzenocoma prolifera, formerly exhibited ; and 
several other finely-grown plants, which have been pre- 

viously described. 
In Cotrecrions of 20 Species there were three exhi- 

bitors—Mr. Ayres, gr. to J. Cook, Esq. ; Mr. Hunt, 
gr. to Miss Traill ; and Mr. Pamplin, of Walthamstow: 

was also the white flowered Anguloa uniflora; the 
showy Cattleya Mossize, and a splendid Oncidium leuco- 
chilum.—In Mr. Plant's group were Saccolabium gut- 
tatum, a eharming species, with 5 drooping racemes of 
purple blossoms ; the white flowered Calanthe veratri- 
folia, with 10 flower spikes; the rare Phaleenopsis 
amabilis, with large white grotesquely cut flowers; 
together with a good Cattleya intermedia, and the 
curious rather than beautiful Vanda cristata.—M essrs. 
Rollissons sent the beautiful Oncidium Lanceanum, 
whose violet lip eontrasts well with the brown spotted 
petals; a variety of Lycaste gigantea, of no great 
beauty ; a large Aerides odoratum; Oncidium luridum 
guttatum, with a long pendent spike of dull brown 
spotted blossoms, and the brown flowered Oncidium 
crispum.—Groups of 10 plants were produced by Mr. 
Rae, gr. to J. J. Blandy, Esq., of Reading ; by Mr. Don, 
gr. to F. G. Cox, Esq., of Stockwell, and by Mr. Hunt.— 
Among Mr. Rae's plants we remarked Cattleya Mossico, 
with three large purple flowers ; a good Brassia macu- 

the two former receiving first prizes, their coll 
being equal in point of merit. Mr. Ayres sent, among 
others, Allamanda cathartica in splendid condition, both 
as regards health and bloom; anda large Gloriosa 
superba, perhaps the finest plant of the kind ever ex- 
hibited. Associated with these were the comparatively 
new Cyrtoceras reflexum, a large Pimelea decussata, a 
lovely Azalea variegata, anda fine Polygala, together 
with several Heaths, and other plants of less moment, 
At the back of the stage, in Mr. Hunt’s group, stood a 
noble Ixora coccinea, with upwards of 14 large scarlet 
heads of bloom ; and, supporting it on one side, a large 
Pimelea decussata, and on the other, the same Pimelea 
spectabilis formerly described, but with its blossoms 
more fully developed. In front were several fine 
Heaths, some Azaleas, an Oncidium, and an Allamanda 
cathartica producing three flowers. Besides these, the 
collection contained several other plants exhibiting ex- 
cellent management. In Mr. Pamplin’s group, to 
which a third prize was awarded, we remarked the 
well-known Metrosideros floribunda, with scarlet brush- 
like blossoms ; a good Pimelea spectabilis, together with 
several Heaths and other plants,— Groups of 10 species 
were shown by Mr. Green, gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, 
Bart. ; Mr. May, gr. to E. Goodheart, Esq.; and by 
Mr. Bruce, gr. to B. Miller, Esq.. of Tooting. Mr. 
Green sent a magnificent Apbelexis humilis, about 
3 feet in height, and nearly as much in diameter, the 
branches depending over the pot. This plant, perhaps 
the finest of its kind ever exhibited, was a mass of blos- 
soms, which were displayed to much advantage, the | c 
flowers remaining open throughout the day. Along 
with it was a beautiful Pimelea Hendersoni, 2 feet in 
height, and the same in width, finely bloomed; aud a 
small Ixora coccinea, producing nine heads of blos- 
som.—Mr. May senta fine specimen of cultivation in 
the form of Crowea saligna, measuring nearly 4 feet in 
height, and as much in diameter, hardly, however, 
enough advanced in bloom; and along with it Erica 
splendens; a low spreading Azalea lateritia, in fine con- 
dition ; a large Ixora coccinea, and a good plant of the 
showy Clerodendron squamatum. — In Mr. Bruce’s 
group we remarkeda good plant of the blueLeschenaultia, 
a small but very neat Pimelea rosea, and a pretty 
JEschynanthus parasiticus, trained over a wire trellis, 
the bright orange flowers regularly disposed among the 
deep green leaves, producing an agreeable contrast. 
Along with it was a good plant of the pale flowered 
Aphelexis ides, a fine Stepl is floribund. 
and a pretty Gompholobium polymorphum.— Collections 
of 6 plants were numerous; the best came from Mr. 
Clarke, gr. to W. Block, Esq. ; Mr. Malyon, gr. to T. 
Brandram, Esq.; and Mr. Taylor, gr. to J. Costar, Esq., 
of Streatham.—In Mr. Clarke’s group was observed a 
good Polygala cordata, 3 feet in height, and 21 feet in 
width; a pretty Ixora coccinea, and a nice plant 
of the interesting little red and white blossomed 
Phymatanthus tricolor. — In the second group 
were Ixora coccinea, Vinca rosea alba, and a good 
Clerodendron fallax. Mr. Taylor sent the blue Lesche- 
naultia biloba, and a fine Erica Bergiana, quite a mass 
of small round deep purple blossoms. Several other 

. groups of 6 plants were also produced, to which extra 
prizes were awarded, In these we remarked a good 
Stephanotis floribunda among the plants from Mr. Kyle, 
gr. to R. Barclay, Esq. ; a thriving Veronica speciosa, 
showing bloom freely, in the group from Mr. Kaye, gr. 
to B. D. Colvine, Esq., and along with it a famous Ma- 
hernia incisa, with the branches hanging gracefully 
over the pot, forming a ball about 3 feet in diameter ; 
it was hardly, however, sufficiently in bloom. Mr. 
Stanly, gr. to H. Berens, Esq.; sent the silvery Aphe- 
lexis argentea, with slender variegated stems encom- 
passing a wire trellis. 
. The display of exotic Orcurps was a decided 
Improvement on the last exhibition. In groups of 
15, the competitors were Mr. Mylam, gr. to S. 
Rucker, Esq., of Wandsworth, Mr. Plant, gr. to J. H. 
Schroder, Esq., and Messrs. Rollisson, of Tooting. 

M Mylam sent Stanhopea maculosa, with 4 open 
richly spotted blossoms ; the larger variety of Oncidium 
ampliatum ; Odontoglossum grande, with large brown 
and yellow flowers; a splendid Cyrtochilum stel. 
latum, with :20 spikes of pale yellow blossoms ; 
the beautiful Aerides affine; a famous Oncidium 
crispum, with 3 strong spikes of glossy deep brown 
blossoms ; and a perfectly new and exceedingly hand- 
some Anguloa, with 6 open large orange blossoms, 
spotted with brown. This is perhaps the finest species 
of the genus yet introduced. From the same collection 

lata, O hastatum, and the comparatively 
rare Anguloa uniflora.—Mr. Don showed the violet- 
flowered Huntleya violacea, the pretty little white and 
yellow-bl d Buri ia venusta, a handsome 
specimen of Peristeria Humboldti, with three drooping 
spikesof brown spotted blossoms, and Dendrobium san- 
guinolentum.—Mr. Hunt produced Epidendrum macro- 
chilum, and five Oncidiums.—Six species were produced 
by Mr. Bruceand by Mr. Barnes;the former sending good 
specimens of Cattleya Mossice, Broughtonia sanguinea, 
and Aerides odoratum ; and the latter the hardy Cypri- 
pedium’spectabile, not quite in bloom; three Oncidiums 
and Calanthe veratrifolia. As asingle specimen we ob- 
served Coryanthes macrantha, with three large rich 
brown spotted blossoms. 

Of Snowy Prants two fine groups of Clerodendrons 
were produced ; the best was from the garden of 
J. Cook, Esq., and certainly did Mr. Ayres much 
credit, for seldom have we seen better specimens ; 
the other was from Mr. Barnes, of Bromley. The 
heat of the day, however, caused some of the plants 
to flag, detracting somewhat from the effect which 
they would otherwise have produced. Collections of 
tall Caeti were shown by Mr. Clarke, gr. to 

Mr. Green, and Mr. Catleugh, | of 
Among Mr. Clarke's plants, which were all 

in excellent condition, we noticed in particular a splendid 
Epiphyllum Ackermanni, a mass of flowers, each mea- 
suring at least 6 inches across ; Cereus Scottii, a trailing 

ty, with bright red blossoms; and a large C. spe- 
sissimus, producing upwards of 15 open flowers.— 

Mr. Green sent the larger variety of Epiphyllum spe- 
ciosum, whose flowers are a decided improvement on 
speciosum, both in point of size and colour ; and along 
with it E. Jenkinsoni, mexicanum, and others.—In Mr. 
Catleugh’s group were Epiphyllum splendidum and 
Ackermanni in good condition. The season for Azaleas 
was past ; Mr. Green, however, sent a collection, which 
was far from being in fine condition.—A beautiful group 
of Seedling Rhododendrons was produced by Mr. 
Waterer, of Knaphill, near Bagshot, and excited much 
interest. 

Collections of Hzarus were numerous, and there was 
no lack of well grown plants ; but we have still to com- 
plain of want of novelty among this tribe. With one 
exception, hereafter to be noticed, there was nothing 
new. Mr, Hunt, as usual, produced a famous group 
of 15 plants ; so did Mr. Barnes; and in Mr. W., P 
Ayres’ collection were some fine specimens of cultiva- 
tion. Mr. Hunt sent, among others, a famously grown 
Massoni (one of the most difficult to cultivate of the 
genus) about 2j feet in height, and 3 feet in diameter, 
and the drooping green-blossomed Halieacaba, In Mr. 
Barnes’s group were E, metuleflora bicolor, a some- 
what straggling growing, but rather handsome species, 
with long fiesh-coloured tubes passing into white at the 
ends ; densa, covered with small white flowers; and 
the curious red and gréen-flowered Plukenetiana.—Mr, 
Ayres sent a small plant of splendensin good condition, 
and a fine gemmifera. Groups of 12 species were 
shown by Messrs. Fairbairn, Fraser, and Rollisson. 
Among these, of species not previously mentioned, was 
the pretty little Thyrae-leaved Heath (E. Thymifolia), 
loaded with small purple blossoms, Various groups of 
6 plants were produced, the best of which came from 
Mr. May and from Mr. Bruce, of Tooting, both sending 
fine plants. 

The Roses in pots commanded much attention ; but 
they were hardly so fine as we have seen them. There 
is no greater task than the production of a fine col- 
lection of this beautiful flower, Groups of 12 varieties 
were shown by Messrs. Lane and Paul, and by Mr. 
Dobson, foreman to Mr. Beek, of Isleworth. The 
owers in the first group were— Fabvier, Yellow, Le 

Page, Souvenir de la Malmaison, Proserpine, Armosa, 
Reine Victoria, Adam, Theresita, Elise Sauvage, Ni- 
phetos, and Emilie Courtier. Messrs. Paul sent Belle 
Allemande, Taglioni, Caroline, Don Carlos, Harrison's 
Yellow, Miss Glegg (Noisette), Mrs."Bosanquet, Bouquet 
de Flore, Aubernon, Bougere, La Victorieuse, and Gou. 
balt, Mr. Dobson's plants were Madame Desprez, Nou- 
velle Heloise, Hamon, Fulgens, Augustin Mayel, Arch- 
duke Charles, Emilie Courtier, Ne plus Ultra, Triomphe 
du Luxembourg, Enfant d'Ajaceio, La Reine, and Gou- 
balt. In addition to these other groups of 12 were also 
exhibited by Mr. Francis, of Hertford, and by Mrs. Sted- 
man, of Isleworth ; the former group contained William 
Jesse, Comte de Paris, Charles Duval, Paetolus, Blairii 
No. 2), Marjolin, La Reine, China, Rivers, Melanie | 
Walder, Bouquet de Flore, and Princess de Lamballe, | 

Mrs. Stedman sent Aimée Vibert, Crimson Madame 
Desprez, Niphetos, Prudence Reeser, Comte de Paris, 
Perfection, Lady Alice Peel, Beauty of Billiard, Coun- 
tess of Albemarle, Lord John Russell, Souvenir de la 
Malmaison, and Fulgens. 

ut Roses in boxes were also produced by Mr. 
Francis, Mr. Betteridge, and by A. Rowland, Esq., of 
Lewisham.’ 

As Since Specimens of superior cultivation, a large 
number of plants were placed on the tables. A first 
prize was awarded to Mr. Hunt for his splendid Gom- 
pholobium polymorphum, formerly described, and which 
was again produced in first-rate condition, and another 
first prize to Mr. Parker, gr. to J. H. Oughton, Esq., 
for the Pelargonium named Priory Queen; this was a 
magnificent specimen of good cultivation, measuring at 
least 5 feet in diameter, in fine health, and literally a 
mass of blossom, regularly dispersed all over the plant. 
A Bronze Medal was awarded to Mr. Bruce for a 
splendid Aphelexis humilis, and a similar award was 
also made to Mr. Don for a good Aerides crispum. Mr. 
Green sent the pretty pink-flowered Tremandra Hugelii, 
Mr. Don, Caladium bicolor, Mrs. Stedman, of Isleworth, 
Brugmansia Waymanni, Mr. Catleugh the curious 
green flowered Billardiera mutabilis, Mr. Jackson, of 
Kingston, Dracophyllum secundum, and Mr. Paine, gr. 
to Miss Wigan, Cereus Scottii trained in the form of a 
crown. 

As new plants in bloom were exhibited the white 
flowered Dracophyllum gracile ! by Mr. May, of Wood- 
ford, and Cuphea platycentra, producing deep orange 
tubular blossoms, by Mr. Smith, gr. to J. Anderson, 
Esq., of Regent's-park ; Mr. Malyon sent Veronica sa- 
licifolia, Mr. Taylor, gr. to J. Costar, Esq., Xanthosia 
rotundiflora, Mr. Barnes, Hindsia violacea, and Mr. 
Ivery, of Peckham, two Delphiniums and a Salvia 
named capensis floribunda, Of new and rare plants 
not in bloom were exhibited Musseenda macrophylla, 
from Mr.W. P. Ayres, Physurus pictus and the Ceylon 
Anzetochilus setaceus from Messrs. Rollisson, and from 
Mr. Francis, of Hertford, Ilex latifolia, Taxodium sem- 
pervivens, and Quercus glabra. 
Among the Frorists’ Frowzms, the Pelargoniums 

W.|attracted, as usual, the greatest share of attention. 
They were arranged on each side of along tent; generally 
finely grown and in abundant bloom. The Amateurs’ 
Class, for 12 first-rate varieties in 8-inch pots, was well 
supported by Mr. Cock and Mr. Stains; the former, 
taking the first prize, exhibited Orion, Emma, Mustee, 
Erectum, Sunset, Rosy Circle, Duke of Cornwall, Ka- 
tinka, Rosetta, Isabella, Shield of Achilles, and Duchess 
of Leinster ; and, among the flowers of the latter, we 
noticed Sunbeam, Duke of Wellington, Titus, and 
Erectum, in very fine condition. In this Class for Nur- 
serymen, the Ist prize was voted to Mr. Dobson, fore- 
man to Mr. Beck, for Arabella, Aurora, Bellona, Mark 
Antony, Desdemona, Resplendent, Zenobia, Othello, 
Favourite, Sunset, Isabella, and Hebe's Lip ; these were 
all seedlings raised by Mr. Beck, rich in colour and fine in 
texture.—Mr. Gaines’ collection was placed second; they 
were grown very dwarf. The plants were in fine health 
and bloom, "l'hethirdprize was awardedto Mr. Catleugh, 
and an extra prize to Messrs. Smith, of Battersea, for 
Pelargoniums in 12 distinct varieties grown in 11-inch 
pots. Theamateurs' prize was taken by Mr. Parker, 
gr. to J. H. Oughton, Esq. ; these plants were produced 
in fine condition of growth, and with profusion of finely 
developed bloom. The flowers were Jubilee, Sultana, 
Duke of Cornwall, Louise, Hebe, Enchantress, Alice 
Gray, Janus, Erectum, Symmetry, Luna, and Roulette. 
The Nurserymen’s prize in this class was awarded to 
Mr. Gaines. For Pelargoniums in eight varieties, 
grown in 8-inch pots, the prizes were awarded, first, 
to Mr. Coysh, gr. to R. Hudson, Esq., Clapham ; 
second, to Mr. Moseley, Pine-apple-place; third, to 
Mr. Robinson, gr. “to J. Simpson, Esq. A Bronze 
Medal was awarded to Mr. Gaines, for Queen Victoria 
and Anais, two pretty fancy Geraniums ; and a certifi- 
cate to Mr. Wheeler, for his specimens of Queen Vic- 
toria. We have before noticed that the collections of 
Calceolarias do not keep pace with the improvement in 
the flower ; they were shown in varieties of six. Mr. 

Wright, gr. to the Hon. Mr. Rushout, received 
the first prize; the second was awarded to Mr. Paine, 
gr. to Miss Wigan, Highbury ; third, to Mr, Garrod, 
gr. to H. B. Freeman, Esq., of Hampstead, and bronze 
medals to Mr, Stanly, gr. to ;H. Berens, Esq., and to 
Mr. Lewis, gr. to T. Hurd, Esq., and the first and 
second prizes to Nurserymen were respectively awarded 
to Mr. Gaines and to the Messrs, Henderson, Pine-apple- 
place.—In Cinerarias, for collections of 4 varieties, the 
first prize was awarded to Messrs. Henderson, secon 
to Mr. Kaye, gr. to B. D. Colvine, Esq., and Certificates 
to Mr. Malyon and to Mr, Catleugh.—Of stands of Ra- 
nuneulus, 6 were exhibited, and Certificates awarded to 
Messrs. T'yso and Son, Mr. Costar and Mr. Mitchell ; 
the stand from Mr. Tyso contained 24 blooms, all seed- 
lings of the present year, and among them were flowers 
of exquisite colour, beauty, and form ; they were named 
Honoria, Antagonist, Fascinator, Brunel, Urania, Cotta, 
Bertha, Pascal, Lydia, Poliander, Acadia, Sarepa; 
Amara, Oxendon, Festus, Clara Pleasor, Pavie Me- 
dusa, Amelia, Sobraon, Melanthor, and Don Jorge— 
Stands of Pinks were exhibited, and a first prize 
awarded to Mr. Norman, of Woolwich.—Several stands 

of Pansies were placed on the table; the first prize 
was awarded to Mr. Turney, of Chalvey; second to Mr- 

Bragg, of Slough ; third to Mr. Cutler, of Slough, and an 
extra prize to Mr. Parsons, gr. to A. George, Esq., Bn- 
field. —Mr. Smith, of Hornsey, received a first prize for 



‘humous work, prepared by the author under the 
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a collection of 12 Verbenas. Seedlings were not so nu- 
merous as at the former meeting. In Pelargoniums, 
first prize was awarded to a seedling of 1845 named 
Melpomene ; and for seedlings of 1846, Certi were 

drangeas, and other flowering plants; and the same 

a | may be said of another span-roofed house a little to the 

right of this erection.. The latter house is filled with 
1 

given to Mr. Beck for Pasha and Cruenta; to Mr. 
Hoyle for Precision, and to Mr. Gaines for Model. In 
Caleeolarias, Certifieates were granted to Mr. Stanly 
for Fair Maid of Perth; to Mr. Standish for Acme ; 
and to Mr. Gaines for Robusta. For Seedling Fuchsias, 
a first prize was awarded to Mr. Halley for a seedling 
named Empress, having a white tube, and a rosy crim- 
son corolla. We may also mention here that several 
collections of Fuchsias were produced ; but these did 
not at all meet our expectations, for the plants were far 
from being well grown, although the sorts were good. 
The best group was from Mr. Kendall, of Stoke New- 
ington. A second collection was shown by Mr. Robin- 
son, of Chelsea; and Messrs. Lane, Catleugh, and 
Gaines also showed in this class. 
Among Misceuuansous Oxsecrs, of an interesting 

but not showy kind, were collections of Ferns, several 
groups of British plants ; two collections of Alpines, in 
pots; two boxes of Iris blooms, and two Melons. 

In conclusion, we cannot but allude to some of the 
awards. A seedling Heath, a break from splendens, sent 
from the nursery of Messrs. Rollisson, of Tooting, pos- 
sessing large and well formed flowers, shaded with salmon 
(a colour so scarce in this tribe) was only rewarded by an 
extra prize, while a 1st prize was given to a seedling, 
shown by Mr. Pamplin, of Walthamstow, not at all 
different from others already in cultivation. The 
former was decidedly a step in the right direction to- 
wards obtaining something new, which is so much 
wanted in this class of plants. Again,a small and com- 
paratively insignificant Erica depressa, shown as a single 
Specimen, obtained a second prize, while a very fine 
E. Massoni, from the same grower (Mr. Fairbairn) 
passed apparently unrewarded. And stranger still a 
first prize for new plants was given for a Dracophyllum 
gracile, which years ago could be bought for eighteen- 
pe 

Amona the many new books with which our table is 
covered, some, from their having no relation to the 
purposes of this Journal, are necessarily passed by ; 
and others are of too slight a texture to demand more 
than an incidental notice. The following are among 
the more important. 

Johnson’s Spelling Book (Ridgway), is an adaptation 
of the common spelling book to the special purpose of 
teaching the rural population useful truths, while they 
are passing through the first process of instruction. As 
Compared with Fenning’s barbarous spelling book, that Z 
now before us is immeasurably superior ; and it is not | 
Saying too much to add, that whileit is equal to the last | 
edition of Mavor, it is advantageously distinguished even 
from that by the usefulness of the subjects from which 
the lessons are taken. To teach children their duty as 
servants, or masters, the nature of the implements and 
other familiar objects thatsurround them, general funda- 
mental truths in natural history, good moral maxims 
applicable to the state of life to which country children 
especially are called ; these, and similar subjects are 
what Mr. Johnson substitutes for idle stories about | 
Miss Rose being a good child, and how Charles went 
out to walk, and all such remnants of the days that are | 
gone. We need not say that we think his plan a great 
improvement, and that i5 is upon the whole well suited 
to the instruction of the rural population. 

Flowers and their Associations (Knight), is an agree- 
able gossiping book, which will probably find favour with 
general readers in the country. Itis instructive and 
entertaining, although not very correct in some of its 
details, which is a pity. We are surprised for example at 
Seeing no reference to the modern discoveries respecting 
the “ Lily of the Field,” and still more so at finding it as- 
Serted in a book of the 19th century that Betony pro- 
duces intoxication. We would recommend the authoress 
to avail herself of the experience of some botanist 
When a second edition of her little book is called for. 
Dodonea is a collection, in two thin volumes, of 

French treatises by Professor Morren, of Lióge, on 
various questions in Vegetable Physiology. They are 
Very elever, little known in England, and well worth 
Studying. 

Voigt’s Hortus Suburbanus Calcultensis is a post- 

eye of the late lamented Mr. Griffith, and in- 

tended for botanical students in Hindostan. It 
gives the names, scientific and vernacular, of all the 
plants found in the Botanie Gardens of Calcutta and 
Serampore, together with their medicinal or economical 
uses, The work is no doubt important to the Indian 
Student; but it would have been much more so had the 
characters of the genera and species been added. It 
forms an 8vo volume of about 800 pages. 

Mantell’s Thoughts on Animaicules is a small 
quarto, with 12 plates of magnified representations of 
Microscopical objects. It relates to one of the most 
beautiful and interesting of all the branches of Natural 
History, and will furnish a rich store of entertainment 
and instruction to persons with leisure to study the 
Wonderful phenomena of animaleular life. 

Garden Memoranda. 
Messrs. Henderson's Nursery, Pine-apple-place.— 

The show house at this establishment now presents a 
gay and lively appearance with the different varieties 
of Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Heaths, Caleeolarias, Hy- 

g lants of medium size ; among these we 

recognised an old friend in the shape of Adenandra 

amcena, a neat habited plant, with flowers of a much 

richer colour than those of A. uniflora, which is a more 

common species ; small plants of this old but compara- 

tively scarce plant flower very freely, a circumstance 

which should not be overlooked by the amateur who 

has only accommodation for a few plants, which should 

be as select! as possible. Associated with it was a double 

flowered Nasturtium (Tropseolum minus), producing 

orange scarlet flowers. Of the two small double varie- 

ties this is the brightest coloured one, and would doubt- 

less make a capital plant for bedding out in the flower 

garden, where it will form a very interesting object, 

especially on rockwork or on a dry sunny bank, where 

we have seen it in great perfection. In the same house 

was also the scarce Grevillea punicea, the best of the 

enus, with deep crimson heads of bloom, and near it a 

collection of Calceolarias, promising soon to produce a 

fine display of blossom. In the stove, the principal 

objects commanding attention were Thunbergia chrysops, 

a good plant, covered with blossom buds, the curious 

rather than beautiful crimson-flowered Hæmanthus 

multiflorus, and the gaudy Zephyranthes carinata, the 

latter producing one lilac flower, tinged with pink, mea- 

suring about 2} inches in diameter. This pretty Mex- 

ican bulb has been reported to be hardy, or nearly $0 ; 

og 

but we are not sure that this has been directly proved. . 

The large plant of Combretum purpureum trained along 

the roof promises very soon to be a mass of bright red 

blossoms. This, and the sweet smelling Stephanotis 

floribunda, though well-known plants, cannot be too 

much recommended, for they are undoubtedly two of 

the very best stove climbers we possess, the large clus- 

ters of white blossoms of the latter forming a striking 

contrast with the bright red of the former ; and even 

when divested of floral beauty, the deep green glossy 

oliage presents an ever pleasing appearance. Covering 

the surface of a pot was the interesting little blue Ly- 

copod (Lycopodium cæsium) introduced by the Horti- 

cultural Society from China, through Mr. Fortune; and 

of other plants remarkable for the singularity as well 

as beauty of their foliage may be mentioned 

Begonia digitata, said to be sensitive, and Ja- 

caranda Clauseniana, whose gracefully-drooping Fern- 

like leaves render it an object of much interest. In 

TRxnaANGHA aay mica] 

the Heath-house, several of that beautiful tribe were in 

bloom. Of comparatively new sorts, we remarked 

longiflora floribunda, a variety with long buff tubes 

streaked with brown; vestita variabilis, of French- 

white colour, tinged with pink; and vestita alba su- 

perba, also with French-white blossoms. Of older va- 

rieties in fine condition, we noticed lactiflora, covered 

with little oval white flowers; ventricosa preegnans, 

just opening into beauty; vestita coccinea, with numerous 

heads of blossoms of a most brilliant red ; and pinifolia, 
with long pink recurved flowers of considerable beauty. 
Along with these were also vasiflora, a variety some- 
thing in the way of Beaumontia, and perhaps the finest 
of its class; the deep orange-flowered grandiflora, a 
distinct sort; and favoides elegans, with every little 
branchlet ornamented with dense whorls of lilac blos- 

soms. A neat-looking greenhouse has been recently 

built in the upper part of the nursery beyond the 

Heath-house. It is a span-roofed erection, the front 

side being about 12 feet in depth, and the other about 

half that depth, the latter resting on a back wall about 

6 or 7 feet in height. he whole length of the house is, 

about 60 feet, and it is nearly 20 feet in width. The 

upright sashes in front are 2 feet 5 inches in height, and 

they are made to open and shut all at once by means of 

a crank. These, as well as the roof-sashes, are glazed 

with British sheet-glass, in panes from 2 feet to 24 feet 

in length. In this house we observed a small 

Pulteuzea retusa, a plant not often seen in collections, 

producing an abundant crop of golden yellow flowers ; 

Armeria cephalotes, with numerous large heads of 

pink flowers, elevated on long footstalks, which, if it 
were possible to shorten, would render this fine Thrift 
a worthy associate with its brethren of a dwarfer habit; 

along with it were the pretty little white blossomed 
Epacris pulchella, the latest flowering species of the 

genus; and a noble specimen of Hydrangea japonica, 
with upwards of 20 heads of bloom. This species, of 
which the accompanying sketch is a representation, 
although becoming better known than it has been, is far 
from being so generally cultivated as it deserves. This 
may be owing to an impression having got abroad that 

it is not so pretty as the common Hydrangea ; but it 

proves to be much handsomer, on account of the agree- 

able contrast between its lavender-blue central flowers 

and the pure white sterile flowers of the ray. We 

imagine that this noble-looking object only requires to 

be better known to occupy a prominent position on our 

exhibition tables as well as in conservatories. In the 

same house were Sisyrinchium cyaneum, with sky-blue 
flowers; and Azalea variegata, a large plant; reful- 
gens, a large rosy-red variety ; Apollo, and a Jarge deep 
double purple variety. Among Cinerarias in pits we 
particularly remarked Attractor, a purplish-lilae sort 
with white centre, and Formosa, a round purple, as 
being distinct and good varieties. The plants in the 
Orchid-house looked extremely healthy, but few were 
in bloom. Of the latter may be mentioned the rare 
Barkeria spectabilis, ornamenting a block with its beau- 
tiful lilac blossoms ; Brassia guttata, and several Onci- 
diums. Before closing, however, we must not forget to 
mention a pretty little plant of the silver-veined Physu- 
rus pictus, and two climbers—Clerodendron splendens 
and C. s. bicolor, planted out in the bed, and trained 
along the roof, which have been very finely in bloom. 
These appear to succeed best where, besides a tolerably 
high top heat, they can also have a pretty brisk bottom 

heat, thus approaching as near as possible the condi- 

tions under which they thrive best in their wild state. 

Miscellaneous. 
Mr. Thackeray's Tulip Sale.—At the sale of the late 

Mr. John Thackeray’s Tulips on the 27th of May, near 

Nottingham, some few of the varieties realised a good 

price, though on the whole they were disposed of at a 

low rate, many lots of really fine show flowers averaging 

not more than 2s. 6d. per bulb. This may be attributed 

to the very bad state of trade in Nottingham, and partly 

from many of the petals having fallen—in fact the bloom 

was nearly over. The sorts described in the Chronicle 

last year were most in demand, and fully sustained the 

character there given. Britannia, Maid of Orleans, 

Princess Royal, and Countess of Harrington, all new 

Byblomens, were in fine condition. La Van Dicken, 

Rose Imperial, Grand Rose, Desire, and Lady Wilmot 

slightly stained, but otherwise superb, were in much 

request; and the same may be said of Shakespeare and 

Polyphemus, which were both in excellent character ; 

the Leonotus Posthumus was sadly out of condition, 

and the same may be said of the Earl of Nottingham, 

though one on a side bed was superb. The Queen 

Charlottes were in every instance completely over, one 

only retaining its petals, and those so much suffused 

with colour, that its true character could not be ascer- 

tained. Of Feathered Bizarres the majority were past, 

\ | with the exception of a few Sidney Smiths and Royal 

Sovereigns, but these appeared of fine strains. 
Rapacity of the Hedgchog.—A gentlemen, on whose 

veracity we place every confidence, informs us that on 

Thursday last, whilst passing Gateombe- park, he heard 

the shrill and continued ery of a rabbit. His dog 

stopped at the moment, and looked wistfully at some- 

thing in the hedge whence the ery seemed to proceed. 

Being encouraged, the dog, to the surprise of several 

spectators, brought out a large hedgehog, which had 

seized the unfortunate rabbit, and was making her 

supper from him while still alive. Both of the ears 

were eaten, and the brute was in the act of knawing a 

hole iù his body just behind the ribs, when disturbed by 

the dog. Oar informant took home both hedgehog and 

rabbit. Hedgehogs are known to be very destructive 

to game and poultry, by carrying away the eggs and 

devouring them, when upon the point of being hatched; 

we were, however, until this, ignorant of the fact, that 

they could manage to destroy live rabbits.— Hants 

| surprised that one of the flags 

Independent. 5 
Extraordinary Mushroom.— On Saturday last, James 

Stubb, of Buglawton, near Congleton, was somewhat 
st within the threshold 

of his door had been so far displaced by some invisible 

agency, that it had become almost impossible to open 

or shut the door. To discover the hidden cause of this 

strange effect, the flag was removed, and underneath it 

was found a fine Mushroom, measuring nearly half a 
vard in circumference. The flag which was thus 

pushed from its place by the upstart fungus, was 2 feet 

long by 18 inches wide, and 2 inches thick !—Maceles- 

field Courier. 

Calendar of Operations. 
(For the ensuing Week.) 

Soaking Seeds to Hasten Germination.—Amidst the 
great pressure of business through the spring months, 
seed sowing is very apt to get in arrears. When such 
is the case, a fortnight may in general be recovered by 
having recourse to the steeping process ; I consider it, 

moreover, a safe plan during the prevalence of drought. 

There is sometimes moisture in the ground sufficient to 

induce the first stage of germination, yet by the time 
that is accomplished, and before the tender radicle has 

extended itself beyond the reach of such vicissitudes, 

the drought has overtaken it, and total desiccation is 

the result. Now, in these eases, if the seed is on the 
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eve of germination, previous to its insertion in the soil, » | —8 rose or smooth leaf is absolutely necessary. Ranun- 
and if the soil is fresh dug, the young plant will in gene- 
ral establish itself in safety. My plan, and I have prae- 
tised it for some years, is to steep it in water of about 
80° for about six hours or more, according to the cha- 
racter of the seed, and to place the vessel where it will 
maintain that temperature ; then to strain the water 
clear away, and to remove the vessel to a more mode- 
rate temperature, say 65°, until the first signs of sprout- 
ing, when the seed bed should be instantly prepared ; 
the vessel, however, after pouring the water off, should 
be covered with a cloth, to prevent the surface seeds 
from drying up ; it is also necessary to turn the seeds 
once or twice. 

CONSERVATORIES, STOVE, &c. 

Conservatory.— Continue to clear away exhausted 
flowers, ia order to give. place to fine specimens of 
Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, Calceolarias, Roses, or other 
gay and popular flowers. If a canvas screen is used — 
and every one should use it in my opinion —some of the 
Orchids may be removed to this house for the sake of 
prolonging their beauty. Take al possible precaution 
to avoid insects, is better g th: 

than eure in this as in most ak ‘Stove and Orchids. 
—Stanhopeas will now be blooming; the baskets 
should be well examined, or fine buds will be 
lost through contact with the sides. Let the 
house have a thorough circulation of sweet air early 
in the morning, and if the atmosphere i is warm give air 
most abundantly. If the fire is pat out betimes, the 
air may be somewhat reduced by 11 o'clock, pour 
water about, and the canvas screen may be thrown over 
the roof if sunny. Slove Plants in general.—Continue to 
shift young and growing stock, and to remove early- 
grown plants for autumn or winter flowering to the 
cool shelves of the greenhouse, in order to harden their 
wood and prepare them for early excitability. This is 
a ier not sufficiently understood or acted on. 
Much of the success in obtaining winter flowers lies 
here. Mise Greenhouse.—Some of the above direc- 
tions apply equally here. See that Fuchsias have 
abundant watering, All fires should now be entirely 
dispensed with, and a canvas sereen kept at hand to 
ward off intense sunshine. Cold Piis.— Let a stock of 
young things be got forward in small pots forthwith. 
Achimenes, for late flowering, may be brought on 
geutiy here ; it is astonishing what an amount of dry- 
ness, for a great length of time, these roots will endure 
if well ripened. I ‘have some now in the course of 
potting, for late flowering, which have lain in the corner 
ofa shed for seven months, and are perfectly fresh and 
solid ; they have remained undisturbed in their pots. 

KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING. 
Pines.—Spave no pains with young stock just com- 

mencing vigorous growth. If the pots are not well 
filled with roots depend chiefly upon a great amount of 
moisture in the air of the pit. If the pots are well 
filled give free and frequent root waterings with clear 
liquid ı manure. Keep down useless suckers, gills, &e., 
Vineries.—Those ripening must have abundance of air 
every day and a circulation all night, with a dryish at- 
mosphere. In succession crops encourage. the growth 
of laterals in some degre :e, whilst the berries are stoning; 
they will assist in increasing the volume and power of 
the root fur ensuing crops. Where borders are shallow 
and well drained a “coating ot half rotten manure, 6 ins. 
in depth, may be applied ‘fort! iwith, provided the wea- 
ther continue hot and dry. When the mould has been 
spread for a couple of days, a thorough soaking of water 
muy be given ; not, however, all at once, rather two 
mornings in succession, 

KITCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD. 
The Gas: although a small Broccoli, is one of the 

most useful’ in a Kitchen Garden, where constant suc- 
cession is required. This is a good time to make a 
very full sowing, to supply the table through October 
and November. Caulifiowe ors sown now will head in 
November, and may then be housed in cellars, sheds, 
or outhouses, and continue in use until past Christmas. 
It is a good plan to sow some Cape in drills, prepared 
after the 1 manner of a Celery trench. The seed should 
be dropped in patches above a foot apart. to be after. 
wards thinned to about three in a patch. Sow a little 

g, and a spriokling of some 
very late spring Broccoli ; it may serve to prolong the 
succession next April and May. A few Ice plants 
should now be planted out in a warm border to garnish 
the autumn desserts, Bene attention should be paid 
to Aer plants ; SY mus ive abundance of water 
in ev d out from the seed bed 
should have well pre} paved beds, the surface of which, 
for 2 inches ¢ Xd should consist of Pet rotted manure, 

l with wate ed level previous 
f the weath er prove sunny 

with boughs. Orcharding. 
ch pieking of grubs or insects from the fruit 
trees in general should now take place, Vines on walls 
or buildings must be attended to, as to disbudding, stop- 
ping, &c.; Apricots well examined for the grub, and the 
Peaches vcn thinned oa the walls, both of wood 
and fruit. 

» 

LORISTS' FLOWERS, 
Carnations w ist, now be strictly attended to, hearing 

in mind the directions previously given. A top-dress- 
ing of rich compost will be found highly advan- 
tageous ; take care that the ligatures are not too tight 
on the stems, otherwise they ure apt to become dis- 
totted. will be blooming ; they must also re- 
ceive a due share of attention; tie some waxed thread 
round the buds to prevent them bursting. In selecting 
seedlings do not keep those which haye serrated petals 

culuses, thisjwarm weather, are making rapid advances ; 
occasionally water between the rows with soft water—a 
slight awning will be of immense advantage to them, 
Dahlias, if not already done, ought immediately to be 
planted ont ; at the same time their supports should be 
put down, so that the roots may not be injured, which 
would probably be the case if delayed to a later period. 
Water and mulch the surface of the soil round the 
stems. Pansies may be struck under hand-glasses on 
a shady border ; let the cuttings be as thin as possible. 
Auriculas and Polyanthuses should be carefully tended ; 
the latter is extremely apt to suffer from the attacks of 
red spider; during dry weather shade is absolutely 
necessary for their successful cultivation. 

FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES, 
The weather here has been excessively dry for many 

days; we have an unelouded sky, and the most fervent 
glare of sunshine imaginable. I am afraid this is very 
general. Much care will now be necessary in watering 
the flowers recently planted out in masses. For my 
part I still adhere to early morning watering, as I am 
persuaded that in a period like this, the dispersion of 
ground heat is rather a benefit,the night being per- 
fectly mild and growing. All mass flowers on highly 
relieved beds should, when planted out, by all means 
have a hollow basin or concave surface reserved 
around the ‘stem, or rather on the upper side 
for a fortnight after planting; this will serve to 
retain the water, and cause it to percolate the soil in 
contact with the roots, If this is not done, the water 
on raised surfaces runs off, and in this act produces a 
glazed or puddled surface, under which no plant will 
thrive until the crust is broken. Hardy American 
shrubs, as Azaleas, Rhododendrons, &c., on high dress 
lawns, should at this period have thorough waterings in 
very dry weather. 

OTTAGERS’ GARDENS, 

Keep an eye on the other portions of the Calendar 
occasionally ; many hints may be derived which will 
save in some degree the tedium of repetition, Seed. 
beds of Swede Turnips, if in a forward state, should be 
topped with the seythe slightly. "This will harden the 
plant, if gross. As soon as spare ground presents 
itself, let winter Greens of some kind be got in. The 
ground between Peas, or Broad Beans, is frequently 
most eligible for filling in this way. Where a cow is 
kept, Mangold. Wurzel may still be sown—sprouting 
the seeds according n Giu given above. 

VG. 

During this hot raat some of the young seeds in 
the nursing department may require watering. If any 
young stuff is suffering, a slight sereen of boughs would 
be of much service 

ne 4, 1846, as State of the Weather near London, for the week endin 
observed at the Horticultural Garden, 
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Hia di estu: ie ad mi partially overcastat night, 
Mean temperatu aek 4% deg. above the average. 

State of the Wea: mmu she lai £0 years, for the ae Wank andini June 13. 1 
s d I STEMS winds. Mer | Greatest 

June aigne rowest t (Temp EE auancty | 
Temp. of Rain | ned. 

ATA 0.53 m 
47.2 0.10 En 0.60 49.0 03 
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“Phe highest temperature during th 
and 13th, 1842—therin, 90' nd the lowe 

Wotices ad To iaaa 
The SU n. Rer r. PAXTON'S COTTAGERS? CALEN- 
DAR e 3d. each copy. An index has been 
Bale "PEE ing to have copies for distribution 
among their tenantry can have them at the rate "ied for s 

€ @ P— There is so much difference of opin that w 
e afraid to give our own. We will endeavour i» GM 5 

potter one befor eds + 
Buicur—J V hat blight is. It is a sun-stroke, or 

ps a plague of insects o or of fungi, a ARM. of the 
it it is dryness, tness, i 

pietho a, starvation ; ort, 
anything that des M  disfiguros foliage. E a definition 
be more perfect? W ould expunge the e lan- 
guage asa substantive ee no sud only use iti in its Pang 

That vegetation is suffering greatly from various 
causes is too certain, but we LE nothing material to add to 
what has nlready been stated. All the” 4 effects that are 

ed e hot south-east 
n our ERA ACE eld: 

may be the salvation of the Potato crop, UE is to be saved. —— 
Ganstead—The fact of the strong shoots ear 

cribing 
ti Seona shoots are always 

the most unripe. Tho inventor of: rangea's? hydraulic 
machine is J. Legg, 9, St. Philip’ eal Bath-road, Chel- 
tenham. 

KS— Boo #—Curtis’s “Flora PSOE is one of the best 
we s of plants that has ever been peus ed. Of 
its aries we know nothing ; ida ori [E Iers.—— Emilia 
—We do not sce a Aen should not under: rdi the “ Vege- 

Spe 1 firs rd the details of “School 
ig e with a little perseverance, will ca any 

with halt your an ine triumphantly through, 
a a very bad oi uti HUE ERES your 

ataxic your name and. dde gu: DUM e to us 
your appearance as evidence in a court of 1 el domes 
and we will make public the name of this MORES ; Who has 
een spared too long. 

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM—M W X—If the Cyclamen persicum had 
been turned out into raised beds before the leaves were ex- 
auste d, a new action er root will take Pan and the bulb 

their heels abundance The plant 
foula be immediately potted, and placed on a shady green- 
house shelf, or in a cool and damp frame for a month, when 
t may be introduced to a warm shelf in the greenhouse. 
This plant should be well attended to with water, D es- 
pecially when first planted out and when re-potted. R. E, 

Escurents—S R P Shelton—Y our Victoria Rhuba 
nificent —we are pot EE at your haying distanced el 
competitors, As for your Jerusalem Kail it is no doul 
M vegetable, RES we shall Ed it into notice very rd 

NGEAS—Florum E may tur CR Ru blue by 
a utem the plants a weak Ae 

Podura, Which probably quintus 
your plants, or it may feed on some Botrytis, 
Toners Scolopendra vulgaris, which does no harm,— — 

—lt seems to be iadema, a RO Which 
imes appears in large numbers a „gar iu 

rather benefit your d Be than other AUT catching the 
les. -R——M—Please to write to hes Curtis, stating 

everything relating to He Kup of the insect destroying 
the Mangold Wurze ery desirous of becoming 
acquainted with the economy. of Poe curious larva, 

Man —D—Deal with Potter’s liquid as with all other fluid 
ES Do not seek to know how sun it may be used ; 
but rather determine how to dilute it enough. All such ap- 
plications should be made frequently, each dose being vey 
eak. ou can dilute it PET warm water and apply it im- 

mediately it will act all the 
MonrnoroGy—AMorphews—In Four * Digitalis all the parts are 
much increased in number ; the stamens have 
become petaloid. But the” great a a B in the pistil, 
which has conyerted its carpe! lengthened 
its axis, over which has been peoatieed a pirum crowd of 
anomalous organs. 

Mowine Macnines—J P W—We never recommend tradesmen 
or give prices. It is the business of advertisers to announce 
what they have to sell. What is called Budding’s machine 
we cannot recommend ; we hear of another kind, but are un- 
acquainted with it. Nothing will beat a scythe skilfully used 

Names or PLANTS—A J-—Which of the half dozen different 
things of which you have sent fragments. P 

the fragments seem to belong to Festuca 
wor RH annual, which is injurious to land 

—Lasthenia. 
oides—a 

by talihe the place of better species. — C 
californica, Iris graminea ? Gilia E E M 
—Colonial and local names of plants Fou often be iden- 
tified with those of science. volvulus is perhaps 
Tpomoea, purpurea ; we cannot guess at Rho Elephant creeper. 

, Platanther a chlor: antha; 6 and 3, Orchis morio ; i 
maculata, No Orchid is poisonous ; ; theii 

us EURO 
PEAcH-TREES—J Jmnis—The swelled DEUS Ms leaves 

you sent do not indicate any constitutional dis 
Such affection of the leaves is very ci Cramgn T seasons like 
the present when the leaves are brou; mild weather 
early in spring, and frosty nights afterwards destroy their 
tender vessels, The mos fu) pene h; 

growth. 
produce no md conse dances their places will s 
plied with a ance of healthy foliage as soon as 

die nights wets warm. || 
Misc—G—Oh yes! We have seen the paragraph, and a. silly 
SEE The complaint and the mode of stating it are 
alike wrong-heade: .——4A Reader—You may cut your Box- 

must not transplant it till the month of Oc- 
tober or November, You had better t prepare them for trans- 
planting by cutting them now.—An Old Gardener will be 
certain to find the pr ‘ogress of Sir sabe Graham’ s bill, and 
all other publie bills given in our Parliamentary reports. If 
nothing has been said of it then nothing has been done. 
Now dd the Corn-biil is out of the Co! 'ommons, other things 

may be expec! 7? R—If you send a Fel- 

a post-office order s the price of the tickets, 
the latter will be sent you by pos St.—— Lucretia—Do no 
asphalte for the floor o i smell goes off too 
slowly, and is not only offensive to ourselves, but injurious to 
plants. Far better use a slate floor, or if you object to the 
expense employ conerete made “with fresh lime, lean gravel, 
and hot water, What is the “blight” in your pit 
It is very difficult to make Pomegranates blossom. ET kept for 
years trained to a south wall, and not Da loaded with wood, 
they will slower "without m making, when old enough. 
You may accelerate the event b. 

Cedar-irees is dying from WEE N 
ey RA dud As guano-water, as soon as rainy hic 

ster Gardener — The Messrs. Meer 
diras NM and other great market garden: Mis. 
Haprrencs’4s Biot Howley TherDulebot Doroneb toan U: 
Rucker's, at Wandsworth , and the Nurseries of Messrs. He 
derson, AN Glendinning, Lee, &c. — Thomas Brown. 
There is no season like November for transplanting Laurels, 

if ey are held firmly in their places by a tri: iangle-stay. 

A B— The red oxide or peroxide of iron will do no harm 
in th e soil, but it disfigures plants when poured over them, 

atid injures them by stopping up their pores 
“SEEDLING FLOWERS. C 

Cacrus—W A—If your seedling possesses the free oed 
p e SEED it will prove a desirable variety, we ower 
being handsome, high coloured, and expanding fr 
D T The wori th. of your seedlings s depends upon a fred habit 

blooming. They are bright in colour but possess no grea 
superiority in size, Pup ul appear not to expand sufficiently; 

the our seedling Cactus is a large, stout, 
and handsome f ey n formed Ern of a brilliant scarlet 

CALCEOLARIAS—4? C—1, 3, and 11 are the 
form in your collecti 
The other seedlings ge 
the outline RS gine "ent M asin E 2, 
iy T x your nd 3 are very pie 

fou Cannot eva pos 

a Ro EE 

nva ritos" 
D 

Feon: 1e ere are severa aldoni 
white tubes and: colour EE 

"TUS ation ;
 

4 dm the best; tet are sob e Mut wanting in 

ovelty $ 
eater ear V—No. 2i is decidedly your Bests seedling, the vein- 

ing being strong and d 1; D ge. 
CARLET GERANIUM—4 e. Herne ds i vey br Iis 
Scarlet, but the flowers individually are small, and pud 

ss any superiority over the var ieties gei 

S 

M—Your seedling with deep rosy centre, and 
antri ach 

pencillings of iine same colour waning up the centre of eai 

division ped um attractive variety, 5— but 
S 0 J—' acing dis Ri irable:in colour, 

unless the rm s will come Henge it wall be of little use.* 
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OLARK’S HOTHOUSE 

METALLIC WORKS. 

55, LIONEL-STREET, BIRMINGHAM. 
Proprietor, Mr. THOMAS CLARK, 

Superintendent of the Works, Mr. JOHN JONES, 

These 

i 
and of such thickness as to preclude all danger of accidental 

breakage, whilst that which arises from the action of frost 

(frequently amounting to 25 per cent. per annum), is effectually 
prevented by the peculiar mode of glazing adopted. As a sam- 
ple of his Metallic Hothouses, in which the most recent im- 

provements are happily combined, Mr. Cx: 
and satisfactio! e magnificent range erected by him in 
the new Royal Gardens at Frogmore, which is admitted by all 

competentjudges to be the most complete and perfect of its 

ind in the world, 

The Agricultural Gazette. 
SATURDAY, JUNE 6, 1846. 

MEETINGS FOR THE ' 
Wrpyxsnay, June 1 

WO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 
Soviety of England 

E n 
TuoxspAv, — — 18—Agricuitural Imp. Soc. of Ireland. 

LOCAL SOCIETIBS.—Cadder, near Glasgow— Wells (Ireland.) 

" FARMERS’ CLUBS, 
June 8—Bakewell—Selby— Exm n- | June 9—Watfo-d—Wingerworth 

ster—Yoxford — Cirencester | — 10.—Harieston 
— li-Grove Ferry 
— 12-—Waáeb idga—Halesworth— 

Chelmsford —St. Gerimains— 
‘Paviawoek—Norchallerton 

— 15 Botley Framlingham-—Jedburgh 

Tue RAmwaAv, Gauce question, now exciting so 
much public attention, has a bearing on AGRICUL- 
‘TURAL INTERESTS more important than is apparent 
at first sight. The influence of that increased 
facility which railways offer for the exchange of 
local mineral produce—the transfer of the coals 
from the north into the south, the fuller’s-earth of 
Surrey into the cloth districts of Yorkshire, and the 
ints of Kentinto the Potteries of Stafford and Wor- 

€ester—caunot yet be said to be felt. "The transit of 
agricultural produce is beginning to produce. its 
effects. Even this last week it has been related 
how the Eastern Counties Railway, throughout its 
Course in Essex, is gencrating a trade for supplying 
the metropolis with pure milk, Since the opening 
of the Bristol and Exeter Railway, numerous shops 
ave been established in London for supplying De- 

Vonshire cream, poultry, &c. You may now, in 
fact, have clotted cream with your coffee at break- 
ast every morning as fresh in London as the inha- 
bitant of Exeter himself. The effect of this on 
prices has been very great, particularly in the neigh- 
bourhood of the Great Western Railway. The 
half-pay officer at Plymouth and Exeter is begin- 
ning to grumble that the economical charges hitherto 
peculiar to those spots are vanishing. A poulterer 
in Exeter last year told us how grievous a thing it 
was that he had a long contract with the principal 
inn at Exeter to supply it all the year round with 
fowls at a guinea a dozen, now that he could send 
them by railway to London, and in the season 
realise five and six shillings a couple! Again, the 
Pee a about New Cross and Deptford 
aia better market for their produce among 
n Sus LIMES winter and autumn than 
E ovent Garden itself, and transport their 
egetables accordingly to Brighton. The South 
CURA sheep, when the coast line js completed, will 
Mi Passengers up and down the railway twice in the 
Course of the year, for pasturage on the Downs and 
in Romney Marsh. 

ut we need not accumulate further instances to 
Prove that already railway transit is beginning to 
ST great and beneficial effects upon agriculture. 
XM here, however, lies the connexion between the 
83 eee of these effects and the gauge, or the winT 
Eh HE RAILS? How can it matter to the farmer 

ether they be 4 feet 8} inches or 7 feet apart? 
EE is à UNIFORMITY OF SYSTEM OF RAILWAYS 
di Ret: to the agricultural interest? We 
= ah eas to answer these questions. First, 
PM s cheapness and facility of locomotion ; 

c y, as respects uninterrupted freedom and 
Universality of locomotion, 

us po BaUsesy QE Nude m the rails, as now cover- 
S the country like net-work, are laid, about 1900 

miles of narrow, and about 270 miles of broad aiie 
It may be fairly assumed that there must be good Teascns for such a disproportion between the quan 
tities of the two. Commercially, no dono ane 
"NA sauge has been far the most profitable to 
por archolders ; and it has been so because it has 
WE preferred by those who have to use it. It 
Ae to all railway makers to adopt which- 

gauge they pleased. Not only have the 

majority adopted the narrower gauge, but it has 
been found most profitable that all deviations from 
it, except that of the Great Western, should be and 
they have been altered to it. 

The narrow gauge arose and spread for pas- 
senger railways because it was already in use 
for the conveyance of minerals. For years the 
4 feet 8} inches gauge had been adopted and 
found most suitable for the carriage of minerals. 
This fact, is quite incontestible, — admitted by 

Mr. Brunet, the inventor of the broad gauge, who 
has bimself adopted the narrow gauge in mineral 
districts. The carriage of all agricultural manures 
is but the carriage of minerals ; and thus we may 
say at once that the superior suitability of the nar- 
row gauge for the carriage of minerals to be used in 
agricultural operations is at once established. Small 
carriages, as mos: proper for the transit of coal and 
iron, may be said reasonably to be most suitable for 
lime, sand, or compost. 

It must be clear that if a certain carriage and 
rails are best for the transit of manures to the land, 

the same carriage must of necessity be the one to 
be used for the transit of the produce of that land. 

It would be impossible to have two, even if the 
manure carriage did not happen to be the very best 
conceivable. A farmer never has his waggons and 
carts of two widths, and would not do so when he takes 

to using railways. But the narrow gauge carriages 
may be assumed to be quite efficient for the transit 
of produce. The only doubt of their perfect suita- 
bility arises from their being rather ¢oo large than 
too small. The broad gauge trucks for ordinary 
every day purposes are practically found to be 

much Jarger than convenient. The agricul- 
turist requires, as has been well observed 

by Mr. Sipwzy, “ not huge carriages and 
trucks, but handy little waggons, which may 
without inordinate trouble or expense, be run 

into small road stations and sidings, to which a 

farmer may send his couple of fat oxen or his score 
of sheep, or his load of corn, in conjunction with 

one or two more neighbours. Hitherto, of all classes, 

the agriculturist has least enjoyed the advantages 
of railway transit ; he never can enjoy them where 
expensive rates and heavy unwieldy trucks prevail, 
and that is the reasor why the Great Western Rail- 
way, although running through rich corn growing 
and cattle feeding countries, has created, as yet, so 
little local traffic. The whole machinery is on too 
vast, costly and magnificent a scale. Were it not 
for the break of gauge (its consequences being shift- 
ing from one carriage to another), the cheap little 
Belgian 3 feet 9 inches gauge would supply the 
wants of Somersetshire and Dorsetshire, infinitely 

better than the broad gauge.” "The smaller carriage 
of the narrow gauge is admitted by every one to be 
much more handy for manipulation. It requires less 
than half the power to move and turn it about. 
Mr. W. Bass, of Pickford's house, who has “no 

share in either the broad gauge or the narrow in 

any way,” says that “the broad gauge trucks are 
most inconvenient for carriers’ purposes generally.” 
« A great cumbersome broad gauge truck requiring 
eight men to move it. .A narrow gauge truck a 

couple of men would have moved with great ease.” 
We may look forward to the time when, as agri- 

culture becomes more developed, the great farmers 

will have their own single line of railway to join 
the high roads. As far back as 1676, it is stated, 

in the life of Lord Norta, that “the manner of the 

carriage of coal is by laying rails of timber from the 
colliery to the river, exactly straight and parallel, 
and bulky carts are made with four rollers fitting 
those rails, whereby the carriage is so easy that one 

from one carriage to another, where the BREAK of 

GAUGE occurred, and its concomitant cost, difficulty 

and damage, would prevent the transit alto- 
gether. The Gloucestershire farmer would 

never send his waggon of Turnips to Wolver- 

hampton, if the whole must be shifted in the jour- 

ney. Shifting would eifectually prevent the ex- 

change of the coals of the Midland counties for the 
chalk or flint of Kent and Surrey. It is essential 
that the trucks pass from the starting to the end of 

the journey without disturbance. But there must 

be uniform gauge to permit them to do so. Itis 

no idle dream to foresee that such exchanges are 
coming about—exchanges even between the ex- 
tremities of our island. Already the railways com- 

pete with the canals for the conveyance of heavy 

goods, and coals are transported at a penny per ton 

per mile. Break of gauge would put a dead stop to 
this exchange, in which no one is perhaps so much 

interested as the agriculturist. The advance of the 
science, the productiveness of the soil, the well- 

being of the farmer, and the comfort of the la- 

bourer, depend on the most perfect exchange. But 
freedom of exchange can only be had by a perfect 
NATIONAL UNIFORMITY OF RAILWAYS, and no class 
is more deeply interested in securing that UNI- 
rormity than the agriculturist. — 

ON THE DRILL HUSBANDRY OF TURNIPS. 

In the early part of 1842 I became a candidate for 

the Royal Agricultural Society’s prize for the best re- 

ort of experiments on the drill husbandry of Turnips, 

but like other expectants of carrying off a prize I was 

disappointed. However, on reading the successful re- 

port I was happy to find that the writer’s notions and 

mine corresponded on many of the most important 

points connected with the cultivation of that most valu- 

able bulb. Unfortunately for my report it is too lengthy, 

from minutise of detail, and hampered, as some would 

call it, by too many perplexing, and in several cases 

anomalous experiments ; but have always considered 

it of great consequence for a farmer to know how many 

bushels of grain had been grown in each field, and if 

such knowledge is useful it surely would do no harm if 

curiosity led him a little farther, and raised a desire to 

know how many tons per acre of bulbs he managed to 

raise, and also know what quantity of manure per acre 

had been used in order to obtain such crops. 

The want of any statement as to weight of crops 

produced by Mr. B. Almack in his prize report, is, in 

my humble opinion, a very great one, and to most ex- 

perimentalists must detract much from its value. It is 

he who can grow the greatest weight of roots at the 

least expense, taking soil and situation into account, 

that should be held up as an example; and, although 

Mr. A. gets very nicely over the results pro- 

duced by his mode of managing by saying, “ I 

cannot ‘say how many tons of Turnips per 

acre I have grown, simply because I never weighed 

any nor had any weighed ;” and however convenient 

and advantageous it may be for an individual who gives 

his experience on any particular subject to the public 

to avoid figures, yet 1 must consider they are essential 

to make the communication of real value to those in- 

terested in the subject of inquiry. And therefore I 

think Mr. Almack’s prize report a very imperfect and 

unsatisfactory document without his results being given, 

viz., the various weights of roots produced per acre, 

with the different manures used, and various widths in 

the rows which he adopted ; and I believe most people 

will bear me out in this opinion. 
My figures, I know, are too numerous, and lay me 

open to animadversion on all hands ; but they are the 

real results of my efforts in Turnip growing for the 

years named, on land excessively foul, with every species 

of annual weed, and the soil, although dry, of a poor 

ungenial kind for Turnips. This in some degree may 

account for the heavy expenses in clearing, and the 

return of weights per acre being so inefficient and so 

unsatisfactory to strangers in proportion to the expense 

horse will draw down four or five chaldrons of| incurred in producing the returns.— W. Fernie, Man- 

coals, and is an immense benefit to the coal 

merchant,” and it will not be long before the 
great farmer will use rails like coal-owners. It is 
essential that the construction of these little feeding 

lines should be as economical as possible. "The cost 

will absolutely in most cases determine the exist- 
ence of them. ` In all its details, roadway as well 
as carriages, the width of the gauge increases the 
cost in proportion. Another point, too, involved 
in cost is the facility of laying the rails. In hilly 
districts, at best, the farmer’s narrow gauge rails 
would curve along the valleys, with difficulty and 

at great cost. The increased cost and difficulty [) 

wider rails would prevent the making of the railway 

altogether. So that equally for convenient use as, 

for economy of structure, it will be the interest of 

the agriculturist to have narrow lines and small and 

cheap waggons, rather than very large ones. —. 

If cheap construciion, and a cheap “plant” be 

necessary to enable the agriculturist to avail him- 

self of the advantages of the railway system, it is 

absolutely indispensable to him that the system be 

oxironM, It would be quite impracticable that the 
farmer should keep carriages suitable for passing 

on two widths of rails. The shifting of his produce 

chester, May 28. 
[ We have taken the liberty of somewhat altering the 

arrangement of the matter in the valuable paper with 

which Mr. Fernie has kindly favoured us, and postponed 

the publication of the general remarks with which it 

commences, in order to lay before our readers the 

practical part of the essay in time for them to benefit 

by it.] 
The soil on which the following experiments were 

made is situated in Gloucestershire, on the higher edge 

of the upper oolite geologieal formation, which appears 
in various widths through a long sinuous traet in several 
counties in England, from Dorsetshire to Yorkshire. 

The general elevation of this farm is somewhere 
about 650 feet above the level of the sea, and thus the 
climate is rather cold and late, and not adapted to pro- 
duce crops of any kind of first-rate quality. Where the 
surface runs nearly level, the rock is generally found at 
from 6 inches to 3 feet under the surface, and wherever 
an elevation of 20 or 30 feet appears above the general 
range, that part is always found to be a bed of dull red 

or brownish clay, mixed with nodules of oolitie stone ; 

and when these are absent, the clay is sometimes 

yellow, tough, unmanageable stuff, and, if in large 

| quantities, would not be kept under cultivation, being 

the least productive and most expensive land to culti- 

l yate on the farm, With the exception of 25 acres of 
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this sort, the rest of the arable land is gravelly, or 
what is termed in this district, sweet, light, brashy 
land, gradually varying to that of a deeper brash, dif- 
fering from the gravelly in this, that it looks darker and 
more loamy, exhibits an abundance of stone from the 
size of a.pigeon’s egg to that of a man's fist, while few 
of these are seen in the light gravels. It is very diffi- 
cult to plough this land 5 inches deep on an average ; 

indeed it is scarcely ever done in the district. The 
general depths of ploughing cotswold lands are from 
31 to 4} inches, and at no period of the year do the 
plough-irons wear bright, the finer portion of the soil 
clinging with singular adhesiveness to the furrow- 
board, often an inch or two thick ; and it adheres even 
to the share, coulter, and side plate, in a way which 
astonishes practical men who cultivate silicious soils. 
1t will be readily seen from the peculiar property of the 
soil, that the furrow never leaves the plough ina neat 
glazed, sharp-edged form, and when ploughing fallows 
or Barley lands a second or third time, the operation of 
the plough is more like pushing the furrow aside than 
turning it over, and the plough requires constant 
cleaning. Hence the impossibility of ploughing in 
manure properly on such land, unless the vegetable 
fibre is completely destroyed and reduced to an earthy 
state. These faults are caused by the absence of silex 
in the yarious soils of the upper oolite, its composition 
being entirely caleareous. The land just described has 
been valued lately at from 18s. to 30s. per acre. 

2. As the course of cultivation pursued may be con- 
sidered to influence the growth of the Turnip crop, I 
shall briefly state the rotation followed on this farm :— 

3 38acres. Green crop (viz. 32 acres Swedes, 2 acres 
Mangold, and 4 acres Potatoes), with the whole of the farm 

anure applied. One-half of the Swedes removed, and the 
other half eaten by sheep on the ground. 

2d year. 38 acres, Barley with seeds. 
3 38 acres. Clover and Rye-grass made into hay. ” 
áth y 
5h» hes, and common Turnips, in the 

following res Vetches (one-third mown and 
and two-thirds eaten off with sheep), and 

Turnips, treated with pulverised manures ; 
S etch land cleared previous to the last week in 

July, sowed with common or early Stone Turnip, and treated 
with pulverised manures, 

6th year. 38acres. Oats or Barley. 
From this mode of cultivation the land comes round 

again for the Swede crop, &c., clean, and not likely to 
create much hindrance in clearing it of weeds in spring, 
as it is of great importance that the land for Swedes, 
and the other green crops named, should be early ready. 
I shall only farther add my opinion, that, if another 
38 acres of arable land were added to this arrangement, 
it would be an immense improvement, as it weuld en- 
able the cultivator to pasture one year with sheep after 
the hay crop, and the land would get firmer and much 
better adapted for Wheat ; it would be got earlier in à 
fit state for ploughing up, which is a great drawback 
in taking Wheat the first year. The climate being late, 
we must plough early, and when this is done in time, 
we plough down our finest and most valuable feed for 
sheep ; and farther, if it were to lie two years in seeds, 
the land would be better able to continue the rotation 
for any length of time, 

3. I must now describe the preparation of the land ; 
and this must be considered under three heads—first, 
the preparation after Sainfoin ; second, corn-stubble 
lands ; and third, the Veteh land. 

irst. The Sainfoin plant, in most cases, becomes 
weak or wears out in five to seven years; the lard on 
the surface gets overrun with Couch, and a variety of 
other perennial and annual weeds, and plainly shows 
the necessity for its being once' more brought under 
the plough. In breaking it up, the breast-plough is 
universally used, and the operation of paring com- 
menees early in the spring. As soon as the drying 
March winds blow, it is moved about with drags and 
harrows very frequently, and the quicker the pace of 
the horses at his work the better, care being taken 
to lift the impletment occasionally with a piece of rope 
or hooked stiek, in order to prevent the sods or turves 
being dragged into heaps. This operation is repeated in 
different direetions, until the turves are torn in small 
pieces, and dry enough for burning. The breast- 
ploughers having finished the paring, are now read 
with stout wooden rakes, having heads about 18 inches in 
length, furnished with 6 or 7 iron teeth 34 to 4 inches 
long. Themen collect all the broken turves and loose 
vegetable matter into conical heaps 5 or 6 yards from 
each other. Dry straw, or stubble, is brought to the 
field, and the labourers, or frequently some members 
of their families, put a little straw into each heap, and 
set fire to them. If properly dry, the turves burn 
rapidly, and it is of great donsequence to attend 
promptly to shake up the bottoms of the heaps, and 
throw the outsides into the hot ashes, in order to get 
every part burnt up. As soon as the ashes are cool, 

ke up two cart-loads per acre equally over the field, 
or rather in greater proportion where the land is best. 
This is put to one side of the ground, carefully riddled 
through a half or three quarter inch iron wire riddle, 
and covered over with a few bunches of litter to keep it 
dry for drilling with the seed. The remainder of the 
ashes are then spread regularly over the field. When 
this is done, the ploughs should as early as possible in 
April, lightly rib, or as it is termed in some places, 
rafter, the field ; in 10 or 12 days the ribs may be 
dragged or harrowed down and rolled, if necessary, | 
according as the land is hard and tough, or friable. 
If Couch, or the roots of other weeds shake up, they 
are picked and burnt. The land is next regularly 
ploughed theend of April or Ist of May, from 4 to 44 

| 

inches deep. After lying another 10 or 12 days, it is 
again dragged, rolled, and harrowed, and weeds, if any, 
again picked off and burned. With some people it 
would now be ready for sowing, but I prefer ploughing 
again, in order to bring the land gradually to that mild, 
fine, friable state, which is so essential to secure a plant 
of Turnips. - Before this last ploughing it is highly 
necessary that the land should lie another 10 or 12 days 
after the harrowing, &c., because at this period of the 
season, vegetation proceeds rapidly, and before the 
ploughing is given, the seeds of Charlock, Chickweed, 
and many other annuals as wel ial i 

which it is sown. If due precautions are used to pre- 
vent the crop from being trampled down and eaten by 
sheep or cattle, it may be expected to afford a moderate 
cutting in about 18 months after sowing, provided the 
soil is favourable. The greatest produce, however, is 
usually obtained from the growth which springs after 
the second or third cutting, when the plants are firmly 
rooted in the ground and possess their greatest vigour. 
lt rarely happens to be worth cutting oftener than 
once in two years, but it may be very easily arranged 
80 as to have a separate piece fit for cutting every year 

as p spring 
up in innumerable quantities, therefore this second 
ploughing is of the greatest importance, as it destroys 
every weed which has appeared above ground, and 
myriads in embryo, just escaping from the bursting seed. 

2dly. We shall now very shortly describe our process 
of preparing land after corn crops. As soon as the 
labours of corn harvest and Wheat sowing are brought 
to a close, we.commence ploughing the stubble land as 
deep as it will admit. On this farm we generally go 
about 5 inches deep, and it is desirable that this work 
should be over by the Ist of December, or sooner if it 
can be accomplished. When the land becomes dry 
enough in the spring, it is cross ploughed the same 
depth as before ; and if this can be done in February 
or the 1st of March, so much the better, as the morning 
frosts greatly tend to ameliorate and pulverise the 
urrow. Butit isa very egregious mistake to stir fallows 

on this kind of land in wet weather, for then it turns 
up in tough waxy slices, and when dry withering 
winds set in it becomes cloddy on the surface, and a 
solid cake below, and will require double labour to re- 
duce it. Most likely it will not work mild again for 
the season ; all subseq! ploughing: tinually 
bringing up hard lumps, on which a roller makes little 
impression. If the land is for Turnips or Swedes, with 
farm manure by the ridge, or Scotch system, I drag, 
roll, and harrow in the end of March or 1st of April, in 
order to réduce and thoroughly clean the land, all weeds 
being carefully picked up and burned. The land is 
again ploughed about the 1st of May, well harrowed, and 
rolled again if necessary. It is then allowed to lie a 
week or ten days before the process of ridging and 
manuring commences. lan is a little different 
with the land which is to have pulverised manures. In 
this ease I prefer sowing on the flat, for reasons which 
will be presently given ; I therefore give the last plough- 
ing immediately before sowing. I may further state, if 
the land is very foul and Couchy, as by far the greater 
part of the poorer wolds and cotswolds are, I do not 
think two spring ploughings enough to cleanse them 
thoroughly ; the ground gets so hard below during the 
cleaning process, that ridging cannot be done satisfac- 
torily, and, even if for sowing on the flat, it ought to he 
run over by some powerful cultivator, or get a third 
ploughing. 

Third—With regard to the Vetch land preparing, 
I generally plough first, because if the Vetches have 
been a heavy crop there will be a good deal of stub- 
ble left, which will prevent a scarifier working, and it 
frequently causes the plough to make very indifferent 
work by collecting about the coulter and breast of it. 
In order to make a good finish, it is necessary to pick 
off all these bunches or heaps of stubble, as they pre- 
vent the dragging and harrowing being effectually per- 
formed, Should the land not prove mild and fine after 
the first ploughing and harrowing, I plough a second 
time, harrow and pick off all loose stubble and weeds, 
and then in most cases the ground is in a tolerable fit 
state for sowing. Nothing, however, has a more 
slovenly appearance in farming than to see an attempt 
made to drill a field covered with loose stubble or 
weeds ; the drill is continually stopping to be cleaned, 
or the seed is drawn 20 or 30 yards at a time on the top 
of a bunch of stubble, and consequently it will turn out 
that the seed has not been deposited’equally over much 
more than half the surface. The season for Turnip 
sowing being now near to its close, there is not time to 
let Vetch land lie many days between the ploughings, 
and unless the process of reducing and pulverising is 
aided with eopious showers, the probability is, at that 
very dry and hot period of the year you will be disap- 
pointed in a braird, and therefore ofa crop. Notwith- 
standing this uncertainty of a crop from the first cleared 
Vetch lands, it should in all flock districts be perse- 
vered in, as a crop of Jate sown Turnips is very useful for 
spring feed, especially for the ewes and lambs. Under 
every circumstance, and in all situations, I consider 
that the greater the attention which is paid to cleanse 
Turnip lands, and to reduce it to a mild smooth surface 
by gradual and careful cultivation, the greater will be 
the chance for a crop, particularly from the ungenial 
soils. It must be known to every agriculturist when 
the surface of the land is fine, that small seeds of every 
description vegetate much more rapidly, and also more 
regularly, than when rough and cloddy. It is perfectly 
consistent with reason, therefore, to infer that Turnip 
seed will flourish with greater certainty and rapidity 
where the soil has been properly prepared ; and if this 
very important part of the agriculturist’s duty is judici- 
ously performed, and the land well manured, he nee 
have little to fear for a Turnip crop, or for those of 
other kinds which follow in rotation. 

To be continued.) 

ON GORSE AS FOOD FOR CATTLE, 
(Continued from p, 827.) 

7.—The age of the plant when fit to cut will depend 
in a great measure on its being properly fenced and 
taken care of in the autumn and winter of the year in 

in pp a certain extent of ground to 
be sown this season, 1846, it will be ready for use in 
November 1847, and continue good until the spring of 
1848, when there will be sufficient Grass to render 
other green food unnecessary. Next year, 1847, let 
another portion be sown to furnish a supply during the 
winter of 1848 and'spring of 1849. ^ The following 
season, that which was first cut in 1847 will be ready 
for cutting a second time, and so on in rotation until 
the plants become exhausted and require renewing. 

8. The mode and expense of cutting is neither 
} or costly, rtainly not more so than in 

the case-of Clover when used for the purpose of soiling. 
In faet, I have repeatedly seen Furze treated in a 
similar manner, and mown with a strong, short seythe, 
not exceeding 2 feet or 2} feet in length. This may 
answer very well for some descriptions of Furze which 
have grown rapidly, but it is not suited for general 
adoption, unless perhaps for the first cutting, or where 
great care has been taken to cut the woody stumps 
close to the ground so as to be out of reach of the 
scythe. The best method, in my opinion, is that which 
is commonly practised in the west of England, where, 

instead of the scythe, a 
small hook is used some- 
what resembling a reaping 
hook, but much broader 

of this tool, which in good 
hands is very effective, and 
admirably suited for its 
purpose. From the handle 

point of the blade it mea- 
sures 14inches. The width 
of the blade is about 4 in. 
in the broadest part, from 
which it diminishes gradu- 
ally towards the point and 
handle, where it termi- 
nates in a small projec- 
tion. The handle itself is 

furnished with a sort of cradle, provincially termed a 
mop, made of strong thick leather, with an opening to 
admit the hand, but otherwise arranged so as to effectu- 
ally cover and protect it. Attached to the projecting 
part of the blade is a small double strap of leather, 
called the bridle, extending nearly the length of the 
handle,for the purpose of giving the cutter a greater 
command over his hook, when it is necessary to be 
drawn towards him. The left hand and arm are pro- 
tected by a cuff and arm-sleeve, both of strong leather. 
The former is shaped like a short glove having a divi- 
sion for the thumb, and two others, instead of four, for 
the fingers. It comes up a little above the wrist, and 
fits under the lower edge of the arm-sleeve ; the latter 
extends a little higher than the elbow, and is fastened 
at the top by a small piece of leather and buckle. Thus 
equipped the labourer accustomed to this sort of work 
will very speedily hew down whatever quantity of 
Furze may be required. A hundred faggots are con- 
sidered a good day's work, supposing the Furze to be 
strong and from 24 to 3 ft. high. The usual price for 
cutting is about 5d. to 6d. per score. Each faggot 
weighs from 15 to 20 lbs. ; and when bruised it takes 2 

or 2} faggots to make a bushel. The quantity of this 
description of green food which may be obtained from 
an aere will vary according to the thickness, height, and 
quality of the Furze ; 2000 faggots may be reckoned an 
average crop, and will afford from 800 to 1000 bushels ; 
but in many instances I believe the produce will exceed 
this, and were it to be sold would equal in value 15/, to 
18/. per acre.— M. E. H. 

ON MEASURE RK. 
I.—OCCASIONAL OPERATIONS. 

l. Drainage.—A. man deserving 2s. 6d. as a day’s 
wages, can dig and put into a barrow from 16 to ! 
cubic yards of earth daily. Such is the experience 

of railway contractors. His wages thus amount 
to rather less than 2d. per yard. Knowing this it 18 

easy to calculate the expense of digging ditches. Thus 
aditch 3 feet deep, 7 feet wide at top, and 1 foot wide 
at bottom, contains in a perch of length (163 feet) 
7j cubic yards, and it may be dug for 1s. 3d. per perch. 

These are dimensions proper for an open ditch, but i 
it be desired to save the 7 feet of land thus occupied, 
then a ditch 3 feet deep and 4 feet wide at top, and at 

| 
| 
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some years : ago, 4d. per perch; the drains being 30 in
 | being taken - as equivalent to the extra amount thu 

deep, 14 ins. wide at top, and 4 at bottom, contained 

about 1} cubic yards per perch, and the cost of earth- 

work here thus amounted to 3d. per yard; but this was 

very dear. On land in this neighbourhood (which is 

a deep loamy soil, lying on a clay subsoil), during the 

past year, the drainage has been contracted for at 44d. 

per perch for the mains (3 ft. 6 ins. deep, and 6 ins, 

wide at bottom, to hold a double row of drain tiles, and 

16 at top); and 344. per perch for the parallel drains 

(3 ft. deep, 2 ins. wide at bottom to hold a pipe, and 

14 ins, wide at top). Calculation shows that the exca- 

3. Paring and Burning.—This will cost, according 

to the toughness of the sward and the depth to be cut, 

from 8s. to 12s, per acre to pare ; from 12s, to 14s. per 
aere to burn; and from 2s. to 3s. for spreading the 
ashes; and the whole cost will amount to from 20s. to 

30s. per acre. The first item may be diminished by the 

employment of a paring plough ; the second depends, 

for its expense to the men undertaking it, greatly on the 

Weather, and this risk makes the cost excessive ; it is 

well when the third item proves heavier than usual, 

both as evidencing the bulk of the ashes, and the size 
of the heaps. It is well to burn slowly in large heaps— 

the first, because black ashes are thereby obtained ; and 

the second, as wet weather is thus less likely to quench 

the fires. I have had no experience of the expense of 

burning clay lands, and therefore I take the liberty of 
extracting the following statement of Mr. Randall’s, in 

2 late volume of the English Agricultural Society’s 

Journal :—“ Three tons of raked slack, which costs 

at the pit 3s. per ton, will burn in the summer 

in heaps of about a cart-load each more than 10 

yards per acre? “But there is another mode of 
procuring ashes: it is by burning large fires of 50 to 
200 yards with coal, and carting and wheeling the 
ashes upon the land. I, have done a good deal in this 
way, and the cost, not including horse labour, which of 
course varies with the distance to which the ashes have 
to be drawn, is as follows :— 

Disqus, Sy E a 
Wheeling and spre: g a distance of 50 

yards from the heaps, and filing and 

spreading the remainder at1jd........... 0 12 6 

0 0 
8 0 

‘ £4 0 6 
Á 4. Quarry Work is paid for by the cubic yard, 
5d.to 6d. for common building stones, 4d. for the refuse 
Smaller ones for roads, and 1s. for flag stones. I speak 

Only of those rocks with which I,am acquainted; of 
Course the cost depends on the nature of the rock. The 
breaking of stones for drains or roads is done per yard 

Measured before breaking, at various prices, dependent 

on the brittleness of the stone. The mountain lime- 

stone— Wenlock (Silurian) limestone and trap rock, 

With which I am best acquainted, cost in this neighl 

hood, 5d., 7d., and 10d. respectively, to break, so as that 
there shall not be a stone in the heap which the boy 
shall not be able to put in his mouth—practically a very 

good test to go by. 
and 6. — Builders’ and Carpenters’ Work. — 

Remarks on these have hardly any right to a place in 

, an agricultural essay, but for completeness sake I ma; 

Just mention the following as the prices at which our 
buildings have been erected. Building per perch, i. e. 
Walling (stone and lime) 2 feet thiekat bottom, and 1 foot 

ins, at top (averaging therefore 1 foot 9 ins. through- 
Out) 164 feet long, and 1 foot high, costs ls. 6d., 
and requires about one measured yard of stones, and 
Yarious quantities of lime, according to circumstances. 
Building, what is here-abouts called a ‘bacon ” 
Wall, which consists of alternate layers, each 1 foot 
fie of dry stone, and stone and lime, will cost 
Od. per perch, In measuring mason-work the space 
gies by doors and windows is measured in; 

the ds eine a wall, the tape is taken | round 

toi gn, the trouble in the one case of fashioning the 
er, and in the other of arching over the openings, 

measured in, In measuring circular work, as tank 

walls, the tape is taken once and a half round ; and in 

measuring small arches and bridges, their actual sur- 

face is doubled in calculating the payment due, and the 

end walls are measured without deduction for the open 

arches. Paving may be laid at ld. per foot ; mortar 

floors from 6d. to 7d. per square yard; plinths for 

door-post will cost from ls. to 2s. to fashion out, ac- 

cording to the nature of the stone. 

The following are the prices paid for carpenters’ 

work in thg erection of our buildings : — Roofing— 

beams and ‘couples being 5 feet apart, and rafters 

at 1 foot intervals— 8s. 6d. per square, contain- 

ing 100 square feet. Windows—mere quadrangular 

oaken frames to hold an iron window frame, about 3 

feet 6 inches by 2 feet—3s. each. Doors, and divisions 

between stalls, and all similar work (Elm), 31d. per 

square foot. Oak pillars planed and fashioned, 5 feet 

high, ls. 3d. each. The tiler’s bill was 3s. per square, 

containing 100 square feet, for laying the pan-tiles, and 

4d. per square yard for white-washing. 

1. Road-making.— This will cost, according to the 

width and depth of the road, and the distance and 

nature of the stone employed as road material, from 

2s. to 25s. per perch. Thus,— 
d 4 yards wide, and laid ? inches thick, will 

cost to move the earth, and fashion out the bed 
of it per lineal perch £0 

ac 

It wil require about 8 cubic ya ds of stone, to be 

‘And hauled—say halfa mile — . 
And to be levelled and spread, dc. 4 

1 

qua il 4 
And to be broken : d. 5018510 

8 
1 

Thus costing in all per perch .- e 0 

—M. S. he eec d our stet i 

Elome Correspondence. 
The application of Bones dissolved. in Sulphuric 

Acid as a manure for Turnips being now so general, 

perhaps the following hint may be acceptable to your 

readers, as it is the opinion of several practical farmers 

who tried the experiment last year, and are about to 

repeat it. Takea large but shallow tub, about 18 inches 

deep (regulating the size according to the quantity re- 

quired), spread the bones at the bottom of the tub, and 

add sufficient water barely to cover them, then pour in 

the acid, stirring the whole mass with a strong fork ; an 

immediate fermentation takes place, and the bones will 

be sufficiently dissolved for use in 48 hours, or even less. 

The best way to prepare the compost for the drill, is 

mix half the quantity of peat or wood ashes—according 

to quantity of bones used, passing it, ifnecessary, through 

a coarse sieve—and afterwards adding as much dry 

mould as the drill requi: This plan is,we think, better 

than dissolving the bones in a heap of dry mould (as re- 

commended by Mr. Pusey) because, without great care, 

the acid, when poured on to the bones, is apt to escape 

into the mould, therefore we prefer adding the water 

first ; a tub is better than an iron vessel, the sulphuric 

acid having a great affinity for metal will soon destroy 

it, but it has no effect upon wood, The proper propor- 

tion per acre is 4 bushels of bone dust, with 40 pints of 

sulphuric acid, which weigh about 70 Ibs. if bought in 

smali quantities ; 3d. a pint is the price of the acid in 

thecountry.—d Constant Subscriber, Aylsham, Norfolk. 

Sulphuric Acid and Bones.—In your Paper of the 30th 

ult., you have much to say about “ dissolving bones in 

sulphuric acid,” an expression not consistent with mo- 

dern chemical phraseology, and leading many to erro- 

neous conclusions, To make the matter clear, there 
are three elements employed : bone composed of phos- 

phorie acid (D) and lime (2), and sulphurie acid (3). 

In bone No. Í and 2 are combinéd, and when No. 3 is 

added it seizes on No. 2, set'ing No. 1 (that is phos- 

phorie acid) at liberty. The compound of No. 2 and 3 

is gypsum, or sulphate of lime, or substances of but 

little fertilizing power, so that whatever merit the 

practice may haye must be credited to phosphorie acid; 

and the bones are not dissolved at all, That this liquid 

may be more prompt in effect than bone-powder cannot 

be doubted, but it might yet be a question whether 

ground bones will not in the long run be found best for 

the farmer where he can grind them himself, to insure 

their genuineness, and every farmer will do so when he 

knows as much of grinding as the writer. And there 

are other matters of fertilising quality in bone besides 
phosphate of lime, which will be preserved by using 

the bone in fine powder.— Chemicus. [The term “bones 

dissolved" may not be correct ; the proper term. is 

* bones rendered soluble We imagine that the phos- 

phorie acid is not “set at liberty” ; it is made to give 

up a portion only of the lime it was in union with, and 

with the rest it forms a superphosphate ; which is of 

greater fertilising influence than the common phosphate. 

lst, because it contains more phosphorus ; and 2nd, 

and chiefly, because of the ‘accident, so to speak, of its 

solubility in water,‘which gives it access to the plant]. 

Seed Potatoes on Dartmoor and other Peaty High- 

lands.—The doubt and anxiety felt by farmers this sea- 

son about their seed Potatoes will dispose many to set a 

proper value, in future, on seed which may be depended 

n. And it is not only deduced from theory, and from 

the rot last year,worst on the richest ground, but known 

from the experience of a hundred years that Potatoes 

grown on high and peaty lands, without, dung, make the 

healthiest and most productive seed. The diseases of 
this valuable root have gone on increasing 1n tendency 

to decay, until last year made the alarm general, and 

much anxiety is felt for the present crop, rising from 

last year’s seed. However this may turn out, it is not 

the less important to free our future seed from this 

e 

| putrid tendency. This is to be done by using preserva- 

tive instead of putrefactive manures, antiseptic soils, 

and cool climates, to give hardiness. Soot, charcoals, 

and ashes are the most antiseptic of manures, peat the 

most antiseptic of soils, and it may be found dry enough 
in abundance on the cool high lands, as Dartmoor, &e., 

or if not dry enough, which is of importance, is easily 

drained on those steep elevations. It is, therefore,very 

desirable that farmers on the moorlands should culti- 

vate Potatoes largely expressly for seed, without dung 

or any other animal manure, but with as much soot 

and ashes as they choose. The ground may be pre- 

pared with lime, or lime and salt, soot, &c., say 20 bushels 

per acre, with three times as much peat, charcoal, or 

ashes spread in the drills with the sets ; and they may 

be top dressed when 5 or 6 inches high, with 1 ewt. 

each of sulphate and nitrate of soda, but not earthed up. 

As unripe seed has been found to produce the healthiest 

plants, it may not be too late to set for seed in June even 

in those highlands, and the plants will run the less risk 

from early frost. And as the produce of 1 aere will set 

from 10 to 20 aeres, a large proportion of the lowlands 

might thus be supplied yearly with sound and hardy seed, 

allowing the whole of their own produce to go to market. 

I am sorry to add, that of two plots of Early Pink-eyes 

I have examined this morning, one was curled through- 

out, the other a full fourth, though neither at all black- 

ened. Adjoining plots of Gilliflowers in fine order, and 

Yorkshire Snowballs equally vigorous, but the two latter 

have not reached the critical period of growth, as they 

are much later than the Pink-eyes. They are all in 

rich market garden ground.—Is there any more recent 

or complete account of the system of market gardening 

round London than that in Middleton's “ Agricultural 

Survey” in 1813 1—J. P. 

Experimental Growth of Swedish Turnips (Eccles), 

drilled May 20, 1845, on ridges 27 inches apart, in por- 

tions of the same field of 1 statute acre each. The crop 

was sold and delivered in the neighbourhood, cleared of 

tops and tails, at an average price of 21s. per ton, from 

Nov. 19, 1845, to March 4, 1846. Seed drilled, 4 lbs. 

per acre. 2 cwt. of salt per acre was sown on the land 

previous to the manure, except where vitriol was used. 

No. 1.—Farm-yard manure, 10 ue 6s. 
R sh. Bon 2 bu: 06 0 

Vitri 21 036 
Soda-ash. .. 068 

Tons Cwt. PRODUCE. 

24 4 Swedes, cleared of tops and tails. 

) i Bas given to cattle 
af when taken up. 7 0 Tops 

2 14 

In mixing, the bones were first saturated with as mueh 

water as they would absorb ; then the vitriol was added, 

and remained three or four days ; the soda-ash was then 

well mixed, and ina few days the compost was ready 

for the drill. This is a better method than No. 4, with 

a large quantity of water. 
No. 2.—Farm-yard manure, 15 loads, at6s. £4 10 0 

Rap 5 owt., at 6s. 10 0 
Soda-ash l6bush.at4d. 0 5 4 

£6 50 4 

Tons Cwt. PRODUCE. 

22 10 Swedes, cleared of tops and tails, 

P small) given to cattle. 

81 0 
No. 3.—Farm-yard manure, 151oads, at 6s. £4 10 

at at6d. 

0 

Pigeon manure 28b 14 0 
Soda-ash 16bu: 0954 

——— £5 9:4 

Tons Cwt. 
21 6 Swedes, cleared of tops and tails. 

0 a è 
Jes Tojs » ” in given to cattle. 

29 16 

No. 4. Farm-yard manure, 15 loads, at 6s. £4 10 0 

Bone-dust I. 2 bush., at 3s. 0 6 0 

Vitriol ..  .. 421bs,atld. 0 6 
19 € 

| The bones were first saturated with 12 gallons of water, 

then mixed with the vitriol, stood three days ; I then 

added 212 gallons of tank water, being the drainage 

|from stables. "The land was ridged over the farm-yard 

| manure, the liquid mixture poured on the top, after 

| which the seed was drilled. 
| Tons Cwt. PRopucE.* | 

8 10. Swedes, cleared of tops and tails. 

9 E A small] Given to cattle 
5 0 Tops j E 

25 10 H 
No. 5.—Farm-yard manure, 15 loads, at 6s. £4 10 0 

Bone-dust .. 12 bush., at 3s. 116 0 

Soda-Ash is 16 bush., at4d. 0 5 4 
ees 

This management I have been accustomed to give for à long 

me. 
Tons Cwt. PRODUCE. 

18 14 Swedes, cleared of tops and tails. 

E0 Top? v small) given to cattle: 

26 4 
No. 1 had five loads farm-yard manure iess than the 

other lots, in consequence of a more recent fallow om 

that part having left the land in better condition, and 
it was judged this would equalise them. No.1 appeared 

first above ground and kept the lead throughout; it 

was ready to hoe several days before any other, and 

the bulbs inereased more in proportion to the tops. 

No. 4 wasthe next, but was beat by all, the first week 

in July. Nos. 2 and 5 were equal until the last three 

weeks in July, when the latter had the advantage. 

After July no notes were taken. The land is a stiff dry 

loam, 12 to 18 inches deep upon limestone rock. The 

farmyard manure was first put into drills, and covered 

by splitting the ridges ; the other dry manuring was 
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then drilled over the manure, slightly covered, and the 
seed followed. Soon as weeds appeared, hoeing between 
ihe ridges was commenced with Kirkwood's Grubber 
8 to 9 inches deep, which destroyed them, and subsoiled 
the land ; the drills to receive the farm-yard manure 
were grubbed in the same way. I am so satisfied with 
No. 1 that I have adopted the same management for 
the bulk of my crop sown on the 14th inst., and now 
looking favourably.— E. S., Notts. 

On Collecting the Water from the Tile-drainage of 
Fields, and conveying it to Reservoirs or old Wells, for 
the use of the Inhabitants of Villages. — Yn many 
villages in the country there is great want of water, and 
in others where it is abundant it is not always of good 
quality. I know of two villages not far from hence, 
which although situated in a healthy and pleasant part 
of the country, are said by medical men to be unhealthy ; 
and this they attribute to the bad quality of the water. 
It has occurred to me that it would be a very practica- 
ble and easy matter, to supply most villages with an 
abundance of good water, by means of the tile drain- 
age of about 10 acres of land in their immediate vicinity, | 
and by some such plan as the following :—Suppose that, 
instead of the drainage of a field being aliowed to run 
to waste, it was collected into a receiving drain or pipe, 
-aud conveyed to the village well, if there is one, or 
to one or more reservoirs prepared to receive it ; these 
reservoirs should be circular ones, say 10 feet diameter, 
and 20 feet deep, furnished with two lift pumps attached 
to one suction pipe, one pump to be of the usual height 
and the other as much higher, as to enable any neigh- 
bouring farmer to fill his watering cart ; but there is 
no reason why a farmer should not be supplied from 
the drainage of his own fields. I have mentioned 20 ft. 
as the depth of the reservoir, because if within that 
depth, a common lift pump will be the most simple and 
convenient method of raising the water. It might in 
some cases be desirable to have a long tank (15 ft. long, 
3 ft. wide, and 6 ft. deep) placed betwixt the reservoir 
and the end of the receiving or main drain, for the 
purpose of intercepting any alluvial deposit brought 
down with the water after continued and heavy falls of 
rain. Inthe “ Farmers’ Almanack” for 1846, page 7, 
there are some calculations by Mr. Parkes, in which he 
takes the mean quantity of water filtered through the 
earth during the six summer months, at 91 tons per 
acre; therefore, if the drainage of 5 acres was collected 
in a reservoir, there will be 4000 imperial gallons per 
week available for the purpose of supplying the wants 
of the inhabitants, Now, supposing there are 100 fami- 
lies in a village, it will supply to each 40 gallons per 
week. The reservoir described above, will contain 
10,000 gallons of water ; and if all cireumstances are 
taken into consideration, it will in all probability supply 
one month's consumption ; another such reservoir would 
double the supply, if the village was a long one, the two 
reservoirs might be so placed as to afford the inhabit- 
ants greater facilities in procuring their daily supply of 
water. Before such a plan as I have here described 
was carried into effect, it would be necessary to analyze 
the water issuing from the drains, in order to asceriain 
its purity and fitness for domestie purposes. I think it 
may be presumed, that in many descriptions of soil, the 

i ter which has p lated through the earth may 
be sufficiently pure for domestie purposes; this, how- 
ever, is a question of too much importance upon which 
to offer any speculative opinions ; the fitness or unfit- 
ness of the drainage-water of any particular locality, 
"when taken from the fields for domestic purposes, can 
always be ascertained by chemical analysis. I believe 
the subject of supplying the inhabitants of villages with 
good water to be a matter of much greater importance 
than most persons are aware of, and that it deserves 
the serious attention of all who have it in their power 
to benefit the inhabitants of villages, by aiding them in 
procuring sufficient supplies of an element so essentially 
necessary to their health and comfort.— Henry Liddell, 
Beverly-road, Hull. P.S. If drainage-water should 
be found nearly free from mineral substances, would it 
not be worth the consideration of Railway Companies 
to ascertain how far such a plan of collecting it at the 
stations where their locomotive engines are supplied 
with water be practicable for this purpose ? 
Maize.—As all the world who know anything about 

the cultivation of Maize, or of the modes of preparing 
it for food, are giving to their neighbours or the public 
what information they possess, perhaps it may interest 
some to hear of a way in which it is used by the Canary 

: Islanders, and which is not (I believe) similar to that 
of other people.. They roast the grain as they would 
Toast coffee ; itis done on a flat earthern pan. It is 
then ground in a rude hand-mill—one, in fact, just simi- 
lar to the old Scotch and Irish guern. They mix the 
meal thus made into a stiff paste with water, and make 
it into balls or cakes, and eat it withont further cook- 

** goffio” for his sole provision, and thinks he ean travel 
further with this for sustenance than with any other 
kind of food. 1f, as is said, the Indian Corn, when 
ground into. meal, will not keep Jong, this process of 
roasting, which could be done on a large scale in a malt 
kiln, may prove a useful suggestion. Can you give us 

any information about the smaller kind of Maize, which 
Cobbett’s son says he has successfully introduced into 
this country, and which he says is so much to be pre- 
ferred, both for its yield and for its certainty of ripen- 
ing, to that which his father cultivated? Can you tell 
us if it would be advisable to try it as a crop where land 
is wet and the climate mild but damp, as is our case in 
the west of Ireland? Can you vouch for its success as 
a farm crop in any district in England ?—F. H. L. C. 
[It will no£ answer as a farm crop in this country, 
Can any one give the information asked for about Cob- 
bett’s variety of this corn ?] 
Farm.—I have a large quantity of Grass land circum- 

stanced as follows, It is low clay land, encircled by 
higher land, which brings upon it occasional land shoots 
which fill the ditches and the slight hollows of the fields; 
a river also occasionally flows over it, and covers the 
fields entirely to the depth of 10 feet, and remains 
much longer than its subsidence within its banks, as i 
can only return by a narrow winding ditch three miles 
long, over which I have no control. In very dry 
summers, again, not a drop of water is to be met with, 
and the ground is as hard as a bed of granite. The 
consequence is, as you may suppose, that the land is 
very uncertain as to its crops of Grass ; indeed, under 
my present management (and there are others who have 
land adjoining similarly situate, and who manage it i 
the same way, that is, do not manage it at all), the crop 
appears to be entirely dependant on the season, A 
dripping warm May produces a large crop, par- 
ticularly in the slight hollows, but in a dry May, there 
is literally nothing excepting these. ‘The land is 
Situate three miles from my very small homestead, and 
the roads to it are all but impassable excepting in the 
height of summer, so that to attempt any heavy dress- 
ing would be impracticable if I had it. My predecessor 
grazed half (by taking cattle in) and mowed half. I 
have let for grazing and mowed half, but the uncer- 
tainty of making a decent return either by taking cattle 
in or by letting is so great, that I should be very glad 
if you could put me into a way of mowing every year 
(the after Grass grazed off) at little expense, and with- 
out injury to the land, and with the prospect of having 
fewer failures in quantity, My tenure is not good, and 
I should be loath to go to any great expense. The only 
plan that has occurred tome is to remove the stuff (and 
there is no slight accumulation from the land shoots) 
out of the ditches and ponds, and to turn over the 
tumps, and when well pulverised to cast it over the 
slight elevations, having previously seored the turf with 
a searifier 4 inches deep that the dressing may have a 
chance of finding its way into the fissures before a flood 
carries it off again, putting it on soon after the crop o 
hay is off. The idea about here is that the taking crops 
of hay makes no difference to this land, for that it is 
dependent on the season, and nothing else : but this I 
can hardly believe to the full extent. They think also 
that it receives no benefit from the stuff out of the 
ditches. I have 15 miles to go for lime, and after 
having read Karkeek and Professor Johnson, I scarcely 
know whether there would be any advantage in mixing 
it with the earth tumps, and unless the advantage was 
great and immediate, it would not answer to me, as 
there is said to be much lime in all soils; and as the 
accumulation in the ditches proceeds from the washings 
from the higher grounds, bringing with it lime and 
other earthy particles, and that the slight hollows, owing 
I suppose to abundance of this, do produce good crops, 
one would suppose that the stuff from the ditches, if 
laid on the slight elevation without any addition of lime, 
would have the desired effect.— R. §. [The land must 
be annually manured if it is to be annually mown ; and 
as you cannot use heavy dung, you must mix some 
guano, or other concentrated fertiliser, with the scour- 
ings of your ditches. ] 
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ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY or ENGLAND. 
A MowrHry COUNCIL was held at the Society's House 

in Hanover Square, on Wednesday last, the 3d of June: 
present, The Right Hon, Lord Porrman, President, in 
the Chair. Duke of Richmond; Earl of Ilchester ; 
Earl of Egmont ; Earl Spencer ; Sir Matthew White 
Ridley, Bart. ; Sir Charles W, Taylor, Bart, Sir 
Charles M. Burrell, Bart. M.P., ; Sir Charles Lemon, 
Bart. M.P. ; Colonel Austen, M.P. ; Thomas Raymond 
Barker, Esq. ; John Bennett, Esq. M.P. ; S. Bennett, 
Esq. ; Colonel Blagrove; H. Blanchard, Esq.; Colonel 
Challoner ; F. C. Cherry, Esq.; S. Druce, Esq.: H. 
Gibbs, Esq. ; S. Grantham, Esq. ; C. Hillyard, Esq. ; 
W. Fisher Hobbs, Esq.; John Kinder, Esq.; E. A. 
Sanford, Esq. ; W. Shaw, Esq.; R. A. Slaney, Esq. ; 
tev. J. R. Smythies, C. Stokes, Esq. ; F. West, Esq. ; 

and George Wilbraham, Esq. 
The following new members were elected :— 
Thorp, Ven. Archdeacon Charles, D.D., Ryton, Newcastle- 
Jolly, John, Acomb Grange, Yo on. Tyne 
Brandling, R. H., Gosforth Hall, Newcastle-on-Tyne 
James, Herbert Georg: , Fish-street-hill, London 
Barker, James, North rthumberland 
Back, John Alfred, H Il, Norwich 
D'Augny, Octave Perin, ntroff, Grand Duchy of Luxem- 
Brown, John Thomas, Norwich [burgh 

ell, W, G. Baker (11th Hussars), Cresswell, Morpeth 
Robert, Athelington Hall, Worlington, Woodbridge 

Angus, G., Riding Mill Station, Newcastle & Carlisle Railway 
Milne, E. W., Pit Farm, Cartmell, Milnthorpe 
Hughes, George Hughes, Middleton Hall, Wooler 

Marks Honywood, W. P., ill, Kelvedon, Essex 
Buston, Roger, Buston, ck 
Phillips, Thomas, Helmsley, York . 

d House, Alnwick, Northumberland 
don-place, Newcastle-on-Tyne 
Iphinstone, Whalton Rectory, Morpeth 

Bailey, William, Hazling, Belford, Northumberland 

Atkinson, Ralph, South Gosforth, Neweastle-on-Tyne 
Johnson, Edward, The Deanery, Chester-le-street, Durham 
Hodgson, James, Eldon-street, Newcastle-on-Tyne 
Armstrong, Charles, Axwell-park, Gateshead, Durham, 
Robson, Rey. James, Ponteland, Newcastle-on-Tyne 
Green, Thomas, Trench Hall, Gateshead 
Armstrong, George, Heddon-on-the-Wall, New 
Gray, Edward, Leazes, Burnop-field, Gateshead 
Humble, Joseph Wright, Jesmond, Neweastle-on-Tyne 
Wright, James, Blyth, Morpeth, Northumberland 
Fenwick, John, Newcastle-on-Tyne 
Wilkinson, John Etridge, Dunston Lodge, Gateshead 

ent, John, Liverpool 
Lopwith, Thomas, Allanheads, Hexham, Northumberland 
Smyth, William, Little Houghton, Northampton 
Lishman, W., Fenwick-Shield, Stamfordham, Northumb, 
Smyth, Rev, Christopher, Little Houghton, Northampton 
Davy, John Barton, Rose Ash, Southmolton, Devon Ralph, Rowland Westby, Halifax, Yorks 
Whitworth, W., Earl’s-Barton, Wellingborough, Northampton 
The names of 50 candidates for election at the next 

meeting were then read. 
FINANCES,—COLONEL Austen, M.P., Chairman of the 

Finance Committee, presented the Report of the ac- 
counts for the month just ended ; from which it ap- 
peared that on the 31st May last the funded property of 
the Society stood at 70007. stock, with a current cash- 
balance of 17817. in the hands of the bankers, This 
Report having been adopted, the recommendation it 
contained— That no compositions for life be made ap- 
plicable to the current expences of the Society," was 
specially moved by the Duke of Richmond, and con- 
firmed by the Council Col. Austen then called the 
attention of the Council to the statement of the 
Auditors on the part of the Society, in reference to the 
necessity of taking decisive measures for the recovery 
of the large amount of arrears of subseription still re- 
maining unpaid; when the Council ordered that the, 
inance Committee should be requested to hold a 

Special Meeting for a full inquiry into the case of such 
arrears, and to make a special report on the subject to 
the Council at their next monthly meeting in July. 

Poraro Disrasg.—The President reported that 56 
Essays had been received in competition for the Duke 
of Northumberland's Prizes, placed at the disposal of 
the Society. 

Country Mretinc.—The Council gave instructions 
on the selection of the land for the trial of implements, 
the supply of the pavilion dinner, and the preparation 
of the programme for the ensuing Country Meeting at 
Newcastle in July.. They ordered thanks to be re- 
turned to the Natural History Society of Northumber- 
land, for their liberality in throwing open their Museum 
day and night for the inspection of the Members of the 
Society ; on the recommendation of the Finance Com- 
mittee, appointed the Northumberland and Durham 
District Banking Company to be the local Bankers of 
the Society for the period of the Neweastle Meeting ; 
and adopted,with emendations, the Report of the Judges" 
Mileage Committee. The Council then instructed the 
Secretary to communicate to the various authorities 
of the cities and chief towns situate within the districts 
recently decided upon for the holding of the Country 
Meeting for the ensuing four years, the decisions of the 
Council on that subject: and appointed the following 
general Northampton Committee for 1847, namely : 
Lord Portman, Chairman; Earl Spencer, Vice-Chair. 
man; Duke of Richmond, Colonel Challoner, Mr. Ray- 
mond Barker, Mr. Shaw, Mr. Shelley, Mr. Miles, M.P., 
Mr. S. Bennett, Mr. Fisher Hobbs, Lord Southampton, 
Mr. Hillyard, Mr. Druce, Mr. H. Gibbs, Mr. B. Gibbs, 
Mr. Pym, and Mr. H. B. Whitworth; appointing, at 
the same time, a Special Committee for selecting from 
the ample choice liberally submitted to the Couneil by 
the authorities of Northampton, the land for the trial 
of implements next year, consisting of Mr. Shelley, Mr. 
Miles, M.P., Mr. S. Bennett, and Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, 
with a request that they will make a Report of their 
inspection and recommendations to the Council at their 
Monthly Meeting on the 1st of July. 

MiscELLANEOUS Communications.—Mr. Hincks, of 
Hastings, on Pedigrees of Cattle; Mr. Wilson, on the 
preliminary Prize Sheet for the Country Meeting ; 
Major Curteis, M.P., offering a Prize of 107. for the 
best Essay on the means of preventing or destroying 
the Hop Fly; Messrs. Thompson and Wedlake and 
Mr. Blamine, on entries for Implements at Newcastle ; 
Mr. Kerr, on plans of Drains; Mr. Smart, on trial of 
Implements, and Essay for construction of the Plough 3 
the Gateshead Observer, on official papers connected 
with the Neweastle Meeting ; Mr. Clarke, on localities 
near the coast, in England, favourable for the cultiva- 
tion of Tussae Grass, and on personal connections in 
the Falkland Islands through whom it would be in his 
power to carry out any of the views of the Council re- 
specting the collection of the Seed of that plant ; T. 
Hooker, on the cultivation of Tussac Grass, and on the 

nature of the Weed oceuring in Mr. Fullar's Wheat 
and; Colonel Moody, C.E., on sources of information 

connected with the history of the cultivation of Tussac 
Grass ; Mr. Ormsby Gore, M.P., on Tussac Grass seed 

received by him from the Governor of the Falklands ; 
r. Crakanthorpe, on crushing Mangold Wurzel Seeds ; 

Mr. Hills, on dissolving Bones ; and Mr. Hazlewood, on 
the. system of Agricultural Training . adoptec Ey 
Hoddesden. The Council then adjourned to their weekly 
meeting on Wednesday n the 10th of June. 

tl Tyne 

Farmers’ Clubs. í 
NxwcasmLE : Thin Sowing. The Mole Ll 

May 2.—G. H. Ramsay, Esq., the Chairman, Sas 
that since the last meeting at which he was present, A 
had visited the farm of Mr. Davies, of Spring Park, 

| near Croydon, in Surrey, the author of a pamphlet e. 

i «thin sowing,” now making some noise in the agric 

[June 6. | 



` was nearly as follows :— First Year : Beans, drilled at 
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tural world ; and, with permission of the Club, he would 

make a short report of what he had seen and heard. The 

soil was gravel with clay. There was nothing like it in this 

part of the country. It was neither what a northern 

farmer would call loam nor clay. In the south it was 

called London clay. Mr. Davies's course of cropping 

28 inches. They were hoed by horse and hand till 

quite clean, and Turnips were drilled between the rows 

in June. The Turnips were generally good—seldom 

troubled with the fly or other insects. The Beans were 

reaped when ripe, and the Turnips consumed on the 

land by sheep. Second: Wheat, drilled at 12 inches 

apart, Hand-hoed in the spring. Third: After the 

Wheat was cut the land was ploughed, and sown with 

"ares and Rye for spring-feeding with sheep, and fol- 

lowed by Swedes or Mangold Wurzel. Fourth : Oats 

or Barley, drilled and hoed.. Fifth : Red Clover, mown 

twice. 10 lbs: of Red Clover was sown to the acre. He 

never saw anything finer than the Clover. There were 

no misses. From one end to the other it was like a 

carpet. The cost of sowing Beans or Peas was 2s. 6d. 

per acre; and of sowing Wheat and other grain 4s. to 

5s. per acre. The second course was sometimes Peas 

instead of Beans. If so, no Turnips were sown. The 

quantity of seed per acre was the following : Wheat, 

3 pecks (expressions of surprise) ; Barley, 6 pecks ; 

Oats, Beans, and Peas, each 7 pecks. This was less 

than one-half the seed generally sown in Durham and 

Northumberland. Mr. Davies's farm was well drained, 

at 32 feet apart, 4 feet deep, and laid with 1}-inch pipes. 

All the land was flat. Wages of the men, 2s. per day. 

e farm was very clean. The Beans were about 

6 inches high at the date of his visit (March 31). Pro- 

uce of Wheat, from 4 to 5 quarters per acre. Barley, 

ood crops; also Oats. The Swedes were half eat on 

and half drawn off. Crop, 18 to 20 tons per acre. Laud 

only of middling quality. All the growing crops looked 

well—particularly the Red Clover. Tares very orward. 

Some excellent Barley, sown in January. ot an aere 

of bare fallow. "The hedges were well kept: the fold 

and stack yards neat. Rent, about 20s. per acre. The 

neighbouring hills were growing ling. He (Mr. R.) 

saw Wheat and Barley sheaves of the last crop, very 

excellent in quality. There was an abundance of plants 

on all the land. He i d the goodly 

of the farm to the drilling, hoeing, and eating-on by 

sheep. The quantity of manure used by Mr. Davies 

was, he believed, less than ordinary. The course gave 

Seven crops in five years—which was partly attributable 

to clear land and a good climate. If this system could 

be generally or even partially adopted, much seed corn 

Would -be saved. The Southdown sheep on the farm 

Were good ; but he could not say so much for the cattle 

or horses, The waggons and carts looked clumsy in the 

eye of a north-countryman. In this respect there was 
great, need of improvement.—Mr. J. E. WILKINSON, of | poor 

Dunston, now rose to bring béfore the members the sub- 
ject of which he had given notice, viz. “ The Mole 
Plough,” an implement more especially adapted for the 

occupiers of poor, retentive lands, with a clay subsoil. 

Many farmers of this description would willingly adopt 

a system of drainage, but were afraid of the (to them) 

enormous and ruinous expense. It was on this account 

that he came forward to point out a more economical 

mode than cutting deep tile-drains—which, where it 
could be earried out, was undoubtedly the. best. The 
mole-plough was a very primitive implement, exceed- 

ingly simple, and easily managed. It was in use on the 

Earl of Lonsdale's estates half-a-century ago. lt con- 

sisted of a beam of wood, with a strong shackle at one 

end, a pair of ordinary plough-stilts at the other, and a 
Strong iron coulter through the middle. At the lower 

extremity of the coulter, fixed transversely, there was a 
short piece of iron, 8 inches long, about 3 inches in 

diameter at one end, and tapering to a point at the 

other, This was called the mole, because it made 

a hole something like that animal's track under- 
ground. The plough was drawn by a moveable winch 

or windlass, worked by one or two horses. Acro: 
the winch was firmly fixed a 12.feet start, which 

Wound a chain round a cylinder or shaft a foot in dia- 

ee the horse or horses moving round and round, as 

ki A thrashing-machine, The winch is fixed at one end 

the field : the plough, attached by a chain, is placed at 
as Other—the coulter and mole being buried in the 

ieee and the beam resting on the surface. When the 

diüs]) or horses are set in motion, the chain is gra- 

EX ly rolled round the cylinder, and the plough is 

i iu towards the winch, making a drain in the soil as 

dr, ravels along. In this way two men and a boy would 
ums 2 acres a day, 12 feet apart, and 22 inches, deep, 

Bm Cost of from 10s. to 15s. per acre, including cutting 

tha tiles for the main drains ; which was much cheaper 

van any of the other modes, and, ina clay subsoil, was 

de efficacious. Mr. Bates, of Kirkleavington, a gen- 

S an v el X in the agricul 1 world, had fa- 

us him with a letter on the subject, in which he 

the that he had drained 850 out of 1000 acres with 

strong ene The soil was chiefly a sound clay or 

b the mole-plough answered well—particularly on 

> Grass.la; hi 

El a 

verted from a strong clay into a fine loamy soil to the| 

had been very great, both on the tillage and Grass- 

years—which he could not do before.—Such was Mr. 

Bates’s report on {the mole-plough. 

April, he (Mr. Wilkinson) visited Kirkleavington, 

had much pleasure in going over the estate of Mr. 

Bates, and examining all the drains, 

full from a 7.ineh tile from the main drains. The til- 

Grass, but the mole-plough had enabled Mr. Bates to 

grow good Tutnips in tolerable seasons.—He (Mr. W.) 

would be inelined to dispense with the windlass. He 

would take a plough constructed to turn a furrow 10 or 

12 inches deep and 8 or 9 broad. This he would do in 

every furrow of his Grass-land ; and as a man could 

water-furrow 20 acres of 10-feet ridges in a day, it 

might reasonably be inferred that the plough, with six 

horses, would do 20 acres of 12-feet ridges. This 

would cost 30s., or ls. 6d. per acre. If the ridges were 

broader, the expense would necessarily be less. He 

would then follow with the mole-plough and the same 

team (consequently at the same expense), 10 inches 

deep, making together 20 or 22 inches. He would re- 

place the furrow at 2s. 6d. per acre. 2s. Gd. more, for 

cutting mains and for tiles, would complete the cost of 

draining 20 acres of Grass-land in two days—the cost 

per acre being 8s., viz., first plough, ls. 64. ; second 

plough, 1s. 6d. ; replacing furrow, 2s. 6d. ; cutting and 

tiles, 2s. 6d. It was hardly necessary to repeat, that the 

mole-plough was best adapted for Grass upon. clay tole- 

rably free from sand aud stones ; and as it eould be ap- 

plied at a twentieth of the cost of tile-drains, surely it 

might be adapted by many farmers in preference to no 

system of drainage at all. In the course of his address, 

Mr. Wilkinson ventured to suggest whether pipes might 

not be introduced into the land by an adaptation of the 

mole-plough—a suggestion which tiekled the Club, 

although some of the members evidently thought the 

plan was practieable.—Mr. CoLBECK stated that he had 

seen Grass-land in Yorkshire drained very cheaply and 

effectually by the mole-plough.—Mr. N. Bunwmrr re- 

marked that the mole-plough was an old invention, and 

had been used with advantage ; but Mr. Bates, he un- 

derstood, in his letter to Mr. Wilkinson, preferred 

thorough-draining— and why improve an invention that 

was becoming obsolete }—The CHAIRMAN replied, tliat 

rude and imperfect processes were in many cases pre- 

ferable to those that were more refined and perfect. 

A simple and inexpensive mode of culture might be re- 

sorted to with advantage, where a more effectual but 

more costly plan could not be pursued with profit; and 

he certainly thought that on stiff soils, free from stones, 

the mole-plough might be a valuable implement for a 

v farmer; but he thought the introduction of 

wheels would be an improvement. The Chairman 

amused the Club by describing an original mode of 

draining land adopted by a friend of his, whose. land- 

lord (a nobleman) would do nothing for his tenants 

(save accepting their rents); and when votes of thanks 

had been passed to Mr, Wilkinson and Mr. Ramsay, 

the meeting broke u Gateshead Observer. 

Farm Memoranda. 
Bincmwoop Park Farm.—This estate is in the parish 

of Leigh, about six miles beyond Ingestre, not far dis- 

tant from Fradswell Heath; and before Lord Talbot 

d his imy in 1841, d 

very much in regard to sterility with the adjoining com- 

mon. The soil is naturally a cold wet clay; but by 

adopting a complete system of drainage, and by the 

application of suitable manures, its capabilities have 

been so greatly improved, that last year 50 acres of 

'Turnips of great size, and which turned out perfectly 

sound were grown upon it. The land is still too cold 

and moist to allow of sheep to be fed out of doors upon 

Turnips ; and this eireumstance induced Lord Talbot to 

adopt a system of stall feeding for sheep, which promises 

to be attended with most satisfactory results. The 

building which has been erected for the purpose at 

Birchwood Park is a parallelogram, 60 ft. long by 50 ft. 

wide. The sheds for the sheep occupy three sides, and 
the fourth is intended to be used us a store for Turnips. 

The sheds are 15 ft. in width. On each side are the 

stalls, which are 2 ft. wide, 3 ft. long, and are separated 

from each other by a wooden partition, 2j ft. high. 

Each stall is supplied with a feeding trough or manger; 

a light chain, 9 ins. in length, is attached by a ring toa 

staple about the same length, which allows the chain to 

move up and down, and to the other end is affixed the 

strap which is buckled round the neck of the sheep. 

The stalls are not wide enough to allow the sheep to 
turn round in them. A tank or gutter, 2 ft. wide and 

2 ft. deep, built of brick, grouted with barrow lime, 

runs down each side of the shed immediately behind the 
sheep ; it is covered with a wooden grating ; the spars, 

which are 2 ins. in width, being only three quarters of 

an inch apart, and therefore allow the sheep to stand 

upon them with their hind feet without being entangled. 

The use of this tank is to receive the droppings from 

the sheep. A passage down the middle of each shed, 

3 ft. Gins. wide, paved with stone flags, has a very neat 

appearance. The sheds are entirely closed on the outer 

side to the roof ; but on the inner side the wall is only 

breast high, the space to the roof being left open to ad- 

mit air and light. The roof is formed of a framework 

of wood, covered with the patent asphalte felt, and has 

alight and suitable appearance, The building alto- 

and they were all acting efficiently—the water running | purpose. 

gether is admirably adapted for its purpose, and is by no 

depth of the drains (18 to 20 inches). The advaritage | means of an expensive style. Itis calculated to feed 150 

sheep. The sheep which are at the present time fed upom 

land. He could keep his sheep sound in the wettest sliced Turnips, are served with their food three times 

a day ; and a little saw-dust strewed behind them, and 

On the 6th of|swept with the manure into the tanks, serves to kee 

and | the sheds perfectly clean. The tanks are emptied when 

occasion requires, the wooden grating, in lengths of 

It was a wetday,|only about 6 or 7 feet, being easily removed for the 

When this operation is in progress the shee 

can be removed to the yard or area between the sheds, 

lage land did not show so much improvement as the, which is also intended to receive them when it is neces- 

sary they should occasionally feel the use of their legs 

and feet. This system of stall-feeding sheep, it is be- 

lieved, will answer many valuable purposes ; as in the 

case of Lord Talbot’s Birchwood Park Farm, where 

these useful animals cannot be fed on Turnips out of 

doors, though the land grows the food in abundance, 

they ean be fattened in these sheds. The economy of 

food will be great, as none will be wasted, and a smaller 

quantity will suffice for animals kept in a state of 

quietude. It is also expected that the sheep will fattem 

in a much shorter time. They will not be liable to foot- 

root, a disease so detrimental to sheep, and so common 

on wet farms. The manure collected in the tanks will 

be exceedingly valuable. When dropped in the fields 

its strength is wasted by evaporation ; here it will re- 

tain its virtues,and form a highly concentrated and 

pungent manure, equal, in point of utility, it is thought, 

to the richest guano. Perhaps a point of greater im- 

portance than any to.which we have adverted is that the 

mountain sheep, which are found so difficult to feed on 

account of their rambling propensities, will become 

quiet feeders, and thrive in an extraordinary manner, 

Welsh sheep can scarcely be induced to feed upon Tur- 

nips out of doors, but at Birchwood Park they may be 

seen in the stalls, and Cheviots likewise, enjoying their 

meal of Turnips, and submitting to discipline with as 

much gravity as our English Southdowns and Leicesters.. 

It is quite surprising to observe how fully reconciled 

the sheep become to this new mode of life. Timid, as 

they proverbially are, they do not seem alarmed by the 

approach of strangers ; and when the attendant uses 

his besom close at their heels they remain undisturbed. 

After feeding, they lie quietly down, and this state of 

repose has unquestionably a tendency to encourage 

their rapid fattening. . We had the opportunity, a few 

ago, of seeing this new system in operation at 

Birehwood Park, and have given the result of our ob- 

servation, for the i ion of our agri l friends; 

and we have no doubt that any of them, desiring more 

fully to inform themselves on a subject of so much im- 

portance, and to witness this novel and interesting sight, 

will be treated with the same civility and attention which 

were shown to us on the occasion of our visit.— Surrey 
Standard. 

Miscellaneous. 
| Weeding Flax.—If care has been paid to cleaning 

the seed and the soil few weeds will appear; but if 

there be any, they must be carefully pulled. It is done 

in Belgium by women and children, who, with coarse 

cloths round their knees, creep along on all-fours; this 

injures the young plant less than walking over it (which, 

if done, should be by persons whose shoes are not filled 

with nails); they should work, also, faeing the wind, 

so that the plants,laid flat by the pressure, may be 

blown up again, or thus be assisted to regain their up- 

right position. The tender plant, pressed one way, 

soon recovers ; but, if twisted or flattened by careless 

| weeders, it seldom rises again.—5th Report, Flax So- 

ciety. 

Horse and Ox Teams.—About 40 years since, oxen 

were regularly worked on road and field, but at present 

they are nearly altogether confined to the farm, and. 

their employment there too is gradually decreasing ; 

for, although the monotonous chant of the plough-boy 

may still bé heard on hill and valley, it is quite as 

common to see the plough worked by the ploughman 

and a pair of horses, without a driver. This subject 

was discussed at the Probus Farmers’ Club a short time 

since, and the resolution come to on that occasion will 

embody the present practice on the best-managed farms 

where working-oxen are kept: * That for the general 

purposes of husbandry, horses were preferable to oxen ; 

but that a few pairs of working-oxen on a farm ‘proved 

extremely useful during the busy seasons, and when no 

longer wanted should be fattened.” The farming ope- 

rations in Cornwallare very liable to be interrupted. 
through the changeableness of our climate, both at seed 

time and harvest, so that unusual efforts are oftentimes 

necessary, and then the ox proves a valuable auxiliary 

to the horse. The following calculations were made by 

the Club, which caused them to arrive at the above 

resolutions : “ In harrowing or rolling, a pair of horses 
will do 8 acres a day, whilst four oxen will scarcely 

perform more than 6 acres, In ploughing, a pair of 

horses will do an acre a day (customary acre *), whilst 

four oxen will scarcely accomplish more than $ths of 

an acre. In carting on the farm only, and that on very 

hilly ones, four good oxen may be fairly considered 

equal to a pair of horses. A pair of horses will require 
LR Maa eRe AES snc oU MU I 

* One hundred acres statute are 844. 0R. 4p. customary. 

The want of general uniformity in ** measures” in Cornwall is 

is employed. 
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Date 1843, Manures and Quantity. Application. per acre. Pats 

Ts. ct. Ibs, 
Bone-dust.. 16 ewt. .. 14 17 98 1105. 
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aman only to attend ‘them, but four oxen will require 
the assistance of a boy during four months in the year." 
"The prices for harness, gear, shoeing, and farriery, are 
based on the amount paid usually under the different 

heads. The ordinary keep for a pair of horses is 

charged at 6s. per week each for the summer months, 

and 7s. per week for the winter months (see Mr. Doble's 

method of feeding, 81). The usual method of feeding 

working-oxen is straw and roots in the winter, and Grass 

in the summer, with an occasional allowance of corn 

during the busy seasons, either pasturing or soiling. 

The following are the total expenses incurred in working 

a pair of horses, valued at 402. at three years old, for 
nine years, and selling them with a loss at that period ; 
also the expenses incurred in working three teams of 
oxen successively during the same time, and selling 
each team with a profit after three years’ work :— 

HORSES, deh sts 4 

Cost prices of a pair of horses : PS bt a BR) 
for 26 winter weeks, at 14s. per week . 163 16 0 

poc in yer ye. MABE AY 
. * . 418..9:.0 
" . . . 26 0 0 

Gear for pair of horses . Fs on P 2 " 0 
‘Wear and tear of gear . x 6 - 410.0 
dem of one man, at 1s, 8d. per day . . .934 0 0 
hoeing pair of horses, , 18s. per sonum . « 842 2 
Ponie r9y at 15s. per a wo» ae 
wh rof pair of horses for 9 yy jin: the is 

rage value 337, 16s. 8d., at 503. per E by t 
Royal Farmers’ Insurance Compan; a en dt 10 

£654 1 0 
Deduct sale of si ee at 7l. each, at the termi- 

nation of 9 years 1400 

64 0 
Balancein favour of horses about 161. 63.8d.pr.an. 147 7 6 

£787 8 6 

OXEN. 

Cost price of four oxen . 96 0 0 
Keep of four oxen for 9 years iu s. 8d. each . 543 0 0 
Interest 5 per cent. on cost pri A TOT der 
Gear for four oxen . ty 
Wear and tear of Gent, at 45. per annum TE o. i 

ges of man, at er a3 aaa a a A 
Wages of boy, four ha in re yea 2.21 17. 0 
Insurance 2 o r9 yea vedas e value 

411, 13s. 4d., RON the improvement, at 
30s. per cent. in 5 19,26 

Deduct profit on sale of three teams 
of oxen, at 127. each è £36 0 0 

Deduct first cost on one pair . 4. 86.0 0 

£787 
—JMr. Karkeek, in Eng. Agri. Soc. Journal. 

Calendar E n ons. 
JUNE 

Bones and Sulphuric Aci this d (3 MB eranl e 
nsively employed this deis e giv 
aper he ** English ‘Apecaltaral ion s mes nal 

he Tuba ru of the experience which has been ARUM 
dn the subject. 

de 

r. M. WILLIAMS’ s Exp) SRIMENTS, 

oa | Cost per Produce | spe 
per acre. | acr 

fan nures and 
Quantity. 

N 
Date. Application. 

1842. ran woe 20 Drilled sro sepe 

Sur Adis ib | 
Water 

‘Bones 
Sul, Acid. . 
| Water ies Ibs. 

ls. P Produce (Cost pe per = a A . 

Quantlige: * Application. 

1842. |Manure. . 15 5 loads: h 
Bones ..15 bush. |f ' 

bra 
i3 19 21) 812 6 

bw Bone- dust. 1 bush In 6600°1b | 
Acid ... up e or 660 gals. 18 10 21.017 6 
Water: 2015 jo i | 

____ |Bone: - ibi MH 118 0 

Dr. Monson’s EXPERIMENTS, 

Manures pp Quan- Produce 65 « 
Date 1843. tity per acre. Application. per acre, F4 
S acres _) Bones.,.. 4 bush.) ratios Ty Ts et. Ibs, 

ured j Sal. “Acid 96 Ib: aes of 5 80. .205. with....) Water.. 384 Ibs. 
M iecit a Vous A CON da) E rinm 17 104. .505. 

ost per Produ 0! 
acre, 

ce 
per acre, 

Ts.ct.Ibs.| £ s. d. 
dois mpm) H 9 0116 0 

ith400 gal- 
Ea weer | seen bests 

es .... 8 bush. |] Acid ‘Bones 
[Sei AG id ibe li over Bones 

1843, |Bones . 
Bones . 
Sul. Acic 

1 0.0150 

Mr. FLEMING’S EXPERIMENTS, 

Dissolved. in 
(Mur. Acid. 

Ditto ...... em ewt. fl 
1 84 605. 

_ Mr. Ti EXPERIMENTS, 
The only particulars sen: in the Report yet published are 

the following. 
1843. PORT with121oadsof £ s, .]as compared with 

| the produce ob- 

| 
OF) 

tons of farm-ma- 
ME elitod veis ei T antes Qui nur 

ARTICULARS :— 
Soll very Ws limestone, and poor in condition. 

Manures and Produce | Cost per 
acre. Date, Quantity. Application. | per acre, 

tns. ct. 1b.|£ s. d. 
1843. |Bone-dust 16 bsh.|Drilled with seed| 15 9 4| 113 9 

( Dilute with 

Bone-dust 8 bsh. 
Sul. Acid 1681bs. |] 2cid; and 25 (| 17 9 1/115 0 
Water .. 604Ibs.| | Piitom tage, 

ploughed uj 
and then seed- 
drilled -> 

Bone-dust 8bsh.|) Diluted and 
Mur.Acid.1681bs.|» applied as/|17 7 1|119 6 
Vater .. 604 n.) above .... | 
Sonme 8 bsh. 

half| 
Oian weight. 

| Diluted and 
t 

Sul. Acid, 84 lbs. iba 
applied a | 18-7 6/1 6 
above . ai 

> 

Water. 252 
No Manure... Rose ar e Sae (o «dla 

The follonane sigle le directions DT preparing the manure are 
extracted in the same essay, from a communication by Mr. 
Lawes origina Biy Dribnisked! in this Paper : 

“Calcined bones are to be gedjoed 4 grinding to a very fine 
ron pan with an equal weight of. 

water (a cast-iron trough, TUER as are sold for holding water 
T do); n with a spade must mix the bone 
We ls water until every portion is wet; while the man is 

an assistant empties at once into the pan sulphuric 
acid, A parts us weight to every 100 parts of bone ; js acid is 
pou notin a thin stream, as commonly re- 

Commended; the stirring is continued for about ihi6B minutes, 
and the material is then "m own out, With four common 
farm. Inbourers and ae pans, I have mixed 2 tons in one day. 
The larger the heap that is tats the more perfect the decom- 
position, tha the Heap remains intensely hot for a long time. It 

is necessary to spread the Periph out to the air for a 
few days, thatit mayil ocon 

es to Correeponden Wotic 
RURAL PRAT by Edward Solly.—The dd Edition 

revised a arged, is now ready, price 4s. 6d. 

BOREL NOA dOd EAE Fermini for Ladies” will best answer 

asks for information about brewing beer 
from Mangold nel. In Mrs. Dalgavin's Cookery, p. 427, 
eighth edition, will be found an excellent receipt for Mangold 

eer, rae oe been tried successfully with a very 
dise ior root 

DISEASES OF Corta To RUOLI TU best works, we believe, are 
those by the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, 

FARMERS CLUBS—A Subsoriber—See No, 50, 1845. Ifyou have 
not got it say so, and we will reprin les. 

A Subseriber—Messrs. Drummond and 
N.B. See page 362. 

Gas-rar As A’ FLoontne—Northwoods wished to pein Sea 
tations ground scone mmaligen tional yard, also to a 
cowhouse and piysties, in order that all DE Meg might be 
received into a tank hard-by, this ground or flooring bein 
sloped in that direction. For t 

ncrete was cheaper than paving, or any 
and determined, go lay it down. Gravel was found on the 

t he is 
afraid, though cow: 
Would not gas-tar poured over it unite it firmly together, so 
as to withstand the attack of pigs, and make a. good solid 
foundation? How long should the tar be boi ed ny 

i at page 307, d give 
would greatly oblige ; i d can any one give Prorat as to 
the Bastense Aspha 

Holder ness eae tuna Grass-seeds are 
, nor are they Rye-Grass, They, probably, 

belong to a worthless Grass Se Festuca bromoides, a 
mere weed, 

E or Sopa—J L—It has generally been found a ver; 
useful manure for grass lan our grass would, no doubt, 
grow the better for 1 ewt. per “acre, dissolved i in water, 

ould not do Sopa Asu—S 7—1t is not burnt sea-weed, whi: 
p well. ET is the Roda of alkali wor! s "before dos last stage 

purification w it there undergoes, Tt contains about 
50 per cent, of pure sath Whether it will or will not destroy 

& cannot say. We doubt it. 
STock—A M—You appear to have a very large stock on your 
land; but it di impossible to say, unless we knew the quality 
of the soil. 

Taste or Burrer—I have found chloride of lime very effec 
tual to remove from butter the taste of Turnips, or any other 
bad flavour. A drachm of it to every expected pound of butter 
put into the water of the second washing, after it is taker 
out of the churn, and the butter well but Pein eddie ff 
it. You commend the phosphoric rat pois ‘ied 
it, mixing it strictly according to the nur ions sent seus 
it, scenting it with Aniseed, Ilaiditin my barn, stables, 
and lofts, but not one single ball was ever taken awa: 
mentioned it to a neighbouring AWO who had tried it, and 
he said with the same.result.—J, F Did the rats remain ?) 

WIND powER—A Constant Reader says Messrs. Ein and Val- 
lence, of Berwick, wes, Sussex, have a patent for a hori- 
zontal mill. We hope no one will erect a any toh ne of this 
ee till they e Well conghiaadne Grey’s remarks of last 

nts to see some horizontal mill in operation. 
"ut baud cations reaching town after Wednesday, cannot be 
* answered the same week. 

ATOES.— 
The supply to this ma " 

very considerable, and the weather being hot and foede RE de growt 
of vegetables, has caused a great depression 

at were for several previous weeks 
tion, that the demand is not sufficient for the present supply, and a great fail 
i prices of the Scotch * 
ranged during the eek as follows Reds, 100 
ditto Regents, 50s to 908 per ton; S leds, 808 40 100 5 
isomo ntle and dameded. asügoes shas ware nearly unexlentio. , There Iv 

considerable langour in the trade this morning, end the prices ave a down- 
ward te EU vin 

SMITH. TELD, Mi Moxa, "Nun: 1. me Stone ¢ of Bibs, — 
Best Scots, Hereforde, &o. 32 10t0 Best Long-wools - = —sto —# 
Best Short Horn: . Y Ditto (shorn) 88 40 
Second quality Beasts 10 3 4 | Ewes and second ality - = 

Ives 40 of Ditto (shorn) 84 838 
Best Downs & Half-bres - — TM DN - 9 0: 6 0 

(ahora) 0 4 4| Pip 4 48 

rare. The supply of Scots have, "made'4s 2d, but 

En mind ; HdeeA DIE 

sorry torn otica the them,— Lamb tole is 

ess June 
The trade this day was very heavy, both fon) Bed aaa Mutton, especially 

T, Lamb and Calves being only in demand, which were at ajemall 
on ae prices. 

Boasts, 6515 Sheep and Lambs, 20,3503 Calves, 2755, Pigs 
» West Seitield. 

MY owx (Qtr. Hia) EXPERIMENTS SHOW THE FOLLOWING: COVENT GARDEN, JUNE 6.—Vegetables have been plen- 
tifally supplied, and all kinds of Fruit in season 

ari 
XP Strawbett tise are plentifi 
Green Gooseberries, of large VU are abumaaa Apples and 
Pears being nearly 

Cabbages, Greens, &c., are good and sufficient 
7 arrots and Turnips are cheaper, and the same 

gus Ne said of Peas. um agan B begin to make 
Celery! is good inquality. Po- 

n ases 
ir but ROME dür bles Iu be obtained at 

VE D E Frame Potatoe: i 
mples are, however, not qui: m M 

disease of jene ID Lett taces E other aad are goo 

Lily of the. ailes, E mellias, Azalea: Goiain "d Daphnes, 
Orange flowers, Rhododendrons; Olaerarlás) Gardenias, Moss 
and other Roses. 

FRUITS, 
Pine Apple, perlb., 6sto 8r vie n dozen, le t09« 
Grapes, Hothouse, por Ib» 3s to 0s 

Spanish, per 1b., 9d to 1s 
Apples, Dess, per PEO 

Cherries, per Ib., 
Oranges, per beans: Isto 22 6d 

[ Spar 
Walnuts, per be 1 to 16s 
hesnuts, per pec 

VEGETABLES, 
Carrots, per bunch, 6 to la 3d 
Qeon rhe 

per dozen, 2s to 2 

Cabbages, per doz., cd to 1s 8d 
Cauliflowers, per doz, 
Greens, per doz. ‘inches ts to le 64 
Artichokes, per doz., 2s «0 4 Shallots, p per | Ibe, Dies Domes er A ‘Be Garlie, 
Peas, per sieve, 2 to 4 
Sorrel, perhi..sieve, 9d to 1e 
Potatoes, perton, 70s to 180s 

o 4e. 

p Per dons , dead to 6s 
oa 

ettuce, A score, Peniata 
Cos, 4d to 1s 3d 

Radishes, per 12 hands, 4d to 1s 

Tarragon, per E 
Mint, green, per B 1d to 8a 
Marjoram, per bunel 
Chervil, per ponnet, 24 1084 

Celery, per bun en, 6d u 
AY P Load of 36 Trusses. 

FIELD, Jun 
Prime Mead.Háy 75«10 80s| New Hay — —sto —s j NewOlr, —sto — Infr.New& Rowen 65 65 | Clover 85 w 112 | Straw 32 

Joun Coorsn, Salesman. 
CuMBERLAND MARKET, June YN 

Prime Mead. Ber Bas to | Old Clover 1084 to 1148. 
60 7 

60 

Inferior Inferiordo, 95 100 | Straw 83 t0 868, New Hay. - 
osnva Baren, Hay Salesman, 

WHITECHAPEL, June 5, 
Fine Old Ha Tuto 80s | Old Clover 1050 t0 116» 
tate Hay: 70 Io He » 70 90 | Straw 98s to 328 

w Clover 
eie LT Rh salenble at any mem 

-LANE, Monpay, June 
The supply of Engish Wheat from Essex, Kent, and Suffolk, 

was moderate this morning, which enabled factors to realise 
e same prices for it as on this day se’nnight, The inquiry 

for free foreign was exceedingly limited ; in bonded or fo.b. 
we did not hear of any transactions, Prices i n the Baltic 
markets are unaltered ; in Belgium they are declining, but in 
Holland there is some demand for the Rhine.—Barley and Peas 
aan, nominally the same as last pete —Beans are difficult 
of disposal, and the turn cheaper.— s are scarce and 
maintain our quotations, but light qualities rather lower. 

RITISH, PER IMPE M, BD, Hg. $. 8. Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk a le 55 62 Moa 60 60 Taney, Nisfolle Lincolnshire, ire 50 54 White 50 5 Barley, Maliny and distilling 20a to 304 Chevalier 30 Grind, 23 Data, Tineolns hire and Y Polands 94 28 Feed 21 24 
Feed 94.95 Potato 97 80 
Feed 21 25 Porto 95 98 

'orksh 
— rrhusberland and o ` * 
M Sai js ship " « 64 60 

dnd Elk d + s 60 65 
pw P s 34 36 
Beans, Mazagan, ‘old and new * 98 to 40 Tick 99° 46 Harrow 31 48 Pigeon, Heligolan SIONIS DIEM Longpod — — 
Poun, Whit ins m Mapa 29°92 Grey 98 al 

Far 
The arrivals of Corn SES all kinde, since Monday have been 

small; we observe no alteration in the value of Wheat, either 
En nglish or foreign. Some of the Dutch letters speak of a re- 
turn of the Potato disease in that country, but at present it 
fails to excite attention ; there was, however, some inquiry for 

are not aware 
that it resulted in business.—Barley, Beans, and Peas, are 
nominally unaltered.—The show of Oats is small, and extreme 
prices are consequently realised. 

RRIVALS THIS WEEK. 
Wheat Barley Oats ( — Flon 

English 1910 1270. 1880 2540 Sks 
Irish Se - £a 600 | - 
Foreign. .. 3550 = 470 m 

IMPERIAL AVERAGES, 

Fee E pet Quactar 
May 

ties on Forelgn Grain 
Diagram showing the f Aenene ions d ns pi m onthe average of the 

turd 
5| May2 | Mav 9 RI ie] Maw as Max 80 
| inn — A 

5 .. 

56.8 | E 

— 6 E 
— 5 
mól 4 
E) us 
55 10 E E 
uL W o4 ue 
— 6- Hu. 
— 5 Sis 
= "I "^ 
58 4 | oo oe 

DS, Jun 
Ganary = +) per ax sito ay NT Ra ct total 
Car: per cows '46 | Mustard, White ush. Glover, ‘Rea, Engin SS ES superine. mS ied 

— Foreign  - 80 68 in ‘Bol 
White, English - 55 — 68 | Rapeseed, nebo ent V 

- - Foreign - 40 68 | Rape Cakes - Coriander * : 16 Saintioin 
Haart E " qr. 85 86 rgo "winter t bu p 

zs anos! aiki ap Hon eign TM 
"Baie 

i—Oakes, Eng. per 1000; Au dui Tol (too variatie tor Tamen: 
NOSFORD AND 
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Sales bp Auton. " 

TÓ GENTLEMEN, E FLORISTS, AND OTI 

MES Bug PROTHEROE AND MORRIS will bon 

ERE atthe Anction Mart, Bartholomew- 

lane, DR ‘es pa y, June 9th, hursday 11th, and Friday 12th. 

1846, at 12 o'clock, DOR 2000 Dahlias, comprising all the n. 
Varieties ofthe season. Also a splendid mengntioadt of G 

niums and other Plants in bloom; the newest varietie 

Fuchsias, Verbenas, Petunias, Heartsease, and a variety of 
Other Plants for the Borders. May be viewed the morning of 

Sale, and Catalogues had at the Mart, and of the Auctioneers, 
American Nursery, Le) 

TO NO BLE ME TLEMEN, AND NURSERYMEN. 

A VALUABLE COTES TION OF PALMS, ORCHIDS, &c., 

FROM MEXICO. 

M ESSRS. J. C. anD S STEVENS beg to ey eal so 

they will sell by Auction, at their Great Room, 38, Kin; 

‘street, Covent-Garden, on Tuesday, the 16th June, at 12 o'clock, 
a very fine PARCEL OF PLANTS, collected in various parts 

of exin nd comprising Aneta species ol HIDS—Onci- 

diums, Odontoglossums, Tav yas, AUOD 
op dis eee SU ste Mormodes, 

Sob ia Epidendrums NTN "vitals, ‘Maxillarias, 

Cypripedium, Trapeanum of Hartweg, de. PALMS 
edule, some 6 feet in height, m deeem in 

ha large specimens of Zamia furfuracea; so 
A e 

Apure 
* Cyathea A rhm oninia horrida, Marattia elegans, various 
Tillandsias, &c. &c.—May be viewed the day prior, and morn- 

g of Sale, and nium oh had of the Anatonesrs, 88, King- 
stie, | Covent Garden, 

TO 1 Ne 3, d ae THE NOBILITY Y AND GENTRY, 

ESPECIA: BERS OF YACHT CLUBS AND 

BO OTANIO ‘soc CTETIES, AND OTHERS. 

4, AST COWES PARK, adjoining Osborne Park, 

the Marine Residence of Mer Majesty, Isle of Wight.— 

Bun dede GROUND to be LET on lease for 800 years; rent 
s. 6d. per foot frontage ; depth E t foot, with right aecess to a 

Botanic Garden of 22 acres adjoining. E 
he roads are 66 feet in width. Several miles of iron railing 

with carriage-gates, have been fixed ; also the principal gates 

9pposite the two entrances into Osborne Park, 

money or materials if requin ed 
apital drain 

Liberal advances in 
„Sea and land views scarcely to be equalled 
"excellent water ; white brick and stock bri 

Further p: artioulars may be had, of J. 
Solicitor, 
uox: md b. Sollte i Uca Inn Fields 

ANTING, East Cowes Pa ate Ea 

TO SEEDSMEN AND OTHERS. 

O BE DISPOSED OF.—An Excellent SEED 
BUSINESS, in a large and populous town having two 

Market days a week, and in one of the best agricultural coun- 

ties in England. Any one in want of such will find this an 
Opportunity seldom to be met ae as it is the only general 
Seed Shop in the town which has COE. of land and 
E communication with Londo: pe Eod mes a day.—For 
further particulars apply to Mr. OHASEOOD; Seedsmen, ns 
M, Tavi ock-row, Covent- der 

TO OWNERS AND OCCUPIERS OF ESTATES. 

y ILLIAM BULLOCK WEBSTER, of Hounsdown, 
UM E IUE Draining. Engineer to Her Majesty, 

at Osborne Wight; the inventor of a Patent Tile 
p Pipe S v (applicable to making Bricks) ; also a new 
» ‘hine fo: Bes roots tones out of clay, both which are 
0 be ee oi Ro yal POS Institution, Regent-street,— 

e EE: 

E his assistance as a thorough pragtieal man to Landlords 
ü o may require information on any subject connected with 

he Drainage of their Estates. P.S cB each drained at a fixed 
Sum per acre, including ev pense. 
Potete 

DRAINING TILE MACHINES, 

AiNs LIE'S PATENT IMPROVEMENT 
Ti Maxine and Dryine Draining Tiles 

tia x E combines m ei with Economy. 
will Mg works in operation, oi "i 

: find the above worthy mar attentions 
ur par qud apply to Mr. Jonn Paron, at the office for 
Bie # Amn SUE s Patent Brick REN Tile Machine, 1934, 
tecnadilly, where they may be see also at the Poly- 
*chuie Tastitution, and at the Works, NES fon, Middlesex. © 

"Gentlemen 
ve about to erect them, 

H Yranric RAMS, to be had of FREEMAN Bos 
ines: and Fountain Maker, 70, Strand; Londoy 

No S Adapted to ail situa 

dic. 

WATER RAM, 
c ae Buildings, Bat] OMS 

€ ed upon the most E ca Stea R Gada ent and economical plan. Steam 

T ENT WATER PURIFIER. 
satiety TURAL “CHEMIGAL ALMANAC, by FREE- 
“AY Ro OE, Ice 2d., now ready. 

n EARLY HAY HARVEST. 

R CK CLOTHS, with Poles, Pulls, and Lines 
Sloth, faublete. * No farmer should be without E Ed E 
hay um hi itis NM one Ee thg mi s hec 
new Hs nd secon »— Gar Gazette. Rick Cloths both SINaro, second V ata en mable cost, at BENJAMIN Ep. 
insure 2, Duke-street, Southwark, Barl li will 

O TAMENTAL TILES for Floors, Walls, &e., of 
Greenhouses, Conservatories, Garden Terraces ; Encaustic, 

Venetian, Rm in EVERY VÀ ARIETY. Maybe seen at Messrs. 

Park an yarr’s, Surrey-street, Blackfriars, London: 

Agents to Mis. MINTON & C0., the Patentees, of Stoke- 

upon-Trent. Also Patentees of the PORCELAIN BUT TONS, 

cheaper and more. durable than Mother-o'- Pearl, & 

H ATCHER'S BENNENDEN TILE MACHINE 
Manufactured and Sold only by COTTAM and HALLEN, 

Engineers, Agricultural Implement Makers, &e., 2, Winsley- 

street, Oxford- street, London, 

This is the most efficient Machine that has been invented for 
the purpose of making Drain Tiles ny shaped Tile can be 

nade by merely dope the die, whieh ean be done in a few 

minutes. It requires but few hands, viz., one man and three 

boys. With this amount of labour, the product of a day of 10 

hours is as follows, 
1 inch diameter of Te, m non n inches diam. of m 5; an 

it » 
$9 Seb Letter of Thomas id Hodges, Esq., in the ei 

actions of the Royal Agricultural Society of SHE ? page 

551, Part 2 ol. 

This Machine is moveable down the drying sheds on its 

wheel: is so simple in its construction as to require but 

little pr tice inits use, There is no charge made for patent 

dues c 
Price E vith 4 Dies for Tiles of any shape or size. 

Mill, with Iron Box, 16/. 165. 

A set of Three Draining Spade: d Swan's-Neck, 1j. 1s. 

Corram and HALLEN have on their Repository a 

great variety of every EB cle fi Garden, viz., Rolle 

Water Engines, Mowing N s, and Seats of Metal. 
Superior Tools of all deser iption: cs, Pedestals, Flower 
Bordering and Stands, Pot ‘and Tree "Guards, 

every description of Wir: Wen i. 

g dia 

Cast IRON FLOWER Sraxes (see engraving). 

4 ft. 4 i 6. 5 ft. 6 ft. ^ "a out of the ground, 
Ls. 125.  14s.6d. 298. . per dozen, 
STRONG IRON HURDLES FOR sur, 3 feet 

the ground, 4s. 9d.; do., with 4 top bar ight outtley 
3 En ̂  inches high, Bs. 6d. $ strong do., 6s. vens dos ri feet high, 

"STRONG IRON WIRE iod Strained wire Fu 
RSS 156 yards each, at 10s, 6d. per bundl 
HA NEXT FRAMS. HOTHOUSES, S. CONSERVATO. 

RES. made upon the most improved principles, either of 
iron or Ad dand iron combined, which can 3E Eoi Gomplete 
fing T6. water apparatus for heating in any part of the 
king do 

RON AND BRASS BEDSTE ADS, STOVES, FENDERS, 

bal ., and every article in Ironmonger: 
Entrance to the Show Rooms and Manufactory, 76, Oxford- 

in bundles 

A cor ACE " 
GEES T WESTER y RAILWAY. — EXTRA 

IN ll run fron: idington to Slough on Tuesday 
the 9th, and Thursda m of June. 

Special Trains pu be provided forthe conveyance of car- 
Slough on t] onday and 

y, and ings, to 
their being ready at Slough without interfering with 

e passenger traflic ; and the Directors give notice that they 
cannot undertake to convey carriages i horses to Slough 
later than 8 o'clock on the mornings of Tu: d Thursday. 

arriages and ho booke i d t the Paddington 
Station in the order in which such RU PCM may be ma 

In order to prevent as far as po: the inconvenience ex- 

perienced during the crowded state of. the booking-oflices, the 
Directors bave xeppueed to issue nd at Paddington, for 
any or all of the race days upon any previous evening, the 
holders of which will be-admitted to the Platform, through the 
iron carriage gates, , and such tickets will not require stamping 

on the: return jeu ney from Slough. 
These Tiekets can also be obtained. on application at the 

Ra alway Oftice, No: 449, Meeda Str nd; and at Mes Ta 
AL , Hyd r, on Monday, and ihe 

s Trains at 6,30 and 10.30 a.m., will start from. 

pro mpt attention. rehouse at 208, P s pror \ 1 A Rails N Tents lags, Netting and Bunting for Fruit Trees, 
lovers, de. 

th epartment, 
ne für nier partieulars see the hand-bills, which ma y be ob- 

tained at the Paddington and other stations on 

By nom of the Directors, C. A, SAUNDERS, » Sec. 

W AND C. YOUNG, Arnora cieni or Tron 
* AND WinE ies &c, 128, High-street, inburgh, 

Enoch-square, Glasgow, "beg respectfully to call the 
ati A of ESO Propr ietors, Horticul turists, &e., to their 
STRONG HARE AND RABBIT PROOF WIRE NETTING, 

ESF, 

which, from its economy and durability, 3t Beeren "AR 
for inclo osing and rendering i impervious to HARES and RAB- 

ensive Grounds, E Plantations [6 S Nur- 

It be atta eal to Hedges, 
ing a po da when required, era the greatest 

Prices, in Webs of any length 18 inches high, Sa per yard; 
24 inches, 1s. ; and 30 inches, ls. 3d. per y yard ; delivered 
free at any of the adapa ports of the T Kingdédis for 
One Halfpenuy per yard, 

INED STRONG STRA 3D WIRE nate. ag eor 
Uprights, for Horses, Cattle, and Shee] rom Is. 4d. 
1s. 10d. per lin, yard, according to Sm. 
STRONG STRAINED WIRE FEN NCES, [for Horses, Cattle, 

and Sheep, m ah Exp. Posts pe e furnished by the Proprie- 
pra from 7 d. per lin, yar 

TRONG STRAINED WIRE FENCES, with Wrought-iron 
Treek, for Red Roe and Fallow Deer, at ei 25. 6d. t 
3s. Gd. per yard, according to height an 
STRONG STRAINED WIRE PENCE A En and Orna- 

mental, Hare and Rabbit proof, fon ROME Flower Gardens, 

&c., at from 2s. to 3s. 6d. per lin. y 
scc Dos, fa the form oF Hur dles, at from 2s. 6d. to 

3s. Gd. per lin. 
Definite eines of Costs given upon receiving a Descrip- 

tion of the Fences wanted, the nature of the Lines, and the 

extent required. 
PREMIUM WROUGHT- IRON HURDLES, for the pound, 

nent or temporary di of Grounds and Pasture Lands, 
from 25. 6d. ids. m per RR aceording to the strength afa 
number of Bar 

These Hurdles are made with prongs to fix them into the 
ground, and can be removed or -fitted up with the greatest 

ity by any 
y any iab and West Indies and America the Wire Fence is 

deocha suitable,from being light and portable,and the facility 
with which it can be conveyed to and erected in any situation. 
Iron Hurdles for exportation are made portable and packed in 
bundles for shipment, occupying on board ni P gen appes 

common iron bars, pao onana for freight the samı 

LODGE GATES AND c LINGS, made of Wrought and 
Cast Iron, of various designs, in the Gothic, Elizabethan, and 
other styles of Architec: 
WROUGHT- IRON 

tiful patterns, at from 
HAN DSOME CAST. IRON 5 ARS for ditto, from 30s. to 
s. per pair 

{TUN WROUGHT-IRON FIELD GATES, constructed 
most C ved principles, to combine strength with 

They are perfectly secured from dropping by 
s. and from tw welded knees in 

n ich, complete with 

Cann sd GATES, of light and beau- 

Pi 
upon th 
lightn 

nd mounting for wood or stone posts. 
HAN ee IRON PILLARS for ditto, with bolts 

and n nuts, 
soe AND HANDS 

s. Upwa 
REMIUM. P PORT ABLE WROUGHT-IRON SHEEP HAY- 

RACKS, num and without Covers, Wheels, and Troughs, at 

ME WROUGHT-IRON WICKETS, 

Dy o 41, 4s. 
& yne manufacture every e wr of IRON and 

WIRE WORK required for this and foreign countries, and 
the increased fa ies afforded jus by.the Glasgow 

branch of their business lately established hey feel assured 
that all commands from the West of Scotland and Ireland will 
be executed in a manner that will give every sati: € to 
those who honour them with their patronage. Dr: ings, 
Catalogues, and Testimonials, sent. free of expense to Me No 
bleman or Gentleman requiring 
_Workmen sent to all parts of Eod England, and Ireland. 

ME EC d S DESKS, WORK-BOXES, and TEA- 
erm or: 4; ‘Leadenhall street, London, 

invented iby! himself, manufa 
d cheap, the most approved 

indide prem 
may be seen some of the r 
res maché goods, dr 

d 

hest specimens in the Mes of 
g- bagatelle-tables, 

e flatbed sooth t br AT T trop 2 oe d paste 

steel razor, k elle ti nd 

provements in ‘por ves des ks and dre! 

ERCA NTILE LIF 
intelligent foreigners = 

nd 

aie 
vario 

Meses Wem 2 
Be this as it m cere isa protective and 1 Testor ative pre- 

paration more seeded, and probably there is no European 
people to whom artificial appliane ave been s: 
serviceable. The numer one es of recovery of the 

haying fallen off, or pe 

The testimonials of the effica. 

OLDRIDGE'S B ALM OF COLUMBIA 

place its. movies Ed VA zine perond all doubt or cavil 

6s., and lis. per boti " prices are genuin 

RIDGE’S Balm, 1, Welington us the second house irom ae 

rand. 

METALES NEW PATT TOOTH-BRUSH 
and SMYRNA "dede um Tooth-Brush has th 

important advantage of searching thoroughly into the di: 

of the teeth, and cleaning fhefi in the most effectual and extra- 

ordinary manner, and is famous for the hairs not coming 
0: n improved Clothes Brush, ti ny ans in a third 

part ‘of the usual Bue and incapable of injuring the finest nap. 
Penetrating Hai ushes, with the durable SDN. Rus- 

tles, whie n eh not soften like common hair. "Flesh 
hes of improved graduated and powerful friction. 

Br ushes Which act in the most surprising and successful man- 
ner, The genuine Spong ge | A its preserved valuable 

properties of abso; y 
direct sports eue, disnean 
profits and dest: ive bleaching, and si 

genuine Smy M 
ment, 130 x, 

dn 

IE 
ERN 

termediate parties" 
ing the luxury ofa 
n s Sole Establish. 

om Holle: 
‘om Metcalfe’ a adopted Caution. A oo of the wo 

by some houses. 
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HE LONDON ASSURANCE CORPORATION, 
pé A.D. 1720.—The NEW PROSPECTUS of this 

, whereby Life Assurances may. bor M iein under 
Bur tables, may be had by a writ or personal 
E ication at their offices, 7, Royal deua “Cornhill, and 
10, Regeat-street ; or of a: any of their agents in Great Britain 
and Irelan: 

Fire Assurances on ev ery description of property; and Marine 
rrna at the current premiums of the day. 

JOHN LAURENCE, Sec. 

THIRD SEPTENNIAL BONUS. 

ROWN LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY, 
33, New Bridge-street, Blackfriars, London, 

GEORGE H. Hooper, Esq., Chairman. 
Six Jonn KIRKLAND, Deputy-Chairman, 

Jameson Hunter, Esq 
Lieut.-Colonel Moods, R.E. 
d Nelson, 

John Chapman, Esq 
Charles Chippindale, Esq. 
James E a Esq. 
B. D. Colvii 
Per iens Didas, OB; 

Thomas "Harrison, Esq. 
Auditors—J. H. Forbes, Esq. 

manney, Esq. 

Physician —Sir C, F. Forbes, M.D., K.C.H.; 23, Argyll-street. 
Surgeon—Samuel Solly, Esq., F. R. Sly St, Helen’s- plac, ce. 
Standing Coumsel—Charles Ellis, Esq. 

" Solicitors —Messrs, Hale, EXP and dign. 
Bankers—Bank of England 
‘Actuary—J. M. Rainbow, Esq. 
na THIRD SEPTENNIAL acid res d into the affairs of 

this Company, to the 25th March, PO 
the average to 31 per cent. on th 
ceding seven years, was assigned bs all denies of at least three 
years’ F standing, and effected for the whole duration of life. 

ilar Policies Spp following Bonuses were declared at 
former Die viz. 

FIRST DIVISION, IN 1832 
On the average, MATS of 26 per cent. on the Premiums paid, 

'ECOND DIVISION, IN 1839. 

On the dans 33 per cent. on the Premiums paid for the 
'eceding Seven Year: 

The advantages of this office, among pn ers, 
A participation septennially in two- thirds of the Profits, 

which may be applied either-in reduction of the Premium, or to 

sums, instead of by annual payments for the whole of life; the 
Policy continuing to ee in profits after the payment of 
Ek Premiums has ceased. 

Assurance zm Premium Fund is not subject to any 
E for interest to Proprietors. 
E 6 pass to Continental Ports between Brest and 

the Elbe inclus 
Parties uoa Officers of the Army, Navy, East India 

Company, and Merchant Service,) may be assured to reside in 
or reaa to all parts of the world, at Saas calculated on 
real data. 

Claims to be paid within three mon: 
; The Assured may dispose of pets Policies to the Company, 
S No charge but for Policy Sta: 
The Prospectus, Tables of Rates, Ae ., to be had at the office 

in London, or of the Company's E. 

uu d Conxers, Secretary. — 

EAR. ded LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY, 
6, New Britom: mm BLACKFRIARS, LONDON, 

Est: ed 1823. 
Empowered by Act of Varhument 3, William IV. 

The Right Hon. Trowas FRANKLAND Lewis, Chairman, 
Henry FREDERICK STEPHENSON, Esq., Deputy Chairman. 

The following are among the advantages offered by this 

ociety :— 
Lower Rates of Premium than those of any other Office, 

which entitle the assured to participate in the profits, and con- 
siderably lower than those of any other Mutual Assurance 
ociety. 
No Proprietary participate in the profits, the whole being 

divisible among the Assu: 
onus is added, after the Payment of the Fifth Annual 

Pipating Scale, i! 

The Sun Bonus, in 1834, averaged 16%. per cent on the "Pre- 
miums pa! 

The Peng ditto, in 1829, averaged 317. per cent. since the 
first division. 

e third. En in 1844, averaged 36l. per cent. since the 
second divisi. 
Epoca ‘and fall partieulars may be obtained on appli- 

cation to CAMPBELL JAMES Downer, Secretar 

A RGUS LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY, 39, 
THROGMORTON-STREET, BANK. 

EMPOWERED BY SPECIAL ACT OP PARLIAMENT. 
Tuomas Farncoms, Esq., Alderman, Chairman, 

WILLIAM LEAF, Esq., Deputy-Chairman. 

Richard E. Arden, Dom | Rupert Ingleb; 
i b 

as Kelly, Esq., Ald. 
l Jeremiah Pilcher, Esq. 

Esq., 2, F eei e, Old J ewry. 
Pror. ESSOR WU m King s College. Consulting Actuar: mats 

Persons xine i in this Office have the | benefit of the Lowest 
Rate of es Which is compatible with the safety of the 
Assured, and which is, in effect, equivalent to an Annual 
Bonus ; they his likewise the security ga M large subscribed 
capital tal—an Assurance Fund of nearly a quarter of a Million— 
and an Annual Income of upwards ed Hd oul, arising from the 
issue of between 5000 and 600 Polici 

Annual Premium to ied 1001. 

'e.|For us XX |For un Ys pon Term. 
"Rs | 111 10 

| 1: 7 2 i 21410 
a| lu | 1 5 " 4001 

; 2 z | 3 I 6 010 

One. ies of the “ Whole Pais Donum may remain on 
credit for seven years, or one-third of the Premium may remain 
for life as a debt upon the Policy at 5 per cent., or may be 
paid off at any time without notice. 

In Assurances for Advances of Money, as security for debts, 
or as a provision for a family, where the least pene outlay is 
desirable, the varied and comprehensive Tables 
Office will be found to be IET ava Be: to ite assured, 

Claims paid in one month after proofs have been furnished. 
The Medical Officers Sti sane e a quarter before two 

o'clock, and Policies issued the day. 

rm i 

e Resident pire, 

ASTON LIFE INSURANCE OPERE, 
EW BRIDGE-STREET, LOND 

Instituted in 1805.—Empowered by Act of Paniami, 
ADVANTAGE: 

ProT SECURITY, arising from a Es Capital, totally inde- 
pendent of the Er Fund. 

A Bowus amounting t ur-fifths, or 80 per Cent. of the 
ENTIRE PROFITS, re iU all. Dog poe upon the 

T Om 
ED di TARDEN FRUIT. 

Now ready, No. 1, 6d., and continued UA 
(9LOURED ILLUSTRATIONS OF RITISH 

GARDEN HRUD With (Se Dur cn 

*.* To be E aesti usa and Compi in not exceeding 
Twenty- five Num 

London : MIR. Brown, GREEN, & LoNGMANS. 
E nA Scales of Premium, wil 

g the Policy-holders on the 99th Saphetitin 1849, and 
THenCerorwarD at the end of every three years, either 

By Payment in Es 
ugmentation of ihe Sum Insured ; 

By Reduction of ‘the Future Annual hue 

Premiums, without Pr M Vd CEN for limited 
terms of years. Increasi sing, Decreasing, and other Rates of 
Premium. Claims paid in a days after proof of Death, - 
spectuses, Proposals, &c. y be obtained at the Office. Par- 
ties resident in the pees 3s 402 bah to appear porene 
ally in London. N CHARLTON, Secret; 

SCODUESEE UNION 1 FIRE AND LIFE INSUR- 
ANCE COMPANY, 37, Cornhill, London. 

London Board v Directors. 
Charles Balfour, Esq. Robert Murray, Esq. 
obert Gillespie, Esq. Richard iveda Esq. 

James Gooden, Esq. J. R. Robertson, Esq. 
H. F. Sandeman, Esq. 

The next division of Life Profits will-take place in the 
present year, and persons IE polieies before the 1st of 
August next will participate t 

F'ire insurances effected at mo end reduced rates. 
Tables of Rates, Forms of Proposals,and every information 

may be had at the Company's d 87, Cornhill, London, 
fies SMITH, Secretary. 

UNDER THE ESPECIAL PATRONAG 
HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE "QUEEN. 

THE ROYAL 
NAVAL, MILITARY, EAST INDIA, AND GENERAL 

LIFE SSURANCE? "SOCIETY, 
13, WATERLOO PLACE, LONDON. 

E] DT 
s -Col. Sir Frederic Smith, 

„E. CEA i 
a A William Gosset, C.B., | i 
Ee. H., R.E., Deputy ona | Maj.-Gen. Arnold, K. 

|M: 

RECTORS. 
Capt. Sir George Back, R.N. ̀  

Admiral | the Right Hon. Sir. 
m, GC B. M.P., Lord 

of the Adira 
Major-Gen, Sir J 

or H. Hanmer, K. | Lieut. 
|. late R. 
| Lieut.- Goh "Purchas, E.I.C.8. 

` Cockburn, Lieut.-Col. Maitson, R.E 
Bart., Major Shadwell Clerke, K.H., 

Gen. Sir ‘Thomas Bradford, . 
G.C.B., H. Archibald Hair, Esq, M.D. 

an R.H.G. 
William TER? R.E. 

Wili am Chard, Esq. Navy 
Agent. 

Ma; Gen. hp. Ross, G, C. M. G., 

Lieu! OE Sir John Gardiner, 
K 
afer. Sir Hew D. Ross, | James Nugent Daniell, Esq. 
K.C.B., R.A. „Wilbraham Taylor, Esq. 

"JOHN FiNLAISON, Haq, due C ovi er Calculator, 
SSURANCES are planted upon the Lives of Per- 

Y station of life, and for every part of the 
Word upon particularly favourable terms. 
Persons assured in t| may change from oue country 

to another without forfeiting their P Pol Mes 
ONUS sma ode jek thirty ty per cent. on the actual value of 

the Policies was'appori e assured at the FrnsT SEP- 
pereen Y ir yer 1844, 

n c. BRETTELI, Secretary, 

QILVER SUPERSE , and those corrosive and 
injurious Metals, called Nickel and German Silver, sup- 

planted Hg: n introduction of anew and p matchless 
ALBATA ATE. ©. Watson, 41 and 42, Barl 
Norton Folate aided boy a person of science in the rei 
tion of Metals, has succeeded in bringing to Public Not 
most beautiful Article ever yet dX possessing all the ri 

ness of d in appearance, wi ‘its durability and ihe d- 
ness—witl fect sweetness in ae undergoing, as it does, 
a chemical pos py which all that is ae aes in mixed 
Metals i is eni acted—resisting all acids—may be cleaned 
as silver, ani B otured. into every Article 5 m Tu 
and Sidebo: Plain | “Hite. | King’: bert 

P Fiddle. pattern, Vater n. 
Table Spoons per doz. 16s. de s. oe £28, 
Meee do. do. 12s. 6d. ... bos .. 285. 1825. 

do. do. 5s. 64. + 19s, 6d. .. 195. 6d... ri 6d. 
Table Forks 2s 16s. E * s. 858. oe 
Dessert do. do. 12s. + 25s. 

. WATSON begs the Pabna will understand that this Madii is 
peculiarly his own, and'that Silver is not more different from 
Gold than his Metal is from all othe: sois its intrinsic merits 
alone he wishes it to be tested, and from the daily increasin 
eulogiums he receives, he is convinced il nothing can prevent 
its s becoming an article of univ: ersal wea 

handsomely ILLUSTR. ATED CATALOGUE and 
Pee Current, is just Published ; and Families who regard 
economy and elegance, should possess themselves of this useful 
look, which may be had Gratis, and Post Free, from the 

above Adare: 

V "ARM WE. ATHER 

ERDOE'S LIGHT SUMMER COATS will prove 
real Economical And Gentlemanly Luxuries for the pre- 

sent weather, worn in lieu of ordinary oe See in arc 
perfectly free from singularity or vu BERDOE, 
TAILOR AND Ovrn-coAT MAKER, 69, Oni amd (shortly at) 

New Bond.street. 

RESS COATS, superfine “cloth, : made to measure, 
30s. to 428. ; extra Saxony, 50s. ; ; frock coats, silk facing, 

35s, o ; extra Saxony, 50s. an zy ; fashionable trousers, 
Ts. to 12: 9d loeskin, new patterns, 
aie i the BEWESE pte bs "Cd. i 105. ich satin 
and cloth, 7s. 6d. to 12s. 6d. ; overcoats of the neat syle, in 
Sulétoté; Alberts, and paie qu of llama cloth and cash- 
A (waterproof), 21s. to 35s; travelling wrappers 8s. 6d. 

Jé Boys’ and South clothing of every description. 
Tanie and hussar gates, 21s. to 30s. ; o! 
ing PS 8s. 6d. to 15s.; a suit of superfine black cloth, 
l. 38.; extra Saxony anh 3I. 10s. to 41, —FasngR & Co., Tailors, 
AY “King William-street, City, 10 doors 

BAD LEG OF 35 YE ARS’ 
BY HOLLOWAY’S OINTMENT AND EARE par- 

ticulars of this extraordinary case are as pion Mr. bot 
M*Donal e native of f Inelan 

STANDING CURED 

way's Ointment and 1 Puls ; which are sol 
Medicines, and at the Proprietor’s Establishment, 244, Strand, 

TO AMATEURS OF MUSIC.—NOW REA 
HE d HERALD, Part 1., nis 10d., 
consisting of 24 large quarto pages, of select Vocal and 

Thetodisentel aa €, 
structive M 
ma This s another step towards 

r and print 
is bor Lee and correct, 

Tur Mosrcan HERALD is also published in y Numbers, 
price2d. To be had ofall PERSE and News AGENES through- 
out the United Kingdom. 

WISDOM, AND CHEERFULNESS, 

g- mpter Tempted—The Death 
Xucll The Skeleton —Titles of pe and Different Modes of 
ddress—| ih how to Create and how to Preserve it— 

How E Make the Married Life Happy—The Dip of Ink—The 
Madonna; and several other charming Tales; with a variety 
faseta moral, 253 instructive Went B the. Intelligent and 
Reflective of all Classes. Ever reads the FAMILY 

D, the most universal darte ay er published, and 
just the kind of Periodical for whiling away a leisure moment 
agreeably and profitably.—To be had of all Booksellers, 

BREAK OF GAUGE. 

ICTURES BY AN EMINENT ARTIST of the 
Bréak of E at Gloucester, representing the shifting of 

Passengers, Luggage, Horses, and Goods, appear in the 
ILLUSTRATED LONDON NEWS of June 6. 

Order of any Newsvender. 

NEW EDITION, EDITED BY MRS. LOU 
A New bearer corrected, with a Supplement, ERNE down 

the work t 6, in one very thick vol. 8vo, of above 1300 
pages, with PT Wood Engravings, 31. 3s. clot h. 

OUDON'S ENCYCLOPZEDIA OF correct 
FARM, and: VILLA ARCHITECTURE and FURN: 

TURE: containing numerous Designs for Dwellings, from ae 
Villa to the SEAM ang the Farm, including Farm Houses, 
Farmeries, and other Agricultural Buildin; ouhtry Inns, 
Publie Houses, ps Parochial Schools; with the requis: site 
Fittings-up, Fixtures, and Furniture ; and appropriate Offices, 
Gardens, and Garden Scenery. 
Analytical and Critical Remar! 

New Edition, edited by Mrs. LOUDON. 
** The M rp separately, Ts. 6d. sewed, 

e same Author, 
AN ENOYOLOPZDIM. of PAGRIGUVTURE, 50s. 
AN ea ae DENING. 50s. 
HORTUS BRITANNICU oie 
AN ENCYO LOPJEDIA. ie PLANTS. 738. 
M of TREES and SHRUB 

ARBO RETUM e UTICETUM M BRITANNICUM. o: 107. 
THE SUBURBAN GARDENER. 
EPTON'S LANDSCAPE GARDENING and ARCHI- 
TECT E. 30. ith the Plates coloured, 37. 6s, 

HORTUS LIGNOSUS LONDINENSIS. 7. 
CHITECTURA. Z ls, 6l, 

GARDENERS MAGAZINE. Complete in 9 vols. 91. 17s. 
N LAYING-OUT and PLANTING CEMETERIES. 123, 

page Don BROWN, MET and ONG uA 

tabio 

{OR NOTHING.. —A PAMPHLET ON NER- 
VOUSNESS, with Testimonials,—The Nervous are respect- 

fully invited to send to the Rev. Dr. WILLIS Mosrry, 18, 
Bloomsbur , Bedford-square, for the small pamphlet treet, 

Mind Compl aints, by which 
tainly tha other medical men cure bodily complaints, which 
pamphlet he will return, if one stamp is 

One Henry Newton, having recently advertised his inten- 

pon to extend the benefits of the great discoveries of his late 
mployer, the E D True MosELEY,it becomes a duty to 
Seno the informing them that the said Henry 
NEUE was mired, at ‘Wrights Office, Hemmings-row, by Dr. 

MosELEY in a menial capacity, to go of errands, clean 

ih &c., at à salary of 125. 4 week, and not as a chemist in 
the remotest sense, for which he was sre TUM eae 
Having stated these faets, and to which he will make oath, 
discharges himself from the responsibility of the Suche 
health being tampered with by any designing and unqualified 
individual. 

rin ONIC MILK OF ORANIN EA Mene Cordial: 
and Sweetener of th 

PATRONISED BY THE Rd PALY AND NOBILITY, 

nd recommended by the most eminent of the Faculty. 

The MILK OF ORANGE (m rranted to be extracted from a 
Warms the Stomach, Creates an Appetite, ee ma ae ood, 
Strengthens the Lungs, Clears and Improves the 
SiNGING, Eniivens the Spirits, DUSpels RES ‘Debility, "lears 

the Blood, and combines yau “these admirable properties the 
inestimable advantage of being the most efficacious agent yet 
offered to the Public for Purifying and Perfuming the Breat 

It should be tne en in the proportion of a wine- Rape tic 

a day, and isp EU m 

ing home in the mori ning or after smoking a e Eo 
Lapres it will be equally grateful on going to a par! d its 

for its invigorating influence on the mind and Hes an Mad 

refreshing effect on the organs of health. It may be added» 
that as a "lively but gentle param wholly unmixed with Ga 

rituous ingredients, it ped extremely grateful to that n x: 

merous class © per 0 principles of abstinence, T 
frain from all utens drinks. or 
Prepared (as per Reci i Jug tu € the former Proprietor, 

ULLY, 
A, ROWLAND "m SON, 20, Hatton-garden, London, 

PME 28, 9d.— Pints, 45. 6d.— Quarts, 95. 
d by them and by ail (mur 

ton, and. 
Print ied m Wi 'IULIAM Buannony, w No. 9 York T Stoke Newing! * 
unosno Murter Eyans ; Stoke dmt en 

Epw. 
A liberal Commission to Solicitors and Agents. 

Each Design accompanied by : 

| 
! 
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INDEX, " z ONE PARI | (Lord Hardinge” (1845): also for do. (1846) “ Model ;” also 

Agriculture, Bri:tsh stasiatfon Linnean Socletr 500 b pors BONAN NOROC E SHE STARS | E aeg ek d x Robusta” "Qus in ee pus a 

» ; 393 c, y 
OY. S for Seedling Pe oeuf 5 E set” an 

i Mp sd “in neighbour. AWARDS OF THE JUDGES. H eldos > to M. ‘Beck, for do. (1846) “ Pasha” and “ Cru- 
ie enta; s i Mr. Hoyle, for « do. (1846) | "Precision > nd E Mr. ae 

| we Finst GOLD MEDAL. 
; 

o Mr. Fraser, Nurseryman, Lea-bridge-road, Leyton, for 30 E ndish, Nurseryman b jo for do. * ATA i» to Mr. 

S ris 
S. Dod seattle . GC z EO and Greenhouse Bani; to Mr. Mylam, gr. to S. Rucker, | Cutter, Flor S h, for 24 P; ansies: to Mr. Parsons, gr. to 

iet > ame Fi «and As Asparagus : Esq., Wandsworth, for 15 Exotic Orchids. * ; George, Es. nel fi for do. ; to Mr es 

5 ants, x OND keen eue 3 | anunculuses ; to 'yso and Son, al- 

Is i a As io: Miena eee W. Nor adl Bonds dor g | Hnford for T Aner E do. & AS Mr. Mitchell, “Brighton, for 

Gaia ne yale 39) Potato frog v Stove Sd Greenhouse plants ; to ob "ees gr. to Miss T heeler, gr. mre ae imarens, Es , Mai 

lentus Hordeultusal = 39 DEVO appearance à Bromley, for 20 do. ; to Mr. Ayres, gr. to J. Cook, Esq., Black- | uee 

omc y pa ees E. v do. ; to d "RAG e, gr. to J. J. Blandy, Esq., Reading, | BECK cwm the Public that the various Articles 

China, edible bird nests a is was el 3 for 10 Exotic Orchids, * manufactured by him in Slate for Horticultural pur- 

Conifers, dirense in $ pib, io ERR y Tur Tump GOLD DEDE E. may be seen in use at Worton que ge, Isleworth, upon 

iiyaa, Dig limit to Rhndodendton & ‘saboream 
application to the ¢ gardener (sae ence To Mr. Hunt, for 15 Cape Heaths ; to Mr. Plant, gr. to J, II. 

Schroder, Esq., Stratford, for 15 Exbtie Orchids, eas 
Sete picallty o 
Srocks Brompton = = 1 Tue Finsr SILVER GILT MEDAL M ESSRS. H. LANE & SONS ROSES are now y 

TE SRI Du f To Mr. Green, gr. to Sir E. Autrobus, qe ; Cheam, for 10 | V BLOO M and will continue during the vue Th 

u ho! 8i - . n J be 

Iu sini M cti a Store and Am house Bere m fos oe Bar nes, E ae One| | eas Nurseries are within ten minutes’ walk of the Berk- 

Warpin; Ie ues pon Esg, Stockwell, fo: hampstead Station on the London and Bir ees Kawa: 

wei aher predictions ers Exotic orchids ; to essrs. Rollisson m Son, Nee en) P6 Great Berkhampst d, Herts, June 

—. rulee des Tooting, for 1 o Mr. Bruce, gr. to B. Miller, Bac | Seller Nett E DNE qm 

We den "e cost of s ing, for 6 do. ; to Mx. Cock, pots o Me Chi 12 | HERTFOR PTT 

Ms s emicting roota at the | | new Pelargoniums in 8-inch pots t rU T E T P.FRANCIS'S Extensive Collection of ROSES 

ite» worm and Mustard- send 389 ¢ | Beck, Slate-works, sleworth, Cw 0.; to Mr. E Ss o | de MR bein full bloom on and after June the 15th. An 

Via ality of shrubs .- 389 c | J. H. Oughton, Es OS e ie 12 do. di is resp af 

Vood'Surery, notleed 7-891 b pots; to Mr. abor Nurseryman, Battersea, 3e ROTER IN BLOOM.—RUGBY NURSERY 

o CL pas UR and Son, Nurserymen, Berkhampstead, We B | WARWICKSHIRE. 

YAL NC LONDON FLORICULTURAL Bosonin poo Mr. Olarke, gr. to W. Block, Esq., Muswell- | COLE begs leave respectfully to invite tbe atten- 

I under the Patronag r most Gracious | Pill for 6 Ta J. lity, Gentry, a s i 

Majesty T Tir QUEEN. The THIRD BXMIBEHTON for he Tue Pmst Siver MEDAN. eden ROSES, e E E and Nl 
son ig Les the ROYAL Surrey ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS, To Mr. Green, for 8 Azaleas ; to Messrs, Fairbairn, Nursery- | continue in flower during en Russo sea 3. 

Pri. Y, JUNE 24th, 1846, open to all Exhibitors, when | man, ORE for 12 Cape Heaths ; to Mr. Barnes, for 6 ANT s top at 

Prizes will be ava Pe for the Sliswing collections :—viz. Mis- | Exotie Orchids. SERA GS Es aE SES IN BLOO "DEL 

ella rchidaceous Plants, Cape Hi slargo- E. vu à iiim Roses Ranuuenlbdes Pike, Veostablee, diss de Tru SECOND Steven CU PAUL & SON, Nnssaruzw, &c., Cheshunt 
following Exhibitions will also take place i the above Gardens | and Gron Pamplin, aaien A S huey Herts, having Deen requested by tlieir patrons to give 
—on Wednesday, July 22d, and on Wednesday, S. ardens | and Greenhouse plants ; to Mr. May, gr. to 'oodhart, Es 50-. |. pub s hau tbar: ROS R = 

H » t r ke " 3 ae 2 e E u ie notice of the time when their ROSES would be in per- 

UNES ember Lith, | Beckenham, for 10 do, ; also for 6 Heaths ; to eats Clark, for 6 qni they beg to announce the present time, and most. ud 
18 rj OR iudi Prizes, and the Rules of the Society, may be ob- | Stove and Greenhouse plante; to Mr. Hunt, for r 10 E 
Berean Fi otis onn TAYLOR Mie ‘Secretary. ium polym: ESAE M 

r House, Peckham, ast v s, for 15 Cape Heaths ; v Mr. Fraser, 
fo ine gr. to the Hon. Miss Rushout, Wan 

AIDSTONE GRAND HORTICULTURAL | stead, for 6 P caléeotarias ; to Mr, Gaines, for 6 do 
S 

tic Or- > ON- | spectfully invite inspection, Every novelty obtainable ha: 
ps added, and there will be a succession of bloom ri 

mber. 
rh best way of reaching the Nurseries is by Ea 

Railway to Waltham-cross, thence two miles 
aa rn Counties 

ETE, The 2d Exbibition of the Maidstone taines, Mi ew-road, for 12 new AER i Oronipum 

Society will take place on Thursday, the 25th inst, im several | in S-inch pte; aan Gaines for do.; to Mr. Ooysh, gr. to OS au eee ie and ee ‘ani nee up, daily, and 

DE Marque s in a field near the Railway Terminus. By | Hud: Statins for 8 do. ; to Messrs. Paul and Son, OLS deneon eC Jeu Ur ie 

sionvat cas y e Pang of the Cavalry Depot will attend, Admis- Nurserymen, Cheshunt, for 12 Roses in pots. n g ROSES - 

Maidstone E k, 2s. ; at half-past 3, Is. TuE SECOND SILVER ME 4 DENYER, Nurseryuan, FLORIST, &e., Brixton, 

e, June 10. J. G, Smita, Hon. Sec. Mr. Parker, for Pelargonium “Priory Queen ;” to Mr. 4» Surrey (within three of London), e in- 

blic, that his ROSES 
omprising all the 

ies, forming one 
taken, and deli- 

"2 
To 

a 
Bruce, for 10 Stove and RN pla anis ; eote ‘or 6 Cape | forms Noblemen, Gentlemen, and the Pub 

Cireusmen HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.— | Heaths ; to Mr. Malyon, gr. to T. Brandram, Esq., Oot heath: | may be seen in BLOOM from the thi 

HORS Mus EXHIBITION will p held, by Duet for 6 Stove and Greenhouse pia ants; 2 Mr. May, Woodford, " : rds of 

o FREELAND, Esq., in his gro! " Draco ophyllum gracile; to Mr; Ayres, for Mussenda macro- Order 
» > groun 

Thisday June 18th. By the kind sees nel Sir 4 Clerodendrons ; to “Messrs. Rollisson, for 12 
£r. Green, for 6 do. ; to Mr. Smith, gr. to J. 

h Ferns; to M 

, rs 
ce 

2 aa Es 2 E RE TIE BE E 
s 
"eB 

ed.— June 13 d im i 
JAMES Dats , K.C.B., the fine band of the 3d CUTS will 
s n to the publie from 2 lock till halt past Anderson, Bip, Regents- puri — WOODLANDS Ñ FIE à 

Admission One Shilling. past five, | Reith, wotanie Garden, Cl =e 'OODDAND m e, ERE FIELD, NEAR 

ee of Premiums, &c. may be obtained of gel SE aes for neat and correct labelling ; to Mr. Paine, 7M. WOOD & SON have the honour a quu 

. Bri vERLOOK, Jun., v Benet. i Wagan, MEUM for 6 Caleeolarias; to Messrs. | VV to their Frlends and Lovers of ROSES, their superb 

0 THE SUBSCRIBERS TO TH Nurserymen, Pine-apple-place, for 6 do. ; also for | anq extensive collection o very. alar À e TOr 

Gomi BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION, | iran: to Mr Kondatl, ;Aumeman, Stoke Newington, coming into bloom, and Will continue in perfection during the 

ANN PRATT, Widow of the late Henry Pratt, of Ches- | new Pelargoniums in 8. inch ss to R. wea , Esq., Pine- Rose sc 
hunt, Herts, retur 

a’ 

S, ns her grateful thanks to those friends ue l r8d Maresfield is 12 miles distant from the Haywarü's Heath 

80 kindly interested themselves in h EA USC C 2 VERUM. way. T ves 
5 er behalf, or voted for her or 100 cut Roses; to Mr Station of the London and ton Railway. The Lewes 

ut the late Blections.—Cheshunt, Tune 13. m s. Williamson, NOE f eter bingo, fo B 35 British | Coach, passing through Mavesfic "Thu zm a sa |o ng-cross, hursday d Saturday, a every Tuesday, 

5 plants (endogenous); to Me Waterer, Nucsery an, Knap-hiib | © 

HSR TEEDE; begs to return his most grateful Pregecaliig ara Sie. Dobson, for 12 Roses | 10 orelock, A 
DENERS "BENEVOLENT: d all those ERIS of the GAR- | in pots. 

kindly assisted in procuring fe ee ON eon never ce m) E MeD. T RIVERS informs "his Esse that his collection. 

BNE Gnas ot the Mor CES Eleciion ie a Pensioner upon | To Mr. Taylor, Te to J. Costar, Esq., Streatham, for 6 Stove + will be in full Bloom after the 14th inst. I who lore 

Yaak which he has lnboused f ene Charity. The infirmities | and Greenhouse plants ; also o for 30 British Ferns ; to Mr, Oat- | ROSES ae spend an eutire day among them, as the collection 

R Sondarea nim tOCSLIV Y DRE some past, and which | leugh, for 6 Tall Cacti ; to Mr, Smith, for Cuphea platycentra ; | is far more exten: sive than ever; in one qu Ra alone, of two 

m ieenancs rond ERES Ple of doing. anything towards | to Mr. Wood, Nurserymau, Norwood, for 12 rare Alpine plants ; ib; ae ‘80, 000, 40, 000 of Which are) Hybri 1 Perpetaals g grOW-. 

S esed nce, render the Pension awarded we him through | to Mr. Malyon, for 6 Cape Heaths ; to Mr. Roser, gr. to.J. tains 

exertions doubly valuable, and will to his latest hour | Helling, Esq., Streatham, for 6 do. in 8-inch pots; to Mr, 

undays excepte )- 

call "à 1 Ha his sine gna atitude and earnest XU for the | Barnes, for 4 Clerodendrons; to Mr, Pamplin, Nurseryman, | bridgeworth stations, each about one mile from the Nursery, 

Sete! s Hornsey road, for a sSeuiling “Heath, “ Ventricosa DU leave Shoreditch at 8, h: alf past 8, 9 A.X, and 2 P.M. 

d s dington, K 1846. a o Mr. Kyle, gr. to R. Barclay, © eyton, for 6|  Sawbi lerts, June 
YSANTHEMU Pa plants ; d Mr. Pamplin, Walthamstow, for| — NURSERIES kostet 

g 

ON 

HAN 
d correct labelling 

N 

C IANDLER snp SONS, Oda: ud Vauxhall, are British na (exogenous); to Mr. Reith, 5 do. (endo- pd ee Ce ee direct 

THEMUMS, Mus n p Mee CHRYSAN- | genous); to A. Rowland, Esq., Lewisham, for 50 cut Roses; to MESSRS. FORREST & Co. beg resp pect Biron 

ie and good sorts, at 12 "dozen. The | Mr. Senin,  Nurseryman, Hornsey-road, for a stand of 1 LVL attention to their exten ive iokww of R now in 

On RA 

3 AN plants are in good order for packing for tbe country. benas; to Messrs. Norman, Florists, Woolwieh, for 12 ae flower at the Reading Nurser is a good time to see the 

had A had on application: with a deari aS of "the colours, may be | to Mr. Turner, Florist, Chalvey, "for 24 Pansies; A distinctions, and consequently n on E selection for 

LOM: ander, Florist, Poa bridge. T autumnal planting. hey beg also irec! ention to their 
e-road, for 12 Bulbous Iris; to Mr, | autumnal Section of BRUIT TREES of all kinds at both es- 

1 Garrod, gr. to R. B. Foreman, Es Hampstead, for 6 Calceo- | Su erior collec 
Carme S SUPERIOR DWARF BARNES |larias ; to aro Eg p E mE Aiii tablishments, top rare very fine and free fr 

ad BAGE, at 8d. per Ounce, or 8s. per Pound.— The | for 4 Cinerarias ; to Mr. Petey gr. t impson, of the tender kinds of § Stone Fruit-trees 1 

ove is now proved to be the best EARLY CABBAGE known, Chelsea, for 6 Fuchs! as; also for 8 P. JEU to Mess, | són, B. P: d Oo. recommend their numerous fr Medos Xo forward 

safely sown the middle of July, without fear of | Smith and Co., Nurserymen, Battersea, for 12 do. ; to Mr. Cock, | their orders ea» AES 

m ming t to seed the following spring. s own | for Seedling Pelargonium ** Melpomene ;” to Mr. Haly. Nur- HEA CORDATA 

me this month for autumn and inter cutting ; or, if | seryman, Blackheath, for a Seedling Fuchsia “Empress.” M ESSRS. VEITCH asp SON beg to offer the above 

2 SER 

ick to ft to stand through the winter arr ; 
being sub; gh the winter, will Cabbage very early, not Tur Bronze MEDA EARUM scour ue D ured in Curtis's 

star ] 
AL. 

e Plant, which is figure 

duc Sa ey avec sorts. Itspro-| To Mr. Kyle, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse plants ; io Mr. | “Botanical v for January last, Tab. ed TAE mr 

any other sorts. E er first cutting is not equalled by | Kaye, for do. ; also for 6 Cape Heaths + to Mr. Stanley, gr. to | W. J. ES giv 3 it the followin 
uw g [1 5 ki H i 

One 0 
E 0.5 rS truly TRU plant, from the rich vp E ts two’ 

an eR cabe forwarded. by Post on receipt of | Essex, for do T. inten leer ie Spire depressa; to | petals and ealyces, Would that all the s 

ATTELL, Seed and Nurser: k We Stamps.—Address, Jonn | Mr. pate, for EET aS to Mr. Don, for Aerides Av genus were as distinctly marked as the p 5 

Yman, Westerham, Kent.—June 12. crispum ; to Mr. Ivory, Nurseryman, Peckham, for Delphinium | à native of hills and woods in Peru, abont sey pei 

E 
SANE ss to Mr. Smith, for 12 rare Alpi ; to Mr. Chaclla, Acomayo, and Huanuco ; and from that country seeds 

SSRS. ROGERS & SON beg respectfully to | Taylor, for 6 Cape Heaths ; to Messrs. Rollisson, pines jing | were sent to Mr Vaiteh, of Exeter, by his collector, Mr. W. Lobb, 
solicit the attention of th e Sw; d that bloomed 

Splendi, Public to their | Heath ** Swainsonii inflata;" to Mr, Stanley, for 6 Calceo- | in 1842, from. which plants were raised that p in 

P Si and extensive collection of PUCHISTAS, VERBENAS, me to Mr, Lewis, gr. to T, Hurd, Esq., Kentish-town, for August, 1813 ; 

NHINUMS, and GERANIUM IS, of v CINERARIAS, ANTIR- do.; to Mr. Catle M NA UM Mesars. Lane and | Messrs, V. 4 Son would further add, that it is a profuse 

o; strong plants RECON SR RCM CMT a fine eae Son, for Go; t o Mr. Hoyle, , Guernsey, for a Seedlin SHOE bloomer, with crimson panicles of. from 6 to 8 inches s long at 

newe r OH IPM TAN EUN TM Sire also the ERN Exquis' o r. Bragg, Slough, for 24 Pansies ; | the termination of every shoot; it doubtless will prove a de- 

p Ux AGE nd RUP LE lowest pri o Mr. Gaines, for 12 fA Pelargoniums. lightful plant for turning into the Muss garden during the sum. 

Onstantly for " Lm d L. are kep CERTIFI mer months. 

Na Dp e E M ND Gatablishment, | To Mr. Bray, gr. to Sir dst, Goldsmids B Bart, Regent's-parke, | Strong plants will be delivered on and after Monday the x 

uS charge made for packing, which is executed i for Pelargonium “Queen Victoria? to Mr. Green, for Ixora | inst., at t 21s. per plant, with one over on every 

Saul manner, r, to all parts of the Kingdom, A DD E p bel ins Pd for Cereus Scotti; to Mr. Malyon, for BAR Me gars, V. & Sow require a Post-office Dum from. 

1a] 
iS] xx Ads: 

fe ; B. .eSST'S. 

mpton, June 13, uchsia o for 4 Cinerarias ; to Mr. Catleugh, for do. one OUR espondents previous to executing or 

to Mr. Gaines, for 6 6 Fuchsias ; also for Seedling Pelargonium 

- 
Exeter, June 13. 
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NEW AND SUPERB PANSY, “MASTER THOMAS. - 
ME & CO. in offering the above Pansy, beg to 

refer to the report of it ig the Gard. Chron. oF "May 30, 
page 360, under the signature of ** Z. Z.” as follows :— 
form, colour, and subst; 

ower pet; he eye 
his flower is Cordia large, giving great Heels to the 

" The stock being very limited, orders 
O dentes rotation, price 7s, 6d. per man ost 

cn or wee 11 other first-rate xi ae for 18s. per post, ree, 
. are now sending out, per post, free, their superb 

WHERE A CHRYSANTHEMUMS at 9s, Eo 12s. per dozen. 
atalogues of their extensive collection of deren Riedionas’ 

Petunias, Cinerarias, Pansies, Camellias, Ericas, C., may 
be had on application.. — Great Yarmouth Nursery, pare d 13. 

C. BALL, successor to Mr. Joun Youne, begs 
nnounce that he is prepared to execute ordersimme- 

diately, in strong plants, for any of a ea S E HAN 

Eo a ia. * MARIA," very fi large, rosy- purple. 
See Gardeners’ Chronicle, 1845, p. 592—" Your Seedli: ing is an 
improvement on many of the same rosy-purple colour, andi is 

& bright d pretty variety, and can be recommended," Fine 
lants, 5 

LOBELIA FULGENS: MULTIFLORA. See Gardeners’ Chron., 
1844, p. 592—*‘ Your Seedling Lobelia is a very handsome 
TUAE The lip is large and broad, of a rich and dazzlin 

arlet," some of the spikes of flower measuring from 12 to 
is YE in height, fine Seedling Plants of the above Lobelia 

9r 

at 12s. per doz 
LOBELIA ERINUS GR ANDIFLORA, 9s. per doz. 

» Milleri, 
ol serotina, 63. per dozen, fine, 
» rosea, 

Bouvardia eros E ; B. splendens, 1s., fine; B. hetc- 
rophylla, 15. 

Alstraemeria. acatiton a +» 2s. Od. 
Taxodium sempervirens, 6 to 9 ‘inches 10 6 
Lyperia pissed ‘ood . 26 
Alona ccelesti br iu 
Veronica specio; + E ie gba 
Stachys tea ‘recominended for bedding, 

at, per dozen oe oe oe 9 0 
Androsace cerastifolia .. oo 2520 
Fuchsia serratifolia . 36 
Calceolaria floribunda, for bedding ` ps 2 6 
erui two species, Chusan, each 3 A 

do. 3 one 
With a Tow plants to in Cep forc carr riage, "An Allowance 

to the Trade.—Taunton Nurseries, June 1 

MES arai J. AND H. BROWN inform the Nobility 
entry they are now sending the following desirable 

Uli om a part ofthe United Kingdom. 
ahlias, all the newest and best wis oe .. Bevin ony Lily, very fine bulbs i 
Puchsias, 50 of the most approved show sorts .. 30 

9 g i: doz. 
8 

uchsia serratifolia and Queen Victori: 6 each 
l'erbenas and Petunias, the newest Bud [m sorts Oper doz. 

€alceolarias and Cinerarias +» 63, and yi, 
Heliotropiums, Pinks, and Pansies nom Ol 5 

, upright and. training varieties O 5, 
alvia Patens. Fulgens, Vai ee and 4 others 

loxes, 18 sort m 
M 6 sorts 

nothera Teraxifolia, and Macrocarps ` 
Catananche bi icolor E 

E ETTET SEE AS Anagallis Brewerii, Grandiflora, and Bicolor .. 
pg r Sopra ns, Flava, Angustifolia, and 

cooooo oocoooooococooosoco 

ry i2 a S N 

Double bius Tree Violet ^. e. E e 8 ” 
vum E a . 6 ” 

Chrysanthemums, choice sorts P és . 6 ” 
Seaslet and other Geraniums T m e 4 5 
Variegated do, HE .. m ». 
Duke of York, new strong grower | - +» 2 6 each. 
Perpetual Queen, fine new scarlet . m $ ss 

neral Tom Thum] Oper doz, 50 superior species of Her baceous and Rosle CR E 0 
5 ditto 10 
Tea. and Eo (in pots), one of a Sort, in- 

eluding Elisa Sauvage, De-Mont, Belle 
Allamand, ERU of Abydos; Devoniensis &c. 12 Y veto 

Cloth of Gold, N Rose ++ 3 6 each, 
12 superior varieties of Climbing Roses ! . . 8 Oper doz, 

HARDY CLIMBERS. 
Cobzsa, Maurandyas, ee aay, Say pesis, and Rhodochiton 60" 5, 
Clematis azurea grandiflora ru »» 2 0 each. Clematis montana Ee UP à New Scarlet Trumpet Honeysuckle Eis ee ase New Yellow Honeysuckle Pee QU geras Double Red Ke Lore and Solanum aga E 
Wistaria sinensis assiflora of sorts I$ by 
Jasmines, of sott; Aristolochia, 

ceper, Variegated Ivy, E gibbosa 
and Fats Blu Oprdoz, 

ly other 20m are 
eign commissions for Seeds an 

an d on application a fresh C. fatale n Will bo forwarded, pre. 
‘aarlem, June 13. 

DUTY OFF GLAS 
Ga AND HO rore CONSERVATORIES, 

&e., made and fi d Complete in all parts ofthe Kingdom, at a considerable Fé “tion, two, and three-light Cueum- 
ber and Melon Boxes, and Lights of all sizes, ee ready for 
use, packed and sent to all pes of the Kingdom; warranted 
best mater al, Two-light vs and Lights complete, from Garden-lights relever) eseription, zw JAMES Warrs's 
paeet Builder, Claremont-place, Old K ent-road. Reference may be had to the Nobility, cing and the Trade in most ofthe piper es in England, 

SI. IA MACRANTHA.” - 
M Bssns. VEITCH AND SON have much pleasure 

in offering the publie the above magnificent FUCHSIA, 
introduced by themselves from Peru through their collector, 
Mr. W. Lobb, and at present solely in their possession. Itis 
perfectly distinct from any other introduced species, having 
flowers of a cylindrical formi from 4 to 6 inches in length, of a 
beautiful delicate rosy red colour, produced in profuse c clusters, 
It is of a dwarf habit and a most abundant bloomer. Itawas 
exhibited at the Horticultural Society’s Meeting in Regent- 
street, on the 7th of April last, and'was awarded the Large 
Silver Medal. It is figured in Curtis’s and reg? s Magazines 
for this month, where fall descriptions appear 

ssrs, V. and Son can with cone lence “recommend this 
Fuchsia, both as a beautifül and highly ornamental plant, as 
well as a medium for distinct and Suy ia Breed. 

e and terms on which they disposed of Fuchsia 
TEES etm given such general EEE, they offer 

above on similar terms, viz. 21s. per plant, with one over 
o every three taken by the trade. 

Strong established plants will be delivered on and after 
Monday, the 15th inst. Orders executed strictly in the rotation 
received. 

— Parties wishing to see a drawing of the above Fuchsia 
prior to ordering it, can immediately be furnished with one by 
forwari ing 12 Postage stam 

Messrs, V. and Son require de office TREES from unknown 
me EA p dues to executing order 

Exeter, June 1 

puis —FOR SALE, 60,Good Suckers of “RIP- 
LEY QUEEN” PINE, at 1s. each.—Apply to Mr. Tom- 

SON, Ealing, Middlesex. 

H GROOM, lesus Rise, near Loxpow (B (By 
LI APPOINTMENT Fronist TO HER E pus QUEEN, 

AND TO His M. AN THE Kine OF SAXONY to say his 
Catalogue of GERANIUMS, AURICULAS, LiLIUM LANCI- 
F OLIUM, onda NEW PLANTS is ready, and will be forwarded 
by post on application. 

H. G. has a fine dts of a and PICOTEES, 
His Anemones aren n flower, and may be viewed every day 
from 9 o'clock po ri Sundays exei merge Admittance Gratis. 

oreign orders executed. 

EEDS.—CORNER OF HALF-MOON- STREET, 
THOMAS GIBBS and CO., 

(By Official appointment), the SEEDSMEN to the 
be ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND,” 

Beg to remind the Members of the Society, and Agrieulturists 
in general, that their only Counting House and Seed Ware- 
house is at the Corner of A, CSENDET, PICCA- 
DILLY, EAO as for the last Fifty Yea 

Priced Lists of. cpm ieultural Seeds are ae ready, and may 
be had d on application. 

Son, that they have prepared, for the season, an exten e sup- 
ply o their dne improved BEE-HIVES ; their DEN 

s Collateral Hive,” “The Single Box Hive,” 
e live," “ The Ladies’ Observatory 

either m. which the Honey may be taken at 
any time Without injury to the Bees, and may be worked with 
safety, eat, and profit, by the ED timid and unac. 
customed to Bee-manipulation. escriptive paper, wi 
AEN ET ami prices, will be forwarded on receipt of a. Jostage 

-  Apiarian Depót and Honey Warehouse, 127, High 
olor, London, 

T ON BEES, (6th Edition) d published. 

GLASS DAIRY PAN! 
|DWARDS & PELL, eee ‘Agents AND Im- 

PORTERS OF GLASS, AND GLASS MILK Pans, have re- ceived a large supply of PANS from 18 to 93 inches in 
diameter. They are made of great str ength, and are very coo! 
and cleanly, Cold water cleans them quite as well as hot, a 
without trouble. 
EDWARDS & PELL have Ae a large stock of Propagating 

Glasses of the most approved form, 
The very best Psy ss for Totioultural and other purposes, 

very strong and free from speci 
15, Southampton-street, Str: mh 

“The Inj 

" BRITISH AND | FOREIGN s EET AND | HORT. = 
ULTURAL GLASS, 

Pee AND WELCH have to announce to the 
Nobility and Gentry, that they have just concluded ar- 

rangements with J, WELCH, jun., PminriPs md 
purchase of the A M lately carried on by them, at 12, Panton-street, and beg to call attention to ma A low 
prices for ETNA Glass of every descriptio: 

PRICES OF HORTICULTURAL GLASS: u 
Not above 40 in. long by widths from 5 in. to 18 in. 

or the 

No.13 Briti tish For reign sheet 
3 oz. to the foot .. .. 4d. per foot, syne TIA S ee Mo Any 

i ote ji Ronee TU Re wie 
s 26 26 39 ao es a 

3: 82 py 5v» 18: 2d. 4, 

SMALL SQUA 
Packed in 100 ) foet B owes, not pan Ma to thick 

Under 5in by 3 in, i 
a ty b and eee 6 by 4 ve aay 

9 Bd. » 
FOR GLAZING. 

Black Cement, as SS at Chatsworth, ae per cwt. Best Linseed Oil Putty 
White Lead, Wancow Tead, Solder, ns uu 

ucc Glazing Executed in any part of the United ngdom 

» 

lection of Patent Plate, Shect, and flatted Crown Glass 
for Pictures, &c., particularly attended to.—12, Panton-street, 
Haymarket. 

ROPAGATING GL/ GLASSES, White, 1s] per. Tb., 01 or 
UMBER GLASSES, 

8. ed SHADES. Mit holes, 1s. 9d, 
FISH BOWLS, from Is. Go ch, — APSLEY es 

Falcon Glass Works, Holand: Bier Bla kfriars. 

LASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, _ 
PSLEY' PELLATT anp CO. Falcon Glass 

‘ks, Holland-street, Blackfriars, are prepared to supply fin quantities not less than square feet), SHEET AND 
CROWN GLASS OF BEST QUALITY, at the following 
Net Cash Prices :— 

ny size under 40 ins. long. 

LATT & Co., 

Per square foot. 
. 4d. Ane weight per foot ec 

$0 » » +o ee 8 
21 on » ” E E oe i 
26 o: . 

SMALL Báueris up to 10ins, by 8ins., from de. to 3d. per 
Square foot, 

N.B.—The 16 oz. is full pug for SURE UN, 

UR TIS'S BUDDING KNIFE.—« This is “the 
neatest Budding Knife we have seen, the ivory handle is 

shaped like the blade of a curved Penknife, sharp and turned 
up at the point, and is a C SED, well contrived for the 
purpose it is intended. paar ee of Professor Lindley in the 
Ba a Chi onthe: July 29, 1 

E PLUM, Surgical eur Maker and ND No. 262, "Str at, London, and at No. 3, Dolphin-street, Bristol, begs. 
to call the Ern K the public tothe above desirable article. 
Sent free to a of the kingdom, on BEP of 38 penny 
postage stamps, ar ̂ VE ce order OUR 

. cautions Floricnlturists and the Pu iblie in general 
ag A imitations of the dye a ole he being the 
ony eee Manufacturer, 

ORNAMENTAL WIREWORK FOR THE GARDEN. . 
B. THOMPSON anp CO. beg respeetfully to an- 
nounce that they continue to prepare at their Manufac 

tory, 390, Oxford-street, London, all kinds of Fancy Or mamental Wirework suited for the Garden, Greenhouse, or Consente, consisting of Flower Tesis, Stands and Border 
hes, Seats, and Vi 

Engines, Syringes, usen Bellows, and pros Floricultad 
ral “Impl ements, 

B. THompson’s Improved Waterpot, which possesses considerable ady: aig over all others, the smaller sizes bein; 
suitable for ladies’ us They have now on sale a novel. folding. 
portable Wooden Garden ee, at 3s. 6d, DA or 36s, per doz., 
P aio quantity is packed in all spac 

FOREIGN SHEET GLASS, GLASS TILES, &c. 
C JARVIS begs to inform his Patrons and the 

* Public, that he has succeeded in making a large purchase of the above articles of eas STOUTEST KIND from a new 
NOCERE, ebro ad, at a 

trent t. 
ne b deseription of Paene Glass equally lowi in price. 

FOREIGN AND BRITISH SHEET AND CROWN 
GLASS for Hothouses, Garden and other purposes.— 

R. COGAN having again reduced the prices for small crown 
squares, invites. te fa tot of the present quotations with his 
fom lisi per gros: per gross. per gross, 6 in. by ++ 68. | 8by5 .. 135 | 9by7 .. 18s Tin. by . 9s. | 8by6 14s | 10by8 .. 26s. by 4} 
R. C. will in future receive ers consignments of STOUT 
FOREIGN SHEET GLASS, of which rposes keepin; 
such a'stock as will enable him to execute all orders as soon as receiv 

IMPORTANT ko HORTICULTURISTS. 
TIOLE GLASS. 

MESSRS. DAINES. AND BRADDOCK solicit the 
inspection of Glass Dealers, Horticulturists, and Build. 

ers, new deseription of BRITISH SHEET 
GLASS, which, uus trial, will be found unequalled in. strength, 
utility, and price, by any how in the market, for Sashes and particularly I Horiteultatal purposes; and by 

reat care and skill has been 
used to divest it of the slightest tendeney to concentrate the 

ie raga cases ruinous to plants, 
o Peta tein street, June 

B.— The best assortment of Coloured Glass in London, 
BRITISH AND FOREIGN sa ET GLASS, for 

Hortieultural purposes, &c., m bo had at Tames 
BroMLEY’S 315, Sia Soe London, a 
D eS In crate: 

Also Microscopical Glass, Freneh Shades, Plate and Crown Window Glass, 
A: discount to the Trade, 

FLOWER-POTS AND GARDE EN 
jest MORTLOCK, 250, Oxford sheet, respectfully 

announces that he has a vel ment of the peers articles in various colours, and solicits pa early inspec- 
Every description of useful CHINA, , and 

EARTHENWARE st the pup possible price, for Cash.—250, 
Oxford-street, near Hyde-par! 

TO THE NEUES GENTRY, nds RYMEN, 1 IRON- 
ERS. GERS, AND O 

INGHAM BROTHERS, 170, Lite ida 
street 

PROVED MENOGRAPH, or Tepes for Garden Borders Te Pots, ie) Engraving sof the same, with prices attached, sent per Post to all parts of the Kingdom, on application as above. 
Sole Agents in London, and J. Deane, Hor Bed ora Implement Warehouse, 46, "King Williain-st., London Bridge. 

Neat eas ad 

J. R., from 31 
The above are 

j Conservatories, &e. for Forcing Houses, 
anything of the kind ever offered the public, inasmuch as they e ai. be worked. with half the labour of any other Engines 
in use. anufaeted ind by the PATENTEE, en Regent-circus, 
Piceadilly, where thi may be seen and provi 

.—None are NDS except stamped. with the words READS PATENT. BC Wii EE prooem ASSUMERE tenia ain Vito: 
pl SON anv CO., 61, Gracechurch- Street, 

7, New EET treet, Southwark, Inventors 
ier Md turca of the Improved Go ONICAL and DOUBLE 
CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, respectfully solicit the attention of 
scientific Horticulturists to their much approved method of 
applying jue Tank System to Pineries, Propagating Houses, we. s by w ich Atmospheri ic heat as well as 

o. have a 
fc iends they are now making their Boilers of Iron, as wel Conan by which the cost is reduced. These 

be forwetded. as well as Setirence of the highest authority ; or they may be seen at most of the Nobility's-seats and principal 
Nur‘ siyna Ae tk the kingdom, 

S. and S, Beg to inform the rade that at their Manufactory in New Pai om ‘eet, every article required for the construction 
of Hor! calcat ‘Build dings, ae well as for heating them, may be 
obtained upon the most-advantageous teri an Conservatories, deo. of iron or Wood, ereoted upon the most ornamental designs. Balconies, Palisading, Field and Garden Fences, Wire Work, &c. Ge, 
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RIED PLANTS FROM CHINA.—A few sets of 
the VALUABLE DRIED PLANTS collected in China 

by Mr, FonrUxE, may still be procured by applying to R. 
Hrwanp, Esq., Young-street, Kensington, London: 01 
n are many new and rare species scarcoly known to Euro- 
eans, 

OYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY.—The LAST EX- 
HIBITION this season in the Gardens of this Society in 

the Regent's-park, will be held on WEDNESDAY, JULY Ist, and 
Will include FRUIT. ‘Tickets can be obtained at the Gardens 
‘by presenting an order from a Subscriber, price 5s., or on 
day of the Exhibition 7s. 6d. each. 
PROMENADES, to which Fellows have the privilege of ad- 

mitting their friends, will continue to be held every Wednesday 

3n June and July, except July 1st. 
J. D. €, Sowersy, Secretary. - 

The Gardeners’ Chronicle, 
SATURDAY, JUNE 13, 1846. 

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 
TumpAy, June 16—Linnean |. . s . . 8M. 

"bNWeAY, — l7-SocetyofArts . . . . 8 rae 
"Wxpwmpay, — Si—RoyalSouth London . . 3 

COUNTRY SHOWS. 
Toma, June 16- Stamford Hill Horticultural, 
Wuowmapay, — 17. Scottish Pansy Society. | 

Chichester Horticultural. 
Tuureray, — 18) Gravesend and Milton Hort, Societys 
‘Trurspay, — 25—South Essex Hort. and Floricultural, 

lxx. 

‘We have received so many complaints from well 
Meaning persons and others against our refusal to 
Occupy our pages with WraTHER PREDICTIONS, 
Which the first have a craving for and the latter 
live by, that we are glad to extract from the 
„Atheneum the following paragraph, which must be 
‘Our answer to such remonstrances :— 

‘the moon and comets on the changes of the weather. 
^ hese results demonstrate peremptorily that the 
unar and cometary influences are scarcely sen- 
Sibles and therefore that weather-prophecy can 
never be a branch of astronomy properly so called. For, in fact, our satelite and the 
Comets have been at all tithes considered. in 
meteorology as the preponderating stars. Since 
t 95e former publications, I have examined the sub- 
Ject in another point of view. I have been inquiring 
Wf the labour of men, and if events which must al- 
Ways escape our scrutiny, may not have the effect 
of accidentally and very sensibly modifying climate 
7-88 regards temperature in particular, Already I 
See that facts will yield me an affirmative answer. 

should greatly have preferred to delay the an- 
Rouncement of thatresult until after the completion 
9! my werk ; but let me candidly avow that I have 
Sought to make an occasion Jor protesting aloud 
against those predictions which ave yearly laid in 
any name at home and abroad. No word has ever 
‘sued from my mouth, cither in the intimacy of pri- 
yate communication or in my courses delivered 
wang thirty years—no line has ever been published 
qn my assent—which could authorise the attribu- 
*0n to me of an opinion that it is possible, in the 
pront State of our knowledge, to foretel with cer- 
3 nty what the weather will be, A YEAR, A MONTH, 
I QE niay I will say, a siNGrE pay, in advance. 
Bere only that the annoyance which I have ex- 
tine? at seeing a host of ridiculous predictions 

ished in my name may have not have led me, 
eaction, to give exaggerated import- 
causes of disturbance which I haye 

[e ei At present I feel entitled to deduce 
sate € sum of my investigations this capital con- 
Of the woe Nxvrn—4dwhatever, may be the progress 
and c Sciences —uill the savant, who is conscientious 
Pierii ul of his reputation, SPECULATE ON A PRE- 
The OF THE WEATHER.’ ” 

Weather wet to be decisive as to the fate of the 
SER APTO ets, whose opinions may be best con- 

findable, 

& 

o that limbo where man’s lost wits are 

Tur followin, 
à Corre, 
Comple: 
ate fro 

Ge onl es ene 
g statement has been received from Spondent :—“ The stems of our Vines are tely overgrown with roots, some of which ota, m nine inches to a foot in length. Durin but "d Weather the points of these rootlets shrivel; ush DU return of dull weather, they begin to Bis EM above the shrivelled points. As it will ded om in a short time to withdraw moisture on ought of the ripening of the Grapes, in what wa: 

We to proceed? Or do you consider it a 

| t^^ nvoner destination of this is the roots 
Cut 

sign of unhealthiness, as it is feared it is, the borders 
being very bad? They are upwards of 5 ft. deep, 
and of a rather stiffish clay. The house is kept 
pretty moist by means of pans on the flues.” 

The Vine possesses a very strong vegetating 
power, which is manifested whenever sufficient heat 
and moisture are present. It is also well known 
that if one portion or shoot of a Vine-plant is intro- 

e | duced to an atmosphere congenial to its growth, the 
buds will push into foliage and shoots ; whilst the 
rest of the plant, exposed to cold, will not be per- 
ceptibly affected, and will contribute nothing to the 
active vegetation of the branch introduced to heat 
and moisture. A ingto circumstances, therefore, 
vegetation may be active in one part, and at the 
same time comparatively dormant in another part of 
the same Vine-plant. 

The circumstance of Vines under glass emitting 
roots at the joints along the shoots is not uncom- 
mon. We wish it were less so, for it is injurious to 
the future prosperity of the Vine, and tends to pre- 
vent the existing crop from acquiring perfection. 
We must endeavour to explain the cause; conse- 
quences, and remedy. 

Moisture favours the formation of these roots. 
As our correspondent stated they shrivel in hot dry 
weather, but push again on the return of a dull or 
moist state of the atmosphere. But the principal 
cause of their appearance is not moisture. They 
arise from the shoots being in a highly favourable 
situation for growth, and the roots in the reverse. 
The leaves elaborate a quantity of sap proportionate 
to their size, and to the share which light has had 
in perfecting their development. Part of this ela- 
borated sap is appropriated by the above-ground 
portion of the plant. But in ordinary cases, an 
more especially where a vigorous growth is pro- 
moted, there is always a surplus beyond what the 
stem and its dependencies above ground require, and 
a in ardar 

that their increase máy correspond with that of the 
plant above them. But roots in a border 5 ft; deep, 
and of a clayey nature, will be in a température 
little-above 409 early in spring. At about 409 
water has its greatest density. Undersuch circum- 
stances any movement in the fluids of the’ roots 
must be extremely sluggish ; and were these roots as 
open to observation as the stem is, theres no doubt 
they would be found as dormant as a shoot left out- 
sidein the cold; compared with another introduced to 
thé heat of a forcing house. When the roots of Vines 
are healthy, in proper soil sufficiently warm, their 
growth proceeds in due proportion to that of the 
top, but if they are badly conditioned, they can t 
neither act their part nor appropriate their share of 
the returning juices ; quently an 
of the latter takes place in the stems, and, favoured 
by the moist warm atmosphere of the Vinery, bursts 
through the bark in the form of spongioles, continu- 
ing to lengthen till they are checked by drought. 

An extraordinary production of these aerial roots 
was observed to tàke place whilst an experiment 
was being made with'a Black Hamburgh Vine, in 
the garden of the Horticultural Society. It had 
grown vigorously in an open border, along with 
other varieties, forming part of the collection of 
Vines ; growing at full freedom, no rootlets broke 
out from the shoots. A 3-light frame was placed 
over this plant, and made as air-tight as possible ; 
the sashes were never opened, except to supply 
water to the roots; a thermometer inside the frame 
was generally raised every day above 140? by sun 
heat. An Orchid placed in' a shaded part of the 
frame was killed in two days, yet the Vine continued 
to grow. It burst its winter buds rapidly into shoots, 
and almost as soon as the buds on these young 
snoots were formed, tney also pushed, weaker of 
course, and again still weaker growths proceeded 
from these secondary shoots, Meanwhile a väst 
number of roots issued from the shoots trained hori- 
zontally near the glass, and these roots soon reached 
the surface of the ground, which became matted by 
them, for it was moist, and for a little way sufh- 
ciently warm, by reason of the sun-heated air in the 
frame. But with regard to the old roots in the 
earth, the case was very different. The heated air 
of the frame could but slightly affect the soil at the 
depth where they were situated, whilst those ex- 
tending beyond the limits of the frame were of 
course entirely beyond its influence. 

It may be safely concluded when Vines are scen 
throwing out roots in the air, that the roots in the 
soil are in bad condition, provided only a due 
degree of heat and moisture has been maintained 
in the house. But in the Vine, which will bear 
great vicissitudes of temperature, a disparity may 
take place in two ways, so as to produce the effect 
in question: either the temperature of the border 
may be much too low, whilst that of the Vinery is 
not too high; or the border may be rendered com- 
fortable enough in every respect for the roots, whilst 

the conditions of heat and moisture in which the 
shoots are placed, like those in the experiment above 
detailed, may be much too high. 

The consequences which result from a profusion 

of branch-roots on the Vine are these; they act 

as spongioles, and absorb moisture and gases from 
the air in the house, and they tend to increase the 
breadth of the foliage and swelling of the berries ; 
even the thickness of the wood is considerably in- 
creased by them, for it is not uncommon to see a 
Vine branch-smaller at the base than higher up; 
inshort they are sources for the supply of nourish-* 
ment. But they are sources which dry up wlien they 
are most wanted. They ought not, therefore, to 
be at all encouraged. They assist in forming a 
widely expanded foliage during moist weather; 
and when dry weather demands a greater supply, to 
compensate for increased evaporation from broad 
foliage, the stem-borne rootlets contribute nothing, 
they themselves being dried up. To their pre- 
carious supply may be partly attributed the shank- 
ing and shrivelling offruit. They should be checked 
in time by allowing the air in. the house to become 
oecasionally dry iustead of feeding them constantly 
with water from evaporating pans. But above all 
things, their appearance should be prevented by 
maintaining a due proportion between the tempera- 
ture of the air and earth in which the Vines are 
plunged. We know that some learned Vine- 
growers will scratch their heads and wonder what 
a due proportion signifies; but if they will study 
they will learn, andif they will not study we will 
tell them one of these days.—||. 

DOUBLE BROMPTON, QUEEN, AND TEN- 
WEEK STOCKS, 

Few hardy plants are more valuable than the different 
varieties of Brompton, Queen, and Ten-week Stocks, 
when double, and clear in colour, either as objects for 
decorating the flower-garden or the sitting-room, both. 

as regards their fragrance ana ong aurauon, ana at tne 
same time there are few plants upon which there is so 
much uncertainty. Very few persons care for the 
single Stock, while in the double state it is the admi- 
ration of everybody. I shall, therefore, endeavour to 
point out the surest means of obtaining double flowers, 
and at the same time show how they should he treated, 
so as to have plants in bloom from April to November, 
and even in very mild winters all the year round. In 
commeneing, first procure, if possible, seeds of a good 
kind (that is, from some place where more double than 
single ones are produced from the seed) for in so doing 
you may save yourself much disappointment. 

They are dingly easy of cultivation, merely 
requiring to be sown in a rich loamy soil, not very reten- 
ive, and at different seasons, so as to produce a suc- 

cession. Those which should be put in at the present 
season, namely, the Brompton and Queen Stocks, 
should be sown at two different times, cne about the 
end of June, and again in the end of July, in a border 
or bed not very rich or confined, merely screened from 
the mid-day sun. If such a situation is, however, not 
convenient, sow in the open ground and put a few 
twiggy branches over the beds, placing the branches 
flat on the ground, which will be quite shade enough, 
removing them again as soon as the young plants begin 
to show their first rough leaves, otherwise they become 
drawn, and consequently never flower well. 

In sowing the Brompton and Queen Stocks always 
sow rather thinly, and on ground which is somewhat 
firm, for if sown on very loose fresh dug ground, and 
if the soil is rich, which it should be, the plants grow 
too rapidly, become soft,and are very liable to be 
destroyed in winter if the latter should prove severe. 
When large enough, which will be by the prn s 
pou or August, trans zant uem into w ped 
rich soil, and water freely after planting if the weather 
is dry, but if possible defer planting until showery 
Woamer, In making a selection for transplanting, 
first reject all the very strong-growing plants, because 
they are almost sure to be single ones, and also those 
with a single tap root, preferring only the smaller 
stunted plants with horizontal fibry roots, as those in 
most cases produce double flowers, 

In planting at this season, much of the success de- 
pends upon the kind of winter which follows, and it is 
a very good plan to plant one portion on very poor soil, 
to stand if the winter should prove very severe, and 
another on rich soil (these should be the produce of the 
latter sowing), to produce fine flowers, in case the fol- 
lowing winter shonld prove very mild. These plants 
will flower from the end of April to the middle of July 
oreven longer, and should be supplied with manure 
water once or twice in April and May, particularly 
planted in rather poor soil. 

. The next sowing should be of Ten-week Stocks, for pot- 
ting and keeping in cold pits or frames during winter 
to be afterwards turned out into the open borders, abou 
the end of April ; the seeds of these are best sown on 
a good rich border, about the beginning of Septembe 
in the same manner as those of the preceding, and 
selection should be made in the same ner, rejecting 
the very strongest and tap-rooted plants as much as 
possible. When the plants are sufficiently large, po 
them in 5-inch pots (48s), putting three or four plants 
into each pot round the side, and in very rich compost ; 
they must be shaded for a few days, and afterwards 
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placed in a somewhat sheltered situation, so that they 
may remain out of doors as long as possible before they 
are placed in the pit for winter ; otherwise, if placed in 

the pit or frame too early they get drawn, or lose their 

bottom leaves and become unsightly. In spring, as 

soon as they begin to grow, allow plenty of air and re- 

move the lights entirely on very fine days, watering fre- 
quently with manure water, or what is better, placing a 
ortion of rotten dung on the surface of the pots. 
hen the plants begin to show for bloom, the single 

ones can at once be pulled out, leaving only those that 
are double ; these plants will flower in April and May. 

In sowing in spring for a succession to flower from 
the middle of July until September, sow the various 
kinds of Ten-weeks in the open border, in very rich soil, 
about the middle of March, and thin out the strongest 
plants at first, and afterwards all the single ones as they 
show bloom (unless you want them for seed), and by 
the end of July you may have nothing but a bed of 
double Stocks; by transplanting some of the smaller 
plants about the end of May into very rich soil you may 
have a later succession of bloom ; and, finally, if some 
purple and white Queen Stocks are sown at the same 
time and treated in a similar way, they will commence 
flowering in August, and remain in beauty until they 
are destroyed by winter weather. If the winter should 
not prove severe, however, these plants will keep on 
blooming until those sown in July take their place, thus 
producing a constant ion all the year round. 

In many cases the most beautiful of all the kinds of 
Stocks, the Bromptons, get killed by the severity of the 
winter; but this may be avoided by taking up the 
plants before winter and potting them, or by planting 
them in a spare Melon pit or cold frame, and after- 
wards replanting them into the open ground in spring, 
but they never flower so well or grow so large as when 
they survive the winter in the open border. 

In saving the seed much depends ; for Stocks as well 
as all highly domesticated plants annually reproduced 
from seed, are very subject to degenerate, and it re- 
quires a constant vigilance to preserve or improve the 
race. I shall now endeavour to point out what is the 
best means of obtaining double flowers with good 

i fame eolours. In selecting ee WCT O BAYS 
" r. 

seed, choose always those with brightest and clearest 
colour, broadest petals, densest flower-spikes, most 
numerous side branches, and dwarfest habit; and avoid 
all those plants with few lateral branches, robust habit, 
thinly-set flower-spike, and broken colours. Much also 
depends on the season ; for if thesummer should prove 
2 very dry and warm one, the seeds will be much better 
as regards the produetion of double flowers ; while, on 
the contrary, if the summer should prove to be cold and 
wet, nearly all the plants will be single, and this ac- 
counts why the German-saved seed is always superior to 
that saved in England. " 

It should also be observed that the seed of each 
colour and kind of Stock should be saved at as great a 
distance from the other as possible; otherwise bad 

colours are the effect. The bottom flowers on the spike 

only should be allowed to produce seed, which is easily 

done by pinching the top ones off ; and finally, the best 
seed is obtained where large quantities are grown, and 
where the plants are allowed to remain where sown, and 
treated as above stated. There are some who suppose 
because a plant with single flowers be surrounded by 
double ones, it must produce seed from which nearly all 
the produce will be double ; but I need hardly say that 
such is not the case; for the quantity of double flowers 
has no effect upon the single, but merely indicates that 
the breed is a good one.—G. Gs 

ENTOMOLOGY. 
Evrreryx SorANt (ihe Potato Frog-fly.)—This little 

ereature is nearly allied to Tettigonia flavescens of 
Fabricius, which is ionally found in September, bu 
the former species is rendered deserving our attention, 
from its having been detected upon the Potatoes soon 
after the murrain manifested itself last year, as stated 

bya pondent who itted speci with the 
following observations :—“ This insect appeared about 
the 23d of August: it resided underneath the leayes, 
but I could not perceive that it had done any injury to 
them, and they were not upon the stalks. It continued 
on the Potatoes until they were taken up on the 22d of 
September. They bred on the leaves, I presume, as 
there were both young and old on the plants, from four 
to twelve on a leaf. When we attempted to take them 
they would dodge or shuffle away to the other side of 
"the leaf.” 

The genuine Froth-flies, we know, live in their larva 
and pupa states, in a liquor which is secreted to protect 
their tender bodies from the action of heat and cold, 
and they would, undoubtedly, weaken a tree or plant if 
they were to attack it in any considerable numbers, 
The Potato Frog-fly does not create any frothy 
secretion, but it is to be hoped that Potato growers 
will watch the economy of this species, and" publish 
their observations. When and where the eggs are laid 
we know not, but the larve are little shy green 
animals, similar to the perfect insect, but destitute 
of wings: as the larve 

= 

| the sap, at the same time 
hich interferes with the healthy cir- 

culation in the leaf or stem, and, robbing it of the full 
supply of nutriment. 

This pupa is narrow, about 1 line long (fig. 1 greatly 
magnified), of a green colour, probably sometimes in- 
clining more or less to a yellow tint, and the abdomen 
tapers considerably. The head is broad with two long 
antennæ, like fine black bristles (5) ; 2 large eyes (6) ; 
the face (3) is greatly elongated and attenuated to the 
extremity where the rostrum is attached, and passes 
along the breast between the hinder coxæ ; it is flexi- 
ble, composed of three joints, with the dibles and 

Pear, the Supreme, and (that never-failing and good 
Pear) the “ Bishop's Thumb.” Plum.trces are very bad 
and fruit scarce. Gooseberries are a fair crop, but not 
plentiful. Cherries very middling. In fact, the only 
things that look well are Strawberries, and unless weil 
watered now, they will not swell. Parsnips, Carrots, 
Broccoli, &c. are all thin and plants poor—a bad look 
out for winter vegetables. We shall soon be digging 
new Potatoes here plentifully.—J. B. Warren, Warren's 
Green, County Cork, Ireland. | 

Luminosity of the Poppy.—In walking round my 
maxillze like bristles, distinctly visible at the apex (4) ; 
the sheaths inclosing the wings look like the pinions of 
a bird, and it has six legs, the hinder pair being the 
longest. Eventually the skin of this pupa bursts upon 
the back, and out crawls the perfect Eupteryx Solani, 
which is a winged insect, and it can leap, I expect, as 
well as fly short distances. It is likewise of an agree- 
able green colour, but becomes of a yellowish green 
when dead ; the head is broader and shorter than it was 
in the pupa, and of a erescent shape above, with a 
brown prominent eye on each side (6); the face, how. 
ever, whieh is nearly horizontal, is very long and some- 
what ovate, producing a rostrum, as in the pupa, also 
two antenne, which are shorter, composed of two small 
subglobose joints, inserted in cavities before the eyes, 
each furnished with a bristle ; the thorax is transverse 
and smooth ; the scutellum is subtrigonate, acuminated 
at the apex ; the abdomen is attenuated, conical in the 
female, with a long and stout ovipositor, formed of 
sheaths enclosing the oviduct wings when at rest, lying 
over the body in a convex form ; the elytra or superior 
wings are twice as long as the body, narrow and ellipti- 
cal, the nervures scarcely visible ; inferior wings nearly 
as long as the elytra, broader, excessively delicate and 
iridescent ; legs six, very slender, anterior short, 
hinder very long; thighs short aud slender; shanks, 
anterior armed with spines on. the inside only, and not 
to the apex; hinder long, with a double series of spiny 
bristles on the outside; feet moderately long and triar- 
ticulate ; claws and pulvilli minute ; fig. 2, the cross 
lines showing the natural divisions. 

An Hemipterous insect, closely allied to Phytocoris 
campestris of Linneeus,* is accused, in th» United States, 
of injuring the Potato crops in a similar way. It is 
most abundant in June and July, although it has been 
found as early as the third week in April, and as late as 
the middle of October. Dr. Harris says it is the P. 
lineolaris of Palisot de Beauvois, and the Capsus 
oblineatus of Say. * During the summer of 1838,+ and 
particularly in the early part of the season, which, it 
will be recollected, was very dry, our gardens and fields 
swarmed with immense numbers of little bugs, that at- 
tacked almost all kinds of herbaceous plants. My 
attention was first drawn to them in consequence of 
the injury sustained by a few Dahlias, Marigolds, 
Asters, and Balsams with which I had stocked a little 
border around my house. ; In the garden of my friends, 
the Messrs. Hovey, at Cambridgeport, I observed, 
about thesame time, that these insects were committing 
sad havoe, and was informed that various means had 
been tried to destroy or expel them without effect. On 
visiting my Potato patch shortly afterwards, I found 
the insects there also in great numbers on the vines; 
and from information worthy of eredit, am inclined to 
believe that these insects contributed quite as much as 
the dry weather of that season, to diminish the produce 
of the Potato-fields in this vicinity. They principally 
atiacked the buds, terminal shoots, and most succulent 
growing parts of these and oiner herbaceous planis, 
puncturing them with their beaks, drawing off the sap, 
and from the effects visible, apparently poisoning the 
parts attacked. These shortly after withered, turned 
black, and in a few days dried up or curled, and re- 
mained permanently stunted in their growth. Early in 
the morning the bugs would be found buried among the 
little expanding leaves of the growing extremities of the 
plants, at which time it was not very difficult to catch 
them ; but after they had become warmedaa little by the 
sun, they became exceedingly active, and on the ap- 
proach of the fingers would loose their hold, and either 
drop suddenly or fly away. Sometimes, too, when on 
the stem of a plant, they would dodge round to the 
other side, and thus elude our grasp." — Ruricola. 

Home Correspondence. 
The Season in the South of Ireland.—This is the 

worst year I can recollect for a series of 20 seasons 
that has occurred in the south of Ireland. I may say 
that orchards are quite barren ; after having very fine 
bloom, no fruit has remained, all having melted away. 
None of the superior kinds of Pears have anything on 
them, and the only ones that bear at all are the Sugar 

Curtis's Guide Gen., 1100,7. 
1 Harris's Treatise on Insects, p. 162, 

garden, in company with three friends, near nine in the 
evening, our attention was attracted by the dazzling 
appearance of a large red Poppy. On watching it at- 
tentively, we perceived it to emit vivid streaks of light; 
which appeared to play over the large gaudy flowers, 
so much so as to quite affect the eyo-sight after looking 
upon ita short time. Have any of your readers ob- 
served the same, and can you account for so curious- 
a phenomenon.— JW. D. G., Gosberton. [We can find 
no such appearancee.] 

Rhododendron Arboreum.—'There is no flower in the 
conservatory during the dull months of January and 
February, that can in any way vie, in elegance of habit,. 
or brilliancy of colour, with the Rhododendron arbo- 
reum, and yet in how few instances do we meet 
with it in perfection; in how many do we find complaints 
made of the difficulty there is in inducing it to bloom at 
all; in fact, I have known many persons to have this 
plant in their care for years, and never to succeed with 
it ; so that eventually one of the richest ornaments of: 
our conservatories is discarded as worthless. I have 
a very handsome bush about 6 ft. in height in the con- 
servatory here, which during the months of January 
and February last was truly splendid ; it had 46 fine 
large heads of bloom fully expanded at one time, be- 
sides many more, both before and after, all of the rich- 
est bright crimson. This plant is now again set for 
bloom, and I expect will have about 65 or 70 heads ; a 
smaller plant about 3 ft. in height is also beautifully set 
with blossom? buds, and will flower any time during 
the next winter, according to its treatment. My atten-- 
tion vas nrst drawn to this plant by seeing the very. 
large specimens at Mr. Knight’s in the King's-road, and 
I thought if smaller plants of the species could be madè: 
to flower as well, how very desirable they would be. 
have. been generally successful in my treatment, which 
mainly consists in a careful attention to the supply of 
water. During January and the four succeeding months 
they require a very plentiful supply; the four following, . 
viz., June, July, August, and September, only half the 
quantity ; and during October, November, and Decem- 
ber, I give scarcely any, gradually drying the ball com- 
pletely, even’ to punishing the plant. 
hints may have some effect in making the R. arboreunr 
more universally cultivated and better blcomed.—J. L. 
Snow, Swinton Park, Bedale. 

The Nuthatch—Mr. Wighton states that the nut- 
hatch (the Sitta europza), is not known in the west of 
England. This is so far from being the case, that it is 
common in many parts of Devonshire, if not throughout 
the county ; and I have this year observed many pairs 
in this immediate neighbourhood, about a dozen miles 
west of Exeter. There is now a nest about a hundred: 
yards from me, composed, as Mr. W. remarks, of the 
inner bark of the Fir. It isin a stone wall, and the 
entrance to it being too shallow to admit the hand, it 
was necessary to remove a stone in order to examine 
it ; but the stone having been loosely replaced, it was 
found a few days afterwards most artistically plastered 
up, and the hole so reduced as only just to admit a pas- 
sage for the bird. My experience disproves Mr. W.’s 
assertion that the nuthatch does not pilfer nuts from 
the bushes, as I have often remarked it selecting the 
finest nuts from bunches of Filberts ; but as the studies 
of horticulture and natural history are often united, its 
interesting habits more than repay to the naturalist what 
is lost to the gardener.— Subscriber. Mr. Wighton, of 
Norwich, tells us that the nuthatch, “on account of its 
habits and diet, is a welcome visitor to our gardens.” By 
this I should expect that Mr. W, was well acquainted 
with the habits and diet of this little bird ; but when he 
informs us that “it is a question whether it cracks nuts 
for the sake of the kernels, or for the insects or grubs 
which they may contain,” another question is raised, 
which is—How far the nuthatch may be a useful or à 
welcome visitor in gardens ? for if the bird cracks nuts, 
or indeed any other seeds, for the sake of their kernels, 
I should not wish them to visit my garden. But, be 
this as it may, I beg to tell Mr. W. that the nuthatelr 
(Sitta europzea) never cracks nuts at all ; and, further; 
as Nature always provides tools and strength sufficient 
to perform the work she has ordained to he effected, 
and as both strength and tools are wanting in this bird; 
no such work could ever be performed by it. If Mr. W. 
has not studied the relative strength of materials, it 
would be well for him to try how much more mecha- 
nical power it would take to crack a nut than it would 
to break the bill, or even the head of this little bird. 
Mr. W. says that the nuthatch “belongs to the family 
of woodpeckers, or creepers.” If he knows anything 0! 
ornithology, he must know that the birds which consti- 
tute the family called woodpecker have two toes before 
and two behind ; and, if to the creepers, it must have 
three toes before and one behind. But Mr. W. states 
that his bird (the nuthatch) “has only two toes before 
and one behind ;” this appears the more strange, as 
know well that the nuthatch has three toes before and 
one behind. It is very probable, too, that Mr. W. has 
not carefully examined the nest, which he certainly 

Perhaps these 

X 
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mention that I discovered the plant growing in great 

Profusion, a few days since, among the rubbish near the 
first bridge over the Croydon Railway, going from the 
Dartmouth Arms to New Cross. The station is close 
to a house in the occupation of a Mr. Cutbush, and 

may be readily approached by a foot-path from the 

road over Forest Hill, which leads to the said house ; 
Or, by keeping along the remaining portions of the Old 

Croydon Canal, from the Dartmouth Arms, till you 
each the above house of Mr. Cutbush. I was in the 
neighbourhood of the spot several times in the summer 
of 1841, but never met with L. Draba; I believe, 
therefore, that it had not then appeared in that place ; 
this makes me think that it owes its existence there to 
the rubbish thrown out of the line, in consequence of 
the great slides of earth 3 or 4 years since. It has 
‘been usual for botanists to avail themselves of the 
* Phytologist,” to announce any discovery of this kind ; I 
‘shall not omit to do so in the present instance, but as the 
f Phytologist” will not appear again till July the plant 

May be too far gone to be of use to those who might 
wish to collect it. I shall have plenty of specimens for 

those who may want them.—W. Ilott, Surgeon, 
Bromley, Kent. 

Cements,—In your Number for April 25, to have a 
good cement, it is directed “ to filla bottle with ising- 
Jass chips, and to pour in as much gin as the bottle will 

h I have complied with these directions, with the 

exception of using whisky instead of gin, but not the 
least perceptible solution took place, and two pieces of 

Paper moistened with the liquid had no adherence when 
dried. Neither gin nor whisky is required for the so- 
lution of isinglass. A chemical work just now before 
me says, “100 grains of good isinglass were found by 

Mr. Hatchett to contain rather more than 98 of matter 

Soluble in water.”—G. J. [Isinglass and gin formed 
the powerful cement formerly used when ladies amused 
themselves with paper fillagree work, instead of Berlin 
Wool, but we don’t know how it was prepared. ] 
American Aloe.—The great American:Aloe (Agave 

Americana, W.) being a native of tropical America, is 
ìn this country generally treated as a tender exotic, and 
Loudon, in the * Encyclopeedia of Plants" states it to 
3 e a bark or moist stove plant. Even in some parts of 
the sunny clime of Italy it is stated to be incapable of 
enduring the winter. Yet, strange as it may seem, it 
38 not the less a fact, that a plant of this Aloe has, with 
a very little protection, withstood the frosts of two suc- 
AD winters in the garden here, without suffering 
Ye slightest injury. Early in March, 1844, the indi- 

vidual plant referred to, which was then in the green- 
xl was found to be in a bad state of health, and in 
E: air way for damping off, the centre being almost 
a olly decayed, in consequence of its having stood for 
estime during the winter under the drip of one of 

e greenhouse shelves. It was then turned out of the 
e As useless, and planted on the top of an artifieial 
sockwork, merely as an ornament and without the least 
EL Eon of its survivance. It, however, soon re- 
se credand commenced to grow, and before the end of the 
ue assumed a very healthy appearance, which it has 
ae to maintain, and although a small plant when 
iunt out, has since then produced a considerable 

NE of new leaves, and also of suckers. At present 
i S the very picture of health, and has, since first 
APER out, stood the two winters of 1844-5 and 1845-6, 
ns only the little protection afforded by a Spruce 
2 ig Perhaps this plant may yet be found capable 
ae mang our winters in this country without pro- 
Nis 3 if so it will be a valuable addition to our 
ador DAS ad n an QC object for the 
Dinden awns and shrubberies.—Seafield Lodge, 

“eather Rules.—At Abergele, 1845, Sept. 21st, 22d 
fhe and eae hs wing N.E.; the two fest very wet, 

ex i, B i Bü vind from BSE Je. ze On the 

Botanical Curiosity.—Upon Merroe Downs, just 

beside the Guildford race-course, stands a Yew tree, 

out of whose solid stem, at 15 feet from the ground, 

grows a large wild Sorbus. The vigour of the parasite 

threatens to overwhelm the mother-tree; and at this 

season its full sheaf of whitish-green extinguishes the 

sombre Yew. I should tell you that the trunk of the 

latter is quite sound, and about 20 feet in girth at a 

yard from the soil ; and where the foster plant emerges 

from its parent, the stem of it is 4 feet round. Sup- 
posing that so large a parasite, and that in the case of 

a tree so different in nature as the Sorbus from the 

Yew, is ah unusual occurrence, I have ventured to 

send the foregoing.— M. F. T., Guildford. [This is 

a very curious case, though certainly not of parasitism, 

No doubt the Yew must have been originatiy hollow, 

although the cavity is now coneealed by the trunk of 
the Beam Tree or Sorbus.] 

Polmaise Heating.—Three or four years back, in 

answer to a query respecting the admission of cold air 

by a pipe into a small hothouse, you replied, * Can you 

not warm the air before you admit it.” The house 

being placed most inconveniently in the angle of a build- 

ing, I was obliged to sink the boiler house nearly 5 feet 

below the surface of the ground, and carry the flue in 
the direetion of the dotted line. Instead of filling the 

hole up with rubbish, I determined to make an air- 

chamber (B) over the flue,3 feet square,and about 5 feet 

in depth. A zine pipe carries the air from the outside 

to the bottom of the chamber. The top of the chamber 

is covered with thin Yorkshire flag, and an aperture 
2% inches in diameter ad- 
mits the hot air. I can 
now, With confidence,speak 
most highly of the results. 
We have always a stream 
of pure fresh hot-air in 
the house. During the 

A early part of the year, we 
have never let down a 
light for weeks, and every- 
thing has grown with the 

lue. reatest luxuriance ; nor 

have we ever had the slightest damp, or smell. If 

at any time we want a moist heat, a can of water 

poured down the hole produces a nice moist air. I do 

not, of course, give this plan as one to be followed, but 

merely as illustrative of the value of the Polmaise 

system, which I am convinced is the true one. — Clericus. 

Disease in Conifers.—1 fully coincide with your re- 

marks respecting the cause of disease in Conifers, from 

the facts which have come under my own observation, 

Since the second week in July last many plants and 

trees have been much affected, especially in the latter 

end of summer and autumn, with disease similar to 

that in Potatoes, and no family of plants suffered more 

than Conifers. The Scotch Firs (Pinus sylvestris) and 

Larch (Larix europzea) suffered very much indeed with 

mildew and swarms of green fly, so much so that the foliage 

of the Larches was quite seared and fell off very early 

last autumn ; and the Scotch Firs looked all this spring 

very brown, even as if scorched, more particularly on 

west aspects. They have been smothered all winter 

with swarms of a very small light pea-green aphis, 

which attacked them immediately after they had been 

infected with mildew, there being no weather this last 

winter to destroy these pests. ‘The following are the 

kinds that have suffered the most at Bicton :— 

Tank. 

A. Fireplace and Boiler. 
B. ITot-air Chamber. 
D. Dotted line, direction of 

Pinus sylvestris uncinata Pinus insignis ** 

"i 9 rigensis » Teocote 

E: 5 Mughus 5, leiophylla ** 
,, halepensis Strobus * 
» i 5 Lambertiana 

, excelsa 
5 palustris 

species from Armenia 

rigida Jaricio (a variety of) 

, Sabiniana s» apulcensis 

Those marked thus * * have suffered most, though I 

am happy to say the whole now are doing well, and 

making most excellent strong young wood. Some of 

the varieties of Abies have suffered very much indeed, 
more partieularly by the ravages of green fly, which 

pest seems now to have entirely left them, and the trees 

are all now doing much better than I had expected. 

Three or four of the varieties having lost the whole of 

their foliage, and having the appearance of being dead, 

are now making pretty wood all over the plant, so that 

to all appearance now we shall not lose a plant. The 

following kinds of Abies have suffered to the greatest 
extent :— 
Abies orientalis ** 

, alba 
khutrow 
Menziesii 

canadensis ** 

” 

| Abies Clanbrasiliana** 
ea ** 

» Smithiana 
pygmiea ** 

ee eee variety from New 

» | 

Picea Pindrow is the only variety that has suffered 
out of 13 varieties.—James Barnes, Bicton Gardens, 

Devon. 
Drainage of Pots.—Almost' everybody who writes on 

growing plants in pots recommends good drainage ; 

but how this is to be effected, and of what sized mate- 

rials the drainage is to be composed, is seldom men- 

tioned. Now, as the health of the plant in a great mea- 

sure depends on the free circulation of water through 

the soil, it is essential that the strictest attention be 

observed in the formation of drainage. The materials 
for this purpose should be perfectly dry and free from 

dust, whether these be erocks, charcoal, or sandstone ; 

they should be broken into different sizes, each size 

being placed separately by itself ; thus, if I were using 

3.inch pots, I should first clean the pot well inside if 

required, then place a piece of crock at the bottom, 
nearly as large as will cover it, but concave, so as to 
allow the water free egress ; on this I would place a 

layer of broken crocks, or other material, about the 
size of Beans, and on this again a slight layer about the 

size of Peas. And when I used pots of a larger size, I 

would use larger pieces, always keeping the coarsest at 

the bottom and the smallest at the top, and, with very 

few exceptions, the plants will be benefited by placing 

a thin layer of turfy loam or peat over the drainage, as 

this keeps the smaller particles of earth from being 

carried down among the drainage. Although there is ne 

fear of the drainage being impaired, if properly con- 
structed, yet, to make doubly sure, let each pot be 
eroeked as regularly as possible, one having no more 
drainage than another, so that in the next shift each 

may get the same proportion of soil as well as drainage. 

Pieces of sandstone mixed with the soil are very useful 

in drainage for hard-wooded plants, as are also pieces of 

charcoal and bone-dust for soft-wooded ones ; in either 

ease the roots will be found closely adhering to these 

lumps. There are many'gardeners who say, “I have 

no time to attend to such a routine of breaking and 

layering ;” but erocks do not spoil by being broken and 

sorted in the coldest day in winter, nor yet if done in 

wet weather, when nothing can be done out of doors. 

The different sizes may be placed in large pots, and put 

somewhere out of the way, where they will be dry until 
the crocks are wanted for use, which is generally in 

spring and summer seasons, when work is pressing 3 

thus time is saved by having crocks previously prepared, 

and plants are benefited by judiciously arranged drain- 
age, which is sure to be effectual.— JV. Moody. 

Wire-worm and Mustard-sced.—1n a recent Number 

a correspondent desired to know the most efficient 

means of getting rid of wire-worms, and stated that he 

read somewhere that the sowing of Mustard-seed 

effected the object completely. The article to which he 

alludes is, probably, to be found in “ Loudon’s Gar- 

deners’ Magazine.” The quotation is as follows :— 

* I have dcmonstrated to my own satisfaction that the 

wire-worm may be prevented by sowing the ground 

previously with white Mustard-seed. On a field of 50 

acres of fallow, half an acre was sown with white Mus- 

tard-seed, The field was much subject to wireworm, 

and when it was laid down with Wheat after fallow, it 

suffered much, excepting the half acre that had been 

under white Mustard. In another field of 45 acres, 3 

acres were laid down with white Mustard-seed, with 

the same beneficial result as regarded the wire-worm, 

while at the same time the crop of Wheat was better in 

that portion. Encouraged by this success, I next year 

sowed a whole field of 42 acres, which had never repaid 

me for 19 years, owing to the ravages of the wire-worm, 

and not one of which could be found the following year. 
My crop was superior to any I had grown for 21 

years." The above article was written by Mr. Tal- 

land, Little Houghton, Northamptonshire, and was in- 

serted in the Country Times, Sept. 1831, from which it 

was copied into * Loudon's Gardeners’ Magazine." I 

add another quotation regarding wire-worm :—* At the 

last meeting of the Entomological Society, Mr. Spence 

described a plan successfully adopted in the west of 

England for the destruction of wire-worms, which had 

greatly infested the Turnip-fields. He employed boys 

for picking them up, at the rate of ljd. per 100 ; in 

the course of a few days they obtained upwards of 

11,000, the expense of clearing 1 acre being 1/. 25. 6d.” 

See Mark Lane Express for Jan, 8, 1838, page 7— 

G 
Vitality in Shrubs. —The following is a curious in- 

stance of the power of shrubs to preserve vitality 

though to all appearance dead. In September 1844 a 

Wistaria was moved and laid in by the heels from that 

month till about the middle of November, when it was 

lanted in a north-east aspect and not in very good soil. 

It endured the whole of that severe winter unpro- 

tected. In May, 1845, on seeing no signs of life in it, I 

examinedzthe root, and found it had been buried to a 

very great depth. I moved it close to the surface, still 

it remained all the summer and autumn to allappearanee 

dead, so much so that people inquired why it was 

allowed to remain. In February of the present year it 

began to show signs of life, and is now coming into leaf. 

A friend had a white Jasmine, which grew near a cess- 

pool ; the cesspool was offensive to it, and it appeared 

dead for two years, when the cesspool being removed it 

showed signs of life, and is now flourishing.—4. M. D.s 

May 25. 
Hedgehog v. Rabbits.—It is desirable to come E M 

rescue of calumniated and persecuted animals. 
gardeners ignorantly and erroneously destroy the little 

insectivorous birds, which are amongst their best 

friends. In last Number appeared an absurd story 

abouta hedgehog killing a rabbit in a hedge. Your 

correspondent adds “ that hedgehogs are Known to be 

very destructive to game and poultry by carrying away 

and devouring their eggs ;” and he has now discovered 

that “they manage to destroy live rabbits !” Why did 

he not add the equally authenticated fact, that they 

suck the cows? advise him to watch by moonlight, 

and try to surprise à goatsucker and a hedgehog 

téle-a-téte at the udder of his best Alderney, The so- 

lution of his marvel is very easy. A weazel had, ac- 

cording to custom, sprung upon a rabbit, which, as 

rabbits always do upon such occasions, cried out. The 

weazel, as weazels usually do, got out of the way before 

the dog reached the scene of action, and an unfortu- 

nate harmless hedgehog, who was lying rolled up in the 

long Grass and taking a quiet nap, was (after much 
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barking and scratching) routed out by tie dog, and was | daily, and found the disease making progress; in the] plant; and his hes into the 1 and unjustly destroyed, as generally happens to hedgehogs. 
Without hesitation, I deny the correctness of the faet 
asserted ; and I add, that if the hedgehog had unin- 
tentionally killed the rabbit in the hedge, your cor- 
respondent, according to his own account, had no means 
of ascertaining the faet.— W. Herbert, June 8. [The 
Statement was copied from a country paper, in the hope 
that it would elicit a reply from such a correspondent 
as our learned friend.] 

Potato Disease in Ireland.—I am sorry to say that 
your opinion as to the probable effects of last year’s 
disease on the present crop of Potatoes is but too likely 
to be realised. Alarming avcus2's are now reaching 
"us from various quarters. At Ballycrenane, near Castre- 
martyr, a friend of mine planted last February about 
three quarters of an acre of Turnip ground with per- 
fectly sound, whole seed ; the crop was all he could 
wish (the drills being nearly covered by the stalks) up 
to Sunday the Ist inst., when suddenly they appeared 
as if blasted, and, on examination, it was found that 
they are destroyed by the disease which caused such 
ravages last season. The stalks and young Potatoes 
are now before me ; the tops of the former are quite 
withered and spotted in different parts, and the rot is 
perceptible in the young produce ; still, strange to say, 
the seed is as sound as the day it was planted. The 
erop is so completely destroyed, that he will have to 
plough them up. A gentleman from Clonakilty informed 
me this day that he is aware of more than a dozen in- 
stances, on his own farm and among his tenantry, in 
which the disease has made its appearance on the stalks 
of the early planted crop. The accounts from Cloyne, 
Kinsale, and Kerry are equally unpleasant ; in fact, 
such is the present appearance of things, that many of 
our farming neighb ay they will not be surprised to 
hear of the total extinction of the crop this season. This is 
melancholy, inasmuch as many of the small farmers, 
encouraged by the promising appearance of the early 
crop, were induced to plant much more largely than 
they had intended after the loss they sustained last 
season.— H. H., Cork. 

Potato Disease in Portugal.—It may be interesting 
to know that my Potato crop which was a few days ago 
most flourishing, suddenly became blaek and withered ; 
ihe same has occurred to many others, both in the 
neighbourhood and at some miles distant.— An Original 
Subscriber, at Oporto, May 20. 

The Potato Crop.— You have very properly cautioned 
some of your more sanguine correspondents against 
forming too p 2 judgment respecting the pros- 
pects of the coming Potato crop. The disease did not 
commence last year till the first six months were well 
over; one ought not, therefore, to be too hopeful should 
Six weeks or more pass by without many indications of 
the malady. The specimen I inclose for you this morn- 
ing, of the base of a Potato stem exhibiting precisely the 
appearance of the decayed tubers of last year, though 
the foliage and upper portion of the stem are at present 
healthy, is no very pleasant indication of what may too 
probably be expected. The tubers are not above half 
grown, but the base of the stem is in such a state that 
the plant could not have retained its verdure for another 
week. In some parts the whole of the tissue between 
the cuticle and the spiral vessels was decayed, in others 
spotted with the peculiar brown patches which, in the 
present instance, are highly impregnated with the my- 
celium of some fungus. The cuticle itself was powdery 
with a minute fusisporium, probably identical with that 
which has been so common on the diseased tubers. J 
ought to tell you that the Potatoes from which the dis- 
eased specimen originated did not exhibit last year the 
slightest trace of disease. I am surprised to see in the 
papers accounts of healthy crops raised from diseased 
tubers. I can only say, that my own experience is quite 
against such a notion. The difference in my garden 
between two contiguous patches raised from sound and 
diseased tubers of the same heap of Potatoes, is at once 
apparent to the most casual observer; those from the 
latter having a pallid unhealthy aspect, while the others 
are most luxuriant.—M, J. Berkeley. 

Potato Disease —I am sorry to say that your fears 
are likely to be fully realised in regard to this calamity, 
Three sorts of early Potatoes were planted in my father’s 
garden—Ash-leaved Kidneys, White Quarries, and a 
very early and desirable sort ealled here Red Bottoms. 
They all came up, and made as good progress as could | 
be desired. Of the third sort I was anxious to pro- | 
pagate as many as possible, being under the impres- 
sion that they escaped the disease of last season ;in 
fact, the stalks were withered before the crop was at- | 
tacked in this part of the country. A small quantity 
remained in the pit, where they had been placed for the 
winter, and sent out vigorous shoots, which I had care- 
fully separated from the parent tubers, and as carefully 
planted in a good, airy sitnation in the garden. The 
parent tubers were planted on the same day in drills in 
the same border. I observed that the transplanted 
shoots made very little progress, and aseribed it to the 
dryness of the weather before the 17th of last month ; | 
from that day to the 20th we had refreshing rain, and | 
it was then that on examining the plants I found some | 
of them showing symptoms of disease. There were | 
brown spots on the leaves of some ; in some, the leaves 
were rotting across the middle, and in some the stalks 
were turning black. My attention being thus drawn, I 
examined the other sorts, and found the same spots, 
and on the same situations as the three sorts, which were 
then far advanced, but less on the Quarries than on the 
other two kinds, Since then I have examined the drills 

ease of the transplanted shoots, the six drills of them 
almost entirely withered away, and Peas have been 
planted in the ground they occupied. Since the day 
before yesterday I see the progress of the disease in 
Red Bottoms and Quarries, and very much fear that, 
instead of having a fine crop of Potatoes (as we had 
every reason to expect), the stalks will be withered be- 
fore the end of the month.—John P. Lawless Pyne, 
Hector and Vicar of Inch, Diocese of Cloyne, June 1. 

Societies. 

LINNEAN SOCIETY. 
Anniversary Meere, May 25 —The Bisnop or 

Norwrou, President, in the chair. The Secretary, J. 
J. Bennett, Esq. rena o0. Report, when it appeared, 
that during the last year 11 fellows had been elected, 
three had retired, one had been ejected, and 13 had 
died. The following is a list of the deceased members : 
—J. H. Abraham ; H. Singer Chinnock ; Baron Field, 
late Chief Justice of New South Wales, and afterwards 
of Gibraltar; the Rev. Thomas Gisborne; Robert Gra- 
ham, M.D., Professor of Botany, Edinburgh ; Joseph 
Janson, Esq., who left a bequest of 1007. to the Society ; 
Gally Knight, M.P.; Thomas Knowton, son of the 
gardener of Sherard ; R. Latham; Dr. Lush, and 
Peter Nouaille. Of associates had died Mr. J. Main, 
aud Mr. G. Lamonelle. The following officers were re- 
elected. President, Edward, Lord Bishop.of Norwich, 
D.D.; Treasurer, Edward Forster, Esq. ; Secretary, 
John Joseph Bennett, Esq. ; Under Secretary, Richard 
Taylor, Esq. The following five members of the Council 
were recommended to beremoved:— Francis Boott, M.D. 
Bracy Clark, Esq., Professor Forbes, Rev. Wm. Hincks, 
Wm. Spence, Esq. The following five were elected into 
the Council in the room of the above :—Sir Henry de 
la Beehe, Hugh Falconer, M.D., J. D. Hooker, M.D., 
W. W. Saunders, Esq., Wm, Yarrell, Esq. 
June 2.—Epwarp FonsrER, Esq. in the chair. 

Mr. Masters exhibited specimens of Beroe cueu- 
maria, and Cydipp pomiformis, which had been taken 
alive at Herne Bay.—Mr. W. Hoit, of Bromley, 
exhibited specimens of Lepidium Draba, of Linnzeus, 
which he had found growing in great abundance near 
the first bridge over the Croydon Railway, between the 
Dartmouth Arms and New Cross. This plant has 
hitherto been a very rare plant in England, and is, pro- 
bably, after all, an introduced species.—Mr. Adam 
White, of the British Museum, read a paper entitled 
“A few Notes towards the Statistical Fauna of New 
Zealand, as far as re the Annulosa.’’ 

BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH. 
May 14.—This, the monthly meeting, was held in the 

Royal Botanic Garden. Professor BALFOUR in the 
chair. The following gentlemen were elected Fellows :— 
J. Duncan, M.D., F.R.C.S.E., &c. ; Rev. Dr. Fleming, 
F.R.S E, M.W.S.; R. H. Gunning, Esq.; and W. S. 
Dougall, Esq. The followin ications wereread : 
—1. Biographical Sketch of the late Professor Graham, 
by Dr. Ransford. Robert Graham was the third son 
of the late Dr. Graham, of Stirling, (afterwards Moir 
of Leckie), and of Mrs. Anne Stewart, daughter of the 
late Charles Stewart, Esq., of Appin. His early educa- 
tion was obtained at Stirling. He was apprenticed in 
1804 to the late Mr. Andrew Wood, F.R.C.S., Edin- 
burgh, and became a licentiate of the College of Sur- 
geons in 1803, and graduated at the University during 
the same year. Dr. Graham then studied for 12 months 
in London, at St. Bartholomew’s Hospital, and after- 
wards commenced practice in Glasgow. In 1812 he 
was appointed physician to the Infirmary of that city 
and lecturer on Clinieal Medicine, and published an 
essay on the continued fever which at the time was 
epidemie in Glasgow. Dr. Graham succeeded Dr. 
Brown as a lecturer on Botany ; and in the following 
year, having been appointed by the Government Pro- 
fessor of Botany in the University of Glasgow, he 
succeeded, in conjunction with some other gentlemen, 
in getting a Botanical Garden established, and 
took the principal share in its formation Dr. 
Graham married the youngest daughter of David 
Carrick Buchanan, Esq., of Drumpellier and Mount 
Vernon. On the decease of Dr. Rutherford, he 
was appointed by theCrown Regius Professor of Botany, 
and Keeper of the King's Garden, and by the patrons 
to the Professorship of Medicine and Botany in the 
University of Edinburgh. Soon after his appointment, 
and principally through his exertions, the present Bota- 
nieal Garden was formed ; and with the able assistance 
of Mr. William M'Nab, all the trees, shrubs, and plants, 
were removed from the garden at Leith Walk to their 
present situation. He also prevailed upon the Govern- 
ment to increase the annual allowance to the institution 
(which is still insufficient, and only half the sum which 
is given to a more private one in Dublin), and expended 
considerable sums from his own resources to maintain 
its efficiency. Dr. Graham’s character as a clinical 
physician and private practitioner, was distinguished by 
unbending integrity and honour. He succeeded in 
greatly interesting the students in botanical science, by 
giving many prizes, and making botanical excursions. 
Dr. Ransford then noticed his plan of conducting the 
course, gave some anecdotes of his journeys, and alluded 
to his annual descriptions of new plants flowering in Edin- 
burgh ; the great interest he displayed in the welfare of 
the Botanical Society, of which he was an original mem- 
ber, and thrice President ; the history of the formation 
of the society, and his ibuti i i 
his papers read tothe Royal Society on the Gamboge 

botanieal sources of the articles of the Materia Medica. 
He was most attentive to the interests of the University, 
and supported all the measures of reform in medical 
education carried into effect between the years 1822 and 
1836. In 1840 Dr. Graham was elected President of 
the Royal College of Physicians ; he was a member of 
most of the scientific societies in this city, and President 
of many of them. From over-taxing his strength 
during one of his botanical excursions in 1843, he dated. 
the commencement of his last illness. His case was an 
obscure one. The Town Council, at his request, ap- 
pointed Dr. Joseph Hooker to be his assistant. 
Although in a very weak state, he introduced him to 
the class on the morning of the 5th of May, 1845. This 
was the last occasion on which he visited the gardens. 
Dr. Ransford then gave anecdotes of his generosity, 
and resignation during his illness. He was removed to 
Coldoeh, in Perthshire, on the 24th of July, and expired 
on the 7th of August. The disease was ascertained to 
be a malignant tumour resting on the dorsal vertebree,. 
and pressing upon the thoracic duct, vessels, and nerves. 
He was buried on the 13th in the private burying- 
ground of Leckie, belonging to his brother Charles 
A. Moir, Esq. Dr. Graham’s whole life was distin- 
guished by upright of conduct, cl of dis- 
position, combined with real kindheartedness. He was 
very energetic and industri most ientious in 
the discharge of every duty, and beloved by all who- 
were acquainted with him. 

2. Notice of the veget: in the neig hood of 
Lisbon, in a letter to Dr. Neill, from W. C. Trevelyan, 
Esq. In this letter, whieh is dated 11th March, Mr. 
Trevelyan writes—* It was a delightful change of 
climate we made in six days’ sail from Britain, landing 
on a quay here, with a border in which Bananas were 
flourishing, with lofty bushes of Heliotrope covered with 
blossoms, and Geraniums in full flower; an avenue of 
young Phytolacca dioica, and other symptoms of a 
warm climate. ‘The first crop of Peas we find is over. 
Beans are now in perfeetion, Strawberries in fruit, 
sweet Roses in blossom. The wild plants are comin, 
forward rapidly, the limestone hills are covered wit 
the beautiful Iris sysirhynchium and sambucina, though 
the latter is not so abundant; Ophrys vespifera or 
lutea, arachnites, and Orchis morio ; several Antirrhi- 
nums, Cistuses, the delicate Ulex australis, several 
Rutas, Cerinthe aspera, or a variety with purple blos- 
soms striped with white (that I got in Italy and Greece 
was tinged with yellow) ; several species of Calendula, 

ellis annua, sylvestris, and perennis, the last the least 
common ; the beautiful Narcissus bulboeodium, Orni- 
thogalum umbellatum, Vinca major, in great profusion 
and beauty; Cynoglossa, Lupinus, Illecebrum paro- 
nychia, Arum arisarum, and maeulatum (or one which 
comes very near it), Aristolochia longa, Asphodelus 
ramosus and fistulosus, Oxalis tuberosus and cornieu- 

latus; Genista tri } Anemone loid 
and many other plants, are now in perfection, as is the 
delicate annual Fern Gymnogramma leptophylla, In 
the hedges, Rubus fruticosus, Smilax nigra, and aspera, 
are abundant, the two latter in fruit. Ficaria ranun- 
culoides is very large ; Urtica membranacea and urens. 
both abundant. I have not observed any other species 
of this genus. One of the most showy plants in the 
gardens at present is Antholyza æthiopica, which grows 
in large beds in damp shady situations ; Calla zethiopiea. 
is also in great abundance, and very fine. Palms, Bam- 
boos, Draezena Draco, and other tropical plants, also 
flourish in the open air.” 

Ina subsequent letter to Dr. Neill, Mr. Trevelyan 
gives a full list of the plants in flower on 28th March, 
in this letter, Mr. Trevelyan writes—“ The Cynomo- 
rium coccineum, formerly known in medicine under the 
name of Fungus melitensis, is a very common plant (?), 
very showy, and in great abundance on the roots of the 
shrubby Cistus. (Does not the author here mean the 
Cytinus?) I hear that a company has been formed in 
Spain for the cultivation of the Sug: Many 
things might be cultivated, were it not for the indolence 
and unenterprising nature of the people. No railroad 
has been commenced or determined on, and searcely 
any improvements are going on in the country.” 

Dr. Balfour read a letter which he had received from: 
Dr. Cleghorn, a Fellow of the Society, dated Teer- 
thully, 27th March, in which he states that since the 
end of ,October he had made a tour through the north- 
western division of Mysore, and collected a great num- 
ber of interesting plants, especially in the western 
Ghats. Colcured drawings of most of them had been 
executed by a native (Mahratta) draughtsman who ac- 
companied him. Specimens of many of the plants he 
purposes to send to the Herbarium of the University of 
Edinburgh, under the charge of the Botanical Society. 

Dr. Balfour also read a letter from Dr. H. Giraud, 
also an active member of the Society, dated Bombay, 
26th February. In this letter Dr. Giraud gave an ac- 
count of the Horticultural Society’s Garden at Bom- 
bay, of which he is Secretary, and alluded generally to 
the naturé of the vegetation in the neighbourhood. He 
also notieed the mode of instruction adopted in the 
Medieal College at Bombay, in which he lectures on 
Chemistry, Materia Medica, and Botany.—4'rom the 
Edinburgh Evening Post of 27th May, 1846. 

Country Shows. 
Bolton Floral and Horticultural Society.—This was 

the second meeting for the season. The Calceolarias 
attracted universal attention. Of Tulips there was & 

goodly muster of choice sorts, but the unusual heat ope 
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rating upon thei speedily spoiled their symmetry. The 
following prizes were awarded :—Tuirs: Feathered 
Bizarres: Ist, Magnum Bonum, Mr. Morris ; 2d, Fire- 
rand, Mr. Wilkinson; 3d, Trafalgar, Mr. Openshaw ; 

4th, Surpasse Catafalque, Mr. Rawsthorn; 5th, 
Goud Beurs, Mr. Morris. Flamed Bigarres: lst, In- 
Comparable Bizarre, Mr. Hardman ; 2d, Albion, Mr. 

Walsh ; 3d, Lustre de Beauty, Mr. Hardman; 4th, 
Black Prince, Mr. Turner; 5th, George IV., M 

alsh ; 3d, tricolor, 
r. D. Rawsthorn ; 4th, westphalingia, Mr. Openshaw; 

5th, Linnzooides superba, Mr. Rawsthorn ; 6th, suaveo- 
Pelargoniums : 1st, Thurtell’s Pluto, 

Mr, Walsh; 2d, Duke of Cornwall, Mr. Openshaw ; 3d, 

Mr. J. Walsh ; 2d, Lilium eximium, Mr. R. Mosley ; 
3d, Caleeolaria Lady Constable, Mr. J. Openshaw; 

4th, do. Standishii, Mr. T. Lever.— Hardy. Shrubs : 
Do Clematis azurea grandiflora, Mr. Lever; 2d, Rosa 

evoniensis, Mr. Walsh.—Honorary Prize: Cactus 
Jenkinsoni, B. Dobson, Esq. 

Leeds Open Tulip Show.—This long looked-for event 
took place on Whitsun-Monday, at the Bazaar. here 
Were a large quantity of flowers, and, considering the 
unpropitious season, they were of much finer quality 
than any that had previously been exhibited. The Ist 
prize was gained by Mr. W. Hepton, Brighouse, with a 
Pan containing the following seven flowers : Charles X., 
Polyphemus, Incomparable, Roi de Siam, Duchess of 

eweastle, Unique, and a Seedling breeder ; 2d, to Mr. J. 
Bramma, for Emperor Charles, Polyphemus, Bienfait, 
Beurene, Agalia (feathered), Agalia (flamed), and 
Mine d'Or (Self). The best flower of any class was 
Shown by Mv, Jolin Gibbens, of Derby—a most perfectly 
feathered Triomphe Royale. i 

New Garden Pl 
82, MuragpiUM MACRORHIZON, Large-rooted Mulgede. 
T Hardy Perennial. (Composites.*) Nepal. 
his, although its flowers are but those of Succory, is 

r in the open 

fleshy roots render it impatient of 

is frequently destroyed in winter by 
y dry 

enough to stand the wint "der; but its large 
Moisture, and it 
damp, 
sii 
le 

af b lí should not only be planted in a j 

Nation, bu eted either by a hand-glass or dry 
Aves, I 1 n 
1. t y seeds sown in pots and 

pee aa Li me. It flowers in September and 

Clober, and remains for a long while in perfection, 
trailin ones or rocks, and cover) 
carpet of lively blue. — Bolan ; 
33. Lank tA PARVIFLORA, Small-flowered Lan- 

"This e . shrub. (Acanthad:.*) Sierra Leone. 
Ros ne was named after Dr. Edwin Lankester, F RS, 
EN eman whose knowledge of botanical science re- 
Ma o eulogy ; it is sufficient to state that he is the 
hisa: rof the botanical articles in the latter volumes of 
EISE enny Cyclopeedia,” of various botanical eontribu- 
Naa ip sh is now engaged in 
duction rg tinto ong: m Rie dd nien A donem 
Sent, a netiy ME De S Tus non : the pre- 
Boon : nativ e of the west coast of Africa, whence it was 
Sager, ino, Mr. Whitfield ; and another, with more 
ne ranches, sharper pointed leaves, and larger 
ea whose tube is three times as long as the calyx. 

= drawing w nurs F Glendin- 

g them with a 

Botanical Regis 

E $ 
See Li ^ 

these uen P n explanation of 

ning, of Turnham-green, from whom we- have received 
the following memorandum concerning the habits of the 
plant :—“ The present subject does not, perhaps, equal 
in beauty some of the plants from Western Afriea, 

already published ; but, nevertheless, it is a pretty and 
useful winter-flowering species, with bright yellow 
flowers, contrasting well with that valuable old plant 
Eran hemum pulchellum, with blue flowers. On this 

account it is more especially desirable ; because in the 

beginning of winter, at which period it flowered in my 
stove, we have little really to adorn such places. lis 
cultivationis rather peculiar. I have found it succeed 
best when treated in the following manner: Shift it in 
March, but not into too large a pot, using sandy peat 

with a small portion of loam ; place it in a moist tem- 
perature in bottom-heat, so as it may grow away 
freely ; 75? will be sufficient for it. Towards summer 
it should be hardened by degrees to endure the tempe- 
rature of a greenhouse, and in autumn it should be 

placed ina rather cool stove, where it will continue 

flowering for some months. ‘I'he plant is, as yet, scarce 
in this country ; it is not, however, difficult to propa- 
gate, as it will strike readily by cuttings, in heat, under 

a hand-glass."— Botanical 

Garden Memoranda. 
Mr. Wood's Nursery, Norwood.—Those who-are 

lovers of hardy variegated plants would be gratified 

by paying a visit to this place ; for here there is a very 

interesting collection. Among others, we observed 

the common Laurel, having the foliage fringed with 

white; Lemon Thyme, with the leaves bound with 

narrow white edgings; the common English Elm 

(Ulmus pestris) finely iegated; the Cock’s-foot 

Grass (Dactylis glomerata) with the foliage striped 

with m'nute white streaks; Acorus gramineus; two 

species of variegated Irises ; a Honeysuckle, not very 

ru 

ked with white ; the 
saxatilis); Arabis variegata, 

fringed with yellow ; Ligustrum vulgare, having yellow 

and green leaves; Tussilago farfara, edged with yellow; 
CEuothera Fraseri ; the common Wormwood (Artemisia 

Absinthium) ; a variety of Rhododendron ponticum, 

with leaves broadly gined with bright yellow; 

Juniperus Sabini ; Symphoria glo: a; the common 

Germander Speedwell, Veronica edged 

with white ; Rosa centifolia ; Phic s; having 

yellow edged les ; Melissa of ; Euphorbia 

pilosa, an interesting plant, finely ve iegated ; Vinea 

minor; and the common English Yew (Taxus bac- 

cata), having the tops of the young branches o 

a pale bright yellow, Associated with these were 

Hemerocallis lutea, together with a Mint (Mentha 

rotundifolia), a very interesting plant, appearing, when 

viewed at a distance, as if the leaves were half enveloped 

in wool. Fankia lanceolata, with its white edged leaves, 

is also worthy of notice; so is Nepeta Glechoma, or 

Ground Ivy. Along with these were two Jasmines, one 
s striped with yellow, the other with foliage 

id with silvery markings; a plant of the common 

Rue, a Solanum, Yucea filamentosa, the white Lily 
(Lilium candidum), and Althæa frutex ; Acer campestre 

was a striking objeet, so was Syringa vulgaris, with pale 

yellow-edged leaves, and the common Spiræa ulmaria, 

which so strongly nts our meadows, beautifully 

In the same bed were Cra- 
slightly variegated 
Crown Imperial 

with its leave 

restinus ; and finally, a very finely variegated Battersea 
Cabbage. Most of the plants enumerated above are 

planted out ; but Mr. Wood has a number of the same 
kinds in pots, and these form, altogether, a tolerably 

arge aud interesting group, to which additions are still 
being made. Many of these variegated plants would 
answer well for, and would produce a pleasing effect 
judiciously arvanged on rockwork, more especially the 
above named Rubus xatilis, whose long trailing 
branches would be quite at home scrambling among 
stones. It is wortby of remark, that most of the 
plants preserve their variegated character well, 
even although growing luxuriantly, which is the more 
remarkable when we consider that variegation is gene- 
rally supposed to be caused by derangement of some 

of the organs essential to healihy function. Before 

closing these remarks, we wouid allude to the select 

collection of native Alpines which is here gathered 

together, for although these children of the hill-side 

are not generally showy plants, yet on close inspection 

many of them are found to be very beautiful, and we 

should like to see more general aitention paid to their 

cultivation. Among those in bloom we remarked Epi- 

lobium alpinum, Geranium Richardi, Campanula pulla, 

with little drooping violet bells, Silene alpestri and 

various others. The best of them were, however, out 

of bloom. 

Miscellaneous, 
Food of Plants.—That the inorganic substances con- 

tained in vegetables evidently come from the soil, was 

proved by Lassaigne. He grew seeds in flowers of| 

sulphur moistened with distilled water; the plant pro- 
duced contained neither more nor Jess saline and earthy 
matter than was originally present in the seed. The 
water absorbed by the roots becomes charged during 
its stay in the ground with the various soluble sub. 
stances they meet with there, and which generally con- 
tribute to its fertility. According to Boussingault, 
water charged with small quantities of the soluble sub- 

stances diffused through the soil, constitutes the ascend- 

ing sap. Perhaps, he continues, the organic matters 
dissolved in the fluid, undergoes important changes 
whilst traversing the spongioles of the roots, or else 
immediately after it has entered the plants. It in- 

creases in density during its ascent, and after being 

worked out in the green parts of the tree, takes a route 
the reverse of that which it followed at first, and 

the modified sap is then termed the descending sap. 
After the fruit of trees has ripened, a new process of 

vegetation commences. Their leaves remain in activity 
until the commencement of winter. All the carbonie 
acid which the plants now absorb is employed in the 
production of nutritive matter for the following year ; 
the wood does not ripen and its grewth is therefore 
very limited in the next year. From the accumulated 
starch, sugar and gum are produced in the succeeding 
spring, while from these the unnitrogenised consti- 
tuents of the leaves and young sprouts are in their turn 
formed. Annuals form and collect their future nourish- 
ment in their seeds as albumen, starch, and gum, which 
are used by the germs in the formation of their leaves 

and first radiele fibres.  (Liebiz.)—4. J. Bernays on 

the Application of Chemistry. 
Burnettized Linen.—Some coarse canvas which had 

been Burnettized, so as to be guarded from injury by 

damp, had been prepared as a shading of a hot-house; 

but in consequence of the heating apparatus in the 

house being insufficient, the shading was used as a cover- 

ing in winter as well as a shading in summer. Other 

shadings, which had not been Burnettized, were used at 

the same time for the same purpose. In 12 months the 

Burnettized canvas became so rotten as scarcely to 

bear its own weight when drawn up. As to durability 

no difference in this ease could be perceived between 

canvas which had been Burnettized and that which had 

not.—Journal of the Horticultural Society. 

Edible Bird-nests of China.—Of the great mass of 

edible bird-nests which are consumed in China, and now 

also in Europe, tbe Philippine Isles furnish a consider- 

able portion. Our attention, however, may be more 

partieularly directed to the eatable sea-weeds which are 

found on the coasts of the Philippines, of the Bashus, 

of the Japan islands, of the Malaceas, &e., and which 

serve for food to the inhabitants as well as for exporta- 

tion. In the markets of Maeao and Canton we have 

seen large boxes of such dried Tan which had been 

imported from Japan. The speci which con- 

stitutes this branch of commer the Spl 

cartilagineus, var. setaceus (Agardh), which, abound- 

ing as it does in the Indian Ocean, is the common food 

of the Salangane (Hirundo esculenta L.) and serves 

for the construction of its valuable nest. The Swallow 

devours the fresh Tangle, and after allowing it to mace- 

rate for some time in its stomach, ejects the mass con- 

verted to a pulp or jelly, with whieh it moulds its nest. 

The nests, which in the course of time become soiled 

with dirt and feathers, are brought in their rough state 

to China, when they are cleaned with particular instru. 

ments in large warehouses appropriated to the purpose, 

and then sold. These amed Indian bird-nests are 

therefore to be considered as little eise 

substance of the Spheerococeus ca 

dietetic qualities only thos j 

cooking them they are seasoned with a variety of fine 

spices, and deservedly hold the first rank among the 

delicacies of a Chinese table. ne Japanese had the 

sagacity to perceive t 

only composed of sea-weeds, 

substructure of them by artific 

which are found in great quantiti i 

gathered, and, after being dried and pounded, are boiled 

down to a thick jelly, which is drawn or poured out into 

long threads like Maccaroni, and then sent into com- 
f Gin-shan. The Dutch call 

me largely of it. 
natural and imita- 

tive, in the form of sances meats; but the 

Europeans resident in China prefer them in the shape 

of jelly, for which the Gin-shan is admirably adapted. 
A single boiling is sufficient to reduce it to a uniform 

gelatinous mass, to which wine or the juice of any fruit 

may be added, to give it an agre favour; or the 

dry Gin-shan may be broken into small pieces and 

thrown into broth as it is brought warm to the table. 

Ina minute's time it swe and appears like trans- 

parent vermicelli, In this state it forms a not un- 

pleasant sort of food, which, though highly nutritive, is 

easily digested. How great and general the consump- 

tion of these edible Tangles must be in Japan appears 

from the circumstance that in all the geographical or 

statistical works relating to that empire, wherever they 

are found, they are meu tioned as one of the remarkable 

produets of the country. We have been induced to 

enlarge on this matter the more particularly as much 

notiee has latterly been excited by the Carrageen 

Moss, which is notbing but the dried Sphzeroeoceus 

erispus, found in vast abundance on the western amc 

northern coasts of the British Isles. In its qualities it 

would seem to be perfectly analogous to the Spheero- 

coccus cartilagineus setaceus, yielding like it a rich and 

nutritive jelly.—Meyen, Heise um die Erde, p. 276—8. 
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Calendar of Operations. 
(For the ensuing Week.) 

Shading.—Our climate is proverbial for cloudy skies 
and a humid atmosphere: we have in the north, how- 
-ever, passed through a fortnight of the most intense 
sunshine that bas occurred for many years— in fact, 
never, according to my recollection, since the year 1815, 
I make no doubt that this will have taught many a 
useful lesson, in regard to the benefits (in a variety of 
ways) to be derived from a canvas shade. Where 

ines, Vines, Cucumbers, Melons, &e., are situated 
under the most congenial circumstances, and possess a 
very powerful action of root, there will, of course, not 
be so much need for shading ; but such cases, I am 
efraid, too frequently form the exception. The very 
frequent repetition of watering requisite during such 
weather has a tendency to carry off the soluble and 
nutritious matters from pot plants; also to disarrange 
the mechanical structure of the compost. Careful 
shading will in some degree obviate this, as supersedin 
the necessity of such copious and very frequent sup- 
plies of water. 

CONSERVATORIES, STOVE, ke, 
Now is the time to encourage a rapid and sturdy 

growth in Correeas, Epacrises, Pimeleas, Chorozemas, 
Leschenaultias, Polygalas, Ericas, &e. &e. A constant 
stopping of gross shoots will be necessary, in order to 
equalise the sap and encourage the lower parts of the 
plant. Let liberal shifts be given betimes in the season, 
in order that the pots may be tolerably filled with roots 
before the approach of winter; thereby guarding 
against stagnation in the soil, As a general compost 
for most of these tribes, I would recommend three parts 
of a fibrous Heath soil in a lumpy state, and abounding 
in sharp grit, to one part of a free turfy loam ; a good 
sprinkling of charcoal from the size of a Pea to that 
of a broad Bean, with a portion of pounded crocks of 
similar size, should be added to the mass. need 
hardly urge the necessity of thorough drainage: let it, 
however, be thorough. Crocks carefully placed to pro- 
vide various outlets for the water—these protected in 
return by a smaller size of pounded erocks and char- 
coal; and, finally, the rough of the compost to place 
the ball on, will be found, although apparently trouble- 
some at first, to be by far the least trouble in the end 
This mode of arranging the parts of a compost, as also 
the drainage, will pe found most essential, if not abso- 
lutely necessary, where liquid manure is constantly 
used. Stove and Orchids.—Let every endeavour be 
made to effect thorough freedom from insects amongst 
stove plants in general. In shifting them, be sure to 
practise complete drainage, without which all the rest 
of the labour will prove abortive. Orchids.—Where a 
great amount of heat is indulged in, to promote rapid 
grow! i. some of the Guatemala iu Loelias, | end 
those from cool or 
Separated, if possible, from the main Hose A Vinery 
where a trifling amount of heat is kept up would do. 
Abundance of moisture in the atmosphere must, how- 
ever, be provided, and snails and other vermin carefi 
guarded against. Mixed Greenhou 
irections concerning shifts, under the head Conser- 

vatory in this Calendar. Azaleas should be coaxed 
into wood without delay. Cinerarias done blooming 
may be cut down, dipped in Tobacco-water, to clear 
the aphides, and turned out into a raised bed in the 

they will breed 
abundance of suckers by the end of August, and may 
then be inereased. Chrysanthemums should be got in 
forthwith. 

KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING. 

Pines.—In shifting let every attention be paid to 
the most complete drainage ; no after-management will 
compensate for the omission of this. Take care to thin 
ihe growing stock in due time, giving abundance of 
room to those approaching the fruiting period. Swell- 
ing fruit will now enjoy liberal wateri ings of clear liquid 
manure once a week, with fine syringings between, 
‘more especially between their stems.  Vines.—Follow 
up former directions. An error occurred under 
this head in last Calendar. For “ when the mould has 
been spread, &e.,” read “when the manure has been 
spread, &e.”” Peaches.—Give liberal waterings to these 
in their last swelling ; continue to pinch “loxuriant 
shoots, and to use the : syringe most liberally. Figs.— 
Give abundance of water or liquid manure, if in pots or 
tubs. Me’ons.—Set shy sorts, and sprinkle frequently, 
‘to keep of MER spider. 

WER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES. 

Early Dalba now ripening, if turning yellow, should be 
taken up, er the greater portion of the leaves trimmed 
away, and their spaces occupied with some of the re- 
serve stock, ^ Verbenas, Petunias, and such things, 
should be pegged down Where it is requisite to cover 
the surface of the beds. Fine specimens of Fuchsias 
may be planted out on lawns ; also large Pelargoniums, 
chiefly of the scarlet kinds, and should be well staked. 
Ten-week Stocks may yet be sown for a display in Sep- 
tember and October, and a little late Mignonette ; as 
also a few of the best Annuals for enn work. 

FLORISTS’ FLOWER: 
In all suitable situations, Hause de. are bloomin 

Temarkably fine this year. They must be shaded from 
the intense sun, to prolong their season ; but where seed 
is desired, and ‘cross fecundation has been resorted to, 
they will be better exposed. Should any of the foliage 
wither, the roots should immediately be taken up, for it 
is seldom that the collection is ready together; and 
should rain come, they would certainly start into growth 
again, to their serious detriment. Tulip roots may also 
be taken up and stored away in a dry airy place. Do 

not remove the loose skins till thoroughly dry. Tie the 
buds of pinks with waxed thread, to prevent the pods 
splitting. As seedlings bloom, pull up those that are 
single, or with serrated petals. Should there chance to 
be any with thick, good formed rose-leaved petals, these 
should be retained to obtain seed from, Pansies may 
be Cuore propagated by thin slips or euttings, 
under a bell-glass. Gather seed as it ripens. Water 
occasionally during the dry weather,—the moisture will 
induce the visits of snails, &c., which must be well 
looked after. Auriculas and Polyanthuses will want 
well attending to as to weeding, watering, &c. &e. Tie 
the stems of Carnations and Picotees as required. 

KITCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD, 

ood sowing of autumn Peas should be made 
directly. Full crops can scarcely be expected after this 
time. The Knight's Marrow, or Cormack’s British 
Queen, should be topped the moment they reach the top 
of the sticks—in fact, treated like the Scarlet-runners, 
Orchard.—Give the wood of the Peaches a thorough 
thinning ; don’t reserve a shoot more than is wanted 
for the next year. This,and keeping down all insects, 
is the way to obtain success. Disbud Figs, retaining 
no more wood than is required for the next season, 
Be sure to select the shortest-jointed wood. 

TAGERS’ GARDENS. 

A sprinkling of the York, Vanack, or Nonpareil 
Cabbages, should now be sown for good autumn Cole- 
worts 3 these will come in when the Cabbage plot is all 
cut, and by stopping the gap will enabie the cottager to 
encourage plants of good sprouts on the Cabbage plot 
for the ensuing winter, A pinch of Endive may be 
sown, and other salads on a northern aspect. Runners 
should be well staked, and those already done and 
reaching the top of the sticks should be pinched off. A 
good row of Prussian Peas may be sown; this will be 
the last the cottager in general will find room for. If, 
however, he has good sticks, I would recommend the 
British Queen, or Knight’s instead. ell-saturated 
manure should be dug in for this sowing, and the drill 
thoroughly soaked w m water previous to sowing, 

EST 
Little can be said Aer at present, See that new 

plantations and hedges are not choked with weeds. 

theweek ending June 1l, 1846, as 
utara) Garden, Chis wick, 

State of the AGA eae for 
edat the Hortic 

32.195 | 2)119 

30014 | 29.953 | 9894| 525| 67.4 <00 
— Hox and very dry air; ci x nighi 
—Dry and salty: Ppirtielly overt 2st 
Sultry; excessively hot and dry ; partially overcast at night 

8—Heavy rein in Londen early am; fine; cloudy 
9 ine; 

above the average. 

State of. Mee ier p: Chiswick during the last 20 Seay for the 
g Week ending June 20, 1846. 

| | Aver. | Aver oF | Greatest 
June |Highest| Lowest op EY | quantity 

emp.| Tem P B: a "ES of Raj 

$5 n. l4| 744 | 5.2 | 628 0.20 in 
Mon. 15| 745 | 61.0 | 62.7 30 
Tues. 16| 725 | 50.4 | 61.4 0.17 
Wed. 17| 73.6 BL5 | 62.6 0.80 
Thur.]8| 73.1 | 51.7 | 624 025 
Fri. i9| 706 | 504  €05 0.97 
Sat. 20| 72.2 Ll 617 0.91 

e highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 20th, T —therm.89 ; and the lowest on the 15th, 1941 —therm, 36°, 

Tlotices o. Correspondents. 
Post-orrice OxpERs—In order to obviate the inconveniences 

which are now constantly being e: AT by parties who 
wish to remit small sums to the office of the Ganpentns? 
Bean, we have to request that au Post-office orders 

in future be made payable to Mr. James MATTHEWS, at 
e Eus office, 180, Strand, London. 
EES—E S—The smell from your boxes would not affect your 
“bees ; they gus QoS héyesp oi injured by too severe famiga- 
tion and w; of sarin ae air during their confinement. 
Though the PS of stupi ees in E rder to make artificial 
swarms may succeed, sti il it is best to let the bees have their 
natural way ; then there is no risk of injuring the stocks, np 

ing away too many bees of one age, which might n. 
be furnished with materials to commence new colonies Of 
course there is a chance of losing the swarms, especially 
when neighbours have empty hives standing Hou Jn even 
that may be ies er than disturbing the old stoc 

Booxs—W S—Bevan on the Honey Bee Hen Smith's 
Geological ECL and Loudon’ gH T Self In- 
structor” are the two most useful. Add Loudon's ** Cottage 
den Villa Behe igh 

e are well ith the disease in your 
[^ for RN imus the tendenc; of the branches to drop off 

clean articulation be considered. e are quite 
ignorant of the ca use, It seems to be VENUES with is 

Gua APES—. "rr. to advise you if you 
will forward a full and suflotent account of your case, What 
you now say conyeys no useful information. 

Gnasses—Anon—The Hard eue Meadow Fescues, the iod 
Poa, and Crested Dog’s-tail will answer your purpose best. 
In your light e vu Sho add White Clover E Ol 
Medick. "The fi ne appearance of good lawns arises from 
good soil, a damp air, Mid fine Grasses, but you cannot make 
avery goo awn in burning 
doing so. Heavy soilis the Sette being disturbed at 
surface in dry weather, but light FA isinjured. The poen 
is to keep it cool rather than wet, Watering with ditch or 
pond water heated by the sun is advantageous, provided the 
ground is soaked in an evening, other oes little good. 
Syringing the leaves in the evening with Mtr in which a 
little carbonate of ammonia has been dissolved is a great 
help, ifyou do not mind the expense. 

HraTING—Anziows Inquirer—For bottom-heat use wooden or 
iron tanks; for air heat an iron pipe. You may easily stop 
the communications in the way you name. 

Insects—S W—Itis the a of Tortrix viridana which 
defoliates the Oak t rees, accompa 

ata, JL ——T R—Your 
beautiful fly is called Chrysis ignita. 2. 

D e relative value of the samples seems to be 
about as75 No. 1 to 66 No. 2; you can now make your own 
calculations ; but the analyses do not show the absolute 
quantities of nitrogen and phosphoric acid, on which every 
thing fuss 

PLANTS—W A—Erodi cicutarium. Maldonad 
inum seabrum, SANG MAS na. — — Geranium —Pelar- 

mem littorale.—— J R—Erigeron philadelphicus. The 
marks on your SOEUR are lenticular prones and are 
natural to it.—Z—We make it a rule not to- 
gamie plants, which have no relation to Hore ee 
Aliquis—The fungus that has attacked your Gooseberry is a 
species of Meidium.— VF L C—Scilla verna. 

SEEDLING STRAWBERRY—J H—Y our DE is Ped distinct, on 
account of its regularly conical for p blood Ted 
colour ; igh flavoured, W e pM udge of its 
earliness, for when we received it London Strawberries were 
hawking about the stree 
pep imi will try to get a good set of instructions 

aiso d, p Chapman— What you call diamond dust appears to 
ne particles of amara Like all such substances, 

ess. med S Wintle—We can- 
thout some better expla- 

ES CE it. 
proceeded from eggs, and 
some insect.——4 A—Cou 
leaves, closely ERA 30s inspection ?—D B—Irish Ivy, 

Pyracantha, and Noe are good and cheap ever- 

greens fo: ; but of these Irish ESM 

Plant early in A Kitty — jet y 
growing : you can easily strike the cuttings dabo Rea 

cissus—We never heard of retail DOSES for th the sale of seeds. 
The seedsmen are the only von statement 

that you have found the DER c oison a failure sur- 
prises us, e can only say that with us it answers per- 

fectly, We do not say that it kills rats, for we do not know 
anything of that; but it certainly drives them away. — T J 
—The only SE On QM list that are y 
rowing are 3, 9, 24 49, 54, 64, Ti e 

and wb 
brun the 

SEES made to ies ont top Shan ia om; 
on.—Sudabundus—It is bet- when the roots require Dens ati 

ter to be stewed than burnt alive. o account stuff your 

attics under the slates with straw ; interpose a false ceiling 

of rough boards, or lath and plaster, between the ceilings an 

X—No doubt your Rose-tree overtiowered it- 

year; cut off the present bud-blooms to give 
strength for next year. —— R C — ud never. "peard that 

WE eR TUM oisons.—-F, Berks— 
Muchobliged, but there are difficulties in Xu way. 

EE a E NE 
Cacrus—D R—Your seedling: 

‘the best coloured vari 
panding it is nube "s judge, a 
after th r arrival, from the peculiar way in which they were 
uaieerl ee ee voe P HG: ERROR specime en sent i 

colour, the blue | ‘tint adds greatly to its effect; de larger 

seedling is fine in colour also; much depends upon their 
mode of Spend which we ca annot judge o; 

CALCEOLARTAS— T B, Dublin—The great drawback to your 
seedlings. as their want of size; those we are in the habit of 
seeing general o from 1 inch to 1 es in diameter ; 
the spotting is varied; ana prety, but the size will not do in 

—J our best flower is No. 3, t) 
EOM Ss "—— 8 S H—Your Abest 

mens having been pressed quite flat, the projecting round- 
ness in front, which is a gu beauty in the form of this 
flower, cannot be judged of. The variety in the colour and 
marking is very pretty as in 702, 4, 19, 27, 28, 30, 32, and 33. 
In a flower, such as 718, there is an ER oft the colour 
being discharged, whic ch is a fault ; the remainder are in- 
ferior to those noticed. *——Z J L—Your auia aro o pretty, 
but they are too small for the present time.* ——]2 
There is too great a similarity among your KOC si 

those only should be kept that are very peculiar in the 
marking, as the yellow varieties with brown spots are be- 
come very NUR M 46, ARM is cherry, is pretty in 

colour and good in form. A, K, and AK and DK, are very 
pretty in the spotting. Several of the flowers had lost their 
footstalks, so tliat we cannot tell to which the Nos. belong. 
Great eden: has taken place this season, particularly 
inform. The roundness in front, 1 the absence of the 
sei at the bottom of the flower have been fully accom- 

superior to speciosa ; 
x of their mode of ex- 

plished 
PNE ENSE specimen is too small, and the petals 

too narrow and thin.* 
Fooustas—J T P—Your seedling possesses no new feature, it 

retty and not uncommon.*—— Caledonia—Y our seedling 
is " very pretty specimen, the corol! e pene of a good colour 

and well i the objection to it is the pink colour of the 

up sepal als ; there are too mai ny on this class in cultiva- 

tion. ——5 S—The sepals of your seedling are rather coarse, 
and they have alioi a fen S PARES it wants opposition 
n the colour, an t equal to many varieties oe D 

p ARROL eleva enr. specimens are too small. N ould 
be enlarged it would make a desirable flow er; the DRE: is 
clear and bright. 7 our of your seedlin 

is peculiar, butit wants the size and GRON of the flowers 
p 

PELARGONIUMS: T W—Your seedling is very inferior to the 

flowers now ES it wants substance and colour, the top 

etals are also too veiny.—. Young Amateur—Alth ough 

your seedlings are not equal to the flowers at present grown, 
they reist qualities which should encourage ng to pro- 

ceed. 2, 3, 4, and 7 are the best ; ; they are of a fino texture, 
clear and aa in colour, and well rounded botto) 
petals ; 2 is superior to the Sheet substance and ES 
and will not lose its shape; the edges to the petals want 
smoothness.* 

Poraro DrsEASE— Sir C J—We have not uaea, the report 

upon this subject made to the Institute, beca: 
see IE any new light whatever has been Une upon the 
subject In fact the conclusion of the report is that there is 

rime eta e as to the Mt ples 
W Hilpert your seedlings are 

‘flowers eens quality, fine in form, su mn ally with 
the crown well filled with petals; many of the spotted and 

marking hey aS ahas numbers we cannot more 
particularly refer to the 

VERRENAS—J T Pay unm specimen was so dried up that we 
could make nothing of it. 

#,® As usual, many communications have been receiv ed too late, 
and others are unavoidably detained till th nquiries 
can be made, We must also beg for the indulgence iB those 

numerous correspondents, the insertion of whose interesting 

contributions is still delayed. 

B 

rn the article on “ Autumn- -planting Potatoes,” p. 

3, col. b, line 51 from top, for “successful” read “unsuc- 
sen ̂ " 

edged varieties dU very delicate and Menard in colour and . 
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ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND, 

TENDERS FOR CONTRACT, 

HE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF 
ENGLAND is desirous of receiving TENDERS from Inn- 

keepers or others to contract for the supply of a COLD DIN- 

NER for 1200 persons, with a pint of Port, Sherry, or Bucellas, 

to each person, in the Great Pavilion of the Society at Neweas- 

tle-on-Tyne, on Thursday, the 16th of July next, on the occasion 
SE ensuing Annual Country Meeting for the Northern Dis- 

rici 
Printed Forms of Tender may be obtained on personal or 

written application to the Secretary, at the Office ofthe Society, 

No.12, Hanover-square, London, and must be returned to him. 
at that address, properly filled up, on or before Tuesday, the 
23d inst: the Soeiety not binding itself to take the lowest 

By Order of the Council, 
James Hupson, Secretary. 

PARKER and Wrart’s, Surrey-street, Blackfriars, London. 

Agents to Messrs. MINTON & CO., the Patentees, of Stoke- 

upon-Trent, Also Patentees of the PORCELAIN BUTTONS, 

cheaper and more durable than Mother-o'-Pearl, &c. 

The Agricultural Gagett 
SATURDAY, JUNE 13, 1846. 

MEETINGS FOR TH 
Waosuepay, June 17— pS 

TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 
ety of E; 

Tayrepax, — 25—ARi 
LOCAL SOCIETIES.—Wel's (Ireland)—Belfast Flax Society. 

4 FARMERS’ CLUBS. 
| June 25—Ottery St, Mary 

— $6 Rhiascf Galloway 
June 15 Botley 
Cl O€)-Newton 

Let us return to the subject of Breaxrne vr 

“Grass Lawps. 
It is with the landowner that the decision with 

Tegard to them must rest, and therefore we must 

endeavour in the first place to ascertain what inte- 
rest he hasin their permanence. We by no means 
wish to place him in the invidious position of one 
whose interests are opposed to those of the rest of 

the community; on the contrary we believe that 
his decision inthis matter, if founded on an intelligent 
and long-sighted review of all the circumstances 
connected with it, will be one for the general advan- 
tage; and that, in fact, if it be not advisable for 
landowners to break up their pastures, neither in the 

long run vill any other class connected with agri- 

culture benefit from it. 
Permission to break up a pasture-field is always 

Considered a favour done to the farmer, and it is 

generally accorded either as the only method of 

quieting complaints of an over highly pitched rent, 
ori i tion of an i l annual payment. 
Now, what the landlord desires, and what of course 

Can alone render it his interest to grant this per- 

mission on any extensive scale, is that this increase 

of rent be permanent. This can be attained only 
by a similar permanence in those circumstances on 
which rent depends, viz., the fertility of the land, 
and the excellence of its cultivation ; and to these 

points we must therefore first address ourselves :— 
* How can the fertility of what is called ‘new 
land? be maintained ?" 

It must be acknowledged that this has been the 
great difficulty with most landlords. Pasture-lands 
are not so liable to maltreatment as those which 
are under the plough. They can but be robbed of 
their natural produce of Grass; and that will 
dwindle away as the land deteriorates without the 
entire impoverishment which in arable culture is 
produced by cross-cropping, And the history of 
many a badly-managed Grass-farm is but a record of 
this gradual deterioration, until, the rent being ulti- 
mately loudly complained of, the land has been 

broken up, only to undergo that more rapid im- 
poverishment to which it is rendered liable by the 
more efficient means of exhaustion which arable 
Culture supplies. We have known many pasture- 
elds maltreated thus : permission has been obtained 

for their conversion ; they have been made to bear 
repeated crops of Wheat; and when they could 

yield no more, they have been laid down for “rest,” 

as it is called, and, after the lapse of years, broken 
Up again, simply to undergo a repetition of this mis- 
Management. We have in our eye just now a large 
field not many miles from where we write, which was 

roken up many years ago and sown to Teazles, of 
which it yielded a crop more than equal in value to 
the fee simple of the land ; the consequence was that 

the soil having, under the favourable circumstances 
of that year, been taxed to the utmost of its powers, 
yielded nothing in the next year ; nor has the scanty 
lerbage with which it became naturally coverec 

3ince been equal to the keep of more than a sheep 
Os two per acre per annum. But it has been 
“resting” all this while, and being now supposed to 
have recruited its powers, it has been again broken 

Up during the past season, and is again covered by 
=) Most promising plant of Teazles ; and, should the 
ensuing summer be dry, it will no doubt again 
Yield a valuable but most scourging produce. We 
9 not know if the former tenant threw up the oc- 

Cupation when he had pocketed the proceeds of his 

last Teazle crop, but it is as evident that it was his 
interest to do so as it is manifest that his treatment 
of the land was most injurious to its proprietor. 
Instances might be multiplied to show the risk 
whien under common circumstances (for it is in our 
pasture districts that the least ability to manage 
arable land exists), landlords suffer by granting 

permissionto convert Grass land. The first essential, 
then, to be obtained before such permission be 
granted is sufficient intelligence in the tenant: 
such intelligence as will enable him to see his own 
interest in the adoption of an alternate system of 
husbandry. And with such intelligence, provided 
the other necessary conditions be fulfilled, we believe 

there is no risk whatever of endangering the 
annual value of an estate by leaving its cultivation 
entirely to the will ofits cultivators ; binding them, 

however, it may be, by such few and simple regu- 
lations as they will themselves heartily admit. Let 
one of these stipulations be, that each year half of 
the land, whether it be “new? or “old,” shall be 

made to produce crops of food to be consumed on 
the farm; and another, that no straw be sold off 

the land. And if a hearty and intelligent ac- 
quiescence in these be accorded by a practical 
man, of ordinary energy and sufficient capital, and 

acquainted with approved methods of husbandry,we 
would not fear to let him the land to cultivate it as 
he pleased. Under these circumstances, no land- 
lord need fear injuring his estate by converting its 
pastures. On the farm from which we write, nearly 
200 acres have been broken up during the past seven 
years, and we venture to assert that the land has 
been getting richer and richer every year, and that 
positively we do not know what to do with the straw 
which it yields, and that the consumption of root 
crops and straw produce an amount of manure which 
it is absolutely feared to apply, for the land is thereby 
so puffed out and enriched that, excepting in dry 
summers, the grain crops are all laid and injured ; 
and were it not for the liberality of the landlord, 
who gives permission to sell a portion of the green 
crops, spending some of the returns in oilcake 
or artificial manures, and thus maintaining an equal 
amount of fertilising ability in the farm manure at 
the same time that its bulk, and therefore its inju- 
rious influence on the texture of the soil, are dimin- 
ished ; were it not for this, we really should not see 

away out of this growing and annually increasing 
damage, for each greater crop of straw increases 
the stock of manure, increases that by which an in- 
crease in the bulk of the grain crop would be again 
produced. And with the wet season of last year, 
at the same time that a diminution was suffered of 
one quarter per acre of Wheat in the usual average 
yield of the land, the enormous quantity of straw to 
which the decrease is attributable, has produced by 
its consumption, and that of the root crops, a quan- 
tity of made manure equal to upwards of 40 cubic 

yards for every acre to which, under the rotation, 

manure comes to be applied ; it has thus laid the 

grounds out of which we have no doubt a similar 
experience will arise when that land shall again 
come to yield a grain crop in a dripping season.* 

The landlord need be under no fear of his land 
being impoverished by being broken up, except 
where the tenant has inclination or permission to 
“run it out.” 

And it is satisfactory to find that the researches 
of scientific men corroborate the experience of the 
agriculturist on this point. Dr. DaunENY, in his 

memoir on the rotation of crops, lately read before 

the Royal Society, and published in their ** Trans- 

actions,” points out the enormous supplies which 

every soil contains of those substances on. which fer- 

tility depends ; supplies existing to be sure for the 
most part in a sort of dormant condition—for but a 
small portionis at any one time available as the food 
of plants ; and that small portion may be removed 
by cross cropping, and sterility may thus be pro- 
duced ; but it is only temporary, for rest and expo- 
sure during rest to the influence of atmospheric 
solvents, will prepare from the almost unlimited 
storehouse at command, a fresh stock of food for 
ensuing crops. All this is borne out by experience, 

and the truth ofa theory is thus established on which 
we might raise a conclusive argument for the per- 
manence (under conditions of proper cultivation) of 
that fertility which a newly broken-up pasture field 

always possesses, and on which, of course, its value 
to rent depends. 

It is properto refer here to a fact connected with 
this subject, from which, however, experience shows 

that nothing need be feared. Mr. Darwin has 

= Perhaps, in such a case, the best method for gradually 
bringing down the exuberant fertility of the land, without in- 
juring it by imperfect cultivation, would be to adopt a rotation 

‘similar to that of Mr, Dimmery, described by Mr. Morton in the 
‘English Agri. Soc. Journal;” where Wheat is followed by 
green crop fed off, and that by Potatoes, or other green crop, 

sold; this would give two fallow crops in three years, but it 

would also involve the sale of two crops off the land in the same 

time. 

shown that the rest in which land lies when in pas- 
tureis favourable to the activity of worms, to whose 
agency he has proved that we mustin great measure 

attribute the fine texture of our surface soils, and it 

has been urged that in breaking up Grass lands we 
break up and destroy those efficient arrangements 
which are in progress for the deepening and refin- 
ing of our soils. But to show that nothing of this 
kind need be feared, it only needs that we refer to 

the experience of gardeners on this point, who find 

no injury, but, on the contrary, great benefit, and 
increased fertility, from a repeated trenching and 
overturning of the soil to its full depth. 

Let us just repeat the point which we have been 
endeavouring to illustrate: an intelligent tenant 

having been obtained, provided the other necessary 
conditions be fulfilled, no landlord need fear grant- 
ing him permission to break up such pasture lands 
as he may deem it advisable to convert. The 

“other necessary conditions” we have yet to con- 
sider. 

Tue Sraristics or BRITISH AGRICULTURE have 
yet to be ascertained. -No one ventures to deny 

the important uses which a body of information of 
this sort would serve. The politician laments his 
ignorance of the real extent of the resources of 
agriculture; how far they have been developed, 

and under what circumstances. The landowner is 
similarly in the dark as to the true position of the 

interest in which he has so large a stake. The 

minister admits the value of the information such 
facts convey; yet, strange to say, we are still 

without them. Legislation, however, goes on. 

Measures affecting agriculture are discussed with the 

greatest confidence. Old figuresandestimates, which 
though they have never been disputed, have never 
been confirmed, pass current; and where there is a 

dearth of these ancient facts, it is still easy to 
imagine or concoct “modern instances” more 
suitable to the circumstances of the case in hand. 
As an illustration of the “flexibility” of the sta- 

tistical facts (!) which we are now in possession of, 
we may mention that the annual value of the agri- 
cultural produce of this kingdom was estimated by 
two opposite authorities a few weeks ago at 
220,500,0007. and 600,000,0007. respectively. This 

circumstance, illustrative of the manner in which 
figures can be made to bear out the most opposite 
conclusions, strikingly shows us the necessity which 
exists for more precise knowledge on a subject of 
so much consequence as the real position and ca- 
pabilities of agriculture. Nor is this an individual 
opinion founded on isolated grounds. It is an evil 
acknowledged by our most eminent statistical au- 
thorities. ‘It is much to be regretted,” says Mr. 
Porter, “that in this country, rich as we are in 
the possession of facts connected with , man 
branches of social economy, we are almost unin- 

formed with regard to the statistics of agriculture. 
The knowledge we have upon that most important 
subject—the quantity of land in cultivation within 
the kingdom, is entirely due to the industry of an 
individual whose estimates have never either been 
confirmed or questioned. What proportion of the 
cultivated land is applied to the production of any 
one article of food, it has never been attempted to 
ascertain. We know every rood of ground that is 

employed in the cultivation of Hops, because of the 

direct financial interest which the Government has 

in ascertaining the fact; but it does not appear to 

be sufficiently understood how the national interest 

can be concerned in any kind of knowledge that 

does not yield money to the exchequer.” Still 

more culpable does our neglect of this subject 

appear, when we consider that, with one ex- 

ception, ours is the only country in Europe 
where the Government is not acquainted with 
the true position of each branch of this im- 
portant interest, as exhibited by correct periodical 
returns of the results of the labour and capital 
employed. Young even as America is she obtains 
at decennial periods the fullest information on the 

oints we neglect, and to them her statesmen look 

with no slight interest * as the indices of the real 

progress which has been made in the interval, and 

as an exemplar of the results of the system. of legis- 

lation which has been worked upon. 
It cannot, therefore, be less important that in 

England, where every branch of physical industry is 

in that stage of progress when jealousy is rife and 

no one can be elevated at the expense of another, 

e extracts which 

we shall shortly publish, from the replies of Col. H. S. Randall, 

of Cortland, U.S., to a ie S y 
of the United States, asking for statistical information on Agri- 

cultural subjects. e answers are extracted from the 

Secretary's Report to Congress, and “were elicited," says the 

Cortland Democrat “for the purpose of 

example, 
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and no one neglected without injury to all, that our 
statesmen should be able to ascertain what is the 
real condition of its agrieulture, what has been 
its progress, and at what times, and under what 
circumstances, these variations have taken place. 
The tabular results of such an enquiry would 
materially facilitate beneficial legislation by afford- 
ing direct evidence as to the nature, condition, and 

requirements of the interests affected ; and if the 
returns were taken periodically they would point 
out clearly the operation of previous systems of 
legislation under the peculiar circumstances of the 
times. As a chart of the coast is of use to the 
navigator, so must such a record materially 
strengthen the capacity of any Government for 

useful legislation, for the history of the past is no 

mean prophecy of the future. 
By extending the enquiry to other branches of 

productive industry its usefulness would be aug- 
mented. Something, however, has been done for 
these. The investigations of the Board of Trade, 
established in 1832, was directed to matters relative 
to manufacturing industry and commercial inter- 
course. But for agriculture no effort has been 
made; its claims, therefore, require special and 
prompt consideration. 

Our remarks on this subject have been elicited 
by a conversation which was originated by Mr. 
Srarrorp O’Brien a few nights previous to the 
adjournment of “the House” for the Whitsuntide 
holidays. This conversation, although desultory, 
was not uninteresting nor unimportant; it drew 
from Sir Georcz Crrnxk the information that the 
Ministry have made attempts to collect the statisties 
of Agriculture, and have failed. 

This statement we take to be a virtual admission 
of the good policy of obtaining the information 
required; and,- although the admission is accom- 
panied with a saving clause, which may appear to 
promise nothing to those who are anxious to see 
that practised which is avowedly politie, we confess 
that we look upon it with different eyes. 

The obstacles which have opposed the collection 
of that information, the- absence of which has been 
a reproach to British statesmanship, and a blot upon 
the literature of our political economy; can only re- 
quire to be known to be overcome. aving the 
command of every means to execute its designs that 
human wisdom can devise or require, it is not pro- 
bable that ordinary obstacles will be permitted to 
prevent our Legislature from carrying them out, 
especially when they embrace results of importance 
to all. 

And least of all is cost an element that should 
weigh against a matter so desirable as a knowledge of 
the progress of industry, of the results of past legis- 
lation, and of the present condition of the greatest 
productive interest of the nation. 

Ifthe general utility of a body of agricultural 
statistics claim the consideration of the public at 
large, their value to agriculture itself gives them an 
additional title to the attention of all who are con- 
cerned in the cultivation of the soil; for it is evi- 
dent that, whatever may be the general advantage 
derived from a knowledge of these statistics, agri- 
eulture (along with other interests) must receive its 
proportionate share of the public good ; but it will, 
at the same time, also receive a benefit directly and 
exclusively its own—the advantages which a system 
of stat must confer upon the science and the 
practice of cultivation. 

To this view of the question we shall advert again, 

A LIMIT TO HIGH CULTIVATION. 
Is the course of last year I pursued my experiments 

as to the effects of artificial manures upon root erops, 
but the results were so unsatisfactory that I was un- 
willing to encumber your pages with their unprofitable 
details ; but there is one error so prevalent in the pre- 
sent day among those who, without any practical know- 
ledge upon the subject, speculate upon the improve- 
ment of agriculture, that any evidence tending to re- 
move it may be of some’service. The error to which I 
allude is that of supposing that the application of capital 
to lavd is an infallible recipe for augmenting its value 
to an indefinite extent, and that a generous liberality to 
the soil is sure to be repaid by a proportionate increase 
of produce. Mr. Pusey has shown that doubling: the 
quantity of farm-yard manure does not double the value 
of the erop, and that the return for 26 loads of it is very 
little more than that for 13. My experiments prove 
the same general fact with respect to artificial manures. 
I must begin by stating that in one case I found that 20 
bushels of bones produced nearly half a ton per acre 
more of Swedes than 4 ewt. of guano in another part 
== the same field. The issue of the experiment was 
this— 

tons ewt, Ibs. 
20 bush. of bones produced per acre . 99 -2' 98 
4 ew! 1ano m I. s nce I2 «b. 
20 bush. of bones and 4 cwt, of guano v. 80 10 80 

of guano m x ipd m 6 
Thus, it would seem, the addition of the guano in- 

creased the produce of the bones nearly in the same 

produce of the guano, and yet in the other instance the 
bones were superior to the guano. It cannot be in- 
ferred from this that the plants were injured by excess 
of manure, in consequence of the two being united, for 
the crop was a large one; we can only infer that the soil 
had reached its maximum of fertility, But it is stil more 
remarkable that doubling the dose of guano produced no 
effect whatever, not even the difference of a single pound 
intheproduce. Now, the only other great expenditure, by 
which it is expected that fertility can be materially in- 
creased, is that which is incurred by draining, and 
doubtless in all stiff soils it is most efficient for that pur- 
pose ; but there are other soils which derive no benefit 
from it at all—the sands, and the graveis, and the 
chalk, occupying a very large proportion of the whole 
country, being naturally porous, are drained by nature, 
and want no assistance from art. There is, therefore, 
a limit to their powers of productiveness which it is im- 
possible to pass; and those who have attained that 
limit may expend the wealth of Goleonda upon their land 
without adding a single ounce to the food of the country; 
or, rather like the dog in the fable, they may lose the 
good they have by grasping at too much ; for no farmer 
needs to be told that a crop may grow too rank and 
stand too thick upon the ground for profit. Hence it 
follows that the best cultivators of the soil ara those 
who will suffer most severely from the threatened re- 
duction in the price of corn ; they cannot obtain more 
from it, and it will pay them less ; and to them the ery 
of “ Improve your agriculture,” is a senseless and igno- 
rant reproach. Nevertheless, it is quite true that much 
of this land, apparently in the best condition, has not 
attained its maximum of fertility ; but the question how 
to bring it up to that mark is a problem too difficult of 
solution to be imposed upon the ordinary farmer, who 
cannot be expected to venture upon greater risks than 
those to which he is already too much exposed from the 
elements and insects. For his encouragement, there- 
‘ore, it may not be amiss to show, by a series of ex- 
periments on Mangold Wurzel, that in some cases 

e a soil may be supposed to have reached very 
nearly to its highest point of fruitfulness, it may still 
have latent powers of production capable of further de- 
velopment. They were tried in a field which had been 
well manured in the preceding year, and the soil must 
have been tolerably rich, which, without any additional 
manure, could bear a crop weighing 18 tons 7 ewt. 16lbs. 
The following table exhibits the increase extorted from 
it by different manures :— 

ns. cwt. Ibs. 
14 cwt. phosphate of potash and 20 bushels of a: 0 5 20 
4 ewt. essence of guano and 20 bushels of a 1 32 

ust sugar scum and 10 bushels 3 3 64 20 
20 bushels of bones and 10 of asl a m m 2 
4 cwt. of guano and 20 bushels of ashes — .. 73 (ULP TOS 

The two first of these do not cover the expense; and 
yet the second ought to contain all the same elements of 
nutrition that exist in the fifth, which was amply re- 
munerative. On the other hand, the actual inerease 
shows that the plants were not injured by the concen- 
tration of the manure, and the difference between them 
cannot be explained in that way.—L. Vernon Harcourt. 

ON FARM LEASES AND TENANTS' RIGHTS. 
A very great benefit to agriculture would doubtless 

be gained could one form of lease, one set of covenants, 
one principle for valuing the tenants’ rights at leaving, 
be established all over England ; then not only would a 
tenant in one county be able to treat with confidence for 
land in another, and make some sure calculation of 
the capital that would be required, but much of 
the present uncertainty in the administration of 
landlord and tenants’ law, and in defining of the 
customs of counties, would be done away. How this 
is to be wholly attained it is difficult to gest, but pro- 
bably assistance may be given by laying down cer- 
tain principles to be borne in mind in drawing up farm 
leases, and with this view the following thoughts on the 
subject are made public. The questions of “lease or 
no lease" and of *term long or short," I think, may 
be met by looking to the general practice in letting of 
ground for building, or for other great improvements. 
Would not la: be thought craz id they ex- 
peet parties to build valuable premises on their land, 
without first g teeing a long p ion, with power 
to realise, and is it not equally unlikely that large in- 
vestments will be made by tenants to improve their 
farms, without their having assured to them a property 
in their farms, with the certainty of return that as- 
signable leases and long terms alone give? All im- 
provements should be understood to be (what they 
really are) investments of capital for gain ; and, I am 
convinced, that when landlords shall better understand 
right principles to encourage their farm tenants to make 
great outlays, they will see the necessity for granting 
long and assignable leases, and then a class of improvers 
may arise, who, like the rough clearers of wastes in 
America, would take poor undrained or wasted farms 
on speculation to improve and underlet, and be pioneers 
for others, who, not having the experience or the 
capital, are deterred by the present unfavourable aspect 
of neglected but improvable land, 

The covenants usually adopted in farm leases are fre- 
quently complicated, ill understood by the tenant, and 
such asan agent finds great difficulty in watching and 
in enforcing ; and, besides, are often positive obstacles to 
any change from old practices. Whilst care has to be 
taken that the property of the landowner shall not be 
depreciated by a vicious or neglectful tenant, equal 
care,shou!d be given to make the covenants clear and 

proportion as the addition of the bones diminished the ; | simple, their infringement easily detected, and to admit 
full latitude to the changes which improved practice 
from time to time calls for. The general covenants I 
have adopted for arable land are as follows :— 

1. The term 21 years, but determined by bankruptcy, 
insolveney, nonpayment of rent, or breach of covenant, 

2. Payment of Rent.—Tenants to pay the rent quar- 
terly and discharge all taxes, tithe, rates, and impositions 
(but the land and property tax to be allowed out of the 
rent). 

3. Repairs.—Tenant to do all repairs, landlord to find 
timber cut out ready for carpenter's use. Tenant to 
cart and pay for cutting out the timber. 

4. Cropping.—The arable land to be so eropped that 
as near as can be never more than 3-5ths at once shall 
be eropped with corn, and that the remaining 2-5ths 
shall be fallow or under Turnips, Green Tares, mixed 
Grasses, or Clover, or roots for cattle feeding ; and that 
two cereal crops of corn shall never be grown in two 
successive years on the same ground. 

5. Eachange for Manwre.—That for all hay, straw, 
roote, or fodder, green or dry, taken off the farm, double 
the quantity of animal excrement shall be returned, and 
the tenant at Michaelmas of each year shall furnish an 
account of all that has been taken away, and of all the 
manure brought back in return during the past ye 

6. General Covenants.—The tenant shall maintain 
the land ina clean and husbandmanlike condition, pre- 
serve the timber and hedges from waste or injury, 
keep clear all ditches, watercourses, and drains, repair 
and keep in good repair all buildings, erections, gates, 
Stiles, fences, and roads, and generally protect and up- 
hold all rights and privileges attached to the farm. 

7. At quitting the farm he shall leave all the hay, 
Oats, and straw of the lasteyear’s growth, save what 
may be consumed on the premises, for the incoming 
tenant to take by valuation at a feeding price. 

9. The game (hares and rabbits excepted) to belong 
to the landlord. 

9. The landlord, to insure, to find timber for repairs 
of buildings, to give quiet enjoyment, to pay the tenant 
at quitting (less all arrear of rent, all rates, tithe, 
taxes, and other charges on the farm, up to Michaelmas. 
day) the appraisement which shall be due to him, accord- 
ing to the one paid at entering, the same to be ascertained 
by the time of quitting by two appraisers or their umpire, 
who shall be nominated a month prior to the time of 
quitting, and in case either party shall neglect to ap- 
point an appraiser (or an umpire in case of difference 
between the appraisers), then the valuation shall be made 
by the single appraiser or the umpire nominated by one 
arty. 

a 10. The tenant to be allowed gratis the use of the 
barn and stackyard, for the purpose of threshing out his 
corn and getting it to market, for six months after the 
expiration of his tenancy. 

These are the covenants for arable land which expe- 
rience leads me to consider advisable to form the basis of 
every lease. Ona future oceasion should you think your 
readers interested in having the opinion of an individual, 
I will furnish you with mine upon tenants’ rights. With- 
out going the length of many professional gentlemen (who 
would charge an incoming tenant with matters over 
which he can exercise no control and little scrutiny, 
and who would leave him, as I think, far too de- 
pendant upon the integrity of his predecessor, to say 
nothing of the eapital they would lock up), I readily 
admit the justice and the policy of the incoming tenant 
paying for all that has been done at the cost of the 
outgoing tenant to carry on the cultivation of the land, 
without remuneration; that is to say, for all matters 
which a leaving occupier gives up for the benefit of 
his suecessor, and not hitherto having drawn an ade- 
quate return, and also to provide so as to prevent 
any break or interruption in the due cultivation 
and rotation of cropping; but at the same time my 
wish is to save the needless locking up of capital, and 
as much as possible, to shut out the opportunities for 
fraud that too frequently are found opened by existing 
customs and praetices.— ITewit! Davis, Spring Park, 
near Croydon. 

ON THE DRILL HUSBANDRY OF TURNIPS. 
(Continued from p.378.) 

4. Manures.—Kinds used in the experiments and ma- 
nagement of them. Ist, Farm-yard Manure: This is 
carried out every three or four weeks from the yards, 
aud put into large heaps in the fields coming in for 
Swedes, and the labour is generally done in wet or 
frosty weather. The manure is thrown up five or six 
feet in height, but these heaps in process of fermenta- 
tion sink considerably. In February I turn them over; 
and if any good mould or earth ean be thrown over the 
top it will be useful in imbibing exhalations and in 
keeping in the moisture, The heaps are again turned, 
about three weeks before being put on the land. 

It is necessary that the vegetable matter in ma- 
nures applied to thin dry soils in southern climates 
should be considerably advaneed in decomposition, be- 
cause if this is not the case it keeps the land lying loose 
and hollow, allows the drought to penetrate easily to 
the bottom of the furrow, and thereby causes partial, if 
not a complete loss of erop. That portion of yard ma- 
nure made in April and May is generally dry, and often 

gets mouldy in the heap, therefore as soon as a quantity 
is put together I saturate it with liquid manure; it 1$ 

then turned, and if not completely wet I apply more of 

the liquid ; the heap is turned. twice more, allowing 10 

or 12 days to intervene, and from such process I geta 
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manure tolerably well decomposed, and in time for ap- | and that each plant if possible should have an equal 
plying to our last sowing. 

The pulverised manures used in my experiments are 
as follows : 

1. Bones, 
2. Rape-cake. 
3. Rich mould mixed with blood, &e., viz.—20 cart-loads of 

best mould mixed with 12 hogsheads of blood and some night- 
Soil; this mixture was frequently turned in March and April, 
during which it got exceedingly hot, throwing off very offen- 

i rning was continued until the heap was dry Sive efiluvia ; tur 
enough for riddling, and fit to go through the drill 

6. Malt dust. 
7. Kiln dust (from malt kilns). 
8. A mixture of bones with turf as 
9. A mixture of Rape-cak h turf-ashes. 

10. A mixture of bones, turf-ashes, malt-dust, and kiln-dust. 

_ With this latter mixture the greater portion of Tur- 
nips grown by me with pulverised manures have been 
treated as I found it to answer best, and the proportions 
and quantity per acre in which it was used nearly as 
follows : viz., 12 bushels bones, 24 to 30 of turf-ashes, 
and 6 or 8 of kiln or malt-dust; if these are put to- 
gether and well mixed a month or two before sowing, so 
Much the better. I procure ashes by paring off ant- 
hillocks on the poor pastures, and burning these with 
all weeds, turves, &c., which can be found about the 
farm, considerable quantities of ashes are obtained 
Yearly, This useful article may be obtained on a grea 
Many farms with a little attention in the dry season of 
the year, by paring off the turf at the sides of walls, 
hedges, farm-ronds, &c.; such a process would gra- 
dually and effectua! ly get rid of Thistlesand many other 
Weeds which are allowed to flourish and come to seed in 
Such situations, to all appearance purely for the pur- 
Pose of producing twice as many every succeeding year, 
or for the special purpose of a few pheasants nestling 

erein, 
This section may with propriety be concluded by a 

few remarks on the usual methods of applying farm-yard 
Manure, From several careful attempts made under 
My own direction, and from the almost universal prac- 
tise among farmers in midland and southern coun- 
ties, I never yet saw farm-yard manure in a moderately 
forward state of decomposition much more than half 
Covered with mould when attempted to be ploughed in 
broadcast; that is, by the common process of ploughing, 
OWever well the manure may be spread. Generally it 

Will be found that one-third of it is on the surface, and 
by the application of a light harrow to cover the seed, 
Whether sown broadcast or b y drill, one-third more of 
themanure is brought up, and although the land is most 
frequently rolled for the finishing stroke, still what was 
Intended for food to the Turnip is left on the surface to 
SVaporate and wither in the sunbeams; it is rapidly 
deprived of the greater and best part of its nutritive 
qualities, and ere many weeks pass, the lumps or pieces 
of manure becom: like bits of cork. No part of agricul- 
tural management deserves greater reprobationthan this 
mode of applying manure ; it is only carting it. out to dry 
and tobe lost, instead of being applied to aid the growth of 
the Turnip. Farmers as abody read far toolittle,and are 
behind every other class in this country for information 
Connected with their own profession, particularly a just 
knowledge of those valuable and correct chemical and 
Physiological phenomena of plants, and of the opera- 
tions and effects of manures in assisting in their growth, 
which can only be clearly understood by reading Liebig 
and other recent works on Agricultural chemistry. If 
the laying on of manure in the way above noticed ean 
be justified at all, it must only be if put on late in the 
autumn, and ploughed in with the winter furrow; Much 
less is exposed on the surface with this ploughing, as 
the furrow turns better over than the May or June 
Ploughings. That portion exposed during the winter 
Suffers little from evaporation, and the juices contained 
are washed into the ground by the repeated rains, and 
the whole gets thoroughly mixed with the mould by the 
Spring operations. However, I have never seen any 
advantage resulting from this mode, and it is not very 
Senerally practised for this reason, few farmers have 
much manure ready for going on the land at this season, 
unless they are buyers from towns. In this ease it may 
le desirable to manure part of the next year’s Turnip- 
m this period, more for the purpose of forwarding 

ficult to get performed in due time, rather than on ae- 
now of any advantage which is likely to accrue from 
omg so at that season. 

19 4 my os p gives the pref decidedly 
hd the use of farm manure in the ridge or Scotch sys- 
em for every variety of Turnip, when the land will ad- 
mit of being sufficiently pulverised to allow of that pro- 
cess being carried into effect, and if certain heavy 
tough Soils cannot be brought to such a state of tilth, 1 
iin of opinion such lands ought to be under other crops 
pan Turnips. By the ridge system, when properly per- 
is med, every particle of manure is covered, before there 
P time for evaporation, with a fine mould from two to 
Our inches thick; itis laid directly under the seed, and 
Teady to receive the rootlet as soon as it pushes down- 
Mout in search of food. On 
WO or three months after being put in the ridge, it ap- 
ira moist, although the earth all around looks dry and 
holt? H thus it seems to act something like a sponge in 
tia Ing moisture, which mixing with the nutritive par- 

es and exhalations of the manure, afford an abundant 
ipd constantsupply of food for the numerous mouths which 
die bant sends forth in search of aliment. Hence the 

Ortanee of having every partiele of manure covered, 

portion of that work, which is very heavy and dif-, 

examining the manure for | 

portion exaetly under it. 
5.—Modes of Sowing and Implements used.—1 shall 

now describe my method of sowing Swedes where farm 
manure is used, which is always done on the ridge sys- 
tem, and I may here state that the very same plan is 
adopted with all other varieties of Turnip with that 
manure. The land having been prepared as already 
described, a double moulded plough with two horses is 
started soon after five in the morning, and gets seven or 
eight ridges put up about 26 to 28 inches in width (this 
may be done narrower or wider according to fancy or 
the supposed capabilities of the land); but the best rule 
in this case to be guided by is such width as will just 
suit the cart-wheels, viz., when the cart with manure is 
brought on the ridges, the horse having his feet pro- 
perly in one hollow, each wheel should fit exactly into 
the next adjoining hollows. When this is correctly ob- 
served the ridges are not crushed down and put out of 
shape by the wheels in carting on the manure. "Three 
carts with a thiller horse to each, and two trace horses, 
two boys to drive, four men to load, and one to empty 
the carts, commence at six putting out the manure from 
the heaps in the field, and lay down in the middle row a 
sufficient quantity to serve nine ridges. Soon after 

o'clock seven or eight women with three-pronged forks, 
such as are used for digging Potatoes, proceed to spread 
the manure as regularly as possible by beating about 
the large lumps, and shaking it up, and placing an 
equal quantity in each hollow between the ridges, and 
when well done each opening should appear as if a flat 
rope of manure lay stretched in it from one end to 
the other. If the manure is very much decomposed 
or earthy, it is necessary to have a man or two with 
shovels taking up the bottoms of the heaps, and apply- 
ing it to the thinnest places. The spreaders should be 
placed in pairs at equal distances along the length of 
the ridge, in order to have the manure equally divided 
among the nine ridges ; with all this caution, constant 
and careful watching is necessary from the farmer, that 
this important process is equally and perfectly per- 
formed, and to accomplish this an extra hand or two 
should not be withheld. As soon as nine rowsare spread, 
another double moulded plough with two horses begins 
o cover the manure by splitting the first made ridges 
upon it ; this process completely overlays the manure 
with fine mould from 2 to 4 inches deep, and; encloses 
itin a moist steaming state before the rays of the sun 
have had any influence over it, indeed, three hours 
seldom elapse from the time the manure leaves the 
heap until it is covered up ; thus we proceed, each 
party, if possible, treading on the heels of those who 
precede them for 9% to 10 hours a day, the work-people 
and horses resting two hours, from 11 o’clock to 1, and 
on an average putting out 75 good cart loads of manure, 
and finishing about three acres per day. If we attempt 
to make the ploughs do more, the work is badly done, 
the land is so stony and hard below that the men cannot 
keep their ploughs steady; even at this pace they find 
the ridging work very trying and heavy, having to hold 
the plough so firmly in hand, and with so much eare, 
to prevent the stones from knocking them about ; many 
times in a day they have to stop and draw back several 
yards to mend a fault caused by some ill-bred stone, or 
some obstinate set-fast root. 

After the splitting process, and so soon as the ridges 
are sufficiently dry, sowing commences ; in fine weather 
this may be begun by 2 or 3 in the afternoon, but the 
surface must be quite dry, or it makes very slow imper- 

fect work, the rollers of the drill getting clogged up 
every little while ; and as there is no silex in this soil, it 
is the more troublesome, therefore I never force sowing, 
but wait until the soilis dry enough not to stick to the 
first roller of the drill, the hinder roller, even in this 
dry state, will require some attention in clearing, as 
the moist mould which the seed coulter throws up ad- 
heres to it. I prefer a machine to sow one furrow at a 
time, as the seed is then deposited on the middle of the 
ridge, and consequently right over the manure; the 
rows of plants are also produced equidistant from each 
other; this is of considerable importanee where the 
horse hoe is set to work, for I have frequently seen this 
implement drawing the plants up in going between the 
ridges one way, and too far from them in returning be- 
tween other two, the consequence of a two rowed drill 
being carelessly set, or of the ridges not being made 
uniform in width, which it is impossible to do on thin, 
unequal, stony land. N 

I have tried several kinds of one row drills, but lat- 
terly have found one made by Leiths, White, and Co 
of Worksop, Nottinghamshire, answer pretty well, but, 
like all other ridge drills which have come under my 
notice, is deficient in two points, viz., a lever seed coulter, 
to be guided in its depth by the hinder roller, and the 
cup apparatus for lifting out the seed being the most 
sure and perfect mode of supplying it. This drill sows 
pulverised manure when required very well, it requires 

a man, boy, and horse to work it, and will sow much 

quicker than the ploughs ridge up, as the horse may go 

considerably faster without doing the work imperfectly; 
I sow from 2 to 2} lbs. of seed per acre, and have 
always found it abundantly thick, and, unless a shower 
interrupts, we drill up to the covering plough every 

evening before it gets dark ; next day, if the ridges feel 

very soft and loose under-foot, or if the hinder roller 

of the drill has lifted the mould in a troublesome way 

when sowing, I run a light one-horse roller over, to press 

them moderately down ; this brings a still finer surface, 

which is most effective in keeping the drought out, and 

genial for the young plants pusbing their heads through. 

By proceeding thus, it will be seen that the sowing of a 
field is generally finished in a few hours after the dung» 
carts leave it. 

Home Correspondence. 
Liquid Manure Tanks.—When clay is plentiful, a 

liquid manure tank may be made readily and cheaply, 
without mortar or mason. Make two centres and two 
wedges, similar to the drawing; the backs of the centres 
should be of 3-inch seantling and the bows of inch 
boards ; when these are placed together, back to back, 
with inch wedges between them, they will describe a 
circle, say of 6 feet. Dig a hole as for sinking a well, 
say 9 feet deep and 8} feet in diameter; cover the 
bottom with clay, well puddled, 9 inches thick ; lay the 
floor of your tank with bricks, flat ; describe on this 
area a circle of 6 feet 9 inches diameter; on this place 
the centre, raising it 44 inches from the floor; seta 
circle of bricks on end round it; put clay round the 
outside of the bricks ; tread and puddle it well; drive 
here and there a pebble into the openings on the outer 
margin of the bricks, to make the arch firm ; trim your 
work by rapping those bricks into place, that, by the 
treading of the clay, have been driven out of upright ; 
knoek out the wedges; raise your centre, by loose 
bricks, 9 inches, and proceed with another circle of 

When you have arrived at the re- 
quired height, remove the centres, and your tank is 
made. If you wish to cover it, place a floor of rough 
boards on the loose bricks which supported the centre 5 
make a dome of earth, and on this an arched covering, 
with an opening for thegpump, which should ‘be large 
enough to admit a man and bucket, to clean out the 
tank when requisite. The arched covering should be 
with mortar, and may require a mason. Several of 
these tanks may be made to communieate ; and for this 
purpose, in one of your eircles of brieks, near the bot- 
tom, three bricks should be placed horizontally on each 
other; two of the perpendicular bricks on which the 
three rest can be taken out, and a communieation 9 
inches by 6 formed with the adjoining tank, taking care 
to puddle well the short drain between the two. Ihave 
a plan for a concrete tank, which I intend to form ina 
property where clay is not found. I will, if you wish, 
furnish you with it when I have proved it. I need not 
send you a ealeulation of the number of bricks and 
cubical contents of the above tank ; any parish school- 
boy ought to be able to compute these.—G. 

Feeding Horses.—In alate Number of your Paper, a 
correspondent inquires respecting the relative value of 
Oats and Beans, for the purpose of feeding horses. In 
reply to those queries I beg to offer a few observations, 
which, I confess, are more of a theoretical than a 
praetieal nature; but I trust they may induce actual 
experiment to be made to test the correctness of the 
theory. In Boussingault’s work on “ Rural Economy,” 
he gives a table of the relative value in nutriment of 
various articles as food for animals ; ranking them ac- 
cording to the relative quantity of nitrogen which, on 
analysation, they have been found to contain—nitrogen 
being one of the most important constituents of muscle ; 
and muscle, not fat, being an undoubted essential in 
the capacity for the patient and effective endurance of 
fatigue. In the table in question, 100 Ibs. of good mea- 
dow hay are taken as the guiding standard of caleula- 
tion; and it then sets forth what quantity of other 
descriptions of food it will require to yield the same 
quantum of nutriment, or, in other words, ithe same 
supply of nitrogen. I find it there stated that 68 Ibs. 

of Oats, or 23 Ibs. of Beans, are equal, in point of 
strength, to 100 lbs. of hay; therefore, the relative 

value, in capability of producing muscle, is, accordin 
to theory, very nearly as 3 to 1 in favour of Beans over 
Oats, or as 23 are to 68.. In point of economy, there- 
fore Beans are far superior, as the difference in priee 
per lb. between the two is only trifling. In many parts 
of the country I understand that 20 lbs. of hay and 
14 pecks of Oats per day, or 140 lbs. of the former and 
104 peeks or 105 lbs. of the latter per week, are con- 
sidered a good and ample allowance of food for a farm- 
ing horse, equal to 294 Ibs. per week, or 42 lbs. per day 
of hay alone. Now, supposing that a horse were given 
9 lbs per day, or 63 lbs. per week of Bean meal, this 
allowance would be equal, in point of strength of food, to 
274 Ibs. hay, leaving the equivalent of 20 Ibs. of hay to 
be supplied by other means. Admitting that Beans are 
really a very strong food, their nutriment is in too con- 
densed a shape, and would require dilution or expansion 
in bulk, by adding some other food less nutritious, and 
greater in capacity, This desideratum may be obtained by 
using chopped straw, which cont: ly ab rt 
as much nutriment as hay, and therefore 80 lbs. of 
straw may be made use of, in order to supply the 
deficient equivalentzof the 20 Ibs. of hay. But again, 

80 Ibs. of chopped straw would not be of sufficient bulk 
to distend the stomach of the animal in an adequate 
degree, nor afford a sufficient supply of carbon necessary 

to keep up the quiekened respiration during the hours 
of work. I should therefore recommend that the 

quantity of chopped straw be increased to 20 Ibs. per 

day, or 140 lbs. per week ; and in order to correct the 

binding nature of the Beans, should also recommend the 

addition of 3 lb. per day of crushed Linseed. According 
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to theory this mode of treatment would yield more nu- | weather, they at once turn as black as if charred. The 
triment than that generally adopted. But it may be 
asked, what is the relative cost? This I make as fol- 

lows, per week : 
lst— Ts lbs. of hay, at 70s. per m 

deme 8 ns 2 bshl. 24 pks: ‘of Oats, 
LL 

. Ts. 94d. 
BEC tea, 

9s. 213. 

3d. 
140 je qx x raw, at 30s. Dor on. « 1s. 1034. 

33 Ibs. Linseed, at 13d. p eee 08. 41d. 
Cost of chopping straw, gr! ian Beans, 

and crushing ‘Linseed, SAY «eene 18. Od. 

Should the preceding remarksbe deemed li likely b 
any light upon the subject in question, or be considered 

beneficial to agrieulture in general, they are much at 
your service.— Henry Briggs, Oveiton, near Wakefield. 

Agricultural Statistics, —The remarks brought for- 

ward on Mr. Stafford O'Brien's motion about agricul- 
tural statistics, do not seem to make it evident that 
what Government and the country require on this head 
are to be obtained by a country schoolmaster. Every 
one knows who is acquainted with agricultural pursuits 
that in a wealthy kingdom like this, our statistics 
ia to be obtained from a less objectionable source, 
‘by men skilled in order, and men of education and ex- 
perience in statistics generally, who could gather such 
information as would place it beyond a mere supposition, 
as would be the case with men of that class, where 
their very occupation makes them subservient to the 

interests of a few private individuals. What we want 
is a full and comprehensive account of what England 
does produce; how it is produced, and what “it is 

capable of. producing if all her energies can have 
full scope. Do you not think a society could be formed 
on this point that might be made available to all the 

landed interest in the kingdom. I would undertake 
one whole county | 2 Government would grant me usa 
tain pr various d 
publie offices, e a fair remuneration. Where is ihe 
man that would further this?— Colonus, Grove-end 
House, St. John's Wood. 

The Potato Crop.—I beg to forward an account of 
what I have observed in regard to the Potato crop in 
Devon within this last week. I have visited many 
Potato fields, most of which have a very luxuriant and 
thriving appearance when seen at a distance, but on 
examination I find the whole to be diseased ; I could 
not discover one not affected less or more. I "fully be- 
lieve that the whole I have examined will be roasted or 

scorched up with the direful calamity within a month of 
this time. Many considered their crops to be doing re- 
markably well, and, indeed, expressed themselves satis- 
fied that their crops were quite clear from disease until 
I pointed out its effects, Mr. Bridle, of Otterton, sailed 
my attention toʻa fine piece of early Potatoes, which 
had planted pretty early in February last, ina die 
dry situation; they had remarkably strong stalks, from 

2 to 3 feet in height, and many of them at the base as 

thick as the middle finger, with foliage as large as good 

Spinach leaves. Mr. Bridle on Monday last calculated 
that he should be able to take up 50 bags of good tubers 
from this piece in the last week in this month, and I do 
not doubt but that quantity would have been produced 
‘by the end of the month had they kept clear from 
disease, which attacked them on Thursday the 4th inst., 
and the whole have now dropped down dead, many of 
the stalks looking as if charred. I enclose a stalk, that 
you may have ocular demonstration of those ‘acts. 
The effluvium is uncommonly disagreeable in this hot 
sunny weather. The fact is, on my examining them 
I could distinetly observe that they never had been free 
from disease ; it originated in the old tubers, which 
produced stron cankerous watery shoots. Your re- 
marks, which appeared early in spring, in respect to 
the Potato crop being doomed, is now too truly verified. 
The disease is clearly to be observed in the many fields 
I have examined. It proceeds from the old tubers, the 
shoots having a sort of watery swelling or bulging near 
the tuber, which bursts, some of them to that extent 
that they at once canker off ; they then shoot again and 
again until exhausted, still making fresh roots, which are 
also affected with the disease ; at the same time, on pull- 
ing up a strong stalk, the lowermost, or first burst part, 
and all the roots adhering to the stalk near it, are found 
to be dead and shrivelled up, while luxuriant roots 
above still for awhile support the stalks—to all ap- 
pearance at a distance in perfect health ; then it makes 
its appearance in various forms above ground, and the 
strongest looking plants die, and are dried up in a few 
hours, while the very next or adjoining plant on either 
side escapes, and remains healthy looking, and luxuriant 
for perhaps a few hours or days after its neighbour is 
dried up and withered. Some are infected first on the 
stems at the base, near the surface of the ground; 
others a few inches higher, and some near the summit, 
while others are affected in five or six “places at the 
same time, Where those gangrene sore-looking blotch- 
ings are is where the dropsical swellings before de- 
seribed have burst underground; when those places 
burst above ground, the stalks at once drop down dead: 
others are affected only for a time at first in the axils 
of the leaves, which on these bursting fall off, while 
others again are first attacked only in the small Tib» or 
veins of the leaves, which burst and at once cause a 
small blotch, which runs like wild-fire into large brown, 
or black, inky- looking spots. I observed in the dull 
sunless weather we have had previous to the last 14 
days, that the gangrene bursted blotchings were mostly 
rown; but since we have had clear sunny fervid 

E 

isease is also to be diseovered readily enough in the 
young tubers,if not before being cooked it may after- 
wards; the feel of an infected tuber will readily con- 
vince any one, although the disease may not be visible 
to the naked. eye until the skin is peeled off; 
the" first appearance is its peculiar white colour, 
almost as white as a curd, and quite as soft. 
In others'more infected may be observed the 

Hickman, Henry, Newnham, Daventry, Northampton, 
Grantham, George, Barcomberplace, Lewes, Sussex. - 
Allnu: ohn J., ingford, Berkshire. 
Webber, Wa Mouton, CEESTI Newmarket. 

The names of 28 candidates for election at the next 
meeting were then read, The following communications 
were received :— 

1. From Viscount Newry: Baskets made of iron 
wire, or rods, galvanically coated with zine ; for 

ment of little sore looking watery blotehings full of 
water, as soon as the skin is removed ; while in others, 
this may be found burst, and the disease clearly to be 
seen with the naked eye, passing all through the tuber 
in various directions; when thus infected, they soon be- 
come putrid, Whatever may have been the origin or 
first cause of this deste uctive disease, it is clear that t now 
proceeds from the that its first 
either in tuber, ate or foliage, in the shape of Tittle 
watery spots, pimples, or bulgings, swelling into a drop- 
sical contortion until it bursts, at which time the disease 
runs through the crop like wild-fire, carrying rapid de- 
struction before it. It is now almost a certainty that 
the whole of the crops which have been planted at the 
usual season, and that too without any previous prepa- 
ration of the seed-tuber will be again destroyed, what- 
ever certainty there may be with prepared seed and 
early planting. Autumn planting, &e., will now soon 
prove itself; at present I have myself fine pieces of 
Potatoes that have not at this moment any appearance 
of disease; under certain preparations at the same time 
others have it in every form. I would recommend all 
cultivators to encourage crops of Carrots, Parsnips, Jeru- 
salem Artichokes; to sow plenty of Turnips—more par- 
ticularly Swede Turnips, which is one of the very best 
of all roots for horses, cows, bullocks, sheep, or pigs ; ; 
they can now be sown in seed-beds, and transplanted in 
the same way as Cabbages, and should the Potato-crops 
fail, good varieties of Cabbage should also be selected, 
and sown in abundance, and it is not too late for sowing 
dwarf curled Savoys—a most excellent vegetable to 
stand a severe winter, and of known gost qualities 
for of ‘ood both for 
eulinary purposes and for cattle. It is ade good boiled 
or steamed for feeding pigs, &c. The Potato disease 
being thus early discovered there is ample time to crop 
the land with articles that may be turned to good ac- 
count in winter. It is not too late to sow Carrots; I 
have grown excellent crops sown after Midsummer. 
Carrots will continue to grow when sown late until 
Dec.—Jas. Barnes, Bicton Gardens, Sidmouth, Devon. 

Swedish Turnips,” by E. S., Notts, at p. 379, col. o, for 
ash” read ** Sod-ash,” which is paseated by "burning the clear- 
ing out of hedges, ditches, &c. 

Societies. 
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY or ENGLAND. 

A WzzxLY CouwciL was held at the Society's House, 
Hanover-square, on Wednesday last, the 10th of June ; 
present, the right hon. Lord Portman, president, in the 
chair ; Earl of Lovelace, Sir M. W. Ridley, Bart. ; Sir 
Trayton E. Drake, Bart.; Sir Robert Price, Bart., 
M.P. ; Thos. Raymond Barker, Esq. ; W. R. Browne, 
Esq. ; ̂ H. Gibbs, Esq.; W. Fisher Hobbs, Esq. W. 
H. Hyett, Esq.; John Kinder, Esq.; W. Miles, ita. s 
M.P. ; E. A. Sandford, Esq. ; Professor Sewell ; RA 

R. Archbold, Esq., M. rj $ 

Greene, fas A. Ogilvie, Ts ; E. Parkyns, i 
and T. Turner, Esq. The following new members were 
ele ected. 

Wood, Basil Thomas, Aldbro Lodge, Tasso Bb, Yorks. 
Walker, John, Prestwick House, Newcastle-upon-T 
Hughes, Edward, Hill House, Ashford, Kent. 
Hetherington, Joseph alker, Newcastle-on- Tyn 
Hodgkinson, Rev. G. C., Principal of the d. Ur College, 

cester. 
Langford, mo eieo, Rye, Sussex. 
Jobling, John, S PRU Seaton Sluice, North Shi 
West, Besaguliers, vrarthel id Lodge, Tonbridge Walls, eer 
Borrer, Nathaniel, Parkyae Hurstperpoint, Bright 
Robson, Daniel, Shipcote, Gateshead, Durham, 
Jobling, Jobn, Seaton House, Blyth, Northumberland, 
Sowerby, John, Shipcote House, Gateshead. 
Jobling, Mark i. " Peroa a reet, DD UNT CRT 
e aaa juny Wappenbury, Leamington, Warwick 
Askew, Sir Henry, wit ee n House, Goaster CaA N. B 
Hutton, Wiliam Shotley Bridge, Durham 
Burnett, Nicholas, BE. Headley, Northumberland. 

ad, arles, Hexham, Northumberland 
Davison, Ralph, Chapel Hous T Ae Med Lon-Tyn 
Hep worth, Joshua, Rogert » Pontofaot, Yorkshire, 

] purposes generally. 
2. From Mr. Fisier Hopes: a statement of the 

advantages derived by Mr. Hudson, of Castleacre, 
in the employment of similar baskets or pans, made 
of sheet-iron. Mr. Hobbs, at the request of the 
President, signified his willingness to submit speci- 
mens of these baskets to the inspection of the 
members at their next weekly Council. 

3. From Mr. Baxer, of Writtle : a communication, 
through Mr. Fisher Hobbs, on the Wheat Midge 
of last year, and the aphides so prevalent on the 
Pea crops at the present time. 

4. From the Rev. James RonsoN: a system of 
Farming Accounts, placed by him at ES disposal 
of the special committee on that subjec 

5. From Mr. Twerp: an Essay on " Farming 
Accounts, presented by him to the same committee; 
and a statement of experiments in progress to 
prove the ready passage of water through the 
porous material of draining pipe-tiles, 

6. From Mr. Suonr, of Martin: a present of seeds 
of the Cow-Parsnip for distribution ; and a speci~ 
men of nee dissolved by sulphuric aci: 

7. From LAKE: a notice on the destruction of 
the ie 

8. From Mr. SraNEY : an offer to place the sums of 
107. and 5/. at the disposal of the Society, as addi- 
tions respectively to any prizes the Council may 
think proper to give for the ploughs best caleulated 
to effect the cutting of drains and the turning over 
of the soil taken from them ; with suggestions as 
to the conditions under which each prize should 
be offered for competition. 

9. From Mr. B. CranxE: a statement of the result 
of an experiment on retarding the germination of 
Turnip seed. 

10. From Mr. Raymonp Barker: a notice from 
Col. Blagrave of the unsatisfactory result attend- 
ing experiments made on his farm in reference to 
the steeping of seeds previously to sowing. 

11. From the Presipenr: a report of the practical 
inquiries instituted by Mr. Browne, of Winter- 
bourne, Stoke, on the advantages attending the 
employment of eut straw for litter. 

12. From Mr. Tuoume, Mr. Le Brrr, Mr. Moyte, 
Mr. Murry, and Mr. GETHEN : Papers on the 
soea of the Potato. Disease. 

with stat of prac- 
tieal personal experience, on several of the more im- 
portant topies connected with these communications, 
having taken place, the Council ordered their thanks to 
be returned to the respective parties from whom they 
had been received, for their attention in submitting 
them to their notice. The Council then adjourned to 
their weekly meeting on Wednesday next the 17th inst. 

Mebietos, 
Industry of the Rhine. Series I. Agriculture. 

By T.C. Banfield. C. Knight & Co., Ludgate-street. 
Tuts very interesting volume, noticed at p.302, contains 

a great deal of valuable information. The author has suc- 
ceeded in giving even the details of farming in a manner 
likely to interest the general reader, atthe' same time 
that he is sufficiently particular in his descriptions to 
make them useful to agriculturists. We shall make 
two extracts, the one descriptive of the irrigated mea- 
dows of Liegen, and the other on some general distinc- 
tions between the agriculture of the lower Rhine and 
that of a similar district in England. 

* Although the manure obtained from towns is of the 
greatest value in increasing the yield of meadows, yet it 
is important to make the fact known, that simple water, 
unaccompanied by the wash of floods, or by any extra- 
neous matter, promotes the growth of Grass on meadows 
in a remarkable manner. The meadows of Siegen 

allow the peasants to give all their dung to the arable 

land, which, in its cold bleak situation on the sides of 

the hills, would, on other terms, not be worth cultivat- 
ing. The whole agricultural plan of this distriet thus 

combines whatever can be of use to a half-manufactur- 

Jollingwood, Bawar d, Tissingion Hal 
Liddell, Hon. H. T., M.P., Ravens 
Wilding, Charles, P: E er 
Salusbury, Rev. Thelwall, J. “40 
Powell, John, Folliott, rel van 
ut ark, "John D., Christon Bank, Hetston, Alnwick, 
Barns, Thomas, Whitburn, Sunderland, 
Riddle, Thomas, Felton Park, RU ce 
Ettrick, Anthony, High Barns, Sunder 
em lton, W. H., Brandsby Hall, Yo en 
mith, Anwick, Lang ‘ley Grove, Durham 
Onal Waldo, ‘Torr Royal, Tavistock, Devon. 
Gilpin, George, Sedbury Park, Richmond, Yorkshire. 
Wharton, Rev. William Fitz-William, Barningham Rectory, 

Greta Bridge, 

eer Castle, ids 
, Welshpool, Montgomery. 

fley, Hitchin, Herts. 

Roper, Ropi ux DM eacus Yorkshire, 
Kell, ‘William, Laut head, 
Wharton, Rev. J. 

Johnson, Georgo, Willington, Bsus Daum 

£ Socie y, Dou; glas. iB. 
Wallis, Robert, South Shields, Durha: 
Dickson, John Peel Walls, Ayton, Bei ANE 
Shaftoe, Rev. A., Whitworth, Durham. 
Robinson, John Horton, South Shields, Durham, 
Limerick, Earl of, Ditcham, Petersfield, Hants. 

gT y g little labour and produc- 
ing chiefly what assists the miner, or serves as fodder 
for beasts of burthen, 

* The water-meadows are now systematically laid 
down in three different manners according to the slope 
the ground commands, and the abundance or scarcity 

of water. The engineers are usually the peasants of 
the neighbourhood,who by practice have acquired great 
skill. The surveying instruments may be seen in their 
houses in all the villages, and the precision with which 
par levels are taken and the flow of water promoted 
is not a little surprising. The three modes consist in 
died beds, and in broad and narrow beds with an 
elevated ridge in the middle. The following are the 

directions given by the Oberfürster Vorlinder. The 
chief canal should be carried as high above the level of 
the meadow to be irrigated as possible. Where cir- 

cumstances do not favour the laying down of the cana’ 

at a sufficient elevation, and the soil is too soft to allow 

of the construction of a high dam without great ex- 

pence, the level of the meadow may be lowered suffi- 

ciently to answer the purpose. It must be kept in mind, 
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that by constant watering the level of the meadow is 

raised in time, for the soil swells in consequence of the 
accumulation of roots and the addition of particles of 

humus, as well as from the depth to which vegetation 

is promoted. When the surface reaches the level of 

the water-course from which it is irrigated, it becomes 

necessary to break up the meadow and to lower its surface. 

he mode adopted either to alter the level or to regu- 
late the unequal surface of a meadow, is not to plough 

up the ground and crop it with corn or Potatoes, although 
one would expect to obtain rich returns, especially of 

Oats, from alay of 16 or 20 years’ standing. The sods 

on the surface are pared off with a peculiar kind of 

narrow spade 2 feet 24 inches deep. Strips are pre- 
viously cut in the surface with the axe, and the strips 
when rolled up are carried on a stick passed through 
the middle of the roll. One man usually marks the 
Strips, two pare them from the surface, and a fourth 
rolls them up. These rolls are recommended in the place 

of squire or oblong cuttings ; amongst other advan- 

tages they insure a sufficient quantity of sod to cover 
the field when it is levelled. If the turf be cut off in 

small pieces, the quantity often proves somewhat defi- 
cient. The beginning is generally made with those 

parts of the meadow which being highest have the 

greatest quantity of ground to spare, and with those 
which are hollow and require filling up. The turf being 
removed the ground below is dug up and carried from 
the’one to the other. Care is, however, taken by good 
meadowers not to carry away the soil that lies immedi- 
ately under the turf paring. Of this a portion is re- 
Served to form the bed on which the turf is to be relaid. 

The ground transferred from one place to another is 
taken from the subsoil, unless the good ground be very 

eep. When the level of the whole meadow has to be 
lowered, the stuff taken from the subsoil that becomes 
useless must be carted and thrown away. 
“ Where the surface, at a sufficient depth under the 

chief water-course, still offers a fall of 1-36th of the 

length of the meadow, and there is plenty of water, the 
Meadow is laid down in what at Siegen is called the 
terrace mode of irrigation (Hangbau). 

* If the slope is less, and there are marshy spots, the 
meadow is laid down with narrow ridges. 

road ridges are used where water is not abundant 
at all times, and the ground free from marshy spots, but 

commanding little fall. Where these peculiarities of 
Site and command of water are observed, the yield of a 
Water-meadow on an average is the same in all three 
Systems of laying down. The first cut is made about 

idsummer, and on good soils gives 3 tons of excellent 

hay to the morgen, or 43 tons to the aere. The after- 

Brass yields about half as much. On average soils the 

Yield may be estimated for the neighbourhood of Siegen 
at 3 tons to 34 tons per acre. With retentive subsoils 

the meadows yield below the average. It is customary 
ln autumn to drive the cows on the meadows, their 

Weight being supposed useful in treading down the sur- 
face, which has a constant tendency t» swell and grow 
Over the level of the irrigating canals. These meadows 
furnish in autumn pasturage, and in summer the cows 
are driven into the ‘Hauberg.’ In the morning and 
evening some green fodder is given them in the stables. 
In winter hay, straw, and chaff, mixed up and boiled 
With Potatoes, Carrots, or Beet-root, form the usual 
fodder. 

. * Terraced Meadows.—In the meadow that is des- 
tined to be laid down on the terrace plan, the water- 
course being carried over the highest part, the level of 
the distributing eanal must be marked by a stake driven 
near the centre, Another stake driven at the lowest 
extremity of the field must mark the level of the drain- 
ing conduit—the terraced meadow being supposed to 
have a breadth of 6 Prussian roods of 10 feet, and is 
divided into four beds each li roods in breadth. The 
channels, laid parallel to the ‘distributing channel, are 
Supplied with water from the distributing canal by 
Means of transversal cuttings. It may seem simpler to 
let the water at once run over the whole surface from 
the distributing canal ; but experience has shown that 
the richest Grass springs nearest to the canals, although 
the reason why there shou d be a difference where there 

water enough to flood the whole surface is not very 
apparent, By increasing the number of canals the fer- 
M prineiple is more equally distributed, and 
i Traces of 6 roods in length by 14 in breadth are found 
9 be the most advantageous size for ensuring the best 

Yield of Grass. If the level of the beds be found after 
oy years’ watering to be raised too much, the canals 
d each be carried a foot or two higher up the slope, 
k e old cuttings being closed and covered with the turf 
aken out of the new ones. 3 
xd The sluice cuttings in the dam of the upper water- 
ù urse are 5 inches wide, and their bottom is sloped, 
pee at the upper end 6 inches higher than the level 
E the chief water-course, The irrigating canals are 

inches broad and 4 inches deep. The transversal 
cuttings are of the same dimensions. 

4 Irrigation by Means of Narrow Ridges.—lu a 
eau irrigated on the System of narrow ridges, the 
Water-course, with the sluice cuttings through its dam, 
[co the same as in the terraced meadows. The distri- 
uting canal is kept horizontal, and is 12 feet broad and 

i inches deep. The meadow is measured and divided 
mto equal portions, the best size for which is between 
ud 25 feet. Each bed or ridge is supposed to have 

10 

out and stakes fixed at the points. The fall does not| Rhine. In the districts more remote from the thorough- 
of tl lati exceed 1 foot in a length of 63 feet, With the aid of 

the last stakes parallel cuttings are made in a trans- 

versal direction from the draining conduit in the direc- 

tion of the distributing channel, but stopping at some 

distance short of the latter. The bottom of these cut- 

tings is sloped, being 5 inches higher than the level of 

the draining conduit. The cuttings divide the ridges and 

serve as drains. Between them the ground is raised in 

the middle so as to slope towards each draining canal, 

the upper part of the ridge being kept high enough to 

carry an irrigating canal which takes the water at the 

level of tlie distributing canal, and carries it with a slope 

of 5 inches to the draining canal. When this canal is 

full and overflows, the water runs into the lower cutting, 

and thence into the lower drain, in the bottom of which 

there is also a slope of 6 inches. 

« At the lower end of every ridge the surface presents 

the appearance of a triangle. 

* Irrigation with Broad Ridges.—In, a meadow laid 

down near Keppel with broad ridges, the water in the 

brook that supplies the main canal is scanty in summer, 

and is applied to turning the wheels of some steel-works. 

The main canal is 4 feet broad, 1} feet deep, and has a 

fall at bottom of 4inch in soft. The dam is 3 feet 

broad, and the sluiced cuttings through it are each 

J foot broad. The horizontal distributing canal is 2 feet 

broad and 3 foot deep. The ridge-cuttings that issue 

from it are 90 feet long; at the mouth they are 13 feet, 

and 1 foot broad, with a depth of 5 inches. The width 

of each ridge is 60 feet, consequently each bed or slope 

is 30 feet broad. 
“Jn order to diminish the size of the intervals be- 

tween the cuttings transversal canals are carried across 

the beds. The drain-cuttings have a fall at the surface 

of only 3 inches, but at bottom of 5 inches, being 

4 inches deep and 8 inches broad, and 6 inches deep and 

1 foot broad. In this meadow the chief drain serves as 

a distributing canal for a meadow situated below and 

adjacent to it. In a meadow laid out by M. Vorlünder 

in such a manner as to combine the terrace plan applied 

to the more elevated part with the narrow ridge system, 

the drain canals serve as distributing canals for the 

meadows situated below them. In a large meadow 

near Keppel, by a skilful adoption of the various modes 

of laying down the surface, the same water is carried 
over eight different plots of land in succession. 

* The proper time for cleaning out the ditches and 

canals is late in the autumn, when the cattle are no 

longer driven to the meadows. day is fixed by the 

overseer of the meadows by which all the canals have to 

be cleaned out under a certain penalty. Then it is that 

the principal watering for the year takes place. If there 

has been heavy rain and the irrigating brooks are 

muddy, the water is not let on to the meadows until it 

begins to get clear. Too great a sediment fills up the 

canals and leaves unequal, deposits on the surface that 

mar the labours of the meadow-owner. In the autumn 

no fear is entertained of the meadows being overwatered. 
The great point sought to be accomplished is that the 

flow of the water shall {everywhere be perceptible, and 
that none remains stagnant in any part.. In the bogin- 
ning of winter when the frost sets in the water is kept 
off the land. If the weather is open and rain falls, the 
water may be turned on again. 

“Spring is the season that demands the farmer’s 
care. In mild rainy weather the irrigation may be con- 
tinued ; bat after floods, as in the autumn, the water 
must be allowed to settle. When the sun grows power- 
ful the irrigation must cease altogether. In March aud 
April a little moistening is allowable ; but in these ard 
the following months the water may only be spread 

during the night. In the middle of June occasional 

night watering does good, but none is let on for four 
weeks previous to the hay harvest.” 

In reference to the general charaetor of the Farming 

on the Lower Rhine, Mr, Banfield has these remarks : 

From Cleves to Cologne in a straight line is about 
70 miles; from Aix-la-Chapelle to Hagen in West- 
phalia, the base of the triangle we have measured, is 
nearly 100 miles. Our triangle is therefore equivalent 

and having its apex either at the extremity of the Isle 

of Wight, or in a northern direction at Coventry. Yet 
how different an appearance do the two English dis- 

triets here marked out present from the portion of 
Germany with which we would compare them! Good 
high roads and navigable rivers traverse the German 
as the English districts, and afford them the advantages 
of trade. The population is nearly equal in density, 
and in abundance of iron and cheapness for the general 
consumer there is no great disparity. To the most 
unpractised eye, however, it must be evident that in the 
English districts more wealth is acquired in the year 
than in the German. The crops are more abundant, 
the outlay of capital is repaid sooner, the prices of pro- 

duce are all higher in England than on the Rhine. Let 

us go into the details of the comparison. 
* Tt will hardly be disputed that the profit drawn from 

agriculture, as well as from other branches of industry, 

is the more conspicuous the fewer the hands are that 

divide it. Now since farming, properly so called, is 

carried on in England upon allotments varying from 

100 to 1000 acres, whereas the common limits in this 

ence in the numbers sharing the profits in both 

countries is at least as 1 to 8 or perhaps 10. We have readth of 20 feet, so that each slope has a breadth of 
quiete The ridges are 60 feet in length. Stakes are | 
Ñ ven at the openings of the transversal cuts, which are | 

Velled, and the draining conduit must then be marked | 

no doubt that the number of estates exceeding 1000 
acres, managed by one farmer in central England, 

exceeds the number of those above 300 acres on the 

to one leaning with its base upon London and Bath, | 

fares of trade, the prop e pop em- 
ployed in agrieulture is overwhelming as compared 
with other oceupations. Hence the low prices of pro- 
duce in good years, and the diffieulty the Germans find 
in aceumulating eapital. Where there is a superfluity 
of produce, if all produce the same, there can be no 

market. Soitisin Germany. Every man grows bis 
own bread. Who is to buy of those who produce more 

than they require for their own consumption? It is 
owing to this cireumstance, and not because the cost of 
tillage is less, that prices are so low. To raise them it 

will be necessary to open new fields of labour in trade 

and manufactures, into which many of the present 

cultivators of the land must be induced to migrate, and 

thus to leave to a smaller number the division of the 

rofits in agriculture. The gift to the peasants of the 
small lots they held, in the manner before described, 

had quite a contrary tendency, by keeping them on the 
land which they would by degrees have left. But at 

that time, and even still, the panacea prescribed in 

Germany for all widely spread discontent is to sub- 
divide the land. Unless such a measure be accom- 
panied by a multiplication of the consumers, that is to 
say, of the markets, it is not easy to see what agricul- 
turists have to gain by such a step. In Prussia it is 

estimated that three persons are employed in agri- 
culture for one engaged in trade or manufactures. 
This will explain why, with such low prices as we 

usually find quoted in Germany, there is never a super- 

abundance of corn, while prices rise rapidly on the first 

symptom of a demand from England. It will also 
account for the modes of cultivation that prevail, under 

which only a moderate yield is extracted from the land. 
That with the soil and climate of the Lower Rhine a 

far greater return might be obtained, is shown by the 

example of Belgium and England. But why should it 

be raised if there is no one to buy it! The exportation 
of Wheat to France and Belgium assumes every year a 

more constant form. It will not be long before 

England appears as a regular customer at the Conti- 

nental markets. It will then remain to be seen whether 

the more distant but more fertile districts of Poland 

will be able to furnish grain on better terms than the 

nearer plains of Germany, with their intelligent popu- 

lation. The irregularity of our demand has obliged 

countries that cannot produce without cost to leave us 

out of their calculations. 
* The next weighty consideration that presses itself 

upon us is the fact that, in the trading and manufac- 

turing districts, and on the Rhine generally, both the 

rent of land and its capital value are higher than that 

of similarly cireumstaneed land in England. We have 

endeavoured: to explain this fact from the circumstance 

that there are crops that all times assert their fuil value 

in the market of the world, such as seeds, Flax, Tobaeco, 

dairy produce, &c. Ou these the German farmer who 

works on a sufficiently large scale relies for his profit. 

Itso happens that the demand for all those articles 

must inerease when the price of corn falls, for more of 

them is consumed when bread is cheap than when it is 

dear. Thus the landlord holds the disease and its 

remedy in his own hands ; if he wishes market crops, 

as they are here called, to rise in value, he must lower 

the price of gr Ifcorn beeame so cheap that it was 

not worth growing, he would find aa immense demand 

for all other produce to indemnif; Eo 

iscelianeous. 
Cost of Wheat Culiure.—The cost of cultivating an 

aere of Wheat in two different d , the one border- 
ing on the north coast, where sea is easily obtained, 

and the other on the south coast, S:— 
South coast à ü 

1 Ploughing “ combing?* .. zu 
Harrowing, burning, and spreading ashes 
100 bushels oflime .. oe e E 

age of 25 loads of earth, and mixing with 
lime, and spreading e .. . 0 

Second ploughing .. we 

Harrowing .. .. E 

Seeds, 18 gallons 
Sowing, &c. .. 

Nor 

1 Ploughing .- | 3 

Harrowing, burning, and 
e 2 

f 10 loads of sand 

Car 
10 loads of farm-yard dun 

‘Mixing and spreading the s 
nd ploughing du 

Harrowing and sowing .. 

—Mr. Karkeck, Eng. Soc. Journal. 

Calendar of Operations. 
JUNE. 

The operation of warping commences in June. We extract. 
the following from a very valuable work, by a well-known 

author, “ The Farmer's Calendar," by Arthur Young ; a work 
of which another edition is much wanted :— 

* The water of the tides that come up the Trent, Ouze, Dun, 

part of Germany are from 10 to 300 acres, the differ- ny 

and other rivers which empty themselves into the great estuar; 

of the Humber, is muddy to an excess ; insomuch that in sum- 

* This accomplished by ploughing the land in such a 

nner—from 2 to 24 inches deep—that one-half of the turf is 

laid on the other half, At the end of five or six weeks this is 

well worked out, and the land is sometimes ploughed across; 

which is provincially termed “thwarting.” | 

+ The dung which is used in this district, may be termed. 

“straw dung. rom the small proportion of Turnips grown, 

few cattle are fattened, and hence the greater part of the dung, 

is of a very indifferent character. 
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mer, if a cylindrical glass, 12 or 15 inches dong, ue filled with 
it, it ae presently deposit aninch, and sometimes more, of 
what i ealled warp. Muere it comes Frot is a dispute ; the 
Hum Ex s zie ear water; and no floods in the 

tiful. The i tomm is perfectly simple, and consists in 
nothing Wo than letting in E. tide at high-water to deposit 
the warp, and permitting it to run off beta v the tide falls ; 
this is the aim and effect, But D render it efficacious, the 
water piss be at command, Lg keep it out ay let it in at plea: 
sure ; that there must not only be a cut or canal made to 
join ine river, but a sluice at the mouth, to open or shut, as 
wanted ; and that ae water may be of a proper depth on the 
€ to be warped, and also prevented flowing over contiguous 

whether saltivated or not, banks are raised around the 
FUR Do be warped, from. onu or four to six or seven feet high, 
according to circumstan es. Thus, if the tract be large, the 

long; it has been tried as far as four, so as to warp the lands 
on each side the whole way, and lateral cuts made iu any 
direction for the same purpose ; observing, however, that the 
effect lessens as you recede from t T4 river; thatis, it demands 

er time to deposit warp enou; 
Eat t t the he effect is very different cote that of irrigation ; for 
it is not the water that works the effect, but the mud, so that 
in floods the business ceases, as also in winter: and it is not to 
manure the soil, but to create it. What th 

arp raises it in 
m six to sixteen inches ‘Mick; and in hollows 

or low places, two, bw orfourfeet, so 2 to. e the wh ole 
Thu: 

Ir. Dalton, of K: 
sent some to an eminent chemist, whose report was, 

that it aee uA ead anda very minute d of sali ine 

of. gre: 's 
'mer told in that the stiffer 

but in general it has 

Spo! 
ie Me. Webster, y ot Ban! has made so great an pibus 

ment by warping, that it ae particular attention. His 
of Bu acres, is all warped; and to shew the immense petting 
ance of the improvement, it wore be necessary only to mention 
that he gave 117. an acre for the land, and would not now take 

i Wed 3 3 E m 8 & 

ES d 

$ 3 Es E d = 

‘from which, however, to continue the account, 5 5001. ny 06 
deducted, as a neighbour below him offers 5 an acre for the 
"use of his sluice and main cut, to TRIP 300 Ms gun will 
reduce Mr. Webster's eu to 10007. or about 57. acre, 
Take it, however, at the h: ighest, 120. and E puo the purchase, 

. per acre 

very great indeed ; of Potatoes from 80 to 130 ‘abe [ 
selling the jm ‘sorts at 3s. to 3 s. 6d. atub; and k 

. Twenty acres warped in 1794, could not Ue ETE for Oats in 1795, he therefore sowei the Oatson the fresh warp, and scuffed in the seed by men drawing a seufiler ; eight to 

arters 1 nt [os Mns: E little duds of finding exactly 
in Eng'and. I had before heard e Clover seed ne sown in n this manner on fresh warp, and su ceeding greatly. d 12 acres of. Wheat-stubbte, and sowed Oats in SS which produced 12 quarters an acre. Then Wheat, 36 bushels an ai heat is never less than 30. Six acres of Beans produced 30 loads s per acre, or 90 bushel 

decide a wager, yielded 99 bushels. pods from one bean on four stalks: and Tartarian Oats mm feet high, One piece BAS in 1795, produced Oats in 1794, six quarter s an acre: white Clover and Hay seeds were sown with them, mown twice the first yen the "rst cutting yielded nh tons of Hay an acre; the d 
after that an immense eddish, 

T" 

ery, With plenty of Docks and Thistcs Flax, 40 to 50 stone pei uice for warping, five feet high AM seven wide, will ae for 50 2 E 5 per annum ; and if the 
0 5007. 

land lie n 
** Mr. Nicolson, at Raweliff, takes the levels first; builds a sluice eii ifa quarter of a mile or half a mile, (0 acres may be ae drier the season the uos Th 

the depth will defend ircu umetan ees. 1f a landlord p it should be de 

loads ; Oats, 10 
r Barley. After six years, Potatoes and good Flax: Ys es it worth 407, to 507. 

a 3 

“Mr. Wilson's idea of ME a eer just; D haust low lands in favour of the hills S. s dun A 
1 

Note, by a Comme an ide in Warping. Warp leaves one- eighth oi ch e an LUE and these ayers do a ES inan e mass, main in leayes distinct. If only one sluice, then only every Sie tide can be je water must he "perfectly off, that the surface may 

c] a summi Ten q unido an acre of Oats, on raking in the dedi on warp; the more salt in it the better, but one in that case necessary, to lessen the effect, or it hurts 

EA very great, object in this husbandry of warping, is Hie T con of it in other districts, They have much warp oi the coasts from Wisbeach to Boston, &e,, and though a 

r; for a treasure may be near him, without his knowing anything of the matter,” 
is a subject on ae we should be glad to hear from 

correspondents who ma; osed to give our readers any 
information of which idea) duy “be sion ero 

a ee. price d 
a will vitro most money dun by selling 

ur "prm wants manure, buy guano. If you 
must consume Sf o n the farm, sell half, and with the pro. 
ceeds buy danse Thinbaed and Beans are the most feeding 
mixture ye can u; 

Booxs—J H B—The Publishers are Wm. Blackwood and Sons, 
ee ps a very ui ok in a drawing-room dress, 
which, of makes it ose. We do not know the price, 

BONES AND IPSE Acrpo—JBanks of the Dearn—It will doubt- 
less answer well with you. Apply at least half the weight of 
pl Quee dab. do of bones, and say 6 bushels of the lati 

up with turf ashes or coal oen js drill a; 
Ms. ate D RD you to apply gu: 

Bons Dust—Sigma—We would use acid dong vith the bones. 
Apply, if your Tod be very poor, 8 bushels of bones and half 
their weight of acid per acre, and consume the Turnip crop 
on £3. land; hee will ensure a good gm jr op. PEO IEE RS 

E s quite time the Grass were mown, Some 
Gr: fades get düfbwey even before blossoming ; B Tahan Rye- 
Grass should be mown before it is in blossom ; others s 
better mown while in blossom, but all ought to be mown be- 
fore they are in seed. Your Grasses are Anthoxanthum odo- 
ratum, Sweet-scented Vernal Grass ; Dactylis glomerata, 
Cock’s-foot ; Sea cristatus, Crested Dog’s-tail Grass ; 

cud some 

o this some nitrogenous manure—some salt of 
as monia, fori instance, and if, in addition to this, you should 
be able to keep the land well worked i i. ru intervals between 
succeeding harvests and seed-times, you may probably suc- 
ceed. However, devote but a small nontoni to sucl o p expe- 
riment, and with the rest adopt a more ordinary c n. 
r shall have a word or two to say ou the CEA ion of 
mall farms soon, 

fay MAKING—G D- 

pu X 

necessary bo em per acre as yo ‘ow Sopot will be carried 
way. Add 

ce ERE Mà may be mown, made, and 
into “wind” cocks for 10s. acre, If carried to the 

vick inven and built and UUAGR add 1s, 6d. per acre, —— 
—We m ust refer you to an article in ** Martin Doyle's 

Practica qup d S shall publish Gs Ma next week, 
era the swathe: ji AL p the first dày ; turn the 

ss and turn it pcs ur ; then rake it A. ‘rolls ata 
Sud apart, and put it up in WS Noc r the t 
[DA o S Ca cocks in beds 5 yar vis wido, E inter- 

; turn and turn n the aft ternoon, 
dd dic Wd bedi into two rolls, dividing. it down! the middle, 
and put into larger cocks at hight, se next Horning 
must again be thrown into s as pelore tarn a und if n 
cessary turn again, then rake eae bed int ingle roll, and 
it will pr obably be ready to carry that Ads 

LAND ROBBED FOR MANY YEARS OP THE CHATF OF ITS WHEAT— 
Gamtai and p» dger—1ls your if so, are you 
UE is is the cause? We cannot conceive it, ‘A ply an 

of dung per acre—that will more Gaas open the 
chal” "a EOD. However if, as a matter of c sity, you 
want to supply to the soil exactly what it has s E apply 
per acre for every crop of Wheat it has borne, i.e. fore 
erop of T. it hàs lost, a manure nung about $ GA of 
poe f s ; £ 1b. of Z, of magnesia ; 

zs of alumina ; ge Oz. of epi on acid; 3 ozs. of 
phos id of chlorine, and about ae of 
silica. "But this is inining matters with a a vengeance, Apply 
an extra load o pe r cwt, of guano—that i is the Beet 
way to settle the ma: 

LIQUID Manure es Jnquirer—If some such self-acting 
apparatus LE Mr, Liddell recommended will not do, because 
oh ERa mse, you must have two openings in 

r yard, pf into the tink and the other to waste, and 
die ect the cattle-man to open or shut either according as it is 
flood ‘hate or dry. For tank see “ Home Correspondence.” 

To FEED A CARRIAGE Horse—Northwoods—Give hay-chaff, 
es, or other green food, mixer 

and pa e) bruised 

S 

en: iu po) Bs M ssrs, Taylor an 
London.— Walter T. Bullock. 

*,* Communications reaching town after Wednesday, cannot be 
" answered the same w 5 

dftarfets, 
SMITHFIELD, MONDAY, June 8,—Per Stone of 81bs, 

Best Scots, Herefords, o. sided $ Best Long-wools = - —ato —s Best Short Hor -34 Ditto (shorn) - 3 8 Second quality Beasts 12538 Ewer and second qualiy — 
Calves 40 410 o (shor: n) 8.4 Best Downs & Hal Buen icc E sca - 6 o (shorn) = aa ene tuat Eon 3206; Ni ITE EU dip 162; Pigs, 280. 

tr ave again a very argo supply of Ben envy: 4s in quite Mig eae price of the best Scots, and 3s 8d Short-horms, Several remain tintold.—Sheep are also plentifal, bat thors’ are buyers for the selling quali ties, which, in some instances, make rather more money. The wea-her being hot, big Sheep are not readily olaponed of Lamb | rather more money.—Calves are a y trai choicest qualitios are in demand. The hot weather materially affecta tha Pork trade; very listle is ted, 
FRIDAY, June 1 

Trade is very heavy amongst the Beasts; it is with difficulty that the best Sco s, Ac, make 4s, and Short-horns Qs 8d ; Second qualities are very un- saleable, and mike lower pric e UM a 

trade ja very hea 
15; Sheep and Lambs, 11,450; Calves, 48; Pi igs, 

Al, West Sinithtield. 

its 
"Beasts, 

OPS, FRIpAy, | 3 
The accounts from great part of the aestons Subloti dioc very un- 

favourable, and the markez is brisk at better prices. 
PA 'ATTENDEN & SMITH, Hop-Factors, 

HAY.— med Load of 36 Gosling 
THFIELD, vues 

Prime Mead.Hay 70s to 20 Naw, He: 
Infr.New& Rowen 65 60 | Clover 

once. —sto — 
0 — 84 

Jon 
CED MARKET, June 

Prime Moid. Hay Sito 
Inf 20 | ifr 95 100 |Straw 338 to 36a 
New Hu . 55 68 | New Clover — 

JosnuA Baken, Hay Salesman. 

COVENT GARDEN, JUNE 13.—Most kinds of Vegetables have E plentifully uS and a imde e Fruit vit season is abu: est js Pine-apples y be obtained at from. 6s. to 8s. per Ib. ; alarge quantity of \ West nih Pines have been sold during ‘the week, ane at very high prices, vary- ng 10s. each, and the very finest even brought’ as T as 15s. Ma The impor end has arrive: 
condition. Hothouse Grapes, of excellent quality, are ab and tolerably cheap, Some Plums, and a conside 

Peaches and Nectarines, have been offered, R 
and Strawberries are plentiful, more especially the latter and there has also been in themarket a large supply of F. and Dutch Cherries, which nae rm PARADA iu excellent con- HENE ; they are selling a 
Green *@oos seberries, of large ki are abondat Apples and Pears being nearly over for a season; what remain are sold af nominal prices. Oranges, although not abundant, are plentiful, g and Nuts of all kinds are sufficient for the demand. 
of the stalls we observed fine-looking specimens of English Me- lo zetables, Asparagus is plentiful and excellent in 

their yid in the "ide 

ch: 
Calceolarias, Pinks, d 

hmone Orange flowers Rkodbdehdrots Ciner; arias, Gardenias, 

FRU. 
Pine Apple, Em, er 0 8e eia. poz dozen, ls to 94 Grapes, Hothouse, per "1b, is to 64 = T 100, 6s to 142 Apples, Dess., per bush., 73 to 20s Corset mon pr i A eo to5s Kitchen, 7s to 15r Strawberries, Melons, each, 4s to 8 Almonds, Peaches, per doz., l0s to 9 weet Aln Be t 'ectarines, per diz., 10% to 24r Filberts, English, p. 100105. 6020 60s Cherries, per 1b., 4a to 6d Nuts, Cob, 00 1bs.5 808 to Oranges, pei aah sotada -- Bai = per 100, 4s to — Brazil, 125 to 16s =- Seville, per CA 5s s9 16a —_ E m ds per dozen, 2s to s bushel, 12s to 168 

bites inne per peck, Be to T 
VEGETABLES, 

Cabbages, per doz., Satay aa Carrots, or bunch, ito le 88 Cauliflowers, per doz, Onions; Bav, Greens, per doz, bunchez, ts to 1e 6d. y Ber dosi Gd to 6e Artichokes, ros doz., 9s c0 4$ Shao yer s od to lv eani French B er o 2: to Be Garlic, por 
‘eas, pi rper score, ab 4d to ls Sorrel, por Ht.-aleve od to 1v Cos, Ad to 14 6d Potatoes, Bet ton, 70s to 180s Radishes; per 12 hands’ ed to 1s Wi, 4r Mushrooms, per poitle, 22 te ushel, 3s Small Salads, yer punnet, 94 to 8d Z Klüney perbushslssto4s | Fennel, per bunch, 21 to Fame, per iby 6d i$ ud Savory, per bunch, 4d to 6 adeo per bunch, 4d to 1 unch ed Beet, per doz., €d to 12 6d j bum, 6d to 8d 

Geb 
y per sr bundle, 1s 

Py ERU Cucumbers, each, 4d to lé 6a Min er Sash ie tó 8d iei, ger sieve, 9d to ls Marjoram, per tui Leeks,per doz. ces, tots od | Chervil, por pinde bd wa Celery, iis ae 

p even for the 
Reds, m to 180s per pon dio egens 308 

ede, 208 to 803 per ton, There aro soversl lots of 
gpd Blues in the ria ess, but there Hine or 

Pd samples bein; 
realised the prices 

whole was near i IN d at the close of Free Foren is still neglected, but the inquiry for low qualitiés of red bon fi several rd quarters bave been 
that country ; 
& "d B.S 5 oF EE E 3 E $e Ei I Li B £ 

is 
"y S £ Sa de at our former E. The show of Oats is small, and 

recovered to-day, 
n ISH, PER IMPERIAL usus cup cs $8 Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk » White 55 62 Red . 50 60 Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire 50 54 White 50 55 Barley, Malting and due Eu todos Chevalier 50 88 Grind. 23 96 Oats, Lincolashire and Yorks! + Polands 94 28 Feed 21 24 — fox ‘thu go me Scotoh + «+ Feed 24 25 Potato 27 30 

* + 5 Feed 81 25 Potato 25 28 ait, pate, ship « E + + 54 60 vord and Haer . + + 60 65 
vo. 84 86 

Beans. Mazsgan, old and new E! o 40. Tick 29 46 Harrow 81 48 on, Heligoland á 52 Winds — — Longpod— — Peas; White B EL o 40 Maple 29 32 Grey 28 81 
FRIDAY, ; June 12. 

Since Monday the arriv SA of all Corn have been unusually moderate ; English Wheat being scarce commands the extreme 
prices of that day; in free foreign there is very little doing, 

some quantity of Polish Odessa in 
chased during the week for Belgium account at 40s. d. per quarter, fo.b. and 43s, 6d. afloat, including freight and 
insurance thither—the demand, however, remains unsatisfied. 
Barley, Beans, and Peas, are unaltered an value, The Market 
being bare of Oats, enables factors to realise an sient) of 
6d, to 1s, per quarter, 

IMPERIAL AVERAGES, 
Wheat. | Barley.) Oats. Beans.| Peas. May poet Suet $8: bd) 90» 8d| ?8« 7d| 32» bu| 54ild| ag«l0d = .| 86 8| 29 9 8 "i PURO + + «| 87 0| 29 = . o a| 65 5| s810 xe 8013, VR ris 58 

Jun, NEST 

6 weeks’ Aggreg. Aver. 

Duties on Foreign Grain! 17 0| 9 al 
Diagram showing the erate are in sb gnus of ie onthe average of the Jun eeksending Sati 
~ Paron. | Mera F Mae | Mar M] 

57s 0d | 

8 | —6 | v. 
— Sm m Ene | 3 
— 0 | oe 
55 10 EE 
— 9 RG 
— 5 vex 
—1 oe 
53 4 oo 
52 10 * .. 

SEEDS, June 12, 
uou - per ar, BBeto, ads aree A as cy E orelan ton i to 9 

per ow! 48 | Mustard, White ~ = Closes hea, mega T— = i ‘Super = - - 80 63 s - White, Engl - 55 68 Rersisedo nelich ferit E 80 
+ 40 68 e Çaki m Coriander s = 8 ` n E» Kalntoln 5 ps Pus s empsi . s Eng. winter = pron = i v cese rom : gea 

no Baltlo 48 | Trefol 
Cakes, Eng. per 1000, T17: 12] Terni (too 0 vast for for. tmn 
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WINDING UP SALE FOR THE SEASON, 

p PROTHEROE snp MORRIS beg to 
ounee that the last Sale for this season at the 

Action | Mart, Bartholomew-lane, will take place on Thursday, 
June 18th, 1816, at 12 o'clock, comprising a very fine collection 
of DAHLIA AS, GERANI UMS, FUCHSIAS, MHIUHE NAE and 
à variety of other Plants for the borders. iewed the 
morning of Sale, ge dii Rs ee at the Mart, and of the 

ame Ley Auctioneers, Amer nstone. tuetioneers, America 
TIC PLANTS. 

ECU ILLES ROT HOUSES.—On the 15th of 
July next, the Magnificent COLLECTION OF PLANTS 

of MOUVILLE "LES ROUEN Dan be sold by Auction. This 
Wamyaed Collection includes upwards of 700 Kinds of 

e most rare and fine Orchids, some o 
unknown ; and also 1600 TS ot HOT AND GREBNHOUSE 
b S, the most rare and beautiful ever seen. All thos 
pute: except the plants which. none not yet blossomed, have 
een botanically etaed with the greatest care, The Cata- 

ogue e will be distributed in a few WIS it is to be had in Paris, 
OUSIN, Bookseller, ondon : at the 

** Paxton's OSAMA Banie. Mr. Benn, 
. MrenELsEN, Bookseller; Vienna, Mr. 

: DUMOLARD BROTHERS ; Turin: Mr. Bocca, 
P men Messrs. Burnier and Ginrr, Horti- 

culturis 

To eem GENTLEMEN, AND NURSERYMEN. 
A VALUABLE COLLECTION OF PALMS, ORCHIDS, &e., 

FROM MEXICO. 
ESSRS, J. C. Ax» S. STEVENS beg to announce 
they will EU by Auction, at their Great Room, 38, King- 

esp Covent- Garden, n pr the Teter ne, at 12 stock, 
ae 

odiumis, Perister rias, Morniou les, 
i dendrums (inelnding Vitellinum), Maxillavias, 

arem &c. &c. Te 

Q, T 

5 dnd! larpespeelurade™o? Zarte fdrfüvacón" 
atten arborea, Hemitolin gps Marattia elegans, Son 

pndsias, Tree Ferns, May be viewed the day prior 
E morning of Sale, E Catalogues had of the Auctioneers, 
°8, King-street, Coven 

PA cS IN SURREY. 
O LET, with possession at Michaelmas next, a very 
desirable upland FARM, in dus neighbourhood of Epsom, 

Consisting of about 450. acres of A rable, Grass, and Woodland, 
eat an ueenen Dwelling-] oem and suitable ‘Agricultural 

mis 
emalio Pre of Dn 150 acres, with a comfortable septs, 

Box Very u n occupati ton T aokprtóh ng 150 acres, of whic 
E id one- third is Meadow, pus lehu common Hphta, 

E Yos Viu Dev apply sil Newzon and Woon- 
Ow, Nory ich ; or Mr Toner, Epsom 
GREENHOUSE TO SE SOLD FOR Wu —A BARGAIN ! 

O BE SOLD, a SECQND-HAND GREENHOUSE, 
43 feet long, 14 feet wide, with Front Sashes and one Glass eng, e seen at Peterborough House, Parson’s- 

bake Pulham.—Apply for particulars to Messrs. WEEKS and 
Y, King’s-road, Chelsea 
LDERNEY COWS.— "very choice lot of AL- 

cali BNEY E Cle COWS, just ealved and in 
0. d on 8 ery day, on application to Mr. JAMES NORRIS, ener park, andi at Sion-hill Brentford End, 

O OWNERS AND OCCUPTERS OF ESTATES 
TDLIAM BULLOCK WEBSTER, of Hounsdown, 

t near Southampton, Deity Bota 
al Osborne, Isle of Wight; ntor of a 
Es Pipe Machine (applicable to dubi Brick: b. also 
odi f for taking roots and stones out of clay, both Which a are 
‘0 be seen at the Royal Polytechnic Institution, Regent-street,— 
of ers his assistance as a thorough practical man to LaWülords 
who may require oes on any subject connected with 
the Draina, —Land drained at a fixed 
sum per Sere) including every. ‘expense. . 

THE TANK SYSTEM, 

ev] 
uec 

Burser AND HEALY having heated a con- 
dele: number of Pits and other Horticultural Struc- 

MUN cultivation of Pines, Melons, C 

nn 
0, ; and in mi th m St Pines 
F in morethan one hundred other places.— ME London, — poe 

erson, 

ONICAL Bc BOILERS. Oe excellent ‘Boilers, i in- by Tony *d by Jor Rocers; Esq., aremade of various sizes dle to a Snewen, Tronmonger, Sevenoaks, Gigog: UW kinds of apparatus, and are i at Me 3 a j a ‘essrs. Lod. Rol iain e boe v, Vauxhall; Moser Meapple. placer: Mr, Pontey’s, Plymoutir; Mr. Henderson’s 

SMITH AND CO. 

ABLISHED NINE YEARS. 
[IORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, HOT-WATER 

APPARATUS, E PRAE GARDEN FURNITURE 
GLEPE Hue FACING KING'S PARADE, KING'S 

AD, CHELSEA, LOND 
E EE vases, Paums Frovnzs, &c. &c., S pie VARIETY. 

E oT WATER  APPARATUS.— -The ; attention of 
Architects, Builders, and others, is respectfully requested 

to BENJAMIN FOWLER. 8 superior method of Heating Churches 
and Chapels, Hz ate Stair. a Conservatories, Foreing and 
Greenhouses, A actorie: Warehouses, Kilns, Rooms 
va Drying Timber, aie, ad very variety of PESOS for which 

required, Within the las ars some 
hundreds of Dallaings have been heated boot as plan, and 
the parties for whom they were executed are constantly ex- 
pressing their satisfaction, also their willingness to vouch for 
Faoi ech proved wrought-iron boiler, which re- 
quires no brickwork, uS y seen in action upon the premises 

C ROA FOWLER, orset-street, Fle 

PERUVIAN AND BOLIVIAN GUANO ON 

ON 
Hata parte MYERS AND C0., LIVERPÓOL; 3 

And by NA 
amba, mum, AND CO., LIVERPOOL snd Roe: 

WELL, AND PRYOR, Li 
To SUE Ae een. against the injurious aor aguante of 

using inferior and spurious guano, purchasers are recom- 
mended to apply only to Dealers of established character, or to 
the above-named Impor ers, who will supply the article in Let 
quantity, at their fixed prices, delivering it from the Import 
Wari houses. 

LIQUID MANURE. 
ENGLAND INDEPENDENT OF THE WORLD FOR CORN. 

HE HX of the Ea aoe at this 
mo; ous ED is requested to the t importance of 

LIQUID 3 MA ANURE, the ease with SOS it eee uH appro- 
paned by the use of FOWLER'S PUMPS, made e ssly for 
duo either portable or fixed ; Garden, Shi ies itid Barge 
Pumps; also those for DUE Brewers, Soap Boilers, and 
uniche for hotand cold liquor. Pumps kept for hire, for 
Exeavations and Wells. Buildings heated by Hot Water, for 
E and PA variety of DP ing purposes. 

e supplied on advantage BENJAMIN 
osi Engineer vet 63, Dotwetarirest: Fleet-street, London, 

pm LONDON MANURE C COMPANY o 
r Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, delivered direct rom 

the THnborter bonded warehouses :— 
Nit ue y Soda, Fine Bone Sawdust, 
Sulphate of Ammonia, Sulphuric Acid, 
gyperphosphate ofl Lime, Sulphate of Soda, 

‘etre Salt, 
Pe E article of Artificial Manure in the most genuine 
state.—: ), New Bridge- i a Biel ars 

o , Enpwanp PUnsER, Secretary. - 

URNIP SOWING. 
HE URATE “OF THE LONDON MANURE 
coarsest x, Bid icem. 

weight per acre, 
ments in the scien 
manufacture the Urate, wee the ood. re! 
of erops is fully maintained, therefore parties using the Urate 
for Turnips will find their succeeding crops of Barley and 
seeds materially improved, Full partieulars, with testimonials, 
forwarded on application., No. w Bridge-street, Black- 
friars. EDWARD PURSER, séerstary. 

URNIP SEASON. 
Uau by GIBBS & CO.) 

oe a 8 da lene us 

Gnas sto Per avian, 

ost; all suitable for the Turnip Cr 
Soda and Potash, and all E utis "E aera M 

QHANKS'S IMPROVED GRASS-CUTTING AND 
ROLLING MACHINE.—The complete success which has 

Improved Machine for Mowing fine HRS for Cutting the üwns, 
has been fully MAP by the numerous ku Ere it has een tried, and now in common use, partic ula: ly at Rossie 
Priory, C. and H ;, Forfar e; Bread- albane, Perthshire ; Weed and at many other Noblemen 
and Gentlemen's seats in England, as Well ES abroad. The Machines are made to eut breadths of 42, 30, or 20 inches, as 
required, the latter being adapted to hand- owen The Ma- 
chine works with perfect. ease, producing a beautiful smooth 
surface, and attended with great saving in abridging labour. 
ae may be addresse: Messrs. SHANKS, 

jun., & Son, Machine Makers, Arbroath, N. B., by whom 
furl Aee potonar will be give; 

(mar > AND EFFECTIVE FENCE AGAINST 
HARES AND RABBITS.—Iron wire netting of various 

patterns, and ieee ene p ven urge 
H small tpe on very reasonable terms. A coarser de- 

ll be pha SERI as a substitute for. Poa- 
itioks, ofilanientel Arches, and other garden purposes 
sent out without receiving at least two coats of a new disto: 
a and very durable anti- Prep paint. Prices from 7d. 

1s. per linear yard. Ap] Mr, RAYNHAM, 21, Brownlow- 
ireen Holborn, (where specimens may be seen), or to Mr. 

TT 

INS E IE'S PATENT IMPROVEMENT 
Maxine and Drrtne Draining Tiles. en 

The Process combines Errrcr with Economy. Gentlem 
having works in operation, or who eon about to erect ‘em, 
will find the above worthy their attentio: 

For particulars apply to Mr. JoHN cam atthe office for 
the sale of Arystie’s Patent Brick and Tile Machine, Dn 
Piecadilly, where they may be seen at work ; also at the Poly- 
technie Institution, and at the Works, Alperton, Middlesex. 

ATCHER’S BENNENDEN TILE MACHINE. 
Manufactured and Sold only by COTTAM and HALLEN, 

Engineers, Agricultural Implement Makers, &c., 2, Winsley- 
street, Oxford-street, London, 

the most efficient Machine that has been invented for 
pose of making Drain Tiles. Any shaped Tile can be 

mado byemiendly-chade QOO die pinata 
minutes. It requires, but few hands s, viz., one man 
boys. With this ES oflabour, the product of a day of 10 
hours is as follows, v 
linch diameter of Tt, ST m 1ł inches diam. of Tile, 5,800 
oo» 8,000 | 24 » — 9,20 
#8 See Letter of Thomas Eu Hodges, Esq., in the “Trang: 

actions of the T ag Agricultural Society of England," page 
, Part 2; Vol. V. 

Aims Machine is moveable down the drying sheds on its 
wheels. o simple in its construction as to require but 
little practice in its use, There is no charge made for patent 
ues or license. 

Price 25l., pue 4 Dies for Tiles of any shape or size, 
ill, with Iron Box, 164. 165. 

set of Three. Draining Spades and Swan's-Neck, 1. 15, 

and in the E S eticalturtl Soclety's Gardens, | SAMUEL TAYLOR, Stokeferry, Norfolk, 

Corra dnd Marren have on show at their Repository a 
great variety of every article for the Garden, viz., Rollers, 
Water fuese Movin ng Machines, Chairs, and Seats of Metal, 

all descriptions. Vases, Pedestals, Flow 
ands, Pot Tr: oy Rose and Tree Guards, 

every dois ot Wire Worl 

Cast I Di FLOWER STAKES (see engraving). 

6 y 4ft — 4ft6, 5ft: 
lls. 12s. 14s, 6a, 
STRONG IRON eene feet out of the ground, 4s, 9d. pp bar, 5s; light cattle, 

RES 6 inches high, Be. e ; Mee Pub 63. ; ox do,, 4 fect high, 

7 ft. out of the ground. 
30s. per doz 
SHEEP, 

STRONG IRON WIRE for strained wire C uM in bundles 
E 156 yards each, at 10s. 6d. per bund 

GLASS FRAMES, HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATO- 
i es, E of 

iron or wood and iron combir ied, which can be ed complete 
ph hot water apparatus P heating S any part Sof the 
ingdom, 
IRON AND BRASS BEDSTEADS, STOYES, FENDERS, 

&c., and every article in Ironmongery. 
Entrance to the Show Rooms and Manufactc ry, 76, Oxford. 
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CHEAP AND DURABLE ROOFING, 
AND THE BEST RESISTER OF FROST FOR GARDEN 

PURPOSES. 

BY HER ROYAL LETTERS 

( MAJBSTY'S PATENT. 
E Pores 

M‘NEILL & o. of i prd Bunhill- 

* row, London, d and o y Patentees of 

THE PATENT ASPHALTE FELT Yon 

and which for many years has eed in CEU use for Boom? 

Houses, Verandahs, all kinds of Farm Buildings, Sheds, and 

for COVERING GARDEN FRAMES, "TO PROTECT PLANTS 

AGAINST THE EFFECTS OF THE FROST, beg to call the 

attention of Gardeners and others to their superior d 

hibited at the Great Agricultural Shows of Engla 
ed the Prize for being the en 

ds ales o patronized by 
Her A Mies Board of Ordnance, Conpieciiersee Woods and 
Forests, the Hon. the East India Company a the Boan] 

Gardens, Regent’s-park. Itis extensively u n the gardens 

of several noblemen and gentlemen in the pasigtinourndod ot 
London, and in different parts of the country, to whom un 

ence is made. This Felt is composed of the strongest and m 
Sanie, Em and is saturated with the BEST OF AS. 

OR BITUMEN (THE SAME AS SELECTED AND USED 

FOUND THE MOST LIVE RESISTE: x 
NO OTHER FEL T HAS ‘THs ASPHADTE BUT F. M‘NEILL 

& CO.s, and which renders it impervious to rain, snow, and 

ist and a non-conductor of (cem and sound. Its RS hy 

e Lightness, Warmth, Dur ability, and Economy. — Pri 
Oxur ONE Penny PER SQ! Fo 

^ Samples, with Directions for ds Use, and Testimonials 

sb seven years ? experience (which contain much useful informa- 

tion), from Noblemen, Gentlemen, Gardeners, Architects, and 

Builders, szNT FREE to any the Town or Country, and 

orders by Post executed. 

The new Vice-Chancellor’s Courts, the Offices attached, and 

Passages leading to Westminster-hall, Dr. Reid’s Offices, and 
Ho Buildings “at the New, Houses of Parl iament, are roofe 

h F, M‘Neicx and Co.’s Felt, andis known by its having the 
appearance of lead roofs. 

Rar Th 

part o; 

Public ds respectfully cautioned against misrepre- 

senta! one as M uice in Great Britain where the above 

Patent Roofing . M*NEIL: E & Co.’s Manufactories, 

Lamb's anze Bunhill-r ‘ow, London 

AS IMPROVED SELF- oHG HYDRAULIC | 7 
ENGINE.—An Engine to supply 100 gallons of water per 

Bou ata ance of 100 yards, 200. ; 800 yards, 301. ; 600 

yar This Machine can te PORCH supply from 1 gallon 
to 20; per minute, at an increasing expense, EU to cir- 

eumstances and locality. Reference cau be a a gentle- 

man for whom a 201, Engine has been fix pes ations to 

. LEGG, 9, Se Phi lip’s-street, Bath-road, Cheltebham, will be 

immediately attended. to. 

EARLY HAY HARVEST 

ICK CLOTHS, with Poles, Puilies, and Lines 
“No farmer should be without a. good Rick 
r tainly one of the most eut things he can 

— Gardeners’ Gazeti k Cloths, both 

at à reasonable c A BE JAMIN ED- 

Duke-street, Southwark. dun uer will 
insure prompt attention. 'ehouse du 208 iccadilly. 

Marquees, Tents, Flags, Betting nae Bunting for as Trees, 

Truck Covers, Rai 

Pee VULCANIZED ee tae INDIA- 
RUBBER- e ems PIPE -sA TUBING, for Gardeners, 

Brewers, Ratiway Companies, d e ES mines, Gs Fitters, 
and for A tural and all other ay poses where a 

EU. “dexible strong Pipe is ER Sole Manufacturer, 

L. HANCOCK, Goswell-w me oswell- road, London. 

TEs £ E Ten. Urns, Kn 
Covers, &c., at C. WATSON'S 41 

16, Norton Folgat e.—Established half a centur; 

Paper Tea Trays, including the largest size m 
richly on namented all oren, ‘30s. a set of thre ; and uj : 

6d. a set, E upwar A 5. n^ Lon- 
Tea Ur , with the newest patterns up 

x pa atent ra ed Dgan made 1 h Cove T: 
TEES 

and Forks, Dish 
and 42, Barbican, and 

don-made vg 
to 5l. 55.—AÀ sı 

; Des 
irabia Desse 3 

ce-handle. . 18e. doz. Ms. doz. $a 6d. s 
largest and| | 

"Bos s gs. » fs. 6d. 5 
nd: 

"s inch Balance-handl 
best made 

Ditto, with wW atson’: s Albata Plate-| 

handles, equalto Silver 
Forks half the 

ueris anf 

Parc CE CUR: ist publish. 

economy and Hm rand should p * themselves o 
Book, which may be had gratis, t free, from th 
address. Sole inventor of the SEA atea Albata Plate, whid 

is so rapidly supers seding silver. 

M ETCALFE'S N EW Pa 
and Seale 3PONC 

123.04. 18s. ,, |88. 0d. s 
co of the above. 

ILLUSTRATED ATALOGUE and 

ished, and families v 

TTERN TOOTH-BRUSH 
—The Tooth-Brush has the 

hing thoroughly into the ns 
t DEAD i n the mi 

important advarftag of 

of the pos and elebump thei 

ordinary manner, and is aous for the hairs ape coming 

improved Clothes Brush, that cle: in a thir 

part of the usuaj time, and incapable of injuring ihe finest nap. 

Penetrating Hair- brushes, with the durable unbleached Rus- 

sian bristles, which do not soften like common hair. eae 

Brushes of improved graduated and powerful friction. . Velve' 
Brushes which act in the most surprising ee suecessful NS 

reserved valuable 

SB. by means of 
es 

'ose—is. 

di g 

profits aid destructive bleaching, and securing the luxury of a 

genuine Smyrna Sponge, | Only Sole Establish- 
men 1 B, Oxford-street, Té 

D Beware of the words.“ From Metealio! *. adopted 
by Eus ETES 

TO ARTISTS, &c 
Ce APHIC BLACK-LEAD PENCILS.— 

hese Pencils are perfectly free from grit, and for richness 

of tone, depth peers oe lr of tint, and evenness of tex- 

ture, are not to Sa bat he best Cumberland Lead that 

can be obtained a meee time, and are RU HE superior 

to every other deseription of Pencil now in use. They will also 

recommend themse’ all who use the Black-| Tend Pencil as 

an instrument of a impor s orrecreation, by their 

being little more ias halt the pr f other Pencils. 

Ir, HH, HHH, HB, B, BB, F F, Wë.. 4s. per dozen. 
BBB, EHB ze dI ENDE 
BB m vs . .. v. 12s. EY 

W'—This Pencil is uc recommended for writing and 
unting-house use. 

May be had of all Artista Colourmen, Stationers, Booksellers, 

&c. ; and at the be Ua E. Wore & Son, 23, Church- 
den S AE Lond 

ingle Pencil will be pue as a sample, upon the re- 

ceipt Po postage stamps to the amount, 

On the 1st of July will be p! hed, handsomely printed 

in demy 8vo, and cop GERA Wet by LEECH, the 

Fins Parr of the 

CUTE HISTORY OF DNE SN. 
J GILBERT ABBOTT à BECK 

“There is not the ae intention to sacrifice vhdelity to fun in 

Ta production, but to present a faithful narrati * for which 

the best D will be carefully E o serve it 

up to the reader in a more palatable form than us OO 
been ES compatible with the dignity ur history."— 

PO 
The V will appear in Monthly Parts, price ONE SHILLING 

each, ilattated by Joun LEECH, mm INE LARGE ETCHING, 

and fro! TO TWELVE WOOD ENGRAVINGS. It will 

comprise from Twelve to Twenty Parts, and will appear regu- 

er ns the Monthly Magazines until its completion. 

: Published at the “P 'UNCH ” | Office, 85, Fleet-street, 

^ "This. day is published, ud bound i in cloth, price 7s., 

pees AS JERROLD! S SHILLING 
GAZINE. 

Wir BEE DA sy JOHN LEECH. 
n: Published at the “ Puncn” Office, 85, | Fleet-street. 

This day is published, nes bounds in cloth, price 3s. 6d., 

HE ALMANA CK ‘OF THE MONTH. 

A REVIEW OF NO NG AND PE HUN: 

ee. by GILBERT ABBOTT à BECKE 

numerous illustrations by RICHARD e LU 

Published at the ** Punca ” Office, 85, Fleet-street, 

DRITISH. GARDER. FRUIT 

Now ready, No. 1, imp 5s. Gd., and continued Monthly, 

(COLOURED ILLUSTRATIONS OF BRITISH 
GARDEN FRUI » With eeecripliye Letter-press, 

Toidon pa 

*,* To be continuei: Monay A O in notexceeding 

Twe enty-tive Number 
Lon ndon : LORGSAN, Brown, GREEN, & LONGMANS. 

TEM " EDITION, EDITED BY MRS. LOUDON. 

A New Edition, corrected, with a Supplement, bringing down 

the work to 1846, in one very thick Ton 8vo, of above 1300 

pages, with 2000 Wood Engravings, 3l. 3. cloth. 

1 SEN S ENCYC SLOP ASDIA ‘OF COTTA GE, 
FARM, and VILLA ARCHITECTURE and FURNI- 

TURE: containing eres Designs for Dwellings, from the 
Villa to the Cottage and tl e Farm, including Term Houses, 

Farmeries, and. other Die na Building 
Public Houses, pi Hy rochial Schools ; us ds ie 

and I e and appropriate Office 
h Design accompanied D 

Analytical and Critical Rei LA 
A New Edition, edited by Mrs. Loupox. 

ÁN The ub ae parapet ds. Gd. sewed, 

he same Aw 

Pu E m DIA £5 e RTOULTUKE. 50s. 

YCLOPÆDIA of GA RES aN: 50s. 

ORTUS BRITANNICUS. 31s. Gd 

p ENCYOLOPZEDIA of PL ANTS. 13s. Gd 

N ENCYCLOPJEDIA of TREES and SHRI UBS. 50s. 

FRUTICETUM BRITANNICUM. 8vo. 107. RBORETUM et 
THE SUBURBAN GARDENER. 205. 
REPTON'S LANDSCAPE GARDENING and ARCHI- 
TECTURE. 305. With tho, une coloured, 3 

HORTUS LIGNOSUS LOX ND 
ARCHITECTURAL MAGAZINE, 5 vols. 6l. 
GARDENERS MAGAZINE. Gomplete in die 17s. 
ON AYE Sa t OUT and PL G CEMETERIE 1 

Lon ein rop Peu, and LN Gi 

st published, price 2s. 6d., 
INTS TO TANDOWNERS—on Tenure, Prices, 

Rents, &c, By Banvam ALMACK, Author of the “Report 

n the Agric ulture of Norfolk,” and of the Prize Essay on the 

pri Hus bandry of Turnips.” 

LoneMan, Brown, Green, and Lonemans, Paternoster-row ; 
an d to be had of all Booksellers. 

Ro Published, price 3s. 6d.. with coloured Plates, 

if LPINE OR ROCK PLANT S; Practical Hints 
on their Culture and General Management. 

By J. LOTHIAN. 

Gardener to W. A. Campbell, Esq. of Ormsary. 
S. Hrannry, 32, Fleet- EE London . Lizars, Edin- 

burgh ; yan x and Co., ay 

TO FL EEDSMEN, AND OTHERS. 

DVÉRTISE: MENTS FOR THE HORTICUL- 
TURAL A AGAZINE are requested to be forwarded on or 

before the 24t] the month, to Mr. W. Tomas, British and 
d ms A UH Agent, 21, Catherine- street, Strand, 

ondo 

E CHEMISTRY MADE EASY. ——— 
published, 3d Edition, lómo, price 2s. 

XHEMISTRY. MADE E ASY, for the use of a 

culturists. y JOHN ToPmAM, e M., Rector of St. An- 

drew, St. Mary Witton, and St, Nicholas, Droitwich, Third 
US 

ondon: LoNGMAN, Bnows N, GREEN, and LONGMAN 

^ THE ATISAN CLUB ON THE STEAM E NGING. 

Now ready; 4 in One Volume, 4to, M H og Plates and 349 
Wood Engravi ings. 

TREATISE ON THE SPERM. PENGINE, ia its 
vation to BE Mills, Steam Navigation, and Rail- 

An v Cup. Edited by Jonn Bourne, C.E 
are requested to complete their se 
GMAN, BRow Ny Green, and Lox 

pase 1e TUNE made s measure, 
silk facin; 

fi shi doni able trouser 

y new pa , and 21s 

t patterns, Fa "od. to 105. 6d. , rich satin 

9 6d. ; overcoats of the Od: syle, in 

, and Godzingtons, of llama cloth and c 

merettes (waterproof), 215. t travelling w: rappers 
and youths’ c othing of every descripti 

. to 30s. ; office, garden, and shoot- 
2 suit of superfine black cloth, 

0 4l. — Piser & v Co., TdMors, 

geeks 

CERTAIN CURE FOR BILE, HEAD- ACHES, 

AND ALSO OR WEAK AND DERANGED STOMACHS, 

BY HOLLOWAY LS.—Nothing tends so much to bring 

p incurable RRE DU either the Heart, tia Liver, or 

the Lungs, as an unhealthy of the Stomach, whi 
first instance, causes loss of Aeneas loss of str vagin 

^ doses of Holloway's justly 

he blood, they s will imincdiately ive a 
é 

Pills be take 

COMIC HISTORY í OF ENGLAND. . | Dublin, June 8, 1846. 

po AGRICULTURAL IMPROVEMENT 
SOCIETY OF IRELAND. 

The FIFTH GREAT AGRI CULTURAL MEETING and 

ANNUAL CATTLE SHOW of this Society will take place at 

1MERICK, on Wednesday, the 12th of August, and the days 

following. Premiums to E P of ONE HOUSAND 

Pounps and upwards will be on this occasion, for 

tock ‘of eee kind, rede Sheep, 

Swine, &c. ; 
Butter, Wool 

the water Hiema on the canal 
Dublin to the Show, and from the ports of “ato and Liver- 

pool to Dublin. 
AIL applications: to be made to the Secretary in Dublin, by 

whom Premium Sheets and Blank Forms of Notices of Entry 
will be forwarded on application, or to Mr. Jas. BODKIN, Ten 

Secretary, Limerick. 
igned by order) EDWARD BULLEN, AE 

Society's Rooms 41, Upper Sa Sackville-screet, Dublin. 

ECONOMICAL, EFFECTUAL, AND DUR: ABLE 
OFING. 

' BY HER MAJESTY’S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT. 

ROGGON'S PATENT ASPHALTE ROOFING 
FELT, with which the Committee Mos of the Houses 

be Parliament are entire! Cile The above P As ered. 

Charles Barry, Esq., R.A., &c. 

years at the Royal Hlortieultural RN s Gardens, Chiswick 5 ; 

the Swiss Gardens, Shoreham, Sussex; on the Buc- 

cleuch's, and the Marquis of Anglesea's OS qm &e c. and 

cae slate) the Royal Agricultural Society’s House, Hanover- 

e; its advantages are—OILEAPNESS, LIGHTNESS, 

DURABILITY, and ECONOMY. Bei eing a Non-Conductor, it 

has been Rod an efficient ** Protective Material" to Plants. 

RICE, ONE PENNY PER SQUARE FOOT. 

Samples E Testimonials sent by EGRE on application. 
AS JOHN ÜROGGON. 

_ 8, Lawrence ] I hill, Cannon- sire London. 
E POPULAR REMEUD 

pos LIFE "PILLS. —The NEN success 
is medieine is the wonder of the age; it has been 

aperient, and has in. 

erseverance in the u: 

Pirts will completely cure any disease, and are 

nesses of tl the benefit gcn from this invaluable melania 
eaan r are received EE a zs it would i Rea RTs 

have testified 

may be had gratis of all Agents. 
Phe ES important testimony to the efficacy of Parn’s 

t been received by the Proprietors :—'* To 

e and Co., London. Athlone, Dec. 7, 1844. 

vum —You will please to send me six dozen more Parr’s LIFE 

;lamjustout. They are taking well, and, - n assure: 

388; > y are doing an immensity o: od; every one who has 

tried them in affections of the Liver and en Seay 

great deal of bei neft, Yours, &e., WILLIAM GILCHRIEST, 

Apothecary and Surge: 
Benton, oe MNeweastle, August n 1815. Sirs} 

inform you of the wonderf of your 

n was long subject to Soe of Breath, 
t after taking your Pills a short time, I a 

, and, although an. 

be 90 at least. If you think this will be of servic 
welcome to print it. Yours, with much respect, PET 

Beware of spurious imitations of the above medicine. None 

the genuine unless the words *PARIVS LIFE PILLS” are 

E LETTERS p A RE qe ed on the 
Government Stam) p, pasted round each so the fac-: simile 

f the Signature of the Proprietors, ** T ROBER TS and 00.," 
Grane. pls on the directions. 

n boxes, at 1s. 13d., 2s. 9d., and family packets at 1ls., 

by aul s spectable drugg; ists and patent inedicine retailers 

throughout i m kingdom, 
Rar Full directions are given with each box. 

AN cee ORE SE HAIR DIEA 
ROWLAND’: 2m LACOMI 

The most successful LIQUID PREPARATION ever Sino n in this or 

any Ere country xD yeing the HAIR OF THE GEAD, WHISKERS, 

s, and EYEBROWS a natural and perm anent E or 

AE i exaetly resembling the natural colour of the hair as 

o defy 6 Rd Itis perfectly innocent in its bu: is free 

Pu easant smell, and can be used by any lady or 

gentleman with the greatest ease EM secre effect is | 201 

permanent that neither water nor per: tion will influ 
and it is entirely free from those prope erties (used as Hair Dj 

which give an unnatural red 0 due pu tothe Hair. Prices. 
uA WLAND'S OD [U 

se 

OR PEARL DENTIPRICE, 
A WHITE POWDER FOR TH Ju compounded of 

the Choicest and most Ree ^ (ho Oriental 

Herbal; the leading TEA of cleanlin 

present in the highest possible degree. 
item 

Tt bestows 

iteness, and frees them from tartar; 

ue thy firmness, and to the BREATH @ Y ron GUS 
p E and perfume: 

rice 2s, 9d. per box. 
CAUTION. —“A. ROWLAND and SON, 20, Hatton Gardom” 

Is engraved on the uoc Stamp, w ich is affixed 
T 

Sold by them, and by Chemists and Perfumers. 

All other ODONTOS are FRAUDULENT IMIT ATIONS. E 

HEAL, AND SON'S LIST OF BEDDING: 
E a full description of Weights, Si 

Prices, by which purchasers ate cups to judge the iude 

that A. Dr suited | to make 

Dian exclusively for the manufacture and sale "n nos 
(no bedsteads or other furniture being kept).—HEAL and $0 e 

ETE and Bedding Manufacturers, 196, oppo, €f 
enham-court-ro; 

—This preparation 

is offered to the Public with the greatest confidence, ian 
decidedly superior to all those poisons containing arsen 

other minerals. Itis most greedily eaten by rats and 

long as itis offered to them, and invariably proves e certat dE 

struction. Pri Sule only I ENTM Punszn, 40, Bridge-stre 

Blackfriars, Lon. Sold in pots, with full ‘directions 

at4s., 85., and 205. pe 

for uses 

P inted by Wii Brapnony, of No. 6, Yorke gon Ss Newington othe 
Vesowios Murter Byasa o 
in the county of Middles 
be edunt f Walatra in tho City of London; db 
at the Office, No. UE Sha les-atreet, in the parish of 

office in 
and publish 

of St, Pau's, "ato 
den, in che a said county, where all Adve: rtisements and Communi 

see be addressed to the Edhor.— Saturday, JUSS 18, 1040. 

i 
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co SURLND HORTICULTURAL 

ines o'clock, E 
dstone, Jun an G. Surrn, Hon. Sec. 

IER ery ane AN, 

OYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY.—The LAST EX- 
t ENS "TION this season in the Gardens of this Society in 

5s mM mers Cu be held on WEDNESDAY, Jury Ist, and 
Tickets can be obtained at the Gardens 

vines from A ME price 5s., or on the 

; at half- -past 

0 

DD PLANTS FROM CHINA.—A few sets of 
MES RUE DRIED PLANTS collected in Ohina 

lying to R. 
th dn Young-street, Kensington, London. vx mong 
p Ew are many new and rare dei scarcely known to Euro- 

Sesh 

GROOM, CrAPHAw Rise, near LONDON (By 
APPOINTMENT uus TO HER MOT THE QUEEN, 

es eee orders executed, 

ANS PARARON, Poole A Ge bes now ready the 
wing NEW P VERBEN YERI BENAS, m Anest sorts in eulivation, e per doz. 

DATULIAS, ditto ditto DA 
12s. ” RO 

GERANÑIUNS, fuest show flo 
plants, in 48-size wer ong 

, Ditto ditto, Prud meis 
wi UE from unknown Correspondents ns inclose re- 

am (the Salebrated taea i grower), which wee 
d whole house full of seedlings, containing 

y Messre, Kinghorne, Gai 
a Sega , Gaines, Usher, ant 4 

ise ing to improve their collections may not be disap- 
the j they will He an opportunity of ed them with 

u bonos retaining an their pain and pecu- 
Sample hampers of fruits generans 

erved, a machine cork-screw to d 
articulars of thi e PELA 

+ HERTFORD NURSERIES.—ROSES, 
P. FRANCIS'S Extensive Collection of ROSES 

fall S. is OW, in full Tom. An early inspection is sir 
hii plici x x Sundays excepted. t specimens 

ut the sea-on, 

THOMAS GIBBS ai 

(By Official DUE the SEEDSMEN to the 

* ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND," | 

Beg to remind the Members of the Society, and ‘Agriculturists 

in general, that their only Counting House and Seed Ware- 

house is at the Corner of HALF- ON es d PICCA- 
DILLY, London, as for the last Fifty Yea: 

Priced Lists of Agri icultural Seeds are eae ready, and may 

be had on application. 

QIERUSSOORNBES OF HA LEJ MOON-STREET, | 

CUPHEA CORDATA. 

ESSRS. VEITCH anp SON beg to offer the above 
beautiful Greenhouse Plant, which is figured in Curtis’s | 

“ Botanical Magazine” for January last, Tab. 4208, where Sir 

W. J. Hooker gives it 
truly beautiful plant, from the rich scarle' 

E 8 3: ache 5 El 2 
s H c CER E: B & 

Sive genus were T distinctly qst as the present one! Itis 

a native of hill: n Peru, about Huassabuassi, 

Chaclla, SN and Huai oe 

were sent to Mr. Veitch, of Exeter, by his ci 

in 1842, from, which plants were raise 

awen 1845. 

Messrs. V. & Son would further add, that it is a profuse 

Mem with crimson panicles of from 6 to 8 inches long at 

he termination of every shoot; it doubtless will prove a de- 

Hentfal plant for turning dp the open garden during the sum- 

er months. 
Strong plants will be delivered on and after Monday the 15th 

iti a 21s. per plant, with one over on every three taken by 

the e. 
ae Messrs. V. & Son require a Post-office order from | 

unknown doe previous to executing orders. 

xeter, June 20. 

that bloomed in 

dos C. BALL, successor to Mr. Jonn Youre, begs | E 
nounce that he is prepared to execute orders imme- 

diately, in strong plants, for any of e gie mention. 
PELARGONIUM “MARIA,” very fine, large, rosy-purple. 

See Gardeners’ Chronicle, 1845, p. 192— Your See edling is an 

improvement on many of the same iac od colour, and à 
a ongan and pretty ROS and eai ? Fin 

ROSES. 
E DENYER, NURSERYMAN, Frorist, &e., Brixton, 

4 rey (within three miles of London), respectfully in- 

forms Noblemen, Gentlemen, and the Public, that his ROSES 

may be seen in BLOOM from the 15th inst., comprising all the 

newest sorts extant, and upwards of 600 varieties, forming one 

ot the best Ee eS »: dii country. Orders taken, and deli- 

ered in November 
Admittance eles, Sundays excepted.—June 20, 

O NER E 

HANDLER ax» SONS, N No Vauxhall, are 
now sending oe strong healthy pla of CHR YSAN- 

THEMUMS, of fine and good ER at : 

young plants are in Zon order cking for the country. 
A list of the pares with a pnm of the colours, may be 

had on application, 

ETE THE NO ITY, GENTRY, NURSPRYMEN, IRON- 

MONGERS, AND OTHERS. 
INGHAM BROTH BBS, M0, p le Hampton- 

street, fthe IMPROVED 

MENOGRAPII, or tabels p Garden Borders, Flower Pots, 

Engravings of the same, with prices attached, sent per 

Post B all parts of the Kingdom, on application as above. 
ents in London, G. and J. Deans, Jlorticultural 

banera Warehouse, 46, "King William-st., London Bridges 

jene anD BRITISH SHEET pen 
GLASS for Hothouses, Garden and other purpose: 

n COGAN having again reduced the prices 18b small nid 

uares, invites apasi of ii Sim En quotations with his 

f lists : per gros: 

Gin. by 4 ++ 6 | 8by5 « 
2 y ES ve 95. 8 by 6. 

H ure S Cra weeki 

FOREIGN BET GLASS, of whi he 

such a stock as will enable him to execute m refe as soon as 

received, 
PROPAGATING, BEE, CUCUMBER, & GRAPE GLASSES, 

Steven gaon, cheape or than at any other house, —For 

o R. Coe = Glass, Lead, and Colour Works, 

48, petis RA London 

Plants, 5s. 

LOBELIA eta aie MULTIFLORA. See Gardeners’ Chron., 

1844, p. 592—‘* Your Seedling Lobelia is a very handso ome 

Aid The lip is large and broad, of a rich and dazzling 

scarlet,” some of the spikes of flower measuring from 12 to 

18 inches in ee fine Seedling Plants of the above Lobelia 

at 12s, per 
HOR ae mmus GRANDIFLORA, 95; per doz. 

^5 servita, 6s, per dozen, fine. 

orada strigosa, Is. ; B. splendens, 1s., fine ; D. hete- 
TO) a, 1s., 

Autroneria acutifolia s. 2s. 0d. 
Taxodiw Reed 6to 9 ‘inches 210 6 

Beas ete poet ec mae 

Alona . E It ye pe Med 
20 

some DEI AmE i for Beading, gag 

rosace EENT Heppi ne 
Fuchsia serratifolia ; 3 6 
Calceolaria floribunda, for bedding ` Be eee, 
pcne. two species, GE each .. EE MALO 

6 3 

With a few Danta to Woniendte for carriage. “An allowance 
to the Trade.—Taunton Nurseries, June 2 

HSIA “MACRANTHA.” 

MESES VEITCH AND SON have much pleasure 

in End the public the above magnificent. FUCHSIA, 

MM ines emselves from Peru through their collector, 

Mr. W. iU and at present solely in their possession. 
pee, distinct from any other a, species, having 

owers of a cylindrical form from 4 to 6 inches in length, of a 
penutiful delicate PEU red DEUS producen in roue "clusters. 
It is of a dwarf habit aud a most abundant blooi 

at the Horticultural odes Meeting in Regen! 
April last, and was awarded the igo 

Silver Medal. Tt i is Tin ed in Curtis's and Hee s Magazines 

for this month, where full descriptions appeal 

Messrs. V. an ence "recommend this 
Fuchsia, both as a beautiful and highly ornamental plant, as 
eB te a RE por distinct and pun BYPRHAARODE 

and terms on which they disposed of Fuchsia 

geri "having $ given such general satisfaction, they offer 
ihe above on similar terms, viz. 21s, per plant, with one over 
ES every three taken by the strat 

Strong established plants will be delivered on and after 

Monday, the 15th inst. Orders executed strictly in the rotation 
received. 
N.B.—Parties wishing to sce a drawing of the above Fuchsia 

prior to ordering it, can immediately be furnished with one by 
forwarding 12 Postage stamps 

ssrs. V. and Son require Post-office orders from unknown 

Clarke's, Seeds man, Bishopsgate-street, tl rough: jan Gen 

correspondents protons, to executing orders. 
Exeter, June 2 

d the foi spring. 

any time this month for autumn and winter cutting ; or, "t 

18 to istana through the winter, will Cabbage very early, not 

ubject to start to seed so much as other sorts. Its pro- 

[eus in rine heads after first cutting is not equalled by 

any other sort: 
One 0 Ounce OR will be forwarded by Post on receipt of 

r containing Twelve Penny Stamps.—Address, Jonn | 

i CarrTELL, Seed and Nurseryman, Westerham, Kent. Boies 20. 

d TO HORTICULTURISTS, 

ARTICLE GLASS 

Misses DAINES AND BRADDOC Us solicit. the 
inspection of Glass Dealers, Horticult and 

to an entirely new description of f BRITISH SHEET 

GLASS, which, „upon trial, will be found unequalled in 
utility, and price, by any now in the market, for $ 
particulary! Horficnttora purposes; and by patro: 

artic! wil results attending the use of foreign and other 

manufacturing the above Metal great care am 

used to divestit of the slightest tendeney to conc entrate the 

rays of the sun, a fault in many cases ruinous to plants 
, Fari xi street, 

“ke e best Sear of Coloured Glass in London. 

“BRITISH AND PO y SHEET AND HORTI. 

ULTU ASS. 

pas AND WELCH have T announee to the 

Nobility and Gentry, that they have just RISP ar- 

rangements with J. Werc, jun., Iunii and Co., for the 

purchase of the business lately carried on by them, at 12, 

Panton-street, and beg to call attention to VE extreraely low 

prices for Horticultur al Glass of every description. 

PRICES OF HORTICULTURAL GLASS: 

Not above 40 in. long by widths from 5 in. to 18 in. 

No, 13 As zn Foreign sheet 

13 oz, to the foot .. .. 4d. per foot. 
Gels 1853 E Io qu 
PARIS 2155 a Beaty sai met = 

36 26 -oian » 26 230, ” e 
5g . x <. Ís. Bde 5 

SMALL SQUAR 
pus in a ) feet Bowes, eL. toda to thickness. 

5in by 3i ^. o. lid per foot. 

5 by p amd undor e byt 37 f. 

» 9, 
FOR AeLAzING. 

Black Cement, us sued at Chatsworth. 24s. per ewt. 

Best DE Oil s. 

te Lead, Window Tead, Solder, de, ke, 

Horietara Glazing Executed in any part of the United 

Kingdo 
The selection. of Patent Plate, Sheet, and flatted Crown Glass 

for ein &c., particularly attended to. —12, Panton-street, 
Haymari 

REL A 

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES. 

PSLEY  PELLATT anp CO. Falon Glass 
Works, Holland.street, Blackfriars, are s prepared to supply 

in coke not less than 100 square feet), SHEET AND 
WN GLASS OF BEST QUALITY, at the following 

Ne pu Prices :-— 
ny size under 40 ins, long. 

13 oz. nus per foot ... «+ 

d 5 rae 

Per square foot. 
.. 4d. 

” » #4 
2 

SMALL SCA up to 101 ins. by sins., from n to 8d. per 

square foot. 
N.B.— The 16 oz. is full strength for Greenhouses. 

dll D M MEI 

OREIGN AND BRITISH SHEET AND CROWN 

GLASS, for Horticultural and general, purposes, to be 

had in boxes as imported, fro) 83d. to 53d. per foot. Glass 

Pantiles, 13s. 6d. per dozen. Propag ing PS all kinds of 

orticultural Glasses. Oils, Colours, Brushes, &c., of 

| pesh description, at lowe: 
oney only, at 

Expuick’s, 28, este: street East, 

| * Por Ready Money only. 
t 

* 
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DEN. EXHIBITION AT THE GAR 
June 13th, 1846, 

AWARD OF THE JUDGES. 

THE LARGE GOLD MEDAL. 
1 To Mr. J. Robertson, gr. to Mrs. Lawrence, F.H.S., for a 

collection M Stove and Greenhouse plants 
2 To Mr. Mylam, gr. to S. Rucker, Esq, jun., F.H.S., for 20 

species of. Exotic Orchi: 

HE GOLD KNISHTIAN MEDAL. 
1 To My. Presen of Leaibridge-Foad, for a collection of 20 

Stove a b mad pla: 
2 To Mr. Tile, ie to J. J. lands; Esq., F. H:S., for 20 species 

of Exotic Orchids 
3 To Mr. Eyles, gr, ui lee George Larpent, Bart., F.H.S., for 

12 species of the 
4 To Mr. Plant, gr. do J. H. Schréder, Esq., F.H.S., for 6 

species of ‘the same 
5 oes Hunt, gr. to Miss Traill, for 20 species of Cape 

6 To bn: Fairbairn, of Clapham, for thé same 
Bele: GOLD Tecline MEDAL. 

1 To Mr. Ayres, gr. to s Cook, Esq., F.H.S., for a col- 
lection of 20 Stove AR Greenhouse plants 

2 To Mr. Barnes, gr. to n, Esq., of Bromley Com- 
ento Kent, for a coetu ee of "a Stove and Greenhouse 

3 To es ‘Robert rtson, gr. to Mrs. Lawrence, F.H.S., for 20 
species of Exotic Orchids 

4 To Mr. Plant, FA 31» J. H. Schroder, Esq., F.H.S., for 6 
oe of the s 

5 To Mr. Robertson, ' Sm ute Mrs. Lawrence, F.H.S., for 20 
species of Cape Hi 

6 To Mr. dida Td to “Sir h. Antrobus, Bart., F.H.S., for 12 
species of t 

1 To Mr. Dawson, of "Brixton hill, for the same 
8 To Mr. Eri gr. to Lady Puller, Youngsbury, Herts, for 

2 varieties of Roses in pots 
9 To Messrs. Lane en Wege of Great Berkhampstead, for 18 

varieties of the 
10 To em Eo of Chiswick, for 12 new varieties of Pelargo- 

in S-ineh pots 
11 To Mr. l Dobson, gr. to Mr. Beck, F.H.S., for the s; 
12 To Mr. Cock, for 12 Vae of Pelargonium in 8- fach pots 
13 To Mr: Dobson, for the s 
14 To Mr. Green, gr. vx sit Be Antrobus, Bart, F.H. S., for 

T acti in flows 
THE Svan GILT MEDA 

1 To Mr. Hunt, gr. to sis IAE fora dolacak of 20 Stove 
and Greenhouse pla 

2 To Mr. G: ^g. Antrobus, pert d H.S., for a collection of 12 Stove and Greenhouse plant: 
3 To Mr. Bruce, gr. to Boyd Miller, Esq., of Collier's Wood, 

qued ; for a collection of 6 Stove and Greenhouse 

4 To M. E on, gr. to F. G. Cox, Esq., F.H.S., for 12 
Species of moe AUR 

5 To Mr. Carson, gr. 5 is Farmer, Esq., F.H.S., for 

gr. to J. 0005. Esq., F.H.S., for 20 species of 

1 To Messrs. Rollisson, of Tooting, for the sai 
8 To Messrs. Veiteh and Son, o: "Exeter, for 12 varieties of the same 
9 To Mr. see gr. to E. Goodheart, Esq., of Langley Park, 

'kenham, for the same 
10 To Mr. TUS for 6 varieties of tho sa 
11 To Mr. Dobson, gr. to Mr. Beck, of Isleworth, F.H.S., for 

varieties of Roses in pots 
12 To Messrs. Paul, of. Ghorbann for the sa; 
13 To Mr. Gaines, of Battersea, for 12 new dba of Pelar- 

onium in 8-inc! 
14 ae . Robins 

17 To A ROS ME gr. to Mrs. Lawrence, F.H.S., for Tre- 
andra verticillata. 

18 To rcg Veitch, m UTEM illieifolia. 
19 To Mr. Mylam, gr. to S. Rucker, Esq., jun., F.H.S., for 

erides odoratu: 
20 To Mr. Ingram, ofthe Royal rae yas Windsor, for a miscel- 

neous collecti on of Fruit 
$, of Oak-hill, T Barnet, for the same 

T. Whitmore, Esq., F.H.S., for 

24 To Mr. m for bep 
25 To Mr. Churcher, 

THE E SILVER MEDA. 
1 To Mr. Epps, of Maidstone, zs PU for a PETHOR of 12 

Stove and Greenhouse plan 
2 To Mr. Carson, gr. to W. F. e. Farmer, Esq., F.H.S., for 

6 species of Stove and Greenhouse plants 
3 To Me Rollisson, of Tooting, for 20 species of Exotic 

rehi 
t Eige Bruce, gr. to Boyd Miller, Esq., for 6 species of 

ie sa 
5 To Mr. ren gr.to W. R. Baker, Esq., F.H.S., for 12 

yarieties of Roses i in pots 
6 To Mr. Francis, of Hertford, for 18 varieties of the same T PO Mora. Daneund Son, for a collection of Roses in 50 

varieties 
8 To den Bunney, gr. to J. H. Slater, Esq,, F.H.S., forthe 

9 To Me: “Bitte; for12 cece of Cape Heaths 
10 To Mr. Kinds for the 

, gr. to R. -8.] pee Esq., for 6 varieties of 

12 To E Staines, of Middlesex-place, ITUR for 12 new 
rieties of Pelargonium, i in 8-inch 

13 To Mr. Acn for the same 

, for 6 Pee SENA same, in 12-i; 
17 To Mr. Gaines, for = Hos 18 To Mr. Gaines, for $ precies. of Calceolaria, in 8-inch pot: 

ee, of 25, Vau; ughan-terrace, City-road, o a collection of Ranunculuses in 12 varieties 
20 To AM Vito and Son, of Wallingford, fora collection of 

ie same in 24 uie 

as 
22 Tō Me pn gr, to C. Barclay, Esq., F.H.S., for a collec- 

tion of Hybri 'ómeria: 
23 To Messrs. Veitch and Son, of Exeter, for a new species of 

Balsam, from Java 
24 To Mr. Waterer, of Knap-hill, Bagshot, F.H.S,, for a col- 

lection of new hardy Ever ergreens, in pot; 
to ues wr fora specimen Cape Heath 25 To Mr. Hunt, gr. 

26 To Mr. Epps, T.H. Br 
27 To Dods, gr.to Sir i Warrender, Bart., F.H.S., 

s a miscellaneous collection of Fruit 

Laubert, Esh, Fu LE, for] 6 oJ. 28 To Mr. G. Wortley, gr. 
pes 

29 Tor. Dods, for the s: 
30 To Mr. Chapman, of Sogn «Lambeth, forthe samé 
31 To Mr. Spencer, gr. to the Marquis of Lansdowhe, for Pine 

Apples 
32 To [A NN. Packe, Esq., M. P., F.H.S., for a Providence Pine 

pple 
33 dir Brewin, gr. to R. Gunter, Esq., F.H.S., for Pine 

les 
84 To jP [2 SE Esq., for a Ripley: Queen p le 

ILVER KNIGHTIAN MEDAL. 
1 To Mr. Pa Ee of Homidiy, for a kolbotn. E '6 Stdve and 

Greenhouse pla * 
2 To Mr. Malyon, d gu T. Brandram, Esq., of Lee Grove, 

Blackheath, for the same 
8 To Mr. Cath , Of Hans Place, Chelsea, for thé same 
4 To Mr. Malyon, for 6 ee of Cape Heaths 
5 To Mr. Pamplin, for t 
6 To Mr. Betteridge, of iam mn, Abingdon, for a collection 

f Moss Roses, in 12 varieti 
srs. Dane, f ‘or the "or 

8 To M Milne, gr. to C. S, Chauncey, Esq., for a collection 
Roses, in 50 vanoda. 

9 To Mr. Mitchell, of Piltdown Nursery, Pen [o for the same 
0 To Mr. Staines, for 12 varieties of Pe argoni 

17 To dean. Lane, e a iciootión of new-hardy Evergreens, 

18 To A Mess gr. to the Bere C. Pritchard, of Clapham- 
mon,*for a specimen Fuchsia. om! 

19 To a Beste, gr. to €. Barclay, Esq., F.H.S., for a specimen H | 

20 To P Dawson, of Brixton-hill, for the same 
21 To Mr. Jackson, of Kingston, for Erica Massoni 
22 To Mr. Ayres, gr. to Jas. Cook, Esq., F.H.8., for Oleroden- 

dron paniculatun 
23 To Mr. Robertson, gr. to Mrs. Lawrence, F H.S., for Olerd- 

dendron fallax 
24 To Mr. Cutter, of the Hyd Nursery, Slough, fora collee- 

tion of half-hardy Conife: 
25 To Messrs. Veitch, for Chirita Zevippice, 
26 To the same for /Eschynanthus pul 
27 To Messrs. Rollisson, in the beetinamed sop tcl of dete 
28 To Mr. Robertson, gr. o Mrs. , F.H.8., for the 

second-best prua collection 
29 To a Hamp, gr. to Jas. Thorne, Esq., of Mawbey House, 

uth L; MUTO for Gy rapes 
30 To am boh gr. "to G. Smith, Esq., of Colney Hatch, for 

31 To an. Mitchell, of Kemp-town, Brighton, for the sai 
32 To , gr. to Col, Wyndham, F.1.8., Tor "Pine 

Pes 
33 To Pu liott, gr. to Sir Wm. Ingilby, of Ripley 

Castle, ps a POP Pine App! 
34 To. Mr. AES m, of the Royal Gardens, Windsor, for a Queen 

‘ine 
35 To SA spencar, gr. to the Marquis of Lansdowne, F.H.8., 

hes and Nectarines 
36 To ES Kemp, gr. to P. Grillion, Esq., of East Acton, for 

37 To Mr Davis, of Oak-hill, East Barnet, for Peaches 
38 To Mr. Davey, gr. to Geo. Smith, Esq . for Melons 
39 pres pees Spencer, gr. to the Margola of Lansdowne, for 

tı 
40 To Mr. e ‘Wortley, gr. to J. F. Maubert, Esq., F.H.S., for 

the same 
THE sma a iS cameos MEDA: 

1 To Mr. E. Jack, gr. . Loraine, Esq., A TVAE 

:Berens, Esq., F.H.S., for. the same 
eo. Wiltshire, gr. ; Feynell Esq., of East 

Sheen, for 6 species of. (eee 
4 To Mr. Slowe, gr. to »5 R. Baker; BS F.H.S., for a $pe- 

. Terry, for a in of Moas Roses, in 12 varieties 
6 To Messrs, Paul and Son, for the s 
7 To Mr. Terry, for a collection of Roses, i in 50 varieties 
8 To Mr. T. Cole, of Bath, for the sai 
9 To Messrs. us and Son, for the 

10 To R. Mosely, Esq., of 8, Pine- apple rus for 12. varieties 
of Pi ED in 8-inch pots 

11 To Mr. R. Ellis, of ARIA SE New Road, Woolwich, 
for 2: 2 Varieties of 

12 To eka Norman, of “Bull Fields, Woolwich, for the 

13 To tr. "LE . Catmur, of ELI BE for a col- 
carton of Ranunculuses, in 12 varie 
Mr. Francis, 5E Hertford, ees a aan of hardy Ever- 
reens, in pot 

15 To Mr. Kendall, of Stoke Newington, for a specimen 

16 To Mr. Gaines, for a collection EAE Pelargoniums 
17 To Messrs, Fairbairn, for Erica trico! 
18 To Mr. Pamplin, "e t Walthamstow, iid Campylia (Pelargo- 

nium) holoserie: 
D To Mr. d of Ringeron; for d tricolor 

o Mr. W. Wells, of Walthamstow, for Vinea rosea alba. 
an To Messrs. Veitch, for » Siphocampylus coccineus 
s E eee gr. Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., for Ixora 

23 To pw 9. ‘Wiltshire, gr. to J. G. Reynell, Esq., for Gloxinia 

24 To Mr. inning, of Turnha ,'FIH.S., for Cryp- 
tomeria japonica 

25 To Nes Lu) gr. to S. Rucker, Esq., F.H.S, fora new 

g 

26 To By None for Cattleya granulos: 
27 To Messrs. Tyso, of Wallingford, for a collection of Ra- 

munculuse: 
28 ToMr. Stanly, gr. to H. np) Esq., F.H.S8,, for a speci- 

cn of Pelargonium élatu 
29 To Mr. Parsons, gr. to A. eee, Esq., of Enfield, ‘for 

rapes 
30 aie Dodemeade, gr. to W. ‘Leaf, Esq, FHS: for 

es 
1 To Mr. Ingram, for SEE Whi i 
E: To Mr. Davey, e the 
3 To Mr. Braid, g u to H. "Peine; Esq., of Hanworth Park, 

for Figs 
34 To Mr. Stanly, gr. to H. Berens, Esq., F.H.S., for Citrons 
35 To Mr. Parker, gr. to F. H, Oughton, Esq., for Nectarines 
36 To Mr. Paxton, PHS. gr. to His Grace the Duke of Dovon- 

shire, for Pea 
37 To Mr. Parker, for h 4 Mel 

o Mr. Buck, of Blackheath, for British Queen Strawberries 
39 To Mr. T. Cole; of Bath, for Cole's Early Cds Strawberry 

THE CERTIFICATE OF MER 
1 To XAR Cobbett, of Chobham, for erbotlevticin of Moss 

„ in 12 varieties 
d perm ies of Bull Fields, Woolwich, for 24 

yarieties of Pin 
3 v spa Ebo of 6 roydon, for the same 
4T . Ward, of Bull Fields, Woolwich, for the same 
5 To Me Beek pu a seedling Pelargonium of 1846, ** Cen- 

turion” 

6 To-thesame/for a seedling 346, "Gem? - 7 To Te sante A A seating. Peller deen of 1946, “Cas- 
sandra 

8 To Mr. 5 Of ope , for a dli: f 394, wey ry; seedling Pelargonium o: 

9T all, of Taunton, for Gladiolus Rex Rubrorum 
10 To Mr. Robinson, gr. to James Simpson, Esq., for a speci- 

men Fuchsia 
11 To Mrs. Kendall, of Stoke Newington, for the s 
2 To Mr. E aa of Turnham Green, F.H. 9 or Ruellia 

maero a 
19 To Mr. Sed for Tropaolum polyphyl 
14 To Messrs. Veitch, ri Calandrinia umbellata 
15 To Mr. Jack, for Achimenes longi 
1 To the same for Cri inum, amabile 

To Mr. Barnes, ior TET spectabi 
b To Mr. Hunt, gr. to Miss Traill, for iu ‘third best named 

collection x PRIN 

NURSERIES HEINE ne AT READING, 
BER. 

JM ESSRS. FORREST & Co. beg respectfully to direct 
attention to their extensive collection of ROSES now in 

flower at the Reading Nurseries. This is a good time to see the 
NOTE ana ana eh a proper season for selection for 
autumnal planting. They beg also to direct attention to their 
superior cclleation of FRUIT TREES of all kinds at both es- 
tablishments, which are very fine and free from blight. As some 
rie the tender kinds of Stone Fruit-trees will be scarce this sea- 

0o. recommend their numerous friends to forward 
hor orders he 

R. F..& Co. have still some fine strong plants of Statice ma- 
dophyitè to offer at reasonable prices. 

pars AND FOREIGN SHEET GLASS, for 
Horticultural purposes, &e., may be had at JAMES 

Bromiry’s 315, Oxford-street, London, at the following pues 
js containing a about 260 feet of coarse 13 oz., at 

4th quality, 5d. per foot ; ditto, 16 oz., eS 
HA per foot “ditto ditto, 4th quality, 6d. per foot. Or cut to 
any size not ex eeding 40 inches long by 10 inches wide, at 
Hn er foot 
Also Microscopical Glass, French Shades, Plate and Crown 

Window 
‘A discount to the Trade. 

PROPAGATING GLASSES, M) ls. per ]b., or 
from 2s, 6d. to 24s, Wd ers CUMBER GLASSES, 

from 6d. to 4s, each. GR: HAD. Es , with holes, 1s. 9d. to 
2s. 6d, each: FISH BOW rs om 1s. 6d. each.—APSLEY PEL- 
LATT & Co., Falcon Glass Works, Holland-street, Blackfriars. 

EST KENT. GARDEN POT, Invented by 
GEORGE KUN Gardener, Lee Park, Ata and 

manufac ie ‘Proprietor JOSEPH PASCALL, West 
Kent Potteries, Chislehurst, Kent, for the peda of facili- 

sent day, which from the limits of this prospectus are neces- 
sarily much abridge 

«This little virum is simple and effectual, and will be of 
service to a growers of specimen plants for exhibition,” — 
Gardeners’ Ohronitle, February 21, 1846. 
“Mr, Fry exhibited a model of a very een contrivance, by 

means of which „he proposes ti e the soil of Bl 
growing in large pots without. inconvenience? Rope ort of 
Meeting of the d et, Feb. 17, 1846. 

** Mr. Fry has invented a er Pot which offers peel 
liar advantages in shifting. "the bail of earth can be ex: 
and either shifted into another pot, or-returned exactly ous its 
place whichever is required, ua of the principal Sr 
growers have certified in its favour." — Gardeners’ Gagette, 
Rebruary 1846. 

e think this Garden Pot will be Soria iexresdigg ly urn 
to ee of.every class who grow plants n pots. 
dinary process of potting large plants, the ien injury ^b pu 
disfigure beautiful specimens, and this is almost unavoidable 
where the plants have to be turned upside down, and other- 
wise tossed about on. a potting bench. It will be at once seen 
by the use of this pot and mode of potting that all fisk of this 
kind is ayoided.”—United Gardeners and Land-Stewards’ Jour- 
nal, T TUA 1846. 

t Kent, He as it is in the annals of horticultural 
of more value to dorper m, has hardly produced anytbin, 

horticulture than the Improved Garden Pot."— Mechanics! Mag., 
Ma roh 1, y 
“This Mod can eb pud oa e the CRGO UAE up 

on the 17th February, may be regarded as oi 
to LE whic 

e $ur- 
dco) soil bein the cultivator i irnidihos they are all pint 
in point of hamvatty, while, in reality, when they come to be 
turned out after they are dead, half the ball, sometimes the 

nd sometimes the side, is found tofbe as dry 
but when the West ‘Kent Pot comes into use, we haye nothing 
more to do than to E the ball on the shifting block to make 
every necessary examination, It will facilitate very materially 
the shifting of large specimens, as the plants wil require no 
capsizing, and therefore not so likely to be broken; for my 
own part I will ERE e other kind of pot after Mr. Fry's 
are in p mar! — Mr. Ayres, in the Gardeners’ Chronicle, 
March 2 
"he. emt m cannot fail to be properly estimated en all 

interested.”—Flortsts’ Journal d: Gardener: le e 'ecord, April, 1846. 
** There can be litt'e doubt that when these Pots are manu- 

ament gud brought into the market, they will become gene- 
rally used by those who have plants of large size to mam: pet 
For tte] purpose of. ah er the antes of re-potting, ai 

of the gr Teneo ies. 1 
are not quite familiar witb all the dperationst of plant culture. 
Whatever tends to do away with difficulties whieh stand in the 

8, deserves every preouragemen TE at can be af- 
fd to 1t?  Hórtioultural Magazine, May, 1 

Licences granted ‘throughout the United ‘Kingdom, for the 
manufacture of the West Kent Garden Pot on application to 
Messrs MADOX and WYATT, Solicitors, O'ements-lane, Lom- 
bard-street, London.—REGISTERED FEBRUARY 6th, xh 

ENTALL'S BOTANICAL DRYING PAPER.— 
"This Paper is prepared expressly for the purpose of dry- 

ing specimens uA and is considered by all Botanists who 
have used it to be far superior to ever; ng previously em- 

yed, It is recommended by Sir W. J. D Dr. Lindley, 
Dr. Balfour, Mr. Babington, and other eminent botanists. 

The following: are the sizes in which it B sold :— 
Spem dd 16 by 10 inches RT 

8 by 11 

, 
Sold by the Manufacturers W. and T. BzwTALL, Halstead, 

Essex ; E. NEWMAN, 9, EU ae ERURE Bishops; spate, 

London; R. um Mixtost, North $ ndrew-street, 
j Broad-street, Bristol; H. ITMORE, 

Market- street, Aanohester, J. W. KEYS, "Pajon 
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N OTLING PE M HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY 

1 eld at the Exchange Rooms. 

“Gardening is the purest of human pleasures, and tlie greatest 

refreshment to the spirit of man.”—Lorp Bacon. 

—Ilis Grace the DUKE or DEVONSHIRE. 

. the Bann ov Scarnonoven: The Right Non. 

Pant Howe. 

Judy Pationesses—Mer Grace'tite DUCHESS or ST; ALBANS. 
, The QoUN 

Presideit-—The EARL or LiNCOLN. 

Vice-Presidents. 

Sit J; C. Tobhouse, Dart, M.P. , W. TI. Barrow, Esq. 
iv G. G. De H. Larpent, Bart. | T. He M; Sutton, Esq. 

Lancelot Rolleston, Esq. M.P.| R. Wilkinson Padley. Es 

Houldsworth, Esq, M.P. | T. Wakefield, E 

Patr 
The Right Hon 

a efield, Esq., T 

Phos, Gisborne, Esq, M.P. | Henry Smith, Esq. 
Colonel Wildman Charles Paget, Esq. 
Francis Hart, Esq. J. Dodsley, Esq. 
John Smith Wright, Esq. 
W, F. N. Nor sq. 

in, Esq. | Rev. J, W, Brooks 
George Walker, Esq. | Rev. €. Fletcher 

"This Society has been extended to fifty miles round Notting- 

Ham, andthe remaining Exhibitions for the present'season will 
be held as follows.: 

Wxpwzspax, June 24th, 
WEDNESDAY, July 29th, 

WEDNESDAY, Sept. 16th. 

Schedules of Prizes can bé had on application to 

" SAMUEL RicmaRD PARR SurpTOS, Hon. See; ` 

Nottingham, June 19, 1846. 

TO PLANTERS AND THE TRADE. 

OUELL «Np CO., beg to inform the Trade, atid 

planters of Ornamental Trees, that they are enabled to 

supply fine healthy one-year CEDRUS DEODARAS, well esta- 

blished in pots, upon reasonable terms. Also ARAUCARIA 

T [BRICATA, PINUS EXCELSA, ABIES MORINDA, &c., 

Prices of which may be had on application. 

«Hor Particulars, of their New Superb Seedling PANSY, 
Master Thon ir Advertisement of Tast week ; and 

nthemums, Petunias, &c., see 
» g 8 $ g 

WOODLANDS NURSERY, MARESFIELD, NEAR 
ú; UCKFIELD, SUSSEX. 
7M. WOOD & SON have the honour of announcing 

to their Friends and Lovers of ROSES, that their superb 
and extensive collection of this very popular flower is now 

in fine blow, and will continue in perfection during the Rose 
Season. 

"Maresfeld is 12 miles distant from the Mayward’s Heath 
Station of the London and Brighton Railway, The Lewes 

Coach, passing through Maresfield, leaves the Golden-cross, 
Chating-cross, every Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday, at 

10 o'clock, Á.m. Admittance gratis daily (Sundays excepted). 

The Gardeners’ CHronicle, 

SATURDAY, JUNE 20, 1846. 

ese a. POR THR TWO POLLOWING dad 

oui wyal Souch London. . + Drs 

cut ot he ic RR REUS 
Scaewrsoay, July i--ltoydl Botanic Ga,dens — 6 . — $9 

COUNTRY SHOWS. 
Son*h Essex Hordealcural. 

"TuusspAy June DES Hoctj,ulsural. 

iota ty 2. er band Noval ardor 
Tie visit of IsraHım Pacna last Saturday to the 

Gnzar ExuirrioN in the GARDEN of the Horti- 

CULTURAL Sociery will, we trust, prove as bene- 

ficial to Egypt as it was interesting to himself. For 
the gra ion of those who wish to know the 
effect produced upon'the mind of the Afriean Prince 

by so extraordinary a display of what he could never 
have previously sven, or imagined the existence of, 
We may state that his Highness was delighted by 

_ {their glory. Orchids were mageificent ; who, for purchaseable under the name of * Jerusa'em Kale? 

instance, ever beheld such a bank of these plants as Nothing can be better. di is perfectly hardy; and 

was this time broüght from Mr.. Ruckéx's garden, | foris a most delicious vegeiuble if sent to table 

among which was an Aerides odoratum, to have | dressed like Asparagus. It is doubtful if an escu- 

produced which alone would have made the repu- deut of more real excellence exists among us. Tt 

tation of any gardener. Then the fruit, which was | was desctibed in the Transactions of the Hortreul- 

so meagre i May, did honour tdthe skill of Buslish oral Suciéty nearly 90 years azo; its value was 

gardeners, ail so the Pacts Seemed to iisk, afterwards pointed out by the late Mr. WEDGWOOD, 

altnough, from the remarks of à correspondent in ho blauched it like Séa-kale, and found it an ad- 

another columu, it appears that ihe | Judges jiirab'e substitute fur the latter, to which, indeed, it 

were of a differeut opinion., The Heaths were |is in our mind superior; but nobody grows it now- 

better than before, and a single plant of Erica | a-days, because itis not called a novelty, puffed and 

ventritosá purpurea; from she garden of Sir made the subject of exaggeration. If we ask 

Guonck Sraunron; was us fine a thing in its|whatit has to do with Jerusalem,we shall be puzzled 

way us the Cyrtopod of the previous exhibition. | to find the couneciion, the more especially since its 

Of'such things as these We cat only say that high claims ‘are equal toa Prassian; Russian, Hungarian 

gardening eun go no farther. (Buda), and Mahebester origin : for it has sücees- 

More novelties were preseit than before. The | sivély borne all'those names. It is but another éx- 

Royal Botanic Garden at Kew sent the charmiug | ample of the advautage of sabstituting new and fine 

Torenia asiatica, whose indigo stained flowers | names for old familiar oues. Had anybody attempted 

everybody stopped to admire, although by some | to sell it as a very good kind of Collard or Cole- 

oversight it had not. been properly marked, Mr. wort, he would uot have found à customer; or if he 

Vgrrcu furnished a beautiful little long-spurred had, it would have been at the price of Rapeseed ; 

Balsam from Java, with the ZEschynanthus pulcher; | but a foreign origin was given it, with a fine sound- 

a good aud new form of that fine genus. ing name, and a demand was created; new markets 

Considering that the thermotierer hail stood near | were suceessively obtained by other new names ; 

82? for the previous fortnight, that it ranged as high bat now ingentity is exhausted, and it does not sell. 

as 86° ii the Shade and 97° in the sii; during | Nobody grows Jerusalem Kale: Yet if it were 

the Exhibition, aud that the plam ean hardly | property advertised ünder thé name of Hierosoly- 

be said tô have felt it, so fresh afd unflagzing matanian Kale, and aii ingenious fable were circü- 

was their appearance, we should wish to ask lated about its having been foid iu a Pacha's gar- 

how we are to measure the skill of the exhi. |dem on Lébanón,we engagé to say that the demand 

bitors who had successfully contended with such would become. enofmous. The sale would be 

adverse cireumstances? doubled if it bore the name of Ptolemaic Kale; and 

There were no accidents among the ocean of ear- | were shown to have been found in the folds of a 

riages, but it tuok a long time to find the latter, so | mummy; so that its pedigree might be traced up to 

that either from that eireumstanee; or am wiwilling- the pottage of the Pharaohs. 

ness to leave the coolness of the garden for the heat| Shrewd Mr. Conberr found the value of these 

of London, many visitors lingered till the evening devices, when. hë discovered that the specious name 

had nearly closed in. The exact nuaiber of visitors | of Locust tree, aud à flourishing account of its ex^ 

was 13,421*, exclusive of superuüneraries. céllencé, would produce him a crown, while the 

Sapa EER Ee nurseryman could only réalise sizpence for the same 

ihing which be was simple-minded enough to sell 

under the old name of Acacia. 
Taat THE CRAVING FOR NOVELTY is insatiable we 

all know too well: or if we doubted it, the avidity 

with Which the world (of gardening) runs after 

everything called new, would satisty the most inve- 

térate doubter. To be new indeed, or to seem so, 

appears to have with half the world the same mean- 

ing as to be good. “ Well,” Mr. Counter, “ what 

have you that is new 2” is the first question asked 

of ascedsman ; no one thinks of saying, * What have 

THE FRUIT AND ITS JUDGES AT THE 

CHISWICK EXHIBITION, 

Ir cannot but excite surprise that herein the month 

of June, after a. mild winter, with latterly a period .of 

Syrian:suushine, a collection of fruit can only be made 

equal to.a third-rate award. In the time of Speechly, 

you that is good?” It is novelty that is sought for; | à bunch of Grapes was prodüced which weighed 195 

and not quality. 
Ibs. ; another, grown in the garden of ilie Hon. Fulke 

This is strikingly exemplified by the way in | Greville Howard, in 1821, weighed 15 lbs. ; and must i$ 

which the excellent varieties of vegetable seeds be said of the produetions einge uy Mr. Dowding and 

düüually distributed by the Horticrltural Sóeiet Mr: Davis, bunches of Black Hamvurgs, weighing.8 lbs., 

pi y T y iet? | that & we never shall look upoh their like again." (7) 

are often received. Vegetable seeds are demanded, Surely energy will not become lulled in consequence of 

and when they arë given, surprise, or soitiething | the facilities afforded by cheap glass and improvements 

worse, is expressed that they ate only vegetables. | in heating apparatus. Phe falling off in the exhibition 

It is in vain to say these varieties of Lettuce, Onion, | of collections cannot ke ascribed to the prizes offered by 

Radish, Celery, Broccoli, are of the finest quality | the Society, for they are increased rather than di 

that art can produce. The answer is, “pooh! that minished, Nevertheless the number of collections has 

is all very well; but they are not new; we admit a 3 iss parei age, of i nea at the 

the excellence of the quality, but they are only the isposal ‘of the Judges. "hé cause of this requires to 

old things.” ted man; w ee pR hag | be investigated. — dui id 
been provided with the most perfectly eooked In-the first-place it must be admitted that the supply 

d ied the spectacle. The Pelargonius, large sf 
pláuts, Cacti, and Heaths, appeared to be viewed 
With great admiration, for, upon being asked which 
of them he would be desirous of taking back to 

gypt, he cast a rapid glance over the mass of 

flowers, paused fora moment, and; throwing up his 

arms, exclaimed, “ All, all.” The Pinks and Ra- 

nunculuses; with which he was familiar as natives of 

i e East, were viewed ‘with pleasure, as were the 

eds of Roses. 1n cxaminihg the fruit, Peaches and 

Nectarines, a few of the Pines; and the noble Straw- 
PM inost excited his admiration, but hé had seen 

ñer Cheriies than any before him. How much 

the Pine-apples weighed, how many pérsons would 

Come, how many tickets were sold, how müeh money 

Was given away in prizes, and similar statistical 

Ahquiries, seemed most to engage his serious atten- 

‘tion, die was evidently much gratified at his re- 

Ception by ‘Lord Avc&raND on the part of the 

oviety, aud by the attention he received from the 
2. Earl and Lord Normansy; who accompatiied 
im diving the while of his stay ; and he quitted the 

Say scere most wiwillingly at halfpast 2, on his 

Way to Birtiligham, expressing his great regret 

that the necessity of his arrangements left him no 

alternative, Had the Pacha. known that between 

iD and 14,000 visitors would have thronged to 
i e Garden in the afternoon, of whom at least two- 

irds would be charmingly dressed women, we 

Suspeet ihat his regtet would have proved the 
master of his necessity 

^ respect to ilie. Exhibition itself, we may 

tee: that although the gay Azaleas of May were 
Missed by everybody, yet that the general effect 

Was »t 3 ^ ; 1 aS as gyud as ever, Phe Pelargoniums were in| 

: à Pp of fine fruit is mot equal to the demand ; henee market 

ishes, «This di by the finest growths of wiiie, gardeners find it impossible to withstand the demands 

erying out, his dinner is extremely bad, it Consists | of their customers; and the numerous parties at this 

of nothing but beef, mutton and venison; aiid as 

for the wine it is only sherry aud claret.” Aud yet | noblemen and gentlemen’s gardeners can generally 

such a man would be indignant if the cook gave | furnish. If a 

him horseflesh and tincture of rhubarb, which he | fruit this week, he must feel diffident in proposing to 

would deserve in return for his absurdity. apply a quantity next week for the purpose of obtaining 

To meet these difficulties, and to scenito minis- | for himself.a medal at an, exhibition, This is a state 

ter to so silly a habit, the cook itivents ail sorts of of things which the Society eauhut directly ameliorate, 

ish names x 4 S | Cheap glass will prove a boon in regard to the pro- 

outlandish names ; he calls broth consommé, white PB aa b ivi 

sauce béchamel, Parsley verd de persil; and a Stew duction, not only of a larger but also a better supply in 

" i y P gu the course of a few years, Better, because Vineries 

aragout, a godard, ot à chambord ; while pëa- | wili be devoted solely to Vines, instead of being made 

soup and stuffing are élévatéd to the hondtirs of | the receptacles for French Beans and other things, as 

purée and farce: Can anything be more tidieulous ? | they now are. It should, however, be borne in mind, 

aud yet the secdsmaii is driven, by the absolute | that when an iitreased supply is required, the conse- 

nécessity of his position; {6 similar dévicés. Ani | quence of such being afforded is;within certain limits, 

not dislhorestly. He feels that the evil is not öf his | a still further deniand, and this more especially when 

own erations that the jiraétice is forced upon liii; | the article is produced in highér perfection. í 

aiid that if he does not adopt it his customi will In the meantime, 1 behoves the Horticultural | 

deséft hini; and therefore ho gets hold of some aus of coll of fruit. 

id aor eu ES et A desi Si I Vb When it is found that thé chances of gaining prizes are 

y advertises it, and lo! his desk is tvaued with | greater in the classes of Grapes, Pine-apples, Peaches, 

orders, and he becomes.at once a man of enterprise | &¢, than when exhibited collectively, the fruit will most 

and skill. A , | assuredly be thrown into those élasses. But, it may be 

A kind of Cabb se, or rather Winter Green, is | said, when there it is still to be seen. It has, however, 

7v The manner in w s number is f i may interest | à less striking effect on ihe table; there being too much 

seine of Ste readers, and therefore we give it trem the official | sameness in a range of dishes of Grapes. There is not 

Visitors with tickets 13,060 | that rich and pleasing variety of colours which a collec- 

Fellows ofthe Society |... 2+ vq 304 tion possesses, and here I must reniark that, with the 

Royal Personages, Foreign Ambassadors, &e. u laudable view of producing this desirable end some ex- 
ice suffered, for I have seen a dish 

with gond € a 

t l and sufficient to command 

to 
am inclined ‘to thiak so for the following reasons :— 

Passes for Exhibitors 
Gunter's peupe + 
Bands ERT 

inar 
o th 

exirao.d merely a re- 
Pd Total m 

os 
god effect of 
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the other things, they deserved not to be overlooked, 
far less ought their common character to be attributed 
to the whole collection. Besides the appearance of a 
collection of fruit, there is another important considera- 
tion, which renders it desirable that collections should 
be encouraged. There are usually plenty of exhibitors 
in the classes of Grapes, Pine-apples, &c. It is some- 
times easy to excel in any one of these under favourable 
circumstances. One man is, perhaps, an enthusiast as 
regards the production of an object, which he makes 
his hobby ; and when this is the case he is likely to be 
successful, and it is well to reward him, because he 

* shows what may be achieved by skill and untiring at- 
tention to a particular object of his cultivation. But 
noblemen and gentlemen cannot afford that attention 
should be paid to one particular object only ; they must 
have a gardener who can grow many kinds of fruit 
in perfection. Therefore the Society should encourage, 
as much as possible, the gardener who aims at produc- 

tention. Now it may sometimes be requisite that an 
hundred or more experiments should be undertaken 
before the correct methods of applying some one of 

hrendaticfuctaval 

glass. By various methods we can Separate the mem- 
branous bladders which contain the grains of starch 
from each other, and at (b) there is one of these blad- these principles to practice can e- 

tected. Whilst some are expecting too much of sci. 
ence, there is a vast number more, even among well- 
educated men, who are very ineffieiently impressed with 
anything like a due “perception” of the manner in 
which science should be allowed to direct (if not to dic- 
tate) the course that should be pursued by unscientific 
experimenters, : 4 z 

In offering a Lecture upon certain topics which may 
be considered as bearing directly or indirectly upon 
questions connected with the recent failure of the Po- 
tato crop, I do not profess to have. any fresh facts to 
add to the information which has already been made 
publie. My objectis to give a popular review of the 
nature of the most important organie compounds which 
areto be met with in the Potato ; and to bring before you 

lusi at which some of the most eminent che- ing a good collection, seeing that such gard give 
the most satisfaction to their employers. 

The question is—what means can be adopted? The 
regulations as they now stand are quite unobjectionable; 
yet the exhibitions of collections are at almost the 
lowest ebb to which they possibly can arrive. This was 
not always the case ; they once seemed in a fair way to 
attain the highest pitch, 

judges are to blame, and no one else. 
The judges in those days were censured for being too 

liberal in their awards, but they had the table loaded 
with an immense quantity of very fine fruit ; some, o 
course, was not so good, but the bad would doubtless 
have disappeared in a year or two. 

The judges next became extremely critical and penu- 
rious, and now they see the result ; which they might 
have foreseen a twelvemonth ago. Matters have be- 
come worse and worse this season ; and even so patient 
a sufferer as Mr. Spencer is driven into class-showing. 

Mr. Ingram's collection was almost the only one they 
had to consider in that way. It contained five beautiful, 
admirably-grown Queen Pines; some good Grapes, 
Museat of Alexandrias, the best ripened of the sort that 
were exhibited ; Plums, to foree which (even to make 
a variety early in the season) is precarious, and demands 
much skill ; Elton Cherries, not large, but good and 
well-ripened. Altogether, as many of the company re- 
marked, Mr. Ingram's fruit was “fit for a Queev.” It 
is true that a Melon, and some Figs, and White- 
heart Cherries, were not so fine ; but his Peaches were 
good, and his Nectarines handsome, though hardly ripe. 
To this collection the Society's judges would not give 
the highest prize (the Gold Knightian), nor even 
the next (the Gold Banksian), but one neat to 
the very lowest in their gift! namely a Silver 
Gilt Medal, to which the Pines alone would have 
been entitled, had they been exhibited separately. 
And then, again, there was a Pine from Frogmore, 
beautifully grown, and I should thin: a four-pounder, 
If we ask where the judges put it, the answer must be, 
to the bottom of their list, 

This sort of incomprehensible, as well as unfair, 
decision, must of course drive off exhibitors, who 
expeet justice; and if they get that, however unfavour- 
able it may be to them, are contented. That the 
Society's judges mean well, I, who know them, fully 
admit, but that they are capable of executing their duty 
I must, with great respect for them, deny : and I will 
even add that it is quite indispensible that the Society 
should make some change among them when the next 
Season comes.—A Fru ower, but not an Exhibitor. 

E 

ON THE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS WHICH CON- 
STITUTE THE NUTRITIVE PORTIONS OF 
THE POTATO. 

By the Rev. Prof. Hzxsrow. 
Lasr November and December I had an opportunity 

of giving two or three lectures to some friends and 
neighbours on subjects bearing on the Potato question, 
which was then engrossing so much attention. Having 
retained my notes, I have thought it?might be'useful;to 
send you the substance of; those lectures, for such of 
your readers as may be as little acquainted with 
Chemistry or Physiology as myself; and I must run 
the risk of being censured or corrected by those who 
may detect in my any misapprehensi 
may be entertaining of those views which chemists an 
physiologists have of late been laying before us. i = o 1s 
not with any desire of converting agriculturists into 
chemists that such popular expositions as these can be 
considered useful. Tt is rather to incline them to 
receive with i ing d the i 
which chemists of good repute may throw out to them 
concerning the methods that should be adopted for 
ascertaining how “sound principles? may be applied 
to the improvement of “approved practices.” Not- 
withstanding much that has confessedly been done 
within the last few years, in convincing practical men 
that they will do wisely to attend to the suggestions 
which science can offer them, it is still too evident 
that much time is lost, and much money wasted in the 
methods frequently taken for arriving’ at conclusions 
which would be far ‘more speedily and readily obtained 
under a good system of spirited and well-directed co- 
operation. It is not one or a dozen failures that should 
so dishearten the practical man as to cause him to faney 
the principles which chemists have established are in- 
correct in theory. The detection of these principles has 
been the slow result of laborious investigation carried 
on for ages ; and every principle has needed a multi- 
tude of experiments to substantiate its iust claims to at- 

he 
mists, and other scientific men, have arrived concerning 
the office which these compounds fulfil in the general 
economy of vegetable and animal life. The more dis- 
tinctly we are enabled to appreciate the value of these 
compounds in relation to the functions of animal nutri- 
tion, the more likely we shall be to form a correct judg- 
ment upon any of the plans that may be suggested 
either as palliatives to the loss that has been incurred, 
or as precautions against any recurrence of so great a 
ealamity. Without dwelling on particulars, which have 
already been well discussed, respecting the methods of 
saving as much as possible of the tainted Potato, or of 
extracting and preparing the uninjured starch which 
it may contain, I shall proceed at once to a considera- 
tion of those two organic substances (starch and gluten) 
upon which the nutritive properties of this tuber chiefly 
depend, The other nutritive compounds which may 
also be detected in the Potato, bear a very small pro- 
portion to its whole weight ; and their chemical com- 
position is either identical, or so nearly identical, with 
one or other of those two, that we need not, in a mere 
popular review, do more than slightly allude to them. 
My remarks will not be confined to points whieh are 
exclusively chemical, but I shall notice some of the 
more i facts and speculati which botanists 
and physiologists have made known to us in reference 
to this subject. It is by obtaining some general notions 
of the bearing of various sciences upon any particular 
question, like the present, that we become hetter quali- 
fied for testing, as well as trusting, the advice of scien 
tifie men, when they propound their schemes for the 
consideration of parties who may be much better a 
quainted than themselves with practical details, and 
mueh better qualified than themselves for ascertaining 
whether their advice is worthy of being adopted ; or, at 
least, whether it may not be so far modified as to be- 
come 50. 

In the first place I would speak somewhat botanically, 
and describe to you the circumstances under which 
starch is to be met with in many plants; and show you 
what are the general forms and appearances it assumes. 
Either starch or some compound, very nearly, or even 
absolutely identical with starch in chemical composi- 
tion, occurs in all plants ; and we may very safely con- 
clude that such compounds must be essential to their 
existence, and to the development of their tissues. I 
must remind you that all plants are largely, and some 
entirely composed of “cellular tissue." This cel. 
lular tissue is formed of an assemblage of microscopi- 
cally minute membranous bladders, When these- 
bladders are detached from each other, they are 
generally more or less spherieal. "They are filled with 
fluid, and by mutual eompression, their surfaces are 
flattened at the places where they touch each other, 
and thus they become many-sided in shape. If a sec- 
tion be made through a mass of cellular tissue, the 
cut surface will present a number of polygonal areas, 
which are more or less regular, in proportion as the 
bladders are more or less uniform in size. At fig. 1 (a) 
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b Fig. 1. a 
we have the appearance presented by a very thin slice 
of Potato made with a sharp razor. This may readily be 
seen under lenses of a low power, such as are used in the 
very commonest description of microscopes, The little 
oval and oblong bodies which nearly choke up some of 
the interstices or cells, are grains of starch. Some of 
them float freely in the liquid contained in these cells 5 
but in the example which I now show you, they appear 
to be crowded close to the walls of the cells, and 
leave only’a small area free of them, in the middle of 
each, These grains of starch are so perfectly pellucid, 
as to resemble small rolled and rounded fragments of 

lers rep d under a high power of the microscope. 
We can now perceive that the starch-grains are faintly 
striated or marked (apparently upon their surface), with 
curved lines, and that there is also a dark spot on them 
which is generally placed near one extremity. These 
appearances are connected with the peculiar conditions 
under which the grains have been formed. I do not 
pretend in a lecture like this to enter into much minute 
detail, but I will just remark that the internal structure 
and mode of formation of these grains has largely oc- 
cupied the attention of philosophers ; and I would es- 
pecially notice to you the labours of Mons, Payen, which 
are recorded in the 10th vol. of the “Annales des 
Sciences" for 1838. Should any of you be inclined to 
learn more respecting the position of starch-grai 
than the present sketch can furnish, you will find in M. 
Payen's Memoir very aceurate representations of starch- 
grains taken from 45 different kinds of plants. Each 
grain is composed of a series of layers or coats, one 
over the other, and it is supposed that they have been 
formed by successive depositions of matter, the last being 
the innermost, and the substance of each having been ab- 
sorbed through the little dark spot we noticed on their sur- 
face. If this opinion be correct the outermost coat must 
have been a kind of cell; otherwise the process must have 
taken place by successive depositions externally, after 
the manner of stalaetitie deposits, which there appears to 
be good reasons for not believing to be the ease. In 
order that you may obtain a better general notion of the 
manner in which grains of starch differ in form and 
size in various plants, I have selected four kinds for 
representation, at fig. 2, and they are sketched as 

nearly as possible to their relative proportions, The 
largest (fig. 2 d) are from a varicty of the Potato, and 
attain to seven one-thousandths of an inch in length. 
Those from the Chenopodium Quinoa (c), which M. Payen 
considers to be the smallest known, do not. measure 
more than very nearly seven one-hundred-thousandths of 
an inch. In considering the relative bulks of the grains 
of these two starches we find them bearing about the 
Same proportions to each other as the sun to the earth ! 
The largest grains of the starch called Arrow-root (5) are 
somewhat less than those of the variety of the Potato 
alluded to, and the largest grains of Wheat-starch (a) are 
about two one-thousandths of an inch in length. 

I shall now allude to some of the starches which are 
objects of commercial speculation, and point out to you 
the plants from which they are obtained. 

Starch is only formed within the membranous blad- 
ders that compose the cellular tissue of plants ; but as 
this tissue pervades the whole vegetable structure, the 
starch grains are sometimes aggregated in one part 
and sometimes in another part of plants, in sufficient 
abundance to make it worth while to collect it from 
those parts for economical purposes. It is very largely 
stored up in many seeds, for the use of the young plant 
when it begins to germinate. The starch commonly 
used by washerwomen is prepared from Wheat. 
Starches are also sold which are prepared from Rice 
and Maize, and both these starches are patented. I 
am not aware whether the patents refer to any pecu- 
liarity in the mode of preparing the starch from the 
two last-named descriptions of grain ; but if they merely 
relate to the starches themselves, a very large propor- 
tion of the vegetable kingdom might be thus patented. 

have been shown a starch which the mieroscope 
readily reveals to have been extracted from the tubers 
of Potatoes, and yet the vender professes to sell it as 
the produce of a particular seed. His false statements 
induce his customers to pay about 1500 per cent. more 
than this starch is really worth in the market, though 
probably it is just as good and wholesome as the 
genuine article it professes to represent. But Potato 
starch is largely employed for purposes of adulterating, 
and even for wholly replacing some of the starches of 
commerce, such as sago, arrow-root, tapioca, &c. ‘The 
Horse Chestnut furnishes an excellent starch, and this 
in so great abundance, that I suspect it might very 
readily be procured as a cheap substitute for Wheat. 
starch. I have understood that some washerwomen do 
make use of the Horse Chestnut ; though I believe it is 
rather as a substitute for soda than for the sake of its 
starch, as it contains an abundance of an alkaline material 
p ing abstergent properties. A g toa French 
chemist, Raspail, who has paid much attention to this 
subject, when the Horse Chestnut is reduced to a pulp 
it forms a paste that is well adapted for a certain pro- 
cess in weaving, enabling persons engaged in that art to 
work in drier and more airy situations than they would 
otherwise be able to do, when employing the crdinary 
kinds of paste. He also suggests the possibility of re- 
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moving the bitterness of this fruit, by washing the pulp 

in water that has been slightly acidulated with sulphuric 

acid. . Although starch itself is perfeetly tasteless and 

scentless, yet it is often difficult to rid it entirely of the 

favour which may have been imparted to it by the 

juices of the plants from which it has been extracted. 

ome of the starch which has been extracted from decay- 

ing Potatoes has been declared to be so tainted that it 

has been impossible by merely washing it to deprive 

it entirely of all taste. A few drops of sulphuric acid 

added to the last washing would probably effect this ; 

for Raspail has stated that the starch obtained from 

the root of the White Briony (Bryonia dioica), can 

never be thoroughly divested of its contamination with 

the poisonous juice of that plant, without having 

been thus treated. I presume that the methods 

adopted for preparing starch from Wheat would 

apply to all other seeds. They should be reduced to 

our or meal, and this must be allowed to soak for some 

daysin a large quantity of water. The gluten and 

other matters mixed with the starch, will ferment and 

become thoroughly decomposed ; whilst the starch being 

paratively ind tible, and wholly insoluble in 

water, may then be purified by successive washings. 

To be continued.) 
ee 

THE AMATEUR GARDENER. 

Ox tan Treatment or WiNDOW PLANTS DURING 

THE Summer Monras.—Although in-door gardening 

loses much of its interest insummer, when Nature is so 

prodigal of her beauties in the open air, still the ama- 

teur will find great interest in adorning his windows 

With his choicest productions. Nothing can have afiner 

effect in a drawing-room or sitting-room than a flower 

bloomed well in a pot, and tastefully trained ; and win- 

dows filled with healthy Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, &c., 

convey a sense of refreshing coolness to the apartment, 

To keep up a succession of flowering-plants requires 

Some forethought, and many are discouraged by appa- 

rent difficulties. I hope, by a few plain rules, to assist 

those who garden on a small seale, and have no green- 

house, in the art of securing a succession of handsome 

flowers,so that the charm which a household Flora con- 

fers may be their own. 
Presuming that you have a frame, and that your 

stock of plants was repotted, according to former direc- 

tions, you will now be in the midst of your prosperity, 

and making a display of your riches. The bulbs are al 

laid to rest for the season ; the early Roses, &e., which 

Sueceeded the bulbs will have done flowering, and should 

be replaced by Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, and other 

Plants, which have been before recommended. Let 

every pot be kept in the frame until the bloom is ready 

to expand, that the full benefit of light and heat may be 

Secured, and then remove it to the window. When 

there it should be moderately watered. It is astonish- 

ing to the inexperienced how small a quantity of water 

will keep a plant in good health. I have some Pelar- 

goniums in 60-sized pots in a window fully exposed to 

the sun, and I find watering once a day quite sufficient, 
and even then I take care that none stands in the 

Saucers, But to do this it is requisite that the pots 
Should be kept as much as possible from the solar rays; 
Whieh may be accomplished by opening the window, so 
that the thick lower frame of the sash shall intercept 

the light, and so keep the pots cool. If pots are placed 

outside the window, which is often done with good 

effect, they may advantageously be put into empty ones 

ofa larger size, by which a current of air will be secured 

all round them, and a lower temperature maintained. 

Any little f this description will be useful, 
for frequent watering has many evils : among others 
the soil is rendered too compact, and the most valuable 

portons are quickly washed from it. 

„The most serupulous cleanliness must be observed 

with window plants, or their health will soon suffer. 

ll decaying leaves should be removed as they appear, 
and no flowers should be allowed to die upon the stalk. 

By removing flowers as soon as their beauty is impaired, 
heatness and beauty are consulted ; but this is not all. 

By stopping the tendency to produce seed, more flowers 

will often be produced. Mignonette in pots soon becomes 

shabby if this rule is neglected ; but by picking off every 
Spike of flowers when it is elongated and bare, laterals 
Will quickly reward your pains, and keep up an air of 
healthfulness, It is scarcely necessary to prescribe an 
abundance of fresh air, as it is presumed few persons 
Would in the summer sit with closed windows, unless 

ae ee of a high road were ‘playing its pranks near 

Having pots in your frame for a succession, remove 

Your plants from the house as soon as the bloom is 
Over, Some sorts may be cut down, and with care will 
Hower again. Perhaps the warmth of the season may 
ring too many forward at once ; in that case, pinch 

Out the bloom of some of them, and you will have the 
benefit later in the year. Scarlet Pelargoniums are 
very valuable in this kind of window gardening. I find 

E A pots do best, producing least foliage and most 
ower, Fuchsias also amply repay the grower for 

Window culture. By a little forethought and daily atten- 
tion, the window, even without a balcony, may be made 
HM attractive until frosts appear again, and our now 
ormant bulbs again demand and repay our care.—H.B. 

ENTOMOLOGY. — 
use Hor-rLY, Aphis Humuli.—The bines which have 

mually sprung up, twining their graceful shoots for 
Support round an Apple-tree at the end of my garden, 
RD never been attacked by the “ Fly ” until this year, 
ut for some days the terminal shoots have been 

swarming with them (fig. 1), and to-day (June 6th) I 

see there are myriads of knits on the under sides of the 

leaves. In most instances we generally find the first 

broods of Aphides are apterous, but the Hop-flies 

appear to be all winged from the commencement, and 

consequently they migrate at given periods and under 

certain states of the atmosphere ; and, if I mistake not, 

these easterly winds, accompanied by hazy weather, 

have been so perfectly congenial to their habits this 

year, that there is every prospeet of the Hops suffering 

severely from their attacks, unless some natural check 

be speedily given to their increase. 

They are exceedingly active this hot weather, run- 

ning up and down the bines and flying off when dis- 

turbed. I have been watching some of the females, 

which have thrust their beaks into the stalks and at the 

same time are bringing forth their young (fig. 2). These 

little creatures, called deposit or knits, are scattered 

over the shoots (fig. 3) and beneath the leaves: they 

are nearly of a size, of a semi-pellucid greenish-white 

colour, with moderate horns and six stoutish legs ; there 

are two short tubercles on the rump, and short beak 

under the breast, fig. 4 a, being a magnified figure of 

the knit. As is usual with the Aphides, they are 

ushered into the world backward by the parent fly, 

which is named Aphis Humuli, It is of a very bright 

green ‘colour, and shining; the head is rather broad 

and blackish,with two prominent black eyes, before which 

are placed two horns that are nearly as long as the 

body, and are often thrown backward ; they are black, 

and taper like the finest hair ; the two basal joints are 

stout, and the seta is divided into several joints : the 

thorax is almost globose, being much raised on the 

back, whieh is blaek and divided into a central and two 

lateral lobes by deep sutures ; the scutel is also black ; 

under the base of the anterior wings is an oval black 

spot: the abdomen is broader than the thorax, more 

or less orbicular and inflated ; it is composed of several 

segments, and towards the apex are two slender tubes. 

nearly half the length of the abdomen : upon the lateral 

margin are three blaek spots on each side, with some 

brown spots and transverse streaks beyond the centre 

of the baek: the rostrum or beak projeets from the 

lower part of the face (fig. 6), close to the junetion with 

the collar of the thorax, and when inserted into the 

plant, is at right angles with the body: the wings are 

beautifully transparent and iridescent, they meet over 

the back in repose, like a roof, and extend greatly be- 

yond the tail; the superior are twice as long as the 

whole animal, and as broad again as the body; the 

nervures are dark, the subcostal one terminates in a 

long smoky stigma, from which issues a curved nervure, 

forming a somewhat oval cell at the apex : there are 

three oblique transverse nervures, the one nearest the 

extremity not touching the subcostal nervure, and pro- 

ducing a branch which is forked at the apex ; the in- 

ferior wings are very much smaller, with a subcostal 

nervure and two oblique ones : it has six long legs of 

an ochraceous tint, the hind pair is the longest ; the 

thighs are clavate and black, except at the base ; the 

shanks are very long and slender, black at their tips, 

and the feet are very short, black, biarticulate, with 

two minute claws at the apex (fig. 5) ; (fig. 6) the head, 

thorax, &c., in profile, This deseription of the female 

will, I doubt not, apply to the males also, which pro- 

bably do not make their appearance till the autumn, 

On a shoot infested by about 60 Aphides, I observed 

the swarthy larva of a Lady-bird running up and down 

the stalk, elevating his head and shaking his fore legs 

every few steps, as if he were fighting the air, and 

seeking something he had lost. The foolish Aphides 

walked over him, and when he met one he shrunk back, 

apparently ashamed to attack such a helpless victim ; 

whatever might be the cause, it was not long before I 

observed him sucking another Aphis, and in 24 hours 

there were not more than 15 left on the twig, and only 

six of them alive. It is true thata few of them had 

flown to the window, but supposing they amounted to 

as many more, he would then haye cleared the twig of 

the large Aphides in less than two days, showing what 
an invaluable little animal the Lady-bird is, even in its 

larva state. It is not, however, to the first importation 

of Aphides we have alone to look, for before our little 

alligator-like larva had murdered the inhabitants of the 

colony, they had amply provided for a succession, by a 

prodigious multiplication of the young Aphides, which 

fed so fast that I already see their dry and bleached 

skins sticking to the stalks and upper surface of the 
leaves of the Hop. The little Lady-bird larva has 

grown,so rapidly that I find he likewise has moulted, 

and is now intensely black, with two orange spots near 

the base of the abdomen, and it was possibly to loosen 

his skin that he performed such curious anties yester- 

day. There are various other insects whieh destroy 

the Aphides, and I may observe, that on the un 
side of the Black oieri leaves, a very large dier 
of the apterous Aphides are dead, changed to a tawny 
colour, and are filled with a woolly or pithy substance, 
similar to that which occupies the caterpillars that are 
infected by a Sphæria. 

The authors of “ An Introduction to Entomology ”* 

think if the Aphides were destroyed on their first ap- 

pearance by merely crushing the females upon the 

plant, the Hop growers might in a'great measure'secure 

themselves from the heavy losses they sustain. Next to 

the Barley crop, the produce of the Hop is to the 
brewer, as well as to the consumer} of our national 

beverage (malt liquor), of no trifling importance, and 

the amount of speculation which this minute insect in- 

fluences, is scarcely conceivable. It is sufficient to state 
that it causes a difference in the revenue, which has 

approached in one year no less a sum than half a mil- 

lion sterling.}— Ruricola. s 

Home Correspondence. 
Disease in Cucumbers—Sawdust as Soil for them.— 

I am of opinion that the disease complained of at 

p. 357 is caused by over watering and too low a tem- 

perature; and I also think that imperfect drainage 

has something to do with it, the bottoms of many pits 

being 2 and 3 feet below the ground level, and with no 

drains leading from them. Into these some will bundle 

a quantity of fermenting material, not thinking that all 

the water which the bed receives after the plants have 

been ridged out has no means of escape, and therefore 

must soak into the ground bentath, where no air can 

reach, and where it must become sour and stagnant, 

and of course will cause the interior of the pit to be- 

come unhealthy. The only remedy, now, is to have a 

small elbow pipe, an inch in diameter, inserted into the 

front wall of the pit, to admit fresh air, and one at the 

top of one of the lights, to give off the foul air. By 

this means may be obtained 

a constant current of fresh 

air, and the elbow in the pipe 

will prevent thecold draught 

from blowing directly on the 

plants before it has become 

warmed. Iam going to in- 

sert two pipes of this kind 

into each of the Pineries ; also into other houses, as I 

find a eonstant supply of fresh air, in moderation, to be 

beneficial for all plants. I was told when I entered my 

present situation, that the Cueumbers had been affected 

by the same sort of disease complained of, but I have 

not seen the least appearance of it, I have Cucumbers 

rowing in a hot-water pit, and others in dung beds. 
lof whi : Y i 

and about 30 pots in one of the Pinerie’ ch 

have borne abundance of fine fruit. Ihave sometimes 

cut a dozen brace in a day, and could have cut more. 
nt The plan I have always pursued has been to pr 

the water which passes through the bed from soaking 

into the ground beneath, by raising the bottom about a 

foot above the surrounding level, and sloping it from 

the middle to either side, so as to assume the form of a 

segment of a circle ; on the top Ee 

I place faggots or brush wood, Bur: 

and commence making my bed, 

laying, as I proceed, some faggots or brashwood all along 

the middle of the bed to within about 9 ins. of the top ; I 

then layasmany wooden trunksacross the bed as there are 

tobelights, so that, should the bed become at any time too 

hot, I have only to open the ends of the trunks, which soon 

moderates the heat; they also serve to conduct heat 

from the linings. The trunks are easily made by vail- 

ing four pieces of board together. After I have put on 

the other 9 inches of fermenting material I place my 

frame, and as soon as my bed has settled and the heat 

sufficiently subsided, I commence earthing it all over 

about 4 inches thick, leaving enough under each light 

for a hill, and placing under each hill a large turf 

2 feet square, which prevents burning. The soil I use 

for all my Cucumbers is nothing more or less than de- 

cayed sawdust, in which they seem to luxuriate. Ob- 

serving last winter a large heap of soil in the wood yard, 

which had for years been carried from the saw pit, I 

had some of it carted to the Melon ground ; I then 

formed my hills entirely of it, and when it was warm 

turned my plants into it; in a few days the hills were 
one complete mass of roots; I then, by degrees, 

earthed my bed with the same, in which the plants 

made shoots as thick as the finger, and by judicious 

stopping and thinning bore abundantly. Many good 

gardeners who have seen them, have said that if they 

had not had ocular demonstration of the fact they could 

not have believed it possible for Cucumbers to “flourish 

in rotten sawdust. ou surely must give them an 

abundant supply of manure water, said they ; but I can 

assure you that I never gave them anything but clear 
tepid water until they had borne a crop, and until I had 

cut them back and laid them for a second, which they 

are now bearing. My plants in the Pinery are in Sea- 
kale pots in the same material ; their fruit and foliage 

End View. 

have been, and still are, the admiration of everybody 
who has seen them; some of the leaves measured 

22 inches across, and of a dark green colour, approach- 
ing to black. It may be as well to mention that as there 

is a great difficulty in this part of the county, in pro- 

curing peat, I have tried many plants in sawdust, 

such as Kennedyas, &c. &c., and they seem to like it. I 

planted a small plant in spring of Kennedya inophylla 

floribunda in a large pot, filled three parts with rotten 

* Vol p. 149, 

+ Entom. Mag., vol. i., p. 22, 426,0007. is the eum stated, 
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sawdust, oue part loam, aud some silver sand, and it 
has now covered thickly a trellis 12 feet in circumfer- 
nee —S. Whitmore, gr. to J. Bullock; Esq, Falk- 

bourn-hall, Witham, Essex.. [The Cueumber-leavés 
are very fine. What is called sawdust is in the state of 
black vegetable mould, such as is found iu the inside of 
old hollow trees.] 

Hybrid Aautirrhinums;—1 believe that in England as 
well as here they are hybridizing Antirrhinams, For 
this purpose you ought to get the great yellow A. lati- 
folium of southern Europe, and the more delicate sieu- 
lum; these, and Asarina, mixed with some of our oid 
sorts, might produce a good breed. ‘They succeed better 
with Linaria triornithophora here than in England, in 
cultivation; I have seen no hybrids from it.—iV., 
Fraukfort. 

The Nuthatch.—I was surprised to find that * Anon ? 
80 positively denies the well known fact of this bird's 
eapability of cracking nuts. If he wil turn to Mr. 
Yarreii’s excellent work upon British birds, he will 
find at page 175, vol, 2, first edition, the following re- 
mark —"* Thenaniésornuthatch and nutjobber have been 
given to iliis bird from its habit of feeding on the kernels 
of nu s. which however thick or hard the shells mày 
happen to be, are broken with equal ease and dexterity.” 
He wiil also find that the Sitta europea does belong to 
the Ccrthiade or family of creepers, Mr. Wighton, 
made a mistake in the number of toes, which * Anon? has 
eorreétly stated as three before aud one behind. There 
is a nest of this interesting bird a few miles from this 
place, in tie hollow of an old tree; the aperture is 
carefully plastered up, with the exception of a small 
orifice for the ingress and egress of the bird, aud the 
mud with which this is effected so ex.cily resembles the 
bark of the tree, that the deception is not diseoveréd 
without the clusest examination. How beautiful are 
facts like this to those who contemplate, study, and love 
nature! ——C. R. Bree, Siowmarket. At p. 308 are 
Some remarks upon the nuthatch (Sitta europæa) by 
an anonymous correspondent, which are so totally in- 
correct, that Í cannot aliow them to pass unnoticed. 
The writer states that this bird * never cracks nuts at 
all.” Now, the real fact is, that nuts constitute the 
principal food of the nuthateh in the autumn and 
winter, A chink or crevice in thé bark of a tree suit- 
able for the purpose is selected, and to this place nuts 
are fi sutly carried froin a considerable distance ; 1 
having fixed the nut, the bird places itself above it, 
with the head downwards, and soon bréaks it by rè- 
peated strokes of the beak, I have watched them 
Scoreso* tines,and hayeseen à quarter of a peck of shells 
Seattered at the foot of a tree to which thése ‘birds 
carried tue nuts, They will also crack the seed of the 
Yew ia the same manner to get at the kernel. may 
also remark, that they will névér take a bad uut.— 
Henry Doubleday, Epping—Many à bit of Kaow- 
ledge, and many a faet previously unknown to me, have 
I gleaned from the columns of the Gardeners’ Ohro- 
nicle, to the correspondents of which I'am always very 
grateful for their information. I have, however, this 
Morning been a little startled at a piece of information 
pn to the nuthatch) by à correspondent, signing 
imse!f ‘* Anon," wlio boldly ‘asserts that this bird 

“never cracks nuts at all!” He also speaks of mecha- 
nieal power; of the strength of materials ; aid of the 
advantage of personal observation in the study of 
Nature as leading the mind to the love of truth, aud to 
admiration of the beautiful contrivances by Which Pro- 
vidence adapts means for the accomplistimént of ends. 
“Anou” has, notwithstanding all this, been somehow 
or other led into the error he depfeecates, and in this 
inStance has adopted an opinion not founded on per- 
sonal observation, for nuthatches do crack nuts ; and 
if Anon” should ever happen to visit the midland ôr 
Southern counties of Englai.d (there are no nuthatehes 
at Mytholmroyd), he may easily convince himself of 
‘the fac. On entering one of the fine old woods iu 
almost any of these beautiful distriets of Eügland, lie 
may, without much trouble, find the workshop of the 
nutha‘ch on the rough bark of an old tree ; for, like 
mauy a clever mechanic, he is partial to the bench at 
Which he has long worked ; and the situation of which 
is sufficiently apparent by the abandance of nutshells 
Scattered beluw. Here the observer will not have long 
o wait for the arrival of the nuthatch ; in a few minutes 
is comes with a nut between his mandiblés, and after 
having divested it of its outward covering, proceeds to 
fix it Securely in a crevice, where he has before fixed 
many an oue; and now for the little fellow’s mode 6! 
Cracking nuts, “ Anon” may, perhaps, in his journey 
through this weary world, have oceasionally noticed ‘a 
blacksinith; at work on a piece of hot iron ; not by tlie 
pressure of the tongs, but by rapid and incessant hani- 

than usual. 1n a sheltered part of my garden E drove 
in four posts, to which I nailed boards, and had a 
frame:work covered with prepared calico as a protec- 
tion from frost at night. Within this, without auy 
extra manure, on Feb. 26, I dibbled in a portion of the 
slight'y sprung Potatoes, and the renreinder on a, south 
border. “Now, the singularity of the matter is that 
nine-tenihs of the whole (both in the frame and out) 
have quite changed their character. The stalk is longer, 
the leaf wrinkled and rough, and smaller, like that of 
the American; blossoms are appearing, and the roót 
consists of fibres aud runners, but. not a single Potato, 
or the appearance of one, except the origiual set, very 
fresh; while the few which have retained their own 
character of leaf have excellent Potatoes at them. I 

‘|gompleted the same border with the same seed un- 
foreed, of which about one-sixth appears changed ; but 
the result is not known, as they were not planted till 
the middle of March. It is four years since I first 
obtained the seed, and have raised them niost succes- 
fully each year in different parts of my garden. Does 
the seed degenerate ? and does this arise from being 
confined to the narrow limits of a garden consisting of 
nearly half an aere of ground !— Wansbeck. 

Eupteryx Solani.—In last week's Number is a very. 
accurate description of this insect. These insects have 
attracted my attention for severaly ars past, on account 
of the ravages which they inflict upon our Ílop.bines, 
they being in some instances almost as destructive. to 
the crop as the aphides. They usually make their first 
appearance about the first or secund week in June; 
according to the forwardness of the season, after which; 
in some years, they increase most rapidly, so that in the 
course of three vr four weeks, hundreds of them are 
to be found living upon a single plant. I have fre- 
quently counted 50 and upwards on a leaf. They 
pierce the cuticle of the most succulent parts of the 
plant, viz ; the heads of the bines, and the stems of the 
leaves ; aud when they are numerous, their effects arë 
soon visible in completely arresting the upward growth 
of the bines. I think the plant sustains more injur; 
from the eseape of the sap through tlie hules whieh they 
puncture, than from the loss of what they take for their 
own support, I have often observed large drops trick: 
ling from the ineisions. They are, in fact, a vety 
serious pest to the Hop: grower, and if any means could 
be devised for their destruction in their carly stage of 
existence, it would be of great advantage to him. The 
plan here adopted for their extermination, when théy 
become very numerous, is, by means of a large shallow 
tin pan (something like a dripping pan) filled with gas 
tar. This is carried by a man and a boy, from pole to 
pole, throughout the Hop ground, and each pole is struék 

; smartly with a hammer, when the creatures fall into the 
tarand are hered. It is » though ‘a 
troublesome and expensive remedy.—J. Manwaring 
Paine, Farnham, 
Cements.—Perhaps isinglass and whisky ought to 

make às good a cement as isinglass and gin, which it 
Seems; by your eorrespondent's complaint, they do not. 
Now, 1 have many years’ experience of the strength, of 
the cemvnt made by the latter materials ; the solution 
of the chips in gin may be hastened by placing the bottle 
near the fire; aud the cement must be made liquid; 
when wanted for use, by putting the bottle containing it 
| in hot water or near the fire. Another strong cement 
may be made with isinglass dissolved in Water, and the 
white of egy added to it: Anon; June W.——If “G. J)” 
will either: put his bottle of isinglass and gin into a watér 
bath; and heat it or set it for a Whilé on the hob-of tlie 
firé-plate, the isinglass will very, speedily -dissólve, aud 
when Gold thay éasily be made liquid again’ by immer- 
sion in warm water, and will be fouid a very neat and 
clean cement for anything that does not require wash- 
ing in warm water. I beliéve isinglass' will nét dissolve 
ia pute*spirit, and the only use of the gin in this case 
is that it liquifies at a lower liéat than whén dissolved 
in water alone; and from the more rapid evaporation of 
the spirit when-used a8 a ceménit, it dries or séts quicker; 
it also tends to preserve the cement from. putrefaction; 
—G. M. 

Potatoes.—My crop for the present, yeac is looking 
remaikably well, and the néw ones in daily use, though 
ratliér small, from the dry weather, dre quite sound, and 
free froin any appearance of the disease 0f list fear: 
As Sdon as the disease appeared in my érop last year 
(Red Kidney) I mowed off the haulm, and when they 
were taken up in October, though not above half their 
proper size, theie Was not above One in ten diseased. 
Istowed them away in a cool cellar, and cévered them 
With stiaw. "hey kept remarkably well, and I planted 
|aboütan acre of them. My soil ‘is a dry loam, with 
Saud dnd brick earth beneath.—C. R, Bree, Stowmarket. 

mering, i$ the shapeless mass reduced to form ; exactly 
in the same way does the nuthatch, proceed 3 his blows 
dealt with rapidity and precision are effectual, and do 
indeed exhibita beautiful adaptation of means to the ae- 
complishnient of an end; the kernél affords to him a 
luxuriant meal he has richly earned, and one never 
missed by the lordly owner of the wood.—Sutor. 

Curius Transformation in Potatoes. — Such a 
Strange change has taken place in my Ash-leaved Pota- 
toes, that I am anxious to know the cause, and whether 
the mishap is usual. I` saved my own seed, having 
heretot found it excellent, and was very particular 
in dry ing it in the sun, and buried it in a sea-kale pot 
inm, ‘don, About the end of January [ took out Y gar too! 
100 Poixtoes, and placed them in an old bin in my 
cellar, at 2 temperature o: 46°, slightly covering them 
with oll saw-dust, in order to have some more early 

Stick Seed. —I believe the superiority of the German 
seed may be attributed, in a great meàsüre, to tlie män- 
nër Of growing it. The best seed is saved fiom pot 
plants, and mone is allowed to ripen but five petal 

furnace which is kept surrounded with. water, 1 had 
reference in this observation to the simple arrange- 
ments adopted at Polmaise, which, as I understand 
them, consist merely of an air stove placed in a smal] 
chamber, and may be represented by the annexed dia. 
gram, in which C is the hot 
chamber, and S the stove, and € 
F a small portion of the flue 
included in the chamber. 
The, stove and small piece 
of flue, there comprise the 3 
entire heating surface. from 
which any useful effect is 
obtained, and whatever por- 
tion, of heat escapes be- 
yond the point F of the flue, where it leaves the hot 
chamber, is lost or wasted. To compare this loss with 
what it would be in a hot water apparatus we must 
suppose S of the diagram to represent the furnace, and 
C the boiler filled with watér surrounding the furnace 
and small piece of fue, F, as before, representing the 
point beyond which whatever heat escapes is lost or 
wast Under these circumstances, if a thermometer 
were applied at F, it would be found that the tempera- 
ture of the escaping gases is much higher in the case of 
the stove than of the boiler fürnace, consequently indi- 
cating greatér loss or waste of heat: This resalt is 
nothing but what may bé'fairly presumed from the dif- 
ferent relations to heat of air and water in the property 
of conducting liceat, and in their capacities fot heat, 
technically called their specific heats. The conducting 
property of air aud water is to be carefully distibguished 
from their property of carrying heat; which is a property 
peculiar to fluids as distinguished früm: $olids; an 
refers to the internal motion of their particles in eifeu- 
lating currents; produced by the tendency of each 
particle as it becomes heated to ascend and give place 
to the colder particles above; which therefore must 
move in an opposite direction and constitute the de- 
scending current. his property; though of the greatest 
importance in diffusing heat through fluid bodies, in a 
way that could never be effected by mere conduction 
from particle to particle, does not respeét the actual 
reception or imparting of heat by their particles, but 
simply the motion produced in them consequent ‘on 
tleit teception of heat; ad as this depends on the 
mobility of the particles of the fluid, the carrying or 
distributive property of air may be assumed to be 
Superior to that of water. The eondueting property 
of ait and watér, on the other hand, respects the actual 
reception and impartibg of heat by their particles from 
and to other bodies; aud in this property air is very 
inferior to water: lam mot aware what figures repre- 
sent their relative conducting power; but that the differ- 
ence must be very great nrdy be inferred from the 
circumstance related by Dr. Thomson in his system of 
Chemistry; art. Heat, of Sit J. Banks; and other gentle- 
men; having remained without inconvénienee for some 
time ii a room heated to 260°; whereás no one could 
be plünged into water at 2129, for the shortest time 
without being scalded to death. The effect of this 
difference willbe perceived im the state of tlie heating 
surface S: (0f the ding.) considered as surrounded ‘by 
water and air respectively: In the case of water, the 
passage of heat into it from the surface S will be 
prompt and active, the température of the latter will. be 
kept down, and with it the température of the gases 
passing through its interior, so that on their escaping 
at the point Fit will not greatly exceed that of the 
$urrounding water: Bat when S is surrounded with 
ait, the abstraction of heat from itis aecumplished with 
difficulty; it accumulates faster than it is removed, 
perhaps to the extent of S becoming red hot; andthe 
temperature of the gases passing through its inte- 
rior, dnd éseaping at F, must inevitably participate 
in this aggravated condition; These results, indeed, 
are due not only to the disparity in the conducting 
power of air and water, bat also, in a greater degree; to 
the disparity in their capacity for heat, or of their spe- 
cific heats. This property exprcs;es a certain quantity 
of heat, which entérs into substances, to raise their 
temperature any assigned number of degrees as indi- 
cated by the thermometer ; every substance requiring 
x certain quantity peculiar to itself; and different from 
the quantity required by other bodies, to raise their 
teniperature to the same degree on the thermometer. 
Water is Superior to most substances in its capacity for 
heat; and stands nearly at the head of the table of $pe- 
cific heats of bodies. The specific heat of air is little 
tiore than one-fourth of that of water, taking equal 

| quantities by weight of both, the specific heat of water 
being 1:000, and of air 02660: But if the comparison 
be made in bulk or volume, the disparity will appéar 
much greater; for, as water is 800 times heavier than 
dir; the specific heat of one cubie foot of water will be 
equal to the specific heat of 800 x 4— 3200 eubié feet of 
air; or; in other words, a cubic foot of water will ab- 

Towers; and,as you will generally find blossoms of 
four and five petals on the same plant, the former áre 
carefully picked off as they expand.— Rock Colliery, 
Monmouth. 

Polmaise Weating.—In a fornier communication, I 
observed that I thought it likely there should be a 
greater loss or waste of heat in the Polmaise method 
by means of an air stove than in a hot water apparatus, 
from the circumstance of air being very infer or to 
water in the property of appropriating or absorbing 
heat, which would cause the gaseous products of com- 
bustion to pass off into the flue or chimney at a much 
higher temperature from a stove than from a boiler 

sorb as grvat a quantity of heat, in the process of having 
its temp raise d as 3200 cubic feet of air 
will; which heat is stored up in the water, to be given 
out again to other bodies àt a lower temperature than 
itself. It is this property which constitutes water such 
an exeellent receptacle or magazine for heat, as by 
common consent and practital adoption it is allowed to 
be. When we cousider, then, how inferior air is in the 
property of couducting heat, and in its capacity for 

heat, it is difficult to resist the conclusion, that mueh 

useful heat must pass off by the flue unappropriated in 

the arrangement adopted at Polinaise, if correctly repre- 

sented by the diagram. At the same time I admit that 
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the Polmaise principle of causing a rapid current of air 

to be incessantly sweeping over the heated surface (S), 
will partly compensate the defective conducting power of 

air, by assisting its carrying or distributive power, and 

bringing its particles with greater frequency to the source 

of heat. But other means also are required to place the 
Polmaise method onan equal footing with the hot water 
system in economising or utilising heat. To accomplish 

id for 

may be used for collecung a part of them mto the hive, 

by inverting it, if only one-third of them. can be collected 

therein, then turning it down, and speedily but gently 

collecting the remainder with the spoon, emptying them 

upon a board near the edges of the hive, they will 

speedily enter ; let them remain until the evening,when 

they may be removed to their permanent situation.— 
B. Savage, Swaffham, Norfolk. 

Fraudulent Seedsm this appears to me the chief, if not only d o; 
perfecting this method of heating by.means cf air stoves, 

ut it must involve some departure from the simplicity 
of arrangement adopted at Polmaise, on the ground 
that that arrangement does not present sufficient sur- 
face for the heat to be diffused over and for the air to act 

upon. Extending the heating surface, by including the 

flue of the stove in the arrangement for heating the 

Current, of air, offers, perhaps, the readiest and most 

Available means for effecting the desired end. In my 

Communication, already alluded to, I brought under 
Notice a plan for’ this purpose, originally proposed by 

your correspondent “ Lusor.” Mr. Sherer’s plan, de- 
Seribed inthe Chronicle,seems also to have thesame object 
in view, by causing the current after leaving the stove 

to traverse the flue before entering the house, A plan 

the converse of this would be found very effective, by 
Connecting a cold drain with the end of the flue furthest 
rom the stove, and causing the current to traverse it 
hefore reaching the stove and obtaining its maximum 
temperature. And other combinations of a similar 
Nature might be easily devised —J. H. H., B—h. 
Bees.—The following account will show that in this 

art of England (South Wilts) bees, after their “ strike 

or fine weather," have commenced working “long 
hours.” 
Table of the Weights of several Hives, beginning with September. 

J give the Nos. as they stand in my own List. 
E E EE 

Remarks. 

-|35 | 85 | 193) 27 Allow in each 
3 z 26% 223| case ol, 

Mixohd.. .. 4 s as | 26 | 213| 431bs., secured 
14. .|Favourable... 20}| to the bottom 

April 1. . .Unfavourable 

n.— Iam really rejoiced tosee some 

symptoms of compassionate interest ifesting them- 

deners’ best friends. By-and-by, when the larvze are 
destroyed or changed into chrysalises, the birds will no 
doubt return to the gardens and ask for payment of 
their services in some small portion of the good: things 
which, were it not for their assistance, we should never 
have had at all. I hope all gentlemen will forbid the 
destruction of birds in their gardens ; they are all more 

or less useful. The least so, perhaps, to the gardener are 

some of the Fringillidze, |the bullfinches, greenfinches, 
ld&ncl 

selves towards us miserable victims, in your hitherto 

hard heart. You have at last been brought to confess 

that you are now much inclined to thunder your wrath 

upon a culprit: good. Do it, and you shall have a 

monument as a memorial of your worth. But, in sober 

sadness, I could unfold, not one tale, but a folio full of 

the most barefaced rogueries which have, within these 

last'two seasons, been perpetrated on myself and others, 

which would startle your editorial senses ; and I be 

lieve you will agree with me that the time has arrived, 

from the increased impetus now given to florieulture by 

your manful battling to the death the glass fraud, to cut 

up, root and branch, the dishonest traffickers and 

puffers in the seed and flower trade. There should he, 

there really must be, something more than the old- 

fashioned advice given of never dealing a second time 

with a man who has cheated you, &e. &c. For my 

own part I shall willingly become one of a club or so- 

ciety (if such a society could be formed) and go to the 

utmost extent of my means in creating a fund to enable 

the society at all cost, to expose by name every party 

practising frauds on flower growers in the sale of seeds 

and plants untrue to name, &e. &e. There will be no 

resistance made to this by the respectable tradesmen, 

for it will of necessity insure to them their merited 

proportion of patronage, while it will drive to the devil 

all those who long since should have gone to him. This 

is warm ; but it will out. I have now lying beside me 

a list of names—insignificant puffers in the Chronicle, 

who have played not only myself, but very many other 

of my friends, the most barefaced and impudent tricks 

that it is possible, and just possible, only for the veriest 

rogue in Christendom to conceive ; and I must think 

in | some very straightforward steps should be set on foot 

without delay to check this daily inereasing evil. The 

di t experienced is one of the greatest 

E] 19}| of the hive for 
x, 2: Ditto «iesus 22 | 284) 183] 184) convenience i 

May1. .jAbout half lost| — | | weighing. 
time ..++.e++| 21] 222] 188] 191/No. 5 occasion- 

[Mostly dry -..-| 22] 22 | 133| 189) ally 1 
Extra fine... 32 | 324 F 4| Jan, to May 21. 

10. .|Seven good, two 
449 

Honey-dew very 
25}| 301| prevalent from. 

fine d |48 | 261 32 | May 29. 
med on the 5th of June. No 2 swarmed, but re- 

turned to the parent hive on the 11th. This will account for 
eS small increase when compared with No.3. The increase 
P * the last mentioned day is from the same morning, and not 

Jom the previous evening. N uring the week ending 
June 6th, increased 153 Ibs., and, as can be seen in the annexed 
Table, 3h1bs, on June 11th. 

fter an unusually bad spring the present season has 
become one of considerable promise, The inquiry is 

made at pago 373, “ Has any one had a swarm from a 
Second swarm of the previous year so eatly as to dis- 

Prove Huber’s statement?" My first swarm of 1844 
Swarmed twice—on July 3d and again on July 15th. I 
Saved all three for stock hives. Drones appeared in the 

rst maiden swarm on May 27th, in the second 

Swarm on May 26th, and in the parent hive on 

May 22d. The parent stock swarmed on May 23d, the 
Second swarm on June 10th, and the first swarm on 
June llth. In two of the above cases the queens 
Must have been less than 10 months old when the drone 
eggs were produced, for, of course, the old hive and 
second swarm must have been upon an equal footing 

with respect to the age of their sovereign lady,” a fact 
which must not be overlooked. The reason why 
Second swarms produce late swarms, I take to be some- 
thing ery different from the age of the queen. In 
1843, in more respects than one an extraordinary bee 
Season, the whole of my hives produced an autumn 
brood of drones, in some cases more than a month 
after the first slaughter. With respect to the time of 
ey cumming after the first appearance of the drones, 
hen, much depends upon the room in the stock 

Ives, have known bees swarm on the first 
day that the drones appeared, and I have known 

+ delay of 23 days. ‘The average time for the 
Years 1843.4-5 has been with me, 12} days. This 
Average could, I think, be reduced several days, by dis- 
Busing with nadired hives, and always saving heavy 
hoe of middling size. Hives, though, are not always 

bens During the past five years, the period of time 
d ween the first and second swarms, has been 11$ 

Ws Minimum, six days. Maximum, 17 days.— 

ot du. After 44 years’ experience, the month of May 
th FUA year has been the most productive of homey in 

s long period, Swarms,too,are now, and have been 
A Ber in size than usual; they have filled their hives in 
p Very short time, and have stored them with honey of 
jESnior flavour; the remunerators and additional 

glasses being well filled previous to swarming, and in all 
Probability the second flights or casts, where they are 
ane will insure good stocks fer the following season. 
s auld the weather continue fine, additional space 
seed be given immediately to stocks which have not 
eed, either by glasses upon the tops of them, or by 
ned es method, First swarms of this year 
atic d have great attention paid to them to insure an 

Undantstock. Swarms should be secured into hives 

430 
45 2g ze 
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ub of a tree, or between its branches or boughs, and 
Annot be shaken into the hive, a large silver table-spoon 

g 
drawbacks to, I may say, some thousands as passion- 

ately devoted to floriculture, as you or I can be, in pro- 

secuting to the extent they desire this pursuit ; and 

hence the justly intentioned tradesman is injured, and 

a vast mass of pleasure marred, through an evil which 

I must think it is greatly in your power to prevent. 

Permit me to ask the question, whether, if you had placed 

in your hands unequivocal evidence of the dishonesty of 

one of your advertising parties, you think it would 

not be doing some justice to the thousands of amateur 
florists, who take in and rely almost altogether on 

your Paper, not to allow this disreputable dealer to 

continue his advertisements-in your columns? I am 

sure that whilst taking the liberty of proposing this 

question, I can anticipate your reply. [Our reply 

is, “give us the proof.”] I am aware of the difficul- 

ties which the laws of libel and defamation may present, 

since many a fellow without a character has gained a 

good one, and costs to boot, by being called a rogue. 

Hence a club must be beyond that of Hercules to knock 

down the hydra-headed monsters it would have to deal 

with. But if the case could not be so openly dealt with as 

might be wished, yet I have an idea that numbers might, 

at a very trifling cost, associate themselves together, and 

through a central board have intelligence soon circu- 

lated of all persons who had dealt dishonestly with any 

member. Five shillings a year from each party thus 

might prove a protection against a fraud to 50 times 

that amount. You, perhaps, might suggest something 
more effective — Timon, 

Tomtits.— Reasons why they should not be shot or 

poisoned with mutton suet and nux vomica :—A pair of 

the great tit (Parus major) baying built their nests in 
the hole of a wall on my premises, which was conve- 

niently situated for observation, I took the opportunity 

of satisfying myself of the nature and quantity of food 

with which they supplied their young. The nest con- 

tained seven young ones, which were about a fortnight 

in becoming full grown and feathered. Other impor- 

tant engagements prevented my watching them at all 

parts of the day, but I found from the mean of a series 

of observations that the old birds brought food for their 

young once in every three minutes. The food was in- 

variably a bright green caterpillar, and allowing three 

hours (at the very lowest) of the day for feeding, this 

single nest consumed every day 200 caterpillars ; my 

own opinion is, that considerably more than these were 

consumed in the 24 hours, besides those taken by the 

old ones. Macgillivray, in his work upon British birds, 

relates the result of an observation upon the food 

brought by a pair of thrushes (Turdus musicus), and if 

my memory serves me right, for I. have not the work 

by me, they fed their young 230 times in the day, from 

three o'clock in the morning till six at night. Taking, 

however, my estimate of 200 caterpillars in the day, my 

nest of tits consumed in the fortnight 2800 of these de- 

structive larvee, and if we allow the old ones 20 a day 

each it makes the sum total 3360. Now, supposing the 

tit occasionally feeds upon Peas or buds, let me ask 

any unprejudiced observer of these matters whieh 

would do the most harm in a fortnight nine tits or 3360 

caterpillars ? Depend upon it that in recklessly destroy- 

ing our insectivorous birds, we not only commit an act 

of unnecessary cruelty, but we are extirpating the gar- | 

&e., and yet the two Jatter certainly feed 

their young with caterpillars and perfect insects ; and if 

the bullfinch, the most injurious of any bird to the-fruit 

trees, does destroy our buds in spring, we ought to con- 

sole ourselves with the fact that by. invariably taking 
the fruit-bud and leaving the Jeaf-bud untouched, the 

health and vigour of the tree is unimpaired, whereas 

the caterpillar destroys the leaves, and thus kills the 

tree entirely.— C. R. Bree, Stowmarket. 
Miscellaneous.—In reply to “ R. C." you say you 

never heard that hedgehogs could resist poison. I 
believe such to be the case. A few years back the ex- 

periment.was tried and published. Firstly on rabbits 

with strychnine, one grain causing death in a very short 

time. On a domesticated hedgehog it produced no 

effect, used in quantities; and large doses of corrosive 

sublimate were also tried without effect. At Hard- 

wick Hall the gardeners have planted Box to fill up the 

bottom of the old fences ; it has completely filled them 

up, looks beautiful, and has formed a complete barrier 

to rabbits, I should think it is a far preferable mode 

to the wire fences lately spoken of in your columns. 

“Moorland Willie” last year spoke of a sort of Mackin- 

tosh for the garden in time of drought ; the hint has 

led me to cover some of my Carnations which are in 

pots (and the soil becoming baked on the surface from 

frequent waterings), with dried Moss, with the greatest 

success, those so covered taking quite the lead of the 

others, the soil always being moist when the others are 

dry, with one-third of the water the others get.——1 

have in my garden a large Sweetbrier (double flower- 

ing) T never have shown it without surprise being 

expressed, especially by a nurseryman last week, which 

has led me to ask, is it uncommon ? - [No.]—I see in your 

last number that Burnettised cloth, like all others, be- 

comes rotten by exposure to weather. Common cap 

paper will not ; it will stand wind and weather, and is 

quite transparent. I use it as a covering for Carna- 

tions, &c., tacking it on the roof through tape, and I 

think it improves with age. I use } oz. bees’ wax to 

1 pint of boiled oil. It is cheap and efficient. — J. 

Seotitttts. 

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 
Tur Skcowp Great Exuipition of the season took 

place in the garden at Chiswick on Saturday last; and 

was searcely inferior to the grand display in May. The 

day was all that could be desired, although the 

garden was somewhat parched by the Jate dry wea- 

ther. The exhibition was inspected by Ibrahim 

Pacha, who appeared to be highly gratified with the 

scene. In large collections of 40 stove and green- 

house plants there was no competition; Mr. Robertson, 

gr. to Mrs, Lawrence, being the only exhibitor. In 

this group were several matchless specimens of first- 

rate cultivation ; indeed, nothing inferior to those pro- 

duced by the same exhibitor in May. ` At the back 

stood à Clerodendron fallax, with 7 large spikes of 

scarlet flowers, and on either side noble plants of Ste- 

phanotis floribunda, especially one nearly 6 ft. in height, 

loaded with bloom. Supporting these again were Erica 

metuleflora bicolor, a splendid plant, covered with a 

profusion of red and white tubes ; Clerodendrons pani- 

culatum and fallax, and a fine Statice macrophylla. Tm 

the same collection were also Phzenocoma proliferum, 

4 ft. through, and as much in height, exceedingly well 

grown, but scarce of flowers ; and near it another of 

the same species, equally good. Associated with these 

were Epacris grandiflora, and large pushes of Coleo- 

nema pulelirum, and Pimelea decussata. In front were 

Manettia cordifolia, 43 ft. high, and as much through, 

profusely covered with red blossoms, which contrasted 

well with the deep green foliage ; the well-known and 

generally well-grown Leschenaultia formosa, 18 inches 

in height and 2feet in diameter ; a small Erica. gemmi- 

fera; Pimelea. decussata, a depressed bush finely in 

flower; Clerodendron Ræmpferi, with one strong spike 

rising about 18 inches above the ample dark-green 

leaves; Statice arborea, with seven spikes of bloom, 

together with a rather bare Leschenaultia Baxteri ; 

and a small Ixora coccinea, with eight gaudy clusters 

of scarlet flowers. Along with these were two plants of 

ventricosa coccinea minor ; Azalea Danielsiana, in good 

condition, considering the season 5 Cyrtoceras reflexum, 

with numerous bunches of pale green and lemon-coloured 

flowers ; two tolerably good plants of Rondeletia spe- 

ciosa; a neat Eriostemon buxifolium ; Erica Caven- 

dishii, measuring 21 feet in height and as much through; 
and Tabernzemontana coronaria, a plant not often seen 

" Ben 

leaves and handsome yellow-eyed snow-whitef 

the same group with these were Ixora 

grandiflora, 5 fect in height and 4 fee 
fine bush of Erica tricolor elegans ; Cle 

a small Azalea variegata, pretty well bi 

spicua nana; a ba bloomed blue 

Boronia denticulata, in fine condition, fie 

in height and as much in diameter ; afi a 

chenaultia formosa, 2 feet through ahd 

height, with its branches hanging gracefullyOver 

Collections of 20 plants were contributed by N 
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Frazer, of Lea-bridge Road; Mr. Ayres gr. to J. Cook, 
Esq., of Brooklands, Blackheath, and by Mr. Hunt, gr. 
to Miss Traill, of Bromley. The Lea-bridge group con- 
tained as usual superb specimens of cultivation. 
Arranged along the back was Clerodendron splendens 
which has been formerly noticed ; an exceedingly neat 
Aphelexis humilis, 23 feet in height and as much in width; 
a very handsome Sollya linearis, 5 feet in height, quite 
a thicket of pale blue flowers and deep green leaves ; 
and Crowea saligna in the most robust healih, but 
hardly sufficiently in bloom ; and not less remarkable 
were handsome specimens of Ixora coccinea in most 
luxuriant growth, producing nearly 40 gorgeous scar- 
let heads of flowers; and a large mass of Coleonema 
pulehrum, 5 feet in height and as mueh in diameter, 
covered with little pink stars. In the same collection 
were also Statice arborea, with 7 flower spikes ; anda 
splendid Erica Bergiana, literally a mass of small round 
deep purple blossoms. In front were Clerodendron 
squamatum, a noble plant of that showy genus; a 
splendidly grown Phzenocoma proliferum, 3 ft. in height 
and as much in width, but scarce of bloom ; Pimeiea 
hispida, a mass of white flowers; a large and fine Poly- 
gala acuminata, about 5 feet in height and as much in 
diameter, a mass of purple flowers ; the same Pavetta 
caffra formerly mentioned, a p'ant we should like to see 
oftener in collections ; and a small specimen of the lilac- 
flowered Franciscea acuminata. Along with these 
were Aphelexis speciosa, a paler flowered and perhaps 
less handsome species than humilis; a small plant 
of the yellow-bl d Gompholobi splendens, and 
several Heaths, including tricolor elegans, a hand- 
somer variety than tricolor, which likewise formed 
part of the group, as did also a pretty E. ventri. 
cosa. — Mr. Ayres's set, which was next in point of 
merit, prised two noble Clerodend 3 the same 
Allamanda cathartica, formerly described, again pro- 
duced in first-rate order; as was also the noble Glo- 
riosa superba, alluded to on a former occasion. Along 
with these were Crowea saligna, finely in bloom, and 
romising to become still better ; the larger and best 

variety of Aphelexis spectabilis ; a small plant of the 
comparatively new Cyrtoceras reflexum ; Leschenaultia 
formosa, forming a low spreading bush, 18 inches in 
height and about 2 feet across, together with a ver: 
handsomely grown and finely bloomed Polygala oppo- 
sitifolia. In the same collection were, moreover, a 
small plant of the pale-flowered Aphelexis sesamoides ; 
a very fine Pheenocoma proliferum, 3 feet in height and 
nearly as much in diameter, well-flowered ; and a fine 
bush of Pimelea decussata, 3 feet in height and as much 
in width, together with Erica Bergiana ; tricolor, with 
its variety elegans, and a pretty E. ventricosa, In Mr. 
Hunt’s collection we remarked a small but finely 
bloomed Aphelexis humilis ; Dillwynia splendens, 3 
feet in height and nearly as much in width, finely 
bloomed ; a small Erica ventricosa superba ; Boronia 
serrulata, 23 ft. in height and 2 ft. in width ; Clerodendron 
squamatum in luxuriant health, but not well bloomed ; 
Crowea saligna, 2ft. by 2, in robust health, just coming into 
blossom, and a large rather thin bush of Pimelea decus- 
sata. Associated with these were Erica ventricosa 
purpurea, a famous plant about 3 feet in height and 2 
in width; a small but fine Pimelea hispida ; Phzeno- 
coma prolife 3 à small Lesch ltia Baxteri, in fine 
health and bloom ; and a small but finely grown Pi- 
melea decussata. At the back stood Clerodendron pa- 

ieul a single-st d plant, 6 feet in height, 
having a noble panicle of flowers; a very neat Pimelea 
spectabilis, 2} feet in height, and 3 feet in width ; the 
same fine Leschenaultia formosa formerly mentioned ; 
a small Erica depressa ; Polygala cordifolia, 2 feet in 
height, and as much in diameter, rather * leggy ;” a 
splendid Ixora coccinea, 5 feet in height, producing 17 
heads of bloom, and several Heaths, including perspicua 
nana, and a very large plant of tricolor elegans, 

In Collections of 12 Stove AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS 
there were three exhibitors : Mr. Barnes, gr. to G. W. 
Norman, Esq., of Bromley ; Mr. Green, gr. to Sir E. 
Antrobus, Bart., of Cheam; and Mr. Epps, of Maid- 
stone. — Mr. Barnes sent a fine Aphelexis humilis, 
measuring 2 feet in height, and as much in diameter ; 
a pretty plant of Cyrtoseras reflexum ; Allamanda 
cathartica, in good condition ; a showy and luxuriant 
Clerodendron fallax ; the same Leschenaultia formosa 
formerly described ; a fine plant of Erica Cavendishii, 
3 feet in height, and about as much in diameter ; to- 
gether with an equally large Polygala cordifolia, rather 

` bare at bottom. At the back stood a large Stephano:is 
; a blue L ; the same large and 

fine PI prolife i d formerly ; a good 
Rondeletia speciosa; and an immense bush of Clero- 
endron squamatum.—Mr. Green sent among others 

Boronia serrulata, in fine health; a large and fine Erica 
tricolor elegans ; à fine bush of Gardenia florida, with 
numerous sweet scented snow-white blossoms ; a well 
bloomed Erica Cavendishii ; and a lovely Epiphyllum 
speciosum, forming a globe at least 4 feet in diameter, 
densely eovered with showy rosy pink blossoms, In 
the same group were also Ixora coccinea, small, but 
finely bloomed ; the same noble Aphelexis humilis for- 
merly mentioned, and again produced in equally good 
condition ; a large mass of Coleonema pulehrum ; Azalea 
rosea punctata, well bloomed considering the season ; 
Stephanotis floribunda ; a fine Manettia cordifolia, and 
a small Pimelea Hendersoni..In Mr. Epps's group 
were two plants of Ixora coccinea, Aphelexis humilis, 
Leschenaultia Baxteri, a good Clerodendron fallax, and 
several good specimens of Capa Heaths. 

us of Six Srove anp n GREENHOUSE 

Prants there were seven exhibitors. Asilver-gilt Medal 
was awarded to Mr. Bruce, gr. to B. Miller, Esq., of 
Tooting, for remarkably well grown plants, comprising 
Leschenaultia formosa, 1 foot in height and 24 feet in 
width ; a large Euphorbia splendens ; a fine Aphelexis 
humilis ; the gracefully drooping scarlet-flowered Rus- 
sellia juncea ; a large Erica tricolor, a mass of blossom; 
and the same pretty Aischynanthus parasitiens men- 
tioned on a former occasion. The next group in point 
of merit was produced by Mr. Carson, gr. to W, 
Farmer, Esq., of Nonsuch Park, Cheam. It was alto- 
gether composed of large and showy plants, among 
which were Allamanda eathartica, 6 feet in height, but 
hardly in bloom ; Polygala oppositifolia, 3 feet by 3, 
perhaps the best plant of the kind exhibited; a standard 
Ardisia crenulata, which could hardly have been 
less than 8 feet in height, one half the top being covered 
with white flowers, while the lower half was ornamented 
by a profusion of deep red berries ; Stephanotis flori- 
bunda, 6 feet in height, in tolerably good condition pä. 
large serambling Euthales macrophylla, and a hand- 
some Pimelea decussata.—Mr. Pawley, of Bromley, 
produced Clerodendron squamatum ; a tall Nerium 
splendens ; a pretty plant of the well known red.flow- 
ered stove twiner, Poivreea coccinea ; Erica ventricosa; 
a fine LeSchenaultia formosa, 2 feet in height and as 
much in diameter, and a large and good Euphorbia 
splendens. Other two groups, equal to the above in 
point of merit, were exhibited by Mr. Malyon, gr. to 
T. Brandram, Esq., Blaekheath, and by Mr. Catleugh, 
of Chelsea. The former sent Erica ventricosa ; finely 
grown plants of Ixora coccinea and of Vinca rosea alba; a 
small but good Epacris grandiflora; Clerodendron fallax; 
and a fine Leschenaultia formosa, 2 ft. in height, and as 
much in width, the branches hanging down over the 
pot.—Mr. Catleugh produced a well-bloomed Hoya 
carnosa, a Lantana in fine condition ; the showy Aphe. 
lexis speetabilis, a good Euphorbia splendens, Stepha- 
notis floribunda, and a pretty Statice sinuata.—From 
Mr. Jack, gr. to R. G. Loraine, Esq., of Wallington, 
were six good plants, comprising a large and fine Cereus 
speciosissimus; small but good plants of Ixora coceinea 
and Aphelexis sesamoides, and a A. humilis, 
Pimelea cordata, and the blue Leschenaultia biloba, — 
Mr. Stanly, gr. to H. Berens, Esq., of Sidcup, Kent, 
sent a handsome Aphelexis sesamoides, the showy 
Pimelea spectabilis, Boronia serrulata, Clerodendron 
fallax, Aphelexis argentea, and a fine Leschenaultia 
formosa, 2ft. in height, and as much in diameter.— 
Mr. Pampliu, of Walthamstow, produced a small Les- 
chenaultia formosa, a good Pimelea decussata, 4 ft. in 
height and as much in width ; large plants of Coleonema 
rubrum, and of Pimelea linifolia, also Sprengelia incar- 
nata, and a good Callistemon speciosum. 

Collections of Exoric Oxcuips were both numerous 
and magnificent ; indeed, it is hardly possible to con- 
ceive a finer display. The large Gold Medal was awarded 
to a collection of 50, produced from the garden of S. 
Rucker, Esq., of Wandsworth. This was altogether 
composed of first-rate specimens, more especially one of 
Aerides odoratum, which was perhaps the finest plant 
of the kind ever exhibited. It must have been at least 
5 feet in height and 4 feet in width, and could not have 
had on it less than 50 flower spikes. From the same 
garden also came another specimen (the larger variety 
of A. odoratum), which was scarcely inferior to the 
above ; and associated with them were Peristeria pen- 
dula, having a fine spike of cream-coloured blossoms, 
thickly covered with minute brown spots; the red 
variety of Saccolabium guttatum, with two spikes 18 
inches in Jength ; the small brown and yellow Oncidium 
pubes ; several fine specimens of Cattleya Mossiz ; two 
plants of the purple and white flowered Aerides crispum ; 
the curious, rather than beautiful, Cirrhzea. viridi-purpu- 
rea; Vanda cristata; the white lipped Oncidium leucochi- 
lum, with four flower spikes; and Oncidium Went- 
worthianum. Associated with these were the charming 
Vanda teres ; Angreecum candatum ; the showy Odon- 
togiossum grande ; a famous Brassia verrucosa, with 
seven flower spikes; Oncidium Papilio; Aerides af. 
fine; the rare Anguloa Clowesii, with three ex- 
panded large yellow blossoms; Odontoglossum has- 
tatum ; Mormodes laxatum, with cream-coloured flow- 
ers ; Sobralia maerantha, bearing two of its large ex- 
ceedingly handsome purple blossoms; Oncidium pulvi- 
natum and Cirrhzea fusco-lutea, with numerous pendent 
green-coloured flower spikes, In the same collection 
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tatum; a small Aerides odoratum majus ; the rare 
"white-flowered Anguloa uniflora ; a variety of Stan- 
hopea oeulata, with two fine spikes of richly spotted 
flowers ; à small plant of the Indian Phaius bicolor ; 
and an immense Saccolabium guttatum, having upwards 
of 20 long drooping racemes of purple flowers. Other 
two groups of 20 came from Mr. Robertson, gr. to 
Mrs. Lawrence, and from Messrs. Rollisson, of Tooting. 
Mr. Robertson sent the larger and best variety of On- 
cidium Papilio; Aerides affine ; Odontoglossum hasta- 
tum ; a very large Dendrobium cupreum ; having buff 
flowers, with deep brown spots; an Epidendrum, with 
numerous slender spikes of greenish flowers of little 
beauty ; a variety of Cattleya Mossiæ, with pale lilac 
blossoms ; Oncidium pulvinatum; a specimen of the red 
variety of Aerides affine; the curious rather than 
beautiful Acropera Loddigesii; Oncidium fiexuosum ; 
Stanhopea oculata ; and Mormodes aromaticum, with 
two spikes of brown.spotted flowers. In the same 
group were also Saccolabium Blumei, with two pendent 
racemes of purple and white flowers ; the exceedingly 
handsome large purple-flowered Sobralia macrantha ; 
Brassia Wraye ;  Angreecum caudatum, with 
green petals and white lip ; Barkeria spectabilis, the 
bright orange-flowered Epidendrum vitellinum, the 
beautiful and graceful Saccolabium preemorsum, Onci- 
dium Lanceanum, and Cattleya Mossiæ. — Finally, 
Messrs. Rollisson sent Stanhopea saccata, with 12 open 
blossoms ; Oncidium flexuosum, with three spikes of 
yellow flowers ; a small Maxillaria aromatica, the beau- 
tiful Oncidium L a fine Stank oculata, 
with 4 drooping flower-spikes ; the lovely Vanda teres, 
the charming Saccolabium guttatum, Oncidium erispum, 
the spotted variety of O. luridum, Dendrobium densi- 
florum, with two clusters of orange blossoms ; Epiden- 
drum maerochilum album, Lycaste gigantza, and a 
fine Calanthe veratrifolia, with 7 spikes of flowers. 
Associated with these were Oncidium pulvinatum, 
having a fine spike of brownish yellow flowers ; a large 
Aerides odoratum, the handsome Cattleya Mossiz, and 
the rare and very handsome Coryanthes maerantha, 
having one large flower thiekly studded with warm 
brown spots. 

Collections of 12 Oncnrps were sent by Mr. Eyles, 
gr. to Sir G. Larpent, Bart., Roehampton ; and by Mr. 
Don, gr. to F. G. Cox, Esq., of Stockwell. In Mr. 
Eyles’ ‘group were Brassia Lawrenciana ; the blue- 
lipped Indian Vanda Roxburghii ; Cattleya Mossiæ, an 
Aerides allied to affine ; the handsome Vanda teres ; 
Aerides odoratum, and an Aerides allied to crispum, 
together with Saccolabium guttatum ; a fine Brassia 
Lanceana ; a tall plant of Epidendrum cinnabarinum ; 
and a good Oncidium altissimum.—Mr. Don produced 
rassia Lanceana; Aerides crispum ; and A. affine ; 

the little white and yellow blossomed Burlingtonia 
venusta; the curious pale green flowered Cycnoches 
ventricosum ; together with Oncidium pulvinatum ; the 
Ceylon Anzectochilus setaceus; Stanhopea oculata, 
having two fine flower spikes; and Epidendrum 
aromaticum. 

In Collections of 6 Species there were four exhibitors : 
Mr. Plant, gr. to J. H. Schröder, Esq., of Stratford ; Mr. 
Carson, Mr, Bruce, and Mr. Barnes. Mr. Plant sent 
the brown streaked Vanda cristata; Saccolabium gutta- 
tum ; a good Cattleya intermedia ; a famous Oncidium 
pulvinatum ; the white Phalenopsis amabilis; and a 
pretty Vanda Roxburghii.—From Mr. Carson were the 
larger variety of Aerides odoratum ; Saccolabium gut- 
tatum, producing a small drooping raceme of finely 
coloured flowers ; Gongora maculata lutea ; a variety of 
Cattleya Mossize ; and the rare Chysis aurea, with 
small yellow flowers.—From Mr. Bruce were the red- 
owered Broughtonia s i Oncidium fl 

a fine Cattleya Mossiæ, a small Aerides odoratum, and 
the pretty little yellow-flowered Oncidium pumilum.— 

inally, Mr. Barnes sent a large Oncidium Wentworth- 
ianum, Calanthe veratrifolia, Zygopetalum Mackai, with 
large violet lip, agreeably contrasting with the green 
petals ; two Oncidiums and Trichopilium tortile, re- 
markable for its twisted petals and funnel-shaped lip. 

Collections of Cape Hratus were numerous, an 
made a fine display ; but with one or two exceptions 
there was nothing particularly striking among them, A 
noble single specimen of ventricosa purpurea was pro- 
duced from the garden of Sir George Staunton, Bart., 
and, occupying the place of the noble spotted Cyrtopod 
(Cyrtopodium punctatum), produced at the previous Pr were likewise Cattleya int ; d alatum; 

Oncidium Cavendishii, having a strong spike of yellow 
flowers ; the pretty little white flowered Odontoglossum 
Egertoni, and Burlingtonia venusta ; the well-known 
Stanhopea saccata, with two blooms ; Epidendrum selli- 
gerum, having four green flower spikes; the orange 
blossomed E, cinnabarinum; Cirrhæa squalens and 
Warreana ; the same Cyrtochilum stellatum formerly 
mentioned ; the rare Phalænopsis amabilis, the queen 
of all the Orchids, and a Paphinia cristata with choco- 
late flowers. The next collection in point of merit was 
shown by Mr Rae, gr. to J. J. Blandy, Esq., of Reading. 
In this group we remarked Cattleya Aclandi, with large 
purple lip and dark brown petals ; Huntleya violacea, 
with flowers like some bivalve shell ; Aerides odoratum, 
a large mass in fine bloom; two specimens of the showy 
Cattleya Mossie ; Phaleenopsis amabilis; Lycaste 
Deppei, with dull greenish-yell owers 
of little beauty ; the biue-lipped Vanda Roxburghi; 
the prett, flowered Oncidium divaricatum ; and 
the pale green-blossomed Epidendrum fragrans. In 
the same group were Lycaste macrophylla | pallida, 
having brown aud white flowers; Odon 3 E 

, was a worthy rival of that fine plant, as far 
as good cultivation is concerned.—A nother particularly 
handsome plant was a metuleeflora bicolor, in Mr. 
Fairbairn’s collection from Clapham, This variety is 
generally loose and straggling; but the specimen in 
question—a plant about 3} ft. high, and as much in width 
—was very compact, and a mass of long rosy pink blos- 
soms passing into pure white at the tips, the two colours 
forming a striking and agreeable contrast. COLLECTIONS 
or 20 PLANTS were shown by Mr. Hunt, Mr. Robertson, 
Mr. Ayres, and by Messrs. Fairbairn and Rollisson, of 
Tooting. In Mr. Hunt’s group were observed a goo 
Cavendishii, a large plant of tricolor, and a red variety 
of that species, a good depressa, the useful ventricosa, 
the pretty white-flowered odore rose, the la 
variety of retorta, a fine Massoni, perspicua nana, 
nearly 4 feet in height, and as much through, a mass 0: 
bloom, which was beginning to fade, and a good plant of 
Halicacaba, with curious drooping pale green flowers. 
In Mr. Robertson's colleetion were inflata, a very large 
plant, rather bare of flowers ; a very fine gemmifera 
3 feet in height, and about 44 feet in width, covered 

wn has-] with blossems down to the pot; a fine ventricosa 
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carnea, rather thin, but a mass of flowers ; a famous 
Cavendishii, finely bloomed plants of ventricosa 

Superba, and a coccinea minor, the latter a lovely 
object. In the same group were tricolor elegans, 
hardly sufficiently in bloom, which was also the case 
with a good metuleeflora bicolor. In addition to these 
the collection contained a large splendens, densa, and 
several others. Mr. Ayres’ group was composed wholly 
of small plants, which were all in excellent health and 
finely bloomed. Among them were jasminiflora, a 
handsome species ; gemmifera ; tricolor elegans, with 
flesh-coloured green-tipped flowers ; ventricosa alba, 
Metuleflora, and its more striking variety bicolor, 
a very pretty Westphalingia, and a neat Bergiana. 
In the group from Clapham were a Massoni in excel- 
lent condition; the comparatively new Vernoni superba, 
impulsa, covered with long delicate pink tubes ; various 
Varieties of tricolor; the fine metulzeflora bicolor above 

alluded to; Bothwelliana, a mass of bloom ; the curious 

little sanguinolenta, with deep red flowers, shaded with 

Violet ; varieties of inflata and of ventricosa, and a 

large jasminiflora. In the group from Messrs. Rol- 
lisson we observed a pretty little Massoni, a dense bush 
9f Diphnzeflora, and several other well grown plants; 
all of them were, however, somewhat deficient in regard 
to bloom. 

Collections of 12 Hearus were shown by Mr. Green, 
r. May, and Mr. Barnes, and among Nurserymen by 

Mr. Dawson, of Brixton Hill, Messrs. Veiteh and Son, 
9f Exeter, and Messrs. Frazer, of Lea-bridge. Mr. 

Green's plants, which were large and well grown, con- 
tained Westphalingia, covered with a profusion of riehly 
Coloured red tubes, a fine inflata, a beautiful plant of ele- 

rose; Madame Laffay, rosy crimson; Madame 

Daméme, lilae rose; William Jesse, light crimson, 

tinged with lilac. Hybrid China: Madame Rameau, 

bright crimson ; Reine des Hybrides ; General Allard, 

rosy red; Velours Episcopal; Blairii, No. 2; General 

Weber. Noisetle: Smith's Yellow. Gallica: Laura. 

Bourbon: Charles. Duval, bright rose ; Augustine Mar- 

got; Armosa, purple. Tea: Niphetos, large white. 

Moss: De Metz, bright rose. As a single specimen 

Mr. Slowe sent Pactolus, a fine plant with upwards of 

30 pale yellow blossoms, and Mr. Dobson sent a pretty 

standard plant of Belle Marie. Famous boxes of cut 

flowers were exhibited by Mr. Betteridge, Mr. Terry, 

Messrs. Lane, Paul, and Cobbett ; also by Mr. Bunney, 

gr. to J. H. Slater, Esq., Mr. Milne, gr. to C. S. 

Chauncey, Esq., Mr. Mitchell and Mr. Cole of Bath. 

The blooms preserved their freshness well, and engaged 

that share of attention which the beauty and fragrance 
of this fine flower deserves. 

Collections of rant Cacti, were produced in fine con- 

dition, considering the season, by Mr. Green and Mr. 

Falconer, gr. to A. Palmer, Esq., of Cheam. Mr. Green 

sent a large Cereus speciosissimus, a, remarkably fine 

specimen of Epiphyllum speciosum, at least 7 ft. in 

height and a mass of blossoms, the larger variety of E. 
Ack i, E. ti and Jenki i, the latter 

in lovely condition. Mr. Falconer’s plants were little 

inferior to these; they were for the most part finely in 

bloom, and altogether the two ions made a most 

brilliant display. Mr. Green sent a group of Azaleas ; 

but the glory of these, with the advance of the season, 

had almost departed ; they, however, had their ad- 

mirers, and were wonderful when we recollect that the 
th 

gans,Cavendishii,in good condition,anda pretty 

Superba,—Mr. May also sent excellent plants, among 
Whieh were Westphalingia ; a fine tricolor, loaded with 
blossoms ; a small elegans ; ventricosa alba, a mass of 
White flowers; a very fine Massoni, 2 feet in height 
and quite as much in diameter, covered with blossoms ; 
and an excellent plant of odorata.—Mr. Barnes’s plants 
Were large and finely grown; among them were odore 
rosæ; the singular looking Plukenetiana ; a large 
ventricosa, tricolor, the pretty pink-flowered infundibu- 
liformis; and a large ventricosa superba.—Mr. Daw- 
Son’s group was composed of neat, small plants, which 
Were, however, not different from what has been 
already mentioned.—The Exeter group came in excel- 
lent order ; it contained a large tricolor ; gnaphaloides ; 
Several varieties of ventricosa ; and small plants of 
Zemmifera and Coventryana, the latter covered with 
little pink stars.—In the Messrs. Frazers’ group was a 
fine plant of tricolor elegans ; several varieties of ven- 

icosa ; and a fine daphnoides.—Groups of six plants 

Were produced by Mr. Bruce, Mr. Jack, and Mr. 

Malyon, Mr. Bruce sent Bergiana, in capital eondi- 
tion, as also a fine tricolor ; and a pretty depressa, 
together with tricolor elegans, and a variety of ven- 
tricosa. Mr. Jack sent six well-managed plants ; and 
80 did Mr. Malyon ; in the latter group was a neat de- 
Pressa, Cavendishii, and three varieties of ventricosa. 

Of Roses, both cut and in pots, there was a fine dis- 
Play. Those in pots were even superior to what was 

Produced at the May exhibition ; and this is the more | d 
remarkable when we consider the fleeting character of 

the “ Queen of Flowers” under the bright sunlight and 
excessive heat we have experienced for the last fort- 
night or three weeks. In the Amateurs’ Class for 12, 
there were two exhibitors—Mr. Terry, gr. to Lady Puller, 
Youngsbury ; and Mr. Slowe, gr. to W. R. Baker, Esq., 
of Bayfordbury. Mr, Terry sent the following :— Tea: 
Napoleon, pale pink ; Nina, pink ;; Madame Bréon, 
pale rose ; Comte de Paris, pale blush ; Cels Multiflora, 
blush. Gallica : Boule de Nanteuil, shaded crimson ; 
Henri Barbot, bright rose; La Moskowa, shaded crim- 
Son. Bourbon: Paul Perras, rose ; Queen, blush. Hy- 
brid perpetual: Duchess of Sutherland, pale rose. 
Noisette: Lamarque, white. — Among Mr. Slowe's 
Plants were:— Bourbon: Edouard Desfosses, bright 
Tose ; Gloire de Paris, crimson, shaded with purple ; 
Armosa, purple. Tea: Safrano, bright fawn; Elise 
Sanvage, pale yellow, orange centre ; Nina, pink. Hy- 
rid perpetual: Fulgorie, deep rose, tinged with purple ; 
auline Plantier ; Princesse Hélène, deep purplish 

Ted; Queen Victoria. China: Mrs. Bosanquet, pale 
flesh.—In the Nurserymen’s Class, for 18 varieties, 
there were four exhibitors, viz., Messrs. Lane and Sons, 
of Great Berkhamstead ; Mr. Dobson, foreman to Mr. 
eck, of Isleworth ; Messrs. Paul and Son, of Cheshunt; 

at Mr. Francis, of Hertford.—Mr. Lane sent :— Tea : 
idm, rose, very large ; Diana Vernon; Moire, rose, 
Shaded with fawn; Le Pactole, lemon, with bright 
yellow centre; Abricote, rosy fawn. Bourbon: Ma- 

Pee .Nerard, blush; Armosa, purple; Celiméne ; 
conix, reddish purple; Théresita ; Souvenir de la 

vidlmaison, pale flesh. China : Abbé Moiland ; Fab- 
Bo ; Eugéne Beauharnais, bright amaranth ; Madame 
ureau, white. Gallica: Boule de Nanteuil, large, 
sud purple Provence: lllustre Beauté. Hybrid 
pire: Comtesse de Lacépède, silvery pale blush.— 
Pi Messrs, Paul's Group were— Tea : Roussel ; Pauline 

antier; Julie Mansais, white with lemon centre. 
Hybria China : Madame Plantier, white; Dombrouski; 
gours Episcopal; General Kleber; Belle Marie. 
pore Perpetual: Madame Laffay, rosy crimson ; 
Fs Bonaparte, crimson. Gallica: Reine des 
Š aneais, Hybrid Sweetbrier: Madeline, white 
Sed, with "pink. Alba: Félicité Parmentier. 
OUrbon : E : Augustine Margot; Paul Perras, shaded 
986; and Chenédolé, large crimson.—Mr. Francis 

Produced Hybrid Perpetual: La Reine, brilliant 

has stood at about 84° in the shade for the 
last fortnight. 

SINGLE Specimens, of superior cultivation, Messrs. 

Veitch and Son sent the purple-blussomed Mirbelia 

illicifulia, and a noble plant of the comparatively new 

Siphocampylus coccineus. Mr. Mylam, the fine 

Aerides odoratum already mentioned. Mr. Jackson, of 

Kingston, two specimens of Erica Massoni, and a fine 

plant of the well-known Pelargonium tricolor. Mr. W. 

P. Ayres, an enormous overgrown Clerodendron panicu- 

latum, 7 feet in height, in the most luxuriant health. 

Mr. ‘Robertson, gr. to Mrs. Lawrence, sent a fine Cle- 

rodendron fallax. Messrs. Fairbairn, a very handsome 

Erica tricolor. Mr. Pamplin, Campylia (Pelargonium) 

holosericeum. Mr. Wells, of Walthamstow, Vinca alba, 

Mr. Green, a noble Ixora coccinea. Mr. Wiltshire, 

Gloxinia Cartoni. Mr. Jack, a fine plant of Achimenes 

longiflora ; also Clivia nobilis, and Crinum amabile. And 

Mr. Barnes, Cypripedium spectabile, and Ardisia hyme- 

nandra. From Mr. Epps was a beautiful specimen of 

the red variety of Erica tricolor, and Mr. Hunt sent a 

fine E. Massoni. Mr. May, of Woodford, sent Draco- 

phyllum gracile. Mr. Wells, Vinea rosea alba; [and 

Mr. Pope, of Wanstead, Pimelea decussata. 
Of New Prants, more were present than at the 

previous exhibition. Mr. Robertson’s deep violet- 

flowered Tetratheca verticillata was a beautiful object ; 

and so was a fine rosy lilae long-spurred Balsam from 

Messrs. Veitch and Son, who likewise sent the beautiful 

eep purple-fl d Calandrini a useful 

plant for rockwork ; also Chirita zeylanica, and Æschy- 

nanthus pulcher, the latter a new and striking addition 

to that handsome genus ; and, finally, the same nursery- 

man sent a small plant of the neat white-flowered 

Ligustrum japonicum, anda tall plant of Dichorizandra 

ovalifolia, having a terminal spike of violet flowers 

just beginning to expand, much resembling D. thyrsi- 

fiora. Mr. Glendinning, of Turnham Green, sent Cryp- 
tomeria japonica, the scarlet-flowered Ruellia macro- 
phylla, whichhad been forced, an quently 
seen to disadvantage, And from Mr. Mylam was anew 

form of Nepenthes, an interesting plant of its kind. 

Mr. Carson sent the rare Cattleya granulosa ; and Mr. 

Green a large coarse pale green flowered Tropæo- 

lum polyphyllum, more curious than beautiful.— 
Mr. W. P. Ayres sent Aotus gracillimus, a Swan 

River species, having small yellow flowers.— Mr. Dods, 

gr. to Sir G. Warrender, Bart, Goodenia grandiflora, 
with pale yellow blossoms of little beauty ; and a small 
plant of a pendulous Thuja was shown by Mr. Scott, of 
Poole. We also observed a Barkeria, something like 
B. Lindleyana ; and last, but not least, was Torenia 

asiatica, a charming species, from the Royal Botanic 
Garden, Kew. This lovely object was the admiration 
of everybody. It forms a branching plant, with oppo- 
site sessile ovate leaves, from whose axils are produced 

two-lipped flowers, the ground colour of which is bluish 

lilac ; the corolla is divided into four segments, the two 

lateral and the lower one being stained by a deep velvety 
porcelain blue blotch, which, with the deep blue stained 
throat, gives the flower a very striking appearance. 

For collections of Harpy EvkERGREENS in pots, a large 

Silver Medal was awarded to Mr. H. Waterer, of Knap 

Hill, near Bagshot. In this group we remarked Ilex 

speciosa, ciliata, Maderensis, and latifolia ; Arbutus 

macrophylla and Bakeri; a very handsome broad- 

leaved Box; Pinus strobus, var. pumila; & silver- 

striped Ivy ; Quercus insignis; Q. Ilex, var. latifolia ; 

Q. Ballota, and Q. virens; together with Andromeda 

tetragona, Cryptomeria japonica, and a Silver Cedar. In 

the same group were also Euonymus fimbriatus, Juni- 

perus pendula, J. squamata, Daphne Aucklandi, 

Pernettya pilosa, Thuja filiformis, Taxodium sem- 

pervirens, Taxus elegantissima, Berberis cuneata, 
a variegated Vaccinium and Podocarpus elongatus. 
Another collection came from Messrs. Lane and Son, 

the chief features of which were small plants of a silver 

and gold-striped Yew ; Juniperus excelsa ; J. Daurica; 
Cupressus torulosa viridis ; Quereus glauca; a variety 
of Aucuba japonica, with large yellow blotches in the 
centres of the leaves; and various others. In the 
group by Mr. Francis, of Hertford, were Abies 
Smithiana ; Cupressus thurifera; Juniperus alpina; 
Arbutus procera ; Ilex platyphylla; Taxus ad- 

pressa; Quercus glabra; and various others. Mr. 
Scott, of Poole, sent, among others, Abies religiosa ; 

Pinus nobilis; Cupressus Lamberti; and Juniperus 

pendula. Another group was also shown by Mr. 

Cutter, of Slough. 
Of Miscettanzous Oxsects were a pretty plant of 

Cereus flagelliformis, from Mr. Bruce; and a sma 
white-flowered Cape Heath, from Mr. Barnes. Mr. 

Carson sent an Aerides odoratum ; Mr. Scott, of 

Bury-hill, a pan of hybrid Alstroemerias ; Mr. Groom, 

of Clapham Rise, deep orange Lilies, named Voltaire, 

Emperor Alexander, Talisman, Prince Albert, Rubens, 

and Ibrahim Pacha, and a white Peony; Mr. Wilt- 

shire, a group of Achimenes ; Mr. Beaton, flowers of 
Beaumontia grandiflora; and Mr. Street, large speci- 
mens of Champion Cucumber, 

On no former occasion has there been brought to- 
gether so large and so splendid a collection of PELAR- 
Gontums—considerably more than the accustomed space 
was allotted to these favourites, The general appear- 
ance was enlivening and attractive, and throughout the 
day the tents were crowded with ardent admirers, who 
to the last lingered over their beauties, For 12 new 

and first-rate varieties the Gold Banksian Medal was 

awarded to Mr. Cock, whose collection contained Mars, 

Ate, Margaret, Lucifer, Pearl, Orion, Hector, Presi- 

dent, Rosy Circle, Zenobia, Desdemona, and Negress.— 

The second collection in this class was not considered 

by the judges to contain sufficient new and first-rate 

flowers; it was in consequence awarded the third prize. 

The best of the new flowers were Nameless, Titus, Ma- 
gog, and La Polka. First in this class among Nursery- 
men was Mr. Dobson, foreman to Mr, Beck, of Isle- 

worth, who received the Gold Banksian Medal for the 

following new varieties :—Rosy Circle, Orion, Hebe's 

Lip, Othello, Adolphus, Hindoo, Gigantie, Queen 
Pomare, Arabella, Isabella, Margaret, and Competitor. 
—Mr. Gaines obtained the Silver Gilt Medal, and 

among the best and newest of his flowers were Hector, 

Medusa, Duchess of Leinster, Pamela, Arabiea, and 

Pompey. — Mr. Catleugh received the Large Silver; 

Hector, Rosetta Superb, Pearl, Orion, Aggripina, and 

Magog, were the most conspieuous for novelty and 
beauty. This class, which is the most interesting of 
any, merits much better support than it has hitherto 
received from the nurserymen ; Mr. Beck is the only 
grower who has supported it in the true spirit 
in which it originated : his collection consisted entirely 

of new flowers, either of his own raising, or with one or 

two superior sorts selected from the new and success- 
ful seedlings of others. A mutual advantage between 

amateurs and nurserymen promised to arise from the 

establishment of this class ; the purchaser would see 

what was coming out, and the seller afforded an oppor- 

tunity of exhibiting that which he had to dispose of. 

We are borne out in these remarks by the catalogues 

annually published, containing long lists of new varie- 

ties, and it is from these lists we expect to see Class A 

supplied. For Pelargoniums in collections of 12 varie- 
ties in 8-inch pots, Mr. Cock, in the Amateurs’ Class, 

received the Gold Banksian Medal for the following fine 

and well-grown varieties :—Duchess of Leinster, Orion, 

Repeal, Queen Aggripina, Rosy Circle, Hector, Shield 

of Achilles, Sir R. Peel, Katinka, Emma, Rosetta, and 

Duke of Cornwall. To Mr. Robinson, gr. to J. Simp- 

son, Esq., was awarded the Silver Gilt, in whose col- 

lection Duke of Cornwall, Erectum, Aurora, and Priory 

Queen were the best. Mr. Coysh, gr. to R, Hudson, 

Esq., received the Large Silver Medal; these plants 

were grown short, with abundance of bloom. Mr. 

Staines received the Silver Knightian, and [the Silver 

Banksian Medal was awarded to Mr. Moseley. In the 

Nurserymens’ Class, Mr. Dobson received the Gold 

Banksian for Marcus, Mustee, Rosy Circle, Pulchellum, 

Isabella, Ragged Robin, Mark Antony, Pauline, Ze- 

nobia, Orion, Matilda, and Margaret. To Mr. Cat. 

leugh was awarded the Silver Gilt, and to Mr. 

Gaines the Large Silver for their respective collections, 

— For Pelargoniums, in collections of 6 varieties, in 

12-inch pots, Mr. Cock received the Large Silver Medal, 

and to Mr. Slowe the Silver Knightian was awarded ; 

and Mr. Gaines received the Large Silver, for his col- 

lection in the Nurserymen's Class. 
In CALCEOLARIAS there were but two collections, one 

from Mr. Stanly, gr. to H. Berens, Esq.; the other 

from Mr. Gaines, of Battersea. 
Several stands of Pinks were exhibited, some of 

them in very fine condition. Mr. Turner's was parti- 
cularly perfect. In the Amateurs’ Class Mr. Hale re- 
ceived the Ist prize, Mr. Ellis the 2d, and Mr. J. Baker 
the 3d.—Mr. Turner, in the Nurserymen's Class, re- 

ceived the Ist prize ; the stand contained the following 
Specimens :—Hale's Queen of England, Turner's Sir H. 
Smith and Masterpiece, Norman's Henry Creed and 

Defiance, Brown's Eclipse and Garland, Holmes's Coro- 

nation, Harriss Dauntless, Kirtland's Lord Valentia, 

Unworth's Omega, Garrat's Alpha, Collis’s Majestic 

Seedling, Weedon's Victoria, Willmer's Prince of 

Wales, White's Warden, Ward's Great Britain, Cant’s 

Criterion, Jones’s Huntsman, Cousins’ Little Wonder, 

Hodges’ Melona, Bragg’s George Glenny, and Hearl- 

ston’s Prince Albert. The 2d prize was awarded to 

Messrs. Norman ; 3d, to Mr. Henbrey ; 4th, to Mr. Ward. 
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Sone good stands of RANUNCULUSES were exhibited iu 

the Amateurs’ Class. ‘he Ist prize was awarded to 
Mr. T. S. Airzee; 2d, to Mr. D. Aust; 3d, to Mr: J 

Messrs. Tyso were the only exhibitors in the 
Nurserymen’s Class. The Silver Knightian was 
awarded to their collection, which contained the follow- 
ing beautiful flowers, principally séedlings of their own : 
Champion, Puliander, Lydia, Sobraon, Alexis, Attractor, 
Pavia, Paschal, Serena, Delectus, Creon, Victor, 
Flamiuus, Gozan, Selex; Glennely, with Tippod Saib, 
Speculator, Sophia, Charlotte, and Burns. Mr. Tys 
also exhibited a collection of 100 specimens, contaiüing 
many rare and beautiful flowers. 

There were but few Seepiinc Frowers exhibited. 
Of Pelargoniums, the following (raised during the 
present season) were awarded certificates : — Ceti- 
turion, a flower having a white centre, with deep rosy 
terminations to the lower petals ; the top petals having a 
large deep blotch upon a rosy purple ground. Gem ; 
this resembles Sunset in size and form, but is superior 
to it in cour, and is apparently a iore constant flower. 
Cassandra, fine rich velvety top petals öf a deep 
maroon, having a natrow border of bright rose, and 
delicate pink under petals. The foregoing varieties 
were sent by Mr. Beck, of Isleworth: —A seedling, from 
Mr. Hoyle, of Guernsey, named Présideut, somewhat 
resembling Conflagration, but finer in forin and colour. 
—A few Calceolarias were shown, but not equal to those 
exhibited at former meetings. A ease froth Mr. Holines 
contained some fiie flowers of spotted varieties üpon 
white grounds; but they were not exhibited according 
to the regulations. — A bàndsome seedling Gladiolus, 
named Rex Rubrorum, was exhibited by Mr. Ball, of 
Taunton, aud received a certificate. 

Of Specimen Foonsias, Mr. Munnock, gr. to the Rev. 
C. Prichard, seut fine plants of Eppsii, Cassandra, Broek- 
manni, Stanwelliana, Desdemona, and Sir Henry Pot- 
tinger ; the latter was a particularly fine plaut, about 
6 feet high, and was mentioned to have been produced 
from a cutting of 1845.— Mr. Kendall, of Stoke New- 
ington, showed plaints of Compacta rubra, aud Miss 
Prettyman.—My. Robinson, gr. to J. Sühpson, Esq., 
sent speci of Refi i Predomi Sir H. Pot- 
tinger, and a fine specimen of Hope (Barties’s), Mr. 
Gaines’ Duchess Uf Sutherland, and Mr. Dickson, of 
Chester, Acantha. We mast not forget to mention 
that of the three Fuchsias entered for the sweepstakes, 
of which notice has been given in our advertising 
columns, * Mrs. Laue,” shown by Messrs. Laue and 
Son, was the winner. 

The exhibition of FRurr on this vccas’on was large, 
aud, dn the whole; reflected much credit on the growers, 
Miscellaneous collections were deticient, only three being 
placed on the tables. The exhibitors of these were Mr. 
Ingram, of the Royal gardeiis, Frogmore; Mr. Dods, gr. 
to Sir G. Warrender, Bart.; and Mr. Davis, of Oakhill, 
East Barnet. Mr. Ingram received a Silver Gilt 
Medal for five very handsomely grown Queen Pine- 
apples, Black Hamburgh and White Muscat Grapes, 
the latter, perhaps the best of the kind exhibited; Hiin- 
burgh and Malia Figs; Victoria, Washington, and 
Orleans Plums,'remarkable pruductiuns at this season ; 
British Queen Strawberries, large and finely coloured ; 
handsome Elrage Nectarines, and good Noblesse 
eachés; Circassian, Early Purple Guigne, and 

Elton Cherries, the latter not very large but fiuel 
ripened ; and a Scurlet-fleshed Melon.—Mr. Dods re- 
ceived a Large Silver Médal for a handsome Providence 
Pine-apple, fine looking specimens of Peachés and Nec- 
tarines, Black Hamburgh Grapes, in fine condition ; 
Keens’ Seedling Strawberrits large dnd fine; and Cir- 
eassian Cherries. ln the Market Gardener's’ Class 
a Silver Gilt Medal was awarded tó Mr. Davis, for 
three beautiful Queen Pines, aud a fine Black Jamaica, 
together with good Lunches of Muscat and Black Ham- 
burgh Grapes, and well swelled Elruge Necturiues aud 
Noblesse Peaches. 

Ot Grapes, there were no less than 21 exhibitors, 
all of them producing fine specimens ; the best, how- 
ever, were superb bunches of Black Humburgh, sent by 

r. S. Burnes, gr. to T. Whitmore, Esq., Apley Park, 
Bridgehorth, for whicli à Siiver Gilt Medal was awarded; 
and a similar award was alsó made to Mr. Brewin, gr. 
to R. Gunter, Esq:, Brompton, for fine bunches ot 
Museat.—Mr. Wortley, gr, to J, F. Maubert, Esq: Nor. 
wood, received a Large Silver Medal for handsome &pe- 
eimens of Black Haniburgh ; and a. similar award was 
made to Mr. Dods, for famous bunches of tlie sanie 
variety. Silver Kuiglitians to Mr. Hamp, gr. to J. 
Thorne, Esq , South Lambeth, and to Mr. Davey, gr. to 
G. Smith, Esq. Coluey Hah, both for Black Hami- 
burgh. Silver Banksiauto Mr, Parsons; gr. to A. George, 
Esq; Eiificld, ind to Mr. Dodemedde, gr. to W. Leaf, Esq., 
Streatham, for Black Hamburgh. Blaek Hampbuigh aud 
Muscat Grapes were also sent by Mr. Brewin; Black 
Hailiurgli by Mr. Lee, gr. to P. Pole, Esq, Drayton- 
hall; Mr. Aun, gr. to J. H. Vivian; Esq., Shigletun ; Mr. 
Braid; Mr. Me Laurin, of Chesterfield ; Mr. Foggo, 
gr. to the Marquis Abercorn, Stanmore Priory ; Mr. 
oye" Br. to Sir L. Shadwell, Bart; Barn Elis; 

and Mr. Turnbull, gr. to the Duke of Marlborough, 
Blenlieim ; and Whue Maséadine, by Mr. Maher, gr. 
to J. Herey, Esq.; Maidenhead; tind West’s St, Peter’s, by 
Mr. Kémp, gr. to P. Grillion, Esq.—In the Marker 
Gardeners’ Class Mr. Davis, of Oakhill, produced famous 
bunelies of Black Hainburgh and Muscats; and the saine 
may be said of. Mr. Chapman’s Black Hamburgh aud 
Sweetwater. Me. Mitchell, of Kemptown, Brighton, 
séit well-coloured  bunehes of Black Hamburghs, 
For Pine Apples a Silver Gilt Medal was awarded 

e 

to Mr. Churcher, gr. to J. Gritton, Esg., Wick- 
ham, Hants, for three handsome Queens, 
similar award was made to Mr. Jackson, gr. to H. 
Beaufoy, Esq., South Lambeth, for a large and exceed- 
ingly handsome Providence, weighing 94 lbs. ; a large 
Silver Medal to Mr. Spencer, gr. to the Marquis of 
Lansdowne, for two adinirable specimens of Providence; 
and similar awards to W. Packe, Esq., M.P., for à 
famous Providence; to Mr. Brewin, for 4 Queens and 1 
Providence; and to J. G. Fuller, Esq., for a Ripley Queen; 
Knightian Medals to Mr, McEwen; gr. to, Col, Wynd- 
ham, for 2 Queens, Otaheite, and 2 Black Jamaicas; 
to Mr. Elliott, gr. to Sir W. Ingilby, Ripley Castle, for 
a sinall conieal-shaped ‘seedling, and to Mr, Ingram 
for a very fine Queen. Mr. Parsons also sent 6 
finely grown Ripley Queens, and 1 Moscow. Queen. 
Mr. Aun, a Providence. For Peaches and Necta- 
rines a silver Knightian Medal was awarded to Mr. 
Spencer for admirably grown Royal George Peaches, 
and Violette. Hative Nectarines, and a similar award 

P. Grillionj; Esq., East Acton, 

worth fine specimens of the same variety, and to Mr. 
Parker, gr. 10 J. H. Oughton, Esq., for Elruge and 
Violette Hátive Nectariues. Good Royal George 
Peaches were also sent by Mr. Elliott and by Mr. Slowe ; 
the former were injured from having been too loosely 
packed, In the Market Gardeners’ Class, Mr. Davis was 
the only exhibitor, He showed fine specimensof Noblesse 
Peaches, for which a silver Knightian Medal was 
given. Of Melons, Mr. Davey, gr. to G. Smith, Esq., sent 
a variety named the Duke of Norfolk’s green-fleshed ; 
Mr. Parker, Hill’s green-fleshed; Mr, Jackson, 2 Can- 
taloupes ; Mr. M:Ewen, a Benares; Mr. Smith, gr. 
to S. Ricardo, Esq, of Titness-park, for Egvptian 
green-Heshed ; Mr. Ann, a green-fleshed; Mr. Urqu- 
hart, gr. to Lord Cottenham, a Benares; and Mr. 
Craggs, gr. to Sir T, Acland, Bart., M.P., a Montagu 
Cantaloupe. The exhibition of Strawberries was excel- 
lent ; noble specimens of British Queen came from the 
garden of the Marquis of Lansdowne, for which a Silver 
Knightian Medal was awarded, and the same award 
was also made to beautiful samples of the same variety 
sent by Mr. Wortley, gr. to J. F. Maubert, Esq. 
Banksian Medals were assigned to Mr. Ingram, for fine 
British Queens ; aud to Mr. Davey, for Keens’ Seedling 
and British Queen. Mr, Parsons sent Keens’ Seedling, 
and specimens of the same variety were also sent by 
Mr. Ayres, Mr. Maher, and Mr. Boyce. A Silver 
Bauksian was awarded to Mr. Buck, of Blackheath, 

and a| se 
gr. to J. P Esq., for Faleoner's hybrid; and a 

ond to Mr. Watson, gr. t 
Manchester Green, Messrs. 
Dickson and Company, to practical gardeners, for the 
six finest varieties of Calceolaria, three peti 
came forward, all of them producing very choice 
flowers, The prize was assigned to Mr. Pousty, the 
kinds being Standishii, ark Mis. Nicol, Lady Con- 
stable, Isabelle, and Mrs. Giles, An extra honorary 
award was made to Mr. Christie, gr. to J, Dundas, Esq., 
and to Mr, Archibald Sleigh, gr. to A, Rutherfurd, Esq. 
The Society’s Silver Medal was voted to Mr. Sanderson, 
Kirkaldy, for a beautifully flowered and well grown 
Leschenaultia biloba. On this occasion votes of thanks 
were passed for numerous communications ; in particu- 
lar, to Graham Speirs, Esq., for Meconopsis aculeata, 
and Aquilegia glauea, raised at Granton from seeds re- 
ceived from the Himalayan region (specimens of which, 
along with other rarities, he had obligingly presented 
for the Society’s Garden) :—To Mrs. Robert Haig, for 
exhibiting a rich collection of exoties, including Cattleya 
Mossize superba, S p o hi pieta 
and grandiflora, Leschenaultia Baxteri, and a very lofty 
trained specimen of Tropzolum tricolorüm. ‘To Messrs. 
Dickson and Co., for a splendid collection, containing 
50 varieties of Caleeolaria, 27 well grown Cape Heaths, 
nine Fuchsias, with the Coral tree, Erythrina laurifolia, 
iu fine flower, To Messrs, J. Dickson and Sons, for a 
rich collection of Greenhouse Plants, including a mag- 
nificent Erica Cavendishii, believed to be the largest in 
Britain, ‘To Messrs, P. Lawson and Son, Golden Acres, 
for Cape Heaths and other exoties, including a fine 
plant of Pentas earnea. To Mr. Handasyde, for a col- 
lection of 40 choice Pansies, and a tray filled with 20 
sorts of rare Scots and brier Roses. To Messrs. Car- 
stairs and Kelly, for a very extensive collection of well 
grown Calceolarias, besides a Bilbergia zebrina in 
flower, and a new plant from Australia, allied to Pro- 
stranthera. To Mr. John Blair, Dysart House, for an 
extensive series of cut flowers of the hardy varieties of 
hybrid Rhododendrons. To Mr. Crochet, for a very 
large and fully flowered specimen of Pimelea decussata. 
To Mr. Sleigh, for a very fine specimen of Cactus Mal- 
lisoni, trained in the balloon form. 6 Professor 
Dunbar, for select Cape Eriese. 

of Cape the fruit of Physalis peruviana ; 
who showed Britich Queens. Seedlings were shown 
by Mr. Myatt, and Mr: Cole, of Bath, the latter send- 
ing One named Early Prolific, for which a Silver Bank- 
sian Medal was awarded ; it had something of the ap- 
pearance of a large overgrown Keens’ Seedling ; he 
also sent another named Prince Alfred. 

Of Miscellaneous fruits, Mr. Braid, gardener to H. 
Perkins; Esq, of Hanworth Park, exhibited British 
Queen Sirawberries and Figs. Mr. Stanly, Madras 
Citrons; and Mr. Gainsford, Keens’ seedling Straw- 
berries and Cireassian Cherries, Finally, from Mr. 
Fortune, were various Chiuese fruits, consisting of 
Chinese Dates, Wampee, Longan, and Litehi. 

CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 
The Summer QUARTERLY Merrina of this Society and 

exhibition of Florists’ Flowers, was held on the 4th 
inst. ‘he following are the awards made on that occa- 
sion :— For collections of Double Anemones a first pre- 
mium was voted to Mr, Young, gr. to T: Oliver, Esq., 
who exhibited 52 varieties; and a second to Mr. Foulis, 
gr. to J. Tytler, Esq., who produced 36 varieties, For 
24 choice Pansies, a first premium was found due to 
Mr. Downie, gr. to J. Russell, Esq., whose sorts were 
Madonna marginata, Daniel Defoe, Yellow defiance, 
Great Britain, Black Bess, Prince of Walés, Duke of 
York, Purity, Ziphora; Prince Albert, Azurea, Amanda, 
Lord Mon:gomery, Pizarro, Conservative, Sulphurea 
elegans, Miss Stanfortb, Success, Rob Roy, Agues, 
Jubilee, Coronation superb, aud Vestal. A second pre- 
ihium was awarded to Mr. Currie, gr. to Miss Wedder- 
burn, whose blooms were likewise very fine. For 12 
choice Tulips (4 roses, 4 byblomens, and 4 bizarres), a 
first premium was assigned to Mr. Young, whose kinds 
were: rosos$— Camus de Craiz, Triomphe royal, Dark 
Triomphe royal, Rose brillante; byblomens—Africanus, 
Margraave de Baden, Roi de Siam, Duchess of Wel- 
lingtou 3 dizarres—Dautch  Catafalque, Vulcan, Sir Sid- 
ney Smith, Prince Henry. A second premium was 
voted to Mr. Foulis, For the 6 finest siage Pelargo- 
uiums, the highest premium was, without hesitation, 
found due to Mr, Cossar; gr. to Lady Hay. ‘The kinds 
were Cleopatra, Regulator, Duke of Cornwall, Othello, 
Ackbar, and Tisiphone, The plants were couspact, arid 
completely covered with brilliant fully expanded flowers 
on every aspect, far surpassing any specimens, hitherto 
seen at Edinburgh, and evineing a very decided im- 
provement in this department of floriculture, | For. 
anotlier collection, consisting of Ackbar, Duke of Corn- 
wall, Elegans nóvum, Dido, Enchantress, and The Cid, 
a second award was made to Mr. Young. Seedling 
Pelargoniums were, with one exception, no impiove- 
ment on kinds already in cultivation, and no award was 
assigned them, The collections of Brompton Stocks, 
three red and three white, were very fine ; and a first 
award was made to Mr. Paxton, gr. to Mrs. Baird, aud 
a second to Mr. Young. The shuw of Cucumbers was 
excellent. A first premium was assigued to Mr. Pousty, 

and to Mr. J. Logan, for large tubers of an improved 
early Potato.— Dr. Neill called the attention of the 
meeting to a display of dried specimens of all the 
British Orchids, being the most complete and accurate 
collection of that family known to exist (1?) ; and thanks 
were given from the chair to Mr. J. M*Nab, the former 
of the collection. —Dr. Purdie made a communication 
regarding the cultivation of Ferns in erystal bell-glasses, 
hung up in drawing-rooms, where they are easily kept, 
and prove highly ornamental ; and he exhibited speci- 
mens.of Davallia canariensis, ‘Acrostichum aleicorne, 
Polypodium aureum, Cystopteris fragilis, and Aspidium 
filixmas, so treated for months and years past, and still 
in great beauty.— We may mention, that Mr. Fortune, 
who has lately returned from his mission to China, as 
botanical collcetor for the London Society, happening to 
bein Edinburgh, assisted (upon invitation) as one of 
the judges. 

Stamford Hill Horticultural Society. — This the 
first exhibition of this Society, for the present season, 
took place in the grounds of J. Wilson, Esq., Stonard 
House, Stamford Hill. The number of visitors admitted 
was about 1000. Several prizes were awarded ; but 
we have only received a list of rewards without the 
names of the objects for which they were givev. 

The Norfolk and Norwich Horticultural Society. 
—At this, the first exhibition for the season, there 
was a large number of visitors. One of the best collec- 
tions exhibited was that contributed by Mr. J. Bell, of 
Bracondale.. In contained Azalea Smithii and varie- 
gata ; Acacia platyptera, Achimenes pieta, Cytisus ra- 
cemosus, Chorozema varium, Calanthe veratrifolia ; of 
Cinerarias, Enchantress, Fairy Queen, Beauty of 
Cyston, Eclipse, and Conspicua; of Galeéolarias, 
Atiraction, Defiance, Princeps, Empress and Excelsa 5 
of Ericas, i lia, Hartuelli, I i ropen- 
dens, vestita alba, and campanulata ; also Épaeris grandi- 
flora, E. phorbia splendens, Gompholobium. speciosum; 
Gloxinia violacea, Gardenia radicans, Helichrysum 
supervum, Maxillaria aromatica, Tree Mignonette, Pul- 
tenzea stricta, and Pimelea rosea. Of Rhododendrons, it 
contained pouticum, Sinithii,and punctatum, and of Roses 
(Bourbon), Scuvenir de la Malmaison, Splendens, Reine 
de Congres, Edouard Desfosses, Pucelle Genoese, and 
Queen ; (Tea-scented), Fouchier, Melville, ‘Caroline, 
Comte de Paris, Reine de Bassora, Lucelle Delinart, 
Princess Esterhazy, and Niphetos,; (China), Madame 
de Roban and Archduke Charles ; (Hybrid perpetual), 
Crimson, Pepetual, Due d'Aumale, Prince Albert, 
Dostor Marx, Madame Joly, and Centifolia. In the same 
was also Tropsolum Lobbiauum; and Trece Violet. 
Fruits AND VraETABLES,  Strawberries ; Mr. J. ES 
dleton, for Keens’ Seedling. Pears: 1, Mr. Samue! 

Short, for Catillae ; 2, Mr. William Rippingale, for Uve- 
dale’s St. Germains. Dessert Applies: Downton's 
Nonpareil; 2d, Downton Pippin, Sauce Apples: Bed- 
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fordshixe Foundling; 2, Easter Pippin, 
Cucumbers : 1, Mr. Short, for Prizefighter ; 2, Mr. Alex. 

Spence, gr. to Sir W. B. Proctor, for White Spine. 

Rhubarb : 1,the Rev. O. Mathias, for Myatt’s Victoria; 

2, Mr. W. Gale, gr. to H, N. Burroughes, Esq., M.P., for 

: 1, Mr. W. Whitehouse, for Ash-leaved 

31. 5s, 

New Garden, Plants. 

34. DENDROBIUM ADUNCUM., Hooked Dendrobe, 

(Orchids.*) East Indies. 

pretty Orchid we know nothing. more than 

that it. was sent from Caleutta to Messrs. Loddiges, by 
Dr, Waliich. and that it flowered at Hackney in July, 

1842. In. some respects. it. is, allied. to D: Pierardi, 

especially in its small pink flowers and manner of 

growth ; but itis more closely related to, D. moscbatum, 

of which it may be regarded as a feeble imitation. It 

is, however, widely different from both, and is espe- 

cially known by its half transparent flowers, of the 

Most delicate texture and clearest tints. Like many 
Other Dendrobes, this. requires. a, warm and a humid 

atmosphere throughout the year. The most convenient 

and probably the best way of growing it, is in a pot, in 

turfy heath-mould, which may be renewed every year 

When the plant is at rest, without injuring the roots. 

n summer an ample supply of water should be given, 

and as the young leaves are liable to become scorched 

by the sun, shading should be. used in sunny. weather. 

n autumn, as the shoots become matured, water should 

be gradually withheld, so that for afew weeks in winter 

e roots may be comparatively. dry. — Botanical 

Register, 

35, Sorawuw tycrompEs. Lycium-like Solanum. Green- 

house Shrub. (Nightshades.*) Peru. 
This charmi g shrub was found by Mr. Hartweg, in 

the valley of San. Antonio, in Peru, and flowered in the 

Garden of the Horticultural Societyin November, 1845. 

t has a neat habit; the flowers are of the richest 

Sapphire purple, enlivened by a bright yellow eye, and 

in the wild state appear. in clusters, so as to load the 

little spiny branehes. The name is a happy one, for in 
its natural state itis very much like a dwarf Lycium 

barbarum. In cultivation, however, it, loses some. of 

Us stiff spiny habit, and has hitherto not. yielded flowers 

m clusters ; but they are larger than in the wild state. 

It is hy no means new to Europe, for it was represented 

in Jaequin's Figuresof Rare. Plants, above 60. years 

Since ; but it has disappeared from ihe gardens of this 

Country. So very poor, pale-blue, a variety was indeed 

at that time possessed, that it hardly: deserved to be 

preserved. even in. a botan'e.garden. It is found to, be 

a greenhouse plant, which appears to succeed in almost 

any sort, of soil, hut to prefer, sandy loam, mixed, with 

a little rough, peat, To. flower it, well, it,seems neces: 

sary to place it out of doors. during summer, in some 
exposed situation where it can remain till the end of 

September. By that time the flower buds will be formed, 
and they expand in a short time after the plant is taken 

in doors. It is easily propagated from cuttings, and 
must be arded as a good ‘addition to our autumn 

flo yering greenhouse shrubs.— Botanical Register. 

Stove 

Garden Memoranda. 
Tolienhum Park, the Seat of the Marquess of Aules- 

bury. —' This place has long been celebrated as a fivst- 
Yate residence, although deriving little advantage from 

RS adjacent locality, which is tame and thinly wooded. 

-he grounds, however, are extensive and.finely diver- 

Sified'as regards scenery. The Park is one of the most 

England, displaying much taste. in the 

EE ngement, except.in the want of variety of 

liage, the principal portion of the trees being Beech. 

Bes have, however. probably been planted to supply 

es to the deer, which are both numerous and. of large 
ize. fhe mansion is a noble. looking building, princi 

Pally of the Corinthian order, the east wing of which 

ree yet erected, The place is chiefly remarkable for 

ong shady walks and. extensive. views ; from the prin- 

Clpal entrance is an excellent view to the north-west, 

and in the opposite. direction the view is continued, of 
Which the ae forms one direct, line of 18 miles, the 

E being nearly in the centre. On each side of the 

vista to the south-east, Arancaria imbricata has been 
Planted to.a considerable distance, The flower-garden 

ee: to advantage from the principal, apartments of 

2e mansion 5 in the centre is a large fountain, to which 

Tet of jets can, be used as required to give variety. 

ane flower-garden is flanked with a very fine collection 

V Rhododendrons, principally hybrids, which have 

fen ri (here ; these form immense banks in various 
pus of the grounds, and have a very imposing appear- 

208 some of the older varieties being from 15 to 

Steet in height, This place has long been remarkable 

* See Li a ' Ve, " » H 5 
[oye Hindley s“ Vegetable Kingdom "for an. explanation. of 

Mr. S. Short. | for its hybrid Rhododendrons, which have been raised 

from the best sorts in cultivation, as regards rien colour 

R. arboreum ard other Indian varieties have been 

crossed with the hardy and free-flowering varieties of 

ponticum and maximum, and have given rise to à race 

resembling arboreum, but quite hardy. Others are 

remarkable for the rusty under-surface of the leaves, 

as in. R, campanulatum, One drawback, to the value 

of hybrid Rhododendrons appears to be their tendeney 

to flower earlier than. their progenitors, but we observed 

an instance Avhieh was remarkably the contrary in a 

plant. raised fro» Lee's Late Purple and maximum ; this 

variety had particularly large blossoms of deep purple. 

R, arboreum, supposed to haye been crossed with eam- 

pannlatum, has produced seedlings, having the ground- 

colour of deep erimson with a dark spotted throat. 

The same. species crossed. with eatawbiense has pro- 

duced. some. fine spotted varieties, others also with 

caneasicum were well worthy of notice. We remarked 

another very fine hybrid not yet planted out, of a pure 

white, with dark spots. The Azaleas were equally 

worthy of attention, and almost equal, care has 

been. taken. to raise new yarieties.; some crosses 

between A. sinensis and rubescens were interesting, as 

were also those. between. A. pontica. rosea and some 

other variety; some were remarkably sweet scented, and 

presented almost every shade of colour. On the lawn, 

near the house, was a very large Azalea. pontica, at 

least 60. feet in circumference ; also large plants of 

Kalmia latifolia. and. Andromeda floribunda, a. fine spe- 

cimen of Abies Douglasii, and the curious A. Clan- 

brasiliana ; several fine. deciduous Cypresses, together 

vith large plants of Arancaria imbricata ;. and asso- 

ciated with them were large plants of Pines longifolia 

and P. lanceolata. The specimens of Salisburia adianti- 

folia were attractive,anda large Fraxinus odorata (1) was, 

particularly interesting, together. with immense bushes 

of the favourite Calycanthus floridus. The many large 

specimens. of the varieties of. Magnolia. cannot fail to 

command attention, and not-less interesting was a large 

Pavia rubra. The conservatory, which forms, part of | 

the west wing. of the. mansion, was gay with = 

niums, Caleeolarias, and. several of the hest. Fuchsias, 

among which was F: serratifolia. Along with these were 

well-grown plants of Tropzeolum Lobbii and. Bliebrysum 

superbum. On the terrace, adjoining the conservatory, 

was a large Agave Americana, throwing up.an immense 

flower-stem, which is. expected to be well in flower by 

the end of July; the. flower-stem, which is measured 

every morning and evening, is found to grow much less 

under the sun's influence than at other times, The 

kitehen-garden is about 4} acres in extent, and was.in | 

good. keeping ; Pines. and Grapes are not only exten- | 

sively, but well grown ; of the former, the principal are | 

the black varieties. We remarked very fine fruit of 

Surinam Pine, together with good fruit of the Biack 

Sugar-loaf, and Antigua Queen, Two houses, have re- | 

cently been erected for the growth of the Muscat | 

Grape. The Alice Mand Strawberry is much esteemed 

here, where it sueceeds remarkably well ; it is said to 

answer well for forcing, and appears to be worthy of | 

more general _cultivation.—J. H., June 16. | 
\ 

Miscellaneous. 
Death of Mr. Edmonstone.—We regret to see, by the 

daily papers, that this young and promising botanist has | 

wet with an untimely fate. Tt appears that while off 

the mouth of the small river Sua, about five miles from | 

Atacamez, a party had been employed on shore, and! 

on returning to the boats a loaded rifle happened to be | 

touched by one of them when jumping into a boat, wading | 

through the surf—it went off, and the ball first struck 

the arm of the clerk, slightly wounding him, and then | 

assed through the head of Mr. Edmonstone, killing 

him on the spot. The Joss will be greatly felt, as Mr. 
Edmonstone was deservedly esteemed by his messmates 

and all on board the Herald, and although but 23 years | 
of age had greatly distinguished himself. He had lately | 

been elected Botanical. Professor of the Andersonian 

University of Glasgow ; he was also the author of a 

botanical work, the. Flora of Shetland," His remains 

were turied-on shore. on. the followirg day, with funeral 

honours, and attended by the greater part of the officers | 

of the expedition.— Morning Chronicle, | 
The Kerguelews Land Cabbage.—Situated in the 

centra of the Southern Ocean, andi more remote than 

any other island from a continent, is Kerguelen's Laud, 

or the Island of Desolation, discovered hy Captain Ker- 

guelen in 1772. It is about 100 miles in length and 60 

in breadth, and seems to be chiefly composed of trap 
and other voleanie roeks, which rise into hills from 500 

to 2500 feet high. ^ The coast is deeply indented: with 

bays and inlets, and the whole surface is intersected by 

lakes and watercourses, Owing to the coldness and 

moisture of the climate, the island is almost totally des- 
titute of vegetation, and is generally spoken of by navi- 

gators as one of the bleakest and most desolate spots on 

the globe. Scanty, however, as its vegetation undoubt- 

edly is—for Dr. Booker, during the recent Antarctie 

voyage, eould deteet no more than 18 speeies of flower- 

ing plants on its soil—there is at least one of these 

species highly interesting, not only from its being pecu- 

liar to the island; but from its wholesome and. valuable 

properties. This is the “ Kerguelen's Land Cabbage” 

of the illustrious Cook —the Pringlea antiscorbutica of 

the systematic hotanist. The Pringlea—so named by 

the naturalist to Cook's first expedition, in honour of Sir 

John Pringle, who wrote a book on seurvy—belongs to 

the cruciferous order of plants, which includes the Cab- 

bage, Mustard, Horse-radish, Turnip, and other genera; 

all less or more possessing pungent, antiscorhutie, and 

nutritive properties. It is described in the “ Elora Ant- 

arctica”* as exceedingly abundant over all parts of the 

island, ascending the hills up to 1400 feet, but only at- 

taining its usually large size close to the sea, where it is 

invariably the first lant to greet the voyager, like the 

scurvy Grass upon many northern coasts. Its root- 

stocks, often three or four feet: long, lie along the ground, 

and are sometimes two inches in diameter, full of spongy 

and fibrous substances intermixed, of a half woody. tex- 

ture, and with the flavour of Horse-radish. These bear 

at their extremities large heads of leaves, sometimes 18 

inches across, so like those of the common Cabbage 

rassica oleracea), that if growing ina garden with 

their namesakes in England, they would not excite any 

particular attention. The outer leaves are coarse, 

loosely placed, and spreading ; the inner form a dense 

white heart, that tastes. like Mustard and Cress, but is 

much coarser. The whole foliage abounds with essen- 

tial oil of à pale yellow eolour, and highly pungent taste. 

& During the whole stay of the Erebus and Terror in 

Christmas Harbour," says Dr. Hooker, “daily use was 

made of this vegetable, either cooked by itself, or boiled. 

withthe ship's beef, pork, or 7ea-soup. The essential 

oil gives. a peculiar flavour, whieh the majority of the 

officers. and erew. did, not dislike, and which rendered 

the herb even more wholesome than the common Cab- 

bage, for it. never cansed heartburn, or any of the un- 

pleasant. symptoms. which that plant, sometimes pro- 

duces. Invaluable as it is.in its natiye place, it is very 

doubtful whether this plant will ever, proye equally so 

in othersituations. If is of such slow growth that it 

probably, could not be. cultivated to advantage; and I 

fear that, unlike the Cow-cabbage of Jersey. it, would 

form no new heads. after the o'd, ones were removed, 

even if it, would survive the. decapitation. Growing 

spontaneously, and in, so great, abundance where it 

dues, it. is likely, to prove, for. ages fo come, an inesti- 

mable, blessing to ships touching at this far distantisle 5 

whilst its luxuriance amidst.surronnding desolation, its 

singular form and appearance, striking even. the casual 

observer, and the feelings of loneliness and utter iso- 

lation from the rest of the world that must more or less 

oppress every voyager a£ first landing jn its dreary, and 

inhospitable locality, are.cirenmstances likely to render 

the Kerguelen’s Land Cabbage ~ Cabbage though. it be 

—a cherished object in the recollection: of the mariner 5 

one never to be.effaced by the brighter on luscious, pro- 

duets of tropical vegetation". After this description of 

ihe character and uses of the Pringlea, Dr. Hooker 

offers some speculations: as to its anomalous position 

and likely origin. “The contemplation of a. vegetable,” 

says he, “very unlike any other in botanical affinity and 

in general appearance, so eminently fitted for the food, 

of man, and: yet inhabiting the most desolate and inhos- 

pitable spots on the surface of the globe, must equally, 

fll the mind: of the scientific inquirer and common ob- 

server with wonder. The very fact of Kerguelen’s. 

Land being possessed of such a. singularly luxuriant 

botanical feature, confers on. that. small island. an. im- 

portance far. beyond what its voleanie origin, or its di- 

mensions would seem to claim; whilst. the certainty. 

that so conspicuous a plant ean never have been over: 

looked i: any larger continent, but that it was created 

in all: probability near: where. it now grows, leads the 

mind back to an epoch far anterior to the present,when. 

the vegetation of the island of. Desolation may have pre- 

sented a fertility of which this is perhaps the only re- 

maining trace. Many tons of coal and vast, stores of 

now. silicified wood: are. locked up in or. buried, under 

those successive geological formations which have meny 

times destroyed the forests of this island, and as often 

themselves supported a Inxuriant vegetation. The fires 

that desolated Kergnelen’s Land are long ago extinct, 

nor does the island show any signs of the recent exer- 

tion of those powers, that have at one time raised: part 

of it from the bed of the ocean with those submarine 

Algee which carpeted its shores, but which are now some 

hundred feet above the present level of the, sea. The 

Pringlea, in short, seems to have led an uninterrupted 

and tranquil life for many ages ; but however loth we 

may be to concede to any one vegetable production an 

antiquity greater than another, or to this island a posi- 

tion to other lands wholly different from what it now 

presents, the most castal inspection of the ground 

where the plant now grows will. foree one of the two 

following conclusions upon the mind: either that it was 

created after the extinction of the now buried and for 

ever lost vegetation, over whose remains it- abounds $ 

or that it spread over the island: from another and 

neighbouring region where it was undisturbed during 

the devastation of this, but of whose existence no in- 

dication remains” Tt is certainly a curious fact 

in vegetable geography, that this distant and de- 

solate island should be the only spot on. the 

globe where a plant of such eminent utility 

is to be found; and equally strange that no known 

vegetable production bears any generic affinity to the 

Pringlea. Its origin, however, need not excite any 

extraordinary marvel, seeing that numerons centres of 

dispersion are now admitted by naturalists, and that 

new creations and developments are quite admissible, 

and in the strictest harmony with the general design of 

creation. It is not likely that the Pringlea has outlived 

all the geological changes, the various submersions an 

elevations which have taken place, since the plants of 

which Dr. Hooker speaks were converted into silex and 

coal ; and it is as unlikely that its seed was drifted from 

some adjacent island or continent. now submerged, 

oker’s i Flora Antarctica," parts xii, and xiii 
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seeing that the whole ding region is geologi 

p with Kerguelen's Land itself. The 
only plausible theory is that of a new creation or de- 
velopment—a gradation it may be of some humbler and 
marine form into that of the terrestrial Pringlea. A 
development of higher forms from marine vegetation 
has been hinted by several botanists ; and considering 
the adaptability of vegetable life, there is nothing to 
forbid the hypothesis that the Kerguelen Cabbage may 
have sprung from such a source. Be this as it may, 
the existence of tie plant is a curiosity in the history of 
vegetation, and all the more striking that its properties 
aresoeminently useful.— Chambers" Edinburgh Journal. 

Calendar of Operations. 
(For the ensuing Week.) 

Ripening the Wood. — Those who understand 
fully the immense importance of a thorough 
ripening of the wood in all wall-trees, or tender espa- 
liers, will of course pay some attention in the early 
summer to thorough thinning and early training. Who 
can expect Peaches to perfect this process when the 
young wood is dangling from the wall until August ? 
Pears at this period should have as much attention as 
Peaches ; my practice is to cut out a few of the watery 
and luxuriant shoots, in the way of a slight thinning, in 
order to equalise the light ; then to tie down on the old 
Stems, or to nail down, a regular sprinkling of the 
brownest, shortest-jointed, an liest wood ; 
and finally to stop the points of all the remainder left in 
the character of breast-wood. The latter, if totally 
disbudded now, would cause the embryo fruit-buds for 
the next year to burst ; whereas, if stopped, they will 
cease to obstruet the light in an unnecessary degree, and 
will operate as safety-valves for a period. In the early 
part of August these foreright shoots should all be cut 
back with the shears or knife, to about six inches or 
less in length. From that period all the sunlight pos- 
sible will be wanted to perfect both fruit and blossom- 
buds for the ensuing year. 

CONSERVATORIES, STOVE, &c. 
The rvatory being th ghly relieved of all 

superfluous stock, nothing remains but to carry out a 
cleanly system of cultivation, and to introduce fine 
specimens from other houses or pits. All available 
surfaces should be moistened with water morning and 
evening, thorough ventilation obtained, and a thin 
canvas screen kept on during bright sunshine. Stove. 
—A very free use of the syringe, with abundance of 
air night and day, should be persisted in, the main busi- 
ness being to produce sturdy plants with short-jointed 
wood. Liquid manure, composed of cowhouse drain- 
age, guano, and soot-water, should be constantly 
in use, taking eare to use it in no other way than clear 
and weak. Orchids, Give air most liberally, syringing 
them freely early in the morning, and shutting up much 
solar heat, together with wet floors, walls, &c. &e. 
Mixed Greenhouse.—Pursue the directions given for 
the conservatory. Use abundance of water morning 
and evening, with a particularly free circulation of air. 
Continue to make cuttings of gay things for a late 
autumn display. Camellia stocks may now be grafted, 
choosing the young wood which has the leaves perfectly 
developed, and which is of a ripening brown colour at 
the base. I use the bottle plan, and find it to answer well, 
if the plants receive close or cutting treatment for a 
month afterwards, A slight hotbed, with a bottom- 
heat from fresh fermenting matter (to yield much 
steam), of 80°, will do well, placing a foot deep of cinder 
ashes over it, to keep down the worms. 

KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING. 
Pines.—Use the syringe in earnest to all the stock, 

shutting up much solar heat, and giving abundance of 
air to the young and growing stock. Be sure to shade 
slightly the fruiters, in order to ensure a greater amount 
of atmospheric moisture, which of course is dissipated 
by much ventilation... Vineries.—The early houses will 
now be cut, or in eutting, in many places. Do not 
hurry the plants into a resting state; nothing will be 
gained in point of earliness next year by such a course ; 
rather endeavour to keep the leaf well fed, as long as 
the vital forces.are at work, and to this end allow 
laterals to ramble awhile, if so inclined. Late Vineries, 
—Ventilate freely by six or seven o'elock in the morn- 
ing, and a little all night, if the thermometer can be 
maintained at 65° without the aid of fire heat. Keep 
floors and all surfaces wet, in preference to much 
syringing, if a fine bloom is desired. Peach-house.— 
Give plenty of air day and night, and syringe heavily 
morning and evening, except those ripening. Per- 
sist in stopping robbers. Frames, Pits, &c.—1f your 
early Cucumbers are exhausted with much bearing, and 
infested with thrips or spider, prune them freely, and 
shut up and shade every morning by 10 o'clock, after a 
free circulation of air. Let them be syringed before 
shutting up. The thermometer, with careful shading, 
may be allowed to rise to 95° ; this course persisted in 
for a little while will kill or drive away the enemy, and 
throw the plants into a new growth. 

FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES. 
All newly bedded out things will, during this hot 

weather, require daily waterings. The benefits of little 
basins round each:plant will now be readily seen. Let 
the young shoots on all old Fuchsia stools be thinned 
out to five or six. Attend diligently to Standard Roses; 
constant disbudding is necessary at this period ; also 
keeping down suckers. Let every attention be paid to 
propagating a reserve stock to fill gaps, and let those 
already rooted, or the remains of store pots, have kind]: 

themselves, and should receive free waterings 
FLORISTS’ FLOWERS. 

The intensely hot weather has had the effect of short- 
ening the duration of both Pink and Ranunculus blooms, 
and the season of each is rapidly coming to a close. 
Great attention must be paid to Ranunculuses, for should 
they remain in the ground too long, they would imme- 
diately make fresh roots, therefore they must be taken 
up as they arrive at maturity, which is evidenced b 
the Grass or foliage becoming yellow. Semi-double 
seedlings of good properties as to form and smoothness 
of petal should be carefully preserved for the purpose 
of fertilization. It will be a good time now to ferti- 
lize Pinks, selecting those on both sides which have 
smooth, rose-leaved petals; by attending more minutely 
to this, I hope to see the serrated leaved and confused 
flowers done away with in a few years. Pipings may 
also be taken, cutting through the shoot immediately 
below a joint ; these, inserted in light sandy soil, under 
a handglass,will with common attention take root freely, 
Pansies require regularly watering and shading, or 
they are liable to be attacked with pus and the 

They should be kept in a shady border entirely by 

season is far from being prop j 
which are suffering by the continued drought. Carna- 
tions and Picotees, —The buds may be reduced now, 
according to the strength of the plants, but to ensure 
large flowers not more than three ought to be retained 
on eaeh ; remove all laterals as they appear, and attend 
to the destruction of green fly, which is more than 
usually troublesome, 

IARD. 

and eonstant supply of k é 
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COTTAGERS' GARDENS. 

As the Early Potatoes are used, the ground should 
be instantly cropped with useful Winter Greens, &c. 
If, however, the weather continue sunny, it will be 
prudent to wait for rain, although it be a week or 
two. The Savoy,the Brussels Sprout, and, above all, 
the Green Kale, are amongst the foremost to claim the 
cottager’s attention. If he keep a cow, I would ear- 
nestly recommend the Thousand-headed Cabbage; a 
little of the Early Potato ground should be sown down 
with Turnips forthwith. Celery and Leek ground should 
be got ready to wait rain. The Leek isa most useful thing 
in the cottager’s family, more especially if grown large 
and earthed up. If his Onions are “ grubbed,” it will 
supply their place tolerably well, and is moreover a de- 
lightful dish to unpampered palates when well stewed 
and eaten like Seakale. Where the Late Potatoes have 
failed, their places should be filled, when rain comes, by 
transplanted Swedes. ‘These, too, are delightful food 
when well boiled, and if the Potato disease should revisit 
us, these matters attended to in due time will soften its 
rigour in regard to the cottager. 

FORESTING; 

If a leisure time, take extra pains with young hedges, 
and try the preventive system of pruning, by finger 
and thumb, on the young forest trees of two or three 
years' planting. 
m 

State of the Weather near London, for the week ending June 18, 1846, as 
obser vedat the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick. 

BAROMETER. | "Pu June Bri d i 3 : Mean. 
Frid, ig 67.5 
Sat. 69.0 
Sun. 14 68.0 

on. 15 71.5 
Tues. 16 68.5 
Wed, 17 70. 
Thurs. 18. 71.0 

A verag 69.1 -00 
June 12- Very fine; dry air; E clear 

13—Exceedingly fine; hot and dry, with gentle breeze; clear at night 14—Hot and dry throughout 
15—Hot and dry air; cloudless; clear at night 

os, with slight dry air 
17—Continued heat and drought 
18—Hot and dry throughout. 

an temperature of the week 7 deg. above the average. 
State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 20 years, for the 

ensutng Week ending June 97, 1846. 

5 rex] No, of | q, (TE ALLL 
June |Higheet Lowest Mean Youre in| quantity cal] ili Lal | 

Te Temp.| | Rained, | Of Rain. iz Pg p 

Sun. 21| 740 | 524 | 632 9 0.68 1n. | 1| 2| 2, 1| 1| 9| 4|— 
Mon. 22| 720 8.9 | 60.4 10 0.54 12 1—|2/8/5| 1 
Tues. 23| 70.5 46.2 | 58. ? 0.40 1| 1| 2| 1) 8| 7| 4| 1 

e 73.0 49.7 | 61.4 0.49 — 2| 8| 1| 2| 6| 5| 1 Thur.25| 71.2 | 500 | 60.6) 1 9.72 al 1j 5j 1| 2f 5| 3| 2 
Fri, 96| 71.9 49.9 | 60.9 8 1.00 1| 2| 4.—| 1| 6] 6) 1 
Sat. 27| 69.0 | 48.4 | 58.7 10 0.30 3) 3| 1| 2| 8| 4| 6/— 

1834, and 33d, 1844—therm. 912 : 

y 
cultivation forthwith, in order to be ready to fill blanks, 

"The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 21st, 
and the lowest on the 22d, 1830—therm. 39°, 
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bees’ nest in the Ivy and old masonry. R. 
Lawns—A Silbscriber—Had you employed soot by itself, your 

i i enuty, and most 
could have sustained no injury. Any gardener who. 

understands his business knows that pure soot is one of the 
best of all winter top dressings for lawns ; but you have used. 
fresh wood ashes, the caustic quality of which has killed the 
Grass, and what is more, has ruined the soot by driving off 
all its carbonate of ammonia, We scarcely know how to ad- 
vise you now, but perhaps your best course would be to water 
the lawn when rain begins to fall with sulphate of ammonia, 
largely diluted with water, and applied at the rate of two or 
three cwt. an acre. f you ean induce the fine Grasses to 
row again, the coarse intruders may possibly be smothered 

if kept under by the scythe. It is, however, very difficult to 
ive you the best advice without seeing the land, which is 

P H—Guano in fermented cow’s urine and water 
is a good artificial manure for Cucumbers ; but in applyiu 
it care must be taken not to let it touch the leaves or it will 
burn them.}—H B—Your mixture is gypsum. If there is 
any free sulphuric acid in it, add gas-water until it ceases to 
effervesce, then mix it with three times the quantity of soil, 
and you will have a good compost.———£ .Price—We cannot 
undertake to analyse guano; but yours appears good, and 
certainly contains noloam. Mix it with water, in the pro- 
portion of a handful to two gallons. When the water is 
clear, pour it off and use it as liquid manure, The residue 
may be added ad toa t-I ; the person who condemned it could know nothing about guano. 

Names or PnANTS—/ H—Ornus europma—the flowering Ash. 
—1 and 6, Poa pratensis; 2, P. trivialis ; 3, Holeus —T G. 

lanatus; 4, Avena flavescens ; 5, Aira exspitosa; 7, 8, and 
9, Festuca rubra; 10, Anthoxanthum odoratum; 11, 

herum avenaceum ; 12, Bromus asper.j——JM/c— 
Claytonia alsinoides, an outcast from gardens. The Balsam 

eis Momordica balsamina; it should be grown like a 
Cucumber,— A Subscriber—It is impossible to determine the 
names of plants when they are shrivelled up eat. —— 
Enquirer—1 is Holcus lanatus ; 2, apparently Poa pratensis ; 
3, Lotus corniculatus, lis a worthless Grass; 2 and 3 are 
useful pasture plants, but convey no particular indications. 

Rosrs—Lord A—Your Roses belong to the fine old double 
yellow sórt, but they are in a very deformed condition, Itis 
not known how to make this Rose flower with certainty. 
Dry, gravelly, windy situations, not exposed to the fierce sun, 
appear to suit it best; and it has been found to thrive when 
watered with dirty soap-suds. A good deal of information 
about it was collected and published in our vol. for 1841, 
pages 811 and 813. 

WATERING—F H M—If you can loosen the surface of the ground 

much benefited, but a slight sprinkling is of little service ; 

Misc—F M € R— 

with your Pony ; perhaps the situation is too cold, perhaps 
it grows in shade.—George—Teal, gulls, s 
summer ducks. — Cefn Ila Uske—Much obliged; the sub- 
ject of the nuthatch was explained by other correspondents, 
whose letters were in type before your communication was 

ived. —— H W—Two o our ants, namel, lea 

SEEDLING FLOWERS. 
ANTIRRHINUMS—Z Z Z—There appears to be no improvement 
upon the common garden varieties among your seedlings ; 
they are not equal to many of the finer sorts now cultivated, 
either in size or colour.*. 

increases their beauty and brilliancy. 
ÜALCEOLARIAS—G R— 

the spotting curious and distinct."—— W H—Your s 
ndsome, particularly those having white 

or delicate buff grounds spotted with maroon. 5, 11, 12, a 
4, are fine examples; 6 and 8 are also very fine. They are 
the largest in this way we have seen.* ; 

PELARGONIUMS—A Subscriber—Y our variety is of no use; itis 
deficient in substance, and inferior to the present race of 
flowers,"—G R—No. 1 i 

J'—The seedlings you have sent are ex- 
tremely pretty and fine in form. The light-edged varieties 

e consider the best, for instance, Zebina, Brunette, Moun- 
tain Sylph, John Waterston, Elizabeth Lyon, Wm. Teahar, 
and Richard Dixon, These are clean grounds and beauti- 
fully edged. Fair Acadian, Lochinvar, and in one or two 
others, the ground appears stained by the colour running 
too far down the petals : they are fine varieties. 

RosEs—H S—Your Rose, though a good one, is not a first-rate 
flower ; itis very double, but the edges of the petals are not 
even, and have the appearanoe of being crumpled or scorched. 
Tt is delicate in colour, very sweet-scented, and will make an. 
agreeable border variety.* 

VERBENA—W M—Your seedling, a bright blue purple, is the 
best of its colour out, and will make a desirable addition to 
this family.* 

Notices to Corresponden: its. 
The Fourth Reprint of Mr. PAXTON’S COTTAGERS' CALEN- 
DAR is now ready, price 3d. each copy. An index has been 

: 4 1 *,* As usual, many communications have been received too late, PE t ilr 
yen 

can be made. We must also beg for the indulgence of those 

numerous correspondents, the insertion of whose interesting 
contributions is still delayed, 

| 

——————— 
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Nurseries throughout the kingdom, x 
8. and Co. beg to inform the trade that at their Manufactory 

in New Park-street, every article required for the construction 
of Horticultural Buildings, as well as for heating them, may be 
Obtained upon the most advantageous terms. 

Conservatories, &c. of Iron or Wood, erected upon the most 

ornamental designs. Balconies, Palisading, Field and Garden 

Fences, Wire Work, &c. &c. 

URBIDGE aw» HEALY'S COOKING APPA- 

RATUS, combining Sylvester's Patents.—This Cooking 

Apparatus is believed to possess greater general advantages 
than any yet submitted to the publie, both as regards strength 

of material and workmanship ; in fact, the laws of heat are so 
Applied as to produce the greatest hh the least p. 
tion of fuel, without destruction to the apparatus ; and B. and 

. can safely recommend it, from experience, as unquestionably 

superior to anything of the kind hitherto made. A Prospectus 
can be forwarded, upon application, detailing particulars and 

Price, at 130, Fleet-street. SCHEME EB p tube a iuris RS tegi doi al d 

PERUVIAN AND BOLIVIAN GUANO ON 
SALE, BY THE ONLY IMPORTERS, 
ANTONY GIBBS AND SONS, LONDON ; 

Wm. JOSEPH MYERS anp CO., LIVERPOOL; 

And by their Agents, 
GIBBS, BRIGHT, anD CO., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL; 

COTSWORTH, POWELL, anp PRYOR, LONDON. 

and it will be a permanent thing. We shall con- 
sider in detail this branch of the subject when 

E | discussing how the interests of the labourer 
are involved in this matter. At present it 
is only necessary to assert the fact that 
more labour zs thus employed, and that thus a great 
boon is conferred upon society. We do want more 
employment for labourers; they constitute an im- 

to | nense majority of our population—at least one-half 
of the 400,000 annually added to our numbers go to 
increase the number of this class. How are the 
to be employed? It were an incalculable advan- 
tage, even supposing our population to bestationary, 
were such an increase of employment to be offered 
as would raise the condition in comfort of our agri- 
cultural poor. Of how much more importance is 
it, then, that additional employment be provided 
when we consider that our labouring population is 
annually increasing by hundreds of thousands. 

But there are other grounds on which the land- 
lord will base his determination. His tenants may 
be unexceptionable on both of the counts we have 
already di d; and, ith ing this, it 
may not be the landlord's interest to grant them 
permission to convert his pastures ; in fact, in cer- 
tain cases, an intelligent farmer will be justified in 
declining such permission were it offered him. We 
have hitherto been all along considering the policy 
of breaking up those pastures only which would 
ield more rent, more labour, more profit in a cul- 

tivated condition, and we have been pointing out 
the ci necessary to the permanence of 

To protect themselves against the injurious oi 
Using inferior and spurious guano, purchasers are recom- 
mended to apply only to Dealers ofestablished character, or to 
the above-named Importers, who will supply the article in any 
uantity, at their fixed prices, delivering it from the Import 
arehouses. 

TURNIP SEASON. 

GUANO, Peruvian, (imported by GIBBS & CO.,) 

Phosphate of Lime (see ‘ Royal Ag. Soc. Journal,” 
and Olarke's desiccated 

itrates of 

The Agricultural Gazette. 

SATURDAY, JUNE 20, 1846. 

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING Wes 
inglant 

Tuvnenay, — 25—Agricultural Imp. . 
MWmpwmepAv, July 1—Agricultural Society of England. 
TuonspAv, — 2—Agricultural Imp. Soc. of Ireland, 

LOCAL SOC: " 
Belfast Flax Sooiety- Leyland Havas 

FARMERS’ CLUBS. 
June Pendet ad Tay 3-Wrentham — Debenham — 

$5 Rind of Oal ay A Hadleigh Welkerield- Clay- 
don—Lic! 

these advantages. But thelandlord in many instances 
will not be justified in breaking up the whole of his 
pasture lands; let us consider why ; and we shall 
have an opportunity of still further detailing the 
grounds on which an intelligent decision must be 
built. 

The main reason in most cases will be that the 
land, under present circumstances, is more pro- 
fitable in its present condition ; and it may be well 
to point out in successive papers those kinds of land 
um regard to which no such difficulty presents 
itself. * 

And at present we may take the case of Down 
Lanps—extensive tracts of natural Grass—clothed 
with a very thin vegetable soil on a chalk subsoil. 
They lie chiefly in the counties of Dorset, Wilts, 
erks, Hants, and Sussex. They are perfectly dry 

—they let in their present condition for from 25. 6d. 
to 10s. per acre—and from time immemorial they 
have been used as sheep-walks, the flocks being 
folded during the night on arable land in the neigh- 
bourhood. They have thus been subjected to a 
constant robbery for the benefit of neighbouring 
plough-lands. The plough, however, is gradually 
encroaching upon them. In Lincolnshire they have 
all been ploughed up, and land which formerly sup- 
ported a few sheep and many rabbits, letting for 
about 5s. an acre, now yields valuable produce suffi- 
cient to pay the farmer for his trouble and the use 
of his capital, and sufficient also to bear a rent of 
20s. an acre, and to employ a large labouring popu- 
lation. We are informed by one who has had long 
acquaintance with these distriets, and who has now 

' estates on them, in Wilts and July "1 Monmouth a Ep np 
=~ 2-.Hawick-Blofield and Wal- dig 

sham—Richmondshire 

.IN farther considering the circumstances which 
will determine the landlord in reference to the 
Permanence of his Pasture Lanps, we must not 
forgot that, besides the greater skill and intelligence 
Hecessary, as we lately illustrated, for the cultiva- 
MA of arable land, and which he must see in 
Us tenants before he can permit them to plough 
Up their Grass fields, there is also a greater 
Capital required by the farmer. This matter we shall 
'scuss in detail hereafter, at present it will suffice 
S Say that a very considerable addition to the farm 
pital—s7, or 47. per acre—is undoubtedly needed 
th the cultivation of Wheat and green crops, more 

an is needed in the growth and consumption of 
Tass: and as everybody knows that a needy farmer 

E Not likely to farm well, or to his landlord's ad- 

nantage, so it is of importance that any tenant who 
felga ceived permission to plough up his pasture 
hi 8, should possess not only intelligence to direct 
ip ut the means to enable him thoroughly 
fo, Cultivate the land; the latter as well as the 
an mer is necessary, in order that the advantages 

ising out of the operation may be permanent. 
third subject for the landlord's iderati 

is 

the g o 
Sussex, that down lands might be increased in 
annual value to the landlord from 8s. to 10s. 
per acre, and that whereas they now let at 
from 5s. to 10s, they might easily be let at 
from 15s. to 21s. were they broken up. The only 
expense which the landlord would incur is the 
erection of buildings. Athd these would probably 
cost from 30s. to 2l. per aere. A farm of 500 acres 
of down land to be broken up, would require 
stabling, a thrashing and straw barn, a granary and 
implement shed, and two or three yards for stock 
to consume the straw and a portion of the Turnips 
grown; and all this might be erected for 10007. ; 
and 10s, an acre of additional rent, which would 
then be gladly offered by the most trustworthy 
tenant, would amount to 95 per cent upon the out- 
lay. It isin the case of down lands alone that we 
can obtain the simple consequence of breaking up 
pastures ; for in other cases the advantages of the 
drainage, the removal of hedgerows, &c., go to 
swell the result, and it is difficult to determine what 
portion is due to one cause and what to another: 
but in the case just referred to, if we deduct 10 per 

cent. for the cost of buildings, the landlord is 
proved to have benefited 6s. per acre (assuming 

diti be fulfilled to which we have 
vu lich, we doubt not, will have great influence 
d A him—is the greater employment which the 
Renee will offer to the labourer. More labour is 
involved in the cultivation of plough-land crops than 
ae the management of Grass. There can be no 
i estion about it. The only point for determination 
bu this be a permanent thing ; and the sureties 
tho ra permanence we have already considered. Let 

enant possess intelligence and capital sufficient, 

hose 
already alluded as necessary to the permanence 
of this rent), simply by granting permission to 
break up the Grass. And what additional profit 
tothe farmer, and employment for the labourer, 
and food for the nation has been derived from 
this operation we need not here illustrate. If an 
extreme case be required of the advantages under 
all these heads, we may point to Mr. HuxrTA»nLE's 

where down land having been broken up, oppor- 
tunity has been offered, and energetically seized, 
for all the appliances of a scientific and most skilful 
agriculture, and land of which originally “the 
rabbits had the fee simple” now bears large crops 
and supports a heavy stock ; 135 acres of it, along 
with 95 acres of “poor clay Grass land” in the 
vale, have during the past year kept a stock of 
31 fatting beasts, 400 fatting sheep, 240 breeding 
ewes, and 50 pigs. 

Down lands are of enormous extent in this 
country ; and what multiple of their present popu- 
lation shall we estimate their ability to support 
when their landowners shall universally have 
adopted the example set them by Mr. HoxrAsLE! 

HOW TO CULTIVATE THE SCARLET TREFOIL, 
OR TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM. 

IMMEDIATELY after harvest sow or drill a peck and a 
half of the seed per acre on a Wheat stubble without 
ploughing, and harrow it in ; this is all the cultivation 
necessary. 

It has been said that it will not bear our winters ; 
this may be true when it is brought direct from the 
south of France or from Italy. I brought mine from 
Switzerland, and have had it 18 years on my land, and 
Ihaveno doubt it would stand the winter in every 
county south of the Grampian Hills; the more shel- 
tered the situation of course the earlier in spring it will 
lift its crimson head. On burning soils, where in dry 
summers the Clovers are grilled into tinder, when a 
barber with a quick eye, a sharp razor, and a steady 
hand is the most appropriate husbandman ; he can take 
the produce of an acre home in his apron and the work 
is finished ; on such lands half a peck of the Trifolium 
seed (which I will prove presently will cost but one 
shilling, if the farmer grows the seed himself,) sown 
on the young Clover directly after harvest and har- 
rowed in, would double or treble the crop. I always do 
it in every field where I am doubtful/of the young 
Clover. 

I am not advocating growing the Scarlet Trefoil as a 
crop in place of the Clover ; this mistake has been made 
and it is a great one; it leaves the land, more parti- 
eularly light land, in too frothy a state for the Wheat 
crop ; it should be sown as a crop after the Wheat, not 
beforefit. Sheep and lambs prefer it to Clover when 
oung, but in blossom are not so partial to it; yet when 

made into stover will eat the whole greedily, Dry land 
suits it best; in low places on heavy land, where the 
water stagnates, it is likely to lose plant. If the farmer 
grows the Trifolium seed himself, one acre of Tares 
costs him four times the amount of an acre of Trifolium ; 
and I will point out how he may prove himself that one 
aere of Trifolium is worth two of TTares. 

The land on which Tares are grown is the fallow, and 
whether the Tares are there or not the rent, the tithes, 
and parochial expenses must be paid; the land also 
must be ploughed up in the autumn, therefore the only 
fair charge that can be brought against the Tares is the 
seed; some agriculturists sow three bushels per acre. 
I will, however, only reckon two, at 6s. 6d. per bushel, 
13s Now, let us see what the Trifolium will cost. 
Here is also no extra expense beyond the seed. The 
average growth of the seed with me has been 15 bushels 
per acre ; if cut when the straw is green, which it may 
be without injuring the seed, thrashed the next or fol- 
lowing day, and the straw immediately stacked, it will 
pay all the workmanship. When it is also considered 
that the crop is generally clear from the land the” first 
week in July, leaving the best months of summer for 
fallowing, 67. per acre is a full remuneration to tbe agri- 
culturist for the crop ; this brings the seed to 83. per 
bushel or 2s. the peck, thus the farmer may have an 

acre of the Trifolium by the end of April for 3s. less 

than one-fourth part of the cost of his washy Tares. 

Tares at all times are better physic than food, and in 

wet seasons they are for horses that which seamen and 

soldiers designate bad small beer—swipes. As the 

Potato occupies the lowest step of degradation as food 
for civilised man, so do ;Tares for the brute ; they are 

Frenchman’s water soup diluted. 

` As soon as the Scarlet Trefoil begins to blossom, put 
two or three horses to it in one yard, and the same num- 
ber on Tares in another ; keep them thus a month, no 
further proof will be necessary of the superiority of the 
Trifolium. I will grant it is not so certain a crop as 
the Tares, but what does this amount to? I grow 40 
acres of Wheat a year, and have the same quantity of 
fallow. If I sow the whole 40 acres with Trifolium and 

farm on Cranborne Chase, near Blandford, Dorset, 

20 acres fail (very unlikely, by the by), on this 20 acres 
I lose 3s. per acre ; the 20 acres that remain will pay 
me ten-fold for the whole. I care nothing about the 
20 acres lost, the Jand is ready for fallow_or Turnips, as 
it was ultimately intended. 

Ihave had above three waggon-loads of Trifolium sto- 
ver per acre, therefore, exclusive of cutting and getting 
up, it cost me 1s. per waggon-load ; ifIlose halfthe crop 
as above stated, it costs 2s., and I am convinced that the 
land was not 2d. the worse for it. This is no wild 
theory, no gaudy vision ; it is the experience of 18 years. 
If it can be proved that the land is the worse for this 
green crop, then some charge ought to be made against 
it beyond the price of the seed, but I contend it is not. 
have grown it side by side with the long fallow, the 

same with the Tares, and I could see no difference in 
the following crops, except that my Clovers were inva- 

riably better after the Trifolium than after the Tares. 
Do not let the farmer dream he is buying the Scarle 
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Trefoil seed this year at 8s. per bushel’; if he does, he 

may well be surprised at finding it X., and cheap too. 

One peck and à half will give an acre of green food 

next May worth nearly double the. money ;, à second 

peek and a half on. good land, will give three waggon 

loads of stover, the remaining peek wil produce from. 

10-to 12% bushels of seed, 

The first. step towards. a. good, crop. is.good seed. I 

have scen bushels of, seed. sold for Trifolium that was 

not worth its weight in sand ; and when the price gets 

high is floods in from France ; seed of all kinds, good 
and bad, perchance mixed with dodder and, other para- 

sites. We are already indebted to the French for 

something, for which something they say they are in- 

debted to the Italians. However, no matter, let this. 

pass ; at allevents we require them to give their name 

to nothing farther ss a memorial of. them ; there is no 

change of their heing forgot. 

I have begun eutting the Trifolium for the horses on 

the Fáth of May, and.for stover the 19th. This gives 

time for Tarnips if the land is calculated: for them, 
Before concluding, permit me. to say a few. words to 

my nearer neighbours and friends. Let them forget, if 

they can, that the Trifolium was first introduced by one 

educated for a profession, not for farming. Let them 

believe, if they can, that it was first, introduced hy one 

bora and bred, and: nursed upon a farm from infancy 

to age; then let them put.their heads and. hands to.the 

task with a good will, to mend. that which.is wrong, not 

to mar that which is right. However, whether they do 

this, or do not do this, let them be assured that the 

Trifolium js now planted'in our. soil for ages to come ; 

it has become a denison of our land; a flower of our 

fields, and food. for our- stock for generations. yet; un- 

bor». And when life's short. but toilsome race is run, 

when the spiritual vision,shall pierce through the dark- 

ness towards brighter scenes. of light, and life, I trust;it 

may be found. that I have contributed, one grain.as a 
benefactor to. my. country.—J. Foaker, Kirby, Col- 
chester, Func, 1846. 

rage Boon da es 

THE BEST WAY TO KEEP FARM HORSES. 
(Continyed. from. p. 828.) 

I haye lately been. in communication with my friend 
Mr. C., of F., on the subject of horse keeping ; and also 
with Mr. M., of W. Iu both establishments, I believe, 
the most. approved. Seotch system. of feeding, working, 

and general management, of. the teams, is fully carried 
out and. practised, From a, paper handed to me by 
Mr. C., I find his caleulation runs.thus.:— 

Expense of horse keeping from. May 1, to October 1, 
being five months.—Fed on Grass, Vetches, &c , at per 
horse, 5s. per week.— Ditto Oats. per week 2 bushels, 55. 
That is five months at, per week, 10s. From October 1 
to. May 1, seven months.—EFed. on Carrots, | ewt. per 
day to each horse, at 1s: per cwt., is. per week, 7s. Corn, 
2 bushels as before, 5s. Seven months. at; 12s, per 
week. No hay is ever given. 

You will say this is high feeding; but then the work 
Mx. Cs horses get: through, would astonish you. During 
the long days, 10 hours" work is constantly performed 
by them ; starting at 6.0'elock in the morning they work 
until 6 o'clock in the evening, with an interval of two 
hours in the middle of the day, when they. and the 
ploughmen come in to feed and refresh. During the 
Short.days.of winter-the horses are in the. field by day- 
break and) work as long as they ean. see, with a short 
interval ovly. 

I will now give Mr. M.'s letter. in his own, words. 
He thus expresses himself.—* I fear. the mode L adopt 
will be thought by most farmers too expensive ; and if 

the money paid for the food of the horse be taken into 
the account, only, and not the work he performs, they 
may be right in thinking my horses’ food costs too much 
money. l have almost universally stated (when asked 
how I feed my horses) that I feed them as. I do my- 
self ; that is, give them as.much as. they can eat; but 
then L get as much work from them as pays me for. the 
extra expense of their keep. Every. day in the year, 
summer as well.as winter—when eating eut; Clover in 
summer, as well as when on Carrots and other, roots. in 
winter, they haye corn, which varies in quantity from 
10 lbs. to 18lbs. per day; vizą from. L to, 2. pecks. of 
Oats per day. The smallest quantity of corn is given 
when they get Clover during summer, and. the greatest 
quantity of coru; when hardest at work, which is gene- 
rally in. March, April, May, and June. And in October, 
November, and- December, in the autumn and. winter, 
the quantity of Carrots which they consume per day is 
an average of about 5) lbs. Now if you take into ae- 
count the weight of Carrots whieh can be raised at, say, 
an ayerage of 20.tons per aere ; and taking the quan- 
tity of Carrots. which a horse will. consume at:half a 
cwt. or 56lbs,, then we shall have the keep of' a horse 
for $00 days from an aere of Carrots. My horses 
during the first year had hay, and as: I had to buy the 
whole of it, E found the quantity which the cart horses 
ate and consumed: was 26 lbs.. with the same. quantity 
of corm which I now give them. Now if we can get 
from an aere 20 ewts. of good hay, and if one horse 
consumes + cwt. per day, then an acre of hay will keep 
a horse only 80- days; just one-tenth of the time that 
an acre of Garrots will keep him. Again, the expense 
of producing an acre of Carrots, rent and all, I ealeulate 
may amount to—say the rent (being the same'as thatof 
the acre of hay), then there are from 20 to 30. loads of 
dung, twice ploughing, four times. hoeing and weeding, 
seed and drilling, three times horse-hoeing, weeding, 
and taking up ; which may amount to, 47. per acre, be- 
sides the rent. That is, ploughi h i E DEREN 9963 X 

rolling, and dunging, 12 weeding and. seed, 205. ; 
taking up, carting, and housing, 30s. 

“With, respect to the quantity of Clover. the horses 

consume during the summer. months, L think the eight 

working horses, two hacks, and two cows, consumed 

is commonly the case with us, have their, heels washed 
in the pool on coming in from work, or that the horses 

should: be allowed to have their fill of water. at the 

pool, but have. directed that they. have their. proper 
allowance brought to them in the stable. From these 

about. 64 acres.of the. 10-acre field, No. 6, the 1 

haying been. given. to the heifers in, the yard; the 

pigs and the sheep were folded over the remainder. 

he horses of course were littered with straw; and 

during the winter they have straw to eat if they like it: 

this is not taken into account. From these data I cal- 

culate you ean easily. make out a. money estimate. 

“The work my horses perform is equal to ploughing 

1} acre per day of 10. hours’ work ; they never go. out 

to Bristol or elsewhere, but they carry from 20, to 24 
ewts. on-a cart. One horse has taken, 40 bushels. of. 
Wheat 654 Ibs. per. bushel to Gloucester, and returned 
home in one day—21 miles out and 21 miles home. 

The same is their day's work to Bristol ; and in hauling 

dung or roots, or corn from the field during harvest, I 

reckon 20 miles per day as their day's work." 

Having thus, with some pains, collected from various 

sources, and laid before you, the different systems of 
individuals of known experience in the management. of 

horses, and having. shewn you how much labour. they 

are enabled to perform for a continuance, when highly 
kept and well attended, it remains for you to make your 
own comments and ealeulations.thereon, and to balance 
the expense of horses. so. fed, and performing a. large 

amount of. labour, against that,of your own teams, sup- 

ported as they usually are in this neighbourhood, on an 
unrestricted quantity of hay with little or no allowance 
of corn or roots, and doing very much less work. Thus, 

after due consideration, you will well weigh both sides, 
and perhaps alter your practice, if you find it can be 

amended-in some particulars, 
_ I think you will grant me thus much—viz., that, in 
the vale of Gloucester, we do. not. get as much out of 
our teams. as we might and ought to expect from, them, 
under a different system of management ; and that we 
may weil take a lesson of industry from our brother 
labourers in. the north, especially as regards horse 
abour; in the working of their arable land ; and in 
the growth and cultivation of their root crops. But, if 
I may be permitted to make a remark on the Scotch 

practice in the management of their horses, it would be 
this—viz., that I have reason to believe the Scotch 
would economise their keep, with greater advantage to 
their-horses and themselves, if they would giye the corn 
bruised or ground, and mixed with a certain limited 
weight of cut hay and straw; which, as, I have. before 
shown, has been; and is, the practice in the large ésta- 
blishments in the Metropolis and. elsewhere, and which 
has been, I think, adopted by the great coach propri- 
etors.all over the kingdom. Having hinted thus much, 
as a. matter of calculation, I will leave the matter in 
your hands, and to your better judgment and practice. 

For myself, although fully convinced of the adyan- 
tages to be derived; I have not, as yet, steadily carried 
out the system of cutting all the food given to my 
horses into short chaff, though for a long time I have 
bruised all the corn ; this. I can strongly recommend 
for your adoption. 1 stick to the advice of my. late 
friend, Mr. L. B., of H., to, lock up the cutting knife 
from -he carters ; this I have found to. be an immense 
saving of hay, and amply to. repay, all extra, expense 
and labour in weighing out the fodder. The coming 
winter will, I believe, open your eyes, and put you on a 
3 system of economising horse keep, particularly in the 
article of hay; if you do not, the lesson may eost some 
of you too dear. I have to tell you, that being con- 
vineed that carters and their horses wasted and con- 
sumed oftentimes in the 24 hours from 20 to 30.1bs. of 
hay, and having been in the constant habit of weighing 
out to each horse at the rate of from 12 to 14 ]1bs. per 
day, I directed; my farmer quietly, and) without saying 
anything to the men, to. increase. the allowance. to 
25 hs. : this. was repeated at intervals during several 
weeks. On my inquiry as.to the result, the answer re- 
turned was, Sir, at the end of the week they have as 
far to seek as when we allowed them only l4lbs. ; in 
short,as you may suppose, the whole was got rid of, 
and so would a much larger quantity, if it could have 
been come at. This autumn my allowanee has been 
8 Ibs. per horse per diem, together with any caving or 
straw the carters chose to have; the horses had, till 
the latter, part of, last month, some, cut Grass also: of. 
Oats 4 bushels, and Beans half bushel, for four. horses 
for the week. But not having any Carrots or. roots for 
the horses, and Grass being done with, I. must now in- 
crease my quantum of corn. During summer my 
horses do not get any corn, but live on Clover. 
of my heavy work has to be performed between Michael- 
mas and: Christmas, since it' is desirable that all our 
ploughings should be finished, if possible, before Janu- 
ary, that the land may receive the benefit of exposure 
to'the winter weather to mellow and sweeten it; 

While on the. subject of horses, let me not omit to 
mention, that from the Scotch. I have. learnt, to work 
my cart horses with a long and loose bearing-rein ; so as 
to allow, them the complete liberty of their heads; 
thereby enabling them to bring weight, as. well as mus- 
cle, into,play; and I find my horses can now, with far 
greater ease than formerly, perform their work. I had 
more difficulty in bringing about this little simple alter- 
ation than you might suppose ; till by hitting upon the 
plan of cutting off the buckle of the bearing-rein, and 

believe. are now well satisfied that I was right. 

mingly triflin much good has resulted ; 

my horses haye now less tendeney. to grease, chopped 
heels, or swelled legs, and some. of: the old horses, 

which, from former management, have (as is I believe 

not unfrequently the case. in farmers’ stables) become 

touched in their wind, now perform their work, with 
more ease and comfort to themselves.— M. N., in, the 

5th Report of the Gloucester Farmers’ Club. 
meee 

ON THE MANURE PROPER FOR HOPS. 
[The following answer by. Mr, Nesbit. to the observas 

tions of Mr. Lawes (see page 305) on his pamphlet; 

on the above subject, is extracted from the Maidstone 

Gazette. 
* Sou opinions on my pamplilet, from the pen of Mr. 

B. Lawes, require some observations from. me to place 

those opinions in a proper light. My professional oc- 

eupations have. not allowed, until now, the opportunity 

of noticing. them. L should certainly, baye expected 

from a scientific man like Mr. Lawes some reasons for 

his. opinions, whereas he seems to have dived at once 

into the. matter, and, as a.new convert usually does, at 

once condemns the views of others because he happens. 

to have changed bis own, 
“Into the great and broad discussion of whether the 

views of Liebig or Boussingault. be right—whether the 
inorganie or organie elements are the more necessary, 

1 shall not, presume at present to enter, because I have 

great reason to believe them both to be necessary. But 

] shall certainly endeavour to show. Mr. Lawes that, 

whatever his opinion may be, potash for. the Hop plant. 

is 3 thing of paramount importance. I must first be. 

allowed to correct. Mr. Lawes in a point where he seems 

to have misunderstood me. Mr. Lawes says, ‘In the. 

ash of the Hop Mr. Nesbit found more potash than any 

other substance, and from this he concludes that 

manures are valuable in proportion to the amount of 

potash they. contain.’ Mr. L, has. here attributed to 

me that which is not to.be found in. my pamphlet. I 

do not say that manures are valuable in proportion to 

their potash. I say in my pamphlet that which, I still 

believe to be the fact, that, the great, amount, of potash 

removed year by year from the land by a erop of Hops, 

is the main reason, though it may not be the only 

reason, why the Hop requires to. be so highly manured, 

“So far as can be gathered from the lerter of Mr. 

Lawes, that gentleman means to assert that the.appli- 

cation of inorganic matters to plants without ammonia 

is useless; for he says, speaking of a manure recom- 

mended by me for Hops, ‘with the exception of the small 

quantity of organic matter in the guano, this manure is 

composed solely of mineral ingredients, and would be 

almost useless. 2dly, That the application of ammo- 

niacal compounds without, inorganic matter will be at- 
tended with. benefit to the farmer, for he observes, 

‘1am sure you can follow no safer rule in selecting 

manures for that, plant.than to buy those which contain 

the largest amount of ammonia at the least price.’ 

1 think there will be no difficulty to proye from 

the experience of agriculturists, that both. these 

views and assertions are erroneous. If, according to 

Mr. Lawes’s theory, the use of mineral ingredients 

without ammonia, be useless, what becomes of the ob- 

servations of agriculturists on the benefits derived from 

the application of gypsuin, peat ashes, wood ashes, salt, 

marl, lime, and, among a host of mineral. manures, of 

his own superphosphate of lime, Everybody. knows the 

benefit which Hops in various districts derive from the 

application of mineral matters, from lime, peat ashes, 

wood ashes, &¢., the two latter of which contain potash. 

But in addition to the authority of actual experience of 

practical men, I will.adduee the, observations. of. Bouss. 

singault himself. He says, * wood: ashes contribute to 

improve the soil.’ Again, ‘It is impossible to doubt 

that salts having potash and soda for their base, are 

useful in agriculture. The influence of wood ashes, and 

of paring and burning, is unquestionable ; and they are 

so, in consequence of the salts of their bases (potash 

and soda) which they employ, and which always enter 

into the constitution of vegetables. There are even 

certain crops, which, in order to. thrive, require aypar- 

ticular alkali ; the Vine, for example, the.fruit of whieh 

contains: bitartrate of potash; and; Sorrel, which cons 

tains binoxalate of potash, must needs haye supplies of 

potash.” The case of Clover, selected by Mr. Lawes as 

a proof of the utility of potash, is one of the most un- 

fortunate for his argument that can. well be imagined. 

Mr. Lawes. says, ‘If a farmer were asked which crop 

he considered the least, exhausting to ihe soil, he would 
robably say Clover ; and yet this plant removes a far 

larger quantity of potash from the'soil than the Hop- 
very practical man knows that Clover is one of the 

most exhausting, though one of the most: now ishing of. 
his crops, and that:it is almost impossible either to grow 
it. year after year, or even once every four.or five years 
Whence arises, this difficulty of growing Clover ye; 
after year! Doubtless it arises in the main from 

great, quantity of potash abstracted from the soil by 

this plant, Boussingault. himself ascribes the, failure 

of Clover to this very cause, lle says, ‘ A crop which 

abstracts from the ground a notable proportion of one 

of its mineral elements should not be repeatedly introt 

sewing the leather, I completely beati my men, who 1| duced in the course of a rotation which depends on & 

For | given dose. of manure, unless. by the effect, of time the 

ng, | Some time. I have forbidden. that the teams should, as ' mineral element has: been accumulated: ig the lande. 
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A Clover crop takes up, for example, 77 lbs. of 
alkali per acre. Ifthe fodder is consumed on the spot, 

ihe greater portion of the potash and soda will return to 

the manure after passing through the cattle, and the 
land will eventwally recover nearly the whole of the 
alkali, It will be quite otherwise if the fodder is taken 

to market; and it is to these repeated exportations of 

thé producé of artificial meadows that the failure of 

Clover now observed in soils which have long yielded 

abundantly, is undoubtedly due.’ Now, if it be difficult 

io grow Clover even once in four or five years; or two 

dus together, how much more difficult is it to grow 

ops for 20 or 30 years on the same soil, removing 

very year from that soil on an average between 50 lbs. 

and 70 Ibs. of potash per acre? But Mr. Lawes says 

after a Clover crop has been taken away you cau get a 

better crop of Wheat. Without doubt, but this does 
not prove that Clover is not an exhausting crop. What 

if these crops take out wholly different proportions of 

Mineral elements, as in fact they do, And this surely 

‘has some little to do with the affair. 
Clover removes of potash .. et we ws d GIDS. 

Wheat removes of potash .. . os 24 

Clover removes of potash more than Wheat .. 53 

- a Clover removes of silica ++ E T 1 
Wheat removes of silica .. v. we eet CE 

Wheat removes of silica more than Clover 106 

Tintend to resume the subject next week.”— J. C. 

Nesbit, Agricultural and Scientific School, Kennington, 

London, May 15, 1846. 

ON GORSE AS FOOD FOR CATTLE, 
(Contitiued from p. 318.) 

9. The Mode and Expense of preparing Furze are 

the;next points which have to be considered, and to these 
I suspect may be traced the various objections which are 
made to its culture by those who are either unacquainted 
with its use, or unaware of its great value, when com- 

pared with other green crops, In order to assist in 
removing some of the imaginary difficulties attending 
the preparation of Furze, I think I cannot do better than 
describe the several methods which 1 have seen prac- 
tised in different parts of the kingdom. 

10. One of the simplest and most origiial is that in 

common use in the north of Scotland, where the Furze 

after being cut and thrown into small heaps, is either 
threshed with a flail on the spot, or carried home and 
afterwards threshed on the barn floor, in the same way 
as corn. As the object is merely to bruise the hardest 
of the prickles, it answers the purpose to a certain 

extent, but the labour required is against the practice 
being adopted when other means can be found to effect 
the same object. 

ll. Another plan, not half so laborious as the above, 
hat more bl i u is peculiar to certain 

districts of England and Scotland, and may be thus 
lescribed :—A large wooden block or solid bench, 24 

or 3 feet high, is fitted up in an out-house or shed, to 
which the Furze is brought for the purpose of under- 

going the process that is to render it fit for use. This 
consists in beating it tho- 
roughly by handfuls on 
the block, with a small 

wooden mallet, bound round 

with iron, and in some eases 

Shod with the same, until 

it is thought mio incbnve- 

ienee can possibly arise 

from the priékles. To tliose 

who are obliged to resort 

to the poutding plan the 

mallet and chopper com- 

bined will be found very 

useful. "his should be of 
oak, of a cylindrical form, 

^ about 10 itches long and 
7 inches in diaméter, bound roünd with iron in the 

Pieces of iion, 
Which cross one 
another at right 
angles, and pro- 
ect 4 or binches 

as figured in 
desi annexed 

Tawing. B 

either of discs zy 
implements the a 

Cost of bruising - 

Pi vary from ld. to lid. per bushel. An able-bodied 

ad will bruise about 20 bushels in the course of 

" 12. A third method of preparing Furze is nearly as 
Sat as either of the preceding, and is probably ihe 
don best tliat could have been devised for reducing it 
labo. proper state without. the aid of niuch tianual 
TM This is by crushing it wilh a large circular 
$ d placed on its edge, and so constructed as to be 
f drawn by one horse ina circular channel into 
yi lich the Furze is thrown, precisely in the way that 
pille are treated when bruised by the eider-iiill. 
dits DIS are in fact the same in principle, and 
"Mila: ut little in construetion ; the cider-mill of Glou- 

er, Worcester, aud Hereford being nearly identical 

with the whin-mill of Aberdeenshire and the north of 

Scotland, where cider is almost unknown. ‘The mode 

of erecting such machines will readily suggest itself to 

persons who have only a slight acquaintance with me- 

chanies ; but, with the view of rendering this account 

more complete and practically useful to those for whom 

it is intended, I have thought it desirable to subjoin 

the accompanying section and particulars. Supposing, 

then, it is intended to erect a Furze-mill, the first thing 

required to be done is to raise the ground within the 

circle where the crusher revolves, about a foot above 

the level of the floor of the shed, as shewn at aa, and fix 

in the centre a large stone 5, with a hole in the 
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top, to receive the gudgeon of the upright shaft or 
spindle c, which is to work init. The diameter of this 
platform need not exceed 5 or 6 feet, and around it a 
layer of flat stones is to be placed, as at d d, 15 or 18 
iuehes wide, and on a level with the floor of the shed. 
The crusher ¢ may be of granite or any similar hard- 
natured stone, 3 feet in diameter and 1 foot wide, erect 
on the inner surface, but bevelled on the outside to- 
wards the centre, where it is several inehes thieker than 
at the cireumferenee. It is fixed on an horizontal 
axle 5 or 6 inches thick, which passes through the 
centre, the outer end projeeting 1 foot or 18 inches 
beyond the crusher for the purpose of attaching the 
horse when it is required to be set in motion, while the 
other is fitted into the shaft c, in whieh there is pro- 
vision made, by an opening of 2 or 3 inches in length, to 
allow it to rise and fall, according as the quantity of 
Furze thrown into the trough may raise or depress the 
stoue, The main shaft may be 6 or 8 inches thick, 
bound with iton at both ends, and having a pivot in 
each, the lower one to work in a socket fixed into the 
stone in the centre of the platform, and the upper in a 
plate of iron attached to a large cross beam above. 

The cost of such à machine will of course depend 
very mitch on the facilities there may be for construct- 
ing it. Where stone is plentiful; as in Cornwall; I have 
known one, such as I have described above, to be 
erected for 4/. 10s., including stone, wood, and iron- 
work complete. 

13. A fourth method of crushing Furze is by using 
some of those machines constructed on the principle of 
a chaff-cutter, aniong which I would particularly beg 
to notice the ingenious otie invented by the Messrs. 
Ransouie’s, of Ipswich, and some years ago exhibited 
by them at one of the meetings of the Royal Agrieul- 
tural Society. It is intended to be worked ‘by hand, 
and in addition to a couple of strong revolving knives 
for cutting the Furze iüto certain lengths, it has the 
power to give an opposite revolving Motion to two 
cylindrical cast iron rüllers,s0 placed as to receive the 
Furze immediately it is cut, and effectually bruise it in 
passing between them, 
From the little experiénee I have had of tliis ma- 

chine, and the reports from others who Have tried it at 

iny request, Iam bound to state that it is ruoli too 
laborious for working any length of time by band, and 
in this respect it Fequires improvement, so as to dimi- 
wish the power which is requisite toset it in motion. I 
believe this is the greatest objection that can be urged 
against it j although another, which has been found to 
arise in its working, deserves to be also considered, and 
I should think niight be easily obviated. This is the 
Choking and clogging of the rollers, which from being 
smooth do not cateh the Furze so quiekly as they other- 
wise would if their surface were roughed in some way, 
aud arrangements made to give them a partial cleaning 
every time they tévilve. When these defects are suc- 
cessfully remedied, I have no hesitation in saying that 
this machine will be fotind extremely useful, and one of 
the best ofits kind. It costs from 8 to 10 guineas. 

Whichever method of bruising Furze is adopted, it 
ihust be borne in mind not to prepare any more than 
inay be necessary, as it is not good when it has been 
crushed and allowed to lie some time before being used. 

It will, however, keep fora day or two if packed loosely 
in a bin for that purpose, but the fresher it is the better 
it will be liked. — M. E-H. 

(To be continued.) 

ON THE STATE OF HUSBANDRY IN LOWER 

BRLIDIANT E -i 
WITH INCIDENTAL ‘OBSERVATIONS ON THE CONDITION OF 

THE FARMING POPULATION 'MIERE, COMPARED WITH 

THE SOCIAL STATE OF THE ANALOGOUS CLASSES IN 

IRELAND, 
y MARTIN DOYLE. 

is (Continued from p. 327.) r 

Ti is déeidedly the opinion of the French respecting 
the landes of Brittany that the reclamation of them is 

only profitable by degrees, aecording “as, they can 'eon- | 

veniently provide hands to till and manure to fertilise. 

In Hanovér, any individuals interested in the culti- 
vation öf a waste have the power of calling upon a 
tribunal to assign thenr in severalty such portions of 

it as may be deemed equivalent to their respective 

interests in that waste ; and a law to this purport 

would perhaps be more effectual for carrying ové the 

objects of the French Government in regard to the 

reclamation of the landes than the mere permission 

given to corporate bodies to alienate theiz rights of 

commonage with the approval of the Préfect of the 

Departement. A survey was taken by engineers with 

the accuracy of our ordnance surveys, and every sort of 

soil, heaths and bogs of course jnclasive, were described. 

« The preliminary steps which exceeded the means of 

individuals were taken at the expence of Government 

wheréver the wastes designed for improvement were 

the property of the State; and of the municipal bodies 

wherever they were the property of communities, 

Roads were laid out in all directions ; deep and wide 

trenches cut across the turf bogs opened a communi- 

ation between their stagnant waters and the rivers. 

By this means alone their surface became sufficiently 

firm to admit of tillage. These grand outlines of the 

plan having been completed at the general expense, the 

wastes were divided into allotments of various sizes, 

though not of great extent, in order to meet the capital 
and energy of their future cultivators. They were then 

either let on long leases or sold in perpetuity for the 

best tent or price which they could command, and the 

rent or purehase money obtained for these allotments, 

justified we believe in every instance, all that had been 

expended on the preliminary fimp t? 

THe Dutch colonies of paupers are well known ; the 

system of settling the redundant population on wastes 

has been proved most beneficial to the püblie, and 

certainly in respect of soil and climate the waste lands 

of Irélind have a decided advantage, and unquestion- 

ably with respect to soil the moors of Brittany are 

i bl ess promising material to work upon 

than thé wort out and therefore very shallow bogs of Ire- 

land which contain a superabundance of humus iu-whieh 

the other tracts are comparatively so deficient; and 

the heaths of Hanover and the cold clays of the North 

of Holland are inferior to both. The only advantage 

which the landés possess is their dryness; but what 

peri dand ind i husband will. prefer a 

poor shallow dry soil of 2 or 3 inches to a deep vege- 

table mould, capable of raising the finest garden plants, 

together merely for the labour of first. draining it, and 
then blending the different earths which Providence 

has placed beneath his spade? That the Breton moors 

might be made to yield Turnips very well and to multi- 

ply the number and improve the quality of cattle we 

have tio doubt, but ineomparably more productive are 

the peat moors of Ireland eapable of becoming. 

Moors from which the superincumbent peat has been 

éüt away are convertible without much difficulty into 

very fertile soil. And in several instances deep turf 

bog is rendered doubly productive ; first, by yielding 

peat for fuel and then becoming good Grass or arable 

land. A ease in point will serve to illustrate this. A 

eotipany of distillers in Limerick, obtained some years 

ago about 250 acres of black bog with which we are 

familiar close to the river Shannon and not far from 

the city, for the purpose of supplying their establish- 

ment with fuel. This bog was so deep that the roof 

of the neat slated cottage which they built on it was 

hardly visible from the river until the peat around it 

was cleared away. 
Straight intersecting drains were cut at right 

angles, dividing the bog iuto parrallelograms of 

about 6 acres each, and ihe peat was then cut away 

in regular courses down to the bottom. When I visited 

that piace a considerable extent of elastic meadow lan 

had been gained by mixing about 3 inches of the sub- 

sóil With ‘the fibrous and refuse portions of the peat 

over it, aid manuring. The intention was to render 

the base of the whole bog, in the progress of time, 

Grass-land. The garden was à ;euriosity, from the 'pe- 

euliarity of its location in the midst, of countless masses 

of turf clumps ; the surrounding Thorn-hedge was 8 

feet high. Knight's Marrowfat Peas reached a ‘most 

extraordinary degree öf elevation, aud other vegetables 

were proportionably luxuriant ; Carrots were particu- 

larly-so, Among the flowers were Bélladonua Lilies, 

Potentillas, Siberian Larkspur, Giadiola grandiflora, 

Rockéts 15 ‘inches long, ‘Viger Iris, Paradise Plant, 

double flowering Pink, Monkey Plant, Celestial Rose ; 

Heaths, Eringóes, sweet-scented Pæonies, Dwarf Rho- 

dodendrons, and Pansies of a very fine description. 

Moorland on the slopes of elevated hills, if wet, is 
easily reclaimable by judicious draining, destruction 
of heath and coarse perennial woods by fire and a top- 
dressing of whatever fertilising miatter may be proeur- 
able. If streams öf water Can be diffused over it from 
the higher ground, here is at once a cheap and certain 
Soürce of civilisation; by collecting the streamlets,;ren- 
dering each spring available for irrigation, a large -ex- 

tent of surface thay be rendered früitful—iiot, indeed, 
in the herbage suited to sheep, but in abundant, though 

cöàrse Grasses, for Black cattle. There are strongly 

urged objections to irrigation in the mountain pa: 

districts of Scotland, where each ‘rill, it might -be sup- 

posed, would be valued inestimably for that ptirpose ; 

the shéep farmers miake no use of them in this way, 

alleging that, without oceasional top-dressing, irrigation 

exhausts the power of the soil. 

To render the watering of Grassland effective, hów- 

Svér, draining nitist precede it; und tliis is objectionable 
\ 
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except in a small degree, to most of the hill sheep 

farmers in Scotland, who assert that it destroys some of 

the plants on which they depend in winter and the 

early spring for the subsistence of their sheep, acting 

oa this prineiple—and I state this from personal ob- 

servation (as in every instance to which I have referred 

on matters of practical detail) they merely surface- 

drain, and that in such a way as will not give the water 
too hasty an escape; the drains are made to meander 

down a slope —an evidence of the reluctance with which 

the pastoral farmer parts with the water. 

Paring and burning (strong heath, and such like 
ineumbrances, on the ground excepted) would evidently 
diminish the already deficient amount of vegetable 
matter, and therefore ought not to be practised, espe- 
cially if a covering of clay marl can be applied, or a dentallv effata 

drained. From the very wet season, it was found dif- 
ficult to manage correctly the whole set of experiments, 

and the three here recorded were therefore kept sepa- 

rate, and may be regarded as trustworthy. The result 

of this experiment seems to show that Peruvian guano, 

at 10s. per cwt., is as cheap as African at 6s. 6d., when 

applied to the Potato crop. Animal charcoal as a 

manure for this erop is worthless, if applied alone; and 

in these experiments the land had no other manure. 

t was strongly recommended by several practical 

writers on the subject, to avoid applying guano in direct 

contact with the Potato-sets; but as that had been done 

here for two years without loss, this opinion was con- 

sidered erroneous. To prove the matter, a basket of 

Potatoes was cut, and each cutting dipped into a basket 

of guano, the guano adhering to the moist sides of the 

l t sets; these were then put into an empty sufficient allowance of lime (thai 
agent on any land naturally deficient. in it), or of any 
ealcareous substance. e have pursued the following 
method on such hungry heath land, within a mile of a 
marl pit. The very strong plants of heath, with some 
Gorse or Furze, being hoed out, 300 cubie yards of in- 
different clay marl were laid and spread on the surface, 
which was not ploughed until the autumn of the follow- 
ing year, when it was broken up and sown with Wheat; 
in the ensuing year a fair allowance of farm-yard 
dung was given to a Potato crop, which was good; 
Oats and Grass seeds completed the course, and the 
land was decidedly reclaimed from a perfectly worthless 
condition to a state in which it was profitable for pas- 
turage. The marl tended considerably to consolidate 
the soil, whieh, in the dry summer seasons, otherwise 
would have been worthless from its absorbent nature. 

The good effects of the dung after the marling was 
very great; and unless this manure had been afforded, 
the benefit denied to the soil from the mineral manure 
would have been (except as to its mechanical- effect on 
it) comparatively insignificant.  Turnips might have 
sueceeded to the Wheat in the last case ioned 

guano-hag, and left in it for a fortnight. They were 

then planted in a drill by themselves. About a tenth 

part of them never vegetated, but the rest grew so well 

that when the tops were full grown the blanks could 

not be discovered without minute inspection. I think, 

therefore, there is very little danger to be apprehended 

from applying this manure in direct contact with the 

seed. 
No. 2. The quantity of land in this experiment was 

one-eighth of an acre in each plot. The soil level carse 

land, furrow drained. No other manure applied. The ex- 

periment explains itself, On this description of soil I 
have grown Turnips of excellent quality on a large 
scale, with no other manure than 6 or 7 ewt. of guano. 

No.3. The soil on whieh this experiment was tried 
was level carse land, furrow-drained ; the extent under 

trial 6 acres, one acre in each division. Each acre was 

stacked separately, and the whole produce of each care- 

fully measured by itself. "This soil had been analysed 
by Professor Johnston, and contained, according to 
analysis, rather less, in its natural state, than 1 per 
cent. of carbonat 

I] 

and if there had been no compost or farm-yard dung 
available to them, guano, bone-dust, or some other fer- 
tiliser of the same nature, might have been used to 
raise green crops with nearly equal benefit to the ground. 
But to think of finding marl-pits within a short distance 
of high gravelly moors, and covering them with it, is an 
absurdity ; nor are we to assume that even lime (so 
much more portable) can be conveyed without an enor- 
mous expense and difficulty to mountain moors. 
We must, to reclaim them, generally speaking, be 

content either to pare and burn (according to the cir- 
cumstances of the soil and the vegetation), and sow 
Rape, as I have recommended, and mixed Grass seeds ; 
or,if there be no manures for Rapeor any other such crop 
(which, considering modern facilities in this particular, 
need hardly be supposed), we would merely turn up a 
new surface, and sow in the case of a peat soil (like that 
of No. 1. in the former part of this Essay) Grass seeds, 
or leave it to acquire a natural sward. The gradual 
decomposition of the inverted sod will of itself afford 
new principles of food to a rising generation of plants ; 
if it be, on the contrary, a light, shallow, vegetable soil, 
or an open subsoil, we would recommend ploughing and 
harrowing sufficient to reduce the surface to mould, 
with a subsoil ploughing to give more space to the roots 
of plants, and to increase the volume of active earth. 

(To be continued.) 

EXPERIMENTS WITH MANURES ON POTA- 
TOES, TURNIPS, AND WHE 

By Jas. Carrp, BALDOON, 
[Taken from the Galloway Herald.) 

No. 1.—Experiment on Potatoes (Cups), to test the 
relative value of the following manures—erop planted 
22d May, raised 1st November, 1845. Manure applied 
in the drill along with the seed :— 

Manure applied when Po- | Quantity |Cost per! EH of 
atoes were planted. per acre. | acre. n pear Lore 

tons. cwt. qrs. 
African guano .... 8 cwt. 48s. bee een 
Peruvian guano .. ..| 8 cwt. 80s. (re ta t 

30 mal charcoal .|_1 ton. 60s. | 2 19 8 
_ No 2. On Turnips (White Globe). Manure applied 
in the drill, and seed sown, 3d June, raised Ist Decem- 
ber, 1845 :— 
African guano, Tm 8 cwt. 36s. 29 14 O0 
Bone manure +++ 20 bush. 50s. 19 16 0 
Dawson's animal charcoal 1 ton. 0. 13 10 0 s. 

0. 3.—Experiment on Wheat, to prove the value 
of different applications of lime. Soil, alluvial clay ; 
seed, Hunter's Wheat. Sown 23d Sept., 1844 ; cut 
27th August, 1845 : 

Produce 
of Straw 

per acre, | per acre. 

Produce Weight of 
f Grai Grain per 

Quantity of Lime ap-|Cost per| 
i acre, bushel. plied per acre. 

s. d. | Bushels. |tns.cwt. . 
300 bushels of quick- Barat. d 

lime.. ..[107 6 43 25-2 60} 
44 22 Nothin; 

240 bushels of quick | 7 : Ph 
lime. .| 86 0 42 0 00 60; 

Nothing ct eniin 40 0 00 60 
180 bushels of quick- 

jme. 64 6 AT 0 00 | 60} 
Nothin 

No. 1. The quantity of land experimented on was one- 
eighth of an acre in each plot; and the three examples 
detailed above are part of a series of nine intended to 
determine the relative value of African and Peruvian 
guano, and of animal charcoal. The land was quite 
level and of very uniform quality, being in the middle 
of a large field of carse (i. e. alluvial) land, furrow- 

of lime, which is less than is found in 

most produetive soils. * Therefore," the Professor adds, 

“the application of a heavy liming is indicated by the 

composition. It is possible, however, that in a soil such 

as yours, into which the roots can enter without meet- 

ing with noxious matter, the addition of lime may not 
sensibly, or for a ble ti terially, increase 

the produce.” An inspection of the table will show the 

correctness of this opinion, There was a considerable 

increase of strawin each case where the lime was applied; 

but the increase in grain was so small in both cases 
where there was an increase (and in one there was a 

decrease), that no immediate benefit appears to have 

followed the application. The difference in quality, in 

so far as that can be ascertained by weight, was in each 

case slightly in favour of the plots which received no 
lime. The lime, after being slaked, was scattered on 
the surface in a state of fine powder, and ploughed in 
witha light seed furrow immediately before the Wheat 
was sown. 

The foregoing experiments were all made on strong 
carse land, and may, therefore, not be of general appli- 
eation.— Baldoon, 5th May, 1846. 

Home Correspondence. 
To Irishmen.—We are in this neighbourhood in 

great want of men to cut the Hay crops. Noticing the 

absence of Irishmen this season, I avail myself of your 

paper, in order that you may apprize them that work 
is to be had, and plenty of it; and not only Irishmen, 

but all others who work at mowing. The season being 

so early, I conclude is the cause, not only of scarcity of 

hands, but of the great demand.— A Subscriber, 
Waltham Abbey, Essex. 
The Weather and the Crops.—I beg to send the 

following remarks as required by ** G. W.” :—As I am 

no corn grower, I am no judge ; I have taken the two 

corn harvest months, and have put down decided wet 
days either in the day or night. 

August 9° .. September El 
” » 3 

Mo 5j 3 
Number of wet 
days or nights. 

1845 .. "n7 I Şi 1 

Our Potatoes are very bad about here; but such 
stacks of corn I never saw before at this time, not taken 
in even by the very smallest farmer. Wheat, 23s. for 

168 lbs. ; Barley, 12s. for 144 lbs.; Oats, 10s. for 105 Ibs. ; 
Potatoes, 8s. for 195 lbs.— T. W. H., Abergele, May 2. 

Rooks.—One of your correspondents under the head 
of “Garden Gossip," speaks of “those mischievous 
vagabonds the rooks, on whose history and evil doings 
he could write pages." I also could write pages on 
their history, but certainly not on their evil doings. 
Your correspondent says he * has no patience with 
those who write from their libraries in large towns 
about the poor persecuted rooks ;" and goes on to say, 
“these people can certainly never have used their own 
eyes in a country where rooks are plentiful.” I beg to 

assure your correspondent that I write from a part of 
the country where rooks areas plentiful, if not more 
numerous than in any part of the United Kingdom. I 

beg to assure him also, that I was born in the country, 
and have lived in the country all the days of my life, 

and that I am engaged in agriculture, If rooks are as 
ischi as your pondent asserts, how is it 

that at harvest time we have anything left in the neigh- 
bourhood? Whilst I write, hundreds of young rooks 

are being constantly fed by the old ones, almost within 

gun-shot of the table at which I sit. What are these 
young ones fed with? I have no ripe corn, no Pota- 
toes. What are they fed with? They are fed with 
countless thousands of grubs picked up from and out of 

the earth by these invaluable birds, from five in the 
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morning until seven at night. Had your correspondent 
lived in the Canton de Vand, in Switzerland, as I have 
done, he would have told a different story. I have 
there seen valuable pasture ground so utterly destroyed 

by the grub which turns to the cockchafer, that there 
was not a blade of Grass left. The cultivators are 

there compelled by law (a very unnecessary law you 

will say), to collect these grubs and destroy them, and 
I have seen heaps as large as a bushel, and many of 
them, in a field thus collected to be destroyed. Vast 
flights of rooks pass over Switzerland in the spring and 
autumn, but do not remain except to feed, and the 
peasants say that they do infinite good. I admit that 
when Beans are coming up they pilfer them. I admit 
that they steal Potatoes, and I admit that in years of 

drought they do mischief to the ripe Barley where it is 

lodged. But this may be prevented by keeping boys 

constaittly in the field at such times, and by firing a gun 
at them occasionally. How is it that in a large piece of 
excellent pasture adjoining the rookery at this place, 
there is nothing like a wireworm to be found? What 

are the rooks eating for hours at a time (for eating they 
are) on this pasture? Last year, during Barley sowing 
a large quantity of rooks were following the plough and 
eating something ; the farmer felt convinced they were 
eating his seed Barley; he shot one, and in the poor 
bird’s crop not one grain of Barley was found, but it was 
full of wire-worms. Facts are stubborn things.—Z. 

Grazing and Mowing.—Many thanks for your notice 
on this subject. I have doubts myself respecting the 

of the inf i It is contained in an 
essay read by Mr. J. D. Greaves, the secretary of the 
Burton-upon-Trent Farmers’ Club; vide “ Farmers’ 
Magazine " for March, 1846, page 207. He argues that 
each successive week during which Grass is left un- 
cropped, it throws up more and more, that the larger 
it becomes the more it increases, until mature (as a 
tree does). He then says, suppose a pasture of fair 
average quality is left without stock in the spring, it 
will produce 30 ewt. of hay by the middle of June. 
This is equal to at least (qy. ?) 15 weeks’ keep of a 
cow ; but if you turn in on Ist May, while the bite is 
spare, an acre will not more than supply a cow for six 
weeks, until the middle of June, when the land will beas 
bare asif mown. The last words meet your objection, but 
the point is, is all this reasoning true in practice? It is 
very material, and well worthy of being proved. The 
essay is worthy attention. I do not know if Mr. 
Greaves is a practical man or not, but it would be very 
satisfactory to know what practical men think upon 
the subject. If an acre of good pasture (it must be good 

to give 30 ewt. of hay by midsummer) yields 30 ewt. of 

hay, worth 4/. 10s., and the latter worth, say, 157. to 207. 
If this aere would only keep a cow six weeks before 
midsummer, say 36s., it would only keep half a cow 
after midsummer until Michaelmas, or in all 72s. The 
expense of hay-making is the only deduction, for the 
manure is equally on the farm in both cases.— 
Inquirer. 

The Present Potato Crop.—“ It is now almost a 
certainty that the whole of the crops which have been 
planted at the usual season, and that too without any 
revious preparation of the seed tuber, will be again 

destroyed.” Such is the lugubrious prognostication of 

Mr. Barnes, Bieton Gardens, Sidmouth. So we find it 
in his article 1st and 2d columns of p. 396, of the 
Agricultural Gazette, June 13. It is needless to 
recite the pre-advanced examples ; my object is not to 
deny or refute, I only say pity it is for the noble, the 

beautiful county of Devon, if a calamity so dire be 
permitted to devastate it. As, however, the assertion 
is positive, and of general application,—‘“ the whole of the 
crops,"—they who are Potato growers, who reside in a 
different county, who planted fully, extensively, in 
despite of augury, should investigate for themselves, 
and bring assertion to the proof. I, for one, certainly, 
lost half my produce of last year, the disease first ap- 
pearing about the first week of August, After digging, 

selecting, and storing in a very dry barn, I reserve 
2, number of diseased tubers, generally of a second early 
variety like a Champion; and these, some divided, 
some entire, according to the size, I planted by the 

trowel with my own hand, so that there should be no 

mistake. The site, a plot of the garden of sound hazel 

loam, deep, but over chalk and gravel. The time, 

middle of November, 1845. Seven rows, 30 inches 

asunder, were planted, the tubers or sets 10 inches 

apart, and 5 or 6 inches deep—all were dipped in, and 
after planting dusted over with air-slaked lime, The 
earth was then returned, made level, and covered alon; 

the line of each row with about half an inch of sifte 

coal-ashes. "These were laid on merely as a mark, if 
being intended to mulch the rows with litter in the 
event of frost, but noneoccurred. The eyes had pushed 
prior to planting, but they appeared above ground s? 
very late, that deeming it probable the whole might 
have decayed, I planted in Mareh intermediately, with 
an early variety. Both arose nearly together, were 

thoroughly hoed, but not earthed up, and now, June 14, 
I find the diseased tubers to have produced by far the 

finest plants, though both are healthy. I cannot 
discern a spot on leaf or stem, but perceive the 
autumn sown variety to have the largest stems, the 
boldest leaves, and a perfect development of blossoms: 
Disease may show itself—and if it do, as truth and sin- 

cerity are my objects, I will announce the appearance 
of my plants. All my Potatoes of this year, cut OT 

entire, were set with lime, or lime and soot : none had 

manure placed in contact with them, and all as yet—in- 

cluding the self-sown—that is, those which sprang from 
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tubers left in the ground, are, to all appearance, perfect. 
hi f f e. 

serve the admissions in their report, and the evident 
1 with whieh they were made. See the obser- eard y o! re- 

cently made by Mr. Silver, of White Walsham, a clever 
gardener, whom I know well, He had seen disease, I 
was told, but.I have not been able as yet to call upon 
him. Isball add to my own testimony the results of 
further observations. Ihave seen early Potatoes grown 
even in sawdust ; others, in pits over dung. I know 
large plantings in fields, and others in extensive garden 
plots, but no one ease of incipient or confirmed disease 
has been seen or alluded to, All we fear at present is, 
a loss of bulk in consequence of the unwonted heat and 
drought. Having thus recited a few plain truths, and 
hoping the best, though prepared to admit the worst, if 
it should occur, it only remains to deprecate needless 
warnings of alarm, or crying “ wolf” by ea opeta 

vations on that report with the appendix, fairly launched 
as those of the Great Western Railway Board, chal- 
lenging, scouting, ;and defying contradiction. Mark 
whether, in the face of that exposure, any Government 
dare act upon such a document! Can it be denied that 
the express train between Liverpool and London 1902 
miles, with six stoppages, occupies in the journey to 
and fro, 11 hours and 16 minutes, assuming it keeps its 
time and conveys only first-class passengers ; and that 
the Great, Western express to Exeter, 1932 miles, with 
Seven stoppages, occupies 9 hours and 5 minutes, keep- 
ing its time with the greatest exactness, and conveying 
both first and second-class passengers? Are these 
times in which we are to retrograde in a matter of such sid) : 

1f the disease occur there can be no existing ly 
but if it appear that from diseased tubers,* as mine 
were, a healthy crop be obtained, I think we shall have 
No reason to anticipate an extensive failure from sound 
ones. I omitted to say in the former part of this no- 
tice, that, among the seven rows, there are some blanks, 
perhaps to the extent of one-tenth, The tubers in such 
Cases never germinated—they perished during winter: 
not one that rose above soil has as yet failed.—J. Towers, 
Maidenhead Thicket. 

Railways—Broad Gauge.—1ndustrious and success- 
ful as the parties interested in the narrow gauge railways 
have been in getting holdof the press in the furtherance 
of their narrow principles, I was astonished on opening 
the Chronicle, to find an advocate in one whom I have 
always considered a patron of the advance of science, 
skill, and the general march of improvement in all 
ways. Is it possible that you can have been seduced 
by a few ad caplandum arguments about uniformity of 
gauge, to fall into what I must call a common error, 
the result of which ean only be, in the infancy of loco- 
motion in this great country to place at the outset an 
Absolute barrier to all future improvement? The real 
history of the case is this: Mr. Brunell, with a genius 
and foresight in advance of his age, saw that the gauge, 
which had been adopted without any view to passenger 
vaffie, admi ted only of engines of limited powers ; that 
railways would supersede all other modes of trayelling ; 
that increased speed and power would be looked for ; 
and that in laying down expensive works which were to 
last for ever, ample space should be secured. Whether 
or not he hit upon the exact width of rail that would 
accomplish all that could be desired (a problem not yet 
Solved) is imm It is sufficient for our present 

purpose that it is notorious, with our present experience, 
that if it were an open question there is not an engineer 
in England who would lay down a railway upon so 
harrow a gauge as 4 ft. 84in. For a time nothing was 
heard about break of gauge, or any difficulty resulting 
from a change of carriages, or a transfer of goods. It 
Soon became apparent that Mr. Brunell’s views were 
Correct; that infinitely greater comfort, ease, and speed 
Were accomplished on the Great Western than on any 
Otherline in the world. Efforts were in consequence made 
to accomplish these desiderata upon the narrow gauge, 
increased power and speed especially, with most confi- 
dent anticipations of success. The consequence was 
Most beneficial to the publie; and the narrow gauge 
companies thus pushed made considerable advances, 
and nearly equalled the speed, though all travellers by 
both gauges know neither, or either, with the degree of 
ease, comfort, nor punctuality of the Great Western. 
The broad gauge then began spreading its wings in 
other directions, and was received with open arms. 
The narrow gauge at last found its limit in point of 
Speed, accompanied with safety, and also of power. 
Then and there only commenced the horrible annoy- 
ance of shifts of persons and goods, attributed solely to 
break of gauge, though this had notoriously existed, 
Now does exist, and ever will of necessity exist, in 
districts wholly irrespective of the break of gauge— 
inasmuch as there are 50 shareholders in narrow gauge 
Ines for one in a broad gauge line. There are 50 voices 
and pens at work to one—endeavouring to upset by 
amour superior advantages of which the attainment 
n the fair field of competion has become utterly hope- 

59. Is not the mere fact that the narrow gauge is 
clamouring for legislative prohibition, and that the 

broad gauge is clamouring for open competition, and 
challenging only a fair publie field, in itself a strong 
Sround for publie encouragement? All that mere asser- 
tion orally, and in writing could accomplish, had been 

Said and written prior to the last session of Parliament, 
Tn which the great fight came off in the committees ; 
and that had been carried so far that publie opinion 

E been materially influenced ; but what was the result 

th Actual evidence produced before a committee of 
oy House of Commons, where mere assertion 
i nt for nothing, and facts and figures were 
u be dealt with? A committee, too, deemed so 
in urable from circumstances to the narrow gauge 

erests, that the broad gauge party fancied themselves 
GE oomed? A unanimous report in favour of the 
NOE gauge schemes, though said to be irrespective of 
Seinen of gauge, while it is notorious that all the 
TH ence bore more or less on the question of gauge. 

Ne battle was again fought before a committee of the 
TS of Lords with the same result. The question 
8 thus sul ively referred to issi Ob- 
* 

abo My Potato store was picked over twice; the second time, 
"t the middle of March, a bushel or more were carried off, a a atra tossed into a hole in the orchard by a hedge side. Some 

Brown And Hitt ered them : they now form a dense mass o: owing her! y 

vital import: a 3 and are the public in 
this country to have that retrogression fixed in all time 
to come? The notion is utterly monstrous, and I am 
sure would be scouted by you if you had given the 
matter that enlightened consideration whieh has 
hitherto cl ised your publicati seem to 
be unacquainted with the fact, which has been demon- 
strated as clearly as any fact can be demonstrated, viz., 
that the broad gauge is not only the most speedy and 
safe at high speeds, but by far the most economical. 
And when you adopt the views you have stated about 
the convenience of small trucks, it can hardly have 
occurred to you that while small trucks ean be, and in 
fact are used as well as large ones on the broad gauge, 
the large trucks required for a variety of purposes 
cannot be brought upon the narrow gauge ; and that 
the Staffordshire iron masters are at this moment 
petitioners before Parliament for the introduction of 
the broad gauge into these districts upon that especial 
allegation. Rely on it the publie will be most benefited 
in those instances in which they have the luck to have 
a choice between the broad and the narrow gauge 
through any particular district. It is the dread of 
this which is at the bottom of all that has been 
written during the last few weeks by the narrow gauge 
shareholders.—Speed on a Broad Basis. [We agree 
with our correspondent as regards speed and comfort— 
differ as regards cost; but are advocates for the 
narrow guage because there are 2000 miles of the one 
and 200 of the other. ] 

Profitable Feeding.—In criticising the opinions of 
others we should recollect that our own productions are 
subject to the same ordeal ; and the letter of the “Aber- 
deenshire Farmer" would come in for a liberal share ; 
but Ishall, in preference, proceed to defend myself. 
How my letters on feeding show animals can have been 

isund d passes m prehensi I will again 
attempt to make my meaning more plain. t 
the slightest objection “ to dukes and lords” carrying 
off the prizes, provided they do so fairly, competing 
with the farmer in breeding, feeding, &c., at the same 
time producing a debtor and creditor account ; and 
think if * The Chiel fra the North" would take the 
trouble of reading over again my effusions, he would 
find he had formed his judgment on parts instead of 
taking the whole. I have always advocated good 
breeding and feeding fat animals for the market at the 
smallest cost. I do not intend to be driven from this 
position too easily, and I must have better reasons for 
giving up my views than the criticism of your corre- 

spondent, “An Aberdeenshire Farmer.’ An animal 
covered with fat and unable to move is no criterion of 
good farming, although the tallow may cover a multi- 
tude of sins, unless it ean be proved that it has been 
brought to the condition at a remunerating price, and 
not doctored with stimulants to create an appetite. On 

the contrary, if a sheep, ox, or pig is exhibited well 
supplied with flesh, fit for the most scientific butcher's 
knife, and worthy of the most fastidious epieure's table, 
at a sum not exceeding the usual market price of meat 
per lb., I must maintain that it is a strong symptom of 
judicious management, and far more worthy of a re- 
ward an g than the unf te mass o 
animal matter designated a prize beast, whose very limbs 
are concealed with overhanging blubber. This has 
always been the burthen of my song, and I cannot 
change it on slight grounds. With respect to animals 
set apart for feeding, it must be acknowledged that what 
is termed good condition is the most conducive to the 
increase of the species. I trust some practical man will, 
at the Newcastle meeting, suggest giving prizes for the 
best bred and cheapest fed animals, always recollecting 
the debtor and creditor account, age, parentage, &c., 
being narrowly inquired into. I have no personal inte- 
rest in the matter, as some may suppose ; I simply 
allude to it with the hope of inducing more competent 
men to undertake a subject which, in my humble 
opinion, is of vital importance to the hard working 
farmer, who at present has not much chance with the 
rich tenant or landlord, The small farm system will 
radually come into practice as the knowledge of agri- 

culture extends. At present land is underlet, and the 
labourer starved in consequence.— Falcon. 

The Allotment System.—At page 363 I observe some 
remarks on the demerits of the allotment system. I 

eannot see that your correspondent has clearly proved 

that there are not great and substantial benefits arising 

from allotments of ground being let to the labouring 

class, The real question is, does the labouring man 

receive a sufficient remuneration for his 10 hours of 
labour to enable him to support a wife and children, in- 

dependent of any other means of subsistence ? If such 
were the case, allotments of land would not be of such 

pressing necessity. According to statements made in 
the House of Commons on the Corn Importations Act, 
it was stated that 7s. per week is given to the Dorset- 
shire labourer. Is this a fair day’s wage for a fair 

day’s work? Let any reasonable man consider, and 
see how it is possible, with such a miserable sum, to 

exist without being in starvation. It is, therefore, 

evident that a labourer with a wife and family will re- 

quire some other means of subsistence than that re. 

ceived for his labour. How can such means be placed 

in his power? I say by the allotment system, in advo- 

cating which let it be considered whether his time so 

occupied is profitably spent; for if so, the system is 

good. Take, for example, Potatoes as a crop to be 

grown by the cottager. An able-bodied man, without 

over-exertion, will dig and plant one perch of ground in 

two hours, and if the ground is tolerably good and pro- 

perly cultivated, it will produce from 8 to 12 pecks of 

Potatoes, which, upon an average in this part of the 

country, would be worth 6d. per peck. Here it is clear 
that even at the extravagant price of ls. per perch 
[justly] complained of by your correspondent, a man 
would be better remunerated for his labour than he is 
by the farmer, As regards the exhaustion of a man’s 
strength by over-work, it ought to be left to himself to 

discriminate when he has done enough; he will gene- 
rally be found to be the best judge of his own imme- 
diate wants. I have men at work under me who hold 
allotments ; they are constantly under my eye; and 
whether they may have been at work upon their: allot- 
ments or not, their strength seems to be invariably the 

same ; indeed, I think the allotment tenant is better 

table to withstand the extra amount of labour, for by his 

industry he can afford himself an extra slice of bacon, 

whieh his neighbour, whose time is unoceupied, must go 

without. He would also be better able to afford a little 

for the education of his children, which in this country 

has been shamefully neglected. If a general system of 

allot:ing land to the labouring class was to take place, 

I think the intellig: ity would ad- 
vance, because it would enable those who are fond of 
literature to purchase those works that otherwise they 
could not afford. I know at the present time labour- 
ing men who are holders of allotments that take in a 
newspaper, which 30 years ago would not have been 
thought of by people in their station of life. But, 
setting aside all theory, practice has proved that the 
system is sound in principle, and, beyond a shadow of 

doubt, a decided advantage to the working man. I will 
state two places that come within my knowledge, where 
it has been adopted, and the plan has answered ad- 
mirably. Near the town of Cirencester, there is let by 
Earl Bathurst (a true friend to the poor) land to the 
labouring people at 4d. per perch, including rates and 
taxes. The land is good, therefore not too high rented. 
There is also at Kemble, let by Robert Gordon, Esq., 
land at 3d. per perch, and I believe that each of the 
individuals holding these allotments would consider 
they sustained a severe loss were they to be deprived 
of them. .The allotment system, like many other 
good measures, has its limits ; and, although an 
advocate of the system, I do not think that any benefit 
would be conferved on the working man were he allotted 
too mueh land, I mean to those who are in a constant 
plaée of work: to an able-bodied man of that class 
60 perehes of land would not be too much to cultivate, 
either as regards injury to his constitution by over ex- 
ertion, or the duty that he owes to a master by whom 
he may be employed : to the jobbing labourer the case 
is different, as much ought to be allotted as would fill vp 
all time when not otherwise employed. It is a subject 
I would rejoice in seeing taken up by the legislature— 

to have the allotment system organised upon sound and 

just principles, that every labouring man may have an 

opportunity of renting a small portion of land at a 

moderate price. I look upon it as a measure that would 

tend to reduce the amount of crime, by bringing up the 

rising generation to industrious habits, thereby alluring 

them from the beer shop, poaching, and a train of other 

vices, which are a curse to the human race. It is said 

“the Devil always finds work for idle hands to do ;” let 

us try and take the trade out of his hands.— Robert Cas- 

silles, Ewen, Kemble, Wilts, June 2. 

Abortion.—In answer to your correspondent’s en- 
quiry “ Why so many as twelve of his cows should 

have slipped their calves this season,” allow me to sug- 

gest that the fault lies with the'bull. It is a generally 

acknowledged fact that a bull communicates this com- 

plaint from one cow to any others that are put to him. 

Then as to the remedy; that suggested by yourself 
is doubtless the best (to change the whole herd), but 

where this is impracticabl ee elie 

following :—1st, the bull to be changed; 2nd, no cows 

that had once slipped their calf to be put to the bull, 

till, say 6 six weeks after the time they ought to have 

calved, had all gone right; 3rd, that each cow should 
have two common “drinks” when gone half her time. 
These remedies I have found efficacious, though my 
experience has happily been small.—G. D. 

Disease in Grass Land.—1 write to inform you of 
avery serious disease in the Grass ‘crops and young 

corn in certain parts of Yorkshire and Lancashire. 

These crops are either full or rapidly filling with the 

green insect or plant louse, which is often seen on the 

buds of the Rose tree. The people of this country 

have small farms of Grass and Oats for eow-keeping. 

Some of the crops are about two-thirds grown, and 

beginning to diminish gradually and daily by means of 

this insect. We are at a loss whether to cut or not. 

The hay may be damaged if got with the insect, &e., 
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in it. Other evils may breed out of it; and, yet to 

allow it to be eaten off the ground is a very serious 

thing. An intelligent old farmer, who pointed it out 

to me this morning, declared it would,be much worse 

than the Potato disease. I shall endeavour to enclose 

you a specimen, and shall be glad to give any informa- 

tion that I can collect. We have seen no notice of it 

in the papers. If it be only partial at present, at some 

future time, even in the present year, and at least in 

subsequent years, it may again shew itself. I must con- 

fess I feel considerable alarm at present ; I hope time 

wil! bring rain, and a change for the better.— William 
Simpson, Doleross Parsonage, near Manchester. [The 

specimen sent is covered with the aphis]. 
————S—S 

Socteties. 
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY or ENGLAND. 

A Waexty Councit was held at the Society’s House, 
in Hanover-square, on Wednesday last, the 17th of 

June ; present, the Right Hon, Lord Portman, president, 

im the chair; Earl Spencer; Earl of Lovelace; Sir 
Francis Lawley, Bart.; Sir Matthew White Ridley, 

Bart. ; Sir John V. B. Johnstone, Bart., M.P.; Colonel 

Austen, M.P.; T. Raymond Barker; Rev. T. Cator ; 

Colonel Challoner ; F. C. Cherry, Esq. ; E. D. Daven- 

port, Esq.; W. Fisher Hobbs, Esq.; W. H. Hyett, 

.; J. Kinder, Esq.; Colonel Ms Douall; E. S. 
ym, Esq.; E. A. Sanford, 

Esq. ; Prof. Sewell, W. R. C. Stansfield, Esq., M.P. ; 

«5 W, Cuthbertson, Esq.; T. Dunne, jun., Esq. ; 

C. Eyre, Esq.; A. Glendinning, Esq.; H, Lewis, Esq. ; 

A. Majendie, Esq. ; S. Solly, Esq. ; T. Turner, Esq. ; 

and T. R. Tweed, 

Kendal, Westmoreland. 

Potter, Addison, jun., Heaton Hall, Newcastle-upon-T yne. 

Lowes, John, Allen's-Green, 

President stated, his willingness to try a portion of the 

seed at the present time, and also, as the season was 

now late for the purpose, to reserve a portion of it for 

trial next year at the proper time, on some of his chalk 

lands in Dorsetshire, which he had found remarkably 

good for Sainfoin. He thought it very desirable not to 

let sheep go into it too soon. He recommended the 

members who tried this seed to report to the Council 

their results. Mr. Raymond Baker stated that he had 

mowed Sainfoin twice in the same season on his farm 

in Buekinghamshire. Mr. Beale Browne had also land 

of an oolitie character, on which he would try the seed 

in question. On the motion of Mr. Raymond Barker, 

seconded by Mr, Pym, the best thanks of the Couneil 

were given to Mr. Majendie for the favour of this 

present. 
5. Mr. Futter, M P., communicated the progress of his 

trial of a portion of the Wheat and Barley sent to the 

Society from Australia, on the stiff soils of. Sussex, for 

which the Couneil expressed their thanks. The Pre- 

sident at the same time remarked, that however inte- 

resting it might be to learn at different dates the pro- 

gress of any trial of cultivation, the object of the 

Council was to gain a sound practical result in every 

possible case, on which they might carefully and securely 

proceed in their further enquiries : that it was to the 

result at harvest time, and at the threshing and selling 

of the produce, that practical men looked for satisfac- 

tory conclusions. 

6. From Mr. Henry Drummonp, of Albury Park, 

Surrey, a copy of the Lecture. delivered by him as Pre- 

sident of the Guildford Institute, on Chemistry applied 

to the Arts: intended to show in ordinary language, 

andiwith as few scientific terms as possible, the appli- 

cation of Chemistry to Agriculture ; to give the mean- 

ing of the terms employed as they occur ; to illustrate 

its principles by experiments in the. power of every one 

to repeat with great ease ; and, in conclusion, to explain 

the reasons, according to such principles, why some 

practices in the farming of that part of Surrey were 

bad while others on the contrary were ood. Mr. 

Drummond also called the. attention of the Couneil to 

Thos. Atkinson, Police-station, Manors, New- 

Wheldon, Stephen, Pelton, Chester-le-Street, Durham. 

mb, Joseph, Axwell-Park, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 
Lowman, Robert, 
Geldard, John, South Benwell House, N. tl Tyne. 

the ges which would. result from an examina- 

tion of some of the richest pastures in England, such, 

for example, as those on the borders of Northampton- 

shire and Leicestershire, with a view to ascertain ex- 

actly what Grasses are found on a given space, and in 

what relative proportion to each other ; whether the 

hay from meadows in which the Grass is most nutritive 

when eaten green, is also the best; if not, what the 

Grasses are in those fields where the hay is best. Mr. 

Drummond doubted whether a considerable quantity of 

the hay made from natural meadows, so far as the Grass 

S 
William, Gateshead, 

irmston, John, € a 

mith, John, Lady-Kirk, Northumberland. 

ruce, Rev. Jonn Collingwood, Newoastle-upon-T yne. ' 

roves, Joseph, Radipole, Weymouth, Dorset. 

The names of 30 candidates for election at the next 

meeting were then read. 
The following communications were received : 
1. Letters from the S tàri the Ni 

Literary and Philosophical Society and the Neweastle 
Farmers’ Club, announcing resolutions of their re- 
spective committees that the rooms and library of the 
former establishment, and the elub-room of the latter 
association would be thrown open to the free access of 
members of the Royal Agricultural Society during their 

hing session in N tle ; for which favours, 

Tyne. 

tl 

on the motion of Colonel Challoner, seconded by Mr. |- 
Fisher Hobbs, the best thanks of the Council were 
voted. 

2. Communications from Sir Ropertcx MURCHISON, 
K.S.P., one of the honorary members of the 
Society, explaining the objeet of M. Gripenberg’s visit 

J, is worth making; any [goodness in such 

hay being, in his opinion, generated in the rick,—Mr. 

Pym thought that Sinclair, in his work on Grasses, had. 

instituted those enquiries to which the attention of the 

Council had been drawn by Mr. Drummond.—Colonel 

Challoner was well acquainted with Mr. Drummond, 

and having had an opportunity of learning his views on 

this subject, he explained them to the Council.—The 

President thought it a great point to ascertain the pre- 

cise time when the seed of each particular Grass was in 

the best state for being collected for future use.— Mr, 

Hobbs expressed his opinion of the advantages of inocu- 

lation in the improvement of pastures, and explained 

to the Council the mode in which the turf for that pur- 

pose is easily obtained by means of a ploughshare with 

a wing turned up.—The best thanks of the Council 

were then ordered to be transmitted to Mr. Drummond 

for the favour of his communication. 
7. From Mr. Tween, of Bowater Crescent, Woolwich, 

a statement of the results of his experiments on the 

rate at whiehjwater, enters and again, passes out of a 

cylindrie pipe draining tile. He stated that having as a 

practical man had the most decided doubts concerning 

the ia made by Mr. Parkes in reference to the 

to England, in bringing from his estate in Finland a 
sowing machine of practical excellence, which had been 
entered by Mr. Pusey, M.P., on the part of its inventor, 
for exhibition at the Newcastle meeting, and had already 
reached this country in charge of M. Gripenberg ; and 
from M. Torrig, the Swedish Consul, announcing that 
M. Nathhorst, the Seeretary of the Royal Agricultural 
Society of Sweden, was on the point of leaving Stock- 
holm, by direction of that body, for the purpose of being 
pe e the Neweastle meeting. The Council gave 
instructions respectin i i Veen patty g the due attention to be paid to 

3. Printed proof of the Prog for the N. l 
Meeting, having been read by the President, was 
amended and approved. j 

4. From Mr. Masennir, of Hedingham Castle, Essex, 
a supply of foreign Sainfoin seed for distribution : 

mode in which water finds its way into pipe-tiles, he 

determined to remove them by actual experiment; and 

having procured at a draining-tile manufactory a pipe 

4 feet long and 14 inch in diameter, open only at ohe 

end, he soon found by placing such tube in water with 

its closed end downwards, that the water per- 

meated through the substance of the pipe, and formed 

within it a column of water inereasing in height at the 

average rate of l3 inch per hour, which, on the re- 

moval of the pipe from the water, and. its vertieal sus- 

pension in the alr, again permeated back again through 

the pores of the tile, at the average rate of a 4 of an 

inch per hour. Mr. Tweed exhibited to the Council 

one of the pipes he had employed in these experiments, 

and, in conclusion, stated that however sceptical he had 

previously been on this subject, he was now perfectly 

the Members, for trial of its qualities jendie 
informed the Council that pe ena baean 
cultivated in the oolite district surrounding the city of 
Caen in Normandy, which is usually called the “plain 
of Caen:” one of these varieties being termed the grande 
graine, or graine à deux coupes Sainfoin, the fother the 
petite „graine Sainfoin. The former, or Large-seeded 
Sainfoin, is sown on land of superior quality, and gives 
two crops of hay : the latter, or small-seeded variety, is 
sown on inferior land, and gives only one erop, whieh 
however, is by some persons considered to be of a more 
delicate. quality. The supply of seed presented by Mr. 
Majendie consisted of the larger variety, in the hope 
that it might have its merits tested on calcareous soils 
in this country. He had himself grown both varieties. 
and found a difference in the size of the leaf. The 

d, along with several eminent military en- 

gineers, who bad been equally sceptical with himself, 
that 

Mr. Parkes was perfectly correct in his statement that 

it was more easy to explain how the water got into the 

pipes, than to devise means how it was to be kept out.— 

A very interesting discussion then ensued, in the course 

of which Sir Francis Lawley stated his experience for 

two years in strong elay, and that of Mr. Harvey, of 

Epping, for 27 years, of the satisfactory result attend- 

ing the use of pipe-tiles.— Colonel Challoner ‘mentioned 

the success with which he had luted collars to the pipe- 

tiles with well-worked raw clay, in draining the running 

sands on his estate ; with reference to the diameter of 

the pipe-tile for draining generally, he understood 

that sewerage companies had already begun to reduce 

the size of their drains for the purpose of their being 

current which such contraction oceasioned.—Mr. 

Chandos Pole related cases in the early use of pipe-tiles 

without collars in sandy soil, in which artificial springs 

were occasioned in the field by the blowing up of the 

drains, arising from the displacement of the tiles.—Sir 

Matthew Ridley cited the experiments. of Dr. Buck- 

land, in Buekingbamshire.—M». Fisher Hobbs ex- 
pressed his doubts whether so ready a permeation of 

water through the pores of tiles would take place in the 

finer material of blue clay of which the white bricks 

and tiles were made. Mr. Sanford conceived that ab- 

sorption would prove to be the criterion of permeation, 

and that if a brick or tile acquired weight by immersion 

in water, such material would to a certain extent, and 

under favourable circumstances, allow water to pass 

through a pipe or tile composed of it. The President 

reminded the Council that it was always important 

to bear in mind the given cire d diti 

of an experiment, and to avoid being misled by an 

illogical or undue generalisation; that in the present 

case Mr. Tweed had made an experiment, and accord- 

ing to the care and exactness bestowed upon it, that 

experiment gave true results under the given circum- 

stances of its particular case, as affected by the material 

used, and the pressure of water employed ; that in 

the repetition of any experiment an exactly similar re- 

‘sult could only be expected under exactly similar cir- 
e exp nt proviug or showing just 

so much and no more.—Mr. Sanford took that oppor- 

tunity of giving to the Council an interesting account 

of draining running sands by means of poles or thin- 

nings of Larch, and stated the accidental circumstances 

which had led to his operati and the satisfactory re- 

sults with which they had been attended ; ground per- 
fectly drained, and on which sheep were now feeding, 

aving three years ago been a floating bog, on which a 

stone could not be placed without being buried. The 

President, Sir F. Lawley, Sir M. Ridley, Mr. Chandos 

Pole, and Mr, Fisher Hobbs, then detailed the advan- 

tages or disadvantages they had found to attend the use 

of particular kinds of wood, as that of Alder, Willow, 

Thorn, Seoteh Firs, &c.--The Council then gave their 

best thanks to Mr. Tweed for the favour of his com- 

munication. 
8. From Mr. Mronr, of Tiptree Hall, near Kelvedon, 

an invitation to the members to pay a visit to his farm in 

Essex, for the purpose of inspecting the comparative 

effects of thick and thin sowing, of dibbling by New- 

berry's machine, of dropping by Bentall’s dropper, of 

consolidation by Crosskill's roller, of the extensive use 
Garrett’s horse-hoe, and of deep and shallow draining 

generally, The best thanks of the Council were ordered 

to Mr. Mechi for the favour of this invitation. 

9. From Messrs. WALKER, of Gospel-Oak Works, Tip- 

ton, Staffordshire, a collection of various articles as 

specimens of the facility and extensive employment of 

iron coated galvanically with tin, for the purpose of 

protecting it for a long period from the corrosive action 

arising from exposure to the weather, and of obviating 

the necessity of repeated paintings being applied to sueh 

out-door work. These articles consisted of hurdles, pans, 

lattice, hooks, spouts, nails, screws, grates, chains, an 

hooped tubs ; all of which could be coated with tin by 

Messrs. Walker's process at an expence varying, ac- 

cording to the construction of the article, from 5s. to 15s. 

per ewt, The Council ordered their best thanks to be 

returned to Messrs. Walker for the favour of these 

presents, 
The Council then adjourned to their weekly meeting 

on Wednesday next, the 24th inst, 

We understand that His Royal Highness the Duke of 
CAMBRIDGE has accepted an invitation to Ravensworth 

Castle for the purpose of being present at the New- 

castle Meeting. 

p 

Farmers’ Clubs. 
Marnstonn.— The cultivation of Root Crops, May 1. 

—Mr. F. B. Envy : On dry soils, where only an average 

growth of Turnips is wanted, a previous crop of Rye 

It may be doubtful if 

this plan can be pursued where Swedes are wanted, 

plan succeeding ; for Mangold Wurzel, perhaps, it may 

not. Iam not, however, fond of that root, preferring 

the Swede Turnip, as more hardy and more nutritious. 

To carry on. this system, I admit not only must the 

land be kept clean, but highly manured. I do not feed 

off my Rye or Tares, but mow it for my cattle. To feed 

it off would give the land three coats of manure more 

than it ean require, without you mean to draw the 

Turnips. Let me state my own plan—men are ever 

fond of this, and generally think it the best ; by com- 

parison, however, the best is traced out, so good is de- 

rived out of vanity. Before Turnips, then, I E the 

land tolerabiy in the autumn, and sow Rye or 4 ares. 
As soon as either crop is off, I keep ploughing, harrow- 

ing, and rolling the land till it is fit to sow Turnips- 

As the land is not foul this is soon done, and ihen 

sow about 3 ewt. of guano, mixed with wood ashes. 

harrow itin well, and then sow the Turnips proad-cast, 

If the land wanted more cleansing, I should drill in the 

guano and ashes or bone-dust. Rape-dust has Tid 

found to answer well. Either of these manures will 9 

as a top-dressing. A top-dressing is wanted to gum" 

late the plant—the dung being well mixed in the lane, 

cleansed by the increased fulness and velocity of|and hardly acting quick enough. It is now generally 



‘thought in 
that the latter ploughing should not be so deep. 

Cast; 
Abou 
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ast Kent, where Turnips are much Eas 

Pur. 
nips are found to bulb best on a hard bottom. 
Root crops sre said to be the foundation of good farm- 

tip; Tati tot eonvineed of this, On wet, stiff laud, which 
is difficult to feed on; I think ifa proper estimate was 

Would be fata more 
‘than There is à fashion in all ings, aud 
im tlie plodding yeoman is led by it. 

ape ‘far better than Tursips as a preparatión for 
Whedt--Rape sown late after tlie Tares dré off, aud 
ploughed in. I haye seen the Wheat better on those 
parts on which the Rape was ploughed in; thian on other 
Parts on which the sheep fed. 1 do not say fed wichi 
oilcake, but simply fed Of, the sheep receiving Rape 
alone. I am aware everything must depend on the 
Method of farming. f a flock bé kept, it must be fed; 
üt the generality of farms provide Sheep or stock for 

What they have to consume, and breed but little for 
hemselves. Also the wisdom of this plan "will be 

tested by the dryness or wétness of the land: Oti dny 
täia I tive seen bullocks folded on Türnips, atid sheep 
following them, eating what the bullocks left, thus 
doubly closirg the land. Let me suppose a farni first 
taken by a farmer. At the early stage; if it ve, as most 
are, wlien left, foul anil out of cultivation, whole fallows 
and drilled Turnips will be necessary. When tinie and 
attention have brought the farm into a proper state of 
Cultivation, then bastard fallows and broadcast Turnips 
May insure, A ehange of crop will bé all thit is neces- 
sary. Rest will be idleness ; no garden knows a fallow. 
Much land has lately been rendered fit for roots by 

ining—much more will be rendered so, The poor- 
est heaths by paring and burning, and by the application 
of guano, lave growü Turnips, and afterwards corn. 
The root crop may in such cases be called the founda- 
tion of farming. If their worth will pay their cost, then 
do they induce men to drain their lands, to reclaim 
heaths, &e. What induces men to think, will also 
induce to try i experi knowledge ; 
will be gained, and if fairly peconimenteds good must re- 
sult, Even these few lines may produce good. ‘They 
May raise thought, and thus a spark be struck which 
will lead better farmers and wiser men to see that agri- 
Culture is the keystone of an empire. It may lead phi- 
losophers and chemists to communicate their knowledge, 
and farmers to receive it with gratitude, and apply it 
With liberality: I have forgotten to speak of my simple 
Manher of housing Swede Turnips; it is by no means 
Dew. I cover tliem with Hop-bines, first laying them 
in clamps; at first the bines are not laid thickly 
9n, as itis necéssat'y to allow the reek or moisture of 
the Turhip to evaporate. When this has exuded, then 
the bines are laid on more thickly, and the Turnips keep 
Well.— Mr, Epps said, in reference to storing roots, that 
it was necessary that they should be well dried before 
being put into clamp. He would recommend them to 
be Sprinkled with about a bushel of sliked linie per ton, 
às he had known roots affected with disease, iu which 
the disease had been stayed by the application of pow- 
dered lime, which, ia his opinion, destroyed the fungi 

at caused ihe disease, without injuring the root. 
Deep cultivation was essential for the Carrot. . He liad 
Sometimes known the Carrot to penetrate 3 feet into 
t fe soil, As iti agricultural crop, he would recommend 
the iore general cultivation of the Parsnip, which was 
Rot only au excellent and nutritious article of food for 
Cattle, but was getting into demand for making sugar. 
Parsnips Should always be sown in the autumn, about 
September. If sown in the spring, it is a very pre- 
Carious crop. It could not be dug for too deeply, tior 
Sown too shallow, He believed that the Weald élay, if 
1t Was drainéd $0 as tó be well tilled, would grow excel- 
in crops of Carrots. He thought that farmers often 

“own, The ‘seeds of these roots, particularly of the 
eros were véry perishable from wet atid cold, par- 
foulatly when too deep in theground. The land ought, 
bush ese crops, to be well pulverised ; and the seed 
pg erely to be covered, in the last week of April 

Terhtps More precarious than that of the Cartot, 
hr Seed ‘being ih càpsules; which were very liable to 
dibbi He had krowh & ease last year, whete it had been 
ba *d in only 2 inches deep, that the seed had rotted, 

Stiff 

ou Pülverised by the frost. He then sowed broad- 
b a gallon and a half of seed per acre. One field of 

thesia oo per acre for the whole field. He had 
ing di another piece of land in the sàme way, exetpt- 
p at he had there put half a ton of Péruvian guano 

atre, Tliat piece was not quite so good as the | 
" He had taken up three acres aud Nad the | 

Very qporton fur seed, which had turned out to be the | 
Brow, ii p ace o rnip seed which he had ever seen 
"iqq T. A this field he had tried half an aere of the 
Sinn e field, with Brain's English guano at the | 
With p. the vest of the field, which was d ed | 

9rüviap jane. This was left for seed. T : amount to l07. per acre. 

produced, judging by the eye, about 400 bushels of roots 
the half acre, but the half aere dressed with the English 
uano had eertainly not more than 300 bushels. That 

portion had not produced more than half the Turnip 
seed which had been grown with Peruvian,guano. He 
liad had 22 seres of "seed in alh and ‘although he liad 
thaliy years ago grown Turnip seed in Romiey Marsh, 
the xesult as to quantity had quite surprised Him: 
‘Turnip seed had never been grown in that neighbour- 
hood before. and he had been told that the seed bad 
exhausted the lud, and that he should get nothing 
afterwards. He lad sown the three fields with Wheat. 
He had merely broadshared them two or three times 
Without ploughing, and had drilléd the Wheat which lie 
had since dressed with nittate of soda. The Whedt 
looked “at present exceedingly well, and if nothing 
unusual should ail it before Harvest, le would not tike 
four quarter's an äere for it allround. He ‘had dlso 
grown Carrots on some of the stiffest clay of the Weald, 
Which he had dressed with 12 cwt: of Peruvian guano. 
These had sérved for fod for cows, horses, and pigs; 
which all seemed to thrive on them. He had not 
measured the Carrots, but as far as he could guess, 
therë were aboüt 600 ‘Wushels to the aere, He had 
üibbléd in tle easrots with a Very bluüt dibber. He 
had also put in some Mangold Wurzel with 12 ewt. of 
Peruvian guano; inthe same way as the Carrots, and of 
Which he Had growi much about the same quatitity, 
a -great portion of which he had now. He had tried 
another piece of ‘Iurnips with Peruvian guano; 
Boasts inorganic iunufe, and ‘urate, of which the 
guano was the best, but the crop was not à good 
one, In the first field, where the Turnips had 
been pulled, he lad put in Oats after broadsliaring. 
These had produced three loads of sheayes to the gere. 
He had not measured them separately, but there must 
have been eight or ten quarters, nearly double what 
had ever been grown in that field before. "These expe- 
riments clearly showed that the whole benefit of these 
artificial manures was not lost in one crop. He had 
also tried 12 cwt: of guatio per aere for Drut-head 
Cabbages against a heavy dressing of dung. Soie of 
the Cabbages grown on the dung were as large as the 
crown of a man’s hat, but of those grown with ‘guano 
there Were many which would probably weigh from 
23 Ibs. to 30 lbs., and could scarcely be got into a bushel 
méasure. He felt persuaded that; on the Weald clays, 
cattle Cabbuges were one of the best crops that could be 
grown. Hé was so satisfied with his experiment with 
them, that he had sowed the plants for thitteen acres 
more this year. He had now given the club the resült 
of his experiments, as he had promised to do last year. 
His decided opinion was that the first thing to be at- 
tended to in the improvement of their stiff clay’soils 
Was; to ünder-drdin tiem. He reconimebded that they 
should be dressed after Harvest with about a Half dress- 
ing of dung, and should be allowed to lie, so that the 
frost should pulverise ‘the soil. ‘Turiiip’seed-should be 
sown early on ¢lay soils, which were not so Warti nor 
so forward as lighter soils. He thought that it would 
be madness to expeet to grow Turnips on their cold 
Weald of Kent clay soils, without under-draining. The 
expense of mole ploughing, in every fifth furrow across 
the drains, would be about 2s. 64. per aere. If a frost 
came after preparing their lind eatly, they would get a 
beautiful tilth with very little labour. His plan was to 
work the soil to about * half a season,” and then to'sow 
his guano broadcast. Healsosowed his Turtips broadcast, 
very thickly, as his land would aot allow of their being 
drilled ; and afterwards when they had got out of the 
way of the flea, cut them out with the horse-hoe into 
rows about two feet apart, and thinned by land to about 
a foot apart in the row, He “breaked” [It would be 
well were fewer ‘provincial and technical terms em- 
ployed by those who draw up these reports.] the Turnips 
several times, as he always put his Turnips into land 
which would otherwise lie fallow: He found that Tar- 
nips kept better in the soil than in any other Way,’and 
he allowed them, to retnain in till they begáh to shoot, 
when he piled them in rows between rows of hurdles, 
and-covered them with just straw enough to throw off 
the vain. Not one in a hundred of his Tutnips, When 
50 treated, were affected Ly the rot., They ought to be 
so. placed that the gir might pass through them: Mr. 
Elvy had said in his paper that he thouglit Türhüips on 
stiff soils could not be grown ata profit. Mr. Barnes 
thought that frequent failures occurred from just 
giving the Turnip enough manure, and no more: 
and then if they did not gét ‘a luxuriant crop after: 
wards, they complained that ‘the Turnips had ex: 
hausted the land, If, bowever, the same farmers 
who said this, had only gone to’ the sanie expence for 
duug which they had ineürred for guano, they would 
scarcely ever have got Turnips. Nothing was gained 
by stinting the land. If you put three-quarters of a 
cwt. of guano per acre, the Tarnips would take all and 
not be satisfed. If you put 4 cwt., you might get a 
tolerable crop ; but if you gave 5 cwt: you would get ‘a 
crop, and perhaps have a little leftin the soil. If, how- 
ever, you put 10 cwt., yon would have 5 ewt; left in the 
soil, and would grow twice as many Oats and twice as 
imuch Clover in following years as you would by putting 
in 5'ewt. at first. On his land, worth no more than 155. 
per acre rent, the whole merit of the crop was due to 
the manure. He had in the last year grown about 
30,000 bushels of rootsysome of which ‘he had sold at 

74. per bushel, Those which he consumed he reckoned 
at hali that value, for he thought that he could grow 

Turnips on his clay soil at 34. per bushel. That would 
Without the manure the ex- 

penée woüld be 5/. per acre. The manure would cost 
6/. more, but he estimated that Half the value of the 
manure was left in the land, and in addition he Had it 
in as clean a stzte as if it had lain fallow. Mr. Barnes 
went on to say that he consünied his Turnips with his 
stotk, consisting of 16 cows, 1 bull, 23 horses; and about 
300 pigs. He stéamed the Turnips abut 45 büsHels 
dta tme, Which Were given With other food. “His pigs 
had à pint of Peas &àeh, and cdisuitied Say 50 ‘bushels 
du day, which Cost SAF 4/. 78. 6d. per weék, for Which 

€ edleulited tliat each pig increased in value 1s. per 
week, atid if only half this increase Was attribiitable to 
the Swedes, lie ‘should gain say 7/. for what had cost 
him say 47. 7s. Gd. After Some further observations, 
Mr. Barnes moved the follóWing resolution, Which was 
carried utanhüoüsly :—* Resolved;—That in the fàg- 
Stone districts, very good crops of Turnips have been 
grown after gudno; both When ridged atid drilled if plain 
lind ; but'that it ‘sotte localities in diy seasons, those 
drilled plaii lave appeared to suffer less than When 
ridged. Thus ‘on the stiff Weald clay, when drained 
dnd móle:ploughed, and after à güod dressing of guano, 
gosa ecps have been grown, Wheli Sowi broadsast, dnd 
afterwards etit oüt into tows at two feet'apárt, and öne 
foot apart in the row."— Waidsione Gazette: 

TénbdRING HuNpied, Esstx.—At the lite miectiig of 
tlie Agricultural Association at Thorp-le-soken, the 
following ‘Observations were made by Mr. Methi, of 
Tiptree Hall, ih eonteetion with the toast, ** Success to 
commerce anid trade = He edid it had all through fife 
beet his opinion ‘that wianlifactiites, comimerce, dnd 

teul Were i Ply eontiécted; and that it Was 
impossible to thake them autagonistic interests without 
injury to all. In Bis own ease'the greater part of his 

vere facturers; while on the other 
hand he eonsumed. corn and meat, some of it in all pro- 
bability grown in the very neighbourhood where they 
were assembled ; therefore there was a beneficial in- 
tercourse between them. The manufacturers were 
still prepared to supply them with goods, but. he hoped 
they should be none the worse eustomers of the farmers 
if they supplied other nations with what was not wanted 
for the home trade. He looked for the time when 
agriculturists would be iu the same position— when they 
would be able to say to foreigners, “We have all the 
corn we want, and here is more to ship.” He believed 
that would be their position, and that it would soon be 
brought about if they all farmed like his friend, Mr. 
Hutley, of Witham, He had no hesitation in saying 
that whilst ihe agriculture of Essex was very far 
superior to that of other counties, it was very far in- 
ferior to what it ought to be. In the first place,as lad 
been remarked by Mr. Nunn, it was impossible to grow 
corn without manure ; and if so, why waste it? If the 
manufacturers had thrown money down the drains or 
into the ditches, they would not be in the position they 
now were of being able to supply not only the home 
consumer, but to go iuto foreign markets and offer their 
goods ju eotpetition with those dwelling on the spot, 
andliving,as was thought in tliis countiy, much cheaper 
than themselves, and yet théy could go 10,006 miles and 
say, “Here's ‘a razor (laughter); Or a piece of cotton, 
which We offer you for less than you can'make it your- 
selves, although we live in à country in which bread is 
so dear." Could that be done without skill, science, 
and enterprise? The Chaitman—But you have your 
iron here. Mr. Mechi—Ne, we have from Sweden all 
which is used for razors. It was the science and 
superior industty of the British manufacturers which 
enabled them to buy iron and other commodities of 
their opponerits, arid send them back in the shape of 
Wanufactured goods. Thëre was another reason why 

fi prog When they wanted to 
build a factory they hired a piece of ground upon lease, 
and he believed that were it not for the power of getting 
à Certain tenure fora definite period, the improvement 
which had been alluded to would never have taken 
place: He believed ‘further, that the basis of agricul- 
tural improvement must be leases, He did not state 
this as being opposed to the landed interest of the 

country ; he knew them to Ue men of noble sentiments, 
although öf cöurse with some prejudiees ; but he be- 
liéved that the effect of leases would be to secüre a 
superior class of tenantry—men of capital—and men 
Whose land “at the end of their leases would be mre 
valüüble than when they entetéd upon it. It was a 
painful thing to see then left to chance; a landlord 
might be taken away and all his best intentions be frus- 
tratéd: “A tenant ought to have seeutity that in itn- 
proving bis land he will have an opportünity of seeing 
part/of his money back. The reverend gentleman (Mr. 
Marsden) who had spoken upon the subject was; he 
thoüght, rather hard upon the manufacturers as to the 
connexion between them aud their men. It had always 
been his wish and endeavour to make liis workmen as 
contented as himself, He considered it the duty and 
the interest of employers to endeavour to improye the 
minds-of those under them; it improved the feeling 
between them; the work would be better done ; they 
would be less robbed, and better served ; while it would 
generally raise the character cf the individuals with 
whom they were'eónnected. “He did not profess to be 
sitigular in these views, fot he believed that a great 
many of the most eminent manufacturers devoted muth 
of their time and money to the same object. To return 
to the subject of agricullürists aid manufacturers us 
vot béing separate interests, he liiew maby gentlemen 
who had made profit encugh out of their foreign trade 
to büy lard; and through his advice they had had men 
front Estex to drain it, 80 that the tie between them 
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was shown in the fact that manufacturers who had 
saved money were using it in giving employment to 
their feliow-countrymen instead of sending it abroad. 
He thought the farming of Essex susceptible of great | 1 

improvement; it was wrong, because it was unprofit- 

able to use waggons instead of earts—it was wrong to 

waste the liquid manure—it was wrong to plough shal- 

low—it was wrong to put in too much seed—and it was 

wrong to put in too little manure. In fact he could 
not do better than to quote again the example of his 
friend Hutley ; and it was certainly to be regretted 
that having made money he should not tell his brother 
farmers how he did it. He considered high farming 
very commendable, and this instance proved that it was 
high farming which paid best. With respect to his 
own experience at Tiptree, it was open to the examina- 
tion of every one. His caleulations ee hitherto been 
verified ; and if any gentleman would him a visit 
at harvest time, they might tell him of his faults as 
freely as he told them of theirs. But he must caution 
them against being prejudiced ; a farmer should be 
guided by facts; he must search for them wherever 
they are to be found, and then if he did not follow them 
up he was to blame. He had a strong love for the 
county of Essex ; he should endeavour to grow as much 
corn as he could at Tiptree Heath, and if they did not 
do the same he should tell them of it.—Mr. Marsden 
explained : His observations as to manufacturers and 
their workmen referred to the large establishments in 
the north. He admired the good speech of Mr. Mechi, |? 
and the good temper with which it had been delivered, 
but he thought it shaved him rather too close ely. 
(Laughter. )—Mr. Mechi rejoined, that the closer he 
Shaved his customers the better they liked him. (Loud 
laughter.) 

Miscellaneous. 
+ Influence of a Rotation of Crops on their Produce— 
From Land's End to St. Ives.— This is a busy active 
neighbourhood, the inhabitants being engaged in fishing, 
navigation, mining, or farming. The soil is exceed- 
ingly good, and notwithstanding its exposure to the 
sea, good erops of corn are grown on the verge of the 
cliffs 300 ft. above the wave. The farms vary from 
10 to 200 acres, few exceeding 100 or 150 acres. The 
rental averages from 30s. to 60s. per acre —a large pro- 
portion at 40s. The land in this neighbourhood lets 
exceedingly high from the peculiar character of the 
small farmers—a hardworking race of men, who keep |! 
a number of milch cows, breed an immense number of 
pigs, and grow large quantities of Potatoes. The ordi- 
nary course of eropping isto break three-year old pasture 
for Potatoes and Turnips, followed by Wheat, then 
Barley or Oats, and Gr: eds. ¢ On the better-culti- 
vated farms the rotation is generally Turnips, Wheat, 
Potatoes, Barley, and seeds ; the breadth of green crops 
averaging from 20 to 25 per cent. The difference in 
the two systems s is as follows :— 

| Under Ordinary Management. pem: System. 
100 acres. 

Produce per Acre. [Produce per Aer 

Potatoes From 8 to 10 tons 

27 to 30 bushels. 
[30 to 36 bushels. 

5 to 50 bushels. 

— Mr. Karkeek, English ae a ae s Vm nur 

Calendar ve Operations. 

Amona the operations justi iis "requiring the especial atten- 
tion of the EE d Met id hay- Per on which the follow- 

observ n Doyle in his “ Practical 
ind. E "from ‘Middleton’ s Lnd of Middlesex will be read 
with advanta: 

“In the first day’s process, all the Grass mown before nine 
o'clock i a me A is tedded or spread out, great care being. 
taken to it so as to leaveit es from sampe and to strew 
it aN or ‘ol the V hole surface of the ground. Itis soon after- 
wards turned, with an equal ppt e care and attention n 
if tbe number of hands be sufficient; teer, turn the whole again, 
or at least as much of it as they can before twelve or one 
o’clock. It is then raked into what are called single windrows ; 
orso that each person ma; row at SA three € gue 
tance; and the inet operation of the day is to put it up into 
Grass cocks. e business of the MM day ES 
by tedding all ihe see that was mown the first day ies nine 
o’clock, and all that was mown this day before that hour. The 
Grass cocks are then well shaken out Pind what m called 

x yards in breadth. 

tween the staddles rather large, they a 
deat and the rakings mixed with the i hay, in rere tod its 
all drying so as to be of an uniform colour. The staddles are 
next turned, and after that the Grass that iis tddded in the 
first part of "the morn: ing RE or twice, in the same manner as 
described in the first d. This eese Eis: all be per- 
formed before twelve ps one o'clock, that the whole may lie 

y: 4 f etween them o; 
double the size of the single windrows. each being About a or 

and conclude by putti 
The labour of the third day is raid by first 

own in the early part of this 
hen the Grass cocks are thrown inc into DURS as 

tard.cocks into staddles of less extent. 
These narrow staddles though last spread out are first aired! 
then those which were in Grass Um and rr the Grass is 
turned once or twice before twelve or one o'clock. When the 

een sunny and fine, the hay which was last night 
in bastard cocks, will this afternoon, pi in a proper state to be 
carried, as in fine seasons it may mostly be performed on the 
third day ; but when m Seen been cool and cloudy, no 
part will be probably fit to carry. In that case the first busi- 

morning spread from the swathes into single windrows. After 
ard ci 

he great cocks just Weserito d are xi carried 
befele dinner! ‘The other operations are similar to those of the 
former days, and proceed en (UE same order, continuing them. 
daily until e whole is fini 
ae the whole cow Bis of "hay-making the Grass shouid, 

s possible, be protected both in the night and day, 

S rdinstl rain and dew, by cocking. In districts Whiro he ha; 
season is later, and the weather more SERERE it would 
often be dangerous to expose the hay so much abroad as in the 
da duse more cautious method HOT probably be 
adoj 

d i seh cases, instead of keeping the hay almost VEU 

spread out and exposed to the EE DTE as in the preceding 
method, it may s Piin to put itinto small cocks soon after 
it has been cut id become a little made; these should 
then be frequently Medio over, but not spread out except when, 
the weather is in such a fine state as to insure their being pu. 

vs ktat i ia same state, without injury from the falling oF 

od is much more slow, though the hay is much 

qe den to! danger in wet ET than in that which has 
been describe: ove ; and when there is much heat it may be 
made with very little trouble. 5 E a. and without much ex- 

Copsa e its nutritious juices 
r practice that has been found useful in such situa- 

tions i Ud d ieee out the Grass that is mown, turn and windrow 
it on the first fine , and also to put it into small cocks when. 

ocks are 

are never rebroken 
t, being only lightened up to let the air pass through them 

perd freely. The « advantages in the ode are supposed by 
some to be, that from the regular tedding that is given, the hay 
becomes more ERE in quality, heats in the stack or mowin 
a more uniform and equal manner, and cuts out better in 
the truss. 

** No more of the produce should be thrown out than can be 
put into cock the same day, or before it is injured by a fall of 
rain, When the NEM jer is unsettled it ER often be permitted 
to remain in the swathe for several days, only taking care that 
iid abaia dnon benoni oloured by turning them over 
by the head of the rake, In this wa ill frequently be so 

uch made in a few days a as to require tittle: tedding vr 
to orm good hay, The preserving hay of a proper green colour 
is of some impor n order to effect this 
the bastard cocks previous to their being carried, should be put 
up in the heat of the day, and Toa in that condition till the 
following mor! ning, when they must be turned and opened so as 
to di pel any dai t might induce it to he mie in the stack, 
and in that way poll ie colour. e aequ of a lightish 
brown colour in k, is not found JUI IONS tohay; but 
when it becomes of a dark brown, from too much heat, itis 3 
to weaken ri i i 
dior etic pioneras 

y heats to such exces 

E 

reat NS. therefor P should 
wouter! tolto put h arge cocks, especially if it 
has been even once e (nle uhe heen Der fectly dried after- 
wi ards), for in such case it will Bx tain] 

ides E oe Carrots, I tanasida Wa gu early Swedes, 
o be repeatedly horse-hoed cas Lt and; hoed, 

the Ist to pps. of about 10 2d will 
ls of about M ins, š and t this inet P also 

answer well on most soils 'edish Tur 
Ti dee ais italian Jus 

hoi uo be watched that itn be 

Ñ 

a 93 i a E kd GE & 
Sas 

$ [3 EE a A 
Foe EE 

athes By ie à day, and hes 
ed yas and tied i in she; 

and! nis in stooks till ready to dry grass inmost, 

Wotices to Correspondent: 
BunTHENS ON Lanp—& Ross—We do not print the lords’ senor 
for jo reasons : firstly, we have no room; and secondly, if 

, we can occupy space better, act, no man of 
common intelligence, be his political opinions what they 
may, can read it without Fd thatit is unworthy of the 
body from which it eman 

Ena. Ac. SOCIETY. clita roe—The period at which com- 
peting accounts “of tye por magie for Wheat must be de- 
livered to the Secretar een announced. 

doubt sufficient time Mar s Uter for the necessary 
eri 

AURI EA AND TENANT—J P Z should have been 
appy to assist you; but we n Suid stated our in- 

ability e give legal advice. 
Oat: —1f the vee otop hot, Oats will doubt- 
me v. E ite ht crop: andh ig On vill not, we think, be 

a bad speculation. What iJ px pcm may be worth any- 
thing fri rese 9d. to 1s, 1d. per Ib. 

tS J C—We SUO. prefer iving it about mid-day if 
panies benefited by it is to be dropped in the fold. 

SEIL ARM— on may learn how to make the greatest 
annual income off a small farm nsulting a pamphlet on 
small farms by Wm. Blacker, Es 

TASTE OF ER—Seeing that one of your correspondents 
mnes to Eno, the moat Paat manner for destr roying the 

tter, I send the following, being a com- 

strongest infus: on of nitre by pounding it in a 

ry two lta of milk be 
stirred up in ius warm milk as soon as it is EA in, and. 
all flavour of Turnips willy be removed,"— FE, 

Markets, 
SMITHFIELD, Monpay, iat dues Ex Metus, 

Best Scots, Herefords, Kc My 8t = Best Leng-wo: —8 
Best Short Horns -83 6 Ditto (el ai Dap so 
Second quality Beasts - 210 3 4| Ewesand second quality — -— — 
Calves 40 48 Ditto (shorn) 84 38 
Best ome Half. “predo - — | Lambs ~ = © 6@ 64 

Eun - i 0 4 Pigs GA " 4 8 

siderable demand, still the 
rate qualities, The best 

er more money. 
Tite is Going in Pigs; late rates are barely supporte 

5, 904; Sheep and Lambs, 15,000 ; Calves, 0895, Pi 
Ver 

800. 
‘Smithfield. 

HOPS, Frimay, June 
The accounts from the plantations coming more rura cantes our 

market to, be lower than last week. The duty is now laid at #120 
ness after dinner is to AT that TN was in Grass cocks last 
nightinto double windrows, then the Grass which was this 

‘he 
nowever, in many places als-ge quantity of vermin an ones 

ai, imjour opinion, the Hops re sill in a very precarious 
cannes & Face) Hop-Fav 

dowd 3 
‘ors, 

COVENT GARDEN, JUNE Z9.—Most kinds of Vegetables 
have been Pay supplied, : and all SR of Fruit in eraon except English Cherries may 
be obtained at from 6s. to 8s. per Ib. ote Grapes, o of om 
cellent quality, are abundant and tolerably chi eap. Som 
Plums, and a red. Ripe Gh quantity of Peaches and RpURURN 

a good TD p E and D erries ; un are 
at from 3s, to d. per dozen Ibe. Ripe 
to ronem their appearance in in tolerable abundance. Apple: Ed 
Pears being nearly over for 
nominai prices. Oranges, 

s 
nglish Melons may obtained at last week’s 

Of Vegetables, Asparagus is plentiful and excellent in 
POR Cabbages, Greens, &o., are good and sufficient for the 
mand.  Carrots and OUT "e ney and the same 

be said i wever, somewhat 
affected by the dry: weather, E Mangan Beans begin to rie 
their appearauce 

FEE 

10 and 12 n; but inferior samples m; ay e obtained at 
lower prices. sh-leaved Kidneys are rather dearer, and th: supply is somewhat limited. Let uces and other Salading are 
good and Mende Cut 
Jasmines, 

Pine Apple, perlb., 6s 
Grapes, Hothouse, per Tb ato 68 
Apples, Dess., per bush., 7s to 204 

elon 

emona, per dozen, 1s to 
i m 

js to5 
ome 6d to y^ Gi 

Seville, per 100, 5s to 16s 
per dozen, 28 to 2s 6d Walnu: te, Ber Ms]: 195 to 168 

Chesnute, per peck, 3s to 7« 
VEGETABLES. 

Cabbages, per foe (Ub H SA Carrote, Hn ipee | to ls ad EXE Onions, per hf.-s 0 4s Gixeuks per soe bincion\iaeeie dd 
artichokes, per doz 24 to 48 
French Beans, per 100, 2; to 34 

6; 

in lab, per. de s drea to Bs 
Shallots, per 1b. i e Garlic, per lb., 6d to 8d : Lettuce, per score, Cab. 4 Sorrel, per hf.-sieve, 9d to 1s Cos, 4d to 146d 

Potatoes, aeta 70s to 1808 Radiation 12 hands, 4d to 1s ES s 48 to 98 Mushrooms " 
isl, Bs to 4 0 Small Sal per po & BER por doz. lbi, äs tods | Fennel, nee VO. 3d to ad . — frame) por Ib 6d to lod tory, per bunch, 4d to od Furnigs, per Bauch, dd w i P Thyme, per bunch 

Red Beet, per doz., 6d to Le 6 Waters ; bun. 6d to 8d federico TU Parsley, SUR Panoh d toed 
bundle, le 

trragon, per bunch, 6d 
int, green, per bunch, Sa to Bd 
arjoram, per bunch 

Chervil, per pugnet, 24 1088 

Rhubarb, per bundle, 54 to is Roots, per 
Asparagus, per bundle, 1s to 4s Ta Cucumbers, each, 4d to Is 
Spinach, por sieve, 9d to Le 
TESE pOr des bunches, la to Ja Gd 
dalie per bundle, 9s to 3a 

HAY. Per Load of a6 russes, 
SMITHFIELD, Jur 

cima Mend.Hay 80s to E: 
tafe New & Rowen 55 

siete, 98s NewClr. 70a to E 
1g ran Sor 

SER Coopss, RUE d 
CUMBERLAND Mateo June 1 

Pel [mp Mond, Hay isto 90s | Old Clover 110 to 115 
E . 60 70 z i 
NewHay < eo 70 

$E 1103s to 98 
New Clover 80 

us OSHOA inc Hay Salasma 
WHITECHAPEL, June 19. 

Fine Old Hay - Tato 80s] Ola Clover Lids tonie 
Inferior Hay - Infr. 9» — 90 Straw — 20s.to 348 
Nivel P RUE LA SION VES 

OTA TOES SOULE Du, MM M June 15, resh arrivale last week from Yorks hire an which took the ie trade hare was on old Potato EYE lefc of forme arrivals ware s y matkesrable at any pei 
lay and a ente from. Scotland arriy eiy thia ay 

goes are in à heated and This is a d ere h s sold du: ing ihe Tin month x Y 
v also si 
e o stores, which are at present 

follows; hut sévorL of (he qu. Maions Bids 
York Reds, ie $1 1403 per ton; ditto Regents 

h Reds, 208 s to 708 pi 

RK-LANE, Moxpar, june 
es 

The supply rà Bnglish Wheat by lan iage samples this 
morning ion aller than of lat eats ealised an 
ddvanibel Gf Uto Has per ati INTEGRE S Wiole IAH TEN 
closretl oa AB ms gn is extremely limited, and t 
demand for bonded to export has nearly subsided.—Barle; 
more inquired ae and our quotations are fully suj ior m 
Beans must be written 1s, per qr. and Peas of all sorts, 1s. t 
2s. per qr. dinge —Oats ale readily at an advance of ‘Is. per 
qr. upon the prices of this day se'nnight. 

ITISH, PER IMPERIAL QUARTER. $. 8 $5 Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk. MILLE Red. 30 be — Noctoll Lincolnshire, and Yor] 50 54 White 60 55 
Barley, ing and dheilling. Vis tod Chevalier 30 sa Grad, 39 2 Orts insanire and Yo rkshire .  . Polands 95 99 Feed 28 77 N borland and So sotoh ^ a. ^. Feed 24 98 Potato 27 9 

: : Feed 22 s6 Potato 35 9) 
H E . + 64 60 Malt, Ala ahfin 

Ber are Tk! ord ante 3 " 
oma Mj Beans, Mazagany old and new ` 28 to 40 ‘Tick’ $9 46 

geon, Hellgola and ; 84%0 52 Winds ale p 
Peas, Whit ite * ^o. 86 to A. TM 2) 38 Greya 1198 B 

The supplies of Fnglish on dusk the week have been 
small—those from abroad moderate. vet no dor bonded 

causes an inereased i inquit for, DUE ad 
which a1 her, as also floating cargoes of the former. fi 
Oats sre likewise belt wiih great firmness, but the attempt © 
raise prices checks business, 

IMPERIAL acum 
eat. | Bi | Oats. | Ri jeans. | Penry 

May 9per Quarter. bör 8d| 9 Sas 9d) a8e[5d| Sta sa| B4 
ZA Mer Ur a i otal LUZ A 4 i| ss 5| 3611 | 5476 
— $28 , . «| B6 5| 9810| 23 8| 34 6 | a6 o | 94 
— 8 . . .| 53 4| $8 4| 98. 9 | 32 4| 3510 | 94 io 

Jun. — 6 . + «| 5210| 97 8| 93 4| 2210 | 3810 | 94g 
= 18. .:.]| 680] 37 a | 938 8| 8 95 8| Siom 

| 8 6 weeks’ Aggreg. Aver. | 64 7| 98 6| sa s| 93 9| 9510] 96 — 

Duttes on Forelgn Grain 18 5| 9 al 5 al o a 7 6| 55 ho Diagram showing the fucsuations in the price of Corn on the averte D 
ending Saturday, Jun 

May 16 | May 23 | Mayigo | Juxx 6 Prion, May 9 pe 

578 oa oo 
s 

5 
9 
5 
1 
es .. 

10 
9 
8 
0 

Kunasronp AnD LA 
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EXOTIC ORCHIDS—SALE TO COMMENCE AT 

OCK PRECISELY. 
MESSRS. J. C. & S. STEVENS, will sell by Auction, 

at their Great Room, 38, King strect, Covent-garden, 
on Tuesday, 23d June, at 11 for 12 o'clock precisely, on account 
of the number of Lots, a CHOICE PARCEL OF ORCHIDS, 
FERNS, &c., just arrived per Mail steamer in the finest state, 
and consisting of a new Arpophyllum, distinct from any yei et 
imported; a new Lelia; also Lelia majalis ud furfuracea ; 

Oneidiums, Epidendrums, and a few Ferns, ‘Browel ias, &c.— 
On view the day prior : Lea of Sale, and í and Catalogues had. 

RM TO LET. 

O LET.—At E Waltham, mys six miles 
rom the Chelmsford Station of the Eastern Counties 

Railway, a Tes Ug d of 114 acres of. eicellen Land, 
principal] in a good state of cultivation. To a respon- 
sible Tenant, ‘along lease Wi he granted. The situation of the 

ouse is healthy and agreeable. Apply by letter to A. B., 
Esq., Post-office, Shipdham, Norfolk. 

O BE SOLD.—The LEASE of an old-established 
NURSERY in the pen of the Kent-road in a high state 

of cultivation. Two Acres of Land, four VOCE Had Pits, 
Frames, dne) &c. ; two Dieting houses—one is a Beer-house 
in goo od. tra e; 20 years Lease RED Rent and 
taxes very eee ROI for particulars to J. Kine, Auctioneer, Hackney Road, Londor 

OR SALE, ATUS 27 cwt. BEET-ROOT- "SEED, 
recently landed per ‘‘Spy” from Cephalonica. For 

Samples and further particulars apply to AYLWIN, Bryan, 
'OLE = Co., Brokers, 90 Lower Thames-street. 

OWNERS AND OCCUPIERS oa ESTATES. 

p 

EHS inventor: o 
and Pi a m UN able v QE Bricks); also à new 
Machine me aking roots an ut of clay, both which are 
to be ERE cis the Royal Poly: Mecha] Tnstitution, Regent-street,— 
dU e as a thorough practical man to Landlords 
wh mE uire Information on any subject connected with ther Draviase of their Estates. and drained at a fixed 
sum per acre, including every expe 

—* This is the 

ise. 

JURTIS'S. BUDDING eee 
he ivory handle is 

shaped like the bla ude of a curved Peniata, sharp and pend 
evidently extremely well contrived for 

Purpose it is intended. n Orinio of Professor Lindley in he 
Gardeners Chronicle, July 29, 1843. 

EORGE PLUM, Surg gical pret Maker and UE No. 
262, Strand, London, and at No . 3, Dolphin-street, Bristol, begs 
to call the attention of the public to the above desirable article. 
Sent free to any part i the ae on receipt of 38 penny 
Postage stanips or a post-office order for 3s. 2d. 

dons Flori ienlturits and the Publie in general 
PS numerous imitations of the above article, he being the 
only appointed Mantra cen M. 

Hor -WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING 
Uia ,DWELLING-HOUSES, 

CHURG and MANUF ACTORIES, upon improved princi- 
E erected by DANIEL and 
BORN. ) 

aving devoted much timeto the considera- 
tion of this s subject, ad had much experience in the erection of 
Apparatus for the above-mentioned purpos 

practice, rendered t 
ient but very simple, à 

f Loi ondon, in 
greeting et 
chy 

models, A 272, Ho oe ‘where 
sath of exhibiting, amongst other metal worker a an ex- 

mely complete and convenient. kitchen apparatus, or range, 
adapt for the continued supply of hot water, a 
es t of the oven more complete than has hitherto been brought 
efore he P 

viii E. Barney were the first to introduce uy tallie cur- 
vilinear ooi es to horticulturists, and can referto the Con- 
D RRS attached t to the Pantheon as one of the eir works, 
esides many there in this country, and on the Co: ntinent. 

x have prepare uantity Plast] Protectora AINE re KOW ondy for inedite deli 
9 ey beg to introduce to publie notice a new Tro 
rehidaceous or other Houses where vapour is c tan or & Bona, pata and which may be seen at their ees 

Bouton: 
EN, LIQUID MANURE. 

GLAND INDEPENDENT OF THE WORLD FOR CORN. 
ae attention ee the Agricultural Interest, at this 
Ve crisis, is re. nested t MIRUID MA NERE and thoone 

the ated by iho use of T OWLERS Ea UMPS, made expressly for 
Eos se, either portable or fixed; Garden, Ship, and Barge me: ips; also those for Distillers, Senes Soap Boilers, and 

Trons rs, for hot and cold liquor. Pumps kept for hire, for 
ls. Buildings heated by Hot Water, for 

lture, and every variety of manufacturing purposes, 
E aaea E ue oa advantageous terms, e BENJAMIN 

orset-si tre: t-s ondon, 

TURNIP SOWING., 

HE - PAIR OF (JHE LONDON MANURE 
the OMPA à experience of 

WE 
Such crop it is particularly adapted, eldon failing fu d 
Weight poSon to si and to produce a Bu 
ments Po vailing stheraaciyes of the many improve- 

manufact tifie anures, the Company so 
Of org e ture the Urate, that the food requisite for a rotation 

maintained, therefore parties using the Ura 
will find their succeeding [ur E Barley and 

Een 

WARD PURSER, SORS 

YDRAULIC RAMS, to be had of Freeman Ros, 
puo r and Eountain Maker, 70, Strand, London. 

De A 
Sep — Well OM 

Mps Worked Py Steam, Hor se- 

ne asin 
aes s pattern, Jets mai & WATER RAM, 

h Cvice, Buildings, Baths, a 

pem Upon the most simple and economical plan, Steam Sol XS okin 
M T WATER PURIFIER. 

TURAL CHEMICAL ALMANAC, ie, FREE- rice 2d., now ready, 

E AGRICU NDURE SOCIETY OF 

ROGRAMME of the NO comme Meeting of the Society 
Kor the Northern District, to be held at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 

THURSDAY, Jory 9.—Last day of receiving Implements, Seeds, 
&c., tobe x ehibited m due Implement Yard, and arranged 
by the Stewards tor Judges' inspection, 

Toss, 14.—The oet Yard open to the Public from 
n the Morning till 6 in the Evening, at 2s, 6d. each 

Ded 
The Public exhibition of the working of the Implements 

to take placeat the Farm of Mr. Henry Hall, of Gosforth 
ottage (two mien from Newcastle), adjoining the turn- 

pike road to M 
ck re SD in ste Show Yard from 8 in the Morning 

an 4i jo the Afternoon 
At 5 o'clock in they Evening, eet iso JOHNSTON to 

open a practical discussion, by reading a paper in the 
Lecture Theatre, Nelson- ae! a the Chemical Prin- 
ciples involved in the preparation of Manures, and their 
Action upon Crops; with Chemical Demonstrations. 
Members and their friends admitted by free tickets, to be 
obtained of the Secretary. 'oors open at 4. 

WEDNESDAY, 15.—The Judges to inspect the Stock and award 
the Prizes. 
The eT d Yard Spon to the Public mon 8 in the 

E 

At 5 oralet in the Evening, Mr. Parkes, e E. ., Con- 
sulting Ee to the Society, to open a iu dis- 
cussion, by ading a paper in the Lecture i 
Nelson- street, on the subject of DR at the con- 

n of whic ch, at 8 o'clock, the ges" ATEM of 
Prizes Ne the exception of those for Horses), will be 
read by the President. Members and eir friends 
el by! free tickets, to be obtained of the Secretary, 

T3 0) 
TuereAr, Rete Cattle and Implement an open to the 

Public from 6 o’clock in the Morning till 1 in the After- 
; admission tus 6d. :—and, from 1 ERE till 6 in 

the Evening, a 
MN of the Souls in the Great SIM on The 

h, p 4 o'clock : doors gigs. e ione uet 
Farmax v — Cattle Yard open at on 

The Auctions to begin at 9 for 10 a Bi B E 
General Meeting of the Members in the Music Hall at 

12 o'elock, 

The Cattle and Implement Show yards, on the Town Moor, 
behind the Bull Par 

Tur Rieur How. LORD PORTMAN, President: 

Stewards of Depari tmen 
CER T Mr. KINDER. 

M p 
HALLONER, 

YMOND BARK) 
HFORD SANFORD. 

r. BRANDRETH GIBBS, 
By Order of the Council, 

JAMES HUI SON, 
London, June 17, 184 Secretary. 

By the Regulat of the Society— 
All Persons pne into ine E ow Yards WE places 

in the tempo ceupation of the Society Aane tie dies eeting, 
shall be Es to the Rules, Orders, aud Rerulatons of the 
Council. 

dà 

N.B. Sale of Tic or the Pavil on Dinner, to Members of 
the Bociety, at the Music Hall, fom 12 to 4 oele on Wed- 
nesd 1 of July, and from 8 2 n Thu 
day, , the 16th E July ; and ti to MAAS hera, or their friends, 
f 2 to? on the Tatter day.—Price (including a pint of 
wine) 10s. each. 

DRAINING TILE MACHINES. 

A INS s IE'S PATENT IMPROVEMENT 
r MAKING and Dryine Draining Tiles 

The ences combines Errmor with Economy. Gentl emen 
having works in operation, or who are about to erect them, 
will find the above wor or their ERA 

For pari teiars apply to Mr. Jonn P. ATON, at the office for 

RICE FOURPENCE, OF ANY BOOKSELLER, _ 
CONTENTS ov me NUM MBER ron SATURDAY 

LAST, JUNE 13, 

THE ATHENU 
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN iLTERATURE, 

SCIENCE, AND THE FINE 
E Seer Large Quarto rei 

H EXTRACTS FROM— 
Di ial of the Seasons. m" 

Fisher, of Philadel Eid 
Ori TE Tater illustrative of | Social Influences. 
ee History. By Sir H. | The People. By M. Michelet. 

Translated Me boc cks. 
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HE VEGETABLE KINGDOM 
OR, THE STRUCTURE, CLASSIFICATION, AND USES OF PLANTS. 
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Ellustratey upon the Natural System. 
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*4* To suit the convenience of Students and others, it is proposed to issue the above Work also in 12 Monthly Parts, price 2s. 6d. each, the first of which will appear 

on the 31st instant. 

[SPECIMEN OF .THE WORK.1 

278 EUPHORBIACES. [Dicunous Exoozns, | BERaeRALRS.] DROSERACEJE. 433 
The roots of some are emetic. According to Deslongchamps, the powdered rootof E. | 

» pos. » 

Gerardiana vomits easily in doses of 18 or 20 grains. The root of Euphorbia Ipecacu- 
S eer Barton, to be equal to the true Ip ha, in some respects superior 5 | 

not unpleasant either in taste or smell E. Pithyusa in the Mediterranean is also | ORDER CL 2 i A ? 
esteemed. Euphorbia thymifolia is somewhat area S and astringent, and is prescribed | VIS PROMRRAG EE. Suni 
E P in d neice of Scd asa vermifuge. In the same way is employed | Droseracese, DC. Théorie, 214. (1819); Prodr. 1. 317. (1824); Endl. Gen. clxxxix.; Meisner, p.22. 

> hypericifolia, a pl of tropis merica, which is astringent and somewhat narcotic. | —Berber AR v y E Nevertheless E. balsamifera has no such qualities, and is einn heri GLAU mari P Er hig TRS pT velar yoni aga’ flowers, parietal placente, and 
ca is also employed as a condiment, but its acridity is by no means inconsiderable ; De eee £p Á Bp 0. ORE d^ RLY. : é 

they say it is used to adulterate Scammony. The sap of E. phosphorea shines with a licate herbaceous plants, often covered with glands. Leaves alternate, with stipu- 
Phosphorescent ight in a warm night in the ancient forests of Brazil. lary fringes and a circinale vernation, Peduncles, when young, circinate. Sepals 5, 
lit le genus Pedilanthus stands nearest to Euphorbia, and is not less potent in its qua- persistent equal, eith an eU E z t d 
P 3 P. tithymaloides has an acrid bitter milk ; a decoction of the dried shrub of it and Stamens distinet, withering, 

* padifolius (called Jewbush) is employed in syphilitic cases, and in amenorrhea ; the either equal in number to the 
Cot is emetic. Some of the trees again are among the most poisonous of all that tro- petals and alternate vith 
pr Countries produce. The juice of Excæcaria Agallocha, and even its smoke when them, or 2, 3, or 4 times as 
Bee affects the eyes with intolerable pain, as has been experienced occasionally many. Ovary single; styles 

| aes Sent ashore to cut fuel, who, according to Rumphius, having accidentally 3-5, either wholly distinct, or 
| a ed their eyes with the juice, became blinded, and ran about like distracted men, slightly connected.at the base, 
| —— sei Be Of them finally lost their sight. This juice is described as being thick, nau- bifid or branched. Ovules 
| dE and a violent purgative. The smoke of the burning branches is said te injure 00, parietal, or attached toa 
| has Sight. Agallochum or Aloes wood, an inflammable, fragrant, resinous substance, placenta at the base, anatro- 

een supposed to belong to this plant, but is really produced by quite a different pal. Capsule of 3 or 5 valves, 
i eee Aguitariacea. The famous Manchineel tree, Hipp Mancinella, is said which bear the placent 
| "This ^ Poisonous that persons have died from merely sleeping beneath its shade, either in the middle or at 
| 58 doubted, indeed, by Jacquin, who, however, admits its extremely venomous their base, and sometimes 

uties ; but it is by no means improbable that the story has some foundation in truth, turn in their edges so as to 
i Y form almost perfeet dissepi- 

ments. Seeds either naked 
or furnished with an aril. 

merdenarly if, as Ad. de Jussieu truly remarks, the volatile nature of the poisonous 
| Prneiple of these plants is considered, and the various degrees of susceptibility of such 
} dni s in the human constitution. The juice of Manchineel is pure white, and a Emb X " 
E ul d of it pi on the skin burns like fire, forming an ulcer often difficult. to mae M in the base 
| fluid, b e fruit, which is beautiful, and looks like an apple, is turgid with a similar 2 The ape fest ty 

oe ut in a milder form $ the burning it causes in the lips of those who bite it guards hese plants are gene- 
m Careless from the danger rally supposed to he nearly eating it, The juice of allied to Violetworts, from 
base crepitans is stated to which their cireinate ver- 

that of Exes quoe 

E l or 2, with fatal 
consequences Rock-roses (Cistaceze) are * _ Thej 

| Sapiumanenparinm is -epu tod also named as approaching 

| tioned E case is men- Sundews, and so are Turner- à 

dener by Tussac of a gar- ads, the parietal placentation of these Orders having 

he i led to the comparison. But if we regard the minute em- 
bryo and copious albumen of Sundews as the first point 
of importance in their structure, then they must be re- 
moved from immediate relation to all the Orders already 

“=e mentioned, and will fall into either the Berberal or 
Fig. CCCII. Erical Alliance. They will correspond with the former 

d BE H © E * z 
it. 

! tenac; nensis ig wj ^ d 

| and dos emetic, ieu in the number of parts in their ovary not agreemg with that of the surrounding parts, al 
| adminis struent, Cautiously with Fumeworts in their parietal placentation ; on the other hand they will claim affinity 

ag eared, it is said to be with Ericals in their general appearance. Aldrovanda, a water plant, inhabiting the 
| dro medicine in obstinate ditches in the South of Europe, is remarkable for its whorled, cellular, shell-like leaves. 

thy Ad obstructions, à e o Sr At the Cape of Good Hope, in South America, North America, New Holland, China, 
given, ine of this Order is not, however, always as dangerous asin the instances just Europe, Madagascar, the East Indies, wherever there are marshes or morasses, these 

bottle Indi at of Siphonia elastica, a tree inhabiting Guayana and Brazil, yields the |plants are found. Drosophyllum lusitanicum: grows on the barren sands of Portugal. 
adia Rubber, which is known in Europe ; in reparing it the natives smear clay The common Droseras are rather acid, slightly acrid, and according to some, poison- 

ites n th repeated layers of the juiee, at due time drying it in' smoke. Aleu- |ous to cattle, The Drosera communis of Brazil is said by A. de St. Hilaire to be poisone 
Uoba, whose seeds will be mentioned presently, exudes a gummy substance which | ous to sheep. Drosera-lunata has v d leaves with glandular fringes, which close upon 

i 3 A. laccifera furnish Jac in Ceylon ; and the secre- | — 4 H ; "7 EE 5 of ce i 2. furnishes gum Jac 1n Ceylon 5 i p E ipula. 1. its 
u the ERRERA x Draco and sanguiferum, become a similar red substance siis. Ki omes ti its en staeeons skin 
Among tho Mos Fig. CCOIIL.—Droseralongifolia. 1. a flos | crowd of emetie and purgative plants having more or less reputation | dicular section of a seed 

: 9.8 sectional view of it showing the placent; 3.8 
d o as to show the embryo. 

; 2. a perpendicular section of the oyary ; 3. a perper- 

FF 
Fig. OXCLV.—Fruit of Hura crepitans, 

| LONDON: PUBLISHED FOR THE AUTHOR BY BRADBURY AND EVANS, 90, FLEET.STREET, AND WHITEFRIARS. 
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THE DAILYNEWS, 
NEW LONDON MORNING NEWSPAPER, 

PRICE TWOPENCE HALFPENNY. 
PUBLISHED IN TIME FOR THE MORNING MAILS. 

© Proprietors of Tre Darry News regret to learn that the Paper has not always reached the Subscribers so early or so 

panctall as Ah e have been anticipated. Their apology is, that the success of the great, experiment so far exceeded 

i 'oduce the required numbers, even with tl 

the number of Post-office Orders which poured in made it difficult, and some ea 

Soe to distribute them amongst the Trade—so that delays in executing such orders were unavoidable. 

however, that their arrangements are now so complete as to insure the Subscribers against all chance of delay : yet, as all the 

News Agents have given to Tug Dairy News an active support, n many have announced by advertisement DE 

s to supply the paper for 16s. 4d. per quarter—payment being made in hat new 

IDEAE. on i ve Poit and only GET there is an apparent difficulty hint a Post- 

respectable 

ON SATURDAY, JULY THE 18TH. 
Will be commenced, a NEW WEEKLY PAPER, entitled, 

ee. Se S WEEKLY NEWS- 
PAPER, 

72 Columns, Lar; xh Folio, price 6d. 
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR, DOUGLAS JERROLD: 

Containing numerous Original Articles by the Editor and 
minent Literary Associates, and being in every respect a fi 

Sa efficient Newspaper, advocating the cause of the People. 
OFFICE, 169, Berard: where pig rag may be 

Gratis, and of any Town or Country Newsman. 

On the Ist of July will be published, in demy 8vo, and 
copiously Illustrated by LEECH, the First Parr of the 

OMIC HIST Y: ENGLAND. 
Bx GILBERT ABBOTT à BECKETT. 
k will appear in Monthly Parts, price ONE SHILLING 

each, en by Jonn Lxecn, with ONE LARGE ETCHING, 
TO TWELVE WOOD ENGRAVINGS. It will 

comprise from Twelve to Twenty Parts, and will appear regu- 
larly with ps Monthly Magazines until its completion. 

London: Published at the “ Punca” Office, 85, Fleet-street. 

ust Published, price 6 

NATIONAL UNIFORMI For OF GAUGE.— A 
FA Short Letter to Lord Dalhousie, submitting Reasons for 
preferring the original recommendations of the Gauge Commis- 
Sioners to the recent proposals of the Board of Trade. 
Published by W. STEPHENSON, 12 and 13, Parliament-street. 

NEW EDITION, EDITED BY MRS. LOUDON. 

A New Edition, corrected, with a Supplement, bringing down 
the work to 1846, in one very thick vol, nee of above 1300 
pages, with 2000 Wood Engravings, 31. 3s. € 

OUDON'S ENCYCLOPZEDIA OF COTTAGE, 
aoe and VILLA ARCHITECTURE and FURNI- 

: containing eee ae unen ns for Dwellings, from the 
Vis to the Cottage and th m, including Farm Houses, 
Farmeries, and other pesi n Buildings ; Country Inns, 
Publie obe and Parochial Schools; with the requisite 
Pelr Fixtures, and Pornos d and appropriate @ 
Gardens, aud Gard aera Design accom; 
— bs Ora marks, 

New Edition, edited by Mrs. LOUDON. 
«The SUPPL pv od) Srei. 7s. 6d. sewed, 

y the same Aut 
AN ENCYCLOPEDIA of AGRICULTURE, 50s, 

NING. 50s, 

s. 
AN ENCYOLOPJEDIA of SHR 
ARBORETUM et FRUTICETUM BRITANNIOUME, o; 107. 
THE SUBURBAN GARDENER. 
d PRON S LANDSCAPE GARDENING 

30s. With the 
HORTUS LIGNOSUS LONDINENSIS. Ts. 6d. 
ARCHITEOTURAL MAGAZINE. 5 vols. 

TREES and 

and ARCHI- 
Plates coloured, 31, 63. 

S3. 

GARDENER'S MAGAZINE, Completo in 9 vols. 97. 17s. 
ON LAYING-OUT and PLANTING CEMETERIES. 12s. 

London: LONGMAN, BROWN, GREEN, and LoNGMANS. 

IRURE S CHEMISTRY MADE EASY. 
ust published, 3d Edit 

HEMISTRY MADE EASY, fo 
culturists. By Jouw ToPHAM, AM. r of St. A 

2E St. Mary, Witton, and St. Nicholas, eaa Third 

London : Loneman, Brown, GREEN, and LONGMANS, 

TO FLORISTS, SEEDSMEN, AND OTHERS. 

DVERTISEMENTS FOR THE HORTICUL- 
TURAL MAGAZINE are requested to be forwarded on or 

before the 24th of the month, to Mr. W, THom. 
cad Advertising Agent, 21, 
on 

Just published, price 2s. 6d., 

ite TO LO WNERS—on Tenure, Prices, 
4o. By Baruan ALmacr, Author of the “Report | 

n the Agriculture of Sorti, ” and of the Prize Essay on the 
Spill Husbandry of Tur 
LoNGMAN, eir ; GREE, je Lonemans, Paternoster-row ; 

0 be had of all Booksellers, 

FEATHER S.— 
Per ib. 

est For. Grey Goose 2s 0d 
e; 1 4 | Best Irish WhiteGoose 2 6 

Foreign Ditto 1 8 |BestDantzie .. m 0 
Warranted sweet and free from dus 

A List of every description of Bedding, containing Rm 
Sizes, and Prices, sent free by post on application to HEAL ai 
Son, Feather Dressers and Bedding Manufacturers, 196, Tot- 
tenham-court- eurt rad oppone the SEE 

n 
paletots, "Albert, s dud Wido ia a ese cloth and cash- 
merettes (waterproof), 21s. to 35s. ; 

18s. Boys’ and 

ing Meque A s. ed. ae 

R & Co., Tailors, 
e Wittiam.siseet, City, 10 doors from onde bridge. 

Warrerniars, JUNE 11th. 

he most powerful machiner, „in time for 

They trust, 

ROVIDENT LIFE US 20r Regent-street? 
London.—EsTABLISHE: 

INVESTED CAPITAL, ^, 30, 0001. 

ANNUAL INCoME 140,0007. BowusES DECLARED 529,0007. 

Claims paid since the establishment of the Office, L 520, ds 

President.—Tue RronT ru DE EARL : 
Dire 

The Earl of Macc | Beeerick pa ee Esq. 

Rey. James Sherman, 
Alfred PaaS Esq. 

Alexander onderen M.D. | Richard Sherwood, 

Table of Premiums ie assuring 1001. on a Healthy Life. 

| Withent | with 
Bonus. Botas, | Bonus. Bonus. 

REEDS sole ae i= 

Ase. | Forthe whole Life,atan|| “8° |For the whole Life, at 
_ Annual Payment of jan Annual Payment of 

as £ s. d. 8. | £ s.d. 
20 11410 Pr d 40 214 5 S TL 

25 118 6 Zl 825 | 81711 

30 229 213 5 50 A nU OIM 

35 280 2 19 10 55 410 4 56 4 

Bonuses Paid upon Policies which have become CLAMS. 

No. of | Sum | No. o! um 
Policy. Insured.| Sum Paid. || Policy. Insured] Sum Paid. 

£. £ s.d. £. UD A 
495 3000 4509 1 1 3307 2000 3411 1 3 

1973 5000 7652 13 3 3617 1000 1862 4 11 

3085 5000 7706 6 0 4024 1000 1622 9.7 

pe 5000. 7500 5 9 | 4888 1000 165413 6 

'ospectuses and full particulars may be obtained upon ap- 

plication to the Agents of the ce in all the principal towns of 

United Ki WE d at the head Office, No. 50, Regent- 

oun A. BEAUMONT, Managing Director. 

K RGUS LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY, 39, 
THROGMORTON-STREET, BANK. 

EMPOWERED BY SPECIAL ACT OF PARLIAMENT. 
THomAs Farncoms, Esq., Alderman, Chairman, 

iam Lear, Esq., Deputy- Chairman. 

Richard Ev b Fi Rurert Ingleby, Esq. 

William Banbury, Es J. Hum mphrey, Esq., PAM, M.P. 

Edward Bates, Esq. Thomas Kelly, Esq., Ald. 

"Thomas Camplin, Esq. Jeremiah Pilcher, Eeg. 

James Clift, Esq. ewis Pocock, Esq. 
sician.—DR. JEAFFRESON, 2, Finsbury-square. 

Surgeon.—W. Courson, Esq., 2, Frederick's-place, Old Jewry, 
Consulting Actuary- Pnorzeoon Haut, of King's College. 

Lo 8 OF PREMIUM, 
Persons Assuring in this Office have the benefit of the Lowest 

Rate of Preni which m compatible-with the safety of the 
Assured, and which is effect, equivalent w an Annual 

Annual es a Dy 1007. 

Ap For ins RE For EN ^od icd i: 
£0 £0 £1 

30 2 ee 
40 5 0 16 3 2 14 10 
50 114 1 119 10 4 011 
60 4 T7 6 010 

One-half of the “ Whole Term” Premium may remain on 
credit for seven years, or one-third of the Premium may remain 

for life as a debt upon the oral at 5 percent, or may be 

paid off at any time without notic: 

Assurances for Advances of E E as security for ects, 

r as a provision for a Saal where the least present outlay is 

desirable, the varied and comprehensive Tables of the Argus 

Office will be Vd to be particularly perc to the assured. 

Claims paid in one month after proofs have been furnished. 
he Medical Officers attend dall ly,at a quarter before two 

o "dock, and Policies peeve thg same day. 
Bares, Resident aa es 

A liberal damian to Solicitors and Agen! 

OUNTY  FIRE-OFFICE, 50, RzEGENT-STREET. 
ESTABLISHED 1807. 

It is respectfully notified to pert ties holding policies in this 
office, the renewals of which fall due at Midsummer, that the 

TAL BION LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY: 
NEW BRIDGE-STREET, LONDON 

Instituted in ike oot ed by "Act of Parl liament. 
GE. 

PERFECT SECURITY, arising from. a Pm Capital, totally inde- 

the Premium Fu! 
A Bonus amounting to Four-ffths, or 80 per Cent. of the 

ENTIRE PROFITS, arising from all Policies ane upon the 
Participating Scales of Premium, wil pportioned 

among the Policy-holders on the 29th Repeater) 1849, and 

thenceforward at the end of every three years, either 

ayment in 
By Augmentation of tne Sum Insured; SOY, H 

By Reduction of the Future Annual Premium, 

Low Premiums, without Profits, equ M for limited. 

terms of years. Increasing, Decreasing, an other Rates of 

Premium. Claims MINUS in 30 days after prod of Death, Pro- 

spectu: ses, E ls, &c., may be obtai atthe Office, Par- 

in the country i wee required to appear person- 

ally in I in Lo! don N CHARLTON, Secretary. 

UICTORIA LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY» 
No.18, KING WILLLIAM STREET, CITY. 

TORS. 
Sir James Duke, Alderman, M. airman, 
Benjamin Hawes, Esq., Deputy Ghatrnian: 

Benjamin Barnard, Esq. Thomas Nesbitt, Esq. 
Charles Baldwin, Esq. John Nolloth, Esq. 
B. Donkin, Esq., F.R.S. Charles Phillips, Esq 

Aaron Goldsmid, Esq. ajor-General Rober "son. 

Tames Law Jones, Esq. 
John Knill, Es 
Life Assurances are effected. by this Company on every descrip- 

tion of risk, on a profit or non-profit scale. Credit of half s 

Premiums for the [^ st five years allowed on Policies effected fol 

the whole term of life, Payment of Premiums so arranged as 1 

meet the convenience or wishes of the Assured. A Policy d 

be made an absolute security. Advances continue to be made t 
Assurers on real or undoubted "E security, for terms of 

years repayable by i saseaments, Particular cuu is re- 

quested to the M | Prospectuses of ihe Compan; 
AM RATRAY, SONUS and WE 

ng  SSPTERNIAE BONU 

ROWN LIFE ASSURANCE "COMPANY " 
33, New Bridge-street, Blackfriars, London, 

Directors, 
Grorce H, Hoorzn, Esq., Chairman. 
Sm rod KIRKLAND, Deputy-Chairman. 

John Chapman, Esq ameson Hunter, Esq, 

Charles Ohippindale. Esq. Lieut.-Colonel Moody, R.E. 
James Co! olguh, oun, Esq. John Nelson, Esq. 

. D. Colvin, Esq, Richard Norman, Esq. 

i Admiral Danidas, C.B., Alexander Ste 
William Whitmore, Esq. 
William Wilson, Esq. 
Geo, Hankey, Esq. 0, Om- 

Thomas “Harrison, Esq. 
Auditors— Forbes, Esq. 

Esq 
Physicit TER C. F. Forbes, M.D., K. s TL , 23, Argyll-street. 

Surgeon—Samuel Solly, Esau; F.R.S., 1, St, Helen’s- place. 

Standing Counsel—Charles is, Esq. 

So ATEM Hale, Boys, and Austen. 
nk d England 

Aena ed] M. 
a THIRD SS INVESTIG, Amon into the affairs of 

this Suc to the 25th. Mirch, ape, a Bonus, roe. on 

the average to 3: e Premiums paid for the pre- 
es of at ps three 

(nog or E viz.:— 
TIRST PAAR Ua IN 1832. 

On the average, E cot of26 per cent. on the Premiums paid. 
ECOND DIVISION, IN 1 

On the PERS 33. per cent. on the DEM paid for the 
ceding Seyen Years. 

The advantages.of this office, among others, are 

1. A participation septennially in two- thirds of ‘the um 

which may be applied either i reduction of the Premium, or 

augment the sum assure 

2. Premiums may be paid in a limited number of annual 

sums, instead of by ZR payments for the whole of life ; the 

Policy continuing to ies ak in profits after the payment of 
such Pr vu has ce: 

e Assurance 5S gp Fund is not subject to any 

charge Dr RA to Proprietors. 
o pass to Continental Ports between Brest and 

the Eon Hn 
PETER (including Officers of the Army, Navy, East India 

opens y, and Merchant Service,) may be assured to reside nc 

or LENA to all parts of the world, at premiums caleulated o! on 
rea 

6. Claims to be paid within three month: 
& The Assured may dispose of Eon Policies to the Company. 

No charge but for Policy Stam; 
The Prospectus, Tables of Rates, S to be had at the office 

in London, or of the Company's SES 
. G. Conyers, Secretary. 

ECONOMICAL, EFFEGTUAL, AND DURABLE 
R! K 

* BY HER MAJESTY'8 ROYAL LETTERS PATENT. 

ROGGON'S PATENT ASPHALTE ROOFING 
FELT, with which the Committee MENU f the Houses 

above Material E 

been used an 
Agrienttursts vri and Patronised by many Members is of 
the ‘Royal Agricultural Societies of England, Scotland, ani 
Ireland, and by Her Majesty’s Office of Wood 

arry, Esq., R.A., &c. &c. 

years "d the Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens, Chie i 

p dg Garaan CP tiep Sussex; on the Duke of Buc- 

Ade Property, rs d and 

ouse, Hanover- 

the several Ag: 
rms PE m surance in the County Fire-office are upon 

the most liberal scale, and all claims are settled with prompti- 

tude and liberality. Full particulars will be immediately fur- 

E e to parties applying. Povonelly, or by post, to the head 

ce, or to any of its Agents who are appointed in all the prin- 

cipal towns of the United Kinga lom. 
oun A. Beaumont, Managing Director. 

[Sema UNION FIRE AND end INSUR- 
NOE COMPANY, 37, Cornhill, London 

London Board of Directors. 
Charles Balfour, Esq. Robert Murray, Esq. 

Richard Oliverson, Esq. 
J. R. Robertson, Esq. 
H. F. Sandeman, Esq. 

Tables of Rates, Pon 

may be had at the Company's Offices, 97, Cornhill, Lond 
T. 9. Sum, geckétary. 

s Hi 

uare; its advantages aro CHEAPNESS, LIGHTNESS, 
CONO: ing a Non.Conductor, i 
cient “ Protective Material" to Plants. 

ONE PENNY PER SQUARE FOOT. 

Samples al TTeatiqnonials sent by Post on application. 
TH s Joun OroGGON. 

... 8, Lawrence Pountney-] hill, Cannon- Stedt London. |. — 

ERCANTILE LIFE.—It has been remarked er 
intelligent Torn that cases of Baldness idee. pre 

yail in this country, and as a cause, that the unwearied D 
cation to mercantile pursuits contributes largely to this rosul 2 
Be this as it may, nowhere is a protective and restorative 

paration more needed, and probably there is no Eur ropes 
D eoplé to whom artificial appliances have been so eminently 
serviceable, The numerous cases of recovery of the hair 
haying fallen off, or partial o RR are truly 16 tonisbinge 

testimonials of the effica 
OLDRIDGE'S BALM OF COLUMBIA d. 

Te its power and virtues leas all doubt or cavil; 95. is ad 

6s., and Ils. per bottle. r priees are genuine.— i 

eae Balm, 1, Wellington-: be. the second house from t 

tran: 
nand 

P inted by WirrtAM Brannon, ot No. 6, York: place Stoke o Newington erh 
Yanpanion Mutimre Evans, of No. 7, Church-row, 8 yn OP a 
in the county cf Middlesex, Printera, at theit office in “cman dette "ext 

thePrecin inet of SEN REC INR in the Ci-y of ubiishe y » 

a the Office, No.5, € street, in sha par! 
den, in the said coun ie Ert re al X A 
are to b» uddressed to the Edi or —Sa mida: 

has been. proved an 
RICE, 
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ESL Eim- - Agri, Soc. of England ; AS of Irelan e grey E statistics 
457 ¢ | Measure wi 
488 a ~ yer "British Garden Frult 
437 c pseu re s Wen. Indian 436 b Moreton Ham, i Parmer! 

AT 499 c 1ub-1 “ash Improvement inm macula: um, 427 c yacha a 
ie yos Manual, "Tay Pea, Girling's Danceroft 

Cabs Ie - 431 b | Pinks, select 
lendan, i Hordenhusal ` i] date | Blants fo stand near the sea 

ien tural | 438 b | Ploughing, &c., cost of - 
498 c Portoon h autumn plante. ed. 

438 iritlve portions of 
488 a Potato m 

436 a | Potato dise E 
Deaee? Deoir, assessment of 438 a | Pots, d: of 4 
Ela Age of pota 429 ¢ | Pruning’ frat i trees- < 
Fir Manna on. + S 430a | Rats, t» ki t 

RUBRA s I OT 437a | Roads, improvement of - 
= 43lc NE - 497 ¢ T MORE = 432 

Pocnslas es ELE e - = 480 Gastar, conc s c.c488 b Hag lands, to breakup ~ 483 ¢ Stleston ‘Farmers’ Club— 
paemant of Cottage Pro- 

hi - us a " 

m 0g, gilvus - . - 480a Eos. acto ef prodosals 
telan d. of Sorij Au nh p c vn on 43l c 
ps nd,remackson 2 2 dah | Wind, new theory respeetisg 427 6 

Merck cattle show ~ + 488a 

D2t2p PLANTS FROM CHINA —A few sets of 
y E VALUABLE DRIED PLANTS collected in China 

T. FORTUNE, may still be procured by applying Que R. 
den ARD, Esq., Young-street, Kensington, ong 

pare many new and rare species scarcely «Us to Ewe 

RUM 
e MEC 

TORIA MACRANTHA,” AND “ CUPHEA CORDATA?” 
es VEITCH & SS are now sending out 

ti en, price d Ge., see e the 

FINE CAMELLIAS, WITH FLOWER BUDS. 

OUELL & Co. are now supplying very p 
plants of the above, comprising the following very h 

som ozen—namely, Denk] learii, V slats 
Beallii, Monarch, Eclipse, Perfection, Bruceana, Carolina, 
Florid ı, Chandlerii, Double Striped, Double W hite, Colvillii, 

Elegans, Grand Frederic, Fimbriata, Deus pas: alba, Con- 

o 
ES Se 

EW AND RARE PLANTS. 

es the 
OTHER PLANTS, which he ae recommends, 
of which are new and almost unknown in this country, having 
been yery recently EP from Guatemala, Borneo, the in- 
terior of Mexico and Bra: 

spicua, Tricolor, Rosa Mundi, Ochri leuca blissim. ; Hors- 

fallii, Invincible, Candidissima, Emelie Greed iflora, King, 
Lefevriana, Imbricata pectinata, Minuata, Anemonmflora 
rosea, and Kew Blush, 

ERICAS, OR CAPE HEA’ 
Yourtt & Co. ha ating a fine and EET healthy Stock of 

nos following ERICAS, beg to offer them at 9s. per dozen. 

Th scount to dia Trade :—Willmorei, EMO hybrida, 
CURE ignescens, abetina, hiemalis, flammea, ver- 

ticillata, Bonplandia, Boweana, veutricos EE dichro- 
mata, assurgens, perspicua nana, Natu superba, cerin- 
th oides major, and viridiflora, 

Co. are now sending out per pot free, Rar aw sa 
superb WHITE FUCHSIA * SANSPAREIL," 
plant; or, with 11 other new and beautiful inet Sige d 
Extra fine and new varieties DEDOS. ES rd 12s. per doz. 
Moo SR fine sorts Gs. 5; 

o. do. very superior SON LOS y 
Paniis! extra fine . S. tO 98. 5, 
Extra do., very superior, first- rateshow flowers, 

consisting of the best varieties in cultivation, 
including their new an 
“ Master Thomas,” for particulars of which 
see their advertisement of a 6th o .. y » 

E 
Cinerarias, the best varieties, by name ^ 12s. to 
an HRYS. AREE MEN the best and newest sorts i ‘hame, 
r post, free, 9s. and 12s. per dozen, including a new species 

jos? imported "from Chusan 
'orræa speciosa, fine bushy plants, 2s, each, or 18s. per doz. 

For particulars of Cedrus Deodara, see their advertisement 
of last week.—Great Yarmouth Nursery, June 2 

ROSES IN POTS, 

E.: BECK is EE of rr S his fine Collec- 
ivalled. It c s of Era 400 

Exeter, June 

Digass NEW WHITE FUCHSIA, “ ACAN- 
n tr one plants of ine. above (which fins been pro- 
Mice by all who have seen it to be decidedly the finest 

Per r paa lety eve S TR Feeney adyto send out. Price 
Very exte e usual discount ailowed to the Trade. A ubl ensive ‘ated choice collection of Dablias, Geraniums, 

EON 'eenhouse and Hothou: DEIN 
ewton and Upton Nurseriés, Chester, Ditto 2 

ROSES IN BLO 
PAUL & SON, Newser, Res Cheshunt, 
Mi 

R Rie poe of the time whon their ROSES would. bo ia 
Spe eot to announce the present time, and most 
e y UE inspection, Every novelty obtainable has 

Nov, aum and there will be a succession of bloom till 
Ti Rai BS way of reaching the Nurseries is by Eastern Counties 

ThUWay to Waltham-eross, thence two miles by omnibus. 
Be pare 15 trains down, and the like number up, daily, and 
DIDA ance is peus aptius in an hour. 

WOODLANDS NURSERY, MARESFIELD, NEAR 
7M. UCKFIELD, SUSSEX. 

WOOD & SON have the honour of announcing 
and o ae Friends and Lovers of ROSES, that their superb 
in fine i Season, 6 bloom, and will continue in perfection during the Rose 

May seed is 12 miles distant from the quen Heath 
Co; Oach, f the London and Brighton Railway. The Lewes 
Chain Passing through Maresfield, leaves ‘the Golden-cross, 
Dor S sday, Thursday, and Saturday, at 

AM, ttance gratis dail; Sunda S excepted. es gi y (i y: »pted). 

(Cuan CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

3 DLER ax» SONS, NunsEnYuEN, Vauxhall, are 
TEEMU) Sending out strong healthy plants of CHRYSAN- 
Young paS, and good sorts, at 12s, per dozen, The 
A ist " ts gu a good order for packing for the cou: try. 

haq on ig the sorts, with a description of the colours, may be 

E, BECK informs the Public that the various Articles 
Doses MR mufactured by ie in Slate for Horticultural pur- 
Aplicati, hay be seen in use Eon Cottage, Isleworth, upon 

tion to the gardener | undae ewcepte 

M a mop ieam of them. E. in ll.inch pots, 
rian will not want shifting for two years, e varieties have 
all been proved, and consist of Tea-scented, China, Bourbons, 
Porpetuals, Hy ybrids, &e. &c. Price, without any abatemeut, 

May be seen on application to Mr. Dosson, Worton Cot- 
us ge, Isleworth.—E. B.’s motive for disposing of them is that 
he requi es the room for Pelargonium 

z 

C. B ALL, suecessor to Mr. JOHN Youna, begs 
* to announce that he is CR to execute orders imme- 

diately, in strong plants, for any 0: y under-mentioned. 

PELARGONIUM “MARIA,” very 8 ne, large, rosy-purple. 
Sco Gardeners’ Chronicle, 1845, p. 532—“ Your Seedling is an 
improvement o; the — Eo -purple colour, and is is 
a ope and pr ue variety, and can be recommended,” Fine 
Plants, 

E "BULERNS MULTIFLORA. See Gardeners’ Chron., 
1844, p. 5 ‘Your Seedling Lobelia is a very handsome 
variety. e lip is large and broad, of a rich and ECCE 

Scarlet, » ud of the spikes of flower measuring from 12 to 
18 inches in Begin fine Seedling Plants of the above Lobelia 
at 12s, per 
set E GRANDIFLORA, 9s, per doz. 

s sonda, 6s, per dozen, fine. 

? pouvardis strigosa, 1s. ; B. splendens, 1s., fine ; B. hete- 
rophylla, 1s., fine 

astre nieris aene foNa 25. 0d. 
Taxodium sempervirens, 6 to 9 ‘inches 0 6 
Lyperia pinnatifida, good 246 
Alon: Ep oe be 4 Exe eS 2. «0 
SEIEN speci 20 
Stachys br E acommended we edding, 

r dozen se ded. 
Androsace cer: astifolia .. m ge aap 0 
Fuchsia serratifolia . . veu. 
Calceolaria Honan day for bedding ` vice sr 
Roses, two species, Chusan, each. m B 6 

Do. one iom Amo; 6 

With a few plants to compensate for carriage. “An nones 
to the Trade.—Taunton Nurseries, June 27. 

GQEEDS—CORNER OF HALF-MOON-STREET, 
THOMAS GIBBS and CO., 

(By Official Gute the SEEDSMEN to the 
“ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND, x 

Beg to remind the Members of the Society, and Agriculturists 
in general, that their o nly, Counting House and Seed Ware- 
house is at the Gorher of HALF-MO Wie ARE, PICCA- 
DILLY, London, as for the last Fifty Yea 
s Priced I Lists of Agricultural Seeds are always ready, and may 
e ha 

mt the 15th inst., comprising A the 
t 5 extant, and upwards of 600 varieties, forming one 

collections i eS the country, Orders taken, and deli- 
ow November 

ance erate, Sundays excepte June 27, 

A, BALSTON, Poole bd has now ready the 
Yarn fo! ollowing NEW PLANTS 
PUGH ES apu sorts in eultivation, 3s. per doz. ditto diti GHS 

e Seen i atest Es en in BLOOM from 

vores Me 

D dj PHAR ditio diti [NS 
GERA ditt ditto When 5, pn NIUM S, finest Lov: SERA Bone 

a Ditto aie d$ sized pots CINÉ E. 
On, Cee 

nii ders keo tou unknown correspondents must inelose re- 

URTIS’S BUDDING KNIFE.—“ This is the 
neatest UE Knife we have seen, the ivory handle is 

shaped like the blade of a curved Penknife, sharp and turned 
up at the point, and is evidently extremely well contrived for the 
purpose it is intended." mn y of Professor Lindley in the 
Gardeners s? Chronicle, ily 28. 29, 

HORGE PLUM, ical Torino Maker and Cutler, No. 
262, Strand, AO id at No. 3, Dolphin-street, Bristol, begs 
to call the attention of tin public io the above desirable article. 
Sent free to any pa art of the kingdom, on pete of 38 penny 
postage stamps, r a post-office order for 3s. 

G. onion Floriculturists and the Publie in general 

against Sueton imitations of the above article, he being the 
only appointed Manufacturer 

FLOWER-POTS “AND G GARDEN SI 
OHN MORTLOCK, 250, Oxford. ront iwi |; 
announces that he hes a very large assortment of the 

Hat eee in various colours, and solicits an early inspec- 
escription of useful CHINA, GLASS, and 

fons THEN AWARE at the ee possible price, for Cash.—250, 
Oxford-street, near Hyde-park, 

hyll aeiee Epidendrum fragrans 
* “squarrosa 6 new vars. (Oaxaca) 
“ sp. Nova (Guatemala) “ 3 do. (Guatemala) 
* do. (Oaxaca) Lycaste Skinneri 

puniendi spectabilis Maxillaria arom: 
r. like Lindleyana er var: x OA 

Dui verrucosa Oncidium ENDS 
* Wrayii Cavendis 
ae So vars. SEA w leucochilum 

Cattleya Skinner ** cebolletti 
“ citrina ** Wentworthiana 
“ var. like Citrina Odontoglossum grande 

Oyrtochiium Russellianum ** Cervantesii 
3 “ pulchellum 

« Bene var, new Ga) ** several others (Oaxaca) 
** 3 ditto (Guatemala) died wa rdi 

Collia macrostachya 
white var. E eris 

“© gp. Nova (Oaxaca) “ saccata 
“ Oyrtopodiums in vars, 3 other vars. (Oaxaca) 

Ep pidendrum Skinneri ** 2 vars. from 65° Fahren- 
aurantiaca i 

Rhododendron Gibsonii d Stanleyana 
Rondeletia sp. (Havanna) | Gara erbourniana | 
Siphocampylus coccineus E 

irita sinense Paa iris 
Poole a ool narin June 27, 

ERANIUMS AND D D AHLIA 

lozen—Beeswing, Stand- 
ard, Lord Howden, Alice ARR EY Antler, Athlete, Are- 
thusa, Admiral Stopford, eae Cleopati ra, Dazell, 
Orlando, Duke of York, Emperor of Whites, Essex Bride, 
Essex Primrose, Essex Scarlet; Fulwood Hero, Gloria Mundi, 
Grand Duke, Lady Ael Nonpareil, El Queen of Roses, 

tory of Sussex, Vivid, &c. 
Older Varieties, 4s. e dozen. 

Grove Nursery, York, June 26. 

GENE HARE RABBITS.—THE LARGEST 
AND HOUSE BREED IN THE KINGDOM. 

Thislarge, beautiful, and scarce variety (the colour of the 
hare) has great Peng and depth of carcase, great width and 

or wild rabbit; from one to two months old, 12s. per pair; 
(male and female) three to four months, 18s. Free to London 
or Hull, from whence they are transmitted with safety to any 
e of the United Kingdom. A few fine Breeding Does at 21s. 

SESS to Mr. Joun Brert, Market-place, Great Yarmouth, 

PS PRESERVED BY COOPER’S PATENT 

perfect state for family use for five years, This 

of the year. Sample 

art of ERE for 
an order addressed to the Patentee, ene coors, 7, the 

epee part of St. John-street, Clerkenwell, Lon! 

The Patent Apparatus and Vessels are on eles at the Manu- 

factory as above. 

DURS 

he followin g ari 
10 inches P t 55. Es Ream. 

i M He CO. m oe 18s, p 
OIG 6 e s. SE. 
20by16 5 . ; 28s, 

Sold by the pees | "Nw. and. s BENTALY, Halstead, 
AN. ex ; 

London ; R. e AMIsrosn, North St. p ER Edin- 

>. Broad-street, Bristol; H. ae ITMORE, 
aedes DUM a J. W. "Keys, Plymoutl 

Bim. AND 1 FORES N SHEET GLASS, for 
may be 3 s 

d. per foot e 
` ie so TE Glass, French Shades, Plate and Crown 

Window Glass. 
A discount to the Trade, 
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OREIGN AND BRITISH SHEET ANDCROWN 
GLASS, for Horticultural and general purposes, to be 

d in boxes as imported, from 3{d. to 5d. per foot. ass 

Pantiles, 13s. 6d. per dozen. Propagating and al kinds of 
Hortieultural Glasses. Oils, Colours, Brushes, &c., of the 
best description, at lowest prices, at F. Expurox’s, 28, Castle- 
street East, Oxford-street. 

For Reads Money only. 

GLASS for Hothouses, Garden m 

R. CO: ing again reduced the prices for small crown 
squares, invites a comparison of the present quotations with his 
former lists: per gross. per gross. er gross, 

6 im by 4 ve 6s. 8by5'.. i». 9 bj * re” 185x 

Ti y 4s. |10by8 63. n. by 44 8by6 
e: wil in fature receive week mun o 

FOREIGN SHEET GLASS, of which he purposes keeping 
such a stock as will enable him to execute all orders as soon as 
received. 
PROPAGATING, BEE; CUCUMBER, & GRAPE RED 

of every description, cheape r than at an) other house.— 
apply to R. CoGAN, Glass, Lead, and Colour YES, 

eos pem London. 

LASS FOR CONSERVATORIES. 

PSLEY PELLATT aw» OO, uod GN 
Works, Holland.street, Blackfriars, a 

(n quantities not ess t 

S pue Prices :— 
e under 40 ins. long. 
oz. weight perfoot — .. 

16 oz. n » 
21 oz. » » 
So. ai R Ay Os 

Smarr Squares up to l0ins, by Sins., from 1jd. to 3d. per 
square aN 

N.B.—The 16 oz. is full strength for Greenhouses. 

pus AGATING GLASSE ES, White, ls. per Ib} or 
25. 6d. to 24s. ues dozen. CUCUMBER GLASSES, 

APE SHADES, with holes, 1s. 9d. to 
FISH BOWES, fr om. ls. 6d; each. eee PEL- 

TILETANK-SYSTEM, 

BUBBIDGE anp HEALY having heated a con- 
pawa number of Pits and other Horticultural Struc- 

tures, for the cultivation of Pines, Melons, Cucumbers, an: 

pier Cos plants, SUELE upon ri (Pan E gi 
fr. MiLLs's recent work o: e Cult of Pines and Cu- 

cuum many of which dia: Morc m the pr teneti time, 

a doubt that every kind of structure ma; 

ge heated by BURBIDGE and HEALY’: 5 peculiar, Tank Apparatus, 

ith the absolute certainty of producing the desired result. 

Their Apparatus may be seen at work at re following places : 

Jardens, Chiswick ; Royal Botanic Gardens, zarr & Co., Falcon Glass Works, 

BRITISH AND > FORBIGN SES AND TORTI. 
RA 3 

HILLIPS aw» WELCH have to announce to the 
Nobility and Gentry, that they have just concluded ar- 

rangements with ELCH, HILLIPS and Co., for the 
e of the business lafely carried on by them, at 12, 

Panton-street, and beg to call attention to their extremely low 
prices for Horticultural Glass of every description. 

PRICES OF HORTICULTURAL GLASS: 
n. Oe by widths from 5 in. to 18 in. 

eet h o MUT sh 
18 Oz. t» the foo! 4d. per foot. 

» 19 10, Ai "nies PA 59 
a Hs ae cci DOLI CHO 
» 209 90 k us p. 0 
» 82" 3,, v. ^uod das, 

SMALL SQUARES, 
Pucked in 100 feet Bowes, not partie 

U 5in by 3 in. oe +. lid 
5 by 3 and under 6 by 4 ,, Se ee 

em »T» DU; IM" 
FOR GLAZING. 

Black Cement, as ahs at Chatsworth, 24s. se cwt. 
Best Magy Oil 10s 

Lead, Window Tead; Solder, ke. ko. 

_Howesteura Glazing Executed in any part of the United 
mg 

ar to Vus ss. 
per P» 

selection of Patent Plate, Sheet, and flatted Crown Glass 
for seure &c., particularly attended to. —12, Panton-street, 
Haymarket. 

Kew; Baroness Rothschild's Garten. pores sbury; Mr. 

Glendinning, Chiswick Nurser ry; Messrs. Henderson, Pine- 
apple-place ; and in more than one hundred other places.— 

130, Fleet- eE London. 

HOT, WATER APPARATUS.—The attention of 
Architects, Builders, and others, is a unde 

to BENJAMIN FOWLER? erior method Heating Churc! 

and. Chapels, Halls, Stair-cases, Gonservatarles, Foreing ee 

Greenhouses, Manufactories and Warehouses, Kilns, Rooms 

d SUY. yariety of purpose for which 

t is required. Within the last 20 years some 

DREAM of buildings have been heated upon this plan, and 

the parties for whom „they were executed are constantly ex- 

pressing their also their li to vouch for 

their efficiency. An improved wrought. iron boiler, which r 

quires ne Mab Se OR may be seen in action upon the premises, 

NJAMIN FowLEn, 63, Dorset-street, Flect-street, 

H OT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING 
HORTIC UU Cea aed DWELLING-HOUSES, 

CHURCHES, and MA CTORIES, upon improved princi- 

ples, and at very deed x A Rie eS, erected by DANIEL and 

quU BAILEY, 212, HOL: BORN. 

D. E. BAILEY AUD devoted much time to the considera- 

tión of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of 
apparatus for the Anh mentioned purposes, have, by improve- 

pert suggested in. their practice, rendered their mode of 

heating not only very e efficient, but very ac and have com- 

E nes durability in d apparatus with econom, in the charge. 

hey k aratusin England, Scotland, and Ireland, 

GLASS DAIRY PAN 

q'DWARDS & PELL, FOREIGN: AGENTS AND Im- 
PORTERS OF GLASS, AND GLASS MILK Pans, haye re- 

ceived a large supply of PANS from 18 to 23 inches in 
diamete! The; 'e made of great jer and are very cool 

and, cleanly. Cold. water cleans them quite as well as hot; and 

without trouble. 
EDWARDS & PELL have cleo. a-large stock of Propagating 

Glasses of the most approve 
ie very best Glass for Hortinltural and other purposes, 

very strong and free from spec 
15, Southampton-street, ess 

FOREIGN SHEET GLASS, &c. 

a: JARVIS having just Bed a large quantity 
of Foreign Sheet Glass, of the STOUTEST KIND; in 

substance, 15, 16, and 17 ounces to the ov superficial, can offer 
he same at the Mene low price of 4d. per foot in the. 
case, as imported, any size in stock ; a less price than he has 

hitherto received from Mni purchaser: s for the p quality, 

viz., 13 ounces to the foot, at his old establis d NDOW GLASS 
Warenovsr. 38, Great eisticstiest, a few doo: a mm b 

street. GLASS PANTILES equally low in res 

Manufactured Glass of every description, on the lowest Mond 

for ready money only. 

SMITH AND CO. 

ESTABLISHED NINE YEARS: 
ORTICULTURAL BUILDERS; HOT- WATER 
APPARATUS, FAREN zm, AL GARDE v FURNITURE 

MANUFAC 
GLEBE. PLACE, FACING KING'S PARADE, KING'S 

ROAD; CHELSEA, LONDON, 
be, dC. IN GRRAT VARIETY. FOUNTAINS, VASES, 

ONICAL BOILERS.— These excellent. Boilers, in- 
Msn bes Jouw Rocrrs, E are made of various sizes 

s. y Jo: 
ble to E nds of apparatus, and are i 
diges’, ee ee Messrs. Ci handi 
A een Toot ; My. Pontey’s, Plyin 
Pine-apple-pl: Tum P endi in the Horton! tural § 

Henderson’s 
ciety's Gardens, 

for many nanan en and gentlemen, and haye had the honour 

o be employed by the Horticultural Boclew of London, in 
CREER the oria of their splendid Conservatory erected at 

D. and E. BATEY also construct in metal all descriptions of 
Hortegitutal Buildings and Sashes, and invite Noblemen, 

iem and the depen to the inspe ection of their various 

um ngs and models, at 272, orn, where they have the 

ME tunity of exhibiting, amongst other metal works, an ex- 

tremely complete and fie sene. kitchen apparatus, or zangor 

adapted for he continue ot water, and an arrange- 

ment of the oven more Or than has hitherto been brought 

lis Qu pee 
S E. Bann were the first to oe metallic cur- 

iue horticulturists, and c: 
sorvatory attacked to the Pantheon ee one Of their works, 

in this country, i 
LEY have prepared ah aras of the Galvanic 

Plant Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery ; 
to introduce to public notice anew Trough Pipe, for 

'chidaceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or 

at intervals, required, and. which may be seen at their Manu- 
ory. 

TEPHENSON anp CO., 61, Gracechurch-street, 
London, and 17, New ae street, Southwark, Inventors 

and Manufacturers of the mproved CONICAL and DOUBLE 
OYL INDRICA BOILERS. respectfully solicit the attention va 

Scientific Worticalusiste E their much approved method of 

aus ing t ank system to GE Propagating Houses, 
well as «bottom. heat is se- 

jg Co. have also ju state that at the request tof numerous 

Faces they are now making their Boilers of Iron, as well as 

opper, by 4m the cost is reduced. These Doilers, which 

are now so well known, scarcely require description, but to 

those who have not seen them in operation, prospectuses ee 

be Codes. as well as de pied. of the highest authority ; 

they may be seen at most o: Nobility's seats and sation 

Nurseries throng por the AERAN 
$ beg to inform the trade that at their Manufactory 

in New iPad costó every article required for the construction 

of Horticultural Buildings, ae well as for heating them, may be 

btained upon the most advantageous term: 
Conservatories, &c. of Iron or Wood, erected upon the most 

ornamental designs. SEU Pi dnb, Field and Garden 

Fences, Wire Work, &c. & 

H Se AND. BOLIVIAN GUANO ON 
TH BY Y IN 

SANT DON NY cubes AND SONS, LONDON ; 

Wm. IR MYERS anD CO., LIVERPOOL; 

And by delr Ag 8, 
ecc AND CO., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL; 

COTS WORT H, POWELL, AND PRYOR, LONDON. 

To protect Sees or thei ENDE consequences of 
using inferior and s guano, purchasers are recom- 

mended to apply. sae vo: Dbaloravot ot BAD er etd acter, or to 
the above-named Importers, who will supply the article in any 
quantity, at their fixed prices, delivering it from the Import 

Warehouses. 

LIQUID MANURE. 
ENGLAND INDEPENDENT OF THE WORLD FOR CORN. 
MHE attention, of the Agricultural | Interest, at this 

momentous crisis, is Huan ted to the great importance of 
LIQUID MANURE, and the ease with which it may be appro- 
riated by the use of FOWLER’S PR made expressly for 
he purpose, either portable or fixed ; Garden, Ship, and Darge 
ups; alsoithose for Distillers Beata Soap Boilers, and 
Tanners, im hot and cold liquor, ps kept for hire, for 
Ex¢avationsand Wi OM n Buildings heatedüby Hot Water, for 
Horticulture; and every yarietyý of manufacturing PERO. 

e supplied on-advantageous-terms, by WD 
prs, Engineer, &c., 63, Dorset-street, Fleet- ‘str eet, London. 

TURNIP SOWING: 
HE. URATE OF THE LONDON MANURE 
COMPANY, Four Guineas per Ton. erience of 

the last five years has fully esta e e the above x one of the 
best of all the light manures for oroduetion of Turnips, for 
which-erop-it is particularly. un seldom. failing-in the 
driest season to secure a good plant, and to produce a great 
mel pr acre. Availing themselves of the many improve- 

n the science o! 1 manures, the Company so 
manufacture the Urate, that the food requisite for a rotation 
of er i is fully maintained, therefore parties using the Urate~ 
for nips will heir succeeding crops of Barley and 
ras NDS ally Sim ree Fuli heehee, with testimonials, 
forwarded on application. No. 40, New Bridge-street, Black- 
friars. EDWARD Purser, Secretary. 

TURNIP SEASON 

UANO, Peruvian, (imported by GIBBS & CO.,) 
and African, from Ichaboe and Saldanha Bay; Supa 

phosphate of Lime (see “Royal Ag. Soc. Journal,” Vol. vi., 
Part 2); Bone Dust, Suites Acid, and Be 
Compost all suitable for the Turnip Crop. Y 
Soda and Po! o. and all CHER pA of Knows yalue, on. 
sale by MARK FoTHERGILL 

ze Do for INGLES 

every Eron of seed. 

SERES LONDON MANURE COMPANY beg to 
Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, delivered direct from. 

the qusc bonded warehouses :— 

Nitrate of Soda, Fine Bone Sawdust, 
Sulphate of Ammonia, Sulphuric Acid, 

Super Done of Lime, | Sulphate of Soda, 
Gypsui Petre Salt, 

And avery article of Artificial Manure in the most genuine 

state.—No. 40, New Bridge-: theat Blackfriars. 
DWARD PURSER; Secretary. 

, Upper TI t, London. 
" HAND DIBBLE, suitable for 

DRAINING TILE MACHINES, 

A INS A IE'S PATENT on 
r MAKING and Duro Draining Tiles. 

The Phor combines Errsor with Economy, Gentlemen 

having works in operation, or who are about to erect them; 

wa find the above RE their attention 

For particulars ap) N PATON, a at the office for 

the sale of ArNSLIE'S Am Brick, se Tile Machine, EE 

Piccadilly, where they may be seen at work ; also at the Poly- 
technic Institution, and at the Works, Alperton, Middlesex. 

RNAMENTAL TILES for Floors, Walls, &e., of 
Ro ud Conservatories, Garden Terraces ; Encaustic, 

Venetian, &o., n EVERY VARIETY. May ps seen at Messrs. 

PARKER and waka Surrey-street, Blac! r8, Lo 

Agents to Messrs. MINTON & CO., the Pa Ex of Stoke- 

upon-Trent. Also Patentees of the PORCELAIN BUT TONS, 
cheaper and more durable than Mother-o’-Pearl, &c. 

ATENT. VULCANIZED FLEXIBLE INDIA- 
RUBBER Ez PIPE and TUBING, for Garda 

Brewers, Railw: npanies, Fire Engines, Gas ters, 

Plumbers, and is tural and all other purposes Siete d 
per! jen flexible stron ng Pipe is req pula asea 

. HANCOCK, Goswell-mews, Goswe Mr a London. 

ECONOMICAL, ERE ECTUAL, AND DURABLE 

ROOFING. 
BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT. 

ROGGON'S PATENT ASPHALTE ROOFING 
FELT, with which the Committee Rooms of the Houses 

covered. The above Ppstortal has of Parliament are entirel E 

been used and highly approved by the Nobility, Gentry, ang 
Agriculturists reme and Patronised by many Members 

the Royal Agricultural Societies of NE 
i sl Her Majesty Office. of- Woods. and Forest 

Charles Barry, Esq., R.A., &e. &c. ; has been use ed for s eve i 

Tie atthe euet orao iSu Society’ s Gardens, Chia ie 

the Swiss Gardens, Shoreham, ; E 2 e of Bu! 
cleuch's, and the Marquis of RENE s Proper Se. HIS 
(under slate) the Royal Agri iealtural | Society's douce Hano: BSS, 

square; its advantages are—CIHAPNESS, GHTN Ju 

DURABIL TIY, and ECONOM Bein a Non- “Conductor, $ 

has been. Roe an efficient ** Protective eeii to Pla 

CE, ONE PENNY PER SQUARE a T 

mples do Testimonials sent by Post on applica ‘ion, 

EI T rome JORN SR 

8, Doe Pountney-hill, Cannon-street, London. 

ET and 

TO OWNERS AND OCCUPIERS OF ESTATES: . 

BRE BULLOCK WEBSTER, of Hounsdow! 

near o, ERU ypreisin. Engineer to E Majes je 

at Osborne, Isle of ht;.the inventor of a ten. 

and Pipe Machine (applicable to making Bricks) ; Fal 
Machine for taking roots and stones out of clay, b 

to be seen at the Royal Polytechnic Institution, I 
offers his assistance as a thorough practical man to en 

who may require anformiation on el subject ERU fxcd 

the Drainage of th — Land drained 
sum per acre, Sela uy Mur 

| 

| 
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IS GRACE the DUK 

~~ PRESIDENT of the HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, has 
Kindly directed the grounds of Chiswick-house to be opened for the reception of the visitors to the Society's garden at the next. exhibition on the 11th Jul i i of Fellows of the Society ONLY at this office, price 5s., or ai 
the garden in the afternoon of the 11th July, at 7s. 6d. each, 
but then also ONLY TO ORDERS SIGNED BY FELLOWS OF THE. 
Socrery.—N.B. No tickets will be issued in Regent-street on 
the day of exhibition, —21, Regent-street. Ee UM Ne S PRUNUS a SA N eee 
ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, REGENT’S-PARK. 

—Th e». L 
TLOWERS, and FRUIT 

In the course of the day the Three Military Bands will join and perform the i FRA DIAVOLO,” by ; “EG 
Subscribers to the Society are admitted free. 
Visitors are admitted by Tickets to be obtained at the ‘Gardens only by orders from Subscribers 5 price, until the day; 

i 75. 6 

may enter conveniently at the: Gate facing the road from Chester-terrace, J. De C. SowERBY, Secretary. 

ECK'S SEEDLING PELARGONIUMS. — A 
descriptive Catalogue of these, with directions for their cultivation, blooming, &c., will be ready by July 11th, in 

ostage stamps. 
Worton Cottage, Isleworth, June 30. 

The Gavdences’ Chronicle, 
SATURDAY, JUNE 27, 1846. 

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 
Wrownspay, July i—Royal Botanic Gardens .  . 9 Pa Tomway, ° — 7—Horticultural, . . 1 . gram Sarurpay, — 11—Horsicultural Gardens €. Tran 

COUNTRY SHOW. Waonespay, July 8- Craven Horticultural. 

Wuerner viewed as possibly. affecting the yet 
“Obscure question of the Poraro DiskAsz, or merely 
as the result of a physiological experiment, the 
knowledge of which may prove useful, the following will doubtless be considered interesting. 

r. Kwicur states, “ Hort. Transactions,” v. 4, 
P- 448, that “it has been contended there is much 
Waste in planting large sets ; because the old tuber 
18 often found to have lost little in weight, when an early crop is taken up in an immature state ; and it 
has thence been inferred that a very small part only ofthe matter of the old tubers enters into the com- 
Position. of the new. But I believe a false infer- 
ence has in this case been drawn, and that under 
Ordinary circumstances a very large portion of the Soluble matter of the old tubers- is employed in the formation of the new ; for Ihave proved by experi- 
ments purposely made, that the vital union and community of circulating fluid between. the old tuber and the plant which has sprung from it is not 
80 soon dissolved. Some Potatoes of rather large Size and early habit were placed in such situations that the fibrous roots only of the plants entered into, 9r were in contact with, the soil. Thus circum. 
stanced, an abundant blossom appeared, and seeds Would have been produced in the manner I have 
described in the « Horticultural Transactions,” v. Ly 
p. 38; but both the blossoms. and the runners, Which would have formed young tubers, were alike Temoved. The old tubers, though fully exposed to 
the Sun and air, still retained life, and were obviously Supplied with moisture by the stems which had Sprung from them; and the result was ultimately x What I had anticipated. "The plants, after many Ustrated efforts to produce blossoms and tubers 
don every part of their branches, at last threw eir sap back into the old tubers; and a numer- 
NE crop of young tubers was Suspended from.the aude or eyes of the old. This did not occur till 
autumn; and therefore the. vital union. must have 
übsisteq through the whole summer; and I-enter- 
we but very little doubt that such an union. sub- aan under ordinary circumstances, till almost the 
b Ole of the soluble and organizable matter has een absorbed by the new [plant]? 
a Twenty-five years have elapsed since the above 

as Written by Mr. Kxraur ; and we now witness 

in the same way as last season, though, as yet, not 
so universally. 

Such being the case, if anything can be done 
there is not a moment to lose. The tops are as yet 
to all appearance in healthy vegetation, with the 
exception of that of the very early varieties, which 
are of course approaching their natural period of 
decay. But the main crops ought to grow for 
many weeks, if they had only roots to support them ; 
they are young enough to make fresh roots above 
the present useless underground portion, if a FRESH 
EARTHING UP IS IMMEDIATELY COMMENCED. What 
may be the result of such a proceeding no one can 
now tell; but-the time was when the Potato-plant 
endured earthing up to any extent during the whole 
summer, and continued making successions of fresh 
roots and tubers with which hills.a yard wide were 
filled, as was.observed in the course of some experi- 
ments made in the garden of the Hort. Society. 
We would, therefore, earnestly advise that the 

crop..be. examined, and. that wherever the stem is 
found affected under ground, the operation of 
earthing-up be immediately put in practice. Be- 
cause this, and this alone, appears to offer a chance 
of saving many crops. Not that we pretend to say 
that it will certainly be a successful operation ; but 
it can do no harm, and may perchance do much 
good.—|| 

Isthese days of Warmine and VENTILATION, and 
particularly.in reference to exotic gardening, it may 
be-useful to. inquire. into the means employed by 
Nature, with a view to the better imitation of her 
effects. For this purpose our readers are invited to 
a meteorological speculation which is believed to be 
new, if not true; and which may, perchance, elicit 
from our contributors something both new and true. 

The peculiar coldness of the east wind is pretty 
generally admitted. The poet. Bunss, indeed, 
speaks of the “wintry west," though he to some 
extent neutralises this by talking elsewhere of 
“biting Boreas” and the “stormy north.” 

Suaxsreare is equally heretical. King John ex- 
claims— 

ae **Intreat the north, 
To make his bleak winds kiss my parched lips And comfort me with cold.” 

Later poets, however (unless these matters have 
changed), do.the elements more justice. They 
“tax not with unkindness,” the north, but assail the 
east. Sir WALTER Scorr, in a letter to Sourney, 
upbraids certain “abominable easterly afternoons,” 
and Moonz illustrates some theological point thus : 
—“ as in the same quarter of the heavens arises the 
sunbeam which gives life to the flower and the 
withering gale that blasts it.” 

This pretty simile serves to bring home the 
subject to the pursuits of Horticulture ; and though 
the fact doubtless is, as Moore states it, that the 
east is the withering wind,the east wind does not per- 
haps arise precisely in the same quarter as the sun, 
and this leads to the views about to be put forth. 

The admitted coldness of the east wind is gene- 
rally ascribed in this country to its supposed pass- 
age over the Continents of Europe and Asia, and 
to its consequent dryness ; but this is negatived by 
the fact that the East is equally a cold wind on the 

pismenfable change in the vegetation of the Potato 
SEDE The absorption. of the. decaying substance 
x le old tuber goes on as formerly; but at. the AS time a brown tinge, resembling that of the 
ds tying set, is communicated to the under-ground 
the ton of the stem, whilst yet in connexion with 
Ce Set; the bark decays, and, in consequence, | 45 Dot receive the returning sap from the foliage Tabet? a supply of roots ; for want of fresh nou- die ent the stem and leaves become. diseased, and Prematurely, 
FS uring the late excessively hot dry. weather, 
ore, Quarters planted with various kinds of Potatoes He rapidly ; and up to the present time, June 24, im, Pants exhibit the most healthy appearance 

But on pulling up some stems the 

any are quite dead, and can be 

eastern shores of America and Australia, whither 
it arrives fresh from the surface of the Ocean. 

The truth seems) to be this: that inasmuch as 
there is a constant current westward, to some, dis- 
tance on.both sides of the equator, the atmosphere 
north and south-of these currents must of necessity 
be thrown into a series of whirls, just as. a wide 
piece, of water, through which runs a stream, has 
its margins filled. with circling eddies. On this 
supposition the greater part of the variable winds 
are, in. fact, whirlwinds, precisely similar in kind, 
though inferior in violence, to the tropical hurri- 
canes, which are, now nearly decided to have this 
character. 

The dotted lines and arrows within the annexed 
circle, fig, 1, are intended to explain this idea ; and if 

v it be granted 
fyt- that such 

whirls — will 

upon us. 
Jig. 2. To an observer at 

the point N, for in- 
stance, the air is moy- 
ing from west to east; 
it is therefore called 
by him a. west wind, 
and as it has rotated 
altogether in lati- 
tude south of the ob- 
server, it is of course 
relatively warm. 

To an observer at 
the point S, all the 

diions are r 
versed; his portion of the whirl strikes him.from 
the east; it hae previously traversed a region 
wholly to the north of him, where its superfluous 
water had been condensed ; its appetite for moisture 
is revived by the higher temperature of the latitude 
at which it has now arrived; and at S it is clearly 
a dry cast wind, though forming part of the very 
same revolving current, which impinging in a satus 
rated state on the observer at N, had been called by 
him a moist west wind. 

In like manner. an observer at W would call the 
wind south; and one at E would call it north ; 
though they are similarly situated in reference to 
the latitude of the space in which the revolution 
occurs; but one receives-it immediately from the 
north and the other from the south. 

The extreme points of such a whirl are those 
which occur just after the current has been most 
rapidly changing its latitude, such as X where the 
wind is 

“ A dripping south-west ;" 
and Z, where it is 

** a north-east, 
Good neither for man nor beast.” 

A, 

Ir appears from a paragraph which has been 
going the round of the newspapers, that one Jouw 
Diesy, a Norfolk peasant, has discovered some 
Wonperrur Brnny in the hedgerows of his neigh- 
bourhood, which * will grow the finest Potatoes in 
quality that ever were grown. One quart of these 
berries will produce as much as one bushel of our 
common Potato.” And the gentleman further re- 
ports that although the said berries must go through 
“some regular processin the course of the winter,” 
yet that “it is attended. with: searcely any trouble 
and no expence.” 

Is it possible that people - can» be simple enough 
to believe this story? It would seem so, from letters 
that have'reached' us.. We really cannot waste 
time in speculating upon the true meaning of this 
absurd announcement. The man has, perhaps, 

probably be 
created with- 

DU ee cee in and be- 
¥ Vecne Y yond the 

temperate 
zones by the 
continuous 

currents of 

figure, which 
represents 

one of these 
whirls from 

e northern th 
"They are affected | hemisphere on a larger scale, will shew the real 

found out that the roots of what the Norfolk ees 
call. Lords and Ladies (Arum. maculatum). are 
eatable.; if so, we lament the destitution. which has 
led to.such.a diet, for it says little for the condition 
of the Norfolk peasant. The starch of the Arum is 
very good, no doubt, when: properly mixed with 
sugar and wine; but the roots themselves are 
only to be classed with Pignuts, Acorns, and Beech- 
mast, which might have suited Gurrn and WAMBA, 
ut are not exactly what we should recommend as 

the diet of the 19th century. 
[e eee e 

THE. INCENSE, OR, FRANKINCENSE OF 
CRIPTURE. 

Tue word * Lebonah" occurs in numerous places in the 
Old Testament, in all of which it is translated. Incense 
or Frankincense in the authorised version. In the 
New Testament the word /ibanos is considered to indi. 
eate the same thing, and is likewise translated Frankin. 
cense. Matthew ii, 11: “and when they (i. e. the wise 
men from the east) were come into the house, and when 
they had opened their treasures, they presented each 
their gifts, gold and frankincense and myrrh,” 
in Revelations xviii. 13, incense is enumerated among 

» 165; v. 115 vi, 15; xxiv, 7: Numbers v.15: 1 Chron. ix. 29: Nehem, , Inallof which it is mentioned as one of the ingredients of the offerings. directed to be burnt upon the altars. The other ingredients were fine flour, ears of corn, Barley meal, with oil, and in some cases sweet spices, In Other places it is used in a figurative sense, as in Cantieles iii. 6: * Who is this. that cometh out of the wilderness like pillars of smoke, perfumed with myrrh and frankincense 3” iv. 65 i to the mountain of myrrh, and to the. hill of frankins cense ;” Isaiah xliii. 23.:: «I have not caused thee to 

also, lxvi. 3. 

“To what ptfrpose cometh there to 
From all these passages, we 
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Jearn that it was an article of distant commerce, that is 

obtained from Sheba, which was early known, was pro- 

bably of a resinous nature, and fragrant. 

The name lebonah is derived by Celsius, vol. i. p. 231, 

from a word signifying white ; but it is very similar to 

the Arabic—[/uban, signifying milk : and in a secondary 

sense, a gummy or resinous exudation from a tree, more 

especially frankincense. The Arabic uban has been 

stated by some authors to have been derived from the 

Greek Libanos, which was itself said to be applied to 

the above substance, because it was thought to be a pro- 

duce of Mount Libanus. But this, it was never sup- 

ed to be by any of the better informed of the ancients. 
Tere are, besides, several other words in the Arabic, 

which have a similar meaning, and which it is more 

probable were all originally derived from the same root 

as the Hebrew lebonah, and the Arabie luban, which 

are applied in both languages to the same substance. 

This the Greeks called /ibanos, and the Romans Thus ; 

it is now commonly called olibanum. Several kinds of 

resin, have, however, at different times been confounded 

together under the names incense and frankincense, 

as well as under the latin name Thus. 

‘Dioscorides describes two kinds of olibanum : first, 

that which is produced in that part of Arabia called 

| Thurifera, and that which is produced in India, besides 

ji several ial varieties depending on purity, form, 

jl and size. Theophrastus notices it in lib. ix. e. 4, and 

Hippocrates under the name of A(Baverbv. Theophras- 

i tus describes the tree yielding it as large and like a 

Pear tree. According to Diodorus Siculus, it is like 

the Egyptian Acacia, with Willow-like leaves. But 

from the contradictory descriptions it is evident that 

| the ancients were totally unacquainted with the tree 

| yielding olibanum. Garcias ab Horto said the tree was 

| like à Lontiscus, Thevet stated it to be a Pine, and Lin- 

| neus conjectured that olibanum was the produce ofa 

Juniper, at one time of Juniperus thurifera, and at 

| another of J. lycia, the former growing in Spain, and 

i the latter in Africa and the south of France; but 

neither have been proved to yield any frankincense. 

It is necessary, in the first instance, to determine the 

| country or countries whence this incense was and is ob- 

| tained before we attempt to ascertain the plant which 

ields it, because travellers are so apt to mistake one 

iM thing for another, that little reliance can be placed on 

| many of their statements. The prophets Isaiah and 

|| Jeremiah both point to Sheba as the country yielding 

|. frankincense. This has generally been supposed 

ll to refer to Saba, on the coast of Arabia. The 

| ancients almost universally refer to this, as may be 

| seen in the numerous quotations by Celsius. Thus Theo- 

| phrastus mentions that part of Arabia which is about 

| Saba, Adramita, and Citibeona ; so also Strabo states, 
| that in the happy region of the Sabseans, both myrrh 

| and frankincense (A:Bavos) are produced. Pliny re- 

peats the same, and the poets refer to it “solis est thurea 

virga Sabais.” By some it was supposed to be produced 

| on Mount Lebanon; but Celsius quotes R. David 

| Kimchi, on Jerem. vi. 20, “ rdi qd thus e terris 

longe dissitis quia non inveniebatur in terra Israelis." 
Dioscorides, however, states that Aigavos or olibanum 

is produced both in Arabia and in India. Two kinds 

are known in the present day, the African and the 

Indian. The author of the Periplus mentions Aigavos 

expressly as procured with myrrh, at Malao, Masylon, 

and Aromata, which probably correspond with the mo- 

dern Tajoura, Zeila, and Berbera, on’ the east coast of 

Africa. Arab writers, as Serapian and Avicenna, who 

| evidently refer to the description of Dioscorides, state 

that loban is also called koondur. A Persian author 

affirms that it is produced on the coast of Yemen and 

| of Oman. 
| which is on the sea coast near Dafar. Niebuhr states 

| that the plant is cultivated at Keshin and Schahr, 

| which are on the same south coast of Arabia, but 

| that it was originally introduced from Abyssinia. 

| Forskal says positively that it is produced by a species 

| of Amyris, one of which, indeed, yields myrrh. Lieu- 

| tenant Wellsted, in his travels on the south coast of 

| Arabia, and in Oman, does not say that frankincense is 

| produced on that coast, but that he was never able to see 

f the tree which produced it. There is nothing impro- 

i bable in olibanum being produced along the coast of 
Arabia, but it has never yet been proved that it is so. 

Many of the exports of the Arabian coast, both in 

ancient and modern times, are first imported from 
Africa. This is the case with the greater part, if not 
the whole of the myrrh of commerce, and probably also 

with frankincense. Mr. Johnston, the author of Travels 

in Southern Abyssinia, has informed the author of this 

article that frankincense, so called, is exported in large 

l quantities from Berbera, on the Soumalee coast of Africa, 

i and that it is brought from the interior. So Dr. Malcolm- 

| son writes, from Aden, that it is largely imported into that 

i port, and also into other ports of the Arabian coast, 

whence it is re-exported to Bombay. Another kind of 

olibanum is no doubt produced in the interior of India, 

and exported from Calcutta. It will be shown in 

another article that these are produced by two species of 

tie same genus of plants.—R. fplnts—R. — is 
j ON THE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS WHICH CON- 
i STITUTE THE NUTRITIVE PORTIONS OF 
| THE POTATO. 
| By the Rev. Prof. HENSLOW. 

j | 
EE E! p y (Continued from p. 405.) 

tM 3354 ym obtained Fe seats I pass to such as 

< are procured from the stems of certain plants. Sago is a 

- starch of this class, Itis largely obtained from certain 

i Palm-trees, and more especially from one which is 

| Jd EC 

2 mE 
3 

Avicenna states that it comes to Merbat, | 

called the Sago-Palm (Sagus Rumphii) of which 

Fig. 3 affords you a representation. The character 

of such trees is very different from that of any which we 

ever seein our own climate. They grow only within the 

tropics, or in warm countries contiguous to them. The 

interior of their trunk is pulpy and pith-like, and 
Fig. 3. 

often contains an abundance of starch. In order to 

procure this, the trunk is split into logs a few feet in 

length, and the soft interior is then extracted and 

pounded, and thrown into water. The water is then 

drained off from the pulpy mass, and the starch comes 

away with it; and upon being allowed to settle, is 

afterwards prepared and purified by successive wash- 

ings. The Sago-meal, as it is called, and of which I 

show you a specimen, is the form in which this starch 
is procured, although it is not commonly imported to 

England in this state. Theusual form in which this starch 

is tobe met with,is the common article called Pearl Sago, 

composed of little spherical grains ; a character given 

it by passing the Sago-meal through a cullender, and 

then drying it on hot plates, Potato starch is some- 

times prepared in this form, and is then sold by the 

honest dealer as Potato-Sago, and by the fraudulent 
tradesman as true Sago. 

Fig. 4, 

There is another tribe of plants to which the genus 

Cyeas belongs, containing one or two species from 

which it is stated that a coarse description of Sago is 

sometimes procured. They have short thick stems, 

crowned with a cirele of large leaves, but are totally 

unlike Palms in their botanical characters. The public 

enjoy the opportunity of seeing these tropical plants 

in perfection at the great national establishment at Kew, 

which is now as freely accessible as the British Museum. 

The trunks of the different plants which furnish the Sa- 

goes of commerce rise into the air ; but there isa class 

of stems which are either wholly or partially subter-. 

ranean, and which abound in starch. Some of this. 

class of stems are so variously modified in form and 

character as to require specific names for designating 

them. The tubers of the Potato, and of the Jerusalem 

Artichoke, are only swollen portions of under-ground 

stems which are thus modified to serve the important 

purpose of becoming magazines of nutriment for the 

future development of their buds (or eyes as they are 

usually called) into those stalks and branches which 

rise above ground, and bear leaves and flowers, We 

must not confound the true tuber (with its buds) with 
that are merely swollen 

organ. These we find in the Dahlia, Peony, and in 

certain of the Orchis tribe. Such tuberous roots. 

also serve as magazines of nutriment, but they bear 

no buds upon their surface, unless such are formed an 

forced upon them by peculiar treatment. The nourish- 

ment which is stored in tubers, tuberous roots, and the 

other forms assumed by subterraneous stems and roots, 

is very frequently starch ; though in some cases it is 

gum or sugar, according to the peculiar plant, or even 

according to the time of year in which we search for 

it. Several species of the Indian Shot tribe, growing 

in tropical countries, are capable of furnishing a great 
abundance of starch, which is stored up in their under- 

ground stems. The starch imported under the name 

of Arrow-root comes from plants of this tribe; 

especially from one which itself bears this name 
(Maranta arundinacea, fig. 4), because of its native 

name Ara. Another of the same tribe furnishes the 

* Tous les Mois” of commerce, a starch which is con- 

sidered to be an equally excellent article as Arrow- 

oot, and which is sold much cheaper. Tam not aware 

of any facts that have been sufficiently authenticated by 

competent authority, to prove that either of these 

exotic starches are more wholesome than common Po- 

tato starch, when this is properly prepared and tho- 

roughly purified of all adventitious matters. I consider 
the Potato-starch much more palatable than Arrow- 

root, in the usual form in which the latter is prepared 

for invalids. Starches must be boiled to make thenr 

digestible, and then they all assume the form of a 

homogeneous jelly-like paste. “But,” says Raspail, 

‘it is evident that pure starches being chemically iden- 

tical in all plants, they must possess similar medical 

properties. It is mere quackery to direct a patient to 

use any one of them rather than another, and to give a. 

preference to the more costly exotic article over the 

cheaper indig one; qi , we ought always 

to prescribe Potato-starch in preference to Sago or 

Arrow-root; both of which are so readily imitated.’” 
(To be continued.) 

Home Correspondence. 
The Fruit and its Judges at Chiswick.—l beg to 

offer a few observations in reply to your correspondent 

of last week, who signed himself “A Fruit-grower but 

not an Exhibitor. I fully agree with him that the 

exhibition of collections of fruit should be encouraged, 

and I think it must be admitted by every impartial 
person competent to form a correct opinion on the sub- 

ject that they have frequently been rewarded at Chis- 

wick with much higher prizes than their real merit 

warranted, and your correspondent himself asserts that 

the judges formerly acted too liberally towards them. 

When collections, of fruit were first shown it was 

thought advisable by the judges to give them unusual 

encouragement, and I do not hesitate to confess, that 

with a view to stimulate the exhibitors, I have on many 

occasions acquiesced in awards which I considered. 

higher than the collections in strictness merited. The 

evil consequences of that course soon, however, began 

to develop themselves; unripe and second-rate fruit 

was constantly sent by parties who not having a suffi- 

cient variety of good articles to form a collection, made 

it up with those of inferior quality, and to so great an 
extent was this abuse at length carried, that the Horti- 

cultural Society thought it right to enact a new rule, - 

viz. that “all fruit must be fully ripe and well coloured; 
if, the contrary, it will be disqualified.” — Notwithst d. 

ing this judieious regulation the unripe fruit continued. 

to make its appearance, and was of course passed 

over by the judges, who are bound to consider a collec- 

tion as a whole, and have not the power to separate the 

good portion of it from the bad, and award a prize for 

the good part alone. Much angry feeling Las occa- 

sionally been shown by the unsuccessful exhibitors who 

disregarded the Society’s rule, and some good advice to 

them has from time to time appeared in your Paper + 

but it has produced little effect, for it is no longer ago 

than your report of the last May meeting when spea i~ 

ing of their obstinacy in continuing to send fruit in an 

unripe state, you observe, * We trust that the judge? 
will not flinch from their duty by passing by uuripe 

fruit, and that the growers will learn in time to dis- 

tinguish between vinegar and sugar." I now come to 
your correspondent’s complaint that Mr. Ingram's col- 

lection was not adequately rewarded, and in considering 

this point it will be necessary to bear in mind that m 

addition to requiring all fruit to be fully ripe and uh 

coloured, it is expressly enjoined by the Society thai 

the judges shall “not make any award in cases where 

the objects exhibited do not appear worthy of the 

medal, otherwise a bad single exhibition might obain S 

prize merely because there is no better exhibition © 

the same class to oppose it" It is very easy to apply 

the terms “beautiful,” “admirably grown,” “fit for fe 

| queen," &e, &e., to any fruit, no matter how inferior 
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may be ; but all such things must be considered good or 
bad by comparison, and their precise character must be 
determined by the standard whereby they are judged. 
The high sounding terms of praise applied by your cor- 
‘respondent to productions which were looked upon by 
the judges unanimously as second-rate, lead me to sup- 
pose that want of experience has caused him to mistake 
mediocrity for excellence ; and his ext; di argu- 

that the regulations are bjectionable, and that the 
judges are solely to blame. I contend that these regu- 
lations, taken in connection with the apparent determi- 
nation of exhibitors to send articles so opposed to the 
rules laid down by the Society, that the judges must 
either pass them by altogetl ake a disagreeabl 
compromise between their prescribed duty and their 

y 
"ment that variety of colour in a collection, even if 
produced by the introduction of an inferior article, ought 
to constitute an additional claim to a prize, may excite 
a smile, but cannot require an answer. Gooseberry wine 
‘is often pronounced superb by those who know not the 
vinous flavour of champagne, and stewed calis head is 
Perfectly satisfactory to the man who never tasted 
turtle; so in like manner the collection of fruit in ques- 
tion might have gained the first prize if we had not 
"been accustomed to see much better; but the judges 
felt bound, under the bef ioned regulati 
consider what were its real merits, and unanimously de- 
Cided that it did not contain three different kinds of 

"Variety, was no more to be compared in quality with 
the one 
‘than copper is comparable with gold ; and that gentle- 

ob: 
‘Were 
Y 
Society as they now stand are quite unobjectionable, 

AgPoint, and who certainly would not request any one 
© act in that capacity unless possessing a generally 

Mates that the decision of the judges as regards 
ngram, was ‘incomprehensible as well as 

it is very likely that he cannot comprehend 
isf 

, are the chief causes of the disappoint- 
ments experienced. It verylikely would have been more 
satisfactory to the exhibitors if we had united in being 
more liberal in our awards; but censuring the judges 
is not the way to get out of the dilemma; honourable 
men, whatever be their private opinions, when they con- 
sent to act, must do so according to the rules appointed 
for their guidance, and the only satisfactory mode of 
settling the difficulty is, either for the exhibitors to pay 
more attention to the rules by which fruit is to be 
judged, or for the Society to give up the stringent ap- 

to | plication of these rules, and leave more to the un- 
fettered judgment of practical men ; or take a middle 
path, and while conferring their full approval upon ripe 
weli-coloured fruit, leave it in the power of the judges 
to reward superior productions as to growth, though 
they may be deficient in ripeness or colouring ; 
and then, whoever may be the judges, if the majority 
are practical men, I am convineed that there will be 
no complaint of undue stinginess on their part. Every 
exhibitor knows, or ought to know, that according to 
the present arrangements, he must produce at least 
three different kinds of fruit of first-rate quality, 
before he can receive a prize for a general collec- 
tion; and that in no case are the judges to award 
a prize for fruit, unless perfectly ripe and well 
coloured. These rules prevented the judges both 
last season and the present from awarding a premium 
to specimens showing in their growth great horti- 
cultural skill, and collections were disqualified, however 
fine one or two kinds of fruit might be, because three 
kinds in unison with these regulations could not be 
found, it having been decided in a disputed case upon 
high authority, that the judges had no power to award 
a prize to a separate article or two in a collection, but 
that the exhibitor must alone determine, whether he 
will try for a high prize in a collection, or content him- 
self with humbler premiums, by showing in the dif- 
ferent classes. We are given distinetly to under- 
stand that quality and not quantity was what the Society 
wished to reward. e need not say that in many 
cases this principle is completely lost sight of by the 
exhibitors, who merely to swell the quantity of their 
dishes, mix up articles with their collection, that by 
their inferiority, instead of adding to, detract from the 
value of the really good articles. If in acting according 
to these printed regulations, the result has been that 
one celebrated grower, to whom your correspondent 
alludes, has been driven into class showing instead of 
making up a collection, why stop with throwing the 
blame upon the judges for merely doing their duty? 
Would it not be a more manly part, either to exhibit 

collection. It would pain me to pursue the subject 
farther. The judges are liable to err, and may have 
erred upon the present occasion; but whether fit for 
the duty assigned us or not, it is some consolation to 
know that your correspondent allows we did the best 
according to our poor ability. I have directed your 
attention to the source of the evils complained of, which 
tends to take the blame off the judges, and place it 
where it should be—between the exhibitors and the 
rules of the Society, which the judges have nothing to 
do but to admini And, in lusion, I have no 
hesitation in stating that but for these rules, Mr. In- 
gram would have received the gold medal, to which the 
variety, and, with several exceptions, the superior 
growth of the articles in his collection, would have ren- 
dered him justly entitled.— Another of the Judges. 

Drainage of Pots.—I beg to remark that the trouble 
and expense of using erocks and breaking them up is a 
mere trifle compared with the benefits derived from 
their use ; and, indeed, good draining is the sine qua 
non of all successful cultivation of pot plants, as 
of every other. The plan I have long pursued is 
to get a quantity of common red brickbats (any others 
will do), and to break them with a hammer on an iron 
slab, or on some other hard substance ; and I think the 
moderately soft bricks answer best, as they appear to 
take up and retain a small quantity of moisture not at 
all injurious to the plants. I never allow any plant to 
be potted without using some, but I do not,except for very 
small pots, reduce the pieces so small as a Bean or Pea: 
the size of a Hazel-nut, and between that and a small 
Walnut, I have found most convenient, and I seldom 
take the trouble to cover the whole with a larger crock, 
the broken drainage itself being sufficient. A man and 
a boy can break several bushels in a day, and they ean 
be easily sorted into sizes with a sieve, first using a fine 
one to put away the dust and small pieces. The greater 
part of my stove plants stand on a slate table covered 
4 or 5 inches with the above materials, and I find it to 
answer exceedingly well, retaining a moisture which, if 
the slates were exposed, could not be easily or so well 
obtained.—George Wood, Rochford. 

Extracts from Correspondence with Sir G. S. Mac- 
kensie, Bart.— Girling's Danecroft Pea.—Having read 
Mr. Girling’s description of his Pea, which is a well- 
marked sort, I procured some quarts of it; and it is 
with pleasure I announce that 1 consider it the very 
best of all the early sorts. It has not, indeed, proved 
a very abundant bearer, the pods being small, but the 
quality, which is the first point for the table, is most 
excellent, resembling that of the Marrows ; and there- 
fore it deserves space. It is earlier than the Charlton, 
with which I compared it, by 10 days at least. 
trying it as a succession Pea. Even when it has 
acquired its full size it is tender and rich when cooked, 
which is not the case with any Pea I am acquainted 
with, except the Marrows. The early Peas, cultivated 
about Edinburgh by the market gardeners, may be 
prolific, but they are bad. The gardeners are excuse- 

in conformity with the regulations, or honourably 
endeavour to get these regulations altered? So long as 
perfect ripeness is considered indispensable, I can 
easily imagine that there will be a deficiency in collec- 
tions, and for these reasons, first, because it will travel 
less safely than if it wanted a little of the extreme ofripe- 
ness, and secondly, because as the greater part goes to 
the fruiterer's shop after being exhibited, if perfectly 
ripe, it will not command so high a price as it would do 
ifless ripe ; the tradesman knowing that he is more 
likely to lose by its spoiling on his hands before a sale 
is effected. But whether the present rules be adhered 
to, or be slightly modified, I trust that in justice to the 
judges, there will be a large plaeard placed in front of 
the fruit-tent, specifying the principles on which their 
awards are to be made, which at any rate will tend to 
relieve them from the annoyance of being troubled with 
repeated enquiries, as to how they did this, and why 
they did not do that, with respect to this and that 
person’s fruit ; enquiries which, if willing, I could give 
little reply to, as I seldom know who are the successful 
winners in the fruit department, until the list appears 
in the Chronicle. I must now. say (and very reluc- 
tantly) a few words respecting Mr. Ingram’s collection. 
I agree with your correspondent, that Mr. Ingram would 
have received the same prize for his Pines, that he did for 
his collection. Ofthis there can beno doubt. But I dis- 
agree with him when he states his Muscat Grapes were 
the best ripened that were‘ on the table; simply be- 
cause, in whatever else they might’ differ, the judges 

S but that is no fault of ours ; it ishis own 
m s 18 no part of the duty of the judges to find com- 
aa nsion for malcontents; with regard to his charge 
the aving acted unfairly, I cast it back in his teeth with 
ati utmost contempt. I really recommend this gentle- 
er for the sake of the publie not to hide his light 
Oi a bushel, but to appeal in propria persona to the 
i neil of the Society, and if he can impress them 

© himself evidently entertains, they will, doubtless, 
y th l f his assist: as a judge 

th; x 3 : Arun awards should fail to give satisfaction to 

were ly of opinion that they were not ripe ; 
and any one might see that they were quite green in 
their colour, So much was this the case, that, however 
the judges might admire their fine growth, they could 
not, in compliance with the rules, have awarded them a 
prize if shown singly, but would haye been obliged to 
pass them by, as Mr. Ingram knows well they were con- 
strained to do in similar cases formerly. Putting these 
splendid Grapes aside, and making due allowance for 
the rarity of foreed Plums, the collection as a whole, 
with the exception of the Pines, became marked by ex- 
tended variety and respectability rather than the first- 
rate quality of its constituent parts. Your correspond- 
ent allows that, if the Elton Cherries were well ripened, 
they were small; that other Cherries, Figs, and Melon 
were not so fine; and that the Nectarines were hardly 
ripe, but handsome ; though in what that handsomeness 
consisted, I am at a loss to divine—the largest of them 
not being large, and the smallest of them very small ; 
the impression on my mind being that both they and 
the Melon would have detracted from the value of any 

able while they can get bad things sold, some say ; 
I think they ought to cultivate the best they can pro- 
cure. Alstremerias.—Having read the high-sounding 
praises of Van Houtte’s collection, I procured 50 
varieties from him, in good order, and followed his 
directions respecting them. In his catalogue, he says, 
* La nature semble avoir epuisé sa palette pour en- 
richer de tons riches ou tendres,les plus variós, les 
corolles delicates et sveltes de ces plantes.” Iam of a 
different opinion. The bed bas a very heavy, dingy 
appearance ; and I only wait till a few that have not 
yet expanded their flowers (though they promise 
nothing) show what they are fully, to banish the en- 
tire collection from the garden. Fuchsias. — There 
seems to be a good deal of humbug going on in 
what may be called the Fuchsia trade, and those 
who fancy this fine tribe should require a speci- 
men of the flowers before they give orders for plants. 
Among a considerable number of the newest which I 
procured, none of the reds which have yet flowered excel 
older varieties, The best light one that has yet flowered 
is Diekson's Acantha. It is of a decided character, 
and though the corolla be not very bright, it is pleasing, 
sufficiently contrasted with the white sepals and tube, 
I have two strong plants of Serratifolia (why has it that 
name!) ; but they have not yet shown a single flower. 
The appearance of the plant strongly indicates a species; 
some of the leaves are seven inches long. I procured 
the plants direct from Messrs. Veitch. Messrs. Dick- 
son and Co., of Edinburgh, ‘also got a plant from them, 
which was exhibited at one of the Caledonian Society’s 
shows, and it was so different in its whole appearance 
from mine, and the flowers were so like some of the 
pink varieties, that I was very positive in affirming it 
was not the Serratifolia, Messrs. Dickson's plant had 
been kept in a stove, and that might have caused it to 
differ so much from mine, which is in a greenhouse, 
A gardener in my neig ‘hood had purchased a plant 
from Messrs. Dickson which had many flowers, though 
the plant was small, I have given him a cuttin g from 
mine that he may compare their progress; and. Mr. 
MeNab, of the Experimental Garden, is making ob- 
servations, If the plants sold by Messrs. Veitch be 
all from one original, the facts are curious; but if not, 
there may be varieties.— Pansies : De Gustibus, &e. 
While this flower in some of its varieties is pleasing, 
and even brilliant, I cannot say I admire some that 
have got great names, and fetch good prices. There 
may be too much of a good thing; and the advice may 
be repeated as to this flower—see a specimen before 
you give an order ; and it may be said of everything. 
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Hedgehogs —(See p. 389).—Dr. Herbert has come to 

the rescue of the unfortunate hedgehog. My opinion is 

that the hedgehog is more useful to man than other- 

wise; however, last summer, hearing the ery of a 

leveret in our wilderness, I was induced to ascertain 

what was the matter, and, to my surprise, a hedgehog 

had got it inhis mouth. What hewas going to do with 

it Lam unable to say. I thought to kill and eat it, 

therefore I put my foot on him and stopped him, and 

returned the leveret to its companion, that was seated 

hard by. On going the next morning both were re- 

moved; I suppose by their mother, to some quieter 

retreat.—W. Brown, Merevale-—lI perceive that Dr. 

Herbert denies, * without hesitation," the truth of the 

statement concerning a'hedgehog eating a rabbit. J 

know nothing about the case in question, further than 

seeing it in the newspapers 5 but I will give some in- 

stanees which have come under my own observation, 

and which, I imagine, will fully prove the hedgehog to 

be carnivorous. Two yearsago my father's gamekeeper 

caught one in a trap set for vermin.and baited with 

rabbit ; about a month afterwards he caught another in 

the same manner. One evening last summer, whilst 

walking through a cover, I eame upon one lying in a 

pheasant’s nest, with the shells of the eggs lying scat- 

tered around. Iconveyed him carefully home, and had 

him put into a box, dud different sorts of vegetables, 

boiled and raw, a plate of porridge or stix-about, and 

milk, a pheasant’s egg, and.a dead rabbit put in beside 

im. On examining next morning, I found nothing 

had been touched ; in the evening, still nothing touched ; 

but on the second morning the egg was eaten, and the 

greater part of the rabbit; the milk, &e., having been 

quite neglected. I may here mention that, when’a boy, 

1 have kept hedgehogs at different times upon porridge 

and milk, of which they seemed very fond. Lastly, 

about two months ago, whilst the keeper was employed 

trapping rabbits, he caught three within a period of ten 

days, in the traps set in. the mouths of the holes, I 

will add one other case which happened to an intimate 
friend. He had a leveret which he amused himself 
with as a pet, and which he kept ina small wooden 
house erected for it. One day he caught a hedgehog, 
rather undersized, which he took home, and believing 

itto be granivorous, put it in beside the leveret. Next 
morning, whilst feeding them, he observed a long deep 

scratch on the leveret’s side, which he imagined had 

been done by.a nail ; but he looked in vain for any ob- 

truding point. The following morning the leveret was 

eaten up, nothing but skin and bones remaining. Still, 

he would not believe the hedgehog to be the culprit, 

but tried to imagine that rats or some other vermin had 
been the murderers. "Thatsame day he caught another 
hedgehog, considerably larger than the first, which he 

č Nai s; die 

put at least two feet deep ; this, I am convinced, is the 

only way of p ing any q which are 

likely to arise from this season, Where this cannot be 

effected, however, the only way is to change the soil 

entirely, and to substitute fresh from another part of 

the garden ; I have seen three inches of the top soil of 

an Onion bed, as well as soil from the Potato ground, 

used with good effect, the ground having been enriched 

by manure. But I should not advise soil from the Po- 

tato ground to be used, as there is a disease in some 

Tulips similar to that affecting the Potato crop ; all 

soil ought to be well exposed to the sun and air, and 

should be very frequently turned over; the greatest 

losses have arisen in collections where soil of the pre- 

vious year has been employed, thus showing the neces- 

sity of changing it every year. Iam now, however, 

giving advice that I do not strictly follow ; I am only 

enabled to change the soil of three beds 18 yards long, 

the other three are upwards of four feet deep, and I 

remove the earth from three to four feet in length, and 

the width of the bed, trenching it and bringing fresh 

soil to the top. If the bed is intended for breeders, T 

manure it, and turn it over twice or three times, and 

sow it over with Turnips, but if for broken varieties, I 

keep turning it over until planting time. This plan I 

have followed: some. years.—John Slater, Florist, Cheet- 
ham Hill, near Manchester. 

The Potato Crop.—An article by Mr. Barnes, of 
Bicton, appeared at p. 396, in which it is stated that 
nearly all the Potatoes in our county (Devon) are 
“almost to a certainty ” consigned to destruction, It 
seems that Mr. B. has lately detected the presence of 
disease in some field or other. Now I, too, have been 
in the fields, and have examined the plants as narrowly 
as Mr. B. could have done, but cannot find anything 
like the “ detestable enemy "so bitterly complained of ; 
I have also heard the opinion of many people on the 
subject, all of whom “fully concur " with me, that at 

sent there is nothing the matter with the general 
erop. Mr. Barnes is, however, singularly unfortunate 
in his predietions, for last spring he stated that in no 
instance would diseased tubers produce a healthy crop, 
and large quantities of decayed Potatoes were, in con- 
sequence of this announcement, thrown away, and by 
many who could ill afford the loss, while those who 

would not be humbugged, but chose to use their own 
brains,were rewarded with excellent erops.— W. Major, 
Powderham Castle. [We have inserted this letter, for 
the sake of the supposed fact which it includes ; but 
we have omitted much which was, by no means, credit- 
able to the writer.] 

The Nulthalch.— Your correspondent “ Anon" has 
correctly noticed my mistake in regard to the nuthatch 
only having two toes before instead of three. y some 

El 

put in beside it. ext morning he d 
smaller one had killed and eaten the greater part of the 

larger. If the Dean has any doubts as to the veracity 

of the latter statement, I will be glad to give him the 

name and address of the gentleman alluded to, when he 

may communicate with him himself. —Z. B. D. 

Manna on the Elm.—A few days since information 

was given me that the flat top of a stone wall at 

Fotheringhay was covered with little globular trans- 

parent bodies resembling boiled sago. On inspecting 

the production in situ it was at once apparent that it 
had fallen from a row of broad-leaved Elms which over- 
hung the wall, some globules of a similar character, or 
a more diffused gummy substance, still adhering to 

many of the leaves. It is supposed that the fall of the 
bodies took place about the 7th of June, and probably 
in the course of that day, which appears to have been, 
aremarkably hot day everywhere. I inclose a portion 
of the ‘substance, which appears from its mere obvious 

characters to be manna. The globules have contracted 

considerably since they were first collected. Manna 

has occasionally been gathered in hot summers in 
England, from the common Ash, and it is probable that 
many trees are capable of producing it; the common 
Larch, a species of Tamarix and Hedysarum, a Euca- 

lyptus, &e., are recorded as: yielding manna. - Honey- 
dew, whether exuding from the leaves, or produced by 
aphides, appears to be very similar, if not identical, 
—M. J. B 

What Measures shall I take with my Tulips 2— 
This is an important question with Tulip growers, and 

I bave no doubt that it has often suggested itself to 
the amateur during the present disastrous season. The 
oldest grower does not ber one so unf; ble, 
and we have some growers in our neighbourhood 50 
years old; many collections are reduced to one half, 
and how to manage the remaining portion is the subject 
of this article, There are buta few who have been 
fortunate, although I am óne of the number, hav- 
ing had only 12 roots which died down in the best beds 
containing 199 rows ; my greatest loss has been in seed- 
lings. The subject has occupied my attention daily, 
lest disaster should fall to my lot next season, and after 
much consideration I am convinced that the greater 
the change of soil the better would be the chance of 
success. Since last April I have been busy preparing 
for next planting season. Some will say, how is this to 
be done? I am not in a neighbourhood where soil may 
be obtained. Money in most instances will, however, 
purchase it, and what is 20s. or 40s. to secure your 
roots? The plan I propose tg put into execution is as 
follows :— Being so fortunate as to have five different 
qualities of rotten Grassy turf, I intend to put under 
them three inches deep of soil such as I have never 
used before for growing Tulips, to mix the other four 
together to cover with, and the soilat the top I shall 
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ble means (for I had a specimen before me 
when I wrote) I fell into that error. When I mentioned 
that the nuthatch cracked nuts, I did not mean, nor 
indeed did my words intimate, that it made mechanical 
use of its bill for that purpose, or that it broke the nut- 
shell by compression. y observation was, that “it 
makes a tapping noise, while striking forcibly with its 
beak upon anut placed in the cleft of a branch.” 
Any casual observer in winter or spring must have 
heard and seen the bird thus employed without think- 
ing with “ Anon” that it was engaged upon any Hercu- 
lean task beyond its strength, As to the other error 
which * Anon" accuses me of ‘having fallen into, 
another correspondent bears me outin what I have stated 
viz. that the nuthatch’s nest is made of the smooth bark 
of the Seoteh fir. The fact does not, however, require 
any corroboration, for the nest is now in my possession. 
Therefore I agree with * Anon," that the study of 
Nature is better than “ ten thousand books,” and recom- 
mend him to carry out the precept. My information 
respecting the nuthatch not being found in Cornwall 
was taken from the * Museum of Animated Nature," 
and I am indebted to “ S,” for his information to the 
contrary. 
visit of this bird to their gardens because it might pilfer 
their nutbushes, I may observe that I have known the 
little bird to frequent the gardens under my care about 
18 years, and never found him a mischievous visitor. 
Since the above was written I find other corrrespond- 
ents state that the nuthatch cracks nuts for the sake 
of their kernels, still my own opinion is, that 
it does so for the sake of the larvee or pupa of 
weevils or beetles in the nuts. Be this as it may, and 
since itis not plentiful nor gregarious, what lover of 
nature would grudge a handful of nuts to a bird that 
does not alight on the ground to pick up seeds nor 
injure the fruit, but whose food is chiefly insects. 
While my pen is in my hand I see a nuthatch descend- 
ing a Plum-tree looking into the chinks of the bark for 
insects which might have escaped the sight of its little 
neighbour, the gray-creeper (Certhia familiaris) while 
ascending.—J. Wighton. 

Rats.—A correspondent a week or two back com- 
plained of a trick of a rascally rat-catcher, and asked 
how to punish him. I answer, employ another man to 
destroy the rats, telling him as well as the first that you 
will never send for them a second time.—C. D 
good mode of destroying rats and mice is to cut old 
corks in slices:as thin as wafers, and to fry them in the 
frying-pan after it has been used for frying any meat, 
but not burnt; place them about where the vermin 

appear, and all will be destroyed, for they eat them 
voraciously.— Anon. 

Roses; Hedge-budding. — Mr. Thomson (p. 302) 
appeared to doubt my ability to produce flower-buds, 
in the short space of 35 or 40 days, after the buds had 

As both he and “Anon” are afraid of a |JU* 

been inserted. After his last communication on the 
subject had, however, been published, I took an early 
opportunity of inserting some buds, and the result has 
proved my former statement to be correct. The stocks. 
upon which I budded this year were removed from the 
hedges in October last, when they ought to have been 
planted in their situation for budding, but from un- 
avoidable circumstances this was deferred until the end 

of February ; on May the 20th I selected six of the best 
plants, and budded them with the varieties—Bouquet 
de Flore, Devoniensis, and Paul Joseph. Three of the 
plants produced flower-buds by June 18th (being the 
30th day from budding) out of the six budded, and there 
is only one that will not show a flower-bud within40 days, 
fully proving my former statement to have been no exage- 
geration ; and if anybody doubts it, all I have to say is, 
come and see. I again assert that I find my plants 
well established within a year by the method I pursue. 
In the autumn of. 1844 I took up from the hedges 
nearly 300 Briers : about 100 of the best were budded 
in the early part of June, 1845 ; very few of the buds 
missed, and during the summer and autumn a large 
portion of them made good plants, many of them flower- 
ing. In November 76 of them were transplanted on 
the lawn, and:each plant has produced from three to 

70 flower-buds. The plants are not large, but they are 

sufficiently established to be objects of greatbeauty. Now, 
instead of the fine display of Roses on my lawn I have 

had this season} according to Mr. Thomson's system 
they would still have been gracing the hedge-rows, Mr. 
Thomson says that his system gains two important 

points, a luxuriant start, and a steady vigorous growth 5- 

but these points are also gained by my-system. Plants 
of Victor Hugo, budded last June, made shoots during 

the summer and autumn 4 feet 7 inches in length, 
besides being once headed down ; and this is surely lux- 

urianceenough. By my system the most important point, 

that of securing good roots from the beginning, is ob- 

tained. Mr. Thomson seems to think the method re- 

commended by Mr. Rivers, to cut the tap-root of his 

Briers, and form a trench to be filled up with manure, 

would suit his purpose ; but I think he would do better 

to take up the plants while he is about the job (if 

at the proper season), and to plant them without any 

manure. If the soil is well adapted to the growth 

of the Rose, he may expect to have shoots fit for bud- 

ding by June. Mr. T. says that my plan is hazardous, 
but has not explained why. Also that I was singular 

in finding shoots from plants taken up in October fit 

for budding in June ; but he never can have tried the 
system, otherwise he must have found shoots strong 

enough for that purpose. My opinion is that the earlier 

in the season budding is performed the sooner will a 

union take place. I therefore prefer May or June (of 

course all seasons are not alike), and if the shoots are 

pulpy they must be tenderly handled. In regard to 
morning or night being the best time for budding, that 
isa mere whim, The principal points are the state of 

the stocks and the buds to be inserted, together with 

the efficient performance of the operation. The Roses 

which I have budded this year were done at mid-day, 

and they are doing well. As regards Mr. Rivers’s sys- 

tem of docking and pruning I will say nothing ; it is 

sufficient that the Wild Brier docked and cut soon 

makes a good stock, which is all that is wanted— Robert 
Cassilles, Ewen Kemble, Wilts. 

one of the exhibitors of 
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straightforward. way, à 
been s: i 

next week will 
In the meanwhile, we are bound to declare that 

Societies. 
ROYAL SOUTH LONDON FLORICULTURAL 

SOCIE 
June 24,—This the third show of the season WaS 

held in the Surrey Zoological Garden. The day was all 
that could have been wished. The exhibition was, n 
ever, inferior to the last, both in regard to the quality ani 

quantity of the subjects produced, The best collection 

of MiscEtLANEOUS Prants was shown by Mr. Bruce» 

who sent among others the pretty ZEschynanthus para- 

siticus formerly described ; a lovely Epiphyllum specio- 

sum ; the blue-flowered Ruellia ciliata ; Aphelexis hu- 

milis, 24 feet in height, and as much through 5 Melia 
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"Azedarach ; and a tall Ixora coccinea 5 together with the 
“searlet-flowered ^ Gardoquia Hookeri; Clerodendron 
Squamatum ; the greeu-flowered Heath: (Eriea viridi- 

flora); and other plants, Another collection came from 
r. Hamp, gr. to I. Thorne, Esq., in which we re- 

marked a neat plant of Kalosanthes miniata, with eight 
heads of gay red and white blossoms ; a pretty Achi- 
Menes grandiflora; two Cleredendrons; aud Thy- 
‘Sanotus proliferus, the latter hardly in bloom. In the 

lurserymen’s Class, Mr. Fairbairn, of' Wandsworth- 
road, obtained a Gold Medal for a group composed of 

uchsias, Pelargoniums, Verbenas, aud. Caleeolarias, 
-together with a Polygala anda small Veronica speciosa. 

f groups of four specimen plants, Mr. Bruce obtained 
-a Ast prize for pretty plants of Leschenaultia formosa 
and Achimenes picta, together with Clerodendron squa- 
Matum aud Pimelea decussata, Mr. Roser was second 
With .Epacris grandiflora, Eriea Bergiana, Fuchsia 
Corymbiflora, and Nerium Oleander. Of single. spe- 
Cimens, ‘Messrs. Fairbairn, of Clapham, sent the 
Noble Erica metulieflora bicolor, formerly deseribed. 
Mr. Dawson, of Brixton-hill, Erica ampullacea, 23 feet 
n height and as much in width; and Mr. Bruce, Epi- 

Phyllum speciosum, 3 feet in height and about 2 feet 
‘Across, quite a mass of bloom. Mr. Hamp also sent a 

1e plant, not in bloom, of Veroniea speciosa. The 
best collection of Cape Heaths in the Amateur’s Class 
Was shown by Mr. Hamp, and in the Nurseryman’s 

ss Mr. Dawson also pro- Cla; 
duced 

idi 
Yed flowered Broughtonia sanguinea.—T'wo good plants 

ue flowered Lobelia erinus grandiflora. Mr. Cuthill 
Showed Leianthus longifolius ; and Mr, Kay a small but 
800d Veronica speciosa ; and Mr. Stow, of Dulwich, the 

Pretty Campanula fragilis, Hoya carnosa, a large 
Fuchsia fulgens, and Achimenes longiflora. Mr. Wood, 
of Norwood, variegated plants, and an interesti l 

centre apricot; Princesse Marie, copper colour,very good; 
Though past their prime, the Pelargoniums much en- 
livened the exhibition, which in some points was scanty 

lowers, and devoid of interest. For eight Pelargo- 
niums in!2-inch pots, the large Silver Victoria Medal 
was-awarded to Mr. Coysh, whose plants were well 
bloomed, and in fine condition ; for eight varieties, in 
S-inch pots, the Ist prize was given to Mr. Foster, gr. 
to Mr. Staines ; and the 2d, io. Mv. Robinson, of Pim- 
lico...In the Nurserymen's Clas e lst prize was 
awarded to Mr. Gaines, who exhibited. 12 well-bloomed 
varieties; 2d, to Messrs: C. and D. Smith. This eollec- 
tion displayed anything but good management, the 
flowers beng small, and the foliage seanty, 

In Carnations and Picorses: an ext: rize was 
awarded to Mr. Norman, of Woolwich, for a Stand of 
24 Carnations, comprising the following flowers :— Wil- 

mer’s Conquering HerojHudson's Miss Barton, Puxley's 
Prince Albert, Calleot’s Brutus and Juba, Parson’s Sir 
G. Crewe, Smith's Lord Combermere, Taylor’s Lord 

Byron, Eason's Admiral Curson, Brooks’s Flora’s Gar- 
lund, Grange's Earl Grey, Hale's Prince Albert, Wil- 
mers Solander and Earl of Errol, Wildman’s Bona- 
parte, Shenning’s' Duke of Cumberland, Seedling, Ely's 
Regulator, Sir R. Hill, William. Caxton, and ‘Mungo, 
Manley’s Beauty of. Woodhouse, Lady of the Lake, and 
Kay's Omnium Primum. The Picotees were very fine, 
and extra prizes were awarded to Mr. Diekson, and to 
Mr. Norman, for their collections. The stand of the 
former contained the following 12 :—Gidden’s Sir R. 

Peel, Sharp's Agitator and L'Eiegant, Gidden's Teaser, 
Dickson’s Charles Stanford (a new and very fine 

flower), Sophia, and a Seedling, Mrs. Barnard, 
Prince of Wales, and Wilmer’s Princess Royal; 
and Mr, Norman exhibited Sir Geo. Cockburn, Brink- 
ler's Masterpiece, Lady Cl field, and Jamie Gar- 
dener ; Wilmer's Bride and Princess Royal, Norman’s 
Dick Lee, Sharp's Agitator, La Delicate, Gem, and Ne 
plus Ultra; Ely’s Emperor, Crask’s Prince Albert, 
Barraud's Lady Douro and Borderer, Burroughes's Duke 

T co! 
lection of Alpines. —Collections of cut Roses were pr - 
‘duced in excellent order, and formed perhaps the most 
attractive feature of the show. In the Amateur's Class 

© Ist prize was awarded to’ Mr. Parsons ; and in the 

Nuserymen s, to Messrs. Paul and Son. Of Summer 

Ses, in the latter group, a few of the best. wer 
TOVence : Crested, pale rose; Angers, dark glossy 

Cae, Moss: Alice Leroi, lilac beautifully eupped ; 
elina, fine shaded crimson ; Hélène Mauget, compact 

Sven rose ; Louise Cilet, glossy blush shaded, Damas 
Juke of Cambridge, large rosy purple; Louis XVL., 

‘vivid. crimson and purple; Pope, dark violet shaded 
With erimson, large. Alba: Etoile de la. Malmaison, 
pale flesh ; Félicité Parmentier, flesh, white margin ; 

& Séduisante, large rosy blush ; Madame Audot, flesh, 
finely cupped. -Gallica : Adéle Prevost, large silvery 

blush ; Belle Rosine, large rosy lilac; Boule de Nan- 
teuil, dark erimson purple ; Colonel Combes, crimson and 
Purple, very large ; Columella, rosy crimson, of. fine 

form 3 Donna Sol, rose spotted with white; very neat ; 
D Aguesseau,rich crimson, fine ; Duede Valmy, purplish 
Tose ; Eblouissante de Laqueue, crimson with scarlet 
entre, most brillisnt p Feu Brillante, vivid crimson, 
Scarlet petals very large and even ; Grain d'or, bright 
Crimson shaded with purple; Grandissima, crimson 

large and compact; Latour d'Auvergne, cherry 
Shaded, with purple, very large and fine; Billet 
Parfait, white with erimson stripes ; Pharericus, 
Swe of good form; Randolph, blush pink, fine; 
"Irpasse Tout, bright rosy crimson; Triomphe de 

mine; 

Roses» Bernar with 5; Bernard, 

Nice} 

dame S 
brilliant 
Salmon p 
$; S Malmais 
Tes, rose 

Wende 
aul i Pale yellow, Chinas : Antheros, blush, eentre rose 

yellow 3 ramoisie supérieure, velvety crimson ; 
éon," distinet rose ; Taneréde, dark rosy 

ae Tea-sceuted ; Silene, rose shaded with car- 
mne; - Bougere, ri 3 = "Devoniensi reamy white ti gere, rosy bronze; Devoniensis, creamy 

e, fine 

rimstone Marie de 3 Madame -Roussell, white, centre flesh ; 
nted with rose ; La Renommé, white, centre | 

of N and Mrs. Bevan’s Trip to Cambridge, 

Garrats Lady Douro, Kirtland’s Princess Augusta, 
Matthews’ Enchantress, Gidden's Ne plus Ultra, and Sir 

. Peel.—The Ptxks were indifferent, no doubt owing to 

the continuance of dry weather; for Amateurs, the lst 

prize was awarded to Mr. Hall, of Enfield ; 2d, Mr. 
Edwards, of Holloway ; 3d, Mr. Hale, of Hillingdon.— 

In the Nurserymen's Class, a prize was awarded to Mr. 

Henbrey, of Croydon.—F ucustaswere fine; Mr. Robinson, 

who obtained the Ist prize, produced’ his plants in fine 

condition, uninjured by carriage ; R. Dutton, Esq., 

Dulwich, had the 2d prize ; and in the Nurserymen’s 

Class, Messrs. Fairbairn received an extra prize. 

Of Frurr there was little. Mr. Chapman sent good 

Black Hamburgh Grapes; and bunches of the same 

variety, together with Queen. Pine-apples, were shown 

by Mr. Hamp. Other fruit consisted of Raspberries 

and Strawberries, some of the lutter fine-looking speci- 

mens. Cucumbers were shown by Messrs, Cuthill, 

Robins, and Fletcher. And of collections of Vegetables, 

the best was shown by Mr. Marti 

(rd Edition. 
"oombridge & Sons, Paternoster-row. 

Tus is.a well got-up book, and is a great improvement 

on the former editions, especially as regards the draw- 

ings and deseriptiou of: the hives. he author’ 

are similar to those of Nutt and other recen: w 
bees, with which, however. our experience is, in some 

instances, at variance. r instance, with the state- 

‘ment that“ the eggs to produee future queens are laid 

after those of common bees and drones.” The fact is, 

that the eggs of working bees.are laid, more or less, at 

all periods of the year. - Again, we'find “ithe cells soon 

become coated by the eoeoons from the brood to pro- 

duce healthy bees.’ Such is not the ease, colonies will 
continue to produce healthy swarms for many years ; 
nor are there different sorts of bees for different oceu- 

pations ; common bees are servants of “all work," 
whose habits are the same in common hives as in those 
of more novel construction ; from both they swarm, 

east out the young queens, and destroy their drones. 

nearly alike, according to the condition of the colon 

Again, our author quotes from Gelien “that bees 

search in the neighbourhood for a place where they may 

deposit their honey until the young shall have left the 

combs in whieh they were hatched.” The translator 

surely must have made some mi » here, into which 

so aecurate an observer as Gelien would hardly have 

fallen. As bees never fix their eombs.to the sides of the 

hive near the bottom, Mr. Taylor's plan of contracting 
alittle the lower part of deep ones would not prevent 

the comb from falling from the top, and his observation 
respeeting the «disposition of bees to work downwards 

in preference to climbing ” is not very clear. They 

are fond of ascending, therefore the entrances in com- 

mon hives.are in the right place. -The Nadir-hive is, 

of course, the same as the old plan of eking, and zine 

feeding pans are objectionable on account of their cold- 

ness. In fact, there is no better feeding-dish than a 

bit of old honey-comb. "The fact of Gelien’s enormous 

populated hive not decreasing so mùch in weight during 

winter as a weak one, might be more owing to the in- 

crease of weight from the early brood than from the real 

consumption of honey, Neither isthe charge against bees 

just, regarding their * want of prudence and foresight” 

in storing up more pollen than they want. If pollen 

was as valuable as honey, such a; thing would not: have 

Taylor 

i 

Medicis, rose, centre fawn ; Safrano, buff, | been thought of ; but, nevertheless, it is as essential to 

the prosperity of the colony as honey. Our author in- 
clines to the old notion respecting the larvee of wor 
bees being changed into queen bees by royal j 
observes, we believe with good feeling, * never kill 
bees.” Asmuch difference of opinion exists about this, 
andascoitagers still persist in it, whose returns, we know, 
often exceed that of the amateur, we shall endeavour te 
show the comparative,merit of the old and new system. 
Supposing H. and B. to begin to keep bees at one time ; 
H. furnished with a collateral hive, D. with a common 
one. H.’s colony ought not to swarm, but enter his 
side boxes and glass at top, unless it happens that they 
choose to follow their own natural way in spite of an 
impreved habitation. B.’s hive will have thrown off three 
swarms and thus quadrupled itself ; and though his hives 
be weaker than H.’s, still he will have the produce of 
four queens during the latter part of the season, wliile 
his neighbour will have only one. Both cbtain honey 
by their respective plans : B. selects the best caleulated 
of his four hives to stand the winter, and destroys the 
bees in the others, while H. removes his boxes and 
glass ; the weight of honey may be equal ; although H. 
may assert that his is all pure, supposing his bees 
entered the side boxes at the same time ghbour's bit 

th beno purer than B's. 
the previous spring, 
ference is that the 

s id 8 
swarmed, his combs will in 

of provision for the winter. i 
may be thus met; he has destroyed three swarms or 
hives it is true, but his neighbour has also destroyed 

three queens, at teast prevented them from becoming 

useful and prolifie, and the boxes taken away most 
ikely coniained much brood, which shortly would have 
been of more uče than thrice their number of old bees ; 

for late hatched bees are the principal supporters of 
the colony the following season. . also destroyed 
much brood, especially in his strongest swarm, weak 

ones seldom containing much. Bs stock is the best 

after the honey is taken, from the greater part of the 
old bees leaving the hive. Supposing he kept the old 
stoek in the first swarm, of course the brood were not 
disturbed, and they will shortly make up the loss of 
bees destroyed. ‘Thus D. saves the food which the 
number of old bees would have eaten, while H., by his 
plan, is obliged to feed them, to die in a short season. 
Having thus placed the two systems in a fair point of 
view as to profit, I wish it to be understood that I most 
heartily concur in the now general feeling against the 
practice of destroying bees by suffocation, provided the 
means taken to deprive the industrious collect of 
their store be not injurious to them in the main.— iW. 

Coloured Illustrations of Br Garden Fruit, with 
Descriptive Letter-press. By H. L. Merer. Part I. 
4to. Longmans. 

Tue author does not inform us in what light he 
wishes this work to be regarded, and perhaps he was 
right, for it is equally beneath eritieism in relation to 
art, science, or literature. The first, part c ontains a 
Peach, said to be the Royal George, and a Pear said to 

be the Jargonelle, The representations are, we. pre- 

sume, taken from the ingenious imitations in stone bf 

Peaches and Pears, which one sees occasionally among 

the chimney ornaments of the poor 

E ir 
Savage Food.— The Bannaks, a related tribe’ to 

the Shoshonies, have almost nothing of the skilful 
horsema: ) of their cousins, but live the. most 
wretched life of any Indians in the West. They are 
generally designated Root-diggers and are very well 
described by Captain Bonneville. Oftentimes, when 
they can get neither game nor roots to live on, they eat 

grasshoppers, a sp s of Gryllus, very large and. fat, 

of every shade of brown and black, wi rewith: these 

deserts abound. For this purpose they are esught im 

large quantities. live without ceremony, and 

eaten like craw-fish. ; said that the soup of them 

is very sweet aud a favourite drink; even gentlemen of 

the Hon. Hudson Bay Company, who had been com- 

pelled to live on it, spoke to the same effect. In case 
of scarcity of such grasshoppers, the Pau make 
soup of a large species of ants, w. nich abounds towards 

the uppermost waters of the Arkan r,and further 

south in the Sierra de los Mimbrzs, Upper California, 
| and Texas.—Hovker’s Journal of Botany. 

On the Action of Soluble Protosalts of Iron on Vege- 
tation. By M. Gris.—According to the author, the 

soluble protosalts of iron, when they are absorbed by 

the roots or leaves of the plants, give rise to an increased 

production of chlorophylle, especially in chlorotic speci- 

mens, The author thence d the conclusion, tbat the 

action of the iron is identical in the vegetable and in 

the animal kingdom, and that the formation of chloro- 
phylle is not, a generally admitted, dependent on the 
action of light. The soluble protosalts of iron are also 
stated to further the growth, especially of pot plants.— 
Comptes Rendus, xxi. p. 1386. 

Calendar of Operations. 
(For the ensuiug Week.) 

Winter Crops.— We have had most abundant rains 
here for the last !2 hours, and. as there is some proba- 

bility of such being general, I cannot do better than 

urge the importance of attending in a most special way 

forthwith to those crops of the kitchen garden which 

must constitute the chief supply for the ensuing winter, 
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and the coming spring. Getting out Celery in its va- 

rious stages, Broccolies, Cauliflowers, Brussels Sprouts, 

Savoys, Green Kale, and a host of other useful things, 

should be matters of very frequent occurrence. The 

ound from which early Peas, early Potatoes, early 

eans, Winter Spinach, &c. has been cleared will come 

to hand for this purpose. Exhausted plots of Straw- 

berries, too, after the fruit is gathered, will be excellent 

as a change for the better Broccolies and Cauliflowers. 

Deep digging and heavy pp must be resorted to 

in all these cases, more especially for the Celery, which 
cannot be produced of that tender and erisp character 

if lacking manure and moisture. 

CONSERYATORIES, STOVE, &c. 
Conservatory.—Many of the plants belonging to this 

structure will, in a majority of cases be set out of doors. 

Care must be taken that they are thoroughly attended 

to with water, and the worms kept out. Good depths 

of cinder ashes are efficient for this purpose, yet even 
these should be lime-watered occasionally. No drainage 
can be long complete in pots ortubs if liable to the inroads 
from beneath of the earth-worm. Stove and Orchids. 
—Some of the stronger growing stock, such as Poin- 
settias, Eranthemums, &c. may be stopped occasionally, 
in order to keep them bushy, as also to produce a de- 
gree of succession in the order of their flowering. 
Attend well to the Euphorbias for winter flowering, 

more especially the E. jacquiniflora ; a gayer plant does 
not exist if well grown. They delight in a soil one-half 
fibrous and gritty heath soil, and the other half porous 
materials, such as charcoal, pounded crocks, small 
gravel, &e., and the drainage should nearly equal that 
for Orchids. Clearand weak liquid manure may be given 
them. Orchids.—Thoseon blocks or insuspended baskets 
will require much water at this period. The blocks are 
much improved by being half immersed in water for a 
few hours. The grosser Stanhopeas, Gongoras, and 
other such may be dipped over head for a quarter of 
an hour ; these things when in large masses are not 
easily watered thoroughly by the water-pot. The Sobralia 
macrantha seems to delight in shade ; and the Phale- 
nopsis amabilis enjoys a coating of damp Moss on the 
block. Dendrobiums in full growth take abundance of 
water ; not so, however, the Cattleyas ; some modera- 
tion is necessary here: these delight in a very free cireu- 
lation of air. Mixed Greenhouse.— Let every attention 
be paid to young stock of Corrzas, Epacris, Polygalas, 
Ericas, Chorozemas, &c. &c. in general, as to thorough 
watering, stopping the gross shoots, and giving them 
sufficient room, with a free circulation of air, if in- 
doors. Such of these as are intended for winter 
flowering should not be shifted after this time. If any 
Achimenes remain in a state of rest, they may be potted 
for a late display. Cinerarias from seed should be put 
into single pots as soon as large enough, and suckers 
taken from the old plants and nursed in. a similar way. 
All Cactaceze exhausted with flowering should have the 
old and withered shoots thinned completely away, re- 
ceive liquid manure, and have every encouragement to 
rapid growth. Pelargoniums should be eut down in due 
time, before thoroughly exhausted, and cuttings made. 
The plants should be suffered to get dry in their pots 
before cutting in, to prevent bleeding, which exhausts 
them much. They may be laid on their sides for a 
week, if out of doors, after cutting, to prevent them 
getting wet, and when the young bud has fairly shown 
itself, they may be disrooted. out cuttings of 
hybrid Roses if firm, and let Chrysanthemums have 
every attention. 

KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING. 

Pines.—Those who still grow their Pines by the old 
system must bear in mind that the tinal shift must in 
great part be regulated by the period at which the 
“shows” are required. This, as a general maxim, 
is at least as safe as perhaps any other. About eight 
or nine months may be allowed in the present 
state of Pine cultivation. Queens receiving their final 
shift now may be expected to show well, without any 
trickish ‘manceuyres, by the early part of January. 
However, their culture under a moist heat in close pits, 
and in open, airy, or, it may be, lofty houses, makes 
reat difference. Give fruiters clear liquid manure fre- 

quently, a little at a time, and be sure to keep the for- 
ward succession stock thin, and to give abundance of 
air. Vineries.— See that Vine roots are moistened with 
warm liquid manure, whether in-doors or out, if dry. 
Even those from which the crop has been recently cut 
should not be suffered to dry up or wither prematurely, 
merely because they are to be forced early next year. 
Peach-houses.—It isa good plan to stop the wood of 
strong and healthy Peach-trees about the period when 
the last swelling for ripening takes place, at least all 
the grosser portion of the shoots; give also liquid 
manure freely at the same time, provided the borders 
are dry, and that size in tlie fruit be a partieular object. 

KITCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD. 
The abundant rain we have had in the north has put 

us onthe alertin an unusual way to get out various 
eulinary erops, which the previous extreme drought 
had thrown into arrears. The remarks made at the 
commencement of this day's Calendar will save repeti- 
tion on this head. See that nothing is delayed at this 
period, having a bearing on the supply of the table 
through the next winter. To this end I would recom- 
mend an extra labourer to those overpowered by sprin; 
business. Continue to prune away or stop foreright 
shoots on wall trees generally, and begin to lay early 
runners of Strawberries for forcing. Be sure to get in 
a sowing of Peas immediately ; the Knight’s Marrows 
will be eligible, if a fine autumn ; the seed, however, 

should be soaked for a couple of hours, to gain time, as 
it is getting rather late for Peas. 

FLOWER.GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES. 

The late rains will enable many to plant out the re- 

maining portion of China Asters, Stocks, #hd various 

annuals which have been kept back by the hot weather. 

Tying up will be the order of the day generally ; all is 
confusion unless flowers are well staked. A thorough 

thinning of the shoots of various herbaceous plants 
should take place previous to the general staking period. 
Proportion is considered an essential element of beauty, 

and a mixed bed will never look well, in which gross 

and overgrown plants infringe on the territories of their 
weaker but more graceful neighbours. Let all bulbs 
be well housed in a dry state. 

COTTAGERS’ GARDENS. 

The cottager, as before observed, should follow every 

inch of ground from which Potatoes have been removed 

with either winter Greens or Turnips. Broad Beans, 

in rows, may have a drill drawn, and Broccoli or Greens 
introduced. His row of early Peas will also furnish 

another opportunity for Greens or Celery, when re- 

moved. This is an excellent time for a principal crop 

of autumn Turnips ; and where a cow is kept, I would 

recommend the Dale’s Hybrid where too late for Swedes, 

State of the Weather near Li r che week ending June 25, 1846, as 
obser ved at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick. 

Moon's| Baromer: a ~| Wind. | Rain. 
usd _| Age. | Max. n. | SES airo 
Frid. 19 | 25 |30.108 | 
Sat. 20 26 80.181 

Sun. 21 

Mon. 22 

Tues. 23 
Wed. 24 

Thurs, 25 

Averaj 
June 19—Foguy ; unif): 

sively hot; clear 
20—Hot and dry; sultry; distant thunder between 9 and 4 px; 

overcast 
ht 

ot; lightning in thi 22—Uni: >; sultry; excessivel 
e lightning, and heavy raia commenced 11 xx, 

93 Wers ; overca! 

21 rtially overcast at night t; pa 
i very dry air. 

Mean temperature of the week 5} deg. above the average. 
State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 20 years, for the 

e 

25— 

nsuing Week ending July 4, 1846. 
" Prevailing Winds. 

Aver. | Aver, | Tu Greatest! To T Tojs 
June |Highest Lowest p, ich ie | quantity zl |. à le |: |B 

Temp. | Temp. |7 0AP Rained. of Rain. ^ |P je A g> id 

Sun. 28| 722 | 49:1 | 60.1 6 0.651n. | 2 1| a i 2| 3| 3| 4 
on. 9| 726 | 50.0 | 61.3 5 0-0 |2 8| al_|—| 6| 5| 2 

Tues. 50| 73.2 508 | 62.0 7 0.80 asl 3| 8j 1 ‘| 8| 4| 2 
uly | 

Wed 1| 722 | 527 | 624] 10 0.38 DE 4l- 4|4|5| 1 
Thur. 2| 73.8 5 | 631 17 o78 |Y1|2— 46 51 
Fri. 8 756 52.4 64.0 9 0.78. —| 9| 2 1| HI 7| 6/1 

Sat. 4| 765 53.8 765.1 5 0.94 — ll s—'3 7) 6-— 

"The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 4th, 
1836—therm, 92? ; and the lowest on the lat, 1837—therm, 37°. 

Notices to Correspondents, 

CHRONICLE for Advertising, we have to request that all Post- 
office orders may in future be addressed to Mr. James MAT- 

Wellington-street, Covent Garden, and 
made payable at the Post-office, 

is now ready, price 3d. each copy. An index has been 
added. Parties wishing to have copies for distribution 
among their tenantry can have them at the rate of 25 for 5s. 

HE GARDENERS’ OHRONICLE.— The Volumes ck N 
for 1844 and 1845 can be had, bound in cloth, price 17. 10s. 

lisher post-office stamps equivalent to as many Numbers as 
are requested, will have them sent free by post. 
1841—1, 8, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28, 

29, 30, 31, 32, 34, 47. 
—3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 16, 18, 20, 23, 24, 27, 30, 31, 32, 

34, 35, 98, 40, 41, 42, 45, 46, 47, 48, 50, 51, 52. 
1843—10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 20, 2 

27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 
1844—A11 but Nos. 36, 46, and 50. 
1845—1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 18, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 

20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 98, 91, 32, 33, 37, 99, 40, 41, 42, 43, 
4, 47, 49, 50, 51, 52. 

846—All 

2, 23, 24, 25, 26, 
41, 42, 43, 48. 

Books—A4 B C— Parnell on Grasses.”——G—First, ** School 
Botany ;” then, ** Vegetable Kingdom.”—Botanist—If you 
wish to study botany, make yourself familiar with ** School 
otany."—— T C—'' Lyons on Orchidaceous Plants,” gives 

the best directions for cultivating Orehids.——4 L—S 
you might spend your time better than in studying Latin; 
English is more important. re a gardener, apply 
your industry to mastering Chemistry, Botany, and Vegetable 
Physiology. E 

Cements—/ J P inquires for the best cement for the joints of 
stone cisterns or tanks, where water of nearly a boiling heatis 
frequently made use of. oman cement does not answer, 
Imors—Lg-—We have observed that some of the daily papers 
are lamenting the high (?) price of sugar, the hardship of 
which, they say, will be enhanced by the abundant crops of 
fruit, for which sugar will be required. e wonder, with 
you, where those abundant crops are to be found. As far as 
our information goes the crop of fruit will prove deplorably 
sm: 

FLOWER-GARDEN PLANTS—C O—In a garden within five 
minutes’ walk of the sea, on the east coast (at Lowestoft, in 
Suffolk), the soil being little more than sand, plant the fol. 

ing, viz., the different kinds of Crocus, Narciss i 
laria, Ornithogalum, Scilla, Dog-tooth Violets, Alstræmerias, 
Statices, Armerias, Hi is,(Enothera, and Campanula; 
also Lathyrus grandiflorus, 
and Double Pinks. 
without peat soil 

Iwsrcrs—£H W—Set your Myrtles out of doors, and syringe the 
underside of the leaves if you can with tobacco-water. Wash- 
ing over the scales with gum-water, using a camel's-hair 
brush, is recommended, but it is a tedious operation. R.—— 
R M W—They are the pupa of some tortrix, and we shall 
feel obliged by your favouring us with specimens of the 
moth. R. 

Poppy Anemone, Hyacinths, 
Rhododendrons, &c., will not thrive well 

Monstrous Rosxs—Our table is covered with letters and spe- 
cimens relating to these, in which the season has been 
unusually prolific. In the majority the petals are changing 
into leaves, owing to some disturbance of the usual order of 
development, the cause of which is unknown. In other 
cases young ones are springing forth from the axils of petal ; 
thus offering evidence of the latter being modified leaves. 

“This has happened to Botanicus, whose calyx is, moreover, 
i ——Lord A and T S P are 

different persons, but their cases are the same. 

not good enough for determination; perhaps S. Gillii.—— 

old Silene quinquevulnera, and not Viscaria oculata, The 
latter is an Algerine and not a New Zealander.—aA Yor 
Flower Fancier—Atrican Marigolds have large self.coloure 

wers; French Marigolds have smaller flowers, beautifully 

striped with chocolate brown, ey are also very different 
in their foliage and stature ; the French are the smaller.—~ 
William Smith —Trifolium tridentatum, —C D—A Miconia, 
and apparently argentea.—— St G.—Apparently Mesembry- 

anthemum aureum, but itis smashed by the letter stampers. 

——J A—Odontoglossum leve,——A S-—Lycium afrum,—— 
RE—A., Festuca pratensis; B., F, ovina v. cæsia; C., F. ovina; 
D., Agrostis vulgaris ; E., Aira cristata ; F., Festuca myurus.3« 

log — Hedysarum coronarium, or French Honey- 

sucklef.——.4 0—1, Punica nana; 2, Bryonia africana.—— 

Adelaide—Just received ; answer next week. 

Pinks—O P Q—In mixing compost for Pinks, sea-sand would 
c z a & ES B 8 qe z 2 B Ej 3 E 2 Z = Z 3 2 g is E S 8 

ling's Tom Long g 

ton; Wilmer's Miss Jeans; ia, and Hudson's 
Red Rover. W. [With much respect for our excellent and 
experienced correspondent “ W.” we submit, that the effect of 
sea-sand i 

e = è 8 mi E E g 

on Pinks is open to further examination. t 

Prunine—A Steady Admirer—That which was stated as appli- 
cable to the summer pruning of the Apple-tree is equally $0 
tothe Pear and Plum. Standard Apple, Pear, Plum, and 

for several years after they are planted, otherwise their tops 
will get into confusion, Pruning, therefore, is essential in. the 

shoot of your Pear and Plum-trees, and 
branch into a sort of besom, you must forthwith loosen them i 
for you will find that much of the foliage is in the way 9 

i such no good will result, Thin 
ave been most shaded, and gradually 

shorten the other forerights till the spur-leaves at their base’ 
e light; but take care not to do 

time to shorten the shoots of 

t for the growth of nothing except 

Rhodanthes to bloom prematurely——A Z—You 
consult some analytical chemist. We could not possibly un- 

tigations as are necessary to answer your 

: yt 

or—B È N--The only clause in this act of 
Parliament which expressly relates to greenhouses, is sched. 

ii, in which greenhouses are exce] fi 

concerning detached buildings. As one great object of the 
tract money, 

from the community for the purpose of filling the pockets © 
ill be punished if you 

proved by them. There is no objection to the Vine's ud 

objection consists rish 
again in a few weeks. 3 

Winter PLANTS—T' S P—You can only keep such plants # 
Myrtles, Oleanders, Scarlet Geraniums, and perhaps Ca- 
mellias, in your vestibule, Nothing at all delicate will suc- 

T. S 
Misc—Cartmel—For present information the thermometer in- 

minimum temperatures at Ohis- 

rom buildings. The 
maximum one is attached to a post, and is 3 ft. above tho 

sun, 

osed and elevated a foot 

should be placed out-of-doors, In autumn prune them one 

repot them and keep them in h use 
winter.]——4 Sub—If we understand your question you a” 
a market gardener, and must not show as a gentleman 

dener.—— W D—We do not believe that there was at the °° 

Chiswick show a single Queen Pine that weighed 4 1b. Jd 

aid backwards and forwards we think it wou 
be worth your while to try the experiment. M C Y—Ther 

Raspberries, &c. 
SEEDLING FLOWERS. es 

CL S—A very good seedling, but much 
n.* 

PELARGONIUMS—Anon—With regard to your white seedlingt, 
No. 2 is the best and the only one worth keeping ; the W iiig 
is pure, particularly in the lower petals, and the spol iq 
decided. The plum-coloured spot, however, is much objet" ¢ 

substance, with broad under petals, and Menem vd ding 

day. to be PrTUNIAS—7 H—Although rather small, No. 6 appears roat 
your best seedling ; it is fine in colour, and the white Pra 
is rather novel; 1 and 5, 2 5 0 
are coarse and ill-formed flowers, no ual in marking, 

I, 
sorts already out. 3 is pretty, 2 is coarse, and 4 tolerably 

good.* 2 fo 
VERBENAS—W M—Nos. 1 and 5 are novel and desirable O 

A 
blue; 2, 3, 3 varie 

EnnaTUM-—In the remarks last week upon the Tomtit nj 
p. 407, col. b, line 21 from bottom, for three hours 

“ten hours," 

= 

m 

T 
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GRICULTURAL TRAINING SCHOOL, Hod- 

desdon, Herts, one mile from the Broxbourn Station on 

the Eastern Counties’ Railway. Under the direction of a Com- 

mittee of Management. Established for General and Scientific 

Education, including every branch of Agriculture and Civil 

Engineering. 
Resident Head Master.—Mv. HASELWOOD. 

Resident Assistant Masters. 
Mr. J. DONALDSON, 
Mr. E. ASHFORD, 

OLROYD. 

Mr. AIRD, 
Mr. A. W. JACKSON, 

Mr, H 

Agriculture. 

Prof, Doxarpsow, Author of *' British Grasses, Manures,” &c. 

Botany. 

Prof, Coorzn, F.L.S., Author of “ The Botany of Sussex,” &c. 

Chemistry.—Professor ASHFORD. 

Geology, Mineralogy, &c.—Professor JACKSON, F.G.S. 

Management and. Diseases of Cattle. 
Professor J. B. Stwonps, M.R.C.V.S., Lecturer at the Royal 

Veterinary College, London. 

Natural and Experimental Philosophy.—Mr. A. W. JACKSON, 

Practical RI and Levelling. 

Mr. Hasenwoop, and Mr. A. W. JACKSON. 

n extensive Farm, Library, Museum, and Laboratory, are 

attached to the School; and the charge for Board, Lodging, 
Lectures, &c., is so arranged by the Committee of Management, 

as to include every expense (except for Washing and Books), at 

TWENTY-FIVE GUINEAS THE HALF YEAR. 

The School Session is divided into Two Terms ; viz. from the 

80th of January to Midsummer, and from the 30th of July to 

Christmas. 
The course of Education embraces the Classics, Mathematics, 

Natural and Experimental Philosophy, Mechanics, Physics, 

of whom every information may be obtained, 

and references had to gentlemen whose sons are now at the 

Institution, from most of the counties of England ; also from 

Wales, Scotland, and Ireland. 

The Agricultural Gazette. 
SATURDAY, JUNE 27, 1846. 

WzpwsepAY, —  8—Agricultural Society of England 
TnunspAY, —  9—Agriculeural Imp. 

LOCAL SOCIETIES 
Leyland 

FARMERS’ CLUBS. 
July 7—Dorking — Wingerworth — July 1-Monmou 

= ergavenny Ardleigh- St outh 
2 ~Hawivk —Blofield and Wal- 
sham —Richmond-hire 

— 8—Wrentham — Debenham — —Richmondshire — Lewes — 
Hadleigh—Wakefield— Clay- Wiveliscombe—St. Peter's 
don—Lichfiel — 8—Harleston 

4 Probas—Collumpton—Car- | — 9—Grove Perey Tavist 

agriculture in all its phases, and capable alike of 
exciting and satisfying our enquiries ; and there 
cannot be a doubt but that their collection and 
publication would be an invaluable boon to the 
agriculture of the country, and would serve alike to 
stimulate and to direct the future exertions of 
science and practice to improved systems of 
cultivation. 

Their value to science is explained by the consi- 
deration that philosophy builds her general prin- 
ciples jon a wide basis of facts, and that agri- 
cultural science must arise out of the materials 
supplied by experience. 

And we must not forget that the information 
thus collected from the results of experience over 
large districts is not liable to those incidental influ- 
ences which may disturb the results of single and 
isolated experiments. A statement of the experi- 
ence of twenty persons in twenty parishes is as 

valuable and trustworthy as that of the experience 
of one person twenty times repeated; on which 
account the suggestions of science, based on the 
experience of a district, will be safer and more use- 

ful than if they were founded on individual experi- 
ment or individual opinion only. A great saving 

of time in the diffusion of truth, which is of the 
highest importance, would thus be accomplished. An 
authentic statistic record of our agriculture would 

afford to men of science a source from which they 
would extract truths that no one could refuse to 
acknowledge. We should, in fact, by such means 

supply them with a well of information, whose 

waters none would hesitate to drink. 
The same means which would enable science to 

improve agriculture, would also confer a similar 
ability on the practical farmer. They would point 
out to the cultivator the full extent of the riches 
which the soil can be made to yield, and the nature 
of the means which have been, and are, employed 

to develope the resources of particular districts. 
They would show him what Nature can do when 
her energies are directed by capital and skill, 
agents which have in so many cases converted the 
morass into meadow land, the heath into harvest 

fields, and the fever-breeding fens into first-rate feed- 

ing pastures. They would show him, by the evi- 
dence of facts, how an improved rotation, a fresh 
sort of crop,a fresh mode of managing an old one, 
the adoption of a new power, or the use of a new 
i t, has i k— 

6—St. Columb -Great Oakley Chelmsford — Halesworth — 
zW. Market—Cirencester— Wadebridge 
Yoxford —Market-hill—Wel- — 1l—Dartford — Winchcomb — 

Swansea 

Tue advantages which a system of AGRICULTURAL 
Srarrsrics would confer upon the practice and the 
science of Agriculture, are not unimportant. If 
they are not generally appreciated it is because 
they are not generally known. We have already 
seen how such a body of information would bear 
upon the public interests. It would form ajudicious 
appendix to past legislation, and a valuable index 

to future policy ; and similarly, by putting us in 
possession of a more enlarged experience than 
individual observation can grasp, and by setting 
forth the many great facts which are calculated to 
€ncourage and instruct us in the improvement of 
Cultivation, would it form both counsellor and guide 
0 the science and the practice of farming. 
To render it thus valuable, however, it is evident 

that our statistics must be both correct and com- 
Plete, affording a full and perfect epitome of the 
details and results of practice under its various 
aspects in every part of the country. This would 
involve a statement of the acreage produce and 
Management of each of the cultivated crops; of 
the various systems of management, their expenses, 
and results; of the various breeds of stock; the 

number of each class; their ages and weights; of 

the extent and management of each description of 
Soil, and of the rents, labour, and improvements 
executed and required upon each ; also of the uses 

to Which agricultural capital and productions are 
Applied; the amount spent in manures, in hand- 
labour, in animal and mechanical power, and 
in machines ; it would also require an account of 

is proportions of the produce used directly for 

‘ood, converted into beef and mutton, and consumed 
in maintaining the physical power by which the 
Operations of the farm are carried on. 

he statistics should also not merely state general 
Tesults on each head, but they should refer. to each 
district and each system separately. We must 
ave details as well as mere summaries. Returns 

Ought also to be gathered periodically, so as to 
Point out the progress made in each locality during 
ach interval, and they should particularise the 
Various discoveries made and improvements exe- 
Cuted in each period; the extent to which they 
ad been carried out, and the room there is for 
urther extension. 

f thus constituted they would be illustrative of 

Į d the produce or reduced 
the expenses of cultivation, They would point out 
what energy has accomplished ;;how it has enabled 
us to overcome natural difficulties ; to remove the 
superfluous water from the hill and the hollow ; to 
remedy physical imperfections of surface soils by 
the addition of materials which are hid beneath 
them ; and to create fertility by the use of manures 
gathered from the caves of India, the battle-fields 
of Europe, the deserts of Africa, and the distant 
islands of the Pacific. They would also show him 
the vast unexhausted resources which the cultivator 
has yet to avail himself of, 

A volume of agricultural statistics worthy of the 
country must, in this manner, be of use to all classes 
who are connected witn the cultivation of land. 
Containing a concentration of our knowledge and 
experience, it would alike instruct by its details and 
stimulate by its results the capitalist, the landowner, 

andthe tenant. Ifthetenant should be encouragedto 
imitate others in improvements which he was pre- 
viously ignorant of, and to make such furtherimprove- 
mentsas his own peculiar circumstances might call for, 
the capitalist would be taught that there is ample 
scope and verge enough for investment in the im- 

provement of the uncultivated and half-cultivated 
acres of this country; while for speculation he 
would be informed that the earth-bank is of all 
“banks” the safest—the ploughshare is of all 
“shares” the most pleasant to hold—the manure 
deposit of all “deposits” is the most certain to 
afford a “return ;” for interest upon each of these 
is secured by the strongest of all “ bonds” the bond 
of gratitude, which binds mother earth to return to 
her children full recompense for the exertions used 
in her service. 

The landowner would learn an equally valuable 
lesson—that his estates are valuable to him in pro- 
portion as skill and capital are employed in their 

cultivation ; and that, therefore, in giving his tenant 

equitable terms and liberal tenure, he is giving 

him the power to improve. 

From the same source he would obtain a know- 

ledge of the many contingencies which are a hin- 

drance to the profitable cultivation of the soil—the 
mischances of season, the ravages of insects, the 
losses arising from wind, hail, blight, and mildew, 

and from the advent of epidemic and endemic dis- 
orders, alike common to the vegetable and animal 
roduce of the farm—from the national and local 

burthens which bear upon the cultivator—the 

amount of capital sunk in permanent improvements, 
which with interest has or ought to be returned. 

A collection of agricultural statistics would also 

be of essential use in the determination of specific 

questions relative to agricultural practice. For 

instance, they would afford us definite and trust- 

worthy information of the extent and quality of the 

waste and uncultivatedlands—details of the progress 

of any specific improvement, and factsthat wouldtend 

to throw light on various disputed practices. For 

example ; if we obtained an account of the various 

systems of draining, the cost and the effects pro- 

duced by each, we should also possess the equally 

important statement of the quantity of land yet 

requiring draining ; and of the impediments to such 

improvement arising from want of capital, want of 

outfalls, ke. As an instance of the usefulness of 

this sort of information ; of its applicability to the 

elucidation of points of policy or practice, we may 

recall attention to the manner in which the statis- 
tics of South Gloucestershire, collated by “ M. S." 
(pages 195, 196, and 215, Agr. Gaz. 1845) afforded 

us valuable illustrations of the policy of breaking 
up inferior Grass lands. (Vide pp. 261, 277, 1844.) 

Nor would it be the least valuable use of statisti- 

cal information, that in pointing out the peculiar 

products and resources, and the special burthens of 
various districts, it would afford the best of all evi- 

dence as to the real claims of each locality to the 

consideration of the Legislature, in the furtherance 

of local improvements and national works. 

Take for example railways, in the prompt yet 

judicious encouragement of which practical agricul- 

ture is deeply interested. Had it been possible for 

a Committee of the House to have obtained correct 

statistics of the capabilities and requirements of 

various portions of the country, much money that 

has been spent in expenses might have been saved; 

many schemes originated for purposes quite irre- 

spective of public good, which have been carried 

by dint of bold assertions, might have been rejected ; 

and many projects which have been burked by in- 

dividual influence, or the power of monopoly, might 

have been successfully prosecuted to the advantage 

of the community at large. 

Brermzs Down Lanps, to which we referred 

last week, there is an immense extent of inferior 

Grass lands in this country which might profitably 

be broken up. These are for the most part our 

low-lying undrained pastures, either clayey, or, 

because wet, of an adhesive texture; they pro- 

duce large quantities of the Sedge (Carex), inter- 

mingled with the other Grasses ; they are to be 

found in large tracts on our blue lias, coal, and ol 

red sandstone geological formations ; and large 

portions (provided only we could get capital for 

tenants and capital for landowners; the one to 

enable their due cultivation afterwards, and the 

other to lay out in drainage and buildings now) 

might be broken up with profit immediately, and 

doubtless all of them will be broken up with profit 

to all parties concerned, ultimately. 
The farm from which we write affords a good 

illustration. A few years ago it contained some 

arable land, but for the most part consisted of cold 

undrained meadows. The difference between its 

present and former value is doubtless owing in great 

measure to a large outlay on buildings, roads, and 

drainage ; but what has given these their influence 

has been the permission of the landlord to break up 

these pastures. In the following table we have 

selected some of its fields, and stated their valuation 

ten years ago and their value now :— 
TEC 

L e 3. : t E 
3g 208 

No. of Field |Nature | “53 oan 
on old Plan, | 1836. | 258 3 

eg fa aS ane 
G | © i 

uae ence | —— EURES MEI 
sd. | s. d.| 8 d. 

The whole X i “4 3 i$ 47 0|24 3 
92 sture 3 T" 

E o: 7 0 |} 8 | Arable} 50 0) 35 0 
59 Do. 27 0 2 Do. 50 0]|23 0 

89 Do. na 3 
Do. 12 0 16 Do. 3 0|21 6 

67, 71, 72 Do. 1T “wales Do. 52 0/35 0 

15 Do. 20 0| 6 | Do. 0,30 0 
15.106 | Do. | 1 0| a | Do. | 32 0|21 0 
85, 86 Do. 13 0| 7 | Do. 47 0 | 34 0 

*143, 144, 152| Arable | 36 0 | 12 Do. 44 0| 8 0 
*153 Do. 34 0| 18 Do. | 44 0110 0 

7^9 "These were dry grounds—“ the best Potato grounds in the 
parish.” 

We consider this to be both am extraordinary 

and an instructive Table ; but let us first justify the 

items in the 6th column by a history of some of 

these fields. 
No. 8 (see col. 4) was one of the poorest fields on the 

‘arm ; it was drained in 1840, and pared and burned 

in the autumn of that year. It was ploughed into 

perch-wide ridges, without reference to the position of 

the drains, and it lay so till the spring of 1841, when it 

was sown to Oats and yielded a large crop, upwards of 
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8 quar:ers por vere. “Phe stubble was ploughed, p and 
in the spring of 1812 it was manured and grubbed or 
“cultivated,” and sown to ‘Mangold Wurzel, and it 
yielded an enormous produce of that root—certainly 
much above 30 tons per acre; in 1843 it was sown to 

Wheat, and yielded upwards of 46 bushels per acre ; 

in 1844 it was planted with Potatoes, but these partly 
failed, not on account of the soil, but because of the 

ry rot among the sets ; in 1845 it bore Wheat again, 

and never was a finer looking plant than that which 
covered it in the mouth of June ; but the weather of 
July laid it, and its produce was greatly injured both 
in quantity and quality. Clover seed and Italian Rye 
Grass were sown among the Wheat in 1845, and we are 
now consuming in the house the second eutting from it 
of a very luxuriant crop of Grass. We consider then 
that the rental of this field is not put too highly at 50s. 

Now, take No. 2; a field of much better quality 
in its original condition ; its rent was, in fact, double 
that of No. 8. 

It.was pared and burned in the spring of 1840, and 
sown to common Turnips, of which it yielded upwards 
of 25 tons of bulbs per acre ; in 1841 it bore Oats—a 
crop of 10 quarters per acre ;in 1842 it was sown to 
the White Belgian Carrots, and yielded 22 tons per 
acre of them ; in 1843 it was sown to Wheat, of which 
it yielded about 42 bushels per acre ; in 1844 it was 
sown to Swedes, not avery good crop (about 15 tons 
per acre) owing to the very dry spring and summer ; 
in 1845 it yielded Wheat, which would have been an 
extraordinary crop but for the rough weather of July 
and August, which laid it; and it bas been covered as 
has No. 8 with such another heavy crop of Rye Grass. 
We have put its gross annual value at 50s. 

But we need not enter into further detail. We 
are very confident of the accuracy of the figures 
placed in column 6, and what then do we learn 
from it ? This, that the farm is, on the whole, more 
than double its former value, and that some of its 
parts are worth four times their former rent. "To 
what do we attribute this? Partly to the advan- 
tage of good farm buildings and roads—in great 
degree to the influence of a perfect drainage—and 
for the rest to the conversion of its pastures—to the 
conversion of its pastures not simply considered in 
itself, but as affording opportunities for the applica- 
tion of capital and skill. ‘It is difficult, as we stated 
last week, to divide this whole result amongst its 
several causes ; but here is a fact which will assist 
us. ‘Nos. I2 and 13 (see col. 4) were dry, arable, 
and well farmed in their original condition; they 
have increased in value about 9s. per acre since 
1836. We will suppose” this to be attributable to 
their share of the advantages arising from good 
farm buildings aud roads.. Let us then consider that 
these advantages are worth 9s. per acre on the 
other fields, and subtracting this sum from the in- 
crease given in col. 7, which the fields 2, 6, and 8 
have respectively experienced in their value to rent, 
we have a rise in annual value of 14s., 265., and 26s., 
respectively, as the effect of drainage and conver- 
sion under the plough. ‘The first of these fields had 
not suffered so much from wet as the others, and 
putting 10s. per acre as the interest of the expence 
of drainage in its case, and 15s. per acre as the proper 
interest in the others, we have 4s., 11s., and 11s. as 
the acreable consequence of arable culture in these 
instances ; and the greater advantage in the two latter 
cases teaches the policy of breaking up the poorer 
lands first, especially if they are wet, and if their 
soil and subsoil together constitute a sufficient depth 
of improvable material. 

It is very certain, we think, that there are enor- 
mous advantages in store for the landlord, when 
men of capital, possessing good professional abilit 
shall offer themselves as tenants of his “cold Grass 
lands” on condition of his draining and erecting 
buildings, and permitting them to be broken up. 
We shall hereafter have a few words to say about 
some of these expences being, under certain condi- 
tions, borne by the tenants. 

Li 

ON THE DRILL HUSBANDRY OF TURNIPS. 
(Continued from p. 395.) 

From the above statement. it will be found that the 
quantity of manure applied is large and excessive, when 
compared with the supply which farmers on all poor 
thin soils have at their disposal, but to explain this, we 
have purchased for several years 100 cart-loads annu- 
ally, and the application of pulverised manures to our 
common Turnips enables us to concentrate our farm 
manure and that which is purchased to the production 
of a-superior crop of Swedes, and a few acres of Pota- 
toes and Mangolds, which crops oceupy 1-6th of our 
arable land, as described in section second, 

The effects of such a manuring, aided by the method 
of its application, is immediately seen on the young 
Swede, At its-first appearance (in prosecuting my ex- 
periments) I always observed that where this dunghill 
manure was applied, the seed generally brairded three 
or four days before those ridges which had none, or 
where pulverised manures were; and in the former ease 
the seed leaves quickly expanded and exhibited a bright 
green healthy appearance, while in the latter they con- 
tinued small, weak, of a bluish red dingy. colour, and 

hardly perceptible, making little or no progress iu put- 
ting forth the second or rough leaf. ‘This manife: 
superiority in the rapidity of the braird over the dung- 
hill manure shows thatit must primarily affect the plant 
at the instant it bursts from the seed, by supplying it with 
an aliment, effluvium, or exhalation, on which it feeds 
and thrives, as I feel quite certain that one-third of the 
young plants have not struck their tap roots through 
the intervening mould into the manure, until after they 
ean be readily traced with the eye, like a bright green 
cord laid on the top of the ridge. 

The following diagrams will illustrate the appearance 
which the ridges exhibit in the different stages of prepa- 
ration :— 

Ei ES 

Appearance of ridges after 
the splitting process to cover 

the manure. 

a, a, position of EH b, b, position of manure 

after it is spread. after the covering process. 

I shall now deseribe my mode of drilling where: pul- 

verised manures are used ; but having already hinted 

my preference of the use of those manures on the flat 
or level ground on all the dry, poor, thin soils of the 

idland and southern counties of England, I shall first 

state my reasons for entertaining such an. opinion. In 

the first place, I have found, from experience on this 
farm, and have observed the same results on others 
in the neighbourhood, that when the land has been 

ridged up and pulverised manure applied, the braird in 

severe droughts suffers much, and even the young plants, 
after the thimning process, have died away to a much 
greater extent than on land drilled on the flat ; and I 

think it is very evident when land is put up in ridges 

for these manures (which in themselves are dry as 

dust), that a severe parching time will very soon pene- 

teate entirely through, and destroy any vegetation 
whieh may have begun in them. 

On the contrary, land in the flat or level, having less 

extent of surface exposed, and not lying so loose, must 

hold out longer against severe droughts, while ever 

variety of these manures istas completely and benefi- 

cially deposited in the soil,and the seed dropped with 

equal exactnessiand regularity over it, in the one ease 

as in the other. In the second place, few ridges are 

ut up less: than 24 inches wide, but in most cases they 

exceed that width ; this brings us to the great objection 

urged by nine-tenths of the practical men in those 

poor districts of England already alluded to, against 
ridging for Turnips of any kind, even with farm o: 

heap manure. They say the rows are too far apart; 
that much land is wasted, having no plants thereon. I 
perfectly agree with. this doctrine in so far as the width 
of the rows is concerned. being of opinion that/21 or 

22 inches for Swedes, and even for the common sorts, 
would be wide enough when moderately -well dunged 
with farm-yard manure, and 18 inches for pulverised 

manures. Experience, however, has proved to me that 
it is impossible to cover yard manure perfectly unless 
the ridges ave 26 to 28 inches wide. But the advan- 
tages are so great in getting the manure completely 

covered that the loss of ground should be disregarded, 
being counteracted in a great degree by leaving the 
plants rather closer together in the rows, and by the 
superior manner in which’ the land can be cleaned by 
the horse hoe. Again, those enthusiasts who.advocate 
the ridge system universally, and for every kind of 
manure, who, by the way, increase in number and 

obstinacy the nearer they have been bred to the north 
pole, argue thus :—“ If land is well cultivated and 
manured, 26 or even 30 inches is not too wide for any 
soil, for the plants will fill up. and if they have space 
enough and well worked ‘between the ridges with’ the 
horse-hoe, the bulbs as a natural consequence will all 
be large. This may prove very true on some deep rich 
loams in England and on the best Turnip soils of 
Scotland. Indeed, in the latter district; the Turnips at 
these widths incline to produce too many leaves, and 
about the Ist of October it is impossible to distinguish 
therows. This profusion apparently prevents the bulb 
swelling in proportion to the top, and altogether indi- 
eates that the plants are not far enough apart. But let 
every possible effort be made to produce similar 
erops on this farm, or on any of the still dryer and 
poorer soils alluded to, it will then be found the 
droughts in a majority of seasons eompletely frustrate 
allour exertions on the best of these lands, and the 
poorer, which is by far the larger portion, has neither 
substanee nor eapability to produce any Turnips beyond 
the size of a quart pot in the most favoured seasons, 
and however far apart they may be placed. Therefore, 
the great effort should be to get the land completely 
covered with such sized plants as that particular soil in 
average seasons is found to produce. "Thus a general 
rule, governing the width at whieh Turnips should be 
grown, is apparent for every district, and it is indispen- 
sible to the successful produetion of that. valuable bulb, 
It is this: when the plant is at its full expanse of 
leaf, which is just before the under or first formed ones 
get yellow and begin to fade, the ground should be 
completely hid by the foliage from the rays of the sun, 
and the leaves of the plants should be so intermixed or 

overlaying each other that the rows ought not to be 

readily distinguishable. Following this rule, I have 
never found 17} inches too narrow on this farm; for the 
crops produced from  pulverised manures, for the 

moment the under leaves turn. yellow, which is-about 

Ridges put up to receive the 
manure, 

H 

epic c uerit See 
e middle or end of August, the bulb rapidly progresses 

in size and to maturity, and the under leaves as rapidly 
fall, so that by the end of September the surface of the 
land is no longer hid'by the foliage ; in fact, the tips.of 
the longest leaves remaining do not now touch between 
the rows,—an incontrovertible truth that the power of 
the land is exhausted, and that the Turnips are at their 
maximum.growth. Another unequivocal mark of the 
complete maturity of our earlier Turnip crops at this 
season, is the great number of the larger ones which 
first exhibit signs of disease in the leaves, and then 
deeay in the bulb, whieh in a few weeks is nothing but 
a soapy rotten mass. ‘But go into the best districts of 
Scotland at this period, and it will be found the Turnips 
there are 2 or 3 feet high in the tops, and the 28-inch 
ridges not discernible; so much for soil and a moist 
climate: therefore the cultivators must adopt those 
widths which the proper development of the bulb re- 
quires. I may farther add, that on the poorest of the 
Cotswolds, or of the chalk districts, such as Salisbury 
Plain, 15 inches may be quite wide enough for the pro- 
ductive powers of these weak soils. Jj 

I shall now deseribe my mode of sowing on the flat: 
or level when pulverizéd manures are used. The land 
having been left tolerably well pulverized, and allowed 
to remain 10 or 12 days, as already described, the 
ploughing commences for the last time, keeping as elose 
together as convenient, and are followed by drags, roller, 
and harrows, as may be needed ; but I generally find 
three or four turns of the harrows, and once over with 
the roller, sufficient, In dry weather lalways drill in 
the afternoon the land which has been ploughed’ the 
previous afternoon and same morning. Thus we pro- 
ceed regularly, and the field. is finished drilling about 
half a day after the ploughs leave it. It is of great 
consequence to finish off rapidly, in order to keep’ as 
much moisture in the soilas possible, and all kinds of 
Turnip vegetate more kindly on this farm, in land 
newly ploughed, than where it has lain at rest for a 
short time, however well it may be harrowed and pul- 
verized ; and I believe this remark will be found appli- 
cable to most soils in the kingdom.— W. Fernie, Man- 
chester. 

IMPROVEMENT OF ROADS. 
[Tux following article is extracted from The Plough.] 

—Second only in importance to the good cultivation and 
improvement of theland in any country, is the judicious 
repair and improvement of its roads, by which all the 
operations of agriculture are facilitated and economised, 
in the easy transit of produce and manures, and on 
which the safety and comfort of all who. travel along 
them so much depend, The system of maintaining 
parish roads by the contribution of labour, called “Sta- 
tute work,” of the farmers, one of themselves being the 
surveyor or overseer for the year of his parish or town- 
ship, has lorg been notoriously ill adapted to obtain the 
object of improvement to the roads, and has been by no 
means attended with advantage to the tenants and rate- 
payers, in point of economy. That a description of 
work, in the judicious application of which experience 
and something of scientific knowledge are required, 
should not be well executed in the hands of persons 
holding the office annually by rotation, each anxious to 
get off with as little as possible, and to do that little in 
some situation most beneficial to himself, is not to be 
wondered at. It would indeed be rather wonderful if 
neglect, ignorance, and partiality were not found to be 
in constant operation in such a system. © But besides 
the inefficient or wasteful application of the means: pro- 
vided for repairs, great inequality and injustice are 
found to prevail in maintaining the roads throughout a 
country, by its division into small districts, such as 
single parishes, and more commonly, townships of still 
smaller di i each maintaining their own portion 
without reference to the benefit which it derives from 
the roads, in comparison of other parties who contribute 
nothing towards their repair. One parish or township 
may be rich in mineral produce, coal for instance or 
iron ore, and yet have less road to keep than some ad- 
joining parishes or townships through which the whole 
of that heavy material is carried, to the grea: injury © 
the roads and expense in maintaining them ; thus'im- 
posing a heavy burthen on parties who derive no benefit 
from the article whieh ereates the evil. To obviate 
this inequality, and to provide a more scientific, and in 
the end a far more economical and efficient application 
of the funds for the repair of public roads, a bill has 

been brought into Parliament by Sir James Graham, 
the object of which is, to throw together a number of 

parishes into districts or unions for the maintenance © 
their public roads, each union to be placed under the 
care of a surveyor, to be occupied solely in that work, 
and to be appointed by a Board of Waywardens to be 
elected by the rate-payers, in like manner as the elec 

tion for Guardians of the Poor is conducted ; such 

Board of Waywardens to be in their turn subject to 
the direction and. control of commissioners, as in the 
case also of the Poor-law Boards of ‘Guardians. It 19 
no part of my object at present to enter minutely into 
the provisions of a bill which: may be found capable of 

improvement when they come fully under discussion, an! 
perhaps still more so when in operation ; but I should be 

glad to be allowed, through your columns, to draw the 
attention of your agricultural readers to the obvious and 

acknowledged defects of the old system, and to a ET 

deration of the promised, andin many respects appare 
benefits of the proposed change, ere they engage, wit 

true attachment to old customs and prejudices, 1n k 

course of opposition to the measure, Instances are no 
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wanting in which the abuses and defects of the old 

‘system worked their own eure, and induced parties 

Yoluntarily to abandon it, and place the roads in certain 

districts under a more regular course of management, 
directed by a skilful and experienced surveyor, employ- 

ing able workmen, at proper seasons, to apply the 

necessary materials, and some eareful bands at all 

limes to keep the water-courses clear and the ruts 

filled in, and to see that no pools are allowed to collect 

on the surface ; all piece-work and days’ wages being 

paid from a general rate, but no labour being received 

in lieu of payment from tenants, unless it be to cart 

materials for hire at such prices as would be paid to in- 
different parties for doing the same work. And in 

such cases the result has been a saving of outlay, after 

he first two or three years, of at least one-third, be- 

sides the immense advantage of substituting a road of 
easy draught ana pleasant to travel upon for one cut 
into ruts and full ot les and quagmires, wasteful 
of time, distressing to hors:s, and straining to wheels 

and harness. I have at prese \t under my own charge 

a township road which a fev years ago was barely 

Passable by laden carts or wa gons, having been re- 

Paired, as it is called, with s nd-stones taken from 

the fields, roughly applied, am! soon crushed down, 

Covering the road with a thick coat of mud like mortar, 

O be removed at great cost, that the same unprofit- 

able process might be repeated. I determined on 

taking the appointment of township surveyor, which 

I did eight or nine years ago, and have kept it ever 
since, I then proceeded to put the road into proper 
form, to take means by sewers and eulverts to keep it 

Clear of water, and to give it by degrees a cover of blue 
Whinstone from a quarry which I opened at some dis- 

ance, ` The tenants and oeeupiers at first felt alarm at 

the expense of bringing materials from a greater dis- 
tance, thinking it would be ruinous ; but they are well 

Satisfied now, on finding that, after the first three years, 

the road has been maintained by a smaller rate than 
Used to be collected for it, in which all carting of mate- 
tials is included ; whereas they had previously done all 
the carting with their own draughts, which was equal to 

One-third of the whole, besides paying the rates; and 

We have the satisfaction of a smooth and sound road. 
uch, I doubt not, will be the result, in every instance, 

a the adoption of a better system. And such a system 

he present government measure proposes to make 

Compulsory and universal, by which the whole com- 

munity will be benefited. Allow me, in conclusion, to 
Yelate an anecdote to which I was a party, in proof o 

e manner in which the publie interest in respect of 
iownship roads is attended to. It used to he, and per- 

aps sometimes is still the habit, at times when the 

fu was too wet for ploughing, to send the draughts 
Tom the farms to perform statute work on the roads, 

Eo regarding the fact, that at such times and in such 
Toads they probably did more harm than good. On 
Such an occasion, several years ago, I saw a large num- 
ber of carts standing on a gravel bed by a river side, 
the horses looking cold and disconsolate, and by no 
Means partaking of the enjoyment of their drivers, who 
Were assembled and engaged in a ‘contest at hop-step- 
and-jump. After watching their sports for a short 
time, I asked one of them how they reconciled it to 
themselves thus to waste their master’s time and starve 

is horses, “O” said he, “we are not wasting our 

D EE time, we are at statute work to-day, on the 

DENS highways. Six hours a day is plenty for him ; 

9've been going six hours, and now we're taking a 
game toourselves."—John Grey, Dilston; April 21,1846, 

ON MEASURE WORK. 
ü IL. We now come to the second class of farm opera- 

ee those which are annual, and concerning which 
behoves the farmer to know both their actual cost 

and how to set about them. In estimating the ex- 

ponas, connected with these operations we shall assume 
ay wage of a man to be 2s., and of a woman 10d.; 

3 3075, Ad. to 1s. 4d. The price of horse labour again 
dd exceedingly : a single Farmers? Club, in Suffolk, 
t ind the experience of its members, in this particular, 
REAL as much as 50 per cent. We eannot here enter 
A the lengthened calculations necessary to illustrate 

n assumption (any one wishing to see such calcula- 
s hs will find an admirable specimen in the appendix 

Ne Tofossor Low's work on * Landed Property,") but 

os Shall assume that to plough, ordinarily deep, an 

qum of land of ordinary texture costs 85., that being 
ou cost.of a man and pair of horses per diem ; and 

"Aer operations will cost similarly in p tion to the 

the care of the beasts. The men do not leave their 

work during the day, and the ploughing is paid for at 

the rate of 11d. per aere for all kinds except olland, for 

which ls.3d.is allowed. This account may, perhaps, 

appear incredible, but its truth has been tested by many 

farmers. His land is scarcely ever behind his neighbours’ 

in any of the business of the farm, and he very often 

precedes them in sowing his crops.” This is well-said 

to be almost incredible, and it ean be true only on 

very light land. As regards ploughmen, they should 

work ten hours a day, and take care of their horses 

besides (of course receiving wages accordingly). 

good horse fed well will work each day from six o'elock 

till eleven, A.M., and with an interval of two hours in 

the stable, from one : o'clock till six, P.M., and keep its 

condition, During that tim» it ought to have walked 

16 miles, pulling all the time with an effort on the 

average of about 200 lbs. Thisis what he will do on 

the average in. ploughing, where the pair-horse system 

prevails, and putting out of consideration the time lost 

in turning on the head-land, which, aecording to the 

length of furrow, will vary from 20 to 60 per cent. of 

the whole day, the two horses will, during the course 

of it, have turned a furrow say 9 inches wide and 16 

miles long, equal in extent to rather more than ian 

aere and a quarter, This is quite within the power of 

a good pair of horses ; the draught of the plough being 

about 400 Ibs; And asa curious coincidence, and illus 

trative of Watt’s accuracy in estimating a horse-power 

at 30,000 lbs. raised 1 foot high in a minute, I may just 

point out that this is equal to 200 lbs. raised 150 feet in 

a minute, or to 200 Ibs. raised 90,000 feet in ten hours, 

which is equal to 200 lbs. yaised about 17 miles, or very 

nearly the distance which we assume the horse to walk 

in that time. 
Subsoit Ploughing requires four good horses, accom- 

panied by their two men ; we leave out of consideration 

the ploughing which precedes this operation. ‘This 
i SERQUNTS HL 
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ing cheap coal for burning soil. How does burnt clay 

operate? It doubtless improves the texture of the 

soil, making it more porous ; it, perhaps, renders the 

salts more soluble: but, I believe, its chief effect arises 

from the well known property certain porous substances 

have of absorbing gases ; charcoal will absorb many 

times its own volume of carbonic acid, spongy platinum 

condenses hydrogen so rapidly as to make the metal 

red hot, and burat clay absorbs nitrogen as ammonia 

in a very considerable degree ; it has been proved 

highly efficacious on Grass land, while the component 

parts applied in another shape had no effect.—G., 

Avonside, 
Treland.—On referring to the statistics of England 

we find that crime increases or decreases in the several 

counties according as employment is scarce or plentiful. 

Now, what is a fact in one country may fairly be applied 

to a neighbouring island, under the same Queen, laws, 

and government, with this difference only, the [partial] 

exemption of Ireland from taxation. A kind Providence 

has bestowed upon Ireland a fertile soil, a good climate, 

water power, coals, iron, copper, marble, &c. The Irish 

are a generous race, and if their spirits are more volatile 

than John Bulls, it only makes them more cheerful 

under adversity, and more ready to enjoy prosperity 

when it raps.at the doors of their cottages ; but this, 

under the present aspect of affairs, is seldom their lot 5 

its visits are, like angels’, “few and far between.” “To 

illustrate my argument, and prove that Paddy is capable 

of becoming as useful a subject as his brother John, E 

will instance the soldier; let him be enlisted from any 

part of Ireland, north, south, east, or west. Is he less 

tractable, less obedient, less able to bear fa'igue, less 

patient, or less to be depended upon in the hour of 

danger, than an Englishman ? Tf a man, left to his own 

resources, in his own country, becomes a lawless mem- 

ber of society, setting at defiance all 

and divine, how is it that his entry 

almost i iately converts the di 
force will, in average bsoil gh 10 

acres in a forinight. or 12 days, thus costing, at 8s. a day 

per man and pair of. horses, about 19s. 3d. per aere; 

but to this must beadded the cost of the men following 

the plough with the pickaxe, to remove land-fast ob- 

structions, and this will vary according to the nature of 

the ground. 
Ploughing costs, at 8s..a day for a man and pair of 

horses, from 5s. or 6s.; up to as much, in some cases, as 

16s. per acre, according to the nature ond previous cul- 

tivation of the land, and the depth of the ploughing. 

Harrowing, for. each time, will eost from 4d. to 8d. 

per acre, according as a light implement requiring a hoy 

and one horse, or a heavy implement requiring a man 

and pair of horses is employed. 

Scarifying, Cultivating, or Grubbing.—Three acres 

on 

into a trustworthy companion? It strikes me the rea- 

sons for this sudden reformation are obvious. He is 

treated kindly ; he is well fed, paid, and housed ; he is 

clothed and attended in sickness; he is profitably em- 

ployed whilst his health and strength last; and if he 

behaves well, at the expiration of his service, he has 

the pfospect of obtaining a pension ; he is looked upon 

as not a whit inferior to -his fellows, and has an equal 

chance of promotion, and of gaining the esteem of his 

officers, who make no difference between the natives of 

the united kingdom, provided they do their duty. These 

are incontrovertible truths, and are evidence of what 

may be done by pursuing a steady system of improving 

the condition of the poorer classes. It may be urged, 

that the fear of the lash may induce unruly subjects to 

of land may be scarified 4 to 5 inches deep, by the use of| be more circumspect in their conduct: no doubt the 

the proper implements, by two good horses, in the day ; 

it should thus cost about 25. 8d. per acre, and may be 

fairly put at from 2s. 6d.to 3s. Öd., according to the 

state of the land. 
Rolling will cost, according to the number of horses 

employed ; a 6 feet roller, drawn by a pair of horses 

should get over about 8 acres a day, and the operation 

will thus eost about 1s, per aere.— M. S. 

Home Correspondence. 
« Sepe etiam steriles: incendere. profuit agros." —YIn 

the Gazette of the 13th, the Hon. and Rev. L. Vernon 

Harcourt, after speaking of manuring; say :—* The 

only other great expenditure, by which it is expected 

fertility can be materially increased, is that which is 

incurred by draining.” Has he ever tried burning 

«stiff soils”? For: this process, the ground should be 

ina rough state, full of clods ; the coal of a description 

called “slack”: the price of this at the pit's mouth is 

about 2s. 6d., short weight, per ton, and railways charge 

ld. per mile carriage. The quantity required per acre 

is about 4 tons. The price of labour in burning aud 

spreading about 27. Having drawn some coal a-field, 

and shot it down, commence by sifting it with a rather 

fine cinder sieve, and make a blazing fire of knobs of 

coal; then clear a space of ground, about 2 yards over, 

by shovelling away the soil ; make therein, with clods, 

three 9-inch circles, placed relatively triangular, about 

18 inches apart ; in each of these circles or nests, strew 

a little fine coal, then with-a shovel place therein some 

of the blazing coals from the fire ; pile each little fire 

up with knobs of coal not larger than a hen’s egg ; form 

acone of clods over the whole, cover it with fine soil ; 

strew some coal dust over this, and then more soil, 

Ee and horse labour they require. Professor Low, I 

du mention, puts the cost of ploughing at only 6s. 6d., 
do ANE tear and wear (for whieh we think he charges 

i itle) and interest on cost price of animals aud 
mplements, 
il Tillage Operations.—These are all, we think, 
Bor T performed at day's wages by the regular farm 

vants. The industry of these men must be preserved 
m the farmer’s superintendence ; in fact, we know of 
ae one instance where this sort of work is paid for by 
ot NUS and this is referred to in Mr. Bacon’s Report 

" Wee as one RE 

r. Cyrus Gillet, of Markshall, an agriculturist in 
ioni Norfolk, both as an owner and oceupier, ploughs all 
min dd on one farm of 400 acres, throughout the year, 
ENS qus oxen and two ploughs. The Turnip land is 
CR SN for Barley twice, olland for Wheat once, and 
shift es for Turnips five times. The farm is in 100-acre 

S. The oxen are changed four times in the course 
of the day, and each set is brought up by a boy who has 

dread of punishment operates as a wholesome restraint 

in curbing vice, but the discipline of a regiment is not 

more stringent than the common law, nor is it more 

likely to restrain bad passions if there was nothing else 

to encourage the growth of dormant worth. Now, this 

“something else," in the case of the soldier —this 

* something else," so wanting among the labouring- 

classes of Ireland, is a knowledge that those plaeed over 

them are interested in their welfare, and will see that 

they have everything to make them comfortable—com- 

patible with their position ; further, that in time: of 

danger, want, or severe work, their officers undergo the 

same hardships as the privates. Now, this fellow 

feeling, this relying on each other for support in all 

difficulties, is the magician’s wand that turns a reckless 

Irishman into a respectable soldier, and the world can- 

not produce better. [hopeand believe that had the lower 

classes in Ireland the advantages of superi d 

kindness, and employment, from those on whose estates 

they reside, the country would rapidly improve, British 

capital flow, and the Emerald Isle become happy and 

flourishing. It.is useless expatiating upon the lawless 

state of the south and south-west ; it is wasting both 

time and patience in saying what ought to be done. 

Let an attempt be made to accomplish what all persons 

agree as most desirable, and most likely to pacify the 

property, 
ture more in character with the soil, and they will soon 

gain the affections of their brethren. Take an Irish- 

man out of his own country and he is docile, attached, 

and evincing, when treated with common humanity, 

the finest traits of feeling. The fault must, therefore, 

lie at home ; it is the want of the proteetion, support, 
and 1 of the land who are, I believe, 

at present but slightly sprinkled over the face of the 

disturbed districts, With a money-market overflowing 
100 cubic yards, which is a sufficient dressing for an 

acre; the price for labour in purning, filling, and with gold and with enterprise not exceeded at any period 

of Great Britain’s history, it is lamentable to witness 

capital leaving our own shores to enrich our foreign 

neighbours when we have within our grasp an inex- 

haustible field for the profitable expenditure. of surplus- 

cash in Ireland, Railroads may do a great deal so far 

as encouraging the exportation of food, but this wilk 

never render the lower orders contented and happy ; 
i rket-—a circulation of 

Vast quantities of grain are sent to England, 
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but unfortunately the money paid for it does not benefit 
the grower, but leaves Ireland in the shape of rent paid 
to absentees. No country, however fertile and produc- 
tive, can stand a continued drain on its resources with- 
out a corresponding return to prevent exhaustion. A 
man can have no heart to work when he feels that all 
his exertion, and every endeavour he makes to better 
himself in the world, are paralysed from the want of 
encouragement and the neglect of his interests, Let 
us hope to see a united band rise up determined to de- 
yote their time, talents, and strength to the service of 
Ireland, casting politics and party spirit aside. There 
cannot be a doubt of the result of such a patriotic 
design. It would spread over a distracted country 
peace, tent 5 1l ip.—Falcon. 

Autumn-planted Potatoes—I1 am anxious to know 
what results have been experienced by others from the 
system of planting Potatoes in theautumn. I tried the 
experiment last November in two situations on my 
glebe, and gave every advantage of husbandry and 
manure. One of the plots has just been dug over and 
planted again, in consequence of the failure of 9-10ths 
of the plants ; the other still remains with about half its 
plants alive. The Potatoes which I put in in March 
are a most promising crop, far outstripping the autumn 
plants in growth, and hitherto not indicating a single 
failure.—Clericus, Isle of Wight. [We have many 
acres in this neighbourhood flourishing autumn- 
planted Potato crop.] 

Potatoes.—The following statement may be relied 
on:—A person near Ross got up his early Potatoes 
before the severe frost of July. They were all sound. 
He did not plant his late Potatoes till after that frost. 
These were sound also.— T. Randall, Fakenham, 
May 18. 
How to establish a Rookery.—Some of your corre- 

spond ave ionall p d a wish to hear of 
any mode by which rooks might be attracted to trees 
which they do not now frequent, and the beginning of a 
rookery be established. I think we have been success- 
ful here in an attempt of this kind, as we have induced 
a number of rooks to haunt our lines of old trees, and 
a pair have this year built a nest and are now far ad- 
vanced in the business of incubation, They and their 
young will undoubtedly return to the spot another year, 
and as no guns are ever fired near the place, we shall 
most likely soon have a rookery. The nearest nests of 
these birds are in two small assemblages about a mile 
and a half from us. We have formerly tried the plans 
of fixing nests and bundles of sticks upon the trees, but 
with no success. The rooks came, but only to pull the 
nests to pieces and to carry away materials, never show- 
ing any disposition to remain, Two years ago we de- 
termined to try what must indeed be a slower but 
seemed a more promising method. We sent to a dis- 
tant rookery, not nearer than ten miles, as the crow 
flies, for a number of strong well-fledged young nest- 
lings. These were brought home, carefully tended, fed 
almost every hour in the day for many weeks with 
coarse butcher’s meat and the few earth-worms that 
could be procured in that dry spring, while their thirst 
was satisfied frequently by water from a spoon. Being 
very sensitive of cold in the absence of the parent birds, 
they were kept in a warm stable, upon a bedding of hay, 
and some of that material was strewn over their backs 
when they had settled down to sleep for the night, 
When the sun shone the door was kept open, and they 
were carried outside to bask in its beams, which seemed 
todo them great good. It is recommended that not 
more than ten birds be taken for this experiment, and 
these as large and as strong as possible. They will be 
found to require a great deal of meat. If soaked bread, 
or paste, or Potatoes, or any other vegetable substitute 
be tried, they will immediately fall back in condition, 
and some will die. While the young bird is growing 
and its plumage maturing, it must have the most sub- 
‘stantial animal food, and that continually administered 
together with water. A careful woman will be the best 
nurse to such a family, As soon as they are strong 
enough they must have full liberty to exercise their 
wings by scrambling and flying on to the nearest wall, 
railing, or bushes. There is no risk of their leaving the 
place. This they will not do for nearly three months 
yet. Already their cawing will have attracted many 
wild rooks around the spot, which will show a kindly 
Sympathy for the orphans, but will not seek to allure 
them to any other place, as their own parents would do 
if within hearing. As soon as they can perch at nights 
high enough to be safe from cats, they may be left in 
the open air. It may be some weeks yet before they 
will learn to peck up their food from the ground, even 
when thrown down to them. Soon after they learn to 
do this they will begin to forage a little in search of 
food, and sometimes to take a flight into the nearest 
fields in company with wild rooks, but they must still | 
be fed as often as they return and clamour for food, 
and especially in an evening. The longer they continue 
to be fed the more will they become attached to the 
locality. At length, however, they will become entirely 
independent and will form a little flock of rooks who will 
continually come and rest upon the nearest tall trees 
and consider these as their home. They will goto roost, 
indeed, with the other rooks of the country, perhaps in 
some distant wood ; but they will frequently come and 
repose, in the winter months, upon their favourite trees 
during the day time. This they will continue to do not 
only for the first but in subsequent years. They will 
attract large flocks of strangers to come and rest in the 
same manner, If unmolested by guns some of them 
will be seen to break off and carry twigs:in the spring, 

but'very possibly none of the birds may be sufficiently 
mature to breed until a second season. Eventually, if 
there be any gratitude in rooks, some of them will come 
and form a settlement in earnest, as has been the case 
at this place.— R. Carr, Dunstan Hill, Durham. 

Gas-tar Conerete.—The mixture I use is in the fol- 
lowing proportions :— 
Broken flints, to 4 inch guage m m -» 6 bushels, 
Powdered chalk, or slake and sifted lime ..1 ,, 
Road dirt (washed or powdered), and sifted stone 

or clean sharp sand .. m m .. 3) 
Coal-gas tar .. e N oe . +» 6 gallons. 

I level the floor"carefully, according to the purpose for 
which it is required. I have a board 4 feet square of 
slabs, with ledges 9 inches high on two opposite sides, 
and ledges 3 inches high on the other opposite sides. 
I throw down on this board 2 bushels of stone, and mix 
gradually with them 2 gallons of tar, till every stone is 
wetted, and then sift over it and mix with it one-third of 
a bushel of lime, and the like of sand. This mixing is 
done with spades, by a man and boy turning it over and 
over till it forms a stiff black concrete, which is imme- 
diately spread 3 inches thick evenly over the levelled 
space, and lime and ‘sand ‘sifted over it. Proceed till 
your space is covered, or a day’s work done; as soon 
as it will bear it, which, if thoroughly mixed, is imme- 
diately, roll it with a heavy iron roller, sifting sand and 
lime after the roller as tar oozes up from the conselida- 
tion of the stones. It does not harden so as to be used 
in less than a week, nor completely for a month ; but it 
is then hard as glass, impenetrable by liquid, by horse 
or pig, or by rats. Until quite hard, it should be fre- 
quently rolled—the more the better will it be. Rolling 
I have found to be the only method to obtain a solid 
body and even surface, If time cannot be granted it to 
harden, it should be covered with a coat of sand several 
inches thick, which may be afterwards removed. 1 
have had in use floors thus constructed for several 
years, quite sound and uninjured by horse and pig ; 
ave done some ‘in the last week, carefully noting the 

expense for the purpose of this communication, I fin 
it to be at the utmost 1s. per yard, allowing the highest 
prices and best materials, namely, flints broken to 
à an inch and sifted, delivered at 5d. per bushel ; lime, 
delivered at 5d. per bushel ; tar, 4d. per gallon ; labour, 
man 2s. per day, boy ls. per ditto; I allow 1d. per 
yard for carting sand, and for the labour of rolling at 
odd times after the floor is laid. Any light materials 
(provided they are hard and free from clay mould, or 
lime in Jumps) will answer the purpose equally well, if 
to be procured cheaper ; and to the powdered chalk 
fine powdered glass or stone, or scales from a forge, are 
good additions. Any farmer laying down such a pave- 
ment in stables, yards, or neat-houses, would be repaid 
in the first year by the saving of manure alone in quan- 
tity and quality, besides the advantages gained in the 
health and cleanliness of his animals. It is obvious that 
I have charged high prices for all the materials used. 
I have tried boiling the tar; no advantage resulted, 
and the cost and trouble were somewhat increased.— 
J. P. B.,June 19. 

West Indian Agriculture.— You were good enough 
some weeks back to refer me to various sources of in- 
formation respecting the coccus insect, of which you 
said the specimen I sent you from the West Indies was 
a variety. The situation in which the insect ensconces 
itself is so secure a one that I almost despair of suc- 
cess in contending with it by artificial means, The 
lower part of the cane leaf embraces the stalk so closely 
that it is not easily separated, and yet it is between the 
two that this terrible insect lives and commits its depre- 
dations, the precise nature of which is not very appa- 
rent, though the effects are wofully so, for the plant 
in which it has established itself inevitably withers and 
dies, To strip these leaves from the stalk would be, 
I apprehend, death to the young plants ; and yet there 
is no other means of getting at the insect. l'can only 
think that steeping in some poison must be looked to, 
and even this is a formidable operation where you have 
to deal with plants by the tens of thousands ; and I 
confess I fix my hopes more upon an improved tillage 
of the soil, and consequently a more vigorous and rapid 
growth, for I suppose in the great majority of cases 
disease is caused by an unhealthy condition of plant. 
If it be desirable to expedite and strengthen the growth 
of the Turnip against the ravages of the fly, so, I pre- 
sume, must it be desirable to invigorate the cane plant 
against its various enemies, I am happy to say that 
during my short stay in the west I saw that a very de- 
cided improvement in the character of cultivation was 
on foot, and that men's minds are not merely open to 
conviction, but eager for it ; that not only the plough, 
but various other implements are multiplying, and that 
there is every reason to hope that whilst the soil will 
thus be brought into a better state of cultivation, the 
planter will be rendered more independent of manual 
labour, of which it seems to me that under the new 
system of things it is absolutely impossible to command 
a sufficiency to work the estates according to the old 
methods, It is true that hitherto the cane has ap- 
feared to demand a peculiar kind of cultivation which 
could not be afforded it, otherwise than by the use of 
the hoe ; but I doubt not that as agricultural informa- 
tion is diffused, it will be found that that implement will 
supply most if not all that is wanting. Indeed, this 
point may be said to have been fully d d not 

Probably something may be here allowed for the rich- 
ness of the soil, resulting from the disintegration of 
igneous rocks, and something to the less severity with 
which it has been cropped ; still the success of imple- 
mental culture may be said to be here firmly established, 
and I doubt not that the result of cach experiment will 
induce an extension of the system. For my own part, 
I look upon it as the only thing which can save the 
West Indies from the ruin which threatens them. The 
old system has been carried, if I mistake not, nearly or 
quite to the limits of its capabilities ; I judge more par- 
ticularly from the island of Barbadoes, and yet the same 
estates still make adequate returns ; this cannot be said 
to be the case with the great majority, and it is a rare 
thing indeed for a small estate to hold its own, The 
fact is that a West Indian estate must be highly culti- 
vated if it is to be remunerative ; and in most instances 
a very high state of cultivation is maintained by the 
planter, who may truly be said to be indefatigable to a 
degree which would surprise many who have never 
visited the islands. But it is clear that high cultivation 
y manual labour, even where it can be obtained, must 

be very expensive, more so than can be met by low 
prices of produce, with the most deplorable uncertainty 
of result, owing to the great uncertainty of weather 
which often, at the end of the cane’s growth, ruins all 
the well founded hopes and expectations of the pre- 
ceding 10 or 12 months; not to speak of those 
numerous enemies with which the cane is affected, such 
as that which led me to take up my pen to address you, 
and which actually caused the gentleman from whose 
estate the specimen sent you was taken to plant his 
erop over five times last year, and after all without 
establishing a crop. Yet this is an estate in the very 
highest state of cultivation. When I speak of high cul- 
tivation you will observe that I am speaking of the old 
system. Ifeel convinced that the condition of the land 
may be still further improved by a more scientific cul- 
ture, and particularly by deepening where the soil will 
admit of it, and by admixt oth with hanical 
and chemical views. For instance, I have seen much 
land of a deep tenacious character deficient in cal- 
careous material, yet lying on beds of the finest marl. 
I need not say what must be required in such cases. 
Again, I have seen fine soils of this heavy character 
thoroughly tilled by implements and bearing luxuriant 
canes, which, however, have not ripened so as to make 
ood sugar. I apprehend in such cases that a very 

large dose of lime or marl would be well bestowed, an 
so on. But the planter is grievously hampered for 
means to carry such imp: ts into tion, 
without running into debt, which he knows would be 
his ruin ; he has the greatest difficulty in keeping his 
estate supplied with cash for the weekly labour, and for 
extra work he is quite unable to pay. Under such cir- 
cumstances it is clear that he must have recourse to the 

i l i as I con- 

c 

mosi S o! 
ceive, especially the substitution of implemental instead 
of manual labour. It is maintained, however, by many 
that this is no saving at all, for that in such islands a8 
Barbadoes, where pasturage does not abound, the pro- 
viding for the keep of the beasts employed would be an 
inereased burden. I shall not attempt to discuss this 
subject here, but I feel convinced that you will agree 
with me that this must be a mistake, and that on every 
account it must be the true interest of the agriculturist 
to feed a large portion of stock on an arable farm, 
where farm-yard manure cannot be purchased, and to 
feed it well up to its work, I should be heartily glad 
to assist in drawing attention to our West Indian colo- 
nies, with the appearance of which I have lately been 
much interested, of the capabilities of which I think in. 
the highest possible manner, even under existing Cit- 
cumstances ; but of the fate of which (many of them, at 
any rate), I entertain the liveliest apprehensions.—P- 

The Necessity for an Extension of Savings’ Banks im 
Rural Districts must, I think, be at once manifest 
These excellent institutions, to confer the fullest advan- 
tages which they can be made capable of extendings 
must reach the homes of the masses of our labouring 

g must. become more 

advantage. He accordingly proposed to the gentlemen 
Dumfriesshire the isl e S 

in the different parishes of the county. 
was applauded, his dati 2 
steady, however, in the pursuit of his object, and a 
cipating the benefit to be derived from it, he formed t t 
Ruthwell Savings’ Bank in his own parish, and Ad 
only were his expectations of its success fully realise f 
but he could be proud of being the founder of ut 

society that gave the impulse which has fast Spree 
through the kingdom. ‘hat so praiseworthy an ine 
ample should not inspire with zeal the clergy and d 
influential residents in our parishes, in England, Wale& 

only upon estates througl the different 
islands, but in an especial manner in 'the island of St. 
Kitts, where the canes appear more luxuriant than any- 
thing I saw in the northern group of islands, and where, 4 d, the cultivation is exclusively impl E 

Ireland, and Scotland, where these institutions exten 
in carrying it out more generally, is truly surprising, 
While I have in former communications pointed D 
the advantages to be derived (and which are derived by 

DNE 
$ A d 

p ly few) from sayings’ banks, it is lamen 
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able to know that their extension is so confined, parti- 

cularly in agricultural districts ; while they offer advan- 

tages to some, they debar others. Compared with 

Manufacturing and other districts, our agricultural 

counties offer a fair contrast in the amount of deposits 

in proporti io the populati &c.; for instance, 

according to the last official returns Buckinghamshire 

had a population of 155,989 souls, with, however, only 

four savings’ banks, and deposits amounting to 
128,0002. from 4657 depositors, being less than 17s. 

Per soul, and an average of 277. to each depositor. 

anufacturing Lancashire contained 1,667,064 souls, 

and had 35 savings’ banks, with deposits of 1,980,0002. 

from 65,402 depositors, being nearly 1. 4s. per soul, 

and an average of 307. to each depositor. In the former 
case is evinced not only a disposition but a capability to 

Save—hence the need of an extension of savings’ banks. 

In the agricultural county of Devon, from the want of 

these institutions, 400 local receivers are obliged to be 

appointed who pay the monies into the Exeter Savings’ 

ank ; I will not speak of the risk thus attending the 

Poor man's savings, and various causes which may even 
deter him from so depositing. Dr. Chalmers has well 
said, “Tf our aim be a universal common education, 
there must be schools everywhere ; or an universal 

Christian education, and there must be churches every- 
Where ; or a universally well-conditioned people, through 

the medium of higher wages, and by the operation of 

their own general economy, and we must have savings’ 

banks everywhere. He ought not to think that he has 
lived in vain who can operate for good, though it be 

only on his own little neighbourhood, or on some dis- 
trict that he may have assumed of a few hundred 

$ families, whether it be by the erection of a local church 

or the moral and religious good of the surrounding 
householders, or of a local school for the educational 
good of their children, or of a local savings’ bank for 
the economical good of the working classes, and other 
humble depositors of the vicinity in which it is placed.” 
l have before hinted who must lead in the laudable 

Undertaking for providing these institutions in parishes 
and other populous districts where they are not already 
established—the clergy and other influential residents. 

ere are no obstacles or difficulties in the way of their 

formation ; I would just state here that those who may 

be desirous of procuring information on this head will, 
am sure, meet with every due attention gratis, from 

Mr. Tidd Pratt, the barrister. The success of savings’ 
banks hitherto is an inducement for every philan- 
D ropist to engage in the work, and the anticipatory 

accruing benefit will incite him in carrying it out. As 

Another instance of the want of savings’ banks, I will 
relate the following :—A professor of the “ mystic art” 

ely succeeded in wheedling from the wife of a poor 

pbourer, in whose neighbourhood there was no savings’ 
Ms a sum of between 30/. and 407, the savings of 
imeelf and family, and the hard-earned savings of an 

elderly female relative. But there is another powerful 
Motive for the increase of savings’ banks ; they must 
€ made to supersede what are antagonist to them ; the 
Money club, the sick club, Odd Fellowship, and the 
Building Society ; the one has a mischievous tendency ; 
the other is insecure and inefficient ; the third has a 
Wasteful expenditure, promoting evil for good ; in the 
latter fines and forfeitures are incurred.—J. H. 

_ Farm Profits—A few years ago I came into posses- 
Sion of a farm in a midland county, consisting of 600 

he 350 of which are arable, the remainder Grass. 
hefarm was ingood condition, and though perfectly inex- 

Perieneed myself, I was assured that with the assistance 

9f a steady and trustworthy bailiff, I should find it a 

Profitable undertaking. I was, therefore, tempted to 
won and judge for myself. I now copy out for your 

Dspeetion (and that, I hope, of your readers) my 
alance-sheet of receipts and expenditure, from 
ichaelmas, 1844, to Miehaelmas, 1845, which I hope 

You will do me the favour to insert in your Paper, in 

fes hopes that some of your experienced farming 

lends will point out in what way I can improve my 

Anagement, so as to enable me to continue my amuse- 

B without losing more than I can afford. I 
Ould add, as one redeeming feature of my balance- 

S. Bennett, Esq. ; W.. R. Browne, Esq. ; Colonel Chal- 

loner; John Cotes, Esq.; H. Gibbs, Esq.; W. H. 

Hyett, Esq.; S. Jonas, Esq. ; John Kinder, Esq. j| 

Col. Mae Douall; W. Miles, Esq., M.P. ; R. Milward, 

Esq.; E. A. Sanford, Esq.; Prof. Sewell ; W. Shaw, 

Esq.; John Villiers Shelley, Esq. ; George Turner, 

Esq.; J. Baines, Esq.; H. Blacket, Esq.; T. 

Browne, Esq.; Dr. Calvert; C. G. Cotes, Esq. ; T. 

Dunne, Jun., Esq.; J. B. Glagg, Esq. ; T. M. Good- 

lake, Esq. ; J. Greene, Esq. ; Algernon Greville, Esq. ; 

Rev. James Linton; E. Parkyns, Esq.; E. Poole, 

Esq. ; S. Solly, Esq. ; E. Tull, Esq. ; T. Turner, Esq. ; 
and T. R, Tweed, Esq. 

The followiig new members were elected :— 

Clinton, Colonel, 66, Eaton-place, London 

Clinton, Major, 6, Audley-square, London 

Linzee, Robert G., Hampton Lodge, Farnham, Surrey 
Ravenshaw, Rey. Edward, West Kington Reetory, Chip- 

enham 

Clepham, James, Gateshead, Durham. 

ird, Rev. Christopher, Ohollerton, Hexham 

Barnes, John Stagg, Middleton-in-Teesdale, Durham 
Brakenridge, John, Bretton Park, Wakefiel 

Orde, Rey. Leonard Shafto, Alnwick 

Davidson, A. A. Greaves, Hylton-grove, West Boldon, Gates- 

hea iz 

Forsyth, Thomas, South Shields, Durham 

Markham, Rev. Rice, Morland, Penrith 

ook, William, Catraw, Stannington, Morpeth 

Burn, Richard, Orton Hall, Penrith 

Forster, John, Shafto, Cambo, Morpeth 

Cookson, Isaac Thomas, Newbiggin House, Newcastle-upon- 

Featherstonhaugh, Walker, Hermitage, Chester-le-street 
Cookson, Charles Edward, Neweastle-upon-Tyne 

Brown, Isaac, Cowpen Lodge, Bly 

stated that he had visited the city 
since their last meeting, and he was happy to report that 
the most active preparations were in progress for the 

B. | great national cattle show, to be held in that city 
on the 12th of August next. A most admirable site 

had been selected for the show-yard, situated near the 

terminus of the Waterford and Limerick Railway, and 
which the company had in the handsomest manner 
placed at, the disposal of the local committee for the 

purpose ; it consists of upwards of five acres completely 

walled in, and would form one of the best show-yards 
that had yet been selected. Professor Johnston, of 
Durham, and Mr. Smith, of Deanston, had intimated 

their intention of being present at the meeting, and of 
contributing by every means in their power to its 
effect. The secretary also stated that the time had now 
come for putting in notices of entry for the cattle-show. 
Monday, the 20th of July, would be the last day for 
receiving them, but even already he had received many 
applications from several quarters both for stock and 
implements. 

Farmers’ Clubs. 
Moreron HawrsrEAD, June 2.—The Progress of 

Agricultural Improvement.—Mr. Jackson began by 
reviewing the state of agriculture in ancient times, 
going back as far as the time of William the Conqueror, 
and noticing also the rude and imperfect state of the 

yth, 

Dobson, Thomas, Eldon-street, Neweastle-upon-Tyne 

Powles, Thomas William, Hurworth, Darlington 

upon-Tyne 
Watson, John, Burnopfield, Gateshead 

Hawthorn, William, Benwell Cottage, Neweastle-upon-Tyne 

I then used, and also the various tenures by 
which land was held. He then went on to notice the 

various gradual improvements both in the art itself, and 

also inthe variousimpl usedup tothep ime; 

and then proceeded to consider the principal causes and 

circumstances which stand in the way of agricultural 

i inty of tenure. 2d. The 

Robson, Joseph, Gateshead Park, Gateshead 
Briggs, Rawd i 

Stott, Robert, Tanfield, Gateshead 

The names of 25 candidates for election at the next 

meeting were then read. The following communica- 

tions were received :— 

l. Six specimens of the sheet-iron baskets used for 

ordinary purposes on Mr. Hudson's farm, at Castle- 

acre, in Norfolk: presented by Mr. Fisher Hobbs, to 

whom the Council ordered their best thanks to be con- 

veyed for his kind attention to their wishes on this 

oint. 
F 2. A specimen of a glass milk-pan, weighing 15 Ibs., 

and manufactured at the rate of 8d. per lb.: from 

Messrs. Edwards and Pell, to whom the thanks of the 

Council were also given for this present. 

3. Results of communication into which Mr. W. R. 

Browne, at the requesi of the Council, had placed him- 

self with Mr. William Browne, of Winterbourne Stoke, 

on the subject of his employment of eut straw for litter. 

'The Council appointed Mr. Benett, M.P., and Mr. W. 

R. Browne, to be a eommittee for the purpose of paying 

a visit to Winterbourne Stoke, and reporting to the 

p: . The 
desire of a great majority of landlords to grow timber 

on arable land. And 3d. The preservation of game. 

Showing, under the first head, the inconsistency of ex- 
pecting farmers to lay out their money to benefit their 

landlords without being sure of an adequate return for 

their capital, and that short leases gave a decided check 

to agricultural improvement. Showing, under the 
second head, the various injuries done by growing 

timber on arable land by the roots absorbing the 

manure intended to assist the growth of the crops, by 

obstructing the free access of the sun and air; the 

hedges also being the resort of vermin and encouraging 

the growth of weeds, &c. Referring to Mr. Mechi's fourth 

letter for an estimate of the loss incurred by growing 

timber on arable land, and to * Grant on Hedges” for 

an estimate of the expense of so doing, And 

showing, under the third head, the great loss sustained 

from game, not merely by the farmer in the neighbour- 

hood, but also by the country at large. He observed 

that it was not carried to the extent in this country it, 

was in those farther north, yet that no doubt great-loss 

was incurred by preserving game. . Mr. J., with regard 

to our future prospects, took into consideration, Ist, 

Monthly Council in November next the result of their 

personal inspection of Mr. Browne’s plan and its 

advantages. 
. Acommunication from Mr. Parker, of Sweeney 

Hall, near Oswestry, on the subject of a new barometer 

of his invention, preparing by him for the purpose of 

presentation to the Society. 
b. A statement from Mr. Stott, of Bristol, on the 

advantages of employing charcoal obtained from refuse 

tan as a cheap vehicle for the mechanical suspension 

and distribution of concentrated animal manure. 

6. Specimens of Wheat growa in Shropshire and 

Yorkshire, presented respectively by Mr. Wigley and 

Mr. Blacket. An interesting discussion followed the 
I tation of these speci in the course of wbich 

many important facts ted with the cultivation of 
Wheat on different soils and under different circum- 

f|should deal for the benefit of all parties. 

The relative position of landlord and tenant ; 2d, The 

most practical way of improving the same ; and 3d, 

The benefit that each party would derive by the desired 
alterations, He considered that all permanent im- 

provements of the freehold ought exclusively to belong 

to the landlord, as well as every improvement that a 

tenant cannot take with him at the end of his lease ; 

such as the erection or alteration of all buildings ; the 

removing of useless hedges and fences; the making 

of any roads or pathways, if such should be desirable 5 

and the reclaiming or draining of bog land ; and though 

there might be various obstacles in the way of his sug- 

gestions, such as the lands being in the hands of 

trustees, &c., yet these must be considered the ex- 

ceptions and not the rule with whieh future lege 
2d. He 

would state that the great bulk of the landed property 
e ey Ea 

stances, were communicated on the personal exp 

of the members present, and several valuable sugges- 

tions made for carrying out future experiments on that 

subject. 

tg that} the valuation of my stock at Michael 
25,1845. exceeds that at Michaelmas, 1844, by 5387. :— 

Bure $ 5 =e £ 94211 0 
E 2 s 97-5 

Toties i 0 * 578 9 € 
Pod Stock 0 . 8216 6 
CHANT HS 0 Wrap day? 
Arti and Seeds 0 ... 1216 6 
Beer cial Food 0 | Grain, viz., 
Sundri .. 2118 0| Wheat, 66,acres 
Rent S +» 2216 0|Barley, 87 ,, 1222 0 0 

.. 748 0 0|Oats, 21 ,, 
——_——-— | Beans, 10 ,, 
£2978 10 7 

=o £2960 7 0 

Loss onthe Year £18 3 

TS. B., Woodford. 

Roy Soocíttus. 
AL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY or ENGLAND. 

in 4 emat Councr was held at the Society’s House 

oisi Square, on Wednesday last, the 24th of 

ù 2 
a fd chair ; Duke of Richmond ; Earl Spencer ; Earl 

gar; 

Y. B. Jo po hnstone, Bart., M.P.; Sir John Ogilvy, Bart. ; 

The President reported to the Council, that he had 

communicated with the Seeretary of State on the sub- 

ject of the grant of a certain number of the metropoli- 

tan detective police force at Newcastle, for the purpose 

of guarding the members attending the ensuing County 

Meeting in that town from the depredations of the swell 

mob, and that Sir James Graham had given instruc- 

tions that every attention should be paid to the applica- 
tion of the Society. 

The Members of Council and Governors present then 

proceeded to the business of the Sprctan CoUNCIL : Lord 

Portman, President, in the Chair. Reports were re- 

ceived from Earl Spencer, on the part of the General 

Neweastle and Judges’ Committees, and from Mr. Shel- 

ley, on that of the Committee for the selection of the 

Trial-ground at Northampton ; and the Council, having 

despatched the miscell business brought before 

them connected with the ensuing Country Meeting, pro- 
ceeded, on the motion of the Duke of Richmond, to pass 

an unanimous vote of thanks to the Committee of the 

Exchange and News Rooms at Newcastle, for their 

liberality in throwing open those rooms to the free 
recess of Members of the Society during the period of 

their visit in that town during the Meeting. 

The Council stands adjourned to Wednesday next, 
mond Barker, Esq.; John Benett, Esq., M.P.; the Ist of July. 

in this neig! , and of the kingdom generally, is 

occupied by tenantry under landlords who are free to 

do what they please with their own ; and he would ask 

what better security could a man have than his own 

land, whilst there were so few tenants who would 

not willingly pay a higher rate of interest, in the shape 

of an advanced rent, than could be obtained in any 

Government security for money so invested. It lay in 

the power of most landlords to do all those improve- 

ments ; they could easily destroy their game or allow 

their tenantry to do so; they could get a ready market 

for all their timber growing in arable land, and the 

same money could be applied to the draining of bogs, 

the erection of manure tanks, or the removal of crooked 

hedgerows, &c., though none of these improvements 
should be undertaken indiscriminately, but only to such 

extent and where there would be a certainty of having 

a fair return for the capital expended; aud 3dly, in 

conclusion, Mr. J. remarked that it had been his in- 

tention to show that there are very few securities so 

ood, and none Letter, for the investment of capital, 

than the permanent improvement of land ; that there 

is;nothing a tenant can better afford to pay than the 

interest of money so invested ; that in a great number 

of cases where timber encumbers the hedgerows of 

arable land, its removal can be accomplished without. 

drawing money from other sources, and that it would 

confer a great benefit on all parties concerned, and in 

which society generally would participate in no small 

degree.—Among those present who were tenants there 

was a general feeling that if their landlords would ex- 

pend eapital in improvements, they would willingly pay 

| 
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5 per cent. on the outlay, reckoning that the increased 

facilities in working the land, and the improved produce, 

would fully enable them to do so.—J. C. Bowyer, 

Secretary. 
HARLESTON : June 10.— The Assessment of Cottage 

PProper'y.— Resolution : It is the decided opinion of this 

meeting that the present system of collecting the poor- 

* rates from the tenants of some cottages and excusing 

others, is partial and unfair ; as, however deserving of 

relief such tenants may be, the property they inhabit is 

justly intitled to pay its share of the expenses of main- 

taining the paupers belonging to the parish in whieh it 

is situated. The club considers that the only remedy 

for such a state of things is to make the payment of 

rates compulsory on the owner of the property through 

the tenant, in all cases where the net assessment does 

not exceed 6/.; the overseer's receipt to be a legal tender 

to the landlord for such portion of the rent. 

Miscellaneous. 
Cirencester Agricultural College.—This elegant and 

commodious building is now open for the reception of 
students, of whom, when the additional wing now erect- 
ingis completed, it will be capable of accommodating 
200. Itisa spacious and imposing structure, of the 
ornamented Elizabethan style, the principal front, 
which is to the south, showing a facade of 190 feet by 
50 feet in height, the centre relieved by a: well-propor- 
tioned tower, surmounted at the north-west angle by an 
octangular turret, the whole rising 93 feet from the 
lawn. The interior consists of a large dining-hall, 
70 feet by 25 feet, in height 25 feet; a library, museum, 

and laboratory, besides class rooms, on the ground 
floor. Ranges of lofty and commodious sleeping rooms 
extend through the two upper floors and the tower, 
while the offices, and apartments for the servants, are 
kept distinct from the part occupied by the students. 
A theatre, for lectures, is in project, and itis in con- 
templation to add a chapel. Every attention has been 
paid to the heating and ventilation, and the best mode 
in use adopted ; separate rooms are also provided in 
ease of illness. A more pleasant or healthy site could 
hardly have been chosen. It is situated on an elevated 
part of the farm, about a mile and a half from the town 
of Cirencester, commanding from the south an exten. 
sive prospeet over North Wiltshire ; while the rear of 
the building is near adjoining the-Park, and sheltered 
by the woods of Earl Bathurst. The objects of the 
Institution are to provide, what has ever been a deside- 
ratum —scientifie instruction in all that pertains to 

„agriculture ; and every subject treated in such a manner, 
and to such an extent, as its bearing upon agriculture 
demands ; while every description of trial and experi- 
ment will be made, so as not to risk general results, it 
being the determination of’ the Council that the system 
pursued on the farm shall be the one most profitable, 
and such as the pupils may adopt with confidence in 
their future pati h ical and practical 
teaching go hand in hand, and the whole is combined 
with the advantages of collegiate discipline.—Students 
are only i upon the ination of a propri 
or donor of 307 From 14 to 18 is the age at which 
they will be eligible to enter, nor will they be allowed 
to remain but six months after their 20th birthday. 
The annual payment of each student is 307., with such 
charges as the Council may fix for the library, museum, 
&e. Medical attendance, books, and laundress, are not 
ineluded. Non-resident students of any age will be 

owed, on the recommendation of a proprietor, to 
attend the lectures, and avail themselves of the prac- 
tical instruction, upon the same annual payment of 307. 
While attending at the college, or on the farm, they 
vill be amenable to the college authorities for their 
conduct, on pain of forfeiting the fee. The manage- 
ment of the college is committed to the Principal, who 
is responsible to the Council for the orderly conduct of 
the students, and for the general well-being of every 
department. A regular attendance at the daily prayer 
of the Chureb of England, and at the parish church on 
Sundays, is required ; but the sons of dissenters may 
respectively attend such places of worship as their 
parents shall, by letter to the Prineipal, request.— Ciren- 
cester Paper. 

Show-yard is completely enclosed by a stone wall up- 
wards of 16 feet high, having once belonged to the Dis- 
trict Lunatie Asylum of the town, and will certainly 
be the finest and most convenient locality that had ever 
yet been seen for the purpose. From the facilities thus 
afforded, great expense will be spared, and the general 
effect will be imposing in the extreme to those who will 
visit the Show. The different entertainments will also be 
upon the same scale as has distinguished the other meet- 
ings of the Society; and no place affords such facilities as Limerick for assemblies of the kind, from the extent of the district, and the vast number of resident gentry 
in the neighbourhood. Situated ag it is in the centre between the great counties of Clare, Limerick, Tippe- 
rary, Kerry and Cork, and with the internal naviga- 

that border its shore, it is expected that on no former 
occasion will there ever have assembled such a col- 
lection of practical imp and agriculturi TO! 
all parts of the countr; We. understand also that 
arrangements are in DM es for securing the same 
facilities of conveyance by canal from Dublin that 
were afforded at Ballinasloe, and which contributed 
so much to the great succe:s of that meeting. Va- 
rious communications have been already received 
both from England and Scotland, relative to the exhi- 
bition of stock and implements at the show; these in- 
clude some of the best breeders in Yorkshire and 
Northumberland, and some of the leading implement 
manufacturers in both countries. It is most desirable 
to have this point specially attended to, as the entire 
suecess of the meeting depends in a. great degree upon 
the facilities that will be afforded to every class of. ex- 
hibitors, to forward the different lots to their place of 
destination. i The time has now arrived for serving 
notices of entry, and we trust that every one in the 
south and centre of Ireland will use their utmost efforts 
to contribute, by every means in their power, to render 
the meeting as effective as possible. Lirmeriek is famed 
for the tone and quality of its society, and the different 
entertainments, particularly the balls and assemblies, 
will be on a most splendid scale.. We understand, also, 
that efforts will be made to give the meeting a practical 
and scientific turn, as at Ballinasloe, and that first-rate 
lecturers on. agricultural subjects will be secured. On 
the whole, the time is approaching for preparing the 
notices of entry, and we hope that the nobility and 
gentry of the neighbourhood will make every exertion 
to render the meeting worthy of the locality, and equal, 
if not superior to any of its predecessors.—Irish Farmers’ 
Gazette. 

Calendar of Operations, 
JUNE. : 

Tue operation of singling and horse-hoeing the earliest Tur- 
nips will now be proceeding. The latter is a very important 
operation, and should be repeated at intervals of a fortnight as 
long as the crop will permit. It is now the farmer should con- 
sider that-he is growing the grain crop which succeeds his Tur- 
nips: for undoubtedly it is upon the due cultivation of the land 
now that its produce then will depend. If the land be horse- 
hoed once to destroy weeds, it should be horse-hoed three or 
four times merely for the purpose of preserving a fine tilth be- 
tween the rows to a depth of five or six inches from the surface. 
It is surprising how the plants will avail themselves of the feed- 
ing-ground, so to speak, thus afforded them. In a few weeks 
the whole soil to that depth will r 
sponge of rootlets. The operation of singling the plants is also 
important. The interval between the plants must be determined 
on after considering the richness of the soil, and the variety o: 
‘oot grown : 11 to 15 inches will generally answer the purpose. 
The singling may be done by women, and will cost from 2s, 6d. 
o 39s. 6d. per aere. It is done by a hoe, which is alternately 
pushed and pulled, leaving anedged ridge along the ground, 
with single plants at the above interval along its ri i 
The young plants may be very roughly treated without injury, 
and indeed with advantage. If attached to the ground by but 
one single fibre of their root, they will grow and flourish. 

his, and sowing the later Turnips, and hay-making, an 
the second hocing of the Mangold Wurzel crop, will occupy the 
farmer during the latter end of this month, 

Wotices to Correspondents. 

OnrckENS—Nimrod— We should give them curds from new milk, 
Perhaps some experienced reader will give advice. 

Sub. 4 arm S ——' Perhaps one of your readers would 
obligingly furnish me, through you, with an estimate of the 
expense of stocking a farm of 200 acres in any of the south- 
western counties of England, supposing two-thirds of the 
farm arable and the remaining third Grass. 

ore par- 
hints with ticularly every item is stat : 

rd to the requisite amount of capital will be thankfully eg 
recei 

Gonse—G. S—You must either pull the weeds, or plough up for 
Turnips. The latter will be most advisable. 

Haymaxine MACHINES— Eboracensis—They are in common use 
about us ; and we never heard any objection to them. If the 
Grass be cut as it ought to be, before it is in seed, it is plain 

no seed can be shaken out, Grass containing much 
Clover would be injured by much shaking; but the machine 
is only used for the first tedding, 

RENT-CHARGE—E C—Point out the rick to the collector. Do 
not sell it yourself, You should apply to your attorney. We 
cannot answer legal questions, 

Specimen or Wurat—Leamington—Thank you. 
Wheat, Triticum compositum, 

Warre Musrarp—A Sub—“ Having been a grower of White 
Mustard the last two years, and judging that many others 
have also done so, and put their sheep on it, I would 
ask whether any have ever felt any ill effects from it?” 

*,* Communications reaching town after Wednesday, cannot be 
answered the same week. 

Itis Egyptian 

= 

MMarkets, 
SMITHFIELD, Monvay, June 22,—Per Stone of 8 lbs, o 3s Bto Bs Ie = ato my 

86 8 

est Scots, Herefords, & 
Bost Short Horne 

o | est Long-wool 
a itto (shorn) ~- 8 8 4 

Second quality Beasts - 210 3 4| Ewesandsecondquality —  — Galvos - - = 3 4 6 Ditto (shorn) 3 Best Downs & Half-bred — ambs - -= 
Ditto (shorn) | - 4 9|Pigs — - 

leasta, 2704; Sheep and Lambs, 33,82 
Although we have rather a small eu. 

for the demand ; indee: 
en 

siderably we 
fo! 

a 
Fray, June 26, 

"Thenumberof fresh Beasts up to this day's m 

“Beasts, 706; Sheep and Lambs, 13,070; Calvos, 507; Pigs, 290. 
41, West Smithfield. 

OPS, FRIDAY, June 26, 
ions this week vary a good d E 

but few exceptions, is going on favourab} t; middle 

The market has declined con- 
tion of the Shannon, conneeting the different counties PRNDEN & Sarre, Hop-Faotors, 

COVENT GARDEN, JUNE 27.— 
fully supplied, and most kinds of Fruit have been abundant, 

nch and Dutch Cherries ; they are selling 
6d. per dozen lbs. Ripe Gooseberries begin 

to make their appearance in tolerableabundanee. Apples and 
Pears being nearly over for a season, what remain are sold at 
nominal prices. Oranges are plentiful, considering the season, 
and Nuts of all kinds are sufficient for the demand, 

English Melons may be obtained at are scarce and dear, E 
last week's prices, and some good foreign ones are also in the 
market, t V. es, Asparagus is scarcer, and conse- 
quently dearer, Cabbages, Cauliflowers, &c., are d and suffi- 
cient for thedemand. Carrots and Turnips are cheaper, and the 
same may be said of Peas. Early Mazagan Beans begin to make 
their appearance in the market, Celery is good in quality, Po- 

.FRUITS. 
Pine Apple, perlb:, 6sto 8s 
Grapes; Hothouse, per Ib., 3s to Ga 
Apples, Dess., per bush., 7s to 20s 

— Kitchen, 7s to 15s 
Melons, each, 4s to 8 

Oranges, per dozen, leto 2s 6d 
— per 100, 4s to 18s 
-— Seville, per 100, 108 to 168, 
— per dozen, 2s to 2s 6d 

Lemons, per dozen, 2s 6d to 6s 

= per 100, 168 to 30s 

Cabbages, per doz., 6d to 1« ad 
Cauliflowers, per do 5 
Artichol per d 

oP 
es, per don, 2s tod 

French Beans, per 100, 1s 6d to 24 
2s to 6s 

Sorrel, perhf.-sieve, 9d.to 1 

VEGETABLES. 

Gooseberries graan, 
Currants, red; per hi 

— "white, do. 651075 
Strawberries, per potsle, 6d to le 64 
Raspberries, per potile, 64 to 8d 
Cherries, per Ib., 4d to 6d 

eek, Gs 
Sweer Almonds, per lb», 8e to 24 
Filberts, English, p. 100108., 60s to 608 
Nuts, Cob, per 100 1bs., 801 to 90s 

Walnuts, per bushel, 19s to 168 

ra: 
Spa 
nts, 

Carrots, per bunch, 6d to 9d 
Onions, per hf.-sv, 3s to 4s 
— Spanish, per doz., 1 d to 68 

Shallots, per 1b., 10d to 1s 
Garlio, perlb., 64 to 8d. 

nce, per score, Cab., 4d to 14 
Potatoes, perton, 70s to 1808 

- CWE, 4s t0 0» 
E bushel, ds to 46d 
— Kidney, per do. lba., 3s to 4s 
— Frame, per lbs; sd.to dd. 

Du to ls 8d Savory, per bunch, 4d to 6d 
er di 6d to ls Gd. 

Horse Radish, per bundle, 92 £091 5, p. 12 sm, bun. 6d to 8d Rhubarb, per bundle, 5d to 1s Parsley, per bunch, 1d to 3d Asparagns, per bundle; 3s to 7$ Shy 
s 

BERLAND MARKET, une 25, 
Prime Mead. Hay- 84sto. 90» | Old Clover 108: to 115s 
Inferior - 68 76 |Inferiordo, 90 100 | Straw 843 10965. 
Newüay, = 60. 70 i New Clover 80 98 
ACTED EMPVTE atl . ... JosnuA Barer, Hay Salesme 

ENGLISH TIMBER AND BARK, 
Round Timber, per load. 

Oak 51.103 1082 0s 

5.0 7.15 

.—June 25, 
Plank,pex foot cube. | Inch board pr. ft. supfle 

3s 0d to.5s 0d ajd to 6d} 
2.6 4 0 4 

8 8 or gt 0 1 2 B 
2.10 8 0 195 30 2 2} 

0 | FU gm E] 5 
ie extensive contracts have been entered into 85 

j cwt deliverad.. JS: 
MARK-LANE, Monpay, June 22, 

The supply of Wheat from Essex, Kent, and Suffolk, 
although rather larger than last week, met a tolerably free sale 

er qr. advance upon the rates of this day se’nnight. In 
free foreign there was very little doing, but bonded was more 
inquired after than of late, particularly by parties from the 
country, without, however, leading to much business.—Barle; 
is held with increased firmness,—We raise our quotations for 
Beans and Peas, each 2s. per qr. ; bonded are held still higher, 
but the demand is not extensive at the adyance.—Fine Oats are 
fully 1s. per qr. dearer, but the out-of-condition and light 
foreign qualities do not participate in this improvement, 

8 10 4 

Oak Bark.—In London som 
127, to 131. 10s, per load of 

BRITISH, PER IMPERIAL QUARTER, & 8. $8. si 

Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk .  , b5 6b d . 50 60 
—— Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire 50 54 hite 50 55 
Barley, Malting and distilling 28s to3 30 38 Grind, 93. 26 
ate, Dincolnahizo and Yorkshire . 26 30 eed 25 28 

Northumberland and Scotch , d 26 30 Potato 29 87 
— Ins! MESS Gib nace 25 29 Potato 26 9l Mule, pale, ship 02s), 60 
—— entrdaniEmex o | 60 65 

V CHAUD ePi tos wl .'84 86 
Beans, Mazagan, old and new 30 to T! 82 46 Harrow 34 48 
z- „Pigeon, Heligoland : 88 to 59 Winds — —  Longpod— — 
Peas, White v ope 88 Qo 4d ple 88 36 Groy.. 82 34 Ma 

FRIDAY, J 26. 
There was a fair show of English Wheat by land carriage 

samples from Essex, this morning, which, owing to the passing 
orn Bill and consequent release of bonded stocks, 

could not be disposed of without submitting to a decline of 28. 
to 9s. per qr., and therefore remained unsold. In foreign very 
little business was done, holders generally demanding an, ad- 
yance of 2s, per qr. and upwards upon the late bonded prices, 
independant of duty, which buyers were unwilling to comply 
with.—Barley remains as on Monday.—Beans and Peas are 
very unsaleable, but we do not alter our quotations.—The Oat 
trade is flat; free corn must be written 1s, to 2s, per G+ 
cheaper, and bonded is held for 1s, per qr. more money. 

IMPERIAL AVERAGES, 
Beans.| Pest | Wheat, Oats, | Rye. la 

May 16 per Quarter 57+ Od) 298 4d 94s 1d] 38» 5d| 36eid| 841 
— 398 . ^. .| 5 5| 2810 93 8| 34,6) ac o | 348 2 
— 20 + +] 53.4] 58,4] 98 9| 32 4| 8510| 84,0 

Jun. 6 + | 5210| sz a| 23 4| 2210 | ap 10 | 5410 
—2. Bs « . B20) 271| 283. 82 4| 85 8| 8456 
- 080 + ej 5) 5| 27 3] 99 8| 388 4| 36 4| 39 

6 weeks Aggreg. Aver. | 58 8| 98 1| sa 7| G8 1| B3511 | 34 8 

Duties on Forelgn Grain 18 n 
Diagram showing the fluctuations 

si: ndin; 

| Paron, | Max 16 | May 23 

DT8 0d |o 
55 10 

IHELTSSIITI 
gB Ja SEEDS, June.26, A 

Canary = = penqr 885to 44s| LinseedCakes,Foreign,p.ton 7] to T 
45 48 | Musta A bush -5 ie: Caraway = per owt rd, White = P. 

Glover, Red, English = npe bs — 
- — Foreign = — — — Brown. 5 = Tor ggl 
— White, English - — —| Rapeseed, English ,perlass 997 7" 
= | — Foreign, - — —|RapeCakes -~ per ton c Dorander - - + 10 16 | Saintfoin x 

~ perqr. 85 
Linseed. - ^. pe qr 4 
am Baldo = | - = 40 
— Cakes Eng. per 1000/10! 

ng. winter p.busb.. 774 86 | Taren, Eng, winter p. bush seg 

43 |'Prefol) - - ju cwt vin n 
j T ip (too variable for quotation), 

eR tian V'Ruvosronp AND LAY« 
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— EAST INDIAN “ORCHIDS. 

ESSRS. J. C. & S. STEVENS. beg sé announce 
they will sell by Auction, at their Great Room, 38, King- 

Street, Covent-garden, on Saturday, 4th July, at 12 For lo SCIO 
a Parcel of very Choice EAST INDIAN ORCHIDS, just 

i e condi and consisting n Phalaenopsis 

amabilis, Vanda noe a new species of A es, a new 

Renanthera, &c. be viewed the day prior anal morning of 

Sale, and Cate eee had of the Auctioneer: 

ANTED TO RENT, at LIA. day or? Midhackhas) 
; a convenient COTTAGE, and 2 AE of land, with 

suitable butions, in good condition. A lease would be pre- 
ferred, and a purchase would not be cijected, Wiss ee 
W. H. R., the Office of this his Paper. 

Frau TO LET m A FARM to be Let on Lease from 
Michaelmas next. a term of 21 years, consisting on 

about 650 acres of DER VUE situate i one of the Wes 
Counties, and contiguous to several good Market Towns, and d 
tant about four miles from a railway leading m the Metropoli: 

Othe heart of the manufacturing district. e farmhouse and 
ir m midst convenient. 

y and capital al need 

apply, and all applicants must give the mm and addresses 
as well of themselves as of two respectable referees.—Direct t 

. B., Farmers’ Club, York Hotel, Bridge-strect, Blackfriars, as 

GRICULTURAL PRIZES.—£200 Prizes rue 
ements; £600 Prizes for Farms, Stock, Essays, &c., 

are offered by the YonmksmumE AGRICULTURAL Socrery at its 
Meeting at WAKEFIELD. The last day of entry is JoLy 23d. 

Forms, &c., may be had on application 

Thiriefield, TI Thirsk. MATTHEW M. Pesce. Secretary. 
mu E E LU 

EARLY HARVEST. 

RUMMONDS IMPROVED REAPING 
| THES continue to give great satisfaction, and are 

recommended with every confidence | as being cheaper, quicker, 
And not so wasteful as the LN mode of mowing grain ; 

Au delivered free by the Subscribers in London, Heus » Hull, 
"Newcastle, Cork, Belfast, and Pondonserey, at is id. each ; dd 
When more than three are taken, at 11s. eac 

No order will be atendu to fr n Moneda corres- 
Pondents without a remittance, MOND & Sons, 
pigricultural A Museum, Stirling, N.B., and 58, Dawson-: street, 

une, 1846, 
qDARRÓWMANS S PLOUGIHS. Parties who were, owing to 

des great demand, disappointed in not getting these Ploughs 

Fx Spring, are respectfully informed ERES a stock is now on 
and; and orders can be executed forthwith 

Rape rape e ed 

CHEAP AND DURABLE ROOFING, _ 

BY HER 4 

MAJESTY'S 

M*NEILL a CO., of Du UM Buildings, Bunhill- 
the Manufacturers and and np ajentacy of 

FEL H 
Carey Farm ‘Buildings, Shedding, Workshops, and for 

thi ds Felt 

s Ma ab! s Woops AND Forests, 

Terres BOARD or OnDNAN! 

TONOURABLE East INDIA Comp, 
TONOURABLE COMMISSIONERS OF Cbron 
b Mirean 8 STA DB) rig 

p BOTANIC- GA , 
pa on the ation of the Dak kes of S N 
and, Newe: castle, Northumberland, cent (at. Pipher 
the late Ear er, and most of tne Nobility and Gentry; 
and at m Rl Agricultural. KHAI: Hanover-square. 
pi is half the price of any other description of bod and 
‘ects a great saving of Timber in the construction of Roofs, 

made to any length by 32 inches wide. i 
i Barat ONE PENNY PER SQUARE room 

o Ramples, s, with Directions for its Use, d Testimonials 
is sey years’ experience, with references de aee Gen- 
emen, Architects, and Builders, sent free to any part of the 
Own or countr: ers by post executed. 

i Gr The Public on e SRRA cautioned that the only Works 
n Great Britain where the RE Roofing is made, are 

F. M'NEILL & CO. 

and, Norfolk, Rut. 

ideae Felt Ma PUR: buildings, Bunhill-row, 
ES where Roofs covered with the Felt may be seen, as 
ae. Run vies ellor's Court, and the Passages and 
ing ces at the entrance s Westminster Hall, and other build- 
vw 5 at the New Houses of Parliament, done under the Sur- 
m ip ol of Charles Barry, Esq., R.A. 

pli 1sumers sending direct to the Factory can be sup- lied in rus best suited to their Roofs, so that they pay for 
29 more than they require. 

ORNAMENTAL WIREWORK FOR THE GARDEN. 

B. THOMPSON ax». CO. beg respectfully to an- 
nounce that they continue to are at their Manufac- 

B 390, Oxford-street, London, all Kinds of Fancy Ornamental 
dun irework suited for the reenhouse, or Conservatory, 
n ih of io owel uS i 

8 
niners, Stands and Borders, Garden 

, Improved Garden and Hothouse 
Mis pops FUSSPHEE Bellows, and other Floricultu- 

B aowpeons s Improved Waterpot, ed DORAGNESD 
antages over all others, the smaller 

ladies use. Theyhave now on EAE ̂  novel fo! elaine 
Which le W ooden Garden Chair, at 3s. 6d. E or 36s, per doz., 
— quantity is packed in a small space. 

M ETCALFE'SNEW PATTERN TOOTH-BRUSH 
and SMYRNA SPONGES.—The Tooth-Brush has the 

important advantage of searching thoroughly into the divisions 

of the teeth, and cleaning them in the most effectual and extra- 
oS m anner, and is for the hairs not coming 

loose—is, An improved Clothes Brush, that cleans in a third 
part of the usual time, and incapable of injuring the finest nap 
Penetrating ‘ushes, with the durable unbleached Rus- 

sian bri istles, eM often like common hair. Flesh 

Brushes of improved graduated pas popari friction. Velvet 

Brushes which act in the most s ng and successful ma: 

o genuine Smyrna Sponge, ith its preserved valuable 
d durability, by means of 

: ur un all intermediate parties? 
des NE bleaching, and securing the luxury ofa 

genuine Smyrna Sponge. Only at MeTCALrE's Sole Establish- 
ment, 130 p, Oxford-street, one m from Holles.street. 

Caution.— Beware of the words “ From Metcalfe’s,” adopted 
by some house! 

E os AYS, ca Urns, Knives and Forks, Dish 
At at C. WATSON'S 41 and.42, Barbican, and 

16, Nort ton T olgate.—Estab!ished half a mE y. A set of three 

Paper Tea Trays, including the largest size made, 35s., very 
richly ornamented all over, tof tiree, ol up to ar. — 

a Trays, 7s. 6d. aset, MER upwards.—. uart Lon- 

dahzmndenronga Tea Urn, 35s, with the e. Wen up 
ont aed London-made Dish Covers, p —A set 0: 

6d.—Best ae al raised, 35s. 6d., set of six. — Elegant 

i DNE 9s. 6d., set of six. 
Ivory Table nives, llis. per doz. ; DN 9s. ; Carvers, 

DNE | Table. | Dessert.| Carvers. 
nob handsome Balagoe ice doz. iis doz. |6s.6d. pr 

4inch Balance-handle, largest and 
bestmade .. " 208. ,, \16s, E 

Ditto, with Watson's n Bias 
handles, equal.to Silve 295, 6d. aro 15:60. 

orks half. the p e of the above. 

WATSON’ d ‘handsomely Wegen oes CATALOGUE and 

Parce Current is just published, and families who regard 

economy and ele; anes should possess themselves. of this. meal 

Book, which may, be had gratis, and pos t free, from the 

address. ions inventor of the celebrated Albata Plate, ance 

TOA RTISTS, &e 

ALIGRAPHIC BLACK-LEAD. PENCILS.— 
These Pencils ave perfectly free from grit, and for richness 

of tone, eae of colour, delicacy of tint, a ven ex- 

ture, are not to be equalled by the best Cumberland Lead that 

can be obtained at the present time, and are infinitely superior 
to every other description of Pencil now in use They will also 
BE. themselves to all who use the Black-lead Pencil Er 

n, by tl 

DAE little mora than half the im of other Pénolls. - 

H, e HB, B, DM , FF, W*.. 4s. per dozen. 
MEI ERE 

JE 
B 

BBBB 
W'—This Pencilis “particularly recommended for writing and 

counting-house 
May be had of all mo jos: e disc Booksellers, 

&c. ; and at the Manufacturers’, E. Wonrs & Sox, 23, Church- 
street, Spitalficlds, London. 

ngle Pencil will be ix as a sample, upon the re- 

oet; ofi postage stamps to the am E BE 

HEAL AND SON'S LIST OF BEDDING, 
containing a full description of Weights, Sizes, and 

Prices, by which purchasers are enabled to judge the articles 

po are best suited to make a good set of Rates pr free 

„ on application to their ihe est in 

Eran exclusively for the manufacture and sale of “Bedding 

(no bedsteads or other eae being kept).—HxzaAr and Son. 

Feather Dressers and B ing Manufacturers, 196, opposite the 

Chapel, eei t- dm 

POPULAR REMED 

ARRS TAFE "PILLS. —The trova success 
edicine is the wonder of the age; it has Uwe 

tried by hundreds of thousands as an a erien ; and has 

every instance done good ; it has never in the slightest dS 
impaired the most delicate constitution, Tens of thousands 

have testified that perseverance in the use of Pamu's LIFE 

ius will completely cure any disease, and are i ng wit- 

nesses of the benefit received from this invaluable medicine.— 

Testimonials are received daily, and it would be MORD ,in 

a newspaper, to publish one-half received ; and the following 
are selected as people well known in Ses T ION neigh- 

bourhoods, and whose testimony is uni mal Further 

sheets of Testimonials and fhe “Life d "Times of ‘(Old Parr” 

may be had gratis of all Agents, 
" pu " Som ing ORAE Ms ooy to the efficacy of. Par’ C] 

s has just been received by the Proprietor: *To 
M gr P. London. enr dr Dee. 7, 1844. 

Sirs; You will please to end me en more PARR’S LIFE 
They aretaking w. Sai and, I can assure 

g an pensio good ; every one who has 

e Liver and Stomach. derives a 

dc. WILLIAM GILCHRIEST, 

you, they are do oin, 

tried them in affection: 

great deal of HE You 

Apother aig and Surgeon.” 
“Long Benton, near Slemcastiq) August 11, 1845.. Sirs,—I 

beg to thank, and inform you of the w vonderful effect of youn 

Parr’s Lire Pitts. I was long subject to Shortness of Breath, 

with Cough, &c., but after taking your Pill i 
ot only cured but feel quite young again, ai 

old man of 60, I feel so much ne “that I think I shall live to 

be90 atleast. Ifyou think this will be of service you are quite 

welcome to print it. Yours, with much respect, PETER MURPHY,” 

Beware of spur: ious imitations of the above medicine. None 

Bre genuine unless the words *PARR'S LIFE PILLS” are 

WHITE LETTERS ON A RE eru hepar ed on the 

Gov ernment Stamp, pasted round each b: so the fac-simile 

of the Signature of the Proprietors, ** T. "ROBERTS and CO.,” 

Cr: ane-court, on the directions 
Sold in boxes, ai 1d., 2s, 9d., and family packets at 11s., 

by all „respectable uade and patent medicine retailers 
the kingdom. 

(usar AND EFFECTIVE FENCE AGAINST 
Datt HARES AND RABBITS.—Iron wire netting of various 

5 stall ot and of superior workmanship, es in Oe e 
se Mall qu LU a on. very reasonable terms. co: r de- 
tee Hon of net will be found useful as a substitute pini 

ks, Ge Arches, ae and other garden purposes. None 
Cover, Out without receiving at least two coats of a newly-dis- 
to 16d and very durable a m porone p nint. Prices from 7d. 

o Mr. Tanna, 21, Brownlow- 

nr COATS, superfine. REI made to measure, 
355. s. to 425, ; extra Saxony, 5 ; frock coats, silk facing, 
ito 1 .; extra Saxony, 50s. nds 55s. ; fashionable trousers, 

Waist 2s, 6d. ; doeskin, new patterns, 12s., 16s., and 21s. ; 
and 40355, of the newest patterns, 62. Gd. to 103. 64. ; rich satin 
Paletote i Ts. 6d, to 12s. 6d. ; overcoats of the newest syle, in 
meret Alberts, and. Codringtons, of llama cloth and oe 
to 14505 (waterproof), 21s, to 30s. 5 travelling wrappers 85 
Tuis: Boys’ and. youths’ clothing of every descri] En 

0s. ; office, garden, and shoot- 
iow 15s. a sui perfine black cloth, 

31, Ke xtra Saxony di tto, 51, 10s. to 4l. =e HER & Co., Tai ailors, 
Ing William.street, City, 10 doors from London-bridge. 

a" Full direc tions are given with each bo: 

E) THE NOBILITY, GENTRY, NURSERY. MEN, 
GERS, AND ‘OTHERS. 

ESR ae "BROTHERS, 170, Litt E pipe. 

sole fthe IMPROVED 

MENOGRAPH, or Labels for Garden Borders, emen Pots, 

Engravings of the same, with prices attached, rend per 

IRON- 

[T 

Price Sixpence, free by post. 
2 ail - f 

Ghz Railway Chronicle 
Of Saturday, JUNE 20, contains ee on 

EVENTS OF Eh OE —CHISLET AND LA A TU 

TER 
THE GE Q —THE ATMOS 

SYSTEM CONT DRAMA TION OF VERDICT IN OEPILERUO 
v SPOTTISWOODE — INTERPRETATION. OF THE 
GAUGE POISON DECISION ON SOUTH-EASTERN 

CASE v. GREAT WESTERN—VAGARIES ON BUSINESS 

REPORTS OF AEETINGS.— —Ljnn and E 
and Lyons—Meeting rove Bills bef 

—Hayle—Paris 
e Parliament— 

Meetings of Shareholders to Affirm or Dissolve. 
OFFICIAL 

e Gau, 
d EAE: s’ Amended luti on 

GS OF SOCIETIES. EE of Civil Engi- 
Harding's Paper on the Resistance of Railway 

ains (with sia a continued. 
PARLIAMEN TARY —Progress of Bilis— 
Committees on Opposed dM Propria of Parliamentary 

ess for ensuing week. 
Expor imental Trip on the Broad Gauge—Engine Performances 

m the oe dena uin am aa of Works—Accidents—Law 
Tntellig ‘eeti s for Loans—Contracts—Di- 
vidéuds GA ST Deposits aetan Transtar Books closed— 
€ "Traffic Lists—Foreign Ditto 
—Money Market— 
is “Spee tater i on Unik 

DINGS. 

ris eit ter— Coach Accidents — The 
rmii 

aH bla Rx 1 of converting Broad 
int Farrow: pus Lines—Carriers' Petition against Break 

GOSSIP. S French Réliwaga, No. Per —Line f; om the Atlantic 
tothe 

Order Railway Ere of. any Newsvender, 

RAILWAY CHRON IUE TR RV ANC CHARTS. 
HE FIRST OF THE SE 

LONDON TO aoe H TON, 

containing 83 Engravings, price 6d., in a Wrapper, 

May be had at all the Stations Darwen, London and B ighton, 

E SECOND OF THE SERIES 
LONDON TO WOKING AND GUILDEORD, 

with about 50 Illustrations, K 

May be had at all tlie Stations between Vadehall and Guildford, 

early ready, 
LONDON TO OXFORD, 

ON THE GREAT WESTERN, 
Price 64., in a Wrapper. 

LONDON TO WOLVERTON, 
ES THE BIMMING HAM, 

ice 6d., in a Wrappe 

PRICE FOURPENCE, OF ANY BOOKSELLER, 

(Qu cius or Aum NUMBER. ror SATURDAY 
LAST, JUNE 20, OF 

THE ATH EN/EUM 
JOURNAL Mt pubem AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, 

CE, AND THE FINE AR 

erc Large Quarto um 
eres or, Met EXTRACTS FROM— 

Influence of Christia [SE to D edition of 

moting ‘Abolition of Slav E ES romwell's ers aud 
C. Ba bington, | Speeches. By T. posay 

MO of British Village Tales. By B. Auer- 

Dri ama. By ‘gilbert Abbott pect: FETA from Ger- 

à Beck ett. 

Osiginal Letters, Musakka: History ot Reformation of the 
of English History. By Sir |, 16th Century. By J, H, M. 

Ellis. | @Aubigne, 

WITH SHORTER ee or— 
Pericles. n ove, War, and- Adventure; 

Practical Treatise on Weaving. y Harkness. 
, White. araia of the People. By 

Remarks of Slav: Rev. Milner, ry and Slave | 
By T. | Philosophy, of Wealth, Bys. wads: of. Br: 

Nel 
Go xi "Sayings of Ped An y ‘Rise and. D 

Edited by Rev.| of Change in Rel s Opi- 
nion in Dingle, &c. ‘By Mrs, 

een ES W. T. Imeson . P. Thompson 

Sagina Papers:—Mr. "Hallivelfs Letters of the Kings 
of Englan: 

Our We okly Gossip.—sir $ I "s Soirée—Royal Col- 

lege of Chemistry, nd ue first stone by Prince Albert— 

Mr, keiadi : ie bra tonei of Old ree 

D Opening of Bathe cand W 
houses pe Ao Boor in pé cem 
Refoyo- Improvement of our Military E 

Saleo 

o 
Teee aph between Engla jg a Pr: eee TS to s. 

ply Southwark with Pure Wa 
in Ieeland—Academy of selene oa at V 

MM. C. de Ochoa, R. DIET and Dr, Marheineeke. 

Societies, RovAn: (Rev. H. Savage, on desquimation and 

change of co! olour in anegro of Upper Guinea) —GEOLOGICAL : 

(Mr. Stutchbury, on new Plesiosaurus from the 

Mr, Lyell oal measures of 

E »: 
Me per > Mr. Thomas, on. co n 

STITUTE sen Inrs ARCHITECTS : (Mr. Toynbee, on Venti- 

lation, d&c.) 

Fine Arts. British Tur rit Ancient Masters.—Portrait 

of Napoleon at Fontai jneblea 
[r7 —Mr. Toazh's Statue of Southey—Re- 

» Durham Cathedral—Rebuilding of Glastonbury 
oss Painting by M. Jolliy vet —French Committee 

Fe Diidose 0j ural Paintings 
am. 

Music and the Drama.—tiége Festival Her Majesty's 
Theatre—Seventh P! hilharmonic Cone: r, Moscheles’s 
Farewell Concert—Concerts. of the We 

—Drury Lane—Haymarket (Re-appoarance, of the Misses 
E 

Miseellameas—Paris Academy of Sciences—Requiescat, by 
Ei Freiligr: ath. edo by Mary Seana ee ofa 

T 
aus in ste 

Hig! 
of om Monumen 

at Arnac la Poste—Fine s at Amsterdan 

Post to alt parts of the Xeon on E as above. 

Sole Agents in London, G. nd J. DEA: à 

Implement Warehouse, 46, F ng Wil am-st., Tondon E B mim 

TXTRAORDINARY CELEBRITY OF HOLLO- 

WAY'S PILLS Ir INDIA.—The reputation of these Pills 

ersal. They may be had in every part of India, phare 

s are mein taal in all the native tongues. Their de- 

mand is immense. They cure diseases of the Liver, the it ungs, 

and the Stomach, and other dangerous complaints so prevalent 

there. They aet also in a truly astonishing manner in cases 

where persons se been for a long time in a weak and declin- 

ing state, as tl uickly restore health: nh simangtly and 

energy, when. Bene other means have fail No one should 

consider his case as hopeless. until he has TE the: ame of 

this admirable Medicine. Sold by all Druggists, and at Prof, 

Horroway’s Establishment, 244, Strand, London, 

‘ified Human Mumm; 
of any Bookseller. Order dnd A 

Just published, Tn 1s., the Fourth Edition (Translated from 
Vineteenth French Edition), 

CONSTIPATION DESTROYED ; or Exposition 

f natural, simple, agreeable, and infall lible. rag ee not 

only of ov: ercoming, ‘but also of completely destroy abitua 

Constipation, without using, either guns or e a 
n France, by M: 

old by JAMES YovENs and. Co, "ioa dealers, 4 poe ha 

T and by. all Booksellers in the United Kingdom. 
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LBION LIFE INSURANCE Se ee IU) 
EW BRIDGE- STREET, LON: 

Jnstituted in 1805.—Empo: dye d ̂ Aot WE UR nk: 

PznrxcT SECURITY, arising- om i ̂  use Capital, totally inde- 
pendent of the Premium Fun: 

A Bonus amounting to Four-fifths, or 80 per Cent. of the 
Las Bos arising from all Policies ns upon the 

ales of Premium, be apportioned 

con the "Folicy-holdérs on the 29th Seytember, 1849, and 

thenceforward atthe end of every three years, either 
By Payment in Cas 

By Augmentation of Dn Sum Insured ; 

By Reduction of the Future Annual Gi m, 
rofits, Res and G for limited 

ther Rates of 

x Debo als, iue. 
ties See in the country are not pained a to appear person- 

ally in London, DwIN CHARLTON, Secretary.” 

ICTORIA LIFE ‘ASSURANCE COMPANY, 
No, 18, KING Ae STREET, CITY. 

DIRE 
Sir James Duke, Beene, "M. P, Chairman, 
Benjamin Hawes, Esq., Deputy Chai 

d Thomas Nesbitt, Esq. 
John Nolloth, Esq. 
Charles Phillips, Esq. 
Major-General oe 
Baniel d 
o eo fur 

Life E a gwea by this seth on every descrip- 

tion of risk, or non- v ofit scale. Credit of half the 

Premiums for the first ae years allowed on Policies effected for 

the whole term of life. Payment of aes so NUN as to 

meet the OU AUS sl wishes of t! ssure A Policy ey 

be made an absolute s van Ds continue to be made to 
Assurers on ze or undoubted personal security, for terms of 
years repayab ticular attention is re- 

quested to the etaed Prospectuses of the Company. 

WILLIAM RATRAY, VECES and Secretary. 

J s John Knill, 

‘PROVIDENT LIFE OFFICE, 50, Regent-street, 
London, —ESTABLISHED 1806. 

INVESTED CAPITAL, a 200. 0001. 

ANNUAL INCOME 140,000) BONUSES DECLARED 529,0001. 
Claims paid since the aient of the Office, 1,520, 0001, 

President.—THE eas HONOURABLE EARL GREY. 
'ectors. 

The Earl of. FEE TA Frederick Squire, Esq. 
Sir John Os! cay on rt. Rev. James Sherman. 
ohn Deering, Alfred Beaumont, Esq. 

Alexander Ries ein, M.D. | Richard Sherwood, Esq. 

Table of Premiums for assuring 1001. on a Healthy Life. 
Without | With j out | With 
Bonus. | Bonus. | Bonus. Bonus. 

eS For the whole Life,at an ugue For the whole Life, at 
Annual Payment of Jl jan Annual Payment of 

Esd | £3. d. | jek sod | £78. a, 
20 | 11410 | 2 3 |p.40 | 214 B |.8 TTI 
25 | 118 6 | 2 8 1 | 45 Cae a Spr Tf 
30 3229 23155 59 317 0 | 410 8 
35 | 2 8 0 | 21910 || 55 4104 | 5 6 4 
rom Paid upon EU eium whieh have become CLAIMS. 

Policy. E Sum Paig. | | Potiey. |insurea| Sum Paid. 

£ n "m B | Bead. 
495 3300 509 1 1 | 307 2000 541 1 3 

1973 | 500 1652 13. 3 3617 1000 | 1862 411 
3085 | 5000 7706 0 |) 4024 1000 | 1622 9 7 
wt 5000 | 7500 5 9 || 4888 | 1000 | 165413 6 

'ospectuses and full particulars may be obtained upon ap- 
seb to the Agents of the Office in all the principal towns of 
the United Kingdom ; d at the head Office, N egent- 
street. Jon : BEAUMONT, Managing Dir COT E 

THIRD SEPTENNIAL BONUS. 

ROWN LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY, 
33, New Bridge-street, Blackfriars, London, 

Grorce H. Hooper, Esq., Chairman. 
Sır Jonn KIRKLAND, Dep " 

New Volume of Mr. James's Works. 

OR, 
THE DARNLEY FIELD 

Vor, th THE GIPSY. 
. MAR F BURGUNDY. 

nr THE GUE NOTS. 
. ONE IN. A THOUSAND. 

LONDON: SMITH, ELDER, 

On the Ist of JULY will be published, 

THE WORKS OF G. P. R. JAMES, Esq. Vor. IX. 
CONTAINING 

OF CLOTH OF GOLD. 
Medium 8vo, with Frontispiece, price 8s., cloth. 

EACH VOLUME CONTAINS A COMPLETE NOVEL, AND MAY BE HAD SEPARATELY. 

CONTENTS : 

Vor. V. PHILLIP AUGUSTUS, 
3 . HENRY OF GUISE, 
A VIE MORLEY ERNSTEIN. 

VIII. THE ROBBER. 

AND CO., 65, CORNHILL. 

(GREAT BRITAIN MUTUAL LIFE ASSUR- 
ANCE SOCIETY, 

14, Waterloo-place, and 79, King William-street, City, London. 

CLAIMS on Policies not subject to be d or disputed 

except with the pum Es each ee of a General Meeting of 

the Members, to be speci d on the RUE. 

This Society is Besse Eos jas most aj ved princi- 

ples of the mutual system, the whole of the profite] Heine gun 

among the Members, combining security with profit, an 'ord- 

ing the facility of eredit for half the premium for the first five 

vs, and an extremely low rate oe premium to parties who 

may prefer assuring oh a upon the non- participating scale, 

with an option of becoming Members any time afterwards by 

paying the difference EE the two rates. 

Extract from the Tapia for an A AE of £100 for the 
e term of life :— 

MUTUAL RATI Ts: lee RATES. 
Anm Half | E Annual Half 

Age. |Premium.| Credit. | m | Premium. Credit. 

8. |£ d, £ s d|£ s 
16 |1 18 10/0 19 5| 16 |1 11 5/0 15 .9 

28 «125,6: dE o9. 6 20,2 xb ^19. 04 19:2 

36 |3 0 O11 10 0| 36 |2 9 7 4 10 

46 |4 3 82 1 101 46 |3 9 10.1 14 1l 

for example, 10007. may be assured at uc age of 26, 

by ne anar payment of 91. 11s. 8d. for the first five years. 
Endowments and Annuities granted, and assur: s effected 

with porna: ems in any part of the Xingdom, without | GA 
expen 

A. ings Managing Director, 14, Waterloo-place. London. 

NEW EDITION, EDITED BY MRS. LOUDON. 

A New Edition, corrected, with a Supplement, bringing down 
the work to 1846, in one very thick vol. 2 of above 1300. 
pages, PIT ‘2000 Wood Engravings, 3I. 3s. cloth. 

OUDON'S ENCYCLOPZEDIA. OF COTTAGE, 
FARM, and VILLA ARCHITECTURE and FURNI- 

TURE : containing numerous Designs for Dwellings, from the 
Villa to the Cottage and the Farm, includin; uses, 
Farmeries, and other Agricultural Buildings ; Country Inns, 
Public Houses, and Parochial Schools ; with the requisite 
nee Ore Fixtures, Ale T RN and appropriate Offices, 

Garden: senery. Each Design accompanied by 
Aealgiieal id Critical Remarks. 

A New Edition, edited by Mrs. LOUDON. 

*.* The SUPPLEMENT, separately, Ts. 6d. sewed, 

By the same Author 
AN ET UON of AGRICULTURE, 
AN ENCYCLOPADIA of [RD 505. 
HORTUS reu OUS. 
AN ENOYCLOP/EDIA of PL 
AN PNOY E OPEDIA of TREES dd SHRUBS. xe 
RBORETUM et FRUTICETUM BRITANNICUM, . 107. 

THE SUBURBAN GARDENER. 20s. 
PETIIN S LANDSCAPE GARDENING and ARCHI- 

RE. 30s. With the Plates coloured, 3l. 6s. 
HORTUS LIGNOSUS LONDINENSIS. 
ARCHITECTURAL MAGAZINE. 5 vols. 6l. 
OR NAE MAGAZINE. Complete in 9 Sea 91, 17s. 

YING-OUT and PLANTING CEMETERIES, 12s. 
ORAE. LONGMAN, Brown, GREEN, and LoNGMANS. 

50s. 

ON SATURDAY, JULY THE 1 
Will be commenced, a NEW WEEKLY PAPER, entitled, 
D JERROLD'S WEEKLY NEWS- 

‘olumns, ee e Folio, price 6d, 

ae AND PROPRIETOR, DOUGLAS JERROLD : 

Containing numerous Original Articles by the Editor and 

eminent Literary Associates, and pongi in every respect a full 

and efficient Newspaper, a adyocating t he cause of the People. 

cn 169, i Tom dirus Prospectuses may be had, 

E. ae untry Newsman. 

On the 1st of July will be published, 

OUGLAS FERRO LD! zh SHILLING 
AZINE. No. 

London? Published at the “Punca” Ofte, 85, Fleet-street. 

on the 1st of July will be published, price 1s., No. I 

UR OWN TEMES. Tilustrated 
Br GEORGE ORUIRSHANK 

Young England, us 
ondon : BuiDBURY AND Evans, Whitefriars. 

Joba Chapman, Esq ameson Hunter, Esq, 
Ckarles Chippindale Esq. Lieut.-Colonel Moody, R.E 
James Colquhoun, Esq. John Nelson, Es: 

B. D. Colvin, Esq. Rich 

Rear-Admiral Dundas, C.B., 

Thomas Harrison, Esq. 

Auditors—J. H. Forbes, Esq. 0. Om- 
qe 

ir C. F. Forbes, M.D., K.C.H., 23, Argyll-street, 
1, St, Helen’s- place. 

Geo. E Bág. 

Esq 
Solicitors—Messrs. ET Boys, and DITE 
Bankers—Bank of 

Actuary—J. M. AES Ta 

On a THIRD SEPTENNIAL INVESTIGATION into the affairs of 
this Company, to the 25th March, 1846, a Bonus, amounting on 
the average to 31 per cent. on the Premiums paid for the pre- 
ceding seven years, was assigned to all policies of at least three 
years’ DOE, and effected for the whole duration of life. 

To similar Policies the following Bonuses were declared at 
former Divisions, viz. :— 

FIRST DIVISION, IN 1832. 
On the average, xm of 26 per cent. on the Premiums paid, 

ECOND DIVISION, IN 1839. 
On the avete 33 per cent, on the Premiums paid for the 

receding at Years, 
The advantages of this office, among others, are :— 
1. A participation septennia fly n in two-thirds of the Profits, 

which may be applied either in reduction of the Premium, or to 
augment the sum assured. 

miums may be paid in a limited number of annual 
sums, instead of by naga payments for the whole of life ; the 

continuing to participate in profits after the payment of 
such un das has ceased. 

surance or d Fund is not subject to any 
charge ox interest to Proprietor: 

. Permis; n E pass to Continental Ports between Brest and 
the Elbe inclusi: 

5. Parties including Officers of the Army, Navy, East India 
Company, ai erchant Service,) may be assured to reside in 
or progres 6 all parts of the world, at premiums calculated on 
rea 

6. Claims to be paid within three mo; 
7. The Assured may dispose of po ors to the Company. 
8. No charge but for E Stam 
The Prospectus, Tables o P Rates, Ros to be had at the office 

in London, or of the Company's x 
os Conyers, Secretary. 

On the Ist E July will be published, in demy 8vo, and 
copiously Illustrated by Po the First Parr of the 

Jena HISTORY OF ENGLAND. 
By GILBERT ABBOTT à BECKETT., 

= ork will appear in Monthly Parts, price ONE SHILLING 

each, “alustrated B qune E RS ONE EN ETOHING, 

and fro TOT E WOOD ENGRAV It will 

M ES Twelv x e Kom Per ts, and y appear regu- 

Taniy with the Monthly Magazines until its completion. 
ndon : Published t the ‘ Punca” Office, 85, Fleet-str veet. 

On the 1st of July va E REC price 6d., No. VII., of the 

LMANAC OS. THE MONTH. 
A REVIEW OF Edo see AND EVERYBODY. 

Edited by GILBERT ABBOTT à BECKETT. 

AMONG THE CoNTENTS will be found, The Abuse of Party.— 
Visits to the Zoological Gardens, &o.—A pd n y-a-liner's 

ET booi —The Indian Dodge.—The Painter and the Pre- 
Talk and Calendar of the Mont h, &c., &c., with 

sereni fivad wean including a 

PORTRAIT OF SIGNOR LABLACHE AS DON PASQUALE. 

Vol. 1., from January to June, may now be had bound in 

cloth, price 3s. 6d. 
London, Published at the ** Punon ” Office, 85, Fleet-street. 

Jide Nee Doe) HDs Wak D i 
By Ce ess DICKENS. 

With CHUA by GroncE ÜRUIKSHANK, ands the latest 
ections and. iAlterotion of the Aut] 

No, VII. NH De puros on the 30th instant, ung ‘1s. To be 
completed in Ten Numbers. 

London: Brapsury AND Evans, Whitefriars. Ld 

ROYAL Od Cs MEETING AT 
EWCASTLE-ON-TYN 

n July ist will be published, Pis 

HE HAND. BOOK TO NE EWCASTLE, AND 
VISITOR’S GUIDE TO THE SHOW ; containing a de- 

scription of the Town, the Streets, Public Buildings, Cattle 
and Implement Yards, Pavilion, &c. ; the Hotels, Post-office 

Arrangements, Lodging-houses, Bank ks, Railways, Coaches, 

Ce OGRAMME OF THE W EEK; the lentus ter 
ES the Neighbourhood. LLEWELLYNN JEWITT. 

Illustrated by Wood Engravings, and a Map of the 

Lo den: As oblishe d by JAMES GILBERT, 49, "Tüternostaran rows 

and sold by all Booksellers in Newcastle and the adjacent 

This day is published, price 1s. 6d., bound in cloth, 
HE ENGLISH RURAL SPELLING-BOOK, 

vith Easy and Progressive Lessons ; X intended as an In- 
todo to the Spelling and Readin; e English Lan- 
guage, and to the PI Principles of the jme and Scientific 
DC OS of the Soil 

Bx Syren W. JOHNSON, ESQ., F.R.S. 
ondon : JAmEs RIDGWAY, 169, Piceadill, 

** This,” remarks Dr. LINDLEY (Gardeners’ oat 'onicle for 1846, 

wi 
As compared with Fe 
before us is immeasurably its no and itis not saying too 
much to add, that while it is equal e last edition of Mayor,. 
it is advanta: eously distinguished, un from that, by the use- 
fulness of the subjects from which the lessons are taken. 
teach children their duty as servants or masters, the nature of 
the implements, and other familiar objects that surround them, 
general fundamental truths in natural history, good moral 
maxims applicable to the state of life to which country children. 
COTRA are called ; these and similar subj e what 

substitutes for idle stories about Miss na being a 
good child, and how ees went out to walk, E all such 
remnants of the ¢ gers that are gone. We need not say that we 
think his plan a g sat improvement, ene that i¢ is well suited 
to the instruction SE the rural popul 

his work,” the Editor of She Mark Lane Express, 
A 25, 1846, “is likely, we think, to accomplish much goo 
in training the EM pide to an early mo RIEGAHSO with the 
first rudiments of the cultivation of the comment 
its perusal, Pere rove} more especially to Hs fije the gar- 
dener, the landowner, and to all who are interested in the wel- 
fare of the e rising generation, 

18mo, cloth, price 25. 6q., 

HE GARDENENS RECEIPT BOOK; con- 
taining methods for Destroying all kinds of Vermin and 

Insects injuri ious to the n, with Preventatives and Cures 
fe rent Disease: Plani s, and Dii ENTERS for the 
mene of eee ay RUITS, ane eae 

eee 

Now ready, in 12mo, price 2s, 6d. cloth, the Fourru Eprrron of 

\TRACHAN’S AGRICULTURAL TABLES, for 
computing the Weight of Cattle by Measurement ; the 

Ricks of different Forms ; the Vali ue of 
the SS of Drains and Dunghills, Also 

ic he Tables: with Rules, Examples, and 

London 

qs QU ARTERLY | REVIEW, No. CLV, will be 
Published Next Weck, 

CONTENTS : 
I. BORNEO—EASTERN ARCHIPELAGO, &c. 

II. SACRED POETRY—LYRA INNOCENTIUM. 
RROW on the ARCTIO VOYAGES. 

ra m. 

IX. The WAR of the 
X. PHIL. LIMORE'S Moy TYTTELTON. 

HN Murray, Albemarle-street. 

6, You , Stoke Newington, and 

Church-row, Stoke Newington, both 

den, in t inty, where all 
e tobe addressed to the Editor.—Saturday, JUNE 97, 1 
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GRAND EXHIBITION OF CARNATIONS AND 
PICOTEES —Open to all England. 

t} be held on the Bowling Green and Pleasure Grounds of 
ni im Hotel, Slough, on Wednesday, July 8th, 1846. Libe- 
ral & a) As m be given; Sc edale of which may be had of 
LE D Dog, Hon. Sec., Post-office, Slough. 

Bos s ECE'S SRED DLING GERANIUMS OF 1845. — 
whole Set of Twelve for 805. 

LYNES 3 SEEDLING GERANIUMS OF 164 
E. The whole set of Twelve for 50s. 

s riced Catalogues of Geraniums now re Warded gratis, on applicatioa'to 
Plymouth, July - 
Ee 

YNES NEW SEEDLING GERANIUM “ FOR- 
QBUS pen: ? will be Font put, next autumn, Ttis a 

m "ru DUK AAT SN on 

peared in 
wick and Wes 

i Plymouth Tyr Appl oaa E, Renpiz and Co. 

THE BEST NEW WHITE FUCHSIA, 

W M. JACKSON & Co., NunsERYMEN, beg to an- 
"M nour re, nat their splendid pond WHITE FUCHSIA, 
k RS. FREDERICK MI NK,” is in full bloóm, and is ac- 
‘nowledged by hore who ines ted au the London Exhibi- 
mots, fos Stand u 3 a light vari in 
IS c O present nearly al e New Fuchsias in 

] waa. parties oin Mor {towel for thems bises. 
TOS; an BASE Bedale, Yorkshii 

5 ROSES IN ‘POTS, 

E, BECK d desirous of disposing of his fine Collec- 
Plane ion—perhaps unrivalled. It consists of about 400 

portion of them are in 1 
ftin E Eu etin 

peeved, and consist o: 
py P tuals, Y ids, &c. &e 
tago, Ae Seen on applicatio 
ue "th.—E. SUD or Taos of EA 1B that 

*quires the room for Seeds 

ots, 
The varieties have 

FLORICULTURAL SEEDS. 

AMES CARTER, SrgpswaN and Fromisr, No. 238, 
High Holborn, London, begs leave to submit a list of 

FLOWER SEEDS, proper for present and autumn sowing, 
to the notice of his customers :— 

I.—FINE BARDY Eee RAS: 

ket— Per r Packet—s. 

^ G Papaver, fine. EEN a 
0 6) Pentstemon, sm 

. 0 6 | Potentilla, 6 do. 0 

6 | Ranunculus, EY m.. 1 0 
finest German 2 6 Rifliodendron, do. do.. 0 

Delphinium, fine ta 0 6 | Scabiosa, splendid new 1 0 

o Chinese, extra, m, 0 6 Stock, Queen, 12 var. sep. 59 
Dianthus, 6 fine s sep. 1,6 ts sae peut 4 do, do. 0 

Digitalis, 12 sp. mix 0 6 Imperial .. 0 
Geum, finestmixed .. 0 6 | Sweet William, 30vars, 0 6 
Heartsease, fin 1 Scarlet and erimson 2 6 

Eod C pap 6 0 Wallflow rer, 12 var. sep. 0 

35 5 do. 3 0 » double mix 0 6 

xtra fine m. d 20 m i blue, 3 var. 0 
(Enothera, fius mixed.. 0 6 , single, allvar. m. 7 6 

IL—IIARDY AND HALF- HARDY ANNUALS. 
5. A go: tall Lark- 12v Ferman Stock 2 6 

6| 12 d larger packets .. 4 0 
Fine ¢ vane do. per 6| 12 do, Prussian Stock.. 4 0 
*12 fine har dy ANC 9 0|12do. Autumnal do. .. 4 0 
*]2 fine halfhardy do.. 4 0| Fine mixed German do. 1 0 
50 var. A Stoel 8 0 | New Scarlet do. URL, 
25 ES 

If sown immediately, those ud with an * would probably 
flower this autumn ; a part might be sown about the middle of 
August. 

L—FINE GREENEDT E UN 
: 0 | Ipomeea tyriar 
$ 

I 
Alstreemeria, finest mi nthina .. 1 
du "iberidifolia cerulea.. 1 

salpinia, splendid new 2 6 Leucadendron, 12 Niscoe cT 
0 
0 

UOS ERE SQ Ldnasagrine eyeciba ns 
Chaenostoma polyantha 0 H 
Cob 

wis Sp. m... 6 
Lophospermum, 3 sp. m. 0 6 
Maurandya,£sp.m, .. 0 6 

1 
Don a o 
Erica, 40 fine 

Arny d 
Fuchsia, impregnated.. 1 $| | Thusbergta a at 
am anium, fine mixed. ) | 25 fime Greenhous i seeds 10 0 

ne species 1 9 Very fine mixed do. do. 1 0 

0 | Petunia, finest mixed .. 0 6 
0 | Phlox E 

J. 6.1 has also a very large collection of Kitchen Garden 
and Flower Seeds, of which a Catalo, gue is published. A new 
Catalogue of Genuine Dutch Bulbs will be ready at the usual 
time, and will be sent prepaid, on application as above 

FINE CAMELLIAS, WITH FLOWER BUDS. 
OUELL & Co. are now stipplying very healthy 
plants of the above, comprising the following very hand- 

some varieties, at 30s. per dozen— i, Saliana 
Bealiii, Monarch, Eclipse, Perfeet; Bruceana, ina, 
Florida, Chandlerii, Double $S Seed. "Double White, Colvillit 

Elegans, DIS Frederic, Fimbriata, en bade VERS Con- 

fallii, Tariseibt, Candidissima, Emelie andifiors, King, 
Lefevriana, ce picturata, Sia A enupætlora 
rer Kew Blus! 

reat Yarmouth Nurser y, July 4, 1846. 

AMATEURS OF BULBS. 

ERNARD SAUNDERS, Nurseryman & Fronisr, 
SEE of Jersey, most epee E the Nobility, 

Gentry, Amateurs, and the Trade in general, that his list of 
CAPE Lone other BULBS is now id d may be had on 
pre-paid application.—Jersey, 4, 

NEW SEED OF eee GREEN ROUND 
RNIP. N 

OHN RIVERS begs to inform his Friends that he 
has for Sale an improved variety of GREEN ROUND 

ADER which has been crossed with Dale's Yellow Hybrid ; 

NEW 7 AND RARE PLANTS. 

A. BALSTON begs respectfully to call attention to 
0 he undermanned species of ORCHIDACEOUS AND 
THER PLA which he confiden of wie ntly recommends. Many 

be een, eee are nee Ed almost EN in this country, having 
terion ot very recently imported from Guatemala, Borneo, the in- 
Arno; of Me: exico, and Brazil. 

E m giganteum EDEN fragrans 
« Süuarros: EE w vars, (Oaxaca) 
« P oon (ce temala) ** 8 do. (Guatemala) 

Barko : ^n L E Sidnneri 
Ma illaria aromatica 

Bt unb ** 3 other vars. (Oaxaca) 
ucosa Oncidium bicallosa 

endishii 
Cate E aca) ** Jeucochilum ley sa Sidan & cebolletti 

Cyr "ke Citrina 31 iiis Russellianum 
« 
se "n new purs 

Stanhop a Wa 

i giis 
Due (Qaxaen) ** saccata 

** $ other vars, (Oaxaca) 
Sere 8. from 65° Fahren- 

heit 

ne ondodendron Gibsonii Gardenia Stanleyana 
Sipho dum sp. (Havanna) Sherbourni: 
hirita s appa ns coccineus Gloxinià Passinghamii 
Pi NS Franciscen Hydrangeasformis 

Y, July 4, 

given it a much greater degree of sweetness, 
n likewise aquicker growth, making it peculiarly adapted for 
sowing in the present late season, Satisfactory Sere can 
be given as regards eee feeding qualities, 

Price 2U.5s. bet bushel itu 6 lbs.) ; not less e half a bushel 
will be sent, carriage paid, to London, and 25 miles from Saw- 
bridgeworth. uvm the Northern and Eastern Line.—Please to 
direct, Jonn Rivers, Seedsman, Sawbridgeworth, Her 

RUITS PRESERVED BY COOPER' S PATENT 
APPARATUS have been proved to keep in a sound dum 

n perfect state for family use por five years, 
process is well suited for the Pesseivadidi Es 
Pine-apples, Wall-fruit, Saray eras, Mul erries, 
&c., retaining and concentrating all their excel- 
lent and peculiar flavour. The Str abadie are 
well adapted to be Rees with er 
a e year, Samp! 

lly preserved RF dumis use, a a machine cork- 

process, and ti 

by an order addressed to the Patentee, ae ue 7, the 
wore part of St. John-street, Olerkenwell, Lond 

atent Apparatus and Vessels are on flos at the Manu- 
factor y as above. 

EEDS. FEED SENS OF HARE MOUN STREET, 
GIBBS a à 

Official Bante Dy the p to th By 
£e ROVAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIET FP ENGLAND, D 

Beg to remind the Members of the eint E Agrieulturists 
in general, that their only Counting House and S VON amd 
house is at the Corner of HALF- MOPT ‘STREET, PICCA. 
DILLY, London, as for the last Fifty 

Priced Lists of Agricultural Seeds eA As ays ready, and may 
, be had on application, 

| PLANTS AT VERY REDUCED PRICES, - 
| V TILLIAM E. RENDLE & Co. having a large 
| surplus s stock, of the following plants, are enabled to offer 

them at ver: 
| sits CELLANBOUS ‘PLANTS —Custom 
the d an ari fl: , 
Pimelea spect eronica Lindleyana, Veron 
wu pe p Uer vocem iodo RT 

$5 grans, SOR monophylla, Pimelea decu jbicome 
anguta, Kalosanthes miniata, Corea : 

Leschenaultia bilo c 
montevidensis, Bouvardia ETT 
erinus grandiflora, Chorizema v 

tiaca, Gesnera Geroldinna, 6. zebrina 

compacta, 
E Loasa aüran- 

Sops, pean ja fulgens, 
Eranthemum pulchellum, Ard 
osea, Ficus elastica (Indian-rubber-tree), 

lus pentanthus, Gardenia flori ida 

Centr: ume 
coccinea, 

1, Manettia bicolor, 
sea, Araucaria im- 

m album, Aciri- 
onica, and Ana- 

Stephano 
brieata, m SEDE 1 

menes grandi: ngi iara. Azalea 
gallis carnea gr: suem ora. 
ERICAS.- — Customer's Sélection of 12 from the following 

Linnzoides, Montana, Mo Patersonia, 

ei tita rosea, V. flava, Versicolor, MULA T Witlmo: 
riana, Albens, Elata, Intermedia, M Tianna 

PINUS.— The following Set of choice Pines for 8s 
bei Cedrus Deodara, Pinus Garett nad P. excelsa, 
Wi ebbiana. P. Kuthrow. 

AMELII AS.— Custome 

st or 

Selection. of 12 from E fe 
lisi Jouble White, Fimbriata, Lady Hui 
Takaiti Slipa, Punataia Striped, o 
gans, uo alba, Picturata, Punctata ma ajor Delicatis- 
sima, Can ima, Tricolor, Bealii, Frankfor! eer Ochro- 
leuca, Hen avre, and Donkelarii. 

OF TRYSANTHEMUMS.— Customer’ Pe ol of 20 from the 
‘following list for 10s.—Enchantress, mphe, ea Astre 
lumineaux, Pyramidalis, Glory, Dobanda, Em; 
Prince de Benevento, Due de "Calignan, Julies 6 
thenes, General Laborde, David 
Solon, Imogene, Lætetia Buonaparte, ine de Prussie, Col. 
Coombe, Minerva, Maria, Grand N er Charlemagne, La 
Superbe, Mareschal Messina, Leonora, Bethulia, Arago, Prin- 
cess Marie, Casimer Perrier, Criterion, Starry 

pactum, Madame Pompadour, Georgiana, Ph 
Theresa, Mirabile, Queen n N COME 
Conductor, Beauty, Hero a, Invincible, Elegans, Spanish 
Brown, tu disent EQ Golden Lotus, Grandis, 
Park's Imperial Yellow, and Ele| 
AZ DICA. Customers Selection of È from the follow- 

lst Chass, Rosea punctata, Minerva, Barbata 
a ux Rite plena, 

Gledstanesi, meee Ad den go Alba 
Zustomer's. Selection of 8 fron fling p re 65, —2N5 
ASS. Yariégata, Gleds: anielsiana, Raw- 

iet Rosea, [osu semi- DE Woods Splendens, Specio- 
sim: „ang mith 
CACTUS.—Selecti 

nerii, Truncatus, Tru 

simus, Sp! endidue, - Bet seis, and Egertonii, 

MISCELLANEOUS CLIMBERS.—Custome: 
from the following List for 8s. Ke 
mum erubescens, Brid a spicata sat pieta, B. c: 
s, Passiflora racemosa, P. Sulliv. P. Neeli. Ceropegia 

Stapeleeformis, Tpomeea Sellowii, Tropxolum bra- 
chyseras, "Thu junbergia aurantiaca superba, T. alata, ta 
alba, Allamanda cathartica, Convolvulus pentanthus, Combre- 
tum coccineum, Manettia glabra, M. bicolor, and Maurandya 
Barclayana. 

ARAUCARIA Heus ce —12 fine young plants of this 
valuable Tree for 20: 

Great attention is id to careful Pronte, 
warded to long distances are packed in Box and firmly 
secured. Orders will be executed in strict es Early 
orders are desired, as there will be a limited ubt of many 
of the sorts. Circulars, containing Lists of Flower DUM 

Forest and FruitTrees, Bulbous Roots, &c., can be had on 
piget on. 

* All Orders above 3l. will be delivered (package 

and carriage free) to London, Bristol, Exeter, Barn- 

staple,or Falmouth; or above 6l. to Liverpool, Dublin, 
J Lt 

va Tet for 

à m 6 from the following list for 10s.—Gard- 
jestica, Formosis. 

All plants for- 

mittance is not required a x known Correspondents, or 

those um give reference i 
Steamers from this Port re 55 times a week, to London, Oork, 

Dublin, Liverpool, and Falmouth. 
WinLiAw E. RENDLE and to; Office, Union-road, Plymouth, 

July 4. 

FLOWER- -POTS AND GARDEN SEATS. 
ous MORTLOCK, 250, Oxford.street, respectfully 

announces that he has a very large assortment of the 
abore SR in various colours, and solicits n early inspec- 

very description of useful CHINA, GLASS, and 
EARTHEN WARE at the Jones possible price, for Cash. 950, 
Oxford-street, near Hyde-park. 

ENTALL'S BOTANICAL DRYING PAPER.— 
This Paper is prepared expr essly 8 the purpose of d ry- 

ing A ds and is considered by all Botanists who 
haveused it to be far superior ES DE previously em- 
ployed. Itis VRAC by Sir W. J. Hooker, Dr. Lindley, 
bes Balfour, Mr. Babington, and ane eminent botanists. 

The following are the sizes in which it is sold :— 
16 by 10 inches ws 5s. pe" am 
Wl saves: ee ABE: 

20 by 13: s ete eu oes ogy 
20by16 5, -- E ov 

RE by the RR ee, Ww. and T. Bantam, Halstead, 
se: WMA: tr 

ToHden? R. T dorm North St. Ande Street Edin- 
burgh ; *d. Davey, Broad.street, Bristo AITMORE, 

Market-street, Manchester ; J. W. Keys, o 
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EIGN ax» BRITISH, | 
vos m Hothouses, Ga anden: and 

R. COGAN haying again reduced the p 
squares, invitesa compar 
former lists: per gross. 

n.by4  .. 6s | 8by5 
hr Sn .. 9s | Sby6 

other-purposes.— 
for small erown 

1s [10by8 26s. 
Lin future receive’ weekly consignments of STOUT 

Posma N SHEET GLASS, of'whieh he purposes keeping 

such a a stock as will enable him to execute all orders as soomas 

GATING, BEE, CUCUMBER, & GRAPE SEAS SS, 
ription, cheaper than at any other hous: 

s, apply to R, Coan, Glass, Lead, and Colou Works, 
'ster-square, London. 

BRITISH AND FOREN HEET AND HORT. 
CULTURAL GLASS. 

IPS anp WELCH have to UE E the 

HILLIPS and 
aera of e "usines ss la arried on by tiem, at 12, 

beg to c all attention t } 'emely low 
Horticultura] Glass o: dego 

TTE OF HORT ICULTU AL GLASS: 
D vom 5 in. to 18 & in. 

$ 

eon Pd per foot, 
» P 16 5 
m abl. d a. KS 
25:26 5» x ac Hy 1% 
» 82? 89 lied. yy 

"SM ALL SQUARE 
Packed in 100 fe et Be zy 

Inder 5in n. 
5 by 3 and esis ̂  by 3 m pee 

6 by4 »T» power qe" 
FOR GLAZING. 

vA as mom at Chatsworth. a per ewt. 

» 
White "end, Wine AM Lead, Solder, 

Yd ERES Glazing Executed in any part of the United 
King 

Ba e Soles of E 
for Pictures, &c. 
E et. 

RITISH AND FOREIGN SHE 
kenient pirposes, &c., may had at JAMES 

Bronn Ex's 315, d-stre London, at the following reduced 
260 feet of eria 13 oz., at 

td. per foot, or 4 per foot ; ditto, 16 oz., coarse, 
53d. per foot ; litte ditto, ith os ie 6d. per foot, Or cut to 
any size not Le i long by 10 inches. Ny at 
3d. per foot 

Also Microscopical Glass, French Shades, Plate and Crown 
Window Gia: 

tent Plate, Sheet, and flatted Crown Glass 
articularly attended to.—12, Panton-street, 

| GLASS, for 

A discount to the Trade. 

'OREIGN AND BRI 
GLASS, for Hortieultural a o be 

had in boxes as imported, from 3l "to ld. p - Glass 
Panties, 13s, 6d. per dozen. Props dee didi nds of 
Hor tioultur 1 medi Q: ours, Brushes ae. "of 

viption, at ip eer at F. eee 28, ee 
sah East. Oxfor d- " sie et, 

or y Money only, 

HEET anp CROWN | TOT- WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING |; 
HORTICULTURAL BUIEDINGS,D WELLING-UOUSHS, 

CHURCHES, and M qu. m Map. upon improved;princi- 
ples, and at very moderate choked! erected by DANIEL and 
EDWARD E 272, HOLBOR 

x having devoted Sidi timeto the considera- 
tion of this One and had much experience in the erection of 
apparatus for the above-1 mentioned purposes, have, by impr Oye- 

ments suggested in their t ie render y their in nodes of 
heating not ow very efficie: n very sim Er Have com- 

s with CEN S in charge. 
Scotland; A n mo 

formany noblemen and gentlemen, and "have had the honour 
to be employed by the dome Society. of. London, in 
ppecuting the works of their splendid Conservatory erected at 
Chiswi 

Dy mad "E. Bary also construct in metal a MISE of 
Hortieultur al Buildings and Sashes, Nob 

Gentlemen, and the Publie, to the inspection of their various 
drawings and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the 
opportunity of exhibiting, amongst other metal works, an ex- 
tr Aid complete and convenient kitchen apparatus, or range. 
adapted for the continued supply of hot water, and an arrange- 
ment of the oven more complete than has hitherto been brought 
prd the public. 

and E. Baier were the first to introduce metallic cur- 
P A i and can: referto the Con- 
servator a e Pantheon as one of their works, 
besides dd others in Ei" country, and on the Continent. 

Y bave prepared a quantity of the Galvanie 
Pisat Protéótóne, which are now ready for ME DEED z 
they beg to in! ntroduce to publie notice a new 4 h Pipe, for 
Orchidaeeous or other Houses where vapour is ae or 
P intervals, required, and which may be seen at their Manu- 
actory, 

S Tondo ENSON axb CO., 61, Güagaahunely aknast 
London, and 17, New Park-! stroet, Southwark, Inventors 

d Manufacturers of the Improved IOXICAL and DOUBLE 
CYLINDRICAL teers resp pectfally solicit the attention z 
scientific Horticulturists to their much approved method o 
applying the Tank system V Pineries, Propagating House, 
&e., by which Atmosph as well as bottom heat is se- 
gared to any required degree -without the aid of pipes or ndn 

& Co. have Po td that at the request of numerous 
onan they ari ng their Boilers of Iron, as wel 
'opper, by Holes the dodi is reduced. These Boilers, which 

now so well known, scarcely require description, 
those who ha; ve not seen n oper ration, DNUS will 
be forw: arded, us well as reference of the highest authorit: 
they may be at most of the oce s seats and oido 
Nurseries rougi out the 

S. and Co. beg to inform the kde that at their Manufactory 
in New Park-street, THA article required forthe construction 
of Horticultural Buildings, ae well as for esp them, may be 
obtained upon the most As intageous ter 

Conservatories, &c. of Iron or Wood, n upon the most 
ornamental designs. . Balconies, Palisading, Field and Garden 
Fences, Wire Work, &c. &c. 

'g 

o A 

IO RNAMENTAL TILES for Floors, Walls, &e:, of 
Greenhouses, Conservatories, Garden Terraces; Encaustic, 

Venetian, tos inEVERY VARIETY. May bes seen at Messrs. 
eem 8, i: 

suite MINTON & CO., the Patentees, of Stoke- 
oon iE Patentees of the PORCELAIN BUTTONS, 
cheaper and more durable than Mother-o’-Pearl, &c. 

O OWNERS AND OCGUPIERS|OF ESTATES. 
TDUIAM BULLOCK WEBSTER, of Hounsdown, 
near Southampton, Draining Engineer to Her Majesty, 

ati Osborne, Isle of Wighti; the inventor of a Patent Tile 
eel Pipe Machine (applicable to avai Bricks); also a new 
Machine for taking roots and stones out of clay, both which are 
to beseensat.the Royal Polytechnic Institution, egent: pepe E 
offers his assistance as a tlrorough practical man to Landlor 
who may require information on any subject connected us 
the Drainage of their Estates. P.S.—Land drained at a fixed 
sum pe r acre, including every expense. 

LT YDRAULIC. RAMS, to.be had of Freeman Rog, 
LÀ Engineer and Fountain Maker, 70, Strand, Londo on, 

Rams adapted to all situations, 
No. L Ram, Supply Pipe, 4 in. 

itto 2 in 
No. 3 Ram, Ditto — lin. 

BER 

tj 
Basin in Iron, from W. Ronie 
pattern. Jets made to any devi 
Buildings, Baths. &c. heated o 
the most maa and (exp plan. Steam Closets, Cooking 
appar atus, &e. 

Sole Ag cat for TRUMAN’S PATENT WATER PURIFIER. 

The AGRICULTURAL CHEMICAL ALMANAC, by FREE- 
MAN Ror, price 2d., now ready. 

pases PATENT INCLINED STONE MILL, 
for grinding allkinds of Grain, Seeds, &c. will be exhibited 

at the forth- x 

RoyalAgricultu- 
ral Society is 

agriculturist is 
particularly re- 
quested to 
novel and very 
pun AE 

be es 
hibited by Ga : 
RETT and Goat >i E» 
their Stand, No, 98. Applications for Mills, Licenses to Manu- 
facture, &c., to be addressed to the Patentee at the Patent In- 
clined Mill Office, No. 4, New Basing talls street, London. 

TN 

B URBIDGE aw» HEALY'S COOKING APPA- 
J RATUS, Sty p es Patents.—This Cooking 

Apparatus is believed to possess greater general advantages: 
than any yet submitted to the public, both as regards strength 
of material and nan in fact, the laws of heat are so 
applied as to produce the greatest effect with theleastconsump- 
tion of fuel, without AEEA: to the apparatus ; and B. and 

EA FOR LAWNS MADE ay THE PRIN- 
CIPLE OF AN UMBRELLA—put up or taken. down in 

a few minutes, quite fect high in ud part, Mou ibus 
ry ornamental t requires no side lines, which 

are an etjsition to Tents in eres) Price ach, 36 feet 
round. Square Tents, without any pole in the middle, E 
each, 12 feet by 12 foet.—RosrnT RICHARDS ON, 21, T nbridge- 
place, New-road. Temporary Rooms erected, ipm En- 
closed, &e. dsc., on very reasonable term 

GHEEP NETS, FISHING 1 NETS, RICK CLOTHS, 
&c.—Strong Net for folding Sheep, for panty fences, 

and other purposes, nearly 4 feet hig by aja. Prape Drag, 

Seine, Flue, Trammel, Cas! ti ng, A and o x Nets, ery mode- 

iare yard, made up, 
lines attached to the Cloth for 30 tons of Hay, 30 feet by 30 i 
price 51, am ORT order is asked for, as thes, 2 are PS E am 
nominal .—Ronznr SNILRM nd. Tent- eter 

RANSPAREN T co VER 
HOUSES, for Flower-beds and for- Frames; done with 

a composition which preserves the EE is waterproof, and 

for SHADING GR 

exe from. frost as 
well as other purposes ; 2 E rd, or Gd. per 
square yaad —HRonznT RICHARDSON, 21, sum En -place, New- 
road, London. 

W GARDEN NET lid. per yard ; 
itto; mended Fishing Nets, 

1 inch mesh, 

Garden Nets, 1 inch mesh, ad. pery F t toorelüdi 
T and flies, and give plenty of = ae air Sera ete 74d. 

rd, much approved. Ì kinds 
Rosenr R RICHARDSON; 21, Tunbridge- hase New-road, ; London. 

CLARK'S HOTHOUSE 

METALLIC WORKS, 
d 

» LIONEL. STREET, BIRMINGHAM. 
Mr. THOMAS GEM UR. 

[eel dent e Works, Mr. JOHN JON: 
N returning his grateful tha min to the Nob 

Public at large, for-their li eral patronage of 
li eriod of n 

to state that e repeal of the "duty on Glass 
eens him to offer bis M d Een and GREENHOUSES 

greatly Hec p “The Houses are glazed with 
British Sm s, in panes of pe 24 to 30 inches in length, 

fs doe ness as to preclude all danger of accidental 
breakage, pP that MS arises from the aetion of trost 
frequently amounting to 25 per cent, per WU is effectually, 
prevented by the peculiar DE of glazing adop 
ple of his Metallic Hot 8, 1 whic all ihe; ken recent im- 
provements are happily ‘combined, Mr, e ARK refers with pride 
and satisfaction to s magnific ze erected by him in 
the new Royal Garde. ch is admite by all 
competent judges to Us the most Goaeplets and: perfect: of its 
kind in the world: 

HOSPHORIC RAT POISON.—This preparation 
is offered to the Public with the greatest confidence, being 

decidedly superior to all those poisons SORIA ning ates te and 
other meie It is most e ly n by rats ani 

offered to them, and in bly DES ps 
t Prepared ONE : 
rs, Lon: * 

atts, pn and 20 

i 3g 

in de- 
0, Bridge-street, 

i Acon for use, in pots, with 

n safely it, from experience, as 
superior to anything of the kind hitherto made. A Prospectus 
can be forwarded, upon application, detailing "particulars and 
price, at 130, Fleet-street. 

TURNIP SEASON. 

UANO, Peruvian, (imported by GIBBS & CO. 
X and African, from E ee Saldanha c». Super 

phosphate of Lime (see Re g. Soc. Journal,” Vol. vi., 
t2); Bone Dust, Sulphur. m and Olarke's RDUM 

Compost ; all suitable for the Turnip Crop. Also Nitrates of 
Soda aud Potash, and an other Manures of known value, on 
sale by yr FornznGibb, 40, Upper Thames-street, London. 
Agent also for. DINGLEPS. HAND DIBBLE, suitable for 

every dese: ption of seed, 

PERUVIAN AND BOLIVIAN GUANO ON 
put E,BY THE ONLY IMPORTER 
NTONY GIBBS AND SONS, LONDO. 

Wu. JOSEPH MYERS anp CO., LIYERPÓOL; 
And by their Agents, 
@IBbS, BRIGHT, AND CO., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL; 

COTSWORTH, POWELL, anD PRYOR, LONDON. 

To pri a themselves against Vert injurious consequences of 
using inferior and spurious guan: , purchasers are recom- 
mended to apply only to Dealers of established character, or to 
the above-named Importers, who will supply the article în any 
PES LA cs their fixed prices, delivering if from the Import 
War 

V 

LIQUID MANURE. | 
ENGLAND INDEPENDENT OF THE WORLD FOR CORN. 

"HE attention of the Agricultural Interest, at this 
momentous crisis, is requested to the great importance of 

LIQUID MANURE, and the ease with yd h it may be appro- 
riated by the use of FOWLER'S PU S, made expressly for 
he purpose, either portable or fixed ; do rder Ship, and Barge 
umps; also those for Distillers, Brewers, Soap Boilers, an: 

anners, for hot and cold liquor. Pumps kept fér hire, for 
Excavations and Wells. Buildings heated in Iot Water, for, 

DRAINING TILE MACHINES, 

A. INSLIE'S PATENT IMPROVEMENT 
Z for Maxine and Dryine Draining Tiles 

e Pnocrss combines Errror with rur ‘Gent lemen 
tavis works in operation, or. who are about to erect them, 
will find the above worthy their anaon 

For s particulara E to Mr. x, at the office for 
of AINSLIE'S Patent Brick sng Tile ptem, 193A, 

Piccadilly, where they may be seen at work ; also at the Poly- 
technic Institution, aad at the Works, WERE Middlesex. 

ATENT VULCANIZED FLEXIBLE INDIA- 
RUBBER HOSE-PIPE and TUBING, for Gardeners; 

Brewers, Railway Companies, Fire Engines, Gas Fitters, 

Plumbers, and for Agricultural cm all other purposes where & 
perfectly flexible strong Pipe is required, Sole M amufaet er; 

HANCOCK, Goswell- insiet h Gosw ell-ros ‘oad, Lor COCK, Goss mp. 
ECONOMICAL, EFFECTUAL, AND DURABLE 

ROOFING. 
BY HER MAJESTY’S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT. 

({ROGGON'S PATENT ASPHALTE ROOFING 
FELT, he Committee Rooms of the Mouses 

Horticulture, and every variety o purposes, 
he Trade supplied on advantageous term y BENJAMIN 

Korona Engineer, oso 63, au gis Street, Xa airedts London. 

> SC OWING. 

Gee URATE OF. "THÉ LONDON MANURE 
COMPANY, ote ics pey Ton. The experience of 

the last. five ye ears t ias fully e above as one of the 
best of all t manures js s produc Hon of Turnips, ton 
which m it ds portioulariy adapted, seldom failing in th 
driest season to cer a good plant, and to pu oduce a jm 
weight par acre. Availing themselves, of the many improve- 
ments in the science of artificial manures. 
manufacture the Urate, that the food requ 
of crops 5 fully maintained, therefore parties using the 
for. Tur D wi heir succeeding crops Pf fanley, du 
seeds materially improved, Full particulars, estimonials, 
forwarded on application, No. 40, New Bridge- ieee Black- 
friars, EDWARD PURSER, Secretary. 

Te LONDON MANURE COMPANY beg to 
offer Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, delivered direct from 

the Impor: ters’ bonded warehouses 

Nitrate of Soda, 
Sulphate of Ammonia, 
Superphosphate of Lime, 

m, 
And every article of Artificial Manure in the most genuine 
State,—No, 40, New Bridge-street, Blackfria 

Ep ‘DWARD PORE Secretary, 

ine Bone Sawdust, 
Sulphuric Acid, 
Hed tae of Soda; 

ick 

of Parliament are pata covered. he above Matern) has 

been used and highly E by os 

Agriculturists generally, and Pi RENTE, by 

the Royal Agricultural Societies of Baelands "Scotland, ets 

ireland and by Her Majesty's Office of Woods and Fo 

Charles Barry, Esq., R. nS &c. & 
years at the Royal Horticultural So e Gardens, Chiswi 

ino seis Gardens, Shoreham, HE n the Duke of Duc 
and the Marquis of Anglesey’s PRU ty, de. rc, an 

(under slate) the Royal Agricultural Society's House, PU. vere 
square; its advantages arc—CHEAPNESS, LIGHTNE* 
DURABILITY, and ECONOMY, Being a Non- 'Gondnctor, 

has ma EM ed an efficient ‘ Protective Materi io Plan 
RICE, ONE PENNY PER SQUARE Toon. 

am jies and Testimonials sent by Post on application. 

eet 7 NOMAS JOHN CRoaGoON: 

reet, London. 

qe 

8, Lawrence Pountney-] Hus Gamera 

|) RESS COATS, superfine cloth, TN to rae 
30s, to 42s, ; oxtra Saxony, E " faci 

Hee 

yle, 1! and eloth, 75. bd. t yePcoatee ‘ieee 
paletots, Alberts, "m ‘Goatingtons, of Hama cloth and cash 
merettes (Batererocty 2 35s. ; travelling harder tion: 
to 18s. Ayo clothing of every descrip 

^ garden, and shoot- 
s. ; office, Bender lad cloth; 

Tailors, 
Tunic and hus AB un 215, t , 

ing CORES 8s. Gi o 15s. y suit of superfin 

3L. 3s.; extra Saxony ditto, hr. 105. to iS 
31, King William-street, City, 10 doors from Londen-bridge. 
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IS GRACE the DUKE of DEVONSHIRE, | differ'as to this matter ; and we willingly quit it for 
PRESIDENT of the HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, has | the much more important consideration of the prin- 

Kindly directed the grounds of Chiswick-house to be opened for 
the reception of the visitors to the Society's garden at the next 
exhibition on the 11th July.—Tickets are issued to the orders 
of Fellows of the Society ONLY at this office, price 5s., or at 
the garden in the afternoon of the 11th July, at 7s. 6d. each, 
but then also ONLY TO ORDERS SIGNED BY FELLOWS OF THE 
Socinry.—N.B. No tickets will be issued in Regent-street on 
the day of exhibition. 21, Regent-street, 

RIED PLANTS FROM CHINA.—A few sets of 

` Hewanp, Esq. Young-street, Kensington, London. Amon; B them are many new and rare species scarcely known to Euro- 
ans, 

The Gardeners’ Chronicle, 
SATURDAY, JULY 4, 1846. 

MEETINGS FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK. 
Tunspav, July 7—Horticultural  . . . . 3ra 
Sarunpay, — 11—Horticultural Gardens ù | — 1 wx. 

COUNTRY SHOW. 
WznssspAy, July 8-Craven Horticultural. 

. Tmar the old Poraro Disease is again making 
its appearance very generally is now unhappily 
beyond all question. Every post brings us intelli- 
Sence of its having commenced its attacks, and that, 
too, where every conceivable precaution had been 
taken to guard against it. e would, therefore, 
‘earnestly recommend our friends to examine their 
crops without loss ofitime. They should pull up the 
haulm, or dig it up, down to the old set ; if disease 
is beginning, they will find the skin of the haulm 
rown and blotched, or even brittle if it has made 

much progress ; if, however, the haulm is clear co- 
loured, or colourless, the crop is safe for the present. 

is is a much better mode of examination than 
trusting to the look of the leaves, which will remain 
teen and healthy long after the evil has begun 
Underground, 

lr will not have escaped attention that in our 
two last Papers communications have been inserted 
Concerning the Awanp or rur Jupezs appointed by 

€ Horticunrurar Socrrry to determine the 
merits'of the Fruir at the last meeting in the So- 
Ciety’s Garden at Chiswick. Their award was cri- 
ticised by * A. Fruit Grower, not an Exhibitor,” and 
the Critic has been answered by two of the judges. 
pu Sides have now been heard ; the discussion 
as also. produced some private communications, 

and we now proceed to express our own opinion 
Upon the subject. 

elore we do so, we: shall, however, dispose of 
an objection that bas been taken to this discussion, 
on the ground that we should not have allowed the 
Celsion of the judges to be called in question. 
othing can be more-absurd than such a remark; 

nothing can be more short-sighted than such a 
py as it indicates ; nothing more unjust to the ex- 
ibitors, or more detrimental to the high character 

of the judges, who would be the first. to court, not 
deprecate, inquiry. It would seem as if to question 
an award was, in the opinion of some persons, tanta- 
Mount tothe reversalofit. But the judgesof the land 
are open to criticism for their public conduct, and 
much the better forit: and why should dignitaries 
of a lower order be exempt? All that we, or any 
‘ne else, ought to demand in such a matter is that 
the charges to be considered shall be reasonable, 
Specific, conveyed in becoming language, and pro- 
duced by a person of good reputation, not a mere 
qu or calumniator. Those conditions have 
een fulfilled to the letter on the present occasion. 

he Writer who complains of the fruit award, is 
Pinion that the judges should not be over strict, 
Should induce a man to show collections of 
by very liberal conduct; because, if a gardener 
get more money by showing his fruit separately, 

an in a collection, he will do so to the detriment 
the exhibition. The complainant would there- 

Ore have collections encouraged, which he says is 

of [o 

but 
fruit 
can 
th; 
of 

A 2e by the judges, whom he charges with being 
quer-ritieal, penurious, and unfair And he ad- 
uces the treatment of a collection of fruit from Her 

coe stY’s Garden at Frogmore; as a proof of his 
omplaint being well founded. 
A e cannot undertake to say, of our own know- 
Ys what force there may be in the last state- 
fr "t, for we had no opportunity of examining the 

Uit upon the occasion in question. As the fruit pro- 
Reo by Mr. Inaramis among the finest in the king- 
Bae presumption would doubtless bethat he could 

he, aave furnished an inferior collection. We must, 
RUE observe, that not only does one of the 
ue si maintain that the award was right, but that 
i» nave before us a letter signed, * A Market Gar- 
E who well knows what fruit should be, and was 
aa atthe judges having given morethan a silver 
ace al for the collection said to have been treated 
t iidem We may, therefore, reasonably conclude 

Opinions, among equally competent observers, 

ciples by which judges should be guided in deciding 
the merits of fruit, and the complainant's general 
allegation of unfaizness, penuriousness, and over- 
criticism. 

One of the judges states in reply to his accuser 
that instead of being penurious they ara the reverse, 
having often given exhibitors prizes of higher value 
than was merited. "This is admitted by the com- 
plainant, whose disapprobation seems indeed to have 
been majnly produced by the judges having dis- 
ConGudd that practice. In fact, he would have 
the judges give a man more than he deserves to- 
day, for the sake of enticing others to become com- 
petitors to-morrow, in the hope that they too may 
get more than they merit. Such is, we believe, the 
true meaning of the complainant’s argument. Is 
that right? Surely not. 

If you authorise or encourage judges to act thus 
you render their awards an arbitrary act; y 
release them from all necessity for careful consider- 
ation of the matters brought before them ; and you 
reduce the process of rewarding merit to a mere 
exercise of caprice. In short,for law you substi- 
tute despotism. In our opinion it is the plain duty 
of the judges to decide according to the rules that 
are placed before them ; not to swerve to the right 
or the left for fear or for favour; and most espe- 
cially not to allow considerations of expediency to 
interfere with their judgment. The only license 
which is permissible is, when a reasonable. doubt 
exists as to the kind of medal which an exhibitor 
can claim, then to give him the benefit of that doubt. 

The rules laid down by the Horticultural Society 
for the guidance of the Fruit judges are these :— 

All fruit must be FULLY ripe and WELL COLOURED and 
PROPERLY NAMED by the Exhibitor as far as practicable ; 
if tlie contrary it will be disqualified. 

Exhibitors of collections of Fruit should bear in mind 
that however fine one or two of the kinds in their col- 
lection may be, they cannot gain a prize unless they 
furnish at /east three different kinds of fruit of first-rate 
quality. 

The judges have the power of inereasing or diminish- 
ing the number and value of the Silver Medals offered 
by the Society for particular objeets, and also of com- 
ferring Silver Medals or Certificates in cases not con- 
templated in these regulations, if they think it necessary 
to do so. ` 

The judges are also not to make any award in cases 
where the objects exhibited do not appear worthy of a 
Medal ; otherwise a bad single exhibition might obtain 
a prize, merely beeause there is no better exhibition of 
the same class to oppose it. 

Are these rules unreasonable or injudicious? One 
person says they are; another that they are not. 
For ourselves we can discover nothing in them 
which is objectionable ; for what do they exact be- 
yond what every master would demand of his gar- 
dener at his own table, namely perfect ripeness? 
As to the remainder of the regulations they are so 
obviously necessary that it is needless to advert to 
them. One of the judges thinks, however, that 
ripeness is too much insisted on ; because fully-ripe 
fruit travels badly, and will not keep. We do not 
think there js much in this argument ; for the rule 
does not require over-ripeness, nor can it be applied 
very rigorously. It is intended to exclude unripe 
fruit, which no one will pretend ought to be made a 
subject of exhibition, although we have seen it pro- 
duced in a state which betrayed a lamentable want 
of judgment on the part of the exhibitor. Sour 
Grapes, hard Peaches, or Nectarines, and green 
Pine-apples are certainly not what medals are in- 
tended for. But it is said that demanding fruit to 
be ripe and fine limits the quantity, and prevents 
a grand display. We will be no party to such an 

imputation upon English gardeners; for they are 
the last men against whom it should be charged that 
they cannot produce all that is demanded. Nor is 
it desirable to see a table loaded with fruit no better 
than may be seen in Covent Garden Market. Those 
who are anxious to gaze on heaps of middling fruit 
may do so any day without the trouble of attending 
an exhibition. 

_ But it must be obvious to any one that medals 
given away to undeserving objects can have no 
value in the eyes of the world ; and that their im- 
portance rises in exact proportion to the difficulty 
of procuring them, Exhibitors, therefore, in- 
stead of complaining of the rigour of the judges 
are, of all men, those who should uphold it. If they 
do not, and if judges allow themselves to be per- 
suaded to be what is called liberal, a gold medal 
will be as worthless as some of those knighthoods 
which have been unwisely distributed with such 
profusion, that nobody now-a-days will pick them 
up. It is, however, alleged that it is not the 

honour of the thing that exhibitors look to, but the 
money value of it; that it is quite a mistake to sup- 
pose gardeners to have that high feeling of honest 

o S 

pride at being victors in an honourable competi- 
tion, which distinguishes or should distinguish other 
classes of Society. We utterly repudiate such an 
opinion, which rests on no sort of foundation, unless, 
indeed, a few sordid exceptional cases are to be 
taken as the rule. Indeed, the smallness of the in~ 
trinsic-value of theprizesfor which gardeners contend 
is the best proof of their being influenced by honour- 
able ambition, and not by the mean desire of win- 
ning money. Ifthe time should ever come when 

Mammon is the object of a gardener’s worship, he 
will sink to the level of a blackleg, and there the 
world will leave him. 

That the judges are not unfair is so universally 
admitted that we can only suppose our correspon- 
dent to have used the term hastily, and not in the 

common acceptation of the term. That they are 
not penurious is sufficiently proved by their having, 
at the very exhibition in question, given away more 
than twice the number of medals offered for Grapes, 
Pines, and Peaches and Nectarines; and that for a 
show of fruit, by no means remarkable, 38 medals, 

of the money value of 687., were, in fact, assigned. 
In short, we are bound to say that the complaint 
that has been made is not sustained by argument 
or evidence, and we therefore honourably acquit the 
defendants. 

SUCCULENTS. 
Havre some years since commenced the formation 

of a collection of succulents, and built a house expressly 
for them, and they having now repaid their culture by 
perfecting their grotesque forms and producing an 
abundanee of blossom, perhaps a short account of them 
may not be void of interest. 

I think it was in the spring of the year 1835 that I 
received an invitation to visit the gardens at Woburn 
Abbey, but it was not till the month of June that I 
could avail myself of the opportunity. I had always, 
and my father before me, grown ‘a few succulents. I 
had seen those of the old Chelsea Gardens, and of the 
then Kew Gardens, besides the collections at. Brussels, 
and others in France and the Netherlands. But when 
Mr. Forbes opened the door of the new succulent house, 
containing, as it did, hundreds of forms that were new to 
me, and arranged in a manner to give complete effect, 
I was overpowered with surprise. The late Duke of Bed- 
ford with that ifi that partieularly distin- 
guished him, did not allow me to go away empty handed. 
I took away with me small specimens of many kinds 
wholly new to me, and went home with a firm resolu- 
tion to collect and possess a.race of plants that had ex- 
cited me so powerfully. 

I soon saw that their interest was wholly lost by 
beingin any way mingled with other kinds of vegetation. 
The few I could muster. added to my new prize were 
too insignificant to form the staple of a house, so I made 
the round of the London nurseries, buying wherever 
anything could be found that I did not possess. I re- 
member on this oceasion to. have purchased every suc- 
culent in Mr. Lowe’s collection at Clapton, amongst 
which were some newly imported. But I must not 
forget the liberality of Mr. J. Knight, of the King’s- 
road, who freely gave me any succulent he possessed 
not in my collection, and I also received considerable 
augmentation from: Mr. C. Palmer, of Shacklewell. 
With all these accessions I returned, but still found 
that many more were required to form the staple of a 
house ; so I set out to collect them in Normandy, where 
many are grown ; to Paris, and from thence through 
the Netherlands, and eventually obtained. enough to 
warrant the building a house specially for their culture. 
Thus matters have stood for the past few years ; but 
during the present spring am oeeasion of an augmenta- 
tion occurred that I could not allow to pass over. 

An amateur, who was as devotedly attached as my- 
self to this tribe, and whose occupation had frequently 

for the few past years taken him into Germany, in which 

country he made considerable purchases, determined 

upon parting from his whole stock, amongst which were 
many novelties to my collection, and also many seed- 

lings from species oddly hybridized. This entire col- 

lection I have added to my own, and together it forms 
an arrangement, that I am informed no nursery in 
England can rival. 

To the suceulent grower, I would advise not alone 
that no other kind of plant should be permitted a place 
in the house,—for they all detract; but that such 
genera as Crassula, Mesembryanthemum, except the 
dwarf species, Sempervivum, and most of the suceulents 
from the Canary islands, should be exempted also.: I 
have plants of Cereus abnormis 5 or 6 feet in height ; 
so long as they are associated with other species of 
Cereus, or Opuntia, or some Euphorbias, they pre- 
serve their stran ge character, and rivet the attention of 
the spectator; but let an overgrown Sempervivum be 
on either hand, and a large Mesembryanthemum be 
placed in front, and their character is lost, It then 
would require a practised eye to discover their merit. 
I have now grown these plants long enough to find out 
that there is much confusion in nomenclature, and this, 
no doubt, arises from the circumstance of the same 
species putting on very different aspects according to 
its age ; and also, whether it has been raised by offset, 
or from seed. So complete is this metamorphosis, that 
some kinds are perfectly turbinate at one part of their 
growth, and as globular at another ; whilst some are 
globular for years, and become columnar in their after 

+ 
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growth. In one instance, to a certain stage of growth, 

the ribs are perpendicular, when the same plants after- 

wards assume a curvilinear direction as far as their 

ribs are concerned. The Opuntia leucotriche is well 

clothed with beautiful white hairs when grown in a 

damp heat; but in a dry heat exhibits none of this 

peculiarity. 
Having slightly touched upon the variety of form that 

the same plant exhibits, I may be permitted to say, that 

as far as form goes, this tribe admits of no competitors. 

The effect as a whole is that which no other plants can 

produce, and the individual forms are so various, and 

so determined, that there is no part of the year in which 

they do not afford enjoyment to the cultivator. As an 

instance to their applicability to arcel l forms, I 
need only mention an anecdote. I found a gentleman 

one day busily sketching, and upon app hing him 
and looking over his drawing, I found that in reality he 

had reversed Horace’s maxim, and had actually joined 

the stem of one plant to the head of another, and the 

base of a third. In explanation, he said he was invent- 

ing a new order of architecture for his friend ** Martin 

the painter.” I could have had no idea, that a form so 
consistent could have been made up of such hetero- 
geneous materials. 

During the past five years,as might have been ex- 
pected, we have flowered many curious plants, but the 
house during the past week has been one mass of flower, 
and some possessing great interest. Cereus grandi- 
florus has now flowered so often, that it almost bas 
ceased to attract ; but I have blown the C. nyeticallis, 

one of the specimens from Woburn Abbey, which is 

generally like the grandiflorus, but is much handsomer, 

being longer in allits parts, and having both the seg- 

ments of the ealyx and also the petals of far greater 
breadth than the old species. This plant has four 

angles, and is somewhat stubborn in its growth ; but I 

have just flowered another whose angles are six, and 
whose young growth is thickly covered with white setze, 
which appears to me to be perfectly new. It might be 

taken, as far as the flower is concerned, for a smaller 
one of nyeticallis, having all the relative proportions 
of that, the finest species of this section ; but itis much 
more hairy in its inflorescence, and in habit of growth, 
and in its permanent difference of angles, never can be 
mistaken. This plant was an imported one from South 
America, aud in merit must rank next to nycticallis 
before spoken of. Of Echinocactus decorus, Hyriesii, 
glaucus, tubiflorus, and their varieties, I have had a 
regular flight during the past week ; but among them 
there has been one of such intense beauty that I cannot 
help closing these remarks with a description of it. 
The plant is as nearly like Echinocactus glaueus as may 
be ; but long before it expanded, it gave signs of flower- 
ing with pink sepals. Day by day, as we watched it, 
this character continued ; and when the blossoms ex- 
panded, I think I never saw a more lovely flower. 
backs of the sepals were of the peculiar pink that is seen 
in the Cape genus Helichrysum, or Aphelexis, soften- 
ing into the most pure and satiny white; the flowers 
were of equal expanse, and the petals as broad as in 
E. Eyriesii. 

I have yet another of the same kind to flower ; upon 
examination I am convinced that this is no hybrid, but 
most probably a natural variety. The plants are im- 
ported specimens.— William Masters, Exotic Nursery, 
Canterbury. 

ENTOMOLOGY. 
Tur HOLLY-LEAF-FLY ( Phytomyza Iicis).—Even the 

rigid prickly Holly is not exempted from the attacks of 
insects: the young shoots being sometimes completely 
destroyed by caterpillars, and the leaves are frequently 
covered with blisters, which from their brown and 
pallid tints give an unhealthy and disagreeable appear- 
ance to this favourite evergreen. I remember a few 
years since, that the Hollies in the neighbourhood of 
Hampstead were covered with blotched leaves in the 
month of May (fig. 1) ; a friend also, who called my 
attention to the subject some weeks back, says, he re- 
marked at Clapton Common, that almost every leaf of 
the Hollies was infested by a subcutaneous larva, and I 
observed that others around Chiswiek were in a similar 
state. 

On lifting up the dried cuticle of the leaf on the 
upper surface, one finds either a pale greenish larva, or 
more frequently a little ochreous brown oval pupa 
(fig. 2; fig. 3, the same removed from its cell): it is 
very glossy, slightly depressed, with 10 distinct segments, 
the tail producing two minute tubercles (fig. 4, the same 
magnified). In some of the leaves I found two of 

these pupze, and on the 27th of May I bred a small 

fly from the leaves, whieh appears to be allied 
to Phytomyza nigricans of Macquart; but as our 
insect is larger, and his description is too vague to 

determine the species, i& becomes necessary to identify 

it under the name of P, Ilicis, which is appropriate 
from its inhabiting the Ilex (fig. 5; fig. 6, the natural 
dimensions). is of a greyish-brown colour, 
clothed with small black hairs and larger bristles scat- 
tered over, especially the head and thorax; the former 
is semi-ovate, transverse; the face concave and yellowish; 
eyes remote, lateral, and nearly orbicular; ocelli 3, 
placed in triangle on the crown ; the mouth projects at 
the lower part of the face, and consists of a short 
labrum, inclosed in a large fleshy bilobed lip, with two 
rather stout palpi at the base ; antennze small, inserted 
in a cavity in front of the face; they are brown, the 
three basal joints are stout, the Ist is small, the 2d bowl- 
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sub-orbieular; to the upper edge, near the base, is 
attached a minute joint, from which arises a fine bristle, 
thickened at the base and slightly pubescent; thorax 
sub-globose, quadrate above, yellowish on the sides ; 
scutellum trigonate, the apex rounded and producing 
four long bristles ; abdomen elliptical, scarcely so broad 

as the thorax, pale at the base, with six distinet seg- 

ments in the male, and seven in the female, whieh sex 

is furnished with a retractile ovipositor ; wings incum- 
bent in repose, longer than the body, very ample, broad, 

and oval, transparent, iridescent, regularly covered with 

minute pubescence ; nervures brown, subcostal, very 

short; 2d aud 2d longitudinal, strong and straight; 

nervures near the base; halteres clubbed and bright 

yellow ; legs nearly of equal length, brownish ochre, 

clothed with black hairs; thighs stoutish ; tibiæ short, 

ochreous at the base ; tarsi as long as the shanks, aud 

five-jointed ; basal joint elongated ; claws very minute. 

Having only a single specimen, which does not appear 

to be quite mature, it is very probable the foregoing de- 

scription may require amendment, when more ample 
materials are obtained ; but as their blight appears to be 
general, it seemed to be an appropriate time for making 
the cause of it known, and I believe the history of the 
insect has not been published in any work. 

ps 

S h 
Probably all the Phytomyzas are injurious to plants, 

but they vary considerably in their habits, some de- 

positing their eggs in composite flowers, the larva living 

ia the receptacle, an dergoing i f i 
there, as exemplified in the P. lateralis, figured in 

Curtis’s “ British Entomology,” pl. 393. Another spe- 

cies, named P. nigricornis, it will be remembered, was 

illustrated in this Journal (v. 5, p. 117), in consequence 

of its attacking and disfiguring the Pansy flowers. 

Iexpect no remedy could be found for preventing the 

mischief occasioned by the Holly-leaf fly, unless any 

e | trap could be invented to decoy the winged insects. If 

it were very important to protect the plants from their 

attacks, dusting the Hollies with soot and lime, when 
they are damp with dew, might deter the flies from 
depositing their eggs on the leaves.— Ruricola. 

THE TANK SYSTEM OF HEATING. 
Tue following wood-cut represents a small plant- 

manufactory erected under my direction in a gentleman’s 
garden in this neighbourhood, for the purpose of storing 

Reference to Plan.—1, Yorkshire stones ; 2, Pipes; 3, Tank ; 

4, Plunging material ; 5, Paths ; pit A, 2-inch pipes, only to ex- 
clude frost ; B, 4-inch pipes, kept at a higher temperature; €, 

Boiler, which works either one or both pits, the whole area 

being 26feet square. 

and propagating plants for bedding out, and also for 

keeping all plants in the early stages of their growth, in 

order that the greenhouse and stove might be occupied 

NE hapen and slightly bristly, 3d the largest, compressed, | with nothing except specimen plants. My chief object, 

4th and 5th very faint and remote, with two transverse | 

however, is to point out the system of working the tank, 
which appears to me to be an improvement on the usual 

fe an. 
In all tanks that I have seen covered with slate, the 

plunging material was dried so much that it was found 
necessary to take up the pots and fork up the tan or 
whatever else was used, and to water it frequently, but 
by this arrangement water can be added or drawn off 
till the exaet amount of moisture is obtained ; the tank 
having a tap at one end for the purpose, and the water 
in the tank having no connection with the boiler, no dirt 
can get into it ; the tank is covered with two layers of 
pan-tiles, the upper tiles covering the joints of the lower, 
which are laid on pieces of iron placed 9 inches apart. 
The tiles are not laid in mortar, so that there is always 
a nice moisture in the plunging material, which is saw- 
dust. In the event of too much moisture occurring, the 
water is drawn off the tank, and the heat arising from 
the pipes soon dries it up, in fact, the regulation of the 
moisture is under perfect control, as the pipe may be 
only half covered, or more or less, as may seem de- 
sirable, and the moisture will be in proportion. ‘The 
pit has been at work for some time, aud gives perfect 
satisfaction. The tank is made of brick and cement.— 
R. Reid, Mr. Pamplin’s Nursery, Lea Road. 

THE AMATEUR GARDENER. 
Frower Suows.—W hen the cultivator of flowers has 

been suecessful in raising his favourites, and his par- 
terres begin to develope their beauties, he is conscious 
of a very natural desire to show his productions to 
others. The wish that our friends should admire the 
same objeets as we do is an inseparable accompani- 
ment of the amateur gardener, aud has sometimes made 
him a mark for the merriment or ridicule of those who 
are destitute of his tastes. Often have I seen an in- 
habitant of the suburbs of London who is happy in the 
possession of about two poles of ground at the back of 
his dwelling, drag an unwilling visitor round and round 
his narrow flower-beds, and din his ear with the praises 
of his Cauliflowers, or his Sweet Williams, In such 
cases the grower has links of fancy aud of feeling which 
bind him to these products of his labour and skill, of 
which the spectator is unconscious, and the unwilling 
manner in which he follows his guide reminds one of a 
bear in the Zoological Gardens, who walks about 
indeed, and locks around him enough, but would evi- 
dently get away if he could from the chain which con- 
fines him. 

But if the grower has to complain of undiscerning 
and tasteless mortals, who wonder at what they call 
his useless enthusiasm, he can always find devotees like 
himself in the nearest horticultural society, and there, 
in the presence of a company “fit, though few,” there 
will be no danger of his beauties “ wasting their sweet- 
ness on the desert air.” The tendency will rather be 
the other way, for the visitors may be so critical an 
keen in their ptions of floral 1 that your 
productions may be blamed for not having been grown 
with sufficient care, or prepared for the show with the 
proper degree of art. But do not be discouraged at 
this, but join a society at once. Get the printed lists 
of articles to be competed for as early as you can, 
and then select those in the growth of which 
you are likely to be most successful. But I 
shall presume you have done this, and are now pre- 
pared to contest the reward of excellence or superiority 
with your neighbours. A few hints derived from my 
own observation and experience, in connection with a 

society of amateurs, may not be useless in reference to 
the general subject of flower shows. 

In employing art for the purposes of successful com- 
petition, let Art always be the handmaid of Nature, to 
wait upon and follow her rules, and to confer on her à 
higher beauty. This principle should regulate the 
choice of articles to be exhibited, for some will bend 
much and others little to the care of the gardener- 

Thus, what are called florists’ flowers are always de- 
sirable objects, as they are so amazingly affected by ® 

skilful growth. But the rule is adverse to the practice 

of what is called dressing flowers, that being an opera- 
tion which more often alters than improves the subject 
of its manipulations. If by art a Carnation may pre- 
sent a form in a show-pan, which it never had or could 
have when growing on its stem in a bed, the triumph 

may be allowed in a technical point of view, but 
ought not to be admitted by a rational horticulturist- 
A Carnation grower should seek the improvement 

A of the growth of the flower, and not to be satisfied with 

i|trussing and patching up the disordered petals with 

string and cardboard. The object is to make art so to 

bear on vegetable growth, that bad habits may be cor- 

rected, and symmetry and beauty more uniformly 0%- 
tained. A visitor at a floral exhibition not initiated 
into the mysteries of flower-craft, who should see 4 

stand of Carnations, and purchase of the exhibitor OU 

the faith of their being so compact and regular, would 
in if he found the following year that 

bloom equally round their pots. The first may be ns 

attractive, merely as presenting a mass of bloom ; bu 
[there can be no doubt the latter deserve the prize, aS 
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developing most the subserviency of art to nature. drs 
est celare artem ; in floriculture especially, it is true that 
art should conceal itself. 

A real love of science should be always made to re- 
press a mere spirit of gambling in flower.shows. No 
‘one can have been long acquainted with the i 
of such societies, without having seen a dangerous ten- 
deney in some minds to look for prizes for their own 

Sake. Persons have been known to withhold their 

And count their deficiencies by the higher examples 

brought under their notice. There is something very 

undignified in striving more for a prize of 10s. than for 

ne TEN of persevering efforts to improve the art,— 

Home Correspondence. 
Polmaise Heating.—In your number of the 20th 

June there are some additional observations on Pol- 
maise heating by “J. H. H, B—k He seems to 
ink that some further means are necessary to place 
hor Polmaise system of heating on an equality with the 
gater system ; and he believes that that system 

An not present sufficient surface for the heat to be 
f used over, and for the air to act upon. But the 
act is that there is a sufficiently heated surface to heat 
d air in a church capable of holding 2000 people (as 
Aas been proved by experiment), and, therefore, quite 

Chough of heat for any hothouse. By the hot-water 
System, the fire is first employed to heat the tank; the 

oe being heated, heats the water, and the hot water 
AM its eireulation heats the pipes in the hothouse, and 

ey heat the house. In the Polmaise system, the fire 

a Once heats the stove, and that heats the air in the 
AEG chamber, and that the house, and by means of 
E drains under the floor of the hothouse, a constant 

AU is kept up, and with less fire than is re- 

RR for hot-water pipes, for the heat required to 
ess thin air sufficiently in the hot-air chamber is much 
pipes uw I$ required to bring the water in the tanks or 

kept 0 a boiling heat, and unless the boiling heat is 
2:8 Up, the water will not cireulate through the pipes, 
t 1e heat be kept up. The iron of the stove is near 

he heat, and the surface is quite extensive enough to 
eat air in the hot-air chamber to any degree requisite 

to keep up the heat in the hothouse to 100 degrees, if 
tequired. The effect of the hot-water pipes is to heat 
the air of the hothouse, by means of using more ma- 
chinery, if I may so express it, than by at once intro- 
ducing hot air from the hot-air chamber, and the sim- 
du the process and the less complicated the machinery 
ums better, and the expense of the hot-water apparatus 
a Saved, I do not enter into the question of the con- 
oe properties of air and water. The water is not 
D ied to the plants directly, the air is so applied, and 
lin Stantly changed by the circulation. W. M., Stir- 

Js Tune 23. 
ing gular Appearance of a Dew-drop.—One morn- 

(or, 
o 

den! 

fore in 

iue was still at the time when I made the observa- 

d have tried to observe it again, by putting dust 
ceed a drop of water on a leaf, but have never suc- 

ed in observing the same appearance again.— Peter 
ackenzie, i 

one Potato Crop.—This neighbourhood being that 
NUES last year first attacked, in this country, with 

WERE ‘ofato-murrain, I am induced to inform your 
crop B of the present appearance and prospect of the 
s ere. Some few weeks since I heard rumours of 
x A eenen of the disease ; and in every instance 

bet nce visited and examined the suspected plants ; 
fram am happy to say that, with the exception of two 
M I have been unable to find any authentic in- 

A ENDE the murrain this year. The Potato-plants 
iae ly were, until recently, extremely vigorous and 

35 EID never before in this island, nor I believe 
Ywhere else, have I before seen them so luxuriant 

and early; but the subsequent continued dry weather 

had commenced ripening the crop too early ; though, 

no doubt, with the present rain some will yet continue 

to grow. The tubers as well as the plants are perfectly 
sound. Several facts have come to my notice to remove 

by the - poorer inhabitants, who find that an infusion 
prepared in the same way can hardly be distinguished 

from that of the coffee berry, I set to work and collected 

a quantity of the roots ; had them washed and eut up 

into small pieces; got a coffee roaster and roasted 
hased a coffe ill and ground them. I 

the fear that the disease is likely to be i 

from the old Potato. In one of the contaminated frames 

mentioned above, the only one of the two I had an 

opportunity of inspecting carefully, in the other in- 

stance the young tubers only being sent me, I found 

that while the haulm, young tubers, and stolons were 

all affected, the old tuber was merely shrivelled ; and 

the stem from it to the first stolon perfectly sound and | guage: 

healthy. In another instance, I observed that where 

a heap of diseased Potatoes had been thrown away, the 

sound portions of some had grown; the plants were 

perfectly healthy, and although having no other mould 

than that of still rotting, blighted Potatoes, the young 

tubers were perfectly sound. Owing to the quantities 

of bad Potatoes thrown away which have since vege- 

tated, Potato plants are this year a most abundant 

3 
think it got a fair trial; but I imagine that we could 

be brought to relish liquid guano or hay-water sooner 

than Dandelion coffee. We are informed that Taraxa- 

cum has been long in repute as a mild detergent and 

aperient ; and its diuretic effects may be inferred from 

the vulgar name it bears in most of the European lan- 
ges. People in trouble will not hesitate long about 

taking bitter medicine; but it will be a long time be- 

fore the healthy inhabitants of this country relish such 
coffee, unless some better mode of preparing the article 

is used than the one I followed. It has been said that 

the flowers of the Dandelion possess a certain degree of 

sensibility when under the powerful influence of the 

sun in a summer's morning; an evident motion of the 

flowerets may be discovered. Have any of the readers 
of the Chronicle observed such a motion ?— Peter 

weed in every waste place, and on every rubbish heap ; 

and though thus the product o i d tubers, 

the new plants are as healthy as possible. It is cer- 

tainly not yet too late for us to be again visited ; but 

the above facts are cheering, as disproving some posi- 

tions which were, à priori, reasonable grounds of fear. 

—J. Bell Salter, Ryde. 
Potato Disease.—A gentl in this neig 

hood the other day showed me a specimen of diseased 
Potato-top, mentioning at the same time that he con- 

sidered his crop entirely spoiled. This is the first 

intimation of the malady being in this part.—4 Reader, 

Cockermouth, June 30. 
Dodder (or Ladies’ Hair).—It may not be uninterest- 

ing to many of your readers to know that this curious 

little indigenous plant is now in the height of its beauty, 

and will continue so for at least another month, I will 

not attempt to introduce it in any other way than by its 

plain’ English name, but I would recommend any 

juvenile hotanist to turn to Dr. Lindley’s “ Ladies’ 

Botany ;” he will there find the plant pleasingly noticed 

and fully deseribed. It can be easily grown in pots, 

and when skilfully managed, is quite an object of 

attraction, and will do well either in the conservatory 

or in roekwork with hardy ferns.— W. P. 

American Bug.—l may mention that 30 years ago 

a relation showed me a young Apple-tree which ha 

been nearly killed by it, and he informed me that he 

had destroyed the insect by a mixture of about 8 oz. of 

goose-grease to 2 oz. of sulphur, plentifully applied with 

a paint-brush to the affected parts, the mixture being 

kept in a liquid state during the operation by placing 

the jar containing it on a heated brick. I had an op- 

portunity of observing the tree several years afterwards; 

it was always in a thriving condition, and bore fruit 

abundantly. Subsequently I applied the same process 

to another Apple-tree very badly affected, which was 

quite successful, as not only did no such disease again 

appear on that tree, but whether it was from the nourish- 

ment afforded by the grease or the sulphur, or by a 

combination of them, or by some other cause, that tree 

hada much stronger and more healthy look long after- 

wards than any of those near it.— Edward West, War- 

rington. 
Late Drone Bees.—In this locality (near Norwich) 

bees began to swarm on the 15th of May, and there is 

appearance of plenty of honey. Mr, Slade appears to 

doubt what I said about a second brood of drones, but 

“B. T." (p. 407) mentions a good instance of it, and 

Mr. Hart, of Bellingford, Norfolk, had once a late 

brood of drones in a bell glass. Mr. S. observes that 

T treat with contempt Huber’s belief respecting young 

queen bees not depositing drones’ eggs before they are 
11 months old. But as old stocks produce early swarms, 

though they contain queens as young, and perhaps 

younger than those in stocks that were second swarms 
the previous season, therefore what he relates on this 

point dees not bear upon the subject at issue. The 

presence of drones does not regulate the time of swarm- 

ing, for at times prime swarms issue before the drones 

appear, at other times not till after, and occasionally 

not at all.— W. 

The Weather.—Y beg to give the state of the ther- 
mometer on the four following days ; viz. :— 
June 4. In full sunshine on a garden wall, at 1, P.M. 120° 5 

(Constant thunder). we 

n 

» 17. In full sunshine, at 2 p.m. E oe .. 
pen shade do. (Constant thunder all day). 91° 

» 18. Infull sunshine, at 3 p.m. we v. Te E 
n open shade (Loud thunder in many places). 86^ 

+ 19. (Very sultry). In full sunshine, at 10 a.m. .. 126° 
In Us shade .. e o. o. A$ 

(Thunder loud and constant, and many accidents by electricity). 

The fruit crop in this part of the country will be very 

poor; indeed many of the wall-trees are almost com- 

pletely denuded of their leaves by the scorching rays of | £ 

the sun. Gooseberries, Currants, and Strawberries, 

are a good crop, and Potatoes look excellently well ; 

Turnips are coming on very finely, and corn is looking 

quite healthy, where the soilis not too hot and dry; 

corn and Barley are in ear, being three weeks in 

advance of last year.— 4. Walker, Gardener, Mayen 

House, Bamffshire, N. B. 

Dandelion Root a substitute for Coffee.—1 was read- 

ing Mr. Forsyth's article on “the value of a weed,” 

(p. 340), with considerable relish, although it wasa Dan- 

delion subject, until I came to: the coffee department. 

I did not know whether to stand still or go on; but 

after a pause I went through it all. Having read some 

ears ago in a medical work that at Gottingen the roots 

| of the Dandelion are roasted and substituted for coffee 

A Cement ‘or Glue.—Dissolve five or six bits of 

mastic in as much spirits of wine as will make them 

liquid. In another vessel dissolve as much isinglass 

(previously soaked in water till softened) in rum or 

brandy as will make 2 ounces by measure of strong 
glue ; add two bits of gum galbanum or ammoniaeum, 

which must be rubbed or ground till dissolved. Mix 

the whole with a sufficient heat, and keep the composi- 

tion in a bottle well corked, When to be used, set the 

bottle in hot water. An excellent cement.—Wm. W. 

Drake, Walthamstow. 
Destruction of Green-fly.—1 have noticed several 

plans suggested for destroying aphis ; some appear to 

have been successful in part, more particularly that of 

syringing with a solution in water of common smelling 

salts. I have not tried this, but I conceive it is open, like 

all other syringing, to the defect of leaving some parts 

of the plants or leaves untouched, both by the water 

and that which it contains ; and to anotlfer great defect 

of not entirely killing all the insects, some of which 

will immediately make for the stem of the plant and 

commence an ascent. I will, however, deseribe a plan 

which I have found very efficacious, particularly in 

clearing Roses of their worst enemy. have nothing 

d|at present made expressly for the purpose, but use 

articles which happen to be at hand. They are, first, a 

common hair-brush used for sweeping rooms, about 

half worn out, which, as most people know, is about a 

foot long, and three inches wide in the wood, the hair 

projecting two inches all round, and having a handle 

about four feet in length—this handle might be very 

conveniently shortened to one foot for this purpose. 

The next thing to be used is a common hand-brush 
(such as is used commonly by chambermaids, with a 

dust-pan), and if this has been about one-third used up, 

so much the better. Round the wood which holds the 

hair of the first brush should be nailed a piece of stiff 

aper or pasteboard, extending about half the length of 

the outside hairs, and fitting closely to the edge of the 

wood, so as to prevent the insects from falling through. 

Then take the first-mentioned brush in the left hand, 

and place it under the Rose or other shoot on which 

the insects are, and take the other brush in „the right 
hand and taking the shoot between the two rub 

them together, so as to dislodge the insects from the 

shoot and leaves, and then, whilst the shoot is between 

them, draw both together from the tree, so that the 

shoot and leaves get the full benefit of all the hairs, and 

you will find searcely an insect remaining, and most of 
them will be on the wood at the root of the hairs, and a 

few sticking about the hairs. By this means you may 

very soon, if numerous, collect many thousands of your 

enemies. Then with the back of one brush knock the 

back of the other, and they will all fall on the ground, 
an easy prey to the sole of your foot. I imagine that 

Hop-grounds might be cleared of aphides in this way, it is 

so quick and simple ; and when the plants get tall, steps 

might be used ; it is only sweeping plants, instead of 

sweeping streets or houses.—M. H. G. [A parapetti- 

coat is better.] 
Cut Roses at the Chiswick Show.—As there may very 

probably be prizes given next year for eut Roses, will 

you have the goodness to explain how it was, that in the 

collections of 50 varieties, the second prize was given to 

a stand which contained two varieties of Moss Roses. 
In the prize paper, a prize is offered for Moss Roses, 

and then for other Roses, in 50 varieties. The word 

other, appears to exclude the Moss. One of the Moss 

Roses was the fringed Provence, which might be allowed 
to pass as a Provence, but the other, though I forget 
the exact variety, was undoubtedly a Moss.—S. JV. 
We were not aware of the fact. Perhaps one of the 

judges will answer this inquiry.] 

Fuchsia Challenge.—Observing in the last number of the Gar- 

i r. Hally, ips to 

and Epps. 

— 
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Tt thus ES from the above extract, the second flower.” 
Haly founds his complaint, is thatthe point upon which Mr. 

one left to the option of the judges ; SS upon which 

they were sees to exercise their judgment, v to place a 

second or not, hat, in coming to the sur they did, the 

terms of the Arehn have been strictly Gaiden with. After 
carefully examining the specimens, they manimous in 

opinion that the F uchsia exhibited uid od ents C (which. 

proved. to be Mrs. Lane), was he best in point of flower and 
us award should be nds 

orious," a second prize ert 

neonstancy of bs Empress asre- 

ori nt part of the flower, the corolla, and 
the hidden bear e the Countess from the sepals not expand 
ing, combined Ah other imperfections, influenced the judges 
in their determination ; nor were they blind S De defects i in 

the winning flower, As the note of preparation had long been 
sounded, something first-rate was looked for, both as regarded 
quality and growth, and it was a matter of surprise that three 
better Fuchsias had not been selected for the oceasion.—One of 
the Judges, 

ieties, 

LINNEAN SOCIETY. 
June 16.—The Bisuor or Norwicu in the chair. J. 
n Esq., and Dr. Lightfoot, were elected Fellows. 
A paper was read by Mr. “Lovell Reeve “On the fane- 
tions of Calcification in the Cowrie and the Olive, two 
pectinibranchiate Mollusks.” The object of the paper 
was to point out the different process by which thesame 
end was accomplished in animals closely allied. Hav- 
ing called attention to the fact that the pearly nautilus 
secretes a heavy shell, capable of resisting great ipres- 
sure, whilst the paper nautilus secretes a light elastic 
boat, used only by the female for the purposes of ovipo- 
sition ; the author pointed out the difference between 
the process of secretion of the shell of the Cowrie and 
that of the Olive. He concluded his observations by a 
caution against generalising or speculating on the pro- 
bable nature of a mollusk from the analogies presented 
by its shell. The paper was illustrated by diagrams of 

auc or the duiness of the PH 
t not wel in enn a small pe coccinea, 

e raed flowers ; and a good Erica 
SEATON. —In Bo 8 up was a very highly. coloured 
Leschenaultia formosa ; a fixe M humilis; the pretty 

'hynanthus perps icus va nerly mentioned ; a green-flow- 
cred. Heath ; and a ety 0 , together > with Gar- 
doquia Hookeri; SEAT Pimelea de 
and the blue Roella ciliata.—Among Mr. Malyon's plants were 
Vinca rosea ey Glerbdenid ‘on. “fallax, and a tall C. squama- 
tum ; a well-grown, but not finely-bloomed Leschenaultia for- 
mosa ; together with, a dwarf variety of L. biloba, and a good 
Statice arborea, Associated aie these were likewise Ixora. 
coccinea, the pre hite Kelosanthes versicolor, an 
Oneida, anda €^ peHeath. MM Hamp sent, among others, 

Veronica ‘specios the pretty pink- AO weted aiming: Juliana, 
Glerodendcon sqmamatum, Gésnera splendens, the handsome 
Kalosanthes miniata, and Rondeletia mma —Groups of Six 
Bias ware shown by Mr. Clarke, gr. to W. Block, Esq.; Mr. 
Moylan, e tod. Costar E rus tanly, Br. to d 

fine health, 
with 10 large heads of b 

cH 

ns, , gr. to B. 
zen by itr. dle of Blackheath. Mr. Clari 
the well known Pelargonium tricolor ; 
Mn imenes dong giflora, and a good Aphele: 
ith Eri ata, and the pretty yellow Cassia cor; osa, M: 

Ta E TNS jasminiflora alba; the showy Clero- 
dendr on fallax; a charming Stephanotis floribunda, together 

aia rai in good condition ; Statice sinuata 
Men a pretty Hoya carnosa. From Mr. Stanly ds nes 
Permi a tall Clerodendron uan à goo uia 
Tookeri ; Pelar; gontam tricolor, and L renault for o. os 
Kay sent the fine Mahernia incisa, for Hd ly described ; a good 
Veronica spumis; Achimenes gr: anditora, gu Begonia nee i- 
folia, in good condition; aud a pretty Er ata. From 
Mr. Cole were Gardenia Mone Apion li; TEES 
arborea, and the. purple sergiana Hamp- 
stead, also exhibited e ania, among whi m» ee uy plants 
of Soiiya heterophylla and Leschenaultia formi 

display -of Zapp ee oe 
xs by Mr. pe 
aa and by Me: 
Stanhopestineites ar 
PIE zesii, with numero 

ers; Vanda js es; the charming Aerides maculosum, vede 
flower spike j Grámmatophyllum multiflorum, with two strong 
gracefully penadi spikes of green end brown blossoms ; a fine 
Mae pulvinatum, with Brassia Wr , and the sw eet smell- 

ng E th Aeride: 

Collections of 
isq., of Stock 

Don sent 

the naked animals and their shells. No fol- 
lowed the reading of this interesting paper. 

ROYAL BOTANIC Peay Sos cae 
July 1.— This the THIRD and LAST E HIDITION for the season 

was held in their garden, Inner Regent’s Park. 
day, although cloudy, continued favourable, and during the 
afternoon a en I: EA number. of visitors entered the garden, 
includingHis s Ibrahim P The exhibition itself, 

Ci 13 

Tycaste tetragona, a poor aonb Te bs tibi 
etabilis, Brassia Lanceana, and Cir hoa tri rist 

the latter vith numerous pendent spikes of insect-like blo: 
the collection from Tooting we remarked the rare 

On nebulosum, a Brazilian species with beautiful large 
yellow and brown blossoms, O. pulvinatum, having a fine 
flower spike, O. luridum guttatum, a fine Stanhopea tigrina, 
the pale variety of S. Wardii, Huntleya violacea, Lycaste 
cruenta, the Ime süDweren Calant he veratrifolia, and the 
curious green-t filiforme, In the same although presenting g ite novi ity, was a fair one 

thi 
Collections of 30 STovE AND GREENHOUSE PL NTS eiue shown 

by Messrs. ee of Lea-bridge-road, and Mr. i 
», of Bromley, , both receivin E There 

d freshness in the entire appearanee of the 
Lea-bridge group ‘that Gee set distingui: ie de ies all 
Others. Atthe top of the stage stood a super n of Al- 
lamanda cathartica, 5ft. in height and finely in vitis 5 den on 
one side of it od beautiful Sollya linearis, mentioned on a former 
Occasion ; an the other, a lovely plant of the sweet-scented 
Stephanotis floribunita: Supporting these were noble 
of the ponus Kalosanthes, including tida, 3 feetin height and 
as much in amery beauti! ully growu and in excellent condi- 
tion as E grandiflora miniata superbly done, 
and a less SCARE plant of K. coccinea. Associated with 
these xen pl a 2ft.in hele hendeA much through. 
Fine plants of Vinca alba and ri alba; a large "Tristania 
neriifolia, not sufficiently in Blooks, and a Ba Ixora coceinea. 

E] 8 

group were also ante tricolor, showy Cattleya 
Mossiso, with eight expanding blossoms, Miltonia spectabilis, 
and the curious Trichopilia to: Jollections of 10 were 
exhibited by Mr. Plant, gr. Moa d A. Esq, 5 and by 

RN: Blandy, Eg. of Reading. In Mr. Pl 
group were Aerides odoratn r past its best, Um lovely 

culosum, UE i Oncidiirnd pulvinata anceanum, 
with eight spi of f flowe rs, and opi! mn tortilis, together 
with Cinta iusto) lutea, and the blue lipped V. anda Roxburghi 
Mr. Rae sent a large EAE AKI ED a small Phalenopsis 
amabilis, Cattleya "Mossim i od condition ; Aerides 
Rodriguesia secunda, the odd. little -Maxillazia. stapeli i 
and a Huntleya violacea.—In Mr. Barnes’s group of six plants 

Calanthe E a a Gongora, Oncidium roseum, and 
"Trichopii ia tor! 

The Display een CAPE RU was far from being fine, al- 
though a large number s beautiful tribe was br rought 
together. Wi ith the exception of some noble bushes of the red 

In front were Franciscea acuminata etty Dr: 
gracile, whose chaste vga vien p» idi white flowers 
answer wellfor bouquets ; Crowea saligna in luxuriant health, 
but hardiy sufficiently in ne two plants of Olerodendron 
fallax; a pretty Gardoquia Hookeri; Phenocoma prolife 
aiite scarce of flowers; a highl FOE ed Achimenes long 
flora, together with. Statice arborea, the violet-flowered Bur- 

naultia formosa, 18 inches 
nes’ collection also 

contained some good plants ; at t! of the stage stood Cle- 
rodendron paniculatum, about 8 fect in height, with a pe 
of flowers 2 feet in length, and supporting it two plants of C. 
fallax, a noble Crowea saligna, 6 feet in height and 4 feet in 
width, a good Allamanda cathartica, and the same large Phæ- 
mocoma pro ‘olifera former! xhibited. In the same collection 
were also me plan nts of Pimelea decussata, and Veronica spe- 
ciosa, the latter insufficiently in bloom ; Polygala. cordifolia ; 
pai Mer uf. in good condition ; the red and white Kalo- 

nthes miniata and nitida, and a var iety of the old K. cocci- 
e two plants of Tioke daiji formosa, a lovely Roella 
ciliata, together with two of Rondeletia speciosa, a miserable 
Ardisia hymenandra, and a fine Erica jasminiflorz e s front 
were emet W e former 

e plant, and near them a large but iC Aerides 
Associated with these were Ixora grandiflora, hav- 

orange heads of bloom, the green flowered 
dora), and AT ariety of È, ventricosa, 

wo famous Collections of 20 Srove AND GREENHOUSE Pr. 
were shown by Mr. Ayres, gr. ne J. Cook, Esq., of Brooklands, 

gr. to Miss Traill, of Exc to 
awarded. 

T5 

C. ax, als oppositi- 
; the SE Allama nda cathar- 

ee ux also the n CUm Gloriosa. 
h e Lesehenaultia for- 

3 fe ss in height, and as much in 
diameter, por ered m bloom; the old K. coccinea, more 
straggling than the former; a fine Pignoconi 
a large écolo a tpectoney hardly sw bloom. Inthe 
same group were, pen the joe inkeflowered Erica Par- 
mentieriana rosea ; ra crocata, hardly sufficiently in bloom ; 
the larger flowered “Apnielete specta; a Roneetas the 
somewhat scarce Achimenes multiflora d several Heaths, 
In Mr. Hunt's collection were plants of Vinca rosea, and rosea 
alba, both about 3 feet in width, and 2) feet in he 
Allamanda cathartica, rather bare of Hower 5 
coccinea; the sia known Russelia juncea 
Rec ; Cattley erispa, in fine condition ; Oavidicen Lance- 
anum, with one Booi flower-spike ; a spreading Erica infandibu- 
liformis, hardly enough in bloom ; and a large E. ampullacea, 

t were Tehmelón spectabilis, and P. decussata ; a Dum 
Leschenaultia formos: e small Gardoquia Hooker 

ower-spikes ; a large Cattleya ; sd 
several Cape He: eaths, Sich were rather bare of 

Collections of 10 Stove and GREENHOUSE PLANTS wore. shown 

Thorne, Esq., of South Lambeth. Mr. Green sent a largo 
Clerodendron fallax; Calanthe S gi ifolia, ye eight spikes 
of snow-white flow ers the blue Roella cilia a neat Ixora 
crocata, Manettia co ia, ana "esthenan Nin, fotad sa. In 
the same collection also the same fine Aphelexis humilis, 

anc t rec bicolor, sas one or two fine 
specimens of ipu alba, there was ege dip rhe ES 
remark. This was not, however, the case with R 
both cut and in pots, were produced i in excellent CSA e 
equalling any former exhibition of this fine flower, The group 
of1 lants from Mr. Dobson, roe to M E 
worth, was superbly done ; and so was that from Messrs. Lane 
and Son, of Great Ere ad. Among Mr. Dobson's 

t prize was Rui d, we remarked 
Due de Luxembourg, "illato Des Jaroline Hardy, 
Dalohito (9 Edouard Desfosses, BE Badin as Souvenir 
de aison, La Reine, Napoleon, and Odorata. a (W white).— 
Me: Tot Lane and Son sent La Reine, CE de P: 5 MARIUS 
Boccella, SERA esita, Celi ine, O Fe pso, 
Triomphe niensi A Coupe 
d'Hébé, Pe "rotomphe de e -F unda of Hertford, 
also sent a a good group, in Which were ONES Y Virginalis, 
Goubault, Queen, Comtesse Ressóguier, Fulgorie, and 
Ms Albert.—Cut des in Collections of 100 M iEn were 
shown by Messrs. Franci Lane, and Paul, as well as fine 
UE of 12, by the same EU —Of Autumnal bor Mr. 
Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth, Sent fine boxes of H. Perpetual: 
Comtesse Duc chatel, Clementine Seringe, Duchess a eee er- 
land, Baronne Prevost, Da Marx, Rivers, and La Rei 

of or PrANTS Mr. Green prod duced a CURA ON p Cacti 
in good condi m odendrons were shown 
by Mr. Dares Messrs. Eri a-bri ea Ww. 
P. Ayres, o 1 ium Mr. Kay pro- 
duced a Boreae plant of splendens, for which a de) prize 
was awarde: 

SINGLE Srzcrw deos cultivation plate number 
of Plants were aed nie Hunt had a fine Erica Massoni, 
measuring 3ftinshelphtmnduasemiuchyaeross Mr. Green, a 
capital Erica Joni alba, Pentas MB ig e " pretty Ixo: 

scinea, and Medinilla erythrophyll a; Mes Rollis eon 
tanhopea tigrina, Astelma ‘eximia and ii metulæflora 

bicolor; Mr. Dawson, of IBrinton-hill, a a ai acea; 
Fras T a ver ty fine Kalovantiics nitida, pei saligna, 

or,and Eri ; Mr. Duncan Leschenaultia 
ite Crosten, Hosa MEE. Mr. 81 Ban. Achimenes 

grandiflora; Mr. Bruce, of Tooting, Roella e 
Achimen longitiora ; and Mr, Pamplin, of cir PAIR 
Erica v: 

Of New wA Tunis pt in bloom, Messrs. Henderson, of 
Pin pl sen a beauti- 
ful new iac of this P pM genus, and their Sues 
Leibmanni, which appears to be a variety of grandiflora; Mr, 
Smith, of Regent’s Park, s ovely Torenia asiatica ; Te 

a seedling Thys: : Messrs. Rollisson, Calystegia 
mentioned in ater column ; Ayres, Mus- 

senda, macrophylla, and Clitoria Ternate Mr. vies 
Achimenes See ynon gia 5 ; and Mr, Dod, a eben, and Ruellia 
macrophylla 

OTHER cvi rs of an interesting but not showy Ens were 
several collections of British plants, includin f the 
rarer species. Two collections of Alpines from Mr. Seid and 
Mr. Wood, of Norwood, who also had a group em Mose 
plants, two groups of British Ferns, from Mr. Sm 

o J. Costar, Esq., a box of dwarf Cacti from Mr. 
S and finally a handsome | green slate basket, containing 

rus ird and the Ceylon Anzctochilus setaceus, from 
Mr. "Beck, s] 

The pee ee of the Pena ugh good 
for the season, showed an evident decline from "i ms former 
splendour. ‚Mr. Staines obtained the 1st prize for 12 new, first- 

"d tn Ex EE 

m rate, and distinct varieties, grown in 8-inch poy his flowers 
MOERS Rainbow, Nameless, Sultana, Emperor Nicholas, 

n, Josephine, cue E da, Duke of Wellington, 
ipe. and Plato, 2ndto Mr. Cock, who exhibited Hector, 
Negress, Orion, PSI eer Duchess of Leinst ter, Milo, 
Momus, Lucifer, Sunset, Mare Antony and Shield of Ach hilles. 
SES collections of 12 distinct dei dae grown in ll.inch pou. 

. Staines and Mr. Coc e the only competitors. uon 
Was awarded to the former, the 2nd to e $ Por 

o . Simpson, Es 
G. Boy Esq In pe Nosen Tit N'S 
Crass for 12 new, first-rate, and distinct varieties, the 1st prize 
was pended to Mr. Dobson, foreman to Mr. Beck, for Marcus, 
Margaret, Zenobia, Arabas a, Orion, Mare ‘Antony, Mustee, Re- 
pealer, Othello, Queen Pomare, Desdemona, and Isabella, Mr. 
Gaines received the 2nd prize for Gazelle, Pluto, Leander, 
Snowflake, Duchess of Ri Amelia, Rising Sun, Exoni- 
ensis, Princeps, Success, , Oberon, and Milo. InGarcsonamns 
for 6 distinct Maud the Ist prize for Amateu 
o Mr. Bennett, gr. to G. J. Smith, Esq. 

Class, Mr. Henderson ;was awarded the Ist prize 
grown and d ess Roslyn, General Robi- 
son, Duke of Buccleuch, Standish ps e, and Examplar; 
Mr. Gaines obtained ti 
capital condition by Movers Kendall, Ts 
Robinson, Mr. Kendall’s plants (which we 
well isse were Erecta, Elegans, Enchan 
Gizan , Miss P an, and 
SAE e ar elegans, Britannia, 
Henry Pottinger, and Colossu 
manni, Cassandra, Stanwellia: 
in height, and a fine Exoniensis. Mr. Robinson sent 
plants of Nymph, RO DM Duchess of Sutherland, 
Norfolk "os and Sir H. inger. Some good single speci- 
mens were also shown, piM collections inferior to the above 
were produced by Gaines and oth 

There was a good display of assist one and PICOTEES. "s 
the former Ist prizes were awarded to Mr. Turner and 
Ward, and a 2d to Messrs. Norman, of Woolwich. Mr. Turner 
exhibited Kayes, Omnium Primus, Puxley’s Prince Albert, 
Hale’s do., Beauty of Woodhouse, Princess Charlotte, Flora’s: 
Garland, Jopworth 8 True Briton, Lady of the Lake, P: aul Pry, 

Mr. Ward's 

Coronet, 

Wa 
Hateon’s Mis: 
Little Nell, Di 

dy Sarah Payne, and 
arton, Appleby’s Prince of Wales, Elliott's 
t Phoebus, True Briton, Epaminondas and 

MT E] DOR Albert. Several other stands were also ex- 
hibited. In Picotees, the Ist prize was awarded to T. Edmonds, 
Esq.; the stand contained, Burraudis Borderer, Sir W, Mid- 
dicton, Isabella, L'Elegant, Burroughes's Mrs. Bevan, and 
President, Matthew's Enchantress, Mrs, Trahar, Regin 
Clarissa, a, Mrs, Barnard, and Willmer’s Princess Royal. Messrs. 
Norman, of Woolw ich, received a 2d prize for Miss ‘Desborough, 
RE ER Victoria, "en Bevan, Sharp 

ev 

cdf r pues were "som Mr. Turner, of Cha 
n to B. H. Stoney, Es 

prizes awarded, lst, to Mr 

two were selecte: 
Pearson, and Tbr: 
two seedling Fuchsias were awarded 
Mr. Kendall, a very large red eger and Leucanthe, from 

right, gr. to the Hon. Mrs, Rushout, a large flower with 
light tube and pale rosy corolla, Specimens of a scarlet Clove, 
named the Prince of Denmark, SUA sweet-seented, was exhi- 
bited by Mr. Cuthill, of Camber 

The display of Ve was iene and some of it of very: 

fine quality, more especially Penes and Nectarines. There 
were no. "wer than 40 Pine-apples, 24 dishes of Grapes, 47 
elas 2 dishes of Strawberries, 34 dishes of Peaches and 

and several of other fruit. SCELLANEOUS COl- 
Mem th he best came from the Royal Gardens, Frogmore. 
This collection contained a good Queen Pine, a Beechwood 
Melon, West’s St, Peter’s and Black Hamburgh Grapes, Ro; yal 
Geor; ge Peaches and Elruge Nectarines, good Victoria Plums, 

British Queen and Elton ips tn 'and a dish of Moor-park. 
Apricots. Fleming, gr, the Duke s Sutherland, at 
Trentham, obtained a 2d aie meee a small Providence Pine, 
Hybrid Persian, and Benares Melons; Tite Museadine and: 
Black Hamburgh Grapes, fine navel George apa and: 

t Newington Nectarines, an er 

collection from the garden of Sir efron Warrender, vontane 
Sus frui 3 some of it, however, was hardly ripe. The Pine- 

y lange, » but ye e of EA deformed ; ; the 

abs 

won e Mr. I 
of Potichous, near Sidmouth, obtained the 3d award. Mr. 
Spencer, gr. he Marquis of Lansdowne, also DUE a good. 
Providence. Yom Pines were numerous. ray sent a 
finely- swelled fruit, with a small crown; and Mr. E re- 
ceived a 2d prize for a very handsome Ripley Queen ; Mr. 
Brewin, gr. to R. Gunter, exhibited four good Queens ; and 

e same variety also came from Mr. McEwen, gr. to Col. 
Wyndham; Mr. W. P. Ayres, and Mr. Pearson, gr. to A. 
Géorge, Esq Baggs also sent two good Queens, Other 
ken came toon Mr. Hamp, Mr, Kemp, and Mr. Reid, em. Noble- 

orpe. For Melons, the 1st prize was given to Mr. Gadd, B Botch- 
Er th Castle, for a Cintalonpo, a and the 2d to Mr, Calver, of Ham) 

ad, for an orange Canta ape PUT 
tet- = Re ed. Of Persian varieties 

e Aos sh ew a swee uu an. Mr. Spencer se 
green fleshed ; Mr. W. P. Ayres received an Si n prize; 89 
did also Mr. Daniels for a Hoosaince, Of Gra 
of Apley Park, sent Black Hamburghs, de and Black 

Frontignans, some of them, however, hardly ripe. En Black 
Grapes, the first prize was awarded to Mr. Hunt, 
Traill; the second to Javey, Colney Hatch, whose bunches 
were, however, not very finely coloured. Mitchell, of 
Kemp-town, Brighton, sent good Black Hamburghs. Of White 
Grapes Mr. Davis produced excellent bunches, of Muscat, an nd 
good Muscadines were Mr. Gadd En Mr. Butler, gt, 
Salthill. S Vines xs PESE Northcote, us 
Wanstead, and by Mr. Smith, gr. to J. yet Sa Esq., Regent's 
Pank. Dhefomenihed.a plant of Black Hamburgh, on which 
were six fine clusters, and the latter a fine Frontigaan with 
four clusters. he Boa) E Belt were generally 
fine; Mr. Parker, of Roehampton, sent excellent Galande 
Peaches and Elruge, Violet “ative E Tawney Neotarines + 
ea Mr. Kyle, gr. to O. Barclay, Esq., fine Royal George an 

M rre Peaches, pu Violet] Hâtive and Roman Nectarines 
, Elruge Nectarines, and Royal d rge and Chan- 

beu NBedchiea! | Ms aeu Ow, good Noblesse and Violet Hative 
Peaches, ES Elruge Nectarines, A dish of Marseilles AE 
was show n Mr. Foggo. Fine Black Tartarian Cheri 
by Mr. Snow, and a vaste y called the Carnation Che my 
y Mr. Tetap. Good Black Bestes were DATE by "Mr, Braye 

Basley.and Stone Pippin Apples were exhibited by Mr. Brue "i 
of Tooting. For Strawberries, Mr. Lydiard, of Blu. Nn 

we first prize for Bape British Queens, Alice Maude, Élton a 
Keens’ Seedling ; pl E 
ford Pine, Alice anaes and Tilton came from Mr, Bennett, 0! 

the same town. Mr. e, of Bath, also showed the same sorts, 

and a variety named Punto Alfred, The best single dish was 

S 
ner, of Ühalvey ; 

s of British Ip) Dept-. 
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now, who sent fine speeimens of British | 

Victoria, Raspberry eame from Mr. Corn. | 
Strawberries, Raspberries, and Black and 

Uu Currants, from Mr, Lydiard; and Mr. Bennett showed 
these, with the addition of White Currants. Mv. senta 

iU 

Bray 

uavas, Cucumbers were shown by Mr. Butcherand 

pc Ree 
ui RRATA.— Two errors-have crept into the report of the Hor- 
Geultuval Exhibition, p, 407 ; for ‘Champion Cucumbers were 
shown by Mr. Street,” read “by Mr. Mills; And for Mr. 
cott, of Poole,” read “M: ton." 

36 New Garden Plants. 
. Azstea ovata. Ovate Azalea. Hardy Shrub. 
(Heath worts.**) China,—From Chusan, where Mr. 
ortune found two varieties; “the one with white. 
the other with pink or lilac flowers; both spotted 

o very beautiful." 
ene the early despatches from Mr. Fortune was 

ceived a drawing of this beautiful shrub, which, 
According to the Chinese artist, has most delicate 
ie flowers of the size and form of the Davurian 
a ododendron. — The original plants did not sur- 

AS the voyage; but a packet of seed has furnished 
m abundance of young plants, which have been 
acm extensively to the Fellows of the So- 
i y under the name of “ Azalea 274.” The dried 
eee received from Mr, Fortune enable the spe- 
m 2 z be positively determined. It is entirely different 
me MES from all the other Chinese Azaleas ; for in- 

Era of the pale-green eolour and abundant hairs which 
un toria them all, this has perfectly hairless leaves, 

pem. in the seedling state, and they are of a very dark 

of EN Their form, too, is quite distinet ; for instead 

d d gradually io the stalk they are abruptly 

tintin even in some cases almost heart-shaped. ‘The 
of it has been too recently acquired for any knowledge 

R th true habits to have been acquired : but seedlings 
it e open air have borne-the frost of last autumn, and 

suf s Considerable on two occasions, without having 
P ered in the least; and if, as seems probable, the 
ho nt should not be inclined to push early, it will not 

ed Y be a hardy evergreen, but one ‘of the finest in the 

untry.— Journal of the Hort. Soc. 
37. Acunnxus PATEN 

house Herbaceous Plant. 
‘Re of the first objects to which Mr, Hartweg directed 

Tecovery of this beautiful plant, which he had found in 
bs rse of his former researches, but which had not 

idus NL in the garden of the Society. Although the 
witha Sp so far advanced that herbage had all become 
Wers da , he sueceeded in discovering zome roots, which 
this pomeBiately sent home by the post, and proved tobe 

Ha io. Nor does it disappoint the expectations that 
A. 05 eee of it; for with the habit and foliage of 
noart Ora it bears flowers of so intense a violet that 
AE colours can imitate them, This most re- 
iito 6 3 tint fades away on the outside of the corolla 
d c! kap l purple, and is renewed on the tübe 
th © corolla in an intermediate tint. The border of 
‘he'corolla is slightly notched, and its tube is extended 
Into a singular blunt horn, which projects beyond the 
Calyx, and is more or less lobed at the sides. The 
Corolla measures about.an inch and a. half across the flat 
border, and the tube is rather larger. Achimenes 
Patens, like most of the other kinds, may be treated so 
as to flower nearly at all seasons of the year, and only 
ees to be kept ina dormant state and quite dy 
peus at rest. It should be started gradually, and grows 
or ina soil composed of a small portion of well de- 
YU posed cow-dung and half decayed leaf-mould, in.a 
ae ee state. It is easily increased by the scaly 
"a and requires a close atmosphere, but not a very 

me ae hot one, Tt is a very handsome kind, being 
oe, the finest both for colour and foliage.—Journalt 
38 ort. Soc. 

T QARDENTA FLORIDA, L, ; var. Forruniana. Mr. 
N rtune's Gardenia. G house Shrub. (Ci ds.* 
mph of China, 
m aed single and double varicties of this plant 
eee to every one. That which is now noticed 

whi Merely in the extraordinary size of the flowers, 
llo " ToS ` 
ae are nearly 4 inches in diameter, and in hav 

" 
The oad leaves sometimes as much as 6 inches long. 
they lowers are pure' white, changing to light buff as 

ee off, and not unlike a very large double Camell 

Specie calyx has the long broad lobes of the orig 
S, instead of the narrow lobes, at least twice as 

Hi a5 the tube of the corolla, of G. radicans, by which 

cH is technieally known. It is one of the very 
Ds “a Sus in eultivation, aud ranks ona level with 

of nous white'Camellia, which it equals in the beauty 
délia; owers and leaves, and infinitely excels in its 

cous odour. — Journal of Hort. Si 0C. 

CN Garden Memoranda. 
We eal Society's Garden, Turnham Green. 
ll sued. at this blist in the green! 
fue he Orchid-house, a specimen in bloom of the old, 
Well T orely, neglected Chironia floribunda, a plant 
ASH serena a place inevery collection ; possessing, 

Beit, es, rich sink flowers of considerable size aud 
t TA anda good foliage, it is a matter of surprise 
Tt is we do not oftener see it on our exhibition tables. 
potter plant of easy cultivation, requiring only to be 
need za a mixture of turfy loam and peat, and to be 
suk where it has plenty of light and room. In the 

ouse were Cedronella pallida, a plant from the 

#19, " ri 
these to in ley's “ Vegetable Kingdom” for an explanation of 

north of Mexico, producing racemes of labiate flesh- 

coloured flowers, and Mr. l'ortune's Indigofera decora. 

The latter forms a dark-green ‘bush, with somewhat 

glaueous branches and pinnate leaves, ‘from whose axils 

are produeeü racemes of beautiful light rosy flowers ; 

indeed the whole appearance of the plant is very hand- 
some, fully realising all that has been said of it. Near 
it was another of Mr. Fortune's plants in bloom in the 

shape of Rhynchosp jasminoides,a pretty sweet- 

scented greenhouse twiner, with-snow-white flowers 

something like'those'of-the white Jasmine. It will, no 

doubt, form p valuable addition to this class of plants. 

On a front shelf was a Lysimachia, producing racemes 

of small white flowers ; if hardy, this may ‘possibly be 

a good plant for bedding out. It ‘was raised acci- 

dentally from seeds which had been deposited among 
the ‘mould with which Mr. Fortune ‘packed one of ‘his 

Chinese importations of plants. On the same shelf was 

Calandrinia umbellata, a beautiful object, either for 

ornamenting the shelves of our greenhouses, or for 

planting out in pátches on yockwork. The flowers are 

produced in tolerable abundance, and the colour (a deep 

purple) is the most lovely imaginable. We may here 

mention a little experiment which has been made on 

the growth of Caeti in water. On the 11th of June, 

1845, a plant of Mammillaria pulehra in a 3-inch pot 

was placed in a 6-ineh pot, which, having the hole at 

the bottom stopped up, has been kept full of water, and, 

singular as it may appear, the plant is growing very 

luxuriantly under this anomalous treatment, although 

it has been constantly kept in the water, from the above 

date to the present time, and fully exposed to the ever 

varying temperature of a greenhouse. This being quite 

the reverse of the treatment such things generally re- 

eeive,would seem to offer a useful hint to the growers of 

thisinteresting tribe, and it further shows that the nature 

of Cacti under cultivation is but imperfectly understood. 

In the range of pits in front of this house was Mr. 

Fortune's last importation of plants from China. They 

are all in good condition ; the Preonies are just begin- 

ning to break, the Camelliasand Roses also look well, 

more especially the Camellias, and some Caprifoliaceous 

plants. In the same range was Achimenes patens, the 

lovely new species lately received. from Mr. Hartweg : 

with the habit and foliage of A. longiflora, it bears 

flowers of an exceedingly beautiful violet colour, 

changing on the outside of the corolla into a clear 

bright purple. The tube is extended into a singular 

blunt spur which projects beyond the ealyx. It is, per- 

haps the most beautiful of all the species yet intro- 

duced, fully realising the high expectations formed of it. 

In this pit was also an Arabian production like a 

Plumeria, with a large fleshy stem swelling out at the 

base, and with gnarled Ceradia-like branches bare of 

foliage, except at the ends, where a tuft of tolerably 

lange, shining, dark-green, obtuse ovate leaves sur- 

round the flowers. “The blossoms themselves are 

very handsome, something like those of an Echites ; 

the tube being about an inch in length, of a pale yellow 

outside, spreading out io five delicate pink petals, 

edged with deep rose. Associated with it was the Naras 

fruit, a production about which as yet little is known. 

Tt was found growing on little knolls of sand by Captain 

Sir James Alexander, when he visited the country near 

Walwich Bay, on the south-west coast of Afriea, form- 

ing bushes 4 or 5 feet in height, without leaves, aud 

with opposite thorns on the light and dark green striped 

branches. The fruit is stated to have a coriaceous rind, 

rough with prickles, and to be twice the size of an 

Orange 5 the inside resembling a Melon as to seed and 

pulp. When ripe it has a sub-aeid taste, very agreeable 

in that hot country; and without it the natives could 

not remain near the coast. Inhabiting as it does that 

excessively dry, hot, and barren region, it was consi- 

dered that the plants would succeed without water; 

but this is a mistake ; for it has been found that out of 

all'the plants that germinated from seeds sown in the 

garden, those only which have reeeived plenty of water 

havesurvived. ‘Two plants in a pot, receiving a co- 

pious supply of water every morning, with a slight 

shade and a moist heat of about 80°, are now nearly a 

foot in height, producing spiny-looking stems, rising 

from between ‘two cotyledons, exactly like those of a 

Melon or Cucumber. What the result, however, may 

turn out to be, it is as yet impossible to foretell. 

In the large stove we remarked a variety of Justicia 

carnea, named superba, which appears to be in all re- 

speets better than carnea, the flowers being larger and 

better coloured, and produced in greater abundance. 
Along with it was the useful ‘Turnera elegans, which 

has been in bloom all the season, aud which no stove 

should be without. It does best when grown quickly 

in a moist atmosphere. The span roofed house re- 

cently erected in the hardy department was gay with 

Jaleeolarias and Pelargoniums ;.among the latter we 

noticed Queen Victo: which has been shown at our 

late metropolitan exhibitions. It is a lovely variety, 

well worthy the attention of the amateur, being a most 

profuse bloomer, whose petals do not fall off readily like 

those of the other sorts. In the same house was Statice 

Jal 

eximia, a very handsome, rather robust, hardy species, 

introduced by Dr. Fischer from the Chinese limits of 

Tartary ; it produces.a large panicle of bluish purple 

and white flowers. Along with it was Maurandya Bar- 

elayana, scrambling over a twiggy branch (inserted in 

the pot), which it closely covered with deep green 

leaves, with which the snow-white flowers agreeably 

contrasted. By this mode of growing it, all trouble of 

tying and training is dispensed with. Associated with 

it was the handsome but transitory blue-flowered Helio- 

ad i. with 
ii, wit! 

double pink ‘flowers, whose petals are arranged with 

the irregularity of the Rose; indeed, the whole blossom 
Tf it 

slender branches terminate in long one-sided racemes 

length, and 3 inches across. 

irididora has likewise been in blossom. In the 

border in front of the Council-room has been planted 

a collection of new and rare shrubs, with a view 

to test their respective hardines Among them 

we remarked Mr. Fortune’s beautiful pink-flowered 

Weigela a, and various Tree Pæonies ; Lonicera 

discolor, Spiræa Lindleyana, Syringa Emodi, Phila- 

delphus Chinensis, Eleagnus florus, and the Japan 

Ilex latifolium. The experiments, made with the view 

to ascertain the effect of different kinds of artificial 

manure on Wheat, have been repeated this year for the 

fifth time, ‘and the erop looks better than it has done in 

any byegone year. The salts of am nia have been 

found most beneficial, more especially the muriate 5 

3.ewt. of the latter to an acre has been found to be 

more than is necessary, inasmuch as it ha 

to produce over-luxuriance, causing the crop to be 

easily laid. 
In regard to Mr. Bickes’ experiments on steeping 

seeds, which occupy the plot of ground on the opposite 

side of the walk, we can only say for the present that, 

on the whole, the plants from the steeped seeds are not 

at all superior to those that were not so orepared. 

The real result, however, cannot be ascertained 

till after the erops are taken up and weighed. 

—In the orchard, along a south wall border near the 

walk, has been planted a row of Indian corn, in orde: 

to ascertain the earliest of the dwarf ids. Although 

it is not probable with our short summers that Indian 

corn can ever be grown for the purposes of human food 

in this country, yet it becomes a question whether or 

not it cannot be ei ated as green fodder for cattle. 

t-contains much sugar, its growth is very rapid, and 

now that weave got cheap glass abundance of plants 

could be raised and prepared for planting out, as soon 

as the spring frosts were over, ata trifling expense. 

In conclusion, we may-mention that the Potato erop 

in the kitchen garden, although to all appearance in the 

most luxuriant health above ground, is diseased at 

the root; every plant examined being deeayed and 

dried up from its connection with the old set to near 

the surface of the ground, where the few roots that exist 

as yet are healthy, but insufficient to support the plant 

for any length of time, far less to produce a crop. The 

only remedy, therefore, is to speedily adopt the earth- 

ing-up system recommended in the Leading Article of 

last week, ii nas been practised 

are throwing out roots rapidly, and if the disease does 

not extend upwards perhaps a portion of the crop may 

by the timely application of this means yet be saved. 

px 

Calendar of Operations. 

(For the ensuing Week.) 

Ripening of Fruits.—This is a subject worthy of 

some consideration, more especially as to fruits grown 

in structure a artificial heat. Tt is a well established 

fact, that hurried ripening is accomplished at the ex- 

pense of flavour. Plenty of sunlight, a free circulation 

of air, with a moderate temperature, and a considerable 

diminution of atmospheric moisture, are the essential 

conditions whereby flavour is obtained. For Grapes, 

Melons, Pines, Figs, Peaches, &c., under (glass, I would 

say, let 80° by day, of sun-heat, and 60° by night be 

your maximum ; whereas, in a cloudy period, 60° to 

65° by day will be sufficjent. Although root-moisture 

should be somewhat diminished, yet a healthy action of 
root is essential in obtaining both flavour and plumpness 

in fruit ; without such a root a healthy leaf eannot be 
maintained: in the absence of which, I need scarcely 

add, all other means will prove in a great degree abor- 

tive. Slow ripening, without starvation, is therefore, 

the point by which the highest amouut of flavour can 

be obtained. 
CONSERVATORIES, STOVE, &c. 

Conservatory.—W here a due amount. of attention 

can be spared to this structure, all will be neatness and 

gaiety. Fuchsias in large specimens, Pelargoniums, 

Liliums, Thunbergias, Euphorbias, and a variety of 

other showy and highly cultivated plants, will, of course, 

take the place of the New Holland tribes, Oranges, 

Camellias, &e. See that all such stock has due atten- 

tion in regard to watering, using constantly liquid 

manure, according to former directions, viz, clear and 

weak. Stove and Orchids.—Endeavour from this 

a 
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period to establish rather a robust than a rapid growth 
in the major ty of stove plants. Do this, and give air 
most freely at all fitting opportunities ; avoiding, how- 
wer, cold currents. Orchids.—The weather having 

changed, and the late thunder storms being suc- 
eeeded by cooling breezes, (as generally happens 
on. the breaking up of a period of drought,) fires 
must be immediately resumed, for without artificial heat 
it will scarcely be possible to give these plants the 
amount of air necessary. A lively circulation of air, 
especially in the morning, is essential to a perfect state 
of growth. Do not shade them unless the sunshine is of 
some continued duration, rather increase the air. 
Some of the earlier growths will now be approaching 
that state, termed by gardeners “ripening the wood,” 
and to accomplish this more sunlight is necessary. 
Mixed Greenhouse.—Clerodendrons will enjoy liquid 
manure constantly, with liberal shifts if not already 
dene. The Tree Violet should have the side shoots con- 
stantly pinched off. The Sollya heterophylla is a very 
useful plant, and deserving a place in every green- 
house. Fixe a trellis and constantly stopped, it 
forms a very ornamental shrub. ee to thorough 
watering daily, with a free circulation of air. i rovide 
suceessions of gay flowers for the autumn, and keep up 
a eonstant war with all insects. 

KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING. 
Pines.—Secure a regular bottom heat to all stock, 

taking care to renew it when it gets below 80°. Stir up 
the surface of the tan frequently, and syringe amongst the 
stems of the fruiters every evening. Be sure to supply 
aH the atmospheric moisture possible—too much 
through the ordinary medium, at this period, is next to 
impossible. Fineries.—Apply the principles explained 
in the early part of this Calendar to the Grapes now in 
the course of ripening ; not only flavour but colour will 
be increased thereby. It is impossible for a Vine, with 
its roots in a state of depressed temperature, or it may 
be torpid through stagnation, to colour its fruit tho- 
roughly if hurried. Late Grapes may be treated as 
nearly as possible as if they were out of doors, merely 
avoiding cold currents of air. Peaches.—See that the 

such should be 
ease the ripening process, sulphur 

should) be carefully dusted on the under side 
of the leaves. Don’t burry the ripening, and as soon as 
the fruit successively has nearly reached its full size, 
remove leaves sufficient to admit the sun’s rays over 
the finit. Pigs.—Continue stopping young wood. Give 
abundance of water to those in pots or tubs ; those in 
pets do well plunged in an old bark bed if to spare. 
Syringe eonstantly between the ripening periods. 
Melons.— Were pits are artificially heated, a late crop 
may now be ridged out. For this purpose I would re- 
commend a good hardy green-flesh ; perhaps the 
Beechwood, Syringe swelling fruit, and give abundance 
of air day and night to those ripening. No fruit im. 
proves more by slow ripening than the Melon. Lay 
shoots in pots of the superior Cucumbers ; they will 
make a fine autumn and early winter crop in pits or 
boxes, in a warm and moist stove. 

FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES, 
Continue to clear away everything decaying, and to 

introduce good things from pots in the reserve ground, 
A good reserve garden, if properly situated, and 
systematieally planned and conducted, would be one 
cf the most useful plots of ground about a garden. 
Such a valuable adjunct would, however, require the 
constant attendance of a man possessing some little 
knowledge of flowers ; and therefore could not be car- 
ried out where there is a stint of labour. Decayed 
patches of bulbs, which are required to stand for early 
spring flowering, may have dressy Verbenas, or other 
things, introduced from pots between them. Cuttings 
of Pansies should be got out in succession, before the 
shoots are too much exhausted. All boundary or other 
hedges should be clipped forthwith. 

FLORISTS’ FLOWERS. 
Auricula and Polyanthus seed ought to be carefully 

collected ; it should be retained in the capsules till the 
Proper season for sowing ; perhaps the best way of pre- 
Serving it is to tie the stems together in small bunches, 
inserting them in thin paper bags, and suspending them 
ina dry airy situation. Ranwnculuses should now be out 
of the ground; when the tops are withered, they are 
extremely susceptible of moisture, and if not taken up 
will emit fresh roots, which has a most prejudicial effect 
on them. They may be parted with facility, and this 
is better done now than when they are dry and hard. 
Seedlings should be carefully taken up, many of these 
will be very minute ; in order that none may escape, 
it is a good plan to put the soil in which they have been 
grown into a fine wire sieve, then in working it about 
m a tub of water the soil will be washed away and the 
roots retained, which may be spread out to dry, and 
then stored in any place where they cannot contract 
mouidiness. Pinks.— Continue to put in pipings, shad- 
ing them from extreme heat. Extract decayed petals 
from the pods in which the seed is forming. Carna- 
tiens and. Picotees, —As seedlings show their colour, all 
foolish ones and selfs should be removed, unless any of 
the latter are of fine form and petal, in which case they 
might be retained as border varieties. In the south of 
England most of the main blooms are expanded ; where 
seed of good quality is required, the proper fecundation 
of the various sorts should now be attended to. It is 
foolish to leave this to chance, when by a little atten- 
iiom and delicate manipulation the varieties may be 
axossed, with great certainty, Look through the direc- 

culture required. 
KITCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD. 

Let a plot of ground be trenched and highly manured 
forthwith to receive a good breadth of Cauliflowers and 
the Waleheren. Grange's Impregnated, if true, is most 
valuable also, as it is of a self. protecting character, and 
if planted with the Cauliflower it will form a complete 
succession. ‘These things done well at this period, will 
insure a supply of those useful vegetables all through 
November, December, and even January. Let late 
Peas haye every encouragement, more especially by 
thorough sticking. The crops of Knight’s Marrows and 
British Queen should be topped when at the top of their 
sticks ; they will branch out sideways if the ground has 
been thoroughly prepared. Sow a little Endive every 
week in July. Good breadths of brown Cos Lettuce 
may soon be sown, as it will not be so liable to “run.” 
Sow more Coleworts of the dwarf and compact kinds ; 
also a pinch of Chervil and Corn Salad. Herb cutting 
must be attended to, choosing a perfectly dry day, and 
cutting the moment they begin to blossom. Cut off all 
the bloom from the latest Alpine Strawberries ; the 
flowers after this period will be sufficient for the latest 
crop. 

à COTTAGERS’ GARDENS. 

If the Carrots have failed, a small bed of the Early 
Horn may yet be sowed. Continue to fill spare ground 
with various winter greens. York Cabbages may be 
sown for autumn Cabbages ; they will do to plant in any 
small gaps that may exist amongst other crops. Stake 
up flowers, dub hedges, pipe Pinks, and lay Carna- 
tions. Cuttings of choice Roses may be made, choosing 
the early wood, now getting firm. 

FORESTING. 

Hoe or otherwise stir the ground amongst young forest 
Stock. Keep the seed beds clean, and attend to summer 
pruning of young plantations. 

State of the Weather near London, for the week ending July 9, 1846, as 
obser vedat the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick. 

ere eens [| Wind. | Rain, 
Ere c Mae in. | Max. | Min. | Mean. G 

2 | 99.681 67 54 60.5 SW. 409 

8 29 797 78 50 615 | SW. | o 
4 29.850 74 58 66.0 Sw. O; 

5 314 78 | 57 | 66.5 W, 
6 29.978 75 48 61.5 S.W. 03 

€ | 20.014 70 | 58 | eso | SW. | .04 
8 | 074. 7 59 67.0 W. 01 

99.887 728| 548| 68.8 421 

ercast; heavy shower at noon; rain atnight — 
ine; cloudy; partially overcast 

Cloudy and fine throughout 
Fine; pir st 

30- Fine, with light clouds; overcast 
July 1—Fine; cloudy; overcast; rain at night 

2—Overeast; slight drizzle; densely clouded; overcast. ^ 
Mean temperature of the we eg. above the average. 

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 20 years, for the 
ensuing Week ending July !1, 1846. ` 

| No. of 7 ver s Greatest |- Mean| Years in July | Highest! L zu ity lys uy remo. Temp Tomp|whichit | TARY | 
A cessi m ed. 

Sun. 5| 770 | s&s | 0.59 tn. |—| 
Mon, 6| 757 | 52.1 oas |—1 
Tues. 7 va | 54.1 0.93 12 
Wed. 8 .0 | 5L8 946 > | 
Thur. 9| 73.5 | 50.7 0.57 EI 
Fri. 10| 781 | 517 036 — |-| 
Sat. U| 748 | 527 O71 2 

perature during the above period occurred on the 6th, nd the lowest on the 6-h, 1842, and 9th, 1829—therm. 40°. 

Notices to Correspondents, 

ANTS—W R—Put some lumps of 

given, If i n you not pro- 
cure it directly from thé great manufaeturing chemists? If 
not you had better try a parapetticoat. 

Cacti—M W K—These, like other plants, are the better for 
being repotted ; but care must be taken not to injure their 
roots in the operation. 

CawELLIAS—M W K—On no account mutilate your Camellias, 
ver heard of such monstrous advice as your gardener 

has given you. 
CHERRY-TREES — Delta — Your success in moving some May 
Dukes, 10 or 12 years old, having been but indifferent, we 
should not advise you to attempt transplanting the Bigarreau, 
for it belongs to a tribe of Cherries with broader leaves, 
stronger growing shoots, forming wood more apt to gum than 
the May Dukes, after the check from removal. It dislikes a 
wet soil; and on the otherhand it will gum and die off in one 
that is too dryin summer, Better get young Morello-trees 
for your north wall.|——£ R—There is no White Morello.|| 

Fravups—a Constant Reader—No doubt it is a fraud to send 
out one thing for another ; just as a man would be cheated 
of his shilling to whom a showman produced the three-legge 
child instead of the little abortion called Tom Thumt 
RUIT-TREE BORDERS— X—In digging out entire gravel, the 
proper depth you should excavate, will depend on whether 
the gravel is dry or wet. If dry you may go to the depth of 
2} or even 3 feet; but if wet, the more shallow the better, 
and raise your border above the level so as to bave the above 
depth of good soil for the roots of the trees. A little good 
peat may be used ; but one-third would be too much.]l| 

Gnasses—W G—The Hard and Meadow Fescues, the Meadow 
Poa, and Crested Dog's-tail will answer your purpose best. 
In your light land you should add White Clover and Yellow | 
Medick. The fi 

a very good lawn in burning land ; guano will assist y: 
i Heavy soil is the better for being disturbed at the 

surface in dry weather, but light soil is injured. The object 
is to keep it cool rather than w atering with ditch or | 
pond water heated by the sun is advantageous, provided the | 
ground is soaked in an evening, otherwise it does little good. 
Syringing the leaves in the evening with water in which a 
little carbonate o: monia has been dissolved is a great 
help, if you do not mind the expense, 

GREENHOUSES—Subscriber—We see no reason why the conser- vatory should not join the house. On the contrary, if well | 
constructed it will be a great convenience to the ladies of the 
family,—— Andrew Citrus—You can keep Orange trees in the 
winter perfectly well in such a place, and you hardly require 
a stove; for mats will keep out frost, which is all that is | 
necessary. If you must have heat, a flue is as good as any- | 
thing. Orange flowers are not used that we know of, except as | 

for the work, It may be heated by some sort of small stove, 

Insrcts—W B—They are the larve of Dermestes Lardarius 
which infest bacon, destroy dried skins, and are 
structive animals. Subscriber will find the history of 
the Slug larvæ in vol. ii., p. 692 of this Journal, with the best 
mode, I believe, of getting rid of them. Cannot you dust the 
leaves well with soot or unslaked lime? They will, I expect, 
shortly disappear. R—Pull up and destroy the 
infested Onions, filling the holes with unslaked lime ; water 
the beds well with lime-water, and persevere in the applica- 
tion, or sow wood-ashes thick over the surface. R,——@ W 
L—The same advice is applicable to you, If, however, 

you ero; e same piece of ground annually with Onions, 
Without trenching, you must expect to s 
called myia ceparum ; vide Gard. Chron. vol, i., p. 396. X. 
——H B—Unléss we hai ive maggots, and could rear 
the flies, we cannot ascertain the economy of the insect. 
Dipping the Rose-buds in tobacco-water would perhaps 
remedy the evil. You had better trap the mice by sinking 
baited jars, or by any other means suited to circumstances, X. 
—— T C may possibly obtain some mole-crickets at Chis- 
wick. R.——A R—Your caterpillar belongs to one of the saw- 
flies, but we cannot tell you the specific name. f the solu- 
tion of ammonia be applied too strong, it would in all proba- 
bility cause the Rose-buds to fall off. R. 

KITCHEN GARDEN Sor—X—In excavating gravel, and supply- 
ing its place with good soil for kitchen garden crops, a depth 
of 3 fect will generally be requisite. This will do for Sea 
Kale and Rhubarb. Asparagus 5 feet. 

Names or PrANTS—G L—Nicotiana glauca,——S S—Broom- 
rape, or Orobanche elatior.— 7yro—Potentilla reptans,—— 
Adelaide—A new Cyclolobium, Hibiscus Wray ; and 2 species 

cacia not determinable without their flowers. the 
Seeds received from Lady M. in Feb. last, a Convolvulus has 
come up, but not flowered; the other has not grown. 
J E N—Potamogeton pusillus,-— 4A Sub—Scirpus maritimus. 
—— EHE T W—Serissa foetida.—Anon—Juglans nigra. 

Pzan-TnEES—M W K—You state that Christmas twelvemonth 
you buried part of a pig near the roots of your large Jargo- 
nelle tree, planted five years, now covering 25 yards of wall, 

too dry. Recollect the border allowed to ge! 
sJ|——Y Z—You ought to admit plenty of very dry materia 

fresh air.ll 
Misc—Q—We regret to say that we are unacquainted with any 

lass manufacturers at Bristol or elsewhere, in the west o 
England. You had better apply to London or Sunderland. 
——Remus—No doubt your Woodbines are too dry at the 

S. € L—Your letter is sent to Sir Wm. Hooker. 
»ha—Y our inquiry is so extensive that we are quite unable 

to answer it. We should take whatever is handsome, grow 
it till we were tired of it, then throw it away and replace it 
with something else. S Sow your packets of seed next spring. 

mon Laurels will make such a fence as you want quicker 
and better than anything else, if you encourage them 
little manure.——J4. Smith—Rhubarb Champagne is made 
exactly in the same way as Gooseberry wine.{——F—Your 

seedling Potatoes appear to be sound specimens of the Ash- 
leaved Kidney, or something very like it.J—4 J 4 
have, no doubt, scorched your Cucumber leavés by applying 
the sulphur to the flue when the latter was in too hot a state.t 
——Reader—If you will be kind enough to refer to p. 116 
of our volume for last year, you will find a plan of a pit 
that may possibly answer your purpose. {——Jnquirer—The 
directions in the Calendarin regard to disbudding Roses were 
intended to apply to the disbudding o: se-stocks. The 

i edge-rose throws up abundance of suckers, as well as 
stem-shoots ; these must be kept cleared away, with the er- 
ception of a few branches at the top. The general treatment 

of dwarf standard Pears, as also of those on walls, in July, is 

to remove a great portion of the watery breast-wood, in order 

to throw sunlight on the fruit-spurs. "This is better done at 

twice or thrice. Ta the first thinning, a portion of the grossest 
shoots may be entirely removed, he second (a week after- 

wards), a few more ; and finally the remaining shoots may, 
by the early part of July, be “ stopped,” excepting those in- 
tended for leaders. is good management to remoye the 

breastwood entirely; certainly not until August. Such @ 
course would force many of the embryo fruit-buds into wood 
shoots.—2R, E. 

a 

SEEDLING FLOWERS, 
J 

lost from there being so 
No. 6 are the two best. *- M- 
showy, but the corolla wants deci 7 
There is no improvement upon the flowers already in cultiva- 
tion in your seedlings ; they are delicate and pretty, but the 
colours are weak ; J aud 2 appear to be the best," ——- S—Y our 
seedling is no improvement upon the flowers we have ; the 
sepals are long, narrow, and want substance."——4& W— 
Your seedling is pretty, from the tube and corolla being 8? 
distinct. We fear the sepals do not expand sufüciently.* 

Groxtntas—J H—We can see nothing in your seedlings tO 
istinguish them from others already in cultivation.{ 

PANSIES—G. Your specimens are very small, and will never 
equal in size show flowers ; they are deficient in form, being 

in each being small compared with the rather long ; the lip i ] 
other petals; the precision of the marking is the best quality 

much colour in the tube ; this and 
Your seedling i n 

te, *.* As usual, many communications have been received too lat 
and other: i y inedtil yinquiries 
can be made. We must also beg for the indulgence of those 
numerous correspondents, the insertion of whose interesting: 

contributions is still delayed. 
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RUMMOND’S IMPROVED REAPING 
SCYTHES continue to give great satisfaction, and are 

recommended with every confidence as being cheaper, quicker, 
and not so wasteful as the ordinary mode o owing grain ; 
are delivered free by the Subscribers in London, Liverpool, Hull, 
Newcastle, Cork, Belfast, and Londonderry, at 11s. 6d. each ; and 
when more than three are taken, at 11s. each. 

N. o order will be attended to from unknown corres- 
Pondents without a remittance. V. DRUMMOND & Sons. 

Agricultural Museum, Stirling, N.B., and 58, Dawson-street, 
Bublin.—July, 1846. 
BARROWMAN’S PLOUGHS.—Parties who were, owing to 

the g emand, disappointed in not getting these Ploughs 
last spring, are respectfully informed that a stock is now on 
haud. and orders can be executed forthwith, 

The Aguicwltural Gazette. 
SATURDAY, JULY 4, 1846. 
TINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 
Espay, July 8—Agricultnral Society of England. 

URsDAY, — p. Soc. of Ireland, 9—Agricultural Im: 
SD AY, — i 

xpxuspay, — 164 Meesing of the Eng. Ag. Soc. at Newcastle. 
Tiurspay, — 
'uvmspav, — 16—Agricul*ural Imp. Soc. of Ireland. 

LOCAL SOCIETIES. 
Ross—Wilts - (July 15) Flax Society, Belfast—Carluke. 

FA 
6—8t. Columb -Great Oakley 

Markat—Ci Try 
0 —. lletton — Tavistock— 
Chelmsford — Haleeworth — 
Wadebridge 

11—Dartford — Winchormb — 

Dervorive LIRAINAGE OF 

their inhabitants; but that with which we have 
more immediately to do is the immense loss of fer- 
tilising matter which is thus sustained by the land. 

e former subject, more immediately, and the 
latter, in a subordinate degree, is now being brought 
Pretty generally under public notice by the efforts 
of societies and individuals ; and, assuredly, when 
We consider the vast interests at stake, no efforts 
an be more truly benevolent and patriotic. Au 
excellent lecture * On the Health of Towns as in- 
uenced by Defective Cleansing and Drainage ; and | 

CORE Application of the Refuse of Towns to Agri-| 
cua Purposes," was lately. delivered* by Pro- 
A Goy, at the Russell Institution, in which the 
BONES of the subject which the reports of the 
i a ‘Towns Commission have published are 
x Sed and illustrated, in 2 manner very instruc- 
m t on the one branch of the subject, and in which 

C^ evidence as exists on the use of town manure 
Cre and on the Continent is brought to bear upon 

the other. The main facts are these :—That the 
average health of England is indicated by an 
annual mortality of two per cent. of her population ; 
that the average annual excess of deaths in thirty- 
Seven of our largest towns, during the years 1840, 
1841, and 1842, above the healthy standard of 
WO per cent., was 28,505; or, if we add other 
mos towns not enumerated, we may say 30,000 ; 
ae we add the population of Scotland 
TR reland, we may fairly estimate as the conse- 
PEE of adopting perfect sanatory measures, an 
me ^ saving of 60,000 lives to this country ; that 

every unnecessary death due to defective drain- 
tack Se., we may assume the occurrence of 28 at- 
an of unnecessary sickness ; that thus the loss 
Stir of all the preventable sickness and death 
n^ ly occurring in the United Kingdom may be 

Y estimated at 90,000,0007. 
«aed as regards the agricultural view of the sub- eet, w 2 > iuh i b Jeet, we must conclude by transferring the following 
Ex tract to our columns :— 
bra must now endeavour to estimate the other 

nch of national extravagance which I have 
moUght under your notice—to fix a value on the 
Ure which we are annually throwing into the sea. 

vem oui say nothing of the Jiquid manure which, 
drair ave been given to understand, is suffered to 
an ù away into the ditches, thence into the rivers, 
the Fn them into the sea, from fully one half of all 
the uimsteads of England ; I will speak merely of 

a Ta ppropriated refuse of large towns. 
lected Flanders, where manure is carefully col- 
Waste’ Instead of being, as here, suffered to run to 
Ore exereta of an adult are valued at 17. 17s. 
a ering the enormous additions made to this 

sonable ìn our towns, it will not be thought unrea- 
refine 9 to estimate the value of that part of the 
ithe se which now runs to waste at 27. per head of 
W population ; and supposing that in England and 

» the towns which are guilty of this extrava- 
ained in all only 5,000,000 inhabitants, 

ave an annual waste of at least ten mil- 
money, 

am now speaking of the gross value of town- 
Tanure, and not of dou which it would yield ; 

for there is no commodity of which the value is 
more dependant upon the expense of conveyance 
and distribution than manure. Thus, manure which 
on the field is worth 10s. a load, may have fetched 
in the place from which it was brought, only 1s. or 
1s. 6d., the difference being the expense of cartage 
and distribution. But, in the case of liquid ma- 
nure, the cost of conveyance and application would 
be so small as to inerease the relative value of the 
manure itself, and to yield a large profit on the 
capital employed. This profit has been variously 
estimated at from 12 to 15 per cent. 

* Hence, after all the cost of its application to the 
land has been defrayed, the refuse of towns which 
now runs to waste would have a high money value 
—a value probably exceeding, one year with 
another, that of all the corn and manure which we 
import. 

“ If this estimate were extended to the whole of 
the United Kingdom, it seems highly probable that 
the value of town-manure annually wasted would be 
equal to the loss and cost entailed upon the nation 
by premature death and unnecessary sickness. Ac- 
cording to this supposition, which does not appear 
unreasonable, the total annual waste from these two 
causes would be about 40,000,0007. ! 

* Such, then, are rude, but I believe by no means 
exaggerated estimates of the twofold waste oi 
health and life, on the one hand, and of the most 
valuable means of production, on the other, of which 
England is at present guilty, and it becomes a very 
serious question whether such extravagance can be 
persisted in without entailing the most alarming con- 
sequences. Our neglect of sanatory measures is 
obviously c! ble wit! i iderable part 
of the heavy and increasing burden of the poor-laws, 
which, though their ostensible object be the relief 
of destitution and suffering, must tend to occasion 
both by withdrawing several millions a-year from 
the labour-fund, which fund would probably effect 
much more towards the prevention of poverty than 
the best devised system of poor-laws can possibly 
do to relieve it. Sanatory measures would have 
all the certainty which attaches to measures of pre- 
vention, while the poor-laws are open to all the ob- 

| jections and the abuses which attach inseparably to 
the amiable but inefficient substitute for justice— 
charity.” 

In further discussing the interest which owners 
of land have in the conversion of their pastures ; 
having already exhibited the policy of breaking up 
down lands and cold pastures so soon as suitable 
tenants shall offer themselves; we arrive at the 
case of those of better quality—coop GRAZING 
Grounps. These comprised much of the Grass 
lands on the richer clays of the old red and new 
red geological formations as well as those on some 
of the clay members of oolitic series and on some 
parts of the London clay. The first are fóund 
developed to a great extent in Herefordshire ; the 
second in the counties of Somerset, Gloucester, 
Worcester, Warwick, Leicester, and Nottingham, 

as well as in Cheshire; and the third are found in 
Gloucestershire, Oxfordshire, Northamptonshire, 
and in the counties of Rutland and Huntingdon ; 
and the last in some parts of Essex, Hertfordshire, 
Middlesex, Hampshire and Sussex. In the above 
enumeration we have not considered our alluvial 
pastures, for certainly they should still remain as 
meadows until all of inferior quality shall be under 
the plough. 

It is for the interest of individual proprietors that 
the poorer Grass land should be converted first, and 
it is for the interest of all that the “good grazing 
grounds ” remain till the last in the general exten- 
sion of arable culture. The question regarding 
them need not be entertained till our down lands 
and cold pastures are more generally under the 
plough. Nevertheless it may be for the interest 
of landowners to convert portions of good grazing 
grounds on their several farms—a higher rent will 
readily be given in consideration of this accom- 
modation, and no expense will be incurred, as in 
cases where the operation is extensive, for the 
erection of farm-buildings. And in the case of 
small estates it is questionable whether it may not 
be advisable to plough up the whole. "The follow- 
ing is a case in point ; we cannot give the details 
in the form of history,—the operations have not 
yet commenced, and we must, therefore, confine 

ourselves to anticipation and estimate ; neverthe- 

less the following statement will not be uninstruc- 

tive, as it will exhibit the mode in which a 
proposal for the conversion of good pasture land 
should be discussed. 

It is proposed to improve a small estate of about 

nated “good grazing ground.” It is proposed to 

drain it, build on it, execute good roads on it, and 
finally break it up. The first thing to be determined 
(the tithes having been already commuted), is an 
answer to the question—What increase in annual 
value may be expected from all these operations ? 
The neighbouring arable lands in good cultivation 
have been examined, and it is expected that this 

property may be made better than it is by 21s. per 
acre, or 1057. per annum on the whole. Now the 

proprietor expects 107. per cent. for what money 
he invests in this way, and he must therefore en- 
deavour to effect the desired change in the value of 
his estate by the expenditure of 1000 guineas. 
The Drainage he expects will cost 4/. per 

acre, or on the whole . é E ID 

And he will have to spend in improving 
the old roads and making new ones about 150 

The buildings he has to erect must there- 
fore not cost more than P M M 500 

Or else his whole expenditure will exceed £1050 
at which he has pitched it. 
The plan proposed for these buildings must be 

adapted for the veryhigh cultivation of so small a farm, 
in order that the expected rental be forthcoming. 
Mr. Warnes’s system of box-feeding isto be adopted, 
as its superiority has been considered fully esta- 
blished over the other methods in vogue. The cat- 

tle stalls will therefore consist of a space of 45 feet 
by 80 feet, with a floor of burnt clay, enclosed by 

walls, and divided into 32 spaces, each 8 feet by 

10 feet, arranged so that a passage shall adjoin 
each, and covered by a roof supported by the 
pillars dividing the “ boxes.” Accommodation 
will thus be given for 32 head of large cattle, or for 
12 oxen and 200 sheep, or for any other anange- 
ment of stock of equal size and consuming ability 
that may be desired. To this, of course, is annexed 
stabling for a sufficient number of cari-horses, a cart 
and implement shed, and a threshing and straw barn 
and granary; and the plan involves the erection of 
a steam engine to work the machinery, but the 
good policy of this erection may be doubted, unless 
it is desired the proprietor should be able to 
make additions to his little property. Now, this 
transaction, though on a limited sails perfectly 
illustrative of the method in which a decision must 
be made in the case of good grazing grounds. The 
probable increase in the: value of the land must be 
estimated, and ifit should prove à large per centage 
on the estimated expence attending the operations, 
then, provided the landlord has a trustworthy and 
capable tenant for the land, it should be broken up. 
'This method of procedure affords, we think, the 

only limit which can in reason be put to this pro- 
ceeding. It may answer well in practice to adopt 
a simpler method of determination, as, for instance, 

that Grass lands of 40s. per acre annual rental 
should remain in pasture (and certainly they ought 
till all of inferior quality be converted), or that 
Grass land capable of feeding an ox of a certain 
weight per acre per annum should remain, but 

these are certainly arbitrary, and may be inaccurate 
guides; the only method of making an intelligent 
decision is by careful calculation of expense and 
returns under the circumstances of each case. 

In reference to the landlord’s interest in the con- 

version of his pasture land, we may safely arrive at 
this conclusion, that, after deducting all those por- 

tions of his estate whose conversion to arable land 
would injure to any great extent its landscape 
beauty, as wellas those portions which it is advis- 
able should remain on each farm, as a convenience 

for the tenant ; having deducted, moreover’, all those 
portions which he is perfectly convinced would not 
yield him: so much more rent as would pay a suffi- 
cient interest on his necessary outlay for buildings, 

drainage, &c.—then, with the rest, it is the interest 
ofthe proprietor to proceed, beginning with those 
parts of poorest sort, and building and draining and 
breaking up as fast as his own means will enable 

him, and as fast as he can obtain tenants of the re- 
quisite trustworthiness, intelligence, and capital. 

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS OF NEW 

YORK, U.S. 
REPLY OF COLONEL H. S, RANDALL TO A TREASURY CIRCULAR, 

PUBLISHED IN THE “ CORTLAND DEMOCRAT.” 
Tur average net profits of agricultural production, 

where a considerable section of country is included in 
the estimate, must necessarily be, to some extent, con- 
jectured. The United States census, though giving 
gross amounts of products, does not give the number of 

acres cultivated, the amount of labour, or the animals 

employed to obtain them. Dairy products, for example, 

are stated, but not the number of cows milked, acres 

depastured, or labourers employed. On sheep alone 
100 acres which lies on the clay of the new red 
sandstone formation—its rental is at present about 
30s. per acre—it is nearly all in Grass, and though 

not of first-rate quality, it may properly be desig- 

are we enabled to obtain the product per animal. It 

appears that in 1840 the number of sheep in the State 

was 5,118,777, and the product in wool 9,845,295 lbs., 

or less than 2 Ibs. per head. It is to be hoped, and it 

ment 
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same number during winter.* 
do'this would .be'worth at least 20 dollars per 

The average price of sheep, immediately after s 

has. not been far from 1 dol..25 cts. per head ; 

the same time 75 cente. The average annus 
in lambs is probably not far from 80 per cent.; or 
where the number of lambs is less by reason of the 

number of wethers in the flock, the growth: of the latter 
would give-a corresponding profit. 

The profit and loss account, then, with 100 sheep, 

would stand thus :— 

aere.T 
ing, 

bs at 

dollars per acre 
5 acres of above 

y y two per ce 
value of pulled wool .. 
ur of foddering during winter 

TTossalt, tar, and summ 
To interest on winter shelter 

e x vs 
(worth, say 25 dols.) 

Dols 
On. 

pounds wool, at 31 1-16 cents. per pound 62 12 
By 80 lamb "bypefhdnd us. eMe 00$ 80 
By mauure ws a »* . el vert BOO! 

Balance Dols. 

Making a net profit of 1 dol. 79 17-30 cts, per acre 
on lands worth 20 dollars. 

Now, 100 acres of cleared land of above quality (and 
this would at least equal the average in the southern 
section of New York) would support 333 1-3 sheep, and 
give an income of 179 dol. 56 2-3 ets. On the average, 
atleast 30 acres of wood land will belong to every farm 
which contains 100 acres of cleared land. The interest 
on this would be.42dols. Deduct from this 11 dols. 
25 ets. for 30 cords.of wood, for use of family (worth not 
to exceed 37 1-2 cents. per cord, standing) ; leaving the 
account of an exclusively sheep farm of the above spe- 
cified size to stand thus :— 

Farm of 130 Acres. 
To inte pital .. . ‘est o E 
To taxes an 'urance—sa; PE du 
"Torepairs to fences and buildings .. ee 

Dols. 214 00 

€n. 
ielding a profit of 

cents, per cord .. 

Dols. Cts, 
56 e 338 1-5 sheep, 

0 cords of wood,at 37 
919 
Il 25 

Balance Dols. 116 81 

I will now give a profit and loss account of rearing 
neat stock ; selecting steers, which give a better return 
to.the breeder and grazier than cows. I shall here be 
under the necessity of abandoning estimates by acres, 
as mo farmer in the United States has, so far as Iam 
informed, made experiments to determine the average 
amount of land required to supply the summer feed of 
neat stock of the various ages, from which reliable data 
can be drawn. I shall, therefore, estimate by the ave- 
rage price of pasturage, hay, &c. 

Dols. Ots. 
4 00 Cost of rearing a calf up.to first winter ... s 

Hay for first winter, } ton, at 6 dollars periton .. 3 00 

Dols. 7 00 

Sum , at 10 cts, per 
nter, 1 ton .. ae 
ws disbursements 

ay fc o; 
Interest on.first;y: 

Do 

Summer 
per we 

g a two-year old, 

ay for third 
Interest on pr 

26 weeks, at.16 cents. 

inter, 1} ton. 
us y rsements . , 

turing 8 weeks to ordinary time of sale 
cents, perweck — .. 3% 06 

Interest on previous disbursements, 8 week: 
Previous disbursements 

Total cost of raising a steer until three years and 
two months old ae vii à a" we, HOw: 48. 

Average price of Grass and hay-fed steers, at that 
age, not to exceed .. = ee ys. Dols.18 00 

I.have not estimated the pasturage as high as it will 
average in this (Cortland) and some of the better 
Southern counties; perhaps a trifle higher than the 
price in some of the more sparely settled and remote 
from markets, At allevents, I feel authorised in say- 
ing that no farmer ean rear neat stock on Grass and 
hay alone to “three years old past,” and obtain within 
10 dollars per head of the nominal prices of the Grass 
and hay consumed by them. In. the above estimate I 
have let manure offset against labour in feeding, &c. 

Dairying, though ‘sufficiently familiar with by the 

s ordinarily esti 

will keep three sheep a year. 
+ The grazing lands of the southern section are 

priced than the Wheat region, though they will produc 
ibly as much or-more Grass and hay. 

mated that, on the average, one acre 
year, 

it is attended with much more hard and confining 

labour. It also requires better soils and a larger in- 

vestment of eapital. 
Fattening pork beyond what is necessary for family 

use, is not generally considered so profitable as wool- 

growing or dairying. The same remark will apply to 

the rearing of horses. 
The expense ‘of preparing the soils for the cereal 

ins (with the exception of Indian Corn is not far 

from the same. In the following Table all expenses 
are included :— 

2g E Sai) bl 
a ad Baer qd $8 a 
oa 25 Som B 
Bi CES P D E 

; EE! PE ecd E 
Cost per acre, ici. Lad 8 ops E 

&3 Ez "882 s 
$8 (gees a 
ge | Shas 3 

n 4 [e a 

dol dols. cts. | dols dols. cts 
Indian Corn 15 5 00 | 2 D 00 
Spring Wheat.. 9 
Barley "B 
Oats '.. 

which appears most profitable under favourable cireum- 
stances, and “pursue it to the exclusion of all others, 
There are lands and Grasses on most farms adapted to 
one kind of auimals.and not to another; andthe same 
is true in relation to grains. Wet lands and coarse 

irasses are unsuitable for sheep; they must be de- 

pastured by grosser feeding animals. High poor lands 
and steep deelivities, on the other hand, could not be 
as profitably grazed by neat catile as by sheep. He 
who has lands adapted to the cultivation of Indian corn 
will always find it a highly profitable crop ; but there 
is rarely a farm in New York where the whole, or even 
a half, is suitable for Indian corn. If it were, it would 
be impracticable to obtain the necessary manure. If 
that was obtained it is out of the power of any ordinary 
farmer ito raise force enough to get in, hoe, and finally 
harvest such.a disproportioned crop. If we cultivate 
Indian corn, we must have cattle or horses to consume 
the stalks, and swine to eat the soft or unmarketable 
corn. To crop our lands with any reference to an 
economical preservation of their fertility, we must 
resort to a rotation of crops, requiring at least three 
kinds of grain, or two kinds of grain and one kind of 
roots ; and so on through the whole circle of husbandry, 

Whatever theoretical reasons there may be in favour 
ofa division of labour on the farm, as well as in me- 
chanical occupations, and however well the theory 
might work on favourable soils and near large markets, 
where every product can be sold, without converting 
itinto\another product, it is a reasoning which will not 
apply in the inland agricultural regions of the United 

States. Ihave already stated that, although in those 
inland positions all products bear a nominal price, many 
of them, such as hay, Potatoes, and even the coarse 
grains, find a cash market only to a very limited extent. 

On the whole, it is my opinion that 10 per centum is 
realised on agrieultural investments only by farmers of 
skill and under favourable circumstances ; that from 
6 to 7 per cent. is not far from the average profit from 
and including the year 1842. 

ON GORSE AS FOOD FOR CATTLE. 
(Concluded from p. 415.) 

14. As regards the Mode of. Feeding with Furze, it 
is difficult to lay down a rule that shall be applicable in 

all cases, or be generally approved. The great art of 
feeding with any particular kind of food does not con- 
sist so much in the quantity which may be given ata 
time asin the regularity with which it is supplied at 
stated periods of the day. Much, therefore, depends 
on the person who may be entrusted with the manage- 

ment, as it is to his care and discriminating judgment 
that the success or failure which may attend the use of 
this or that sort of food are mainly to be attributed 
From habit and observation he becomes acquainted 
with the quantity which ought to he given to each in- 
dividual horse or cow, and regulates the proportions 
aecordingly, so that no more is thrown before them 
than it is thought they can properly consume. This is 
very important, and when neglected is the cause of 
much waste and extravagance. It is well known that 
the same weight or quantity of food which may be 
enough for one animal at a time may on the contrary 
be too much or too little for another of a different 
nature and constitution. Hence arises the difficulty of 
fixing a standard, and of giving directions which may be 
referred to as a guide under such circumstances. What I 
should recommend to those who may be induced -to 
make trial of Furze, is to be rather sparing in the 
supply of it at first ; not that there is any fear of its 
being disliked ; for cattle and horses are both remark- 
ably fond of it, and will prefer it even to hay. In 
giving it to horses, the best way isto let them have a 
small portion at noon and night along with their hay 
and corn, and as they become accustomed ito it the 

quantity may be inereased, and the hay.and corn dimi- 

nished in like proportion. A horse will consume from 

14 to 2 bushels a day, and may be kept in excellent 
| condition for about one-fourth less than the usual cost, 

| estimates of others, I have not had sufficient personal|1t is not to be expected, however, that horses fed on 
green food can perform the same amount of work as 
others that are fed on such nutritious substances as hay 
and corn ; but for the common purposes of husbandry, 
I have reason to know they can be kept in excellent 
working order when partially fed on Furze, and have 
coats as soft and silky as if they had been fed on Car- 
rots, and kept'in a warm stable. One great advantage 
to be derived from the feeding with Furze is that it 
becomes fit for use at the time the horses are housed in 
autumn, and by occasionally using it during winter, it 
enables the farmer to dispense with a larger proportion 
of hay until the spring, when the horses are harder 
worked, and, of course, require to be better fed. 

For cattle, but more particularly milch cows, E 
do not know a better description of winter food, or one 
that is relished by them with a keener appetite, than 
Furze after it has been properly bruised. It is a sin- 
gular fact that they prefer it when pounded with a 
wooden mallet, or crushed by the stone mill, to that 
which has been cut and bruised by iron, The latter 
appears as if it were acted on in some way by the juice 
of the plant, and communicated a peculiar taste, which 
cattle are not very fond of, but which is effectually 
overcome by mixing a little salt with the food previous 
to using. 

The average quantity given to working cattle is 
about 24 bushels a day, with a due allowance of straw. 
On this meagre fare, it is astonishing how much labour 
they will perform and continue to look well. Mileh 
cows will thrive on Furze, and yield nearly as much 
milk as when fed on Clover. A moderate-sized cow 
will-consume from 3 to 34 bushels a day; but 2 or 23 
bushels, with a few Turnips and about 3 lbs. of hay, 
may be considered a fair allowance. I have taken 
some pains to ascertain the relative cost of keeping & 
cow on Furze, and one in the common way ; and I be- 

lieve I am correct in stating that the differenee amounts. 
to nearly a third in favour of the former. 

15. Notwithstanding all that has been advanced in 

favour of Furze, I believe the general feeling of those 

who are most interested in this matter and likely tobe 

most benefited by it in a pecuniary point of view, will 

be found to be against the use of it, on account of the 

extra labour which the cutting and grinding occasion, aS 

compared with hay and Turnips, and it is only when 

there happens to be a scarcity of these that Furze will 

be resorted to. On large farms where there is no want 

of capital, and a supply of produce always equal to the 

demand, it will probably not be considered worth while 

to try the feeding with Furze; but on farms of mode- 

rate extent it will prove a valuable auxiliary, and amply 

compensate for what may have been expended on its 

culture. It is to this class of farmers—by far the most 

numerous—that I wish my remarks may be of service. 

Their prosperity mainly depends on pursuing a rigid 

system of economy in the feeding and management of 

their stock, and I feel confident if they could only be 

induced to make the feeding with Furze form a part of 

that system, they would be gratified with the result, not 

only in the saving it would effect in their expenditure, 

but in the improved condition and healthy appearance 

of their eattle.— JV E. 

ON MEASURE WORK. 

MawaaEMENT or Manure.—This is for the most part 

very properly measure work. Manure is cither allowed 

to accumulate in the yard till spring, and then turned 

over there, once or perhaps twice, and then taken to 

land and spread or ploughed in, or, which is the better 

plan, it is removed during the winter at convenient (say 

monthly) intervals from the yards to heaps round the 

liquid manure tanks, where it can be conveniently 

sonked; or to heaps in the fields on which it is ulti- 

mately to be applied where beds of mould have been 

prepared for its reception. In these latter cases it ig 

turned generally twice, once in January or February, 
when the earth on which it lies is mingled with it ; an 

the whole heap thrown up and well broken to pieces and 

commingled ; again in April about three weeks before 

itis carted on the land. Let us suppose that the latter 

is the practice adopted ; the expenses connected with if 
are, 1st the loading the carts in the yard, and carting 

to the heap; 2d, the first turning ; 3d, the secon 

turning; 4th, the loading the carts at the heap, am 

carting a distance of say 500 yards to the field ; bth, 

emptying the carts in the field ; 6th, spreading the dung 

broadcast or in rows. Some of theseitems, for instance 

the carting, for reasons already given, and the emptying 

in the field, because of the care required to do it evenly» 

are done at day's wages; but all the rest is properly 

piece-work, and it is even well to let it all to the same 

party of men ; and further if all manure sank equally 

in bulk during its decomposition, and if the earth were 

equally supplied for mixing with it, the whole of this work 

might be advantageously bargained for at so much pe 

cubic yard, measured just before it is"applied to the 

land. "As an illustration of the mode in which manure 

sinks in bulk we may mention, as borne out by Hees 
observed here, that 4000 cubic yards of straw, measure? 

af er it has settled in the ricks, or to speak by weight, 
perhaps 200 tons of straw used as litter for beasts ani 

horses, sheep and pigs, which during the winter months 

consume about 1400 tons of roots, will turn out about 

3500 cubic yards of made manure, in the managemen 

of which the ordinary quantity of earth (say 6 ine es 
deep under each manure heap), has been used. 

Of the itemsalready enumerated, the first (filling carts) 

will cost 2d. a yard, measured in the heap as soon as m: 

(the carts are-made to go overit, if it be early inthe season, 
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and this compresses it), Three men can work at one 
cart; if strong men they may fill 120 yards in a day. 
A man and pair of horses (for at least two carts are 
needed) works with them, and this adds another $d. a 
yard to the cost, 

he 2d operation (turning) costs ld. per eubie yard 
Measured before turned ;two men work at one heap, a 
Tight and a left-handed ‘man should work together ; a 
hay knife must be used to eut the heaps down in slices 
2 feet wide, and these are successively thrown up and 
mixed with 6 inches of the earth on which they lay. 
The 3d operation (second turning) will cost about 
3d. per yard, also measured before turned. The 4th 
Operation (loading and carting to the field), will eost 
ad. per yard to fill; and ‘four horses and carts are 
needed in travelling the distance of 500 yards. One man 
and horse are in the field emptying ; another horse is 
at the heap with the cart that is being filled ; a third is 
going full; and the fourth returning empty. Three 
mien will fill enough (i. e. 120 yards a day) to keep the 
whole going.* Two boys will be needed to lead the 
carts. The expense of horse labour, besides the 3d. a 
as putting two boys as equal in expence to one man, 
ae be 16s, a day, or rather more than 14d. per yard. 
ihe 6th operation (spreading) will be done by two men 
if the dressing be not very heavy, as fast as the dung is 
got ready, and three ploughs will suffice to plough it in. 
xm € expense of the spreading will therefore amount to 
3 out the half of three farthings a yard. We assume 
th aR cubic yards peracre to be the dressing, and 
5 i it is applied broadeast ; if applied in the drills, it 
eeds'in the spreading not two men, but one man and 
Rie women, Hach row of heaps is on three drills; 
th Man goes first, and, dividing every heap into three, 

8 women follow and distribute each in its:drills. 
esti € Shall now recapitulate, and in a second column 
ig the cost of each operation per yard, measured 
MES N ‘fully manufactured, of course allowing for an es- 

ated reduction of bulk. 

| m 
l | before the ch inure has 

Y 
3 | Day 

and - and 
Torse| work. |Horse 
wor jwork. 

l Ti i i Her xdi eng im yard, and carting to} 
S First teenie a as | 
4 pecond Turning ;. ;. .. 
5. Divi ig and Casting) 
Ona Ru Fiod ui 

TotalPiece-work .. 
Total Day and Horse-wor 

Wen all, the expense of manure-making, up to lite 
8 Spread on land, need not exceed 74d. per yard, 

measured just before being spread ; but 134. of this 
(or, if we subtraet the Spreading also, 24d. of this) is 
One at day's wages, andall the rest, which is properly 

Plece-work, may be bargained for at 424. a cubie yard. 
xm may just say one word here on the policy of 
meee men ina chain of operations; the force at 
Sou link, so to speak, being proportioned to the 
the ES Strain whieh is brought to bear uponit. Thus, 
ae hee carting, dividing in the field, spreading, and 
Tink ing in are such a chain, and if the foree at each 
will coc Da with industry to do the work which 
beon is to its share, then, though the first party only 
A Rürot easure work, yet their industry thus exerted is 

Y for that of all the others.— M. S. 

Snan Home Correspondence. 
much € Farms.—The following extract contains so 
in the hie and common sense, it may be worth a corner 
farmey eee Gazetle, e if we listen to the large 
mist, "2e Scientific agriculturist, the political econo- 

» good farming must perish with large farms; the 
dea that good farming can exist, unless on large 

ley i 
Eby : 3 ms cultivated with great capital, they hold to be ab- 

ning ri ical Cleaning the we > arrang 
implements land, regular rotations, valuable stock and 

$2 bin 
Miis East Friesland, Holstein, in short, on the 

Con, i 4 

the iment, from the Sound to Calais, than we see on 
am (ue of the British coast, opposite to this line, and 

i Same latitudes, from the Frith of Forth all round MO eDoves 5 
er. Minute labour on small portions of arable % SR Pea s 

Oce an tion of the contrivances which will always ‘UY toi the: practi i i to 9i the practical man, and which are useful as fillips 
hoe” industry of the men, I n See of r^ equa] Ber more than one cubic yard ; in fact, 1 

and qu method, Tetain liberty to pay them according to either of these 
ther S. If they have worked well and with a will, we pay " a 
largest, 9 way in which the sum due is brought out The 

tarts 120, mention that the men who at piece wages filled into 
ages, 1 cubic yards in a day, used formerly, when at day’s » rarely to exceed 100 cubic yards daily. 

through them, unnecessarily wide because they are bad, 
and bad because they are wide, in neglected commons, 
waste spots, useless belts and elumps of sorry trees, 
and such unproduetive areas, than would maintain 
the poor of the parish if they were all laid together and 
cultivated.” —Falcon. 
Pigeons.— We have-a pigeon-house with many birds, 

of the rock sort chiefly, in it. About two years ago, 
two milk-white strange birds came in an almost starved 
state, and the rocks attacked them fiercely ; they were 
secured, and have been kept in a large wicker-cage, in 
a room in the house, and the lady who has them has in 
vain tried to obtain young pigeons from them. They 
build and hatch in the cage, then quarrel and forsake 
the young birds, ‘Sometimes the eggs are forsaken 
after a few days’ sitting. Thinking that boxes might 
induce them to sit more steadily, they were sup- 
plied, but to no better purpose. The cock appears to 
sit more upon the eggs, or at least as much as the hen. 
Can you oblige me by pointing out the best mode of 
proceeding to obtain young birds? and also by saying 
what sort you suppose they are—being white, with 
ruffs over the head extending down to the wings ?— 
Capuchin. 
Stugs.—Having seen two or three methods suggested 

lately by your correspondents for destroying slugs, I 
am tempted to send you the results of a very old- 
fashioned method for getting rid of these pests to th 
young crops. Finding that the slugs were very busy 
with a piece of Parsnips, I had the ground strewed 
with Cabbage leaves, and I had.an account kept of the 
result of the three first pickings from the Cabbage 
leaves, which was done about 5 o'clock in the morning; 
there were upwards of 4000 slugs taken from the leaves 
in the three mornings from off about 25 rods or poles 
of ground. I cannot think that there can be any 
remedy more simple or more effectual than this, espe- 
cially in a damp season, as this has been.—J. R., 
Bagshot. 

Transmutation of Corn.—Being one of those to 

whom the announcement of the transmutation of Oats 

into Barley or Rye was by no means, welcome, inas- 

much as if true, the fact would overturn many cherished 
opinions, and at the same time desirous of proving the 

accuracy of the statements set forth by many persons, 

above the suspicion of intentionally propagating an 

error, I determined last year to satisfy myself: by mak- 
ing the experiment. On the 16th of June, 1845, I 
dibbed a quantity of carefully-selected Oats on a space 
on the outside of my garden, and also on two other 

spaces the same quantity of Talavera Wheat and 

Barley. On the 15th of July I cut off the three crops 

almost close to the ground, and repeated the cutting on 

the 16th of August, on the 22d September, and in the 
first week of November. At the last cutting I noticed 
that several of the Oat-plants had perished ; whereas 

the Wheat and Barley had survived, and the remaining 
Oats as well as the Wheat and Barley had thrown up 

numerous stems, Early in the spring all the plants 
grew vigorously, and were in blossom in the first week 

of this month (June). No change, however, ean I dis- 
cover in the Oats, or in the Wheat and Barley. The 
Oats are still Oats, and not one of them has undergone 
the slightest metamorphosis, The strength of the plants, 
and the apparently increased number ‘of stems cf the 
three kinds of grain, as well as the early ripening of the 
crop, lead me to think that some good may result from 

the experiment, and that it may be found in many situa- 
tions profitable to sow at Midsummer, and feed off two 
or three times before winter. It should be borne in 
mind that the soil in which the above experiment was 
made is not what is understood as garden-mould, as it 
contains little or no manure, haying been burnt to a 
considerable depth the previous autumn, and has not 
been manured subsequently.—G. Lloyd, Warwick. 
At the request of my employer I sowed on the 18th of 
une, 1845, about one rood of ground in an orchard, 

with white one-sided Oats, and cut them first early in 
August, and again in October, each time previous to 
their coming into ear. The result is part Wheat and 
part Oats now in full ear. In support of transforma- 
tion I beg to state that two labourers were present at 
|the time of sowing, and being naturally rather incredu- 
| tous upon the subject, fully satisfied themselves that no 
other grain than Oats was sown, and in order to prevent 
seeds being deposited with the manure, the ground was 
dressed about six weeks previously with manure eol- 

lected from a common,where the cattle had no means of 
picking upany grain. I havestated the above particulars 

because disbelievers are apt to conjecture that the 

transformed grain must have been deposited along with 

the Oats by some means or ‘other. Dr. Weissenborn 

tried the experiment, and the result was Rye. He states 

“Jet any one sow Oats during the latter end of June, 

and the transformation in question will certainly take 

place.” In the present case part is Wheat ; the other 

part might not have been properly cut. In conclusion, 

| | 
| 

I would recommend all who doubt to try the experi- 
ment, bearing in mind that the crop must only be twice 
cut, and each time previous to the grain coming into 
ear. Since writing the above it has been suggested that 
the Wheat might have been sown by somebody unknown 
to us; but I give that idea no eredence, for had any 
one attempted that they most likely would have sown 
Rye, which was the grain we expected. I inclose for 
your inspection two ears of the Wheat and two of the 

Oats for your opinion.—George Robson, Gardener to 
R. W. Blencowe, Esq. The Hooke, Lewes, Sussex. 
[We should certainly prefer believing that some mistake 
by the experimenter, or some trick upon him, had been 
made or played, rather than that this is a real case of 
transmutation.. 

On the Potato Disease, &c.—1 suppose the cause 
may have arisen from minute or animaleulous flies. 
spawniag or depositing their eggs on diseased parts 
of the Potato-haulm, which upon hatching, the larvæ or 
young produced, descend or creep down and enter into 
the Potatoes, particularly those inclined to, or begun to 
rot, or become diseased from damp or wet. Microscopie 

i cannot make ; butan intelligent and to 
ended upon gardener assured me that in some dis- 

eased Potatoes he perceived them to be quite crammed 
with minute white maggots, and I have myself seen 
some few dimunitive ones slowly erawling on the outside 
of diseased Potatoes. A minute species of Beetle is 
reported to have been found also in diseased Potatoes ; 
but as insects-of that class live chiefly on animal sub- 

Ithink the best and most a: 
them dry and unfrosted, with a good s ng of lime 
over them after a moderate fumigation of Tobacco- 
smoke, so as not to give any flavour of it to those for 
dressing, but more largely for the seed reserved.—In 
addition, I will also notice the Turnip flies, to state that 
I think if the Turnip-seeds were to have a little fumigat- 
ing of Tobaeco.smoke just before sowing, that the 

s would not assail them to deposit their eggs, 
as perhaps they usually do, and that when the seeds 
vegetate and peep above the ground, I would sprinkle 
them over with a watering-pot [The watering-pot 
is not a farm implement], with a mixture composed 
of half an ounce of creosote, added to a gallon of water, 

iter plants and herbs are seldom molested by 
tead of the water substitute a moderately 
ion of some bitter herbs,as Tansy or Worm- 

gs of Quassia, omia little Aloes, 
the growing Potato-haulm may be occa- 

sionally sp led, and the trial of its efficacy may be 
made on the^young vegetating Turnips on a selected 
patch in a Turnip-field, for I do not believe that the 
mischief is done to the Turnips in the character of 

flies, but by their larvee or young; therefore, I do not 
recommend this as a remedy to destroy, but a preventive 

of the deposit of the eggs. By this plan I have sub- 

mitted, if attended to, I feel eonfident that in future nof 
only the cause may be removed and the prevention of 

the Petato disease be also effected, but likewise all 

farther injury to the Turnips from the Tarnip-flies. 
Let my plan be decided by trial and proof.— Henry 
Jenner, M.D., F.L.S., Berkeley, Dec., 1845. 

Allotment System.—A paragrap! 
system at page 363, by “a Dors 
the following remarks from my pen :—The writer in 
question asserts, that in many instances as much as 
ls. per perch is charged for land let to the poor in 

allotments. , Now, in answer to this, I can state, that 

in no one instance that has come under my observa- 

tion (and I have had opportunities of observing a great 

many) have I known of more than 10s. being charged: 

for the rood or of an acre, i.e. 2d. the perch. In- 
deed, in the parish in which I am living (a parish in 

Herts) the poor have allotments of land at 5s. the 

rood, i.e. ljd. the perch; whilst the average rate of 

rent paid by the farmers in the parish and neighbour- 

hood is 1/. the acre, exclusive of poor's-rates, &e., 
whilst in the allotments these are paid by the owners, 
But your correspondent considers it a question, whether 
an allotment of Jand let even ata reasonable rent be 

in reality a desirable thing for the poor man; and his 

reason is this, that it requires more labour to culti- 
vate than .a man, after being employed all day in a 

master's service, is eapable of giving, if he does justice 
to his employer. (As nothing is said about the size of 

the allotment, and as this is a material consideration 

just here, we will assume it to.be a rood or 4 of an aere, 

which, in.my estimation, should be the limit). 

the objection above may apply in some few cases, but 

in the generality of cases I deny that it does. If the 
man is single, or married and has no family, or a very 
young family growing up, so young that not one can 
handle a spade or pull a weed ; his wife an invalid, and 
himself engaged from years’ end to years’ end, in hard 
labour all the day long,—it may not be in the power 
of such an one to eultivate his rood of ground. But, 

ina parish where you would find one labouring man 

circumstanced as above, you would find 50 in totally 

Opposite circumstances ; you would find one with a 

strong and active wife,able to dig and plant and sow. 

Another, with:a numerous family, one or more capable 

of sharing in the labours of the allotment. A third, 
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employed in light work in the day, and therefore able 

to give a considerable portion of his own strength to his 
‘ound. A fourth, having work only at particular seasons, 

is able to] give whole weeks and days to his allotment. 

But granting that the labourer has the vigour left him 
in the evening after his day’s work to cultivate his rood 

of ground, Is it desirable? This is your correspond- 

-ent’s next position. Ought so many hours to be devoted 
to the cultivation of the soil—so few, or rather none, to 

that of the mind? Doubtless it were most desirable 

that all people should be allowed time to devote to the 
cultivation of their minds. All, i.e. who are likely as 
well as capable of putting the time thus appropriated to 
its proper use, And I rejoice at the labours of those 
benevolent individuals who are now in London, Liver- 
pool, and other large towns, exerting themselves to get 
the shops closed at an earlier hour of the day, that the 
lass of persons engaged in them may have time fo de- 
vote to intellectual pursuits, to healthful recreations, 
‘mental and bodily. But how would this time be spent 
by our agricultural labourers ?—the great majority of 
whom have been suffered to grow up (shame to our 
rulers, our owners of the soil, and in those places where 
church property is not alienated, on our clergy), without 
having anything approaching to the name of education 
given them. in nine cases out of ten it would be 
spent either in listless idleness or activesin ; in the haunts 
of drunkenness, in the company of the profane and dis- 
‘solute. When the present youthful generation of agri- 
cultural labourers is grown up, many of whom are being 
educated, most of whom are being taught to read and 

‘ite, * itl ding your pondent’s asser- 
tion about few schools being built for the children of 
the poor, it will be time enough then to think of pro- 
viding time for the agricultural labourer to devote to 
ántelletual pursuits ; till then it is absurd, more than 
absurd. An overtasked body and a stunted intellect 
are slight evils to their possessor when compared with 
the evil of a depraved and corrupted heart. So con- 
vinced am I of the solid advantage of an allotment to 
the poor man that my fears lest the letter in question 
should mislead in ever so slight a degree, have induced 
me to trouble you withfthese few remarks on it.— One 
who is in daily intercourse with the Poor Man. 

Wind Power.—l noticed in your Paper a letter 
from Mr. Grey, of Dilston, and could not but observe 
the kindly feeling therein exhibited ; he states that as 
there is one— one remaining individual who wishes for 
information on wind power, he thinks it a pity that he 
should not have that information given him ; now it so 
happens that I in a previous paper recommended a 
kind of horizontal sails ; you will recollect that I made 
mo boast of the matter, but merely said that if the gen- 
tleman to whom Mr, Grey has written would write to 
me, I should be glad.to give him all the information I 
could. I have since received a letter from the Isle of 
Man and another from near Dunbar (North Briton), 
which I have answered to the best of my ability, and 
without charge, and with your leave I will make one or 
two remarks on Mr. Grey'sletter; he is quite right in 
one sense, but he reminds me of a person in my neigh- 
‘bourhood who had got a steam engine on a new con- 
struction to turn his thrashing mill, straw cutter, mill- 
stone, &c., and I went to look at it—he was so conde- 

' .scending as to show me it himself- in i 
he stated how little it cost him a quarter thrashing his 
“Wheat; the smallness of the sum surprised me; I asked 
him what interest he charged for the money laid out, 
* Oh,” said he “ I did not think of the interest.” Now 
it appears to me that Mr. Grey has not, perhaps, thought 
what effect the interest of a steam thrashing mill would 
have upon a farm of 150 or 200 acres of land; in my 
‘humble opinion, it would have a great effect; then 
‘there is getting the steam up, there is also keeping the 
engine in good order, and many other things, all these 
might have a serious effect upon a farmer of 150 acres; 
when he is going to thrash, he must have sufficient corn 
án the barn to make it worth while getting the steam 
up—it ought to go near a whole day; then, in order to 
"keep the engine in order, he should at least thrash once 
a week, Suppose an engine cost 2007., at 7 per cent. 
dnterest, coals, &c., &c., why, bless me, the man would 
get all his corn thrashed, and be beggared, too, before 
harvest, therefore I should not recommend any but 
large farmers to have steam power, nor windmills 
either, if they have them with vertical sails, but they 
might find horizontal sails very available, as they can 
‘be placed upon a common barn, provided the walls are 
moderately strong. Ishould be glad to give you an account 
of my plan, but am afraid I could not sufficiently ex- 
plain it to be understood, but I will try to get a drawing 
made of it, and wili send you it to use as you think, 
proper.—John Howgate, Naya Park, Knareshorough. 

Societies. 
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY or ENGLAND. 
__ A Mowrmiry Counci was held at the Society's House, 
in Hanover Square, on Wednesday last, the Ist of July. 
The following Members of the Council and Governors 
were present :—Sir Francis Lawley, Bart., in the Chair ; 
Hon. R. H. Clive, M.P.; Sir Matthew White Ridley, 
Bart. ; Sir Charles Lemon, Bart., M.P. ; Sir John 
V. B. Johnstone, Bart.*; Sir Robert Price, Bart., M.P. ; 
7 * There is scarcely a parish of any size in this county where there is not a sohc ol for the children of che ron MS e 
operation, in the course of erection, or in contemplation, 

Colonel Austen, M.P.; Thomas Raymond Barker, 
Esq. ; John Benett, Esq. M.P.; S. Bennett, Esq. ; 
H. Blanshard, Esq. ; Colonel Challoner ; F. C. Cherry, 
Esq.; S. Druce, Esq.; H. Gibbs, Esq.; B. Gibbs., 
Esq.; W. H. Hyett, Esq. ; J. Kinder, Esq.; R. Mil- 
ward, Esq.; E. A. Sanford, Esq.; Prof. Sewell; W. 
Shaw, Esq. ; J, V. Shelley, Esq. ; and C. Hampden 
Turner, Esq. 

The following new members were elected :— 
Cummins, Thomas, Mayor of Gateshead 
Bigge, Matthew Robert, Sheriff of Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
Dent, Ralph, Streatlam Castle, Barnard Castle, Durham. 
Surtees, Robert Lambton, Redworth, Darlington 
Bertram, Charles (J.P.), Gateshea 

Turner, John, Thorpe, Perrow, Bedale 
Headlam, Ven. Archdeacon, Wycliffe Rectory, Greta-Bridge 
Blackwood, William, Saintfield, Co. Down, Ireland 
Headlam, Morley, Wycliffe Rectory, Greta-Bridge 
Allen, John, Willington, Newcastle-on-Tyne 
Wilson, Ashley Henry, The Abbey, Wigton, Cumberland 
Cooke, William, Camerton Hall, Workington, Cumberland 
ames, Thomas, Otterburn Tower, Neweastle-on-Tyne 

Marshall, William, Westoe, South Shields 
Greville, F , S., North Mimms Park, Herts 
Stephens, John Moore, Winscott, Torrington, Devon 

™ Wilson, Robert, South Shields, Durham 

Rogers, Francis (E. I. C. 8.), Douglas, Isle of Man 
Nethercoat, John, Moulton Grange, Northampton 
Viner, Henry, Newby Hall, Ripon, Yorkshire 
Newby, Henry, Hall Garth, Durham 
Binks, Christopher, Friar’s Goose House, Gateshead 

The names of 33 candidates for election at the next 
meeting were then read, 

Frinancrs.—Colonel Austen, M.P., Chairman of the 
Finance Committee, laid before the Council the Special 
Report of that Committee on the Arrears of Subscrip- 
tion, and the Monthly Report of the Accounts of the 
Society to the 30th of June. The former contained a 
statement of the various steps undertaken and in pro- 
gress under the directions of the Committee, to facili- 
tate the payment of the annual subscriptions as the: 
become due, and to regulate the expenditure in refer- 
ence to the current income, with a recommendation 
that a list of all members in arrear should be drawn 
out and published in the next Part of the Journal of 
the Society. The latter announced the invested capital 
of the Society asstanding at 70007. stock, with a current 
cash-balance of 2,568/. in the hands of the bankers. 
These reports, and the recommendations which they 
contained, were unanimously approved and adopted by 
the Council. The Chairman then read a letter received 
from the Treasurer of the Local Committee, at New- 
castle, in which it was stated that the sum of 10007. as 
a subscription from the Northern District, towards the 
expenses of the ensuing Country Meeting, had been 
placed to the credit and at the disposal of the Society. 

Jn the motion of Mr. SHELLEY, it was resolved, 
** That the Finance Committee be recommended to em- 
ploy the Union Collectors in the county of Sussex, and 
in such other counties as they may deem expedient, for 
the collection of the arrears of subscription.” 

. Mirwarp laid before the Council two letters 
addressed to him by parties in Nottinghamshire, on the 
subject of the arrears of their subscription. These 
communications were referred to the Finance Com- 
mittee, with special instructions. 

Potice.—The PRESIDENT transmitted to the Council 
a letter addressed to him by the Right Honourable 
Sir J. Graham, one of H. M.’s principal Secretaries of 
State, in reply to the application his lordship had made 
to him on the part of the Society, for the grant of the 
usual amount of detective police force at the Newcastle 
Meeting : in which communication Sir James Graham 
informed the President, that he had given directions 
for the assistance of the number of such police required 
for the use of the Society —The Council ordered a vote 
of their best thanks to be transmitted to Sir James 
Graham for this communication. 

Grass Pans AND Prprs.—Sir Jonn WILLIAM LUBBOCK, 
Bart., one of the life-members of the Society, having 
received, through the liberality of Captain Stanley Carr, 
a certain number of the German glass milk-pans re- 
ferred to by him in his paper on the Rural Economy of 
Schleswig, Holstein, and Lauenburg, published in the 
first volume of the Society's Journal (p. 380), both 
for his own use and for presentation in Capt. Carr’s 
name to the Council, had induced- Mr. PELLATT, of the 
Faleon Glass Works, Blackfriars, to undertake the 
manufacture of these utensils for sale in this eountry ; 
and that gentleman having, from time to time, an- 
nounced to the Council his progress in reducing the 
price of the glass pans and improving their fe j 
at this meeting informed the Council that he had been 
enabled to effect a still further reduction in the price of 
pans similar in size, but, stronger in body, than those 
previously presented by him to the Society, namely, 
that he eould now manufacture the pans at 3s. each in 

;| green glass, or of any size at the rate of 5d. per lb. in 
g reen, and 7d. per lb. in the best white flint glass. 
Mr. Pellatt further stated that it was his intention to 
attend, as a member of the Society, the next weekl 
meeting of the Council, for the purpose of communicat- 
ing to the members a statement of his process of casting 
glass pipes for conducting water or other liquids. 

The Couneil having finally ratified the Report of the 
Judges' Committee, and nominated the parties (whose 
official duties precluded them from inspecting the exhi- 
bition in the show-yards on the Thursday) who should 
have the privilege of admission into the cattle yard on 
the evening of the Wednesday, after the judges had 
completed their awards, then adjourned to the weekly 
meeting on the 8th inst. 

Farmers’ Clubs. 

DARLINGTON : June 18.—The best Seeds to sow for 
Green Crops to plough in as a Manure; also wnder 
what circumstances it is desirable to adopt this mode of 
cultivation.—Mr. T. Dixon said, the value of green 
crops to plough in as a manure has, I believe, been 
long known to many farmers. Green erops, when 
ploughed in as a manure, very speedily decompose and 
combine with the soil; and being composed entirely of 
those substances and gases which plants require for 
their food (viz., carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen), 
this constitutes its principal value as a manure ; and 
we may easily conceive that those substances being 
added to the soil in a half-digested state, it will require 
a much less effort from the succeeding crop to derive 
the requisite amount of sustenance from the soil than 
if such green crop had not been ploughed in ; or rather, 
from the same effort, the succeeding erop will be able 
to derive a much more abundant amount of sustenance 
than if this kind of manuring had not been adopted. 
It may appear at first sight that the ploughing in of a 
green crop is but a very ineffectual mode of restoring 
or increasing the fertility of the soil, when we consider 
that we are adding no manuring or other substance, 
except the small quantity of seed sown to produce that 
green crop, and therefore, before going further into the 
subject, it may be necessary to explain my own views 
with regard to the constituent parts of green crops, and 
whence the whole of the food of which they are com- 
posed is obtained. It is now pretty well understood 
that all crops, plants, trees, and vegetables, receive a 
considerable portion of their food from the air ; an 
that whilst the roots are sucking in food in a liquid 
state from the soil, the blades of corn and Grass, and 
the leaves of Turnips and other plants, are inhaling 
from the air sueh gases as are requisite for their 
growth ; and as we know that carbon forms so large a 
proportion of all plants and vegetables, we may at once 
see the benefit that must arise from ploughing in a green 
crop, which must have in its growing state previously 
imbibed such a considerable proportion of carbonic acid 
from the air, the whole of which we are now adding to 
the soil. But, besides this, there is another advantage 
which is derived by ploughing in certain descriptions 
of green crops—I mean those erops, such as Clover 
and some others, which send their roots to a much 
greater depth than others ; and which, in fact, strike 
their roots quite through the active soil into the sub- 
soil in search of food, and thereby derive a considerable 
portion of their food from the subsoil. 1 think there- 
fore that although we, in ploughing in a green crop, 
add no additional substance to the soil further than 
what has been produced thereon, yet the ensuing 
crop will be able to obtain food from the soil with 
increased facility after such a dressing, as we also 
by ploughing in deep-rooted green crops as a ma- 
nure avail ourselves at once of something valuable 
derived both from the air and subsoil; and this is what 
I conceive to constitute the value of a manuring of this 
deseription, and which, to my certain knowledge, have 
produced both a great and likewise a lasting improve- 
ment in the soil. One of the best descriptions of green 
crops for that purpose is, I believe, Clover ; or, af 
least, I happen to know more about the benefits of occa- 
sionally ploughing in a Clover fog than of any other 
description of green crop, although there are many 
others which I have no doubt will answer well, The 
proper time for ploughing in green erops as manure i$ 
I believe, when just coming into flower, or a very little 
earlier; this being the period at which green crops 
contain the greatest quantity of sap and juices, which, 
when ploughed in, decompose more readily at this stage 
than if ploughed in at a later period of their growth. 
Now, with regard to what kind of crops, what descrip- 
tion of soil, and what course of cropping, is best adapte 
to the ploughing in of green crops as a manure, I will 

not pretend to point out; but I am quite certain that 
the subject is well worthy of discussion and considera- 
tion, for I know it is of much more value than 8 
generally believed.—An ani: 
in which Clover fog appeared the favourite cro, 
ploughing in as a manure, although Beans and other 
descriptions of crops might answer well under certis 

H ] i f dis ion the 
was resolved, that a Clover fog is the best description 
of green crop to plough in as a manure for a grain crops 
which should afterwards be fallowed ; and if po 
planted with Potatoes or Turnips, a less quantity o 
manure will do than under ordinary circumstances. 

Tenants’ Rights.— June 22.—After an interesting 

i 2d. Because he uu ee fio 

ted to invi ita] al for pected to invest the amount of capital needfu iandlord 

is not likely to obtain tenants of the same capital us 

talent. That for these reasons the Darlington Parme 

Club is of opinion that a lease ranging from 14 to zi 

years ought to be adopted as far as possible. TM do: 

the absence of a lease an agreement for the ice 

tection of both landlord and tenant is most desirable. 

mated discussion took places - 
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Reviews. 
Road Reform: a plan for abolishing turnpike tolls and 

` statute labour assessments, and for providing the 
Swids necessary for the public roads by an annual 
rate on horses. By Wm. Pagan, Writer. Wm. 

m Blackwood and Sons, P: ter-row, London. 
Tuis is a new edition, in a cheap form, of a work 
already reviewed in this Paper (see p. 89.) Though on 
àn apparently dry subject, it is full of interest—the 
author illustrates his subject most skilfully, both by 
anecdotes and statistics, all exhibiting the partial, un- 
Just, and injurious working of the present system of 
Toad management. 

. And this injustice and injury he proves ; he shows 
that the general publie are injured by the loss of that 
industry whieb, under other circumstances, would be 
developed, aud that individuals, especially those by the 

X on whom the roads are now, for the most part, 
maintained, and road trusts and parishes, have all a 
lreet interest in the abolishment of the present sys- 
em. We believe him to be perfectly right ; and so 

also, as far as we have had any means of knowing, does 
every one else who has read his book. The principle 
Which he advocates has been affirmed by large meetings 
m Fife and Forfarshire—the counties whose road 

` Statistics lie has brought to bear on his subject. It is 

Simply this, that in place of the costly and cumbrous 
System of toll houses, weigh bridges, and parish rates, 
Which now prevails, there should be established a tax 

Upon draught animals. hat a saving there would be 
1a the admini ion of r t were such a 
Method adopted! ‘Lhe net cost of road maintenance 
1a Fife and Kinross-shires is about 18,0007.—the real 
cost to the public is 33,000/.—for 15,0007. of this sum 
are lost in the expenses of collection ! 

he cost of management under this system is thus 
Upwards of 44 per cent. of the whole ; while under Mr. 
ü @gan’s system of a tax upon horses, it would amount 
9 little more than 8 per cent. Well, we take this to be 

à considerable difference, and it appears to be fairly 
velimated ; it is a difference, too, which would doubtless 

© paralleled all over the country, were the subject in- 
RSEN into. The difference between the two plans, 
en. is not confined to the question of cost. Con- 
"der their relative tendencies ; the one a direct and 
Proportionate tax upon industry, increasing if iż offers 

„mcrease, and thus keeping it down to the lowest 
EUH the other a fixed annual payment, the same 
z ether the animals taxed be at work or not, and thus 
San bonus upon their employment. We have no 
CICER in saying that a legislative sanction of Mr. 

us Pon pum of road reform would be of the greatest 
interest only to the agricultural but to every other 

Interes 

His gehen and read what the author urges in favour o! 
urge PUE j and then, themselves convinced, let them 
nie S truths upon their neighbours, and publie opi- 

n, thus excited, will soon effect the reform which it Will feel to be necessary, 

Miscellaneous. 
Burnt Clay for Wheat.—Several accounts of the 

good effect cf burnt clay as a manure have appeared in 
€ Journal: having used it with success, I am induced 

ks add my own testimony in its favour, chiefly on ac- 
Ens of the very bad quality of the land on which it 
m ied: It is a farm of about 500 acres, which I 
vere it Seven years since, on the Oxford clay, of the 
De Stiffest description, never ploughed with less than 
Soil sometimes with five or even six horses. The 
merg Tii like bird-lime in wet weather, and in dry sum- 
of t SF stone, requiring a pickaxe to break it. Many 
there p elds might be described as being all subsoil, 
Tage Jemg no real mould on the surface. The ave- 
ang JIeld of Wheat did not exceed 16 bushels an acre, 

n some fields the Thistles were more numerous 
Aun Stalks of Wheat. It had the worst possible 

man fa 80 that even in 1839, when prices were good, 
cup us farmers who looked at the farm declined to oc- 

ally H and I had great difficulty in finding a tenant at 
itis n Aviug bought the farm, however, chiefly because 

deed is most difficult sort of land to manage (said, in- 
A a d. defy improvement), in order to try what could 

at Wh te of it, as Lord Ducie and Mr. Morton have done 

Whole field with so much success, I underdrained the 
30 Ran the first instance at 10 feet apart, but now at 
make tl apart, and 34 inches in depth. In order to 
ome ] S land work more easily, I procured from Essex 

clay Si Oourers conversant with the mode of burning 
ces eee is there practised. Into the details of that 

ave 8 I need not enter, as excellent accounts of it 

p. 323 een given in this Journal by Mr. Pym (vol. iii. 
quao and by Mr. Randell (vol. v. p.113). I burnt large 
of the Ps for the tenant, but until last year no recor 
Small wit had been kept, when, seeing him apply it toa 
rat el 1eat-field of 8 acres, I begged him to omit the 
ee ml on one corner of the field, that we might 

clay, d it was worth while to burn any more 
very & Mr. Cheer did so accordingly, The crop was a 
Onc.ej Ne 3 and after harvest he threshed out about 
as follows E an acre separately. He found the result 

Qno Acre, ^ Wheat. 
m yaris bum GRUT c epo Ne a ae 
i E ditto, and sheep.folded = ..  .. 47$ y 

ment, p be remarked that this is not a garden experi- 
» Put applies to a whole field of Wheat, and that 

the account was given in by the occupier of the laud. 

Now I have lying before me the valuation at which I 

bought this identical field, one of the worst on the farm. 

It is 10s. an aere for rent, or 14/. for the fee-simple. 

Thorough-draining with thorns, at 10 feet asunder, 

cost about 3/. 10s. It could now be done with pipes for 

2l. Dressing with 80 bushels of burnt clay cost about 
2l. 5s. The crop must have been worth this year about 

171., or nearly the fee-simple of the land and the cost 

of the improvements. It will be observed that on a 
third lot the land was dressed with sheep-folding, in 

addition to the burnt clay, but that the increase of 

yield was trifling. ‘The manure, in fact, was more than 
the erop would bear, and the Wheat was consequently 

the suitability of the soil, the state of cultivation, or the 
prices obtained. 

laid by the wet summer, This is a 1 proof 

that the burnt clay, in this instance, acted as a manure, 

and not merely mechanically. I do not mean that 

burnt clay will always aet as a manure, indeed I keow 

that it sometimes fails to do so, and there is yet much 

to learn on the subject; but this case of success being 

beyond suspicion of accident, I have thought it right 

to detail the circumstances of the trial, as an encou- 

ragement to the owners and tenants of the worst and 
most expensive kind of heavy land, which I believe to 

be the Oxford clay, where it is not covered with soil of 
a different quality. This farm at Longworth is that on 

which the trial of the ploughs reserved from Shrews- 

bury took place last autumn; and Mr. Parkes, in his 

report on the implements, bears witness to its obstinate 

nature.—Mr. Pusey, in English Agricultural Society's 

Journal. 
To avoid Exhausting the Land, by Growing Flax.— 

It has always been urged against Flax culture, that it 

exhausted the soil ; but this is not necessarily the case. 

If the seed be saved, and cattle fed upon the bolls, a 

valuable addition will be made to the manure heap, as 

perhaps the richest manure is produced by this kind of 

food. The putrescent water from the Flax pools should 

be carefully preserved, and either used as a top dress- 

ing for Grass, or mixed with the weeds, and other refuse 

of the crop, in a heap to ferment. By these means, 

almost all the matter abstracted from the soil, by the 

Flax crop, would be returned in the shape of manure— 

the fibre being supplied by the atmosphere alone.— 
5th Report, Flax Society. 

Hop Culture.—1I have submitted to several expe- 
rienced planters the following estimate of the cost of 
raising and cultivating an acre of Hops in the Weald of 
Kent, presuming the plantation to be in its fall vigour, 

and the cultivation liberal, 1, Raising the pisa um 
$. d. £ s. d. 

Ploughing and subsoiling vs Dale} 

Harrowing .. E os . 05 0 

Manure—50 loads of dung, at 2s, 5 0 

Setting out hills .. "m oe .. 0 6 
Digging holes, avd filing up with 
manure .. ve .. m E TU a 9 

Plants, 5000 at 6d. per hundred. . 3551.15 45: 0, 
Planting m e 080 

Expenses of planting .. m ete 15 6; 
Skimming, or horse-hoeing, 5 times .. 1 5 0 
Four-feet-poles, one to each hill, ani 

labour E m es e 050 
Chopping round the hills, at 8d. per 
hundre m E .. E CD 6 8 

triking furrows and shovelling vec S7 
Draining, 240 rods, at 9d. oR ais ADS: 05:0 
Rent, taxes, and tithe 200 

Total expense, first year LSS eras 

2. Cost of cultivation from the second to the sixth 
ear, both inclusive : — 
Striking up and furrowing x Re 

tripping and stacking poles ;. — ;. 
Digging, at 21d. per hundred 

fanure, carting on, &c. .. os ae 

Dressing (pruning), at 6d. per hundred 
Sharpening poles and poling, Is. 6d, per 

hundre oe m] y z, 

Tying, at 10d. per hundred 

Ladder tying Va ae ee 

Chopping, at 9d. per hundred ;. 2! 
Skimming, or horse-hoeing, 5 times, 

rolling, &c. in "s a E 

Hilling at 3d. per hundred oe ee 

Setting up poles, and incidental expenses 

Poles, carting on, &c, . T mm 

Rent, rates and tithe RE iw 
Interest on capital, 307. per acre 

Cost of cultivation per annum. . oe 26 19 4 
Estimated growth, 10 cwt. per acre. 

Picking oe we ¢ 0 0 
Drying, packing, &c. 310 0 
Duty .. m m RG 814 6 

——— M 4 6 

Total cost per annum ae $ £43 17 10 
The above calculation will probably somewhat ex- 

ceed the actual cost per acre of an entire plantation, 
consisting of several gardens of different ages ani 
strength, as in such case the poles would be thoroughly 
worn out, and a few other expenses diminished. 
must nevertheless be considered as a fair average of 
the class of Hops to which it relates. In Mid-Kent the 
cost per acre is several pounds higher. The Mid-Kent 
Hops, however, consist mostly of the finer sorts; and 
will command from 15 to 25 per cent. higher prices 
than those of the Weald; the duty in each case being 

precisely the same. It must be observed that there is 

no crop the first year, and that the second is generally 
but trifling. I have added nothing for interest on the 
original cost of rearing the plantation, since draining is 

a permanent improvement, and Hop-gardeus, when 
grubbed are in a much improved condition for every 

purpose of cultivation. The following is a summary of 

the produce, &e. of a Hop-plantation in the Weald of 

Kent for ten years. The pl i y be dered 

quite an average for the district, cither as it relates to 

au 

Years. Acres. Growth. Sold for | Average p. Acre. 

Cwt. qrs. Ibs.) £ s. d.| Cwt. ars. Ibs. 
315 0 «(Olds 5 0| M1 923 
248 0 0| 80 ll 2 8 0 18 
907 0 0| 727 10 0 Tag: cog 

à 2989 2 0|120 5| 31-2399 
|ms. ee 9399 40. 0.15 d d 
PR 4 we] 430-9 6 009727 35 
| 23 0 11 0 7 9 8 18 
|9)8 8 6 14 6 10 . 60 19 

914: 70:250; 3 3 10 3 0 

78 2 23 9 38 2 9 Ss 

[2213 2 5909 13 TE RT 
Average value per acre for 10 £3617 0 years.. —. 
Average value per cwt. after deducting ex- 

penses of carriage and commission 6 

* The price per ewt. ranged between 48s. and 150s, in the 
above case during the ten years. 

In this statement neither the duty nor the expenses 
of picking, drying, &c. have been charged—a sum 
usually computed at 35/. a ton, or 17. 15s. per ewt.— 
Mr. Buckland in English Ag. Soc. Journal. 

Turnips.—The introduction of artificial manures, and 
of the manure seed-drill, has effected an important 
change in the cultivation of this invaluable root. 
Swedes should properly succeed the Wheat, or lay Oats ; 
and when this takes place the land is ploughed as soo: 

applied, either a smaller quantity of those manures or 
ashes of some kind are commonly drilled in with the 
seed. On many of the cliff lands on the south coast, 
sea-weed is extensively employed for this crop, ploughed 
under the furrow with the first ploughing, in most in- 
stances producing a crop of white Turnips ; but gene- 
rally, dung, bone, or ashes are employed also, in order 
to secure a good crop;of Swedes. The cost of producing 
an acre of Swedes, grown after Wheat, is thus estimated 
by two farmers :— 
3 ploughings, at 6s... £0 I8 0 p ploughing 7 6 aTe 

econd cross plough- 
4 harrowings, rollin P Er e E E a 
andcultivating, &c. 0 15 0| Harrowingandrolling 0 7 0 

ii | 20 loads of dung, at 
Scwt.Peruvianguano* 116 0| 2s 6d. . .. .. 210 0 

| Carting & spreading 0 4 6 
Seed .. .. .. .. 0 2 0| Third ploughing 0620 

| Harrowing and roll- 
Drilling .. .. .. 0 1 0| ing once over EPISC En x 

| 12 bush. of bone-dust, 
2hoeings & singling 0 10 6| t 20s .. 10 0 

| Drilling.. .. .. 0 
Dhoeings & singling 0 10 6 

&4 2 6 

In the Turnip prizes that have been obtained for the 
last five years at the winter meetings of the Cornwall 
Agricultural Association, the Swedes average 25 tons 
per aere, and 198 roots to the perch. The usual time 

of sowing white and yellows is from the 24th June to 

the 25th of July. For Swedes, from the latter part of 

May to the middle of June.1— Mr. Karkeek, Eng 
Agricultural Sociely’s Journal. 

One-Horse Carts.—The advantages derived fiom the 
use of one-horse carts I shall here point out in the 
order in which they were brought under my notice on 
my own farm, and which are cf course to be realised 
on all farms in proportion to their size. The first ad- 
vantage I derived was in. stocking my farm, which con- 
tains about 230 acres, all arable, and would, under the 

waggon system, have required four waggons and four 

carts, which, if purchased new, would have cost as 

follows :— 

£6 7 6 

2 waggons, at 301... Fe .. £60) 0 0 

2 harvest do., at 151. m OE TUR 

4 carts, at 197, A RS 34 BU 0 

Total .. £198 0 0 
a. oe 

But by using one-horse carts, with fittings for harvest- 

work, my outlay was — E 
4 carts complete at 130. ++ .. £52 0 0 

In order to prove, however, that there was a saving of 

86/., as appears here, it will be necessary to show that 

Iam in no way inconvenienced by the entire substitu- 

tion of one-horse carts for waggons and carts of a 

larger description. In the first place, there is no farm- 

ing purpose to which waggons or large carts are ap- 

plied for which one-horse carts are not also adapted, 

and it will be seen in the following table (which I have 

* From 2} to 3 cwt. of guano are used per acre. he 

Ichaboe was tried last on, and answered exceedingly well. 
I have witnessed some exceedingly good crops produced by 

24 cwt. of Ichaboe guano per acre. 
1 2s. 6d. per load is considered to be full value for farm-yard 

manure, such as is generally made in Cornwall. 
t Storing of Turnips.—The Cornish farmers have a dislike to 

the loss of the tops of the Swede Turnips, and a very common 
plan of “storing” is to cart the Swedes in their entire state to 
some convenient meadow near the farm-yard, and there place 
them close to each other on the surface ofthe land, just in the 
same state as when growing—this is called “pitching.” Others 

ndiseriminately, without any protection from the 
ails.” Others 

Geach, of Cornwall. 

SS 
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laid down from a careful observation of the capabilities 

of one-horse carts and waggons), that one horse in a 

cart is capable of conveying much more than half what 

ean be carried on a waggon with two horses. 

-HORSE que. 

VEEE ec 17S 
Corn, cake, &c. .. 

Bones Spe eae 

The difference in the quantity of sheaf-corn carried by 

each though small, may by some be considered a great 

disadv: antage ; ; but I think it matters not so much how 

many sheaves are carried at a time, as that the stacker 
should be kept well employed ; and the little time that 
may be taken up in the extra tying on of the load is 
amply regained by the additional number of bottoms of 
loads the itcher has to put up. Thus, for harvest- 
work four carts with four horses are equal to four wag- 
gons with eight horses. And again, for manure cart- 
ing, four one-horse carts are equal to four two-horse 
carts, with these advantages, that being more lightly 
built, and carrying somewhat less loads, they are not so 
liable to poach the land. when wet ; and the labour of 
the four horses thus saved not onl, y enables me to get 
more forward with my work, but also to obtain more 
fully the advantage generally admitted of ploughing 
down the manure as soon as laid upon the land. 
Though it requires one person to every 25 ewt., an 
with a waggon only one to every 45 ewt., it is not less 
economical, as I find a boy 14 years old, at 8d. a day, as 
capable of managing one horse in a cart as a man is o 
driving two in a waggon. I think I have now clearly 
shown thata farmer is in no way inconvenienced by 
using only one-horse carts, and consequently 86/. may 
be saved by their use in stocking a farm of 230 acres. 
The next advantage I derived was in building a hovel 
to shelter my farming carriages, which cost 351. ; ; had 
I used waggons and “carts, a hovel to shelter all would 
have cost upwards of 707. The advantage derived from 
their use in summer is very apparent, when having 
fallows to work and Clover to carry, I do not materially 
retard the operation of fallowing by taking three horses 
to carry my Clover. In harvest four of my. older 
horses carry all my corn ; and the four younger being 
severely worked on the fallows, are rested to prepare 
them for Wheat seeding and other autumnal work. 
There being seldom other work during harvest for 
horses than carrying corn, it may be considered no ad- 
vantage to use only half of them, but it gives the 
farmer the opportunity of changing horses during a 
long day's work ; and if any should be prevented from 
wor rking by accident or illness, he is not obliged to stop 
a team, which he must do did he employ all his horses 
in waggons, Carts are less destructive to the roads than 
waggons, because carrying more upon four wheels thee 
waggons they consequently occasion less 

WO-HORSE WAGGONS. 
heat-sheaves 207 

hes cake, &c. .. 45ewt. 
Bones ++ 100 bush, 

35 ewt, 
60 bush. 

Wheat as e standard —100, we find 
express 

that we may 

Nutritive eh er of ee ^t . EE m 2 
uU 

” » F us capsules ud seeds . Y 
‘asks 99 

» des heute N, m 38 
» m Doy elo cake E 70 

over hay 39. 

The precise R va nthe of the different substances 
yielded by the Flax plant is thus seen, and it becomes 
evident, that the capsules or husks may be used as food 

with very great advantage, although they are not equal 

o the other richer materials with which I have com- 

pared them, It will be easily understood that the 

quantities of each kind of food necessary to support the 
life of an animal will be inversely proportional to the 
numbers assigned above, as PCS their nutritive 
powers.— Robert Kane, Dublin, Feb. 52. 
Rape.—The culture of Rape ie been partially intro- 

duced with success as a preparation for the Wheat 
erop and food for sheep. * The method of cultivation, 
where the pasture is coarse, is to plough the Grass 
deeply at Christmas, and, after it has. been cultivated 
ma well worked, lime or sand and dung are applied, but 

more frequently guano or bone-dust, which: are 
drilled i in with the seed, after the second ploughing in 
April. But when thelandi is free from stroil and weeds, 
only one ploughing is required, which is done in March 
or April, with a * turn-wrest plough,” having a: skim- 
coulter attaehed, by which the rim of the soil is turned 
completely under the furrow.t This has been. suc- 
cessfully practised for many years in Tio Hrs on Tre- 
withen, Barteliver, and other farms. x, Tremayne, 
of Heligan, has written a very interesting paper on the 
cultivation of Rape in Cornwall, in this Journal. He 
imagines, and very justiy too, that a great part of the 
expenses of the wheat crop may be saved—particularly 
the lime bill—by the growing of Rape and feeding of 
sheep. The cost of growing an acre of Rape and Wheat 
as practised on a coarse piece of land may be thus 
stated : 

1st.—Deep ploughing 
Cultivating eu harrowing 

2d.—Ploughing  . 
Harrowing and rollin 
2 Ci chaboe ‘ano, “at Ss 

«s 8 
a 6 

7 

0 
seed, “from to B Ibs 2 
Expenses of sowing, drilling, &e.. 0 1 

Expenses of producing a crop of 
Wheat after Rape :— 
1st,—Ploughing . 

Harrowing 
Seed and sowing 

eo 

1 8 

£3.19 8 

The culti of the Wheat crop by the old method, 
especially in a hilly country, where it is necessary to 
lock the wheels. It is there also that one-horse carts 
are mueh less dangérous thàn larger carts, because the 
shafthorse having to regulate the pace down-hill, can 
more easily do so with a on-horse load than with a two- 
horse load behind him. A horse is more able to re- 
cover himself, and consequently less liable to injury 
from falling, when drawing by himself than when 
another horse is pulling before him. The next advan- 
tage, though small, deserves attention, as it tends in 
some degree to lessen the annual bee of the 
farmer, viz., carts being more easily turned and guided 
than waggons, the drivers are not so liable to knock 
down gate-posts or the eorners of buildings. One-horse 
carts are indispensable on a farm, some parts of which 
require, on aecount of their distance from the farm- 
yard, more carriages for the conveyance of corn or 
manure to and fro than the number of horses requisite 
for the working of the farm would be sufficient to draw 
if worked in double harness. I do not consider that 
there is any saving of manual labour in the use of one- 
horse carts ; and if the distance is so great from one 
place to another that a continued chain of carts cannot 
be kept up, the advantage gained is only the difference 
between two one-horse cart loads and one two-horse 
waggon load. But should both ends be kept employed 
in all our most ee times, such as Bean-sowing, Potato- 
setting, Oat-sowing,T'urnip- "owing hay- harvest, Corn- har- 
vest, Wheat-seed ng, and ‘whenever other work i is in hand 
besides carting, the farmer can gain or save the labour 
‘of as many horses as the number of the one-horse carts 
he employs amounts to. The most economical applica- 
tion of horse-labour should be the study of all farmers.— 
Mr, Loomes, in. English Agricultural Society's Journal. 

Substance of Report by Sir R. Kane on the Nature 
of differ ent Par ts and eet of the Flax Plant.— 

Ashes 
| per cent, 

|Phosphoric aeid| N: itro 'en 
per cent. | per cent, 

Substance analysed, 

Capsules 

- fo establish a. a ‘comparison of the nutritive values of 
these bodies, it is. first necessary to remark, that, ac- 
cording to the analyses of Boussingault, whose correct- 
nessis "worthy of great confidence, the nitrogen and phos- 
phorie acid of Wheat and Oats, which we may take as 
standards, areas follows:—In 100 parts, Wheat contains 
2.3 of nitrogen, and 1.13 of phosphorie acid, per cent, 
Oats contain 2.2 of nitrogen, and 0.60 of phosphoric 
acid, per cent, Now, r representing the real nutritive 
powers of these varieties of food as being the result of 
the nitrogen and phosphoric acid conjoined, that is, of 
their product; and assuming the nutritive, power: of 

in the cheapest manner, can never be done mucli under 
5l., and when lime is applied, it will generally amount 
to 6h per acre, thus making a clear profit of 40s., 
besides the gain on the feeding of the sheep. Mr. 
Karkeek, English Agricultural Society’ s Journal. 

Calendar -x "Operations. 

Trovan it be late now à as sowing Turnips, yet as we re- 
ceive many inquiries about best way to prepare super- 
phosphate of lime for that erop, we may as well just state here 
all we. know about i! Undoubtedly, in our opinion, where 
manure dealers or HE IR to be depended upon, are 
near, the best wayis to buy the materials (acid, bones, and 

* The followi ing experiment on the use of Rape = food for 
eee was mad m Barteliver Farm, where the practice has 

en to pee sowing in April, and continue until the latter 
ee t of July:— 

5 acres, sown 13th c ul May; dm to 2nd July. 
3 do. do. 21st 2nd August. 
6 do. Go. 10th a, m ugust, 
These 14 es kept folded) Som 68 to to the 2nd 

of November, ayeraging 80 in number jun ‘that period. On 
the 10th August 10 wether qe were weighed that were feed- 
ing on the Rape, and again on the 21st of Repienitiers the in- 
€i se of weight is as follow 

age Average 
Wei eightof each| Weight of each 
Sheep, Aug:10.|Sheep, Sept. 21, 

Average Tn- 
erease of 
Wc în Six 

lAverage Profit 
of each Sheep, 
at Gd. per Ib. 

166 Ibs. — M6ls | -— ^ 105. 
"The diffe ween this system of farming and that of. 

gr pu ae sheep on thin pastures is very considerable, 
e gain ock to average only 12 lbs. of 

Tratto on, or 63, each sheep, it would pay 6d. per week each for 
the keep, whilst the Grass that would have grown o: 
acres would be trifling A with the profit from feeding on. 

The expenses, too, of the Wheat crop which follows are 
greatly reduced, since the B left after the folding of the 
Sheep is far gods valuable on light soils, than any lime which 
may ds appli 

+ It must te “observed thatin deig tiemongi theland must 
be clean and in good condition, ploughing need not take 
place until March or Apri, which SE Tuo akon mplished in wet 
weather when no other field work can be performed. The 
Pxpenset. of paene ieg a crop of Rape by this method are as 
follow 

20 Ibs. - 

Skim. m ploughing 
Harr .. m 030 
Gu . .. m P EM 
Seedy... m oe e es oo 0 28 
Sowing and Drilling ra z roe Oo UAC: 

The skim-coulter may be serewed at any fixed pene ws that 
in its progress through the ground it pares off the surface at 
the M Se turns it over, and the slice thus cut off is 

d ommon share of the plough beneath the soil, 
It is easly rond by two good hor; ses, the dri bL not being 
Dane than4 Another advantage in the use of this plongh 

that in addition to the saving of labour, ue land may bi 
peared up to the d of sowing, Very little harrowing is 
required, and the soil is in a better state to receive the seed 
than can be dose obtained by any other method. I have 
seen Wheat, Barley, Oats, Turnips, and Potatoes also culti- 
vated im this manner, 

d ast 

| sifted coal- ashes) of them, a and get them to prepare =e ate ey 
will do it for 3d. per bushel of the But when it is to 2 

f Mr. T 

away at a gr cat rate for Ex 
ees andi ina ante or st we ge the boilers nuo two carts 
of light mould, and turn the mixture over. nis stagen tel 
bones are only partially dissolved, but they Dos and dec 
pose in the heap, after being turned over two or three Pes 
and in the course of seven weeks the compost becomes dry 
and breaks down with a shovel, in a state fit for pd 
with the hand in a drill.” Or that of Mr. Pusey—**1 fo: , & flat heap of dry mould about 10 feet across, the surface of 

ich was Paoi into a hollow basin, capable of holding 20 
UEM Of ground fresh bones, Sulphuri amount 

thi; 
ric neie to tho. 

half the Viii: eke the bones was gradual. 

peo wells so much from the escape of gas, that the workmen 
tirring it with their hoes, must take great care to prevent it 
from eseaping over the sides of the earthen basin, In a short, 

, however, the cauldron becomes quiet, and the bones dis- 
PAE PAE except a few: fragments, so that the heap 
may E SE EE and might be drilled on the. ds 
da this would. prato us Hari as some small I 

AES in a half 
Hay-making, and deban g and hand-hoeing green crops, ave the main occupation of the farmer during the early part of 

this month, 

ET 
ELE 

IWotices to Correspondents 
AMMONIA—7'.D W asks, how sulphurie acid i: 

the purpose of fixing ammonia in d ae s? Perhaps some 
one who d used it may inform us. We should be afraid to 

or this purpose, but shpat of iron (green vitriol) 
would answer equally well, and be safer; and t 

to be used for 

of iron in a bucket half full of water, and after the horse bas 
stoled, just after coming in from work, s before bedding it down for the night, take and throw the water over the 
floor of its stall, and. let all run into the ti ink. 

BONES AND SULPHURIO ACID—T' —The jumps may not 
pre down A but throw the whole into a heap 

ashes for a ays, and it will erumble after a bit— 
your rows of Lucerne apart? Ibis 

Ier pi end to Pd prs SES plants to six or eight inches 
your soil i 

£ Sub Rei id's ** OKNU of Nature,” and Professor 
Jehnston’s “Lectures on Agricultural Chemistry ani 
Geology." 

Burnt OLAY—P—It is not, properly speaking, a ji of a 
monia, It ru it merely i in virtue es mechanical affinity al a 
(so to spea ust as e coal does, may pa burnt most 
cheaply as rewound S Quay ast week’s paper. 

DISEASE IN EINE. week. have some re- 
collection of ean received the question before, but cat 
fin at) answer recorded ; if this be so, we must beg your 
pardon 
Hao D T would much like to BM 5; eggs will keep for 

certainty in an ice-house ould, not hanging 
sheles (such as are used to kee bine Aue cheese) susz 
gustan in the ice-house, and perforated for P Soi of 
the eggs, be the best w: 

With gypsum ; they would pro- 
bably be worth 30, to 4l. per tonif delivered in a condition 
fit for applying to the land, | If you are disposed to speculate 

his matter, you had better first get the quantity of phos- 
hate of lime in an average specimen ascertained by the 
E P. Gypsum may be reduced by calcining or grinding: 

e have plenty of it here S tier you can import it, 
das RDEN FAnM— Caj p hn's Day Rye will probably 

give you the earlie: ing feed; this sho He be grown, as 
food to cattle, d m some Mangold Wurzel and Carrots 
kept from LE then Vetches and Mangold Wurzel; 
then Italian Rye Grass and Olover; then Lucerne, which 
with Vetches pup the Rye Grass and a few Cabbages should 
keep you all summer and into autumn; when, first, the 
cone Horn ORON ao be given along with the last of them 

en the Carrot and e: Turnips, along with a little hay 
z Linseed and Bean En RE and then the Swedes for 
the rest of the winter, alon; with 
Linseed soup, and 
Your next week to obtain for youa pediranti of the sce 

ou may or should grow, with the stock it will keep. But 
He to say if these 20 acres are to be all kept poer in 
green crop, or all every other year, or half only constantly 
alternating with a grain crop 

GOLD or PLEA ASURE— Gold, de piere the seeds are ripe m0 
orreap; tie in sheaves ; ‘hrash them out when dry, crush. 
the seed, and give it along with Bean mealto yo| cattle ; 
an Mum as litter. Flax is in every M a 

that pus upon t PAS iti 
use them also. To be- nito sure of keeping all the 
] uano you should add. cage uric 

5 to 20 ibs. per cwt, according to its composition: 
Sulphuric acid may be had for 1a. apound. About Oats. and 
Beans see pages 327, 395, and 414, 

OrrEnsive POND—Z G—How would it answer to throw in at 
intervals, at the upper side o the pond, a cart load p ed 
coal dust? This would probably remove the sme and 
purify the n and Ther alga the value of the mud po 
ever you may clean i vus 

DUCED, BUT LITTLE enine te 
Your friend should try marling his land. You haye not to old 
us its quality ; but his experience is similar to that of those 

who attempt to grow Wheat on vegetable—e, g. peaty—soils. 

ET TT 
SMITHFIELD, ED June 20 er Stone of sibs; 

Bont Scots, Herofords, &o. 3s 10to ool 
Best Short Horns a 
Second quality Beasts, - 2 8 
Calves ~ 

est Donas Half-breds 

I—sa; 

rn) 3 i DE 

0 

any *"heep, yet the suppl: ^m uec rade P: 

etter m trade is dull. — The mur for E and Figs i exceedingly hes 

ETT 
very. hesvy, an 

demand, but. 
some of 
heavy. 

feast, 864; Sheep and Lambs, 11,250; Calves, 492; Pigs; 200 
3 4l, ay Ph ; 

s 

HOPS, Fray, July 3. 
ore unfavourable from the plantations dusin; 

a better demani 

e "The accounts, com fs inj Ja st few days, the duty isa e duty is again declining, and we hay: 
H ops at improved prices. Duty now £130,000, 

PArrENDEN & Sarr, Hop-Fatoyte 

* 



k tiful, more especially the latter. 

E Bue been plentifully supplied, and Fr 

A P. 
X 
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OVENT GARDEN, JULY 4.—Most kinds of Vegetables 
it has been abundant. 

tained at from 4s, to 8s. per 1b. Hot- 
abuncanbend cheap. 

ines, 
len- 

Good Pine-apples may 
house Grapes, of Ea quality, are 
Cu d Plums, and excellent samples of Peaches and Nec! 

“have been offered. Cherries and $ 

and’a considerable quantity of Dutch O 
pon and ie rea alised due good Apples p 

season, what remain are sold at 

Oranges are lentiful, ipsimet the ERES 
acio ent for the demand. Lemons 

Melons may be ol 
ood foreign ones are also in the 

MU and conse- 

3, Cauliflowers, &e., ood and suffi- 

‘Carrots and Turnips dem cheaper. Peas 
the week, and good young 

"s ast week's prices, and som 
market. Of Vi egetables, Asparagus is 

quently dearer, Gabb: 
tient for the demand. 
ave been rather scarce during 

Samples have been fetching bigh prices, Beans remain nearly 
the same as last week. Celery is good Es quality. Potatoes 
of the bess s fetch prr oe ands one or two cases 
w and 12} 
Ower Bree 

vilis 
ee Salading m good Kandi T iful Cut EUM 

quietly onset oi Eieeinae Jüxntgda s. qe Caleeolarias, 
iuh LE) Orange flowers, Rhododendrons, Cinerarias, 

s, Moss and other A Wr 
TS. 

rs e Apple, perlb., Acto [3 Gooseberries. prn enite smietana 
Tapas, Hothouse, per lb., 3s to Gs Currants, re!  hf.-sv« is gos 

Apples, Do jess. per e 7:10 904 — Sg do. 
x tehen, 2 AW Strawberries, per ottle, éd to i 64 
clon ona, e: nS 4 Raspberries, per yote, Aak 6d 

Reaches, per dor. 1s to 942 Cherries, per Ib. 4d 
[RAIN n 0 Almonds, per 

Feber orn 1st d 26d Sweet M Ed ape DERI, n 
er 100, 4a ti Em English, p. 100)1bs., aen to 60s 

= Revier per 100, 1064016 » Cob, per 1001bs., 80s to 90s 
Barcelona, 90r Per dozen, 2s to 28 6d “= " 

T dozi pue 2 16s on, 21 Od to 6r - 
EA 00, 18s to 

Walnuts, por bushel, 18s to 10s 
VEGETABLES 

Dd per doz, 62tols 3d Carrot, per bunch, 4d to 10d 
Ardiflowers, per doz., 21 to a Onions, per doz bunches, 2s to 84 Bitlchokes, per doz ls to Shallots, per Tb. Ga to tà 
Jench Benne, p er hire en 6d to Ate | Garlle, peri 
Sorpo per aleve, Ss to Os Lettuce, per sei Store, Cabs le to 1s 6d 
sec verhtaleve, Od to Ie Cos, 1s to.2s 6d 

WOCh, por ton, 708 to.180e hands, 9d to 

W. 
Passio y; po? binos 1d teed 
— Roots, per bundle, 1s 

Tarragon, per bunch, 6i 
B Mint, green, per bunch, 6d to 8d 

cen Marjoram, per bun 
Geeks, per doz. bunches, 2d to 4d Chervil, per punnet, 2d to ad elery, per bundle, 1s 6d tou 6d 

CUI Load of 36 Trusses, 
ELE, July 2. Prime Mead.Hay 75:to 8. 

TaíeNew&Howenes ^ 00 | Olov 
—ato —s Barer 65ato 85s 

s Glover” ioe EH 83: 87 
Jonn. Cooran, Salesman, 

$ CUMBERLAND MARKET, July 2. a 
tarag Mend. Hay 78sto [is Clover 11050115» eor ^. 65 Inferiordo, 92 105 | Straw s: - 60 72 |NewOlover 80. 90 at 

osnua Bagar, Hay Salesman. 

HITECHAPEL, July 3. 
Spo, oe Old. Clover 100v to1260 e Old Hay. - 

Tris E Straw Ne E Hay 
e Hay ii d Over 70 — $i 

AREI EXE Monpay, June 29, 
EE moderate sty apply of Wheat from Essex, Kent, 
Eu EON this. morning, the sale of which could not be pro- 

ecli with in the early part of the day without submitting to 
ne, which as. the day progressed amounted to fully 4s. to 

By f S We limited, being held on the 
h buyers were unwilling to 

dy of E vans and Peas, f for 

large quantity of 
ond has UDIN p value of this Nm PA 

Whon P? SH, PER IMPERIAL QUARTER. $. & 8. 8. 
tat, Es Kent, and Suffolk 5 ite 55 60. Red . 50 55 

Bare, Nortoll, Lincolnshire, and Yorkeh! 50 54 White 60 55 
Dats 2 isa and distilling eel to vis Chevalier 80. 88. Grind. 25 28 
Sts: Lincolnshire and Yorks fir Pol: 26 30 Feed, 25 28 
= Now timbsrland and Scotch .  . Fee Br 30 Potato $9 8 Pos 
» «pole, eni MATS E LM 

emdordand Essex! 0 2020201080 68 
By. e +. Bt 86 Beans, Mazagan, old and new "90 to 40  "Tiok 82 46 Harrow. 34 48 

Pigeon, aet lani feas, whit Winds — — 
Maple 33 36 

Th RIDAY, July 3. 
3029 €. arrivals of Fuglisk Wheat since 
v Qrs.; those of foreign to 15,190 ; 

en slow and quite of a retail character, 

+ 86 to 59 Longpod — — 
- 36 to 48 Grey 83 84 

Monday amount to 
siness in either has 
but we do not alter 
Hr ns, ano Peas, 
i dyes ed.— 

Wheat Flour 
| 1330 Ska 

35290 is 
IMPERIAL AvEnaczs. 

May Wheat. | Barley.) s.j Peas 
S e Per Quarters) S54 B62 0d) B42 6d 

u e | 83 3510 | 34 2 
m ar S es 0) 35 10 Es 10 
a 5 Peso va rs 70) 85 8 9 

* . . bl 88 4 » 6 

VOCCM NP 37 6| 35 0 
€ Wooks 

eke! Aggrer, Avers | 62 10 a6 2| 34 4 
t | Sitten Foreign @raia!” 6 6 4 0| 4 0 0 
i M UA Aram Mhbsingithedi fluctaatiqns in the price of Rees onthe average of the 

eeke 27. S weeksending Saturday, June 27. — — — — 
x Max 98 T ds 0| Juns 6 | re 18 | Jons 20| Jora sy 

3 5d |L———— | E 
53 1 | ee ES 

Ed. | ME oe 
52 19 | 
~ 9 es E 
=g m m 
cS s — 
ES) 
Uu rz d E | : mies ws ve 
zm eS a 

EN SEEDS, July 3, 
Sun, perar Ei to 448 EinstedGsken oretgn pt 
lover, f Rea, quum m = MER ps s i pee ow! = 

White, god E = =| Rapeseed, Bnglish diris 9200 
Oba . — —|RapeCak 
Eme rs = 10 16 |Saintfol 
UG " por qr. 35 6 Taren ER winter » bush. 

5 "e E EH eign "Bodascd 
- a s des Eug. por 1000), m i| duris (too MNT foot (aeons 

X INGSFORP AND. LAY. 

-| London, at the rate of 3d. each; o 

Price 3d. each, or n m 25 copies for distribution amongst 
tage Tenantry. 

TE COTTAGERS CALEND. AR OF GARDEN 
RATION: 

JOSEP PAXT TON 

E OF DEV! ONSHIRE, &c. &c. 

BY 

GARDENER TO HIS GRACE THE DUK 

Re pu from the Gardeners’ Chronicle. Above 20,000 have 

already 

“INDEX OF CONTENT 

African Lilies Gentianella Planting 

Agapanthus Nes —— Plur 
Anemones set lyanthu: 

Ann xraftiug | RES 

Apples Green fly Privet 
Apricot Tear tense Pruning 
Auriculas He Propag zate by cut- 
Beans Ten maccous Peren- 

Jeet py ente. 

Biennials ends Radishes 

Black Fly Hollyhocks Ranunculus 

Books, list of, for Raspberries 

ttager: Eb Rhubar 

Borage Rockets 

Borecole Hydrangeas Roses 
30x. edging S ue 

Broccoli Ta Cress Rustic vases 
Brussels Dee Sage 
Ba adi Kidney Beans 

Lavender 
Cabbage Layering Saxifrage 
Cactus eks Scarlet Runner 
[o 1 jeans di 
Californian Annuals} Lettuce Hort 

Campanula Lobelias Sea Daisy or Thrift 
Carnations London Pride Seakale 

Carrots Saas Double Select Flowers 

Canin ers Marigol Select. Vegetables 

eler Marj oe and Fruit 

Cherries Manures Snails and Slugs 

China Asters. Marvel of Peru Snowdrops 

China Roses Mesembryanthe- Spinach 

Chrysanthemums, mums pruce Fir 

Chinese Mignonette Spur pruning 
Chives Mint S Stocks 

Clarkias Mustard Strawberries 

Clematis Narcissus 8 imer Savory 

Collinsias Nemophila: Sweet Williams 

oleworts Gnothera bifrons ipu Hedges 

Cress. Onions hy 

Creepers ime T ridia Pavonia 

ocus Py 

Crown Imperials Par Msn Tree lifting 
Cucumbers Peaches 

Peach aulm Turni Cultivation of Flow- 
ers in Wi (ees AEREN 

Venus’s Looki 
Dahlias Pelar 'goniums Glass 
Daisies Pere Verbenas 

Dog’s-tooth Violets | Persian Iris Vines 
SN pre- | Petuni: Virginian Stocks 

ing articles for | Phlox Wallflowers 

Kerns, as protection | Pigs i 

Pinks Zinnias 
Fuchsias 

ILLUSTRATED WITH SEVERAL WOODCUTS. 

Published at the CARDEN EES CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL 
GazrzrrE Office, 5, Upper OH EEE street, Covent Garden, 

T Bs. for 25 copies for distri- 

bution amongs t Cottage Tenantry, deliv ered anywhere in 
London a Post-office Order being payable to the Publisher, 

JAMES quem 8, at the Office, and made css at the Post- 

office, 180, Strand, London. 

This day is published, price 1s. 6d., bound in cloth, 

" Pe ENGLISH RURAL SPELLING- Hoo 
h Easy and Progressive Lessons; intended as an In- 

troduction, to the. Spelling and Reading of the English Lan- 
uage, and to the First Principles of the Practical and Scientific 

Cultivation of the Soil. 
By a WEE W. JOHNSON, tee! F. T 8. 

spem the lessons iv ” taken 
je children NE fer as Ser ants or masters, the nature of 
the implements, and other familiar obj mes hat; surround them, 
genera al fundamental truths in matur ali be moral 

pem are called ; these and 
Johnson E ue uae for idle stories a 
good child, and how Charles eee out to walk, 
remnants of the Ro. that are gon We need oie ay that we 
think his plan a great improve pus and that it is well suited 
to the instr Wen of the rural population. Y 

* This work," adds Eie Vr tor of the Mark Lane Express, 

May 25, 1846, "is likely, we think, to accomplish much good 
ng the youthfal den to an early acquai intance with the 

fret Sidus of BE cultivation. of We prse 
its perusal, therefore, more especially to the farmer, the. gar- 
dener, the landowner, andto all who are interested in the wel- 
fare of the ri ng hae! ation. 

0, price 6d. ; or, TS free, 

SIR ROBE ERT PEEL'S NEW TARIFF AND CORN 
REPEAL AOTS 

Bo s verbatim and official editi 
London: James GILBERT, 49, Pater E "Row; of whom 

may be had ** The | Handbook to Neweastle-on-T. me, a and Guide 
to the A ae Show ;” with a Map of the Town, and other 
Engravings. Price 15, ; or, post free, 1s. 8d. 

WrETC ALTE ES NEW PATTERN TOOTH- BRUSH 
and SMYRNA SPONGES.—The Tooth-Brush has the 

impor cun advantage of searching. Pasa HN into the divisions 

of the teeth, and cleaning them in the t effectual and extra- 
ordinary manner, ani Támuns for. tio hairs not coming 

Price Sixpence, free by post." 
; "S " 

The Railway Chronicle 
Of Saturday, JUNE 27, contains articles on 

IS THERE TO BE A DISSOLUTION ?—PROGR: 
BILLS PARLIAMENT — e 

TRUSH R. A NOR 
GAUGE QUEST 

PARAGRAPHS e A TERA NOTES. FOR WEES 
EXC — RAILWAYS AND ROWLAND HILI/'S 
PENNY POSTAGE. WALST AB v. SPOTTISWOODE. 

REPORTS OF MBETINGS.— Meetings to quA Bills before 
P. to Affirm or Dissolve. 

OFFICIAL PAPERS -— Eighteenth, Nineteenth, Twentieth, 

and Twenty-first Reports ‘of Classification Committee—Paris 
us Lyons, M berg of Accounts—Lyons and Avignon— 

oyal Ordinan: 
PROČEEDINGS “OF SOCIETIES.—Institution of Civil En- 

duse us 
0. 

gineer: 
RAILWAY LITERATURE, —Letter to Lord Dalhousie on 

National Uniformity of Gauge. 
CAL I PROVEMENTS.— MECHA Gregory's Junction Sig- 

nals, with Engravings. 
PARLIAMENTARY PROCEEDINGS. — Committees on Op- 

posed Bills- Progress of Bil 
ORIGINAL PAPER T Practica Views of the Gauge Ar- 
rangements—Gossip of the V 

South Wales and Great Western Liabilities of Directors, 
Committee- -men, and Allottees—The Broad and Narrow 

A for Railway Bills 
— Progress of W orks — Law Intelligence —Accidents — Iron 
Trade uM for Loans—Contracts—Dividej 
—Calls—Deposits 

nds 
turned. Transfer Books ed rres- 

Order Railway “Chronicle of any Newsvender, 

RAILWAY emo TUE CHARTS. 
HE FIRST OF THE SERIES, 

LONDON TO BRIGHTON, 

containing 83 Engravings, p in a Wrap price 6d. T, 

May be had at all the Stations between London pues (pe 

THE SECOND OF THE SERIES, 
LORD ON TO WOKING AND GUILDFOR 

t 50 Illustrations, price 4d., in a ud er, 

Mayne had i "ali the Stations between Vauxhall and Guildford. 

LONDON TO WOLVERTON 
ON THE BIRMINGHAM, 
Price 6d., in a Wrapper. 

et NDON TO OXFORD; 
ON THE GREAT WESTERN, 

rice Mates: in a Wrapper. 

PRICE FOURPENCE, OF ANY BOOKSELLER, 

ME oF eer a a ni eee. SATURDAY 
T, JUNE 27, 

HE. ATHEN/EU M , 

JOURNAL p eee AND FOREIGN ee oe 
CIENCE, AND THE FINE ARTS 

Thirty-two Large Quarto Pages. 
S or, WITH EXTRACTS FROM- 

Discoveries: in Australia, By | Native Irish and Descendants. 
. L, Stokes, By €. Anderson, 

Memoires, &c. ., illustrative of Church i in ake Catacombs. By 
Art, sd ature, and Social 

King of the mail 
Account of Religious Mouses, Iliad of Homer, Trans. by 

h Illustrative Notes, by T.S. Brandreth, ds 

si G. Oliv 
Wire SHORTER Mens or— 

Sybil Lennard, cn to Aa of Ar- 
Illustrated Title Page EN 

al of Heraldry. 

eren Systematic Mo- | 
rality, By Dr. Whewell, 

Living and the Dead. By 
-E 

chitectui 
Joi AES of “Royal Asiatic So- 

dety. 
Notes made in Jersey, France, 
Ia &c. By J. B. Mure 
doch, Esq 
neis of Virgil, English Notes. 

fs C. Anthon. Edited by 
Burns’ s Me "Libr ary. J. R. Major. 

Original Papers.—Captain Sturt’s Australian Expedition 
—Cleanliness for the Million. 

Our Weekly Gossip.— Chinese Professorship in King’s 
College— Sir Jno. Rennie's second Soirée—Deaths of MM. 

; B. eed aes Benzenburg— Results of Expedition 
overy of Letters, S, &c., of oe 

kuk af 

Shey on “Primeval History. 
B; D 

a—Prince Waldemar’ s Eas stern. Tour—Mr, H fiwell 

and the Athenzeum, 

Socieiies.—GrocnAPHICAL: Ed. C. Ross, on Currents.of 
the Ocean)—GzoLocticAL: (Sir J. Murchison, on Silu- 

rian and Associ: dn Rocks iu ALK rA &e.)—ASIATIC : 

talogue of Books on Religion of Buddha) 

hy on Manufacture of Optica 
in and Construction of Inst 
Phillips, on- Prevalence of Scrofula. Sheepshanks, i 

Teen. © (s 
Col. 8; es, on Mortality. E Madras Army )—Honr ICUL- 

D: Dp Election of Officers. Mr. Reeve, on 

Functions of Cal mee in the Cowrie and mra 

A OLOGICAL: (Mr. Taylor, on 
ion im Blectionof Officers oat 

Bye Harding Dg, on emat 

Trains ai erai ci Mr. Bidder, 

over W SES me or. FINE Az’ 

on Oriticism in Art). 

Eine Arts.—British Institution, Ancient N 
B. R. Haydon— Picturo Sales—Ori 

oward, on Cri 

Ar 1p.—Foreign G 
—Mosaic of Bellerophon found 

Music and the Dra: 

Her Majesty's Theatr Roy al Aeader 
the Week—Madame Pley 
Hullah’s Upper Schoo! 
market (Miss Cushman's P erforman 

Miscellanea.— Paris Academy 

TOMOLOGIC. 

of B Do endis: 

ue inFrance 

t. Cologne— 
D Popacarks of 

-Meoting of Mr. 
inée— Hay- 

loose—1s. n improved Clothes Brush, that cleans in a third 

part of the usual time, and i ineapable of injuring the finest nap, 

Penetrating rushes, with the able unbleached Rus- 

sian bristles, which do not softer p common hair. Flesh 

Brushes of improved pera dicated aie powi erful friction. Velvet 

Brushes which act in the most surprising and successful man- 
ner. The Gates Smyrna Sponge, with dts an Eee Dur 

roperties of absorption, vitality, and durability, by means of 
rect inserto dispensing with all Ouod ada 

profits and destructive bleaching, and securing the luxury o 

enuine Smyrna Sponge. Only at METCALTE's Sole Establish. 

menn 130 5, Oxford-street, one e or from Holles-street. 

ution.—Beware of the words “ From Metealfe’s,” adopted 

by son houses, 

Newspaper. 

Order The Athencoum o: 

Br» 
Mixed .. .. . 
Grey Goose. .. «S sh Whi 
Foreign Ditto uad 8 Best Dant tzie .. 

Warranted sweet and free from dust. 

A List of every description of Mene containing Weis gis, 
Sizes, xo Prices, sent free by post application to nd 

Son, r Dressers and Be adding A Manufacturers; 

aE road, ome the Chapel. 

| 
| 
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NO. OW READY, 
In one thick volume Svo, containing 900 pages, and upwards of 500 Illustrations, price 30s. in cloth boards, 

4H B-VEG-ETAB 
OR) 

THE STRUCTURE, CLASSIFICATION, AND USES OF PLANTS, 

LE KINGDOM; 

- 
ILLUSTRATED UPON THE NATURAL SYSTEM. " 

BY JOHN LINDLEY, 
Profe: 

Pa.Dy F.R.S. anp L.S 
or of Botany in the University of London, and in The Royal TnS di Great Britain. 

*,* To suit the convenience of Students and others, the cive Work is issued also in 12 Monthly Parts, price 2s. 6d. each. 

Also, by the same A Author, 

SCHOOL 
THE RUDIMENTS OF 

WITH NEARLY 400 ILLUSTRATIONS, 

a New Editi Edition in demy 8vo, 

BOTANY ; 
"BOTANICAL SCIENCE, 

PRICE 5s. 6d. HALF-BOUND. 

London: Published for the Author by BRADBURY & EVANS, 90, Fleet-street, and Whitefriars, 

TH duy is published, No. X 
15 Vek os D LDS” “SHILLING 

MAGAZINE. With Tlasteatiose by JOHN LEECH. Vol. III. is now ready, neatly bound in cloth, price 7s. 
London: Published at the “ Puncu” Office, 85, Fleet-street. 

This day is uerum in demy 8vo, and copiously Illustrated 
ECH, the First Parr of the 

€ OMIC "HISTORY OF ENGLAND. 
By GILBERT ABBOTT à BECKETT. 

The Work will appas ar in Monthly ports price Sna Pane 
each, illustrated by Jonw 
DOES EET OE ING: and from SIX TO TWELVE WOOD 

ENG comprise from Twelve to Twenty 
Paces ae Nah tems regularly with the Monthly E 
until its completion. 

London; Published at the.) s p. fics, 85, e 

THE ARTISAN CLUB oN THE STEAM ENGINE. 
Now ready, in 1 s B with 30 Pa Plates and 349 Wood 

gravings, oth, 
TREATISE ‘ON THE STE AM ENGINE, in its 
Application to Mines, Mills, Steam Navigation, and Rail- 

ways. By the Arr LUB. Edited by Jonn Bourse, C.E. 
E eA requested to complete their sets. 
London LONGMAN; Brown, Gr. —— iy 

ay i s published, Part X of 
HE JOURNAL OF AGRICUL TÜRE AND THE 
TRANSACTIONS OF THE HIGHLAND AND AGRI- 

CULTURAL SOCIETY OF SCOTLAND. 
ublished Quarterly,—Subseription, 12s. per annum. 

WILLIAM Toe AND Sons, Edinburgh and London. 
Sold by all Bookseller 

OUGLASJERROLD’s WEE KEYN. NE WSPAPER, | 
of the Vi of July, will uiu the commencement o several Series of Papers o Importance and 

ment, by himsele aud his EMINE.: E LITERARY ASSOCIATES ; and 
also a mass of News and Yofbisntión n digested and ar- 
ranged, siti lb to family reading.—0O£fi. 169, Strand, where | 
Mr dines can be had, GRATIS, or of pm Town or Count try 

PME s ee 
O ADVERTISERS.— DOUGLAS JERROLD' S 

WEEK ET BAL. SPAPER, circulating amongst thousands cl: afford an excellent opportunity to Adver- 
tisers. Adve quies as far as possible, classified and in- 
serted in leading places, according to priority of éteptioit at 
the Office, 169, Strand, where Prospectuses can be had, GRATIS, 
or of any Town or Country Newsvender. 
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Contents or No. VIL, ror JuLy,—The Subsoil Eph, an Tüustration Observations on the Motion of P] 
istory of s Cereal ,Plants—On the ‘Composition d 

applie mi 
s Remarks on Fallow- Observations on Biarhasa 

in Lambs—An A 
the Maturation of Fruits Interesting B. Hes ‘al EE 

n the Weeds of Agri iculture—The Ancient Sa of F. arming 
in Great Britain—On t e Value of Rai ilroa 

of all 

A MontuLY aes or AGRICUL- 
ee RURAL Arra 
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—The 

This day is published, price 5s., Vol. 1., Part III., of 

gp JOURNAL OF THE ea E esk 
SOCIETY OF LON 

CONTENTS.—Report FROM THE DE 
ment of Fruit-tree Borders. 

us Amaryllis for Autumnal 
By Mr. Hes Spencer, O.M.H.S., gardener to 

the Marquis of Lansdov E B Bowo 
Journal of a Mission to Galiforni a arch of Pla 

Mr. Theo pe gs tweg, in the merical ot the Hori tioulturel 
Society. Par 

The late Mild Winter. An extract from a Letter to the Vice-secretary. By John Williams, Esq., C.M.H.S., of 
itmaston, near Worcester. 

An account of an American More of Propagating Dwarf 
Pear-trees. In a Letter to Longworth, Esq., jon E 
of the Cincinnati Horticultural Society, By W. Smith, 

A further account of Weigela rosea. 
the Vice-secretary. With a coloured p 

Contributions to a History of t REIN “Betoen Climate and Vegetation in varius parts of the Glo 
A brief account o aras Fruit, and of the ‘attempts that 
have pean made es cultivate it, 

Game Preserves. and Fences, r. Alexander 
Forsyth, C.M.IL.S., gardener to the Earl of Sonne at 
Alton Towe 'er 

Sketch of a Visit to China, in search of New Plants. By 
TON. Te. Superintendent of the Hothouse Depart- 

ee in the Gard au Qe 
The late Mr. RAS Todak 

New PLANTS, &c., o E oem 8 GARDEN: 
Gardenia ‘flor ida, L, Beg ces Fors; 

mt uy Fortune and 

Deutz 
d Pitospordm elabratum Sore berben | Campanula nobilis--39. Dielytra spectab E ponos patons-il, Pinus Montezumse—42, TS |  broides—43. Pinus Orizabze—44. Clematis hexasepala. 

Stemma 
s in Mini 

| Pxocrrpiwos. né THE MEETINGS OF THE SocieTY, from March 
| 4, , to June 21, 1815 

y MEOS treated as an aquatic— 
re. 

London : pee for the ; Society, by Lonaman & Co., Pater- | ter-row, d sol d My à all Booksellers, 

| ‘Messrs. NESBIT’S CLASSICAL, COMMER- CIAL, MATHEMATICAL, & SCIENTIFIC ACADEMY; 

NEW BRIDGE STREET, 
Instituted in 1805.—. | 

i Penrkor 
| pendent of the Premium Fun 
| A Bonus amounting to Four-fifths, 

| 

| 

, Al 
Participating Seales oj 
among the P. 
els ward at the M. three years, either 

yment in Cas 
a AMA of fue Sum Insured ; or, 
By Reduction of the Future Annual Premiun 
Promiums, without prm particula 

terms of years. Increasing, ing 
laims pues in 30 days after rock of ae ws 

,may be obtained at the 
| ties resident in the count are not required to a: in 
| ally in London, Epwin CHARLTON, P Beoretary: 

ICTORIA LIFE :ASSU 
No. 18, KING WILLLIAM $ 

CTORS. 
REET; CITY. 

Sir James Duke, Aperan M.P., Chairman. 
min Hawes, Esq., Deputy Chairman. 

Baai Barnard, Esq. Thomas Nesbi sq. 
John Nolloth, Esq. 
Charles Phillips, Esq 
Major- General-eoberteous 3 

James Law oron, Esq. na Sutton, Es: 
John Knill O'B. B. Woolsey, E sq. 
Life Assurances are effected by this Company y on every descrip- 

tion of risk, on a profit or non -profit scale. Credit of half the 
Premiums for the frst five years allowed on Policies effected for 
the whole term of life. Payment of Premiums so arranged as to 
meet the convenience or wishes of the Assured. A Policy may 
ps made an absolute security. Advances continue to be made to 

on real or undoubted personal security, for terms of 
3 ears repayable by instalments. Particular attention is re" 
quested to the detaited hs ospectuses of the Company. 

AM RATRAY, Actuary and Secreta Y 

THIRD SEPTENNIAL BONUS. 
Crown LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY, 

33, New Bridge- D Blackfriars, London, 
VE 

Charles B » Bsa, 
R.S. 

I OMS Moody’ R.E- 
John Nelson, Esq. 
Richard Norma 
Alexander Stewart, 
William Whitmore, Esq. 
William Wilson, Esq. 
Geo. Hankey, Esq. 0. Om- 

T sq 
Rear-Admiral Dundas, C.B., 

M.P., 
Thomas quus Esq. 
Auditors—. . Forbes, Esq. 

manney, Esq 
‘Phiyjsigian-+ iv C. F. Forbes, M.D., K.C.H., 23, me 
Surgeon—8amuel Solly, Esq., F.R. s 1, St. Helen’s. Standing Cpmacl- Chas Ellis, Es 
Solicito: ale, MS ànd Aen: 

Bank of P ind. 
Actuar I, Rainbow, Esq, 4 
na emen SEPTE ESTIGATION into the affairs of 

this Company, to the 3 5th Marcii 1846, a a amounting on 
e to 31 per cent. on Me Premiun tid for the pre- 

Re se olicies & three: 
anding, and effected for ou Sue EE of lif 

o similar Policies the following Bonuses were declared at 
ormer Divisions, viz. :— 

FIRST DIVISION, 
On the average, ERE of 26 per per 3 Y Premiums paid. 

COND DIVISION, IN 1839. 
33 per cent. on the d paid for the 
preceding Seven Yeu 

aaa pnr) of this o among "us 

29 

,On the aver: ager 

AND AGRICULTURAL TRAINING SCHOOL, KENNI. LANE, LAMBETH, NEAR LONDO 
“ For my own part, I do not scruple to avow the convietion that, ere long, a knowledge of the principal truths of chemistry ms be expected in every educate man; and thatit will by us sary to the statesman and political econom: mist, and p: tical VOR as it is. ES indispensable to the MUT cian and the manufacturer.”—Licbig, 
n this School, in addition to the general routine studies, oh include the Classics, Mathematics, and French ety Ger. man Languages, every facility i is afforded for the acqui: 

a sound knowledge of Chemi The pupils are Practicaliy 
which are fitted up with forges, aths, and everything essential for the most 

extensive chemical investigations, 
nu Geology, Botany, Electricity, Opties, and the 

in several Quadrüpeds os Pet Birds — British atone 
—Chemieal Analysis of Rhubarb— 

the Calendar of Horticulture for July— 
State of the Markets , &c. 

lunsm, Publisher, z "King William-street, Strand. 

I eu pron 3 vols. 8vo, price 

ME RIDE “History OF BRITISH 
DS.—. 

A UL EEE MENT TO THE Fs EDITION. Svo, 2s: 6d. ; 'oyal 8vo, 5s. ; imperial 8yo, 7s, 
e same ES By the 

A FISHES, EDITION. OF THE 

Second Edition, with 5 

thor. 
HISTORY OF BRITISH 

2 vols, 8vo, with nearly 500 Illustrations, 37, 
Joun VAN Voonsr, 1, Paternoster-row. 

“ROYAL AGRICULTURAL ore. MEETI E SN OA; ASTLE-O wo. di = uly 1st was publi 
HE HAND. BOOK TO "NÉ BWCASTLE, AND . VISITOR'S GUIDE TO THE SHOW; containin a de- scription of the Town, the Streets, Public Buildings, Cattle and SM Yards, SDN) dc. ; the aera Post- ores rrangements, Lodgi ving. ouses, ae M ways, Coa &c.: A PROGRAMME OF THE Y ; the Manufactures 

WIT 
of the Neighbourhood. 

Illustrate 
aM Map of the Town. 

» Paternoster-row ; 
Kni and the adjacent 

Just published, | due ie: the TOUS Edition andei 295 the Nineteenth French Edition), ST CONSTIPATION DESTROYED ; or ae » Simpl aay of eae ple, agreeable, and infallible me 
Constipation, without using ej 

ction. Free by post, 1s. Gd. Sold by JAMES Youens a LAN 3 
London; and by all Bookseller in den Rogge UE 

tural Philo: osophy, are also sedulously Er and their prineiples clearly elucidated and explained, minent Professors of the Metropolis lecture CEP to the pupil on subjects of literary and scientific inter 
The students likewise access to a. large mad well.assorted Library, gomprene je most recent works on science and lite. 

rature- ollection of Minerals and Geological s ecimens Ee n various Dey: ts of the globe; and to an extensive SN of 

EE 

COHEN of the p" with farther particulars, may be 

Surveying, Mensuration, gauging, Peri metic, English Parsing, es &c. may be had of all booksellers, ci, 
Dr. D. B. Rew, F.R.S.E., €&c., Author of nts of Pr E al o Pan » «Theory and Pri actice of LA d oc oe s of Parl liament, Westminster; @. ICHARDSON, Esq., T AROR of Geology for Beginner: vc., British pU A W.and J. Gin: 

Engineers, 2, Queen’s Lu -place, St James’s-park, London ; ip Gan DNER, Esq 2D. d Author of “The Great Physi- E ” &c., Editor Liebig T A Secretar to ‘the “College of Chemistry,” Hano cise 

NIA 5 DONT, | 
Pa ar e Pine 

ourts of Europe ‘ TRA RANT W TEE POW VDER, prepared from Oriental Herbs Of virtue, g, preserving, and cleansing the teeth. It eradicates aes factitious formation of n and, mol the removal of that extraneous substance, lends t; wth and freshness to the gums. It removes from the aera of "hs teeth the spots of Insee decay, polishes and EATER the enamel, substituting for discolour and the aspect of impurity, the most pure and pearl-like whiteness ; while, from its salubrious and usinfeoting qualities, it gives a sweetness and perfume to the breath, i 6 
tines and the appearance and br of health. Price 2s, 9d. ea duty included, 

oN.—To protect the public from fraud, the Hon. Com- EEES of Her Majesty’s Stamps have authorised the Pro- prietors’ Signature to be engraved on the Government ST thus,—A, Ro 0, Hatton Garden, which i 
EAT LAND’s OpowTo, Sold P 

ists, 

= 

ffi s 
them, and by Perfumers xs Chern 

in two-thirds of ‘ihe Profits, 
whieh may be applied ri in reduction of the Premium, or to 
augment the sum assured. 

Premiums may be d in a limited number of 
sums, instead of by annual payments for the whole of 
olicy continuing to participate in profits after the payment n 

suck ae emiums has ceased. 
ssurance or Preni 

chia ge Rn interest to Proprietors 
. Per dus m pass to Continental Ports between Brest and 

the Elbe inclus; 
5. Parties (iieieding: Officers of the AI: Navy, East India 
CT and Merchant Se ervice,) may be assured to reside in 
or proceed to all parts of the world, at premiums calculated 0n 
real data. 
6. nua to be paid within three months e Assured may dispose of their Policies to the Company 
8. No charge but for Policy Stamps. 
The Prospectus, Tables of Rates, &e. ., to be had at the office 

in outa PSP Company's Age 
E p " Conyens, Secret 

PROVIDENT 1 LIFE OPE 10m, 2n Regentstreety 

articipation 

ina 
th 

m Fund is not subject to any 

London 180 
INV. ISTE D CAPI TAL, T 200,0007. 

ANNUAL Income 140,000]. Bonuses Drcranen 29,0000 
Claims (ped since the establishment of the Office, 1,520, 0008 

sident.—T HE Riamr Honour. 

Directors. 
Frederick Squire, Esq. 
A James Sherman. 

red Beaumont, Esq. 
ic therd Sherwood, Es 

ABLE EARL GREY. 

The Earl of Macclesfield. 

ohn Deering, E 
vor Hom EE M.D. " d Table of PARERE UN assuring 1001. on a Healthy Life. 

Without Without | is p 
_ Bonus. 3 

Age. 
s For tlie whole Tife, à 

al Payment of an Annual Pay Bur 

£s d. || 20 vier e gemi 3 25 2-8 4 | as 8 30 | 2 1 i | 0 4 
35 | 55 10 5 

BONUSES Paid ne P Polio which pue teme CLAIMS 
No. of | Sum | No. of T Pol sured. Sum Paid. || Policy. Insured: Sun Tad e Muse CRT CL ea Di 

£..s £. e Si 425 E 1509 1 1]|| 3307 2000 sd l ? 1973 | 5000 | 7652 13 3 ||-3617 | 1000 -| 1862 £ 1l 3085 | 5000 | 7708 6 0 094 | 1000 | 1622 9 7 3378 | 5000 | 7500 5 9 || 4888 | 1000 5113 6 
Prospectuses and fall partieulars may be obtained upon ap- 
UNA to the Agents of the Office in all the pr ae towns of 

e United Kingdoms and at the head Office, No. 50, Regent- 
e ect, Joun A. BEAUMONT, Manat Director 

BINTEISURT Sica New TE inted by Waa Brappuny, cf Ni 
re Evans, of No. 7; Charobs row, AA New! I REDERIOK MU; 

beu. *,* Allothers are SPURIOUS IMITATIONS. 
Edi.or.—Sa:urday, JULY 4, 1846, 
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HE GARDENERS CHRONICLE 

_AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE. 
A Stamped Newspaper of Rural Economy and General News.—The Horticultural Part Edited by Professor Lindley. 

SATURDAY, JULY 1. [Price 6d. 

INDEX, 
ti, Ros, of =  - 468} | Horticultural Society + 462 a 

Alves E e E S e cater 
Hma'eur Ga dener - - i, € 

Abhides, o kil == prese 
Acum campanulavum. per 
Azalea squamata, aiis a 
m Roc. of London. - + 461 

uibs autumn flowering -~ 464 b deren vede 
Guledenian Hort. S - 462 b | Orchis yy Peep han 
lendar, Horiienltural - 488 c | Parapettivoat 
RR ural = 469 b| Plants, a withstand seanair - 464 c 

Shnet l 462 @ | Potato disease = 468 
Qiii viii put B 2450 b | O= organic compounds o£ 480a 

= a E E 460 c 
p se, Dandelion =) = 46l b =- = 467b 
Dardelion cotton 461 b fiat b wine, to make io = aka 

rop,curio £450 e | Rollisson's nursery, noticed = 
Dri mid ps qup 465'c | Starch, Henslow - 460a 

Ras, rong) =» 465 c | Succulents, resubói ous = 459 c 
Reni: i ‘able land = 465 c rees to withstand sea air - 464 c 

pitou - = 470a| Turnips, to drill = + =- 47a 

R ne = = o. 480 b| Vestiges nus rey. - 46? c 
Gitictres borders I Ol 459 b| Vine at Imin = 461 b 
geden walla 404 b | Wetherby Farmers Gwb—thin 
mburgh, gardens around - 461 6| sowing 469 a 

(GRAVESEND anD MILTON HORTICULTURAL 
that ,DXHIBITIONS.—Exhibitors are respectfully acs 
* at an Sxbibion will be holden on the Royal Terrace Pie 
Y Ih of July, inst., when the following Scale of Prizes um 

ether HB set E : 

omm "n And most other plante yet exhibited 
together with second; third, and fourth Prizes for each. Prize 
also tor all kinds of Fruit are offered. 
Further particulars of W. A. COOMBE, Esq. Northfleet, Kent, 

Hon, Secretary. 

BECK CS P PELARGONIUMS OF 1844 

A Descriptive NECS P de duse with directions for 
their cultivation, may be had in exchange for 4 postage-stamps. 
_Worton Cottage, Isleworth. 

FINE C CAMELL TAS WITH FLOWER BUDS. 

lors y VAN HOUTTE, Florist to the King, Ghent, 

sti. claim, begs to offer fine CAMBLLIAS, with flower-buds, 
$. per Per dozen, Delivered free in London. 

HERTE ORD NURSERIES: 

I. P. FRANCIS can supply good strong Plants of 
Snow's Superb Winter WHITE BROCCOLI, at Is, 6d. 

per 100.—Ju ly 

PLANTS 1 FOR )R FURNISHING NEW GREENHOUSES, &c. 

N ESSRS. J. & H. equ y Jm all orders 
he United King- 

dom, “Selection Of 12 from die ponam list for lts., or 50 

unes Viol A. longiora, A. pirati rA. indica 
mu'tiflor Lili 
album, ih "punetatum, L. "venus tum, Veronica GINA Vero- 
nica Lindleyana, Corræa grandiflora, C. bicolor, C. longiflora, 
Uchsia serratifolia, RERAN flava, B. strigosa, Epacris im- 
t alba, E. grandiflora, E. nivalis, Chorozema stricta, C. 
icksoni €. ova Pimelea spectabilis, P. rosea, Gesnera 
Bade fi 9. prs Inga Qus errima, Thur Shryops 

ea 

aa enone: plants, in variety, eim ee 63. 0d, 
1? small 5 0 

(These ac Buitable for glass cases.) 
Cameltias with flower-buds, double white and 
other best varieties 30s. to 40 
m Azaleas, choice varieties I . 3 

gy sscented Roses, one.of a t 
Cloth of Gold Noisette Rospi e = 

0 per doz, 
s s 

9» 
. 5 6 each. 

8 E aucaria imbri: e. 0 per doz. 
sliadonna a Lily, cage imported bus eee yaw Ores 
New fine Fuchsias for 6 0 

25 choice Hardy Hop S plants for” 10 0 

I cien € commissions for Seeds and Plants of all kinds care- 
RES Y exi st-office orders made payable to Joun or 
rate E: Albion Nursery, Stoke Newington, near 
eos Jul; 

Qi S SUPERIOR DWARF BARNES 
iu ABBAGE.—This being the time for vd Dos sow- 

8 of t ‘the above, all who are desirous of havi ONES early 
seni age may have one ounce of the Seed qs "by ost, by 
o Jerg an order containing Helve penny stamps, Y dread 
9 John CATTELL, Mantenan; Kent 

NS description of sort rene do eners Chronicle and Gar- 
pn and Land Stewards’ Journalof June 13th HU 20th, 1846, 

NEW SE SEED OF MATURMIE, o GREEN ROUND 

i as IP, wht ob hs 

. per bushel (of 561bs.) ; not less than half a bushel 
dgeworth garinge paid, to London, and 25 miles from Saw- 

NURSERYMEN 

AND 

FLORISTS 

EXHIBITION OF P ui PICOTEES, AND 

of the ing the finest varieties in c! cultiva- 

tion, are now in bloom, nad will continue three weeks. 

3000 POTS WILL BE STAGED. 

rders are now being received at the E BR — 
25 pairs of finest ee rate show varieties of Carn: 

tions and Picotee: m 
12 pairs do. 5 
25 pair of very dne Bon varieties of do. “do. 

do. do. 
o 
0 

12 CT rate new Fuchsias, including’ the teautiful 
Seedling “Sanspareil” . 1 quy 0 

12 I. E .. oo 012 

25 pats "m first mie show Tinks m E ve ple 
m E «1032 P 

e Hed e üoreditch Station 8h. d 11h, A.M., and 
5h. and 8h. 40 m. ».x.—Great Yarmouth Nursery, July 11. 

DU S SEEDLINGS OF 1845, to be sent out in 
BER next, well established in 4-inch pots, and deli- 

vered fesi in London for pre- WR only :— 

AURORA, raised in 1844, jualled in my collection. 

Eye very striking, e d white "um the base of the boys 

petals, which are of a rich glowing crimson ; inclining t 
arlet, with a deep blotch, leaving merely a “lighter ed; ei 

bottoni petals of a fine glowing, ee ons good substance, free 

ploomer, and excellent Habit ceived prize at Horti- 

cultural Society’s Exhibition, Er and the highest prize at the 

same, 1845, and at the Botanical Society's Exhibition also. 

COMPETITOR, 1815.— A rich-coloured flower, top petals 

covered with an even p of velvety-maroon, leaving 
crimson on the edge; centre of the flower light, 

slightly tinged with blue, with lower petals of a bright rosy 
purple, with a deep rose-coloured spot in each; free ‘bloomer 

dud good habit, Ij. Ils. 6d. Received the prize. at the Horti- 

cultural and Regent’s P: Exhibitions, 1845, and the medal 

at each of the same exhibitions this season. 
HEBE’S LIP.—Velvety-crimson top petals, with dark spot 

gradually shading off to the margin ; white centre, with bright 

Tosy-pink under petals ; ange flower, 
habit, 17. 11s. 6d. Sho "at Re; y 

obtained prize. Exhibi sited this season at Horticultural So- 
Sie DM arn MN and Regent’s Park, and received a medal 

M SAOOHUS, 1845.—A fancy flower of very fine shape, the 

upper petals a deep maroo a narrow border of rose; 
centre white, rose-coloured maden petals, having dark clearly 
defined veins and. blotches in each ; excellent habit and free 

oomer, 1l. d. Shown only this season at Chiswick, ud 

obtained the Silver Banksian Me 
PATRICIAN, 1845.—Very ia PSI flower, rosy pink 

lower petals, with dark top ones changing to rosy crimson 3 
the edge; excellent quality, habit, and bloomer, but m. 
common in colours than the others, 11. e 6d. Shown at the 
Botanical Society’s Exbibition, 1845, and received a prize ; and 

this year at the same, and. obtained silver medal, and at Chis- 

MET E obtained certificate of merit. 
ENDENT, 184. ‘Rather small flower, ue colour of 

Fo ud k *with a whiti a well- 

defined spot ; a free bloomer and good habit’ a i "Sho [o 

the scarlet pr at the Botanical Society's Exhibition, 1845, 

Du obtaine 
RIUS. us large-sized Gene UU scarlet flower, of excellent 

qui and sul PERSE and -has been much admired in my 
collection, JM. 11s. 

TIC. this is sent out as a Trade flower only. It is 
ie jy E forming large and abundant trusses, making a 

striking object on the stage, and is also well adapted for ed 
bition, eni in the country, 10s, 

the EQUUS bot the Public, I beg to remark, their 
charact C iro not m; n, but taken from the Reports of the 

Exhibition, with the ren of the two last. ic am glad to 
hear the last year's selection has given pir general satisfac- 

tion, and I think the above will do the same. 
Worton Cottage, Isleworth, 

B 

YAN HOUTTE'S 8 NEW VARIETIES s OF F CHILIAN 
ERIAS. 

I VAN HOUTTE, Ten to the King, Ghent, 
gium, begs to offer his ue ates MERIAS at 

the following rates, viz.—12 ; 25 varieties, 16s. ; 
50 varieties, 28s. Orders REAT T Me *Gnorce RANN, 52, 
Mark- ares "London ; or application may be made (post paid) to 
Mr. Van Hourrs, at Ghent. The que will commence on 
the nee of August next, and the plants fonwantod to London free. 

g of his visit to Mr. 

y 
12th July, 1845), says oh these plants :—** They 
tint from scarlet to lemon colour, n 
green variegated with SY » He further adds of their effect 

in masses— not recollect ever having seen d of 

find it difieult to Supply ct demand for them, when their 
merit shall become fully k: d 

the report of the Cd Meus ourn: 

account of this flower:—‘ Messrs. Van Hout 

FLORICULTURAL SEEDS. 

IES CARTER, Seepsman and Fromrsr, No. 238, 
h Holborn, London, begs leave to submit a list of 

fe utumn sowing, Y ER SEE EN proper for present and a 

to the notice of his customers ; they will be "est prepaid. 

I—FINE HARDY PERENNIALS. 
d. Per Packet—s. d. 
6 | Papaver, ier. mixed. 

avis, very fine 0 6 Benito 12sp.m... 1 0 

Delphinium, fine tall .. 

Jhinese, extra, m. 
Dianthus, 6 fine sp. sep. 
Digitalis, 12 fee Mom , new Imperial Uis ye 

Sweet William, 20 vars. 0 6 

Heartsease, an nes! m , Scarlet and crimson 0 6 
Houses Hn ness ie. Wallflower, 12 var. sep. 

h oe uble mixed 0 6 

REESE UR as lue, 3 var. 1 
eon Ae ire " » "Uo allvar.m. 0 6 

P | v 

ol 91 
6| 

ARDY n HALF-HARDY ANNUALS. 

6 
6 
0 
0 
$ 

$s 
LES 

tha B- Li È ee 
$E 

s Br 

dcc m 
—H 

10 Gori tall Lar 12 var. German Stock . - 

spur 4 
Fine dwarf do. per oz. 

2 i d larger packets .. 

1 

e hardy Annuals 3 
4 
Fi 

26 
40 

. Prussian Stock.. 4 0 

2 do; ‘Autumnal do. .. 4 0 
‘ine mixed German ao. 10 

50 var. CEU PUn as New Scarlet do. 6 
25 

f Xs urne Mus Hh with an* would probably 
flower this autumn ; a part might be sown about the middle of 

August. 
IIL—FINE GREENHOUSE SEEDS. 

Alstreemeria, finest mix. 1 0 |Ipomcea tyrianthina 

Brachycome iberidifolia 0 6 
Cæsalpinia, splendid new 2 6 
Calceolaria, finest mixed 1 

enostoma Relves 0 
Cob:ea scandens 0 
M 4 fine species eO HOF 6 

1 
d 

Cyel n, 4 do. 
Elichrysum, 5 [^ sp. 
Erica, 40 fine Que s.20 0 

30 do. do. mixed 2 6 | Protea, 15 fine sp. sep. 10 0 

Fuchsia, apres eee 16l Thunbergia alata 6 

Geranium, fine mix 10 c LY Greenhouse. seeds 10 0 

MEUM 12 fine species 1 0 ry fine.mixed do, do. 1 0 

* C. has also a yery large o ection of Kitchen Garden 
and “plower Seeds, of which a Catalogue is published. A new 

Catalogue of Genuine Dutch Bulbs willbe ready at the usual 

time, and will be sent prepaid, on application as abov 

E BECK informs the Sues that the various Articles 
by Td by him in Slate for Horticultural pur. 

poses, may be seen in use at Worton Cottage, Isleworth, upon 
We to the DOGS (Sundays edid: 

TO AMATEURS OF BULBS. 

ERNARD SAUNDERS, NunsERYMAN & FLORIST, 
Island of Jersey, most respectfully informs the Nobility, 

Gentry, Amateurs, and the Trade in general, that his list of 

CAPE and other BULBS is now d and may be had on 

pre-paid application,—Jersey, July 

EPHSON GARDENS.—A Premium of TWENTY- 
FIVE POUNDS will be awarded by the Trustees of these 

Gone to the peat Mss shall boxed ee best Set of 
ing them out. 

A Mee of nd POUNDS will be aateli for the second- 

best Plan. The Ground consists of about Eleven Acres o! 

and, which it is intended to convert into an Ornamental 
Garden and Pleasure ee The Plans upon which. the 

will become the property of the 

o! 
seen at the Offi d 

Lo PX Parade, VOU ; of whom, also, further particulars 

may be obtained. The Plans to be delivered to the Secretary 

on or Baire Saturday, e 15th of August, 

y Ord ler, OWEN WHITE, Honor: ary Secretary. 

Leamington, Munt 25, 1846. 

Feriis OM pea. BY COOPER'S PATENT 

ing and concentrating all their excellent and pe- 
culiar flavours ; the Strawberries are adapted to 

a- 
lei imonkals, wi ll be delivered 

at any part of London, for T TEN SHILLINGS, by 

an order addressed to the Patentee, JAMES Cooper, T, "the 

upper part of St. John-street, Clerkenwell, London. 

The} Patent Apparatus and Vessels are on sale at the Manu- 
eran as above. 

ro Ghent, ana of E comeria blooms from the open 

they were hybrids of various colours, and although 

Somewhat Las by the journey and wet weather, to which 

Northern and Eastern Line. ee to 
treet, Jony Ry: ERS, Seedsman, Sawbridgeworth, Hert: 

N.B. Each packet m directions for planting and culti- | 

vating them. ‘The usual discount to the tra 

PN SES ee CE A IE a 

^| GEES, mp OF HALF-MOON-STREET, 

OMAS DEP and CO., : 

By Offi e en), the SEEDSMEN to the 

“R RO AL A NS 160. LTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND,” 

Beg to remind iUm bers of the Society, and Agrioultarie® 

jin general, nu e only Counting House and ‘Seed Ware- 

me opinion enet of |h d is at the Corner of’ DEREN I PICCA- 

r2 LL Y, London, as for the last Fifty Ye: 
DG ed Lists of s Heo tud Seeds are Rem ready, and may 

be had on application. 
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poa ‘BOTANIC 50 SOCIETY, REGENT'S-PARK. 
- EXHIBITION, JULY JULY ^8, 1846. 

AWARD OF THE THE JUDGES. 
Pe First GOLD MEDAL. 

To Mr. Barnes, gr. to G. W. Norman, Esq., Bromley, for 30 
Store and roe Rr Plants; to Mr. Fraser, Nurseryman, 

widge-road, for do. ; to Mr. P. N. Don, g "C 
Esq, Stockwell, for 15 Exotic Orchids; to E Rollissons, 
Würserymen, Tooting, fo 

pue am Gonp MEDAL. 
gr. io J. Cook, Eats, Blackheath, for 20 Stove 

t, gr. to Miss Traill, Brom- 
to T H. Schroder, Esq., Strat- 

; to Mr. Ingram, T o Her 
‘Majesty, Frogmore, for a Oeil or En ub of F 

Tur TARD Gorp ME 
To-Mr. Hunt, ae 15 He Bore Heaths. 

"Tu T SILVER Grut Mj 
"To Mr. Green, ES to: ‘Sir E. Antrobus, Bark, , Cheam, for 10 

To Mr. Ayres, g 

and Greenhouse Plants ; to Mr. Hun: 

Stove and Greenhouse Plants; to Mr, Barnes, for 15 Cape 
feaths ; also for 6 Exotic Orchids ; to Rae, gr. to J. J. 

Bandy, Bede. P for 10 Bkone 0 ; to Mr. Stains, 
for 12 P. 8-inch pots; also fi in 

n -inch ; to Me obs on, gr. to Mr. Beck, Slate-works, 
Steuer: for 12 Pelargoniums in 8-inch pots; to Mr. Fleming, 
gr. to the Duke Es Sea ‘Trentham, for a collection of 
Io dishes of Frui 

E Fst SILVER MEDAL. 
"To Messrs. Fairbeiee Nurserymen, Clapham, for 12 Cape 

Heaths. 
THE SECOND SILVER GILT MEDAL, 
MAR to B. Miller, Esq., Tooting, for 10 Stove 

ake Greenhouss P. ants; to Mr. Clarke, gr. to W. Block, Esq., 
JKoswell-hill, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants ; to Mr. Gree 

r, gr. to Mrs. Hoffman, Regent's- 
to Mr. Ayres, for 15 Cape Heaths ; 

e Heaths ; 
aj 

for6 tall Cacti; to 
perk, for 30 dwarf Cacti ; 

gr. to J. Smith, Esq., Dulwich, 
Henderson, Nurserymen, 

f ; mlico, 
for 8 Pelargoniums in 8-inc ; to Messrs, Pid A Sons, 
Nürserymen, Berkhampstead, for 12 Roses in E 
Burton, Hampstead, for a Device in Flowers ; to Mr. T. Belton, 
gt. ti o W. Wynn, Esq., Nostell Priory, Wakefield, fora Provi- 
e Pine; to Mr. T. Bray, gr. to P 
house, Sidmouth, fora Queen Pine; to 

ter, Esq., Earl's-court, foran Antigua pattie, to Mr. Hi 
for v dish of Black Hamburgh Grapes; to Mr. Davis, gr. to 
A. Smith, Mr Woodhall- E E a dish of White Muscat 
Grapes ; to Mi r. Parker, y gr. ti H. Oughton, Esq., Roehamp- 
ton, for ^4 dishes of Peaches run Nectarines. 

IE SECOND SILVER MED 
To Mr, Malyon, Brencyam, eq, Blackheath, for 

10 Stove and Greenhouse Plants 

AXE DM thapman, Fruiterer, terer, South Lambeth, for do.; to Mr. 
Wright gr. to the Honourable Miss Rushout, ‘Wanstead, for 
two dishes of Peaches and Nectarines ; to Mv. Suo ow, for a "dis, 
of Black Tartarian Cherries ; p Mr. Bennett, Bath, for dishes 
of Sea ; to Mr. Wood, for a Collection of variegated 
Plants dos Banks, anto) for a Collection of British 

©. Moore, Royal Botanic Garden, Regent's- 
park, for Aaea of the Cryptogamic Flora of Britain ; to 
Mr. Stanly, for Cape PE ms. 

CATE OF MER 
oMr. Robinson for - Bibchsi Sir He Pottinger; to Mr. Bruce 

for ele ciliata ; to Mr, Cars r Hoya carnosa; to Mr. 
Bray, gr. to Sir J. i Goldsmid, Bar! 3 Regent's Park for Puch. 

"s 2 r. Dawson for Erica pulverulenta ; to 
sson for "Erica metulzflora bicolor; to Mr. Fraser 

for Kalosanthes nitide, gel for Orowea. saligna ; to Mr. Green 
to Mr. Kendall T s cam r Ixora coccinea ; 

for af Seedling Fugnsia, <a Great Britain ;” " to Mr. Wright for 
ditto, “Leucantha ;” to Mr. Spencer for a Queen Pine; to Mr. 
pum ditto; also for ditto; t to Mr. Spencer for Butler’s 

Scarlet-fleshed Melon ; to M: ee a dish of me qe Ham- 
burgh Grapes; t r. Barnes, Aply P Park, for diti o Mr. 
Gadd for ditto ; to NS Fle eS for pie dishes of Peaches and 
pene to Mr. ** Carnation" Cherries ; 

T. Br ray for SUR Black Bans ;" to Mr. Bruce for a 
| ERU ot Apples, “Stone Pippins ;” also for ditto, “Farley Pip- 
pin ;” au Mr. Cole, Bath, for four dishes of Strawberries ; W 
Mr, w for a dish of Britis Queen Strawberries ; to 
Driant for ditto ; to Mr. Winfielil for ditto ; to Mr. Daniell, gr. 
to the Rev. T. Stevens, Bradfield Rectory, Reading, for a H. 
sianee Melon ; to Mr. Bail ey for dit utler for a col- 
ection of cut blooms of pesi to Mx. Butcher for four 
Manchester prize Cucumbers. 

Uis S BUDDING KNIFE.—“This is the 
eatest Budding Knife we have seen, the ivory handle is 

shaped like the blade of a curved Penknife, sharp and turned 
up rs ae e point, and is evidently extremely well contrived for 
the purpose it is intended."—Opinion of Professor LINDLEY in 
the [ores Chronicle, du. 29, 184: 

EORGE PLUM, Surgic Instroient Maker and Cutler, No, 
262, Strand, London, diam olphin-street, Bristol, begs 
to call the attention of the NT 2 E above desirable article. 
Sent free to any. e of the kingdom, on dnd of 38 penny 
postage stamps, or a post-office order for de 
G, autions ” Fibrioultuxiele and tl enable in general 

against numerous imitations of the AR article, he being the 
only appointed Manufacturer. 

FOREIGN SHEET GLAS! &c. 
C JARVIS having just debeas a large quantity 

/e of Foreign Sheet Glass, of the STOUTEST KIND, in 
substance, 15, 16, and 17 ounces to the Toot gpa tae can offer 
the same at the ‘unprecedented low price o: ‘oot in the 
case, as imported, any size in stock ; a less price than he has 
hitherto received from large purchasers for the thinnest quality, 
viz., 13 ounees to the foot, at his old established WINDOW GLASS 
WAREHOUSE, 38, Great Castle-s EN 2 ors from Regent- 

2 Mr. Taylor, gr. to street. GLASS PANTILES equally low in price. English 
T Costar, Esq., Streatham, for 6 Stove a Plants ; Glass of every VERENA on the lowest terms, r. Hunt, for Erica Massonii ; ES Messrs. Henderson, | for ready money only. 
F4 JEschynanthus Kaona; to Mr. A. Smith, gr. to 
J Henderson, Esq., the Holme, Regent's.park for British 
Ferns; also for correct Labels ; to Mr. Reith, cos 
Garden, Chelsea, for 25 British plants (exogenous) ; to M 
Williamson, in otanic Garden, for 
genous) ; to Messrs, Rollisson, for 12 Cape Heaths ; to Mr. 
Fřaser, for 6 Fuchsias; to Mr. May, gr. to E. CEN 

=N. 

<endall, Nurserynian, Stoke New- 
CE a to Mr. Coysh, gr. to son, 

for 8 Pelargoniums, in 8-inch pots; to Mr. Dobson, for 12 Roses 
in rancis, ET ryman, Hertford, for 100 Cut 

sa Messrs. Paul and Son, Nurseryman, Cheshunt, Tos 
; to Mr. T. Belton, for a Providence Pine; 

a. gr. to the Marquis of Lansdowne, Bowood Tk for 
Pine 2 Queen ; to Mr. Gadd, Betehworth Castle, for a Canta- 

loupe Mel ion "to Mr. Busby, r. to S. Crowle; GA e Stock- 
wood Park, for a Persian Melon (Hoosianee) ; avey, 
grito. G. Smith, Esq., Colney Hatch, for a dish Be “Black Ham- 
burgh Grapes ; to Mr. add, for a "dish of Whit e Muscadine 
bd to Mr. Nor! bouis Wanstead, fora Fruiting Vine in a 

to Mr. Kyle, gr. to R. Barclay, Esq. -, Leyton, for 4 dishes 
Be Beaches and Nectarines ; to Mr. Parker, for two dishes of 
ditto; to Mr. T. Bray, for a dish of Guavas 

BIRD SILVER Em DAL, 
To Mr. Hamp, gr. to J. Thorne, Esq., Lambeth, for 10 Stove 

and Greenhouse 5b ants; to Mr. Stanley, gr. to H. Berens, 
Esq, Sidcup, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants; to Mr, 
Raye, for ditto ; to Mr. Cole, gr. t 

, for ditto ; to Mr. Green, for Erica jasminiflora alba 

rns ; to Mr. H. Plant, 
fer Correct Labels ; to Mr. Nilltamson for 25 British Plants 
oo to Me. Reith, for ditto (endogenous); to Mr, 

"son, Nurserym an, Brixton-hill, p 12 Cape Heaths; to 
P Taylor,for 6 ditto; to Mr. Fraser, for 4 lensdendtiua 
peg ree for 6 Fuchsias 8; to Mr. Munock, gr. to the 
p ard, Clapham, for ditto; to Mr. Francis, for8 
Roses in pots ; io Messrs. Paul and Son, for 100 Cut Roses; 

essrs. Lane and Son, 
new Roses ; to Mr. eps 

for 24 Pansies ; to Mr. Ward, 
= Edmunds, Wandsworth-road, for 12 ptor to Mr. 
Pearson, Nurseryman, Hampstead-road, for a Seedling Ver- 
Déng “ Satellite ; ;" to Mr. T. Bray, for a nc YET to 

, for a Qu ueen Pine; to Mr. 

grrto— Melville, ; Esq., sr Gaiden. 
Melon; to meer, for a Persian aoe (Bowood) ; io Mr. 
pou Tuin Brighton, for Black Hamburgh Grapes ; to 
Mr. Butler, gr. to R. F. Champnas Esq., Salt-hill, Ose White 
Muscadine Grapes ; r. A, Smith, for a Fruitin; 

Mr. Collins, Hornsey, for 4 dishes of Peaches and m ;to Mr. H ey, 
ectarines ; to Mr. Snow, ar to the Earl de Grey, Wrest-park, 

; to Foggo, Priory, Stanmore, for a 
White Marseilles Figs ; to Mr. Lydard, Bath Easton, 

Sor 4 dishes of Bc ps S. 
E BRONZE MEDAL 

o Mr. Dawson, Eri rica. Saika major; to Messrs. 
olent for Stanhopea tigrina, var. superba ; to Mr. A. Smith, 

Oncidium pulvinatum ; to Mr. Stanly, for a new plant 
«Thysanotus Sp.. i to Mr. Wood. Nurserym: 
lpines ; to Mr. Malyon, for 6 Cape eaths; to Mr, Ayres, fo 

4 Gierodendons ; to Mr. Roser, for 6 Fuchsias ; to Mr, Banks, 
lo. ; to Mr. Gaines, for do.; to Mr. raneis, for 12 new Boss; Eo for 12 single pe of Roses; to Messrs, Lane and. 

Son, for do. ; to Mr. o D. H. Storey, Esq., Kentish 
: to a dee Norman, Florists, Wool- wich, for 12 Carnations ; also for 12 Picotees ; no for ditto ; 

en, Acre-lane, for 1 2 Carnations; | A; 
. Blest, eoe for dod ; 

toMr. Bragg, ad for 2i Pansios ; to Mr. S 

EAT 

is Br ewin, 

UTY OFF 
Ca REN AND HOTHOUSES, "CONSERVATORIES, 

ade and fixed Bin dea in Eh parts of the Kingdom, 
ata considerable reduction, One, tw Ww 
ber an n Boxes, and Lights d 

mate: 
It. 5s. Garden-li; diis “of every ipe is purus 
Hothouse Builder, Claremont-place, Old Ken 
Reference may be had to the o Nobility, Gentry, per the Trade, 

in most-of the counties in Engla 

BRITISH AND FOREIGN SHEET AND HORTI- 
RAL GLASS. 

phis AND WELCH have to announee to the 
Nobility and ce that they have just eoncluded ar- 

rangements with J. WELON, jun., Paris and Oo., for the 
purchase of the anban air carried on em, at ee 
Panton-street, and beg to call attention to their extremely lo 
prices for Horticultural Glass of every description. 

PRICES OF HORTICULTURAL GLASS: 
Not above a Wo long by widths PEL 5 in. to 18 in, 

ATTS'S, 

0.13 Bri or onan sheet 
1 d to the foi ++ 4d. per foot, 

sa 16 ,, » MAL T va 
ME UE UN ux OU Us e 26, s «e di et oq BR "end ve VU INC) 

MALL SQUARES. 
Teoti in 100 fea dero not particulam to AE Mi 

in by 3in, on r foot. 
5 by 3 amd unter sy, E TE B 

9 » oe oe 9d. » 
vis AZING. 

Black Cement, hy usedat Chatsworth. 24s. oa cwt. 
Best Minard y 10s. 

te Lead, Window Tead, Solder, de. dec. 

gie Glazing Executed in any part of the United 
ingdom 
E selection of Patent Plate, Sheet, and flatted Crown Glass 
5 Pictures, &c., particularly attended to.—12, Panton-street, 

‘ket. 

premsa AND FOREIGN SHI SHEET G GLASS, uus 
Horticultural purposes, &o. ad at Jam 

Bnourry's 315, Oxford-street, London à at ue: following endued 
prices :—In crates containing about 260 feet wi SEI 13 oz., at 
43d. per foot, or 4th quality, 5d. per foot ; , 16 07,, coarse, 
54d. per foot ; ditto ditto, 4th quality, 6d. per OC 
any size not ONU 40 inches long by l0 inches wide, at 
3d. per foot extr. 

Also Microscopical Glass, French Shades, Plate and Crown 
Window Gi! 

A discount to the Trade, 

S PLENDID NEW VERBENAS & FUCHSIAS.— 
Those who wish to improve their collections of these 

elegant flowers, have now an excellent D RE as the list 
contains every ‘novelty of the season. The plants are strong 
and will make 5 dun display in the autumn, fa 125. per dozen, 
or 21s. for 24 : ost, free ; um when sent by bamper, pac! 
age and DH ees free; viz. 
Due de Nemours, Ennion ively ms Modesta, Miss Watson, 
Merry Monarch, and Queen of Beauty; Youell’s Exquisite, 
Grandissima, Helena, Heroine, plete Aurora, and Auberon ; 
Miller's Co; mette, Samye, Si umbea: » Turban, Alba purpurea, 
Comet, ani Sappho ; E. "Blanda, Bicolor odorata, Bou- 
quet de Flore, Rosy Morn, and Lavendula Magna; Randle's 
Queen of Beanies: lvery's Wonder um E. Alexander's 
Blue King; Pe: earson's Rosetta, &c. 

w FÜOHSIAS at 20s. per dure lley's Empress, 
Marchioness of Camden, Silver Globe, imb Candidissima ; 
Vewberry's Delicata ; Barkway's Duke of Norfolk 
and Delicata ; Jackson's Mrs. (Frederick Milbank’; 

Queeh and Giantess; Ivery's  Trafal falgar ; 
f Dalston and Eximia ; Epps's Lady Julia and Queen 

pos | Post-ofice orders will receive the strictest attention. Swrr, Tollington Nursery, Hornsey-road, Islington, 
near Rondon 

WEST KENT eena POT, 

ALL, ̂  
Rene Bota, "olia m eet) de the purpose of facili- 

sent day, Sio from the 
sarily much abridged :— 

ittle SPSEE e is simple and effectual, and will be of 
liie A the growers of specimen plants for exhibition."— 
Gardeners? Chronicle, February 21, 1846, 
“Mr, Fry exhibited a model of a very useful conta cy by 

means of which he proposes to examine the soil of plants 
large pots without inconvenience.’ "-— Report g the Meeting of the Horticulturad Society, Regents ve T. M, Y 

Fry has invented a new Flower Pot which offers jm 
liar neue in shifting. "The ball. of S h can be examined 
and either shifted into another pot, or returned exactly into its 
place, whichever is required. Some of the principal specimen 
rowers have certified in its favour."—Gardeners Gazette, 

February 91, 18 

limits of this AO are ud 

wise tossed about on a potting bench. It at once seen 
y the p UR this po Ee mode Ghpatang) Wan all risk d 
inde av rnal, 
March 7, 1816. 

** West Kent, famous as it is in the annals of mec 
competition, has hardly produced anything of more value 
horticulture than the Improved Garden Pot."— Mechanics! Mages 
March, 1, 1846. 

“ This contrivance, exhibited peona me Horticultural Society 
on the 17th February, may be regarded as one of the best aids 

ot comes into we uon no 
more to do than to place the bal on the shifts 
‘ery necessa: netion: n. It will 

March A aie 6. 
ae ontrivance cannot fail to be heey estimated by all 

intereta: ?— Florists Journal & Gardeners’ Record, April, 1846. 
“There can be little doubt that when these Pots are manu- 

factured and bro ru into the men they will become gene- 
bos used by those who have plants of large size to manage: 

the purpose of litate the operation of re-potting, and 
po of Sein the supply of water to the wants of the plants, 
they will reatest use to amateurs, and those who 
are not quis familiar with all the operations of plant uber 

hatever tends to do away with difficulties which Pies int 
way of success, "oni n ene 
forded to it."— Horticuli 

nts-lane, Lom- 
Een V Lgs London. — REGISTERED FEBRUARY 6th, 19/07 

FLOWER- POTS AND GARDEN SEA’ 
OHN MORTLOCK, 250, Oxford.street, respectfully 
announces that he has a very large assortment of th 

A articles in various colours, and solicits an early ud 
very description of useful OHINA, GLASS, and 

EARTHENWARE atthe Jowett possible price, for Gash 200, 
Oxford-street, near Hyde-p: 

VINAIGRE DE BORDEAUX. 
URITY, STRENGTH, and an agreeable FRUITY 
FLAVOUR, distinguish the first quality of FRENCH 

WHITE WINE VINEG AR, and render it preferable to al 
ome pa: domestic use. 

be procured ai at a moderate price of the Chemists, 
dion and Wine Merchants, whose names may be o by 
applying B m HERE D and S. KENT and Sows, Upton- 
upon-fev: 'EY, 3, Queen-street Place, chear- 
side, sole AW olesalo Pierii dor "London and the surrounding 
counties. 

FOREIGN AND BRITISH SHEET AND CROWN 
GLASS, for Horticultural and general purposes, to be 

had in boxes imported, fi Glass 
Pantiles, 13s. 6d. per dozen. Propa; 
Horticultural Glasses. Oils, “Oolong Brushes, of the 
best description, at das prices, at F, ELPHICK’S, 98, Castle- 
street East, boarre 

+F um "Ready MOT only. 

“ORNAMENTAL WIREWORK FOR THE GARDEN. 
G . THOMPSON anv CO. beg respectfully to an- 

nounce that they continue to prepare at their Manufac- 
tory, 390, Oxford-street, London, all kinds of Fancy Ornamental 

ork suited for the Garden, Greenhouse, or Conserva: atory, 
debitus of Flower Trainers, Stands and Borders, Garden 
Arches, Seats, and Vases, Improv d Garden and Hothouse 
RS Syringes, Fumigating ‘Bellows; and other Floricultu- 
lI S. 

o, G. B. Txompson’s Improved Waterpot, which possesses 

for do.; to Mr. Gar SDa F oreman, Esq., Hamp- 
stead, ‘for - CEU Melon ; to Mr, yres, for a Pers 
‘Melon 

n 
. Hill, Netlam, for Black oa Grapes ; to 

eN advantages over si others, the smaller sizes being 
suitable for ladies’ use. They have now on sale a novel folding 
portable Wooden Garden Chair, Tat 3s. 6d. each, or 36s, per doz., 
whieh quantity is packed in a small space, 

TEPHENSON anp CO., 61, Gracechurch.street» 
REND and 17, New Parkcstroot, rises Inventos 
Manufacturers of the Ti mproved CONICAL and DOUB: of 

OYLINDRIGAL BOILERS, respectfully Solet the attention. Ni 

scientific Horticulturists to their much approved metho od 0 * 
applying the Tank system to Pineries, ume ing Ais se 
d&c., by which Atmospheric heat as well as bottom heatis 

cured to any required degree without the aid of pipes or flue! “He 
Oo. have also to state that at the request of numero! 

are now so well known, pue require description, b sw 
those who have not seen them in operation, prospectuses 
be forwarded, as well as reference of the highest authority ; M 
they may be seen at most of the Nobility’s seats and princip: 
Nurseries throughout the kingdom. tory 

B. and Co. beg to inform the trade that at their Manufactory 

n New Park-street, every article required for the construct) be 
ot Horticultural Buildings, , ag well zu ee AU them, may 

obtained upon the most advantageou: ost 
Conservatories, Go. of Iron or Wood, erected upon the d 

ornamental designs. Balconies, Palisading, Field and Gar 
Fences, Wire Work, &c. &c. 

s Duchess of Sutherland ; 
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GROOM, Crarnam Rise, near London (removed 
from Walworth), by Appointment FLORIST TO HER 

MAJESTY THE QUEEN, and to HIS MAJESTY THE 
KING OF SAXONY, begs to call the attention of the Nobility, 
Gentry, and Amateurs, to thefollowing new and rare Plants :— 

each—s. d. each—s, d. 
Calystegia pubescens .. 10 6 | Hydrolea spinosa eund 6 

eigela rosea .. .. 21. 0| Indigofera decora. 10 6 
Abelia rupestris .. 21 0| Phlox Drummondiialba 3 6 
Anemone japonica 21 0| Siphocamphylus coccinea 3 6 
Stylidium androsacea.. 3 6| Lianthus nigrescens .. 2 6 

‘Chirita sinensis e+ 5 0| Dichorisandra ovalifolia 15 0 
» Zeylanica ». 7 6| Platycordon grandiflora 3 6 

< Clematis Geblerii ++» 2 6| Achimenes argyrostigma 3 6 
Spiræa Douglasii «e. 1 6| Columnea crassifolia . 6 

ata se -. 1 6| Corokia buddlioides .. 15 0 
Epacris miniata .. 5 0| Mussenda frondosa .. 7 6 

» lævigata ». 5 0| Tetratheca hirsuta 7 6 

» elegans .. ^. 5 0| Cryptomeria japonica.. 10 6 

GERANIUM DUKE OF HAMILTON. 
Foreign Orders executed and thetrade supplied. 

remittance will be expected with orders from unknown 
‘correspondents. 

MOUNT ETNA, i 
ILLIAM MILLER takes this method of inform- 
ing those persons who are anxiously inquiring about 

this very splendid Geranium, that a full Advertisement, 
‘with all particulars, will appear in a week or two; also an 
Advertisement of Mr. Hoyle’s, Beck’s, Catleugh’s, and Foster’s 
Geraniums, sent out in 1845 at 21. to 3l. per dozen. 

Providence Nursery, Ramsgate. 

RIED PLANTS FROM CHINA.—A few sets of 
the VALUABLE DRIED PLANTS collected in China 

by Mr. Forrunz, may still be procured by applying to R. 
EWARD, Esq., Young-street, Kensington, London. 
oo are many new and rare species scarcely known to Euro- 
‘Deans, 

ECK’S PELARGONIUMS OF 1844.— 
5s. Arabella ++ 155. 0d. | Must e+ ee 15s. 0d. 

Othello oe oe 10 Rosy Circle .. .. 15 0 
Desdemona ..  .. 15 0 |Favourite .. .. 7 6 
Mare Antony +» 15 0 |Margaret s. .. 7 6 
Isabella, .. .. i t P r 
For prepayment only, delivered free in London in October 

‘ext, well established in 4-in. pots,— Worton Cottage, Isleworth. 

The Gardeners’ Chronicle. 
SATURDAY, JULY 11, 1846. 

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO Fi Wispwaspax, July 22—South London. O OWING ale eR 
Trounspay, July Md EA d Mon Famay, '  — 24—Stamford Hill Hortioninea c dne CERE UHR 

Waar is a Pararerticoat! Weare astonished 
at the numerous inquiries that have reached us about 
this article, Its name reveals its nature. It is a 
brid between a parasol and a petticoat. This is 

Bot Panter but fact. And why should there not be 
sns a thin; ? What is there in rerum natura to 
3 Vent an ingenious person from applying those 
‘Wo needful articles of shelter and dress to garden- 
"ng purposes? They will fade, and wear thin, in 
the custody of the most economical gentlewoman, 
and to find a use for them afterwards is an adapta- 
lion of means to end which cannot be too highly 
‘commended, E 

„Let us give a receipt for making a Parapetticoat. 
First find a good sized parasol, or small umbrella, 
Covered with cotton, and not rubbed into holes. 
Then select a. cast-off petticoat, not a crinoline, 
which Mrs. Mararnor calls a Kremlin, nor yet 
a [flanne], but some other form of the vestment sit 
need not be very full; indeed, it will be the better 
for being scanty ; sow up the opening, and it is 
teady for attachment to the parasol. For this pur- 
Pose the latter instrument must be opened, and kept 
80; then the upper end of the petticoat is to be 
Sowed to the edge of the parasol, and a staff six 
feet or more long is to be secured to its handle. Thus the parapetticoat is constructed. 

ut what a word! cries Sir Erasmus VERBAL. 
at a barbarous compound of Greek and Saxon! 

The thing may be well enough, but its name is un- 
€ndurable. Pray call it a parachiton, or a para- 
Chitonisk. We can have no objection to the change, 
if the world prefers it; and we agree with Sir 
Erasmus, that it will be as well to adopt it when 
Parasol is called parahelion, and parapluie a para- 
9mbrion—but not till then. 
i And what is the parapetticoat for? For, Madam! 
ra most important purpose. It is an instrument 

9t execution; it is the shirt of Nessus; it is the 
Tobe of Atropos. It is to enable the gardener to 
Ispatch his mortal enemies. It is to relieve his 
ose bushes from that foe which he assails in vain 

path snuff, gas water, and smelling salts. It is to 
ill green-fly. i 

th he instrument is used thus. In the first place 
i petticoat is drawn up till it rests upon the out- 
ae of the parasol. The staff of the latter is then 
Racduced perpendicularly into the centre of a 
ONE QS and secured in its place by being pushed 
E e ground. The petticoat being then drawn 
EE Me bush is completely covered in by the 

em m riget horrida. pals 

na. en ten blows his tobacco smoke be- 
: m a few minutes the Rose bush is enve- | 

loped in a cloud which has no outlet; the green-fly 
seeks in vain to escape from the fatal atmosphere 
which enters every fold and lurking-place ; he clings 
in vain to his beloved Rose-buds ; his grasp relaxes ; 
he falls ; he dies, and with him 

Unnumbered corses strew the fatal plain, 

Five minutes suffice for the execution. The veil 
may then be raised ; the instrument removed, and 
the operation repeated upon a new horde of delin- 
quents. 

Beware however of leaving the poison which 
killed Aphis, upon the leaves of the Rose tree. Let 
them beimmediately syringed abundantly with luke- 
warm watér, so as to remove the odour, or it may 

be found that in destroying our enemies we have 
also ruined our friends. 

Ir is now some weeks since we ventured to pro- 
pose to our practical and scientific friends the dis- 
cussion ofthe question, * Whether, in order to form 
a good Frurr-rree Bonpzm,it is really necessary 
to rob a pasture of its surface soil and turf, as so 
many aver?" (See p. 268, April 25.) The pro- 
position has not only not been accepted, but has 
been received with absolute silence : a circumstance 
which must be regarded as most remarkable when 
we consider how ready are the champions of opinion 

8 | respecting the most trifling questions to rush into 
thefield of controversy. Here we have an inquiry 

country gentleman's gardener, and yet there is not 
one ofthe intelligent men who have to deal with it 
in practice who ventures either to condemn or vin- 
dicate the dogma that a good fruit-tree border, 
especially one for Peaches, must be made from the 
top spit of a rich old pasture. 

To what is this silence to be attributed? Is it 
that intelligent men feel that the opinion is inde- 
fensible, and that the unintelligent are incapable of 
dealing with it? or is it that men’s minds are so 
made up upon the point that they see no room for 
argument? Or, finally, is it not that no one likes 
to begin a discussion which may end in the aban- 
donment of another point of popular belief? We 
believe the latter to be the true cause. We suspect 
that the most sensible part of gardeners feel that 
this theory of fruit-tree borders is very likely to be 
consigned to the tomb in which repose the remains 
of florists’ composts, Dutch prescriptions, pot- 
crotchets, and tan-beds, and they do not like to be 
concerned in another funeral ceremony. 
We however have no such scruples ; we have so 

often assisted at the interment of prejudices that 
one more or less can make no difference; and we 
therefore declare that we hold the custom of skin- 
ning fine old pastures in order to grow Peaches, as 
vae that should be killed and buried without loss of 
ime. 

Not that we object to the sods of an old pasture ; 
on the contrary we recognize their excellence; and 
admit that they will never be surpassed. Our aver- 
sion is to the cost of them. 

There is a story of a noble epicure, who being 
discontented with vulgar cookery, ordered a dish 
of peacocks’ hearts to be provided. We entertain 
no doubt of the virtues of his savoury mess; but 
we suspect that as many ounces from a calf would 
have done as well. To strip a field for the purpose 
of making a fruit border, is very like ordering a dish 
of peacocks’ hearts. There are Heliogabali in 
gardens as well as kitchens, 

The goodness of pasture sods depends upon the 
quality of the soil, upon its richness in soluble matters, 
and upon the texture mechanically resulting from the 
presence of roots and straws which aerate the mass. 
Put together proper soil, enrich it artificially, and 
bring it to a due mechanical condition by means 
that are obvious to everybody, and where is the 
difference? Will any one inform us ? 

THE AMATEUR GARDENER. 
„On Frowrn Suows.—In connection with the prin- 

ciple that Art should be made subservient to Nature in 
oral eulture, it should be remembered that in refer- 

ence to fruits and vegetables, utility should always be 
the test of excellence. This rule is often forgotten at 
country shows, and a monstrous size is preferred to 

is offered for a Cow Cabbage, its dimensions must be 
considered of primary importance ; but when Cabbages 
are mentioned in the list of a Horticultural Society, 
their fitness for the table should regulate the decision 
of the judges. In the same way, with regard to fruit, 
flavour must be taken into account, unless rational views 
are to be sup ded re ‘husi: Of what 
use is a gooseberry as large as a hen’s egg, if it is almost 
tasteless? Yet it must be confessed that insipidity dis- 
tinguishes many of these unusual growths, and if so, 
art loses its right aim, and expends its energies in 
trifles. The amateur should not pander to such folly, 
y competing for prizes for things he considers of no b; 

value, but should use his influence to bring about a 
more ble mode of estimating the productions of 

that concerns every country gentleman, and every | 9 

flavour and adaptation to culinary purposes. If a prize | # 

horticultural skill. I know the case of a nobleman who, 
on being asked to il to a horticul Society, 
said he would willingly do so, but he hoped it would not 
aim at producing great things, as he had never found 
large Gooseberries, large Celery, or large Rhubarb 
were worth eating. A large size without the diminu- 
tion of fine flavour is the end to be contemplated. 

If the decision of a judge appears at first to be con- 
trary to your own judgment, it is unwise to be irritated 
or to admit the idea that carelessness or ignorance have 
taken the place of discrimination. It is not always that 
which exhibits the most showy front which is really 
most worthy of approbati ome productions may 
evidently be the result of more science and attention 
thai others which have greater attractions, and as the 
object of a society is to encourage skill in growing, this 

i st be idered. To return, for in- 
stance, to Picotees and Carnations; it is well known 
that some kinds grow freely and flower well without 
much care, while others are exceedingly tender and 
will only yield a good bloom to the patient and skilful 
cultivator. Now, suppose two stands of 12 sorts in 
each presented to the attention of a judge. One stand 
may have decidedly finer flowers in themselves consi- 
dered than the other, but on examination it is found 
that this more attractive collection is composed of 
flowers which are well known to be of easy growth, 
while the other is made up of those which demand 

The amateur should feel himself bound by eve: 
principle of taste and propriety to exhibit his flowers in 
the best way he possibly can, so that as neatness and 
elegance adorn the most beautiful person, his favourites 
may have every external advantage. hat an insult to 
Flora to exhibit Carnations in blacking-hottles, or a 
bouquet in a pie-dish! yet both these violations of 
taste have I recently seen. Apart from the good sense 
and taste which will prevent such anomalous practices, 
self-interest should dictate a different conduct, for the 
vehicle will often regulate our opinion of the thing con- 
tained, and the mode of tying up may be all the dif- 
ference between a rejected and an approved bouquet. 
I have known parties who have gained many prizes at 

hibiti who yet p iously refuse to spend any- 
thing in tasteful boxes or stands. Hence, cut flowers 
appear in old baskets, Roses in kitchen crockery, 
and Pansies on the lid of an old hat-box, pierced with 
holes for their reception. Much depends upon the 
officers of societies for the p: ion of this dalism, 
and committee-men should habitually discourage every- 
thing that will render an exhibition unfit to be an abode 
of the Graces. 

Great care should be taken that your plants and eut 
flowers for exhibition are well provided with moisture, 
as on that will depend much of their success, and some- 
times much of their safety. A stand of Pansies will 
often present shrivelled flowers at the time the judges 
o round, because the stalks do not reach the water, 

and the whole are thus rendered unfit for competition. 

P j 
town and neighbourhood, who, forgetting among the 

gentle scenes of Nature the differences of public life, 
have found a pleasure not soon to be forgotten—a plea- 

sure procured without the sacrifice of principle and fol- 

lowed by no regret. The committee therefore feel they 
are justified in asking for this institution the continued 

support of its patrons, and they conclude by enforcing 
their appeal by the following elegant tribute to the value 

of the pursuits they are anxious to encourage :—* The 
cultivation of flowers is, of all the amusements of man- 

kind, the one to be selected and approved as the most 

innocent in itself, and most perfectly devoid of injury or 
annoyance to others ; the employment is not only con- 
dueive to health and peace of mind, but probably more 
good-will has arisen, and friendships been founded by 
he i an ication connected with this 
pursuit, than from any other whatsoever. The plea- 
sures of the horticulturist are harmless and pure; a 
streak, a tint, a shade, becomes his triumph, which, 
though often obtained by chance, are secured alone by 
morning care, by evening caution, and by the vigilance 
of days; an employ which, in its various grades, ex- 
cludes neither the opulent nor the indigent, and, teem- 
ing with boundless variety, affords an unceasing excite- 
ment to emulation, without. contention or ill-will.*' ? 

GREENHOUSE SUCCULENTS. 

z: o isa sub- 
ject on which little appears to have been written. 

* Journal of a Naturalist, 
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They are in general regarded as plants possessed of 
little or no beauty, a cireumstance which may arise 
from little attention having been paid to their culture, 
for where are to be found colours more agreeably 
blended together than in some of the Mesembryanthe- 
mums, for instance? Besides if not all beautiful, most 
of them are at least curious, and therefore interesting. 

In giving some account of their treatment, we will 
begin with Aloes, Mesembryanthemums, and some of 
the species belonging to Crassulacee or Houseleeks. 

Aloes.—Under this head may be added Apicra, Ha- 
worthia, Gasteria, Bowiea, and Pachydendron, These 
being chiefly from the Cape of Good Hope, it cannot be 
expected that any of them will bear frost, and they may 
therefore be idered to be g I plants, Al- 
though several species of Agave and Foureroya may be 
seen growing in stoves, and are often called Aloes, yet 
they belong to a different family and cannot be enu- 
merated under this head. As regards soil, I prefer 
turfy loam and peat, in equal proportions ; these, well 
mixed together, form a compost in which any of the spe- 
cies belonging to the above genera will grow freely. As 
a general rule they require to be repotted every spring, 
as soon as they begin to show symptoms of growth. An 
important point is the watering, for here I am per- 
suaded the greatest error is most likely to be com- 
mitted. For a few weeks in winter little or no water 
should be given ; certainly no more than will keep the 
leaves from shrivelling. In spring, after the operation 
of repotting has been effected, give water about once a 
week. This will be sufficient until the roots have made 
some progress in the new soil throughout the summer 
months. However, they should be watered always 
when dry, but never till then, or the roots will perish. 
If watering in spring must be increased gradually, it 
should be decreased in autumn in like manner, in order 
that the plants may enjoy their season of rest without a 
cheek, 
Mesembryanthemums.— Most of these being also from 

the Cape, they require to be treated nearly in the same 
way as Aloesso far as watering and repotting is con- 
cerned ; but, as regards soil, they seem to thrive best 
in sandy peat. Being, however, very tenacious of life, 
they will live in almost any sort of soil As might be 
expected in so large a family, some are compact growers, 
while others are very straggling. To keep suchas M. 
uneinatum, M. dilatatum, or M. tenuifolium dwarf, they 
must have their branches pegged down on the soil. 
This is not only a good mode of making compact speci- 
mens, but also a good plan whereby to propagate them ; 
for if the operation be performed in spring, every 
branch will root in a few weeks. 

Houselecks.—In selecting a few subjects from this 
extensive natural order, which contains both hardy and 
Stove as well as greenhouse plants, those most com- 
monly met with will perhaps be the most suitable, such as 
Rochea falcata, Kalosanthes coccinea, Crassula arbor- 
escens, Sempervivum arboreum, Cotyledon ovata, and 
Echeveria secunda. Some of these may be seen in 
almost every garden, flourishing where other plants 
would perish, thus showing how easily a collection of 
such planis might be cultivated. They grow freely in 
any light soil, whether poor or rich ; requiring little or 
no water in winter, and in summer, if not in too ex- 
posed a situation, water applied once a week will be 
sufficient. Although Echeveria secunda, a native of 
Mexico, is stated to be a stove plant, it has been proved 
that it may with propriety be numbered among the 
greenhouse species, as may doubtless many others men- 
tioned in catalogues as being stove plants. 

Few groups of plants are more easily multiplied than 
greenhouse succulents. Aloes may be increased by 
euttings, or from suckers, which they generally send up 
from the root, requiring only to be taken off and potted. 
Mesembryanthemums all strike freely from cuttings, 
without a bell-glass ; if some of the dwarf sorts, from 
which cuttings cannot be obtained, be divided, every 
crown will strike root. Plants of the Houseleek order all 
strike freely from cuttings ; a great number of them will 
strike from leaves laid on a pot filled with silver-sand. 
Such as Monanthes polyphylla may be divided.—D. 

ON THE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS WHICH CON- 
STITUTE THE NUTRITIVE PORTIONS OF 
THE POTATO. 

By the Rey. Prof. Henstow. 
; (Continued from p. 428.) 
The starch called * Portland Arrow-root” is prepared 

from the tubers of the common * Lords and Ladies" 
(Arum maeulatum), which, I am told, are culti- 
vated in the Isle of Portland for this purpose. The 
Arum tribe possesses many species which have large 
tuberous expansions at the base of their stems ; and some 
of these are cooked for food in the countries where they 
grow. One of the most remarkable may be here noticed, 
Arum campanulatum (fig. 5.) It is found in the East 
Iudies, and an account of it, with a coloured plate, 
which best represents the extreme singularity of its ap- 
pearance, is given in the “ Bot. Mag.,” vol. lv., pl. 2812. 
This tuber abounds in an acrid juice, which is rendered 
harmless by boiling, or is dissipated by drying the tuber. 
One plant of this tribe, called the * Dumb Cane” (Dief- 
fenbachia Seguina), has its juices so exceedingly acrid, 
that if a person merely bites the stem, his mouth swells to 
such an extent that he is rendered incapable of articula- 
tion 5 and the ill effects will last for days or even weeks. 
Some serious accidents are recorded to have occurred 
with this plant even in this country, though it is only to 
be met with in the hothouses of our botanic gardens. 
It is said that certain tyrannical planters in the West 

Indies used to punish their unhappy slaves by obliging 
them to bite it. I have procured a sample of starch 
from this formidable plant, and find it abundantly de- 
posited in the stem. There is, however, a still more 
deadly poisonous plant, from which not only a starch is 
largely extracted for economical purposes, but the very 
tissue itself is extensively manufactured into a variety 
of articles for food. This is the Manihot (Janipha ma- 

nihot), which grows in tropical climates, and is much cul- 
tivated in Brazil, where, we are told, an acre of it will 
yield eight times as much wholesome food as an acre 
of Wheat (see “ Bot. Magazine,” v. lviii., plate 307). Its 
swollen fleshy root abounds ina milky juice of a poi- 
sonous nature. After the root has been reduced to 
pulp, by pounding or rasping it, this juice is re- 
moved by pressure ; and then the pulp is prepared for 
food under the form of bread or biscuit, called 
Cassava or Cassada, and with this our ships are often 
victualled in the West Indies. If the expressed juice 
is allowed to stand, it soon deposits an abundance of 
stareh, which may be readily purified by washing, and 
is then sold, either in the form of powder, as Brazilian 
Arrow-root; or, after being dried onhot plates, and when 
it has assumed the form of little irregular lumps, as the 
well known article called Tapioca. This again may 
readily be imitated by Potato starch. I believe I have 
now named to you the chief starches of commerce, and 
I show you these, and samples of some others are also 
before you, which I have procured from a variety of 
plants. For example, this starch is abundant in the 
common Pig-nut (Bunium flexuosum) ; this in Cro- 
cuses, this in the root-stalks of Irises, &c. It was the 
starch of one species of Iris (that which furnishes the 
Orris root of the shops), Iris florentina, which was so 
much in vogue in those days when the byegone ab- 
surdity prevailed of powdering the hair. Hair powder 
is either this starch or, as I believe, is more frequently 
the starch of Wheat so scented as to imitate it. 

Fig. 5. 

(To be continued.) 

Home Correspondence. 
The Fruit and its Judges at the Chiswick Exhi- 

bition.—Some remarks which appeared with reference 
to the above, at p. 403, having called forth replies from 
two of the judges, I had determined to let the affair 
rest, leaving the public to form their own opinions of 
the discrepancies. But I perceive in the leading article 
of last week a statement which requires explanation on 
my part, and likewise in behalf of the great object of 
these exhibitions, namely, the advancement of horticul- 
ture. The paragraph to which I allude is this :— 
* One of the judges states, in reply to his accuser, that 
instead of being penurious they are the reverse, having 
often given exhibitors prizes of higher value than was 
merited. This is admitted by the complainant, whose 
disapprobation seems indeed to have been mainly pro- 
duced by the judges having discontinued that practice. 
In fact, he would have the judges give a man more than 
he deserves to-day for the sake of enticing others to 
become competitors to-morrow, in the hope that they 
too may get more than they merit. Such is, we believe, 
the true meaning of the complainant's argument. Is 
that right? Surely not.” Now, I beg to explain 
that in advocating liberal awards rather than the 
contrary, with a view to the advancement of Hor- 
tieulture, I wish it to be distinetly understood, that 
the thought of giving'a man more than he deserved, 
for the sake of entieing others to become com- 
petitors, in the hope that they, too, would get more 
than they merit, never entered my mind. Anybody 
who will be kind enough to refer to my former commu- 
nication, will see that I aim at raising the characters 
both of exhibitors and their exhibitions to such a pitch 
as to swamp all inferior objects. That this is desirable 
all must admit. I shall endeavour to prove that it can 
be brought about by fair means, If a farmer choose 
to lay out a sum of money in improving his land, in 
order to obtain, ultimately, a superior sample of Wheat, 
no one ought to find fault with him for so doing, even 
although the outlay does not produce immediately the 
desired effect. Can anybody find fault with the Horti- 
cultural Society if it give notice to the effect that cer- 
tain medals shall be given, unreservedly, for the best 
collections of fruit? Something of this sort must be 
done ; or the judges must act liberally, as they did at a 

former period, when their so doing brought such abun- 
lance of good fruit under their notice, that there was 

no danger of a gold medal being on hand for want of & 
suitable collection whereon to bestow it, There was 

poor; and so they 
year, dispensing inferior 

awards ad infinitum without elevating the character of 
the producti above dioerity. The Society's 
medals go in a small form, and nothing great results. 
It is a state of things which neither the Society nor, 
indeed, any one would. wish perpetuated. "The object 
of the Society, as regards fruit exhibitions, is frustrated, 
and the money value of the medals next to thrown 
away. The collections have taken several years to fall 
into their recently observed depressed condition ; but it 
is in the power of the Society to say— Here are first- 
rate awards for the best fruit growers, strive to deserve 
them, for it has been determined that, in the ensuing 
season at least, they shall on no account be withheld." 
It is my firm belief there would be no necessity for 
withholding them. The place of bad or unripe fruit would 
soon be occupied by productions of a superior deserip- 
tion. The judges are p d to be “all h bl 
men ;” but I am not certain therefore that they cannot 
do wrong, for all men are liable to err. “One of the 
Judges of Fruit” pities my want of comprehension. I 
confess I am again puzzled, and so are others, by his 
statement that a well-grown Queen Pine-apple was 
found light in proportion to its size in the month of 
June. And again, on looking over the list of awards, I 
find Mr. Brewin had a silver medal for Muscat Grapes, 
similar to that which Mr. Ingram -had for his whole 
collection, which included also Muscat Grapes. Now 
‘One of the Judges of Fruit” admits (p. 429) that 
Mr. Ingram’s Muscats were the best ripened of any ex- 
hibited ; consequently they must have been riper than 
Mr. Brewin’s, and therefore Mr. Brewin has received à 
prize, a silver-gilt, too, for Grapes that were compara- 
tively not ripe ; and this others as well as I cannot 
comprehend.—d Fruit-grower, but not an Ewhibitor. 

Draining Pots.—l have tried for some months æ 
plan of draining pots for plants, which is, I believe, 
new, and which promises to be very useful. In lieu of 
the ordinary bottom crock, I use a piece of flat crown oF 
Sheet-glass, broken to suit the size of the pot. The pot i$ 
dipped in water, a little of the coarse river-sand used 
for mortar is shaken over the bottom, the loose sand i$ 
thrown out, and the glass placed over what adheres to 
the moistened surface ; a little of the same sand throw? 
over the glass: to the depth of half an inch completes 
the drainage. . The advantages of this method are, that 
a perfect drainage is obtained with very little trouble— 
that the greatest possible room is left in the pot for the 
mould or compost, and that worms are effectually ex- 
cluded. A large watering-pot drained in this manner 
and half filled with fine sand or charcoal-dust over the 
coarse sand makes an excellent filter. If any of your 
readers who may think a regular gradation of draining 
materials of varying dimensions essential to perfect 
draining will consider that in the ordinary mode of pot- 
ting it is in fact the upper layer of fine particles, o» sand, 
that is the free medium of communication between the 
mould and the aperture of exit, andthatthe substructure 
is of use only to support this and prevent its being 
washed away; they will perceive that the method I have 
described provides for everything that is required. The 
plate of glass being supported by a single layer of grains 
of sand at such a height as will allow a free passage t0 
water but not to mud, and the sand above supporting 
the soil by a freely permeable medium. As far as DY 
present experience goes, this method is applicable to 
every description of potting.—8S. G. 

Singular appearance of a Dew-drop.—1n last Num- 
ber Mr. P. Mackenzie refers to a eurious phenomenon 
presented by the rotation of a.dew-drop on the leaf of * 
Sow-thistle, which he well describes as resembling “® 
storm” within the rotating drop ; and he asks “whether 
the disturbance was caused by any external agent, oF 
proceeded from anything connected with the internal 
arrangement of the leaf?” The phenomenon your cor- 
respondent refers to, was, in all probability, caused bY 
what Dutrochet calls “Forces Epipoliques,'" i. ¢., 
the action of the forces exerted by particles on and nea 
the surfaces of all bodies. A piece of clean metal, suf- 
ficiently heated, will cause precisely the same phenome- 
non to be exhibited by a drop of water thrown upon i$ 
surface; i, ¢., the drop will instantly assume a sphe 
roidal form, and begin to rotate violently and appear 
“as if there were a storm in it." Hence the forces 
exerted at the surface of the heated metal, are analogous 
to those excited by the clean Sow-thistle leaf, and which 
Ihave observed on the common Nasturtium leaf; and 21€ 

exhibited, no doubt, by most or all other clean leaves 
Sir John Herschel, some years since, instituted a serie? 
of beautiful experiments, wherein he produced similar 
rotations, through the medium of voltaic electricity: 
This subject appears to be so intensely interesting, te 
so closely connected with an endless variety of other 
phenomena of molecular force in general, that I am sur- 
prised it has not hitherto met with that attention from 
philosophers which it unquestionably merits. At the 
present moment, when Faraday has, by his experiment 

on light, demonstrated the probable identity of intern? 
molecular action with that produced by electrica! forc? 
it would be peculiarly interesting to take up the study 
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of phenomena such as those referred to above.—C. 
Pritchard, Bowness. 

o make Rhubarb Wine.—To every pound of green 

Rhubarb stalks, when bruised, put a quart of cold 

spring water ; let it stand three days, stirring it twice 

in a day, then press, and strain it through a sieve, and 

to every gallon of the liquor, put 23 or 3 lbs. of good 

loaf sugar ; barrel it, and to every 5 gallons add a bottle 

of white brandy ; hang a piece of isinglass in the vessel, 

suspended by a string, and stop it up close ; in six 

months if the sweetness be sufficiently off, bottle it for 

use, otherwise let it stand in the cask a longer time.— S. 

The Nuthatch.—On looking over your Number for 

June 20th, I find three communications on the subject 

of the nuthateh : the first is by Mr. Bree, on which I 
have no remarks to offer, further than that I am per- 

fectly aware of what is said in “ Mr. Yarrell's excellent 
work upon British Birds,” and that I never said that 

the bird in question did not belong to the family of 
creepers ; what I said was, that if it did belong to the 

family of creepers it must have three toes before, and 

one behind. In the second, which is by Henry Double- 

day, Esq., I am taxed with being “an anonymous cor- 

respondent” ; how far this is correct you will be able 

to judge ; but be this as it may, Samuel Gibson presents 

his compliments to Henry Doubleday, Esq., and wishes 

him to inform S. Gibson what constitutes the food of 
the nuthatch in the spring and summer months, and at 
the same time to inform S. G. how he is to make the 
account given of the nuthateh cracking the “seeds of 
the Yew" to correspond with Sir William Jaekson 

Hooker’s account of the Yew itself? for in the fifth 
edition of his “ British Flora,” he (Sir W. J. H.) tells 

us, that the drupes (seeds) of this plant are esteemed 

Poisonous, and that the name of the Yew was given, “it 
is‘said because arrows were poisoned with its juice.” 

n Sutor’s note, I find a few rather bold assertions; 
first, that “there are no nuthatches at Mytholmroyd vus 

in this he is so far from being correct, that I have now 
five nuthatches before me: two of them are from 
Buckinghamshire, one from Wetherby, in Yorkshire, 

One from Highgreen Wood, 10 miles north-west of 

Mytholmroyd ; this specimen was shot on the 18th of 
October, 1844, and one was shot in Crow-nest Wood, 

on the 8th of April, 1846. In addition to these, others 
might be mentioned, such as one which is in the posses- 
sion of Mr. Thomas Gibson, of Hebden Bridge, which 
was shot near Burnley, in Lancashire. Mr. T. G. has 
given me three fine specimens of the stomachs of this 
little bird, with an account of their eontents ; butas that 

does not directly bear on the relative strength of mate- 
tials, it will be of no use here. Sutor tells us, that on 
entering one of the fine old woods, in the midland or 
Southern countries, we shall not have long to wait for the | 
arrival of the nuthatch, for “in a few minutes he comes 
With a nut between his mandibles” ; but, by the bye, 
he has forgot to tell us where he has fetched his nuts 
from, and how he has contrived to carry such an un- 

Wieldy piece of stuff between his slender and smooth 
Mandibles, which, if examined, would be found very 
badly, if at all constructed for carrying nuts in; but 
this he would perhaps explain by comparing it with 
some of the ts of a “blacksmith,” the same as 
he has done the story of cracking ; for certainly, this 
comparison is one of the most unfortunate he could 

have hit upon: for, according to his own account, the 
task is rather performed in the way a colier 
Performs his work, that is by picking, not by ham- 
mering ; as, instead of the nuthatch reducing to 
form, it would reduce form to shapeless masses ; but 
be this as it may, it appears that Sutor in his travels 
has never had much i in I ing, or he 

are in this bark which are not common to the smooth 

bark of some other trees. [It certainly is Scotch Fir 
sale have increased in a very great degree. In the 
hasty survey I was able to make, I observed many (for 

bark.—Ep.] Mr. Wighton’s opinion on the food of example, Populus laurifolius, Alnus oxyacanthifolia, &c.) 

the bird in question being that of insects or their | in considerable quantities, and very ornamental, which 
larva, perfectly agrees both with the form of its 

stomach and beak, the latter being evidently formed 

for the purpose of picking insects or their larva 

from the crevices in the bark of trees, For his advice 

in recommending me to carry out the precept of study- 

ing nature, I must tender him my sincere thanks, and 

at the same time tell him, that if he should ever be in 

this neighbourhood and will give me a call, I will con- 

vince him that I have ever adhered to that precept, by 
showing him all or any part of 70,000 specimens of 

subjects of nature, which are now in my possession.— 

S. G., Mytholmroyd. 
Vine at the New Inn, Ilmington, Warwickshire.— 

This very old black Hamburgh is planted against a 

south wall, in a border of Nature’s forming, composed 

of stones and stiff clay. It stands close to the founda- 

tion of the house, and bears every year abundant crops 

of fruit, which frequently ripens, and is highly flavoured, 

although the situation is low and damp, receiving all the 

drip from the house. This sturdy old fellow is no tee- 

totaler, for he drinks freely with every guest who visits 

the inn, which seems to improve his condition, as well 

as the flavour of the produce. All the pruning he re- 

ceives is from a common hedge carpenter in a rough 

way.—R. R. W., Ilmington, June 20. 
Dandelion Coffee-—Had Mr. Mackenzie differently 

prepared his Dandelions, he perhaps would have got a 

less indifferent cup of coffee. I have had a packet, 

the label on which, headed “Patronised by the Fa- 

culty,” describes it as Dandelion root, prepared as 

coffee? by W. Twink , (late of Leamington Spa 
Chemist, 2, Edward-street, Port quare, London. 

I have used some myself, and a poor woman, who had 

some with sugar and milk, spoke favourably of it. 

think this might be more grateful to the palates of 

your correspondents, although I cannot answer for its 

being suited to their ailments.—G. 4. C. 

Orange Flowers.—These, in addition to being useful 

as a perfume, make an excellent sweetmeat, candied in 

the same way as Violets.—.4 Subscriber. 

Orchis latifolia—Parishes which lately abounded 

with this beautiful flower, now do not upon diligent 

search exhibit a single specimen. Drainage is the 

cause. But thorough drainage is not requisite ; open 

cuts are sufficient for its extirpation. Therefore, there 

will soon not remain a specimen in the island. But it 

is not the dryness which destroys it. For it flourishes 

in a high state of improvement in raised garden- 

borders, certainly drier than the half-drained meadows 

from which it is expelled. The Dean of Manchester 

ascribes its disappearance to the increased vigour of the 

competing vegetation in drained pastures. It is a beau- 

tiful garden flower of easy, that is, of no treatment ; and 

it is desirable that private florists (without proerasti- 
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nation), and nursery gardeners should secure the plant 

for permanent cultivation, while the English meadows 

still furnish it. There is an increase of offsets ; even 
supposing the art of raising this genus from seed should 
never be realised.— 4. Herbert. 

Foreign Correspondence. 
Hamburgh, June 30.—Within the last few days I have 
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I do not recollect as common in our shrubberies. The 
occasional severity of the winter, however, diminishes 
much the number of hardy shrubs here ; many of our 
commonest shrubs, especially evergreens, Ericaceze, 

Nepal shrubs, Jasmines, &e., though planted in the 

open borders in spring for the autumn sale, require, if 

not old, to be potted and housed in winter ; most of 

our new hardy, or almost hardy, Conifers can here onl 
be grown in pots; even the Deodara is sometimes 
affected ; the frost of the winter before last killed one, 
14 feet high, notwithstanding it was matted up. Of 
Conifers in pots Mr. Booth has a great number, espe- 
cially a valuable set of Abies Nordmanniana, all very 

healthy, and a great many Mexican ones. I observed 
also a considerable variety of Mexican, N. American, 
and S. European Oaks, in pots, inarched on Q. pedun- 
eulata. In the other houses the stove plants, the 
Heaths, and the New Holland plants for specimens, 
were generally very well flowered; the Heaths, many 
of them, remarkably fine for their age; and some of 
the blue Leschenaultias were as full of flower, or fuller, 
than any of those at our June Exhibition ; but the va- 
riety of Australian plants is not great. The botanie 
garden just without the old ramparts, so beautiful in 
situation, is recovering, under the direction of Mr. Ed- 
ward Oito, from the depressed state into which it had 
fallen under the previous curator. As it is a 

much frequented promenade, much attention is 

necessarily paid to the ornamental part of it 

—the Roses, herbaceous flowering plants, orna- 

mental shrubs, &e. The purely botanical part has 

not much of importance, and the houses are not exten- 

sive. Among the fine specimens may be remarked, a 

considerable number of Encephalarti, including nearly 

all the species known, in fine healthy specimens, some 

with trunks 5 or 6 feet high. Amongst them one 

E. latifrons, and four E. Altensteinii, flowered this year ; 

one of the latter had three cones. There are also some 
very large Cape Testudinarias. One of the great 

horticultural beauties of Hamburgh is the Wallgirten 

or Rampart Gardens, that is to say the old ramparts 
converted into walks, shrubberies, lawns, and flower- 
beds ; they are completely open to and continuous with 

the streets. Clumps of Roses, Hollyhocks, Dahlias, 

herbaceous plants, and even Pelargoniums, are full of 

flower, and not a flower is picked, nor do you see even 

a child venture upon the lawns, These gardens extend 

nearly round the town, and are kept up under the 

superintendence of the Bau-Direction (the Woods and 
Forests office as it were), by the Wallgártner, Mr. Men- 
chen, and from 100 to 150 men. The private gardens 
about Hamburgh are very numerous ; every one of the 
merchants’ country houses, the villas, or the bourgeois 
houses which cover the outskirts of the town along the 

Alster, the Elbe, and the principal roads from the town, 

has its garden of more or less extent and beauty, where 

the owners may be seen, every one of them, on summer 

evenings, sitting round a tea, coffee, or work-table, and 

enjoying themselves often close to, and generally in 

sight of the road. Very few indeed are entirely shut 

out from publie view, and many have no more fence 

than what you might easily step over. The great 

i teristic of all these gardens is neatness, and that 
not failed to visit the principal gardenin 
in the neighbourhood of this beautiful place. — Booth's 
nursery gardens at Flotbeck were, of course, among the 

first that I saw, and here I found great progress 

during the 10 years that had elapsed since my last visit. 

Would never have compared it with his own account of 
the nuthatch’s mode of cracking nuts. Does he not 
know that a blacksmith’s hammer, be it ever so small 
in proportion to the shapeless mass which has to be 
Teduced to form, is always a little harder than that iron. 
f this was not the case a blacksmith would just look as 

Tidieulous as a nuthatch would do picking at the hard 
Shell of a nut with his soft beak, which certainly is 
much softer than the shell of any nut when it is ripe. 
Perhaps Sutor had never the curiosity to try how much 
Weight it will take to crack an ordinary nut, and I will 
Now tell him that the average is about 50 lbs. I have 
Seen a common Hazel-nut sustain 80 lbs. ; and when 
Sutor can make it appear that the bird in question is 
Capable of producing that amount of pressure, I will 
believe him when he says “nuthatches do crack nuts ;” 

Or if he can prove that the mandibles of the bird are 
harder than a nut-shell, then, and not till then, will I 

believe that the nuthatch can pick a hole in a nut ; and 
with all due respect, I will now tell Sutor that a book- 

binder's press would be a better machine for cracking 
Ruts in than the mandibles of this little bird, and leave 

tim for the present.—Samuel Gibson. P.S.—I have 
Just now received your last Number, and am glad to 
find that Mr. Wighton’s attention has been aroused to 
the examination of the nuthatch, and shall now call his 

Attention to the subject of sound. Perhaps he can tell 
me how far he is able to hear the sound which it is 
Possible to be raised by the fine point of the beak of 

is little bird coming in contact with a nut-sbell. He 
ells us that any casual observer in winter, &c., must 
qu heard the bird thus employed; he also tells us 
Pi he did not mean that it made mechanical use of its 
ul’; but let me tell him that if it either makes a noise 

Or breaks a nut at all, it must be done by mechanical 
SS ; and so far as regards the nest, if Mr. W. knows | 
When he meets with the smooth bark of the Scotch Fir | the purposes Mr. Booth had in view in planting them ; 

H he ial importance and extensive correspond- 

ence of this establishment throughout Germany and the 

north, the great care, zeal, and liberality with which it 

is managed by Mr. John Booth, are too.well known to 

the horticultural world to need repetition ; but I find 

them better appreciated even here than formerly, and 

in the garden itself are many improvements. The cul- 

without the lawns being generally well kept. This 

neatness appears to arise from absence of weeds in the 
walks and beds, and the clean, well painted, and neatly 

finished houses and other buildings, gardens, tables, and 

chairs, flower stakes, &c. ; even in the kitchen-garden 

the Scarlet-runners and Peas are neatly and regularly 

stuck. Booth’s garden, which was formerly not the 
best in this respect, is now as neat and as clean as any 5 

his houses, whether show stoves or propagation houses 

—new or old—are equally clean and neat, and so it is 

in almost every garden I have seen. What they want 

tivation is now under the immediate management of | is more frequent clipping of their Hawthorn hedges, 

Mr. Goode, formerly gardener to Mrs. Lawrence, and 

he has been able successfully to introduce the modern 

English method of cultivating and flowering Heaths, 

stove plants, and Orchids. For the latter tribe Mr. 

Booth has lately built a span-roof stove, 100 feet long, 

of moderate elevation, and covered with double lights— 

a plan which Mr. Goode finds to succeed as well in 

summer as in winter, In cold weather it must produce 

2 great economy of fuel, and, perhaps, by giving better 

means of equalising the temperature in different parts 
of the house, give more command over artificial venti- 
lation. In summer, one would have thought the double 
glass would have intercepted the light too much, but 
Mr. Goode does not find that to be the case either 

for Orchids, Ferns, or stove creepers, such as Ste- 
phanotis, Schubertia, Dipladenia, &c., and it is certain 
that the collection of Orchids is healthy-looking, and, 

as it strikes me, a full average, or rather beyond 

an average of them, are in flower. The double glass, 

however, does not suit Gesnerads, or other showy- 

flowered stove plants, even here, where there is more 

light than with us. The building of this Orchidaceous 

house, and the fine specimens there flowered has very 

much extended in Germany the taste for that tribe, 
and the orders given to Mr. Booth for them are 

rapidly increasing. An extensive new span-roof propa- 

gation-house has also been added since I was here. The 

old collection of specimen hardy trees and shrubs has 

outgrown the space allotted to it, and does not answer 

and especially mowing and dressing their lawns. Booth’s 

lawns near his own house are very good. Mr. Steers’, 

at Ham, are neat and velvety, like good English ones ; 

some few others also might be named, but, generally 

speaking, they have too much fancy for making hay to 

have thick lawns. The Roses are everywhere now in 

great beauty, and are very extensively grown, either 

runed low or tree Roses, of various heights ; many of 

the latter have a stem 5 feet or rather more high, and 

if at that height they bear a large head of some kind, 
having a tendency to climb, so as to hang all round, 

they have a very pretty effect ; otherwise these tall tree 

Roses look rather naked, unless in a bed with lower 

ones intermixed. In Booth’s garden are several tree 

Roses not grafted on a wild stock, but trained up on 

their own stem ; there does not seem, however, to be 

any advantage gained, and certainly the process] must 
be more troublesome. Of trees, there are few ever- 

greens will do here, except the common Pines or Firs, 

the red Cedar, and the Thuja. Among deciduous ones 
Robinia Pseud-Acacia is handsomer than withus. Booth 
has some fine specimens of Magnolia cordata, the cut- 

leaved Beech, &c.; but Tulip trees were killed the 

winter before last, when the thermometer fell one night 

to —21° Reaum. and was for several nights at —17° or 

— 189. Some of the European Cytisi, not much cultivated 

with us, sueh as C. sessilifolius, C. capitatus, and even 

Genista tinetoria, have a very pretty effect in the low 

shrubberies when neatly planted and trimmed and full 

of flower ; there are also some old herbaceous plants 

"d 

i à bird's nest, he can tell me what peculiarities there | but the numbers and variety of the shrubs in stock for | which we never see in England, particularly Linaria 
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versicolor, which makes very pretty tufts. All accounts 
of the harvest prospeets in this neighbourhood, and in 
Holstein, are very good ; after a four weeks' drought, 

the rain came just time enough to swell out the Rye, 

which was in some places almost too far gone; the 

Wheat, Oats, and Barley, will have the full benefit of 

it. Early Potatoes are good and abundant; the main 

crop is still very young, and consequently not much can 

be said of them ; but all accounts agree, that not a 

trace of the disease, so general here also last year, has 
as yet shown itself. The Hamburghers do not look to 
much benefit from our corn-bill, on account of our pre- 

sumed abundant harvest; and I am told, that in Meck- 

lenburgh the housewives are very angry with our free- 
trade measures, which they aver have raised the price 
of butter in Mecklenburgh ld. or 2d. a pound. The 
fruit crop this year is very deficient ; the Apples, Pears, 
Plams, and wall-fruit having, as in England, almost en- 
tirely failed. Small fruit, however, seems plentiful, judg- 
ing from the profusion of Cherries and Strawberries 
(chiefly real Hautbois from the Vierlinder) brought 
to the market. e alsosee quantities of very fine 
Bilberries, which I am told are much liked here.— 0.0. 

Sooríctíts. 
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

July 7.—R. H. Sorry, Esq. in the Chair. The 
Dowager Marchioness of Hastings, the Earl of Elles- 
mere and, R. G. Leycester, Esq., were elected Fellows. 
Although the subjeets produced on this occasion were 
not numerous, a circumstance no doubt owing to the 
proximity of the large exhibition at Chiswick, some of 
them were not devoid of interest. Foremost amon 
them may be mentioned a cut specimen of the Clove 
tree (Caryophyllus aromaticus), from the garden of the 
Duke of Northumberland, at Sion. This remarkable 
tree, on account of the difficulty of keeping it alive, is 
still comparatively rare in this country. At Sion, 
however, it is found to succeed well planted in Nor- 
wood loam and sand, in which it was mentioned the 
Mangosteen and Nutmeg likewise thrive. The speci- 
men exhibited bore large shining pale green leaves, 
and had on it several of its fragrant coriaceous flower- 
buds, which are the Cloves of merchandise ; the corolla 
forming a ball or sphere on the top between the teeth 
of the ealyx ; thus, with the narrow base or germen 
tapering downwards, giving the appearance of a naih 
and henee in French the name Clow from which the 
English Clove is evidently derived.—From the same 
arden were also two plants of Evolvulus, with pretty 

blue Anagallis-like flowers, one was named cceruleus, 
the other purpureo-ezruleus, the deeper blue of the 
latter distinguishing it ad g ly from the former, 
which is much paler. They were found by Mr. Purdie 
on dry rocks near the sea in Jamaica. A Knightian 
Medal was awarded for the Clove tree. — Messrs. 
Whitley and Osborn, of Fulham, sent the new Calystegia 
pubescens or double Bindweed, one of Mr. Fortune’s va- 
luable importations from China ; and Mr. Low, of Clap- 

CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, 
June 26.—On this the last summer meeting the day 

proved remarkably wet and inclement. Nevertheless, 
the show of exotic plants was admirable, and amply re- 
paid those whose zeal induced them to visit the garden. 
—For shrubby or suffruticose exoties, there were four 
competitors ; the Silver Medal was awarded to Mr. 
Reid, gr. to J. Syme, Esq., for very large and well- 
grown plants of Pentas carnea, Statice mucronata, 
Pimelea Hendersoni, and Statice arborea, this last being 
of unexampled size—5 feet high, 16 feet in cireumfer- 
ence around the branches, and bearing 63 spikes of 
flowers.—In Cape Heaths there was keen competition. 
The first prize was again assigned to Mr. Reid, for E. tri- 
color, speciosa, ventricosa superba, and preegnans major; 
and a second premium was voted to Mr. Young, gr. to 
T. Oliver, Esq., for preegnans, ventricosa coccinea, V. 
globosa, and eximia.—For Fuchsias there were four 
competitors. A first premium was awarded to Mr. 
Thomson, gr. to W. E. Hope Vere, Esq., for Serrati- 
folia, Duchess of Sutherland, and Sir Henry Pottinger; 
and a second to Mr. Cameron, gr. to S. Hay, Esq., for 
Duchess of Sutherland, Vesta, and Eppsii, An award 
was made to Mr. Thomson, gr. to Dr. Neill, for Maxil- 
laria Harrisonie var., and S pea oculata, both in 
fine flower.—For Pelargoniums there appeared five 
competitors, some of them producing specimens indi- 
eating improved culture, and forming altogether a bril- 
liant display. The palm was at once assigned to Mr. 
Cossar, gr. to Anne Lady Hay, for Lyne’s Sunrise, 
Princess Royal, Pluto, Nestor, Sir Robert Peel, and 
Conflagration. A second premium was voted to Mr. 
Sleigh, gr. to A. Rutherfurd, Esq., for Garth’s 
Discount, Symmetry, Comte de Paris, Foster’s Dido, 
Nymph, and Gaines’s Masterpiece.—The offer of a prize 
for the best grown single specimen of a tender suffruti- 
cose exotic, brought forward several choice plants, for 
which awards were made: the highest to Mr. Veitch, 
gr. to R. Dundas, Esq., for a magnificent plant of Vero- 
nica Lindleyana; a second to Mr. Reid, for Statice 
Dicksoni, of large size ; and a third to Mr. Pousty, gr. 
to J. Giles, Esq., for a lovely specimen of Leschenaultia 
formosa.—A. prize offered by Messrs. J. Dickson and 
Sons, for the best six Caleeolarias, was awarded to Mr. 
Thomson, for Duke of York, Ne plus ultra, Standishii, 
Exquisite, Duchess of Roxburghe, and Earl of Eglinton. 
Another prize, by the same firm, for the best 24 Roses, 
(Moss, Provins, French, Perpetual, China, and Bourbon, 
four of each sort), was voted to Mr. Sleigh, whose kinds 
were—Moss : Cristata, Selina, Common, and Duncan’s, 
Provins: Rivers Unique, Victoria, Duchesne, and 
Blanchefleur. French : Surpasse-tout, William Tell, 
Boule de Nanteuil, and Kean. Perpetual: Lady Peel, 
Rivers’ Edward Jesse, and Marquise Boecella. Hybrid 
China: Madame Rameau, Chenédolé, Billiard, and 
Blairii, Bourbon: Paul Perras, Cardinal Fesch, Capi- 
taine Sissolet, and Mrs. Bosanquet. For another ex- 
cellent collection of Roses an extra award was made by 
the Society to Mr. Thomson. On this occasion various 

ton, a rosy-pink flowered Stylidium, app ly S. scan- 
dens,—From Mr. Cuthill, of Camberwell, were cut 
bunches and a plant of his Prince of Denmark scarlet 
Clove Carnation, a brilliant coloured, very fragrant, 
hardy, border variety, together with bunches of other 
Picotees and Carnations of less moment.—Very fine 
boxes of the best sorts of Pieotees and Carnations, for 
which a certificate was awarded, also came from Mr. 
Norman, of Woolwich.—Messrs. Veitch and Son, of 
Exeter, sent a small Hydrangea, from Java, said to be 
Otaksa, but which, if not identical with japonica, did 
not essentially differ from that species.—Of Frurt, Mr. 
Barnes, of Bicton, sent a dish of large white Strawber- 
ries, which were rather over ripe and somewhat bruised, 
and disfigured by travelling ; but when first gathered 
they are said to be clear-skinned fine-looking fruit. It 
was stated to be a good late variety,and to be a very abun- 
dant bearer; appearing to bean improvement onthe white 
Chili, a certificate was awarded it.—From Mr. Barton, 
gr. to J. Thorpe, Esq., of Chippent Park, Cambrid, 
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p of merit, though sent for exhibition only, 
were considered as well deserving of honorary awards. 
In particular for a specimen of Cyrtochil l 

apiculate ; smoother above, pale green, with the odour 
of the Tansey. Heads of few flowers,i10 to 20, very 
woolly, globose, scattered on the branches, and termi- 
nal as well as axillary. Flowers pentagonal, conoidal 
upwards. Scales of flowers swelled and convex below 
the point, spinous point smooth, purple, strong. Seeds 
with few elevations on th pidermis, oval. 
Stouter than F. germanica, which is gray, not green, 
and has the heads of 30 to 40 flowers, and all (1) ter- 
minai to their common stalk. The leaves of the latter 
are taper to the point, narrower : the involueral leaves: 
with a broad base, and long, taper point. Our plant 
flowers later than F. germanica, and is rarely observed 
in the midst of fields where F. germaniea abounds. 
The scent of the latter is very feeble: the spinous 
points of the flower scales yellow, or very rarely orpi- 
ment. The leaves of our plant are smoother above, 
and rather woolly than silvery with short down, as those 
of F. germanica are. I have not met with one plant 
on clay land, upon which the other often too much 
abounds. Seedling plants of both preserve the charac- 
ter of the foliage, &e.” 

RMebiewos, 
Vestiges of the Natural History of the Creation. 

Fifth edition. 8vo. Churchill, 
Explanations: a Sequel to the Vestiges, &c. By the 

Author of that work. 
A GENERAL statement of the views of the author of this 
work having been given at page 6 of our volume for 
1845, we are only called upon, on the present occasion, 
to notice the new topics introduced into the fifth edition, 
and the “ Explanations.” 

That a book, which has raised such a host of admirers- 
as this has, should also have found its fierce antagonists 
was to be expected. Indeed, that the author is on alk 
sides open;to criticism, is abundantly manifest to every- 
body who examines his work with reference to suc 
points of detail as he may be most familiar with himself. 
It is, therefore, amazing to us that the opponents of the 
eculiar opinions set forth in the “ Vestiges” should not 

have been able to muster even a decent array of hostile 
facts and arguments against this anonymous author. 
It is still more surprising that any man of science 
should have so totally failed in his arguments as the 
writer of an adverse geological criticism in the “ Edin- 
burgh Review,” the worthlessness of whose reasoning it 
is a part of the object of the “ Explanations ” to expose. 

The theory of the “ Vestiges” is, that no specific crea- 
tion has ever taken place; but that the Almighty has com- 
manded matter to obey certain laws of creation, which 
laws have been in operation from all time; that the 
effect of those self-acting laws has been the production, 
by i grees of pl of this world and 
all that it contains ; that they are still in operation as 
they always have been, and that they will continue to 
act to the end’of time. 

Supposing this theory to be correct it will follow that 
new and more perfect species of plants and animals 
must have been continually appearing since life was, by 

var., with a raceme 8 feet long, studded with flowers, 
an honorary silver medal was voted to J. Syme, Esq. 
Another medal was awarded to Messrs. Dickson and 

O., for a collection of plants, including an Echeveria 
from Mexico, having two spikes of nearly sessile 
flowers ; 24 varieties of double Dianthus barbatus, &c. 
A third award was made to Messrs. Carstairs, Kelly, 
and Co., for Hindsia longiflora alba, and Myosotis 
azorica ; and a fourth to Mr. Handasyde, for an exten- 
sive colleetion of Roses of the different classes. For 
Orchids, the thanks of the meeting were voted to Mrs. 
Haig, for a fine flowering plant of Clerodendron infor- 
tunatum, and for Cape Heaths ; to Messrs. J. Dickson 
and Sons, for a collection of tender exotics, the kinds 
being, Gloxinia digitaliflora and Gesnera zebrina, both 
very fine, together with a collection of Roses; to 
Messrs Lawson and Son, for a collection including Siph dna du T5 ardt 5 shire, was a large let-fleshed Melon, 

weighing 4 lbs.—And finally, various dried Chinese 
fruits or sweetmeats, brought over by Mr. Fortune, 
were placed on the table. They consisted of Jujubes, 
called Dates, the produce of the Jujube tree (Ziziphus 
Jujuba) of which there are many varieties ; also Litchi 
and Longan, two species of Dimocarpus. The Litchi 
fruits are the largest, having a much rougher coat than 
the Longan, which is, moreover, an inferior variety. 
Both are round fruit, with the pulp surrounding the 
stone, covered by a tough thin leathery coat, which is 
semi-transparent and eolourless. Another dish con- 
tained pressed Oranges, à preserve obtained from. a 
small acid Orange, common about Chusan. It looks as 
if the pulp had been taken out, and the rind boiled 
in sugar, and pressed. Associated with these was 
also a dish of Wampee —the Cookia punetata, 
whose small peeuliarly-flavoured berries form a very 
agreeable preserve, Of plants from the Society's 
Garden were Epidendrum alatum ; the well-known On- 
cidium Wentworthianum ; the lovely new Achimenes 
patens, recently received from Mr. Hartweg ; also A. 
grandiflora, from which the former differs in many re- 
spects, but especially in the flowers being of a much 
deeper colour, and in the leaves being smaller and 
smooth; two species of Gloxinia ; the useful blue- 
flowered Plumbago capensis ; Chironia floribunda and 
frutescens ; Sinningia guttata ; and eut specimens of 
Buddlea Lindleyana, one of Mr. Fortune's first im- 
portations from China, which, if not al her hardy, 

i p P Dui p 
and Ixia [erecta viridiflora; to Mr. Watson, for 56 
varieties of China Roses; to Mr. Maenaughton, for 
greenh , and speci of Barley from seed 
received from India, with stalks 6 feet high; to Mr. 
Kilgour, for seedling Ranuneuluses; and to Mr. 
John Downie, South Bank, Canaan, for the true 
Pentstemon Cobsea, now rare about Edinburgt 

BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON, 
June 5, 1846.—The Vice-President in the chair. 

Dr. Dewar presented a specimen of Luzula nivea, dis- 
covered near Broomhall, Fifeshire. Dr. Dewar con- 
siders this plant undoubtedly wild in that locality. The 
following specimens were exhibited :— Specimens of 
Ranunculus aquatilis, approaching very near to Ranun- 
culus Lenormandi, but differing by their more com- 
pletely tripartite leaves, and the more lateral position 
of the style on the grown fruit; sent by Mr. Hewett 
Watson from Esher Common, Surrey. Specimens of a 
Filago, which would be referred to Filago germanica 
by English botanists, but which is thought likely to 
prove a distinct species by its discoverer, the Rev. G. 
E. Smith, who communicated the following descriptive 
account of the plant along with the specimens for the 
Society’s Herbarium :—* Filago (apiculata: provisional 
name) Sandy borders of fields, hedge-banks, and road- 
sides ; Cantley, Rossington, &e., near Doncaster. Stem 
flexuose, copiously downy, more or less erect. Leaves 
alternate, scattered upon the stem and branches, ae hul Miclafa-aoPdud ite: ob 

has been proved to be at least as hardy as a Fuchsia. 
p or sp 5 long, 

or, beneath the heads of flowers, obsoletely hastate, all 

the will of the Creator, infused into matter ; that races 
h ively disappeared, and been ded 
others (which, indeed, is conclusively proved by geolo- 
gical evidence); that new species are still appearing on. 
the face of the globe ; and that man himself will even- 
tually disappear, to be succeeded by beings more perfect 
in their nature, and more nearly allied to the angels. 

This, in the opinion of the author, is a more philoso- 
phical way of ting for the app of new 
Species of living things than to assume that every new 
form of plants and animals is produced by the special 
and direct intervention of the Almighty ; and, he adds,- 
a more reverential way. But we must let him make 
his own statement. 
“The whole question, then, stands thus. For the 

theory of universal order—that is, order as presiding, 
in both the origin and administration of the world—we 
have the testimony of a vast number of facts in natures. 
and this one in addition,—that whatever is reft from 
the domain of ignorance and made undoubted matter of 
science, forms a new support to the same doctrine. 
The opposite view, once predominant, has been shrink- 
ing for ages into lesser space, and now maintains ® 
footing only in a few departments of nature which 
happen to be less liable than others to a clear investiga 
tion. The chief of these, if not almost the only one, i$ 
the origin of the organic kingdoms, So long as this. 
remains obscure, the supernatural will have a certain 
hold upon enlightened persons. Should it ever be 
cleared up in a way that leaves no doubt of a natural 
origin of plants and animals, there must be a complete 
revolution in the view which is generally taken of our 
relation to the Father of our being. This prepares the 
way for a few remarks on the present state of opinion 
with regard to the origin of organic nature. The great. 
difficulty here is the apparent determinateness ©! 
species. These forms of life being apparently un- 
changeable, or at least always showing a tendency to 
return to the character from which they may have 
diverged, the idea arises that there can have been nO: 
progression from one to another ; each must have taken 
its special form, independently of other forms, directly’ 
from the appointment of the Creator. The Edinburgh’ 
reviewer says, ‘ they were created by the hand of God, 
and adapted to the conditions of the period? Now; 
is, in the first place, not certain that species constantly 
maintain a fixed character, for we have seen that whai 
were long considered as determinate species have been 
transmuted into others. Passing, however, from w 
fact, as it is not generally received among men Ot . 
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Seience, there remain some great difficulties in connec- 
tion with the idea of special creation. First, we should 

xe to suppose, as pointed out in my former volume, a 

most startling diversity of plan in. the divine workings, 
à great general plan or system of law in the leading 

events of world-making, and a plan of minute nice 
Operation, and special attention in some of the mere 
details of the process, The discrepancy between the 
two »ptions is surely p ing, when we allow 

Ourselves to see the whole matter in a steady and 
Yational light.” 

“Tt seems hardly conceivable that rational men 
Should give an adherence to. such a.doctrine, when we 
think of what it involves. In the single fact that it 
necessitates a special fiat of the inconceivable author of 

his sand-cloud of worlds to produce the flora of St. 

elena, we read its more than. sufficient condemnation. 

It surely harmonises far better with our general ideas 

Of nature, to suppose that, just as all else in this far- 

Spread scene was formed by the laws impressed on it at 
first by its author, so also was this. An exception pre- 

Sented to us in such a light, appears admissable only 
when we succeed in forbidding our minds to follow out 

those reasoning processes, to which, by another law of 

the Almighty, they tend, and for which they are 

adapted. As is well known, most of the large carnivores 

and pachyderms. of the late tertiary formations very 
Closely resemble existing species ; but they are, never- 

theless, determined to be distinet species by Professor TSS Ms oe 
01 

actual changes now. 

ria, or collections of dried plants to consult, such a 

question might be solved; but we believe that two | wi 

centuries are more than the age of any existing herba- 

rium, and in the absence of such evidence all is so un- 

certain that no argument can be built upon it. 

To what is taking place;around us we must look then. 

And we eannot say that we disbelieve the existence of 
We disbelieve it in theory ; but 

not in our conscience. For do we not find men boast- 

ing every year of their discoveries of new species by 

aths that have been trodden by acute observers for a 

thousand times? We have now before us an account 

of a new Avena called intermedia, just discovered in 

Sweden by Lindgren. The other day our well-known 

panded. In the stove, among other plants in bl este Ania AY ouk i-e wp Ie 
e P 

with large leafy panicles of white flowers; the usefal 
old Begonia nitida, whose rosy-white flowers are im 
beauty nearly all the year round; Gesnera. pellucida, 
a tall- growing species, with blush blossoms, and woolly 
leaves; Hibiscus flavescens, having double straw. 
coloured flowers ; the comparatively new Rhodostemme, 
gardenioides, wi t ted blossoms ; and .& eti- 
rious Achimenes, named A. alba, having: small tubular 
flowers, the tube dotted with black, the limb only beiag 
white ; it is a dwarf-growing variety, with broad: hairy 
leaves. In a smaller stove, Musseenda, macrophyile 
and. frondosa were in flower, whose large white -braets 
give them a. striking and interesting appearance; aud Glyceria fluitans was found to include: two species. A 

new species of Erodium has made its app at Pau. 

The Dean of Manchester has created new Nareissi, A 

new species of Melie has been lately found in Sicily by 

Parlatore. Smith speaks in 1824 of 9 Epilobiums, 3 

Heaths, 8 € i 10 Poly , aud P 

Rumices, as natives of Great Britain ; but Mr. Babing- 

ton now names 10, 6, 9, 15, and 13 of those genera re- 

spectively, Of course it will be said that these addi- 

tions are owing to the acuteness of modern observers, 

and that they do not show that new forms are appearing, 

but only that the forms had been previously overlooked, 

But surely that is begging the whole question; and we 

do not know that we are entitled to assert that botanists 

were so mole-eyed thirty years ago that their quick- 

wen and. other eminent auth in 
Certain peculiarities. "Ehe: pecularities are, in. general, 
trifling, such as differencesin the tubercles or groovings 
of the surface of teeth, or greater or less length of body 

or extremities ; but no matter of what, the differences 
Consist, Enough for the present that they are held by 

lr. Owen and his friends to be of that character which 
are never passed in. generation, but. necessarily imply a 
New creation, a separate effort of divine power. Now 

it so happens that all the tertiary species, or so-called 

Species, have not been changed or extirpated. There is 
a badger of the Miocene, which cannot be distinguished 
from the badger of the present: day. ur existing 
Meles taxus is, therefore, acknowledged by Mr. Owen 
to be * the oldest known species of mammal on the face 
of the earth? It: is in like manner i ible to dis- 

f | sighted have been able to add 25 per cent. to 

the number of ascertained species growing at their own 

doors. We at least cannot unconditionally accept 

such a vain-glorious dogma as the representative of 

truth—it may be sd—but where is the proof of it? 

We therefore submit that in this point of view the 

opinions of the “ Vestiges” must be held to be supported 

by recent evidence until some proof shall have been 
adduced to show that the evidence is worthless. 

And then with regard to successive stages of develop- 

ment visibly in progress now, can any botanist affirm 

that Cardamine parviflora is not. the first step towards 

C. hirsuta; nay, more, that Cardamine Chelidonii is not 

a form ad ing towards lonium majus? or that 

Ruppias are not Confervee in a condition of higher de- 

Cover any difference between the present wild. eat and 
thas which lived in the bone caves with the hyzna, 
rhinoceros, and tiger of the ante-drift era, all of which 
are said to be extinct species: So also the otter has 
Survived since an early period in the pliocene, while so 
Many larger animals were shifted. The learned 
anatomist takes occasion from these facts to,speak of a 
Survival by small and weak species of geological 
changes, which have been accompanied by the extirpa- 
Honma larger and more formidable animals of allied 

a The inference from the facts and doctrines of 
E s School is, that divine power has seen fit to change 

16 species of elephants, rhinoceroses, tigers, and. bears, 
using special miracles to introduce new ones, one with 
Perhaps an additional tooth, another with a new tubercle 
9r cusp on the third molar, and so forth, while he has 
Seen no occasion for a similar interference with the 
Otter, wild eat, and badger, which accordingly have been 
left undisturbed in their obscurity. Such may be the 
belief of men of science, anxious to support.a theory ; 
but assuredly it will never be received by any ordinary 
men of fair understandings who may be able to read 
and comprehend the works of Mr. Owen. It were too 
mueh for even: a chila’s faith. Yet the Edinburgh 
reviewer, a member of this school, talks of “credulity!” 

Of course the author relies upon theevidence afforded 
by islands to support his doctrine. It is certainly true 
that the original flora of St. Helena is peculiar to 
itself ; and it is equally well ascertained that Australia, 
New Zealand, Juan Fernandez, the Gallapagos, &c. 
have each their own animal and vegetable productions 
Which occur nowhere else. Howisthat? The doctrine 
of the “Vestiges” seems to explainit. We do not say 
that no other will ; but such facts present great diffi- 
Culties in the way of a different interpretation. 
. After all, the weakest point of the * Vestiges ” consists 
W the absence of proof that new species are still appear- 
mg on the earth. Theauthor ought to produce evidence 
of it, if the views he entertains are just, or his theory 
falls 3 because the law of creation which he assumes to 
Tule the universe must be, and has been, ceaselessly in 
Action from the beginning of time. It can know no pause, 

Without pretending to say that such a fact ean be 
Made out, we must represent tothe consideration of our 

Teaderg a few circumstances which deserve to be 
thought upon. Among the more recent of the remains 
of ancient plants, whose impressions have been pre- 
Served in rocks, there are no species identical with our 

a though very like them. Take the impressions of 
aves found at Armissan, orat Aix in Provence, for an 
Miemple. There we have Poplars, Pines, Birches, and 
1 ornbeams, not. belonging to existing species. What 
AAS become of them? They have disappeared. But 
We still have Poplars, Pines, Birches, and Hornbeams, 
although not the same. Thus, then, one species has 
*eplaced another in even comparatively recent times. 

as not, it may be asked, the same change of species 
re going on ever since? The only honest answer to 
Ein an inquiry is that we do not know. The vague 
op jribtions of the ancients afford no means of judging ; 
SCR they do throw any light upon the question they 
for to the conclusion that species have disappeared ; 
fus PN is the Bactrian corn, of Pliny, now to be 
Se nd? and what has become of the Paneration and 
""Ammony of Dioscorides? If we had ancient herba- 

pment ! or even that Nymphvea is not itself the more 

complete stage of Villarsia? We most assuredly will 

not say that they are so ; butthen who can undertake to 
affirm that they are not? 

New Garden Plants. 
39. AZALEA SQUAMATA. Scaly-stalked Azalea. Green- 

house Shrub.  (Heathworts.*) China. From the 

mountains of Hong Kong, whence it was sent by Mr. 

Fortune, as a fine and distinct species. 

With the habit common to all the Chinese Azaleas they 

present the following peculiarities :—In its natural state 
it blooms without leaves, producing at the end of every 

little shoot a large solitary flower of a clear rose-colour, 

distinctly spotted with crimson on one side, and guarded 

at the base by a large sheath of bright brown. scales 

(whence its name). Its calyx, unlike that of the neigh- 

bouring species, is reduced to a mere five-toothed rim. 
Its ovary, immediately after the fall of the corolla, pro- 

jects in the form of an oblong body quite covered with 

coarse brown hairs. The leaves, when young are some- 

what like those of A. indica, and have nothing distinc- 

tive in their shape or surface ; but when old they are 

oval, sharp at each end, perfectly hairless, and as even 

on the upper surface as those of Rhododendron punc- 

tatum. ‘This plant has been long known from dried 
specimens and drawings sent from China by Mr. Reeves, 

the latter of which are preserved in the library of the 

Society : but it has never before been introduced alive. 

At present its flowers have only been. produced by plants 

out of health, and therefore they have given no just 

idea of the beauty of the plant, which is one of the finest 

in cultivation. It will probably prove hardy. In a 

ease, containing several plants, Mr. Fortune sent home 

a portion of the soil, brown loam, in which this species 

was found wild, and for the purpose of trying its effects 

one plant was potied in it; but it has by no means the 

healthy appearance of those potted in rough sandy peat. 

It strikes freely from cuttings of young wood under or- 

dinary treatment. The beautiful spotted flowers (al. 

though not large) and the neat foliage, together with a 

dwarf habit, will render this a plant of considerable im- 

portance either in a greenhouse or in the shrubpery.— 

Journal of the Hort. Soc. 

Garden Memoranda. 
Messrs. Rollisson’s Nursery, Tooting.—The plant- 

houses at this establishment consist of a range extend- 
ing the whole south side of the nursery, for the most 
part having lean-to roofs, but intersected by two elevated 

erections, with span-roofs. The whole of this range is 
devoted to Camellias, Azaleas, and miscellaneous green- 

house plants. Trained along the back of one of these 

houses is a fine specimen of Glycine sinensis, clothed 

with beautiful foliage, and richly ornamented the second 

time this season with a profuse display of flowers. 

The principal stove and present Orchid houses are 
rather low, span-roofed erections, but closely adjoining 

them is to be a large new Orchid-house, the foundation 

of which is already laid, the dimensions being 100 feet 

20. Among Orchids in bloom was Epiden- 

drum macrochilum. album, whieh was exhibited at 

the first great exhibition of the season, and whose 

flowers are still as. fresh as when they first ex- 
OMNI a ee 

c c 

* See Lindley’s ** Vegetable Kingdom” for an explanation of 

these terms. 

0: | stove Fern, Gymnogramma chrysophylla. 

d with them, the useful stove plant Rondeletia, 
speciosa major, a better variety than speciosa, sitia 
numerous heads.of orange flowers.; also Porphyrocomz. 
lanceolata, with deep.violet flowers ; and the handsome 

The collec. 
tion of Orchids is in a flourishing condition, but beyond 
the one already referred to, and some Stanhopess, fewr 
were in bloom. Several novelties: are, however, ds- 
serving attention, particularly an Oncidium, a Brazilian 
species, with light coloured flowers, the most beautifial 
I have seen}; the sepals and petals are mottled yellow 
and brown, and the large lip, its most striking featuas, 
has a deep-yellow ground colour, with black markings 
at its base ; towards the outer edge is a broad band of 
light. brown: associated, with this was the new Ashi- 
menes patens, together with the double-flowered Bind- 
weed (Calystegia. pubescens), producing its fine lilac 
flowers, as large as those of the Cape Jasmine (Gardenia, 
radicans), and a climbing Torenia, with dark-coleuredt 
tubular flowers.— A. B., June 30. 

Miscellaneous. 
Manna fallen from Heaven.— 1t appears from te 

researches of Professor Miquel that the “manne” 
which fell in the province of Van, in Asia Minor,üm 
1845, consisted of fragments of Lichen esculentum, 
These must have been torn from their woods by. 

storm, and transplanted through the air to the places 
where they fell.— Bo. Zeit. "i 

Sale of East Indian Orclids.—A. small collection f 
these plants was sold the other day by Messrs. Stevens. 
They appeared to be from Java, and it was 
that they were an importation by Messrs, Veitch and 
Sons, of Exeter. They were in excellent condition, aad 
produced high prices; thirty-six lots of Phalæenopsis 
amabilis, many of them extremely small, from 125.59 
6l. 10s.; the majority fetched from 2/. to 3d. Vanda 
insignis, which is quite new, and a fine thing, with 
lowers as large as Oncidium Lanceanum, and not am. 

like them in colour except that they are pale, was am 
object of great interest. The first and best specimen 
produced 137. ; the others from 27. 12s. 6d. to 124. We, 
according to the state of the lots, of which there were 
26. Some Renantheras, called new, but which did mo 
appear different from R. matutina, produced from 

21. 5s. to 4l. 5s. Two lots of a so-called new Aerides, 

6. 15s. and 71. 10s ; a Vanda, said to have bright scarlet 
flowers, but of which no specimen or drawing was pre- 

duced, from 4/. 5s. to 97. 15s. ; and Dendrobium coms- 
pressum, a very odd-looking thing, 67. 10s. and. 37. 15s. 
The total sum received was 3127. 

Calendar of Operations. 
(For the ensuing Week.) 

Double Potiing.—Large climbers, with other spesi- 
men plants of considerable size, are liable to become 
pot-bound ; and asit is not always expedient to gk 
them a thorough shift, it is a very good plar to sink 
the pot into another, which is somewhat larger. The 
pot selected should be thoroughly drained ; and fibrous 

heath soil and loam in lumps, with charcoal and pounded. 

erocks, should be laid over the drainage before placing 

the plant. The rim of the pot inserted may be 

vated about one-third its depth above the level.of tae 

exterior pot. This will give room for the prepared 

compost. After placing it perfectly level, the space 

between the two pots may be filled up with the same 

coarse materials, This space affords a good chanes af 

introdueing stakes or trellising, without injury tothe 

roots. I have large plants which were thus treated 

four years ago, and are still thriving, having beem 

constantly fed with liquid manure during the growing 
season. 

CONSERVATORIES, STOVE, &e. 

Conservatory.—Camellias may be shifted at tüs 
period. I consider it an excellent plan to perform this 

operation the moment. that the flower-bud is decidediy 

formed. As compost, I would recommend two-thirds 

of fibrous loam of an unctuous character, and ene-thind 

of fibrous heath soil, The more fibrous amd lumpgát 
is the better, and a good sprinkling of charcoal in small 
masses, With sharp silver sand, should be added. Let 
the pots be most completely drained, by placing some 
large erocks in a very hollow position at the bottemrs 
topping these up with a pounded mixture of brokem 
erocks and charcoal, from which all the very small par- 
ticles have been riddled. Cover this with very fibecut 
turf in small lumps, before placing the ball, and keep 
pressing the material (not ramming) close, with the 
fingers, during the process of filling up, observing:to 
have the compost in a mellow state, rather inclining to 

dryness. One most material point is, to see that 

ball is thoroughly moistened before shifting; if amy 

| doubt of this exist, let the ball be steeped äm 

| water for a quarter of an hour, previous to potting 
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Stuve and Ureche .s.— Nowe ot tue Bletias, as also the old 
Phaius grandifolius, are well adapted for producing 
winter flowers. Such should have their growth com- 

be constantly broken up at this period and filled with 
some kind of Greens or Turnips. If the cottager is 
Short of manure, extra spade husbandry will in some 

pleted with all possible rapidity ; they enjoy ak 
of liquid manure. Keep the old shoots of the Russelia 
juncea cut away, and healthy shoots trained in their 
room ; and beware of the green-fly. Stop the shoots 
occasionally of some of the young Euphorbia iens ni- 

degree p for the want of it. This is the cot- 
tager's chief capital, and is generally most efficient, 

FORESTING 
There has always been much difference of opinion 

about the summer pruning of young forest-trees. Some Eye i 
floras—they will produce a o; ter 
blossoms. Thunbergia seedlings having been provided, 
they should have most liberal shifts, and receive a good 
staking or trellising, in order to secure good healthy 
specimens through the autumn, and perhaps the winter. 
Two or three plants in a mass (one of each colour) pro- 
duce a pretty effect.  Orchids.—Let those making 
surface-roots be attended to in regard to top-dressings 
of peat, &e. Continue in other respects last week's 
directions. Mixed Greenhouse.—Some of the Statices 
—as sinuata, puberula, &c., exhausted with blooming, 
may be shaken out of their pots, and repotted. These 
plants delight in an open compost, with thorough drain- 
age, and some of them are partial to a close and moist 
atmosphere. Stop gross shoots of the greenhouse 
Azaleas, and see to cuttings of the best Pelargoniums. 
The earliest sown Primula sinensis may now receive 
their final shift—these will blossom through October 
and November, when flowers will be scarce. Continue 
to pinch off all blossoms from pot Roses intended for 
flowering in November and December, and stop all lux- 
uriant shoots. Young stock of these for winter work 
should now have their final shift. 

KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING. 

Pines.—Continue former directions; little new can 
now be added. Those who desire constant successions 
of fruit should make it a point to give the final shift at 
various periods from the end of May until the end of 
August; after which period nothing, in my opinion, but 
extreme cases can warrant extensive shifts. Vineries. 
— Follow up former directions with regard to Grapes in 
the course of ripening. Those ripened weeks since, and 

roaching a state of rest, may beallowed tosink quietly 
into that state, if required for early forcing. If ripen- 
ing Grapes are not required to hang long, a consider- 
able portion of the laterals may be removed. This will 
slightly increase the colour, add to the saccharine cha- 
racter of the fruit, and assist in perfecting the buds for 
the following year by exposure of the principal leaves. 

KITCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD, 

Let a good planting of -Leeks be made directly, using 
as much manure as for Celery. Endeavour to get out 
good breadths of Celery forthwith. I prefer what is 
called the Scotch plan, viz., beds of from 4 to 6 feet in 
width, These beds, which with me succeed crops of 
Peas, are trenched two spits deep. The bottom spit has 
plenty of raw manure or half-rotten leaves, and the top 
one old manure. The principal secret in growing very 
tender and crisp Celery, irrespective of size, is to sow 
it rather late, and grow it very quickly by means of 
plenty of manure and moisture. Shallots inclined to 
ripen should be raised slightly with a Potato-fork, in 
order to admit air to counteract mouldiness. Let a 
good breadth of autumn Turnips be got in without de- 
lay, choosing for the kitchen garden the Dutch or Stone. 
I prefer the former. | Orchard.—See that watery 
b is progressively done away with in the 
wall and espalier Pears. Have an eye to Strawberry 
runners for forcing or other purposes. The Elton is 
invaluable for late work. 

FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES, 
The late abundant rains which have, according to the 

papers, been general, will furnish a good opportunity, if 
the time can be spared, for a thorough rolling of lawns. 
An English lawn is ever reckoned an object of admira- 
tion, and thorough rolling is necessary both to preserve 
its beauty and to facilitate the business of the mowers. 
The annuals will now be gay, and amongst the newer 
kinds I would point to the Schizopetalon Walkeri, the 

obelia ramosa, the Ipomopsis elegans, the Calandrini 

p system, based on stopping 
with the finger and thumb all competing leaders for 
a few years after planting. Others seem partial to the 
operations of the saw and'the bill-hook. For my own 
part, I prefer the former ; and I am of opinion that 
the rivalry of competing leaders may be easily pre- 
vented by the simple operation of stopping, if per- 
formed in due time. "These operations, however, could 
be well performed in the winter; as stopping in the 
middle of summer might cause the production of late 
and immature growths, which, in the case of such trees 
as the Sweet Chestnut, would be somewhat prejudicial. 

State of the Weather near London, for the week ending July 3, 1846, as 
observedat the Horticultura] Garden, Chiswick. 

BAROMETER. Moon’s 

At 
9 20.129 

10 9.990 
n '9.608 
12 39.448 | 7l 
18 29.744 | 72 
o 29.764 
15 M 72 | 58 

29.760 

July 3—O vercass; cloudy; clear and fine 
4—Soultry ; hot, wi-h very dry air; clear and fine 
5—Hot and dry’; excessivey hot; the temperature In the shade higher 

than it has been for 20 years at least; thunder half-past 2, and 
at in in torrents 

6—Halo round the sun early a.m.; rainbow} heavy showers; cloudy ; 
rain at nig] 

; overcast and fine throughout 
light drizzle; rain at night 
eavy showers; cloudy and fine; rain. 

Mean temperature of the week 2} deg. above the average. 
State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 20 years, for the 

ensuing Week ending July 18, 1846. ` 
Prevailing Winds. No, of | Aver. | Aver. No. of | Great e July | Highest! Lowest nan Years in | quantity |; | |: [E 

Temp.| Temp. Rained, | of Rain, az 

Sun. 12| 732 | 520 | 62.6] 10 1.10 in. pE 
Mon. 13| 73.0 51.3 | 621 9 60 |3| 1 
Tues.24| 747 | 508 | 62.7 8 1.46 |7|1 
Wed.15| 742 | 50.4 |623| 1n 15 E 
Thurl6| 757 | 501 | 62.9 4 0.46 |e- 
Fri, 17 77.2 54.1 66.0 4 1.29 551 
Sat. 18| 73.7 52.4 | 63.0 9 0.60 6j 3 

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 17th, 
1834—therm.94? ; and the lowest on the 13th, 1840—therm. 419, 

"Notices to Correspondents. 
Our CORRESPONDENTS are prayed to write their inquiries on 

only one side of the paper. If they knew the inconvenience 
of their not doing so, we are sure that they would endeavour 
to oblige us. 

Booxs—A L—Read Solly's ** Rural Chemistry ;" it is the best 
00k for you.——G—Murray's “ Home and Oolonial Library” 

is one of the very best books o; e always notice 
such of its Numbers as relate to Natural History. 

Dorss— Tyro—Lilium lancifolium is the better for protection 
in winter, if the roots are left in the ground, he following 
are autumnal flowering sorts :—Gladiolus psittacinus and 
byzantinus, Amaryllis lutea, Crocus nudiflorus, Colchicum 
autumnale (double) and variegata, Tigridias, and Amaryllis 

adonna. 
Cacri— Emily—1f your old Cactus isin good health do not repot 

it this season now ; itis too late, If overgrown, thin out all 
superfluous branches, then tie the remainder to the stakes, 
or over a trellis, They like rich free soil.§ 
AMELLIAS—S—We did not say that Camellias should not be 
pruned at all; on the contrary, few plants will bear the knife 
better than the Camellia, but it is very bad management to 
cut off the young wood, seeing that on it the flower buds are 
formed. it is necessary to prune overgrown Camellias, do 
it in spring just before the young wood has begun to grow. 
Plants in pots are best placed out of doors for a few weeks 
after they have made their young wood. acti and other 
suceulents may also be turned out of doors with advantage 
during the summer months, 

FucnsrA— — The flowers of Smith's Queen Victoria we 
havenotseen solarge or so fine in colour as in its first 

At the present time it is rather out of c! 

speciosa, and the Ipomoea elegans, as worthy a place in 
every parterre. 

FLORISTS’ FLOWERS, 
Carnations and Picotees.—The most forward may 

now be layered ; they should be put down in light soil, 
consisting principally of leaf-mould. Those shoots, 
which apparently will not get sufficiently strong, may 
be taken off, and treated in the same way as Pink 
ipings. Take every opportunity of fertilising blooms 
or seed; do not cross a Picotee with a Carna- 

tion, and prefer those which haye broad, stout, well 
derah] 

that it is not only well drained, but so prepared as to prevent 

lent paper on this subject by Mr. Reid, of Noblethorpe, in 
the last Journal of the Horticultural Society. It is better 

come quick to hand. houses, you had better consult 
some garden architect, as directions without plans will be 
useless to you. 

GrAss—We find that there are two respectable window glass formed, and smooth petals. The risk is 
even under these ci ; but the ifieati 
arising from the production of one first-rate flower re- 
pays all the trouble. Dahlias.—Remove all misshapen 
blooms, and place neat stakes round the main stem, to 
which the lateral shoots may be attached, otherwise 
they are apt to be twisted off by rough winds. Pinks. 
—Oceasionally examine thé pipings which are under 

md-glasses; remove any which have contracted 
mouldiness, and carefully extract all weeds from amongst 
them. The latter blooms have very much improved, 
though now nearly over, except in the most northern 

-~ districts ; and varieties, which, owing to the extreme 
hot weather the early part of the blooming season, could 
hardly be recognised, have now assumed their dis- 
tinetive character, Continue to put in pipings as well 
as cuttings of Pansies, &c. &c. 

OTTAGERS’ GARDENS. 
The cottager who can afford ground for the luxuries 

of Celery and other salads must keep his eye on the 
kitehen garden portion of the Calendar. Little can be 
added here at present. Let every spare bit of. ground 

d spring, and although carelessly planted in 
heavy land. Once dried, Hollies are ruined. 

Insects—C L—Your Ichneumon fly, which is considered rare, 
has been named Rhyssa persuasoria, It is a female, and the 
long oviduct is employed for depositing eggs in the larve of 
other insects, which live in timber. R——P C—The Silver 

by a species of Eriosoma, I believe, which in 
all probability is the cause of the trees dying. R 
BE! ther wood nor iron are suitable for tropi- 
cal countries, We advise you to employ zine, and Burrows 
und Thoms's ink, which is invaluable. It is advertised in 
another column. 

Kzw —.D C L will find upon further inquiry, that the 
Turkey Oak in question is scarcely “encroached upon ;" 
not certainly “crowded by” three trees of the same 

relative size and age and beauty, with the Oak; but 
opinions may differ as to their being of very ''inferior 
value," “D € L” is perhaps not aware that they are the finest 
Cedar of Lebanon, the finest Oriental Plane, and the finest 
Ailanthus glandulosa, in the garden. 

Monstnositrrs—M O D—The Fern-leaved Beech is a mere 
accidental variety of the Fagus sylvatica, and is very apt to 
“run away? into ordinary leaves,_—Renville—The collec- 
tions of small twigs on trees are supposed to be owing to 
branches having been attacked by insects, which have 
arrested the onward growth, and compelled the buds to break 
into innumerable laterals. 

Names or Puants—A B—The fungus that infests your Carna- 
tion leaves is the Depazea Dianthi. —— W #-—Euphorbia 
Lathyris, à powerful purgative, and not a Caper, as it is 
vulgarly called, It was one of the medicinal plants cultivated 

Monks.—— Quercus—Jurinea elata is a hardy perennial, 
A 

, Poa trivialis ; 4, Bromus mollis; 5, B. racemosus ; 6, P. 
i and vena pratensis; 9, A. flavescens; 10, 

Arrhenatherum avenaceum ; 11, Holcuslanatus ; 12, Festuca 
ovina ; 13, F, rubra; 14, Aira cæspitosa ; 15, Poa fluitans. 
Fix your specimens on with glue. Cartridge paper is best. 
Common printing paper is too weak, ‘Hortus Gramineus 
Woburnensis” will probably suit you.$—— T S P—1, Dactylis 
glomerata ; 2 and 5, surus cristatus; 3, Holcus lana- 
tus ; 4, Poa trivialis; 6, Bromus mollis.$—-——4 C—Platycodon 
grandiflorus, one of Mr. Fortune’s beautiful plants. ——A S— 
Cicer arietinum.— Dorothea—Paliurus aculeatus or Christ’s 
Thorn, so called because the “crown of thorns” was made 

glass. || 
PLANTS, &c., TO WITHSTAND THE SEA ArR—-D Milne— Trees: 

Acer Pseudo-Platanus,;Hippophae rhamnoides and conferta ; 
Pinus Strobus, Pinea, and Cembra ; Quercus Ilex, and Pyrus 

ria. Shrubs: Coronilla Emerus, Pyrus japonica, Leyces- 
teria formosa, Tamarix gallica and germanica, Spirwa sali- 
cifolia, Colutea cruenta, Sambucus racemo: Herbaceous 7. 
Statice latifolia, tatarica, and others; different kinds of 
Armeria, Lathyrus grandiflorus, Coronilla varia, Saxifraga 
cordata and crassifolia, and Iberis sempervirens 

PorATOES— A says an elderly person who is very a 
suffers more from that disease when scraping Po 

Ru 
sthmatical 
tatoes than. 

Mrsc.—J € Li & Boroughbridge will find a receipt for Rhubarb 
m 0-0 — IP i i i E 

are so s that we must beg to be more 
explicit. Stop your Camellia by nipping off the end of the 
shoot, and it will form laterals by degrees.——Jgnoramus— 
‘here are several yellow Portulacas.——R A J—Grow Car- 

doons like Celery ; consult French cookery books as to the way 
of preparing them for table; they require a good cook, Seakale 

plants should not on any account be cut down at this season» 
Treat Vegetable Marrows like Gourds and Cucumbers out of 

Subseriber—We believe that all insurance offices 
will insure a man of 62, if he is in good health. 
Yucca flaccida is quite hardy.t——Dev 
liferus is a greenhouse pla: 
be increased either by division 
Veuwation—See answer to ** Distres: 
is impossib 

'OrS,—— —4. 
— Amatew 

est way (without taking the plants out 
of the pots) of destroying worms, is to water with clear lime- 
water once a week, The cause of Fuchsias shedding their. 

flowers when kept in a window is the dry atmosphere, an 
allowing the plants frequently to suffer trom the want of 
water, particularly if their roots are confined in small pots- 
The only remedy for such is regular attention to watering 
and air. “The Fuchsia paper” hereafter.—— Tivysider— 
Clematis azurea will possibly suit your purpose.$ 

unfold, and give the flower a rough and lo 
E AO) i 

Hower." 
J n colour, but 

coarse, with a corolla disproportionstely small for the size 

under petals, are wanting in substance, and the spot in E 

former on account of its colour—the latterhas good form and 
clearness. ite second-rate 

varieties ; 1 

B L—Your seedlings are very 

S—Your seedlings are small; in colour and 
W M—Many of your p 

time of their arrival; proba "m 

£ the Moss did 
112 is a large and finely-coloured flower ; 102 40: 7 

fe upon. 

ErrArum—In the article on “Entomology” at p. 444, col. b 
line 23 from top, for “their,” read “this,” . 

— 
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[NCREASE OF PREMIUMS TO £800, which is 
offered this year by the YORKSHIRE AGRICULTURAL 

SOCIETY, at its NiwTH GREAT ANNUAL MEETING at WAKE- 
FIELD, on THURSDAY, 6th of Avausr next. 

LORD WENLOOK, President. 

Vice-Presidents, 
Earl of Harewood. 
Lord Wharncliffe. 
Viscount Morpeth. 

Earl Fitzwilliam. 
Earl of Tyrconnell. 
Richard Bethel, Esq. 

EIGHT HUNDRED POUNDS will be offered as prizes for 
Stock, Implements, Farms, Essays, Poultry, &c. 

SDAY, the 23rd of Jury. Prize 

Reduced charges will be made by the Railways; on the 

Manchester and Leeds Railway, articles for the Show will be 
conveyed free. E 

For the convenience of persons who may prefer to deliver 
their entries personally, Mr. Jonn Warson, of 1, Clarence- 
Street, York ; and W. Barrar, St. John's, Wakefield, will also 

receive them, and transmit them to the Secretary; but all 
entries made to them must be at least one day before the 23rd 

„Programmes of the proceedings and particulars of the Ex- 
hibitions, Dinners, Discussions, &c., wil 

t, are requested to have their papers 
filled up and sent in without delay, that they may pass the 
Council previous to that day. Printed Forms may be obtained 
by application in writing to the Principal. No In-student can 
enter without the nomination of a Shareholder. 

hares, until the list is full, may be obtained by applying to 
the Secretary. y direction of the Council, 

Cirencester, July 11. Rost, J. Brown, Hon. Sec. 

The Agricultural Gazette. 

SATURDAY, JULY 11, 1846. 

Oe Sorat THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 
ul Torspay, ly 

Weonuspay, ~- 15 Meeting of the Eng. Ag. Soc. at Newcastle. 
Trounsvay, — 16, 
THURSDAY, — 16 Tuunspax, — 93 Agricultural Imp. Soc. of Ireland, 

FARMERS’ CLUBS, uly 21—Bromsgrove | My ar Wellington 22—Plymton St, Mary 

On Tuesday, the 27th of January, Sir Rozerr 
Pert, after expounding his views with regard to 
the Reprar or tas Corn Laws and the remis- 
Sion and reduction of various protective duties | 
affecting the agricultural in a greater degree than 
p manufacturing interest, stated his intention to 
5 nt to the former certain beneficial provisions as 

Mpensation for the excess of protection he then 
Proposed to remove from them, and which they 
ave since been obliged to relinquish. We wish 

Scrupulously to avoid any manifestation of party 
feeling regarding those political subjects upon which 
Our readers may hold different opinions; but that 
period in the Parliamentary session has arrived 
(without regarding the unsettled state of ministerial 
movements), when it behoves all parties interested 
in bills before the legislature to urge them forward 
With despatch. The new Corn Bill has become 
aw. The tariff has been amended ; but where—in 
What stage of progression are the compensating 
ee to which we have alluded? We cannot 

“ The bitter past, more welcome is the sweet.” 

Por however well intentioned the Government were 
at the beginning of the session, when contemplating 
their future proceedings, it is a fact that the Agri- 
Cultural interest is not now so sure of the proffered 
compensation as it is certain of the permanent loss 
ot protection. 
a he promised provisions were four in number, 

lst. To amend the laws relating to highways. 
2d. To amend the law of settlement. à 
3d. To authorise the advance of public money to 

promote the drainage of land. 
nd 4th. To relieve the county rate-payers of 
the charge of maintaining prisoners in gaol and 
of prosecuting felons. 
f these we have only heard of the introduc- 

as Of the first aud third, and while we protest 
plea the delay of measures which it was im- 
Re NGS to become law contemporaneously with 
ee of the Corn-laws, it is our present in- 

lon to advert but to one of the proposed bills, 
ence important of the whole, and which we 
aal parties will do their utmost to secure. We 
pus the bil brought into the House of 

» ns by the Chancellor of the Exchequer, 
Tage” the advance of public money to a 
land 4 eo to promote the improvement of 
Ra 3reat Britain and Ireland by works of 

age, 

an 6 Principle of charging land and the inherit- 
iue ah money expended in permanent improve- 

S of the soil, repayable by instalments, was 

0 
tion 

advocated by Mr. Pusey, and recognised by the 
legislature in the statute of the 3 and 4 Victoria, 
cap. 55. This Act was carried through Parliament 
bare of operative provisions, more with a view to 
procure an admission of the preamble, and the 
principle it involved, than to obtain at that time an 
effective measure. It was anticipated that the 
discovery of the difficulties which beset the question 
of dealing with property in which the owners had 
only a limited interest would lead to suggestions 
from persons practically informed on the subject, 
and that an amending act would then be sought 
and obtained. 

In the year 1843, an Association was formed 

at the instance of Mr. Cuarnock, of Wakefield, 

called the “Yorkshire Land Draining Associa- 
tion.” It was actively supported by many leading 
agriculturists, who found the expence and delay of 
using Mr. Pusry’s Act a veto upon their proceed- 
ing. The Association is now dissolved, but to the 
zeal of some of its members (among whom were Mr. 
Barrer Dexron and Mr. BartenpEn Ker) may 
be ascribed the present Government measure. An 
amending bill prepared by them was. introduced 
into the House of Commons by Mr. Pusey, in 
July 1844, and was dropped in the following month 
on an understanding that it should be originated in 
the House of Lords under the conduct of the Duke 
of Ricumonp. A select committee was appointed 
before whom evidence was adduced, and by whom 
a report was drawn up, resulting in the Act of last 
session, which effected several important improve- 
ments on the former measure but left its jurisdiction 
still in the Court of Chancery. It would appear 
that the notice of Government was attracted to the 
emanations of this committee, and, satisfied that 
“the great capability of improvement inherent in 
all kinds of land” would afford security to the 
nation for an advance of three millions of the public 
money to a particular class of the community, the 
minister did not hesitate to propose such a step, 
being assured that a reciprocal public advantage 
would be gained in the employment of rural labour 
and in the vast increase of agricultural produce. 

The bill in question deals alike with the owner 
in fee as with the tenant for life, and any landowner 
presenting a case by which it is clear that an im- 
provement in annual value will be effected, exceed- 
ing the amount to be charged on the land, may 
borrow the public money irrespective of his title to 
such land. 

The Inelosure Commissioners being constituted 
the agents for carrying the measure into execution, 
the apprehensions of delay and expence innate to 
the Court of Chancery will not be called forth. 
Other facilities hitherto wanted are here supplied. 

A landowner may obtain advances of money as 
the works proceed, and he will have the advantage 
of the scientific skill of the officers of the commis- 
sion, who will report to the Commissioners from 
time to time, and are required in the first instance 
to certify their opinion of the amount of benefit 
the proposed improvement will afford. Supposing 
the cost of draining an estate to be on the average 
4l. per acre, then the officer of the commission will 
be required to report that in his opinion the land 
will be increased in value 5s. 3d. per acre at least. 
This being done by an indifferent competent person, 
the Government will be secure against an improvi- 
dent use ofthe publie money, and the landowner 
against incautious and unskilful work. The amount 
of rent-charge is fixed at 6/. 10s. for every 100/. ex- 
pended, and the term of years over which this pay- 
ment will extend is ta be 22 years, so that by 44 
half-yearly instalments of 32. 5s., a loan of 1007. 
will be repaid. 

But we think the greatest amount of benefit will 
arise from the enactments in clauses 34, 35, and 37, 
by which it is suggested that any tenant may join 
his landlord in an application to the Commissioners, 
and may render himselfliable to pay the rent-charge 
to the Collector of Assessed Taxes. By this means 
àn active tenant may secure the advantage of bor- 
rowed capital, with no other aid from his absentee 
landlord than an acquiescence in the object sought, 
and an understanding that upon leaving his farm 
before the expiration of the 22 years the tenant 
leaves the land subject to so much additional rent. 
Several tenants, too, may co-operate in one scheme, 

and by an apportionment of the rent-charge, each 
may pay their respective shares. 
We think that the Commissioners! charge for in- 

vestigating and reporting upon the works should be 
charged on the land, and form part of the borrowed 
money, but as we are anxious to have the Bill we 

willraise no objection on this head, which is of minor 
importance, but close our remarks with the hope 

that sufficient has been said to enlist the energies 

of our influential agricultural friends to secure to 
the country. without further delay, this valuable 

measure. 

PRINCIPLES FOR FARMING OF ARABLE 
LAND IN THE SOUTH OF ENGLAND, RECOM- 
MENDED FOR GENERAL CONSIDERATION. 

1. Never to be contented until all your land has been 
trenched and turned over by the plough a foot in depth, 
nor until 

2. The wet land be miade dry by deep draining, and 
consider no land effectually drained unless the 

drains be 4 feet in depth—that is to say, unless the 
water-level be so far below the surface that the corn 
shall have at least a foot of dry earth to root in un- 
affected by capillary attraction of moisture from below, 
and the chill that water nearer to the surface causes ; 
this can be done only by having the drains 4 feet irom 
the surface. 

3. For sowing of spring corn consider the season 
commences with the new year, and have no other fear 
than that of being too late. When the ground is dry 
enough, and fine enough, the sooner it is in the better, 
it will yield more, and the liability to blight or be beaten 
down will be less. 

4. In sowing, drill or dibble all, and have the r 
not nigher than a foot between them, so as to a 
hoeing either by horse or hand, and hand-wee: 
late periods, 

5. Hoe and hand-weed all corn ; let not a weed in 
flower be seen amongst it; ever recollect that weeds 
oceupy space and consume nutriment, displacing corn, 
or robbing the land. 

6. Never sow two crops of one genus in succession ; 
egumes or Pulse may follow Cereal grain, and Cereat 

grain may follow Legumes or Pulse; but never Cere 
after Cereal, or Pulse after Pulse. Recollect Rye. 

is a Cereal plant, and unsuits the land for Wi 
Straw corn. 

7. In apportioning the rate of seed per acre, do not 

lose sight of the bad consequences that must ensue if 

too much be sown. Bear in mind that if so much b 
sown as to produce more plants at first than the sp: 
will afterwards allow to attain maturity, the latter 
growth of the whole will be impeded, and a diseased 
stage will commence and last till harvest as soon as the 
plants cover the ground. 

8. Manure should be applied only to green or cattle 
crops, and never to corn; by giving it to the former 
the earth derives the advantage of the extra dressing 
that the extra growth returns, but when applied to corn 
the earth is so much the more exhausted by the extra 
growth of straw, and frequently, too, the grain is 
thereby positively injured by being beat down and 
blighted in the straw ; it always ismade more hazardous 
by dressing. 

9. Were farmers to buy all their manures they would 
find that the cost of maintaining their land in fair heart 
would be about one pound per aere per annum. T 
quantity of dressing every farm in fair productive cu 
vation will supply of itself if a proper use and econor 
be made of its material to form manure and a due care 
taken of it afterwards, but from misapplieation and 
waste of the straw and fodder and from negligence in 

the preservation of the dung and urine, at least half is 
usually lost; and the arable land of England may thus 
be said to be prejudiced to at least 10s. per acre. 

10. Were no other injury done to the crops by trees and 
hedges in small enclosures than that which arises from 
their mischievous shade and shelter, it would be equi- 
valent to the ordinary rent of such fields, but the 
farmers sustain a further loss in the additional time 
occupied in its tillage by the more frequent stoppages 
and turns they cause, and by the encouragement to 
idleness in the men that their cover afford. I believe 
arable fields with large hedges and hedge-row timber 
round them whose dimensions are under eight acres 
are seldom or ever worth a farmer’s cultivation. I see 
much poor open down land in profitable cultivation, and 
large districts of enclosed land of far better quality 
ruinous to the occupiers, and I have not a doubt that 

to. the difference in the size of the fields this may be 

principally if not entirely traced. — Hewitt Davis, 

3, Fredericks-place, Old Jewry, London. 

ON THOROUGH DRAINING. 

BEING AN ADDRESS TO THE HEXHAM FARMERS’ CLUB, 
By Mr. Grey, of Dilston. 

GrNTLEMEN,—I regret that I should have been so 

much occupied up to this moment, as to have had no 

opportunity of making any arrangement of the subject 

on which I am expected to address you. I must, 

therefore, bespeak your indulgence, if what I may 
say should be found to be, as it doubtless will, less 
correct and concise than if it had been prepared and 

written down, as has been the laudable custom with 

those gentl who have i duced other subjects 

for discussion at your meetings. Most of agriculturists 
are now so well acquainted with tile draining, that it 
is probable much that I shall say may be already 
familiar to you ; but if from the experience which F 
have had in the matter, I should have made observa- 
tions which some of you have not made, or come to 
conclusions different from yours, there may be some 
use in bringing such observations and conclusions un- 
der discussion ; for, in my opinion, the information 
which is elicited by after discussion in such meetings 
as this, is frequently more important than that which 

is derived from any single address. First, then, allow 

me to make a few remarks on the utility of draining 

land thoroughly. So much of the land of this country 

lies on a retentive subsoil, causing in it a great degree 
of humidity and coldness, that the portion which is na- 

ees 
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turally so dry and open as not to be improved by drain- 
ing, is the exception to the general rule. 

To obtain good crops from such land is always a 
matter of uncertainty. A wet spring delays the sow- 

ing to a late period; orif the weather be tempting for 

sowing, and storms of rain or snow should interrupt the 

operation, as was the ease this year, such land has small 

chance to recover the injury it sustains during the re- 

mainder of the season ; but admitting the seed time to be 

good, and the crop toa certain period to be flourishing, a 
fortnight of wet. and cold weather any time during the 
summer, cuts down the fair prospect, and leaves a thin 
and unproductive crop for the harvest. Such was the 
ease, many of you will remember, in the high and cold 
districts of this county four or five years ago ; up tothe 
end of June the crop was'most promising, a succession of 
heavy rains then came on, the ground was saturated 
with wet, the corn became yellow, and by degrees 
thinner and thinner, till, ere harvest, the crop con- 
sisted more of Thistles and weeds than grain. Against 
such contingencies, thorough draining is the only se- 
eurity ; by means of it, an earlier seed time, as well as 
an earlier harvest, is obtained ; the average produce of 
the land is greatly increased, in many cases it is 
doubled, and the expense of working it is immensely 
lessened. Every one accustomed to cultivate heavy and 
undrained soils, knows the injury which his fallow sus- 
tains by one ploughing before it be sufficiently dry, or 
by a heavy fall of rain directly after ploughing, and 
how much labour is required to recover it from that 
injury, if it can be done at all, during that season. 

When, then, I hear tenants remark upon the ex- 
pense of bringing tiles to drain a field, I tell them to 
think of the future labour which the dryness and con- 
sequent friability of the soil after draining, will save 
them ; more perhaps in one year of fallow than all the 
carting of tiles, with the certainty of a much better crop 
to boot. 

So far I have alluded to corn crops, but in our days 
the root erops have grown into an importance almost 
greater than those of corn, especially on soils of inferior 
quality. It becomes, then, a great desideratum to sub- 
stitute Turnips for naked fallows, in all possible cases, 
and this thorough draining enables us in a great mea- 
sure to do. I have seen a field which, previous to 
draining, never was thought capable of growing Tur- 
nips, produce a erop the year after being drained, 
which was sold, for eating on the land, at 6l. per acre ; 
and the produce ofthe Barley crop in the succeeding 
year was the double of whatit had ever been known 
to grow before, thus returning the entire cost of drain- 
ing in those two seasons ; but on land less unfavourable, 
and on whieh Turnips have hitherto been eultivated, 
though at great risk from wet seasons, the advantage 
of draining is found, imits easier and earlier cultivation, 
in the greater certainty of its produee, the ease and 
comparatively small injury which attends the removal 
of the crop from the field, and the increased benefit 
derived both by the land and the stock, if consumed 
on the ground. Every one knows how much better 
sheep thrive on dry than damp land, and how much 
less waste of food is occasioned. But itis not to til- 
lage lands only that the benefit of drainiug is confined. 
I know a rough ox pasture for which an allowance for 
draining was made by the landlord, but which did not 
finish the job, and a part is left yet undone by the 
tenant. The part which was first drained comes earlier 
and affords a full bite to cattle three or four weeks 
sooner than the other, and is besides so much sweeter 
and more nutritious, that they are constantly upon it 
and never upon the other, till necessity compels them. 
By abstracting the water, the coarse and aquatic plants 
are destroyed, and agairt succeeded by Grasses of finer 
quality and earlier growth, by which means the value 
of the pasture is much increased. 

The beneficial effects of rain in promoting vegetation 
are too well known and too obvious to require remark ; 
every shower conveys a portion of ammonia from the 
atmosphere to the earth, and communicates a fertilising 
property. It is only when the land is saturated with it, 
and when, instead of passing through, it remains in it, 
till abstracted by evaporation, that it becomes per- 
nieious. The most intense cold is produced by a pro- 
cess of evaporation, and if water falling upon land with 
a retentive subsoil is left till it be removed by that 
means, which in winter is very slow, the earth is 
starved, and the plants it contains frequently perish, 
or, as is the ease with Wheat, lose their hold, and are 
thrown out by frost, By draining thoroughly, we make 
the rain our friend, and not our enemy ; we take all 
the benefit, and avoid the injury. Itisnot, however, only 
daring winter that superabundant moisture in the land is 
pernicious ; its effects are equally injurious in the 
drought of summer. We see the strong soils which 
in winter were saturated with water, in the drought of 
summer beeome hard, impervious and unmanageable ; 
cracked it may be with large fissures, but baked together, 
So as to exclude all the beneficial influences of the at- 
mosphere, The same effect is produced in hard frost ; 
let any man attempt to push his walking stick into such 
land at such a time, and he finds it bound in a coat of 
iron, while that which had been rendered dry and 
friable by draining, is still loose and pervious. One 
obvious effect of water lodging in the soil is, the exclu- 
sion of air ; but as the water is drawn off by draining, 
the air immediately takes its place, and intermixing 

depth, charged as it always is with some degree of mois- 
ture, that dry and loamy land is found to resist drought 
better than wet and adhesive clays. [Mr. Grey then 
went into a curious and interesting dissertation on the 
principle of atmospheric pressure, showing its effects on 
all external objects, its tendency to insinuate air into 
the ground and occupy the place of water, and even aid 
in expelling it ; and illustrated its effects as needful to 
the human body, by relating a cireumstance which 
occurred to the celebrated travellers Humboldt and 
Bonpland, who, when taking observations at a great 
elevation on the Cordillera mountains, found the air so 
rarefied as to make breathing painful, and at length to 
cause the blood to flow from their eyes and ears, the 
external pressure being no longer equal to counteract 
the internal impetus of the heart. Apologising for the 
digression, Mr. G. proceeded. ] 

aving said thus much on the utility of draining, 
allow me now to make some remarks upon the mode of 
carrying it into effect. The first thing, and that is of 
essential importance in setting out drains, is to secure a 

clear’ outfall for the water which is to be discharged 
from them. I have seen much injury and loss sustained 
by allowing’ the drainage of a field to be emptied into 
an open ditch with little declivity, while by negligence 
in allowing Grass and weeds to obstruct its course, the 

ends of the drains were sanded up and rendered useless; 
it is much safer to incur the expense of conveying the 

water in a covered drain till a clear outlet can be found 

for it, Another thing to be especially avoided is the 

laying of tile-drains through a hedge, that they may be 

emptied into a ditch on the opposite side. 
The roots of trees have a great tendency to insinuate 

themselves into the eavity of drains, and to run along 

them to a great extent; the rootiof the Ash is espe- 

cially pernicious in this way. I have seen drains which 

had been run across a hedgerow with Ash-trees in it, 

which stopped running, and on taking up the tiles they 

were found tobe filled with the roots of the trees, which 

were grown over with a hairy-looking vegetable sub- 

stance resembling a badger’s tail, and had entirely 

stopped the circulation of water, and spoiled the drains 

for a considerable distance from the fence. But I would 

not only avoid placing drains in a hedge—I would also 

keep them in general, and as much as possible: off the 

headlands, in tillage fields. It is, I see, a common 

practice to run the carry drain along the headland ; 

my objection to that is, that the headland is travelled 

upon by corn-carts and dung-carts, and is turned upon 

in ploughing, so that drains are in much greater danger 

of being broken in or disturbed, or so pressed into hol- 

lows that sand may filter into them, than when laid 

across the ends of the ridges 2 or 3 yards above the 
headland furrow. 

I would also recommend in draining that the drains 

of every field be laid down upon a plan when finished, 

so that no difficulty may afterwards be found, in case of 

stoppage or inefficiency, in going directly to the spot. 

Then, with regard to the depth of drains, a subject 

of much diseussion and controversy, I am of opinion, 
and that opinion has not been formed without much 

observation, that we have wasted a good deal of money, 
and a great many tiles, by laying them too near the 

surface. The tendency of water is downward, and the 

nearer its d d course app to the perpen- 

dicular, the quicker will be its escape. It follows, then, 

that it will find its way more quickly to a drain of 3 or 
4 feet deep than of 2 feet. And in fact, in the case of 

drains only 20 inches or 2 feet deep, and 20 feet apart, 
the water from the middle of the interval must have a 

course so nearly horizontal as to be very slow in its pro- 
gress, and to expose the land to. wetness for a consider- 

able time. The theory of deep drains is this, that by 

abstracting the water and admitting air instead, the 

soil (but especially tne clay), contracts to the depth at 
which the water is drawn off ; and in contraeting, small 
fissures or veins are formed, which serveas channels for 

the water to reach the bottom of the drain. To leave 

theory, however, as we are all practical people here, I 
will tell you what I have seen myself :—A field had been 

drained at the depth of 2 feet from oneside to the other; 

still, as it did not produce the effect of drying the land so 
quickly as had been expected, the owner had a few 
drains cut here and there at a depth of 4 feet. After a 

heavy rain, I along with others went to examine the 

field ; we found a small run of muddy water from some 

of the shallow drains; but a copious one of clear water 

from all the deeper ones, showing that in its descent to 
them, it had not robbed the soil of any of its finest parts, 
as was the case in the shallow drains, and that it was 

escaping much faster from the land. You will find it 
also recorded, from most authentic information, in the 

“Journal of the Agricultural Society,” that the water 
drawn from an acre of land in an hour, drained ata 
depth of 4 feet, was one-third more than from another 
adjoining acre, with 2 feet drains; and that the run 
began sooner, after the fall of rain, in the deeper drains, 
and of course also ceased sooner, than in the shallow 
ones. My own opinion is, that in hardly any case 
should tiles be laid at a less depth than 3 feet, but that 
in many cases 4 feet would be preferable. The expense 
should be estimated more by the efficiency of the opera- 
tion than the outlay of money ; but even in respect of 
expense the balance is in favour of deep draining ; for, 
if drains 3 feet deep and 30 feet apart are more effica- 
cious than those of 2 feet deep and 20 feet apart, the 

with the particles of soil, communicates to it that | former comes cheaper by the acre, as there is only one 
divisibility and mellowness to which farmers give the | foot more of soil to remove in the deeper drains than 
term of friability. 

Itis from the admission of atmospheric air to a greater 
in the shallower, against which is to be set the saving 

in the purchase and carting of one-third of the tiles. 

It is, of course, impossible that one rule cau. be appli 
cable to all situations. Much must be left in every case 
to the kind of subsoil which is met with ; in some places’ 
seams of sand are found intersecting beds of clay, and’ 
then probably one deep drain may lay a whole acre 
dry better than many shallow ones would. There is 
one description of subsoil common in this county, in 
which I think it may be advisable to make the drains 
frequent and shallow rather than deep and more dis- 
tant; because it is so firm and hard that I believe no 
cracking or contraction will take place in it so as to 
allow water to descend ; on which account the best way 
probably is just to dig through the soil, and lay the tile 
into a groove cut in the subsoil. This subsoil we call 
Moorband (in other parts it is called Pan), and is a con- 
eretion of gravel and clay with oxide of iron, so har 
that it is searcely possible to break it up.* 

One thing I have omitted to remark, and that is, that 
in making drainsit is desirable that they should be done 
as much as may be in the spring, or in dry weather, 
when bottomed out—care being always taken to lay the 
tiles or pipes level, and directly opposite each other; 
let them be covered just so much with clay, taken from 
the bottom of the drain, as to keep them safe, and then 
leave the drains open fer as long a time as may be con- 
venient for working the land ; because the volume of 
air whieh in this way has access to the drain is so much 
greater than that which ean pass through the tile or 
pipe, that the contraction of the soil or elay takes place 
more rapidly, and the drains come so much sooner into 
full action. 

Then as to the tile or pipe which it is advisable to 
use—for a long time we used tiles of unnecessary size, 
and in many situations those tiles could not be used with 
safety without soles, which became very expensive—of 
late years pipes have been substituted for tiles, and are; 
I think, in every respect deserving a preference; I 
prefer them because they are safer against stoppage 
stronger, more durable, and more economical. The 
circular shape is that which in all sewers, and carries 
of water, is found to be least liable to be stopped up, 
because the current is always deepest and strongest in 
the centre, into which every substance that comes must 
fall and be carried off, whereas a flat bottom admits of 
deposits and accumulations which the shallow eurrent 
cannot always remove. Pipes are less apt to be sanded 
p on this account than tiles in flat ground, and om 

steep hill sides they are safer, as, when once fixed, the 
current cannot displace or undermine them. They are 
stronger of necessity, by the equal pressure upon the 
circle, which any one may prove for himself, I lately 
broke several tiles with my hands at a tile kiln, while É 
stood and jumped upon pipes of the same clay without 

effect ; and they are more economical, because they are 
cheaper to purchase, and a cart carries a much greater 
number. It is objected to pipes that they may roll 
aside when laid ‘into the drain, and the end of one may 
not be exactly opposite the end of the next ; but then 
it may be objected that careless workmen may spoil 
any job, and unquestionably all kinds of draining require 
attention and nicety in the execution. Admitting this 
as an objection, however, I think it is fully obviated by 
the kind of pipe now made at Whittonstall, and at other 
places in this district, which, while it preserves the cir- 
cular form for the water, is attached to a flat bottom, 
which keeps its place in the drain as steadily as any- 
thing of the kind can do, a specimen of whieh I expected 
to have found here, but it has not made its way into 
the room. Such pipes of various bore can be made 
from 16s. to 20s. per 1000. 

I think, gentlemen, I have now noticed most of the 
points whieh are important in connexion with this highly 
interesting subject—a subject which is now oceupyin 
much capital, and giving employment to a multitude 0! 
hands in the agricultural districts, and which is destined» 
I believe, to render the produce of our soil much more 
certain than heretofore, and greatly to increase its avet- 
age annual amount. Thereis yet one thing in connexio® 
with draining, and especially when it is accompanied by 
subsoil ploughing, which perhaps you will allow me tO 
advert to, and that is the depth to which plants will 
send their roots in search of nourishment, if not impeded 
by impervious subsoils, and by water which is pernicious 
to them. I recollect to have seen in Bamburgh Caste 
some stalks of Wheat which were placed there, I believs 

by the late Lord Barrington, whose roots had penetrate? 
to upwards of 8 feet below the surface of the ground H 
they had been got, I think, by breaking in the edge ©. 
2 quarry near which the Wheat was growing, ant 
which had found means to penetrate its open soil. The 
extent to which the Fern pushes its roots, far exceeding. 
the height of its stem, may have been remarked by most 
of you on a steep bank or by the side of a brook 5 se 
find the roots of trees, too, pushing outwards into 
soil, to the great -obstruction of the plough, as far d 
their tops rise into the air. If then this be the natur 

tendency of plants, there can be no doubt that in ro- 

portion as we draw off the stagnant water by e 
draining, and make the land permeable to atmosphex! 
influence, and. accessible to the roots of plants, in ii 
like proportion shall we increase its productive pon 
—while by lessening the evaporation, and ridding 8 
earth of noxious vapours, we shall contribute mater? a 
to the warmth, dryness, and salubrity of our atmo” 

g 

* ANALYSIS or MOORBAND. z E 

From Flodden Field. From Milfield Plain. 
4 Oxideofiron  .. 34 parts. | Oxideofiron + 43. parts- 

BR e dene et, ett eee en » 
Alumina (clay) .. 6  ,, 2 
Water and loss .. 6 ,, n 
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Sphere. 1 now beg to thank you, gentlemen, for the 
Very attentive hearing with which you have favoured 
me,in an address which may have appeared to you 
rather desultory, and ifany one has objections to make 
to my statements, or explanations to ask for, I shall be 
most ready to attend to him. 

. À question was asked by Mr. Stephenson as to the 
Size of pipes which Mr. Grey deemed sufficient to con- 
tain the water from drains 30 to 33 feet apart. 

Mr. Grey: I consider pipes of one inch diameter 
generally sufficient—more, indeed, than ever will be 
filled ; look a the quantity of water vented by a lead 
Pipe of much smaller dimensions in your stable yard ; 
ut it is an object to admit air as well as to convey 

Water, and therefore I am not strenuous for very small 
Pipes, that is more a question of economy, If your 

ains are say 300 yards long, begin with 1-inch pipes 
for 100 yards, then take 1} inch, and so go on increas- 
ing as you approach the outlet; and your carry drain 
May he made of a single large pipe or of three smaller 
Ones, two side by side, and one above them, which makes 
à safe and excellent main drain ; the top pipe, however, 
eng seldom needed. 
Mr, Smith inquired if Mr. Grey would recommend to 

Put small stones over the pipes, or straw, or any other 
Substance, 
Mr. Grey said the object was to draw the water, not 

along the surface and down into the top of the drain, 
ut by a downward fall through the soil into the bottom 
of the drain, when it would insinuate itself into the 
Joints of the tiles or pipes ; he therefore considered that 
the firmest stuff was best for the top of the pipe. He 
disliked to see straw carried out for that purpose, because 
itrobbed the fold-yard and the dung-heap, and did as 
6 thought, no good, He had had occasion to drain a 

800d deal of thin moorish land, where. it was necessary 
9 cut through a sharp yellow sand; he had laid 
ü eather, which is a very imperishable article, on the 
;.68 in that case, to prevent the sand from being washed 
Into them, 
E Another question was. then asked, as to the direction 
U which drains ought to be laid, whether directly up- 
Wards ov in a slanting direction. 

r. Grey replied, that he considered all drains ought 
to be laid perpendicularly and at right angles to the in- 

eṣ for in that way, the strata as they erop out, are 
Qut through, and the water they contain is immediately 
discharged into the drains ; whereas, in the old way of 
laying the drains obliquely, they frequently ran along 
in beds of clay, drying only a yard or two in their im- 
Mediate vicinity, but without abstracting the water 
Which was proving injurious to the land. 
momo further discussion took place among several 
embers, when Mr. Grey stated that having an engage- 

Propo, A vote of thanks to Mr. Grey was then 
adim by Mr. Trotter, seconded by Mr. Lee, and 
P ed by acclamation. 

rag ioe the chairman’s departure, it was unanimously 
a O!ved that a deputation should wait upon him with a 
equest that he would allow his address to be printed 

and Circulated among the members of the club, subject 
tohis revision and correction, for which purpose the 
Hotes taken by the Secretary and others were placed in 
is hands, 

ON THE DRILL HUSBANDRY OF TURNIPS. 
i (Continued from p. 484.) 

S Tar drill we use is one manufactured by Messrs. 
qot of Peasenhall, Suffolk. It is made for sowing 

Tows of corn, 6. inches apart, either with or without 
Iilverised manures, and we ean set it to drill 4 rows of 
Unips 173 inches wide. All lever drills should be of 

mee Sizes as will admit of being converted to sow equal 
qunbers of rows of Turnips, viz., two, four, six, or 
ae t, as the manure boxis divided in the centre to 
Dr in distributing it equally, for it is evident if there 
Rod be an odd number of coulters at work, say five, 
oth, of them would be depositing as much manureas the 

wet three, There is just one deficiency in those 
Wane’, if not distinetly named in ordering them, viz., the 

t of an extra set of levers with wider manure tubes 
ha Using in the Turnip sowing, and furnished also with 
separate small tubes and coulters for depositing the 
01 apart from the manure. In pouring down 50 or 

tubes els of ashes or other manure per acre, if the 

ied choking ; this causes a stop to clean out the 
) 

Pd a And if, as is usual with many Suffolk- 
tte drills, the seed is deposited through the same 
I en With the manure, the row is without seed. This 
depoa aT to bean imperfect and dangerous mode of 
Pac Siting the seed. In the first place it is better to be 
TS Over the manure than mixed among it; and, 
b ndly, when put in with the manures, it is frequently 
faye » because in depositing these it is necessary to 
cout; them 2 inches under the surface, consequently the 

ter Performing this work goes to the bottom of the 
the ae and must deposit some of the manure, and also 
these d perhaps 3, 34, or even 4 inches deep. And at 
t th atter depths I am convinced the greater part 
having Seed never brairds. I proved this in 1835, 
Ares s with a hired drill of this description sowed six 
Ales Swedes on the 26th May with bone manure, 
atq, "8 3 Ibs. seed per acre, the land being very dry 
lant, time. T jooked and looked in vain for a sufficient 
oun, d E after waiting until the first week in July, I 

sad there wag nothing to produce one-sixth of a crop ; 
ng the case I'determined to plough up ‘one halt} 8 bei 

the piece, and sow common Reds and Whites, and the, so busily engaged in protecting themselves by leases, 
other half I re-sowed with some sorts on the same day, 
wishing to give what few Swedes there were a chance. 
This drilling was done across the Jine of the Swede 
drills. On ploughing up the other half of the ground, 
to my surprise I found a great quantity of the seed had 
shot out stems 3 or 4 inches long, but had curled 
and twined about stones and clods; and, in fact, 
did not appear to know which crevice was the way to 
the surface ; there was also plenty of seed lying whole, 
and very probably, like Charlock-seed, would have lain 
sound there for many years, and only have vegetated 

b when brought near the surface by some q 

&e., a very proper mode of proceeding if the question is 
not taken partially but in all its bearings, including 
the interests of every one engaged in agriculture, viz. 
landlord, tenant, and labourer. A man rents a farm, 
and expects to obtain it on such terms that he may be 
enabled to make under ordinary tillage, three rents, 
or nearly so—one for the owner of the property, one 
to pay the expences, and one as profit for himself, as a. 
remuneration for his skill; number two rent giving 
him a per centage for capital laid out in stock, &e.; 
which is recoverable again on his leaving his farm, 
making all for wear and tear of carts and other 

effort of the plough. The braird in this case was evi- 
dently obstructed to such a degree as to cause the loss 
of the crop of Swedes, and asthe manure was deposited 
from 2} to 33, and may be at some soft places 
4 inches deep, the seed, of course, was equally deep, 
and therefore buried. From this moment I saw the 
advantage in having a drill on the farm, in order to sow 
as fast as the land was: ploughed, and that.it should be 
fitted up as the one we now use, with extra coulters, 
having large tubes for manure, and separate small 
tubes and small coulters for the seed. That part of 
the field whieh was ploughed up and re-sown with the 
common Turnip proved a very good regular crop, while 
the other part drilled among the straggling Swedes was 
irregular in plant as well as in size. 

To return to our process, and mode of sowing: the 
manureis brought to the field in carts, or waggons, and 
placed in. proper situations for the drill drawing along- 
Side for getting filled. Three horses, two men, and a 
boy are required for our drill, and an active fellow with 
a large shovel, to throw in the manure, is necessary 
when it is sown in large quantities. It is equally as 
imp to have a painstaking person to lead the drill 
as to manage it ; indeed, the true and steady conducting 
of the machine is more difficult to acquire than the 
management of the machinery, and in order to give the 
leader a guide to keep him straight. I always drill the 
same way the land has been ploughed, so that when a 
new breadth is taken on, the driver commences it by 
leading the horses along a perfectly straightfurrow,and 
this is done every 30 yards, thus getting rid of any twists 
and imperfections he may have got involved with in last 
breadth. As the drill proceeds onwards, the manure 
coulter, being pretty large, throws up the mould at each 
side, the greater part of which rapidly falls back in its 
place, as the coulter passes along, and in so doing inter- 
mixes with the manure as it pours down the tubes, and, 
for the most part, overlies or covers it 1 or 2 inches 
deep ; consequently, the great bulk of the manure is 
placed 14 to 34 inches under the surface. 

. In the levers, and some 12 or 15 inches behind the 
manure coulters, small ones are fixed to deposit the 
seed which descends through small tubes thereto from 
the eup apparatus ; these are so regulated as to place 

implements. It may be denied that farmers receive 
three rents. Well, supposing the actual sale of corn 
and animals comes short of the olden times of high 
prices; to make up the deficiency we must take into 
the aecount—house almost rent free [Was it not so in 
“olden time,” then 2], if not quite so ; provisions home- 
made, saving the extra expense of the butcher’s, baker’s, 
&e., profit on articles which must otherwise be pur- 
chased from the shops, such asbacon, cheese, milk, bread, 
&c. [You cannot suppose these to make up for any de= 
ficiency, because all these advantages have existed all 
along, and are considered in the rent.] Now this, itap- 
pears, will cover what might fall short of the three rents, 
and proves that the palmy days under the ancient system 
of careless tillage were yet more profitable to the tenant 
than was imagined. Fortunes have been acquired in 
farming, by the possession of large tracts of land at 
almost a nominal rent, providing pasturage for animals: 
at a small cost of labour exclusively to the advantage of 
the tenant. This plan cannot be deemed an equitable- 
arrangement, and can only have been tolerated in the: 
ignorance of the value of scientific knowledge as applied 
to the soil and manner of breeding and feeding stock. 
A change is being gradually developed ; the landlord is 
beginning to find out his land has been underlet [7], from 
the absence of eapital amongst his tenants, preventing 
the employment of sufficient labour. The farmer is 
becoming aware of how much he has lost by adhering 
to customs which had nothing to recommend them, ex- 
cepting their antiquity. Now, with a better spirit 
growing up between the principals, let us hope the 
workmen, who are the real source of wealth to the 
farmer, will not be overlooked, and kept at the lowest: 
rate of wages. It should be the object of agrieulturists 
to bind their servants to them by the ties of affection 
and esteem, and not force them, from the fear of 
starvation, to toil ten hours a day under a broiling sun 
for a pittance, amounting in fine weather, to 8s. a week 5: 
in some rural districts it may be a little more, but 
totally inadequate to raise the condition of the poor 
labourer, or even keep him and his family from positive 
want. Hence, poaching, petty thefts, idle ill-bred: 
children, and a host of other things, calamitous in 
themselves, and entailing on the next generation a 
workin ity having no sympathy with their em= the seed from 1 to lj inches deep; but, it 

happens, from the constant and every varying perpen- 
dicular action of the levers, that the seed coulters do 
not always touch the ground ; nevertheless, I never 
found any irregularity in plant from this circumstance, 
as the action of the manure coulter creates a hollow 
into which the seed is sure to be dropped, and the roller 
which immediately follows the drill naturally crushes 
down the sides, and forms a covering, in my opinion, 
quite sufficient for the safety of the seed. a 
adopted this plan for several years, and have always had 
a full, regular, and even plant in every instance, As 
the rows are mueh closer on the flat than by the ridge 
system, I always sow 3 lbs. of seed per acre. Every 
operation is done in dry weather, and, I need searcely 
add, that the same process is adopted with every variety 
of Turnip. As already noticed, a one-horse roller 
closely follows the drill, and so soon as a sufficient 
breadth is finished I make it go across the drilling also ; 
preferring this plan much to putting on light harrows 
after the drill, feeling convinced that that process 
scatters the seed from the manure, makes it braird in a 
wide ill-defined row, and thereby delays the first hoeing 
for days, a matter of vast importance on this farm, and 
on all those dry thin lands we have been so frequent 
alluding to, being infested beyond description with the 
seeds of Mustard, Charlock, and other annual weeds, 
which will not be got rid of until the present careless 
and imperf&ct mode of preparing the land, and the still 
more inefficient and wretched hoeing which the broad- 
cast system has established, are displaced by modes 
more likely to produce and perfect a crop of Turnips, 
and at the same time thoroughly cleanse the land. It 
would be well for England if the landlords were to make 
every farmer pay double rent on ail lands on which he 
grows Turnips broadeast ; there cannot be any excuse 
now for persevering in this ancient and slovenly mode 
of trying to grow Turnips, as drills ean be readily hired 
in every part of the country. Some may think the 
seed will not be properly covered without a harrow, or 
something else following the drill, and before the roller ; 
to such E would say again, that there will be no danger. 
And if anything is applied, it should only be a hurdle 
with a few small thorn or other branches drawn into it. 
— W. Fernie, Manchester. 

E! [3 

Home Correspondence. 
Renis.—1t may be considered a bold assertion to 

state that tenants “do not.pay their landlords rent 

for their farms." This is the opinion of a clever writer, 

supported by fair argument, and may be worth in- 

quiring into at the present moment, when tenants are 

ployers, treating them as Egyptian task-masters rather 
than the natural protectors placed over them by a kind 
Providence. The responsibility of a master to a 
* Higher Power” for his conduct towards those who- 
serve him is great in the extreme, but too little thought 
of when weighed in the balance against gain. Farmers 
often eomplain of paying rates, beeause, as they say, 
they keep so many men on their farms who must other- 
wise fall on the parish. Is this done out of the pure 
love of charity? We fear not, and a rainy day will 
answer the question. When a man is dismissed, be- 
cause his time cannot be profitably occupied, showing: 
that the hands busily engaged on a farm are expected 
to return à per centage something like cent. per cent. 
for their scanty wages. If the.men were better paid 
it is all right that they should contribute by laying out 
their capital (sinews, bone, and health) for the publie 
good ; but at the same time, their own advantage should 
not beforgotten. Money may be placed either in thefunds: 
or laid out in many other speculations, and may be handed 

down to children ; but if the poor man’s strength fails. 
him, and the per centage on his only hope barely keeps 

him and his family alive, when in full vigour, what is 
to become of him in sickness? that which he abomi- 

nates; that whieh must not only degrade him in his 

own eyes, but almost break his heart to feel himself 
reduced to claim assistance from the workhouse, be ad- 

vertised as a pauper, and publicly branded with this, to: 
an independent spirit, offensive appellation. From 
various circumstances over which the landlords and 
tenants have control, our well-conducted and long- 
enduring agricultural population are becoming a difer- 
ent class of persons to what they used to be; they 
deeply feel whilst everything around them is advancing,. 

they rather decline in comforts and. respectability (not: 
from any faults of their own, they are as ready as ever 
to toil). The labourer knows that there is plenty of 
work if the farmers choose to cultivate the land as it 
ought to be; and they must, in the long run, be com- 
pelled to greater exertion by raising their rents. This- 
may seem an odd remedy ; however the apathetic must 
be stimulated by a little wholesome compulsion. 
should many acres remain almost unproductive which 
might be made to feed thousands? Allotments pay 
more than double the rent of similar land let to a far- 
mer, and only separated by a ditch. If land can be 
thus rendered so much more valuable by the personal. 
labour of an individual unassisted by eapital, what may 
not be accomplished by both combined? And how is it 
that farmers are so much (apparently) behind their 

labourers in the knowledge of agriculture? This ques~ 
tion might suggest itself to a mere observer who took 
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no further trouble to inquire into the matter. The 
enigma is not so difficult to solve, but the present letter 
is already too long to admit of a further trespass on the 
columns of the Chronicle. I will therefore merely add, 
that my sole object in putting pen to paper is for the 
benefit of agriculturists in general. Many may differ 
in opinion with me, and I shall be happy to have the 
dvantage of their experi to assist me in correcting 

any errors I may have fallen into. — Falcon. 

Potato Disease.—I have lately dug Potatoes in my 
garden which turn out perfectly sound; the sort is 
White Quarrys ; they were planted in autumn, the sets 
being selected from among diseased tubers. I have 
also been digging white Kidney Potatoes for the past 
fortnight, without being able to discover the least 
symptom of disease ; they, too, were planted in autumn, 
A drill planted with diseased tubers are as good as an 
in the garden, extending a foot on each side of the 
drill and coming into blossom, but it remains to be 
proved whether the produce will be sound or not. The 
following facts may, in some measure, account for the 
rumours which have appeared in regard to the re- 
currence of our old friend the disease of last season :— 
Several of {my neighbours had early Potatoes, which, 
before the great drought of June, were as fine as any 
in the country, but suddenly they began to decay, the 
lower leaves falling off, and some of the plants dying 
altogether. At first I imagined that this was the dis- 
ease, but on examining the young tubers they were 
found to be healthy but stunted, the soil about them 
being as hard as a road. The symptoms, too, were dif- 
ferent from those of last year, the first attack being 
#1en made on the tops of the leaves; in this instance, 
however, the bottom leaves are those that are first 
Affected ; on the return of rain, however, the plants re- 
covered, and any of the leaves which had not assumed 
a yellow appearance are at present green and healthy. 
Ishould remark, that growing side by side with them, 
were fine healthy plants, which received no check ; but 
those that died were on a gravelly subsoil, which I 
think sufficiently accounts for the disaster. Even 
Privet in a hedge along the side of the Potatoes was, if 
possible, worse than they. The garden is on the side of 
a stream, the hedge in question being the only division 
between them, and as far as the gravel extended the Po- 
tatoes were decayed. If your correspondents from 
Cork and Inch examine more closely they will, I 
imagine, find something in the above to account for the 
appearance of which they speak.—J. K. C., County 
Waterford, Ireland, July 3.——1 am happy to say that 
the Potato crops in general never looked better 
(although the system of farming all kinds of crops in 
this part of the country is wretched). Iam now digging 
as fine Potatoes as I ever saw ; they were planted last 
October, not a diseased tuber can I find amongst them. 
They are of the sort called Early Glasgows; and they 
well-deserve the aame of ‘early, as some other kinds, 
planted at the same time in the same sort of soil and 
situation, have not yet formed a tuber. My mode of 
planting was in drills 3 feet apart. The ground got a 
good coat of lime before being dug, the sets were 
then laid on the surface, and the mould drilled over 
them; by this mode the plants are raised aboye the 
bottoms of the drills, and lie quite dry early in April. 

e crowns were raked off the drills, and when the 
plants were sufficiently high they were moulded up. 
planted other crops in February, which is early for 
Planting in the open ground. The autumn planted ones 
are far more advanced, but all are quite healthy, as are 
also a quantity of seedlings sown in April and May. 
should add the seed Potatoes were limed, all of them; 
and those kept for spring planting were packed in peat 
in pits.—John J. Geoghegan, Tipperary, July 1. 
Since we have had showers of rain the disease 
has appeared amongst my Potatoes in several 
quarters so visibly that some of my neighbours who 
thought that too much had been sai ipeeti: 

= 

The Marquis of Bute, K. T., was elected a Governor, 
and the following gentlemen members of the Society :— 

Pugh, William Buckley, Pattrington, Hull 
Orde, Charles William, Nunnykirk, Morpeth 
Wakley, James, Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
Day, John Woodhouse, Pelaw-house, Durham 
Adams, Thomas, Albion-terrace, South-Shields 
Chambers, George, High Green, Shefüel 
Archbold, John, Riffington, Berwick-upon- Tweed 
Parker, Samuel Walker, Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
Embleton, Robert, Embleton, Alnwick 
Southern, George William, Kibblesworth, Gateshead 
Mellar, John, Queen-square, Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
Liddell, Henry George, Eslington-house, Whittingham 
Crawhall, Joseph, Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
Barkus, William, sen., Coxhoe, Durham 
Nicholson, John, Shotley-bridge, Durham. 
Wood, Nicholas, Killingworth, Newcastle-upon- Tyne 
Annandale, Peter, Shotley Grove, Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
Hovill, J. R., Soham, Cambridgeshire 
Allhusen, Christian, Elswick House, Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
Allsop, Thomas, Ridge Green, Reigate, Surrey 
Touseman, John, M.D., Barras Bridge, Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
Blenkensop, John, Slake House, South Shields 
Morton, W. J. T., Lecturer on Chemistry, Royal Veterinary 

College 
Cooper, Thomas H., Lecturer on Botany, Agricultural School, 

Hoddesden 
Petre, Hon. Frederick, Writtle Park Farm, Essex 
Tower, Colonel Henry, Elamore Hall, Durham 
Greenwell, Wm. Thomas, Lanchester Ford, Durham 
Hutchinson, John, Low Waskerley Farm, Shotley Bridge, 

'urham 

Taylor, John Parker, Treeton, Rotherham 
Wilson, Ralph, Grey-street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
Maynard, J. €., Harlsey Hall, Northallerton, Yorkshire 
Standish, W, Standish, Duxbury’Park, Chorley, Lancashire. 
The names of 14 Members for election at the next 

meeting were then read. 
YBRIDISED WuEat.—The Hon R. H. Curve, M.P., 

laid before the Council a.communication with which he 
had been favoured by Dr. Lindley, in reference to a 
decisive result obtained by Mr. Maund, of Bromsgrove, 

hire (the well-l editor of a periodieal 
work entitled the “Botanic Garden"), by crossing 
Egyptian Cone with an English Red Wheat, and thus 
produeing a beardless Wheat ; for *although," as Dr. 
Lindley observes, * there is not at present any proof of 
what the quality of this eross may be, yet it shows that 
corn is as open to improvement as any other plant, and 
that I take to be a highly important fact. All such 
attempts deserve encouragement ; if the Royal Agricul- 
tural Society were to take up this matter in good earnest, 
and to offer such prizes as will induce intelligent men 
with the necessary leisure and opportunity, to give it 
their serious attention, important results might be ob- 
ained.” 
Mr. Crivr then introduced Mr. Maun to the Presi- 

dent and Council, when that gentleman exhibited the 
various specimens of Wheat connected with his experi- 
ments, and detailed the progress of his operations in 
effecting the cross in question between different kinds 
of Wheat, for the purpose of producing the artificial 
fertilisation required, These specimens exhibited the 
varieties between the Oxford Red and the Donna Maria 
White Wheat, as well as those between the Egyptian 
Cone and the Oxford Red. In the produce of the latter 
cross, some of the ears had awns while others were 
without them. Mr, Maund stated that the new varie- 
ties thus obtained in his experiments appeared to pos- 
sess great luxuriance and promise of fertility. He 
thought it not unlikely that eventually not only any 
given external character intermediate between those of 
the Wheats selected for the occasion may be obtained, 
but that the chemical nature of the grain may be 
favourably influenced for any given purpose required. 

The Presipent on the part of the Council having then 
expressed to Mr. Maund the thanks which the Council, 
on the motion of the Duke of Richmond, seconded by 
Sir Robert Price, had voted to him for his attention in 
submitting to them his interesting and valuable results, 
requested that he would prepare for the Journal Com- 
mittee, in the course of the autumn, a detailed statement of hi E 

g 
the reappearance of the malady, were readily convinced 
to the contrary ; especially when I showed them Po- 
tatoes going to decay. As some of my early sorts were 
nearly ripe I have dug them up, for Ithink let the case 
be as it may, that they are better out of the ground 
than in it ; and I trust that the warning in last week's 
Paper will be attended to.—J. Wighton. The dis- 
ease has made its appearance in this locality, attacking 
autumn and spring-planted alike. Last season we 
knew nothing of it till September.— Busybody, Ulver- 
ston, North Lancashire. 

Sootíeties. 
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY or ENGLAND. 

A WEEKLY Counci was held at the Society’s House, 
in Hanover Square, on Wednesday last, the 8th of July; 
present, the Rt. Hon. Lord Porrman, President, in the 
chair ; Duke of Richmond ; Hon. Robert Henry Clive, 

.P.; Rt. Hon. W. Bingham Baring, M.P.; Sir 
Hungerford Hoskyns, Bart.; Sir C. Lemon, Bart, 
M.P. ; Sir J. V. B. Johnstone, Bart, M.P. ; Sir R. Price, 
Bart, M.P.; T. Raymond Barker, Esq.; Rev. T. 
Cator; Col. Challoner ; F. C. Cherry, Esq. ; J. J. Far- 
quharson, Esq. ; H. Gibbs, Esq. ; W. Fisher Hobbs, 
Esq.; J. Hudson, Esq.; J. Kinder, Esq.; Col. 
MacDouall; F. Pym, Esq.; E. A. Sanford, Esq. ; 
Prof. Sewell; W. R. C. Stansfield, Esq., M.P. ; J. 
Baines, Esq.; Dr. Calvert; W, A. Commerell, Esq. ; 
C. Capel, Esq. ; H. J. Farquharson, Esq. ; A. Ogilvie, 
Esq.; E. Parkyns, Esq.; iT. Turner, Esq.; and 
T. R. Tweed, Esq. 

ts and their results, including not only 
a reference to the scientific circumstances of the fact, 
as connected with the laws of vegetable physiology, or 
the changes produced in the chemical constitution of 
the plant, but also to the more homely but not less im- 
portant result of the practical value of his products as 
obtained by the miller and the baker. 

Warer Exevator.—Dr. Seunorx, of Guildford-street, 
Russell-square, presented to the Council 4 working 
model of a machine invented for the purpose of raising 
water out of shallow cavities in land, and applyiag it in 
a continuous stream for any required object. Dr. 
Spurgin, in submitting this invention to the notice of 
the Members, remarks— 

simple, and efficient machine for raising water only a few feet, 

the plan more generally known, I thought by submitting it to 
e members of the Royal Agricultural So- 

the necessary velocity may be obtained either by a multiplying 
wheel, or by having the belt traversing on a single wheel of a 

belt, dipping below into the liquid, and compressed or wrung 
above by means of a small wheel pressing it closely to the 

The Council ordered their thanks to be given to Dr. 
Spurgin for his attention in presenting.this model to 
the Society. 

Miscettanzous Communtcations. — The following 
communications were also laid before the Council :— 

A complete set of Swinborne’s Farming Account Books, 
adapted for the use of the several grades of persons employed 
in agricultural a: 
referred to the Fa’ 

Presented by Mr. Fisher Hobbs, and 
ing Account Committee. 

statement from Mr, Saul, of Garstang, of his invention 
for watering Turnips. 

A letter from Mr. Pellatt, on the subject of his further re- 
duction in the price of glass milk-pans, and on that of the 
application of glass to the purposes of sky-lights, roofing, and 
water-pipes. 

4. A suggestion from Mr. Rowlandson, of Liverpool, whether 

instead of an inspector of manures, the employment of à 
broker might not be the best mode of preventing the purchase 
of adulterated artificial manures. 

5. Papers from Mr. Coxworthy on Ventilation, &c., addressed 
to the Duke of Richmond. 

6. A communieation from Mr. Newberry on the Cultivation 
of Wheat, addressed to the President. 

The President having thenjadverted to the attention 
paid to the Society by the Lord Mayor of London in the 

communication with which his lordship had honoured 

Lord Portman as President of the Society, the Members 

of Council and Governors present, proceeded to the 

business of the Special Council, the President in the 

chair. 
Mr. Hanptey.—The President having called the at- 

tention of the Council to the great loss the Society had 

sustained in the death of their trustee, Mr. Handley, the 

Duke of Ricumonpfeelingly dwelt on those circumstances 

of Mr, Handley’s connexion with the Society, from its 

earliest organisation to within a few days of his decease, 
which had gained for him the undivided respect of every 

member of the Society, and would connect his name 

with its history to the latest period of its existence, His 
Grace referred particularly to Mr. Handley’s letter ad- 

dressed to the late Earl Spencer, previously to the for- 

mation of the Society, and which had so materially pre- 

pared the way for its establishment by the simple but 

striking effect with which the advantages of such an 

association for objects so truly national were advocated 

by its now lamented author. He alluded to the zealous 

devotion with which Mr. Handley had devoted himself 

to the duties of the Presidency during his year 

of office, and that of the Bristol Meeting ; and 

to his indefatigable exertions in the cause of the Society, 
both in his capacity of trustee and member of the Jour- 

nal Committee, as well as on every other occasion re- 

quiring his valuable aid. “No man,” said his Grace, 

“ever more zealously performed his duty than Mr. 

Handley ; and his death is an irreparable loss to his 

family and to all of us.” 

On the motion of the Duke of Richmond, seconded 

by Colonel Challoner, the President was requested to 

address a letter of condolence in the name of the Coun- 

cil, to the Hon. Mrs. Handley, on the occasion of this 

bereavement. The President remarked, that anything 

more gratifying than the manner in which their late 

colleague and friend had devoted himself to the inte 

rests of the Society, could not well be imagined; an 
he und k, with a melancholy satisfaction, the du'y 
of endeavouring to convey to his afflicted family an eX 
pression of that high estimate which they all there 
present, in eommon with every other member of the 
Society, entertained, of deep respect for his memory. 

The following elections were then made. 
On the motion of Mr. Raymond Barker, seconded 

by Colonel Challoner, Lord Portman was unanimously 
elected one of the Trustees of the Society. : 

On the motion of the Duke of Richmond, seconded 
by Mr. Fisher Hobbs, the Earl of Hardwicke was una- 
nimously elected. one of the Vice-Presidents of ihe 
Society. 

Mr. Pym was unanimously elected one of the Stew, 
ards of the Cattle-yard at Newcastle, and the name 9 
Mr. Fisher Hobbs added to the list of the Farming 4° 

count Committee. t 

The Secretary laid before the Council the contu 
into which he had entered in their name, and agree? 
with the arrangements of the General Newcastle Com- 

mittee, with Mr. Haigh, of the Assembly Rooms, Nee 
castle-upon-Tyne, for the supply of the Pavilion Dinu 
for 1200 persons. 

Mr. PnawpneTH Grpps, Director of the Show, ii 
ported from Neweastle the satisfactory progress of ie 
arrangements for the Society’s ensuing Country Me 
ing and Exhibition of Stock and Implements. n 

ommunieations were received from Mr. Merry 1 

weather of Long Acre, respecting the exhibition i 

the powers of his great Fire-Engine at Newcastle ka 

fore the Mayor and Corporation ; and from Mr. | OE 
ton, of Holywell, respecting the sale and Caney de 

his stock.—The Special Council then adjourned 25 a 

Music Hall, Neweastle-upon-Tyne, on Tuesday ne 

2 o'clock. 
The Weekly Council stands adjourned to the 29th 

instant in London. 

e 

j 
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Farmers' Clubs. 
Wernersy: June 18.— T'he Policy of Thin Sowing.— 

G. L. Fox, Esq., the proposer of the subject, was voted 
to the chair. 

Mr. Fox said, they had heard the policy ofthin sowing de- 
Signated as one of the greatest humbugs that had ever been 
brought before the country as an agricultural scheme. Now, 

he must say that he disagreed entirely with that opinion, and 

he did so because he believed that the reason why thin sowing 
9r dibbling had not E successful so far was that it had not 
Deen fairly t tried. In discussing this subject, the first thing 

they ought to consider was the preparation of the land, because 
the effect of thin sowing was different as the state of the land 

varied, Now, what was the old system of ploughing, and what 

were the effects which it produced? Many persons ploughe 
their land, year after year, and had done from time imme- 

morial, three or four inches eep, the subsoil never sla 

touched. Well, when the corn begun to vegetate, the roots 

tothe bottom of the ploughing, but no further, and then that 
Which Mr, Hannam had complained of took place. One o! 

consequences of their sowing was that the krain tillered ; that 

Was, it threw out a large head, with a small root, and the re- 
sult was that, in the case of a high wind, it was sean knocked 

about, the roots were torn up, and that ‘side which was more 
ee affected by the nad perished : on if the seed hap- 
potea to come to ma We BS was sure to be light and thin, 

oot of the seed was un 
enabled to aaah "n food as x B it could go, and this gave FH 

Strength to the plant which hardly any wind could affect. He 

ad had a good instance of this upon his own farm last year, in 

n experiment of which Mr. Garside had had the management, 
"They S dibbled two acres, using. three pecks to the acre in- 

ULT and they had tried two acres in the common 

The result was that the corn which 

Was ded aie Bs dud „by the winds and rain, whilst the 

moved, which S a pens proof Ven m roots had got suf- 

Drw. vard in TENE of the Poir of p or t] wing. 

Fox here produced a specimen of the c ofthis dibbled 
heat, which he said he must tell th at a time 

which they would think absurd ; mE itcertainly was impossible 

that it could be done by farm eneral, butit might be done 
y Pone and by those who BOCA o try experiments. 

Now, this specimen, which had been taken up at random from 
among many others, was the produce of a single grain of Wheat. 
It was sown on the 3d June, and reaped on the “oth November, 

and contained, in the whole,141 ears, This Wheat was dibbled in 

two feet between the rows, and six inches between each grain; 
and it all came up and tillered as they saw in the specimen 
before them. 
Mr, Gaunt had hada good deal of experience in his time ; 

and, asfar as his humble demens directed him, he M 
with Mr. Fox. Sixteen years aj e had a man from Do; 

caster, with three boys, and donis dt Season they dibbled ae 
him 25 acres ofland. It was the rule where this man came 
from to mix a sack of Rape dust with two bushels of Wheat. 

he implement which he used consisted of three bars, whichhe 
Pressed into the soil with his foot, and thus made three rows 
of holes at atime. He MEE the mixture recommended by 
this man, adding a quarter of Rape dust. The experiment an- 
Swered remarkably well, the produce being quite equal to that 
qus land where one-third more Wheat had been sown, He 

"und the process to be slow—about an aere a day, at 7s. an 
CERE he thought he would try to invent a machineto make 

ore holes, and to do that quicker, and his idea was that a 
fedium.sized round table, with holes in the edge and an axle- 
ree through, and seven or eight holes for bars in the edge, 
W answer the purpose. EE then made a calculation for 

o many in 
UN in ER 

each hole a certain ene of rend ure. The 
mot being sufficient soil to cover the Beans and SING 
they experienced some little difficulty in this respect, 
Which, however, they eventually overcame; 
Was that the Beans came up with fine rosy tops, an 
Proved to be an excellent crop; besides which, although he 
employed so many hands and incurred so much additional ex- 
Pense, he calculated that the bushel of Beans saved in each 
acre (by sowing two instead of three bushels) more than com- 
Pensated. The efficiency of dibbling certainly depended much 
Upon the season, that was, whether the weather was such as 
fabled them to proceed with the work after they had once 

had pos from time to time, to dibble 
; but he ought to tell them that 

Nhen he. pounds the pained Hn to answer so well with Uu 
M consequence of the want of a proper oenar of soil, 
tried Rape m but that did e effect DU 
D at the plants came up crippled. So he did five acres with 
Ones, at the rate of two quarters of bones per acre. He kept 

Tat crops as by dibbling. Last year he purchased some of 
fallers zten rowed” Wheat, which ho dibbled at the rate of 

gent IUE to seven acres, having previousiy made a calcula- 
ich showed that to have the rows nineinches, and the 

Do B qus inches apart, it would take four grains of Wheat 
touch hole, This was after the 5th of November, and it was 
90 late, for bad esther! interred However, he employed a 
ed many hands to n the Wheat and Rape-dust; the 
almaot first, in this iode: By doing this they trod the soil The Ostlevel, so that E was not deut to cover the holes. 
iS sulfered froi xps wed la gne com i tho want of 

me. The o denn that the a s ed n might 

emp] i " e thought the fact, that they could 
sve o Oy So many ha pon and that they could save one half in 
eom d derive greater benefit from their crops, was an ample 
om à to that argument. He had derived great advantages 

adve dibbling himself, and therefore he was certainly a great 
9cate of the practice, 

Won T. BEILBY 
State DLE SUE differed. 

6 
i Derally sown two bushels or two Wu anda half per ore 

go aes the ground, in his opinion; and he resolved not to thon, SOR two bushels and a half per acre in quU) but he 
to that ot it Was not practicable to sow much less on land similar 
Would. ii e occupied, which was of that character that it 
tiller p admit of SUNG so deep as to enable the grain to Last yea, manne specimen exhibited by Mr, Fox, 
least ee S gained more than he ever did before by sow: ing the Ütmerg so —about two bushels per acre. He believed that most Were much Ca more corn than was useful; but three pecks much too little. Hi ht th and ¢ e. He thought that two bushels of Bea Wo of Barley would be found as near the mark as might 

| be; but after all a great reat deal of course depended upon the 

season. Thin sowing, in his opinion, would not prove bene- 

ficial on the sort of land which he occupied, He did not call 

two bushels thick sowing nor thin sowing, although it was 

both, in comparison with the plans practi tised by some. 
Mr. x, of North Deighton, declared himself to 

be a dissentient to the doctrine of thin sowing. He held dif- 
ferent opinions from those entertained by the OE Airai and by 
Mr. Gaunt. He would not say, and Mr. Beilby, because he did 

notthink two bushels per acre to be thin sowing. He took 

that to be e medium eae Be he should. therefore take 

Mr. Beilby on his own sit recommended two bushels per 

acre in dendo to tht "ee on the same principle as he 
would recomm nend a party to insure his house or stock, con- 

silering it policy to pay a small RE but certain sum, 

guard against an uncertain but great loss. e subject, it was 

aid, was one of great importance, and if the conclusions 

UD had been drawn on the other side el quite correct, 

they were very important, because they showed a saving of 
one-half the cost of seed. then SEO there were experi- 

ments on an sides of the Hasson and in his opinion there EP 

een as many pro as con—as many o] posed to as in favour 

thin sowing ; and if any [genre was inclined to dispute this 

assertion, he would at once. tu he volumes before him, 

and he would at once Se Senden to the agricultural jour- 

nals and volumes on the table, in whieh were to be found 
BU instances of the failure of thin sowing. But his own 

erience was unfortunate for the advocates of thin sowing. 
He had pointed out two cro} p to a neighbour the other day— 
ne n sown at the rate of a bushel and a half per 

aere, and the other two bushels and a half, and even at present 
the difference between the two was very great. And this was 

not the only experiment; there were several others, which 
proved to his satisfaction that thin sowing would not answer 
upon land of a poorer description than that of EE friends Tire 
site, where the plants could find PR of food and depth, aud 
thus became those gigantic sort of things of which thee had 
then a specimen before them. He weed not tell EEn thatit 
was useless to put a seventy stone bullock into a mi 
of pasture; neither need he tell them that whilst Pun might 
make up an Trish beast upon such land, they could not graze a 
"giant ox;” and, similarly, on sueh soil they could not 
rely upon produeing, as a rule, such mammoth specimens 
of Wheat as the one on the table. But, looking at both 
sides, how did the rationale of wer question. stand ? ? 

i er one great obst to arrivin, 
facts properly t parties are too apt d Seabee results to 
wrong causes, a d draw Co pd from partial premises 
and isolated facts. Now, M was an excellenti farmer 
his character did not aed. b OR MISES Ne bid 
done a great deal by deep draining, ploughing, and manuri ring 5 : 
and there very likely was the secret of his success. But 
he thought was, that the first principle upon which he pues] 
his practice was not correct, and that in fact Mr. Davis com- 
mitted the fault of generalist ing too much from, at best, but. a 
limited groundworl avis says, * It is 
extraordinary fact that Shit Wheat is naturally so pri olifie. ̂  
plant as to yield a thousand, for one, the return for the seed 
sown is about tenfold.” And again, “ Wheat yields 30 grains 
per ear, and as the ordinary return off every acre is at mos 
about 30 bushels, it follows that this quantity, no ed how 
much has been sown, can at most have come from the growth 
of the ears of one bushel of Wheat, and, that is allowing only 
one ear to grow from each gra ut," says he, ‘instead of 
one grain producing one ear of "30 grains, it will anes 10 or 
12, varying from 60 to 80 grains eaci act, one 
bushel, had it room to tiller, would, instead of 30 US ne, pro- 
duce a hundred fold; so that half a bushel or less, under 
favourable circumstances, will produce the au bushels, and this 
is allowing sufficient for incidentals,” w, this 
might be correct reasoning in the Rhein cee an dues 
that they usually sowed from 2 bushels to 3 bushels, and reaped 
30, which was ten or fifteen-fold ; and they knew that grain on 
some land was capable of returning a ye fold tl the seed ; 
but this was not proof positive that it was beneficial in practice 
tosow solittle. There UN many abstract ped which are not 
carried into use. Thus it would be well if we could do with- 
out laws or customs’ duties ; thatidea was senti in theabstract, 
as it was to sell in the dearest and to the cheapest mar- 
kets ; but the Piraon D whether it Moo be beneficial on 
ju whole i in DS here he argued that the mathema- 

3 

E 

UST of thin sowing. ES great err 
of his statement; notin the fact of 2 Hae wae 

ducing 30 bushels, butin the assertion that 2 pecks were also 
sufficient, year after ci and under any e to 
supply plant, and t and contingencies. Amongst other 
casualties with Vio. Nen had to contend, 
ravages of the wireworm, slug, grub, frost, blight, mildew, &e. 5 
nd therefore he thought that they ought always, for the safety 
of the crop, to sow more than t xpected would grow. It 
qum said ps all pert e ome were liable to these 

Hauke: and this he granted, ot suffer alike from 
hem. If drop: sown on the “prineple that the quantity of 
ed sown should equal the number of plants the space will 

maintain, lost root a plant to the idum of 50 per pau the 
c suffered in nearly the same proportion ; while another 
Runs which was sown im the ordinary way, could dana 3 lose 
s many plants with little comparative damage. When we de- 

pond on a few roots, a loss slight in numbers is a large propor- 
tion of the whole ; while, on the other hand, the loss i is not felt 
because it is provided for ; and iE as pred ided for, because these 
losses are not exceptions, but i e field or other, and fom 
one cause or other, happen in Gat y years, They are rely 
the consequence of our climate and soils as loss of life in the 
army is theresult of an activecampaign, These are some of the 
evils that make the practice of thin sowing dangerous. And they 
are common to both systems but most S by p hat of thin sow- 
ing. And there D “others which t m of thin sow; 
was especially Thus upon aight B cud if the frost. 
came (and they Basel not guard against i t), it was liable to root 
oui old soils there was too great a loss roots 
perished, and in ROlover: stubbles the plant was more liable to 
milde Then, again, the harvests were retarded, and the 
EERE were coarser and more fri equently damaged than on the 
ordinary system, The manner in which some of these evils 
arise, he had three years a o pointed out. At that timehe said 
that to dibbling and all methods of planting or r sowing Wheat 
very thin there was this objection. The Wheat was apt to branch so much that d Wis peculiarly liable io be injured at 
the root by winds, &c., owing to the great leverage of a number 
Y. stems. The same accounted for Wheat Duns was thus 
broken becoming toad-legged, as it is termed, and producing 
an uneven sample. Another evil to fear waa that the free sup- 
ply, of the atmospheric gases, moisture, &c., arising from 
their being few plants, should stimulate the paren to put 
forth such a luxuriant foliage and such a number o 
stems, that granting that the weaker branches did un get 
broken down for want of root, the root would not be 
able to convey the matters essential go; the perfect is of 
each branch in the latter stages of i wth, a larger supply 
of nitrogen being required to perfect E gra HR than $ maintain 
the straw. The consequence of which would be a large crop 
of straw and a deficient one of gr E pom as regards quantity 
and quality. The case alluded t: g of a vineyard being 
sicat to the production of 2 T wi EE that it became in 
two or three years almost barren, the fact thatif our fruit trees 
be permitted" to braneh much they bear little fruit, and several 
cases which might be mentioned, where Barley ando ther grain 
have been stimulated by manure to the too great and quick 
production of foliage and straw, were familar illustrations of 

iR 

the evil to be feared from one root having to perform the func- 

tions of two or three, m to support mechanically and das 
cally several stems. these dangers explained why th 
harvest, as admitted ere by Mr. Mechi, should be retarded b: by 
thin sowing, and why there should be failures from uneven 
ripening, from mildew, &e., a loss in quality and quantity of 
grain, as in ie trials of Mr. Barclay, M.P., where the thin 
sown look the most luxuriant i in straw until harvest, when the 
grain turnad out inferior, was in one plot mildewed, and pro- 
duced 15 bushels per acre less than the thick sown, The thin 
sown grain also weighed 23 Ibs. less per bushel, apa sold o 2s. 
a quarter less than the other. The one making 18L 1s. per 
acre, and the other 10L. 2s. This experiment p esite to 
the Royal Agricultural Society, and was not the only evidence 
of these dangers, as we were told that Mr. Davis himself occa- 
py suffered from them. a correspondent of the 

^s Fai now Messenger, who visited the farms of Mr. D. last 
Tus said, *this view confirms my former opinion, that thin. 
EMT, is a PRECES experiment to be Led into, where 

two quarters per acre." Then, agai 
be feared from thin sowing. 

to be overcome ec deep ploughing and Hent hoeing ; but the 
former could ni nd as that of Mr. Beilby, 
himself, and omen for they SH Sot go deeper than 6 inches. 
before they came tothe reek: TANT HER HISP eli deep plough- 
ing would not prevent annuals growing on any soil when it was 
too wet to get on the land to hoe, no morethan it could prevent 
the attacks of grub or wireworm, the evil effects of frost, or 
make c the pus (of different ages so sizes) on one stem feed 

ike, ime, or produce a s rain. Mr. Mechi 
had Moeed E mut inciples of thin HE with as much suc- 
cess as many ; still he EERE that some of his arguments, like 
his razors, locus cut the hand that used them, Mr. Mechi, 
who was no doubt a spirited, k he be in this case too sanguine 
an agriculturist, said ** Why do not we cultivate our Wheat as 
we do our Turnips ? ?" What would be the result if we treated. 
our Turnips as es do our Wheat? Now what analogy was 
there between sand Wheat? As much, he conceived, as 
between a horse xu an elephant, which it was true had certain. 
parts and habits in common, but had also others exclusively 
their own, and required consequently a treatment adapted to 
their different natures. And Sea Turnips and Wheat 
were plants, each having specific properties — 
own organisation, and each requiring a method of cultivation 
special rand peculiar to themselves. $ were, indeed, plants 
ot only of a different botanical genus, but also of a different 

r; and the only analogy Deren Um was that they were 
both vegetables, and subject alike to 

large as possible, and by thin 
sowing they got their Turnips EUM proportio, 
ther hand, Wheat w: a its grain. It was ni 
ment, the en, that ouo crop wi 
another produced more bulb ds root under the same system, 
But it was also the practice to sow Turnips thick ; and i? there 
was any analogy bétween Turnips and Wheat,— Wheat must 

vent the ravages of the grub and other enemies. But, it would 
be said, you single out your Turnips with the hoe: and so they 
did, but the epe of that was not to grow seed, but, as he had 
show n, to get t if dier cuve. the Turnip 4 tor tts 

was “usual ‘or ordinary purposes, an 
obtained a BM. er ae quad tity of seed, add. ihe e crop uA less 
fom incendi damage ER when im n planted, and so man; 
br: anches were dependant on, and 
wind and rain by = stem and one root. So far then, even if 
it were Marne that Mr. Mechi could with propriety compare 
Turnip and Wheat cultivation, the comparison went against 
thin sowing. tif there really were no grounds for compari 
er dar Wheat and Turnips, there was some analogy be- 

n Wheat and Grass, for Wheat was a Ans of Grass, and. 
oF Y ori as the pasture plants. And these last we fins 
produce the best erops of hay and seed by heir closely Beo $ 
they are then said to be ‘well set,” and the cr op is hig! 
valued. We might then m more rationally contend cat 
this was an illustration of thick sowing Wheat than that Tur- 
nip cultivation was an evidence of the contrary. Another ER 
Mr. Mechi’s arguments is equally specious. lle says ‘ho: 
careful we are always to plant out at wide distances any 1s 
scarce seed which may be sent to us in a small quantity, in. 
order that we may reap more produce—and yet how is it we 
on't do so with our general crop?” A moment's thought wili 

show us the fallacy of this argument. The farmer sows a smal! 
quantity of seed over a large portion of land, in order that his- 
stock of seed may increase faster, and for this he Pee 
land, which is noi valuable as the seed. When sows 
generally, however, he looks for a crop per acre, CEU in 
put in ext e sure of two or three in retui 
extra. For instance, if we have a peck of able seed, and 
itis sown over half cre, and we reap fi 

sow it over half a rood we perhaps guys 
one ease we get 50 and the other 30 p! 
seed the former es stem gains the dest return, according 
to seed used, we have taken four times the land to. 
obtain it, and the. other method is the best per acre. Im 
ordinary cultivation, then, the 
a good produce per acre, al 
ae epe twenty-fold "2 bushels, than 
Having thus pointed out some of the evils whic 
to render the practice of thin E iM actieable, Mr. Han- 
nam proceeded to contend that w e farmer wanted was 

not the production of a peck of Wheat. at the rate of a hundred 
fold one year, and a complete failure the next, but a great acre- 
age produce, and that on an average of years, which he did not 
think could be attained by thin sowing. He did not deny that 
thin sowing might produce an extraor dina 
nd upon some soils; Tut there was the 

liable to suffer, and if it suffered at all from the incidental 
evils mentioned before, the failure was almost total, while that. 
sown in the ordinary manner only suffered partially, p this 
objection to his mind was conclusive that the advocates of the 
new system sought to make that which ought to be the RR 
tion, the general rule. s to individual experience, He and 
his father had tried from 1 bushel up to 3, and they had not 
found the thin sowing to answer. Their land was certainly in- 
ferior to some, but it was not over-run sith weeds nor was it 
impoverished, and tl they had been, so far as self was concerned, 
satisfied that it was not so safe and certain to use 1 bushel as 
to use about 2 or 23 bushels, which they had found a béo the 
quantity requisite “to insure the results from being seriously 
affected by the ravages which their pede, were heir to. For 
these reasons, he for wa said ‘‘not content” to the system 
Mr. Fox dvocated. He aware that they ali had but one 

n view, and he felt t that he had a gri 
tend with in opposing views supported by the prestige of its 
proposer's presence, and by his powers of argument, and backed 

HF 
E 

by the opinion of Mr. Gaunt. He had, however, as he said 
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before, EN in his cause and in his audience ; he believed 
that they wi 

** Not vanish reason 
For rece but let ES reason serve, 

e the truth appea: 

Mr. PIA x Sore to Mr, eer s neun. pun that 

there was a great difference between dibbling and tl o A 

and contended [d the weight of argument was on ae Ante as 

he and Mr. Fox were the only parties present who had made a 

practice of dibbling, and that their evidence could not be 

overthrown. 
Mr. Joun aria replied that dibbling either was, or 

wing, it was one method of using 
o` Mr. Gs eui ue in dibbli: ing, 

and I could not help noticing not only "that they were more 

sure of a plant at Spring, bnt als iso of a better yield at harvest.” 
here was one other person which he would quote, for the 

benefit of those EM ented opinions by their agnus. sand 
experience by its length—a known correspondent of "Bell’s 
Messenger—who said that he had farmed 500 acres of land for 
30 years, and had suffered only ones from his crops being sown 
too thic ut many times frem their being sown too thin. 
After studying the facts he had alluded to, he hoped the thin 
sowing party would not me themselves with the idea that 
they had all the facts on their own side, or any exclusive in- 
telligence ; for there was one agent without which experience 
was useless, and which, if they had ope no cases of their own 
to refer to, would have enabled them to form correct opinions. 
"This agent was observation, which Md one man to avoid 
another’s mistakes. 

Mr. Taos. HANNAM said he had had some expgpenos, ifit 
were measured by years. He was once a great advocate of 
thin sowing, if not oF cpt RE and had adopted the prac- 
tice over 200 acres. had, BOS ey: PS upon his own 
land, and elsewhere, Vae the best c had been realised 
from the sowing of from two to two des A Dal bushels per acre. 

had once tried a greater quantity, but the observations 
which he then adie led him in future to use only two anda 
half, and he found that with that quantity the gops had 
answered well, Pun withstood their various enemies. 
must say that he had seen so many thin-plant crops run away 
‘with, and so many thick-sown Ree, attacked by the wire-worm 
and other things, that it compelled him to support the plan of 
thick sowing. He should, on the whole, recommend two and 
a He bushels for Wheat and EA 

LLEN, of Compton, said he had not been in the habit of 

dibbling. He had drilled and sown broadcast, and he bad 
always avoided sowing too little. It was an old ada, lage, that 

e who sows sparingly shall reap sparingly,” and he had 
found it to be true with regard to the management of his crops. 
Looking at all ithe casualities Aip yaa they ai to contend, 

e practice of thin sowing dangerous; ami 
therefore did not sow less than eu and a half bushels to the 
acre, At the same time, some soils re more seed than 

n w 
land, which he believed roel produce as much a o and a 
half bushels would if sown upon seeds. liked hr see the 
plant come pretty well at first and to m. aintain its hold 

and a half bushels per acre, whether drilled or otherwise. 
This had been his practice, and he had always found it to 
answer. 

LBY, of Compton, said ue was in a position to state his 
experience for a few years, and he mightas well tell the genera al 
result i ue ae onset, which was. that thin EDWIDE did not answer. 

MERE ie preferred a medium qui antity—say from two bushels 
to two bushels and a half per acre. But this again depended a 
good deal on the sort of corn that was Ronny DA dome descrip- 
tions branched out much more than other; mitted that 

wo and a half bushels were re- 
quisite. He had follow an the. in of calling and pressing for 

ears, and he preferred it to any other system. 
He believed that where Barley had been sown the rankest this 
year, the crops would be best ; but he did not Tenn to say that 
RE reit wanld “allow o very year; at the s 
one case remet thin sowing. Where land e bun good Monde 
tion, they mi 

n repli a E "said he was extremely glad that 
he m KoA. this subject, because it had led to a most in- 
structive discussion, Mr. Hannam certainly appeared to have 
the weight of opinion on his side, as he (Mr. Fox) and Mr. 

s year. Thin Sowers and dibblers 
had a great many enemies to contend with; indeed all sowers 
had more to contend with now than in years past; and seeing 
them, he had tried this experiment, with a view of I 

an experiment, by sowing half a 
bushel, a bushel, and two bushels aay per pom and 

- This propositio: agreed to, and it will probably be carried into eoe Bere 

Miscellaneous. 
The Courtrai System of Flax Culture.—This is the 

universal mode in the district from which the finest 
Flax we receive from the Continent is. brought ; although 
in this country we have not succeeded in always pro- 
ducing fine Flax, it is, however, now of great import- 

binding it. The handfuls are set up, resting against 
each other, the root ends spread out, and the top ends 
joining like the letter A, forming stooks about 8 feet 
long, and a short strap keeping the ends firm. In this 
way, it will resist wind and rain well, and dry fast. In 

six or eight days, it may be stacked in the field ; the 
seed to be taken off, at leisure, in winter; the Flax to 

be steeped the following May—a system which possesses 
the advantages of affording the farmer the best season 
of the year “for steeping and grassing, and a time o 

comparative leisure, when his attention is not called off 

to the harvesting of other i important crops. It has, in 

many cases, when tried in this country, proved highly 
successful ; although, in others, it has failed, from want 
of experience, perhaps, in watering and grassing it. 

The treatment, in this way, has made the Flax, in some 
cases, worth 2s. or 3s. per stone more, than part of the 
same crop, steeped green. It is recommended, that 
trials of this system should be made, in the first instance, 
on a small scale.—5th Report, Flax Society. 

Calendar of Operations. 

3 
Tre frequent thunder-storms and heavy rains of the past 

fortnight or three weeks have injured and delayed the hay har- 

vest considerably. In fact, our land is now almost 

it has been any time this year; and we cannot get on it to 

horse-hoe or drill-harrow the Turnips. 

After the second hoeing of this crop it is well to use a small 

one-horse plough, or the common plough Tapon its mould- 

board, between the rows. It should pass down Sun side of 

each row, opening up a deep but very narrow fur) 
throwing the earth from the plants, If two SAGE at 
this they will proceed as fast as one horse-hoe, which ‘grout 

follow them, and as each inte: KE is completed this hoe should 

be used to level the drill ridge which has been raised within it. 

The effect of the whole is the more thorough cultivation of the 

land. 
farmer now has his work prett; TERMS he cannot do 

better than hand the qup t of it over to 
foreman for a few days, a nis Newcastle 

meeting of the English RE A eo faite the ensuing 
week, 

Notices to Correspondents. 

Booxs—O E F—“ Cattle: Breeds, Management, and Diseases,” 

prhhahgp by the Useful Knowledge Society. ——A Constant 
ler — Macintosh's ** Aroa a Gardener ” and Low’s 

4 ementa of Practical Agrienitur 
Canpaces—J H—Cows never yield LO than when at Grass. 

The economy of stall- feeding arises, we imagine, solely from 
its hindering that waste of food which grazing is guilty of. 
Cabbages are good food for milch cows if you take care not 

give them any withered or spoiled leaves; and giving as 

ou do Bean-meal along with them, your cows should give 
plenty of milk. 

Farm Carrrat—J N Carnac—See a Leader in to-day’s paper. 
educe.the OPES there Een according to the ang of the 

farm.——A B. iin a farm of 250 acres ‘ produces” 4001. 

annually. mean of rent? Half of it ur. Grass 
and Bal. of. it arable, your tenant should have a capital of 
20001.—the landlord being willing to advance money for any 

can only Apea ak to M.’s, which is 
goo e have no experience of sia do not be 
AEREA with this answer, 

STEAM EnGINE—Fermier Anglais—Ours is of six horse-power. 
We thrash 500 quarters and upwards of Wheat annually. 
cost 2251., way set up five years ago, and has hardly cost any- 
thing since. A ploughman manages it. It is a high-pressure 
engine, not a beam engine. It consumes 7 cwt. pagon per 

m, and requires 13 hours to get the steam up. 8 
made by Fairbairn, of Manchester. Apply to him. wii any 
East Lothian reader kindly give] his experiences 2 

STEEP Lanp—A Craven G anfiel 
ably mistaken. Land lying at an TEE of 60° XO like the 
roof of Westminster Abbey. This is notmuch less than the 
ordinary angle at which à Judo les iai: in use. a may 

epend upon it no “li; pl ough” dé arar ever used on land 
“sloping from 50° to 60°;” and m: your “ Grass land 
requiring drainage” slopes 40° or Wc likeit. Excuse 
our confidence, and pata get the nearest land surveyor to 

En = 

take the angle for you. If your Potatoes are early you may 
have a crop j of Tares sona after them ready for mowing the 
rst week in May, or Rye might answer your purpose, or 
TGN Rye-grass, e it odd be a pity to plough that up 
after the first cutting. But if sour. sert be late we know of 
so crop which you can sow after cut so early. You 
may sow Tares on an pacsrabble, Fa Gh or fold them off in 
time next spring for a Turnip crop. 

To REAR OHICKENS—A Subscriber—Give them at first steeped 
rice, a little Draag E a very little Biens. Mhsats also Bar- 
ey-meal as soon they will eat it,—. hapman, Upton, 
near Atherstone. 

Wreat—s N—This ipm is certainly not known in a wild state, 
Its origin is a puzzle. 

Youne Ducks—F E Horne—Could any of our correspondents 
give the best method of rearing, feeding, and. fattening young 
lucks ? 

Markets, 
SMITHFIELD, Monpay, July 6.—Per Stone ae 

Best Soots, Herefords, t à 
Best Short Horns = 
[Xia idees . 

Best Downs & Half 
tto (sl ponies a 
E s 3403; Sheep and sie B 8705 Calves, 

ar 

nbn EENEN IEEE 

many ives, gris 
little deing iz in ide Pork trad 

64; Sheep and Lambs, 12,550; Calves, 5855 Piga, 260, 
imithfield. 

obtain a pro 

ance, from its being the only mode of securing good 
seed. As soon as pulled, the Flax is stooked, without 

aor innuens ‘generélly. comes to. market but a wly.—The prices current 
eu— d tas 

Down feo nw Mothers S wed Durga C» n tol 0 pus lb. 
og we cae ce 

13 Half-bred MER n 10 
ogüs = - - -11 12, 

Kent. Fleeces Ers 1 
James Prnnix, Broker. 

— — 
COVENT GARDEN, Jury 11.—Vegotables have been plenti- — 

fully supplied, and Fruit has been abundant. Pine-apples 
have not altered in price pace | NUS week. Hothouse Fo. are 
abundant and cheap. Good Plums, and excellent sam) ampieer 
Peaches and Nectarines, have been offered, herrit 
Strawberries are plentiful ; the latter are, however, ae E 
scarcer. Gooseberries are abundan t, and a considera 
quantity of Dutch Currants os been offered. Apples and Pears 
are sold at TOS Dir Oranges are plentiful, conside 
the season, and of all kinds are sufficient for the demani 
Lemons are orient cheaper. English Melons may be o! 
tained at last week's prices, and some good foreign | ones are 
also in the market. Vegetables, Asparagus is scarce 
and dear. Cabbages, Wood ue &e., are good and suffi- 
cient for DURS ots and Turnips are DES 

arce during the week, and good young 
eans remain nearly 

week. Celery is good in quality, Potatoes 
of the best m fetch 97. a on and in one or two cases 
101. and 121, a ton; but inferior samples may be obtained at 
Tier prices. Ash- itive Kidneys have not altered since last 
week, nevertheless, the supply is somewhat limited, Lettuce’ 
and other Salading are good and plentiful. Cut Flowers 
chiefly consist of Heaths, Jasmines, Kalosanthes, UR 
NO Pelargoniums, POFAMES flowers, Cinerarias, Gardenia: 
Moss and other Rose: 

FRUITS. 
Pine Apple, perlb., 4s Gooseborries green, exif. Be tobs 
Grapes, Hothonse, per hte 3s t0 01 Cüsrants, red, per hi.-5v., da to 6 

pples, Dess., per bush., 7s t0 90s fee, dao e 
— ‘Kitchen, 7s to 15r Strawberries, per pottle, 64 to 2e elons, each, 4s to ts Raspberries, per pottle, 4d to 8d Peaches, per doz., 10s to Cheiries, per ]b., 4d to Nectarines, per doz. 10s to 24s Imonds, per peck, 68 dozen, lato 2s 6d Sweet Almond, per] 

100, 4s to 16s Filberts, English, p. 100,bs. 2 50s to 604 
Sevilje, per 100, 8s to 16s Cob, per 100]bs., 80s to 908 
er dozen, 28 to 9s Barcelona, 207 Lemons,» per dozen, Seo 3464 Brazil, 128 to 16s 

100, 78 to 208 — Spanish, 14 
Walnuts, per bushel, 12s to 16s 

VEGETABLES, 
Carrots, per bunch, 4d to 10d Cabbages, per doz., 6d to 1s 3d 

Cauliflowers, per doz., 2s to 6r Onions, per doz, bunches, 2s to 8# $. Artichokes, per doz. allots, per 1b., 6. i French Bem t Guslio, per Ib., öd t eas, per 2s to 65 
Sorrel, p: HUS to Is 
Potatoes, poëten 70a to 200% 

uce, per Aot; Cab., 1s 
Con iato 2a 04 

Radishes, per 2 hands, 9d to 1s 

ponsel, Be tode 
er "Wt ue ste 18s 
T ]b., ad t 

Thyme, per bunch, 4d 
Watercress, p. 12 sm, bun. 6d t084 
Porsley, portano, ld toad i 

per bundle, 1a ] Tarragon, per bunch, ed 
me green, per pria 6d to 84 
Marjoram, per buni 
Chervil, per EUN Bi tood 

26d 
B por bundles as 1064 

Rhubarb, por bundle, 4 
‘Asparagus, per ante a te s 

464 
k: chos, 2d b 4d 

Celery, per Sis, 1s 6d to 2s 6d 
Hae spen Load of 36 Trusses. 

‘uly 3 
[ES 67s | NewClr. 65ato 

LSiraw 82 

Coorzn, Sale: uti 

Prime Mead,Hay 75sto 84s N Hi 
Infr.New & Rowen 65 70 | Glover d 

BERLAND MARKE m, July 9. i Prime Mend. Hay 80s to 39» | Old Clover itato da Infer 70 Inferior do. 90 . 98 | Straw 34s 10068 
Bd B8 New Clo 80 95 

 Joonva Barun, Hay Salesman: 3 

y land carriage samples nom ‘the near pe 
being moderate, was sold tolerably freely at the terms of last 
week, A retail business was done 

price bns been made. 
ITISH, a tere QUARTER, 8. qi i Wheat, avon Ke ent, White 55 60 Red. 60 fe) lk, Linvoliahive, ana Yorkehire 50 64 White 50 5 Barl ix Malting and disti ling. quie to Bs Chevalier 30 38 Grind. 25 E i 

Oats, pn. orkshire .  . Polands 26 29 eed — 25 gg mberland and COMAS e AAE Ej 
* . 5 «© Feed $4 97 Potato d Erw anms vie i jrttord and Bases” (2577101 01 100 8 f 

AE E Beans, Diteangan ola ana now “s2t040  "Tiok 94 46 — Harrow 85 SER Pigeon, i + 8810.59. Winds — Longpoi 5j Pens, White — EU d Maple 33 36 Grey 3% 
u 

There was little English ‘Wheat on ‘offer this morning, and its 
value remains unaltered, The sale of foreignis mnch eee 
with by American Flour, and holders being indisposed to x 
duce the prices in proportion, a retail business gy was trans- 
qus Flour continues i iR good demand at ful Df 

arley, B and Peas, remain as last qu. ity 
dear, but any: thing of secondary or inferior s qualit, 

Nay T although offered at qao intos, prices, 
RIAL M 

eat. | Barley. PR Ry eans.| Fe 
May 80 per Quarter.| 53: 4d| 988 4d| se Od) 32s 4d| 352100) 
Jun. 6. abe 5210 97 8 3 4 10 | 3610 
- d. a . . o 27 1 3 8 4 Ly 
- 20 . . B 5l 5 27 a 3 3 4 86 4 

i, ae ee 2| 274 6| 32 7| 37 6 
July 4. . «| 5210| 87 6 8| 83 3| 88 5 

6 weeks Aggreg. Aver. | 52 5| 97 6| s 6.29 9| 36 7 

Duties on Foreign Grain — 5 ^ ol 161 40 qro 
Diagram showing the fuoruations in. ie price of Cora on the areas e 

urday, E Satu 4 "Pues | Max 30 | Junne | san 18 s ET Town 97 | 97 ̂ . 

pi genary, LI " er qi 
arawa z E 

Glover, Rea, LS 
es White, odi i3 i pke = 

Coriander - = m tío — Hemp eed Li porq B5 86 des Eng “winter nae nod d 4s 
Vins v, pe qr 45 orei 
= Baltlo ` 48 1 
- es Eng. per 1000107. 111 Tui (too s palris for Jesus 
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. 28—1846.] THE 
E EE OROHIDS F TRAL AMERICA. | 

| MESS S. J. C. & S. ‘STEVENS will sell by Auction, 
3 E d Great. Room, 38, King-street, Covent Garden, on 
$ ns nesday next, 15th July, at 12 for 1 o'clock precisely, a Col 

lection of ORCHID DS from Central America, just landed ea 
Clarendon, and consisting of very fine specimens of Cattleyas, 
ee guess Oyenoches, a new Lacena, and many 
y other favourite genera, n Ans health. May ns RONDE the day 

prio orai sof Sate, andó ti 

3 
a o BE LET, in the town of Guildford, conveniently 
: ted for Railway communication, a GARDEN con- 

taining 1 Acre of very productive soil, enclosed by walls, with 
it Trees ; with Conservatory 36 feet by 18 feet, in 

Which. ees. unos Vines, promising a good erop of Grapes : 
also a Foreing-house nearly 40 feet long.—For particulars and 
cards to view, appl; r. JOHN MN Builder, Bury-fields, 
Guildford.—A Sones, EIER 

THE TANK SYSTEM. 

"ERIT 1 

URE DGE AND HEALY having heated a con- 
rable number of Pits and other Horticultural Struc- 

drove beyond a doubt of structure may 
es heated by BURBIDGE and HEALY’S ees Tank Apparatus, 
With the absolute certainty of producing the desired result. 
"Their Apparatus may be seen at work at the following places : 
Horticultural Gardens, Chiswick; Royal Botanic Gardens, 
ew; Baroness Rothschild’s Gardens, Gunner: sbury; Mr. 

Glendin ming, Chiswick Nursery; Messrs. Henderson, Pine- 
apple plac e; and in more than one hundred other places.— 

0, Fleet-street, London 

ONICAL BOILERS. —These excellent Boilers, in- 
MOS ted by Jonn Rooxns, Esq., are made of various sizes 

Py Ton p N SHEWEN, Ironmonger, Sevenoaks, They are applica- 
di 9 all eee of apparatus, and are in use at Messrs. Lod- 
Roun: ney; Messrs. Chan aes, AU Messrs. 
Pi isson’s, Sioodogs Mr. URN s, Plym: ; Mr. Henderson's 

ine-apple-place ; and in the I EREN Society’s Gardens, 

OT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING 
E a MU DWELLING-HOUSES, 

CHURCHES, and MANUF RIES, upon improved princi 
Pies, , and at very moderate anges erected by DANIEL and 
p BAILEY, 272, HOLB 
a . BAILEY having derit) nim timeto the considera- 
ion oft dis "subject, and had much experience in the erection of 
Apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve- 
pints suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of 
tieng not only very eflicient, but very simple, mS net com- 

ed dur: ability in the apparatus with economy ii charge. 
ford, ey have erected DEDE E ep ae EPEAT and. Telina, 
INA any SEE and gentlemen, and have had the honour 
ee be employ y the RETENIR, Society of London, in 
Wer th SR of their splendid Conservatory erected. at 

5 and E. Barney also construct in metal all descriptions of 
Goxticultun al Buildings and Sashes, and invite Noblemen, 
Sia omen, an and the Publio, to the inspection of their various 
EOM models, 2, Holborn, where they have the 
tra Ortunity c of dibiting, RR st other metal works, an ex- 

mely complete and aan kitchen apparatus, or RADE, 
Ringe oa for the continued supply of hot water, and an arrange- 
before d e MOS more complete than has hitherto been brought 

vilis, and E Menar were the first to introduce metallic cur- 
ar houses to horticulturists, and. can referto the Con- 
ory attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, 

ti 
an BAILEY have prepared a quantity of 

the Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery ; 
Orchis to introduce to publie notice a new Trough Pipe, for 
at ing ceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or 
fact, ory. required, and which may be seen at their Mann. 

GER WATER APPARATUS. The attention, of 

" E pup also their willingness to vouch for 
Wires no eae: An improved wrought-iron boiler, which re- 

B ‘© brickwork, may be seen in actio m upon the premises. S ENJAMIN FOWLER, 63, Dorset-street, Fleet-street. 

Peruvian AND BOLIVIAN GUANO ON 
ALE, BY THE ONLY SET UE Wu ANTONY GIBBS AND SONS, 

A JOSEP " ws dara YERS Amp 00, LIVESNOOL; 
; T, AND CO., LIVERPOOL and B: ; , COTSWORTH, POWELL, Ax» PRYOR, LONDON. Sh Mies Mero against the injurious consequences of 

Spurious guano, purchasers are am ea tla apply only to Dedlersiofertabushed DR atero? to quantity, a the orters, who will supply the article in any archon eir fixed prices, delivering it from the Import 
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LIQUID MANURE. 

ENGLAND INDEPENDENT OF THE WORLD FOR CORN. 

na attention of the Agricultural Interest, at this 
mentous crisis, is requested to the great importance of 

LIQUID MANURE, and am eaae with which it may be appro- 
priated by the use of FOW: PUMPS, ER DURER. for 
fus purpose, either iru or fixed ; G: arden hip, and Barge 

hose for Distillers, Brewers, 

Excavations and W. 
Horticulture, and every variety of manufacturing purposes. 
The Trade supplied on advantageous terms, BENJAMIN 

Fowrzn. Enginee: , Dorset-street, Fleet-street, London, 
TURNIP SOWING. 

qo d OF THE LONDON MANURE 
NY, Four Guineas per Ton. The experience of 

the last dv am has fully established the above as one x the 

best of all the light manures for the production of Turn for 

which ES Es is particularly adapted, seldom iR du the 
driest season to secure agno od plant, and to produce a great 

weight per acre, Availing mselves of the E prove 
ments in the science of a tificial manures, the 

manufacture the Urate, that D food requisite for a Pon. 
of crops is fully maintained, therefore parties using the Urate 
for Turnips wil heir succeeding crops of Barley and 
seeds materially a aa rul particulars, with testimonials, 
forwarded on application. . 40, New Bridge-street, Black- 
friars. EDWARD PURSER, buretan 

HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY beg to 
offer Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, delivered direct from 

e Importers’ bonded warehouses :— 

tne itrate of Soda, Fine Bone Sawdust, 

Sulphate of Ammonia, Sulphuric Aci 
Superphosphate of Lime, Sulphate of Soda, 

Gypsum, Petre Salt, 

And every article of Artificial Manure in athe most genuine 

state.—No. 40, New Bridge-street, Blackfri 
EDWARD vues Secretary. 

ECONOMICAL, FERENT. AND DURABLE 
ROOFING. 

BY HER Mi AJESTY'S Baran LETTERS PATENT. 

ROGGON'S PATENT ASPHALTE ROOFING 
FELT, si which wake gens Rooms of the Houses 

of Parliament are entirely e above Material id 

been used and highly ROME by the Nobility, Gentry, a 

Agriculturists generally, and AER i xs. Meml Es. TS of 

s Barry, Esq., R.A., &c. &c. ; has bee 

VERS et the Royal Hobtioniton al Society’: s atiis, Ch iswick 

the Swiss Gardens, Shoreham, RU on vg Duke of Bue: 

cleuch’s, and the Marquis of Anglesey's Property, dc. &c. 
Mn slate) the Royal EORR s Society's ud use, Hanover- 

quare; its advantages are— PNESS, LIGH ESS, 

DURABILITY, and ECONOMY. Being a Non- endende) it 

has iE proved an efficient ** Protective Material” to Plants, 
RICE, ONE PENNY PER SQUARE FOOT. 

seage, E Testimonials sent by Post 32 epen ion. 
TH S JOHN CRoGGON, 

8, Lawrence Pountney- hill, Cannon- street, , Lon lon. 

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND. 
SIX THOUSAND SIX HUNDRED FEET OF 

ROGGON'S PATENT  ASPHALTE FELT 
have been used to roof the Refreshment Shed, the ae 

bitor's Room, and the Sheds EM adjoining the tw 

entrances, intended for the Exhibition of Seeds, Roots 

Vegetables, wee ari the above Society’s Buildings, Newcastle- 

pte € One Penny per Square F 

TTHos. JNO. HERE No. 8, Laurence Solar hill, London. 

ANNER'S PATENT INCLINED STONE MILL, 
Am sonang allkinds of Grain, Seeds, &c. will be exhibited 
,ü i 

particularly re- 
quested to this 
novel ani 
useful machine. 

M their Seat No, 28. anlioations for Mills, Licenses d MIDI 
ture, &c., e addressed t e Patentee at the Patent In- 

ined Stone Mill "Office e, No. 4, ium Basinghall-street, d 

CHEAP AND DURABLE ROOFING, 

BY HER ROYAL LETTERS 

MAJESTY'S PATENT. 

M‘NEILL & CO. of Tams Buildings, Bunhill- 
* row, London, the Manufacturers and only Patentees of 

THE ASPHALTED FELT FOR ROOFING 
Houses, Farm Buildings, Shedding, Workshops, and for 
Garden purposes, to protect Plants from Frost. 

t the Great,National Agricultural Shows, it is this Felt 
which has been exhibited and obtained the Prize, andis the 
Felt patronized b; 

R Masesty’s Woops AND FORESTS, 
HONOURABLE BOARD oF ORDNANCE, 
IoNounABLE East INDIA Company, 
HONOURABLE COMMISSIONERS OF CUSTOMS, 
IER MAJESTY’S ESTATE, ISLE or WIGHT, 
OYAL BOTANIC GARDENS, REGENT’S PARK, 

And on the Estates of the Dukes of Sutherland, Norfolk, Rut- 
land, Newcastle, Spe UE REND x es Ri chmond), 
the Tate Earl Spencer, and mo: 
and at the Royal Agricultural Boots th ED [rus square. 

It is half the price of any other description of Roofing, and 
effects a great saving of Timber in the construction of Roofs, 
made to any dona by 32 ges wide. , 

Pri PENNY PER SQUARE Foor. 
bu Samples; with Directions for its Use, and Testimonials 

of seven years’ experience, with references to Noblemen, Gen- 
tlemen, Architects, es qu sent cna to any part of the 
town or oaks rs by post exi 

ie Public eps respectfully cautioned inp the only Works 
in Great Britain wher Emu Roofing is made, are 

B 5 & 00.8 | 
Patent Felt M. mb's-buildings, Bunhill 3 

London, ed Roofs OAM with the Felt may he seen, as 
also the new Vice-Chancellor's Court, and the Passages and 
Offices at. A mm to Westminster Hall, and other build- 
ings at the New Houses of Parliament, done under the Sur- 
veyorship of d nu ry, Esq., 

Note.—Consumers sending direct to the Factory can be sup- 
plied in lengths best suited to their Roofs, so that they pay for 
n o more than they require. 

)RNAMENTAL TILES for Floors, Walls, &e., of 
Greenhouses, Conservatories, Garden Terraces ; ; Encaustic, 

Venetian, &c., ARIE ay be seen at Messrs. 
PARKER and Wyatt's, Surrey-street, ys kfriars, London. 
der) to ties MINTON & CO., the ntees, of Stoke- 
upon-Trent. Also Patentees of the PORCELAIN BUTTONS, 
pa e E more durable than Mother-o'-Peai 

WNERS AND OCCUPIERS OF EETA TESS 
V ILLIAM BULLOCK WEBSTER, of Hounsdown, 

near Southampton, Draining Engineer to Her Majesty, 
at Osborne, Isle of Wight; the inventor of a Patent Tile 
and Pipe Machine (applicable to making Bricks); also a new 
Machine for taking roots and stones out of clay, Wen are 
to be seen at the Royal Foe Institution, Regent-street,— 
offers his assistance as a thor ractical man to ipeum 
who may require S MEAE S any subject conneeted with 
the Drainage of their Estates. P.S.—Land drained ata fixed 
sum per acre, including every expense. 

ATENT VULCANIZED FLEXIBLE INDIA- 
RUBBER HOSE-PIPE and TUBING, for pua 

Brewers, Railway Companies, Fire Engines, Gas en 
Plumbers, and for Agricultural and all other purposes WA. 
peniectty flexible strong Pipe is required. Sol Manufactures, 

J. L. HANCOCK, Goswell. -mews, vell.road, 

DRAINING TILE MACHINES, 

a| A INSLIE'S PATENT IMPROVEMENT 
for Maxine and Dryine Draining Tiles 

The Process combines ped with Economy. Gentlemen 

o 
suh Machine, 1934, 

Piccadilly, where ‘ee may be seen at work ; t the Poly- 
technic Institution, and at the Works, Alperton, “Middlesex. 

Price 3d. each, or 5s. iis 25 copies for AERE amongst 
tage Tenantr: Coti 

"p RE SUBIRE CALENDAR OF GARDEN 

AXT o BY 20$ SE P. ra EA 
GARDENER TO HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF DEVONSHIRE, &c. 
Reprinted from the Gardeners’ Chronicle. Above 22,000. have 

already been sold. 

INDEX OF CONTENTS :— 
African Lilies Gentianella lanting 
AE nanas Gilias lums 

mones Gooseberries Polyanthus 
PER raftiu, " 'otatoes 
Apples reen fly rivet 
Apricot Heartsease runing 
Auriculas Terbs niis by eut- 
eans Herbaceous Peren- 
eet nials DESE 3 

Biennials eliotrope Radishes 
Black Fly Iollyhocks. Ranunculus 
Books, de of, for berri 

Cottagers ip radish ‘hubarb 
yacinths sockets 

Borecole A oses 
Box edgings yssop Rue 
Broccoli ndian Cress Rustic vases 
Brussels sprouts ris Sage 
Budding iun: Beane Salvias 
ulbs Layend Savoy 

Cabbage serene Saxitra; 
Cactus — Leeks | Scarlet Runner 

h ^k 
e rirorman Sangala Lettuce See 
Campanul Lobelias Send Daisy or Thrift 
Garnation London Pride Seal 
Jarrots Lychnis, Double um "Flo 

Cauliflowers arigold Seleet Vegetables 
Celery arjoram and Fruit 
Cherries anures Snails and Slugs 
China Asters arvel of Peru Snowdrops 

i es eng Spinach 
Chrysanthemums, Spruce Fir 

inesi Mignonette Spur pruning 
Chives Min! Stocks 
Clarkias xe Strawberries 
Olematis Narcissus Sommer Savory 
ollinsias Nemophi Sweet Williams 
Senor heed : bifrons Thorn Hedges 

Onio: Thyme 
Undo Peeonies Tigridia Pavonia 

rocus: Parsnip Transplanting 
Crown Totens arsley Tree lifting 

eaches ips 

Cultivation of Flow- | Pea-haulm 
i i ears Vegetable Cookery 

Currants eas A Venus’s Looking- 
Denies elargoniums 

isie: erennials Verbenas 
Dog’s-' root Violets | Persian Iris i e 
Exhibitions re- | Petunias Virginian Stocks 
paring a articles for Phlox Wallflowers 

Femei as protection Bindi Willows 
uit inks Zinnias 

Fuchsias 

ILLUSTRATED WITH SEVERAL WOODCUTS. 
ee at the ŒARDENERS CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL 

GazrrTE Office, 5, Upper Wellington-street, Covent Garden, 
Dondon at the rate of 3d, each ; or 5s. for 25 copies for distri- 

tion amongst Cottage Tenantry, delivered anyw i 
London, on a Post-office O) 
JAMES Marruews, at the Office, and made payable at the Post- 
office, 180, Strand, ‘London. 

e 4s, 6d. , neat cloth, 
HE TREE ROSE. Practical Instructions for its 
Formation and Culture, Illustrated by 24 Woodeuts 

from the ierit Chronicle, with additional 
matter by the Author and other: 

Published at the GARDENERS’ EE 
GAZETTE Office, 5, 
London, 

LE AND AGRICULTURAL 
Upper Wellington-street, Covent Garden 

UT 
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Second Edition, with 535 Illustrations, 3 vols, 8vo, price 4l. 14s. 6d. 

GNE 

THE ARTIS) UB ON THE STEAM 
Now ready, in 1 vol., 4to, with 30 Steel “Plates E p odi d 

MR. YARRELL'S HISTORY OF BRITISH BIRDS. 
Also, 

A SUPPLEMENT TO THE FIRST EDITION. 

Svo, 2s. 6d. ; royal 8vo, 5s. ; imperial 8vo, 7s. 6d. 

By the sam e Author, 

A SECOND EDITION OF THE HISTORY OF BRITISH FISHES. 

2 vols. 8vo, with nearly 500 Illustrations, 37. 

JOHN VAN VOORST, 1, PATERNOSTER-ROW. 

) em HINTS FOR LABOURERS.— Published 

under the UR of pte pee s Friend Society. 
3.6 

THE FARMING "Boys CATECHISM OF AGRI- 
ULTURE, 4d. 

London : E W. PARKER, West St Strand. 

IN ORES BY THE HON. AND VERY REV. 
W W. EN Dean of Manchester, Price 3s., uniform 

YE his W 
THE CHRISTIAN. 

b SYLVÆ RECEN TOES, T UOTA Cr RECENSITAE; 

E ne G. qme foleet, BA a er E. P. 

AIR ; G.H. PARED Oxford; W. GRAHAM, Oxford ; 

J and J. J. DEeremroN, Cambridge ; T Sowzzn, Manchester ; 

Sıms and DINHAM, an 

Works in 3 vols. Svo, contain—I. 1, Horæ Scandicze, 

works relating to Ancient Northern History and Mythology. 

2, Hore Pierio; Poetry. 3, Sylvarum Liber.—II. Horm Pe- 

TIL. 1, Attila; an Heroic Poem. 2, Attila and his Predeces- 
sors; an Hist orical Treatise. 3 Supplement to Attila. 

/ THE HORTICULTURAL FETE—THIS DAY. 

Row AND FLOWER SHOWS. By an 

Eminent Authoress. Poing No. 15 of The TOPIC, price 3d. 

aring, 
No. 16. Continental Travel P rance ; No, 17. Ditto—Northern 

Italy, Switzerland, Rhenish: Germany, Belgium ; No. 18, Ditto 

— Southern Italy, Central COENA us 
Just 

Vol. I., consisting of : pieces it writers for the quarterly 

reviews. In cloth, 3s. 

iT CHELL, Rea Lion-court, Fleet-street. 

LUIS. published, in 1 large volume royal 8vo, price - 9l. 2s., E 

"HE GRASSES OF BRITAIN. 

Illustrated by 140 Figures, drawn and en ngraved by the | 
LL, M.D., F.R.S.E., Author of | 

** The Grasses of Scotland." | 

This work contains a full figure and full description of every | 

species of one found in Britain, with their uses in agricul- 

ture, 
gm of The orc of Scotland” may have the por- | 

tion of the Work containing the English Grasses, &c., on ap- | 

plieation HER their Ms to their Publishe ers. jal 

x BLacgwoop & Sons, Edinburgh and London, i 

C PRICE FOURPENCE, OF ANY BOOKSELLER, 

Cora OFTHE NEBER y SATURDAY 

ENÆ 
JOURNAL yar TANE AND M LITERATUR, 

ENCE, AND THE FINE 
P four Large Quarto bes 

Revie WS or, WITH EXTRACTS FROM: 
Reiseskizzen | coi of Irish | Volunteers. 

U. S. a By J. J. Von} MacNevin, Esq, 

TTsehut Life of aod ONeill, By J. 

Bee Post of Ireland. Ed. the 
. G. Duffy, Esq Songs | et i Ed.by M. 

nody the Rover. By. 'W.Carle-| J. Barry, 
ton, Esq. Gal alle of th ign: By 

-— of Paddy-Go-Easy. TAD 5 

. Carleton, Esq. Poets dum Dramatists of Ire- 

By pe and Historical Es-| land, D. F. MacCarthy, 
B; bat 

Casket of uis Pearls, Ed. dois Life of Lorenzo de' 

by ahon, Esq. | 
History o of 35 x. [Bistonre de mes and Pontificate of Leo X. 

Leo! y M. Audin; Poems. B. and A. Bell. 
My Deca &c. By S.aud E. | Lays xm Tagen ea eny, 

Hers &c. E. arve; 
Benighted Traveller, and other Bed by Rev. C. E. Kenna- 

Poems. By E. J. Hughes. 
Poems. By Mrs. TI ites £ Seventh Report of Dep 
Year and a Day in the Eas Keeper of Public Aiora. 

By Mrs, E. Montauban. 
WITH SHORTER NOTICES OF— 

The Astrologer. 
Lettres sur la Théorie des Pro- 

abilités. By M. Quetelet. 
Moras Heroism. By C. L. Bal- 

© 
Llewelyn’s Heir. 

The Seite By Miss L. 

Jewr: 
soar S Scar Mytho- 

S. 
ones Fist Step t ii "Scottish Bacchi and Heraclidæ of Eu- 

e Rodwell. ripides 

wanes Cobtónpondense “port of Torre del Greco. 

han pluton pe pee Sd Dinner at the Man- 

Meeting at King’s C College vat 
Notis ham— New Insti: dues ** Surrey ae neum ”. 
Pension to Mr. M‘Culloch—Death of Mr. Marsh, the chemist 
—Mr. Allen’s First Lecture on South Australia—Restora- 
tion of Mr. Halliwell to Library of British Museum. 

Journey of Exploration to Soudan—Temperance Societies 

in Sw gucci Gossip—South American Expedition of 

Count Castelna; 
Stary tole 
Tine meu. Mola Institution, Ancient Masters— Portrait 

of Keying—M. Claudet's Daguerreotype Portraits—Cathe- 
dral of COHEN . 

Eine Art Gossip.—Meeting to xl Widow of Mr. EUR 
don—Painted Window in St. James's Church, Westm: 
Cee Albert and aie Siborne—Sale of Ancient 
Greek and Roman Coins—Inauguration of statue of late 
RC at Wiedna, trench: Gossip—Royal Medal, Insti- 
tute of British Architects. 

Music and the ianea Philharmonic Concert 
—Coneerts of the Week— Mr. P. Alvars’s Concert—Hay- 
market (Borough 1 Politics) Lyceum (Loan of a Wife), 

WEusical gossip. Brus sels Company at Drury Lane— 
Gossip o he Week—Lady Bishop’s Visit to England— 
Mane Albertazzi at Surrey Theatre—Foreign Celebrations 
—Dr. Mendelssohn and Mddle. Jenny Lind. 

M elanon. Par Academy of Sciences— Railway De- 
posits, 

Order The Atheneum of any Bookseller. 

Price Sixpence, free by post. 

The Railway Chronicle 
Of Saturday, Jury 4, contains articles on 

EVENTS Oe THE WEEK.—REPORT OF THE LORDS’ 

COMMITTEE ON RAILWAY BUSINESS — COMMIS- 

STONERS? REPORT ON CITY STATIONS. 

ORIGINAL PAPER.—Practical Views of the Gauge Arrange- 

men! 

REPORTS o ide PRIN Southern ind Cim 

gum ani fürm or 
solve. 

OF! FICIAL E epo lyric Lal the re aie on 
R 

PARLIAMENTARY pore — Committees on Op- 

posed Bills—Progress of Bil 
Opening of the Leeds and Preaatord= Lew Hope. Nes 

ings—Tenders for Loans— Contracts — Dividends —Calls 

Deposits returned—Transfer Books cloned- Correspondente 

— Traffie Table—Share Lists—Foreign Ditto—Money Market 

—Paris Letter— Gossip of the Week—With the Title Page 

and Index for the half year. 

Order Railway Chronicle of any Newsvender. 

RAILWAY CHRONICLE TRAVELLING CHARTS, 
THE FIRST OF THE SERIES, 

LONDON TO BRIGHTON, 
containing 83 Engravings, p 

May be had at all the Stations eee London add Brighton, 

THE SECOND OF THE SERIES, 
LONDON TO WOKING AND VEA E 

with about 50 Illustrations, price 4d., in a W) 

May be had at all the Stations between Vauxhall alia Guildford. 

ready, 
LONDON TO OXFORD, 

ON THE GREAT WESTER N 
Price 64., in a Wrapper. 

Near; 

ST TO WOLVERTON, | 
ON THE BIRMINGHAM, 
Price 6d., in a Wrapper. 

OUGLASJERROLD’s WEEKLY NEWSPAPER, 
of Saturday next, July 18, will contain the commencement 

of several Series of Papers of Social ADU and Entertain- 
ment, by himself and his Em T LITERARY ASSOCIATES ; and 
also a mass of News and Tnformatio Wall digested and ar- 
ranged, suitable to family reading.—Oftice, 169, Strand, where 
Prospectuses can be had, BEAR. or of any Town or Countr, ry 
Newsv. nd. 

O ADVERTISERS.— DOUGLAS JERROLD'S 
WEEKLY NEWSPAPER, cireulating amongst thousands 

of all classes; m prora an excellent opportunity to Adver- 
tisers. dvertisements, as far as possible, classified and in- 
open Piet according to priority of reception at 
the Office, 169, Strand, where P. rospeetuses can be had, Gratis, 
or of a d "Town or Country Newsvender, 

oRsy re S BROCHURES.— No. I. is now ready, 

Engravings, 278, clot 

TREATISE ON. THE S STEAM. ENGINE, in 
Application to Mines, Mills, Steam Navigation. 

By the ARTISAN CLUB. Edited by Jonn Bourne, C.B. 
*,* Subscribers are requested to complete their sets. 

Lond LONGMAN, Brown, Green, and LoNGMANS. 
LL 

ways. 

THIRD SEPTENNIAL BONUS. 

ROWN LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY; 
33, New Breen eet, Wem iu London. 

Sorge H. e dE Chairman. 
John Kirkland, Depaty-Chairma: n. 

John Chz "d e Esq, Jameson Hunter, Esq, 
Charles Chippinaale, Esq. Lieut.-Colonel Moody, RE. 

ns e n, Esq. Jo Nelson, ERG. 

D, Colvin, Esq Richard Nor Be 
Tea A REA een C.B., Amd Stewart Esq. 

iam Whitmore, Esq. 
Thomas "Harrison, Esq. EA. Wilson, Esq. 
io E H. Forbes, Esq.; Geo. Hankey, Esq.; 0. Om- 

manney, 
Physidan Sit 0. F. bonn M.D., K.C.H., 23, Argyll-street. 

Surgeon —Samuel Solly, E: F.R.S.; 1, St. Helen’s- place. 
Standing Conn Chale Tiis, Esq. 
Solicitors—Messrs. Hale, Boys, and ANO 

Bankers—Bank of Eng En 
ary—J. M. Rainbow, E sq. 

ane THIRD SEPTENNIAL INVESTIGATION into the affairs of 

his Company, to the 25th March, 1846, a Bonus, amounting oD 

iS average $0.91 per cent. on the Pronilutas paid fo r the pre- 

ceding seven years, was assigned to all policies of at least three 

years’ standing, and effected for the whole duration of life. 
To similar Polis the following Bonuses were declared at 

former Divisions, viz. :— 
"PIRST DIVISION, IN 1832. 

On the average, ps of 26 per cent. on the Premiums paid. 
ECOND DIVISION, IN 1839. 

On the average, 33 per cent. on the Premiums paid for the 
preceding Seven Vie 

The advantages o; of this office, among o! 
1A PO dette septennially in ens of f the Profits, - 

which may either in reduction of the Premium, or to 
augment ties aun ides 

2. Premiums may be paid in a limited number of annual 
sums, instead of by beh payments for the whole of life ; the 

Policy continuing to Dae in profits after the payment of 

su igh ane has ce: 
ssurance s Premium Fund is not subject to any 

Do for interest to Proprietor: 

4. Permiss; Und 5 pass to Continental Ports between Brest and 
the Elbe inclus: 

5. Parties including Officers of the Army, Navy, East India 

Company, and Merchant Service,) may be assured to reside in 

or jee to all parts of the world, at premiums calculated oF 
real 
" Claims to be paid within three months 

. The Assured may dispose of their Policies to the Company: 
S No charge but for Policy Stamps. 
The Prospectus, Tables of Rates, S to be had at the office 

in London, or of the Company's Age 
oe. ' Gonvens, Secretary. 

ROV LIFE OFFICE, 50, Regent-street, 
ondon.—EsTABLISHED [^ 

INVESTED CAPITAL, 1,200,0007. 
ANNUAL Incomp140,0 ONUSES DECLARED 529,000% 
Claims m since tha. establishment of the Office, 1,520, 000% 

sident TRE js oan ABLE EARL GREY. 

The Earl of A 
DIM John Osborn, tiia 
John Deering, 
exa PESE TE n, M.D, 

le of Premiums "a assuri p em one Healthy Life. 

musst iu 

ee redericls Squire, ae 
R 

Without 
onus. Men 

and may be had of LoNGMAN & Co., and of all 
for Is. ; being a Complete Practical Treatise on the POTATO, 

No. IL. will appear shortly ; and will contain, among other 
things, the Making of HAY without Sunshine, and tig manu- 
facture of the Food of Plants.—Alton Towers, July 11 

Just published, ioe 1s., the Fourth eer (Translated from 
ion), e Nineteenth French Editi 

ONSTIPAT "TION DESTROYED ; or Exposition 
of natural, soe SEREEN, and infallible means, not 

Sold by James Youens and Co., Tea-dealers, Ó ndgate- hill, 
pom eus bys all Booksellers in the United King aon 

ESSRS. NESBIT S CLASSICAL, COMMER- 
IAL, MATHEMATICAL, & SCIENTIFIC ACADEMY; 

AND AGRICULTURAL TRAINING SCHOOL, KENNINGTON- 
LANE, LAMBETH, "pe Lonpen, 
“For my own Ido not scruple to avow the conviction 

that, ere long, à juu of the principal truths of chemistry 
will be expected in every educated man ; and that it will be a 
necessary to the statesman and political pnma and pra 
tical agriculturist, as it td already indispensable to the ppt: 
cian and the manufaetu: big. 

School, in addi ion to the 
which include the Classics, Mathematics, and French and Ger- 
man Languages, ev facility i is afforded for the ARUM of 
2 sound knowledge of Chemistry. The pupils are practically 
taught in the Laboratories, which are fitted up with forges, 
furnaces, sand baths, and everything essential for the most 
extensive aa QUNM 

logy, Botany, Electricity, Optics, and the 
other apantin, of Natural Philosophy, are also sedulously 
aie and their principles clearly aie idated and explained, 
E: t Professors of the Metropolis lecture degularly to the 
e d subjects of literary and scientific interest. 

The students havelikewise access to a large and well-assorted 
Liteary, comprising the most recent works on science and lite- 
ratür ; to a valuable collection of Minerals and Geological 
specimens from various s Darts. of the globe; and to an extensive 
suite Ph 
The. en of the choot with further pavaculate, may be 

had on application, either personally or b; 
r. Nessrt’s Works on Land Eu | Mensuration, 

Gauging, Arithmetic, English Parsing, Education, &c. &c.. 
may be had of all egy e ` 

RE /EFERENCES :— 

eneral routine studies, 

Dr. E.R.S &c., Author of 
Elements of Practical Guin ist a "iy and Wer of 

Ventilation, e. s of Parliam: Westminster ; G. 2 
RICHARDSON, Esq., X ̂d. S. Author oes “Geology for Beginners” 
&c., British Museum, London; W. and J. Ginss, Hsqrs. Civil 
Engineers, 2, Ue ae Sas place, ‘St, (AN es's-park, London ; 
and J, GARD: SEG e q., M.D., Author of “The Great Physi- 
Qu &c., E of "riebis Letters," Secretary to the 
“College of Chemistry,” Hanover-square, London. 

Age: | For the whole Life,at an 
Annual Payment o 
Liss |Site. d. £54 | £ wd 

20 | 11410 | 2 3 7 40 24€5. 58 gat 
95, | 118 46. | 2. 8.1 45 3.2 5 bagei? i 
30 EN ME 50 pura 410 9 
35 |.2 8 2191 55 410 156 
aes Paia upon AA oh ins aum CLAIMS. 

No. of No. 
Policy. ARE Sum Paid. | Bis. anten. Sum Pah paid. 

£. gud. £. £ s E 
35 | 8900 | 4509 1 1]|| 3307 | 2000 | sm1 1 5 

1973: | 5000 | 7652 13 3 | 3617 | 1000 | 1802 4 JL 
3085 | 5000 | 7708 6 0 | 4024 | 1000 | 1622 9 7 
3378 | 5000 | 7500 5 9 || 4888 | 1000 | 165413 6 
Prospectitses and full particulars may be obtained upon ape 
Min to the Agents of the Office i 80 in all the principal town: 

ted Kingdom ; and at the head Office, No. 50, Regent- 
prane Joun A. BEAUMONT, Managing i 

(3 REAT T 2 MUTUAL LIFE ASSUR 
CD SOCIETY, 

14, Waterloo-place, and 79, King William-street, City, L 
CLAIMS on Policies i subject to be litigated or dis Sp E 
B with the sanction, in each case, of. s General Meeting ° 

c Members, to be specially conv: ened on the occasion. 
This Society is established upon the most gue pi 

ples of the mougn l system, ur whole of the profits being, diy Ms 

among the Members, combining security with profit, and Bo 
ing the facility of credit for half the premium for the first 
years, and an extremely low rate of premium to par sw 

refer assuring at first upon the non-participating oiy 
with the option of becoming Members aiy time Teer wa rds 
paying the difference between the two rates. e. 

Extract from the Tables for an Assurance of £100 for Y 
whole term of life 

MUTUAL RATES. ps PARTICIPATING RATES 
| Annual Tale 9n Half 

Age. | Premium, Credit. | Age. |premiom, 

23 d E aR £ |E 8 de 
16 |l 18 10|0 19 

ondon, 
mated 

inci- 
jed 

a |2 6 uli 3 6| 26 118 4/0 12 4 n 3 0, 0|110 0| 36 |2 9 i 4 8 8.2 1 101) 46 [$$ sit M 
for example, 10007, may be assured at the age d Thus, 

byt the annual payment of 91. 11s. 8d. for the first five years: ted 
indowments and Annuities granted, and assurances sie 

vids parties residing in any part of the Kingdom, 
Coe Gn 
KE. ‘Tnvine, Managing Director S 

k-place, Stoke Newing tanpon th Printed by Wauttam BRADBURY, of END G 5 
Faupanton Mutsen Evans, vg No. nel row, E zh 

of Midálese: 5 them. 
thoPreeinet of Whiteteiaza in the ath v am id pubiisheä by Gat- 

ice, No. 5, C a t St Rd Communications 

ton, bo! 

ud the auld county, where al 
aro tobe addressad to the Editor.—Satmrday, ‘Jour 11, 1946. 
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Amateur Garden —Bulbs - 477 ¢ my of making Arancaria imbrieat, largo - 479 b Manring, I prlneiplesot ^ 
Bar st from Cuba - 477 c | Measure work 

470 5 | Morn, Doath’i hond 
E cles Pelargonium Catalogue 483 c York, prices of E 
Bones cisscived in caustic ley 429. a DU in 
Bulbs, to preserve - 477 c | Nuthatch 480a 
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ARDENERS' CHRONICLE 
_ AGRICULTURAL ier is 
A Stamped Newspaper of Rural Economy and General News.—The Horticultural oss Edited by Professor Ur gura 

SATURDAY, JULY 18. 

INDEX, 
Labels, vine, ink for 

pone: sourn LONDON FLORICULTURAL 

BITION Tor, tie See mu be held ir the 
» 4 ZOOLOGICAL G. NS, on WEDNES- AY, the 22d July, 1846. Open to a eed when (old and Siver Bu wil be awarded for the following Colec- fions, vi Miscellaneous Wisin Orchids, Cape Heaths, ‘uchsias, Gannation ns, Picotees, Roses, Out Flowers, Indi. genous Plants, m D Fruit, an d Honey. Tn addition IS Mhich, James Coppock, Esq., offers a 5l. prize for the best 
iud of EROS Plants ; and Mr. n Dick: f 
gro xton, offers a Silver Cap, value 5l. 5s., for the best 12 white- 
Que Picotees, List of Prizes and the rules of the Society 

€ obtained from Jouw TAYLOR NEVILLE, Secretary, eee eer, House, Peckham, 

- Poma WARNE (late Warner-and War- 

ECK’S SEEDLING PELARGONIUMS or 1845.— | 
No further remittances can be received for BACCHUS | 

and SIRIUS, the whole of the present Stock being engaged. 
Worton Cottage, July 18, 1846. 

NURSERYMEN TO HER 
MAJESTY 

THE 
FLORISTS QUEEN. e 

EXHIBITION Or CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, AND $ 

OUELL & Co.'s BEES an celebrated collection 
of the above, comprising the finest varieties in cultiva- 

tion, are now in bloom, and will continue pve weeks, 
000 POTS WILL BE STA 

rders are now being received at the ESA prices = 
25 pairs of finest first-rate show varieties of Car 

tions and Pic Misc «pelas esc] e 0 
2 pz do. a 0 
F s of very fine new varieties of do. C 

do... athlon pedo” TuS 0: ax Ig 
ae Serene WITH FLOWER g BUD 

YOUEL Co. are now supplying very “healthy l 
plants of E note comprising the following very hanc 9 

me varieties, at 30s, per lozen—namely, reece, Juliam 
Beallii, Monarch, Eclipse, Perfection, Bruceana, QCorolin, 
Florida, Chandlerii, Double Striped, Double White, Colvilli, 
Elegans; Grand Frederic, Fimbriata, Imbricata alba, Coi- 
spicua, Tricolor, Sue Mundi, Ochrolenon, Noblissima, Es g 
fallii, Invincible, C. 
Lefevriana, ee picturata, Minuit, yon eed g 
rosea, Kew Blush, & 7 
12 first-rate new Fuchsia, including mes DARE 
EJ “ Sanspareil ” oa d 

"e * 
z pale of & st-rate show Pinks m m 

po rains fect the Shoreditch siation ‘Sh, an 9 
5h. and 8h. 40 m. P.m.—Great Yarmouth jn E 3. 

-BECK S PELARGONIUMS OF Senis V 
fens ++ 15s. 0d, | Mustee E 

Othello eo. 15 Mare Antony T 
po poep "m e+ 15 0. | Isabella m 

ee 4 6 maiq H oe 
rita, Fay 

THE above will pi déliverad tee M uro for prepayment | Š- ER) deed &c., 28, Cornhill, 2s e the Royal Exchange, Lon egs leave to offor Wu pitis clidine c eds. Ne UR MAR this Month :— pen paper.—a. d. ABBA Pan R porre nd fine-f 0 6 
e Queen, a most excellent: e vatiety . 0 6 robe: PDT Scarlet ken] 0 6 

tumnal, a varieties, mi ed we ee LO Wibrriowsm T 2 German varieties, mixed. 10 ANSEY, SUE SES saved by Thomson and other 
ent Growers ve oo igg ee 20 

NER uni L A x 

NEW, CHOICE, AND GOOD, 
R. COOPER, Sion Nursery, Croydon, has just saved 

new Seeds from the choicest kinds of GERANIUMS, pane and OINERARTAS, at.2s. 6d.. each per 
^s ora Post-office remittance i an E the order, 
GP for Gs., postage free, This the best.season for g the a spa to have have strong plants to bloom in the Spring. 

canine E.—This bei i "ing the time for the principal sow- ps the ‘above, all who are desirous of RATE Edu early e of the Seed sent by Post, by 
welve penny stamps, addy 

Westerham, Kent. See athe ap pog ER ion of sort see Gardeners’ Chronicle and Gar- donor a i) Land Stewards’ Journal of Juno 13th and 20th, 184. Eon 

àn order containing MUR Carnet, 

à LORICULTURAL SEEDS. 
ESTMACOTT & CO., SEEDSMEN and RUIN. 

avo NO: 156, Cheapside (opposite St. Paul's), London vd 
BED © state that they have a great variety of FLOWER 

S suitable for Autumn Sowing.—A List of Prices will be arded free, on receipt of a pre-paid application. 
ang Blow Co. have also a large collection: of. mb Garden 

Ner Seeds, of which a Catalogue is pul is 
A a A Catalogue ts jeter and other Bulbs will Be published ate time, —July 
D Sue poe o E a puer ata 

S LENDID NEW VERBENAS & FUCHSIAS.— legant ne who. wish to improve their collections of these Containg oo ve now an excellent opportunity, as the list ey novelty of don eue The plants ies sen 
fine displ n the autumn, of 12s. per dozen, 

r when sent by hamper, pack. 
8 Smith 'S Duchess of Sutherland ; 

a, Miss Watson, d i quen of diennty ; Youell's Exquisite, 
Aurora, and Auberon ; 

Heo abat Alba purpurea, Girling's Blanda, Bicolor odorata, Bou. Mor and Lavendula Magna; Rai ery's Wi PERSEA Scarlets; Alexander's 
z 5 B E! ui 

SIAS at 20s, per dozen—viz. Halley 
amden, Silver) Globe, ew, f and. Candi and pe s Delicata ; Barkway’ s Duke of RNC MEE British Gites a Jackson F ck Milbank’ Jenning’s 

Cant nan Gi fale: gar; Smit] 
of Vy nme. Dalston and Exi Epps's La) Julia and mas Au j 
aeo; NA Meo ng will receive the strict t Attention; [9 Tomas, "rr un n Nursery, Ho: ‘oad, Islington, 

Or packets as under- aed 

g Fu 

Post-office orders to be 

FLOWER SEEDS FOR PRESENT 
S 

Doe AND 
SE S, free by post, 

6 
30 E of fine Hardy Bionnis and Perennials. 5 0 

£ 0 20 vars. of fine Hardy An: 

Nemophila discoidalis ve 

urantiaca I 

6 
4|g Petunia, choice 
6 
6 

AND AUTUMN 

BROWN | per. ‘to offer me E 
at the prices affixed $ di ipa of fine quum Porshe als m -. 10s. 6d. 

ES e Pérennials marked g are 
Greenhouse Seeds, and those DU * are best with a slight 
'otection, si | 

Indian Pink, extra fine. 0 6 
Poppy, 16 splendid Prus- 

@nothera macrocarpa . , Pentstemon Mackayana 9 n 
gent. coccinea 4 + 

-10 
Polyanthus, very fine |. 0 6 
Poténtilla, varieties, each 0 £ 

g Primula sinensis, fine. 

Thunbergia elata . 

06 
PERENNIALS. * Ranunculus, from choice 2 26 

Anemone, fine mixed .. 0 6 Stock, Brompton ne 
Antirrhinum, from g Streptocarpus rexii 

choice ee . 0.6| Sweet William, from ii? 
ophylloides 04 fine double vars. . 

Caleeorasia} fine mixed . 0 6 
Chorozema spectabilis . 1 0 RES, AND OTHER 
Cineraria, choice 10 UALS FOR FLOWER- 
Cobra scandens 406 RLY IN POTS. 
Dianthus superbus 0 4 | Br: achyeome iberidifolia.. 1 0 
Foxglove, new Heus 04 lata) ois. .. 04 

lemo: +04 a pulchella ~ 06 
CEREN RS m picta: 06 

Gaillardia coronata, fine 1 0 | Ipom@a-atroy: iolacea >. 0 6 
i^ 04 "s Pes 06 

Geum Wiceli m «+ 0 6 | Lobelia v 6 
Geranium, extra d 2.6 BMesembryanthenum trie 
age fine mix 110. 206 

macrophylla Phor. Dn ummondi: n 20 
10| fnevarieties, mixed .. 0 6 

aiios d fom Splendid a, TS., e: 06 
dwarf - 0 6| Rhodanthe Mangk 06 

Heart: rient choice e. 10, Stock, choice mix 
Hibiscus M. t 06| man .06 
Pr choice mixed 0 6 Salpiglossis, fine mixed .. 06 

ncana. - 0 6| Sedum azureum 406 
pacar Tusbelliana:: m Sehizanthus retusus, or 

Loasa Hibbertiana .0 i . 406 
0 
0 

a 
Mimulus, fine .. .. 
A remittance is requested fri 

made payable t 

2f aurantia 
om unknown rd 

« Bass and 
WN, Seed om eA Establishment; Sudbury, 

RIED PLANTS FROM CHINA,—A few sets of 
the VALUABLE DRIED PLANTS collected in China 

by Mr. Forrunz, may still be procured by applying to R. 

peans, 

YNE'S *FORGET-ME-NOT"^ GERANIUM will 

Plymouth, July 18. Wruzaw E. RENDIE & Co. 

Cu BREEDER TULIPS. — Twelve 
Fine Bulbs of the above Splendid TULIPS, which are 
AE so much attention amongst F. 

YAN  HOUTTE? s NEW FAR TABS. OF CHILIAN | 
ALS ER. 

[ OUIS VAN HOUTTE, EROS io the Kiva, Ghent, 
-4 Belgium, begs to offer his Chilian ALSTROWMERIAS at 

the following rates, viz.—12 varieties, 10s. ; 
50 varieties, 28s, Orders received by Mr. 

m ; or application may be 
VAN Hourre, at Ghent. : The deliveries will commence on 

the s of SUD and theplants forwarded to London free. 
ev. Dean of Manchester, speaking of his visit to Mr. 

Van Houte 5 establishment at Ghent E Gardeners’ Chronicle, 
12th July, 1845), says of these plants :—“ They are of ever ry 
tint, from scarlet d lemon colour, nid from crimson to pale 
green vai riegated with anne ” He fur ther adds of their effect 
in masses—' t recollect 
Boe so beautiful, and I should think Mr. Van Houtte will 

dit difficult to supply re ESSE for edet when their 
merit shall betome fully kno 

n the repor! the same MS ournal, on the meeting of th: 
sie PR. of the 5th August, 1845, is the following 
account of this flower:—'' Messrs. Van Houtte sent a bouque! 

from Ghent, composed of Alstree 
ground ; they were hybrids of various colours, and although 
somewhat tarnished by the journey and wet Num to which 
they were said to have been lately expose 1&0 they sufficiently pv 

; 25 varieties, 16s. : 
E Rann, 5» 

ket contains directions f» yaning and euiti- 
Bu no 

ini 1 T me usual discount to the tra 
vidis them. 

milium latifolia a 
Begonia a 

Hewanp, Esq., Young-street, Kensington, London. Among | Calandrinia umbellata. 
them are many new and rate species scarcely known to Euro- | Calistegia pubescens - . 

Chirita sinensis .. on 

zeyla 
Cyrtoceras multiflora $5». 

Behites aod m 

The us 
Cuphea cordata .. 

n 

tion.—N.B. 

ever having seen a bed of| upper muito 

nasses of th iZ., 13 ounce; 
showed what beauti ful objects Peer id opinio» woul? ofl Ww anovar, 

them, byt the I Manchester in a late Numh, street. GLA the M ES. 

m Usual allowance to the trade when their card accompa- | Suftolk.—July 18, 
s the remittance, Post-office orders are requested upon 

Breni? 

Each—s. d.. paw PLANTS.—To be Sok, Fifty Fruiting and Achimenes patens +. 816 
Succession PLAN'fS, all clean dadin excellent Fondi pud Anemone japonica .. 106 

The above may be had a great bargain, in ) atrosan- 
owner giving up his Pinery.—Apply to F. H. S., 15, St. Helen v guinea .. .. 
place, London. 3 LóBbfanb! m 

45 mulches .. . 

albo-coccinea . 

nie 
6 
p | 

em Epacri is ardei ntissima | dark spot. It possesses all t en properties of ‘‘ The i 
uke,” is a bold trusser, of soltas habit, and AU if cree (Story’s) mine A ris do M $4 

pr roduces Venen cu Jt can be recommended as one 0j ni * | 
the e of the Fraheiscen ‘hydrang eae: Td | 

Catalogues and ‘esr ons of Mr. Lyne's new Seedling fi^ Sey ance me 
cu are now re E 0 

over on the above e ‘two p! 
Messrs. VEITCH & Son bi 

which they can oO as being worthy of get i 
A E expected from aaa calra 

— Exeter, 

RUITS PRESERY. ED 
APPAR, ATUS us been proved to ke p Rer feetly sound 

id r family use for FIV Bak 
E suite: process F 

ing and co 
culiar flav 

served for 

at any part of Lon 
an order E e to the Patentee, 

John-street, Clerkenwell, p 
atent Apparatus and Vessels are ^ 

factor: y as above. 

C 

of St. 

F OR EIGN st 

IS having, JARV n dass, 

Erto received from Ia 

endy money Only 

eg to offer the above pos plani 

plant was exhibited at Chiswick on Saturda 

Pine-: apples Str. awbi e: 

lie 
ars; the Strawbe d are ade to 

be used with cream at all sez N 
Sample panpani of the fr E gener Pd pre- 

‘amily use, including extr. 
Queue with the wale particuls 
tent ED and ti 

v SEP Rage 

: ,'17 ounces to the foot sup 
meria blooms from the open | substance, 15,. Jfanprecedented low p " 

par Sam@iiported, any size in stoc} 

EW AND RARE PLANTS, 
Each—s,d. 

Gardenia Rothmanii 5 
Stanleyana 

Gladiolus Bidweltii 
t x eo 

EX sic: ae 

EDS 

PARRA o9 o^ 

* 

E AIT "En olata 
nabiana.. 1 

Phalenopsl amabil s 
s. to 147 0. 

macro bla 

ME T 
Tremandra verticillata. 
Tropeolum azureura 

» 'enatiflorum ++ 

Yallda insignis, 1688: to 210 

the above to the Trade. g 

sia macrantha — .. 210 

T when three Em taken. 

cult: 
pon- 

y last as 
: Knighüan Medal awari rdedit; i 

BY COOPER'S PATENT 

This 

s of the y 

8 iachi 
dd 

ed pats, will be qeavered 
SERIE TEN S nnne b m 

JAMES G 

ees mo iia 

c. 

Er a 3; e a quantity 
of the STOUT: T 

d. pi 
s price than he has 

ie thinn: Ey: dua 

B 
Fl 

$ 3 

a LEN HN ET PU MEE. 

UTI 

cen 

oe i 

NEWSPAPER 
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JUL SOCIETY OF LONDO 
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AWARD OF THE JUDGES. 

HE LARGE GOLD MEDAL. 

To Mr. Sce gr. to Mrs. Lawrence, F.H.S., for a col- 

lection of 40 Stove and Greenhouse plants 

2 To Mr. Mylam, gr. to S. Rucker, Esq., jum, F.H.S., for 

20 species of Exotic Orchids 

THE GOLD KNIGHTIAN MED 

1 To Mr. Frazer, of Lea-bridge-road, estan, E à collection 

of 20 Stove and Greenhouse plan 

2 To Messrs. Rollisson, of Tooting, or 20 species of Exotic 

Orchid; 
8 To Mr. Don, gr. to F. G. Cox, Esq., F.H.8., for 12 species of 

Miss Traill of Hayes-place, Bromley, 

6 To Mr. Ber. gr. 

fora wiscollutepue alge tion of Fruit 

THE G ANKSIAN MEDA: 

1 To ie Ayres, gr. to pu Cook, Esq., i: H. S, for a collec- 
of 12 Stove and Greenhouse plan! 

2 To ME Robertson, gr. to Mrs. OE F.H.S., for 20| 
30 species of Exotic Orchids 

3 To Mr. Plant, gr. to J. H. Schröder, Esq., F.H.S., for 12 

species ps das Orchids 
4 To Mr. Carson, gr. . F. G, Farmer, Esq., F.IH.&,, for! 

6 species “of | ds ‘On unn 

5 To Mr. Robertson, for 20 species of Cape ce 

6 To Messrs, Rollisson, of Tooting, for the s 
o Mr. Green, gr. E Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., E H.S., for 12 
species of the sai 

8 To Mr. Frazer, of i Lea-bridge-road, for the 

IL T» Mr. Stanly, gr. to cr. to H. 

Species of Pelargonium 

essrs, a for Moss Roses, in 12 varieties 
. to Lady Puller, of Youngsbury, for a 

collection of j TAN in 50 varieties 

T 7o Messrs. Paul and Son, of Cheshunt, fe the same 

5 Lo Mr. Slowe, for a collection of Roses, in 25 Mere 

16 To Messrs. Cobbett, of Chobham, for the sami 

17 To Mr. Coysh, gr. toR . Hudson, Esq., of Gieptam Common, 

for 12 abies of Pelargonium, S mn PEE 
s To Mr. CONSU of Battersea, for tl 

o Mr. Ward, of Woolwich, for 24 varieties B ross 

d p Mr. Biense of Acre-lane, Brixton, 
o Messrs. Norman, of Toi for 24 imd sof P Pisotess 

5 TS Mr. Dickson, for the 

2 To si Lane, fora colpesion: of new hardy Evergreens, 

rens, Esq, F.H.S, for 6 

^ To ME SER PH for a Fuchsia, “ Duchess of Sutherland.” 

25 To Mr. Ayres, gr. to J. Cook, Esq., F.H.S., for Veronica 
salicifolia 

26 To Mr. us) gr. to C. Barron, Nsq., for Stephanotis 

floribunda 
27 To Mr. Dawson, for Erica Irbyai 

28 To tu Ep gr.to H. Barore Fad F.H.S,, for Gloriosa 

9 To Mb Taylor, gr. to J. Coster, Esq., for a collection of 

British 
To Messrs. Veitch, for a new species of Aischynanthus 

31 To Messrs. Rollisson, of Tooting, for the best-named collec- 

tion of Plants. No error in 40 nam m 

pa To Mr. Dodemeade, gr. to W. Leaf, Esq., F.H.S., for Grapes 

3 To Mr. Wright, gr. io the Hon, Mrs. ahnstiogb F.H.S., for 
Grapes grown in p: 

4 To Mr. Chapman, of FSouth Lambeth, for Grapes 
5 To Mr. Wilmot, of Isleworth, for the same 

6 To Mr. es ru gr.to C. Wynne, Esq, F.H.S. for a 
Pine-aj 

9 To mn Lane, of Great Berkhamstead, for 18. varietas of 37 To = Y P hsistie; gr. to Viscount Folkestone, ‘for Pine- 

oses in pots 

10 To x ou gr.to his Grace the Duke of Sutherland, 
Trentham, for a miscellaneous collection o: 

pe 
THE SILVER GILT ee 

1 To AUS Malyon, gr. to T. Brandram, Esq., o! f Lee-grove, 

akhents for Se collection of 20. ‘species of Stove and 
eve plan. 

2 To Mr. Green, ae io ‘si E. Antrobus, Bart., F.H.S., for 12 

species of the 

3 To p Cations, “ofl iste plade, Chelsea, for 6 species of the 

4 To Mr. Teddie, gr. to Mrs. Marryat, F.H.S., for 12 species 

of Exotic Orchids 
5 To ae one gr. to Sir George Larpent, Bart., F.H.S., for 

6 To Me. agrees gr. to J. Cook, Esq., F.H.S., for 20 species of 

Cape Heaths 
7 To Mr. May, gr. to E. Goodheart, Tsay BE Langley-park, 

Beckenham, for 6 species of Cape 

8 To ze quid of BEES F.H. S. Pe um same 
19 To we, gr. to . Baker, Esq, F.H.S., for 12 

Sad iet: is of Roses in den S 

10 To Mr. Dobson, gr. to Mr. Beck, F.H.S., of Isleworth, for 

18 varieties of the same 

11 To Mr. Stains, of Middlesex-place, p road, for 12 new 

yarieties of SPUR in 8-inch pot: 
12 To Mr. Dobson, for the same 
13 To Mr. Stains, Da 12 Mene of Pelargonium, in 8-inch pots 

14 To Mr. Bassett, gr. „ S. Holford, Esq., F.H.S., for 

Aerides odoratum 
15 To Mr. Falconer, gr. to A. Palmer, Esq, of Oheam, for 

thera coccinea 
16 To Messrs. Veitch, of Exeter, for a new species of Ixora 

17 To E M gr. io Miss Traill, of Hayes-place, Bromley, 
es 

18 To Mal E mp, gr. to James ep) Esq., of Mawbey-house, 
'outh Rm. for the 

19 To Mr. Mitchell, ce VIDE WEE Brighton, for the same 

20 To Mr. Dods, gr. to Col. Baker, F.H.S., for Pine-apples 

21 To Mr. Fleming, fora Pine-apple 
THE LARGE SILVER MEDAL. 

1 To Mr, Epps, of Maidesno F.H.S., for a collection of 12 
Stove and Greenhouse plants 

2 To Mr. Carson, gr. to W. F. G. Farmer, Esq. F.H.S,, for a 

collection of 6 Stove and Greenhouse plants 

3 To Mr. Jack, gr. to R. G. Loraine, Esq., Wallington, for 

ie same 

4 To Mr. Hunt, to Miss Traill, of Hayes-place, Bromley, 

or 6 species Scoti Orchids 
5 To Mr, Jack, os p 

to Boyd m sdb js of Collier's Wood, 

8 To Mr. Bruce, for a specimen npe Heath 
9 To Messrs. Bollisson, for the 

10 To ake Lane of ET t Mevthanap stead for a collection 
f Roses, in 50 varii 

11 To Mtr. Robinson, gr. o deae Simpson, Esq., of Thames 

Bank, goes for 12 varieties of Pelargonium, in 
8-inch 

12 To ae Turner, ae Chalvey, near Windsor, for 24 varieties 
arnatior 

13 To iran Note of Woolwich, for the same 
. Turner, for 24 varieties of "Picotees 

15 To Mr. G. Edmunds, of Wandsworth, Sa the 
ae H. S. tor a col- 

SeMtianotls orbude 
18 To Mr. ee, of Leyton, for Allamanda cathartica 
19 To ims Ub gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., for Tisianthus 

;'usselli 

20 To F. Scheer, Esq., F.H.S., for a new species of Echinopsis 
ia 

21 To Mr. Dods, gr. to Sir G. Misa Bart., F.H.S,, for a 
miscellaneous Spa of Fruit 

22 To Mr. Frost, gr. to Lady id F.H.S., for Grapes 
23 To Mr. Davey, gr. to G. Smith, , F.H.8,, for the same 
24 To E Tillery, gr. to his Grace qs Duke of Portland, for 

Wm 
* To Me. "Y linson, gr. to y Marquis of Westminster, at 
dh. Eaton. Hall, for Pine-apples 

. W. Browne, gr. to €. W, Packe, Esq., M.P., F.H.S., 
Providence Pineapple 

D. Davenport, Esq., F.H.S., for 

TH 
SILVER KNIGHTIAN MEDAL. 

1 To Mr, Collins 155,0 E. H. Chapman, Esq., of Harringay 
~ a collection of 12 Stove and Green- 

2 To Mr. May, gr. to E. Goou Seck , Esd., of Langley Park, iem for à collectidi tative wad E 

of ta same 
Cs v “orwell, for 

3 To Mr. Bruce, Gu i pa Miller, ED av 
4 To Mr. Youn 

38 To T i S gr. to E, Lousada, Esq., of Sidmouth, for 

a Pin. 
39 To Mr. 3. Bait, gr.to G. Purday, Esq., of Bayswater, 

for Pine-apples 

M0 To Mr. Wright, for Peaches and Nectarines 

tl To dum E gr. to J, H. Oughton, Esq, F.H.S., for 

2 To" M "Elliott, gr. to J. B. Boothby, Esq., F.H.S., for 

8 To ae: Whiting, o H, T. Hope, Esq, F.H.S., for 
Bigarreau and. etie Cherries 

4 To Mr. rion for a Melon 
E SILVER BANKSIAN MEDAL. 

To Mr. mun gr. to H. Berens, Esq., F.H. cel for a collec- 

ve and rire plants 

owe, gr. to W. R. Baker, Esq, F.H.S., for 

the same 
3 To Mr. Taylor, gr. to J. Coster, Esq., of Streatham Common, 

for the same 
4To Mr. noie, of Hertford, for 18 varieties of Roses, i n. E 

5To Mr. owe, gr. to W. R. Baker, Esq, F.H.S., 

ancy Rose 
6 "o Mr, Dobson, for the 

7o pee date nd m Tor a collection of Moss Roses, in 
12 vai 

70 Mr. Trane for a collection of Roses, in 50 varieties 
S 1o Mr. Taylor, Tor 6 varieties of Cape Heat 

10 Te m Wood, gr. to J. G. Seager, Esq., of Poole, fora 

p m 
11 Tc ons. Hunt, for the 
12 Tc Mr. Ellis, “of Woolwich, for 24 varieties of Picotees 

13 To Mr. Ward, for the sam 

14 To es Pu of Slough, for a collection of new hardy 

eens, in 
15 To [3 "Kendal, of Stoke Newington, for Fuchsia, ** Erecta 

16 To. NT bere MS gt to Mrs, Lawrence, F.H.S., for 

Pavetta Borboni 
k To Mean Veitch, for Cuphea cordata 

8 To Messrs, Henderson and Co., of Pinenppleqaop, Edge- 

ware-road, for Aischynauthus Boschiai 
19 To AEn Robertson, gr. to Mrs, Toi DE. H.S., for the 

y or namec collection of Plants. One error in 

20 To Eu LN ED gr. "E E Benyon, Esq., for Grapes 

a To Mr. T. Bray, for the 
22 To Mr, Gadd, of Berhwortt, for the same 
23 To Ron Mn n gr. to Col, "Wyndham, F.H.8., for a Pine- 

24 To Mr ‘Thomson, jn we G. Byng, Esq., of Wrotham-park, 
Barnet, for the 

25,To ue ae Braid, e Sd H, Perkins, Esq, F.H.S., for the 

26 To am Lr. gr. to R. Gunter, Esq.. F.H.S., for Pine- 

27 To Mr. ‘Collinson, fon TRER 
28 To M Mason. gr.to John Kenaway, Bart., Escot House, 

» for Peac 9 
29 To p "Collins, for the s; 

30 To Mr, T. Bray, for Black 1 e Cherries 
31 To Mr. Kendall, gr. to H. Pole Carew, Esq, Anthony 

ns 

34 To Mr. xn for the same 
HE CERTIFICATE OF MERIT. 

1 To Mr. ERG of Hertford, for a collection of Moss Roses, 

in 12 varieties 
a To,Mr, Ellis, for 24 varieties of Carnations 
8 To Mr. Griffin, of Uxbridge, for the same 

v4 To Mr. ee ds, of Wandsworth, for a seedling Picotee, 

** Mrs. Reeves” 

5 To Mr. don. gr. to W. F, G, Farmer, Esq., F.H.S., for 

Chironia floribunda 
6 To Mr. A gr. to Lady Grenville, F.H.S., for Triptilion 

7 To Mr. Xoung e C. Barron, Esq., ide Clethra arborea 

8 To Mr. Cole, oru for eut Holly hoe!) 

9 To Mr, Jack, gr. to R. G. Loraine, LUN vem Cuphea miniata 

0 To Messrs. Veitch, for Clematis glandul osa 
hi To is Mylam, gr. to S. Rucker, Esq., jun., F.H.S., for the 

hird best named collection E Plants. Three errors in 
a 

12 To Mr. Fleming, for peaches and Nectarines 
i To Mr. Elliott, for Melon: 

4 To Mr. Hewitt, for Olteatatan Cherries 
15 To Mr. Meyer, of Boston-lane, Sena for Cherries. 

PLANT LABELLIN! 

B's W AND TEOD CHEMICAL GARDEN 

heat, dt Re wet, the pedem CREER into the tans d 

and therefore will not: scale off. 

specimen 
8 To Messrs. Fair aire E the same 

Mr. Frazer, for the same 
R. sioseiey, 10r o varieties of searlet Pelargonium 

n: o Loadenhall-étreer ; ; Clark, 25, Bishops- 
gate-street ; Westnnoott 156, Cheapside ; and all Seedsmen,— 

^ Provincial Agents wanted, Specimens sent by past. 

Becks SEEDLINGS OF 1845, to be sent out in 
‘OBER next, well established in 4-inch pots, and deli- 

rs free in London for pre-payment only ;— 
RORA, raised in 1844, and unequalled in any collection. 

—Eye ver; "striking, pre white at the base of the bac k 
petals, which of a rich gl i 

bloomer, and excelle: nt habit, 2725. Received prize at Hor! 

P RT Society's Exhibition, 1844, and the highest prize at the 

e, 145, and at the Botanical Society? s Exhibition also. LI 
CON ETITOR, 1845.— A rich- BUS flower, top petals 
covered with an even tint of velvety- DER leaving à narro! 
rim of msy crimson on the edge; centre of the flower light, 
slightly tinged with blue, with lower petals of a bright rosy 
purple, with a deep rose-coloure: in each ; free Michi 
and good habit, w m 6d. Received the prize at the Horti. 

Park Exhibitions, 1845, and the medal 
son. 

top petals, with dark spot 
hite centre, with bright 

S Es Hower, free bloomer, e Den 
LOW J: 

btai 
ciety” 'Sxhibition, d pases Park, E received a medal 

t SATRICIAN, 1845.—Very finely-formed flower, rosy pink 
dower jetals, with dark top ones changing to rosy crimson oD 

Wh excellent quality, habit, and bloomer, but more 

me d in colours than the others, 11. wn s.6d. Shown at the 
Botankal Society's Fuhibido, 1845, and received a prize ; and 
this yar at the same, and o! tained silver medal, and at "Chis- 

wick, md obtained certificate of merit. 
RESPLENDENT, 1844. ee Brsall Howat the colour of 

rs “Ci » eye and a well- 
definec spot ; a free Tien deis set vend d 1s. Shown for 

the scwlet prize at the Botanical Society's Exhibition, 1845, 
and oltained it. 

GIGANTIOC.— This is sent out as a Trade flower only. It 

E. great ree forming large and abundant trusses, making 

tage, and is an hak adapted for cae 

In eus the above moe the Public; 
chara:ters are not my 0” 
Exhibtion, with the aropin of the two last. Iam glad to 
hear the last year’s selection has given such general satisfac- 
tion, :nd I think the shores will do the same. 

Woiton Cottage, Islewor ree ett 

Jon KERNAN, T (Chem "Russell.street, Covent 
Gur begs to offer the undermentioned SEEDS as re- 

quisits ‘oe present sowing :— 
packet—s, d» Per Packet—s. d. pi 

Aquikgias, fine mixed 0 E Stocks, PST Busen 03 
Anemone, fine mixed .. 0 5 3 

Anenone vitifolia T) $ % Buck nterne 

Anti’ ra paote 6 

os| „ white Pyramidal 99 
aureulas, from named Silene compacta 08 

flows 1 o| Sweet William, double. 0 ô 
Onpatibio carpatica, Schizanthus Hookerii 

fine for bedding .. 0 6|  (greenhou: Uy 
Caleolaria, shirübby & Spb BELT eather 

herbaceous, f 88) . 0 6 
nimed varieties I. Waliiower, 8 varieties 

Cineraria, from named ported. $ Ü 
ers: oe ve 5 

Camation, finest im- 5 pes blood. 6 e 
ported se ss es s mutabilis.. 9 

i eid from Ian USE ih ever-flowering 6 
an DERI. i 

Celsi ONUS 24 apa rs of Annuals, 
Delphinium grandiflorum to flower this autumn, 

azureum «s. Or 98, 

Digitalis grandiflora .« Cass. 
s me tted Shilling’s S se He oni 6 

Dianthus atrorubens poea D Incomparable ,, 1 7 

” ella Nonpareil 0 0 

» Knights hybrid Atkins" ‘Matchless EE i 6 
e j Early York .. és show 6 

s, GC oe d RATS Si sh git 
Gaillardia b pum xe. Carrot, Early Scarlet 6 

oo Horn lt sln V 

Gentiana A ve Cauliflower, Mercer's 0 

asclepidæa s» early oes 1l 6 
Geum splendens » Walcheren «+ s T H 

» reptans .. fine LES mem 

» grandiflora TTC! 
SEE from finest ws seeded xi dir 

1 m n 
Tr ‘or Rock Handy White’; Ig : 

istus . Bath ou . 1» 

Holhon, 12 vars, im. Hardy » 9 

orter ow kokodna (new 

mixed and hardy) p.pkt o 
Lobelia propinqua . olive shaped Ra dis v 

bicolor, &c. . very early D 

Lupinus Marshállianus Bay y Six. Wvecke Tur- 0 

sonii, E s OZ. 
Barly § Snowball "do. .. » 

Lagurus ovatus (Har 
Fine Ri id Onion ,, ail 

0 
0 

2 1 

Twbfbladéd do. dor ^ 
0 
0 

oonooo oooooo o m ee oe 

aaao ooooo oooooo BARABOO o oO oooooooooooooooooo o o O 

ce 

aoco 645 o o oacso* oou» o ^ vovo 

nne .« "Tripoli 

Liatris spicata .. 
Lyehnis fulgens CO pickling) .- 3° 99° 

me m Lisbon do. ” 
pude curled Endive P0 

ats RES dab named New Imperial do. p. pkt. 0 

g Flanders Spinach p. pint. 

Ginothera’ ‘Sellon nee o. EEF TORRES 1 

nsiflores .. 0 p. ib 

Orobus ees new A Purpletoped Yellow 1 
nm" 

Picotee, 'om. amed” ; ned a ernie Round 1 

rs ee oe 

Potentilla insignis ++ 1 Dale’ s s Hybrid do. 1 

» formosa «+ 0 Skirving's edis) 1 

A ii .. 0 itto .. m 1 

Polyanthus, fine mixed 0 Laing'sdo. . 1 

tstemon, of sorts .. 0 Ashcroft do, +e 0 

Stocks, dee Scarlet Spring Rape «- 
Bro o0 

Permanent Grasses, mix ixed, per bushel, 10s. 

Fine do., ios lawns hand-picked), per "Ib., 1s, 6d. 

Mushroom Spawn, per 5s. jes: 

Seeds of all the best Strawberries, Currants, Gooseberries» 

and Raspberries, per paper, Tu nere 

*Plants early in September, of. Myatt’s British Queen, 

3d. 
At the usual T ‘a supply of Duteh and other flower Yo D 

st for 1846 and 1847, when published, M37 

Seeds selected and carefully packed for North h and So Bos 

America, India, New Zealand, and Austral alia, 
secure way to arrive safe at any of the anave Dine. Gb 

YOTTAGE and SHOOTING WANTED. jonas nes 

by a. respectable tenant, at Michaelmas or Ae ^f land, 

a COTTAGE, with the Phong over a small quant sid, T y 

within an hour’s rid i S e files 

full particulars, 15 X. Y.2., 

17, Bishopsgate-street wi 

had on app! ontio, 
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URAL ISTRY: an ELEMENTARY INTRO- 
DUCTION TO THE STUDY OF THE SCIENCE IN ITS RELATION 

TO AGRICULTURE. 
Bx EDWARD SOLLY, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S., 

HON. MEMB. ROY. AGR. 80C. ENG., 
Professor of Chemistry to the Horticultural Society of London, 

Lecturer on Chemistry in the Hon. E. I. Co.'s Military 
Seminary at Addiscombe, &c. &c. 

SECOND EDITION, REVISED AND D ENLARGED, 

PREFAOE TO THE SECOND EDITION. 
In Rund a Second Edition of this little book, the op- 

portunity has been ius of correcting several error$ which 
the First Edition contained. The whole has been Gam re- 
vised, and such additions have throughout been made, as the 
advanced state of knowledge r rendered necessary. In parti- 
cular, the Tables of Analyses have been greatly extended, by 
the addition of the latest and most complete Analyses of almost 
all those plants which are cultivated as crops, as well as of the 

principal substances employed as manure.—April 20, 1846, 

E 
ACETATE of lead Bones of horses Composition of or- 
Acetates Bones of oxen ganic matter 
Acetic acid Bones of pigs ro of 

cid, acetic p 
Acid, benzoic Bones and sulphuric bt eatin of soils 
Acid, carbonic acid Gprüpositian 
Acid, citric ran 
Acid, humic rass oe ids 3, binary 
Acid, lactic read Compounds, definite 
Acid, malic ricks Compounds, saline 
Acid, muriatic i e Compounds, ternary 
Acid, nitric ritish gum and quaternary 
Acid, oxalic Bromide of magne-|Compounds,  tLeir 
Acid, phosphoric sium composition 
Acid, Pir oNgusons romides Contagion 
Acid, silicic romine |Goptagions matters 
Aci d, sulphuric Juckwheat opper 
Acid, straw |Copper, oxide 
Aci g uric urning Copper, pyrites 
Acid: urning lime Copper, sulphate 
Aci E organic Burning of plants | Copperas 
Acids; test for Burnt clay Corn T 
Action E plants on| RS Corrosive sublimate 

Cr 
Cream of tartar 
Crops HE of 

N princi iples Gabi ago, red 
Ad P teration of gu-|Cale 

Cal Tei ium. Cubic 
Afünity, chemical  |Calcium, chloride Cultivated brun 
S amp in mines|Calomel Derartu of plants 

iu andle, burning of |Deca; 
Air STS car-|Cane, sugar 
oe ‘bon 
Cont water |Carbon in plants Decay, like burning 

Air, inflammable . |Carbonate of ammo-|Decay of humus 
Air. necesgary to life) nia Decay, results of 
Air, it; i teofiron  |Decay, under water 
a CUR compres-| arb ola oflead |Decomposition 

Sion arbonate of lime  |Decomposition of 
Alabaster Carbonate of mag.| ki 
Albumen esia Deliquescence 
Ale contains car-|Carbonate of potash|Dew 

bonic Em Carbonate of soda |Dextrine 
Alkali, for Carbonates decom- mom Alkali, volue ogoi by stas 

BER Di: lacu Dupin à 
Alkoies vegetable |Carbonic acid neces-|Distillatio: 

ary to plants Ditch ser: due 
a Carbonic oxide Double salts 

Carburetted hydro-|Dough 
gen Drainin; 

Aaina phosphate |Carcases MEERA water 
SENIA silicate of |Carrot Dun, 

in soil, use|Caseine Dung, cow 
ARE Caseine, vegetable |Dung, farm-yard ' 
uminum r oil » horse 

Aluminum, oxide [Castor oil seed Dung, pig 
ia 'ausiic potash Dung, sheep 

Ammonia absorbed|Cellars, foul airin |Dung, rabbit 
by charcoal, &c. |Chalk Dutch rushes 

Am AE d carbon- bed chemical |Dying. 
Er "coal A 

Ammonia, fixing of Ghafcoal absorbs de m M 
Ammonia, muriate | ammonia 
Ammonia, phos- NU Ear meh 
phate ees EDS een n the 

Ammonia, sulphate (rum salts 
Ammonia, urate of |Che: erry-tree gum REID eobstencbad in 
Amm lants Aat oniacal liquor |Chloride of caleium. 

aly, ne of gold ecreonsenee 
Animar heat ge of magne- Bee, W d ag Pain riiiuenes 

al principles, ciitoride of potas-| plani di 
SS sium menn 
Animale bonos oonde of silver Embryo 

sodium Epsom salts 
Chloride ofa zinc Equivalent Advafortis Chlorides Kisten 

dam Chlorine of sea 
luchoke, Jerusa- burning. fowl alm ns ‘Exhaustion of soils 

Ashe Toot chy i Expansion 
Ashes cmm Circulation of the Paz d of fire- 
ddhes, lixiviated Cider, carbonic acid ALO WING 
Baho of plants in arm-yard dung Aspo Of Sea-weed Cinnabar, at 
A158 of wood Citric acid at of animals 
nis i ay 'eathers 
ai Taction Clay, burnt ermentation 
B ote, Clay iron ore ermentation, putrid Banta Climate Fermentation pro- 
mBUey Climate, influenced| duces ^ carbonic 
BUY straw by hea: acid 
Bat. Clover Fertility 
Bay a ub of albu- Fibre, woody 

t Fib rin e; 
Bins oM Coal ashes ibrin, vegetable 
Bean? ey oal-gas ashes 
Beech a” Coat tar, naphtha Beech ashes -nut oil ire-dam: meth nuts Cohesi: ish, refuse 
s Coke ixed oil 

e (OCR (EEG ammonia 
Binar, Co! ours, changing of Flax 

olouring matters Flint 

iDhosphate of lune Colours, Vegetable Flour Bitte fate of potash |Colz: wers 
3 ombithtian RR leaching by ehlo.| Combination, arene the their effect 

E changes produced|Fl aching Med p ges p luorides 
'uorine 

o0. T REST number |Food of animals Blubbo, Combus Food of plants Bones r Combustion, results| Formation of seed o » ormation i 
Bones Coiled ee salt Foul hale: pe mes of meee Composition of ani-|Freezing, effects of shes mal matter Freezing of water 

RURAL Curmistry—InpEx—continued. 

Sees 
na 

Spper-phps Ovido of ti 
xides, vb 

Lime, die useful Nes ygen. 
Lime, Qua not to|PAPER bleached by 
be ui chlorine 

Li mesy p of ring 
L arsnip 
Li uidi manure aste 
Liquid ‘lash 
Litharge eas 
Liver 'ea-stra 
Loss of manure eat ashes 

er-oxides 
Tangs | of animals, er-salts 

e 
Magnesia, carbonate|Petre, salt 
Iagnesia in plants |Pewter 
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LONDON 

Published at the Office of the * GARDENERS' CHRONICLE,” 
5, Upper Wellington-street, Covent-garden. — 

(AURTIS'S BUDDING KNIFE.—“« This is the 
neatest men Knife we have seen, the ivory handle is 

shaped like the blade of a curved Penknife, sharp and turned 
up at the point, and is evidently extremely "well contrived for 
the purpose it is intended."—Opinion of Professor LINDLEY in 

the Gardeners’ Chronicle, Ji July 29, 1843. 
EORGE PLUM, Surgical 1 instrument Maker and Cutler, No. 

262, Strand, London, and at No. 3, Dolphin-street, Bristol, begs 
to call the attention of the publie. to the above desirable article. 
Sent free to any part of the kingdom, on A of 38 penny . 
Se ru or a post-office order for 3s, 

utions Floriculturists and the public in general 
odii nietos imitations of the above article, he being the 
only appointed Manufacturer 

'URTIS'S ROSE-BUDDING KNIFE.—é* This is 
the neatest Budding-knife we have seen. The i AKORE handle 

is shaped like the blade of a curved penknife, sharp, and turned 
up at the point, andis evidently extremely well pee for the 

purpose it is intended.”—Opinion of Prof. LINDLEY, in the ** Gar- 
deners’ Chronicle,” July 29, 1843. 

BARNES, Pruning and Budding-knife Maker (war- 
ranted good), 68, Campo- lane, Sheffield, begs to call the atten- 

tion of the public to the above new and desirable article, manu- 

daohurod by him. Sent free to any part of the Kingdom on 
receipt of a Post-office Order for 2s. 

The above Budding ~ knife, improved, with the sharp end of 

the Ivory to fold into the handle, being more be a for the 

the CES " 
Sold by most of the Nursery and Seedsmen in London and 

vicinity, at the retail prios with G. B.’s other Pruning,Budding, 
and Grafting Knive: 

beo S PURIR OF HALF HALF-MOON- ON-STREET, 
THOMAS GIBBS and CO., 

(By Official appointment), the SEEDSMEN to the. « EM AGRICULTURA SOCIETY OF ENGLAND," 
Beg to remind the Members of the Society, and Agrionltarigts 
în general, | des their only Counting House and See PA. house is e Corner of HALF- MOON: STREET, PICA 
DILLY, adus, as for the last Fifty Yea: d Priced Lists of Agricultural Seeds are always ready 4nd may be had on PUO 

POTS AND GA. OHN MORTLOCI, 200, Ozieri- cce t reqpectfuly announces that he ha Mee AE above articles in ESHT colours cd Solicits ‘an carly inepe- tion. Every BB ab eye fe me CHINA, GLASS, apd EARTHENWARE a est possible price, for Cash.—250, 
Oxford.street, near horis a XU JF OREIG TAD “BRITISH SHEET AND CROWN 

for Horticultural and genet purposes, to be 

gan} solution in 
water 

» ie boxes as tee from 3iq. Glass 
Antiles, 13s. 6d. per dozen. DIS bri 

Horticuliufal Glasses. Oils, Es 

did East, Oxford "eg 
* For Ready E. only. 
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BRITISH AND PO SHEET AND HORTI- 

ULTURAL GLASS. 
HILLIPS Aw» WELCH have to announce to the 

Nobility and Gentry, that they have just concluded ar- 
rangements with J. WELCH, jun., PHILLIPS and Co., for the 

urchase of S business lately carried on by them, at 1: 

Pinton street, and beg to call attention to their extremely low 

prices for Horticultural Glass of every description. 

PRICES OF HORTICULTURAL GLASS: 

Not above ON im Jong by widths from 5 in. to 18 in. 
rit 

” SMALL SQUARES, 

aie in 100 feet Bowes, not particular to thickness. 

Under 5in by 3 in, et ++ 14d per foot. 

$ by 3 and under $y 4 CERT Ar 
6 by » ++ 9d. » 

FoR “GLAZING. 
Black Cement, as A at Chatsworth, 24s. per cwi 

Best Linseed Qi 10s. 
White Lead, Window Tead, Solder, de. dic. 

Horticultural Glazing Executed in any part of the Uiited 

Kingdom. 
The selection of Patent Plate, Sheet, and flatted Crown Class 

for eur &c., particularly attended to.—12, Panton-stieet, 

» 

BRITISH AND FOREIGN SHEET |T GLASS, Hes 
Horticultural purposes, &c., may be had at Jar 

Bromiey’s 315, Oxford-street, London, at the following rented 

prices :—In crates containing about 260 feet of coarse 13 oz, at 

. per foot, or 4th quality, 5d. per foot ; ditto, 16 oz., coa'se, 

per foot ; ditto ditto, 4th quality, 6d. per foot. Or cu to 

any size not vee eding 40 inches long by 10 inches wide at 
3d. per foot e 

Also Horost ofid Glass, French Shades, Plate and Crown 

Window Glass. A discount to the Trade. 

URBIDGE anp HEALY'S COOKING APPA- 
T RATUS, combining Sylvester's Patents.— This Cooking 

Apparatus is believed to possess greater general advantages 

than any yet submitted to the public, both as regards strengh 
of material and Re ee in fact, the e laws í of heat are 30 

ed as to produce 
, without as struction to the MU. ; and B. ard 

ie can safely recommend it, erience, as unquestionab: 

ed to anything of the iid Bitherto made. E 
in be forwarded, upon Mea ue) detailing particulars anl 

pa at 130, Fleet-stree 

TEPHENSON ax» CO., 61, Gracechurch-street, 
London, and 17, New Park-street, Southwark, Inventors 

and Manufacturers of the Improved CAL and DOUBLE 

CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, aapedeenlly solicit the attention of 
hod of scientific pro wae to their much approve: 

applying the Tank em to Pineries, Propagating Houses, 

d&c., by which Aitidep here heat as well as bottom heat is se- 
uired degree without the aid of pipes or flues. 

S. & Co. have also to state that at the rei quest of numerous 
friends they are now making their Boilers “of BE as well as 
Copper, by which the cost is reduced. Thes e Boilers, which 
are now so well known, scarcely require description, but to 
those who have not seen them in operation, prospectuses will 
m guum as well as VE e ofthe highest authority ; or 

seen at most of the Nobility's seats and principal 
Nube throughout the kin 

. and Co. be g to inform the trade that at ues Manufactory 
in New Park. str eet, every article required for construction 
of Horticultural Buildin gs, ae well as for heating them, may be 

pon the most Sdn antageous term: 

Conservatories, &c. of Iron or Wood, io upon the most 

ornamental designs. Balconies, Palisading, field and Garden 
Fences, Wire Work, &c. &c. 

He". -WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING 
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS,DWELLING-HOUSES, 

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved princi- 
les, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and 
eo BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN. 

D. a . BAILEY EDU VOUS much time to the considera- 
dion oft this subject, a uch experience in the erection of 
apparatus for the AES TAE purposes, have, by i Hae 
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of 
heating not only very efficient, but very simple, and have com- 
bined durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. 
"They have erected apparatusin Engl and, Seta ud Treland, 
for many noblemen and gentlemen, and hay the honour 
to be employed by the oreste Society ‘of London, in 
executing the works of their splendid Conservatory erected at 
OS 

D., ai . BAILEY also construct in metal all yis tions 
Hoxtioultural Buildings and Sashes, and inviti Nobene, 

e Public, to the inspection of their various 
wings and vier. at 272, Has where they have the 

opportunity of exhibiting, amongst other metal works, an ex- 
tremely complete and convenient kitchen e a or range, 
‘adapted for the continued supply of hot water, and an arrange- 
‘ment of the oven more complete than has hitherto been brought 
before the public. 

BAILEY were the first to introduce metallic cur- 
vilinear houses to PER ale and can o] to the Con- 
Servatory attached to Pantheon as one 

they beg to introduce to pu’ ED notice a new Tro 

HE URATE OF THÉ LON HE re d COMPANY, Fou Guineas por T NDON MANURE 

urnips will fin d 
seeds materially T Red. wm 
forwarded on application, No. 40, 
friars. EDWARD Punsrn, Secretary. 

RNAMENTAL TILES for Floors, Walls, . 

ediig crops pa rle; atid 
vi ticulars, with ERY 
Te Bridge- street, Black- 

Paar AND BOLIVIAN GUANO ON 

Ns 
Wm. JOSEPH MYERS anD CO., LIVERPOOL ; 

And Bt their Agents, 
GIBBS, BRIGHT, "AND CO., LIVERPOOL Wem VE 

OTSWORTH, POWELL, AN» PRYOR, L 

To protect themselves against the UU misst of 

using inferior and spurious guano, purchasers are recom- 

mended to apply only to Dealers ofestablished character, or p 

the MM named Importers, who will supply the article in an; 

Sn a t their fixed prices, delivering it from the m 

is 

LIQUID MANURE. 
ENGLAND INDEPENDENT OF THE WORLD FOR CORN. 

HE attention of the Agricultural Interest, at this 
momentous erisis, is requested to the great importance of 

LIQUID MANURE, and uut e with which it may be appro- 

riated by the use of FOWLER'S PUMPS, 

OWNERS AND OCCUPIERS OF ESTATES. 

] esse OF PREMIUMS TO £800, which is 
offered this yee by the YORKSHIRE AGRICULTURAL 

SOCIETY, at its Nivrn GREAT ANNUAL MEETING at WAKE- 
FIELD, on THURSDAY, 6th of Aucusr next, 

LORD WENLOOK, President. 

Vice-Presidents. 
Earl of Harewood, 

Tyrconnell, Lord Wharnclitfe. 
A Bethel, Esq. Viscount Morpeth, 

EIGHT HUNDRED POUNDS will be S as prizes for 

Stock, RE UIN pris Essays, Poultry, 

The entry Closes n THUASDA AY, the 23rd of Jury. Prize 

Ri: Pen Forms duy be had free, on application to the 

ecre 
No [ipee is made to Members of the Society for eeu 

for to any party for exhibiting Implements and Poul 
r Implements 2007. is offered in Medals and Money to be 

decided after actual trial. 
Reduced charges will be made by the Railways; on the 

Manchester and Leeds Railway, articles for the Show will be 

conveyed free. 
For the Cono of persons who may prefer to deliver 

their entries personally, Mr. JouN WATSON, of Clarence- 

Street, York ; and W. BARRAT, St. Mop Sy Wakefield, will also 

receive them, and transmit them to the Secretary; but all 
entries made to them must be at ims one day before the bard 
of JULY. 

m HEAR 

TO 

ILLIAM BULLOCK WEBSTER, of H 
near PARS AE Draining Engineer to Her Majesty, 

at Osborne, Isle of the inventor of a Patent Tile 

and Pipe Machine E to making Bricks); also a new 
Machine for taking roots and stones out of clay, both which are 

to be seen at the Royal Polytechnic Institution, R 

PA his assistance as a thorough practical man to Tandlorts 

who may require information on amy subject connected w 

the Drainage of their Estates. P.S. and drained at a fred 
luding every expe! 

patent VULCANIZED FLEXIBLE - INDIA- 
RUBBER HOSE-PIPE and TUBING, for Gardeners, 

Brewers, Railway Companies, Fire Engines, Gas Fitters, 

Plumbers, and for Agricultural and all other purposes where a 

perfectly fiexible strong Pipe is required. Sole Manufacturer, 
NCOCK, Goswell-mews, well. Dey Londoi 

CHEAP AND DURABLE ROOFING. 

BY HER 

MAJESTY’S 
ag 

M‘NEILL & co. )., of wie Buildings, Bunhili- 

* row, Se he cur and ony Patentees of 

HE PHALTED FE FOR ROOFING 

Houses, var Buildings shedding, Wor! resbops and for 

Garden purposes, to protect Plants from Fro: 

At the Great National Agricultural Shows, it is this Felt 

which has been exhibited and obtained the Prize, and is the 
Felt patronized 

ER MAJESTY’S Woops AND FORESTS, 

RK, 
d on the Estates of the Dukes of Sutherland, Norfolke, Rut- 

lend, Newcastle, Northumberland, Buceleugh (at Richmond), 
the late Earl Spencer, and most of tne Nobility and Gentry ; 
and at the Royal Agricultural Society |y's House, Hanover-square. 

Tt is half the price of any o! ther deseription of Roofing, Log 

effects a great saving of Timber in the construction of Roo! 

ade to any length by 32 inches wide, 

0 Per Square Foor. 
*.* Samy h Directions for its Use, and Testimonials 

f Seven pre experience, with ri ‘eferences to Noblemen, Gen- 

tlemen, E and Builders, Spe Ep 08 any part of the 
town or country rders by pos 

Rar The Public ais is respectfully pone that the UR. Works 

in Great Britain where the above Roofing i is made, ai 
F. M'NEILL & C0.S 

Patent Felt Manufactory, Lamb's-buildings, Bunhill-row, 
London, where Roofs covered with the Felt may be seen, as 

also the new Vice-Chancellor’s Court, and the Passages and 

Offices at the entrance to Westminster Hall, and other build- 
ings at the ouses of apna done under the Sur- 

veyorship of Charles Pary que A. 

Note.—Consumers sen aie t to the Factory can be 
plied in lengths best suited NAM Roofs, so that they ibam rm 
no more than they requ ire. 

ECONOMICAL, EFFECTUAL, “AND ND DURABLE 
FING. 

BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL AN PATENT. 

ROGGON’S PATENT ASPHALTE ROOFING 
FELT, with which the MEA eke of the Houses 

of Parliament are entirely cover e above Material has 
Poen used and igniy“aporoved: Dy. He. Nobility, Gentry, and 
Agriculturists generally, and Patronised by many Members of 

the Royal Agricultural Societies of Paged, Scotland, and 
Ireland, Rf ho peat = Office s and Foreste, 

Char! les. Barry E , R. C. GC. ; Mis Me used for several 

years at the Royal Borde Society’: s Gardens, Chiswick ; 

the Swiss Gardens, Shoreham, Sussex ; on ed Duke of Buc- 
cleuch’s, and the Marquis of Angle esey's Pro jm &c. SET ene 

(under slate) the Royal DA Society’s House, Han. 

square; its advantages are— APNESS, TIGHTNESS, 

AB. 

Samples and Testimonials sent by as on application. 
OMAS JOHN ÜROGGON. 

8 Lawrence Ses a -hill, Cannon- street, London. 

EARLY HARVEST. 

| Deore on S IMPROVED REAPING 
YTHES continue to give great satisfaction, and are 

recommended with every confidence as being cheaper, quicker, 

and not so wasteful as the ordina ry mode of mowing grain ; 

are delivered free by the Subscribers in London, Liverpool, Hull, 

Newcastle, Cork, Belfast, and L Cay at 11s. 6d. each ; and 

m more than three are taken, at 115. each. 

order will be attended to Em unknown [pg 

poe ts without a remittance. . DRUMMOND & S 

r Stirling, N.B., and 58, Daveon.siteet, 'ultu: 
Dobis mim 
Ee epee 'PLOUGHS.—Parties who were, owing t 

the great demand, disappointed in not getting these Pioughs 

Jast spring, are respectfully informed that a stock is now o: 

hand, and orders can be executed forthwith. 

[PHOSPHORIC RAT POISON. —This - “preparation 
Grech acne) VERAS: atories, Garden Terraces ; Encaüsof 

Aenetian, &e., VERY VARIETY. May be sehn at Messrs. 
Ws ee 8, Su co ak Blackfriars, Pd 

8 F LO e Patentees, of Stoke- 
upon-Trent. Also P tonin of the PORCEL AIN I BUTTONS, 

urable than Mother-o’-Pearl, &c. 

H B 

is offered to the Popis with the greatest confidence, being 
[nn dediy superior t a 08e pvismns containing arsenic and 
other CES greedily eaten by rats and miy as 
long as it es. E o them, p invariably prove 
struction, Preparea cate by Epwanp Punszn, 40, Bridg 
Blackfriars, London, Soldinp pots, with full directions for use, 
at 4s., 85., and 20s, each. 

of the d particulars of the Ex- 

hititions, Dinners, Discussions, “host PA be ready by the 20th 
of July, and may be had on application to to 

Marruew M. MILBURN, Secretary. 

Sit Wer Suly, 1846. 

ova AGRICULTURAL L SOCIETY 
OF ENGLAND. 

From an accidental circumstance Freeman Rox is prevented 

from haying a stand (this year) at the above Show, but he begs 

most respectfully to inform the nobility and gentry that he still 
continues to fix HYDRAULIC RAMS, (upon an improved prin- 
ciple) for raising Water, where a E 

a Fall can be obtained, to the 
height. of 300 feet. The same 

Ram without the aid of a Tank 
or Cistern arranged to throw a 
Jetof Water constituting a Foun- 

tain with the head of water be- 
neat! 

Also Engines for Deep Wel 
worked by steam, horse, or ‘ol power ; Douch Baths, &e. 
Buildings heated with hot w 

Address, FREEMAN ROE, is Strand] London. 

Estimates given for the supply of Towns, &e. 

epee AINSLIE TILE COMPANY. 
(Without royalty.) 

Dinecrors,—Jamus Swrrm, Esq., of Deanston, Queen-square, 

W stminster, Chairman. 
JOHN AINSLIE, ren Alperton, Middles: 

MARK Boyp, nij sus Bank Buildings 

. Born, Miei us 

Jonw Ms j , 96, St. James’s eiie 

J. W. E "Esq. ., Birdhurst, Cro; 

GEORGE WEBSTER, Esq., Great George- tose P Westminster 

The Directors, in consequence we the numerous represent es 

tions made to them by applicants for Machines, and th e diffi- 
culty they experience in collecting the Royalty, have d: determined 
to abandon their claim for ONT and etl Jd Machines at à 

s. price without any Roy: 

one for ih Wize Gold Medals were given by 

oya sultural Society at their Meeting at Ballin- 

oss and o die Highland and Agricultural Society of Scot- 

land at their PEES t Dumfries, are P three sizes. 

CES—For Cas 

1. A Hand Machine, at na (oae) eluate two moulds t9 
make e Tiles or Pipe: 

2. A Hand Maguite at "os "Office, a RAN two at once, im 

cluding i moulds for Hie or Pi 

3. , to be worked, by horse or steam, 
including two moulds for Ti iles or Pipes, 1! 

By these Machines, DIRE Tiles and Pipes of the most per- 
feet form are produced at a much cheaper rate than by any 
S. er pons hitherto invente: 

achine may be seen at work at Alperton ; also at th? 
da. 199A, Piccadilly, London; at the Polytechnic Institu- 

tion, Regent-street, London ; at "Mr. SrrGmm's, Curator of the 

Highland Society of Scotland ; and at Mr. LAURENCE ILS 

141, Buchanan-street, Glasgow. n 
All Letters and Applications for further information to be 

made to the undersigned. 
Joun PATON, Secretary, at the Office, 193 A, Piccadilly. 

5,5 Country Agents ws wanted. 

MESSRS. NESBIT'S CLASSICAL, COMMER- 

CIAL, MATHEMATICAL, & SCIENTIFIC ACADEMY; 

AND AGRICULTURAL TRAINING SCHOOL, KENNINGTON- 

LANE, LAMBETH, NEAR LONDON. 

“ For my own part, I do not scruple to avow the conviction 

that, ere long, a knowledge of the principal truths of chemis 
will be expected in every educated man ; and that it will be a? 

necessary to the statesman and political economist, and p! Den 

tical agriculturist, as it is already indispensable to the phy! 

cian and the manufaeturer."— Ln 
d 

Tn this School, in addition to the general routine studie 
which include the Classics, Mathematics, and French and Gi 

man Languages, every facility is I ded for the acquisition i iiy 

a sound knowledge of Chemistry. The pupils are prai actie: od 

taught in the in oratories, which are fitted up with. fort 

furnaces, sand batbs, and eyenyshing essential for the ™ 

extensive chemical investigation: 
Astronomy, Geology, Bo: joues " Electricity, Optics. d and fiy 

other departments, of ‘Nai tural Philosophy, are alse, a ear Snede 

cultivated, and their p s 

Eminent Professors of the “Metropolis T D ocular y 

n on subjects of literary and scientific intere 

p au stu RE ‘havelikewise access to a large and vel asso 

eologic! 
ie yensiv® 

Library, ARUM the most recent works on scien: 

rature; to a valuable collection of Minerals and 

Rr) from yarious AEN of the globe; and to an ex! 

suite 
e 

Mae Terms of the School, with further particulars, may b 
n on application, either personally or by letter. 

NES; m s Works on Land Surveying, Men uratio
n 

Åc 
ing, Arithmetic, English Parsing, Education, 

may "be had of all booksellers. 
of 

FERENCES :— Dr. D. B. Rew, F.R.S.E., de, Author ss 
pon tice 

C Blemen: ts of pd RS MA mW and T Ee 

Ventilation,” &c., Houses of Parliament, Wostminste inners,” 
RicHanpsox, Esq., F.G. S., Author or" ‘Geology for i Civil 

1 Jisan , 
&c., Bri ida oH London; W. a . GIBBS, 1 ion. 

Eng rs, 2. are-] jlace, A Jamesen -par k, L zY 
Engineers, 2, Queen’s-square-p! Au "hor of «Th dni. "Phy! i 

D J. G NER, Esq., M.D. 5 

t, | dran» Reni ditor Of & Liebig’s ee 
Secretary 60 

** College of Chemis stry,” eE 
square, Lon: on. | 
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Es SEEDLING PELARGONIUMS OF 1844 

AND 1845. 

A Descriptive Catalogue of the above, with directions for 
their cultivation, may be had in exchange for 4 postage-stamps. 
Worton Cottage, Isleworth. 

The Gardeners’ Chronicle, 
SATURDAY, JULY 18, 1846. 
MEETINGS FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK. 

Wepnxspay, July 22—Roval ERE London. . + 1l 
. SHOW. diss 

Famay, July 24—Stamford Hill Horticultural. 

By us who have had such long experience of 
Horrircurturat Exursrrions, that held in July, 

although in the Garden of the Horticultural Society 
of London, is always expected without a hope o 
its rivalling its predecessors. In general the stores 
of gardeners are previously exhausted, the season 
becomes their master, the desire of competition 
flags, losers will contend no longer, and winners are 

satisfied with their laurels. People are therefore 
assembled in July for the pleasure of the meeting; 
and the exhibition of flowers and fruit is a subor- 

dinate consideration. 
But on Saturday last there was no such disap- 

pointment; on the contrary, while some parts of 
the show were equal to the best of their predeces- 
Sors—as the Orchids, for example—others much 
exceededthem. If the Pelargoniums were gone, the 
Cacti bloomless, and the possessors of “large col- 
lections of stove and greenhouse plants” driven off 

hop of ding with Mrs. Law- 
RENCE, the losses were replaced by most beautiful 

Single specimens, by Heaths which become finer as 
they are scarcer, and by a noble display of fruit. 

o one could have seen without admiration the 

plant of Aerides odoratum, from Mr. Horronp's 

garden, with 27 bunches ofsweetestspotless flowers, 
or a proliferous Phenocoma from Mrs. LAWRENCE, 

Or, most especially, two extraordinary masses covered 
With blossoms of the scarlet Chinese Renanthera, 
from Mr. Fatconer, which all can grow, but none 
can flower save himself. Even oriental self-posses- 
Sion was not proof against the magnificence of these 
Specimens when they met the eye of the Pacua of 
gypt. 
Several new plants of considerable interest. were 

produced. The finest was a new Ixora, with rich 

Salmon-coloured flowers, from Mr. Verren. There 
one a deep rose-coloured Bolivian Echinopsis or 
ichinocaetus, looking like E. Eyriesii dipped in 

Claret; this was furnished by Mr. Scuzzn, of Kew. 
p Vertrou also exhibited à new and very distinct 

schynanthus, and a Cuphea called cordata, which 
Promises to be a favourite greenhouse plant ; its 
Owers each bear a pair of scarlet banners, and pro- 
uce a novel as well as agreeable effect. 
The fruit formed a fine feature in this exhibition, 

as may be seen from the detailed account of the 
weights of the Pines, which we give in another 
Column, And it was universally ripe. Some inte- 
We was raised early in the morning among the ex- 
ibitors by a basket of Peaches, brought about 30 
ae by hand on the surface of a bed of Vine leaves, 

ih were so much damaged as to be unfit for ex- 
a ition, Half-a-dozen of them were left for the 

Spection of the judges, in order to prove the im- 
Possibility of sending absolutely ripe fruit from a 
tance, and we have been favoured by Mr. Owen, 
ne of the judges, with the following memorandum 

Concerning them :— 
ü “The bruised Peaches which were laid before 
ace at Chiswick on Saturday last, with the 
Ree. of showing that when such fruit is perfectly 
mee it cannot travel without injury, were examined 
x the whole of us present, and we were unani- 
salen of opinion that they had been damaged 
been’, by bad packing, and that if due care had 
SERES taken in that respect, they might have arrived 
ti njured, I have on many occasions sent thoroughly 

a Peaches to different parts of Scotland, and to 

ton which were always received in good condi- 
be fe but perhaps the most conclusive answer will 
eae in the simple fact that a great part of the 
com a which had travelled and were exhibited for 
Aper een on Saturday last in a perfect state were 

an the bruised ones in question.” 
Single have already alluded to the beauty of the 

= ans. hey were, indeed, admirable. 
have D T, owever, that some of their owners will 

for ae disappointed at the result of the award ; 
a Me Were injudicious enough to show them in 
di se eee Those who did so were, of course, 
them ed, and thus were several medals lost to 
they 3 e of the persons thus deprived of what 
Contented have otherwise gained appear to be dis- 
Would be 2 We will only ask them whether a man 
them DU to a prize for Melons if he showed 

ince arnations ? 
we uy wy Pochondriacs who protest that we English Utterly unsuited to getting £ A and that alth o getting up out-of-doors fétes, 

ough our nature were better, our “ detest- 

able climate” would, in itself, render such attempts 

ridiculous, will, perhaps, be surprized at the follow- 

ing statement concerning all the meetings in the 

Horticultural Garden since they were converted 

from dear breakfasts into cheap promenades :— 

STATE or THE WEATHER IN THE HORTICULTURAL SOCUETY'S 

GARDEN ON THE Days OF EXHIBITION, WITH THE NUMBER 

or VISITORS ON EACH OCGASION. 

ui : 
E é 

Date. Morning. | Noon. |4.5| Wind. 3 
E 5 
EE E 
ia 

1839 sg 

f Sat, May 25|Very fino. |Very fine, 82 |Little, S. W.| 1700 

Do., June 22|Fine. Cloudy. 72 |Brisk, S. W.| 2000 

Do., July 20|Fine. Cloudy. 70 Little, W. | 1200 

^ 4900 
1834 

ci 

Sat., May 10|Fine. Fine. 73 |Little, S. W.| 1402 

Do. June 1|Very fine. |Very fine, | 78 2870 Little, S. E. 
Little, N. E. 
Little, E. 2 Very fine. | 81 o., July 5|Ov 

Very fine, |68 Do., Sept. 13|Fine, 

1835 
Sat., May 9|Fine. Fine. 71 |Brisk, S. W.| 1908 

o., June 6|Fine. Fine. 81 Brisk, N. E.| 5362 

Do., July 4|Veryfine. |Very fine. 78 |Little, W. 5612 

1288: 

1836 
Sat., May 14|Very fine. 
Do., June 11|Stight rain. 

y 9|Overcast. 

Very fine, | 72 Little, N.W.| 3 
Fine, 73 |Brisk, S. T 

Very fine. | 79 |Brisk, W. 

58 |Little, S. 
1837 

Sat., May 13|Fine. loudy. 
Cldy. & fine| 68 Do., June 10 Cloudy. Strong, B. | 8785 

Tues,Jly.ll|Very fine, |Very fine. | 76 Brisk, E. 6463 

1598 

1838 F: I CPUS 

Sat., May20|0vercast. |Fine. Brisk, N. E.| 296¢ 

Do., June 16|Drizzly. Ovrest., fine| 76 |Little, S 6 

Wed.,Jly.ll|Very fine. {Very fine. 80 |Little, S. 6; 

1839 
Sat, May 18|Very fne. |Fine. 64 |Brisk, S.W. 
Doz, June 15|Slight haze.|Slight haze.| 63 |Little, N.E. 
Do., July 6|Slight haze. Sultry. 76 |Little, S.W. 

Brisk, S.W. 

Little, W. 11594 

1840 e 
Sat., May 16|Cloudy. Hail, —show-| 65 ee ry, 
Do., June 13|Cldy. & fine.|Cloudy and) 77 

very fine, 
72 |Brisk, W. 

Do, July 4|Very fine, |Fine. 

74 |Little, W. | 5700 1841 

Sat., May 15/Fine. ery fine. 

D Ovest & fine] 53 Do., June 12|0vereast— Little, N. E. | 9080 

light rain. 
Do., July l0|Very fine. |Very fine, 71 |Little, S. W.| 7194 

21974 

1842 
Sat., May 14|Slight haze.|E ingly 72 Little, W. | 5500 

Little, N. E.|13582 Do., June 11|Very fine, 
and dry. id 

Do. July 9Oyereast. |Oloudy and 72|Brisk, W. | 3500 
d fine, slight 

r rain in 
1843 ternoon, PELIT am 

Sat., May 13|Overcast,—|Fine, with 66 Little, W. | 4818 
with cold light cloud 
haze. 

Do. June 17|Clear early ; Very — fine,| 75 

overcast, | with light) 

Brisk, N. E.|11064 

Wed.,J1y. 12|Hazy. Lightlyover- 77 |Little, N.W.| 7568 | 
ast, but! 

very fine. 23450 
1844 | pora. 

Sat., May 18/Slight frost, Boisterous, | 54 [Strong N.E.| 4203 
with cold| with slight 
N.E.wind.| showers. 

Sat,Junel5|Veryfine. [Very fine, | 78 |Brisk, W. [13334 

Sat., July 13| Very fine. |Rain. | 71 |Brisk, S. W.| 4062 
Wed.,Jly.31|Cloudy, with Cloudy andj 72 |Brisk, W. | 2267 

brisk wind, e mm 
22966 

845 
Sat., May 24|Hazy clouds|Cloudy. 61 |Little, W. 3481 

Sat,June?1 Very fine, Exceedingly| 80 Little E.  |12355 

with light| fine. 
clouds, 

Sat., July 12 Fine, Fine, parti-| 64 |Brisk, N. W.| 5963 

ally clouded 
21799 

1846 
Sat., May 9|Fine. Very fine. 72 |Brisk, S. W.| 4858 

Sat., June 13| Fine. Hot and dry| 86 |Brisk, N.E. 13421 

Sat,Julyll|Partialy [Very fine, | 73 Little, W. 6083 

overcast, | with light ead 

ck 24362 

Sor di dto exclusive of supernumeraries, who average 

"This, we think, sufficiently shows that London is 
not as rainy as Fellfoot, Kendal, or Keswick ; and 

we submit that the dampness of cloudy England is 

no bad exchange for the heat and dust of sunny 

Italy or France. 

In addition to the attraction of the exhibition, 

and the charming condition of the Duke of Devos- 

smrngE's grounds at Chiswick, to which the throng 

had, by his Grace’s kindness, access, the weather 

was delightful, the music abundant, and the visitors 
gay and happy. The band of the Blues, too, re- 

mained for an hour lenger than usual; to the groat 

contentment of those who lingered in this scene of 

pleasure. 
We find from the official returns that the num- 

ber of visitors and their friends who passed the 

gates was 6083. 
We are authorised to state that IN ONE FORT- 

nicut from this time the Exhibition Committee 
will proceed to consider what alterations should be 

made in the Schedule of Prizes, and that all sugges. 

tions made in writing to the Vice-Secretary, 21, 
Regent-street, will then be brought under their 
notice. 

Waen an acorn is committed to the earth and 

grows, its first season is occupied in sending down 

into the earth a long tough process, or tap root, by 

which it feeds and fixes itself in the ground. But 

this certre is not well suited for feeding the young 

stem and leaves, and accordingly a crop of fine 
— — fibrous roots gradually appears near the surface of 

t he ground, and assists in the operation of nutri- 

tion. Experience shows that the rate of growth is 
in proportion to the number ‘of the fibres. The 
nurserymen knowing this, invariably shorten the 

—— | tap root of their young Oaks when they transplant 
them, in order to secure a more abundant supply of 
fibres, and a corresponding increase of vigour; and 
they believe that they succeed. We however are not 
entirely prepared to admit the conclusion ; for it is 

not clear to us that more mischief is not done by 
severing the tap root than is gained by the forma- 
tion of fibres. What is wanted is to increase the 

fibres without destroying the tap root. 
This object is said to have been accomplished by 

the Rev. Mr. Vavewan, who, as we learn by a 

letter from Dr. Winn, of Truro, has for many years 

paid attention to the cultivation of the Oak. This 

gentleman believes that he has discovered a method 
by which he can greatly accelerate its growth. 

His plan is to divide the tap root under-ground by 
means of a sharp spade. This is done at an early 
period, and when the time arrives for transplanting, 

the root has thrown out a number of the vigorous 
fibres which hasten the growth of the tree, as we 
have already stated. Mr. VavcnaN considers that 
by this plan “he gains a march of 12 years in the 
growth of the plant.” 

The essential difference between Mr. Vavcnan’s 
and the ordinary method is this; Mr. VavcHAN 

divides the tap root n situ with a sharp instrument 
about 7 inches below the surface, whereas the 

——— | nurserymen take up the plant to divide the root, 
thus disturbing the fibres. About a year and a half 
after the division the young Oak is transplanted, 
when Mr. Vauenan states that there is an abun- 
dance of healthy fibres thrown off from the root, 
and that the plant when transplanted in this state 
grows with double energy. His calculation, that 
he gains a march of 12 years in the growth, is an 

estimate derived from a general comparison with 
other trees. He thinks that by this new method 
the Oak may be induced to grow as fast as other 
forest-trees. 
We have no personal knowledge of the effect of 

this operation. But it is founded upon reason, and 
clearly deserves a trial. We would therefore in- 
vite those who are interested in foresting to make 
the experiment for themselves. This is a good time 
of year, and in a twelvemonth a result of some kind 

may be obtained. 

WE have two novelties before us, which deserve 

to be noticed in a more formal manner than many 

of those which appear from time to time. 
The first is Burrows and Toms’ CHENICAL GAR- 

peN Inx. This is a yellow fluid, with which and 

a common pen, writing may be indelibly fixed on 

zinc or other metals. The characters appear im & 

few moments of a jet black, and they are not liable 

to being affected by light or wet. It is, no doubt, 

the best thing of the kind that yet has been brought 

forward, and especially recommends itself for use in 

hothouses, or tropical countries where wood of all 

kinds perishes rapidly. 
The second is a kind of Basr, lately imported 

from Cuba. It has a delicate and beautiful texture, 
of extraordinary toughness, and well suited for 

tying up plants, where neatness is an object. It is 

imported in thin strips, rends easily, like Russia 

matting, when torn lengthwise, and forms capital 

ligateres when twisted. It is the inner bark of 

some tree, but of what is unknown. 

THE AMATEUR GARDENER, 
On Preserving Bures, &e.—1 have been rentinded 

during the last week, that ia a recent paper on the 
Ranunculus, I promised 60 give some directions for its 

safe preservation while out of the ground. The subject 

has been vught again under notice by my having 

discovered a serious loss among my own bulbs, espe- 

cially Tulips. Of these, I had a very large quantity, 

especially a good collection of early ones, which having 

been leit in the ground last year had increased very 

much. These had been dried gradually, and after- 

wards almost baked in the recent hot suns; they were 
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then put away in a dry shed, with Crocuses, &c. 

Having oceasion to look at them a few days back, 

I found them a mass of mildew, and in some cases of 

rottenness. On having the good separated from the 

bad, I find I have sustained a loss of about one-third 

of my whole stock, which is the more vexing as I 

had neglected to distinguish the more valuable from 

the eommon flowers when they were in bloom. There 

can belittle doubt that the very great moisture of the 

spring is the cause of this unwonted decay, and ama- 
teurs should watch their collections this season with 

more than ordinary care. 
As far as my experience extends, bulbs generally 

keep well in the ground, especially Hyacinths, which 

when taken up manifest a strong tendency to decay, 

although they rarely fail of appearing again when let 

alone from season to season. Tulips and Croeuses are 

less subject to disease when dried and put away during 

the summer, but in the ground they never suffer at all. 
Why, then, is it considered indispensable to remove 

bulbs every year? Not for their safety, as every 
irdener knows, but for the maintenance of their good 

qualities. Tulips left in the ground for only one season, 
will deteriorate in their bloom the second year. But it 
is worthy inquiry why the flowers of bulbous plants 
lose their size and beauty, unless the roots are taken 
up every year. I cannot pretend to answer the 
question, which requires a physiological acquaintance 
with the strueture and funetions of bulbs, and an exten- 

sive colleetion of faets, but will merely throw ont a 

suggestion, to which others may give a practical bear- 

ing. Is it not the division of the bulbs, the separation 
of the offsets, and the replanting into new soil which 
keeps up the quality of the flower? If-so, and if being 
kept out of the ground some months has nothing to 
do with this effect, then the safest mode of treating 
bulbs will be to dig them up, divide, and replant them 
at once, his theory which has led to practical results 
in the case of the Potato may be equally applicable to 
Tulips and Hyacinths. 

But supposing the system of harvesting is adopted, 
care must be taken that the foliage is fully decayed 
before the roots are raised, as this is the ouly certain 
proof that the bulb is at rest. Before this time the 
elaboration of juices is not complete, and the want of 
consolidation will expose its subject to premature decay, 
I know how much impatience is felt by persons who 
value neatness in their gardens, to remove the humble 
foliage which can no longer produce a flower, but the 
eeling must be checked if future success is an object. 
When the ground is wanted for other things, bulbs may 
be carefully removed with a spade to another spot, 
without disturbing the soil about them, and they may 
then mature themselves without being grudged time and 
pp ity for that i t£ work. But at all 

events, they must be ripe. When this state is 
ascertained, let them be taken up and dried, first 
in the shade, and afterwards in the sun. The 
loose skins and roots should then be removed, and 
the coliection may be stored away till the planting 
season. But remember the old proverb, ** Out of sight, 
out of mind," and do not suffer it to be true of your 
bulbs. You may faney the roots are fully dried, and 
think no further care is necessary ; but some wet week 
in July or August you may find them exhaling moisture, 
aud requiring diligent attention. To prevent this, let 
them be spread thinly in their depositories, and have 
plenty of air. 

The Ranunculus cannot be left in the ground with- 
out injury to the root and the future bloom, and its dry- 
ing is an important part of the florist’s duty. The ob- 
ject should be to secure a plumpness of the fangs of the 
root, and at the same time sufficient dryness to resist 
mildew. If Ranunculuses are exposed to the air too 
much when first taken up, they shrivel and perish 
during the summer from atrophy. They must be dried 
very gradually, and then put away in drawers, each kind 
being enclosed in a little paper bag. Some recommend 
their being kept in sand, but there is danger in this ; if 
the sand acquires moisture, the roots will soon be in- 
jured. - Having tried both plans, I have found the 
former decidedly the best.—H. B. 

ON THE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS WHICH CON- 
STITUTE THE NUTRITIVE PORTIONS OF 
THE POTATO. 

By the Rev, Prof. HENSLOw. 
" (Continued, from, p. 461.) 

Having shown you the conditions under which starch 
occurs in plants, I next pass to a review of its chemical 

position and other characters. In position it 
bears a close relation, as I have already stated, to cer- 
tain other substances, from which, however, it differs 
very materially in sensible qualities. To prepare you for 
what I have to explain on this subject, I shall say a few 
words yon the chemical constituents which enter most 
largely into vegetable compounds, The three elements 
which enter most largely into the structure of vegetables 
are carbon, oxygea, and hydrogen. The delicate mem- 
brane which forms the basis of all vegetable tissues, 
when thoroughly cleansed of adhering matters, is a 
combination of these three elements. I must presume 
that you have a general knowledge ot what chemical com- 
bination means, when I state to you that Soro of the most 
trustworthy among recent analyses of vegetable mem. 
brane show it to be composed of six equivalents of carbou, 
five equivalents of oxygen, and five of hydrogen. If we 
were to double these numbers, it would be equally 
correct to say that twelve equivalents of carbon 
were united with ten of oxygen and ten of hydrogen. 

Orif we trebled them, we might say that 18 equivalents 
of carbon were united with 15 of oxygen and 15 of hy- 
drogen, and:so on. Now, for reasons upon which I have 
no intention to enlarge, but which have reference to the 
results that may be obtained from the decomposition of 
organic bodies, and the recomposition of their elements 
into a variety of distinct substances, chemists prepare 
“symbols” or “formula” by which they often express 
these organic substances in higher numbers than the 
lowest which might be taken to express the proportions 
in which their elements are'united. They are not accus- 
tomed to do this when they wish to express in a symbol 
the composition of am inorganic substance. Thus, for 
instance, they would say of water that it was composed 
of one equivalent of oxygen and one of hydrogen, and 
not of two equivalents of those elements, though the 
proportions between them would still be the same ; but 
they do not scruple saying of an organic product, as 
Grape sugar, that it may be composed of 12 equivalents 
of earbon, oxygen, and hydrogen respectively, though it 
nust be evident that one equivalent of each would re- 
present the proportion in which their combina- 
"ion is effected. Pray do not fancy that I am at all 
themically mysterious in asking your attention to this 

bbolical mode of ing chemical binati 

far more numerous analyses than at present exist. 
But whether it beso or not, we see (after all) that there 
is very little difference in their composition, and as the 
point we have to consider relates to the manner in 
which starch may be supposed to contribute to the in- 
crease and development of the tissues of plants, so slight 
a difference will not affect our conclusions. Starch we 
find to be composed of the same three elements as 
vegetable membrane, and apparently in the very same 
proportion as they exist in it, viz, Cie Oio Hxo. 
Hence we may suppose that starch is a substance or- 
ganized expressly to supply matterfor the further de- 
velopment of the plants which have prepared it. Itis 
indeed a question whether it is anything else than a 
peculiar form of membrane, or rather of cellular tissue 5 
but without stopping to review this notion, we will con- 
sider starch in that light in which it most prominently 
presents itself, viz., as a material prepared by plants to 
be subsequently appropriated to their own development 

(To be continued). 

PINE-APPLES 

IN THE GARDEN OF THE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, 
July 11th, 1846. 

"here is, in reality, no more difficulty about our under- 
standing the composition of bodies when this is re- 
jresented to us after the manner in which I have now 
tamed to you the composition of vegetable membrane, 
and of water, than when their composition is presented. 
in the form of symbols, such as Ce Os Hs, or C12 O10 
E:6, for the "membrane, and O H for the water. All 
we have to recollect is, that the letters in these symbols 
represent the elements, and the figures placed to the 
right hand of each letter represent the number of their 
equivalents which enter into combination, Where there 
is no figure, as in the case of the water, the equivalent 
is supposed to be a unit. Some chemists write these 
figires above, as thus, C?? O*9 H10, and others below, 
as thus, Cie O10 Hio. Since this method of repre- 
senting the composition of all substances is universally 
adopted, it is absolutely necessary for those who are 
desirous of obtaining definite views upon these subjects, 
to master the use of these symbols, which any one may 
do by 2 few minutes’ consideration. I shall take another 
exanple or two of substances connected with our present 
subject, by way of further illustration. 

Carbonic acid is composed, by weight, of eight parts 
oxygen and three parts carbon. As the equivalents of 
oxygen and carbon are as eight to six, the composition 
of carbonic acid will be really two equivalents of oxygen 
and one of carbon; and this may be represented by 
O2 C, which is quentl e equival for car- 
bonic acid. Again, alcohol consists, by weight, of 
twelve parts carbon, eight parts oxygen, and three 
parts hydrogen. But as the equivalents for those three 
elements are respectively as 6, 8, and 1, the composition 
of alcohol will really be two equivalents of carbon, one 
of oxygen, and three of hydrogen, d 

Weight when 
Name of Exhibitor, Variety of Pine. |placed on the 

Table. 

lbs. oz. 
Mr. FLEMING .. m Queen — .. E 4 15 
— Wiwor .. e. -.|Moscow Queen ... 4 Ml 
— BREWIN . .. [Queen we m 4 14 
— ELPHINSTONE .. — ..|Ripley Queen 4 12 
Ai ZER . pls 

Y 4 5 
^. 4 3j 
E 3 15 

+ I 3 14 
— BaD .,. .. 8 12 
— SPENCER se so 3 10 
— BENNET 3 2 
— Dops sanies 3 0 
— DAVIES «e 2 15 
— AYRES m 2:11 

— BROWNE .. —.. 8 18 
— OOLLINSON Me 8 lor 
= BELTON (2. 70. 8 8 
= . E 8 5 

ÜHEISMIÉ S. ore 7 10 
— SPENCER .. 4. Ta 
— THOMPSON gu 6 2} 
ee MEW EN wer gt 5 lii Ditto Lee 6 l 
— Bagas v .Envile .. ^. LE: 

The total number of Pine-apples exhibited was 60, 
of whieh 35 were weighed ; judging from the appear- 
ance of those not weighed, as they stood side by side 
with those that were, the total weight may be estimated 
at 272lbs; and when they were first cut the weight 
must have been considerably greater.—R. T. 

Home Correspondence. 
Fruit-tree Borders.—Not having noticed the query 

ded for di ion, whether it is necessary to 
Cs O Ha.. Now, carbonic acid might ‘be stated a 
four times the number of equivalents, viz., at C4 Os, and 
aleohol at four times the number of equivalents, or at 
Cs 04 Hie. If we added these last forms together 
the result would be C12 O12H:i2, which is the symbol 
for Grape sugar. 

The accurate determination of these symbols re- 
quires the greatest refinements in chemical analyses, 
and as yet different chemists vary in the numbers they 
assign as equivalents to the elements in chemical union 
in many organie compounds, Still, they are sufficiently 
agreed to enable us to feel confident that they are some- 
where near the truth ; and as I am now only selecting 
examples by way of illastrating their meaning, and not 
for the sake of deciding their differences, I shall not 
pretend to inquire into their respective merits. I will 
merely mention that since Liebig, in his * Organic Che- 
mistry,” differs from Johnston, in his “Agricultural 
Chemistry,” respecting the composition of the different 
kinds of sugar to which we shall presently have to refer, 
I shall not hesitate about making use of such symbols 
as May seem to me best suited for the purpose I have 
in view, without pretending to inquire which ma; 
most likely to be nearest the truth. After this little 
digression concerning the method of representing the 
chemical compositions of bodies, I trust there will be'no 
difficulty in your understanding the manner in which cer- 
tain changes may be supposed to take place in the two 
organic substances contained in the Potato, to which I 
am chiefly desirous of directing your attention, I have 
said that vegetable membrane is eomposed of C12 O10 
H:o. Some analyses seem to show us that the mem- 
brane whieh enters into the formation of the vascular 
tissue of plants differs from that whieh composes their 
cellular tissue. But really, the extreme difficulty there 
must be in suecessfully freeing such membrane from all 
extraneous matter, may wellincline us to doubt whether 
chemists are sufficiently authorised, as yet, in supposing 
that thereis more than one kind of vegetable membrane. 
The composition of the other kind (as it has been con- 
sidered to be), has been stated at C12 Os Hs, or of two 
equivalents less of oxygen and hydrogen (which wehave 
seen to be the same thing as two equivalents of water), 
than in the other case. Now, botanists have observed 
that one kind of vegetable tissue passes into the other 
kind, by suecessive modifications in the forms assumed 
by the little bladders; and therefore I think that they 
WD not hastily be inclined to believe that there is any 
real difference between the chemical compositions of the 
membranes which form various cells and tubes respec- 

z o 

tively, until such an opinion shall have been, verified by 

rob a pasture of its surface in order to make a goo 
fruit-tree border, I should most likely, had it attracted 

my notice, answered decidedly in the negative. I will 
first relate what I have done, and then let your readers 
come to what conclusion they please ; but robbing pas- 
tures is certainly a non-essential. Having a lot of 

worn-out trees, Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Cherries, 

&c., occupying a considerable length of wall, I some 

years since had the old soil removed from 20 inches to 

2 ft. deep, retaining about 6 or 7 inches of the surface- 

soil. The bottom being stiff clay, I gave it a gentle slope 
toward a tile-drain along the front edge of 12 feet from 
the wall. I then procured a sufficiency of what I may 

call virgin-loam (having never been cultivated), from a 

heathy waste, and mixed the retained surface-moul 
with it in sufficient quantity to fill up my borders. I 

may add, the new materials were rough sods hacked up) 

a little in mixing. Theresult is, my trees are now luxu- 

riant, clean, and full of fruit, I should have said they 

were planted young when the borders were renewed— 
some 7, 6, and 5 years since, for it was too much to do 

at once. Though I consider robbing a pasture quite 
unnecessary, yet fresh soil is next to essential, Itnee 

not be so very rich, if only of a kindly nature. But 

after all there are other causes for trees contracting 

disease and death beside worn-out or ungenial borders. 

One is the usage they undergo in these borders, dug 

and eropped continually, and no root suffered Nd 

spade-reach of the surface; and then the unnatur? 

training (however artificially neat) ; main branches any 

stems roasted against a wall, deprived of the natu: 

shade a natural head would afford, &c., &c. ; and after 
be! our 
fter all 

circumstances? But this is not all: 

ders, I fear, are not always justly blamed. 

instance of a garden, otherwise a good one, whe! 

years a Peach or Nectarine tree would not live; p 
walls are old. Some few years since (I think not A 

than four or five), the gardener had a notion thai ai 

the borders, but the walls were to blame. MEN 

quently he took measures to have one wall piae e 

thickly ; the result is, that these fruits grow on? s 

with the greatest luxuriance; and what was Tes 

remarkable, a young tree happened to Diod 

planted where the plaster terminated. One side 

on the new plaster grew luxuriantly, while that on the 

old bricks made no progress whatever—in fact it wow 
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not grow. I state this merely as a fact which has fallen 
under my own notice ; as to the cause, Lown 1 can form 
n0 conjecture, but would be gratified with the opinion 
of your readers on the subject.— Quercus. 

The Vestiges.—A vehement private letter from a 
gentleman has called my attention to an article in your 
Paper of the 11th inst., which had not attracted it, and 
in which the writer has stated, that “The Dean of 
Manchester has created new Narcissi.” Most of your 
readers will understand that the writer used the expres- 
sion figuratively, and that you did not mean to attribute 
to me any real creative powers or pretensions ; but the 
writer has introduced the words ina review of a book, 
which contains not only a multitude of errors, but much 
very objectionable doctrine ; and, amongst other things, 
expresses a reliance on Mr. Crosse’s asserted creation of 
new animaleula from inanimate matter ; and the inju- 
dicious expression in this review has raised the indigna- 
tion of a gentleman who (it seems) demonstrated the 
fallacy of Mr. Crosse’s pretensions, and now fancies that 
Some similar mystifieation is attributed tome. It cer- 
tainly surprises me, that any sensible man should not 
have clearly seen that nothing of the sort is attributed 
tome. Dr. Hill asserted, that by supplying a Holly 
abundantly with salt and lime, its seeds would 
e constrained to produce plants with variegated leaves, 

If the assertion be true, the person who shall so compel 
the production of plants with variable leaves, is no 
More its creator, than he who by cultivation obtained 
double scarlet Dahlias in the process of generations, 
instead of the dingy single wild flower of Mexico. It 
is, however, necessary to be very cautious not to use 
loose expressions on such subjecis, which may become 
& stumbling-block to persons who have not a clear un- 
derstanding of the subject, and whose minds are 
clouded by prejudice. T have not read the “ explana- 
tions” of the author of the “ Vestiges,” &e. There was 
much reprehensible matter, mixed with much shrewd- 
ness and truth, in the original work ; but I beg to wash 
my hands of all connection with it. At the same time, 
although the asserted production of new animaleula in 
the course of some experiments by Mr. Crosse proved to 

fallacious and untrue, I must deny that there was 
anything atheistical in the substance of the assertion as 
lunderstand it. It was not said that a man could 
create an animaleule according to his own will ; but 
that when he blended certain. substances together, ani- 
malcules previously unknown made their appearance 
according to God's will. The experimenter would be 
no more the creator of the animaicula, than the priest 
Who married a couple of human beings would be the 
Creator of their first-born, Itis stated in an old book cal- 
ed the «Gentlemen'sRecreations;"that if you tie two sods 
face to face together and throw them into a pond, it will 
Stock it with cels. This is very absurd,and about as true as 

T. Crosse’s way of making animalcules ; but the pro- 
Pagator of that foolish tale had no thought of arrogating 

€ power of creating eels. We know nothing of the 
mode in which Almighty God originally ereated either 
inert, or vegetable, or animal bodies, nor of the manner 
in which He is at all times creating the individuals that 
arise by generative reproduction,and we probably never 
shall acquire any insight into that mystery ; but of this 
We may all rest satisfied, that whatever insight we may 
acquire into the wonderful ways of Almighty God by 
His bountiful permission, will be granted by him for 

and it becomes vinegar ; and thereupon he finds certain 
in it di by a mi pe, which 

Would not have existed if he had drunk the wine 
d not made vinegar of it. The man who makes 
te vinegar does not pretend to be the ereator of 
de minute eels, e is, I hope, like myself, a 
vout Christian, and acknowledges the wonderful 

wisdom of Almighty God, whose 
Will can replenish the things which seem mos 

habitation with an infinity of living beings too 
to be discovered by the natural sight of man, 

d regard to the Narcissi which I am said to have 
wee I have created them so far only as the farmer 

© manures his field creates the additional grains of 
NE in each ear that it produees, and the improved 
n» c Stios that spring from them ; excepting that such 

With 

Nar, Brains of Wheat have been seen before, and such 
Domus in some cases have not, because the same ex- 
m nents had not been made. I brought together two 

of Aen of different aspect, and the produce is a plant 
Obtai ird aspect, and whoever does the same thing will 
cans, na like result 3 not that we are creators, but be- 
whioh Uc is the will and disposition of Almighty God, 
name I have brought to light to the glory of his holy 
Tho f and not in presumptuous arrogance of his might. 
life nai I believe to be that in vegetable and even animal 
than He types originally created were very much fewer 
Specie, € forms now existing, which haye been called 
Which wy human wisdom 3 and that the variations 
Varion nd branched out since the creation in the 
Interni Kinds are in some cases now capable of easy in othe xture, in some cases reunite with difficulty, and they ae have departed so widely from each other, that 
Toots, TER be reciprocally fertilised. Many bulbous 
fyen ox have been increased during a long successio 
ing seca. offsets, become absolutely incapable of bear- 3 and it is not more strange that plants, which 

ia different soils and climates have diverged from the 
original form of the first created individual, should re- 
fuse to bear seed by the one which has departed most 
widely, and yet produce it readily by another, which 
still agrees with it in some most important points. By 
approaching them, we give those which God permits to 
intermix an opportunity of so doing, and in this we do 
all to the glory of the Almighty, as well as to the solace 
and gratification of mankind ; and, by observing which 
can, and which cannot intermix, we obtain some clue 
to correct the erroneous divisions which the imperfect 
science of man has established, of things which were 
not created separate by the Allwise.— W. Herbert, Spof- 
forth, July Y5. [We are much concerned to find that our 
learned and highly valued correspondent should have 
become the object of attack from some wrong-headed 
person. But, alas! such is the inevitable fate of emi- 
nent men. Noone of sound mind ean have read the 
review in question and supposed that the expression 
in question ean have been used in an irreverent or in- 
fidel sense.] 

Large Araucaria imbricata at Dropmore.—The fol- 
lowing is the height and dimensions of the finest speci- 
men we have of this noble tree, whieh is supposed to 
be the largest in Europe :—height, 22feet 6inches; 
diameter of branches near the ground, 10 feet 6 inches; 
4feet from theground, 12 feet ; 10feet from ditto, 10 feet ; 
14 feet from ditto, 8 feet 3 inches ; girth of stem near 
the ground, 2 feet 10} inches; 5 feet from ditto, 2 feet. 
September 1840, height, 14 feet —April 1844, 20 feet. 

e tree has made a rapid growth this season, and 
promises to get a foot higher or more before autumn ; 
it is about 16 years old, and has never had the least 
protection ; it stands in rather an exposed situation, on 
a raised mound, in which the tree delights. The soil 
is loam, with a small portion of very inferior peat, and 
the plant has never been watered even in the hottest 
seasons we have had. A wet subsoil is certain death 
to the Araucaria in very wet seasons. A plant here, 
Tom a cutting, made a leading shoot in the year 1833, 
and is now 19feet 6inches in height, and has every 
appearance of making a splendid tree.— PAilip Frost. 

Plant Cleaning.—Instead of smelling salts to wash 
flowering plants, why do you not recommend guano and 
quicklime, pounded together and dissolved} The mix- 
ture makes an excellent and cheap wash, and you would 
notknow itfrom smelling salts. A small smelling bottle 
was filled with the above, freshly pounded, and presented 
to a lady, who pronounced it to be good Preston salts. 
The colour is exactly the same. The ants in the Cu- 
eumber and Melon frames do not like it, but the 
Cucumbers and Melons do very much. I have kept 
my suceulents well dosed with the above mixture, and 
nd the effect perfectly wonderful. — A Constant 

Reader. 
Autumn-planting Potatoes. — The following Table 

shows the comparative results of autumn and spring- 
planted Potatoes. The variety with which the experi- 
ment was made, is the Sage-leaved Kidney—a kind 
much esteemed here (Isle of Thanet) ; the only fault 
being its smallness in dry summers. This objection 
may, however, be obviated by planting in autumn. All 
the three different plantings were taken up on the 24th 
of June : 
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Oct, 30, 1845..| 16 | 11 | 97 | 65 | 12 oz. |£1b.1202 4 Ib. 42. |6 ft. 

Tan, 30, 1846..] 20 | 11 [118 | 65 | 9 oz.|3Ib. 6oz. 21b. 80. 6 ft, 

Mar.30,1846.| 23 | 9 |137 | 51 |. 6 oz.I21b. 4oz. IL 1b. 607.6 ft. 
The experiment was made with the view of ascertainin; 
what advantage could be gained by early planting. 
The piece of ground being the open quarter of the 
garden.—J. M. 
Gardeners.— Will you be kind enough to give the 

much-needed information on the following point, which 
will tend greatly to prevent the many disappointments 
with which gardeners meet who advertise for situations. 
If a lady or gentleman reply to an advertisement, 
desiring the advertiser to call at a given place on a 
given day and hour, it often happens that to accomplish 
this the advertiser is put to much expense, I know a 
case in which the advertiser had to go some 20 or 30 
miles, and because he would not accept the place the 
gentleman did not consider himself obligated to pay any 
expenses. Now, it is very vexing to be called upon, as 
above, and after all to be told by the party that they 
are already suited. Such ungentlemanlike practices 
come hard, not only on real pretenders but on real 
ardeners ; and your advice, as to whether) advertisers 

are entitled to any remuneration for their trouble and 
expense, will greatly oblige many of yonr subscribers as 
well as—An Old Reader, [No general answer can be 
given to this. Each case will rest upon its own merits, 
We do not conceive that any law exists to enable a 
ardener to recover his expenses. No doubt many 

shabby things are done to gardeners as well as others, 
We should not ourselves choose to put a poor man to 

71 | expense without reimbursing him.] 
Bees.—My No. 3 hive swarmed on the 5th June, and 

the bees were hived, after they had twice changed their 

ground. Oa the 6th, the swarm returned to the stock Supposing from this circumstance that they had lost 
their queen in the process of hiving, particularly as they 
had also been transferred from a straw hive to a box, [ 
waited patiently for the proper interval to elapse ere a 
second swarm would issue, which took place on the 
14th, after an interval of nine days; this confirmed me 
in the idea that the queen had been lost; but on the 
24th June finding other means ineffectual to transfer 
the stock from whence these swarms issued to a box, I 
proceeded to stupify the bees, imagining that as the 
first swarm had come off on the 5th, almost if not quite 
all the brood left by the old queen would have left 
their cells. However, I was somewhat surprised to find 
three-fourths of the combs full of brood, and still more 
surprised to find two royal cells (out of six) occupied, 
one by a larva, and another by a princess, perfect 
in all her proportions, and apparently ready to 
leave her cell. I offered her to the parent stock in 
their new habitation (the box), but she was rejected, 
and in an hour or two found on the ground ; I next 
offered her to the bees in my unicomb hive, fearing that 
in the very difficult task of locating these latter they 
might have lost their chief, but here, too, she was re- 
jected, being found at the foot of the post in the morn- 
ing, and she died in about an hour afterwards. A 
second live queen was found on the following day walk- 
ing about the combs of the old hive, which had been re- 
moved to a room ; as this lady had not recently come 
from a cell, I offered her to the parent stock, and, as I 
have not seen her since, imagine she has been accepted. 
If the first swarm (on the 5th) had nota queen with 
them, how came they to persist in swarming, though 
they were roughly treated sufüeiently to induce them. 
twice to shift their ground, and ultimately to fly nearly 
half a mile? And if they had the queen, how did it 
happen that she returned to her old hive on the follow- 
ing day (the 6th), and actually commenced laying eggs 
in the royal cells? For the young queen found on the 
24th must have proceeded from an egg laid as late as the 
8thJune,and the larva of course later. I may mention that 
during the interval of nine days between the issue of the 
two swarms, the bees were in a state of great agitation ; 
night or day it was difficult to approach them ; particu- 
larly at night, they incessantly ran about the front of 
the hive and around it ; and at an approaching footstep 
they were quite on the gui vive. The weather was 
beautiful during the whole time. Concerning the period 
at which queens commence laying drone eggs, I find 
the translation of * Huber” has a foot-note to the effect 
that the period of 11 months is liable to modification by 
the state of the atmosphere; but my No.2, which in my 
letter published by you on 6th June, I caleulated, 
according to * Huber,” would produce drones about the 
18th June, actually swarmed on that very day, and no 
drones were with it, nor did any make their appearance 
till the 20th, thereby remarkably verifying Huber’s 
theory. With respect to an autumn brood of drones, 
Huber states that such does sometimes take place to 
the amount of about 60; but I cannot discover that 
he anywhere leads us to suppose that this is preliminary 
to the production of royal eggs, or of swarming.—E. S., 
Wigtonshire. 
Preserving Rhubarb.—In addition to “ preserving it 

with sugar like Raspberries,” Rhubarb can be very 
successfully and agreeably preserved—in bottles as 
green Goosebersies are—peel the stalks and cut them 
into pieces as for a tart, and then treat them as if they 
were Gooseberries. Rhubarb bottled thus gives us ex- 
cellent tarts and pies at Christmas. It can also be 
dried as Angelica, and makes a very agreeable dried 
preserve. Have any of your corresporidents ever tried 
dried Strawberries? they are very good, and the 
abundant crop of this year will give material to expe- 
riment on.—4 House-keeper, and “ one whom a garden 
makes happy.” 

The Thomas Brown Tulip.—I am induced to offer 
a few remarks upon the manner in which an old variety 
has been palmed upon the public asa new m com 

o having been duped to a certain extent. e mas 
Brown Tulip, said to be a seedling from Polyphemus, 

aby t b 
has been p wo celebr: ulip growers 
from the south, who have seen it in my collection, as 
well as in that of every other grower in this neighbour- 
hood, to be nothing more than Polyphemus. I did ex- 
pect that the time had gone by when old varieties should 
beagain brought forward as new ones. "There wants 
a radical change in the system. It is very annoying to 
buy an old sort for a new one. Now, if it is said that 
it is different, and I have not got the right one, then I 
maintain that things have been sold not correct to 
name. There was atime when this would have an- 
swered well. I allude to the period when in Shakspeare, 
Edmund Kean, and Garrick (all one variety), there was 
a difference of upwards of 5/. per root. It is high time 
for growers to catalogue their aliases, and let us have a 
new era in florists’ flowers ; and if a seedling does not 

1 | differ from the parent, let it not be sold out as a new 
variety. There are at the present time no less than 
12 seedlings raised from Pearson’s Alexander Polyan- 
thus, which have merged into the parent; few at the 
present time having a plant that can be said to be of 
the genuine stock.—John Slater, Florist, Cheetham- 
hill, near Manchester. 

Arboriculture.—It would be well to call attention to 
the fact, that the Spruce Firs have suffered, and may 
now be suffering, from the recent continued drought. 
For many miles round this place they are as brown as 
they can be not to be quite dead, and I assume that the 
dry season has been the oceasion of this appeaxance. 
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Tit may be otherwise, but it is certain that this deserip- 

tion of Fir never looked generally so bad, and I think 

it probable that the fact may be usefully considered 

when plantations are being formed, for it proves that 

they require either a moister soil for their shallow 

roots, or an aspect less exposed to the sun.—J. Bailey 

Denton, Gravely, Herts. 
Green-fly.—The following is an easy way of getting 

rid of the aphis or green-fly, and also of rearing and 

fattening young ducks :—Early in the spring I found, 

like my neighbours, all my Roses covered with the 

green-fly to a degree that left the buds a withered 

mass, without chance of expanding ; all efforts to get 

rid of them seemed fruitless. Having at that time in 

my poultry yard adjoining my garden two hens, one 

with a brood of chicks the other of ducks, I determined 

one evening to let the broods into my lawn and garden 
during the night. The chicks took the fly off the lower 

leaves by thousands from daylight in the morning, and 

the dicks seemed to scoop them up by shoals'all the 
night long. A week had not elapsed before the fly 
Tegan to disappear. By following up this plan during 
®the night only," I was soon rid of the pests. The 

chickens were soon turned off, but the ducks continued 

until I had another team ready, *and so on;" up to 

this time there has been hardly a green-fly to be seen, 

We fed our duels with scraps of bread and meal with 

milk, a few crushed Oats or Barley, with plenty of 

fresh water, but not enough to swim in: in this wa, 

they get fat soon—are very tender and mild for the 

table.— B. W. [We do not clearly see how the green- 

fly came within the reach of the ducklings. That 

requires explanation. ] 
New Plan of Heating.—As you have so vigorously 

espoused the improved system of heating, known as 

the Polmaise, you will probably be pleased to learn that 

a system founded upon the same natural laws has been 

steadily gaining ground in the west of England by the 
sole recommendation of the good effects which have 
followed its introduction. My plan harmonises with 
the Polmaise, and differs from the old school in two 
important points, viz., the continuous admission of fresh 
air previously warmed, and provision for a moist at- 
mosphere. Enough has been said to show the necessity 
of the first condition, and the second is obviously ad- 

yantageous and indicated to us by nature. Yet it is 

strange that intelligent men, aware of the benefit de- 

rived from airing houses, should have so long shut their 

eyes to a mode of ventilation which goes quietly on 
when window ventilation cannot be resorted to. 
There appears, then, to be a decided superiority 
in hot-air stoves in two particulars : — econom. 
of fuel and better ventilation, but generally the purity 
of the air has been sacrificed by contact with over- 
heated surfaces, and in this respect the hot-water sys- 
tems are preferable ; but I hope to show that these 

three desiderata (economy, ventilation, and purity) are 

not incompatible, and [that, by my arrangement, they 

have been combined. I use a fire-box connected, by a 

series of rows of iron tubes, with the smoke-flue ; and 

by burning under slow combustion, I am enabled to 

raise a large radiating surface to a temperature not 

exceeding 300°, which is effected at a small cost of fuel, 

dependent upon the slowness of combustion. These 
tubes are inclosed in an air-chamber, and a copious cur- 
rent of external air is made to pass over and between 
them, and then poured in a continuous stream into the 
house. The vapour appendage is connected with the 
ordinary water cistern, and at the discretion of the gar- 
dener is regulated to drop more or less water upon the 
heated tubes, which is either dissolved by the warm 
air, uniting with it to form a humid atmosphere, or, if 
amore decided moisture is desired, the quantity of 
water falling upon the tubes is increased until a cloud 
of vapour enters the house, depositing a dewy moisture 

upon all within. This contrivance gives more compass 

to the gardener’s management than any other with which 
Tam acquainted, and enables him to regulate the cli- 
mate as well as the temperature of his house. On some 
other day I will give some account of the practical 
results of this treatment.— Robert Hazard, Bristol. 

The Nuthatch.—Your pondent, Mr. Gibson, has, 
So far from answering the objections taken against his 
Opinion as to the power of the nuthatch to break the 
shells of nuts, only fallen deeper into error by his 
attempted refutation, Whatever opinion Sir William 
Hooker may have expressed asto the poisonous charae- 
ter of the Yew berry there can be. no doubt, as I know 
from personal experience, they may be eaten with perfect 

ew leaves are poisonous, but not the 
t: fleshy red cups.] Ihave a Jarge Yew tree in my 

garden which in the autumn is filled from morning to 
night with blackbirds and thrushes (particularly the mus- 
sel thrus h), feeding upon the’berries, and Ihave frequently 
eaten them myself without any ill effects. Then with 

Mr. G.* G.'s scepticism of the power. of the nut- 
a nut, I think Mr. Doubleday’s evidence 
he best practical naturalists of the day) 
te conclusive have frequently seen 

much smaller bird, with an infi- 
delicate beak than the nuthatch, break the 

fthe Yew berry and the Haw. He carries the 
2 to a convenient branch, where he fixes it with 
s, and then makes repeated aud quick strokes 

» his beak, exactly as “ Sutor” has deseribed, 
hammer of a blacksmith, But the force (and 

fr. G. has made a great mistake) is quite different 
fiom that of the blacksmith ; in the latter case we have 
imple foree exercised, in the former case we have the 

(who is one of 

ought to be qt 
the toi E 

eof the wedge brought into action ; the bird 

makes, by repeated strokes, a small hole in the stone|a hole in the floor, and escaped, mu had, however, 

with the fine sharp point of its beak, which then acts as 

a wedge, and the resistance is easily overcome. Mr. G. 

expresses a strong objection in his first letter to “book 

authorities.” He will not, I am sure, for all naturalists 

are good-natured, regret. the personal testimony of 

credible witnesses, brought forward to set him right 

upon a point upon which he must admit himself 

to have been mistaken.—C. R. Bree, Stowmarket. 

The bird being very common in this neighbourhood, I 

have had ample opportunities of studying its habits. 

Mr. Gibson wishes to know what constitutes its 

food during the spring and summer months, I may 

reply, various species of insects ; and it probably par- 

tially subsists upon this kind of food throughout the 

year, but seems decidedly to prefer the kernels of nuts, 

&c., when they are to be obtained. We have a planta- 

tion of nuts and filberts adjoining our garden. Last 

autumn five or six nuthatches were almost constantly 

fetehing the nuts away, and carrying them to a large 

Elm in a field, where they fixed them in a erevice o 

the bark, and readily broke the shell by repeated blows 

of the beak. Had Mr. Gibson been here, he might 

soon have been convinced that nuthatches can carry nuts 

between their mandibles, and also easily pick a hole in 

the shell to enable them to get at the kernel. I can 

also assure him that they are very fond of the kernel of 

the seed of the Yew, having seen them busily employed 

in fetching the seeds from a large Yew-tree here. The 

fruit of this tree is greedily devoured by thrushes and 

blackbirds, and the former will eat the fruit of Atropa 

belladonna with impunity.— Henry Doubleday, Epping. 

It is somewhat singular that so many of our best 

naturalists should have been deceived. As to the nut- 

hatch making nuts a part of its food, and its capability 

of breaking the shell, I have now before me Monta- 

gue’s Ornothological Dictionary, an authority of no 

small weight, In speaking of the form of the bill he 

calls attention to its peculiar shape, so admirably 

adapted for boring holes, being wedge-shaped and 
abrupt in its termination. Montague then adds, 

“the stiff tail of those birds (speaking of the wood- 

pecker) supports them in the act of climbing and 

hacking, while the flexible tail of the nuthatch gives 

it no such advantage, nor does it seem to want it, 
for its most favourite position when breaking a nut 

is with its head downwards. When it has fixed the nut 

firm ina chink, it turns on all sides, in order to strike 
with most advantage. This, with the common Hazel- 
nut, is a work of some labour, but it breaks a filbert 

with ease. In defect of such food, insects and larvee 
are sought for amongst the Moss on trees and old 
thatched buildings.” The whole of this I can corrobo- 
rate from minute personal observation. Immediately 
opposite my study window is an Acacia-tree, which, 
from the roughness of the bark, is the favourite spot 
for the nuthatch (which abounds here) to crack his 
nuts. I cannot say that I have positively seen him 

bring the nuts, but I have watched the fixing, and 
there he stands above the nut on a projecting piece of 
bark, with the nut below him ; he then strikes with the 
whole force of the body, the feet acting as a pivot, and 
by repeated blows on the same part of the nut 
with his particularly hard, wedge-shape beak, at length 
splits it. With due respect for the observations 
of your correspondent, Mr. Gibson, I cannot 
see the force of his reasoning when he says it re- 
quires pressure equal to an average of 50 lbs, to break 
a nut. Why,its very shape opposes a powerful re- 
sistanee to pressure, whieh it does not to a sharp and 
quickly-repeated blow. Let him try what weight an 
egg will sustain, and by parity of reasoning it will re- 
quire considerable force to crush it by pressure ; yet a 
gentle tap procures an easy admission. ‘The nuthatch 
in confinement never ceases from hammering at ever, 

part of the cage till the wood-work is actually indented, 

and often splintered; surely the bill which can effect 
this is capable of perforating a nut. We are, in fact, 
strangers to the mechanical force capable of being ex- 
erted by animals, and we are therefore often led to 
doubt the possibility of small animals producing such 
great effects. If Mr. Gibson has access to the “ Maga- 
zine of Natural History,” at p. 330 he will find a repre- 
sentation of the bill of the nuthatch, and of its peculiar 
fitness for breaking hard substances; and at page 329 
an interesting communication from Swainson.— W. H. 
Hill, Rectory, Pembridge. 

A hint on the propensities of the Hedgehog.—Walk- 
ing in the garden this evening, I heard cries of distress 
in the long Grass, proceeding as I thought from a rab- 
bit in the fangs of a weasel. I walked quietly up to the 
scene of trouble, and to my great surprise, I discovered 
a leveret struggling to release itself from the jaws of a 
hedgehog, which I instantly removed a few yards by a 
sharp kick, and picked up the leveret, which was unable 
to run from the injuries it had received. It is gene- 
rally admitted, I believe, that the hedgehog is one of 

the most inoffensive creatures in existence, and some 
writers on its habits affirm, that he eats his roots, 
beetles, &e., and never troubles his head about anything 
more; the fact I have just stated, I 
place him in the position of a gray 

To be sure, the cha 

> I 

ting on five small chickens ; the hedgehog had scratehed 
inan out-house where there happened to be a hen sit- | the first prize was awarded to Mr. Marr i 

town, Brighton, for exceedingly fine, well-colo 

made free with the chickens ; for in the morning there 

was nothing to be seen of them except a portion of their 

intestines—feathers, bones, and all being eaten. e 

hedgehog was afterwards found lying quietly, rolled up, 

in a corner; no doubt enjoying a nap after its chicken 

breakfast. I may add, the hen was untouched.— Wort 

Briton, 

Societies. 
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 7 

July ll.—'The ast Exmrnrrrow for the season, im 

the Society's garden at Chiswiek, took place on Satur- 

day last, and brought to'a close the mosf brilliant 

season on record, as regards not only the splendour of 

the exhibition, but likewise the attendance of visitors 5 

for these, it is gratifying to observe, were more numerous 

than in any former season, On this occasion the beau- 

tiful grounds at Chiswick-house were, through the libe- 

rality of the noble President of the Society, the Duke of 

Devonshire, thrown open to the visitors, among whom 

was his Highness Ibrahim Pacha, and many others of 

high rank. The marching and countermarching of five 

military bands, accompanied by the crowd of gaily 

dressed spectators, produced, in addition to the attrac- 

tions of the exhibition, an effect truly charming, and 

the more so in q of the lingly favour- 

able weather—light clouds rendering the sunbeams not 
oppressive. 

The exhibition itself was an excellent one for July, 

more especially when we consider the very unfavour- 

able weather we have had. The Heaths, of which we 

had lately to complain, were here brought, as a whole, 

in first-rate condition ; the Orchids were a decided im- 

provement on the June show, both as regards quantity 

and quality; and there was a large and magnificent 

exhibition of Fruit, which in July generally forms à 

prominent feature of attraction ; we shall therefore com- 

mence our report with it, The display on this occasion 

was not only extensive, but contained many productions 

of very superior merit, The Pine.apples, of which there 

were 60 in all were generally large and handsomely 

rown. Some of the 32 Melons produced also wer? 

large and fine; the Grapes, too, were admirable on the 

whole, although there were some exceptions as regards 

colouring; we allude more particularly to the fine 

bunches of Black Hamburgh from the garden of the 

Duke of Marlborough, at Blenheim, which were fine 

specimens of growth, but not being well coloured were 

on that account disqualified. To proceed to a more 

detailed account, we shall first advert to the collections 

of Miscellaneous Fruit, of which there were three. 

That to which the first prize was awarded was produced 

by Mr. Spencer, gr. to the Marquis of Lansdowne, at 

Bowood. It contained fine Black Hamburgh Grapes, 
whose bloom was, however, somewhat rubbed off by 

travelling; good Violet Hátive and Newington Necta- 

rines, together with Royal George Peaches, finely 

swelled ; Circassian and Bigarreau Cherries, Elton and 

British Queen Strawberries, Hybrid Green-fleshed, 

Terry’s prize, and Beechwood Melons, and two Provi- 

dence Pine-apples, the heaviest weighing 7 lbs. 6 oz. 5 

also two Queens, and a well-grown Black Jamaica, 

the latter weighing 4 lbs. 1 oz. The next collection 

in point of merit was shown by Mr. Fleming, gt 

to the Duke of Sutherland at Trentham. It com- 

prised three Queen Pines, two Melons—one a hybrid, 

the other the Sweet Ispahan; good Elton Strawberries, 
and Antwerp Raspberries; also fine Royal George 

Peaches, and Murray and Scarlet Newington Necta- 

rines, together with Cannon-hall Museat Grapes, and 
fine bunches of Muscat of Alexandria, Chasselas 

Musqué and Black Hamburgh. The third collection 

was communicated by Mr. Dods, gr. to Sir George 

Warrender, Bart. It contained good Muscat and Black 

Hamburgh Grapes, two H inee Melons, fine-looking’ 

Violet Hátive N i and four hand ly-grown 

Pine-apples. Of Grapes some fine fruit was present; 

more especially famous bunches of Black Hamburg? 

from Mr. Hunt, gr. to Miss Traill, of Bromley; am 
admirable Cannon-hall Museats from Mr. Hamp, 8" 
to J. Thorne, Esq., South Lambeth. Excellent bunches 

of Muscat of Alexandria were communicated by Mr. 

Frost, gr. to Lady Grenville, Dropmore ; and fine 

bunches of the same variety, together with Black Ham- 

burgh, were shown by Mr. Davey, gr. to G. Smith, Esd- 

Mr. Tillery, gr. to the Duke of Portland, at Welbeck, 

sent very good bunches of Black Frontignan, and Mus- 

cat of Alexandria ; and good bunches of Black Ham- 
burgh were produced by Mr. Dodemeade, gr. to " 

Leaf, Esq., of Streatham. From Mr. Umpleby» d 

Leeds, were well coloured Black Hamburgh ; and goo 

bunches of the same variety, together with Sweetwater, 

came from Mr. Bray, gr. to E. Lousada, Esq., Si mouti. 

Mr. Boyce, gr. to Sir L. Shadwell, Bart., Barn Dur) 

Surrey, sent Black Hamburgh ; and Mr. Elliott, gt 1 

J. B. Boothby, Esq., Museats, Black Hamburgh. bes 

twater; Mr. Elphinst gr. Heckfield “Houn 

Hants, Black Hamburgh, hardly sufficiently us : 

and bunches of the same variety were also sent by M xa 

Blackburn, gr. to C. T. Whittingstall, Esq. it ux 

stated concerning these that they had been. raised dra 

eyes planted in pots on the 13th February, 1845, SER 

placed in a pit in May of the same year ; that ea 

ine was now produeing five bunches of fruit, from 

2 

n 

| bunch weighing on an average 2 lbs. Finally, 

Esq., were 
fair punches 

ar Gardeners’ Class, 

Kem?- 
red 
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bunches of Black Hamburgh, and Cannon-hall Muscats. 
Mr. Wilmot, of Isleworth, also sent Cannon-hall Mus- 
eats, equal to the above in point of merit, together with 
Specimens of his new Black Hamburgh, and a Museat 
from Portugal; Mr. Gadd, of. Betchworth Castle, 
Dorking, good bunches of white Frontignan and Black 
Hamburgh, the latter, however, hardly sufficiently 
coloured ; and, finally, Mr. Chapman, of South Lam- 
beth, produced Black Hamburgh, in fine condition, both 
as regards colour and bloom.—Of Vines producing 
Grapes in pots, we must not forget to mention 
three plants of Black Hamburgh, exhibited by 
Mr. Wright, gr. to the Hon. Mrs. Rushout, of 
Wanstead Grove. These were beautifully laden 
with fruit; we counted on one plant nine fine bunches, 
with well swelled berries.—Of Pine-apples, the first 
prize was awarded to Mr. Dods, for three fine speci- 
mens of Providence. A handsomely grown Queen was 
shown by Mr. Fleming, gr. to the Duke of, Sutherland. 
Mr. Collinson, gr. to the Marquess of Westminster, 
Eaton Hall, sent two Provid ; both fine speci 
of cultivation ; and another Providence, not well formed, 
and hardly ripe, was produced by Mr. Brown, gr to 
C. W. Packe, Esq. M.P. Mr. Fraser, gr. to E. D. 
Davenport, Esq., sent two handsome Queens, A well- 
formed Providence was shown by Mr. Belton, gr. to C. 
Winn, Esq., of Nostell Priory ; and six specimens of 
the same variety were produced by Mr. Christie, gr. to 
Viscount Folkestone, Langford Castle, Salisbury ; the 
largest of which was a handsome well grown fruit. 
Mr. Bray sent a Queen, having no crown ; and a Pro- 
vidence, small, but well formed; Mr. Hewitt, five 
Queens ; Mr. McEwen, gr. to Col. Wyndham, a Provi- 
dence ; Mr. Thompson, gr. to G. Byng, Esq., Wrotham 
Park, Barnet, a Providence ; Mr. Braid, Hanworth 
ark, atolerably well-grown Queen ; Mr. Brewin, gr. 

to R. Gunter, Esq., five Queens ; and Mr. Elphinstone, 
a Ripley Queen. From Mr. Baggs, Southgate, was an En- 
ville; and Mr. Ayres, gr. to J. Cook, Esq., sent three small 
but well-formed Queens; Mr. Bennett, gr. to J. Smith, 
Esq., two Ripley Queens with small crowns ; Mr. W. 
Death, Netteswell, two Queens ; and Mr. Davis, gr. to 
Lady Braidfoot, four Queens, the heaviest weighing 
2lbs. 150z. In the Market Gardeners’ Class only one 
exhibitor eame forward, viz., Mr. Wilmot, of Isleworth, 
who showed four'good Moscow Queens, which were, 
however, barely ripe. A Table, showing the compara- 
tive weights, together with the total weight of all the 

ines exhibited, will be found in another column.— Of | S; 
elons, Mr. Fleming showed a hybrid between the 

Ispahan and Hoosainee, which was small, ovate, but 
Said to be excellent, Mr. McEwen, good specimens of 
Beechwood and Benares; Mr. Parker, gr. to J. 

4 fi 

bunda, not less than 7 feet in height, but rather bare of 
Clovodand: 

speciosa, a neat Erica jasminiflora alba, a good plant f th Ta Sip} 1 tote a 
ossom ; and supporting it, various 

chiefly fallax, whose large spikes of gaudy scarlet flowers 

greatly improved the appearance of the group. The 

general effect was also much heightened by the judicious 
introduction of two large Statices macrophylla and 

arborea, the blue and white blossoms forming an agree- 

able variety with their more showy neighbours, 
Associated with these was a huge Phzenocoma pro- 
lifera, in tolerably good condition; the pretty stove 
twiner Schubertia g lens, wi hite blos- 
soms, something like those of a Stephanotis; and a 
large Medinilla erythrophylla, together with a fine bush 
of. Manettia cordata, Leschenaultia formosa (about 2 feet 
in height and as much in diameter), Erica Irbyana, 
insufficiently in bloom, and a finely-grown and well- 
bloomed Achimenes longiflora. In the same collection 
was also a badly-flowered plant of the handsome red 
and white blossomed Epacris miniata; a small Cyrto- 
ceras reflexum ; Roella ciliata, in pretty good condition; 
the beautiful Tabernzemontana coronaria, with charming 
yellow-eyed white flowers; together with two plants of 
the double variety of the same lovely species, accom- 
panied by the red-flowered Jatropha pandureefolia, a 
plant of no great beauty; the pretty white-blossomed 
Dracophyllum gracile, and a good plant of the hand- 
some Angelonia Gardneriana, The collection, more- 
over, contained two small plants of Rondeletia speciosa; 
a large Veronica speciosa, bare of blossom ; Ixora coc- 
cinea, with eight showy heads of bloom ; together with 
a small I. rosea, a less showy species; a pretty little 

Melvilla ; and several Heaths, including the handsome 
metuleflora bicolor, tricolor elegans ; a large Caven- 
dishii, nearly out of bloom; gemmifera, and obbata. 
—On the opposite side of this, the large “iron” tent, 
was a collection of Plants, from the Society’s garden, 
including some new and rare things. At the top of the 
stage stooda large specimen of the well-known Xylophylla 
latifolia; and supporting it on either side, large plants of 
Fuchsia fulgens, and in front a fine Veronica speciosa, and 
he Mi dya Barel ionedat p.447. In front 
were the lovely blue Lobelia ramosa,the new Achimenes 
patens, also the recently introduced Jochroma tubulo- 
sum with deep violet tubular blossoms, and E 

ct 

Gardoquia Hookeri ; the red and green flowered Cuphea | E 

of the p ly new Sip p coccineus, and 
a fine Clerodendron Kempferi. In Mr. Collins's group 
we did not remark anything worthy of notice except a 
neat Philibertia grandiflora, covered with its odd-look- 
ing. saucer-shaped flowers.— Collections of 6 Stove and 
Greenhouse Plants were numerous. That to which 

the first prize was awarded was contributed by Mr. 

Catleugh, of Chelsea, who showed Sollya heterophylla, 

a dense pyramid of deep green leaves and bright blue 

bells, 7 feet in height, and, supporting it, good plants 

of Lantana mutabilis and Clerodendron splendens, to- 

gether with the handsomé Statice macrophylla, a capital 

specimen of the useful blue-flowered Plumbago ca- 
ensis, and a good but ill-bloomed Mahernia incisa. 
he next group in point of merit was shown by Mr. 

Carson, gr. to W. F. G. Farmer, Esq., of Cheam. It 

contained a handsome Stephanotis floribunda, not less 

than 7 feet in height, trained round a cylindrical trellis, 

an Allamanda cathartica of nearly the same size, rather 
scarce of bloom, Veronica speciosa, Jatropha pandu- 

raefolia, whose red blossoms are too scantily produced 
to render it an object of much attraction, together with 
Rondeletia speciosa, and a sickly Gardoquia Hookeri. 
Mr. Jack, gr. to R.G. Loraine, Esq., of Wallington Lodge, 
was third, with a group in which were Roella ciliata, a 
small but handsome Pheenocoma prolifera with highly 
coloured blossoms, Erythrina Crista-galli insufficiently 
in bloom, Ixora coccinea, a well-bloomed Erica Ewerana, 

rather bare at bottom, and an Aphelexis humilis. 

The next group was communicated by Mr. May, gr. to 

. Goodheart, Esq. It prised the useful Draco- 
phyllum gracile, a miserable Roella ciliata, Cleroden- 

dron fallax, the well known Kalosanthes coccinea, 

Statice sinuata, and the larger variety of Erica tricolor. 

Mr. Bruce, gr. to B. Miller, Esq., sent Rondeletia spe- 

ciosa, a pretty Leschenaultia formosa, rather past its 

best, Astelma eximium not open, the blue Roella ciliata, 

a small Clerodendron fallax, and the same pretty 

JEschynanthus parasiticus formerly exhibited. Mr. 
. Berens, Esq., of Sideup, Kent, pro- 

CIE ae -D qi Hookeri, P pro- 
well grown but ill bloomed, Roella 

the useful Achimenes 
formosa. Mr. Slowe, gr. 

lifera, generall 
eiliata, Clerodendron fallax, 

diflora, and Lesck i 

aquatiea, together with the new hardy Statice eximia, 
an inferesting species of this useful genus, Associated 
with these were the sweet white-blossomed Jasminum 
ambae, the beautiful little Statice puberula, Cuphea 

pubiflora, a plant which may possibly answer well for 

to W. R. Baker, Esq., sent a good Nerium splendens, 

a pyramidal Mahernia incisa, 44 feet in height ; a large 

Crinum amabile; Erica Ewerana, insufficiently im 

bloom ; a spreading Vinca rosea alba, and a globular 

Sollya linearis. From Mr. Taylor, gr. to J. Costar, 

Esq., of ji were Kal thes versicolor, a pale- bedding out ; and various Achimenes.—In 
20 plants, Messrs. Fraser of the Lea-bridge-road 

d E 
coloured species ; Erica metulæflora bicolor, a middling 

} ltia formosa, Hoya carnosa, a lovely little .|Nursery,and Mr. Malyon, gr. to T. B |SQ., 
Blackheatl Oughtón, Esq., R Hill's gr 

Carson, gr. to F. G. E 

were the only competitors, the latter group 
bearing no comparison, in point of merit, to the former. 
The collection from Lea-bridge contained, as usual, 
many examples of fine growth, comprising the showy 
Clerodendron fallax, Sollya linearis, 23 feet in height, 
loaded with little blue bells ; a neat Gardoquia Hookeri, 
a large spreading Vinca rosea in good condition, the 

te-looki i of Nonsuch Park, a hybrid from the B b 
Davey, a scarlet Egyptian; Mr. Sullivan, gr. to W. 
Paynter, Esq., a Cantaloupe ; and the same variety was 
also sent by Mr. Allen, gr. to J. Davis Esq., Waltham- 
stow, and by Mr. Gadd, Betchworth Castle, Dorking ; a 
green-fleshed Melon also came from Mr. Martin, of 
Camberwell.—Of Cherries, excellent samples of Bigar- 
Teau were shown by Mr. Elliott; and not less hand- 

H.T.H 
beautiful dish of Black Eagle was contributed by Mr. 

white flowered Dracophyllum gracile, 
Statice arborea, and the neat violet-flowered Burtonia 
conferta. Associated with these were, Crowea saligna 
in luxuriant health, but somewhat bare of blooms; 
Leschenaultia formosa, 18 inches in height, and as much 
in diameter ; two magnifi peci of Kal I 
nitida, about 3 feet in height, and as much in diameter, 
forming a complete mass of gaudy blossoms; the blue- 
flowered Roella ciliata, and Stephanotis floribunda, 

5feet in height. The collection also contained the 

same noble Ixora coccinea mentioned on a former 
occasion ; a well grown Pheenocoma prolifera, some- 
what bare of blossom ; a large Vinea alba, and several 

Heaths, including jasminiflora, and a fine Irbyana. 

Mr. Malyon’s group contained too many Heaths, which 
were moreover not remarkable for either fine growth 
or bloom ; of other plants it comprised Vinca rosea, 
Clerodendron squamatum, a good Pentas carnea, a 

plant of the blue and two plants of the red Leschenaultia, 
In the same group were also Vinca rosea alba, two 

plants of the useful Statice arborea, the pale-blossomed 
Kalosanthes versicolor, a small Roella ciliata, Achimenes 

and Gardenia radicans. 
Collections of 12 Stove and Greennouse Plants 

were sent by Mr. W. P. Ayres, Mr. Green, Mr. Epps, 
of Maidst 

ee and very fine specimens of the same variety, 
gether with the Elruge, were contributed by Mr. 
peson, gr. to Sir J. Kenaway, Bart., of Escot House, 
von. Mr. Collins, gr. to E. H. Chapman, Esq., 

NOFBSOy, sent fine Royal George Peaches ; and good 
Oblesse and Royal George Peaches and Violet Hátive 

wi arines were communicated by Mr. Fleming. Mr. 
yp on, gr. to J. Tucker, Esq., of Woodford, produced 
ju Hátive Nectarines; and inferior specimens of 

anase Nectarines were exhibited by Mr. Slowe ; and 
nally Mr, Dods sent Royal George Peaches. British 
meen and Elton Pine Strawberries were produced by 
t. Cole, of Bath ; and a dish of Raspberries by Mr. 
rnwall, of Barnet. 

Ge e now come to the large collection of 40 Srove and 
18 Mouse Plants, produced by Mr. Robertson, gr. 

[o "ye 
HS exhibited ; consequently there was no 

and by Mr. Collins, gr. to G. H. Chap- 
man, Esq. Mr. Ayres produced a noble Kalosanthes 
media, 3 feet in width and 23 feet in height, quite a mass 
of blossom ; a famous K. coccinea, the finest coloured, 
though not the best habited species of the genus. The 
showy Clerodendron fallax, with three handsome flower 

spikes ; large and fine plants of Allamanda cathartica 
and Crowea saligna, the lovely pink-blossomed Erica 
Parmentieriana rosea, Ixora crocata, and a somewhat 
bare plant of Rondeletia speciosa; associated with 
these were Cyrtoceras reflexum, and a famous Phreno- 

coma prolifera, rather scarce of bloom. The group 
from Mr. Green contained the same beautiful Ixora 
coccinea formerly exhibited ; also the same fine Aphelexis 

humilis, but on this occasion evidently past its best ; a 

well grown but ill-bloomed Phzenocoma prolifera, and 
a large Rondeletia speciosa, At the back of the stage 

stood a tall Steph is floribunda, insufficiently in 

bloom, Clerodendron Keempferi and fallax, the former a 

good plant, Gloxinia Cartonii, a rather straggling plant 

of Erica flora bicolor, about 3 feet in height and 

Although inferior, as a whole, to the 
9Up brought forward in June, it, nevertheless, con- 

At xe many plants displaying first-rate g t 
1e top of the stage stood a noble Stephanotis flori- 

as much in diameter, Leschenaultia formosa, a tall 

Crowea saligna, and a bare Dillwynia ericifolia, In 
i DENE: 

globular Stephanotis floribunda, and Clerodendrom 
fallax. A group from Mr. Griffin contained Nerium 
splendens ; an Oncidium ; Ardisia crenulata, producing 

both flowers and fruit ; the usefu! Combretum purpu- 

reum, and Gloxinia Youngii. 
The display of Oncurps, to which we have already 

alluded, was large and magnifi Th lecti: 

of 20 plants or more were placed These were 
. Ru 

worth ; Messrs. Rollisson, of Tooting ; and Mr. Robert- 

son, gr. to Mrs. Lawrence. In Mr. Mylam's group we 

remarked the rare and handsome Coryanthes macran- 

tha, with two open blooms; the white-blossomed 
Aganisia pulchella, with yellow stained lip; the buff- 
spotted Brassia Lanceana; Cyenoches Loddigesii, with 
long brown recurvéd petals ; a large mass of Miltonia 
spectabilis ; Galeandra Baueri ; a small delicate blush- 
flowered Dendrobium ; a variety of Stanhopea tigrina, 

with two large blossoms; a fine Aerides odoratum, in- 

sufficiently in bloom ; and the white-lipped dull greer- 

petalled Angraecum caudatum. Associated with these 

were Stanhopea quadricornis, with one spike in beauty 

and three not open ; a pale variety of S. oculata, having 

two large gracefully-drooping flower-spikes ; a variety 

of insignis, with large brown-spotted blossoms; Zygo- 

cristata ; Brassia Wrayee, with four flower-spikes ; the 

delicate blush-flowered Cattleya candida ; Dendrobium 

with tw KU 

shell; the neat little Cymbidium lancifolium ; Lyeaste 

cruenta ; Acineta citrina, with two spikes of yellow 

flowers; the lovely white-bl d ingtonia cam- 

dida; Cycnoches chlorochilon, whose large greem 

flowers are more curious than beautiful ; the lilac-blos- 

somed Calanthe Masuca ; a good Oncidium pulvinatum ; 

2 large specimen of the exceedingly handsome Sobraliz. 

macrantha, with two open flowers ; Stanhopea Wardii, 

and its paler variety, both in fine condition ; also S. 
venusta, with four fine fiower-spikes ; a good Miltonia 

spectabilis ; and the curious green-tailed Dendrochilom 
filiformis. Inthe same collection were Cattleya Mossize ; 

ncidium nebulosum, an apparently new species in the 

way of crispum; Promenæa Rollissonii; the spotted 

variety of Oncidium luridum ; also Stanhopea eburnea, 

with large pale blossoms ; Epidendrum floribundum 

Calanthe furcata ; and an apparently new Houlletia, 
with deep brown flowers, which were, however, 

iated with these were the lilac- 
Mr. Epps’s group was a large Step 

į trained over a circular trellis, an ill-bloomed Veronica 
open. D ) : 

Barkeria spectabilis; the comparatively new Aerides 

the chocolate-flowered Paphinia , 

pymes E aean s 
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maculosum ; the large brown and yellow flowered 
Odontoglossum grande; and Maxillaria tetragona. The 
third group came from the garden of Mrs. Lawrence, 
at Ealing Park, It contained three specimens of 
Cattleya Mossiæ; Oncidium leucochilum ; Gongora 
maculata lutea and fusca, with long drooping spikes of 
brown-spotted blossoms, looking like so many insects ; 
Stanhopea graveolens, with one fine spike of flowers, 
and another just bursting into beauty; the brown- 
flowered Paphinia cristata ; Oncidium Lanceanum, the 
handsomest of the genus; Vanda Roxburghii ; the 
spotted variety of Oncidium luridum, with one strong 
flower-spike ; Stanhopea insignis, with six open flowers ; 
the green-blossomed Catasetum Russellianum ; and a 
Barkeria, with four spikes of deep lilac blossoms, In 
the same collection were Stanhopea oculata, with its 
paler variety, having two fine flower-spikes ; Epiden- 
drum radiatum; the useful Oncidium pulvinatum ; 
Trichocentron fuseum; and the well-known Lyeaste 

ep pei n collections of 12 plants there were four ex- 
hibitors : Mr. Don, gr. to F. G. Cox, Esq., of Stockwell; 
Mr. Plant, gr. to J. H. Schréder, Esq. ; Mr. Redding, 

Mrs, Marryatt, of Wimbledon; and Mr. Eyles, 
ir G. Larpent, Dart, Roehampton.—Mr. Don 

etum (misealled Mormodes) Russellianum, 
with three spikes of dull green flowers ; Schomburgkia 
tibicinis, a lovely Oncidium" pulvinatum, the green- 
flowered Cyenoches chl hil arkeria spectabil 
the white-lipped Oneidium leucochilum, the curious 
rather than handsome Aeropera Loddigesii, Vanda Rox- 
burghii, and Stanhopea insignis, the latter not suffi- 
ciently advanced; together with Grammatophyllum 
multiflorum, and Cyenoches Loddigesii.— From Mr. 
Plant were Aeriles odoratum and maculosum, the 

a tetragona, Peristeria pendula, a 
idium Lanceanum, with nine flower-spikes ; 

O. flexuosum, and a fine pulvinatum ; 
ı verrucosa, Phaius albus, and a small Gale- 

Mr. Redding contributed Aerides odo- 

coloured tricolor elegans, the meat pink flowered in bloom. From the same nursery was also a noble 
Kal h difi miniata, 3 feet in height, and juliana, and a rose-coloured variety of g if 

In the Tooting group the more remarkable plants were 
Kingscotiana, a variety with large flesh-coloured tubes, 
infundibuliformis a complete globe of flowers, a variety 
of tricolor called inflata, vestita alba, and ferruginea. 

Groups of 12 Hearns were sent by Mr. Green, gr. to 
Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., and by Messrs. Fraser, of Lea- 
bridge-road, the former sending jasminiflora alba in 
good condition, a lovely infundibuliformis, and a pretty 
tricolor elegans. The Lea-bridge group contained neat 
well-bloomed plants which were, however, not different 
from those already mentioned. Collections of 6 plants 
were numerous. The best was produced by Mr. May, 
r. to E. Goodheart, Esq., who sent the green-flowered 

Heath (E. viridiflora) 3 feet in height, and as much 
in díameter; prineeps in good condition, Dunbar's 
variety of tricolor, and a large radiata. The next 
group in point of merit was exhibited by Mr. Bruce, 
of Tooting, who sent a neat metulzeflora bicolor, 
eximia and Parmentieriana rosea. Other groups came 
from Mr. Young, gr. to C. Barrow, Esq., Mr. Jack, 
and Mr. Taylor ; Mr. Young sent among others fine 
plants of Ewerana and Bowieana, Mr. Jack the neat 
little cubica minor, and a healthy young Massoni,—In 
the Nurserymen’s Class the exhibitors were Mr. Epps, 
of Maidstone, Mr. Dawson, of Brixton Hill, and Mr. 
Pamplin, of Walihamstow. Mr. Epps sent a fine jas- 
miniflora alba, and a small but good Massoni ; Mr. 
Dawson the useful mutabilis, a large ampullacea and 
inflata ; Mr. Pamplin tricolor elegans, and a large jas- 
miniflora alba,—Of single specimen HxATRS, some good 
plants were exhibited: Mr. Bruce sent eximia in good 
condition, Mr. Green a good Shannoniana, Mr. Wood a 
middling obbata, Mr. Hunt eximia, Messrs. Rollisson 
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quite as much in diameter, covered with handsome 
heads of showy blossoms; and along with it a small 
Babingtonia camphorosmz. Mr. Green sent a very 
fine Lisianthus Russellianus, and a small Rondeletia 
speciosa. Mr. W.P. Ayres, a large Veronica salicifolia, 
hardly sufficiently in bloom ; a small Achimenes multi- 
flora; and Leschenaultia formosa, forming a globe 
24 feet in diameter. Mr. Young, a good Stephanotis 
floribunda, trained over a cireular trellis ; and a little 
tree of the white-flowered Clethra arborea. Mr. 
Stanly produced a good Gloriosa superba, also Lesche- 
naultia formosa and Pelargonium elatum. Mr. Carson, 
a lovely Chironia floribunda, and a Veronica speciosa. 
Triptilion spinosum came from Mr. Frost, of Dropmore; 
and Mr. Robertson, gr. to Mrs. Lawrence, sent Clitoria 
Ternatea, two Clerodend , Plumeria inata, an 
a noble Pheenocoma prolifera, 3 feet in height, and as 
much in diameter, with the branches hanging over the 
pot, but:not well in bloom. From Mr. Balston, of 
Poole, was an ill-bloomed Veronica speciosa. 
Holmes sent Kalosanthes coecinea ; and we also noticed 
small plants of Burtonia conferta, Achimenes longiflora, 
Statice arborea, Clerodendron afüine, Gardoquia Hookeri, 
and others of less moment. 

Of New Prants, Messrs. Veitch and Son, of Exeter, 
sent a handsome, new, and, apparently, free-flowering 
Ixora, having large pale-green leaves, and semi-globular 
heads of salmon-coloured flowers, something i 

Holfordiana, Messrs. Fairbairn inflata and 
Mr. Pamplin obbata, and Mr. Dawson Irbyana, 3 feet 
in height and as much in width, 

f Kos oses, both eut and in pots, notwithstanding the 
1 ratum, Cattleya Loddigesii, Oncidium 1 hilum and 

ampliatum, Stanhopea tigrina, with two open blossoms; 
the purple-owered Cattleya Harrisonize, OJlontoglos- 
sum grande, and Epidendrum variegatum, Mr. Eyles, 
Miltonia spectabilis, the white-fringed Epidendram 
eiliare, Calanthe plantaginea, with deep lilac flowers ; 
Stanhopea oculata, with two fine flower spikes ; the 
blue-lipped Vanda Roxburghii, together with the red 
variety (V. Roxburghii rubra), and a tall Epidendrum 
cinnabarinum. Associated with these were also Cattleya 
Forbesii, Cyenoches vertricosum, and Gongora macu- 
lata lutea.— In eolleetions of six species there were three 
exhibitors, Mr. Carson, Mr. Hunt, and Mr. Jack, Mr. 

tnd loefoli 

weather we have lately experienced, there 
was a fine display ; the pot ones being little inferior to 
those brought forward in June. In the Nursérymen’s 
Class for 18 varieties, there were three exhibitors— 
Messrs, Lane and Son, of Great Berkhampstead, Mr. 
Dobson, foreman to Mr. Beck, of Isleworth, and Mr, 
Francis, of Hertford. Mr. Lane's group contained— 
Tea: Mimi, La Pactole, Smith's Yellow, Nisida, 
Caroline, Prince de Mecklenburg, Comte d'Osmont, and 
Alexander Rohan. Bourbon: Gloire de Paris, Car- 
dinal. Fesch, Thérésita, Souchet, Comte de Rambuteau, 
and George Cuvier. Hybrid Perpetual: Grande 
Capitaine, Lady Elphinstone, and Labedoyére. China: 
Sall 

catum ; Leelia cinnabarina ; Dendro- 
i with large buff flowers tinged with 

pink ; the charming Camarotis purpurea ; and the odd- 
looking Maxillari:stapelioides. ^ In conclusion, we must 
not forget to mention that Messrs. Veitch sent cut 
flowers of a new variety of Cattleya erispa, with the 
purple marking of the lip exceedingly highly coloured. 

Among'single specimen Orcutps, were the two noble 
masses (each with five large spikes) of the scarlet Chi- 
nese Renanthera (R. coccinea), from Mr. Falconer, gr. 
to A. Palmer, Esq., of Cheam, mentioned in another 
column. They were growing on two large blocks of 
wood, covered with Moss and ZEschynantlius, and liave 
been treated in the manner described at p. 52 of our 
volume for 1845. Associated with these was also the 
large and fine Aerides odoratum produced by Mr. Pas- 
set, gr. to R. Holford, Esq:, which was the admiratior 
of everybody ; and a less handsome plant of the same 
species by Mr. Green, gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart. 

Cars H earis, in collections of 20 species, were shown 
by Mr. Hunt, Mr. Robertson, and Mr. Ayres. 
Hunt’s collection, which obtained the first prize, was 
altogether composed of large plants of fine growth. 
Among them we remarked tricolor Leeana; Massi 
rather past its best; jasminiflora alla, a handsome 
species; the larger variety of retorta; procumbens, 
with small round pink blossoms ; and a large and fine 
gemmifera. Associated with these were also the red- 
flowered Westphalingia ; a large, but iil-bloomed me- 
tuleeflora bicolor ; retorta, just opening into beauty ; 
the lovely small pink-flowered Savileana 3 a noble 
infundituliformis, 3j feet in width and 3 fect in height 7 
anda good ampullacea, just coming into bloom, “Mr. 
Robertson’s plants wére smaller than the preeeding ; 
the best of them were Parmentieriana rosea ; Irbysna, 
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just coming into bloom ; the green flowered E. v 
flora ; radiata, a variety closely related to metulteflora 
bicolor; Cavendishii, rather past its best; and obbata, 
a large, delicate, pink flowered sort. In the same 
group were also gemmifera and metuleflora bicolor, 
5 feet in height and as much in diameter. Mr 
Ayres sent a small radiata ; iuflata rubra, a Handsome 
variety ; the useful Savileana, jasminiflora alba, Irby- 
ana, and a variety of ventricosa.—In the Nurserymen’s 
Class, good groups were produced by Messrs. Fair. 
bairn, of Clapham, and Messrs, Roilisson, of Toot- 
ing. In the collection from Clapham, which was 
the best, we remarked a beautiful Savileana, Wilsonii, 
a handsome species, a large but thin ivflata, a well- 

I superba. Mr. Dobson sent — Bourbon: 
Pierre de St. Cyr, Armosa, Souvenir de la Malmaison, 
Latifolia, Celiméne, and Comte de Rambuteau. Tea: 
Niphetos, Goubault, Pactolus, Caroline, and General 
Vallais. Hybrid Perpetual: Louis Bonaparte. China : 
Fabvier, Henry the 5th, Cramoisie supérieure, and Beau 
Carmine. Woisette: Aimée Vibert, and Vitellina. Mr. 
Francis's varieties were— China: Bardon, light blush ; 
Eugene Hardy, lilae lake; Triumphans, dark rosy 
crimson ; Gabrielle, bright lilac pink ; and Hymenée, 
yellowish white. Noisette : Smith's yellow ; Jaune Des- 
prez, bronzy fawn ; and Elizabeth, French white. Hybrid 
Perpetual ; Duchess of Sutherland, mottled.: Bourbon; 
Theresa Margot, pale rose ; Delices de la Guillotiére, 
dark rose pink; Edouard Desfosses, dark pink ; Enfant 
d'Ajaccio, bright crimson ; Virgalee, (?) bright rose ; 
Comtesse de Rességuier, light blush ; Pierre de St. 
Cyr, light pink ; Queen, delicate cream ; and Enfant 
@ Ajaccio, bright crimson, A neat collection was con- 
tributed by Mr. Slowe, gr. to W. R. Baker, Esq., being 
the only exhibitor in the Amateurs’ Class. As Single 
Specimens, Mr. Slowe sent Bougére in good condition, 
and Mr. Dobson, Pierre de St. Cyr. In Cut Roses, the 
exhibitors were Mes:rs. Laue, Paul, Francis, Terry, 
Slowe, and Cobbett. A few of the best in Mr. Lane's 
group werec Damask Perpetuals: Mogadore, vivid 
crimson ; Laurence de Montmorency, carmine; and 
Louise Puget,deep pink. Fyt, Perpet: Aubernon, pale 
crimson ; Baronne Prevost, bllish ; Clementine Seringe, 
shaded blush ; Comtesse Duchatel, rosy blush ; Duchess 
of Sutherland, glossy blush; Lady Alice Peel, rosy 
crimson; Madame Daméme, bright rose; Marquise 
Boeeella, pale pink ; Mrs. Elliott, pale lilac pink ; Prince 
of Wales, rosy carmine ; and Queen or La Reine, bril- 
liant rose Bourbon: Charles Souchet, deep crimson ; 
Dupetit Thouars, shaded rose; George Cuvier, bright 
crimson; La Grandeur, fine bright lake; Paul Joseph, 
shaded lake ; Proserpine, crimson ; Reine des Vierges, 
delicate blush ; Souvenir de Ja Malmaison, white. Tea: 
Devoniensis, creamy white; Elise Sauvage, deep straw ; 
La Pactole, pale yellow. Misette: Chromatella, yellow. 
—TIn the other collections were also’ some of the best 
sorts in cultivation, and the cay not being so warm as 
to cause them to wither they were shown to much ad- 
vantage. 

Of Sryere SPECIMENS of superior cultivation not 
already enumerated, may be ‘mentioned an immense 
Stephanotis floribunda, not less than 8 feet in height, 
and finely in bloom, from Mr. Eyles, Sir G. Larpent's 
gardener. This was trained to a face, and although not 
a handsomely formed plant, produced a striking effect 
Another very handsome object, in the shape of Alla- 
manda ca'hartiea, was produced by Messrs. Frazer, of 
Lea-bridge-road. This was at least 5 feet in height, 
and had on it upwards of 50 of its showy yellow blo: 
soms, Scarcely less remarkable were their fine speci- 
mens of Sullya linearis, Tristania neriifolia, and Crowea 
saligna, although the two latter were hardly sufficiently 

spurred Balsam (B. latifolia) produced at the June 
show; and a Clematis, named glandulosa, with large 
heart-shaped leaves, and numerous long-stalked deep 
chocolate and white flowers. F. Scheer, Esq., of Kew, 
sent the new Bolivian Echinopsis, mentioned in another 
column ; Messrs. Henderson, of Pine-apple-place, their 
new Alschynanthus Boschian Mr. Robertson, gr. to 
Mrs. Lawrence, the handsome Pavetta Dorboniea ; Mr. 
Jack, Cuphea miniata, a pretty species, with opposite 
hairy leaves, and axillary flowers, having a purplish 
tipped calyx, and two erect vivid scarlet petals. Along 
with it was also a small Musszenda macrophylla, From 
Messrs. Rollisson was a Hoya, with clusters of greenish- 
white blossoms, less handsome than carnosa. Mr. 
Jackson, of Kingston, sent a variety of his Seedling 
Heath (E. Jacksoni), a good addition to this beautiful 
tribe; and the Chinese Lycopodium cæsium, y Mr. Fair- 
bairn, of Wandsworth-road, Polygala Dalmaisiana; and 
Ar, Groom, Calystegia pubescens. 
For Collections of HARDY EvERGREENS in pots a large 

Silver Medal was awarded to Mr. Waterer, of 
Knaphill, near Bagshot. In this group we remarked 
Juniperus flaccida, macrocarpa, occidentalis, pendula, , 
and squamata ; Arbutus Bakeri ; Taxodium sempervi- 
rens ; Quercus nana, glabra, Fordii, heterophylla, ru- 
gosa, and virens ; Berberis trifoliata and cuneata ; Cu- 

ssus Lamberti and thurifera; Ilex castaneifolia, lati- 
folia, ciliata, and Maderensis ; Podocarpus taxifolius 
and coriaceus ; a new and handsome broad-leaved Box; 
Cryptomeria japonica ; Pinus strobus, var. pumila, and 
P. Balsameafoliis variegatis; a silver-stiiped Irish Ivy ; 
Thuja pendula and aurea ; Azalea ovata ; and a silver- 
striped Irish Yew. Another group was sent by Messrs, 
Lane and Son, in which were—Aucuba japonica aurea, 
Cerasus colchidis ; Cryptomeria japonica ; Buxus myr- 
tifolia ; Cupressus torulosa viridis ; a variety of Hedera 
canariensis with silvery marked leaves ; several species 
of Juniperus, including Virginiana pendula and varie- 
gata; Quercus glauca, glabra, and virens ; Taxodium 
sempervirens ; Taxus procumbens, canadensis, coriacea, 
nucifera ; and Thuja filiformis, —Mr. Francis, of Hert- 
ford, sent among others—Arbutus procera; several 
Abies and Pinus, including Gerardiana ; Cupressus Tour- 
neforti and flagelliformis; Ilex opaca and platyphylla ; 
several Junipers ; also Thuja articulata and filiformis. 
— A collection of Pinus was contributed by Mr. Cutter, 
of Slough ; and among a fine group from the Society’s 
Garden we remarked a plant of Berberis Fortuni, a 
supposed hardy evergreen variety, obtained from the 
North of China by Mr. Fortune. It forms a deep 
green smooth bush, with lanecolate leaflets about 4 ins. 
long, having shallow spiny serr: nd veins scarcely 
visible on the upper side, and slightly prominent on the 
under, 
Among MiscELLANEOUS ObJECTS was a neat collection 

of British Ferns from Mr. Taylor, gr. to J. Costar, 
Esq., of Streatham ; Mr. Beck, various Orchids and, cut 
flowers in handsome green slate baskets suitable for 

placing on drawing room tables; Mr. Davis, two luxu- 

riant plants of Leschenaultia formosa ; a collection of 
Achimenes from Mr. Robinson, together with Lobelia 
bellidifolia and erinus grandiflora; and finally large 
Cucumbers from Mr. Smith and Mr. Butcher ; with the 
sample of Bast from Cuba mentioned in another 

column, from’ Mr. W. Ayres, of Brooklands. 

Mr. Fairbrother, of Brighton, exhibited a new scar- 

let, Pelargonium, which suffered in appearance from 
the petals having been so much shaken from the 

trusses, nor was it shown according to the regulations 
of the Society. The trusses were large, and the flower 

of the most dazzling scarlet. A collection of 36 blooms 
of Holly hocks were exhibited by Mr. Cole, of Bath ; oe 

one 0: 
lowers were large, fine, and varied in colour. Ne 

riking or the seedling Fuchsias appeared to be very st 
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novel; the best was from Mr. Kendall, of Stoke New- 
ington, named Diana, having light tube and sepals, with 
Yosy crimson corolla—a neat flower of superior form. 

The prevalence of the sultry weather had rendered 
it extremely difficult to keep the Prramcowruws in 
Showable condition. Though by no means equalling 
former exhibitions as to growth and quantity of bloom, 
they were as good as could be expected at this advanced 
Season of the year. In Collections of 12 new and first- 
rate varieties among the amateurs, Mr. Staines was the 
only exhibitor. To his collection, which consisted of 
the following varieties, the large Silver-gilt Medal was 
awarded: Trafalgar, Phaeon, Camilla, Magog, Titus, 
Sarah Jane, Adonis, Duke of Wellington, La Polka, 
Sultan, British Hero, and Princess Alice.—In the same 
class, for Nurserymen, Mr. Dobson, foreman to Mr. 
eck, received a similar reward for Margot, Desde- 

mona, Rattler, Flora, Prairie Bird, Queen Pomare, 
Isabella, Mustee, Repealer, Zenobia, Marcus, and Fa- 
vorita.—For Pelargoniums in collections of 12 va 
rieties in 8-im. pots, Mr. Staines received the large 
Silver-gilt Medal (as Ist prize) for Vesuvius, Nameless, 
Sylph, Duke of Wellington, Sunbeam, Apollo, Pluto, 
Celestial, Matilda, Champion, Achilles, and Erectum. 
(2d), The Large Silver was awarded to Mr. Robinson, 
gr. to J. Simpson, Esq., whose varieties were Pride 
of Surrey, Sylph, Sir Walter Scott, Mulberry, 
Erectum, Madeline, Dake of Cornwall, Aurora, Mrs. 
Stirling, Elegans nova, Héro, and Sunrise. (34), 
To Mr. Coysh was awarded the Silver Knightian 
Medal, for Cid, Tasso, Oberon, Comte de Paris, 
Albert, Prinee of Wales, Psyche, White Perfec- 
tion, Sir Walter Scott, Nabob, Beauty of Clapham, Sir 
R. Peel,’and Erectum.—Mr. Gaines, in the Nursery- 
men’s Class, received the Silver Knightian Medal, for 
Gazelle, Leander, Amelia, Rising Sun, Witch, Duchess 
of Leinster, Chieftain, Arabian, White Surrey, Pluto, 
and Miss Halford. 

Several Specimen Fucnsras were exhibited, some of 
them finely bloomed, handsome plants. Mr, Gaines, of 
Battersea, sent Duchess of Sutherland, in good condi- 
tion ; and Mr. Kendall, of Stoke Newington, a beautiful 
Erecta elegans, also Enchantress, Sappho, and Miss 
Prettyman. Fine plants of Exoniensis were produced 
hy Mr. Wells, and Messrs. Frazer, of Lea-bridge ; and 
a light-coloured variety, named Napoleon, was sent by 
Mr. Jackson, of Kingston. Specimens of F. serrati 
folia were exhibited by Mr. Stanly and Mr. Fairbairn. 

For any deficiency in the Pelavgoniums ample com- 
pensation was afforded by the beauty of the Carna- 
TroNs and Prcorrss. There was an excellent display of 
these beautiful flowers; 4 trays of Carnations, contain- 
ing 24 blooms each, eontribnted by Messrs. Turner, 
Norman, Ward, and Dickson, were perhaps never seen 
im greater perfection. The Pico'ees also, which are 
annually improving, received with the Carnations their 
meed of admiration from the visitors. For Carnations 
1n pans of 24 distinct varieties, in the Amateurs’ Class, 
a certificate was awarded to Mr. Ellis, of Woolwieh.— 
n the Nurserymen’s Class, the large Silver Medal was 

awarded, 1st to Mr. Turner, of Chalvey ; 2d to Messrs. 
Norman, of Woolwich. The collection from the former 
contained Mansley’s Shakespeare, Keller's Prince Al- 
bert, Hufton's Miss Thornton, Young's X. X., Adden- 
brook’s Lydia, Sealey’s Princess Royal, Brooks’ Flora's 
Garland, Hepworth's True Briton, Seedling, Puxley's 
Princess Royal, Barnard’s Duke of Roxborough, Elliot’s 
Rainbow, Hale’s Pri Albert, Hale’s Lady of the Lake, 
Ely’s Lord Polliugton, Mansiey’s Beauty of Woodhouse, 
omlyne's Briseis, Mansley’s Bonny Bess, Ely's Duke 

of Bedford, Hufton's Rosea, Hogy’s Epaminondas, 
Fletcher’s Lord Anson, Puxley's Prince Albert, Brown's 
Duke of Gloucester. Messrs. Norman’s stand showed 
Tomlyne’s Rainbow and Briseis, Willmer's Telemachus, 
Conquering Hero, and Duchess of Kent, Ely's John 
Wright, Lord Pollington, Duke of Bedford, Lord Mil- 
ton, and King of Sesrlets, Puxley's Princess Royal, 
Sharp’s Defiance, Pollard’s First-rate, Rainford’s Game 
Boy, Jaques’ Georgiana, Mansley’s Beauty of Wood. q y À i 
house, Pearson's Lady Loudon, Sealey's Princess 
Royal, Malpas Mary Anne, Barnard's Duke off] 

xburgh, Eiliot's Duke of Sutherland, Brabin's Squire 
Meynell, Hale’s Prince Albert, Mansley’s Robert Burns, 
iver Knightian : Ist, Mr. Ward, for Wilson's William 

+, Fulbrook’s Grenadier, Hufton's Rosa, Ely’s Duke 
of Bedford, Lady Ely, Lord Milton, Regulator, and 
rince of Nassau; Smith's Mrs. Betts, Brooks? 

Flora’s Garland, Willmer's Conquering Hero, Cart. 

Nright's Rainbow, Ward's Lady Sarah Payne, Calcott’s 
Tutus, Puxley's Princess Royal, Browne's Bishop of 

Gloster, Brabyn’s Squire Meynell, Ely's Hugo Meynell, 
Neale 188, Beauty of Cradley, and Roi du Capucin ; 

podge's Bright Phoebus, Ely's Mango, and Ray's Prima 
„onna, Mr. Dickson, to whom the same award was 
Aven, showed Puxley's Queen of Roses, Ely's Lady 
li ly, John Wright, and Lovely Aun; Cbadwiek's Bril- 
lant and Flora, Barreoger's Apollo, Jaques’ Georgiana, 
Rees Rowton, Franklin’s Queen of Hearts, Brooks 
Slora's Garland, Tron’s Defiance, Tomlyne’s Brisei 
arong’s Esther and Duke of York, Hale’s Princ 
bert, Prince de Nassau, Jaques’ Iris, Wood's Wil- 
Eur IV, Hodge’s Bright Phoebus, Hughes’ Vesta, 
C lot's Duke of Sutherland, and Smith's Superb. A 
nec tificate was awarded to Mr. Griffin, of Uxbridge, for 
18 collection, 

Sil or Picorers, in the Amateurs’ Class, the Large ever Medal was awarded to G. Edmonds, Esq., of 
thad worth, for a splendid collection of 24 blooms ; 
Be © consisted of Edmond's Ernest, Augusta, Eliza, 

anty, Mrs, Reeves, and Prince of Wales ; Gidden's 

Teaser, Barroughes' Fair Ellen and Miss Jane, Jessop’s 
Sir Wm. Middleton, Diekson's Mrs. Trahar aud Bride, 
Barraud's Borderer, Wood's Queen Regina, Ely's 
Mrs. Fenton, Matthews’ Enchantress, Mrs. Barnard, 
Crask’s Queen, Cook’s Unique, Willmer's Princess Royal, 
Barraud's Borderer, Kirtland’s Princess Royal. The 
Silver Banksian was awarded to Mr. Ellis, of Woolwich, 
for his collection.—In the Nurserymens' Class the large 
Silver Medal was taken by Mr. Turner, his tray con 
taining the following 24 varieties: Matthews’ Ne Plus 
Ultra and Enchantress, Burroughes’s Mrs. Bevan, 
President, Lady Alice Peel, and Miss Jane; West's 
Fair Ellen, Brinkler’s Purple Perfection, Crask’s 
Victoria, Crouch's Ivanhoe, Mrs. Barnard, Coster's 
Matilda, Wood's Prineess Alice, Gidden's Miss Des- 
borough, Robinson’s Nottingham Hero, Wildman's 
Isabella, Ely’s Favourite, Wilson’s Fanny Irby, Green’s 
Victoria, Mansley’s Nulli seeundus, Tolworthy's Isa- 
bella, Sharp's Invincible, Willmer's Princess Royal, 
and Sharp’s Duke of Wellington; 2d, the Silver 
Knightian Medal to Messrs. Norman, for Jessop's Sir 
W. Middleton, Willmer's Agnes and Princess Royal, 
Kirtland’s Camilla, and Princess Augusta of Cambridge, 
Wildman’s Isabella, Crask’s Queen Victoria and Prince 
Albert, Sharp’s Gem, Barnard’s Mrs. Barnard, Wood’s 
Prineess Alice, Cook’s President, Barraud’s Cornelius, 
Burroughes’s Emma, Miss Jane, Mrs. Bevan. and 
President; Green's Queen Victoria, Barraud's Borderer, 
Morris's Madeline, Ely's Mrs. Lily, Crouch’s Ivanhoe, 
Hudson's Emperor of Russia, Bennett’s Nonpareil, and 
Crask’s Prince Albert ; 3d, to Mr. Dickson, for Trahar's 
Matilda and Rosalind, Wilson's Fanny Irby, Diekson's 
Mrs. Trahar, Mr. Trahar, Ely's Favourite, and Field 
Marsha!, West's Matilda, Edmonds’ Prince of Wales, 
Wildman’s Isabella, Burroughes’s Duke of Newcastle, 
Cook’s President, Sharp’s Hector, Red Rover, and 
L'Elegant, Gidden's Sir R. Peel, Green's Queen 
Vietoria, John's Prince Albert, Matthews’ En- 
chantress, Brinkler's Lord Althorp, Mrs. Barnard, 
Crask’s Queen Victoria, Willmer's Princess Royal, 
Wilson's Miss F. Irby, Jessop’s Sir W. Middleton. 
4th. The Silver Banksian to Mr. Ward for Burroughes’ 
Lady Jane, President, Duke of Newcastle, Mrs. Bevan, 
and Miss Osborne; Garrat's Lady Dacre, Matthews? 
Enchantress, Green's Queen Victoria, Crask's Queen 
Victoria, Musson's Charlotte, Wood's Queen Victoria, 
Brooks’ Duehess of Cambridge, Willmer’s Princess 
Royal and Joan of Are, Ely’s Dr. Horner, Willson’s 
Fanny Irby, Jessop’s Sir W. Middleton, Barraud’s 
Bride, and Cornelius Hudson’s Emperor of Russia, 
Crask’s Prince Albert, Hogg’s Miss Campbell, Wild- 
man’s Isabella, and Burroughes’ Mrs. Flower. A tra; 
of yellow-ground Picotees was exhibited by the Messrs. 
Norman, showing the improvements which are in pro- 
gress in this class. A certificate was awarded to G. 
Eumonds, Esq. for a Seedling Picotee named Mrs. 
Reeves, a flower of good properties—a heavy-edged 
rosy red. 

Country Shows. 
Ancient Society of York Florists.—This Society (the 

oldest in existence, being established prior to 1740) 
held their second exhibition on the 28th of May ; and, 
considering the unfavourable season, some splendid 
blooms were staged. Premier prize, Mr. Hepton, with 
Heroine, Feathered Roses : 1,2, and 3, Mr. Hepton, for 

Heroine ; 4, Mr. Stephenson, for Comte de Vergennes ; 
5, Mr. Bell, for Dolittle. Featherad Byblemens: 1, 

r. Stephenson, for Baguet; 2, Mr. Summers, ditto ; 
3, Mr. Bell, ditto; 4 and 5, Mr. Hepton, for Bienfait ; 
Feathered Bizarves: 1 and 2, Mr. Hepton, for Royal 
Sovereign, and Surpass Catafalque ; 3 and 4, Mr. 
Hepton, for Royal Sovereign; 5, Mr. Stephenson, for 
Sir Siduey Smith. Flamed Roses: 1, Mr. Hepton, 
for Aglaia ; 2, Mr. Summers, for Triomphe Royal ; 3, 
Mr. Stephenson, Walworth ; 4, Mr. Steward, for 
Triomphe Royal; 5, Mr. Bell,for ditto. Flamed Byblo- 

s: 1, 2, and 3, Mr. Hepton,for Reine de Sheba, Violet 
gn, and European; 4, Mr. Bell, for Incomparable, 

Amatus; 5, Mr. Hepton, for La Pucelle. Flamed Bizarres: 
and 2, Mr. Hepton, for Polyphemus, and Gran 

Cairo; 3.and 4, Mr. Stephenson, tor Sir Sidney Smith ; 
5, Mr. Hepton, for Polyphemus. S+/f or Breeders: 
1, Mr. Hepton, for Gibbin’s Rose Breeder; 2, Mr. 
Merryweather, for Mine d'Or; 3, Mr. Hepton, for 
Gibbin's Byblomen Breeder; 4, Mr. Merryweather, 
for Mine d'Or; 5, Mr. Hepton, for Gibbin's Rose 
Breeder. 

Ss 

Dorking Horticultural Society, May 1.—At this, the 
first meeting for the season, the following prizes 

Ciwerarias, 4 “plants: 1, My. 
Whiting, gr. to H. T. Hope, Esq. for Henderson's 
Eclipse, Johnson's Red Rover, Beauty of Woodeote, 
and Boyeeana ; 2, Mr. Rowland, gr. to arelay, 
Esq. Collection of 6 plants: 4, Mr. Whiting, 
for Podolobium trilobatum, Euphorbia splendens, 
Aphelexis humilis, Azalea ledifolia, A. variegata, and 
double red; 2, Mr. Heritage, gr. to the Right Hon. 
H. Goulburn, for double red Azalea, A. variegata, 
A. ledifolia, A. indica magnifiea, Erica ‘suaveolens, 

and E. Hartnelli ; 3, Mr. Sanders, gr. to W. Strachan, 
Esq.,for Erica propendens, Siphoeampylus betulifolius ; 

and four Azaleas.  Coll-crion of 3 plants: 1, Mr. 
Reid, gr. to J. Smallpiece, Esq., for Abutilon 

striatum, Polygala cordifolia, and Azalea variegata ; 
2d, Mr. Gadd, for Erica tubiflora, Tropeeolum tri- 

color, and Gloxinia zu^ra.. Specimen plant: l, Mr. 

Scott, gr. to C. Barclay, „ for Epacris grandiflora, 
2, Mr, Whiting, for Azules variegata ; 3, Mr, Mitchell, 

for Leschenaultia formosa ; 4, Mr. Porter, gr. to Mrs, 
Wood, for Azalea ledifolia ; 5, Mr. Rowland, for A. 
ledifolia ; 6, Mr. Heritage, for Tropseolum tricolor ; 7, 
Mr. Ivery, for Leschenaultia formosa ; 8, Mr. Reid, 
for Euphorbia splendens ; 9, Mr. Gadd, for Erica per- 
soluta alba. Æ brace of Cucumbers: 1, Mr. Heritage, 
for Windsor prize; 2, Mr. Ivery, for ditto; 3, Mr. 
Truelove, for ditto. Three heads of Broccoli: 1, Mr. 
Truelove, for Smith's Late White ; 2, Mr. Ivery, for 
ditto ; 3, Mr. Whiting, for ditto. Extra prizes: To 
Mr. Scott, for a Seedling Azalea; to Mr. Ivery, for a 
collection of Cinerarias ; to Mr. Robertson, Nursery- 
man, Dorking, for Broccoli. 

June 23.—At this, the second Exhibition, the follow- 
ing prizes were awarded :—Specimen Plants: 1, Mr. 
Mitchell, for Leschenaultia formosa; 2, Mr. Scott, 
for Allamanda cathartica ; 3, Mr. Rowland, for an 
Aphelexis; 4, Mr. Whiting, for Euthales macrophylla ; 
5, Mr. Ivery; 6, Mr. Ansell, for Lilium longiflorum, 
Collection of 6 Plants: 1, Mr. Mitchell, for Lesche- 
naultia formosa, L. biloba, L. grandiflora, Polygala 
cordifolia, Erica ventricosa superba, Epiphyllum specio- 
sum ; 2, Mr. Whiting, for Oncidium flexuosum, Sollya 
linearis, Aphelexis humilis, Erica tricolor, E. ventricosa, 
E. ventricosa superba. Collection af 3 Plants: 1, Mr. 
Rowland, for three varieties of Erica ventricosa. 
Strawberries, 36 berries: 1, Mr. Ivery, for British 
Queen ; 2, Mr. Mitchell, for Deptford Pine; 3, Mr. 
Rowland, for British Queen ; 4, Mr. Truelove; 5, Mr. 
Heritage for Keens’ Seedling. Several other prizes 
were awarded for Calceolarias, Pelargoniums, Roses, 
&e., but we have only been furnished with a list of 
awards without the names of the flowers for which they 
were given, 

The Scottish Pansy Society.—The second annual ex- 
hibition took place in the Calton Convening Rooms, 
Edinburgh. Although the weather had for a consider- 
able time been too dry for bringing the Pansy to per- 
fection, the blooms shown reflected much credit on the 
florists’ skill. The following prizes were awarded :— 

Blooms: 1, Mr. Nielson, Falkirk, with Rollo, 
Cloth of Gold, Brilliant Perfection, Princess Royal, 
Oliver Moonshine, Purity, Pitho, Pizarro, Grotius, 
Mary Jane, Dido, Trafalgar, Success, Optimus, Prince 
of Wales, Captivation, Jewees Superb, Acteon, Duleifer, 
Juno, Cotherstone. Hannibal, Black Bess, and Prince 
Albert ; 2, Mr. M'Intosh, Parkhill Garden, with British 
Queen, Sulphurea elegans, Rolla, Pizarro, Curion, Cloth 
of Gold, Jewess Superb, Rob Roy, Ondine, Brilliant, 
Mulberry Superb, Prince Albert, Mrs. Harcourt, Prince 
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y | of Wales, Cotherstone, Cook's Brilliant, Azurea, Coro- 
nation Superb, Vivid Superb, Vivid, Regulator, Peter 
Dick, William Tell, and a Seedling; 2, Mr. Downie, gr. 
to J. Russell, Esq., of South Bank. 12 Blooms: 1, Mr. 
Meldrum,Dunfermline,with Pizarro,Othello,Robert Fer- 
guson, Highland Mary,Lawsonii,Black Prince, Mrs.T. N. 
Paton, Virgil, Daniel Defoe,Shepherdess, William Tell,and 
Timothy Trotter: 2, Mr. Miller, gr., Kennet Pans, 
with Jewess Superb, Prior, Daniel Defoe, William Tell, 
Vivid, Robin Hood, Pizarro, Brilliant, Prince of Wales, 
Vandyke, Prince Albert, and Purple Perfection ; 2, Mr. 
Kerr, gr. to R. Brown, Esq., of Firth. 6 Blooms: 
1, Mr. Michie, Hawick, with Gem, Pre-eminent, Presi- 
dent, Excellent, Clio, and Arabella. Seedlings, &c. : 
Mr. M‘Intosh exhibited 12, No, 1, a dark purple, self, 
of good form and substance, but apparently rather 
small, having +a singular eye, shaded with mazarine 
blue. No. 2, dark maroon, self, also good form, &e., 
and both are recommended by the judges for farther 
trial. Messrs. Dickson and Co., also exhibited 
6 promising Seedlings, No. 1, sulpbur coloured, of good 
form and substance, with a fine eye, named Mrs. 
Richardson, Several other prizes were awarded; but 
we have-only been furnished with a list of awards with- 
out the names of the flowers for whieh they were given. 

Mebielvs. 
E. Beck’s descriptive Catalogue of Seedling Pelargo- 
niums of 1844 and 1845, with directions for their cul- 
tivation, blooming, &c. n M 

Tus little pamphlet is a step in the right direction. It 
is what it professes to be, and’ may serve as an example 
that may be followed with advantage by florists gene- 

rally. The directions for the cultivation are the results 
of experience, and may be safely recommended to those 
who cultivate this favourite flower, as containing many 
useful hints.. The seedlings described are those raised by 
Mr. Beck and sent out last year, with those to be sent 
out at the termination of the present se: The de- 
scriptions are derived from’ an impartial source. The 
flowers having appeared so recently and so frequently 
during the present season in the winning collections, 
comment upon them is nnnecessary. 

Miscellaneous. 
Sale of Orchids.— Oa Wednesday last a fresh impor- 

tation from Guatemala was brought to the hammer by 
Messrs. Stevens. As was to be.expeeted from the num- 
bers previously sold having teen very large, the present 
opportunity enabled buyers to procure them on more 
moderate ‘terms than formerly. Tbe highest sum 
realised was 77. for a new Cattleya; a Mormodes, pro- 
bably not different from M. lineatum, fetched 5/, as did 
a fine Barkeria spectabilis. One Epidendrnm Stam- 
fordiarum produced 2/. 10s., but.5 smal! plants only 
lis. Other prices were as follows :—Cattleya Skinneri 
from 12s to 1} Oncidium leucoehilum, 10s. A large 
Epidend:um lacertinum, 17, 10s ; smaller specimens as 
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little as 3s. Lycaste Skinneri from l/. 3s. to 2/. 2s. 
Cyenoches oan: 2L 12s. 6d. Lelia super 
Tiens from 125. to 1. 2. '0- 

liquid manure rather frequently, except where heavy 
syringing is pacis which, with high temperatures 
and 

seum, 2]. Lacæna P 21. aan the sum n 
duced was 1701. for 182 lots 

AExiraordinary Flight of Buiterflies.—One of the 
Jargest flight of butterflies ever seen in this country, 

erossed the Channel from France to England, on Sun- 
day last, Such was the density and extent of the cloud 

formed by the living mass, that it completely obscured 
Zhe sun from the people on board our continental 
steamers, on their passage, for many hundreds of yards, 
while the insects strewed the decks in all directions. 
"The flight reached England about 12 o'clock at noon, 
and =o themselves inland and along shore, dark- 
ening the air as they went. During the sea passage of 
the butterflies the weather was calm and sunny, with 

a puff of wind stirring ; but an hour or so after 
they reached zerra firma, it came on to blow great guns 
from S.W., the direction whence the insects came.— 
Canterbury Journal. 

Commercial value of Insects.—The importance of 
Xmaects, commercially speaking, is scarcely ever thought 
ef Great Britain does not pay less than a million of 
dollars annually for the dried carcases of the tiny in- 
meet, the cochineal; and another Indian insect, gum 
shellac, is searcely less valuable. More than a million 
and a half of human beings derive their sole support 
from the culture and manufacture of silk ; and the silk- 
worm alone creates an annual circulating medium of 
nearly 200 millions of dollars. Half a million of dollars 
is annually spent in England alone for foreign honey ; 
atleast 10,000 cwt. of wax is imported into that country 
every year. Then there are the gall nuts of commerce, 
used for dyeing and making ink, &c.; while the can- 
&harides or Spanish fly is an absolute indispensable in 
materia medica.—Boston Transcript. 

The Death’s-Head Moth—Twenty specimens of 
full-grown larvee of this scarce moth have been taken 
from the plant Lycium Europzeum, or Tea-tree, in Ter- 
xaee-lane, at the back of Downing-terrace, growing 

ihe top of the house on the slate, "They were 
first discovered on Saturday, the 4th inst., by four or 
five falling from the roof on to the pavement. ‘The oc- 
eupiers of the house killed them as monsters unknown. 

enny, of Downing-terrace, was fortunate enough 
1o obtain about a dozen of them. A ladder was ob- 
tained, and 12 fine full-grown specimens are now gone 
to earth for their transformation. Mr. Denny states 
that he never found the caterpillar before, except on 
the Potato, Jasmine, Woody Nightshade, Thorn-apple, 
and Elder, but never recollects any being taken upon 
the Lycium. ella Chronicle. 

Calendar of Operations. 
(For the ensuing Week.) 

Propagation of Flowers for Masses.—This is a most 

important matter, ai and much depends on its being per- 

formed in due time. If store plants for the ensuing 
year are propagated and potted off too late, they will 

not be easily preserved during the winter ; the sooner 

this matter is proeeeded with therefore tlie better. A 

vaised bed should be prepared in a situation where con- 
The soil should be free 

they come to hand ; for after all it must be a progres- 

miums, Anagallis, Petunias, 
Wierembergias, Perpetual Roses, ba Mule 
Pinks, Picotees, Double Wallflowers, Jacobseas, with 
mumerovs other mass or border-flowers, may be suc- 
eessively put out, as cuttings of a proper character can 

be obtained. They should be slightly watered when 
put out, and should receive a slight shading in sunshine 
for the first month, after E they may be gradually 
inured both to sunlight and 

CONSERVATORIES, TOV: 

Conservatory.—Follow up EPCM E “such of the 

hard-wooded tribes as require it. A turfy compost of 

three parts sandy heath soil, of a fibrous and rather 
lumpy character, and one part sound loam of a similar 
texture, will suit the majority. The more tender kinds 

will require lumps of charcoal, stone, or erocks, intro- 

Queed occasionally until near the surface of the pot. 
Let every attention possible be paid to the most 

thorough drainage ; this cannot be too SOD pte 
care especia 

elosed up in consequence, 
mach aroi of draining material rests ngon t on 
all will be Mixed 
=n the order of the day here also. vm to FS 
Principles of thorough drainage as explained in the Con- 
servatory section, Keep a sharp eye on the winter 
flowers. Now is the time to lay the foundation of a 
geod late display. Cinerarias, Chinese Primroses, the 
Anane Boleyn Pink, Heliotropes, Fuchsias, in succession; 
Chrysanthemums, and above all, the Perpetual, Tea, and 

ether Roses, must be well attended to in regard to 
watering, shifting, &e. Remember that the final shift 
should be given betimes to those intended to flower in 
the autumn. 

KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING. 

Pines of all ages will now be making very great pro- 
gress; attend to shifting in due course; water with 

of air, will super- 
sede, in some ee. the necessity of much watering. 
Be sure to give abundance of air to all rapid-growing 
young stock in dung pits. Vineries.—Continue to re- 
move, in a progressive way, the laterals of ripening 
Grapes, provided they shade the main leaves; other- 
wise they are of benefit, in my opinion. Give abundance 
of air as soon as Grapes begin to colour, and do not, by 
any means, hurry that part of the process, more espe- 
cially if heavily cropped. Figs as before. Peaches.— 
The early crop, if gathered, may have the lights taken 
off ; it will tend to keep the young wood in a healthy 
state for a longer period : however, there is no absolute 
necessity for this. Those intended for very early forcing 
may have any late rambling growths stopped, in order 
to stay the action of the root and induce an early rest. 
Syringe, however, heavily morning and evening, using 
a thin decoction of soap-suds occasionally. Late Melons. 
—As soon asa crop is set and swelling, give the exterior 
of the hiils a soaking of warm liquid manure, depending 
on light syringings afterwards and shutting up early on 
all bright days. Do not s linings through the 

to get à Hes poa heat for striking ‘cuttings, you can use 
it so, but i required for heating the house.—If you 
have lost s yu crop of Grapes, destroy the oan but 
there must have been bad management somewhere. 
AERE S—You are right. It is the Altica nemorum, 

led Turnip-fly, which is devouring the 
P A- Please to send S te caterpillars, and we will advise 
you what is to be done. R.—A Constant Reader—If you will 
turn up the earth Hu find the nests of the ants, and pour 
boiling water into them, the insects must be des royed ; or 
you can water with gas-water along the base of the wall. R. 
——G B—The slug-caterpillars, which feed upon the leaves 
of the Pear-tree, chan, nge to a saw- fly, called Selandria 
cerasi. Cannot you syringe the tree with Tobacco water, 
and afterwards dust the MT with soot and wood ashes t R. 
——4A Constant Reader— s Julus pulchellus ; 2, the true 
Wireworm ; 3, Sestopeltratoipinokais 4, Tulus terrestris. Re 

LAURELS—Alpha—Prune them in is is not so good & 
time; for if we have a wet autumn m will not ripen their 
wood. We know of no work on Figs separately; neither do 
we dare answer your law question, You should consult 
some ecclesiastical lawyer. 

Laws—I O N—We really cannot venture to give you a Lege 
opinion; we presume that you have no remedy, but y. 
should consult t your solicitor. 

——D L—2, Escallonia rubra, and 1 must be 
the same. ete S— Chenopodium Bonus H 
W W W—Clitoria ED NE 
—— Ghent —No. 567 is a new 
one. We néversaw it gone itis near saccata.——Broughton 
opas uua qum and cip pumila. 

not expect that a jest circumstance of a sunny day or Endea- 
vour to keep the bottom heat fom 5° to 10? in advance 
of the average atmospheric hea‘ 

TCHEN GARDEN nus ORCHARD. 

See that newly planted crops of Greens, Broccolies, 
C., receive a good watering or two to give them a 

start, provided the weather is bright and dry. Sow 
another bed of Endive forthwith; this will come in 
very useful. Follow up planting Celery as spare ground 
and suitable weather occurs, and be sure to water most 
thoroughly that already planted. People sometimes 
complain of their Celery plants “running ;” Celery 
plants removed in a gross state need little more than 
drought to bring on the flowering habit. Get a good 
breadth of ground ready for a crop of Winter Coleworts; 
do not be afraid;of manure for them. Orchard.—Per- 
severe in pruning back or eradicating all superfluous 
breastwood, more especially in trained trees. Get all 
summer nailing completed as soon as you are able, re- 
membering that the wood of Peaches, Nectarines, and 
Apricots is seldom over ripe in this climate, frequently, 
indeed, the reverse. Disbud the gross wood from Figs, 
reserving the moderate wood, but, above all, the short- 
jointed, 

FLOWER.GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES, 

Trimming, staking, and pegging down must be well 
followed up at this period, provided high dress is re- 
quired. See that extra strong stalks are afforded to 
plants of heavy foliage and gross habits, as the Dahlias, 
Delphiniums, Asters, Phloxes, &e., &e. Continue to fill 
up blanks as they occur, from the reserve ground, and 
attend to the layering of Carnations. 

AGERS' GARDENS. 

As in last Calendar. If the Potato disease returns, I 
would advise that the haulm be cut off immediately and 
burnt ; quicklime should be tried, slaked on the spot, 
to prevent, its "ye in the earlier stage. 

State of the Weather, near London, for the week E Jaly 16, 1846, as 
vedat the Horticultural Garden, Chisw. 

YU Moers ( BAROWETER. | Tame ‘Wind. | Rain 
: | Max. Em 

Frid. 10 78 739 
Sat. ni 38 
Sun. 12 

Mon. y 
Tues. 14 
Wed. 15 78 
Thurs, 16 70 02 

Average | 99.967 | 29.797 | 77.8| 59.1! 64.7 al 

July 10— Rain; heavy showers; clear 
1—Partially overcast light clouds and very fine throughout 
2—l Tear an ry fine 

ig—Clondless nad hot; lear ond fine at night 
M4—Cloudless, with hot breeze; vary fine at night 

weveast; very fine through 
gl 

15- 
1e—| Be Ed M = B < 8 3 2 E] 2 

Eira vamperntuesolenetwese d deg. above the average. 

State of Sa eatery Hi Chiswick during the last 20 years, for the 
ing Week -— July 25, 1846. 

TOTTE Winds 
"" ar doe CORE 2 zE 
D juantity |,» dl: T * ren whichit | Gr Rain, IZ EE EE 

Sun. 19 7| ma fos) m | ocom: BEBE 
Mon. s0| 70.7 | 51-4 |eto| 13 1.47 sj—| 1] 8| 8| 1 
Tues 21| 71.7 51.8 | ees 7 0.54 2—|1|.—|8|6/5|3 
Wed,22| 71.3 520 | 61.7 18 1.87 8| 3| 1—| 2) 6| 4| 1 
Thur.93| 7L4 | 529 | 621 oso l3 3— 1) 3| b| 4 
Pri. 24| 725 | 597 | 626 4 10 |—| 6] 3| 1| 2| 4| 2| 2 
Sat. 25| 747 | 522 | 63.4 4 0.92 aj 4 2—1 a| 7| 1 

i 
The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 25th, 

1844—therm.93? ; and the lowest on the 24th, 1838, and 23d, 1834—therm. 40°, 

Notices to d 

would have met ere WOEN xp Of course the word 
s absurd—but what then ? it does well enough ; ifit had 

Veoh better people would have been less likely to read what i = 
said about it, The main point is the contrivance, and that 

ca] 
de) W—Under your circumstances it would have been im- 

possible to prevent some of the plants from starting; we only 
wonder that it has nothappened to more, You have done all 
that you or any one else could do. They must take their 

chance 
POLMA ONDE. shall hear about this very soon. 
PoraTors—Tizy—Your suggestion respecting the paper is not 
La Rey We dare not advise you what to do with the 

to field. Some which were looking geplozabiy] a fort- 

this and some of the N eN counties. At the Diamon: 

at Charlemont; at Corr and DAE n m. set in, and i is 
porn making its devastations ; and wi e been informed 
by Mr. Legatt, the intelligent steward of me Tal of Roden, 

at usu, t has manifested itself in the fields under 

ave no idea that Oaks from cuttings p may be 
struck) will ERE good t troos; they are more likely, in this 
climate, to become bush 

RosEs—One whom a Garden ı makes happy—All Roses may be 

struck from cuttings, with due care; but the old French and 

Provins sorts are slow in making good plants, and are much 
better budded. Nine of the seeds have grown, but. we fear 

that they are 2 SE any value ; we shall see when they flower. 
UBEROSES—A. Constant Roader -We will reprint the article by 

and by ; this is tot the seas 
ou can ooren the fane of the ground 

th water in the evening, the garden will be 
much benefited, but a slight sprinkling i OF little service; 
the reason why ‘gardeners object to watering in hot weather, 

is that the ground i a apt to becom: d. 

Misc.—J U Y—Your enquiry has no relation to the purposes 

of this Journal, nor have we any eno wiedbe 2 b m 

you ask about. You should enquire of on the 
Moro hien i tan dd Seagull ween vit feeding 

S s in nes BRI. it can get no worms or 

uad Se. bat it requires to be fed. He is fondest of 
fish ; but when hungry will dit boiled TN porridge, &€. 

It will, however, be cruel to attempt to keep him unless you 

have a pond for "him to swim in.. gt price for No. 2, 1846. 

RE abe FLOWERS, 
CALCEOLARIAS—M M R D—Compared with the Calceolarias 

raised in this part 4a the country, your specimens appear 

remarkably small; all p with impure grounds should 
be RA as1,5,24, 28, 82, 34, The your flowers 
EU 3, 7, 3, 18, 19, 21 ra 27, 90, and Bs D rest are 

i s nothing remarkable in your flowers ; 8n are ssi ani 
similar in arning g to many varieties we have seen, 

F GNL—. mith's Queen Victoria 
in form, colour, ad size, with a lighter are and having the 

corolla more apone; a fine showy variety. *”— H Cour 

seedling is pretty in colour, but there are several varieties in 

cultivation larger and very superior to it,“ 

GLOXINIAS— —Yvur seedling redd to be noimprove- 

ment on the Minds already in cultiv: 

PeLarcontums—W H PAE is stout and well 

formed, but not a flower of first-rate quality ; the top petals 
are not sufficiently even, and the centre wants whiteness + it 

will be a useful M 
ZNos, 1 and 2 aro the best TIE Wetec 

PosT-orrrcE OR DERS—In order to obviate the inconveniences 
are now constantly being PE Py parties who 

wish to remit small sums to the office of the GARDENERS’ 
CHRONICLE for Advertising, we have to E that all Post- 
office orders may in future be addressed to Mr. James MAT- 

THEWS, pper Wellington-street, Covent SE AE. and 
made payable at the RENE e, 180, Strand, Lon Post- 

office orders, remitted by Subscribers for the Se should 

be sent to the respective Agents who supply them. 
Friep CorK—A Subscriber inquires with reference to the re- 

commendation of cork cut into slices and fried as a good 

22 EE ES 35 
p $ E 8 g 

of. ac 
Ei 2 8 fe E s S 2 

$e. 
B B. Or P È "d os Q B a -3 * z 

attri 
ARD WATER—E H—Try to soften it by dissolving in it a little 

carbonate of ammonia. It must be made the subject of 
experiment. 

Hearinc—Amateur—If your boiler has power enough, we see 

no reason why s should want tan at A im ou have no 
other object than what you mention, le of 4-inch 

pipes will give wan ample heat, If you y for i tan in order 

variegation is not Wed Vcl dul AE E 
Queen are Eo coarse varieties, and the former an. ill- -formed 

flower. Eclipse, Surmise, Gipsy, Picta, and Splendens art 

not equal to Minas sorts we have seen ; i od; 
are pretty veined varieties ; Caroline, mottled crimson, god 

‘Atrorubens, ditto; and Nigricans, a. rich velvety purple, 
best ofits colour we have seen,*——W our img 
Petunia is very large and showy, but there i rt a ib ie 
coarseness in the texture of the flower; as a showy 

gaiety, tu will have a striking effect from the MAS 

flow: 
NERSENID: ZZ Your seedling is novel and very pretty dod 

urple ground with a margin of violet purple roun "e 

division of the corolla, This is one of the best variega! 
pe Terietion we have seen.* t 

* As usual, many communications have been received Ea Ms 
"and 
can be made. We must also beg for the indulgence of sting 
numerous correspondents, the insertion of whose interes 

contributions is still delayed. 
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"pas LONDON MANURE COMPANY beg to 
offer Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, delivered direct from 

the Importers’ bonded warehouses :— 
Nitrate of Soda, Fine Bone Sawdust, 
Sulphate of Ammonia, Sulphurie Acid, 
Rocudienmicun of Lime, Sulphate of Soda, 

Pe ypsum, y 
And every article of Artificial Manure in the most genuine 
state. —No. 40, New Bridge-street, Blackfriars. 

EDWARD PURSER, Secretary. 

tural estimates; their results depend upon such 
fickle and unf ble ci that they are 

rarely realised. But we shall adopt such circum- 

stances as will be acknowledged by common and 
average experience for our data, and we hope that 
the following t may be depeuded upon. 

The case is this—*I have about 25007. and am 
d of sufficient skill to take either a dairy 
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LOCAL SOCIETIES.—Ross—E. Lothian= Wiltshire. 
FARMERS’ CLUBS, 

July 299—Newton. July 21—Bromsgrove 
— 99—Plymton St. Mary 

27—Wellington 

Tue MEETING or THE ENGLISH AGRICULTURAL 
Soctery AT NzwcasTLE has been, in some respects, 

inferior even to that of the meeting at Shrewsbury 
—particularly as regards the exhibition of imple- 
ments, to which we have alluded in another column 

—but in others it has been vastly superior to any 
that has yet taken place. We refer to the adoption 
of discussions on topics selected by the Society—dis- 
cussions led by gentlemen named by the Council, 
and afterwards carried on by the farmers present. 
These have been eminently successful. They have 
been admirable developments of the Society’s motto 
—“ practice with science.” 

The lecture by Prof. Jounston on the principles 
of manuring, as a commencement, followed up by the 
practical remarks of Mr. Tomson, on the manage- 
ment of dung-heaps ; of Mr. CnowrroN, on the use of 

liquid manure ; of a gentleman from Aberdeen, on 
the proper size of tanks for collecting it; of Mr. 
Smrt, of Deanston, on a method of applying 
it; and of other gentlemen on various points 
of practical interest, formed altogether a body of 
information of the most satisfactory character. 
Professor JonwsroN made some useful observa- 
tions on the importance of education to the farmer ; 
and these were corroborated by Lord Porrman at 
the close of the lecture. —Z'hisis the sort of educa- 
tion which the farmer wants—one combining the 

mental exercise of ordinary schools with the pro- 
fessional instruction which experience alone can 
convey— one whose teachings shall be such as we 
in common with some hundreds of others, have this 
week had the pleasure of listening to in the lecture- 
room at Nelson-street, Newcastle-upon- Tyne. 
t € overheard on our way thither that “every 
farmer with a chemical head is well known to have 
alean pocket.” Could we have gathered up the 
sentiments of the majority as they left the place, 
we are persuaded that it would have more fully 
echoed the motto of the Society than this ; that 
while practice would have been acknowledged as 
the only true test of ability, the scientific acquire- 
ments of “a chemical head” would also be valued 
as of use in the guidance of the farmer. 

The discussions on drainage, too, under the able 
leadership of Mr. Parkes, were most instructive, and 
enchained the attention of an audience quite as 
arge as the room could comfortably accommodate 
for nearly three hours. 

Mr, Tuomson, and those who assisted him in 
€stablishing these lectures, must be highly gratified 
at the success of their undertaking; and we hope 
that they will succeed in inducing the Council 
next year still further to develop the principle in- 
volved in them—that of sectional discussions before 
and amongst limited numbers. 

. In further pursuing our remarks on the conver- 
Sion of PasrURE-LAND, we come now to consider 

the interests of those whose capital and skill are 
Spent in its cultivation. Where the tenant of a 
Grass farm has his means already fully engaged in 

its management, then, as we have already said, it is 
Not the interest of the landowner to permit the 
Conversion of his fields. But there are many 

Srazing farmers who have the extra capital 
Necessary for the cultivation of arable land; and 
the question for their consideration is—“ Shall I 
hot find it profitable to invest it thus, my landlord 
Stving me permission ?” A there are many 

Young farmers about to enter into business, and the 
Question for their consideration is—* How can I 
invest my capital in agriculture so as to derive from 

it the largest annual return? By taking a large 
ee farm, and turning dairyman or grazier, or by 
aking an arable farm of perhaps half the size, as it 
will require double the acreable capital, and turning 
cultivator in the true sense of the word?” Now 
HR latter question includes the former, and we 

all endeavour to answer it. 
€ are well aware of the general fate of agricul- 

farm or an arable farm; and the following offer is 
made to me— Here is a dairy farm of 370 acres, at 
a rental of 30s. per acre ; you may take this ; or if 
you prefer it, you may take 200 acres of it, with 

permission to break it up; only, as I shall build 

upon it a suitable farmery ; and as I shall have 
to drain considerable portions of it, I shall add 
90s. an acre to the rent?' This is the alter- 
native for my decision. The rent is the total 
annual payment to landlord, clergyman, and parish; 

and I am satisfied that in either case it is on a 
pretty fair valuation. I find that the capital required 
is, ineither case, about the same, and the question for 

my decision is in which position am I likely to 
make the most money.” This question let us en- 
deavour to answer. But first let us consider what 
capital is needed in the two cases 

1. The Pasture-farm of 370 acres. 
Now asa sort of guarantee for the accuracy of 

the following statement, we shall transcribe from 

the note book of a practical farmer and valuer the 
following memorandum (date 1828), being the re- 

sult of an investigation into the stock kept on the 
seven farms in a certain parish in Gloucestershire, 
consisting almost wholly of Pasture-land, or, to 

speak accurately, of 918 acres of pasture, and 20 

acres of arable land. 

No Yearlings 
No.|Acres | Gows.| and 2-year- Rent, Rent per Acre, 

"| old heifers. 

1 117 31 8 £220 0 0 £2 0 0 

2 20 6 0 0 200 

3 130 35 8 200 0 0 110 0 

4 160 40 13 240 0 0 110 0 

5| 153| 45 10 290 0 0 118 0 

6 145 40 8 260 0 0 Latet 

7 155 40 10 240 0.0 118 0 

933 | 251 | 63 1590 0 0| 114 1 

Now we shall stock our farm as those in the 
above Table are stocked, whose rent is 30s. per 
acre, and we shall probably be at the following 
expense :— 

4 horses at 300. .. . . £120 070 

90 cows at 12.  .. . +» 1080 0 0 

10 calves at 2. .. . .. 20.0 0 

10 yearlings at 5l. py cra cote? 
l02.yearoldatSl. — .. we we 80 0 0 
15 sows and pigs at 20. ENA NENE R, 

———— £1380 0 0 

2.—Implements. 

3 waggons at 20l. (or 2 waggons and 2 

carts) E m on m 60 0 0 

Dairy implements erem. ud Ard ea B02 OR LO 
Sundries, as troughs, hurdles, &c. .. 20 0 0 

100 0 0 

8.—One year’s Expenses. 
This we shall justify when consider- 

ing the labourer's interest in this 
subject—about 17s. per acre .. 315 0 0 

4.— One year’s Rent, 
360 acres at 30s. .. I I. m 540 0 0 

Total capital needed o5 fe 2835 0 0 

But from this may be deducted half a 

yearsrent.. s E 970 0 0 

Leaving .. I. £2060 0 0 

Or about 5l. 8s. 6d. as the capital 
needed per acre on this pasture 
arm. 

2. The arable farm of 200 acres. 
,— Stock. 

3 pair of horses at 300. each horse .. £180 0 0 

To consume 25 acres of Clover— 
8 sheep per acre—or 200 sheep 

bought in May at 25s. I. ve 250 0 0 

these kept on during winter with 150 
sheep bought in October at 30s. 225 0 0 

and 20 head of oxen bought in Nov. 

at 12l. each, will suffice for the 

consumption of 65 acres of roots 

and 10 acres of Beans or Peas .. 240 0 0 
4 breeding sows E oe oe 15 

— £910 0 0 
2.—Inplements. 

6 carts, or 2 carts and 2 waggons «+ 60 0 0 

3 ploughs at 5l., 3 pair harrows at 3l., 
1 scarifier at 10l... . .. 3& 0 0 

a roller 5l., 2 horse-hoes at 4l., 1 Tur- 

nip drill, 6... E .. m 19 0 0 
1 corn-drill .. m .. m 30 0 0 
Troughs, hurdles, &c. .. oo oo 27 0.0 

170 0 

2 (3). One Year’s Expenses. 
This we shall justify when discussing 

the labourer’s interest in the sub- 
ject—about 38s. per acre .. .. 880 0 

1 year’s horse keep, 6 horses at 201. 120 0 0 500 0 
(4).—One Year's Rent. 

> 

200 acres at 50s,  .. " Tar se 
5.)— Conversion of Grass. 

We must add expense of breaking 
up Grass lands. We will suppose 
one-half to be pared and burnt, 

100 acres at 30s. td we s vs ee O00 0 

Total capital needed ,. [ets m ..2330 0 0 

From this might be deducted 
half a year's rent, or .. m .. 250 0 0 

£1980 0 0 Leaving .. .. m "T m 

Or about 91. 18s. 0d, per acre. 1 

And now let as consider which mode of farm: 

ing will yield the largest income from the invest- 
ment of this capital. ` 

I. PASTURE FARM, 

Annual Income. 
1. 90 cows, at 34 cwt. of cheese an- 

nually, or 315 cwt. of cheese, 
at 50s. m E m .. £787 10 0 

‘And for whey butter, at 2l. per cow 180 0 0 

2. 10 cows with their calves, sold off 
at 14l. . E 26 140 + 0,0; 

3. 70 calves, at 2l. m m 0 

4, Pigs: 1 fat pig to every 4 cows, at 

41, per pig. Deduct ll. for meal, 
&c.; 2 pigs, at3l. ++ ee 00 

———— £1313 10 0 

Annual Outgoings. 

1. One year's expenses of labour, at 

73, per acre oe m 315 0 0 

2, Ren no 3 .. m .. 640 0 0 
8, Interest on capital, 5 per cent. on 

20001. E E .. .. 100 0 0 
955 0 0 

58 10 0 Leaving .. . os 

as the farmer’s income from which his household expenses, 

&e, &c., will be paid. E 
"This income will also have to keep the imple- 

ments good, and to bear risk of loss by death among 
the stock. It will thus be reduced on an average by 

10 per cent. on 1007., value of Implements, or .. £10 
‘And 5 per cent. on 1980, value of stock, or .. 69 0 0 

This will bring it to, per year .. T ..£219. 10... 0. 

And, lastly, consider the income derivable from 
the capital invested in arable culture. ` 

II. ARABLE FARM. 

Annual Income. 

60 acres of Wheat, at 36 bush. (a large 

average, but remember the land is 

worth 50s, an acre); 270 qrs. at 50s. £675 0 0 

20 acres of Barley, at40 bush. ; 100 qrs., 
at30s. .. on m m .. 150 0 0 

10 acres of Oats (the other 10 acres will 

o feed the horses and for fat- 

ting stock, &c.), at 7 qrs. per 
cre ; 70 qrs., at 20s. . zu TO 210000. a . B 

10 acres of Beans* are sown, and their 

week atleast; 200, at 34s, 6d. .. 945 0 0 
150 sheep, bought at 30s. each in Oct., 

and sold in May, should pay 9d. 
b=) R $ [3 La H a c e ES " © Lj ED a a eo 

20 oxen, at 5l. ESS G00 G00 
40 store pigs, at 1l. oe .. AR i 

£1526 5 0 

ross annual income . . oe £1526 5 0 

Annual Outgoings. 
One year’s labour, as former ac- 

ount, deducting 1207. for horse- 

keep, which is supplied by 10 acres 
, arrots, &c., ani 

some Beans also grown on thefarm £380 0 0 

Seed. 
60 acres of Wheat, at 2 bush. ; 120 at 75. 0 

20 acres of Barley, at 3 bush. ; 60at4s. 12 0 0 

20 acres of Oats, at 4 bush. ; 80 at 3s. 12 0 0 

25 acres of Clover-seed and Rye-grass, 

at er acre .. m sor; 925 0 0 

20 acres of Swedes, 5 Ibs. per acre; 

100 at 1s. E m m m 500 

5 acres of Carrots, 5 Ibs. per acre ; 25 
at 1s. 6d. .. E m m 117 6 

20 acres of Mangold Wurzel, 5 Ibs. per 

acre; at Is. .. n m 500 

20 acres of common Turnip; 100 at9d. 3 15 0 

en: m Pt .. m .. 500 0 0 

Interest on capital, 5 per cent. on 20001. 100 0 0 
— £1086 12 6 

Leaving ..79*.. £439 12 6 
This income will also have to keep the impie- 

ments good, and it will have to bear the risk of 
losses by death among the stock. It will thus be 
reduced on an average 

10 per cent. on implements (170.) «£17 0 0 

And 5 per cent. on live stock (9101.) . 4510 0 

6210 0 
Which will reduce it to £377 2s. 6d. à 

According to this calculation, and we believe it 

to be a pretty fair one (although it, perhaps, repre- 

sents the case too favourably for the farmer in both 
cases), a tenant farmer may make about 280/. a-year 

off a capital of 20607. in dairy farming, and he may 
make an income of 3807. (?) offa capital of 19807. in 

arable farming. Whether or not the actual sums 
here stated be quantitatively correct, we believe 
that they are relatively accurate, and that from a 

given eapital more money isto be made in arable 
farming than im pasture, especially when the farm 
is not entered on out of condition, but in the state 

of fertility which always belongs to newly broken 
up land. 

After having thus illustrated this branch of the 
subject, we might here leave it, and, commence 
on the interest of the labourers in the matter ; but 

we wish to say one word further on that connection 

between landlord and tenant which will most con- 

duce to the interests of both. 
Why is it of importance that the farmer should 

possess both sufficient capital and sufficient intelli- 

gence before it is advisable for his landlord to per- 
mit him to break up his pastures? Simply that in 
the first case it may de his interest to treat the land 
well, and that in the second he may see it to be so. 

* It will be observed that on this firm of 200 acres we grow 

60 acres of Wheat, 20 of Barley, 20 of Oats, 20 of Beans, 20 of 

Swedes, 20 of Mangold Wurzel, 20 of common Turnips, 5 

Carrots, and 25 of Clover, A rotation t» bring about this pro- 

duce is easily arranged, y k 

men 

(CÓ À 

Sm 
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Now, nothing is so likely to inducea farmer to treat 
the land well asto assure him of his tenancy for a 
term of years, and we would draw from the case of 
newly broken up land an à fortiori argument for 
the advantage of “the lease.” But there is this 
additional benefit derivable from it for the landlord 
that, give the tenant lease of 14 years at the pre- 
sent value of this wet pasture farm, with permission 

to break it up, and he: will: execute the drainage 

himself, according to'a plan agreed upon between 
him and his landlord ; or give. him a.21 years’ lease, 
and he will also ereet the buildings himself, accord- 
ing to specifications agreed upon between the par- 
ties. There are few landlords, who- possess the 
means of taking all their estates in hand at once, 
and improving them in accordance with the present 
state of agriculture. Well, here is a method by 
which they may puta share of the burden upon 
others, who will be ready to bear it upon those Con- 
ditions of lengthened tenancy to which we have 
alluded. 

FEEDING SHEEP. 
(From a, Cornish Paper.) 

Ir will be in the recollection of our readers that a 
resolution was passed several months since by the 
members of the Probus Farmers’ Club, to undertake a 
series of experiments on the feeding of Sheep, on Barte- 
liver farm, under the management of Mr. R. Doble, in 
order to test the experiments of Professor Playfair and 

r. Morton, conducted on Whitfield farm, on the same 
subject. The results on Whitfield farm showed that 
five sheep fed under a dark warm shed, consumed less 
than one-half the quantity of food consumed by five fed 
in the open field ; with an increase at the same time 
of 4 lbs. more mutton during six weeks, "The argn- 
ment drawn from this was, that warmth was an equiva- 
lent for food, that the protection afforded was equal to 
acertain amount of Turnips, and that, therefore, food 
may be economised by protecting the farmer’s live 
stock from cold and wet, during the winter. The ex- 
periments on Barteliver farm, during 12. weeks, from 
the 5th December, 1845, to the 28th February, 1846, 
Show a different result fróm those on Whitficld farm. 
Three lots of Leicester sheep were selected from one 
flock, of nearly equal. weight, each lot consisting of five 
sheep. 

No. 1 was fed in an open field, exposed to the vicissi- 
tudes of the weather, on an unlimited quantity of Swedes 
and Grass. 

0. 2. Fed in an open house, having a yard attached, 
and therefore less exposed to the influence of atmo- 
spheric changes than No. 1. 

No, 3. Fed in the dark, in a. close warm shed. 
The two last lots had an unlimited supply of Hay and 

Swedes, and the weight of each consumed was accurately 
determiued daily, The weight of each lot of sheep was 
ascertained before the commencement of the experi- 
ments, and the results are as follow: 

Average Average | Average E : £ | Average g live ive A E Hay E Lots|weight, weight, | weight,| Weight of | foy on $ Obs od ootsfor |a | 8 
a 2 weeks. "T 

ewts, qr. Jue Ibs.| 
122 10 0 0 | 19 

da | di E 29 | 8 5| 1 
2.j| ,H9:|,H 51.43 22901 

In reviewing these two series of experiments, and 
when such different results have been obtained on Whit- 
field and Barteliver farms, the difference in the tempe- 
rature of the two seasons must be taken into considera- 
tion ; for during the period when the experiments were 
eonducted at Whitfield, the thermometer, we understand, 
was frequently below zero,—that it was a period of in- 
tense cold and stormy weather. Whilst the three months 
of December, 1845, and January and February, 1846— 
in Cornwall were comparatively mild weather, as the 
following account kept at the time will show— 

Ln a ago, Absolute Absolute Greatest 1845. Max. Min. Incrs. Range. highest, lowest. daily 
Range. 

3409 456 94 28 23 
nuary 465 495 — 40 40 10 

Pebruary 49-4 45:4 474 40 26 13 
The difference in temperature when the two experi. 

ments were instituted will in some measure account for 
the difference of the results, and it must be taken into 
consideration; but as far as the experiments at Barte- 
liver are concerned, they evidently show that the fied- 
ing of sheep in confinement or the open air, during 
the winter, in Cornwall, even under the most favourahle 
circumstances, is far from being a profitable business. 
The field in which the sheep, No. 1, were kept, was ex- 
ceedingly good, and it may be observed that a less 
quantity of Turnips was consumed by this lot, owing 
to the excellent bite of Grass, [4 !] 

| seed, &e. A machine (Suffolk drill) of ordinary breadth, 
drawn by three horses, and attended by two men and a 

| boy, will sow from 10 to 15 acres a day—the kind’ of 
seed sown, and the width of interval between the rows 
of corn, of course, makes no difference, The day's 
work will eost Its., and the expense of the: operation 
will thus amount to from: ls. to 1s. 34. per acre. In 
drilling Carrots it is:necessary first to mingle 4 or 5 lbs. 
of the seed with the number of bushels of sand. or of 
ashes which the machine is set to drill per acre. 
Dibbiing-machines are not yet made to get over the 
ground so fast as this. Newberry’s excellent dibble is 
perhaps too heavy to admit of more than four or five 
rows being done at-a time with it, and the cost of the 
operation thus amounts to from 2s. to 2s. 6d. per acre, 
Mangold Wurzel seed is generally dibbled. We have 
done it hitherto by hand ; the drills being first marked 
across at equivalent intervals of the necessary length 
by a ribbed roller. Two women, whose wages are 
ls.8d.,will dibble an acre per day. Turnip seed is 
sown by a two-furrowed drill drawn by one horse and 
aman. These cost, say 5s. ; and will get over 5 acres 
per diem; 

3. Setting Potatoes.—This. is done at day's wages by 
women, who walk backwards in the drills, each with a 
basket full of sets,and place them as they proceed at 
intervals of a foot, They are kept from idling by two 
ploughs, which’ continually circling the party, open 
fresh drills on one side and close them on the other, so 
that the number of setters being proportioned to the 
work, the whole operation proceeds together without 
hindrance in any of its parts. Three women will set 
an aere of Potatoes ina day, so that. the-operation of 
mere setting costs 2s. 6d. per acre. The following 
operations again may be paid for by measure :— 

l. Hoeing in and Dibbling Wheat. . The one costing 
6s. or 7s., and the other about 8s. per acre. The one 
being done by men, and the other by men and two 
children to each, following with the Wheat.  Bentall's 
seed-dropper, I can assert from experience, isa very 
excellent instrument for the chidren to use; it saves 
much seed. 

2.. Dibbling Beans, which costs from 4s. up to 8s. per 
ng to the intervals hetween the rows. 

3. Dibbling Plants of Swedish Turnips and Mangold 
Wurzel. A practice which answers very well to the 
extent to which I have tried it; i. e. merely in filling 
up blanks in the regular machine-sown field ; and it is 
doubtless a fit subject for payment by the piece, though 
my experience does not enable me to name a suitable 
price with any confidence. It would probably cost 
about 5s. an acre, the rows being two feet apart, and 
the plants one foot apart in the rows. 

4, Cutting Potato Sets, and planting Potatoes. The 
first can be done at from 2d. to 3d. a sack, according to 
the size of the Potato, and the number of pieces into 
which they have to be divided; and the second, if 
wholly done by spade in land already prepared for it, 
will cost from 8s. to 10s. per acre, the distance between 
the rows being 30 inches.— M. S. 

ON THE DRILL HUSBANDRY OF TURNIPS. 
(Continued from p. 467. 

Process of Hoeing, Thinning, and ultimate comple- 
tion of Culture.—As the methods of hoeing and clean- 
ing vary considerably for the two modes of sowing 
which I adopt, I shall first deseribe the plans pursued 
where the ridge system is applied. 

In rather moist and warm’ weather the plants appear 
in the space of a week or nine days, but if very dry and 
cold I have known it from two to three weeks ere the 
row can be traced. Common Turnips generally make 
their appearance a day or two earlier than Swedes. 
This is now the critical period with all the Turnip 
tribe for the regularity of the future plant ; in fact, a 
crop or no crop is deeided in the succeeding 10 or 
15 days. It is an anxious, important, and excitin 
time with the great flock masters of this kingdom daily 
to watch their Turnip fields and notice at this period 
how the young plants struggle for existence against the 
attacks of the beetle, &e., and the vicissitudes of. cli- 
mate ; the insects actively sucking the sap from the seed 
leaves, and the scorching sun as rapidly drying up the 
wounded leaflet into a blaek withered speck ; first one 
seed leaf may be seen to fail, next the other shrivels 
up, and when this is the case the destruction of the 
plant is complete, as the stump withers and disappears 
in another day or two, It is surprising with what ra- 
pidity this work of devastation proceeds; one day 
blanks will be noticed in the rows of plants of 2 or 
3 inches in length ; in another day or two these blanks 
will have extended to a foot; in a few days more the 
openings will have increased to 3 or 4 fect; and thus 
in 10 or 12 days the farmer’s prospect for plenty of 
winter food for his flocks is partially or completely 
blasted. But when the brairding season is favoured 
occasionally with a mild wet day, the withering effect 
of the sun and wind on the wounded plant is ‘not so 

a single horse hoe, which is armed p doul 
flanged share in front and two seythe-like cutters 
behind, which effectually cut off all the weeds to the 
width of 17 to 20 inches, and move the land 2 to 3 
inches deep. The hoe is set to go as near the rows of 
plants as possible, but so as notto disturb them or 
the manure below ; generally speaking the two scythe- 
like eutters come within 4 or 5 inches of the centre of 
the row. The following diagrams will exhibit the ap- 
pearance of the ridges after the horse hoe has pro- 
ceeded with its work, and also their appearance after 
the sowing is finished. 

Transverse Section of Ridges. 

The double lines exhibit the 
working position of the dou- 
ble.flanged share and scythe- 
like cutters of the horse hoe. 

aa, position of manure. 
b, position of seed 
€ 6, the progress of plant 

when the seed leaves fairly 
expand.at the surface, 

jy.2. 
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Fig. 3 exhibits the line of 
surface after the first hoeing 
has been given previous to 
commencement of thinning 
process, 

aaa, position of manure; bbb, position of young plant; 
cce, shows by dotted lines the part cut off by the first process 
of the hand hoe, 

I would here state that considerable damage is often 
done to the erop with this implement at the end of the 
ridges if there is an intractable horse, or a lazy fellow 
managing it; for if the horse is not driven straight 
forward to the outside of the headland, and the imple- 
ment lifted aside \by the handles as the horse turns in, 
many plants are trodden down or knocked out of the 
rows altogether ; and) it is often to be seen that whole 
fields are not above half planted for two or three yards 
at the ends of the ridges from this very circumstance. 
I have frequently, therefore sent two lads to this 
work, one to lead the horse and the other to guide the 
hoe. I never sow Swedes on the headlands; these are 
trodden so hard that we always plough them up the 
first rain which follows the sowing of the ridges, and 
after being reduced by harrowing and rolling are sown 

the Suffolk drill with common Turnips; and 
although the further treading and abusing o^ these side- 
lands are unavoidable, while the horse-hoe is required, 
we always have more than half a crop on them. 

It often happens that we are anxious to set the horse- 
hoe to work as soon as the rows are readily distin- 
guishable, in order to cut down the numerous weeds 
which crowd and often successfully strive with the 
young Tarnips for the ascendancy. However, I have 
seen an error arising from this in' very dry weather, 
when applied at too early a stage in the growth of the 
plant. If the rough or second leaves have not ex- 
panded to the size of a shilling, the roots are corre- 
spondingly small and weak, and as the operation of the 
orse hoe euts the mould perpendicularly away 2 or 

3 inches deep and within 3 to 5 inches (for it is impos- 
sible to have it constantly equidistant) of each side of 
the row, it lays tlat part which remains very much 
exposed to the inroads of a severe drought; conse- 
uently I have seen the rows of young plants in 

two or three days after this operation shut up their 
leaves, look siekly, assume a blueish-red appearance; 
and exhibit symptoms of dwindling off altogether. Now; 
I do mot think sueh a shock to the young plant 
can take place without the finer portion of the fibrous 
roots becoming withered, and eut back with the drought; 
and therefore when moisture comes, the check thus 
given must necessarily require several days’ exertion 
from the plant to replace the loss and re-commence its 
onward progress, Dreading this evil, therefore, I do 
not begin the process of horse-hoeing (unless compelled 
by the rapid growth of weeds) until the plants are Jarge 
enough to bear being hand-hoed close up to their roots 
immediately after. 

Having found that the old broadcast hoers perform 
drill hoeing very indifferently (being bigoted, and too 
much wedded to their own modes of executing the work, 
to be taught a different way—true types unquestionably 
of their antiquated masters of the broadcast school); 
therefore soon gave up employing these, and put oP 
several steady people, chiefly females with any children 
they had:to assist, and when tolerably acquainted wit 
hoeing Potatoes, I found little difficulty in soon making . 
them manage Turnips very well; in fact, the hoeing 
of drilled Turnips is not men's work. My first process 

Fig, 2 exhibits the appear- 
ance of the ridges after the 
horse hoe has passed through 
the first time, 

g < 

severe, for in such a season the seed leaves may be | therefore by manual labour is, to cut off the surface of 
seen pierced in numerous places by the proboscis of the | the ground not touched by the horse-hoe with a sharp 

: ; ] beetle ; but the occasional moisture, keeping the ground | band-hoe, and this is done by holding it in a slanting i which comes under this bead is properly performed at cool, enables the tiny plant to survive, and at Jast, position, and making one corner of the cutting part, © n day's wages, because the farm horses and men are for| when the second or rough leaves become perceptible, | edge thereof, come to the surface close by the root of | the most part engaged ia them ; the following I would] pushing out like the head of a pin between the ragged | the plants; this process is easiest and best performed 
i pay for at day's wages :— and much damaged seed leaves, the cultivator perceives | by the operator going down one side of the row 30,or 4 

li ON MEASURE WORK, 
|. SEED Oprratrons.—A large proportion of the work 

i 1.“ Broadcast Sowing — Wheat, Oats, Barley, &c. to his great relief. that the struggle in a few days more | yards, and then torn back the other side; it is.casily 
A man may sow from 12 to 18 aeres in a day, and his | will end in the discomfiture of lis almost imperceptible | done with great precision and rapidity. This work 
wages, with that of 2 person to supply him with grain, | but very formidable enemy. f being effected, the edge will then exhibit the appearance will amount to from 24d. to 31d, per acre. As soon as the rough leaves increase to the size of | as shown in diagram No, 3. few days after, oo 3 : . 2 Drilling—Com of all kinds, Carrot, seed, Turnip |a shilling ora Tittle larger, I comme: ce operations with | nost a week, the thinning process commences ; 
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hoers place themselves looking across the ridges, taking 

care to keep their feet off the young plants, and com- 

Mence cutting, or drawing off a part of the row from 

12 to 15 inches in length, according as fine, large, 

healthy ones come in; and in doing this, they bring 

away the mould, about l or 1j inches in depth. In 

Proceeding onward in making these openings, one, two, 

three, or it may be four plants are left ina tuft between 

each blank or opening, and a boy or girl of 12 or 14 

years of age follows immediately, and with the fingers; 

Where more than one plant is left, selects the best, and 

with one hand holds this steady, while pulling the 

superfluous ones. with the other. This I have found to 

e a very superior plan to the usual mode of the hoers 

singling the plants with the corner of their hoes as they 

Proceed ; for, in this way, the plants are often left 

double, or pulled out altogether in attempting to com- 

plete the process ; besides, the hoer does not require to 

Study so much precision in making the blow or eut, and 

in stony land it is impossible to keep the hoe always 

true, consequently the openings are made with inereased 

Yapidity, and an active boy or girl can single the plants 

as fast as a female can make the blanks ; thus the two 

get over an additional quantity of ground equivalent to 

make wages for both. And Iam convinced of this, that 

if the grower who adopts this process allow 1s. or 1s. 6d. 

Per acre extra, for having his Turnips and Swedes 

thinned by this mode, he will save five times the amount 

y the regularity of plant, and consequent inerease of 

Crop. This part of the operation requires sharp looking 

into, in order to have only one plant ata place. Every 

armer knows how difficult it is to get two plants sepa- 

tated by the time the second hoeing comes on ; indeed, 

it cannot be done without the application of the fingers, 

and even then breaking the leaves, and tearing the 

Plant to be left all to pieces. 
There is great difference of opinion as to the mode of 

leaving the plant when the thinning is effected. The 

Scotch say, * Oh, take the mould well away from them, 

so that they fall and lie flat on their sides, and look as 

if they were almost without a hold in the soil" This 

Plan, io a moderate extent, I approve of with common 

Turnips ; but I have found from repeated trials that 

Swedes do better if left firm and upright in the ground, 

Securing a more regular plant, and less likely to die off 
in severe droughts, 

There is one thing which requires to be carefully 
guarded against on this farm, and the same difficulty 
will be felt on all dry thin tands, viz., in preventing the 
hoer, when making the blanks in the rows, from putting 
in the hoe too deep, and thereby laying bare the ma- 

nure at every blow, thus exposing it to the sun and doing 
inealeulable damage. ]f the hoers, therefore, in per- 

formance of this workgo more than ] inches deep, they 

egin to do mischief in two ways, first in letting the 

young Swede fall too much out of the ground, and 
Secondly by uncovering the manure. After observing 
those evils for a year or two, and guarding against 
them as much as possible, ali the while wishing to find 
à remedy, I began a 17-acre field in 1840, in the usual 
Way, the field being mostly light, gravelly, and well pul- 
Verised, aud not much overrun with weeds, and finding 
from the softness of the land that the plants were left 
too much out of the ground, and the dung being to a 
Breat extent laid bare at every cut or draw made by 

the operators, I immediately ordered the hoes to be 

laid aside, and had the thinning done by hand; the 

Work was executed rapidly and with great precision, to 

ty complete satisfaction, the plants being left erect, 
4nd no manure laid bare, and eventually this field (with 
the exception of 3 acres in the most forward part of it, 

9n which the rooks pulled up more than half the plants 
tu two days after the work-people left for another field, 
ad principally on that part thinned by the hoe) proved 

€ best, heaviest, and most regular in plant of any crop 
9f Swedes ever grown by me on this farm, and 1s. 6d. 
ME acre additional to the work-people enabled them to 

make as good wages by this process as obtained by the 
Usual mode. These depredations by the rooks showed 
hi the necessity and value. of having a herd to keep 

atten off Swedes or Tuxnips for three or four weeks 
it er thinning ; for if even 500 plants should be saved, 
mould amply, pay for all expenses. In this instance 

ere was a loss of not less than 30 tons. 
Th the course of a week or 10 days after the thinning 

Process, the horse-hoe again proceeds between the rows, 

me) as before, or with straight tines, or stirrers, as 

Af clean or weedy state of the land may indicate, 
* €r this, in a few more days, the work-people pro- 

ed to hoe the ground between the parts worked by 

nis horse implement, taking care to humour the hoe 

take.” around each. plant; special notice must now be 
work that the entire surface is regularly hoed, whether 

thes appear or not, because if there are none just 

therefi 
Event: 

n 

n left double, these are now singled, and at. treble 

don inning time: 
ur this hoeing, I consider the work is nearly over. 
again Ver, the horse-hoe, or light drill harrow, proceeds 
eeds al another 10 or 12 days, and while it destroys all 

the Bre signs of life, it stirs up and pulverises 
and e, etween the rows of plants for the reception 
Which n entrance of the thousands of fibrous roots 

we oy begin to push forth in search of nutriment, 
Strat i requently sent the horse-hoe armed with 

Snt tines a fourth time, on foul land, when there 

and thrown to the surface, appearing like the finest 

wool mixed with the soil; but I never found such an 

operation slacken the growth of the plants ; on the con- 

trary, it rather appeared to do good, the bulbs having 

now got firm hold of the manure under them are full 

of vigorous and sturdy growth, and they instantly push 

forth double the quantity of fibre cut off. When the 

leaves are fully met, and at their maximum size, it will 

be found that the fine roots from the adjoining rows of 

plants begin to intermingle even at 28 inches distance 

in this quality of land. The work-people go over the 

ground once more, after the third horse-hoeing, and 

cut out such Weeds as may haveappeared. One shilling 

per aere is kept back until September for pulling out any 

weeds likely to perfect seed which may have sprung up; 

these, on this. farm, are generally Mustard, Charlock, 

or Groundsel, and some few places Chickweed. The 
payments made by’ me for this mode of hoeing and 
weeding, for the last three years, average from lls. to 
lds. per acre for Swedes, and 10s. to 12s. for Turnips, 

and each time the horse-hoe proceeds it will cost 1s. 
per aere. These expenses are considerable, but the 
work is effeetually performed; no need remains for lambs 

to eat down Charloek, &c., in order to let passers-by, 

know that it is a. field of Swedes or Turnips. 
When. Swedes or Turnips are sown on the flat at 

173 inehes wide, I never attempt to horse-hoe, being 

satisfied that on this stony land much more loss would 

be sustained by the crop than any saving which could 

be effected. As soon, therefore, as the rows of plants 

are distinguishable, and showing the rough leaf, the 

work-people proceed to hoe between the rows, and stir 

the land as near the plants as possible, not to cover 

them. Generally, when this operation is finished, the 

thinning is ready to commence ; this is done by stand- 

ing across the rows, taking care to keep the feet off the 

plants, and as the-rows are so much narrower than in 

the ridge system, I make the blanks, or openings be- 

tween each plant, from 15 to 16 inches; each hoer has 

a boy or girl following him, to single the plants. with 

their fingers, as before. The principal thing in this 

process to guard against is to prevent the hoers drawing 

the mould and superfluous plants too far baek, and in so 

doing bury those left for growing in the row next their 

feet. As'the ground is level, there is little danger in 

going too deep in performing this thinning process, 

neither are the plants thrown down overmuch: 
In 12 or 16 days the whole surface is fairly hocsd 

oyer, and to. get- this done completely requires more 

watching than any of the other processes, as the hoers 

are so fond of missing those parts which appear free 

from weeds. When this hoeing is well executed for 

Turnips, the land requires nothing more except. hand- 

weeding in September, which ls. per aere will eover ; 

but: Swedes being earlier sown, there is a longer period 
to keep weeds down, therefore the land must have an 
additional hoeing ; for the whole expenses attending 
these I pay from 13s. to 15s. per acre, and from: 115. to 
12s. for Turnips. 

When Turnips or Swedes are sown thick, plenty of 
hoers should be put on, for the plants get nursed w 
rapidly by each other, and soon. become so matted to= 
gether that it is difficult to separate them, and when 
very long necked they do not-take their upright position 
so quickly, neither look so healthy for a time ; therefore 
the hoers should. be waiting for the work, instead of 
the work waiting for them. 

I may here observe, that the: crops of Turnips, and 

Swedes more particularly, on. this farm, and on all dry 
thin lands.in the south of England, are every year, in 

August or September, more or less affected by the 

biight or mildew, and in some very dry years,to an 

extent whieh entirely stops their growth, and sometimes 
brings on immediate decay: this first appears like a 
mist on the leaves, then it increases to a perceptible 

light) grey dust, and by and by, numerous. small in- 

sectsilie concealed among this powder, which is thickest 
around the stalks of the young or crown leaves, and 
on, these the living fy feed. Iam: of opinion, that the 
cause of this appearance and disease in the leaves, is 
brought on by the severe droughts; first inducing: dis- 
ease in the roots; for I have always found, that Swedes 
much mildewed never keep well in store; and if the 
tap root is eut off an inch or so up in the flesh, it will 
very often be found to exhibit a dark decaying-like 
appearance in the centre ; as the winter advances, this 
decayed part inereases, and towards spring many bulbs 
are either half or completely rotten. The mildew is a 
great obstacle to the growth of a heavy crop of Swedes 
on these thin lands, aud' also on the very best soils in 

the south ; the dryness. of the climate, and the weak 
nature of the light soils being the predisposing causes. 

The frequeney and severity of this disease in southern 
situations, therefore, compared’ with its less frequent 
and milder ravages on these crops on the cooler and 
deeper lands of northern counties, and of Scotland, are 
convincing proofs:that the more humid climate of the 

north is better caleulated to produce heavier and more 

certain erops of those valuuble bulbsi—W. Fernie, 

Manchester. (To be continued.) 

EXPERIMENTS WITH LINSEED CAKE AND 

OTHER SUBSTANCES, IN FATTENING 

SHEEP AND CATTLE. 
By Mn. Bruce, Waughton, East Lothian. 

Having made-use of a lange quantity of Linseed-cake 

for the last.two or three years in fattening live stock, 
and being a little doubtful of its use giving a profitable 

farm. 
Experiment I.—For these ends, 27 small polled 

heifers were divided into three lots and weighed; one 

lot being put on a liberal allowance of home-made cake, 
and another on foreign (to determine which of the two 

was the more profitable for use), and the other upon 

Turnips alone. The experiment, which was carried on 

for nine weeks, was fully completed, both as regarded 

the improvement made by the animals, and the saving 

effected in the consumption of food ; but, unfortunately, 

some of the heifers having turned out in calf, the re- 

sults connected with them were rendered much less 

satisfactory, and are therefore precluded ; though, such 

as they were, they yielded a greatly inferior return to 

that made by sheep in a. similar experiment. 

With regard to the second part of the experiment, 

viz; the value of Linseed-cake asa manure when con- 

sumed in the court-yard, the following are its results: 

— The dung made from the animals receiving the cake, 

being kept in a heap by itself, was tested with a similar 

quantity, made at the same time, by another lot. of 
cattle in a different yard, all of them receiving a full 
supply of stored Swedish Turnips ; attention being paid 

both to the preparation and d i of the ma- 
nures, in order to have them as nearly as possible alike. 
The dung-heap from the eake contained 144 cubie 
yards, to produce which bad been consumed 3744 Ibs. 
of eake (equal weights of home and foreign), thus giving 

26 Ibs. of enke to the eubie yard. The dung so pre- 

pared was then applied to three different fields of 

Swedish Turnips, at the rate of 16 cart-loads per aere, 

each cart containing 1} eubie yards, without the addi- 

tion of any other manure. Shortly after the plants 

were singled, those from the cake manure showed them- 

selves more in advance than others in the same fields, 

and kept a decided superiority over them during the 

early part of the season, thereby giving hopes of a 

larger return thau was ultimately realised. On the 

27th December, an equal quantity of land in each field, 

consisting of the eighth part of an aere, was taken up 

and weighed, the roots and tops being taken off, when 

the average of the three fields was found to be as fol- 
lows :— loruyabrimio. b ueni ead 
Quant 2 Weight | 245 wa | Cost of 
of land Pe from eom. 3 E% Weight off produc- 
pentsaten munure. (VOR Ma. $8 € "sumed. tion per 

| 5090% Ibs. | 4650 1b: 1 
d be wrong, however, to confine the value of this 

xx ds so rich in the phosphates, to its effect upon an alkaline 
plant, 

To test the value of Linseed-cake still further, but by 
a different method, two lots of sheep, of 60 each, were 
taken from two flocks that were feeding upon the farm, 
and each lot was then separated into three divisions and 
weighed ; 20 being put on home-eake, 20 on foreign, 
and 20 on Turnips alone. A part of two fields of 

Swedish Turnips was next selected, where they pre- 

sented a uniformity of soil and crop, one-half of the 

crop, in both fields, having been carried home. The 

two parts thus selected were then each divided into 
three equal portions with a chain, and 20 sheep put 

into each portion, Lot Ist consisted of 60 half-bred 
Dinmonts of good quality, which, to simplify details, 
may be distinguished by A, B, and C : division A con- 
suming the home-cake, B the foreign, and C Turnips 
alone. The respective weights of the sheep on the Ist 
of January, 1844, when the experiment commenced, 
were—of division A 2768, of B 2739, of C 2803 Ibs. ; 
on the 7th of February, C, having consumed its portion 
of Turnips, was then re-weighed, and found to be 
2880 lbs., and on the Ist March, A and B having also 
consumed theirs, were found to be, A 3054, B 2966 Ibs. 
The quantity of cake consumed by each division was 
182]bs., being nearly 16 oz. per day to each. Lot 

2d consisted of 60 Cheviot Dinmonts of inferior quality, 

whose respective divisions may be designated by D, E, 

and F ; D getting home-cake, E foreign, and F Tur- 

nips alone. The management pursued in this ease was 

in every respect similar to that for lot 1st, with the ex- 

ception of the quantity of cake consumed, which 

amounted to 44 Ibs. per sheep, being at the rate of fully 

13 oz. per day to eaeh, an allowance which it was found 

they would not exceed. Ou the 9th of January, when 
the experiment commenced, their respective weights 

were—D 2082, E 2001, and F 2031 lbs. On the 15th 
February, F, having finished its portion, weighed 

2097 lbs., and on the 2d March, D and E, having also 

finished theirs, weighed D 2315, and E 2274 lbs. The 

two eake divisions in each lot consuming the same 

quantity of Turnips. 
Tabular. View of the Improvement : made by the, different divisions. 

E - S å 
Eeg g CEN Bc 

S045 de. ECT SR 95 
s | #2 a a. ee ES 
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| 2 E | ae | 85 E" 

= d e vo oe oa 
| "& o 8 É DS pec 
lis 3 ^ 2 $9 ae E S a o [EE d eee 

i lbs. | Ibs Oz. 

Lotlst ../ Bj 2 29 150 | 1182 
GC} 2803 | 2880 m E lt 

Dj 2082.|, 2315 167 880 60i 

Lot?d  ..(E| 2001 | 2274 207 880 51$ 

F| 2031 | 2097 n as 

* With regard to the inereased live weight of the sheep, it 18 
quite clear that however much the animal is improved, its 
waste or refuse remains unaltered ; consequently whatever is 
gained must be of real value, 
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Tt will be observed from the foregoing Table that the 

improvement made by C and F is below an average ; 

this, however, would have been anticipated by any per- 

son having the least experi in the g t 

sheep, from the peculiar manner it was necessary to 

confine them, for the purpose of ascertaining the value 

of the cake as a manure upon the future crop. Indeed, 
]togeth il l 

the g was 

to sheep ; but as each division laboured under the same 

disad ge, the g es not therefore de- 
tract in the least from the value of the experiment, It 

will be noticed also that the improvement made by A 

and D on the home-cake, and B and E on the foreign, is 

exactly reversed in the different fields, a circumstance 

which cannot in any way be accounted for, 

The last part of this experiment now falls to be con- 

sidered, viz., the value of Linseed-cake as a manure, 
when consumed upon the ground by sheep—the pro- 

duce of one field only being given, though the effect 

produeed upon the two cake divisions in the other, pre- 

sented an equally marked and favourable appearance. 

Early in March the land was sown with Wheat, 

reaped by the 20th of September, and thrashed on the 

21st December, when the produce of the different 

divisions was found to be as follows, the grain being all 

properly eleaned of refuse, but not separated into first 

and second quality :— 
Tabular View of the Produce of the different Lots 

g E E 
E "dote ug g |y ee 

ea | & |25| 38.1 2 | 22s | 523 8 | 2 rx | eee! 54 
L| B8 | $ |$3 $23 3 | S22) 288 

am Lum ma ssec SS ma a $E [a | S 3a, |F 8 
e E | E " 

Tbs. | Ibs: | Ibs. Ibs. | Ibs. 
A 1.041 | 2248 6l 288 817 1182 

B 1.041 | 2223 614 263 3506 600 1182 

c 1.041 | 1960 624 is 2906 * E 

77* Tn addition to the above return, a further allowance ought 
to be made for unexhausted manure, 

Experiment II.—This was an experiment carried on 
during the latter part of 1844, for the purpose of ascer- 

taining the relative value of the following articles in the 

fattening of sheep, viz., Linseed, Linseed-cake, Poppy- 

cake, Beans, and a mixture of Beans and Linseed. 

The sheep selected for this purpose consisted of 

95 Cheviot ewes taken from a flock of 250, which 

had reared their lambs during the summer, and were of 
fair quality when the experiment commenced, but from 

the greater part of them wanting teeth, and conse- 

quently unable to break the Turnips, they were supplied 

instead with a full allowance of Turnip-tops (except for 

a few days afterwards specified), in addition to the dif- 

ferent articles used, a circumstance which tends to en- 

hance the value of the experiment, as from the worth- 

less nature of Turnip-tops in fattening, any improvement 

made by the animals must be almost entirely attributed 

to the qualities of the foreign substances used. 

The different lots, which consisted of four of 20, and 

one of 15, sheep, may be classed as A, B, C, D, and E. 

Lot A, containing the 15, were put upon the Linseed, 

having reduced the number as much as was consistent} ; queis 
with accuracy for the exp from an app 
that Linseed would not tend to improve the animals, on 

account of the large quantity of oil it contains* acting 

too powerfully upon their systems; a fear, however, 

which had no foundation, as they kept throughout in as 

healthy and natural a state as if feeding upon Grass. 

Lot B was put upon the Linseed-cake, and received the 

same quantity as D upon the Beans ; C was put upon a 

mixture of Beans and Linseed for the first three 
weeks, and afterwards upon the Poppy-cake, and E 
upon a mixture of Beans and Linseed. All the several 

lots being inclosed upon small portions of Grass land 

equally sheltered, had as impartial justice done them 

inthe management as it was possible to effect. The 

quantity given at first of the different articles, was 

smaller than indieated by the average consumption, and 

was gradually increased to as much as each division 

would freely consume. The time, also, when this ex- 

periment was carried on, was limited to what was con- 

sidered the most proper for getting the greatest return 

from the articles used. The results are as follow :— 

made after it was completed, to ascertain the loss at- 

tending its use in a whole state—by supplying a lot of 

the sheep with unground seed, confining them to clean 
spots of ground—earefully collecting their droppings,— 

subjecting it to a series of washings,—evaporating the 

residue to dryness, and then weighing it, when the loss 

was found to be under one per cent. 

The following figures will represent the quality of the 

Linseed-cake used, assuming the number 8 as the 

average quality of that made at Hull :—, 

HomeusedinNo.1 . . . . 8 
Foreign in ditto 4 . . . it 

Ditto in No. . . TR 

Poppy-cake of good quality, 

Experiment III.— The following experiment was 

carried on during the progress of that of No. II. The 

Turnip tops upon the farm having been all consumed 

by the 15th November previous to commencing storing 

the Swedish Turnips, the opportunity was taken for 

making a trial to ascertain the saving effected by the 

use of the different articles—an important considera- 

tion with the farmer. For this purpose 20 additional 

ewes were taken from the same flock, and 'inclosed se- 

parately for eight days; during which time the six 

divisions were supplied with a full allowance of white 

Turnips, which were duly weighed (without roots and 

tops) and eut upon the Grass; the refuse was after- 

wards carefully collected, re-weighed, and deducted, so 

that the actual consumption is only given. The results 

of this trial are thus shown :— i 

EM Consumption of each le, .|* 
2A sheep per day. eles 
Be Consumption of EEIE 
55] foreigh keep. EER 
EE be Bald g 
SIS E E Foreign Keep. 8 

Div. |Ibs.| Ibs. lbs. Me E lbs. 

A. |1782| 52 Linseed. ünseed, 
e|. |. 3 Beans. 14 4 Beans. } 859/182% 
B [1781/200 Li d-cak 114| 20 Li d e, |1741| 49} 

€ |2402/280 Poppy-eake. | 15 | 28 Poppy-cake. |1120| 312 
D 23122200 Beans. 143] 20 Beans. 1210| 344 

E 2699100 Beans. 163| 10 Beans. 823| 234 
s. | +» | 60 Linseed. 6 Linseed. 
F |3522 m lt 22 m . DET 

It will be observed from this Table that the saving of 

Turnips effected in division B is great, and seems a 

larger proportion for the 20 ounces of Linseed-cake, 

than Experiment I. gave in its quantities; but much, 
no doubt, will depend upon the size and condition of the 

sheep, as the lower the condition the greater will be 

the quantity of food consumed. It may be held asa 
safe calculation, that 16 ounces of good Linseed-cake 
per day to sheep of 9 stone weight, will effect a saving 
in the consumption of Turnips equal to 33 per cent., 
and at the sametime so far improve the health of the 
animals as to diminish the number of deaths by upwards 
of 50 per cent. 

Experiment 1V.—In order to ascertain if the use of 
the different articles in Experiment II. produced any 
difference as to tallow, five average ewes were selected 
from each division and weighed ; two days afterwards 
they were killed and weighed under the inspection of 

the reporter, having been driven, in the interval, 

Home Correspondence. i 
Farming Profits.—In your Paper of June 27, * W. S., 

Woodford,” gives his balance sheet from Michaelmas, 

1844, to Michaelmas, 1845, and desires correspondents 

to give him inf ion for its i a differ- 

ent management, jit struck me in glancing my eyes 

over it, that he gives no data by which any one can 

judge of his management, unless it be this, that he has 
not a perfect system of book-keeping, A balance is 
valuable only when it shows the real state of a man’s 

affairs. Now, this balance shows a defaleation of 18l, 

but it is stated immediately before, as a redeeming fea- 
ture, that the stock in 1845 was 538/. better than in 
1844 ; now, if this means any thing, it means that the 
5207. which the gentleman has made, has been expended 
in stock. The money is surely thus better employed 
than lying in his banker's hands. "There is no arrange- 
ment in the items at all by which any one can judge of 
the sources of either loss or profit. The poultry alone 
has an appearance of distinctness, but it is only an ap- 
pearance, ‘They are put down as having cost 9/. and . 
sold at 24/., but here even no one can tell whether there 
is a loss or a profit. Ifa tradesman in difficulty were 
to put in such a balance sheet, no creditor could šus- 
tain it. The first improvement “ W. S." can and ought 
to make, is the adoption of a set of simple books for 
keeping his accounts in an intelligible manner ; and if 
he is indisposed for keeping them himself, let him hire 
a young man as clerk, and he will very soon see what 
pays him and what does not, and then he knows how to 
act. It would be out of place just now to say what 
books he might advantageously use, but almost any 
plain systems will do to show what a given product has 
really cost. A small farmer may “lump” things 

together, and from deficiency of education be excused, 
but certainly an “amateur” with 600 acres, and a float- 
ing capital of 40007. or 50007., is surely inexcusable. 
An hour at the books every morning, with a proper sys- 
tem, will show a much more satisfactory balance without 
doubt.—D. W., Aberdeen, July 1. 

Mangold Wurzel and Salt.—On looking over the 
Volume of the Agricultural Gazette for 1845, I read 
an account of a very large crop of Mangold Wurzel 
which was manured with salt (page 123.) The para- 
graph says, “I ordered common salt to be strewed over 
the Groundsel and between the drills, following the hoes 
which were at work upon this weed. The result was 
their total destruction.” Am I to understand that the 
Groundsel was undisturbed by the hoes and removed 
by the salt being applied upon it, or that the Groundsel 
was detached by the hoes, and the salt then applied, 
which turned this weed into a manure. With respect 
to salt, would your ipondent advise an applicati 
of it to Mangold Wurzel where 8 cwt. of guano per 
Irish aere has been used broadcast before forming the 
drills. With guano my Mangold Wurzel grows very well 
till the latter part of the season, when it seems to stop 
short, and I would be glad to know whether salt from a 
bacon store would tend to increase its growth, and if so 
at what time and in what manner could it be best ap- 
plied. Iam now just hand weeding and thinning the 
rows of my earliest erop, which is 4 or 5 inches high. 
My principal crop is about 2 to 3 inches high, and has 
had nothing done to it as yet, so that I shall be anxious 
to have his opinion.—.4 Subscriber. 

Rooks.—I see in your Gazette of June 27th, a com- 
ication ab iblishing a rookery. I have often 

23 miles, _ The following Table exhibits the results :— 

ive |Weight of| Weight | Weight 
Lots. Weight, | Carcass, f of 

ec. 23. | Dec. 25. | Tallow. | Skins. 

Ibs. Ibs. Ibs. lbs. 
A 666 344 55 52 
B 647 335 57 51 
e 654 338 57 57 
D 641 327 49 52 
E 688 347 6l 50 

These experiments having been conducted with a view 
to personal information, a strict regard to accuracy was 
observed in every detail, and though conducted upon 

rather a limited scale, they clearly establish the fact, 
that mutton can be produced ata lower rate per lb., 
upon a liberal use of foreign keep along with Turnips, 

than upon Turnips alone, taking of course the increased 

Seles] oles] s ATO 
esas! 3|z3| 8 improve- 4 ; 
E [^ 2 3| 2 | Average consumption by | ment of | Cost of production, per 1b.| Total Consumption, 
ERIS | 5 |9m| S | each sheep, per week. eac] 
mI-SIA Zaj & sheep, per 

week, 

Ë| 1bs.| Ibs.| Ibs.| Ibs. Ibs.| oz. oz. oz, Ibs. 
a 
A |183 ++ |2008) 169| 563 Linseed. 20 464 Linseed.* 477 Linseed. 
EM --|.. | 4i Beans. us SANE z 36 Beans. 
B 113} Linseed cake. 18 101 Linseed cake, 1275 Linseed cake, 

€ 2 954 Beans and Linseed. 25% 59 Beans and Linseed, { 310 Beans. 
epe M rir y . m . . A ives oe) .. 48 Linseed, 

Es] o 20! 571 Poppy-cake. 231 oppy-cake. 1180 Poppy-cake, 
p a | .. 12557| 153 1131 Beans 134 1331 Beans. 1275 Beans. 
E247 2736! 819 i i ( 102 Beans, | al ae | ee |2 | 319| 100 Beans and Linseed. 28} 564 Beans and Linseed. { 422 Linseed. 

The Linseed used in the experiment was ground, but 
from the great, difficulty in doing so, several trials were 

hi Linseed of fine quality, weighing 52 Ibs. per bushel, such as 
yas used jin this experiment, readily yields from 11 to 12 gal- 
lons of oil per quarter, weighing 9 lbs. per gallon, or about 25 
Per cent, of its weight, inis n 

value of the manure into account ; and that of the dif- 
ferent articles used in Experiment II., Linseed is the 
most valuable, and Beans the least so, but that a mix- 
ture of both forms a useful and nutritious article of food. 
— Transactions of the Highland and Agricultural 
Society of Scotland, 

about 
heard it suggested, though I never knew it tried, that 
by placing the eggs of the rook in the nest of the car- 
rion crow, a rookery might be established. As the 
young rooks would be bred and fed in a more natural 
way than that tioned our pondent, M 
Carr, I take the liberty to mention it, as it may possibly 
suit the fancy of some of your readers to try the expe- 
riment. I reside where there are thousands, and am 
their sincere friend.— Craven Grazier. 

How the Labourer Lives.—I have somewhere read 
of a master manufacturer who had a very clever man 
employed in his works, who in fact for his skill was 
more valuable than any of his brother workmen ; but 
he was a sad drunkard. As a matter of course this 
man’s cottage was always in disorder ; his wife a poor 
hard working creature, and his children always in rags 
and almost starving ; and this notwithstanding the mat 
had very good wages and was in constant employment- 
In vain his master pointed out to him the evils of bis 
conduct, lectured and threatened him. The man pro- 
mised fair; and though for a short time he might go 
on pretty soberly, he soon relapsed into his old habits, 
and was just as bad and miserable as ever. At last bis 
master wearied out with his constant mal-practices, de- 
tegmined to try one more chance ere he discharged him 
from his service. He therefore told him he had deter- 

mined, as his warnings had been disregarded, that he 

would keep him only on one condition, which was, that | 
* he should no longer pay him his wages in money, bu 
that he should weekly lay them out in such necessaries 

as the family required, and lay the surplus by for rent 

and to put in the savings’ bank.” The man after some 

hestation agreed to this, as dismissal was the alterna- 

tive. The story proceeds to state how the master lai 

out the wages every week, enumerating each article as 

to quantity and price ; for bacon, tea, sugar, shoes, &e. 
&c., and at the end of the year, the man being com- 
pelled to abstain from drinking, from being without 

money, adds soberness to his industry, becomes fore- 

man of the works, and himself and his neat comfortable 

home and family become the models for the factory. 

Now, sir, the upshot of this long story is to Say tha 

you would confer, I believe, a very great benefit upon 

Te 
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us who live in the country if you could draw out a scale 
of the necessaries of life for a eottager's family, so that 
we may be ready with a list to show him how he may, 
by good management, make his weekly earnings sup- 

port himself and family, and how he may sometimes lay 
by a little for the rent and savings’ bank. Besides, 

- Wages we know vary considerably in different counties, 

but I know some people have brought up families upon 
10s. and 125. per week, and 14s. is considered good pay. 

How this is done I won't pretend to say ; but this I 

know, that in the neighbourhood of London a labourer 

has told me he cannot support his family upon 18s. per 

week. I tell him he is a bad manager, and ask him 

how others with much less wages do? He asks me to 

tell him how he can lay out his money better? Thatis 

just what I wish you to help me in. How shall I 
answer him, Pray do your best to sketch out a list of 

articles, with their fair prices, wanted by a cottager and 

family; and about what the consumption would be per 

week. Of course in some things, such as a piece of 

bacon, Potatoes, &c., he had better lay in half a side or 

a sack if possible at a time, as it would cost so much 

less and be always at hand. I feel sure you will think 

mine a good hint ; pray give me the benefit of your as- 

'Sistanee.— Northwood. 
Bones dissolved in Caustic Ley.—l1 have seen much 

in your Paper of bones being dissolved in sulphuric 

acid as a manure. Are you aware that bones may be 

dissolved in the alkaline ley of the soap-boiler ? and 

will form a paste of the consistence of butter, which may 

be reduced to any thinness of fluid required for appli- 

eation as a liquid manure, Am I wrong in believing 

that, as the solvent power consists solely of soda-ash 

and lime, it would be a more powerful manure than the 

bones with acid? There was a patent some years ago 

for making soap in this manner ; whether the patent is 

4n force now I do not know, but that can easily be dis- 

covered if thought worth while.— M. D. P. 
Thin Sowing.—As there aresuch discordant opinions 

about thick or thin sowing, deep or shallow draining, 

&c., I beg to state that my farm is open to the inspec- 
tion, at all times, of my brother agriculturists, for the 
purpose of p g some exp I have made as 
above ; also, they will see the effects o 
dibbling m 
and Cros 

sse. 
Abortion.—Referring to an observation on abortion 

in cows by * G. D." in your Number for June 20, 
X do not agrée with him that the blame rests 
with the bull; in the spring of 1845 I had many cows 
east calf which had been bulled by different bulls in 
different parts of the kingdom, nor did all the cows to 
any particular bull east calf. If it is infectious from 
the bull, one would expect that the cow would be likely 
to cast calf at three, four, or six months, instead of 
carrying the infection about with her for seven or eight 
months, which is frequently the case before making use 

it. I am more inclined to think that some seasons 
are more favourable to it than others, and also some 
Situations more so than others, having this spring had 

most of a lot of Galloway heifers on one farm east 

"calf, while in another farm I had not one which did 

produce a live and healthy calf, and these two lots were 
in calf to the same bulls, and were divided after the 
bull was taken from them the previous summer, Cast- 
ing calf at six to eight months has gone on more or less 
among my herd of short-horned cows from different 
herds, of different breeds, and in calf to different bulls 
for two years, and on a farm where before that time 
no person remembered a cow casting calf. I have 
tried bjeeding, and keeping such cows quite separate 
rom the remaining in-calf cows, &e. &c., but as yet 
with no success, and I should feel much obliged to 
* G. D.” if he would favour me, and at the same time 
many others similarly situated, with his mode of pre- 
vention.—Q. 

To Cure the Gapes in Poultry.—My servants have 
tried the following experiment, and have always 
hitherto succeeded in curing my chickens of that de- 
Structive disensé, the “gapes.” “ Let some one take 
the chicken, holding it in one hand, and placing the 
Other overits back, soas to hold it firm, and then let 
the operator take a small but firm feather from a hen 

Dt pigeon, and strip it from the stem, excepting about 

an inch and a half from the tip end, according to the 

Size of the chicken, wetting it a little except at the ex- 

treme point. The operator should then take the head 

Of the chicken in the left hand, placing his thumb and 

forefinger on each side of the bill, in such a manner as 

to hold the mouth open, the neck being gently but firmly 

Then observe the open- 

und, by which means some of the 
1 e feather, and others will be so 
Sosened that the chicken will sneeze them up, and 
throw them from its mouth. It is not advisable to do 
it more than twice at the same time, but if the chicken 
ed the da may be sure there are some 
Süll remain s operation must be repeated." 
e will pe e that this is an extract from a publi- 
“fon, but as the work may not be in the hands of 

many to whom the information may be as acceptable as 

it was tò myself, I am induced to forward it to you.— 

Potatoes.—In the beginning of November I planted 

a portion of new land (well trenched) with Potatoes 

which had been selected as diseased and unfit for cook- 

ing. Two rows of whole Potatoes were planted by the 

side of two rows of sets or single eyes. Both were put 

into fresh muck from the farm-yard, about 6 inches 
deep, and covered over. The sets altogether failed, not 
one of them having appeared to grow. The whole 

Potatoes all grew, and have been, and still are looking 
in perfect health to this day. I have taken up some of 
the plants, and find that they have made abundance of 
tubers; and these latter all seem in a growing and 
thriving state ; but those which are of full size are all 

covered with the tubercles of incipient disease, which, 

in their present tender state, rub off with skin of the 
Potato. From these facts I derive these inferences : 
That Potatoes planted in November in fresh muck 
answer perfectly well; that if diseased seed be planted 

ou will have diseased produce ; and, that to insure a 

crop it is better to plant whole Potatoes than sets.—.4 

Subscriber, Holbrook, Suffolk. 

Potato Disease.—The destructive Potato disease of 

last season has been observed during the past fortnight 

to have attacked the roots and haulm of early Potatoes 

in this neighbourhood, but I did not until to-day find 

the tubers affected. I send you specimens of the latter. 

—Cymro. [The specimens sent were far advanced in 

disease.] 

à Societies. 
GREAT MEETING OF THE ROYAL AGRICUL- 

TURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND AT NEW- 

CASTLE-ON-TYNE. 
EXHIBITION OF IMPLEMENTS. 

Tuesday, July 14.—The reporter has this year by no 
means such a laborious task as he has had on former 

occasions. Many well-known valuable agricultural 
impl y imp upon machines for- 

merly exhibited, and several entire novelties, have been 

exhibited at Newcastle ; but taken as a whole, and con- 

sidering the neighbourhood of Seotland, and the expec- 

tations which that has excited, the exhibition must, we 

think, be considered to have fallen considerably short 

of those of former years. Very much fewer Implements 

were shown, and the space of ground allotted to them 

was unnecessarily large. 

THE FOLLOWING IS THE AWARD OF THE JUDGES. 

Exhibitor. Prize. Implement. 

..|Best Plough adapted to 
eavy land. 

.|Best Plough adapted to 
] 

101. Mr. J ohn ‘He ward 

101. Mr. John Howard .. 

5l. Mr. Hornsby  .. ..|Best Drill for 

100. Mr. Hunter .. JU Best Turnip Drill on the 
flat, and also for dis. 
tributing compost in a 

100. Mr. Teasdale .. 1l on the 
for 

compost 
in a moist or dry state. 

100. Mr. Crosskill +. .«.|Best Scarifier 

100. Mr. Cornes Ky c 

200. Mr. Seragg se 5 v. s. Best Machine for making 
Draining Tiles or 

.|Best Harrow. 
est Drill Presser, depo- 
siting Manure & Seed. 

BL. Mr. Coleman  .. 

101. Mr. Hornsby 

BL. Mr. Robinson .. ..|Best Churn, 

107. Mr. James .. .. ..|Best Weighing Machine 
for Farm Produce and 
live Cattle. 

5l. Mr. Robinson .. ..|Best Steaming Appara- 
s for Roots. 

SL. (Not sufficient merit) ..|Best Skim, or Paring 
Bi 5 

107. r.Read .. s. «.|Best Subsoil Pulerizer. 
151, (Not sufficient merit) ..|Best Horse Seed Dibbler. 

5L. Mr. Crawford .. ..|Best Hand Seed Dibbler. 

5l. Mr. Crosskill ^. ..{Best Linseed Crusher. 

51.5 Mr. Crosskill .. .|Best one Horse Car 

251, Mr. Garrett .. .. Best Thrashing Machine. 

100. (Not sufficient merit) ..|Best Set of ining 

: Tools and Instraments. 

250, (Not sufficient merit) ..|Best Steam Power, ap- 
plicable to Thrashing 
and other Agricultural 
purposes. 

250. (Not sufficient merit) ..|Best Horse Power, do, do 

MISOELLANEOUS ARTICLES. 
iere ..|Tayband Maker 

3l. orn Crusher 
8l. achine. 
Bl, ent Axle. 
GA 
5l. 
Bl. -|N 
5l. Mr. al 

Silver Medal| Messrs. St ‘l@ubber. 
Silver Medal Messrs. Barrett & A | Spike Roller. 
ši «edal|Mr. il .. 0 ..| Wheels and Axle. 

da Drill. r e haee: ) 
Mr. Richmond .. «| Root Washer, 
Mr. Harding -. | Whipple Trees. 
B. T. BnaxpnETH Grnns, Director of the Show. 

From this it will be seen that Mx, Howard has again 

carried off the premium for the best Plough ; and look- 

competition amongst exhibitors urder this head ; 

admitted, was generally superior :o that of the latter, 

ing at the work in the field, no me, we think, could | other, as each hole is made and eac 

doubt that it was his due, There was considerable |—Another attempt to supply the deside 

any | by Messrs. Gi 

wheel-ploughs and many swing-yloughs tried for the | this a dibber was connected w 

Society's prize, and the work of ine former, it must be | interval of som 

The best part of the exhibition uuquestionably was | principle of the : 

that of Sowing Machines. It vill be seen that Mr. | Dingle's, to which we have be 
l 

Hornsby, of Spittlegate, near Grantham, has again car- 
ried off the prize for Drill and Drill-presser. Mr. 
Vingoe, of Penzance, again exhibited his Seed Planter, 
which he has greatly and most ingeniously improved 5 
the work of this implement on the trial ground was most 
satisfaetory, and how the judges came to overlook its 
claim for à premium, in acknowledgment both of its 
mechanical and agricultural merit, we cannot think. 

The bottom of the seed-box consists of a metallic plate, 
with holes pierced in it at intervals suitable for the rows 
of corn ; these holes are guarded by brushes, which 

hinder the exit of seed. Metallic slides, to which an 
oscillating motion is given, also cover these holes, and 
they are themselves pierced ; the holes in these become 
filled with the seed resting on them, and according to their 
thickness, so is their capacity. As the slides are drawn 
back the seed is drawn under the brushes, where it imme- 

diately drops through the holes below them, and is con- 
veyed by a funnel to the ground, The regular delivery 
of seed thus depends upon a regular intermittent coin- 
cidence between holes in the fixed and holes in the 
moveable dise, which, together, form the bottom of the 
seed-box. Last year this intermittence—this oscillatory 
movement was given by a set of cranks om a spindle, 
made to revolve from the carriage wheels; each slide was 
independent of the other, and had its own erank to work 
it. This year Mr. Vingoe has greatly improved upon this. 
All his moveable and feeding holes are in one slide ex- 
tending along the bottom of the seed-box, and motion is 
given to it by a wheel (moved by the carriage wheels), 
which has a zig-zag edge : this edge acts on knobs or 
tappets attached to the slide, and as it revolves it pushes 
the slide first.a few inches to the right and then a few 
inches to the left in regular and rapid succession— 
which is just the motion wanted. It is obvious that 
upon the form of the edge of this wheel depends the 
nature of the motion of the slide ; and that it may be 
made rapid at one part, as when its hole is amongst the 
corn ; and slower at another, as when it is under the 
brush and delivering its corn just as may be wanted. 

The machine has a manure-box of the usual construc- 
tion and a delivery attached to it, and it has coulters 
for covering the seed ; all of which, together with the 
whole machine, appear to act admirably. We add the 
following from a printed statement:—* The present ma- 
chine (on two wheels) is admirably adapted for the 
depositing of grain, seed, pulse, and artificial manure, 
on any kind of land or soil, and warranted to work with 
great dispatch, equally well over ridge and furrow as 
on the flat; also up and down or on the side of hills, 
thus possessing greater qualities and capabilities than the 
former. It can be constructed of any number of rows, 
with an adjustment for shifting the width of the same 
to any number of inches apart. It does not make holes 
as a dibbler, but forms grooves in the soil, by means of 
pressing wheels, and in the grooves or beds the seed is 
deposited at intervals, as dibbling, or in a train, as drill- 
ing, by the action of slides, with great accuracy, at any 
quantity to the aere. The seed is seen to drop with 
great regularity in the grooves made in the soil, and is 
covered effeetually by hoes from behind. Any uniform 
depth is attained by the applieation of weight to the 
pressure-box, and the entire apparatus is readily raised 
out of the ground at headlands, or when turning.— 
Price 387. —six rows, with manure and double shafts.” 

But the greatest competition under the head of 
sowing machines, and decidedly the most interesting in 
the yard, was that amongst hand sowing machines, 
We called attention last year to the contrivance of Mr, 
Bentall, of Maldon, Essex, as one in which the oseillat- 
ing movement of one pierced dise over another was ob- 
taiced in a very elegant method, and we have after trial 
found but little reason to alter our opinion of its merits. 
It is one in which, as we thought at the time, the at- 
tempt was wisely abandoned to unite the operation of 
dibbling and seed depositing in the same instrument 
The former operation is done by an ordinary dibber 3 

advance of the boy with the seed depositer. But Mr. 

Crawford, of Moseley-road, Birmingham, has made a 

most skilful attempt this year to unite the two, and 

though we have not yet tried the instrument, it appears 

so well adapted to its purpose that we have ordered one 

for use, and advise others to do the same. Tae lower 

part is a flat dise of some 3 or 4 inches in diame 

which rests upon the land. In the centre is a circular 
bore, through which, when the instrument is used, a 

cylindrical dibber with a flat end is uded. "This 

forms the hole, and, as it is lifted, a couple of seeds, which 

in the act of! passing downwards have been released 

from the seed box, and have since been waiting at the 

lower part of the instrument, drop through the hole 

which the dibber traverses into that which it has formed 

in the ground. These seeds are released at each move- 

ment by means of dises, oscillating, as we have de- 

scribed, but by a different method, and doubled so as 
ensure regularity. The movement is, in this case, 
effected by slides affixed to the handle of the instrument, 
not parallel to its length (for then they would obviously 
have no effect at all), but obliquely, so that first the 
one side and then the other acting first on the one edge 
and then on the other of the usverse sliding dise, 
causes it to move first to the one h and then to the 

soed required. 
itum was that 

f Stratford on-Avon, In 
ith a seed-depositor at an 

s 7 or 8 inches, so that while ene hole 

another should be heing filed. The 

er part of the inst that of 

tillett and Co., o. 

should be makin — 
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It is more complicated and less efficient in the rough 
jerking work of dibbling than that of the slide move- 
ment we have been describing. 
A simple Hand Seed Depositor, for use by one hand 

only, somewhat on the principle of the powder-flask, 
was exhibited by Mr. Grant, of Stamford. While on 
seed machines we must not omit to mention that Mr. 
Newberry has sueceeded in much lightening his ad- 
mirable Dibbling Machine. Each wheel is one ewt. 
lighter. A Hand Dibble on the same principle was also 
exhibited. It consists of 22-inch dibbling wheel, with 
12 dibbles ; receives the feed similar to the other 
machines ; is in a wooden frame with two handles, like 
around barrow. - The workman has merely to fill his 
hopper, and urge the machine forward, as a barrow, 
the implement making the holes and planting at the 
same time. In turning, the machine is lifted up on the 
small wheel in front, which stops the dibble-wheel from 
working. Two rings are attached, whereby a lad may 
help by pulling, if necessary,—Price 6/. 

The prizes for the best Turnip Drill were awarded to 
Mr. Hunter, of Uleeby, near Barrow-on-Humber, and 
Mr. Teasdale, of Barneston, near Bedale, Yorkshire. 
But if we may be allowed the expression of a sentiment 
which people say farmers are generally too apt to hold, 
neither of them equals the one we use ourselves, and 
which we were surprised not to see exhibited, for the 
maker is a Scotchman ; we will give his address next 
week. But, indeed, the way in which the Scotch imple- 
ment makers have almost wholly declined competition 
with their English brethren at this the only possible 
scene of such a contest for many years to come has been 
noticed by every one. We must say that we had hoped 
to have witnessed here a contest equal in spirit to any 
of the many in olden time on neighbouring ground. A 
friend writing some weeks ago, ventured to prophesy 
success to the southerns,” but no one anticipated “no 
competition.’ All this, however, is written onWednes- 
day, before the cattle yards are open. 

he prize for the best Scarifier has again been carried 
off by Lord Ducie’s “ Cultivator,” exhibited by Mr. Cross- 
kill ; and the prize for the Chaff-eutter has been again 
awarded to the (at all events) simple, and doubtless effi- 
cient machine of Mr. Cornes, of Barbridge, near Nantwich, 
Mr. Seragg, of Calvely, near Tarporley, Chester, has 
again carried off the first prize for a Tile-making Ma- 
chine. It consists of two parts, one for preparing the 
clay by forcing it through an iron grating, which retains 
stones, &c. ; and the other for forming the tiles. In 
both cases the material is emitted at the end of the box 
containing the clay, and in which the piston moves—not 
at the side towards the end—the plan, unwisely, as we 
think, adopted by some makers. There was not much 
competition under this head. Ainslie’s Machine was 
exhibited—in which the clay is forced out by means of 
rollers in a continuous stream, and eut across by a wire 
revolving in a path, inclined so ‘as that while by its 
vertical motion it cuts the tube, it may have a forward 
motion equal to that of the tube—the eut being thus 
made square. It would be well in some cases if the 
public could witness a competition between rival ma- 
chines, and not altogether depend upon the award of the 
Society's judges. This opportunity was given in the case 
of many of the implements; but'not/in the case of the tile- 
machines. Whatever be their relative merits in prac- 
tice we cannot help thinking the principle on which 
Ainslie’s tile-machine acts to be superior to that of the 
others we have seen. 
A prize of 5/. was awarded to Mr. Coleman, of Col- 

chester, for his excellent Harrows. They have not 
before been exhibited in England—though at the Dum- 
fries Meeting of the Highland Society they were re- 
warded by a premium. They are jointed so that any 
fineness of comb (so to speak) may be obtained, and 
this is retained in a very simple manner by attaching 
the draught chains to different points on the draught 
bar ; but they possess another merit, that of being easily 
T»gulated in depth, and even in weight. This is effected 
by means of supporting wheels, which may be placed at 
any height, or even lifted off the land and above the 
frame when their weight adds to the efficiency of the in- 
strument. The followingis the printed description of it:— 
“The tires are so arranged, that they must all cut the 
land in different lines ; and no matter in what position 
or form the harrow is placed, the bars are always pre- 
served parallel with each other, in the several altera- 
tions of the cut, and all the tines preserve their rela- 
tive distances and positions. The bars, which stretch 
across to the beams, move on joints: this enables the 
tines to be altered, for cutting at wide or narrow dis- 
tances, according to the state of the land, and the nature 
of the work; consequently, if the harrow be stretched 
out to its greatest width, there is ample space between 
the tines to prevent the possibility of its being clogged 
up. As the land becomes finer, the harrow is gradually 
compressed in width, until it can be made to finish off 
the finest work, after sowing corn or small seeds. "The 
coarseness or fineness of the cut is regulated by simply 
making the chains, which connect the harrow with the 
wood-horse pole, longer or shorter ; that is, by taking 
up, or letting ont, a few links of the chain, which can most readily be done by any boy: And it will be seen 
that when once the chains are fixed, the pole always 
keeps the harrow in the right position ; although, at the 
same time, ordinary care should be observed that the 
horses, in drawing, are kept abreast of each other. 
When the lands in a farm are laid out in different 
Widths, this contrivance for altering the width of the 

‘ow will be found very convenient, when the 
horses are required to walk in the furrow. This 

principle of construction enabling the implement 
to be used either as a coarse or a fine harrow, 
the next point to be accomplished, to make it 
perfect, is, to render it either a heavy or a light harrow; 
and this object is attained, in a very simple manner, by 
the levers and wheels. When the harrow is wanted to 
be light, if the lever be pulled down, and secured to the 
bow by the pin, the weight is taken off the tines, and 
hrown on the wheels revolving on the land ; a tine 

following to obliterate the mark of the wheels. When 
weight is required, if the lever be raised to its highest 
place, in order to bring the wheel above the beam, the 
whole weight of the harrow is thrown on the land; and 
the wheels then act as an additional weight, to press tho 
tines to their work. If the harrow, when compressed 
into a narrow space, requires cleaning, the man driving, 
by shaking the lever (which is closely within his reach, 
when driving), may easily liberate it from any rubbish 
which may have accumulated. When the implement 
has to be removed, by pulling down the levers, which 
raise the tines 4 or 5 inches above the ground, it is very 
readily shifted on its own wheels, and compressed suffi- 
ciently narrow to go through a gateway. There is 
sufficient pliability in the joints, which connect the bars 
with the beams; so that, on uneven or high-ridged 
land, the harrow will fall into, and adapt itself to, the 
form'of the surface. The tines are all screwed thréugh 
the bar of the harrow, as well as the nut, to do away 
with the inconvenience of their coming loose.— Price, 
with horse pole, 77. 12s.” 

mong other points which we may at present name 
as worthy of notice (and being hurried for time we shall 
be excused for delaying mention of some till next week), 
were implements exhibited by Mr. Stratton, of Bristol. 
The Norwegian Harrow, a drawing and deseription of 
which we hope soon to present to our readers, appears 
to be an efficient elod-crusher, as well as stirrer of the 
land. It consists of a heavy frame-work on wheels, 
which enable it to be lifted from the land. And across 
this frame-work are spiked axles, so to speak, the teeth 
of each of which, while they sink into and work up the 
land, clean those of its neighbour ; and thus the instru- 
ment is always kept in a state of efficiency. Mr. 
Stratton also exhibited a pair of wrought-iron wheels, 
which deservedly attracted considerable notice. 
We may also mention the exhibition of an instru- 

ment—a Seed-sowing Machine, sent all the way from 
Finland by Count Gripenberg. It was. simply a large 
barrel with holes pierced in it, through which the seed 
dropped upon an inclined surface, down which it slid, 
guided by raised edges, into funnels which led it to the 
ground in rows, at any intervals that might be selected. 
The principle of the barrel delivery is obviously im- 
perfect in any case excepting that of small and spherical 
seeds, like those of the Turnip. 

A machine for twisting straw ropes, exhibited by Mr, 
Pierce, a working man of Llanasa, near Holywell, Flint- 
shire, and put out of hand in a very rough way, ex- 
hibited as much mechanical ingennity as anything that 
was shown in the yard. It was worked by the foot, 
and was used to wind up the manufactured rope as it 
was made. One side of the machine was for platting 
and the other for twisting. One man does the whole of 
it. It is a most ingenious and efficient instrument, 
We shall have a few words to say on other points next 
week, At present we would make only one remark, It is 
a very serious thing that in this—so favourable a station 
for drawing together and exhibiting the mechanical 
ability both of England and _ Scotland—agricultural 
machine makers should have failed to respond with any 
spirit to the call of the Society. This is decidedly the 
most important portion of the Society’s Exhibition—so 
muchso that should it drop off, and ultimately fail, we 
hesitate not to say that we should not consider it worth 

find, among other places, in simpler, more efficient, 
and cheaper machnery. This is the field which the 
Society has hitherto been distinguished for patronising 
—and this it must @ntinue to patronise if its usefulness 
is to grow and increase. Looking over the prize-list, 
we find that of the sum (small, considering the income 
of the Society) offered as rewards for imple- 
ments, nearly 30 per cent, has been withheld “ for want 
of sufficient merit." The 300/ given by the Society as 
rewards for implements out of the 7000/. or 8000/. 
which it annually »»eeives from its members has this 
year been reduced :o little more than 200/., for want of 
sufficient merit in the articles exhibited. We do not 
wish that to be rewarded which does not deserve it, 
but, atall events, the sum given should not be lessened; 
the 80/. withheld shold have gone to increase the value 
of the prizes whick were awarded ; and there are 
articles now in the jard at Newcastle, as we certainly 
think, deserving notie, which have been passed over 
without being distinguished in any way by the Society. 
Vingoe’s Seed Planter, for instance, Newberry’s Dibble 

e ought to have stated before this that the award 
of the judges was made after a private trial of the 
implements on the Friday'and Saturday of last week— 
the former day being devoted to the trial of the 
thrashing machines and winnowers—the latter to the 
trial of implements of cultivation. On the Friday a 
fatal occurrence took place when trying a peg drum 
thrashing machine—a part of the instrument breaking 
was thrown off with great violence, and stviking the 

The publie exhibition of the working of the machines 
and implements took place to-day, and as usual was 
productive of but little instruction to those who wit- 
nessed it. The crowd looking on, trod, down the 
surface of the furrow-slices as they were successively 
turned over, so that the ploughing could hardly be 
judged of, and the action of harrows, rollers, drills, &e., 
was rendered incapable of being ascertained in an 
almost equal degree. The land on whieh the trials 
took place was in capital order for all implements 
excepting clod-crushers ; there was not sufficient differ 
ence between the light and the heavy land to test the 
implements suitable for use on the different kinds of soil 

Discussion on Manurzs, AND tux Best METHOD oF 
APPLYING THEM.— We now 
pleasant part of our task, that of reporting the pro- 
ceedings in the lect at Nel treet, when, 
Eae a full meeting of farmers, Lord Porrman in the 
chair, 

Professor Jounston delivered an introductory address 
on the principles of manuring, which was followed by a 
most interesting discussion on various practical points 
connected with the subject. The lecturer stated that 
the great problem for.solution by farmers now-a-days 
was how to grow more food and cheaper food for the 
people; the one that they might keep pace with the 
growing demands of an increasing population, and the 
other that they might be enabled to meet foreign com- 
petition, to which they are now exposed. The one was 
to be done by bringing more land into cultivation, and 
by inereasing the fertility of that already under culture, 
the other by diminishing the expence of cultivation, and 
by inereasing the produce without, in the same degree, 
increasing the expence attending it. With regard to 
the first point, he believed that the productiveness of 
9-10ths of this island might be greatly increased. 
Every one would acknowledge that lands naturally 
of similar 
Now he had lands, natu- 
rally the representative of large distriets of similar 
quality had, with profit, been made to yield immense 
produce. The late Mr. Aitcheson, of Dromore, had 
records of the produce of his farm since 1800, and 
those records exhibited an enormous produce compared 
with that yielded by lawwe districts of land of a similar 
quality. Well! these districts may be compared with 
the estate of Dromore, and it may be safely asserted, 
that if similar means be used all over them, similar re- 
sults will be obtained. These results were obtained 
from the use of artificial causes, from the proper appli- 
cation and use of larger quantities of manure. 

But the scientific man asserts, that even wn/ike sorts 
may be compared, and that the produce of naturally 
infertile soils may be increased. to a level with that of 
naturally fertile soils, by the artificial application of 
those substances to the natural presence or absence of 
which natural fertility or barrenness is attributable. 
He did not know of a limit to the productiveness to 
land. Mr. Vernon Harcourt had published a state- 
ment from which he draws the inference that he had 
reached the limit of high cultivation ; he found that one 
cause put in action produced a certain effect on the 
crop, and that another cause put in action happened 
to produce a similar effect: while the application of 
both the causes together was not followed by an in- 
creased effect. The experi were i ing con- 
tributions to our stock of information, but did nof 
justify the inference which had been drawn from them ; 
for, though the second eause had failed to add to the 
influence of the first, a third or a fourth might have 
succeeded, 

The means employed to increase the fertility of soils 
were of two kinds—those tending to their mechanical 
improvement, and to the improvement of their texture 5 
and those tending to their chemical improvement, to the 
imp’ t of their positi lants were com- 
posed of certain substances, some of which might be ob- 
tained wholly from the air, and others comprising those 
of which the ash consisted, which can be obtained only 
tfrom the soil. The lecturer then went on to explain 
the nature of the substances found in plants, which were 
diyisible into three classes—those found in the ash an 
termed inorganic substances, and two others compris- 
ing the organie portion, which will burn away in com- 
mon air, viz., the one represented by gluten, a stringy 
elastic substance found in Wheat flour, and the other 
represented by starch, sugar, &e. ‘The principle upo? 
which manuring depends must be to supply to the 
plant the substances which it requires as food, and Eu 
can only be done economically by those who know vt 
only what the plants want, but also what a given iue 
can afford them. And the lecturer stated his belie 
that we should see the day when the farmer, knowing 
the wants of his soil, would be able to write a uud 
tion for the manufacturing ehemist t0 make up, whic 

man who was removing the straw, killed him on the spot. . 

come to an exceedingly . 
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should act just and economically as a. remedy for the 

difficulty now in the way of its productiveness. In the 
meantime the practical method of increasing the pro- 
ductiveness of soils was to manure more highly, and 
our stock of manure could be increased—First, by 

saving what we now lose a great portion of—the urine 
of our cattle, &c., and the gaseous and soluble parts of 

our dunghills. Secondly, by the applieation of what 

is now notoriously wasted—the sewage manures of 

towns and the refuse of many manufactures. Thirdly, 

by the use of imported manures, as bones, guano, Xc, 

On this last point, Professor Johnston stated that 

lately there were actually imported into Berwick-upon- 
Tweed above three or four thousand tons of bones, while 

' last year there were imported six or eight hundred tons 
only. "They had, in fact, on some soils lost their value 

as manures, proving that the supply of no one substance, 

in whatever quantity, would meet the wants of plants, 

Asa balance to this great diminution in the quantity of 

bones used, there were imported during last year into 

Berwick about 5000 tons of guano, 

Professor Johnston then spoke on the importance of 

education to the farmers, 1t was of the utmost im- 

portance that they should educate their sons—not their 

bodies but their minds. In every town you will see 

manufacturers that are bringing up one and two of a 

family as farmers; and how are they fitting them to 

hold this station? not by sending them to drudge at 
farm work, but by educating them in the principles on 

which all good farming depends ; and if ever the time 
should come when these or uneducated farmers’ sons 

shall be tenants of the land, it is easy to foresee on 

whom the choice will be. The very maintenance of 

their station in society thus depends on the farmer 

educating his family. 
After the conelusion of the lecture, Mr. Tuomson 

spoke on the proper method of managing the dung- 
heap. It consisted in due attention to the supply of 

air and water. The best plan was to prepare a hollow 

surface with a tank in the centre, and on this to place 

the manure ; it should be compressed and covered if 

intended to lie long before use or left loose and lightly 

Covered, and oceasionally wetted in order to draw the 
air through the heap if intended to be used soon. In 
fact, vegetable decomposition was a true though slow 
and imperfect combustion. Keep the air from it, and 
you render it impossible to be rotted; supply air 
abundantly, and you rot it rapidly. 

_ Mr. Crompton was then called upon to state his expe- 
rience in liquid manure tanks. He had had many years 
experience, and had used the liquid on all sorts of 
crops. Almost any form of tank or mode of construc- 

tion answered if it were made large enough. The 
Material used in making it soon became impervious 

‘om the infiltration of matter. He applied about 25 
cubic yards of the manure per acre by means of a 
water-cart and short hose, by which the man walking 
ehind spread the liquid as he walked—no pierced 

Spout had answered with him. He had for 14 years on 
one field applied no other manure than this ; each year 
he had cut two great crops of Grass the first for 
hay ; the next for green food. 
A gentleman from Aberdeen spoke next, saying as 

regarded the needful size of the tank, that he had a yard, 
Covered over and containing 50 head of cattle—that 

these cattle were well littered, and that in seven months 

ey had yielded 19,000 gallons of urine over and above 
e quantity required thoroughly to moisten the straw. 

This was collected in a tank of 20,000 gallons contents 
below the yard—the size which he had been advised by 
Professor Shier to construct. 

Mr. Surrg, of Deanston, then rose, and in reference 
to the subject of town sewerage spoke of the plan to 
Which we have already alluded in this paper for collect- 
tng the sewage-water of London and distributing it in 
the adjacent country. He said that it could be delivered, 
U fact spread, at a distance of 11 miles from London for 
3d. per ton, He mentioned a farm near Glasgow of 300 
"acres, on which 500 cowswerekept. The urine from these 
ows was collected in a tank, and pumped up, and thence 
through pipes into the fields, each of which was watered 
by hose from these pipes. The laying of these pipes had 
Cost 30s, per acre, and the crops thus treated were very 
he indeed. Mr. Smith also spoke of the propriety of 
Orough draining dung-heaps, collecting the liquid 
ne out of them and spreading it over the heap again. 

t inan ieal 

on which, however, the following notes will be read with 

interest :— 
Discussion on DmarwagE.—Mr, Parkes commenced 

by saying that everybody knew that land was injured by 

excess of water. This had the effect of increasing the 
difficulties attending the mechanical working of the 

soil; it lowered the temperature of the soil; it hindered 

air from entering it, and rain from descending through it. 

These injurious effects are by no means confined to 

our naturally wet clayey soils ; they are apparent over 

large districts of siliceous sandy soil. The effect of wet- 
ness is apparent when we compare our naturally wetwith 

our naturally dry soils. The difference is enormous, as 
every farmer, knows, poth in the expense of, and in 

the returns from their cultivation. Well, the object of 

drainageis toassimilate the naturally wet to the naturally 

dry soils, to confer on the former artificially all those 
valuable qualities which are possessed by the latter 

naturally. Drainage has hitherto been too shallow ; 

speaking practically, instances are numerous in which 

land drained shallow has not been drained at all, while 

when afterwards drained deeper, the evil has been 

cured, The attention which the Society has, during 

the few past years, directed to the subject, has resulted 

both in the collection of a vast mass of facts bearing upon 

this and other points, and in the improvement of the 

machinery required. A few years ago, 1000 feet per 

diem was the utmost which any tile machine was capable 

of making, but now we have machines with the “faculty” 

of emitting 20,000 feet of tile pipe in the same period, 

[Mr. Parkes did not refer here to the power required to 

work these machines, but of course we suppose he means 

that in both cases the power used was the same. If this be 

so, the difference appears enormous, considering that the 

application of the power is as simple as can be imagined, 

and almost, we should have conceived, incapable of ad- 

mitting contrivance for inereasing its efficiency. Its 
effect is simply the compulsion of a semi-fluid or plastic 
material through an aperture.] The theory of deep 

drainage was first and almost perfectly enuneiated so 

long ago as the year 1652. A work,“ The English Im- 

prover Improved, &c., &c., by Captain Walter Bligh, a 

Lover of Ingenuity,” which then went through three 

editions, states the principles and the facts of this sub- 

ject as clearly as they could be stated now, and to that 

work may be attributed much of the isolated truth ex- 

isting here and there on the subject all over the country. 

[Mr. Parkes then read several most apposite and in- 

structive extracts from this work, which we shall here- 

after take the opportunity of laying before our readers.] 

The condition of the soil with regard to water will be 

ascertained by considering the effects relatively of 

evaporation from the surface, and capillary action from 

below. The one tending to dry the active soil, the 

other to keep it wet ; the one not in most soils capable 

of neutralizing the other, and in some incapable even of 

keeping pace with it; for this reason, among others, 

that it acts only during 12 hours of the day, while the 

other acts day and night. 

The object of drainage is to render the soil pervious 

to air and rain — the atmosphere, as proved by its in- 

fluence in the operation of fallowing, is a boundless 

storehouse of manure; then, why not let it deeply into 

the land ? 
Mr. Parkes then gave us the history of his operation 

at Strathfieldsaye, stating that in his opinion they exhi- 

bited the whole theory and effect of true land drainage. 
The land was a stiff clay, 5, 6, and 7 feet thick. It had 

been shallow drained, i.e. at depths of 18, 24, 36,and even 

42 inches, but ineffectually. He dug a pit 4 feet 10 

inches deep without getting any water in it, while, not- 

withstanding /hat, he could absolutely squeeze the water 

out of the top soil. No sooner, however, had he sunk 

6 or 7 inches deeper than the water rapidly filled in. 
had made a drain 350 yards long at that depth 

through the field, and that drain for 76 days had run 

about a gallon a minute, while a drain placed in the 
same ditch, bub only 3 feet 6 inches deep, had hardly 
delivered any water at all. The deep drain had delivered 

about 5 tons of water daily. In fact, the quantity of 

water that had flowed out of it constituted a bed 5j 

inches thick over the 4200 square yards which the 

drain represented. The soil in this case lay ona bed 

of free water, and, considering the enormous powers of 

capillary action which that stiff soil possessed, no wonder 
that it was continually wet. His success at Strathfield- 

saye had ioned a perfect revolution of opinion in © said it was of great imp 
Qo of view that farmers should prepare their manure 

lo in one body and all at once, but in different sec- 
uS each for its own crop, and to be got ready for 

Pplieation at its proper period. 
ord Portman then made a few remarks on the value 

of education to the farmer, and on the capital result of 

this the first attempt at annual discussion on practical 
Points at the Society’s meetings ; and the assembly then 
Ispersed, è 

tap ednesdoy, July 15.—The town is becoming very 
ull. There has been a considerable attendance in the 
Mplement yard all day. A publie trial of Thrashing 
EA Wiunowing Machines took place at 12 o'clock. Mr. 
See's Corn-dressing Machine appeared to act ad- 
Sey ; the feed-roller of it was capable of delivering, 
ime the fans and riddles of cleaning, the work of the 
at y Worst of thrashing-machines—full of broken straw 
RBS Sorts of rubbish. 

e day closed with an admirable lecture by Mr. 
*8 on the subject of Drainage, followed by a discus- 

a in which Mr, Smith, of Deanston, took a part, 
ave not time to give a full report of this lecture, 

Park 
Sion, 

that neighbourhood, so that men who laughed at the 
idea of a deep drain before he came there were now 
RE their land by drains 6 feet deep and 4 poles 
EI er. 

Mr. Parkers then called attention to some causes of 
stoppage to which drains were liable. There are cer- 
tain deposits of an unctuous and sometimes of a ferru- 
ginous character liable to accumulate in pipes. These 
he avoids by using a small and a cylindrical pipe: the 
current.of water is thus made smaller and more rapid, 

and therefore better able to remove deposit. In one 
ease he had obtained an analysis of this deposit ; and 

Mr. Philipps had informed him that it consisted of 27 

percent: of the peroxide of iron, 49 per cent. of silica 

and alumina, and 23 per cent, of organic matter ; and 

it was suggested that it was a chemical deposit rather 
than a mechanical infiltration—that in fact the earbonic 

acid derived from the decomposition of the organic mat- 

ter in the soil had dissolved out a portion of the; pro- 

toxide of iron in the soil, carried it down in solu- 

tion in the water, in? which, as soon as it reached 

the air in the drain, the protoxide became a per- 

oxide—the carbonic acid left it, and it was deposited. 

Now in the case of slow precipitates of this kind, the solid 
ticles as they form are the finest known particles of 

matter in existence, and it requires but little force of 
water inan open tube to carry them wholly away. In 
fact, a bog containing much ferrugi matter had 
been drained by him with perfect success, and the pipe 
had remained open during the months they had been in 

2 ction. 
Another liability to stoppage arose from the roots of 

trees inserting themselves, A single fibre would enter ; 

but it would (running up against the stream) divide 

itself out into a perfect brush of fibres, It was of the 

utmost importance to keep away from hedge-rows ; and 

when they must be crossed, use very long pipes, socket- 

ing into one another. > 
Mr. Parxes then directed attention to certain natural 

aids to drainage, independently of what might be called 
the porosity of the soil, Amongst these were water- 

seams, unclosed cracks, worm-holes, &e., all of which 

continually occurred in the very stiffest clays. The 

lecturer then recommended the use of the subsoil 

plough, the position of drains up and down the hill, the 

abolition of all surface-water furrows. He then ex- 

plained why a deep drain runs before a neighbouring 

shallow one, after a heavy rain, using the well-known 

simile of a cask once emptied running at the lowest tap 
first, when water is poured in; and he attempted to ex- 

plain, what he stated to be a fact, that rain-water will 

run off quicker on deep-drained than on shallow-drained 

land of the same texture. 
He then spoke of the policy of having air-drains to 

ventilate the soil—a term which he said was absurd. 

Air find its entrance to the land, not up pipes—he had 

never been able to find a current up pipes—but by the 

surfage, dissolved or mixed in the rain-water. It was 

removed from the soil by the action of changes of tem- 

erature, and by absorption into the roots of plants ; 

and other took iis place, Air-drains tended to dry the 

soil; but it was not dryness, but dampness, that was the 

proper object of drainage. 
The remaining part of the lecture was devoted to the 

consideration of the practical operation of drainage. Cy- 

lindrical tubes were best because they were complete, 

requiring no sole, because they were more easily made 

and of less substance than any other form. 
Mr. Parres then spoke of the difficulty of draining 

running sands; he had overcome it by making the 

one long pipe constituting the drain rigid from end 

to end; so that if supported at each end it would 

preserve its position; and he had effected this by 

using short. pieces, one within another. 
He then'directed his remarks to the importance of 

drainage to irrigation, saying that in very many cases 

irrigation, as at present.done, was simply swamp- 

making. 
He stated the advantage of using cesspools at 

the junctions of drains, for the purpose of examining 

the action of each drain; and also in water-meadows, 

‘or the purpose of pouring water in at these openings to 

be distributed through the subsoil by means of the 
drains stopped at their wider ends for the time. He 

concluded by calling attention to various tools manu~ 

factured by Lindon of Birmingham; and to a very 

simple metallic exit-valve for use where drains empty 

below the surface of water; and he recommended all 

water-tight junctions as, e.g., the junction of this valve 
to the terminal pipe, to be made with marine glue, 

Mr. Mansm next addressed the meeting, calling at- 

tention to the practical advantage of having our work- 
people instructed by example in the best methods of 

executing drainage. 

along recommended for j 
longer his experience, the more convinced was he of the 
accuracy of the principles on which those plans were 

founded. Gentlemen need not, thi 

that in following the recommendations he had given 

them, they had thrown their money away. He was 
still confident that the mode of drainage he had recom- 

mended many years ago on the subject was one which 

would prove successful on all soils, and in all circum- 

stances. Mr. Parkes’ experience had extended over 

but a few years, and those, years of peculiar meteoro- 

logical character ; 1844 was a very dry year, the effect 

of which would be to render soils so open as to make 

drainage both then and in the following years more 

easy and capable of being done deeper than had been. 

hitherto. His own experience had exceeded a quarter 

of a century; and he had tried all plans on all soils. 
When he first commenced draining 20 or 30 years ago, 
he had drained deeply, 4 feet deep, and others by his 

advice, in Stirlingshire, had done the same, but after a 

few years all that? drainage proving inefficient, was 

replaced by other drains on the plan recommended in 

his pamphlet, and the success had been perfect. — 
Mr. Smıru concluded by saying that while he main- 

tained the accuracy of his views, in contra-distinetion 

to those of Mr. Parkes, he had expressed himself with- 

out the least acrimonious feeling; that he had known 
and respected Mr, Parkes for many years, and that he 

respected every man who;exerted himself for the true 
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interests of his country. A discussion then followed, 
chiefly on the point broached by the lecturer regarding 
the greater quickness of a deep than of a shallow drain. 
This was at length closed by Lord Portman, who, after 
remarks on the nature of the subject which had been 
discussed, proceeded to read over the Prize List, which 
we now lay before our readers, 

ae 9 PRIZES FOR CATTLE, &c. 
‘DED THE MJ 

Vd AGRICULTU 
AT ETING OF THE 

URAL SOCIETY, HELD AT NEW- 
ASTLE-ON- wi e xs orn JULY, 1846, 

JupeEs: Mr. William pen a West Rasen, near Spital; 
Mr. Robert Cattley, of DA near York ; Mr, ‘Sober Watkin, 
of Plumpton, near Pei 

“CLAS 
The lstprize of 401, for the best Bull calved pr peviously to the 
Ast oi m n., 1844, is adjudged t o No. 415 viz., to Mr. Hopper, 
of Newham Grange, Stockt UH 

The 2d p 4o ze of 15l. in class 1, is &djüdped to No, 22, viz., to 
Mr. Raine, of Morton, Tinmouth, Darlington, 

The prize of 207., for the best Bull, calved since the Ist of Jan n., 
Seide adjudged to No. 55, viz., to Mr. Thomas Wetherell, of 

a] m, 
ASS III. 

the pee of 15l., 2 the LOU Cow in milk or in calf, is adjudged 
o. 61, viz, to Mr. Richard Booth, of Wal alaby, near 

Northallortoe 
ASS IV. 

The prize of 151. for the Wt ien Heifer, not exceeding 3 
ins old, is adjudged to No. 81, viz., to Mr. John Booth, of 
Killerby, near Catterick, | 

Sav. 
The prize of 107., for the ost yearling Heifer, is adjudged to 

0. 104, viz., to Mr, J. Banks Stanhope, of Revesby Abbey, 
near Boston. 

The prize of 107. for the wae Ban “Gale, not exceeding 1 y: 
pi. is adjudged to No. it, viz., Ka Am. James Banks ae 

ear 
—The dunpds Mid commend No, 7, Mr. 

"Thomas coloni Bull; No.. 12, Mr. Harvey's m No. 60, the 
Duke of Buccleugh's Cow ; No. 69, Mr. Fawke: s Cow 

Mr. Weterels i Heifer f Xo! ̂15, 
Mr, Forrest's Bull ; No. 107, ‘Mr. Trotter's Heifer 

IEREFORDS. 
JupGES:Mr. Henry Chamberlain, of Desford, near Leicester; 

Mr. William Trinder, of Wantage; Rev. J. "R. Smythies, of 
Grey Friars, Colchester, 

S I. 
The Ist prize of 401. for the wes Bull, Sues ed to the 

Ist Jan, 1844, is adjudged to No. ^19, vi to Mr. Edward 
Gough, of Gravel zen. nd Shrewibury. 

The 2d prize of 151. in class 1, is adjudged to No. 121, viz, to 
Mr, Edward Williams, oh Howes EUER near Hay. 

ASS II. 
The prize of 201. for the bolt t Bull, calved since the 1st Jan., 

1844,'is inen to No. 122, viz., to Mr. Carpenter, of Eardis- 
land, Leominster. 

CLA D. 
he pone of 151. for the best ci orin calf, is adjudged 

, 126, viz., to Mr. Charles. Walke of Sutton, Tenbury. 

[No porpeiiiion dei fhe spi AE iu, e the best in-calf Heifer, 
not exceeding 3 years old.] 

L AS 
The e of m: Sos E best yearling Heifer, is saindged! to 
No, , to Mr. Carpenter, of Eardisland, near Leo- 
mins iur 

CLASS VI. 
The prize of 107., for the best Bull Calf, not exceeding 1 year 

old, is adjudged to No. 137, viz., to Mr. Carpenter, of Eardis- 
land, near Leominster, 

EVON 
JUDGES: Es William Gillett, HH "Southleigh, near Witney ; 

Mr. Edw. L. Franklin, of Ascott, near Wallingford ; Mr. Wil- 
liam Torr, of Riby, near Caistor, 

The Ist prize of 407., for die bet Br calved previously to the 
UR E January, 1844, is adjudged to No. 144, viz., to Mr. 

e Turner, of Barton. n, near Exeter, 
The: 24 prize of 151, in class 1, is adjudged to No. 142, viz., to 

r, Fouracre, of Durston, near A ind 
CLASS 

SA ne of 20l., S the best Bull, "iiim since the 1st of Jan., 
4, and mor re than 1 year old, is adjudged to No, 145, viz., 

to Es Thomas Bond, of Bishops Lydeard, Taunton. 
LASS III 

The prize of 157., for the best Cow in milk or in calf, is ad- 
judged to No. 148, viz, to Mr. Fouracre, of Durston, near 

CLASS IV. 
fu prize of 502., for the best in- calf Heifer, not exceeding 

years old, is aded to No. 152, viz., to Mr. George Turner, 
ce. near Exete: 

' CLASS Y. 
BEES Rare of 10L, for the best yearling Heifer, is adjudged to 

. 153, viz., to "Mr. Fouracre, of Durston, near Taunton. 
CLASS VI, 

The prize of 107., RE the best Bull Calf, not exceeding 1 je 
old, is adjudged to No. 155, viz., to Mr. Thomas Bond, 
Bish shops Lydeard, ude Taunton, 

CATTLE OF ANY BREED. Not being Short Horns, 
Herefords, or Devons, 

: Mr. Joseph Druce, of Ensham, Oxon ; Mr. Willi 
ran ‘ot ea near Huntingdon ; "Mr. John Elliott, roe 
Chapel Brampton, near Northam mpton. 

The Ist prize of 257, for the best Bull, calved previously to the 
is oi Jan, 1844, is adjudged to No. 159, E to the Hon, 

ugent, of Higham Grange, Hina! 
The "24 prize of 10. in class 1 is adjudged te to No. 1157, viz., to 

Mr. John Marshall, of Long pare, Sealeby. 

The prize of 157. for the eee Bai calved since the Ist Jan. 
4, and more than one year old, is adjudged to No. 164, 

Wiz, i nb Hon M. W. B. Dioni Higham Grange, Hinckley. 

The prize of 15/. for the best Cow in milk, or in calf, is ad- 
judged to 169, no to the Hon. M, W. B. Nugent, of Higham 

range, Hinck 
SS I 

The prize of 107, for the pest! in-calf "etos, not exceeding three years old, is adjudged to No. 176, viz., to the Hon, M. W. B. 
Nugent, of Higham Grange Hinckley. 

The prize of 101, i^ di Dest ating Heifer, is adjudged to 
- 132, viz., to the Hi t, of 

Grange, ENS Ze ise ed e ei 

ORSES. 
JupcEs: Mr. Wi Bete of West Auckland, Durham ; 

Mr. Thos. Crisp, of Geigrave, near Woodbridge ; Mr. William 
Day, of Ensham, Oxon. 

S I. 
"The 1st prize of 40l., for the’ is Stallion for CAD pur- 

Poses, of any age, is adjudged to No. 184, viz., to Mr. Jno, 
Bartropp, of Cretingham Rookery, Woodbridge, 

ien e i of 15L., in class 1, is adjudged to Foe 196, viz., to 
Thos, Richardson, oe Solemain, Brampt 

S II. 
The prize of 151. for ae nae Beyenrs.old Stallion for agri- 

cultural purposes, is adjudged to No, 206, viz., to Mr. Frede- 
rick Thomas, Bryan, deas Leicestershire, 

CLA 5 
The prize of 15l., for the best 25 -years-old Stallion ‘for agricul. 
ae purposes, is adjudged to o No, 217, viz, to Mr, Edward 

PL ‘ills, Molesworth, Mor; 
ASS IV. 

The prize gf dil. for the est Mare and Foal, is adjudged to 
No. 224, viz., to the Right. Hon, Lord St, John, of Melch- 
bourne, ‘Higha im Ferrers, 

The 2d prize of 101, i in class £ 4 is withheld, 

The MU of 107, for the e Rae Filly, is Lobo ay to 
No. 226, viz., to Mr. Thos. Foster, of Scramwood, Rothb 

The prize of 30l., for the best Thorough -bred Stallion, is ad- 
judged to No. 233, viz., to Mr. George Holmes, of Thirsk. 
Canina dations: —'The Judges. commen: . 211, Lord St. 

John’s Stallion. The Judges highly commend No. 231, Mr. 
Furguson's Stallion ; No. 232, Mr. Foxton's Stallion, 

LEIOESTERS. 
JupcES: Mr. Thomas P. Stone, of Barrow, near Lough- 

sy n Mr. John M. Ashdown, of Uppington, near Welling- 
ton, Salop; Mr. John Wright, of Romley, near Chesterfield. 

L. 
The Ist prize of 401. for the foe Shearting Ram, is adjudged 

No, 293, viz., to Mr. George Turner, of Barton, near 
Exeter. 

The 2d prize of 15l. in Gun 1, is adjudged to No. 285, viz., to 
Mr. Robert Smith, of Bun y-on-the Hill, Oakham, 

TASS TI. 
e Ist prize of 301. for d best Ram of any other age, is 
udg ed to No. 313, viz., to Mr. Robert Burgess, of Cotgrave- 
place, near Nottingham. 

The 2d. prize of 15l. in class 2, is adjuged to No. 927, viz., to 
Mr, Pawlett, of Beeston, near Biggleswade, Beds. 

CLASS III. 
The lst prize of 107. for the best pen of 5 Shearling Ewes, is 
asjudged to No. 343, viz., to Mr. George Angas, of Neswick, 

ffield. 
Not ineat merit for the 2d prize of 5l., in class 3 
Commendations.—The Judges highly ran mend—No. d Mr. 

R. Burgess’s Ram ; No. 314, Mr. 'ess's Ram; N . 815, 
Mr. ss’s Ram. They commend —No, 331, Mr. Pawlett'à 
Ram; NOE 332, Mr. Pawlett's Ra: 

SOUTHDO WS: 
Jupars: Mr. Henry Overman, of Weasenham, near EA 

Mr. Edward Pope, of Mapperton, near Beatminster ; 
Edwd. Trumper, of Ld Rack; near Oxford. 

epis ios icm for the eet Shearling Ram, is adjudged 
. 390, viz., to Mr. Jonas Webb, of Babraham, near 

dge. 
the: 2d bridge, of 15l., in class i, is adjudged to aoe 392, viz., to 

Mr. Jonas Webb, of Babraham, near Cambridge. 
S. i 

The Ist pns NS 301., for the best Ram, is adjudged to No. 402, 
viz., to Mr. Jonas Webb of Babraham, near Cambridge, 

The 2d es of 15l, in class 2, is adjudged to No. 399, viz., 
is Grace the Duke of Richmond, of Goodwood, near 

Chichester 
CLASS III. 

ape detprize, of 10l., for the best pen of 5 Shearling Ewes, is 
judged to No. 407, viz., to his Grace the Duke of Richmond, 

of QUod Ond near Chichester. 
in class 3, is adjudged to No. 404, to Mr. 

Barnard, M.P., of Gosfield Hall, Halstead, Essex. 
ONE ae — The Judges highly Cui No. 388, Mr. 

(Ee Webb's R: They RS Ak Mr. 8 Goodlake" 8 
m ; No. 389, Mr. Jonas Webb’: B 400, ie Duke of 

Richdiond's Ram; 403, Mr. Ban ee M P. ’s Ewi 

LONG WOOLLED SHEEP, — Not qualified to compete as 
Leicesters, 

Jupees : Mr. Hen Bateman, E Asthally, near Witney, 
on; Mr. islas NONE of Kingston, near Derby; Mr. 

Charles Clarke, of Aisthorp: rane coln, 
SS 

The let, prize of 40l., for the best Shearling Ram, is adjudged 
Coi n viz., to Mr. Charles Large, of Broadwell, near 

The: E mic of 151., in Ek 1, is Papagan ro No. 414, Vine, to 
Mr. Edward Handy, 

The Ist locit eim 10l., for the eet ed of 5 Shearling Ewes, is 
0. 496, viz., to i Edward Smith, of Charl- 

bury, Wes Kad Oxfordshir 
[No des for the 2d prize of ‘Bl. , in class 3, 
Commendations.—The Judges highly commend No. 425, Mr. 

Edward Smith's Ram. They commend No. 424, Mr. Large’: s Ram. 

SHEEP BEST ADAPTED TO A MOUNTAIN SINE — 
Not qualified to compete as Southdown: 

Cea ja m. Hugh Watson, of Keillor, near. edna Angus, 
seph Üurrah, of Unthank, Stanhope, Durham ; 

M Hinna "Henderson, of VC bad Wooler 

fs D prize of 201. for the ms ind f any age, is adjudged 
. 428, viz., to Mr. Bolam, of Fawdon, Whittingham. 

The A A of 10l., in class 1, is adjudged to No. 440, viz., to 

Wm. Foster, of Burradon, Rothbury. 
OLAS Ty 

The prize of 107. for the best pen of 5 Shearling Ewes, is ad- 
judged to No. 456,viz.,to Mr. sao of Hindthorpe,Jedburgh, 

LASS III. 

me prize of 107. for the best pen of Ewes, of any age, is adjudged 
o No. 462, viz., to Mr. Elliott or Hindthorpe, Jedburgh. 

: Mr. Samuel Wil iey. E Brandsby, near York; Mr, 
jane Glayaen, of Littlebury, near ae on Walden; Mr. Jesse 

Kemp, of Thurlby Grange, Wa Alfor 
ASS I. 

The 1st prize, of 15%. for the best Boar of a large breed, is ad- 
judged to No. 495, viz. to Mr, Richard Hobson, of Park 
Houde, Todas; 

The 2d prize of 5L, in class 1, is adjudged to No. 502, viz., to 
Mr. Mauleverer, òf ‘Arnel z Hal, EY: Thirsk. 

The Ist prize of 150. for a as Hos of a small breed, is ad- 
ans udged to No. 528, viz., r. A. Wilson,of the Abbey, Wigton. 

odd prize of 5l., in. dn 2, aem adju aged t to No. 519, viz., to 

E Robert James, of s ali rece Bu zton, 

The prize of et for the uns Breeding Sow of a large breed, is 
\djudged o No. 537, viz., to Mr. Charles Jackson, of Foss- 

gate, Vos 

igo p 8 s for the best Breeding Sow of a small breed, is 
o No. 556, viz., to Mr, Richard Hobson, of Park 

House Teele. 
SS 

The prize of 107,, for the ies pen of. three Breeding-sow Pigs o! 

the same litter, above four and under ten months old, s 

adjudged to No. 578, viz., to Mr. Wm. Fisher Hobbs, of Marks- 
hall, Kelvedon. 
Commendations. — The Judges very highly commend—No. 

494, Mr. Graham's Boar ; 557, Mr. Hobson’s Sow. They 
high ly commend—No. 517, Mr. Hobson's ow No. 518, Mr. 

2 

No. 574, Mr. Wilson's Sow; Noe 5s», pon of Radnor's Bow 
No. 515, Mr. Hobb’s Boar. They commend —No. 506, Mr. Rid- 
ley's Boar; No. 510, Mr, Ellison’s Boar ; No. 516, Mr. Ilobb's 
Boar; No. 542, Mr. Nutt's Sow; No. 3, 
son's 'Sow; Awe 560, Mr. Hunt's Sow; No, br Mr. March's 
ow; No. Mr, Mareh’s Sow; No. Mr. Timo! rey 

Smith’s ied No. 511, The Rey, C. thompson’ Sow ; No. 572, 
The Rev. C. Thompson's Sow ; No. 5 Mr. Ellison's Sow; 
No, 581, The Duke VE Norici Sow. 

ER : Mr. Hillyard, of Thorpelands, near eaten: H 
. Matthew Pedley, of Smith-street, Warwick 
M wetted of 230, Bermondsey-: street, London. 

WOOL. 
The prize of 107. for the best sample of 10 fleeces of Long Wool, 

is adjudged to Nor 6, viz., to Mr. Thomas Maddison, of Wan- 
don, near Belfor 

SHORT WOOL. 
The prize of 107. for the best sample of 10 fleeces of Short Wool, 

is adjudged to S 12, viz., to Mr. Thomas Elliott, of Hind- 
thorpe, Jedbur; 

MIXED BREED. 
The prize of 107. for the best sample of 10 fleeces of Wool, of 

breed, is adjudged to No, 19, viz., to Mr. Ellison, of 
Sizergh Castle, Kendal, 

AA OFFERED BY THE LOCAL FT 
LACK-FACED SHEEP.—CLAS 

The 1st prize a 101. for the best Ram of any no “is adjudged 
to No. 472, viz., to Mr. Charles Summers, of Park Head, 
Whitfield. 

The 2d prize of 5l. for the second best Ram, in class 1, is ad- 
judged to No, 469, viz., to Mr. H. Philipson, of Allenheads, 
Allendale, 

CLASS II. 
The 1st prize of 107. for the best Shearling Ram is adjudged 

to NUM Au yiz., to Mr. Henry Philipson, of Allenheads, 

The D Due of 5l. for the second best Ram, is adjudged to 
0, viz., to Mr. Charles Summers, of Park Head, Whit- 

pn 
de 

The prize of 5. for the edt pen of Gimmers, is adjudged to. 
483, viz, to Mr, William Dodd, of Paddaburn, Bel- 

pd 

PRIZES B RD BY THE NORTH TYNE AND REDES- 
LE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

The Ist wnt «b 10L for the best pen of pure Cheviot shearling 
s, is adjudged to No. 490, viz., to Mr. Robson, of East 

Keildor, near Bellingham 
The 2d prize of 5L, for the second best pen of pure Cheviot 

shearling Rams, i is adjudged to No. 487, viz, to Mr, Henry 
Thompson, of Ramshope, near News 7l 

EXTRA ST 
BEASTS.—4l. is awarded to No. 584, p to Mr. Booth, of Kil- 

lerby, near Catterick, for Short Horn Cow. 
p F a rrdeg to No, 585, viz., to Mr. Booth, for Short Horr 

AL i awarded to No. 586, viz., to Mr. Crofton, of Holywell, Dur- 
ham, r Short Horn Cow. 
m awarded to No. 590, o Mr, Thomas Wetherell, of 

a SEa n fiato Cait 
i Seea to No. 591, viz., ti Thomas Wilson, of 

horie Hall, Neweastle, for Short- oemei Heifer, 
HORSES.—5l. is awarded to No. 597, viza, Mr. George Trotter, 
of Bishop" s Middleham, fora 

SHE 3l. is awarded to No. 006; viz., to Mr, John Clarke, of 
3 Sutton, Wisbeach, for an qum oved Long- Woolled Ewe. 

5l. is awarded to No. 612, viz., to M T homas Maddison, Wan- 
don, Belford, for five Leicester A. 

» BRANDRETH inns, Director of the Show. 

Thursday, July 16.—The yard rapidly filled this 
morning, an after noon was densely crowded by large 
numbers, who continued to arrive by the trains from 
the Northern, Southern, and Western Railroads, which 
centre in the city. The exhibition of Shorthorn Stock 
was first-rate, as indeed, we might expect from the nature 
of the district. The show of Herefords and Devons was 
poor in numbers. This was also to be expected. The 
show of Horses „was not so good as mainte have been 

the 1 f the Cleve- 
land district: and the first prize was aa to an 
animal of a Southern breed—a Suffolk Punch. There 
was an immense number of entries under the class of. 
Leicester Sheep ; but comparatively few were placed. 
‘This practice, adopted by certain breeders, of advertising 
their stock, for it is nothing else, is much to be repre- 
hended, and ought not to be allowed by the Society- 
hee was a fair show of the Southdown breed, 
Jonas Webb, as usual, carrying off all the head prizes» 
The. Coltewold breed was fairly represented, and there 
was a numerous display of black-faeed Cheviot, and 
other mountain breeds of Sheep. A large number 0 
Pigs, of all sorts BE sizes, and colours, were exhibited, 
and there were numerous entries under the head 
Extra Stock. This is all that our limited time and 
space will at present permit us to say under this head. 

,a numerous body assembled at dinner 
the Pavilion, under the Presidency of Lord Portman; 

and honoured by the presence of his Royal Highness 
the Duke of Cambridge. 

Most excellent: speeches were delivered ; indeed, this 

annual dinner was distinguished amongst the similat 

meetings of thissort for the amount of instruction com 

municated. Lord Portman’s speeches were admirable, 
and his lordship retires from the Presidency of the 
Society, followed, we are sure, by the esteem and grati 
tude of all its members especially of those sib D 

the pleasure of wi his most ortos 

in the execution of his duties as President at Newaaat d. 

The Mayor of the city, Lord Morpeth, Dr. Bucklans 

and others, delivered excellent; addresses, but. the Mn 

speech of the evening was that of Mr. Grey, of Dils P i 
which we hope to be able to Ea SR hereafter ; p 
was well followed and supported by Torr, of Riley, 

in responding to the Toast of the Mene eu 
Mr. Grey had charge of the toast —'* The Labo m i 

He stated that their condition was dependent ultimately 
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on the system of agriculture prevalent ; that where good 
farming prevailed, the labourer was well-off, and vice 
versd ; and that as good or bad farming depended 
Mainly on the connection between landlord and tenant, 
it was to this point that we must come, as the true 
Source of the difficulty in the way of the improvement 
so desirable. Tenancy at will was incompatible with a 
comfortable state of the labourer. Mr. Grey enlarged 
on this most eloquently, and with great force of argu- 
ment. We were delighted to hear go much truth so 
forcibly set forth on this important subject, in the pre- 
sence of men by whom, if it should have the influence on 
them which belongs to the arguments used, and to the 
high standing of the gentleman urging them, it will be 
made so influentially and so extensively useful. We 
shall endeavour to find room for Mr. Grey's remarks 
next week. 
We think the members of the English Agrieultural 

Society may tulate tl lves on the 
of one of the most successful meetings it has yet had. 

Farmers’ Clubs. 
EccrEsrFIELD.— Economy of Making Farm-yard Ma- 

nure.—An essay on this subject was rea Mr, Jeff- 
€ock, at a late meeting of the Eeclesfield Farmers' Club. 

e said, in considering the expenses incurred by the 
agriculturist, I find manures comprise a serious item, 
Land cannot be cultivated to advantage unless it be sup- 
plied with manure of proper quality and in sufficient 
quantity. Good farm-yard manure contains nearly all 
the ingredients required by the plant in the process of 
its growth, from almost the first stage of vegetation, 
until it arrives at maturity. In the process of vegeta- 
tion, the grain committed to the ground contains within 
itself sufficient nutriment, in the form of starch and 
gluten, to enable it, in the first stage, to push a small 
Stem upwards, and to thrust a root downwards, which 
root throws out small fibrous shoots in every direction 
into the soil. This root, immediately on leaving the 
stem, gradually tapers away into fine tendrils, the ex- 
tremities of which consist of a colourless spongy mass, 
full of pores, and it is by means of these spongy fibres 
that the plant is enabled to take in, and send forward, 
the liquid food, with the sap, to the upper parts of the 

$ 1 T 

| 
mises, how often do we witness the very essence of it, 
in the form of liquid manure, allowed to escape either 
into an adjoining ditch, or purposely drained away into 
his pond, where it remains unapplied to any useful pur- 
pose, and where his cattle are daily compelled to wash 
down their food with;a strong solution of it. ere 
exists at the present time in our own village of Eccles- 
field, similar instances of mismanagement ; where the 
drainage from several farmyards is purposely allowed— 
first, to run for a considerable distance along the side of 
the publie street, entirely exposed to the l 

the stables) into a manure heap, by itself on a separate 
part of the premises ; it was thrown up in the usual 
manner, and turned over once, and in the beginning of 
May following i& was used for the growing of Swede 
Turnips, being then in that state which farmers would 
pronounce to be excellent rotten manure. In this state 
it was again put over the weighing machine, and found 
to weigh only 584 cwt., having lost 213 cwt., or more 
than one-fourth of its original weight. Had there been 
40 or 50 tons together in the heap, instead of only 4, 
the f. tion would have been carried on much more p ; 

and afterwards to empty itself into the two ponds in the 
centre of the village, and which are two public watering 
places for cattle, there to undergo putrefaction, and by 
that means to'become injurious in the highest degree to 
the health of the inhabitants. Individuals of the highest 
scientific attainments, as well as the most intelligent 
practical men, all agree that the liquid animal excretions 
are much superior to the dung of cattle. Liebig says, 
* Liquid animal excretions, if suffered to undergo the 
process of putrefaction, contain the greatest quantity of 
ammonia ; and in that form which has lost its volatility, 
and when presented in this condition they are the most 
valuable of all manures, and not the smallest portion is 
lost to the plants. It is all dissolved by water, and im- 
bibed by the roots.” The loss of manure in a liquid 
state in the sewerage drainage of the large towns in 
England is enormous, and appears to be almost entirely 
overlooked ; whilst in Paris and the principal towns on 
the Continent, the drainage from the sewers is applied to 
the land, and considered of the greatest importance in 
furnishing a large supply of the best tillages for agricul- 
tural purposes. Hannam, in his treatise on waste 
manures, informs us that * by applying a portion of the 
sewerage of Edinburgh to 300 acres of Grass-land be- 
longing to Earls Moray and Haddington and others, 
which was formerly let at 40s. to 50s. per acre, now lets 
at 202. to 307. per acre; and they produce crops of the 
richest Grass, not to be equalled, and are cut from four 
to six times a year, and the Grass given to milch cows.” 
—Dr. Granville, in his report to the Thames Committee 
says—* that the sewerage waste of Strasburgh produces 
12,000/. sterling annually,” “and could the sewerage 

plant, and to supply it with that 
which it requires. The leaves have also an important 
function to perform, by extracting from the I 
a large supply of carbon. The food of plants is supplied 
in a liquid or gaseous form. Professor Johnstone in- 
forms us that the organic (or living) part of plants con- 
Stitutes 85 to 99 per cent, of their whole weight, the re- 
mainder being inorganic, This organic part consists of 
Carbon, nearly one-half ; oxygen rather more than one- 

third ; hydrogen, a little more than 5 per cent.; and 
nitrogen, 2 to 4 per cent. The whole of the carbon and 

y drogen, and the greater part of the oxygen and nitro- 
gen, enter into plants in a state of chemical combinatioe 
With other substances—the carbon chiefly in the statn 
of carbonic acid, and of certain other soluble compounds 
whieh exist in the soil ; the hydrogen and oxygen in the 
form of water, and the nitrogen chiefly, it is supposed, 
in that of ammonia and nitrie acid. The inorganic 
matters are obtained by the roots directly from the soil. 
The quality of dung depends, in a great measure, on 
that of the food consumed by the animal, and also on the 
Peculiar construction of the digestive organs of that 
animal, The same kind of food given to animals of a 
different genus will produce exerements of very different 
quality. Thus the horse, the hog, the ox, or cow, al- 
though they may be fed nearly on the samejkind of food, 
the excrementitious matter will vary very much in com- 
Position and quality. The dung of the horse affords 
ammonia in much greater quantity than that of oxen. 
The dung of swine is of a colder nature, and of a soapy 
mass, and forms a manure of great power and dura‘ 
tion, The dung of oxen contains matter soluble in 
Water, and produces, in fermentation, nearly the same 
Products as vegetables. The principal substances found 
in the animal secretions are gelatine, fibrin, mucus, 
fatty or oily matter, albumen, urea, and different saline, 
acid, and earthy matters. Most of these substances 
Will easily undergo decomposition, liberating in the 
orm of gaseous fluids, carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, and 
Nitrogen, which, as we have noticed before, constitute 
the organic part of plants. . Horse's dung is of a hot 
ature, fermenting much more rapidly than that of cattle 
or hogs; and when allowed to remain ix large heaps, neax 
the entrance to the stable or sheds in the farmyard, and 
the violent fermentation allowed to go on unchecked, 
Sreat loss by evaporation takes place, and the fertilizing 

Properties are greatly impaired; and this loss arises 
Wholly from neglig or mi t; for if it 
Were spread regularly and evenly over the farmyard, 
and properly mixed with the fæces of the cattle and 
Swine, which are of a much colder nature, no such in- 
Jury would take place, and the one would correct the 
other, and the general quality of the manure be im- 
Proved. Straw from Wheat, Oats, Barley, Peas, Beans, 
a or any other vegetable matter, being mixed with 

€ animal fæces, very much augment and materially 
affect the quality of farmyard manure, the constituent 
Parts of these substances being principally earth and 
Sarthy soluble salts, and in different proportions, whieh 
Y entering into combination with the animal and more 

foluble matters in the dung, retard the too rapid putre- 
action of them, and when in a proper state of pre- 

foU and amalgamation form the most efficacious 
th durable manures that we have. Notwithstanding 
h e. great advantage that accrues to the farmer in 
AYing a large stock of good manure upon his pre- B 

drainage of Leeds be applied to agrieultural purposes, it 

is calculated that it would amount in value to 50,0007. 
per annum, and that of London to the immense sum of 

900,0007. per annum.— We next proceed to consider the 
method of preparing the manure in the farmyard. Let 

all the buildings and sheds around it be spouted ; and 

the delivering-spouts so arranged that the water may be 

made to flow into the yard, or not, at the option of the 

owner. In situations where it is praeticable, let the 

floor or bottom of the yard be a little concave, in order 

‘that the straw, &e., may be well saturated with the 

liquid. Make drains from all the stables, cowsheds, pig- 

geries, the dairy, and the kitchens, into the manure- 

yard. Make a spacious tank, in the most convenient 

part of the yard, to receive all the surplus liquid which 

is not required for absorption by the litter in the yard. 

Having thus prepared the yard, proceed to cover the 

bottom with any vegetable refuse that requires the 
longest time to decompose, such as stubble, tops of Po- 
tatoes, &e., and cover these with the litter from the 

stables and cow-houses, and in so doing take care that 

the dung of the different animals be spread in equal 

layers and well mixed. | When cattle are fed in the 

yard, occasionally remove the eribs that the dung may 

be more equally spread and trodden. In order to keep 

itin an equal stat of moisture, occasionally return to 

it the surplus liquid manure from the tank, or apply 

water the first opportunity that may occur from the 

delivering spouts around the yard. When the ma- 

nure has accumulated in the yard as high as is conve- 

nient, it may then be removed and formed into a manure 

heap in the field where it is intended to be applied. 

'The site may be covered with a layer of earth or 

road-serapings, if they can be obtained, which will 

imbibe the moisture at the bottom. The heap may 

be square or oblong, with sloping sides, and should not 

exceed six feet in height; and care should be taken that 

the litter be of an equal moisture, and spread regularly, 

thinly, and lightly over the heap, that an equal putre- 

faction may ensue ; and care must be used that no lumps 

remain unbroken, but be well shaken out and mixed, A 

manure heap, treated in this manner, will be ready to 

apply to the land in about two months, without turning. 

Should it be desirable to postpone the decomposition of 

the manure for a longer period, it may be done hy mak- 
ing the heap as hard as possible by treading and carting 

over it, and adding a layer or two of earth five or six 
inches in thickness, at equal distances, in forming the 
heap, and covering the whole over again with earth on 
the outside so as to exclude the air, and in this state it 
may be kept uninjured for nearly 12 months, but requir- 
ing to be turned over and lightened up a month or so 

before it is applied to the land. When a manure heap 

is thrown up, regularly and lightly, as observed above, 

it is then that the violent fermentation takes place, 

which causes the decomposition of the; animal and ve- 
getable matter which it contains, by which process 
the ingredients so necessary to vegetation are liberated, 

and enter into a chemical combination with each other, 

and will pass off (if not prevented) in large quantities, 

in the form of carbonic acid and ammonia; and if ne- 

glected, and thus allowed to escape, the farmer sustains 

great loss both in tlie quantity and the quality of his 

manure, This will appear pretty clearly, by the fol. 

‘owing statement of an experiment that I made some 

time ago—proving the loss in quantity. In November 

I placed 4 tons of long fresh litter (lately thrown from | i 

violently, and the evaporation more rapidly ; conse- 
quently, I think it reasonable to suppose, the proportion- 
ate loss would have been greater, and probably nearer 
one-third, instead of one-fourth, would have been ab- 
stracted from the original weight of the fresh litter, as 
no means were applied to prevent evaporation. The 
loss in weight is attended also by the loss of a very valu- 
able portion of the manure by evaporation. In order to 
prevent the loss of gaseous fluids during the process of 
fermentation, the manure heap should be lightly covered 
over with a coating of ashes, peat, charcoal, or saw-dust, 
or other absorbents ; and this coating should be well 
saturated with a mixture of sulphuric acid and 
water ; about ten gallons of water to one of the 
acid. When enough of this acid mixture has been 
applied, there will be little smell, a great part of the 
ammonia being absorbed by the acid and the charcoal, 
and the charcoal absorbing also a considerable quantity 
of the earbonie acid from the heap. I do not approve 
of the decomposition of the manure being earried on to 
too great an extent: a certain state of fermentation is 
necessary to liberate its various properties more rapidly; 

but itis in the soil to which the manure is to be applied 

that its strength should be developed, and not in the 

heap ; a medium state of decomposition is, therefore, to 
be preferred. During the dressing and cleaning of 
fallows, I would abolish the custom of burning the 
twitch, stubble, &e., as being an extravagant practice ; 
for although the ashes and inorganic matter which re- 
main after burning contain valuable properties, yet these 
are obtained by too great a sacrifice of vegetable matter. 
Let every farmer consider how he can, by every possible 

means, accumulate the largest mass of vegetable and 
animal matter from around his farm and about his 
premises during the year; let him collect the stubble 

and twitch of the fields, the refuse of his garden, or- 

chards, and stack-yards, the scourings of his ditches, 

ponds, and watercourses, and weeds of every description 
before their seeds are ripe, and form the mass into a 
heap, well mixed together, and saturate this occasion- 
ally with liquid manure from the tank, or should that 
not be at hand, with some diluted acid: turn the heap 
once or twice, and this will form an additional quantity 
of excellent compost for his Grass land. 
endeavoured to show that the profits of the agriculturist 

ina great measure depend upon the proper manage- 

ment of his manures. He ought therefore to display 

the same care and anxiety to procure large heaps of 

manure in his fields, that he does to obtain large stacks 

of hay and corn, in and around the buildings upon his 

premises ; for unless he possess the former, he will fail 

in producing the latter. Manure manufactured on the 

farmer’s own premises, if well managed, possesses this 

Y d it is genui nd (perhaps with the 

exception of bones) stands pre-eminent above all the 

rest for efficacy and durability. If the energies which 
England possesses were put forth vigorously and 
effectively in the thorough draining of the wet lands of 
this country, and only one-half of the waste manures of 
our large towns and villages were applied usefully to the 
soil, an important source of additional employment to 
our labouring population would be opened, and instead 
of having to pay 500,0007. to foreigners annually for 

bones and rape-dust alone, I think it is reasonable to 

suppose, that in a short time she would be able not only 

to furnish her own tillages, but also to produce corn 

sufficient for her population, independent of a foreign 

supply.” On the conclusion of the paper, Mr. T. Turner, 

of Eastwood, observed that he had listened to the ex- 

cellent paper that had just been read with pleasure, 

and was sure it was calculated to do a deal of good, if 

his plans were carried out. He had pursued the Same 

plan with regard to the spouting of his buildings and 
creating tanks last autumn, and was well repaid for the 

outlay. He had made many experiments with artificial 
manures, but he found that the advantages of the appli- 

cation ofliquid manure were fully borne out, and even. 

exceeded ; and that if farmers would only attend 

properly to the making of. good farm-yard manure, and 
prevent the liquid manure and drainings from the farm- 

yard from running away in the manner described in 

Mr. Jeffeock’s paper, they would have better crops, 

and less need of artificial manure, for, in his opinion, 

no artificial manure was equal to home-made manure. 

Miscellaneous. 
Hoddesden Agricultural Training School.—At the 

late public distribution of prizes at the half-yearly 

closing of this flourishing seminary, Sir Charles Napier, 

N., in the course of a characteristic speech, urging 

the importance of Education to the Farmers, made the 

following statement of his agricultural experience -—~ 

* The land which he farmed had formerly produced only 

4 or 5 quarters of Oats to the acre, an amount of pro- 

duce with which the farmers of the district were con- 

tented; but by means of a proper system of cultiva- 

tion he had last year got 11 quarters to the acre, No 

other land in the neighbourhood had produced so much ; 

have- 

ji 
D. 
ia 
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Potatoes I have omitted, as the prices, as before stated, FOROR of flour in favour of No. 3 upon egual weights of ^ val. and his Wheat now was, he belived, among the finest in ] 

i the country. When told that the farmers of this | would be merely nominal. Tae eron eh Me Hannan. explains tices MOn IE [ 

| country could not compete with those of foreign coun- Ee et rea " jr a "9 5 ing results is, that as the sugar in the green plant becomes 
tries, his answer had been ‘plough deep ; ciear out i Aag (E Bus B g A Ag | changed into the starch o Wheat, so if permitted to re- 

| i (dis d oduce will be as fine and| Year. $8 ae BE ë g E @& | main till fully ripe another change will take place, the starch 
| Roar weeds, ant your, pr T 5 E FEES oo ü & 3 89 | becoming gradually converted into woody fibre ; for it is a well- 
| abundant as that of any country in the world’ But E a FQ aJe nown chemical fact, that sugar, starch, and fibre, are com- 
| fhere was a disinelination amongst many farmers to ———|——— | posed’ of the dam too eal gurani A in the same 

4 t id. 4 v dis. ets.|dls. cts.|dls, ets.| ets. | ets. | cts. ets, | proportions, and are one and the same substance in various 

i im rove.» they pent Pu RADO ye deste Ee 183 10 50| 4 00 Hn 10 5 | 374 6 forms—in some such way as water, ice, and snow are different 

i fathex did well this way, and I shall do the same. But) 155, |10 50| 5 00] s. 124 | 6 | 97» | 6 | forms of one combination of oxygen and hy: 
i they must go on improving now, if they would fener 1834} 10-25 | 5 00) oes ee MELAR ol M EA honge id NOON Gir takes plage in nai 
qu - : i i on improving, he, for 1835 | 11 50 6 00; 7 00 50 6 vegetables, and it is by taking it into account that we can ex- 

l wh ki pas M nd d Sacs DAL n £5 a} 1836 |12 50| 8 00} 9 00} 18 8 50 6 plain the curious fact shown in the Tables that the ripe Wheat 
| bui ee sg ^ A ^| 4837 |13 50| 6 0010 00| 15 | 7L | 623] 6 |contains 50 per cent. more “flinty particles”—“ pollard,” or 
| few years, instead of being asnow, an importing country, 1538 | 14 00| 8 00] 10 50) 18 | 8 62$ | 6 | *sharps,"—than the “raw cut grain." Hence it is no wonder 
i we should be an exporting one.” 1829 |14 00| 4 50| 7 50| 15 | 5 | 624| 6. | that the flour of the ripe should be less free in the grain. 
| " 1840 12 00; 4 50 6 00| 125 | 5j 56 6 Mr. Hannam also claims a ** better quality of flour,” for the 

| Mode of Using Flux-seed for Feeding Cattle, &c.— | 1841 |11 00} 8 50| 5 50 Hh 6 2 &.. zaw cut grain, ond quotes the Salle OF Professor Johnston, 
E ; i i 1842 |10 50 3 00 4 00 5 aT. 6 o whom samples were sent, from which it appears (see ** Lec- | She seed given by ioci ie tao strong and oily. i bevery isis |19 o| 3 73 | 4 50| 10 Hi 374 | 6 — | tures,” p. 734) that the f 

wholesome food; and, besides this, the mueilaginous | 1844 | To oo| 3 50| 4 50| 114} 4$ | 374| 6 Raw Wheat contained 9:9 per cent, of gluten. i 
matter prevents the seed from being bruised by the| 1845 f10 00| .. 50| 14 | 54 | 87h) 7 Ripe do. o. 9:6 do. do. 

3j E ae l'he other advantages claimed for cutting early, are a better animal’s teeth, or dissolved by the gastrie juice. It is 

much better to take the bolls to a mill, where there are 
edge stones, without thrashing out the seed, and to have Mens 

mentioned. 
| them ground under the stones, set very close, or have RAS WERT TULERIT cho reh tens th ] die: 5a n REA TIT owing to there being more soluble matter in the fresh than the | | the seed cracked in an oat bruiser; or, the small y, | Oxen in | Tarooyr-fTwo year] Dairy | wemers | dry straw. In tact, the additional weight of straw is nearly al 
| farmer, when no other means are within his reach, may yoke: if i E an additional weight of nutritive matter, starch, sugar, &€» 

use a metal pot, bedded in clay, and pound the bolls dis. dis. d. nr “dis. cts, | Which would when dead ripe have become fibre ; and therefore 
| in it, with a hard wood pestle, made to fit the bottom 70 24 14 27 2 95 CES consequence to the SES E. b ec SET dodo * z " 5 98 35 9 5 rticle 004 or as a manure. ) Hà e pace to allut 

of the pot.* About. dozen of strokes are sufficient to a 23 2 ee 2 45 | to the other indirect advantages which Mr. Hannam claims for 
make the bolls into a fine meal. The chaff and seed, 105 32 24 35 2 00 | carly reaping Wheat, nor can we follow his arguments or facts 

| mixed together, afford most excellent nourishing food. 85 28 20 25 1 75 |5 eG ene ae on the ponte apaa d E: HORE | F E " Coa 6 ever, we have been able to give our readers an idea of the cast | It may be given steamed or boiled ; but it is best to w A M 20 1 32 | asitnow stands, or to draw their attention to the further in- | steep the mixture from 12 to 24 hours in cold water, 58 u 9 13 1 og | vestigation of the subject, we shall have done them good 
and then mix it up with lukewarm water, to the con- 60 16 10 14 1 95 | service. n a : f 

sistence of a gruel. It will have formed a rich, finely- 65 17 12 17 2 12% In conclusion, we give Mr, Hannam's estimate, based on i 
ilissplvod jelly, easily digested, and of the most whole- 70 20 14 18 1 35 experiments of the money value of an acre of the same Wheat 

some and nutritive quality, excellent to be given to cows 
for produeing plenty of milk and butter, for horses, for 
young cattle, or for pigs; a pint of linseed, and half-a- 
bushel of the chaff, may be given at a feed} A farmer 
who has once experienced the advantages of saving the 
seed bolls of his Flax crop, will never neglect it again, 
as they can be turned to much advantage in one way 
or other,—5th Report, Flax Society. 

Average Prices of Agricultural Produce in State of 
New York, U. S.—In giving the Tables of prices asked 
for in your sixth question I have thought it not expedient 
to rely simply on farm books. These, though correct 
as far as they go, could not indicate average prices. 
I have, therefore, resorted to the books of extensive 
dealers in the several products, giving in all cases the 

In the above Table each animal is priced separately, 
with the exception of oxen in yoke, where the price of 
a pair or yoke is given. I have not included wool in 
any of the above products, as you make it a separate 
subject of inquiry in your 27th interrogatory.—Reply 
of Colonel H. S. Randall to a Treasury Circular. 
Published in the “ Cortland Democrat? 

Calendar of Operations. 
JULY 

We shall devote a paragraph here to the detail of a few 
experiments chiefly by Mr. Hannam, of North Deighton, near 

erby, whose results exhibit the policy of cutting Wheat 
before it is dead ripe. It will be remembered that the object 
of the farmer generally is to supply the miller, not the seeds- 
man; an e may reasonably depart from the course in- 
dicated by nature, whose object being to prepare the grain as 

cut raw and ripe. 
No. III, Cut a fortnight before ripe . . £14 
a a e AE okie cou on! | 

18 0 
3118 

Notices to Corre ipondenits, 
A»oPLEXY—Jnquirer—The disease you speak of is apoplexy. 

The blood-vessels being in a full state, and the blood suddenly 
determined to one 

Box-rEEDING— /nquirer— We prefer it; our cattle did better on 
that plan last winter than when fed in stalls. e compound 
is profitable to consume; more so than oilcake at 8%. or 9 

on. The last price we paid for Linseed was 64s, per quar- 
ter; we do not know what its price in Bristol is now. About 
erecting boxes, see page 110, col. c, “Sundries.” We do not 
sink the floor, 

Draws—Lmbryo—The water does get into these pipes. There 
is no doubt of that. The mode in which it enters the tube is, 

seed, is best effected by permitting it thoroughly to ripen before 
it sheds itself, There is thus nothing which can at the outset 
be objected to the course which these experiments indicate as 
the best to follow—there is no à priori ground on which any 
fears that they are inaccurate can rest, 

Mr. Hannam's first experiment was executed in 1840, Three 
samples were cut, viz, respectively :— 

0. toe ger 

average prices paid to the producer. For the following 
Table of prices of the cereal grains, pulse, &c., I am 
indebted to Mr. Abraham Mudge, a miller of standing 
in this place, (30 miles south of the Erie canal. 

FARM 

D n ~~] Indian Buck- . Aug. 4, 1840 done with a heavy sickle in one han d a wooden hook in 
n "Year. | Wheat.| Corn. | Barley.) Oats. | wheat.| Peas. . Raw » . Y . Aug. 18 e other, The corn is hewed down and gathered into 
[ I i ARR aii) ODE sheaves by the same man, 
hi | dls. cts.|dls. cts.| cts. cts. | cts. Cts. These were thrashed and carried to market, when the fol- | Lime: ‘ugolk—Y our land is poor from over-croppiug. Then 
i 1832 1 12] 0 56} .65 35 | 44 60 lowing prices were put upon them :— do not lime it—that would but the more effectually exhaust 
p: 1833 i 12 0 56 65 38 44 62 No; I. . . . " + 61s. per quarter its fertility, nd itis not 1 i to sow oil-cak give 

n 1834 | E} 0 62 60 37 | 40 62 II. . * R £ . 648, ^ it to your stock, and use their manure on the land, "Or 

"n 1835 1 25| 0.69 75 98 | 56 15 I. Syd. ais ete eau or Gk apply guano : sow 3 cwt, of Peruvian guano broadcast in wet 
D 1 38] 0 87 15 40 | 50 75 In 1841, a more extensive experiment was instituted ; 5 sam- | weather, 
n 1837 2 00| 1 00| 75 411762: 80 ples of half-a-rood each were cut, viz,— Roorinc—TZ' Yonge— We beg[to state more expressly than we 

i 1838 1 60} 0 88; 70 42 50 75 No. I. Very green x X » . Aug. 12 did last week, that we haye no personal knowledge of the 

Ji 1839 1 50| 0 80| 62 38 50 62 II. Green D . . . . Ang. 19 relative merits of Ms and C.'s nufactures; for we have H 

i 1840 1 25} 0 62} 50 30 38 50 Ill, Raw . " A 2 " . Aug. 26 had no experience of the efficiency of the latter. Both we | 

i} 141 | 1 7| 0 62| 50 28 38 50. TY. i C E PO eae ese. TER know to be highly spoken of by those who have tried theme 
iM 1842 1 6| 0 60 45 5 38 50° wistpeuws nel T, I T Sept, d Make further inquiry before you choose for yourself, 
il 1843 0 88 0 44 40 | 320 31 40 These samples were thrashed, and the samples were as | SMALL Farm—Capstick—The meeting at Newcastle has inter- 

M 1844 | 0 85| 0 44| 40 20 30 44 follow :—No. 5 (ripe) was “bold, but coarse;" Nos.1 and 2| fered with our intended article on this subject. Excuse the 
| 1845 | 0 90} 0 50 49. | 25 31 40 (green), “fine in the skin, but small;" ai os. 3 and 4| further delay of a week. 

HEAT-GROWING Wanrs—Homo being exceedingly desirous 
of correctly ascertaining whether, upon an average of sea 
sons, Wheat can be successfully or, in other words, profit- 
ably grown upon an upland farm in Wales, which averages 
700 feet in height above the sea, situated in latitude 539— 
perhaps some of our practical readers, who may occup; 
farm in a similar situation, will kindly state their experience 
as to their success in obtaining fair crops of this grait, 
and likewise their time of sowing, in order to obtain a suc 
cessful result. 

(A mmunications reaching town after Wednesday 
cannot be answered the same week, 

sPlavkets, 
SMITHFIELD, Monpay, July 13.—Per Stone of 8 Ibs, 

Best Scots, Herefords, &c. 3s 10t04s 0 | Best Long-wools = sto -i 

e 8 g £ = so E = 5 g $ H & % 3 &. B Ei L E = £ B e ^ E S B. Š $ $ 13 s g E 5 B g * 
(The prices of 1845 estimated up to the 15th of October.) 

To enable you to compare the prices of the southern | 199 early. ie, Baxaples were shown at the Anz 
counties with those of the markets on the Erie canal, Pom i di seal thE Eee aha 
(which are supposed to correspond with those of New udges, who awarded to it “an extra premium, wit] 
York, bating the price of transportation,) I append tho | high commendation of the sample No. 3, cut à fortnight before 

a following Table. I am indebted for it to George |" : 
Geddes, Esq., of Tyler, (one of the most intelligent and | afterwards by the opinion of a publie meeting, in order to 
correct of our New York agriculturists,) who collected 
it for me from the books of the most extensive grain 
merchants in Syracuse. The averages are taken be- 
tween the Ist of April for each year, except 1845, 

Toun 

which only extends to August, Best Short Horns ” - itto (shorn) < 3 8 
i Grain. Second quality Beasts - 210 3 4| Ewesand second quality — ~g 
n Y wi s. pie alves - - - -40 46 Ditto (shorn) = 8 4 9$ 
i! ear, heat. |Indian Corn| Barley, Oats. Best Downs & Half-breds — —|Lamb - - - -50 55 
i pn Weight Flour, |Pollard.| Bran. | Waste. | Cut. Ditto (shorn) ~- 4 0 4 4| Pigs AR ADT ei 

dis, cts. ets; Aa) n Pens, Beasts, 3110; Sheep and Lambs, 33,780; Calves, 935; Pigs, 150, jg 
i 1840 0 86 44 45.1 28. Neo Hodie nds eren MEER TE 
ji 1841 0 98.7 52.1 46 31.5 st. lbs. | st, Ibs. | st. Ibs, | st. Ibs, | lbs. ut the demand has increased; best qualiiies are readily disposed of at es ii 1842 1 067 44.2 35 26 61012]|9 1 $ Raw, | %P quotasions.—Lamb trade remains about the same, trade for Cal¥ 
Ji 1843 0 87.5 47.1 36 19 We | continues heavy; and for Pigs very duli indeed, 
| 1844 0 90 43.1 53 22 HEAP Inat 28 dood at QA: " sach dace aca mele ER | 844 " d hi trade amongst ti ta; Monday’ D i 1845 os | Á 1912 5| 2 [Rip. fully supported, and in some instancon a Hie pma" realised Dho vt 
ii eight per bushel of or Sheep ls rather dull, but prices remain the seme, Lamb ia not quis 
f 3 i ; qualities make about 68 8d, but seco! 
Wil For the prices of pork, eggs, and feathers, I am in- are rather lower Calf tado i heavy; ie difficult to make over 4a 4d 0f 9 

| J i .— Pork: trade is a little betters | debted to Messrs. J, Barber and Son, extensive dealers| No.| Grain Flour. Pollard. Bran, | #908 "Beasts, 708 5 Sheep and Lambs, 11,8103 Calves, 407; Pigs, 20, ia | of Homer; for those of butter and cheese, to James E: m 41, West Smithfield 
Ji Van Valen and Co., of this „place, who S. S. lbs, lbs OOL.—Bnrrisn, FRIDAY, July 17. i . D 5 1 x, July 17. . Wi s valne ef 100500 dcm ua eo IL] 62$ 495. 32 82 p Qur market continues much In the same au as we reported Jast woke 
a thi 2 annually ; Iv. 6222 4622 25 85 'rices rema: + The demand ís still limived. — 
it ose of beef, to Rufus Boies and Sons, of this town, y 59 $9 $$ MD Sd ad si S geri 
| extensive drovers and packers ; for those of wages, to un Sr E. Mike à ic iT N ERE MELODIE 
il my own recollections, aided by those of various agricul- ent, of Hif bro thers 93 30 
i turists with whom I have conferred onthe subject. 4 ribns wed R DNO S 

| T have found it impossible to ascertain the average N°: | ^7 Flour, Pollard. Bran, Janne Pus, Broker 
|! aeos TA M lard, and several other products, there Ibs Tos e A EARE ER op EA is 

n eing tile commerce here in icles. 1 " > » eng Prime Mend.Hay 76; New Hay 60s to 72s j NewClr. 65810 | those articles. Hay and | TII. 100 8049 528 132)  |ta&NemáHowenór ^ co [Glover ^ gs wile | Straw . 39. 9 
| CHUA uL o IV. 100 T 74 1489 n ety Coon, Sle 

E Tm 919 rr 'UMBERLAND MARKET, July 16, b = For large farmers, a machine, made by Mr. Dean, of|— 100 7238. | ugy | 1538 — Prime Mend, Hay Zsto 84s | Old Clover 108s wo 1120) 30s 10265 
hinhl cccontmonded © Of rollers for crushing the seed, is| “From this we seo,” says Mr, Hannam, “that the bushel | Now Huy: @ 7 | frie, $ mm | 
EUM EE * o. ASA raw, gives more flour than the bushel of No. 5 Josnua Bager, Hay Salesman. | 

F ts of i y 641bs,, showing a gain of 151 per cent. in weight of flour WHITECHAPEL, July 17. 
TUN M need. unbruised bolls contain, on an average, a upon equal measures of grain." ` d] LE ap eicit Loto a Clover 2060 tol | saw 208 10 3% 

Again, we find also that there is an advantage of “nearly aia ju lom JolNow Giver 76 35 
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COVENT GARDEN, Jury 18.—Most kinds of Vegetables 3 

fate x plentifully supplied, and Fruit has poen ME NOW READY. 
e-apples, both English and Foreign, are p entiful ; and, i 

althon Ti the demand for them is but limited, prices have not In one thick volume 8vo, containing 900 pages, and upwards of 500 Illustrations, price 30s. in cloth boards, 

altered since last week. Hothouse Grapes are abundant; and | € N 

good Plums, and excellent samples of Peaches and Nec- m [ I E V E G E T N B I. E K $ ub G D Q M E 

tarines, have been offered. The supply of Cherries and ? 
pu has been well kept up; the dies are, how- OR» i 
ever, becoming scarcer, and of course dearer. Goose- 
berries are abundant, and a considerable quantity of Dutch THE STRUCTURE, CLASSIFICATION, AND USES OF PLANTS, fi 

Qurrants has been offered. cud. s and Pears are sons at ILLUSTRATED UPON THE NATURAL SYSTEM. 
, ominai prices. MEA are plentiful, considering the sea- i 

Son, and Nuts of all kinds are sufficient for the demand. BY JOHN LINDLEY, Px.D., F.R.S., Aw» L.S., Í 
ig ons are somewhat cheaper. English Melons may be ob- Professor of Botany in the University of London, and in the Royal "Institution of Great Britain. f 

Ea A picon an 3s tibus rog gren *«* To suit the convenience of Students and others, the above Work is issued also in 12 Monthly Parts, price 2s, 6d. each. i 

and dear. SADDAM anth sti. dc. are good and suffi- JUR II. n f 
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i rice since last week. Peas continue to be rather scarce, 
f good young s samples teteh high price, Beans remain nearly SC Į I OOL BOTAN | 
i the n as last week, Celery is good in quality. Rus on, | 
i e best P Buy etch. 91. a ton, but inferior samples may be 2 

pained at lower prices. ANN Kidneys havo nes M THE RUDIMENTS OF BOTANICAL SCIENC E, | 
ince last week ; nevertheless, the supply is somewhat limite! = S 

Lstiuces and other Salading are good and plentiful. Cut aids WITH NEARLY 400 ILLUSTRATIONS, PRICE 5s. 6d. HALF-BOUND. | 
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R. RAINY respectfully begs leave, on the occasion 

of the pm ofthe legislative proceedings on the 
OC ORN-LA WS, aj advert to the subject of— 
THE TRANSFER. OF PROPERTY BY PUBLIC 

AUCTION AND PRIVATE CONTRACT, 
and on which he has circulated a pamphlet containing i an ex- 
lanation of the alteration and reduction he has made in his 

for allowances, in the shape of bribery to intermediat 
"Mr. Rarny wishes to embrace this opportunity of stating his a5 
tention to confine his pee for the fut 
the'sale and purchase, pud e other various matters of 
‘business due to real prop D 

During the doa eaaa which has existed this sea- 
sen, and frol conflicting opinions promulgated upon the 
‘consequences P ‘sir Robert Peel’s mea: 
estates, Mr. RAINY considered it t 
did him the poe to consult him, rather to discourage their 
incurring those expenses winch ay unavoidable in attempts to 
effect sales by auction ; but. he discussion is now at an end, 
it may reasonably be eiisipatad that confidence will be re- 
A ud that vendors will have improved chances of success. 

30 to be Ee that the auction duty of three per 
Ud “has been abando 

modification should have (pe ee in the Seeman of 
80 great and importa: nt a question, which, without 
Judicial to other interests, might have tended to pope the 
views of the agricultural body at large, and which not only 
previous circumstances, but es of the ti 
render advisable. As, however, the 

Bithort b een the case, 
such an“ample field is KEY for ane natu- 
ral result must be an enlarged and growing demand for AE 
products of the soil, 

LOWER CLAPTON.—TO MARKET GARDENERS & Others. | 
O BE L ET ON LEASE, with Early Possession, 
THIRTY ACRES OF LAND in full eultivation as a. 

MARKET GARDEN, within three miles of Shoreditch Church; 
or the Ground iens be let on Building Leases.—For further 
particulars apply to Messrs. W. and 8. Coron, Solicitors, 
No. 7, Lothbury, Edon. $ 

ACBION LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
NEW BRIDGE-STREET, LONDON. 

Tnstituted in ES EUN IDEA UG by Act of Parliament, 
'VANTAGES. 

ayment in Cas 
By Ves AA D of the Sum Insured ; or, 
By Reduction of the Future Annual Premiu 
Premiums, without ER d particularly p limited 

terms of PUSH paene Decreasing, and other Rates of 
‘area Clai aid in 30 days aier proof of Death. Pro- 

REA ay be obtained at pus Office. Par- 

No.18, KING WILLLIAM STREET, orty. 
IRECTORS, 

Sir James Duke, Alderman, MPS Chairman. 
rman, 

Thomas Nesbitt, Esq. 
Es 

Charles Phillips, Esq. B. Donkin, Esq., F.R.S. 
Major-General Robertson, Aaron Goldsmid, Esq. 

James Law E Esq. un Sutton, Esq. 
John Knill, Es O'B. B. Woolsey, Esq. 
Life Assurances are effected by this coat on every descrip- 

tion of risk, on a profit ov non-profit scale. Credit of half the 
Premiums for the first five years allowed on Policies effected for 
the whole term of Bow Payment of Premiums so arranged as to 

more rapid circulation,of wealth, and Seen the EN 
nance of fair and Sauer ne prices ; 
fort and contentment, may be more generally diffused among 

which objects the public mind, and the powerful exertions o 
the independent press of the country, are now so energetically 
directed. much still remains to be done in respect to the manifold ang connected 
with landed property, An equitable "hei ol 
the public burdens is especially demanded, rendering 

of Togo dou and college lands. On this ae Mr. 
Y Tue re suggest the adoption of less complicated forms, 

t gal ether 

pu obviated. It has been 
AINY that hei is inimical to dips UR RE This 

imate ground 
ferent dens as to Con 
urge and gecdi 
dices is no easy tas 

que s FOLLOWING VALUABLE ERROLD 
TES are on SALE, by Mr. RAINY. 

The MEMBLAND ESTATE, near Plymouth, Devon, 
consisting of upwards of 2000 acres, in a ring fence, bounde 
y the sea, with an excellent mansion, farm-] E and build- 

nt 
ESTATE, near Welchpool, in 

North Wales, RE pai 2260 acres in farm: 
An ENTIRE ARISH, oh, th bomen p Suffolk 

and Norfolk, of ade acres, wi with a pital mansion, and plan- 
tations, affording the best Aa = ine kingdom. 

TH ESTATE, near Beverley; in York- 
shire, containing 2378 acres, with capital farm-houses, and the 
advowson. 

The STRODE PARK ESTATE, near Herne Bay, P^ 
Pai sen County of Kent, 650 acres, with a tesidence on a mode- 
rate scale. 

vow: 'wson. 

O considerable ESTATES in Scotla: 
A singularly pete MARINE RESIDENCE, 

about 109 uS from Loi 
EAST COWES CASTLE and GROUNDS, in the 

Isle of Wight. 
HIGHGROVE, near Ruislip, on the y orders of Hert- 

fordshire, a compact residence, and about 61 
A beautiful ESTATE. in HERTFORDSHIRE, within 20 miles of London, with a park and mansion. 

endid MANS SION, Park, and Grounds, and a 
state of between 30007, and 40001, a year, within aue A f the Metropolis ; together or separate. The R EVERSION (subjact only to one life) to an 

ESTATE of - per annum, and upwards, with 'a noble Park, Wools and appendages, and Two Advowsons. 
ESTATE, in the East Riding of the 

eres, with excellent farm-houses ; nted. 
FRE BEHOLD VILLA and GROUNDS, 

x miles from London, 
PR ESENTATION to most valuable RMENT. 

€ ISON in Essex, and one in Berkshire. 9 be LET, for such a. term as may be agreed upon, as rentia MANSION and PARK, with d sheets of water, 
& ne hours ride from 

el 

mansion is completely 
,; and every t is in the most 

rst style, 

above may bel "al ay be had on application to Mr. Wis ent- “street, St. James's, in the division between 

urey, have 

meet the r wishes of the Assured. A Policy may 
be made an absolute Peate. Advances continue to be made to 
Assurers on real or EN ai personal security, for terms o: 
years repayable by instalm articular ET is re- 

" quested to the Su Prospectuses of the Compan; 
AM RATRAY, Actuary and Secretary, 

PROVIDENT LI LIFE OFFICE, A Regent- street, 
Lon — ESTABLISHED 1806. 

INVESTED CAPITAL, 1,200, 0002. 
ANNUAL INCOME 140,0 ONUSES DECLARED 529 0000. 
Claims paid since the establishment of the Office, 1,520, 0001, 

President.—T aE hs UE EARL Grey, 

ed Earl of Macclesfield. 
Osborn, 

eee Henderson, M.D. | Richard Sherwood, od 
ble of Premiums for assuring 1001. on a. Healthy Life. 
Without With | Without With 

us. Bonus. Bonus. | Bonus. 

Age, lrorthe wholeLifeatan|| “8° |For the whole Life, at 
_ Annual Payment of of an Annual Payment of 

s £ s.d. fgh [o£ 24. 
20.| 11410:|.2.3 7 40 214 5 | 5 711 
25 118.6.].2.8 1 4 32531711 
30 | 2 T e d 317 0 | 410 8 
35 10 564 2.8 4 
port p x P Policies vii have become CLAIMS, 

hire, the Comte Bank Estate, | g 
A 

Policy. set Sum Paid. | poi Policy. lrosurea Sum Paid. 

£. £ s. d. £. Dog A 
435 3900 | 4509 1 1 3307 2000 9411 1 3 

1973 5000 | 765213 3 3617 1000 1862 4 11 
3085 5000 7708 6 0 4024 1000 1022 9 7 
3978 5000 7500 5 9 | 4888 1000 165413 6 
Prospectuses and full particulars may be obtained upon ap- 

plication to the Agents of the Ur cein all the principal towns or 
Hig United Kingdom ; Roe at the head Office, No. 50, Regent- 
treet. NA. Belew oat: Managing Dir ector, 

DA ito 12s. 6d. ; 

tra’ n wrappers 85. 6d. 
i 18s. Boys? and arte ‘lothing of every description, 
Tunic and hussar suits, 21s, to 30s. ; office, garden, and shoot- 
ing coats, 8s. 6d. to 155; a suit of superfine black cloth, 

5.; extra Saxony ditto, 37, 10s, to 4, —Frsmm & Co., | tons 
King pyg un City, 10 10 Io Gs from à London bri 

IMPORTANT TO FAMILIES.—THE POPULAR REESDY 
qux LIFE PILLS.—A mild, safe and 

iM eure of Indigestion, Bilious, Tere and 
Ste ei ‘Compl aints, Sick Head-ache, Costiveness, &c. &c. 
"Their born pOMEGH is truly excellent; they es compounded 
entirely of vegetable products, freed from all i g and de- 
leterious matters, which renders their oper: nne mild and 
agreeable ; they do not Ed the last confinement or altera- 
tion of diet, and may taken by the invalid with perfect 
safety ; as an eden fees in all nervous s vob 
cases, ker E from protracted diseases, &e., they will be 
found highly valuable, imparting vigour and tone: " the system 
when emaciated by disease, 

ir value M a gegen al tonic and restorative of the impaired 
stomach and stem, is daily manifested 
prietors, by tl ig sreasing rapid sale, and the numerous 
Testimonials forwarded by those who have proved their efficacy. 
he following has just been communicated by Mr. G. BATTERS, 

8 LIFE PILLS, Nottingham. 
nd boxes I sell in the course of a 
rity of PARK’S LIFE PILLS over 

ne. Old and young, rich and poor, 
all acknowledge the great benefit they derive from gue Rem 
many ladies ey gentlemen of high standing in society, and m 

table families hay: G adopted PAR RS Du E PLL LS 
as a family i ou and thousands have given me full proof 
verbally of the cur es Which PARR'S LIFE PILLS have effected, 
MR Gentlemen, your’s, obediently, G. BATTERS. June 

BEWARE OF SPURIOUS IMITATIONS, 
None are genuine, unless the words, PARR’ 5 LIFE PILLS" 

are in Wn: ED GROUND, on the Government 
Stamp, pasted round each box ; palio the fac-simile of the sig- 
nature of the Proprietors, SI. OBERTS & Co., Crano-court, 
Fleet.. WES IA yi sone he teeta. 

Sold in boxes at ld., 2s. 9d., and family packets at 11s. 
ach, by all respe e vendors throughout the world, 

Agent for the. sale of PARR’S 
irs—The many th 

| Prive. 3d. each,.or ie E 25 copies for distribution amongst 

tage Tenantry. 
(THE COTTAGERS Pul ADAR OF GARDEN 

PORER? PAKTON 
GARDENER TO'HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF DEVONSHIRE, &C. &C. 

Reprinted from the Gardeners’ Chronicle. Above 22, 000 have 
already been sold. 

INDEX OF CONTENTS :— 
African Lilies Gentianella fee 
Agap Gilias 
Anemones Gooseberries Pe TA 
Annuals raftiug 
Appii reen fly rivet 
Apricot Heartsease runing 
TERA Herbs Topagate by cut- 

Herbaceous Peren- 
eet nials REEE 

Biennials eliotrope Radishes 
BI ly ollyhocks Ranunculus 
Books, list of, for; Honeysuckle Raspberries 

Cottagers orse-radish hubarb 
Borag yacinths ockets 
Borecole ydrangeas oses 
Box edgings yssop ue 
Broccoli ges Cress ustic vases 
Brussels sprouts age 
udding satis onus Salvias 

Bulbs Laven: avo; 
Cabbage Leni Saxifrage 
Cactus Leeks Scarlet Runner 

iph - jeans 
Californian Annuals! Lettuce Seeds 
Campanulas Lobelias Sea Daisy or Thrift 
arnations London Pride Seakale 
arrots Lychnis, Double Select Flowers 

Cauliflowers rigold select Vegetables 
elery arjoram and Fruit 

Cherries anures Snails and Slugs 
China Asters arvel of Peru Snowdrops 
China Roses xcu Spinach 
Ohrysanthemums, Spruce Fir 

lhinese Mignonette Spur pruning 
Chives Mint Stocks 
Clarkias Mustard Strawberries 
Clematis Narcissus Summer Savo; 
Collinsias Nemophilas puea Williams 
Coleworts Œnothera bifrons p edge 
ress ions 

Crespo Pæonies Tigridia, DENN 
arsnip Tran: 

OW. Imperials Parsley Tree Ming 
Cucumbers Peaches i 
Cultivation of Flow- | Pea-haulm Turnips 

ers in Windows Bens, Vegetable Cookery 
Currants Pea: i3 s Looking: 
Rm ak tensity) 

Perennio VERS 
Das s-tooth Violets | Persian Iris ji 
Exhibitions, pre-| Petunias Virginian Stocks 
paring articles for | Phlox Wallflowers 

Ferns, as protection | Pigs Willow: 
Fruit Pinks Zinnias 
Fuchsias 

ILLUSTRATED WITH SEVERAL WOODCUTS, 
Published at de GARDENERS’ CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL 

GAZETTE Office, 5, Upper Wellington-street, Covent Garden, 
London, at the rate of 3d, each ; jor for 25 copies for distri- 

bution amonest Cottage Tenantry elivered anywhere 
a Post-oftice Order being weal to the ‘Publisher, 

S MER Wah atthe AES and madé payable at the Post- 
icd 180, Strand, "London 

N INFALLIBLE HAIR DYE. 
OWLAND'S MELACOMIA 

P most successful LIQUID PREPARATION known in this or 
any other country for Dyeing the HAIR OF THE HEAD, WHISKERS, 
MUSTACHIOS, and EYEBROWS a denar and permanent BROWN Or 
BLACK, 80 exactly resembling th tural colour of the hair as 

to defy detection. Ttis perheetly Ghent inits Mp is free 
from any unpleasant smell, can be used by any lady or 
gentleman with the greatest px and secrecy, dto cfrect is so 

anent that neither water nor per: spir: anon pa influence it $ 
and it is entirely free from those properties s Hair Dyes) 

ROWLAND’S ODONTO, 
PEARL DENTIFRICE, 

A WHITE POWDER FOR THE TEETH, compounded. of. 
the Choicest and most Recherche Ingredients of the Oriental 
Herbal ; the leading requisites of cleanliness and efficacy being 

sent in the highest possible degree. estows on the 
TEETH & pearl-like whiteness, and frees them from tartar ; im- 
parts to the GuMS a healthy firmness, and to the BREATH a grate- 

I ful sweetness and perfume. 
Price 2s, 9d, per box. T 

CAUTION.—'C4. ROWLAND and SON, 20, Hatton Garden, 
Is engraved on the GO ED Stamp, which is affixed on 

Sold by them, and by Chemists and Perfumers. 
sedie gc ODONTOS are FRAUDULENT IMITATIONS. 

B E D PE ASR- E m ae 
Per Ib. Per Ib. 

Mixed ..  ..  .. 1s 04| Best For. Grey Goose 2s 0d 
Grey Goose .. 5 s Best Ir a au hite Goose 2 é 
Foreign Ditto est Dantzic .. —.. 

Warsiniod « EON Teel free pn dust. 

A List of every description p^ RR ene Lebe 

Sizes, and Prices, sent free by p oht, 
SoN, Feather Dressers and Bedding "n mec 196, Tot- 

tenham-court-road, opposite the Chapel. 

NW ETCALFE’ SN NEW PATTERN TOOTH- BRUSH 
and SMYRNA SPONGES.—The Tooth-Brush has M 

important advantage of searching thoroughly into the division 

of the teeth, and cleaning them in the most effectual and extra- 
ordinary manner, and is famous hairs not po 

An improved Clothes Brush, that cleans in a this 
e usual time, and incapable ofinjuring the est nap. 
ing Hair-brushes, with the durable unbleached e 

sian bristles, which do not soften like common hair e t 
Brushes of improved g graduated and powerful friction. pes. 

Brushes which act in t ri Hs and succe: e 
ner, preserved valua ot 

ity, by means, 
all intermediate par Be 

he luxury 9 
le E peu blish- 

s-stre 
AP ted. 

Caution. Beware of the words “From Metcalfe’s, "adop 
by some houses. ie 

Printed de Mans AM BRA naar, c£ No. 6, Y onis lace, 
op , of ur 

M 
the ‘Presi k Wait 

» 0.5, Ghanes street lagha vads 

aro tobe A tothe Edi 

which give an unnatural red or purple tint to tie Hair, Priceds. 
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2 ECK’S SEEDLING PELARGONIUMS or 1845.— 
No further rie can be received for BACCHUS 

and SIRIUS, the whole o resent Stock being engaged, 
Worton Cottage, July 25. ra 6. 

BECK NS the Public that the various Articles 
* manufactured by him in Slate for Horticultural pur- 

poses, may be seen in use at Worton Cottage, Isleworth, upon 
application to the gardener (Sundays excepted). 

pan S SEEDLING a OF 1845.— 
The whole Set 

LYNE'S SEEDLING SERANIDMS OF 1845. 
The whole set of Ten for 5 

Priced Catalogues of Geraniums now Ev and will be for- 
warded gratis, on. PPPO, to 

Plymouth, July 25. WinLrAM E. RENDLE and Co. 

LORIOULTURAL SEEDS. 
ESTMACOTT & ., SEEDSMEN and T IM 
No 5e, A (opposite St. Paul's), London, bes 

leave te hat they have a great variis of FLOWER 
olo de d Sowing.—. of Prices will be 

forwarded free, on receipt of a pre-paid stad on. 
W. and Co. have se a largo collection of RE Garden 

and Flower Seeds, By ich a Catalogue is publis: 
s, atalogue i Dutch and other Bulbs will be published 

in due time.—July 25. 

VAN HOUTTE’S NEW VARIETIES OF CHILIAN 
ALSTROMERIAS. 

OUIS VAN HOUTTE, FLORIST i the Kine, Orb 
-4 Belgium, pegs to offer his Chilian ALSTRGIMERIAS at 

the following r ra viz.—12 varieties, an ; 25 varieties, (AM 
Oren received Mio ed. Ra HN, 5: 52, 

Bean of M Manchester, speaking of his visit 
2 see Gar deners’ Chir onl 

12th July, 15:5) says of dabo IRA E: “They are of e 
i. mon SOINS and from crimson to Ed 

green Mon with white." He further adds of their eect 
in masses—' not recollect ever having seen a 
flowers so men and I should think Mr. Van Houtte will 
nd it difficult to supply ae EAT for them, when their 
E shall become fully kno: 

n the report of the Same Journal, on the meeting of tj 
Hortouteural Society of the 5th Ai a ust, 1845, is the Towing 
account of this flow rS ** Messr: an Houtte sent a bouquet 

"Each packet contains dir ebtions pd Siehe and culti- 
vatine them. The usual discount to the trade. 

E —CORNER OF HALE- MOON- -STREET, 
THOMAS GIBBS and CO., 

(By Official pupomntment) the SEEDSMEN to the 
ROYA L AGRICULTURAL Sad OF ENGLAND, si 

in eneral, that their only Countin; RE an 
pene is at the orum of HALF- OON STREET, PIOQA- 

ILLY, London, as for the last Fifty Years. QUE ced Lists of Agricultural Seeds are HEC ready, and may 
set oa ah I UM ESEPe $ E 

Pu PRESERVED BY COOPER’S PATENT 
Eu TUS have been proved to keep perfectly sound 

and goot for family use for FIVE YEARS, This 
process is well suited for the preservation of 
Pine-apples, Strawberries, Wall-fruit, &c., retain- 
ing and concentrating all their excellent "and P 
culiar flavours ; the Strawberries are BaaMiedito 
be used. DD cream at all seasons of the y: 

Sam) ampers of the fruits dur pre- 
Served Rae Se m inokading extras, amachine 
corkscrew, with the whole particulars of the pa- 
ent process, and testimonials, will be A 

ARE. ny et F London, for TEN SHILLINGS, 
M order aadresse to the Patentee, JAMES SORS ee MT 
Thal, part of St. John-street, Clerkonwell, Lon 

fait le Patent Apparatus and "Vessels are on PS as the Manu- 
‘Ory as above, 

E. BECK'S CA’ 
de Second I 
Worton C ottage, Isleworth 

NO. ST AN PION 
inform 

i. CALC SE 

fine s sort: 

NURSERYMEN 

AND 

FLORISTS 

Nu URSERYMAN, 
And s il that he has now ready 

at e P md i 

JULY 2 

'ALOGUE is out of Print. A 
n will be ready in a few days. 

Bagshot, begs to 

his fine new Spotted 

annot fail to bring some 

TO HER 
MAJESTY 

THE 
QUEEN. 

EXHIBITION OF PRIORE PICOTEES, AND 
UCE S. SIA: 

NC OUT EL, & Co.'s EER and celebrated collection 
boye, comprising the 

d will continue three week tion, are now in bloom 

finest MAr in cultiva- 

3000 POTS WILL BE STAG 
Orders are now being received at the following prices :— 

25 pairs of finest first-rate BROW varieties of Carna- 
.E5 tions and Picotees 2. 

12 pairs do. do. 

12 

do. 
35 pairs of. very fine om aie of a. “do. 

o. coco 

FINE CAMELLIAS. 
YOUELL & Co, 

plants of the above, comp 
some varieties, at 30s, per doz 
Beali, Monarch, Eclipse, 

NRL 
ble Stri; 

Fimbriata, To n Con- 

are now supplying very healthy 
following: 

E Donklea: n 
‘ection, Bruceana, Corolina, 
ped, Double White, Colvillii, 

spicua, Tricolor, Rosa Mundi, [U iu " 5i 

fallii, Invincible. 

[Prce E 

pamm AND FOREIGN SHEET „STA 
Horticultural purposes, &c., ad 

BROMLEY’s 315, Oxford-street, Lond on, ys ie Solos 

prices :—In crates containing : about 260 feet of coa: 
pa per foot, or 4th quality, 5d. a foot: ditto, 16 oz., coarse, 
53d. per foot ; ditto ditto, 4th quality, 6d. per foot. Or cut to 
any size not exceeding 40 inches long by 10 inches wide, at 
3d. per foot extra. 

Also Microscopical lass French Shades, Plate and Crown 
Window Glass. A discount to the Trade. 

BRITISH AND FOREIGN Si SHEET “AND HORTI- 

DEDE anp WELCH ee P5 announce to thé 
Nobility and gorm dhar they have just concluded ar- 

rangements with J. ELCH, jun., PHiLLiPS and Co., for the 

purchase of inel business PE carried on by them, at 12, 

Panton-street, a g to call attention to their extremely low 
prices for Horticultural Glass of every descriptio: 

PRICES OF HORTICULTURAL GLASS: 

Not above 40 in. long by widths from 5 in. to 18 in. 
0.13 British or Foreign sheet 

13 oz. to the PEOR .. ee 4d. per foot. 
» 16 16, » . » 
54:521 21 35 .. 9a 

» 82, t » 
SMALL SQUARES. 

Packed i in 100 feet Bonos, n not particular i to A 
er 5in by 3 Se “se a ue 

i ps " iud under 6 by m .. 2d. 

FOR ‘GLA NG. 
Black Cement, as red at Chatsworth, 
Best He Oil 

e Lead, Window Tead, Solder, dro. dec. 

Glazing Executed in any part of the United 

a 
+ 3d. » 

243. 2 ewt. 
10s. 

Lefevriana, 
rosea, Kew Blush, &c. 
2 first.r: 
Seedling * Sonepar 

12 fine do. 
25 pairs of first-rate show Pinks 
12 do. 12 

Trains from the Shorediteh Station Sh, and Wh. A.M., an 

5h. and 8h. 40 m. p.m.—Great Yarmouth Nursery, July 25. 

Imbricata, ey dan. (UA 

ae du i suem ul de 

m 2 
4 
2 

95 

FLOWER SEEDS po XL 

ASS AND BROWN 
SEEDS, free by post, a 

^d va of fine a eenhouse Doreuniais E 

ZNT AND AUTUMN 

pos ‘toc offer me following 
fixer 

. =. jd 

20 Ed of fine Hara dy Bicantals and Perennials. 5 5 
20 vars. of fine Hexe Annuals 4. 0 

Or packets as under-n The Perennials marked g are 
Greenhouse Seeds, and | Sode aco. are best with a slight 
PAS 

* Indian Pink, extra fine . n D 
Poppy, 16 splendid Prus- 

ian vars., separate .. 2 

Viscaria ecole e0 
Silene specios Si 
Nemophila E oals. ». 0 

PERENNIALS, 

@nothera 

Kingdom. 
he selection of Patent Plate, Sheet, and flatted Crown Glass 

for Pictures, &c., particularly attended to.—12, Panton-street, 
Haymarket. 

OREIGN AND BRITISH SHEET AND ee 
GLASS, for Horticultural and general purpose be 

had in boxes = imported, from 3Ẹd. to 54d. per pate Glass 
Pantiles, 13s. 6d. per dozen. Propagating and all te of 
Horticultural eda Oils, Colours, Brushes, 
best description, at lowest prices, at F. ELPHICK's, 28, Castle. 
street East, Oxford. Xj 

r Ready Money only. 

ORNA SONS FOR THE GARDEN. 

B. THO! REA E respectfully to an- 
* nounce that Pee ERU. to PE eat their Manufac- 

tory, 390, Oxford-street, London, all kinds of Faney Genametital 
Wirework suited for the Garden, Greenhouse, or Conservatory, 
consisting of uS Trainers, Stands id "Borders, Garden 

Arches, Seats, and Vases, Improved Garden and Hothouse 
Inm. Syringes, Fumigating Bellows, and other Floricultu- 

, Pentetemon, Mackayan 
pA gent. coccinea 

g S pent: nuce 
Polyanthus, very 

g Primula sinensis, fine .. 

Anemone, fine mund. .. 
Antirrhinum, 'om 

vars. 
caryophylloides 

Calceolaria, fine mixed . 

Chorozema spectabilis . 

Cineraria, choice us 

Cobæa scandens 
Dianthus superbus — .. 
Foxglove, new spotted. . 

is emon I. 

Qane 

Fuc! hsia, ei m 
ERE dia coronata, fine 
Gentiana, 3 vars., each . 
Qum Wiceil E 
Geranium, extra fine 
Gloxinia, fine mixed .. 

aa 

HNwoOHHOSCOOHHSSS o 

Stock, Brompton $ 
g Stri eptocar! pus rexii .. 

illiam, from 20 
e double vars,  .. 0 

04 
04 
04 
10 

.06 
Potentilla, varieties, each0 4 

06 
26 
04 
06 

Sw pie 
6 

MA AND OTHER 
NUALS FOR UAE 

ING BARLY IN POTS, 
Brachycome neri s. 10 
Browalia elata. E 04 
Pup pulchella 
Ipomopsis picta ..  .. 0 
Thoi ‘atroviolades ++ 06 

xy quamoclit .. 06 
Lobelia ramosus ++ 06 
Me sembryanthemum tri- 

olor: 0 e 
Phlox D: 

variegat: 
Gladiolus, dd splendid 

dwarf hybrids 

* «at 
1 

.9 
1 
0 
0 Hollyhock, choice mixed 

igofera incana 40 
Bios Russelliana , 1 
Loasa Hibbertüana — .. 0 

p» aurantiaca .. 0 
Mimulus, fine e PeOOOooOoOoOo oO ooorooww-ooooroe o anana @ 

fine varieties, mixed 
Portulaca; 2 vars., 
Rhodanthe Mangle: i 

, choice mixed Ger- 

Salpiglossis, fine mixed .. 0 6 
Sedum azureum .. 6 
popu doing or 

Hook --'0 6 
Thonberg e elata 

aurantiaca - m 106 

A remittance is requested inom unknown. correspondante. 
Post-ofüce orders to be ayable to WrnpiAM Bass and 

5. Brown, Seed. ae Horticnieucal Establishment, Sudbury, 
Suffolk.—July 18, 1846, 

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES. 

PSLEY TT anD CO, Faleon Glass LLA 
Works, Holland- streets Blackfriars, are prepared to supply 

(in quantities m t less 
ROWN GLASS OF 

Net Cash Prices :— 
Any size under 40 ins. long. 

3 oz. weight per foot 
1 Z. n » 
21 D ” 2? 

an 10i 
BEST QUA. 

0 square feet) SHEET AND 
ALITY, at the following 

Per square foot. 
.. 4d. 

"eps 

SMALL Squares up to 10i ins. by Sins., from 1}d. to 3d, per 

square foot. 
N.B B.—The 16 oz, is full strength for Greenhouses, 

Sava G. B. Txomeson’s Improved Waterpot, which possesses 
considerable advantages over all others, the smaller sizes being 
suitable for ladies’ use. ey have now on sale a novel folding 
portable Wooden Garden. Chair, at 3s. 6d. each, or 36s, per doz., 
Which quantity is packed in a small space. 

DUTY OFF GLASS. 

Gs AN» HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, 
&c., madeand fixed Complete i Ee all parts of the Kingdom, 

ata considerable reduction, ape tw 
er and Melon Boxes, and Lig! 

use, packed and sent to all TUM ot the Kingdom ; warrante 

Wm material. „Two- light Pire and | Lights coro piai from 

at eer VATTS'S, 

e Builder, EAE place, Old. Kent- 

Reference may be had to the Nobility, Gente ‘ond the Trade, 
in most of the counties in England. 

AKER’S PHEASANTRY, Beaufort-street, King’s- 

road, Chelsea (by appointment to HER Masesry and 
A ean) ORNAMENT AL WATERFOWL, 

Conie. of Black and Wines Swans; Egyp 

China, pe Eun ane Lau ughing Geese; 

Pintail, Widgeo! nd Winter Teal; Gadwall, La- 
trador, Soy Sides Gold-eyed "us Dun Diver ; Carolina Ducks, 
&c. , domesticated and pinioned ; also Spanish, Cochin China, 

Malay, Poland, es Gray, Surrey, an Dork king Fowls; and 

at 3, Half- age, 

White, Japan, Pied, and Common EN 

above, and pure China Pigs. 

(ue BUDDING KNIFE.—“ This is the 

st Budding Knife we have seen, the ivory handle is 

Digit. like the blade of a curved Penknife, sharp and turned 
up at the point, and is evidently extremely well contrived i 
the purpose it is intended." Opt inion of Professor LINDLEY 
ma ee CARE Chronicle, July 43. 

LUM, Surgical Tosttuneie Maker and Cutler, No. 
E § Strand, London, and at 3, Dolphin-street, Bristol, begs 

to call the attention of a illo to Me above desirable article. 
Sent free to any part of the kingdom, on receipt of 38 penny 

postage eed or a po: E ES order for 3s, 

autions Fibriculturidla and the 

against AC imitations 0 
only appointed Manufacturer. 

Eggs of the 

publie in general 
the above article he being the 

FLOWER-POTS AND GARDEN SEATS. 

OHN MORTLOCK, 250, Oxford-street, respectfully 
announces that hi p has a very large assortment ofthe 

above articles in EtA colours, and solicits an early inspec- 

tion, Every description of useful CHINA, GLASS, and 
ARE at the jor possible price, for Cash.—250, 

Oxford-street, near Hyde-par 
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pe MILLER’S DESCRIPTIVE CATA- 
GUE dE SEEDLING GERANIUMS FOR THE 

SEASON OF 1846-7.—W. M. has much pleasure in presenting 
this 1 ist to ihe Nobility, Gentry, de UTE: and f nfi- 

action. Se hero is 

selecti. 
MOUNT ETNA (Hoyle's).—This ATE flower, with- 

out exception, is the brightest and mo: striking Geranium 

ever offered. It has obtained Es dices at Chiswick, 
one at the Royal Botanie, and on at the ER South London 

Exhibition, (aa only times it has M e. for Coma 
tion, when it was alw: ways admired by gazing AE dE. 

following description i is taken from the report in the Cue 

Chronicle, May 9. fount Etna, a flower of extraor- 

dinary aic. and hiess of colour ; the lower petals are 

of a deep rosy red ; the top petals, which are velvety in tex- 

, have the bl lack spot surrounded by a broad margin of 

crimson scarlet ; the flower is well formed and of considerable 

substance.” Free bloomer, and the habit excellent.— Plants 
e 1s. 
ISABELLA (Hoyle's).—This flower also obtained a prize at 

the Horticultural Exhibition at Chiswick, when in the same 
report the following description will be found :—* Isabella has 
remarkable fine top petals of deep velvety maroon, with a 

'ow margin of pink ; centre light, DAE jue remaining por- 

ion of the lower petale of a rosy purp wp 
extraordinary fre: mer, and w 
Plants As 6d. Cus The two d together 1%. 

sesses a few stron ants of last dh (that his 

Tee stock has been fut from), which will make good plants 
ock, or fine specimens for exhibition.—Mount "Etna 21. 2s., 

Teabella il, 1s. The Trade will be A 25 per cent. when 

three of exch sort are taken at onc 
far A correct and well-finished coloured Engraving of Mount 

Etna and Isabella, executed by Mr, Holden, artist to ** Paxton's 

Magazine," from the flowers exhibited at Chiswick, sent in 
gems Se twelve postage stamps, which will be allowed to 
purchaser: 

.M. vede selected the following from several hundreds 

of Seedlings raised by himself this season, can recommend 
them as possessing first-rate properties—as the most desirable 
form and shape—smooth and clear texture—even on the edges 

E shoulders bright colours—trusses standing well above 
e folia, 

AVALANOHE (Miller's; ).—Flower round and very stiff, re- 
tains its form well; colour clear white ; upper petals covered 
with black, except a Boo" ngu qud band of white. A very 
splendid Geranium, in the of Wilson's Enchantress, but 
much superior in every respect Free bloomer, dark green 
foliage, and habit good.—l. 1. 

Re er LAM o ds AND HEATING BY 
T W ATER. 

ONICAL BOILERS.—These excellent se ty in- 

in d 
ckney; Messrs. Cha ndier’ r's, Vauxhall; Messrs. 

tion xm et PEU POL 5, Plymoutl re dud Henderson's 

LIQUID MANURE. 
ENGLAND INDEPENDENT OF THE WORLD FOR CORN. 

"DHE attention of the Agricultural Interest, at this 
momentous crisis, is requested to the Run importance of 

LIQUID MANURE, a: nd the ease with which i may be appro- 
priated by the use of FOWLER'S PUMPS, addo EN for 
the purpose, either Portable or fixed ; Garden, Ship. arge 
Pumps; also those for Distillers, Brewers, Soap ‘halls, and 
Tanners, for hot an cold liquor. Pumps kept for hire, for 
Excavations and Wells. Buildings heated by Hot Water, for 

WS & DAY, ARCHITECTS, &o., t 
juri s-road, Chelsea, DUM BUILDERS 

and don WA BR APPARA Re OTURERS, most 
respectfully bees to inform the N bility, Gentry, and Horticul- 
turists, that they have erected on their premises, for the pur- 
pose of inspection, a variety of vetoes: ‘Greenhouses, Con- 
servatories, Pits, &c., where all the various known improve- 
ments of the day can be seen. “inei Hot-water r Apparatus is 
also erected, and kept in constant action in various Hothouses, 
reenhouses, Pits, &c., where the whole inapi. of Top and 

Bottom Heating can be seen, 
J. Wenxs & Day warrant their Hot-water Apparatus to be 

fficient tat, every purpose to which heat is applicable. Boilers 
E sizes ; iue largest is warranted to heat a range of Forcing- 
houses 300 feet n length, with a. small quantity of fuel, and only 
to require attention once in 12 hours. 

Models, Plans, &c., in great variety. 
| 

THE TANK SYSTEM, 

prives AND BOLIVIAN GUANO ON 

Wa J OSEPH MYERS and CO., LIVERPOOL; 
d by their Agents, 

‘GIBBS, BRIGHT, AND CO., RU pad eee 
COTSWO RTH, POWELL, AND PRYO 

To protect P against the i iere consequences of 

using inferior and spurious guano, purchasers are recom- 

mended to apply only te Dealers of established ch denoten s to 
the above-named Importers, who will supply the article in any 

quantity, at their fixed prices, delivering it from the Import 

Warehouses, 

TURNIP SOWING, 

TO URATE OF a DEBRIS MANURE 
TOME ANE Four Guineas The experience of 

five years has fully tablished the above as one of the 
BA of all Che light manures for the production of Turnips, for 

t is particularly adaptay seldom failing in the 

driest eum to secure a good plant, m to produce a great 

weight per acre. Availing themselv: the many improve- 

AER in n d ence of artificial manures, p Company so 

t goo! 
RD SAIB (Miller's). This is a very dark 

lower, in the way of Beck’s Cleopatra, ms larger, 

brighter, and sie with a red cast, blooming free, habit 

warf and good.—l7. 
"SNOWBAL L iier "s —Large bold flower, of delicate white, 

with large crimson spot in the upper petals, leaving off abruptly, 

and surrounded by a smooth n Very constant. 

Exp good Mud bloomer 1 
EADER (Miller's). — A TE Mo und flower, good form, 

omia e clear Ed texture, colour bright rosy crimson, quite 
Ne e in the upper petals the trussing is good and 

abit exe —Plants oe 
^ arly and free blooming 

dark pink variety ; £m eric sigoed forcing. a, welll As 
exhibiting flower, retaining an immense cluster of bloom.— 

Price 10s. 6d. per plant. 
The set of five for 47. 

for 5l., cash. 
The last five are Seedlings oe ur rs gear, the stock is 

ierefore i 
The following new arak AA s E pn ‘out pion the e time 

last season by their Nbre raisers, may ect to 
name at the followin; —The entire Jive lett to Mr. 
Miller, who will are hy Uo dra atico Yariety, 2I. per doz. 
ES CUR left to the purchaser, 37. per 

.—Egyptian Prince, ae MAE Pillida, Au- 
Dum alice Sebright, Paragon, Samye, Turk, Pho: nix, Tur- 
ban, Alba Rosea, Olympia, TE RAN Alba Superb, Fairy, 

BECK'S.—Mare Antony, Juno, Desdemona, Rosy Circle, 
Sunset, Isabella, Margaret, Othello, Zenobia, Mustee, Bellona, 
UR Pavourita, Bella. 

Augusta, Lord Morpeth, Josephus, Duke of 
onsen, cim Revenge, Cid. 

R. DOES Merny Monarch, Clio, Duke of Welling- 
a P 

The seven, ineluding Mount Etna, 

Buh FOSTER'S.—Ori 
N.B. Good plants of all Un above will be delivers iu b and after the 

5th of October newt. 
All the other new station that have don sent out the last 

two or three years, can be had at 17, 1s. per dozen —such as 
Pompey, Titus, Champion, Sarah Jane, Betti Cid, Nabob, 
Duchess Ve EN ter, &c. 

ized Geranium Seeds, 100, 10s. ; 50, 5s. ; 25, 9s. 
cem Nursery, Ramsgate, July 25. 

ROPAGATING GLASSES, White, 1s. per lb., or 
from. 2s. 6d. to 248. pene dozen. CUCUMBER GLASSES 

from 6d. to 4s. each, GRAPE SHADES, with holes, 1s. 9d. to 
ae ee each. FISH BOWLS, md ls. -ód. each. —APSLEY PEL- 

URBIDGE anp HEALY having heated a con- 
siderable number of Pits ig other Horticultural Struc- 

tures, for the cultivation of 8, Melons, Curah and 

ihe Urate, that the food requisi 

of crops is aly maintained, therefore par’ Es 

for Turnips will find their succeeding crop: 
seeds materially improved, Full particulars, with testimonials, 

arded on application, No. do, New Bridge-street, Black- 
friars. EDWARD PURSER, Secretary. 

Ts. LONDON MANURE COMPANY beg to 
offer Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, delivered direct from 

e Importers’ boror warehouses :— 

Shi itrato of So! Fine Bone Sawdust, 
Sulphate of. ioo Sulphuric Acid, 

EE of Lime, AN of Soda, 

ae nn article of Artificial Manure in the most genuine 

state.—No, 40, New Bridge-street, Blackfriars 
EDWARD PURSER, Secretary. 

Bonn FOR WATER AND BORING TOOLS. 
—The Nobility, Gentry, Agriculturists, Brewers, Distillers 

Manufacturers, and others requiring Water, may be suppli lied 
with any quantity by DAVID GREENLEY, Civil Engineer and 
Paten f Boring dpa. dui Mire RU eet, Pontonville, Lon- 

on a ORBENE 
e above Tae PER to hun ihe most. Aatiatactor y and highly 

va eote De see may be 

abundantly, supplied, 
m for raising water fm 

Estimates prepared for suj 
[o 

Railroads, Minerals, &c. 
Exportation, with (HET 

other tropical plants, PUNTI: upon the plai 
in Mr. MiLLs's rei ‘ulture of Pines and eu 
cumbers, many o 
prove beyond a e ubt that every kind 

be heated. by BunBIDGE and HzALY'S no Tank Apparatus, 

with the absolute certainty of producing the desired result, 

Their Apparatus may be seen at work at de following places : 

—Horticultural Gardens, Chiswick; Royal Botanic Gardens, 
w; Baroness Rothschild's. lip Gunnersbury; Mr. 

Glendinning, Chiswick Nursery; Messrs. Henderson, Pine- 

apple-place ; and in more than one hundred other places.— 

130, FECES; London, 

OT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING 
A Rai e dl e E MB SINE 

HURCHES, and a RIES, upon improved princi- 

ples, and at very moderate quee erected by DANIEL and 

EDWARD BAILEY, 23, STE Es 

Chiswick. 
D. and E. cue also construct in metal Eu Gp ett of 

& Co., Falcon Glass Worl 

— WANTED, the Right of SHOOT- 
a 2 

miles of London, and near a Rail- 
way iret uM E" particulars to Poong & MACGILLIVRAY, 

l 5, Pri eet, i p d q 

TEPHENSON anb CO., 61, bain tiiti i a 
London, and 17, New Sd street, Southw: Inventors 

and Manufacturers of the Improved € NICAL. ani DOUBLE 
CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, Tespgetfally poser the attention of 
Scientific rie. to Qon mm uch aj DAL method o 

may be seen at most of tl obits seats and randa 
Sie: pee the indo 

and g to inform the m em that at their Manufactory 
in cm Parl i eot every article required for the construction 
of Horticultural Buildings, as well as for heating them, may be 
obtained upon the most Doa betas term: 

Conservatories, &c. of Wood, erected upon the most 
ornamental designs. 'Balionióg) Palisading, Field and Garden 
Fences, Wire Work, dc. &c. 

H uildings and Sashes, and it 

entlemen, did "ihe Publie, to the pe Neria E oH various 

d models, at 272, Ns nd where they have the 

iti Ego er metal works, an ex- 
Semey comple! 
adapted for ore f jontngen eU 10 water, and a arrangi e- 

ment of the oren more complete res has hitherto pen brought 

before the pul 
D. and E. BATEY were the first to introduce metallic cur- 

villiicas. houses to E and can referto the Con- 

servatory attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, 

besides many others in this country, and on the Continent, 
D. and E. BAILEY have prepared a PRINS of the Galvanic 
M Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery ; 

they beg to es to public notice P new Trough Pipe, for 

Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or 

at intervals, Teatret, and which may be seen at their Manu- 
factory. 

H OT WATER APPARATUS.—The attention of 
Architects, Builders, and others, is respectfully requested 

to BENJAMIN FOWLER’S s superior metho d of Heating Ghrches 

and Chapels, Halls, Stair-cases, Conservatories, Forcing and 

e etl Manufactories and Warehouses, Kilns, Rooms 

for Drying Ti imbe er, &c., and every variety of purpose for which 

itidelal heat is required. Within the last 20 years some 
hundreds of buildings have been heated upon this plan, and 
the parties for whom „they were executed are constantly ex- 

ressing their also o vouch for 

their efficiency. An improved RERUM boiler, which re- 

quires no brickwork, may be seen in actio: on the premises. 

'ENJAMIN FOWLER, 63, Dendebatnest. Miss siceot. 

CHEAP AND DURABLE ROOFING 

BY HER ROYAL LETTERS 

MAJESTY’S PATENT. 

F. M‘NEILL & c0., of iMm Buildings, Bunhill- 
SE London, the Manufacturers and only Patentees of 
THE ASPHALTED FELT FOR ROOFING 

uses, Farm Buildings, Shedding, osho; and for 

Garden purposes, to protect Plants from Fros 

t the Great National Agricultural Sho ows, it is this Felt 

whieh h has been exhibited and obtained the Prize, and is the 
Felt patronized by 

Her MAJESTY’S Woops AND FORESTS, 

HONOURABLE BOARD OF ORDNANCE, 

HONOURABLE COMMISSIONERS OF CUSTOMS, 

ue fug ESTATE, ISLE = IGHT, 

Roy. TANIC GARDENS, REG: K, 
And on the ird of the Dukes of Sut] he rland, Norfolk, , Rut- 

and, Newcastle, SEPA DE LET (at Richmond), 
the late Earl Spent ne Nobility and Gentry; 

and at m Royal Agricutbun al Eoia s ute, Honover-square.. " 

It is half the price of any other description o: of Roofing, an 

effects a great saving of Timber in the construction of Roofs- 

Made to any] length by 32 inches wide. 
R ONE PENNY PER Square Foor. 

hé Samples, vitti Directions for its Use, and Testimonials 

of seven years' experience, with. references to Noblemen, Gen- 

tlemen, Architects, ang Penan pene ree te any part ol 

town or country, and orders by xa 

far The Public is veopatel Saito that the only Wor! 

in Great Britain M 'e tl MN ERBIA A, ofing is made, are 

Patent ildi Bunhill-row, 

London, S Roofs covered with e Felt may be seen, H 

also the new Vice-Chancellor's Court, und the Passages id 

Offices at the entrance to Westminster Hall, and other but "E 

ings at the New Houses of Ape done under the SU" 
veyorship of Charles Barry, Es 

ote. Consumers sending direct He "the Factory can be sU) ug 3 

plied in lengths best pied to their Roofs, so that they pay 

more than they requi 

ORNAMENTAL TILES for Floors, Walls, Son of 

Greenhouses, Conservatories, Garden Terraces ; Engan ar 

Venetian, &c., in SEU VARIETY. May be seen at M et ti 
Blackfriars, Lon! 

PARKER d W "T's, Surrey-street, of Stoke 

Agents to Messrs MINTON & e Patentees, CITONS, 

upon-Trent, Also Patentees of the PORCEL AIN BU 

cheaper and more durable than Mother-o peel &c. 

ation 
HOSPHORIC RAT POISON.—This prepar peing 

is offered to the Public with the greatest confidence
 ba en 

decidedly superior to all those Ly U
I aa 2 

other minerals, It is most greedily eaten by ra ats an i min 
de- 

Tene as it is offered to them, and invariably 1 MET ce aac 

struction, Prepared only by Epwa®: RD Purser, 40, Bri Dm re, 

Blackfriars, London. Lu inpots, with full ‘iveotiatl 

at 4s., 85., and 205, eac 
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RIED PLANTS FROM CHINA.—A few sets of | Prolifics are affected, and I believe also it has begun 
the VALUABLE DRIED PLANTS collected in China| amongst the late kinds. Some of 

Mr. Forrunz, may still be procured by applying to R. 
WARD, Esq., Young-street, Kensington, London. Amon; 

them are many new and rare species scarcely known to Euro- 
peans, 

NOW READY, IN FOUR-INCH POTS. 

Arabella 15s. 0d, | Mustee . oe 15s, 0d. 
Othello parcet Mare Antony -- 15.0 
Rosy Circle ..  .. 15 0 | Isabella volete den 
Yenobia +s 0. 7 6 | Margaret 7 

Favorita, .. 7s. 6d. 
The above will be delivered free in London, for prepayment 

a only, Usual allowance to the trade when their card accompa. 
nies the remittance, Post-office orders are requested upon 
Brentford. 

‘The Gardeners’ Chrontele. 
SATURDAY, JULY 25, 1846. 

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 
Mowpay,, Aug. 8—Entomological . . . . 8»X 
‘Dunspay,’ — 4—Horticultural Lg Uia. 
Fray, — T-Botanio , e. -o . . . 8X. 

‘Unwittine as we are to revive the painful dis- 
‘cussions of last year as to the Poraro DISEASE, 
yet-our duty to the public prevents our concealing 
what is known of its progress. We are therefore 
bound to say without reserve that the new crop is 
in great danger; that the disease is reappearing in 
all directions in its old form, and that Ireland is 
threatened with a calamity far beyond anything yet 
experienced ; for we cannot in reason hope for 
another winter unoxampled for mildness. The re- 
ports in the daily papers are true, and no man's 

crop is certainly safe. We selecta few cases from 
our own correspondence : 

One of our faithful Irish friends writes thus :—“ I 
am very sorry to tell you, and that without fear of 
contradiction from newspaper editors on this side, 
that most of the Potatoes in this neighbourhood have, 
within a few days, exhibited marks of serious dis- 
ease. In some parts of the county of Meath, the 
report is as bad. If this should be general through 
Ireland, then, indeed, famine will stare vs in the 
face, for in many places even where the stalks have 
withered, there are not any tubers as yet formed in 
this late country. The loss of Potatoes here will 
leave you well-fed English without our Irish bacon or 
pigs.” We know that at a meeting of the Grand 
‘Jury of Westmeath the other day, every person 
present agreed in opinion that a total failure of 
the crop will shortly take place.—— Än “East 
Lothian Farmer" at Waughton, by Prestonkirk, 
States that about a week ago the shaws in 
Several of the cottagers' gardens appeared as if 
* they had been subjected to a severe frost, and the 
‘tubers are already so tainted that they have com- 
menced feeding their pigs with them. Most of 
those dug on Saturday evening for the Sabbath 
‘dinner (yesterday), had to be thrown out, so offen- 
sive was the smell from them. | This state of things 
‘exists with my knowledge in six different gardens 
within a circuit of two miles."——At Waterford, 
‘another correspondent writes that all hopes are gone, 
as beyond a doubt the Potato-crop will be a com- 
plete failure this year. He does not know a field, 
or even a plant, which on close inspection is not 
diseased. He has heard from all quarters of the 
appearance of the disease during the last fortnight, 
till when the Potato-fields never looked better, and 
even to speak of disease was thought madness. The 
disease will have much worse effects now than it 
had last year, as then the Potatoes were nearly per- 
fect, and many not diseased at all; but now it has 
attacked the entire crop, the greater part of which 
has not yet formed tubers, as in that part of 
Ireland men plant the main crop very late. ——Our 
advices from Cork are if possible more deplorable.--— 
At Barnstaple, Devon, Mr. Gitzert Corvon states 
that the Potato disease has appeared within the 
last ten days in at least a dozen parishes within ten 
miles of that town, mostly to the east and south- 
ast, The tops of the stalks appear to be burnt off 
as with lightning ; and however luxuriant a field of 
Potatoes may look to day, to-morrow the blight (or 
‘Call it what you may) appears in spots; and ir n 

. Many instances a strong smell is given off, as from 
decayed Potato haulms.—— At Worthing, we learn 
from Mr. Gap» that the disease has again shown 
Uselfin that part of the county of Sussex. “In 
the garden of D. Levon, Esq., they were going off 
Very fast on Monday last, which Y saw. R. Mar- 
TIN, of Coate, has a large piece in nearly as bad 
State as last year. In the parishes of Salvington, | Y 

Urrington, Worthing, Lancing, and Goring, the 
ate likewise infected.” Clee 
th n a letter received from Scotland yesterday, 
acre is the following important passage from 

€ pen of a practised observer. “The Potato 
arasite began its ravages here about 10 days ago 
Aberdeen, July 16); the Early Kidneys and 

our market 
gard will be d to very serious loss in 
consequence. I was in two gardens last night 
where it has already done much damage ; in 
neither of these was there the slightest trace of 
disease last year.” 7 

The same story is told in Wales, Shropshire, 
Warwickshire, Middlesex, Essex, Nottingham, 
Cheshire, and Yorkshire; and many Irish counties ; 
in fact our table is covered with letters on the 
subject, and no doubt can be entertained that 
our apprehensions are realised, and that heavy 
osses must fall on some people. Let us hope that 
this renewal of a great calamity will teach gentle- 
men to be in future more sparing of their censure 
of those who venture to point out dangers which 
the uninformed are unable to perceive.* 

Nor is it in Great Britain only that the scourge 
prevails. The Rev. Mr. Berxerzy has favoured 
us with the following memoranda gleaned from his 
correspondence :— 

* The attention of the Academy at Paris has again 
been directed to the subject by M. Pavey, who 
reports the existence of the disease at the present 
time in France. On the other hand I received by the 
preceding post from a scientific Proprietaire in 
the north of France, the following intelligence :— 
*'The Potatoes here are in full luxuriance, and 
have a very healthy look. The Professor of Ghent 
(M. Kickx) tells me that his gardener has planted 
diseased tubers in ground manured with Potato 
stalks strongly affected with Botrytis, and that since 
their appearance above ground a part of the diseased 
culms has been placed in contact with the young 
shoots, so as to give every opportunity for the 
propagation of the parasite, but that up to the 
present time the plants are healthy and luxuriant.’ 
It is obvious that it would be premature to draw 
any conclusions as yet from this statement. Ofthe 
existence of the disease at the present moment in 
widely distant localities there is not the slightest 
doubt.” : 

Now, as last year, the crops look beautifully, 
and no one could anticipate a failure, yet we see 
them going off in the same mysterious way, 
and under quite new conditions of weather. 
What, then, is to be done? There was but one 
thing which last year-stopped the progress of dis- 
ease,and that was mowing off or pulling up the 
tops. That did answer where the operation was 
performed soon enough; that is to say, the Potatoes 
did not decay, But then the crop was greatly 
diminished, for the growth of the Potatoes- left in 
the ground was unable to proceed any further. 
Those already formed ripened, however, and that 
was something. 

Mr. Errtneron, one of our most intelligent cor- 
respondents, puts his faith in lime. We do not; 
but we gladly give his opinion, in the hope that he 
may be right :—“ I would strongly advise all who 
are troubled with its ravages to try quicklime. This 
was very favourably spoken oflast year by some 
clever practical men, and would, at the least, bene- 
fit the land for succeeding crops. I would slake it 
very shortly before using it, and apply it during a 
dry state of the atmosphere so thickly as to 
thoroughly whiten the whole plant. If a shower 
of rain supervened, I would seize the first opportu- 
nity of repeating it. Next to lime as a practicable 
and useful application, I would char all the refuse 
sawdust, old tan, and vegetable refuse, and apply it 
with an unsparing hand. Sulphur might also be 
tried, and, to economise it, some other ordinary 
matter in a dry state might be mixed with it: 
these, however, are but experiments.” 
We will not pretend to advise the public what to 

do ; everybody must judge for himself as to what 
may be most conducive to his own interest. We 
can only state that if the tops are to be pulled up, 
it should be when the black spots and scorched ap- 
pearance of the foliage are distinctly visible. It 
need not be done earlier, nor would it be advisable 
todefer it to a later period. 

If however it should be found that the mischief 
is past all remedy, then indeed the question of re- 
cropping the land becomes a most important one 5 
and in that point of view we would strongly advise 
such counsel as that of Mr. Errineron to be 
followed. 

“It must be remembered,” he observes, “that 
this disaster is commencing much earlier than last 
ear. This, although’a serious matter, serves at 

least to put people on their guard. Provision should 
be made forthwith to secure plants of the various 
useful greens, Gardeners of course are well pro- 
vided with these to fill all blanks; others may be 
taken by surprize. It may be useful to such to 
know, that the early York Cabbage, or in fact any 

qu 
di 

* See pp. 116 and 131 of our Journal for this year. yt 

good early Cabbage, may be yet sown, to come in 
through the autumn and winter. It is, however, 
pastthe proper time; but by preparing the soil 
with extra manuring, and hastening germination by 
soaking the seed for six or eight hours, in water 
warm as new milk, much—very much, may be yet 
accomplished. Cabbages, however, for this pur- 
pose, must not be sown in small and crowded seed- 
beds ; they should, if gaining time is an object, be 
allowed abundance of room. Indeed the very best 
plan wouid be to sow them in drills, and thin them 
out to remain; transplanting the surplus plants. 
Green-kale, Savoys, the Pomeranian Cabbage 
(the tenderest of Cabbages when boiled), with the 
various Broccolies, will of course be thought of; 
and the cottager should see to his Thousand-headed 
Cabbage, which is too little known. The common 
white Turnips, also, with the Dale’s hybrid, almost 
as rich as a Swede, keep as well, and may be sown 
later, and should have every attention.” (See also 
the Calendar of Operations of to-day). 

We have so many plaints of the ineffici 
of the PuospHoric RAT Porson, which we formerly 
recommended, that we must again advert to the 
subject. ‘Some correspondents say that the rats 
will not touch it; others that they eat it and are 
attracted by it, and then neglect it ; and both agree 
that it has no effect. 
We do not pretend to reconcile these statements 

with each other, or to explain our correspondents’ 
failure to produce effects which we have obtained 
without difficulty. Our attention was originally 
drawn to the preparation by Dr. Unz's paper in the 
“Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society ;" we 
made some, applied it to the runs of water-rats, and 
it answered perfectly : that is to say, the rats dis- 
appeared. 

But we found it both troublesome and expensive to 
make the mixture ourselves, and therefore when it 
was advertised, we purchased a pot, and used it to 
drive a host of rats out of an old stable and cottage, 
which they had so far attacked as to have eaten 
the flooring and skirting-boards into large holes. 
The rats again disappeared. 

As we said before, we do not know whether they 
are killed or not. We were satisfied to be rid of 
them; and we cannot but suppose that some mis- 
application of the poison, or mismanagement of the 
mixture, must have been the cause of the failures 
complained of. The “ pills ” which we employ are 
as large as hens’ eggs. 

Weare charged with having committed an in- 
Justice; let us hasten to correct it. We said, it 

seems, that Mr. Fatconer, whose magnificent 
RzwaNTHERAS were the object of so much admira- 

tion the other day at Chiswick, was the only man 

who could fower that plant; and this being 
read literally has produced grave evidence to the 
contrary. It reminds us of the poor clergyman 
who got into a scrape with his congregation for 
saying that he had a hundred reasons for what ne 
did, when it was proved that he had only nineteen. 

We, however, stand corrected ; and we rejoice to 
make the avowal, because it enables us to do justice 
to the merits of Mr. P. Basserr, an excellent gar- 
dener and worthy man, who has the care of the 
gardens at Westonbirt. We have before us proof 
of his skill, in the shape of a Renanthera branch, 
18 inches long, 17 inches wide, with six arms, and 

117 scarlet blossoms (we have eounted them), each 

of which is 24 in. in diameter. We learn, too, that 
the same plant has four other branches nearly equal 
to the one that has been sent us.f } What a pity that 
Mr. Basszrr did not perplex the judges by showing 
his plant against Mr. FALcONER's. 

Mr. Basserr adds, that he finds no difficulty 
whatever in flowering this charming plant. Let us 
express on our own part, and that of others, a hope 
that he will favour the public with the details of his 
mode of treatment. 

FRUIT-TREE BORDERS. 
As discussion is invited on the question as to whether 

turf may or may not be dispensed with in the formation 
of fruit-tree borders, and as a practical experience of 
some years would lead me to differ from your opinion, 
perhaps I may be allowed to state the grounds on 
which my opinion is based :— 

Your assertion in regard to the superiority plain 
food possesses over peacoeks' hearts on the ground 
of economy, is indisputable; yet, though a “ Bristol 
Stone? may in appearance equal the diamond, no argu- 
ment is needed to prove the infinite superiority of the 
latter over the former; and so in gardening statisties, 
I hold it but poor economy to run a risk for the sake of 
what may at first appear cheaper, but may ultimately 
prove much dearer. job once well done, is better 
than twice half done ; but first let us consider the ex- 

travagance of “ turf-paring,” as compared with the ex- 
pence of forming the border by other methods. In 
using turf the first outlay is certainly the only one in- 
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„tion, the vegetable kingdom need have exhibited no 
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curred—the turf is cut, carted home, chopped in pieces, 
put into the border, the trees planted, and all is com- 
pleted ; but in making use of an artificial soil, though 
ou go to work most carefully, who shall say where the 

expense will end ? The labour consumed in the mixings, 
turnings, &c., that are requisite, besides the expenditure 
for such components as I conceive would be required 
to place it on an equality with turf. If it be objected 

for, had there been no intellect, such exquisite organi- 
sation would have been utterly useless. ‘The nutritive 
and medicinal uses of plants are destined to serve the 
physical wants of the human and the irrational animal ; 
the systematic arrangement to exercise his intellectual 
capacities. I feel so conscious at this moment that it 
would be a mere act of condescension to bestow more 
than a passing allusion in the argument still clung to by ET e 

that the plan of paring a pasture is d l, I reply 

that a man’s labour for a day with a plough or spade 
(according to the quantity), and a few good Grass seeds, 
will speedily make up for the turf, and is not unfre- 
quently the means of reinvigorating and improving the 
pasture. And now a few words as to the advantages 
I believe turf to possess over mixed material. 

I do not mean to assert that fruit trees will not grow 
in other material than turf; I have tried various soils 
and eompounds, and some with fair success; but I 
never by such methods produced crops equal to those 
grown from turfy matter, either in quantity, size, or 
flavour. I believe turf procured from a pasture to contain 
properties adapted to the wants of trees, which artificial 
substitutes do not possess; and I have always found 
that in turf the trees * fibre ” more, ramifying through in 
all directions. More moderate-sized and fruitful wood 
is also formed. But in borders formed of different ma- 
terials, the roots are found to be much stronger, but 
fewer ; pushing farther from home, and very often 
downwards, though perhaps into a cold clay. Trees 
in this state will be seen to make tremendously strong 
wood, and to be very unwilling to bear fruit. 

The durability of a turf border should also, I think, 
be a weighty argument in its favour: if properly 
formed, it will not need renewal for 20 or 30 years. 
am aware that many are of opinion that injury is done 
to a pasture by paring off the turf, but I am of belief 
that it is mostly to the eye, and that only temporarily ; 
and, surely, nobody who takes a delight in a garden 
would (even admitting that some slight harm was done) 
consider it worthy of notice, or think anything too good 
which was essential; more especially when counter- 
balanced by the production of good flavoured fruit, 
which, whether growing or placed on the table, is a 
source of pride and pleasure to all parties; but re- 
verse the picture, aud, with fruit not fit to be eaten or 
looked at, observe the painful feelings of all—the gar- 
dener the great sufferer, although the fault lies beyond 
his control. To produce good fruit, good means and 
good materials must be employed ; and for fruit borders, 
my conviction is, that nothing is better than green turf. 
—J. L. Snow, Swinton-park. 
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BOTANICAL AMENITIES, 
THE exact sciences have obtained unrivalled praise 

as a means of disciplining the mind into habits of self- 
control and systematic regularity. Their effect, doubtless, 
in a well-regulated mind, will be to induce that faciltty 
in i igating natural pl so much sought 
after ; and so far alone, the result of their study would 
amply repay the labours of the learner. Though it may 
appear injudicious to impart much prominence to the 
consideration of mere mental gratification, i6 will be 
readily coneeded that some of the highest emotions the 
human mind is capable of receiving are elicited in ex- 
periencing the fine power of unravelling mysteries, 
possessed by ths systems of the greater math ician 

the ranks of the sceptie, concerning “ the 
fortuitous concurrence of atoms” that I can but pro- 
test my belief that six months’ botanizing, with a cheer- 
ful, open spirit, ready to embrace every favourable, and 
stifle every inauspicious impression, would prove a cer- 
tain cure. 

Perhaps to a person uninitiated in botanical systems. 
these remarks may prove unintelligible. If, however, 
they should induce but a few to consecrate some of their 
leisure hours to the most agreeable and accessible pur- 
suit in the range of natural history—a pursuit which 
carries with it its own reward of health, bodily activity, 
and chaste mental gratification, the writer may congra- 
tulate himself in having been an instrument of alluring 
into a field profusely seattered with the fairer gifts of 
nature, some whom he is anxious to introduce to ame- 
nities he has deeply enjoyed himself. A new and most 
expanded sheet of the book of nature has opened itself 
to the gaze of the botanical student. he flowers which 
before attracted his notice with but silent beauty, have 
become the eloquent companions of his walks. Every 
bank, nay, every dry and desert spot has become instinct 
with life, and animated with intelligence. No longer a 
mere wonderer, he learns that “wondering is not the 
way to grow wise ;” he becomes conversant with the 
loveliness of every blooming flower that gems the rejoic- 
ing land, and has learnt to perceive marks of construc- 
tive wisdom, and evidences of riches of benevolence in 
many of the meanest of those weeds which before were 
but uninteresting appendages to the green garb of the 
earth. Such are a few of the pleasures the botanist 
loves to acknowledge ; may many more taste them, and 
the science prosper in the multitude of its diseiples.— 
F. A. Malleson, Pulborough. 

ee EET 
ON THE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS WHICH CON- 
STITUTE |THE NUTRITIVE PORTIONS OF 
THE POTATO. 

By the Rev. Prof. HENSLOW. 
(Continued from p. 478.) 

ALTHOUGH we believe all vegetable membrane to be 
composed of the three elements only whica we have 
named (always excepting the minute pozcions of inor- 
anie matters which are to be found here and there 

united with them), yet we are not to conclude that these 
three elements are alone essential to the development 
of vegetable tissue. Therc is a fourth element, nitrogen, 
everywhere present in plants, though it forms a very 
small per centage of their entire structure, and does not 
appear to ke a component part of any of their tissues. 
It occurs in certain organic compounds which have 
^sen prepared by the vital energy of plants within the 

little bladders we have so often referred to. This class 
of compounds consists of four elements, viz., the same 
three we have already noticed in membrane and starch, 
and this fourth one, nitrogen. The compounds contain- 
ing nitrogen will presently be discussed, but I defer 
their consideration until I have concluded what I wish 
0 sa; ting starch and other allied compounds 

To trace to a single cause phenomena infinitely varying 
n grandeur and in loveliness ; to lay open to view laws 
of unlimited dominion, and to discover the hidden links 
which bind in an uninterrupted connexion the appa- 
rently dissimilar operations of nature—these are privi- 
leges worthy the enjoyment of a being “a little lower 
than the angels.” : T 

But it has occurred to me with the more force perhaps, 
beeause I do not recolleet having seen the remark else- 
where, that there is not a branch of the study of nature 
more strikingly illustrative of the marvellous order and 
system prevailing in ereation than botany. Mathema- 
tical discoveries are liable to error, and much remains 
veiled or undiscoverable in the deep crypts of nature. 
But an admirable system of organisation, comprehen- 
sible to perfection by the most ordinary capacities, 
obtains in the construction of plants. To one who has 

l a student's attention to botany, it may 
t the myriads of vegetable producti 

pee of three elements only. In order that we may 
be prepared to identify starch, and to separate it from 
any other white powdery substance with which an un- 
practised eye might otherwise confound it, I shall 
show you a test by which it is readily to be detected, 
even without our having recourse to the microscope. 
The shining steel-grey erystals in this bottle are iodine, an 
elementthatisreadily fusible,and whieh,when heated over 
a candle, as you see, rapidly rises in the form of a violet 
coloured vapour. I have here a tincture of this iodine 
prepared by dissolving it in aleohol. In this wine-glass 
full of water, I place a little starch ; and after stirring 
it up, I add a single drop of the tincture of iodine, and 
you see the grains of starch immediately assume a dark 
purple tinge. In order that iodine should be able to 
tinge starch of this purple or bluish-purple colour, it 
must itself be in a free or uncombined state. As the 
chemical reactions between various compounds are 

around us, there exists no more than a partial chain of 
resemblances ; and that to divide the whole kingdom, 
comprising about 80,000 known and named species, into 
distinct families and relationships, would be an impos- 
sible task ; in a word, that it would be a vain attempt 
to assign to every known plant such a place in a general 
flora ; that after a little attentive research through his 
manual, the botanist should arrive at certain approxi 
mations to the name of a plant unknown to him, and 
proceeding by safe and [studied steps, gradually be 
enabled, with unerring certainty, to place his finger on 
the name of the plant, and thence be enabled to tell its 
natural history, properties, and every circumstance of 
interest connected with it ; yet, this may with ease be 
done for every plant out of a thousand, nor is a bright 
genius necessary for this almost mechanical process. 

No surer example than this is needed to illustrate 
the argument that God made the world for man as an 
intellectual being, Had the Creator issued the universe 
from his Almighty hand, without a view of providing e: 
ercise for the mental powers of the prime object of crea- | 

traces of systematic arrangement; a plant would phe 
possessed no characteristies beyond those which should | 
inform the eye at a cursory glance that it wasa vegetable; | 

always I will show you an experiment or 
two illustrative of what I have just stated. This bottle 
contains a solution of iodide of potassium, a substance 
which, to the eye, looks much like common rock salt. 
And just as common salt is composed of two elements, 
chlorine and sodium, so is this substance composed of 
the two elements, iodine and potassium. I mix a little 
starch, as before, in a wine-glass full of water, and drop 
in some of the iodide of potassium ; but no effect is pro- 
duced, the starch remaining uncoloured. I next add a 
drop or two of sulphuric acid and stir up the whole, and 
you see the starch gradually becomes tinged of a purple 
colour. This shows us that the iodine has been set free 
from its combination with the potassium, by the sul- 
phurie acid. We have now in the glass the iodine 
united with the starch, and the sulphurie acid with the 
potassium, in the form of,a salt named sulphate of 
potass. I will next drop in a little ammonia, and you 
see the colour again leaves the starch, showing us that 
the iodine has returned to its former state of combina- 
tion with the' potassium, which the sulphurie aeid has 
left to unite with the ammonia. Let us then sup- 
pose that we have shown this white powder to be 
starch, by the action which iodine has produced upon 
it. We know also from the report of chemists, that it is 
composed of the same three elements, combined in the 

same proportions as they are combined in the tissues of 
plants. The next question is how can starch be ren- 
dered subservient to the development of these tissues, 
seeing it consists of insoluble grains shut up within the 
little bladders of which the cellular tissue is composed ? 

One great characteristic of organic compounds ap- 
pears to consist in their being essentially combinations 
which cannot be formed without calling in the direct 
agency of * vegetable life.” Vegetables may be viewed 
as the alembies in nature’s great laboratory, appointed 
for originating all organic matter. When an organic 
compound shall once have been formed by the instru- 
mentality of a plant, it may afterwards be modified and 
changed into another organic compound by the skill of 
the chemist : but I believe it has not yet been prove 
that the chemist can originate a truly organic combi- 
nation between the three or four elements which com- 
pose the tissues of animals and vegetables. But, even 
if art should ever be able to imitate nature in this step, 
still, how aceurately does the very letter of Genesis 
agree with the fact, that all animals derive the mate- 
rials of which their flesh is composed from matter pre- 
viously organised by vegetable life! “To every beast 
of the earth, and to every fowl of the air, and to every- 
thing that creepeth upon the earth wherein there iS 
life, I have given every green herb for meat." * 

(To be continued.) 

THE AMATEUR GARDENER. 
On Buppine Roses. — As all floriculturists love 

Roses, it is a work of sup gation to d 
them to the attention of amateurs. How imperfect 
would their gardens, however small, be without them ! 
and how anxious they all are to secure varieties of this 
beautiful flower! Butif nothing need be said to make the 
culture of Roses a common and favourite pursuit, every 
contribution in aid of its successful and perfect deve- 
lopment must be regarded with interest. The propa- 
gation and growth of the Rose have engaged the efforts 
of the highest floricultural skill, and the methods of pro- 
cedure have peen understood by comparatively few. In 
a publication like the Gardeners’ Chronicle, novices ex- 
ect to be assisted in their pursuits, and it is for them, 

and not for the more advanced, that the following hinte 
are thrown out. Much has already been written in 
this work on Rose culture, and the volume of collected 
papers, called “the Tree Rose,” almost exhausts the 
subject of budding. All that will now be attempted i$; 
to assist the amateur who may be anxious to perform 
the operation of budding for himself; a task the writer 
undertakes with the more confidence, as he has been 
tolerably ful in this dep of gardeni: 

The objects contemplated by budding Roses should 
be well understood before the work is begun. If it is 

cases, in the course of one season. $ 
If the rule of literary criticism has any truth in it~ 

“Tn every work regard the writer's end,” " 
the same principle fully applies to florieulture, 2"' 
especially in the instance now under consideration 

What is the end or purpose to be answered by standar 

Roses? I reply, they are only useful or desirable ur 

ith 

srt AE: " 
served some of the correspondents of ma hot 

deners Chi have referred to the disputed point W nead 
the antediluvians ate flesh or not. p are Gp in opinion why Abel kept sheep. Perhaps he had faith Si 
cient to enable him to understand from the works of the © ion 

i j i the like dominio g 
nferior creatures do 

God's care, such'as tigers, eagles, and pikes, permitted. t the 

press 

tive only to the p 
bolder Man of Faith, accepting freely of whatev ada 

could not see to be forbidden him by the spirit of su 
lation as God had vouchsafed to him, 

4 
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teur should; remember they ought to be placed in a 

finished state in the spots they are intended to occupy. 

Budding is the work of a nursery, and the briars should 

not be seen until the finer production gives a softened 
character to their wildness. It will be proper, there- 

fore, to consider which course is to be preferred—the 
Purchasing a few standard Roses ab once, so that 
their beauty may adorn the garden the first season ; 

9r the dilatory and uncertain process of budding for 
one’s self. 

So much in reference to standards. But budding 

has other objects, and higher claims upon our notice, 

It confers a hardiness upon Roses otherwise tender, so 
that many which would not endure our winters on their 
9wn roots, become acclimatised, when receiving into 
their structure the more vigorous juices of the Briar. 
Then a more rapid attainment of the flowering state is 
in this way secured. For example, a friend gave me a 
Small cutting of thé beautiful Bourbon Rose, Paul Joseph, 

inthemonth of August last year, [had onlya choice of two 

Courses to pursue with regard toit ; one was, to endeavour 

tomake it produce roots as a cutting, the other to bud it 

Upon a stock. Had I taken the first course, it probably 
Would have perished, as cuttings of fine Roses demand 

Much skill for successful striking; or if it had 

lived, it would scarcely have been strong enough to 

Produce flowers in 12 months. I adopted the second 

course, and inserted the only two buds I had into a 

climbing Rose which I cut down for the purpose. In 

June, these buds were half a yard high, have produced 
lowers, and supplied me with buds enough to insert in 

about a dozen Briars. Expedition and certainty are, 

therefore, attained by budding, and on these accounts 

pe art is highly important to all amateur gardeners.— 

nL Be 

Home Correspondence. 
Fruit-tree Borders.— Although we know that the 

top spit of an old pasture duly pulverised and prepared 

is by far the best material with which we are ac- 

quainted for fruit-tree borders, yet to obtain that is 
Someti: almost impossible. Now, under such cir- 
cumstances, I adopted the following plan :—Having to 

form a Vine border, about 70 feet in length and of pro- 

Portionate width, on ground in cultivation as a part of 

the outskirts of a kitchen garden, I directed the soil to 

e removed as far down as any traces of cultivation 

Could be discovered, and placed in long ridges on a 

Spare piece of ground during the past winter ; to this T 
added a liberal portion of rotten dung, a sprinkling of 

old mortar, and bricklayer’s rubbish. In another ridge 
ad a portion of the “top spit of an old pasture,” 

about one-third of what I should require for the whole 

border when finished, to which was added some rotten 
Manure, and the whole frequently turned over and 

broken to pieces with a spade. When the Vineries are 
finished and the bottom of the border well drained, I 
Shall have the whole carted to the border, and the 
Vines planted next season, previously giving the whole 
Several successive turnings, and I have no fear of suc- 
Cess, I should have said, however, that the subsoil to 
the requisite depth was entirely removed and carted 
away. With Peach-borders I should deal in a similar 
Way, retaining all the old soil I considered worthy in 
long narrow ridges, giving it frequent turnings, till next 
Planting season. Then I should add a portion of new 
Soil, never mind aboutits being the top spit, introducing 
Some fibrous matter to obviate it, together with a liberal 
Quantity of well rotted dung, old bones, pieces of soft 
roken brick or free stone, old mortar rubbish or 

Similar material, amalgamating the whole, and effectu- 
ally draining the border. I should next plant the trees, 
Planting them well, and the result I will guarantee to 
€ all that could be wished.—G. L. 
Autumn Planting Potatoes.—Potatoes to be taken 

UP early should undoubtedly be planted early; and, if 
What are called in the Isle of Thanet *Sage-leaf Kid- 
neys,” are planted in October, and eseape the frosts of 
Winter, it is probable they will nearly attain their matu- 

tity by the 24th of the following June. Those planted 
a January will of course be later ; and those planted 

March will not have had, by that period, sufficient 
ime. to produce anything like a crop. “J, M." has 
Published a table at p. 479, purporting to show the 

ioDiparativo results of autumn and spring planted Po- 

atoes ; but he will, I hope, forgive me if I say that, 

or genera] practical purposes, it is totally valueless. I 

QNS bad 20 years’ experience both in early and late 
Planting, When my object is to obtain Potatoes for 
Re M market, and to secure the first prices, T plant 

es When I have been growing them for winter 

I maumption, and quantity and bulk have been desired, 

be, ave always found the latter end of March and the 

CEDE of April the best time for planting ; and then 

ben 3 sorts that are likely to live and receive the full 

after of autumnal showers. It may be no wonder, 
= what happened last year, that many have ex- 

the red: opinions favourable to early planting : as then, 

loan Potatoes escaped almost unhurt in many 
that the, 3 but, as it has been (and still is) my opinion 
quent y premature death of the plants, and the conse- 
to th ecay of the tubers last year, was entirely owing 
Year j sudden change of the weather, I planted this 
the 2 n April and March : had I procured six roots on 
ee 4th. June, in comparison with those of “J. M.," 

3 MES have cut a sorry figure ; still, nothing more 
pont ) us proved (and who ever had a doubt on this 

: at if Potatoes are to be dug on the 24th of ae 
ho id Should be planted earlier than either April 

e If*J. M.” will repeat his experiment with 

the remainder of his crop on the 24th October next, 

and communicate the results, I shall be obliged. B 

that time I hope to have many single roots that will 
weigh more than the six heaviest recorded in his table; 
nor shall I be surprised if his report turns the tables in 

favour of those planted in March.—J. Smeed, Brom- 

ston, St. Peter's, Thanet. 
Tropical House at Kew.—The folowing will give 

some idea of the way in which this house is 

and dogs by eating the savoury slices of cork, there 
can be no doubt. I have known a dog killed by gnaw- 
ing and eating a cork in play with it. But in this, as 
well as any other ‘poison for destroying rats or mice, 
the same precautions must be used. With arsenie 
mixed in Barley-meal, a neighbour of mine killed all 
his fowls a few weeks since ; and another neighbour 
last year did the same by applying it carelessly. In 
all such applicati caution must be used. The simple 

B 

6 RC] 18 ent i 24. 

—A represents the ground plan and B the section ; c are 
walls; e hot-water pipes, which are united into one at 

the corners of the house, and pass under the paths /; 

F is a pipe to supply the tanks (d) ; this and the return- 

pipe are entirely out of sight; the latter being under- 

neath the flow-pipe is not shown in the plan; g are heated 

air chambers, which have a communication with the 

tanks by means of an aperture in the walls ; the cham- 

bers hh at the ends of the pits have a communication 
with the bottom, as well as the top of the tanks, the 

water passing through them. The chambers are con- 

tained in the walls surrounding the pits i; j represents 

spaces at the foot of the iron pillars &. The following 

climbers are planted in these spaces, and trained up the 

pillars to cover the roof, viz. :— Passiflora alata and 

edulis, Allamanda cathartica, Echites hirsuta, Poivrea 

coccinea and Roxburghii, Jolliffia africana, Petræa 

volubilis, Beaumontia grandiflora, and Ipomoea Hors- 

falis. Atm are iron gratings, through which heated 

air escapes from a space underneath the tanks ; under- 

neath the grating m 2, is an opening into the cistern n; 

and by means of a leather pipe being inserted into this 

opening the cistern is filled in very dry weather from a 

pump at a distance from the house ; at o is shown the 

situations of two small brass pumps, by which water 

is drawn out of the cistern n ; this cistern extends the 

length of both pits, and receives the water from the 

roof of the house, through pipes, 7. The pumps are 

kept firm by brass rods attached to the pillars & (2), in 
the centre of the house ; there are four of these pillars, 
three sashes intervening between them ; at r are stone 
benches, supported by the iron pillars p ; these pillars 
are 2 inches in diameter, and 3 feet 3 ins. 
apart. The tanks are covered with large 
slates ; the pit above is filled with tan, & 
and the plants are placed upon the tan, ; 
not plunged in it; the walls round the 
pits are covered with blue slates. Over 
the chambers ventilators are placed for 
the escape of heated air at pleasure, the 

situations of the ventilators being repre- 
sented in the plan by the mark 4- ; the 
entrances are at s,and at the entrance s(2) 

the roof is raised 1 foot in front, to make room for 

| the door: scrapers are placed in small recesses in the 

wall i.—C. Walton. 

Fried Cork to Kill Rats and Mice.—Your query in 

last Number I reply to with pleasure. Asto the injury 

remedy of old corks sliced as thin as possible, and then 
fried in the fat, butter, or gravy left in the pan after 
meat has been cooked in it, was recommended to me 
by an able chemist, who assured me that when he was 
infested with numerous rats once, he tried all the poisons 

he could think of without getting rid of these pests, 
when the fried cork did it effectually, and he saw no 
more of them. I am applying the corks at this moment 
in my farm-buildings to destroy mice, and they dimi- 
nish daily. I discovered the other day a curious in- 
stance of the liking these vermin have for them. Ob- 
serving that all I planted had disappeared, I resorted 
to a plate full of them, which I bad placed in reserve, 
and in seeurity I fancied, on two iron rods, supported 
upon four others 14 inehes high, which are at the head 
of a desk for aecompt books, when to my surprise I 
found all the corks gone and the plate empty. There 
was a large paper bag with some Swede seed in it on 
the same rods, and observing a hole in it, I opened the 
bag, when a great portion of the corks were there found 
deposited. The mice had managed to ascend the iron 
rods, had taken the corks from the plate along the hori- 

zontal ones, more than 18 inches, to the paper bag. 

The bag had never been touched by them before.—Delta, 
“A Subseriber? may fry coarse brown paper in- 

stead of cork, and neither pigs, pet dogs, or poultry, 
will suffer.— Probatum. 

Old Pastures.—l have made many mixtures of 
soils, but none which are so good as that taken from 
old pastures. It is known to many that if an old pas- 

ture is made into a garden, everything will grow in it 
so as to surprise any one not acquainted with the fact 
of what old pastures will do in this way. When worn 
out, no manure will afterwards restore the ground, that 
I know of, to its former state. have been very suc- 
cessful on a small scale with liquid manure on Grass. 
I mowed some Grass ground this year three times be- 
fore the 1st of May, to give as green food to my horses. 
I would propose that a portion of every garden be laid 
down to Grass, and then liberally supplied from time to 
time with liquid manure, mowing the Grass as often as 
required. It must be known ‘by experiment how long 
a portion should remain in Grass before it be broken 
up. The process of making Grass ground would be 
hastened by this plan, as much more liquid manure 
would be given than what falls on grazing pastures, and 
more evenly. All soils ought to be found to have in 
them, on analysis, 16 of the simple substances. These 
are best supplied to Grass land by liquid manure.— 

C. A. A. L., Whittington. 
Potato Disease.—At Genoa I was informed that in 

the season of 1845, nearly all the crop raised from 

English and American sets was affected by the disease 

but none of their own old waxy sorts ; at Naples, the 

crop was sound (thanks, perhaps, to the warmth and 

dryness of the climate) ; at Munieh (the countzy around 

being generally a very poor sand) the crop was un- 

injured. The Potatoes I ate there were excellent. 
E 

Young Oaks.—The method of cutting in situ the 
tap roots of young Oaks, notieed in the leading article 
last week, is in constant use in nurseries, and may be 

found (and perhaps elsewhere) fully described in Nicol’s 

* Planters’ Kalendar,” pp. 134—5. Your doubt, inci- 
dentally mentioned, of the propriety of cutting the tap 

root at all, is well founded, but the practice of using 

large Oaks of 4, 5, or 6 years in forming plantations, 

renders it necessary for convenience in ordinary soils, 

There is little doubt that, in similar circumstances, an 

Oak plantation raised (as is sometimes done) by sowing 

the Acorns in pits at once in the fields, will outstrip one 

formed in the usual way, especially when large plants 

are used.— W. S. 
Hedgehogs.—In the beginning of June I procured a 

hedgehog, which I placed in my. garden, with a view to 

its destroying insects, &e., which abounded there ; it 

proved with young, and about a month ago produced 

three, having made itself a very snug nest amongst 

the Artichokes. Last week I observed the young ones 

in different parts of the garden in a very weak state, 

and one morning I found the skin of one in the nest, 

the mother having eaten the body. In two days, I 

found another nearly eaten up, and two mornings ago 

the third was found dead, but untouched, except one 

hind leg, which had been bitten off a day or two before. 
Since this, it has eaten a kitten every night, which I 
had placed for its repast. It has eaten three of these. 
It also eats a good lump of bullock’s lights, and I have 
several times put 20 or 30 shell snails near its abode ; 
these are devoured, as I find the shells left strewed about. 
I offered one of the young ones both snails and lights, 
both which it attacked eagerly ; and I have repeatedly 
seen a half-grown hedgehog crack the shell of a large 
snail, and deyour the body with great relish. Though 
the hedgehog eats flesh when it can get it, itis too slug- 
gish in its motion to be able to procure a subsistence by 
hunting. I believe it to subsist chiefly on snails and 
insects, and perhaps earth-worms.— Lusor. 

Ink for Labels.—In the report of the meeting of the 

Horticultural Society (p. 239), mention is made of a 

to poultry (ducks I should fancy is meant), pigs, | newly invented ink for writing on zine labels, sold by 
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Messrs. Burrows and Thoms, with an observation that 

“hitherto we have had no good ink for the purpose,” 

and it is mentioned again in last Number as a “novelty.” 

Have you tried ink made by a receipt given in page 

189, March, 1842? which appears fully sufficient for 

every practical purpose, in proof of which I enclose a 

label written with this ink more than two years ago. 

As some of your readers may not have seen the receipt 

I annex it :—Verdigris in powder, 1 drachm ; sal am- 

moniae in powder, 1 drachm ; lamp black, half a 

drachm ; water, 10 drachms, It should be Shaken be- 

fore using.— Lusor, 
Fixing Botanical Specimens.—For this purpose I find 

nothing more than the margins of the sheets 

of postage stamps (which may be had from the sellers 
of stamps), cut into narrow strips, and placed across 

the stems and branches of the specimen intended to be 

fixed.— Lusor. 
Extract from Correspondence with Sir G. S. Mac- 

kenzie, Bart.—Strawberries : There is an object in the 

cultivation of this, and indeed, in that of every other 

fruit, universally acknowledged to be worthy of atten- 

tion, but.seldom attended to, and that is to have it in 
ion during a iderable time. It is a remark- 

able fact, that since cultivators began to search for im- 
proved varieties by sowing seeds, not one earlier than 

the old séarlet has been obtained, while of fine late 
varieties we have abundance. I believe the earliest 

now in cultivation is the Grove-end ; next to that comes 

Keens’ Seedling, and some other good sorts, and among 

them the delicious, but neglected Carolina ; and lastly, 

the Elton, which lasts a long time. The Alpine is both 

an early and Jate sort, and carries on the succession till 

frost commences. What is wanted is an early variety, 

and to this object cultivators should lend their atten- 
tion. We have, as yet, no good pale or white variety, 

and one should be sought for. I have raised a consider- 

able number, and one remarkably prolific, and lasting a 

long time; but they all wanted firmness and flavour. 
By perseverance, and many pursuing this object, a fine 

variety may at last be obtained. Although it has been 

stated in the" Chronicle that Strawberry plants would 

continue to yield good crops during many years with a 
little care, I am still of opinion, that what I recom- 
mended many years ago is of use, viz.,to make new 
plantations every second year. My reason for this re- 
commendation was, that when the plants are left longer, 

new sorts rise amongst them from the seeds of berries 

that drop or are left, and thus the crops are, for the 

most part, deteriorated by mixture, and it may become 
difficult to recover the original variety. My practice 

was to plant in February, not to reckon a crop the same 

year, and to take two crops afterwards ; so that when I 
dug down the plants, I had another set ready to 
produce he publie would be better served with 
this, and other fruits, if they were not exposed to the 
sun in shop windows, and at the doors, but kept in a 

cool shady place. The Strawberries brought to the 

Edinburgh market, once famous, are now for the most 
part very inferior; and the effects of careless handling 

are so conspicuous as to be rather disgusting. Vanack 

Cabbage: Of all the numerous sorts that have been 
offered to the public, this Cabbage has no rival. By a 
little care, it may come to the table young almost the 
whole year round. It is many years since I obtained 
some seeds from the Garden of the Horticultural So- 
ciety, and Í have never tasted any sort to be compared 
with it. It is now difficult to obtain it pure. It is 
easily known by its tendency to burst when it attains a 
considerable size. The long lists in nurserymen’s 
catalogues might well be curtailed, and the Vanack 
placed at the head. Whatever single sort one may 
purchase by name is sure to turn out mixed, so careless 
have seedsmen become. I got some seeds under the 
name Vanack in Edinburgh, and while almost every 
plant differed from another, there is not a true Vanack 
amongst them. It isa pity that the London Society 
does not give prizes for specimens of pure varieties of 
culinary vegetables, that the best may be kept up. It 
is right to place the dulce in the first rank, but the 
utile should not be forgotten. Pelargoniums: The 
flower of the variety General Tom Thumb is so like one 
raised in my garden in the north, many years ago, that 
I should have called it identical in flower and leaf, were 
it not that the northern variety (without a name but that 
of the gardener, McGrigor, who raised it) affects the 
eye with a glow which gives it a preference. Beside 
McGrigor’s Scarlet all others I have compared with it 
fail in brilliancy of colour. 

Wasps.—As the season when these are most destruc-: 
tive is at hand, I think it right to mention that I have 
tried gas tar, and believe it will prove the simplest, 
cheapest, and most effectual remedy, with which I am 
aequainted : I tried it on some nests in the woods here, 
where, from the roots of trees; &c., it was impossible to 
dig them out. Just pour a little gas tar from a small 
water-can or other convenient vessel, into the hole ; 
Stop it up with moss dipped in the tar, and thé work of 
destruetion is completed.—J. L. Snow, Swinton Park. 
Miscellaneous.— The Deaih’s Head Moth, &ce.— Your 

columns lately contained an account of the capture of 
some death’s-head moths at Cambridge on the Lycium 
Europzeum, or Tea-plant, On referring to Withering's 
** Botany," however, I cannot discover the plant named. 
Is it found wild? € have it on the cliffs here, and I 
captured a death's-head moth on it last year, in Septem- 

ber, while residing here ; and I understand a chrysalis 
has been found and exposed for sale here this year, but 
a ately I cannot find out anything. of the where- 

learn that the beautiful Colias edusa, a fly of which we 

know nothing in our neighbourhood at Croydon, is this 
year in full bloom here on the cliffs near Beechy Head. 

erhaps some of your correspondents may be able to 
tell what butterflies those were which paid a visit to 

Dover from the Continent, the week before last. No one 

seems to have noticed to what genus they belong.—.4 

Croydon Subscriber, at present at East-Bourne. [The 

plant called Lycium Europ:eum in the paragraph alluded 

to is, of course, a garden plant. We did not under- 

stand that it was pretended to be wild.] 

Foreign Correspondence. 
Copenhagen, July 6, 1846.—From Hamburgh to 

Kiel we came by the Altona and Kiel railway, near; 

70 miles, construeted on a single line without bridges 

or viaducts, and, except near Kiel, scarcely anything of 

a cutting or embankment, therefore very easily made, 

and very well appointed, going at the rate of about 20 

miles an hour, or rather faster, with less of noise and 

motion than in most of ours. Holstein, which we thus 

crossed, is generally flat and sandy; a great deal of 

peat Moss, intermixed with meadows and arable land— 

the latter generally covered with rich Eye crops, nearly 
ripe; a good many Potatoes, as yet very young ; some 

poorlooking Oats; a very little Barley, white Clover, 

and (Buckwheat?) and I only saw two small Wheat-fields 
the whole way. Indeed, cattle (producing excellent 

beef) and Rye seems to be the staple produee, the bread 
of the country being pure Rye. At Kiel, we admired 
especially the public gardens, and the walk to the Tivoli 

arden, and the baths of Diisterbrog, a couple of miles 
from the town, which may almost be called garden the 

whole way. Beds of Roses and fiowers ornament the 

promenade, and are as open as at Hamburgh ; and the 
Tivoli gardens are prettily laid out, and very neatly 
kept—all the benches, tables, and other wood-work, as 

well as the stakes for the Dahlias and other flowers, 

being kept fresh painted and clean, and the walks 
and beds quite free of weeds. The lawns are 
also, here, greener and better kept than most of 
the Hamburgh ones. The botanic garden is small, 
and for want of sufficient means not so well kept. 
Professor Nolte, who is at the head of it, has a good 

collection in it of Holstein plants, and especially of 

natural hybrids, such as Stachys ambigua, Hypericum, 

Potentilla, &e., in all which cases he says he can never 
either find good seeds in the wild state, or make the 
plants produce them when cultivated. He shows 
amongst the curiosities of the little museum at the gar- 
den, a remarkably good specimen of the formation of 
wood outside a bit of bark where circulation had been 
stopped, An old Beech was cut down at Diisterbrog 
in 1837, and the logs sold to a baker, when, on split- 
ting one, there was found, about 6 inches from the rim, 
a square piece,of the old bark cut through all round 
with these letters cut into it. This bit of 

bark still had some re- mains of lichens on 
the outside, but the wood had formed per- 
feetly sound over it, and —-' was continuous with 
the inner wood both above and below, with the excep- 
tion of a slight d in the longitudinal ves- 
sels, aud the outside bark showed a slight irregular 
scar a little bigger than the enelosed bit of bark. 
Professor Nolte says that he very carefully counted 
the concentrie rings between that with which the en- 
closed bark was connected and the outer bark, and 
found them to be exactly 110, the number of years 
from the date of the inscription to the date of felling. 
It is the neatest specimen of a well-known physiological 
fact which I have seen. Here, in Copenhagen, the 
Botanie garden is in the town, of small extent, and of 
little importance ; there has, however, been lately built 
a hothouse for Palms, and a portion of the old ones has 
been arranged as an Orchidaceous house ; these contain 
several good specimens, chiefly Mexican, brought over 

by Professor Liebmann ; of Cycads, more especially, 
there is a good collection and several new ones : many 
of them have already flowered. The-Rosenberg Castle 
gardens are also in the town; the public part of them 
laid out something in the style of the Tuileries gardens, 
has no particular beauty, and looks old ; but a large 
portion is reserved for forcing fruits and vegetables for 
the king’s table, under the management of Mr. Peter- 
sen, The forcing houses are very extensive, covering al- 
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are heated with hot water, the apparatus generally of a 
simple construction; the pipes and boilers all cast here, 
and apparently very well done, but at so great a cost, 
that in many of the houses brick flues with open 
troughs are used, and the difference in effect between 
the flues and the pipes is not nearly so greai 
here, where wood alone is burnt. The Grapes force 
are chiefly our common kinds. The king’s table is 
supplied from the end of May till late in the autumn ; 
the crops generally seemed very fair; the early Peaches 
had been good, but there were only a few remaining ; 
the late ones were not full of fruit ; only one Nectarine 
seemed to be bearing really well. The Pine-apples, of 
which there were a great quantity, were very healthy 
and clean; and some of the Providences very fine ; but 
they cannot succeed in giving them the same weight 
that we do. The Figs were very fine and full of fruit. 
Strawberries are a very favourite fruit here ; they like 
the soil and are very good flavoured. Mr. Petersen 
forces and grows them in great quantities for the king’s 

table, which must be supplied from April till Christmas. 
Most of our new varieties are grown. Keens’ Seedling 
acquires an enormous size. 

outs.— Your entomological friends may be glad tojatall Vegetable forcing is of course'over for the sea- 

together nearly an English aere of ground. Many of them | 

Myatt's does not sueceed P 

grown but a plant or two out of curiosity In 
the open air the fruit garden is being replanted; 
it is extensive, but nothing remarkable. Against a 
leng wall Vines are planted at intervals, between which 

are low lean-to frames, into which one-half of the main 

branches of each Vine are brought down for forcing 

every alternate year; the other half, forced the pre- 

vious year, being trained on the wall above, and be- 

tween the frames, to ripen for the following year's 

forcing—a process by which, it is said, very large erops 

are produced, and some of those now in forcing cer- 
tainly made a very good show. The cold here is far 
from being so!intense as in Hamburgh, yet Bays, 

Laurels, and other such g , are only cultivated 

in tubs, like Orange-trees, and brought in in winter, 
whilst Orange-trees are kept in the greenhouse all the 
summer (except for about a month to ripen their wood), 

and this, it is insisted, is necessary to prevent their 

turning yellow from the intensity of the summer sun. 
They certainly are of a dark green, but do not to me 
look healthy in other respects, being rather drawn and 
thin of wood. In the neighbourhood of Copenhag 

we much miss the gardens of Hamburgh ; the best T 

have seen are a few of those on the road to the Thier- 

garten, to the north of the town, a beautiful situation 

on the shores of the Sound, with the Swedish Coast op- 

posite ; but these contain little but lawns, shrubberries, 

groups of trees, and winding walks, very few Roses, and 

scarcely any flower-beds ; as a necessary consequence: 
of this little taste shown for gardens, the nursery gar- 
dens are but few, and of small importance. The varie- 
ties of Fuehsias, Caleeolarias, Gloxinias, Achimenes, 
&c., in the royal houses at Rosenberg, &c., were all ob- 
tained through Booths, of Flotbeck. Fruit does not 
seem so plentiful here as at Hamburgh, excepting 
Strawberries, with which, as well as with vegetables; 
the town is chiefly supplied from the isle of Amaga to. 
the south of Copenhagen. The pleasure-grounds at- 
tached to the royal palaces, and, as usual on the Conti- 
nent, open to the publie, are generally thick plantations 
of wood, intersected by broad winding walks, and in- 
terspersed with open glades of Grass and pieces of water, 
and in hot weather they are very agreeable cool walks, 

but with a great want of flowers. The Thiergarten is a 
very fine park, full of beautiful Beeches, in many parts 
yery well grouped, and on undulating ground, instead 
of the dead flat of a great part of Denmark ; all it 
wants is a good road to it, and easy drives through it, 

but the former is either a bad pavement or mud-holes, 
and the drives heavy sand. Of the country, all I have 
seen is what lies between this and Friedrieksborg, 
about 18 miles to the north-west. The road, which is 
very good, erosses an opén and undulating country; 
generally richl ltivated; though i d with 
peat-bogs, small lakes, and a few woods ; one extensive 
inelosed wood contains a great many very fine Beeches. 
The crops are everywhere very good; the hay is a 
great part of it got in ; the Rye, which is the prineipal 
crop, is everywhere turning colour, and in some places 

just ready to cut. The Barley and Oats, just coming 
into flower, are very much finer than in Holstein ; so 
are generally the Potatoes, I cannot learn that any 
disease has shown itself yet this year, though it was as 
bad here as anywhere last year. ‘The peasants com- 
plain (as I am told) that the early-planted Potatoes 

rotted a good deal in the ground, but they say that all 
the late-planted fields come up as well, and look as pro- 

mising as ever they saw them. Besides the crops Í 
liave mentioned, I have seen a few fields of Vetches, 
and of red or white Clover, but not a single field of 
Wheat. 

Hocieties. 
ROYAL SOUTH LONDON FLORICULTURAL 

SOCIETY. 
July 22.—This, the Fourra ExnrBrTION for the season, tool 

place in the Surrey Zoological Gardens, an numerously 

attended, The Show itself was a fair one for July. There 
were five collections of 18 Miscellaneous plants, many of them 

not at all remarkable for either fine growth or bloom, That 
to which the first prize was awarded was contributed by Mr. 

cathartica, a large plant finely in bloom ; Clerodendron fallax, : 

with numerous gaudy flower-spikes, and the san 

merly exhibited of Pheenocoma prolifera, Kalosanth 

a fine little Hoya carnosa, together with the sam a] 

eximium exhibited atthe last Chiswick gathering, but, this timer 

in better condition; Euphorbia splendens; and other smaller 
plants, Mr. Young, of Camberwell, was third. In this group 
the most remarkable plants were the sweet-smelling Stepha- 

sufficiently in bloom, and other species of the same 

rom Mr. Faire 
, Petunias, 

wo collections of 10 MISCELLANEOUS PLANTS were P 

e 

i 
| 
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flata, eximia, Irbyana, Aitoniana, and ollula, the latter a neat 
small pink-blossomed variety. 

ong SINGLE SPECIMENS of superior cultivation was a most 
beautiful Erica Irbyana, 34 feet in height and as much wide, 

‘om Mr. Dawson, of Brixton-hill; Messrs, Fairbairn also sent 
a good variety of E. inflata; Mr. Bruce, E. eximia; and Mr. 

Ayres, a pretty Ixora crocata.—Collections of Fucnstas were 
numerous. The Ist prize for 8 plants in the Amateurs’ Class 
Was awarded to Mr. Jenkins, who sent Queen, Paragon, 
Nymph, Unique, Colossus, Sir Henry Pottinger, Cassandra, 

Se) 
British Queen, In the Nurserymen’s Class the best 12 were 

Mr. Jennings, South Lambeth ; the varieties were Vul- 
can, Phenomenon, Coronet, Lowryi, Nymph, Queen of Beauty, 
Cassandra, Colossus, Si Pottinger, and Gigantea. 
enkins contributed a good plant of Eppsii. Mr. Robinson, of 

Pimlico, sent ection of Achimenes. 
n of PELARGONIUMS was furnished b; 

The season for Prcorggs and CARNATIONS being near its close, 
the collections of these beautiful flowers were not in such fine 

them. mateur’s 

atilda, Mrs. 
Edmond's Prince o 

Barnard. 
f Wale: 

n Dick- 
e; 3d, to Mr. In Class 2 
ns, Mr, Kirtla Large Silver Lin- 

ean Medal, for Hale's Prince Albert, Puxley’s Lord J, Russell, 
urner's Princess Charlotte, Unknown, Twitchett’s Don John, 

Ely’s John Wright, Willmer's Hero of Middlesex, Dr. Frank- 
fie Chadwick's Brilliant, Willmer's Conquering Hero, i 

roughton, and Flora’ 1 o Mr, Franklin, Islington; 
Mr. J. Di The Si 

otees, for competition among Amateurs, 
the Rev. A. W. Matthews; the stand con- 

varieties: — Burroughes's Mrs 

ies, 

bella, Green's Victoria, and Crask’s Prince Albert.— Verbenas 
Were exhibited by Mr. Smith, of Hornsey, Messrs, Paul and 
On, and by Mr. Fowle, of Brixton. A tray of Dahlias and 

another of Pansies, from were exhi- 
f 

bi Mr. Turner, of Chalve 

d not competition. Pansies were also contributed b; 
Kit X 5 collection of Hollyhocks came from Mr. 

ui ful and varied in colour. Smaller col- 
d also by Messrs. Fowle, of Sudbury ; 

; and by Mr. Jennings. Collections of 
Antirrhinums were exhibited; ies did 

ee, of a rosy vermilion colour; 
atthews, for a light-edged purple. 

of the present season, named the Queen of 
rs. Smith, of Hackney, very good, with 

mises to be a good and useful flow: 
0 RS came from Mr. Bruce and 

. Paul and Son showed cut Roses in fine 
also cut specimens of indigenous plants, 

s. 

7B ; and Mess: 
Condition, There were 
ind three designs for flo 
Loe was scarce and inferior, a o were vegetables. 

ong the former were Queen Pine-apples, Black Hamburgh and Muscat Grape: m amp, gr. to J. Thorne, Esq., 
ormer insufficiently coloured; and small, but finely. 

Coloured bunches of Black Hamburgh came from Mr. Mitchell, 
Of South Lambeth. Plums, Apricots, Oherries, Gooseberries, 
&e., ots small and poor. There were also exhibited—the Apr! 
were also some Peaches and Nectarines of inferior quality, and 
fair specimens of Beechwood and Cantaloupe Melons. Mr. 
Cuthill, of Camberwell, sent fine specimens of his Black Spine 
ucumber, 

New Garden Plants. 
40..CawPaNULA xonrLIS.. Noble Bellflower. Hardy 
Herbaceous plant.  (Bellworts.*) | Chusan and 
"nos 

ie roof leaves of this fine herbaceous plant are deeply 
heart-shaped, of a bright pale green, and placed on foot- 
Stalks from 6 to 9 inches long, forming a large tuft. 
hee among them, and to rather more than twice their 

p e 
se of Canarina, nearly 3 inches long, and 11 in dia- 

Meter, d 
Dearly smooth, but paler within, abundantly sprinkled 
With bri 
delicate 
nigh d pania medium), and like it has a calyx fur- 

factio it has been treated as a greenhouse plant, but 
+ Fo; 

Bs freely in rough sandy peat, and, like most of the 
NLIS of Campanula, requires an ample supply of 
multi, during the spring months. It may be abundantly 
also, iplied by dividing its roots, and possibly from seeds 
I of Hort. Soc. 

eurious genus of the natural order of Juglands. 
indeed, we could suppose a Walnut to be pressed flat, 
reduced to the size and texture of a seed of the Alder 
tree, and then many such to be collected into a small 
cone, composed of hard, brittle, sharp-pointed scales, 
we should form artificially what Nature has produced 
in this plant, The annexed figure will explain more 
particularly these facts, if it is borne in mind that fig. 1 
is a cone ; 2, one of. the ripe nuts taken out and much 
magnified ; and 3, an inside view of the same ; for it 
will be obvious that the latter might almost be taken 
for a Walnut viewed through a diminishing glass. This 
shrub or tree, for it is uncertain which it is, is perfectly 
distinct from all the other genera of Juglands in having 
its male flowers in catkins, like those of a Willow, com- 
posed of narrow scales, hairy, and apparently white in- 
side, with four small stamens at their base. (Fig. 5.) 
The young nuts are small lenticular bodies with a wing 
on each side, a minute superior four-toothed calyx, and 
a pair of short-spreading stigmas. (Fig. 4.) As the 
most remarkable genus found by Mr. Fortune during his 
Chinese expedition, it is proposed to give it the name of 
its indefatigable discoverer. Whether or not it will be 
hardy is uncertain; at present the seedlings have been 
kept in the greenhouse ; but the climate of Chusan 
Hills and Ningpo leads to the hope that it may prove 
an arboretum plant, at least in the South of England. — 
Journal of the Hort. Soc. 

Garden Memoranda. 
Messrs. Loddiges, Hackney.—the magnificent sweet- 

scented Cattleya superba is now flowering in one of the 
Orchid houses here. The purple blossoms of this fine 
species, if not so large as those of C. Mossize, are, for, 
the richness of their colour, inferior to none in beauty, 
and as they last for several weeks in perfection, no. col- 
lection, however small, should be without it. Associated 
with it was the comparatively new Oncidium spilop- 
terum, which is perhaps the handsomest species of its 
class, appearing to be nearly related to O. reflexum and 
the Mexican species allied to it. The flowers are large 
and yellow,with small brownish purple sepals and petals, 
the base of the lip being of the same: colour, while the 
wings of the column are clear yellow, spotted with 
erimson. The flowers are produced in an erect raceme, 
much longer than the leaves. In the same house was 
likewise the newA hophippi J: i in bloom, 
It proves to be a valuable addition to the genus. The 
buff coloured. purple striped flowers having considerable 
resemblance to those of A. sylhetense, but darker 
coloured and hand The I ively ne 
Aerides maculosum was just opening into beauty, in 
company with Vanda peduncularis, a species of no inte- 
rest, save for the resemblance the small dark brown 
dingy-looking blossoms bear to a fly. The violet flow- 
ered Calanthe Masuca was also in bloom, together 
with the larger variety of Oncidium Lanceanum, 
the  handsomest of all the Oncids. im- 
mense mass of Peristeria elata was just coming 
into bloom, and near it the pretty Epidendrum phoe- 
niceum, one of the few Orchids yet imported from 
Cuba; it approaches very nearly to the E. papillosum 
of Mr. Bateman. Associated with these was Cirrheea 
atropurpurea, whose potti 
flowers clustering round the pot look like so many 
insects. In the same collection was also the orange 
variety of Gongora maculata, producing long pendent 
flower chains, 3 feet in length, and at the farther end 
of the house were four species of Nepenthes—distilla- 
toria, Loddigesii, and ampullacea, with another in the 
way of the latter, but with the piteher-like appendages 
having a longer neck, the elevated lid bending over the 
mouth of the pitcher instead of standing nearly erect, as 
in the last named species. It is also deeper coloured, 
being closely marked with deep brown, In a cooler 
house, and exhibiting, by the richness of their colours, 
the desirableness of retarding the floral development of 
these plants, as well as the necessity of keeping them 
back for succession, were several things in bloom, but 
more especially a very beautiful variety of Barkeria 
spectabilis, differing in several respects from the 
original species, but more especially in having a flat 
nearly oval lip with a purple stain at the extremity, and 
without the contraction or undulation in the middle. 
Placed in a corner of this house is a gigantic specimen 
of Tamus elephantipes or the Elephant’s foot; its sin- 
gular trunk or stem about two feet in height and fully 
as much in diameter. It is now throwing out shoots 
from its summit. The small purple-flowered Bletia 
verecunda and various Oncids, together with the ex- 
ceedingly hand Sobralia ha, are blooming 
in the same house, and in an adjoining erection 
were several of the beautiful Japan Lilies coming fast 
into beauty. Although it is not at all improbable that 
the Polmaise system of heating may ultimately drive 
hot-water tanks out of the field; yet for the 
benefit of those who still adhere to the latter we may 
mention in. passing that slate forms a bad material for 
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be a plant like a Rhus in aspect, but in reality a most | 
If, | 

those singular pl cases of sp igni- 
tion and combustion in growing Willows. About a 
week ago we observed in one instance, at a point of the 
river not far from Granchester, the process rapidly 
going on. It was really astonishing to look upon a fine 
Willow in full vigour and health pouring forth clouds of 
smoke from its half-burned stem, and doomed speedily 
to expire—itself its own funeral pile. The tree which 
we observed last week, as stated above, is now pros- 
trate—its very foliage charred—a vegetable ruin—as if 
stripped, shattered, blasted, and half-consumed by the 
electric fluid.— Cambridge Advertiser. 

A New Mode of Entering Premises.—On Friday 
week an unusually large swarm of bees, either from 
accident or design, alighted on the top of a chimney at 
Mr. Paskins's, Royal Oak Inn, at Brierly-hill, and. ap- 
peared to make an attempt to settle. However, in a 
few seconds the bulk of this living mass went, * mirabile 
dictu,’ down the chimney into a bed-room, where two 
females were busily engaged at their toilette, who, as 
might be supposed, were dreadfully terrified by the for- 
midable appearance of their unbidden guests, one of 
whom, we are sorry to say, was much injured from the 
stings of the intruders as she attempted to escape. 
The house was deserted in a few seconds, and the land- 
lord in vain offered various sums of money to any one 
who could rid the premises of his unprofitable cus- 
tomers.— Worcestershire Chronicle. [How, then, did 
he regain possession of his house ?] 

Black Swan.—A beautiful specimen of this bird was 
lately shot by Mr. Philip Kincaple, on the river Eden, 
ina creek near Niddry Mill. We believe this to be 
the first blaek swan shot in a wild state in Great 
Britain, if not in Europe. The bird in question is a 
female, and weighed 9 lbs. 3 oz.; measured 3 feet 
9 inches in length, and 6 feet in extent of wing.— 
Scotsman. 

Calendar of Operations. 
(For the ensuing Week.) 

Rose Culiure.—No flower is more popular or more 
useful than the Rose ; whether as standards by the side 
of promenades, in beds or masses, festooning about pil- 
ars, or enlivening the conservatory in the depth of 
winter. With regard to all these purposes, they de- 
mand a eonsiderable share of attention, especially at 
this period. ing, cutting-striking, final potting, 
&e., are processes of paramount importance at the pre- 
sent moment. The Hybrid Perpetuals, Teas, Bourbons, 
and the Chinas, are the most eligible classes from which 
to select kinds for pot culture. The following should 
be in every winter collection, on account of their gene- 
ral utility :—-Devoniensis, Cramoisie superieure, La 
Pactole, Caroline, Elise Sauvage, Comte d'Eu, Coupe 
d'Hebe, Prince d’Esterhazy, William Jesse, Princess 
Maria, Ciara Sylvain, Aubernon, La Reine, Madame 
Laffay, Duchess of Sutherland, Earl Talbot, Belle de 
Florence, Phoenix, Bourbon Queen, Crimson Perpetual ; 
the Persian Yellow and Harrisoni have also been found 
to force tolerably well. 

CONSERVATORIES, STOVE, &c. 

Conservatory.—The pot Roses intended to flower in 
this structure, late in the autumn, should now receive 
whatever pruning is necessary. All those which re- 
quire a shift should have it forthwith, in order that they 
may have a pot full of healthy roots by the flowering 
period ; this, and the applieation of liquid manure to- 
gether with a sweet and mild atmosphere, will perform 
wonders. After these operations, they should be placed 
in some open and airy spot; and if plunged in ashes, 
they should be frequently turned, or the interior of the 
pot will become deserted of fibres. Give them regular 
waterings, and persist in picking off all blossom buds as 
they appear from those required to blossom in Novem- 

ber and December. Lec the Camellia buds have a 

Stove and Orchids.— 

ing as much as possible. 
of a second house, at least, x 1 

tribe of plants, will be more readily seen at this period 
than perhaps any other. The early-growing kinds, 

several of which are winter or early spring bloomers, 
wil now require the withdrawal of a portion of the 

atmospherie moisture still necessary to many others ; 
several of them, such as the Cattleyas, &c., might be 

removed to à Vinery were it not for the attack of snails 
and slugs. To those who are compelled to grow the 

| and Achimen 

whole stock in one house I would offer the following 
advice :—Keep a free cireulation of air by day at this 
period, and even all night if possible; endeavour to 
have a good source of atmospherie moisture the latter 
half of the day, and dispense with shading as much as 

| possible. Mixed Greenhouse.— Look out and encourage 
a lot of good things for a late autumn display. Fuchsias 

in ion, ant hoice Verbenas, 
in somewhat thick masses in wide-mouthed pots, will 

p Bowman. Cuwensis. Chinese Fortunsa. Green- 
eu Shrub. (Juglands.*)—From the hills of Chusan 
nd Ningpo ; Mr. Fortune. “The Chinese use the 
DW it of this to dye the black colour of their clothes." 
Some mpty cone of this singular plant was received 
Lord years ago from Dr. Cantor, by favour of S was tckland, then Governor-General of India ; and 
Coni at that time supposed to belong to some unknown 
good er. Mr, Fortune rediscovered it, and sent home 
Aeneis and dried specimens, and it now proves to nasate For 

the purpose, being liable to split, A slate tank put up | add to the general effect. The remarks on Roses in the 
here in 1848, of whicha description appeared at p. 879 | earlier part of to-day’s Calendar, will be in full foree 

of our volume for that year, has long since given way | here. Remember that all those things required to 
at the warm end, even ata time when the water was | blossom in mid-winter must have their final shift be- 

much belowa boiling heat. Wood tanks have also been | times. There is no success in forcing, or even retard- 

tried here, but though cheap in the first instance, they | ing, without a pot full of roots. 

are dear in the long run, from want of durability. The | Pon ani truly eos TOUA xiii 
ti i | $.— ear from Mr. 

one here has Vcg GMO RAM. |that his excellent system of Pine growing, which is, I 
Miscellaneous. | suppose, too simple to be appreciated, is about receiving 

‘pont Combustion of Willows.—This summer a fresh corroboration at Worsley Hall, the seat of the 
the banks of the:Cam-exhibit. an unusual-multitude. of , Earl of Ellesmere. Mr. Mitchell, the very clever gar- 

“Vegetable Kingdom” for an explanation of Q 
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dener there, has ventured on this mode, and has a 

splendid lot planted in the open bed. He Says—^ They 

are as easily managed .as a crop of Turnips.” His 

largest fruit of all is on an old stool, from a sucker only 

a few months old. Mr. M. says—* Those on the old 

stools are progressing towards their third crop, whilst 

the maiden plants of the same age have not fruited at 

all.” A general earthing-up should take place in the 

early part of the summer, but more especially after the 

fruit is cut. Vines, Peaches, Figs, Melons, &c., as 

in last Ne 
CHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD. 

A considerable breadth of Endive should be planted 

without delay; in fact, one half of the Se. High 

enemy. 
coli, and also some late Cauliflowers. 
Mushroom bed should now be made; throw the 
dung together to ferment for a few days; when 
half dry, mix one-third of loamy soil with it to "keep i in 
check any further fermentation, and tread or beat hard 
whilst building the bed, making the spawn holes imme- 

diately the bed is finished, to assist in keeping down the 

heat. Strawberry runners should be procured for new 

plantations without delay. Those who caunot spare 
ground for a new plantation may prick them out in pre- 

pared beds about 6 inches apart, and remove them with 

balls in October, or the early part of February. As 

main crops I would recommend the Keens’ seedling as 

earliest, the British Queen for the second, and the 

Elton for the last ; the latter is invaluable. 
FLOWER- GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES. 

Proceed with Rose budding without delay, some 

hints may be derived as to good Perpetuals, Bourbons, 

Chinas, and Teas, from the commencement of this day's 
Calendar. Keep down all suckers, and clear the stems 

of wild shoots. See that all hips are cut away from 
those whieh blossomed early ; these exhaust the plant 

much. Strong shoots of Chrysanthemums may now be 

layered in pots to produce dwarf and compact bushes. 

Those in pots may soon receive their final shift. 
RISTS' FLOWERS. 

Carnalions and. Picotees.—Layering must now be 

proceeded with as rapidly as possible, it being a point 

of great importance to get the plants well rooted and 

established before placing them in their winter quar- 
ters. More of the next year's success, as to fine healthy 

growth, &c., &e , depends on attention to this matter 

than many people are aware of. All seedling plants 

should be marked and layered, noting Qe various pro- 

perties, as to form, colour, texture, pod, & C., &e.; should 

any seedling, otherwise ‘fine, have serrated petals, it 

will be advisable to propagate it, as growing it in 

another situation may to a certain degree remedy this 

defect; for some of our best varieties will come occa- 

sionally (when poorly grown) very rough on the edge. 
As the blooms decay, extract the faded petals from the 

ealyxes. Amongst the best new flowers we have seen 
this year, are Matthews’s Enchantress, purple Picotee ; 
Fletcher's Ne plus Ultra, light purple ditto ; Barren- 
ger’s unique red Picotee, Gatliff's Proconsul, a very fine 
heavy-edged Kose Picotee, of extra form and substance ; 
and Easom’s Admiral Curzon, scarlet bizarre. Pinks. 
— Continue to plant out rooted pipings on beds of well 
prepared soil, but not too rich, A second crop of 
pipings may also be inserted where an increase of 
stock is required. Seed may also be gathered, retain- 
ing rather long stalks; tie half a dozen together, and 
allow them to get well dry, after which the heads or 
pods of seed may be put in small paper bags, which may 
be fastened round the stems, and then hung up in a dry 
airy situation till wanted. Seedling Auriculas which 
had been put out in pans or boxes in the spring, will 
now have attained considerable size ; they may now be 
potted in pint pots (singly) in good sound loam and 
leaf-mould, pasar parte, and placed in the shade. 

GERS’ GARDENS. 

As observed i n ima Calendars, let all spare ground 
from Potatoes or otherwise, be followed up with winter 
crops of some kind. Amongst the most valuable stands 
the old Green-kale, The Savoy also is very useful, pro- 
vided it is got in sufficiently early, and on well-manured 
ground. A sloping bank should be sown with Winter 
Spinach i in the course of a week. If any spare ground 
remain uncropped after the middle of August it is an 
excellent plan to sow it with Rye and winter Vetches ; 
they will leave a sort of turf when cut over in April, 
which is exceedingly beneficial to suet crops. 

State of the Weather ne near London, for the week ending July 23, 1840, as 
baer vedat the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick. 

| Max, | Min. 
T7 52 

7 
7 52 
78 | bi 
78 | 55 
76 | 54 
80 | 58 

July 17- Fine; cloudy and ne; slightly overcast 
18—Rain; white Mondo very clear intervals; cloudy at night 

—Fin egeo cloudy 
20—Fine; wp fine, with white 

ie: showery; cloudy; EGG afternoon; showery 
29 Fine; hot and dry; Partially overcast at nighe 

‘Stace of EL OA bes Chiswick during RE ir 90 years, for the 

ng Week ending Aug 1, 1846. 
£| eryaman Winds. 

Greatest| | |.) Vo) a 
July fis rmt Yen A ose ae 

f Rain. d z 

Snn. g8| 73.6 ECT 2 
Mon, 27 | 75.0 0.56 3 
Pnes.28 | 778 0.32 H 
Wed.29| 73.8 1,31 3 
Thur.39 | 725 0.88 1 
Fri, 31 | 751 0.66 2 
Aug 
E mj 709 51.7 | 61.8 8 0.43 

highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 28th, 
1635 chose 91? ; and the lowest on the 97th, 1829—therm. 

Notices to Corresponde; nts, 

ANNUALS—. You may sow the following, placing them 

on a shelf near the glass, and keeping them rather dry than 
otherwise throug! | winter, as they are apt to damp off, viz. 

Clintonia pulchella, Lobelia ramosa, Vis unm oculata, 

dot insignis, Collinsia bicolor, and Schizanthus 

retusus. oses we would refer you to the reports of 

the Chiswick exhibition, in all of which lists of names with 
the colours have been 

Booxs—W D— Hoare on the RO 
Ad Triptolemus—Surely your Broccoli sown in M: 

and now upwards of 48 in height, without ERE 

Set be the true Walcheren. 
e can hold out no hope of success by 

any future management. Procure seed from double or semi- 

double varieties which have poen Ore fertilised. Occasional 

first-rate double flowers are t| obtained. The EAQUE 
may think himself fortunate if "Ho gets one in a hundre: 

ood double border varieties ond second-rate Askas 

potne and place them i ie a ene fa 5 

them close and shade them during bri; TAT Ane. 2 

moving the lights by night, but der them early in the 

morning, and keeping them close all day. ater about 

once in ten days with clear soot water (that is, waterin which 

fresh soot has heen irs ito; prom "tis is a very 

with the dry elie ev iun dE uds. îs about the end of 

April. The Silver Fir from Mexico is Abies eam the 

cones of which, when fully grown, measure from 4 to 5 inches 

in length. Cuttings of Abies IY „put in al HO the end 

of August, strike freely, and m: in due time as good 

leaders as RT plants, but ems a longer time, T 

CUCUMBERS—. —Bitterness is their nature; they are only a 

zemgye from do ‘olocynth gourds, nature is subdued 

; that is to say, by growing them very fast and in shade. 

If es are too much exposed to light, and grow slowly, they 
are certain to fall back into their primitive condition ut 

bright light and hot dry weather are causing it now in ae 

SONDA hanc 
non.—It is ; only the e very small embryo fruit, formed 

oots, that will i fresh, 

immature Noon Meist p 
You may now commence oc 
point buds.|| 

FLues—H O—You are not likely to succeed in making the 
joints. of your flues smoke tight. The Po cement for the flue 

itself is made with atone lime fresh burnt and sharp well- 

Washed river sand. e fire-place iss As cement name 
atp.150. After all, the eit security for strong safe joints is 
good masonry, and. allowing the work to become thoroughly 
dry before fire is appl 

FnurT-TREE BONDENS. This subject is by no means asleep. 

Wait a little. 
Grass LABELS—W Darke—Our objection to your labels is not 

that they do not answer the purpose, for no doubt they will 

ge ps nor to their appearance gh we UE compli- 

t your neatness), but to their brittleness. Those who do 

Ho t think that an phicetion will find them useful, 
Hratine—B W— cue is so Xe small that the difficulty 

will be to keep the eatdb e have already stated we 

are about to publish practical details of f Polmaise ; if you 

not like them then use a 1l boiler, tee 3-inch iron RE 

pipes. We should use Polmáig Surrey, P, R D, &e.— 
Plans of applying Botetalse heating are in progress, and will 
bi ERR HE A oe thwit] 

—Dust ie Dahlias over with powdered To- 
(eco ier Ra leaves are damp with dew ; but the EUR 

and other i io "freeing the nts 

B PE the d R. 

nd pupa s alittle fly called TES which causes 
Aas DRA hief. E willfind its history and the best remedies 
recorded in the 5th vol. of the “ Royal Agricultural Journal 

489. 22, ——4A ef iber— slug caterpillars dre 

your Pear-tre the offspring of a saw- flys named Selandria 
The; Ds bury themselves in the ground to be- 

come pups 5 know of no better vids of parte 

than dusting the leaves with powdered lime, soot, or wood 

es. I, ——.A Constant Reader—It is not in our power to 

tell you with certainty the name of the uncourteous intruder, 

be, and in B probability is, the harvest-bug which 

infests Grass and corn-fields. Relief may be obti tained by 

moistening the inflamed pas. E ammonia, R. 
ELONS—J M—Your n the Egyptian green- fleshed 
Melon and Fish’s Cantaloupe 

liable to drop in Lisa climate, 

asionally to pinch some of the 

e 
INSE 

dent improvement. 
slower than the inside ; they have probably been overwatered, 

at the same, time exposed to the hot drying sun that we 
kare had.——4J E, Antrim—Vegetable mould, road drift, and 

rotten dung Wave proved a compost too loose for the oe of 
our Melons; the latter have probably got too dry, and 

perished accordingly. |i 
Names or Puanrs—/ /1—Pinon is a name applied in Europe to 

the Pinus Pinea, whose seeds are large and eatable. It has 

been transferred in America to any other Pine having the 
same quality ; 
roldas ; and it may be hardy 
are unacquainted with the MO Pepper-tree, 
do not recognise it by that EE TE P AS 

quetrum certainly. No. 1 requi i wW 

tell you next week,——A F INLA Vm double variety of of 

ubus fruticosus. Have you a sucker to give away 
Anagallis tenella; 2, Euthales macrophylla.§—— 

JP—, , Milium effusum in ayoung state; 2, Aira caryophyllea.$ 
S3 iI, Lobelia Erinus; 2, Gnaphalium congestum ; 

3, Lavandula dentata; 4, Aster aculeatus; 5, Mesembryan- 

themum pn es ; 8; Cineraria marii ritima ; UH OE RAS, 

too much dried um to ascertain what species ; 8, Gazania 

ra4——J C Wd: ,Ciindriea, It may be in- 
creased by cuti kd of tl ng Me) Murs 2 rs inches 

long, treated as Dahlia. MEM usually [—Salvia 

rahami.—. K— Cuscuta Aana the PARS Dod- 

—— Dick. TOT fragilis, 

NurHATOH—J W—This subject is exhausted, Can Mr, Gibson 

account for the name eee tothe Nuthatch ? 

ERE ONS oes These may be ED over winter in 

if packed with alternate layei dry soil, sand, or 
Peat and P is a situation tree os reat or damp. The 

t back freely and divested of all their 

D 

perhaps the species you mean is P. cem- 
e Mexiean Pines are. “We 

or at least 

= E: 
Teeved before tpa ih packed, and they should not remain 

longer than the beginning of Mareh in the pozi before they 
again potted. ORE other question next we: 

PiNz-APPLES—J C—One of your Providence Pine- dM weighed 

exactly 81bs, 10} m as stated at p, 478; the other, 7Ibs. 
avoirdupois.|| 

ORAL nd are hundreds of cases of large crops of 
Potato stems having peen s obtained from tubers Na inthe 

their produ. e not ; hal o before we are’ ut, o: 
the wood. See a Leading Article of dec Eun post 
Prinia s the most distressing intelligence, for which we 

rtily thank our kind correspondents — Irish, Welsh, 
Eum an nglii h. 

Rosrs—C— ; there i is ES objection to transplanting newly- 
budded Toses next autu 

ViNES—D —The IF CUR RARUS of the sun's i being cut 
off from the soil in which your Vines have been planted 
inside the house is of little papers but as the soil has 
been much trodden, and appears crude, you would best re- 
move all you can ofi it without i AERE theroots, andreplace 
with fresh. Treading is bad ; but you can easily obtain such 
paving aie in SOR ie boehoGd as will make excellent 
gang-ways, if placed level on the top of the fresh made soil, 
and beaten just as much as will render them steady. The 
failure of the crop this season must have been owing to some 
imperfection in the growth of the wood in the preceding year. 

All you can do is to keep the shoots sufficiently thin ; Lat 
them not too rapidly at any fie, and ES to keep t 
foliage of a dark green colour.| — — Vines in the 

open air can be successfully inarched or ANRT as well as 

under glass. || 
Varie d Subscriber—Lead is wholly unfit for, this pur- 

ose e purer your water the more will it act upon 

hee We have no Oaia of MET iron; WoA a 

get glass ones cast? They ought to be cheaper than 
Kad would ee E fect; the commonest green bottle glass Nd 
ve Asie 

—1f One. o "the Old erred will do us the favour to re- 

Dom the i he will see that the remarks 
do not bear Gh interpretation he puts upon them, 
an expression of opin uite the contrary. 
reviewer says i: PS are * facts ; how d ou interpret 

Are they not facts ?——Old School—We, or rather 

our printer, stand corrected. It was very wrong of him 

to use “sow” for *sew;" but you see that he is better ac- 
quainted with gardening than P ER Thanks.—— 

—A man may learn to spell correctly by studying a book 
of authority, such as the (ast edition of Donn’s Catalogue. 

But to speak correctly he must have DILE ——H L—We 

cannot advise you to turn gardener. ust serve a long 

and neU apprenticeship, for which. p prom. whose 

habits are formed, is unsuite our lawn a 

good top-dressing of fresh soot in September or. "Ma arch, Lime 

‘was a bad material to apply.{—@ M—The Lily of the Val- 
ley needs no protection. The covering of leaf-mould pro- 

bably caused the over luxuriance you mention, which is 

always unfavourable to a fine display of bloom. They do 
st in a shady place where they us not often disturbed. 

Plant Cyclamen coroner in rich 1 ‘ht soil, in a rather dry 

and warm situation,|——C—The "PRIV onii you mention 

hos fara rather dwarf bushy PETAT rue be induced 

Do not stop the: r they will not 

—Eccremocarpus ‘Seabee and Clematis 

er s Ee may possibly 

answer your purpos: tint your over luxu- 

riant Veronica EREHOeR id. ATETA CA iy withholding water, 
it may possibly have the effect of throwing them into 
bloom. cu W—Your double variety of Indian Pink is no 

novelty; it was so much withered when it reached us that 
no opinion uid be formed of it, In budding Peaches, &c-, 

only a small portion of a leaf should be left attached to t the 
BUA {——F ull price will be given for No. 2, 1846. — Quercus 

Pijuinea Alins d TEELS plant, from Nepal; peren- 
nial, or with us biennial ; it is ne’ either ornamental n r useful ; 

half-hardy, and has purple flowers. What can nu you so 
curious about a weed ?, 

S DI FLOWERS, 

ANTIRRHINUMS—A. Sub—No. 1 is the most novel among your 

seedlings ; the others too s resemble the common. garden 

varieties. 
CALCEOLARIAS— O.P Q—Y our flowers did not reach us in very 

good condition. Nos. 1 and 2 are very good. specimens, rather 

small compared with those we have been in the habit of see- 

ing during the past season ; 1 is the better form ; 2 the most 

attractive in p ; 3 and 4 are not S to the forme, h4 

DAHLIAS—. — Your seedling Dahlia is a well-p T. 

tioned and. ee AREE ; deep, circular, and with RR crown 

well up, the petals are stout and well Sly Pus velvety in. 

texture, x a rich crimson maroon colour; the centre we Tre 
not able to form an opinion upon, as the flower was damaged 
by pr mate on the top of the box. It modd novelty of colour: E 

there are many fine varieties very like i 

FucnsiAS—A A—The general form ots Sidi isgood, and 
the rosy purple corolla is extremely pretty ; the tube and 
sepals appear to possess too much colour, pad the flower being 

rather stale when it arrived, may probably incrense the ap- 
pearance,*—W A O—N a most prolific DEUM but 
we still gaat the corolla is too little seen, * — A N—The c! 

rolla of No. 2, , though small, is very pretty in colour, and the 
is good ; itis rather small, and will not appear strik- 

d S much, No, 3, good in form, 
wants novelty, —— JL 

ing 

mosa EAT » No. 

and Tong seal has ‘sgh contrast in the c 
pals are too lon, and narrow ; Em re NTA part tof tho 

SETS with the small dark, aud you will umen tely see the 

superiority of the Dd e your flowers are fine in texture; 

the numbers were off most of the flower: 

GrOXINIAS—A. N—Your mue is a large bold flower ; but it 
is no improvement on. nds alri at in De e $ 

NIas—T D—Your goings us and, Strong. 
coloured flowers, patra 

ety of colour is, ho etn dm "The BERAN of Suffo bik 
oarse, and the outline of the flower too indented. 

The Sylph and Ibrahim Pacha are too E alike; the latter 
is the most Peu. on account of the dark eye and supe 
rior texture of the flower. Flash, Tae and Nymph, are 

Conductor is good, but too uel like the las 

mentioned variety. The same may be f Gig: gente 

Thunder forms a d contrast between the a e and 2 e 

flowers; they mant variety in the tints ; damp moss is bette 
an cotton wool, which adheres too muc 

E sees ros: 
j] and 21 ar i varieties; 22 is goo! Both 20 e good veined v jotios; iem T 

the E is the best, on account o 

greater enn ‘of tl not more veined t 
than some of Girling's Oia 
VERBENAS—J F—Y our seedling DEP too nearl 

already in cultivation." 

ERRATA — In Mr. Beck's GUAE at page 474, 

“Aurora, unequalled in any colle tion,” read “unequalled 
in my collection," —— e num um of visitors to the 96 0G 9 

cultural Gardens in tae, page 477, the figures à 

ly a variety 

should be “ 23,866." 
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ECONOMICAL, EFFECTUAL, AND DURABLE 
ROOFING. 

BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT. 

C ROGGON'S PATENT ASPHALTE ROOFING 
FELT, with which the Committee Rooms of the Houses 

of Parliament are entirely covered. The above Material has 
been used and highly approved by the Nobility, Gentry, and 
Agrienlturists generally, and Patronised by many Members of 

the Royal Agricultural Societies of England, Scotland, and 
Ireland, and by Her Majesty's Office of Woods and Forests, 
Charles Barry, Esq., R.A., &c. &c. ; has been used for several 
years at the Royal Horticultural Society’s Gardens, Chiswick ; 
the Swiss Gardens, Shoreham, Sussex; on the Duke of Buc- 
cleuch’s, and the Marquis of Anglesey's Property, &c. &c. and 

(under slate) the Royal Agricultural Society’s House, Hanover- 
quare; its advantages areCOHEAPNESS, LIGHTNESS, 
DURABILITY, and ECONOMY. Being a Non-Conductor, it 
as been proved an efficient ** Protective Material” to Plants, 

8 PRIOE, ONE PENNY PER SQUARE FOOT. 
amples and Testimonials sent by Post on application. 

MAS JOHN CROGGON. 
8, Lawrence Pountney-hill, Cannon-street, London. 

The Agvicultucal Gazette. 

SATURDAY, JULY 25, 1846. 

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 
Wepsuspay, July 2 nd. 
THURSDAY, — 80—. 

TnuonspAY, 

n FARMERS’ CLUBS. 
uly 27 — Wellington. | Aug. 3—Exminster’ 
= 99—Hereford —Newton m t. Peter's — Abergavenny f 
To80-Otery St Mary Nairnshire — Rochford 
= 81—Rhins of Galloway. Had- Hundred — Framlingham — 

leigh— Lichfeld— Wakefield Winge wort 
Aug, 1— Northampton — Melrose — 6—Grove Ferry — Richmond- 

urham — Cardiff — Calling- k hire—Hawici 
ton —  7-Northallerton — Tavistock 

> 3—St. Columb — Newark — — Chelmsford — Wadebridge 
Wenlock — Cirencester — —Claydon 
Selby—Markethill —  8-Baachory 

Wuarrver may be the feelings with which a 
future change may be regarded by those who are 
distrustful of the policy which directs it, there are 
ew minds unwilling to listen to what may tend to 
reconcile them with the terms of a struck bargain, 
With an event that is past praying against or for ; 
and it is with no spirit of triumphant self-vindica- 
tion that we should, even under more highly-war- 
Tanting circumstances, again approach the prac- 
tical, and so to speak, agricultural consideration of 
those financial measures, which during the past 

alf year have received so immense a share of 

thought and discussion from nearly every branch 

of the community, and have recently received a 

Consummation at once so much less protracted and 

imposing than their long agitation had created, as it 
Were, ihe habit of expecting. If the progress of 

Opinion amongst some sections of the public is a 
little a-head, like an advanced guard, of the moving 
column of legislative action, the interval which 
divides off the rear-guard of wary dissentients on 
the other hand, is seldom disproportionately great 
Or any long period—example wins over more con- 
Verts than argument—or, to pursue our metaphor, 

daily dissension will break up an array that no front 
attack could turn. 

Few will be disposed to deny that the progress 
9f the Corn-law question, in and out of Parliament, 
during the last six months, has afforded some illus- 
tration of these remarks :—to “come in like a lion 
and go out like a lamb,” is the proverbial character of 
the most important month of the agricultural year; 
nd it would almost have seemed to lend its pres- 
tige to this great question—vital in its nature to all 
Men ; but to the agricultural body, vital in a double 
ae And if it was our natural task and duty at 
h € opening of the year to state, apart, if possible, 
Tom class-like or contracted views, the nevertheless 
y agricultural aspect which the question pre- 
HEN to our minds ; so would we desire, in the 
ane spirit, and with the same single and circum- 
wribed object, to review it now, placed as it is 
d the fuller light of more matured experience 
hel advanced reasoning. In this regard we cannot 
T referring to the words of a respected and prac- 

hie agricultural contemporary :—^ We entertained," 
tio Writes, *a very decided opinion that the reduc- 

n of duty upon foreign cattle and meat made in 
m Would so soon as sufficient time had elapsed to 

Aot be 
Corn B 

ex 

den 2 

i Quarters of foreign corn on the eve of one of 

ang would have a most serious effect in depres- 
8 prices. Lord AsHpurton who from his com- 

aimee knowledge and experience must be pre- 
pon geebable of forming à more correct opinion 

e subject than almost any member of the 
Boe House, felt so strongly upon the point, as 

ge the necessity of some arrangement to regu- 

late the release of the foreign corn from the bonded 
warehouses, and thus prevent the great reduction of 
price which was anticipated. The whole of this 
large stock is now in the market, and what is the 

result? Why, that the averages are actually higher 
than they were before the bill permitting its release 
at the low duty was passed. Now, we do not mean 
to infer,” continues our contemporary, “that the 

alteration in the law may not produce lower prices ; 
we only invite attention to the fact that both as 
regards cattle and corn, hitherto the result has been 

different to what was anticipated. If, then, expe- 

rience thus sets opinions at nought, is it not useless, 

nay is it nof unwise, to maintain the strife of opinion, 

to foment discord, to indulge in acrimonious feeling, 
and thus waste those valuable opportunities for 
mutual improvement which an intercommunication 
of ideas and practical information afford, and which 

will at all events assist us in meeting the evil conse- 

quences anticipated, should they hereafter unfortu- 
nately arise."* 

To an exhortation equally congenial and un- 
expected, arising upon views however belated in 
their expression, we would without the ungracious 
pause of start or question, offer our ready sub- 
scription. The approach of Truth is too dearly- 
prized an arrival, not to merit a joyful recognition 
even * while yet afar off" and be welcomed with 

the fatted calf. It is not in us to ask, norif it were 

should we have time to wait for an answer to the 
vainly teazing question, in what part of Pluto’s 
dominions may be assigned a repository for exploded 
opinions, and event-disproved assumptions, analo- 

gous to that which is said to await unaccomplished 
good intentions. We gladly leave in the hands of 
the proper superintendent of the “unclaimed luggage 
department” the enl t and extra 
dation that seems daily more and more required, in 
the catacombs and charnel-houses of dead errors. 
Our business is with the living ; for never yet did a 

falsehood die without leaving a truth for its executor. 
For 30 years that falsehood lived and flourished 
like the green bay-tree, and now its place is nowhere 
to be found. Peace to its ashes. For 30 years we 
tried hard to assure ourselves that by making laws 
restrietive of God-intended commerce, we could 
insure the profit by bolstering up the home price of 
the first and foremost article of human produce and 
consumption ; that if free-trade were proved true of 
everything besides, it was false in agriculture—that 
however “positive” to the loom, the mine, the 

smelting-house, or the shop-counter, it was for some 

inherent cause of variation, “negative” to the 
plough. The distress-sales of farming stock that 
have crammed the columns of our country-news- 
papers in years of cheapness and plenty like 1834, 
and anon in years of scarcity and dearness like 1839, 

have furnished the unheeded commentary upon the 
text, and have tried the truth of the assumption and 
the success of the experiment. Whilst the manu- 
facturer of everything else has been trying to reduce 
his prices, and has looked to the increase and 
economy of production for his profit, the manu- 
facturer of corn alone has clung drowning to the 

floating straw of law-protected price for his safety 
and assurance ; and while his more skilful and in- 
telligent neighbour and brother-farmer was laugh- 
ing at the fluctuations of the corn-market by raising 
40 bushels to the acre where he was raising 25, he 
has swallowed the camel that was quietly stalking 
on the other side of his boundary-fence, while 
straining at the gnat of “ foreign competition.” 
Put the case in its smallest compass. You and I 
cultivate adjoining acres of equal quality ; you raise 
30 bushels on your acre by better management and 
skill and knowledge than that which enables me to 
grow but 25 on mine. At 6s. a bushel you will 
make more money than I shall by selling mine at 
7s. "Teach me but your mode of farming, skilful 
neighbour, and with an odd mark of 40 acres I shall 

jog home from the market, where Wheat is selling 

at 48s.: a quarter, a “better man” by 107. than I 
now do after selling at 56s. Sure never was para- 
dox more susceptible ofarithmetic! Let the grower 
of 20 bushels an acre add but 4 bushels to his pro- 
duce by a small accession of skill and knowledge, 

and he will make more money at 6s. a bushel than 
he made before at 7s. Let us view it how we may 

to this complexion the matter must come. Must 

come! Nay it has come years and years ago ; else, 

let any one explain how with a population increas- 

ing by a thousand fresh mouths a-day to feed, we 

have, without a corresponding increase of foreign 

importation, overtaken the advancing demand, and 

are, from the same fields, supplying greater numbers 

at a lower rate. 
But Time is more powerful than arguments ; and 

when three móre years shall have explained to us 

the parable of “ the fox who smelled a smell,” we 

shall, perhaps, begin to discern on which side of the 

* Mark Lane Express, July 14. 

sea that washes our coasts the real competition lies, 
and shall recognise our true profit not in “ the price 
we can obtain for a given quantity, but the amount 

we can grow upon a given space."— V. H. 

Ir the benefits arising from a system of AGRICUL- 
TURAL STATISTICS are so palpable, and so important 
to the general interests of the country as we have 

attempted to prove—if they afford a necessary ad- 

junct to legislation, and a valuable auxiliary to prac- 

tical agriculture, the question—Why have the at- 

tempts of Government to obtain them failed ? forces 
itself upon our consideration. 

One answer which has been given, and indeed is 

usually given, by apologists for ministerial mistakes, 
is that the farmer is too jealous to afford the re- 
quired information. It is this excuse which Mr. 
Porrer gives for the neglect which as we have 
shewn in a previous quotation, he so seriously re- 
grets. “There is reason to believe,” says he “that 
if any comprehensive measure were adopted by 
Government with a view to ascertain the actual 
condition of the country as regards its agriculture, 

so much jealousy and so many groundless fears 
would be excited in the minds of the persons from 
whom information must be sought, that the returns 
obtained would be so incomplete as to be of little 
value.” And this assertion has been with cuckoo- 
like constancy reiterated until it has become the 
doctrine of many who have never inquired into the 

matter for themselves. The only reason which this 

opinion can claim as a title to our belief, is that it 

has hitherto had undisputed possession of the public 

ear—a title, however, which though it may be good 
in law is bad in logic. 

But this is not the only counterfeit which has 
passed current for a length of time at the expense 
of the farmer. It was the fashion while giving just 
praise to the manufacturing and commercial enter- 
prise of the kingdom—enterprise which no English- 
man can fail to be proud of—to lament the want of 
energy on the part of the farmer, and the slow pro- 
gress of agricultural improvement. Yet, itis a fact 
clearly demonstrable, barren as we are of modern 
statistics, that agriculture is in a much higher posi- 
tion m this than any other country—that its pro- 
gress has been greater at this than at any other 
time—and that it has been excelled by no one 

branch of physical industry in its efforts to keep 
pace with the growing wants and requirements of 
the age. And the farmer is libelled when it is 
asserted that he is himself the only hindrance to the 
collection of Agricultural Statistics, Do we find 
that the intelligent cultivator isin the habit of keep- 
ing his light under a bushel? Do not the proceed- 
ings of our clubs show the merits of various systems 
of cultivation? Does the farmer hesitate to de- 
clare the extent, cost, and results of his improve- 
ments? Do our pages show the particulars of no 
experiments in the application of capital and science 
to practical agriculture? Can it then be said that 

the farmer will refuse to Government what he does 
not deny to individuals ? 

If the farmer does not shrink from avowing the 
peculiarities of his practice, and the particulars of 
his improvements, which are the main items we 
require—is it the ordinary routine of his business 
and the gross acreage and amount of his several 
crops, which he will not give an account of? This 
is not likely to be the case. A man of intelligence 
cannot wish to hide matters so open to every eye 

in his village, as his course of cropping and acreage 

of occupation ; and as to his average produce any 

intelligent resident in the village could estimate it 

pretty closely. Itis not a journal of his business 
transactions tnat is required, a detail ofthe crop of 

each field which is to be published ; but general re- 
sults, without that particularization that would 
make the inquiry inquisitorial, except in cases where 
great improvements and peculiar results have been 
obtained, and of these no man is ashamed, 

It was once urged that it would be opposed, be- 

cause it would promote the knowledge of the land- 

lords, whom the farmers wished not to know too much. 

There was atime when this argument might have 
applied. This was when farming was conducted 
with less capital and less skill, and had to face less 
competition than at present. At that time, too, the 

duties of property were not so generally recognised 
as its rights. Since then, however, a change has 
taken place. The relative position of owner and 
occupier is now better known. The farmer is now 
recognised as a manufacturer of food, and the land- 
lord as the owner of the “power” or mill. Prices 
are reduced, and quantity has been augmented to 
meet competition ; and this has been accomplished 
by throwing into use an additional amount of capi- 
tal and skill. The tenant has therefore now estab- 
lished a claim to be considered as a trader, obtain- 

ing a living upon the exercise of his own capital of 
money and labour ; and the success of his exertions 
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is now known to tell most favourably upon the land- 
owner ; because, doing well for himself, he increases 
the fee-simple of the property he occupies. So far, 
therefore, from the farmer being an obstacle to the 
collection of statistical returns because they would 
instruct landlords, we hesitate not to say that that 
very reason would induce him to promote their col- 
lection to the best of his ability ; for they would 
tend to give the landlord that knowledge which is 
necessary to promote a proper relation between 
owner and occupier. Another obstacle to the col- 
lection of these statistics, say some, is their inquisi- 
torial characte Without fearing any adverse 
results from affording such items of information, 
there are many men of independent means, or secure 
i i n, who would oppose or at least not as- 

beintermeddled with. Butthisisnottheindependent 
spirit which claims our praise—this is mere selfish- 
ness. - Great good to the community would arise 
from this enquiry ; and we are persuaded that there 
are not many who, on the ground of mere personal 
feeling,would oppose it. But even were the charge 
well grounded, if the enquiry be determined on, we 
cannot talk of the inquisitorial tendency of the en- 
quiry being fatal to its execution ; for have we not 
evidence to the contrary in the successful working 
of an income and property tax, not to speak of that 
more direct evidence which: continental and other 
countries afford us, for in France and Belgium these 
returns are procured annually, and in America every 
10 years. 

The reason why the attempts made to collect the 
statistics of agriculture have failed, is not in the 
nature of the labour, it is in the inefficiency of the 
means that have been adopted. Our Government 
has attempted to work with unpaid agents, and this 
is the cause of the failure. How canit be expected 
that parties having no personal feelings in the mat- 
ter will gratuitously perform a labour requiring so 
much assiduity as this? 

The grand motive of personal and individual fame 
which may actuate one person to accomplish an unpaid 
labour is not felt by the multitude, and they cannot 
be expected to work together unless they have an 
object in view, which is as welcome to the multi- 
tude as honour to the individual—and self-interest 
is the object which all men listen to. ‘It is true 
that benevolent feeling will often induce individuals 
to execute much where self-interest has no influence. 
But in a work like this of many parts, each required 
to be correct and complete, if one agent grew 
careless owing to want of a stimulating motive, and 
another failed to give time to an enquiry so unpro- 
fitable, the whole enquiry would be injured because 
it would be imperfect. One weak link destroys the 
use of the chain. 

"This, then, exhibits the true cause of the failure 
of all previous efforts to collect agricultural statis- 
tics; paid agents must be employed. We can then 
select our workmen and hold them responsible for 
their reports. 
We have Commissioners for countless objects,— 

for carrying out the poor-laws; tithe commutation; 
income-tax, &c., for executing various public works ; 
and for numerous other civil and ecclesiastical pur- 
poses. And we would add to these a board of com- 
missioners ofstatistics. The public is no gainer from 
parsimony in the execution of its business; and all 
that we have to regard in the appointment of this 
commission, is the selection of men who are com- 
petent to execute the work, and willing to devote 
their talents entirely to the-question. 

We have no space to enter upon the mode of 
action which the board should adopt to render the 
inquiry so useful as We expect it to be. It will, 
however, be clear, that three or five active men, 
versed in political economy, would be able to 
organize a body of intelligent suk issi 
acquainted with agricultural practices, and to place 
before them a method of inquiry which would 
enable them to make parallel and contemporary 
observations throughout the country. 

From the detailed reports of these sub-commis- 
sioners, each of whom might take a special district, 
the board would be able to condense the informa- 
tion acquired, and to tabulate the results in a 
manner that would, as we have previously exhi- 
bited, throw light on the relations of the various 
interests of the country; simplify the study of 
political economy ; direct future legislation, and at 
the same time foster the spirit of agricultural im- 
provement, and direct the capital and energy of 
the country into the most profitable channels. 

For these reasons we hope that the casual admis- 
sion of the importance of this subject in the House 
of Commons will not be forgotten ; and at the same 
time we protest against the failures which have 
taken place in executing the work being any argu- 
Ment against the possibility of its accomplishment. 

nciple that private affairs ought not to |: 

THE LABOURER. 
[WE are happy in being able to lay before our 

readers, from the Newcastle Advertiser, a corrected 
report ofthe valuable speech by Mr. Grey, of Dilston, 
in connection with the above toast.] 

After a few preliminary remarks, he said :—It has 
been my lot, at some times and at distant intervals, to 
speak to small sections of my fellow-countrymen on 
subjects connected with their common interests—the 
agrieultural interest of the land ; but I have not anti- 
cipated being called upon to address a meeting so dis- 
tinguished for rank, so imposing in numbers, and so 
important in character, as that which I now have the 
honour to survey around me. The toast which has 
been unhappily committed to my hands, is that of the 
labouring classes ; a subject to which none could feel 
indifferent, whether regarded as involving the welfare 
of so-large a portion of our fellow subjects, or exercis- 
ing, .as it does, so powerful an influence on the general 
well-being of society, and. on the whole moral atmo- 
spherein which we live, I should have satisfied myself 
with making these remarks and announcing the toast 
which has been entrusted to my eare, had not that toast 
been committed to me with a request, that as I am 

idered h ore with the circum- 
stances of the labouring classes than some other gen- 
tlemen, I should accompany it with a few remarks, 
which I should not have made, had I consulted my own 
feelings on the present occasion. Those whose lot in 
life compels them to labour for their daily bread, 
although by good management and good conduct they 
may do much to increase their comfort and respect- 
ability, cannot greatly alter their condition or improve 
their circumstances, by their individual exertions. The 
employment on which they depend for the support of 
themselves and their families, must come from sources 
over which they can exercise no control. We must, 
then, look to others than the peasantry themselves for 
any material improvement in their condition. The 
tenant farmers are the parties generally by whom the 
peasantry are employed, and much might be done by 
their consideration and kindness. But then, again, the 
means which the farmer employs, and the spirit with 
which he cultivates, depend greatly on the terms on 
which he holds and the encouragement which he re- 
ceives from his landlord, and thus the various classes 
of society are dependent one upon another. and a direct 
chain of communication is established between 
the owner and the tiller of the soil. It was admitted 
on all hands to be the duty of the landlord to supply 
suitable dwellings for the labourers on his estates, and 
it is his duty as well as his interest to let his land 
to such tenants, and on such terms as are likely to 
insure its good and liberal treatment ; and just in pro- 
portion as a liberal system of cultivation prevails will 
the welfare of the labourers be. No one can have tra- 
velled through the different provinces of this land with 
much observation, without having discovered that the 
condition of the peasantry is generally a sure index of 
the state of cultivation in any district. If they be found 
well housed, well clothed, and of cheerful aspect, then 
be assured they are well employed and well paid; but, 
on the contrary, if we see them with comfortless and 
ili-furnished dwellings, themselves ill-clothed and their 
children ill-educated and of squalid appearance, then as 
surely shall we find that district ill-cultivated and unim- 
proved ; so certainly aud so sympathetically do they act 
and react the one upon the other. Much of the land 
in England, I regret to say, is still held by tenants-at- 
will, or on an annual tenure ; and no system I believe 
is more calculated than this to put a check upon exten- 
sive and spirited improvement. Two things are indis- 
pensable to the good cultivation of the soil. The one is, 
adequate capital in the hands of the occupier ; and the 
other, the knowledge which is necessary to apply that 
capital to profitable and beneficial use. But the uncer- 
tainty of annual tenure, and the consequent. absence of 
good cultivation, deprives the occupier of the means of 
obtaining capital, and of the inducement to acquire 
knowledge ; it leaves the soil in a state of comparative 
sterility, and the tenantry in a state of stationary igno- 
rance. I know it is alleged in favour of this system 
that such a good understanding prevails between land- 
lords and tenants, that changes of tenancy rarely occur, 
and that the confidence so engendered makes up for the 
want of more ample security ; an am willing to 
admit, in its fullest extent, the existence of kindness 
on the part of the landlord and of gratitude on that of 
the tenant. I am willing to recognise the feeling of 
mutual regard and of reciprocal obligation and attach- 
ment, so existing, as one of the sweetest ingredients in 
our cup of social intercourse ; but is that feeling, of 
necessity, stronger and more genuine in the case of 
tenants-at-will than in that of the more independent 
and more spiritedly-improving tenants, who hold upon 
lease and do not grudge the imp: they make, 

is the same which my forefathers tilled.” This, my 
lord, is pretty in language—it is poetical in sentiment, 
but let us see how it bears in the case of tenants'-at-will, 
not only on the ineome of the landlord and the condi- 
tion of the labourer, but on the interests of the com- 
munity at large. Let us see what it is when reduced 
to the matter of fact prose which experience teaches. 
It would tell, I imagine, something in this way. “My 
forefathers occupied your lordship’s farm, and I occupy 
it now. My grandfather farmed this land 60 years ago, 
an industrious but ignorant man, he made a living and 
brought up a family. My father succeeded him and 
did likewise, and here am I now treading in their foot- 
steps. Tt is true no improvements have been made, but 
then the rent has been little advanced. It is true that 
where rushes grew 50 years ago, rushes grow now, but 
then we have incurred no expense. It is true that the 
same wasteful, crooked, and inefficient fences that my 
grandfather patched and mended, I patch and mend 
still. That the same undrained land which he ploughed 
I plough now. And that I reap at this day crops as 
scanty as those which he reaped.” I have been told 
by a gentleman in this room that tenants-at-will with 
whom he is connected don’t desire to have leases. 
That, however, is not the universal sentiment, for there 
are tenants-at-will, and I regret to say, in this county 
and in my own neighbourhood, who see the improve- 
ments beneficially carried on in other estates and would 
anxiously imitate them if they could have leases, but 
they can’t. There are, however, some who don’t desire 
leases, I am told. It is so. And as I know something of 
that class of people, of their opinions and sentiments, 
I shall tell you why. They argue, my lord, in this way. 
* If we should take leases and improve the land, higher 
rents will be exacted, and perhaps others seeing our im- 
provements may covet our farms and come into com- 
petition with us at our next taking. So long then 
as we are left undisturbed and allowed to go on in 
our own way, let us be content as we are. i 
not for us to trouble ourselves about Mr. Parkes, 
and Mr. Smith, of Deanston, about drain tiles 
and drain pipes, guano, nitrate of soda, and such 
new-fangled affairs" And so, my lord, it is, that they 
come to the philosophie conclusion that “’tis better to 
bear the ills they have, than flee to others that they 
know not of.” We have been told by the noble duke 
on the right (Cleveland), that, unlike machinery and 
manufactures, there is a limit to the improvement and . 
productiveness of land. I am not at all nervous on 
that point—that limit will not be arrived at in our days: 
So long as any land in the country remains undrained 
and unimproved—so long as. annual tenure prevails in 
any distriet, we shall not have reached that period. 
No, my lords and gentlemen, you may rest assured that 
aunual tenure is incompatible with large improvements 5 
generally speaking, both the capital and the knowledge 
to carry them out are wanting ; butif those existed— 

what man would be so foolish as to lay out his money 
in improvements, when, by some change of circum- 
stances, another might step in to reap the benefit? 
How can he tell how soon some cause of disagreement 
may arise between himself and his landlord -—or how 
soon in the mutability that attaches to all human" 
affairs, another Pharoah may arise who knows mof 
Joseph? No man of sense will sow where he has nof 
the certainly of reaping, or invest capital in improving 
land which he has nota pretty sure prospect of recover! 
ing. It is, my lord, on lands ill-tenanted and ill-eulti- 
vated that the labourers are least employed and worst. 
paid. But, my lord, the duties which we owe to the 
labouring classes, whether as landlords or tenants 
or British subjects, are not all fulfilled by giving 
them employment at adequate wages and supply- 
ing them with dwellings conducive to the comforts; 
conveniences, and decencies of life—no ; they have 
still higher claims on our help and guidance, for 
they have minds to cultivate and souls to care for,29' 
well as bodies to feed and to clothe, And if we would: 
elevate them in character and in feeling—if we would 
lay open to them those fair fields of intellectual enjoy- 
ment, from which by reason of ignorance they are to? 
generally excluded : and if above all we would teac! 
them to live and to act under an abiding sense of the 
high obligations which as moral agents and accountable” 
beings are imposed upon them, we must provide for the” 
rising generation a better system of education than the” 
fathers have enjoyed, and that education must be blended . 
with moral and religious instruction. ‘This, my lord, 
opens to my mind so wide and attractive a field of dis* 
cussion, that I must not at this hour venture to enter 
upon it—but it is easy to advert to the circumstances” 
of our sister land, where by a widely diffused and easy 
accessible system of education for the lower classes 
many men have arisen from their ranks who have bee? 
distinguished in the highest walks of literature ani f 
sci n who like Leslie fathomed the depths o! 

knowing that they have time on hand to reap the bene- 
fit, and also that they have landlords eapable of appre- 
ciating the value of good tenants, and willing to give them 
a fair preference at another letting. I could tell, were 
this a time to particularise, of farms which have de- 
scended from father to son by renewed leases for very 
many years, and which have advanced under them from 
a rental of 2007. or 300/. a year to one of 8007., 9007., 
and 1000/., without outlay by the landlord beyond the 
erection of needful buildings, but which under yearly 
tenancy would never, I am satisfied, havé reached more 
than half that amount. It is, nevertheless, a pleasing 
sentiment to entertain, and it has been sweetly said and 
sung, that “ the farm I now hold on.your honour’s estate, 

philosophical truths—or like Leyden, climbed to the top- 1 
most heights of human learning. But, my lord, the. 

value of such an establishment is to be estimated far 
less by the. occasional develop: o disa 
genius and talent, than by the general cB sen a 

knowledge over the great mass of the people. I ir 

that I have detained you too long, allow me to thana 
you for the indulgent hearing with which you p 
favoured me, and in proposing the labouring classes, i ; 
express the wish that the hamlets of our peasantry s 
long send forth the shout of health and joy. Long eu 
the golden harvests that robe our fertile MES. 5 

gathered by them in peace and in plenty—and we 

long may all classes: in this favoured land, combinin| 
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their ‘efforts for the general good, present to the world 
the spectacle of a powerful and prosperous—a happy 
and a loyal people. 

ON MEASURE WORK. 
. Wz now come to operations connected with the cul- 

tivation of the different crops. Most of them are suit- 
able for payment by measure, though it is often as 
economical when a number of women are at work with 
the hoe, to pay them day’s wages if you can get a steady 
Working man to head the party, and keep them all 
Moving steadily at their work. 

l. Hoeing Grain Crops.—This will cost from 3s. to 
5s. by hand, according to the texture of the soil, and 
the width between the drills, the larger interval ad- 
Mitting of a larger hoe; and thus the land being hoed 
More rapidly. Horse-hoeing, with a machine taking as 
Many rows as the drills did, will cost about the same as 
the drilling, say Is. 3d. per acre. 

2. Hoeing Green Crops.—Turnips sown broadcast 
May be singled and hoed, and hoed again, and a third 
me, at the proper periods, for 10s. an acre upon the 

Whole, Turnips or Mangold Wurzel sown in drills 
2 feet apart, may be singled for 3s. 6d. per acre, and 
Oed a second time for 2s., costing 5s. 6d. per acre. 
The horse-hoeing which the crop should receive before 
being hoed, requires a man and a horse to about three 
acres per diem, or about ls. 6d. per acre. It is, how- 
ever, generally as well to have the singling and hoeing 

the Turnip crop done at day's wages. To be sure if 
e plants be singled at the proper intervals, and the 

Weeds all cut off, it hardly matters how roughly the 
lants that are left be treated (for they are the better 
or a little rough usage), but still the master ought to 
be able to keep a close superintendence over this im- 
Portant operation ; and if a band of, say 12, women be 
Set to work, each taking a row next the other, and a 
little behind her, and the whole party be headed by a 

ady working man, who keeps them up to him by 

helping on the laggers, they will get over nearly four 
acres in a day, and do the work as cheaply and well as 
i lt were let to them by measure. Carrots cost more 
to Single and clean than Turnips ; they are of very slow 
Browth in the first stages of it, and weeds thus grow up 
cause we dare not cut them off till the young plants 

Show themselves. Tt is well to sow a few Oats or Bar- 
ley seeds along with the Carrots, in order that these 
Owing up we may see where the drills will appear, 

and thus hoe easily in safety. The plants are also left 
Nearer one another in the rows than are the Turnip 
Plants, and this of course adds to the expense of singling. 

may be let at from 6s, to 8s. per acre for the former, 
B from 45, to 6s. for the latter, according to the tex- 
à Té Of the soil, and its freedom from weeds. When 
one by horse they may cost from 1s. 0d. to 2s. for the 

one, and about 2s. 3d. per acre for the other. Under 
the head of tillage operations digging and forking the 
and must be enumerated. Of course they will cost 
every variety of price according to the texture of the 
Soil, and the depth to which it is to be turned; from 2d. 
to 3d. per perch, of 53 yards square, may be considered 
the average cost, but it very often exceeds this, as for 
Instance we have had 20 acres dug this year 10 inches 
deep with the grafting tool, and it cost us 44d. per perch. 

I find I have placed under the head of operations of 
Cultivation paring and liming (the annual paring and 
ming which in some districts is given to stubbles) ; 
and the management of fences. The latter has been 
already fully described in this journal. I may just men- 
ton that the expense of the ditch and bank work, may 
€ fairly estimated at 2d. per cubic yard if paid for by 

Measure, and that all the other operations requiring 
pu for their performance, should be done by the day. 
d paring of stubbles costs from 5s. to 9s. per acre, 
wording to the texture of the land, and the burning 
"s cost according to the. quantity of material to be 
want. The latter operation may be done by a lot of 
ther? and children at day’s wages. In some districts 
E Operation of stifle burning obtains. A bunch of the 
ele, ora buneh of straw is lighted at one end, and 
E ed round with a few heaps of the half dry clayey soil, 
pus then covered slightly with the rubbish, earth, and 
®eds, &e. gathered together ; and a small heap is thus 

many depending almost entirely on it (on farms where 
much manure cannot be made), for their best Turnips. 
Though my father and self have not done it to a large 
extent, but such has answered well; in fact, paring 
and burning is generally acknowledged amongst us to 
be’part of the best husbandry we can adopt."— M. S. 

MANAGEMENT OF FARM-YARD MANURE. 
I mave long been of opinion that it was very possible 

to construct receptacles for holding fold-yard and other 
manure in such a manner as to render them very im- 
portant adjuncts in the economy of that part of farm 
management which depends upon collecting and pre- 
paring manures. 
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and a hole made through the wall to communicate with 
; a drain leading 
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into 
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rately. The following table will show iiis capacity of 
the bins in the tower, as shown upon the plan ; also ihe 
capability of greatly increasing them by enlarging the: 
area of eac 

ft. in. feet cubie yards 
Abin 6 0 square and 21 deep, will contain 28 of manures. 

» 68 » 21 » 35 » 
STE » 21 » 42 Y: 

71 if 21 e 4951 s 
gt E] m" 21 » 56 » 

It will be seen by this table that by increasing the: 
area of the bins to 8 feet 6 inches, double the capacity 
will be obtained without very materially inereasing the 
area of the site upon which they may be built ; the ex- 
terior dimensions of the first is 14 feet 3 inches, of the 
last, 19 feet 3 inches; each tower contains four bins; 
therefore, the smallest will hold 112 cubie yards, and. 
the largest 224 cubic yards. When the whole contents 
of a bin are decomposed and consolidated by pressure, it 
is more than probable that it will contain materials that 
originally occupied more than double this space. 
By means of bins constructed as I have here de- 

scribed, vast quantities of manure could be stored ina 
building occupying no more space than a two-stall 
stable ; indeed, it might, in some cases, be desirable to. 
place the towers over.a tank, divided into compartments. 
of the same dimensions as those in the tower ; the tank 
might then be said to occupy the basement story, and. 
the bins the upper floors or part above ground ; eac! 
compartment of such a tank (6 feet square) would con- 
tain for every yard of depth 684 imperial gallons, or the 
four eompartments, 2736 gallons, which is, I believe, 
somewhere about the quantity of liquid manure made 
by four cows in six months. 
When the straw, &c., in a fold-yard or elsewhere has- 

lain long enough to answer the purpose of litter, it 
ought, I should say, to be taken up and stored in the 
bins, because in this state but a very slight and partial 

I will first deseribe the plan accompanying this com- 
munication, and then proceed to show the use of it. 
The plan consists of what may be called a square tower, 
the walls of which are supposed to be of brick, 9 inches 
thiek ; the exterior dimensions of each side of the tower 
is 14 feet 3 inches, and the height 25 feet ; the inside is 
divided into four compartments, each 6 feet square. 

stade, so that the combustion going on within it shall 
Moulder and cliar the vegetable matter it contains, 
hay. Practice is much approved of, and is spreading. I 

ave no experience in the matter myself, but I take the 

tlem; 

3o tof land :—« The usual price given in this neigh- 
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In the centre of the tower, at the intersection of the 
four cross walls, there is an upright post, securely 
built into and otherwise secured to the walls ; to this 
post is attached a light crane, with a barrel and winch 
to lift the manure into the bins ; at the end of the crane- 
rope, or chain, is a wrought iron grab, which will grasp 
and take up about a barrowful (say the eighth part of 
a cubic yard) of manure at one hoist. The crane would 

enable two men to fill the bins with great ease and ex- 

pedition ; it would take less time and labour to raise 

a cartload of manure into the bin than to fill the cart in 

the fold-yard, and the contents of the bins might be 

taken out of them and placed in carts alongside of the 

tower with equal facility. If the tower was built on 

one side of the fold-yard and near the stables the manure 
might, in such ease, be hoisted immediately out of the 

fold-yard into the bins. The floor of each compartment 
~ “May observe, stifle burning is much approved of, of the bins should be laid with a fall towards one corner, 

p can have taken place in the materials in-- 
tended to be converted into manure, Now, when it is- 
put into bins in this state, it is certain that fermentation. 
will take place and heat be evolved in the same manner 
as in hotbeds made of similar materials, every fresh 
addition of litter will ferment as in the first instance,. 
and so on till the bins are full; the mass in the lower 
part of the bin will of course cool in time, and keep 
cooling upwards as the process of decomposition goes. 
n; considerable subsidence and reduction in the 

original bulk of the litter, will also take place. The 
ammoniaeal gas generated during the process of decom- 
position, would have to pass upwards through the mass. 
of litter, &c., and its escape might be prevented by 
sprinkling the surface with diluted sulphurie acid, or by 
covering it with gypsum, &c., which would convert 
the ammoniaeal gas into a sulphate of ammonia ; liquid 
manure would have to be added to the fresh litter in 
such quantities as might be necessary to excite gentle- 
and regular fermentation ; if the heat became too stron 
it could be checked by an extra dose of the liqui 

anure. 
The advantages of such a plan as I have described, 

are,in my humble judgment, of immense importance, 

and well deserving the most serious consideration of 

practical men. By it vast quantities of manure may be 

collected in a comparatively small space ; decomposi-- 
tion will go on without waste of the gases generated 
during the process, and a much greater quantity of 
manure produced from a given quantity of litter or 
other materials, than is now done by the present 
general wasteful practice of making open dung-heaps. 
It would have this further advantage, namely, that of- 
being reduced to a proper state for application to the 
land, and would keep in this state for a long period 
without deterioration or loss of its fertilizing properties 5. 
and I am inclined to believe, that it would be a long: 
stride towards perfecting an old and favourite project 
of mine for converting farm-yard manure into a state- 
fit to be drilled in with seed. If this can be accom- 
plished as I believe it will be, and ere long too, a very 
important step will be gained towards economising the 
application of farm.yard manure. As I am on the sub- 
ject of converting manure into a state suitable for this 
purpose, I may as well explain how J think it might be 
done. Suppose a manure bin tower to be constructed 
as I have described, and that one or more bins are 
filled with manure in a rotten and compressed state, 
this manure should be taken out and placed under 
cover, say in sheds, or against the sides of the tower, 
and protected by an awning in bad weather, there to 
remain till partially dried, or until it was in a condition 
to be reduced to a very coarse powder, suitable for 

drilling in with seed by itself, or mixed with other fer- 
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tilizers ; a mill'for reducing the manure and mixingjit 

with other ingredients, would be very simple and easy 
of construction. 

Fold-yard manure reduced to a coarse powder, has 

one property not common to any other fertilising sub- 

stance, and that is its capability of holding moisture in 

a state of mechanical mixture, and in consequence of 

its open texture, of keeping the earth imbedding the 

‘seed in a moist friable condition, for a longer period 

than any other description of fertilizer. Guano, or any 

mineral fertilizer when mixed with it, would not so 
‘immediately be washed below the roots of the plant. 

I shall be much gratified if anything I have said 

should direet the attention of practical men to the sub- 
ject of manufacturing and storing up manures by some 
such plan as I have described. I would suggest for 
iheir ideration the desirabl of ining the 
effect of pressure on manure when placed under circum- 
stances similar to that in the bins, and what period of 
time would be required to render it a tolerably dry 
mass by such pressure ; also, when it is taken out of 
the bins, whether the elements of the manure are so 
completely combined as to lose nothing by exposure 
when subjected to a further drying in the air. Iam 
inclined to believe that no material loss would be sus- 
tained by such exposure, and that manure so prepared, 
that is, on this process from first to last, would save an 
immense amount of labour, cartage, &e., in all proba- 
bility the saving in one, or at most two years, would be 
equal to the expense of erecting the towers, &c.— 
Henry Liddell, Beverly Road, Hull. 

Home Correspondence. 
The Garden Farm.—l have, within the last two 

years, taken in hand 20 acres of land with the object in 
view of uniting a profitable occupation with a large out- 
Jay in labour. For this purpose I cultivate it wholly by 
the spade. It has been drained during the past winter 
and dug over about 10 or 11 inches deep ; and, in the 
course of this operation, upwards of 1100 eubie yards of 
stones have been removed. These I am now selling off 

` the land at a price which will pay the expense of digging 
them ; but still the cost of culture hitherto has been 
very great. To repay this, and to justify a continuance 
of the spade-husbandry system, I must adopt a mode of 
cultivation calculated to yield large returns. The sys- 
tem on which my plan is based is that described by Mr. 
Morton as adopted by Mr. Dimmery, of Stincheomb, 
"Gloucester, His rotation was—1, Wheat ; 2, Turnips; 
3, Potatoes: and this I propose to adopt with this alter- 
ation, that between Turnips and Potatoes, and between 
Wheat and Turnips, erops of Cabbages, Tares, Rye, 
&c., might be taken, useful in early spring for the cattle 
in the stalls. I propose also, in ease Potatoes should 
prove a hazardous erop, to substitute Beans, Peas, Flax, 
Chicory, or any other crop for which I can obtain a 
ready sale. To maintain the fertility of the land under 
this heavy cropping, it will be necessary not only to buy 
guano or bonedust, soot, &c., but also to purchase con- 
siderable quantities of oileake, Linseed and Bean-meal, 
&e.,for the cattle fed on the farm, on whose manure 
the permanence of the system will much depend. These 
cattle I intend to purchase in autumn, stall-feed during 
winter, and sell in spring. This will, I think, answer 
the purpose better than attempting to keep them on 
throughout the year. Where the plan of breeding is to 
be adopted, or where a dairy is kept, a different mode of 
eropping will be required. Portions of Lucerne or 
Sainfoin, successions of Rye, Vetches, Rye-grass, &c., 
will be required throughout the summer ; early Tur- 
nips and Swedes will be wanted in autumn, &. I 
should be very glad if you could induce some of your 
readers who have had experience in the spade cultiva- 
tion of land for dairy purposes, to give me some of it 
through your columns.— M. S 

Kohl Rabbi.—Some time ago I sawin your Paper 
some account of Kohl Rabbi. I recollect, many years 
ago, planting about 1-10th part of an acre in a Turnip 
field of 15 acres, consisting both of Swedes and white 
Kinds, but the hares eat all the Kohl Rabbi. In April, 
1845, I sowed about a pound of seed in the corner of a 
field which was very poor. I transplanted them in 
Turnip drills 28 inches apart, and about 2 feet distant 
in the rows. One part of them I planted in two drills 
where the Swede Turnip had missed, but unfortunately 
the cows got into the field and eat nearly the whole of 
them in preference to the Turnips. Those that were 
left I think yielded more weight than the Swedes, and 
were eaten at the same time. Some of them I planted on 
the 7th July, in very cloddy land, but still they came to 
a very good crop. All animais seem amazingly fond of 
the plant, and prefer it, I think, to Swedes. Large 
quantities of it are grown in the gardens in Germany, 
and I saw them about 4 lbs. weight in June ; and I ap- 
prehend these must have been sown in the autumn, like 
the Scotch Cabbage. They seem with the Germans to 
be largely consumed as a vegetable. On the whole, I 
think the plant as good or better than Swede Turnips, 
and possesses the advantage of transplanting with safety. 
Can any of your readers give me any account of its cul- 
iivation ?—A Farmer. 

Tolls.—l perceive you avoid answering legal in- 
quiries, but as the following is purely relating to agri- 
culture, and solely affecting the interest of the farmer, 
I trust this will elicit a reply. Last year I paid toll 
for different loads of guano, which I very reluctantly 
submitted to. Now, has the toll collector a right to 
demand pay for admitting a load of guano to pass his 
gate? 1 understand there is an Act which expressly 
says that all fertilisers are toll-free, which he appears 

to know: but he persists in charging for the bags con- 
taining it, observing that if it were shot into the body 
of the cart like farm-yard manure, there would be no 
charge, or if I will swear that the bags are used for 
manure themselves. Now, this I cannot do, for the 
bags are never buried in the soil, perhaps they come 
into my kitchen, or sometimes the hind’s wives get 
them, Now I should not purchase the bags, it is the 
guano alone, and if it was not for the sake of the latter 
the former would never be sought after ; besides, I 
pay the same price for bags as guano, and consider that 
he has no claim upon them for toll, because they are a 
means by which the guano is rendered moveable, as a 
cart composed of wood, iron, &c., is of manure ; and 
can he refuse to admit a cart-load of manure free of toll 
because’ the farmer. will not swear that the iron, 
&c., about his cart will be worn entirely for agricul- 
tural purposes. Some of that very iron may afterwards 
be made into articles of convenience for household pur- 
poses, as the guano bags, for aught I know, are. Would 
you try to remove us this imposition, for it is a general 
thing in this quarter, and considered too bad ? 
above is illegal, could I compel him to refund his 
charges?—Inkhorn. [We imagine the toll-man is 
wrong. Can any of our readers furnish experience 
bearing upon the point ? 

Savings’ Banks v. Odd Fellowship.—** J. H.” (see 
page 437), with respect to Savings’ Banks says—“ They 
must be made to supersede money clubs, sick clubs, 
odd fellowship, and the building society. That savings’ 
banks are excellent institutions, no one, I suppose, will 
deny, and one would think the time they have been in 
operation that no market town throughout England 
was without one. Let us compare the mechanic de- 
positing his sixpence per®week’ in a savings’ bank with 
one paying that sum to an odd fellowship institution. In 
the first place he will have at the end of the year 17. 6s., 
and depend upon it if sickness lays him up, that sum is 
soon exhausted; in the other, if unable to follow his 
daily avocations, 10s. a week, and a doctor found until 
recovered, If death ensue, 107. to bury him, and 57. for 
his wife, besides assisting the widow and orphan. With 
regard to wasteful expenditure much has been cur- 
tailed, and what remains cannot well be avoided at pre- 
sent. That the directors are alive to it, as manifested 
by their exertions, all must admit who know anything 
about odd fellowship ; and as for “ promoting evil for 
good,” I deny it in toto, or why should so many clergy- 
men join the body. “J. H.” may depend upon it that 
they know its principles and understand them as well as 
he does. Its exact principle is to benefit our fellow 
creatures, our fellow labourers, should ill-health 
prevent them from gaining a livelihood ; and it is to 
such institutions that hundreds have had cause to feel 
thankful. That the poor-rates in many parishes have been 
considerably lessened by their existence is well known. 
I hope our friend “J. H.” will possess a better feeling 
towards an institution which has a benevolent object in 
view ; for in comparing savings’ banks to sick societies, 
they are well adapted for two classes of people who are 
nearly as different in circumstance and character as 
“ chalk from cheese" — JV. Brown, Merevale. 

Potatoes.—Last October I planted a piece of ground 
with Potatoes, good and bad together. They have pro- 
duced a good crop, with no disease in it whatever. 
think it worth while to mention this, because I believe 
many persons have incurred serious losses by throwing 
away partially-diseased Potatoes.—C. M. 

Burnt Clay.—In your Gazette a fortnight since, you 
have given an extract of a communication of Mr. 
Pusey’s to another Journal, and the subject is one re- 
quiring elucidation. Burning the surface of the culti- 
vated arable land is practised to a considerable extent 
in this country with very varied effects, its benefit being 
highly lauded by some, and doubted by others. I con- 
fine the question entirely to burning the surface soil, 
and not to hedgerows and banks, which are commonly 
full of vegetable fibre, producing on that account dif- 
ferent results. I have enclosed with this note two 
samples of precisely the same soil (mild brick earth), 
which has undergone the action of fire by burning 
several clamps of bricks upon it. The soil directly 
below and in contact with the burning bricks is, as you 
will perceive in No. 1, red, and is of the depth from 12 
to 24 inches; immediately beneath this, and to the depth 
of 12 inches or more, the same soil is black (No. 2). I 
have applied several hundred yards of both these burnt 
earths to arable and pasture land, and to several vege- 
tables in my garden. The red has no apparent effect 
in stimulating vegetation. I believe that it has an 
effect upon the grain. I wish this, however, to be con- 
sidered a speculative opinion, requiring further proofs. 
The black, which from its distance from the fire under- 
goes less heat, and has no direct contact with the at- 
mosphere, is undoubtedly an active and potent manure. 
If applied to old pastures, it brings out white Clover. 
It adds largely to the quantity and quality of Potatoes, 
and seems beneficial especially to the leguminous 
family, and in ploughing last autumn through the 
bottom of a brick clamp, some Wheat was put into soil 
almost entirely composed of the black mould. The 
bladeZof these plants has been throughout the spring 
and summer of a dark green, and so extremely luxuri- 
ant that the crop’ will fail. It seems, therefore, pro- 
bable that we burn too fiercely the soil for agricultural 
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the surface, they should be in excavations of a mo- 
derate depth. The chemical difference between the 
red and black I have no means here of ascertaining. I 

must leave that matter for your attention. I am in 
the practice of covering all my farm-yard mixings with 
these burnt earths to the depth of 5 or 6 inches, which 
preserves the compost from the action of the sun, and 
keeps the mass moist for any necessary length of time, 
and very much facilitates the mixing of the manure in 
the soil to which it is applied. I am sorry to add, that 
my Potatoes planted last October show decided evi- 
dences of the disease of last year. Since Friday the 
22nd of May till Friday the 10th inst. (seven weeks), 
we have had scarcely any rain—a few slight showers 
only—no storms.— Henry Divon, Witham, July 13. 

Hotieties. 
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY or ENGLAND. 

EETING AT Newcastiz.—We have but one or two 
remarks in addition to our last week's report, These 
refer to certain implements which we omitted mention- 

And first, we ought to have noticed the self- 
clearing roller, or harrow and clod crusher, as it is 
termed, exhibited by Messrs, Barrett and Ashton, of 
Hull, which consists of two cast-iron hollow cylinders 
placed one before the other; in these cylinders are 
fixed wrought-iron tines at certain intervals, and spaces 
the most convenient, to give the whole length of the 
rollers an uniform pressure on the clods. As the cy- 
linders revolve in working, the tines pass between each 
other, and are continually cleaning themselves, which 
contrivance prevents the implement clogging up, even i 
the land be wet. The clod crusher works on two wheels 
of large diameter, which are, by simply turning a 
handle, raised or lowered, to regulate the pressure of the 
rollers on the land, and also for use in removing the 
machine from one place to another. This implement 
evidently acts on the same principle as the Norwegian 
harrow of Messrs, Stratton, of Bristol. We have no 
doubt of its efficiency. 

And we must also mention a drill machine, exhibited 
by Mr. J. Geddes, of Cargen Bridge, near Dumfries, 
N.B. It acts on the same principle as that of Mr. 
Vingoe, of Penzance. The same idea, though some- 
what differently developed, has occurred, nearly at the 
same time, to two gentlemen at opposite ends of the 
island. In this machine the motion of the sliding disc 
(see page 489, col. c) is obtained in a way similar to 
that which Mr. ‘Vingoe has adopted. An ingenious 
method for allowing the coulters to rise and fall with 
the unevenness of the land was exhibited in the flexi- 
bility of the coulter funnels—a method, however, which 
we do not prefer to the plan more generally in use. 

Messrs. Smith, of Stamford, Lincolnshire, exhibited a 
hay-making machine, capable of being easily lifted out 
of work at any moment, 

We have only to add that a full and corrected report 
of Mr. Grey's speech at the Pavilion dinner will be 
found in another column, and that a list of errata in 
last week's report will be found under the head of 
* Notices to Correspondents.” 

HIGHLAND AND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. 
A the late general meeting of this Society, the Right 

Hon. Viscount Melville in the chair, the Secretary laid 
before the meeting the premiums offered for 1846. 
referring to the Report it would be observed that under 
the Class A, premiums in money or gold medals were 
offered for reports on subjects connected with the 
science and practice of agriculture—with woods and 
plantati ith the imp t of waste lands 
—and with the illustration, improvement, or invention 
of agricultural implements and machines, Class B, 
which was entitled “Crops and Culture,” included 
remiums for new varieties of plants adapted to field 

culture, seeds for corn and other crops, Turnips, green 
crops on hill farms and small possessions, and ploughing 
competitions. Class C embraced those distriets of the 
country in which the Society's premiums for live stock 
were this year in operation. These districts were 19 in 

, and, in addition to what might be raised 
within their own bounds, they would collectively receive. 
a sum from the Society amounting to above 5007. The 
cottage premiums would be found in Class E, while the 
list closed with those to be awarded at the Inverness 
Show. The whole sum offered amounted, with the 
auxiliary local contributions, to 22507. The Directors 
were anxious to impress on the publie the utility an 
importance of some of the premiums referred to, but © 
which proper advantage, as appeared to them, has not 

been taken. This might have arisen from the smallness of 

the sums, compared with what was offered with other sub- 

jects of competition ; but they were not on that accoun 

the less important. They would allude particularly tO 
the medals offered for seed for corn and other crops 
which were given, when applied for, in six differen 
districts ; they had been found to produce most bene- 

ficial results, but only two districts had this year made 
application for them. The Directors would also notice 
the premiums offered for green crops on hill farms, A 

on small possessions, the advantages of both of uo. 

had been experienced. For the first, however, i 

were but two applications this year, and for the latte 
ls 

four, The Secretary proceeded to report that medal 

t ful RES p itions D. 
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purposes, and, as far as the fact above narrated goes, it 
is also probable that only as much air as is necessary 
to keep up very slow combustion should be allowed to 
enter the heaps of soil. To accomplish this in the safest 
manner, I suggest that instead of the fires being upon 

S p in ploughing competiti Tt 

been awarded to about 60 persons. This contani (ie 

be a most popular premium, and was well worthy of t 

bati i of the society, as being 
PP ni Y taped 

the only one, with the exception of that for cot ae 

which directly connected the Society with the ngricu 
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tural labourer. The list of premiums was then unani- 
mously confirmed and approved of by the meeting. 

The Secretary next laid‘on the table an abstract of the 
accounts of the Society for 1845, which was approved of. 

Mr. TunNBULL of Abbey St. Batban’s, said as Chair- 
man of the Finance Committee of the Society, it was 
his duty to bring befere the meeting the next subject 
to be taken up, viz., to obtain authority for the appro- 
priation of 20007. of the capital of the Society. After 
the introduction of the present Secretary to the duties 
of his office, the Directors considered it necessary to 
make particular inquiry into the state of the funds of 
the Society. In the course of doing so, they found 
that the debts amounted to much more than they had 
anticipated, which arose from different causes. For 
‘some years past there had been an accumulation going 
on, so that probably one-half of the whole amount arose 
from this source. But another cause was, the large 
amount of the expenditure at the Society’s show at 
Dumfries last year. He believed the fact was, that 
after applying the funds which came to the Society 
from other sources, as the subscriptions from the dis- 
trict, and the collections at the doors of the show-yard, 
the Society had sustained a loss of nearly 10007. He 
trusted that the Committees in charge of future shows, 
namely, of that this year at Inverness, and the one at 
Aberdeen next year, would look particularly after this 
matter, and be as economical as possible in their pro- 
ceedings ; for it was quite clear, that if the Society in- 
curred such an expenditure as that of last year, it would | th 
be impossible to carry on its important operations. The 
amount of debt, as ascertained by the Committee, was 
24971. 10s. 7d.; the available funds arising from income 
amounted to 493/. 1s. 7d., leaving a balance to be pro- 
vided of 20047. 9s, The only way in which this sum 
could be provided was by an application of the capital 
of the Society ; but it appeared from the charter, that 
no part of the capital could be applied except by the 
authority of a general meeting, and it was also necessary 
that intimation of the intended application should be 
made to two meetings of the Board of Directors, pre- 
vious to such general meeting. Now, these intimations 
had been already made to the Directors, who had una- 
nimously concurred in the propriety of the appropria- 
tion, and it now became his duty to move that the meet- 
ing approve of what the Directors ded 

gations in the laboratory and elsewhere, and to diffuse 
that knowledge throughout the country. 2. On the 

present state of the Association, as regards its efficiency 
as au institution to promote these objects. 3. On the 
benefits rendered by the Association, and its prospects 
of continued usefulness. A vacancy had taken place 
in the committee of management by the death of one of 
the representatives of the Highland Society, Mr. Aitchi- 
son, of Drumore, and he had to propose that Dr. Bal- 
four, professor of botany, be nominated iu his place.— 
The motion was unanimously agreed to. > 

Mr. Battie, of Coulterallers, stated that the Directors 
still continue to take a great interest in the class of 
cottage premiums ; they have endeavoured, both by in- 
serting them in the annual premium list, and by adver- 
tising in the newspapers, to call the attention of the 
public to the subject, but partly from the novelty having 
ceased, and perhaps from the circumstance that a great 
many parishes have already competed, few districts 
now ask for these premiums, and even when they do 
ask for them, they do not always send in reports of 
competition. He farther observed, that while the 
Society had for many years been anxious to promote 
the comforts of the married peasantry, it had neglected 
to do anything for unmarried farm-servants. Every 
one knows that 50 years ago the greater part of the 
farm-steadings of Scotland were much inferior to what 
they now are ; and that when a better class of houses 
was built for the tenantry, no provision was made for 
he dation of the ied ploug who 

had generally the loft over the stable assigned for their 
sleeping apartment, which neither promoted their 
health nor their comfort. He trusted that when the 
list of premiums came under consideration next year, 
the Directors would offer a premium to the proprietor 
who should, within a limited period, build the most 
approved farm.steading, affording proper accommoda- 
tion for. farm-servants. He was happy that the Secre- 
tary had alluded to the subject of ploughing matches. 
Medals to ploughmen was a very old and popular pre- 
mium of the Society, and while the cost of them was 
small, and the intrinsic value trifling, like the medal 
given to the successful soldier, their acquisition afforded 
a high qualification to the winner, and he hoped that 
the Society would continue to give them, and that while 

namely, the appropriation of 20007. of the capital of the 
Society for the payment of the debts due by the Society. 
—The resolution was unanimously approved of. 

Mr. Mackenats, of Muirton, as Chairman of the Depu- 
tation of the Directors appointed to attend the Show to 
be held at Inverness, reported the state of the arrange- 
ments in progress for the Show, embracing the follow- 

ing details :—Since the last general meeting, the amount 
9f the different premiums had been fixed, and re- 
Peatedly advertised. The whole sum offered for com- 
Petition at the Show, exclusive of medals, was 
10377. 10s. ; being 227/. more than on last occasion in 
1839, and was divided among the various departments 
of cattle, horses, sheep, dairy produce, poultry, imple- 
ments, &c., predominance being given to the breeds to 
Which, loeally, most importance was attached. 

The following resolution, altering the time of the 
annual meeting, was then passed ; in order to avoid the 
crowding likely to be occasioned by collision with 
another society which had appointed the same time and 
place : * That the General Meeting approve of the reso- 
lutions of the Directors of 12th June, and appoint the 
Show to be held at Inverness in the first week of Sep- 
tember ; and remit to the deputation of directors to 
make the necessary arrangements.” 

Mr. Gnauaw, of Balgowan, in reference to the 
useum, said—that in the dep of Models, the 

Collection was very incomplete, only one had been added 
Since last general meeting, and the want of many others, 
illustrative of the more recent improvements in agri- 
Cultural machinery, had been the subject of frequent 
Complaint on the part of visit Steps were being 
taken to supply deficiencies in Grains, Grasses, Grass 
Specimens, and Tree Seeds, and to polish and arrange 

specimens of Timber, while the Entomological 
‘Collection had undergone a thorough repair. The 
Prize samples of grain received from the local Socie- 
ties, and lodged in terms of the Society’s premium 
list, have fully sustained the character of former years, 
both with regard to weight and quality of the grain, 
and in some instances have even surpassed any which 
“lave been previously received. The advantage of the 
Premiums awarded for competitions in seeds had been 
Wy proved, and in partieular, reference might be made 
9 the great improvement in the grain sent from the 
County of Nairn. The Museum had received an addi- 
goa „to its pictures, in the painting of the Coaching 
fallion € Splendour,” executed by Mr. Gourlay Steell, 

and which has met with the unqualified approbation of 
all who had as yet seen it. The number of persons 
a 9 had visited the Museum since last general meeting 
Ss 13th January, was 3600, being upwards of 900 indi- 
iduals more than in the corresponding months of the 

Preceding year, which shows that the interest taken by 
Th, publie in this institution is steadily on the increase. 
uu directors have to express their high approbation 

the whole management under Mr. Lawson, the con- 
Servator, 
E Horny, of Langwell, said that he had placed in 

ands of the secretary a proof of the report, which 
ld next day be made to the Agricultural Chemistry 

Ssociation ; the report was divided into different heads, 
hat has been done, in terms of the constitution of 
Ssociation, to enlarge our knowledge, by investi- 
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the pror or the wealthy tenant was able to 
exhibit his gold medal or piece of plate for some useful 
i in agrieul the industri lough p 
would have it in his power to show to his friends the 
medal which his skill in his art had procured for him.— 
From the Edinburgh Evening Courant of July 9, 1846. 

— SRehícto S. 
We have to apologise for the neglect which several 

valuable works lately sent us have apparently received 
at our hands. Press of business connected with the 
other sections of the Paper has hitherto hindered us 
from giving the requisite attention to them ; but we 
shall endeavour within the next fortnight to overtake 
our arrears in this matter. 

Farmers’ Clubs. 
Hanrzsron, July 8.—The Advantages of Low Fences 

the first clipping so much easier, as not materially to 
inerease the expense. The Club cannot conclude this 
resolution without expressing a hope that, amongst 
other alterations in the covenants in leases which it has 
previously ded, the restrictions on the elipping 
of fences may be removed. 

Farm Memoranda. 
Spring Park, NEAR Cmovpow— You were kind 

enough, some time ago, to make room in your columns 
‘or a few observations of mine, on the system of thin 
sowing, and for an account of a considerable failure in 
my Wheat crop last year, which might appear to some 
as having arisen from that practice ; I, therefore, think 
it but fair to lay before you the result of an excursion 

[ this spring made to the farms of Mr. Hewitt Davis 
(the great advocate of the system), for the special pur- 
pose of satisfying myself, as far as might be done by a 
single visit, upon the spot, of the real effects of his 
practice. My visit was made upon the 28th of April 
last, without any previous appointment. Mr. Davis 
was not at home ; but I was very civilly received by his 
bailiff, or grieve, who accompanied me over almost 
every field of the two farms. These are near each 
other, and embrace, as I understood, about 260 acres 
of arable, besides some 40 acres of wood. ‘Lhe soil for 
the greater part is exceedingly poor, being chiefly a 
sort of red gravel in a tenacious ochry cement, often 
consolidating into a concrete rock, which comes close 
to the surface in large masses; and in other parts 
forms a hard till, which it is very difficult to break up. 
In the better spots there is found a covering of dark 
loam, and here and there a considerable portion of sand. 
The whole is of a wet springy nature, and required 
thorough draining throughout—which has been per- 
formed over most of it with tiles. Few subjects can 
be imagined more discouraging to a farmer; and yet, 
on reaching the principal farm of Spring Park, I was 
struck at once with the superior appearance of its 
cultivation, as contrasted with that of other lands 
which I had passed on the way from London to 
roydon and in its vicinity. The first field I 

entered was sown with Peas in wide drills, which 
were being horse-hoed. They were 10 inches high or 
more, and of the most healthy hue. Here I was met 
by the bailiff, who took me to the next field, which was 
under Wheat. This wasalso in drills 12 inches asunder.. 
He asked me to say whether I thought the plant suffi. 
ciently thick, and 1 could not but admit that it was £o 3. 
it was fully and even luxuriantly grown, and gave 
every promise of a heavy crop. From thence we went 
over other fields under Wheat and Barley, all of 
which, though not equally advanced, exhibited the same 
appearance of health. 
on which the plant was thin, as if it had misgiven ; but 
such were rare, and over the whole there was ample 
promise of a luxuriant erop. Over the whole Wheat, 
the bailiff assured me that the seed was at the rate of 
not more than three pecks per acre ; but, then, all had 
been sown in the preceding October. Barley was sown 
at the rate of six pecks to the acre, and some sown in. 
January was as tall and luxuriant as the Wheat. The 
Oats were less advanced, but promised well, though 
sown with only soven pecks tothe acre. But the most 

and the Expence of Clipping them.—R AS 
clipped fences are generally accompanied by what are 
equally necessary, elean cut borders and ditches, the 
Club has taken both subjects into consideration, and is 
of opinion that the advantages of the practice may be 
best shown by pointing out some of the evils of high 
hedges aud uncut borders, These are, the obstruction 
of sunshine and air from the headlands and sides of 
fields, rendering them difficult to cultivate, and the 
erops on them bad in proportion, notwithstanding that 
more manure is frequently deposited on them than on 
any other part of the field by stock seeking shade or 
shelter—the latter, however, during cold winds, not 
being equal to that from a good clipped fence. The 
afford also greater harbour to birds and other animals, 
injurious to the crops, and greatly encourage the growth 
of weeds. Low and neatly-clipped fences, on the con- 
trary, are as useful as they are ornamental, admitting 
light and air equally to every part of the field, so ne- 
cessary to the perfect growth and ripening of corn; 
whilst early and careful cutting of ditch and border 
Grass prevents the spreading of weeds, keeps the | 
ditches in good order at less expense, and affords better 
feed after the corn crops are removed. 
Club considers the trifling expense at wh 
vantages are obtained, it would be surprised that the 
clipping of fences should be so seldom practised, but for 
the knowledge that the covenants in almost every lease 
prevent its adoption. It believes also that there is a 
prevailing idea amongst many farmers that it is an ex- 
pensive operation. Those entertaining such an opinion 
will be surprised to learn that the Club has satisfactory 
evidence, that on an average of farms in this district 

(noted for its small inclosures), low fences may be cut 
once a year for the small sum of 2d. per acre! and 

that the border and ditch Grass may be cut once, and 
the fences twice, for double that charge. It is recom- 

mended that the borders and ditehes should be first 

cleaned, taking care to complete that part of the work 

efore the seeds of the Grasses or weeds are ripe ; the 
produce either to be given to store stock in yards, or 

made into a stack of coarse hay. The fences to be cut 
immediately after ; and again, if thought necessary, at 
Michaelmas ; the clippings to be carried into yards for 
manure. The second eutting, removing those shoots 
which would otherwise harden in the winter, renders 

thing was the crops of Beans, which though. 
planted in several fields, not of the best soil, were re- 
gular and luxuriant, and already full a foot high, exhi- 
biting that rich dark succulent blade which is the best 
warrant of a vigorous and healthy growth. These were 
planted in drills of 27 to 28 inches, and, as I under- 
stood, in the month of October. Other fields were 
covered with a dense and rich carpet of Red Clover 
(without admixture of any other Grasses), which had 
already attained considerabie height. Over the whole 
there reigned a very remarkable aspect of thriving 
health ; but a still more remarkable feature was the 
total absence of all weeds: not a Dock or Thistle or 
Rag-weed was to be seen. Some young annuals had 
sprung up between the drills, but these were fast yield- 
ing to the horse-hoe, which was making its progress 
through the Pulse crops, and to the hand-hoes, which 
were performing the same duty between the drills of. 
the corn crops. I must say l never saw so clean a. 
‘arm, * We can’t afford to grow weeds here,” said the 
bailiff, when I remarked to fhim the absence of 
these nuisances. ‘There were several things which 
I saw, which induced me to make inquiries as to 
the rotation observed on these farms. I had men- 
tioned my own loss by the worm, particularly in 
ley land, and was informed that they never took Wheat 
or any corn crop after'ley ; they break it up with Beans 
and Peas, without any manure, which they find give a 
very paying crop, and which not only do not suffer from 
wireworm themselves, but, by the tilth they require, 
clean the land from these destructive reptiles, and insure 
a good erop of Wheat afterwards. Another peeuliarity 
of Mr. Davis's system is, that he never sows Rye yass 
seeds, but Red Clover alone, whieh is mowed twice for 
hay, and then ploughed down for Beans and Peas, as 
aforesaid, A third point of practice seems highly de- 
Serving of imitation. The Beans are sown so early as 
September and October, and the ground being con- 
stantly stirred and kept clean by horse-hoeing, it is fit 
about May or June to receive a crop of Turnip, which 
is sown between the rows, and which, after the Beans 
have been eut, come into feed sheep, as Mr. Davis says, 
in September or October. His rotation is as follows :— 

1st year—Rye and Tares, after the Wheat, eat off by sheep in 
in April, May, and June ; followed by Mangold Wurzel, 
Swedes, and Turnips, with a liberal dressing of farm- 
yard dung. 

There were some poor spote- 
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“94 year—Oats or Barley sown with Clover. 
3d year—Clover, twice cut, or mown for hay. 

4th year—Beans and Peas; Turnips between the Bean drills, 
eat off by sheep. 

5th year—Wheat. 

Thus, as Mr. Davis observes, he gets three green and 

three corn crops in five years, besides a vast quantity 

of fine keep for stock. His returns are great: 5 qrs. 

of the best Wheat, up to13 qrs. of Oats, and above 8 

of Barley, to the imperial acre ; and, though it may be 

presumptuous to judge from one cursory inspection, I 

do think the Wheat and Barley promised no less. The 
quantity of seed allowed to an aere has already been 
mentioned ; but those who may desire further particu- 
lars on this, or other parts of Mr. Davis’s management, 
would do well to send for his pamphlets on “ the Injury 
and Waste of Corn from Thick Sowing,” and also on 

“the Resources Farmers Possess,” which will amply 
wepay the cost and time of perusal. I inquired, too, 
"what establishment of men and horses was required 
to maintain the farms in their present clean and pro- 
ductive state. I was informed that they had five pair 
-of horses, which, beside the farm work, drag to market 
the wood of the coppice : that, in' addition to the five 
ploughmen, there were either two or three permanent 
labourers, besides“ an odd man” to look after the cows 
and buildings. There was a dairy woman of course. 
The hand-hoeing was done by men at 4s. per acre, and 
one hoeing was generally found sufficient for the corn 
crops, which after that covered the ground and 
smothered any weed that might spring up. Strange to 
say, all the corn was flail-thrashed, there being no 
thrashing-mill on the farms. Iam aware that doubts 
are entertained by some as to the fact of the small 
quantity of seed used by Mr. Davis. It has been as- 
serted, indeed, that he sows little less than other people. 

t, ind dently of the impropriety of such an alle- 
gation against any gentl unless fully supp d b 
proof, what could possibly be Mr. Davis’s object in 
putting forth such a misrep ion, or i ing 
a system which he himself does not pursue? The 
sneers of the surrounding farmers, indeed, and their 
obstinate antipathy to his practice, seem to vouch at 
least for its being very different from theirs ; while the 
superiority of his crops over those sown broadcast, and 
with full seed, by his neighbours, convincingly prove 
its advantages. Why, then, doubt what Mr. Davis 
asserts? Look even at the facts. Is not the quantity 
of seed he mentions, if carefully distributed, sufficient 
for an acre drilled at 12 inches? No doubt, if that 
seed be exposed to the ravages of birds—to the rotting 
influence of- moisture in undrained lands—to being 
choked by an abundant crop of weeds, which are suf- 
fered io grow with its growth, and smother it at their 
will—the plant which will reach maturity from that said 
quantity may fail of being sufficient ; but if three pecks 
of good seed be properly distributed in drills 12 in. wide, 
made inland, clean, well drained, and in good condi- 
tion, and kept clean by the hand-hoe until beyond the 
reach of weeds, we may, I do apprehend, safely look for 
a large crop from it—such, for instance, as Mr. Davis 
reaps. But much will depend upon early sowing; clean, 
dry, and well-conditioned ground ; and careful and suf- 
ficient weeding afterwards: and, until this system shall 
have been fully and honestly pursued from first to last, 
and found to fail we have no right to condemn Mr. 
Davis's views or assertions as to thin sowing. Doubt- 
less, failures may, and will, take place occasionally, 
even when everything has been duly performed to in- 
sure success ; but this is no argument against the sys- 
tem. In reply to a letter I wrote to Mr. Davis on that 
subject, and in which I adduced my own failure (from 
worms) as a circumstance which might shake belief in 
the prudence of thin sowing, he remarks, that he could 
not see the good sense of providing for a casualty 
(which, if it does occur, is apt to do so wholesale, extir- 
pating the whole plant, or leaving it in patches, some 
too thick, and some too thin), by giving an overplus of 
seed—an injudicious measure in itself, and certain to do 
injury, whether] the plant comes up thick, or is eaten 
into patches by the worm. However the matter stands, 
I can at least vouch for this, that Mr. Davis’s system, 
whatever it is, does actually serve to produce an ample 
plant, and excellent erops upon very inferior land— 
crops immeasurably surpassing any I observed in their 
neighbourhood, and unsurpassed themselves by the best 
I have this season observed in any part of England or 
Scotland. Surely such a system is worthy of being 
known and studied. For my own part, I feel perfectly 
convinced that Mr. Davis is correct in asserting that his 
proportion of seed is sufficient; nay, that less would 
possibly do; but then the tilth and general manage- 
ment must correspond with this mode of sowing. We 
have all seen what a few seeds well-tended ina garden 
may produce, and there is no reason, save that of cost 
in labour, against a whole farm being similarly ma- 
naged. In the same way, dibbling is by far the most 
economical mode of sowing in respect to seed ; but the 
most perfect fair play must be given to the plants, that 
they tiller out freely and receive the whole nutriment of 
the soil. Drilling is the next best measure to reconcile 
economy of seed and labour ; but then the ground must 
be kept clean, in order to give the system fair play, Per- 
haps the best way, where extreme care cannot be relied 
on, would be to use the ribbing plough of six to 
nine coulters, 9 inches apart, to make the seed furrrows, 
after due tilth from the ordinary ploughs, harrows, and 
rollers ; and then to sow with the broadcast machine, 
The harrows drag all the seed into the furrows, giving 
“the full effect of drilling, and hand-hoeing can be per- 
formed as well as if really drilled. No Grass seeds 

should be sown till after the spring hoeing, and thus 
the seeds will have the start of the weeds as well as the 
corn. Mr. Davis purchases in ewes to give a crop of 
lambs and wedders to eat off his tares, roots, &c. ; and 
these he sells at prices which would make our farmers’ 
mouths water. I saw the last of the lambs with their 
mothers; the earliest had been sold, as the bailiff in- 

formed me, at 35s. each, and he hoped to realise 30s. 

a-head, or more, for the whole. The mothers, which 
had cost 22s. to 25s., from being early relieved of their 
lambs, fatten fast on the Rye and Tares, and sell, he 

said, at 40s. to 45s. This is the consequence of vicinity 
to good markets ; and a railroad would enable us to 
participate in such good things, as the railroads of the 

south have already done to the farmers there, reducing 
thereby the exorbitant monopoly prices of the London 
market. His wedders, after consuming Turnip, Cab- 

bage, &e., with oilcake in folds on the ground, sell at 

equally remunerating rates to the London butchers. 
Not a pound of guano, nor a bushel of bones, or other 
foreign manure, is ever used on these farms, nor is 

there such a thing as a bare fallow known. The 

manure made on the farm, together with eating off green 
food, is found sufficient for keeping the ground in heart ; 

while the horse and hand hoes—where everything save 
Clover seed is drilled —keeps the land clean, securing 
all its substance to maintain the crops, instead of per- 
mitting it to be exhausted by nourishing weeds. Since 
writing the above, I have found that Mr. Davis's 
system has been made the subject of remark by others 
as well as me ; for in No. 23, 1846, of the Gardeners’ 
Chronicle and Agricultural Gazette (for June 6), I ob- 

serve a pretty copious notice on that system, given by 
G. H. Ramsay, Esq., at Newcastle, to a club of which 
he is chairman, and who had himself repaired to Spring 
Park, to see and judge of its effects. He appears to 
have been equally struck with everything he witnessed 
there, and makes it known for the benefit of his neigh- 
bours. It is with this view, and in the hope of being 
of some use in publishing a system which sueceeds so 

well at Spring Park, that I venture to trouble you with 
this long communication—if it even tends to stimulate 
to the extirpation of weeds and cleaning the land, it 

will not have been made in vain.—J. B. Fraser, Easter 
Moniack, June 17, 1846, in the Inverness Agriculturist. 

Miscellaneous. 
Mr. Mechs Drainage.—My friend Mr. Mechi has 

favoured the farmers of Essex with some advice in your 
paper, the former part of which, describing his method 
of making surface drains, they will probably deem some- 
what unnecessary, considering, I think justly so, that 
the draining work of this county is as well understood 
and executed as any under his management at Tiptree 
Hall. My principal object, however, in this letter is to 
direct the attention of your farming readers to his 
remarks respecting the deep draining of our strong 
tenacious clay soils, and Mr. Mechi will excuse me for 
remarking that his authority in this matter is not quite 
infallible, for this is the second time within a short 
period in which he has come before the public recom- 
mending very opposite systems for the same purpose, 
the last hobby being, of course, the best. The former 
plan he admits has failed—the latter may. At present 
the question is not a settled one, that clays of the 
description before referred to will be improved by 

draining. The facts, however, already before the pub- 
lie show that in many instances this has been done suc- 
cessfully, and also, that deep surface work, say from 4 
or 5 feet, is better than the usual plan of 24 or 30 
inches. Now I maintain that Mr. Mechi’s inch pipe in 
this particular case must ultimately fail, as it probably 
will in all others, and that it is necessary to use pipes 
or tiles of a sufficient calibre to admit of a free circula- 
tion of air as well as a free exit for the water. These 
close-textured clays will not open or crack so as to 
admit of the percolation of the water to the drains, un- 
less the water which they contain is evaporated by the 
combined action of the air passing over the surface, as 
well as through the body of the soil, and this process is 
not immediate ; probably several years will elapse be- 
fore the full effect of such drainage shows itself. Not- 
withstanding the authority of Messrs. Pusey, Mechi, 
and Parkes, I pronounce these small pipes to be great 
bsurditi These gent] seem to think more of 

cheapness than of safety and durability. Draining is 
done very much in the winter months when the work- 
men have to contend with frost, snow, and rain, and 
when itis often impossible to keep the bottom of the 
drain free from thick water, And I ask any practical 
farmer or workman whether he can place these inch 
pipes at the bottom of a narrow, 5 feet cutting, with 
any pretension to accuracy, upon which success en- 
tirely depends. No tile or pipe should be put into 
any drain unless it is so substantially made that it 
will bear force and pressure so as to give it firm- 
ness and position ; and it is no bad practice for a 
boy to walk along the pipes and press them down with 
his feet, placing and replacing such as require it. Drain- 
ing will last for an indefinite time if executed properly, 
but it is hopeless to expect this with Mr. Mechi's one- 
inch pencil cases! I am not sure that Mr. M.’s former 
plan of filling in the drain to the depth of some inches 
with stone, and then placing the pipe upon the top, is 
not preferable to his present scheme. He further states 
that his drainage of last year, 33 feet apart on his new 
plan, has already proved itself perfect ; and with his 

usual courtesy, he invites parties who may be interested 
to inspect these fields. Of course with corn growing, 

and during the summer, this could not be tested, But 
I have yet to learn how rain-water can find its way 16 
feet, and if across the incline 30 feet in so short a time 
through stiff clay to the depth of 5 feet; even if these 
drains continue open, which I think is very problema- 
tical. Mr. Mechi closes his letter with some advice to 
pipe and tile makers, I proffer him the use of my 
establishment to carry out any scheme of manufacture 
that he may deem advisable and beneficial to the com« 
munity. Or I will have made for him, or for any gen- 
tleman, as many one-inch pipes, weighing from 1000 to 
1500 Ibs. per thousand, as he or they may order (not 
less than 50,000) at 12s. per thousand, credit price, I 
only stipulate that they must be ordered, for such 
things are not kept in my yard, because I have no res- 
son to believe that any man in this country except Mrz 
Mechi would use them. Mr, Mechi infers in his letter 
a criterion of value from weight and size. Some time 
since he sent me an inch pipe, 12 inches long, as a 
specimen of what he wanted for his work. I find this 
pipe weighs llb. $ oz. The common drain pipe de- 
livered from my yard weighs 3 lbs, ; for these I charge 
27s. per thousand ; and the tile which is much used in 
this neighbourhood, either single or doubled upon each 
other, for the mains to catch the water from the parallel 
pipe work, as well as for draining, weighs 5 lbs.; for 
this my charge is 35s. per thousand. It does not seem, 
therefore, that I can be charged with selling at ex- 
travagant prices. I wish to give as much information 
as I can on a subject so important to this country. 
have had gentlemen here from various parts of the king- 
dom who have already, or are about to establish works 
for manufacturing cylindrical pipes. For with the ex- 
ception of Essex, Suffolk, and Kent, till within the last 
three or four years, but little was known of this method 
of draining. One gentleman from Shropshire certainly 
advocated the inch pipe, but I found that his only rea- 
son was, that it was recommended by Mr. Parkes. I 
cannot but regret that the Royal Agricultural Society 
should have given its sanction to such a system without 
at least some pretension to inquiry.—Henry Dixon, 
Witham, May 20. (Essew Herald.) 

Wotices to Correspondents, 

ARTIFICIAL INCUBATION—OC S U—We have no personal experi- 
ence. 'he mean temperature of incubation is 100° Fahr. ; 
it may vary from 95? to 105°, and towards the close of the 
process may be suspended for one or two hours, or for & 
longer period, according to the degree of extraneous heat 
which the eggs may derive from their situation, without fatal 
consequences to the embryo." See Johnson's ‘‘ Farmers’ 
Encyclopedia.” 
oKs—Oonstant Subscriber — About Leases, &c., “Low on 
Landed Property :” and, for the other, next week, 

DRILL HusBANDRY— Young Farmer—Next week. 
Frax—A Sub wants a cheap and good machine for breaking 

and seutching Flax, Can any one tell him where such a 
achine is to be had ? 

GARDEN F. 

wu 

We have no . See also Mr. Bruce's experienc e, p. 488. 
cattle. 
Do not recommend 

n. In England we 
have usually moisture enough to wet any seed ; buta drought 

ing on, is year, is perfect destruction to 

steeped seed, Gibbs recommended steeping for a day, which is 

a bad plan 
ILDEW—A 

RECEIVED a curiously chafly ear of Barley, without anyaccom- 
panying reference to it, The specimen is the customary 
state of a naked Barley from Nepal, called Hordeum Ægi- 
ceras, It is aplantin a very anomalous state, but has never 
been examined critically by any competent person, 

REFERENCES—. We always take care to act fon the 
plan you suggest. That paragraph is wholly an extract, as 
is every paragraph under that heading, The reference is, aS 
you will perceive,to a past volume of the Journal from which 
the extract is taken. à 

Rick Croras—A Booth—Sorry we cannot give you an answer 
till next week. 

and same experience; and thus " 

quired the useful quality of hardiness, while spring Vetches 
possess that of rapid growth from the moment of germina- 

tion, with, however, a liability to injury by frost, 

Markets, 
SMITHFIELD, Monpay, July 20,.—Per Stone of 8 lbs. 

Best Scots, Herefords, &o 4; Oto 4s 9| Best Long-woo! EL 
B 

"1s ea 
Ditto (shorn) — = 

3 6| Ewesand seco 
alves - - - .40 46 o (shorn) 

BestDowns&Half-breds —  — | Lambs - - = 
itto (shorn) 

t Short Horns -8 alo 4 

Second quality Beasts . 3 (^ nd quality ane s 

48 5 
aan © 

Pigs, caste, 976; Sheep and Lambs, 11,8503 Calves, deat Midi feld. 
y 



AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE. 511 30—1846.] THE 
COVENT GARDEN, Jury 25.—The supply of Vegetables 

this week has been somewhat limited, but fruit has been pretty 
MEET Pine-apples, both English and Foreign, are Hes 
tiful, but epus ge pen: is heavy. There is abundance of good 
Grapes in the t; and Plums, both English and Foreign, 
are Dientiful. SEES and Nectarines have also been unusu- 

ally abundant. The supply of Cherries and Strawberries has 
been Well kept up; the latter are, however, becoming very scarce. 

dant,anda quantity Tf Dutch 
Currants has been offered. Apples and Pears are sold at 
nominal prices. Oranges are plentiful, considering the sea- 
Son, and Nuts of all kinds are sufficient for the S 
Lemons are much cheaper. English Melons may be ob- 
tained at last week's prices, and some good foreign ones are 
also in the ane arket. Of Vegetables, “Asparagus is scarce 
and dear. Gabbages, Cauliflowers, &c., are good, but the 
latter hardly suflicient for the demand. A oe and Turnips 

ave not altered in price since last Peas are rather 
Scarce, and good MEAS n ERE hie high prices. Beansremain 
early Ee same as good in quality. 

s fetch from d to 12s, per DUE The supply of Ash- 
lavea”. aneen is somewhat limited.  Lettuces and other 
Salading are good and plentiful Cut Flowers chiefly consist of 

Heaths, Jasmines, Kalosan alceolarias, Pinks, Pelargo- 
no Tuberoses, EU AE EET Gardenias, "Moss and other 

FRUITS, 
Pine Apple, perlb., 4st Ease uy yuaetote 
Se du per (de 3s to 6s Cur: ants re per bf.-sv., 4s t. 
Apples, Dess., per bush., 3s to 6s di Hinr 

" Kitchen, 2s Gd t9 4r Strawberries): per pottle, 1s to 2s 
Pears, per hf. ee 3s to 78 aspberries, S Bu ‘Ys to 15 3d 

Sweet Almonda, perlb., 
OUO eae p. 100] UN DT e 60: 

8, Cob, p T 1001bs., 80s 

— Spanish, 14s 
quen per bushel, 6s 10 84 
‘ABLE 

ettuce, per score, ym lst 
ls to 2: ‘oa 

ee met, 2d to 3d 
per uns y 9d to B 

avory, per bunch, 4d to 6d 
Thyn S, per bun chy sád 
Watororsas, p. 19 sm; bun, 6d to 84 

Minipa, por Teach, dd tod 
Red Beet, per doz., 6d cae "oa 

a 
d to Parsley, per aN 

Asparagus, per bundle, 1s to 5s ‘Roots, per dle, le 
Cucumbers, each; m Tarragon, per bunch, 6d 

Mint, green, per bunch, 6d to 8d 
Leeks, per doz. bunches, 2d te 4d Marjoram, per bunc pn Celery, per bundle, 1s tole 6d 

HAY. Por Load of T p. 
SMITHFIELD, July Prime Meaa.Hay 78s to Pel Now Hay Goeto e NewClr, “sto —s infr,New & Rowen 60. Clover 76 vo 10 | Straw E 

OOPER, el Joi 
CUMBERLAND MARKET, uly 23, Prime Mead. Hay oro 30» | Old Clover 100s to 119a eror -+ Inferior do, " New. Hay 3 oí. e5 New Glove ee P4 t Straw 98s to 34: 

lormba Banan, Hay Salesman: 
WHITECHAPEL, July 

Pine y ~ 70sto 80s Qu Clover Joos tonos 
Nferlor Hu N^ oe — {Ini 

law Hav 60 68 

HOPS. _Fripay, July 2: 

zie 288 to 32 
New Oliver 8095 

the der received. this mornin 3 and the duty by many is thought to be much overrated, at £140,000. 
vrranpin & SMITH, 

ARK-LANE, Mowpay, July 20, 
The Supply S Wheat ces Base, ont, and Suffolk, this 

Morning, was much larger than we have received for some 
months past, and pen poy y progress could Te oe with the Sale a reduction of 5s. pi 

ited, holders uo 

i IMPERIAL QUARTER, 5. 8. $.58 
ese White 48 50 Red : 44 55 

id Yorkshire 40 50 White 40 51 
ing 206 1030s Chevalier 30 23 
tare 

rum ve shat! Potato 27 30 oa : Potato g4 97 
= Paws ame niet 
Beans, M Mazagan, old and new ̀  38 to a5 

Pigeon, Heligoland o 49 
Peas, White eee E 

Harrow 86 48 
Longpod— — 
Grp 83 94 » 

FRIDAY, Jul; 
a The arrivals of Corn of allt kinds, either English or Foreign, 
‘uring the week have been sm: ai pu que pu E tr: nur 

Rye crop there, as also in the BARE on is very badi; 

Tun, Wheat. | Bar ye. | Beans.| Pei 
- — 18per Quarter.) 59r 0d| 97s 1d| pon eal Bae Ad| 35s 8d| Bas 9d 
Ee ROY. voc. bl 5| 27 8| 98 8 3 4 2 6 

Jui "o. os B 2| s7 $8 6| 32 7, 87 6| 85 0 
do 44 | e810} 27 6| 38 B |09 8 | 2 5 5 
Ru Uu Wenn ete 7| 9 8| 3311| 3711 | 85 3 

3 38 . . .]| 6010] 2710| ss o | 86 5| 38 6 4 
6 , Re Aggreg. Aver. | 111| 97 5| 93 7| 33 8| o7 4| 9410 

DT Dison Foreign Grain 6 ol eol 161 4 0| 40) 40 
ram eae Hen in the price of em onthe average of th 

_ six ding Saturday, July 
Jung 97 | Jur 4 pm n 

Kinasrord AND Lay, 

IMPORTANT SALE OF GREENHOUSE PLANTS AND 
A p 

ESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS have re- 
L ceived instr CUM from the Proprietor of the Edmonton 
Nursery to offer ublie competition, Ws the premises, on 
UESDAY the 25th o xt, the Stock of valuable 

GREENHOUSE PLANTS, including the dant collection of 
choice P ani a 
Besides the a 
000 plants of: 32 ae and rar 

tains a large quantity of Movada Gompholobiums, Pimeleas, 
horozemas, Kennedyas, de. ; among which are several new 

and M species. There is Bio a fine ey toi f Ca- 

a 

mellias, set with bloom at every point, and e g chiefly 
of Double: Whites, Stripes, Fimbriata, Humes Diash, p 
kelarii, Tricolor, Cane aaa and Imbricata. 
the plants are large. ind handsome, end the feeder 
small, saleable stu à Sim le will commence at 12 o'elock 
precisely. Gade a will be ready in a week or two. 
«Leytonstone, July 2 

MEXICAN ORCHIDS. 

ESSRS. J. C. & S. STEVENS will SELL by 
braun EN di o Room, 38, a atl Covent- 

garden, on Tuxs JULY, at 12 for I precisely, e 
IMPORTATION OF | OROHIDS just received from Vera Cru 
colleeted in a district 800 miles distant from the last parcel 
received from Mexico; it comprises many plants oi 
glossum citrosmum, an nd other varieties : also TOP e ca 
of Leelias, Oncidiums, Epidendrums, de, &c., 
On view the iu ingle and morning of Sale, anid Re 
had oft the Aw 

I DMONTON NURSERY TO LET.—The present 
roprietor, being anxious to dispose of the above NUR- 

SERY, and with a view to rendet the a ES EMEN more 
moderate, has directed Messsrs. PRO & MORRIS 
to dispose of the entire Stock of ORDENHOUSE PLANTS 
BY AUCTION; and is now sendy to offer the Lease, the Glass 
erections (amoun ing to about four bob feet), an 
Stock of Evergreens mee Shrubs in the ground, upon very 
advantageous terms, Should any one prefer taking the Lease 
and Glass only, errangements will be made to effect a Sale of 

ut-of-door Stock in October. 
A Eus desirable opening is here presented to any one pos- 

sessed of a small capital, the Nursery being well situated, with 
excellent Dwelling- house, and moderate Rent.— articulars 
zony, be obtained by application personally, or by atten to 

Henenman, at the Nursery, Edmonton, Middlesex.— 
July 95, 1846, 
LOWER CLAPTON.—TO MARKET GARDENERS & Others. 

O BE LET ON LEASE, with Early Possession, 
THIRTY ACRES OF LAND in full cultivation as a 

MARKET GARDEN, within three miles of Shoreditch Church; 
r the Ground would be let on Building Leases.—For further 

particulars apply to Hse W. and S. Corron, Solicitors, 
No. 7, Lothbury, Londor 

NORFOLK. 

O BE LET ON LEASE, Ar MICHAELMAS, ar 
SNARE HILL, within One Mile of the Thetford station, 

on the Norfolk Railway, and Three Miles from the Duke of 
Grafton’s, i at Eust ton The pro] perty comprises the up nr 

G Farm, 480 a 
Extra Parouhiel uid Tithe free ; no path ipu the KRT 
and the SUN abounds with. game. Gardens, 
E Manor e let separately, if required. S ADDS o the 
Bailiff, at on Tun. 

RREY. 

pss i E LET, at Kingswood, within three 
s of Reigate Railway Station, 

KINGSWOOD. b ARM to be LET on LEASE, for 21 years or 
less, at Michaelmas next ; comprising a Farm. "house and suit- 
able Out-buildings, and 600 acres Arable (good Turnip) Land, 
at a money rent of 20s. an acre, which includes tithes andrates, 
or at a corn rent if preferre: Two smaller Farms may be had 
ee if required, so that a capitalist, wishing to embark 
10,0002. in eal 1000 acres may do so within 1} hour of Lon- 
on, The pu i Be had if required. For particulars, apply to Mes: we 3, Lincoln’s.i inn Fields ; Messrs, Nash, 

Surveyors, Reig Ss cane Kir gswood, Epsom. The 
tenant, Mr. Crews, Sans Show the pata al farm, 

FLORIST. AND aa poe 
lee BE DISPOSED OF, — l-known Establish- 

ment in the eae: line to "e so) [dol for many US a 
most excellent tra he uM is decidedly one of the 
very best in London, S in the centre of a most ERE 
and bustling neighbourhood. The above is well worthy the 
attention of any young Nur: ery, a and Florist having ground 
within a mile or two of this Establishment, as the situation 
being so commanding, a most extensive business REN be done 
in each department, As the Proprietor is obliged to dispose 
of the above in conse 9 uence of a death in his family, HS entire 
Stock, Fixtures, and everything belonging usiness, 
may be had a deci eat ERES a ‘ull I particulars, with Inven- 
tory of Stock, Fixtur ay on application to 
Mr. C. Davis, ATE ot Tesdbos Frederick place, Newington, 

ANTED to purchase a small SPAN-ROOFED 
GREENHOUSE, not less than 18 feet by 12. It must 

e in good condition, and the terms moderate. —Letters, stating 
lowest price for Cash and where it can be seen, to be addressed 
(prepaid) to R. R. R., Post-office, East Sheen, Surr 

TO OWNERS AND OCCUPIERS OF ESTATES. 
NUS BULLOCK WEBSTER, of Hounsdown, 

ar Southampton, Draining Engineer to Her Majesty, 
at DOS the inventor of a Patent Tile 
and Pipe Machine (applicable to Men) Bricks); also a new 
Machine for taking roots and stones out of clay, both which are 
to be seen at the Royal Polytechnic] TAa Rhen — 
offers his assistance as a thorough practical man to Pa 
who may require information on A subjeet connected wi the Drainage of their Estates. —Land drained at a fixed 
sum per acre, including every iion 

Just published, price 64.. 

NATIONAL UNIFORMITY OF GAUGE. A 
n Short AE to Lord Dalhousie, EUER Reasons for 
pre: ferring the inal recommendations of the Gauge Com- 
missioners to the recent proposals of the Basta of Trade, 

Published by W. STEPHENSON, 12 and 13, Parliament-street, 

Price Sixpence, free by post. 

The Railway Chronicle 
Of Saturday, JULY 18, oe nae on 

EVENTS OF THE WEEK. Roos T LAW—RETURN 
OF TARIFFS BM S SEA ANON. SAFETY PRE- 
TENCE OF BROAD GAUGE PARTIZANS — DIRECT 
LINES AND BRANCH SYSTEM. 

REPORTS OF MEETINGS.— dn TERI HOURS Directors’ 
Report—Cologne and Munden, Meeting areholders— 
Meetings to Approve Bills before Parliament MEN of 
Shareholders to Affirm or Dissolve. 

OFFICIAL PAPERS.—Twenty-third Report of the Classifica- 
tion Committee—Report to Admiralty on Holyhead Railway 
and Harbour. 

PLEASURE EXCURSIONS.— On the South-Eastern; Chid- 
dingstone and Lever, with cb pen Engravings. 

RAILWAY LITERATURE.—A few Plain Reasons why the 
Gauge Commissioners’ ee Should receive Legislative 
ed fion. "Lushington's Postscript on the Gauge Evidence, 
W: aes and Judges. 

PAR: MENTARY PROCEEDINGS.— Programme of P: 
amentary MEC of Bills — Committees E 
Opposed B: 

Progress of Works—Accidents—The Act to facilitate the Dis- 
SOHO of Railway Companies — Iron T 

eetings— Tenders for Loans—Contracts—Div: Wen 
— Deposits returned—Transfer Books closed— Corr 
Trafic Table—Share Lists—Foreign Do.—Monej Market 
— Paris zo ime on the en uus of F: 

ways in India— Eres S 
South Wales—Gossip of the Week—Law Intelligen PEE 

cellanea, 

, Order Railway Chronicle of any Newsvender, 

RAILWAY SEES TRAVELLING CHARTS. 
E FIRST OF THE SERIES, 

LONDON TO BRIGHT 
ining 83 Engravings, price 6d., in aU Wrapper, 

May be iat at all the Stations between London ise id 

THE SECOND OF THE SERIES, 
iod DON TO WOKING AND GUILDFORD, 

about 50 Illustrations, price 4d.;in a Wrapper, 
May bes had at all the Stations between Vauxhall and Guildford. 

Sd ONDON TO OXFORD, 
ON THE GREAT WESTERN. 

Price 6d., in a Wrapper. 

LONDON TO WOLVERTON |. 

ON THE BIRMINGHAM. 

Price 6d., in a Wrapper. 

PRICE FOURPENCE, OF ANY BOOKSELLER, 

NONTENTS or tar NUMBER ror SATURDAY 
LAST, JULY 18, OF 

THE ATHEN AUM, 
JOURNAL E CAREAT AND FOREIGN LITER ATURE 

ENCE, AND THE FINE ARTS. 

euren Large Quarto Pages. 

R "WS or, WITH EXTRACTS FROM— 

Course of Lectures on Dra- AE i E One Hundred 
, by A.W. Schlegel. | s Ago, ByCapt.Marryat, 

Translated by J. Black, Esq. Algiers in 1855, By Count 
Revised by Rev. A. J. W. | St. Marie. 

ison. Recollections of a Ten Months? 
Means of rendering more effi- Residence in Berlin; also, 

cient the uerum, of the Extracts from Journal kept 
People. By Dr.F. W. Hook.| in Paris during Crisis in 

Scenery and Poetry y of English 1889. By Major Whitting- 
Lakes. By Chas. Mac! ackay. ham. 

Suorter NOTICE: 
Clarence. By Miss Sedgwick. Handbook is er lers in 
The Debater. By F. Rowton,| Switzerland, & 
Vital Christianity. By A. Vinet. | Lecture on Appli Che- 

ranslated, with Introduc-| mistry to Piotaiis of. tae 

tion, by Rev. R. Turnbull, e ARE By A. J. 
Original Familiar Correspond- 

ence be! ENSEM Residents in Reports, Di teh &e., on 

India, &e., & Pos aS cen ros- 
Pronouncing Dictionay of pects ge China. By R. M. 

French and English. By G. Mar! 

Sunenuen Tondon, „Catalogue of Books 
Publicatio hed in Great Britain, 

Cong mest of Scinde. By Colonel Ron. da to 1846. 

Or am 

Originai Hapeni Mayor’s Dinner to Literary and 
Lear 2a Societi 

Foreign ipti of Candebec 

and its Nome. 
Our Weekly cu pend of Are 

Institute—Death of Sir Aubrey de Vere—Bool 
vident Retreat at Abbott’s Langle; SEn right 

i Bernard Barto’ Eum l Ran 

e 
ael, at 

Hamburg — Foreign. Gossip 

Nobles- Honours to ae of Leibnitz. 

ES Royal, on Mea- 
surement E Are of Longitude between: Groda vot arut 

Island of Valentia) —HoRTICULTUnAL. 

Fine Arts.—Lectures on Painting and Design. By B. R. 
Pope scu Prize Sculpture—Drawings by Ancient 

TO ARTISTS, &c 
CALGRAPHIC BLACK-LEAD  PENCILS.— 

hese Pencils are perfectly free from. grit, and for richness 
of tone, depth of colour, delicacy of tint, and evennes 

present time, and are infinitely superior 
iption of Pencil now in use. They will also 

IE themselves to all who use the Black- lead pencil as 
heir 

being little more than half the price of other. Pencils. 2 
HH, HHH, Tsi: B, pee ee Ws. si per dozen, 

ni » e. ii esse eus » 

W*—This Pencil is] particularly ORTE Ar writing and 
counting-house use. 

May be had of all Artists’ Oclousmon, Stationers, Booksellers, 
&c. ; and at the AE ie E. Worse & Son, 23, Church. 
street, Spitalfiel 

A single Pencil All be for warded as a sample, upon the re. 
ceipt of postage stamps to the amount. 

nstitute going a-begging. 
Fine Art Gossip. Mr, Wyatt's Statue of Duke of Wel- 

lington—French Gossip—Monument to William the Con. 
queror at Falaise—French Society for Preservation of um 
torical Monuments—Monuments to Leibnitz and late ing 
of Sweden—Model for Statue of Emperor Charles i at Nürnberg, 

Music and the Drama. Her Majesty's Theatre—Drury Lane—Haymarket—Lyceum (Above and Below)— Princess 
—Queen’s Theatre—St. James's (French Pla; 

Musical Gossip. Belgian Singers and Fr 
Native Talent at home—Birmin 

Operas 
n F. ud al shia 

‘of Signor 
Ambroise 
sion i 

ermany — Duke of Brunswick and Court Theatre — 
Foreign Gossip—M. Leopold de Meyer. 
M UP Academy of Sdlences Sale of Antiqu 

Bronzes—Chinese Map. 

Order The Atheneeum of any Bookseller, 
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-ESSRS. WILLIAMS, THOMSO E NT 
| S d COCR BEES AN UNDE Renate & con Practicar ExarNEERS, | Practical Gardener of very consi dl 

| d e Horitonlturiste to "Miei DH icit the attention of Noblemen, | Treatise, published in 38, Ran ud xperience, and as the Author of a Practical 

| LER IOT WATER APPARATUS, EENE vented Patent, ECONOMICAL | other Garden structures ; prev ü onstruction, Warming, and Ventilating of dE P 

ECONOMY OF FUEL AND LABOUR in the application of heat for GE ONOMLEAL «| ot a T derisne aud DURAS bits CRT LR OPERE S extent 

Houses, Pine Pits, Propagating Houses, and other g piede of heat for warming Forcing | Horticultaral productions, in case ie are eT ig ORI Hothouse Sand 

| guaranteed, tf e-third less expense than any ann One the, suce anal ons Sonate S5 M vox conor ps ES RN UC dens, by estimate į 

CUI ORUM adapted for warming Chureh r plan of heating at present known, | World are indebted for very many of COREE Pique: to miom the Horticultural 

| Public Buildings of any eize or character. date ooa, tene Halle ead | adopted in the construction, Duildi Rest nb te HN OEE ARISE ECU A renerally 

The ENGINEERING, Warming tara biome 
Their Patent Apparatus ees ing, heating, and ventilating of Glass and other ei cS m i 

direction of Mr. Wrrxtams, long known to e Li ae Ru m E under
 the | of success, be applied to an uu I dnd Hobie expense pru Eres ORB kg cta sont 

zug on the app plication of Self- scientific world. by his n the above AIL letters containing je uU dE UN. p may be found to be d A 

| mace elf-consuming Smoke AAE ns be deed gy steam and | Garden Structures, P. ug SN and suggestions for building, heating, or eu AD 

The DESIGN 
T i; ure-grounds, loner and other G 7 
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other 

| E oF the Gate bdo Ur dore 
dies = Epub xr ., Landseape Gardeners, Nurserymen, &c. deed to be addressed t0. 

patro: oblemen and ee arson EDAM noes will be furnished, if required, : pute anre ME 
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Br RARI 28 DICKEN: “| d A dein Parr II., price 2s, 6d., 

: Hh itrations by GEOR: vision and eeki | JETEN NT. pean aL D Tinvsr- [prp pa dont ea ue Regentane 

1 ection: id. : 
" . yy AnTHum Henrrey, F.L.f 

STABLISHED 1806. 

n Laien Uo AULA lierations of ther [Toeter on Botany at the Middlosex Hospital ; ie oian INVESTED CAPITAL, 1,200,000 

| Lil be published on the 31st iust. ties ds Bo pele he Geologia] Runny o United Kingd Botanist | Ayan, Incon 140,0001. Bonus 

: completed in Te ce. page iQ ‘ | Seana aad Olaims paid si i zs DECLARED 529,000 

i mm p en Numbers. $e ie 9 T E ann Miet a 
paid singe the establishment of the Office, 1 520,000 MA 

! . .. London: BRADBURY AND Evans, Whitefriars. iv IH. The (ie an. y Hop Fouet Me ur M bs read Pa Gmer, 

i On the 31st inst, will be Eee 
* S uction, and General Phy- 

. 

| inst. published, price 62., No. VII iology, in about a mont ve sane Mat] of Mogel ass 

| A LMANACK OPT iE M pres Jous VAN Voorst, Patornosterzow. pu John Osborn, B: aoe a aea 
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| EE E DE HOD EEUU ON FIRE AND LIFE INSUR | Alexander Ie ut e a 

| d by GILBERT ABBOTT à BECKETT. ENSE NDI SN epu cuum BRE colina rto CR aE i 

| Published at the “Punci” Office, 85, Fleet-street, Charles Balfour, Bea: sart, d Without E Exe 

T eA visés eal irah : usq. Robert ind Es X Sa RR | Without A 

On the 31st inst. will be s Robert Gilles Es ee Bon | | Rs uer 

| 
v publis ined, CER: espie, Esq. eee Oliverson, Esq. UENIT | Bonus. Bo 

| Dore iS TERROL ED'S SHILLING MAGAZINE, James Gooden, sq. HF, Sandeman, sq. Age. Forth whole Li vu | ABC. or He whole T 

No; vith a contin ki MES iine eel obertson, Esq. 
e Life, al 

| Do nel Se HISTORY OF ST. John Kingston, v sg. a. Ramsey, edi d pori xu stag I. of || an Annual Payment of 

t _London : Publ ¢ Pow : Qu VM d. 

i lished at the “ Punon” Office, 85, Flect-strect. EE NU to intimate that the SECOND INVESTI- | 20 11410 5 1 Eus m sd | £ & d. 

| On the Ist of August will be published, price 1 Jat of Ait HRE i affairs of this Company takes place on the 2 | 118 6 | 2 it r 2 d urs M Hu 

| ‘ilustrated'by LEECH. tbe Sects Deane ere. scheme POPE His saw aM E the prof] I So tiga je Ma Bp TON 10 E 

$ OMIC H I STO RY 
at date will participate in the division. 280 2 19 10 

M £ Y OF Nd 37, Cornhill, London, FG. Sur i f B5 10 5 64 

i By GILBERT ABBOTT a BECKETT. L ̂ d ak REAT BRITAIN. “MUTUAL n P 3*5 mo of, Su "ipd dide omi o i 

| This Work is QUIE in Mor G d L LIFE ASSUR- i Mn | No. o 

i y nthly Parts, il 1 
Policy. [T i i a 

| Rn ig P LARGOR ETCHING, paa teal by 1, Waterloo, LU 
Su ET del ipso iet ii | Policy. Insured.| Sum Paid. 

| y oT NG: N oe It will c On LAIMS on Poli 
peak ieee £ | 

Twelve to Twenty Pa comprise from olicies not subj get to be litig: 3 £ 

| , is, and wi il a d M ‘ 2 j 0 be itigated or disputed 2i 5 | . d. 

| X wene Paras am ER wat | EE NUI THE UE IESETEERAETNE HE 
AoA oie aga we me POdeg" Members, to he specially “convened on the occasion, 195» | 5000 | 7052 13 3 || 3017 | 1000 | 180 417 

| tho “Poron” iu T E E E a N ch approved princi- ais | sooo T706 6 0 || 402 00 | 1622 9 f 

| Just published, price 1s., the Fourth Edition (1 Transl EEREN E tee oM AU M Mite TY E Uli 5869 soe ENG 

| Ei sep the Nineteenth French Editi nslated from | ing the facility of credi it for half "ihe pre Me Gruppe plication to th pase y be obtained upon ap, - 

| (XONSTIPATION DESTROYED; or E ye and an extrem Disp d premium for the first five United Ki e Agents of the Oftice in ‘all the principal towns of | 

| X of natural, „simple, agreeable, and infa "i xposition m y prefer Bi st u] soa the the Pd to ues whe | at : poi ons Wu OCET o Reio E | 

| only of overcoming, but RUM allible means, not | with the option of i cDarticipating: scale, vox, Managing D | 

g, § domniei . p! ecoming Memb 1 " ie slates > aging tore a 

| enaar Re a ae e we | ALBION LIER INSURANCE COMPANY 
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“MOUNT ETNA,” ONLY 1. 1s. EACH. 

ILLIAM MILLER calls attention to his Adver- 
tisement of the ues extraordinary Flower in the Chro- 

D of last week. scriptive Catalogues can be had on appli- 
ion.— Providence ENa Ramsgate, Aug. 1, 

THOMAS THOMSON, Tver, near Uxbridge, re- 
spectfully informs his friends aud the public, that he is 

now prepare send out good Plants of his SEEDLING 
PANSIES of 1815, which have been much admired at the 

in pu near London. 
irist, od. ; Duchess of Rutland, 7s. 6d. ; Constella- 

Candidate, 5 Bs. PRSE n Euclid, 5s. ; Ara- 
ugusta, 2s. LE ; Sappho 

ata dne may bi n anas which com- 
BES post of the ED, sorts in cultivation, 

SILVERLOCK having purchased the entire 
Stock of Mr, Hoyle’s SEEDLING GERANTUMS of 1845, 

at moderate prices in a short 
‘The price of Hoyle's CHIMBORAZO this season will be 

H. 
will offer them to the Public 
time, 
gor 6d. each.—Chichester, Aug. 1. 

NEW FUCHSIAS, VERBENAS, PETUNIAS, &e. 
OHN PEARCE, Metropolitan Union, Prince of 

Vales Nursery, Holloway, near London, begs e D ope 
fine iue of 
New FUCHSIAS, comprising is different varieties, ru PS 34s. 
New VE Rah NAS, ditt. s. to 125. 
New PETUNIAS, ditto IH ditto et to 9. 

ing several blooming pem Bn. tirä more for Cash only; 
and fine Plants of every older variety in proportion. Commu- 
nications as ab poe i a Post-office order, will ensure prompt 

.B. Hediste 
Pinks in due cout 

_Antinshinams, Carnations, Picotees, and 

: crm IN FOUR-INOH POTS. 
ECK'S PELARGONIUMS OF 1844.— 
Arabella m es d Mustee - ee 15s. 0d. 

Othello ee ae Mare Antony E 0 
Rosy Circle s. «+ 5 ? ee abella "estate Respir e 1) 
Zenobia . an Mu eens; eh Oe. 

eaves 
The above will be delivered free M e dun. for prepayment 

Only, Usual allowance to the trade when their card accompa- 
nies Eon remittance. Post-office orders are requested upon 

Brentford,—Worton Cottage, Isleworth, 
directions given in E. B.'s Catalogue are followed, the 

specimens similar to those exhibited at Chis- 
Wick in the Class ii New and first-rate varieties, in 8-inch pots. 

“Lovis VAN . HOUTTE, Frorist to tas Kine 
G Jgiu 

FLOWERING G BULBS, &e. 
His Autumnal Price Current is to be had on PEN applica- 

tion to Mr. Gonore Ranw's, 52, Mark Lane, Lon 

pous VAN BLO es rone TO THE Kina, 
nt, Bel; 

GLADIOLUS GANDAVENSIS, fad Ais numerous Varieties. 

£010 6 
100 

Only W! — Vi trong Bulbs: Pond Pu olera. Very s ud : 

25 
100 

> ALVIA A ZUREA al 
a LED STORMONT. Frorist, Turnham-green, 

London, begs respectfully to dins his Friends and 
the Public, that he has a fi of this rare and 
beautiful SaD A i sale, ne 5s. each, The plants are strong 
and well-establ n 48-sized pots. Also fine plants of Pau- 
lown nia, imperialis, ‘trom 95. to 18s. per dozen, 

OBERT HALL, Frorist, Alkrington, Middleton, 
near Manchester, Lancashire, pees to call the attention of 

Gentlómen n, Amateurs, and F s to his large and choice 
collection of AURICULAS, ALPIN js, and POLY ANTHUSES, 
omen, of which are ready, and may be had on post paid 

begs to remind those Gentlemen who have hitherto 
Tis ued him with their orders, that his Plants ave this season 

their usual fine, strong, and healthy condition, 

fav 

| to every collection, 

oer Cd. 

prs SEEDLING | (G PELARGONIUMS oF 1844 

A Descriptive dede n me Poss with directions for 

their cultivation, pss behad in exchange for 4 postage-stamps. 
Worton Cottage, I Y 

NOLE’S EARLY PROLIFIC IC STRAWBERRY — — 
Strong Plants of the above fine-flavoured EARLY 

STRAWBERRY will be sent out the frst week in September, 

at 1I. 10s. per hundred. 
The EARLY PROLIFIC is a Seedling raised from Keens’ 

Seedling, of mu it bears a strong resemblance in both fruit 

and foliage. d being pop eriat earlier and of strong growth, 

and more Productive in will prove itself an ae NE 

Tt Ae d a Silver Banksi 

the Horticultural Exhibition at Weed on June 13. 

* Seedling Strawberries were shown by Mr. Alaa and d 

Cole, of Bath, the latter sending one nam m the ‘ Early 

lific,’ for which a Silver Banksian Medal was awarded ; it had 

ee the appearance af i overgrown Keens’ Seedling.” 

—Gardeners? Chronicle, June 2 
Testimonial from Ki Pie “Spencer, of Bowood, Gardener to the 

sof Lansdowne 
“ After trying sere aay b olifie? Strawberry as a forcing 

kind, I have no hesitation in unis you that it will prove a 

most valuable kind in that respect, and woi rthy extended culti- 

vation : it sets its blooms well in unfavourable weather, which 

is a great point in early forcing ; and being of large size, hand- 

some, and good-flavoured, is make it, when known, ‘a great 
favourite amongst Strawberry fo: 

T ege d inform his ids and the Publie, that he 
hasa sapp collection of HOLLY HOCKS Tom in bloom, which 

he begs now to offer at the following prices—6s., 12s., and 18s. 
per hm ee CTG of Roses may be had on application, 
enclosing a Pen stam: 

orders w: "i be executed in rotation. 
N.B. Allowance to Trade as usual, Reference will be ex- 

pected from unknown correspondents. 
T. Corn, Wellow Nursery, near Bath. 

NEW: AND SELECT 
Inches.each. | 

PLANTS. 
Inches.each. 

€ $s. d. X jas. $8. d. 

song — .. 119—106) minoides ..— =. 6— 16 
Plerostigma grandi- 

flora. ds es 9—36 | Weigelia rosea .. . 15 
Dipladenia crassi- pour auis cæ- 

noda, strong ..18— 50 ims cf 

Gardenia EN bornie 6— 50} Ton ‘onia asiatic: . 10 
mani. 6— 5j vont puleher 

Au amanda, verücilata 9— nda 
ora 12— äi is. 

| oras fx CCS fine, p 
| doz, 2, P 
| Io tubulosum .. 5 

AE plena 9— 5 0 

E. 50 
Osbeckia sinensis .. 6— 50 Whivlaiat atoritia, strong 5 

gy A 

s M PEE 

purpurea 
grandiflora e 6—3 

Echites melaleuca .. n 
Epaeris miniata .. 6—50| Ruellia ‘macrophylla, do. 5 
Cuphea cordata — .. 6—10 6 | Viola arborea alba 7 

A remittance expected gom unknown correspondents, 

Cubs Jas. Epes, Bower N Maidstone; August 1. 

^ 

won v Gon 

ooo ooon e5neoo o 

“TNO. STANDISH, NumsERYMAN, Bagshot, m to 
inform his Friends And the Publie, that he has now ‘ready 

some CALCEOLARIA SEEDS from his fine new Spotted 

varieties, at 5s. per packet, which cannot fail to bring some 

fine sorts. 

is the 
neatest Budding Knife we have seen, the ivory handle is 

shaped like the blade.of a curved Penknife, sharp and turned 
up at the point, and is evidently extremely "well contrived for 
the purpose it is intended A of Professor LINDLEY in 
the Gardeners’ Chronicle, duy? 2: 

EoRGE PLUM, Surgical Mesum Maker and Cutler, No. 
262, Strand, London, pa at No. 3, Dolphin-street, Bristol, begs 

to call the attention of xe public to the above desirable ar em 
Sent free to any part of the kingdom, on S epu of 38 pi 

postage stamps, or ANS office order for 3. 
P. cautions Floriculturists and the mulio in general 

PE ainst numerous imitations of the above article, he being the 
only agpothtcd Manufacturer. 

URTISS BUDDING KNIFE.—“ This 

RUITS PRESERVED BY COOPER’S PATENT 
ARE OR AEDS have been proved to En ed sound 

‘ood for family use for FIVE ARS, This 

E is well suited for the eed din of 

Pine-apples, Strawberries, vd fruit, AURA 
e and concentrating all b excellent and pe 
uliar flavours ; the es. are adapted ti 

e used m cream at an BeRiOS of the year. 

Sample hampers of the 5 vits Nm pre- 

at auy part of London, for TE. 
an order addressed to the Patentee, decur ERIS , the 
upper part of St. John-street, Clerkenwell, Lon 

The D atent Apparatus and "Vessels are on M A the Manu- 

PREAS as above. 

QEEDS. —CORNER OF H HA ALE? MOON -STREET, 
THOMAS GIBBS a 

(By Official a pde the SiepsimN to the 
Ji ROYAL AGRIOULTUR. CI OF ENGLAND, 2 

Beg to remind the Members pz de SON. and Agriculturists 

in general, that their only Counting House and Seed Ware- 

house is at the Corner of HALF- MOON- SUBEST, PICCA- 
on, as for the last Fifty 

BRITISH AND PORRIG SHEET AND HORTI- 
GLASS. 

PHILLIES AND WELCH. have to announce to the 
Nobility and Gentry, that they have just conse a 

rangements with J. WrLcH, jun., PmiLLiPs and Co., for th 
purchase of the business lately carried on by them, at 12, 
Panton-street, and beg to call attention to their extremely low 
prices for Horticultural Glass of every description. 

PRICES OF HORTICULTURAL GLASS: 
Not above 40 in. Made by widths from 5 in. to 18 in. 

No.13 British or Foreign sheet 
13 oz. to the foot .. .. 4d. per foot, 

DON 2916:.1162; 2 eq 
LM I] » douze i 
» 26. 926, $ ow code 5, 
; 92 92... oe v. l8, 2d. 5, 

SM. MALL SQUARE 

Packed in 100 feet Bowes, not partit, to thickness. 
Under jin by 3in. ^ .. .. ljd per foot. 

es b d " se ee de s 

» . 9d. » 
Fok “eLAZING. 

Black Cement, as used at Ghatswortlis 24s. per cwt. 

Best Linseed Oil Putty Ta P$. 
White Lead, Window Tead, ‘Solder, de. ke. 

Horticultural Glazing Executed in any part of the United 
Kingdom. 
The PROPER of Patent Plate, Sheet, and flatted Crown Glass 

for SEES &c., particularly attended to,—12, Panton-street, 

Haymarket. 

57, Broan- STREET, yy La AM LACEY & “SON 
BIRMINGHAM. 

NET CASH PRICES w AOR TISUISUHI ai GLASS, 

= 18. 

Coarse Usual 4th: 

£ | Coarse, In squares, not exceeding qd.| d. 
12 by 10 inches, and in 
Crates of 25 & 36 sheets| 
of sizes asmanufactured 8 

In Saron, CM 12 by 10| r 
andn ding 40i inj | 
lo cial | ad 5 

RITISH AN DSFO FUSE GLASS, for 
cultural be Bad Tix 

[o0 2 's 315, Oxfoi a ‘Street at the he oar nekea 
rices :—In cr: i about 260 feet of coarse 1 

44d. per foot, or 4th qu nos. us foot ; ditto, 16 oz., coarse, 

5d. per foot ; ditto Rory os ality, 6d. per foot. eut to 

any size not e eeding 40 hes long E. “10 inches wide, at 

ła. "WES foot 
Also EA Glass, French Shades, Plate and Crown 

Window Glass. A discount to the Trade. 

PORREN AND BRITISH SHEET AND CROWN 

had in boxes as IS om 32d. to 51d. per foot. Glass 

Pantiles, 13s. 6d Ens ceno. and all kinds of 
Horticultural Gives Oils, Colours, Brushes, &c., the 
best description, at lowest prices, at F. ELPHICK’S, 98, Castle- 

street East, Oxford- ups 
For Ready Money only. 

pro: AGATING GLASSES, White, ls. per Tb., or or 
s. 6d. to 24s. per dozen. CUCUMBER GLASSES 

from 6d. to n each. A PES E ern me 1s. 9d. to 

a Es each. FISH BOWLS, fro: PSLEY PEL- 

& Co., Falcon ed | Works, EAT _ Blackfriars. 

LASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, 

APSuEY PELLATT anp CO., Falcon Glass 

Works, Holland.street, Blackfriars, are prepared to Wild 

(in quantities not less than 100 square feet) SHEET 

CROW ASS OF BEST QUALITY, at the following 

Net D Prices: — 
Any size under 40 ins. long. 
d oz. weight pers foot ++ .. 4 

dni p A Pee Cod eds Ub 

doner fe Bert seers 0% 

Per square foot. 
. 4d. 

3602, ERU. oos ED 
Smarr Squares up to 10ins. by 8ins., from 1jd. to 3d. per 

foot. 
Me. NB -The 16 oz. is full strength for for Greenhouses. 

FLOWER-POTS AND GARDEN SEATS. 

jo MORTLOCK, 250, a street, respectfully 
announces that he has a very arge assortm ment ofthe 

RA DES in various colours, and dus an early inspec- 
ry description of use! ul CHINA, GLASS, and 

tion THEN WARE at the orent A price, for Cash. ‘250, 
Oxford-street, near Hyde-p: 

PLANT LABELLIN!| 
| ws AND THOMS' CHEMICAL GARDEN 

289, Strand; London ; and retail by Ghar wood, Covent: 

rst and M‘ Mullen, 6, ieee OM Clark, 25, Bishops: Yeas Hui 
Priced Lists of ROGER Seeds are 2 yb ready, and may | gate-street: Westmacott, 156, Cheapside ; and all Seeds ismen,— 

Alkrington, Augu: | Pre rovincial Agents wanted. Specimens sent by post. 
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HORTICULTURAL GLASS. 

DWARDS anp PELL, 15, Southampton-street, 
Strand, A GLASS for Horticultural and other pur- 

poses, oi of the best description and on the lowest terms. 

Small Squares, packed in 100-feet boxes, average 13 oz. to 

i foot, 5 Ws br 3, 9d. per foot ; 6 feet by 4, 3d. per foot ; 8 feet 

E oeng sio all kinds of Horticultural Glasses of the 

‘most approved form. Improved Zinc Hand Lights, Glass Pan- 

FOREIGN SHEET GLASS, &c. s 

Cc. JARVIS having just imported a large quantity 
of Foreign Sheet Gia ass, of the STOUTEST KIND, in 

substance, 15, 16, and 17 ounces to the foot supe gua can offer 

the same at the unprecedented low price of 4d. r foot in the 

case, as imported, any size in s stock a less ate poa he ug 

‘hitherto received from large p he ti 

wiz., 13 ounces to the f foot, at his old established Window Hered 

WAREHOUSE, 38, Great Castle-str s from Regent- 

street. GLASS PANTILES equally te as E Enclish 
Manufactured Glass of every description, on tlie lowest terms, 

| BORTICULTURAL et ILDING AND HE ATING BY 
WATER. 

E 
"RAYS 

UA 

WEEKS & DAY, AmncurrECTS, &c., Gloucester- 
ve place, King’s-road, Chelsea, HOTHOUSE BUILDERS 

d HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS, most 
respectful begs to inform the Nobility, Gentry, and Horticul- 
turists, that they have erected n their premises, 

of inspection, a variety of ur Dui Con- 
Servatories, Pits, &c., where all the various known improve- 
ments of the day can be seen. Eo» eir Hot-water Apparatus is 
also erected, and kept in constant action in various Hothouses, 
Greenhouses, Pits, &c., where the whole eerste “of Top and 
Bottom Heating can be s 

J. WEEKS & Day d eie (heir Hot-water Apparatus to be 
efficient for every purpose to which heat is applicable. Boilers 
ofall sizes ; the largest is warranted to heat a range of Forcing- 
"houses 300 feet in length, with a gus quantity of : fuel, and only 
to require attention once in 12 

Models, Plans, dun in ERA variety. 

OT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING 
HORTIOULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES, 

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORI i 
ples, and at very moderate UP AES fects d 
EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN. 

D. and E. Barnzy having VATI timeto the considera- 
tion of this et ani experience in the erection of 
apparatu: above- xlentiohed parposes, have, by improve- 
ments Surrested in their practice, rendered their mode of 
heating not only Nus effici Sake ioe t ver; 
bined durability i in the apparatus with economy in the charge. 
Th pum aia erected apparatusin nelad, Scotland, and Ireland, 
for m; noblemen and gentlemen, and have ha. d the honour 

ania ed by the Horticultural Society of London, in 
executing the works of their splendid Conservatory erec ted. at 

Es E 
. and E. BAILEY also construct in metal all descriptions of 

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite Noblemen, 
Gentlemen, and the Publi. ic, to the inspection of their various 
drawings and models B, s 272, Holborn, where they have t| 
opportunity of exhibiting, amongst other metal wor ks, an ex- 
tremely complete and convenient E apparatus, or range, 
Ss for the continued s: hot water, and an arrange- 

of the oven more aombewe figs has hitherto been brought 
before the public. 

E. Barre were the first to introduce VERUS cur- 
Fr e houses to horticulturists, an refer to the Con- 

rvatory attached to the Pantheon as one of ir. teen 
‘besides many others in this country, and on the Continent. 

. BAILEY have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic 
Plant Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery ; i 
they beg to introduce to publie notice a new Trough Pipe, 
Urchiduseous or other Houses where vapour is oA oF 
at intervals, required, and which may be seen at their Manu- 
factory. 

TEPHENSON AND CO., 61, Gracechurch-street, 
London, and 17, Na Park- Street, PERDU Taventors 
Manufacturers of t e Improved CONICAL and DOUBLE 

CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, respectfully solicit the AES of 
scientific aprep to their much approved method of 
applying the Tank system to Pineries, Propagating Houses, 

ich Atmospheric heat as well as bottom heat is se- 
cured to iapa required degree without the aid of pipes or flues, 
S.& nom have also to state that at the request of numerous 
friends they are now making their Boilers of Iron, as well as 
Copper, by which the cost is reduced. These Boilers, es 

known, scarcely require description, but t 
those who have not seen them in operation, prospectuses will 
be forwarded, as well as reference of the highest authority ; or 
they may beseen at most of the Nobility’s seats and principal 
Nurseries throughout the inue 

Conservatories, &e, of Iron or Wood, erected upon the most 
ornamental designs, Eae PA Tid and Garden 
Fences, Wire Work, & 

BURBIDGE Ax» HEALY'S COOKING APPA- 
TUS, TE Sylvester’s Patents.—This Cookin; 

mu aeh is believed to possess ipn general advantages 
than any yet submitted to Fhe public, both as regards strength 
of material and workmanship ; in fact, the re o 
applied as to produce th: 
tion of fuel, without destruction to the Le reet s dier B. and 
H. can safely recommend it, 

Boat are so 

Oen: = for Floors, Walls, &c., of 
Greenhouses, Conservatories, Garden Terraces ; Encaustic, 

Venetian, &c., in EVERY V. RIÉTY. May be seen at Messrs. 
Wyart’s, Surrey-street, Blackfriars, London, 

Eran to Messrs. MINTON & CO., the P. Patentees, of ey 

aper and more durable Fan Mother-o'-Pearl, 

LIQUID MANURE. 
ENGLAND INDEPENDENT OF THE WORLD FOR CORN. 

HE attention of the Agricultural Interest, at this 
momentous crisis, is requested to the great importance of 

LIQUID MANURE, and the ease with which it may be appro- 
priated by the use of T OWLER'S PUMPS, made CGU for 
the purpose, either portable e or fixed ; Garden, Ship, and Barge 
Pumps; alsothose for Distillers, Brewers, Soap Boilers, and 
Tanners, for hot and cold liquor. Pumps kept for hire, fo 
Excavations and Wells. Buildings heated by Hot Water, for 
Horticulture, and every variety of manufacturing pur; [ag 

e Trade. supplied on advantageous terms, by B ENJAMIN 
Fowurn, , Engineer, &c., 63, Dorset-street, Fleet-street, London. 

TURNIP SOWING. 

"MHE URATE OF THE ees MANURE 
COMPANY, Four Guineas per T. experience of 

the last five years has fully established VON UU E ARE 
best of all the light manures for the production of ier for 
which crop it is Grp. adapted, seldom failing*in the 
driest season to a good plant, and to produce a great 

per acre. nine themselves of the many improve- 
sd in the science of UA eiie Ea Company so 
manufacture the Urate, that the food requisite for a rotation 
of crops is fully OUR Md nue efore parties m the Urate 

Turnips wil fi eir succeeding crops of Barley and 
seeds materially Tae Full partienlars, ATEO Aalis 
forwarded on application. No. 40, New Bridge-street, Black- 
friars. EDWARD PURSER, Secretary. 

HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY beg to 
offer Genuine PERUVIAN ee delivered direct from 

ers’ bonded warehouse: 
Fine ie Bone Sawdust, 
Sulphuric Acid, 
Sulphate of Soda, 
P 

Sulphate v Ammonia, 
Supexphosphate of Lime, 

t, 
And pen article of Artificial Macr in the most genuine 
state.—No. 40, New Bridge-street, Blackfriars. 

ARD Punszm, Secretary. 

ERUVIAN AND BOLIVIAN EOM ON 

ue NEREP MYERS Aw» CO., LIVERPOOL; 

THE OAKFIELD MANSION RS (GROUNDS IN THE PARK. 

M R. CHARLES WOOD has the honour to announce 
to the Nobility, Gentry, anë Capitalists generally, that he 

has been favoured by the Proprietor with instr 
TO SUBMIT TO PUBLIC COMPET 'ITION 

The above very Attractive and truly NDA I ropenty, weet 
he purposes doing on TUESDAY, the 25th gust, 1846, a 

ne for Two o "clock, in Two Lots ; and for iiio great eel 
dation of the Public, he is hspry to say he has permission to 
hold the Bale on the Premis 

Lot 1 will comprise 
THE E IELD MANSION, LAWN, AND 

LEASURE GROUND, 
containing 14. zs 28».; the prevailing and striking feature of 
which is the corr ect science and most exemplary taste displayed 
alike in every part, in the formation of the Grounds, and the 
spirited way the designs have been carried out at an immense 
expense— 

HE RESULT IS WR E 
Mr. Woop has every confidence in calling the attention of 

the epi and others, to this truly delightfal and most fasci- 
ing property; butin so doing, he is bound to confess his 

SE inability to convey to the world an adequate idea of hal 
the varied beauties it pos ; the Pr Cperty must be seen and. 
closely inspected. m be duly a Wo n 

The MANSION, of 
as arriage Drive, having a 

225 ft. 6 in., and to the Hatherley. “place Road 3 
e is substantially built, and comprises, 

Floor a Handsome Dining Ro oom, of large Dime: 
teel Breakfast or MUS ravi g Room IR convent 
Bath Room, ani 

ructure, is 
so to the Park St 

pom um spa- 
gious D ech m, Ed to numerous Ruban Sleeping 

ms, possessing all the comforts and conveniences of Closets, 
cues The Basemen nt contains a capital Housekeeper’s Room, 
Butler’s Pantry, best and secondary Kitchens, and all Do E 
tic Offices, furnished with evevy requisite and convenient 
ture; Wine, Beer, and Coal Cellars, very compl 
Detached isa capital four-stalled STABLE, TOAN- HOUSE, 

Saddle and Harness eon with Hay and Corn Lofts, Coach- 
man’s y aa Room 

I ARDEN are ud HOT- RM dum a fine 
henitny ie flourishing Vines, and two with ties of the 

and spi us guano, 
mended to apply only d zip ofestablished ci ter, or to 
the above-named Importers, who will supply e article in any 
quantity, at their fixed prices, delivering it from the Import 
Warehou: 

EA RLY HARVEST. 

RUMMOND’S IMPROVED REAPING 
SCYTHES continue to give great satisfaction, and are 

recommended with every confidence as being cheaper, quicker, 
and not so wasteful as the ordinary mode of mowing grain ; 
are delivered free by the Subscribers in London, Liverpool, Hull, 
Newcastle, Cork, Belfast, and Londonderry ni at 11s, 6d, each ; and 
when more than three are taken, at 115. 

o order will be attended to nd "unknown care 
rqusen el without a remittance. W. DRUMMOND & $ 

S aires M useum, Stirling, N.B., ‘and 58, Dawson- ances 
n.—August, 1846. 

BARROWMARA S dee —Parties who were, owing to 
the great demand, disap] not getting these Ploughs 
last spring, are EAR AT AEA that a stock is now on 
hand, and orders can be executed forthwi 

CHEAP A ND AR ROOFING. 

BY HER ROYAL LETTERS 

MAJESTY’S PATENT. 

F M*NEILL & CO., of mus Buildings, Bunhill- 
* row, London, the Manufacturers and one Patentees of 

THE ASPHALTED FELT FOR ROOFING 
Houses, Farm Buildings, Shedding, Workshops and for 
Garden purposes, to protect Plants from Fro: 

At the Great National Agricultural Shows. it is this Felt 
which has been 
Felt pu b; 

R Masesty’s Woops AND FORESTS, 
ORUM BOARD OF ORDNANCE, 
HONOURABLE East INDIA Company, 

OMMISSIONERS OF CUSTOMS, 
CN Masesty’s ESTATE, ISLE or WIGHT, 

L BOTANIC GARDENS, REGENT'S Par 
And on fhe Maen of the Dukes of Sutherland, Norfolko Nue 
land, Neweastle, Northumberland, Bu celeugh (at ond), 
the late Earl Spencer, f the Nobility fat enn [n 
"o ux ma "Royal Agr Ye ‘Society ty’s House, Hanover-square. 

alf the price of a description of Roofing, and 
effects a great ES of “Timber in the durum of Roofs. 
Made to e moche by 32 Hus wide. 

E ONE PENNY PER SQUARE Foor. 
-* Samples, "with Directions for its Use, and Testimonials 
f seven years’ experience, with references to Noblemen, Gen- 
ety pou opu and Builders, sent free to any part of the 
town or country, orders pi xecuted, 

tar The Public v respectfully cautioned that the only Works 
in Great Britain where the above Roofing is made, are 

F. MN. NEILL & CO.S 
d Felt Lamb's-buildi: Bunhill-r 
ondon, where Roofs covered ME the Felt. ar be seen, as 

also the new Vice-Chancellor's Court, and the Passages and 
Offices at the entrance ee Westminster Hall, P other build- 
ings at the New Houses of Pac ED done under the Sur- 
Y of Charles By 
Note.—Consumers sending din ect to "the Factory can be sup- 

plied in lengths best suited to their Roofs, so that they pay for 
no more than they require, 

exhibited and obtained the Prize, ana is the 

ECONOMICAL, EFFEOTUAL, AND DURABLE 
OFING. 

BY HER marcus S poeni LETTERS PATENT. 
ROGGON'S PATENT ASPHALTE ROOFING 
FELT, with which the ITE Rooms of the Houses 

of Parliament are entirely covered. The above Material has 
been used and highly RAUM y the Nobility, Gentry, and 
UE generally, and Patronised by many Members of 

Royal Agricultural Societies of England, Scotland, and 
eatery and by Her Majesty's Office of MEE Eod Forests, 
Charles nra Esq. d for several 
years at the Royal Hordeultur al Society’s ateke, Chiswick ; 
the Swiss Gaa Shoreham, Sussex; on the Duke of Buc 
cleuch's, and the Marquis of Anglesey’ s Property, &c. &c. and 
(under slate) te Royal Agricultural Society’s House, Hanover- 
square; its advantages ne ib SAPNESS, LIGHTNESS, 
DURABILITY, and ECONO. Being a Noi e it 
has been proved an a cient * Protesting Material” to PE 

PRICE, ONE PENNY PER SQUARE cid 
Samples and Testimonials sent by Post on applic 

HOMAS uro Cnoecon, 

their Age are and cost], i 3 t y y terana BE c Dok walle aca 
E RIGHT, "AND D M E Se and E clothed ith ehor and most delicious Bruits and in the 

POW ND PR ON beautiful Lawn and Flower Garden, midst a ple: variety To Werl shemnasves against thei injur ions of | of the most cl owers and Shrubs of "English production, 
using inferior EE nOn ore recom- SW in majestic grandeur, the noble BRITISH OAK, for 

ing a tout Raia of beauties d luxuries rarel, 
N.B.—In addition to the al there are many choice and 

valuable STOVE and GRE ENHOUSE PLANTS, in portable 
Pots, together with a fine collection of ORCHIDACEAE, that 
are not only rare, but in many instances quite unique; and 
whieh witha che genteel and truly appropriate FURNITURE 
may be had (if requir o i5 VAS in the usual way. 

rises 
A PIECE of GARDEN GROUND. containing 1A. OR. 5p, with. 

à splendid Vinery and Melon Pit ‘thereon ; it is enclosed by a 
high brick wall, and having a frontage to. E Hatherley Place 
Road of 142 ft. , by a depth of upwards of 320 it., and forms an 
admirable site "for the erection of two Mo d Villas. 

Further particulars may be had, and Ground Plans seen, on 
application to Messrs, WILLIAMS and Grirrt’ a Solicito Ors, 
Public Offices, or at Mr. Woops Aon Office, Oriel Cottage, 
Bath-road ; and of each also may be had cards of admission to 
view the Property, any day Suday excepted) from Twelve 
to Five o'clock, 

IMPORTANT SALE OF GREENHOUSE PL PLANTS AND 

ESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS have re- 
ceived instructions from the Proprietor of Fan i dmonton. 

Nursery to offer for Publie competition, on the s, 
TurspAY the 25th of AuausT next, the St Scd uable 
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, including the finest coe GN of 
sioe Banksias and Dryandr: as ever offered to the Public. 
Besides the Banksias and Dryandras, which number nearly 
1000 plants of 32 choice and rare species, the collection con- 
tains a large quantity of Hoveas, Gompt 
hhorozemas, Kennedyas, &c. ; among Adoos KETETAN KEN 

There is alsọ a fine UE LUN of Ca- 
ry point, and c onsisting chiefly 

of Double Whites, Stripes, nm V e sh, Don, 
kelarii, Tricolor, Candidissima, and Imbricata. 
the plants are v rS and handsome, and the dccem 
small, saleable stuff. Sale will commence at 12 o'clock 
precisely. Catalogues E be ready in 5 week or two. 

Leytonstone, Aug. 

TDMONTON "NURSERY TO LET. —The. present 
Proprietor, being anxious to di: Due of vo NUR NUR- 

SERY, and with a view to render the terms of entrance more 
moderate, has directed Messsrs. PROTHBROE u MORRIS 
to dispose of the entire Stock of GREENHOUSE PLANTS 
BY AUCTION ; and is now ready to offer the Lease, the Glass 
erections (amounting to al 
Stock of Evergreens and Shrubs in the 
ER terms. Should any one prefer taking the Les OP 

only, arrangements will be made to effect a Sale of 
io out. oe door Stock in October, 

esirable opening is here presented to any one pos. 
sessed of a small capital, the SAU being Pa situated, with 
excellent Dwelling. -house, a and moderate Rent.— Particulars 
may be obtained y aeo, Ec Di by letter, to 

r. HENCHMAN, aí the Nursery, Edmonton, Middlesex.— 
Aug. 1, 1846, 

4e BE LET, in the town of Guildford, within a short 
distance of the Railway Station, A GARDEN, containing 

One Acre of Productive Soil, enclosed by Walls, supplied with 
young Fruit Trees, a Greenhouse 36 feet by 18 fee et, in which 
are Choice Vines now ei full bearing; also a Forcing House 
nearly 40 feet long. A Cottage may be had ifrequired. For 
Guildford apply to Mr. Jonn Mason, Builder, Bury Fields, 
ui d. 

O BE LET ON LEASE. 5v MICHAELMAS, AT 
SNARE HILL, within One Mile of the Thetford e 

on the Norfolk Rai dlwa; ay,and Three Miles from the e of 
Grafton's, nod. pis property comprises tie Melon, “for 

fishe: Gard 480 acres. 

Bate Par’ ochigl ue Tithe nf ee path through s grounds) 
Du TEN abounds with Garden 

2n to be let separately, "Y puce Apply to thé 
ML tat S Hill. 

NERS AND OCCUPIERS OF ESTATES. 

TLLIAM BULLOCK WEBSTER, of Hounsdown, 
near RAUS Draining Engineer to Her Majesty, 

at Osborne, Isle of Wi e inventor of a Patent Tile 
and Pipe Mathias (applicable to making Bricks); $ Mus 
Machine for taking roots and stones out of clay, both t 

to be seen at the Royal Polytechnic Institution, "regent strc da 
offers his assistance as a thorough practical man to Landlords 

who may require information on any pap ect connected Mi d 

the Drainage of their Estates. P.S id drained at a fixe 
8, Lawrence Pountney-hill, Cannon-street, London. sum per aere, including every expens 
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RIED PLANTS FROM CHINA.—A few sets of 
the VALUABLE DRIED PLANTS collected in China 

by Mr. Forrouns, may still be procured by applying to R. 
Hewarp, Esq., Young-street, Kensington, London. Among 
them are many new and rare species scarcely known to Euro- 
peans. 

VAN HOUTTE'S NEW VARIETIES OF CHILIAN 
ALSTROIMERIAS. 

OUIS VAN HOUTTE, Fronisr to the Kine, Ghent, 

Mark-lane, London ; or application may be made (post paid) to 
Van HourTE, at Ghent. The deliveries will commence on 

the Ist of August, and the plants forwarded to London free. 
The Rey. Dean of Manchester, speaking of his visit to Mr. 

Van Houtte’s establishment at Ghent (see Gardeners’ Chronicle, 

n ort of the same Journal, on the meeting of the 
Horticultural Society of the 5th August, 1845, is the following 
account of this flower:—‘ Messrs. Van Houtte sent a bouquet 
from Ghent, composed of Alstrcemeria blooms from the open 
ground; they were hybrids of various colours, and although 
Somewhat tarnished by the journey and wet weather, to which 
they were said to have been lately exposed, yet they sufficiently 
showed what beautiful objects large masses of them would be 
in the flower-garden, an. y justified the opinion given of 
them by the Dean of Manchester in a late Number.” 

.B. Each packet contains directions for planting and culti- 
vating them, The usual discount to the trade. 

YNE’S “FORGET-ME-NOT” GERANIUM will 
be sent out in November next. It is much brighter in 

colour than Lyne’s * Duke of Cornwall,” having clear and 
brilliant petals of rich vermilion, with a large and intensely 

possesses all the good properties of ‘* The 
Duke," is a bold trusser, of robust habit, and scarcely, if ever, 
produces an imperfect flower. J can be recommended as one of 
the richest flowers of the day. 

Catalogues and descriptions of Mr. Lyne’s new Seedling 
aniums, are now ready, 

Plymouth, August 1. 

The Gardeners’ Chronicle. 
SATURDAY, AUGUST 1, 1846. 

Wicus E, RENDLE & Co. 

sy MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. MowpAv, Aug. 8—Entomological .  . . . SPM 
TumspAv, — 4—Horticultural . 0. BPM FRIDAY, — 7—Botanical DELE 

"Tur discussion relating to Fruit-tree borders 
recently entered upon, will not be disadvantage- 
ously interrupted by our first adverting to SUMMER 
PnuxiNG—a simple operation calculated to do much 
good or harm according as it is judiciously or in- 
judiciously performed, For it is often the cause of 
a tree becoming weak, although its border has to 
bear the blame, It is certain that the pruning-knife 
unskilfully plied among the shoots of summer will 
injuriously affect roots even in good soil. 

at this season we observe a healthy upright 
growing shoot (we will say of a Pear-tree), it will 
be found furnished with leaves, from the base to the 
point, at distances little more than an inch apart ; 
and in the bosom of each leaf there is a bud more 
or less advanced to maturity. When the leaves 
‘drop before winter, the buds towards the extremity 
are far more prominent than those at the base; and 
generally several of the most prominent push into 
shoots in the following spring. The others keep 
alive but remain in a comparatively dormant state, 
unless excited by a powerful flow of sap towards 
them, which is the case when the upper part of 
the shoot is cut away at the winter pruning. 
Advantageously situated on the thickest part of 
the shoot, these buds near the base, when the flow 
of sap is wholly directed towards them, exhibit a 
Stronger development than would be found in 
the more prominent buds on the upper and weaker 
Portion of the shoot. It will: be observed, that 
although only a few ofthe buds push into shoots in 
the season after they are formed, yet that the others, 
generally, keep alive, slowing progressing, year 
‘alter year, in a horizontal direction, ready to shoot forth whenever favourable circumstances arise, If 
‘the shoot should acquire the character of a branch, 
and be then cut back at any Winter pruning, one or 
more of its dormant buds will be forthcoming ; or 
if a stem of great thickness be cut through, the 
portion left will still show, by a fresh development, 
that it has preserved the living principle of the buds 
that were originally formed on the medullary sub- 
Stance of the leafy shoot, : Here we remark an admirable : provision of 
Nature. 

hand, if all buds died which did not push, one con | this point. 
poaae would be, that the top of a fruit-tree would 
Scan 

If all the buds, let us say 20, on a shoot universal fact, relating to the Potato disease of last 
year, was, that it did not appear at all, or in a very 

» a second production would inconsiderable degree, in genuine peat or “ moss” 
number 400 on an axis only 2 feet in length ; and land, which appeared to have some power of keep- 
thus instead of a stately clean-stemmed tree, an | ing off the decay. What we now are desirous of 
Impenetrable thicket would be formed as is the knowing is, whether the experience of our readers Case in those monstrous wig-like clusters of branches tells them that the same rule holds good this year ? 

ty foliage at the extremities would Scarcely | absolutely necessary to rob a pasture of its turf) ; yet, 

save from drying up. But we find no such bungling 
in the works of the création ; buds are found every- 
where, and although dormant for years yet hold 
themselves in readiness to act whenever their 
services are required. 

There is a reciprocal action between roots 
and leaves; and although either organ may 
exist and act, for a time, independently of the 
other, yet that action will gradually diminish, 
and the parts left without their coadjutors’ must 
ultimately perish. When, under favourable cir- 
cumstances, the communication between the roots 
and leaves is uninterrupted, the action and 
reaction are carried on more powerfully than can 
easily be imagined. The mechanical force alone 

ted with the pl must be very 
considerable. Some idea of this may be formed 
from the quantity of water which a tree pumps 
from the soil in a dry day. But something more 
precise will be found on referring to the * Theory of 
Horticulture," p. 45,where an experiment by HALES 
is detailed, and illustrated by an engraving. A 
root, only half an inch in diameter, of a Pear tree 
was laid bare, the end cut off, and the stump en- 
closed in a glass tube, cemented round at top, then 
filled up with water and inverted into a cistern of 
mercury. In six minutes time the water was taken 
up to an extent that permitted the mercury to rise 
8 inches. Allowing 30 inches of mercury to equal 
one atmosphere, or the working pressure of some 
steam engines, here was more than one-fourth of 
the above mentioned representative of force, in- 
stantly exerted by a little bit of Pear-tree root. 

The action between the roots and leaves being 
reciprocal and duly balanced, each supplying the 
other with that which they respectively require, it 
is obvious that the destruction of any considerable 
portion ofthe leaves must affect the roots, aud de- 
range the functions of the whole tree, until the equi- 

librium is restored. If to-day a fruit-tree is loaded 
with superabundant shoots, and if to-morrow they 
be all cut closely off, the tree will not recover the 
shock for weeks. The progress of the roots becomes 
arrested, the healthy foliage which invigorated 
them having been removed, Towards autumn the 
roots begin to recover and make fresh spongioles, 
but these, like the shoots then produced, are un- 
substantial, and liable to canker. Soundness of 
tissue is the result of steady growth. When the 
latter is interrupted by the injudicious application 
of the knife, disease will ensue, and the soil, though 
not in fault, may have to bear the blame. 

t no one imagine from what has thus been 
stated, that summer pruning is needless. It must 
be done, and may be easily done well. The young 
leaves on the upper ends of shoots appropriate 
sap fortheir own growth, and return little or nothing 
to the roots; therefore they may be cut off with 
advantage. They are robbers not nurses. Thin- 
ning and farther shortening may afterwards be com- 
menced, and carried on by degrees. As this is 
being proceeded with, the leaves at the bases of the 
shoots will begin to thrive better in consequence of 
more exposure to light and dews, and their gradual 
inerease will compensate for the diminution of 
foliage consequent on the reduction of the shoots. 

It has already been observed that the buds 
at the base of shoots do not readily start unless 
stimulated by cutting down the shoot above them 
atthe winter pruning. In this case other shoots 
are produced ; but in shortening back in summer, 
the lower buds rarely form shoots ; they are only so 
far stimulated as to become fruit-buds, or commence 
the formation of fruit spurs, And it is mainly with 
reference to this fact that summer pruning is im- 
portant to Apple and Pear trees.|| 
We learn that here and there the new PorATors 

have been found, when dug up, to be sprouting 
rom every eye. We have seen nothing of the 
sort ourselves ; and we venture to ask our corre- 
spondents if they have remarked the circumstance. 
t will be a new phase in the Potato constitution 

should this habit prove to be general. The ex- 
pression of our informant is, *the Potatoes before 
they are half grown are all growing again, ‘throwing 
out roots and fibres from the eyes, and forming 
small tubers ; a second generation in the year.” 
We would also make another inquiry. The only 

We should be greatly obliged by information on 

FRUIT TREE BORDERS. 
In order to form a good border (although it is not 

the sods of an old pasture are infinitely superior to any 
other kind of soil. 1st, on account of the large quantity 
of organie matter which they contain ; and 2d, on ac- 
count of their physical properties, which no labour or 
expense on the part of man can equal, and which 
makes “ the cost of them” a matter of mere secondary 
consideration. 

All fertile soils contain from 3 to 10 per cent. of 
organic, and a certain quantity of inorganic matter. In 
the sods of an old pasture, this organic part has been 
found to amount to as much as 25 per cent., which is 
derived chiefly from vegetables and animals, and sup- 
plies by its decay, in contact with the air which easily 
penetrates this kind of soil, much carbonic acid. They 
also contain, as we know all vegetable substances do, a 
considerable quantity of saline and earthy matters, 
which are set free during decomposition, and furnish to 
living plants a portion of their inorganic food. It has 
been said (p. 459), “not that we object to the sods of an 
old pasture, on the contrary, we recognise their excel- 
lence, and admit that they never will be surpassed ; our 
aversion is to the cost of them.” Now, as their excel- 
lence is acknowledged, why are they ranked with the 
composts of the old florists? for I can see no parallel. 
The great evil in regard to the composts of florists was 
their total want of mechanical properties ; whilst these 
very properties constitute the chief excellence of sods. 
It has been, until lately, eustomary to siftall soilsfor pot 
culture, and to reject the turfy part. Now, thanks to 
science, people chop the turves up and use them in a 
rough state, rejecting the fine soil; and to the supe- 
riority of this system the splendid specimens of horti- 
cultural skill exhibited this season bear ample testi- 
mony. Ihave seen Pine-apple plants from the same 
pit, potted, some in the turfy part of a pasture, others 
in the fine mould from the same piece of land; and 
after they were potted, although placed under the same 
circumstances, and treated alike in all respects, the 
result, at the end of the season, was that the plants 
potted in turves were twice the size of the others. 
This experiment I have several times repeated, and 
always with the same results. The soil in the one case 
was permeable by air and water, thus facilitating che- 
mical changes, whilst in the other the closeness of the 
texture excluded both these essential agents, and pre- 
vented all chemical changes from takin place. Now, 
it may be asked, what has all this to do with fruit-tree 
borders? J answer much, very much ; in fact, every- 
thing. The case is precisely similar. Let a border be 
well drained, then made of good rich turfy sods, and it 
will grow any fruit-tree ; and by the help of manure, 
and'absence of every kind of crop, it will last good for 
many years ; and thus turf will ultimately be found the 
cheapest. 
We are told * put together proper soil, enrich it ar- 

tificially, and bring it to a due mechanical condition by 
means that are obvious to everybody, and where is the 
difference 2” Nothing, certainly, can be better than this 
advice, and it may be advisable to follow it in mam: 
cases ; but ihe plan will not be always found the best 
and cheapest. I know a garden, the original soil of 
which contained 80 per cent, of sand and 10 per cent. 
of oxide of iron. Now, in this instance it would be 
labour in vain to attempt to enrich it artificially, and to 
bring it toa duemechanical condition ; it were better, far 
better, to strike at the root of the evil at once, to remove 
the soil and make a border of turves, This, it may be 
said, is an extreme case, but it is not anfisolated one. 
We have soils also consisting apparently of nothing but 
chalk, and others of nothing but pure clay. In these 
cases the labour of improving them would be more 
than the cost, of “sods ; besides, sods are to be had im 
many places without robbing pasture. In many places 
alterations are made annually, such as widening walks, 
or roads, making new ones, opening trenches, and many 
other sources from which sods may be had. 
My opinion is, that where a good soil is found, the 

advice “to enrich it artificially, and bring it toa due 
mechanical condition,” may be followed with advantage, 
and that this plan will answer I have not the slightest 
doubt ; but that it is equal to a border of sods I do 
doubt. I have seen both plans adopted extensively, and 
invariably the sods answered best ultimately. The phy. 
sical properties of sods, as mentioned above, allow the 
free access of air, which is so essential to the fertility of 
soils and to the healthy growth of plants, and when 
filled with air, the vegetable matter decomposes rapidly, 
producing carbonic acid in large quantities, as well as 
other essential compounds, and even renders the inor- ganic matter more fitted to enter the roots, thus su ply- 
ing rapidly what plants require, I would bottom the 
borders, thoroughly drain them, and otherwise make 
them of good rich turfy sods, never cropping them, but supplying them with manure, either in a liquid state or otherwise, as circumstances required.—_M. Saul, the 
Exotic Nursery, Chelsea. 

The fact of few having “rushed into the field of con- troversy” regarding this subject, cannot, I think, be 
attributed to any apathy on the part of practical men to 
discuss it. It is a subject indeed too important to all 
gardeners to die in the outset. 
fruits in our climate requires much care and fore-.” 
thought, and to be at all successful for a number of 

The cultivation of 

consecutive years, more especially with the Peach and 
Nectarine, demands a larger amount of practical skill 
and vigilance than any other exotic fruit that falls to 
the lot of gardeners to contend with. 

_ The border of course is the first thing to which we 
direct our attention, Our firstfcare is the root, and he 
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who would caleulate on general successful gardening 

would do well always to commence there. It is the 

place above all others on which the utmost amount of 

our practice and experience should be brought to bear. 

We cannot always see the roots with the naked eye, 

hence we must look at them through the leaves and 

branches ; our ignorance soon becomes apparent—im- 

pure and unsuitable food manifests itself with great 
and growing rapidity ; our success is soon of necessity 

defeated ; our cares and troubles—and gardeners have 

enough of these—gather upon us thick and threefold. 

A Peach tree, be it remembered, is not quite so com- 

pletely under our control as a Pelargonium or 

Caleeolaria ; the roots cannot'be examined with the 
same facility, unless the crop is for the season de- 
stroyed, and what excuse can we have when the de- 
mand is urgent, and the supply cut off? "There are, it 
is true, gardeners who can have no excuse as respects 
the borders; for, had it been necessary to success, they 
might, as far as expense goes, have imported soil from 
Persia ; but, again, there are others (and these are not 
afew), who must content themselves with what they 
eall the worn-out and exhausted soil of the garden. 
Generation after generation must plant upon that soil, 
and to this, failure is attributed. They have no chance 
whatever of planting in maiden loam, cut from an up- 
land pasture, 2 inches thick, full of vegetable fibre, and, 
according to our notions, possessing essential requisites 
to insure healthy growth and fruitfulness; we look 
upon this kind of soil as the very soul of gardening. 
Every gardener values this quite as much as a farmer 
does an abundance of farm-yard manure ; and, like the 
farmer too, he never knows when he has got enough of 
it, and perhaps he is quite right. 

It is true the expense of procuring it is something: 
but, then, who ever heard of things not thriving in it ? 
who ever doubted the success of trees requiring this 
kind of soil flourishing in it, and bearing fruit abun- 
dantly ? indeed it is an axiom in horticulture, and who 
so bold as to dispute it? "There are no conflicting opi- 
nions here—no doubts; it is admitted on all hands. 
Wherefore, then, urge hypothetical arguments to the 
contrary ? why disturb settled convictions ? why place 
ourselyes in a position of doubt when it might be one of 
certainty. In truth, when it is frankly admitted that 
* the sods of an old pasture will never be surpassed"—- 
can they be equalled? But then the fact which pre- 
sents itself to many, is the utter impossibility of pro- 
curing them. His Peach trees canker, the leaves are 
curled and blotched, limb disappears after limb, he ap- 
plies all the remedies that skill and the suggestions of 
his friends offer ; in despite, however, of all precautions, 
whether it be washes, fumigations, or plasters, the 
trees die, others take their places, and the same result 
is anticipated, and in due time realised. Hundreds of 
good gardeners are in this position. Turf from an old 
pasture to them is out of tie question ; they might as 
well think of draining with sovereigns instead of brick- 
bats. To them, then, the secret is an important one; 
it must not be scanned over because one man has tur 
ad libitum, or because another thinks the sterility of 
his border as unalterable as the fixed stars. These, nor 

I, therefore, invite opinions, suggestions, and 
practical results, from everybody who has had to contend 
with these evils, and these comprise nearly every gar- 
dener I know ; no doubt much good must result there- 
from. I shall, for one, be deeply indebted to those who 
boldly come forward to our rescue.— Experto Crede. 

STATE OF THE POTATO CROP. 
(From our own Correspondents.) 

e has made its appearance; but not 
July 98. 

—I live in the midst of Potatoes and hear no 

ID-LOTHIAN.—My seedlings of last year vigorous and healthy, 
as also the crops in the vicinity from sets procured from the 
north and west country, and among them some i 
Janeiro. Many fields look miserable, which have been planted 
with diseased tubers.—G. S. Mackenzie, July 27. 

ieties of Potato affected nearly alike; 
those manured with lime the worst in one instance; disease 
spreading rapidly.—J, Wighton, Norwich, July 29. 

— Several fields much diseased; one of some 
acres, close by the Perth and Dundee road, a perfect wreck; 
several others in the same state ; spreading fast.— Wm. Sharpe, 
Pitfour Castle, July 22. 

SHIRE.—Crops generally affected ; one field a month 
ago flourishing, now a pitiful spectacle; the leaves entirely 
stripped from the blotched and fast-decaying.stems, and the 
tubers near the surface discoloured. Winter sorts presumed to 
be a total failure.—W. M. Rowland, Bishop Castle Vicarage, 
July 21. 
SunxEy.—Disease “prea 

least affected.— Hz, Be 
, CESTER.—I fa) 

>, ta@se on poor soils 
Gi ling, July 28, 

se of 

maston, July 27. 
proceeding rapidly.— 

2 idly " yfosietios which 
ey À de this espe be- 

DEA ES ; second earlies a 

^ rut 

SH: n T! 

ertnight ago soundgs noy: h es withered as in 
ct 

November ; stalks decaying ; tubers all showthe spot. Winter 
Potatoes in full flower ; with no disease discoverable.—JF. H. S. 
Gledstone, Skipton, July 22. 

FANCY TRAINING. 
{Continued from p. 356.) 

No. 11.—The outside stakes should be light to look 
well. The boughs on the ascending stem should be all 

if 

P A 

formed by a descending course of training. The cross 
arms should be about 4 feet long each. 

procured and twisted round 

a hoop about 2 ft. Gin. 

diameter, and about 20 ins. 

from the ground. The said 

six shoots are then run up 
Six wires to an upper hoop 

of the same diameter as the 

lower one, (These hoops 

being in the first instance 

supported in their places by 

a light Larch pole 7 or 8 ít. 
high), two shoots are also 
conducted from the lower 

wreath up the pole, and 

taken from the wreath in- 

stead of the main stem, as 

being not so succulent, and 

of no greater growth than 

the outside ascending 

shoots. It has a good ef- 

fect when finished, and is 

of easy execution. 

No. 12.—Thelower circle isformed:by 6 shoots,'at first 
rennin NY 

No. 13.—Formed at first with stakes and a hoop at the 

top, will support it- 

self ultimately, Should 

represent a vase or 

cup. Diameter 4 feet 

across the top. Height 

2 feet 6 inches from 

the ground. Trained 
with three or four 

leaders, taking the cir- 

cuitous course until 

the figure is finished, 

No. 14.— The effect of 

this is good and easily 

worked. Same height 

as No. 13. Hoop 3 feet 

6 inches to 4 ‘feet 

diameter. 

ON THE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS WHICH CON- 
STITUTE THE NUTRITIVE PORTIONS OF 
THE POTATO. 

By the Rev. Prof. Henstow. 
(Continued from p. 500.) 

Although starch possesses the same composition as 
the tissues of vegetables, there is at first sight a diffi- 
culty in accounting for the manner in which such an 
insoluble material cam eseape from the cells in which 
it has been formed, so as to enable it to afford nourish- 
ment to those parts where no starch océurs. Neither 
can we assert that starch is absolutely necessary to the 
development of vegetable tissue, since some plants 

never contain it. Still al! plants (except some that are 
parasitic) do form organic compounds, which possess 
the same chemical composition as starch, or differ 
from it very slightly indeed. Some of these substances: 
are soluble in water: and starch itself is readily con- 
vertible into one or other of them ; and it is so converted 
before it is rendered available to the nutrition of plants. 
Now, all soluble matters can readily pass and re-pass 
through membranous substances, even though the 
highest powers of the microscope fail in detecting the 
pores or passages through which such transmission is 
effected. When the starch that is stored in one por- 
tion of the cellular tissue is required for the develop- 
ment of the plant, we may readily conceive that it is 
changed to some form in which it is soluble, and that 
it then passes through the cellular membrane, and is 
conveyed to other parts. It is one among the many 
interesting and brilliant discoveries of chemistry, that 
there are substances possessing identically the same 
chemical positi. whic heless differ very 
materially in their physical properties. We bave seen 
that starch may be considered identical with vegetable 
membrane. It is also asserted to be identical in chemi- 
cal combination with dextrine, this substance before 
you, which resembles lumps of gum arabic, and is solu- 
ble in water. Starch is likewise identical in composi- 
tion (according to some chemists) with cane sugar, by 
which they name a particular class of sweet substances, 
capable of being crystallized, for the purpose of distin. 
guishing them from another class called Grape sugar, 
which do not crystallize. These latter differ from the 
former in ining a larger p ion of the elements 
of water (oxygen and hydrogen); and the additional 
equivalents are also conjoined in the same proportion 
as they unite to form water. hus, if cane sugar be 
represented by Ci2 O10 Hio, then Grape sugar is re- 
presented by C12 O12 Hie. 

We ean readily change starch into both dextrine and 
Grape sugar by artificial processes; and the like 
changes are naturally effected by the growing plant, 
and the germinating seed, Asan example of the latter, 
I will notice to you the manner in which Barley is eon- 
verted into malt. It is first wetted and laid on the 
floor of a convenient building erected for the purpose, 
where it soon swells and puts forth a little root; the 
germination is then suddenly checked by exposing the 
Barley to a heat suficient to kill it, and when it has. 
become thoroughly dry, it is called malt. This malt 
possesses a sweetish taste, owing to the starch in the 
Barley having become partially changed to Grape-sugar.. 
This change was brought about by another change, 
which had been effected by the process of germination, 
upon that substance to which I have already alluded, 
termed gluten, which is another organic product always 
intermixed with the starch in this grain. I shall pre- 
sently explain more particularly the nature of gluten ; 
but I will now state that it changes (during germina- 
tion) to a particular substance, or rather assumes a par. 
ticular condition, which is termed diastase. Now, this 
diastase is a sort of ferment, which, by some unexplained: 
process, causes the starch also to change its nature and 
pass first to dextrine, and then to Grape-sugar. The 

inating plant appropri: the elements of the 
sugar to the development of its own tissues. But as. 
the brewer’s object is to secure as much of this sugar 
as possible, the germination of the Barley is stopped in 
the way I have mentioned, and the grain being than 
conveyed to the mash-tub, the diastase soon effects the 
change of still more of the starch into Grape-sugar. 
This sugar being allowed to ferment, its elements be- 
come re-arranged, so as to form two new compounds— 
alcohol and carbonic acid ; the latter of which escapes 
as a gas, whilst the former, being liquid, remains in the- 
tub, and gives the beer its intoxicating properties. lt: 
is easy to verify the fact of this passage of starch to- 
sugar. The sample before you was prepared by myself 
from a pound of starch, manufactured from very bad 
Potatoes. When starch is boiled, it passes to the state: 
of a transparent jelly-like mass ; but, if a little malt ig 
added. to it, the jelly soon becomes liquid; for the 
diastase in the malt has now converted the starch to: 
extrine, which is soluble. If the jelly is dried, it 

assumes the appearance of isinglass, and in this state 
the starch is termed amadine; but it has not yet lost 
the property of tinging iodine blue—in short, it is not 
yet dextrine. By continuing the boiling of the dissolved: 
dextrine, the liquid gradually becomes sweet, and, by 
evaporation, will form a thick, dark syrup, looking like 
treacle, This syrup, upon standing for a few hours, 
granulates to a sweetish brown sugar. This conversion 
of starch into Grape-sugar may also be effected by long 
boiling it with a little sulphuric acid alone. In the 

former method, if the malt is not very good, an addi- 
tion of a slight portion of sulphuric acid seems to me 
to quicken the process, though I am too little skilled 
in such chemical manipulations to say whether this i$ 
really the case. When sulphuric acid is used, the 
saucepan must be enamelled on the inside, other- 

wise the iron will be attacked by it; and after the 
process has been continued long enough to effect the 
change to sugar, the sulphuric acid must be removed 

by adding chalk to the mixture. Chemists tell us 
there is as much free acid at the end of the process as 
there was at the beginning. After it has attacked the 
chalk, we shall have gypsum instead, which must bs 

removed by filtering. The specimen of sugar berora 
you was prepared without any particular attention D 

the best proportions that should have been observe d. 
the process, and I believe a certain degree of bitternes 
in the sample must be attributed to the malt having 
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been added in excess. It is sufficient to show hat 

I have met with no difficulty in effecting this curious 
change. In the north of France the large. farming 

establishments are said to have distilleries attached to 

them, where the best brandy is manufactured from this 
sort of sugar. - This sugar from Potatoes is also added 
to the expressed juice of some of the Grapes grown in 
northern districts, where they.do not ripen well. Payen 
informs us that large quantities of it have been exported 

from France into England for the manufacture of pale 
ale. Ihave been shown a sample of well crystallised 
white sugar, which I was assured had been manufac- 
tured in England from Potato starch ; but as my au- 
thority was only second-hand, perhaps the Excise may 

be better able to certify you whether such is likely to 

have been the ease ; at present, I believe, it would not 

be lawful to manufacture any kind of sugar from Po- 
tato starch in England. Whenever the time shall have 
arrived for the agricultural community being allowed 
‘to enjoy pered opportunities of cultivating what- 

ever they may choose to grow, and for themselves or 
others turning the produce of such culture into any 
shapes in which it may yield them a profit : it will then, 

perhaps, be found worth while for us to grow more Po- 
tatoes than we do at present, for the express purpose of 
‘procuring starch from them. In the approaching 
Competition which our farmers will have to wage 
with foreigners not impeded by our restrictions 
against manufacturing such valuable articles as sugar 
and brandy, it seems but reasonable that they 
also should enjoy most perfect freedom in the supply of 

our home market with the raw material out of which 
they may be formed, provided they should ever feel 
Satisfied that it ean be profitably raised for such pur- 
poses in our climate. ‘There are some valuable hints 
an*Payen’s “ Memoir,” already alluded to, respecting 
the varieties of Potato which should be selected for 
trial ; but two or three years’ experience would be quite 
Sufficient for us to settle this question for ourselves. I 
am not aware to what extent Potato dextrine and Po- 
tato sugar may now be imported into this country from 
France, but the author to whom I have referred states 
the exportation of sugar thus prepared had been con. 
siderable during the two years previous to the time 
when he wrote his memoir,which was published in 1838. 

Home Correspondence. 
Fruit-tree Borders.—This subject being on the tapis, 

T venture to relate what was done a few years ago by a 
friend ef mine for the replenishing of his old walls, his 
trees being worn out, He threw out all the earth of 
his borders to the depth of from 24 to 3 ft., and then 
wheeled in garden-mould from all the open parts of the 
garden, not those under crops, replacing it with the re- 
jected and worn-out soil. His success was complete, 
and his trees have done as well as though wall and 
border were both new. The soil thus obtained from the 
open garden answered to all the requisites you bespeak 
for such a border : open texture, well-incorporated 
Manure, and uninterrupted insolation, and aération. But 
in this case if must not be concealed that both soil and 

i i the on subsoil were to the exp fe 
being a moderately-strong loam, and the other the 
malm-rock, an argillaceous limestone, north of the 
Southdowns,—** R 

Bees.—I have lately noticed what I never remarked 
before, and what I never remember to have heard. 
took from the top of a common straw hive a small skep 
of'honey (14 Ibs.) about three weeks since, and on taking 
this I placed a glass which would hold a quart and 
half of liquid over the hole where the skep stood. ^ This 
Was filled in about a week, and all the uneven places 
hetween the hive and the edges of the glass were filled 
up with propolis, and the glass and the hive well 
fastened together. This I also removed when full of 
honey, and have placed another similar, though rather 
Smaller glass, in its place. "The bees are very busy in 
this, and to-day I noticed a bee occupying its time, as 

fancied, in endeavouring from the outside of the glass 
to fill up the uneven places between the glass and the 
hive, which had been made in removing the former 
Blass ; but the bee did not remain sufficiently long to 
enable me to ascertain exactly what its object was. 
Several hours passed and I again went to the bee-house, 
aud saw a bee in the very place where the same or 
another had been before. This I instantly saw had its 
egs laden, and pretty heavily; however I watched it 
Or a minute or two, and perceived clearly that it was 
biting small pieces of propolis off the top of the hive, 
and laying them on its hind legs; and in order to be 
Certain of this fact, I secured the bee, legs, propolis 
and all, and brought it into the house, and took off the 

Propolis by pressing it against the window-frame with a 
Piece of card; on removing the card I found one Fall 
of propolis off one leg an ing to the frame, and 
the other sticking to the frame also, and making a pri- 
RE of the bee, as it had hold of the bee's leg as well, 
pat after struggling half a minute the bee cleared its 
; 8 and left the propolis sticking to the frame. The 
9e is released, and I shall see whether it intends, after 
emg deprived of its labour, or rather the fruits of it, 
m pursue its attack on the propolis, Honey we all 
‘now bees will carry away, but I never before heard of 
Propolis being worked over again.— M. H. G 
s d Hydraulic Machine.—Having had one of these 
mene, in constant use for many weeks, I can now 

* more confidently as to its merits ; perhaps it may 

[3 

m 

m 

Re interesting to your readers to be made acquainted 
jn à my experience on the utility of the engine, I 

ve a small stream of water at the bottom of my 

orchard, 100 yards from my house; this I dam up, so 
as to produce a fall of 2 feet 6 inches, giving not more 
than a continuous overflow of 1 pint ; with this quantity 
of water as the moving power, the engine supplies me 
with about 2000 gallons in 24 hours. Of course, after 
rain, I can obtain much more in the time specified, 
when the overflow is greater. During the late parch- 
ing weather, I was enabled to water my garden twice 
a day, with little labour, and had the luxury of healthy 
flowers, whilst my neighbours’ were burnt up. Legg's 
engine has the following undeniable advantages over 
the ram : it is cheaper, can be worked with less water, 
is not liable to get out of repair, and it is not necessary 
that it should throw up the water by which it is driven ; 
it may be made to draw water from a spring 30 yards 
distant from the apparatus, or even more, and when a 
sufficient quantity of pure element has been obtained, 
it will, by a slight adjustment, force up the impure, for 
the garden. In fact, it is not only a valuable addition 
to a household establishment, but is a pleasing and in- 
teresting object to look at, in itself, besides contributing 
its idle time to a fountain ; and when known will super- 

sede all other plans now in use, which, in point of cost 
and durability, cannot possibly compete with it. It would 
be most useful for the purposes of irrigation in many 

localities. i I have allowed my engine to work 16 hours 

at a time, and should have no hesitation in letting it go 

for a week, if required, without the fear of its sustain- 

ing any damage.— Hydrangea. 

The Vestiges.—At page 497, the following observa- 

tions appear from the pen of the Hon. W. Herbert, 

Dean of Manchester. In reference to the Acarus 

Crossii, he says, * The injudicious expression in this 

review has raised the indignation of a gentleman who 

(it seems) demonstrated the fallacy of Mr. Crosse’s pre- 

tensions.’ Further on the Dean says, “It is stated in 

an old book, called the ‘ Gentleman’s Recreations,’ that 

if you tie two sods face to face together, and throw them 

into a pond, it will stock it with eels. This is very ab- 

surd, and about as true as Mr. Crosse's way of making 

animaleules;' It should be understood that the singu- 

lar ereature which appears under the operation of elec- 

trie currents upon certain saline and other solutions, is 

an Acarus, not recognised by naturalists, and has no 

relation to animaleules properly so called. In reply to 

these passages of the hon. gentleman's letter, I beg to 

offer the following ren s, First, “the indignant gen- 

tleman” who fancies that he has demonstrated the fallacy 

of ‘Mr. Crosse’s pretensions, would certainly do well to 

make'the world acquainted with his i i 

stead of exhibiting proofs of his indignation, otherwise, 

in the face’ of several recent experiments which have 

been published, he cannot reasonably expect that his 

declaration will escape the common remark,—' one fact 

is worth a thousand assertions." Secondly, as. regards 

the * pretensions? attributed to Mr. Crosse, I must be 

permitted to say that I have for some years had the 

satisfaction to possess an intimate knowledge of this 

extraordinary man ; and I take it upon myself to de- 

clare, unequivocally, that he never made any pretensions 

whatever in regard to the insects which have so often 

been the subject of discussion and much misrepresen- 

tation ; nor has he even ventured to entertain, much 

less to express, an opinion as to the nature of their 

origin, He has simply told the unadorned tale, that 

the Acari first made their appearance incidentally, and 

without any preconcerted measures of his own towards 

such an end, during the progress of one of his numer- 

ous experiments on electro-crystallization. I have 

much pleasure in perceiving that the Dean of Manches-, 

ter has ably replied to the charge of Atheism, usually 

directed against such men as Mr. Crosse ; but if it had 

been otherw it would be very easy to prove that of 

allmen he is one of the least likely to become a self- 

assumed creator. The great Lawgiver of the universe 

has never breathed the breath of life into a more humble 

admirer of his magnificent works; nor has a more 

modest and rational, yet ardent and penetrating devotee, 
ever bowed at the altar of science than the plain, truth- 
seeking philosopher of Broomfield. As regards the 

story of the eels said to be generated between two sods, 

I can safely venture to assure the Dean, that if it is not 

more absurd or less true than ‘ Mr. Crosse’s way of 

making animalcules,” he may stock his eel ponds to his 

heart’s content in a very moderate period of time. The 

electrical inseets—for they are assuredly in some way 

or other dependent for their development on the action 

of electric currents—have now been at least some fifty 
times produced without difficulty, not only in experi- 
ments open to the common air, but in artificial atmo- 
spheres of the gases, &c.; and moreover under such 
stringent conditions as forbid the supposition that ova 
could have been present in the material from whence 
the Acari issued. All this I have over and over wit- 
nessed ; and from these ducti livin i 
have been distributed to the most eminent professors of 
science in Europe and America ; yet am I no Atheist ; 

no self-styled creator, but a humble lover of truth and 

science.— JV. H. Weekes, Sandwich. [We strongly 
pect that we know who * the indignant gentleman E 

js, and, if we are right in our conjecture, we can assure 

Weekes that he need not disturb himself about that 

writer's opinions, 
Fuchsias—A considerable number of varieties have 

flowered with me since I last wrote on the subject. 

| Serratifolia varies much, according to the treatment it 

réceives. Ina stove and in a cool greenhouse it cannot 

be recognised as the same flower. All the sorts do best 

in the open air. Some of Youell and Co.’s are ver 
Eis ; I may specify those named Agnes,; Magnificent, 

A 

d Sir G. Mackenzie. Their 8 ilis a well- 
marked handsome variety, with the tube white, the 
sepals tinged with red and green, and the corolla rich 
purple. Elegans, in its form and mode of growth, de- 
serves the name ; but, unfortunately, the leaf mars its 
effect. Diekson's Acantha stands at the head of the 
white varieties. At the Roslin Exhibition, the prize 

for Fuchsias was carried by Serratifolia, Agnes, and 

Acantha.—G, S. Mackenzie. 
Butterflies —The swarm of butterflies which crossed 

the Channel, and appeared at Dover on the 12th inst., 
belonged to the Pontia rape. There is no doubt 
of the fact of the swarm, and the account in the Paper 

gives no idea of their number. I have made very mi- 
nute inquiries into the subject on the spot, as I landed 
there, from Ostend, on the Tuesday following the cir- 

cumstance. On Monday, the 13th inst., I travelled by 
rail from Cologne to Ostend, the day was intensely hot, 

and noticed in that distriet a prodigious number of these 
same butterflies through the whole district. The day 
on which the phenomenon occurred at Dover was ex- 
ceedingly hot, with the wind at soutb.—E. P. T. 

Use of Exhibitions —Many masters and mistresses 
complain that their gardeners, who may be within reach 
of horticultural exhibitions, neglect everything but the 
articles with which they are to compete. In too many 
instances this is a just complaint. ‘The remedy is to 
obtain a gardener who has not only the abi 

sense to take care of everything und 

duty of a gardener is, unquestionably 
thing which his employer may requ 
manner, and to produce good spe 

kitchen-garden, as well as from the flower 

and glazed houses, and to keep all in or der. 

ness is not confined to show gardeners 5 and, whoever 

may take the trouble to visit a number of gardens, will 

find many degrees of skill and care, and some low in 

the seale. Gardeners of skill, above the average, and 

well able to distinguish good from bad, yet sometimes 

display a want of order, and economy of time, trulypro- 

voking; leaving their tools lying about in all directions, 

plants of value in corners, neglected and blown about 

by the wind, and erops of weeds advancing at a rate to 

defy keeping down, when avery trifling degree of atten- 

tion and trouble might keep down all that is unsightly, 

and keep up all that is important. Many o her negii- 

gences might be enumerated ; but all of them are to 

be found among gardeners who have no opportunity of 

exhibiting, as well as among those who have; and 

therefore [am not inclined to blame e 

may, perhaps, smile when I say that phrenology ean 

afford much assistance in the choice of a gardener. I 

can affirm that when the organ of order is deficient, how- 

ever good other faculties b 

be given. No young man sh 

profession who has not a love for tid 

of exhibitions and societies is to € 

amb: Their ch 

>to raise every- 

, in the best 
s from the 

use, however, 
be done in 

des of manage- 
and. when an 

k of fine feeling 
he causes of his 

t complain, as 

exhibitor is beaten, if he has 2 

in him, he will strive to d 

failure and supply the reme 

sometimes happens, of want j 

No doubt, judges may be incompetent 

to be difficult to find them in allr 
r forms and 

le. Neverthe- 
find ; and when 

ne may be cor- 

rected by that of another. 
difficult to point out that ex 

jurious; and it may he ver i 

without them, the proud station that been taken by 

British Horticulture could never have been attained. 

One other thing may be noticed before leaving this sub- 

jeet. Masters and mistresses sometimes either show 

little interest in their gardens, or find fault when they 

do not obtain what they desire ; while they do not put 

it in the power of the gardener to supply their 

wants. These things no conscientious, weil-mean- 

ing man can stand. On the other hand, gardeners. 

when justly blamed for negligence, 

things are suggested to them, or. 

done, get sulky. T : 

order, or a suggestion erroneous, let the 

give their reasons to their employer, who may no 

well acquainted with the art. The exhibition of self- 

sufficiency always gives offence, Much disappointment, 

and the outery against exhibitions, arise in most cases 

from horticulture not having been studied. Ignorance 

of it is often very ludicrously displayed when impossible 

things are expected of a gardener. All would go right 

were horticulture, including vegetable physiology , 

taught as a branch of ordinary education.—G. S. 

Mackenzie. 
Red backed Shrike, or Butcher 

—On the 10th of May I observed tl 

summer visitant, in my grounds. uu 

"Thorn bush, and brought up six yo 

18th of June, not liking my intrusion u 

the young ones though unable to 
the nest. I collected them together a 
in a cage, where they were duly attended to and fed by 

the old ones. A friend calling upon me on the 23d, I 

took him to look at the shrikes, And what,” was 

his first query “do you intend to do with this cage full 

of vermin? if they were mine, I should certainly shoot 

ird (Lanius collurio). 
ir of this 

them one after the other.” “And why?” I rejoined. 
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* Oh they will kill young partridges as easily as a hawk, 

and therefore I always have them destroyed." “ Ver 

well,” I responded, “ Ohacun à son gout; I have no 

partridges to preserve, but I am rather fond of my 

garden, and confess to a little weakness in favour of 

agriculture. You shoot the shrike because you say it 

will kill your partridges. I preserve it, take care of it, 

foster it, consider it one of my best friends, because it 

feeds principally, like other insectivorous birds, upon 

those insects which are destructive to the gardener’s 

hopes and the farmer’s produce, I will not dispute the 

question with you, as to, which is the most useful to 

mankind, the garden and the farm, or the young 

partridges ; but I have the evidences here of the truth 

of my assertion, yours is at best apocryphal ; for 

although I believe instances are known of the shrike 
stealing tame young partridges, which a humane sports- 

man brings up under a coop for the gratifying purpose 

of afterwards shooting in his Turnip field, I know of 

no well authenticated instance of their destroying game 

in their wild state." I then took down the cage, an 

pointed out to my friend a heap of reliquia insectorum, 

enough to satisfy the most prejudiced unbeliever. The 
wires of the cage not being very far apart, the young 
pirds had allowed many of the insects to fall to the 
bottom, where they remained as evidences of the de- 

structive character of their race. They were cater- 
pillars, woodlice, cockehafers, beetles of many varieties 

great and small, moths, sphinxes, humble-bees, &c., 

forming a layer which covered the bottom of their cage. 

* Very well,” said my friend, laughing ; “I think you 

have made out your case.” And I took my young 

friends, and amidst much elamour, and many very close 

swoops at my hat from Mr. and Mrs. Shrike, I tossed 

them into a Lime tree which stood near their nest, and 

left them to be perfected by parental care and solicitude 

in the art of destroying caterpillars, cockchafers, e¢ id 
genus omne.—C. R. Bree, Stowmarket. 

Renanthera coccinea —Nobody can rejoice more 
than I do at Mr, Basset’s success in growing the Chinese 
Renanthera. The panicle in question is indeed a fine 
one ; the largest paniele on my plant contains only 110 
blooms, which is seven less than those on Mr. Dasset's, 
but upon one of my plants there are seven panicles. 
There is one cireumstance which escaped your notice 
as well as that of your reporter, that is, upon one branch 
there are two panicles growing within 4 inches of each 
other, which, from their proximity, aj p ly 
as one, Another panicle was without any expanded 
blooms ; it therefore failed to attract attention. [agree 
with Mr. Basset that there is no difficulty under favour- 
able circumstances to grow and flower the Renanthera, 
nor is there much art required to make an egg stan 
on one end after one knows how to do it. But itis 
nevertheless gratifying to have grown it on a small lo 
of wood, 4 feet in length, to produce seven panicles of 
flowers, and to have had in three different seasons a 
first prize as a specimen of very superior cultivation 
awarded to it.—James Falconer, gr. to A. Palmer, 
Esq., Cheam. 

Spontaneous Combustion of Willows (vide p. 503).— 
Have you not somewhat hastily stamped the authority 
of the Gardeners’ Chronicle upon a paragraph that is 
going the round of the newspapers, and which is stated 
to have originated with the Cambridge Advertiser? It 
is asserted that “ this summer the banks of the Cam 
exhibit an unusual multitude of those singular phe- 
nomena, cases of spontaneous ignition and combustion in 
growing Willows !” Is it really true that a Willow or 
any other tree has ever been known to ignite sponta- 
neously? Mischievous boys used to be very fond of 
firing the rotten pollard Willows on the banks of the 
Cam, with a burning lens, or still more simple con- 
trivances, and very possibly some of the present gene- 
ration may be quite as mischievously inclined as their 
fathers were. I forget whether it is Mungo Park or 
another of the African travellers who explains away a 
fancy of the same sort that had originated from decayed 
trees having been met with apparently scorched and 
blackened by fire, but which he ascertained were only 
infested with a peculiar kind of lichen. This, however, 
will not explain the “ unusual multitude” of instances 
noticed thisyear on the banks of the Cam; since, in one 
of these at least, we are told that clouds of smoke were 
poured forth by a fine Willow in full vigour and health. 
To assert the utter impossibility of a decayed tree spon- 
taneously igniting might be hazardous; but where is 
there to be found any satisfactory proof that such a fact 
was ever witnessed ?—J. S. Henslow, [We hope we 
haye not been mistaken for the authors of this story. 
Tt rests on the credit of the Cambridge paper. ] 

Lycium Europewm.—t have found Lycium Europeeum 
growing abundantly on the sand and shingle at Ald- 
borough, Suffolk, between that town and the fort. Why 
is it called the Tea tree? I also observed a white- 
flowered variety of Cichorium Intybus.—N. S. Hodson, 
Bury St. Edmunds. 

Black Swan.—aAt page 503 is copied from the Scots- 
man 2, note on the shooting of a female specimen of the 
black swan, on the river Eden, in a creek near Niddie 
Mill* by Mr. Philip, Kineaple. It is therein stated :— 
** We believe this to be the first black swan, shot in a 
wild state, in Great Britain, if not in Europe.", I did 
not myself see the bird either before or after it was 
shot, although the place where I at present reside is 
within a short distance of Niddie Mill; but have good 
reason to suppose that it was not a wild specimen ; for 

Ee] 

* In the note referred to, this is spelt **Niddry Mill :” it 
should, however, be ** Niddie Mill," a 

on an evening previous to its being shot, the noble bird 
was seen on the river at Clayton, perfectly tame. It is 
not improbable that it may have strayed from some 
Zoological garden, or from the pond of some gentle- 
man's pleasure-ground. Itis a pity that it was shot, as 
it might possibly have been caught alive, few specimens 
being in the country.—A Fifeshire Ornithologist. 

The Potato Crop.—I cannot refrain from addressing 
you on the subject of the sad calamity befalling us in 
the return of the Potato disease of last year. I left my 
home here a month ago, congratulating myself on the 
flourishing appearance of my Potato field; in fact, 
nothing could exeeed the promises of a good and healthy 
crop. I had taken the greatest pains in selecting seed, 
planting in hot lime, with every precaution recom- 
mended by your correspondents. The first question I 
asked my man on my return on Saturday was, * How 
are the Potatoes?” ‘Just as they were at taking up 
time last year." And indeed they are a pitiful spec- 
tacle ; the leaves are entirely stripped from the blotched 
and fast-deeaying stems, and the tubers near the sur- 
face discoloured with this strange disease. I have 
ordered the haulm to be cut off immediately, which I 
hope will save some of the early varieties for present 
use; but the winter sorts are so little advanced that 
I fear they will bea total failure. However, the haulm is 
so far gone that it is useless to leave it. I believe my 
crop is the most affected yet in this neighbourhood, as 
my ground is earlier, and I plant sooner; but there 
are sufficient indications in every field and garden that 
the destruetion will be general and far worse than last 
ear. I wasin the neighbourhood of London last week 

(Tottenham, Edmonton, and Hornsey), and admired the 
appearance of the crop thereabouts, particularly at 
Edmonton workhouse and the fields around it. There 
has been more showery weather here than about Lon- 
don ; but I begin to think, notwithstanding the conjec- 
tures of the Chronicle correspondents, that the cause, 
origin, and progress of this disease are totally inexpli- 
cable ; that climate, soil, or situation have very little to 
do with it, and that it is a constitutional decay of the 
Potato in some wonderful manner beyond our compre- 
hension. The above is the confession of one to the 
truth of your prognostications, who has long thought 
the * Potato disease" an overdone subject of alarm, 
and I have often suspected much of last year’s outcry 
to have been to a great degree political argument for 
Corn-law repeal. My eyes are open now to my own 
mistake, and to a great danger impending over our 
poor population, and it is a truly great object for one 
and all of us to consider how we shall best meet the 
failure of this staple food.— W. M. Rowland, Bishop 
Castle Vicarage, July 27. 

Autumn-planting Potatoes. — Last year my Ash- 
leaved Potatoes were very much infected with the pre- 
vailing disease, full one-third being unfit to eat, which 
portion I ordered to be laid out in the garden and ex- 
posed to the sun ; in October last I planted 8 bushels 
of these, some cut and some whole, according to the 
Size. The situation was a warm one, being sheltered 
from the north wind. I commenced digging them about 
the 20th of May, and since that time have had an abun- 
dant yield of Potatoes, perfectly free from disease, and 
much more mealy than those planted in March, besides 
being much more prolific. I yesterday saw a heap of 
about five sacks, in the garden of a friend, of equally 
fine Potatoes of the same sort, and planted from the 
same description of seed in N last. These were 
put in as a forlorn hope, being unfit for food ; they wer 

Societies. . 
"BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON. 

July 3.—A. GzRARD, Esq., in the chair. Donations 
of British plants were announced from Dr, Dewar, the 
Rev. G. W. Sandys, Mr. Alfred Greenwood, Mr. A. D. 
Hambrough, the Rev. R. Cresswell, Mr. James Lynam, 
Mrs. F. Russell, and Mr. O. A. Moore. Read— 
“Notice of a variety of Cnicus arvensis (?), found in 
Fifeshire,” by Dr. Dewar. “ Its habit when growing is 
very different from the C. arvensis. The leaves are sinu- 
ated rather than pinnatifid, not erisped and curled but 
nearly flat and sharply spinous, with a decurrence 
of spines from each leaf. The involucre differs in 
nothing from the C. arvensis and C. setosus ; the florets 
are shorter, and not so remarkably fragrant as those of 
C. setosus.” A specimen was presented. 

Country Shows. 
Slough Floricultural Show.— Carnations, private 

growers: Istprize, Mr. Alleway, Sonning, with Conquering 
Hero, Puxley’s Princess Royal, Wilson’s William IV., 
Puxley’s Prince of Wales, Lady of the Lake, Prince of 
Wales, Squire Meynell, Duke of York, Lord Anson, 
Paul Pry, Duke of Leeds, and Prince Albert. 2d, J. 
Edwards, Esq., Holloway, with Marquis of Chandos, 
Holmes’ Mary Ann, Hales’s Prince Albert, Puxley’s 
Queen, Hepworth’s True Briton, Chadwick’s Brilliant, 
Robert Burns, Bishop of Gloucester, Puxley’s Prince 
Albert, Prince of Nassau, Sharp’s Defiance, and Wil- 
son’s Harriet. 3d, Mr. Atkins, Edgware-road.—Car- 
nations, open class: 1st prize, Mr. Keynes, Salisbury, with 
John Wright, Brutus, Smith's Mrs. Betts, Sealey's 
Princess Royal, Callcott’s Juba, Jacques’ Georgiana, 
Flora’s Garland, Beauty of Woodhouse, Puxley’s Sir 

. Peel, Marchi of W i Achilles, Duke 
of Bedford.— Picotees, private growers. lst prize, Mr. 
Hall, Enfield, with Crask's Victoria, Willmer's Prin- 
cess Royal, Mrs. Bevan, Wildmann's Isabella, Matthews" 
Enchantress, Lady Peel, Joan of Are, Nottingham 
Hero, Miss Campbell, Mrs. Fenton, Purple Perfection, 
and Sharp's Duke of Wellington. 2d, Mr. Atkins, with 
Willmer’s Princess Royal, Mrs. Barnard, Green's Vic- 
toria, Burroughes’ Beauty, Matthews’ Ne Plus Ultra, 
Wildman’s Isabella, Sharp’s L’Elegant, Matthews’ 
Enchantress, Tolworthy’s Isabella, Miss Jane, Crouch’s 
Ivanhoe, and Lady A. Peel. 3 r. Alleway.— 
Picotees, open class : 1st prize, Mr. Keynes, with Cor- 
nelius, Diana, Miss Hennell, Red Rover, Ely’s Grace 
Darling, Masterpiece, Mrs. Bevan, Matthews’ Enchan- 
tress, Sharp's Cleopatra, Mrs. Barnard, Willmer's 

Princess Royal, and Sir W. Middleton.— The display of 
seedlings was good ; lst class prize to M. May, Esq., 
onning, for a heavy-edged purple Picotee, Portia, very 

fine; also for Julia, light purple. Mr. May exhibited 
12 seedling Carnations, all distinct varieties, to which a 
prize was awarded ; the best of them were, Orlando, 
S.F., fine; and Edgar, C.B.—Mr. Costar exhibited 12 
distinct seedling Picotees, the most striking a heavy 
edged purple, Trip to Oxford. This stand was also 
favourably noticed, anda prize awarded.—Numerous 
other productions were shown in good order, Fuchsias 
predominating, the most striking of which were Sir H. 
Pottinger and Hector, in Mr. Butler’s six, which ob- 
tained a Ist prize ; Duchess of Sutherland and Andro- 
meda in Mr. Stewart’s 12 plants, which were finer. 
Mr. Cutter had Liliums, Gloxinias, Statice arborea, a 
collection of Cacti, and cut flowers. Mr. Bragg, 
Gloxinias and Pansies. Mr. Turner, Pansies, Dahlias, 
Fuchsias, and Verbenas. Mr. Holder, Verbenas and 
Cape Pel i Mr. Butler, gr. to the Rev. Mr. planted ,under fruit trees, where they were ly 

exposed to damp. I have written this to show, in the 
first place, that Potatoes planted in the autumn will 
produce quite an equal quantity of tubers, and of better 
quality than those planted in spring ; and that we are 
guilty of great waste in throwing away the diseased por- 
tion of the crop.— Edward Compton, Water Newton, 
Wansford, July 20. 

Storing Potatoes.—Last year I allowed my Potatoes 
toremain in the earth till very nearly the usual time 
of taking them up, that is, until I believed them to be 
quite ripe. I had them then taken up in fine dry 
weather ; women followed close upon the men who 
were forking them up, and separated the diseased from 
the sound Potatoes immediately. I then put the sound 
Potatoes into sacks as soon as I could, and carted them 
home and pitted them, always the same day on which 
they were taken up. lI sprinkled some dry sand over 
them as I pitted them ; eovered the pit up as I went 
on with a rather thieker than usual layer of earth, and 
never opened them afterwards, except now and then in 
places to see how they were preserving their soundness. 
When we finally opened the pits, and sold the Potatoes 
in spring for seed, they came out as sound as possible, 
and were as good a sample as I ever saw. I tried a 
different plan with some others and with a very different 
result. I took them up early, and exposed them to the 
air to be well dried, but carefully preserving them from 
rain. I spread many of them on the boarded floor of a 
granary, which stands over an open cart shed, thinking 
that the airing they would thus get would be of service 
to them ; but I lost all that were so treated. The re- 
sults of my own experience and of my observations of 
what my cottage neighbours did with their Potatoes 
last year, lead me to believe that it is the best plan to 
leave the Potatoes in the earth till they are ripe ; to 
take them up in fine dry weather ; to be very careful to 
separate the sound and unsound as effectually and as 
quickly as possible ; and to expose the ripe sound tubers 
to the air but very little. —W. H. 

Champness, Salt-hill, had Ist prizes for cut flowers, 
Verbenas, and Roses ; and Mr. Stewart prizes for Roses, 
Pelargoniums, &e. 

Botanical and Horticultural Society of Durham and 
Northumberland.—This Society held a grand exhibi- 

tion of flowers, fruits, &c., at Newcastle, on Tuesday, 
July 21, which was kept open till Friday, in the Bull 

Park, near the exhibition of the Royal Agricultural 
Society. The show was held under a marquee, or 
rather series of tents, radiating from a central erection 
80 feet in diameter, and occupying tents each 100 feet 

by 20, except the large one, which was about the same 
length, but twice the breadth. The whole was covered 
with waterproof canvas, which was rather severely tried 
by the heavy falls of rain that took place on each day, 
but not a drop fell on the plants, or at all annoyed the 
visitors. The scene was truly animating, and in every 
respect worthy of the improved gardening skill of the 
North of England, many of the productions equalling in 

beauty and perfeetion of growth those shown at Chis- 
wick, During the four days upwards of 20,000 persons. 
were present, and the children from nearly all the 

private and publie schools in the neighbourhood were 
admitted free of charge. Not a plant was lost or 
damaged. Upwards of 6007. was taken at the door in 

shillings and sixpenees! A large number of plants 
were exhibited and some excellent fruit, and numerous 

prizes were awarded ; but we have only been furnished 
with a list of the rewards without the names of the ob- 

jects for which they were given. 

New Garden Plants. ; 
42, PRIMULA INVOLUCRATA. "The ruffed Primrose 

Hardy Herbaceous Plant. (Primworts.*) Nepal. 

This is a neat and very desirable sweet-scented little 

hardy alpine perennial, which grows freely in a 80 
composed of sandy loam and leaf-mould, It attains a 
—— d ved "imr aet er ~- f 

* See Lindley’s ** Vegetable Kingdom " for an explanation of 

these terms. 
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height of 6 inches, flowers from March to May, and 

Sometimes a second time during the growiug season. 

lt requires to be planted in rather a shady situation, 

and to be freely supplied with moisture during the 

growing season ; but like all other perennials, it must 

have its season of repose, and should be kept rather dry 

when dormant, otherwise the large bulb-like crowns 

become much injured from damp, and frequently 

Perish during the winter. It is easily increased by the 

small runners, which are produced freely when the | believe, to intersect the park, one of which is already 

Plant is in a growing state, or from seeds. It was raised | made; but this, as well as the other walks that are 

in the garden of the Horticultural Society, from seeds 
from the North of India, presented by Captain William 

Munro, in April, 1845. It was said to have been found 

in company with Cyananthus lobatus, in the neighbour- 

hood of water, at an elevation of 11,500 feet above the 

sea. Captain Munro called it P. spathulata, but it is 

exactly the P. involuerata of Dr. Wallich’s dried plants, 

The former name is one of Dr. Royle’s, and being used 

by that botanist along with P. involucrata, no doubt tion from Mexico was sold by Messrs. Stevens, On 

indicates some other species, which, however, is not yet this occasion prices were much lower than formerly, 

published. Tt is nearly allied to. the purple-flowered P. the larger proportion of them fetching only from 5s. to 

Sibirica, and with it forms a well-marked and important 10s. a lot, of which there were 107, each containing 

Section of the Primroses, to which we would apply the from 2 to 24 plants. The highest sum realised was 

name of Armerina. The distinguishing features of the 51. for a fine mass of what was supposed to be Odonto- 

Armerine Primroses is to have the involucral leaves | glossum grande, but which might possibly prove 

about seven acres somewhere near the gate, and that in | 

this there will be three islands, which will, no doubt, 

form an interesting feature; for the great fault of this 

park is its flatness, being nearly a level: field from. one 

end to the other. The sameness which, however, at 

present prevails, may in some measure be relieved by 

seattering groups o trees judici over 

the interior, some of which we are glad to see have 

already been planted. Various walks are also, we 

finished, appears to be rather narrow in proportion to 

the size of the park, and to the numbers of visitors that 

may be expected to visit it. They are well formed with 

good gravel, of which plenty may be had in the park 

for the digging. 

Miscellaneous. 
Sale of Orchids.—On Tuesday last another importa- 
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over every square mile during the 24 hours must have 

been 2,497,440,000 cubic feet per hour, 41,624,000 per 
minute, or 693,733 per second ; and in the case of the 
fall of rain at Perth, 53,278,720 eubie feet per minute, 
or 887,978 per second, for the whole time of the fall. 
The eonsideration of these excessive falls of rain tends to 
prove the theory, as they not only prove that the vacuum 

formed is sufficient to account for violent storms, but 

they also shew that there must be a strong current of 

air and vapour to these places, as it would otherwise be 

difficult to conceive how such a quantity of water could 

be accumulated over any part of the earth. In the 

case of Genoa the fall continued for 24 hours, and the 

tremendous rain of near 10 feet which usually falls in 

the month of July at the Ghauts, can only be accounted 

for by a continuous flow of air and vapour to those 

parts. The reasoning already advanced will account 

for the fall in the barometer during rain ; its falling 

previous to rain I would explain as follows:—As the 

density of air decreases as we recede from the earth, 

the particles of vapour, with their coatings of electricity, 

must occupy different spaces to float at different heights; 

as water is 860 times heavier than air at the level 

the sea, 1,083 times at 1 mile high, 1.363 times at 

2 miles, 1,716 times at 3 miles, 2,160 times at 4 miles, 

and 2,719 times at 5 miles high; therefore vapour float- 

extended downwards into a sheath, as in the genus of | O- Insleayi, and another mass of the same fetched 3/. ; ing at any height must part with a portion of its elec- 

Leadworts, called Armeria, This circumstance greatly | four lots of smaller plants brought rather more than | tricity before it can sink to a lower elevation ; thus if 

confirms the affinity of Primworts and Leadworts, and | two guineas each. ther prices were as follows: the air beeomes in a fit state to conduct the electricity 

Seems to leave no doubt of those two orders both belong- | three lots composed of Lælias, an Oncidium, supposed | from the clouds or invisible vapour over any place, as. 

ing to the same natural alliance. (See “ Vegetable P be Cavendishii, and an Odontoglossum eitrosmum, | the passage of electricity is so rapid, its escape must 

Kingdom," p. 640, &e.).— Bot. Reg. 
43. Bovvarpra rLAYA. Yellow Bouvardia. 

house Shrub. (Cinchonads.*) Mexico. 
This little greenhouse plant was introduced by M. Van 

outte, nurseryman, Ghent. It appears to be ver, Y 
distinct from all the species previously described, and 
is, we presume, a native of Mexico. That, however, is 

not stated by the anonymous author of the Hortus Van 
Houtteanus. In that work the leaves are said to be 
speckled with purple, a circumstance that has not come 
under our observation. The flowers, however, are a 

clear pure yellow, and droop gracefully from their slen- 
der purple footstalks. Our drawing was made in March ^ 
last, in the nursery of Mr. Glendinning, of Turnham fluctuations and eae 
Green, to whom we are obliged for the following memo- The following is intended to show that the causes 

randum :—* The increased taste so largely manifested therein assigned are sufficient to account for the variable 

of late years in all the various branches of gardening winds and storms in temperate climates and high lati- 

is a gratifying and remarkable feature of the age. In s : i PE 

no particular of this delightful pursuit has this increased changes previous to and during rains, and the probability 

taste been more conspicuous than in the grouping and 
effective disposition of the various coloured plants in 
geometrical flower gardens, where it is so desirable tó 

produce judiciously contrasted masses of bloom durin, 
the summer and autumn months. Every addition to |. 
our Flora caleulated for this purpose is eagerly sought 

Green- 

rom l4. 2s. to 17. lls. 6d. ; eight lots of Odontoglossum 

citrosmum, from 17. 2s. to 17. 18s. ; six plants of Leelia 

majalis, 15s. ; a large plant of a supposed new species of 

Bougainvillea, 1. 9s.; and a smaller plant of the same 

only lls. Other lots varied from 5s. to 10s. each. 

Some Ferns and seeds of Conifers were also offered 

for sale. 
On the Cause of Storms, Waterspouts, &c., by G. A. 

Rowell. [Read before the Ashmolean Society, Feb. 23 
1846.—In the paper read before this Society in 1839 
explaining the hypothesis by which I endeavoured to 
show the cause of evaporation, the suspension of clouds, 
&c., I attempted to explain the cause of barometrical 

érial currents by the same hypothesis. 

tudes, the storms of tropical regions, and barometrieal 

that these phenomena are caused by the precipitation 
of vapour, and the escape of its electrieity, in a much 

greater degree than by any changes of temperatore in 

occasion a partial vacuum, which would cause a corre. 

sponding sinking in the barometer. In assigning these 

causes for the fluctuations in the barometer, I allude 

only to the changes previous to and during rain, as 

other fluetuations are caused by high winds, change of 

temperature, &e. The increase of wind which some- 

times precedes a storm of rain in windy weather, hardly 

requires an explanation ; as the rain falling, and the 

electricity escaping from the cloud, acts with a degree 

of pressure on the air under the cloud, this pressure 

must inerease the force of the wind preceding the cloud, 

and at the same time check the wind that follows it, 

causing a sort of lull or calm. It is probable that 

water.spouts are owing to the rapid escape of electricity 

and fall of heavy rain from a dense cloud, causing a 

vacuum into which the neighbouring parts of the clouds 

are forced, the electricity from which being instant- 

aneously conducted away by the falling column of water,, 

the supply of water and the vacuum are thus kept up 

for a time ; the air under the clouds rising and rushing 

in from all parts to fill the vacuum, causes a whirlwind, 

and as the falling torrent of water rais spray in the 

the atmosphere. That the action of the sun and changes 

of temperature have great influence on the atmosphere, 

is clearly shown by the trade winds, land and sea 
breezes, &e.; but these changes of temperature come 

sea, the spray being takén up by the whirling air, gives 

the whole the appearance, at a distance, of water rising. 

from the sea. Water-spouts being attributed to whirl- 

winds, is probably mistaking the effect for the cause. 
after by the possessors of such gardens. Bouvardias 
are all beautiful, but the present subject, being a novel 
one, is a new and desirable feature of the genus, ren- 

on steadily, and the heated air near the earth’s surface | The calculations above made seem to advance the pro- 

is, in most cases, driven gradually away by the colder | pability of the hypothesis brought forward by the 

dering it very appropriate for small beds in the flower- and heavier air, but the vacuum or rarefaction caused | author*, for explaining the causes of terrestrial magnet- 

ardens. 
therefore be inereased to any extent; and with me it tricity,is often very sudden and of greatextent. Ae 

blooms profusely in the eutting-pot, and grows freely in cording to the hypothesis,* each particle of vapour is 

any good garden soil.” 
for its cultivation are these :-- If t 
be grown in all the perfection of which it is susceptible. 
it should be taken out of the greenhouse early in sprin 

species is to 

x MEE SET surrounded and buoyed up by its coating of electricity, 
M. Van Houtte's directions y Pp’) B Y 

and each particle, together with its coating of electricity, 

must oceupy the space of an equal weight of air; 

therefore, as water is about 860 times heavier than air 
] 

and placed in a shady well-aired situation. It M at the level of the sea, every particle of water that falls 

be better still to turn it out into the open ground. Great to the earth must have occupied 860 times the IR 

care must be taken not to force it at that time; for i 
that is done its flowers become small, and half of them 
are abortive. In order to make it bloom abundantly. 

£ when suspended in the air; and if,in a given time, 

Liach of rain falls to the earth, it must, during that 

time, have eaused a vaeuum or rarefaction in the space 
> 

it should be cut back when it is re-potted or re- above to the extent of 860 inches: the vacuum would, 

planted." He adds, that it will grow 3 feet high.— in fact, be greater than this, for as the density of the 

Bot. Reg. 

Garden Memoranda. 
Victoria Park.—This great desideratum to the eas! 

end of the metropolis, although hardly more than a 

quarter formed, has for some time been open to the 
publie, It contains about 280 acres, which are inclosed 

by a temporary wooden fence. The side next Bethnal- 
green is farthest advanced towards completion. The 
Principal entrance for the present is by a bridge thrown 
Over the Regent’s Canal, close to Bethnal green Church 
Where a handsome gate and porter’s-lodge have been 
erected. After passing along the bridge, a carriage 

atmosphere decreases as we recede from the earth, the 

vapour and its coating must occupy a greater space to 

be buoyant ata distance from the earth: but as the 

t elasticity of the air depends on its density, the effects 

must be the same, that is, equal to a vacuum or gradual 
abstraction at the level of the sea, of 860 inches of air 

for every inch of rain that falls, or above every square 

mile over which such rain extends, a vacuum or rare- 

faction amounting to 1,997,952,000 cubic feet. This 

vacuum must be filled up during the time the rain is 

falling, by a rush of air from other parts, causing a wind 

around the district, although such winds may not 

always be felt where the rain is actually falling, but 
> 

drive, of about 22 feet in width, branches off right and Spb showing a depression in the barometer, owing to 

left in à straight line nearly as far as Grove-road in one he upheaving of the air into the vacuum. England is 

direction, and in the other to the eastern boundary. It very free from excessive rains, yet it is by no means 

48 planted on either side, as far as the straight line eon- uncommon to have a fall of 1, 4, or 2 of an inch of rain 

tinues, with Limes and Elms, which are about 20 feet | I2. a day, which, according to the above calculation, 

Apart and 10'feet from the road. A strip © y 
feet in width, divides the carriage road from a 10-fee 

ip of Grass, 20 must be sufficient to cause moderate winds; but the 

t 

It strikes rapidly by cuttings, and may by'the precipitation of rain, and the eseape of its elec- | ism and the aurora, as they show the great quantity of 

- | electricity which must be given off by every particle of 

vapour that falls to the earth. The hypothesis is, that 

part of the vapour which rises at the equator, is, to- 

gether with its electricity, carried off by the superior 

trade winds towards the poles, where the electricity, 

escaping through the damp air to the earth, rushes 

along its surface towards the equator, where it is again 

taken up by the rising vapour, and thus a circulation 

of electricity is kept up; that the aurora is owing to 

this circulation being interrupted by the intense frosts 

of the frigid regions rendering the air between the 

clouds and the earth so dry as to make it a perfect non- 

d when the electricity, lating over these 

parts, flashes back towards the equator through the 

rarer air; and that terrestrial magnetism is owing to- 

these currents of electricity rushing along the earth and: 

damp air from the poles to the equator. 

Mode of Fixing Pencil Drawings.—We have re- 

ceived the following instructions on this subject from 

Mr. Christie, of Westmoreland-place, City-road —“Dis- 

solve pale resin in spirit of wine ; lay the pencil 
drawing on its face upon a sheet of clean paper, and 

brush the back of the drawing with the solution. This 

penetrates through the paper in a few minutes, and as 

the spirit evaporates the resin is deposited as a varnish 

on the drawing. This has the advantage of not cockling 

the paper, which aqueous solutions will do, and as the 

brush only passes over the back of the drawing, none of 

the pencil marks are in any degree removed. This 

process will not answer with drawings on card, or an; 

other substance too thiek to be penetrated by the solu- 

tion. In this ease, a weak solution of isinglass may be 

placed in a shallow dish, the drawing being passed 

through it so as to wet every part without touching it 
Walk, which, together with the road, is intended to be 
Continued all round the Park; but as yet they are 
ardly formed half the way, the one running into the 

other on the eastern side. Another strip of lawn, 10 feet 
Wide, divides the walk from the shrubbery border, as far 
as the latter extends, which is only along the side of the 

Canal on either side of the gate. The shrubs, we were 
formed, have been all planted since Christmas. The 
Orders were trenched two spits deep, and the surface 

Spit from the walks and drives being dug in the bottom, 
ormed a capital soil for the plants, which, notwithstanding 
5 © very unfavourable season have all thriven well, 
Carcelya single death having occurred among them. 
— © understand it is proposed to form a lake to cover 
Ix : 
puis indieyis ** Vegetable Kingdom." for an explanation. of 

3. , Geneve 
37 minutes Naples, Nov. 
30 Perth, Aug. 

* See the “ Edin. New Philosophical Journal,” vol, 1xxv. p.50. 

with a brush.” [We can recommend the above pro- 

cesses in the cases alluded to, and agree with our corre- 
spondent in thinking that the use of a brush is 

objectionable. For delicate drawings no method is 

better than the one we have already mentioned, of pre- 

paring the paper previously with a coating of size and 

inverting it over steam when the drawing is finished, as 

well as during the process when requisite. — ED. ]— 
» . 8, 1829. 

These rains are all in temperate climates, and there | Pharmaceutical Journal. 

is little doubt that the extraordinary rains within the — = 

tropies far exceed them, as the annual average fall of 

rain at the Ghauts is 25 feet 2 inches, nearly 10 feet of 

which fall in the month of July. Taking the first case t 

(the fall of rain at Genoa), the average vacuum formed | very general stopping of late growths and laterals should 

Calendar of Operations. 
(For the ensuing Week.) 

Stopping Fruit-trees in General.—At this period a 

* See the Report of tl 9 Uritish Association for 1840, 
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take place, both in wall-fruits and espaliers ; it may, in 
the main, be accomplished by pinching off the extreme 
points. This’is particularly necessary where'it is de- 
sirable to carry out a dwarfing system. With regard 
to other fruits, however, there can exist no reason for 
suffering over-excited trees to continue producing wood, 
which can never be perfectly ripened, and which must 
be pruned away in the ensuing winter. The necessary 
consequences of this process is—Ist, a greater concen- 
tration of sap in the neighbourhood of the fruit ; 2dly, 
an inducement to the axillary buds to prepare for de- 
velopment ; and 3dly, a powerful incftement to equalisa- 
tion of the sap, thereby i greater uniformity 
of growth. In performing the operation, with reference 
to the latter principle, the grossest of the shoots only 
should be stopped, leaving all the lower parts of the 
tree growing until the end of the season. 

CONSERVATORIES, STOVE, &c. 
Conservatory.—Although flowers of all kinds are, at 

this period, most abundant out of doors, yet some large 
and well-grown specimens of choice things will always 
furnish interest in this structure. To accomplish this, 
large shifts must be had recourse to, accompanied by 
improved modes of potting ; viz., extra drainage, toge- 
ther with a greater reliance on turfy soils in a lumpy 
state, than upon complex composts. The climbers 
must at all times receive much attention in this 
house. Stopping gross wood is by far too much ne- 
glected. Above all, secure a thorough freedom from 
insects, together with a most cleanly system ; all this 
presupposes plenty of labour, directed with judgment. 
Stoves.—The business here is mere routine at this pe- 
riod. Propagation matters having been secured, toge- 
ther with high cultivation, little remains but to pay 
every attention to perfecting the wood already made. 
This must be accomplished by a freer circulation 
of air, and by a somewhat less amount of atmospheric 
moisture. Orchids.—As in last Calendar. If any of the 
very early-growing kinds are disposed to sink into 
& state of rest, remove them to a comfortable shelf 
in a moderately warm house. Mixed Greenhouse.— 
Follow the directions in last Calendar. Above all, look 
well after stock intended to enliven the shelves of this 
structure in the dead of winter. To accomplish this, 
many things now deemed of little import, amongst the 
blaze of beauty of this season, will then be most ac- 
ceptable. The common Anemone, potted three or 
four in a pot, and placed in a comfortable frame, with 
the Neapolitan or Russian Violet, in September, may 
be introduced to blossom on the shelves of this house 
through November and December. The common single 
Blood Wallflower also, if sown in March, their leading 
shoots pinched out in June, and potted three in a mode- 
rate sized pot, generally produces a good bloom through 
the dead of winter. Many more things of the kind 
might also be enumerated. 

KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING. 
Pines.—lf any plants require shifting, let it be per- 

formed without delay. For my own part, however, I 

Boursault as a stock for Perpetuals, more especially for 
early work. The reason is obvious; it isa Rose of 
easy excitability, and must of course have a very early 
action of root. Let biennials be transplanted, and look 
sharply after the propagation ground. The success of 
next year's masses will depend in no small degree on 
the vigilance of the next three weeks. The Mule Pink 
is an invaluable old flower ; cuttings should be made, 
or what is preferable, let the plants be layered, Con- 
tinue to fill blanks, to stake carefully, and to maintain 
the utmost degree of neatness, 

ORISTS’ FLOWERS, 
Carnations and Picotees.—Care must be taken that 

all the decayed and withered petals are removed from 
those calices where the seed-pod is formed. This may 
be ascertained by subjecting each to a gentle pressure 
of the thumb and finger. 1t will also be advisable to 
carefully split the calyx, in order to prevent the lodge- 
ment of water, which is apt to take place when this is 
neglected. Proceed with all possible dispatch in layer- 
ing, &e. &e., and prepare some good sound loam and 
leaf-mould, well mixed, for potting off the early-rooted 
layers, for when sufficiently rooted they are better 
away from the parent root ; it gives them a check and 
prevents spindling. Pinks.—The old stools will have 
now made considerable growth, and thrown up much 
Grass ; this will afford a second erop of pipings, where 
a large stock is required. If the plants have been 
grown in pots, they may be turned out in the open 
border the first showery or suitable weather. I always 
preserve some old stodls of new or scarce sorts, for, if 

am totally of opinion that under the old system no 
sized pot whatever is required between the 6-inch pot 
and the final shift to the fruiter. All the rest is super- 
fluous labour. Vines.—See that ripening Grapes have 
abundance of air; not, however, chilling winds. Look 
well after wasps and the depredations of mice. The 
latter will deface whole bunches for the sake of the 
seed alone. Peaches.—Take care of the early forced 
trees. Do not let them be starved into a state of rest 3, 
this may promote early excitability, but it will be at the 
expense of constitutional vigour. If, however, an 
watery wood starts late, disbud it immediately, and stop 
all the superior shoots in the late houses as soon as the 
last swelling commences, Above all things, keep them 
all free of insects. Melons.—As the weather changes 
let your tacties change also, Starvation must not be 
permitted, whether in July or in February. The finest 
of Melons may be rendered useless in one week bya 
sudden depression of temperature. Cucumbers.—Look 
out for layers or seedlings to renew the boxes in the 
Pine stove. None can exceed the Sion House for 
utility in this situation. 

KITCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD. 
Let a good sowing of h Cos Lettuce be! 

made directly. This will stand all the autumn, 
and on well prepared ground, produce fine Lettuces ; 
some of the later plantings from this sowing may be 
covered up with inverted garden-pots after tying up. 

ave preserved fine large Lettuces by such means, up 
to the early part of the winter. Continue planting good 
beds of Endive, increasing the elevation of the bed as 
the season gets later. Follow up Broccolies and Greens 
of all kinds. If the Potato disease proceeds, all will 
be wanted. I would respectfully direct attention to 
Some remarks of this kind at the conclusion of the | 
Leader of last weel's number, The plan there re- 
commended may yet answer to a great extent. Much, 
owever, will depend on the manner its per- 

formance. Orchard.—Attend well to fruit trees of all 
kinds. Little superfluous wood, should, if possible, be 
formed on tender fruit-trees, after the middle of 
August. Not only the fruit, but the wood for the 
ensuing year, must be ripened. Even Apples, Pears, 
Plums, Cherries, &e., are amenable to this law in 
some degree. 

FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES. 
Litte can be added here at present. I need searcely 

say attend to “high dress.” Those who can command 
the means will surely ‘do so. Follow up Rose-bud- 
ding ; those planted last winter, if they have not 
Started well, must have a little more time. I believe 
that some of our Rose growers are still partial to the 

well grown, they are often more steady in the produc- 
tion of well-laced flowers than younger plants; and 
they are also useful for obtaining seed from. Ranun- 
culuses.—The beds from which the roots have bee: 
taken up should now be dug over and ridged up, in 
order to sweeten the soil by exposure to sun and air. 
The soil, also, for planting Tulips in, should be 
carefully turned over, and all grubs and wire-worms 
destroyed. Dahlias.—Entrap by all possible means 
earwigs, which are the cultivator’s bane ; and remove 
all misshapen buds as they appear. 

t OTTAGERS’ GARDENS. 
Now is an exċellent time to sow a sloping bank, or a 

highly raised bed, with the prickly Spinach, for the 
winter. This easily cultivated vegetable is under-rated 
by the cottager. It is nevertheless a most useful thing, 
if only for furnishing a slight change occasionally. Pigs 
will at all times eat it greedily ; and where a cow is kept, 
it is one of the most wholesome things for her with which 
I amacquainted: used when running to seed in March 

what plants you propose to grow. For co 
plants they are needless, 
men. Slate shelves are better than wood, because they are 

Impressions or LEAVES—J S 
very old, and if well-managed answers perfectly; but your 

a 
little practice. We cannot answer inquiries privately. 

that the caterpillar 

pillars, Cooper’s and Geometra. R,——P A—It is the cater- 
pil 

E A S—The parenchyma of 
a minute maggot, 

best means of arresting the 
mischief. I, ——J R W— Your beautiful large caterpillar will th, next summer, called Sphinx (Acherontia) 
Atropos, the death's-head moth. The caterpillar will bury itself in the earth to change to a chrysalis, and if it be dis- 
turbed it will in all probability die. You will find its history, 
and figures of the insect, in Curtis’s “ Brit. Entomology,” 
fol. and pl. 147. R.——JR—Y our fine Caterpillar will bury 
itself in the earth to become a chrysalis, and next summer it 
will produce the Death’s-head Moth, called Sphinx (Acheron- 
tia) Atropos, figured in Curtis's Brit. Ent.” pl. 147. I. —— 
Abutilon striatwm—Until you can send us some of the animals, it will not be possible to say what is injuring your plant. 2. 

Lizres—% C—Your monster is a very common state of the 
White Lily. It loses its power of producing flowers in their 
usual form, and in their stead clothes the flowering branch 
with coloured bracts. es. cannot answer your 
quiry about Ferns; an advertisement will procure the in- 
formation, 

MaNunE—A B—Your question is one of those which cannot be 
answered betterthan by advising you to make the solution 
very weak, and to apply it often. A handfal to a common 
watering-pot of water is enough for one dose. There are no 
such books as you desire. Better directions on the cultiva- 
tion of Pelargoniums than are to be found in our volume 
for 1841, cannot be given. They are full, and founded on 
the best known principles and practice, 

MELONS—A Lady— 

Names or Puanrs—S E N—The variety of Filago montana, 
called minima. — 7 A—Hpidendrum fucatum.— Denis 
Murray—Y our plant from a dry bank, by the side of a ruin, 
three miles in the North Liberties from Cork, is Salvia napi- 
folia, a plant not known to be British or Irish E—1, a 
Cissus of some sort ; 
Pyracantha ? ; 3, Calyptranthes Suzygiu 
Castilleia coccinea, a beautiful little 
vate well.—S Warnfor 
ornithopodioides ; 3, Frankenia levis, —. 
maritima is a Senecio, There is a yellow Prony ; it is called 
Witmanniana. Scarlets run to yellows, and vice versa. Some 

i Eltham—Next k; but we must not be plenium and April, ilking stock are at that period 
supplied rather liberally with Swedes or Mangold 
Wurzel ; these followed up are apt to produce too much 
internal heat in the animal. I have found, that by 
withholding the Wurzel for a few days, and substitu’. 
ing the “run” Spinach, the animal has at once been 
restored to a most healthy tone. Let the cottager per- 
sist in getting out greens in every spare plot. Let the 
Kidney, or other early Potatoes, be taken up much 
earlier than usual, for a double reason ; better plant 
unripe seed than diseased: the ground will, moreover, 
be available for Cabbages, to supply the place of lost 
Potatoes, 

FORESTING. 
This part of my duty is almost reduced to a sine- 

cure; little can be said at present, Let all gross weeds 
be eleared away once more about fresh plantations. 
Continue to make preparations for forest planting in the 
autumn. Have an eye occasionally to water. ; 
aud if at leisure, regulate the growth of young plantations 
by reducing the points of rival leaders. 

2 
29.975 

| 20.958 
ne ; rain; densely overcast at night 

our; clear ac night 
ht 

š; slig ; white clouds and clear intervals? Sultry; very kot and dry; clear and fine at night. Mean temperature of the week 4j deg. above the average. 

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 20 years, for the 
ensuing Week ending Aug 8, 1246. 

Prevailing W nde. | Aver. | Aver. | No of | Grentesc|- z Aug. |Highost| Lowest | Mean] Years in | quantity aE " 2 T ain. Y | Temp. | hehe p Rain zh Rain. z 

Sons osi as | eo 10 3| 1 
Mon. 3 74. 63.8 n J 
Tues 4 | 7: 64.0 10 i Wed. 5| 78. | 63.4 9 a 8 
Thur. 6| 72 | 62.8 10 . 1 
Fri 7 72.8 | 62.2 T 7 ga 
Sat. 8| 754 62.1 5 | - 

| 
The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the fd, 

1810—therm.87? ; and the lowest on the 6th, 1823—therm. 269. 

Notices to Correspondents, 

Booxs—Cinchonad—Porter’s ** Tropical Agriculturist.” 
DrisEASES—A—We suspect that wet and unripened wood are the 

cause of the affection, Is your ground well drained, and do 
the plants ever see the sun ? E 

FRUIT-TREE Borpers—J H and others—We shall take up this 
matter ourselves on Saturday next, d. v. 

Foucusras— C—No; it is a variety unknown to us.* 
GREENHOUSES—AÀ. Sub—Certainly, a span roof is much better 

than alean-to, The latter should be 12 feet high at back, if 
you have so much room. is removed as easily as 
another, Whether end-pipes are necessary, depends upon 

xt weel 
overtaxed.—— A S—Clethra arborea.—— Ina—Cymbidium 
aloifolium, 

Rosrs—D—Your plants are blighted. Nothing is to be done 
except to syringe them with clean lime-water, and to have 
patience. itis said that smelling salts answer the same pur- 
pose, but we have no experience, Syringe in the evening. 

Ruvsars WiNE— Ooi. (course the Rhubarb leaves must be 
` y e used when they become just too fibry 

for the purposes of the cook, 
SrowTANEoUS CownusrION—C M—We cannot account for the 
phenomenon ; unless the tree was set fire to by lightning or 
in mischief, which last is probable, 

Mısc—A B—You cannot have the volume for 1845. The Pub- 
lisher, however, can let you have that for 1844, as he has two 
copies left, ——4dam-—We.have no unanswered letters what- 
ever. If you have no ly, your question has not 
a ed,——Anon—Try zinc labels, and write on them with 
Burrows and Thoms’ chemical ink. You can buy the zinc of 
any tinman.— Borealis—Excuse us. We cannot settle the 
order of precedency in the servants’ hall. Apply 
master, ——5 R—A monthis but a s i 
to lie in the ground without germinating. You had better 
examine them, and see if they a i 
frame is a proper place for them. 

nt papers on Winter Flower: 

=) A 

= e 
We would refer you to 

s, published in the 
s year.——.A Gardener—Prices are often 

varying ; that which was worth 1s. 3d. in the spring may now 
be had for 6d. We donot think you have cause for complaint. 
——M P—Your double Chinese Primula may be increased by 
cuttings of the rather slender side shoots. Insert them in 
silver sand, not too deeply (for they are apt to damp off), and. 
place them in a slight bottom heat.[—— OC B. ; — Spring is 
perhaps the best time to graft Cacti. Nothing more than 
merely confining the parts grafted with bast is required.] —— 
V.P T—If you wi ind enough to refer to p. 116, 1845, 
you will find a plan of a pit that may po e 
purpose.I——4' E C—@lass tiles have been advertised at 
p. 388.}—— Full price will be given for No. 2, 1846. 

SEEDLING FLOWER 
ANTIRRHINUM—A Young Florist—Your seedlings want novelty ; 

we recognise in them the common garden varieties only,* 
CALCEOLARIAS—P— The seedlings you have sent we consider 

superior to your striped varieties of last season—the stripes 
are cleaner, stronger in colour, and better carried through 

flower—they form a most pleasing variety to the spotted 
kinds, are yery desirable additions to this class of 
flowe: 

Fucnstas—G@ B—Your seedling is a large and showy flower, 
but not superior to others in the same way."——D B— 
No. 1 is your best flower; then No.3. The corolla of ? is 
short, and too little seen. The remainder are commoner 
sorts, and none of them are equal to the best varieties in 
cultivation.*—A B—Of your flowers we préfer No. 2, the 
tinge of vermilion in the tube and sepals makes it showy. 
The corolla of No. 1 wants substance and compactness, and 
the sepals are toolong. J S—Your seedlings want novelty 

ur; No, 1 is the best, on account of the size of the 

PELARGONIUMS—J F—Your seedling scarlet forms a fine and 
compact truss ; in the specimens sent buds and flowers ae 
bering between 70 and 80 on each truss. The scarlet is 0! 
the most brilliant character.*— F L S—Y our seedling scarl 
is a deep rich-coloured variety, but not superior to the sorts 
already in cultivation.* 
E The wet moss had entirely obliterated 
os. upon your flowers, This is, in the present case, of liti 

IAS—A M— 

variety among your seedlings ; the dark state of the flower 
is very rich and fine in colour. E Fy 
and delicate; No. 75 is too crumpled, and Richard Cobden is 

a coarse and ill-formed variety."——— 
superba is very pretty, but too small.* 
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: SURREY. a 
ARMS TO BE LET, at Kingswood, within three 

miles of Reigate Railway Station. 
KINGSWOOD FARM to be LET on LEASE, for 21 years or 

less, at Michaelmas next; comprising a Farm-house and suit- 
(good Turnip) Land, 

e shooting may be if required. — For particulars, 
apply to Messrs. Parke, 63, Lincoln's-inn-Fields ; Messrs, Nash, 
Surveyors, Reigate; or Mr. Kirk, Kingswood, Epsom. e 
tenant, Mr. Crews, will show the principal farm. 

The Ageicuttural Gazette. 
SATURDAY, AUGUST 1, 1846. 

MBETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 
Wepxeevay, Ang, 5—Agricuitural Society'of Yorkshire. 
Tuorsnay, — — 6—Agricultnral Imp. Soc. of Ireland. 
Tavaspay, — 18—Agriculeural Imp. Soc. of Ireland. 

LOCAL SOCIETIES. 
Linlithgow—Falkland ~ E. Forfar—Belfast Flax Society. 

FARMERS’ CLUBS. 
Aug. 3—St. Columb — Newark — | Aug. 6—Grove Ferry — Richmond- 

Wenlock — Cien - shire—Hawiol: 
Selby—Markethill—Exmin- | — 7—Northallerton — Tavistock 

— Chelmsford — Wadebridge 
—Claydon 
—Baschory. 

ster 
— 4—St. Peter's — Abergavenny 

airnshire — Rochford 

— Framlingham — 
worth 

= 
za Hund 

Wing: Wootton Basset 

Oxz advantage attends the editorship of an agri- 
cultural periodical; that the occupier of such a 
post, if he be at the same time the occupier of a 
farm, can request and obtain the assistance of others 
more experienced than himself in the solution of 
any difficulties to which he may be individually ex- 
posed. And, with the single remark that this ad- 
vantage we are always most willing to share with 
any of our readers, we proceed to lay before them 
the following case, hoping to obtain. such a detail 
of experience on the subject as may guide to correct 
practice. 

We have now, on some of the fields in our occu- 
pation, grown Wheat alternately with green crops 
for about 8 years; that is to say, during these 8 
years the land has borne 4 crops of Wheat. During 
some years it has yielded on an average 5 quarters 
per acre ; during others, not more than 30 bushels. 
The produce has not diminished from year to year, 
as if the land were tiring of the crop, but, according 
to season and other circumstances, it has fluctuated, 
between these extremes. 

Four years ago, the promise in June of a splendid 
crop resulted, in some of the fields, ina performance 
uring July and August by no means equal to the 

hopes which had been excited. The failure was 
Owing to the appearance, after blossoming, of 
Certain spots on which the Wheat plants died 
away; these spots gradually extended all around 
their respective centres, attacking the several plants 
asthey fell within the widening circle, and killing 
them in the different stages of growth to which 
they had respectively attained. Adjacent spots 
occasionally united; in other cases they had merely 
approached one another when the natural comple- 
tion of the ripening process had taken place, and 
in others they were then still far apart. In the last 
cases, the field presented the appearance of having 
experienced the influence of several detached and 
isolated causes of blight, at the respective centres of 
whose operation the work of destruction was com- 
plete, the plants once fine blooming specimens being 
there shrivelled into stunted, blackened, dead straw, 
With a few dusky chaffy ears; but as one proceeded 
Ontwards from each, plants would be met with bear- 
ing some few shrivelled grains in each ear, until 
after traversing a part of the crop in which the 
Occasional appearance of pale dusky straw and 
chaff indicated the premature death of the plant, he 
Would by-and-bye arrive at the ripe and healthy crop, 
These spots were not, that we could ascertain, the 

Sites of any former operation peculiar to them. An 
attempt to. connect them with the position of hedge- 
Tow and other trees, of which great numbers 
formerly stood on these fields was, we believe, 
a failure, They occurred in fields which the previous 
Year had borne several different kinds of green 
Crop. They occurred on light sandy, as well as on 
clay land, but chiefly on land which some years 
before had been broken up out of grass. 

he summer succeeding this one was very dry, 
aud we suffered very little from this blight, for 
qose appearance we were anxiously on the look out. 
^ut the year afterwards—last year, a wet season— 
iE again suffered considerably, and the injury was 
aa cially manifest on certain strips of land which 
b Ing to a slight alteration in the fields came to 
ear Wheat again, having borne it on the previous 

Season, i r 
5 This year again it has exhibited itself in all its 
rdinary character, but only to a limited extent. 

en we add to the above particulars that the 
ps Intervening are all manured highly, excepting, 
Course, the Clover ; that with the same exception, 

Cro 

of 

and that only partially, they are all removed from 
the land for consumption in the houses and yards— 
that in no case was manure applied to the Wheat 
—that the seed we ordinarily use is from 5 to 6 
pecks per acre—and that the great fault of our 
Wheat crops is an over production of straw, our 
readers are in possession of all the facts of the 
matter that we can supply them with. 

This blight is by no means a rare thing. Wesaw 
many fields in Yorkshire on our way to Newcastle the 
other week, exhibiting the characteristic colour of the 
disease. A remedy for it is certainly a desirable 
thing, and? we should be inclined to recommend 
claying or marling the land and applying inorganic 
manures containing phosphates, alkalies, &c., were 
it not that crops on clay Jand and on sand have 
been alike affected, and that the rich manure of 

A CORRESPONDENT last week enquired whether 
Guano is liable to roxt (see p. 508), and he com- 
plains, as well he may, that some toll-keeper has 
ventured to compel him to pay, because it is packed 
in bags! We have now made inquiry into the 
meaning of the Act of Parliament under which toll- 
taking is legalised, and it turns out, as might have 
been supposed, that this toll-keeper had no right 
whatever to the money which he has exacted. 

The question turns upon the construction of 3 
Geo. IV., cap. 126 (commonly called the General 
Turnpike Act), ss. 26, 27, 28, 32. 

By s. 26, every exemption in favour of manure 
shallbe deemed to extend in respect of every wag- 
gon, &e., going empty or loaded only with imple- 
ments necessary for more convenient carriage, or 
loading or unloading such lading, -or returning 
empty or with such implements as aforesaid. 

By s. 27, asystem of tickets is laid down for pre- 
venting frauds on toll collectors, by means of claims 
for exemptions under the foregoing section. 

By s. 28, “ Nor shall any toll be demanded for 
such carriage so laden [with manure] by reason only 
of any basket or baskets, empty sack or sacks, or 
spade, shovel, or fork necessary for loading or un- 
loading such manure, being in or upon any such 
waggon, &e,, in addition* to such manure, if the 
loading thereof is substantially manure for land.” 

S. 32 exempts from toll horse, beast, and carriage 
employed in carrying manure for improving lands. 

So that it has never occurred to the legislature 
that a claim for toll could be made for horses or 
carriages carrying manure, by reason of its being 
properly packed for carrying. The act does not 
provide for the full sacks, which would be ridicu- 
lous ; but it does for the empty sacks, in case more 
sacks should have been taken out than were wanted 
to bring back the manure. But independently of 
the three first clauses, which show the intention of 
the legislature, the cart is not the less employed in 
carrying manure, by reason of the manure being in 
sacks; and consequently is not the less exempt from 
toll. 

But we must warn our readers that it is not im- 
possible that some wiseacre may remind them of a 
parenthesis in s. 32, after the words “employed in 
carrying," namely, * having been employed only in 
carrying on the same day." "These words, however, 
do not mean “having been employed in carrying 
manure and nothing else;" but, “having had no 
other employment on the same day than that of 
carrying manure.” 

In short a plain man cannot miss the meaning of 
the act. What a toll-collector may suggest, and 
what some justices of the peace may decide, are 
sometimes more than the legislature in its simpli- 
city can conceive. 

We have yet to consider THE INTERESTS OF THE 
Lasounzn in the subject of BREAKING UP Grass 
LANDS, Whatever doubt there may be as to the 
bearing of such a procedure upon the farmer or the 
landowner, there can be none as to its beneficial 
influence on the condition of the labourer. There 
can be no doubt that more employment is involved 
in arable culture than in pasture management. 
We have put the wages for labour at 17. 18s. per 
acre in the former case, and at 175. per acre in the 
latter. What a vast and most useful source o 
employment would be opened were our permanent 
pasture broken up! The national fund for the 
maintenance of agricultural labourers would be 

more than doubled over large districts, where 

Grass farming at present prevails. 

But let us detail the particulars of which our 

items (see page 485) of 3157. on the pasture farm 

It would be a point worthy of a toll-collector to urge that 
what is i» addition to the manure is the empty sack, not the 
full one. 

of 360 ‘acres, and of 3807. on the arable farm of 
200 acres respectively consist. 

One Year's Expenses on a Pasture Farm of 360 Acres, 
4 men in constant employ, at 10s. per wee .. £104 
3 lads, at 5s. bo RN c I Lac 
3 women servants in the dairy, at 8s. (this includes 

i MUERE D 

39 

eo oo eo oo 
their boar m I. m . 

Hedging and ditching, &c., say .. .. i5 
250 acres of Grass mown and made into hay. (This 

will generally cost altogether about 105. per acre, 
but as the constant labourer will help, we put 
it) at 8s. per acre +» 100 0 0 

0 £3 

Thus making up a sum equal to 360 acres at about 175. 
One Year's Expenses on an Arable Farm of 200 Acres, are— 

3 ploughmen at 10s. per week ae dide Beo Mme 
2 other men in constant emplo; NP E 
One shepherd and his boy, at 1 MEER ER S aU 
One strong lad in winter, at Ss. per-week ; 20 weeks — 8 0 0 
Hoeing 110 acres of corn, at 3s. self ees exui Oma 

3: TIG Exoot-crop,, At GS.. co 240,504) (aaa 
Harvesting 110 acres of corn, at 12s. .. E $2.06 2 QE 

x 40 acres of roots, at 10s. .. .. ze QU NE 
Thrashing grain by machine, hedging and ditch- 

ing, &c. Èc. oe 3 Fs ^ 0.0 

£380 10 0 

Thus making up 200 acres at about 38s. 
The wages here are in both cases put low. Good working 

men should earn 2s, a-day. 
The additional employment given to, and the 

consequent additional comfort prevailing among 
the labouring classes, of course react beneficially 
upon the landowner and tenant by diminishing the 
Poor-rates. This is a positive benefit; but we are 
sure that distress, even though it did not affect 
him personally, would render the landowner 
anxious for its removal; and that if he 
were convinced the conversion of his pasture land 
would not injure but benefit himself—not injure 
but benefit his tenant, then the discovery that the 
labourer also is deeply interested in the change will 
induce him all the more speedily to put it in ope- 
ration. 

But before concluding this branch of our subject, 
we must add a few sentences on the national bear- 
ings of it. Not only the landowner, farmer, and 
labourer, but the whole body who consume our agri- 
cultural produce, are deeply interested in it. The 
community cannot but be benefited by that which 
under given circumstances is so beneficial to parties 
constituting so large a portion of it. But it is im- 
mediately benefited in the abundance of food 
which the proposed policy would produce. And 
isit not interested in finding full employment for 
agricultural labourers? We draw no parallel or 
contrast here between a manufacturing and agricul- 
tural population; to whatever side the greater 
praise would be due, on account either of morality 
or intelligence, we think all will agree that it is not 
for the general advantage that large numbers of our 
rising country population should be sent, as they 
now are, at ages when they cannot be supposed to 
have acquired self control, in search of employment, 
from agricultural districts to the manufacturing. 
It is certainly for the general interest that employ- 
ment be provided for our young labourers at home, 
and the policy of breaking up pasture districts 
would, we have shown, double the labour over large 
districts in this country. 

We have still to discuss the practical details of 
the process we have recommended : but this will 
be better done in another section of the Paper. In 
the general argument into which we have been led 
on this subject, nothing has been said about water 
meadows, for this simple reason, that water meadows 
are more profitable in their present condition than 
they would be if broken up. And we have said 

that one great misfortune attending the large extent 

of Grass lands in this country is, that their condi- 

tion precludes them to agreat extent from that ape 
plication of capital which is possible dn arable cul- 
ture, and which isso productive of advantage to all 
parties. Now this must be qualified in those cases 
where pasture lands lie conveniently for irrigation 
—they are then capable of returning abundant inte- 

rest on a large acreable capital—and it is then no 
longer the Perg of the owner to break them up. 

* 3 e * 3 * 

And here we should concludeour observations upon 
this subject, were it not advisable to make one re- 
mark on the extent to which the process we have 
been discussing may be carried, and on the enor- 
mous resources this country still possesses in the 
now almost unknown and useless stores of fertility 
locked up in her Grass lands. We have no national 
statistics on this subject, but every one who has tra- 
velled across the country knows the enormous ex- 
tent of down lands still in a state of nature—of cold 
pastures little better, and of good grazing grounds 
—and over the majority of the acres thus occupied, 
by proper cultivation, the rent may be doubled, the 
farmers’ profit largely increased, and the employ- 
ment for labourers doubled, trebled, or quadrupled. 
We have endeavoured to become acquained with 

‘the district in our immediate neighbourhood—it is 
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id almost wholly in permanent. Grass, and dairy farm- 
ing prevails ; in fact, the details formerly given 
(page 485) of sevea farms in an adjacent parish 
may be considered as a fair sample of the whole. 
We believe that of the 230 square miles of which 
the district consists, not above 50 are arable. The 

far greater portion is “cold Grass land," whose 
drainage and cultivation would make all the differ- 
ence between comparative sterility and abundant 

fertility. Large tracts of land in that district do 

not yield’ a gross annual produce worth 45s. per 
acre, of which, perhaps, 12s. go to the farmer, 13s. 
to the labourer, and 20s. to the landowner. Look 

at the following Table, compiied from the results of 

particular enquiry :— 

së 
ge || Division of Acreable Gross. Produce. 

83 : 
22 ir uda co aren “alee 
wae Het | 
um «|| produce. | Labour.| Profit. | Rent. 

s. d. á s. d. | s. d. 
6 43 10 TE 10 |-12' 0 | 20-0 
7 92 3 |45 3 | 15 0| 32 0 

remark on this. The dif- 
ferences it exhibits must not be considered as wholly 
the consequence of arable culture—differences in 
the soil of the two districts must have considerable 
influence—but there is no doubt that permission to 
break up the Grass-lands in district No. 6, if sought 
by, and granted to tenants of capital and skill, would 
be attended by a larger gross produce divisible into 
larger shares, for all the three parties who receive it, 

than is now yielded by even the neighbouring dis- 
trict, which at present so far excels it. 

THE PROFITS OF FARMING. 
Tur following is transcribed from the Leading Article 

of your Gazette of the 25th ult. :— 
*€ You and I cultivate adjoining acres of equal quality; 

you raise 30 bushels on your acre by better manage- 

ment and skill and knowledge than that which enables 
me to grow but 25 on mine. At 6s. a bushel you wil 

make more money than I shall by selling mine at 7s. 

Teach me but your mode of farming, skilful neighbour, 
and with an odd mark of 40 acres I shall jog home from 
the market, where Wheat is selling at 48s. a quarter, a 
* better man’ by 107. than I now do after selling at 56s. 
Sure never was paradox more susceptible of arithmetic ! 
Let the grower of 20 bushels an acre add but 4 bushels 
to his produce by a small accession of skill and know- 
ledge, and he will make more money at 6s. a bushel than 
he made before at 7s.” 

You and I shall be, for the- sake. of explanation, 
respectively called A. and B. . therefore grows 30 

bushels per acre; B. only 25 on 46 acres of land of 

similar quality. Why does A. grow the extra quantity 

of 5 bushels per acre on his 40 acres of land, making in 

all 200 bushels? Not by a “small accession of skill 

and knowledge? only, but because he has expended 

eapital with skill and knowledge, and brought his land 
from a state of nature to a fit state of cultivation, ex- 
pended additional money again in the cultivation of his 
crop by keeping down weeds, the natural produce of the 
soil ; and also additional money in reaping, harvesting, 
and thrashing the extra bulk of corn grown on his land 

to that grown on his neighbour B.'s land. Would it 
not be fair, then, that A. should expeet, on the sale 
of his crop, to obtain more money than B. He would 
be the loser if he did not; yet if he sells his corn ls. 
per bushel cheaper than B., he would not realize so 
much as B.,as I shall endeavour to show. A.’s 40 acres 

ust, in the first instance, be drained at an 
41. per acre, making 160/. 

EL UE C usu o ar BRE UM 
c, hoeing, and weeding, 

ping, harv sting, and ex 
thrashing, a 

Making .. .. x 
ws cultivation of A.’s 40 acres Extra expence of the ye 

of land, and for which he obtains 200 bushels of 
corn more than his neighbour B., which he sells at 
6s. a bushel, making nies MUS 00 

Deduct ex expences of cultivation as 
shown EM E Sie ES ..£91 0 

Market e es, aud delivering 200 
bushels or 25 quarters EM -. 21090. 33 10 0 

In favour of A. ifhesoldhis corn at the same price as B. £26 10 0 

But B. sells his corn 1s. a bushel dearer than A., 
and grows on his 40 acres of land 1000 bushels ; B. 
therefore obfains for his produce 1000 shillings, or 507. 
more than A. would on a like ‘quantity. 

Which, then, has done best by his crop ; A. who, b; 
his good cultivation, capital, and skill has produced the 
larger crop, or B. who has not applied any extra capi- 
tal, skill, or knowledge, but has obtained for his corn 
ls. a bushel more than his neighbour A. ? 

The account will stand thus :— 
B. produces 1000 bushels at 75. tt 

oduces 1200 at 6s, UN a - £360 00 
"s extra expences of cultivation 

and marketing, as shown. Ve e 

£350 0.0 

$ £33 10 0—326 10 0 

Balance in favour of B. m ee .. £23 10.0 
It may be, and is, true that extra capital, skill, and 

knowledge will employ more labour, and produce more 
eorn, both of whieh may be for the general good ; but 
it is not true that it ought: to enable the producer to sell 
atalower price. Skill and knowledge ought to be paid 

for, and, independently of his extra capital applied, A. 
is entitled to expeet a higher remuneration than his 
less skilful neighbour B., which, however, he does not 
obtain, because in “trying to reduce prices” he has 
overlooked the extra cost he has incurred in producing 
the larger erop, which oversight must sooner or later 
reduce his capital, which is as necessary to successful 
cultivation as skill and knowledge.—G. R. W. 

[The following is from another correspondent on the 
same subjeet.] In your leading article on the 25th of 
July, you state that if one mau raises 30 bushels of 
Wheat on an acre of land, and yet gets but 6s. a bushel 
for them, that he is a richer man than he who only 
grows 25 bushels and gets 7s. You add, we must recog- 
nize our true profit not in the price we can obtain for a 
given quantity, but the amount we can obtain upon a 
given space. There is no denying the truth of these 
Statements, nor will I deny the possibility but that the 
soil of England is eapable of yielding four-fold, or even 
more than what is produced at present. And what you 
think may come to pass, and as you say has arrived in 
many localities, I will grant all this, that science, in- 
dustry, draining, and a long purse would give us food 
from our land ample and sufficient, if well managed, for 
the inereasing population of the kingdom. The time 
may come when the soil may be cultivated generally, 
as we know it is cultivated in some districts partially ; 
but I fear there are so many, so very many causes to 
throw obstacles in the way of this great vision, that the 
great deed will never be accomplished. 

First of all there are the heavy taxes and impositions 
on land. 

2dly. Farmers generally are not well educated, and 
have little knowledge in science or chemistry. 

3dly. A great many farmers hate any kind of innova- 
tion, and say, “my father and his people before him 
lived comfortably on the farm he is now in possession 
of,” and rest satisfied in following out the olden ways. 

4thly. A man on one side the hedge cultivates his land 
to perfection and flourishes, whilst his neighbour on 
the opposite side cultivates his in a manner barely ade- 
quate for him to make the two ends of the year meet. 
It may be from obstinacy and pig-headedness the 
latter will not follow the example shown him ; or it may 

be he has not the means to do what he might wish to do, 
5thly. Can a man farm fairly without capital. 
6thly. Have farmers capital generally ? 
7thly. It is now established as a great fact, that with- 

out draining your land manure and industry availeth 
little ; then drain and drain effectually to carry out the 
desired beauty and productiveness of your land. 

8thly. Who is to do it? 
If the farmer will not or cannot, the landlord must, 

to be sure, for it is his interest he should do so; but 
here again a difficulty arises—can-he?~ Where is the 
money to come from to drain a great breadth of 
land? Grant there is wealth and inclination in large 
store in the country to effect so great an object, yet it 
is only here and there our great landowners could raise 

ready money sum to prosecute largely so rash a 
scheme. Half the landowners in England have no cash 
to spare for experiments. Children growing up, educa- 
tion expensive, &c., &c., precludes them giving their 
tenants such assistance. Some lands are mortgaged so 
deeply, a bare subsistence only is grasped at for a mo- 
derate show of gentility. 

I entertain fully your ideas, with capital, industry, and 
science, that land is a good and profitable mileh cow ; 

but without them, man had better turn his exertions in 

any other channel; but more particularly at this mo- 
ment, when political economists (as they call them. 
selves), are in the ascendant. Now that we see the 

S 

ancient lords of the soil even yielding their opinions to 
the crotchets of a man who has committed an error the 
most fatal, that of taking the brawling part of agitation 
for the deep current of publie opinion.—ZL/. H. B. H., 
July 97. 

[In reference to the communication of “ G. R. W.,’? 
we have only to admit most fully that he has of course 

laid hold of the only method in which the accuracy of 

our statement can be tested. We maintain that on a 
great extent of land the inerease in the productivenessof 
the land of 5 bushels per aere can be attained ata cost on 

the 40 acres whose interest shall not exceed 107annually. 
We should esteem it a very poor result indeed if the 
expensive operation of drainage and of the employment 
of more eapital for the higher cultivation of the land 

thus rendered possible was not followed by a greater 
increase of produce than 5 bushels per acre. ] 

HOW TO IMPROVE THE CONDITION OF THE 
AGRICULTURAL LABOURER. 

Iris unnecessary to enter into detail on the present 
state of our agricultural lab ce it to say, 
that it loudly calis for amendment. Although much 
has been done for their improvement and comfort, far 
more yet remains to be done. ‘There are societies 
formed in almost every district of our island for the 
encouragement of their labours by rewarding their dili. 
gence and skill. These “Associations” have done much 
ood by exciting the minds of the farmers in favour of 

their men ; thus leading them to consider more atten- 
tively the condition of those they employ, and, in a great 
multitude of cases, to make some strenuous personal 

efforts to promote their welfare, But, notwithstanding 

so many laudable exertions, the work of reformation is 

yet partial and incomplete ; and though so many bene- 

fits have been conferred on the labouring classes, 

sands of farmers the labourer is felt for and assisted, it 
must after ali be acknowledged that, in a vast number 
of cases, the state of things between master and man 
is wofully defective, and but little good feeling can be 
said to exist. Notwitl ding the end of publie 
bodies, and many generous and noble-minded individuals, 
to diffuse just and benevolent principles relative to this 
subject, the labourer is too often uncared for and neg- 
lected. There are many masters who look down, like 
so many imperious lords, upon their men as being mere 
bondsmen! They feel little or no concern for their 
welfare, make no inquiries concerning the amount of 
their supplies either of necessaries or comforts, and 
consequently whatever may be their distresses, they 
make no effort to alleviate them. However great the 
labourer's hardships or painful his sufferings, they sel- 
dom cast an eye of pity upon him, or lift a hand to 
reduce his misery. They look upon him as an ingenious 
automaton, a serviceable machine ; thus classing him 
among their other useful implements, or animals at 
best—and as such it may, perhaps, be beneficial to their 
poekets to keep him in pretty good working condition. 
** What though he be poor and complain—he was born 
in poverty,” say they, “and the poor will always 
grumble! He must live as he can—it is no business of 
ours.” Thus they consider it a great injustice to be 
called upon to do anything for his benefit beyond the 
payment of niggardly and insufficient wages. Such con- 
duct is evidently neither humane or politic. 
the farmer’s interest to befriend his labourers—the 
are the manufacturers of his profits and prosperity— 
and so from mere selfish considerations, apart from 
better motives, he is the man that should elevate them 
as much as possible in the scale of society. There are 
various ways in which the furtherance of this great 
objeet may be effected, and the farmer has the means 
more especially in his power. He should bring into 
exercise the better feelings of his nature, and treat his 
labourers with the kindness due to fellow-men in every 
respeet needing his help, and who would be grateful 
for it. This good feeling would be mutual; for it is 
extremely gratifying to observe how attached respect- 
able labourers are to a considerate master. They gain 
great benefits from this kindness—for their wants are 
made known and relieved—they find sympathy in family 
distresses, sickness, or calamity—and look up to him as 
their friend, But as the friendliness is mutual, so is the 
advantage — he fears from them no injury, and can rely 
upon them for the careful execution of their various 
employments. He may do much to better their con- 
dition by instituting a system of taskwork through- 
out all his field operations, and by a proper 
mode of payment. Working by the piece gives the 
labourer a feeling of independence ; for he can work at 
what rate he pleases, and his earnings are proportionate 
to his industry. The method of paying partly “in 
kind ? may be found beneficial in isolated and inconve- 
nient situations. It is practised in Scotland and the 
north of England, being well adapted to the simple 
habits and manners of the mountain peasantry. Itin- 
sures the supply of most necessaries to the labourer, 
and promotes that good understanding between master 
nd man which is so desirable. Money-wages, how- 

ever, are by far the most common and most preferable, 
as the labourer is much more independent of the farmer. 
If near to a market-town, the wages ought always to be 
paid on the eve of the market, so that provisions may be 
bought at the cheapest rate. The farmer may do much 
good by ional pecuniar i by lending 
money to his men for the purchase of their chief articles 
of consumption, or selling them pigs or Wheat from 
the farm, to be paid for by instalments. He may also 
benefit them by ineiting them to the acquisition of 
knowledge; by lending them cheap and useful books, 
tracts, and magazines; and urging the attendance of 
their children at the various schools. 

But, besides the benevolent exertions of the farmers, 
there are many public institutions for improving the 
condition of the rural population; and one of the best 
means for accomplishing this object is the general adop- 
tion of the allotment system. 

This system is well known ; it is the letting of small 
plots of land to the labourers. Fields are divided into 
separate allotments of about a quarter or half an acre 

individuals 

= 

each, according to the of the 

and so each of the allottees has a little farm to culti- 

vate. One benefit, therefore, immediately arising is, 

that means are thus furnishedjfor usefully employing 
their spare time. 

It is a general thing for farmers to pay-off many of 

their men on the approach of winter, In consequence 

of this they are obliged to perambulate their immediate 

neighbourhood, or wander to a distance, here and there; 

in search of an odd day’s work, or in hopes of obtaining 
winter employment. This irregular alternation of 

labour and idleness gives an unsteady bias to their 

minds; and meeting with others who are, like them- 

selves, out of work, they lead one another into mischief. 
Even when constantly employed, they could barely pro- 

eure the commonest necessaries of life ; but now they 

subsist upon little, indeed — their families sink into 
deeper distress, and their homes become more miser- 

able. Many have not courage enough to face these 

difficulti f ing the ale-house, add still 

in the path of vice, and they are commonly led on 10 
crime and disgrace. If, then, a man under these eir 

cumstances has an allotment, there will be pong 

to engage his time ; he has the land to dig, the see t 
him. 

poverty and distress still prevail. Although by thou- sow, &e. ; and his wife and children may assist 
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Orhe may be em 
selves allottees, but have constant work all the year 
round. In cases where this system has been tried, it 
has been found that a vast amount of labour is thus 
engrossed. Those that have regular work pay others 
to cultivate their land for them ; so that the common ob- 
jection, viz., that “the men would be always working on 
their own ground when wanted elsewhere,” becomes no 
Objection at all. Another benefit is, that the labourer, 
y occupying a little farm, would be brought to feel his 

Station as a man, and not as a slave. He would no 
longer be in entire dependence upon the fluctuating 
and uncertain patronage of his superiors; and the con- 

sciousness of being able to add to his own comforts 
without their assistance, and without being under obliga- 
tion, would evidently lead him to look with confidence 
and resolution upon the lowliness of his circumstances. 
he feeling of independ thus impl d in his 

breast would also bring him more contentment ;. it 

Would prevent him from yielding to despondeney, and 
fill his mind with brighter anticipations of the future, 

He would have the profits arising from his industry, 
which would enable him to procure many necessaries 

and comforts. The produce of his plot of land could 
Supply his family with much provisions for the winter, 
and food enough for a pig; and in growing this, he 
Would have all the advantages derived from spade-hus- 
bandry and good manure. The amount of happiness 
Which such an increase of his cottage comforts might 

Confer, none ean tell but those who have seen the ex- 

tremities (both in health and sickness) to which the 

labourer is often driven; and it is to be wished that 

every labourer possessed a means so congenial to his 
tastes, habits, and experience, of supplying his wants 

and relieving his anxieties. 
The merits of this system are well-known ; in every 

Case it has proved successful in improving the social 
and moral condition of this important class of our fel- 
low-beings. 'Phis may be regarded as the very best 
Method of immediately reducing the distress, and im- 
Proving the homes and lives of the agricultural labour- 

ers ; combining industry with carefulness ; good habits 

ployed by other men who are them- | 
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ney periodically during the 
summer months, when work is plentiful and wages 

good, and giving him a quantity of coals at the be- 

ginning of winter. The payment of 6d. a week (for 

a certain number of weeks, according to the price of 

fuel where the club is formed) would enable each mem- 

ber to have a ton or more of coals purchased at the 

cheapest rate, brought to his door, the expense of car- 
riage being defrayed by honorary contributions. . 

“Clothing Funds” and “Rent Clubs” are also of 

the same kind ; and the great benefit derived is, that 

the labourer’s money is collected little by little, at re- 

gularintervals,insuchsumsas can be better spared at one 

time—instead of making a demand upon him all at 

once when hé is less prepared to meet it—and then re- 

turning it again in an accumulated mass, in the shape 

of clothes or other necessary articles; or else defraying 

expenses which otherwise he would be called upon to 

ay. 
E: V Savings! Banks” may also;be made available for 
taking care of the industrious workman's gains—pos- 

sessing this peculiar advantage, that they increase as 

well as save. They prove most useful, however, to 

yearly servants, for it is very rarely that a married 

labouring man has the opportunity of depositing any- 

thing in them. Servants might be much more economi- 

cal in their dress than they now are ; and the different 

sums they could thus save out of their wages might be 

advantageously placed in these banks.—J. 4. Clarke, 

Long Sutton, Lincolnshire. 
(To be continued.) 

ON MEASURE WORK. 
Harvest OprRATIONS.— We now come to harvest 

operations, which may be, and, in my opinion, ought 

all to be paid for by measure. Haymaking, however, 

as everybody knows, is generally done at day’s wages ; 

but the mowing is often let per acre, at from 2s. 6d. to 

3s., with beer or cider. The mowing of Clover hay will 
cost from 2s. to 3s., according to the weight of the crop. 

When the whole operation is let to a party as measure 
work, an ordinary crop may be mown, made, and 

With ingenuity ; peace with prosperity ; the increase of | placed in what are called wind ” cocks (i. e. of about 
Comforts with the attainment of knowledge ; and the 
augmentation of happiness with the spread of morality. 

a waggon load each), and it may remain there safely 
for weeks, until the farmer has leisure to remove them, 

Another mode of improvement is through the aid of | for 10s. an acre. 
agricultural societies. These societies are doing much 
good by exciting the labourer to diligence and endea- 
Vours to excel. A spirit of emulation is aroused by 
Prizes being offered for the execution of various manual 
Operations; for cleanliness and neatness in their cot- 
tages and gardens ; for good conduct, &e. Thus there 
are rewards for skill, industry, sobriety, and good order 
Mm their families. Now such associations as these can- 
not fail of producing beneficial results 5 and.as they are 
SO numerous, a vast improvement must be going on 
through their instrumentality alone. There are also 
the * Labourer’s Friend Societies,” which are accom- 
Plishing such useful effects as prove them to be in 
reality what their name denotes. These are establishing 
the allotment system in various parts of the kingdom ; 
Yewarding the labourers for the good cultivation or best 
produce of their plots ; constructing commodious dwell- 
ings ; establishing schools, &e. They are endeavouring 
to promote the adoption of spade-husbandry on a much 
larger scale than it is generally used at present ; and a 
great demand for labour will result from the more fre- 
quent substitution of sp r ploughi 
S of the highest imp to the l T poo: 
that it should be done as far as practicable ; and these 
Societies are urging the farmers to make the attempt, 
Showing them that it is profitable to themselves as well 
aS their labourers. They are breaking down the bar- 
Tiers between the farmers and their men ; calling upon 
them, through the medium of the press, to exert them- 
wees in the labourer’s behalf; to examine and ame- 
lorate his eondition ; and it is to be hoped that they 
May be extensively promoted and supported until every 
Yeoman in the land understands his duty, and fulfils it 
toward the labouring poor. There are many different 
Societies and institutions for aiding the poor man in his 
Omestie economy. ‘They direct and enable him to lay 

Sut his money to the greatest advantage, and may be 
Yegarded as the depositories of what he gains from 
Other sources. Agriculture is not subject to such vio- 
ie changes and revolutions as manufacture ; so that 
le farm.labourer's wages, though smaller, are more 

Tegular than those of the factory labourer. The latter, 
yang, a season of trading prosperity, often receives 
ery high wages; thus having the opportunity of aecu- 

boating a store against any depression that may occur; 
Ut the former has no such opportunity ; he cannot lay 

jy much at atime. He earns more in the summer than 
pea so all the saving he has to praetise is only 
eed the summer, and is very small. Now it is from 

very littleness that it is difficult to accomplish ; and 
Object of these institutions is to effect this for him ; 

ae 

the 
9 collect what small sums’ he ean spare, from week to 
nre 5 and either to provide him with various neces- 
js les purehased by that money in the winter, or find 
duy Subsistence in the time of illness. Among these 
ies he noticed, first the “benefit societies,” for the 
serip nance of sick members. ‘These receive the sub- 
i Ptions monthly, perhaps 6d., 8d., or 1s. a month,and 
dud he invalid member seven or eight shillings per week 
Xie the. general fand. They usually have honorary 
Sata, to manage their accounts, and a secretary or 
* coal to collect the subscriptions. Then there are 

clubs 3’ another kind of institution, but formed uj on ae Pon the same principle, viz, that of gathering a por- 

Of course the charge in the ease of the various corn 
crops for mowing, reaping, bagging, or hewing, as it is 

called, varies according to the weight of the crop, its 

freedom from weeds, and its position, whether standing 

or laid ; but I may just mention the ordinary prices— 

Barley, mowing 2s. to 3s., according to the crop ; 

reaping 7s. to 9s. Oats may be harvested at the same 

prices, though perhaps generally at a little more, as it 
frequently grows a heavier crop of straw. 

Wheat is reaped at from 8s: to 14s. per aere. This 
last price is certainly a very rare one, but we paid it 

this last season for a crop that had been very much 

laid. The average expense of reaping, tying, and 

stooking Wheat, may be put at 9s. Where beer is 
given, the prices are less than these, a greater deduc- 
tion is perhaps generally made than is justified by the 
value of the drink. 

Wheat may be mown, tied, and stooked at from 7s, 

to 9s. an aere. We do not name a higher price, be- 

cause when the crop is laid, and the harvesting of it is 

expensive, it is not proper work for the seythe, which 

needs a standing erop to make good work. 
Wheat may be bagged or hewed, as it is termed (this 

operation is done with a heavy hook in the one hand, 

and a short wooden crook in the other. The Wheat is 
cut at the root by successive blows, and is gathered in 

with the crook till the bulk of a sheaf has accumulated, 
when it is lifted aside, with the hook and crook on one 

side and the left foot on the other, and laid on the band 

which has been eut for it before commencing). Wheat, 
we say, may be harvested in this manner for from 8s, 
to 9s. an aere. It needs a standing crop to do this 
well We eut about 100 acres of Wheat every year, 
and have adopted all these plans. It is all done by 
people from the neighbourhood, and we make a written 
bargain with each party, before commencing, to do the 
work in the different fields in the manner and at the 
price specified, and reserve to ourselves the right of 
placing them where we choose. The work of pitching 
the corn to the waggons or harvest carts, building it 
thereon, and again pitching it to the man on the rick, 
is generally done at day’s wages; but we have for 
several years found the advantage of letting this opera- 
tion to (our own) men at so much an acre. (he man 

who builds the rick works at day’s wages, and so do the 
boys who lead the carts or waggons ; the two men out 
in the field, one engaged in pitching and the other 
building on the cart, and the one man in the rick-yard 
pitching from the cart, constitute a party, and to them 
the work is let at so much per acre. We give no beer 
nor dinner, nor anything of that kind during the har- 

vest, or at any other time of the year. The work is in 

every case paid for in money, and the advantage of 

getting quietly through the work is never more appa- 

rent than at harvest time. 
The price paid for this work varies from 10d. to 

1s. 3d, per aere, the lowest price being given for a light 

crop reaped, and the highest for a heavy crop mown, 

Where the grain crops are reaped, leaving a high 

stubble, as is sometimes the practice, the stubble must 

be mown ; where it is strong and thick, it may be done 

in swathes as Grass is mown ; but where it is straggling 

and thin, it must be mown to the foot. The man places 

a bit of the stubble on his foot to protect his shoe and 

| leg, and then he cuts up against this, always gathering 
as much as possible that which he cuts, until, it being a 
considerable heap, he drops it, and commences another. 
This costs from 1s. 3d. to 2s. an acre, and the raking, 
which is afterwards necessary, may be let at from 6d. 
to 9d. per acre. 

Beans cut with a heavy hook, and tied with straw 
supplied to men in the field, will cost about 8s. or 9s. an 

acre. Peas cut in little heaps on the ground with the 
scythe, and left there and turned till dry, may cost 

about 2s. 6d. per acre. 
When Rye grass is left to ripen its seed, it is cut in 

swathes at perhaps 2s. 6d. an acre, and left there till 

dry, and then carefully turned, and afterwards threshed 

out on a sheet in the field, the straw being carted away 

and ricked to be cut up into chaff for cattle ; and the 

seed sacked up and taken to the barn, to be riddled and 

fanned clean. All this, except the mowing, is best done 
at day’s wages. 

The work of harvesting the root erop is on some 

farms a laborious and important operation. The stall 
and yard.feeding of eattle, and the extending practice of 
shed-feeding of sheep, requires a large proportion of 
the Swedes and Turnips to be carted home. We have 
long been in the habit of earting home most of our 
Turnip crop, all of our Mangold Wurzel, and all our 
Carrots; and we may just detail here the method 
adopted. In carrying on the work all at once, five sets of 
people are employed :—1st, men pulling the roots and 
laying four drills together in rows ; 2nd, the women 
cutting off the tops (not the roots) and laying the bulbs. 
in rows (eight drills now being together) ; 3rd, a man, 

and two or three women, filling the carts as they sueces- 

sively arrive; 4th, boys leading the carts ; and, 5th, 

two men and a boy setting up the parallel rows of 

hurdles on a dry piece of land by the buildings, between 

which the roots are placed, piled up and thatehed over. 

The Ist, 2nd, and 3rd sets constitute one party under 

the direction of our two men, to whom we let the work 5 

the others ave at day work. Excepting those at day 

work, the operation costs for Swedes (a good crop) 8s., 

for Mangold Wurzel from 8s. to 10s., and for Carrots 

(they are forced to use the spade here) from 18s. to 
20s.an acre. In the case of the long red Mangold 
Wurzel, it is well to set the party of women first, and 
pull (not cut) off the leaves ; they are very brittle, and 
the two hands can easily twist and push down all the 

leaves off a root at once. The men then follow with 

the carts, and pull them, and throw them into the cart 

at once. I may just state, as illustrating this subject, 
the force employed on a Mangold Wurzel field at a dis- 

tance of about 1000 yards from the heap. The crop 

was very heavy, nearly 40 tons an acre ; the field was 
seven acres in extent, and contained, we will say, 280 
tons of roots ; they were harvested and thatched over 
in about two and three-quarters days. Eight carts 

were employed, requiring seven hands to go with them, 

as one was always filling in the field ; these 

AT Piece Wonx.|| Ar Day’s Wars. 

Men. | Wom.| Boys. Men. | Women. | 

Hands happened to be .. 

There were employed in 

pulling the roots E $ 

In cutting off the leaves.) .. 

In filling roots into carts| 1 | 

And in placing hurdles, 
piling up the roots, pre- | 
paring thatch, and put- | 
ting it on ae eli. em | 

i 12 4 1 5 

s. d. 
Or gewascfe dO 2. oe ae cw v « 0 4 5 
The piece work should cost rather more than the two 

and three-quarters days’ wages ; if for five menand 
twelve women, we say 2s. for the one, and 1s. for 

the other per diem, it will amount on the whole to 
3I. 0s. 6d., or, per acre E e. E P OST 

(The work was let to them at about 9s., so that 

they make a pretty good job of it for themselves.) 

The whole cost thus amounted tò .. 013 1 

Or, if we add two and three-quarters days of four pair | 
of horses at 6s., equal to 31, 6s., or, per acre ef 95 

Tt will amount in all to, per acre £12 6 

Or, putting the produce at 40 tons, it will amount, per 

ton, to about 7d. 
This does not, however, altogether represent the ex- 

pence of the ation, for it is ively, indeed dan- 

gerously, hard work for the horses, and the wear and 

tear of the carts is extreme also, This specimen will 

pretty fairly represent a good method of harvesting 

roots. I may mention that the number of cart loads 

off this field was 371, or 130 per day, or 16 per horse 
each day ; and the distance being 1000 yards, each 
horse must have travelled nearly 10 miles loaded, and 
so many back again empty; and comparing all this 
with the number of tons per acre, it will appear that 

each load must have averaged 15 ewt., which, with the 
weight of the cart, was 233 ewt. This shows the work to 
lave been very hard. I may mention that we have 
last autumn brought home in this manner upwards of 

1600 tons of roots, and our stock of horses is two per 

65 aeres of arable land ; and though we were certainly 

rather behind-hand that autumn with our work, that is 

attributable rather to the lateness of the corn harvest 

than anything else. 

There is only one item more to be mentioned under 

this head, and that is. Potato. harvesting. When done 

| 
| 
| 
| 

| 
| 
| 
| 
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by the hand, it is let to a party of men at 20s. to 24s. 
per aere, aecording to the nature of the soil and the 
erop. They employ children to pick them up into two 
baskets, one for the large and the other for smalland 
injured ones. The operation thus paid for extends 
only to the placing them in heaps in the field and cover- 
ing them over with the Potato haulm. They must be 
removed afterwards, and pitted at the farmer's expense. 

Home Correspondence. 
Overgrown Wheat and Tender Straw.—Some highly 

cultivated farms, where dung only is used as dressing, 
having attained an average of about 5 quarters Wheat 
per acre, and finding it subject to lay from overgrowth, 
it is proposed to check this overgrowth by burning or 
"other means of reducing the richaess of the soil, thus 
something like limiting the produce to about 5 quarters 
per acre, a limit within that of cottage gardens and 
allotments, and which has been doubted even under the 
plough. Surely, then, there is room for trying other 
means of stiffening the straw and promoting the forma- 
tion of grain, before taking measures to check the fer- 
tility of the soil. Salt is well known to produce both 
these effects ;. the Wheats on our sea-board being noted 
for heavy ears, and thin stiff straw ; and Wheat will 
bear much salt, Johnson (not Johnstone) says 10 to 20 
bushels per acre. » Mild lime produces a like effect, but 
not caustic lime, on rich soils, where it can liberate am- 
monia, To check the overgrowth, therefore, and in- 
-crease the'grain, 10 or 12 bushels (say 6 to 7 ewt.) of 
salt, with twice as much mild lime, where required, 
might be harrowed in upon the seed, or perhaps better 
top dressed on the young plant in spring, especially if 
winter proud ; superphosphate of lime should conduce 
to the same result, its acidity retarding the stimulative 
action of ammonia on vegetation, and its phosphorus 
determining to the formation of grain; 2 ewt. per acre 
might be mixed with the salt, vary 
experimentally, on the small scale, 
tually we may hope attaining a stiff straw under crops 
much heavier than 5 quarters per acre. Special ma- 
nuring is particularly applicable to cases of this kind ; 
but my impression is that almost every erop might be 
improved by special top.dressing in its early growth. 
Alkaline silicates have a direct tendency to harden the 
stalk, but silicate of potash appears, from the experi. 
ments'on record, to promote the growth of straw; of 
Silicate of soda, which costs less, I have seen no reports; 
it-might be tried at the rate of 1 cwt, per acre, mixed 
with the dressings above, but would be safest on quite 
a small s JEP. 
“Top D 1g-—The great care now taken to pre- 

serve liquid manure, which was formerly allowed to run 
to waste, and the accounts of its fertilising effects upon 
land, published almost weekly in the Agricultural 
Gazette, ave: proofs of the high value set on this form 
of manure ; almost indeed a higher value than on the 
solid manure of the farm-yard.  Agrieculturists see the 
rapid effects of liquid manure on growing crops, without 
reflecting that the advantages of manure applied in a 
fluid state result not from any peculiar richness which 
it possesses, but from its being presented to the plant in 
a state of solution or minute subdivision, and therefore 
ready prepared for the food of vegetation. All manure 
must undergo solution before a plant can absorb it; 
and fluid manure, applied in a proper state of dilution, 
is at once taken up by the spongioles ef plants, and 
astounds the observer by the rapid growth which 
plants so treated exhibit. The necessity or the eco- 
nomy, however, of applying manure in a fluid state may 
be questioned, when we consider that manure in a 
solid form undergoes solution by successive showers of 
rain, and is carried downwards to the roots of plants in 
the form of liquid manure. I have more than once 
called the attention of your readers to the value of top- 
ressing ; to its simplicity, and to its efficacy, as com- 

pared with the old plan of digging in the manure. The 
principle of top-dressing lies in the conversion of solid 
manure into a liquid before it reaches the spongioles of 
the plant which it is intended to nourish. The dung is 
Spread over the ground at a season of the year when 
rain abounds, and when heat does not dissipate the fer- 
tilizing compounds that are formed. Shower after 

le 

‘shower, as they descend, dissolves the fertilising salts 
of the manure, and carries it into the soil, in a form as 
palatable to plants, and as easily assimilated by their 
absorbents, as if poured in a liquid form on the soil. 
Top-dressing, therefore, is in reality feeding the crop 
with liquid manure, while it is less troublesome and less 
expensive in its mode of application.— Oxygen. 

"Salt. —Observing an appeal to myself in your Paper 
of the 18th inst., in reference to my communication to 
ou “on the effects of salt on Mangold Wurzel," in- 

serted in the Gazette of February, 1845, No. 8, I beg 
to inform your “Subseriber,” that the weeds were hoed 
up and wounded, and the salt strewed over. them, a 
man with a seedlip of salt over his shoulder following 
the hoes. "The weeds were completely subdued, and 
became a manure to the crop instead of an enemy. The 
size and weight of the bulbs being astonishingly in- | 
creased by it, when compared with the further part of 
the fields not being salted, no weeds being there. 20 
tons of excellent farm manure had been strewed over 
the field, harrowed and ploughed in, and then bouted up 
in. drills of 27 inches apart, in which the seeds were 
dibbled. .The quantity of salt requisite depends upon 
that of weeds to be destroyed. I have frequently used 
a ton per acre, which is 33 bushels and one-third, at 
66 lbs. per bushel. Mr. Geo. Sinclair used as much as 
45 bushels per acre without injury. Salt from a bacon 

factory must be used in lesser quantities, its power 
being increased by nitre in it. That which I used on 
these weeds was from that source, I find, upon looking 
back, it being the only salt then in store. I prefer it 
for manure-heaps, for which purpose I use it when I 
can get it, the nitre being a valuable aid to Wheat. 
But for weeds the common agricultural salt is suffi- 
ciently strong. Sea-salt is better than rock. Since then 
I have had another instance of the effects of salt upon 

angold Wurzel. The year before last, when this crop 
failed, from the extreme heat and dryness of the sum- 
mer, I had in one corner of the field as many fine bulbs 
asallthe other part of the field produced in weight. 
One aere and a half of excellent land the fieldis. This 
corner had been, two years before, a receptacle for 
various heaps of weeds, &e. They were reduced to 
manure by salt. .'The man sent with a cart-load of 
three quarters of a ton, made a mistake and discharged 
the whole of it over these weeds, instead of 6 bushels, as 
he was ordered. The weeds were afterwards mixed 
with other manure, and strewed over an adjoining field. 
Since then, this corner, about four. square perches, has 
produced the finest plants of any other part of the 

ld ishingl ked by all persons enter- 
ing it. Had the whole field been salted the crop of 
Mangold Wurzel would not have failed ; but I was from 
home, and my bailiff omitted to do it, faneying that the 
high state in which it was in did not require salt, I 
make this assertion, knowing that however dry the sur- 
face of the field may be during day, that, at night, it is 
humid by the effects of salt in it., The Guano your 
* Subscriber ” has in his land will not be affected by 
salt, I should fancy.— Waterhouse, near Bath. 
Management of Highways.—1n your Leading Article 

of the 11th inst., you state that “ the new Corn-law bill 
has become law. The tariff has been amended ; but 
where—in what stage of progression—are the compen- 
sating measures to which we have alluded?” “The 
promised provisions were four in number, Of these 
we have only heard of the introduction of the Ist 
and 3d;” the latter you consider of the most im- 
portance, viz.—* To authorise the advance of publie 
money to promote the drainage of land,” which you have 
commented on at some length, with the whole of which I 
perfectly agree, and it is my intention to take advantage 
of it when it becomes law, which I trust will be soon. 
I consider the first of some importance. It is to amend 
the laws relating to highways, as the greatest part of 
the present surveyors are incompetent to do a public 
duty ; acting selfishly, and repairing those parts of the 
road which is most advantageous to themselves. I have 
about 200 acres of land, in a township, which I occupy 
myself; the remainder belongs to a Mr. B., which is 
several hundred acres, and let out to different tenants. 
One of them left his farm Lady-day; 1845; he was sur- 
veyor at thetime ; hedidnot call arneeting till May to pass 
his accounts, and elect another. ere were present at 
this meeting three of the principal rate-payers, the 
gamekeeper (who occupies some land), and the late 
surveyor, It was the wish of the three greatest rate- 
payers that a Mr. M. should be the surveyor for the 
ensuing year. Gamekeeper (a man who wished to 
show his authority), said “it is my turn to be surveyor, 
and I willbe.” The three others protesting against him, 
gamekeeper gets p i f the surveyor's book, 
elects himself, gets a rate made out, and signed by the 
magistrates, and commences collecting it, which was 
objected to, then gets a summons for one of the rate- 
payers, who refused to pay, and wag taken before the 
magistrates, and the rate was considered illegal, He then 

gamekeeper presented the gun at him (both barrels 
capped, and I haye no doubt loaded), and held some 
seconds at his breast, and he declared to me that he 
thought the gamekeeper would have shot him. . He 
would have taken gamekeeper before the magistrates ; 
but was afraid of the agent. He is also a poacher, and 
has been seen shooting pheasants on my land on a 
moonlight night, I can vouch for the above statement 
being correct; you can judge for yourself as to the 
necessity of the law being amended and better admi- 
nistered.—7'rom a Correspondent. [Would a memorial 
to the landowner have no influence !] 

Thin Sowing.—Observing in your last week's Gazette 
a discussion on the relative merits of dibbling and thin 
and thick sowing, T am induced to send you an account 
of the following experiment, to insert or burn at your 
option :—In the autumn of 1844 I selected a field of 
4 acres Clover-ley, from which two heavy erops had 
been mown. The land a loose light soil upon chalk of 
even quality, was equally dressed over with stable-yard 
manure and ploughed once. On two acres in the 
centre of the field I dibbled rather more than half a 
bushel of Wheat per acre, about 6 ins. apart every 
way. On one of the dibbled acres a pinch of bone-dust 
was dropped with the seed in every dibble. Ona third 
acre I drilled rather more than 2 bushels; and on 
the fourth acre 13 bushel. I intended to have kept the 
produce separate, and to have accurately weighed and 
manured it, but there was no occasion for that. The 
thick drilled was by far the best (certainly a load to the 
acre); next the thin drilled, and both acres of the 
dibbled equally bad, blighted, and miserably light. I 
may mention that in a portion of the field I was green 
enough to put up an electric apparatus inclosing 20 roots 
of the thick-drilled, and a like quantity of the dibbled. 
All I can say on the matter is that I was the worse for 
the experiment just by the cost of the poles and wires, 
A neighbouring farmer remarked it was the rummest 
top-dressing he ever saw, and I quite agree with him, 
My Wheat, too, got trodden down by the wiseacres o 
the parish coming to sneer; so no more electric top- 
dressings for— Wm. W. Higgens, Hambledon. 

Seed Wheat.—Whatever difference of opinion may 
exist as regards the wisdom of the recent alterations 
in the laws respecting corn, there can be none as to the 
necessity of adapting ourselves to our present eircum- 
stances, and endeayouring to make the best of them. 
It is a known fact that in high latitudes the growth 
of plants is very rapid. The burst of spring, the splen- 
dour of summer, and the maturity and incipient decay 
of autumn follow each other with a swiftness. scarcely 
credible. The corn sown to-day, is, in a very few 
weeks, ready for the sickle ; and the higher the latitude 
where it can be made to grow the shorter is the period 
it requires for its growth and ripening. Corn which 
has been grown in the extreme north, when used as 
seed in a southern country, gives its first produce more 
speedily, ripening in a much shorter time, although at 
a second sowing it loses this quality. This fact has 
been recognised, and is acted upon pretty extensively 
in this country, it being commonly recommended to 
obtain seed from colder situations than those in which 
it is intended to be sown. In Sweden, corn is annually 
brought for seed from Torneo (in the north of the gulf 
of Bothnia, and almost within the arctic circle), and 
sown in lands so much exposed that the sowing time is 
thrown so late that corn, excepting from seed thus 
obtained, has no time to ripen. Districts formerly on 
this account utterly barren are thus rendered fruitful. 
Is it not then worthy of the consideration of some of Au i TELE in the following January, 1846, gets an app 

from the magistrates, and then makes out a fresh rate, 
and commences collecting again, which was objected to. 
Summonses were again procured and served on two rate. 
payers ; his appointment being from the magistrates 
was considered good, and the rate was then collected. 
In À of t ppearing against 
the ¢ keeper before the gist they have been 
told by the agent (who is an attorney), that they should 
leave their farms, which has prevented them appearing 
against the gamekeeper any more ; therefore I am left 
alone. While he has been in office he has misapplied the 
money, laid it out where least wanting, and injured the 
road by deepening the sides of it, and repaired the road 
to the land which he occupies, whichis of no use to the 
public, and taking a share in carrying material, which 
he had no right to do without a licence from the magis- 
trates (according to a late act passed 31st August, 
1845, c. 46), and he has not given some of the ratepayers 
a chance of carrying or carting stone on the road, which 
the Act requires. The gamekeeper served the office of 
surveyor some years ago, and then there was much 
dissatisfaction, as he was not honest enough to give up 
all the tools belonging to the township. I believe the 
agent supports the gamekeeper, in opposition to the 
township, and there is something mysterious’ about it 

m 

that he should do so. I think neither of them compe- 
tent to fill the situation they hold. The agent I acci- 
dentally met with one of the tenants ; he was making 
complaint to him that he had not limed a field according 
to agreement. The field in question is situated on the 
wenlock's edge, old tilled land, the soil a clay, from 4 to 
12 ins. deep, subsoil lime-rubble, and plenty of the best 
lime-stone is iurned up by the plough, and I should 
think must abound in lime. Attorneys may make good 
receivers of rent, but are not fit persons to instruct oc- 
cupiers of land in the application of manures. The 
gamekeeper in demanding the rate of one of the inha- 
bitants had his double-barrelled gun with him, and not 
being on the best terms angry words ensued, when the 

our enterprising agr especially of those who 
occupy high cold districts, whether they might not 
profitably import their seed corn from the northern 
European nations, and thus, perhaps, obtain a harvest 
in September, where now it is commonly thrown into 
October or November. With this resource it might be 
found that Wheat could be grown more extensively, and 
more profitably than it is to the west of Sir Robert 
Peel’s line drawn from Southampton to Inverness.— P.L. 

Facts Connected with the Potato Disease.—Havin 
been desirous to have some Potatoes examined ichemi- 
cally after having been dried, I selected some tubers in 
the autumn, which appeared perfectly free from disease, 
and having cut out the eyes set them to dry. Two of 
them, in about a month, rotted, and, I may say, melted 
away. Two others remained sound, as I thought, but 
they remained soft, making no progress towards the dry 
state. One of them has rotted, and the other has be- 
come mouldy and of a soft corky consistence, but is not 
yet rotten. One has remained sound, but is still soft. 
In ordinary cases the Potato, when its vitality is de- 
stroyed, dries up in three or four months, and becomes 
hard. I kept one Potato which had some appearance 
of disease beside the others, without taking out the eyes, 
that I might watch the progress of the shoots. wo 
eyes at one side pushed, but at this date, 28th July, 
the longest is only three-fourths of an inch. "The Potato 
is much shrivelled, but soft. The shoots are thickened 

at the middle part, and covered with hairs, and studde 
allj over with little protuberances like tubers ; and 
some of them have thrown out shoots. These, I doubt 
not, if in the earth, would prove to be roots. ‘The ends 
of the shoots show rudimentary leaves. I shall pum 
this and see what happens. In the spring I receive 
from Mr. M'Nab, the Superintendent of the Caledonian 
Society’s Garden, three tubers of Mitford’s F volifie 

Potato. He informed me that it had been more eun 
eased than any other sort he had. I kept them c 

March, and found two of them entirely gone ; but 
third still appeared quite sound. I cut it into three 
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sets and planted it in a favourable situation. It came 

up well; but when a foot high the leaves began to be 

blotehed and to wither away. Two of the stems showed 

blossoms, but they dropped off. I watched it carefully, 

and removed the leaves as they decayed ; but at length 

the stems withered away, and yesterday I raised the 

roots, One of the sets remained entire but rotten, the 

others had disappeared. I found a few very small 

tubers at the roots of each, and having washed them, 

they appear quite sound. Their future history may 

i ing. The ci have just men- 

tioned has suggested that, when the disease appears in 

the leaves and stems, the crop should be taken up, and 

though the tubers be but half grown, still it is possible 

they may remain sound. The progress of the disease, 
at least in this case, seems to be downwards, and if the 

plants be raised before the roots are affected, much may 

possibly be saved.—G@. S. Mackenzie. 

Farm-house Gardening.—1 have some time had it in 

contemplation to address a line to you ona subject that, 

I conceive, merits your attention, not to say your ani- 

madversion, namely, the state of farm-house gardening 

throughout the country, Having now passed some 

years in the world, with my eyes not quite shut on gar- 

dening subjects, and also wandered over a considerable 

Space in this isle of our habitation, the result of my 

general observation is, that of all classes of our fellow 

Subjects who possess gardens, those attached to farms 

are generally to be found the worst managed, and in 

the worst condition. There are, it is true, exceptions, but 

I believe the above is the rule; and to me it seems 

Strange, as farming and gardening are kindred pursuits; 

nevertheless, you will find tradesmen and mechanics 

very frequently far better gardeners than the generality 

of farmers ; I cannot account for it, but on many occa- 

sions when conversing with farmers, I have been mor- 

tified to hear them speak of gardening with a kind o 

clownish contempt peculiar to themselves, as if it were 

a subject so far below their dignified attention, that it 

would be disgraceful for them to know anything about 

it. Surely, now that improved and improving agricul- 

ture is recommended by high practical authority to ap- 

proximate as near as possible to garden culture, which 
is held out as the object to be aimed at, our farmers will 
no longer consider it beneath their rustic dignity to 
diseover practically in their own bit of ill-managed 
Cabbage ground what garden culture really is ; at least, 
they may lay aside their clownish prejudice, and try for 
the discovery. My chief object in this, is to point your 
attention to the subject, hoping you will, in your own 

way, give our agriculturists a little extra drill on{the 
Subject.— Quercus. ^ 

Wireworm and White Mustard.— Amongst the agri- 

cultural curiosities at Mr. Huxtable's, was white Mus- 
tard 6 feet high, which the sheep cropped greedily, and 

which had apparently exterminated the wireworm in 

stiff land before infested with it. He thought they were 
driven down to escape its pungent roots until they were 
starved, If equally efficacious in other cases, this will 
be of great value.—J. P. 

~ 

Societies. 
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY or ENGLAND. 
j A Weexry Councrt was held at the Society’s house, 
in Hanover-square, on Wednesday last, the 29th of Jul 
present, the Right Hon. Lord Porrman, in the chair ; 
Hon. Robert Henry Clive, M.P. ; Sir Robert Price, 
Bart, M.P.; Sir Offley Wakeman, Bart. ; Thos. Ray- 
mond Barker, Esq.; John Raymond Barker, Esq. ; 
Colonel Challoner; John Grey, Esq.; W. Fisher 
Hobbs, Esq. 5; John Kinder, Esq. ; Colonel MaeDouall ; 
Philip Pusey, Esq., M.P.; Prof. Sewell; W. R. C. 
Stansfield, Esq., M.P. ; J. Baines, Esq. ; T. B. Browne, 
Esq.; W. Pole Carew, Esq., M.P. ; A. E. Fuller, Esq.. 
M.P. ; Col. Hulse ; A. Ogilvie, Esq. ; Geo. Parsons, 
Esq. ; Apsley Pellatt, Esq. ; and T. R. Tweed, Esq. 

The following new Members were elected :—7 

Chapman, William, Saville-row, Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
Fox, Geo. Townsend, Durham 

x y treet, Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
Wilson, Richard Bassell, Cliffe Hall, Darlington 
Shanks, William, Bishop Auckland, Durham 
arr, George, Greenla Walls, Berwick-upon-Tweed 

Boultbee, John, Noyadd, Cardiganshire 
Bullen, John, Charmouth, Dorsetshire 
Wood, Richard, 18, Temple-row, Birmingham 

M The names of 25 candidates for election at the next 
Teeting were then read. 
i Cuemicar Cuancrs iv Hay.— Sir Joun Wiritam 
ES Bart, favoured the Council with the following 
FOUUINDICATQIE :— At present, when so much attention 
th so usefully directed to Agricultural Chemistry, 

rues subject which it seems to me requires cluci- 
al in if only as a matter of interesting speculation. 

a Ü ude to the change in its chemical constitution which 
e kes place when hay is stacked. The great heat 
paved would seem to indicate some kind of fermenta- 
wee and this is further firmed by ‘the i 
Sual amongst farmers, that the hay is * sweetened’ 
a à proper heat. That water is given out in large 
X antities is often obvious to the eye, in the early morn- 
“a when the temperature of the cireumambient air 

Been: low the vapour is partially condensed, and thus 
P visible. But is water the only product? or 

contain any acid? are any essential oils evolved ? 
t * Would also be desirable to explain'the effect produced 

by adding salt when the hay is being stacked. I al- 

ways, until lately, took for granted that the advantages 

arising was from the savour of the salt making indif- 

ferent hay more palatable to the stock ; but the quantity 
1 have seen applied is so very minute, that I can hardly 

think it would alter the taste perceptibly, and it is pos- 

sible it may act by promoting or regulating in some 

way the process of fermentation. I have alluded to 

the development of acid matter, or evaporation of oily 

matter, but the capital question to determine is, whether 

in the fermentation any starch or woody fibre is turned 

into sugar? This, and similar questions, are properly 

speculative, and of scientific interest, but the mode of 

action "of salt or other extraneous substances is impor- 

tant as connected with the quantity that should be used, 

and is eminently of a practical character.” 

The Caarrman having stated, that he had read an 

interesting Paper on the subject of Hay in the last Part 

of the “Transactions of, the Highland Society,” the 

Council ordered their best thanks to be conveyed to Sir 

John Lubbock, for the communication with which he 

had favoured them, and information given to him at the 

same time of the article to which Lord Portman had 

referred. 
MISCELLANEOUS COMMUNICATIONS. — l. From Mr. 

Pusey, M.P., Chairman of the Journal Committee, that 

the Judges of the Potato Essays for the Duke of North- 

umberland's Prizes, were still engaged in their exami- 

nation, and would be enabled to report to the Council 

on the subject by the end of the autumn. 

2. From Lord Portman: On the good effects he had 

found to result from mowing down the Potato haulms 

as soon as the plant came into leaf. 7 

3. From Mr. Pusey, M.P., Chairman of the Journal 

Committee, informing the Couneil that the publication 

of the Journal having been delayed for the purpose of 

ineluding in its contents the Lecture deiivered by Mr. 

Parkes, at?the Newcastle Meeting, the new Part would 

appear on Monday next, and would be found to contain 

several valuable papers.'} 

4. From Mr. ! Apsley “Pellatt : Explaining to the 

Council the success with which he had carried on ex- 

periments for casting pipes of glass for the conducting 

of water ; for forming glass milk pans of convenient size 

and shape, and at reduced prices, for the use of the 

dairy; and for constructing glass tiles, and arrange- 

ments of glass roofs, of a durable and economical cha- 

racter, for the admission of light and heat, and the ex- 

clusion of air or moisture. The specimens and models 

of these new constructions were exhibited by Mr. Pel- 

latt, to the Council, who returned him their best thanks 

for his kind trouble on the occasion. : 

5. From Colonel Mac Douall: Presenting copies of 

printed papers on artificial manures, on the part of Mr. 

Fleming, of Barochan. 

6. From Mr. T. B. Browne: Explaining to the 
Council the character of specimens of the “Cotswold” 

and Worcestershire white-straw red Wheat, which he 

had brought to town for the inspection of the members ; 

and for whose attention the Council returned him their 
best thanks. 

7. From Mr. John Parkinson, of Ley-fields : On the 

best mode of mixing Linseed oil with meal, as a substi- 

tute for Linseed cake. ė 

8. From Mr. Read, of Creditonj: [On the Potato 

disease. j 

9. From Mr. Stansfield, M.P. : Conveying a sugges- 

tion on the part of Dr. Hobson, of Leeds, by which, 

in his opinion, the Society’s desire to exclude fat 

animals from their show of breeding stock would be 

best affected, 

10. From Mr. Wilkinson, of High Buston: Seven 

communications on important topics of inquiry; on 

which Mr. Pusey, at the request of the Council, under- 

took to report at the November Council. 

11. From Mr. Voss, of West Bucknowle: On the 
eultivation of Stiff Clay Lands. 

12. From Mr. Beaumont : On his Plough-propeller. 

13. From Mr. Douglas, of Cockermouth : On Denti- 
tion in neat Cattle. 

Norices or Morrox.— The Cuarrman informed the 
Council that at their monthly meeting in November 
or December, as it might be found most desirable, 
it was his intention to bring under the consideration of 

the Council the question of passing some effectual and 

stringent measures in reference to the following points : 

1. The instructions to be given in future to the judges, 
for the purpose of enabling them to decide on the proper 
condition of animals qualified to compete for the prizes 
offered by the Society, for improving the breed of stock. 

2. The most effectual mode, by fine or otherwise, of 
preventing mere nominal entries of implements or stock, 
not followed by actual attendance and exhibition, at the 
Society's meetings. 

3. A condition in the sales by auction, to prevent fic- 

titious biddings, and to render such sales “ sales without 

reserve.” 
Mr. Kinder, as one of the stewards of the yard, under- 

took to inquire into the case of the entry and sale of 

a “ free-martin ” (the female of male and female twins) 

at the Society’s Country Meeting. 
. Barker having given notice that at the next 

monthly Council he should move the usual adjournment 
and vacation, the Council adjourned to Wednesday 
next, the 5th of August. 

Rebies. 
Hints to Landowners on Tenure, Prices, Rents, dc. 
By Barugh Almack, Land Agent; Author of the 
* Report on the Agriculture of Norfolk,” &. Pub- 
lished in the “Journal of the Royal Agricultural 
Society of England.” Longm in and Co. 

We hope to have opportunity hereafter for a more de~ 

tailed review of this work than at present we shall be: 
able to give it. Without professing acquiescence in all 

the author's views, especially on some of the subjects,, 

to diseuss which he digresses from the main object he 

has in view, we cannot err in characterising this. 

pamphlet as one likely to be very useful. 

Mr. Almack has already won for himself a high 

character for sound sense and trustworthiness on agri- 

cultural matters ; and his opinion backed as it is by 

arguments exceedingly well arranged, and brought from 

every quarter capable of affording them, is likely to be 

influential, We hope many landowners will read and 
study his work. 

It is too much the fashion in many quarters to con- 
sider security of tenure, and an acquiescence in what is 

termed ** Tenant-right,” as a favour done to the farmer 

at the expense of his landlord ; whereas there are no 

people more interested in measures caleulated to create 
a wealthy tenantry than the owners of the land. What 
is it which gives a value to landed property but the 
amount of capital in the hands of its cultivators ? 

Security of tenure we believe to be essential to the 
attainment of what for the landowner, if for any, isso 
extremely desirable—a wealthy tenantry, and a fully 
employed and well paid class of farm labourers. But 
we must let our readers see how Mr. Almack illus- 

trates this. 
“The * London Post Office Directory’ contains a list 

of 2465 different trades, or classes of people following 

different occupations ; and, as it is now common to tell 

the farmers they should ‘do as others are doing; per- 

haps some one will point out, if he can, from that list 

any one trade, profession, or calling, or any individual 

of those bodies, who is ever asked, or expected, to do 
what the occupiers of land are not only asked, but ex- 
pected, to do almost as a matter of course, viz., place 
their capital at the mercy of their landlord or his agent * 
If they cannot point out such an instance, they will 
perhaps excuse my suggesting that they ought to recon- 
sider the matter—first, place all on an equal footing, 

and then, but not till then, draw their comparisons be- 

tween classes. Meanwhile, let us ask, Why are the occu- 

piers of land the only class of people expected to lay out 
their money in such a manner as to give power to their 
landlords to apply it, in whole or in part, just when and 
as they please ; and, if they think that would not be 
prudent, allow them to keep their capital unemployed, 
and their labourers, in some instances, but a few degrees 
above starving point ? 

“Ts it not the duty of landowners to give their 
tenants some security of tenure, by lease or covenants, 
before they lay the whole blame on them for their la- 

bourers having in some cases but 7s. a week, as is 
reported ? 

“Can any case be mentioned where the labourers 

have but 7s. a week, while the farmers of the parish 

can have leases or protective covenants for their 

capital? Until that is done, let the blame of such a 
system of starvation rest with the agents for the estates, 
and not on the helpless tenants, who in such a case are 
as much to be pitied as their labourers, 

“ Does the tradesman build or repair his house with- 
out a lease? Does he ever expend money in ary 
manner where the Jaw does not protect him from the 
chance of the landlord’s appropriating it? even if he 
wished to do so, which is not probable in that ease, be- 

c 
ju 

when we have gone through a comparison of the dif- 
ferent cases, or I am grievously mistaken in my esti- 
mate of your feelings. N 

* When the tradesman leaves his shop he sells his 
lease, including of course all the improvements he may 
have made in the value of it, the price being in propor- 
tion to them ; he sells his stock in trade, of every sort 
and kind ; nay he cven sells the ** good-will” of his cus- 
tomers, and often gets a larger sum for that than the 
rae of all the goods he ever had at any one time in his. 
ife ! 
paper, and you will satisfy yourselves that your good- 

will may be bought. You may say they cannot compel 

us to go to the same shop. No, they certainly cannot 

compel any individual to go there if he wishes to do 

otherwise, except under peculiar circumstances ; but 

Have the goodness to take up the Times news- 

i 

| 
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the fact is, that many, as a general rule, prefer old 
shops even if, in truth, they have no other peculiar re- 

dation than an lation of dust, their pre- 
sent possessors having obtained them through the legi- 
timate channel of the Times newspaper. 

* He who WRITES A BOOK, whether for his own amuse- 
ment or the good of others, and dies without having pro- 
perly expressed his wish that it should be free for pub- 
lieation by others, may have his intentions frustrated by 
some selfish stranger intitled to the residue : so anxious 
are the enlightened public to protect the labour and pro- 
perty of authors. The romantic enthusiasm of some 
gentiemen on this point led them but recently to debate 
night after night, for extended copyright; yet these 
persons are, many of them, the first to tell the farmers 
to ‘do as others do ;’ while those consistent advocates 
of copyright assist to deprive them of every vestige of 
protection, either from foreign competition or from the 
power of their landlords. They talk of copyright as a 
means of drawing out the exertion of first-rate talent, 
and thus far they, no doubt, have reason on their side ; 
but when they speak of the want of energy and exer- 
tion in farmers, they apparently forget what, according 
to their own arguments on copyright, is the source from 
whence they spring, viz., a feeling of certainty that any 
extraordinary labour will be rewarded in proportion to 
its value.” 

Farm Memoranda. 
W —Mr. Gyde, of Pains- 

wick, has told me you wish for some information re- 
specting the work I am carrying on for the improve- 
ment of sandy soil. I wish to make my experiments 
useful to others as well as myself, and therefore willingly 
comply with your request. But I have not yet pro- 
ceeded far; my steam-engine and machinery are un- 
finished. I can, therefore, give you no result. The 
matter at present stands thus :—Having a large quan- 
tity of sandy land of a sterile character, I have been 
anxious to devise a mode of permanently improving it. 
My first step was analysis. I sent Mr. Gyde specimens 
of different soils for that purpose. The defect of the 
sand was that it was nearly without alumina, and that 
its component parts were coarse and fine sand to the 
extent of 95 parts out of 100, there being only 5 parts 
of impalpable matter. The result was that scarcely any 
crop came to perfection, both manure and moisture 
passing quiekly through it and disappearing. It was 
Obvious that unless some retentive soil were added 
sterility must continue. Whence could this soil be got? 

t some distance there was abundance of strong land, 
but it was too far off to be brought without loss. Mr. 
‘Gyde, however, discovered amongst the soils sent to 
him one of a singular character, containing, as far as 
we could judge, the properties required. It fortunately 
‘was contiguous to the sandy district, but there were dif- 
fieulties in working it to which I will shortly advert; 
but first it will be well to give you Mr. Gyde's analysis 
of the two sorts of soil. 

SAND, 
7 . Mechanical. 

Silex and siliceous sand 94.4 | Coarsesand — .. .. .. 36 
Carb. lime and magnesia 0.4 |Fine do. oe o 
Oxideofiron .. .. .. 2.0} Impalpable matter .. .. 
Organic matter .. .. 38.0| 

100.0 100 
CLAY, 8 to 10 feet deep. 

Chemical. Mechanical. 
Silex .. . on 5 Coarse sand. ee 10 
Carb. lime, &c. .. Fine do. SNC dedi were ws 
Oxide of iron s. Impalpable matter .. .. 6 
Alumina .. .. 
Organic matter* 
Water .. 

Waterandloss .. .. .. 8 

100 
. * In the surface soil.—A, YDE. 

The clay was found in a meadow by the Severn 3 it 
lies, however, very low, not much above the level of the 
river when moderately full; it cannot be effectually 
drained by the usual mode ; it is full of springs, the 
water generally standing 2 or 3 feet from the surface. 
It is at the bottom of steep hills, constituting the sand 
and gravel on which it is to be used. It must be 
obvious from this description that it would be impossible 
to use more than the surface of this meadow for the 
purpose of claying other land, without some means of 
raising the water out of it; and the steepness of the 
ascent would have rendered the carting the soil up 
hill a laborious and costly operation. I therefore deter- 
mined on putting up a steam-mill to perform both works; 
that is, to pump up the water, and raise the soil by a 
tram-road and a rope to the top of the bank. This 
work is now nearly completed. What the result will 
be remains to be seen. That the sandy and gravelly 
soils will be improved, I think, admit of no doubt ; 
whether the improvement will be such as to justify the 
large expenditure is yet to be proved. I am sanguine 
as to the result. The steam-engine is to perform a variety 
of other operations useful to the farm, and will, I think, 
Yield a fair return, independent of the soil itis to re. 
move. I can only give you as yet one proof of the 
virtue of this soil My gardener tried it, without 
manure or other mixture, for Melons; they are now in 
avery promising state, having stood the scorching sun of the last month without being watered.—7V. W. Whit- 
more, Dudmaston. [We have also received the following 
statement from Mr.Gyde in connection with this subject. ] 
The following are the particulars of. Mr. Whitmore's proceedings, as near as I ean recollect :—In the autumn of 1844 I was on a visit to Mr. Foley, of Prestwood- 
park, the great promoter of the Stewponey Agricultural 

Society, where I met Mr. Whitmore, who consulted me 
peeting the imp tof his estates. On ridin, 

over the land I found it to consist partly of the stiff 
marls, and partly of the lightest sands of the new red 
Sandstone; much of the heavy land being very wet, 
while, on the light sands, the horse sunk to his fetlocks ; 
the subsoil of the sands resting on a porous sandstone- 
rock, from the disintegration of which the soils had been 
formed. These sandy soils had always been a source o 
complaint from the tenants, and he had several times 
reduced the rent, until on an application for a still fur- 
ther reduction of rent, he determined on taking them 
into his own hands, and, if possible, improving them. 
To this end I examined many samples taken#from the 
sandy lands, which seldom contained more than +,3,, of 
alumina, and in some instances not more than 5 per 
cent. of fine matter, the remainder consisting of grains 
of silex, which had been much water-worn ; one soil, 
however, was of an entirely different character, and 
contained 16 per cent. of alumina, 105 of organic 
matter, and no less than 64 per cent. of impalpable 
matter when mechanically examined. This soil was taken 
from a large meadow through which the river Severn 
runs, and was of but little value as pasture, being fre- 
quently flooded by the Severn, and the herbage, as 
might be expected, exceedingly coarse. From the 
composition of the sandy soils, the first step to improve- 
ment was obviously consolidation ; and the soil of this 
meadow, which was close to the light sands, was evi- 
dently the most valuable for the purpose. Mr, Whit- 
more at once determined on adopting this mode of im- 
provement on a large scale, and while I was at Dud- 
maston he had the soil of the meadow examined to the 
depth of, I believe, 10 feet, the lower portions being a 
little more sandy than the upper. In digging it out, 
no sooner had the first foot of soil been removed 
than water followed the spade. Hence it immediate] 
became evident that to work out the soil an exit 
for the water must be found; this could readil 
be found into the Severn; but Mr. Whitmore has 
determined on using it to irrigate, by catch-work, 
the sides of the land, on the top of which the principal 
tract of sand rests. At the present time the works 
stand thus :—1. A mill is erected on the edge of the 
meadow, with a high-pressure engine for the purpose 
of driving chaff and other machines; 2. A bone-mill is 
also in work, attached to the engine. Works in pro- 
gress :—1. Two pumps, 14-inch bore, 34 feet stroke, to 
be worked by the engine for irrigation ; 2. Tram-road, 
up an inelined plane, for the purpose of conveying the 
soil from the meadow to the highest point of the sandy 
tract, from which it will be removed in light Scotch 
carts to be spread—the soil to be drawn up by the en- 
gine when not pumping ; 3. A large meadow bein 
converted into an irrigated meadow, which will be sup- 
plied by a fine stream from a lake in front of the 
mansion ;. 4, The first spit of the meadow to form 
compost with bones, and the liquor from the boiling of 
the bones (to extract the fat), which contains a por- 
tion of nitrogen ; this with the manure from stall-fed 
attle (on Mr. Warnes’s system), together with the con- 

sumption of the produce of the farm by cattle kept in 
stalls, is expected to produce a liberal supply of manure 
to dress the land with after the admixture with the clay 
from the meadow. With this asa starting point, and by 
adopting the best modes of culture, with high farming, 
there can be but little doubt as to the result; and Mr. 
Whitmore will bein a position practically to demonstrate 
to the proprietors of the light sands of this kingdom that 
it only requires capital and intelligence to convert their 
sterile sands into fertile fields. The stiff soils on the 
estate are being drained under Mr. Parkes’s direc- 
tions. The following rough sketch will give an idea of 
the geology of the district, and of the situation of the 
deposit. 

» 

ANE 
@ a, aluminous deposit; b b b b, sandstone-rock ; c c, clay. 

— A. Gyde. 

Miscellaneous. 
To Pull Flaz.—The time when Flax should be pulled 

isa point of much nicety to determine. The fibre is 
in the best state, before the seed is quite ripe, If pulled 
too soon, although the fibre is fine, the great waste in 
scutching and hackling renders it unprofitable; and, if 
pulled too late, the additional yield does not compensate 
for the coarseness of the fibre. It may be stated that 
the best time for pulling is, when the seeds are begin- 
ning to change from a green to a pale brown colour, 
and the stock to become yellow, for about two-thirds o 
its height from the ground. When any of the crop is 
lying, and suffering from wet, it should be pulled as 
soon as possible, and kept by itself. So long as the 
ground is undrained, and imperfectly levelled before 
sowing, the Flax will be found of different lengths, In 
such case, pull each length separately, and steep in se- 
parate pools, or keep it separate in the same pool. If 
the ground has been thorough-drained, and laid out 
evenly, the Flax will be all of the same length. It is 
most essential to take time and care to keep the Flax 
even, like a brush, at the root ends. This increases 
the value to the spinner, and, of course to the grower, 
who will be amply repaid, by an additional price for his 
extra trouble. Let the handfuls of pulled Flax be laid 
across each other diagonally, to be ready for the rippling. 
—5th Report, Flax Society. 

Calendar of Operations. 

AUGUST, 

ject presented to the Highland Society :— 
At one of the monthly meetings of the Society Mr, Dewat 

read an Essay by Mr. John Taylor, farm overseer at Corsie- town, near Huntly, on the comparative merits of reaping corn with the scythe and sickle, Mr. Taylor first considers the 
comparative merits of the implements in reference to the pro- cesses of binding, winning, carrying, stacking, and thrashing 
the ero; In regard to binding, a man can bind and stook 500 sheaves, cut by the scythe, in 10 hours, as e 
bind 1200 sheaves cut with the smooth or 
chief reason for the difference being in the cireumstance of the 

o the mower having his work straight before him, 
without having to move from one ridge to another. It is al- 
lowed on all hands, as remarked by Mr. 
sheaves win in about one-fourth less time—that is, in 9 days 
instead of 12—than those eut with the sickle, though there is 
no perceptible difference in winning between grain eut with. 
the smooth and toothed sickles, As to leading and stacking, 
mown sheaves are closer in the head than shorn, and on this 
account less grain is lost by shedding while being carted ; and asa ilt of mown sheaves is more open than one of stack built o: 
sheaves shorn with sickles, the grain and straw in it not only 
win sooner, but on that account may be carried with safety 
from the field in an imperfectly dry state. Tt is allowed that à 
stack of mown sheaves has a rougher appearance than one of 
sheaves eut with the sickle, and that it exposes a greater 
number of heads of grain to the weather and the depredations 
of birds ; but this difficulty is easil me, as a man can 
dress a stack with a scythe-blade i Tt is admitted. 
that shorn sheaves are thrashed about 10 per cent. faster with 

yest labourers connected with the operation of each implement, 

By the Scythe .. .. 2 3 0 
» Smooth Sickle.. 
»  ToothedSickle.. 1 2 010 

From these results, the advantage from the use of the scythe 
is obvious. According to a statement given by Mr. Taylor, 
it appears that the cost of mowing is about 4s. per acre—a 
sum considerably less than the expense incurred by either kind 
of sickle, [We are paying from 8s. to 11s, per acre for mowing, 
tying, and stooking.] 

TTotices to Correspondents. 
BArLEY—Mr. Churchill, of Cheltenham, has sent us some very 

fine earsof a slate-coloured four-rowed Barley, grown from 
seed first obtained in 1843. He is to get some malted, and 
we are much obliged by his promise of a further report upon 
the subject. 

Booxs— Constant Sub—Hamilton’s system of book-keeping by 
ry. are not sure of the title, not 

aving a copy of the work by us. 
W—We do not know what itis. Ifit be 

that which is also magniloquently and absurdly termed 
‘Gold of Pleasure,” viz., the Camelina sativa—a plant grown. 
for its oil, on some parts of the Continent, and occurring 
here as a wee: our Flax-crops ; then, if your crop be 
ripe, mow it, thresh it, sell the seed at the oil-mill, and use 
the straw as litter. 

Grass-sreDs—J Richardson—We do not know Gibbs’ mixture ; 
but if it be prepared by Gibbs of Half-moon-street, Piccadilly, 
London, you may doubtless safely trust it. 

Gyrsum—Constant Sub—You had better sow about $ a ton per 
acre, broadeast, as soon as the Barley is off, to be ready for 
the first rains. lover will often disappear before winter, 
if not saved in time, 
nsrcts—H O W—Your Barley has suffered from the attacks 
of a little fly, called Chlorops, whose history you will see, 
with figures of its different states, in the 5th vol. of the 
“Royal Agricultural Society," p. 489. R.—— € N—The 
Barley sent by “ C. E." has suffered from the same insect as 
“H, 0, Ws.” R, ——C M—You.will find several answers of 
late, relative to the Chlorops, which has so greatly injured 
the Barley crops. Its history was given in the 5th vol. of the 
“ Royal Agri. Soc. Journal," p. 487, with figures of the fly, 
& c. R. 

Rick CLorns—Mr, Booth—You may with advantage occasion- 
ly dip it in a tan-pit, which will hinder mildew, but 

Gdgington's (2, Duke-street, Southwark) undressed cloths, if 
ficient fall be allowed when put up, will resist any wet; 

and as to its preservation, the only thing you have to observe 
is to take care that it is perfectly dry before folded up at the 
end of the season, and then it will last many years. 

Size or FrenDs—12 fields in 98 acres is not too few. Your 
object being profit, we do not see why, if tho property is 
otherwise sufficiently sheltered, you should have any fences 
at all; and then you may cultivate it in 4, 6, 8, or 12 pieces, 
as you please. 3 

Swxpzs—J Coates— We would apply 6bushels of bones dissolved 
in 1} ewts. of sulphuric acid, or 33 cwts. superphosphate 
of lime, now, by hand, between the rows, and horse-hoed in. 

TURNIP-SOWING MACHINE — The name of the maker whose 
machine we use, as alluded to in our report of the Newcastle 
meeting, is : Mr, Robert Moody, Denholm, Rox- 

Wetauine M. Constant Reader—James & Co., 44, Fish- 
street-hill, London, have hitherto carried off the Society's 
prize for these machines. 

SMarkets, 
SMITHFIELD, MONDAY, July 27.—Per Stone of 81bs, 

Best Scots, Hereforde, &0. 3s 10to 4s 0 | Best Long-wools = = 
Best Short Horns  - 3 6 2 10 tto (shorn) = 8 
Second quality Beasts - 210 8 4| Ewesand second quality 
Calves = + = o 46 Ditto (shorn) 
Best Downs & Half.breds — Zambes? <3 4 v. 

Di tto (shorn) — - 4 0 4 4 posi "Lug s 8 4 
and Lambs, 25,000; Calves, 191; Pigs 

t 
, 980. 

"We have to-day a very large supply of Beasts, and consequently, the "d 

81 
Beasts for the trade; the weather being 80 S 

We cannot make quite 4s of 
Short-horns.—The 

mbe is smaller, and trade rather revived, expecially for 
1 est 

We have again too man: 
sively hot the demand is exceedingly small. 

X g Si 

ng to t : 4 65. Beasts, 803; Sheep and Lambs, 8850; Calves, 7 DE AES raithfleld. 

tonsa, 

— 
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COVENT GARDEN, August 1.—The supply of Vegetables 

still continues to be somewhat inito d; and Fruit in general is 
not plentiful, although there is sufficient for the demand. 
EE EA of English growth, ave pretty abundant, and there 
is no want Foreign Dm of tolerably good quality. Good 
Black Hambarsh and other Gr: es may be AK at mode- 
rate prices; and Peaches and Nectarines are abundant. 
Plums, both English and n are plentiful ; 1700 baskets 
of Greengages were landed from Havre yesterday. Cherries 
and Strawberries are nearly over for a season, except J Morellos, 
which fetch from 1s, to 2s. 6d. per Ib, Of Dutch Currants there 
are plenty; and Gooseberries, though not plentiful, are suffi- 
cient for the demand, Apples and Pears command better 
prices than ey did last week ; the supply is moderate and the 

; Apples chiefly ‘consist of Hawthorndens. The 

EUER considering the 
m 

English Melons may be obtained at are rather cheaper. 
and some good foreign ones ere from 3s. to 75. each, 

alio in the market. 
good, but. the 

Carrots and Turnips 

„week, Pens are rather 

arly the E 
Petites are nearly 
last season ; 

FRUITS. 
Pine Apple, perlb., 4sto Currants, red, uu hf..sv., dr to 6s 
Grapes, Hothouse, per i i to 6s hite, 
Apples, Dess, per bus 0 Bs Strawberries, per pottie, x y» 

p aspherries, per pottle, 1s to 1s 6d 
Pe Cherries, Morello piper ib. 1e to $« 6d 

‘ach, 
es ES doz., 65 to 
SM , per doz. 6s to 15g" 
ranges, per dozen, 1sto 2 6d 

00 otok nee n 1002 
T 100 1bs., 808 

er 100, 4s to ==" Barüelona, 90s 
~ Seville, per 100, 8s to 16s — Brazil, 125 to 167 
— per dozen, 2s to 2x 6d. — Spanish, 14. s lás 

Walnuts, per bushel; 5s to 6s 

VEGETABLES, 
Garrote, per bunch, 4d to 104 

rib, 
Lettuce, per score, om 1s to 96 

os, 1s to 2s 6d 

a 
as, 

Sorrel perl aievard s to ls 
Pot tatoos perowt, br r ERR Fond dd ios 

busied, 2e 6d to 8e Mushrooms, per pottle, ls 6d to 83s 
= ee per bushel, dtoó | Small Salade, per punnet, 34 to ad 

per Ib, Fennel, per bunch, 2d to 3d 

|. bun. 6d to 8d 
to3d 

ots, per ‘wind, le 
Tarragon, per bunch, 6d 
Mint, green, per bunch, 6d to 8d 
Marjoram, per bunch, 4 
Cheivil, per punnet, 24 to 8d 

s per sieve, 1e Gd to Be 
z. bunches, Bà to «à 

^3 fundis, Isto 

S 
Filme Mead.Hay 75:10 84s) New Hay ——5 io —s | NewClr. —sto —s 
Tnfr.New& Rowen 65 ^ 70 | Clover 9510110 | Straw 27 Bi 

lonn Coorzn, Salesman. 
WHITECHAPEL, July 31. 

7üsto 80s | fae Old Clover 1058 tollbs 

$5 v DE 63 70 

ine Old Hay - 
E mum r Hay . = [se 288 to 84» 

New Clover 9 
MARK-LANE, Monpay, July 27 

The supplies of English Wheat by land carriage samples this 
Pu. were exceedin sly small, and our quo otations of last 

ai 

sale at former rate oi 
E . inform us of an active 

ere ; about rs. had been Ncsoused. 
principally for Italy, up to prices equal to gums Als. to 43s, por 

ihere in bond.— There were ver; r Peas, and 
dite Barley, at market, and the value of each is ROOM cor from 
last Monday.—Oats sell rather more fri eely than last week, and 
on the pans terms. 

ae IMPERIAL erc $. s $. 8. Wheat, E der Kent, and iE * White 48 50 Red . 44 50 ~ Norfolk, Lincolnshiv re, i0 50 White 40 5l Saly, Malting and distilling 285 to80s Chevalier 30 33 Grind. 925 98 lata, An and Yor! +  . Polands 25 98 Feed 33 26 
E y ar eag, and Si ae te E 98 Potato 27 80 s S s qaa reci m m ds eua ios 22 23 Potato 24 27 

ford Tana Bis . COME. ome ND - 

Bis, Mazagan, old and new 32 to 38 Mick 34 35 Pon, Pigeon, Helig poland. 88 to 42 Winds — — Lounge omm eas, White 36 i 42 Maple 83 36 Grey 34 
ly Y, 

n The LESE of English and Pordien ‘Wheat during the week 
eave b een moderate, but the weather continuing exceedingly 

ine business has been limited to the wants of NEGERO 
Uyers, at Monday’ Rie De quen and Peas, are unal- 

tered i in yalue,—The Oat trade is rather firmer.— Odessa letters 
the Hon informs P e demand for Wheat had been ges 

qon at any period si upwards of 70,000 qrs. had bee 
aud during the week for Sicily, Italy, and the south of Fra mus 
and ee acquis es could not be laid down here under 45s, per Wit 

Bes AVERAGES. 
is t.|Barley.| Oats. | Rye. | Beaps.| Peas. un. 20 per Quarter. Siria Sp Bal gie Bd} 88: 4d| 86» 4d| aos Ga Emm v. 2| 97 6| 82 7| 37 85 

CHAR d 27 6 2s 8| a8 a8 5| 85 
Mere 97 7| 94 8| 3311 | 8711] 95 3 

= gsi 2710| 93 0} 86 38 36 
COMMON 27 9| 98 5| 99 9| s8 9| 3610 d —— 

Weeka Agerog. Aver. | 51 7| 97 5! 39 6| a» 2| a711] a6 a 
Du Sinton Foreign Grain Go| edo ae ahora oF tao 

Eram showing the fluctuations in the price of Corn onthe average ot the 
2 ending Saturday, July 
aD don 20 | Juws 37 | Jun 4 | Jure a Tory 18 | Jury 25 

ee Et oe oe 

p 10 ty 

S z s 
Rad ee 

see oe oe Sanath | DNE E . ee a 
og .. ws 
50 10 oe ^ 

TEE 5 AA 

5 SEEDS, July 31, 
Sit m ruo derart d o 4 LinseedOnkenForolgn pon t Sito 9i 
Ern Reagan M ess de MR perän” » Serene 
- Whi Foreign x ET. Bro 3 - 

Con tes English < — Raposeed, English terlan ‘sor au oriander, Fore = Rape Cakes E 
Hempsed ^ ° < = 14 16 Saintoin 
Linseed q perar. 85 36 Taro» es winter P bush — 

Pe qr 45 48 ipu elgn - L E 
wi 

Baltio Z i 6, = = 40 43 'efoll akea Eng, por 100030] 11i Tni (too variate oa ‘Quotation — 
Ku 

EI *bRAULIC RAMS MP OE an obi vs 
for raising Water, wh 

a Fall can be obtained, to the 
height of 300 feet. The same 
Ram without the aid of a Tank 
or VIE n arranged to throw a 

Water constituting a Foun- 
tain with the head of water be- 
neat 

En 23 

o Engines for Deep Wells 
worked by steam, horse, or manual power ; 
Buildings heated with hot wat 

Address, Freeman Ror, 70, Strand, London. 
timates jen for the supply of Towns, &c. 

Douch Baths, &c. 

LE GG's IMPROVED SELF- ACTING HY. 
UY e DRAULIO ENGINE being now Registered, 
the attention of the Public to the following Price: 
to convey water 100 yards, conducting-pipe included, 207. do. 
do. 600 yards, 507. This-machine can be made to conv rey 
1 gallon to 20 per n PEU to a distance of 2000 yards, mo to a" 
elevated point of 500 feet or upwards. Fountains, Tow , &c., 
DA enu on eminences. e supplied by the above Edu 
Deep well-pumps on an improved principle.—N.B. All Machines 
warranted.—Apply at 9, St. Philip: po Cheltenham. 

pes AINSLIE TILE-MACHINE COMPANY. 
(Without RoT IA ) 

Directors.— JAMES Svira, Esq. f Deanston, Queen-square, 
estminster, Chairme in. 

Joun AINSLIE, E ow Alperton, Middlesex. 

VOR Beds New Bank- buildings. 

S. Box», Esq., ondes square, 
ne pie, Esq. 36, 8 
J. W. SUTHERLAND, i 
GEORGE WEBSTER, BEd Great Cee Rie Westminster. 

The Directors, in consequence of the numerous represen: 
tions made to them by applicants for o eae the diffi 
culty they experience in collecting the Roy e determined 
to abandon their claim for Royalty, and ar ha Sn achictea ata 
fixed price, without any Roy 

hese Machines, for E UAE Pire Gold Medals were given by 
the Royal Irish Agricultural Society at their Meeting at Bal. 
linasloe, and by the Highland and Agricultural Society of 
Scotland at their Meeting at Dumfries, are of three sizes, 

PRICES—For Cash. 
1, A Hand-Machine at th Se including two moulds to 

make Single Tiles or Pipes, 4 
2. A hrana Makine at the Oos to ed uae at once, in- 

cluding two moulds for Tiles or Pipes, 
3. A Machine at the Office, to be worked by eee or steam, 

including two moulds for Tiles or Pi; 1007. 
By these Machines, Draining Tiles and ‘Pipes of the most 

perfect form are pe Ud at a much cheaper rate than by any 
other process hitherto invented. 

Machine may be seen at work at Alperton; also at the 
Office, 193a, Piccadilly, London; at the Polytechnic Institu- 
tion, Regent-street, London; at "Mr. Surent’s, Curator of the 
Highland Society of PR UE and at Mr. LAURENCE Hinv's, 
141, Buchanan-street, Glas; 

All letters and applications “for further information to be 
made to the under signer 

N PATON, “See., at the Office, 1934, Piccadilly. 

ny MAD wanted, 

C Ton sixe PIER, AND PICTURE FRAMES 
FOR SIXPENCE OR LESS.—A large Picture, Chimney, 

r Pier Glass Frame, no matter how black or fly-spotted, is 
ERETO | equal to new. by merely sponging the Surface with 
UPTON'S GOLD DET ENT, which restores the 
lustre of all kinds of Gilding. Dean pectotal tabnawionee: Price 

s. 6d. bottle. Ormolu, Lacquer, Bronze, Non-abrasive, 
Plate and Eros Glass Detergents, ls. 6d. per bottle; Lamp 
o., 1s. 4d. e also, in restoring and preserving ae "bes auty 

of costly ari EGER save pounds for pence. had by E 
or application, of UPTON & Co., Sole Proprietors, 24, Penton- 
RA opposite Pen n t, and of in 

T')RESS COATS, superfine slay made to mensure, 
42s. ; ue Saxony, 50s. ; frock coats, silk facin; 

Sa y, 50s. enis 18 fastionenle trousers, 
in new patterns, 12s., 16s., and 21s, ; 

waistcoats, i io newest patter m ts a. us s 6d. ; rich satin 
and cloth, 7s. 6d. to 12s, 6d, of the new est syle, in 
paletots, beres, and Goatingtons, a llama cloth and cash- 
merettes (waterproof), 21s. rs wrapper8s: 6d. 

18s. Oys and gens ‘thing ps every de: 

PRICE FOURPENCE, OF ANY BOOKSELLER, 

ONTENTS or THE Ura es SATU. 
C LAST, JULY 25, EU 

THE ATHENZUM ; 
JOURNAL we ENGLISH AND FOREIGN Re DD ME 

CIENCE, AND THE FINE A 

B as Large Quarto Pies 

Reviews or, WITH EXTRACTS FROM— 

Historical and Oritical View of | Century. By W. C. Towns- 
Speculative Philosophy in| end, Es 
Europe. By J, D. Morrell. | Philosophy of Magic, Prodigies, 

Ravensnest, c. » from nch of E. Sal- 
Modern Orlando. th Explanatory 
Past and € of British | Totes Ge. aby Ale emt d 
Na 3 on. E. Plunkett. 

as i EREA Eminent 
Judges of Last and Présent 

Wirm SHORTER Notices OF— 
Extension of Steam Navigation ; Modern Geography 

from Singapore to Port | History E Origin and Pr 
Ir ish “Society. By 

son. 
Books for Children. 

mm By Lieut. Wag-| gr 
W.J. E Masi 

aiden ressury of Life. By | Metaphysi naly 
ee Pa: onage. Edited 

studies of Public Men. Rev. W. Sew ell. 
Speculative Difficulties of Pro- | pues to yman erg; 

casein E s Condition 
of the People. 

fessing Christians. 
Abbotsmere. By Mary Ger- 

trude. 

Originai Papers. Letter to Sir R. Inglis on Greenwich 
Observatory, by the Astronomer Royal—Australian Dis- 
covery—Archwological Institute of Great Britain and 
Ireland. 

Our Weekly Gossip.—Proposed Museum of, Economic 
Geology—Opening of Booksellers Provident Retreat at 
Abbott's Langley—New Warden of Episcopal College at 

cade 
SEU RE Soc 2iseworthy Conduct of tl 
Saxe-Coburg Gotha Pe ofessor ves s Eupho; ie 

Fine Arts.—Modern Painters —Hei deem ng 
A. pu eua. 93 Major- oot i Sir H. G. W. Smith 
Embossed Tableaux—Toda Mund and rotas Mcr m 
By Capt. Pekoocke- Art celis, 

Fine Art Gossip. Commissioners of Woods and Forests 
and Wellington Group—New Statues in Paris—Foreign 
Gossip. 

Nune and the Drama. Her Majesty's Theatre—Drury 
Lane e Operas)—Haymarket—St. James’s Theatre 
(French Play 

Musical and ‘Dramatic Gossip. — Obituary of M. 
Logier—Italian Operas at Covent Garden— The Stage in 
Ameri do Amer, of Gluck's um at Vienna— 
Opera Com; Par 

Miscellancs vad. Academy of Sciences—Count de St, 
Marie's ~ Algeria”— Commercial Value of Insaco setts 
and W: he Copper 
Region. 

Order The Athenzeum of any Bookseller, 

pere S PHEASANTRY, Beanfort-strest, King’s- 
pub Chelsea (by appoi ointment to Masesty and 

R.H. PRINCE Atpert).—ORNA AMENTAL "WATERFOWL, 
aan ate of Black and White Swans ; Peyption, | Canada, 
China, Barnacle, Brent, and La Shi akes, 

Ili, La- 
rador, Shovellers, Gold-eyed ey Dun Diver ; Carolina Ducks, 
ve., domesticated and pinioned; also Spanish, Cochin China, 
Malay, orandi Bolton Gray, Surrey, ana Dorking Fowls; 

ite Japan, Pied, aS Common Peafowl, Eggs of the 
aboy: pure China Pigs. 

OWLAND’S MACASSAR OIL, for in ducing an 
exuberant growth of HAIR, and for imparting a permanent 

gloss, as er softness, and a tendency to curl, REMAINS UNRIVALLED 
d ature Gr ARR Relaxation, and tendence; to 

fan pu hs ng MCN: 'evi d by this *incomparable" Oil. 
üg p T Si dispel all Seurf and Dandriff, and for 

onian it is especially recommended as forming the "Basi, s of 
a BEAUTIFUL Heap of Harr. As amilds petas corrective, 

e agent, ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL has 
e Patronage of the several Sovereigns and Courts 

ot Bg d with rank, fashion and Weare, supersedes 
all prepar: ‘ations of profes nilar impo: 

Tunic and hussar sui e, garden, and shoot. 
me coats, 8s. 6d. ang uit of SEUDREHNS black cloth, 
3l. 35.; extra Saxony ditto, 31. tos. to 47._Fisuer & Co., Tailors, 
31, King William.street, City, 10 doors from London- Bridge. 

S Lm 

p'osenonic RAT POISON. — This preparation 
is offered to the Public with the greatest confidence, being 

decidedly superior to all those poisons containing arsenic and 
other minerals, is most greedily eaten by rats and mice as 
ong as itis offered to them, and invariably pr Du certain de- 
struction, Prepared only by Enw 'ARD PURSER, ige-street, 
Blackfriars, Poate pu in pots, with full reanna for use, 
at 4s., 88., and 20s. 

ETCALFE & ; 00/8. NEW PATTERN TOOTH- 
BRUSH and SMYRNA SPONGES.—The Tooth-Brush 

has the important advantage of searching roughly into the 
divisions of the teeth, and cleaning them in the extra- 
ordinary manner, famous for the hairs ot coming 
qe is. An improved et. Brush, that cleans in a thi 
part t of the usual time, and incapable of injuring i the finest nap. 
Penetrating Hair-brushes, with the durable Rus- 

eing referred, its aoai great demand ex- 
cites ii cupidity of ESAE cul eer pers. 
most spurious trash as “Macas: Oil" Itis hatot impera- 
tive on Pur Eu to see that me words 

OWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL 
are engraved in Pr BS e the Wrapper ; and on the back of 
the Wrapper mospiyr 5 0 times, containing 29,028 letters.— 
Pr s. vae Bottles (equal to 4 small) 10s. 6d. 
and double t] E HE per Bottl 
Sold by the dodge A. ROWLAND & SON, 20, Hatton 

Garden, London, and by Chemists and Perfumers. 
*,* All other * MACASSAR OILS" s FRAUDULENT 

COUNTERFEITS! 

B ED F E 
< Per Ib. 

gro 

ogee cel: E TUUS Loud 
Per Ib. 

p* * .. Is 0d| Best F y Goose ub 
cr 5 1 4 |Bestlrish WhiteGoose 2 6 
Paien Ditto 1 8 | Best Dantzic . gx 

‘Warranted sweet and free from dust. 
A List of every description of Bedding, aining’ Weights, 

Sizes, and Prices, sent free by, ER on application ‘BAL and 
Son, Fe ather Dressers and Bedding Manufacturers, 196, Tot- 

sian bristles, which do ike common hair. 
of impri oved graduated bad powerful friction. t 

Brushes which actin the most surprising and successful man- 
ner, The genuine Smyrna Sponge, with its preserved tiia 
properties of absorption, vitality, and dur y means of 
direct importations, dispensing with all intermediate parties’ 
proñits and destructive bleaching, and securing the 
genuine TEA Sponge. Only” at Merck LFE & So 

130 B, e door from Tol 5 Ne 
Caution, pen ET the words 2 ies Metcalfe’s,” adopte: 

by some etes 

Iste CURE OF ULCERS BY 
HOLLOWAY’S OINTMENT AND PILLS.—Extract of 

t rn from Hampton, 
E ‘To Professor Horrow. 

New Brunsviqu. dated February 10, 

ason of mine, 16 j years 

months have since elapsed, 

appearance of Em n. (Signed) James WETMORE.” 

Medicines are so) Druggists, and at Professor Hornro- 

way’s Establishment, 244, Strand, London 

road, opposite the Chapel, 
aire te ios ASTE NEM ris 
ME ECHI'S ELEGANCIES FOR PRESENTS AND 

USE.—The greatest variety for Ladies ane Gentlemen 
at Mxenrs Manufactory y and Emporium of Elegance, 4, Leaden- 
pail street, London, where may be suited de economist and 
luxurious. Bagatelle e ao 10s. to 157., 
to 201., dressing cases 1 0l., work it Par 
leather writing ca E 10s. to d, ditto with dressing case a to 
25l., tea chests 7s, 6 

pier AKE Gs to 7 
w 
and cake baskets 10s. to 4l., card racks 165. to 3 
10s. to 47. 10s., pole greens 2l. 5s. to 4l. 10s. ing boxes, 
card boxes, ladies’ companions in pearl, ers sus maché 
and leather, ladies’ eat cases and toilet bottles, ladies’ card 
cases, chess boards and men, elegant papier maché chess 
tables, gold and cre ey cases in every variety, good tooth 
brushes 6d. each, c: of plated and silver dessert knives and 

Sheffield plate splendid table cutlery, warranted razors 
, Sporting knives, and every description 

of faney cutlery. With a var ety of other articles, of org 
catalogues may be had gratis. s Mercur manufactures 
tensively on his own premises, the quality of every aude is 
warranted, 



RONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE. [Ave. 

NOW READY, 

In one thick volume 8vo, contqining 900—765; Lup, wards of 500 Illustrations, price 30s. in cloth boards, 

THE VEGF 
kis 

THE STRUCT! 2sAcDlri1UATI0N, AND USES OF PLANTS, 

ILLUSTRATED UPON THE NATURAL SYSTEM. 

BY JOHN LINDLEY, Pzu.D., F.R.S., anv LS., 
Professor of Botany in the University of London, and in the Royal MER ot Great Britain, 

* To suit the convenience of Students and one the aboye Work is issued also in 12 Monthly Parts, price 2s. 6d. each, 

Also, by the same Author, a N a New Edition in demy 8vo, 

SCHOOL BOTANY 
oR, 

THE RUDIMENTS OF BOTANICAL SCIENCE, 
WITH NEARLY 400 ILLUSTRATIONS, PRICE 5s. 64. HALF-BOUND. 

London: Published for the Author by BRADBURY & EVANS, 90, Fleet-street, and Whitefriars, 

Now ready, price 4s, 6d., neat cloth, 
e 

THE EREE ROS E. 
PRACTICAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR ITS FORMATION AND CULTURE, ILLUSTRATED BY 

24 WOODCUTS. 
Reprinted from the ‘GARDENERS’ CHRONICLE,” with additional matter by the Author and others, 

CONTENTS. 
Annual pruning time, prin-| Guards against wind 
Vor om &c. a bellin; | their arrangen fting, advantage of 

Bindin; Loosing Sor Shoots, Keeping < pm and re- | Grafting, disady: antage 
Budding hife March pruning | moving thorn | Ope ration in different eu city 
Bud ding, Mone of year, day, | CS for healing wounds | Shortening wild sho: | Pi reliminary observations 
time of day, state of the Planting out, arrangement of | Stocks, planting o for bud- | Roses, catalogue and pier de 
plant, s of buds es, &c. ding upon ; tnemeansofpro-|  scription of a few sor 

Budding upon body Pruning for transplantation curing ; colour, age, height ; Scion, preparation RES inser- 
Bud, insertion of, into stock | Pushing eye, spring treatment| sorts for different species of | tion o 
Bud, preparation of, for use | af dui? shoots from ose; taking up, trimming Bole, choice and arrange- 
Buds, dormant and ‘pushing | Roses, different sorts on the! roots, sending istance, | mi 
Buds, failing | _ same stoc! | shortening heads, &c. ; saw Stock, preparation of 
Buds, s securing a supply of Roses, short list of desirable proper for the purpose 
S DE slugs, and m sorts for budding with a| 

to des 
Causes AES ess 
Dormant buds, theory of re- 

planting with explained 

| 'APPENDIX. 
A selection of varieties 
Jomparison between budding 
and grafting 

GRAFTING, 
Aphides, to keep down 
Free-growers, remarks on 

ng eye 
ap-bud, a nt of 

ts and pode. choice of 

LONDON: 5, UPPER V WE INGTON-STREET T, 6 COVENT-GARDEN. 

On Monday, the 3d of August will be published, price 58., 65, Cornhill, 1, 1846, rpHE JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL AGRICUL. ears Ea TURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.—No. XVI. M publi do towing Works 

ENGLAND'S COLONIAL EMPIRE. Vol. I. The 
Mauritius and its Dependencies. By CHARLES PRIDHAM, 
Esq, B.A., F.R.G.S. 8vo. (Just Ready.) 

My Nicholls’s Prize Essay on the Agricultural Labourer. 
. Burroughes's Prize Essay on the White Mustard Plant. Me Jonas’s Prize Essay on the TENNE of Cambridgeshire. 

aga Moody: On e Tussac Grass of the Falkland 
sla: 

SAVAGE 3 Sea Nb SCENES IN UNA 
AND NEIE BADAS By Gmonan Pnrxom AxGAS, Esq. 
2 vols., with numerous ii rh eta from 
Sketches a the Mite (In a few Weeks.) 

On Insects affecting Corn Crops in the Field 
a 

Mr. pait Drikaiesny omPraining WU Sands. 
or ed ay on Measure 

Burning Por Cla 
ay on Superphosphate oe Tene as 

Manure. 
eed Portma 
Mr. rie a Pri 

up Grass Land. 
Mr. John Wright: On Short-horned Cattle. 
Mr. pore Analyses of the Mineral Ingredients of the Hop. 

ar, 
a Romance. 

3 vols., post 8vo, 

HEIDELBERG ; By G. P. R. James, 
Esq. te August.) riments on the Growth of Potatoes. 

Essay on the advantages of Breaking 

MODERN PAINTERS. “By, a GRADUATE of OXFORD. 
Volume the Frnsr, a New Edition, veya by the Author, 

Mr, Love e Advantages of One-horse Carts over and printed uniformly with Vol. IL, imp. Svo. (Nearly 
Waggor 

Mr. Aime si Form of Memorandum on Tenant-right. 
Dr. * Daubeny : On the Dormant and Active Ingredients of | WIT AND HUMOUR, By Lricu pone Post 8vo, oil uniform with ** Imagination and Fancy. 
M. Long: On Burning fins: for Manure. e 

r. Parkes's Lecture on Draining, read before the Society at 
UT ai! Ty 

Published by Jonx MURRAY. 

FAUNA ANTIQUA SEVALENSIS. The Fossil 
Zoology of the Servalik Hills. By Dr. Huan FALCONER 
an AJOR CANTLEY. Part II, Elephants and Mastodons. 
With 12 Plates, folio imperial. (Just Ready.) 

THE GEOLOGY OF SOUTH AMERICA. By 
CnuanLES Darwin, Esq., M.A., F.R. S., F.G.S.. 8vo, with 
Illustrations. 

HE UNDER = MENTIONED BO p ANI I CA) AL 
WORKS have been recently Imported by W. PARN 

uek ence —Prodromus Regni Vegetabil Vol. 10, 
e 16s, 

DE CANDOLLE. —Any of the previous Volumes may now be vir. had dest or complete es of the whole 10 Volumes at! OBSERVATIONS IN THE Poe RN HEMI 
the reduce pe vi; S MI. 

DE LESSERT.— Icone: [ Plantarum, . Vol, Vi, royal SPHERE. By Sm Jonw Hrzscuzr, Bart., F.R.S. With dos. EUM numerous iato royal 4to. 
jy of the previous Volumes pr ud be had 

separate, or DESDE sets of tbe whole Five Volu 
ENDLICHER.—Genera arum. mplete ur ̂i large 
one, ime Sro price 4h; or TERDUM bound in 2 
olumes, 4 

ENDIAOHER. eet of the Parts may still be had separate, 
as well as the two Mantiss 
VE AND GRIFFITHS. xiu C: 

large Volume royal 8vo, price 91. 5. 
ME RS. — Repertorium i nd 

On ias 1st, Parr IV., price 6s., 

OOKER'S EDU FILICUM ; a Synopsis of 
known FERNS. 

ka This Four! fh Part completes the First Volume, 
WinLtAM PAMPLIN, 45, Frith-street, Soho. 

5-1 

HOOKER’S BOTANICAL ILLUSTRATIONS. 
On August 8th, will be r aha ut the very greatly reduced ̀  

Any of the Parts or Pe 

Volume V., Part IV., 
WALPERS.— Part the Fifth next week. 
"Volumes may now be had separate. j; OTANICAL ILLUSTRATIONS ; being a Series Plantæ Hartwegianæ. Part III., price 3s. 6d. of Figures designed to illustrate the Terms employed in a — Either of the Parts may be had separate, Course of M d on Botany, with Descriptions, By W. J. LENMANN, — Plantæ Preisianæ pereo Part IV.,| Hooker, LL.D., , Regius Professor of Botamy in the Uni- 

versity of eed 
LÉHMANN.— Either of the Parts may be had separate; or z^ Th he above valuable Work forms a thin. Volume the First complete, in cloth, price 183, volume, and contains a great number of oi nal, outline, ac- RANT. —Pugillus Plantarum Rariorum, orate dm rawn Figures, on 21 Lithographic Plates. But few 

copies remain on hand—they are done up in extra cloth boards, 
and offere: he very moderate price of 6s, 

WILLIAM PAMPLIN, 45, Frith-street, Soho. 

oblong 4to 

Part VIIL, 

mi HAMANN. —Any of the Parts may still be m separate, 
LINDENBERG. —Synopsis Hepaticarum. t III., price 4s, LINDENBERG — Any of the P. arts may still v6 had separate. 

—Flora de Filipinas, Segun el Sistema de Linneo. ee ie at Manilla, 

EI But few copies of this Work remain, 
_ Wirum Pampnin, 45, Frith-street, aues 

MR. MILES ON THE HORSE'S FOOT. 
Early in August will be published, a New Edition, royal 8vo, 

ith Engravings, price 7s., of 

— - i HORSE’S FOOT, and How to Keep it Sound. 
By Wisri14M Mines, Esq. 

“Our author combin lear head with a kind heart and a 
vein of quiet humour : he handles with equal dexterity ] hammer 

Ón A ug. “Ist, VON Tun First, | 
PECIES FILICUM ; 
Ferns, 

cloth, price 3 ae oy 

3 or a Synopsis of all known 
with Deseiptions of each, and Plates of e Rarer| Specie: T LIAM JACKSON HOOKER, R, K.H., &c. &c. and seapel, pen and pencil, paint-brush and engraver's tools: oT Tee, now completed (with full Index of, Working and writing with a firm hand, his language is so QM 

tee Species ad Synonym), contains Figures of upwards 2n EAE AES y Boss who ride may read z and understand."— Quar 
5 terly Rev 
Ex PAMPLIN, 45, Frith- street, Soho, mod LONGMAN, Brown, GREEN, and LoNGMANS. 

LE KINGDOM; 

Shoots for baie upon, and | puer binding up and Prin 
Grai 

ESSRS. SMITH, ELDER, & oo; will shortly 

street. N A. BEAUMONT, anaga 

ally in London, 

tion of risk; on a profit 

if 
meet the convenience or vant of the Ass 

NEW VOLUME OF STABLE TALK. 
Just published, in 2 vols. 8vo, with Portrait, pri 
TABLE TALK AND TABLE TALK ; 

tacles for Young Sportsmen. By HARRY. Brow 
*.* Vol. IL, with Portrait of the Author, and Index ‘to the 

complete Work, may be had separately, price 12s. 
n amusing and instructive book, which will be read with 

pleasure by the old sportsman, and may be perused with profit 
by the eun one,"— 

London: LoNGMAN, Brown, GREEN, and LoNGMANS. 

LEASES, LIFE XR EXCHANGES, &e. &c. 
Published this day, 12mo. 7s. 6d. bound, Part 2 of 

ESBIT'S PRACTICAL ARITH METIC: 
EN Valpar and Decimal Fractions, the General 

e of Logarithms, &c.; Alli: 
Alternate, Partial, and Total, Progression, Le: 
holds, Purchasing, Puno ani Renewal, de. 
ties an: oreign Exchanges, Compound Arbitra- 
ion by the Chain Rule, &e. ; ne a concise se el 
Dictionary. With Notes, Remarks s, and Observations. Adapte 
for Schools, Counting-Houses, and Private Students. 
KEY to the above, pun m ds. 

By the same ey 
PRACTICAL ARITIDIETIG. Part 1. —KEY, 5s. 
EE MENSURATION, 6 Bs. KEY, 5s. 
PRACT AND-SURVEYING, 12. 
INT RODUOTION to ENGLISH. PARSING, 2s. 6 

London: LONGMAN, Brown, Green, and SORGEN 

pe cloth, 
y Spec- 

Just published, fep. 8vo, HA p eid Edition, corrected and 

IVERS'S ROSE AMATEURS GUIDE; 
taining ample Descriptions of all the fine leading 

ties of Roses, regularly classed in tl 
their History and Mode of Culture. 

* Mr. Rivers is the best authority on the cultivation of the 

con- 
Varie- 

heir respective families ; 

Rose, Gentlokiast s Magazine. 
London : LONGMAN, BROWN, GREEN, | and Lone MANS. 

NEW WORK ON MESMER 
Just aa in 1 vol., fep. Svo, price € 

ME o ISM. 1N DE ; and its 
nee in and Medicine. 

Espana, PN D., Civil Assistant 8  BUxgeom H.C.S 
“ This is one of the most ni "ks 

peared on the curious subject itis remarkable 
not only for the facts it contains, but for its freedom from any- 
thie like passion or advocacy.” —Evaminer. 

n: ESE ih pee GREEN, and Lonemans. 

JO NN LIFE OFFICE, 50, pm T 
London.—EsTABLIsHED 1806 

INVESTED CAPITAL, ne 0002. 

NNUAL Income 140,0007. ONUSES DECLARED 529,000. 
Claims paid since the establishment of "ihe Office, 1,520, 00, 

-Prosident.—TnE Rieut WE EARL Grey. 

The Earl of Macclesfield, ^ Frederick Squire, Esq. 
Sir John BTE "rd v. James Sherman. 
John Deering, E Alfred Beaumont, Esq. 
Alexander Rod M.D. | Richard Sherwood, Esq. 

Table of Premiums for assuring 1000. on a Healthy Life, 

With Without | Wit Without 
Bonus. | Bonus. . P 

Age. [vorthe whole Life,atan|| “8° e Life, at 
anual Payment of n VEM Payment of 

| faa | fad Ed. | £d. 
20 | 11210 .|.2 3 7 | 40 $34 8 1:5 8 
25 CESEKREMI 45 a2 5 | 8373 
B00] 22 9 | 239 & | 450 317 0.| 410 8 
35 | 2 8/0 [| 21910,]]. 55 410 4 | 5"6 4 
UH Paid upon Policies which have become CLAIMS, 

No. Sum 
Poio, ented, EEEE, || Polie. Yusured| U Sau PA 

A | £ sd z s. d. 
495 | 3300 | 4509 3307 | 2000 | 34431 i $ 

1973 | 5000 | 765213 3 || 3617 | 1000 | 1362 411 
3085 | 5000 | 7706 6 0 | 4024 | Tooo | 1622 9 
3378 | 5000 | 7500 5 9 || 4888 | 1000 | 165413 6 

and y be obtained upon ap- d full p. 
plication to the Agents of 
the United Kingdom ; 

owns of the Office i is An the principal to 
ee at the head Office, No. 50 

J Director. 

ALBION | LIFE INSURANCE co MPAN Y, 
W BR ON. 

pom in 1805.— T 

PERFECT SECURITY, arising eo a large Capital, totally inde- 
di the Premium 

A Bonus amounting to POE fifths, or 80 per Cent. of the 
ENTIRE PROFITS, arising from all Policies issued upon the 
Part Mpeg Scales of Premium, will be apportioned 

e Policy-holders on the 29th September, 1849, and’ 
PASE at the end of every three years, either 

By Payment in Cash ; 
y Augmentation of ihe Sum Insured ; or, 

By Reduction of the Future Annual Pre m. 
Low Premiums, without Profits, particularly for li 

terms of years. Íncreas E Decreasing, and other Rates € 
Premium. Claims paid in 30 days after proof of Death, Pro- 
spectuses, Proposals, &c., ma; tained at the Office. Par 
ties resident in the country are pud Peduiréd to appear perso: 

DWIN CHARLTON, Secretary- 

NY, ORD i LIFE ASSURANCE COMPA 
No, 18, KING WILLLIAM STREET, CITY. 

CTORS, 
Sir James Duke, dere) M.P., Chairman. 

Benjamin Hawes, Esq., Deputy Chairman, 
Benjamin Barnard, Esq. 
Charles Baldwin, isq. V 

z b B zz 
a Bii 
Pe 

E * 
Charles Phillips, sq. 
Major-General Robertson. 
Daniel Sutton, Esq. 
O’B. B. Woolsey, ae 

Life Assurances are effected by this Compan jj on every d 
or non-profit s Credit of half the 

st five ERES kawea € on Policies effected Tor. 

ment of Premiums so aanne as to 
sured. A Policy may 

be made an absolute security. ` Advances continue to be made tO 
Assurers on real or undoubted personal security, for terms of 
ears repayable by instalments. articular attention is r07 

quested to the detailed Prospectuses of the Company. 

Wirirax Rarray, Actuary and Secretary. 

Linee, Evans, of No. 7, Church-ro 
pum i Middlesex, Printers at thei 

ihePrecinet of Wi City of Lon: 
Roe, No. 5, ‘Charles reet inshe pas 

n,in the said county, wl 'ertisei 
“Pauls, Covent 
ae om e 3:2 

are’ ‘to Vei addressed to the Editor, — saturday, pu quar n 1849, 
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HE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE 

AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE. 
A Stamped Newspaper of Rural Economy ae General News.—The ovk rut ime Part Edited i" Professor Lindley. 

No. 39—1846.] SATURDAY, AUGUST 8. [Price 6d. 

INDEX. 

Agri. Soc, of England - — - 542a 
Agri. Imp. Soc. of Te sun I 537 c | Phosphoric rat pra 
SD — Roses - CSL ¢ | Picotees, select 

otato crop, state of 

Rate, to kill Ray RS 'S pal erson pu jj 
gu yap E 2t» by phopshorlo poison Segen superphospl 

- 508 aj Societys pass -oé5 
Gaia to 538 6 ores, t bad - 
Calendars POR + 535 c | Saffron LITE ed 
Cattleya i 533 a | Scarlet Ri š 
alter, at in Starch, articles extracted from 

i ES. 'kholm, 
rm jn London 

Superphosphate of lime for 
Puis tree borders la 533 c Tuhala s serratifolia I sat Swoden, gardening t di desc. Beta. 

Tanaries and pretervarion of ‘Trees, death ot (as as - - 5350 
No r 537 c | Vegetable Mar 633 
Hatori in London + 532.4 | Willows, spontaneous combus: 
Hürtwep's ission Pe - 535c tior nof. LI 33 c orticultural Society late! Wireworm < 2 I 542a 

Brors S SEEDLING SETAN OF 1845.— 
he whole Set of Ten f 

LYNES SEEDLING GERANIUMS OF 1845. 
The whole set of Ten for 5i 

Priced Catalogues of Geraniums now rA and will be for- 
Warded gre UN 9s T a to 
Plymouth, WinzrAM E. RENDLE and Co. 

J No. STANDISH, Nurszryman, Bagshot, begs to 
inform his ES anite Public, that he has now ready 

Some CALCEOLA SEEDS from his fine new Spo otted 
anon: at Bs. er Taare. which cannot fail to bring some 

Becks SEEDLING PELARGONIUMS OF 1844 
AND 1845, 

13 Descriptive Catalogue of the above, with directions for 
eir cultivation, may be had in exchange for 4 postage-stamps. 

. Werton Cottage, Isleworth, 

Dez PLANTS FROM CHINA. EA few sets of 
pum d DRIED PLANTS collected in e 

ORTUNE, may still be proeured by applying to 
Hema D, Esq., Young-street, Kensing' London. Among 
Diis are many new end rare species scarcely known to Euro- 

FLOWERING BULBS, &c. 

OUIS VAN HOUTTE'S Autumnal Price Current, 
No: 26, is to be had on prepaid application to Mr. GEORGE 

Rann, 52, Mark-lane, London, 

GARDENIA WHITFIELDII. 
OUIS VAN HOUTTE'S Nurser ; GHENT, Sirene 

Strong Plants ....... 
With one over on every three ‘taken by the tates 

THE LARGEST BREED OF RABBITS IN THE KINGDOM. 

I GENUINE HARE RABBIT.—This singularly 
ouo variety has brent width and substance SE wa is 

m 17 t 
$0 x and flesh finer Node than the other Ped E fey 
ied to be disposed of three to four months old, 18s. per pair ; 
ol Re 20s. po paip SAPPI to Mr. Joun BRETT, Market- place, reat Yarm 
A pair of Black Squirrels to be disposed of, price 97. 10s. 

PRENIA CONCOLOR.—This new, beautiful, and 
indant flowering species, will shortly be figured by Dr. 

th the ** Botanical wd Plants 10s. 6d. each. 
ree are taken, one will be added to the trade, —R. GLENDIN- 
ING, Chiswick Nursery, near ed don. 

FINE CAMELLIAS. 
OUELL anp CO. are now supplying very healthy 
Plants of the above, comprising the following very hand- 

some Ne at 30s. per dozen, carriage free to London or 

Elegans, Grand Frederick, Fimbriata, Imbricata 
alba, idat Conspicua, Tricolor, Rosa Mundi, Ochroleuca, 
Noblissima, Cha: Double White, Eclipse, Bruceana, 

Sarl Striped, Monarch, Donkelarii, 

Colvil wnbulli, Invincible, Candidissima, King, Hors- 

fallii, Te MR Imbricata, Picturata, Anemonzeflora 
rosea, &c. &c. 

CEDRUS DEODARA. 
Yovzrr and Co, us to inform Planters and the Trade LT 

are enabled to supply fine one- ped Seedling hes of the 
above, well established in Pots. reasonable 

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA, or CHILTAN PINE. 
Yourtt and Co.’s Stock of the above magnificent hardy tree 

e found unequalled Rs P country or the oe 
either for extent or luxuriance of growth ; and they beg to 
the attention of Planters in Eod to the fact that those they 
offer are not nursed plants or drawn up in close pits, but fine 
sturdy plants, possessing dark rich green foliage, and such as 
ave stood the severity of the winter for several years in this 

the most eastern point of England, proverbial for its excessive 
cutting winds. The following is the scale of prices for plants 
in aa md may be planted out with advantage at the present 
season. 

3 years olde aa TUNE 12s. per doz, 
F Er RN, rer 

5 2 an 3 
6 1 foot, very $r n 

measur ring eas 12t 
A few fine speci lants 18 ene to 2 ny tee in height, and 

from 2 feet to 2 feet 6 inches across, 21s, each. 

Clery 

it. per doz. 

ise 
12s, y 

Picea Webbiana, 1 year, 2 feet 
Abies morinda, 2 years, in pots, fine .. 

ERICAS, OR CAPE HEATHS. 
OUELL & Co. dixe a fine and beautiful healthy Stock of 

the following ERICA; S, beg 1 offer them at 9s. per dozen 
Willmorei, cruenta, hybrida, gracilis, concinna, ignescens, 
abetina, hiemalis, flammea, verticillata, Bonplandia, Bowieana, 
veatricosa breviflora, dichromata, assurgens, sp a nana, 
A superba, cerinthoides major, ees viridi! 

YS arenow sending out per post, free, their ae and 
Superb WHITE FUCHSIA “ SANSPAREIL, ? 9s. 6d. per 
plant ; or, with 11 other new and beautiful varieties, for 21s, 

Extra fine and new m ieties of Ee 9s. and dis per doz. 
erbenas, extra fine sorts 65. yy 

do. very si 10s. 
NEW AND SUPERB PANSY, POLASTER "THOMAS: P 

YOUELL & CO. in offering the above Pansy, beg 
to refer to the report of it in the pa: paises of May n 
page 360, under the signature of ** Z, Z.” a: —* 61, fini 
form, colour r, and substance, bak a 2 Sak vi 
a perfect belting of deep blue round the lower petals ; 

this flower is singularly Ace » giving great richness to is 
appearance the flower.” Pri s. 6d, per plant, post free ; 
or with 11 other frst rate varieties, for T8. per post, free, 
CHRYSANTHEMUMS, the best and newest sorts by name, 

per post, free, 9s. and 125. per dozen, including a new species 
imported from C] m. 

Corrwa speciosa, fine bushy Plants) 2s. each, or 18s. per doz. 
Great Yarmouth Nursery, Aug. 

E BECK informs the Public that the various Articles 
* manufactured by him in Slate for Horticultural pur- 

poses, may be seen in use at Worton Cottage, Isleworth, upon 
to the a (Sundays em ys 

e £, 

NOW READY, IN FOUR-INCH POTS. 
3 ECK’s PELARGONIUMS OF 1844,— 

od Arabella ++ 15s. 0d. | Mustee 15s. ue 
R hello Dr -. 15 0 | Mare Antony 15 
Zen Circle ,.. - 15 90 Ma e 15 à 
'enobia, x se 7 6 [Margaret  .. 7276 

Favorita . Ts. 6d. 
above will be delivered free in London, for prepayment 
Usual a Moats to the trade when their card accompa- 

mper Post-oflice Ed are requested upon 

The 
ey 

Several thousand pairs of the above well rooted, 
uds on application, enclosing a Post stamp. 

Market-pl on, August § 
being “ett to T. J.: 
100 choice free flowering Cape Ericas, of distinct sorts £5 

50 do, Camellias io 
Epacris Gee miniata) do. 

R RARE PLA 

"E: J. ACKSON bs respectfully oy fus the follow. 
iug, viz. : 

. Each—s. d. | Each—s. .d 
Anemone japonica ++ 10 6 | Siphocampylus coccineus 
Cestrum aurantiacum.. 1 6 (in flower) .. . 36 

hyl arbu- Barnadesia rosea e86 
De . 36 Be violacea. 50 

++ 3 6| Begonia sp. fuchsloldes; - 150 
PAUSA Chirita sinensis e 50 

bosus, or fasieulatus, anica.. vv. 
AG . 20 Colimnea crassifolia .. 36 

elegans. 20 venus- 

Iochroma tubulosa . 36 m 50 
Jasminum affine . e 50 Cuphea miniata .- EARS 

»  Bidwillize 5 0| Eranthemum variabile.. 3 6 
»  precox .. 50|Evolvulus purpureo-cz- 

E ia 76) 5 ic pat RAS 
Pinus D aM Franciscea acuminata .. 2 6 

lings, 4 inches + ++ 106 , augusta .. 4.150 
20 i 76 

Taxodium dO AMET Gesnera gardeniaflora .. 5 0 
+ 10 6 | Hoya Cunningham, .. 50 

Ditto "ditto, 20inches +. un 0 . 36 
Alona ccelestis 16 sibo 
Backhousia myrtifolia « 50 . 36 
Clematis smilaxifolia 76 76 
Crowea canaliculata 7 6 | Pleroma : Benthamiana.. 8 6 
Epacris EN A 50 dana 36 

n ve 50 Porphyr rocoma lanceolata 76 
Fuchsia SPL/Bonsvalds Ruellia macrophylla 

(Mell m - 36 strong) 5 0 

» Napoleon (do) .. 50 5 35-08 flower) 76 
ramouche (do) 3 6 »  maculata.. 426 

Hypocalyptus obeordatus 5 0 ntana 36 
Prostanthera retusa 10 6 | Van i Houttes calcarata.. . 36 
Salvia gemon riflora 3 6 | Whitfieldia lateritia .. 5 0 

Also the undernamed. in MEAE o7 the selection of kinds 

0 
10 
10 
10 coco Azalea indic: ik 

A reference or remittai "uen is D) from unknown cor- 

from 3 6d. to 24. rdi e ENS o AG: Bai GLASSES | 20 do. HOR 6a, to 4s. each, d HADES, with holes, 1s. 9a. to | 20 do. 
LAT a, each, "FISH BOWLS, m 1s. 6d. each.—APsrEY PEL- 

Co., Falcon Glass Works, Holla n — Kingston Nursery, 

WOODLANDS LENS SuSE enm, NEAR 
KFIELD, 

Vyas WOOD & SON pens leave to offer the 
inven select Plants 

. 10 Ruellia maerophyl 

50 Siphocampylus caocinevis, 
6 

orm 
Lookhartii ET 

Gesnera Geroldiana 
Hindsia violacea 

d. $, d. 
Abelia rupestris .. 86 | Ipomoea Broadleaziensis. 3 6 
ZEgiphilla grandiflora .. 3 6 | Iochroma 
JEschynanthus Boschianus 50 ‘flowering plants” .. 16 
Barleria Dd «oe 26) Justicia Macdonnelliz . 26 
Bouvardia flava 16 16 
Calimeris, new hardy spe. 26 Lisianthus Russellianus, 
Cestrum aurantiacum .. 2 6 loom 26 

Chirita sinensis 26 105915 longiflora, “pure 
Cryptomeria japonica, | ragran’ 16 

č gxspLiNG PLants”.. 42 0 | Medinilla erythrophylla . 2 6 
'uphea. SEM x3 Do «» 106] vun: ja illicifolia ae 26 

26 | Ph x Drummondiialba, 2 6 
Echites pes 73.6d. to21 0 | SURE Dalmaisiana .. 2 6 
Franciscea y "ELE. Pterostigma uou 26 

6 26 

6 
0 i DI 9 6| Weigela rosea 

Azalea us Es choice varieties s+ 0 12s. to 18s. 
w and superb do. +. 94s. to 36s, 

m uchsius, ‘ie Varieties, B blooming MEUS 6s. to 12s. 
. «+ 18s. to 30s. 

Visi Ea 50 Ses varieties as 21 9s. to 18s, 

With each order will be presented a pri ME SERRE 
of d towards defraying the expence of c; 

OUNT ETNA (Hors s).— This extraordinary 
flower, without exception, is the brightest um ed strik- 

ing Geranium ever offert es It has obtained Fo izes—two 
at Chiswick, one at the Royal Botanic, and cite at vn Royal 
South London on ae only times it has been exhibited 
for competition, when it was alwa ys admired by gazing thou- 
sands. The following description is taken from the Report in 
the Gardeners’ Chronicle, May A 
flower of extraordinary brilliancy Sn nds of colour ; iss 
lower petals are of a deep rosy red ; petals, which ai 
velvety in texture, have the ntes e hue bya ies 

crimson scarlet; the flower is well formed and ot 
considerable substance." Free bloomer and the habit excel- 
lent.—Plants 1l. 1s. 

ISABELLA (HoxLE's).— This flow: He also eee a Prize at 
the Horticultural Exhibition at Chiswick, when, in the sam 
Report, the following description will, ue found: Tee Isabella 
has remar! kable cg top petals of deep 
narrow margin of pink ; centre light nu 

the lower petals of a rosy purple." 
eae fru bloomer, and well suited br exhibiting. — 
Plants 10s. 6d. each. The two taken together 17. 10s, 

mel a few strong Plants of last year (that his 
present ‘stock has been cut from), which will make good Plants 
for stock, or aes Specimens for Exhibition.—Mount Etna 2l. 2s,; 
Isabella ll. 

The Trade ‘will be allowed 25 per cent. when three of 
each sort are taken at once. 

A correct and well-finished coloured Engraving ch Mouse 
Erna and ISABELLA, Eyes by Mr. Holden, ee “ Pax- 
ton’s Magazine,” fro) e flowers exhi! E sent 
z rebar for 12 nese Sian. which will bd oea to Pur- 
chase 
The followi ing new varieties all sent vp for the first time last 

season by their respective raisers, ma; had correct to name, 
at the followi ing sd The entire A left to Mr. Miller, 

o will carefully send a TER variety, 2l. per dozen. The 
selection left to the purchas: ozen. 

ILLER’S—Egyptian P Vesta, M Phillida, Au- 

rantia, us Sebright, Paragon, Samye, Turk, Phenix, Turban 
A sea, Olimpia, Turchianna, Aiba Superb, Fairy, ma 

it first-rate, an 

[M 
OK'S— Mare Antony, Juno, Desdemona, Rosy Circle, 

Sunset, Isabella, Margaret, Othello, Zenobia, Mustee, Bellona, 
Aral bella, Favourita, Bella. 
HOY Wow c Morpeth, ur Duke of Or- 

DN: abob, 
e. 

dized Geranium Seeds, 100 for 10s. ; 50 for 5s. ; 25 for 3s, 
Basis Nursery, Ramsgate, August 8, 1846. 

TT HOMAS THOMSON, Iver, near Uxbridge, .re 
spectfully informs his friends and the public, that iis 

now prepared to send out good Plants of his EDL 
PANSIES of 1815, which have been much admired at s 
shows in and near London. 

_ Satirist, 75. 6d. ; Duchess of Rutland, 7s. 6d.; Constella. 
tion, 5s.; Candidate, 5s. ; - Shakspeare, teg ; Eucli lid, 5s. ; Ara- 
bella, 5s. ; Augusta, 2s. 6d. ; Sappho, 3s. 

A consider rable "YS RES made to any A taking the whole 
of the NA mentioned varieties, 

N.B.—Catalogues may be had on application, which come 
prises mes of the leading sorts in cultivation, 

Gu WHICH CANNOT BE BROKEN BY 
STORM.—A large quantity of POLISHED PLATE 

GLASS to be sold at 1s. per foot.—Apply at the East London 
Plate Glass Warehouse, Leman.street, Goo2mau's-flelds, 
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AINES'S NEW — SEEDLING GERANIUMS 

be sent out in October 2m 4 
*PRINCESS OLGA. —This flower is a vi e orange-pink, 

with n. dar rk spot in the upper petals, Merei with bright 

i. 25; 
m SMARY “QUEEN OF SCOTS.—Pure white, pan a dark 

spot in the upper petal, neatly belted with white. 
*LORD HARDINGE.—Rosy-pink, with a fine Vade ‘spot i in 

ae upper petal, a larg: 2 
resembles the 

in Coe a e their only Counting House and Seed 

—CORNER OF HALF-MOON- STREET | 
TOMAS GIBBS eo CO., 

(By Off cid appoin tment), the S DSME EN to the 
“ROYAL AG RICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND," 
to remind the Members of the Society, and Agriculturists 

are- 
PICCA- 

GEEDS. 

house is e Corner of HALF MOON ee 
DILLY, TINA as for the last Fifty 

Priced Lists of ’ Agricultural Seeds are Be ready, and.may. 
M. — Vermilion- rose, flower be had on application, 

Daa UU of Leinster, and. is equal i in form, with a darker spot 

The flower ismuch larger, 21, 2s. EVERGREENS OF e E o IPTIONS FOR AUTUMN 
NG. 

in the Cue uid 
PRE. NE NT.—Dark upper petals, ordine diii roso: 

lower pots rose, with a fine white centre. A very round 

flower. 27. ms a 

CHIEFT Bright rosy-scarlet, with a crimson. spot in AIN.— 
the upper petal. 1%. 10s. 

LADY KITTY.—Dark crimson upper petals, ma argine with 

pink ; lower pes pink, with a Mie centre. 1j. 10 

he above are fine habits, “tre e bloomers, and fine Show 

flowers. T " obtained Prizes at the 

O BE SOLD, us cns ot NURSERY STOCK, 
including a great quantity of fine healthy Evergreens of 

gh sorts, Also Borest.and Fruit Trees, and Flowering Shrubs. 
As the whole of the Jand must be cleared (in consequence of 
the Owner: giving up business), the stock will be sold at reduced 

ny one desirous to continue the Business, can have 
the often of the whole Stock and Sones anda Lease granted 

near London, 
.G. has ready for sale Achimenes atrosanguinea, new 

Paten’s ; Abutilo Chironia floribunda ; 
nova; Stanleyana; Mussenda 
ma. aesonia mollissima 

Weigela rosea. 
a, August 8, 18 

species s, Dr. 
Gesnera faucialis 
frondosa ; 
Cryptomeria japonica ; 

Surrey-lane, P. 

ES OF CHILIAN 

VAN I 100 
n, begs to offer 

; 

vine, Ghent, 
: t 

te 285. 
" DNE. or JEn Y 

x Hour TE, at Ghent, The a ET 

4hp Isto August, and the plants forwarded to Lo : 
vhs Rev. Dean of Manchester, speaking of his visit to. Mr, 

in Houtte's establishment at Ghent (see Gardeners’ Chronicle, 
—“ They are of every 

nen to pale 
their effect 

i—'* I do not recollect AEF Ra a a 
k Mr. Van Houtte will 

nd it difficult to supply the SrA for them, when their 
medi shall Qe fully known." 

t of the same Journal, on the meeting of the 

Hortiguitural Society of the 5th August, 1845, is the und 

account of this wrn ** Messrs. Van Houtte sent a bouque: 

from Ghent, composed of Alstroemeria blooms from the es 

19 E 

they were said to have ed latel, sed, ds they Sutloiniy 

showed what beautiful objects large peni of them would be 
inthe flower-garden, and fully justified the eed ved of 

me by the Dean of Manchester in a late Number." 

ach packet contains directions for piano and culti- 

acd m The usual diseount to the trade. 

OINTER or SETTER.— Wanted a well-broken 
Dog. Must Ves oe sick distemper. e 

gating age, price, and where ddress, post paid 

io E., Gardeners’ "Chr ‘onicle hee, sa eae Wellington-street, 

te ate 

LASS FOR CONSERVATORIES. 

PSLEY. PELLATT axo CO. Faleon Glass 
Works, Holland-street, Blackfriars, are prepared to supply 

(in quantities not less than 100 square feet), SHEET AND 

CROWN GLASS OF BEST QUALITY, at the following 

Net Cash Prices :— 
Any size under 40 ins. long. Ber nae foot, 

LI d. 12 oz. weight per foot. .. . 4 

16 oz. f » E 5 

21 x m ” m ne 

26 o: 
SMALL a up to 10ins. by sins., from m to 3d. per 

square foot. 
N.B.—The 16 oz. is full strength for Greenhouses. 

dapi AND FOREIGN SHEET GLASS, for 
Hortieultural purposes, &c. m JAMES 

vs 315 EUIS ‘London, at the following cue 
„at 

-— 

e f 
i, N- arc Glass, French Shades, Plate and Crown 

Window Glass. A discount to the Trade. 

lacs AND BRITISH SHEET AND CROWN 
GLASS, for pU and general purposes, to be 

from 3}d. to 53d. p Glass er foot. 

from 8 to 17 acres of land 
es Duk rent. — Apply to roga Mrrron, Pontefract, 

August 8 

FLOWER-POTS AND GARDEN SEATS. 
OHN MORTLOCK, 250, Oxford.street, respectfully 
announces that he Has a Nae large assortment ofthe 

pies articles in d colours i 

UTY OFF GLA 

GRE REEN AND HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, 
J &c., madeand gu Complete in all gres ts of ae ‘Kingdom, 

g& a. s nsiderable reduction, ne, two, and thre: ht Cucum- 
r and Melon Buses, and Lights of ail ee pe. ready for 

cu e and sent to all parts of the om ; warranted 
best material, NC light Boxes and "Lights complete, from 
2:2 Ga ad hts of every res JAMES WATTS'S, 

Hothouse Duildes Claremont-place, Old Kent-ro: 
Reference may be had to eee ides and the Trade, 

in most of the counties in England, 

PO BE DISPOSED OF. — were Eid b mii 
GREENHOUSE LIGHTS, 4 feet by 7; 2-inch wood; 

lass 3 inches by 4. had separate, Price 285. c inen 
Can bescen at WM. SNAZEL'S, Sydenham, Kent. 

rei BUDDING KNIFE. —“fThis is the 
est Budding Knife we have seen, the ivory handle is 

sped like the blade of a curved Penknife, sharp and turne 
he point, and is evidently extremely well contrived for 

tie purpose it is intehded."—Opinion of Professor LINDLEY in 
the Gardeners’ Chronicle, July 29, 

EORGE M, Surgical Instrument Maker and Cutler, No. 
262, Strand, London, and at No. 3, Dolphin-strect, Bristol, begs 
to call the attention of the abo tothe abovi e desirable oed 
Sent free t 

e order for 33, 
utions Fibriodliuriste and the publie in general 

against Wonders imitations of the above article, he being the 
only appointed Manufacturer. 

AKER’S PHEASANTRY, Beanfort-street, King's- 
road, Chelsea (by appointment to Her MAJESTY and 

H.R.H. Prince ALBERT)—ORNAMENTAL WATERFOWL, 
consisting of Black and Whit ite Swans; Egyptian, Canada, 
China, Tamacles Brent, and Laughing Geese; Sheildrakes, 
iac d n, Summer and Winter Teal; Gadwall, La- 

ador, Shovellors, Gold. yed and Dun Diver ; Carolina Ducks, 
dx domesticated a ioned; also Spanish, Cochin China, 
Mali Pa Foland, Bolton: Gray, Surrey, gens Dorking Fowls; and t at 

White, iem Pied, and Common Beato Eggs of the 
‘above; and pure China Pig, 

Erin PRESERVED BY COOPER’S PATENT 
ABA UE have been proved to keep perfectly sound 

good for family use for FIVE YEARS, This 
v ui is well suited for the preservation of 
Pine-apples, Strawberries, Wall-fruit, &c., retain- 
ing and concentrating all their excellent and pe- 
culiar flavours ; the Strawberries are adapted to 
be. ue € cream at all pum of the 

e hampers of the 
mad for family Gi ‘gating e; 
corkscrew, wii ole pie reine of the pa- 
ae process, on EROR DS: will be delivered 

any part nee London, for TEN SHILLINGS, by 
an, order addressed to AMES Yide) 7" "the 
upper part of St. Toltnsdiroats Clerkenwell, Lon: 

The Patent eppoi and Vessels are on res ew the Manu- 
factory as above. 

| CONICAL 7 BOILERS.— These excellent Boilers, i in- 
vented by Jonn Rogers, Esq., are made of various sizes 

by Jonn SHEWEN, Ironmonger, Sevenoaks. 
ble to all kinds of apparatus, and are in us: TS, 

all; Messrs diges’, is Messrs. Chandler's, Vaux! srs. 
Rollisson’: 's, Tooting ; Mr. Pontey's, Plymouth; Mr. Anaan 
Pine-apple-place; and in nm I orticultural Society’ 8 Gardens. 

THE TANK SYSTEM, 

J URBIDGE anp HEALY having heated a con- 
siderable number of Pits and other Horticultural Struc- 

tures, for the cultivation of Pines, Melons, Cucumbers, and 
other tropical plants, Paetioniarty » upon be plan E 
in Mr. MirLs's recent bis ork. on. re of Pines and Cu- 

ns that t every kind of s Bip may 
be heated by Bunnr»oz and HEALT’: c DES Tank Apparatus, 
with the absolute certainty of producing the desired result. 
Their Apparatus may be seen at work at pie following places’: 
—Horticultural Gardens, Chiswick ; Royal Botanie Gardens, 

'w; Baroness Rothschild’s Gardens, Gunnersbury ; Mr. 
Glendinning, Chiswick Nursery; Messrs. Henderson, Pine- 
apple-place ; and in more than one hundred other places.— 
130, Fleet-street, London, 

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING AND HEATING BY 
HOT WATER, 

E 

E & DAY, AmcnurrEOTS, &c., Gloucester- 
Y e place, King's-road, ‘Oh helsea, HOTHOUSE BUILDERS 
and HOT- WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS, most 
respectfully begs to inform the Nobility, Gentry, and Horticul- 
turists, that they have erected on their premises, for the pi 
pose of inspection, a variety of Ho ouses, Greenhouses, Con- 
servatories, Pits, , where all the v. vone known improve- 
ments of the day can Po seen, Their Hot-water Apparatus is 
also erected, and kept in constant action i id various Hothouses, 
Green] nhouses, Pits, do. da the whole principle of Top and 
Bottom Heating can be 

J. WEEKS & Day OUO their Hot-water Apparatus to be 
efficient for every pupok ie to which heat is applicable. Boilers 
of all sizi gest is warranted to heat arangeof Forcing- 
houses 300 [m in length, with a epa quantity of fuel, and only 
to require attention once in 12 

Models, Plans, &e., i n Dreh variety. 

© 

OT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING 

55, LIONEL-STREET, BIRMINGHAM. 
Proprietor, Mr. THOMAS CLARK. 

Superintendent of the Works, Mr. JOHN JONES, 

JS returning his grateful thanks to the Nobility, 
Gentry, and Public at Ba i ip ied liberal patronage of 

Strand, importers of stout Foreign Sheet Glass, supply 
Glass for Horticultural and other purposes, of the best descrip- 

Oils, Colours, Brushes, & ik Es , 5 » ca H : SE Heisse toe A Mais, DWELLING-HOUSES. 
best Session, “at lowest prices, at F. ELPHICK’S, 28, Castle. CLARK’S HOTHOUS CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved princi 

| 3 1 ples, and at very moderate inia erected by DANTEL and i | Ready M oney only, METALLIC WORKS. EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN. 
H ee : Y and E. BAILEY Bn ing devoted much timeto the considera- 
Hl HORTIOULTURAL > tion’ of this subject, a much experience in the erection of | DUE AND PELL, 15, Southampton-street, apparatus for the dbove-montionod Pupae; m by improve- 

tion and on the lowest terms. 
1 d Squares packed in boxes of 109 at m 

chi ie Abe noblemen and pes lemen. 
be employed by the ‘Horticultural Society of London, in 

executing the oe of their splendid Conservatory erected. at 

os Pr po: dox. nn 34d. per foot, $ 4, 3d. per foo 6, 33 
23 KA ois gi Improved Hand 

by 
Glasses of ‘every dA 

t à 

Propagating the above Establishment arly 30 years, 
Lights, rr ee GLASS Mr. CLARK begs to state that su TEE of the duty on Glass ee ek i 

WARDS & PELL beg i» state they can now supply enables him to offer his METALLIC HOT and GREPÑIOUSES and E, BAILEY also canphmeti in metal all descriptions of 
EA Aei Buildings and Si ashes, and invite Noblemen, 
Gentlemen, and the Public, m the inspection of their various 
drawings and models, at , Holborn, where they have the 
opportunity of aS [enm other metal works, an ex- 

These Houses are glazed wi at a greatly reduced price. 
of from 24 to 30 inches in. Tength British Sheet Glass, in panes oj 

and of such thicknes: 

DAIRY PANS un a reduced price. 

arises from 
Wut Boat es aerial 57, BROAD-STREET, 

breakage, whilst VUA 

NET CASH PRICES OF HORTICULTURAL GLASS, 
Foo 

(frequently rae (0 25 per ons per annum), is effectually. 
prevented Spei mode of glazing adopte à sam- 
ple of his Metalle d Hothouses, in which all the most recent im- 
provements are happily combined, Mr. CLARK refers with pride 
and satisfaction to the magnificent range erected by him in 

tremely complete and convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, 
adapted for the continued supply of hot water, and an arrange- 
ment of the oven more complete than has hitherto been brought 
before ar public. 

. BAILEY were the first to introduce metallic cur- 
the new Royal Gardens at Frogmore, which is admitted by all 
competent judges to be the most complete and perfect of its 
kind in the world. 

He WATER APPARATUS.—The attention of 
v Architects, Builders, and others, is respectfully requested 

o BENJAMIN FowLER's superior method. of Heating Churches 
and Chapels, Halls, Stair-cases, Conservatories, Forcing an 

9 inches, and 

| 
In inean dd not steer cd | 

Crates of 25 & 36 sheets | 

Pim Pin ^ a 6 Oh 5-8 10/19 Greenhouses, Manufaetories and Warehouses, Kilns, Rooms 
“and not exceeding 40 in, | for Drying Timber, dc:, ig nd E jeden of purpose for which 

"ifi l heat is requir ithin the last 20 shiny 
| ee 9& £145 6) T '9 | 93 2i 123 ue ires of bui dames have. been. heated upon i plan, 

| r DOW GLASS. the parties for whom they were executed are constanti eus Venetian, &c., i ARIETY. May be seen at ba 
RADCLIFFE, E UN., 32, Chichester- place, King’s- peat their eir vouch for | Parker and Wyarr’s, Surrey- stroet, p London. $ 

\ * Cross, having received a large supply of every descrip- | their efficiency. An improved wrought-i ban tall, which res Agents to Messrs, MINTON & CO., of Stoke~ i tion o EET AN OWN GLASS, ow execute | quires no brickwork, may n Wueqe en Ee the premises, upon Trent, Also Patentecs of the PORCHLATN BUTTONS, 
leet-i 1 cheaper and more durable than Mother-o'-Pearl, &c. 
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CHOICE FLOWER-SEEDS. 

ASS & BROWN particularly recommend the fol- 
lowing, which haye been carefully saved from numerous 

varieties of superior and first-rate flowers :— 

Y Per packet—s. d. 
Cineraria .. ae +. 1 0] Ranunculus 

+» 1 0| Heartsease . 
+» 2 6] Alstremosria, from V 

Houtte’s beautiful vars. 1 6 

Per packet—s, d. 
E . 2 

m oo 
Geranium ES 
Petunia . 

n 
B oe ed 

Also many others for present sowing, for which see their 
advertisements in the Gardeners’ Chronicle, dated July 11 and 
18. Sent free by post at the prices affixed, with useful direc- 
tions for sowing and treatment, 

A remittance from unknown correspondents is requested. 
Post-ofice orders must be made payable to Winttam Bass and 

}» Brown, 

oe I SI 
OUIS VAN HOUTTE'S Nursery, GHENT, BELGIUM. 

Very strong Bulbs, 
Per dozen. 

25 

SATURDAY, AUGUST 8, 1846. 

We rejoice to find that the opinions of gardeners 
are not so decided as we anticipated as to the ne- 
Cessity of destroying an old pasture in order to form 
a FRUIT BORDER. They all, indeed, maintain the 
excellence of turfy material, in which they agree 
With us, and they seem to think it doubtful whether 
that natural mixture can be equalled ; but then it is 
Admitted that there is no need to attack an old pas- 
ture, and that sods of one sort are as good as any 
Other sort. 

Indeed, our friend * Quercus," than whom it 
Would be difficult to find a more experienced or 
Sensible gardener, seems to prefer the soil of uncul- 
lvated places. He has, however, laid himself open 

to such criticism as the following,which has reached 
us from an unknown hand. 
45. Quercus,’ speaking of his own practice, says— 
I then procured a sufficiency of what I may call 

Yirgin-loam (having never been cultivated), from a 
eathy waste.—I may add the new materials were 

Yough sods hacked up a little in the mixing? The 
latter sentence is. not very intelligible, but the 
whole shows that the advice is not to rob your own 
soil, but that of your poor neighbours, to whom the 
Surface of the * heathy waste" belongs. 1, too, am 
ord of the manor in which I reside; as such, all the 
minerals below the surface belong to me ; but all 
the surface belongs to the tenants of the manor, and 
it ig my duty to prevent anybody from taking 
Tough sods hacked up from the heathy waste.’ 
Quercus,’ therefore, is of the old opinion, for he 

afterwards adds, * though I consider robbing a pas- 
ture (that is his own), quite unnecessary ; yet fresh 
soil (from a poor neighbour's), is next to essential? ” 

But in truth these answers do not touch the 
original question; which was not whether any 
better material than an old pasture could be found, 
but whether a. sufficient substitute cannot be pro- 
vided. Ifthe happy owner of old pastures prefers 
Peaches to butter, c eese, and beef, there can be 
no sort of objection to his following his own fancy. 

€ issure to have Peaches, and to lose rent ; for 
as to the belief expressed by one of our corre- 
Spondents that skinning an old pasture does but 
itle injury to it, we can only say that it would be 
rather difficult to convince us of that. But what 
15 that man to do who cannot get this turf, or who 
thinks it prodigal to employ it, or who—no matter 
Why, is called upon to find a substitute. "That is 
What we have to consider; and a very important 
Subject it is for both master and gardener. 
A We fear, from the nature of some of the preserip- 
tons which have reached us, that the reason why 
Old turf is so valuable is not quite clearly under- 
Stood. One person advises dead animals to be 
Introduced into the exhausted borders; another 
Would trust to guano; a third to rotten stable 
Manure, All such expectations are certainly 
oomed to disappointment. It would be giving the 

trees what the turf does not give them, viz., azotised 
met in excess; and would be not giving what 

e turf so abundantly furnishes, a thoroughly 
Orous texture, and plenty of saline matter. This 
as been well put by Mr. Savr. We have no 
re more close in texture, and therefore more 

d pasty mass that results from the decay of an 
Tt, therefore, can never supply a fruit- 

vu s with what the turf gives, however high its 
ue in some respects. 

ie great points to be attended to in forming a 
substitute fea duct sods are two; l, to abiur 
qauivalent for the roots that penetrate sods in all 
Er ections, forming myriads of fine tubes, which con- 

Y air and moisture through the whole mass of 
earth; 2, to. exclude every kind of matter which 
Les. tankness to growth, as all putrid or putre- 

S This can only be done by materials do. 

imitating the roots of the Grass that formed the 
turf; and a neglect of that indispensable precaution 
can only end in failure. 

The roots of Grass are merely underground 
straws, of a more compact texture than usual. The 
two are chemically, as well as organically, the same, 
so far as any possible question of cultivation is con- 
nected with them. Why not replace roots, then, 
with straw? Stable litter, but little fermented, 
contains all the equivalents that seem needed— 
organie matter, saline matter, an absence of azo- 
tized matter in excess, and mechanical properties, 
Providedeproper soil is procurable, everything else 
seems to be thus furnished, without a need of any 
other material. And we hold this litter to be 
better than charred sticks, or the half-decayed 
plashings of hedges, or even decayed leaves, be- 
cause it keeps the soil more open, and is at the 
same time more prone to slow decay than any 
material to which the process of charring has been 
applied. 

The true difficulty appears to us to consist in 
the thorough incorporation of the requisite mate- 
rials, not in procuring the materials themselves. 
Herein the gardener must exercise his ingenuity. 
We all know how extremely difficult it is to incor- 
porate Jong litter with anything. But why need it 
be dong? It could easily be forked out from the 
other part of the manure, and shortened by chop- 

ping, or by being passed through a chaff-eutter, and 
then the difficulty would vanish. Suppose the 
straws were cut to 3-inch lengths, the thickness of 
asod,ethere could be no difficulty then; it would 
merely require time and labour, and not very much 

of either. 
If we were to advise as to the way of preparing 

a substitute for a turf border, we should procure a 
light calcareous loam, if it were to be had, and in- 
corporate it with a quarter of its bulk of tolerably 
fresh stable litter and horse droppings. This incor- 
poration eould be effected by turning the mass over 
a few times during the three or four months which 
would be required to reduce the straw to a proper 
state of decay ; and. we are of opinion that success 

would be more likely to attend this plan than the 
use of dead dogs and cats. If it were thought ad- 
visable to add anything to the mixture, it should 
be such materials as coarsely-crushed boiled bones, 
or bones that had been well fermented before being 
introduced into the soil. 

Of course this plan would require modification 
according to the nature of the soil itself. But this 
is a point which hardly requires discussion. We all 
know that the soil for Peach-trees must be some- 
what calcareous, not too stiff nor too light ; but the 
artificial processes by which it may be modified are 
familiar to everybody. We need only remark that 
if sand is used as an adjunct it must not be road 
sand, which is angular and “cakes,” but should be 

it or river sand, which consists of particles 
rounded by being rolled in water. 

We have to thank many correspondents for their 
obliging replies to our inquiry of last week. It now 
appears that the tendency of the new Porarorzs to 
grow again is so very general, that this circum- 
stauce must also be taken into account whenever 
an attempt shall again be made to account for the 
prevalent disease. It is clear that the Potatoes are 
excitable beyond ‘all precedent ; and, in fact, they 
are unable to sink as usual into a state of torpor. 

Some of our correspondents connect this tendency 
to sprout with casual showers after long drought. 
We, however, fear that it is a new condition of the 
constitution of the plant. 
We also learn by a letter from Mr, Gooprrr, of 

Granard, printed in another column, that bog land 
has ceased to protect this crop ; and we have West- 
meath intelligence to the same effect. Here is 
another curious problem to solve. How is it that 
this kind of land, in which disease was almost un- 
known last year, is among the first to suffer now ? 

A letter from Mr. Moore, of Glasnevin, pub- 
lished in the Irish Farmers’ Journal, tells us that 
he has at length adopted the views of the Rev. 
Mr. BznkzLEY and Prof, Morren, who ascribe the 
disease to the fungus called Botrytis infestans. 
Mr. Moonz's name cannot fail to give new weight 
to the high authorities with whom the opinion com- 
menced, and we look with much interest to his 
further explanations. We admit that his experi- 

ence and intelligence are such as to demand the most 

respectful attention. Nevertheless, we are as much 

unconvinced as ever ; and still, after the most care- 

ful examination of the progress of the disease since 
last December, and the examination of, we believe, 

every accessible statement that deserved notice, 

we are obliged to express our firm belief that the 
Botrytis is only, what we have always regarded it, a 
follower of the malady. 

THE AMATEUR GARDENER. 
Ox Buppine Rosrs.—The desirableness of budding 

being decided upon, the selection of proper stocks is the 
next subject for consideration. Every gardener should 
keep a small stock of Briars in some retired place, ready 
for use when buds of valuable plants eome into his pos- 
session ; and these, of course, require winter treatment, 
which need not now be explained. If you have Briars, 
examine them immediately, and see how many are in a 
proper state for budding. The long drought this year 
has been very unfavourable, having checked the growth 
of young wood, and hardened prematurely that which 
was produced. Unless the bark rises quite freely do 
not attempt the operation. It has no chance of suc- 
ceeding if a succulent juicy state is not manifest on cut- 
ting the stem, and this will only occur in young wood. 
New shoots are now being produced, which will be fit 
for working in about a fortnight, and I would recom- 
mend that the briars be cut down to these shoots, and 
all the hardened branches be removed. An oppor- 
tunity will thus be afforded for budding before August 
is closed, and although rather too late, suecess may yet 
be expected. 

But if you have no Briars, budding may be advan- 
tageously performed on other stocks. Boursault Roses, 
Climbers, such as Adelaide d’Orleans, and many others 
of free growth, generally throw up fiue shoots from the 
root; and if all the old wood is eut away, these may be 
budded on with every prospect of success. I have 
found more certainty attending the operation with this 
class of stocks than any others, and where you have 
common Climbers, you may easily replace them with 
ood Rosesin this way.  Inferiorhybrid Chinas also 

make good stocks, such as Celine for instance ; and as 
these throw up young wood very freely, the gardener 
will easily find depositaries for his buds if he has any- 
thing of a collection. I budded Pau! Joseph on 
Celine in this way a few weeks back, and the buds have 
shot half an inch. There is another economic mode of 
securing stocks I will mention, having found it of great 
service myself. Your Briars which have been budded 
on will often throw up suckers at a little distance from 
the parent stem, so that they may be cut off in the 
winter with a portion of root. Bud on these, and care- 
fully remove them at the proper season. As, however, 
trees well established in the ground throw up these 
suckers very luxuriantly, they must be watched, and all 
new shoots carefully stopped after the budding is per- 
formed. If this is neglected, the strength of the shoot 
will run away with the juices necessary for the bud, and 
it will perish. 

A damp, dull day is preferable for budding, but not 
necessary, for great numbers have succeeded with me 
during the hottest of the past months. But precau- 
tions must be observed to counteract the effects of heat 
and drought. Bud on the north side if possible, and 
seek for the shade of some neighbouring foliage. Even 
the ends of the bass with which the bud is tied in, may 
be made to hang over it so as to save it from the direct 
beams of the sun. In all these matters, a common- 
sense view of the affair in hand must be taken, and this 
will lead to the adoption of the best methods for seeur- 
ing the object. We do not transplant in hot sultry 
weather if it can be avoided; but if it is necessary at 
such seasons to remove anything we shade and water 
more carefully. Now, if it is remembered that in bud- 
ding, a wound is inflicted, and that the part inserted is 
very thin and delicate, it will be evident that success 
cannot be expected in the absence of thoughtfulness, 
similar to that which transplanting requires. 

It is often affirmed that anybody may bud ; and so 
anybody may cut a bud from one tree and insert it in 
another ; but anybody cannot make the inserted bud 
to grow. The operation is purely mechanical, and 
therefore a mechanical aptitude is necessary to perform 
it well. Perhaps it would be more correct to call it a 
surgical operation, since it requires the nicety of touch 

nd p ption o hanieal adj ts which surgery 
demands ; like that, too, it is am operation performed 
onaliving subject. Many clever people could never 

bud well, from an inability to perform any nice manipu- 

lation. Are you able to bind up a cut finger tenderly, 
neatly, and securely? Then you can bud, and may 
proceed with hopes of success. Steadiness and patience 
are demanded here, and temporary inconvenience 
caused by stooping, and occasional scratches, must be 
thought lightly of. —— 

Much has been written respecting budding-knives, 

but I think most practised budders will agree that this 
is a matter of less importance than at first sight appears, 
as a little use of almost any appropriate instrument will 
make us think it the best. I have long used a sur- 
eon’s lancet, and defy any one to discover a more 

efficient tool. The steel of lancets is sure to be good. 
I have used mine for three seasons without sharpening, 
and it is as effective as ever, The pieces of tortoise. 
shell composing the handle do admirably for opening 
the sides of the bark. I am not advising others to get 
lancets, for, in the hands of some persons, they might 
not answer so well as I have found mine to do. I only. 
mention the ci as illustrative of my state- 
ment above,—H. B. 

[) ON THE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS WHICH CON- 
STITUTE THE NUTRITIVE PORTIONS OF 
THE POTATO. 

By the Rev, Prof. HzNsrzow. 
(Continued from p. 517.) 

DzxTRINE, Sugar, and alcohol are not the only articles 
peculati factured from. Potato- 

starch, I find also a syrup and an oil enumerated 
S 
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among them. Independently, then, of the more direct 
applications to be made of Potato-starech in cookery, 
and of such the excellent dish * fondu” may he taken 
as an example, these metamorphoses which it may be 
caused to undergo, make out this tuber to be a far more 

important object in cuitivation than many of us seem to 

have been generally aware of. So abundzntly is P.- 

tato-starch manufactured in France, that Raspail as- 

sures us it was difficult for him to procure Wheat-flour 

in Paris which had not been adulterated with it. These 
facts have raised the Potato in my own estimation as a 

plant that is likely to claim a still better attention than 
ever from the farmer. We have seen that even under 
the extraordinary blight to which it was lately sub- 
jected, its value “as a producer of stareh," has not 
very greatly diminished ; and if every village had only 
been prepared with such simple machinery for separating 
it as they have in France, there can be no doubt a vast 
amount of a valuable article of commerce would have 
been saved which has now been lost. 

Perhaps it is for some of these uses to which Potato- 
starch may be put, that we may be more inclined to 
recommend its increased culture, than as a staple com- 
modity for dieting any class of the community. We 
cannot yet foresee to what extent the disease which has 
prevailed over an extensive portion of the globe ma; 
be permitted to spread. It seems to have been brought 
about by some unusual combination of atmospheric in- 
fluences, operating over a large extent of the earth’s 
surface, It is also probable that the resulting dele- 
terious infiuence has been gradually and not suddenly 
induced. It may not be improbable therefore that 
its disappearance may be gradual. But I think 
we are justified in hoping that a return to the more 
usual and more healthyinfluences to which we have 
heretofore seen this plant accommodate itself in our 
own climate, will ultimately prevail, and there can be 
no reason as yet for our despairing to see the Potato 
ever reassume the important character it has hitherto 
held among cultivated plants. The records of another 
year’s experience may afford us grounds for judging 
better than it seems possible to do at present. In 
speaking of the uses to which Potato-starch may be put, 
and in endeavouring to show you, as I hope to do pre- 
sently, the important service it performs as a wholesome 
food for man, I would insist upon the propriety of our 
calling things by their right names. When the Had- 
leigh Farmers’ Club circulated a paper in this neigh- 
bourhood directing attention to the means of saving 
the sound;starch in rotting Potatoes, it was thought ad- 
visable by nearly all who were present when the MS. 
was submitted to them, to change the word “starch” 
into “flour,” lest the poor should be prejudiced against 
the plan, upon hearing they were recommended to eat 
common starch, a substance they supposed to be useful 
only for the washerwomen. But no sooner was the 
effort made to induce. them „to prepare this e * flour,” 
than the old women i and 
declared it to be nothing but the on same starch they 
had been taught to prepare half a century ago, as a 
substitute for common starch during a scarcity of 
Wheat-flour, Thus, instead of an impediment being 
removed, a prejudice was raised against it which might 
readily have been allayed by showing them what was 
the real office which all starches are capable of perform- 
ing, and whieh the commonest of them is daily per- 
forming as an ingredient of their wheaten loaves. 

Inuline is a substance which closely resembles starch, 
but does not change blue by iodine. Chemical analysis 
has not yet succeeded in detecting any differences in 
their composition. It has been extracted | from the 
tubers of the lem Artichok tuber- 
osus), Elecampane (Inula helenium), ie Dahlia, and a 
few others, all of which belong to the extensive order 
of * Composites.” Perhaps | the day may arrive when 
the ti of this rom some such 
neglected tuber as that of the Dahlia, may afford us a 
new source of industrial occupation. 

(To be continued.) 

THE STORM IN LONDON “AND THE 
NEIGHBOURHOOD. 

August 1, 1846.—As the effects of this disastrous 
visitation will long continue to be a subject of interest, 
we have taken some pains to ascertain, often from ac- 
tual inspection, what injury has really been inflicted 
upon the principal gardens, and we now produce the 
following summary :— 

Tulsc-hill, Brirton.—The rain and hail here were terrific ; the 

pues began to UT at 3 o'clock, at first moderately heavy, 
n torrents. The little garden stools, about a foot high, 

^o soon under Vales or just seen floating above. In hal? 

an hour came the hail, suchas often attends a ayaa thunder- 
storm ; but the stones soon increased in siz) 

and the very ges devastation became apparent ; the lawn was 

Mr. Dickson’s, Acre Lane, Brixton, Tees has received 
most extensive injury ; not only is the dre of the glass in the 
extensive range o: pits literally Sn from the frames, but 
the fine collection of Auriculas and other plants has been 
almost wholly destroyed—many o! of. the former scarce and ex- 
pensive Varicties—together with seedlings of acknowledged ex- 

cellence not yet in the trade. Hum shrubs, too, in the pen 

oe as Aucubas, &c., appea the tops SE been dij 
a sors, is baut others are almost 

Hem of their foliage. —Messrs. Denyer, Higgins, y and 
Dawson, in this locality, have also em sufferers to a great 

Camberwell, too, which lie! close proximity, EE 
not been RU a Mr. Cuthill, of Derna ki and o 

HAVE uon lass UR as well as plants destroyed, 
Fairbairn’s N "y, Clapham.—The whole glass at 

Nue PO EUR da with very e exception, has been broken 

atoms, scarcely a single pau naining whole in any of the 
Roos pud in a house glazed w vi th s sheet-j glass, in panes, 24 in, 

by 6 in.; one or two have escaped. The young Heaths and 

VUEOE both out of doors and in pits, have also been damaged 

— This nursery has also suffered to 
y jane remaining soundin any of the 

houses. The Lilies and other ET have also been much in- 

jured, both under cr and out 0 
con nel ably nearer Kennington, 

Z ya greemhonse lately erected and 

glazed with sheet-glass 16 oz. to the 1b., has scarcely a pane 
left in any of ine. lights. sve ‘rants pee also inj irea i and 
a along the Cl K Clapham 

mon, the oie in ee "dwelling houses ai. S right- 

Mand side have been more or less broken, the damage i increas- 
ing as the common is approached; pan bey: ond thisno injury 
has been sustained. 

Surrey Zoological Gar ens Much of the glass broken in the 
circular house opposite e the 

Messrs. Chandlers’, of Vauschall. —Like Mr, Dickson’s, of 
Acre-lane, this nursery appears tol have besni ip ihe very vortex 
of the storm, for scarcely a li can boa: f possessing a. 
single pane. The Camellias, A te hia Ae establishment 
has. long been celebrated, have been very much destroyed, 
the plants being sadly dilated: eun the blossom Donor which 
which were finely set, being broken 
and ote er plants have also been ates ij^ 

a vr arther along | the 
other trees have been much i injured, the young UH dui 
broken off ; but, beyond this, little damage appea 
een done. From , however, to near V: 'auxhall toll E the 

windows in the PE NET on “the e right-hand side are 
more or less broken, and in some not a whole pane has been left, 
Mr. Chapman's, South Lambeth.-Animmense quantity of gguares 
have been broken here, a great portion of them measuring 
10 inches by 8 inches, being the whole of the tops of the hot- 
houses. Ten p ot Grapes, i this ESB HOT are almost 
a total wreck, other AXE ther hothouses 
in this locality oos EU been extensively aida. 

Brooklands, Blackheath Park. e pane broken by the hail. 
Mr. Catleugh’s Nursery, Chelsea.—' The hailstones broke 11,000 

panes of glass here; but the P have, fortunately, gea 
uS eM ely uninj jured. e mentioned that Os 

w conservatory, for the sake of experiment, was EM with 
British sheet-glass of CRI HH SD EE d 16 oz. to Qs the 
other 21, the n being 40 inches by a foot. The 16 oz. z. glass 
was broken by the hail; but the 21 stood it, although. Ses hail 
rebounded off it with a force that broke a pane of common 
glass in an opposite window. 

Chelsea Botanic Garden. V About 2 200 panes e broken here, 
most of them measuring 8 inches by 10 inche: 

Mr. Tuck, of Sloane-street. — Much. injured ; likewise the 
Messrs. Elliott (Pine growers, &c.), in the same neighbour- 
ood. But in the 's-road, Messrs. Weeks and Da; 

escaped, de so have Messrs. Knight and Perry, HS orno hail 
haying visited them, although the rain was heay 

fessi's. Whitley y and Osborne, of Plon. Uninjured, no hail 
aving fallen ; but abundance of heavy rai: 
Hackney and Clapton.—No glass broken PIT at Messrs. Lod- 

diges’ or Low's. The rain very heavy, and a few hailstones 
fell, but too small to do any ue 

Messrs, Hender: son, Pine-apple-place.—No i ‘ing ury done here. 
yal Botanic Gardens, "Regent's Park. nly a very dew 

panes broken, and these iu the pits; the Conservatory not 
harmed, 
ars 8. DR A pun Park.— —Uninjured. 
fr. Ronalds and, Son, Brextford.—No injury done here ; heavy 

rainy “but no ieil, 
Hortioultural Society's aaraa Turntiam Green.—Some few 

panes broker ut damage tri 

Mr. Glendinning, E Ni wr n by dde damage done, but 
not toa i great e: 

Aj m x ge 

e. c About Qut d panes broken. 
gr. to C.J. , Essenden- 

Ties "Hatfield, EE that od bres SLE that place RU 
neighbour! hood about half-past 5 o'clo ck, the rain coming 
in torrents, tearing up the B roads ; after 6 o'clock the EE 
abated a little, and in about 20 minutes the hail and large 
pieces of ice fell i Bs almost ail Herd, square, flat, oblong, as 
large as walnu: asuring 3 inches roui und, breaking 
andinjuring mi everything with which they came in contact, 
fruit as well as trees. Vegetables were strewed about and 
completely spoiled, and about 3000 panes of glass have been 
literally smashed to atoms, many large squares are also broken 
in the mansion house, nor "did the houses in the village escape, 

of them having suffered; only a single light escaped at 
pu Biss and that was covered over with a double matting. 

Dimsdale’s place has also suffered to a great extent ; 
s0 Ius Sir C. E. Smith's, at Bedwel Park, and all this destruc- 
tion was done in about five minutes. The storm apparently 
came in a south-west direction ; the hail has not, from wha‘ 
we can learn, extended three miles either right or left of 
his place. 

e tand that a sul is about being 
entered into for the relief of the unfortunate sufferers by 
this visitation, and that several gentlemen in the neigh- 
bourhood of Clapham have sent in their names to the 
committee, with donations. Mr. Groom and several 
of the large nurserymen of the metropolis have formed 
the committee, and they have iR the services of 
Mr. Cutler as the Hon. Sec. A publie meeting will 
take place at the Swan, at Stockwell, on "Thursda; 

e tho 13th inst., to consider the best means of carrying 
the subseription into effect. 

THE PO POTATO DISEASE, 
I nave watched this peculiar visitation with much 

interest now for more than a year, and although its 
reappearance has been doubted by some, it now begins 
to be generally admitted to have actually taken place, 
and to be carrying destruction into every quarter. i 
have not seen a piece of Potatoes in a cottager’s garden, 
a farmer’s field, or any other place, but what is griev- 
ously affected with what is, and has been, * termed the 
disease," viz., uleeration, gangrene, putridity, mildew, 
and everyform of mischief, and the effluvium is very 
eeann in every quarter, 

I have the most abundant crops of Potatoes from 
E EA sets, but the haulm and foliage of none 
are free from the pest, or ever have been, though to a 

casual observer they appeared all that could be wished, 
luxuriant and healthy. I had a beautiful bed of seeds 
lings, and a quantity planted out in due time are grow- 
ing away as luxuriantly as from a good sized tuber ; 
they are all diseased, and have long been so, 

5|although the seed was brought from Ireland, 
and advertised as haying been saved from plants free 
from disease. They were sown by me on a healthy, 
sweet, well prepared piece of ground, and planted, too, 
where a Potato to my own knowledge had not been 
grown for these last six seasons—if ever previously. I 
have observed that all those manured with charrings, 
soot, and lime, are the last to be attacked in the stalks 
and foliage ; and I have not as yet found a decayed or 
affected tuber to outward appearance amongst those 
manured with the above materials, but I will look 
sharply after them on taking up the crop, which will 
very soon now take place, as 1 have long since burnt 
up all the stalks and foliage. | I shall, as I did last year, 
dress all the Potatoes as they are taken up with the 
above materials; indeed I have all the early crops 
already done ; but then it is of but little use unless my 
neighbours also put an effectual remedy into practice. 

The real cause of all this destruction amongst the 
Potato crops is a very small insect of a light yellow or 
straw colour, with a small pointed head with horns, and 
it has six legs. This appears to me to be the female, 
the male is something larger, of a darker colour, having 
wings and four golden coloured stripes on each side of 
its body ; these insects are remarkably active in their 
movements, puncturing the ribs and other parts of the 
under sides of the foliage of the Potatoes, where they 
may easily be discovered with, or by the application, of 
a good glass ; and if.the stalks and. green leaves are 
plaeed in a good position in respect to the reflection of 
a good clear’ light, &c., both the insect, their wood and 
bunches of eggs, may readily be discovered on their 
stems, stalks, foliage, or tubers, that are to all appear- 
ance to a casual observer healthy and unaffected ; gan- 
grene, putridity, and mildew take place, according to. 
atmospheric and other causes, very quickly after those 
destructives have made punctures, which they do asto- 
nishingly quick, proceeding on to more healthy parts. 
This will be clearly visible with a good microscope. 

This conclusion is founded on long and close obser- 
vation; I collect foliage and stalks from the most 
healthy plants, and if the above described insect is to 
be discovered on any part, the crop-will very early 
show symptoms of disease; the full-grown insect may 
be observed with the naked eye, although its shape and 
limbs cannot be seen, By taking a handful of Potato- 
stalks and leaves, and placing them in a vessel of water, 
and covering the whole with a bell-glass the whole pro- 
gress of both insect and disease will very readily and 
early be discovered by a watchful observer. This 
morning I was looking through my microscope at 
the industry of two I had enclosed on a Potato-leaf. 
Their activity im making punctures is astonishing ; 
they seem to stay a short time to suck out the 
juice, as one of them made five punctures, and 
the other two, in less than a minute and a half, all 
of which were clearly observable ; some of the Potato 
foliage I have seen thus punctured on the underside as 
quickly as a village green would be with a osoro g rigs 
MGR rings in their snouts, and has a at 
similar appearance in one stage. It is of little utility 
to search for the offender, or cause of the disease. 
Where it is already visible to a casual observer, in the 
shape of blotchings, gangrene, putridity, mildew, &c., 
the real cause will not then be found. The real 
offenders must be searched for on the most healthy 
parts, and if they are there to be found, the crop is 
sure to be considerably injured, if not a total failure. 
I discovered the very insect above described last year, 
but I could not imagine it to be the cause of the evil ; 
but its again making its appearance this year so early in 
the hothouses, pits, and frames, hooped beds, borders, 
quarters, and every field and garden, and on every spe- 
cimen sent me from a distance, I began to have a very 
strong suspicion of him, and that this is the real cause 
of all the mischief I am fully satisfied. Where soot- 
water and charcoal-dust is applied, it either kills or 
drives them away ; but as to Tobacco-smoke, it does not 
seem to take any more effect of this insect than it would 
onan old Chelsea pensioner. Whether it is a small 
locust or thrips I cannot say ; but as to its ravages, 
there may yet be hopes that they may be stopped, and 

that this useful vegetable will not be wholly lost to the 
country. Atmospheric changes and variations o 

seasons have an astonishing effect on retarding or 
entirely stopping the ravages of insects. 

I hope precaution has been taken to provide abund- 
ance of good winter vegetables, Where this has not 
been fully attended to, Swede Turnips should be trans- 
planted, the bulbs of which, by good management, may 
be grown large, and will be found useful food for ani- 

mals, while a sufficient quantity could be saved to pro- 
duce greens for culinary purposes. Large strong 
bulbs, too, of the white Ends of Turnips in sufficient 

quantity should be timely procured in autumn, and 
planted in rows 15 or 18 aa apart each way, 0n 
sloping banks. It is astonishing the quantity of useful 
wholesome Greens they will thus produce, and very early 
too, by the above management; but after all, for all 
purposes as a substitute for the Potato, nothing, in my 
opinion, with good culture, will equal the arsnip, 
which Í took care to abundantly provide, with Carrots 
and Jerusalem Artichokes, nenni the emergency. PX 
this is not the season of the year to be talking abou 
those articles ; but let every one put their shoulder to the 

| 
| 
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wheel, and crop their vacant ground now with the best 
inds of winter Cabbage, &c, as previously recom- 

mended.—James Barnes, Bicton Garden, July 25. 

STATE OF THE POTATO CROP. 

ee; and even on the banks of the 

1 
SURE Og a plant but what is more or less affected ; 

in the cottage gardens worse than last year.— W. Begnell, Nant- 
teh, e 
CHICHESTER. —Crops in this neighbourhood looking remark- 

ably healthy at present, Some diggers informed me yesterday 
that they have observed no indications of disease.— W. Watkins, 
August 5. 

field attacked. Some cutting the haulm down 
.R mouth, Aug. 4.—Pota- 

toes so much diseased, the farmers meditate ploughing them 
up, and sowing Turnips.—Newton Abbott, Aug. 
DonsrTsninz.—In the whole of the neighbourhoood of Brid- 

fected ; early ones slightly diseased ; Buxton and E. 
Kidneys not at all; seedlings from a black Kidney, from Cum- 
berlaud, attacked, but those grown from my own seed at pre- 
Sent quite sound; the best remedy pulling up the diseased 
Stalks.—H. B. Mason, Aug. 4. ^ 

A AN. — Disease progressing rapidly; some in 
ardens with not a leaf on the stems, appearing as if they had 
een frosted. Tubers not as yet affected.—A. Shearer, Yester, 

Esssx.—Disease almost universal, both in cottage and other 
gardens.—Brentwood, Aug. +. 

. FrrEsHIRE.— Both garden and field crops already, to a great 
extent, more or less diseased ; produce from tubers brought 
trom Spain, London, Ross-shire, and Shetland, all diseased. 
Seedlings alike affected.—R. B. D., . 9. 
GroucESTERSHIRE.— Disease spreading; slightly upon light 

Or poor soils; but upon good and also wetland, crops will be 
very bad.—S. Collier, Witney, Aug. 3. —— Crop universally 
blighted in this parish, the extent of which is about 11,000 acres. 

A dreadful stench in the evening.—£. A. Ommaney, Vicar, 
Chew Magna, Bri. jug. 5. 

ANTS.—lEvery field more or less affected with prevailing 
disease, i 

were completely covered with vermin, as were also the 
Peas, Beans, and Apple and Cherry orchards. Now, 
may I be allowed to suggest that the clouds alluded to 
were dense masses 0: imaleule, but individually si 
minute as to elude the most powerful microscopic in- 
spection.—.4 Subscriber, Burstead House. 

Disease in Conifers.—1 observed (p. 479), that Mr. 
Bailey calls attention to a disease in some Spruce: Firs, 
assuming the drought to have been the cause of it. I 
can hardly imagine the drought of this season to have 

ioned the seared app observed by Mr. B., 
but I would attribute the effect to the mildew so gene- 
rally affecting the Conifers last season.—Jas. Barnes. 

To Flower Tall Cactii—1 send you flowers of a 
Cereus, which is known by the specifie name of C. 
pentagonus ; it is, however, only pentagonous for about 
5 feet from the root upwards; then for about 5 feet 
more it is hexagonous, and then becomes heptagonous. 
The plant is above 16 feet high ; it has been better 
flowered this season than usual. We seldom have had 
more than three or four upon it in a season until this 
year. The plant having been placed against, and tied 
to one of the pillars which supports the cornice of the 
conservatory, when the top reached the cornice at the 
height of 16 feet, it was under the lower edge, and 
more than a year ago. Knowing that Cereus specio- 
cissimus flowers freer when the points of the stems are 
ruised go as to stop their growth, induced me to leave 

the plant with its top placed where it could get no 
further. It gradually began to show by the bending of 
the stem near the top that it was fast against the under 
side of the cornice, and was suffered to remain so until 
three weeks ago, when it was released; the top was 
then rising above 2 inches where it had been confined. 
The plant when released had sixteen flower-buds upon 
it, which have continued opening in i 

e 

14 inches ; I allowed them a few nights to get used to 
these new walks; then I placed a large earthenware 

too much of the oil of aniseed, which in excess is most 
disagreeable ; about twenty drops to four ounces of the 
mixture being quite sufficient. A friend of mine made 
a similar plaint as your pondent ; but after 
mixing it in the proportions I name, and placing it for 
two nights in a barn, from which Wheat had just been 
removed, he picked up on the second morning thirty- 
three dead rats, and it is but fair to presume at least an 
equal number died in their holes.—£. Purser, 40, New 
Bridge-street, ug. 6. 

Vegetable Marrows.—I enclose a leaf of a Vegetable 
Marrow, which was attacked as you see the day before 
the thunder-storm. And the same time last year, just 
before a day of Aurora Borealis appearance (imme- 
diately after which I heard the first complaint of the 
Potato disease), mine, i. e. Vegetable Marrows, were 
similarly attacked, and gradually died away ; the leaves 
crumbling to dried powder. Is it electrical? Tshould 
say that one Vegetable Marrow, and the only one that 
I could save for seed, showed the same marks, and 
rotted away in the house about Chrismas day.— 
M. iides. [This leaf appears to have suffered eve 

Whether the compressing of the top be the 
cause of its flowering so fine this season or not I cannot 
say. Making mention of the circumstance, however, 
may induce others to try similar experiments upon the 
tall kinds of Cereus that seldom flower. — David 
Cameron, Botanic Garden, Birmingham. 

Fuchsia Serratifolia.—This interesting and distinct 
species forms an important feature in the class to w 
it belongs, from its produeing such a profusion of large 
and brilliant glossy flowers, which contrast admirably 
with its dark-green and ample foliage. In regard to 
culture, it may not be needless to observe that, where 
mediocrity is the only point aimed at, it is a plant not 
at all i i ut, under good 

since, i 

e 

IDESD 

parently sound.— Subscriber, Aug. 4. 
OTTINGHAMSHIRE.—In the parish of Sutton-on-Trent, dis- 

ease has shown itself in some places, but nothing of conse- 
quence at present ; some plots showing symptoms, others look- 
ing quite well.—D., Aug. 4. Disease showing itself in the gar- 
den of his Grace the Duke of Portland. 
SowERSETSHIRE.— Potatoes not only rotting, but they do not 

grow; tops turning black in fields and gardens very generally. 
Some sets of “ Farmers’ glories” from an uninfected part of 
ms. country, and planted on uninfected ground, badly diseased, 
—R. J. 3. 
SunnEy,—Potatoes in most of the cottage gardens, in the 

neighbourhood of Dorking, diseased, commencing, in the majo- 
rity of instances, about the 25th of July; tubers as yet but 
little affected ; disease less virulent than last year. When dis- 
ease manifested itself I pulled up the haulm ; a good plan with 
all early and second early sorts. Tubers to be left in the ground 
till autumn ; then taken up and stored. Late varieties denuded 
9 foliage to be taken for present use.—J. B. Whiting, Deepdene, 

lug. 5. 
,, BUSSEX,—In several parts of the county disease worse than 
it was last year,.—H. W. 
WanwicksmiRE,— Scarcely a sound Potato in our neigh- 

bourhood. Early and late rapidly decaying, many commenced 
mowing the tops oft.—W. Brown, Merevale, Aug. 6. 
Yonxsninz.—I cannot hear anything of Potato disease. Win- 

ter Potatoes looking well; some early kinds had their tops i 
Jured by frost ; but certainly there is no disease,— C. C., Aug. 2. 

Home Correspondence. 
Cattleya  Harrisoniana. — At the Royal Botanic 

Garden, Kew, is a ‘specimen of this, much superior to 
anything I could have imagined C. Harrisoni: 

in app 
g it has a most imposing effect. Early in 

January a small plant, established in a 4-inch pot, was 
placed in a gentle heat, to induce a reaction of the 
roots prior to its being repotted into a 6-inch pot, 
which was done a fortnight afterwards, when the plant 
assumed a healthy and robust habit. The proportions of 

soil used were, equal parts of well-decomposed manure 
and light turfy loam, with a small quantity of fibrous 
peat and sand thoroughly incorporated, and used in as 
rough state as possible. After potting, it was removed 
to a moist stove, where a temperature of 55° by day, 
and 45° by night, was maintained ; and ventilation par- 
tially given in the morning to exclude damp. Syrin 
ing was had recourse to in the early part of the day, 
when the atmosphere became warmed; and in the 
afternoon, sufficiently early for the moisture to be dried 
up before night-fall, Towards the middle of March it 
was growing vigorously, being 14 feet high, and was 
ready to receive its final shift, which was into a 

12-inch pot, adding more turfy loam than was used pre- 
viously. When repotted it was removed to the same 
situation, and placed close to the glass; durin 
this period the temperature was increased to 75° by 
day and 65° by night, and an abundant supply of di- 
luted manure water was used, syringing frequently in 
the absence of sunlight, and shading when necessary 
in midday, for it is very susceptible of injury from ex- 
cessive heat, especially if a sufficient amount of moisture 
is not kept up to counteract perspiration. After 
its growth was completed, it was placed in a high, dry 
temperature, to induce the elaboration of the sap pre- 
vious to flowering ; in a few days after being removed 
to the above situation, the ends of the lateral and ter- 
minal shoots were studded with blossom buds ; before 
they expanded, the plant was removed to an ordinary 

Y 
t 

ave attained. It was, in point of size, a goodly mass, 
Browing in the new Orchid-house, in one of Mr. Beek's 

Oblong Slate boxes. The finest pseudo-bulbs were about 
feet long ; one of them was surmounted by a flower- 

Scape a foot in length, having six expanded flowers ; 
Others bore a less number, producing in all 19 perfect, 

large, highly-coloured flowers on one plant, with 10 
others in different stages of development. Is it nota 
ne specimen 1—Z., July 30. 
Blights.—1 beg to offer the following remarks which 

Thave made on the appearance of the atmosphere pre- 
Viously to the blights which destroyed our Potato crops 

st year, and which have so seriously injured our Hop 
Plantations, Beans, Peas, and Fruit. In many localities 
Rot even the Spruce Fir trees have escaped this season. 

ast year, a few days before any disease appeared on 
he Potatoes, a dense cloud, bling i 

g , and gradually hardened until air 
was admitted all night, whieh had a tendency 
to heighten the colour of the flowers, which 
cannot be obtained when bloomed in close, 
confined situations. On June 2 its central stem was 
5 feet high, and four principal shoots at equal distances 
around it, each being 44 feet in height, with upwards 
of 60 lateral branches, which made it an uniform plant, 
upwards of 34 feet in diameter, each shoot producing 
from 15 to 30 splendid flowers, and densely clothed 
with foliage down to the pot. In reference to the sup- 
posed varieties of F. serratifolia, the various modes of 

culture makes it decidedly different in its general ap- 
pearance ; for a plant grown in a moist stove, from which 
a cutting was struck, grown, and flowered in an inter- 

mediate house, differed very considerably from the one 

(its parent) subjected to greenhouse treatment during 

the ion of its flowers.— Thomas Davis, Plants. in 
a thick fog, overspread the entire country. - It, how- 
Sver, differed from a common fog or mist, being quite 
Ty, and having a disagreeable smell. This season, 

When the Hops had reaehed about 4 feet high on their 
Poles, a similar cloud to the one before mentioned 
came from the same quarter, but more dense and fetid. 
Na few days afterwards the Hop bines and leaves 

man, Grantchester Nursery, Cambridge. : 

Rats.—My house has for 12 months been infested 

with these voracious visitors. I tried by traps, poisons, 

fried eork, and every other likely remedy to kill or 
banish them, but without success, till I tried the follow- 

ing plan :—I placed stages so that the rats on approach- 

ing the end had to jump down, to reach the floor, about 

from dryness, and nothing more. As thunder-storms 
are often preceded by a very high temperature and a 
dry air it is not surprising that leaves should seem to 
suffer by a storm, although in facttheir injury has been 
caused by an event anterior to it. 

Spontaneous Combustion of Wiillows.—1 had hoped 
that you would have seen through this ridiculous story, 
and not have given it currency. I know the locality 
well; and I know also that it is the constant practice 
of boys in their summer ramblings to set on fire, with a 
burning-glass or otherwise, the decayed soft paris of 
the Willow, which soon present the appearance so 
graphically described in the paragraph in question. 
Were the effects due to spontaneous combustion, should 
we not hear of many similar instantes among the thou- 
sands of pollard Willows which grow in the Fen dis- 
tricts? As it is, we never heard of such an occurrence 
except in the neighbourhood of towns or villages, where 
boys display to each other the wonderful powers of 
burning-lens, or the much more mischievous properties 
of lucifer matches,—R. J. B. 

Scarlet Runner. — What causes the blossoms of 
Scarlet Runners to fall off ere the fruit is set? Here 
in the neighbourhood jof London I have observed for 
the last 10 years that sometimes not one in a hundred, 
and this year not one in a thousand of the blossoms have 
set. In the Midland Counties, where I formerly lived, 
I never observed this evil. I have tried everything 
that I could think of, as manuring, watering, stopping, 
guano, &c., without any advantage. I should say I 
have lost millions of blossoms the last six weeks,— 
Montgomeriides. [Probably the rcots get dry.] 

Potaices Sprouting again.—There appears to be an 
excited and unnatural state of vegetation in the early 
growths of the Potato this year, which before its arrival 
at maturity forces out its sprouts or buds, upon 
which fresh tubers are formed, and these in turn emit 
their embryo shoots, and exhibit the strange phenome- 
non of a young growing crop keeping pace with its 
parent stock, or, as I may say, three generations of 

tubers growing from the same stem. I have by me 

now a Potato nearly full grown, to which are attached 
by strong shoots four lesser ones, the size of large green 

Walnuts, and a very great number of young ones just 

formed, no larger than full grown Peas, but all in a 

most healthy condition, and it is curious to note that in 
one instance the bud of the parent tuber, before it had 

perfected its young stem, shot. out (so to speak) upon 

the other side, and there formed a fresh stem or tuber, 
giving the appearance of two young Potatoes hanging 
by a chain below each other from the parent one. I 
may add that where this singular feature exhibits itself, 
I ean trace no symptoms of disease, I had planted my 

sets upon the old lazy-bed system, on well prepared 
ground, but it appears that this season the Potato is 

inclined to show itself more active in character than is 

consistent with the production of a good crop— 
T. S., Romsey, Hanis, 
Superphosphate of Lime for Cabbages.—Not having 

sufficient rotted dung to dress all my land for Cabbages, 
I planted nine rows with superphosphate of lime mixed 
with double its bulk of ashes. Boys attended the 
dibblers, and as a plant was placed in the hole the boy 
put a small quantity of the mixture round it, the men 
then pressed the plant firmly. Those plants put in with 
the mixture are so superior to those planted on well 
prepared farm-yard dung, that each now may be dis- 
tinguished at half a mile distance; expense trifling, 
compared with dung.— Lewes. 

Potatoes in Moss Land.—In regard to Potatoes suf- 
fering from the disease in Moss this year, I hasten to 
inform you that it has heen remarked as an extraordi- 

i t i i ighbourk for miles nary in as g 

round, that the Moss lands, which were last year in a 
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great measure exempt from the disease, have this year | 
suffered most; and this ave seen myself. Last 

week several patches of bog Potatoes had their stalks 

completely withered up, more so, indeed, than the Po- 

tatoes in the molands. Within the last eight days I 

have been in more than 2 hundred Potato gardens, and 
not one patch, however small, put displayed more or 
less the plague-spot in stalk or leaf; and 1 naye had ae 

ports to a considerably greater extent, which all agre 

that no land of any description has escaped, nor Pota- 

toes of any kind. In addition to this I find; and I 
believe it is general, that there isa disposition in the 
lant to form roots and not tubers ; one, two, three, or 

four Potatoes, of small size for the time of year, under 
each stalk, and very seldom any, or at least very much 
fewer than usual at this season of those small young 
Potatoes that ave foundon the stalk, and useless from their 
size. It was thought by some that we might avoid the 
disease by planting sprouts ; this I believe is not so. Mine, 
planted without the set from a bed, are fully as much 
diseased as others, and the second shoots from the same 
sets are in the same stage of disease as the first ones. 
It is useless now, however, to talk of the disease, the 
cause is too general in its effects to be either within our 
control, or even perhaps attainable to our knowledge. In 
this we have a key for the absurdities that have been 
set forth, What we have now to attend to is to pro- 
vide some things as substitutes, and to press the adop- 
tion of them to meet the pressure as soon as possible, 
or we in Ireland will send you no corn, no pigs ; the 
landlords will be without rent, the manufacturers with- 
out a market, and the Government without a revenue. 
I am trying to urge on in Ireland the saving of early 
Cabbage seed as the first step, the season for so doing 

taken to England as Norway deals, to the Mediterranean 
as Bois du Nord. The Pinus sylvestris of the best quality 
grows on granite rocks, where there seems usually to 
be no soil at all, the roots getting down into fissures, 
and in these situations the trees sometimes attain a very 
large size, though their growth is of course exceedingly 
slow. Further east again, as in this neighbourhood, 
the soil becomes much richer, though still of the same 
nature. The crops in the plains and hollows are very 
fine, 2nd a good deal of Wheat is cultivated, but the 
timber is or quicker growth and not so good. In the 

south of Sweden, in Sunonen (or Scania) the country is 
said to assume the appearance vi Sealand, and the crops 
all to be very fine this year. Haymaking has been 
going on everywhere where we have been ; it 1$ not 
near all in in this neighbourhood and at Upsala. The 
crops are in some places heavy, and the weather uncer- 
tain ; but to facilitate the drying, I have seen in several 
places the hay hung,as it were, over horizontal poles, 
placed two or three one over the other in long rows, a 
new method said to answer very well in changeable 
weather wken the hay is long. I see very few artifi- 
cial Grasses cultivated, except Clover, nor any roots 
scarcely but Potatoes. A good deal of the Clover is 
Trifolium hybridum, a species very common here, wild, 
and when cultivated it grows tall like the common red 
Clover, with the flower more like that of the white creep- 
ing Clover. The smell of a field in flower is delicious. 

The taste for gardening is much on the increase in 
Sweden ; and the gardens are improving, notwithstand- 
ing the drawbacks occasioned as well by the climate as 
by the want of communication and difficulty in pro- 
curing novelties, which they can scarcely obtain but 
from Booth’s, of Flottbeck. In the neighbourhood of G br being now at hand, but am generally met by 

objections from those who will not attempt to provide 
a bsti and are unprepared with any expedient. 
I do not know, but I think Walcheren Broccoli might 
be sown now to come in in May, I, with you, foresaw 
the continuance of the disease, and urged as far as I 
could on the public press measures to meet it, but none 
have been adopted. Among others, were Beans and grain 
crops at intervals among fallow crops of Parsnips, 
Turnips, &c., and Broccoli for the ensuing spring. 
I have about two or three thousand of the Wileove and 
Legg's Late White either planted or pricked out, and I 
have nota doubt I am the only man in Ireland who 
has planted one extra plant this year. I am sowing 
Seed for early Cabbages, so as to give me 30,000 or 
40,000 plants, and I hold in Granard but one Irish 
aereofland. I would say to every gentleman and man 
of intelligence in Ireland, go and do likewise in propor- 
tion to your means. Oats should be sown before wia- 
ter ; and if we could depend upon a mild winter, in warm 
and sheltered places, Barley. I reaped to get it out of 
my way, a little sown in my garden last autumn, three 
weeks ago, quite green, but which has ripened since. I 
send a grain, which you will see is pretty full, the rest 
I shall sow shortly with a view of obtaining a hard, 

gh several tly-kept and pretty gardens, 
especially at the pretty village of Oergriider, are among 
the many indications of the i ing prosperity of the 
town; and the space covered by the soil taken from a 
new canal making in the town has been laid out in 
public promenades with clumps of flowering shrubs, 
On our way here, and in the éxeursions we have made, 
many of the country seats we have passed appeared to 
have gardens of some extent, often with green and hot- 
houses, and generally with gravel walks made in the 
woods. Many of these seats or chateaux, in which the 
upper classes in Sweden generally spend their summer, 
are beautifully situated, and the variety of forms 
assumed by the low-wooded granite rocks, and the great 
abundance of lakes of all sizes and shapes, give great 
scope for laying out picturesque grounds ; although to 
a traveller, after seeing hundreds of miles of the granite 
rocks and Pine woods, the country has rather too much 
of sameness. At Upsala we saw the house and 
garden where Linneeus lived and grew the plants 
marked in his herbarium as H. U., or Hortus Up- 
salensis, but it no longer belongs to the family; the 
old greenhouses, stone buildings with large windows, 
are converted to other purposes, and the only relies of 
Linnzeus there consist of some trees, especially a black 

variety ; it is the Chevalier. Beans: the Mazagan 
might be also sown in autumn. Lettuces: although I 
hardly dare mention them in Ireland, yet the country 
children are very fond of them, and bother me for 
them. Since writing the above, I have discovered a 
curious phenomenon, a fresh and vigorous growth in 
the decaying stalks, not only below but above the part 
affected, and this even in some of the worst cases, where 
the stalk is discoloured and brittle in many places, and 
where the whole plant appeared diseased in almost every 
part ; I di 1 the fresh vegetation, also, in a dis- 
eased stalk which had been pulled some days, and ap- 
peared withered throughout. It is not in only a few 
stalks that I discover this fresh vegetation, but in every 
stalk in $ of an Irish aere of ground. In some the 
brown bloteh is in a continued length of 6 inches, and 
even in some cases a foot. Am I too sanguine in the 
hope that this affords us a prospect of a possibility of 
the Potato rallying?—J. W. M. Goodiff, Granard. 
[We fear that no consolation is to be derived from this 

Foreign Correspondence. 
Stockholm, July 21, 1846.—From Copenhagen we 

crossed over to Gottenburgh. Wecame from thence 
here by the canal, and have been up to Upsala, so that 
all we have seen of Sweden belongs to the region of low 
granite ridges, or rather irregularly projecting rocks, 
interspersed with little plains rather than valleys, and 
numerous lakes of the most irregular shapes full of 
rocky islands. These rocks about burgl 

Poplar known to have been planted by his own hands. 
The present Botanie Garden, surrounding the Museum 
of Natural History at the back of the governor's 
palace, just out of the town, was laid out shortly after 
the younger Linnzus's death. The outer garden is 
pretty well kept, and is laid out as an ornamental prome- 
nade, with thick shaded walks, flowering shrubs, &e. 
The great vigour of vegetation shows the richness of 
the soil, although neither that nor the climate are said 
to be near so good as on the other side of Upsala. 
The tall Larkspur (Delphinium elatum, I believe, or 
exaltatum) looks more like a bush than a herbaceous 
plant, and forms tufts 7 or 8 feet high, with at least 20 
to 30 of its handsome spikes in flower at once. Gail- 
lardias were much finer than with us. Tagetes sinuata 
(Bartl.), a plant not cultivated I believe in England, is 
a pretty species, and amongst the shrubs there is a 
good deal of thé Caragana forming very thick tufts or 
hedges now out of flower, but from the very great 
quantity of seed pods must have been very full, and 
they say it is then very handsome. It is a much neater 
growing shrub than our Colutea. The botanical part 
of the garden, properly so called, disappointed me at 
first, There is a considerable extent of glass, old 
greenhouses, pits of various sizes, and more modern 
and light span-roof houses, but.looking untidy and 
out of repair, and the garden at'first appeared to 
have more’ weeds than anything’ else, but upon going 
through it the collection of plants appeared to be really 
considerable. Amongst those in flower, Goodenia 

g are 

mostly nearly bare, and the crops in the intervening 
arable land appear very poor after those of Sealand ; | 
they are said, however, to have suffered much this year 
from a drought of several weeks, and the rains have 
nowcome too late to do much good, at least tothe Rye, | 
which is there still the Anar crop; the Barley and | 
Oats were still young enough to benefit bythe wet. As 
we got further inland towards the Wenern lake the | 
rocks are clothed with thick forests of Pine and Fir, and | 
the vegetation of the hollows is much finer, though the | 
soil still appears rather poor. Here we come into the | 
country which supplies, to a great extent, the so-called 
Norway deals. The best in Sweden come from the pro- | 
vince of Wermland and other large tracts of country | 
on the northern shores of the Wenern. From Gotten- | 
burgh to the Wenern, and even to the Wettern, we met 
a great number of vessels loaded with planks, and rafts 
of larger timber, going down the Gotha canal to Gotten- | 
burgh, where they are shipped on board Norwegian | 
vessels, which come there chiefly in spring, and are | 

which I do not recollect in our collections, 
was very handsome. 

In the neighbourhood of Stockholm, the grounds at- 
tached to the Royal Academy are several of them very 
fine, and all Jaid open to the public, and places of much 
resort on Sundays and holidays. Those I have seen 
are Drottningsholm, the largest, about 5 or 6 miles from 
the town ; and, in the immediate vicinity, Rosendal, 
Haga, Carlsberg, now the Military Academy ; and 
Uriesdal, now the Invalid Hospital. All have the ad- 
vantage of lake scenery, and the drive round them, 
winding amongst wooded rocks, rich corn-fields and 
meadows, country seats and gardens, is one of the most 
enjoyable I know. In making this tour, we visited the 
horticultural establishments here, and, first, the garden 
of the Horticultural Society, situated partly within the 
town, in the northern suburb. It contains 8 or 10 
acres, and is under the management of Mr. Miiller, the 
head gardener, now absent. There is a considerable 
collection here, but many of the things rather too bota- 
nical, and from the way in which it is kept, it does not 

well attended, and where medals 
as prizes, and, what is not very horticultural, the gar- 
den is used occasionally on summer evenings for those 
out-of-door concerts which the Swedes as well as the 
Germans are so fond of. A much better kept and more 
interesting garden is that of the Bergian Gardener’s 
School, as it is called, under the management of Mr. 
Lundström, and the superintendence of the Academy 
of Sciences. This establishment was founded originally 
by the botanist and traveller Bergius, and attached to 
the Academy of Sciences as a school of instruction for 
gard The g t now made is that the 
academy lets the ground (for a considerable rent) to 
Mr. Lundström, who is allowed to cultivate it as a nur- 
sery garden under certain restrictions and supervision 
as to variety of cultivation, order, and neatness, &e., 
and who undertakes to instruet in praetical gardening 
a certain number of pupils (usually about a dozen), to 
whom the academy has lectures delivered in a building 
erected for the purpose, containing also a residence for 
the lecturer. Mr. Lundström, as gardener, has also a 
very agreeable residence in the garden. The present 
lecturer and superintendent on the part of the academy, 
is Professor Wikstróm. Mr. Lundstrüm is the great 
nursery and seedsman of Stockholm ; has realised a 
considerable fortune ; is a knight of the order of Wasa, 
and possessor of a landed estate and country seat. The 
garden (that is to say the part cultivated as a nursery) 
contains about 7 donners, a measure, I believe, larger 
than our acre, and is in excellent cultivation, contain- 
ing a great variety of trees, shrubs, ornamental as well 
as economical, and kitchen-garden plants all in very 
neat beds or rows, and alllabelled. The establishment: 
is said to turn out very good gardeners, 

The Agricultural Academy’s experimental garden is 
also within a couple of miles of Stockholm, and appears 
to be very well conducted under the immediate 
management of the gardener, Mr. Stinberg, and the 

peri d and inspection of Professor Wahlberg, 
who, unfortunately for me, is now absent on an 
excursion in Seania. A considerable variety of corn, 
as well as of Grasses, and other forage roots, &c., are 
here cultivated in larger or smaller patches, according 
to the particular object in view. By repeated experi- 
ments, and comparative cultivation, the gardener finds 
the Festuca arundinacea, Schreb. (F. littorea, Wahlenb. 
the best of all Grasses, at least for all Swedish soils, 
and certainly a field of it in this garden looked remark- 
ably well—tall-growing, but with a great deal of foliage, 
and the whole field was very regular and thick, and 
cattle are said to be very fond of it. 

I have, as usual, made inquiries here about Potatoes, 
which are very much cultivated in Sweden. 
disease last year made considerable ravages in Scania, 
where it was as bad as in Denmark, but northward 
it was much less prevalent, and in this neighbourhood I 
am assured that there was no damage done of any con- 
sequence. About Upsala, Professor Fries observed it, 
and has written a pamphlet on the subject. He, though 
a mycologist, is entirely on the side of those who con- 
sider the fungus as a result, not the cause of the dis- 
ease. Nothing has as yet appeared of the disease this 
year in any part of Sweden, as far as I can learn. 

On the subject of vegetables, an excellent one much 
eaten here, but which we never get in England, is the 
Pois sabre, or Pois sans parchemin, of which the young 
pods are eaten stewed. They are very sweet, and 
entirely without any stringiness, even when raw. 

Societies. 
ROYAL PHILANTHROPIC SOCIETY OF GAR- 

DENERS. 
July 29.—Mr. Roninson in the chair. The following 

productions were exhibited, viz., some of Shaw’s early 
Potato, showing the presence of the disease of last year; 
also some seedling Dahlias, by Mx. Pope, gr. to Thos. 
Cubit, Esq. Mr, Wyness, gr. to Her Majesty, sent a 
number of seedling Dahlias, one a very promising light 
flower, of fine form, and perfectly distinct; likewise 
several seedling Fuchsias; Mr. Robinson, gr. to J. 
Simpson, Esq., a stand of 24 Verbenas, and a stand of 
12 Dahlia blooms ; Mr, Burgess, some double Primula 
sinensis, and new Fuchsias; Mr. Jones, gr. to Dr. 
Sutherland, Dahlias and French Marigolds; and Mr. 
F. Moore, gr. to Lord Auckland, seedling Alstroemerias, 
and a fine cut specimen of Catalpa syringzefolia, &. 
Several short di i ensued, principaily on the 
merits of the productions present, the advantages to be 
derived from such Associations, &e. It may be men- 
tioned that the Society has received the additional 
patronage of the Duchess of Cambridge.—W. Kemp, 
Hon, Sec. 

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 
Aug. 4.—In consequence of the glass lantern of the 

meeting room having been destroyed by the hail-storm 
of Saturday, no meeting took place, as was duly adver- 
tised in the daily papers ; nevertheless several things. 
well deserving of notice, having been sent from the 
country, we give the following account of some of the 
most remarkable among them. From Messrs. Veitch 
and Son, of Exeter, was a cut specimen of a new Les- 
chenaultia, which has been named L. splendens ; but 
which is, perhaps, L. laricina. From the same nurser; 
wasalso Pleromaelegans, a very fine deep purple-flowere 

| 
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greenhouse shrub, with sj 
Was stated to have been raised from seeds received 
om Mr. W. Lobb, who found it in the Organ moun- 

tains, at an elevation of 6000 feet. The flowers con- 
tinue open for three or four days. Of fruit, Mr. Spencer, 
gr. tothe Marquis of Lansdowne, at Bowood, sent amag- 
nificent Melon, said to be the true Ispahan. It measured 
93 in. in length, and 6 in. in diam., weighed 13 Ibs. 7oz, 

and was of the finest possible quality. It was stated to 
We been grown in a common brick pit, without any fire 

heat, and the same plants were mentioned to be each 
Producing 3 or 4 similar fruit. "Three Providence Pine- 
Apples were sent by Mr. Turnbull, gr. to the Duke of 
Marlborough, at Blenheim, which were stated to be 
the produce of 2} year old plants, grown in pots. They 
Weighed respectively 11 Ibs. 8 oz., 11 Ibs., and 9 lbs., 
the heaviest measured 22 inches in circumference, and 
the number of pips was ll. They were handsome, well 
formed fruit, with moderate sized crowns, Final 

f. James Cowie, gr. to the Earl of Radnor, Coleshill 
House, Berkshire, sent a Cabul Melon weighing about 
74 lbs, which had been raised in a pit heated by fer- 
Menting material. 

S 

Reviews. 
A History of Inventions, Discoveries and Origins. B; 

ohn Beckmann. Fourth Edit., carefully revised 
and enlarged by W. Francis, P.L.D., F.L.S. ; and 
J. W. Griffith, M.D., F.L.S. Voll. 8vo. Bohn. 

A Book so well known and universally esteemed as that 
of Beckmann requires no editorial introduction. It is 
at once among the most uggful and entertaining works 
that have proceeded from the German school. So far 
as concerns the antiquarian research which is necessary 
for illustrating the origin of inventions, Beckmann is 
Said to have almost exhausted his subject; but in 
other respects there was room for the application of 
More modern knowledge than his own. The present 
editors have undertaken to bring the subject down to 
the present day (Beckmann died in 1811), and to make 
Such alterations in the language and opinions of the 
author as the advance of science has rendered indis- 
Pensible. Better men could not be found, and the 
result of their labour is a work possessing all the merit 
9f the original, none of its defects, and many important 
features of its own. In fact it supersedes the old 
editions, 2 

An extract or two from the article on Saffron must 
Serve as a specimen of the work :— 
“That the Latin word Crocus signified the same plant 

Which we atpresent call Saffron, and which, in botany, still 
Tetains the ancient name, has,as far as I know, never 
been doubted ; and indeed I know no reason why it 
should, however mistrustful I may be when natural ob- 
{eee are given out for those which formerly had the 
ike names. The moderns often apply ancient names to 
things very different from those which were known 
under them by the Greeks and the Romans: but what 
We read in ancient authors concerning Crocus agrees in 
every respect with our Saffron, and can scarcely be ap- 
Plied to any other vegetable production, Crocus was a 
ulbous plant, which grew wild in the mountains. 

There were two. species of it, one of which flowered in 
Spring, and the other in autumn. The flowers of the 
latter, which appeared earlier than the green leaves 
that remained through the winter, contained those small 
threads or filaments which were used as a medicine and 
a paint, and employed also for seasoning various kinds 
of food.” 5 

* What in the ancient use of Saffron is most dis- 
Cordant with our taste at present, is the employing itas 
à perfume. Not only were halls, theatres, and courts, 
through which one wished to diffuse an agreeable smell; 
Strewed with this plant, but it entered into the composi- 
lon of many spirituous extracts, which retained the 
Same scent; and these costly smelling waters were 
Often made to flow in small streams, which spread 
abroad their much-admired odour. Luxurious people 
even moistened or filled with them all those things with 
Which they were desirious of surprising their guests in 
an agreeable manner, or with whicli they ornamented 
their apartments, From Saffron, with the addition of 
Wax and other ingredients, the Greeks as well as the 
*mans prepared also scented salves, which they used 
1n the same manner as our ancestors their balsams, 

“Notwithstanding the fondness which the ancients 
Showed for the smell of Saffron, it does not appear that 
n modern times it was ever much esteemed. As a 
Perfume, it would, undoubtedly, be as little relished at 
Present as the greater part of the dishes of Apicius— 
fricassees of sucking puppies, sausages, and other parts 
of Swine, which one could not even mention with de- 

Sency in genteel company ; though it certainly has the 
Same scent which it had in the time of Ovid, and 
although our organs of smelling are in nothing different 
from those of the Greeks and the Romans. From parts of 

lé world to them unknown, we have, however, ob- 
tained perfumes which far excel any with which they 
Were acquainted, e have new flowers, or, at least, 
More perfect kinds of flowers long known, which, im- 
Proved cither by art or by accident, are superior in 
Smell to all those in the gardens of the Hesperides, of 

Onis and Alcinous, so much celebrated. We have 
ect the art of mixing perfumes with oils and salts, 
ik Such a manner as to render them more volatile, 
dai ger and more pleasant; and we know how to ob- 
pel essences such as the ancient voluptuaries never 
* elt, and for which they would undoubtedly have given 
P their Saffron, The smelling-bottles and perfumes 

le; 

Which are often presented to our beauties, certainly far 

evergreen leaves. It excel that promised by Catullus to a friend, with the | 
assurance that his mistress had received it from Venus 
and her Cupids, and that when he smelt it he would 
wish to become all nose : 

Nam unguentum dabo quod mez puelle 
Donarunt Veneres Cupidinesque, 
uod tu quom olfaeies, deos rogabis, 

Totum ut te faciant, Fabulle, nasum. 

“Tt cannot, however, be denied that both taste and | 
smell depend very much upon imagination. We know 
that many articles of food, as well as spices, are more 
valued on account of their scarcity and  eostliness 
than they would otherwise be. Hence things of less 
value, which approach near to them in quality, are 
sought after by those who cannot afford to purchase 
them; and thus a particular taste or smell becomes 
fashionable. Brandy and tobacco were at first recom- 
mended as medicines ; they were therefore much used, 
and by continual habit people at length found a plea- 
sure in these potent and almost nauseating articles of 
luxury. Substances which gratify the smell become, 
nevertheless, like the colour of cloths, oft unfashionable 
when they grow too common. Certain spiceries, in 
which our ancestors delighted, are unsupportable to 
their descendants, whose nerves are weak and more deli- 
cate ; and yet many of the present generation have ac- 
eustomed themselves to strong sme'ls of various kinds, 
by gradually using them more and more, till they have 
at length become indispensable wants. Some have taken 
snuff rendered so sharp by powdered glass, salts, anti- 
mony, sugar of lead, and other poisonous drugs, that the 
olfactory nerves have been rendered callous, and entirely 
destroyed by it. 

That Saffron was as much used in seasoning dishes 
as for a perfume, appears from the oldest work on 
cookery which has been handed down to us, and which 
is ascribed to Apicius. Its use in this respect has been 
long continued, and in many countries is still more pre- 
valent than physicians wish it to be. Henry Stephens 
says, ‘Saffron must be put into all Lent soups, sauces, 
and dishes: without Saffron we cannot have well. 
cooked Peas,’ 

* It may readily be supposed that the great use made 
of this plant in cookery must have induced people to 
attempt to cultivate it in Europe ; and, in my opinion, 
it was first introduced into Spain by the Arabs, as may 
be conjectured from its name, which is Arabic, or 
rather Persian. Spain it was, according to 
every appearance, carried afterwards to France, per- 
haps to Albigeois, and thence dispersed into various 
other parts. Some travellers also may, perhaps, have 
brought bulbs of this plant from the Levant. We are 
at least assured that a pilgrim brought from the Levant 
to England, under the reign of Edward II., the first 
root of Saffron, which he had found means to conceal 
in his staff, made hollow for that purpose. At what 
period this plant began to be cultivated in Germany I do 
not know ; but that this was first done in Austria, in 
1579, is certainly false. Some say that Stephen von 
Hausen, a native of Nuremberg, who about that time 
accompanied the imperial amb: dor to C inopl 
brought the first bulbs to Vienna, from the neighbour- 
hood of Belgrade. This opinion is founded on the ac- 
count of Clusius, who, however, does not speak of the 
autumnal Saffron used as a spice, but of an early sort, 
esteemed on account of the beauty of its flowers. 
Clusius has collected more species of this plant than 
any of his predecessors, and has given an account by 
whom each of them was first made known.” 

Papers of the Ray Society. 
any. 1846. 8vo. 

Tug publie is much indebted to the officers of the Ray 
Society for this volume, which contains translations of 
some very valuable papers, almost unknown in this 
eountry. Those who have not attended to the state of 
natural history among the Germans, can have no idea 
of the elaborate manner in which they work out what- 
ever they undertake to elueidate, how profound are 
heir hes, how inexh ible their industry, how 
admirable their observations, As vegetable anatomists 
they rank among the highest of modern observers. 
Their fault is their prolixity, they state everything in 
extenso. But this isa gain to the student, however incon- 
venient it may be to the butterflies of science ; for it is 
in some measure a guarantee that nothing has been 
neglected. This circumstance, however, and the unfor- 
tunate fact that so far as botany is concerned, a large 
proportion of those who in this country occupy them- 
selves with the science, prefer to skim its surface, and 
to amuse themselves with the gay trifles that float there, 
renders the dissertations of German naturalists un- 
suited for the purposes of booksellers, We are 
therefore, the more beholden to the Ray Society for 
enabling those who wish to master the depths of bo- 
tanical investigation to do so. 

The volume before us contains Zuecarini's views of 
the morphology of Conifers ; Grisebach’s report on the 

ibuti to botanical g hy in the year 1842 ; 
Negeli’s important views as to the nature of cell-forma- 
tion, the keystone of vegetable physiology, and Link’s re- 

port on the progress of botany in the years 1842and 1843, 

The volume contains nearly 500 pages, 7 plates, and is in- 
dispensable to all botanists who do not read German, or 

who have not access to the original papers. 

Garden Memoranda. : 
Bonn, on the Rhine, July 11, 1846.—The Botanic 

Garden of the University of Bonn appeared to be in a 
very satisfactory state in every respect, and well worthy 

Reports and Papers on 

the high character of the Professor of Botany, who so 

ably superintends it. In the garden, part of an old 
monastic establishment, with a large moat partly sur- 
rounding it, were some splendid trees, the advantage of 
the clear air and sunshine, such as is alone enjoyed on 
the continent, beiug very conducive to a high state of 
perfection. ‘There is here a long range of greenhouses 
and stoves, with a large well-kept garden in front. The 
Palms and other plants in one stove were very closely 
packed together, and many had their leaves tied up to 
make more room, the house being full and cool ; there. 
were some delightful specimens of Ferns. Of the 
plants in flower, there was a pretty collection of Cleome, 
especially C. Eekloniana and C. speciosa. Nympheea 
ceerulea, in water, scented the house ; and along with it 
was Limnocharis Humboldtii. There were several 
plants of Achimenes alba ; and A. longiflora was grown 
in bowls or flower pots, and suspended—so that the 
flowers hung down the sides all around, and had a very 
pretty effect. Tradescantia zebrina, with its small lilac 
flowers, also formed a pretty pendent plant. In the 
open garden, a lovely spot, were Solanum imperiale, 
and S. laciniatum, planted out, each about 6 feet high 3 
the latter in full flower. ^ Brugmansias, &c., were 
planted out in the borders. Glycine sinensis had still a 
few fine flowers on it, of a darker hue than those pro- 
duced in England. There was an abundance of noble 
Orange trees, Aloes, &c., and most of the greenhouse 
plants were arranged in round clumps, the pots being 
plunged in sánd up to the rim. The moat which sur- 
rounds the buildings offers a fine opportunity for grow- 
ing a collection of bog and water plants, which seemed 
to be numerous. — R. J. B. 

Miscellaneous. 
Mr. Hariweg's Mission.—We are able to announce 

the depart: f Mr. Hartweg from Mazatlan for Cali- 
fornia, Admiral Sir George Seymour having received 
him on board H. Ms ship Juno. We also mention, 
with great satisfaetion, that the enlightened Govern- 
ment of the United States has issued orders to 
the officers in command of cruisers on the coast of 
Mexico to give Mr. Hartweg every facility in their 
power, notwithstanding the blockade, 

Botanical Lectureship.— We learn that Mr. Quekett 
has just resigned the botanical lectureship at the Lon- 
don Hospital, and that a good successor is required. 

On the Death of Trees caused by the Leakage of Gas- 
pipes in the Soil.—M. Pepin states that several of his 
colleagues had announced, in 1842 and 1843, that the 
mortality of trees on the Boulevards, and elsewhere, at 
Paris, was caused by the escape of gas, which had dif- 
fused itself throughout the soil to a distance of many 
yards from the pipes. M. Dupare, member of the 
Société d'Hortieulture, was the first to remark the 
effect on the Elms along the exterior Boulevard, be- 
tween the Barrière de l'Etoile and that of Roule. Sub- 
sequently, M. Neumann remarked that the trees planted 
on the Boulevard de l'Hópital, and those of the Place 
dela Bastille faded in q of thei duction of 

as. He laid before the Society some roots and stumps 
of trees, and likewise samples of the soil taken from the 
trenches where the roots had been cut. On this occa- 
sion M. Pepin thought it probable that the gas was not 
the sole eause of the injury ; and that the perishing of 
the Elms might be owing to the liquids from tan-yards, 
&c., running into the ditehes between the trees; in 
short, that the ehemiealageneies produced by the stag- 
nation of theseliquids were the primary cause of the 
mortality amongst the trees, But he has since assured 
himself that such is not the case, and tbat the real cause 
was the escape of gas, the effects of which had been 
latterly but too apparent. The following year many 
Syeamore trees (Acer pseudo-platanus), planted on the 
quay of St. Bernard, were deprived of vitality, at 
various periods of the season, by the penetration of the 

gas which escaped from the pipes. It is stated that the 

trees planted near the Champ des Batailles, at Brest, and 

also those on the Cours, have been partly destroyed 

from the same cause. Those in the garden of the Café 

Ture, situated on the Boulevard du Temple, at Paris, 

are in a similar condition. M. Pepin is of opinion that 
the only remedy is to build a brick wall between the 

pipes and the roots of the trees.— Revue Hortieole. [It 

may be observed that the gas will readily pass through 

ordinary brick-work. Glazed brick, laid in cement, 

would be best. The ends of the pipes, where they fit 
into each other, should be thoroughly cleaned of the 

oxide with which they are coated before the lead is run 

in, so as the latter may be rammed into close contact 

with the surface of the iron. This can never be the 

case whilst a body of rust intervenes. Rust is a sub- 

stance pervious to moisture and gas, and these supply 

|the means by which additional combinations with the 

| iron are formed, When iron bars are perfectly clean, 
| when batted with lead, no moisture reaches the surface 
of the iron so inclosed ; and that portion never rusts, 
although the lead is only in close mechanical contact with 
its surface. The propriety of tinning or galvanising the 
ends of the pipes may be suggested ; and if this were 
effected the joints could then be actually soldered.]— | 

ee 

Calendar of Operations. 
(For the ensuing Week.) 

Preparation for Winter.—1t seems rather early to 
sound this note ; I must, however, remind the readers 

of the Chronicle that no time should be lost in put- 

ting all houses, pits, &c., in thorough repair. The glaz- 

ing should be now well seen to; and painting where 
needed, With regard to ‘the interior of houses, the 
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painting must ever depend on the crops, Whitewasb- 
ing, however, can be managed at all imes. ‘The lime 
should have abundance of sulphur mixed with it. No 
one need be afraid of using any amount on cool surfaces. 
The repairing and cleaning of flues will of course sug- 
gest itself; and the examination of boilers or other 
apparatus, where suspicion may rest, should be pro- 
ceeded with forthwith. 

CONSERVATORIES, STOVE, &e. 
‘ Conservatory.—lt is high time now to provide and 
encourage an assortment of flowers adapted for bloom- 
ing in the end of autumn, and in early winter. Camel- 
lias if foreed into wood, as now practised by all our 
best gardeners, will be in rapid advance: indeed my 
stock comes on too fast. They should, in this state, be 
kept out of doors in a cool place, on cool flags or coal- 
ashes, to prevent the earth-worm from deranging the 
drainage. Chrysanthemums should now receive their 
last shift, if possible, using chiefly sound fibrous loam, 
with plenty of charcoal. This is the best way to keep 
them stiff in habit, and to preserve their lower leaves. 
Any necessary amount of strength may be imparted to 
them when the flower-buds are formed, by good liquid 
manure. Stove and Orchids.—Successions of Brugman- 
sias, Clerodendrons, Euphorbias, Poincittias, &c., &e., 
should receive a last shift directly, in order to provide 
a rich autumn display in the conservatory. Climbers on 
ornamental trellises should be oceasionally cut back, in 
order to have a succession late in the season, when 
flowers become scarce, Those who haye been mindful 
of such things, will of course have a ion of young 

which blossomed early, ‘hose who cau tind time may 

pick off the seed-pods from their Rhododendrons ; this 
will add much to the strength of the blossoms in the 
next year. The Azaleas, of course, will benefit by the 
same process, 

FLORISTS’ FLOWERS. 
Pinks.—During showery weather, plant out all rooted 

Pink pipings. Should very dry weather occur they 
must be shaded, and carefuily attended to. It is advis- 
able to pot a few pairs of the best sorts, and frame 
them, though the Pink is much hardier than the Carna- 
tion ; still, by adopting this plan, they may be safely re- 
moved at any time, will make more roots, and, conse- 
quently, are more likely to make strong plants, and to 
bloom well. Tulips.—Prepare a bed for the off-sets, 
which must be planted in a few weeks, for many of the 
smaller ones, if kept out of the ground till the usual 
planting time, will shrivel and perish. It will, there- 
fore, be necessary, that amateurs and those commencing 
the fancy should immediately get in off-sets of expen- 
sive or scarce sorts, if blooming roots cannot be readily 
or reasonably obtained, as most growers have com- 
menced arranging their collections. Carnations and 
Picotees,—Continue the directions given last week, and 
carefully prevent the seed pods from contracting damp. 
Early application should also be made for new and fa- 
vourite varieties, in order that they may be potted off 
as soon as they are well rooted. This is a point that 
cannot be too strictly enforced, for much of the success- 
ful wintering of layers depends on their being well 
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plants in course of preparation. A batch of such things 
as Thunbergias, Ipomoeas, Pergularias, Jasminums, Ste- 
phanotis, Passifloras, &c., should be got up ornamental 
trellises without delay. The Clematis bicolor and C. cæ- 
rulea grandiflora will force in early spring ; rest behind 
a shady wall in June and July, and flower again in Octo- 
ber and November. These latter plants,although perfectly 
hardy, are well adapted for the conservatory on trel- 
lises. rchids.— Continue to top up late growths, and 
to keep the plants at the warmest end of the house. Give 
air most liberally in the early part of the day, and on 
very fine mornings syringe occasionally the whole of 
the stock, as early as 7 o'elock, A little fire must be 
kept up, if only to ensure a proper circulation of air ; 
take care, however, thatit is very low during the night. 
Mixed Greenhouse.-—Many of the directions under the 
head “Stove and Conservatory” will be available to 
those who possess only a mixed greenhouse. In addi- 
tion, I would say, look well after winter flowering things 
of rather a commoner order, such as Cinerarias, Ver- 
benas, Scarlet Pelargoniums, Heliotropes, Roses, &c. ,&c. 
Cinerarias must now be potted off, whether from seed 
or from suckers; Chinese Primrose, also, remembering 
to give the last shift immediately to those intended to 
blossom in October and November. Scarlet Pelargo- 
niums and Heliotropes to bloom well must be pot-bound. 

KITOHEN GARDEN FORCING. 
Pines.— Let those who want to promote rapid as 

wellas substantial growth in their young Pine stock, 
give every attention in regard to heat, moisture, and 
free circulation of air. A bottom heat of 85° or 88? 
for growing stock, a thorough cireulation of air, early 
shutting up, with a th ter at 95°, panied 
with heavy syringings, instead of so much root water- 
ing ; these are the agencies which (with a vigorous 
root, through good modes of potiing, and the use of 
healthy soils) will enable the cultivator to reap the be- 
nefits of the Hamiltonian system. Vines.—Early forced 
Vines, if the wood be nearly ripe, may have the lights 
removed ; this course, however, is not imperative. If, 
however, the lights are required to remain on, cleanli- 
ness should be observed, and alllaterals kept down. As 
soon as the leaves are thoroughly ripened, means should 
be taken to keep the house cool; to this end, shading 
will, perhaps, become necessary. Melons, Figs, &c., 
as in last C;lendar. 

KITCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD. 
This is the period in which to lay the foundation of a 

sure supply of vegetables and salads for the ensuing 
winter ; and time lost now can (in this respect) by no 
possible means be regained. We will suppose that all the 
spring and mid-winter Broccolies have been planted 
some time ; and that Turnips for October and Novem- 
ber are in also; stil it remains to insure a con- 
tinuous succession of Cauliflower and autumn Broccoli ; 
also a full supply of Salads, The Cape Broceolies, 
although apt to sport, are amongst the most useful for 
he certain supply of the house, provided the family 

are resident at their country seat through October and 
up to Christmas, Where such is the case, the last 
planting should be immediately accomplished, and that 
a good breadth. A rich border should also be pre- 
pared for Cauliflowers—highly prepared ; these planted 
immediately will supply the table until Christmas, 
provided they are secure from the frost.  Endives, 
also, must be got out with a liberal hand ; also autumn 
Lettuces. Let not a blank piece of ground escape ; 
and, moreover, as the Potato disease proceeds so 
rapidly, let.a clearance be made forthwith of all decay- 
ing crops, or those unprofitable, and their place supplied 
immediately with the above articles. Orcharding and 
Fruit-trees.—Of course, no superfluous wood is now re- 
maining in the trees of those who desire success in the 
ensuing year. The remarks on this head in the Leader 
of last week’s Chronicle are deserving of most serious 
attention, Much error has prevailed on the subject of 
disbudding, and, I may add, still prevails. 

FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBDERIES, 
Let Rose-budding be followed closely up; also 

the pruning back at least of the dead blooms of those 

o 

Auriculas.—Seedlings that have hitherto 
been kept in pans or boxes, may now be put out singly 
in pint pots; the soil being equal parts sound turfy 
loam and leaf mould. 

COTTAGERS' GARDENS. 
We have little to say to the cottager this week. Much 

of the directions contained in the Kitchen Garden por- 
tion will apply to the cottager. We would recommend 
everything to be done in the way of cropping that can 
be done—everything will be wanted. The Potato dis- 
ease proceeds in Cheshire with fearful rapidity. 

State of the Weather near London, for the week ending Aug. 6, 1846, as 
obser ved at the Horticultural Gard. iswick. 

capital iron frame just fit for your purpose of Burbidge and 
H Slates, inch will be thick enough; they may be 

As tolandlords—scalded cats dread cold water. We dare 
not meddle with the possible law of your case. Consult your 
solicitor, 

Insects—Dim—There are 3 sorts of Humming-bird Moths ; one 
has brown opaque upper-wings, the others have transparent 
wings with a brown border. Two of them are figured in 
Curtis’s “ Brit. Ent.,” vide pl, 40 and 747, R.——J C M—I have 

nown any mischief done to the corn crops by the ca- 
| jterpillars which hatch from the eggs laid by some moth upon 

the ears, such as you sent. R.— S A—Haye you tried fumi- 

Banks of Doveron—Your Willow-caterpillars 
will form a hard case of wood and gum upon the trunk or 
branches of the tree, and next spring they will produce the 
Puss-moth, called Cerura vinula, #,——J J G—The insects 
are an Eupteryx nearly related to the one infesting Potatoes. 

ey will puncture and suck the foliage, but cannot make 
the holes you witness in the Pear-leaves, &c. If 
Searched at night earlier in the season, you might have de- 
tected the real culprit, R, 

Names or PLANTS—B B—Hi 1, Phlox 
suaveolens ; 2, Viola montana ; 3, Veronica maritima ; 4, He- 
lianthus decapetalus ; 5, Aconitum Napellus ; 6, Phlox de- 
cussata.—4A B—Some Lachenalia, and apparently glauca. 
——iJna—The queer trees in Printing-house-square, where 
the Times is printed, which you say are a puzzle to all bota- 
nists, are specimens of Ptelea trifoliata, or Shrubby Trefoil, 
a North American tree. How did they get into such a place? 

3 i t a morsel ! 

nished, The Breadfruit is a White Potato.——J W—Not 
new: i 

3 

some kind of Cinnamon.— W H H—Your plant is probably 
a Brachystelma, but what species, if one, cannot be deter- 

ined in its present state. ——W H E—Geranium pratense. 
PEAR-TREES—Justicus—You had better cut back your Jargo- 

elle tree in autumn; and if you properly attend to the 
summer pruning over-luxuriant shoots will not be formed, 

Moon's 

Are. | 
» 39.870 | 

9 29.670 | 99 | 60 
10 29.642 | al | 56 
1t 39.002 | 77 | 51 
ie 29.993 | 79 | 68 
13 29.827 | 80 | 62 
14 35 | 83 

July 8I-Very fine ; excessively hot ; lightning at night Aug. 1—Uniformly overcast; excessively hoc and dry; thunder atl», becoming continuous at 2, with very heavy rain at 8; rain and hail at half-past 4 
2—Sultry ; rain and thunder; clear and fine at night 3—Heavy rain; showers, and bright sun atintervals; partially overcast 4—Very fine; cloudy and fine; clear 
5— Thunder; lightning and heavy rain throughout the forenoon ; fine ; clear 
6—Cloudy and very fine throughout. 

Mean temperature of the week 8 deg. above the average. 

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 20 years, for the Tensuing Week ending Aug. 15, 184°. 
Prevailing Winds: Aver. | Aver. | Mean| Aet, | Great 

Aug. Highest Lowest | Pain| which it | quantity : 
Temp.| Tem Rained, | Of Rein. ja. 

51.9 6 1.06in. | 1 Abe 
533 8 0.35 1 b[1 50.8 9 0-38 9| b| 1 
50.8 7 0-11 5| 3 50.6 8 1]4 953 
50.8 T 0.67 41 
50.7 e 0.61 2| 5 

The highest temperature during the above period oc 
1839—t 

a ed on the 10th, 1g42—therm. 93? ; and the lowest on the 13th, —therm. 82%, 

Notices to Correspondents, 
Posr-orricE Orprrs—In order to obviate the inconveniences 

ich are now constantly being experienced by parties who 
wish to remit sma!l sums to the office of the GARDENERS' 
CHRONICLE for Advertising, we have to request that all Post- 
office orders may in future be addressed to Mr. JAMES MAT- 

ws, 5, Upper Wellington-street, Covent Garden, and made 
payable at the Post-office, 180, Strand, London. Post-office 
orders, remitted by Subscribers for the Paper, should be 
sent to the respective Agents who supply them 
00Ks—G—The few errata which have been detected in the 
“Vegetable Kingdom," are pointed out attheendofthat work, 
see p. 796. n you have reached so far with the Numbers 
which you are taking, you will find the page in its proper 
place. —E M—Donn’s ** Catalogue” was noticed at p. 402 of 
the volume for 1845. We cannot act as booksellers; it is 
their business to advertise their books if they desire to sel 
them——Ch—Moore “ On the Cucumber” can be had of any 
bookseller who has a London correspondent. ^ Legg's 
Hydraulic Machine is advertised weekly. — W 3 P— 
Books on landscape gardening are innumerable, You should 
consult Loudon's ‘ Encyclopedia of Gardening,” one of the 
early editions, We cannot spare room for such a catalogue 
as you as! > 

Dantras—L—The world has been so much cheated in Dahlias, 
thatit will be slow to believethat a scented one exists, unless 
its odour is derived from such appliances as are furnished bya 
perfumer's shop. We have smelt such flowers, and we have no faith. 

Disuases—G@ L—Unskilful watering, too much, too little, or at 
the wrong time, is the cause of the diseased condition of the 
plants, The Melons too much, the Heaths too little. Look 
at the roots of the latter. The appearances have nothing to 
do with the Potato disease, 

HVERGREENS—A Yorkshireman will find that these plants retain 
their leaves for various periods, according to the state of 
their health, or their specific qualities, Some, as the Holly, 
cast most of the leaves before midsummer, if in health ; if 
out of health, retain them fora year. Others are casting. 
them all the summer long, as the common Laurel, and that 
is the most common case. Some retain them for years, as 
certain Conifers, 
RAPES—J M B—Soil, or previous over-eropping, has ruined 
your Grapes. Probably the former. Is your border—1, dry; 
2, shallow ; 3, loose, so that the air can find its way into it? 

ry much doubt.—— 7' W—The 

disasters that befal Grape-growers. The remedy, and the 
only remedy, is to remove the cause. There are no palliatives. 

and the tendency to canker will be diminished.|| 
PELARGONIUMS—A  Subseriber— For early forcing, Admiral 

Napier, Album multiflorum, Washington, Salina, Madeline, 
Beck’s Bella, Sultana, Grand Duke, Gauntlet, and Lanei. 
Procure the following 12 varieties ; Foster’s Matilda, Sultana, 
and Luna; Beck’s Arabella, Favourite, Rosy Circle, Des- 
demona, and Sir R. Peel ; Garth's Queen Philippa ; Gaines's 
Duchess of Leinster, Duke of Cornwall, and Emma, 

PrcoreEs—Z M—Procure for light.edged red; Burroughes* 
Irs. Bevan, Cook's Unique, and Kirtland’s Princess Royal; 

and for light-edged purple, Brinkler’s purple Perfection, 
Matthew's Enchantress, and John's Prince irt.* 

Prans or Housxs— 7yro—1f you will search through our pages 
you will find information upon every point which you as! 
about. We cannot republish the matter at present ; in fact, 
a book on the subject is much wanted by gardeners, Itis 
too extensive a subject for a newspaper, unless, as in our case, 
itis spread over a number of years, An excellent hotbed is 
given at p. 116, 1845. 

PoTATOE ù s—Novice —What you describe is not disease.. 
A Alves—We find no disease in your Potatoes. 

SEEDLING PoTATO— 
from Mr. Willison, Gardener, 

retains the colour of the spirit ? 
when first had; but, by exp 
colourless. i 
coloured spirit; and surely any good maker can supply in- 
struments in which the colour will be next to permanent. 
We, however, do not approve of thermometers with coloured 

spirits of wine; on the contrary, the most pure and colour- 
less should be employed. For distinctness, some are made 
with the tube enamelled at the back.|| 

Misc—Last Lothian — Always keep Rose-buds wet till they are 
inserted. When old tan is converted into black mould, it 
may be mixed with manure, urine, or gas-water, fermented, 
and converted into good compost.——Gallicus—Most pro- 
bably the roots are in a bad border. To colour Grapes well, 
they should have plenty of air, but it should be dry, and to 
effect this slight fires must be kept up in damp weather, In 
making concrete, use j as much lime as will hold the 

gravel together, mixing the whole to the consistency of thic! 
mortar; then lay it on with a spade. If the bottom is dry, 
no cinders need be laid below it, There i harm in plas- 

tering and whitewashing your cold pit inside, but it will do 
just as well without it. 

SEEDLING FLOWERS. 
DAHLIAS—J M W—Your flowers were so shaken by the journey, 

that a few petals only remained in the centre of the flower. 
m the small portion that remaine e centre, We 

should imagine that it was not equal to specimens of the 
same colour already out.*— -,5 M—The centre is the defec- 
tive part of your seedling, the petals grow irregularly in this 

part of the flower.* 
Fucusias—D P—Three good flowers, but not surpassing others 

already out, 3 is the best, on account of the brilliant colour 

of the coroll: i 

small to send out.*—— 7g 
are equal to sorts already out, they both want contrast in 

the colours.* 
Groxintas—Woolwich—Your seedling is not equal to many 
now in cultivation. k 

R Y—Your flowers are pretty in colour and mark- 
o e too small for 

showing, as 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8. 10 is not so large nor so ornis 

we have, with eye and colour in the same way ; 
same may be said of the . 5 is rather too mu ae 
cayed to judge of, but there are indications of this being 
only one worth preserving.* 

PREAXGONIUMS i A sour seedling is of no use whatever, 
it is bad both in form and colour, 
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LIQUID MANURE, 

ENGLAND INDEPENDENT OF THE WORLD FOR CORN 

E attention of the Agricultural Interest, at this 
momentous crisis, is requested to the great importance of 

LIQUID MANURE, and the ease with which it may be appro- 
priated by the use of FOWLER’S PUMPS, made expressly for 
the purpose, either portable or fixed ; Garden, Ship, and Barge 
umps; also those for Distillers, Brewers, Soap Boilers, and 

Tie Agricultural Gazette. 
SATURDAY, AUGUST 8, 1846. 

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 
TnuxspAY, » Aug. 13—Agricuitural Imp. Soc. of Ireland. 
TaumspAy, ^— —  S0—Agricultural Imp. Soc. of Ireland, 

FARMERS' CLUBS. 
Aug. 10—W. Market Aug. 17—B.tley 
— 1i-Woowon Basset 

A FuLL and trustworthy statement of the present 
epee of the Crors in England and Scotland 
will be found in another page. We are much ob- 
liged to those who have so promptly replied to our 

_ inquiries on the subject. It will be found that the 
heat-crop is generally good—that Oats and Bar- 

ley will hardly be an average crop—that the Bean- 
Crop, as well as that of Peas is generally very defi- 
Clent—that a large quantity of hay has this year 
been well harvested—that the Potato disease is 
already prevalent—and that root crops, as Swedish 
and other Turnips, &c., are late and doubtful. 

Ix the lecture, or rather lectures (for the speakers 
Were many), on the subject of draining, at the New- 
castle Meeting, it was somewhat remarkable that 
though THE MERITS OF DEEP AND SHALLOW DRAINS 
Were so prominently contrasted and discussed, yet 
that in so large an assembly gathered from various 
localities, no effort should have been made to define 
clearly what is * deep” and what “shallow” drain- 
ing. Before all things it is essential, in argument, 
that we should clearly understand and agree upon 
the conventional meaning of the terms we make use of. 

he question may seem somewhat strange, aud the 
Paes of it superfluous to one who has borrowed 
Is Ideas upon the subject of draining chiefly from the 

valuable pages of the “ Journal of the Royal Agri- 
Cultural Society,” or other works of similar stamp 
and advancement ; but let any half-dozen of practi- cal farmers, collected from ‘different counties of 
England, be asked what they mean by * deep drain- 
ang,” and the assertion may safely be ventured that 

ey will give as many different answers. Perhaps there are few practical truths that have won their 
Way more slowly and severely, by dint of absolute cular evidence, in opposition to prejudices nrged afresh in every year and upon every soil, than that of the merit of deep over shallow drains. The tile ma: be truly, said to have fought its way downwards, inch by inch : and the answer to the question above aliuded to will depend not so much on the meaning 
attached to the words inch, or foot, or yard, as upon the advance which the subjeet has achieved in the particular locality from which the respondent brings is information and ideas. We can veritably assure Our readers that we know of many where a three foot drain is still a monstrosity ; and even in the 
eG accomplished districts, the anomaly remains 

© same, except that it lies a foot deeper. Mr. A. 
Who has found his five-foot answer better than his 
four-foot drains, from that time forward attaches 
the term “shailow” to depths short of his new 
Standard, though farmer B. would naturally look 
down into them with utter amazement, and swear 
bg not see to the bottom. And we must in 
cine aa if we may be allowed so contuma- 

pect along the lines of cuttings and 
embankments so rapidly executed of late, the pro- 
ced of agricultural literature and science, that 
Sep draining has been of late years a term of some- 

“fous a “Five feet” stands now where 
tin ur feet stood two years ago, and like the vic- 
EM the bed of Procrustrs, the term “ deep” is, 
dm vus regard to its early associations and feelings, 
fs after year stretched out to fit the new applica- 
ioni with small apology or remark. Now, if it be 
Ue, as weare told, that “ what has been will be,” t r - i What depth may it be expected to attain by the Nn the volumes of the “ Agricultural Journal" shall ang doubled their present number? We are the 

t S advocates of deep draining, but we are not Abe M of indefinitude or irrational extremes. dis andoning, then, the hopeless task of fixing the 
aning of a term apparently capable of indefinite extension we w question " would rather stop at the more hopeful 

draining?" Is it susceptible of no limit but that 
assigned by theory or opinion? because, if so, it 
bids fair to go likethe steam leg, and never stop. 
We really think that, without any refractory or 
sluggish disposition being charged upon us towards 
the racing pace that we have been going at,we may 
beg for a moment’s breathing time, just to ask this 
human question. We have already penetrated 

“Thus far into the bowels of the land” 
without a check or a question ; butis Mr. Parkes, or 
some new prophet still “deeper” than he, going to 
let the water out at the antipodes? We really ask the 
question in a teachable and humble spirit, because 
it puzzles a plain man to attend to so many orders 
at once, to find Mr. Wensrer stick at two feet, 
Mr. Surri at three, while Mr. Mecut goes on to 
four and five, and Mr. Parkes now undermines 
them all at six. Is this wnder-tunnelling system 
never to stop? or is there no principle, no combi- 
nation of physical causes, to determine what each 
succeeding writer and lecturer seems delighted to 
make more and more indeterminate ? For it must 
be observed that not only the depth of the drains 
themselves, but the width between them (always a 
collateral part of the question), is made into a sort 
of double fluzion by these rival calculators. Is 
there no form of equation that can afford us at least 
one constant, to go to work upon? The roots of 
plants (we allude of course to annuals) rarely seem 
to require more than about three feet of soil. In 
the market gardens near the metropolis, the soil, 
indeed, is said to show a worked depth of nearly 
five feet ; but this arises from the necessity of bring- 
ing up virgin soil from year to year, to refresh the 
over-manured surface. Here, perhaps, would be no 
bad field for ascertaining, if possible, what is the 
greatest depth of soil conveniently requisite for 
plough husbandry, as distinguished from the spade, 
which probably will always be a little in advance of 
the plough in the matter of depth. If this point can be 
approximately ascertained, need drainage go much 
deeper? We say much, because we are fully alive 
to the fact that plants require a warm bed as well 
as a warm coverlet; and that it must be a rather 
chilling disappointment to the quick growing, ten- 
der-rooted annual, to come plump upon a cold bed 
of wet clay, just towards the close of its growth, 
when it is summoning all its energies to the per- 
formance of Nature’s greatest effort, the formation 
and ripening of the seed. And little, perhaps, 
does the shallow-drainer think, by the way, of the 
wholesale mortification that must be going on 
under-ground in June and July upon a field which 
he has made into a garden, 6 or 8 inches deep, and 
left a bleak, chill desert below it, where (in contra- 
riety to the fate of “the fishes,” in the well-known 
impromptu) the roots of his Wheat and Barley are 
beginning to 

“Ory, ‘Hang it! how cold we shall be!” 
just when the incubation-heat should be com- 
mencing. It is recorded by so early a writer as 
AmrHuR Youne, that on examining the roots of 
plants on such fields, they may be seen “ turned up 
like fish-hooks” from the effects of their sudden 
shock, at the temperature and texture of an un- 
drained, unpulverized hearth-pan; a predi 

comes but once a year, and it should be made the 
most of —C. W. H. 

We beg to remind our readers of the Great 
ANNUAL MEETING or THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL 
IMPROVEMENT Society or InrraNp, which takes 
place at Limerick during the ensuing week. The 
following is a programme of the proceedings :— 

Tozspay, Avucusr ll.—General Meeting at 1 
o'clock for the appointment of Judges, &c. Pro- 
fessor Jonnston will deliver his First Lecture on 
“ The Application of Chemistry to Agriculture,” at 
3 P.M. 

Wepnespay, 12.—Professor Jounsron will de- 
liver his Second Lecture on “ Agricultural Chemis- 
try,” at 11 a.m. Show Yard opened at 1 rm. Ad- 
mission, 2s. 6d. each. The Council Dinner will 
take place at the Theatre Royal, Henry-street, at 
6 o'clock. 

Tuurspay, 13.— The Show Yard will be open 
from 9 in the morning until 7 in the evening. Ad- 
mission Js. each. Mr. Smiru, of Deanston, will de- 
liver his First Lecture on “ Thorough Draining and 
Subsoil Ploughing" this day. The great Banquet 
Dinner will take place in the Theatre Royal, Henry- 
street, this day, his Grace the Duke of LEINSTER, 
President of the Society,in the Chair, on which oc- 
casion the award of Prizes at the Cattle Show will 
be declared. Doors open at 5 o'clock. 

Fripay, 14.— Mr. Sirs, of Deanston, will de- 
liver his Second Lecture on * Thorough Draining 
and Subsoil Ploughing," this day; and Mr. Joun 
Wanxzs, jun., of Trimmingham, Norfolk, will also 
explain his views on the Cultivation of Flax, and 
the Feeding of Cattle with Compost of Flax-seed, 
&e. The Auction of Stock, Sheep, Swine, Horses, 
and Agricultural Implements, will take place this 
day at 1 o'clock in the Show Yard, under the man- 
agement of Mr. James Mamsuarr, of George- 
street, Limerick, to whom all references on the sub- 
ject are to be made. 

Full particulars, connected with the Meeting, can 
be had from the Secretary, in Dublin, or from Mr. 
James BopxrN, Local Secretary, 54, William-street, 
Limerick, to whom all applications are to be ad- 
dressed. 

SOCIETY FOR THE ENCOURAGEMENT OF 
ARTS. 

On the Preservation of Grain and the probable effect 
of Granaries upon the Condition of the People and 
on Commerce. Abstract of a paper by G. Bodmer, 
Esq., C.E., lately read before the above Society. 

Tu paper commenced with an account of the Revolving 
Granary, as introduced by Mr. Bodmer and afterwards 
improved by Mr. Vallery. It then proceeded to point 
out further improvements made in the cylinder of the 
revolving granary, and the importance of providing the 
means of obtaining cheap bread, the practicability of con- 
structing granaries on a scale of sufficient magnitude at 
a reasonable expenditure of capital, the opportunity 
which is now afforded to the capitalists of England by 
the measures before Government of profitable invest- 
ment, and rendering England the granary of the world. 

The plan of constructing granaries, which the author 
of this. paper proposes should now be adopted, is as 
follows :—Granaries or store-houses, each containing 
6 

which can hardly fail to show itself in the ill-ripened 
rain, “going off” just as the farmer is beginning 

to think all safe. 
That the ordinary root depth of agricultural 

crops may be regarded at least as one element 
towards determining the requisite depth of drains, 
might, we think, receive safe admission. The 
expense of workmanship, increasing as it does in a 
compound ratio with every foot of depth, must 
surely, in practice, prove another. The fashion- 
able argument for excessive depths, is that they 
tahe the water off so much quicker : but admitting 
this, is it desirable? Rapid filtration, every good 
housewife knows, is less effectual than that which 
is slower: and we must again and again repeat 
what we have said before, that the object of drain- 
age is wor to get rid of the rain-water, like an 
enemy, as fast as ever we can, but to wse it for its 
proper and intended purposes, mechanical and che- 
mical; that is, to distribute it equally and regu- 
larly through the soil, and in so doing, to arrest 
and appropriate by its steady filtration during its 
passage, all the ammonia, and for aught we know, 
many other chemical properties or influences that 
it exercises upon the soil. 

We cannot help expressing a wish that the dis- 
cussion of these points of practical importance, had 
been substituted for a good deal of the doubtless 

interesting archeological inquiry, as to what Cap- 

tain Bran said or did a hundred years ago—upon 

an occasion so important and available for the dif- 
fusion of really valuable practical information, as 

the assemblage of many hundred Members of the 

“ What is the reasonable depth for land! 
Royal Agricultural Society of England in the Lec- 
ture Theatre at Newcastle. It is an occasion that 

p or chambers, 60 feet square and 
between 60 and 70 feet deep are to be built ; these 
would contain about 22,000 quarters each, or nearly 
800,000 quarters when all are full. 

The walls of these compartments or chambers are to 
be held together by iron tiers. The bottom of the 

chambers are to be funnel-shaped, and rest upon 

arches whieh follow the walls of each compartment and 

are connected with the main arches that support the 

floor. The small arches form part of the apparatus 
used in supplying heated air; the larger ones connect 
all the compartments with the hoist for raising and 

lowering the grain. $ : xar 
The compartments having been filled with corn it is 

to be turned in the following manner :—A carriage con- 
pected with a chain of scoops working on a drum is 

placed on the walls which divide the compartments in 
the middle, and is to be moved by machinery, which, 
when in motion, the corn is to be allowed to run out 
through a hole and channel leadin g from the bottom of 
the chamber into a carriage upon which the drum and 
scoops work. Thus as the corn passes from the cham- 
ber it will be emptied into the box, taken up by the 
scoops, and carried by means of machinery to the top of 
the partition wall, when it will be discharged into a 
trough, and roll down into the chamber again. Hot air 
is to be forced through the arches, before described, 
into the compartments by means of a fan or by a pump, 
worked by an engine. The cost of constructing a 
building of this description with machinery complete 
would require a capital of about 150,0007.* The cost of 
working the granary, including the interest of the 
capital employed, fuel, repairs, and current expenses, is 
calculated at 12,2257. per annum, thus giving 34d. per 
quarter per annum as the cost of storing and keeping 
the grain in good condition, 

. The paper concluded by alluding to the importance 
of establishing, in connection wi:h the granaries, the 
most perfect system of flour mills, 
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APE PEARANCE OF THE CROPS DURING THE FIRST WEEK IN AUGUSI, 1846. 

FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENTS. 

COUNTIES, |i WHEAT. OATS. | BARLEY. | BEANS. | PEAS. GRASS. | HAY. POTATOES. | SWEDES, &c. 

SELKIRKSHIRE. ...| 1 Average, Average. | Deficient. Deficient ; but| Deficient, Old pasture- |Artificial Grass-|Present appear-|Very late ; but |—WM. E, | | | few grown in Grass abundant. hay deficient, ance abundant. |with favourablelof the Melrose 
| | the district, Young artificial on accountof the weather the crop Farmers! Club. 

| Grass deficient, failure of red or will be an aver-| 
from a failure in|broad Clover. age one, 
red or broad|Natural Grass- 

| | Clover. hay abundant. 

RoxsURGHSHIRE,. 2 | Good. Not above an | Not above an ven Abundant, (Thin crop, very|Look well; very; Early-sown |— —~ Hawick. 
poco average, average. little red Clover. Cy disease, ex-| od, | | 

ept in gardens. 

NORTHUMBERLAND| 3 | Average. ER except on rtially good; Full pedanes but| Full and for- Good, New pee light. ees ;|Very promising, |-—JonN GREY, 
| the finest loam, muchatdifferent) ^ mot long. ward, Old eadows|but disease ap as also Turnips.| Dilston. 

growths. good, pearing in som: |, | places. 

AND 4 |An A very deficient| Although Bins 2A deficient crop.|A deficient crop. |About an aver-|About an ayer-| Very good crops, Looking —Wm. GLOVE 
COE will be cr Top. good yield m age erop. age crop. and no appear- well, and, to “all Secy. Farmers? 

ut 

CUMBERLAND ,,... 

WESTMORELAND .. 

YORKSHIRE »sssse 

YoRESHIRE ...... 

YORKSHIRE 

RUTLAND .. 

CHESHIRE sosse she) 

NORTHAMPTON .. 

NORTHAMPTON .. 

NOTTINGHAM .... 

NOTTINGHAM .... 

LINCOLNSHIRE.... 

SALOP, 

ja fortnight, | e a good crop, |on- 

5 [Will most pro- Are a good crop ave heard no|Little or moneLitdle or none| Abundant. |A light eum and|Were avery pro-| Abundant and|—J. ATKINSON, 
|bably be a defi- |complaints with| grown here. grown here, not well gotin, |mising crop until healthy. Harraby, near 
cient crop. regard to this a fortnight agọ, Carlisle. 

'ecy. 
Igeneral in about, | ee expected. ance of disease. appearance, will Cub, Newcastle- 

| 
á 

again affected as 
last year, 

6 | Full ayerage, Deficient, Abundant, Deficient, None grown, Good, Large crop. A buti Poor, —Joun CROSBY, 
rong indica- Kirkby Thore. 

tion of agence, 
7 |Deficient; consi-| Deficient. A rather light |A very badcrop.| Deficient, Abundant, Abundant, (|Prettygooderop| Promising. |—Tmos. DIXON, 

derably below an crop. Land Agent, Dar- 
average crop. | Ken 

8 |Thin on the} Anaverage crop; Below an aver- A bad crop. I|Anaverage crop. Pastures good, |An averagecrop,| Promise well. |Swedes have|—H. J. TURNER 
ime. but well) Eg haye im-| age crop. ightal and well se- come up at two Richmond 
|headed. roved very| a complete fail. cured, growths, and 

Foch lately. ure, much will de- 
pend on the wea- 
ther as to their y 
value as a crop. 
Yellow Turnips 
promise well. 

9 [Rather thin on|Short in  the|Short in  the|A deficient crop, Few Peas grown Excellent crops. Good. crops, and Apparently good Very promising. IL. BnraGs, 
the ground, but|straw, and the|straw, and the|being much in-in this neigh- generally ‘welljand as yet no Overton, near 
the ears are wellorop rather de-|crop rather de-i jured by the dry|bourhood ; but housed. symptoms of dis- Wakefie 

filled. and will|ficient. ficient. weather, what have been ease. 
prove an ayerage| grown are fair 
crop. in quality and 

quantity. 

A good crop,|This crop may|Generally short|Quite as put, E Very inferior, |Has been very|Plentiful ^ well|Not S culti. Almost an en-|—W, FANCOURT, 
probably  more|be considered an in Straw. Fields|not the wo plentiful untiljgot, and  with|vated in  this|tire failure. |Empingham. 
thananaverage.average. ^ The|sown in the pro- crop ever een the last three or|very little trou- sg alma eae Common Tur- 
Great complaint Tartary —seems|per season have four weeks, but|ble. the ‘few planted nips plentiful, 
of abundance of|better than the|a good ear, and owing to the look well, but very back- 

smut, Spring-/other kinds. promise a good drought of June ward, and will 
sown Wheat quality ; ^ but, (only .4 of an in. require hoeing 
eus well, but manyfields sown : of rain) Grass in'the midst of] 

farmers late are very bas become harvest, 
dem they will not light and infe.| scarce, 
yield according rior, pastures being 
there xpectatio very bare, 

n An average in|An average,|Deficient.  Not|Not | generally|Not generally Abundant, a average, yet Appear luxuri-|Deficient gene-|—R, Owen, Land 
ain, tl short in|much grown in|grown. Not an|grown. Not an fal one-thirdjant, still it is be-|rally ; excepting Surveyor, Baddi- 

qs in the|the straw. the district, average, average, Shortof last yea sownearlyley, near Nant- 
|straw, particu- if the disease|in May, previous wich. 

| Has y on cold wil mot again|to the dry wea- 
soils. prevail asithas|ther in June, 

already appear-|whieh affected 
ed jn the early|the germination 
varii the seeds. 

12 |A full average Notmuchgrown|Below an aver-| Very bad. Quite a failure, | Pasture very |An abundant se ebd Re early sown|— GREY, 
crop will be se-in this neigh- age. short. crop and well crop. good; the late d Hall. 
cured in a few GRE ;apar- secured, bids fair for a 

[tial e crop if the sea- 
Son serves, 

13 [Very good gene-|About an aver-|Not quite an|This is quite a|Short in straw|First crop abun. Rather light. be present look-| Very indifferent i tonii 
rally, both in|age; very much|average, butbet- Bean ^ county;|but well corned,|dant; ^ second ng healthy; the|the fly attacke 
Corn ES straw.|improved thejter just herethey are short crop very light. first or f carly many; andwhere 

) of the last month, unes on what is|both in straw crop yield well,|there full 
light Tea near| med Fou and com; in There are not| pietate di not 

Northampton Barley land. [some places they a great many|grow well. 
rather light, will scarce pro- grown here, 

duce the Seed 
again. 

14 In this neigh-Light and below very light erop|With very few|In most cases Much improved Crops light but|Looking well in|Turnipsofallde-|— R. Hopaxin- bourhood the] an average. |and ripening|exceptions, very|very light, and since the late| wellgot,  |the tops.  The|scriptions much sow, Morton 
jem gis very uneven]y;light, and mueh|below an aver-|rains, early sort p d d , . East 
sown  Wheats a second ae below an aver-|age. good food, al-jalthough some-|etford. 
are an average having sprung|age, though at pre-|what later than 

crop; the d up since the late sent somewhat|usual looking 
sown not rain, it will be speckled, which promising; many 
good; and the jconsiderably be- has not hitherto|of those which 

n _ grown ow an average, caused any in.|weresown at the 
on Turnip land, and the quality jury. latter end of May 
andusualiysown somewhat indif- and beginning 
from Christmas ferent, Thesame of une, did 
to the latter end. remarks will ge- not vegetate for| 
of March, are, in nerally apply on several weeks. 
most instances, the clay soils, a 
very deficient, short ` distance 
and wil much > from hence, 

rage on the crop. 

15 |This seems to|These are yery|Barleyisslightly|This crop is re-|This crop, al.|Until the last|Thehaycrophas|This crop bids The present ap-|— E. J. LoWE; 
be above an ave- short, and willlbelow an aver-\markably short|though below an few weeks Grass been light. In fair to be great, pearance of | Highfield Houses 
age. In somebe below the bus though thejon the straw,|aver: rage, willwas  becoming|many cases not|and there are no|Swedes, &c., is| Lenton, 

places the straw average. Thele: fields bei turn|scarce, but the|half'an average, symptoms of the|very good, They 

is short. Most|straw also being pretty regular. only 12 or 1dlout better than late rains have|owing to  the|disease ^ which|have come upre- 
fields in 'this|veryshort, The|The straw islinches from the|last year. brought  them|early dry curred well, 
district ^ havelower Oats shed S ground, bl round surpris- tier indeed, the|year. though in some 
|been sheared, before the upper stems are ingly, Fields harvest began localities they 
jand in a few in-|portion are ripe thickly uel that have been|here about thej have at- 
stancesthegrain|enough to cut, with Bean-pods ; mown five or six|lst June. Clover tacked bythe fly. 
hasbeenhoused.and in  conse- but the straw is weeks are now|appears pretty 

Harvest  com-|quence much too short for ver thickly|good, 
Jout a|will be lost, anything like an clothed again, 

fortnight since, average yield, 

16 Average. Average. Average. Deficient. [Little grown in| Fair crops, Fair crops. Doubtful, Average. P RA d 
this part, 0 

17 |A full average| Deficient, (Generally irre- Bad. Average, Abundant. Average, and ge-|Mostly very pro-|Healthy, ^ but —R. Davis, Little 
crop, gular and late, erally well har- mnog : some ofisown too late. |Wenlock, mi 

the late planted Dawley. 

at Wellington. 
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APPEARANCE OF THE R O P S—CoNTINUED. 

COUNTIES. |No WHEAT. OATS, BARLEY. BEANS. PEAS, Eek HAY. | POTATOES. | SWEDES, &c. 

H NORFOLK .. .......|18 |Abundant—very|Good, except Early sown;—|Not half a crop| But middling. |The drysummer|Never was  a|Very unequal./Backward, and). 1 
bright  straw—|very light lands ;jgood both in|but those ripe or hasrathershort-|better crop bet. Good on rieh,|uneven in plant. 
stands up well,/but ours is not quantity and|nearly so two ened the feed,|ter got. bad on light/Beet good in 
except very|an Qat county. |quality ; but|months earlier except on low pres Not much places, 
peus crops on light scorching|than usual, moist pastures, of the disease is Plump soils a poor crop. yet visible. i 
e and shells A second growth 
a good deal, has appeared 
from the sharp since the rains, | 
drought and dry. but it can come | ing winds, No- tono good, and | 
body begun people are now 
to cut early pen this pie: 
enough, Not so ald ci 4 

h  mowing use for | 
done as in for- i eu Sam- 
mer years, “but ple will not be| 
agging on the| generally good, | inpia Y End nee andi 

cutting ther 
stead of fo om. the | 
standing corn, | 

Nonrork .....+,./19 [Rather abovean|Short. in the Early sown good) Generally bad. Various. Plentiful, consi-àn; ‘abundant/Generally show-|A pretty good|—R. WARD, Acle, 
average — crop. straw, but ae in See TN |dering the time crop, and well ne duum symp: plant, but back- Norwich. | 
Quality, somejheaded; a fullly an average lof the year, red. | 
very fine wherejaverage crop; dU rather | is Bee s duce standing ; wherelquality fine, late sovin bad | | | laid, rather light D quud | | | but better than quantity; ; alto- | | | laid Wheats ge- gether, below an | | | l average. | | ll SUFFOLK ....+++4|20 |Very abundant] Average crop. |Ditto, and fair| Very poor, Ditto, Seared up. |Exceedingly Booking wells (Almost Mte ID UT ll and good. mple | [good and abun- failur Framlingham. i 

dant. it 
; | Scrrorx Abundant pe Deficient, Deficient, except] Very bad. Very bad. Sena r de-| Abundant, Deficient. cese dh rain, —H. GRIMWADE, | 

rally, and upon the cool | [wh do Hadleigh. eared inn bottomed soils, Int uus ee the 
condition. and the quantity. crop must i 

in most cases be deficient, l 
very mi | ll 

Sorrorx soss ...,.|22 dios EE oh bier which/Variable, ^ but|Exeeedingly de-|Below an aver-|Rather partial First crops of Are so PU — €. Lenny, i 
rown decideaiy below fective. age. jon n some upland Clover abun- grown here, e ar) toi tal Wissett, near i 

lin this Bonn: an average, tak- [pastures, ^ but dant, b and Halesworth, bourhood excepting the entire upon the whole| Dr S use, that oone T root-crops fi in newly-broken crop, very good. pro) oper judgment at present very { ands, promises j can be formed. |unpromising. 
i 1. il | | | f Sinong. .. 1.28 Average, |Below an aver-|Average on good| Very deficient. | Very deficient, Abundant tojA full average|It is feared a Generallyspeak-|—WM. GREEN, j | age; very few|heavyland; very y June, since  |eroponlowmea-|total failure ling a total fail-|Ashjield-place, Í i grown in this|deficient on light which no rain dows; upland/from  excessivelure. | Mangold|Debenham. | 

[cou nty, soils, has fallen in [pastures defi- drought, Wurzel thesame 
i | r quan- cient, | | 

i tit | 
] WonckssERsing, |24 |A fair ave erage| Ver ylittle grown|Bad, asto quan-| Very bad. Very bad. 2 a, growing Crops good, and Complaint of [Planted Tate ana HF. Fanon, | 
H crop. Autumnjin this neigh-|tity, and likely state. v er T the Em isease ERES |dependent um E Stoke Firs, | 

planted Wheat bourhood. Bad,|to be inferior in Mes part, but that | 
mostly eut, but| quality ; will not| |good ie of fee Year Almost uni- tumn for a Pes ll 

| not Mah car- ripen equally. [out during show- v i| 
i ried. 7 lery weather. i 

Woncnsrensmme, o5 Average. Great|Cannot speak to[Deficient; the|None grown in| Deficient. Abundant, Abundant. [Disease has Abundant. |—J. Nock, Kin- | bulk will be car-| this crop,  |hot weather |this neighbour- N a pA BRA Un ried next week. scorched it, and hood, ance very” bad | n it has thrown on the wet lands, I 
li up fresh shoots. i Herzrorp, ., 99126 Good, an average) Not much grown|This crop is be-|Far below an|This is a very qpundent ino Excellent er op, Good crop, but|The first sowing|—W. A. APPER- l crop of straw,on the Strong low an average|average; the dry uncertain crop, late and the greater|within the lastof Swedes, ow-|uEY, Hereford. | | but from being|clay la ais ohe, and from|weather’ in thelbut the samo ex been very bene. part well Mar lires weeks, buting to the wea- i thrown down by. far below|the ‘state of the|sp ing affected|marks apply to |ficial. vested, |the disease hasither, did not | the weather, the|an avera, age. land during the|the clay lauds|this as the Bean shown itself in|suceeed ; but the il f ear is deficie ent spring months, upon which it/crop, all parts of he later plantsseem| | | " many Rs the crop is irre-lis principally. county, not alto grow, and ap. i stances. Ose gular and thin, grown, and the field or garden|pear very taste il 

plaints aremade| B change of Mui that I have seen riant ; the Tur-| f 
by many that the! ther came after| perfectlyexempt.|nips do we! | Wheat cuts up the crop was i everywhere. 

| lighter than was lossom, and too i | expected, but I late to materially l | do not think so, benefit it. | Il 
| West Hererorp |27 |A fall average Few cultivated, |Scarcely an ave-|Very few culti-[Not an average,| Abundant, |Abundant and Very deficient; Judging — from|—J. MATTHEWS, i 
i bulk of straw,|butthose an ave-jrage;strawshort|vated in tl dd well ended. |the disease very present appear-| Wi oodland-house, j i but the ear defi- rage crop, (neighbourhood, prevalent, mee, notan ave- |Blakemoor. | 
| cient; should le crop of ei-| 

| liner Swedes or | 
i lity good, except| Turnips; they f 

where laid bythe are late, conse- i heavy toris wo |quently 
have lately expe- |depends on the 
rienced, [ensuing autumn, 

Monmourns see /23 |About an aver-/Short; and ean-|First planted, Few RUN |Many fields de-|Luxuriant, and Good Those plantedi lly late mm 
agecrop;springinotbemorethan|thin and poor|short, and must|stw y in-| growing fast, half g got well, |the autumn 20 planted, good; 

| sown  (strong|two-thirds of an|crops; but late|be a middling! sects; remainder diseased, but ajthose _ planted | crops) appear tolaverage crop, planted, about|erop. about half crop, middling crop E early in May, | i be affected with an average. ] rts plant- strong and good. 
f rust within the edi ; t ll last week. Wheat! haulm diseased, H 

harvest general, z jand nearly all |] | the tubers good. i | Leteni not yet . i 
| affected | i 
f Oxrony e .|29 |Veryfine; abun- A fair average|The early sown|Thedry weather!The pods mot|Most abundant ; V: ery fine ; stack- Early sorts al- | 4 ree COLLIER, 
| dant. crop. upon light soils, during blossom-|come to perfec-jalso Clover and Tm mi good con-ready up have peche aL be ook W itmeye | 
| bad ; upon good in n, owing tolotherseeds, T been good andjing well; but | | soil, and where|the pods coming the dry weather|after-feed grow- free on dis- pou Breadths | 
| well cultivated,|to — perfection ; while.” bl ing i Siac Hut wpich were sown Tate, | it looks  well|the stalks areling. The stalks * is now showing|andareirregular| il 

Largest breadth|short and  the|areshortandthe itself. in plant, and | 
+ is late sown, and|pods deficient. {pods deficient, cannot be 

is generally de- average crop, | 
n ficient. I 
UCkS , A A vérage. Deficient, Deficient, Aci ather a Average. Average ; and I|Deficient; in fact| —ALEX.FRASER, i 30 LEM ; qua. Average. Deficient. Rather short at s have not yet seen almost a failure. Claydon, Winslow | 

sequence dry any disease. |The present} a 
SORIBERA [rains will save I 

* the plants that 
| have survived, | 

but they will be | 
small and late. HH 

Bras 2 A full average Deficient; very Very deficient; Deficient. [Very deficient, [But little after-Abundant and) Verygood. |In some few|—C.J. HUMBERT | EDU. with good| short straw. very short straw. pasture, [good in quality. instances — very Watford. 
ten od, but on the p 

whole very: defi- 

B: 
cient, | 

ERRSHIRE ,.,.,.(32 [Abundant and|Littlecultivated,|Very fine; and|Winter, good ;| Under average. Plentiful; not at Abundant and/Partially touch- Promising now, — A. Murpoca, | 
good; nearly) but good. half cut. spring, ^ under all burned. (very good; a wet ed with the dis- but showers are Kingston ^ Jm, | Earvestod. average. April m made it, ice good, |wanted. Abingdon. I 

a fine June 1 i Ka it, | 
lOUCESTERSmIRg. 39 | An average. Abundant, An average. | Blighted and Deficient. Good, An average. |Partially affect- Average,  |— W. E. Pur- d 

deficient. jed with epidemic NELL, Hankam, i] 
Bristol. | 
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| COUNTIES. |No| WHEAT. OATS. BARLEY. BEANS, PEAS. GRASS. HAY. POTATOES. | SWEDES, &c. 

i GLOUCESTERSHIRE |34 |Above an ave-|Anaveragecrop,|Scarcely an ave-|Deficient; all Deficient, Abundant, Abundant, jAppearance of|Promiseto bean|————, Ciren« 
i rage ; it may be| straw deficient. rage; ; short in| but a failure, an average at) average, cester, 

said, abundant ; straw. present, but very 
ji very early ; sam- doubtful, 
|l ple good. 

li GLOUCESTERSHIRE |35 |A full average|Below an aver- Deficient, Very bad crop| Poor crop. Average, Good, Diseased in most|Very late, d » Wotton. 
|. crop. age. indeed, parts. generally ^ not 

i 2 musing. 

| GLAMORGANSHIRE. 36 |Thick on us Abundant, Scarcely an None. None. Abundant. Em E teo Unhealthy. kin supposed — W. Edmonds, 
1 ground, but with| average, rop, but b. o include Man- | Swansea, | 

some imperfec- got in, E Wurzel, l 
1 tion in the ear. Cabbages, andi | 
1 common ur- 

| p 
Hi to be abundant 
| where they have 
J) een under pro- 
| per management} 
i "GLAMORGANSHIRE |37 jAverage; rather| Abundant, |Average ; but in|Not any grown|Very few grown; Looks well, and|Average;insome|Very much dis- Look asif grow-|— €. E, JEAF- 
i deficient straw. some places thein this meigh.|but rather defi- improving fast. instances rather|eased, theing; but gene-|FRESON, Duffryn, 

straw is affected bourhood, cient. above, late planted be- is very T Newport. 
with gout, ginning to be af-| 

| 38 fected, 

i LAMORGANSHIRE About an ave-| Deficient. Deficient. Es Deficient, Abundant. Abundant. en deficient ; Deficient, ae W. Dav: 
i ragein bulk; ;but having been a£) Radyer Court, 
| fected by the dis- Cardiff. 

e 

1 CAERMARTHEN,...|39 | Excellent, Excellent. Excellent. |None in the|None but my| Verygood, | Rather above | have only seen|Almost — every-— T. W. Law- | 
i neighbourhood |own. White es-| the average, |one patch not|where late sown, Por ete 
li but my  own,|timated at 20 diseased during but looking very|Lland 
il which are an|bushels an acre; a ride over an|well and pro- 
! average crop,  |Grey at 30 ditto, extensive tract mising. Nine 
| of the countyjacres of my own. 
| last week. None drilled, veryfine. 
| pn be planted 
|| own, 

i which are an ex- 
| cellent crop. I 
|| E examined some 
| a set in pure peat, 
if and they were 
[| all diseased, 

| ESSEX (esf? | Abundant, Deficient. Deficient. Very deficient, | None at all. None, ees SPD well|Moderate ; want! No ONE, want » Brain« 
1 hai sted, rain, "ee. 

i T T EEE o Abundant, Deficient. Below the ave-|Considerably be-| Almost a failure, RU to the Clovers| There Wa an|Forward Pota-|As noo. a fail-|— A. BARFIELD, 
1 rage in quantity. low half a crop, ere is very prudent crop toes good injure as can be,|4ssist. Secretary 
| As to quality and in many i hay lity, but very|having suffered|to the Dunmow 

various, places almost a PENGA ever] neighbourhood; deficient in|greatly from the] Agricultural S0- 
| failure. less,— Tares de- and o ity,andare|fly and drought. |ciety. 

I ficient, not ill scarce and|White Turnips 
than half a crop.|ever oss dear. may be included 

| —Trefoil abund- in the same re- 
i ant in quantity, port. | and excellent in | 

quality. 

| ESSEX. «+ «eee e| 12 |A very fine crop|Light and par-|The crop vory|A total failure, |A total failure, None. An  immenseAre —tolerably VeryfewSwedes, |—Tr0s, CROOKS, 
I both as regards tial. lightandpart quantity,  and|good but small;/and those very|Cheimsford, 
i quantity and quality also in-| never better got|very little of the|bad. Mango! 
| quality; a full different. In ge- up. There is|disezse, if any. |Wurzeltolerably 
|! average. About| neral we have it such a scarcity ‘ood, i i two-thirds of the pretty good in of feed that some | 
| crop got in and Essex, about one persons have al- t i secured, fourth of the ready been com-| f 
1 crop is carted, pelled to have 

1 recourse to thej 
f 1 new hay. | 
! Essex 3 |An average ; not/Same as Barley.|Much below an|Nearly a E A failure, Average, A good average. But few grown; Very doubtful,|—— Ramsay. | 
i more, average, — not half not at present unless an imme- 
ii crop. diseased, diate fall of rain 

| takes place th 
j will be a failure, i 
fi KENT 6 00 ce eee eo |44 Abundant, Average. Deficient, Very bad. Deficient, |Very much dried NEA erop.|Some complain|Good plants in|— T. SLATER, | 
ij up. Not much saved|of disease.  In|two crops. Want|Preston, near } 
t for hay,owing to|general,average.|rain Wingham. i 
| stock on hand, 
i 
| KENT sesse sess .s |45 |Good crop; some|Partially defi- Average. Very deficient, |Partially defi-| Abundant, Abundant. *| Uncertain, Late. — T. HooPEE, 
i losa by wind, cient, cient, Chilton, Rams- 
i 

e. 

| SUSSEX..........|40 |About an ave-|Short in the|Short in straw,|Generally defi-/Same as Beans,|Short, wanting|Abundant, and|A good prospect,|Wanting . rain,|—— Chichester. 
li rage, except in|straw, m well and in many|cient, not half a|very moderate, rain. very fine quality.|/but some com-|very backward, 
i} thi very back- crop. plaint of scab; and in many 
i (the land  be-|age Sie ward; a defi. the haulm very|placesjustbeg 
| G a ea cient crop; early healthy ; some|hoei ing. A bad 
i and the ea) sown, small complaintofcot-|Turnip year ap- 
li where it was grain, bright but) tagers’ gene- 
[i much laid ; light flinty. sown having the rally. 
ll in the sheaf, an: disease, 
n im some oi 

i poor land small 
i in the ear and 1 
l weak  strawed. 
ll Wheat harvest 

nearly finished, 
| oused in 
| excellent order, E | 
| SUSSEX ,......|47 | An average. |Below an aver-|Below an aver-| Deficient. Deficient. |Pasture short at} A good crop. |Increasing re-| Promising well. |—C. P. VALEN« 
| age. age. pre: ports of the TINE, Bevan 

| blight, Bridge, Lewes. 

i HAMPSHIRE ..,.../48 Average, Deficient, Deficient, Very deficient, | Very deficient, Average, |Abundant and/Diseased, worse] Deficient. ^ |—Josreu BLUN* 
i bestquality, | than last year. DELL, Bursledon, 
lil Southampton. 

lj DEVONSHIRE,.....49 |Not more than| Deficient. Deficient, Total failure, Average. Abundant in the|First crop abun-|Deficient, and in| Very deficient, |—J. HAYWARD, 
i an average crop. spring; g ly . No l diseased, Sec, Farmers 
i Quality good, deficient now. '|cut. Club, Dartf ord. 
| DEVONSHIBE.,.*..|50 |Ratherunderan|Very unequal.|Inferior, much seve DM Abundant, Weighty. Were looking to-|Very patchy, on —Jon BENSON) 
| average in bulk;|Generally ^ the|as the late sown lerably ; now be-|aecount of the Bedford Office, 
| butvery heavyin|early sown good Oats. ginning to show drought at seed-|Tavistock. 
| the ear ; harvest| —where the land| disease. time, Late Tur- i 
i just begun. is in condition— nips better ; but | 
i ut much sown many not' yet 
] late and out of| sown. 
i re tH 

51 |The burthen is|Averygood crop, s AM light and|Not much culti-|A very BUS crop|Now in  great|A very’: abundant A „much  less|Present appear-|— J pups DREW, | 

not a heavy one, excee ding an d crop, much|vated in this|owing d Ex-|crop, ity in re-|ance very good, Duns owder- 
and the 'early average, LES an aver-|district ; butthe|very hot etes cellent ^ after-|an meh spect to acres am. "casti, mear 
crop is  badly| age, and willifew grown are a|earlyin June. [Grass can be than was grown Pise 
kerned, The late come lateto har-|bad crop. bought at 10s. last year, and the 
crop is better; vest. per acre, disease of last 
but together I season appears 
should saywnder' generally over] | 
an average crop. the district, and 

is likely 
uch worse in| 

its effects. 
DEVON .. [52 Average, A good crop. |Ratherunderan|Few grown in} Few grown. Plentiful. Good crop. |Likely tobe very| Promising. |—— cd 

| average. this district. ' bad. 
Dzvox .|53 | Very good, Average. Deficient. None sown, Good, Abundant, Abundant. Much disease. Vory good. Cann, Mor More+ 

ton Ham] 

* 
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APPEARANCE OF THE CROP S—CoxrNUED. 

COUNTIES. |No WHEAT. OATS. BARLEY. BEANS. PEAS. GRASS. HAY. POTATOES. | SWEDES, &c. ] 

DURHAM ... Below average. Deficient, Under average. Very bad, Very bad. . Good, Light crop. | Above average. Promising. |— Furmer's Club. 
Conwwarnn . Abundant. Abundant, Average. eese uve Abundant. Abundant.  |Total failure| Promising. |— —, ^ Saint 

E through disease. Austell. 

CORNWALL ......]56 Abundant. Average. Deficient, |Very few grown.| None grown, Abundant. j|Abundant; ge-|The Were generally|—Jonw POLLARD 1 
erage, merally well se-|of this crop was|sown late, but|Clapper, near i 

cheering  untilat present ap-| Wadebridge. i 
within and | 
month, but now|are growing very 1 
hi is some|fast. 4 
failure and much i ^ complaining. | 

Average  crop:|Fair crop ; be-|N here|N: here; Abundant, |Above an aver-|A fair aron of| Average crop ; a|— — St, Co- | harvest just be-|little growing in|lieved under an age crop. early sorts, but| few failures. lumb, ni 
gun. the district, average crop, MuR ERG i 

infec The 
Pakto PERA, is | spread over th | 
whole district, D although the P. q atoes are not 1l extensively de- | 
cayed as yet. | 

CORNWALL Beyond an aver-|Not an average|Very thin; not|Not grown here,|Not grown here,| Abundant, Abundant, |Without doubt Er to be very|— GREEN, | 
age crop, buti crop. more than half| worse than last/good : never cu ened ni 
not abundant, an average crop. year. better. "n 

Monmournsuime .|59 Average, iDeficient. Deficient ; E ‘Deficient. Deficient, Abundant, Abundant, Deficient ; and Deficient, [— — Chepstow. i) 
not likely t the disease ap- 

" Hee ‘or Eales : pears more rapid, | 
| timeto come yet. amongst them | 
i than last year. | 

The following came too late to be inserted in their proper places :— 

Wins ....,.,4,.100 |Generally very üp Not good,  |iMuch;blighted. iis Abundant. |Heavy crop; ge-|Second earlies|Sweđes have, in|— —— Melk- il heavy. Eum well se-land late crop|many instances, sham. | 
much diseased, |failed. Turnips i 

d from i 
wantof moisture I 
Abundant rains | 
ave, however, 

fallen within 3 i 
l 

YORKSHIRE ......|61 |Thin on  the|Very short; not Very short’; not Very bad; nearly| Very few grown,|}Pastures now |Shortofanaver-| Look well. Promise parti- |—J. W. SMITH, ll 
ground; headsjan average crop. an average crop.| a total failure. good, age crop, but cularly well. | Northallerton, i 
good, and like well got, Il 
an average crop. 

liwcorwsm, Fens.|62 |Above an aver-|Veryshort xc None grown, Masts few grown;| None grown. |Seeds very bare.|À very good|Have not per-The  QCole.seed|— T. AITKEN, 
age, but not sojand I think tl king better crop of hay, and|ceived any dis-jcrop very much Deeping Fen, 
m a equality as|corn will be Hem on the high well got, ease on  our|damaged by high lig 

peaty soil; but|wind on the 17t 
in the neigh- July ; very few 
bourhood of|Swedes sown in 
Spalding severalithe neighbour- p 
pieces very much|hood, and very 

ficient. 

f SUFFOLK ........|ó3 [Abundant Pori Good crop. |Bad „crop, not Bad, Bad, Short, Good crop. Moderate. Varied, R. HUGHMAN, 
white not so good in quality. Yozford. 
good as the red. 

" Surroux ..,.....(64 |Anaveragecrop. Scarcely — any|Very short in|Very deficient, Very — deficient|An p, Rather above an|Few qui ated|A good penr m —Jas. HINGES- 
grown in this|straw, and not|both in straw crop. average crop. jin this meigh-|the Turnip soil|TON, Fustenden 

an average crop. jand corn, Ibourhood, but the Mongotd Hall, Wrentham. 
Wurzel very par- 

i BERWICK ........|05 |Very good overAnaveragecrop. Average bulk, Averypoorcrop.|Very fewgrown.|Old . pastures|A light toop ang Look most lux-| Where  Swedes|— J. Wutson, 
| the whole dis- and well headed. very fine ; seeds|very indiffer: iant till close-|brairded well, | Edington Mains, 
i trict —will prove very defective. |ly Ws ly ^ examined,|they are most 
| of tine quality, when they are|beautiful — the 

found every-leaves are bue 
vhere infected|closed 

with the prevail-|drills RERE H 
ing disease. but on all the 

best lands they 
xe badly, 

ked 
sc The late 

ful, and promise 
a heavy crop 

ISLE or Man . Average. Average. Average ; latest ‘None, None. Average. Average. Rather under Average,  |— R. NickLiN, 
own short. average, but ge- Glenville, Doug- 

nerally attacked (las. 
with the disease. 

Sussex ..,., A good crop ; ix Average.  |Verylittlegrown|Blighted every-|A light crop in|A lightcrop; but AG fair crop, | Very generally Few have suc-|—JN. BROTHER. 
some, both in this neigh-|where, and con-|many farms : in- many are seed-|—perhaps above|diseased ; — tilliceeded in raising TON, Rosehill, 

spring and Ga bourhood ; butjsequently a  |jured by whatling their second|an average—and lately hey Tada a crop of Swedes| Robertsbridge. . 
ter, very fine. so far as the/failure. they term the|erop, which is|got up in excel-|promising ^ ap-|—other sorts o 

produce can be Dolphin, and |good. font condition. |pearance, but |Turnips likely 
observed, good. very generally have changed |to be better— 

fall of. maggot. rapidly. Mangold where 
grown tolerable. 

Howsumes . 68 | Very good on the|Deficient ;— but Deficient.  |Miserably bad—| Deficient. Average, A good crop. |Promised well Partial. The e WI C.SPOONER, 
chalks—anaver-|not so bad as a good crop isl till lately, the ho 
rage on the gra-|Barley, and has not to be seen— the disease of|weather was ic es 
vels and loams|improved since| and the E last year made!tremely active, 

deficient of July. has been such as its appearauce,|and great com. 
the clays, and| revents their eu there is rea- plaint has been 
very bad on thin eing hoed on on to fear will/made of the ra- 
clay land noti the clay lands— extend itself, vages of the grub 
drained. Alto- too wet at one $ — The Swede- 
ether rather period and too presse in many 

i under than over dry afterwards} instances has 
an average, A |—weeds conse-| been re-sown 
tolerable quan- quently  abun-| with common 
tity is housed ; dant, Turnips. Vitriol- 
|bi a greater ised bones have 
amount is cut proved of great 

| and has been ex- assistance, d 
posed to the very thelate rain has 
heavy rains of| been of great; 
the last two or service 

x three days. 

ANPSHIRE fas oo s169 Averages Deficient. |No two  fields|Al A partial crop,|The late rains|Crop excellent, Havelanguished| usd will bel—J. W. CLAREE, 
alike ; but gene- and many  of|wil render it|and well saved.|for rain, , and|below an aver. Timsbury Farm, 
rally much be- very bad quality. abundant, now the diseaselage crop, and Romseys 
low an average is attacking  |few good pieces 
— the earliest! them almost jare to be seen; 
sown the best, everywhere, and every insect! 

infesting them 
that the farmer 
reads, 

(To be continued nest week.) 
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Home Correspondence. t 

Wireworm.—In common with, I believe, many | by exhib itors of implements and stock, were referred to 

others, I have suffered this season from the ravages of | the Stewards of the Yard, with a request that they 
the wireworm to an extent quite unparalleled in my 

experience. They attack every crop as soon as it begins 

to germinate, and continue their depredations with un- 

usual perseverance. For instance, in a field of Oats on 

would report the result of their examination of these 
papers to the Council at their monthly meeting in 
November or December. 

Mr. Braypretu Ginps, Director of the Yard at the 
which they had levied very liberal contributions during | Neweastle Meeting, reported the circumstances con- 

the latter part of the spring, I find they are still destroy- | nected with the two accidents that had occurred on that 

ing the plants, at an age when they are generally con- | occasion; and Mr. SHELLEY, as one of the Stewards of 
sidered to be out of reach of further injury. The rooks | the Yard, informed the Council that every means that 
found out the presence of the enemy by the withered care and caution could devise in the trial of the imple- 
appearance of the inner blades, and commenced pulling | ments, and that the most stringent maintenance of the 

up each plant that seemed to promise a wireworm en- | pules of the yard would be likely to ensure in reference 
sconeed in the stem ; so far good, but when they had to the conduct of persons in charge of the animals, 
disposed of all the withered plants they fell to indis- would be employed to guard against the occurrence of 
criminately at the sound ones, and if I had not had | similar accidents in future. 
them warned off the premises, they would soon have | Mr. Daring, of Hetton House, called the attention 
cleared the field of everything growing on its surface. of the Council to the merits possessed in his opinion by 

I have a field of Mangold Wurzel which was doing the Drill exhibited at the Newcastle Meeting by Mr. 
pretty well, as the plants quickly attained a size to defy Geddes, of Dumfries, and purchased for introduction 
the wireworms, which attacked them, however, vigor- into South Wales by Mr. Hodges, of Brecon.—Mr. 
ously. Our friends the rooks there again rather over- Crayton, of London, and Mr. Comins, of South Molton, 

did the business, for within two days they plucked up |, 4dressed communications to the Council on the subject 
of the respective award of prizes at Newcastle in the 
classes of ti hi nd l-pul : both 
of which were referred to the Stewards of the Imple- 

fully one-third of the plants in their search. They 
meant, no doubt, well, but I found their alliance rather 
too expensive on those terms. The wireworms are 

doing great injury also to my Turnip crop, destroying ment Department for examination, and a report to the 
the young plant before it appears above ground in many Comel at- tei November. ok Decomben monii 
instances. In “ 
Number for 30th May last, you express a hope that ar 

DOT O Mts meeting.—Mr, Crozer, of Wallsend called the attention 
of the Council to the merits which in his. opinion the 

** Andover Correspondent ” will state where he gets his water-apparatus and tree-lifter, to which he invited 
X jomatN 3 i "^ soda ash, and the price ; I do not see that you have re- 

verted to the subject since then. Have you acquired 
any further information on that score, or as to its effi- 
ciency? Are you aware that a wireworm will live a 

, possessed resp or pro- J 

moting? the vegetation and growth of Turnips in dry 
seasons, and for securing a ball of earth entire in the é 

of large shrubs, ever- 
whole day in a strong solution of soda, and when libe- 

dland Railway to Neweastle, made to the Council | 

rated walk off as fresh as ever? Is the soda ash more 
likely to disagree with him than the pure soda ?—Ver- 

[Your * pure soda " is, we suppose, the car- 
Further informa- 

mifuge. 
bonate of soda, not the caustic soda. 
tion respecting soda ash has been given at p. 382.] 

Potatoes.—I procured some Potato-sets from Aber- 
deen, where the disease was scarcely known last year, 
and these have been the first and most affected of any 

I find that in the neighbourhood of Aber- 
deen the disease is making alarming progress this year. 
Curious that the Potatoes after removal for such a dis- 
tance, and to such adifferent soil, should become as dis- 
eased as those left behind. The sets from my own Po- 
tatoes, which were very much diseased last year, are 

this year. 

looking green and healthy yet.—J. Atkinson, Carlisle. 

*,* The publication of a lengthened report on the appearance 
of the crops will, we hope, be admitted as a suficient excuse by 

yh icati e thus ma 
delayed. 

Societies. 
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY or ENGLAND. 

Raincock, H. D., Croydon, Surrey 
Cooke, Thomas, Newport, Monmouthshire 
Dixon, John, Knells, Carlisle 

p ani 
greens, and trees. 

On the motion of Mr. SuELLEY, seconded by Colonel 
CRALLONER, the recommendation of the Judges of Im- 
plements at the Newcastle Meeting, that the Gold 
Medal of the Society be awarded to Mr. William 
Crosskill, of the Beverly Iron-works, for his Clod- 
crusher, “which since the formation of the Society had 
been constantly exhibited, continuously improved, but 
never surpassed, and of which the excellence is univer- 
sally admitted," was i adopted and confi d 

NonrHAMPTON MzETING,— Mr. SHELLEY obtained 
leave for a postponement of the motion on the appoint- 
ment of Judges for Implements; of which he had given 
notice for that day, until the monthly council in Novem- 
ber or December, when he intended to move the fol. 
lowing resolution :—“ That in future the recommendation 
by a member of the Society, of any person to act as a 
Judge at the eountry meetings of the Society, should be 
countersigned by some member of the Council, who 
might be referred to in the selection of the Judges,” 

Mr. Hirnzyanp gave notice of his intention to move on 
Thursday the 10th of December next, the date for 
finally deciding on the prizes for the Northampton 
Meeting, the adoption of certain prizes in the classes of 
cattle and sheep, as well as of some effectual means to 
disqualify for exhibition any animals so fat as to be in- 
capable of performing the functions of breeding stock, 

Mr. HILLYARD also proposed, “that at no future 
shows shall any notice of sale of any cattle or sheep be 
stuck up till after the Judges shall have made their 
awards," 

German ÁGRICULTURE,—Sir Tuomas DYKE ACLAND, 
Bart., M.P., having called the attention of the Council 
to the circumstance, that the great meeting of German 
Agriculturi n: Bourne, John, Hildenstone Hall, Stone, o 

Lawson, Sir Wm., Bart., Brough Hall, Catterick, Yorkshire 
Ivens, Thomas, Lutterworth, Leicestershire 
Grainger, Richard, Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
Wilson, Robert, Yarmouth, Yorkshire 
Streatfield, Richard S., Rocks, Uckfield, Sussex 

mer, Arthur Rice, Chiselhurst, Kent. 
Backhouse, Edmund, Darlington, Durham 
Foljambe, George Savile, Osberton House, Worksop, Notts, 

. Weatherall, Joseph, Stockton-on-Tees, Durham 
* Elis, Wm., L.L.D., Caistor, Lincolnshire 

Pinchin, David Rice, Box, 
Matthew, Nathaniel, Nern, Tremadoc, Carnarvon 

Selby, James, Otford Castle, Sevenoaks, Kent 
Bunny, Edward Brice, Speenhill, Newbury, Berks 
Lee, Richard, Grove Hall, Ferrybridge, Yorkshire 
Wollaston, y-Magna, Atherstone 

ine House, Bury, Lancashire 

g oresters was this year to be held 
at Gratz in Styria, under the patronage of the Emperor 
of Austria and the immediate presidency of the Arch- 
duke John, proceeded to detail to the Council the kindred 
objects of the German association, and the active interest 
taken by his Imperial Highness in every question and 
operation connected with practical agriculture and 
the improvement of the condition of the peasantry, 
within the range of the Austrian Dominions, and con- 
cluded by proposing to the Council that the Archduke 
should be requested to allow his name to be placed on 
the list of the honorary members of the Society, and 
that a copy of the Soeiety's Journal should be pre- 
sented to His Imperial Highness, as the President of 
the German ‘Association ; a motion which was seconded 
by Colonel CHALLONER, and carried unanimously.—Sir 
T. Actanp expressed the gratification it would give 
him, as requested by the Council, to be the bearer of 
this resolution during the present month to the Arch- 
duke, who, he could assure the Council, would, on his 
part, feel gratified by the compliment paid to him and 
the Association over which he presided; while, on the 
the other hand, His Imperial Highness, as the head of 

report ‘thereon at the first Council Meeting in Novem- 
mb. ber ne 

At the suggestion of Mr. Saw, Professor SEWELL 
expressed his willingness on the part of the Royal 
Veterinary College, to report to the Council at their 
next Meeting the number of Lectures delivered on 
Cattle Pathology, and the number of pupils who had 
attended them. He also took that opportunity of 
stating the suecess with which pupils qualified in the 
knowledge of diseases, both of the horse and of cattle 
generally, were now sent forth from the College to 
every part of the United Kingdom and it dependencies 
—o America, the West Indies, Australia, and India. 

RABID ANIMALS. — Professor SEWELL renewed his ap- 
plication to the members of the Society, stating that he 
intended to devote the period of his professional recess 
during the present autumn to a practi inquiry into 
the most successful means by which the virus of rabid 
animals may be counteracted, and the fearful results of 
hydrophobia obviated. He accordingly requested the 
co-operation of the members in carrying out this ine 
quiry,and would himself willingly pay every expense 
conneeted with the sending up to the Royal Vete- 
rinary College, in London, from any part of the 
country, of such sheep, lambs, or calves,” as 
may unfortunately have been bitten by rabid dogs 
during the late unusual hot weather, or should becom- 
liable to a similar infliction at any future time. He 
mentioned small ruminating animals only, as being 
more easily managed when labouring under the worst 
or most violent symptoms of the disease, than horses, 
cows, or bulloeks, which, under such circumstances, are 
not only almost ble, but highly d $ 
and when such were intended to be sent to him, he 
would feel favoured by a previous notice by letter: 
The animals thus requested might be conveyed in the 
ordinary railway trucks or cars, or sent by canal boats. 
By the latter mode, Professor Sewell had received a 
heifer from Worcester a few years ago; sheep and 
lambs have been sentin covered carts, but the most 
rapid conveyance is preferable. A sheep or two might 
be put into crates used for earthenware, and the ex- 
pense of engaging an entire car be thus obviated, while 
the animals would be less annoying to the railway 
agents, Should the disease commence on the journey 
the animals should be tied by the legs, and be well 
littered with straw. Net muzzles might be worn or 
sent along with the animals, in order to be in readiness. 
Professor Sewell has, however, never had any fear o! 
rabies being produced by the bite of any animals but 
those of a carnivorous kind, including swine as such, 
Of all the numerous cases of canine madness he had 
Seen in horses and other animals, he had not observed 
a single instance in which they were'unable or unwilling 
to drink water freely. He had always found the disease 
commence (with a single exception) from the third to 
the sixth week after the bite had been inflicted. If, 
therefore, it should not manifest itself in the stock sent 
to him by that time, he would return the animals to their 
respective owners free of expense. He trusted that his 
request might not be considered an irregular one, as he 
was anxious to effect an immediate communication with 
the members, and to lose as little time as possible in 
obtaining objects for his intended research. 

MiseguLANEOUS Communications. — The following 
Communieations were received with thanks, and re- 
ferred to the Journal Committee :— 

. From Mr. Hillyard: on dipping Lambs for the purpose of 
destroying ticks on them, 

2. From Colonel Moody: recommending the son of Mr. 
Sowerby (the naturalist), of Great Russell-strect, as a proper 
person to be sent out to the Falkland Islands for the purpose 
of making a collection of genuine Tussac Grass seed, and ac- 
quiring on the spot a knowledge of its cultivation, as suggested 
byViscount Palmerston,and recommended by Governor Moody. 

3, From od well, of Alderton Hall: a further report on 
the Cultivation of Italian Rye-grass. 

. Fre Warner, of Cornhill: specimens of Wheat, 
with an account of the Cultivation, 

5, From Mr. Edwards, of Roby Hall: heads of Barley self- 
sown, mixed with Italian Rye-grass. 

6. From Mr. Churchill, of Cheltenham : specimen of Black 
Barley, and result of produce, 

de Moim Mr. Wratislaw, of Rugby : specimens of the Bohe- 
mian Turnip, and description of its peculiarities. 

8. From Lord Kenyon: on suggestions and advice for prac- 

12. From Mr. Kerr, of Dunse, Berwickshire: Papers and 

| 

| stock, and the current cash balance in the hands of the | the Austrian Mountaineers, and the friend. of every n 
bankers, at 2573/.— Colonel CHALLONER stated that the | peasant farmer throughout his domains, as the head of | Plans connected with his system of Thorough Drainage, 
financial condition of the Society had never assumed a | the mines of that kingdom, the founder of a museum, | „13; : n, more satisfactory character than it did at the present| and the promoter at Gratz of a collection of everything | counts, presented by him on.a former oceasion to the Council, 

connected with agriculture, would confer an illustrious 14. From Mr. € ds 
in reference to every detail connected with the accounts, | name on the list of the honorary members of the a cid into the correctness of his views. 

| the arrears were gradually becoming diminished, and| Society, and be the able means of carrying out the Publication of Illustrative Drawings of Prize Implements 
1i | . Steps already in progress to prevent a recurrence of| objects of the Society in reference to an acquaintance . From Dr, Hodges, of Down: Report on the Composition 

i their accumulation, ^ He had also the satisfaction of | with the agriculture of that part of the continent, and Agricultural Value of Kelp. Tth weather | stating that the Country Meeting of this year would not} — Diskasms AMONGST CATTLE AND Sig. On: dmm DOLAR iss Atkinson, of Harraby: Account of the 
| entail on the Society the necessity of selling out stock | tion of Mr. Fisuzr Hoses, seconded by Mr. Saaw, it| 18. From From Mr. Raymond Barker: specimens of Mummy 

from its funds to meet any unusual excess of expendi- | was resolved, “That diseases amongst cattle and sheep | Wheat, grown by him at in 
f ture over receipts on the balance-sheet of the Newcastle having increased within the last two or three years to| The Council then adjourned over the Autumn Re- 
| account. i an alarming extent in various parts of the kingdom, the | cess to the 4th of November, granting to the pd NrwcasrtE Merrine.— The various complaints of | Council request the attention of the’ Veterinary Com- | and to the other officers of the Society the accustome! 

alleged injury, delay, and overcharge on the lines of | mittee tothe subject, and hope they will be enabled'to | vacations within that'period. ; 
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Notices to flonres qu ORE 
BrANs—AÀ Suferer—Next w 
Cuorn—Cockney—We use a PUN one made by Attwood, of 

Lewes ; Ronina i of Li: Su are very good ones 
estion about the cow, we should know the 

price of cei food with. you pee dece say f 

ci 

xii pis 

of hay given, You can easi 
ES Mangold Srt E 

from that of Bean-meal, &c of hay, whether or not her 
inus cost, together with the expence of attendance, exceeds 
9s. dd, ; we should Sunk it would 

Pond Mon—H L B—You had fetes Oe it to any Hot soil 
n its neighbourhood. it out when the pond is low in 
summer, and place it in a shallow bed on the gr: ound, so that 

0 cubic and per 
acre, and spread it about, It will be of HM value e: to 
better the texture of the soil. As oco: the chalk. PORE 
could you not haul it out and use it t 
build your manure-heap, and then at MES proper time mix 
the heap up together, and apply it to the land. This would 

* be better on soils not naturally chalky. 

SParkets, 
SMITHFIELD, Monpay, Aug. 3.—Per Stone B. 81bs, 

Best onte, Herofords, o Bs 1010 ds 0| Best po wa - 510 =o 
Best Short Horn: 8.6 8 8 Ditto (shorn) 3 1 
canon Quality | Boast - 910 8 4| Ewes: a second quality - 

4 8 Ditto (shorn) 
Bn Borate Hanes E [me 

0 (shi orn) 40 

3742; Sheep a mac ae Ao; Calves, 906; Piga, 189. 

bec 

es; several remain unsold.— 
amb is getting scarce, and 7 Calf trade is bad very few 

TEPHENSON anp CO., 61, Gracechurch-street, 
ands and 17, New Park-street, Southwark, Inventors 
Manv yu is the Improved CONICAL and DOUBLE 

OYLIND RIC. LERS, No ape solicit the attention of 
scientific po to their much approved method of 
applying the Tank system to nates Propagating Houses, 
&c., by which Aio here se as well as bottom heat is se- 
cured to any required degree without the aid of pipes or flues. 

. & Co, have also to state that at the request of numerous 
friends they are now making their Boilers p ui as well as 
Copper, by which the cost is ees These Boilers, which 
are now so well ehe ee ely require Baar but to 
those who haye not s operation, TE ee Me 
be Ser as wi ell as refere tA ofthe highest au 
they may en at most ihe Nobility's seats mue peace 
Nurseries d Su the snis dom. 

8. and € o. beg i to inform the trade that at their Manufactory 
nNew Parkes treet, every article required for the construction 
of Hordcultural Building heating them, may ps 
obtained upon the most advantageous terms. 

Conservatories, &c. as f Iron or Wood, erected upon the most 
ornamental designs, EAR A Palisading, Field and Garden 
Fences, Wire Work, &c. 

as wel 

ERUVIAN AND BOLIVIAN " GUANO | ON 
SALE, BY THE ONLY IMPORTERS, 
ANTONY GIBBS Ax» SONS, LONDON ; 

M. QUEE MYERS and CO., LIVERPOOL; 
And | their Ag 
GIBBS, BRIGHT A TS CO., LIVERPOOL and PEE 

COTSWORTH, POWELL, AND PRYOR, LO: 
To protect themselves against peas injurious E RR SEE of 

using inferior and spurious guano, purchasers are recom- 
RM to apply only to Dealers ofestablished character, or to 

e above-named Importers, wi 'ho will supply the article in any 
doc at their fixed prices, delivering it from the Import 
Warehouses. cher. 

indeed of the pr 
Pigs is very o 

, Aug. 7. 
Nui ACE HUNSESCHRNECU aaay Moa: We have 

day's Heg Cera ated for whas fa ace sold, —Sheep are not over- 
abundant, and trade lea trifle better, The best Downs make about 4s 4d, 
ut -wools scarcely exceed 4s, alihough that price is more freely ob- 

tained, —Go foarcoand deer, making shout e Oalf trade enn. 
|. ce Keays a very e hardly makes 48 8d.—Pork trade continu 

T iie 938; Sheep and Lambs, 11,730; Calves, AER Pigs, 160. 
» West Smithfield. 

Bos FRIDAY, Aug. 7. 
The late rains appear to have improved the Hops jn some places, but we 

hear the mould is, places, much on the increase; and should we get 
A continuance of wa m and damp weather, the crop may be PER injured, 
Market steady. Duty called 4£150,000. 

Parrenprw & Sacra, Hop-Factors. 
COVENT & GARDEN,  Kvausr 8.—The supply of Vegetables 
Still continues to be somewhat limited and Fruit in general is 
Rot plentiful, Vates there is su mand, 
Ie English growth, are very abundant, and there 

TURNIP SOWING, 
s URATE OF HDD LONDON MANURE 

xperience ce 

ar eason to secure a good plant, and to pee a vm 
weight.per acre, Availing Neue of the many improve- 
ments in the science of artificial manures, the Company so 
manufacture the Urate, that the food requisite for a rotation 
of crops is fully maintained, therefore parties using the Urate 
for Turnips will f their. succeeding erops of Barley and 
seeds materially i eux oved, Full part artieulars, with testimonials, 
forwarded on application. No. 40, New Bridge-street, Black- 
friars. Epwanp Purser, Secretary. 

HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY beg to 
offer Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, delivered direct from 

the Importers’ bonded warehouses :— 
Nitrate of Soda Fine Bone Sawdust, 
Sulphate of Ammonia, ulphurie Acid, 
ae NAE of Lime, Sulphate of Soda, 

P lt, 
wade QU article of Artificial Manure in the most genuine 
state.—No. 40, New Bridge-street, Se 

D Purser, Secretary. 
patel Currants BON UR d not 

sufficient t for © demand. yo es and Pears 
Vs tolerably or prices; the supply is moderate and the 
demand good ; Apples chiefly consist of Hawthor gend. The 
NDPly of. rd anes season, is good; and 
uts of all kinds are sufficient for the demand. d 

are cheaper, English Melons may be obtained ehe 3s. 
Se ch, and some good foreign ones are also in.the kp 
nally mui abbas Oaah lonen, n are e good, but the latter 

nearly the same as last week, ed is ean in PERDA 
Otatoes are nearly all affected by the ipesa ling disease we 

uu pn Bsto Se T Lemons, ped dozen, ls v E 
Sion to Ge 00, 75 to 1 
Apri, rn Currants En pe Bity atto. 64 
polos, D pe O 8. ie gan ie p 

tol , 8i Raspbo 8, Pu pott 
iu per! ht “eve, 41 to 108 Ghiertess EA oe ^f. d Rs 2s 6d 

6s Almonds, per pec! 
Sweet Almonds, dm 

oc Kilberte English, p.100 ho 80r to 1300 
‘anges, per dozen, 1sto 2s 6d » Cob, per 100 1bs., 804 to 907 
= per 100, 4s to 16: = ý 

- B 123 to 164 

pi Weiss hel, vee ETABLE i. je bus hel, 5s to 6$ 

Garin, perlb., 6d to 8d Hi r doz. Za, s on mce, Cos, per score, 1s to 2: 6d = hokes, ber! doz, 2: peace Ps 1,91 to 1: €d Pouch Beans, per hsv, de 6d to 34 Endive, per score, 1s to 2s Songer Pleva, aa 6d to r Vewerabie marrows,p. äoz dto 16d 
Ponas Perhf.-sieve, 9d to Le dishes, per 12 neg id te atoer, per owt., 5s to 125 Mushrooms, per pot Ale, 

PY Run 9s G Small He jain oe 
bar bushel, 4rt0 Gr | Fennel, per 

Savory, per Ed adito pm. 
Thyme, per bunch E 

T p. umbera, each d P; à 8 each, 4 'arsley, per bui he ‘id to Gd ppehach, per ee Tiro ou Roots, per Qe % Gein’? Per bunch; fed to 4 Tarragon, per bunch, Carro)? Per bundle, 1s to 1s 6d Mint, green, per bunch, Gd to 8d Onion nch, 4d to Marjoram, per bunch, 3d to 4d 
Shallots par i o bunches, 2s to 5s Chervil, per punnet, fd to 3d lovem m 

NE, MONDAY, Aug. 
di money of aa English Wheat by dad carriage samples 
Wee! porni EIAS exceedingly small, and sold readily at last 
supe Dri prices; of new there were between “200 and 900 qrs. A 

‘lor Es of White realised 58s., and gs 50s, per ar. 
Wheat LIS, PRE peene QUARTER, $8. 8. 
p iii. area Kei Kei d Sat 48 » Ret . a 48 
Barlas a: D Dibdbinak ire, Ex ind Yorkshire . 40 46. White 40 50 
[584 alting and distilin 98»1080s.Chevaller 30 33 Grind. 95 98 A Lincolnshire and fire 25 98 Feed $8 96 
Ea fijrthumi umber] Mies + « Feed 94 28 Potato $7 80 
Male, 7 eed 92 95 Porat 27 
= ^ Rae, ship E inl. Pace pedis 
Ye ertford and Misk . e e e t 

Be +. BÓ B4 E ite zügan y old and new ̀ 32 to 38 Tick 34 36 ss 36 58 
Pon, White Heligotan . 88 t Winds — — he 

te to Maple 88 86 eee ur 84 
Owi AY, Aug. 7. 

coun ng to the storm of P Wot: and an attendance of west 
at Is Ty TEE SUM there was. a good retail sale for Foreign Wheat 
rur - over the rates paid on Monday, There ar 
its y, yany fresh Samples of English Wheat ae “market, and Alue remains unalter 

THPERLAL AVERAGES 

é 

Jun, |Whent.|Barley.| Oats. | Rye. | Beans.) Peas. July Sf per Quarter. Bae 3i gno dl’ seed ag yal sp oal 85 0d 
udis : 5210| 97 6 88 88 5| 85 5 
~ THERE ` . 52 [I 8 83 11 87 11 85 a eanan a E 97720 ss o| a5) 3 

Au, “Hos 0. .|em| s 5| 39 9| 88 9 | 3510 
2 * . 47 5 96 11 95) 5 28 89 3 85 11 

7 35 9 
6 4 0 

 Kiuwosyonp AND Lay, 

CHEAP AND DURABLE ROOFING, 

BY HER ROYAL LETTERS 

MAJESTY’S PATENT. 
2 

| M*NEILL & CO., of Tataba Buildings, Bunhill- 
* row, London, the UE Hd E on Eo uentops of 

THE ASPIALTED FELT F 
Houses, nisi EN gs, Shedding, O Norkshops and for 
Garden purposes, to protect Plants from 

t the Gres, “National Agriculti A SEU it is this ES 
which has been exhibited ed obtained the Prize, and is ti 
Felt porn s 

AJESTY's Woops AND FORESTS, 
STE BOARD or ORDNANCE, 
ONOURARLE EAST INDIA COMPANY, 
IoNOURABLE COMMISSIONERS OF CUSTOMS, 
ER MAJESTY’S ESTATE, ISLE or WIGHT, 

prid GARDENS, ReGent’s PAX 

And on the Estates of the Dukes of Sutherlaud, Norfolk, Rut- 
land, Newcastle, Asp berland, Buceleugh (at Richmond), 
the late Earl Spencer, and most of the Nobility and Gentry ; 
and at the Royal Agri vultu al Society's ose Hanover- square. 

Tt is half the price of a y other description of Roofing, and 

effects a great saving of “Timber in the construction of Roofs, 
Made to any 1 length by 32 eis wide. 

RICE y PER SQUARE Foor. 
lcs Samples, with Pi iri ptione for its Use, and Testimonials 
seven years’ experience, with references to Noblemen, Gen- 

tlemen, Heron otni and Builders, sent dd to any part of the 
town or country, and orders by post ex 
gar The Public "m respectfully h cautioned that the Sey Works 

in Great Britain where the al ng es made, art 
-OM)NBILL & € 

Patent Felt Lam Rx bui n Bunhill 
London, where Roofs covered with the Felt may be seen, as 
also the new Vice-Chancellor's Court, and the Passages and 
(UR atthe entrance to Westminster Hall, and other build- 
ings at the New Houses of Late done under the Sur- 

ve Ses RD of Charles Barry, 
—Consumers sending din ect to the Factory can be sup- 

plisa in Tti ies suited to their Roofs, so that they pay for 
no more than t requir 

See 

ECONOMICAL, EFFECTUAL, AND DURABLE 
FING. 

BY HER MAJESTY’S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT. 

'ROGGON'S S PATENT ASPHALTE ROOFING 
/ FELT, with which the Committee Rooms of the Houses 

of Parliament are entirely covered. The above Material e 
been used and d highly spore by the Nobility, Gentry, a 

Charles Barry, Esq., EA ve &c. 
years at the Royal Horticultural Soviety’ s Sorde f hiemieies g 
the Swiss Gardens, Shoreham, Sussex; on the ex e oi uc 

eleuch’s, and the Mai arquis of Anglesey’s Proper 
(under slate) the Royal SERES REA s Hou 
square; its advantages are—C. PNESS, LIGHTNESS, 

DURABILITY, and ECONOMY. Bei ing a Non-Conductor, it 
bas been B 'oved an efficient ** Protective erem to Plants. 

CE, ONE PENNY PER SQUARE BOON 

Samples en Testimonials sent by Ponty n applicatio: 
AS JOHN Cnooaon. 

L9 Lawrence Pountney-hill, ern Londo: 

"PHOSPHORIC RAT POISON.—This preparation 

decidedly superior to all those poisons containing arsenic and 

opnan minerals, Itis most greedily eaten by rat: 

ong as it m offered to them, ano invariably proves certain de- 

struction, Prepared only by EDV ARD PursER, 40, Bridge. 

Blackfriars, Tondon. jeu in pum. with fall directions for use, 
at 4s., 85, and 20s, each, 

Hales by Acu deas 
CHELTENHAM. 

THE OAKFIELD MANSION a e GROUNDS IN THE PAR 
ME CHARLES WOOD has the honour to d Mn 

to the Nobility, Gentry, and Capitalists generally, that he 
has been favoured by the Pr Toprietor with instructions 

O SUBMIT TO PUBLIC COMPETITION, 
The abov ttractive and truly Valua 
he pur ie doing on TUESDAY, the August, 1846, at 

ne for Two o clock, in Two Lots ; and for the great accommo- 
dation of the Public, he is happy to say he has permission. to 
hold the Sale on the Premises. 

ot 1 will comprise 
THE OAKFIELD MANSION, LAWN, AND 

PLEASURE GROUND, 
containing 14, 2n. 28r. ; the prevailing and striking feature of 
ea is Rls: correct science and most exemplary tas te epe 

ery part, in the formation of the Grounds, and t 
epe ited ee the designs have been carried out at an Baurs 

ense— 
THE RESULT IS PERFECTION. 

Mr. Woop has every confidence in calling the attention of 
the Nobility and others, 5s this truly delightfal and most fasci- 
nating property; butin so doing, he is bound to confess his 
utter inability to convey to the world an adequate idea of half 
the varied beauties it possesses ; the Property must be seen and 
closely inspected w As duly appreciated. 
The MANSION, o ure, is 

by a sweep arte Drive, having a frontage to the, nc of 
225 ft. Gi in., and to the Hatherley-place Road 397 ft. 6 The 
House is substantially gu aud comprises, on the Ground 
Floor, a Handsome Dini g Room, of large Dimensio: 
teel Breakfast er "Second ‘Drawing Room; a convenient Study, 
Bath Room, and Han 

asement contai 
Butlers Pantry, best and secondary 

ffices, furnished with every re 
turo i Wine, s oal Cellars, very cc omple 

d isa capital four-stalled STABLE, € OAOT- HOUSE, 
Saaai and Harness SEED with Hay and Corn Lofts, Coach- 
m s Bed Room, & 

In the GARDEN are four HOT-HOUSES, two with fine 
Era and flourishing Vines, and two with Exoties of the 

are and costly description ; the high b 
clothed with choice and most delicious Fruits; and in the 
beautiful Lawn and Flower Garden, midst a pleasing variety 
of the most choice Flowers and Shrubs of English production, 
stands in majestic grandeur, the SAT BRITISH OAK, form- 
ing a tout ensemble of beauties aus luxuries rarely to be seen. 
N NB. —-In addition to the above, there are many age and 

yaluable STOVE and GREEN HOU SE PLANTS, in portable 
Pots, together with a fine collection of ORCHIDAORÆ, that 
re not only hes but in ds ees quite unique; anı 

ieh with ‘the genteel and trul ppropriate FURNITURE 
may be had (if séquird) by ETUR in the usual way. 

LOT 2 comprises 
A PIECE of GARDEN GROUND, containing 14. On. 5 

a splendid Vinery and Melon Pit thereon ; itis enclosed p^ a 
igh brick wall, and having a frontage to the Hatherley Place 

Road of 142 ft., "by a depth of upwards o of 320 it., and forms an 
RUPEE site "for the erection of two very genteel Villas 

rther particulars may be had, and Ground Plans seen, on 
application to Messrs, Winurams and decies Solicitors, 

c Offices, or at Mr. Woop’s Auction tene Oriel C 
bun. ends and of each also may be hi ad s of admi o 

the Property, any day (Sundays siti from Twelve 
io Five o'clock. 

jicbens, zn st Domes 
ite and Sony enient Fix- 

ORCHIDS, 

MERS. J. C. awn s. STEVENS will sell by 
uction p^ da Great Room, 38, King- ede. Covent 

Garden, on’ We ay, August 12, at 12 for 1 o'clock pre- 
cisely, a fine Manes of ORCHIDS ee received from the 
Southern Coast of Mexico, e com} any Plants of 
Cypripedium Tcansanunt df arbi, Giferent "NDUeIe «UR 
Cattlya (one of them new), Losia, _Odontoglossum, Epiden- 

yrtoc ilum. ax. 

illaria, &c. &c. May be viewed the day prior and mor ning of 
sale, and Catalogues had of the Auctioneers, 

TO GARDENERS AND € OTHER: 

O BE SOLD.—THE LEASE OF E SMALL 
NURSERY, with GOOD x resa HOUSE, Four 

Greenhouses, Sheds and Stabling, Pits and Frames, Stock, Pe 

orse and Cart. Term ER ST, E years. Ground-rent 
moderate. Letters directed to J: D., Post-office, Edgeware- 

road, opposite the Harrow-road, Paddington, will be answered, 

TO OWNERS AND OCCUPIERS OF ESTATES. 
ILLIAM BULLOCK WwW EDATEN of Hounsdown, 

at DET Isle of Wi ght ; the Morem "of a Patent Tile 

Machine (applicable to making Bricks); also a new 

Machine Te taking roots and stones out of clay, both which are 

en atthe Royal Polytechnic Institution, Regent-street,— 

offers his assistance as a thorough practical man to Landlor rds 
o may require information on any Ve connected with 

the Drainage of their Estates. d drained at a fixed 

sum per acre, including eve! Bumper sora ino tig Beta MU UU, ga 
MA & COS NEW PATTERN TOOTH- 

USH and SMYRNA SPONGES.—The Tooth-Brush 
tage of searching bs into the 

divisions of the xc and cleaning them in the extra- 
ordinary manner, and is famous for the d note oming 
loose—is. An improved MES n ush, that cleaxs in a third 
art of the usual time, an e of injuring the finest nap. 

Penetrating Hair- rubis, Wit the durablocun bedded tame 
sian Tristis; which do not soften like. common hair. Flesh 
Brushes of area graduated and friction. Velvet 
Brushes which act in the most surprising ner. The genuine os Sponge, with its preserved valuable 
properties of abso and durability, by means of 
direct cee nin pude ‘with all intermediate parties’ 
profits and destructive bleaching, and securing the luxury of a 
genuine Sevens Sponge. Only at METOADEE. 2 di Co's Sole Es- 

130 -ford-st: Wem door from Holles- street, 
Caution. penates of the words “ jen Metealfe’s,” adopted 

by some houses. 

RESS COATS, superfine cloth, made tom measure, 
s. to 42s, ; extra Saxony, 50s. ; frock coats, silk facing, 

ah pa ra ; extra Saxony, 50s. d 5s. ; fa shionable trousers, 
. 6d.; doeskin, new patterns, 12s., 16s., and 21s. ; 

[eres of the newest patterns, 6s. Gd. to 10s. 6d. ; rich satin 

and cloth, 7s. 6d. to 12s. 6d. ; overcoats of the newest syle, in 

paletots, Alberts, and n of llama cloth and cash- 

rette (waterproof), 21s. to 355. ; travelling wrappers 8s. 6d. 

to 18s. Boys’ and youths clothing o; i 
Tunic gi hussar suits, 21s. ti 
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Just published, fep. 8vo, ie n 4th Edition, corrected and 

IVERS'S ROSE AMATEURS GUIDE ; con- 
taining ample Deseriptions of all the fine leading Varie- 

ties of Roses, regularly classed in their respective families ; 

their History and | Mode of Culture. 

“Mr. Rivers is the best authority on the cultivation of the 
TOM 's Magazine. 

Lon 1 LONGMAN, BROWN, eae and LoNGMANS. 

facture of its Pro ucts. m ve 

Esq. F.R.S. orrespondin; emi 

spuds Second Raston: wives qaditigual Chapter on the 
Manufacture of Sugar from Beet-root. 

ndon: SMITH, ELDER, & Co., 65, Cornhill. 

AE UNDER- MENTIONED BOTANIC AL 

WORKS have been recently Imported by W. PAMPLIN. 

DE CANDOLLE.—Prodromus Regni Vegetabilis. ` Vol. 10, 
2. 

pE CANDOLLE.—Any of the previous Volumes may now be 

had Er o; Tpi sets of the whole 10 Volumes at 

the reduced price 

zu LESSERT. urbe Selecto Plantarum, Vol. V., royal 

TE E VESSERT, —Any of the previous Volumes may now be had 
separate, Ad ME sets of the whole Five Volumes. 

ENDLICHER.—Gene Plantaruni; Complete in -1 large 

Volume, zm so SIE 4; or handsomely produ. in 

Volumes, 41. 85. 
ENDLICHER. Prost of Kp Parts may still be had separati 

as well as the two Mantissze. 

VOIGHT AND GRIFFITHS. —Hortus Calcuttensis, 

large Volume royal 8vo, price 27: 5s. 
WEN — Repertorium Botafius. 

price 5: 
WALPERS. —Part vd Fifth next week. Any of the Parts or 

Volumes may now be had separate. 

BENTHAM.—Plante Hartwegianæ:- Part "s pees 3s. 6d, 

BENTHAM.—Lither of the Parts may be had sep; 

SUD ANN. — Plante Preisianz  Australisiez., 

BR 

Volume V., Part IV., 

ate. 
Part IV., 

e 4s. 
LEHMANN. —Rither of the Parts may be had separate; or 

Volume the First complete, in cloth, price 18s. 

LEHMANN,—Pugillus Plantarum Rariorum, Part VIII, 

LÉHMANN. nd, of the Parts may still be m separate. 

LINDENBERG.—Synopsis Hepaticarum. rt III., price 4s. 

LINDENBERG .—Any of the Parts may still be had separate. 

BLANCO.—Flora de “pilipinas, Spi. el Sistema de Linneo. 

4to, printed at Mani 
Bu cm Retos of this Work remain. 

WinLiAM Partin, 45, Frith-street, Soho, 

MR. MILES ON THE HORSE'S FOOT. 
Early in Augur Miss be published, a New Edition, royal 8vo, 

ravings, price Ts., 0 

| Rises HORSE'S FOOT, and How to Keep it Sound. 
By Wr YELIAM Mites, Esq. 

“t Our author combines a clear head with a kind heart and a 
vein of quiet humour : he handles with equal dexterity J hammer 

seapel, pen and pencil, paint-brush and engraver's tools : 

working and writing with a firm band, his language is so plain 

that even thosé who ride may read and understand.”—Quar- 
terly eats 

don: LONGMAN, Brown, Green, and LOoNGMANS. 

GROUSE-SHOOTING, &c. 
The NiNTH EDITION, corrected, S gi ed, and improved, with 

85 Plates and Woodcuts by Adlard and Branston, from Draw- 
ings by C. Varley, Dickes, &c. dvor price 21s, 

NSTRUCTIONS to YOUNG SPORTSMEN, in all 
Hae USE to GUNS and SHOOTING. By Lieut. -Col. 

P: Haw 
<The v vey best book we have sa the subject.” —Black d. 

AU SHOES LIFE ASSURANCE gas, 
No.18, KING WILLLIAM STREET, CITY. 

Sir James Duke, mut P., Chairman, 

Daniel Sutton, Haai, 
John Knill, Esq. OB. B. Woolsey, Esq. 

Life Assurances are effected by this pn on every descrip- 
tion of risk, on a profit or non-profit scale. Credit of half the 
Premiums for the first five years allow SE a Policies effected for 
the whole term 5 life, Payment of Premiums so arrange ed as to 
meet the convenience or wishes of the Assured. A EOS. may 
e made an solute UE Advances continue to be 

Assurers on rea undoubted personal security, for en of 
years repayable x piscine Particular attention is re- 
quested to the detailed Prospectuses of the Company. 

WinLiAM RATRAY, Actuary and Secretary. 

“ Colonel Hawker expounds the whole rationale of shooting 
with clearness, fulness, and vivacity.” —Edinb. Rev 

London: LONGMAN, Brown, GREEN, and EU iss: 

Price Sixpence, free by post. 
R " 

The Railway Chronicle 
Of Saturday, Avuausr 1, contains Bus on 

EVENTS OF THE WEEK.—MIDLAND RAILWAY E 
I SS ees GS HELD BY MR. URSON AT D. 

YORK—VERDICT OF JURY ON BASTERN € COUN. 
TIES ACCIDENT — MR. HUDSON AND YORK ud 

SUI EE DONLAN RAILWAY—GEN 

RAL MEETING OF GREAT NORTHERN—PARIS AND 
ROUEN MEETING — RUGBY, WARWICK, AND WOR- 

CESTER—GAUGE BATTLES IN THE LOR. 

REPORTS OF -MEETINGS.— at Northern—Londor n and 
SEL a esate NA and "North Midland — Newcastle 
nd D and Berwiek—L 

EERE ue Dumnactonshtes EAA 

and Bury St. Edmurds—East en EAE A T E put 
Morningside—Cameron’s Colebrook Steam Coal, and Swan- 

sea and Lougher—North Western—Belfast and County Down 
— Meetings of Shareholders to Affirm or Dissoly 

OFFICIAL Ceu pp e Directors’ Repo: e and State- 
f Aecounts—York and North Midland, uS New- 

castle and. DAHER: ditto- Ipsmieh and Bury ‘st. E dmunds, 
Engineer's Repor! La is and Rouen, Directors’ Report and 

Statement of Accor 
ARLIAMENTARY "PROCEEDINGS. — Committees on Op. 
posed Bills— Progress of Bills — India Railways—Recent Pro- 
ceedings in India—Review of Acci idents—Progress of Works 
—La 

HOOKER'S BOTANICAL ILLUSTRATIONS. 

On August 8th, will be re-issued, at the very greatly reduced 
rice of 6s., 

Pier AL ILLUSTRATIONS ; being a Series 
of Figures designed to illustrate the Terms employed in a 

Course of Lectures on Botany, with Descriptions. By W. J. 

Hooker, LL.D., &c., Regius vds of Botany in the Uni- 

versity am Glasgow. 
he above valuable Mei e a thin oblong 4to 

volume, etd eontains a great number of original, outline, ac- 

curately drawn Figures, on 21 Tithograpiió Plates. But few 

copies remain on hand—they are done up in extra cloth boards, 

and offered m the very moderate price of 6s. 
LIAM PAMPLIN, 4: nus stre oho. 

On 1st Ist, PART IV. pri 

OOKER'S S SPECIES FILICU M; 
all known FERNS. 

gap This Fourth Part completes the First Volume. 

WiLLIAM PAMPLIN, 45, Frith-street, Soho. 

"t Synopsis of 

PRICE FOURPENCE OF ANY BOOKSELLER, 

EE OF pay NUMBER ror SATURDAY 
, AUGUST 1, OF 

HE. ATH ENAUM, 
RNAL VE vsu AND FOREIGN TERATURS, 

ds , AND THE FINE ARTS. 

VERA c Large Quarto Pam 

Reviews or, WITH EXTRACTS FROM— 

Peep into ee By| | ES Irish Girl. By S. Owen- 
apt. R. Bursle son. Edited by Lady Morgan 

Letters from. dar ;[Briefo, &c]| The Mountain Minstrel. By 

Dream of pium-eater. | E. Me ll. 

By 0. How Voices am Eg Crowd, &c. 

Imaginations SM Imitations. By C. Mac] 
Bob T: y W. J. Linton. | Conquerors va lanes &ec. 

ee ipe Wiss. By W.B. | Poems. By Mrs. Mi . Montgomery. 
Lives of Eminent Men of Fife. Scott. 

A of Travels in Eu By ce. 

ie, Asia, E in the ith Mysteries a opu By 

Canty: By E. Efendi. 

Trans. on Hammer. Smoking | pp Sokar 

ER. Se Oriental Trans- | Snuff and Snuff- pem 
latio: 

WITH SHORTER Notices OF— 
ee, of England. By ure of a Homeopa- 

rs Jun. 
Like e of a Bea: British pee Flowers, By Mrs. 
otsiüca ion. t P Ulster. By T. 

ac Nevin. Fiet pue in French eae 

Labouring Classes in Ireland. mar, &c. By Mrs. J. Atkyn: 

bcc Papers.—Poetry (The Love Poet—Nail in the 
Coffin) — Greenwich DR aes and Sir James South— 

Metropolitan i Westminster provement 

Archæological Tastktuto € of Great Britain and Ire 

Our Weekly Gossip.—Voe Sx House of Soci to 
Tov British Museum—Death oi ofSir p 

— Iron Trade — Meetings — Tenders for D tracts — Divid oa p 
Transfer Books Closed — Correspondents — Traffic oc 
Share Lists—Foreign ditto—Money Market— Paris: Letter— 
ps n Counties Dividends—Gossip of the Week, 

er Railway Chronicle of any Newsvender. 

RAILWAY CHRONICLE TRAVELLING CHARTS 
May be Dag By all the Stations on each Line, 

E FIRST OF THE SERIES, 
LONDON TO BRIGIITON, 

containing 83 Engravings, in a Wrapper, price ód. 
HF SECOND OF THE SERIES, 

LONDON TO WOKING AND GU ILDFORD, 
with 52 Illustrations, in a Wrapper, price 4d. 

THE THIRD OF THE SERIES, 
P LONDON TO. RICHMOND, 
oue m PU A IUES, ina Wrapper, price 2d, 

OURTH OF THE SERIE: 
LON DON TO.WOLVàE RTON, 

containing 81 Engravings, in-a Wrapper, price 6d. 

Nearly Ready, 
LONDON s mou 

LONDON ms CAMBRIDGE: LONDON TO GOSPORT. 
VER LONDON TO TUNBRIDGE 

To SOUTHAM. WELLS. 
i) 

LOND! 
TON. 

Published at the VOR RIDE OFFICE, by J. FRANCIS; 
y k 

NOW READY. 
In one oud Volume, 8vo. containing 900 pages, and upwards 

f 500 Illustr: DUE rice 30s., in cloth boards, 

pee "VEGETABL E KINGDOM ; or the STRUC- 
URE, CLASSIFICATION, AND Ü S OF PLANTS, 

iiustrated aon the Natural Sy stem, By Jonn LiNpLEY, Ph.D., 
ds Professor of Botany in the University of 

London, andi in um Royal Institution of Great Britain 
* To suit the convenience of Students and popa the gue 

Work is issued also in 12 Monthly Parts, price 2s. 6d. each. 

Also, by the same Author, a New Edition in demy 8vo, 

CHOOL BOTANY ; or, the Rudiments of Botanical 
Science, With nearly 400. Illustrations, price 55. 6d. half 

bound. 
London: Published for the Author by BRADBURY & Evans, 

90, Fleet-street, and Whitefriars. 

AU AGRICULTURAL IMPROVEMENT. 

r SE ADVERTISER, who is an unmarried farmer, 
cupying in the middle of one of the finest cultivated 

districts of East Lo thian, proposes accommodating the domes- 
He arrangements of his Mouse for the board of Young Gentle- 

s of acquiring a knowledge of the 
ayia of Husbandry practised in that county. If. "suitable 
encouragement is received, ualified individual will be Ent 
gaged to iustruct iu the acus of Land Surveying, and, if 
desired, a portion of land may be set apart for testing the dif- 
ferent modes of cultivation,—Address may be had at t the Office 

this Paper, or direct to A. B., Post-office, Beeston: ipi, 
East Lothian, Aug. 

2:8 

]BROVIBENT LIFE OFFICE, 50, Regent-street, 
London.—EsTAsLISHED 1806. 

INVESTED CAPITAL, 1,200,0007. 

ANNUAL Income 140,0007. ONUSES DECLARED 529,0000. 
Claims paid since the establishment of the Office, 1,520,0007. 

President.—Tue Riant HONOURABLE EARL GREY. 
Directors. 

The Earl of Macclesfield. Frederick Squire, Esq. 

Ton Deering, Esq. q. 
Alexander Henderson, M.D, | Richard Sherwood, Esq. 

Table of Premiums for assuring 1000. on a Healthy Life. 

Without With | Without With 
Bonus. onus. Bonus. Bonus. 

ABC |For url ous [For the whole Life, at 
al Payment of || {an Annual an Annual Payment of | RETO RUNDE 

fü | 854. £3. £ s. d. 
20 TIt Reamer 40 214 5 oou 
25 118 x | 2 45 82 5 3 17 1l 
30 229 | 218 50 317 0 410 8 
80 | 28 0 2 19 10 55 410 4 56 

Bonuses Paid upon Policies which have become CLAIMS. 
No. of | Sum No. o! um 
Policy. Insured, Sum Paid, || Policy. Insured, Sum Paid. 

EC E ACE £. £ & 
435 | 3200 4509 1 1 3307 2000 3411 

1973 | 5000 1652 13 3 3617 1000 1862 4 11 
3085 5000 | 7706 6 0 || 4024 1000 1622 9 7 
3378 | 5000 | 7500 5 9 || 4888 1000 165413 6 

Prospectuses and full particulars may be obtained upon ap- 
plication to the Agents of the Office in all the principal towns of 
pu United Ki ingdom ; and at the head Office, No. 50, Regent- 

"Jonw A. BEAUMONT, Managing Director. 

ALBION LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 
NEW BRIDGE-STREET, LON: 

Instituted in 1805,—Empower g dy Act Sy Danian 

PERFECT eras arising ES a a largo Capital, totally inde- 
pendent of the Premium 

ment in 

By A Orio of ihe Sum Insured ; us 
By Reduction of the Future Annual 

w Premiums, without HEU De eslarhy "for limited 
ge of years, Increas sing, Decreasing, and other Rates of 
Premium. Claims paid in 30 dy. after proof of Death, 
spectuses, Proposals, &c., may be obtained at the Office, Par- 
ties resident in the country are E required to appear person- 
ally in London, WIN CHARLTON, Secretary. 

Price 4s. 6d., neat cloth, 

THE TREE ROSE. Practical a Sea for its 
pee me UA Illustrated by 24 

eprint e Gardeners’ Chronicle, with. addi al 
matter by the ioe PU others. i addition 

CONTENTS. 
Annual pruning | Pruning um trans- saw proper for 

time, principle of! plantati the purpose 
execution, &c. Pushing ye: spring us 

Binding up treatmentofdwarf GRAFTING. 
Budding knife shoots from 

ing, time of| Roses diferentsorts APRES qt. fign 
i n the same stock 

y, state of the Roses, short list of | Ptee-growers,  T6- 
Sa ee uds esirable sorts for | gp fudr 

Budding upon body | buddin Graft, binding up 
Bud, insertion of,| pushing ey: Grating, adva d 

into stock Sap-bud, treatment | 87afting, advantag 
n propan ation of, 

Shape of trees Grafting, disadvan- 

Es dormant and | Shoots and buds, | o age of Fin 
choice o; DOT i fer- 

bids, failing Shoots for buddin; OE 
Buds, securing a on, and thee Preliminary obser- 

supply of arrangement f 
Dn ius Shoots, keeping | Foses, A 

ils, even, and remoy- And brief eici 

sain ing thorns 
Oaie ot ToT BRE wild y 
Dormant 

ja č theory c of replant Stocks, Planting Ob Fre AS gement oí 

Widow of Mr. 8. kb: Condition Wi 

bridge—Protestant Church at Alexan. dria For 

—Copenhagen Society of Peasants’ Friends. -Dasich rder 
of Elephant conferred on M. Guizot—Comte de Bouil.é’s 
Ascent of Mont Blanc. 

Tine Arts. Gallery of Imperial and Royal Academ: 
RU at Florence—Mr. Wyatt's Group of Duke of Apud 

ington. 

Fine Art Gossip. Sale of Coins—Art-Union Prize for 
Marble Group—The Goodwood Inauguration Scott's 
Monument—Sale of Baron Verstoelkt Van Soelen's Picture 
Gallery—Foreigu Gossip on Fine Arts. 

Trauma. New Publications — Crescen 
tini—Her Majesty's or eL. ines a s Wells —Lyceum (Hot Weather)—St. Jam; 

Miscellanea.—Paris Academy of LEO MED NE d 
Flogging- Supply c of Water to Rome and London—Disap. 
pearance o 
Order Sno M teneur of any Bookseller, 

EORGE HADEN, ENGINEER, Manufacturer of 
VENTILATING WARM AIR STOVES, Warm Wate 

and Steam Apparatus, US » for parties, Dwelling-houses, and 
Hortieultural Risus "gt. Andrew-square, Edinburgh. 

OL M AISE HEATI NG. 
G. H. having econsly resigned his connection in Busine: 

with his Uncles, G. and J. HADEN, of Trowbridge, begs to inti 
mate that the Apparatus at Polmaise, which has caused so 
much sensation, was erectei arrangements of the 
Flues planned by him, and that the To design was carried 
into effect under his directions. He also begs to intimate that 
the Stoves are now m nanufactured m “Edinburgh, under his 
eager te and thus by a saving 

g 

on 
Guards against the md Eg preparatio® 
Late Big AAA curing ; lour, 
Loosing ligatures age, height; sorts 
March pruning for “different DE APPENDIX. i 
Ene es Healing cies of Rose ; A selection of vari- 

uj ing up, Ede eties 
Planting out, ar- |. roots, sending a} Comparison _ be- 
rangement f| distance,shorten-| tween budding 
trees, &c. ing heads, d&c.;| and grafting 

Published at the GARDENERS’ REL AND AGRICULTURA 
ng Office, 5, Upper Wellington-street, Covent Garden, 
London, 

erui 
n the carriage, &c. from England, he is enabled to furnish. ve 
Apparatus at a lower rate than has hitherto beencharged. Th 

advertiser is now prepared to give designs and estimates 54 

pup and gentlemen requiring such Apparatus, on apply- 
ing at his Office, The utmost attention will be paid to all 
orders aakit d to his care. 

6, St, Andrew Square, Edinburgh, 

P'inted by WILLIAM Brapsoss; of No. 6, York-place, Stoke Newington, ard 
Frupenicx Mutter Evans, of No. 7, Church-row, Broke Newington, bo! 
3n the connty of Middlesex, Printers, at their NE ies mbard- in 
thePrecinct of Whitefeinrs,in the City of London; and by 
at the Gites, Nard, Charlescatraen dace’ parish h of 8. X Covent Gar 
den, in whe said county, wh hereall Advertisements and 
'e tobe addressed to the Editor.—Saturday, Avevsr 9, 1846 
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ato orap, state 
north of Sonani = 

Potato disease 

Patty, ta softe 
Rat poison, Su 
HOA misgi Hi a 

ahd ad s Acac 

cause of m 
— cure for - = + 57b 
— on peat toils - = + + 5808 

Potato seed - + 563 
Potatoes, owing Re EG 
— tostor = = + Babe 

fo summer pruna 
Frnit-tree borders 2 
— mulching for 

geranium Hr bertisnnm | 
Pom 

emaisa, new. fi 
abest Du ion ed, £58 c 

SE ls 
s 

F 
EE 

8 
557 b | Treos, to grow on chalk - B 552 c 

Manure lay as 587 e | Vegetables, disen: 550 b 
ree vdighe of 9c, 550a | Wheat, seed - 557 b 
[oorland. P tofimproving 5 588a | Woodpecker, sound of - 550a 

wherry's dibbling machina 857 

MHE NEWCASTLE GRAND DAHLIA SHOW 
(Open to the U: ES sean DA willbe held in the Corn 

Market on Wednesday Thursday, the 16th and 17th Se 
ner. A Silver NM will be given for cu n thirty. 
Panji ias, of not less than 18 Varieties, to ted fo: 

ib: ibers of 10s. Gd. each ; besides 259 Du eS for Dahlia y ors, Fruits, and Vegetables. Lists of Pri 
of Mr. tr. Mron Watson, Gosforth, near Newe 

es may be had 
tle, 

hg ANSIES, &c. 
JE SCHOFIELD begs us inform his friends and 

jo Public, that his descriptivo Catalogue of PANSIES, 
CARNATIONS, ICOTERS, and F UCHSTAS, wi ill be US UN in 
afew dase, most. oe T aricties of the above flov 
as low D ble terms. A few packets of select Pansy Beim 
a Gd. on Gd and 5s. ES packet. "The li st. nt free, on. 
A —Knowsthrop, near Leeds, Ving tee 

EXHIBITION OF LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM. 

EE Clapham Rise, near London, By 
Appointment FLORIST TO Ter MAJESTY THE QUEEN, a qus ins MAJESTY THE KrxG or Saxony, begs to inform the 

mo; gue. Gentry, and Amateurs, that his x sortment of this 
eautiful LILY, including SPECIO , is in FULL Prov 

R, and may be vi d yof p Admi Admita tance "grat d. viewed every day, hen exeepted.. 

FLOWERING BULBS, &e. 

[ours VAN HOUTTE'S Autumnal Price Current, 
s to be had on prepaid applicati : 

Rany, Rany, 52, M Sine lene, Houten: paid appllsatton sg ME, Gzoxcn 

NIA WHITFIELDIL 
pees VAN HOU! PTE'S Nursery, Guenz, BELGIUM. 

Strong Plants . 
With one over on ever three taken by the tr: ade. 

D SE DLING PELARGONIUMS OF 1844 

A Descriptive Catalogue of the above, with directions for 
their cultivation, may b or e bacip a jy be hadi in exchange for 4 postage-stamps. 
Norton Cottage, Isleworth. : S 5 ee 

[| YNE'S « FORGET- ME- NOT 2 GERANIUM will 
be sent out in November next. It is much brighter in 

volour than Lyne's “Duke of Cornwall,” having clear and 
MAD petals of ao, Mad with a large and intensely 
ark qun. 

y, if FA 

Wittram E. RENDLE & Co. 

LANTS p PURNISILING NEW GREENHOUSES, &c. 
M: SSSRS. J. & H. BRO are now supplying a 
Prap Choice Selection E GREENHOUSE AND STOVE 

ANTS, at 51. per 100, or 14s, per d ^ » ozen, 
Fine Camellias, of the best sorts... +. ++ 80s. per doz, 
CHAR lauts of Azaleas, choice varieties .. $«: BUS sss. 

do. Me te HEN Us 
13 Tea-scented Roses, one of a sort KDO Fa 
The reperio Hardy Climbing Roses ve TOR at yy 

ollowing 6 beautiful Lilies —lancifolium 
um. punetatum, Yenustum, iaa cå- 

Beli, se, and superbum— 
Med Lily, fine mod bulbs 

0s. 
6s. per doz, 

—— SATURD DAY, AUGUST 15. 

TNO: STANDISH, SERERE “Bagshot, dE te 

inform ais WC. and the Public, that he has now ready 

some CA EEDS from his fine new Spotted 
varieties, at P5 Dt pidet which DES fail to bring some 

fine sorts, 

VAN HOUTTE'S S NEW VARIETIES OF CHILIAN 

ALSTRÆMERIAS. 

OUIS VAN HOUTTE, Frorist to the Kine, Ghent, 

-4 Belgium, begs to offer his Chilian ALSTREMERIAS at 

the following yates, viz.—12 varieties, "on ; 25 varieties, 16s. ; 

50 varieties, 28s. Orders received by GEORGE RAHN, 52, 

s. n "London ; or application may is made (post paid) to 

Mr. N ITovTTE, at Ghent, The deliveries will commence o 

the ME ot August, and the plants forwarded to London free. 

ane Rev. Dean of Manchester, speaking of his visit to Mr. 

n Houtte^ s establishment at Ghent (see Gardeners’ Chronicle, 

—' They are of every 
m crimson to pale 

Lu) I ay m oole ever having seen a 

NIS so beautiful, and I pe think Mr. Van Houtte will 

dit difficult to supply the demand for them, when their 

mer rit shall become fully known. 
e report of the same Jou nal, on the meeting of the 

Horticultural Society of the the "Angst 1845, is the following 
ee of this flower:—': Messrs. Van H outte sent CIE RC 

m Ghent, composed of Alstroei Siero blooms from the open 

ponds they were hybrids of various colours, and although 

somewhat tarnished by the journey and wet weather, to which 

hey were said to have been lately exposed, yet they sufficiently 
showed E beautiful objects large masses of them would i 

in the flower-garden, and fully justified the opinion Mayan of 
n by the Dean of Manchester in a late Num er.” 

Each packet contains directions for planting and culti- 
es va wating them. 

WIE G p ors 

Ver, Y strong Bulbs. 
j[guue VAN ROUET” S NURSERY, GHENT, BELGIUM. 

Per dozen.. 
25 

. > AURICULAS, ALPINES, POLY ANTHUSES, S, de. &c. 

OHN HOLLAND, Frorist, Market-place, Middle- 
ton; informs Gentlemen, 

Florists, &c. &e., that his Catalogues Yor the present season 

are now ready. His extensive stock is replete with all the 

leading varieties of the above ‘‘ Florist Flowers.” He also 

begs to remind those Gentlemen who kindly qe bim with 

orders last sea: that cou't mot be su pliedag be first 

^2. kindness to A 
PONE = Pink growers, 

Of the seaso: extensive a 

above will od be ready for sendit out, havin; 

areis sev: pen thousan set the above well rooted. 
gues on. appli dition enclosing a Post stam 

Masks place Middleton, August 15. 

INE-APPLE PLANTS.—For Sale, a number of 
fine, healthy, fruiting, PINE-APPLE PLANTS, perfectly 

viz, — 

tiat (owing to the eavline 

3 Montserrats. 

30 Black TEUER 50 Que 
15 Antigua Queens, 16 St. “Vincents, 
6 Muscow Queens, hs 1 Rum Globe. 

ces, 

E ques AE s Otah 
n P) lants A ER 

HEDLEY, a uen 
the Plants.— Wallington, eee 15, 1846. 

— WANTED, , about 200 200 
rds, or any less quantity. Height not less than three 

feet, and it would be preferred four feet. To be removed in 
M party aA ing an old hedge of this kind to dis- 

ES 
4 $ 

[3-4 
BW 

pose of, ested to send fall particulars of price, locality, 
uim. ee eanvesiee, we, ne Mr. GEORGE ROBINSON, Warn- 

ford, s Waltham 

CAMELLI Srs 

VAN GEERT, Nurservman, Ghent, Belgium, 
. begs to offer to Amateurs and the Trade— 

100 best, different varieties of Camellias good plants £. s, d. 
Mp flowers 800 

150 ^ do. do. 110 0 
100 Camellias, Aoweting plants, eee of ranning 

orts 10 0 0 
ao. “larger plants 1. -. 122 0 

arriage free to Londo) 
His General ae alogue of Plants may yee obtained on 

application. 
N EW AND SPLENDID * TORENIA ASIATICA,” 

5s. each ; i snd the following Select Plants :— 
2 Superb Verbenas, ineluding Wonder of the h. | Ihches.each. 
Scarlets, Queen of Sopan, Dore of York, Calystegiapubescens, 8. RU Ace Len s. d. 
ee RE for e e -oe 88 tron 12— io | minoides ..  . me e 
New S ior Petunias .. ^ oe 6s. Plerostigina ndi. — 
20 ellow Picotee .. ++ 33, per pair, flora 9— 3 6 | Weigelia rosea .. 
POR 8, ver, ior show sorts, for 10s, Dipladenia crassi- Evolvulus ro ca- 
Disa y Herbaceous Plants we oe 10s. noda, strong 18— 50 rulea 76 

IM al i N Plants, in variety oe CS UBL Gardenia Sherbomice 6— 50 Acchynantis gener: .210 
mall Ferns do. s. manii. 6— 5 0 a floribun . 50 

(These are suitable we lass Cases). Ausinanaaerticaia 9— 50 rupestris . 106 
NEW a sinis M nda 5 0 | Ixora coccinea, EE per 

$. d. a d. ibes sanguinea p ena 9— 5 0 doz. 24s. .. 6 
Galyetegia pubesco ens .. 10 6 | Weigeliarosea . .12:6 E speciosa Tochroma tubulo! 0 

nes In eee olan ra Gardenimflora, 3 6 poteri Geo Whitheldia lateritia; 
Do. R ee rnim oeste Ui Habrothamnus elegans, 2 0 Aphelexts purpurea 
Ruellia hmanii 5 3 6 'utzia mexicana Tu 20 grandiflor: 6 eyes longiracemosus, 

Bisnonb ote .. 3 6 | Whitfieldii lateritia 5 0|Echites melaleuca 6 76 
Ribes ia rosea Me ne Chirita sinensis I. 3 6|Epacris miniata 50 siphocampyius coccineus, 

5 sanguinea plena. 5 0 Ilex latifolia x 0 Cuphea cordata 6 26 
BR strong Vines of choice sorts in pots, 3s. each, Sepe DH la. 24— 5 0 icis ADOTE alba m 6 

Per post, ist of. choice Flower and Vegetable Seeds may be had mittance expected from unknown correspondents, 
St.— Albion Nursery, Stoke Newington, London, Aug. 15 | Wm, 2s ErPs, Bower Nursery, Maidstone, August 15, 

bai GAZETTE. 
A PA Newepaner o of Rural 1 Economy and General News.—The —— Part —_ by roue — 

(o [Pos dl. 

DOUBLE ROMAN NARCISSUS, 3s. per dozen. 

RU begs to Vos the early al 
f the 

ordai Saen ea €5, South res street, 
square, facing the Chapel. The DOUBLE 
most frágrant of all the Nae, and if planted madiel, 
will flower at Christmas. Printed lists, with prices, pem 

and description of the flowering of Hjacinths, may be had 
postage Bees on application, 

TUHATA « e “ CORALLINA." 
UCOMBE, PINCE, i 

variety on the 
tube and sepals are 
texture, and very great substance ; the e 

much deeper than that of “F. EN 

the Royal Botanic Society's Exhibit egent's-park, on 

20th of May last, the highest Medal (the Third Silv m red 

by that Society for Seedling Fuchsias, and was ad- 

from the Gardeners’ ea 

e of a bright coral scarlet colour, fine glossy 
orolla is a 

ensis.” 

mired. The following ex Tum 

and the ‘Gardeners’ Journal" will convey some idea of its 
merits :— 
wa seedling Fuchsia from Messrs. Lucombe and Pince, 

named ‘ Corallina,” to which a Third Silver Medal was awarded, 

isa a very large a and ner SEHEN: variety ; tube and sepals of 

ey sted wit 
nicle, May 23r. y 1846. 
«The TIT. S. was given to Messrs. cH & Co. for a re- 

markable one called * Corallina ;’ it i the way of the old- 

fashioned kinds, but it is of very Tate size; the flower, from 

the apex of the berry to that of the stigma, which is not unu- 
sual db prolonged, being somewhere about four inches long. 

is variety lias also the old-fashioned colours, bright red and 
purple, and in this respect contrast very favourably with the 
dingy- Tou things of the present day. ?'— Gardeners’ Journal, 

Moy? 23rd, 
Puig willbe made to the Trade of Yos m over 

OA every three ordered,—Exeter no Exet 

3t 

| CEDRUS DEODARA. 
OUELL and CO. ‘beg to inform Planters and the 
Trade, they are enabled to suj pply fine one-ye: cedling 

Plants of the above, well established in Pots, cum e 
terms. 

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA, or CHILIAN PINE. 
OUELL and Cos Stock of the above magnificent har ay tree 

MIL baiting unequalled in this country or the Cont 
either for extent or luxuriance of growth ; and they beg en 

re: tt eu those they 
ts, but fine 

z E E E 
ZE 

- 

des 
23 2$ 

ü A 8 E TE 3E 25 
have stoor severity of the LIH 
the most eai point of England. prov erbial for its dens d 
cutting winds. The following is the s prices for plan: 
in pots, and may be planted out with res at the PNE 

season, 
3 years old .. 125. per doz. 

; cepa 
$$ [S 

t, E ery fineand bushy, 
measuring TUM 12to15 ins. p oss 60s. 

few fine specimen plants Ae inche: 2 feet in height, and 

from 2 noy to 2 feet 6 inches oe S. i4 h. 

Cedrus Deodara, 2 yea .. 18s. per doz. 
Ditto ditto 1 fot, wi abioi m 
Picea Webbiana, 1 year, . 

ies morinda, 2 years, in pots, fine . 
For a aul d of Fuchsias, ME “Pansies, Chrysan- 

themums, e adv ertisement a last w 
Great SEE Nursery, Aug. 1 

WOODLANDS are 
FIELD, SUS: 

WILLIAM WOOD & SON beg leave to offer the 
Plants :— fo! p select 

ec 

MARESFIELD, NEAR 

8. d. 

Abelia rupestris .. 6 5'6| Im Broadleaziensis, 3 6 
JEgiphilla grandiflora | 1. 3 6| Iochroma, tubulosa, 
JEschynanthus Boschianus 5 0 “flowering plants” .. 16 
Barleria peus 2 6 | Justicia Macdonnellie .. 2 6 

Bouvardia ne velutina 16 

Calimeris, Eo hardy spe. 26 p Lisiänthus Russellianus, 
Cestrum aurantiacum .. 2 6 26 

Chirita sinensis .. 26| EO oaie “pure 
ryptomeria japonica, wt i fragrant” E 
č SEEDLING PLANTS”. . 42 0 | Med: a erythrophy ts S 

Cuphea cordata .. -106 Mision illicifolia 26 
niata 2 E ox Drummondii alba. 2 6 

Echites splendens 7s.6d.to21 0 Polygala Dalmaisiana .. 2 6 

Franciscea | hydra E Pterostigma gr: "Erbe d 
ormis + 10 6| Ruellia macrophylla .. 26 
khartii .. 50 Siphocampyluseoccineus, 

Gesnera Geroldiana i0 26 

Hindsia violacea . 36 wagas rosea ^t 21 0 
k Per dozen. 

Azalea Indica, in choice v. pu vec. 128. 
new and superb d. ; 2E 

F uchsius, fi fine varieties, EOR booming "plants 6s. 

o. api 
Gueyeanihemcinay He choice este 
With each order will be presented a propor tionate number 

of plants towards po the expence of carriage, &c. 

EEDS. —CORNER OF HALF-MOON- STREET, 
THOMAS GIBBS an 

(By Official appoinment, the EOS, Y 
“ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY exi di 

Beg to remind the Members of the Society, and A. griculturists 
in general, that their only Counting House and Seed Ware- 
house is at the Corner of HALF MOONI Base PICCA- 
DL London, as for the last Fifty Ye 

Priced Lists of” br ee Seeds are 3d 
be had on application 

ys ready, and may 

| 
i 
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| NEW OR RARE PLANTS. | 

"H JACKSON begs respectfully to vofftr “the follow. | j du. | ing, viz. 
i Eaeh—s. d. | Each—siid 

i 2 Bons we yO gab iy ae coceineus E 
i tru rantiacum.. 16) (in flower) + 86 

YIO SEDE Barn adosia rosea | 
la iola 

wo "i onia ŝip. füchiloide e 
imnus | br Koni ita sinensis 5 

bosus, or mdh ,  Zeylaniea. . e 16 
rue 20! Columnea crassifolia’ .. 38 

| brotha mmus eleg ans. 20 SEU GEL venus- 

i Iochroma tubulosa .. 36! tum v LO PO Be) 
i Jasminum affine . .. 5 0 | Cuphea miniata 76 
| dw 5 0| Branthemum variaviles. 316 
i 5 0| Evolvulus purpureo-cm- 

| 16 ea ee 
i Franciscea : acuminata wee 6 

» augusta 50 
D. 20 p hydran mofo 76 
| Gesnera miæf! 50 

Hoy Quis tant 50 
Hydrolea spinosa. . 36 
Ipomoea ter Bey 

a l 

nine crops 
( 

e (in flower) 7 
once (do) 36 maculata. 26) 

"alwptus obeordatus 5 0 | " 
10 6 

2:6 | 
Van Hou 

hitfieldia lateriti 
vadernamed in collections, the election of "kinds | 

8 

100 choice ea dosering Cape Ericas, of distinct sorts £5 0 0 
do. 7100 

s Oicibditg: miniata) do; 1100 
Az alea indica 1100 

A reference or remittance is meanest ions unknown cor- 
Tes ;pondent: s.—Kingston Nurs TY, Surrey 

NEW GE RANIUMS. 

W ILLIAM E REN (DLE & Co. , beg to return 
Y their sincere thanks to their numerous customers for the 

liberal orders received for GERANIUMS during the past sea- 

€ "es uds eeu solicit a ene 3: ps their kind patronage. 
Th e this season devoted much time and attention to the 
eet ane of this favourite psu M have spared no expence 
in procuring all the richest and most valuable flowers of the 
da; rge houses have been expressly set apart for 
their culture, and they have every confidence in believing that 
in the autumn they will have such a superior stock of estab- 
lished young plants as will be inferior to no other collection 
in the United Kingdom. 

LYNE'S SEEDLING a OF 18: 
The following set of 

Marmion. 
Menay MONARCH. 

VAMPIRE, 

BE EDLING GE 
The following set of Ten for 4l. in with | a gomg plant of 

LyNr's RosEBUD and P 
ARABELLA, DIVER. 

ISABELLA. 
Rosy CIRCLE. 
SUNSET. 

Customers n be accommodated with any si Sine 'ate, but if a 
whole set is not taken, a higi ri pe ive mu sto har 

ya ST peus if 
ti ,0r our Selectio 33 Standard 
of Pantin "Edith, Tedy Galeton Miss Halford, Prince 
Alfred, Vesta, Bertha, Indispensable, King of the French, Op- 
tima, ‘Trafalgar, Camilla, Charles X., Gipsy Queen, Duchess of 
Sutherland, Confidence, Zanzammim, K atra, Theresa, 

, Redworth, Sappho. Meteor, Pluto, 
auty of Salthill, s Alae D osetta, 

a ultana or Perpetual, Doct s Hector, 
y (Gaines), Titus, son, 

Miduls orm 
Albi SNR Princ 

"oll. 

on, Mrs. Jeph: 
Pallas 

i mah e Queen Phillipa, Queen. Victori (Shep- 
he vinceps, Robustum, and Duke of Devonshire 
Ls many of. the new soris of: Geraritims will be scarce; 

rly orders are desired, to ensw ml, 
SCOND OL AR siomer's Selection of 35 dm the follow 
tf e 

ians (Gaines), Duc nster, 
land, Claude, Senate eee | Yl lora, 

omede, Cor onet, Duke of Cornwall (Lyne), Sunrise 
noe "Madeline Mulberry, Beauty of Walthamstow, 
Lord Chancellor, Othello, Rainbow, Regulator, Fascination, 

ybla, Horatio Cel Pulchellum, Conflagration, 
underer, Phoebe, Di Termione, 

Kobert Peel, Modesty, e "i EUER 
anny, Cornish ing Sun; 

oo anit Do Orsay, ‘Formosum, Fair. m of Devon, 
o ^ of the West, Queen of the Fairies, Enchantress, Ivan- 

hoe, iu: y of Ti ua est, Consort, Princess Royal, Circassian, 
Sy c, King, and Sarah. 

ARLE T GERANTUMS — Customers NE of 6 from the 
t for 8s. cr General Tom Thumb, Fireball, 

; Ruby, Vivid, BHitaant, Monarch, 

N.B. Established Plants of all the above'will be ready on 
nd after the 2nd of November next. 

g l orders above 31. will be delivered (hamper; 
package, and carriage free) to London, Bristol, Eveter, 
Barnstaple, or Falmouth ; or above 61. to Liverpool, 
Dublin, or: Cork. 
A remittance is not required from known Correspondénts, or 

those who give reference in London 
Steamers from this Port ae times a week to Lon- 

don, Cork, Dublin, Liverpool, and alg 
Orders will be executed in strict rotation.—Great attention 

is paid to careful packing.—AH Plants forwarded to long dis- 
tances are packed in Fir Boxes, and yep 

M E. Miesen & Co, 
; Union-road, Plymouth, Augus 

HORTICULTURAL 

| square 
N. 

BEL TISH AND FOREIGN SHET GLASS, EE 
Horticultural purposes, &c; may be had 

BROMLEY E 315, O&ford-street, London, at'the following rotaci 
prices : ates containing abouti260 feet of coarse 13 6z., at 
11d. PERTSO, or 4th quality, 5d. per foot ; ditto, 16 oz., coarse, 
5d. per foot ; ditto ditto, 4th quality, 6d. per foot. t to 
any size not exceeding 40 inches fone by 10 inches wide, at 
jd. per foot extr 

Also Microscopicat Glass, Freneh Shades, Plate wndCrown 
Window Glass. A discount to thé Trade. 

Fo GN AND BRITISH SHEET AND CROWN 
ea for Horticultural and ge apts purposes, 

from 3}d. to 54d. per foot. 
pem 135, 6d. per dozen, Pr TESA rr all Dit of 
Movtieulttiral Glass Colours, Brushes, 

description, at sme prices, at F. ELPHICK'S, 28, ast 
Mene Bast, Oxford-street. 

as imported, 

Tor Ready Money only. 

gss FOR abayo TORT 

APS PSLE PELLATT anp CO. Falcon Glass 
à Works, — ay str ke Blackfri iars, are pri i ed to supply 

(in quantities not less than 100 square fect), SHEET AND 
CROWN GLASS OF BEST QUALITY, at the following 
ie b Price: 

e under 40 ins. long. 
30z.weiphtperfoot .. 

16 xcd b 
21 o; 

68 =m 
Per square foot. 
m 4d. 

» m 

SMALL Squares up 10 10ins. by Sins., from 1a. to 3d. per 
foo 

* rhe 16 oz, is full strength for Greenhouses 

CANNOT BE BROKEN BY 
X RAIN on HATLSTONE.—A 1 arge quantity of POLISHED 

PLATE GLASS to be sold at 1s. per foot.—Apply at the East 
London Plate Glass Warehouse, Leman-street, Goodman’s- 

fields. 

MA ela MAWAT & (SON, es  Bnoap-srREET, 
MINGHA 

NET CASH PRIORS or JORTICUVTURAL GLASS, 

HG ALASS WHICH 

No. 13. ao. 18. No. 21, dy. 26 Xu 32, 

$ le | IS of 

: 2S 388 
o 5: i le 

In Jkt not exceeding a, d. ld.| a. 
2 by 10 UNES and in| 
Oeste of 25 & 3 stieetd| 
ofalon AEEA TETS 8} |10| 103 

In Squares, above 12 by 10) 
and not exceeding) in. 

_long, or 3 ft. superficial Bg 8g 14 | 45 ei 7 19 | 95 121 123 

FOREIGN SHEET GLAS 
^N JARVIS has a large stock of F' OREIGN SHEET 

* GLASS, in cases of all sizes, of the STOUTEST KIND, 
at very reduced prices. Also BRITISH ees o ia of 
the various substances, Small Glass, e lowest 
terms. For ready money only, at his old established. SHUT. 
Grass WAREHOUSE, 38, Great Castle-street, a few doors from 
egent-street, 

LASS FOR®SKYLIGH' TS, and other y pu rposes,— 
BRITISH Spem AND CROWN GLASS in Crates or 

Squares, 10 per cent. chésper than, any other house, for cash, 
quality sud s ubstance ready at a moment's notie: 

48, Leicester square, London ELT 
REEN MILK PANS, very strong . 305. p per doz. 2 
or 33, 6d. each, PROPAGATING GLASSES, White, 1 

per 1b., or from rah 6d. to 24s. per dozen. lUCUMBER 
GLASSES from 6d, to 4s. each. RAPE SHADES, with holes, 

FISH fro m 1s. 6d. each.— 1s, 9d. to 28,6 
APSLEY PELLATT & Qo. Faleon ie Works, 1 reet, 

AKERS PHEASANTRY, Beaufort-street, King’s 
En Ühelsea (by appointment to Her’ Masesty and 

Prince ALBERT). —ORNAMENTAE WATERFOWL, 
nsist k and White Swans; Egyptian, Canada, 
ina, Barnacle, Brent, and Laughing Geese; Sheildrakes, 

Pintail, Widgeon, Suner Pond inter Teal ; Ga 
br ador, Shovellers, Gold- SR and Dun Diver ; i 

, domesticated and pinioned; also Spanish, Cochin China, 
stale Poland, Bolton Gray, Surrey, and Dorking Fowls; and 
at att 

White, Japan, Pied, aud/Common Boat. 
above; and pure China Pigs. 

B: 

Eggs of the 

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING AND HEATING BY 
HOT WATER, 

uud 

WEEKS & DAY, Arcuitrcts, &c., Gloucester- 
* place, Ring’ 8-road, ‘Chelsea, eee RS ERE 

and Hor. WATER APPARATUS MANUE AC 

atories, Pi 

Ure 
8, Pits, &c., where the whole MEDIE of Top and 

Botton: Heating can be seen. 
J. WEEKS & Day warr: ant their ae Midas TU pue to be 

efficient Hs every purpose to which h able. Boilers 
ofall sizes ; the largest is warranted tohet. a ede of Forcing- houses 300 feet in lengtlt; with a small quantity of fuel, and only 
to require bro once in 12 hou 

Models, Plans, &c., in D EnAS variety, 

TEPHENSON anb CO., 61, Gracechurch-street, 
London, and 17, New Park-: street, TUA Inventors 

and Manufacturers of the Improved CONICAL and DOUB 
CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, respectfully solicit ds attention v 
SOS Ri d to their much approved method of applying the Tank system to Pinerios, Propagating Houses, 
&c., by SOME prec uem heatas well as bottom. heat is se- 
cured to any required degree without the aid of pipes or flues. 
S. & Co. have also to state that at the request of numerous 
friends they are now making their Boilers of Iro , as well as 
Copper, by which the cost is reduced. e Boilers, which 

known, scarcely ee en Spog to 
we not seen them in 

t most of the Nobis Seats and principal 
tout the kingd: 

0. beg to inform the trade that at their Manufactory 
in reet, every article required for the construction 
of Horticultural Buildings, ae well as for heating them, may be 
obtained upon the most advantageous TRN 

GHise ern AU «sc. of Iron or Wood, erected upon the most 
ornamental designs. Balconies, Palisading, Field and Garden 

, Wire Work, dc. &e. 

BY p AND HEALY'S COOKING APPA- 
S, combining Sylvester's Patents.—This COOKING 

APPARATUS possesses greater general advantages than amy 
yet submitted to the publie, both as regards strength of mate- 

Blackfriars. 

Fran PRESERVED BY COOPER'S PATENT 
APPARATUS have been proved to keep perfectly sound 

and good for family use for FIVE YEARS, This 
process is well suited for the preservation of 
Pine-apples, Strawberries, Wall-fruit, &c., retain- 
ing and BUR ME all their excellent and pe- 
culiar flavours ; the Strawberries are vu AES. to 
be used with eri at all seasons of the 

Sample hampers of the fruits gener 
served for family use, incl ding extras, pene 
corkserew, with the whole particulars of the pa- 
po process, and testimonials, will be delivered 
t any part of pela for TEN SHILLINGS, by 

an order addressed to the Patentee, James Coo "ds 
NR nox of St. John-street, Olerkenwell, London. 

Patent Apparatus and "Vessels are on sale at the Manu- 

tictóey as above. 

PLANT LABELLING, 

I URROWS anv THOMS' CHEMICAL GARDEN 
INK, for WRITING ON ZINC LEE has been ac- 

knowledged by scientific Gardeners to be t nly permanent 
pode INK, as it keeps its jet black Roe uninjured by 
heat, frost, or wet,the writing Peace ng into the motal. itself, 

and therefore will not scale off. See UN of € Horticultu- 
ral Socie*y, in the Gr ma uL Chronicle, p. 9: Zinc T. [esi 
ready cut, 2j in. by 1s. 6d.; bin. by lim, 25. 6d. /9 in. 
2 in. Bs, 6d. per 190; n and a variety of other sizes equally e 
Třavellers will find it very useful for directing their luggage. 

Sold wholesale by Burrows and T , Operative Chemists, 
289, Strand, London ; and retail’ by Charlwoon, Covent-Garden; 
Hurst and Mallen, 6, Leadenhall-street ; Clark, 25, Bishops- 
gate-street: Westmacott, 156, Cheapside; and all Seedsmen.— 
Provincial Agents wanted. Specimens sent by post. 

uo fos BUDDING KNIFE. —“ This is the 
eatest Budding Knife we have seen, the ivory handle is 

and turned sagen: like the blade of a curved Penknife, sharp ani 
up at the ew and is svigann extremely well contrived er 
the purpose it is intended. A of Professor LINDLEY i 
the Gardeners” M Iur 3. 

Tosteumene Maker and Cutler, No, 
o. 3, Dolphin-street, Bristol, begs 

ta HE the icu a the publie to the above desirable article, 

qu DWARDS" AND PELL, 15, Southampton. street, 
d, importers of stout Foreign Sheet Glass, su) pply 

Glass pus "Hortienltural and other purposes, of HM best Api 
tion and on the lowest terms, 
Small Bqustes pe n Dor of 100 feet :— 

bu 
by ër foot. 6 by nee 1. per foot, 8b: 

Esca, Glasses. 3r evéty déseription. 
Pantiles, &c. 
LPs ‘ELL beg to state they cin now supply GLASS: 

areduced price, 

33d. per fo ot. | 
T apreted Wand | 

di 

ER-POTS AND GARDEN SEAT 8. 
S MORTLOCK, 250, Oxford- dien respectfully 

unces that he has a very large tment ‘of the 
shove actifs in various colours, and solicits kn early inspec- 

Every deseription of useful CHINA, GLASS, and 

EARTHEN WARE at the lowest possible price, for Cash,—250, 
Oxford-street, near Hyde-park. 

rial and ; in fact the laws of heat are so applie 
as to produce the greatest vnb with the least consumption of. 
fuel, wii pud destruction the apparatus. B. and H. can 
safely v mmend it, as unquestionably 
superior te gn of the kind hitherto made, May be seen 
in daily use at Greenwich Hospital ; Craven "be Craven- 
street, Strand ; and at their Manufactory, reet, 
Prospectus can be forwarded, upon tea um ing par- 
pieu T 

oT- WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING 
HORTICULTURALBUILDINGS, ,DWELLING-HOUSES, 

CHURCHES, and MANUFA AOTORIES, iue improved princi- 
les, and at very moderate EN. erected by DANIEL and 
EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN. 

D. and E. eru o roro muc on timeto the considera- 
tion of th uch experience in the erection of 
apparatus for me dor mentioned purposes, have, by improve- 
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of 
heating ast only very Bp but very simple, EE ae com- 

rability in the apparatus with economy in charge. 
They have erected appar: DO England, Scotland, fase Trelan¢ nd, 
for many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour 
to be employed by the Horticultural Societ; f London, in 
executing the works of their splendid Gönserv ator yen ected at 
Chiswick. 

and E. Barney also constructin metal is | descriptions of 
MEDION Buildings and Sashes, and invite Noblemen, 
Gentlemen, and the Publie, to the diepeetion c ‘of their various 
drawings and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the 
Hoa of foren amongst other metal works, an ex- 
tremely co) te and convenierit kitchen gusten or range, 
ED for the continued su r, and an arrange- 

nt of the oven more complete than has hitherto. been brought 
AS the public. 

D. and E. Bare were the first to introduce metallic cur- 
vilinear houses to-horti Macc and e 
servatory attached to the 
b I others in this country, and on the Continent. 

d E. BAILEY have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic 
Pinat] Pyttectars, Slat Me 2m ready for immediate deliver: 

ey beg to introduee notice:a new Trough Pipe, or 
Orchidaeeous or othe E xia where vapour is constantly, or 
at intervals, nd) and which may be seen at their Manu- 

DERUVIAN AND BOLIVIAN GUANO ON 
à SANI BY THE ONLY IMPORTERS, 

NY GIBBS AND SONS, LONDON 
a JOSEPH MYERS anv CO., "LIVERPOOL; 

and wy ha A gents, 
i SON p CO., LIVERPOOL a BULA 

WORTH, OW ELL, AND PRYOR, 
To Deor thorinetves against the injurious consequences of 

using inferior and spurious guano, purchasers are om- 
mended to apply fees a Dealers of established lirmotór, t oF to 
the above-named Importers, who will supply the article in ns 

MERO at their fined prices, delivering it from the Im 

arehouse: 
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RIED PLANTS FROM CHINA.—A few sets of 
the VALUABLE DRIED PLANTS collected in Ohina 

by Mr. Fonruwr, may still be procured by applying to R. 
Hewanp, Esq., Young-street, Kensington, London. Amon; 
them are many new and rare species scarcoly known to Euro- 
peans, 

CHOICE FLOWER-SEEDS. 

Bass & BROWN particularly recommend the fol- 
lowing, which have been carefully saved from numerous 

varieties of superior and first-rate flowers :— 
q6 Per packet—: 8. d. 

Gineraria .. me) 0 | Ranunculus 
Fuchsia .. ++ «+1 0| Heartsease vi enel 
Geranium 4 .. 2 6| Alstræmeria, from Van 
Petunia .. AE a A, ïoutte’s beautiful vars. 1 6 

o miany others for present sowing, for which see their 
advertisements in the Gardeners Chronicle, dated July 11 and 
18. Sent free by post at the prices affixed, with useful direc- 
tions for sowing and treatmen: 

A remittance, from unknown correspondents is requested. 
Post-office orders must be made payable to WrnLrAM Bass and 
8. Brown, 
. Seed and Sudbury, Suffolk, 

HE LATE DESTRUCTIVE HAILSTOR 
A Public Meeting will be held at the London Tavern, 

Bishopsgate-strect on Monday, August 17, his Royal Highness 
the Duke of Cambridge, K.G., in the chair, to devise the best 
Means of alleviating the distress and preserving from ruin those 
Norsrrymen and Fronrsrs in the neighbourhood of the metro- 
Polis who have suffered from the violence of the late dreadful 
Hailstorm.—The right hon, the Lord Mayor, and several influ- 
ential Noblemen and Gentlemen have promised to attend, His 
Royal Highness will take the chair at one precisely. 
1 ommuni aana tobe addressed to 

T. NEVILLE, Sec., Royal South London Floricultural 
Society, 

E. R CUTLER, Sec., Gardeners’ Benevolent Institution, 
Honorary Secretaries, pro tem., 

Committee Room. of the Royal South London Floricultural 
Society, Horns Tavern, Kennington. 

The Gardeners’ Chronicle, 

cannot fail to be read with the greatest interest, for 
the importance of the facts and laws they refer to 
can hardly be over-estimated. 

* When I first ventured to address your readers on 
the subject of the Polmaise mode of heating, I pre- 
dicted the suecess of the principles on which it rested, 
with a certainty, which in the opinion of many, verged 
on presumption, especially when it was evident that my 
views were opposed by practical men who had staked 
their great reputation on the failure of Polmaise. 

* The laws of philosophy, as expounded by the investi- 
gations of modern science, are no trifling warrant for 
a firm expression of opinion, as to the’ power of certain 
means to accomplish certain ends ; but they are not in- 
fallible guides—daily investigation leads to new expo- 
sitions of them, the wisdom of to-day is the ignorance 
of to-morrow; still, though I appealed to the laws 
of moderm science, to prove that Polmaise offered 
every earnest of success, it will be remembered I rested 
my predictions on surer grounds; I referred to the 
laws that never vary, the guide that never leads astray 
when rightly understood, and they pronounced -these 
principles to be the only true ones for the diffusion of 
atmospheric heat; and that Polmaise would triumph, 
was not mine, but Nature’s verdict. 

** Your assertion at the opening of the year was, in- 
deed, prophetic, ‘that there were far more important 
considerations than the form of a boiler, or adaptation 
of a pipe’; and it is with feelings of no ordinary 
pleasure that I now announce to your readers, that 
those principles for which I have contended have, when 
applied in a most simple form, realized all my expecta- 
tions. My prediction is verified with * Nature's means. 
I have attained her ends’; and, even more than 
this, for I have found them not only adapted to produce 

heric heat, but also bottom-heat. 

SATURDAY, AUGUST 15, 1846. 
COUNTRY SHOW. 

FuinAv, Aug. 28—Perthshire Horticultural. 

Ir will not have been forgotten by our readers 
that we some months since presumed to invade the 
territories of the Horwarer NATION ; that we pro- 
posed to depose their monarch, and enthrone in 
his place an Air-king; and that thereupon the 
loyal Hotwaters boiled up with indignation greater 
than could be well expressed, except in the angry 
Voice of a tea-kettle. It was in vain that we begged 
the Hotwaters to be reasonable; to listen to argu- 
ment, and look at evidence; and to consider how 
much better for them it would be to have an active 
Prince who cost them little, instead of a sluggish 
800d sort of person who ruined them with exac- 
tions. Butthe Hotwaters would not listen. They 
Were contented with their favourite and his slug- 
ishness ; they had no fancy to exchange King 
403 for King Stork; and as for reason that was out 

of the way of most of them, nor could they see the 
use of it. 

To be serious—much in this manner was met our 
Second attempt to bring into use the ingenious plan 
of heating garden buildings by the motion of warm 
air, to which, in consequence of its having been 
successfully applied at Polmaise, near Stirling, the 
name of that village was given. It was urged that 
to heat a church was not to heata Vinery. When 
it was shown that a Vinery had been heated, and 
Successfully, it was contended firstly, that it was 
not heated at all; secondly, that if it was heated 
no reliance could be placed on the heating power ; 
thirdly, that it was very expensive; and, fourthly, 
that the same plan had been tried somewhere else 
and failed, but where, or how, was not shown. It 
Was further alleged that the Polmaise system of 
eating by currents of warm air was contrary to 

Principle ; that it was absurd to talk of warm air 
escending into cold drains, and that all who tried 
© experiment would meet with disappointment. 

All the experience of smoky chimneys, in which 
Warm air does descend into cold rooms, was for- 
Sotten in order to destroy Polmaise. 

t was clear to us that no advantageous result 
Would arise from continuing a discussion under 
Such circumstances, for 

** Man convinced against his will, 
Is of the same opinion still.” 

We therefore left the matter to time and experi- 
ence, with an entire confidence in the issue. Nor 
ave we been disappointed. 
It.will be remembered that our valuable corres- 

Pondent, Mr. Merx, who took so active a part in 
€ discussion to which we have alluded, announced 

“Us intention of applying the principle of Polmaise- 
h ting to astove about to be constructed for him- 
Self." He has done so; we have examined the 
house, its arrangemeut, and its working, and we 

‘ave now to state that the soundness of the princi- 
ples on which he relied in his very able advocacy of 
the system is placed beyond cavil. His apparatus 
38 so simple, cheap, and effectual, both for air-heat 
and bottom-heat, that we regard the days of hot- 
Water as. numbered, except, perhaps, in. certain 
Gases which will be mere: exceptions. The follow- 
ng remarks, with which Mr: Muzw has favoured us; 

E 

9 My new hothouse is a span roof, 28 feet long by 
18 wide; in the centre is a brick enclosure as for an 
ordinary bark bed, 22 feet 6 in. long, 9 feet wide ; in 
place of being filled with tan, it is chambered with iron 
supports and slates for two-thirds of its depth, much as 
though the heat were to be supplied by hot-water 
troughs ; on the slate rests a layer of pebbles, on these 
a foot of tan, simply as a plunging material. The cold 
air passes below the level of the floor into the stove 
chamber, becomes heated from sweeping over an 
extended iron plate, passes over a surface of water 
on its passage back, enters the chamber beneath 
the tan bed, and then escapes through ventilators 
amongst the general air of the house. When the 
foot of tan was placed upon the pebbles, its tempe- 
rature was about that of the day—74°F.; the fire was 
lighted about 8 o'clock in the evening ; the tan gradually 
rose in the space of 24 hours to 96°F. and between this 
and 93? it has remained ; the atmospherie temperature 
the same night was raised as high as 809; during the 
whole time, 10 ventilators, each admitting 8 inches of 
external air, remained open; the quantity. of fuel em- 
ployed was ineredibly small, the very slowest combustion 
only was maintained, as may bebelieved, when I state that 
about one-third of what the furnace will contain was 
employed, and that this remained unreplenished for 20 
hours,the size of the furnace being similar to what 
would have been employed had the house been heated 
with a ribbed boiler. The calorie evolved from the 
fuel was so fully made available, that the open hand 
could be laid on the damper, though near the fire. After 
this slow fire had been maintained for three days and 
nights, it was allowed to expire, and the ventilators 
closed ; the temperature of the house ascended several 
degrees, and in 30 hours the heat in the tan had only 
declined 2°.. Lest even one foot of tan should interfere 
by fermentation with these experiments, one portion of 
the bed was covered only three inches deep; in this 
another thermometer indicated the same temperature. 

“These are facts. How are they accomplished? In the 
same way that Nature works when she desires to raise 
atmospheric temperature, namely by making the air she 
wishes to heat pass over a heated surface; not bj 
carrying the heat to the air, but the air to the heat); 
and so, to compare small things with great, I have m; 
tropical region, with the air I desire to heat, constantly 
blowing over it, returning back in its heated form, 
passing over a surface of water at pleasure, to charge 
itself with moisture, communicating its heat to the 
plunging bed, and passing with the residue iuto the 
general air of the house again to make the same revolu- 
tion when cooled down. 

*]tisno matter of wonder that the same meansaccom- 
plish the same ends, both in art and nature ; but how 
strange it is that man, instead of learning from so good 
an instruetress, should have employed an agent to 
raise atmospheric temperature, which Providencenever 
intended for any such purpose: the costly, cumbrous 
machinery of boilers, pipes, stopcocks, heated tanks and 
cisterns, form no portion of Nature's simple means, at 
least, they have hitherto remained undiscovered; but the 
equator, with itsabund: fabsorbedradi lori 

the gaseous atmosphere, ever “restless, because never 
equal in temperature, the broad sea, these are Nature's 

simple though mighty means of diffusing atmospheric 
heat and moisture, and though neither sun, nor earth, nor 

air, nor sea is under our command; still Nature's pupil 

reads her book, learns her lessons, imitates, though 
afar off, her works, explains and applies her principles, 

benefits his fellow creatures, and looks in admiration 
from the design up to the Great Designer.” 

t 

occasion of its being applied near London. ]t has 
not even proved subject to the accidental failures 
usually experienced- on the first application of novel 
plans ; on the contrary, its action is perfect, and it 
does more than was promised for it, for it commu- 
nicates bottom heat as well as air heat, and, in fact, 
does all that the most complicated and costly hot- 

water apparatus can effect. 
So muchroom has already been occupied by cor- 

respondents who have cavilled at this plan of heat- 
ing, that we trust to be excused by them, as we 
most assuredly shall beby the publie, if we regard 
their case as closed. Mr. Murray, of Polmaise, and 
Mr. Merx, of Nutfield, will soon be universally 

regarded as the founders of a method of heating 
garden buildings as superior to hot water as the 
latter was to steam, and as steam was to flues. 

Fig. 1. Section of house, showing hot-air chamber, air flues, 

furnace, cistern, and direction of currents, 5 d 

Fig. 2, Section through hot-air chamber, showing chimney, 
furnace, fire-place, and ash-pit. : 

Fig. 3. Plan of hot-air chamber; aa a, cold air entrances, 
which may be closed at pleasure. B, opening from hot-air 
chamber into house, T 

The constructors of hothouses will now have to 

turn their most serious attention to the manner 

of applying. Polmaise to the varying demands 
of their customers. Indeed, the enterprising 
firm of Bursince and Heaty, in Fleet-street, is al 

ready in the field with the following plan :—It is’ 
proposed to construct a fireplace with plates of iron 
bolted together, as is.seen at Fig. 2. These plates . 
will form a vaulted roof, through which no gaseous 
matters can possibly pass into the house, and it is 
expected that they will rapidly raise the tempera- 
ture of the chamber in which they are placed. 
In order to avoidithe inconvenience of fuel lying in 
contact with metal plates, a bed of fire-brick is 
provided, in which the fuel shall be all consumed, 
and theiron plates themselves rest on the edge of 
that bed, out ofcontact with the fire, For the wet 
blanket used at Polmaise a. cistern of water (see 

We have thus before us an example of the perfect: 
success of the Polmaise system on the very first 

fig. 1), is substituted, as Mr. Merx formerly recom- 
mended, the warm air sweeping over which becomes 
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loaded with moisture as it passes into the house. In 
other respects, the figures fully explain themselves. 

The plan which Mr. Mzrx has himself adopted 
is in preparation, and shall, if possible, be given 
next week, together with the details of expense. 
Tn the meanwhile, it may be useful to mention that 
his apparatus was constructed, under his direction, 

y Mr. Promriper, an intelligent working brick- 
layer of Bletchingly, near Reigate, who is perfectly 
acquainted with the principle of the system, and 
who might, therefore, be advantageously consulted 

or employed by those who propose to adopt this 
mode of heating. 

We foresee an inundation of theories as to the 
cause of the Poraro Disease, which everyone 
finds himself capable of explaining, except those who 
have most information about it. We may therefore 
save the time of our readers and correspondents, as 

well as our own, if we take this éarly opportunity 
of expressing our intention of not giving insertion to 
any speculations upon the subject, unless they in- 
volve new matter, and are supported by authenti- 
cated evidence. 

The following causes for the disease have already 
been suggested :— 

1. The bad season of 1845: 
Attacks of parasitical fungi. 
Insects, worms (the idlest of all specu 

lations). 
Frost. 
Lightning. 
Exhausted vitality. 

. Bad cultivation. 
Guano or other manures. 

. Miasmata, such as produce cholera in 
man, and murrain in cattle. 

The last explaining an unknown cause by an un- 
known agency, whose mode of action in the first 
instance is beyond human perception, may be taken 
as the last and best refuge of theorists, forit is alike 
ineapable of proof or disproof. 

Of the remainder we shall only say that they 
appear to us to be all untenable. Even the sea- 
son of 1845, which seemed to us and so many others 

peculiarly suited to bring on the affection, we long 
ago disclaimed as a true cause ; for irresistible evi- 
dence to the contrary accumulated during the 
winter. In fact, no theory of the Potato disease 
will satisfy the conditions of the problem, unless it 

explains the following unquestionable facts :— 
1. It has for some years past been violent in St. 

Helena. 
2. It appeared in the year 1845 at Genoa and 

Lisbon, and at Grahamstown in the Cape Colony, 
exclusively in Potato crops obtained from English 
“seed,” and therefore of the growth of 1844, 

3. It appeared in 1845 in the Bermudas, in fields 
cropped with Potatoes obtained from the United 

States, and not in those which had been cropped 

with Bermuda sets. 
4. It has broken out in New Holland, upon the 

authority of Dr. Francis CAMPBELL, in a letter to 
the Sydney Morning Herald, dated March 18, 1846. 

5. It was little known in bog or moss-land in 

1845, and now has broken out there with as much 

violence as elsewhere. 

6. It is accompanied by an increased excitability 
of the Potatoes both young and old, 

7. It invariably begins as a brown decay of the 
bark of the Potato-stem, under ground, and an inch 
or two above its origin from the old set. To this 
we have never yet found an exception; all the 
blotching and searing of leaves are long posterior 
to this. 

8. It has broken out at-this moment (Aug. 12, 
1846), in crops obtained onwell-drained unmanured 

land from sets imported from Naples, the Azores, 
Oporto, and New Grenada, every one of which 
places was reported to be uninfected. 

Anoruer sale of Mexican Orcas is announced 
for next week. We mention it thus for the purpose 
of stating that Epidendrum erubescens, one of the 

most beautiful species from that country, is among 
the lots. Two orthree Odontoglossums,well worth 
having, are also there, with Barkeria melanocaulon, 

and a very curious new genus called Galeottia 
grandiflora. 

Wealso take the present opportunity of acquaint- 

ing botanists that Messrs. STEVENS will sell in the 

course of September some parcels of dried plants, 
of considerable interest, from the late Mr. Maruews, 
and with them a manuscript Flora Peruviana, in 4 
thick 4to volumes of letter-press, and 1 volume con- 
taining about 100 coloured drawings and sketches. 
This work contains short characters of the plants of 
Peru, which are numbered throughout, and appear 
£o correspond with the dried specimens sent to 

Europe by Mr. Matuews. The letter-press also 
contains a large number of pencil sketches, illus- 
rating the structure of the plants described. 
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SHALLOW PLANTING ON PLATFORMS. 
Many and grievous complaints throughout the king- 

dom have been made about the bad condition of Peaches, 
Nectarines, &e., on the open walls. The old catalogue 
of evils (curled leaves, insects, mildew, &e., together 
with the destruction of whole branches—even whole 
trees) is charged by the sufferers on the late cold and 
damp summer; and, no doubt, that inclement and un- 
usual season had much to do with the affair. However, 
the fitfulness of the British climate is proverbial ; and 
it becomes, in consequence, one of the most important 
duties of the British gardener to provide against such 
inclemencies. 

Having myself escaped the sort of devastation com- 
plained of, I may perhaps be allowed to offer a little ad- 
vice to those who have not studied the subject. I have 
been for many years advocating comparatively shallow 
borders for fruit trees in general, as the basis of all 
acclimatising ; or, in other words, of ripening the wood 
ofthe current year. The principle has been severely 
attacked, and this I lament, not on account of the oppo- 
sition, but because I am persuaded the plan is at least a 
step in the right direction. My platforms are 15 inches 
deep for Peaches. 

Now, I am free to confess that two essential conditions 
are necessary under this mode of border-making, viz., 
the one, that a very sound or rather tenacious loam 
be made use of ; the other, that a barrowful or two of 
dung must be applied, as a top-dressing in hot and dry 
periods. There is, perhaps, no absolute necessity for 
this; yet it is advisable, as adding to the size of the 
fruit, as well as contributing to the stability of the tree. 

This plan, then, I have pursued. And, surely, the 
unusual period of heat and drought which occurred this 
summer was a tolerably severe test of matters of this 
kind ; yet my trees are in most excellent condition. Not 
a leaf injured—in fact, they cannot be better ; and they 
carry, moreover, a fine crop of fruit. Loose sandy soil 
requiring manure is not the thing for the Peach ; if any 
one should adopt the platform mode with such a 
material, he will soon find himself grievously mistaken. 
Let such, however, not blame me. Such a soil will, by 
the aid of manures, produce a gouty and overgrown 
tree, through too rapid an action of the root; and it 
will as readily desert it in the hour of need. 

If it be urged that so shallow a border will not endure 
so long as a deep one, I answer, top dress in due time. 
Trees planted on such borders would enjoy a dressing 
composed of one-half sound loam, and the other half 
any coarse vegetable matter that would insure a con- 
stant porosity, and prevent undue adhesion in the loam. 
The dubbings of hedges, charred, would be excellent. 
However, this would not be required for at least seven 
years after planting. Is not this more reasonable than 
surcharging the tree at first with crude sap, through 
an unmanageable volume of sojl or rich compost? By 
the platform mode, the top-dressing need not be ap- 
plied until the tree actually requires it. 

One of the greatest considerations attached to this 
mode of planting, is the readiness with which Nature 
will heal any blemish that may occur in early spring, 
through insects or a bad state of atmosphere. The tree 
with surface roots will rally again the moment the evil 
is removed ; and why? because there is a lively root 
action ; days—nay, weeks in some cases, before that of 
the tree with deep roots. Now, early-made wood will 
prove early ripened wood, if other appliances are at 
hand; and this brings us at once to the principle on 
which shallow planting is based, viz., ripening the wood. 

The utmost attention ought to be paid to the sum- 
mer management of the young wood. Not a shoot 
more should be left at the final thinning than is required 
for the next year. This is, however not all, for if the 
lower parts of the tree are to receive a fair amount of 
the rising sap, the over luxuriant shoots must be topped 
in due time, Now this should never be done all at 
once; it is a progressive work, and should be per- 
formed at three distinct periods at least, Winter 
pruning is of course necessary, but it can never accom- 
plish what is required in a dwarfing system. 

In addition to this, I am of opinion that a general 
* stopping," as it is termed, would be extremely bene- 
ficial about the period when fruits commence their last 
swelling. It will, I imagine, be found to enhance both 
size and flavour in the fruit, and to promote the ripen- 
ing of the wood. Any fcrther extension of the tree 
after the second week in August cannot be expected to 
produce any real benefit. 

No particular mode of cultivating the Peach will, 
however, be long suecessful without a freedom from 
insects. The aphides frequently commit the most 
ruinous depredations before they are perceived or at- 
tended to. The best way to bid them defiance is to 
syringe with strong tobacco-wat ive even 
ings, as soon as one green-fly can be perceived ; this 
wil admit of no delay, although the enemy 
at the moment appears insignificant. This, with 
the addition of a sulphur mixture, applied like 
paint, will keep any trees absolutely clean, and with 
comparatively little trouble; for if the processes were 
complicated, or required an unusual consumption of 
time, I fear the trees would soon fail. 

Before I conclude these remarks, I may perhaps be 
allowed to say a few words about the use of turfy soil, 
from old rest land. To say that such is absolutely in- 
dispensable is a mistake ; it is, however, complete in 
itself, for the cultivation of our superior fruits. It 
is certainly a rather eostly material, but not so much as 
some would imagine, provided means be taken to com- 
pensate for the removal of it. I have known loamy 

soils, so good, and so deep, that it would scarcely be 
missed ; but on shallow soils the loss is certainly some- 
what serious. However, by the platform mode about & 
tithe part would suffice of what is required to make a , 
border, as it is called ; which border-making I hold to 
be entirely superfluous, unless it be for Vines. In the 
latter case a good portion of turfy matter should by all 
means be applied, if possible. 

For Apples, Pears, Plums, Cherries, &c., there is no 
occasion to use much turf ; something, however, must be 
used to supply its place, or the soil will speedily become 
too adhesive. I have no doubt that charred brash-wood, 
Heather, Fern, or any gross kind of vegetation, intro- 
duced in layers, would be of much service. The dubbings 
of Hedges, Gooseberry and Currant cuttings, too, are 
always at hand. All these articles should, however, 
undergo a charring process, or they will prove too ab- 
sorbent with age. The soil I use for platforms isa 
strong loam, with little or no turf in it. The scouring 
of ditches, in superfluous soil, obtained in lowering the 
headlands of fields, or other improvements ; with this I 
mix brash and strawey long dung from the stable door, 
and I find it everything I could wish.— Robert Erring- 
ton, Oulton Park, July 28. 

ON THE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS WHICH CON: 
STITUTE THE NUTRITIVE PORTIONS OF 
THE POTATO. 

By the Rev. Prof. HENSLOw. 
(Continued from p. 532.) 

I wow pass on to the consideration of gluten 
and other organic substances, composed of four 
elements, and therefore differing materially from 
those which we have been hitherto considering. 
Although they bear no resemblance in chemical 
composition to the membrane composing the 
vegetable tissues, they possess an important influ- 
ence upon the development of those tissues. Four of 
these substances, albumen, fibrin, casein and gluten, 
differ very slightly in chemical composition ; and it is 
asserted they all appear to be oly peculiar modi- 
fications of a common basis named protein. I shall, 
therefore, in this merely popular exposition, speak of 
protein as the sufficient representative of gluten, or of 
whatever other quaternary compound nearly allied to it 
may be formed in the Potato. ts composition ap- 
proaches to C4s O15 Hao Ne ; but, as I find that Liebig 
has given us two formulz for this substance in the very 
same work, I suppose chemists have not yet fully and 
definitively made up their minds about it. This sub- 
stance, when modified under the form of gluten, may very 
readily be obtained from Wheat flour, by simply washing 
a lump of dough for a few minutes, by which means the 
particles of starch are removed, and a clammy mass re- 
mains. It is advisable to wrap the lump in the corner 
of a towel during the early part of the process, and work 
it about under water until a considerable portion of the 
starch has been removed. This lump of gluten before 
you may be stretched and drawn out in all directions;"so 
that when itis held between the eye and the light it some- 
what resemblesa piece of bleached muscle. Itis the mate- 
rial out of which animal muscle is manufactured. Che- 
mists assure us that protein is the basis of certain animal 
matters which bear the very same names as those sub- 
stances which are idered to be modifications of pro- 
tein in the vegetable kingdom. They believe animals have 
not that power which vegetabl sess, of originating 
protein; but that they appropriate it, either directly, by 
feeding on plants, orindirectly,by feeding onanimals whose 
flesh has been already organised from vegetable protein. 
There are certain animal products (as fat, for instance) 
which are composed only. of the three elements found 
in starch, &e. ; but these do not form the tissues of 
which their bodies are made up. It should seem, then, 
that whilst the membrane which forms the tissues of 
plants, is composed of only three elements, the tissues of 
animals are essentially composed of four. These 
tissues, in both kingdoms, include in their interstices or 
cells, a vast variety of compounds which they originate, 
either by effecting the organic combinations which have 
been alluded to, or by modifying such combinations 
when previously formed. Some organic compounds 
have minute proportions of phosphorus, sulphur, and 
other elements, as constituent and essential parts of 
their substance; but I have purposely abstained from. 
noticing these, as they form a very small per centage of 
the whole. I also omit the earthy matters de- 
posited in the form of bones, shells, &c. Some physio- 
logists consider that nitrogen must be assimilated di- 
rectly by animals, for the formation of their tissues; but 
I am not aware that they have sufficiently substan- 
tiated their views, to admit of their being put 
into successful opposition with the opinions of those 
chemists who have arrived at a contrary conclusion 
from evidence afforded them by an immense num- 
ber of experiments. These have been undertaken 
with a skill and perseverance which warrant our 
trusting them, until we shall be assured that still 
greater skill may have been displayed in advancing out 
knowledge of these deep mysteries of nature. 

If the tissues of animals are derived entirely from 
such protein as has been formed by vegetables, we must 
infer that starch and such other organic matters as cone 
tain no nitrogen, can be of no service in nourishing 
our bodies—restricting the meaning of the word “ nou- 
rishment” to the addition of fresh materials, either to 
inerease their substance or to replace portions whieh 

have been removed or wasted. It has also been fully 
demonstrated, that if animals are fed upon such organic 

| matters as starch, sugar, and gum, which contain only 

| 
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three elements, they speedily languish and die. And yet 
we must not conclude that such substances as these are 
useless or superfluous articles of food. The mere fact 
that starch forms the chief ingredient in all farinaceous 
food is sufficient to satisfy us that it must serve in some 
way to support life, though it may not be of any use in 
adding to the materiais or wnich the animal tissues are 
composed, 

(To be continued.) 

THE AMATEUR GARDENER. 
On Buppinc Roszs.—The season is so far advanced 

that it is necessary to dispatch at once all that has to be 
Said on this subject. As the form of the segment con- 
taining the bud to be inserted, and of the incision made 
in the stock to receive it, have often been figured in the 
Chronicle and other works on gardening, the reader is 
referred to those illustrations to teach him the mode of 
p ding t is ded, however, to the 
uninitiated to see the operation performed if possible, 
Or five minutes’ practical demonstration will convey 
More real instruction than hours of reading. As suc- 
cess depends more on an acquaintance with little 
minuti? than on a knowledge of the broad features 
of the operation, I shall proceed to enumerate those 
Particul whieh has taught me the 
value of. 1 

The incision in the bark is often made too long. As 
a principle, it must be remembered that a living struc- 
ture should be wounded as little as possible, as the larger 
the wound is, the greater will be the effort of nature re- 
Quisite to heal it. The transverse cut should be made first, 
and must vary in breadth according to the size of the 
bud to be inserted. The vertical incision may be about 
three-quarters of an inch. Besides, the reason indi- 
Cated above for being sparing in the use of the knife, 
there is another equally important; I mean, that the 
inserted bud and its accompanying section of bark will 
fit closer than where the cuts in the stock are so wide 
and long. I have seen some budders expose so much 
of the juicy substance beneath the bark, that it has 
been difficult to keep the bud in its place ; whereas, if 
the fit is tight, the bud adheres of itself, its denuded 
Parts are brought into close contact with the stem, and 
A juncture is rapidly formed. If the rule respecting 
Short incisions is admitted, it must apply also to the 
ud. I consider it bad for the bark connected 

with the bud ever to project beyond, or lap 
Over the transverse cut; for if it does so, it 
Will be necessary to cut it off, and in doing this there is 
a risk of still further lacerating the stock. I always 
€ut out a bud with about $ of an inch of bark adhering 
to it, and make the whole sink below the transverse 
Cut. Iam persuaded this plan has its advantages, for 
the top of the bark adhering to the bud is in this way 
Applied as closely to the stem as the bottom of it is. 

Preparing the bud is an important matter, as the 
Success of the operation depends more on this than on 
any other particuli. A clumsy eut may be overcome, 
and bad tying-up will yield to the formative power of 
Vegetable life ; but if the embryo branch is not rightly 
Managed, its embryo state will never be passed. At 
one time most of my buds failed; now failure is an ex- 
ception to the rule. I attribute this to the way the 
buds are prepared for insertion. If the branch from 
which they are cut is very succulent, I cut a very thin 
Slice, and insert the whole, without attempting to extract 
the woody part, which, in such instances, is scarcely 
formed. If the branch is older, and contains well. 
formed wood, I always allow a portion of it to remain. 
All doubt as to whether the bud is perfect is thus re- 
Moved, which is not always the case when the woody 
fibre is quite extracted. I believe that in many cases 
the base of the bud is too depressed to allow a close 
Junction with the stock, and it thus perishes’; while, by 
caving a portion of the wood, this catastrophe is guarded 

against, 

Fine bass is preferable to anything else for tying in 
the bud. That which is clear in its texture, and does 
Not easily break, is the best, and it should be moistened 
With the mouth before it is applied. I generally 
Use a piece about a third of an inch wide, 
and 14 inches long, which I find enough for 
Ordinary cases; it is difficult to conceive what end is 
contemplated by those who wrap the infant Rose-bud in 
Such heavy swaddling bands. At the same time, put 
Sufficient around the object of your care, above and 
below ; let it be tightly aud regularly applied, taking 
Care not to interfere with the projecting bud. I once 
employed a clever gardener to bud a number of Briars, 
2nd he chose lamb's wool for his work, which was ex- 
Pensive, and, as far as I could dissover, in no wa 

Superior to matting. At all events, few of the buds suc- 
ceeded, partly owing to the lateness of the season when 
they were inserted; and during the winter the Driars 
hada discouraging appearance, with their long winding- 
Sheets of black lamb's wool inelosing defeat and death. 

« Was compelled to apply to them the old proverb, 
Illos non flocci estimo ;? * I think them not worth 

the wool.” 
A very few days will show whether the operation has 

Succeeded ; for, if it has not, the bud will quickly 
Wither, When you have reason to think a juncture is 
formed, loosen the bandage a little, to allow the sap to 
firculate more freely. A portion of the Briar must be 
left until the bud begins to grow, or to become plumper, 
When it may be cut down to within two or three eyes. 
When the bud has become a shoot, the whole of the 
Stock may be cut down close to it. I hope the amateur 
will have this pleasing duty to perform very frequent y, 

and that he will be careful while cutting off the super- 
fluous Briar, not to knoek off the young branch, as is 

sometimes done.—H. B. 

HARDY SUCCULENTS. 
Amone the various groups of plants, there are, per- 

haps, few more deserving of notice than hardy succu- 
lents, inasmuch as they may be grown with sūčcess bv 
all classes of the community. They are plants which 
require very little attention ; so tenacious of life are 
they, that many of them will flourish in situations where 

rocks and exposed places being the situations in which 
they are generally found. Sedum acre, one of the most 
common Sfonecrops, is often met with in rural districts 
occupying the sill of the cottager’s window, in pots, 
growing, and flowering profusely. Sempervivum tecto- 
rum, the common Houseleek, is universally known to 
grow on the roofs of houses, and tops of walls, and 
generally passed by unnoticed ; but if the flowers be 
examined minutely they will be found to be “no less 
beautiful than they are curious in their structure.” 

For artificial rock-work, we have no other plants that 
will survive during summer in the crevices and hollows 
of stones, to give them a lively appearance. 

‘or growing in small vases, too, many species of 
Stonecrop are well adapted, such as Sedum Sieboldii, S. 
hybridum, S. collinum ; and even some of the smaller 
sorts, as S. album, S. villosum, and S. Forsterianum, 
have a good affect planted on the surface of large vases 
which may contain Fuchsias, or similar plants liable to 
become bare at bottom. Among the various species o! 
Stonecrop and Houseleek, there are some, such ‘as 
Sedum hexangulare and anglicum, which, although they 
naturally live in dry situations very much exposed, yet 
will succeed planted in moist places, provided they are 
not kept too wet in winter ; while on the other hand, 
were S. dasyphyllum or Sempervivum arachnoideum 
planted on the ground, they would soon perish; such, 
then, are the sorts best adapted for rocks exposed to 
the sun. 

For those that may be planted in soil, a mixture of 
peat and loam in about equal parts will be found suit- 
able; but for those which it may be desirable as well 
as necessary to plant upon stones, a somewhat different 
compost should be used. Many do not require much 
soil; still they must have something for the roots to 
take hold of, and that must be of such a nature as not 
to crumble off when dry, nor yet to be easily washed 
off by rain. For this good clay should be selected, sifted 
heath-mould, and cow-dung ; these in equal proportions, 
well beat up with water until they become like brick- 
layer's mortar, will answer the purpose. This may be 
laid on with a trowel, and the plants immediately 
planted. The operation should be done in March or 
the beginning of April, in order that the plants may be 
alittle established before the sun becomes powerful. 
As such plants generally grow in patches, in order to 
inerease them they only require to be divided. 

For those who may be desirous of obtaining such 
plants, the following list contains the names of species 
most commonly met with :— 
Sempervivum montanum Sedum glaucum 

p globiferum cæruleum 
soboliferum sempervivoides 

un 

» 
” » 

” » 4 ectorum 3) populifolium 
Penthorum sedoides » ternatum 
Umbilicus pendulinus s» ciliare 

» cruciatum rA erectus 

Sedum Sieboldii 5 spurium ~ 
» Forsterianum »  Telephium 

» pestre » acre 
»  hexangulare »  dasyphylum 
» Anglicum 5 hybridum 
»  reflexum s inum. 
» album » oppositifolium 
» villosum ,  Monregalense 

STATE OF THE POTATO CROP. 
Tue evidence already collected on this head is such 

as to show conctustveLy that the Potato disease is 

among us everywhere, in a more or less formidable 
state. Itis therefore useless to collect further infor- 
mation upon the subject, The melancholy Fact, so 
long denied or doubted, 1s ESTABLISHED beyond contro- 
versy. Henceforward we must limit the matter to be 
introduced into our pages to practical authenticated 
results, if any can be found. 

Home Correspondence. 
Fruit-Tree Borders——That turf from an old pasture 

is one of the best, if not the very best material that can 
be employed for a fruit-tree border, I believe most 
praetieal men will admit, and indeed from what has 
already appeared in your columns, it seems to be pretty 
generaly admitted. The objection to its use arises 
from the unwillingness usually felt to destroy that which, 
in most situations, is of such great value, and which, i 
destroyed, it may take a life-time to restore ; but by 
the following method this valuable article may be ob- 
tained without occasioning any permanent injury, or 

indeed any injury of long duration to the pasture from 

which it is taken. The remarks apply more particu- 

larly to the renovation of a worn-out border than to 

the original construction of a new one. Let the turves 

be cut from the old pasture in trenches, about the 

width of an ordinary spade. Let an interval of not less 

than 9 inches of the old turf be left between each trench 

undisturbed. These trenches must be afterwards filled 

up with^the earth dug from the old border, which 

though exhausted of matter essential to the healthy and 

no other plants will live, except Mosses and Lichens, à 

vigorous growth of fruit-t 
rich in vegetable matter, and well suited to the growth 

Those who have not witnessed the result of Grasses. 

si 
transferred from pots into the beds they are now grow- 
ing in, about the second week in June, and have made 

very strong and vigorous shoots, too much so, indeed, for 

any common frame. The only objection I find, is, that 
the leaves are very apt to scorch. I am growing some 

Beechwoods in the same range of pits, and whilst the 
leaves of the latter remain perfectly erect and uninjured, 
I fine those of the Ispahan, unless carefully shaded, 
burnt and drooping. I find also, that whilst the Ispa- 
han sets freely, I have great difficulty in getting the 

Beechwood to do so at all.—A. C. In a brick pit 

having two lights, each light 3 feet 3 inches wide, by 

8 feet long, I put four Melon-plants about the beginning 

of April, and I have cut from them the following : 
1 weighing when cut Ses. 205 

» » $e ue 
1 » » ues ib 8 
l 5» » 249-45 S RU 
2 5 » each6lbs. .. 12 0 

1 now growing on the Vine aaa 9 

7 

The above were of excellent flavour, the variety being 
scarlet-fleshed, with a, very thin rind, and ribbed, or 
what is called quartered; the shape was round. Its 
name I know not. I hope to have a second crop, having 
just trimmed the Vines with that view. I think you 
will agree with me that I have been exceedingly fortu- 
nate, especially when I inform you that they had not 
the least bottom-heat. But let me not be misunder- 
stood, for I intended they should have had it, and pre- 

pared my pits accordingly; but after two unsuccessful 
attempts to raise the heat (by stable manure) I could 
not ; it would not, and did not heat, owing I dare say 
to my bungling ; so I planted them, and allowed them 
to take their chance. — William Rayner, Surgeon, 
Uxbridge, August 4. 

Durability of the Wood of the Locust-tree.—In many 
instances the wood of the Locust-tree (Robinia’ Pseud- 

Acacia) may be advantageously substituted for other 

hard woods, not excepting Oak. The latter is, however, 

too often unfairly put to the test, even as regards the 
most important purpose for which it is employed. The 

value of its bark proves a vast temptation to fell the 

tree at the very worst season for the durability of its 

wood. If any one, for the sake of experiment, wishes 

to render a piece of wood in the most palatable condi- 

tion for worms, let him cut it when the sap has 

ascended, so that the bark will easily peel, in spring. 

In some cases it will soon crumble like a loaf, from 

which, in fact, its elements, and their arrangements, do 

not widely differ. Whether the Locust wood would 

excel the Oak, provided the latter were felled at the 

proper season, has, probably, not been fairly ascer- 

tained. The following notes relative to the duration of 

the Locust wood, or Robinia, have been made by M. 

Pepin, Jardin du Roi, Paris :—A number of trees were 

felled that had been planted from 40 to 45 years; but 

not more than one in five of those wheelwrights who 

came to purchase appreciated sufficiently the Locust, 

the others preferring Elm, Ultimately the Locust was 

sold to the person who knew its value, at one-third 

higher price than the Elm. ‘The purchaser found that 

spokes made of the wood in question lasted two sets of 

felloes, and were likely to answer for a third. Under 

equal circumstances of wear and tear, spokes made of 

Locust wood were perfectly sound, whilst those of Oak 

required to be replaced. M. Pepin further states that 
the ends of Locust gate-posts which had been in the soil 

for upwards of 40 years were still not deeayed. This 

sort of wood employed as feet, or supports, for chests 

made of Oak, proved sound, although the Oak planks in 

contact with them had been thrice renewed ; but Oal 

supports decayed simultaneously with the Oak planks 

composing the chests. Vine props of Locust wood are 

greatly esteemed.—||. 
Bees and Propolis.—Does “ M. H. C." recollect the 

position of the bee while in the act of removing propolis 
from the top of his hive, as noticed at p. 517 ; were the 
little balls formed by its mouth or the fore legs, as 
pollen is collected? Bees get propolis from buds of 
trees, &c.; but it is rather strange why it all smells nearly 
alike, from whatever quarter it is gathered, giving bee- 
hives a resinous aromatic scent in autumn. “C.” men- 
tions that he “never heard of propolis being worked 
over again ;” but as bees remove that substance about 
the inside of their hives, there can be no reason why they 
should not help themselves to it outside, in a similar 
way as Huber’s bees, from sticky Poplar buds pur- 
posely placed before his hives, When forming cells, 
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bees will likewise work crumbs of honey-combs over 
again. Mr. Payne, of Bury, mentioned this to me, and 
I have found the statement to be correct.— W. 
Mr Crosses Acarus (Acarus Crossei) —1 have read 

with pleasure Mr. Weekes's communieation (p. 517 
relating to the subject of the Acarus, which has excited 
so much interest, from its connection with certain s 
vanie éxperimenis made bv Andraz Crosse, Esq, of 
»rvommeld, and which is now known as the A. Crossei. 
He has done justice, but not more than justice, to b 

l and a 

the pairing season I am well aware, and am inclined to 
believe that such is the object of the woodpecker when 
thus employed. The point on which I seek for inform- 
ation is, the method adopted by so small an agent to 

) | enable it produce so great a sound. The retired shy- 
ness of this bird is a great obstacle to our hecoming in- 

telv Acquainted with its habits and economy.—J, 
Wighton. 

The Tea-tree.—Observing a query respecting the 
origin of the name of Tea-tree as applied to the Lycium 

character of this as a p p 
Christian. But it is not only that I may have the gra- 
tification of adding my humble testimony in favour of 
an estimable man and a most ingenious philosopher, 
that I solicit a little space in your columns, I wish also 
to state that the insect, so, far from being known only 
in the laboratory at Broomfield, as appears to be gene- 
rally supposed, is of frequent occurrence wherever a 
suitable nidus exists, or is made for it. It was in the 
autumn of 1837, that, by invitation from Andrew Crosse, 
I first saw the insects at his house ; and the opinion I then 
formed, and which I have ever since entertained, is, that 
the damp galvanic apparatus, together with the materials 
used, form a nidus adapted to their development from 
ova or germs, just as a diseased plant becomes a nidus 
for aphides ; the mode in which they are produced, or 
the way by which they are brought to the nidus remain- 
ing as unknown in the one ease asin the other. At 
the same time it oceurred to me that it was possible, 
perhaps probable, that in both cases electric influence 
vivified the ova, or in some way assisted in the deve- 
lopment of the insects; and that this development 
might be accelerated or retarded according as the 
electric influence, whether natural or artificial, were 
applied or withheld ; in the same way that the time of 
the development of all oviparous animals depends on the 
application of the stimulus required to vivify the 
eggs. With these views it’occurred to me whe- 
ther the Acari could not be made to appear 
simply by making the proper nidus for them, 
without the aid of the galvanic apparatus; and 
accordingly I made the very simple experiment 
of putting into a small glass vessel filled with water 
piece of common soap, choosing soap in preference to 
any other soluble substance because it contains potash, 
one of the materials used by Andrew Crosse. Another 
of the ingredients, silex, was contained in the substance 
of the glass vessel. I certainly had but little expecta- 
tion that from this experiment the Acari would appear, 
and it was therefore with surprise that 12 days after I 
saw one of them on the edge of the vessel. The next 
day three appeared, and afterwards a larger number. I 
informed Andrew Crosse of this result, and he came to 
see the Acari, and immediately said they were identical 
with those which had appeared about his apparatus. 
They have since been caused to appear by several ex- 
periments, if possible still more simple than my own, 
which have been made by one of my friends. He is of 
the opinion, not that the ova previously exist in any of 
the materials used, but that when a suitable pabulum is 
prepared, the insects come and feed upon it, and deposit 
their ova; and that in order to make this pabulum, 
nothing more is required: than to put an old piece of 
board in a rather damp place, and keep it constantly of 
the required degree of dampness. He remarks that 
the first action of the moisture is to produce mouldi- 
ness, or minute fungi, and he thinks it is these that the 
insects come to feed upon. The board may be kept 
damp, by placing on it a common flower pan filled with 
water, which would ooze slowly through its porous sub- 
Stance.— T. Clarke, junior, Halesleigh, Bridgewater. 

Malt Dust,—This hot weather has set us all to work 
to find the best materials to mulch trees, Roses, &c. I 
have found that Malt-dust spread about half an inch 
thick acted most perfectly in keeping in the moisture. 
After the first shower of rain, or the lieation of the 

p , I may mention that I have seen it stated 
in Loudon's * Arboretum Britannieum" that the Lycium 
and Tea-plant (Camellia) being on their introduction 
sent together to the Duke of Argyle, the names became 
aecidentally exchanged, whence Lycium obtained the 
appellation of the Duke of Argyle’s Tea-tree. This 
applied, however, to Lycium barbarum (the Willow- 
leaved Box-thorn) and not to Europeeum ; but the 
writer mentioned that the two so-called species were 
merely varieties, in his opinion.—S., Yarmouth, Aug. 5. 

The Herb Robert (Geranium Robertianum),—This 
is a plant not valued much for its beauty when hundreds 
of other more showy plants are in flower during the 
summer months, but in winter, flowers are more 
esteemed, and common things will be admired when 
blooming out of season. The above-named plant we 
found in full bloom in November last in a very in- 
teresting situation in an upland district of the country 
where few flowers were to be seen, but there it was as 
beautiful as if it had been midsummer. It was near a 
waterfall, the rising mist of it moistened the Marchantia 
polymorpha, and the common Golden Saxifrage, Chry- 
sosplenum oppositifolium, and the different green hues 
of these plants contrasted very well with the red 
flowers of the Geranium. It was growing in a northern 
aspect, but the flowers were protected from the frosts 
that had destroyed many favourites of the garden, by a 
piece of limestone rock projecting overit. Such simple 
lessons should not be forgotten by those who want to 
have late flowers ; and such places in pleasure-grounds 
would be more enlivened in winter if the seeds of native 
and other hardy flowering plants were sown at different 
seasons of the year, and the “ beautiful children of the 
glen and dell” would come in for a share of our notice 
when the flaunting flowers of the garden had taken an 
early adieu.— Peter Mackenzie. 

Large Foxglove.—Midway on the cliff between Hayle 
and St. Ives, Granite Range, I saw several Foxgloves, 
of unusual size, which has induced me to send the 
dimensions of one of the largest plants; the winter and 
spring were exceedingly mild, and the cliff faces the 
east. Length of stem, 6 feet 5 inches ; diameter at the 
base, 1} inches ; at the centre, 4 of an inch. Leaves, 
in number 53 ; length of the largest and its stalk, 2 ft.; 
breadth, 5 inches. Flowering branches, 10. Flowers 
on the stem, 174 ; and some not open. Flowers on the 
branches, 244—418; length of the largest flower, 
2 inches; diameter, }inches.—R, O. Millett, Penpol, 
Hayle, Cornwall. 

To Soften Hard Putty.—Obtain a quantity of the 
hottest dung and thereon place the lights to be repaired, 
then give them athick covering of hot dung. After having 
gone through the process of sweetening for a week, give 
the lights a hammering, and the putty will leave the 
bars quite clean.—R. S. W. 

Disease in Vegetables.—lt is to be feared that the 
late very hot weather and heavy rains will have an in- 
jurious effect on vegetation. Ash-leaved Kidney and 
Fox's pink seedling Potatoes taken up on the 10th inst. 
were found to be diseased, both in haulm and tuber, 
which a week before were quite sound, Kidney Beans 
onan east border became diseased both in leaf and fruit 
about the 11th inst ; while on the same border dwarf 
black negro purple-blossomed Kidney Beans from old 
Heals are quite sound. Dwarf yellow-blossomed and 
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watering-pot, it made a coat as close as felt, and the 
ground during the hottest weather was always quite 
moist underneath, and it is a very delicate stimulant as 
manure for the autumn digging in.—Dodman. 

A Netted Cantaloupe Melon, weighing 12 Ibs. 2 oz. 
irdupois), an i 6 inches in ei f 

and 12 inches in length, has been grown by Mr. Bean, 
gardener to J. B. Faviell, Esq., of Featherstone Hall, 
Pontefract, Yorkshire, in a span-roofed pit heated by 
hot water.— Arg. 11. 

Sound of the Woodpecker.—Perhaps some of your 
readers who take an interest in ornithology, will have 
the kindness to’ explain the manner in which the green 
woodpecker makes its peculiar noise in spring. I do 
not mean the jirking sound while in the act of boring in 
hard wood, nor the drumming when in pursuit of in- 
sects, but that running jarring noise, as if made by very 
sudden strokes of its beak upon vibrating bark. In 
vain have I watched this bird while so employed, whose 
voice or note has been justly com d to the laugh of 
the “wild man of the wood.” Mudie, who was a 
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the latter supposed to be the Canter- 
bury, much damaged.— Subscriber, North Shropshire. 

Potatoes on Peat Soil.—I planted three rows of Cups 
and Pink-eyed Potatoes in a peaty field—indeed, a 
drained bog—in the hope that I might, in that way, get 
sound seed if my general crop failed. I have examined 
them to-day (4th Aug.) and have found no part of them 
to be quite free from the brown spot on the leaf, and 
patches of them are blackened all over as if by frost : 
its progress is most rapid. It is since the close weather 
of the last 10 days, during which we have had much 
thunder and excessively forcing weather, that the dis- 
ease has developed itself. I could only find one tuber 
diseased. Some part of the field is pure peat, but in 
other places the clay has been partially mixed with the 
peat. Imay mention that I planted some Potatoes 
(about 2 acres) in October last, in the same field where 

at | roots, this is a mat 

my principal erop was planted on the 1st of May. The 
autumn-planted ones are fully three weeks in advance of 
the others, and have withstood the disease better, but I 
fear that they will not altogether eseape. However, 
there is the advantage of greater maturity before they 
become affected ; and if cutting off the tops saves the 

ial point in favour of autumn 
planting. Pink-eyes fail before Cups.— Henry R. Sand- 
bach, Hafodurws, near <Abergele.——Last year I 
planted a quantity of Potatoes upon peat in the lazy-bed 
fashion ; the variety was the Buffs ; there was an abun- 
dant crop, but the most of them were diseased, I ought 
to state, however, that the ground was partially shaded 
with trees, ^ In another portion of peaty soil a quantity 
of Potatoes were left in it during winter and part of 
the spring ; and as the ground was not required for 
early cropping they were allowed to grow, and by way 
of experiment, many of them were transplanted when 

the stems were more than a foot high ; they were lifted 
with the spade, and the ground in which they were 
planted was manured with rotten leaves; the digging 
and planting went on together. When a row of the 
plants was finished, it received a good watering from a 
watering-pot without the rose: Although the weather 

was hot when they were lifted, the leaves scarcely 
flagged. After the plants were established, and before 
they were earthed up, the ground received a sprinkling 
of guano. We planted them in three different varieties 
of soil, and at present (Aug. 7) they are all looking 
healthy, while the same variety that was planted from 
cut and whole Potatoes isgiving way.— Peter Mackenzie. 

In every ease, in this neighbourhood, Potatoes are 
quite as much diseased on peat as on any other kind of 
Soil Last year it was said that those grown on peat 
had eseaped, and high prices were given for them as 
sets ; but the produce from these proves to be quite as 
much affected as that from sets obtained from other 
quarters, the disease hibiting itself in 
blotches all over the haulm.— David Hackney, Her- 
mitage, Castle Connell, Limerick, 

Potato Crops in the North of Scotland.—l have 
examined, on foot, a large number of Potato fields 
about the head of Loch Lomond, and on both shores of 
Loch Tay, and down part of the river Tay, and in no 
single instance have found a field to be clear of the 
disease ; in many of them it is very far advanced. At 
Inverarnan, at the head. of Loch Lomond, more than 
a third of the Potatoes dug up for use in the inn were 
stated by the cook to be in too diseased a state to be 
sent to table. In all the fields the disease showed 
itself on the foliage in the form of decaying blotches 
having a mouldy look, and seems to have attacked the 
tubers and foliage at about the same time, viz., within 
the last week or 10 days. In addition to the above 
careful inspection, I saw numerous fields of Potatoes 
from a coach-top throughout the country traversed 
between Loch Lomond, Killin, Kenmore, Dunkeld, 
Perth, Queen’s Ferry, and Edinburgh, and in every 
field other passengers, as well as myself, saw clearly 
that the foliage of the Potato was attacked by the 
disease ; some fields looked quite black, as if burned. 
The disease seems exactly the same as that of last year 
in England, but which does not seem, as I learned from 
the farmers, to have been very destructive in the above 
districts at that time. It now threatens an almost total 
destruction of the crop ; the people themselves look 
upon it as “a judgment of Providence,’ or “the 
seventh woe.”— Charles C. Babington, St. John’s 
College, Cambridge. 

Foreign Correspondence. 
Jamaica, July 6.—1 was much struck with an article 

in the Number dated May 30, which mentions that an 
alarm has arisen among some of your correspondents as 
to the state of various kinds of plants, in which they 
think that symptoms of unusual disease are appearing, 
and they are apprehensive lest such general affection in 
the;vegetable world should be forerunners of like 
plagues inthe animal—an apprehension you end d 
to repel. It isdevoutly to be hoped that time will show 
such alarm to be groundless ; but I fear it. There has 
been 'a disease among the Cocoes for more than two 
years in this district ; to the eye, the leaves and head 
appear sound, yet on breaking they prove rotten and 
unfit for planting; of which I hear the negroes com- 
plaining, as it forms a principal article of their general 
provisions. ‘The Yam season has not yet commenced, 
so little can be said of them ; but complaints are made 
that the Plantain-trees are beginning to show disease. 
he Mangoes are failing generally in this district,which 

may partly be accounted for by the drought, as also the 
pp [^ d-fruit. A gentl lately 

pointed out to me several Pimento-trees, which have 
become completely blighted, though I have not heard as 
yet of such being the case elsewhere. The Potato- 
murrain has been truly designated mysterious, and if 
such unusual diseases appear in the vegetable kingdom 
throughout various parts of the globe, it may rationally 
create alarm that some malignant agency is abroad, pro- 
bably through the intervention of the atmosphere.— 

Country Shows. 
Nottingham Horticultural Society, July 29.—At 

this, the third Exhibition for the season, the following 
prizes were awarded :— CARNATIONS (12 blooms): 1, 
Mr. Taylor, for Twitchett’s Don John, Ely’s Lord 
Milton, Earl of Leicester, Taylor’s Lord Byron, Belle- 
rophon, Orson’s Rob Roy, Ely’s Mango, Ely’s Jolly 
Dragoon, and four seedlings; 2, Mr. Gibbons, for 
Prince Albert, Ely’s King, Addenbrook’s Lydia, 
Brown’s Village Maid, Greasley’s Village Maid, Lord 
Brougham, Fair Flora, Hufton’s Rosea, Chadwick’s 
Brilliant, Walliss Beauty of Cradley, and Ely’s Lady 
Ely; 3, Mr. Staton, for Golding’s Satirist, Harvey’s 
Conqueror, Buckwell’s Earl Fitzhardinge, Brown's Vil- 
lage Maid, Ely's Lord Milton, Ely's Lovely Ann, Tom- 
lyws Briseis, Turner's Charlotte, Brabbin’s Squire 
Meynell, Ely's King of Searlets, Martin's President, 
and Hufton's Rosea. Scarlet Bizarres : 1, Twitchett’s 
Don John, Mr. Taylor. Crimson Bigarres: 1, Lord 
Milton, Mr. Buswell. Purple Bizarres: 1, Seedlings 
Mr. Taylor. Scarlet Flakes: 1, Madame Mara, Mr. 
Taylor. Purple Flakes: 1, Taylor’s Byron, Mr. 
Taylor; 2, Bellerophon, Mr, Hutchinson. PicoTEES 
(12 blooms) : 1, Mr. Taylor, for Sir William Middleton, 
Vespasian, Hero of Nottingham, Plus Perfect, Nulli 
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Seeundus, Seedling, Grace Darling, Lee's Mary, Sher. 
Wood Forester, Green's Queen, and Diana; 2, Mr. 
Gibbons, for Victoria, Wildman's Isabella, Sharp’s In- 
vincible, Green's Victoria, Ely’s Favourite, Wood's 
Lady St. John, Sir William Middleton, Hope, Wood’s 
Victoria, Wilson's Pluperfect, Wilmer's Agnes, and 
Cornelius; 3, Mr. Staton, for Ely's Mrs. Bosville, 
harp's Hector and Agitator, Brinkley's Hope, Barren- 

ger’s Unique, Josephine, and Hebe, Fleteher's Ne plus 
Ultra, Hudson's Madeline, Marris's Lady Sale and Morn- 
ing Star, and Matthews’ Enchantress. Heavy-edged red : 
l, Cornelius, Mr. Buswell. Liyht-edged purple: 1, 
Mr. Hardy ; Marchi of i avr. 
uswell. JZeavy-edged rose: 1, Green's Queen, Mr. 

Taylor; 2, King of Roses, Mr. Buswell Light-edged 
: tose: 1, Wilmer's Princess Royal, Mr. Hutchinson. 
Yellow-ground :, 1, Seedling, Mr. Staton. 20. Pansies : 
2, Mr. Staton, for Pearson’s Milton and Magrath, 
Staton’s Fairy Queen and Mountain Sylph, Lee's Tacitus, 
Bride, and La Douell, Gibbons’ Sovereign and Prince 
of Orange, and 15 seedlings. PrrARGONIUMS.—], Queen 
of the Isies, A. Lowe, Esq. Orchids: Cypripedium 
insigne, Messrs. Pearson. Stove plants: A. Lowe, 
Esq., for Vinea alba and rosea, Gloxinia hirsuta, and 
Rondeletia speciosa. Single specimens: 1, Russelia 
Juncea, A. Lowe, Esq. Stove Ferns: J. Riley, Esq., 
for A jch alcicorne, Nephrodi ltatum, N. 
Patens, Gymnogramma sulphurea, Pteris chinensis, 
Adiantum hispidulum, Polypodium pinnatum, P. crassi- 
folium, juglandifoli G g artarea. 
Greenhouse plants: 1, A. Lowe, Esq., for: Swainsona 
Tubra, Pentas carnea, Martynia fragrans, Crassula 
Coccinea and grandiflora ; 2, Captain Legard, for Swain- 
Sonia purpurea, Gloxinia rubra and speciosa, Achimenes 
grandiflora. Single specimens: 1, Humea elegans, A. 
Owe, Esq.; 2, Campanula grandiflora, G. A. Beard- 

More, Esq. Fuchsias: 1, Messrs. Pearson, for Achilles, 
earl, Eximea, Norfolk Hero, and Edina ; 2, Captain 

Legard, for Eppsii, Exoniensis, Magnifica, Lowryii, and 
a Seedling ; 3, A. Lowe, Esq., for Serratifolia, Cassan- 

ta, Mrs. Fry, Bride of Venice. Single specimens : 
1, Exoniensis, Messrs. Pearson ; 2, Eppsii, Captain 
egard; 3, Pearl, Mr. Shilton; 4, Goldfinch, Mr. 
right. Calceolaria : Lady Constable, Mr. Hopewell. 

Ericas : A. Lowe, Esq., for Juliana, gemmifera, Hart- 
nelii, ampullacea, vestita coccinea, andampullacea vestita. 
ingle specimen: Juliana, A. Lowe, Esq. Greenhouse 

Climbers: Mx. Shilton, for Maurandya Barclayana, 
Thunbergia alata and ti Brachy iberidi- 
fola, Petwnias: 1, A. Lowe, Esq., for Prince Albert, 
Queen of May, Cupid, Punetata, and Arrah Neil; 2 
Mr, Edwards, for Kentish Beauty, Constellation, Gem. 
Hebe, Bicolor Grandiflora, Eliza, and Grandissima. 
Hardy Herbaceous plants: 1, Messrs. Pearson, for 
Ucea filimentosa, Aconitum grandiflorum, Phlox omni- 
Ee XEnothera splendens, Delphinium grandiflorum, 

pira variegata. Hardy Evergreens: My. Shilton, 
Aucuba japonica, Andromeda polifolia, Arbor-vitæ, 

and Ledum buxifolium.—JVottingham Journal. 

WMebiehos. 
Choix de Plantes dela Nouvelle Zélande, Recueillies et 

décrites par M. Raoul. 4to. Paris. 1846. 
Tus is one of those beautiful books on natural history 
which have, from time to time, been published at the 
expense of the French Government. It forms a thin 
quarto volume, with 30 exquisite drawings, very artisti- 
cally as well as scientifically drawn, by M. Rioereux, 
charmingly engraved by Mademoiselle Taillant, and 
rendered of great value by the admirable analyses of M. 
Decaisne, who has much assisted the author, and to 
Whom we owe our copy of the book. 

M. Raoul was surgeon on board the Aube corvette, 
Sent to New Zealand by the French Ministry in 1840. 
He visited the Bay of Islands on two occasions, and 
Passed a long time in Banks's Peninsula, whence the 
Most important part of the materials for the present 
Work were derived. The letter-press, which is entirely 
technical, includes a complete catalogue of all the 
Plants hitherto discovered in New Zealand, which is 
extremely useful to naturalists. 

os 

AN interval of leisure permits us to examine some 
Months’ accumulation of New Books, among which the 
following may interest our readers. 

NGER has published a short introduction to botany 
Under the name of Grundzüge der Anatomie and Phy- 
Stologie der Pflanzen, 8vo, pp. 131. This should be 
translated.— Dr. Joseph Hooker's beautiful work, The 
Botany of the Antarctic Voyage (see p. 440, 1844) has 
reached the 18th number, and contains figures of many 
Most remarkable plants, such as the Antaretie Beeches, 
the Tussac Grass, and the Kerguelen's Land Cabbage, 

& b 

3 

Noticed at p. 411 of this Journal, to which m 
added an elaborate account of the singular p: of 
S. Chili, called Myzodendra.—Mr. Hinds's 
the Sulphur is completed with the 6th part.— Gilberts 
Modern Atlas for the People is a very neatly execu 
Work, and extremely cheap. We reeommend it to those 
Who cannot afford more costly publications.—Professor 
Moritzi has published a catalogue of the Java plant: 

Theodor Nees v. 
e Germanice, Con- 

Endlicher, 
Esenbeck’s Genera Planta 

i Putterli just 

-Walpers has published his Animadversiones 
in Leguminosas Capenses Herbarii Reg 
; a collection of evidence useful to systematists 

Sand to no one else.—The Voyage Botanique le long 

linensis 

Botany of 

des céles seplentrionales de la Norvège, by Ch. Martins, 

is full of talent and interest. He was the botanist to 

the Recherche surveying ship, and had good opportu- 

nities of observation, which he knew how to use. It 

forms an 8vo of 138 pages.— Charles Pres] has published 

in 4to a supplement to his Pteridographia, containing 

13 new genera, and many new species, —Mr. Bentham 

has pleted his Plante Har iane, part 2, which 

now reaches page 203. 

New Garden Plants. 
44. Berperis FonrUNi. Mr. Fortune’s Berberry. 

Hardy Shrub. (Berberids.*) Gardens North of 

China. , 
At present we know of but one pinnated Berberry from 

the north-east of Asia, a plant called by Thunberg an 

Ilex, and reduced to the false genus Mahonia by De 

Candolle. Mr. Fortune has added another, which seems 

to be quite unlike the B. japonica in the form of its 
leaflets, for Thunberg describes them in the latter as 

being ovate and but an lj inch long, whereas in this 

they are narrowly lanceolate, and fully 4 inches long. 

It is obvious also that the details of the inflorescence 

of the two are very different. This species forms a 

deep green smooth bush, with from three to four pairs 
of leaflets, and an odd one to each leaf, The leaflets 

are about 4 inches long, narrowly | lat i 

ES being able to e ally banish them from my place 
altogether.— Edward Guthridge, Carres Vicw, Sligo s 

in the Irish Farmers’ Journal. 
The Biscuit Root.—By the first rays of the warm 

sun in March or April, this humble useful plant emerges 
from the sand. In about two or three weeks, the plant 

isin bloom. ‘This is the time when the Indians, espe- 

cially the Saptonas and Spokans, turn out to gather its 

delicate tubers ; which are commonly of the size of a 

small Walnut, somewhat bread-shaped, but then they 

are atleast three to four years old, far inferior to the 

thin spindle-form two-year old tender tubers. The 

substance is farinaceous, snowy-white, and in the young 

tubers not entirely insipid. Like many of the tuberous 

plants in Oregon, this also bas a very short time for 

vegetating above ground, for in three weeks after 

flowering, the wind sweeps already the dry stalks over 

the plains. These tuberous Ferulz are to the Indians 

here the same as the Cymopteri on the Platte are to 
the Pawnees in Missouri territory. Another and more 

remarkable species of Ferula, is the “ Pooh-pooh Root 2 

of the Spokans, whieh I never met growing myself ; 

and only know from what I could see from a few dried 
leaves, I found that it must be more than twice the size 

of the former, and according to all descriptions a rare 

plant. The tubers: are of the size of a small Potato, 
hat b: 

with shallow distinet spiny serratures. The veins are 
scarcely visible on the upper side, and very slightly 

prominent on the under. As the plant only reached 

the garden in April last, no flowers have been seen ; but 

it appears from Mr. Fortune's dried speeimens, that 

they appear in terminal panicled racemes less than half 

the length of the leaflets. The flowers are small, 
closely arranged, and of a yellow colour. Mr. Fortune 

has furnished the following memorandum concerning 

it:—' This species is an evergreen bush, with pretty 

pinnated and serrated leaves of a dark green colour, 

and grows generally from 2 to 4 feet high in the north 
of China, where it flowers in the autumn months. It 

produces its flowers both from points of the young 

shoots and from the sides of the old stems ; the spikes 

are short, generally six or seven together, and tho 

colour of the flowers is yellow, which contrasts well 

with the deep green leaves. It was found in a nur- 

sery garden near the city of Shanghae, in the north 

of China. In all probability it is an inhabitant of those 

provinces which are several degrees farther north than 
eangsoo, in which Shanghae is situated, for it is ex- 

tremely rare in this part of China, and evidently not 

indigenous to it. If this be the case, there can be little 

doubt that it will be perfectly hardy in Europe, and 

will be a very nice addition to our collections of hardy 

evergreens. It will grow well enough in any common 

garden soil, and I dare say will be found to be easily 

propagated either by cuttings or layers. It would be a 

good plant for a rockwork, or for a small neat garden 

where large st: ing shrubs are itable,’—Journal 

of Hort. Soc. 

45. CLEMATIS HEXASEPALA.  Six-sepaled Clematis. 

Greenhouse Shrub. (Crowfoots.*) New Zealand. 

This is a little twining plant, with shining nearly smooth 

ternate or biternate leaves, whose petioles twine round 

any small body with which they may come in contact 

The leaflets are cordate—ovate, coarsely serrated, and 

often three-lobed. The flowers are small, pale green, 

very sweet scented, and appear in 3s or 48 from the 

axils of the leaves. Their stalks are long and hairy, and 

each has a pair of small bracts below the middle. The 

sepals are very uniformly six in number, of a narrowly 

oblong form, and spreading so as to form a small green 

star. Contrary to the usual structure of the genus, the 

stamens are constantly six only in number, and about 

half as long as the sepals. It is a hardy greenhouse 

plant, requiring a light loamy soil to grow in, and is 
easily inereased by cuttings of the half ripened wood. 

It only requires the protection of a cold pit or frame 

during winter, and flowers abundantly in April. 
Although its blossoms are green and inconspicuous, itis 

far from an unimportant species, on account of its 

blooming freely, and being very sweet scented.— Journal 
of Hort. Soc. 

Miscellaneous. 
Sale of Orchids.—On Wednesday last a fresh impor- 

tation from the southern coast of Mexico was brought 

to the hammer by Messrs. Stevens. The number of 

lots was 205, and on this occasion the highest sum re- 

ceived was two guineas for two large plants of a Cyrto- 

chilum ; the same sum was also realised for a supposed 

new species of Cattleya ; two plants of Lelia furfuracea, 

and two of Epidendrum vitellinum, fetched altogether 

1L. 4s. Plants of the sweet-smelling deep-yellow flowered 

Cypripedium irapeanum of Mr. Hartweg, were sold for 

l4 each ; but others fetched only 17s. Other prices 

were as follow :— Four plants of Cyrtochilum, 30s. each 3 

a supposed n ies: of Lelia, 13s. 5 attleya 
lossum, 
num, 16 

s, and two of 
Other priees 

nd finally two p D same specie 
Lelia albida, altoget 5 ht 15s. 

Phosphorie Hat P. n.—From long experience I 

never found so effectual a remedy as the Phosphc 

Compound. I have not had one since Į used it, which 

I think is more than six months. I do app end a 

visit from them again when the harvest is gathered in ; 

but I have some waiting for them, and I have no doubt 

* See Lindley's “ Vegetable Kingdom " for an explanation of 
these terms, 

but ped, and contain, as the former, 

a white farinaceous substance, which has a rather 

strong, but pleasant aromatic odour and taste, resem- 

bling citron, which they keep for more than a year. 

The Indians gather them in but small quantities, and 

file them on strings. It would be well for future 

botanists to get tubers and seeds for planting, as it 

would be a great acquisition for our kitchen-gardens.— 

Geyer in London Journal of Botany. 

Calendar of Operations. 
(For the ensuing Week.) 

Storing Soils.—The end of August, or early part of 

September, is, I conceive, the most eligible time in the 

whole year to procure and carefully store the loams, 

&c., necessary for special purposes, during the next 

year. A good loam should be uniform in colour, rather 
tenacious, and containing a fair proportion of fine and 

sharp sand; rendering it somewhat unctuous when 

squeezed between the fingers. It should, however, not 

cake together too much on pressure. The more Grass 

or other rank herbage it contains, the better. It should 

be dug in a dry state; for if handled when wet, its 

porosity, and consequently its power for transmitting 

moisture, and receiving atmospheric influences, will be 

in a considerable degree rendered nugatory. When 

removed to the compost-yard, it should be piled up in 
narrow ridges, about 4 feet wide at the base, and as 

high as possible. If carefully placed, it will exclude 

much rain; it is, however, an excellent plan to place 

thatched portable hurdles against it; these may be 

removed in fine and settled weather for the purposes of 

aeration. When it has been in the compost yard for a 

few months it will be found in excellent order for use, 

being in fact what gardeners term “mellow.” From 

the compost-yard it should be removed to the potting- 

shed, in moderate quantities at a time ; for if it lays too 

long there, it becomes desiccated, and in this state it is not 

roper for composts. By the use of the thatched y- 

dles there need be no particular hurry in housing it} in 

doing this it should be cut down with a perpendicu'ar 

facing, and cleared thoroughly, in order that so precious 

a material may not be needlessly wasted. 
CONSERVATORIES, STOVE, &c. 

The drenching storms which have been so prevalen; 
and general of late will begin to cause a little anxiety 

amongst plant-growers, as to the condition at root of 

some of the New Holland tribes, Ericas, &e., which are 

placed out of doors. These matters are a severe test 

of the efücacy of various modes of drainage, and fre- 

quently teach the young beginner a serious lesson. Cold 

its or frames will soon be in request, if at hand, if such 

weather should continue. Common structures of this 

kind are after all much safer when placed under proper 

regulations, than trusting tender or young stock to the 

mercy of the elements, unprotected. Stove and Orchids. 

—Little fresh ean be added here at present. Take 

every means in due time to harden, or rather ripen the 

growths already made; it is rather too late to defer this 

until September. Give air very freely indeed at all 

times; more especially when the warmth of the natural 

atmosphere is a guarantee. Nevertheless, shut up 

abundance of solar heat, with a good amount of atmo- 

spheric moisture betimes in the afternoon. Mixed 

Greenhouse.— Keep an eye on the remarks in the Con- 

servatory and Stove sections ; and give every attention 

to flowers for a late display. Everything intended for 

this purpose should be thoroughly established in the 

pot ; late shifting will never answer here. 
KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING. 

Pines.—Where tan is in use for bottom-heat, see 

at it is renewed in due time, so as to maintain a 
Stir frequently, and 

noon, if time permit, 

a brisk atmospheric heat at this period with 

of Pines, and sée that th 

have abundance of 

weather is so very wet, fires s 

lighted to the late 
the heat, but to p 

ld be occasionally. 
; not, however, to increase 

mote dryness of osphere. Apply 

sulphur to the pider may 

| gain a footing.  JMelons.— Keep up a comfortable 

warmth through the whole body of the bed to the late 

[swelling Melons; it is impossible to command success 
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without some degree of bottom-heat. ‘I'he neglect of 
this is one fertile source of the prevalence of thrips and 
red spider. A torpid action of root, by withholding the 

ine 
e; alight rain at night 

9—Cloudy and fine; very fine; densely overcast 

watery juices, increases the richness of the fluids exist- 
ing in the leaves, which are then precisely the best 
food for these destructive pests. 

KITCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD. ty 
This week will be pregnant with business tothe kitchen 

gardener. All open ground having been duly filled 
with the various Brassiens, attention should be instantly 
iven to Celery. The late erops of this should be got 

in forthwith ; and the early erops carefully soiled. The 
following things must be sown directly :— Cabbage for 
main crops of next summer ; Spinach, the prickly for 
supplying the table from November until next May ; 
Onions, the Welch and Deptford, for drawing 
young through the winter, also for transplant- 
ing in March for bulbing ; Radishes, and the various 
cresses, for autumn use ; a little Corn Salad, and a little 
Chervil. Continue to plant elevated beds, well manured, 
with Endive ; some should be so contrived as to receive 
hoops and mats, or other covers, in winter. Let all 
forward Onions be laid immediately, in order to get 
them shortly off the ground; which should then be 
manured, and filled with Coleworts, in rows 15 inches 
apart, allowing 10 ins. between the plants. Take all care 
of the late Marrowfat Peas ; let them have the best of 
sticks, and be sure to top them when they reach the 
point of the sticks. If any of the Parsley is getting too 
ross and forward, let a portion be mowed down 
orthwith ; this is an old plan, but a very excellent one. 
A top-dressing of soot, blended with dry soil, ashes, or 
sawdust, may be instantly applied ; this will produce 
fine young Parsley for garnishing by October, and of a 
better colour than the older leaves, Dress Tomatoes, 
and see that all herbs are housed, and the Chamomile 
flowers picked, when absolutely dry. 

FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES. 
Propagation, by cuttings, is now a most important 

business in this department. If time can possibly be 
spared, let theré be no delay in this respect ; not only 
mass flowers, but many in the mixed beds or borders, 
require to be annually propagated, in order to ensure a 
continuance of them. Such are sometimes termed im- 
perfect perennials, of" which instances may be adduced 
in such plants as the Pentstemon campanulatum and its 
varieties. The Chelone barbata (still a useful thing), 
the Antirrhinums in great variety, the Coreopsis lanceo- 
lata, auriculata, and, better still, the grandiflora ; 
the Mimulas atro-roseus, too, requires looking after, and 
deserves it. Many of these are old things, but they are 
Still useful in contributing to the general effect, at least. 
Cuttings of the Pentstemon gentianoides should be se- 
cured betimes ; if well established, they will flower, I 
think, sooner than seedlings. "The half-shrubby Calceo- 

ias must be-thought of ; and such climbers as the d 1 hodoch ya, the p P 5 , &c.5 as 
before observed, tliey should be well established in their 
store-pots before winter. Ten-week Stocks may be 
sown for pots; and a little Mignonette every week, 
wntil the end of August, for pots. Let Rose-bud. 
ding proceed; and for common purposes I would 
recommend such as the old Crimson Perpetual, 
the Bourbon Queen, Phoenix, Armosa, Lafayette, 
Aimée Vibert, &e. These, although not of the exhi- 
bi class, are nevertheless most usefal about the 
pleasure-ground of a country seat, 

FLORISTS’ FLOWERS. 
Carnations and Picote-s.—All the early layers will 

now be ready to take off. They may be potted singly 
in pint pots, and gently watered to settle the soil ; when 
dry they should be put in a close cold frame for three 
or four days till they have emitted fresh roots, when 
they may gradually be inured to the air; after having 
taken root the pots should not be allowed to get 
drenched or soddened with wet, though they should be 
exposed to the air as much as possible, A good plan is to 
remove the pots, when ready, from the frame, placing 
them on a layer of coal-ashes to prevent the ingress of 
worms, &c., and throwing a covering of calico over them 
when the weather is too hot or in very heavy rain. B. 
this means they will be well established and hardened 
previous to being removed into their winter quarters. 
Pinks.— Continue to plant out rooted pipings, shading 
and watering as occasion requires. Look well to your 
seed, which, with that of Carnations and Picotees, pro- 
mises to be abundant. Dahlias.—New or scarce sorts 
may be propagated by cuttings in a brisk heat. These 
make good pot roots. Trap earwigs by placing small 
pots, half filled with dry Moss, on the tops of the sticks, 
and remove all imperfect buds as they appear. Tulips. 
—Attend to the preparation of the offset bed, and regu- 
late all small bulbs for planting. 

TTAGERS’ GARDENS. 
Little can be added here which at present is not con- 

tained in the Kitehen Garden portion. Let the cottager 
Still persist in filling up every blank. The Onions may 

e; 
10—Very fine, with light clouds; overcas 
11—E. éingly fine throughout; rain at night 
12—Rain; cloudy; fina in afternoon ; 
13- Cloudy; besvy rain; clear and fine at night. 

Mean temperature of the week 1 deg. above the average. 

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 20 years, for the 
ensulug Week ending Aug 22, 1846. 

1812—thezm, 92 ; and the lowest on the 20.h, 1839 

Monsters—. 

Porarors—Xy—We regard the idea that the disease is caused 

Potato Srep—Sub—Seed produced by healthy plants from 

be laid forthwith, cleared off in a week, and replaced by 
early Dutch Turnips or some strong Greens. Keep an 
eye to the Kitchen Garden portion of the Calendar. 

the week onding Ang. 12, 1846, as. 
ra] Garden, Chiswick 

State of the Weather noar London, fo observedat the Hor: 
M aon's E BAROMWBTER. 

Max. | Min 
9. 

Ke. 
o je 
18 | 
17 | 
18 7 | 
19 0.039 | 
20 80.033 | 
& 39.692 

29.887 Average 

| No, of | Greatest Aver. | Aver. PF Aug. |Highest Lowest mean] spaza a | quantity |; li. 
kaa ea a, Rained. | Of Rata. ^ 

m. 16) Tht | set (s 4 9 58 in. E. aaj Bi +| s 
Mon. 17| 78. 8 | 627 94 =; 1| 1| 3 2 
Tuss.18| 739 | 500 |619 9 933 |ia] aj 1l 3) al 4| 1 
Wed. 19| 73.5 | 516 | 625 9 042. |— 1] 2 1] 1| 6| 6| a l'hur.20| 73.8 | 51.9 | 626 7 0.18 M dm 5| 2| 9| 2 
ri. 91| 740 49.7 | 609 7 0.62 $1 144/62 

Sat. 22| 709 524 | 61.7 9 — 2 | ‘| b| 7 1 

The highest temperature during the bove period occurred on the 18,h, 
therm. 37°, 

Wotices to Correspondents, 
Post-orrice Onprns—In order to obviate the inconveniences 
which are now constantly being experienced by parties who 
wish to remit sma'l sums to th 

sent t em. 
The Fourth Reprint of Mr. PAXTON'S COTTAGERS? CALEN- 

R is now ready, price 3d. each copy. 
added. 

e your views for our 
private information, we shall be happy to receive them. In 
order to carry out your object, supposing it to bo advisable, we suspect that further evidence would be required ; for we 
do not find exactly what is necessary to such an argument as 
you would raise among our Parliamentary pape: 

GrAsS—H-—We fear that there is not so much importance in the angle of a glass roof as you imagine; for upright sashes 
are smashed as well as those at a low angle. The glass 
cutters and glaziers are at their old tricks again, asking 2s. 9d. and 1s. 1d. for glass not worth more than 1s, 3d. an 

We also find them clinging to the mystifi- which is a mere invention for the pur- 

people. 
glass must be sold by tariff; but that is quite another m 

—Compton—Any lean-to, facing east, west, or 
south, will grow Pelargoniums. All that is necessary is 
shelter, light, artificial heat, and good management. 
NSECTS—C P—Can you obtain any wood-ashes ? If you can, 
cover the beds before they are trenched, and afterwards 
sprinkle salt or water with a solution of salt, and then lay some Cabbage leaves under tiles as traps, to ascertain if the plan be successful. Should anyremain alive repeat the salt. 
ing, and tell us the result. /7.———4 X— Your only chance of destroying the thrips is to persevere at intervals with fumiga- 
tions of sulphur. They cannot resist this remedy, which I have tested. R.—J C X—Your flies arenamed Hemerobius 
nervosus, Please to tell us what plant they were found upon. Tt.——7J W—The glow-worm will feed upon snails, I believe, Your rare butterfly is annessa Antiopa probably. The 
other zoological question I cannot answer. R. 
AMES OF PLANTS—J C I—Stanhopea insignis.— We—The 
Fern-leaved Beech, a variety of the common Beech,-——A1 
-Amateur—How can you suppose your plants to be Clianthi ? 
they are the common white and purple Swainsona galegifolia, Quamoclit. — Geo Castle — Atriphlex 
Halimus.——JK— Adiantum melonacaulon. Both your plants are perfectly hardy ; the Aralia has probably suffered from the heat and dryness; it likes a rich, damp, well-drained place. ——A Young Student—1. Polypodium glaucum. 4 minable; it has no fruit. '**Hooker's Species Filicum ; 
“Pfeiffer on Cacti;” if you are sufficiently acquainted with botanical terms as to use such books. 

—Your Fuchsia is in that singular condition 
when the anthers are changing into spoon-shaped petals, by 

z 

— —Ipomæa 

OnaNGr-rREES—C D—You may form the sides of your hiber- natory with boards, for there will be light enough for the 
s in winter through the sashes ; and an Arnott stove willrepel frost. Camellias may be kept in the same place. 

If, however, you desire to grow them in the winter or early 
spring, then, in that case, front lights are necessary. Nor 

m you preserve in such a hibernatory Azaleas or Epacris 8, for they require plenty of aération and light; if the latter arc 
to be grown you should have end glass as we 

by insects, extremely wild. Where is there any evidence in 
support of it? We have already printed Mr. Barnes’s state- ment on the subject, and cannot afford that speculation any 
further room. Pulling up the haulm has the most reputation as a means of mitigating the disease ; but we will not answer 
for it. What is the rationale of the practice? We have 
already mentioned it (see p. 499), — 1 D—Y our specimen is 
i ni ‘able state; but itis not quite like the usual disease. 
It is, however, impossible to say much of specimens crushed 
in cotton wool, 

which the tubers have been removed, and the flowers hybridised is, perhaps, the best; but large ripe Plums col. 
lected from the healthiest plants will answer equall. well. They may be spread on a dry lof: until they become shrivelled 
and then mixed with twice their bulk of fine peat or sand, turning the whole over occasionally until the pulp becomes dry and mixed with the peat or sand, in which the seeds will 
keep good for four or five years. The plan of washing the seed out of tke shrivelled Plum, and thoroughly drying it, 
also answers perfectly ; and, suspended in bags in a dr; 
situation, it will keep good for a long time, more especially 
if the slime has not been too much rubbed off in the opera- 
tion of washing. Care must be taken, however, to keep i 
from mice, as they i As much clean seed may are fond of it, 
be sent by post for 4d, as will grow plants for about an acre 
of ground. 

SEEDLING RANUNCULUSES—H IL—We find no difficulty in pre- 

1 thousands in this manner, and at the proper 
s, and bloomed very 

satisfactorily. hey may also be kept in the usual way, 
aking them up, and storing in any situation of equable 
temperature, avoiding those which are dry or damp.— W. 

season they wer 

PnLoxEs—. J— 

SrRAWBERXIES—Spade— Certainly: lime your land well if it is 
fullof worms and slugs. Quick-lime will do no harm to the 
lants. 

So PRUNING—A S—From thé description you give of 
your Pear-trees, trained as concave dwarfs, it appears they 
are in good condition. From the circumstance of the shoots 
having been shortened every year, whilst those of the present 

ason are nearly 3 feet in length and very strong, it may be 
inferred that the shortening alluded to was such as comes 

All those strong shoots should have been 
stopped by cutting 2 or 3 inches off their ends in June; but 
as this has not been done, you may now cut off 6 inches ; and 
a week hence 6 inches more.|j 3 

Tne Perper Vine—J H— We can throw no light on this 
ant. Madame Calderon, like other clever people who know 

nothing of natural history, only propounds riddles when she 
describes plants. If you have a plant, why not send us a 

f? it might then be possible to recogniseit. Certainly not 
hardy. 

Wiio vea F—The opinion of Cambridge men is, that the 
Cambridge paper which gave birth to the statement about 
spontaneous combustion was unworthy of credit. Isit, then, 
worth while to speculate as to the cause of an event which 
never occurred 
ooD—Lariz—Oak will not thrive on chalk. You had better 
trust to Ash, Tlazel, and Spanish Chesnut; the latter will 
make admirable stools, and furnish the best sort of Hop- 
poles. We do not like any of the books on planting. A little 
dissertation in the “ Library of Useful Knowledge ” is as good 
as any. Mr, Selby’s “British Forest Trees” is a capital 
book, well worth procuring 

Misc—W #—Hereman’s lotion for killing mealy bug has been 
advertised at p. 204 of our last year's yolume.t——.J N—Give 

r lawn a good soaking with a strong solution of lime 
It will not injure the Grass and will kill the worms. 
--The shoots of your tall Euphorbia jacquiniflora &c., 

should be stopped well back, in order to render the plants 
bushy. Achimenes pedunculata, being a strong grower, does 
best when the roots are limited in regard to room; the soil, 
too, should not he over ri Tt flowers best when grown in 
shallow pans, Gardenia radicans is subject to such insects 

ealy bug, red spider, green fly, &c., which must be re- 
moved, or the plant will become unhealthy. Your thermo- 
meter and Simmonds’ hygrometer should be placed where 
therays ofthe sun do not strike them, and where they will 
not be influenced by reflection. Musswndas are not very 
beautiful, but curious on account of their large white bracts.t 
——J G—Olematis azurea is as hardy as C. florida, Both 
require the same treatment, 

SEEDLING FLOWERS. 
DanrrAs— T C—The fault in your specimen, marked R, is a 

slight irregularity in the size of the petals towards the centre ; 
it is a flower of fine symmetry, well up and full in the centre, 
and will doubtless prove a very useful variety.*——A—Li: 
red ; rather flat in the centre ; in other respects well formed. 
Full in the centre, with the ends of the larger petals a little 
inclined to be notched; good in colour, and useful in a stand,* 

Fucustas—F S— Three large and elegant flowers, too much 
resembling each other; the shades of difference are very 
trifling ; we gi reference to No. 1, on account of the 
tube and sepals being the lightest."— -7' 7-—The seedling 
you propose to name Goliah has size alone to recommend it ; 
the form is objectionable, the sepals being very long and nar- 
row; One in the Ring is a very pretty varicty—white tubo, 
and sepals slightly tinged with green, corolla vermilion, or 
rosy red ; contrast very decided. Iris is a compact flower ; 
the corolla is peculiar in colour—a rosy purple- s 
the appearance of being faded. 13, 16, and 21 a i 
lar; the last-mentioned we prefer, from its uniform pink 
colour, differing from all others we have seen in this pecu- 
liarity ; 4, 5, 11, 23, are, none of them, equal to One in the 

i 4 and 5 being poor and bad. "There is 

lea: 

mi- 

15 of no use. 7, 12, 19, 25, are somewhat similar in colour 
d 24 are similar in 

we fear the sepals do not expand sufficiently. *—J F 
good and showy variety, light tube and sepals, with scarlot 

a; ifi M—Your variety, 
raised between F. cordifolia and fulgens, is too dull in its 
colours for general growth,* 
ETUNIAS—Z Z—1, 12 and 17 a: 
—the veining is rich and well di: 
we consider it imperfect in 9 and 
common in colour.——Z/ Z - 3, 
varieties, of good form; 1, 2, 7, 8 

E 

r common in colour. Aurora 
k and rich veining round the throat, and Phoebe, havin, 

are both desirable varieties.“ 

e in cultiva- 
in colour to 

valuable if the flower 
ented ; if not ly 

be called a white, as 
nore or less stained with dingy pink i 

we have seen s l similar to it. Purity of colour is one of 
the greatest beauties in the Verbena. 

*a* As usual, many communications have been received too late, 2 med till SEM andothersar ably yinquir 
can be made. We must also beg for the indulgence of those 
numerous correspondents, the insertion of whose interesting 
contributions is still delayed, 
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for raising Water, where 
can be obtained, to the 

Or Cistern arranged to throw a 
Jetof Water constituting a Foun- 
tain with the head of water be- 
neath, 

Also Engines for Deep Welle, 
Worked by steam, horse, or manual power; Douch Baths, &e, 
Buildings heated with hot water. 

Freeman Roe, 70, Strand, London. 
Estimates given for the supply of Towns, &c. 

The Agricultural Gazette. 
SATURDAY, AUGUST 15, 1846. 
MEETING3 FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 
Trunsvay, Aug. 20—Agricultural Imp. Soc. of Irelan?, 
Tuurspay,  — %7—Agricubural Imp. Soc. of Ireland. 

FARMERS’ CLUBS. 
Aug. 97—Ottery Sr, Mary 
— 2e—Rhins of Galloway 

Aug. 17—Bovley 
— 26- Newton 

Ir has been long a growing practice in the 
draughting of Acts of Parliament, to commence by 
an elaborate definition of the meaning to be attached 
to the principal terms employed in the body of the 
Statute. Necessity is in this matter seen to occupy 
the same maternal influence upon the logical prac- 
tice of the governing, and the understandings of the 
governed parties, as she is tritely said to exercise 
over our inventive faculties. The effect is as whole- 
Some as its exigency is obvious. Before you can 
make a law effectual you must make it intelligible. 
But what a truth lies staring at us in this practice, 
if we would only look it in the face. If the legis- 
lator must be at such pains clearly to understand 
(for he must do that before he can accurately de- 
ne) his mere words, what must be the incumbent 

Necessity which behoves him to have clear notions 
Of his subject. Words are but the more or less 
distinct * signs of ideas: they are subject to family 
diseases of their own, ambiguity and feebleness, 
that may not in any degree have attached to the 
idea iutended to be expressed; but if the idea 
itself be dim or inaccurate; undigested by reflec- 
tion ; unsupported by adequate information—if the 
‘light within? be dark, —how great is that darkness! 

Yet such must legislation be without statistics. 
o make, or to unmake, laws relating to the agri- 

culture of the country, and not to know what the 
agriculture of the country actually is; to deal with 
the subjects of production and consumption, and 
Tame statutory regulations thereupon, with no more 
frowledge of the facts than what is to be gathered 
rom the contradictory estimates of theoretical 
Writers upon political economy, whilst in posses- 
Sion of the only existing powér and means that can 
draw the required knowledge from the fountain- 
head, seems the very acme of political laziness. If 

We have had parish surveys for assessing 
Poor-rates and county-rates, and tithe commutations 
>We have had an ordnance map on the scale of an 
Inch to a mile,and are to have another, if the world 
last long enough for its completion, on a scale of six 
Inches—a monster map which looms upon the ima- 
Bination in the dim ‘geological period’ of the future 
as if to balance the Saurian monsters of the past. 

e haye been measured and measured again by 
Ordnance officers, parish surveyors, canal companies, 
and railroad engineers, to see which side we wear 
Our pockets, and how large they are. Surely after 
having stood so patiently to be geometrised for the 
benefit of others, it is not too much to ask that the 
Same tape may be applied to cut us out a suit for 
Ourselves? As in the case of a certain anonymous 
Sarment, of Bristol-riot celebrity, in whose pocket 
t © expectant searcher found only a hole, the 
Agriculturist has taken as yet the wrong side of 
nothing by theseGovernment researches—they have 
een made use of not to enlighten, but to lighten 
im. The subject calls for inquiry, and his mind is 

pening to its importance. 
Where are the statistics of agriculture? We 

know every bale of cotton that comes into and goes 
Cut of the country; every pound of tea, coffee, 
Regan, and Tobacco, that is consumed in the United 
Kingdom, What is our growth, what is our con- 
Umption of corn. The nearest weathercock might 
© appealed to with about as much expectation of a 
Cady answer as the sources which exist and are 

usually taken as the data for a calculation. The Sstimates made are the best possible commentary 
n each other. Guess what you please between 

twelve and twenty-five millions of quarters per 

YDRAULIC RAMS (upon an improved prineiple) | 

on your side. 
be taken as the motto of all Yet it is a 
question whose national interest is surpassed only 
by the important commercial and. social pro- 
blems it involves. Amongst all the returns 
that have been moved for in each succeed- 
ing session of Parliament, in which the subject of 
our home supply of corn has been used alternately 

by the combatants on each side of the debate, like 
a battery on some hard-contested position in the 
battle-field, which changes occupants with every 
alternate'attack and repulse, it does seem strange 
that no determined effort should have been made to 
Obtain a really approximate comparison of the ratios 
in which our population and production have re- 
spectively progressed. The quantity of fresh land 
enclosed for cultivation in the United Kingdom, on 
the one hand, and on the other the quantity taken 
up for new roads, railroads, canals, building, and 
other purposes in each year, are all within the 
means of Government information ; the annual rate 
of increase of population is a known quantity. It 
needs but one more datum to enable any ordinarily 
accomplished statist to work some of the simplest 
yet most valuable problems that could enlighten 
public intelligence or subserve general utility. 
That datum is the annual acreage of land under 
Wheat, and the quantity thrashed out in every 
parish of the United Kingdom. At present our 
knowledge is limited to the quantity sold at 150 of 
the principal towns of England and Wales, a col- 
lection of reports which, without the promise of 
much accuracy, or of any utility beyond that of 
obtaining an approximate price-average, presented 
difficulties of execution more complex than those 
which would attend a more complete and unex- 
ceptional return of the acres grown and the bushels 
old a 
The productive capability of land is a problem 

which, perhaps, will never receive solution. It is 
one of those mysterious questions, which the 
man who thinks he can answer, affords a primá 
facie evidence of small rather than great capa- 
city to judge of. The short-sighted economists 
of the exploded Malthusian school were fond 
of representing population as outgrowing the 
production of food; but a very little knowledge 
of the expansive powers of the soil to increase its 
produce to an inereasing demand would have shown 
the almost childish futility of such a limitation of 
the resources of Nature. Nor is it by the greatest 
quantity of corn ever grown upon an acre of the 
best land inthe highest cultivation,that this ques- 
tion can be judged of ; the succession of crops in- 
volves a postulate still wider and more scientific in 
its nature. A modern agriculturist in five years 
obtains seven crops from the same land from which 
his predecessor never thought of asking more than 
three or four, and leaves it in far higher condition 
atthe' end of the rotation. The gradual abolition 
ofthe bare summer fallow, the increased root room 
and consequent mechanical capability of supporting 
larger crops, occasioned by the deeper cultivation 
rendered practicable and profitable by drainage, the 
ingenious process of cotemporaneous cultivation of 
successional crops, as applied to the Bean and the 
Turnip by Mr. Hewirr Davies, Mr. Meca, and 
others, with other improvements that will occur to 
the minds of many, as attempted with more or less 
success in their own neighbourhood, are standing 
evidences of the existence of a susceptibility of the 
soil to the inventive prowess of man, which the 
boldest mind will hardly assume to have reached its 
ultimatum in our day. The application of careful 
statistical inquiry to these, added to the more ordi- 
nary sources of increased and increasing produce, 
which are going on upon every well managed farm 
in the kingdom, would, by the bare statement of 
results, almost furnish a comparative code of agri- 
culture. The irresistible power of arguments and 
conclusions brought to light by the bare enumera- 
tion of statistical facts, needs no rhetoricto display 
them, no extraneous inducements to occasion their 
adoption; they address themselves at once to a 
faeulty more substantial than intellectual conviction, 
more satisfactory than civil acquiescence. The 
man who is made to see what has been done in a 
hundred thousand cases, all varying slightly from 
each other in character and degree of success, all 
bearing that stamp of truth and honesty upon 
them impressed by those minute differences 
of detail that defy the possibility of col- 
lusion, and clench the uniformity of result, feels 
a sort of conviction arising in his mind very dif- 

ferent to the slow and polite assent dragged out 

of him to the possible marvels of a single tale. He 

feels something that he can handle, in a general 

report of rough facts collected and thrown together 

by a person who cares no more for his small indi- 
vidual belief than the hide of a rhinoceros would 

course. 
trade. They collect from the past and the present 
that intellectual store which furnishes the best of 
all prophecy for the future.— C. W. 

HOW TO IMPROVE THE CONDITION OF THE 
AGRICULTURAL LABOURER, 

(Continued from p. 523.) 

Tue construction of cottages with respect to health 
and cleanliness is an important consideration. The 
labourer should have a dry, warm, well-ventilated, and 
convenient home, furnished with an oven, and a copper 
for boiling Potatoes, &c. ; not an incommodious, un- 
comfortable dwelling, such as the hovel-like abodes of 
the Welch, or the filthy cabins of the Irish. Every 
cottage should have a garden attached; because, even 
when the allotment system is brought into extensive 
operation, every labourer will not be an “allottee.”” 
His garden being close at hand, is to be cultivated after 
he returns from his day’s work; and thus he obtains 
profit from working in his spare hours. He may grow 
Potatoes, Cabbages, Peas, Beans, Onions, Radishes, 
&c. and frequently have some portion of his crop to 

sel. Most gardens have a few fruit trees—such as 

Apples, Pears, Gooseberries, and the like, and the sale 
made a source of profit. Horti- 

labourer in his gardening. The premiums offered for 
various kinds of fruits, vegetables, and flowers, prove 
of great benefit—not only in bringing into more general 
cultivation the most wholesome, nutritious, and profit- 
able roots and plants ; but in refining the labourer's 
tastes, and inereasing his sources of pleasure by orna- 
menting his humble home. A neatand thriving flower- 
gardenisasure index of the cleanliness and comfort of the 
cottage; and general observation plainly shows that 
these both indieate the moral, careful, and industrious 
habits of the oceupants. Labourers should be directed 
and enabled to manage their domestic affairs with better 
economy. ‘There is much room for improvement 
in the choice of provisions, and the methods of cooking ; 
for, “although the English labourers consume far more 
animal food than the foreign peasantry of Europe, they 
yet do not fare so well; and that solely by their dif- 
ferent mode of preparing their victuals.” The poor 
imitate their superiors. It is generally found, that 
wherever the farmers live in the simplest and least ex- 
pensive style, the labourers also live most plainly and 
economically ; but where the farmers dwell amidst so 
many comforts and luxuries, the labourers ‘will always 
strive to make their homes resemble'as much as pos- 
sible those of their masters. Many will not be satisfied 
without eating the best white bread ; for this might be 
substituted loaves made of half Wheat and half Barley 
flour, which would be a much cheaper and still more 

hol: ‘ood : or bread may be used, which ean 

be obtained at two-thirds the cost of Wheat-bread ; and 
instead of purchasing loaves from the baker's, they 
should buy the flour and make it up themselves. Ina 
great many farm-houses the servants live too well; 
they have so many kinds of food at their command that 
they become dainty and wasteful; and when they leave 

their master’s table, and must earn their own victuals, 
their ideas, tastes, and habits are too delicate and re- 
fined for hardship and privation. Now, a great service 
might be rendered in such cases, by masters treating 
their hired servants with simpler food. In many dis- 
tricts it is customary for them to fare on the best joints 

of beef and mutton; let more bacon be used ; it will 

be a benefit in preparing them for their future mode of 

living, and a great saving to the farmer. 

Every farmer should distribute amongst his men, 

copies of a pamphlet on * Cottage Economy and 

Cookery ; compiled “from Essays submitted to the 

Royal Agricultural Society.” It contains various useful 
rules and receipts for preparing their provisions; “and 
if, by teaching them a little of simple cookery, a com- 
fortable meal can be occasionally so changed as to make 
it somewhat more savoury at the same cost, there can 
be little doubt that it would materially add to their 
comforts, and thus attach them still more to their 
homes.” They might be shown the best and cheapest 
way of clothing themselves and their families, and the 
assistance given in these several ways might prove very 
useful in rendering their means of subsistence most ser- 
viceable, in providing them with the most substantial 
food and warmest clothing for the least expenditure. 

But notwithstanding these things being done for 
them, “success must depend upon the habits of the 
poor themselves.” There are, and there always will be, 
very many that will not receive assistance when they 
may, who spend their money foolishly and wantonly, 
who are, in fact, too idle, ignorant, and vicious to profit 
or care to benefit by any instruction which may be 
given them, Itis obvious that such lawless characters 
will always be in a bad condition, let them have what 
privileges and advantages they may; but if a man is 
really seeking for the welfare of himself and family—if 
he is honest, sober, and anxious to improve his own 
circumstances, then these means offer him every aid 
and inducement to persevere in his labours.—J. A. 
Clarke, Long Sutton, Lincolnshire, (To be continued.) 

| 
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| “APPEARANCE OF THE CROPS DURING THE FIRST WEEK IN AUGUST, 1846. 

| FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENTS, 
H (Continued from n. 541.) 

| COUNTIES. |No WHEAT, | OATS. | BARLEY. BEANS. PEAS, GRASS, | — max. | POTATOES, | SWEDES, &c. 

LINCOLNSHIRE .-|70_|May be found an Much a DUCTA by Yer short, and| Very near a fail- |Generally short|In the early sea-| A full eropwhere| Numerous com-|But few Swede —Ww. Win- 

| averagecrop, Par the dr E ia eS erent injure, and o n allin Straw, and|son most plenti ti-the land was plainte ; ;insome|grown this GATE, "Hes eby, 

ii Verr Parions [late raias end dots adopt descriptions offhin upon thelful. Stock of all spared "ud the disease districts the first 
V quality ; much benefit to fim ue afte er land mu ch com- land, but i |whereit was latelof last year has|sown came up 
[Di affected in. som e| Will be of good|the late rains, pene ed of ; must [nt well ed: tohave donewell eaten, the crop|madeits eris very ill, owing to 

i places with bunt t quality; sbut must making a second defi-|a crop not much|as to fe eding, is very deficient.|ance. Theplants|the dry weather, 

"The late storms|be very short in|shoot. Will be cient in quan-|grown here. though not in) Ge merally welljbear well, andjand are back. 

i beat it down very produce, both as|short in quan-|tity, and will be paying; beef of harvested. would probably|ward. Thecom- 

much ; mildew| |to the straw and ity; the small|very early har- the best quality be productive ;mon Turnips 

attacked some, corn. seeds very bad;|vest ues sold at Boston, but, within the|look exceedingly 
and has made a a complete fail- Aug. 5, at from last few days, the|well, and pro- 

great part of it jure in many in- 6s. to 6s. 6d. per| tops have much|mise a most pro- 

[very bad to har-| stances, stone, and very given away. duetive crop. 

vest, The har-| many beasts will 

lvest is here all 
|fitatonce, which price, or value of| 
[has made men them in Maylast. 
scarce, and 
[caused many of| 
[e ate “sown 
| Turnips to be 

. neglected. 

LINCOLNSHIRE ,...|TL Abundant crop, Spring ungenial, |Not a Barley dis-| An average crop A good enop, in|Plentiful, and,|A very _ large|At present look- The Turnip crop|—J. A. CLARKE, 

(quality varied ; crop in conse-|trict; but what|butthe frosts in every respec! —|where carefully crop, and welljing allyou couldjis very  back- Long Sutton. 

lyield ‘above an|quence  defec-few crops we|April took off|wellpodded, Em managed, fi got. desire. Surely/ward, and gene- 

javerage; breadth |tive. Quality|have, the same|so many flowers quality first- good. Yeoding no disease willjrally defective, 

|sown, large: very good; yield|remarks  would|that the yield rate, quality ; stock attack us. Haye|but the seasonis 

elow an aver-|apply astoOats. will not be an having done well. seen one or two|sogood and kind 

age. average, but the suspected roots, that abundance 

quality good. of food may yet! 
be obtaine 

es a 

very indifferent 
crop. 

YORKSHIRE ...../72 |Average. Straw|Good upon wellBelow an aver- Very inferior;—| Few grown. |Abundant. Pas-| Light crop. |Abundant; most ROI, The — 
light, ears bold, cultivated soils. age. Sample| halfa crop. |Under an aver-tures ^ seldom flourishing, Iearly sown, ex- North Deighton, 
jand yield most will be uneven, age. seen so full of| have seen only|eellent, ^ Later Wetherby. 
[probably good in owing to the feed. two orthreepar-|sown have ger- 

proportion to! many ‘‘ greens”) tialfailures. Nominated at dif. 

S which have ap- disease in fields ; ferent times, and 

peared since it has been de-|the plants are of; 

rain, tected in a fewjdifferent sizes, H 

gardens, ` [but very thriv- 
ing. White Tur- j 

nips a full crop. Í 

Very good in| Very good. Not good, Not grown, Very good, |Most abundant.| Crops good. | Much diseased, | Very promising. — ©. A. i 
[quantity E Dorn, wig f 
quality, but the ton, med i 

weath. unfa-| NH i 
|vourable in Au- f 

ust, 

SALOP, T4 Abundant, Indifferent. Deficient, Not a Bean Deficient, Abundant, Abundant. Diseased, Late, but look|—— Shrewsbury. 

county, and de- well ; and likely i 

ici to be a goo! f 
crop. f 

SOMERSET «++ \75 |Plenty of straw.|I think nearly | Not a Barley|Winter Beans|I am told Peas|The after Grass|20 per cent. over|Are much dis-A good plant,)/_ @, Parsons 
Corn badly kern-|or quite an aver-|Jcounty. Ithink|are quite anjare under an|up to the pre-jan average crop.|eased; certainly e outh Petherton 

, an Cs -|age crop. we shall have an|average crop ;/average A sent time has much more thanjpect of a good| West Lambrook. 

uently consi- average number|butspring Beans|my own are to-|not grown so last year; many|crop. Mangold 
derablyunder an of bushels per|will be under an|lerably Rod. much as usual, pieceswillnotbe| Wurzel  . very 

age crop. acri but not|average. but expect it will) worth digging;good. Common 

[This is on the kood quality. do so now, hav- in fact I am|Turnips pro- 
clay lands and ing had plenty hearing  worseimises to be a 

|damp subsoil: of rain accounts every good crop. 

but in some of| day. 

the dry sendy 
soils, I think 
there is a full 
average. 

GrovcEsTERSHIRE. 76 |The Wheat all|The 1y-sown|Very b: Notmanygrown| Very bad, | Very abundant. EX eropsofhay|The disease is|Very badindeed, T. BEALE 
[through this dis-|pretty good ; thejin eui iis alg in this neigh- were very good|spoken of in the andTurnips very Iw NE, d 

trict very good|late-sown bad. |bourh bourhood. Iam indeed, and it|gardens ; utismall and late, |yersford, 
in quantity and surprised at it, was  generallypmine, are very except in a few 

quality ; better as we have clay wellsecured. ^ |goodin the 
than an average, portions on most E present. were planted 

but not half of it farms, very early, which 

|secured at pre- answered much 
sent. best this year. 

HAMPSHIRE ....,./77 Average. Deficient. Deficient, Deficient. Deficient. Deficient. Abundant, [Average ; dis-| Deficient, |—J, Eames, 
eased in some Chawion, Altons | 

BUSSEE: LL. seiss ss Vi ‘Abundant, Average, Deficient, Very deficient. Deficient. Abundant, Average, Abundant ; not Average, —— Folkington, 
at present dis- near Hailsham, 

| | eased, 

IsLE or TmaNzT..|/? | Wheat crops are| Deficient, except Deficient, except| Almost total Almost total | First cut good. Sat Looking well |Backward; de-|— JAMES SMEED? 
large and of ex-|the very early|the very early failure. failure, now, pendant on the|Bromston, Broad 

cellent quality.|sown. sown, autumn stairs, 

The Isle of Tha- 
| has seldom 
|produced such 
jan abundant’ 
[crop of this pre-| 
cious grain, 

SvrrOLK.... TAn aver-| Are notgrown. |Is below an ave-|Are a total fail-| Are a total fail- Hay and Stover|There are nojOn the mixed|—Jas, PRINGLE 

jage, and of fine rage; and thej|ure, or nearly so. jure, o: nearly so. were abundant,|signs of diseage|soil lands both|Bamorav, Wick« 

quality. The qualitygoodonly and got up infine at present; but|Swedes & whitelham Market, 

|quantity is not, on the best Bar- condition, owingtothelong|Turnips are a) Woodbridge. 

|however, equal ley soils. drought the pro- good plant, Beet 
to the crop of| duce will be| 1e same, On 

d smal the clay soils 
there is a failure | 
nearly total, not 
one farmer in 20 bu 
having had t | 

2 opportunity ot 
E getting in the 

| seed in time. 

BERES ..;....:..(82 | Average crop on n Early al] Same as'Oats, | Abouthalfa | Avery partial |A good spring a full Su tare omietg aban, Aes fewearly-|—E. W, Moons, 
fair average and crop. crop. feed, but little crop, and nearly/dance, but the|sown crops pro- Fara 

-|of good quality. since ; rese 1 harvested in 1 -mise abundance, ringdon. 
Late sown (of prospect good condition ; fest f in|but generally ali 

,|which is the far the heavy rains tine qux Ey HE recti root crops are 
of an abundance the poor late and will be 

reat tion), w will be ge- of aftermath, not EET partial, 

d by|nerally deficient, good. 
ns and| * | 

nt nnn. | | 
1s | 

generally 
cient, 

CORNWALL +++ Ande UA Nearly an ayer-|Defi | Apparently 

| janc ve hej e and much below | bundant ero 
| javerage. the average, | but now nearly 

| | | là. total failure, 

l \ | 

erop,| Not cultivated, | Not cultivated, an|Rather an orc KARKEEK, 

crop had Truro. 
too much wet 
below the aver- 
age. 

| 
R Abundant, | Abundant. 

| 

[s consequence 
of the disease 



i 
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| 
| 
| 
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THE 
POTATOES. SWEDES, &c. 

Eur APPEARANCE OF C R O PS—Continvep. 
COUNTIES. |No WHEAT. OATS, BARLEY, BEANS. PEAS. GRASS, HAY. | 

Dzvox Beyond an aver- Average. Deficient, er n Abundant, |Above an aver- 
age. 

| 

abundant/An abundant; Same as Oats. Vi Abundant, 
but thelcrop, but I am 

weather has|afraid yerymuch 
been so uncom-|injured by wet 
monly wet pe weather, 

M 

weeks, that I am 
afraid it will be| 
very much in- 
jured, ^ 

MONMOUTH ,,.....|85 |A full average ; About 2-3rds of|About 2-8rds of Not a fourth of 
a crop. a crop. I think more, 

Nosta Warrs....|86 | Abundant, 
they looked bui 
middling, owing 

an average crop. 

Turn Deficient, PEDEI i Average, 

Fus .,.........-189 An average crop. | 

Tuzsmms ....2]899 Average 
but deficient inj, crop o 

bulk, A very heayy/A very 
n  soft|crop, except on 

colour; slightly|black land, but rich soft sheep-|stroyed by anin- 
si 

a cro} 

Until very lately] Same as Oats, 
t 

Deficient. 

An abundant |Nearly average, 
ex 

LANARKSHIRE > 

ROXBURGHSHIRE. -|91 [Rather above an 

Wieron 

About an aver- 
age crop on good 

soils ‘rather. de- 
ficient. 

rage. 

E [3 Falow Wheat 
on drained land) 

injured by thejlight ou heavy folded. 

fly. s 

soils; on poor|straw, 

oils. Fully an|where it is good. 

with very short average. 

iv 
but those tl 
were sown early} 
are good. | 

| 
| 
Not a fourth 

a crop. 

Same as Oats, 

Deficient ; cut- Deficient ; cut] 
ting them up. |ting them up in 

many districts. 

A complete A failure. 
failure, 

very much de-|but 

ect infesting! fiy. 
the leaves and| 

ery little sown; Very little sown. 
hat 

Same as Oats. 

but wasted with| 
wet weather. 

of} Abundant,  |Half well ended, 
Good ero 

reat crop, Had an excellent 
appearance of ajni 

cro} 

Very deficient. |Present appear-|—X. 

be good for no-| 
thing. 

All blighted, ex- 
B s 

autumn. Salt 
lime (the Ameri- 
can receipt), has 
been of no use 
in retarding the 

Swedes and Tur-|— 

month|very good. 
but at 

Pasture A 

abundant. 

sum-|age 
injured by the|mer, and stillimati 

plenty of food 
for stock of all 
ki 

o! 

. dis 

Abundant. Abundant. Partial indica- 
tions of disease. 

| 

Deficient, Deficient. (Deficient; the 
murrain extend-' 
ing over every 
field. 

. SPEAR, 
Plymton — Saint 
Mary, Plymouth, 

. Rice, Abbey 
ps generally| Holme, near Wig- 

m. 

ance good, 

About 2-3rds of|— Monmouthshire 
a crop. Reporter. 

Irregular, and|—J. WILLIAMS, 
have in mostin- Brynibrya, near 
anceshad to be| Conway. 

Deficient,  and|—DaviD 
very unequal, |NANT, Dunino, 

TEN- = z 

St. Andrews. 

field. 

light Poor crop, and|Generally light, (Pastures ^ very|Below an aver-|A general wreck 
; no after-|—all diseased, 

ery|near an average 
en 

good crop;|Not such  an|Swedish Turnips|—— Kinnaird, 

above average. |abundant yp jal t a failure; muchty. 

as last ye: ndjother Turnips 
promise to be 

Much later than|—Joun HAXTON, 

usual; healthy, Drummond, Cu. 

an turn par. 
out well, if the 
next 3 months 

early and good ;|straw. 

land, it is infe-| 
rior and unripe. 

m crops an 
average crop. 

Em (Rhins|93 |Looked well tilllOn light soils|Not a  great|Very sown|Very few sown|Rather 
ct) the con- will be under an quantity sown] in this district, | in this district, [on light soils 

tinuous rains.|average crop, |here, but I hear during the y 

aec i the i dry weather, but} 

of firing.  Willgreatlydeficient.|of ^ it: being very generally 
be under  an|On heavier soils|rather a defici- abundant. 

averag 
crop if the wea-|sown. 
ther continues 
favourable, 

exce] 

early sown, 

crop,|there will be a ent crop, except 
early 

hay is a light Everywherethey managed, luxu. 
crop. are 

eased. rally, patchy and 
equal, fin 

autumn would 
still make good 
crops. 

scarce|Anaverage erop.| Within the last Swedes 

be favourable. 
average crop. |General crop far|stems. 

below average. 

Barely an aver- Rather deficient, Average, Average. Abundant. Average. Deficient. Also very defi-—D. GAIRDNER, 
age in point of 

cient, Hamilton. 

straw, it being 
rather short. 

Deficient ; not| Below an  |Wellpodded,but| An average Abundant. Below an isingb des irregu-|—JAMES BRODIE, 

filling well. average. short in straw, crop. average. the disease ap-|ar; also Tur.|Deanport, Has 
peared, nips late andjwick. 

irregulai 

Anaveragecrop, Searcely an Deficient, Good. Owing to avery|Very fine till|Very variable.|— J. €, Lower 

general failure|within the last| Where early District of Wigs 
9; rec over, r 10 days.sown and wellonshire, 

now  dis-|riant; butgene- 

where|— A. H. Mac 

week or two, dis-jearly sown look CLEAN, Auchnecly 

ease has mani- well; later sown,| Stranraer. 
fested itself. Its|very irregular, 

disease at a cer-|planted. 

tain stage pro-|mon Turnips ge- 

ducing a very|nerally late, but. 

noxious effluvia.|with goo: 

greater than any 
former year. 

Home Correspondence. 
The Confessions of an Advocate for ** the Policy of 

Phin Sowing.’’~The discussion at the Wetherby 
armers’ Club on the policy of thin sowing, reported in 

Your Paper of July 11, induces me to offer a short ac- 
eee of some experiments made by myself during the 

ast two years, my reason for having done so, and the 
Tesults, I may state that when I first met with Mr. 
pu Davis's pamphlet some three years since, and 

s d iption oj imp he had carried out 
on his farms near Croydon, by means of draining, deep 

Ploughing, and clean cultivation, in combination with 
An sowing, I thought either that the facts were exag- 

Berated, or that the whole was mere humbug. However, 

- er some consideration, I wrote to Mr. Davis, and 
subsequently paid two visits to his farms. The crops I 
En there, and the condition of the land, were satisfac- 

ud evidence to my mind of the correctness of his 
atements, T was, moreover, so favourably impressed | 

With the absence of all reserve, aud the facilities afforded 

me as regarded an examination into the minutis of his 
Practico, that I determined, being about to enter on a 
ee of naturally kind, light land, but in a very foul, 
xhausted state, to adopt his mode of cultivation ; and 

Accordingly, in the autumn of 1844, having ploughed 

Y Clover leys deeply with Barrett and Exall’s D. P. 

Plough, which I have found a most valuable implement, | 
uy Wheat was drilled at the rate of 6 pecks per acre, | 
Tors 9 inches apart. When the plant was well up, 
an: €wt. of Peruvian guano mixed with fine mould was 
Own over half the crop, the same quantity over the re- | 
inder in the following April ; during the winter the | 
ae looked so thin and unpromising as to cause me 
ae anxiety, but after being deeply hoed in the spring 
ee up to harvest, proved a most satisfactory crop, 

very heavy in the sheaf, One half the crop is not 

et threshed out, but I have no doubt of its being more 

than an average crop, and the price it has brought 

proves it to be a good sample. Early in April, 1845, I 

had a field of 5y aeres, from which the whole of the 

previous crop of Turnips had been carried off in No- 

vember, drilled with Oats in rows 9 inches apart, and 

not quite 3 bushels of seed per acre; 3 ewt. of guano 

were subsequently sowed over the crop broadcast. This 

crop yielded 52 quarters of Oats, and rather more than 

3 loads of straw per acre; so much for the first year. 

T last autumn sowed 30 acres of Wheat with precisely 

the same proportion of seed, except three small pieces : 

1, broadeast, 2} bushels seed; 2, dibbled in rows 1 foot 

apart, 1 bushel of seed ; 3, drilled in rows 6 inches 

apart, 2} bushels seed per acre. On the whole crop 

à ewt. of Peruvian guano was sown with 1 ewt. of 

gypsum, part in the autumn, the remainder, as before, 

in the spring ; the whole erop was deeply hoed in April. 

The result is more than satisfactory; the thin sown 

crop is decidedly superior to the others, has kept its 
colour throughout the spring, is remarkably heavy in 
the ear, and stands up well, whilst the thick sown 
good deal laid. So far as to mere facts : practical agr 
culturists of long experience may feel disposed to e 
sider the results of two years' erops as entitled to but 
little weight. Still, as I have myself felt the difficulty 

of getting at facts, which may be a guide to those who 

léave the beaten traek, I am induced to think that 

every experiment faithfully reeorded has its val 

am, moreover, happy to be able to make this a 

ledgment to Mr. H. Davis of the extent to which, in 

my opinion, we are all indebted to h I would, more- 

over, express a hope that no ene will eonsider this still 

open question as unworthy of trial, and, above all, will 

not lose sight of the important considerations which are 
so intimately connected with the system of Mr. H. Davis, 

who, as a preliminary step to the success of thin sowing 

insists on clean, deep cultivation, and hoeing the grow- 

ing crops. It may fairly be inferred that all who in- 

tend to give his system a fair trial, will adopt these 

suggestions, which, if more generally carried out, would 

improve most essentially the condition of British hus- 

bandry,and prove the means of giving more constant 

employment to the labouring classes, on terms profit- 

able to the cultivator of the soil. The remarks made 

by Lord Portman at Newcastle on the defective cultiva- 

tion of certain parts of the county of Durham must be 

admitted to be not only true, but too generally appli- 

cable to other parts of the kingdom. Rigidly clean cul- 

tivation is still the exception, not the rule ; after having 

given the subject some consideration, I have a strong 

impression that, provided we improve our cultivation, a 

reduction in the large amount of seed now so generally 

ployed, may, in I with early sowing, prove 

a source of increased production, and is well deserving 

of being tested by agriculturists of every grade.— 4f 

riber, and Member of the Royal Agricultural 

| or, in other wor 
to one in the pit. 

| and about 150 in the pit. ink a better way 

of storing Potatoes can be adopted than that given at 
p. 518 of last week's Number, The thinner they are 

| laid in the pit the better : sa; about 1 bushel laid close 

| to another in a long row, and u 
if the soil be dry, put no straw ! 
and the soil, but cover the soil over with litter or Potato 
tops, to keep the soil dry.— R. R. 
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English Agricultural Society.—Perfectly agreeing as 
Ido with your leading article of last week, and with 
the desirability of giving every encouragement to the 
progress of the diseussional meetings of the English 
Agricultural Society, I am still one of those whe think, 
that were it not for the show of animals the meeting 
would be likely to dwindle away ; and I might observe 
that I have known the same to take place in all cases 
where the show of animals was not made the most pro- 
minent portion of the meeting ; and this would appear 
evident from the difference observable in the attendance 
on the Thursday at Newcastle, as well as at all the pre- 
vious meetings of the English Society, above any of the 
other days. I eannot think, therefore, that you have 
given sufficient space to the subject of the animals 
which were shown; you have made a long comment on 
the implements, but not a word about who bred the 
animals, or how they were bred ; and it must be sup- 
posed from a few remarks near the conclusion of your 
observations in the exhibition of implements, that you 
almost despise the show of animals; and it is evident 
you ean have little knowledge of breeding, or you would 
not so lightly set that question aside as a matter of no 
importance—and as a thing that anybody could do ; 
perhaps it is just as easy to find good implements as to 
find good and suitable animals, and certainly any one 
who has tried both, will say that it is easier to keep the 
implements in repair and going on right, than to keep 
the animals, of whatever breed or kind, from injury— 
whether it be merely in health, or what is of much 
more consequence and more difficult, from deteriorating 
and falling off again when the animals have been once 
well selected. Do not the living machines for the con- 
version of the produce of the land require to be im- 
proved, that the food of the people may be cheapened, 
quite as much as the implements which are to be used 
in the cultivation of the land? But, while on this point, 
I might, perhaps, be allowed to notice, that in all your 
comparisons of the produce of land, it is between an 
entirely dairy farm—which you (and I think justly) 
condemn, and an entirely arable farm—which you seem 
unduly to extol. Is there no medium line—no manage- 
ment that would be suitable for a farm on which cattle 
and sheep are bred and fed! And are there not very 
many districts where this is very much more desirable, 
because more profitable, than converting the whole of 
your pastures into arable land? Moreover, were no 
larger amount of stock kept on arable than is now pro- 
posed in your second article of last week (20 bullocks 
to 100 acres of straw) the population would never be 
supplied with beef during the time you propose to keep 
those animals, and with the same straw 100 cattle at the 
least might be kept. Perhaps, at your leisure, you will 
turn your attention to this part of the subject, and 
give the benefit of your opinion to one who has, with 
perhaps particular views, an ardent desire for the 
imp o gricul of the country.— 
Punchclod. [We are disposed to admit, to some ex- 
tent, the accuracy of this eriticism. We would, how- 
ever, suggest to our ipondent, in justificati 
the greater room given to those parts of our report 
bearing on cu/tivation in comparison with those refer- 
ring to the exhibition of stock: 1. That the progress of 
improvement in the former department of agriculture is 
at present more rapid than in the latter, and thus more 
worthy of record. 2. That whatever its progress be, 
an improvement in cultivation exerts an influence over 

icul „ while an i 
in the breed of cattle, sheep, &c., has no indirect influ- 
ence at all, excepting, indeed, that which it exerts by 
increasing the farmer's profits. And thus the former 
properly receives a greater share of the reporter’s at- 
tention. Any improved method or means of cultivation 
results in larger crops of food for man, and in larger 
crops of food for cattle, &e. ; it thus permits feeding of 
a larger stock on the same land, a larger quantity of 
manure is made, and the improved system is thus ren- 
dered permanent. While an improved breed of cattle 
does but enable the farmer to make the most of what 
(it may be) a very imperfect agriculture has supplied 
him with. The comparison is something the same as 
that which would obtain between an improved method 
of draining land, and an improved method of 
converting grain into bread, or any other article of 
food. The one promises important results in every 
branch of agriculture, the other, though deserving of 
attention, can exert no influence on farming generally. 

Straw as Litter, &c.—1 beg to trouble you with a 
question as to your opinion about straw, whether it is 
necessary for cattle for litter? From what I have seen 
on the Continent, and in large dairy establishments in 
towns, where next to none is used, it would seem that 
in close feeding houses where there is plenty of warmth, 
its use is more a matter of habit than anything else, 
except that it may act asa sponge for liquid manure ; 
but where the buildings are spouted, and good and 
efficient tanks are made, would not the farm go on just 
28 well without the straw being mixed with the manure, 
Ifa quantity of dry straw were ploughed into a field, 
no benefit arises, which would seem to prove that the 
straw is only a vehicle for the preservation of some 
other fertilizers, "There is another subject to which I 
would beg to eall your attention, viz , to the enormous 
produetiveness of the Italian Rye-grass, when tanked, 
as shown in the cultivation of Mr. Diekenson's farm, 
near Willesden, about five miles from London, near the 
Harrow-road. Mr. Dickenson is a horse-dealer, re- 
siding in Curzon-street, May Fair, and he carts his liquid 
manure, which is carefully preserved, to his farm 
applying it to the Rye-grass, which is tanked as soon 

o Du 
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as eut, by which means he obtains from 8 to 10 cuttings 
a year. I was informed by Mr. Dickenson's bailiff 
that there is a poor man of the name of Atkins residing 
close by, who has only half an acre of clay ground, who 
by following the same system has up to this year regu- 
larly kept three cows on that small quantity of ground, 
and is now keeping four! It seems almost incredible, 
and if you would direct your attention to these facts, 
and investigate them fully, you would be doing a service 
to the publie, and much oblige—Stramen. [On many 
Gloucestershire dairy farms the cows are kept in the 
yards (but not clean nor comfortable) without straw, for 
none is grown. On some farms in Norfolk sand has 
been used with success in place of straw as litter for 
sheep. On Mr. Huxtable’s farm sheep are kept with- 
out litter of any kind on an open boarded platform, 
through which their dung falls, and after preparation 
this dung is applied by drill. Nevertheless the use of 
straw is very much the cheapest method of saving 
manure, for if cattle are littered on the box system the 
straw will absorb all liquid manure, and thus render 
the cumbrous and laborious system of tanks and water- 
carts unnecessary, Thanks for your reference to Mr. 
Dickenson’s farm. We will endeavour to obtain a re- 
port of it.] 

Dissolved Bones.—The suggestions of “M. D. P.," 
in your last, of dissolving bones in alkaline ley, as used 
in a patent method of making soap, is well deserving 
attention ; but would it not be preferable to dissolve the 
bones with acid, as now practised, and add to the mix- 
ture silica dissolved in potash and soda leys, in the pro- 
portion as the crop it is intended for requires them ? 
Ground calcined flint and sea-sand are “now dissolved in 
alkaline ley, to make siliea soap, and I doubt not but 
you, or some of your chemical subscribers, will state in 
your pages how the operation is done, or where silicate 
of potash and soda may be procured on the most advan- 
tageous terms. You promise us a drawing and deserip- 
tion of the Norwegian harrow ; please to give us the 
dimensions of the spiked axles, the number and length 
of the spikes and their strength, and if they move inde- 
pendently or with the axle, and the size of the axle. 
Can you state if there are any schools in the south of 
Scotland, or the north of England, to teach youth the 
system of Agricul ientifically, as at Gl in, or 
Templemore, in Ireland? [We do not know of any.] 
The Irish are open-hearted and generous, but I should 
prefer my son being brought up in a country where 

di nd are the ch teristics of the 
people, as in Seotland.— Mona's Isle. 

The Profits of Farming.—You have made public 
through the columns of your Gazette my calculation 
and opinion on the expences of higher cultivation, con- 
ducted with capital, skill, and knowledge, and the effect 
of such expences on the price of corn, taking into 
account the additional produce obtained by such higher 
cultivation ; but you say that my calculations are not 
formed on a fair basis, because, first, you maintain, that 
on a great extent of lund the increase in the productive- 
ness of theland of 5 bushels per aere can be attained 
at a cost on the 40 acres, whose interest shall not ex- 
eced 10/. annually. Secondly, you would esteem it a 
very poor result, indeed, if the expensive operation of 
drainage, and of the employment of more capital for 
the higher cultivation of the land, thus rendered pos- 
sible, was not followed by a greater increase of produce 
than 5 bushels per acre. I differ with you on both 
these two points. Although I have been in the con- 
stant habit of reading your Gazette, and of deriving 
therefrom much valuable information, I have never yet 
seen it in any statement or calculations tending to prove 
or elucidate either of these assertions, On the first point, 
then, it rests with you to point out how to attain such a 
desirable perfection in cultivation as to make land which 
never has been drained, and which does not naturally 
require draining, increase its produetiveness 5 bushels 
per acre, not expending over and above the usual cost 
of cultivation, more than 107. annually on 40 acres, or 
after the rate of 5s. per acre. In the absence of any 
such statement on your part, it is impossible for me to 
prove the negative ; but, I have hitherto considered 
snch land sterile, and incapable of much improvement, 
On the second point, it rests with you to show, by 
general average, what increase in produce may be ex- 
pected to be obtained on an average of years to com- 
pensate for the expensive operation of draining, and 
the employment of sufficient capital for the higher cul- 
tivation of the land. In the absence of any data on 
this head, I must be allowed to doubt if such average 
would exceed 5 bushels per acre per annum. Until 
these two points are satisfactorily explained, I must 
retain my opinion, that you have jumped at the con- 
clusion you have come to, viz, :—T'hat on similar land, 
the producer of 30 bushels per acre can afford to sell 
his corn 1s. per bushel cheaper than the producer of 
25 bushels per acre, and jog home from market 107. a 
better man. I consider it ourbounden duty at the present 
time to calculate accurately our expenses, and not to ke 
led away by any false conceit of superior skill and 
knowledge; which I maintain can only be made avail- 
able by the application of such additional capital as will 
have the effect of raising the cost of production, and 
nearly equalising it, taking into account the extra pro- 
duce obtained—G. R. W., August 3, 1846. [You 
haye put the thing very fairly. As regards the first 
point: You cannot, surely, suppose that land naturally 
dry is “ineapable of improvement.” Such Jand is just 
in a position most satisfactorily to repay the cultivator. 
And, on this head, we must simply mention, the vast 
improvement effected on the light soils of Norfolk by 

marling. One hundred cubic yards are applied per 
aere, costing 5/., whose annual interest (for it is a per- 
manent improvement) just adds 5s. to the annual 
charge of cultivation ; and this is productive of extra- 
ordinary results. We may also point out to you that 
on soils in this condition an outlay of 57. in manure may 
be termed a permanent improvement, if it be followed 
up by goo ltivation ; for it is productive of large 
crops of both straw and roots, and these being con- 
sumed on the farm, produce manure enough to insure 
their reproduction, And as regards the 2d point —Do 
you really mean to state that 5 bushels per acre is the 
average increase in produetiveness consequent upon 
thorough draining? Read “C. W. H.’s” account of 
his own experience (Jan. 4, 1845); it can be paralleled 
in hundreds of cases. 

Saving Corn in wet Weather.—A crop of white Oats 
near Plymouth, eut wet, and the weather continuing 
the same, was at last carried and stacked in layers, with 
dry straw between. On taking abroad the rick, the 
grain was found in excellent condition, not sprouted or 
injured in any way. And what answered with so pre- 
earious.a grain as white Oats may stand a better 
chance with Wheat or Barley. When dry straw is all 
used up other dry stalks, or even shavings, may answer; 
but where nothing of the kind is to be had, there is still 
a method of drying the corn in sheaf. In Russia and 
the north of Europe this is done by kiln-drying, for 
whieh a very simple method is described in * British 
Husbandry," vol. 2, p. 206, still improvable in this 
country, by the substitution of coke for their wood 
fuel; but still liable to the charge of fuel, and of a per- 
son to look after the fire; "and to the danger of a few 
straws falling, and kindling the whole pile. In the labo- 
ratory we are in the practice of drying materials which 
do not bear heat, by aid of substances having strong at- 
traction for moisture’; onejof which, Lime, being largely 
used in manure, might be employed for drying the corn 
at no other cost than the labour. If the rick be made 
hollow, with the grain turned inward, a sufficient quan- 
tity of fresh quicklime placed within, and then all 
closed in from bottom to top, and covered over to ex- 
clude the external air, the lime will rapidly dry the air 
within, which will as rapidly draw moisture from the 
corn, and so continue until the corn is dry, or the lime 
saturated; and as quicklime will absorb about one- 
third its weight of water, a ton of lime will take between 
6 and 7 ewt. of water, and thus probably dry 6 or 7 tons of 
corn and straw. For all this water must come from the 
cornif tl lair is luded, and thelime raised 
from the soil by a bed of stones, gravel, or straw. The 
lime must not, of course, touch the corn; and therefore 
room should be left for it to swell in slaking. The in- 
telligent farmer will understand better than I the de- 
details of construction of such a rick ; I need only sug- 
gest that it might be best raised, in the stack-yard, upon 
dwarf-walls, with an opening to throw in the lime, which 
should then be immediately closed up ; but opened oc- 
casionally to turn over the lime. If the latter be all slaked 
before the corn is dry, it should be. withdrawn, and a 
second quantity put in.. The rick might be steadied, to 
bear the wind, by poles across the inside; or when dry, 
might be filled in from part of the same, or other dry 
corn. Or it might be raised temporarily on the field 
itself, where it would dry the better for being based on 
a bed of dry straw. If there be no practical impediment 
to this method, the farmer may be enabled to save his 
corn in the most capricious seasons, without the morti- 
fication of seeing it sprouting in the ear as it stands or 
lies on the ground. For drying hay in damp seasons, 
this method would require too much lime, as Grasses 
eut green contain two-thirds to three-fourths their 
weight of water. But may not half-dried hay be stacked 
(like Lucerne) with layers of dry Oat-straw, sprinkling 
the latter with salt, to draw juice out of the Grass, and 
impart it to the straw? Or where straw is scarce or 
objectionable, using old dry hay instead, with only salt 
enough to prevent heating and mouldiness, If this is 
practicable, it would obviate the necessity of leaving the 
hay in cocks for days or weeks of rain, until the inside 
is spoiled by fermentation. Indeed from such experi- 
ments as have come to my notice, I am led to infer that 
this method of stacking would produce a more nourish- 
ing food, without the labour and risk of hay-making.— 
J. Prideaua. 

Agricultural Statistics.—Y our remarks on the im- 
portance of agricultural statistics, on the 25th ult., I 
was exceedingly glad to observe, and I think any ob- 
stacle in the way of obtaining so important a body of 
information cannot be, with any degree of truth, charged 
upon the agrieulturists themselves. There may be a 
few narrow minds who are desirous of showing their 
independence in these matters, but to permit such per- 
sons to remain a hindrance to a matter that concerns 
the welfare of millions is ridiculous. Mr. Stafford 
O’Brien has recently again referred to this matter, and 
I believe that gentlemen has a desire that the subject 
should receive the attention it deserves, and I most cor- 
rdially agree with you that it ought to be done fully and 
efficiently in every sense of the word. I believe some 
honourable members have referred to the plan of having 
this information prepared by county schoolmasters, but 
nothing can be more absurd than to rely on such @ 
source. The information ought to be obtained by men 
whose station places them, to a certain extent, inde- 
pendent of all local powers—men able to collect, ar- 
range, compute, and compare, the vast body of mate- 
rials with which they would be furnished, so as to show 
all deficiencies, and to point out also where improve- 
ments can be made, in order to render the work one 
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of national worth, which will serve as a starting point 
for the present and future generations. I will, by your 
Permission, next week propose a plan which might be 
used for accomplishing this object, and I will also show 
how futile the remarks made by Mr. Porter would 

prove. To show how necessary it is for a person enter- 

ing ‘an agricultural district to be more than a mere 

writer, I could not help smiling at the letter in. the 
Times, of last week, on the Dorsetshire labourers, when 
at Sherborne he was surprised at the large rakes he saw, 
wondering for what they could be used, till he was in- 

formed they were for raking the corn-fields ; from 

which he draws the inference, that the poor are not 
only hardly done by, but deprived of that ancient 

Privilege “ gleaning.” Now, this is an error of 

judgment; for had the. Times commissioner tra- 
versed the counties of Essex, Suffolk, and Norfolk, 

and many other counties, he would have known that 

these were called “ dew-rakes,” and only used for soft 
corn (not for Wheat) by men in the morning, when the 
dew was too heavy for the inen to tie up their corn in 
the Wheat fields.— 4 gricola. 

Potato Disease.—l beg to call your attention and 
that of others to a simple process for stopping the 
disease (now raging in every part of the country) in the 
Potato crop. Take a three-prong fork, put it in just 
Sufficient to raise the roots and soil surrounding it, and 
I will guarantee it answering. This will cost 5s. 6d. 
Per acre, which I am now paying. I found this out 
last year by pulling up a few roots as every one is apt 

to do to see how they go on ; the disease did not touch 

them, although the remainder were as bad as possible. 
heat to-day is 7s. to 7s. 3d. per bushel at this market. 

—dJ. Evans, Newton Abbot. 
Steeping Mangold Wurzel.—Though the season for 

Sowing Mangold Wurzel seed is past, still it may be ad- 
vantageous to state that my experience is directly op- 
Posed to the advice given you in your last Number by 
“A Constant Reader,” “not to recommend the seed to 
be steeped again.” I can only say I consider I was 

this year much benefited by adopting in all particulars 
the mode recommended by you for sowing the seed, 
and if I deviated in any point it was perhaps in going 
beyond the extent of your suggestion as to steeping. I 
sowed more than half'an acre, and steeped the seed (the 
Yellow Globe), or rather let it lie wet, for very nearly 
or quite three days previously to sowing. The weather 

was dry at the time, and continued so for a considerable 
period afterwards, but nearly every seed vegetated, as far 
as I could judge, and in three or four days the young 

Plants appeared above ground, and grew farmore rapidly, 
and assumed immediately a more healthy appearance. 
than last year when the precaution of steeping was 
Omitted. J ascribe this partly to moistening the seed, 

ES partly also to the excellent plan you recommended 

^ hailing strips of wood about half an inch in depth on 

i Toller, by which simple device great accuracy in the 

ntervals between the seeds was secured, and, what I 

elieve to be of great importance, each seed was de- 

Posited at a proper depth, being simply placed by the 
children employed in the hollows formed by the strips 
on the roller, and then lightly covered with earth by 
the hand.— E. W., Tavistock Court. [We benefited 
from the practice ourselves, and can quote the state- 
ments of others to the same effect.] 

Inclination of Land.—1ln answering your corres- 

pondents lately, I am led to believe you must have 
misunderstood a “ Crayen Grazier," when he stated the 
angular slope of his land to be 60°. In taking the 

angle, it is evident he must have counted from the 
Zenith, when, “by arriving at 60°, he would equal an 

angle of 30° with the horizon, Until land fall 

to that angle, it will not obtain much of a sward. 

n speaking of degrees of latitude and longitude, 

either in heaven or earth, there are certain ima- 
Binary lines agreed upon by which such angles are 

found ; but among us, when speaking of the angular 

Slope of our banks, the pitch of our houses, frames, &e., 
there appears to be no such understanding, if our con- 

versation, and even what finds its way into print, may 
e held as tests of judgment. I recollect of reading 

Some years ago a description of a Peach-house, the 

angle of which was stated to be 38°, and in a different 

Part of the same magazine or newspaper, I forget 
which, there was an account of another, whose angle 

Was said to be 52°, an apparent difference of 14°, buta 

Yea] difference of not so many seconds—the dimensions 
9f the former being given, proved this to be the case.— 
John Halliday, [40° is the angle we are differing 

Upon; though not the one mentioned by Mr. Banfield. 
What do you make of that ?) 

The Agricultural Labourer — Benefit Societies.— 

Your correspondent 4I. H.” has been correctly an- 

Swered by W. Brown (p. 508) with respect to the 
Superior advantages held out by a well-regulated benefit 

Society over the savings bank, to the agricultural 

labourer, With his present wages, the agricultural 

abourer can seldom derive much advantage from a 

Savings’ bank; but a benefit society conducted on “ safe 
Principles” is invaluable to him. I know not the prin- 

Ciples upon which the Odd Fellows Society is conducted, 
ut there is a class of benefit societies now pretty 

Fenerally established, whose tables of insurance have 
een calculated on correct principles, and whose funds 

are regularly invested every quarter in government 
Securities, Every agricultural labourer should be in- 

Vited to belong to one of these societies so soon as he 

attains the age of 14 years ; and if he should be able to 

M anything besides for the savings’ bank, he will still 

ave that resource also, Prudent parents may be 

taught how to secure the full advantages of these benefit 

societies to their children, by “ endowing” them within 

one year after birth, in order to receive 5/., 107., or 157, 

upon their attaining the age of 14 years, and then to 

invest the money thus obtained as part payment for a 

life interest in the sickness tables. For example, a 

parent by paying either 1s. 33d. monthly, or 47. 13s. 74d. 
in a single payment, for a child entered under one year 

of age, will receive 157. should it live to 14 years. By 

adding 2/. 6s. 3d. to this sum, which makes it 177. 6s. 3d., 

a life interest may then be purchased in the 10s. table, 

and the child will have nothing more to pay during his 

life time beyond ls. quarterly for medieal attendance if 

he should pe living within reach of the society’s doctor, 

otherwise he will have to find his own medical attend- 

ant. His advantages will be 10s. weekly in sickness, 

5s. weekly after he is 65, and 57. for funeral expenses. 

If his sickness should take a permanent form, he will 
be entitled only to half pay after having received a 
year’s full pay. I know an instance in this parish of a 

young man, now reduced to imbecility by epilepsy, who 

is receiving his half pay, and probably may for years to 

come, Without it he must have gone to the workhouse, 

whereas his ‘parents, with this help, can continue to 

maintain him.—J. S. Henslow, July 26. ~ 

Burnt Clay Manure.—In two recent letters on clay 

burning—1. Mr. Pusey doubts whether the reason is 
understood why burnt clay acts sometimes, but not 

uniformly, as manure ; and 2. “ G.” gives explicit details 

for the operations, and enquires whether its manuring 

action is attribetable to anything beside its absorption 

of ammonia, &e., from the air. One cause of such 

action may be noticed, for its practical importance in 

the burning : namely, the retention of smoke, and the 

mere charring of the fuel and organic matter ; soot and 

charcoal being both active manures. The best burning 

I have seen was at Mr. Huxtable’s, at Sutton Waldron, 

where the smoke was very slight, in some heaps hardly 

detectable, and the inside was black throughout with 

charcoal and soot, not only giving the ash fertilizing 

activity in itself, but also increasing its absorbent power 
for gases, moisture, and heat. To admit just air enough 

for this thorough charring, without wasting smoke or 

consuming the charcoal, is certainly nice work, requir- 

ing practice as well as skill, but should be always aimed 

at, however imperfectly attained.—J. P. 

Seed Wheat.—A gentleman, in Hertfordshire, pro- 
cured his seed Wheat last year from Lincolnshire; this 
Wheat had been laid, and was as thin as chicken's 

meat, without 2 plump kernel in the sample. I warned 

him against sowing it. I have not heard his report ; 

but, having brought some home from his farm, I send 

a little by the side of my own (a remarkably fine grain), 

and both the same sort (Spalding). A great proportion 

of this thin Wheat has produced fine heads, but none so 

fine as my own; and about one-tenth long, thin, mil- 

dewed ears.— Nix. 
Newberry's Dibbling Machine,—I would ask of you 

to publish the following statement :— The machine 

shown at Newcastle is on the same principle as the one 

so long used, only a lighter pattern, and instead of push- 

ing the dib out by a draw action, it is done by a strong 

spring. Being much hurried before starting, I seta 

lad not used to the job to paint the wheels ; he did it 

most effectually, well filling up the sliding parts, in con- 

sequence of which the paint set, and the dibs became 

fast. Not having time to take them all out again, I tried 

to remedy the evil with oil, and it worked well while 
here on trial before farmers and workmen, but on reach- 

ing Neweastle, the paint was again got set, and our 

workmen could not get rid of it. The cause was ex- 
plained by our man to the judges, and I think they 

should have asked Mr. Parkes, the engineer, if it arose | © 

from accident or principle ; but, however, it is an eas 

thing to find fault with judges, and every one thinks his 

own exhibition most worthy. The best prize an inven- 

tor has is the knowledge that his invention is gaining 
public approval, and such I am happy to say is my re- 

ward. The following letter from one of the Council 

will, I think, justify what I have said.— W. Newberry. 
——* Sir,—The five-row dibbling machine which I pur- 

chased of you last February for my Gloucestershire 

farm, does the work so admirably well, and the saving 

of seed is so very great, that I am induced to try one 

in this county also, and will thank you to forward me 

one here as soon as convenient, as I should like to put 
200 acres of Wheat in with it next autumn, I have 42 

acres of Peas, and 44 acres of Oats in Gloucestershire 

put in with the dibble, and I never saw any grain put 

in so regular or so perfectly.—John Hudson, Castle- 

Acre Lodge, near Swaffham, Norfolk.” 

Societies. 
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY or [ENGLAND 

The following communications, addressed to the 

Secretary, were received at the Society's office too late 

last week to be laid before the Council and included in 

the Report of its proceedings :— 
POTATO DISEASE. s 

** West mA Wt, Devon, 

August 4, 1846. 3 

* Mr. W. H. Barxwitt, Chemist, &e., of Kingsbridge, 

haying made some careful observations, and, as be- 

lieve, valuable discoveries, on the subject of the Potato 

Disease, I have requested him to draw up à statement 

of his experience in that matter, which you will receive 

herewith,and whieh I request you to lay before those 

Members who may be present at the next Meeting. 

Mr. Balkwill has devoted much time to the subject, and 

I feel convinced that his statements are every way 

worthy of erecit. (Signed) Dovatas Macponatp.” 

** Kings .4, 1846. 
* You will probably receive a Ao id "s EUM 

from the Rev. Douglas Macdonald, respecting the fact 
to which I beg to call your attention ; and that is, that 
the Potato disease is spreading in this locality more, if 
possible, than last year ; and as I imagine that I have, 
beyond a doubt, discovered the origin of it, I am de- 
sirous of putting you in possession of the facts, which I 
will do in as concise a form as possible. I planted some 
perfect seed in my garden, that lad lain in the ground 
all the winter, and a Potato, I believe, was never 
planted there before; so I determined to watch for any 

symptom of disease. I observed the stalk first eaten: a 
little in the top, and soon after a number of green bugs, 
as large, or nearly, as a common house-fly, made their 
appearance. A few days after, I noticed the disease in 
that part where I observed the bugs ; and after getting 
one or two stalks much diseased, it seemed to spread 
very rapidly. I then saw one of the insects void a 
greenish fluid ; and I took a perfectly healthy leaf, and 
smeared this over it. In 12 hours, it was spotted in 
many places ; aud in 24 hours, the spots were nearly as 
large as peas ; and in double that time, a mass of dis- 
ease. I then practised the same experiment on a grow- 
ing healthy stalk, and one apart from the disease. In 
a few days it was perfectly withered and rotten. I then 
mounted on horseback, and rode many miles into the 
country ; and in every instance, for many miles, I found 
the insect wherever the disease appeared ; but amongst 
perfectly healthy ones, there ivas not the vestige of one 
to be seen. I shall be most happy to afford all the in- 
formation in my power on this most serious calamity ; 
but from my experience, it appears to me quite evident 
that the disease is contagious ; and that one or two 
stalks, and as many insects, are sufficient to infect an 
entire field. The insect leaves the plant as soon as it 

becomes diseased, which will account in a measure for 
its not being discovered before. If you wish I will pro- 
cure the insect, and send it you. I had many confined, 
but they are all dead. 

* (Signed) Wm. H. Bark wirr, chemist.” 

Miscellaneous. 
Remarks on the Potato Disease.—ML)y opinions and 

observations on the Potato disease having appeared 
from time to time in the Irish Farmers’ Journal, Y 
have again to beg you will give me an opportunity of 
expressing my conviction of the correctness of the 
views held on the subject by Professor Morren, of 

Liege, and the Rev. Mr. Berkeley, of King’s Cliffe, 
Hants. In all my former observations I have pointed 

out the very close connection parasitical fungi had with 

the disease ; but I have hitherto held that they were 
the effect and not the cause. I have now, however, 
reason to express a contrary opinion, and believe that 
the ease is vice versa to what I had hitherto supposed 
—they are the cause. On this head I will undertake 
to convince any person who has sufficient knowledge of 

the subject, to enable him to comprehend the destruc- 

tive consequences of these minute plants in the vege- 

able economy. The Botrytis infestans (which is the 

scienti&e name of the mould in question) is in full 

vigour at present, affecting both leaves and stems si- 

multaneously. In my late paper, on this subject, 

which appeared in the Journal in April last, I made 

some observations on the manner in which parasitical 

fungi affect the plants they prey on, and stated that it 

is not at present known how the reproduetive spores 

are enabled to vegetate, whether they are imbibed by 

the rootlets of the plants along with the nutritive matter, 

present in the grain, and circulate with the sap, or float 

in the atmosphere, and vegetate under a combination 

i fi ble to their develop t. We 

may be said to be labouring under the same state of un- 

certainty regarding the vegetation of the Potato fungus, 

though I think the evidence is strongly in favour of the 

spores remaining in the tuber, and being developed 

under favourable eireumstanees. The fact of the 

mould being produced on Potatoes raised from diseased 

seeds, in one of our hot-houses, in the month of January, 

appears conclusive on that point, besides, it is so 

generally known that the stems of Potatoes have toa 
great extent decayed at the necks, where they were 

attached to the old tubers, without any fungus being 

seen on the leaves. It is quite evident, the decay, 

in that case, at least, proceeded from the root. 

know that seedlings of the present year are at present 

being preyed on equally with stems from old tubers, 

which affords an argument against the tubers being the 

seat of the disease—but the atmospl must now be 

full of the spores of the fungus, which may be imbibed 

by the rootlets, or through the stomates of the seedling 

Potatoes. It is, however, of little use to speculate on 

this point at present. I think any person may convince 

himself of the cause of the disease, by looking at the 

backs of the affected leaves as soon as the disease ap- 

pears. The mould will be seen, without the aid of a 

microscope, colouring the diseased spots of a greyish- 

white colour, and forming a very beautiful object when 
looked at with the aid of a good lens. The observation 

must, however, be made soon after the disease appears, 

otherwise the plant will have perfected its spores, pro- 

duced its effect on the Potato, and have disappeared. 
The desideratum is now to ascertain what will prevent 
the attack of the botrytis. A safe experiment might be 

made with quick-lime, which, in ordinary cases, destroys 

the Mushroom tribe. Sulphur is used to destroy the 

Erysiphe communis, the mould which attacks the leaves 

of our Peach trees, Pea haulm, &e., and which is the 

most generally-known species that is nearly allied in its 
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mature to the one which is destroying the Potato haulm 
I can now point out.— D. Moore, Royal Dublin Society's 
Botanic Garden, July 26,1846, in“ the Irish Farmers’ 
Journal.” 

From this profit there will be to deduct rent. 
take the tenants’ own be ee and suppose ‘that for | 
the first year he paid only 5s. rent for the unimproved | 2 
| moorland, but that the landlord, seeing the improvement | ; 

ET 
Now, | 

Cost and Returns of Improving Moorland. — Whilst | and produce obtained, immediately raised the rent. | 
at Belvoir I obtained a calculation, which was derived Now, a fourth of the produce is a fair rent (see on this 
from the tenantry themselves, as te the cost of improv- subject more fully, the evidence of the Earl of Mount- 
ing an aere of moorland, and thoroughly draining it with eashel before the Land Commissioners, Appendix, 
30-inch drains at twenty-one feet apart, and cultivating Part IIL, p. 148); therefore this improved land 
it for four successive years in the manner in which the would bear to pay 14. rent. But suppose the landlord 
tenantry according to the best of their knowledge cul- | was, in every aapea a hard landlord, and he raised 
tivate it, with Potatoes the two first years and Oats the the rent from 5s. the acre to 30s. for the improved land, 
two following, 

the price of labour and for every expense, and estimat- 
ing the produce at a low rate. The country around 
Belvoir is generally thin poor moorland. My object 
in obtaining this valuation was to show the folly of the 
excuse for apathy and want of exertion on the part of 
the tenants, which I again heard here as elsewhere,— 
that the rent would be raised if they improved their 
land, and they would be no better off. I wished also 
to take their own valuation and estimate of both cost 
and produee, and their own mode of cultivation n 
every agriculturist will see at once is not the best), i 
order to prove, on their own showing, the recedes 
apathy of not improving, and the absurdity of their 
excuse. In the following estimate the price of labour 
is charged at the full rate ; spread over a little time, 
the tenant and his family would be able to accomplish 
this labour, so that it would cost them nothing, and would 
in fact leave nothing but the cost of lime and seed to 
pay for. The outside rent of the moorland unimproved is, 
say 5s. the Irish acre ; and the tenants agreed that they 
could barely get this value out of it for rough grazing. 
I will now show what they agreed it would cost to improve 
it, and what the produce would be, according to the 
general crops. First year.—Draining, trenching, and 
bringing in the land, and sowing it de Potatoes :— 
Paring and burning, 30 men or days, at £1 5 0 
Digging and spreading ashes, 24 ditio, m TM 100 
Seed, 180 stone, at 21d. pe . m 113 9 
Cutting and sticking, i weis at6d. e 57530 
Trenching, &c., 18 men, at 10d. m b 015 0 
Digging the Potatoes, 36 men, at iod. -. ate 110 0 
Picking ditto, 6 women, a: 6a. . E ^ 03 0 
Lime, 1o barrels, atl0d. .. E E ^ 118.4 
Drains, 160 perches, at 6d. "A "E Ns 400 

Ist year— Total expense of improving and cultivating 12 7 1 
Produce of Ist year: 

12 barrels (of 96 stone) of Potatoes, at 18s. .. ..1016 0 

Loss first year An I. D ~~ s wc PEF Hs 

Most of the labour 
the tenant ic do himself, as much of his time is 
unoccupied, and then the eps would only þe for 

, leaving him a profit on 
his first year's crop, to pay "him for his labour, of 
71. As. lld. 

2d year. Mee sate: 
Re-digging, 12men, at 10d; per ve. . 
Seed, 160 stone, at 21d. per das 
Cutting, & 

Digging, 40 men, at 10d. per m jt 
Picking, 8 women, at 6d. per dni oe 

2 weedings, 8 women, at 6d. Der woman : 

Total expense m os 2:60-8. 9 
Produce of 2d year— ji 

18 barrels of Potatoes, at 18s. per barrel m ys kB 405 [0 

Profit2d year .. 0 
3d year. Sowing with Nea 

Seed, 12 stone, at 9a. per stone .. e 0 
Trenchin; , 12 men, at 10d. per man ¥ & 0 
Cutting, 12 men, at 107. per man S ie 0 Binding, 6 aamen at êd. per woman .. =) 0 Stacking, &e., 4 men, at 10d. per man ; vi 4 Threshing, 8 men, at 10d, per ma: 8 Cleansing, &c. m oe os iu 0 

Total expense m m . 2 
Produce of 3d year— v Ks 120 stone of ots at Td. ag Pec ve a +» 310 0 

Straw . I T .. +. 210 0 

6 0 0 
Deduct expense - oo 2 4*0 

pedi of 3d. year Hs ^ 316 0 
Oat: 

E tra expense over 3a5 year veg diggings Pici: 
or Clover and Grass 

Totalexpense v E Produce of 4th year— 
144 stones of Dats, at SE perstone 
Straw 

Deduct expense .. 

Profit of 4th year 
EXPENSE. 

First year . 

Total 
Pro: a First year » iom " 

Second year ^ Third yea; Dorv. 
Tourhreme 2, 3" 

Total 

P is gain for four year: 1610 

41, 28. T]d. average profit Por Acre each year. 

, together with the produce which, accord- | which is here a very high rent for such land, in fact, 
ing to their “estimation, would be yielded, charging for | not dies then the result would be— 

First ye nt E m m e £0 5 
three following years PE 308. 410 
ounty-cess, poor-rates, and tithe renta “charge, 
“mated at 4s. per year 0 16 

511 
The aecount will pice stand— 

Total profit for four yea Pe TETE 
Deduct landlord’s ine: deh A ‘vent and charges ` oe. S11 

Leaving clear profit to tenant in four years .. .. £10 19 

Or 27. 14s. 10$d, each year per improved acre, besides 
paying him "m. his labour, and this under the most un- 
favourable circumstances that the tenant ean suppose— 
namely, that the landlord will put upon him an ex- 
orbitant rent as soon as he has improved. With 
proper cultivation and rotation of crops a much 
greater profit than this might be obtained.— Times 
Commissioner. 

rrespondenis, 
th addition to the 

ces to Co; 
BEANS—A Sufferer—See p. 110. 

mentioned, Winter 
pearance may be sown about October. 
barrow used in many parts for sowing after the plough. 

Booxs—B W, Wells—Ridgway, Piccadi 
Hors—Landed Proprietor—We will endeavour to supply the 

deficienc: 
ITALIAN Rye Grass— Young Farmer—We shall sow as soon as 

the Wheat stubbles are cleared and scarified. 
LUCERNE—. tis imposerble to say without seeing it what 

itis worth, and then it would be necessary to ascertain how 
such a crop sells with y: You must inquire of some farmer 
in your neighbourhood ; P that i is what we must have done to 
have assiste! 

PoTATOES—A Yo ae Farmer—The best way of storing Potatoes 
is to ridge them in dry earth, so that oo shall not be ex- 
posed to air, and at the same red against wet. 
It is certa; inly better to keep them eed thus in solid 

ve Me nto a auch to be trodden dés, and 
the cattlehave had E mecs to eat if they would, and were 
not injured ; but they did not eat much.—The autumn sown 

ot (Oe HD dr otherwise; but the corn crop is 
from Grass, and thus harvested more safely, 

Prorrrs or Fanmina—7 M Yand WK Cowley—Y our letters re- 
quiring consideration, the answer is deferred for a week. 

Snrrr—Henry—The returns (not profits) on sheep depend on 
what you give them. Those to which you allude gi 

i g 

r are not oe all 
times needed on the Grass farm, but they RE at harve: 

Sr. Joun’s gar Rys-T C M—Messrs. Gibbs, Haitmoonn usu 
Piecadilly, London 

| asso cu AU Farmer—Y ou must inquire in districts where 
it is grown, for the Winter Tare. You may manure your 
Oat stubble with common farm manure ; plough it in am 
gow iuiBeptimbler nearly tnwoteber thet ares, 
otherwise, atthe rate of 4 bi 
feed, ou may fee them off in Mex E. opi in time, as we 

consider it, 
TURNIP-SEED—Alkali asks, Whatis an atre crop of Swedish 

or Yellow Turnip-seed? We nezer grow them, Transplant 
into light land, not over rich, change that is beneficial, 
is change of climate, not of soil, AEA the north is gene- 
rally to be preferred. 
EEDS— Tizy—The Moon- flower, like any other weed, will 
yield to perseverance in pulling the plant up any time ‘when 
the ground is moist before the seed is formed.—— € W- 
Loin temulentum (Darnel). 

Yovice—The Red Wheat Spee the common 
old Red Lammas : we do not know the other.——4? 6 T has 
ent us some ears of Wheat, grown in Wales, 600 feet above 

the sea, and he says he considers them fine enough to satisfy 
x correspondent “ Homo.” We do so too, 

eels will search and inform you next week, 
ey Seah page 522, ihe A eMe in lines 42, 41 we. 

from the boim should "be 

Tee 
SMITHFIELD, MONDAY, Aug. 1 

Boot Seote, Herefords, es 31010460 
Best Short Hor 86 88 
Second ualiey Bees. 870 4 

40 46 
Bort emet Halfbred: '— 

tto (shorn) Pies 
pem 3408; Sheep and LAGE UND 

—Per d of 81bs, 
Best Long-woo - 

ir price, but second- 
* quite so plentiful, and there is mon Everything is cheerfully disposed of at onr quota- 8 w instances they have been exceeded. Lamb tra ll Calves are rather more in demand — Pork trado ca anua too y. 

14. 
The supply of Beasts is shorter. and. the weather being very favourable for slaughtering, trade is Considerably botter. The best Sto oe, ho, Cum aking d, and Short-horns 858d t The supply of Sheep isalso short, and ready sale ar tones 2p quotations. — Lamb trade de mi 2 heavy, the demas 
emain the same as on Mon, 

owing to ‘he cold won her 
^, 808; Sheep and Lambs, 12,400; Calves, gu Pigs, 350, 

s Went Smithfield. 
HAY .—Per Load of 36 Tea 

(THFIELD, 13. 
Prime Méad.Hay 751 to a Hay. bbe —sto — Aaka owani moe Oir. crete UNDIA evo cm 

Jonn Coran, Salesman. 
CUMBERLAND MARKET, ug. 13. 

devut Mead. ss 80s to oi Old Clover 105s to 1128 Inferior 55 Inferi lordas 90 [Straw 33:086» 
w Hay Clove: = 

0sHUA Baxxr, Hay Salesman. Warrncnaren, Andi. un Fine OldiHay - — 70sto 80s O14 Clover AL Taferie Breq prawo 288) tolBes 
$0 — molNew Cv. di m 

COVENT GARDEN, AucusT "9 — The. supply of Vege- 
gabian is still somewhat limited; and Fruit in general is 
ot plentiful, although there is sufficient for the demand. 

Pine-apples, of English growth, are very abundant, and there 
want of Foreign ones of tolerably good quality. Goo 

Black Hamburgh and other Grapes may be obtained at 
| moderate prices; and a few Portugals Jue made their 
appearance in the market, Peaches and Nectarines are 
abundant. cots are small in size. Plums, both English 
and Po are abundant, Cherries are ru iA a a sea- 
son, except los, which fetch from 1s, t . per Ib. 
Dutch Currants are plentiful ; and pou and ears à are lower 

price and more abundant, Apples chiefly consist] of 
[Basti endebg) Kerry YE and Ribston; the 
latter are, howeyer, hardly ripe. The supply of 
considering the season, is good; and Nu a 
s the demand, erts Eom very plen: 
lheaper. English Yr may be ufum at from 3s, to 6s, 
es and some good foreign ones are also in the market, 
Vegetables, Cabbages, On owens, &c., are good, but the latter 
hardly sufficient for the demand, Carrots and Turnips have 
altered but little in price since last week. are rather 
scarce, and good young samples fetch high prices, chem 
nearly the same as Celery is quality. 
D. are nearly all affected by the’ prevailing eee of 
last season ; so much so, that some are quite unsaleable. Let- 
race fe other Salading are good and plentiful. Cut Flowers 

ly consist Jasmines, Calceolarias, Pinks, 
QUE IO Pelargoniums, Tuberoses, Gardenias, Moss and 
other Roses. 

FRUITS, 
Lemons, per dozen, ls to3s 

per 100, 7s to 167 
Currants, red, porhf sv. pto 

fing Apple goribw Beto be 
Grapes, Hothouse, per Ib. 8s to da 

— Portugal, per lb., 1s to 1a 0d 
Apples, Desa, » per bush., ôs to whhe, do. tte p 

— Kitchen, 8s to 6s Raspberries, per potile 
deve, 4a to 10s Cherries, Morello, per Thy te o 26 6d 

Almonds, 

'r dozen, 2s to 2s 6d — Spanish, 14s 
Walnuts, per bushel, 5s: o 6s 

'EGETABLES. 
arlic, perlb., 8 vette, Cos, a acore to 2: 6d 

iet, 91 sep ined 

Me 
Gabbages, per doz., Gd to 1r fd. 
Cauliflowers, per 

rtichokes, per doz., 
French Beans, per hes 2 pie (61034 | En 
Peas, por sieve, 3» 6d. 
Sorrel, perhf.- žieve, 9d 2 1s 
Potatoos, per ewe, bot 

bush hel, 2 6d to 6s 

Kidney, per ‘bushel, yas to 6r 
unipe per bunch, 4 [^ 

d Best, por doz 
Rai peso uat sofa 

Gicumbers, each, 4d to ls 

dos tdeo 1e 6d 

ni - bunches, 23 tobe 
Shallots, per 1b., 6d € 

The supply ot duin Wheat from. Essex, xe ent, and Suffolk, 
was again small this m 
new crop; the who 
money as on ia 

jeans, 
P eas, was too small n allow of any alteration ebur quoted in 
their value,— 

H, PER IMPERIAL QUARTER, | 8, 8. $$ 
Wheat, Eerex, Kent, and. Suffolk White 48 50 Red . 44 48 — ‘Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire 40 46 White 40 50 
Barley, ita ene distilling 28s to80s Chevalier 30 33 Grind. 25 39 Oats, Lincolnsh and Yorkshire .  . Polands 25 98 ‘ead 24 

Shumbetland nx Scotch . . Feed 93 96 Potato 27 80 
— + Feed 20 94 Potato 24 97 a e quld cipue cr 

ertford and hu renes. quet e 
E . 80 32 

Beans, Nia agan, old and new. 82 10 86 — Tick 24 36 Harrow 36. 93 Pigoony | heligi oland . 38to42 Winds — — imma = 
Pana, White + 88 to 42 na 38 36 gy 5 

doen Aug. 1 
On Wednesday there was an active FORE for free Foreign 

Wheat, and sales t were Pis Eog with at the 

norm on the same eriat, 
Men per qr. business is restricted, The inquiry qui bordel d to 

ort to France and Belgium duces us our late quotations, 
watch in some cases are exceeded.— Beans, and Peas, 
are unaltered in value,—The Oat aden x du and prices must 
be noted 6d, to 1s. per qr. higher. 

IMPERIAL AVERAGES. 
(When Baier Ota. | Rye. ) Beano.) Bese, 

July 4 per Quarter, 5304 981 8d| Bà: 3d| 38s 5d| 85r b 
EM a C 7 7| s 5| adu | s711 | a5 3 
"IR T] +} 820 2710| 95 o| 36 5| 88 4| 36 5 — ee | 4911 | 97 9| 28 5| 29 9| as 9| 3610 

Aug. .1 . . ., 4 5| í611 | sa 5| 98 2| 30 8 | 857! 
Lud 8 . DO lis Le 6 9 $94 0 29 8j 89 8 85 

S weeks Aggreg.Aver.| 49 0| 97 4| 93 8| s110| a8 9| 8510 
Duties on Foreign Grain 8 ol 4 0| 1 6| 4 0| 4 0| 42 
Diagram showing tho Auctuations In the price of Corn on the average of th? nding Saturi August 8. 
“Paton, | Jury 4 T Vue n | Jone D 1 Jum 35) Auai 

5283104 m 
~ 9 r4 
— 8 . 
m: R E 
— 0 e) 
51 5 . 
auis tup d 
50 10, . 
49 11 
47 5 
45 3 

SEEDS, Aug. 14, Om Meca perar sisto LI B te seno D 
Carawi per ewt 40 Mn Maie poer Clover, Kea, English - = ab i ea Bro at 

- White, Ew - dope =| Rapeseed, [e E i 
Corlander . . di P 
Hemproed - porge $5 iner “winter » bu 
Tinseed e. . "ye qr 45. 48|  — For 
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Sales b» Auction. - 
IMPORTANT SALE OF ogee PLANTS AND 

= CAMELL 
M sssns. PROTHEROE & MORRIS have re- 

ved instructions from the Proprietor of the sess is | TON NURSERY, who is about 
ie competition on tho Premis 

ea, erate gran 
j pr »ulehella, quercif 

Tepens, spec spherocarpa, Ge ndra bipinnatiti 
9r pulchella, b: pinnatifida nova, formosa, Jaeibuudo, Fraserii, 
D Pu nóbi lis, squarrosa, tenuifolia, and five unknown 
noe 
oir the Greenhouse Plants are several new plants, 

rae two Carai in the way of G 
and a new h large purple bracter. A quantity of 
ine Aone Acacias of six or eight species, set with bloom, 
Also some hundreds of Hoveas, fine plants, set for flower, o 
the fol species—viz. pungens, pungens Sos ilicifolia 
aoa DNA pannosa, ER and Celsii. Also many 
Choice and valuable plants. 

parti- 
G. polymorphum, 

fine specimens PS m le 
others, and the whole are healthy and full o: Eu rd at every 

‘he Sale will ose at 12 o'clock precisely. Catalogues 
Nus be E of the Auctioneers, or of Mr. HENCHMAN at the 

HOICE onons. 

Bobralia. Galeitiunty Lælias, &c., &c,—On view the aby prior 

3i T? LET, , with early possession, a small NURSERY, | 
consisting of Four Greenhouses, and about 70 Tighe of 

| Pits an d Frames, with al all necessary convenience, situate tnl 
three miles of Covent-garden Market. Persons of small ital 
wil n his an opportunity rarely to met with Por 
Address, apply : at the office of this Paper. | 

JRREY. | 
FARMS TO LET, AT KINGSWOOD, W ITHIN. THREE | 

MILES OF RE IGATE RAILWAY STATIO 

"Oo BE LET ON LEASE, KINGSWOOD. one 
for 21 years or less, at Michaelmas next; compri ing a 

farm house and suitable out-bui ildings, Rd 600 acres arabl 
(good Turnip) land, at a money rent of 20s, an acre, which in. 
cludes tithes and rates, or at a corn ue if preferred, Tw 
smaller Farms may be had adjoining, if required, so that a 
a wishing to embark 10, n er in farming 1000 acres may 

o so within an hour and a quarter of London. The shooting 
on “particulars apply to Messrs. 
Ids ; essrs. Nasu, surveyors, 

Reigate; Kingswood, Epsom, The tens mt, Mr. 
Crew 8, will show the principal farm. 

LIQUID MANURE. 
Sis eld INDEPENDENT OF THE WORLD FOR CORN. 

HE attention of the Agricultural Interest, at this 
momentous crisis, is requested tothe great Bsr of 

LIQUID MANURE; and the ease with which it may be TO- 
priated by the use of FOWLER’S PUMPS, made enprenas for 
the purpose, either portable or fixed; Garden, Ship; and Barge 
Pumps; also r Distillers, Brewers, Soap Boilers, and 
Tanners, for hot ds cold liquor. Pump: 8 eni uo hire, for 
Excavations and We lis. Buildings heated by Hi Water, for 
Horticulture, and every variety of ee ae E 

supplied on advantageous ter BENJAMIN 
Fowrrn, Engineer, &o., 63, Dorset-street, EITE EN London. 

LEGG'S IMPROVED SELF-ACTING HY- 
* DRAULIO ENGINE being now Registered, he begs to call 

the attention of the Public to the following Prices :—A machine 
to convey water 100 yards, conducting-pipe included, 202. ; 
do. 600 yards, 50%. This machine can be made to convey Pene 
1 gallon to 20 per minute to a distance of 2000 yards, and to an 
elevated point of 500 feet or upwar Fountains, Towns, &c., 
m on uses cm be suj 

2 

&c. 
2nd Morning of Sale, and Catalogues had of the 

CHELTENHAM. 
THE OAKFIELD MANSION AND. GROUNDS IN THE PARK, 

R. LUE WOOD has the honour to announce 
ihe Nobility, a and Capitalists generally, that he has oy favoured by the YE with du uctions 

UBMIT TO PUBLIC I 
The above very rnin and truly abis Property, d he ierde Gi doing on TU. 

E ock, Hs Two Lots ; sand for the great UE 
o say he has permission to 

Lot 1 and comprise 
THE OAKFIELD The Gnd RUMP AND 

PLEASURE GR 
Containing 14. 2n. mu i the eral a ed siniting feature of Which is UU corri nd isplayed Alike in ev art, in the on of the Grounds, and the 
Dirited way the designs have been carried out at an immense Xpense... 

THE RESULT IS Cue PLUR 
Woop ha aS ever, > confidi 

ud world an adequate idea of half 
; the Property must be seen and ‘ies it posses: 

ely inspected K n duly i35 'eciated. 3 TheMA ANSTO 
235 f 

nea e isa 
o the Park of 

fond. 307 ft. Gin. Th comprises, on the “Ground 
teel Breakfast or Second Drawii ath Room, and Handsome Entrance Tall, seo which springs & very ornamental debe) ds ae ing to a cious Drawing Room, 
Rooms, po: sses 

ilar 's, very e 
etached is a. Mus four-stalled STABLE, MS ̂ m. HOUSE, 

En m “i > IE with Hay and Corn Lofts, Coach- 
h In the GARDEN are four HOT- TOUSE, ae „with fine ealthy and flourishing Vines, and two with. Exotic 

OSt T ed and costly 

À iety ERN ost choice Fiom 3d rs and Shrubs of Toss ne on, 
dm estie grandeur, the noble BRITISH OAK, form- 
E bon onsen of beauties and luxuries rarely to be seen. 

only rare, but E many instances quit e unique ; an a truly appropriate FURNITURE 
ay be-had (if. ns ty valuation in the usual way. 

T 2 comprises 
A PIECE of GARDER GROUND, containing 1a, 0x. 5p, with 

higplendia Vinery and Melon Pit thereon; itis enclosed by a Sh brick wall, Que having a frontage to the Hatherley Place 
2 ft., by a depth of upwards of 320 ít., and forms an 

rs. WILLIAMS and GRIFFITHS, SL M s 
- public Offices, or at Mr, Woop's Auction Office, Oriel Cottage, 

view Toad 5 ; and of each also may be had cards of admission to 
to p, the property, any day (Sundays excepted) from ‘Twelve 

loc 

SP OF a ee RENS: FOR AUTUMN 
IN! 

o BE soub, 17 acres of NURSERY STOCK, 

E 15. 

GARDEN Any person havi ing ng about Half an Aere 
"Ten LET, within 20 or 30 miles-of London, Y hear ofa 
Tenant by addressing full particulars to the Advertiser. It 
Bron” referred that there were a habitable den on the 

x: t 
sep mproved principle. —N.B. All Machines 

Warranted, tar ae :9, St. X street, Cheltenham: 

CHEAP AND DERE ROOFING. 

BY HER |, ROYAL LETTERS 

MAJESTY’S PATENT, 

MNEILL & 007 of ida Buildings, CER 
* row, London, the Manufacturers and only Patentees o: 

THE ASPHALTED FELT FOR ROOFING 
Houses, Farm Buildings, Shedding, ee and for 
Garden purposes, to protect Plants from. 

A reat National Aal Showa s, it is this Felt 
which has been Pae and obtained the Prize, andis the 
Felt patronize 

HER Maset’ s Woops AND FORESTS, 
HONOURABLE BOARD OF ORDNANCE, 
HONOURABLE EAST INDIA COMPANY, 
HONOURABLE Mode due or CUSTOMS, 
ER'MAJESTY’S ESTATE, ISLE OF Wian HT, 

Royat BOTANIC eurn NS, REGENT'S PARK; 
on the Estates of the Dukes of Sutherland, Norfolk, Rut- 

aa. Newcastle, Northumberland, Mus ugh (at Ue uL 
the late Earl Spencer, and most of the Nobility and Ge 
and at the Royal 2 Agric ee Societys House. Hier quand 

other description of Roofing; and 
of imber in the construction of Roofs. 

Made to any eu is 32 inches wi T 
P E ONE Penny PER SQUARE Foor. 

vin Directions for its Use, and Testhnontite 
ience, with p to Nobleme 

tlemen, TERA p Builders, sent free to any Hee of the 
town or per ani by qe execute 

gar The is Tespeotru cautioned that the only Works 
in Great Britain where the above Roofing is made, are 

F. MN. DE S cols 
Patent Felt Manufactory, b's-buildings, Bunhill-row, 
CA where Roofs cover adr with h the Felt m be seen, as 
also the new Vice-Chancellor’s Court, and the Passages and 
Offices at the entr: ance to Westminster Hall, eat other build. 
ings at the New Houses of Parliament, done under the Sur- 
re of Charles Barry, Esq., R. As 
Noie.—Consumers sending direct to the Factory can be sup- 

plied in lengths best suited to their Roots, so that they pay for 
no mor e than they require, 

ECONOMICAL, EFFECTUAL, “AND” DURABLE 
ROOFIN 

BY HER MAJESTY'S Red LETTERS PATENT. 

ROGGON'S PATENT ASPHALTE ROOFING 
/ FELT, with which the wu Rooms of the Houses 

of Parliament are entirely covered. e above Wee has 
been used and highly approved by vio Nobility, 
qup dpt generally, and Patronised by many as of 
the R RU eurem Societies E England, Scotland, and 
Ireland, and by Her Majesty's e of Woods and Forests, 
Charles Barry; Es i R.A, be ols has been used for several 
years at the Royal Horticuttural Sorio s Gardens, Chiswick ; 
the Swiss Gardens, Shoreham, Phi on the Duke of Duc 
cleuch's, fandit the Marae. of Angles y's Property, x eee 

, (under slate) the Royal Agricultural à Society" s House, pele e 
Square; its advantages OS CHBAPNESS, TIGHTNESS, 
DURABILITY, and BOO. die RNA ae 
has been prove ed an ei R > de dou autora to Plat 

PRICE, ONE PENNY PER S 
Samples and Testimonials sent by Post on TR 

OHN CROGGON. 
8, Lawrence Pountney-hill, Uni London. 

*.* Samples 

TO OWNERS AND OCCUPIERS OF ESTATES. 
faire BULLOCK MABE cua of Hounsdown, 

r Southampton, UMORE Engii to Her Majesty, 
at osobine; Isle of Wight; the inventor dts a Pat pu Bey 

sum per acre, including every MESURES 

Aor pa de TILES for Floors, Walls, &e;, of 
M E EC Terraces; Encaust stie; 

Venetian, Ge. in EVERY VARIETY. May be seen at Messrs, 
PARKER and "wx ATTS, meret Blackfriars, dd 

3 iere be abundant supply of good 
:—Direct, post paid, toG. D., Post-office, Maidstone. 

Agents to Messrs, MINTO CO., the Patentees, of Stol 
aponeTrent. Also Pate Tbv s tho PORCEL AIN BUTTONS, 

| cheaper and more durable than Móther-o'-Pearl, 

Í ODGKINS'S SINGLE AND.  DOUBLE-HAND 
SEED DIBBLERS, registered pursuant to the Act 6 & 7 Victoria, c. hese im] nplements are adapted to all kind of 

Seed and e escri: Soil, and have been highly re- 
commended as es ga SELP-T) Ee VG motion, pt 

Aug ust. 15; 184 

ORDAN’S ANTIS MUT E ION. 
only certain Preservative against Smut in Wh he 

attacks of the Wire-worm, Grub, and Slug. Es packets lat Mim 
with directions for u: 

'ERTIFICATE.— I e Siby certify that Jorpan’s AwTI.SMUT 
Compostrion is well calculated vg eee the attacks of Wire- 
worm, Grub, and Slug, while, at the same time it contains a 
highly nutritious MEA redient fitted to dern the germination 
and growth o; Corn, and other rudiments of plants. It 
promises, Dicis, to be us m against the Potato Disease,— 

., Professor of Chemistry, and RE, 
Analytical Chemist” 

iA ‘London, Eres Charlotte-street, Bedford-square, July 21, 
3" Only those are genuine which are marked with ee name 

of “dhe Patentee—'*JonwN JORDAN, Luton, Bedfordshire.” 
his Le m iem 

TER, al 
the PAgvicultural chemists and Dealers in the United | Kingdom, 

N.B.—A liberal allowance to large buyers. 

PRICE FOURPENCE OF ANY BOOKSELLER. 
Coon or tHE NUMBER pus SATURDAY 

LAST, AUGUST 8, 
THE ATHEN EU , 

JOURNAL x ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LC. 
CIENCE, AND THE FINE AR 
posce Large Quarto Pisae" 

Reviews or, WITH EXTRACTS FROM— 
Works of W. S. Landor History of Inventions, Disco- 

J Prometheus Chained of Æs-| veries, and Origins. By J. 
chylus. ranslated into Beckmann, edited by. W. 
English verse by the Rev. Francis and J. iri ffi 

. 0. Swayne 
Life of Amir Dost Mohammed 

Kahn, of Kabul. By Mohan | Hochelaga.. Edited by E. War- 
al, iu A: 

WITH SHORTER Nori 
Antidotal featur: as Epi- Brief aod E Homoeopathy. 

demie Cholera. By J. Parkin y N. 
sro tt Latin Gram-| Mineral Waters of Kreuznach. 

'ooley By J. E. Prieger 
E of Heath and Longe- Essay on Use of Narcotics, dc., 

By W. in Treatment of Insanity. 
T on x "SU. Black By J. Williams. 

Origiuai Papers.—Count Castelnau's Mission—Balls and 
Theatres—Archwological Institute of Great Britain and 

and. 

Our Weekly Gossip.— Baths and Washhouses for the 
Poor—Mr. Mackinnon's Public Cemeteries SE Mor- 
peth and Metropolitan Improvements—Testimonial to Mr. 
Wilderspin—Dr. Leichardt’s Overland Expedition Death 
of Baboo Dwarkanauth Tagore—The late Storm and the 
Publie R of ssoci- 
ation at Gloucester—Melville’s Work o n Marquesas Ex- 
ploring ES to South America—Death of M. Theo- 
dore Fix— outh's.Reply to the Astronomer Bora 

ole iB dics 

Fine Arts.—Fifth Report of the School of Mu MOM 
son's Ducal dee of Saxe Coburg and Goti 

Fine Art Gossip. Mr. Dyce's Fresco in ond of Lords 
—New iron e ‘Schools of eon in Potteries, at Paisle: 
and Leeds—Portrait Statue of Sir F. Buxton—Selection of 
AE fox me at Doncaster—Discovery of Monument at 
Halki—Death at Paris of M. RES Vignon—Monu- 
Ee to aolum bus at P ia 

Muste and The Dr: —Drury Lane (Mosquetaires de 
la Reine)— Haymarket? adios Wells— Lyceum (The 
End of June). 

Musical Gossip. Hereford Festival—Philharmonie Con- 
certs and Signor Costa—Foreign Musical Gossip. 

BEiscellanea. The Late Hailstorm. 
Order The Athenceus of any Bookseller, A 

VINAIGRE DE BORDEAUX. 
poss STRENGTH, and an agreeable FRUITY 

LAVOUR, distinguish "ihe first quality of FRENCH 
WHITE WINE VINEGAR, and render it preferable to all 
other E domestic use. 

Groi e Merchants, cce uestem Ha 
applying to s irm W. an Kent and Son ton- 
On Roy ern; or S. RUMSEY, 3, Queen-street Place, Cheap- 
side, sole Wholesale Agent for London and the surrounding 

7s. to 12s. 6d. ; 1 
waisteoats, of the newest patterns, 6s, 6d. to 105. 6d. ; rich satin 
and cloth, 7s. 6d. to 12s. 6d. ; ov. ts of the newest syle, in 
SEEN “Alberts s, and Godtingtons, of llama cloth and cash- 
merettes (waterproof), 21s. to 35s.; travelling wra: . 6d. 
t oys’ and youths’ clothin, ng of every pe iag 
Tunic and hussar puan IN to 30s. ; office, garden, and shoot- 
ing coats, a suit of ee sae cloth, 3l. 38,3 extra Saxony dit, y. 10s. to 41.—FisnER ; Tailors, 
31, King William Brid 

‘PHOSPHORIC RA RAT POISON.— 
is offered to the Public with the greatest confidence, being 

decidedly superior to all those poisons contai 
pm minerals. Iti is 

S by pane id 
old in ots, fall directions for use, 

| at 43., 88., and 205. Im ics 
MESA x COJS NEW PATTERN TOOTH- 

BRUSH and B REA SPONGES.—The Brush 
has the important advantage of searching raid into the 
divisions of the teeth, and cleaning them in tho 

W ordinary m. mane and is famous for the 1 hairs ue coming 
loose—is. An improved Clothes Brush, that clears in a third 
art of the usual time, and i A p RE ing the finestnap. 

able.unbleached Rus- 

The genuine Smyrna Sponge, with its preserved valuable 
properties of absorption, vitality, sA durability, by means of 

importations, dispensing ‘with all intermediate parties’ 
profits ree drm RN and securing the sine Ae ofa 
genuine at METCALFE d. ded ole Es- tablishmont, 130 n, Olodan one door from Putent. 

Caution. x Beware of the words “ From pert A adopted 
y some houses, 
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560 THE GARDENERS’ 

a 

CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE. [Ave. 15, 

Designed by J. THOMSON, Landscape Gardener, Hothouse Designer, Garden Architect, and Nurseryman, 

Hammersmith, Late of Her Majesty’s Royal Gardens, Kew and Windsor. 

AUTHOR OF A 

“PRACTICAL TREATISE,” 

PUBLISHED IN 1838, 

ON THE CONSTRUCTION, 

WARMING, 
AND VENTILATING OF 

HOTHOUSES 

AND OTHER 

GARDEN STRUCTURES ; 

VALUER OF HOTHOUSES 

AND 

OTHER HQRTICULTURAL 

PRODUCTIONS, 

IN CASES OF 

RAILWAY ENCROACHMENTS ; 

AV Bee: WILLIAMS, THOMSON, CHILD, & CO., PRACTICAL ENGINEERS, | 

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS, rc. ., most “respectfully beg | to Solicit the attention of Noblemen, 

UD liy 

Gentlemen, and Amateur quA eir 

BOILER AND IIOT ATER APPARA 

Houses, e Pits, Propagating Houses, anc 

Tank, or Pipe system, stan 

Tt is also admirably adapted for warming Churches, 
Public Buildings of any size or characte 
expense, with great confidence and cei 

apparatus which Mer be found to be defective. 

All letters containing pats and suggestions for building, 

Garden Structures, Parks, P 

a simplicity of construction and 

ECONOMY OF FUEL AND LABOUR in vea application of heat for warming Forcing 
other garden structures, either by the Trough, 

nt unrivalled, as it can be xed, an 

guaranteed; at full one-third less expense than any other plan of heating at present known. 
Private Rooms, ‘Entrance Halls, and 

Their Patent Apparatus can with ease and little 

ri tainty ot success, be applied to any plan of hot-water 

Pleasure-grounds, Flower, and other 

J, Tomson and Co., Landscape Gardeners, Nurserymen, &oc., Exotic N Nursery; Hammersmith, 

nted Patent, ECONOMICAL 

t or 
ecess most willingly other boilers. 

References will be furnished, if required, to the va 
most of the principal Nurserymen n, Pine and 
favoure , aud Co.'s invi 

The ENGINE ERING, Warming, and Ventilating part of 

SURVEYOR 
AND 

PROJECTOR OF PARK 
AND OTHER 

IMPROVEMENTS 
IN 

PLEASURE GROUNDS, 

AND 

FLOWER AND KITOHEN 
GARDENS, 

nY 

ESTIMATE, AND CONTRACTOR. 
FOR THEIR 

EXECUTION 
WHERE 

CONTRACTS ARE REQUIRED, 

vious Noblemen and Gentlemen, and 
Fruit Growers, who have kindly other forced 

entions with their patronage, 
their business will be under the 

scientific world by his Essays on the above ug known to the 
subjeets, and on the application í of Self-consuming Smoke Apparatus to be used for steam and 

The DESIGNS and H 

conducted 

É direction of Mr. WILLIAMS, lo 

| 

| patronage, w 

| 
world are indebted f 

heating, or remodelling of | 
Gardens, to be addressed to | 

plans of the can deners of Noblemen oui creep wae may honour W., T., & Co. 

adopted in the Construction, Building, 
previous to which Mr. THomson was, “and has ev 
ears as a LANDSCAPE GARDENER, 

with and 
with their 

by Mr. Tuowsow, well known to the Hor ticultur al world as late 
UKE OF NORTHUMBERLAND, AT SYON 

ne modern improvements suggested, now generally 
Heating, and Ventilating of Glass dd: meee erections; 

since been, extensively engaged for many 
HOTHOUSE DESIGNER, and GARDEN ARCHITECTS, 

J. THOMSON, GARDEN ARCHITECT AND NURSERYMAN, HAMMERSMITH, 

NEW YOLUME OF STABLE TALK. 
Tust Bablished, in 2 vols. 8ro, with Porta ait, price 24s. cloth, 
TABL ALK AND TABLE T. ALK ; or, 

By Harry HIEOVER ru S v Young Sportsmen. 
** Vol, IL, with Portrait of the Author, 

complete Work, may be had separately, price e 3. 

using and instructive book, which v 

ESO by the. SM 8j 
by the young one." 

ondo! ONNAN “ows, GREEN, and LoNGMANS. 

“AND PARTRIDGE SHOOTING. 

One very foes Ste: illustrated with nearly 600 Engravings 

on n Wood, Svo, 50s. cloth, 

N ENCYCLOPADIA’ or RU URAL SPORTS ; 
ed Hunting, Racing, Shooting, Fishing, Coursing, 

&c. &c. By D. P. BLAINE, Esq. 
** A perfect library for all dovere of country sports, for all 

country gentlemen, and for all persons who. delight in the 
ly and healthy recréations h are afforded to the inha., 

bitants of no country ut pe perfection as to the inhabitants of | | 
— Tin the British Isles," 

London: Lo NGMANS, m M Green, and Li 

Just published, fep. 8vo, 6s., the 4th Edition, corrected and 

improve 
DIVERŞ’S ROSE AMATEURS GUIDE; con- 

taining ample Descriptions of all the fine leading V. 

ties of Roses, regularly classed n their respective families ; 
their EQ and pode. 

“Mr. s m Se on the cultivation of the 

v Magazine. 
‘Loxexay, Brown, GBEEN, and LoxGwANS, 

tlen 
Loi oe 

GROUSE-SHOOTING, &c. 

The NiwTH Eprrrow, corrected, enlarged, and improved, with 

s Plates and Woodcuts b» Adlard and Branston, from Draw- 

s by C. Varley, Dickes, &c. 8vo. 

acta to YOUNG SPORTSMEN, in all 
es Fees to GUNS and SHOOTING. By Lieut.-Col. 

T ithe very best book we have i3 the subject.”—Blackwood. 
“Colonel Hawker expounds the whole rationale of shooting 

with clearness, fulness, and d acis. »— Edinb. Rev. 

posts arsi Brown, Bus and LoNGMANS, 

GE 
Just Mes! ed, 

A Complete Treatise on ie: CULTURE anp MA- 
NAGEMENT or tre GERANIUM, with a Descriptive 

List of the best Flowers. By the Eprror of the ‘ Florists’ 

Journal. 

#,° Four postage stamps sent to Messrs. Groomprmce and 
Sons, Publishers, 5, Paternoster-row, London, mu ensure the 

return of this valuable Treatise free to any partofthe [n kingdom 

HOOKER’S BOTANICAL ILLUSTRATIONS. 

On August 8th, was re-issued, at the very greatly reduced 
i 63., 

OTANICAL ILLUSTRATIONS ; being a Series 
of Figures see tea to illustrate the Perdis employedin a 

Course of PA on Botany, with Descriptions. id. 
Hooker, d Se; Regius Professor of Botany in the Uni- 
versity of G asg 

The DNE valuable Work forms a thin oblong 4to 

volume, and contains a great number of original, outline, ac- 

curately drawn Figures, on 21 Lithographic Plates. But few 
copies remain on hand—they are done up in extra cloth boards, 

and offered at the very moderate price of 6s. 
ILLIAM Pamerin, 4 ies Frith- sbrpet, Soho. 

Hos I OOKENS SPECIES Fini; 
own FER: 

Sar This Fourth 1 but comple Re ‘the ee ener 
WILLIAM PAMPLIN, 25,1 Frith- street, 

Ast, Formis THE amd cloth, price 385., "m 
gris FILICUM ; 3 or a Synopsis of all known 

Ferns, with Descriptions of each, and Plates of the Rarer 
Species, By Sm WILLIAM JACKSON Hooxen, K.H., c. &c. 

om This First Volume, now auglen ted (with full Index of 

ievery S Species and Synonym), contains Figures of upwards of 

175 

a epui 1st, Part IV, 

"WirnrAM PAMPLIN, 45, Frith-street, Soho, 

Ya Synopsis of 

ill be read with | 
eae and may be perm with profit pe 

arie- | 

UNDER- MENTIONED BOTANICAL IT me 

Spec- | E .CANDOLL i}, — Prodromus Regni Vegetabilis, Vol. 10, 

aide Te dex «to the | D FAN DOLLE.—Any of the previous Volumes may now be 
had separate, or Cutt sets of the whole 10 Volumes at 

the meee pr 
ESSERT Vol. V., royal E Toonen Seleti Plantarum, 

| vit TE of the previous.Volumes aiy now be had 
— | separate, or ilate sets of the whole Five Volumes. 

ENDLICHER. —Genera Plantarum. Comp! PAS in 1 large 
| Volume, imp. No price 44; or hiasan bound in 2 
| Volumes, 48 
| | BREE Post of pe Se may still be had separate, 

as well as the twọ Mantis 
| VOIGHT AND GRIFF TLS pee Caleuttensis, In 1 

5s. 
. Volume Y., Part IV., 

large Volume royal 8vo, pric 
WALPERS. — Repertorium Botan’ 
| price 5s. 
WAL PERS. —Part the Fifth n 
Volumes may now be had seg 

LBERIH DE — Plante Hartwegiante. 
BE: 
LEH 

oe Any of the Parts or 

‘art IIL, price 3s. 6d, 
—Hither of the Parts may i had separate. 

ante Preisiane Australisice.. , Part IV., 
price 4s. 

le LEHMANN.—Either of the Parts may be had separate; or 
Volume the First complete, in cloth, price 18s, 
E AN N.—Pugilus Plantarum Rariorum, Part VIIL, 

mi HMA ANN.— —Any of the Parts may pie be had separate. 
LINDENBERG. — Synopsis Hepati ru Part ITI., price 4s. 
ANDUN ER —A ar re till be had separate. 

LANCO.—Flora 2 F S) Sir el Sistema de Linneo. 

Pio. printed. at Manil 
few oe of this Work remain. 

TUR WILLIAM PaxrLIN, 45, Frith-street, Soho. 

EG wW NO ON FA ATTENING QA En 
ortly will be published, in 1 vol. fep. 

o XPERIMENTAL RESEARCHES on the FOOD 
best adapted for the FATTENING of CATTLE. With 

R, emarks on the Food of Man, By Rosexr D. Tomson, M.D. 

of the University of Glasgow. 
«The question of the origin of the fat of animals appears to 

be completely resolved by these beautiful and elaborate experi- 
m ron Liebig, 

Us The observations, both chemical and P RSS, are 

very conclusive and valuable, pmo "iners? Journal. 

e experiments have evidently been conducted with much 
ability.”—Phar maceutionl Journal. 

London: Lon REEN, and LoneMANs. 

ew Edition o 

iV «INTOSH'S PRACTICAL GARDENER AND 
MODERN HORTICULTURIST, in 1 vol., 972 pages, 

closely printed, with upwards of 300 Woo odeuts 8; ee the 

latest and most aed. mode of managing the Kitchen, 
Fruit, Que Gardens, the Greenhouse, Hothouse, Con- 
servatory, &c. &c., for every Month in the Year. By CHARLES 
M'INTOSH, of Daikeith Palace. Neatly ound án cloth, 21s. ; 

with specimens of choice flowers coloured, 26s. 

“ The labour and experience of a life devoted to the science 

of Horticulture are now presented to the public."— Vide Au- 
thor’s Preface. 

London: gr KELLY ; SIMPKIN, MARSHALL, & Co., 
nd all Booksellers. 

BEDRIDDEN PERSON. — WONDERFUL 
EFFECTS OF HOLLOWAY’S OINTMENT AND PILLS. 

Robert Hela of sas side, near the Red House, hur 
which affected his knee so seriously as 

h his trade” as a shoemaker, and go 

to id Menden Hospital for seven weeks ; the Surgeons wishing 

to amputate his leg, he left, and for 11 years endured the 

greatest suffering, two of which he was completely helpless and 
bedridden, but. now by using Horroway’s Ointment UA Pill 

i five wecks he ia able to dress BENE and walk by the aid of 

crutches with every probability of a certain ge 

icines are sold by all Druggists; and at Professor HoLno- 

way’s Establishment, 244, Strand, London. 

D Fi BA oe BPR 2 dirae 
Per Ib. r Ib. 

Mixed .. m .. 1s 0d est For. Grey Goose De 0d 

Grey Goose  .- ear Best ish SETS So à 

Foreign Ditto 1 8 | Best Da * 
Warranted sweet and free sin dui 

A List of every description of Bedding, containing Weights, 

Sizes, and x ‘ices, sent free by post on application to HEAL deus 

Sow, Feather Dressers and Bedding Manufacturers, 196, To 
deullam conr tad; opposite the Chapel, 

FARMERS’ & GRAZIERS’ MUTUAL CATTLE 
INSURANCE ASSOCIATION, 

GUARANTEE FUND 50,007. 

OrrrICES—STRAND, LONDON. 

Registered according to the Provisions of Act 7 & 8 Vic., c. 110. 

This Association commenced business on the 25th March, 
1844. Has insured stock to the value of upwards of 600,000%. , 
and paidi in losses nearly 13, m 

'atrons. 
s Grace the Duke ei Richmond. 

The Right Hon. the Earl of Weston. 

The Right Hon, the Earl of Mornington. 

The Right Hon, Viscount Torrington. 

The Right Hon. Lord Abercrom mbio. 

The Right Hon, Lord Kenyon 
The Right Hon. X OM Wellesley. 

The pion Hon. Lord Charles Beaucler! 
w D edm HSO. .P., Newton "Park, Somerset. 

Wi E ar dine, Bart, Dumfries, 
Ton Wm. Gage, ury House, no ts. 
C. R. Colville, Bsq., A. P., Governo 

cultural Society, &c., Tuilington Hall, 
shire, &c. &c. 

Prospectuses CURE full pa xbilfulars may be obtained by 

AM (post pai sed to WriLLIAM SHAw, Esq., Strand, 

London ; or pis the put in Us countr 
ENRY FLOWER, Secretary. 

LIFE ASSURANCE. 

"HE BRITISH MUTUAL LIFE ASSURANCE 
SOCIETY 

ang the contingency ne n man Life, 

e Royal Agri- 
Stafford- 

and e be had on applica- 

Hone xt the fic, 17, NEW ridge: street, ; Blsokiriars 

CHARLES JAMES THICKS, Resident Séoretary.: 3 

{7 ICTORIA LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY, 
No, 18, KING WILLLIAM STREET, CITY. 

Chiles Baldwin, A John Nolloth, Esq. 

. Donkin, Esq., F. R S. Charles Phillips, Esq. 

Aaron Goldsmid, Esq. Major-General Robertson. 

s Law Jones, Esq. D Sutton, Esq. 

pun ‘Knill, Esq. B. B. Woolsey, Esq. 
Life Assuri Gud are CU. by inte us y on every descrip- 

tion of risk, on a profit ov non-profit scale. Credit of half the 
Premiums for the first fives years allowed on Policies effected for 
the whole term of life. Payment of Premiums so arranged as to 
meet the convenience or wishes of the Assured. A Policy may 
be made an absolute security, Advances continue to be made tO : 
Assurers on real or undoubted personal security, for terms © 
years repayable instalments. Particular attention is re^ 

quested to the detailed Prospectuses of the Company. 
WILLIAM sepe nt ACS and Secretary: — 

ALBION. LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 
NEW BRIDGE-STREET, LONDO 

Tnstituted in 1805.— Empowered by "Act of Parviamént 
ANTAGES. 

Perrect SECURITY, arising from a large Capital, totally inde- 
pendent of the Premium Fun. " 

A Bonus amounting to Four-fifths, or 80 per Cent. of tho 
ENTIRE PROFITS, arising from all po iig on tl 
Participating Scales of Premium, will be apportione à 

among the Botiey holders on the 29th. Lo 1849, an! 
thenceforward at end of every three years, either 

By Payment i d OH 
By Augmentation of the Sum Insured ; or, 
By Reduction of the Future Annual Premium. «ited. 

ithout Profits, partian for limi 

1 Inereasing, Decreasing, a hi 

Premium. Claims paid in 30 days after pr ce of Death. x 

spectuses, Proposals, &c., may be obtained at the Office. EAE 
ties resident in the country are not required to D appear perso! 
ally in London, Epwin CHARLTON, Secretary- 

— 

terms of years. 

n nd 
ted. aby WILIAM Baannony, a of No, 6, 6, York: pace, Stoke Newington, 27: both 

Foro mcr Muntere Evans, of No. 7, Church-row, Stoke Newin econ, bore 

he Ne of Middlesex, Pane at their office in. Tomtom 

thePreine? SM Whitefriar of L SU: and publishes Ma ‘Gar: 

5 ratte genet in he parish of St. Paul’, su s 
oun*y, where all Advertisements and Qn unie: 

veyed to she Bdltor.—Saturday, Aveusr 15, 1846. 

Y entertains proposals of any description involv- 
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W OR RARE PLANT 

Of Sud. d 
Same as sp An i ev m n aoa Class. 

Roe SURREY ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS.— 
GRAND FLOWER SHOWS zu EIE) AND EBEN. wis 

INDEX. JACKSON EA pud to offer the follow- 
pats College, Chenot 571 b | Planting steep: - (66a viz, : 
eon uel T, ATOE 5;0 c denn Dro repore for - pu Tach P ached 

giicultu re and tke sciences - 569a | Polmaire SS Ert 3 A a e 
Bread, unfexmei ms 5694 | Potato discas - 568 c, 5:6 b | Anemone japonica "y n ó e Siphocampylus coceineus 
Calendar, hortici a uel = Te soot no i uia of - 5984 | Cestrum aurantiacum (in flower) 36 
ollege, agri. Cirencester = 571 b moisture the cause ot ^ 5057 | Gomarostaphylos  arbu- NP GEU UECC UNS T 
d in Mid Lothis 571 b | Poratoes on peat soil 568a pay Budellh violisen. 50 
raining, deep and shallow sub — Do of, n. not caused toides os A each, ies: 

Draining pipes, porous 574 h rain 566 b | Deutzia Mexicana egonia sp. uc sioi es. . 15 0 
Flax Improvemens Soc. 572b] — ai ime for - + 867 c| Habrothamnus Tyr Chirita sinensis GA 

ood, value of Po:ato as ii| — wi with - 579a S ob r fasciculatus, fe 76 
Fruit tree borders bóbc| — = 563 c eb ? 9 0 | Columnea crassifolia 36 
Grapes, Jato, to pre ere E m she) hanim - 563 c| true . : 
Haddo House Ardens, noticed is Po ADSL f Bike elegans” E 2 0 | Or Cryptop! POE venus- rath 

allstorm, r ata. 2 865 , 567 'otato Thrips OS |. tum 5 PALES: 
Heath land, to reclaim ~ Saa | Pueys tadien ess nes p | LOChrome: wan 5 0 | Cuphea miniata 76 
Heating, Poln Sin ny OS PAPIAM VC deese d asminum amne. 50 Eranthemum variabile . 36 
Hoare’s Vine pill: 555 c | Scaeps, to = ie 1215808. idwillize 5 a I. 

Unbourer’s condition, toimprove 570 c | Taylor's Vila 3 Tales, rev. - 567a 5j en COX + SITO Evolv mas purpare 0-08- 

m erp when to fell p Phelps sr atlast Sum b EEA a D T S mede 
y of ) - - b b Mi ptree-hal ~ - É a a 2 

Meere work, gran 2o 2 ALa | Veyetables;to improve © 865 b Phius Devoniana, seed: | Braneiscea’ s anim vocet 
Mid-Lothian, crops in = 571 b| Village Tales, re - 567a| lings, 4 inches .. 4106) 5 It 0 
Pechids, s (hg - 667 ¢ Vil DllJare, Hoare’s - - sts 5 E i 20 3 4 76 

aris Hort S - B^6c| Vine: ies, to give air to ex ervir Gesnera gardeniwfiora.. 5 0 Pastaren ela, to inoculate = B05 c | Yorkshire Age Soc, = tims, o DU pande s E Hoya Cunninghamii ^... $0 
- 672 usecf = = 672 c . 

: í Ditto ditto, 20 inches 1. 25 0 | Hydrolea spinosa. . 36 
Alona cocles! + 16 50 

RAND METROPOLITAN DAHLIA AND RUPEE myrtifolia | > T | : E 
PLANT SHOW, in the Grounds of the GRECIAN | Clematis smilaxifoli: lore otra ante lans; 

SALOON, City-road, w where there are caplendia Rooms and co- dps dis ata y i ost, Eque : e 

vered Walks for several moray people, will take | e on 5 M ze vd sf OTT E 
Monn AY, E 3 50 Porp hyro a ceolata 7 6 

0 
6 
6 
6 
6 
0 JRS, on Monpay and Tu next, AUGUST 24th and 

H3 in aid of the Funds to valige. are NURSERY MEN MS 
FLORISTS who suffered so sever ly by the late dreadful 
STORM. This Féte cannot fail of proving the most brilliant 

of the season, being un mth e immediate patronage of 
HR. H. the Duke of Cam e, who has signified his inten- 
tion of honouring the Gea ‘vith his presen 
Hon. the Lord Mayor of London, and several 
Tank and influence, will also vive their presence and rapport 
to the undertakin; The collection of Flowers, Fruit, &c., 

l be arranged under spacious Tents and M quee gener- 

ously furnished on this occasion by the firm of STAFF & Sons 
of Lawson.street, Dover-road. The Flowers, Fruit, &c., are 
the voluntary contributions of several Ladies and Gentlemen 
Ama àteurs, and the various Nurserymen and Florists in the 
Vicinity of London and elsewhere. Also, to aid the charity, 
Several Amateurs, ex have offered to send choice specimens 

Flowers, &c., to be sold in the Gardens, the proceeds o! 
whit’ d be tS to-the Fund. To add to the festivity of 

© Scene, Lieut.-Col. Williams has kindly offered the Band gr 
Her Majesty's 2nd ANa of Life ds, which, inc 
junction with the Band of the Royal Horse Guards Blue, A 
gratuitously proffered by Col. Bouverie, wiil promenade the 
grounds during the two qu all the various attractions of 
the Gardens will also be given, viz. the ples and 
Vesuvius, splendid Menagerie, Galypso’s Taty Grotto, Illumi- 
nated Gothi Bridge, Conservatory, Promenade Concert, e 

inelli in his Dragon Car, and grand Erup- 
tion of Vesuvius, which takes place at 9 o'clock MEC IE 

dues open at One.—Admission 2. 

other persons of 

DAHLIA | 

EVON AND EXETER BOTANICAL AND 
NOE d Ed fes following Prizes 

for DAHLIAS, Tenens will be PUER at the 
Fifty-sixth jibition of this So% ty, to be held on NonTRERN- 
HAY, in the City of Exeter, on Bae the 18th of SEPTEMBER 
next, ` 

FIRST CLASS.—24 Blooms.—Entrance, One Guinea. 

First |Second| Third |Fourth, Fifth 
E Prize. [s Prize. | Prize. 

g 4e e aje sd 
9 

$ 0 a A 
3.0110 + 
3 02 2.0 
8 08 2 OL 1o » 

SECOND ous ASS. pa of 1845, 3 Blooms, Certificates.— 
vance, Five Shillings. 

THIRD Chus Seedlings of 1846, 1 Bloom, Certificates. — 
ance, Two Shillings and Sixpence. 

An tnit i ‘be made, and money paid, at the Librarian’s, 

Mr. Spreat, 263, High.street, Exeter, on or before the 12th of 
rem after which time Do tibl Entrance, No Entrance 
to be made after the 16th of Septei Regulations for 
the plow my a ien on noplioation to Mr, Spreat, the 
Libr . Wa, Gray, Honorary Secretary. 
=e 

IRMINGHAM MUSICAL FESTIVAL.— 
A GR. EDU TUA AND HORTICULTURAL FETE, 

N ENGLAND, will be held at the OY AL 

Birmingham, in the spacious ENT 

URSDAY NEXT, Aug. 27, and on recently erected, on 
FRIDAY, Aug. 28. 

The Committee have made arrangements which will ensure 

the safety of all Brunner for Exhibition. 
EXANDER POFE, 5 

ALFRED PAUL, Hon. Secretaries. 

chedules S D Lnd on application to Mr. Alexander Pope, 
Hans MERI Mr. George Moore, Perry Barr, near 
irmingha 

DENIA WHITFIELDII. 

OUIS VAN. HOUTIES NURSERY, GHENT, BELGIUM. 
Strong Plants sess. «eee £l Is, 

With one over on every three taken by the trade, 

Fuchsia ni RE Ruellia macrophylla 

(Mellez) 36 . (Strong) 5 
tz RARIOR ‘a o.) 50 » _ (in flower) 7 

caramouche (do) 3 6 »  maculata.. 2 

Hypocalyptus obeordatus 5 iM monta E 3 

Prostanthera retusa... 10 6 | Van Houttea ca ata,. 3 
Salvia gesneriflora 3 6 | Whitfieldia lateritia .. 5 

Also the undernamed i in dbilentions, the selection of kinds 

being left to 
n choice free flowering Cape Ericas, of € sorts £5 0 0 

do. . Camellias 100 

20 do. n e (including miniata) ao. 1100 

20. do. Azalea indica 110 

A reference ae RN is requested o unknown cor- 

s gston Nur sery, Sur rey. 

FLOWERING BULBS, &c. 

OUIS VAN HOUTTE'S Autumnal Price Current, 
No. 26, is toy be had on prepaid application to Mr. GEORGE 

Rany, 5 Ma -lane, London, 

CEDRUS DEODARA. 
NT cee and CO. beg to inform Planters and the 

Trade, they are enabled to supply fine one-year Seedling 

Plants of thé above, well established in Pots, upon reasonable 

terms, 

ER eth, IMBRICATA, or CHILIAN PINE. 
XYoUELL o.'s Stock of the above zanepidgene hardy tree 

will be found Men in this country or the Continent, 
either for extent or luxuriance of growth ; and th hey beg to call 
the attention of Planters in gener: oy to m p that those they 
offer are not nursed plants or dra: close pits, but fine 

sturdy plants, possessing dark Th ‘green "foliage, and such as 

have stood Eu of the winter for Gos ka in this 

the most point of England, proverbial for its excessive 
cutting Nindas MEG ‘ollowing is the scale of prices for plants 
in pots, and may be platited out with advantage at the present 

season. 
3 years old .. kis vis .. 12s. per doz. 

ie 0 è i Oran Qe ou ii DE 
DC 3 30s. 
6 foot, > very fine and’ bushy, 

measur! m ROMS 2 tọ 15 ins. GOs. 
few fine specimen plants 18 inches to 2 2 feet in height, and 

from 2 gore toe 2 feet 6 inches across, 21s. e. 
us Deodara, 2 year: B 

Ditto ditto — 1 foot, worked. DO 
Picea Webbiana, 1 year, 
‘Abies morinda, a years, in pots, fine . 
artieulars of Fuchsias, Verbenas, PS ‘ies, Chrysan- 

themums, Camellias, d see advertisement of the 8th inst, 

Great Yarmouth Nursery, Aug. 22 

^RIED PLANTS FROM ROM AUSTRALIA. - = — A. fey few 
sets of the VALUABLE DRIED PLANTS collected in 

Australia by Mr. STEPHENSON, may still be procure 2) apply- 

r. PAMPLIN, Botanical Bookseller, 45, -Street, 

S HON These plants are all named, and include many 
rare speci 

across 

ILLIAM MAY Biante ence his fine. “year s 
crop of the following SEEDS, and the present season 

being proper for their being sown, begs to offer them on the 
following terms, viz.— 

sd LA 
Antirrhinum, collected from 20 finestnamed sorts 2 6 
oe collected from best sorts of the season. 2 6and5 0 
Calceolaria, collected from Usher's and 

horn’s celebrated sorts TE MEE 
y collected from all best named flowers |. os 6, 5 0 
Hollyhock, collected a shugo of 50 fi 
seed Sorts e T ̂ 2 5 

e above may be had in London, of Wanwer Ge M ARNER' 

corni: in Manchester, of Mr, Warkinson, Market-place ; 
W. M., Hope iee Bedale, p WE free. 

SILVERLOCK" T ns or his entire stock of | 
he above, consisting of upwards of 500 potsin a healthy i 

state, AUR 20L, cash; also 40 Ripley Queen (succession) Pine 

Plants. 
Auricula seed — .. Te DO .. 2s.6d, per packet, 

Cinerar E" 10 » 

Geranium, 31590] » 
Delphinium, the. A di perennial vars. 2 ù » 
Pausy 

St, Paul's-road Nurs ery, Chichester, pace. 9 1846. 

PLATYCODON GRANDIFLORA. 

LEXANDER CHRISTIE begs to offer the above 
beautiful showy Herbaceous Plant recently s 

from China, and whi ih only requires to be beti wee eus to 
universally cultivated—price 18s. per dozen, ot 2s. per stele 
plant, Likewise. 

Hy rece spinosa .. on ae 
Ruellia montana .. 
Ruellia maculata 
Statice puberula 
Seline a .. 

The above will be forwarded E any ote: of the country on 
the remittance of a Post-office order from un no corres- 
pondents.—Maidenhead Nursery, BeOS August 2 

M OUNT ETNA (Hoxre' eie — This extraordinary 
P fiower, without exception, isthe Ee gus xu strik- 
ing Geranium ever offered. has obtained F. ‘rizes—two 

at Chiswick, one at the Royal Botanic, and pane at the Royal 
South London Exhibition—the only times it has been exhibited 
for competition, when it was always admired by gazing thou- 
sands. The following description i ry Ve from the Report i in 
the Gardeners’ Chronicle, May 31, 1845:—‘‘Mount Etna. A 
flower of extraordinary brilliancy and richness of colour; the 
lower petals are of a deep rosy red; p petals, which are 
velvety in texture, have the black "Ms ‘surrounded by a broad 
margin of crimson scarlet; the flower s well formed and oj 
considerable substai Free bloomer, and the habit uc 
lent.—Plants 1L. se 

ISABELLA (Hoy 

nee. 

es s AMET also obtained a Prize at 
the Eo Exhibitio t Chiswick, when, in the same 
Report, the ing description will be found :—“ Isabella 
nee remarkable fine top petals of deep yelvety maroon, with a 
arrow margin of entre light with the remaining por- 

Hon of the lower petals of a rosy pu i 
extraordinary free bloomer, and well suited for exhibiting.— 
Plants 10s. 6d. each. The two taken obi 1l. 10s. 

. possesses a few strong Plants of last year (that his 
ere stock has been cut from), which will mae good Plants 
or stock, ee Specimens for Exhibition, —Mount Etna 2. 25.; 
Teabella, 

The [ae will be allowed 25 per cent. when three of 
each sort are taken at once. 

ar A correct and well-finished iu ‘ed Eger " Mount 
Erna and Isar: BELLA, executed b; Iolden, Artist to ** Pax- 
ton's ‘Mageaing.” from the flow ers 3 exhibited "at Chiswick, sent 
in return for 12 postage stamps, which will be allowed to Pur- 
chasers. 

The following ne ties all sent ae for the first time last 
season by their respective raisers, may be had HL kr ues 
at the following pri ntire eise left to M 
who will carefully Send a distinet ariel, 2l, per ot Thé 
n ire tothe peona 3l. per dozen. 

—Egyptian Prince, em Veritas, Phillida, Au- 
En Miss TAR Paragon, Samye, Turk, Phoenix, Turban, 
s Rosea, Olimpia, Turchianna, Alba Superb, Fairy, Sun- 

BECKS — Mare Antony, Juno, Desdemona, Rosy Circle, 
Sunset, Isabella, EUNDO Othello, Zenobia, Mustee, Bellona, 
m Favourita, Bel 
HOYLE’S—Augusta, Lora Morpeth, Josephus, Duke of Or- 

leans, Aie Revenge, Cid. 

R.CATLEUGIPS— Merry Monarch, €lio, DT EEUU 
e La Polka, DRURY’S—Pearl. ST Orion. 

ood Plants of all the above will be ILS Vi and 
dus as 150. Octobe Pee 

All the other new ieties that have been P out the s 
two or three years, can be had at 1l. 1s. per dozen :—such ai 
Pompey, Titus, dics Sarah Jane, Rosetta, Cid, Nabob, 
Duchess of Leinster, &c. 
Hybridized Garant Seeds, 100 for 10s. ; 50 for 5s. ; 25 for 3s. 

W. Mutter, Providence Nursery, Rarisgate, August 22, 
E 

ROSES. 

W ILLIAM WOOD and SON have just Uu a 
ew and enlarged edition of their ROSE CATALOG 

for the Autumn of 1846, and Spring of 1847, which they will us 
proud to furnish gratis on application. 

Parties having alr cady favoured W. Woop and Son with their 
See will receive copies of the above in 
N.B.—The Autumnal HOWEN ROSES are now in fine bloom. 
Woodi ands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex, Au; 

NEW SEEDLING STRAWBERRIES, 

J MYATT & SONS have selected from their stock 
* of a eee the following varieties, which are now ready 

for M 
YATT'S $ GLOBE, large and fine eund per 100 

AMMOTH, very large 305. 

'"ROLIFIC, cay: and great bearer ? Is, 
Hooren’s SEEDLING, ea ees 

The above selection are i distinet, and well worth the 
attention of growers. 

Early orders will ensure strong plants for fruiting next 
season,—Manor Farm, Deptford, August 2 232. 

30s. 

|n BOURBON ROSE, *QUEEN OF THE 
VIRGINS. "SED 100 planta of the above splendid new 

Rose at 2s. 6d., 3s. 6d., each, ready for delivery. T. 
mitted by ES best Ro to be the best po of its 

Fine strong plants of Rose Pr ge a Reine, Tri 
T Gold, Madame Laffay, Saffrano, TE 

ira 
TM Palmas Ae 

siana 3s. [y t "Geranium. Houston 1s. 6d., Beck's 
ustee 5s., Marc Antony 5s., Ball’s Maria 2s. 6d. ; new Black Wallovecs IDE ES en A first-rate collection ‘oe Pinks 
eady for delivery firs September ; es few pairs of 

Matthews? Tahpatres B Pese 10s. 6d, per 
Orders for wit nittance, aq- dressed to E. F. FAIRBAIRN, Florist , Wandsworth-road, will receive prompt dtobtion gas 
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CHOICE PLANTS. "n 

HDNALDS" PANSY. “OPHIR”—The finest 
len yellow Mans ie er yet cultivated Lr oAME dor wd 

el nd s an extra large 

now ready to send out at p 5 

WIDNALUS PETUNIA EE AL n colour, amd a 
r, and a 

fet Rowers [s it at one time. 

the Ist of oe at 3s, 6d, each, 

„also offers the sowie: ‘in. strong plants :~ 
Fuchs piers (ER La 

6 Cuphea strigulosa 
Cyanotis axillaris z 
Euthales macrophylla 
Hindsia longiflora alba , a 
Hoitzia coccinea . . 
Hydrangea japonica (true) 1 

pe m MU gano): pe 15 d 

0 
6 
0 

major3 6 
6 

6 
6 
6 
0 

» Napoleon (Salter).. 5 

»» Sansparel Cowell) 3 
folia (Veitch) 2 

A eN, cathartica .. 5 1 
Aphelandra cristata —.. 3 Rondeletia speciosa 

Bouvardia flava .. 1 H | Tropzolum Lobbianum . 2 
onija coccinea + 2 6, Tabernemontana coro- 

naria pleno — .. 
| fiunpégis chrysops 
Veronica T M 

RS. a alee (irae | Bi 

[his floribunda ; oot uy. 

Ceanothus divarieatus . 
S. W. takes this opportunity of amoun ing that he has just 

harvested his choicé Pansy Seed in condition, which will 
be sent, quiste free, in packets P 2s. 6d, each, or 3 packets 
for 6s. The amount to be RUE in P stage ‘stamps, or by 
?Post-office order.—Grantches ae 

UTHILL'S ES STRAWBERRY 
PLANTS.—The British Queen, Keen’s Seedling, and 

«Elton Pine. Strawberry plants, uius for Lond in pets or 

-planting out. Warranted to bea: ‘ood crop next yi 

per hundred. Also J.O.s sp lendid quee dieta « Quthi ‘is 
ince enmark,” scarlet Florés and a beautiful. French 

r dozen. 

orwell, near London, 

VAN HOUTTE’S NEW eae OF CHILIAN 
STREMERIAS. 

Um VAN HOUTTE, Fronisr to the nis Ghent, 

Me, 'Gronar. RAN 
London ; or application may be made (post. ii to 

nt. . The delivenidk will commence on 
London free. 

The Dean of a 
Van nei establishment at Ghent (see Gardeners’ Chronicle, 
42th July,1845), says of these "im ants:—''They are of every 
tint, from scarlet to lemon colour, and from crimson to pale 
pros eie with white." He further adds of their ee 

in ma: t recollect ever having seen a bed o 

Sowers: n penntifl, and I Skoue think Mr, Van Houtte wal 

account of r:—“ Messrs. Van Houtte sent a d 
from Ghent, composed of Mopemeria blooms from the open 
ground; they we various solouss, and although s 0! 

Somewhat tarnished 5o the journey and w 
ave been lately Se cs D 

ects large masses oi 
in th e den, and Tally justified the opinion given of 
ier by the Dean of Manchester in a late 

N.B. Each packet contains directions for iterare and culti- 

yating them, The usual discount to the trade, 

they were said to 

C Bulls w 
djs. Go, will OE it p ped d as above. 

Ar VICTORIA REGINA.—Seedsiof mej plendid 
w Aquatic, he flowers of which are of a beantifül pink, 

and Ly inches in Gircumferenee, may B kag Ba die undersigned, 
with directions, at ac ~It may bé 
aer to state, that it requires a temperature of about 80°, 
and must be grown as Nelumbiums and other Oe in 
earth and water. A Leaf of this Sirari plant may be 
seen on application to, S Carrer, Seedsman and. Florists! 

r 98. High | Eu Lo 

on| AMES POTTER, “Corrector or -FEnws, "Winp| 
ORCHIDS, -&o., 2, Bla kes-row,-Ravensborne-Walk, Dept- 

TTEN Kent, devotes. his whole attention to the. Collection and 
Df the. vaio hee VS and IDEOUS PLANTS 

tation he obtains des natural localities), and will be happy 
to supply any Species A “orden or to wait upon Gentlemen at 
any time, -at their own residences, within a reasonable dis- 
tance, with an CEPR ASK of Plants for choice, Numerous 
Gentlemen in different parts of the country, who cultivate these 
beautiful families of plants, in ** WAnD's closed cases " and 
otherwise, obtain their plants from James POTTER; and he is 
allowed to mention the names f several who are well known 
Botanists, as References. ' engages to furnish d 
with genuine and perfect specimens, accurately nam The 
Prices of the Plants vary from 3d. each to about 1s, 

ECK'S Ses EP soetas OF 1845.— 
‘he whole Set of Ten for 41. 4s, 

LYNE’S SEEDLING GERANIUMS OF 1845. 
he whole Set of Ten for 50s, 

Priced Catalogues of Geraniums now ready, and will be for- 
warded gratis, on application. to 
Plymouth, Aug WILLIAM E, RENDLE and Co, 

E ‘BECK informs the Publie that the various Articles 
e- manufactured by him in Slate for- Horticultural pur- 

poses; may be seen in use at Worton Cottage, Isleworth, upon 
application to the gardener (Sundays excepted). 

GLADIOLUS GANDAVENSIS, 

OUIS VAN HOUTTE’S Nursery, Guent, BELGIUM. 
Very strong Bulbs, 

a fév days. S EEDS. 

FOREIGN SHEET GLASS, 

G JARVIS has a large D: of: FOREIGN SHEET 
e GLA T 

at very reduced prices; Also 
the various substances. Pu dia 
Kon For ready money only, at his old established Winpow 
LASS WAREHOUSE, 38, Great Casies street, a few doors from 

Egon Street, 

CORNER | ‘OF HALF-MOON-STREET, 
EO GIBBS and CO., 

intment), the SEEDSMEN to TA 
« ROPA A ERIBDLTURAI: SOCIETY OF ENGLAND," 

Beg to remind the Members of the Society, and A, Seul ist 
i i ed Ware- 

4 ALF-M: 
DILLY, London, as for the last Fifty Yea 

Priced Lists of . Agricultural Seeds are always ves and ma 
be had on application. 

V ILLIAM LACEY & SON, 57, DROAD-STREET, 
BIRMINGHAM, 

NET CASH PRICES n HORTICULTURAL GLASS, 

In squares, | 
12 by 10 iias andin 
Cratesof 25 & 36 sh vets 
of sizes asmanufactured|3 | 34 |34| 4 |e | 63 ls | sy |10| 103 

n Squares, above 12 by 10 
QUU UR 
long, or 3 ft. mporfictal SHI 33 1£ | 44 63] 7. 19 | 9% 112) 123 

Gar FOR SKYLIGHTS, and other purposes.— 
BRITISH'SHEET AND CROWN N GLASS in Crates or 

quares, 10 per cent. cheaper than any other house, for cash. 
Bro quality and substance ready at a moment's notice.— 
R. CocAN, 48, Leicester-square, London. 

RITISH AND ALIO MN 
pr EB DEI s (pose: e 

Vie ua m pex 
prices :— 

GLASS, for 
EK t Tires 

s containing about 260 feet of coarse 13 oz, 

54d. per foot ; ditto diti ito; Abd eut to 
any size not Vieni 40 pues atte by 10 inches wide, at 
jd. per foot e: 2 

Also E Glass, French Shades, Plate and Crown 
Window Glass. A discount to the Trade. 

Per dozen. - £015 0 
25 . 110 0 

100 B 410 0 
The le. 

WOODLANDS NURSERY, Y, MARESFIELD, NEAM | 
FIELD, SUSSEX, 

j| ym WOOD & SON beg leave to offer the 
following select Plants : 

8. d. 8. d. 
ibelia rupestris .. vu 6 | Ipomea B: dleaziensi 3.6 
Egiphilla grandiflora .. 3 6 | Iochroma ubulosa, 
JEschynanthus Boschianus 5 0 * flowering plants” .. 16 
arleria spectabilis «» 2 6| Justicia Macdonnellie .. 2 6 
ouvar Tip oc m i ow LE 
alimeris, new hardy spe, 2.6 tied Russellianus, 
estrum aurantiacum .. 2 6 in 26 
hirita sinensis .. 6 Lobelia Tongiflora, “pure 
ryptomeria japonica, e fragrant’ 16 
“ SgEDLING PLANTS”. . 42 0 Medinilla erythrophylla , 4 42.6 

Cuphea rda m «410 6 d illicifolia. oe 26 
LES +» 2 6| Phlox Drummondii alba, 2 6 

Hohited splendens 7.0 to21 0 AUS a Dalmaisiana ,. 2 6 
Franciscea es go- terostigma grandiflora, 2 6 

++ 10.6| Ruellia macrophylla .. 26 
ockhartii NE Siphocampyluscoecineus 

Gesnera eesoldians e 16 m oe 26 
Hindsia violacea 0896 Weigelia r irem E ..210 

r dozen, 
Azalen Indicus i in choice varieties m «+ 125. to 185. 

'w and superb do, . to 36s. 

ges M ed IUMS OF 1844 

A Descriptive Same. y ihe Eum with directions for 
their cultivation, may be had in exchange for 4 postage-stamps. 

“Worton Cottage, Isleworth. 

TEW AND SPLENDID“ TORENIA ASIATICA,” k 
Bs. each; and the following Select nd — 

nches.each. | Inches.each. 
Rolyetsispubescans, $. A e ae 8. d. 

strong C 

ona ome grandi- 36| | Weigelia rosea 0 

pps. Qr d ulus purpurea cc. 
noda, 18— 5 0| 16 

Garden Gberbarnico 6— 50} Aoba pulcher 210 
othmanii. 6— 5 0 | Abelia floribunda P. D 0 

Allamanda verticillata 9— 50 » rupestris «106 
grandiflora 12— 5 0 ora. ce fine, per 

Ribes sanguinea plena 9 9— 5 0 26 

Rondel: etia speciosa Iochroma" tübulosum. 50 

E .. 6— 50 itfieldia lateritia, 

AER A purpurea sd ong 50 

iflo e 6—36 Cytisus longiracemosus, 

Echites melaleuca .. 9— 3 6| TN 
‘Epacris men .. 6—50 Siphocampylus coceineus, 

Cuphea 10 6 26 
Ruellia i on 21—5 50 76 viola. A alba .. 

m A remittance expected fi 
mc Jas. Epps, Bower Nur ery, ORS August 22, 

FUCHSIA * CORALLINA.” 

UCOMBE, PINCE, & Co., will send out strong 
4 plants of this yery distinct and exceedingly earring 

riety on the Ist of September next, 0s, 6d, each. Th 
tube and ev are of a bright coral scarlet colour, fine assy 
textur d very great substance ; the corolla is a deep blue, 

met deeper than that of “F, Exoniensis,” It obtained a 

oyal Botanie Society’s Exhibition, Regent's-park, on 

20th Y May em the highest Medal (the T. Third Silver) offered 

by that Society for Seedling Fuchsias, and was grea’ 

mired. The following extracts from the Gardeners’ Chronicle 

ere E e ‘Gardeners’ Journal” will convey some idea of its 

PP seedling Fuchsia from Messrs. Lucombe and Pince, 
named ‘ Sonatina to which a Thiri or Medel was awarded, 
is a very large and highly-coloured variety ; tube and sepals of 
a bright rosy scarlet, Dus 5 seep. purple cőřolla ; the colours 
are very brilliant ; the her long, but the flower 
eontrasted with the foliage i is vei e villani ”— Gardeners” Chro- 
nicle, May 23rd, E 

«The T EH to Mess: 
BE T Co ralia y 
fashioned kinds, but i 
the heap x - the Tony to that of the 

longed, being Siem 
al 

Lucombe & Co. for a re- 
SN he vf the old- 

large e fl , from 
3 ome. i hich | is not unu- 

about pe inches long. 
ioned colo yn red and 

aspect contra ast very froh bly with the 
pof the present day. > Garde Journal, 

le mad ks the Trade of one Ree over| 
ter Nursery, Exete: 

2: 
T TRGS pos varieties, io uris plants 6s. to 128. 

o. ` superb new, do. e+e, 188, to 30s. 
Chrysanthemums, 50 choice varices te s. to 18s, 
With each order will be presented a aire Mae number 

of plants towards defeaying the expence of carriage, kc. 

CAME LLIAS. 

9. VAN GEERT, NunsERYMAN, Ghent, Belgium, 
LI begs to offer to Amateurs and the Trade: 

100 best, different varieties of Camellias, ids pants £, s. d. 
and well-shaped. flowers. ue m 800 

lo. 0 150 do, 
100 Camellias, ane: plants, mixed, of running 

sorts . 10 0 0 
100 do, à» "lar iger "plants ze eerie 9.0 

lage free to London. 
His General catalogue of Plants may be obtained on 

application 

)OUBLE ROMAN NARCISSUS, 38. per doze: 

HALL begs to advise the early arrival. ‘of his 
* Annual Importation of the above-named Bulbs, at his 

Foreign Warehouse, 63, South Audley-street, Grosvenor- 
i Chapel. The DOUBLE ROMAN is the 

a f plan ited immediately, 
nted lists, h prices, names, 

and description of the lowering of AR may be had, 
postage free, on applicati 

INE-APPLE PLANTS —For Sale, mber of 
fine, ade enti PINE-APPLE PLANTS, perfectly 

free from insects, 
18 Whit 

OREIGN AND BRITISH SHEET AND CROWN 

agating and all kinds ae 
Oils, Colours, Brushes, &c., of t 

t déscription, at lowest prices, at F. ELPHICK’S, 28, Castle 
2o East, Oxford "ver 

* For Ready Money Only. 

(e EDAM AND HOTHOUSES, ‘CONSERVATORIES, 
nd fixed Complete in all parts of the Kin; 

ata baa reduction. 
ber and Melon Bo: 
use, pack: 
est material. Two-lig 

1l. 5s. Garden-lights of every descriptio: 

Hotliouse Builder, Claremont-place, Old Kent -road. 

Reference may be had to the No obility, Gentry, and the Trade, 

in most of the counties in England. 

STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS, 
H ETLEY ann CO. have at present on hand a m 

stock of 16 oz, SHEET GLASS (superior in every respect 
GEO Aaa Nee Os xaT Tu for gener 
Horticultural purposes, in sizes abou 
cas , 9d. per foot. Areduction on 1008 
8s. per dozen.—35, Soho Square, August 

Glass miles 

^ HORTICULTURAL d A AND HEATING BY 
HOT W. 

King's-road, Chelsea, E BUILDERS 

Am 

J WEEKS & DAY, Arcuitects, &c., Gloucester- 
Ue place, LOTHO E 
and HOT- WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS, most 

3 
50 Quee! 
6 St. Vincents 
F Russian 

30 Black Antiguas, 
ntigua Queens, 

6 Muscow Queens, 

8 Black Jamaicas, ito. 
Besides from 70 to 80 aiat Plants and Suckers. 

Apply to. THomas Gow, Steward, Wallington, near Morpeth, 

orto Mr. HEDLEY, Gardener r there, who will be ready to show 
the Plants. — Wallington, August 22, 1846, 

{RUITS PRESERVED BY COOPER’S PATENT 
APPARATUS have been. de to keep perfectly sound 

for fa yusefor FIVE YEARS, This 
process is pes ated for the preservation o 
Pine-apples, Strawberries, Wall-fruit, &c., retain- 
ing du concentrating all vs excellent an 
culiar flavours ; the Straw! 
ji ped with cream at all Re 

e hampers of t| EDU generally pre- 
served Es family use, ich “ain xtras, a machine 
corkscrew, with the whole par Een of the pa- 
tent process, and testimonials, will be delivered 
at any cg s London, for TEN SHILLINGS, by 

an order addressed to Patentee, JAMES Coors, 7, the 
appr p^ of St. John- ps pis Clerkenwell, Londor 

?atent Apparatus and "Vessels are on sale at the Manu- 

fac ae y a above. 
G LASS VION CANNOT BE BROKEN BY 
a RÀIN or HAILSTONE.—A uus qua antity of POLISHED 
ATE GLASS to ae £ y at the East 

Leon Plate Glass eee Goodman’s- 
fields, 

at 1s. per f 
house, Hema 

s to inform the Nobility, Gentry, and Torticul- 
turists, that o haye erected on their premises, for the pur- 

f ins: spection, a variety of Hot ouses, Greenhouses, Con- 
servatories, the various known improve- 
ments of the day can be seen. athens Hot-water Apparatus is 
also erected, and kept in constant action in various Hothouses, 
Greenhouses, Pits, &c., where the whole principle of Top an 
Bottom Heating uen be 

ast OI. Hot water Apparatus to be 
efficient. for Sean purpose to which heat is applicable, Boilers 
of all sizes ; the largest is warranted to heat a range of Forcing- 
Hotse 300 feet in Mugt, with a small quantity of fuel, and onl, 
o require attention once in 

s, Plans, &c., in great 

~ HORTICULTURAL ARD UNE AND HEATING GAY — 
| WATER, 

RAY, ORMS SON, AND BROWN, HornousE 
J Burdens AND HoT-WA-TER mese il MANUFACTURERS, 

treet, Chelsea, respectfully sol the attention of 
y; Gentry, and Gardeners, to eir superior manner 

of Erecting and Heating every description of Building Con- 
nected with Horticulture, Extract of a letter from Mr. TURN- 
BULL, Gan dener to His Grace the Duke of Marlborougb, Blen- 
heim-g: 

* GN Tam happy to say that the IIeating ADI, 
ran ed here. b; you, answers well. am perfectly 

itis the most complete and powerful I have eon. 

w SH He robs y to answer any questions from parties whom you 
may TM to me. 

Xd Estimates furnished.free, and their Works seen 8t 

| the principal London Nurseries. 
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HIBITIONS IN 1847,— The Fellows of .this- Soci dre informed that the days fixed for the Exhibitions of PLANTS 
‘and FRUIT next i ir Garden. i 

take this SRRDNORUT of publicly thanking the Growers of 
Plants and Fruit for their exertions, anid inviting them to com- 
Pete again on nearly similar terms. 

J. De C, SowERBY, Secretary. 

The exacueners? Chronicle, 
SATURDAY, AUGUST 22, 1846. 
MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 

Tumpar, Sept l—Horcülturl v we a SRM. 
aman > i s uden anri yd TO Ri, 

We now proceed to lay before our readers the 
lan of PorxaxsE Hearine, carried into effect by 
r. Merk, and we trust that the details are such as 

will enable any one in possession of a little inge- 
nuity, to adapt it to his own peculiar case. At all 

. eyents, intelligent builders and hothouse warmers 
will know exactly how to proceed. 

The cost of this apparatus may be stated thus :— 

Gl-inch slate ventilators sesti eteresescie S110 0 

16 3-inch ditto for sides, each 1 foot square . » y Xa EAT 

Half a hundred, duchess slates, for roofing itia 

flue ane .. 

400 bricks to make cold 100 

8 jinch cast-iron p 

making 16 super. 210 0 

at 18s, per CWf, e eese ee eee antro d 

2 Sylvester, doors. and. damper, .set of fire 
bars, wrought-iron evaporating dish, 

2.00 

Chimney, &c. +s. 315 0 

Double roofing of hot chamber, wi 55 
and }-inch Valencia slate, with sawdust 

between... 110 0 
Labour for buildi 2 0 

Total 1266 eso oo es ooo raten 10.12 110 

-.. There are various ways of economising this cost. 
Fewer bricks might be used; many of the items 

"would be requisite if hot water was employed ; in 

“Ground line 

Scale of feet. 

E! J 

ö 

ELLI 

fact, the last 122, or a considerable portion of i 

must necessarily be expended for a hot-water ap- 
-aratus, and we know the.great expenses of fitting 

pipàs, We do not titok ihat pouei i oM 
bu. ~ ~ requisite quantity of pipe for the atmo- 

heat and ano D y duy pose De 
n ù cluding expenses of elbows, 
provided and fixed, u.. asia hires melio 
unions, boiler, fixing, bru” 2 lo gH oiler- 

chamber, &c., for less than dor gods i 
fact, it appears that since the heat distributes itself, 

the expense of distribution is saved. Mr. Merx 

practised no economy, and we believe that an ap- 

paratus fo answer the purpose might be. put up for 

halfthe sum ; but Mr. Mzex wishing his stove to 
be a kind of model, spared no expense, Of we? 
economy of its working there is as little deubt. 

It will be observed that no stoke-hole is provided 

y Mr. Merk, nor is one required. By careful 
packing and building of the walls and roof no heat 
escapes into the open air, except the small amount 
that radiates from the furnace-doors, which is too 
inconsiderable to deserve serious attention. It will 
also be seen that the fire-place is covered in with an 
iron plate. This enables heat to pass off into the 

hot-air chamber quicker than it would if the roof of 
the furnace were a brick arch, and it effectually pre- 

vents all possible escape of gaseous matter into the 
house—a circumstance which requires tobe carefully 
guarded against. But for many purposes such a precau- 
tion is needless ; and we can conceive a hundred 

forms of house in which occasional warmth only is 
required, which may be very well warmed by an old- 
iashioned brick oven, heated by faggots burnt in 

the inside. d £ 
5 ~th, 

These points, however, ana 02275 of a like nature, 

c 

Tig. 2. 

Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1, PI 
drains, hot 
with furnace, chimney, and direction of currents; a, a, cold 

ir drains, and direction of the currents ; d, 
cold air drains ; e, bottom heat chamber. 

de. ce built of ge br 
inches of sand, and covered over wi 

will be varied according to the objects and caprices 
and purses of men. One individual builds a plain 
brick house, another stuccoes it, a third coats it with 
stone, and a fourth enriches it with carved work and 
gilding. Yet each of these buildings answers the 

purpose of a mere house as well as the other. So 
it will be with Polmaise heating : all sorts of con- 
trivances, from a simple briek arch to a costly stove 

and eomplieated fittings, will no doubt be put in 
use ; and one will answer the purpose as well as the 

other.’ All that we are concerned in is to have ex- 
plained the principle of Polmaise, and shown the 
practical application of it. Everything beyond that 
we leave in the hands of our correspondents—for 
the present. 

We neve, on-a late occasion, mentioned with 
favourite Pero a of the Porato tops when they 

are first attacked by the disease. Although we 
cannot say that we possess muc, further informa- 
tion concerning the advantage of that practice in 
checking the murrain, yet we have nothing to report 
to its disadvantage. The time that has elapsed 
since our own experiments were commenced, is far 
too short to justify a conclusion. We have, how- 
ever, to report that upon the whole the Potatoes 
left in the ground where the tops were pulled up, 
look better in some cases than where the tops re- 
main, and in no case worse. It is clear, too, that 
they are undergoing a rapid change, the flesh be- 
coming firmer, and the water escaping through their 

sides.“ In fact, they are ripening, while those to 

which the straw remains attached are as watery as 
ever. These are decidedly points in favour of the 
practice of pulling up the haulm,’ We also find that 
PHA Feaselsciun e ht eruere lY fest 
ne Arenci aie reporung ravourably of the plan. 

| Tetha disease in this crop is in any way connected 

with the atmiosphere, the advantage of removing 
the stems. becomes intelligible ; nor does it matter 
in practice whether the injurious matter is repre- 
sented by moisture, or miasm, or the vitiated juices 
of the Potato plant itself. In any such case the 
stems and leaves will absorb it or convey it down 
into the Potatoes, there to act upon tissue in an 
altered and highly susceptible state. The removal 
of the stem and leayes prevents this effectually. 
We doubt, however, whether mowing off is so good 
asactually pulling up the infected stems. 

It.may. seem. premature to speak at present of 
storing the crop for winter. Nevertheless, there 
are those who are already anxious to be informed 
upon that point. We shall, therefore, at once an- 
nounce that of all the experiments that were tried 
last year, nothing answered so well as cold. In the 
presence of a low temperature the chemical changes 
connected with the disease cannot go on ; and we 
entertain, no doubt, that if it were practicable to 
keep Potatoes in a temperature of 35° they would 
remain perfectly safe. It is within the knowledge 
of many persons that Potatoes left in the ground, 
especially in cold heavy soil, remained all the winter 
long without the disease making progress. Indeed 
we ourselves had specimens in March, from which 
all the diseased parts had rotted out, leaving a large 
portion sound, but honey-combed. Cold was to all 

appearance one of the great causes of this ; but 
not the only one. Exclusion. of air was also im- 
portant, and this was tolerably secured by leaving 
the Potatoes in the ground. 

That moisture was fatal tothe Potatoes was true; 
but it was moisture combined with warmth and 
exposure to air. That mere wet exercised no 
injurious influence was shown by what happened 
to Potatoes thrown into bog-holes ; they were pre- 
served in the water better than if they had not been 
immersed. That access of air was very detrimental 
was manifest in what were called ventilating pits, 
which aggravated the evil they were intended to 
cure, whenever the temperature rose. No venti- 
lation could be more perfect than where Potatoes 
were packed dry and clean in sacks, standing in an 

, entrance for cold | s 

open shop, and yet we all know how much the 
finest samples suffered in those situations. 

For these reasons, as it would not be advisable to 
leaye Jand oceupied all winter with an underground 
crop, nor indeed is it necessary to do so, we recom- 
mend Potatoes to be clamped on the following plan. 
Select a piece of land well shaded by trees or on 
the north side of a building, or in the coldest place 
that ean be found, to which the sun has no 
access, Then form the clamp by making a floor of 
earth of any convenient size. Upon it spread the 
Potatoes in a single layer, so as not to touch each 
other. Cover them well with earth trampled firm ; 

en form another layer, bed it well in earth as 
fore, and thus go on till the clamp is finished in 

ongitudinal section of house, showing hotaircham- | the usual form. Over all place earth to the thick- 
rick and vi ick and; h 2 | a) TRAG Aiao 
th a halfinch iron plate in | Bess of 2 feet, banking it up well, treading it firm, 

three widths ; the cistern is made of iron, 4 inches deep, in two | and sloping it at an angle of 459. 
divisions, and fed through a pipe from above; the root has a | 3 
cavity to be filled with sawdust, to prevent the escape of heat 
¢, entrance for hot air ; d, furnace. 

A clamp thus formed will consist of Potatoes and 
` earth thoroughly mixed; there will be no access 
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e Eod "for air, and the temp will be as 

low asis practicable. It will be much better than 
removing the crop to stables, or other buildings, and 
theré will be no danger from frost, which indeed 
would do no harm if it reached Potatoes in such a 
situation. 

The recommendations made last year as to this 
oint were not dissimilar; except that greater 

importance was attached to dryness than it de- 
served. No doubt Potatoes then clamped with 
lime and sand, or with turf ashes, or charcoal dust, 
were saved where others perished; but in truth 
earth of any kind will soon become dry, and remain 
dry with such precautions as we have recom- 
mended. In a low temperature, and with the ex- 
clusion of air, the chemical changes, be they what 

they may, which result in the rot of the Potato, 
cannot possibly go on to such an extent as to be 
practically important. 

WE publish elsewhere a report of the meeting 
held on Monday last to consider what means can be 
devised to assist the sufferers in gardens from the 
late hailstorm. His Royal Highness the Duke of 
Campnings took the chair, and was supported by 
the Right Hon. the Lorn Mayor. It will be seen 
that a subscription has been opened, which promises 
to be considerable. 

PROPER REPOSE F 
ARTIFICIAL TREATMENT. 

Ir is well known to most people that plants under 
artificial treatment cannot exist in good health long 
without a period of repose, and therefore various direc- 
tions have been given respecting the proper treatment 
of them, both as regards their maturation and rest ; or, 

in other words, the propor Stave zn Which a plant should 
be previous to its resting season, and how that rest 
should be produced, 

One person recommends withholding moisture ; 

another advises as much exposure as possible to solar 

influence ; a third, close confinement and high tem- 

perature; a fourth, full exposure to the open air, with 

all its vicissitudes ; a fifth says, confine the roots and re- 
tard over-luxuriance ; a sixth, divest the plant of a 

portion of its roots annually; a seventh says, pro- 

long the growing season by encouraging early growth ; 

and finally, an eighth says, thin out the top freely. 

Now, all of these directions may be very proper when 

rightly applied, and some. under peculiar circum- 
stances, but what is the young beginner to make of 
such conflicting directions, any one of which, if applied 
in excess, is well known to be injurious, more particu- 
larly as the various organs and wants of plants are so 
accurately adjusted by nature to each other, as to pro- 
duce one harmonising whole. For instance, if the 
plant be placed in an unfavourable situation as regards 
some of the elements requisite for its health (light, air, 
or shade), or if it receive an excess or a want of others 
heat, water, or cold), then, in proportion, will disease 

or ill-health ensue ; while, on the contrary, there are 
many gradations compatible with health, and yet some 
disproportions observable upon the whole ; for the pre- 
dominance of any one particular case, such as vigorous 

wth or a stunted habit, or over-fruitfulness—these 
all tend to modify the whole habit of the plant ; and it 
may be laid down as a general rule that that plant 
which is between the extremes of leanness and obesity 
is in the most proper state for resting ; for the least 
tendency to the one state or the other must be at the 
future expense of either growth, bloom, or fruitfulness. 

But how is a proper state of repose to be attained ? 
Heat, cold, moisture, drought, light, shade, and air, are 
necessary agents (so far as climate and atmosphere are 
concerned) for promoting health and vigour, and are 
all requisite, in various proportions (according to the 
nature of the plant), some under particular circum- 
stances for adjusting the habit of the plant; for in 
tropical climates the rainy season occurs when the sun 
is nearest, and consequently spring and summer are 
combined in one, while on the other hand the dry season 
answers the same end as a low temperature does in 
colder climates, by withholding moisture, and conse- 
quently suspending vegetation; therefore, if the 
plant belongs to the stove, withholding moisture, 
gradually, both from the soil and atmosphere for 
a short time, and admitting plenty of solar light 
and heat, are the most natural modes of rest- 
ing such plants. Again, while natives of the extreme 
tropics are subjected to such extreme changes, they are 
also in general much better suited for withstanding long 
drought, soon recovering and becoming vigorous on the 
return of moisture ; while natives of a milder climate, 
and which may be termed greenhouse plants, would 
perish from a much less drought ; therefore it is ob- 
vious that the same treatment is inapplieable, and that 
great caution should be used when the operation is per- 
formed upon natives of the colder regions. It is a much 

better plan to place such plants in a cooler situation, 
and to suspend the supply of moisture but slightly from 
their roots; but then they may be allowed to remain 
out of doors as long as there is no danger of their being 
injured by frost. 

All plants should be encouraged to make fresh growth 
directly they have done blooming, and when such is 
matured, they should be subjected to a period of rest, 
otherwise the blooming season becomes disturbed, which 
is indeed apparent by some of the shoots producing 

blossoms long before the general time of flowering has 
arrived, of course destroying the beauty of the plant.— 

ENTOMOLOGY. 
Tur Potato Turirs (called by Linnaeus, Thrips 

minutissima).—Everything connezied with the Potato 
has become of such vital imyortance, especially in dis- 

tricts where it is the etaff of life, that any facts bearing 
upon the subject are interesting to the public. Mr. 
Barnes’s observations relative to the Thrips conse- 
quently led me to examine the crops in various allot- 
ments in Oxfordshire, where I chanced to be at the time ; 
and the following are the results of my inquiries. On 
the 30th of July some diseased leaves of Potatoes were 
transmitted to me from Bicton, and I found several 
ochreous larve of a Thrips upon them, which I have 
now reason to believe is the Thrips minutissima. About 
noon I visited several allotments, where I had observed 
in many places that the leaves and stalks were spotted. 
On digging up some of the worst, we found only one 
diseased tuber, whieh was of a tolerable size, and two 
more the following day. The yield was small, and 
there was a very considerable number of small Potatoes 
not larger than Peas and Beans. 

Upon the leaves I found several larvze, and one per- 
fect Eupteryx solani, alsoa good many oval white eggs, 
singly and in pairs, on the under side of the foliage; 
they hatched in a few days, and were, probably, the 
larvee of Sesva balteata. After a diligent search, I 
detected the larvee and pupa of the Thrips, together 
with the perfect insect, amounting, perhaps, to 20 spe- 
cimens. he Thrips was most abundant where the 
plants were sheltered from the wind, and invariably 
upon leaves in perfect health, The following morning 
I went, between 8 and 9, to look again for the Thrips, 
but found very few ; there were, however, many of a 
minute Smynthurus, some of them ochreous, with black 
eyes; others were as black as soot, with ochreous 
horns, and they were not larger than a grain of sand. 
In another spot, where the leaves had died, and the 
haulm was spotted, I did not find one bad Potato 
amongst those we dug up, nor a single Thrips on the 
green leaves of a few healthy-looking plants, and it was 
remarkable that the self-sown Potatoes in the Wheat- 
stubble did not appear to be in the least affected ; there 
were no symptoms of the Botrytis upon them. When 
I returned home on the 6th of Aug., my Potatoes 
looked healthy, which they did up to the 9th, with a 
few spots upon the leaves : but on the 10th they were 
completely blighted ; and the haulm was rotten in 
places oa the 14th. Previous to this I looked over the 
foliage, and found ‘larvee of the Eupteryx, but could 
detect only a solitary Thrips, and that was in the larva 
state. 

This larva is ochreous and shuttle-shaped ; the head 
is small and oval, with a minute black eye on each side,and 
a short beak beneath ; the horns are twice as long as the 
head, slightly pubescent and 4-jointed ; two first joints 
small ; third, egg-shaped ; fourth, nearly as long as the 
others united, ovate at the base, and attenuated to the 
apex ; thorax very long and broad, composed of three seg- 
ments, the first trigonate, the angles rounded ; the two 
following segments forming broad bands ; the abdomen 
is as broad as the thorax, composed of nine segments, 
conical and hairy at the apex ; six legs, short; thighs 
very short; tibice dilated ; tarsi indistinct or wanting ; 
fig. 2, magnified ; fig. 1, the natural size. 

The pupze are also ochreous, but when they change 
to the perfect state they are much darker, and such 
atoms that they are not easily detected under the 
leaves when at rest, and lying close to the midrib or 
nervures, but they run about actively enough when 
disturbed. ‘Thrips minutissima is entirely of a ferru- 
ginous or ochreous tint, excepting the abdomen, which 
is brown above, with ochreous spots ; the antennse are 
placed in front of the head, and are longer and slen- 
derer than those of the larvee, and six-jointed ; the 
joints are furnished with a few short hairs, the basal 
one is nearly concealed ; second, stout, obovate, obtuse ; 
three followiug, subelliptical and more slender ; sixth, 
the longest, attenuated to the apex, and appearing 
articulated ; head depressed, semi-orbicular, with three 
transparent ocelli; eyes large, black, lateral, and 
coarsely granulated; rostrum forming a short beak 
under the inclined face, close to the anterior coxæ, with 
palpi and mandibles, the bristle-like maxille passing 
through the rostrum; prothorax broader than the 
head, transverse, the angles rounded ; abdomen nine- 
jointed, broader than the thorax, elongate, ovate, the 

apex conical, bristly, and furnished with an ineurved 
ovipositor ; wings incumbent, and parallel in repose, 

J late, semi- 

pubescent legs, remote, clear ochreous ; posterior cox 
Zpproximating ; thighs broad; tibie clavate; tarsi 
rather short and slender, biartieulate; second joint 
bladder-formed. Fig. 3, the natural size; fig. 4, mag- 
nified, and represented flying. ij 

These insects, although notextensive in varieties, occa- 
sionally appear in vast numbers. On a former occasion 
I described and figured a species which does much mis- 
chief to wall fruit, and another that is very injurious in 
hothouses, and every cultivator of Melons and Cucum- 
bers is too well acquainted with the ravages committed 
by one of these little creatures, which blights the leaves, 
causes them to shrivel, and destroys the plant. The 
Thrips being provided with a short beak,which it thrusts 
through the cuticle into the stalk or leaf, extracts the 
sap in the same way as the aphides, and judging from, 
the depredations of other species, there can be little 
doubt that the Thrips may be quite capable of injuring 
the leaves and haulm ; but whether it causes the mischief 
which Mr. Barnes attributes to it, remains to be proved. 
We sincerely wish he may be able to establish his theory, 
asit would at once relieve us from the apprehension 
that the Potato is worn out, that it can be no longer de- 
pended upon as a healthy crop; and we should. then 
know where to look for a remedy. Possibly this Thrips 
revels at an earlier period in the Potato blossoms, as it 
inhabits the flowers of theWallflower, Chrysanthemum, 
Leucanthemum, &c. It has a natural enemy in the 
little shining brown. larva of a bug. I saw one which had 
pierced the larva of the Thrips, and ran about with it 
sticking upon its proboseis.— Ruricola. 

ON THE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS WHICH CON- 
STITUTE THE NUTRITIVE PORTIONS OF 
THE POTATO. 

By the Rev. Prof. HENsLow. 
(Continued from p. 549.) 

ALL animals have a function to perform which is quite 
as important to the preservation of their life, and, iue 

tethan the tion of even morei ly impor p 
the wasting tissues of their bodies—and that is * respira- 
tion.” Now, starch and other ternary compounds may 
supply us with the material which is especially neces- 
sary for maintaining respiration, quite as readily (an 
perhaps more so) as we may obtain it from any of 
those compounds which are considered to be modifica- 
tions of protein. "The material to which I now allude is 
carbon. Every time we inspire, a certain amount of the 
oxygen in the atmosphere is fixed in our blood ; and 
every time we expire, we discharge a like amount of 
carbonic acid, which has been. formed by the union of 
carbon (obtained primarily from our food), with the 
oxygen obtained originally from previous inspirations. 
This carbon may have been derived from the decompo- 
sition of various organie matters, whether composed of 
three or of four elements. hen obtained from the 

former class, there are two elements, oxygen and 
hydrogen, that become superfluous ; and when obtained 
from the latter, the same two, together with7{the 
nitrogen, are also superfluous, so far as the function of 

ipiration is T d. These superfi elements 
are discharged from the system, either in their free 
state, or in various combinations. The amount of ear- 
bon required for the function of respiration is extremely 
variable according to the conditions under which the 
human frame may be placed. In cold regions it is very 
much greater than what is needed in warm climates + 
and under active exertion a much larger amount is 
necessary than when we are comparatively inactive. 
In ordinary cases, it is stated that an active man in & 
temperate climate requires daily nearly 15 oz. of carbon 
(that is to say nearly a pound of this element) to supply - 
him with breath and warmth sufficient for robust 
health ; whilst a delicate female, remaining inactive; 
would not be in need of more than about a third of that 
quantity, say 5oz. I place before you two bottles, filled 
respectively with 50z. and 15 oz. of lamp black, which. i$ 
the substance nearest to pure carbon I can readily com- 
mand; and you may judge how large a proportion of our 
daily food must be appropriated for the support of 
respiration alone, You will recollect that this amount 
of carbon is in combination either with two or wit 
three other elements when it is introduced into the 
system under the form of food, and consequently, what 
you now see is only a certain portion of the actua^ 
quantity of matter that is really required for this pul 
pose. I do not find that the limits to the amount of 
protein required for the nourishment of our bodies have 
been so accurately determined as ‘those to the carbon 
necessary for our respiration appear to have been; 
but, as it is stated, that not more than 4 or 5 ounces 1$ 
needed by active men, I presume that a very scanty 
supply of this material may be all that is really neces- 
sary in many cases. In all speculations upon what i 
necessary for securing an adequate supply of the mate- 
rials essential both to respiration an ishment, We 
must not omit the important part that is played by the 
digestive organs, These are so variously modified a 
different animals, and even in different individuals © 
the human ‘race, that some organic substances whic! 
afford a wholesome diet to one person prove noxious 07 
even deadly poisonous to another. The speculations we 
are here reviewing presuppose the digestive organs ta 

i imilating th be capable of d posing an e partict* 

lar kinds of food that are brought under discussion, yen 
n that whatever carbon or protein they contaü 

iated 
to the purposes of respiration oF of longer than the body, very narrow , 

transparent, pale tawny; superior the broadest, pubes- 
cent, with two nervures, costa bristly; inferior margin 

and apex with long cilia ; underwings with one nervure, 

bristly, and ciliated like the others; six short, stout, 

e approp 
nutrition respectively. ions to I shall now endeavour to apply these speculations it 
the Potato, as an article of diet; and then compare 4 with a few other substances of a vegetable and anima 

—— 
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nature, In order that you may the more fully recog- 
nise the composition of a Potato, and the relation be- 
tween the materials it contains and some others which 
are either closely allied to these, or may readily be ob- 
tained from their decomposition, I have drawn up the 
able (A) on the diagram before you; and I have 

also placed in bottles so much of the several sub- 
stances themselves as the analysis of a Potato weighing 
14 oz. would afford of each, viz. : 

ater E E e. 10.36 oz. 
Membrane 1.12 
Starch DOM 

The Potato itself has been reduced to charcoal, and a 
Model having been taken of it in wax: before it was 
Placed in the crucible, you have the opportunity of com- 
Paring the original bulk with the shrunk appearance of 
the residual charcoal mass, which, by calculation, ought 

to weigh 1.62 oz. It does not, however, weigh so much 
by Several grains; a portion of the charcoal having 
been driven off, owing to the somewhat careless manner 
in which the preparation was made. 
On the diagram, the words in common type refer to 

the composition of 100 parts of Potato ; whilst those 
M italics refer to some substances which are closely 
allied to, or may readily be derived from those in the 
Otato. The words in italic capitals refer to the com- 

Position of meat. The figures in brackets are such as 
ve no reference to the analysis of the Potato. 

TABLE A 

| N | MEAT. 

i 
65.6] 82) * 
ns 14 T 

En m Potato, 100 c o H 

aise | Water = 74 z 
embrane 8 

10 | * |J Starch 206) | 106 
|) Destrine ; 

(74) WATER 

i Ginen A Ade: ba ccd 
votein ; fibrin 

39 | 6 | Abumen ; 
casein 

(14.1)} (68)} (19)| (11) (26) FLESH 
i jor vegetable | | | 

" solids - -36| 1.6 | 122 | 16 
The proximate analysis of a Potato here adopted is the 

ne which was given in the Gard. Chron. (Nov. 8) by 
the Commissioners deputed by Government to visit, Ire- 
land. T shall call it the Commissioners’ variety, by way 
of distinction, and consider it as affording us a fair repre- 
Sentation of theaverage amount of the chief ingredients 
of which Potatoes consist. You observe how large a 
Proportion (74 per cent.) is water; and consequently 

at there is only 26 per cent. of solid matter composed 
9f the three chief ingredients, membrane, starch, and 
gluten. When the Irish are stated, on the average, to 
Ni 12 Ibs. of Potatoes daily, they are consuming ver 
itle more than 3 Ibs. of solid food, the remaining 
uU dx being water only. Whether this water is ab- 

"bed with sufficient rapidity into the system to leave 
Space for the reception of the whole 12 lbs, at a single 
meal, I am not capable of asserting ; but I have been 
informed, on most creditable testimony, that a certain 
Irish schoolmaster in the north, who makes but one 
Ineal daily, does on that occasion most frequently place 
efore him and eat up a stone weight of boiled Potatoes 

(14 lbs.) with a little butter-milk, If he uses the 
Commissioners’ Potato, he still takes in very little more 
than 33 Ibs. of solid matter at a single meal. Startling 
as the account may appear, we are assured by travellers 
that individuals among the Laplanders, Samoyedes, 
Esquimaux, and other northern tribes, can devour as 
much as a stone of solid fat ata single meal. Ihave been 
Surprised to find how much bread some of our agricul- 
tural labourers, when working very hard, are able to 
Consume daily. They eat much more solid matter (exclu- 
Sive of the water) than is contained in a stone of Pota- 
toes ; but then they do not eat it at a single meal. If we 
Now consider the small amount of gluten, (only 2 per 
Cent.) in the Commissioners’ Potato, a stone weight of 
this Variety would not furnish so much as 5 oz. of pro- 

in, the quantity we are taught to believe to be neces- 
Sary for some men, when making active bodily exertion. 
he deficiency in protein we may suppose to be more 

than supplied by milk, in cases where fewer Potatoes 
are consumed. It is clear that none of the carbon re- 
quired for respiration could be spared out of the small 
quantity of gluten, without diminishing the flesh.giving 
Capabilities of this tuber. If we consider the starch as 
Supplying the carbon, we find a stone of the Com- 
missioners’ Potato will contain about 2 lbs. 3 oz. of that, 
Which would produce very nearly 1 lb. of carbon. Now 
this amount is more than sufficient for what we have 

Supposed to be the maximum demand for respiration. 
Ut if we throw together both the membrane and the 

Starch, as sources for supplying the carbon, we then 
obtain nearly lj Ibs. of this element for respiration, 
Which is an amount far more than sufficient for the 
Purpose; and indicatinga large excess of food tohave been 
Consumed beyond what was necessary for the due dis- 
charge of this function. Let us now look to the diagram 
for the statement it contains of the composition of certain 
Other substances noticed, besides those found in the Po- 
ato, We see, by the left-hand compartment, that dex- 
trine and cane sugar have the same composition as mem- 
rane and starch, and that grape-sugar, which by fer- 

mentation separates into alcohol and carbonic acid, con- 
tains two more equivalents of oxygen and hydrogen, or, 
aS we might otherwise express it, two more equivalents 
of water. Whilst the left-hand compartment of the dia- 
eon represents the proportions in which the equiva- 
ents of the respective elements combine to form the 
Several substances alluded to, the right-hand compart- 

ment gives us the actual weight of each of these elements. 
In this instance the calculations have been made 
to correspond with the chemical formule, though you 
understood that chemists proceed in a contrary order. 
They first obtain the weights by direct analysis, and 
then establish their formulze accordingly. 

To the right hand of the diagram I have placed the 
analysis of lean raw meat, as I find it given by Liebig. 
Though the proportion of flesh to water varies in dif- 
ferent kinds of meat, the quantity of water always present 
is very considerable. It happens conveniently, and cu- 
riously enough, for our present purpose, that Liebig's 
analysis contains exactly the same quantity of water as 
the Commissioners’ Potato, so that we have 26 parts 
per cent, of Solid flesh to compare with the like quantity 
of solid vegetable matter. As flesh possesses the same 
chemical composition as protein (and gluten is also a 

dification of this d), we have here 13 times 
as much nutritious matter in the meat as in the Potato. 
But we must remember that any animal feeding on 
meat alone would have to obtain the amount of carbon 

ion from d ition of necessary for its resp p 
a large portion of it. Suppose, for example, a man, 
when living on Potatoes, needed as much carbon as he 
might obtain from the membrane and starch together 
(viz., 10.6 parts per cent. of whatever weight he may 
eat), then it would take 19.4 parts per cent. of the like 
weight of xaw meat to supply him with the same amount 
of carbon. This would leave only 6.6 parts of flesh out 
of the whole 26, as a counterpoise to the 2 parts of 
gluten out of the 26 of solid vegetable matter. We 
thus find that in calculating for equal weights of Potato 

and raw meat (on the supposition that the b 

and starch together shall be wholly consumed in sup- 

plying carbon for respiration), the meat must, be con- 
sidered to contain about 3 times, and not 13 times, as 
much nourishment as the Potato. If, however, we 
consider the b to be indigestible, and that the 
starch only ought to be taken into account for supply- 
ing the carbon, then we should find by calculation that 
in equal weights of Potato and meat, the latter would 
contain 63 times as much nourishment (protein) as the 
former, (To be continued.) 

Home Correspondence. 
The late Hail-storm.—We have just read that it is 

intended to have a grand flower show at the Surrey 

Zoological Garden, with a view to alleviate the distress 

of the unfortunate sufferers by this visitation. Great 
raise is due to Mr. Tyler, the proprietor of the garden, 

for allowing the use of the grounds, musicians, &c., free 

of expense. On such an occasion we have no doubt but 
there will be an immense concourse of persons, and it 

has occurred to us that a good revenue might be ob- 
tained from the sale of plants. One or two tents might 
be arranged as a floral bazaar. There would be no diffi- 
culty in procuring a very great number of plants, as we 
are quite sure that every nurseryman and florist in the 
country would give his hearty and generous assistance 
to prevent distress amongst so many of his brother 
tradesmen. To aid this movement, we should feel 
very great pleasure in forwarding from 15/. to 207. worth 
of plants ; and we have every confidence in believing 
that a very large sum might be collected—as every one 

who “bas a heart to feel for another” will lend his help- 
ing hand in furtherance of so praiseworthy an object, 
to alleviate the distress, Let us hope that the com- 
mittee will take this matter into serious consideration, 

and we shall be happy to render all the assistance in 

our power.— William E. Rendle & Co. 
To Soften Hard Putty (see p. 550).—If any of your 

readers will send me a sash-frame, with putty as hard 

as a stone, any day between 9 o'clock in the morning 

and 5 o'clock in the afternoon, they may have it back 

on the following day at noon, with all the putty clean 

from the wood, without any charge. By my method it 

is not necessary to move the bars, if they are in a situa- 

tion to be got at; with a single dressing, which a boy 12 

years old can do, and in a few hours, all the putty can 
be removed, and with as much ease as though it had 
not been laid on more than a day.—Hudson, News 
Agent, 74%, Mark-lane. 
How to Improve the Size of our Culinary Vegetables. 

—Great zeal is manifested in raising new varieties of 

culinary plants, but improving existing sorts seems to 

be quite disregarded. Iam confident that a vast in- 

crease of food, &c., may be obtained by managing judi- 
ciously, and systematically carrying out for a time what 
I may term the principle of increase. Take, for in- 
stance, a Pea ; plant it in a very rich ground, allow it 
to bear the first year—say half a dozen pods only, re- 

move all others—save the largest single Pea of these, 
sow it the next year, and retain of the produce three pocs 
only, sow the largest one the following year, and retain 

one pod, again select the largest, and the next year the 

sort will by this time have trebled its size and weight ; 

ever afterwards sow the largest seed. By these means 

you will get Peas (or anything else) of a bulk of which 

we at present have no conception—Damazo. [Has 

the writer any proof of this !] g 
Giving Air to Vineries,— Information being re- 

quested on this subject more in detail than the limits of 

the “Calendar” will permit, I beg to state that cur- 

rents of air being of course increased in a considerable 

degree according to the amount of their egress, or what 

is commonly termed “back air,” it becomes a grave 

question as to what length this shall be carried in 

critical periods. The supply, it must I think be ad- 

mitted, is regulated in the main by the demand. To 

put a case. We will suppose an early Cucumber frame, 

| 
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period the first week in March, plants growing quickly, 
very tender, a day of intense sunshine, with a cold and 
cutting east wind, or rather I would say north-east. 
Now, with a bottom-heat of some 85°, it is evident that 
if the amount of air is admitted that is necessary to 
eep down the atmospheric temperature as low as 852 

(beyond which it would scarcely be safe to venture), 
that the plants must suffer by the cold draught, pro- 
vided the ordinary means of giving air are resorted to. 
What then is to be done? Why two chances only 
seem to present themselves, viz., the one to prevent the 
rapid accumulation of heat by shading, the other to 
riddle, or break the force of the wind by some mediate 
body. Thus gardeners hang mats or canvas before the 
aperture. Early forced Vinesare very similarly situated. 
But here I may observe that there is one essential point 
worth noting ;—In our dull climate, Vines can scarcely 
afford to lose a day's sun. Cucumbers, however, can. 
I am of opinion that provision should be made sys- 
tematically in such houses for such extremes of weather, 
either on the principle of dividing the currents, or of a 
more intricate or circuitous admission of air. In di- 
viding the currents, elosely wove wirework would be 
very useful for this purpose; the meshes very fine. A 
length of this might be hung on the front sashes of a 
greenhouse in a few minutes. Perhaps, however, our 
present mode of admitting air, by sliding back and 
front lights, is capable of further improvement. As to 
ripening Grapes, I say admit air front and back freely. 
If the currents are indeed very cold, warm them by a 
flue or pipe as they enter the house. If, however, the 
root is all right, I would forgive a puff of wind now and 
then. It is scarcely advisable to set Vinery outer doors 
wide open, except in genial weather.—** The Calendar.” 

Fruit-tree Borders.—The criticism of the anonymous 
* Lord of the Manor,” on my description of a fruit- 
tree border, calls for one or two remarks ; this corre- 
spondent makes me say “I would (or did) take sods 
from a poor neighbour’s pasture to save my own, re- 
minding us somewhat of Nathan’s parable to David.’’ 
I beg to say that, in taking sods from the margin of a 
heathy waste, I did not injure a single individual to the 
value of a farthing. I claim to have as tender a re- 
gard for the rights and property of my poor neighbours 
as anyman. I have no sort of preference for rough 
sods, from a waste, over the grassy surface of an old 
pasture ; the question was, if I understood it, whether 
it was absolutely necessary to strip a pasture, in order 
to make a good fruit-tree border? I merely related 
what I did, in order to show that stripping a pasture is 
not necessary. In stating the matter I said I retained 
6 or 7 inches of the surface of the old border ; the fresh 
sods were hacked up a little when wheeled in, and 
mixed with the reserved earth. However valuable the 
surface spit of an old pasture may be, generally speak- 
ing, for making borders, or for other gardening pur- 
poses (and I am by no means insensible to its value), 
yetit is not every pasture that would answer the end 
in view. There is an old pasture, that has not been 
ploughed for generations past, very near me at this 

moment, and yet, such is its texture, I should value its 

surface very low indeed for any gardening purpose 5 
and still, were I to offer 100 guineas an acre for its sur- 
face, I could not get it.— Quercus. [There is a little 

misunderstanding here. The “Lord of the Manor” 

regards.a heathy waste as “a poor man’s pasture,” and 

so it is, however bad it may be. The main point for 

consideration was, how to imitate sods in forming a 
fruit-tree border ; and that point was not observed by 
* Quercus," who only substitutes one kind of sods for 
another, 

Inoculating Old Pastures.—Turf from an old pas- 

ture is the best material for fruit-tree borders ; the 

only objection to its use is the destroying the old pas- 
ture. But this may be restored to its original state in 
many cases with scarcely the loss of one year's crop of 

Grass. The method by which this is effected is termed 

inoculating. This is perbaps the best season of the 
year for the purpose, but it may be done even as late as 

October, or in early spring. Having fixed on the field 

to be pared, select a portion where the Grasses are of ti 

best quality, aswell as freest from weeds, toinoculate with. 

Tf the turf taken from one acre of ground will be re- 

quired for fruit tree borders, another half aere of the 

selected portion will be required to inoculate the whole. 

Having cut up and carted away the quantity required 

for the garden, then let the selected portion be mown 

quite close and the Grass cleared off from it. Proceed 

now to pare it about 1} inch deep, laying the turf in 
heaps as the work proceeds. Then let the whole be 
chopped quite small, if not larger than Walnuts so 

much the better, and let a portion of the soil from the 

old tree border be spread over the ground that has been 

pared; then spread very regularly the chopped turf 

over the whole surface, and roll it down. 1f done at 

the present season the field will be green again before 
winter, when tlie remaining part of the soil taken from 
the old tree border may be spread over it as a top- 
dressing. Early in spring it may be rolled again, when 
it will be found that the whole of the chopped turf has 
united and become an excellent sward, quite free from 
moss. In many cases the turf will be much improved, 
and produce better crops of Grass than previous to the 
operation.— James Duncan, Howick, Aug. 18. 

Hoares Vine Pillars.—After some failures, I have 

now three healthy Vines growing out of two of Mr. 
Hoare's Vine pillars. One Vine, two feet long, a Black 
Cluster: one ditto, 4 feet long, a Sweetwater, on 

the same pillar, and coming out of the same opening 5 
one Vine, 6 feet long, a Sweetwater on a pillar with- 

| 
| 

i 
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out another Vine. These Vines were cut down last 
autumn, so that the whole growth above mentioned is 
of this year.—C. A. A. Lloyd, Whittington, Oswestry, 
August 15. 

Planting on Steeps.—The following method, although 
an exception to the general rule, answers perfectly on 
precipices where no other mode can be adopted. With 

young Oaks, especially if tap rooted, it answers well. I 

have planted steeps composed of blue clay and marl, 

with an iron instrument 4 ft, in length and sharp at the 
point, in the following manner :—A hole is made with 

the instrument, and the young tree is thrust into it; 

the hole is then closed up again, or at least the soil is 
ihrust close up to the root, by inserting the instrument 
once or twice in the ground an inch or two from the 
first made hole, and the work is finished. I have fre- 
quently found Oaks 18 ins. long to have roots 2 ft. in 
length, all of which have been inserted without having 
been cut, The steeps above alluded to, where at one 
time not a vestige of herbage could be seen, are now 
clad with fine young Oaks, as well as underwood, amply 
testifying the excellence of the method for clothing 
naked high lands. I may mention that some of the 
precipices lie in the North Riding of Yorkshire, near 
Cotherstone, a humble little village on the banks of the 
Tees, where immense quantities of Oaks have been 
felled within the last half century, some of the trees 

fording a ton and upwards of bark.— A. D. A. 
Felling Larch Timber.—I frequently meet with per- 

sons of different opinions as to the best time for thin- 
ning Larch Fir plantations, with regard to the dura- 
bility of the timber which is used for rafters and other 
purposes. Some contend that those felled in winter 
are the best, as the sap is not up, and that the turpen- 
tine remains as much in the tree in winter as in sum- 
mer, and that as the sap rises it only brings the tur- 
pentine into action. Others contend that the turpen- 
tine rises and falls with the sap, and that it is best to 
eut them in summer to have the turpentine in the wood. 
All agree that it is desirable to have the turpentine in 
the tree when felled. Will you kindly oblige me with 
your opinion on this subject?—J. E. Somerset.—[We 
would rather elieit the experience of some of our 
foresting friends.] 

Soot no Preventive of Potato Disease.—In the begin- 
ning of March, 1845, I planted Ash-leaved Kidneys, 
and an early sort commonly called No-blowers, the 
former in my garden, the latter about half a mile from 
my house ; both sorts of Potatoes at each place came 
up and thrived well for several months, and promised 
fairly for a luxuriant crop. In the beginning of May 
following I had my chimneys swept, and by chance I 
strewed the whole of the soot over the Potatoes in the 
garden, thinking it would serve as an additional manure, 
but was agreeably surprised that it not only acted 
as. a manure, but the haulm and foliage retained 
its former appearance, and the Potatoes when 
taken up were not diseased, while the others 
on which no soot had been shaken were more or less 
affected. I planted the same ground in the garden with 
Potatoes this year, entertaining the idea that the action 
of the soot would prove a preventive to the pest this 
season also; but to my disappointment the stalks and 
foliage showed symptoms of disease almost as early as 
those in the adjoining gardens ; but I believe that if I 
had procured soot and managed them according to m 
last year’s treatment, I should have been again suecess- 
ful in saving my crop.— John G. Pinney, Kilmington, 
near Axminster, Devon. 

Potatoes on Peat Soil.—In this neighbourhood the 

tongs ; and beyond the part that seemed so burnt, there 
was & part of the under side of the leaf that appeared 
whiter than the rest, as if it were covered with more 
numerous and whiter hairs. The disease does not seem 
to be confined to any kind of Potato, those that escaped 
last year being as much affected as others. Nor has 
the bringing of seed from an unaffected district been 
any preservation, for I know several instances where this 
has been done without effect. A neighbouring farmer 
brought his seed from Fraserburgh, in Aberdeenshire, 
where the disease was never known. His field was the 
earliest planted in the country, and it was the first to 
give way; and it is now so far gone, that the smell that 
comes from it is very offensive. Another neighbour 
planted some of the same cargo in a piece of new land 
where Potatoes were never grown before, which were 
long the best in the country, but they also are diseased; 
so that the infection does not come from a tainted soil. 
I saw that my own Potatoes were giving way so fast, 
that I found it advisable to take some of them up for 
the early market. I have thus had an opportunity of 
examining the Shaws to a great extent, which I did 
very carefully ; and I have found that wherever the 
leaves are affected some part of the root (I mean the 
root that draws the nourishment from the earth, not the 
Potato itself) is diseased. Generally it is the lowest 
tier, or whole of roots that is so, and often the upper 
parts are fresh. This is the case where the disease ap- 
pears only in spots on the leaves ; but where the whole 
stem is affected, the whole root is diseased. 
may also mention another fact, which, though not 
strictly connected with the Potato disease, may 
serve, in some degree, to explain it. Shortly after 
the rain that fell on the 3d and 4th ult., the leaves began 
to be affegted in the same way with the Potatoes; 
thatis to say, they became spotted on the leaves, which 
gradually turned black altogether. As soon as 
noticed the spotting on mine, I examined the roots of 
the affected stalks, and found them always diseased in 
some degrée or other ; and when the whole stalk be- 
came black I found the whole root diseased. I have 
een led from these observations to reflect on the advice 

that has been given us to cut down the shaws as soon 
as the Potatoes appear diseased. I confess that I did 
not at first think that this measure would do any good, 
and have not practised it. But I now begin to regret 
that I had not recourse to it at first. I think that the 
disease in the lower tier of roots may be earried through 
the whole plant when the shaw is not eut. After it is 
cut, the upper part of the root, where it is fresh, will 
naturally push on a new growth, and into this new 
growth the disease cannot enter from the infected part 
of the root, as the circulation from it has been cut off; 
and it is only the fresh roots that will carry on the cir- 
culation of the new growth.— Zpistatós. [Rain cannot 
be the cause; for the Potatoes were perishing all last 
winter and spring in forcing-houses, and the disease was 
certainly begun in 1844, which was extremely dry and 
warm. 

Potato Sprouting nol caused by Rain.—MHaving read 
in your Paper of the 1st of August that half-grown Po- 
tatoes were sprouting from every eye, I had some of my 
own dug up, and found it to be the case. The foliage 
appeared most luxuriant, and we were congratulating 
ourselves that we should escape the visitation of 1845. 
The kinds which with me were showing this early ex- 
citability were a red Kidney, ripe usually in October, 
some Champions, and a white sort, name unknown, ripe 
in other years in September. In the above sorts this 

liarity was universal, for I had last week my whole 
Potato disease has appeared this year in pure peat or 
moss land as well as in every other deseription of soil. 
Last year I had Potatoes free from disease in moss land, 
while they failed in a dry gravelly loam, trenched 18 
inches deep ; this year my Potatoes in moss are already 
blackened, although planted with healthy sets grown in 
moss land, and although I took the additional precau- 
lion of powdering them with lime and setting them 
apart from the manure, The failure is universal in all 
kinds of soil, and seems to come on at a certain Stage 
of growth of the plant, for each luxuriant field in sue- 
cession as it reaches that stage blackens and decays. 
The accounts from the neighbouring islands are most 
distressing, and I fear that the ensuing winter will be 
one of great privation ; for the poorer classes depend 
much (as in Ireland) on their Potato crops for subsist- 
ence. We have had a great deal of moist close wea- 
ther of late. The fall of rain in July by my rain-guage 
was 7°89 inches, and in June 6.81 inches, being 14.70 
inches for the two months. The fall of rain for the two 
corresponding months of 1845 was 7:28 inches, and of 
€ 845 inches.— James Forsyth, Dunach, Argyle- 
shire. 

Moisture the cause of the Potato Disease.—As the 
disease seems, in some way or other, connected with 
the quantity of rain that has fallen for two months 
10} inches having fallen in the course of one month), 
may mention that there was an unusually heavy fall 

on the 3d and 4th of July, by which the land was’ ren- 
dered quite unworkable. On the 10th and 11th a still heavier fall took place, by which many fields were flooded, and all were completely soaked ; so that, to use 

| Sparrow." For two weeks farther 
showers fell occasionally, but the Potatoes showed no symptoms of disease till the 23d and 24th, when, in tlie 
course of two days, almost the whole district was 
affected. In most cases the disease showed itself on the 
leaves, which were covered with nümerous black spots, 
just as if they had been taken hold of with a pair of hot 

P 
crop taken up. That this early sprouting of the eye 
of the Potato did not proceed from the recent rains is 
evident, because in this place we had no rain beyond a 
few slight showers during the whole month of July, nor 
until the 5th of August, when there fell 1.25 inch, and 
it was on the morning of the 6th August that I had 
my Potatoes examined. In many cases when lifted 
they presented a perfect mass of newly-formed fibres, so 
that it was with difficulty the tubers were extricated. 
The circumstance, however, to which I wish more par- 
ticularly to direct your attention is this :—That in the 
early kinds, the foliage of which is dead, there is not 
the least disposition to throw out shoots, equally with 
the later sorts. I have had all dug up, and have found 
this to be the case. I mention this fact, which 
authenticate with my name and address.—Charles W. 

= 

the amount of about 1 sack, 
nunciations of yourself and others) had them planted, by way of 
experiment, in ground which had been broken up from pasture 
the year before (i.e. spring, 1845), and had borne a crop of 
adly diseased Potatoes! s 

sorts), the Barbadoes are the worst, and the Jerseys, picked 
| from so badly diseased a lot, and sone in ground from which. 
a badly diséased crop had just been raised (for they were 

planted in December or January), have proved of all decidedly 
the most exempt,—to present appearance entirely exempt from. 
disease! I may further remark, that these Jatter are quitefree . 

observable in the Pota- . 
toes of this season. For the above facts I can vouch from per- ` 

from that tendency to reproduction so 

sona! an he Potatoes which 
are the subject of this comparison haye all been raised.— 
Thos. C. Curties, Linton Vicarage, Herefordshire. I have 
now an additional fact from which, m inference 

sets from diseased Potatoes yield a diseased produce. 2, That 
sets from apparently sound tubers yield the same, 3, That 
Potatoes brought from districts where no disease was apparent, 
and those brought from distant countries, as South America, 
afford no security. y Personal experience has informed 
me that small tubers from seeds sown i i 

alarge scale, until the results of further experiment be known, 

attention should be given to early 
Pea, of e of whicl s aken from 
the same ground in one year, with the help of a little 
manure, and sowing in drills. 

more necessary, as the mortality among cattle is becomin; 
very serious. Let not fish be overlooked, and farinaceous foo 
alone considered. Our seas teem with food; and could the 

be reduced ; and the punishment justly inflicted 
poor-law on the northern region might be rendered lighter.— 
G. S. Mackenzie. 

Foreign Correspondence. 
Paris Horticultural Show, August 1846.—Some 

years ago, the Council of the Societé Royale d’Horti- 
culture, in order to ascertain the most favourable 
period for their exhibitions, determined that on each 
succeeding year the Show should be holden in rotation ; 
following this arrangement, it has now taken place in 
August, a month of all others (even in ordinary aa aa 
the least adapted for the beauties of floriculture, an 
this year particularly unfayourable, from the excessive 
heat and drought which for the last two or three months 
has been almost unprecedented even in Paris, scarcely 
a drop of rain having fallen for the last 10 weeks; 
Roses, Dahlias, and other flowers, have been at times 
literally scorched to powder ; and the ravages of the 
thrips and red spider all but universal ; under such 
unfavourable cireumstances it was not possible to expect 
anything very splendid from the Exhibition which was 
advertised for the 6th, 7th, 8th, and 9th of August at 
the Orangery of the Luxembourg, nevertheless it has 
passed off in a much more creditable manner than was 
expected ; the exhibitors certainly were not so nume- 
rous as in former years, but the plants were in general 
of a better description, and the mass of rubbish which 
heretofore has disgraced some of the shows was absent. 

Gold Medals by the Duchesse d'Orleans and the 
Princesse Adelaide, and 16 Silver Medals, and the like 
number in bronze, by the Society. Among Specimen 
plants the Dichorizandra ovata of M. Ryfkogel claims 
the first place ; it was large, well grown, in fine flower, 
and every way worthy of the first prize ; another, but 
not so handsome, was from MM. Cels. In the orna- 
mental pottery of M. Follet were two magnificent 
masses of Cattleya crispa aud Stanhopea tigrina, with 
from 20 to 30 flowers each. MM. Cels had also a 
fine plant of Cattleya crispa, but little inferior. M. Pélé 
sent an immense plant of Phlox Marianne covered with 
handsome heads of pretty lilac and white flowers; 
A Lisianthus Russellianus from M. Thibaut, was, per- 
haps, the best ever seen here. He also showed Lilium 
lancifolium rubrum in good style. M. Souchet had à 
fine grown specimen of Veronica speciosa, but unfortu- 
nately the flowers had been injured. In the collection 
of M. Deshayes were compact well flowered plants 0! 
Erica Irbyana, tricolor Leeana, and jasminiflora alba. 
M. Poiteau sent the pretty Calanthe veratrifolia, In 
fruit, there were some magnificent specimens, particu- 
larly the Melons of M. Crochot and M. Gros, known 
under the names of Cantiloupe à chair verte et à chair 
blanche, and which weighed from 12 to 18 lbs. each. 
M. Stinville sent fine Aubergines and Tomates, and 
M. Jamin the Plums Reine Claude and Reine Victoria; 
really fit to set before a Queen. Neither Grapes nor 
Peaches were worthy of France, and not a single Pine- 
Apple was exhibited. The Gold Medal of the Duchess- 
of Orleans was awarded to M. Jaquin Ainé for à 
miscellaneous collection of 50 or more plants in bloom. 
In this group were stove, greenhouse, and Loss plants: 
which, however showy as a whole, would hardly bear. 
individual inspeetion. The Gold Medal of the Princess; 
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Adelaide was awarded to M. Souchet fils for the finest 
collection of new plants in flower ; among them were 
ryptomeria japonica, Napoleona imperialis, Gardenia 

Whitfieldii, Statice Fortuni, Achimenes argyrostigma, 
Echites melaleuca picta, Thunbergia fastuosa, Justicia 
chinensis, Tillandsia acaulis zebrina, ZEschynanthus atro- 
Purpureus, Justicia Macdonnelli, Passia (2) de Minas 
Geraes, Chirita chinensis, Cuphea decandra, Beaufortia 
Sparoa, &e. &e. Silver Medal was given to M. 
Ryfkogel for the finest and best cultivated plant, viz., 
Dichorizandra ovata. A Silver Medal to MM. Cels 
for the second best general collection of plants in flower; 
and another for the second hest collection of rare 
Plants, among which were Brassia odorata, Aerides cor- 
nutum, Phaius albus, Epidendrum fragrans, Cattleya 
crispa, Dichorizand 2; hy n onih 

longiflorus, and zebrinus ; Achimenes multiflora, Strelit- 
zia augusta, Mussænda Afzelii, Blandfordia grandiflora, 
Ixora barbata, Hoya Cunninghami, a species of Ges- 
nera from'Cayenne—together with some fine Palms, 
Conifers, and Cacti. The Silver Medal for herbaceous 
Plants was awarded to M. Pélé for Phlox Marianne, 
omniflora, speciosa americana, and œil de lynx, Alstroe- 
meria psittacina, Stachys Dodartii, Lobelia grandis, 

ueen Victoria, and fulgens grandiflora, Statice eximia 
and ‘tatarica, Yucca draconis variegata, Lilium lanci- 
folium album, rubrum, and superbum, Veronicas, 
Apapanthus, &e. A second Silver Medal was given.to 
M. Bertrand for herbaceous plants, principally consist- 
mg of Lobelias, Petunias, and Phloxes. A second 
Silver Medal was awarded to M. Chauviére for miseel- 
laneous plants in flower ; among whieh were Gloxinia 
cerina, insignis, Youngii, Rollissonii, rosea, and Lindley- 
ana; Lilium lancifolium rubrum and punctatum ; 
Angelonia flori da; Achi grandifl longiflora, 
argyrostigma, Liebmanni, multiflora, and carnea; Mus- 
Sænda macrophylla and Afzelii; Justicia Whitfieldii, 
Picta and purpurea superba; Clerodendron splendens 
and infortunatum ; Echites splendens, and a variety of 

` other plants, M. Deshayes. was awarded a Silver 
Medal for Erica Aitoniana, Leeana, ampullacea, rubra, 
Jasminiflora, mammosa purpurea, and coccinea, West- 
Phalingia, cruenta, Irbyana, eximia, Lawsoni, &c. ; 
2nd M. Michel, another for E. Bowieana, Aitonia, 
reflexa rosea, versicolor, retorta major, tricolor major, 
Mammosa purpurea, rosea, and coccinea blanda, &e. 
M. Salter was awarded the Silver Medal for 30 varieties 
of Fuchsias ; among which were Agnes, Bianca, Con- 
Sueror, Delicata (Newberry) ; Empress, Eximia (Smith); 
Etoile de Versailles, Favorite, Lancaster Witch, La 
Sylphide, Lansezeur, Miss Roberts, Napoleon (Salter), 
Pomona, Lady Julia, Reine:des Frangais, Sanspareil, 
and Trafalgar. M. Dupuy Jamain the Silver Medal 
or Roses in pots, and M. Verdier a Silver Medal 
for eut Roses, » which considering the scorching 
Weather to which they had been subjected, were very 

Rocques, Madanie Laffay, Archdue Charles, Comte de 
and others, were in great beauty. MM. Tripet 

and Leblanc were awarded a Silver Medal, for a large 
Collection of China ‘Asters, consisting of several varie- 
ties: of tall and dwarf German quilled kinds, tall and 
dwarf English Ranunculus flowerin g, and tall and 
dwarf Anemone flowering, MM. Jamin and Durand 
gained the Silver Medal for the finest collection of fruit, 
consisting of Peaches (Gros Mignon), early and late; 
lums (Reine Claude, De Montfort, and Queen Victoria); 

Pears (Colmar d'été, Bon Chretien d'été, Louise bonne 
@Avranches, Beurré aurore, Souveraine d'été, Musea- 
dette, Williams, Beurré des Champs, Excellentissi 

earth by way of sample of an estate. So, referring the 
reader to the book itself, we here close our brief notice, 
with a hope that the success of this, we believe her first 
avowed attempt at putting German tales into an 
English dress, may induce the fair translator to perse- 
vere in a work not less useful than amusing. 

Garden Memoranda. 
Haddo House, the Seat of the Right Hon. the Earl 

of Aberdeen, Aberdeenshire.—This is truly a noble re- 
sidence, surrounded with some thousands of acres of 
umbrageous Pine forests. The park is both extensive 
and beautifully varied with bold groups and receding 
vistas, on an undulating surface, the scenery ever 
changing 4s the traveller passes along some 20 miles 
of approaches and spacious drives, Standing at almost 
any prominent point of the domain, the vast amphi- 
theatre, as far as the eye can traverse, is the property 
of Lord Aberdeen! From the southern front of the 
house, a grand avenue stretches out for about a mile in 
length, adorned with vases and a choice collection of 
hardy Pines. Among the latter, variegated varieties of 
Silver and Spruce, engrafted by his lordship’s gardener, 
Mr. Dallachy, are very interesting. A tree of the varie- 
gated Spruce, in particular, stands upwards of 25 feet 
in height, and is very beautifully diversified from top 
to bottom. Another remarkable specimen, also picked 
from the woods, may be compared to a gigantic variety 
of Abies Clanbrasiliana, or a hybrid between it and 
Abies excelsa ; I should say it may be Abies Clanbra- 
siliana var mucronata? Entering by the southern ap- 
proach, the new conservatories appear conspicuous in 
the distance. The plants, upon inspection, were found 
to be in fine health and beauty. A specimen of Brug- 
mansia arborea was 14 feet in height, loaded with 
upwards of 600 of its large white campanulate blossoms. 
Considering the peculiar season, there is a very supe- 
rior crop of fruit in the garden. Field crops are also 
very luxuriant, and the harvest has commenced. The 
Potatoes, however, like those of other districts, are very 
much’ diseased ; not a sound plant have I seen since I 
left Edinburgh nearly a month ago.— R. Arthur, 

Miscellaneous. 
The late Hailstorm.—A public meeting was held on 

Monday last, at the London Tavern, for the purpose of 
devising means to preserve from ruin the florists and 
nurserymen who have suffered so severely from the 
violence of the late storm. His Royal Highness the 
Duke of Cambridge took the chair. He believed that 
all the gentlemen whom he had then the honour to ad- 
dress felt the same sympathy with himself for those un- 
fortunate individuals who were now experiencing a 
great calamity, induced, not from any negligence on 
their own parts, but by a visitation of Providence, over 
which, of course, they could have no control. He be- 
lieved there was no more deserving or hard-working 
class in the community than those whom they had 
assembled to assist. He could bear testimony to what 
he asserted from personal observation in his own neigh- 
bourhood. It appeared from the report of the South 
London Floricultural Society that the losses sustained 
by those engaged in horticultural trade in the neigh- 
bour hood of Stockwell, Clapham, and Brixton, amounted 
to no less a sum than 18,0007. He had the satisfaction 
to state that the room in which they were then assembled 
had been given them gratis for the present occasion, 
and an offer had been made by the proprietors ‘of the 
Hallof Commerce of the use of their establishment, either 
for a floricultural show or for any other purpose calcu- 
lated to promote the object of the present meeting. A 

bseription had also been commenced, and Dr. Lindley, 
&e.) sand M. Crochot a prize for. Melons, which were, 
1n every respect, magnificent, 

4 3 ebtetus. 
Village Tales from the Black Forest. Translated from 

the German by Meta Taylor. London: Joseph 
Cundall, 1846. 
E once lent a little boy not a little precocious in his 

taste and habits of reading the “German Popular 
Stories,” a work with which children, and, it may be, 
children of a larger growth,” are often much amused, 

albeit replete with all manner of monstrosities and 
"i y extravaganzas. Our young friend had for some 
time been deeply absorbed in the diverting, but, it must 
he confessed » very {absurd adventures of “ Hans- in 
Luck,” “ Ashputtel,” and “ Rumpel-stilts-kin,” when all 
of a sudden he closed the book, and resumed the peru- 
Sal of a little work connected with English history, ex- 
Claiming as he did so, “ Now for a little sense!” We 
are half inclined to think that the young philosopher 
Would have made a similar observation had the “ Vil- 
age Tales” instead of ** Tales of the English” chanced 

to lay in his way, for undoubtedly their great charm, 
whether to juvenile readers or those of riper years, lies 
1n their truth to nature, their appearance of probability. 

Ney are correct pictures of German cottage life, 
humble life, we admit, but not the less valuable on that 
Account, Teniers; in his way, was as great as Rem- 
brandt ; and Morland as one of the Caracci‘; and since 
there must be peasantry as well as nobility, we have to 

Would be too short to do the “ Tales” justice, and short 
Ones about as much to the purpose. as sending a bag of 

who was unable to attend, had forwarded 107. 10s. Mr. 
Barclay, of Lombard:street had also sent them 5l. 5s., 
and he hoped that they might have the satisfaction of 
being able in^a considerable degree to ameliorate the 
existing distress. Mr, J. Allnutt, who stated that 3000 
squares of glass had been broken in his conservatory, 
roposed the following resolution :—“ That the severe 

losses which the nurserymen, florists, and gardeners in 
the neighbourhood of the metropolis have sustained in 
consequence of the dreadful hailstorm on the Ist day of 
August instant, call for our warmest sympathy, and 
demand all our efforts to alleviate the distress occa- 
sioned thereby." Mr. Iliff seconded the resolution, 
which was carried unanimously. Mr. Cook, of the firm 
of Trueman and Cook, proposed the next resolution :— 
“ That a publie ipti no d, and 
fund raised for the relief of the sufferers.” Mr. Seldon 
secouded the resolution, which was also passed unani- 
mously.- Mr. James Cook, of Mincing-lane, was ap- 
pointed treasurer, and Messrs. Barclay and Company, 
Coutts and Company, Cocks and Biddulph, Jones, Lloyd, 
and Co., and Young and Son, to receive subscriptions. 
Several subseriptions were then announced, among 
which were 20 guineas from the Duke of Cambridge ; 
10 guineas from the Lord Mayor; Barclay and Co., 
5 guineas, Mr. Hawes, M.P., 107. 10s, &c. A com- 
mittee was appointed to carry out the objects of the 
meeting, and a vote of thanks having been passed to 
the royal chairman, the meeting separated. 

Substitute for Potatoes.—Mr, Williams, of Pitmaston, 
suggests that cottagers’ gardens should be planted with 
Swede Turnips, any quantity of which may be had at 
present from the farmers, who are now engaged in hoe- 

ing their Swedes, and in that operation cut out thou- 

sands of superfiuous plants. He says, and we agree 

with{him, that a well boiled and carefully mashed dish 

of Swede Turnips, eaten with bacon or such other animal 

e 

ifood as the cottager can command, forms a more nutri- 

tive 'meal than Potatoes. 
siderable degree of care must be taken in transplanting 
the Swede. The ends of the tap root should be carefully 
put in the ground with a setting stiek, and the soil 
should be pressed closely about the root ; the upper end 
of the tap, however, next the leaves, should be one inch 
above the soil, as the future Turnip swells sooner, and 
becomes of a larger size and more hardy in resisting 
frost, by its exposure to light, day heat, and air. It will be 
an act of Christian charity in the farmers to direct their 
workmen to remove the superfluous plants of this valu- 
able root carefully, so that they may be available for the 
cottagers’ garden. We feel that it would be superfluous 
to add a word about giving the plants freely to the poor: 
—no English farmer would be so churlish as to refuse 
them.— Worcester Herald. 

Sale of Orchids.—On Thursday last another {eollee- 
tion from Mexico was sold by Messrs. Stevens. It 
consisted of 172 lots, many of them containing new and 
rare things ; good prices were therefore realised. The 
highest sum given was 11/. for a plant of the new 
Galeottia grandiflora, mentioned in last week's Number, 
and a large mass of a supposed new species of Schom- 
burgkia fetched 7/7. 10s. ; 5/. was given for an Odonto- 
glossum, reported to be a new species, and a fine speci- 
men of Chysis bractescens fetehed 6/. Other prices 
were as follow :—Galeandra Baueri, from 1/. J8s. to 
4I. 15s. ; Barkeria melanocaulon, from 17. 10s. to 4/. 105. ; 
the p ively new Odontogl bul 1 
from 12, 8s. to 5/.; O. Lindleyi, from 18s. to 34 ; O. 
maculatum, from 1/. 18s. to 37. ; Epidendrum erubes- + 
cens, from 17. 6s. to 3/. 12s. 6d. ; a supposed new spe~ 
cies of Cattleya, 17. 3s.; Oncidium brevifolium, 1/. 185.5 
Odontoglossum hastatum, 1/. 85.; a terrestrial Oncidium, 
possibly new, from 17. 1s. to 2l. ; an Epidendrum allied 
to E. maerochilum, from 17. to 14. 8s. ; E. Candollei? 
ll. 3s. ; Sobralia Galeottiana ? 17, 18s. ; Oncidium albo- 
violaceum, 17. 16s. ; and finally, Peristeria longiscapa, 
14. 9s. ; the prices of other lots varied from 6s. to 17. 

Calendar of Operations. 
(For the ensuing Week.) 

Preserving late Grapes. — No fruit is more gene- 
rally admired, or more useful in the dessert, than good 
Grapes. Their keeping properties, moreover, under 
proper ci are ishing hree condi- 
tions are particularly necessary here, in order to ensure 
success :—Ist, that they be well fed in the berry ; 2d, 
that they be thoroughly ripened by the end of August ; 
and 3d, that they receive abundance of ventilation. To 
be well fed they must possess an active root, perma- 
nently so ; this is of more importance than overloading 
the border with manure, and depends, of course, on 
thorough-drainage, and such a constitution of soil as 
will at all times readily transmit moisture. To be 
thoroughly ripened, they must have plenty of warmth, - 
a dry atmosphere, and a free circulation of air day and 
night. The argument about cold currents, and a host 
of consequent calamities, does not apply here, but to 
forced Vines, the berries of which are ina tender state, 
They should, moreover, be well coloured by the period 
before-named. Some persons think to excel in late 
Grapes by a tedious, retarding: process ; this is a great 
mistake, unless a considerable amount of flavour can be 
dispensed with. At this period I would beg to direct 
attention to the above principles. As to the application 
of fire-heat, I care not whether it be January or July, 
my advice is, if your house is too cold, or too damp, 
keep a fire during such a period. Fires, however, will 
scarcely be wanted yet to the late Vineries. 

CONSERVATORIES, STOVE, &c. 

Where conservatory borders or beds exist, see that 
they are duly watered. Examine the plants indi- 
vidually, as theix wants will be various. Arrange- 
ments must be made forthwith for housing tender 
plants. There is, in many cases, no necessity to get 
them all in at once; let it be done in a progressive 
way, according to their wants. Slove and Orchids.— 
Little new here; follow out the principle of ripening 
growths for the winter day by day. Continue to increase 
the amount of air in a general way, and to slightly de- 

crease the amount of atmospheric moisture. Mixed 
Greenhouse.—A. few of the more showy annuals, such 

as the Collinsias, Clarkias, Leptosiphon, Platystemon, 
Erysimum, Iberis, Lasthenias, Eutocas, Nolanas, 
Calandrinias, &c., may be sown now in pots, 
and kept in cold frames through the winter. They 
will serve to decorate the shelves of the mixed 
greenhouse in early spring, as well as to enliven 
the early flower-beds or borders. A nice turfy loam, 
rather old, will be better than rich composts, the 
object being to obtain a stiff and healthy plant capable 
of enduring a hard winter. There will be also more 
colour in proportion to the amount of foliage, a most 
important matter in the cultivation of annuals. Look 
well to succession. Achimenes,—Give water freely, and 
ward off intense sunshine. dits 

KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING. 

Pines.—Those who are compelled to winter their 
Pines in the old fashioned dung pits, had better begin 
to harden their plants betimes, by a free circulation of 
air and less water. Vineries.—See former directions, 
and observe the remarks at the commencement of to- 
day's calendar. . Peaches. — Uncover early Peach 
houses if convenient; at any rate give abundance of 
air, and let not the red spider and brown scale establish 
ajfooting. To this end water them with ordinary 
soap-suds two or three times a week. Late Melons.— 
Keep down insects by all possible. means. - Give liquid 

Mr. W. states that a con-- 
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manure to those swelling, if dry, taking care to tho- 

roughly dry the stems by abundance of air afterwards. 
Mushrooms.—Let fresh dung be got together every 
week, a little at a time ; only let “it be fresh and un- 
washed by the rain if possible, One slight fermentation 

will suffice ; afterwards, as soon as it is sufficiently dry, 

itisready. Beds, or portions of beds, should be made 

almost weekly, for the next six weeks, If plenty of 

strong loam be used, the bed will bear longer. Try to 

make some of the early beds as solid as the spawn cake, 

only do noe ee much water, 
CHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD. 

The Galery? rand the chief of the Endive crops being 
planted, cultivation of the ground between growing 
winter crops should proceed in fair weather. This is 
a good time to plant the Hautbois Strawberry, in beds 
about 6 or 8 inches apart. Those planted earlier 
are liable to blossom in the autumn. Let all 
runners be trimmed clean away from the Alpines, 
and slates placed under them. Cut all hard or 
bursting Cabbages, in order to secure a good crop of 
early sprouts on the stools, with which to face the 
winter. Let Kidney Beans for late purposes be well 
earthed up, to protect them against storms, and “top or 
pinch all inclined to take a running character. In gather- 
ing the Kidney Beans, good cultivators pick the old 
with the young at all gatherings, whether of use or not. 
It is astonishing how a few large or ripening pods will 
exhaust the plant and hinder succession. The Onions 
which were laid a fortnight since should be removed 
forthwith to a gravel walk, the ground manured well, 
and planted with late Coleworts ; these will be very 
useful. For my own part, I have planted three times 
the breadth of such crops, in order to meet the extra 
demand occasioned by the Potato disease. Shallots 
should be got in-doors directly ; these require a warm 
and dry room, indeed, I once saw some quite sound in 
May which had been’ Suspended in a Cabbage net in a 
kitchen for a Ung po 

LORISTS’ FLOWERS. 

Auriculas Mes now bere-potted. All decayed leaves 
should beremoved ; but this must be done carefully, or 
more injury will be sustained by the plant than many 
people imagine. In potting, should the plant appear 
at all unhealthy, carefully remove the soil without 
breaking the ball, and examine the tap-root. Should 
this be decayed or cankered (which is sometimes the 
ease), it must be cut completely away. Avoid all eom- 
plicated, stimulating composts; for however fine the 
plants may grow, the health of the stock will be jeopar- 
dised. Well-rotten leaves, with turfy loam, will form 
a good compost for wintering the plants in. Tulips.— 
Many bulbs, from the serious check they experienced 
last blooming season, and which reduced (in numberless 
instances) their ball: one-half, will require to be moved 
from the situation they held in the best bed (as they 
will not bloom satisfactorily), and their places to be filled 
from thereserve beds, or other quarters, with bulbs, 
which will bloom in similar charaeter; so that the uni- 
formity and harmony of the collection may be main- 
tained. Pay strict attention to the soil for the ensuing 
planting season, turning it over occasionally, in order 
to sweeten it, &e. &c. Continue to put out Pink pipings, 
and attend to the directions given last week relative to 
potting the layers of Carnations and Picotees. Pansies 
will now strike very freely; and when the weather is 
suitable, plant out seedlings in beds of richly prepared 
compost. Examine Ranunculus roots, being careful 
that they do not contraet damp ; and pay strict atten- 
tion to Dahlias, whieh now require much care ; youn 
shoots may be struck in brisk heat, and the regular 
routine of tying, disbudding, &e. &c., must be perse- 
vered in, not forgetting unvarying and determinedshos- 
tility poe earwigs, and all destructive insects. 

OWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES. 
Those whe are fond of early annuals, whether in pots 

in the mixed greenhouse or in the flower bor der, should 
sow soon ; some useful sorts are enumerated under the 
head “Mixed Greenhcuse.” Stocks and Mignonette 
should be sown forthwith ; the latter may be sown in a 
warm border, and transplanted into well drained pots, 
treating them with much care for a week afterwards, 
The Moss and Provins Roses for forcing, should now 
be all turned round, if plunged, in order to break the 
roots through the bottom of the pots ; at the same time, 
let all gross sucker shoots be cut away. The filling up 
of blanks, staking and tying up, xong cleaning, and 
rolling, will, of course, go on as usual Lose not a 
moment's time in getting out abundnnee ‘of cuttings of 
flowers for next year's masse: 

TTAGERS* GARDENS. 
Let the Scarlet Runners be topped once more, and 

late Peas, if overrunning their sticks, be dubbed at 
top. A few Cabbage plants got in now will be very 
useful. Green-kale may still be got in where blanks 
exist, and a few Dutch Turnips might be sown, a little 
of the Bath Cos Lettuce, a little of the American Cress, 
and a few Turnip Radishes. Ifa cow is kept, it is, as 
I observed in a former Calendar, an excellent plan to 
sow Rye and Winter Vetches on spare ground intended 
for green crops next year. This, at cutting, will leave 
a fibre in the ground almost amounting to turf, and, 
moreover, will keep down the weeds. 

ESTING. 
It will soon be time to think of autumn planting. If 

I were a proprietor, I should never plant at any other 
period. Indeed, evergreen planting may “commence 
forthwith ; I would, however, rather defer it until the 
middle of September, unless the specimens have good 
balls of earth. The main business is to plant while the 
ground is warm, and to avoid perspiration in the leaf. 

State of the Weather near London, for the week ending Aug. 20, 1846, as 
observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick. 

fine; densely overvas 33 
(Mea eet gura tus Lo the Week H deg. below the average. 

Srato of sha Woathor at Chiswick during the last 20 years, for the 
x Week ending Aug 29, 1846. 

of ] Tm Mean vus in | Gresten 
e 

Ang. Highs torent s i 
Hy d of Raia. 

Mon. 24| 7-4 10 
Tues 25| 750 9 

ed. 28| 728 6 
Thur. 27 72.7 6 
Fri. 98 7*1 50. E 9 

Sat. 929 7.5 50.0 60.8 i) 

AL EA must again draw the attention of our correspond- 
ents to the importance of not coming to hasty conem 
E WEG this important matter. e worst kind of 
trifling to pretend that this that or ‘the other little experiment 
has secured a crop, when we are only just at the beginning of 
the end, We must therefore decline to give insertion to a 
large number of representations which can have no value, and 
which their writers would regret to see on record hereafter. 
To imagine that planting shallow, or planting deep, earthing 

up or letting it alone, and fifty more such crotchets, can have 
any effect, is worse than Aene itis mischievous, forit tends 

to mislead unreasoning minds.——. E Insects have 

nothing to do with the disease. Sensible men will have fancies. 

If your Potatoes kept so well you are very fortunate, and 

could have had little discnse to encounter.— Craufor. rd—If 
you will loo! underground portion of the stem 

which you have sent us ES Ei find the very symptoms we 

described. In fact, your own specimens prove exactly what 

Your underground stem pe iris by 

en oi 
Srini— d Iti is S doubéful if seeds oa IM ER at all if 

the sun were always shining on them. 
Roots were never intended by nature for SURE nor wi 

they bear it willingly. 
— The T t Chiswick, by 

TE the pert le te xD RDUM in the suada is registered, 
i attached to a post in the lawn ana; protected from th: 'un's 

rays by a sort of oil- EN umbre! dications cate 

The highest CITAS pauring the above pi gu cosutred on the 25th, 
1826—therm. 90 ; and the lo’ h 289. 

Notices to oiiresponieuté E 

Post-orrice OrpErs—In order to obviate the inconveniences 
which are now constantly being experienced by parties who 

wish to remit sm: 
Orts for ARGUS M we have to ae that all Post- 

office orders may in future be addressed to Mr. James MAT- 
ENDA 5, Upper Wellington- en Covent Garden, ud made 

payabl at the Post-office, trand, London. Post-office 

KON remitted by Sahocribees for the GO should be 
sent to the respective ACER ua supply tl 

The Fourth Reprint of Mr. PA N'S CO TTAGERS? CALEN- 
is now Hendys price ine A copy. An index has been 

added. arties wishing have copies for distribution 
among their "tenantry can have them at the rate of 25 for 5s. 
AMELLIAS— —You will never make your plants blossom 
in such a place. NUS require plenty of light to form 
their flower buds, and a free exposure to air. Can you not 
take them up, pot them, and give them a good sunning in the 

m une oe 
T—0 ionall flo wers which have run, will 

plants. If yours are al 
teres to be planted in soil of poor quality, without the addi- 
tion of any manure, when some may in their right 
colours next season, We intend giving the information re- 
quired during the present autumn, in the interim, we 
recommend you to qure our Calendar of Operations, W. 

CyPniPEDIUM— rapeanum is a yellow-flowered species 
of gt panty with exactly the habit of C. spectabile, but 
it is ten 

Dannras—Liphin gums ms his Dahlias haveturned red both 
were originally white, yellow, pale 

, the roots were kept in "sand 

have grown well, in general good flowers, but all red. ' 
Heatinc—S M B—Earthen pipes not answer for hot water 

circulation. They are so porous em there is no possibility 
of keeping the air r dry when neces 

HOoNEYSUCKLES-X Y Z— r Honeysuckle is a handsome 
variety oft the Scarlet "Trümpet, and a decided i oO DAN ade 
but we doubt its having anything to do with L. g 

Insects—H W C P—The leaf. you ee sentis Ecce with Oak 
sponsis ius yu ya been given at p. 52 of our volume 

r 1843 t, C—Y. r Apples are covered with the M: vum 
" Mc wasted ‘Aspidiotas ed is, described in the 

Gard. Chron., p. 735, 1843; also pp. 
—J H—Itis probable the vAphices may cause the Roses to be- 
come mildewed, and the only remedy is to PII the insects 
as ker as they appear in the Spring, belied an 

e 
hoped your insects were connected with 

some an our Crops. are aware that the larva live on 
If you can send me any of the RM eggs 

e very acceptable. R— Llandilo— a tumbler 
ux thirds full of sugar or treacle and water, S it with a 
piece of writing-paper and cut a small hole in the centre for 
the flies to creep in at. R.——F B—It is the Caterpillar of a 
Noctua which you must poeren for at night, when you will 
find the eus feedin 

LILY OF THE LEY—Sub— “This will succeed in almost any 
shaded WitCation ; but perhaps the very best place for it is a 
p behind a north wall. The only treatment it requires 
is to keep it free from weeds, and occasionally to top dress in 
ae with half rotten leaves. This gives EUER to the 

ts and m them to bloom more abundan: 
NAMES or Pr. i—L f—Clethra ATIS we a whether 

the small Tares are those of any species of Clethra. Your 
pines are wron s not damp enough, and get exposed to the 

dern m plant is dieptodermis lan- 
T not Hamiltonia suaveolens.——.4 P— 
ronaria ; A Sisyrinchium, WU Silene Soie a alvia 
eim me miserable Silene ; 6, Cuphea aconse 

; your specimens are little better chan riddles. —C Scott— 
Galeandra Baueri.——Lady M— plant not in flower can- 
not be named ; ts OR is Bignonia capreolata.——4 B C 
Holcus lanatus, one of the most worthless of Grasses ; it isa 

ied. — —Mormodes aromaticum, Ifwe have 
ever received any Gongora, we have Rod EN en you its 
name.——B A Opa bunt Dictamnu: L N—A para- 
sitical fungal plant called Uredo c; PEUT rica, Your Pears 
grow too fast; they are probably ill pruned. See what was 
said of summer pruning a week or two since.——W Lucas— 
A parasitical fungal plant called Penicillium glaucum, very 

ecaying fruit, It is analogous to that which 
attacks rotting Potatoes. It is possible ms all such cases of 
fruit rotting prematurely on the tree may be caused by that 
which produces the Potato rot; and if. 30 To must refer it to 
the atmosphere. ut what is the nature of the active matter 
floating therein ? Rae—Stanhopea Bucephalus. —— 
FE C Ceanothus a azureus, we imagine ; but a poly leaf 
is aus Ore Carnea—1l, Myoporum parvifolium ; 
2, 8, not in flower. 

NAMES oF RUIN — Your Peach is the Madeleine de Cour- 
son, tbe Red Magdalen of ene al 

PL A ete of Bury St Edmunds has 

sent us cimens of ‘this ES with he fruit upon it, and 
enquires Sohethér the specimens a 
have ever produced perfect seeds 

cu T ” that they only come to maturity in the South 
of Frai 

Euterets Penntes—The Daily News reports that many cases 
of poisoning have lately occurred in London, in consequence 
of berries, Be iag sloes, haying been "purchased from 
a man having the appearance of a dpt) labourer. Does 

any one know what these berries wer 

spond with those of others in the vi nity. || 

Misc—K C^ Nothing was enclosed in your letter; if you 
send a specimen pray repeat your ques stion.—Paul Jones— 
Few plants will suffer clipping and trimming better than 

Furze ; in order to make a broad low hedge you had better 

trim up the sides to the required height in a nearly perpendi- 

cular deri leaving the top horizontal and rather narrower 

than the base. t —— Mal» werniensis — Torenia Asiatica is a 
The bad state of the 

fruit crop or this ye year is mainly to be ascribed to the hea 

crop of last year, and the unripened condition of the wood of 
all trees, consequent upon the sunless cheerless season of 

1845. A second crop usually DUREE where heavy rains fol- 

low very dry hot weather.— 7 G—Iron pipes should always 

be pains otherwise, how are you to prevent their rusting * 

o attention to such notions. Dion—A Yucca will 

m: 
—Lightning rods may be of either aon or copper; if of the 

below it. 
—MW WK—Iti is not es i to m gold fishes ; Re. 
however, eat worms an into o 

er. Your pone nos not be protected in winter, but 

when frozen you m take care to break the ice every day to 

give the fish air. ipe your old turf for potting up in a narrow 

ridge in the copon? yar it over or onson: 

——@ G—To bloom AE speciosa, w 

lowed too mi 
ich. Judiciously withholding EAM ata ux season may 

also have the effect of causing it to form flower buds instead 

ofmaking wood, You are not more unfortunate than your 
neighbours; we have hardly seen a well bloomed plant of it 

this season. i—H landilo—P urrows E Thoms' chemical ink 
is advertised in our columns mor 

hibited at Chiswick by Mr. P 
Blackheath, Kent. r ifs rum next week.]—— 

wur—We have not the least reason to recommend lime 
water ; ake etter is gent to Mr. P,——. ere 

your pe eh on to make us doubt that the 

will go very rail to Mal 
modern a science that it furnishes no da 
whether species have disappeared or not; the pro ity 
that they have. See the remarks upon the “Vestiges,” at 

p. 462 of this volume. 

SEEDLING FLOWERS. 

a A—Your seedling variety is pretty, but not 

VERDE J—The flowers of your seedling were too far gone ; 
we were unable to distinguish the colours.*- M HN- 
Your specimen named Purity is a very elegant flower, white 
with crimson corolla, sepals do mar expand suf- 
ficiently, but of this point we cannot Dy we! 11 judge, as the 
packing may have kept rate dow: oliage is small, and 
it flowers freely.* — There is E great want of novelty 
among your ' seedlings ; 5 Frani is too faint in colour to be oí 

gh a large and showy flower, is too 
Gauntlet is no impr rovement upon 

others of the same mou our; Favourite is pretty in colour, but 
the sepals do not appear to eA and there are several 
VAS in the same way ; Plato is good in form and colour, 

anda novelty. Favourite d Plato are the best.*—= 
mong your seedlings is No. 7, a large 

ut deficient in novelty of colour; there is a 
uM in the corollas of most of the specimens, "which is & 

great drawback to their , 10, and 7 also have 
this defect; 9, 3, and 11 are pretty, but we have seen many 
PUR of the same colour Superior to the hi: 

flower, wn 
flower renders useless 4, 5, 3 is also = good’ stout 
flower, having a bright scarlet OU 2, 8, and 12 are 
not better than many we have s gn b, and K e distinct 
in colour, See ud only specimens worth (HM EL por 
F B—Among y r dark varie t, though not 
equal in Ste is 9; ; the corolla i is well RUE. which in the 

ower is nearly hi 
sepals ; 8 is coarse, and there i is no novelty in 10, the foliage 
of which is too large. Ofthe lighter kinds, 2, 4, and 1 are 
the best; they are decided in colour, and less Ec than 
3, 5, and 6, which have rather too much colour in the tubes 

and sepals.*——A Modern Athenian—Y our seedling is ex- 

tremely pretty—white and violet ; it is very small, but bloom- 
ing as profusely as you describe’ it, the plants must form 2 
most Blending: object.* 

GLADIOLI —The seedling Gladiolus you propose naming 
E REO T ? is a fin ne variety, beautiful in colour ; being 
a bright rosy vermilion, it AS ake a desirable addition to 
this improving class of flow: 
ANSI xs— JFinclster None o Modos cu worth preserv 
ing: they are deficient in the qualities that constitute show 
flowers, pari ticularly i in size and substance, Save your see 
from first-r. ate varieties only.* 

TS 

EnnATUM,—In the article on “Mr. Crosse's Acarus,” at p. 550, 
line 14 from top of col. a, for ‘ingenious philosopher,” read 
“‘ingenuous philosopher.” 
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SEED WHEAT. 
RE» STRAW WHITE WHEAT, AND HOPE- 

TOUN WHITE WHEAT — Varieties, whose excellence 
has been tested and acknowledged by very many farmers both 
in England and Scotland,—for Sale at 

WHITFIELD FARM, WOTTON-UNDER-EDGE, 
" GLOUCESTERSHIRE. 

Price 60s. per quarter, or 7s. a bushel, if the order exceed 5 
Quarters; sacks 2s. each. Orders must be accompanied by a 
remittance or a reference, JOHN MORTON. 

SEED WHEAT. 
ANTED, SOME SEED OF A VERY SHORT- 
STRAWED VARIETY.—Information, from any one 

Growing such WHEAT, regarding the habits and character of 
the variety, will be gladly received by M. S. at the Office of 
„this Paper. 

ECONOMICAL, EFFECTUAL, AND DURABLE 
ROOFING. 

BY HER MAJESTY’S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT. 
(C Roscovs PATENT ASPHALTE ROOFING 

, and by Her Majesty's Office of Woods and Forests, 
Charles Barry, Esq., R.A., de. &c. 

The A gvicultural ette. 

SATURDAY, AUGUST 22, 1846. 

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS, 
Tuurspaxy, Aug. 97—Agrioultural Imp. Soc. ofIrelnnà, 
"Tuonspay, Sept. 3—Agriculiural Imp. Svc. of Ireland, 

ARMERS? CLUBS. 
Sept. Quivox — Ardleigh — 

Wingerworth 
—W. Hereford—Monmouth— 
Braintree and Bocking 

Aug. 96 -New:on. 
=. %7—Ottery St. Mary = 28—Rhins of Galloway = £9-Hereford = 81-Selby_E: d ei field 

Sepe, | ester and Wolsham 
Pt. 1—Abergavenny — Fremling- | — 4— Wakefield — Claydon — 

ham - Rochfor Hundred Shadwe!l—Lichfield 

Sir G. Mackenzie informs us that much difficulty 
8 arisen in reference to the chemical examination 
i read, so as to draw a fair comparison between 

© fermented and unfermented. [For information 
ba is subject see page 25.] A comparison has 
een attempted, the first analysis having been 

that of the flour of which the two sorts weré made. 
t would appear that in the amount of nitrogen 

there is not much difference. There can be no 
doubt, however, that the unfermented bread is the 
Most easy of digestion ; and now that it is made 
more palatable by the addition of salt beyond what 
ìs produced in the process, this bread will no doubt 
ìn time supersede the other, But prejudice is hard 
to overcome. 
. Independently of the mode of making bread, it 
1s clear that it is the interest of the farmer, baker, 
and of the public, that those varieties of Wheat 
which are found to contain the largest proportion of 
uten and sugar, should be cultivated in preference 

to all others, provided such varieties can be found 
Suitable to our climate. This cannot be too strongly 
impressed on farmers, and agricultural societies 
Ought to bestow a large proportion of their funds 
9 obtain accurate chemical analyses. Many things 
either well understood already, or of minor import- 
ance, attract notice, and are eagerly pursued, while 
h at is of substantial value is neglected. Farmers 
ave been accused of being slow to adopt improved 

Modes of cultivation; and it is not surprising that 
Many in ignorance should neglect to inform them- 
poves of the principles on which improvement is 
Ounded. It is surprising, however, that those great 
associations who profess to be teachers and pro- 
Moters of Agriculture, should pay no attention to 

ese. Are we not to suppose the leaders of agri- 
pultural and protection societies to be better in- 
9rmed than those whom they pretend to guide ? 

Wnuarever may be the variety of shade observ- 
able in the views of individuals, as to the effect of 

Is or that existing change, political, moral, or 
Physical, upon the agricultural horizon ; whether, 
to piding to the darker prognostics of some, we are 
ieee close-reefed and prepare for a storm both 
bill and severe, or whether, according to the more 
de lant anticipations of the sanguine, we are in- 

ed to spread every inch of canvass to catch the 
[fesperous breezes that are about to rise; one 
S ng at least seems certain; one opinion there is 

ich seems to have presented itself for pretty 
nn adoption to the minds of that larger class 

thinkers who lie between these two extremes of 
Prospect ; namely, that however gradual its steps 

may be, a change amounting almost to a revolution 
of principle and practice is not only impending but 
actually at work amongst us. The long-continued 

peace amongst the more civilized nations of the 
globe; the unprecedented, and (compared with all 
previous experience), abnormal growth of the phy- 
sical sciences, that has been fostered under its pro- 
tecting influence ; the rapid and wonderful exten- 
sion of the empire of mind over matter, as evidenced 
not only in the railroad, the steam-engine, the press, 
and the closer and more intimate communion of 

distant countries, but still more nearly brought 

home to ug in the cheaper, swifter, and more fre- 
quent intercommunication of word, thought, and 
feeling amongst all classes, high and low, and of 
one class with another ;—all these causes, viewed 
in their separate and conjoint action, spreading into 
a thousand minuter ramifications, which it would be 
impossible even to allude to in detail, but reaching 
more or less sensibly to every individual in the 
whole community, wiil perhaps be found to exercise 
a more telling and important influence in no depart- 
ment of human labour or emprize than in the his- 
tory of Agriculture. If Agriculture was the first 
and most universal of arts, it will probably be also 
found to be the last, the most enduring, and the 
most comprehensive of sciences. As every sub- 
stance capable of decomposition is said to be more 
or less available, as manure to the field, so every 

science, by a sort of moral analogy, seems in the 
progress of new discovery to unfold some relation, 
nearer or more remote, to that great pursuit ; 
which has for its object the supply of the first and 
foremost of the wants of man. ‘The ‘intellectual’ 
cannot devise, the ‘moral’ cannot practise, till the 
‘physical’ be supplied. To suppose the latter in- 
ferior in its nature, and below the dignity of philo- 
sophie thought and study, is found, more and more 
by daily evidence to contradict all true ethical 
knowled t i istent with the whole har- 
mony of Creation. *Give us this day our daily 
bread,” is a prayer quite as true, quite as essential 
to man in its physical as in its moral and in its 

intellectual application. It is equally so in all. 
Before the philosopher can penetrate the skies or 
explore the mysteries of the microscopic world, the 
artizan must construct the instrument that brings 
within the reach of his senses that which is too dis- 
tant or too minute for the unaided capacities of the 
human eye ; but before the machinist can construct 
telescope or microscope, he must eat food ; and the 
earth must produce that which is at once the sup- 
port and the reward of his labours ; the source of his 
strength, and the recompense for its exertion. Let 
the pyramid of human attainment rise never so 
high, agrieulture is its broad foundation; and as 
course is laid upon course, and tier upon tier, still 
that basis will be found to expand and adapt itself 
to the increasing altitude and improving character 
of the building. To despise it is ignorance, to 
doubt its inexhaustible susceptibilities, a kind of 

infidelity. Old as it certainly is, wrinkled, blind, 
and stolid as it seems to be, it will never 

be worn out, nor ever fully comprehended. 
The man who thinks that an Act of Parliament 
can injure it, might be laughed at by the fly 

that apologised for its weight upon the cow’s horn; 
and the man who thinks that he has attained the 
ultimatum of produce upon a single acre, commits 
the solecism of having in advertently asserted the 
limit of the population of the globe. 

The rise and progress of the science of chemistry 
may be almost said to be coeval with our own ge- 
neration, yet agriculture at the respectable age of 
6000 years catches the bouncing infant in its arms 
and runs away with it, claiming it as its own pecu- 

liar property, and takes out a new lease of life for 
the pleasure of playing with it, growing with its 
growth, learning lessons in “words of many syl- 
Jables" with it every day, and walking hand in hand 
* likethebabesinthe wood.” Already,with the kindly 
aid of Mr. Smiru and Mr. Panxrs, and other cos- 
meticians, the old ridges and furrows are falling from 

|its ancient visage, and those twin brothers Hydrau- 
| lies and Hydrostatics have recognised a new com- 
| panion. 

Geology, a still more recent birth, young and 
puking as itis, also finds in it a ready made friend 

| that has been waiting some sixty centuries for its 

appearance, and is ready to begin with it from the 

| very beginning, and recommence practice upon pri- 
| mary, secondary, and tertiary strata, while it teaches 

| its granny how to crus% coprolites instead of sucking 

eggs. 
- Mechanics—a child once thought to belong.to 

quite another school— tempted by the scramble of 

| prizes, has also begun to recognise a friend in need 

prize than ever was won at tilt or tournament is 
borne off there by such redoubted champions as 
Ransome of Ipswich, and Howarp of Bedford, 
CrossxiLt of Beverley, and Srrarron of Bristol; 
whilst NEwsERny, Reap, CLAYTON, and Scrace, 
and along list of new and eager combatants, keep 
bringing fresh evidence that “ there are as good fish 
in the sea as ever came out of it.” Truly a 

glorious and goodly sight are those jousts at Bristol, 
Southampton, Shrewsbury, and Newcastle, and 

other earlier Lists, where the sword is turned into 

the ploughshare, and the spear to the pruning-hook, 
and the well-contested field is torn up by harrows 
and scufflers instead of balls and grape-shot ; where 
Turnips are drilled instead of “squares of infantry 
to receive cavalry," and the liquid manure cart 
does duty for ‘human gore’ 

The Steam Engine, too! Has this young Hercules 
been born in vain for agriculture? The question 
runs through England, and the answer is—a pause ; 
but it is a pause of pregnant silence ; for who is 
there with a mind that can look before as well as 
behind and around it, that does not feel a kind of 
unexpressed indefinite conviction when ‘steam’ and 
‘agriculture ’ meet the earin the same breath, that 
here, “though much begins yet more remains be- 
hind.” From the hills and dales of Scotland a readier 
reply would come ; from the steam-drained Fens of 
Lincolnshire, too, there would be a shout of respon- 
sive triumph; doubtless these are “ a thing to thank 
God upon” in their way ; but it is not to the pump- 
ing of water, or the cutting of chaff, or the driving 

of a threshing machine, that the “prophetic soul” 
turns when the shekinah of deep thought is dimmed 

by the thick yet dazzling mist which haloes the 
double-written cypher of ‘steam’ and ‘agriculture.’ 
There is a story told of a gentleman who wrote a 
treatise upon Chinese Metaphysics by looking out 
“China” and “ Metaphysics” in the Cyclopedia, 
and uniting them together in (what the chemist 
would call) a * mechanical combination.’ Something 
similar to this would be his task, and his reward, 
too, who should venture to enunciate his strugglin 
thoughts upon the bifold topic of ‘steam’and * agricul- 
ture ;’ who should dare to expose the twin-embryo, by 

premature delivery, to the wintry atmosphere of 
that respectable planet in the solar system (lying 
somewhere in the embraces of Mars and Venus) 
which, if it has one permanent mark or character 
stamped upon it in the eyes of heaven, has that of 
martyring its pioneers and stoning its prophets. 
Yet if the day has passed when the harrows were 
lashed to the horse's tail, so perchance “ may, can, 
might, would, could, should, or ought,” that to pass 
when the plough galled the horse’s shoulder. If 
chemistry, geology, and the other sciences have 
smiled and stretched out their baby arms to Dame 

Agriculture in their infancy, Steam hath started in 
the womb to announce its unborn welcome. 

But there is a mightier yet than Steam! The 
engine that broke like a withy-band the iron beam 
of Romish priestcraft and despotism, may chance to 
prove a ‘right gentle customer’ in its merryeen- 
counter with certain superstitions and certain pre- 
judices still more earth-born, and still more ancient : 
prejudices which have chained down the first and 
most comprehensively scientific of human pursuits 
to the lowest post of estimation in the world of 
science and Intelligence. But it is not to the 
destructive but the creative energies of that giant- 
power, THE Press, that we turn our regards and 

hopes for the multiplication of those agricultural 

‘Protestants’? who have forced open the book of 

knowledge which Ignorance had closed, and Pre- 

judice had sealed; and are actively and vigorously 

translating it, page by page, into a Janguage that all 

can understand—a language which will to the next 
generation be the orthodox text book for the edu- 
cation of every man who aspires to the name of a 

‘practical agriculturist, and. shall lay the founda- 
tion for at least one new thing under the sun—AN 

AGRICULTURAL LirrRATURE.— C. W. H, 

TO RECLAIM HEATH LAND. 
CoxsrpEnING the rapid increase of the population of 

the British isles, the difficulty of providing work and 
food for its inhabitants, and considering that labour is 

the main source from whence the wealth of nations pro- 

ceeds ; considering, too, that the moral and political 

welfare of a country is dependent, in a great measure, 

on the means which the industrious classes possess of 
obtaining a comfortable subsistence, it is, indeed, sur- 
prising, and much to be regretted, that so many thou- 
sands of acres should still be permitted to remain in a 
state of nature. 
We have a home market ready for a great increase 

of produce; and after much observation and man; 
years’ experience in the improvement of poor soils of 
various kinds, we are of opinion that there is scarcely 

|that ought much longer ago to have been a friend 

| in deed, and decks itself out in gaudy colours of red, 

| blue, and yellow paint, to do honour to the annual 

festivals ofthe ancient juvenile; and many a nobler 

an aere in the kingdom that is not capable of being pro- 

fitably improved by some of the following means :— 
Ist, inclosing, and making roads or canals; 2d, by 

drainage; 3d, by planting trees ; 4th, by burning or 

d 
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liming ; 5th, by irrigation or warping ; 6th, by plough- 
ing, digging, trenching, or subsoiling ; 7th, by establish- 
ing villages, towns, and factories, and by employing the 
i in the fact of the various products 
of the soiland the minerals beneath it; for when the sur- 
face is poor, the bowels of the earth are commonly rich in 
such substances as are calculated to be employed either in 

fi orin the imp of the soil itself. 
Limestone, chalk, gravel, marl, clay, peat, or sand, may 
often be found not far distant from land to which they 
might be profitably applied. 

The improvement of heath land must eommence with 
a boundary-fence inclosure, making needful roads or 
canals and efficient drainage where it is required. 
Without these preliminary steps, other efforts are of 
little value : unless it be merely spreading quicklime on 
the heath after having burned it and the Gorse, &e., by 
which means the pasturage has, in many cases, been 
improved, and in some parts, as in Craven, good herb- 
age, full of white Clover, has taken the place of the 
heath, merely by the application of quicklime. Salt 
may, also, there is reason to believe, be very advan- 
tageously applied after burning the heath and immedi- 
ately'before the application of the lime, or in conjune- 
tion with it. This process may be ad geousl 

making the greatest possible improvement with an ja gn p P, y 
10" profit, however small it may be. 

With this view, eorn crops should be grown very 
seldom on the poorest heath land. On such it has been 
found profitable to grow two or three successive green 
crops, and then sow down with corn and Grass seeds, 
as was done at Thornton with a piece of sandy heath of 
such poor character that it was considered by neigh- 
bouring farmers as being incapable of improvement. 
Turnips and Rape were the green erops, which, of 
course, were eaten on the land where they grew ; it 
was then sown down for pasture with Rye, which was 
a fair crop. In the year 1841, Mr. Rob, of Thorp. 
field, near Thirsk, purchased the Catton estate ; 88 acres 
of which were heath land. From an impression that 
this land was too poor to be worth cultivation, it was 
planted with Larch and Oak trees, 35 years before Mr. 
Rob purchased it, at an expense of 6/. per acre ; but 
such was the sterile character of part of the plantation 
that the trees had to be replaced three several times, 
and many of them at last were not thicker than a man's 
arm. The soil consisted of a thin stratum of peat, 
covering about 3 feet of grey or yellow sand, below 
which there is a red marly clay. The whole contained 
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adopted a year or two before the ground is broken up. 
A great quantity of high moor land, which is unsuit- 

able for cultivation, may, nevertheless, be profitably 
improved by planting Larch, Fir, and other trees. In 
many instances these have caused the heath to disap- 
pear; aud when the trees have been well thinned the 
ground has produced more and better food for stock 
than it did previous to its being planted. Some such 
land has, by planting, been made productive tillage, or 
occasional tillage ground after the trees have been re- 
moved. There is much high table land, as upon Ham- 
bleton (in the N. W. of Yorkshire), covered with heath, 
the unproductiveness of which land is, in a great mea- 
sure, to be attributed to the climate, there being a fair 
depth of soil of moderate quality. In such situations it 
has been found very desirable to make screen plan- 
tations of trees, which tend greatly to ameliorate 
the climate; for though they grow but slowly they 
may“ generally be i helteri pro- 

p t water, and on that account a portion 
of the trees were planted on 4-feet lands, or “ lazy- 
beds,” and on them they were most successful. To 
improve this unprosperous heath-growing plantation, 
Ir. Rob let the whole to labourers to dig about 9 inches 

deep, at from 47. to 67. per acre, including the stubbing 
of the trees, which were thrown upon the digged sur- 
face. The heath was turned downwards, the trees were 
carried off, part of the top-wood was sold, and the 
remainder burned on the ground. 

The next process was that of draining with tiles laid 
upon. fiat soles, e drains were from 3 ft. 7 ins. to 
3 ft. 10 ins., excepting the main drains, which were 
about 7 ft. in depth. The tiles were covered with heath, 
and the drains filled with sand, the clay being spread 
upon the surface wherever any was dug out; but, in 
one case, where it was returned to the drains, they had 
to be opened and filled with sand. The eost of drainage 
averaged 4/. 17s. per acre. A portion of the most un- Aah 

g and 
young plants with walls of sods or 

Stones, which, in such situations, are commonly 
the most suitable fences at first for the outside boun- 
dary. Where the cover was rough it has generally 
been found best to burn it; but without paring and 
burning the soil, except where it is strong ; though 
where it was so it has commonly been beneficial to burn 
it. On the contrary, though burning a sandy soil has 
been the means of obtaining a quick return, it has after- 
wards proved to be unprofitable. In some instances 
irenching with the spade, and burying the Heath has 
been profitably performed, In other places deep 
wide trenches have been dug out of the open furrows 
after ploughing. By this means ‘clay has been cast 
upon poor sandy or peaty moor earth, and so greatly 
improved it as to cause good crops to grow where onl 
very bad ones were previously obtained, This might 
be done very profitably in many places where it has 
never been attempted. Clay is very commonly to be 
found under sand ; and in many places marl, or clay- 
marl might probably be found where it has never been 
thought of. Irrigation has also been made a most pro- 
fitable method of converting a barren heath into a won- 
derfully productive meadow, by little more than the 
powef of water judiciously applied. This has been very 
successfully effected by the Duke ‘of Portland, at Clip- 
Ston Park, where by turning the course of a small 
river, and carrying it on as high ground as possible, 
land has been raised in value from under 5s. to 5/. an 
aere. And even this, great as the improvement is, has 
been surpassed by Mr. Henderson and others in the 
neighbourhood of Edinburgh. There are many hun- 
dreds of acres which might in the same way be im- 
proved by turning the course of a small stream over 
high barren moors; and in some cases it might be 
found profitable to erect machinery for the purpose of 
raising water to irrigate high land; and on low land 
such machinery might be very beneficially employed for 
the double purpose of drainage and irrigation. Machi- 
nery may also be used for warping with muddy water ; 
or for raising warp-soil from out of pits where it has 
been, or may be collected, as has been done by Mr. 
Gossip on Thorne waste, where by means of engines 
and a moveable railroad, some of the most barren kind 
of peaty moor has been covered, from 4 to 8 inches 
thick, with rich warp-soil, and thus converted into most 
productive land. We have noticed many other places, 
particularly in that neighbourhood, where warp-soil 
either is already collected, or might be collected into 
pits, and thus conveyed on to land that lies too high to 
be warped with water. The wonderful benefit. of 
Water-warping is strikingly displayed in the vicinity of 
the Ouse and Trent, where much barren heath and 
other poor land has been covered with rich soil ; and 
there is still much poor heathy moor, which appears to 
be capable of being very profitably improved in the 
same way; but not without a considerable outlay of 
capital. As was well observed by a very spirited and 
judicious farmer in that neighbourhood, “land is grate- 
ful,” and will well repay a large advance of capital 
employed with judgment. The attempts to improve 
moor land have generally, we believe, been successful 
where they have been carried on with spirit and judg- 
ment. When disappointment has followed, it has com- 
monly arisen from too great eagerness to grow corn- 

raised 
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p soil, so dug, was harrowed and sown with 
Oats; to allow the heath to decompose and break up 
more readily. . The crop, however, was a miserable 
one, which did not pay for the cost of seed and labour. 
The remainder was well harrowed, to obtain a loose 
surface soil; and early in May, lime (from Kepwick and 
Sutton-under- Whitest liff) was applied at the rate 
of 3 chaldrons per acre. This was worked in by drag- 
ging twice, and ploughing shallow once. Turnips were 
drilled in June, with 14 bushels per acre of bones, upon 
the flat surface, and a fair crop was obtained, which 
was eaten on the land by sheep. The following spring 
the land was drilled with Oats, which produced 9 qrs. 
and 6 bushels per acre. After the Oats, the land was 
sown in 1843 with meslin (Wheat and Rye mixed), 
and produced 32 bushels per acre. . On a portion of the 
land, while the sheep were eating the Turnips, 11b. of 
Linseed-cake per day was given to each of them. This 
was sown with Oats in 1844, and produced 102 qrs. per 
aere. Onsome of the high land, after a crop of Rye, Mr. 
Rob has been and now is carting on clay marl, at the rate 
of 400 loads per aere. A high part of the field is 
selected, and the hill bisected ; the soil is taken off and 
thrown back ; the sand is also removed, and the clay 
marl is taken out to the depth of about 3 feet. The 
sand is then returned and covered with the soil, so as 
to leave the field nearly level. From the above, and 
many similar instances, which may be observed in 
various parts of the kingdom, it is evident that Heath 
land of very poor quality may be profitably improved 
by a spirited outlay of capital, for which it forms a safe 
and very beneficial investment ; benefiting at the same’ 
time the owner, the occupier, the labourer, and the 
public. Improved cultivation, with thorough draining, 
subsoiling, and purchased manures, has of late years 
made land, which was formerly considered unworthy of 
cultivation, to produce more in a course of years than 
land of natural good quality did under the old system 
of two crops and a summer fallow. And it is probable 
that in a few years, by the combination of science with 
practice, agriculture will be so much more improved, 
that the quality of land will be of comparatively little 
importance. On all land, the value of manure is too 
much practically disregarded ; but on poor soils.it is 
especially needful to use every means to increase its 
quantity, and to improve and retain its quality. Not a 
drop of liquid manure ought to be wasted ; neither 
should any of the gaseous virtues be suffered to escape 
from the midden. Dry peat and other kinds of earth 
may often be advantageously added both to liquid and 
solid manures; and some kind of manure should 
always be drilled in with the seed. The farmer should 
never forget that “muck makes money,” and costs 
money. Without manure of some kind he ought not, 
on a poor soil, to expect success; and without good 
eultivation he does not deserve it. He should always 
consider, that to farm well a large capital per aere is 
absolutely requisite; and that he cannot reasonably ex- 
pect success if he undertakes a larger quantity of land 
than his capital is fully equal to, so as to manage it in 
the very best way. The landlord, too, should consider | 
that he cannot expect a tenant who is possessed of 
capital and skill to risk his money, and exert his ener- | 
gies without ample security, and a reasonable prospect | 
of success, Thus many a heath may be converted into | 
fruitful fields ; and the British isles may yet become a l 

crops. Instead of this the design should be that of 

*4 

productive garden.— An Old Farmer 

HOW TO IMPROVE THE CONDITION OF THE 
AGRICULTURAL LABOURER. 

(Concluded from p. 553.) b 

Having thus noticed several of the means which ap- ^ 
pear to be the most useful in immediately improving: 
the condition of the labourer, and which are undoubt- 
edly the means, if any, that must be used among our 
present race of workmen ; the next inquiry is, in what 
way is this improvement to be insured to the future gene- 
ration ? The only satisfactory answer is, it must be done 
by edueation. Agriculture is rapidly progressing. The 
farmer finds that the old systems will not do ; something 
more than mere common sowing and reaping are now 
requisite. Science must, ere long, be brought. into” 
common and constant practice ; and the labourer; 
therefore, as well as his master, must be advanced up" 
to the required mark of mental attainment ; he must- 
have knowledge enough to grapple with new difficulties, 
and understand new modes of operation. This, then, 
is the grand, the capital improvement—the labourer 
must be educated. This training of the mind will cause 
him to know more of his own powers, and develope and 
strengthen them ; thus making him a better workman, 
a more useful member of society, and capable of pro- 
fiting by every advantage. The education of the la- 
bouring class, besides enlarging their mental faculties 
and furnishing them with an invaluable store of know 
ledge, will give them the habit of thinking, will quicker’ 
their understanding, and make them, in short, intelli-. 
gent. They will therefore be of incaleulably more: 
benefit to the farmer. They will be better labourers) 
attending to their various employments systematically + 
and vigorously, as knowing perfeetly the end to be 
attained ; better herdsmen and shepherds, appreciating’ 
the value of cleanly feeding and steady management of 
stock. They will see the utility of carefully preserving 
every portion of manure, not only on the farms where 
they are employed, but for their gardens or allotments. 
They will be better members of society. Ignorance 
fosters vice; and when once they become enlightened, 
especiallyas all our systems of education are based upon 
such sound moral principles, practical virtue will exten- 
sively prevail. This, besides making them of more benefit 
to the community, will be the great renovator of their 
condition; for the various means that have been 
noticed may encourage habits of industry, and assist the: 
labourer in supplying his wants ; but only prudence, 
sobriety, and integrity will secure happiness from such 
advantages. As mental and moral improvement, there- 
fore, are the essentials of the labourer’s happiness, in 
order that he may enjoy their blessings, he must be 
trained and instructed in early life. Schools for the 
accomplishment of this object abound in most districts,’ 
and one of the best schemes for instructing the children 
of the rural population is that of * Self supporting Agri- 
cultural Schools.” At these schools the children are not 
only well taught in the usual branches of knowledge, but 
gain agricultural information by working on the 
“School Farm.” They thus learn the management and” 
various operations to be performed in the cultivation of! 
land ; and besides having such a healthy exercise, each’ 
scholar receives a share of the produce, which pays the! 
expence of his tuition. 

It is impossible to estimate the amount of good which~ 
the present means of education will confer upon the 
succeeding race of workmen. For, independently of: 
the vast number of charity-schools of different kinds— 
even from our union-l where ls receive, 
so to speak, a good education), what numbers go out 
into the world with better means of obtaining a liveli- 
hood, and surer defences from the evils of poverty than 
are possessed by those multitudes of children that live 
untaught and neglected ! The poor children previously: 
to being thus instructed, are invariably the most destitute ' 
—generally orphans—and so under the old poor-law 
most likely to have been the burthen and pest of society 
but they are now sought for by all the lower class of 
farmers and tradesmen for servants and apprentices, 
merely on account of their extra attainments, Althoug 
this has been effected by legislation and not by “ private 
exertion,” still it shows what education may do in agri- 
cultural districts alone. Let all, then, who feel an in“, 
terest in improving the labourer's present eondition^ 
and preparing his children for a better state of things in’ 
uture, exert their influence to promote education and* 
the diffusion of knowledge. Let them enforce a full and 
regular attendance at the various week-day-and Sunday? 
schools, and aid in the establishment of circulating librae 
ries for the poor and their children. 

Education will in future be the only sure antidote to 
poverty and distress. There is no cause for apprehend- 
ing a future scarcity of work—no room for dark foxe- 
bodings of this sort— because of the great improvements 
which are going on in husbandry. The farmer sees 
now that his utmost energies are required to “increase 
the quantity” of his produce. This is the grand aim of 
agricultural science; and attendant upon it'is the ið" 
crease of work. More tillage is necessary, and many. 
more hands are employed ; but then the principal de- 
mand is for skilful workmen ; and thus education mus 
be the labourer's most valuable boon, and will aid him 
most in earning a living. There is no reason whatever 
to dread future evils in his condition; everything seems to" 
predict prosperity, and he may without fearing disap- 
pointment, hope for regular employment and good 
wages. He may look forward to the time when he 
shall possess a comfortable dwelling, and be the cultivator 
of a profitable allotment ; but the secret of his enjoyr 
ment of these advantages will be that he knows the 
blessings :of industry, temperance, frugality, and con-- 
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tentment, Although he may be surrounded with the | 
Means of obtaining an abundant livelihood, he will 
Squander away his profits in idleness and vice, unless he 
possesses good principles. These will lead him to be 
diligent and patient, to be peaceful and happy; in short, 
he only radical improvement of the labourer's eondi- 

tion will be aecomplished in an educated peasantry. 
The means for his social, mental, and moral improve- 
Tent must be universally adopted; and then the poor 
man's cottage will be as cleanly and comfortable as the 
rich man's habitation, and the gratitude of the cheerful 
labourers to their benevolent master will add a fresh 
Increase to the pleasure with which he shall behold their 
Prosperity. Let then the benevolence of the farmer be 
excited in his labourer's behalf, and these ennobling re- 
sults will assuredly follow.—J. A. Clarke, Long Sutton, 
Lincolnshire, 

ON MEASURE WORK. 
Prerartna GmarN ron Marxer.—There is little to 

be said under this head. Thrashing and cleaning seed 
1s almost always paid for by measure ; excepting, per- 
Naps, the ease of Clover seed, the winnowing of which 
18 such’ a long and tedious operation. Thrashing in 
Some districts used to be paid for by a portion (g) of 
the grain thrashed, and this, when the crop was an 
Average one, was a pretty fair wage. Thrashing Wheat 
and cleaning it costs generally about 5d. or 6d. 
bushel ; thrashing Oats from 14d. tò 23d. ; and Barley 
from 24, to 33d. ; Beans 23d. to 3d. ; and Peas 21d. to 
33d. ; the price of course must vary according to the 
Yield of grain, and the bulk of straw, There can be no 
Question as:to the excellence of the policy of using 
Machinery in the thrashing and cleaning of grain. To 
take the case of Wheat, it can be thrashed more per- 
fectly, and at the same time far more cheaply, by ma- 
Chinery than by the flail. And wherever the farm is 
extensive, there can be little question as to the policy 
Of using steam power (or, of course, water, if it is to 
be had), instead of horse power. A day's work of six 
horses, and one man to look after them, will eost 17., in- 
eed the ordinary charge for horses oughtto be increased 
1n this ease, for no kind of work is so injurious to them, 

Six-horse power 
1007. more than the horse wheel, the interest per 
annum on which, and wear and tear of the machine, 
divided over the 50 days during which the machine 
May be in use during the year is 3s. in the day ; add 
to this 2s. 6d. for the man * who looks after it, and 
Say 5s. for 7 ewt. of coal, which it will require, 
and you obtain 10s. 6d. as the daily cost of six-horse 
Power by steam, ‘This is much cheaper than horse 
labour, "Tt was a good reply which an intelligent bailiff 
9t my acquaintance made to a gentleman who came 
to see his steam-thrashing machine at work. The man 

as feeding his engine furnace. “Ah!” said the 
gentleman, who doubtless disliked this substitution, as 
2e considered it, of machinery for so much manual 
avour, «T find your horse requires food just as those 

Or more ordinary kind." — € Yes, sir,” returned the 
other, * but this is a horse that is never fed but when 
€ works.” —I find that an engine costing, as I have 

Shown, 10s. 6d. a day, can easily, during that period, 
thrash, clean, and, if the necessary machinery be sup- 
plied, sack up the produce of 140 cubic yards of straw 
(settled down) in the rick. The produce of this bulk 
Varies, of course, considerably, say from 80 to 180 
bushels of Wheat, the same of Barley, and perhaps 
from 120 to 200 bushels of Oats. find the 
Cost we must add 2s. 6d. a day for tedr and wear to the 
threshing machinery, and 6s. wages of three men, and 
3s. 4d, the wages of four women, and we shall have 
22s, 4d. as the expense of taking from the rick, threshing, 
building the straw, and cleaning and sacking the grain 
Sf 140 cubic yards, a rick of grain. This, taking the 
Yield of that bulk as above stated, will amount to from 
1d. to 33d. for Wheat ; from 14d. to 31d. for Barley ; 
and from 18d. to 21d. for Oats. 
B e now come to our last item in our long account. 
placksmith’s work may be bargained for per pair of 
Orses thus: we copy the agreement with our own 

f : “I engage to shoe a pair of horses, and per- 
orm all necessary repairs upon a plough, a pair of 
QUITO WS, a horse-hoe, on the iron work of a set of 
Tàüght bars, a pair of hames and plough chain; also 

st teep in repair a fork and graip for the use of the 
ME (all new metal and wood-work being paid for 
Xtra), for 3]. per annum, and the hauling of a load of 

Coals,” This will be found cheaper than to keep a 
Tunning account with the blacksmith for the various 
qendings, &c., as they occur at the customary charges 
Or each, 
. U, per pair of horses per annum for both plough and 
ba harness; the harness being in good condition to 
+ °8in with. I take the liberty of extracting the follow- 
14 Passage bearing on this subject from a report of the 
ole of Thanet Farmers’ Club. 

March 14, 1843.—This evening an inquiry was 
[ue into regarding ‘the prices paid by members of the 

Ub to their blacksmiths and collar-makers, for the 
Purpose of ascertaining whether it is preferable to con- 
i ‘act for the work or not, when it appeared that in one 
"56 107, per team per annum was paid to the black- 

Stith for all the iron-work, including shovels and forks 

2 

in À : 
about Spring, and we shall have no difficulty, or any scruple; 

machine and boiler will cost, say | — 

necessary on the farm, except wheels (the charge for 
strake varies from 2s. 6d., 3s., to 3s. 9d.) and new imple- 
ments; in another case 14/., where seven working 
horses were kept and one rider; in another 8/. per 
annum; in another 27. 10s. for shoeing only. The 
latter was not in the Isleof Thanet. On the production 
of the accounts of those members who do not contract 
they were found to exceed the above amounts ; and a 
resolution was thereupon passed, * That it is the opinion 
of this Club that it is advantageous for farmers to con- 
tract with the blacksmith.” 

On going into the collar-maker’s account, one 
member stated that he contracted at 127. per annum 
for 18 working horses and two riders ; another paid 57. 
for seven Sea giving half price for new harness ; 
another contracted at 12s. 6d. per year per horse; a 
member stated that he had paid in the last year 71. 5s. 7d. 
for 12 horses having used chain braces. 

Resolved—* That it is preferable for farmers to con- 
tract with the collar-maker.” 

With regard to the expenee of the management of 
live stock, I have but very few words to say. I have 
had no experience of dairy cattle, and. cannot say what 
number of hands may be needed in the management of 
a given number. But I may just say in reference to 
the keeping of the cattle and sheep (all under shed or 
in stalls), that one man and three boys clean and eut 
Turnips for, and feed and litter 45 head of cattle daily, 
eating about’3 tons of cut roots, besides steaming Pota- 
toes for feeding about 12 sows with litters. It must be 
remembered, however, that our buildings are very con- 
veniently arranged as regards the straw house, root 
house, and cattle stalls; and with this memorandum to 
be kept in mind here also, one lad about 17 years of 
age, earning 7s. a week, with two boys under him earn. 
ing 3s. and 3s. 6d. respectively, clean and cut Swedes 
and Turnips for 350 sheep in sheds, and also litter them 
every two or three days. These sheep also eat about 
3 tons of roots daily. I may also mention, as it is an 
understood thing, generally speaking, in those districts 
where sheep are folded on Turnips in the field, that a 
shepherd and his boy are needed to 300 sheep, and 
another boy is wanted to every additional hundred. 

M. 
(To be continued.) 

Home Correspondence. 
Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester. — There 

appears to be a good opportunity at this moment of 
benefiting three or four young men who have a practieal 
knowledge to a certain extent of farming, and who have 
the wish, but have neither means nor opportunity, of 
gaining scientific knowledge in connection with agricul- 
ure, Mr. Arkell, the farm superintendent at the 
Cirencester Agricultural College, requires assistance 
with the daily out-door class of pupils, and I think that 
ifeligible young men were to offerto take the superintend- 
ence of out-door classes in consideration of their being 
allowed to attend our lectures, and being provided with 
bed and board for a certain period (say the term of the 
course) in the College, the offers might be accepted of 
two or of three such men. I write to you on the sub- 
ject under the impression that you are more likely to 
know of such eligible parties, and more desirous of serv- 
ing them, than any one else.—Z. Holland, Chairman 
of the Royal Agricultural College Council, Dumbleton 
Hall, Evesham. 

Deep and Shallow Draining.—In an article on deep 
and shallow drains, I see my name introduced as an 
advocate for 2 feet deep only. Now, as I have always 
given it as my opinion that no rule can be laid down 
either as to depth or distance of drains without a know- 
ledge of the soil to be operated upon, and having been in 
the habit for years of burying tiles at all depths, most at 
3 feet, I am at a loss to understand why I am named as 
*sticking at 2 feet." If differing with Mr. Parkes 
stamps me as a shallow drainer, I confess I am one, for 
I consider most of the plans he recommends will fail. 
I am ready to prove, not on paper only, but on the soil, 
that the system of deep draining (4 to 6 feet) on strong 
clay soils for surface water, is not a new thing, but has 
been tried and failed—that a much better drain can be 
formed than by au inch pipe—that ramming the clay 
on the tiles will not answer on all soils—that having 
land made Jevel after draining is injurious on some land 
that has to be sown with Wheat late in the year—that 
this deep inch-pipe system of draining has neither the 

d g heap durability, or effect of drying 
the soilas it should do. I am also ready to prove that 
land cannot be drained at the prices stated by Messrs. 
Parkes and Pusey in the Agricultural Society's Journal, 
and that inch pipes cannot be made as stated by Mr. 
Hodges, the M.P. for Kent, 4s. 9d. per 1000, coal 28s. 
per ton, and the clay stoney. I can also point out 
places where the pipe draining has been done and 
failed, and that the most practical men in England con- 
demn it. I willfind Mr. Parkes from 100 to 500 acres 
of strong clay land that requires draining for surface 
water, to let him prove, if he can, that he is correct in 
practice, I paying all expenses unless he fails. At the 
same time, I will endeavour to show him there is a 

better plan than his—one that has been tested for years 

and found not to fail.— William Bullock Webster, 
Te " hen SPUTA , near ] „ Aug. 10. 
Mid-Lothian.—During the past month field opera- 

tions have been much retarded by the continued mois- 

ture, and the rain descending repeatedly in torrents 
materially tended to neutralise the arduous efforts of 

agriculturists to overcome that imperfect state of pul- 

verisation which is so genéral on all green crop land 

this season, arising from the want of frost during the 
past winter and the wet state in which the ground re- 
mained till late in the spring. The grain crops have 
suffered much from the weather that has prevailed, and 
neither Potatoes or Turnips have made the progress 
they were wont to do during the important month of 
July. The Wheat crop may be fairly stated as being 
of sufficient bulk, but serious doubts are entertained as 
to the yield turning out in proportion. Those farmers: 
who have commenced cutting down seem much disap- 
pointed, and confidently assert that disease exists to 
considerable extent. That such should be the case is 
not remarkable, taking into account the moist state of 
the atmosphere for such a length of time. Much will 
depend upon the weather that is to follow, whether this 
crop will turn out an average one, It would, indeed, 
require to be harvested under the most favourable cir- 
cumstances to justify such a conjecture at present. 
Harvest has commenced on several farms, but no cor- 
rect opinion can as yet be formed of the probable 
quality or yield for the new crop. Barley is thin upon. 
the ground, and generally short in the straw. The irre- 
gular manner in which it brairded makes it too evident 
that the quality will be defective. No doubt exists as 
to the yield being below an average. Should the wea- 
ther now clear up, with a fair proportion of sunshine, 
Barley harvest should soon be general. Some fields 
in the early districts are cut down, and it is quite 
apparent that neither the produce or quality of last 
year will be obtained when thrashing is proceeded with. 
Oats generally speaking during the earlier part of the 
summer had a most unpromising appearance, more espe= 
cially on stiff clays and very light land, the drought 
being rather severe. The rains, however, that fell about 
the beginning of July, serve in many cases to give in- 
creased length of straw, and although in some instances 
bulky erops of this grain are seen, such is rather the 
exception than the rule. No one can possibly estimate 
this crop at an average. If the weather proves favour- 
able the quality may be good and the yield in proportion 
to the straw. Some casual observers are apt to be mis- 
led by witnessing several fields flattened by the recent 
heavy falls of rains, and concluding from that circum- 
stance that there is likely to be an abundant produce ș 
but this test cannot be relied upon, as the rapid streteh 
the straw made after the rain succeeded the dry wea- 
ther, only induced, in the advanced state of the plant, d 
weakly stem, which will not be favourable to the pfo- .. 
duction of a heavy and well-filled head of grain, In-' ^ 
deed this weakly stem has eaused it in many cases to suf- 
fer more from the late floods we have had. Beans and 
Peas.— This grain has been more extensively sown this 
year in consequence of the severe loss from the Potato 
disease of 1845. Judging at present, Beans and Peas 
will neither be productive in straw or grain. Evidently. 
the stems in many cases are affected with some malady. 
In short, the prospect to the farmer as regards this por- 
tion of hiscropis farfrom encouraging, Potatoes through- 
out the country are an inferior crop, and it isquite appa- 
rent the disease of last year has fairly manifested itself, 
and likely to make rapid strides. What may be their state 
at lifting time remains to be seen ; but there can be no 
doubt the cultivator of this root must lay his account with 
experiencing a loss beyond even that of last year. The 
seed for this erop was much more expensive, and the 
other necessary charges for cultivation were likewise 
more in proportion, arising from the unkindly way in 
which his green crop land worked this spring, and all 
this taken in connection with an inferior produce from 
the cereal grains, cannot fail to place him in a most 
disadvantageous position. Turnips, throughout the 
country, brairded most irregularly, from which cireum- 
stance many fields have as yet but a very patchy ap- 
pearance. Generally speaking, plants have all come up, 
but being so young there is a great probability that the 
bulbs will not be large. Of late, however, they have 
made considerable progress, and should the autumn be 
free of frost, a fair crop may still be anticipated. The 

plaints of Fingers-and-toes are more general thisyear 
than in former years. Hay has been a light crop, and 
not secured in the best condition. Little Red Clover 
appeared in the first cutting, but the aftermath is rather 
better stocked with it. In our live stock markets, graz- 
ing cattle and sheep have fallen in value, and are likely 
to be cheaper yet ; fat cattle have experienced a reduc- 
tion of fully 1s. per stone, and mutton has followed in 
proportion. Pleuro-pneumonta has made great devas- 
tation among grazing cattle, and the mortality of dairy 
cows has been truly alarming. The Edinburgh cow- 
feeders are much to be sympathised with; in many cases 
whole stocks have been swept off, depriving that most 
industrious class of both their capital and income. 
From a recent calculation, there ‘are? at present 600: 
fewer cows in Edinburgh than there were in Nov. of 1845. 
The wool-market is flat, but hopes are entertained 
of an improvement. Grain has been rather depressed, 
but the chance of low prices is not great for this season 
yet, should the labouring classes remain in steady em- 
ployment. The manner in which farms have been 
letting in Scotland cannot be received as a safe indica- 
tion of the profits realised from the profession. The 
present rent of land cannot possibly be maintained, and 
those who are qualified to judge from experience know 
well they can never be paid from the produce. To use 
Sir Robert Peel’s own words, when talking of the rail- 
way mania, there is a “periodical mania” amongst 
farmers after a season of good prices, which leads them 
to forget the past, and believe a reaction will never 
occur in future ; and with all due respect ‘to the intelli- 
gence of Scotch agriculturists, there ismo class of the 

* 
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community who plunge more blindfoldly into rash en- | 
gagements. It is much to be regretted that landlords 
encourage a fictitious rental, from the way they usually 
expose their lands for competition; and although they 
apparently are increasing the revenue from their 
estates, it most certainly ends either in the ruin of the 

tenants or the deterioration of the property... Farmers 
are induced to bid one against another, apparently with 

no other object but to obtain possession, and then when 
fairly settled to make their own terms. This system 

has led to the removal of many capitalists who would 

run no such risk; but so short-sighted are many pro- 

prietors, ith ding the experi of the past, 

that at every fresh letting time the promise of more 
rent gets the mastery over their better judgment. 
This state of things has been brought about from the 
disinclination of those who have been once connected 
with the soil changing to any other profession, as well 
as from the foolish idea of farmers’ sons being bent to 

obtain land upon any terms ; and further from the cir- 

eumstance of merchants who have made a little money 

being desirous of becoming cultivators more for recre- 
ation than profit All these combined will, ere long, 
prove the unwholesome condition of the tenants in Scot- 
land. The alteration in the Corn-laws may, it is hoped, 
be a check to this system of speculation, and restore 
things to a sound state, although those farmers who 
pay a fixed money-rent with years of their leases to 
expire, will undoubtedly be sacrificed. Taking into 
account the fictitious rental of land in many districts of 
Seotland, in connexion with the vast amount of capital 
sunk by tenant farmers in draining and other perma- 
nent improvements, it need be no surprise when the 
price of farm produce is reduced in value, agricultural 
distress should appear in an unmitigated form.—Mid- 
tothian Reporter. 

Pea Crop.—Since writing to you on Saturday last, I 
find that the Pea crop is almost a failure, and we are 

hearing worse accounts of the Potatoes every day ; I 
write this to correct what I said about the Pea crop, as 
Ishould be sorry to be the means of misleading the 
publie.— Geo. Parsons, West Lambrook, Somerset. 

Odd Fellowship and Savings Banks.—W. Brown, 
Merevale (at p. 508), has quite overlooked the “ extras” 
of odd-fellowship; there is 20s. entrance fee, and the 
expense of beer, tobacco, footings on change nights, 
lecturers, collecti rp ions of snufi- 8, 
lever watches, medals, and many other matters, 
which are given to (not the needy brother) the leading 
men in the lodge, and sometimes not for merit. In our 
district each member pays his own doctor. The widow 
and orphans’ fund requires an “ extra” subscription 
from the members intending the benefits to fall to their 
widows and orphans, I have heard of clergymen join- 
ing the society, but am not aware of any doing so in 
this part. Avreligious man could not sanction, or enrol 
his name in a society which holds its lectures on the 
Sabbath; neither can he (without loss of character) 
attend, or even encourage. their singing, drinking, 

smoking, and toasting meetings, which, with us, are 
often held on the Saturday evening, and on many occa- 
sions do not break up until the “ wee, short hour ayont 
the tweel” on the Sabbath morning. I have known 
young men of good morals, and free from the filthy 
habits of smoking, snuffing, and drinking, who on be- 
coming odd-fellows have, by the examples of the elder 
brethren, wedded themselves to these unhealthy and, 
to.a young man, useless and expensive habits. I have 
seen many a big boy, of about 19 years of age, get 
drunk by giving bumpers to “ May every good fellow 
be an odd-fellow, and every odd-fellow a good 
fellow,” and other “loyal toasts.” Surely the clergy 
cannot sanction this. I myself learned to smoke my 
pipe, to drink my glass, &c., at the time I was a member; 
since I left the society, and began to carry my savings 
to the bank, and seeing no bad examples there, I have 
given up those habits. My doctor says I have saved 
my life by doing so; he was the man who advised me 
to give up odd.fellowship, and to take my earnings 
toa bank ; I am thankful to this day that I acted upon 
his advice. I consider the benefits of the savings’ 
banks far superior to the supposed benefits of odd- 
fellowship ; the time spent in the smoky and unhealthy 
club-room is far better employed in cultivating my 
garden, and enjoying the prattlings of children, and 
answering their simple questions respecting the beauties 
of Creation when walking out with them in the bye-ways 
and fields. I calculate that it costs a zealous odd-fellow, 
for the first year, not less than 47. 10s,, and about 
31. 10s. per year so long as he holds any office, or 
attends the meetings regularly. I believe the landlords 
of the club-houses get the most profits. We often see 
and hear of landlords retiring from business, and on 
advertising the house we often see “an excellent open- 
ing—four or five odd-fellows’ clubs held there." I shall 
be ready to join the odd-fellows again if they will con- 
duct their business in a school-room, or some other 
place out of the way of intoxicating drinks and the fumes 
of tobaceo.— 4n Operative Spinner. 
_ What are we to do with our Potatoes 2—The follow- 
ing hints may, I think, be useful: It is the practice of 
a cottager, whom I know, who has an acre of ground, 
to cultivate half with Potatoes, and half with Wheat, 
and to preserve a portion of the former for pig-food for 
the following summer. For this purpose, he has an 
old sugar hogshead half let into the ground, and banked 
round with soil; when he gets up his Potatoes, he 
selects the smallest, and the damaged ones, bakes them 
in batches in his cottage oven, and treads them firmly 
down into the hogshead ; when this is filled, he covers 

it with puddled clay to keep out the wet, and on this 
places a rough thatch; the mass keeps till the following 
spring, and cuts out as capital pig food. The tank de- 
scribed by you in June, would (especially if formed 
under cover) make a good and cheap receptacle for this 
kind of food, or for brewers’ grains, which, if thrown in 
a heap and allowed to get mouldy, are good for nothing, 
but if trodden down in a cistern to ferment make ex- 

cellent food for pigs, cattle, and horses. Perhaps the 
readiest way of cooking Potatoes, and roots generally, 
is steaming them ; for this purpose, we have no cheap 

during its preparation for the spinner. It will be very 
evident that the loss occasioned in this way, acts pre- 
judicially on both the parties interested in this plant. 
The farmer has less yield from his crop of Flax, and 

the spinner has to pay higher for his raw material. If 
a saving in this branch can, by any invention, be ef- 

fected, it would at once materially influence the yield of 
Flax, and operate most beneficially on our staple manu- . 
facture. From what I saw in my Belgian tour, I can- 
not but feel how great is our inferiority, in the manage- 

ment of this important plant, even notwithstanding the 

and efficient apparatus in general use; the 
ones are expensive ; the iron píacle radiates much 

heat, and d steam fast—esp: in cold 
weather. I last winter put up a simple and effective 

apparatus. I had fixed a 30 gallon iron boiler or 

“copper ” ; to fit in this, within about 4 inches of the 

bottom, was a wooden disk, bored with many holes, and 

having three short legs to keep it steady; the 4-inch 

space was for the water, above the disk was for the 

roots, the lid shutting all in tight ; to make it do so, 

had a 3-inch margin of hatters’ felt fastened round the 

lower surface of the lid, and placed two half hundred 

weights on the top ; by thi: p f steam, 

and consequently great heat was generated ; the roots 

required but a short time to steam, and were not at all 
burnt; a man or woman could cook many copper fulls 

in a day, at a small expense of fuel ; the Turnips, being 

large, were first cut into quarters by means of a lever 

knife, on a bench ; any copper will do for the purpose, 
and the expense of adapting it is very little. Last year, 
I kept my damaged Potatoes above ground, and cooked 

them as the pigsrequired them ; thisyear, I intend totread 

some of them down, making a small cistern for them 

under cover. 

= 

I think sheet iron would make a better 
disk than wood, taking up less room ; it should have 
four legs ; in either case, it should not fit tight in the 

copper.—G., Avonside. 
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Horcieties. 
FLAX IMPROVEMENT SOCIETY, 

Tur monthly meeting of Committee took place on the 

29th of July, in the Society's rooms, Commercial Build- 

ings, Belfast. The Secretary read a report of his mis- 
sion to England and Scotland, and a subsequent tour in 
Belgium, France, and Prussia. The following are 
extracts :— 

“ According to my instruetions, I left Belfast on 25th 
May to wait upon the principal English and Scotch 
firms engaged in the Flax-spinning trade, to solicit 
their increased contributions to the funds of this So- 
ciety, in furtherance of the very extended field of ac- 
tion on which it has now entered, and which promises 
so much benefit, alike to the population of the southern 
and western provinces of Ireland, and the entire linen 
trade of these kingdoms. I have much gratification in 
being able to state, that, by all the principal firms, I 
found this Society to be looked on with the greatest in- 
terest, and the importance of its views fully appreciated. 
The sums which they have, this year, subscribed, will 
be sufficient evidence of this, espeeially when placed in 
contrast with their small contributions, in the earlier 
years of the Society's history. In 1842 there were but 
four English and Scotch firms subscribing, and the 
gross amount was 51/. This year, there are 47, sub- 
seribing about 6007 The quality of Irish Flax is 
everywhere highly estimated ; and I was repentedly 
assured, that the present circumscribed production was 
the only bar to its supplanting foreign Flaxes, to a very 
great extent. The English and Scotch landed proprie- 
tors are now beginning to estimate the importance of 
the subject ; and several efforts are being made to en- 
courage the growth of Flax, in different parts of Great 
Britain. I met, on the 3d July, at Courtrai, the three 
young men, sent by the Society to Belgium, this season, 
and had them placed where the information they re- 
quired would be most available. The Flax crop, in 
Belgium, has suffered much, in some districts, from the 
effects of the long drought ; and will, consequently, be de- 
ficient in quantity. At Gand, I inspected a new machine 
for seutching, invented by M. Scheibler, which possesses 
considerable merit, as far as I could judge from the 
trial I saw made, the produce of scutehed Flax being 

43 decagrammes from 14 decagrammes of the straw, 
being at the rate of 304 per cent. There has been, 
also, another scutehing machine, invented by M. Bert, 
but it is not yet pleted. This l as paid 
much attention to the subject ; and he conceives that 
the fibre and the woody part of the stem are cemented 
together, even after the steeping, by a portion of the 
gum, which is generally separated in that process, or by 
some other description of glutinous matter. He pro- 
poses to destroy the elasticity of this gum by a machine, 
and to render the separation of the fibre from the wood 
easier, with less injury to the former than results from 
the present system. The subject of the improvement 
of machinery for breaking and scutching Flax, has 

often come before the Committee, and has been much 
spoken of. It is singular that the improvements 
already made (and, without doubt, they are very con- 
siderable), have been entirely confined to the breaking 

department, and that the system of seutching remains 

nearly the same as it was one hundred years ago. I 

have been very much impressed with the necessity of 

some improvement, to avoid the great waste occasioned 

by this process,as at present conducted. An BUE 
OH i to 

vast imp: that has already taken place in 
Ireland, and which I often heard testified to by the 
English and Scotch spinners, I was told by a firm en- 
gaged in Flax-spinning in Belgium, that were Irish 

Flax as well managed as Belgian, it would not only 
equal it in quality, but be, in many cases, superior, 
since our climate in spring is more favourable for the 
growth of the young plant than theirs. The crops 
have suffered much from drought about Courtrai and 
Tournai; but in the Hamme, Duffel, St. Nicholas, and 
Bruges districts, little, if at all Generally, however, it 

is antieipated that the yield will be short of an average, 
though, the quantity sown being greater, the produce of 
Belgian Flax will not be much under last year. Much 
attention is directed by the Belgian government to this 
important braneh of husbandry, and the manufactures 
arising from it, There are now in Belgium 12 filatures 
du lin, containing 88,400 spindles, consuming all Flax 
of their own growth, except a small quantity of Rus- 
sian, for the coarsest numbers of yarn. The three 

joung men, after remaining at Courtrai for four days, 

proceeded to Antwerp, stopping by the way at Gand, to 

see M. Scheibler’s and M. Bert’s machines, as I thought 

it useful for them to give their opinions of these inven- 
tions. I did not see them again; but, when at Paris, 
heard from them, while they were located at Hamme, 
and busily engaged in their work among the Flemish 

farmers, who evinced no jealousy on their part, I left 
Belgium for Franee on the 10th of July. After crossing 

the frontier, the Flax fields became scarce ; and after 

Tourcoing or Mouscron, I saw no more of this crop. 
In France I had the pleasure of seeing several leading 
linen manufaeturers and Flax-spinners, and found them 

to take a great interest in the proceedings of this So- 
ciety. I was assured that if, in consequence of the 
extension of Flax-culture to the poorer districts of Ire- 
land, a large production of this article, at reasonable 

rates, should result, they would be extensive buyers in 

our markets; and that there is no doubt that Irish 

Flax would be much used in France, in preference to 

the produce of other countries, more especially of 

Russia ; so that we have thus a prospect of becoming 
an exporting country, as regards Flax, and a sti 
wider prospect opens before us, to encourage our on- 
ward course. I also learned that there was a prospect 
of the duties on British linen yarns being reduced 
during the next sitting of the Chamber of Deputies.” 

The reports as to the general appearance of the Flax 
crop in Ireland are very variable, In many parts of 

Ulster it has suffered considerably from the dry weather 
in spring. From all the new districts in the other 

provinces; the accounts are very fayourable, and the 

crop is likely to turn out well, both as to quality and 
quantity. The agriculturists have nearly all proceeded 
to their districts to superintend the pulling and subse- 

quent stages of management, and are now actively oc- 
eupied in’ the counties of Derry, Down, Tyrone, Done- 
gal, Westmeath, King’s County, Carlow, Kilkenny, 
Cork, Waterford, Kerry, Clare, Tipperary, and Mayo. 
The Secretary was directed to be present at the annual 
meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society of Ireland, 
at Limerick, to attend to the interests of the Flax So- 
ciety. The case of Simpson v. Dickson, tried at the 
late Armagh Assizes, for loss occasioned by the sale of 
old, inferior Flax-seed to the plaintiff, had. resulted 
in a verdict for the plaintiff, — damages 634, and 
costs. The Committee had assisted the plaintiff in 
bringing on this case, and had supplied the services of 
a special counsel, in order to endeavour to establish a 
precedent, which should enable farmers to obtain re- 
dress for losses sustained in this manner, The result 
has been perfectly sat'sfactory ; and it is hoped that it 
will effectually put a stop to such disgraceful practices 
in future, A Sub-Committee was named, to draw up 
the prize list for the annual show of the Society, in 

November. 

YORKSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. 
WAKEFIELD.—On the Use of Lime.—At the late 

meeting of this Society here, Professor Johnston de- 
livered an excellent lecture on this subject. He sat 

that he felt some difficulty in presuming to address 
them on that subject after the very excellent manner 12 
which it had been treated at a meeting of the Wakefield 

Farmers’ Club. He held in his hand a little pamphlet 

which he would take that opportunity of recommending 
to their notice, being the substance of a paper read be- 
fore a meeting of the Wakefield Farmers’ Club, by Mr. 
Henry Briggs. That little work contained a digest of 
all that had been written upon the subject, intersperse 
with many excellent observations by the author. Pre- 
vious to the application of lime, a practice which had been 

introduced into Scotland by a Scotehman from. Norfolk, 

the pasture land had produced but little, and very little 

beef and mutton was raised from them. Since the 

gent F t with the g 
Flax, once remarked to me, ‘In the natural state of 

Flax there is no tow." hat, in faet, the tow is pro- 

duced by the operations which the fibre undergoes 

pp of lime, they have raised more beef an 
mutton and corn than ever they had done previously. 

Thus, the use of it in Norfolk was followed by it 

He then mentioned that one adoption in Scotland, 



| 

` crop he knew of had been increased three times in; 
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produetiveness, almost entirely by the mere applica- 
tion of lime. The application in some districts had 
been found to produce a great deal of good. If they 
applied the lime in sufficient quantities it would do 
good; but if afterwards they continued to apply it, 
it would cease to do good. After the full effects had 
been produced, it would naturally produce no further 
good. But if 30 years ago it produced no good, it did 
not follow that if they begun to apply it now, it would 
do us no good either. In Scotland, he believed, in va- 
rious districts, the application of lime did no good. 
The lecturer here proceeded to explain, in a familiar 
Manner, what chemists call carbonate of lime, Lime 
Was generally found very pure; and the purer it was, 
the better was it for purposes in general. A certain 
kind of lime was very valuable for building purposes. 
Some kinds contained a great deal of sandy matter, 
and would not burn well, Another kind was magne- 
Sian limestone, so called because it contained carbonic 
acid. That which contained a large quantity of lime, 
with a smaller quantity of magnesia, was, generally 
Speaking, the best for agricultural purposes. It they 
took that limestone, burning would drive out the car- 
bonie acid, and leave nothing but the lime. Three 
tons of limestone would leave about ten hundred 
and a quarter, and give out three hundred and 
three quarters of gas. If they took that limestone after 
it was burnt and put water into it, it would become 
very hot, so hot that gunpowder would ignite. He 
would place that on the land in that state. If they took 
that burnt lime and spread it over the land in the usual 
way, it would work up in the Jand. The land generally 
drank carbonic acid from the air, which always con- 
tained a certain amount. It would naturally be asked 
why if the lime brought carbonic acid, what is the use 
of burning? Why, because they could reduce it toa 
fine powder at a far cheaper rate, and therefore they had 
it at a much greater advantage. Besides the state of 
lime there was another state—the state of marl. That 
was applied to the soil of Norfolk. It was a mixture of 
clay—sometimes eight or ten per cent. When applied 
to the soil it of course produced certain effects. If ap- 
plied to light sandy soil it consolidated it. Its chemical, 
9r as he would term it its agricultural effects, were much 
greater. For example,much depended on the kind of 
Grass they grew. It sweetened the Grass, and ren- 
dered the herbage more agreeable to the animal. Where 
bogs had before existed would spring up beautiful | 
herbage of Grass, and abundant crops of Wheat, and in- 
Crease also the quality of the soil. Thus, the application 
9f lime would remove those effeets on the health which 
undrained lands almost universally produced. It would 
render life more valuable and agreeable, which was a 
result every humane man ought and would take into 

A ideration in p ting indi l benefit. The lec- 
turer then referred to the quantity of lime which it was 
necessary should be applied to the land, year by year, in 
order to keep up the maximum state of fertility. The 
quantity he considered to be from 8 to 10 bushels per 
Acre. [t should be applied not year by year, but by 
Yotation according to circumstances. A very interest- 
ing practical question here arose, namely, was lime ne- 
cessary to all soils? He then drew attention to the 
uses of which geology was susceptible. [The Professor 
here referred to a geological map suspended on the wall.] 
The parts coloured blue represented limestone rock, In 
those districts the application of lime was not required in 
Such quantities as in other places. It was a curious fact 
also that the same district possessed numerous springs 
Containing lime, which, if properly employed in 
irrigation, deposited the lime on the land. Thus geology 
answered the question, What soils most need the appli- 
cation of lime? Another tract of country, coloured 
blue on the map, was based on slate, which contained 
Scarcely any lime. This country was chiefly moorland, 
and there was an evident natural want of lime. An- 
Other district was found to consist chiefly of trap-rock. 
Trap contained a considerable portion of lime, for in 

tons of whinstone there was as much lime as in 1 ton 
of limestone. It was a common practice near Hadding- 
ton to dig up the pieces of whinstone, and use them on 
the surface. A question of great practical importance 
had been asked—Was lime indispensable to land in 
Order to bring out all its fertility? His answer to that 
Was, that lime is absolutely indispensable. There was 
a table of the composition of three soils, which had 
een submitted to him. One of them contained 59 

Parts in the 1000; another contained 18 parts ; and 
the other 4 parts. ‘The first was found to be very fer- 
tile, the second ordinarily so, and the third barren. 
That which was most fertile had the greatest quantity 
of lime ; and thus they foünd the results of experience 
Confirming the deductions of analogy. If they took a 
Portion of any plant, and analysed it, they always found 
ime. Another proof was, that wherever lime was 
discontinued—unless it was derived from a, natural 
Source—the crops became sickly and unhealthy. They 
Soon found “ finger and toe,” and other ill consequences. 
uch was the case in the Wolds of Yorkshire ; and if 

they went to the Indies, they would there find that the 
laintain would not grow without lime. He had soil 

Sent over to him from the West Indies; he had recom- 
Mended lime as a remedy, and the result had been as 
he expected, not only with the Plaintain, but with the 
Cane and other crops. It might be asked, What are 
the Purposes of lime? A full answer to that question 
Would include many chemical results which he could 
Rot then enter into ; but it was certain that lime fed the plants, that they contained lime, and that they re- 

quired lime. Lime, it was well known, had the effect 
of so changing the vegetable matters left in the earth, 
as to prepare and fit them for contributing to the feed- 
ing of the plant. Mr. Briggs, in the pamphlet before 
referred to, had drawn attention to some facts—not 
beyond all dispute, but which they must admit to be, 
at least, probable effects. If they burnt any vege- 
table matter—set a hay-stack on fire for instance 
—they would find for every 10 tons of hay 1 ton 
of ash. That ash contained a certain portion of 
lime, of potash, sulphate of lime, &e. The rocks upon 
which the soil rested contained a quantity of those in- 
gredients ; and one effect of lime was to separate the 
soda and, potash from the rocks, and mix them up with 
the soil. This was one of the effects supposed to follow 
from the application of lime. Certain soils contained 
acids: some contained the spirit of salt, or muriatic 
acid; and lime being placed on this acid, deprived it of 
its corrosive action. In peaty soils sulphuric acid was 
present: the addition of lime destroyed the effect of 
the acid, and the roots can then safely go down and 
avail themselves of the nutriment provided. The next 
question was, in what state to apply the lime, 
whether slaked or as lime compost. When the land 
was stiff, he would advise the application of slaked lime: 
when it was a light sandy soil, he recommended it to be 
put on in compost. Then, the quantity to be applied ? 
When land was reclaimed for the first time, lime was 
applied in a large dose at first—in Scotland at the rate 
of 240 to 300 bushels to an acre. The effects were 
found gradually to inerease, but the full effect was not 
seen till six or eight years ; and it then gradually fell 
off towards the end of the lease; but after it had 
arrived at the highest state of fertility, to maintain it 
in that state required repeated doses year by year, ro- 
tation by rotation. Why was it necessary to repeat the 
lime? A portion was carried off by the rains. It sunk 
gradually beneath the reach of the spade or the plough. 
After a time, if they took up a spadeful of soil they 
would find a streak of lime; but after a further 
time, if they dug a spadeful they would find 
that the streak had disappeared: it had sunk 
into the earth, and was no longer of service. If 
they would fill their heads or their pockets they must 
continue to put in as, well as take out : they would soon 
exhaust a purse of its gold or silver if they took all out 
and put nothing in. In a crop they took out 10 different 
ingredients, and in lime they put in only one ingredient. 
It had passed into a proverb in all the countries in 
Europe, that “lime enriches the fathers and impove- 
rishes the sons.” The idea was prevalent that lime 
forced or persuaded the land, and it was not at all 
astonishing that if the fathers put large sums in their 
pockets there should be noue left for the sons. But, i 
the farmer would only be as kind to the land as the 
land was to him-—if he would only fulfil his promise 
to the land—there would be enough for both father and 
sons, In time, he believed they would come to this, 
that the farmer will be most anxious to supply as much 
as he takes out, and even to give more than he takes 
out of it: this, he believed, was the profitable farming 
that they should eventually come to. If they thought 
what he said or wrote was not profitable, they would be 
quite right in not following it. ere was one other 
point to refer to, that was the fear of an over dose : he 
assured them he could direct them to property where the 
whole rental had been trebled in a few years ; yet there 
were many who declare it was quite possible to add too 
much. In some parts of the country in Scotland, he 
knew land that had been reclaimed from the waste by 
the use of lime, and had produced ample crops for 
eight or nine years, and then refused even to grow Oats. 
If they went on it and trod on it, it gave way and the 
foot sunk. But this was the result of applying lime 
and then robbing the land and i ishing it b 
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The improvements of. Mr. Mechi are thus described, 

in his published “Letters on Agricultural Improve- 
ment” [Longman and Co.] :— 

“ lst. The perfect and permanent drainage of the 
land with stones and pipes, 4 yards apart, and 32 inches 
deep (between 80 and 90 miles of drains.)_2d. The 
entire removal of timber trees, which cannot profitably 
be grown in corn fields.—3d. The removal of old, 
crooked, and unnecessary banks, fences, and ditches. 
—4th. The cutting new parallel ditches and fences, so 
as to avoid short lands—5th. The inclosure of waste, 
and conversion of useless bog into good soil.—6th. The 
economising time and distance by new roads, arches, 
and more direct communications with the extremities 
of the farm,—7th. The erection of well arranged farm- 
buildings, built of brick, iron, and slate, in a continuous 
range, excluding all cold winds and currents of air, but 
open to sunny warmth.—8th. The building a substan- 
tial and genteel residence, with all due requisites for 
domestic comfort and economy.—9th. The erection of 
an efficient thrashing-machine, and needful apparatus 
for shaking the straw, dressing the corn, cutting chaff, 
bruising Oats, &., so constructed as not to injure the 
straw ; avoiding, by its perfect action, that immense 
waste of grain visible in almost every truss of straw we 
examine.—10th, The avoidance of thatching and risk o 
weather, by ample barn room, with convenience for in- 
door horse labour at thrashing, &c., when not employ- 
able without, so as to have no idle days for man or 
beast.—1llth. The saving of every pound and pint of 
manure by a tank (90 feet long, 6 feet deep, and 8 feet 
wide, with slated roof facing the north, and with well 
and pump), into which is received the whole drainage 
from the farm-yard and stables.—12th. The conveyance 
by iron gutters and pipes of every drop of water from 
the roofs of each building, so as in no manner to dilute 
the manure in yards.—13th. The perfect drainage of 
the foundations of the barn, and every building on the 
farm.— 14, A cooking-house to prepare food for cattle.” 

Mr. Mechi hasremoved 200 timber trees, 5000 yards 
of fences ; filled up a large number of crooked ditches, 
and dug straight ones. He has since estimated that, if 
his drains had been laid down (as recommended by Mr. 
Parkes, the engineer) 4 feet deep, instead of 30 iaches, 
he should have saved 8007, and drained his farm 
equally well, or better. We do not think that a tree or 
pollard exists on Mr. Mechi’s farm ; the former high 
banks have been levelled, and the immense quantity of 
earth which these contained has been either burned or 
mixed with lime-ashes, and turned over and over before 
being returned to the fieldsas manure. A bog of about 
4 acres in extent, from which horses had formerly to be 
drawn out, has been drained 11 feet deep, and a spring 
has thus been released, which is said to run 10,000 gal- 
lonsin 24 hours. This bog, when seen by the deputa- 
tion, Lore a luxuriant crop of Mangold Wurzel and 
Wheat,-which latter was somewhat laid, although it had 
been three times flagged. There is scarcely a foot 
waste on the farm, unless it be the furrows between the 
stitches, which look ugly to a Kentish eye, and which 
Mr. Mechi still retains in deference to the “custom of 
the country.” It was also thought by one or two of 
the deputation that some of the open ditches might be 
profitably converted into main drains. With these ex- 
ceptions the deputation were i ly of opinion 
that the land had been laid out most advantageously 
for the business of farming. There was nothing to im- 
pede the full action of sun and air, no hedgerow shelter 
for weeds, birds, moles, game, or other vermin ; every 
field within an easy reach of the homestead, around 
which there were continuous hard roads, Where fences 
were required, they were formed either of post and rail 
or of iron. 

Mr. Mechi has discarded the old square form for his 
buildi I 

taking everything and giving nothing for years. = Sir J. 
acpherson Grant had sent him some of this soil which 

full effects on organic and inorganic matter, it must be 

TIPTREE-HALL Farm.—( Report of Maidstone Farmers’ 
Club.) — Mr. Mechi purchased Tiptree-hall farm in 
1843. It had been let previously for 1507. per annum, 
when the produce was estimated at only 5/. per acre. 
Mr. Mechi laid out in the purchase of the farm and its 
improvements (according to his letter of June 11, 1844) 
the following sums :— 
Purchase of farm (130 acres) — .. zs .. 8250 0 0 
Draining, fencing, levelling, ditching androads 2200 0 0 

Barn, stabling, tanks, sheds, yards, &c. ++ 2000 0 0 
House and offices ,. oc vt y e a | 

Machinery, implements, cooking apparatus, &c. 
Manure, marl &c, ° .. ot DE MSS QO 5007 0:0 

£9450 0 0 

gs, which always has the disadvantage of 
shutting outa portion of the southern aspect, and is 
together i pati with the ical manage- 

ment of manure. Every portion of Mr. Mechi's home- 

stead is drained, and approachable by a hard road 
which runs all round it, It resembles more a factory, 

every part of which may easily be reached from every 

other, and forms a singular contrast with the chilly and 

sloppy farm-yards all over the country. All the drain- 

age of the house, stables, cow-houses, and piggeries, are 
drained into the manure-pit, into which all the dung is 
carried. The distance is, in no case, farther to carry it 
than to the centre of an ordinary farm-yard ; and the 
labour of wheeling it there, being on a smooth road, is 
not one-fourth of that of wheeling it through a dung- 
yard. It has been said that Mr. Mechi has no yards ; 
he has no use for yards, except for watering. All his 
food is given in the manger, and the only use he makes 
of theiron horse-racks in his stable is for holding lumps. 

of rock-salt. All the buildings have gutters, which 
carry off every drop of rain-water. The loft floor, 
above the stable, seems low, and the first idea that pre- 
sents itself is, that there is a want of ventilation. / This 
is provided by a row of air bricks, both in back and 
front, close to the ceiling, by means of which the tem- 
perature of the buildings can be easily regulated. In 
the stable there is still, however, an ammoniacal smell ; 
and it might, in the opinion of the deputation, be im- 
proved by greater ventilation. The litter, being cut 
into chaff, completely absorbs the moisture. The pas- 
sage at the head of the bullock-house leads from the 
stable chaff-bin to the chaff-room, into which the eut 
litter falls; and also to the apartment into which the 
chaff is blown by the cleaning machine. The granary 
is at the north end of the barn over the horse-wheel, so 
that both litter and food are close at hand. The horses 
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are fed on cut-green Tares and straw, and Beans and 

~ Oats crushed. 
It is, however, whilst standing on the floor of the 

thrashing machine in the barn, that the spectator is 
most struck with the prehensi and 
ness of the internal arrangements, of which this is the 
centre. On one side is seen a large barn, with a level! 
floor, so that several carts can be drawn into the bays ; | 
whilst at right angles with the barn is à spacious loft, | 
nearly 100 feet long, to receive the straw. The thrash-| 
ing machine is a very powerful one, driven by six 
horses, and the straw is submitted to the operation of, 
sthree “shaking” cylinders before it leaves the machine 
«(which it does in an unbroken state), so that searcely a 
single grain can escape ; below is the cleaning machine, 
sand attached to the wheel is a chaff-cutter, which cuts 
28 trusses per hour, and a crushing or rather bruising 
machine; and a Turnip cutter. All the roots are 
washed by a washing machine; being then eut, and 
steamed with chaff, bran, and meal. The dung-pit is an 

; excellent arrangement, and may be called the laboratory 
of the farm. Into this receptacle are carried under 
drains from every source of manure on the farm ; so 
as to prevent its contact with the air as much as possi- 
ble, In these dung pits, which are perfectly sheltered 
from the sun and rain, and have a northern aspect, the 
dung is frequently turned in wet weather, and being 
nearly all short, it undergoes an incipient fermentation, 
and can be carried out in about three weeks, e are 
quite of opinion with Mr. Mechi, that one cart load of 
this dung is worth four cart loads of dung which has 
undergone the usual process of washing, drying, and 
bleaching, in many farm yards. It is also of very even 
quality, as this can be easily regulated. To Mr. Mechi is, 
we believe, due, the honour of first managing the manure 
of a whole fi tead on philosophical prineipl At- 
tached to the manure pit is the liquid-manure tank, the 
‘contents of which are the very essence of the dung, and 
are prized and preserve: dingly. It is frequently 
thrown over the dung in the pits, and also carried on to 
the land in one of Crosskill’s liquid manure carts. The 
great care which is taken to preserve this valuable sub- 
Stance, is one of the best points of Mr. Mechi’s ma- 
nagement. The sheep yards are well drained, warm, 
and airy; Mr. Mechi has found that brick paving does 
not answer as well as he expected, as the bricks absorb 
too much moisture. He therefore placesin each yard a 
layer of chalk rubbish, which completely absorbs the 
moisture that is not carried off, and forms a compost 
highly suitable to the stiffest soil The piggeries are 
exceedingly comfortable, the ranging places bein 
formed of iron hurdles, which freely admit the air and 
sun. There is no one feature of tHe farm more striking 
than the generally comfortable appearance of the ani- 
mals. Indeed, it is difficult to imagine how any animal 
can fail to thrive in so well sheltered a place. Mr. 
Mechi fats a large number of young pigs, on steamed 
Swedes and corn, with a little cake. For this purpose, 
each of his yards is surrounded with a low lean-to 
against the walls, These sheds form capital places for 
pigs, when inclosed with iron hurdles; and fattening | 
them, in such favourable circumstances, is said to be as 
profitable as fattening any other stock. The cart 
lodges, tool-house, and chaise-house opposite the dwell- 
ing-house, is a very neatly-erected and commodious 
building. Water is laid on to the tanks in the yards, | 
and the cooking-house, from the spring which formerly 
created a bog. The cooking-house stands midway be- 
tween the principal range of buildings and the sheep 
sheds, detached from every other building in case of 
fire. In point of completeness it is, perhaps, unequalled, 
It contains six iron tubs or pans, all steamed by one 
boiler. The food is tipped out of these into a peculiarly 
constructed barrow, from which it is put into the circu- 
Jar cast-iron pig troughs, The implement shed is formed 
of an asphalted felt lean-to roof, against the back of the 
range of stables. It is about 120 feet long and 15 feet 
wide, and filled with implements. This is certainly a 
most valuable appendage to the farmstead. All the 
buildings and yard walls are of brick, with boarded and 
space slated roofs, presenting not only a remarkabl 
neat, but even a handsome appearance. The barn is 
130 feet long, 30 feet wide, and rises 18 feet before the 
spring of the roof. 

Mr. Mechi's implement shed contains a most valuable 
colleetion of implements. Bentall's dropper, Newberry's 
dibbling maehine, various drills, subsoil ploughs, rollers, 
clod-crushers, horse-hoes, searifiers, and harrows, here 
presented themselves for inspection, and would have 
afforded profitable occupation for a whole day, instead 
of the short period which the deputation could afford to 
devote to them. Mr. Mechi uses no waggons, which 
he considers remnants of barbarism, but uses, instead, 

mplete. 

am Scots, Herefords, &c 3x 10to4e 2| Best Longa do T» r. Hannam’s one-horse carts, "These carts are long | Bem Shut Horns E A ?l diria ple acier platforms, with a low shelving side over each WHOIS a ee inb ine plies et IP uen d 8 6 810 each cart being in the body, or rather on the floor, | Best Domas & Half-breds | ca a | Lemis Sud. AEM oum h à ae tto (shorn! 4| Pi $4. . 5 8 7 feet wide and 12 feet long, weighing about 7 ewt., and 343; Sheep and Lambs, 88,070; Calves, 2163 1 S 

carts, which he says are completely under the command of a single horse in going up and down hill, as the load | #0m° vonia the ground, the centre of gravity is less | tenet 

t 3s usses of straw ; and that horse carts, with six men and two boys, ad, e rt, and stack 100 acres of corn, in due Mr. Mechi’s horses, which looked rem 

se on four 
would | 

| j | better: 4s 4d is readily obtained for the best Scots, and 4s for the best Short one horse can draw on one of these carts 10 horns; Second quality, 3s to 3s 8d.—Good Sheep are io pi ores iy ces ai corn, or'that two horses can draw 20 sacks ; po 

7 We continue fo hear of great improvement in the Hop plantations gene- markably | «ar : he Hop plantat gi tw e Suff 7 Y, and the duty is now called £175,000. A steady demand for Yearlings between the Suffolk and Flemish breeds.— | at about las: week's prices vue TEE els 

George Whiting, Hon. Sec., (somewhat abridged) du 
Maidstone Gazette. i 

(To be continued.) 

Miscellaneous. 
Porous Draining Pipes.—We omitted to notice in 

our last week’s impression a novel, and as it appeared 
from the practical experiment that was exhibited, a 
most useful invention of a new pipe for the purpose of 
drainage, made, by the admixture of certain in- 
gredients with the clay, so porous as to admit of the water 
passing through it in a filtered state from the drain, A 
prize was awarded by the Yorkshire Agricultural 
Society for this pipe to Mr. Charnock, who wë under. 
stand is the inventor, and to whom the agricultural in- 
terest are already indebted for perhaps the most com- 
plete tile-machine of the day (the economie), as well as 
for much valuable practical information on the subject 
of thorough drainage. Mr. Charnock was kind enough 
to explain to us the object of these porous pipes, which 
are intended mainly for draining those lands where 
quieksand prevails in the substratum, and which from 
its extreme fineness is very liable to insinuate itself 
into, and ultimately stop up, the drains that are laid 
with the ordinary tiles or pipes. The experiment 
which was exhibited consisted of a porous pipe about 
2 feet long, and 2 inches internal diameter, laid at the 
bottom of a tin case made to represent the section of a 
drain, and eovered to the depth of 4 or 5 inches with 
the finest sand, and then filled up with water, one end 
of the tube in the case being perfectly sealed, and the 
other protruding so as to show the water dropping 
from it ina filtered state, This process had been going 
on for several days without the least appearance of di- 
minution in the amount of filtration, and it seemed to 
us likely to continue ad infinitum if the supply of water 
was kept up. The drops were falling tolerably fast 
from the mouth of the pipe, so much so.as to satisfy all 
who saw it, that had the operation been extended to a 
drain of 50 or 100 yards, instead of only 2 feet, a con- 
tinuous stream would have been the result. We also 
noticed this further peculiarity, that notwitl ding 
these pipes were thus practically porous, yet their du- 
rability of construction was equally manifest ; they 
were in fact even more difficult to break than the 
ordinary clay pipes against which we tested them. The 
price at which they can be manufactured we were told 
was not exorbitant ; and certainly, judging from the 
effect we saw produced, their adoption in such situations 
as those for which they are especially designed must 
ensure the most perfect of all drainage—that of con- 
tinuous filtration through an entirely closed and unin- 
terrupted line of pipe.— Wakefield Journal. 

otices to Correspondents, 
Brans—A Norfolk Subseriber—Y ou letter has been forwarded, 
Canpace—C Cabba; t know the '* Ox" Cabbage ; 

rt. Itis almost too late to sow it now. For Kohl Rabi see page 155, 1845, 
H—We have lots of it; our only hope is in 

perseverance, and we take every opportunity of. hoeing it up, 
and either carrying it off the ground and burning it, or ex- 
posing it to the sun. 

Hors—A Young Hop Grower—We must refer you to an article 
on the subject, by Mr. M. Paine, at page 362. Woollen rags 
at the rate of 8 or 10 cwt, per acre, are well known as a 

y work devoted exclusively to this subje The most 
complete work w ha on Agriculture generally, is 
Stephens’ *Book of the Farm."  Swinborne's “ Account 
Book” is simple ; but farm accounts should be kept just like 
those of any other business. We may return to this subject. 

PIPES ror DRAINS—P asks where they are to be had, near 
Liverpool ? 

Smart FAnw—W K C—How are you to keep your 4 cows, 3 
horses, and 60 sheep in summer? Your Clover is to be kept 
for hay, which is to be sold; you will thus have only the 
aftermath of 12 acres of Clover for food, and for the winter 
you have only 12 acres of roots, It appears to us that you 
must.lay in about Sept. 1st say 100 sheep, and fold them over 
the aftermath and young seeds in the Barley stubble, and 
about 1st Nov. you may buy about!10 oxen in condition to 
turn out fat before May ; these you must feed with Beans and 

upon it. Two good 
will get a scheme for a small farm drawn up as soon as our “harvest home” shall have given us a little more time, 

Tanxk—C H-—Puddle the bottom with clay, lay your bricks in 
cement, and build the side walls some 6 or 8 inches from the 
side of the excavations, and ram clay into the interval. 
that will not do, you must sink a or a water-tight tank 

MParkets, 
SMITHFIELD, MONDAY, Aug. 17.—Per Stone of 81bs, 

et 

eavy.— Pigs are rather more in demani 
PR) Aug. 21, 

The supply of Beasts is rather short, and the demand good. Our trads 

re fully realised. ~ Lamb" trade is heavy; p- ces range from 49 8d to Calf trad ore active, and 4s 8d more readily obtained for a good 
ather improved. 
Sheep and Lambs, 9710; Calves, 448; Pigs, 280, 

41, West Smithfield 
“HOPS, Fray, Aug, 21 

plentiful; and Fruit is not over abutidant, although thér 
sufficient for the demand. Pine. 
a 

George and Noblesse. Apricots are small in size. 
both English and Foreign, may be obtained at- moderate 
rices, Cherries are f 

to 4s, per Ib. 
rants are becoming, scarce. Apples and Pears are lower 
in price and more abundant, Apples chiefly consist of 
Hawthorndens, Codlins, Kerry Pippin, and Ribston; the 
latter are, however, hardly ripe. The supply of Oranges, 
considering the season, is good; uts are sufficient 
or the demand.  Filberts are very plentiful, Lemons are 
cheaper. English Melons may be obtained at from 3s, to 6% 
each, and some good foreign ones are also in the market, Of 
Vegetables, Cabbages, Cauliflowers, &c., are gõod, but the latter 
hardly sufficient for the demand. Carrots and ‘furnips have altered but little in price since last week. Peas are rather 
scarce, Beans remain nearly the same as last week, _ Celery 
is good in quality, Potatoes are very much affected by the 
prevailing disease of last. season; so much so, that some ate 
quite unsaleable. Lettuces and other Salading are good and 
plentiful. Out Flowers chiefly consist of Heaths, Jasmines, 
alceolarias, Pinks, Camellias, Pelargoniums, Tuberoses, Gar- 

denias, Moss and other Roses, 
FRUITS. 

Pine Apple, perlb., 34to 58 Lemons, ver dozen, 1s to 2: 6d 
Grapes, Hothouse, per 1b., 34 to 44 =- er 100, 78 to 162 — ‘Portugal, per tb, 1s tol#3d | Currants, red, per hf.-sv.y 4sito Ge 
Apples, Dess,, per bush., €s to 84 — hire, d 4s to 6s '—’ Kitchen, 3t to Raspberries, per pottle, 9d tole + 
Pears, per hf.-sieve, 4s to 12s Cherries, Morello, per lb., 2s 6d to 4s Melons, each, 2s to 6s Almonds, per peck, 6 Peaches, per doz., as to 8s Sweat Almonds, pérlb., 24:0’ Be ‘ectarines, per doz. 3¢ to 8s Filberts, English,p. 100 ]bs., 602 to 756 igs, per dozen, 4s ts, Cob, Ber 100 1b8.» 804 t0 90a 

larcelona, 208 Oranges, per dozen, Isto 20 6d b 
— per 100, — Brazil, 135.to 16s -= Seville; per 100, 8s to 16s — Spanish; 14s — per dozen, 2s to 28 Gd Walnuts, per bushel, 14s to $04 

VEGETABLES, 
Garlic, perlb., 6d to 84 

Cauliflowers, per doz., 61 to 194 Let: corejls to 24 6d' rtichokes, per doz., 2s to 4s. Tomatoes, pex h£-sv.j 4s to 5a ... French Beans, per hh-sv., 1s 6d to 34 | Endive, per score, lr to aon » per aleve, 3e 6d Vegetable 
Radishes, pi 

t a 
bushel, ds 6d tos 6d 

— Kidney, per bushel, 2s to 4s 
T'urnips, per bunch, 4d to 8d 
Red Beet, per doz., 6d to 1a 6d 
Horse Radish, per bundle, 24 to 6s 
Cucumbers, each, 4d. to 1s 

HAY.—Per Load of 36 Trusses, 
SEER Aug. 20 

ay at Prime Mead.Hay 75:0 808 | New o Infr.New & Rowen 50 65. | Clover 1 
J 

je CUMBERLAND MARKET, Aug, 20, Prime Mead. Hay 70sto 86è | Old Clover 90510 1005 IMedor (7. 56 | Inferior d 80 | Straw ^ 32510005 ew = = r= 
Josnua BAKER, Hay Salesman, 

MARK-LANE, MoNDAY, Aug. 17, 
The supply of Magus Wheat. from Essex, Kent, and Suffolk, 

oderate thi 

M 

2s, per pr, for Peas.—The Oat trade is better, at an advance of 
6d. to 1s. per qr. upon. last Friday's prices, 

ITISH, PER IMPERIAL QUARTER, 8, 3, 5, Se Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk . . White 48 52 Red . 44 48 
——— Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire « 40 46 White 40 50 
Barley, Malting and distilling 28s to34s Chevalier 32 86 Grind. 35 98 
Oats, Tincolnshire and Yorkshire +  . Polands 25 28 Feed 92 94 — Northumberland and Scotch . eed 23 26 Potato 27 30 r . eed 20 34 Potato 94 97 — Iris osa pau 
Malty pale, ship |n 000050 e — 'Bertford and Essex’ . ; ian 

ad. Sind aloes aar a aa usn E A 
Beans, Mazagan, oldand new 82 to 35 Tick 84 86 
— . Pigeon, Heligoland . 38 to 42 = 
Peas, White . H B + 86 to 42 Maple 38 36 

exu 86 38 
ongpod —= , — 

Grey al % 
Fripay, Aug. 21, 

The little English Wheat fresh up for this morning’s market 
sold readily at 2s. per qr. over the prices obtainable on Monday; 

Foreign must be noted 3s. per qr. higher. Bonded con- 
tinues in demand and would bring an advance, but there is 
scarcely any on offer,—The top price of Flour has advanced 35. 
per sack, and barrels of good Brands sell freely at 285,, extra 
igher,—Barley and Beans are unaltered in value; Peas, both 

free or bonded, are r more money.—The Oat trade is 
good, and prices 1s, per qr, dearer. 

IMPERIAL AVERAGES, 

heat. | Barley.) Oat 
July 11 per Quarter.) 58s 84| 278 7d) 24: 8d, 
- 18 . " " 0 10 27 d 
=- 95 B D 49 11 27 2 23 

Auge al. dj eror sein eg 
- 8, | 45 9| 96 9| 94 
— 35. . | 45 1) 97 3| 23 

6 weeks Aggreg. Aver, | 48 6| 97 8| 28 

Duties on Foreign Grain’ sol iel 
Diagram showing the finetuations in the price 

six te ataty ng Saturday, August 15. bts 
Prony | Jou 1 | Jenv8| Jorv 2| Ava 1 | Ava. 8 | Ava 15 

528104 5s fe | 3 
cu. ^u v . 
ee T d 
=e x ie 
Sed a v 
51 5 frei messa 
— 4 m 
50 10 
49 1l 
47 5 m 
45 2 " oo 
— 1 | 

EEDS, Aug. 21, 2 Qanary = = "perer 440 488) LinseedCnkes,Forelgn, p.ton 8! to 9l Caraway - per cwt 40 48 | Mustard, White - p.bush. ~# 
Clover, Red, English ^ « — — Super -= - 

— ^22 Forelgn C = To Browa yy is more 
Z. White, English =, — Rapeseed, English,porlast 20. 2 
=~ "Foreign + — =|RapeCakes - per E 

Gorlander, « a ^ - .- 14 16 Saioi =i ee m To 
Hempseed. per qr. 85 Tares, Eng. winter p. bush- UTEN 
Vinseed >_< "pe qr 45 lag)  — Foreign. =~ axed ^ 

dates tation o! 8 xp LAYe- ParrxNDEN & Sri, Hop-Factors, 

= AR eefoll ce io. penómt 
—~/ Makes Eug. per 1000.10! 11/| Turnip (tco ODER. 

x 
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E HELTENHAM, 

HE OAKFIELD MANSION AND GROUNDS IN THE PARK. 
R. Hapus RLES WOOD has the honour to announce 

Nobility, Gentr; , and E D enerally, that he 
has been vomed i the Proprietor w " X 

Ẹ OT WATER APPARATUS.— The attention of 
Architects, EA and others, is respectfully requested 

to BENJAMIN FownEn's superior me bor Heating Churches 
and Chapels, Halls, Pmr cases, Co! vatories, Forcing and 

E ‘Kilns, soma 
BMIT TO PUBLIC COMPETITION, The AM yee: Attractive and truly Va 

he purposes doing on TUESDAY, the 25th of ipu m at One for Two o'clock, in Two Lots ; n and for the great accommo- 
dation of the Public, he is happy to say he has permission to fold the Sale on the E 

compri: 
THE OAKTIBLD ‘MANSION: DWN, AND 

ASURE GROUN 
vtn LUE TA, se Us T the prevailing and gaining feature of 

j Which is the correct sci aste displayed 
alike on sere part, in the formation of the Grounds, and the 
Spirited way the designs have been carried out at an immense 
ex] Re THE RESULT IS PERFECTION, 

oop has every confidence in calling the attention of 
ES e Nobility and: others, id this truly delightful and. AN fasci- 

ting property; butin so doing, he is bound to confess his 
utter inability to. convey to the world an adequate iden of half 

e varied beauties it possesses ; the Property must be seen and 
Closely ORO ig Ba duly appreciated. | TheM N, 0 
h a sweep PEDE Drive, having. WU: dm the Park of 
225 ft. 6 in., and to the Hatherley. -place Road 397 ft. 6in. The 

AD Win ne, Beer, and RE Cellars, very comp 
gDelaenedi isa sepia four asd STABLE, CORGH. HOUSE, 
podio and Ee paren ud ith Hay and Corn Lofts, Coach: 

healthy ind nourishing Vines, and two with’ Exotics of the 

“stands i in EM grandeur, the E BRITISH OAK, form- 
ing a tout ensemble of beauties e luxuries rarely to be seen. 

Which with the genteel and only IA TURNIT TURE 
may be had (if required) by m as the usual way, 

compri: 
A ae of GARDEN GROUND, ‘containing | lA. 0n. Bp. ith 

fisplendia Vinery and Melon Pit there on ; it is enclo: 

Í ees of 142 ft., by a depth of URGE of 320 ft., and forms an 
ieable site for the erection of tw: 

Ta OF ALL DEOS TITONS FOR AUTUMN 

O BE SOLD, 17 * aces of NURSERY STOCK, 
including a great quantity of pane healthy Evergreens of 

all sorts, Also Forest and Fruit Tr en Flowering Shrubs. 
As the ole of the land must be Bs o! 

for Drying Timber, &c., and every MESE of pM for which 
artificial heat is required. Within the last 20 years some 
buadRddur buildings have been nos upon this plan, and 
the parties for de „they were executed are RESI ex- 
Den g their also their will uch for 
heir efficiency. An improved wrought-iron Deli which re- 
d i brickwork, may be seen in action upon the premises, 

NJAMIN FOWLER, 63, Dorset- Hie Fleet-street. 

THE TANK SYSTEM, 

Tin aui uem EE aod 

BUBBIDGE AND HEALY having heated a con- 
siderable number of Pits and other Horticultural Struc- 

tures, for the cultivation of Pines, Melons, Cucumbers, and 
other tropical plants, Taragana upon the plan recommended 
in Mr. MiLLs's reci he. Culture of Pines and Cu- 

E which are sae at the present time, 
d a doubt that every kind of structure may 

with the absolute certainty of producing the desired result. 
heir AU REG may be seen at work at the Toes 

—Hortiew al Gardens, Chiswick ; PR, Botanic Gardens, 
Kew; Barones 

FOND, APPARATUS FOR HEA‘ TING 
HOR TEGULI TRAUBI DINOS DWELLING HOUSES, 

HURCHES, and MANUFAQTOR ES, upon improved princi- 
pes, and at. very moderate rem ees by DANIEL and 
pue BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN. 

and E, BAILEY having devoted much time to the considera- 
E of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of 
apparatus for the above menidonsd Burp: oses, have, 
ments Suggestea in their practice, rendered their mode of 
heating not only very efficient, but very simple, and have com- 
bined | durability i in e appar atus with economy in the charge. 

the Owner giving up business), the stoc k wi So doldntceduced 
rices. A ny one desirous to continue the Business, can have 

‘er of the whole Stock and Goodwill, and a Lease granted 
use, Greenhouses, and from 8 to 17 acres of land 

at moderate ee — Apply to Ricard Mrrron, Pontefract, 
i Augus! 

j RREY.: REN ecu 
i ¢ FaRus LET, KINGSWOO D, WITHIN THREE 

MILES OF REIGATE RAILWAY STATION 
O BE LET ON LEASE, KINGSWOOD FARM, 

f for 21 years or less, at Michaelmas next; comprising a 
arm house and suitable out-buildings, and 600 acres arable 
en nnb ae at a money rent o 5 20s. an acre, which ES 

, or E o co rent if preferred. Tw 
required, so that A 

iy ̂ E 
ES 3 EB B ES 225 = z 

G5 HE id Ri rs. wie surveyors, 
Reigate; or or Mr. KIR Tigewood) Epsom. The tenant, Mr. 
ZXEWS, will show the PA farm. 

NURSERY BUSINESS, WITH SMALL CAPITAL., - 
| "iba BE LET, and may be entered upon at Michaelmas 

Npgl5Xt on very advantageous terms, about Four Acres oí 
D RSERY GROUND, in a good situation, "ith a suitable 
Welling-house on it, ess has been established many , Years, ittention of any industrious 

qum Y With a small capital. y be taken at à valua- 
ford; ford, TEREI to Mr, HUMBERT, pei End Auctioneer, Wat- 

i N TO OWNERS AND OCOUPIERS OF ESTATE 

i ILLIA BULLOCK WEBSTER, of Founded 
at ear Ri Drais RG er a. Her N Majesty, 

Osborne, Isle of Wight; the in Ti 
Wa Pipe Machine Goplicapie to making Bricka); also A new 
"chine for taking roots an: 

ers his assistance as a aithoroug) h actical man t Dando rds 
9 may require information on any y abiat conniested. with 

ainage of their Estates. '—P.S.—Land drained ata fixed 
-per Vus E pail expense. 

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES. 
PSLEY PELLAT A Faleon Glass 

EEA Wo orks, Holland. ppan p , are regelt to CIPUE 
a 100 Bet feet), S 

OWN GEASS OF BEST QUALITY, at the P following Net Cash Prices — 
© Any size nnder 40 ins. long. Per square foot, 

13 oF weight per foot  .. ^. ae? dd. 16 z * [eui die ad pire dg 21 on M 5 Made COTON e 
26 o: 

Suae i, "sitas up to 10ins. by Sins., from 1. to 3d. per 

N.B. he 16 oz. is full strength for Greenhouses, 
Gre EN MILK PANS, very strong, 36s. pe oZ., i! 
per Or 3s, 6d, each, PROPAG ATING GLASSES White, | 
GLagy 9" from 2s. 6d. to 24s. per dozen, ducum R] H ASSES from 6d. to 4s. each. GRAPE SHADES, with holes, 
ved. t0 28. 6d, each, FISH BOWLS, from 1s. 6d, cach.— 
ees ILELLATR d Co., Falcon Glass Works, Holland-street, Ackfria 

* 

ratus in Engl land, Seotland, and Ireland, 
for many noblemen e gentlemen, and have had the honour 
to be employe Hortieultural Society of London, in 
executing the works of their splendid D erected at 

. BAILEY also construct in metal all Cee of 
Torticultural Buildings ber Sashes, and invite Noblemen, 

emen, and to the inspection of their various 

drawings and models, i 272, Holborn, where they have the 
opportunity of exhibiting, amon t other metal wor! ks, an ex- 
tremely complete and convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, 
adapted for the continued supply of hot water, and an arrange- 

nt of the oven more complete than has hitherto been br ought 
(STA the pul 

D. and E. Bamey were the first to introduce metallic cur- 
vilinear houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the 
servatory attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, 
besides many others in this ¢ ARR and on the Continent, 

D. and E. BAILEY have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic 
Plant € Protectors: which are now ready for M delivery ; 
they beg to introduce to publie notice a new Trough Pipe, for 
Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is ORE GEI or 
at intervals, required, and which may be seen at their Manu- 
factor 

Q'TEPHENSON an AND CO., agp , Gracechurch- street, 
ondon, and 17, New ne ik Southwark, Inventors 

and Manufacturers of the Improved CONICAL and DOUBLE 
CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, respectfully solicit the attention of 
scientific Horticulturists to their much approved method of 
applying the Tank system to Pineries, Propagating Houses, 
&e., by “which Atmospheric heat as well as m heat is se- 
cured to any RM degree, without the aid eee or flues. 

& Co, have also to state that at the request of numerous 
Serda MS ae aoe making their Boilers of Iron, as well as 
Copper, by eae the cost is reduced. These Boilers, which 
are now so REY scarcely require NUS ion, but to 
those who nave on seen them in operation, prospectuses mi 
be forwarded, às well as d of the Se authority ; 
they may be seen at most of the e Nobility’ s Seats and princi fal 
Nurseriés throughout me kingd 

beg i toin n the T. PE that at their Manufactory 
in New Park-street, ev BE article required for the construction 
of Horticultural Buildings, Kid well as for heating them, may be 
obtained upon the most advantageous ten 
ee ae) &c. of Tion or Wood, eri igote upon the most 

ornamentaldesigns. Balconies, Palisading, Field and Garden 
Fences, Wire Work, &c. &c. Mui wi 

ERUVIAN AND BOLIVIAN GUANO ON 
dey BY THE ONLY IMPORTERS, 

TONY GIBBS anv SONS, LONDON 
Wm. JOSEPH MYERS awp 00., "LIVERPOOL ; 

And by their Agents 
GIBBS, BRIGHT, "AND €0., LIVERPOOL pur BRISTOL; 

COTSWORTH, PO WELL, AND PRYOR, LONDON. 
To protect themselves ONU thei injurious consequenter of 

using inferior xA spurious pue. purchasers are recom- 

mended to apply 3d s of established character, or to 
the bovatas ipotek who will supply the article in any 
eri at their fixed pr ring it irom the Import 

rehou es. 
es, deli 

za 

to s YUANO.—For § Sale, a a fine dry C. Ja argo, in in lo 
the Fa x particulars, apply to Mr. PUR wi 

Austin-fr 

py IMPROV 

n, or the Field. The com: 
fad per ick near Southampt Pob: 

postu BOILERS.— These excellent Boilers, 
ADU by JouN es Esq., are made of various sizes 

by Jonn Suewen, Ironmonger, dub They are spunea: ble to all kinds of apparatus, and are in use at Messrs. Lod- 
diges’, Hackney; Messrs. Chandler’s, Vauxhall; 
Rollisson’s, Tooting ; Mr. Pontey’s, Plymouth ; Mr, Henderson’s 
lament “place ; ices in din the Ho I oronltural Society's eese ens. 

he Trade supplied on advantageous terms, ENJAMIN FowLER, Engineer, &c., 63, Dorset-street, omes. London. 

(JRNAMENTAL TILES for Floors, Walls, &c., of Greenhouses, Conservatories, Garden Terraces; Venetian, e, in EVERY VARIETY. Hague, 
PARKER and W S, eee Blackfriars, ae 
Agents to Nero" MINTO & CO., the Patentees, of Stok 
upon-Trent. Also i s of the. PORCELAIN BUTTONS, 
cheaper and e durable than Mother-o’-Pearl, &c. 

CHEAP AND DURABLE ROOFING. 

BY HER ROYAL LETTERS 

MAJESTY'S PATENT. 
5s rs 

FS M‘NEILL & pd of Lamb's Buildings, Bunhill- 
. sa London, the Manufacturers and only Patentees òf 

HE ASPHALTED nerd FOR ROOFING 
Houses, Varn Buildings, Shedding, Workshops, and for 
Garden purposes, to protect Plants from Frost. 

At the Great National Agricultural Shows, it is this Felt 
which has peen exhibited and obtained the Prize, and is the 
Felt patroniz 

o NS, GENT’S PARK, 
And òn the Estates of the Dukes of Sutherland, Norfolk, Rut- 
land, Neweastle: Northumberland, Buecleugh (at ae 
the late Earl Sp! of tne Nobility and Gentry 
and ie tie Raval, “lori ral "Sootety' s House, Hanover-square, 

half the price of any other description of R Roofing, and 
effects a great saving of Timber in the construction of Roofs. 
Made to any length by 32 inches wide. 

ONE PENNY PER SQUARE Foor. 
*,* Samples, with Directions for its Use, and Testimonials 

of seven years’ experience, with references to Noblemen, Gen- 
tlenien, ARI AT and Builders, sent free to any part Of the 
town or mee ry, and orders ost executed. 

c e Public is respectfully [oe that the only Works 

HENW 
| Oxford-streef, near Hyde-park. 

in Great tiis where the UE Roofin, ng is ma de, are 
» MN EILL & CO/S 

Patent Felt Manufa ‘factory, Lamb's-buildings, P RUN D 
London, where Roofs covered with the dion e seen, as 
also the new Vice-Chancellor's Court, he p^ assages and 
Offices at the entrance to Westminster Hall, E other BEN 
ings at the New Houses or PIED done under the Sur veyorship of Charles Barry, 
Note. —Consumers sending diss o e Factory can be sup- 

plied in lengths best suited to uu Rook, so that they pay for 
no more than they requi re. 

que SUMMER RIDE OR. ‘PROMENADE, — ithe 
uliar virtues of C. & A. OLDRIDGES B. ALM OF 

COLUMBIA completely 
ladies in preserving their 1s 
gorates the hair that tresses, previously the ML and most 
destitute of curl, rapidly acquire a igo which maintains in 
permanent ringlets the head-dress of the most persevering 
votary of the ball- room, the ride, or the promenade. ter t] 
minerals and vegetables of the old world have been com- 
pounded in all imagina! ways in fruitless attempts to dis- 
Cover so important deratum, we are indebted to the 
western hemisphere for far nishing the basis of Oldridges Balm 
of Columbia. efficacy of which in preserving, strengthening, 
and renewing Ai e DC oed uus iy among 

removes the difficult 
afte: 

all civilised nations. ,, Its restorative virtues ane indeed. gpro- 
its 

ly bald 
Ww 

verb, and the most satisfactor 
in reproducing hair upon eum Mor wise hope 
may be examined.at the. office of the pr prietors, Eo 
lington-street, Strand, London, where the Balm 

38. 6d., 65., and 11s. per bottle ; no other s areg 
Sold by jail respectable Chemists, Perfumers, and 8t 

te idges Ba alm,” 1, Wellington-street, the se 
from the Stra 

A PERFECT SUBSTITUTE FOR § SIL VET 
most effective imitation is in the Spoons 1 

havo a body of real Silv he B 
pri drm and durable are these, that 

show that they were not real Si end “they do not 
Se ede nte ofthe money s would 

be paid for real will buy these “things oftener 
are wanted, Prices ot British TE with ren a ash er: 
Table-spoons, [per dozen * 

» 1L 

G 

nd house 

R.—The 
k 

r pa ; Sauce-la 
e Sug eres each, iau : 

Knives; cach 1L. Th manufactured exclusively fo 
MECHI, 4, Leadénhall.street, near tie India Hon ES 
money will be returned io any purchaser who disapproves TH ment of Plated Fruit and Dessert 
Knives, real § Foods, Table Cutle; nall Cut- 
ler other matters ONE with housekeeping 2, of which Catalogues may be had gratis 

OWER-POTS AND 
crea MORTLOCK, 250, € 

t announces. ibat he has a very lar 
jl various colours, ang solici 

cc fea af 
ARE at the lo 
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Wir. James's New Work. 

In a few days will be published, in 3 vols., post 8vo, price 1/, 11s, 6d. , 

HEIDELBER G: A RoMANOCE. 
Bx G. P. R. JAMES, Eso.. 

Author of “ The Stepmother ;” *'TheSmuggler;? “Arrai Neill,” &c, &c. 

LONDON: SMITH, ELDER, AND CO., 65, CORNHILL. 

EUGENE SUE'S NEW NOVEL. 

ARPIN THE FOUNDLING ; on, THE ADvEN- 
ES OF A VALET-DE- CEDERE, appe: ars regularly in the 

FAMILY HERALD, the most popular Periodical of the day.— 
new Part, price 6d., contains also, The Nieces—A Wedding 

feces Ri ioninsky, by 'rances Brown—The Pilot, and tiir 
highly interesting Tales, with a variety of instructive and en- 

rtaining reading for the intelligent and reflecting.—All Book- 
sellers iud News-agents sell the FAMILY HERALD. 

TO AMATEURS OF MUSIC. NOW READY. 
HE Ue es HERALD, Parts 1, 2, 3, and 4, 
price only 10d, each, consisting of select Vocal and Instru- 

mental Music: us entertaining and instructive Musical Litera- 
ure. Edited by G. HOGARTH, Es. The cheapest of the Musi- 

cal Works hitherto published are REA ep ata e 
the price of the MustcAL HERALD. erage, the 
admired Airs and choice Pieces will not sound to One Farthing 
each. Published also in Weekly Numbers, ee Twopence, To 
be had of all B. aud Ni g the 
United Ki ngdom. 

PRICE FOURPENCE OF ANY BOOKSELLER. i 

NTENTS or tue NUMBER ror SATURDAY 
Tu AUGUST 15, OF 

HE ATHENAUM, 
JOURNAL Es Me AND d MA Lurenaruns, 

ENCE, AND THE FINE A 

OE. four Large Quarto Pa 

Reviews or, WITH EXTRACTS FROM- 
Memoirs xd Principal Actors | Visit to „the Antipodes, with 

in Play a Sojourn 
J. R Collier. Printed for n Aus 
Shakspeare Society. meat fous nears in ee 

Edited by E. ne Republic. By Col. J 

Warburton, Esq. King. 

Christianity in various As- | Father D; 

pects, from Birth of Ohrist | Popular Fallacies "EU 
to French Revolution. By| General Interests. 

Quinet, translated by C. Frederick Bastiel. With 
Cocks. Notes, by G. R. Porter, Esq. 

HE “GARDENERS’ CHRONICLE” WANTED, 
for JANUARY 10th, 1816.—Address to WILEY & PUTNAM: 

6, Waterloo-] As Pall-mall, 

MILES ON THE HORSE’S FOOT. 
This D is uon a New Edition, royal 8vo, with 

gravings, price 7s., 0 
pes HORSE'S" FOOT, and How to Keep it Sound, 

ILLIAM MILES, Esq. 
“Our author combines a clear head with a kind heart and a 

vein of quiet humour : he handles with equal dexterity | hammer 
and scapel, pen qm pencil paint-brush and engraver's tools 
working and writing with a firm hand, his language is so plain 
that even those who ride may read and understand.”—Quar- 
terly Review, 

London : : LONGMAN, Brown, GREEN, and Lonamans. 

Just published, fep. 8vo, ius the tg Edition, corrected and 
rov 

IVERS'S ROSE AMA TEUR’S GUIDE; con- 
taining ample Descriptions of all the fine leading Varie- 

ties of Roses, regularly UNDE m their respective families ; 
their History and Mode of Qi 

** Mr. Rivers is the best anthony on the cultivation of the 
Rose.” ’—Gentleman’s Magazine. 

London : LONGMAN, Brows, | GREEN, and LoNGMANS. 

“GROUSE AND PAR TRIDGE SHOOTING. 
One very thick epe illustrated with many 600 Engravings 

n Wood, 8vo, 50s. clot) 
N EN CYOLOPAEDLE oF RURAL SPORTS 
Aniotading Hunting, ES Shooting, Fishing, Em 

&c, &c. By D. P. BLAINE, 
“A perfect library for Ate ives of country sports, for all 

country gentlemen, and for all persons who delight in the 
manly and healthy recreations which are afforded as the inha- 

bitants of no pes in ird perfeetion as to the inhabitants of 
the British Isle n 

Lond ona Roni GREEN, and LONGMANS. 

n a few days will be published, post 8vo, 10s. 6d. 

BSERV Aue als IN NATURAL HISTORY; 
WITH A CALENDAR OF PERIODIC eer C. 
By the Rev. yn Ns JENYNS, M.A L.S 

London: Jons VAN Voorsr, 1, aiat TOW. 

O ADVERTISERS. — DOUGLAS JERROLD'S 
WEEKLY NEWSPAPER, owing to the number RU 

is obliged to be put to press for the first edition early on Frit 
et and consequently Ed cannot be fiae 
0 as to circulate in the whole of t] ression, unless received 

before Six o'clock on the Thursday pro 
Office, 169, Strand. 

A New Edition o! 

SINTOSH’S PRACTICAL GARDENER AND 
MODERN HORTICULTURIST, in 1 vol., 972 pages, 

closely printed, with upwards of 300 Wo odeuts ; MEN: the 
latest and most approved mode of managing the Kitchen, 
Fruit, and Sus Gardens, the Greenhouse, Exe Con- 
servatory, , for every Month in the Year. By CHARLES 
MʻINTOSH, of Dalkeith Palace. Neatly E in cloth, 215. ; 
with specimens of choice flowers coloured, 2 

** The labour and experience of a life devotes to the science 
of Horticulture are now presented to the public."— Vide Au- 
thor's Preface. 

London: THOMAS KELLY ; SIMPKIN, MARSHALL, & Co., 
and all Booksellers, 

Wirn SHORTER NOTICES OF— — 
Gastronomnie Hioyeneceior. By | Latin Tyros Guide. By G. 

. Soyer. son. pru 
Language i in Relation to Com- | Revenge. By R. Bedingfield, 

ce, &c., England's As- E 

Gea: ‘and the World’s uO ot È Musician. By 

The ees Students of Gray’s Inn, ze Guido, is Geography, &e, 
. Hu ughes, Bsq. C. Bu 

rhe onies Visi 

Originali Papers 

NUN of E 

Spring.” By T. Js v opm British 

Mr. Shepherd and The Athenaum— Castle c of "Litieboriie. 

Our Weekly Gossip. Discovery EI. Professor Schonbein 
—Results of Dr. Leichardt’s Expedition— Testimonial to 
Mr. Waghorn—Asylum for Destitute Females on Discharge 
pu E aries S iation for Promoting Cleanliness amon, 

o, Hospital of University College—Meeting 
of L 

R 

READFUL HAIL-STORM.— At a 
EETING, held at the 

street, une Vith of August, 1816, 
His Royal Highness ven ier a €. AMBIEDSE, K.G., 

It was moved by J. 
Esq., and carried unanimously, 
the Nurserymen, Florists, 

NES : 

ood of the Metropolis sustained, in ponseaue ence of the dre: 

ful hail-storm on our 

warmest sympathy, and demand all our efforts to alleviate the 
distress occasioned there! 

It was moved by J. Coo’ 
and carried sa EE m 
commenced, and a fund raised for the relief of the sufferers.” 

Messrs. Scott and Co., an: 
Bankers, be requested to receive A ASA 5 

It was moved by W. A. Coo 
Hudson, Esq., si carried unanimously; “That James Cook, 
Esq., of. Mincing-lane, be appoi 

It was moved by Captai vue seconded by Robert 
Wrench, Esq., and carried. WE o A 

"sx E the Right Hon. the d May 
J Hawes, 

* Allnutt, pU B Clapham 
ide id vu Esq., M.D., New- 

J. T Sodik Esq., M.D., Ken- 
on 

J. Bright, Esq., B 
F penam Esq., B. 
J-Copp: Ie Bg ̂olevelasd row 

, Bsd., N. peus 
W. Davis, Esq., St. P aul's-ch-yd 
be a Coi 
whom subscriptions will be than! 

The thanks ofthe Meeting were 
Lord Mayor, for his kindness in 
his Royal Highness the Du 

descension in taking the 
criptions wi 

Bankers, the Treasure! 
J. T. NEVILLE, Ebenezer I 
E. R. CUTLER, ‘97, E 

He, Esa, seconded by R. Seldon, Esq. 

mittee, with power to ada to their number ; by any of 

ke of Cambridge, for his kindness 
and sympathy with the objects of the meeting, and for his con- — 

ill be receiyed by any of the Puncta 
r, the Committee, or Secretar 

PUBLIC 
London Tavern, Bishopsgate 

e Chait 

0n f laon dau by W. T. Iff, | 
“That the severe losses which 

ardeners in the neighbour- 

August inst. call for 

a Public Subscription be now 

nd Messrs, Young 

Esq., seconded by Robert 

nted Treasurer. 

low, Es. “ining ane 
Jeffs, ngton-oyal 

T, Pring, E PK sanin ton 
comm 

M. S Esq., Park-road, 
Stockwell 

us pana Esq., South 
;amb. 

R. Sedes. sc, Lendenhallst 
c Ww. Traher, Esq., Whit 

yar 

re ENS MODEM & 
he Right Hon. i M 

standing the meeting, and to — 

roue Peckham, Honorary 

- Committee Rooms, Horns Tavern, ont gtd: 

The following Subscriptions were announced at the Meeting! 

—Leg 
of Dc Sono d 
Association—The Late e de EE Leu—Prizes of Pa 
Academy of Rageripiong, &c. ongress of Italian N TE 
ralists—Roman Railways—Foreign Gossip: Mont Blanc. 

Fine Arts.—Trowel used by Prince Albert at Liverpool— 
Tihog of Pio IX Institute of Fine A 

ine Art Gossip. Enlargement of Buckingham Palace— 
Sale of Campana Collection of Coi &c.—Sale of Mr, 
Haydou's DEM Sketches, Cor -Robbery of Mr. Gwilt 
—Discovery in Romo— Bust of Louis Bonaparte. 

Music and The QDigthurd y "pes J; "od 

Gentes eme A a 
Order The Athenceum of any Bookseller. 

Price Sixpence, EEGI Wy post. 

The 3Raíltoap Chronicle 
Of Gee bis 15, contains articles on 

EVENTS GAUGE ver eee OF 
SELECT € CONNTETEN. ‘ox RAILWAY ON— 

KINNAIRD'S TER- MANCHESTER CHAM- 
BER Tor COMMERCE ND BOARD OF TRADE-—POSI. 
TION AND PROSPECTS OF LONDON AND GREAT 
WESTERN. 

REPORTS OF MEETINGS.—Great Western—Northern and 
CHEQUE Maldon, Witham, and Braintree—Hitchin 
and yston (late Cambridge and Oxford) —Birmingham and 
[ore me Bering dun anal and Stour Valley—Chester 
and Rem Ooty D. Southern and Western (ireland) 
Belfast and County Down—Meeting of 
Arm or Dissolve. 

OFFICIAL PAPERS. — Report from Select Committee on 
Railway Acts Enactments—Great Western: Directors’ an 
Engineer's Reports, and Statement of Accounts—Northern 
and Eastern: Directors’ Report and Statement of Accounts 
—London and Brighton: Lge: Fe cae acta Di- 
rectors’ Report and Statement of Accow 

eem pie RAILWAYS. Further Extracts from Mr. 
Simms's Ri 

RAILWAY LITERATURE, —Cochrane’s Way to make Rail- 
ad Shares Popular, TO: 

PARLIAMENTARY PROCEEDINGS, — Committees on Op. 
posed Bills—Gauge Regulation Bill—Progress of Works— 

ETCALFE & CO/S NEW PATTERN TOOTH- 
BRUSH and SMYRNA SPONGES.—The Tooth-Brush 

thei ees advantage of searching thoroughly into the 
di ofthe teeth, imn cleaning them in the most extra- 
OFHBRET ANE amous for the hairs not coming 
loose—ls. uM Clothes Brush, that cleans in a third 
art of the E time, and incapable of i injuringt the finest nap. 
enetrating Hair-| -brushes, with the durable Rus- 

SE 

Future Prospects—The “ Spec- 
tator" on the Parcels” A ees the Brighton, 
Lewes, and Hastings—Iron Trade—Mee ings— Tenders for 
Loans—Contracts— Dividends— Calls— Deposit Returned— 
Transfer Books Closed— Correspondents — 
Share Lists— Foreign ditto—Money Market. Paris Letter— 
A Step towards Uniformit ty 
—Interest on French Shares—Gossip of (Hen Weck 

Order Railway Chronicle of any Newsvender, 
sian bristles, which do not soften like common hair. Flesh 
Brushes of improved graduated and powerfulfriction, Velvet 
Brushes which actin the most surprising and successful man- 
ner. The genuine Smyrna Sponge, with its preserved valuable 
properties of absorption, vitality, and durability, by means of 
direct importations, dispensing with al sree ata pares 
profits and. destructive bleaching, and securing the luxury of a 
genuine up n Songo Un METCALFE & en s Sole Es- 

t, Sd door from Holles-street, 
E Beware. of us pate “ From Metcalfe’s,” adopted 

are issued, or either of thi x two next days (Sunda; ‘Hot boni counted), By ort PRA dum Dir E y 5 
ES À, SONDAN Secretary. 

a Aee Ns ODONTO, ‘or? PEARL DENTI- 
1 'E,'patronised by Her "MAJESTY, H.R.H. Prince 

AE thé cr Du and the several Courts of Europe. 
RAGRANT WHITE POWDER, prepared from Orienta 

EH for preserving; and 
radieates the factitious formation o: cleansing the teeth, 

sweetness and perfume to the breath, bestowing at once clean- 
liness and the vabperance and reality of health, Price 2s. 9d. 
per por dutyi in 

Oa NTO. protect the public from fraud, the Hon. Com- 
er EA of Her Majesty’s Stamps have authorised the Pro- 

hem, ots | by Perfumers and Che: 
* All others are SPURIOUS IMITATIONS, 

His Royal Highness the — Dan Esq. 
1 0 Edinburg h .£5 0 0 

The p Hon. the R. H. Solly, Esq. 500 
ord Mayor + 10 10 0|Richard Gibbs, Esq. 5 5 0 

oF A gt to xis Carstairs, Esq., 
= +20 0°0 220 
The of 2 2 € 
theGardeners' Chron. 10 10 0 Sandila: nds, Esq. 2 2 
James Cook, Esq. .. 10 10 0| John Bright, Esq. .. 2 2 
John Allnutt, Esq .. 10 10 0| J. Chapman, E mun 
Messrs. J. A. Hender- R. Seldon, Esq. o E 

son Company 10 10. 0 < Iliff, Esq. .. 2 2 
Messrs.Batt& Rutley 10 10 0 | R. Obbard, Esq. 2 2 
Mr. J. Smith, Dalston i 0.0 Clarke, Esq. ee 99 
B. Hawes, Es m 32 0. 0|J.Bushell Esq. ... 2 0 

. S. Scholey, Esq. 1010. 0 | Me. John Lighton .. 1 1 
Charles Webb, Et 10 10 0} Rev. F. G. Grossman pI 
Mrs. Marryat 0 0 Lak 
Herman Sillem, sa. 500 Tub 

orge Wardell .. 3 0 0 T 
John Taber, Esq. .. 2 2 0 TCU 
ichard Mosely ve TRIS 0 TT 

Coo; , Esq. 5 5 0 Bosh 
Robert Barelay Esq. 5 5 0 "unt 

ssrs. Lawson aud Thos. Southey, E; ix 
Son, Edinburgh .. 5 5 0| T.J, Pring, Les lol 

Messrs. Booth & Son, Mr. M. J, Webber 2 2 
Hamburgh 5 5 0/2 . Frase! 55 

Robert Hudson, Esq. 5 5 0|S. Rucker, Esq. .. 10 10 
WilliamTrahar, Esq. 5 5 0| J. Brown, "Esq. $22 
James Coppock, Esq. 5.5 0| Mr. J. Fel NET. 
J.C, Weatherley, Esq. 5 5 0 Mr. J. Matthews -> 0 10 
Captain James La- T. Mi NAM 2 2 
mont, R.N. 0 50 2 2 

Messrs.JacobWrench 22 
and Sons 1010 0 l 

Messrs. Abad Wood died 
and Sons QE eg 0. 1 

Mr. J. Bell, Norw vich 5 5 0 10 

Messrs. Hurst dod TU 
M'Mullen .. VOR A) 55 

F. Fraser, Esq. 5 5 0 55 
Messrs. H. Low & ex 5 5 0| Messrs. Weeks and 

500 ay m DIR 
Messrs. anes and E. Beck, Esq. ou) 

Braddoe! + 5 0 hin 2v rM 

psrons and DEPOSITORS act WORKING 
MO LS and of other Specimens of 

well as the Visitors of the ROYAL POLY TECHNIC INSTITU- 
TION) are M M 
their anxiou: 
TRATORi in MECITAN IOS, pis 

the, Visitors the Principles and Uses o; 
clearness and simplioity, De Aeaee 

BLEGTRIG TELEGRAPH, as well as other objects of present 
interest. The be: ati “Opiieal Instruments, &c, &c.— Admis- 
sion 1s. ; Schools, Half- pute 

seful Arts (85 i 

that. the Directors EDT jven 

MON: 
ore. ‘duty ma Beto: ee ain t@ — 

he above £ Specimens y 

now comprise th? 

Es 
ETS TEE OS O0. 

HE RAJAH or "TRAVANCORE AND HOLLO: 

Holloway was honoured wit] 
pots of Hollo 
Royal Highness the Rajah, or 

will be E under the superintendence of his non phy- 
loway’s Ointment is sold all over India, bi sician. Hollo 

certain Cure for Ulcers, ibus 
of Twenty Years' standing ; 
prietor, p Strand, London, an 

way’s Ointment vee om no alan a personage nd his 

reigning Sovereign of Tr 

d through due eminent firm of eaten J. Soak Dara audi Co. 
The 
ard 

PHOSPHORIC RAT POISON.—This ae 
is offered to the Public with the greatest confidence, bein! 

poisons contaj aining arsi s 

is most greedily eaten by rats and mice Es 
decidedly superior to all those 
other minerals, I| 
ong 
struction, Prepared only uy EDWA 
Blackfriars, London, 
at 4s., 88., and 20s, each, 

in pots, with fall directions for 

enic aD! 

in 
e-streeb RD Punsen, 40, Bridges, — 

IR x Mutiwer Evans xs, of No. 7, C. 
the county of. Middlesex, | Printers, 

thePrecinot of Whitefriars, in the City of London; 
at the Office, No.5, Charles- 
den, in the said cow 

ES ES EE E 3x | 38 d 
4 $ E 5 A z x3 E E ee eS EE zoh-row, Stoke | Weinen vto 

ir ofa in EE and nis by vem. 
St. Paul's, 

Zand Comm 

w 
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INDEX. 

PES peus tr ur SOL e | Mangold Wurzel tops as fosd 502 
aH. all ja price of, 'anuce, salt B8 c 

585a, t87a | Manuta, dem: ans rope moat 
f= Foo, sid qt + = 5890 by 689 a 
Aly Datis ics - = 588b p e landa, to beal up - 585 b 
i lo ment ie - 587 b | Pears for a west wail 584 c 

(m me, popi - 580 ù | Peel, Sic Robert, proposed pre: 
à Otanical specimena, tn 6x > 68: e| _ sent fo E82 ¢ 
Calendar, Hor icul-ur-1 I gaa ¢ | Pige, manngeme b 

ndian, receipts for — Potatoes as ford for £83 b 
E king 583 b Eins growing, Hamil tenian 

eiu, fed for hostes - 583 b| system of 579 c 
Ope in Ess - = BBBa golmaisa heating - 580 b 

ID retatio t 590 b | Potato disease. - e gi 588a 
= mos: benefited by farm- — causa of - 508 a 

Dalaga, JTA mi soa | — copper smoke a preven: 
pies. iube + Ma tion of E82 c 
SPHngron Farmers” Club Pots rks 5:8 c 

soning crops — healthy from diseased sets 58l-c 

ge. Crops ii . 588a | — ifo d for pigs 588 b 
Pomi R.preütsof - im a, - advantage i of pulling ha 
fed, Indian Corn as, 683 b, haul o Bae a 
= Mungela Würzd tops as = in north of eina | - o. BR 

H for pigs, Potatoes ss — - 588 b Primroses = 580 b 
Puis Ve price c of - 583 ¢| Radish, large - bal c 
puilitree bordes 5 Rigas ta Cottage Gardeners? 

uus : 79 ocio 79a 
Soie Ty Dec remedy que» E sR C 582a 
Ga i - 583 c| Saltasm - 588c 
Ga tcr - Hc Bonnie Whi = bB87 c 

oe are lande, t a ier up - 685 otra ge dtes è 
Silrorm, the e lat TS ee -hall fai > E 
aing, Helm = 580b asp traps > 5j 
Hone cepa of - seza | Wheat, decay in 3 
Hunde noticed — - 583 — in Shropshire 
E ates, food mmis 
au sae m m anch Winter flowe 

Wirewormpreventónof — 258b e 
Ninatio wes 

HE GRAND ANNUAL DAHLIA SHOW OF 
THE M ERO ran SOCIETY will take Bis in the 

Splendid grounds of th dy jim City-roa 
a Monday, September 14th, Puce ME a Class. 
pobedules: and Tickets Is. each, atte the holders o. remain 
Ga, the whole of the evening, may be "ha e Gardeners’ 
gazette Office, 420, Strand ; and the friends of ECEUBS will 

ne the same Evening. Tickets, 5s. 6d. 

m OPEN TO ALL ENGLAND. 
IHE NU SOUTHEND FLORAL AND HON: 

to the amount of Fifi 
TAS, STOVE and @REENHO USE TL ANTS, FRU 

and Y EGET ABLES. All particulars may be obtained Mr 
duet JAMESJonDAN, Secretary, Southend. 

BEAUTIFUL ORCHID. 
A. BALSTON has to offer a few plants at 5 guineas 
b of GALEANDRA BOCARIIT, blooms of which have 
been M to Dr. LiNDLEY, who pronounces.it the true 
Variety of this extrem ely rare and beautiful plant, 

Poole Nursery, Dorset, 

RIED PLANTS FROM CHINA.—A few sets of 
the sea ABLE DRIED PLANTS collected in China 

by Mr. ay si 1 

HEWARD, dem Es Young -street, Kensington, London. 

them are many new and rare species scarcely known to Euro- 

peans. 

[Dye PLANTS FROM MEXICO.—A Few § Sets 
of the "i Ra U UI DRIED PLANTS, collected in Mex- 

ico by Mr. ` may still be procured by emping io, Me 

PAMPLIN, Botanical Apo. Frith-street, 0, 

among them are many rare species scarcely i to d 

Botanists. 

p SEEDLING | PBLARGONIUMS OF 1844 
1845. 

escriptive Gilon m. f the above, with directions for 

inei: cultivation, may be had in exchange for 4 postage-stamps. 

Worton Cottaze, Isleworth. 

ARDENIA WHITFIELDII. 

OUIS VAN HOU TTE'S Nursery, GHENT, 
Strong Plants ..... £1 

With one over d every th ‘three ta ‘taken’ by the trade. 

ELGIUM. 

LADIOLUS GANDAVENSIS. 

J| EH? VAN HOUTTE'S Nursery, Guent, BELGIUM. 
Very strong Bulbs, 

Per E ie è. £015 0 
110 0 

100 410 0 

The usual 

NEW SEEDLING STRAWBERRIES. 

MYATT & SONS have selected from their stock 
vof seedlings the following varieties, which are now ready 

for uae 
Myatt’: B 5 NORE: large and Due flavour, per 100 30s. 

SM [anori very lar » 30s. 
'ROLIFIC, CR aad erent bearer 35 is. 

NUS s SEEDLING, early 21s. 

e above selection are inis distinct, and well worth the 

mu of growers. 
Early orders will UE strong pne. for fruiting next 

season.—Manor Farm, I 29. 

DOUBLE COT NARCISSUS, 35. 

Te EAS d begs to Bors tie carly P arrival 'of his 
aB f 

tees Warehouse 83, m n Adler stest, 
square, facing he Chapel. The DOUBLE Ri 
most t of all thes Narcissus, onde F planted immediately, 
will eum E Christm: ted lists, with prices, jam 

and description of the REI of Hyacinths, may be 
postage free, on application. 

NEW PLANTS. 
n ASSI: VEITCH AND Son ean now supply strong 
a and well-established PLANTS of the DOM. viz. i= 

ROSES—GREAT BERKHAMPSTEAD, HERTS. 

ESSRS. LANE anv SON'S Collection of Autumnal 
ROSES are now in FULL BLOOM, and the admirers of 

Hi A Queen of all Flowers may oceupy five or six hours very de- 
d Best in going over their extensive Rosery: 

INE | PLANTS of | various sorts, perfectly CEN 
ES healthy, and wellrooted, may be had on application to 

ILLIAM. Davis, Green-street, Marlboro’-road, Chelsea, 

SCOTTISH PLANTS. 

W GARDINER, Overgate, Dundee, has just pre- 
e o Sa a pd packets of DRIED PLANTS, including 
nany varietic each, 250 Specimens, carefully named 
and loea aneda E due will be necessary. 

Also, a few copies o: 

TWENTY LESSONS ON BRITISH OSEE 2s. 6d. 
BOTANICAL RAMBLES IN BRAEMA 
Third VR of CA’ OGUE OF BRITISH rosses, 2d. 
And CAT d OF BRITISH B e 

e above can be sent by 
T few more subse ibers can be admitted for the FLORA OF 
" ORE ARSHIRE. Subscription, 10. ; or 21., with the 150 spe- 
imens mounted in a fol folio volume, 

UTHIL FS PREPARED STRAWBERRY 
y. PLANTS. M. British Queen, Keen's Seedling, and 
S plants, either for planting in pots or 
p per Mu out. Warranted to beara good ca next year, 5s 

3 at "12. per dozen. 
ae “the ADOS will be in fine order to be sent out the 1st of Sep- 
Pa Mber, —Direct to JAMES Curat, Florist and Forcer, Cam- 
erwell, n. near London. 

O THE PLANTERS OF ENG: 
. TRUE HIGHLAND HDI RU. PINE TREE, AT 

J AMES GRIGOR, Norssryman, Norwich, begs to 
ei l at he is now selling young plants of the above valu- 
sa tine Tree at the undermentioned. prices. The present 

ae nt time to transplant allthe sizes, except the small- 
E hich Lure not yet completed their gr owth. hen planted 

f they furnish themselves with new roo: ots, and are thus 
ly et established before the winter comes on. 

s1to?2 InoHes . .. per eat f 
ED 3 to m m m 
» 4to6. ,, (transplanted) 3» 10 o 
ree GOR 05 ince ee 180 
»  8tol0,, PU AN ENS EU ARIA 
» 101012, Boe de 

^ very strong) be 100—4 0 
inest picked plants, 1j to 2 feet loz—3 0 “ rd 

I very Geena Sp admire the Highland Pine, and am very 
d to you for ROSTER my attention to trees of such 
ke of Newea. 

orwich,, eh 39, 1940. 

obbianu: 2 2 0 

E pulcher se e 20/9500 
radieans «+ 220 

Balsamina latifolia .. E 0 10 6 

Gyrtoceras multiflora MORS. 1H 6 
Cuphea cordata. vs m E Ee E K AN i 

Epacris ardentissima m m .. 015 0 

magnifica .. m m SUR DOR) 

Gardenia Be ie 56 Seine Le): 
hiti Acidi . m a M » 

t Pee nae DH on 

* This plantis ofa dwarf, conr ‘thabit MN. im bright 

g AOS Me of Leschenaultia 

biloba. The usual A to the T: i 
Select Catalogues of DT i and Seeds can Gis had on pre-paid 

application. —Exeter, Aug. 2 

AND J. DAIRIN NURSERYMEN, Stu i 

e pear Haverhill, Suffolk, beg to offer the following AU- 

TUMNAL ROSES, strong plants, on their own roots, in pots, 

Gol paid to London, at 18s. mee dozen 

of Gold, Le Reine, W: liam Tessa, Madame Laffay, 

Mrs. "Bot, Due de Aumale, Julie Dupont, Cramoisie supe- 

rieure, Napoleon, Mrs. Bos: sanquet, À “Marlin, Barbot, Bougere, 

Pauline Plantier, Elise Sauy age, Mansias, Silene, Triomphe de 

Luxembourg, Pactolus , Bouquette de Flore, Phonix, , Queen, 

Sou de la Malmaison, Pierre St. Cyr, &c. &c. &c. 

..... Orders, with a remittance, Lesen: attended 

"FUCHSIA “ CORALLIN 
jeder PINCE, SR Co., will me out stro ong 

and exceedingly | beautiful 

tube and pepas, are, Ein a bright So Scarlet colour, he elses 
rolla is a deep 

soniensis.” 

y that Society for Seedling Paone a and was greatly ad- 

s i he Gardeners’ Chronicle 
aano Gardeners’ Journal? will NY some idea of its 

im 
y) ^s seedling Fuchsia from Messrs. Lucombe and Pince, 

named ‘Corallina, to which a Third Silver Medal was awarded, 

a bright rosy scarlet, with a deep pi 
are very brilliant; the sepals are rather long, but the flower 

contrasted with the foliage is very brilliant.”—G@ardeners’ Chro- 

nicle, May 23rd, d 
“Th ut S. was given to Messrs. lune e EE a a 

E one called * Corallina ;' it i the wa; ye OSA 

fashioned IS but it is of Nus us "eine ; the flower, 
e herr ry to that of the stigma, EH is not unu- 

ines being somewhere abou outs four inches long, 

This fan has also the old-fashioned 
colours, 

purple, and in this respect contrast very f fa arabiy ith ma 

dingy-looking things of the present day." Paene Doin nal, 

May 23rd, 
We allowance will be made to the Trade of one plant over 

upon every three ordered,—Exeter Nursery, Exeter. 

LYNE’S NEW SEEDLING GER ANIUMS. — 
JILLIAM E. dee. AND CO, have now me 
pleasure of offer e following new and choice GER. 

MT which have p nega from upwards of a Tho dead 
eed 

First Ciass.—The following can be recommended a. 
Jirst-rate show flowers, of superior excellence. 

LYNE'S FonGET-ME-NOT du 
En EMEMBRANCE * 

» Finr-FLY 110 0 
5 oe WALTER RALEIGH Ginsert ^ pA) 

1-8 

[3 

Or the whole set of Five for £5 

Seconp Crass.— The following are flowers possessing 
many good LUE m are m of being p laced 
in goo more for 
their novelty and brilliancy of colour than for their 
qualification as show flowers. 
Queen of Beauties.. 7s. 6d. | Now hal Pile a 
Talisman ls Sir Rob Sae: .. 

Or the whole set of Five fo 

DESCRIPTIONS CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION. 

Good Plants of the above will be delivered on and after th: 
of November next. The Usual Allowance to the Trade. Gres 
Attention will be paid to careful packing. All orders will be 
executed in strict rotatio: 

WILLIAM E. RENDLE and Co. 
Office, Union-road, Piymouth, Aug. 29. 

GLADIOLUS “REX RUBRORUM,” &c. 

C. BALL is prepared to execute immediate 
* orders for the above in Flowering Bulbs, at 10s. 6d. each, 

with one over on every three ordered by the Trade, and gan 

recommend it as the darkest and best of its class, For 

Lindley’s opinion, see Gardeners’ Chronicle, 1845— de our Glas 

diolus is a very fine variety, and the darkest we hav: 2 
as also awarded a Certificate at the June ue of the 

Horticultural Society. 
The following New and desirable Plauts can be strongly 

d:— recommende 
d d. | s.d. 

Chirita sinensis. 6 | Jasminum, sp. China .. 3 6 
Pterostigma g grandiflora 3 6| Platycodon radiorum 2 2 6 
Weigelia rosea .. oe 6 Statice monopetala 2 6 

5 0 itto, per doz. ~ 20.0 
2 6| Taxodium sempervirens, 
8 0| to 18 inches .10 6 
2 8| Hydrolea spin nora 3.6 
2 6|Siphocampylus coccineus 2. 6 

20 0 | Pentstemon gentianoides 
10 6| alba .. .. .. 2 6 

Rp lebe win, 2 0| Fuchsia scaramouche 

per doz 218 0|' (Mele  .. .. 80 
1 6| , L'esmeralda(do.) . 3 0 

12,0| >, Sanspareil(Youel) 3 6 
1 6| Tropeolum crenatifolium 

10 6| (Veitch) m (097 
Tropssalum Lobbisnum. 1 6| Ditto, per doz, Vic 

Ditto, per 512-0) 
Taunton Nurseries, Au dpt 39. 

ARN. NATIONS, PICOTEES, AND PINKS. 

OUELL & CO.'s Extensive and celebrated Collec- 
e above are this season unusually strong and 

pealthy, ead me be ready for sending out, in fine well rooted 

pleats , to any part of the United KAISA. or for AR 

n the course of a few days, at the following prie 

25 pairs of finest first-rate show varieties of Car 

tions and covers .. m I. m 

12 pairs do. pt 
25 pae ofa s ES, Y ieties. of do. do. 

12 do. 
25 db: of finest first-rate show varieties of Pinks. 1 

FINE CAMELLIAS. 

YOUELL & Co. are now supplying. very, ay 

plants of the above, comprising the following very hand- 

some varieties, at 30s. per dozen— namely, Donklearii, Taian 

Beallii, Monarch, Eclipse, Perfection, Bruceana, Cor olina, 

Florida, Chandlerii, D. ‘Double Striped, Double W hite, Colvillii, 

Elegans, rand Frederic, Fimbriata, Imbricata alba, Con. 

eoocco. 

spicua, Tri color, Rosa Mun di, Ochrol EURO Nobli e Hors- 

fallii, YSeticiue C: Em King, 

Lefevriana, m ed Picturata, Pie Fd 
rosea, Kew 

ee RE new Fuchsias, NRE their beautiful 
peer * Sanspareil? . c P3 Baie is ek 

12 snedon dec se i i SD eg 

arolina, Myatt’s Pine, Elton, R 
Pine, Swainston's Seedling, Myate’s Eliza, Coul’s Late Beatlet 
Downton, and Grove-end Scarlet, “Dickson's Royal Pine,” 
ud 
M of Mere os Cedrus Deodara, &c., 

see ie advertisement of last weel 
reat Yarmouth Nursery, Aug. 2 

KERR’S SEEDLING PINK “ HARRIET,” 7s. 6d. per pair. 

A KERR, Park- Gu DE begs to announce to 
* the publie, that he is sending out this superb 

variety in strong healthy ate on receipt of orders accom- 

panied with Prado. cau with confidence refer 

P UM E to every Florist i in Oxford for the merit of this 

flow: 
DEM Bates says itis the s faultless Pink that has ever 

gone under his notice,” e usual discount when six pair 
ac ordered, 
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BECK’S SEEDLING PELARGONIUMS OF 1845. 

BECK has received so many remittances for the 
* above, and the Plants are in such fine condition, that 

he is glad to acknowledge his oblirations-to-purehasers 

sending them out by the 10th of September instead of October, 
and he will feel obliged by the receipt of particular instructions 

for their transmission, if any are required. 

B. has now 18 more plants of “Bacchus,” 7 of 

* Patricia an, " and 10 of “Sirius,” to! dispose: of at Catalogue 
prices, — 

og + eg 

W TILLIAM WOOD abd. SON have just published a 
new and oes xu ion of their ROSE CATALOGUE 

for the Autumn of 1816, and Spring ui 1847, which they will be 
roud to furnish gratis ba S 

E Parties having already Sume W. Woop and Son with their 

rupi Te EPA receive copies the above in due SA ‘Se, 

N.B. nal flowering ROSE S are now in fine bloom, 

"Woodlands à e Maresfield, near Uckfiel üssex, s 29, 

R RARE PLANTS. 

"p JACKSON Sen "respectfully to offer the follow- 
ing, viz 

Eac Pis d. | Each—s.d. 
Anemone japonica 1) 8| Siphocampylus coccineus 
Cestrum SER Cabe a i flower) (3 

beoe E taphylos  arbu- SUE INN rosca 6 
ti + ++ 36| Basella violacea . 0 

Dedi Moxi sana 3 6 | Begonia sp. fuchsioidos 
Habrotha | Chirita sinensis 

|.» zeylanic 
Columnea crassifolia 

Cry popprepesn: venus- 

tum 

m 

oo aor Sr er 9 OF 

e 

true 2 

Habroth: hamnus elegans - cu 
Tochroma nc EUR 

5 
5 

ex 
Jasmin Cuphea miniata . 

Eranthem bil 
Evolvalus CODE UN 

oocoooco 
Frauciscon ‘acuminata m 

lings, 4 inches .. La 
Platyc codium grandiflorum 20) hydrangzeformis ^ 

Taxodium V deu. Gesnera gardenizflora .. 

ches Hoya Cunninghamii 
Ditto ditto, 20 inches .. 25 0| Hydrolea spinosa 

NPWNMMeEATARWI wa 

Crowea canaliculata .. 7 
Epacris duis oe mo 

Fuchsia “Vissineratda 
(Mellez) 3 

Napoleon (do.) .. 5 
caramouche (do) 3 

ilypocalyptus obeordatus 5 0 mtan: m 
Prostanthera retusa  .. 10 6 Van uocis aon B 
run gesneriflora hitfieldia lateritia 

o the undernamed i in collections, the selection of k 
pene "left t 
100 choice Se flowering Cape Ericas, of Esci a sorts £5 
50 do. 
20 do. Epaeris üielutiag miniata) em p 
20 do. Azalea indii do. m 

A reference or Setuittüno is requested from unknown cor- 
Tespondents.—Kingston Nursery, Surrey. 

CELETTONN. PICOTEES, PINES, AED 
PINE S, POLYANTH SÉS, 

AMES WALEER, FLORIST, "Rhodes, ̀ Middleton, 
near Manchester, Tancashire, begs to call she: attention of 

the public in general to his collection of the above-named d Flor- 
ist's Flowers, which are this season in the most EA and 
vigorous condition ; Catalogues of which may be had on pre- 
paid application. From unknown corr UM a post-office 

order is most respectfully solicited.—Rhodes, Aug. 29. 

eer t9 -3cx 

PT EB Sesso Bu 

YAN HOUTTE’ p AEN. TEES OF CHILIAN 

Eo VAN HOUTTE, Troms to the Kine, Ghent, |t 
Belgium, begs to offer his Chilian. ALSTRGIMERIAS at 

the following rates, viz.—12 varieties, oni ; 25 varieties, 16s. ; 
50 varieties, 285. Orders. received GEORGE RAHN, 52, 
Mark-lane, "London ; or application may bo made (post paid) to 

. UTTE, at Ghent, The deliveries will commence on 
the 1st of August, and the plants forwarded to London free. 

of Manchester, HARINA of his visit to Mr. 
Van Houtte’s establishment rr ie Gardeners’ Chronicle, 
12th July, 1845), says of thes nts Jj thay arent every 
tint, from scarlet io jemon ums and from. crimson to pal 
green variegated wil ite.” He further adds of their effect 
in masses—' I do p recollect ever having seen a bed o! 
flowers so beautiful, and 5 should “think Mr. an Houtte will 
find it difficult to suj poly ae demand for them, when their 
merit ens EUetoe fully la » 

ort of the ER Journal, on ud ie of the 
Horticultural Society of the 5th August, 

— n Mepera: Van rou 
from Ghent, composed of Alstroemeria blooms from the open 
Ems ; they v were hybrids of various e ped Ver although 
mewhat tarnished by the journey and wet weather, to which 

dy were said to have been lately exposed, yet they ENCORE 
pia what beautiful objects large masses of them would be 

the flower-garden, and fully justified the opinion given of 
thes ge be Dean of Manchester in a late 

N.B. Each packet contains directions for planting and culti- 
vating. ther e usual discount to the tra 

ILLIAM MAY having collected his this year's 
of the following SEEDS, and the present season 

being pes for their being sown, begs to offer them on the 
following terms, viz.— Per packet. 

s. d. s. d. 
Antirrhinum, collected from 20 finestnamedsorts 2 6 
Cineraria, collected from best sorts of the season. 2 6and5 0 
ve Cg dries collecte: d f iis Usher's and King- 

horn's celebrated sor 2 6s, 5 
Pansy, collected from ib best named flowers ..2 6 ,, 5 0 
Hollyhock, collected from Poons of so 
ie sorts .. RUE 6, 5 0 

he above may be had in “ondon, of. Wama e eec. 
com in Manchester, o: ATKINSON, Market-place 5 

of W. M., Hope Nursery, Bedale, Yorkshire, do S 

Rens | PRESERVED BY COOPEN/S PATENT 
APPARATUS have. been proved to d perfectly sound 

and good for family use for FLY. ARS, This 
process is well suited for M preservation of 
een cdm trawberries, eR ; &c., retain. 

g and Beacente ‘ating all th Came pe- 
culiar COE ; the ANGUS Ac adapte: 
be use Eas UNES at all seasons of the year, 

e hampers of the d 
fervet ped family use, including 

‘ew, with the whole ic gndid of the pa- 
en and testimonials, will be delivered 
ceases for TEN SHILLING 38, by 

an order addressed ta the P VU ed OOPER, 7; "the 
upper part of St. John-strect, Clo 

The oet Apparatus and y Sos èl c at the Manu- 

EW GERANIUMS. 

SV LBM E. REND LE &.Co. beg ito return 
their sincere thanks to their numerous customers fot the 

liberal orders received for 'GER ANIUMS during the past-sea- 
son, and respectfully solicit a renewal of Hus kind patronage. 
They have this season devoted muc! nd attention to the 
cultivation of this favourite flower, and Hove, spared no expenee 
in procuring all the richest and most valuable flowers of the 
day. Three large housesthaye been expressly setyapartyfor 
mar culture, and they he 5 eny confidence in bs: Mes hat 

the autumn they will have such a superior stock of estab- 
lished young plants as. ‘will ne inferior to no other El n in 
the United King gus 

LYND'S SEEDLINGS. OF 1845. 
The following set of Ten for 50s. :— 

MARMION, PRINCESS. 
Kine oF Saxony. Mesry MONARCH. 

EBUD. CHAPLET. 
VAMPIRE. 
ie) Moonneam, 

ECK'S LING RUE MS SENT OUT IN 1845. 
The toomas set of Te: with a strong plant of 

LYNE’S Raa na PRINCESS over:— 
ARABELLA, DESDEMONA. 
MARC ANTONY., ISABELLA. 
MUSTEE. Rosy CIRCLE, 
FAVOURITA, SUNSET, 

ET. ZENOBIA. 
Customers can be accommodated with any sorts separate, but if a 
whole set is not taken, a higher price must necessarily be char 
FI 'ustomer’s Selection vor 12 2 fr ‘om the olowing 

list for B08: or our ern tion. pred d "d less.— ed 
of Perfection, Edith, Lad; lkeley, Miss Tialfoed, Pinos 
Alfred, Vesta; Be ud Indispe: Bum CE of the French, Op- 
tima, Trafalgar, Camilla, Charles X., ueen, Duchess of 
Sütireriangd. Sent Su Zanzummim, Cleopatra, Theresa, 

Celestial, Exquisite, Beauty of SPA, Black Dwarf, Rosetta, 
Selina, Shield of Adios Sultana or r Perpetual, Cocks Hector, 
King of Saxony (Gaines), Titus, Champion, Mrs. ou 
Magog, Juliet, GET Repeal, Pheon, Francis Bullin, Cornu- 
biensis (Hookin), 4 Albion (Hockin), € Alice, White Per- 
fection, Sarah. J , Queen Phillipa, Queen Victoria (Shep- 
herd), Princeps, Ro atas and Du x e of Devonshire, 

As many of the new sorts of Geraniums will be scarce, 
early orders are desired, to ensure a supply. 
EOM p Customer's Selection of 12 from the follow- 

ing list for 15s., or 20 for 20s., or our Selection One-third less.— 
(OCHO King of the Belgians (Gaines), Dui S of Leinster, 

b of England, Claude, General Pollock, Flora, 

Horatio Nelson, Pulchellum, Mame On, 
pes metry, Jerey Maid, Thunderer, Pho es Dido, ae 

Iamlet, Constellation, 

Sylph, Conservative, King, ani Sarah. 
NIUMS.— Customers Selection of 6 from the 

Viri A list for 8s.—Eclipse, Gener: om umb, Fireball, 
irebrand, Delight, Ruby, Vivid, Britannia, Monarch, 

Coronet, 
Established Plants of all the above will be ready on 

dodi after the 2nd of November next. 

[70 orders above 31. will be delivered (hamper, 
package, and carriage frec) to London, Bristol, Eaeter, 
Barnstaple, or Falmouth ; or above 61. to Liverpool, 
Dublin, or Cork. 

A remittance is not required meas known Correspondents, or 
those who give reference in Londo: 

Steamers from this Port Uis times œ week to Lon- 
don, Cork, Dublin, Liverpool, and Falmouth. 

factory as above, 

Orders will be executed in strict rotation.—Great attention 
is paid to eareful paeking.—Al plants forwarded to long dis- 
tances are packed in Fir Boxes, ES firmly secure: 

WILLIAM E. RENDLE & Co, 
Office, Union-road, Plymouth, ripam 29. 

PLANT LABELLING. 

URROWS anb THOMS’ CHEMICAL GARDEN 
INK, for WRITING ON ZINO LABELS, has been ac- 

knowledged by scientific Gardeners to be the only praen 
GARDEN INK, as it keeps its jet black colour uninjured by 
heat, frost, o ét, the writing entering into the metal itself, 
and therefore will not sda ale off. See Ri eport of the Hortieultu- 
ral Socie: Y, in GA pared Ch pee p. 239. as ML ED 
ready cut, 2} in, b; z 18. 6d; ; in. by 
2 in. 33. 6d. per 100 ; d a variety obuthet sizes pa cheap. 
EA will find it very useful ioe i Ep their luggage. 

wholesale by Burrows and T Operative Chemists, 
289, Siana. London ; and retail by Chatlydent Covent-Garden; 
Hurst and M*Mullen, 6, Leadenhall-street ; ark, 25, Bishops. 

gate m Westmacott, 156, , Cheapside ; and all Seedsmen, 
Pro Agents wante Specimens sent by p 

STRONG HORTICULTURAL HEET GLASS. 

EH PTE Y anv CO. have at present on haud a EXE 
of 16 oz. SHEET GLASS (superior in every res; 

tothe! orien) in 100 feet boxes, well adapted for general 
Horticultural purposes, in sizes about 9—7 des 10—8, 
cash price, 3d. per foot. A reduction on 1000 fee 

LASS TILES, from 85, per iene 
35, Soho Square, London. 

FOREIGN SHEET GLASS, GLASS TILES, &c. 

E JARVIS has a quantity ‘of boxes of FOREIGN 
/e SHEET GLASS left, of (he stoutest kind, of all sizes, 

whicl he ean offer to purchasers at a considerable sacrifici e, at 
his old established Winpow Grass Wai ros SE, 38, Great Cas- 
tle-street, a few doors from Regent-str 

30, 2 lapge Cs, of SMALL GLASS on the lowest terms, 
for ready-m; yy onl} 

RITISH AND uy pud GLASS, for 
Horticultural purposes, &o., t Tames 

Bromury’s 315, Oxford-street, STER E atthe SS reduced 
prices :—In erates containing about 260 feet of coarse 13 oz., at 
in. DE or 4th quality, 5d. per foot ; ; ditto, 16 oz., coarse, 
5d. per foot ; Que ditto, 4th quality, 0d. per foot. 

eeding 40 inches long by 10 inches wide, at 
+ $ 

a 
$d. per foot dais 

Also Microscopical Glass, French Shades, Plate and Crown 
Window Glass. A discou nt to the Trade, 

[roRBIGN AND BRITISH SHEET AND CROWN 
GLASS, for Horticultural and general purposes, to be 

had in boxes as imported, from 33d. to 54d. per foot. Glass 
Pantiles, 135. 6d. per dozen. Propagating and all kinds. of 
orticultural Glasses. Oils, ours, Brushes, &c., o 

best descri dpa at ‘lowest prices, atr. ELPHICE'S, 28, Castle, 
street East; 

TE Ready Money only. 

G XLASS FOR SKYLIGHTS, and other purposes.— 
J BRITISH up T AND SEEN be SS eu E or 

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, 
PSLEY PELLATT ann CO., Falcon Glass 

orks, Holland-street,|Blackfriars, are MEET A to p ly 
ids Vise m not less than 100 square. feet), SH: AND 
CROWN GLASS OF BEST QUALITY, at the alo Rae 
Net Cash Prices 
Any pre nader 40 ins. long. 

Rien perfoot  .. m 

Boz s y tee te ine 

Per square foot. 
.. 4d. 

5 

26 o: 11 
SMALL e up. 3) iin, by Šin., ‘from, iia. to 3d. per sq. ft. 

N. . is full strength for Greenhouses, 

3 SUR MILK PANS, very strong, 36s. per doz., 
Spr. 6d... paR PROPAGATING GLASSES, Suh 1s. 

per r from 23, Gd. to 24s, per dozen. CUMBER 
Brass Peo bd. to 4s. each. GRAPE SHADES, mim oles, 
1s. 9d. to 25. 6d. each. FISH BOWLS, from 1s. 6d. 
pee Pana & Co., Falcon Glass Sonus) PESA 
Blackfria 

CORNER OF HALE-MOON-STREET, 
THOMAS GIBBS aj 

(By Official appointment), the SEEDSMEN to the 
“ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLA ND," 

Beg to remind the Members of the Society, and Agriculturists 
in general, that their only Counting House and Seed Ware- 
house is at the Corner of Eee SUREN PICCA- 
DILLY, London, as for the last Fifty Y 
A Priced Lists of. Agricultural Seeds are valine ready, and may 
e had on 

HORTICULTURAL] BUILDING oe HEATING BY 

SM 

d WEES & DAY, pat Sa du Gloucester- 
place, King's-road, HOUSE BUILDERS 

and Hot. WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS, most 
respectfully begs to inform the Nobility, Gentry, and Horticul- 
turists, that they have erected on their premises, for the pur- 
pose of inspection, b variety of Hothouses, Greenhouses, Con- 
servatories, Pits. e all the various known improve- 
ments of the day ark be seen, Their Hot-water Apparatus is 
also erected, and kept in constant action in various Hothouses, 
Greenhouses, Pits, &c., where the whole principle of Top an 
Bottom RAE can " 

Dax warranttheir Hot-water Apparatus to be 
DE for eyery purpose to which heat is applicable. Boilers 
ofall sizes ; the largest is warranted to heat a range of Forcing- 
jen 300 feet in lent with a Es quantity of fuel, and only 
to require Pte once in 12 hour: 

Mor , Plans, &c., in TS variety. 

H OTWATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING 
HORTICULTURALBUILDINGS, DWELLING-ILOUSES, 

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon Up princi- 
ples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and 
DE BATERY, 272, HOLBORN. 

m many n: dunes mas gentlem 
to be Sui Ge by the bito tora Society ‘of Tondon: in 
ex the works of their splendid Conservatory erected at 
Ghiswiel s 

. BArnzy also construct in metal all descriptions of 
Hovionttaral balled and Sashes, and invite Noblemen, 

e Public, to the inspection of their various 
rawings and PS s, at 272, Holborn, where they have the 

Spree tunity of exhibiting, amongst other metal works, an ex- 
remely complete and convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, 
pos forthe continued supply of hot water, and an arrange- 

ent of the oven more complete than has hitherto been brought 
Before the Jude 

D. and Bainzv were the first-to introduce metallic cur- 
vilinear mansis to hortieulturists, and can cy to the Con- 
servatory attached to the Pantheon as one their AOL 
esides many. uL in this country, and on the: Contin 

ERO 

they beg to introduce to publie notice a new Tro 
Orehidaceous or other Houses where vapour is INANE. or 
at iee d required, and which may be seen at their Manu- 
facto: 

I URBIDGE AND HEALY’S COOKING APPA- 
RATUS, combining Sylvester's Patents.—This COOKING 

AP PARATUS possesses greater general advantages iue any 
yet submitted to the public, both as regards. ste teretno mates 

land workmanship ; in fact the laws of heat are so T, 

sto produce the arb (oat effect with the least. ERREUR OD of 
tek Bos EM ne the RP D. and H. can 

orience, 
sapen ior to any is of the Read ‘hitherto made; May be see 

in daily use at Greenwich Hospital "a; Hotel, ko 

Street, Sraa and at their Manufactor 

Prospectus can be forwarded, upon appli ation, detailing par- 

ticulars and pric iaa 

S TEPHENSON AND AND CO., 61, Gracechurch- street, 
London, and 17, New Park-street, pont nares id 

nd Manufacturers of the Improved CONICAL a OUBLE 
OYLINDRIG AL BOILERS, respectfully solicit the tonus of 

scientific Horticulturists to their much approved method of 
applying the yx system to Pineries, Propagating Houses, 

é&c., by which Atm ospherie heat as well as bottom heat is 5e- 

cured to any PIS ‘ed degree without the aid of pipes or flues. 
Co, have also to state that at the request of numer Tous 

friends they are now making their Boilers of Iron, as well m 
opper, by which the cost is reduci These Boilers, dies 

are now so well known, scar Sud require description, but 1 Hu 

those who have not seen them in d prospeetuses im 

be forwarded, as well as reference ofthe highest authority ; ut 

they may pe Poemat ma pane Nobility’s seats and principal 

Nurseries throughout the kingdom. à 
8. and Co, beg to inform the tr: ade that at iid Manutaoto y 

in New Park-street, ges article e e construc e 

of Horticultural Building „ as well as for henting them, may 

obtained upon the most Scivantageous term 
Cor vatori Vo: of Iron or Wood, crested m pon the m mon 

Bises SNP 8, Palisading, F icd and Ga 
Fences, Wire Work k, &c. & 
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FLOWERING BULBS, &o. 

OUIS VAN HOUTTE'S Autumnal Price Current, 
No. 26, is to be had on prepaid application to Mr. GEORGE 

Rann, 52, Mark-lane, London. 

The Gardeners’ Chronicle. 
SATURDAY, AUGUST 29, 1846, 
MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 

Tunsvay, Sept. 1—Horticultural — .  . e . 38» 
Faipay, — 4-Botanical " . . . . 8 PM. 

— %Entomologicdl . > 1 i Moypay, 8 rac 
COUNTRY SHOWS, 

Wspwmspay, Sept. 9-Craven Ea ee PERRE 1 
anet Floricultnral an orticultural, Tuurspay, = Di South Essex Horticultural. 

1 T Amone the little Societies which the good feel- 
ing and right-mindedness of country gentlemen 
àve suggested for the benefit of the agricultural 

poor, that of Rereare called the Corrace GAR- 
DENERS’ Socrery is one to whose proceedings we 
always look with interest and without disappoint- 
ment, The fifth Report is now before us, from 
which we learn that the Society continues to carry 
out its objects with unflagging diligence, and that the 
Tesults are, as they always have been, satisfactory. 

ord Somers presided at the last anniversary, 
and expressed his great satisfaction on seeing assem- 

led so many praiseworthy and industrious neigh- 
bours, who had by their care and skill been en- 
abled to raise such excellent vegetables as were 
there displayed ; and of the neatness and order of 
whose gardens he had heard so favourable a report. 
He expressed his approbation of the objects of the 
association, as promoting these good results, for 
their own sake, as sources of profit, as well as plea- 
Sure ; and also as having a favourable influence on 
the moral conduct and character of both parents 
and children. 

Thirty-four prizes, varying in amount from Qs. 6d. 
to 27., were distributed among the cottagers, in ad- 
ition to a set of garden tools in each case. Never- 
theless, the Treasurer retainedin his hand 137, 115. 8d. 
a balance nearly equal to half a year's expenditure. 
At the conclusion of the Meeting, the Rev. 
Henry Gossz alluded in the following terms to 
the public advantages of such associations, We 
need not say that we entirely agree with him on 

and where he may shew himself their real protector 
and guardian instead of being such (as too many 
are) only in name. The love of a nicely ordered 
garden tends also to promote general tidiness and 
cleanliness. If the husband is not careful about the 
appearance of that which is without, how can we 
expect the wife to be so about that which is within. 
She has no encouragement to keep her cottage 
neat, if it is to be approached by a path full of 
weeds; and if the cottage is not comfortable 
within, she may expect that her husband will go 
elsewhere for comfort. But when the whole garden 
is well/ordered and neat, thea we generally see 
within a tidy room and a cheerful fireside, the 
man then begins to respect himself, and when he 
has begun to respect himself, we may hope that he 
will take decided steps for the maintenance of that 
character which he has learned to value. The cul- 
tivation of the garden tends also to raise the mind. 
He who loves to be amongst his plants and flowers, 
and marks the various laws of nature by which they 
are influenced, cannot but be an observant man; 
and if so, he will see in all these wonderful 
processes of nature by which the seed is brought to 
be the parent of seed, traces of a higher power ; he 
will be brought almost unconsciously from the con- 
templation of nature up to nature's God. And in 
time the habit of reflection will be firmly fixed in 
him, so that he will not brush the nightly moisture 
from the heath in his homeward path, or mark the 
approaching shower, or see the little pimpernel 
shutting up her leaves, without its crossing his 
mind * Hath the rain a Father? and who hath be- 
gotten the drops of dew?’ Thus will his mind be 
raised to think of that which is above, from the 
contemplation of that which is below. He will 
learn to refer all things to their Great First Cause. 
And although natural religion is not all that we 
want, I believe that he who has been accustomed 
to think on the goodness of the God of nature, will 
be by that very habit more easily taught to appre- 
ciate the mercies of the God of revelation.” 

ee 

On the north side of a carpenter’s shop, not an 
hundred miles from London, stands a FucusrA un- 

the subject :— 
“We feel a peculiar 

Pleasure in looking on 
that which is now ex- 
hibited, from the know- 
ledge that the perfection 
there attained is the re- 
Sult of the industry of 
those, the employment 
of whose leisure hours go 
forms to us a subject of 
the deepest interest ; for 

We cannot k 

thoughts and feelings, 
and therefore, of conse- 
quence, to all the out- i ward conduct of the man. 

“Tn proportion as they 
are spent in that which is 
useless and demoralizing, 
they degrade the man; 
but if they are occupied k 
1n that which is not only | 

work and plant the soil, or train his favourite Rose ; even gardening, were employed in the case: that 
the whole skill consisted in the application of com 
mon sense, and well-ascertained principles of culti 
vation, by an intelligent person whose judgment was 
not strangled by prejudice, to a plant which he 
afterwards let alone. 

The plant in question was grown on the onc-sAift 
system—on that fatal plan which the learned in 
plant-potting declared but three years since to 
threaten the destruction of everybody's collections ; 
which was denounced as absurd and dangerous ; or 
what was worse—ridiculous ; and which, therefore, 
all men of intelligence have of course adopted. 
There was no sifting of earih till it was reduced 
to a fine soft powder, no careful selection of 
compost, no mixture of peat and sand, and leaf- 
mould and loam, by weight or by measure, in pro- 
portions as exact as if it were physic that was about 
to be administered. The refuse of a potting-shed, 
rubbish which others throw away, the coarse ma- 
terial which had “lost all its goodness,” except that 
of being particularly well suited to plants, was the 
material employed, with the addition of old manure 
applied in the right way. 

The exact process was this ; a hole at the foot of 
the wall was dug 4 feet deep and 4 feet square, so 
as to reach a loose gravelly bottom. Into this hole 
were thrown as many fragments of bricks and pot- 
tery as filled it nearly half way. On these were 
placed some turves of coarse peat. Upon the 
whole was thrown the refuse of a potting shed, 
mixed with a small quantity of very old crumbling 
cow-dung. Therein a nice young plant of a Fuchsia 
was planted in the spring; and the surface of the 
soil was coated with about half an inch of fresh 
cow-dung and sheep’s-dung. During the summer 
the plant was abundantly watered, and three or 
four times with the black drainage of a dunglill. 
That was all. 

The main point here ‘secured was that capital 
mechanical condition of the soil to which we referred 
a few weeks since, when speaking of fruit-tree 
borders. The coarse materials employed, and the 
perfect drainage afforded by the hard rubbish in 
contact with gravel, permitted water to be supplied 
in any quantity ; which, rapidly soaking through 

the soil, carried air as 
well as moisture to the 
roots, and then passed off 

Mnocent, but useful and zi 
Interesting, they raise him 
1 proportion. You need 

anxious respecting the 

not wonder then that we, 
Nowing this, are very 

manner in which those few hours are spent which 
h © labourer has to himself, when the toil and 
atigue of the day are passed ; and looking to this 
Short lime, which, in some respects, is all he can call his own, we cannot, I think, do better than 
encourage care and diligence in the cultivation of 
the garden, 
“T believe it is quite true that diligence in the 

Cultivation of his garden is beneficial to the labour- 
ae, man in many ways—for instance, it promotes 
i mestie habits, and I need not say how valuable ese are. How does the father of a family fulfil the duties of the position in which his Creator has Placed him, if he is to be seen evening after even- ing forsaking the cottage hearth, for those noisy 
Scenes which I need not name, where half the hap- Dinessiof. the English peasantry is buried, and half € evil and distress of the country begins. 

How different will be the effect of an evening E in the cultivation of the garden, where the fe dren may gather round and learn to love their 
ith 

again without remaining 
stagnant. The turves of 
rough peat placed over 
the. bottom rubbish ef= 
fectually prevented the 
finer particles of soil from 
washing down and 
choking up the drainage. 

In this little example 
lie the whole theory and 
practice of plant-grow- 
ing. Capital drainage 
is provided by hard rub- 
bish, communicating with 
a ready outlet; that 
drainage is kept clear 
by the mechanical fil- 
ter of a few coarse sods ; 
the soil itself, with its 
fragments of crocks and 
bits of roots, is so loose 
as to permit no water to 
lodge, but passes it 

manure, with which the 
soil is coated, converts 

-! every shower from the 
surpassed in this country for its beauty. It is 9 feet 
high, and about as much across, and during its 
flowering season was loaded with as many flowers 
as the branches could produce. In fact, it possessed 

every point of excellence which isto be found in 
the finest examples of « specimen ” plants of any 
kind, and more. 

This charming Fuchsia is of the * Ricearton " 
variety, and has occupied its present. position three 
years ; its stem guarded in winter by hoards placed 
so as to form three sides of a box, and stuffed with 
straw, the wall forming the fourth side, and its roots 
protected at the same season by a deep cone of 
coal ashes heaped over them. It was killed to the 
ground by the frost of 1844, but has not since been 
materially affected by cold. 3 

How, it will be asked, was this fine specimen ob- 

tained ? 
——-—— What drugs what charms, _ 

What conjuration, and what mighty magie, 

were invoked on the occasion? Which was the 
gardener whose skill produced an object worth this 

er, and the wife may bring her work and watch special notice? Some of our readers may be sur- 
an approving eye the husband's efforts to! prised to learn that no drugs, conjuration, magie, nor 

watering-pot intoza fertilizing stream; and in 
fine thesair has as ready an access to the roots as 
is necessary to keep in constant action all those 
chemical changes of the soil which are indispeusible 
to plants which are to acquire the most perfect 
health of which they are susceptible. 
We trust that “the Fuchsia by the carpenter's 

shop," will become a standard of imitation, and 
that no one will be satisfied with his gardening 
until he has produced its rival. 

HAMILTONIAN SYSTEM OF PINE GROWING. 
HAVE permission from Mr. Hamilton to make an 

extract from a letter received from him a short time 
ago ; and I may, perhaps, also be permitted to offer a 
few remarks in connection with it. d 

Mr. H. says :—“ I have a Montserrat (B. Jamaica, 
I presume) which has been planted out several years; 
its last fruit was cut on the 11th of January last ; itis 
now showing three other fruits, which will make four 
from one plant in less than 12 months." 

I would here stop and ask,with all deference,whether 
the markets of this country will not be one day supplied 
by some such plan? The late Mr. Loudon, I remem- 
ber, suggested a plan some years ago for producing 
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says : — Wherever bottom heat can be communicated 

without fermenting material, planting out is the only 

plan. If labour is scarce, one general earthing up may 

suffice ; say in March or April. Iam of opinion that a 

plant thus situated might remain for 15 years; and thus, 

as far as the question of labour is concerned, only 15 

distinct processes worth estimating would be necessary, 

producing, as a result, nearly 30 fruits.” 

r. H. wishes it to be understood, however, that it is 

most proper to give an earthing up after the fruit is cut 

from a given plant. As to bottom heat, he is still an 

advocate for a very moderate amount, estimated by the 

maxims of the old school ; speaking by memory, I be- 
leve he considers 84° max. in the height of summer 

quite sufficient. It, therefore, appears to me that the 

following points are carried out by the Hamiltonian 
system, viz. :—fruiting in much less time, with much 

less expence, in mueh less space, and in more regular 

succession. 
As to whether it ought to be called the Hamiltonian 

plan, that is hardly worth eavilling about. The ger 

of the system originated undoubtedly with the late re- 

spected T. A. Knight, Esq., of Downton, who, it would 

seem, had a presentiment of what would one day be ac- 

complished, and, admitting this, who before Mr. H. 

fally carried out the principle? Disrooting, it is now 

well known, has been caused in the main by wrong tex- 

tured soils, and by imperfect drainage, such, in those 

days, being considered perfection itself. 
If I must find fault with this system as carried out by 

Mr. Hamilton, it must be with the size of the crown ; 
with this high and moist atmosphere, the erown is un- 
doubtedly large, butthe fruitislargealso. I am of opinion, 
however, that by a much freer admission of air by day, 
and even all night if possible, this difficulty will be got 
over. I take it for granted that whatever tends to 
draw the young plant in a quick growing state,will have 
the same effect on the crown; but if plenty of heat- 

ing power is at command, as well as abundance of at- 

mosplerie moisture (in spite of dissipation), I see no 
difficulty in this respect. 

With regard to the tank system as applied to Pines, 
no plan, I conceive, can be regarded as complete which 
does not provide a perfect command of atmospheric 
moisture. It must be borne in mind that the moisture 
arising from a fermenting body is very considerable, 
and that, at least, an equivalent should be provided. 
For this purpose, I think it would suffice to have a 
cemented gutter in the front of the house, or pit, on the 
bottom of which, the lower, or return pipe should rest. 
By having a permanent supply of water ready to turn 
on by a tap at one end, the bottom pipe could be im- 
mersed in water at any time in the course of a quarter 
of an hour. A discharge plug should also be provided 
at one end, to run off the water into a drain when ne- 
cessary. The admission of air at front is a considera- 
tion; if the point of ingress could be so arranged as to 
be immediately over the piping, the air would be 
charged with moisture as it entered, and instead of 
ascending immediately to the roof, to descend in drip, 
might be made to pass through the plants.— Robert 
Errington, Oulton Park. 

5 

WINTER FLOWERS. 
As some of your amateur correspondents were some 

time ago desirous of information as to the best mode 

of furnishing the drawing-room through the winter with 

those common, though highly interesting little flowers, 

the double Daisy and the Cowslip, I will now endeavour to 

assist them. I may, however, first observe, that I have 

not been in the habit of forcing them—if forcing it 

may be called. Nevertheless, I am not without hopes 
that I may be able to give such simple directions, 
founded on the habits of the respective kinds, as may 
enable amateurs tó indulge in a winter display. A 
cold brick pit, totally devoid of artificial heat, should 
be provided for the purpose, if ever so small. The fol- 
lowing kinds would be all worthy of a place in such a pit, 
and when in blossom may be transferred successively 
to the drawing-room, and when done blooming back to 
the pit again, in the shady parts of it, until the frosts 

are over in April or May :— 

Double Daisies. Hepatica triloba. 

Primroses. | Wood Anemone 

Poppy, Anemone. | eale nUi 
Snowdrops yacinths. 
area | The Barly Forcing Tulips. 
Forget-me-not. Narcissus. 
Squills. Russian and  Neapolitan M 
Blue Navel-wort, or Ompha- iolets. 

lodes ver) Cyclamens. 

Double Daisies,—The beauty and fullness of the 
flower in the Daisy increase with high cultivation ; if 
left undisturbed in edgings for many years, they are apt 
to return, or nearly so, to the wild state. They are 
partial to free upland soils, of a nature rather sandy 

than otherwise, and cannot endure a shaded situation ; 
at least they will not flower well insuch cases, The best 
way to prepare for a display next winter would be to 
divide some old roots into single specimens forthwith, 

and plant four of them in a 5-inch pot—soil, mellow 

mer. The flower-buds should, I think, be kept cut 

away with scissors until the end of September. 

Primroses and Cowslips.—Tho Primula family is 

most numerous, and most of them possess great eligi- 

bilities for winter flowering. Vulgaris, with all its va- 
rieties, as double white, double peach or blush, double 

Scotch or crimson, double velvet, double brimstone or 

sulphur, yellow, &e. &c., are all very handsome ; but 

the double peach will prove of the easiest management, 

and is most plentiful. Added to these, the commoner 

sorts of Auricula, and some of the rich-coloured selfs, 

would make a valuable addition. As species, the P. 

cortusoides, i icali iculata, &e., are 
equally eligible for the winter pit, under proper 
management; and the common Polyanthus wil 

To obtain the Cowslip of the fields 
in the dead of winter, in perfection, will be no very 
easy task ; nevertheless, let no one despair of doing so. 
To accomplish this, I would recommend a very similar 
treatment to that detailed for the Daisy, with this 
difference, that the Cowslip likes a strong loam 
soil, approaching to a clay, to which a little old cow 
manure and old Jeaf soil should be added, with a little 
sharp sand aud wood-ashes. These should be taken 
from the fields directly and potted singly in 5 and 7-inch 
pots, and all the blossoms cut away as soon as formed. 

Most of the other Primulas will, no doubt, answer by 
similar treatment. Those for next winter should have 
their flowers cut away if possible, and excited into a 
somewhat early growth under a slight protection. 

The Poppy Anemone.—This flower does admirably in 
the winter in pots ; at least it may be had with ease in the 
course of January. I have had some in 5-inch pots, 
carrying six to eight blossoms to a pot of rich scarlet 
crimson purple, or mottled colours mixed. A bed of 
these should be sown every year about the middle of 
March, in a very warm, sunny, and sheltered situation ; 
these will bloom, on good ground, slightly the same 
autumn, In the spring following, however, they will 
blossom strongly, and will have ceased flowering, and 
be at rest by the middle or end of May. . As 
Soon as the stalks turn yellow, they may be 
taken up and laid on the ground behind a wall 
or hedge, in total shade, for a week, Some of the best 
roots should then be seleeted and potted in 5-inch pots, 
and the pots plunged in ashes in a shady aspect until 
the middle of August, covered slightly over with ashes 
to prevent their drying or requiring much water. At 
this period they should be removed to a warm situa- 
tion, plunged until the first week of October, when 
those wanted for winter work should be removed to the 

cold pit or frame, and plunged in ashes again. Here 
they will fall in with the treatment suitable to the whole 
of the things named in the preceding part of my re 
marks.—R. Errington, Oulton Park. 

(To be continued.) 

Home Correspondence. 
Polmaise Heating. — It seems that although the 

Polmaise heating may answer for the production of very 
fine late Grapes, which do not require strong forcing, it 

ean scarcely be expected to furnish, by ‘the mere 
current of warm air, ample heat for a hothouse. As an 
auxiliary to a brick flue, it appears to me to offer great 
advantages; but I cam conceive nothing more rude, or 
more unsightly and inefficacious than a wet blanket, 
which we have been directed to spread in front of the 
aperture through which the hot air is admitted. It is 
evident that if the air is really hot, the blanket ought 
to be watered every quarter of an hour, or rather in- 
cessantly. Having occasion to rebuild the flues of a 
hothouse at Spofforth which were decayed, I deter- 
mined to apply the principle of Polmaise heating, as 
subsidiary to the flues, according to my own views, after 
considering all that I had read on the subject. I en- 
tertain no doubt of their correctness, and I will state to 
‘ou the p l f g The fireplace 

is set completely within the house, its door and that of 
the ash-hole ranging perpendicularly with the inside 
front of the back wall, which is built with stone, and 
2 feet thick. It is flanked and arched over with one 
course ef fire bricks 44 inches broad, and set edge- 
ways; and it is covered over with another thickness, 
whieh perhaps was not necessary, of bricks laid flat ; 
but I had no means of ascertaining beforehand whether 
the heat would be too powerful without that covering or 
not. Anairchamber is formed on each flank of the 
fire-place uniting with its opposite over the top of the 
arch, so as to form an air eap to the whole fireplace. 

"Three half-bricks are placed at intervals on the top of 
the arcb, and a few more supports press on its curve, 
and upon them a large flag, or rather two flags, meeting 
in the middle, are made to rest, thus forming a cover to 
the entire air-chamber. An opening into the air- 
chamber is left 3 inches wide between the edge of the 
flag and the back wall of the house. On all sides a wall 
of bricks laid flat (4% inches wide), is raised on the edge 
of the surface of the flags, the back wall next to the 
aperture into the air-chamber being lower by one tier 
of bricks than the other three. Upon these side walls 
and on the flags at bottom sheet lead is soldered so as 
to form a cistern, of which the bottom is the cover of 
the air-chamber. A flag is again placed over the back 
part of the cistern, about 4 inches above the water- 
level, and it is let into the back wall of the house 
above the aperture into the hot air chamber. The hot. 
air is thus forced down on the water, which is also 
heated by the fire and hot chamber underneath. Where 
the hot air is allowed to rise from the water, a board 
sueceeds to the flag, joined on closely to its edge with a 
hinged flap, to which a fringe of narrow stripes of list 
is nailed, hanging down into the water and keeping 
itself constantly wet; the flap, which is perhaps super- 
fluous, being easily raised or lowered as found ad- 
visable, and according to the quantity of water in the 
cistern, The hot air must therefore pass through the 
steam rising from the surface of the water, and through 
a tissue always necessarily wet ; and the only appre- 
hension is, that when the fire is strong the steam may 

issue too hot; but if the heat should be too strong in 

winter, that may be easily rectified by putting some 

sand in to increase the thickness at bottom, an ex- 

pect that a very small fire will suffice. The cistern is 

ig. l.—a, fire- 
place, arched; b, 

a 2, from behind rise 

Sy into the flue; d, 
air-conduitto that 
chamber on each: 

arche 
e neck rising into 

the bottom of the kof 

ide of a, resting 
like a saddle on 
the arched fire- 

ace, and co- 

vered with a flat flag ; i, the covering flag, resting upon three 

half bricks on the crown of the arch, and on the upright side 
walls of the air-chamber; k, the flag let into the back wall, 

edged by a board, and hinged flap with strips of list hanging 

into the water; J, level of the water in the cistern; m m, 

pipes communicating under the flue with another cistern ; 

n, solid mass ; o, return pipe passing between the cistern an: 

end wall into the chimney at p, in the back wall q; the air- 
drains to the hot chamber descend on each side of e to the bot- 
tom of a, entering at the level of » on either side, 

g. ire; bb, air-chamber ; c, cistern; d, flag resting 

on the side walls, and three half bricks on the crown of the 
neck. Two narrow supports are placed on each of the thick- 
ness of one brick on edge, to weigh upon the arch and keep it 

tight ; e e, the places where the air-drains enter. 

supplied by a communication, through two small pipes 
with a larger cistern, which receives the run of water 
from the glass at the remotest and opposite corner of 

the pit; and, as there are two pipes, the heat must 
circulate, and the remoter cistern will moderate the 

temperature in that which is over the fire. I expect 
this simple apparatus to answer even for the cultiva- 
tion of tropical Orchidaceous plants better than the 

more expensive apparatus of pipes and boilers, which is 

more liable to get out of order. Of course it woul 

be desirable to use some contrivance for the consump- 
tion of smoke. In my house the chimney is placed io 
the corner close to the fire, and the returning flue passes 
immediately over the arch that issues and rises from 

the fire, with a view to quicken the draught by heating 
the furthest extremity of the flue. Of course I have 

dated my E to the large cistern 
that already existed in the house ; in a new building the 
cisterns might be placed perhaps more conveniently, but 
their position is good. The air-drains pass from the 
front along one side of the house under the flagged path, 
and from the opposite end of the house along the side 

and under the back path to the other side of the fire- 
place. They are made, after rising from the bottom of 
the air chamber, to fall towards their further extremity, 
that no wet may be conveyed by them to the fireplace. 

Each of their openings in the house is furnished with à 
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short chimney about 6 inches high, set on to the side of 
the drain so as to be out of the way, by which the air 
enters without the admission of dirt from the floor. The 
value of this apparatus cannot, perhaps, at this season 
of the year, be fully tested by experience ; but I do not 
anticipate any probability of failure. The flue is wide 
and deep, enclosing a pit which may at will be fitted up 
as a tank, or tan-pit, or sand-bed, or covered air cham- 
ber, and is surrounded by a footpath, except where it 
returns over the arch that issues from the fireplace, 
and passes thence between the cistern and the end of 
the house into the chimney. The two ends and front of 
the house have a wide shelf of flag or wood between the 
paths and wall, and a platform underneath raised a few 
inches above the level of the floor, for pots containing 
Toots which are to remain dry and at rest, I may take 
this opportunity of mentioning that, instead of a shelf 
along about 10 feet of the front from one corner of the 
house, a slender wall having been raised the space be- 
tween it and the front wall was filled with coarse sand 
for pots to stand on. In the corner a pot about a foot 
wide, containing a young plant of Ipomcea seabra, was 
Set along with the rest. The plant rooted into the sand 
and has remained undisturbed four or five years, being 
trained to a wire along the front of the house, on which, 
during the first two years, it flowered abundantly. 
From thence it has been allowed to ;oceupy the wires 
Under all the rafters, and its tuber has swelled to a 
reat size above ground, being more than twice as large 
as the pot could contain. It now presents a perpetual 
Sheet of blossom during moxe than half the year; my 
Bardener says it produces a million of its large flowers 
inthe year; I should say, perhaps, 100,000. I have 
Seen nothing to compare with it for beauty in a house 
Which is kept pretty cool. Bignonia Chamberlayni per- 
aps rivals it iu a damp stove, where it forms an ever- 
lowing screen to the Orchidaceous plants, I was fear- 

ful of the heat arising from the fire-place, construeted as 
Ihave stated, being too strong, and boiling the water 
in the cistern. My aim was therefore to moderate the 
heat at that point; but I find that, from the excellence 
of the draught (which is partly caused by two air-drains 
from behind the house, passing on each side of the ash- 
hole, and rising together into the arched flue where it 
issues from the fire-place, the door of the furnace being 
kept always shut, and also a sliding-door into the ash- 
hole), the perpendicular heat from the fire is not near 
as great as I expected, the heat being hurried forward, 
and I believe the air-chamber would have been more 
powerfully heated, if it had been prolonged and brought 
1n contact with the arched flue as well as the fire-place. 
At present the whole length of the flue becomes almost 
‘equally heated ; and it is evident that no heat is lost. I 
believe that for almost all purposes the union of brick- 
“ue, cisterns, and air-chambers, will be preferable t 
‘ron pipes and boiler. I find square zinc trays, 5 or 6 
Inches deep, and containing water or coarse gravel and 
water, very useful. Plants of the genus Hymenocallis 
thrive even through the whole year, immersed in the 
Water, and others can stand above its level upon pots 
inverted, or on coarse gravel if the space is larger than 
Tequired for aquatics.—W. Herbert, Spofforth, near 
Wetherby_—P.S. No. 1: The above was written some 
Ame ago, and I have since had a strong fire lighted for 
6 hours, to try how the whole apparatus would answer. 

alf an hour after the fire was alight the flue was heated 
almost equally all round the house, and before long it 
Was as hot at the furthest extremity as the old flue used 
to be at the end nearest the furnace ; but the heat that 
issued from the air-chamber was i iderable. Twelve 
hours after the fire had been raked out, the flue was 
throughout its whole length as hot as could be wished, 
except in frost of unusual severity, and a fine genial 
heat issued from under the flag over the cistern, with- 
Out visible steam, but moistening the face of a person 
looking into it, by which it appears that the air cham- 
er did not become sufficiently warmed till its outer 

Sides had had time to become heated ; but, that having 
een once effected, the heat will serve long after the 

fire is extinguished. It seems to me quite evident that 
every object will be thus gained with the least possible 
fuel, I can command any degree of regular moisture 
by zine trays filled with coarse gravel or small stones 
on which pots may stand, more or less water being 
Poured in as found expedient. In consequeuce of the 
excellence of the draught the water does not get hot in 

e cistern, though it will probably heat rather more 
When soot shall have lodged in the flue, but I believe 
the double connection with the supplying cistern 
may not have been necessary. The fire having gone 
completely out before 4 o'clock yesterday afternoon, 
to-day (16 hours after its extinction) the entire flue 
had become cold, but a strong moist heat continued 
to issue from the air chamber at the cistern, and 
at the expiration of 26 hours it still yielded warm 
a very sensible to the hand. I attribute this to 
b e thorough heating of the solid mass of brickwork 
tween the arched neck that rises from the fireplace 
Into the bottom of the flue, and the air drains which 
rise by its side to the level of the floor, for that mass 
oun Only give out its heat through the air drains. If 
hey had passed close to the sides of the arched under- 
ound mouth of the flue, the air chamber would have 

[ess more quickly heated, but the heat would not have 
ieee So durable, I stated that two air drains from 
ehind bring air from without along the sides of the 

ash-hole, and rise into the bottom of the arched neck be- 
md the ash-hole, and quicken the draught, but I should Ave said, that from the level of the furnace they de- 

Side of the furnace and ash-hole diagon- Scend by the 

ally, after which the air rises behind of the 
ash-hole, because the atmospheric air is thus warmed 

should have at midsummer. A sudden frost sets in, 
the trees are stript of their leaves, and the unripened 

before it rises into the flue, and that ma; 
be of some importance to the draught and heating of 
the flue. Nothing can be more satisfactory than the 
result, for it is clear that the air chamber would keep 
moderate frost out of the house long after the extine- 
tion of the fire, and the effect of a constant suction of 
the cooler air of the house returned with a genial and 
moist warmth must be very beneficial. There would 
be no difficulty in adding a boiler to the apparatus I 
have described, by which hot-water pipes might be 
heated for adjoining houses.——P.S. No. 2: I have just 
seen Mr. Meek's papers in the two last Numbers, and 
I perceive that he has also suggested passing the hot 
air over water, of which I was not aware. He appears 
to use a very small vessel, as represented in the figure, 
but as his object is to transmit the hot air to the bot- 
tom of a tan pit, the moisture it may acquire does not 
seem very material. From Mr. Meek’s account in 
your last Paper, it does not appear clearly how much 
inerease of temperature is owing to the furnace, and 
how much to the tan. [Nothing to the tan, or very 
little ; it is too shallow to ferment much, and the tem- 
perature rose immediately after the fire was lighted, the 
tan itself being wetand cold.] In whatever manner the 
warm air shall be used, whether simply disch d into 

nay | wood. d with sap which gets congealed, can ] g 
only be thrown off in the shape of gum.— JV. Stothard, 
Durdham Down Nursery, Bristol, Aug. 24. 

Mummy Wheat.—A letter which I lately received 
from Sir William Colebrooke, Governor of New Bruns- 
wick, communicates a fact which will, perhaps, surprise 
you, namely, the assumption of a biennial character by 
the celebrated Mummy Wheat brought from the 

inches long, and the stems very strong. On my return 
Frederi p © 

the house and transfused intoa chamber under a tan bed 
or sand bed supported by hurdles and straw, it appears 
to me equally objectionable to place the fireplace out of 
the house, losing half the heat it could supply, and add- 
ing the expense of an additional building to cover it. If 
a brick flue is not liked in the house, the fireplace can 
nevertheless be placed as mine is, and the smoke carried 
directly back into the chimney in the back, placing the 
air chamber over the whole fire and neck of flue þe- 
tween it and the chimney, and great additional and 
durable heat will be saved, which seems to me to be 
wasted by Mr. Meek’s. It should be recollected that 
the air drains, though not quite as expensive as flues, 
because they need not be so spacious nor so well built, 
oceasion nevertheless a proportionate expense. My 
object is to see how the most advantage can be drawn 
from a given fireplace and consumption of fuel, and I 
say that the air drain system, the cistern, the hot flue, 
and the boiler and pipes, if wished, for another house, 
may be all worked by one fire. It is now a considerable 
time since my alterations have been made, and I am 
satisfied that nothing could be better, except, perhaps, 
the prolongation of the air chamber over the top of the 
neck between the fireplaceand the visible flue, which would 
probably cause a hotter current of air while the fire is 
burning, but less durable after its extinction. The flue 
heats so freely, and with so little fire, that if an inch or 

o | less of water is poured into a zine tray upon it, and in- 
verted pots placed therein, the pots that stand upon 
them when lifted. off feel at bottom as if taken out of a 
very mild hot bed.— JV. H., August 20. 

Fruit- Tree Borders.—l began to make a Peach-tree 
border about six years ago in the following manner :— 
The old soil was taken out to the depth of 3 feet, and 
the bottom made to slope 18 inches into a small drain 
parallel with the border, which was 14 feet wide ; I 
then covered the bottom with slate tiles, making them 
overlap each other a little in the way in which they are 
laid on the roofs of houses; upon the tiles was laid 
about a foot in thickness of rough stones, and over 
these the mould forming the border, which consisted of 

turfy loam without any other mixture (but if it were 
always convenient I should mix a few crushed bones 
with the soil, for the purpose of keeping it free and 

open). After leaving the border for a while to settle, 
the trees were planted on little mounds of earth to 
allow for further settling; their roots were carefully 
spread out, and covered to the depth of 3 or 4 inches ; 
I then dug a trench round each tree a foot wide to the 
depth of the border, and about 4 feet from the trunk of 
the trees; this trench I filled with stones, such as 
are used for building dry walls, laying them as regular 
as I could on the side next the trees; after covering 
them over and levelling the surface of the border, the 
work was completed. During the summer months the 
trees were well mulched and kept free of insects, but 
before autumn commenced the mulching was all cleared 
off and the surface of the border fully exposed to the 
action of the air; at this time I opened the trenches, 
and found that many of the roots had reached the other 
side ; these I carefully turned back, pegging them down 
right and left to the ball of earth, with their points in- 
elining upwards, and filed up the trench again as I 
went along. About the same time the following year I 
treated them in the same way, and probably might have 
done so the third year had they been under my care, 
for when I left them they were in excellent condition ; 
and while they continued so, I should not have given 
them any more width of border until the roots had oc- 
cupied the space between tree and tree. The chief 
object to be always kept in view in the management of 
Peach and Nectarine trees is a thorough ripening of 
the wood ; this point can only be gained by confining 
their roots. I dislike the unnatural practice of cutting 

them back, which, if often repeated, is sure to cause 
them to produce suckers; then, on the other hand, 

what can be expected from trees whose roots are ex- 

posed to an excess of stimulating matter, and left to 
revel without reatraint ; is it not in such trees that we 

find a superfluity of thick, spongy, long-jointed wood, 

with single buds that are of no use? How often do we 

see such trees in mild autumns carried into the middle 

of winter, with all the appearances that a Peach-tree 

n Ihope they will be nearly ripe, and that 
I shall be able to send youa specimen. I am much 
gratified at this success, which has secured a valuable 
production to the country. I shall be glad to receive 
from you any later particulars of the progress of this 
cultivation by Col, Le Couteur, and others at home ; and 
of the estimation in which the Wheat is held in England. 
I cannot resist the impression produced by three years’ 
experience, that this is a winter Wheat, and, if so, not 
a production of the soil of Egypt. Whence did the 
ancient Egyptians draw their supply of this grain? 
Probably, from its size and productivene:s, a supersti- 
tious idea led to the deposit of these grains in the 
mummy-case.” ‘The letter, of which the above is an 
extract, is dated the 13th of last month, at St. Andrew’s, 
New Brunswick.— Wiiliam Hamilton, M.D., Plymouth, 
August 6 

An enormous Radish has been grown by Mr. James 
Elstub, Staineliffe-mill, Betley. It measured 19 inches 
in length, the circumference at the top was 123 inches, 
and at the middle 12 inches. Weight 3 Ibs.— Witness = 
George Gledhill, Staincliffe, Betley. 

Fixing Botanical Specimens.—Strips cut from the mar- 
gins of postage stamp sheets have been recommended for 
this purpose. Some years ago, observing a similar re- 
commendation in some botanical work, I made trial of 
these strips for fixing the sp in my herbarium, 
but found them very unfit for the purpose, being too 
weak to hold specimens of any size, and the gum defi- 
cient in adhesiveness. Their dirty cream colour is also 
a great objection with those having a desire for neat- 
ness. I invariably use stout green paper slips covered 
with a solution of gum arabic. These I find to answer 
admirably. The gum arabic if put on of sufficient con- 
sistency, possesses strength sufficient to hold the plants 
firmly, even although the herbarium be in very active 
use, and the green-coloured strips contrast nicely with 
the white sheets, and the whole looks more lively than 
if the slips and sheets were of one colour. A corres- 
pondent recommended to me narrow silk ribbons for 
the purpose ; but on trial I found the elasticity of these 
prevented them from fixing well to the papers.—Geo. 
Lawson, Doune House, by Cupar, Fifeshire. [The 
best material for rendering paper adhesive is two parts 
gum arabic, one part powdered Tragacanth, one part 
coarse brown sugar, thoroughly dissolved, and applied 
of the thickness of cream.] 

Achi J 1 
p tiful as this family of 

plants is, none of them seems to outvie this variety. In 
habit it is robust and stately, giving it an especial claim 
to attention. I manage it as follows :—After flowering, 

and when the foliage has begun to decay, water is with- 

held, and the plants are kept in a dry situation, out of 

the reach of frost. About the middle of January the 

old soil is shaken from them, and they are planted in 

paus well drained, in a mixture of charcoal broken to 

the size of a nut, turfy peat, and burnt turf „well mixed 

with silver sand. The pans are filled to within about 

an inch of the top, the tubers are laid regularly on, and 
the pans filed up. They are then placed in a warm 
situation in a Vinery near the glass, where in a short 
time the plants make their appearance ; they are then 
transplanted singly into small pots, and as soon as the 

roots appear on the outside of the ball, they are re- 
potted three into a well drained 6.inch pot. As scon 

as the second pair of leaves unfold the top is pinched 

off, and this operation is continued till the plants form 
quite a bush ; the syringe is drawn over them every 
fine evening. About the middle of May they are re- 
moved to the greenhouse, when they soon show flower. 
By following this system no sticks ave required. Thisis 
the best of all the species for the drawing-room; several 
plants that have been in the room for the last three 
weeks have not lost a leaf, and they are studded with a 
profusion of lovely orange flowers —E. S. 3 

Healthy Potatoes produced from Discased Sets.—On 
taking up the crop last autumn, a considerable quantity 
of the worst tubers (which, though so much affected as 
to be easily perforated with the finger, were yet sprout- 
ing at one end) were planted immediately. Others, to 
all appearance even worse than these, were thrown to- 
gether in a heap to rot. During the winter they 
sprouted, and in January many of these were also 
planted. Strange to say, the produce from these roots 
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is the best crop in the field—indeed, an excellent crop, 
and of good quality ; and it is required now to dig as 
large a portion of ground in any other part of the field 
to find a basket of good Potatoes, as in the part where 
these diseased tubers were planted to find a basket of 
bad ones, Lime rubbish from old walls was laid in the 
bottom of the trench, on which was placed some old 
thatch, and the Potatoes planted thereon, and covered 
with earth, so that they lay as dry as possible.— Con- 
tant Readers. 

Pruning Roses.—1n “ The Tree-Rose" I find (p.48) 
that “the removal of the extraneous parts of the wild 
braneh, and the stem left above it, are best effected 18 
months after budding ; if sooner, the bud is apt to be 
injured." Now e 

** Audi alteram partem." 
In the Chronicle (p. 549) * H. B." says,“ when the 
bud has become a shoot, the whole of the stock may be 
eut down close to it," &e 

** Who shall decide when doctors disagree ?” 
Ihave now a bud of Charles Duval, which was in- 
serted early in July, and which has already become a 
shoot measuring more than 8 inches, I` have also 
another shoot of the same stock, which is just beginning 
to push. Am I to eut the wild stock down'to*the base 
of the former bud, now become a shoot, or to leave any 
part of it-“for 18 months ?" and what am I to do in 
regard to the latter? I observe “H. B." gives the 
preference to bast for tying, and objects to “lambs’- 
wool.” As the former is not always in remote places 
to be procured readily, I venture to remark that com- 
mon yarn, such as stockings are knitted of, makes a 
most effective and a very neat and easily-handled tie— 
experto crede. Ihave budded successfully many hun- 
dreds, and never use anything else. Take a strand 
about 30 inches in length, double it, pass the doubled 
end or loop round the shoot, and bring the two ends 
through the loop ; then adjust it to the junction of the 
two barks ; go on winding round as you descend, and 
when you get to the bud let one yarn go on the upper, 
and one on the other side of the bud, by which means 
a very neat and handy tie may be made.—L. B. N., 

ug. 21 
Mangold Wurzel Tops.—My attention having been 

ealled to your recommendation to eottagers to plant 
Swedes as a substitute for Potatoes, I cast my eyes on 
some very good Mangold Wurzel, and it struck me that 
the tender leaves might «make a good vegetable. I had 
some cooked in the same manner as Spinach, and when 
served up they had not only the appearance of that 
vegetable, but the flavour was also so very similar that 
I have several times passed them off as such. The 
Mangold Wurzel was the yellow kind, and though I 
have eaten of it freely and frequently, I have perceived 
no bad effects. I have tried your recommendation to 
pull the haulm of the Potato, and so far I can speak 
favourably of it, as the Potatoes are better than those 
the haulm of which have been cut off.—R. Hume, Mid- 
dlemass, Henley-on-Thames. 

of Pulling up the Haulm from Diseased 
tried the plan of pulling up the haulm 

immediately upon perceiving the disease this year on 
the early varieties (viz., Shaws, Ash-leaved Kidneys, 
&e.), and the result is all that could be desired, We 
have lost scarcely any ; the tops were left on the ends 
of some rows of Shaws, for the sake of experiment, but 
nearly all the Potatoes spoiled. Mowing off the tops 
we find to be useless, We have just leted pulling 

Copper Smoke a Preventive of Potato Disease.—In | the smoke of which absol ly destroys 
the district about Meath 
copper smoke prevails,” was the expression of an intel. 
ligent inhabitant with whom I fell into conversation, 
the Potatoes are sound, and the same person informed 
me it was also the case last year. I can verify the fact 
so far as the present appearance of the crop, as seen 
from the mail coach roof,can be considered a verification; 
but I state it with a view of inducing more particular 
inquiry into it. You are, I dare say, aware the district 
I speak of is erowded with copper smelting furnaces, 

B in 
and Swansea, “wherever the | its close vicinity, rendering acres as brown and. bare 

as the road ; a little farther off it is said to affect cattle 
injuriously, not by a direct effect, but by rendering the 
Grass unwholesome, and within this latter range it is 
(as I understand) that it seems to preserve the Potato. 
—W. [We have the writer’s name, but should be èx- 
tremely obliged to any of our friends in this district if 
they would enquire into the statement; if the facts are 
as represented, we have perhaps a clue to the cause of 
the disease. ] | 

Hazard’s Plan of Heating.— Y promised (p. 480) to 
furnish the practical results of my system of heating, 
which was formerly considered only in a general and 
theoretical point of view. For this purpose I send a 

forma bottom heat. By this extended radiating sur- 
face, which has also the advantage of being through 
out its Whole extent in immediate contact with the 
source of heat, the gardener has been enabled to 

maintain an invariable temperature with 
only two attendances daily ; and by the 
kindness of a gentleman who has employed 
a similar apparatus in his houses of equal 
size, lam in p ion of a th i 
table, showing the temperature maintained 
in the severe season of 1844-5, from which 
the following is extracted :— 

Date. Evening. Morning. Ws 
ALENTO Anc bios, puc ee QU HM. DU Nec i-o BAEREN A T Farle cat! Ces cod veges! Duo “og 6 TOE wota ABE 3524; L m 58° 
The explanation of the rise in the tempera= 
ture on the last day will be found in the 
fact, that in anticipation of a very severe 
night, the ventilators admitting the warm 
air were left more open, but no difference 
was made in the fire, I have the satisfac 
tion of adding, that this ventilating system 
of heating has proved uniformly favour: 
able for plants in all stages, particularly 
when fruit is setting, and I have witnessed 
this process going on most successfully 
under the management above described, 
when the old plan of hot-water warming has 
not been able to induce the same result, The 
vapour appendage only now remains to be ex= 

A, The stoking hole; B, The chamber for apparatus, of which K is the fire-box ; 
tors ; hem striking-pit, with bottom heat; ec, Ventila: ET 

so placed to be built in the garden wall; JJ, Melon pits. 

; CC, The hot-air drains ; D, The 
outh of drain, H H, for supplying fresh air; I, The chimney 

sketch of a range of garden-houses heated under my ) plained ; it is made of copper pipe attached to the water 
direction, comprising a forcing-house 30 feet long, and 
greenhouse 16 feet long, both 14 feet wide, and two 
Melon-pits 8 feet square. The apparatus for warming 

cistern, and resembles a fork with perforated prongs, 
through which water is made to drop at will upon the 

the whole of these, g p of bottom 
heat, an area of upwards of 8000 cubic feet, consists 
of a fire-box (K) 18 in. by 16 in., connected with the 

ke-flue by a series of five rows of tubes five tubes 
the stalks off our late varieties. "The Potatoes in this 
neighbourhood are affected with the disease as bad, or 
worse, if possible, than last season.—S. and J. Dilli- 
stone, Sturmer Nursery, Suffolk. 

ato Disease in North of Ireland. — Between 
the 12th and 20th of this month I traversed the pro- 
vince of Ulster, passing from Dublin to Belfast, and 
Coleraine ; and thence southwards by Armagh, Mona- 
ghan, Fermanagh, and Cavan, through Meath to Dublin 
again ; the only county which I did not see being Done- 
gal. During my whole course, I saw but one field of 
Potatoes which was not evidently and hopelessly affected 
y the disease ; that field was close to the city of 

Armagh. The dry and the wet lands seemed alike 
blighted, the levels and the slopes. The crops growing 
on soil along the volcanic rocks, on the chalky and the 
mountain limestones, on the gravel, the sand, and the 
bog lands, appeared all equally destroyed, so far as a 
passing eye could judge. The fields cultivated in the 
usual Irish ridge bed mode, and also those im the better 
drilled rows, were alike. All had the appearance of 
having been struck with frost, the blackness of the 
leaves travelling in general upward from {the roots. 
Some fields were so bad that the peculiar” scent of the 
disease was perceptible even from the adjoining road. 
Fields which had, as I was informed, looked well a week 
before were now gone, and I was told, that, in some 
instances, a single day had sufficed to throw the blight 
over the whole surface of a field. The roots which I 
Saw were everywhere small and watery, even where 
they were not unequivocally diseased ; and this, not 
only in the late kinds, which, of course, are quite un- 
ripe ; but, even in the earlier varieties, which, at this 
Season, ought to be mealy and wholesome, The rich 
and the poor held but one language, that of deep de- 
jection, and the universal impression seemed to be, 
“the Potatoes are leaving Ireland for ever.” Yet the 
poor, both Protestants and Romanists, seemed to feel 
contented, for they said, “The Almighty will never 
leave us to starve ; some other food will be sent us.” 
could not help noticing that the Turnip erops were most 
promising where the Potatoes seemed most destroyed.— 
A W.B. “a 

in each row. The heated gases produced by the com- 
bustion of the fuel, traverse the whole of these pipes, 
affording a radiating surface of 200 superficial feet. 
The supply of fresh air is brought from (F), and 
after being warmed by contact with the tubes, is 
distributed over the different portions of the house, 
being first compelled under the striking-pit (D), to 

heated tubes, and may be so regulated as to continue im- 
perceptibly saturating the phere with moisture; or 
by allowing a greater flow of water through the perfora- 
tions, a steam is raised sufficiently dense to cloud the entire 
house in the course of a few minutes. Thus we have an 
unlimited power of producing artificial dew, which a con- 
sideration of the economy of nature shows to be largel: 
required in hot climates (else why so largely provided P, 
and while we strenuously endeavour to make an artifi- 
cial tropic in our colder clime, we must not omit to 
imitate its inseparabl i freshing dew.— 
Robert Hazard, Bristol. 

Wasp Traps.—Take two hand-glasses of a similar 
shape and size, place one of them on four bricks, then 
with the point of a knife carefully take out one of the 
panes a little below the top ; turn the other glass upside 
down, and sprinkle the inside with a mixture#f honey 
and vinegar, which will create a scent; place it imme- 
diately over the one resting on the bricks. - If the two 
glasses should not fit exactly, as they seldom do, on all 
four of the sides, get some wet moss and squeeze it into 
the apertures with a pointed stick, The trap will now 
be complete. In consequence of the glasses being ele- 
vated on bricks (inverted flower-pots will answer as 
well), the wasps will obtain a read ission under- 

ever they are found, pour into the hole a little gas-tar, 
place a bit of turf on it, and tread it down hard, and all 
that are at home will die.—Joseph Melony, Brightwell, 
August 24, 

Sir Robert Peel and Cheap Glass.—1 am one of the 
many who have reaped the advantage of the removal of 
the tax on glass, and as a gardener I am grateful, I 
propose we should obtain one of the finest shaped Pine- 
apples, both as to size and form, send it to Mr. Elking- 
ton’s, and have it electrotyped in gold, place it on a 
silver base ornamented, and present it to Sir Robert 
Peel, as the token of our gratitude. If you and your 

neath, and directly mount up through the opening made 
in the under glass into the apartment above ; and, as a 
wasp never flies downward, they will never get out 
where they got in, consequently they will all be made 
prisoners if the upper glass be free from holes. In the 
course of a day or so they will all be dead; but, in 
order to destroy them as quickly as possible, take some 
brown paper previously dipped in melted brimstone, 
apply a match to it and place it under the glasses, the 
fume will soon ascend through the opening mentioned 
before into the upper chamber, and kill them all ina 
minute. Should the wasps be numerous, and one trap 
only be found insufficient, several should be employed ; 
I have sometimes had ten in different parts of the 
garden. Every other day the upper glass should be 
taken off and sprinkled as before, or oftener than this, 
if brimstone be used. I have in some seasons ensnared 
myriads of those vexatious enemies by the plan just 
deseribed, I do not mean to say that it will do away 
with the necessity of destroying the nests; I would ad- 
vise this to be done by the following easy method. Wher- 

p like the plan I will gladly join any sub- 
scription, and moreover, will obtain from one of our 
best ornamentists a model of the base.—Dodman, [Not 
a bad idea. We shall be happy to co-operate.] 

Country Shows. 
Gooseberry Shows.— At the White Hart, Carrington; 

July 25.—Weaviest of all colours, Barnes’ London, 
17 dwt. 11 gr. 

Stewards’ Prizes. 

dwt. gr. dwt, gre 
Loyd's Companion .. 14 21| Leatherland’s Keepsake 13 22 
King’s Leader .. + 16 4| Grundy’s Sherwood Maid 12 23 

Prizes in Classes. 
g dwt. gr. 

14 1 
Red, dwt. gr. Green. 

Barnes’ Wonderful .. 14 21| Loyd’s Keepsake «+ 
Wright’s Companion.. 14 7| Porter’s Victoria.» 12 ag 
Leatherland’s Guido .. 13 20| Grundy’s Thumper ... 12 
King’s Lion <.  .. 1223 

Yellow. hite. +f 
Loyd'sLeader,. .. 15 21| Barnes’ Tally-ho ++. 14 
Grundy’s Birdlime: esht 
Leatherland's Dublin. . Wright's Sherwood Maid 11 

Porter's Queen of Trumpsll T 

| 



| 
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At the Peacock, St. Peter's Gate, Nottingham, July bouquets were sent for sale, the proceeds of which are | —To one quart of Indian meal, add three pints of hot 
27.—Maiden prize, Pearson’s Tally-ho, 12 dwt, Heaviest | 
of all colours, Brown’s Wonderful, 18 dwt. 3 gr. 

Steward’s Prizes. 
Second. dwt. gr. 

Lee's Lord Middleton.. 17 12 
Addicott’s Gunner: .. 1425 
Hickling's Queen Victorial4 13 

20 | Musson’s Freedom .. 1422 

First. dwt. gr. 
Harpham’s Wonderful 17 17 
Mortimer’s Leader .. 16 18 
Walker’s Thumper .. 
Orchard’s Tally-ho .. 

Yellow.  dwt.gr. 
Thornley's Leader .. 16 
Barnes Goldfinder .. 14 23 

Harpham’s Defiance .. 16 13| Smith's Gunner fees sial 
Mortimer’s London. .. 16 5| WindlesPilot.. .. 14 6 
Windle’s Wonderful .. 15 17|Lee's Ready ..  .. 14 6 
Hickling’s Conquering RydersPeru .. .. 14 5 
pero .. es ss 14 16 | Middleton's Birdlime.. 13 21 
rown’s Lion's Provider 13 13 | Taylor's Drill +. 13 16 

Brown’s Slaughterman 12 11 White. 
Teen, G Barnes’ Tally-ho .. 1515 

Musson’s Thumper Wi -. 17 13| Musson's Lady Stanley 14 10 
Windle’s Turn-out .. 14 12| Ryder's Freedom — .. 14 6 
Addicott's Keepsake.. 14 11 | Smith's Qu. of Trumps 14 1 
ddicott’s Overall .. 14 7| Walkers Coppice Lass 

Middleton's Queen Vic- Orchard's Eagle . 13 2 
Tod DE ++ 13 13 | Mortimer's Snowball. . 

8 Providence -. 12 4| Ryder’s Seedling 11 23 

—Nottingham Journal. 

Garden Memoranda. 
The Holme: J. Anderson, Esq.—This is one of those 

delightful little suburban residences which are becoming 
0 numerous, and which evince so strikingly the refined 

of this great li 

a 
Stranger to imagine it is of considerable extent. The 

been taken off, and 
à Some of the. Orchids are 

growing beautifully on the rockwork, and the Ferns 
Are quite home in s situation. The 
Collection of Orchids being very young, aud man 
of them imported specimens of this season, they are 
Rot in very luxuriant condition, but still sufficiently so 
to show that the house is admirably adapted for their 
growth, Adjoining the Orchid house is a span-roofed 
Camellia house containing some neat plants in excellent 
health, and further on a Heath house stocked with a 
number of plants in admirable condition. A small 
Mery, used principally for fruiting Vines in pots, in 

which Mr, Smith, the gardener here, is an adept, a 
Propagating house and some pits, constitute the remain- 
ing portion of the glass, all of which is sheet, in large 
Squares, and escaped the late hail-storm without injury. 
n the front of these houses there is a large piece o: 

8round intended for a flower-garden, and at the bottom 
of it a neat rustic Moss house. The grounds were in 
excellent condition, and the place altogether is one of 

€ most interesting we know of in the neighbourhood 
of London.— W. P. A., Brooklands, Aug. 10. 

Miscellaneous. 
The Late Hailstorm.—The floricultural féte in aid of 

the funds for the relief of those nurserymen and florists 
Who suffered from the late destructive hailstorm, took 
Place at the Surrey Zoologieal Gardens on Monday, 
the 24th, and Tuesday, the 25th inst., and considering 
the season, the exhibition was a fair one. Collections 
oi plants were contributed from most of the principal 
Buried and nurseries in the neighbourhood of London, 
as well as from some ata distance. Stands of Dahlias 
disilivss x ius of cut Roses there was a fine 
Wu ay n Several noble specimens of the beautiful 
apan Lilies also graced the tables. Messrs. Lucombe, 

Pince, and Co., of Exeter, sent an admirable specimen 
of Cyrtoceras reflexum, together with the beautiful 
Phalrenopsis _ amabilis—the Queen of all the Orchids ; 
and in the miscellaneous collection of plants contributed 
by Mrs. Lawrence, of Ealing Park, we remarked the 
Comparatively new Ixora odorata, with three large rather loose, terminal panicles of pink and white flowers, which smell as sweetly as those of a Jasmine. 

he company, although not So numerous as could have 
any influenti been. wished, m 

R.H. the Duke of Cambridge took much Mc 
ws exhibition, and the R. H. the Lord Mayor and Lady 

&yoress left substantial proof behind them of their anxiety to relieve the sufferers: Numerous plants and 

to be added to the funds; and specimens of Royal 
George Peaches, and several brace of Cucumbers, were 
also sent for the same purpose, by Mr. Cuthill, of 
Camberwell. 

An Olive Leaf from the Housewives of America to 
the Housewives of Great Britain and Ireland: or Re- 
ceipts for Making various Articles of Food of Indian 
Corn Meal.—Common Journey, or Johnny Cake.— 

0 | Into one quart of meal, stir one pint of boiling water, with 
salt; spread it on a board an inch thick, and bake it 
before the fire, or otherwise on an iron over the fire. 
Superior Johnny Cake.—Take one pint of cream, half a 
pint of meal, two eggs, two tablespoonsful of Wheat 
flour, half a teaspoonful of carbonate of soda, and salt 
to suit the taste. Bake ina hot oven. [The above re- 
ceipt was furnished by the Rev. Owen Lovejoy, of Iili- 
nois, brother of the “ Martyr," with the remark, * Try 
it, and tell Lord Morpeth to do the same.”] An Excel- 
lent Johnny Cake.—Take one quart of milk, three eggs, 
one teaspoonful of carbonate of soda, one teacup of 
Wheat flour, and Indian meal sufficient to make a 

Bake quick, in 
pans previously buttered, and eat it warm with butter 
or milk. Indian Pound Cake.—Eight eggs; the 
weight of the eggs in sugar ; the weight of six of them 
in meal ; half a pound in meal, half a pound of butter, 
and one large nutmeg. Indian Cake.—One pint of 
sour milk, one teaspoonful of carbonate of soda, one 
tablespoonful of sugar, one tablespoonful of butter, one 

Batter Cakes.— 
No. 1. Prepare a thick batter by wetting sifted meal 
with cold water, and then stirring it into that which is 

batter of the consistency of pancakes. 

egg, salt, and stiff enough to pour. 

boiling. Salt, and when it is lukewarm, add yeast 
when risen, bake in thin eakes over the fire, 

cook as before. No. 3. 

two eggs well beaten ; cook as before. 

add saltand ginger to your taste. 
— For one pint of meal take one teacup of sweet milk, 
one eup of sour eream, half a eup of molasses or treacle, 

"3 edis 

No. 2. 
fake some milk, correct its acidity with carbonate of 

soda, add salt and meal to make a thick batter, and 
tir a quart of boiling water 

into the same quantity of meal, add a little salt and 
Ginger Cake.— 

One quart of sour milk with earbonate of soda, one 
uart of meal, one pint of flour, one gill of molasses; 

A Corn Meal Cake. 

milk, half a pint of molasses or treacle, a desert spoon- 
ful of salt, an ounce or more of beef suet shred fine. 
Stir the materials well together, tie them in a cloth, 
allowing room for the pudding to swell one-eighth 
larger, and boil it six or eight hours. The longer it 
boils the better. It may be made without suet. 
Dumplins.—Into one quart of meal, stir one pint of 
boiling water with salt. Wet the bands in eold water, 
and make them into smooth balls, two or three inches 
in diameter. Immerse in boiling water, and cook over 

a steady fire twenty or thirty minutes. If you choose, 

put a few berries, a peach, or part of an apple, in the 
centre of each dumpling. Superior Dumpling.—To 
one pint of sour milk with carbonate of soda, add one 
quart of meal and a large spoonful of flour; roll out 
with flour and put in apple, and cook as before. Green 
Corn Pudding.—' Take eighteen ears of green corn ; 
split the kernels lengthwise of the ear with a sharp 
knife, then with a case-knife serape the corn from the 
cob, leaving the hulls on the cob ; mix it with three or 
four quarts of rich sweet milk; add four eggs well 
beaten ; two tablespoonsful of sugar ; salt to the taste ; 
bake it three hours. To be eaten hot, with butter. 
Homony.—This article is considered a great delicacy 
throughout the southern states, and is seen on almost 
every breakfast table. Itis prepared thus: The corn 
must be ground not quite into meal, Let the broken 
grains be about the size of a pin’s head. Then sift the 
flour from it through a fine hair sieve. Next shake the 
grains in the sieve, so as to make the hulls or bran rise 
to the top, when it can be removed by the hand. The 

grains must then be washed in several waters, and the 

; | light articles, which rise to the surface, poured off with 
the water through the fingers, so as to prevent the 

eseape of the grains. Have a pot or boiler ready on the 
fire with water in it ; add the grains at the rate of one 

pint to two pints of water. Boil it briskly about twenty 

minutes, taking off the scum and occasionally stirring it. 

When the homony has thoroughly soaked up the water, 
take the boiler off the fire, cover it, and place it near, or on 
a less heated part of, the fire, and allow it to soak there 
about ten minutes. It may be eaten with milk, butter, 
treacle, or sugar, The flour or meal sifted out can be 
used to make bread or cakes. [The editor of the 

hilad 

? 

one egg well beaten, one t of soda. 

spices may be used to suit the taste. 
To one quart of meal pour boiling water till thoroughly 

set it up before the fire to roast. 

liking. Corn Muffins.—Take one quart of buttermilk. 
three or four eggs well beaten, a small quantity of flour 

baked. 

meal; bake in deep dishes in an oven when risen. 

molasses or treacle. 

teaspoonful of carbonate of soda dissolved in water, 

it in a bake-kettle or oven. 

a tablespoonful of molasses. 

Pudding.—Put in three pints of water and a table- 
spoonful of salt, and when it begins to boil, stir in meal 
until it is thick enough for the table. 
choose, sour apple chopped. Cook twenty or thirty 
minutes. Eaten with milk, butter, or treacle.— 

Hasty-Pudding Bread.—Prepare hasty pudding as 

bake in a deep dish in a hot oven. 

salt, a little spice of any kind you likes bake it three or 
four hours in a pretty hot oven. Baked Pudding.—To 
two quarts of milk, add one quart of meal, a little salt, 
and a cup of sugar. Prepare by heating the milk over 
the fire, stirring it occasionally to prevent its burning 5 

when it scarcely boils, remove it, put in the salt and 

sugar, and scatter in the meal, stirring rapidly to pre- 

vent its collecting into lumps; put in the nutmeg and 

turn into a deep pan. Bake immediately, or otherwise 

as may be convenient, ina hot oven, three hours. When 

it has baked an hour or more, pour over the pudding 

one gill or one half-pint of milk ; this will soften the 

crust, and form a delicious whey. Boiled Pudding.— 

Into two quarts of meal, stir three pints of boiling 

water, some salt, and a gill of molasses or treacle ; 

spice or not as you choose. Tie up in a strong cloth or 

udding boiler, put into boiling water, and cook over a 

steady fire for three/hoursy Superior Boiled: Pudding. 

p 
half a spoonful of salt ; einnamon, nutmeg, or other 

Corn. Dodgers.— 

wet; add two tablespoonsful of flour ; a teaspoonful of 
salt; mix it well; spread it smooth in a spider or pan ; 
first heat and oil the pan well, then set it on the coals 
till you ean run a knife under and turn it round, then 

Hoe Cake.—Three 
tablespoonsful of sugar; three of cream; three eggs ;| sugar, molasses or treacle, it possesses a flavour that 

one teacup of buttermilk. Stir in the meal till it is a 
little thicker than batter, and salt and spice to your 

mix them together, and then make it quite thick with | cup 
corn meal; add a tablespoonful of melted butter, and 
saltto suit the taste ; butter the pan in which it is 

Corn and Flour Bread.—Prepare a thin batter 
by wetting sifted meal in cold water, and then stirring 
it into that which is boiling ; salt, and when it is luke- 
warm, add yeast, and as much flour as there is common 

Yankee Brown Bread.—To two quarts of corn meal, 

pour one quart of boiling water; stir yeast into two 

quarts of rye meal, and knead together with two quarts 

of lukewarm water. Add, if you choose, one gill of 

Corn Rread.—To one quart of 

sifted meal, add one teacup of cream, three eggs, one 

buttermilk to make it quite soft; stir it well, and bake 
Brown Bread Biscuit.— 

Two quarts of Indian meal ; one pint and a half of rye 

meal ; one teacup of flour, two spoonsful of yeast, and 

Add a little carbonate of 
soda to the yeast, and let it rise over night. Hasty 

‘Add, if you 

Fried Hasty Pudding.— Cut cold pudding into smooth 
sliees, and fry brown in a little butter or pork fat. 

before; when lukewarm add yeast, and after rising, 

Corn-meal Pud- | sufficient for the 1 
ding.—Scald four quarts of milk, stir into it one quart | ees mer 
of sifted meal, one cup of molasses, a tablespoonful of | Calendar of Operations. 

7 lphia Citizen, who contributed this receipt, re- 
marks at the close of his note, “ I know the English 
people will love America the more for the sake of the 

;|homony."] Buck-Wheat Cakes.—This cheap article 
of food is idered a luxury throughout most of the 

American states, from the Ist of October to the Ist of 
Apri. During this period it is found almost every- 
where, at breakfast, on the most frugal and the most 
sumptuous tables. When eaten warm, with butter, 

cannot be equalled by any other griddle-cake whatever. 
The buck-wheat flour, put up in small casks in Philadel- 

, | phia, is the best that can be procured in America.—Z. 
. Recerpt: Mix the flour with cold water ; put ina 

of yesst and a little salt; set it in a warm place 
over night. If it should be sour in the morning, put in 

a little carbonate of soda; fry them the same as any 
griddle-cakes. Leave enough of the batter to leaven the 

next mess. To be eaten with butter, molasses, or sugar. 
—Elihu Burritt. 

Comparative Price of Fruit in Covent Garden 
Market for the Week ending Aug. 29 :— 

1845. 1846. 

Apples per bushel .. of 4s. to 8s. 
m 4s. to 12s. Pears per half sieve .. 

ms ba 

'hose missed 
; all the others 

| (For the ensuing Week.) 
| Winter Crops.—Every attention should at this period 

| be given to these in the way of high cultivation, in every 

| respect. Where sufficient labour is provided at all 
| times, not a weed should be allowed to show its head. 
Where unfortunately they bave done so, through 
pressure of business, I would strongly advise the use of 
the spade, instead of the hoe. This plan I have pur- 
sued for years, and nothing could induce me to return 
to the hoe, as a general policy, in cleaning the kitchen 
garden. Besides it is assuredly as economical in the 
first instance, excepting in very hot and dry weather; 
for unless the hoeing is succeeded by a raking (a double 
operation), the hoeing will in general have little effect. 
Moreover the benefits in the way of aeration are very 
considerable, especially in effete soils, such as the 
majority of our kitchen gardens. All the Brassica 

tribe, from the York Cabbage up to the Cauliflower, 
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should be soiled up the stem as high as possible. Where 
such crops are on poor land, a dressing of guano at this 
period would be of eminent service. It might be intro- 
duced, as in South America, in the cultivation of 
Tobacco, Indian Corn, &e. ; viz., by hand, around the 
stems of the plants. I would advise the mixing it with 
four times its bulk of dry old tan, sawdust, charcoal- 
dust, or anything which will duly separate its particles. 

is process should, of course, precede the soiling. 
Where plants of this family are liable to “club,” this 
course will be found of much service ; as such fre- 
quently depend for their existence on a few late made 
surface roots. 

CONSERVATORIES, STOVE, &c. 

Continue to look over climbers, borders, &e. Large 
specimens, which had been removed out of doors, to 
give room, will soon require moving back to these 
structures ; indeed, the whole month of September will 
oceasionally call for business of this kind, The earth- 
worm is a greater enemy to pot plants in general than 
low p : every p ion must be taken to 
avoid their depredations.  Orchids.—Many of the 
earliest growths showing signs of ripeness in the leaf 
and plump pseudo bulbs, may be removed forthwith 
from the excitement of the growing house. Any situa- 
tion in the light, where a temperature averaging 60? 
er 65° night and day can be guaranteed, will suit 
them well: a very moderate amount of atmospheric 
moisture will suffice. Mixed Greenhouse.—Look well 
after late flowering things. "The late Heliotropes, scar- 
let Pelargoniums, Petunias, &e., if proceeded with as 
recommended weeks since, will now be somewhat pot- 
bound, aud will in tbat state, with the application of 
weak liquid manure, produce abuudance of blossom, on 
a light shelf, until the beginning of December. Lachen- 
alias should be instantly repotted; and the Per- 
sian Cyclamens, if planted out, as recommended in this 
Calendar in spring, will now be fine bushy plants, 
full of young leaves. They must be taken up forthwith, 
with all the soil possible ; potted carefully, and placed 
in a close frame, or propagating-house ; a bottom. heat 
of 75? would be an advantage, with a very moderate 
atmospherie temperature. After three weeks of this 
treatment, they may be introduced to the h 
where they will produce their fragrant blossoms in 
abundance, from November uatil April. Let the ama- 
teur, on a moderate scale, take a hint occasionally from 
the Conservatory section. 

KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING. 
Late-swelling Pines will require liquid manure occa- 

sionally. Keep a very high and moist temperature to 
such at this period ; one week’s swelling now is worth 
a fortnigh/s in October. Syringe through their stems 
daily, and obtain atmospheric humidity by all possible 
means, With a bottom-heat not exceeding 85°, keep 
an atmospheric warmth daily of 85° or 95°, sinking at 
night to 80°. Vineries.— Late Grapes should now have 
careful attention ; decaying berries should be speedily 
removed with the scissors. Fires should be occa- 
sionally lighted in the morning, about 11 o'clock ; when 
the flues or pipes are fairly heated, they may go out. 
Give abundance of air by day, and at night leave plenty 
of back air. Look well to late Melons ; these deserve 
every attention at all times, now especially when fruit 
in general is scarce, If any suspicion exist of canker 
in the main stem, let the soil be cleared away forthwith ; 
then prop up the stem on a piece of brick or wood, so 
as to lay hollow, and when quite dry, raise a mound 
{composed of three parts quicklime, and one part char- 
coal dust) around the suspicious part; if this become 
damp afterwards, repeat the operation. Mushrooms.— 
Fresh made beds should have the holes for the 
spawn bored immediately the beds are made, more 
especially at this period, the great object being to 
prevent violent heating. It is the safest plan to 
suffer the bed to rise to its highest piteh of heat, and 
to be on the return before spawning. Beds, to be suc- 
cessful, should never heat stronger than the temperature 
of milk from the cow. If,in this downward course, 
they are spawned at 75° or 80°, they may be soiled 
over close on the heels of spawning ; indeed, this course 
I prefer, as it prevents the farther loss of the nutritious 
gases, 

KITCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD, 
A rich border should now be got ready, and planted 

with the Bath or Brown Cos Lettuce ; these will carry 
out a supply until Christmas, in the open ground, pro- 
vided they are protected. eeks—a most useful 
vegetable in a variety of ways, should now be soiled up, 
after the manner of Broccoli ; a dr ssing of guano may 
be introduced, previously, if thes?oil is not sufficiently 
rich. If the Tomatoes ‘are over-luxuriant, cut away a 
portion of their roots. Late plantings of Endive must 
be made forthwith; this planting will be eligible to 
move into frames, with balls of earth, in November ; 
the soil must be very rich. ‘This is an excellent time 
to make a sowing of the Brown or Bath Cos, and Ham- 
mersmith Lettuces, to remain where sown through the 
winter, The beds should be elevated considerably, the 
higher the better, and the seed scattered broadeast, 
rather thinly, Let a good breadth of Coleworts be got 
out on well prepared ground ; as before observed, the 
Onion beds will be available. 
should now have attention ; the leaves of the runners 
will shade the principal leaves of the mother plant ; my 
practice is to mow down the runners, right and left, in 
order to throw sun-light on the leaves of those left. 
The mowing down the old plants is a mcst absurd 
process, which some still adhere to. Phytological prin- 
ciples and common sense are equally opposed to it. 
Let the winter Cauliflowers be sown directly, 

The old Strawherry rows | 

PLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES. 

The decay of some of the earlier flowers will now 
begin to leave blanks which will not be easily filled, 
unless a stock of large things in pots has been provided. 
In mixed beds, some of the late Phloxes, Asters, &c., 
may occasionally be untied, and made to occupy three 
or more sticks, in order to fill the blanks. Petunias, 
and other mass plants, of gross habit, should have a 
pruning betimes, to keep them within bounds. A few 
Crocuses, Snowdrops, &c., may be planted soon, to ob- 
tain an early bloom, Follow up closely all propagation 
matters, for next year's masses. 

JOTTAGERS' GARDENS. 

High cultivation, and thorough cleanliness, is hence- 
forward the main business with the Cottager. Let all 
the Cabbage or Broccoli tribes be well attended to, in 
regard to earthing up. elery also should receive 
similar attention, giving it little and often. A little 
Brown Cos, and hardy green Cabbage Lettuce, may be 
sown on a raised bed to stand the winter, choosing 
ground not over rich. A bed of Radishes sown now 
will be in use until Christmas. 

for the woek ending Aug. 27, 1846, as 
ick. 

State of the Weather near London 
obs. 

Wind. | Rain 
Mean. 
620 | N.E. | .08 
51.5 

Average | — 39.099 631! 61.9 «03 

Aug. $1—Densely cl: uded; rain; clear and Ene 
92— k at night. ii 

ne throughout 
è, but cool; cloudy and fine 

ar and fine at night 
27—Fine; dry air; very fine throughout, 

ean temperature of the week 1 deg. above the average, 

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 20 years, for tho 
e Sap? 5, 1846. nsulng Weak ending Sept 

| | Nor oF | 6 Prevailing Winds 
Aver. | Aver. | ny, r reatest TEE 

Years in tera Aug. |Highest| Lowest | Mean) Yea quantity |; ii |. T 3 Temp| whichit | cated Es} Temp.| Temp P) Rained, | of Bain. alee 

| 60.8 0.921n. |— 2 E 

| 58. n 9.92 — 4| 1 

i 
559| 10 1.50 E 
60.1 8 0.98 18|1 

68,9 8 0.48 l al 1| 
59.7 11 0.58 48/1 

59.0 | 10 ogo 24 9 
The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 1st, 

1814—thorm.94? ; and the lowest on the Ist, 1841—therm. 26% 

Wotices to Correspondents. 
Booxs—W R—We do not know whether Mrs, Loudon’s “ Wild 
Flowers” continue to appear.—Z—The “ Vegetable King- 
dom” gives you such information relating to all matters be- 
longing to the uses of plants as we have any knowledge o! 

Dauttas—A Young Florist, Treland—If fancy Dahlias are exhi- 
bited for prizes, they should be exhibited against other stands 

e same class, not mi i e regular show 
A stand composed of 36 blooms, the colours arranged in the 
proportion you mention could not be beaten but by similar 

wers in à greater state of perfection.* 
Frowzn-PoTS—G G—We are not aware whether the suspended 

flower-pots used in France are sold here. If they were for 
sale they would probably be advertised. 

Founrains—Pleasure—We cannot afford to give sketches of 
these things. You should ask the makers of ornamental 
vases for patterns, and please yourself, The basin may be 
formed in any way that suits your pocket. It may be merely 
puddled, or built with brick and good cement, or constructed 
of marble. Upon points of this kind you should consult your 
builder, who will give you estimates for the works. 

the tree ought to acquire in a given time, under favour 
circumstances. Leave the strong shoots that are being made 

on the lower portions of your elsewhere weak stems till 
in, in order to strengthen the roots, he mode of pro- 

ceeding will then depend on whether you prefer strong clean 
stems to early fruiting. || 

GnaPrs—S F W—When the berries get mouldy, itis a sure sign 
that a sufficiently free circulation of air hasnot been afforded.|| 
—L » Muscat Fontainebleau is not known. Pro- 
bably it is the Chasselas de Fontainebleau, which is the same 
as the well-known Royal Museadine. || 

Ham—K Cragg—The material which you have sent is cer- 
tainly to the naked eye very similar to human hair. But 
under the microscope the likeness vanishes, and it proves to 
be vegetable fibre, blackened by age or the peaty water, and 
separated into bundles: it was probably the underground 
stem of some Rush, but it would take more time than we can 
spare to determine that point, if it is determinable. 

HrATING— Constant Reader-—Employ Polmaise. t 
nsects—A M—Your beautiful caterpillar will change to the 
Emperor moth, named Saturnia Pavonia minor, R.—— 
Winton—The plant-bug upon the Potatoes belongs to the 
genus Lygus; it is abundant upon our own cro; 
know nothing more of its economy. Any facts relating to it 
will be acceptable. 7e.———4 W H—Your moth is not common; 
it is called Sphinx Convolvuli. I cannot name the one you 
saw flying, for want of the specimen. R. J C—The Potatoes 

i i The skipping animal is 
Smynthurus, and the little black one is Thrips minutis- 
ima. H.—— Turnips—A field is going off rapidly in Essex 
from the united attacks of surface-caterpillars, wireworms, 
and the maggots of Anthomyia Brassicw. /2.——4 S—A good 
dressing of wood ashes or soot will be most likely, with 
autumn trenching, to free the soil from the Onion pests. X. 
——A B—Not finding any insect with your Pelargoniums, I 
cannot say what itis. May it not be a caterpillar which feeds 
at night upon your plants? #..J N—It is the Aranea 
diadema, and will catch the flies. Your eggs are the cocoons 
of some insect, which I will name when you send specimens. 
You will find upwards of 100 illustrated essays in the vols. 
of the Gardeners’ Chronicle, upon insects injurious to the cul- 
tivator, which is more than can be found in any book we 
know of. Ji e 

JERUSALEM KALE—O C—This should be sown in March and 

n in Lindley's ‘Elements of 
otany,"p. 95. Dichlamydeous signifies having both calyx 

and corolla; monodiehlamydeous, having either a calyx 
only, or in some cases a corolla also. Amygdaloid means 

Names or PLANTS—W A—Apparently Geranium  Wallichia- 
num. Dendrobium 

ascertain whether it is new or not without a complete plant 
‘or examination; there is a si i 

i Mie 
E B 

has Leuik —Buphane ciliaris ; itis not of much interest, 
except to botanists.—— Tome—Y.our JEschynanthus must be 
new to gardens, unless it is one of Mr. Veitch’s recent im- 
portations. If you willsend us a better specimen we will 
give it a careful examination; but do not let it be crushed. 
What is Aisch. Roxburghii? We have no arrears of plants 
to name; therefore if you have not had au answer about 
your Maxillaria we have not received it, ——D B—The herb 
which you brought from the Continent and which is used to 
stew eels (auw fines herbes), is common Marjoram (Origanum 
vulgare) in a young state, gathered before the flowers are 
formed.— Pomona—Cornus mascula, the Cornel tree or Cor- 
nelian Cherry, ——6G R—Conyolyulus althwoides and Melilotus 
leucantha.. J T 0—1, Pteris chinensis; 2, P. as 
3, Adiantum cuneatum ; 4, Pentapetes phcenicea.,—R B— 
It looks like M. annua; but it is too shrivelled for exami- 
nation. 
Pracnes—W H M-—The Pound, or Morrisania Pound Peach, is 

an American variety, resembling the Late Admirable, when 
the season is hot, ‘The tree is vigorous,but on the whole the 
Late Admirable is to be preferred.|| 

Pzans—J G—For a west aspect in North Wales, Knight's 

Monarch, Althorp Crassane, Thompson’s, Marie Louise, 
Easter Beurré, Hacon's Incomparable.|| ^ 

PINE-APPLES: e assertion made by a person signing him- 
self Hortensis is false, as Mr. Collinson would have told him 
if he had taken the trouble to inquire. Mr. Collinson was 

answered immediately, and the matter explained, as far as it 
was capable of explanation. 

PorxAISE—Z M H—Mr. Meek is not a professional man, and 
we cannot think of troubling him with mere details of ar- 

rangement. They are the business of architects and builders, 

who must study the principle, and learn how to a j| 

their employers. One of the advantages of the plan consists 
in its compelling people to think.—4A Senicr Fellow—Your 

note will be laid before the Garden Committee, 
Porarors—W—Many thanks. 

tuber, but it will render it more liable to decay. 

Potato salesmen what they do with cargoes that have been 
accidentally washed with sea-water. If the Potatoes buried 
in sand mixed with salt did keep, it must have been in spite 

of the salt, and in consequence of cold. ae 
ToADS—A Sub—We are not aware that toads eat fish, but it is 

not impossible that they should, if they can catch them. | 
TunNIPS— — The malady you allude to is quite distinct 
from the Potato disease. It probably attacks Turnips every 

year, and sometimes does much mischief, rapidly converting 

the whole root into putrid pulp. But it is local, and seems to 
e in some way connected with a very rapid growth, No 

remedy is known. 
VERBENAS—Anna—lf you are right, somebody has stolen your 

foreign kinds, and substituted the home made sort. 

Wonrms—O—They are immediately driven away from flower- 
pots by clear lime-water.—— S 7—Quick lime will remove 

them ; but we do not know whether gas lime would, Surely 

your land must be ill drained. E i 

Misc —C Stuart—We have a paper in preparation that wil 
exactly meet your wants, and next week will possibly produce 

it. il the beg you to exercise your patience.$— — 

JIves—Your Melons are possibly too dry at the root; that 
would cause the leaves to droop and die as you describe.]—— 

W M—If you do not care fi blossoms in the ensuing 

season you had better remove the buds from your Rhododen- 
drons ; they will no doubt bloom better the following season. 

We cannot recommend you a purchaser for your volumes.t 

——Micklewell—The plant you name is the white Crinum 
longiflorum. We will answer your note privately in a few 
days. 

SEEDLING FLOWERS. " 
ACHIMENER— K W—Your seedling is nothing more than longi- 

flora ; if in colour it is equal to the original, and it remains 

longer in flower, itis a desirable quality." 3 j^ 

ANTIRRHINUMS—S B— There appears to be no decided noyes 

among your seedlings as regards colour, and they are sma 

compared to those we are in the habit of seeing,” t 

Fucustas—J B—Of your seedlings we prefer No. 3, ashor 
stout flower, with a rich vermilion corolla. Next to this br 

place Diana, a rich and bright variety. In Hebe the sepals 
have a faded appearance, and the eorolla is rather faint in 

colour. In4, the sepals are long and drooping, hiding too 

much of the corolla.*——4 J L—No. 1 is bright and showy, 

but we think the partial unfolding of the corolla a great de- 

fect, and prefer No. 2, a stout flower, rich in colour, wit s 

better opposition between the tube and corolla. 16 is a aos 
variety, good in colour and form, a large and handsome 

The flowers of 100 w 

mens, which prevents our noticing them more paredat 

eer 

ur. 

E = 2 = > S 5 F1 z m u & 

Ibrahim Paeha is desirable in colour, but the flowers are to? 
crumpled.* i W—Your scarlet Verbena is a good variety, 

ith well-formed flowers ; but it i ior in. 2 
other varieties in cultivation.*——B B—No. 1, a bright scat 
let, not equal to many already out. 4, white; wanting puri 

not equal to the whites in cultivation. 10 is too dull. 
35, a bright pink, wanting a white eye, and the outline of the 
lower too much cut in upon, 37, a fine rich crimson maroon, 

with white eye; a desirable variety for a collection.* i 
EnnATUM—In Mr. Silverlock’s Advertisement, of 22d August, 

in first page, bottom o: 
packet," read **2s, 6d,” 

eol, b, for “Geranium Seed 1s. per 
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SEED WHEAT. 
ED STRAW WHITE WHEAT, AND HOPE- 
TOUN WHITE WHEAT — Varieties, whose excellence 

has been tested and acknowledged by very many farmers both 
in England and Scotland,—for Sale ai 

WHITFIELD FARM, WOTTON-UNDER-EDGE, 
" GLOUCESTERSHIRE., 

Price 60s. per quarter, or Ts. a bushel, if the order exceed 5 
quarters; sacks 2s, each. Orders must be accompanied by a 
remittance or a reference. JOHN MORTON, 

ERUVIAN AND BOLIVIAN GUANO ON 

TONY GIBBS anp SONS, LONDON ; 
Wm, JOSEPH MYERS anv CO., LIVERPOOL; 

And by their Agents, 
GIBBS, BRIGHT, ann CO., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL; 

COTSWORTH, POWELL, AND PRYOR, LONDON. 
To protect themselves against the injurious consequences of 

using inferior and spurious gua: ers are recom- 
mended to apply only to Dealers ofestablished character, or to 
the above-named Importers, who will supply the article in any 

quantity, at their fixed prices, delivering it from the Import 
Warehouses, 

LIQUID MANURE. 
ENGLAND INDEPENDENT OF THE WORLD FOR CORN, 

E attention of the Agricultural Interest, at this 
momentous crisis, is requested to the great importance of 

LIQUID MANURE, and the ease with which it may be appro- 
Priated by the use of FOWLER’S PUMPS, made expressly for 

the purpose, either portable or fixed ; Garden, Ship, and Barge 

Pumps; also those for Distillers, Brewers, Soap Boilers, and 
Pumps kept for hire, for 

Horticulture, and 

Che Agricultural Gazette. | 

| SATURDAY, AUGUST 29, 1846. 
MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 
Weowesnay, ept. 9| Highland and Agricultural Soelety, at 
THURSDAY, — 10f Inverness. 
'HUREDAY, — 10—Agricul:ural Imp. Soc. of Ireland. 

FARMERS? CLUBS. 
Aug. 31—Selby_E: n Sept. 5-North. — Swansea — 
* cester Durham — Cardiff — Winch- 
ept, 1—Abergayenny — Fremling- ermb — Collumpton — Probus 

ham — Rochford Hundred — — Dartford 
St Qaivox — Ardleigh — | — 7-Markethill— St. Austell— 
Wingerwaet Wickham-market — Great 2—Monmoush—Beaiatree and Oakley — Newark — West 
Bocking Hereford—Usk—St, Columb - 

~~ 8—Carlton-on-Trent—Blofield | — 8—St. Peter’s—Wootton Bas- 
and Walshan set—Jedburgh— Watford 

— 4— Wakefield — Claydon — | — 11—Northallerton—Halesworth 
Shadwe!l—Lichfielà — Wadebridge 

Tue statement in a recent Article in this Journal 
at by an improved agriculture the farmer may 

withstand, uninjured, a fall of 1s. per bushel in the 
price of Wheat, has been most determinedly assailed 
y our correspondent ** G. R. W.” He asserts that 

Our means of AGRICULTURAL IMPROVEMENT can be 
Put in operation only at an expence which balances 
the advantages derivable from them. He has gone 
through such operations himself, and has found the 
Tesult to be that skill and knowledge can be made 
available only by such additional capital and out- 
ay as, in fact (to alter his mode of expression), are 
Not obtainable, except at acost which, on theaverage, 
balances the extra produceattributabletothem. This, 
U true, presents a sad prospect for Joan Butt, with 
the large and increasing family for whom he has to 
Provide; but we are satisfied that our correspond- 
ent is mistaken. 

efore, however, calling the attention of our 
Teaders to his third Letter, published in another 
Page, let us protest against the charge implied in 
ius discussion, that we have ever been arguing for 
;:9W prices. No such thing; the question of price 
18 one with which we have nothing to do. Whether 
a low price of food be or be not an advantage to 

€ nation, we have never attempted to determine ; 
the settlement of that point we leave to the political 
sconomist. We have certainly often urged the 
Heer to regard increased production rather than a 
dh price, as the best security of his profits ; but 

is he will find to be good policy, whatever be the 
market value of his manufactures ; /Ais is a subject 
Quite within our province, for if this mode of re- 
Sarding his business were generally prevalent, the 
Course of agricultural improvement would certainly 
à come more rzpid, and the farmer, while he would 
argely Profit during good years, would be held 
ae in years of distress. 
ata Gxamine the position which “G. R. W.” 
DS p his subject. His statement amounts 
o this, that there is no known agricultural improve- 
ment the profit derivable from which will balance 
a fall of ls. per bushel in the price of Wheat. 

1. Now, in the first place, it is no new doctrine 
coe our correspondent teaches; the same thing 
as been asserted by manyofhis forerunners in pro- nouncing the helplessness of the farmer, But there 

18 a peculiarity observable when a series of these 
Statements (we mean in the order of time) is sur- 
Veyed, which constitutes a complete answer to the 
Whole outcry, It is this—that each takes its stand 
one step lower in the scale of price than that from 
Which Its pred was published—each prophet 
n Predicted the distress consequent on a fall in 

Price, unconscious that in admitting present comfort. 

he answers the last lamentation of the same sort, 
and not foreseeing that similar outcries will be 
raised by his successors, who shall then be living in 
safety on the very terms which he denounced as 
ruinous. The fact is, let the process be what it 
may, that the business which provides food for the 
people must survive the very worst periods of an- 
ticipated trial; and, under circumstances favour- 
able to its develoy t (ci we mean, 
altogether independent of price, which is a result, 
not a cause), the business of producing the first 
necessaries of life will unavoidably prove the most 
profitable of all manufactures. But particular cases 
of the fact to which we have alluded may easily be 
instanced; Mr. Joun Cramp, farming 10 or 12 
years ago somewhere in the Isle of Thanet, could 
not grow Wheat profitably unless he could obtain 
64s. a quarter for it. Mr. Roserr Hore, of Fenton 
Barns, Haddington, at the same time* expressed 
himself satisfied with the price of 50s. Hereis a 

temporaneous di on i ob- 
taining under, to both parties, precisely the same 
national circumstances. Here, too, is a fall of one 
shilling and nénepence a bushel in the price of 
Wheat. How was this met without injury ? Simply 
by a better method of farming—by that application 
of capital and skill in cultivation which, in * G. R. 
W.’s” opinion, costs as much as it brings. 

2, But the assertion of our correspondent may be 
considered in another point of view. It is unqua- 
lified by any statement of the circumstances under 
which it may be true. No particular condition of 
land is named, as that in which artificial fertility has 
reached the limits of profit. Wet land cannot be 
drained, light land cannot be marled, and, in fact, 
is implied, no means of agricultural improvement 
are available, except at an expence which, on the 
average, swamps the produce. Well! but agricultu- 
ral improvement of Wheat? Is there no natural 
condition ofland capable of profitable improvement? 
Does the art of cultivation never pay its expenses? 
Are there no farmers, except graziers, dairymen, 
and others, who merely take what Nature gives 
them, who have found their business profitable ? 
All this and similar absurdity is involved in any 
general declaration of the unprofitableness of im- 
proved farming. 

3. Lastly, let us consider some of the means by 
which a fall in the price of agricultural produce 
may be near, or, to speak in a manner less liable to 
be misunderstood, the means by which farm profits 
may be i J. This di ion. took its rise 
from a particular assertion, in which it was implied 
that in the case of land yielding 25 bushels of 
Wheat per acre, none, might be invested in its 
improvement, so as both to repay the annual cost 
of its use, and to increase the acreable produce to 
30 bushels of Wheat,t which, be it observed, if 
true, would more than meet a fall from 7s. to 6s. in 
the price of that grain. Is this possible? That is 
the point on which we are at issue. 

The question, we have not a doubt, will be 
answered in the affirmative by nine-tenths of the 
experience existing on the subject. But this is a 
point of the very highest importance, and we shall 
be better able to do it justice by devoting a sepa- 
rate article to a statement of the evidence bearing 
upon it, which we have to adduce. On the impres- 
sion existing regarding it, depends the continuance 

of that system of improved farming which, as evi- 
denced by our greater acreable produce, is rapidly 
gaining ground, and on which depends our ability 
to maintain our population as well as to employ our 
labourer. We shall return to the subject next week. 

de 

point. 

PRACTICAL REMARKS ON THE BREAKING 
UP OF GRASS LANDS. 

We now come to the details of the process of con- 
verting pasture into ploughed land. 
__ I. The landowner has to erect buildings for the farm 
in accordance with its future purpose. 

a. On down lands they will be required as additions 
to the farm steadings onthe edges of the hills, 
or as complete new erections, where an entire farm 
is broken out of Grass, 

b. On “cold pastures” additions will be needed to 
the present farmeries. 

c. On “good grazing grounds” additional buildings 
will be needed. 

He will have to drain those parts of the land which 
are not already naturally or artificially dry. 

a. Down lands are already perfectly dry. 
b. “Cold pastures” will need drainage almost every- 

where. 
c. “ Good grazing grounds” will often and indeed 

generally require this expense also. 
And he will have to qualify his permission for break- 

* Third Report of Parliamentary Committee on the State of 
Agriculture, 1836. 

+ It will be observed that this is a somewhat different version 

of“ C. W. H.'s? meaning to that given by “G. R. W.” in his 

first letter, Itis, nevertheless, a true one; the fact being that d 
ours is the general expression of it, while “ G. R. W.’s” is the 
statement of a particular case. 

ing up the Grass by directions as to how it must be 
one. 
II. The farmer will bear the expense of this ope- 

ration, and superintend its execution. He will also 
bear the expense of grubbing up what old hedgerows 
may be in the way, and the removal of which is allowed. 
Where merely additions are required to existing build- 
ings, and these not very large, the farmer will often be 
glad enough to do all the hauling of material for the 

landowner, provided only the latter will proceed with 

the erections so much needed; but when new buildings 

(a new farmery) are required, it is not right to lay this 

burden upon the tenant. An understanding that he is 

liable to it, where it exists, has no doubt influenced the 

amount of rent paid by him, and thus the landlord, if he 
does not pay the expence immediately does so indirectly. 

I. The landlord, having resolved to permit an exten- 
sive conversion of pasture, must first endeavour to 

convert all ad valorem charges upon the estate into 

fixed money payments. I put this statement in the 

plural number, although I am aware of only one per- 

manent charge of the kind whose conversion into a fixed 
rent is permissible, viz., tithes; and their commutation 
is rapidly proceeding. The tithes must be commuted 
before the annual value of the estate is raised. 

This being done (and let us take our former case of 
200 acres of Grass land at 30s. per acre, whose rent 
may be raised to 50s. an acre by permanent improve- 
ments and permission to cultivate), the first thing to do 
is to drain the land effectually in those parts where it is 
not already dry. It is not appropriate that I should 
here write an essay on draining ; writings are suffici- 

ently voluminous already on that subject. Messrs. 

Smith, of Deanston, Parkes, and others, have fully in- 

structed us all on that subject. The main points are a 
sufficient outfall, and sufficient depth and frequency of 

drain. Let us suppose that 150 acres out of the 200 

want draining, 3 feet deep with inch-pipe tiles at in- 

tervals of 25 feet. This will cost, say 5/. per acre, or 

79501. 
A good road or roads will also be wanted. Let us 

suppose that the farm is twice as long as it is broad, 

and that one road up its length is required ; it will be 
1400 yards long. And if 12 feet wide, and 8 inches 
deep will cost about 4s. per yard, varying, of course, 
according to the distance of rond material, or in all 2807. 

In the case of down land, the first item stated above 
will not be needed, nor will the second item be nearly 

solarge ; but neither will the in&Nease in annual value 
be so great. 

These two sums amount to 10307. And as the in- 
creased rent is expected to be 2007., the landlord, if he 
expects 10 per cent. for his money, must build at a cost 
of somewhat less than 10007. Let us see what expense 
the necessary buildiogs will involve. 

A farm of 200 acres, cultivated as already proposed 
(see page 485), will need — 

1. A threshing barn, and straw barn, and granary, 

making altogether a two storied building of about 

20 feet by 80. The under floor along two-thirds 
of this length may be the root house ; not where 
the Swedes, &e., are stored, but where they are cut 
up and prepared for food. 

2. A horse walk or steam engine, for driving the 
threshing machinery, which is to be erected by the 

t. tenant. 
3. A stable for six cart horses, and two extra stalls, 

(20 by 50 feet). 
4. A cart and implement shed, say (65 feet by 15). 
5. An extra room for tools, or 15 feet by 15. — 
6. Boxes for 20 cattle ; they may be disposed in two 

rows, with a cart road between them. 
They will cover—say 90 feet by 10 feet each row, or 

90 feet by 20 in all. 
7. Two sheds, each 90 feet by 12, for 200 sheep. 
8. Two hame!s or small yards with sheds, 15 feet 

by 15 each, or 15 feet by 30 in all. 
9. Pigsties, 10 feet by 20 in extent. 
These may be arranged in any manner most conve- 

nient and most economical of the labour connected with 

the stock they contain. 
Thus, the stable and hamels, the cart-shed and tool- 

house, the yards for sheep, and the rows of boxes for 

the oxen, are all about of one length, and they might be 

arranged parallelly back to back or front to front, in 

the manner most likely to save expense in erection ; 
and the barn and straw-house and root-house could 

then be arranged aeross them at one end, so as to 
supply food’ and litter in convenient places. A due 
arrangement of these parts will not be difficult. Let 

us see what they will severally cost, and then add up, to 

ascertain the total amount. 
1. The barn, &c. (a2-storied building), will cost 

under 2s. 6d, per square foot of theground it 
stands upon ; 1600square $23. 6d. .. 

2. The horse walk, an octagonal roof of about 
12 yards in diameter, supported by portions 

of walling, say un 
Stable standing on 
Cart shed 
Tool-room 

£200 e 

er ad m n oe 

(20 by 50 ft.) 1000 sq. ft. 
(65 by 15 ft.) 975 ,, 
(15 by 15 ft.) 225 

00 sq. ft., 

» 
» Srg 

Will cost under 1s. 6d. per foot ; 

at 1s, 6d. per sq. foot .. E "m is 

Boxes for 20 cattle, standing on 1800 feet 
Sheep sheds » 2160 ,, 

450 

A Neues Sos 
= 
Pigsties $5 200. 4, 

Will cost under 1s. 3d. per foot; 4610 feet, at 
1s. 3d. per foot re) ^ 

To this add for roads round ‘and through build- 
1 m ings, 80 perches, 12 feet wide, at 1j. 80 0 0 

£119 ie) D 
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~The necessary buildings may thus be erected for a 
sum much under the amount on which the landlord 
would receive 10 per: cent. for his outlay. The above 

readily affecting the produce of seed, which itself was 
never properly matured. And this predisposition to 
disease continued till a succession of sunny seasons for 

is, I acknowledge, very rough method of g 

the eost of a farmery ; nevertheless the sums stated are 

such as similar erections do not exceed. And I am sure 

that many an estate exists which, for a less outlay than 

Ihave stated, might be raised in annual value by a 

sum equal to 10 per cent. on the landlord's investment, 
The expenses ineurred previously to the breaking up 

of this pasture farm. of 200 acres have been— 
For drains.. E m .- E «+ £750 

r roads .. ds oe oe E .. 280 

For buildings, certainly under co Bet 

isitr atit Gat natos Ebo or ros 2 
Which is equal to 97. 10s. per acre ; for which the land- 
lord claims 17. per acre additional rent.—M. S. 

THE POTATO DISEASE. 
As all facts bearing upon the cause of the Potato dis- 

ease are interesting at the present, moment, I send one 
or two which I think have not been previously observed. 
A plot of early Potatoes were eut over some weeks ago, 
before the disease had anywhere in this district re-ap- 
peared, and while the shaws were perfectly green. and 
healthy. At that time the tubers were quite sound, 
and continued so till a few days ago, when suddenly 
many of them became diseased. Another plot from 
which the shaws had been cut about the same time, but 
which were dug soon afterwards, and left on the surface 
to ripen, remain still perfectly sound. This seems to 
indicate both that the disease does not originate in the 
leaf or stem (for in this case the stems were entirely 
cut off before there was the slightest manifestation of 
disease in cither stem or tuber), and that it originates 
in the tuber only under certain circumstances, for in 
the one case where the Potatoes were left in the ground, 
they became diseased ; and in the other, where they had 
been dug before the disease appeared, the disease did 
not develop itself. "The constitution of the Potato seems 
for a time to have beeome weakened ; some of the tubers 
growing from the same set may be more predisposed cy 

f. ble 

a time altog dispelled it. The early part of this 
season was clear and sunny, and the crop of early Po- 
tatoes, then ripening, received a due supply of carbon 
and were perfectly sound. But the dark moist weather 
which preceded the general appearance of the disease 
on the later crops, occurred at the time when sunlight 

domestic point of view more valuable than the pig, and 
after a life spent in quietude and contentment in a space 
of ground many animals would pine and die in, his 
whole carcase, even those portions which in other farm 
produce are thrown away or thought little of, are all 
rejoiced in as luxuries, and then his jolly sides form the 
finest and best pieces of furniture in the dwellings of a 
large portion of the inhabitants of this happy land. 

There is in the economy of raising and feeding pigs a 
was of the greatest q Yet; g 
the present unfavourable appearance of the crop, it 
does not follow that the Potato is to disappear from the 
vegetable world, but on the contrary we are entitled to 
hope that a succession of good years will yet restore it 
to sound and healthy vitality. 

Lime has been recommended as an antidote to the 
disease, but. the following facts disprove its efficacy :— 
One field of Potatoes on this farm was heavily limed 
immediately before the Potatoes were planted ; about 
an aere of it was limed after the shaws were a foot high. 
The disease appeared at the same time over the whole 
field. On another field lime had been applied last year, 
on alternate ridges, one ridge receiving about three 
times the ordinary dressing (at the rate of 300 bushels 
per aere) and the next ridge receiving none. The 
ridges were each 30 feet wide, and 12 Potato drills were 
planted this spring on each. The disease manifested 
itself a week earlier on the limed than on the unlimed 
ridge, and the greater decay of the shaw on the limed 
ridge continues still quite evident to the eye. In all 
these instances the newly cut set had been dusted with 
quicklime when in prepara'ion for planting. Another 
part of the field was planted with seed, dipped, when 
fresh cut; in a weak solution of sulphuric acid (1 part 
acid to 80 of water), according to the recommendation 
of Professor Johnston, but without averting the disease. 

The practical conclusions I would venture to draw 
are these— 

lst. That after the stem has blackened and decayed, 
the tubers do not grow larger, and should as soon as 
possible be raised and stored ; for though the healthiest 
tubers might keep equally well in the soil, those which 
di di 1 disease than others ; these, under certain 

i of pk acting upon the soil, be- 
come diseased. In this state the weakened tissues o 
the tuber are a fit receptacle for parasitie life, which, 
while it is the consequence and not the cause of the dis- 
ease, by its rapid development materially hastens the 
decay of the plant. Mhe fungus beginning in a single 
diseased or weakly tuber spreads rapidly up the stem, 
filling up in its progress the respiratory organs of the 
plant, and at the same time putting a stop to the descent 
and consequent formation of fibrous tissue in every 
tuber at the same stem. A due supply of carbon is 
necessary for the formation of fibrous tissue to 
strengthen the frame of the Potato, and it is elaborated 
from the atmosphere and transmitted to the tuber by the 
healthy function of the leaves and stem.. This elabora- 
tion of carbon cannot take place without the aid of sun- 
light,and, both last year and this, the disease made its ap- 
pearance in the leaf during a continuance of, or imme- 
diately after dark and wet weather. Before this took 
place last year many of the tubers had arrived at a 
tolerably ripe state and withstood the disease, while the 
rest, being without their due supply of carbon or fibrous 
tissue, had not strength to resistit. But those which 
last year withstood the disease, and those even in many 
districts in which it did not manifest itself at all, had, 
from want of sunlight, received too small a supply of 
carbon into their system, and the seed of this season 
everywhere was consequently predisposed to disease. 
The result has been that under similar favourable cir- 
cumstances of dark and moist atmosphere the entire 
crop of the country has now become diseased. Last 
year the disease was four weeks later in manifesting 
itself, but last year was a later season by four weeks 
than this ; that, the seed used this year was, for 
the causes already stated, more readily affected. The 
fact that the disease last year did not manifest itself on 

de 

‘some parts of a farm, while other parts of the same 
farm, equally exposed to sunlight, did not escape, may 
arise from this: that those parts which did escape (gene- 
rally mossy), from their spongy and perhaps antiseptic 
nature, gave a drier and safer bed to the tuber, which 
consequently remained sound, and the stem and leaves 
continuing green, a longer time was given for the elabo- 
PUES of carbon on the subsequent appearance of sun- 
ight. 
But even in the most favourable positions this pro- 

cess appears to have been imperfeetly performed; for 
this year neither moss-lands northe seed from moss-lands 
have escaped. When a partial failure takes place in 
any of the grain crops, the extent of it is not observed 
till the crop is being thrashed out; but in the case of 
Potatoes the universal decay of the haulm causes fore- 
bodings perhaps needlessly great. Last year nearly 
half the erop was saved, and this year, bad though ap- 
pearances are, it is hoped the loss: will not be total. 
Next year the Potato will be still more predisposed to 

isease, and the failure will be still greater should the 
Season prove unfavourable. But should the season, on 
the contrary, be in the latter part of it clear, sunny, and 
dry, we may hope that the tubers will receive such an 
accession of strength as may restore them to their 
former hardiness. This country has often sustained 
severer losses by the partial destruction of the grain 
crops from unfavourable seasons than it has ever yet 
suffered from the ravages of the Potato disease. A suc- 
cession of bad grain crops has more than once been ex- 
perienced, caused by dark and moist weather more 

rey p o disease are more liable to be attacked 
when left in it. 

2d. That cutting off the haulm does not appear in 
any degree to prevent the disease, whilst, so long as it 
remains green, the haulm is of essential consequence to 
the healthy funetions of the plant. [Our correspondent 
does not appear to have tried pulling up.] : 

3d. That the soundest seed will be likely to be ob- 
tained by leaving the tubers in the ground during 
winter, inasmuch as thereby all the weakest will cer- 
tainly be destroyed and only the strongest and healthiest 
left ; and it may therefore be advisable to leave a por- 
tion undug, and-to suffer the total loss of the partially 
diseased for the sake of securing the soundest tubers for 
seed. 

4th. That the application of lime to the soil or seed 
seems to have no influence in averting the disease. 
When the Potato is taken up it is of the utmost con- 

sequence that it be properly stored ; and at the risk of 
lengthening out a letter which has already grown too 
long, I beg to mention a method which I adopted last 
year with a diseased crop, on a considerable scale, and 
with perfect success. A headland of the Potato-field 
was selected, to which the Potatoes werercarted as they 
were taken from the ground ; they were there piled up 
to a point beginning with a base of 3 ft. in width, then 
carefully thatched over with drawn straw toa depth of 
6 inches, A small drain about 6 ins. deep was then 
dug along the entire length of both sides of the pit, into 
which the rain water from the thatch fell, and was by 
it carried away. For about three weeks after the pit 
was made the thatch was opened at intervals of three 
yards all along the sunny side of the pit, on fine days, 
and these openings were carefully closed again before 
night. On the appearance of frost the whole side of 
the pit most exposed to the influence of frost wind re- 
ceived a further covering of about six inches more 
thatch, This,during the last mild season, was a suf- 
ficient protection, arly in spring when the whole pit 
was overhauled, the Potatoes were in excellent preser- 
vation ; the diseased ones very dry and firm, and the 
sound, to the eye, perfectly so ; while there was not 
beyond the average of former years of completely rotten 
Potatoes. This crop was raised from stiff coarse land, 
taken up in dropping weather, necessarily with much 
moist clay adhering to the tubers, it was pitted as it 
came from the ground without picking or selection, and 
after being pitted in the manner already mentioned, 
nothing farther was done till spring. In this manner I 
kept with safety from 200 to 300 tons of Potatoes.— 
James Caird, Baldoon, Wigtonshire, Aug. 17. 

ON THE MANAGEMENT OF PIGS. 
Turre is probably no animal so much libelled, so 

unjustly denounced as filthy, so preposterously accused 
of what he is not guilty of as the Pig. To say “as 
drunk as a pig,” is an undeserved stigma upon his 
character for temperance. Is there alcohol left in the 
brewer’s grains after the smallest of the small, the 
table and the lamen-table have been extracted there- 
from? As to his proverbial dirtiness, look into his 
stye and see if his habits of cleanliness are not of a 
superior order to those of most other domestie animals. 
To be as “ stupid,” as “ignorant,” &e., is contradicted 
by the fact that a considerable number are regularly 
perambulating the provinces in caravans as learned 
professors for enlightening the country “ raws’’ at fairs. 

To speak seriously, there is, perhaps, no animal in a 

vast imp required in practical management. 
The usual construction of the sty is bad, commonly 
placed so as to fill up some vacant corner, often in a 
situation where the eaves of some higher buildings drip 
into it ; this with imperfect drainage from the sty, and 
the dung kept for days, sometimes weeks inside this 
place of confinement, render these dens anythiag but 
what the animal requires, 
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The above sketch shows, in section, the construction of 
a double range of sties under one roof, with an opening 
down the middle sufficiently wide for a barrow or truck con- 
taining the food, litter, &e., to pass down between. The 
troughs should be moveable so as to draw through into 
the passage. The shed part being the resting place, 
and the outer space being made upon a descent, the in- 
terior is kept perfectly clean. A small opening in the 
outer wall keeps the whole in the nicest order with 
little trouble or labour. 

It is the management of breeding that is most de- 
fective, there being generally no system, no order or 
regularity attempted. The sow is put to the boar at all 
seasons of the year, and the progeny often eome into 
the world untimely. The productions of this animal 
might be regulated with periodical exactness, whic 
would be beneficial to the stock, and advantageous to 
the feeder and breeder. 

Suppose a row of sties like the above sketeh, one 
sow in each, for they should be constructed small. We 
will begin the year in November. The boar may be 
put to each sow during the month (probably during the 
latter half of the month), the period of gestation will 
end in March, early in the month ; the season is then 
favourable for the growing progeny. After an interval 
of 10 weeks (a sufficient space of time, and longer than 
is required for the litter to get away), the boar is again 
put to the sow at the end of May ; this second litter 
will fall in the next September (a good and seasonable 
eriod), and the young get away the following Novem- 

ber, to follow out the system for another year. The 
advantages here are, the seasonable periods of gesta- 
tion, and the growth of the young ; the uniformity of 
coming in together affording a saving of time and labour 
and attendance. The food should be prepared for the 
different stages of the sow’s requirements ; in the early 
part of her time Turnips, Swedes, grains, &c., for the 
November period ; and green Vetches, or any odds and 
ends of growing produce, for May and some following 
weeks. More generous food is required as the time o 
farrowing approaches ; and good living, such as Oat- 
meal, pollard, &e., when the young require nourish- 
ment, 

The most remarkable contrast between this animal 
and the sheep, cow, &c., is in the produce of its young; 
for while the latter are confined to one or two, except 
in rare eases, the former averages when full grown not 
less than ten or twelve, often more. If, therefore; 
number be of value, the intrinsie worth of this anima 
is very superior to other breeding stock. 

It is a common practice, but a mistaken notion as fo 
the profitable advantage of the system, to let a young 
sow have but one litter, and then being fattened she is 
of the same age as those generally killed for bacon, an 
quite equal to them ; thisis true, but for the first litter, 0D 
account of her age, the produce is small in number; ! 
is only upon arriving at mature age that the prolific 
powers of this creature are shown, and that too for 4 
series of years; being then not equal in quality 29 
bacon to a younger animal, but fully making up for 
loss in quality by size. 4 

he aptitude to fatten is a marked peculiarity in this 
branch of stock, and to secure its speedy and effectual 
attainment, it is necessary to provide dry lodging— tHe 

d ges of a ined sty can only be know? 
from practical experience ; the habit of the animal; 12 
the excrements being found in one spot, generally the 
lowest ground, plainly indicate that nature intended him 
to be cleanly to thrive, and thrive he will to a degree 
under such circumstances calculated to content and 
delight his feeder, } 

Perhaps one of the most interesting scenes in rure 
life is the working man’s care of, and attention to, pus 
pig and his sty. It is only in the Irish cabin that our 
hero is the principal member in the family circle, an! 
takes his meals as such; with the English cottager e 
is kept in his proper station in life, and with Eon E 
treatment, To keep a pig is to this man a point of di á 
tinetion to arriveat in his sphere, it is the line of He. 
cation between the industrious: peasant and the: poo 
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labourer, between poverty and daily bread: the pos- 
Session of the treasure is to him a rise in the affairs 
of life, it has a cheering influence upon the inmates of 
the cottage circle, and a commanding influence in his 
own private circle of friends. And when some kind 
neighbour leaning over the sty, asks how the pig goes 
on—hbefore any inquiries are made after the family—the 
self-satisfied response of * Why, he’s thriving "—dis- 
Plays a fervency of good feeling and of thankfulness, 
Long may thy hardy sons of toil, oh, happy England! 
Possess this time-revered reward of their honest labours, 

There is no doubt but that the object here descanted 
Upon is one of the most valuable productions in agri- 
cultural affairs. As food it is a longer relished article, 
and a more general diet in this country than any other 
animal food, and yet the creature itself, like other useful 
nudges, is not looked upon by the million in a respect- 

able comparison with his brethren of the yard and the 
fold ; although he may be treated contemptuously while 
living, yet the most fastidious fancier of his vulgarity 
will condescend to partake of his dried haunches, and 
will, like the pul Mak d at length 

eat up the hog."—S. C. Witney. 

THE PROFITS OF FARMING, 
[See pages 505, 522, 526.] 

You assert that land can be permanently raised in 
Productiveness 5 bushels per acre, at an annual cost 
not exceeding 5s. per aere, by marling. That such is 
Only a theoretical statement I can clearly prove. In 
the first place, then, marling is always in a certain de- 
gree doubtful in its results ; its object would be, in the 
instance you mention, to change the nature of the soil 
by the addition of another soil to the extent of 100 eubie 
Yards per acre. It is a homely saying, * That you can- 
Not make a silk purse out of a sow’s ear,” neither can 
you make sterile land permanently fertile by the addi- 
tion of any such limited amount of one particular soil, 
Read what is said of marling in the work on * British 
Husbandry,” published by the Society for the Diffusion 
of Useful Knowledge, if what is there stated had been 
fresh in your memory, you would scarcely have brought 
forward such an instance to prove any general state- 
Ment, as the expence attending so heavy a work must 
Necessarily be varied, depending on position, and many 
other local cireumstances. But admitting that the land 
Could be marled to the extent of 100 cubic yards per 
Sere for an outlay of 5/; per acre. [It should have 
been 505. The cost is 6d, per cubic yard, so there is 
10 per cent. for you at once. But we do not admit the 
Justice of your claim to 10 per cent.—that would be re- 
quiring two profits on your money, lst, the 5 bushels 
Per acre, and 2d, the extra per centage.] I ask what 
man would be satisfied with 5 per cent., making 5s. per 
Acre per annum on his capital so expended. You must 
Suppose such expense to be ineurred by the landowner ; 
now any landowner can and ought to make 10 per cent. 
d Money judiciously expended in draining, which is 
One at a cost of 4l. per acre ; you cannot for a moment 

doubt that draining is the more certain, and likely. to 
be the more permanent improvement; yet you only 
allow 5 per cent. on the outly for marling, which is to 
be done at an expence of 10/, per acre; to make it a 
Profitable speculation it ought to show a probable re- 
turn of at least 20 per cent. on the outlay, whieh would 
Take the interest IZ. per acre per annum. I just men- 
tion here that, supposing the land to be marled, and 
that tho operation was successful in fertilising the soil, 
it would also bring into vegetation additional weeds to 
the kept down, additional corn to be cut, harvested, 

rashed, and taken to market, all of which expences 
you have again overlooked. The other instance you 
Bive, that an outlay of 57. in manure may be termed a 
permanent improvement, if it be followed up by good 
dM RIS is too vague and undefined for me to fol- 

3 As regards ‘the doubt I expressed whether the ave- 
AS Increase of produce to be expected on an average 
di years to p 2 pensive operation of 
on) and the employment of sufficient capital for 
5 © cultivation of the soil, would exceed 5 bushels per 
Ey per annum, you refer meto * C. W. H.’s” account 
i Us own experience, and say that it can be paralleled 
n hundreds of cases. Alas! for the present state of 
ierieultural Statisties ; I believe it istoo true. I must 
one, first mention that the dictum of “C. W. H.,” that, 
n Similar land, * the producer of 30 bushels can afford 
T sell his corn 1s. per bushel cheaper than the pro- 
ucer of 25 bushels per aere, and jog home from 

Market 107. a better man,” first inspired me with the 
ng 80 monstrous an “ arithmetical para- 

dox," and brought me into the arena of EET 
Where I appear opposed to « C. W. H." 

I have read and will endeavour to epitomise the pro- 
duction from the pen of « C. W. H.," which appeared 
i your Gazette of January 4, 1845. He first states 
mee in Great Britain, there is a redundancy of mois- 
MES from excess of rain, a redundaney of unemployed abour during half, and a redundancy of capital the Whole of the year round ; which would lead one to 
Xpect a perfect system of drainage the first essential of *sticulture. But it is one of the anomalies of agricul- 
ane that John Bull’s cash wanders everywhere, seeking 
ployment at per 5 cent., but in draining, fid itis 

uh ascertained fact that 10, 20, 30, 50 per cent. is no 
dran return; nay, a single erop has in many ue ig known to repay the whole expenses, and two 
Toa d one it with ordinary frequency, yet the incredu- 

5 John. Bull will not trust his money in such © wet 

places.” He then proceeds to describe a field of 15 | light work, I think. In fact, it is well known that men 
acres which he had drained, and the manner of doing 
it; by aid of drainers, pick-axe, subsoil plough, spirit 
level, deepening of brook (600 yards in length), two 
main drains, tiles covered with Gorse and prunings of 
Larch, &e;, the field is satisfactorily drained at a cost 
of * as nearly as possible 4 guineas per acre.” He tells 
us “ the ridges were then cast down, and the clay, marl, 
and sand from the cuttings spread over the surface, as 
exposed by the plough, to abide the winter’s frost. 
In the following spring. the drag-harrows and clod- 
crusher completed the work of levelling, mixing, and pul- 
verising ; the clay and marl having been broken down 
almost to powder under the dry exposure to the aetion of 
the weather, and requiring only the addition of lime to 
make a valuable dressing and refreshment to the ori- 
ginalsoil. The field was also subsoiled across in part 
with the three-soled subsoil plough, invented by Messrs. 
Barrett and Co. We are not yet able to state the ex- 
act acreable increase of crop, which was a spring one, 
Oats and Peas; that it very nearly doubles any that the 
field ever bore before, and this in spite of the most un- 
favourable season ever remembered for Lent crops, our 
stackyard and the testimony of all who saw the field in 
crop, and had known it before, will amply verify." Now 
in all this I have nothing to say against the skill and 
knowledge put into practice by ''C. H? Ihave 
only to call attention to the eapital expended, and to the 
most unsatisfactory state in which “C. W. H." has 
left matters by his not being able to give the exact 
aereable produce of his crops of Oats and Peas, and the 
price he obtained for them, without which the year's 
account cannot be balanced. Of the expenses incurred 
in rendering the ground fit for cropping, I can form 
some estimate, when he tells me that he incurred an 
expense of 4/. 4s. per acre in draining ; he levelled, cast 
down the ridges, and spread the soil from the cuttings 
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can work (and do their employers and themselves jus. 
tice, too) for 16 hours a day, if it is required of them 
in busy times; and the industrious man that cultivates 
his allotment well, is a very likely man to be able to 
bear the burden and heat of the day, for he can afford 
himself a good bit of bacon, or some meat, with his 
bread, instead of a large piece of bread and a very 
small piece of meat. And as to the cultivation of the 
labourer’s mind, it is very evident that there are a 
great many evenings at this time of the year in which 
there is plenty of opportunity for him to amuse and 
instruct himself with books. When the evenings are 
long and dark, poor people are not very fond of adding 
to their expenses. by sitting up to read by candle-light; 
of this, however, I feel persuaded, that the man who, 
after his day’s work, is enabled by his industry to have 
2 good supper, is much more likely to take up his Bible 
and instruct himself, than the man who, from want of 
full employment, has very often to finish his day with 
only half a meal. You never see a man with an empty 
stomach sitting still.—4 Northamptonshire Labourer. 

Condition of the Agricultural Labourer.—1t was re- 
cently boasted by an Oxfordshire farmer, who laid a 
complaint at the petty sessions against one of his la- 
bourers for leaving service, that he could have men at 
8s. a week who had a wife and four children to keep ; 
and that if he paid single men 6s. per week, that was as. 
well as 8s. to married men. Unhappily among some 
agriculturists such a system of oppression is too fre- 
quently resorted to against the poor labourer who, 
powerless, is unable to withstand it. This arises, I ap- 
prehend, from. the want of protection to insure fair 
wages, and from the want of temporary pecuniary aid, 
which if afforded would act as a counterpoise. In the 
latter case I allude to what are denominated charitable 
loan funds in connection with savings’ banks. In former: 

over the surface top dressed with lime, ploug 
across, all of which are expensive operations, and I will 
venture to assert that if “C. W. H.” sold this corn 
arising from his crop (which he does not lead me to 
suppose was first-rate, for he says the season was most 
unfavourable, and the crop not so good on the ridges as 
in the furrows), 1s. per bushel cheaper than his neigh- 
bours, that on a proper statement of accounts he would 
find the crop was unprofitable. I have gone through 
such operations myself, and I have found the result to 
be as I have before stated, that skill and knowledge can 
only be made available by such additional capital and 
outlay as will have the effeet of raising the cost of pro- 
duction, and nearly equalising it, taking into account 
the extra produce obtained. To this conclusion I still 
adhere, and at some future time I ma; 

of mine it has been shown how savings? 
banks can be made to produce an equalising and ele- 
vating power on the wages of labour among our indus- 
trious population. But as it would be preposterous to 
assume that all are able to save, I propose to consider 
the way in which these institutions can be rendered 
available for further improving the condition of the 
labouring classes, i. e., by means of these loan funds. 
* The poor man perisheth because of his poverty" isa 
very applieable text to this subjeet, and wil enable 
everyone who has taken any interest in the affairs of 
the poor to recal to mind numerous instances illustra- 
tive of it. How often is the hard-toiling labourer not 
obliged to submit to an arbitrary paymaster? Or what 
diffculty does he not often experience in buying a pig ? 

io 

show that there is a natural cause for it. The agricul- 
turist deals with nature, the manufacturer with art.— 
G. R. W., August 19. 

Home Correspondence. 
Allotment System.—1f you think the following on this 

subject worth publishing, perhaps you will put it in 
your Paper shortly. I have been induced to make 
these remarks for fear any one on the point of letting 
allotments should be dissuaded from doing so on account 
of the observations made by “A Dorset Labourer ” 
in your Paper of May 30. I know there are cases 
where land is let to poor people at 1s. per perch, but 
they are very scarce ; and I am sure that where you 
meet with,one acre let at that price, you will fin 
50 acres let at from 3d. to 6d. But “A Dorset La- 
bourer" says, “Supposing allotments are let at the 
same price as the farms adjoining, are they the great 
blessing which some would make them out?” My an- 
swer to this is, that poor people do consider them a 
very great blessing ; they are very eager to get them, 
and most unwilling to give them up. “A Dorset La- 
bourer” also says, * that if a man works well and fairly 
for his employer for 10 or 11 hours, he cannot work 
four or five hours more, even for himself, and do him- 
self justice." This observation induces me to think 
that “A Dorset Labourer” is not a practical, but a 
theoretical one, A person unacquainted with the real 
facts would imagine that it was necessary for a labourer 
occupying 40 perches to spend four hours every day on 
it to cultivate it. Supposing the allotment consist of 
40 perches, the occupier, in all probability, apportions 
it off thus: 15 perches for Wheat, 20 perches for Po 
tatoes, and the remaining 5 perches for Peas, Cabbages, 
Onions, &e. The Wheat ground is dug and set by the 
end of October or beginning of November, and there- 
mainder is dug and cropped by the end of March. 
After that there is very little work required to be done 
by the man, for the weeding ean be done well by the 
children ; for nothing remunerates a cottager niore than 
picking the weeds by hand and burning them; 20 
perehes of Potatoes do not take a very long time to 
chop over and earth up, nor is it a very fatiguing job ; 
and it is done about the end of May, when the evenings 
are long and generally fine. But I deny * A Dorset 
Labourer’s” statement, when he says a man cannot 
work 10 hours for ‘his:employer and four for himself. 
If * A Dorset Labourer’s” remark is true, how does he 
account for the fact that mowers can work from three 
o'clock in the morning till nine o'clock at night, with a 

rest of about two hours in the middle of the day, and 

do themselves justice ; and this,-too, from Monday till 

Saturday without ceasing: How do men in the hay 

field get through their laborious work when the hay 
is being carried? They work from six o'elock in the 

morning till nine at night, and. pitching hay is not very 

Or imp: g his allotment? Orto procure even the 
common necessaries of life, perhaps in consequence of 
becoming incapacitated from work by sickness or acci- 
dent, from the want of a little fund, which either him- 
self, the other members of his family, or his relatives, 
would repay by weekly instalments. In these and other 
instances the well-timed application of a small sum by 
way of loan will often improve a deserving man’s con- 
dition, and otherwise effect an inconceivable amount of 
good. These benevolent societies wherever they have 
been already established have been attended with the 
greatest success. I think the advantages of the plan 
are too obvious to require further pointing out. The 
Liverpool Savings’ Bank has, I believe, taken a promi- 
nent lead ; granting loans from its surplus deposits to 
the needy (while rejecting the less deserving applicants) 
at a nominal rate of interest ; but unfortunately, for the 
general adoption of the plan by savings’ banks, there is 
no legislati tment in ion with these insti- 
tutions which sanctions it, and consequently where it is 
carried out it is attended with some degree of risk to- 
wards those philanthropists who have set so eommend- 
able an example. This frustration of so praiseworthy a 
design may, however, be counterbalanced by the forma- 
tion of loan funds from the temporary contributions at 
the outset of the more influential and wealthy residents 
in our parishes and other rural districts. I hope the 
day is not far distant when charitable loan societies in 
connection with savings’ banks, and by the promotion 
of the philanthropist, will become more general, and 
when the benefits to be derived from them will be ex- 
tended to every parish in the kingdom.-—J. H. 

Wheat in Shropshire.—1 have read your report of 
crops for Salop, and must say (with due deference to 

Mr. Lloyd, Mr. Davies, and your other correspondent), 
that I certainly think, from what I have seen, that 
there will not be an average yield. The seed of last 
year gave a thin-bladed plant full of sap, like after- 
math drawn up. Had there been as severe a frost 
this winter as in the previous one, I believe more than 

half would have been carried off. As it happened to 

be an extraordinarily mild winter, we escaped ; but the 
straw is very light in this neighbourhood. In some 
ases, as in my own, the heads are remarkably good, 

and well filled even to the top or point ; but a good deal 
is sadly different to this, having deficient grains in the 
ear; and in some that I have handled; off dirty and 
poor land, there is an entire deficiency of grain from. 
the point downwards for one-fourth or even one-third 
of the ear—it being, so far, nothing but ehaff.—C. C. 

Potato Disease. Imagining that the peculiar season 
of last year had caused the disease, I was not deterred 
from planting 90 acres this year; but I was careful ip- 
selecting my seed, which was saved from a marsh soil, 
and planted on a dry, gravelly, sandy loam, of which 
my farm consists. My early Potatoes were uncom- 
monly good, having had little or no rain, and fetched: 
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the highest prices in Covent-garden morket. I have 

raised 5 acres for seed, and have only found two dis- 

eased in those I have tried, though some of the haulm 

had dropped p ly; but on ining the root, 

the Potatoes were not touched, which I attribute to the 

old set having gone off with dry rot, so as not to have 

infected the Potatoes, but sufficiently so the haulm to 
kill it; and I believe that wherever the old set goes off 

with the wet rot, the stalk and leaves will go as last 

year. Butif we get no more rain until the Potatoes 
on very dry land are ready to take up, the disease will 

not be so mischievous as last year; the bulk of the 

Potatoes will be safe on light lands only, and where 
there is a dry climate. I perceived that the leaves of 
my late Potatoes, since the rains, were becoming black 
and spotted ; and I examined the roots, which bear out 
what I have said above relating to the wet or dry-state 
of the old set. I consider that the Potato is more or 
less tainted from last year; and it will require careful 
selection of seed (from heavy to dry chalky soils, and 
dry seasons for two or three years) to restore a healthy 
tone to the Potato ; for vitiated secretions from any- 
thing putrid, or tending to putrefaction, are difficult to 
eradicate. By no means take up Potatoes wet for 
storing. It has been said that salt is a preventive to 
the disease. It so happened that last year I salted 34 
acres of land on account of the wireworm, at the rate 
of 10 ewt. of salt per acre; they were planted with 
Regents, which were attacked with the disease, but not 
so badly as other sorts ; but none of this variety was 
very badly diseased last year.— A Tenant Farmer, 
West Kent, August 19. 

Potato Crop.—Since I last wrote I have finished 
raising my crop, and the result has furnished me with 
a fact which, I think, you will deem too striking to re- 
main unnoticed. On the appearance of the disease last 
year, it was the first impression of Dr. Lindley, and 
others, that the diseased Potatoes which showed 
healthy shoots might safely be trusted for the 
future crop. nder this impression, I commenced 
planting a strip of land at one end of a field with Pota- 
toes, all diseased, selected only with reference to the 
strength and apparent healthiness of their shoots: 
some of these were nearly half rotted, I had planted 
but two short rows, when the tocsin of alarm was 
sounded so loudly in the Agricultural Gazette, that 
with becoming modesty I at once yielded due deference 
to so high an authority—not only desisting from my 
own purpose, but warning my neighbours to the same 
effect. I thought the experimental proofs cited so 
strong, that, had I proceeded far, I should, probably, 
have dug the land again and planted it afresh ; but the 
amount of risk being so slight, I left them experiment- 
ally, but hopelessly, Now, on raising these, you may 
imagine the surprise of all concerned to find that there 
is not a Potato among the whole produce in which any 
trace of disease can be diseovered ; all have proved 
as healthy'and clean a sample as was ever seen. Being 
myself incredulous, I have examined them with the 
most scrupulous attention, which could easily be done, 
as the whole produce is short of half a bushel.— C. 
Curties, Linton Vicarage, Ross, Herefordshire. 
Appearance of the Crops in Essex, in the second week 

in August, 1846. 
WzuraAT—Extremely well har- | after-Grass and feed is 

vested, quality very fine, | ̂  much seared 
produce barelyan average, | Hay—A great crop, and well- 
A fair crop of straw, very | ured 

| Crover (Second crop, or for 
OATS—A light crop | seed) ry light crop, 
Bantry-Below an average crop | E little prospect for 

see 

Swepes and MANGOLD WUR- 
Zrn—Very partial and by 
no means 

MusTAnD (Brown and White) | Warre TURNIPS and CABBAGES 
— Far below an average — Almost a failure, and de- 

pendant on the autumn 
PorATOES—Not good, and the 

disease in many places is 
fast spreading 

crop 
Rre—Extremely deficient 
GnAss— A great crop where 

mown, but owing to the 
long-continued drought the 

—Jeffery Mayn, Rayleigh, Aug. 21. 
Premature Decay in Wheat, —1n answer to the in- 

quiry in your Leader of Aug. 7, as to the cause of 
Wheat dying away prematurely in the manner you 
state, I beg to offer the following faets as having come 
within my observation, and which prove to me that 
land will not bear so frequent a repetition of Wheat as 
was mentioned to be the practice on the farm you in- 
stanced :— Prior to my occupying the Spring-park Farm 
it was farmed by the wealthy and intelligent owner, and 
from want of drainage and trenching was then unsuited 
to the growth of Clover or Beans, and he confined his 
eropping to roots, Oats, Rye-grass, and Trefoil, or Tares 
and Wheat—frequently taking Wheat after the roots. 
He purchased largely manure, and, besides, used on the 
arable land the dung from a large racing and huntin, 
stud, and from 30 to 40 brood mares, so that the winter 
growth of his Wheat was always luxuriant, but I no- 
ticed that soon after the Wheat was in ear it became 
scrawled or root-fallen, aud was laid by wind or light 
showers ; the ears imperfectly filled, and the appear- 
ances were as described by you. 
was ascribed to causes such as the want of lime, the 
consequence of spring hoeing, the heavy rolling, and 
the like; but since I have changed the course of 
cropping, that is to say, introduced Beans or Peas, and 
Red Clover, into the rotation, I have rot suffered; my 
Wheat stands perfect. I do not hesitate to ascribe the 
evil to want of strength in the straws from too frequent 
repetition of the crop ; and had I had any doubt before 
this summer, which I had not, I should have none now, 
for a field of Wheat of mine this year, on part of which 

For some time this | most 

| Wheat had been taken two years ago, showed the con- | 
sequence of repeating this crop too often ; where the 
Wheat was two years ago the crop went off, whilst the 
remainder stood till harvest. In my inspection of land 
I frequently find districts where the Wheat is more 
liable to be laid, and I fancy I even trace this ill to the 
erroneous cropping, there adopted ; for it too often 
occurs that this crop is erroneously considered the only 
paying one, and that a frequent return to it is desirable ; 
and hence it is taken till the return diminishes : and 

more is lost by this dependence on Wheat than is 

imagined.— Hewitt Davis, Spring-park, near Croydon, 
August 12. 

Agricultural Statistics. — Whatever may be consi- 
dered to be the duty of those who may be appointed to 
collect the agricultural statistics when the necessity of 
finding individuals occurs, they will most assuredly be 
found, and such as are capable too. I regard your 
papers upon the appearance of the crops as one of the 
first and simplest steps that has already been made in 
a proper direction. In my humble opinion those indi- 
viduals who have supplied that information in those 
papers, are probably the very individuals most capable 
to undertake part of the work. Let the high constables 
of the different hundreds be requested to call such 
together, and head them, and they would soon decide 
upon means for collecting the agricultural statistics of 
the nation. Agricola” promises us some assistance 
next week; let us see it, and I may then send you my 

plan. The high constables are perhaps the only men 
that are constantly in the company of the most respect- 
able agriculturists of every district paying county-rates. 
Each knows the parishes, townships, &c., forming his 
district, and possesses the best methods for bringing 
together the labours of the men most qualified in every 
district under his superintendance.—John Bull. 

To Preserve Potatoes as Food for Pigs.—In Sep- 
tember, 1845, after carefully sorting my winter stock 
of Potatoes, I had a certain quantity of the diseased 

ones well boiled, and, after partial drying, rammed as 

hard as possible into a cask, and headed up close. 
opened them last week, and found them at the end of 

the ten months nearly unchanged. The mass of 
Potatoes for about an inch at the top was decayed and 
full of flies ; the outside of the mass discoloured from 
about a quarter to half an inch, and offensive, but the 
rest perfectly sound, at least as sound as when put in, 

and without any smell, save that which diseased Po- 
tatoes to a certain extent have. They were eaten very 
readily by my pigs. The experiment is not new, 
having been made, I believe, first by Mr. Pritt, of Lan- 
caster, but I am not aware that, in point of time, it has 
been so until now. It will be a question how far the 
plan may answer in saving some portion of the crop for 
food for the poor, I am quite certain it will answer well 
for feeding stock. I understand that it is a constant 
practice in Canada, especially on the sea coast, to pre- 
serve a certain portion of their winter stock of Potatoes 
on something of the same plan—peeling them, and, 
when boiled, putting them into tight casks, with alter- 
nate layers of salt fish, the whole, of course, well beaten 
down. This is used in the early part of the year as 
food, a portion of the mass being cut out and fried. 
believe the experiment would have been still more 
satisfactory had the cask I used keen air tight, which it 
was not, having been merely a biscuit cask, nor had it 
been as carefully kept from light and air as it ought.— 
Thomas Hinde, Winwick, Warrington, Aug. 18. 

Indian Corn food for Horses.—Perhaps you will 
consider it not altogether without interest to hear the 
result of an experiment on the use of Indian Corn in 
feeding horses. I find it to answer admirably, and the 
horses to which I have given it for the last two months 
are harness horses, doing moderate work—from 12 to 
18 miles a day. I have given 8 lbs, of bruised Indian 

Corn and 12 lbs. of chopped hay, mixed together ; a 
little water sprinkled over, and the quantity of 20 lbs. 

per day at four different times, such as are found best 

to suit. The Indian Corn seems to be extremely nutri- 
tious, having littlehusk; and I have found new hay to 

answer well along with the very dry quality of the 

Indian Corn, It is necessary to avoid giving water for 

an hour before and after feeding, as the Indian Corn is 
liable to expansion in the stomach, which requires a 
little care. On this feeding my horses have improved 
very much, and are in admirable hard-working condi- 

tion ; indeed, considerable work is required, to keep the 
horses from getting too fat ; therefore, it is a mode of 

feeding which is as good as can be desired : and the 

next question is, at what costit can be supplied. The 

eost for each horse per day is exactly 11d. 
8 Ibs. Indian Corn, bruised, atld.perlb. .. 8d. 
121bs. of hay, chopped ., vs es wey; 9d. 

m= 

lid. 
This is independent of the straw, which may be 
balanced by the value of the manure. It seems to me 
that this is an interesting result, and shows that if the 
Potato is to be an article of human food on a large scale, 
oatmeal may take its place; and Indian Corn may, 

1 ly ani ieally, take the place 
of Oats as the food of horses. I will not consume your 
time by speculating on possible results; but have taken 

the liberty to state my experience ; and hope that you 
may make any observations which occur to you upon 
the subject.—O. B. 

Inclination of Land.—As this seems to have engaged 

the attention of more persons than you and I, allow me 

to lay the faets respecting my own land before your 

readers. Mine is land of the steepest acclivity of any 

in Craven, with the exception of some few mountain 

sides, and I have ascertained by actual survey, that it 
slopes at angles from 10° to 25°, but the last is very 
Steep ; indeed, the greater part of my hilly pastures 
are at an angle of 159. Should any one fancy that he 
has land sloping 20 or 40 degrees, as I did, let me 
assure him, that it is a very rare case if he has got the 
latter ; and I would hope that no animal but the goat 
is grazing upon it. How Mr. Banfield can say that 
there is land on the Rhine sloping 509 or 60°, cultivated 
with an ox and light plough, I cannot tell ; ** he must 
have counted from the zenith” as your correspondent 
‘John Halliday” observes; and it seems if he even 
had, the ox and light plough would still be on a preci- 
pice. Enough, however, of this question, How to drain 
land that has an inclination of 10° or 15°, is the subject 
on which the practical experience of yourself, or your 
correspondents, is desired to be obtained by—4 Craven 
Grazier. 

Wireworm, White Mustard, and Soda-ush.—It is 
not the soda-ash or white Mustard that is in any de- 
gree ‘obnoxious to the wireworm ; for, as your corre- 
spondent observes, they will live a day or two in either, 
and walk off as fresh as ever. But as the wireworm 1n 
the course of time becomes a winged fly, or rather 
a beetle very like a large fly, it is then, and then 
only, that the white Mustard or soda.ash is dis- 
agreeable, or in any way serviceable to keep off the 
wireworm. If your correspondent will take the flour 
of white Mustard, soda-ash, or sea-weeds, and strew it 
over his ground during the season of the year when the 

parents of the wireworm are “on the wing," the ob- 

noxious effluvia will drive them off, and the parents 
not depositing any eggs, there will be no wireworm the 
following season, White Mustard, sown under Goose- 

berries or Currant-trees during April, May, or June; 
will keep off the caterpillars, or rather the butter- 
flies.— W. Prestoe, Shirley. 

Potatoes,—I herewith send you the result of the 18 
specimens I obtained on Tuesday last in the farms I 
visited, in company with Mr. Edward Stratford, in the 

parishes of St. Lawrence and St. Peter, in this island. 
The Potatoes, as you are aware from my last, were 
taken from that portion of each field which appeared to 
bein the worst condition, I fear, however, although 
the result of the both as to apr and 
cooking is good, that there is a very great failure, 

probably an organie change, and that henceforth, with- 
out a new importation from South America, the Potato, 
as a, general article to be cultivated, is useless.— JF. W. 
Childers, St. Heliers, Jersey :— 
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Salt.—You have lately noticed this subject. I culti- 
vate 16 acres near Thudleigh, in Devon, in a part where 
farming is at a very low ebb, Farm-yard manure and 
road soil is wasted in every possible way. Stable dung 
cannot be bought, and lime carried at a great expense 
and mixed with earth brought from the sides of the 
fields, is the only dressing thought of ; this is done in & 
negligent way. The weeds are allowed to seed on the 
fields and on the banks and hedges, Attention to de- 
stroying these weeds—burying or moving away the 
stones which eneumber the land, and using salt with 
the lime, has produced crops after three years which 
far exceed in abundance any of my neighbours’. 
have used salt in the following manner :—Put a layer 
of earth (fresh, if possible), a convenient size, and, 10 
or 12 inches deep, a thin layer of unslak.d lime ; 

throw on it a strong solution of salt and water, and im- 

mediately cover it with 8 or 10 inches depth of earth, 

another layer of lime, salt and water, and earth aga 
bank it up, covering all the lime ; after three or four 

I 
| 
| 
| 
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days turn it and tank it, and when | ‘wanted for dressing | 
it will prove a thousand times stronger and better ma- 
nure, at half the expense of what our farmers prepare. 

€ are now cutting a field of Wheat finer than any in 
the parish, and I attribute it to this dressing used two 
years ago for Darley, and after the Potatoes last au- 
tumn a covering of lime spread as soon as the ex- 
posure to the atmosphere had reduced it to a powder 
~and sown with salt broadcast (6 hogsheads of lime 
Hu cwt. of salt to the acre), and instantly ploughed in. 
1 did this as soon as the Potato crop was removed, with 
a view to destroying any infection from that disease, 
from which we suffered, though not badly.—C. W. 

, English Agricultural Society.— Would it not be de- 
Sirable for the English Agricultural Society to offer a 
Premium for the best report on new rotations of crop- 
Ping, which will become necessary in the event of the 
Otato disease being a permanent scourge? Being a 

director of the Highland Society of Scotland, I mean to 
ring this subject under the notice of my co-directors. 

=J. S. M. 

Farmers' Clubs. 
DARLINGTON, August 17 : The Crops to which Farm- 

Yard Manure can be most beneficially applied, with the 
best times, and modes of application.—Mr. Walton in- 
troduced the subject. He said :—Farm-yard manure 
8 very frequently applied to the fallow land for the 
benefit of the Wheat, and the following crops, but not 
always successfully, and some have even gone so far as 
to say that it has done harm to the Wheat crop. (Several 
Voices, “No, no.”) I have no doubt but that manuring 
with farm-yard manure is generally benefieial to the 
Wheat crop, but one of the main questions is, how, and 
When to apply it to the greatest advantage. In these 
limes, when we have portable manures, generally mis- 
Called by the name of artificial manures, which act not 
only as a stimulant, but which really continue to benefit 
the succeeding crops; this sets us quite at liberty to 
to apply the farm. yard and home manufactured manure 
to the purpose for which it is best suited, provided that 
We know to what purpose we can apply it most bene- 
ficially 3 for my impression is, that when disappoint- 
Ment arises from the results of its application, that it 
May not have been applied in the most judicious manner. 
T have known the Wheat crop fail when the manure 
has, T faney, been applied too late in the autumn, or 
Just previous to the land receiving the seed furrow 
Ploughing ; by this means, it appears to me, that the 
manure does not get sufficiently mixed with the soil so 
aS to benefit the Wheat crop to the extent it might 
have done; in such a case, it seems that the plants at 
rst seize hold of, and luxuriate in portions of the 

Manure near the surface, but afterwards, when the 
Tools Strike down to a greater depth, and spread to a 
Breater breadth in the soil, then the plants turn sickly 
E the roots coming in contact with the soil, which is 
ae intermixed or impregnated with the manure, and-at 
Arvest it turns out a poor light crop. «Now, I think it 
& better method to apply the manure to fallow land 
‘or Wheat as early as possible, say in the spring or 
early part summer, in order that it may get 
thoroughly intermixed with the soil, and by this means 

the erop will receive a regular supply from the manure 
all through its growth ; by adopting this method, I do 
hot know but that farm-yard manure may be as bene- 
ficially applied tothe Wheat crop as in any other way. 
n applying farm-yard manure to Grass land, I conceive 

that it should be pretty well rotten ; but I should 
Tather apply the artificial or portable manures, which 
Suns more easily get access to the roots of the Grass. 
Mr. Pearson said, that he rather differed in opinion with. 
the Chairman, with regard to the best time for applying 
it yard manure to the fallow land, for he thought 
AR the land should not have more than two ploughings 
alter the manure was applied, previous to sowing the 

heat ; but he was not quite sure that it was best to 
peel. it to the fallow for the Wheat crop in every case ; 
te 1h some instances, it might answer better to apply 

to the Clover lea, where it was to plough in for a 
wee of Oats. He, however, on a clay land farm, thought 
ReneS bad policy to use the farm-yard manure for Tur- 
MPs, as he had found that superphosphate of lime 
ap ered qùite as well, if not better, for rearing Tur- 
ae’ upon this description of land, and by this means 
he farm-yard manure was available for the other crops. 

a T. Phillips, professor of chemistry, said, that if the 
yn were fixed in the manure previous to ap- 

early” op 

also believed Mr. Pearson to be quite right in his 
uperphospl of lime ing 
the Turnip crop, for potash, which 

tip Soils, 
tees the superphosphate of lime answers well asa 
will ju upon the Turnip crop upon.clay land, yet it 
tion requisite occasionally to apply, during the rota- 
will of cropping, other descriptions of manure, else you 
i ‘Mpoverish the land, because the superphosphate of 

© does not contain all the necessary ingredients that oars 
Onslitute the food of every kind of crop.—Mr, Dixon, 

the secretary, said that he rather advocated applying 
manure to the fallows for Wheat at the latter part of 
summer, he having in a droughty season or two experi- 
enced the ill effects from excessive evaporation, when 
the manure was applied in the early part of summer, 
and exposed to the run in working the jland through 
the season, when compared with that which was applied 
immediately before seed time in other parts of the same 
farm in the same years; the crops succeeded much 
better on the land manured in the autumn than the 
other part manured in the early part of summer.—Mr, 
Pilkington believed that upon the whole the latter part 
of summer was preferable to the early part for apply- 
ing manure to fallows for the Wheat crop; he also 
spoke of the irapropriety of applying manure in the 
early part of summer on fallow before they were tho- 
roughly cleared of root weeds, No definite resolutions 
were passed. 

Farm Memoranda. 
TIPTREE-HALL Farm.—(Continued from page 574.) 

—Mr. Mechi’s land, including some that he hires, con- 
sists of 170 acres, landlord's measure, which was ascer- 
tained to have been cropped in the following manner:— 

Acres. 
Wheat m m t 80 
Beans 25 

Clover DO m m 8 

Tares (cleared off) oo 6 

Rye i de 5d 8 
Swedes .. mE 18 

atoes  .. we 5 

Mangold Wurzel .. 8 

Rye-grass v. 4 
Pasture... SUUS 1 
Lucerne . DOMINO 2 
Green Rye (succeeded by Swedes) 4 
Mustard, and seeds, to plough in 8 

Winter Tares, followed by Cabbages, Turnips, 
Mustard for green food .. .. NN 

Mr. Mechi proposes to have half his land in Wheat 
every year. He grows no Oats, of which he calculates 
that he should more than lose in priee that which he 
would gain in bulk, in comparison with Wheat. The 
80 acres of Wheat have cost on an average 1/. per aere 
for manure, being dressed with from 2 ewt. to 3 ewt, of 
Ichaboe guano. In addition to this a sack of salt is 
applied per acre to the lighter of the fields, 

In the spring the Wheats are thoroughly hoed by 
Garrett’s horse-hoe, drawn by two or three horses, 
which penetrates the soil from 3 to 4 inches deep, and 
is done at half the cost of hand-hoeing. The hand-hoe 
is never used excepting between the plants. 
lighter soils the Wheat is twice rolled in the spring, 
with Crosskill’s clod-crusher, which effectually destroys 
the wire-worm, and prevents the Wheat from being 
laid. 17 acres of the best Wheat on the farm have 
bean partly dibbled by Newberry's dibbling machine, 
anl partly dropped by Bentall’s dropper, the quan- 
tity of seed sown being rather more than 34 pecks. 
The remainder of the land has had put in from five 
to nine pecks per acre. These pieces of Wheat were 
admired by everybody, being fine in the straw, and in 
the ear, and promising a very heavy yield. 

s respects the proper quantity of seed, the depu- 
tation had an opportunity of seeing pieces sown with 
various quantities, and comparing them with each 
other. The decided opinion was that the erop was 
no where better than where one bushel of seed had 
been put in per acre, at about one foot in the row. In 
pieces lying side by side, one the produce of one bushel, 
and the next the produce of two bushels of seed, the 
preference was generally given to the piece sown with 
one bushel. An opportunity was also given of com- 

paring the effects of Bentall's dropper with Newberry’s 

dibbler from the same quantity of seed. The verdict 

was in favour of the dropper as to yield, the ear being 

rather finer; but it was considered that this supe- 

riority was not a sufficient compensation for not being 
able to cultivate between the rows, which could be done 
after the dibbler. Two stitches had been dibbled in 
with 2} peeks of seed, but this was not deemed worthy 
of recommendation, because although the ears were 
exceedingly fine and the plant had tillered greatly, it 
would not be fit to cut till probably a fortnight later 
than the other. 

A curious instance of the capability of a bushel of 
seed to tiller sufficiently to cover rich land, was observ- 
able in the piece of Wheat on the drained bog, which, 
although it had been flagged three times to check its 
luxuriance, was yet partially laid. Another portion of 
the Wheat on this bog had been drilled with two 
bushels of seed, but this portion was entirely laid, the 
quantity of seed being evidently too much. Mr. Mechi 
is of opinion that three pecks would have been amply 
sufficient for this bog, as many as 70 stems having been 
counted from one dibble-hole. He had also rolled his 
piece of Wheat three times in dry weather in the spring, 
with the clod-crusher, to consolidate the loose earth and 
destroy the wire-worm. Mr. Mechi believes that all 
the bogs of Ireland might be profitably rendered pro- 
ductive by the means he has taken to reclaim this. 
Mr. Mechi attributes the luxuriance of his erops, after 
draining and subsoil ploughing, to his ical 
management of manures, of the liquid portion of which 
he can scarcely be said to lose any from his far d 

On the | ^ot 

Mr. Mechi attributes the very superior cleanliness of 
his land to his subsoil ploughing, which he says eradi- 
cates many deep rooted weeds, which would, after shal- 
low ploughing, throw up new shoots. All Mr, Mechi's 
Wheat is bagged. His Clover is drilled in after his 
Wheat has been hoed. His root crops and green crops 
looked exceedingly well, and promised heavy crops. 
These are all drawn and consumed in the yards, either 
cleaned with eut straw for pigs, the dung of which Mr. 
Mechi prizes very highly ; or by sheep, with the oil- 
cake, which is bought with the produce of some of the 
Beans. In preparing for his root crop, Mr. Mechi 
ploughs 9 inches deep with Bentall’s or Ransome's iron 
plough. This is followed by Smith's subsoil plough, 
which goes 14 inches deeper. Drag harrows, with 
16-inch tines, Crosskill's elod-erusher, and the scarifier, 
completely pulverise the soil, and move it to a great 
depth. ‘Ihe deputation would venture to recommend 
to Mr. Mechi a light specimen of the much-abused 
Kentish plough, which would cover his manure for his 
Turnips better than the plough which they saw in use. 

Mr. Mechi is cautious never to work his land in wet 
weather. Mr. Mechi always scarifies his siubbles ; 
and his Beans are generally sown with a mixture of one 
quart of Mustard, and two quarts of Rape per acre, 
harrowed in, to keep the land covered. This is ploughed 
in green, for Wheat. Mr. Mechi manures for his Tur- 
nips with sulphuric acidand bones. The subsoil plough 
is also. run down between the rows of his Mangold 
Wurzel. 

The deputation attribute Mr. Mechi's luxuriant crops, 
on a poor soil, as the greater part of the farm un- 
doubtedly is, to deep thorough draining ; subsoiling ; 
the peculiar riehness of his manure ; his frequent cul- 
tivation between the rows ; and (as in the case of Mr. 
Davis) avoiding to put more seed into the ground than 
its productive power can bring to perfection; to the 
perfectly free circulation of the sun and air over his 
whole farm ; and to the absence of all trees and hedge- 
rows ; which too frequently, in other places, impoverish 
the soil, and collect the seeds of weeds, and, with 
thatehed buildings, harbour sparrows and other destruc- 
tive birds. these means Mr. Mechi says he has 
doubled the produce of his farm. The farm buildings 
are admirably arranged for promoting the growth and 
comfort of the animals, and economising labour and 
manure ; and the implements appear to comprise every 
modern invention in agricultural improvement, of any 
ote. 

It was the opinion of the deputation, however, that a 
boarded barn would have been better than a bricked 
one, supposing a large barn to have been necessary, 
with so powerful a threshing machine ; indeed, many 
were of opinion that those buildings and implements 
might serve all purposes of a farm twice the size of 
Tiptree Hall farm. Whether these opinions are wel 
founded or not, may be decided by future experiment 
Whatever may be the result of any such trials, it will 
not detract from the honour of Mr. Mechi, who has 
taken the first step towards combining all the recognised 
principles of good culture, with all known chemical aud 
scientific improvements ; and traces of whose enter- 
prise in conceiving, and talent in executing, this com- 
prehensive experiment, are visible in every step of his 
arm. For his liberality in admitting his brother agri- 
culturists to the benefit of an experiment, of which all 
the risk lies on himself, he is, in the opinion of this 
deputation, entitled to the highest praise ; the suavity, 
urbanity, and good humour with which he explains his 
system, and meets objections from strangers, have 
earned for him the great respect of the members of 
this deputation. 

The deputation, in the course of the morning 
took of a substantial luncheon with Mr. and 
Mechi, whose hospitable reception was most gratifying. 
Mr. Mechi also favoured the deputation with his com- 
pany to dinner at Kelvedon, where his health was suit- 
ably proposed and enthusiastically drunk (Mr. John 
Hague, Chairman) and after which repast, an hour or 
two was spent in that improving converse, and cheer- 
ful sociality, which have ever been the characteristics of 
the British farmer. The deputation have avoided in 
these reports, making any quantitative estimate of the 
respective crops ; feeling convinced that such an estis 
mate, without a view of the respective soils of Mr. 
Davis and Mr. Mechi, would give a very imperfect 
criterion of the merit of the systems which these gentle- 
men pursue.—George Whiting, Hon, Sec, (somewhat 
abridged) from Maidstone Gazette. 

par- 

Wotices to Correspondents. 

Brans—Inquirer— Plant Winter or Russian Beans early in 
October. Drill2 bushels in rows 2 feet apart. 

BERKSHIRE BREED —A Z he figure in Professor Low’s illus- 
trated work on “Domestic Animals,” is from the stock of 
Mr. Loud, Mackstock-mill, Warwickshire. 

Booxs—H H—“ Richardson on the Domestic Fowl;" or, 
* Farming for Ladies :” and “ Blacklock on Sheep;" or, 
* The History and Diseases of Sheep,” by W. C. Spooner.— 
Plant Cabbages on your Potato ground at wide enough in- 
tervals for the use of a heavy hoe. 
orrTAGE Economy—C B H—Mr. Murray, Albemarle.street, 

publisher of the '' English Agricultural Society’s Journal," : D Inquit A 

His litter, being cut into chaff, absorbs the urine. The 

manure can be conveniently applied to the land within 

three weeks of being put into the dung pit. e 

showed the deputation a field of Wheat, which had 

borne Wheat last year, but which had been well supplied 

with liquid manure in the spring. The yield promised 

at least an average erop, but the deputation are of 

opinion that this course cannot be successfully followed, 

q dding sulphurie acid would doubtless be 
useful, and where the “dung manufactory” is conveniently 
situated and under cover, it might probably pay. The quan- 
tity of ammonia present in dung, varies with ‘the food and 
the nature of the animals fed, and also with the quantity of 
litter given them, Boussingault’s farm-dung contained about 
5 ammonia per cubic yard, This, we imagine, is 
double the average quantity. 

EXPENCE or CuLTIvATION—Holland—Grass lands from 10s: to 
20s. per acre ; arable from 20s, to 4], * Near large towns, and 
where market gardening prevails, the expences, of course, 
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ME Ea CERE this, pocas bys 3l. or 4l. per acre. Bone 
dust costs from 6L to Sl. 

FARM 
little, if any, oil; the chief reason of its superiority to that of 
poor ec lies in the greater quantity of phosphates which 
it contain: 

GRASS ics cam m Clay and lime are what a sandy peat soil 
requires, r field has already had a sufficient dressing. 
of sted latter, dien; pae may apply the clay broadcast now, and 
harrow it about abroad after frost; and in March, or there- 
WR PORE to the season), apply 3 cwt. of Peruvian 
guano per acre broadeast in wet weather. 

HEDGES, Grass LAND, &c.—Banerinan—Y ou may dispense alto- 
gether vid His es, if des situation i 
and as to exe land our opinion i 
has suffi 
would be a no convenience to him to ren 
with it, he would yet be able to make more of it had he per- 
mission to break that meadow Your machine must, Saba 8 

; 57 acres should 
How would Newbee s 

We should 

employment for a pair of horses. 
hand dibbling nepe Sie ia your purpose ? 
imagine—well. ot sow Turnip seed, however. But 
that might] p done by Gs d. 57 aen Se wr arable land, under 
the ordina: ]ture, or, sa; f green crop, 5 or 6 
being dios should be able to keep 50 of 60 sheep in summer, 
and abou 300 in wi ao in fatting condition, or stock of equal 
consuming ability to 

Kont RABI—C C—Sow 2 eo d on two or three perches 
of land late in the month of March, is transplant into rows 
two feet decisio and at intervals of one foot in the rows, as 

n a: They will gens on a stiffer soil than 
the Swe The D Drumhead Cabbage may be sown in 

arch for CERNI in May, at intervals of two feet 
every way. 

Globe Beet-seed this spring for 24 nu Nen eid i in e OM 
con- 

ured to plant them (after a 
blunt eels about an inch dee "s They came up most ri 

—J M—The Du OF “cake-fed cattle contains but | are some 
Black Hamburgh and 
ys 

las 
affected by 
that some are quite uunsaleable, 
are good and plentiful. Cut Flowers c 
Jasmines, Calceolarias, Pinks, Camellias, Pelargoniums, Tube- 
roses, Gardenias, Moss and other 

COVENT GAH GARDEN, Auausr 29.—Vegetables are sufficient 

not altered i i price since last 
Hawthorndens, 
supply of Orang es, 

are sufficient for the demand. 

and soi 

st week. 

Pine Apple, perlb., 4sto 74 Gr are 

Celery is good in 

jen, per idoaeh do PT 

for the demand, but Fruit is not over abundant. 
what dearer than last week. 

Royal George 

ined at moderate prices. Apples 
week ; 

Codlins, Kerry Pippin, 
considering the season, 

Filberts 
dull. 

mand, Carrots and 
e in price since last week. 

ing in price. 
uality. 

iefly co 

Figs, per dozen, 

er 100, 78 
Almonds, Las eck, 

Note, Cob, pi 

emons are a 
English Melons may be obtained at from i8. 

8. me good. foreign ones are also in the market. Of 
capital and has a wholly arable farm, while it | Vegetables, O Caulifiowers, &c., are good, but the latter 

a meadow along | hardly sufficient for the 
altered but little 
carce, and risi 

i, bolus 
Pilbercs ‘English, ioo iban t $0 736 

x 100 1bs., 60s to 

Pine-apples 
Abundance of good 

other Grapes may be obtained at mode- 
and Nectarines are plentiful; the 

and Noblesse, 
Plums, both Papjish and Foreign, 

Pears have 
les chiefiy consist of 

nid R D Eo 
is ak and 
are very plen. 

little 
A 

urnips have 
SOT n rather 

Beans remain nearly the same as 
Potatoes are mis much 

the Dess disease of last season ; so much so, 
Lettuces and other Salading 

nsist of Heaths, 

dies per doz, 3e to 8e 

Lemons, nis ores, 1s to 24 6d 
VE 162 

T 100, 4s t 
- Seville, per io, i£ 16s Waist uh ps UE 14s to 288 

per dozen, 9s 
VEGETABLES. 

abbages, per doz., 6d to 1s €d 
Brows Genito, Au 1b., 6d te 

be 

or score, 

Shallots, per Ibo 4d top 

leto ad, 
Vegetable marrow, p. doz. 
Radishes, per 12 bu 

id tols 
niches, i5 tola 6d 

arly, never had a re promising plant. The seed | Potato: Dare s Er ird per pottle, ls toa 5 m Wu shel, Ls 6d to3s is, per punnet, 2d to 2i was quite Peru the whole of the ten days, but there was no Kidney, per bushel, d tont ERAN QA eR 
appearance of spurt in tw irnips, per dc; Savory, per bunch, ad to 4 Porators—J L—We are taking ours up under similar pirum. Red Best, per LE m ri wd 6d hyme, per bw Ü stances. Transplant Cabbages into the ground, they will | Worse Ri R adish, ft pudieg 2s to 6s Parsley, per Winch a der 6d t0 8d catod d Jucumbere, each, arsley, per bunch, 4d to be food for stock in i after which is may be sown. Spinach. PASY, 1 d dy soe, per icio 2 
——Bt— There is no MEUSE, e suggestion you refer | Looks, par bunch, 2d to 2d Tarragon, per unch, 3d to ought not to have been Pop hed. elery, per bundle, Aye 4d Mint, green, per bunc! Prorirs or FARMING— Y's letter i is under consideration, 

it. ust 
Roap MATERIAL—Argilla. gite i in the centre of a clay 

district, and not having any ‘stone a hand to mend the form 
roads, I have ere difficulty in h; man td 

imagine that ey (um t all 
calcareous clays) end if eae in large lumps, and broken, 

Carrots, per bunch, 8d to 8. 
Oni nions, per doz. bunches, 2s to 54 

Prime Mead.Hay 70s to 80s 
Inf „New & Rowen 50 65 

€i 
Prime Mond. Hay 
Inferior 

Old: Hay - Fine 
eee Hay 

HAY.—Per Load of 36 Trusses, 

Clover 75 to ido 

Trade very heavy. 

NewClr. —sto —s 
Straw (28 82 

Jons Coopzn, Salesman. 
UMBERLAND MARKET, Aug. 27, 
75s to 84s j Old Clover 100; to 1108. 

55 7 | Beso to 80 99 

= ew Clover — 
| Straw 82a t0 355. 

osaa pns Hay Sa'esman. 
WHITECHAPEL, Aug. 

S 848 | Old Clover 1053 vllo] 
— | Inf. Straw nfr. 

Naw Clover $i Fe 
PAPE DREAN AIRE Pe 

28s to 32s 

prove a tolerable road mater; 
ROTATION or CnoPs— Teeside. The thing i. is pne by some, and 

. Take the following as à method :— 
Ast year, (1) Wheat, followed by (2) Winter. etches, Made are in the 2d year fed off and followed by (3 um 3d year, 
(4) Barley and seeds ; ak ) Oats or (5) Clover; Erb) 

he Sia cut for 
; 7th year, (9) Wheat, le 

as it may frequen ntly with advantage be, with (10) 
stubble Turnips; 8th year, (11) Beans, sown in rows wide 
enough to permit a thorough cultivation in the intervals, and 
eo to permit (12) Cabbages to be transplanted into them 
about July—these are pulled dud carried to the feeding stall 
9th year, (13) Wheat orOats; 10th year, (1 4) Mangold Wu 
zel, Carrots, &c. 14 crops in Teeny 7 m 5. 

pd being 33, more than last Mon 
et inquiry for France, 

ihósro markets.—A few samples of fine new. 
per pr.— 
the quales P too trifling to allow of our altering our quo- 

ats are 1s. die qr. higher than on Monday, but less 
brisk than on Friday. 

ns,—- 

-LANE, Monpays Aug. 24, 

nday. Bond 
ut there is little offering adapted to 

Barley realised 405, 
and Peas brought rather advanced rates, but 

Harrow 86 40 
Longpod — — 
Grey 83 36 

SMALL Farms— ECC What do yousay to a three-year rota- Spec aes cant QUAEESM. uiid: Sion, Wheat: 2, Turnips, Swedes, and Mea oid Wurzel ma VP B MTM 3, Beans ; pulling half the second crop, and feeding the other ley, Malting and distilliog 20s 10945 Cbovallor 33. 36 half on tlie ground ? "You would thus Sell two valuable orops| Oats Pucelashirean Yorkalire ^ 2 Folands 25 29 thr a imber]. = ae Scotch , * Feed $93 26 

. . ‘eed £0 $4 

piece ofthe land constan Ho fii L'ucetnej thay vith sorde carly se paio ahio a y Essox ` ; Sho dein e Soter 
Turnips, and the other roots and Cabbages and. Rye mod A. 20 32 enable you to koep your cow pue Half an acre of | Beans, e rerit E E toad Cb de a9 Lucerne, if well cultivated, would do. You would need to | z;«, whikeom Heligolan : 40 to 46 iol 33 z buy guano ; 3 cwt. per acre for your Wheat. Your land re. Er ái 
daisso dialing MAL A E T a OU AY, Hato Hep bna) but the 
details ; we will refer to it when the scheme we alluded ve is | fineness of Mpemeathocus Haste: sent thedaado qbdiinguges publishec 

Soap WasTE-—L-We must make i inqui 
Sow—C Cabbage—We should not be ees to breed from an 
animal having such an excessive tendency to obesity, and 
which c pe proved so unfortunate with E wd to her 
progeny. With regard to her food, her wash should be 
ai uted ; Baca roots (if in season) may be erent no grain, 
but Peas or irs instead. With inde to the young pigs, 

prices, 

buyers to ht 
lish and Yes no disposition, however, is evinced to reduce 

and for Bonded to export continues, but there 
is little iofiehitanTe quality on sale, —New Barley is wanted, and 

also Peas and Beans.— fully maintains 
The supplly of Oats is considerable from. Add i 
aranana which must benoted 6d. per qr. 

The dem: 

off; business is consequently dull, "both for Eng- 

our quotations, as do 

our 
1 sale. saa Corn is inquired after, and wein 35s. per 

change their dict; give them a few Peas in the most conve- ar alpat y D e w Pons. i PERRET: IMPERIAL AVERAGES. bas 5 d arlov.| Oats. | Rye. | Beans.) Peas es Bruce- ur Turnips are attacked by a putrid July 18 per Quarter. TODA $7410d| is Od, APP d| 36s 4. mich Datars moro pnis every year; but hitherto tol ee | OL E b o| a6 0 een only alocal affection, Thé Beaus will be Aug. 1 Copes A nth $5 | px amine gains Ld 8 ^ . M 0 ined agains: t next week, <= TR. ee [C49 1 bond [^3 | $6 0 
=æ 088 e . eji] 27 5| 98 8 | 86 9 

Markets, 8 weeke Aggreg. Aver. | 47 8| 37 8| 38 5 | 36 9 
pn, ania RS Money, (Aug. B5 LER PU of 81bs, Duties on Foreign Grain 10 0! 4 n| 1 6! 4 n 40] 40 Best Short SBI £ 9| DES R3 a $5.72 | Dignus pIE the Suoristiony ERE pelos rgo aveonenele Second quality 7 M A UME 8} Bwesand second quality — — — six weeksending Satu; ürday, An Angust 15. $90 4.9 Di "n " 9. 0 * 18 T 25 T BER owe sia d ireds | f "es harn); AR. z 9 Prion, Juxx LY Ava, 1 | TES 

lito (shorn 88 48 5 
Beasts, 5675; Shee peut Loon 330; Calves, 209; Ply 525108 UG uc . .. e have again a large sup! ly of Beasts, but mas NE Aet erap A The — 9 .. . ^ oe best descripiions command a steady Mp at fully late prices.—Sheep are by — 8 oe . E m uo means plentiful. Trade is brisk a ance in price. Lamb trade |s| — 2 ye y dull, the demand nsa USERS M a ready sale; prices, om Y tt z^. however, remain abou: the same.—Pigs gre a batter t = 

E Aug. 28. D Although the supply of Boasts is not very extensive, trade is heavy, the | 20 dead trade having been worse since Monday. Scme of the best Scots how. | 49. 11 42 2d, and the most selling Shozt-hocns TEK s.—We 47 5 hi Sheeps but the demand is ola Prices 45 11 
y. Mill choice qualis 2 
dica tomak over | —— are in demand—small, 49 4d to 4s 10d; large il 

Pigs, 946, SEEDS, Aug: 
Wess Smithfield. | Canary perqr 44to di Leeda Foren ton Bito: 91 

Lar Pe Ta z Caraway) er cwt 40 Mus PEETI pouk “HOP: , FRIDAY, Aug. now abons 100 "kin of new Hops as m Sussex, the eo! 
es from 

this may cause the tke o which i pe now w calle de C00. 
me d per cwi. 

A E » 
$ 

“Parrini Saee Hóp-Faotors. 

Ar 3 
Glover, Rea, Enplish 

Corlander - 
lempseed 

Massed e 
- Pd Eng. per 1000: T 

m White, Endo 

14 
Z perqr. 86 

i 

16 | Sainttoin 

"Trefoll 

eumd s i enm oom 
Ela fori 30] 22 

Per ton m= 
26 | Taren, Eng winter 2- bush 

eig 

[NEL 
Bad 4 

P 

iit) T'arnip (too vagal fox o qium 

A RARE RORY ORNI Y FOR UMEN m —TO V NUR. 
RYMEN, STE ed AND OTHERS, 

mo BE "bi SPOSED OF, on very low ERE an un- 
expired term of about 30 years of a Lease of most desirable 

NURSERY GROUNDS, containing. pU 3 Acres of Land in 
a high state of cultivation. situation equal to it near London. It is within half an hours ride from: UA of the Bridges, on the Surrey side of the Thames. The coming 
in about 1507. There are a Cottage, Greenhouse, and “other 
ui de on the PEG —For fur uui y ticulars, apply, by letter, to A. B., Mr. Hainsworth’s, 18, Aldermanbury, City. t 
EVENGI MESS OF AEE LUBSCHIPTIONS FOR AUTUMN 

LANTIN 
ADULTE BE SOLD, us Acres at ‘NURSERY STOCK, 

uding a great quantity of fine healthy Evergreens of 
all E Also Forest and Fruit T end es Flowering Shrubs. As the whole of the land must be cleared (in consequence of the Owner giving up business), the stock will be sold at reduced. 
prices. Any one desirous to continue the Business, can have. 
the un of des NEU Stock and Goodwill, and a Lease granted. of Dwelling-house, Greenhouses, and from 8 to 17 acres of land 
at moderate rent, — Apply to Ricuarp Mirron, Pontefract. Pues ih 2 

S AND OCGUPIERS OF ESTATES. 
YV ELIAN Bi BULLOCK WEBSTER, of Maniano wa 

near Southampton, Orsini Engineer to Her M; dice 
at Osborne, Isle of Wight; the inventor of a Patent T 
and Pipe Machine (applicable 1 i ara Bricks); also PS 
Machine for taking zong and s ut of clay, both which are 
to be seen at the Roy: ai Polytechnic] netten Regent-street,— 
offers his ae as a thorough pr: ee man to Landlords 
who may require information Eu any suj connected with 
the Drainage of their AAR P.S.— La: R drained at a fixed 
sum per acre, including every expense. 

GLASS DAIRY PANS. 
DWARDS anD pelos: UU 

No. 7, Maiden-lane, Strand, have the pleasure to 
state, that havi made arrangements s with a British manufac- 
turer of eminence, they will bein a potion, in the course oi 
fortnight, to supply superior GLASS DAIRY PANS of Neu 
izes, made from our vp. models, RIS VE much Eo 

Sd ET cording ey Ze, proved. The prico from 3; ed Bs. 
Every 

very est ly utensil, but were wis by the cus Will now 
favour them with their oS 2 

i M ARK FOTHERGILI, Rs to offer the following 
MANURES on the best terms, viz. 

GUANO, EM S AFRICAN, direct from Import 
rehor 

PATAGONIAN and PDA A BAY. Ditto. 
A ASI, for destruction of Wire 

SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME, 
l, Vol. vi, Part 2 

GYPSUM, fasta ‘Sulphate of Lime, ) 
ae DUST and BONE P Ee 

PHURIC A AROOAL. 
PETRE SALT and RontouLrUHAL SALT for Composts. 
SILICATES of TN and FOTA , and all other Manuress 

No. Uppi TEET streci 
. Agent for DINGLER S "HAND SEED- DIBBLE. 

RNAMENTAL TILES for Floors, Walls, &e., of 
Greenhouses, Conservatories, Garden Terraces ; Encaustic 

Ditto, 

(Seo Raga Agri. Soc. 

Venetian, &c., in ce ARIETY. ay be en at Messrs» 
'ARKER ani 'ATT'S, RU Sunt UE ars, London. 

Agents to Messrs. MINTON & CO., tl SI s Hot Stoke- 
upon-Trent, Also Patentees of the 10 ORCE TONS, 
cheaper and more durable than Mother-o'-Pearl, 

ps HOSPHORIC RAT POISON.—This preparation 
is offered to the Public with the greatest confidence, bein 

decidedly superior fa alt phoig panoni containing arsenic a 
other minerals st greedily by rats and mice as 
idis as itis offered toti i and araby proves certain de- 

es i street, ee epared only by EDWARD Purser, 40, Bridge- 
don. Bales in pots, with full directions for use, 

at4s., [Pin nl 20s. eac) 

CHEAP AND DURABLE ROOFING. 

A a 
MAJESTY’S 4 od 

M‘NEILL & co., of Lomb's Buildings, Bunhill- 
row, London, the Manufacturers and only Patentees of 

HE ASPHALTED FELT FOR ROOFING " 
Houses, Farm Buildings, Shedding, Muse: and for 
Garden purposes, to protect Plants from Fros: 

ü um ad Na KEA! Agricultural Shows, it is this PU. 
which has been exhibited and obtained the Prize, and is 
Felt patronized by 

is MajxsTY's Woops AND FORESTS, 
HONOURABLE BOARD oF ORDNANCE, 
HONOURABLE EAST INDIA Company, 
HONOURABLE ene, er CUSTOMS, 
HER MAJESTY’S ESTATE, HOPES 
ROYAL BOTANIC GARDENS, EN 8 PA É 

And on the Estates of the Dukes of Sutherland, Nette Ls 
mond), 

BY HER ROYAL LETTERS 

PATENT, 

and at the Royal Agriculture ‘al Society's House, Hanover-squares ag 

It is half the price of any uer VR EUMD of Roofing, ogi 
effects a great saving of Timber in the construction of Roofs. 
Made to EU. length by 32 inches tds, 

RICE ONE PENNY PER SQUARE Foor. als 
+2 Sampie s, with Directions for its Use, and Testimoni n 

of seven d experience, with references to Noblemen, G6! o 
tlemen, Architects, and Builders, sent free to any part © 
town or country, and orders by post executed, ks 
Rar The Public is Cena ee that the oni Wor! 

in Great Britain where is made, 
M NE TLS C098 

Patent Felt Mi UE buildings, Bu D 

London, where Ro ofS. cain with the Felt may be seen. wk 
also the new Vice-Chancellor’s Court, and the Passages iid- 
Offices at the entrance g Westminster Hall, and other Sur- 
ings at the New House: ss Parliament, done under the 
ey orship of Charles Bus ry, Esq., vey: rry, Es 

te.— Consumers sending direct to the Factory can pes 
plied in lengths best suited to their Roofs, so that they P: 

no more than EN require, $ j —— 

WER-POTS AND 6 
youn MORTLOCK, 250, Oxford. seek sel sespottlly 

announces that he has a very large assort ary SUME 
above articles in various quen am volicits an p s rud 

tion. Every descriptio! 1 CHINA, 7 a h 250 EARTHENWARE at the] lowest Rec price, for as 
Oxford-street, near Hyde-park, 

r^ 
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ECONOMICAL, EFFECTUAL, AND DURABLE 

ROOFING. 
BY HER MAJESTY’S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT. 

CROGGON'S PATENT ASPHALTE ROOFING 
ELT, with which the Committee Rooms of the Houses 

200 SR are entirely covered. ove Material has 
been used and highly Qu» by the Nobility, Gentry, and 
Agriculturists generally, and Patronised by many Members of 
the Royal Agricultural Societies of vagos: Soliana and 
Puy m by Her Majesty's Office of Woods and Forests, 
Charles. Barry; Esq., R.A., os &c. ; has been used for several 
WE at the Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens, Chiswick ; 

wiss ien Shoreham, Sussex; on the Duke of Bue- 
EUM the Marquis of Anglesey's Property, &c. oe and 
(under 39r em Royal Agricultural Society's House, Hanover- 
DUAL its advanta ESS 
D RAbILITY, and ECONOMY. Being a Non-Conductor, i 

n efficient “ Protective Material” to Plants. 

PRICE, ONE PENNY PER SQUARE Boon. 
Samples and Testimonials sent by Post on DUE. 

HOMAS JOHN  Gnóooow, 
8, Lawrence Pountney-hill, Cannon-street, London 
— ttm 

"pus AINSLIE TILE MACHINE COMPANY. 
(WITHOUT ROYALTY.) 

€ DIRECTORS. 
hairman, James Surm, Esg., of Deanston, Queen Square, 

Westminster. 
Jons Aerin, Esq., Alperton,, Middlesex. 
ARK Boyp, Esq., 4, New Bank Buildings, 

Wes; Born Esq., Lowndes Square. 
Jonn ConxeELL, Esq., 36, St. James e. 
J. W, SUTHERLAND, Esq., Birdhurst, Oroy 
Gzorox Wesster, Esq., Great George Sheet, Mee 

ti Tux END in tone of the numerous repres 

HORTICULTURAL GLASS. 

3 J DWARDS AND PELL, 15, Southampton- street, 
-4 and No. 7, Maiden-lane, Strand, Agents and Importers of 

Belgian Sheet Glass, supply stout Belgi n prn British Sheet 
Glass at the following ‘net cash prices :—13 oz, 4d., 16 oz. 5d. 
p mall squares, packed in boxes con- 
taining 100 fost, from 2d. to 3 pos E Glass is a 
ably adapted for Horticultural pur| 

ashes for Garden Frames made of “the best 1$ yom deal, 
primed and glazed with strong sheet glass, at 10d. p 
Estima tes and designs given for Greenhouses ds sodas 

EA ARLY FOOD.—The farmers of the Waited King- 
^4 dom have now an opportunity of providing early 

sowing, without loss of time, the WINTER DON 

resists the most intense frost, an 
to the period sown ; growing a heavy crop according to ground. 

food, by 
o. A Ti which 

LLON STEW Stratford-on-Slaney, 
Ireland, mn enclosing a cea ope with address of ap- 
plicant on 

HEMICAL RESEARCH.—Instruction in Anal Anal) 
ey gentlemen: desirous of engaging in chemical investi- 

gation, or of obtaining INSTRUCTION in ELEMENTARY 
ANALYSIS, will find. every facility in the new laboratory 
recently erected by the Council of this College for practical 
instruction in organic and general chemistry, and the princi- 
ples of chemical research as applied more particularly to agri- 
culture, medicine, and the manufacturing arts, under the 
superintendence of Mr. Graham, Professor of Chemistry, and 
Mr. Fownes, Professor of Practical Chemistry. 

The laboratory is open daily from 9 a.m. to. 4p.m., except on 
Saturdays, when it IM closed at 1 o'clock, from the Ist of Octo- 
ber to the eni 

tudents occupy queso with pursuits of their own choice 
if ERA y the Profess Erie Boxe whom they are assisted 
with needful instruction and a 

six Sone ISl. 18s. ; three months, 
ees 

Course on GansraliGhemistey: RE rofessor Graham's lectures 
are > daily, except Saturday, from 14th October to 15th April, at 

ifs m perpetual admission, 9.; whole term, 6l.; half term, 3l. 
A prospectus, with full details, may be had at the oflice of 

the College. 
0. J.-B, NEE tee del. non of Faculty of M pue 
HENRY MALDEN, Jean of po ae Oe of A: 

a COLLEGE, LONDON.—JUNIOR 
n SCHOOL.—Under the Government of the Council of the 
ollege. 

Head Master—Tuomas HEWrTT KEY, A. 
The SCHOOL will OPEN on Tuesday, the 22d us September. 

The session is divided in three terms, viz. :—from 224 Septem- 
ber to Qhristmas. from Christmas to Easter, ME o Easter 
to the 4th Au; 

The yearly Bu for each pupil is 15l., E which 5L. aro 
ET as d in each term. The hours o 

Commitee Room, Horns Tavern, Kennington. 
| AIL-STORM FUND.—Additional Sah ariphons, 

His Grace the Arch- | J. W. Snow, Esq. .. xa 00 pn Xp of Canter- | w. Ginger, Esq. 9 2 0 
b -£10 10 0 |P. Green, Esq. 20 
S Damona Antro- |B. Nhitelook, Esq.. 7 2.60 
bus, Bart. - 1010 0,|G.B. Hart, Esq. .. 2 2 0 
=e ines W. Coles, Esq. E 

... 10 10 0|Sir Wm. Kay .. 00 
Henry Kobe BE s | A Friend at Glasgow. TL 

.. 10 10 0| MissG.Craig,Rickertus] 1 0 
G. Horsley, Esq. ..10 10 0 Mg. M Intosh, Dalkeith 1 1 0 
Barclay, Bevan, & d jJ n 0| B week d 70.20 
S. George, Esq. 0| E Bostock, 1203.0; 
J. Wo ^ o 0 , per Mr, EEE 1. 950 
R. Hanbury, Esq. . 0 per Mr, Chapman 100 
Messrs.Roliisson& Co.10 10 0 tr) 
Lord Say and Sele.. 10 10 0 n E ate heen 

. Loddiges & Sons . 10 10 0 | Me 100 
ohn Alinutt, jun | Messrs. P Sharp E 

Bie. AUCI E 500 S e 100 
T. Shepperson, Esq.. 5 5 0| W. Rada Esq. LODO: 
Messrs. Dickinson & | Mr. Geo. Ja ickman .. 1.190 
Co., Edinburgh .. 5 5 0 Geo, Jeffs, Esq. +. 1 1 0 

Mr. J. W. Nutting .. 5 5 0|Mr. 100 
M reo Tad- | 100 

0| 1:928 
E in T Broughton, 100 

ves 0| 100 
J. inn Esq. Ae 0 
Vm. Davis, Esq... 0 di 0 
En Pacem & 

. 0 010 6 
MS ST. per 010 6 

sale of Fuchsias .. 0 010 0 
Alfred Brown, Esq. . 0 010 0 Geo. Wilson, Esq. .. 0| 010 0 
Messrs. Ballantyne & A 050 

Co., Dalgeith.. .. 9| 050 
Dr. Neill, Tdinborcti 0| 060 
J.F. Young, Esq., M. 0| 026 
Uv EE hj Esq. .. 010 
Mr.N.Gaines .. .. 

Subscriptions received by de following Bankers :—Messrs, 
ARCLAY & Co. ;. Messrs. Cocks, BippuLrn, & ed Messrs. 

JONES nese & Co. ; Messer '"Scorr & Co.; and Messrs. 
Youre 

August 26, Misse. J. T. NEVILLE, Hon. Sec. 

Price Sixpence, free 

The Railway Chronicle 
Of Saturday, Aueust 22, contains articles on 

EVENTS OF THE WEEK.—COMMITTEE FOR ee 
Oe READING ORDERS. N 

OF CLANDESTINE TRAFF FIG RESULTS. E 
GREAT WESTERN TRAFFIC—DELIVERY OF MORR 
SON COMMITTEE-PROPOSAL FOR NEW RAILWAY 
DEPARTMENT. 

PORIS OF us eee. Brighton, and South ae 
ree-quarter: 

ape made to ants for Machines, and t] arin 
tty they experience in collecting the Royalty, have dried fy abandon their claim for Royalty, and sell the Machines at a 
fixed price ; “ai in order still Taher to meet the views of the 
Public, they have come to the determination of reducing the 
HE As follows, and, Huet the quality of the Machine, 
D ey feel confident it will now be considered the cheapest and 
est offered to the 
tne ese Machines, Mu E EHE given by 
slaa Irish Agricultural Society, at their Meeting at Balli. 
ne and by the Highland and Agricultural Soc! ciety of Scot- 

at their Meeting at Murus are of two sizes. 
1CES,—- 

A Hand Machine at the Office, i. make two at once, in- 
ng two moulds for Ti les or Pipes, 351. 

s um at the Office, to be worked by horse or 
st nel igde ererutbulds for E or Pipes, 701. 

E Megha Draining Tiles s of the mos 
Perfect form are produced at a much ondiren rate than by vay 

process Duel invente 
Om, achine may be seen at work at Alperton ; also at the 
Re ce, 1934, Piccadilly, London ; at the Polytechnic Institution, 
d egent Street, London ; at Mr. Bram s, Curator of the e High- 
md Society of Scotland; and ai t Mr. LAURENCE HILS, 141, Buchanan Street, Glasgow. d ks a letters an ications for further i ion to 

* to the undersigned, Jonn Parton, Secretary, 
At the Office, 1954, Piccadilly, 

*4* Country Agents Wanted. 
= he 

JORDAN'S ANTI-SMUT COMPOSITION.. — 
ta nly certain Preservative against Smut in Wheat and the m 55 of the Wire-worm, Grub, and Slug. In packets 1s. each, v h directions for A 
Cos E TIFICATE,—^ I hi 
Wore SUTION is well Ee toprevent the atta as of Wire. 
hight? Grub, and Stug, while, at the same time it contains a and ee ingredient fitted to promote the Bee ae ten rn, and other rudiments of plan t 

RE, M.D., F.R.S., Professor of Che y; 2 Analytical Chemist, D., funus and 

m London, 13, Charlotte-street, Bedford-square, July 21 of d. Only à those are genuine w] which are marked Mee tio name 
To m entee—'«Jonw JORDAN, Luton, Bedfords! 

Agent be v dal of the Patentee, and o 
) the Add pir Lise: 

his A "Wholesale 
ER, 3, Laurence "Pountaey-hil ; ; and of all 

br al Chemists: and Dealers in the United Kingdom, 
liberal allowance to large buyers. 

Horosue RAMS (upon an improved prineplo) 
ere 

ws ge. for Deep Wells, 
by steam, horse, or manual 4 

Bui "uldings senem with hot und TONERS 
dress, FREEMAN Rox, 70, Strand, London 
EEA given for the supply of inn &c. 

pete sae invented PORTABLE VAPOUR BATH, all com- Pts for sr, 105. ; 

; Douch Baths, &c. 

. Lego's IMPROVED SELF-A “ACTING | HY- 
AULIC ENGINE being now ES ze p the: Attention of the Public to the following Prices s eye 

do, gog c7 Water 100 yards, conducting] DN included, 201, do. 
a ES yards, 507, This SD can be made to convey from elevate. to 20 per minute to a distance of 2000 yards, and to an 
tated Point of 500 feet or oer Fountains, Towns, &c. 

ed on eminences, can be supplied by the above machine. 
P Well-pumps on an improved principle.—N.D. All Machines 

E Th he NUR 
of Wednesday and Saturday are devoted | exclusively to drawing. 

The subjects taught are reading, writing, the English, Lan. 
Greek, French, and German languages, ancient and English 
history, geography, both physical and political, arithmetic antl 
bookkeeping, eS ial of mathematics and of natural 
p and d 

pupil may Hing (em or Greek and Tatin, jns devote 
his whole s attention to the other branches of educ; 

is a general examination of um ned b tid end of 
the SURE an e prizes are then giv 

The discipline oe the school is E without corporal 
punishment. 

A non thls manors of the conduct of each pupil is sent to his 
parent or guardian, 

Several of. S masters receive boarder: 
Further particulars may be obtained: (at the office of the 

College. 
AS. C. iN INSON, Secretary to the Council. 

The College Ton ures in the Classes of the Faculty of Medi- 
cine commence on the Jst oohr EE of the Faculty of Arts 
on the 14th October. August, 1846 

on and Blackwall— Durham. and 
ERE and—Hull and Selby—Maryport and Carlisle—Dun- 
staple  Whasflale “late Lancashire and Yorkshire North- tern) an 
ie hated — Edinburgh and no — Edinburgh, 
Leith, and Granton—Glasgow, Kilmarnock, and Ardrossan— 
Glasgow, Strathaven, P rimi A Ree gp 

iex Brighton, Phi South Coast: Directors" 

Maryport and Carlisle ^ Report e finsot Panther 
and Western (Ireland) : Engineer? Repor 

MECHANICAL IMPROVE. did —Pav Dearie for. Railway 
Stations—Metallie Sand aria 

PARLIAMENTARY PROCEBDINGS.— Committees on Op- 
posed Bee a apent t. 
TOgress o! Law 

ME GARDEN ALMANACK.—The most 
mplete Garden Manual and banig of reference ever 

Au ed, with Lists of best soris of Fruit Trees, Vegetables, 
Flowers, and Plants, for Gardens of limited Space. 

Was 
Tranted,— Apply at 9, St, Philip's-street, Cheltenham, 

Shilling. Will appear with the earliest of these Publications, 
Advertisements for 7 are received Jat the Horticultural 
Agency and restos Gazette Office, 420, Strand, where the 
Almanack for 1846 may be had ; and of all Booksellers. The 
Gardeners’ Gazette publish ned every Saturday fur the Morning 
Mails, price 6d. 

THE PLOUGH. A Journal on Agricultural Sha 
mu Affairs, No, 9, for SEPTEMBER, With Three Illus- 

tration 
Muerte Mr. Brown's Patent Seed and Manure pan 
B um Slick, a short-horned Bull—Pian of a Farm 

orkshire Agricultural Society: Great Meeting it 
Wakea ddo Observations „on the Cultivation of the Scarlet 
Trefoil—Che: 1 Society of 
marem TS of RENS Agriculture in F 
Bones, and Sulphuric Acid—The Duke of iN 
White Cattle— Wakefield Farmers’ Club —Nev apon- 
lyne Farmers’ Club—Gui pon Farmers? O 
Weald of Kent, Farmers’ Clu b—On the State of Husbandry in 
Lower Brittang-—Miscellanea-An A Act to Amend the Laws re- 
lating to the Importation of Corn—Potatriana—Calendar of 
ortieulture — Markets — Meteorological Table — Notices. to 

Corresponden: applemental, Sheet—The Farmei’s Cate- 
chism of ate and Collateral Science, 
RE Publisher, 27, King William-street, Strand, 

READY. 
In one thick Volume, Su containing 900 pages, and | upwards 500 Illustrations, price 30s., in cloth boar qug VEGE ETABLE KINGDOM ; 0r du EN RUC- 

URE, CLASSIFICATION, AND Uses n PLANTS, 
MR upon the Natural System, By Joi y, Ph.D., F.R.S., an S. Professor of Botany in ee AEN sity of 
London, and in the Royal Institution of Great Britain. *4* To suit the convenience of Students and others, the above 
Work i is issued also in 12 Monthly Parts, price 2s. 6d. each, eee eee 

Also, by the eae Author, a New Edition in demy 8vo, 
CHOOL BOTANY ; or, the Rudiments of Botanical 
Science. With nearly 400 Illustrations, price 5s. 6d. half 

Hon 
Lon ; Published for the Author by BRADBURY & Evans, 

WN PAA eS t, and Whitefriars. 

Just P ublished, price 5s. 
A GENERAL HISTORY OF SUELOS IUS, 

Vith 500 Engraving: 
By ANDREW SLECHARDS Esq., Author of "ie Mic 

ations, Micrographia, dc. 
London : raum and Co., Ave-Maria-la ane, 

scopic IHlus- 

Tron Trade 
— cepere — - Dividends— 
fer Books Closed— Corres- 

ers um Aes 
Calle Deposits Sotano Tran 
ponden! Ta x ie Share Lists EAE eT ditto — 
Money kom Paria Lett. Liability of 20, 0002, List— 
Alteration oF Time Tables—Cambrian Railway—Gossip of 
the Week. 

Order Railway Chronicle of any Newsvender, 
RAILWAY CHRONICLE TRAVELLING CHARTS 

May be had at all the Stations on each Line, 

ae FIRST OF TH 
LONDON BR. 

containing zs Roges siai in a per, price 6d. 
THE SE HS ainne, 

LONDON TO W "OKING ANDG RD, 
with 52 FP Gi ous ina Weer price 4d. 

HE THIRD OF THE SERIES, 
LONDON TO RICHMOND, 

containing 15 Engravings, in a Wrapper price 2d, 

THE FOURTH OF THE SE 
LONDON TO WOLVE ERTO 

containing 84 x avings, in a W: es price 6d. 

rly Read 
LONDON TO OX 'ORD. z 

LONDON TO TUNBRIDGE WELLS. 
Preparing, 

LONDON TO CAMBRIDGE. | LONDON TO DOVER. 
LONDON TO SOUTHAMP-| LONDON TO GOSPORT. 

lished at RUE d CHRONICLE M by J, Francis ; Pablise y be had of all booksel : ee r UE DOCSE HERR LB PNEU n 
* ARDEN ALLOTMENTS T ENGLISH 
G LABOURERS. A plain and practical illustration = the 
Advantages resulting from a we jarra en 
A pee the RUNE of the R ultural Society’ s 
Prize Es nces," is just aisha y PanT XXI. of 
the RORTIGULA URAL MAGAZINE. Price mE Shillin 

Th TON & STONEMAN, 65, Paternoster-row. 
at P^ Sent free on.receipt of 18 postage stamps. 

Aug. Ist, VOLUME THE FIRST, price 38s., 
S PECIES FILICUM ; sor a Synopsis of ‘all known 
) Ferns, with h Descriptions of each, and Plates of the Rarer 

Species. By WILLIAM JACKSON Hooxe: ER, K.H., &c. &c. 
This iet Volume, now somipleter ith full Index of 

nA Species and Synonym), contains Figures of. upwards of 
75 Fern 

nged | 

4 M Td , Soho. 
5.61, n" 

"DHE TREE ROSE. Proctieal instructions. for its 
i^ Formation and Culture, Ilit 

eprinted from the Gara 
the Author and others, 

lished at the GARDENE 

E 
oe MCA eT nd 

RONICLE AND AGRICULTDRAL 
Upper Wellington-street, Covent Garden, 
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THE GARDENERS CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE. [Auve. 29. 

Ed 
* 

of č British imprveméite. an energetic PRESS; The Pool of 

dif&caltes i fitti hemselves for their duties, and 

attendance at (ud E whieh their engager 

SES te bois them 

amao and Chemistry in England, if not unworthy of the Sciences themselves, is ceri 
try, in reference to the. other instruments of civilisation, gives us a right to expect. 

oy d of Druggists’ Assistants, the augmenting corps of scientifi 
eeping pari passw 

ements now make impossible; anc D; 

n a level with d aspirings, and prepate them for that improved position for their pursuits which the public opinion of the countr; 

READY ON Co den SEPTEMBER 5. 

Bethesda for many à social evil, Chemistry has 

with the rapid advances of Science. To 
cheap diffusion of the eo: 

$ hemi 
ihe he most ponte br 

c Agriculturists, to whose e British. Chemistry may o 
e gentlemen es PHARMACEUTICAL Times will make up for that 

or TICAL TIMES will guarantee a quick knowledge E every i 

ted la S oreiciiés of Eur: po; UND ror the world Chemieal and Pharmaceutical ; and, while weekly purveying the high science of Lus most distinguished Chemists, will as de 

* NEW WEEKLY JOURNAL OF CHEMISTRY. 

THE PHARMACEUTICAL TIMES, 
A JOURNAL OF CHEMISTRY APPLIED TO THE ARTS, AGRICULTURE, AND MENU RRCLORIG: 

UE "below. what the social necessities of the epoch demand, and what the pre-eminent 

Why is pu 1 due because in Chemistry we have not yet possessed the great lever 
o angel’s visi n E pc its healing waters. 

uch of its future Mu ARA meet insuperable 

l and A ]tural 

on the eve of securing ined 
Jhemistry ; open to the 

and improved practice oi 

furnish that a information on business facts to be met with nowhere but in the columns of vigilant and enterprising journalism, 

I.—CHEMISTRY APPLIED TO THE ARTS AND MANUFACTUR 

The following Courses will commence the first Number :— 

ES, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO PHARMACY AND AGRICULTURE, 

By M. Dumas, Member of the Royal Institute of France, and of the Royal Academy of Medicina; Dean of the Faculty of Science ; Professor of Chemistry to the Faculty of Medicine, and to the 

By the celebrated 
TON, Ba " v m. A neu to the Chemical Society of 

Reports will also be given 
GRESS or PHARM. AY. AND OHEMISTRY w 

AGRICULTOR AL CH 
with EN 2 RTICLES on ubie points of interest; and 
answers to pondent: 
Hints on PRAOTIOAL PH 

FESSOR SOUBEIRAN, Pharmacien-en-! ve of the Hospitals of Paris, & 
of 

of the Lectures, delivered at our papie Scientifio institutions— a seri 

HEMISTRY will receive especial Oh. There will also be $ CITY A 

Central School of Arts and Manufactures of France, &c. &e. 

IL—A COURSE OF PRACTICAL PHARMACY. 

pecus for English Vip uut DE vith empie Notes and Illustrations, by R, WARING- 

et; n, Chemical Operator to the Cor 

1 be carefully recorded. Re: PIN: will also be given of all 

the Eprror will be 

MUN superintendence of T. Prers HEALEY, Esq., Barrister-at- 
e following eminent gentlemen have been communicated with D their concurrence and aid; and itis gratifying to the Epiro to announce that he has received assurances of à 

istingnisned co-operation, never before given to any Scientific Jou 

P. B. Ayres, M.D. 
Ta Apjohn, M.D. 

. T. Bran nde, F.R.S. 
ee Berzelius. 
Prof. Bünsen, Marburgh. 

Prof. Mods, wb 
Prof. Graham, F.R.S. 
us Toa TEM 

Ga 

H. B. Jones, 
Sir Robt. je AERA, 
H. Letheby, ALB. 
H. B, 
.M* i P A 

| 

J. Bell, Esq. Baron Liebig, F.R | s idan Muspratt, Ph.D. 
Baron Dumas. George Tode EM E F.R.S. | Prof, Mitscherlich, Berlin, 

D. Blyth, Ph.D., aes Prof. Royal ns Guibourt. — Mowbray, Esq. 

College of Chemistr: G. Gurney, Es | Prof. W. F. Millar, M.D. 

Charles Button, Esq. Prof. Faraday, | s, E 
J. T. Coo oper, Esq. R. Rigg, F.R.S. | 
M. Deverg' R. Hunt, Es | . 3, F.R.S 
Ls Donor. Esq. J.F. W. Johnston, M.A. Lyon PE Ph.D. 

has, Daubeny, ‘tt. D., F.R.8. Mr. Herepath, Bristol. J. M ma M.D., F.R.S. 

ere de la Rue, Esq. — Heisch, Esq. — Per De 

Fresenius Remigius, M.D. Prof. Hare, Prof, s 

The size of the E ERR TIMES AND JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL Science will be a handsome quarto, 
Hach Number will contain more intelligence than the shilling copies of the monthly Periodicals. of closely-printed informa 

per Number, SIXPENCE ; ies quarter, 6s, 6d; per half-year, 13s. 

A GENTS :—ALL NEWSMEN AND BOOKSELLERS. 

e^ JAMES ANGERSTEIN CARFRAE, OFFICE, 49, ESSEX-STREET, 

The first Number of the * PHARMACEUTICAL Tiwrs" will be ready on Saturday, September 5. 

e^ p 
es by Mr. F 

the LEARNED SOCIE ims whose proceedings 

RTICLE, giving an account of the RE a RECOR 

t the eae of his Pharmaceutical and ri 

e EpiTOR, having access to the Laboratory Journals of some of the highest charactered houses in he Cit; 

ARMACY, in reference to most of the d of the London Pharmacopeia. 

|F.R.S.E. 

nding Mem the Society of Pharmacy of France, &c. &¢. 
ARADAY, 01 pup dE ig of this number, 

affect Chemistry. 
r NEWS, interesting to Chemist 

business, in 

k to furnish practical ty, will be able from w 
The important department of MEDICAL TURISPRUDENCE will be under the 

J. Rya 
Pr of. Benen 

Londin. Lecturer on 

2 sfennouse, Ens D. 

Prot 8 
Pu Thompson, aD. 
a Ure, M.D., 
R. idu P Chemical Operator te 

the Society of Apothecaries. 
Prof. Wóhler. 

8. ̀ Wright, M.D. 

ETEN according to o the increase of scientific interest from 48 to 72 columns 
The price will be FrvEPENCE unstamped, Stamped Edition 

STRAND. 

The fifty-two Numbers of the year will make two handsome Volumes. 

NEW WORK IN MONTHLY PARTS, BY 
Mz. CHARLES DICKENS. 

On the Ist of October." (To be completed i: in 20 Monthly Parts, 
uniform with “ MARTIN CHUZZLEWIT," &c.), Price One 
Shilling, the First Number of 

EALINGS wirta rug FIRM or DOMBEY & SON, 
Wholesale, eia and for Exportation. 

EDIT BY BOL? 
With biinbere tions by“ Perz.” 

London: Brangury and Evans, Whitefriars. 

On the 31st inst. will be published, price 6d., No. IX., of the 

LMANACK OF TH MONTH: 
A REVIEW OF EV me SE AND EVERYBODY. 

Edited by GILBERT ABBOTT à BECKETT 

ees Published at the ** ven ? Office, 85, Blecbetrect, 

On| the Sist inst. will be published, No. XXI., of 

OUGLASJERROLD'S SHI SENI ROO ORE 
'oNTAINING Sampson Hooks and his By 

W. Howitt,—The Gibbett: Its Death and Burial, ur Broka 
who Loveth without Hope.—Curiosities of Christenings.—The 
pu Suppo ee Genius,— Youn; quire Ben! fi .—The Age of 

actice. — Pearls from Popish Places.— HISTORY FOR 
YOUNG ENCE AND.—Reviews, &c. &e, 

London: Published at the ** Punca ” Office, 85, Fleet-street. 

On the Ist of Peptember will be pubnihed, cane i , copiously 
trated by LEECH, No. 

@omre HISTORY OF "ENGLAND, 
By GILBERT unu à BECKETT. 

This Work is published in Monthly ox illustrated by 
Joun Lrrem, with ONE LARGE RT CHIN and from SIX 
to TWELVE Woop ENGRAVINGS. It a comprise from 
Twelve to Twenty Parts, and will vile regularly with the 
Monthly Magazines until its completion. 

London : Published at the ** Puncn” Office, 85, Fleet-street. 

L I Yeh m es aida NC Wu us 
x CHARLES DIOKENS. 

With Illustr deb by GEoncE CRUIKSHANK, and the latest 
Corrections and Alterations of the Author. 

No. IX, will be published on the 31st AH: price 1s. To be 
completed in Ten Num! 

London: BRADBURY AND Evans, “Whitettiars. 

Ina TER aes ays will a o published, post 8vo, 10s, 6d. 

o A IN NATURAL HISTORY; 
WITH A CALENDAR OF PERIODIC PHENOMENA. 

By the Rev. LEONARD JENYNS, M.A., F.L.S. 
London: Jony Van Voorst, 1, Paternoster-row. 

paee pes DTI MAGAZINE, 

Just published, fep. 8vo, neh es em Edition, corrected and 

IVERS’S ROSE AMATEURS GUIDE; con- 
Pod ample Desériptions of all the fine leading Varie- 

ties of Roses, regularly cla: ae in their respective families ; 

yis “ison apd Mode of Cult 
vers is the best authority on the cultivation of the 

iier: renti 's Magazi 
ondon : Lon SMS, BROEN nud and LoNGMANS. 

The Nr NTH "EntrroN, corrected, ONUS [aud improved) with 

Eighty-five, Plates and Woodeuts by Adlard and Branston, 
rom Drawings by C. Varley, Dickes, &c. Svo, price 21s. 

NSTRUCTIONS TO YOUNG SPORTSMEN, 
in all that relates to GUNS and SHOOTING. By Lieut.- 

Colonel P. HAWKER. 
«The yery best book we have on the subject.”—Blackwood. 

** Colonel Hawker expounds the whole 1 le of shooting 

with clearness, fulness, and vivacity.”—Sdinb. ‘Roo. 

Loneman, Brown, GREEN, and LoNGMANS. 

NEW wonk 4 D THE FOOD Pu PANES AND 
TENING OF CA 

or es Ai be e published, in " vob Ad 8vo. 

M XPERIMEN NTAL RESEARCHES on the FOOD 
NIMALS and the FATTENING of CATTLE : with 

Hoake on the Food of Man. By ROBERT DUNDAS THOMSON, 

M.D., of the University of Glasgow. 

“<The question of the origin of the fat of animals appears to 

be CO ae resolved by these beautiful and elaborate expe- 

riments.”—Baron Liebig. 

* We can only say, that we have read them ‘attentively, and 
that, in our judgment, they haye been conducted will all possi- 

ble Precautions against accidental error, Gardener’ Chios 

observations, both chemical ai a Dusslolopicaly are 
very SEIS BUTS aAA VATURDIS 5 Paper Jou 
«The experiments have evidently been Gonduoted with much 

ability. riu aceutical Journal. 
: LONGMAN, Brown, GREEN, and, LoNGMANS. 

Vie LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY, 
No, 18, KING TT STREET, CITY. 

Sir James Duke, Alderman, MP. ., Chairman, 
amin Hawes, Esq., 

Benjamin Barnard, Esq. 

Charles Baldwin, Esq. John Nol 

B. Donkin, Esq., F.R.S. Charles Phillips, Esq. 
mid, Esq. Major-General Robertson, 

Daniel Sutton, 
O’B. B. Woolsey, Esq. 

Life anao are effected by this Company on every des crip- 

Credit of half Bn. 

Premiums for (pue five dee pene on Lu ern for 

be made an absolute security. 

Assurers on eu or undoubted PENE security, for terms S 

years repaya instalments. rtieular attention is re- 
> | quested to is detailed Prospectuses of the Company. 

WiLLIAM RATRAY, Actuary and Secretary. 

ROL EN i LIFE OFFICE, E. Regent-street, 
ondon,—EsTaBLIsHED 1806. 

INVESTED RE area's m 

ANNUAL INCOME 140, s DECLARED 529,000% 
Claims paid since ties DUM OF the Office, 1,520, 0000. 

President.—T uz oe HONOURABLE EARL Grey, 

The Earl of Macclesfield. 

Sir John Dd Bart. i 

Alexander Henderson M.D. | Richard Sher 

Table of Pr pra nee assuring 1007. on a DU T 

Wane i With 

'ectors. 
Frederick Squire, Esq. 
Rey. James Sherman. 

| Without 
| Bonus. nog 

Are Borie itn ED For the whole Life, a 
nual Payment of al Payment 0 ha ere] SOROS Ens 

£ s. d. £384. || Esd | £ s.d 
20 | 11410 | 23a 7 || 40 214 5 | 8-73 
25 118 6 2 81 || 45 325953171 
30 2.2 9 218 5 | 50 817 0 | 410 8 
35 | 2 8.0 | 21910 || 55 074-1 a 

BoxvsEs Paid upon Policies which have become CLAIMS. g 

.of| Sum o.of | Sum | » 
Policy. |Insured. Sum Paid. || Policy. |Insured.) Sum Paid. 

| ; £ d, £. A 
435 3900 | 4509 1 1 3307 2000 8411 1 9 

1973 | 5000 | 7652 13 3 || 3617 | 1000 | 1862 413 
3085 | 5000 7706 | 4024 1000 16022 9 7 

3378 | 5000 | 7500 5 9 || 4888 1000 1654 13 6 

full p: may be obtained upon ap- 

plication to the yum ofthe AEN all the principal towns of 
the n Kingdom 5 od at the head Office, No. 50, Regent- 
street. N A. BEAUMONT, Managing Director- 

LBION a INSURANCE TOn A ANY, 
EW BRIDGE-STREET, LOND 

Tnstituted in SERIE DeL ed by Act of Pe irent 
DVAN' 

Perrect SECURITY, arising from a eee Capital, totally inde- 
pendent of the Premium Fund, 

A Bonos amounting to Four-fifths, or 80 per Cent, of the 
ENTIRE PROFITS, m from all Policies issued upon th¢ 
Participating Sca of Premium, wil! be apportioned 

among the Polley holders on the 29th September, 1849, a! 
thenceforward at nid end of every three years, eithor 

ash; 
By Augmeritation of the Sum Insured ; or, 
By Reduction of the Future Annual Premium sted 

w Premiums, without Profits, partu for limite T 
te os of years. Increasing, Decreasing, and other Rates ° 

Premium. Claims paid in 30 pays after proof of Death, Pro- 
spectuses, Proposals, &c., may be obtained at the Office. P 

ties resident in the country dro tol required to appear person- 
ondon, EDWIN CHARLTON, EAD PES 

Printed by opua Bsjpsone, af No. $5 York-place, Stoke Newington, dn 
Fazpsucr Murter» Evans, of No. 7, Church-row, Stole Newini on pg 
in the connty of f Miadiesex, Brinton At their office in puts 

he 
at the Office, No. gd 
den, in the said c dnt y, wher re al 
are ti ae acai desc to the Edivor.—Saturday, Accusr 29, 1040. 
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NEOUS FLOW Re 
ow. 

OYAL SOUTH LONDON FLORICULTURAL 
SOCIETY, under the Patronage of Her Most Gracious 

aay he Queen, The Fifth and last Exhibition for the season 
Wap, e held in the ROYAL Surrey ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS, On 

ESDAY, Sept. 16, 1846. Open to all Exhibitors, Wen a Gol 
tio er Medals will be awarded. for t me ue UND ng Collec- 
Flows :—Miscellaneous Plants, Fuchsias, Dahlias, Cut 
B ers, He Fruit. In addition hich BRAN HAWES, 
i Sq., M. ^. offers a 5L. prize for the best Collection of eae 
lanedus’ P lont; Mr. CHARLES TURNER, of C Chalvey, a Larg Silver Tianan Medal, for the best 6 BIOSHis of NY "bahlias p out in the spring of 1816; and J, Busmsrr, Esq., four Prizes fors eng Dahtias of 1815 and 1846. List of Priz the Society may be obtained fr v SEVILL En y.—Ebe enezer-house, Peckh IL 

HE GRAND ANNUAL DAHLIA SHOW OF 
spl THE ME TROPOLITAN SOCIETY will take place in the 
Plendid grounds of the Grecian Saloon, City-road, noue 
Shee nday, September Lith, 186. Prizes 10 in a 
for ules and Tickets 1s. each, entitling the holders to bun 
Gazono “hole of the evening, may be had at the Gardeners’ 
dine the Office, 420, Strand ; and the friends of Horticulture will 
Af the same Evening. Ticke 6d. 

GRAND DAHLIA AND MISCEL 
SIT 

m ss 
E, BECK informs the Public that the ges Articles 
pos Adan ed by him in guste ticultural pur- 
a ai may be seen in use at Worton Cottage, Been upon 
PPlication i5. the gardener (nidis emeepte: 

BEck’s SEBDEIN PELARGONIUMS OF 1844 

3 A Descriptive Catalogue c v d above, with directions for 
heir cultivation, may be had in exchange for 4 postage-stamps, 
— Worton Cottage, Isleworth, 

set GA ARDENIA WIHITFIELDII. 
OUIS VAN ,HOUTTE'S NURSERY, GHENT, DE EE 

£l Strong Plants .... 
With one over on ever y “the "ee taken by the CU 

Le Quis VAN 
S t 

LOW. ERING BULBS, &c. 
b UTTE’S Autumnal Price Current, 

be had on pr iE application to Mr. GEORGE 
lane, Londo 

SILENE Son 
_SILVERLOCK begs to offer this new HER- 

Nursery, Chichester, Sept. 3, 180. POT “ovens 
NEW PINKS, mm E 

S. WALTERS, Frons, po dca Trowl 

| (AUERNSEY AND BELLADON NA LILIES.— 
Just arrived, in good condition for distant carriage, 

a large on of these beautiful Flowering Bulbs, 
50s. per 100, or Ss. per dozen, for the Guernsey; and 9s. 

| per dozen for the Belladonna. Also their annual importation 
| of FLOWER ROOTS from Holland, which, in consequence of 

the hot summer are exceedingly fine and sound. Catalogues 
lane be had on application: to WM. ROGERS Bod Sox, Nurser: 

INE PLANTS of various sorts, perfectly ‘clean, 
healthy, and well rooted, may be had on application to 

Wrerram Davis, Green-street, Marlboro" 

DUTCH BULBS. 

M ESSRS. WESTMACOTT aud CO., 156, Cheap- 
VIL side (opposite to St. Paul's), beg to inform Woblemed Genk 
tlemen, and their customers in general, that their annual im- 

portation of Dutch, Cape, and other Bulbs have arrived in ex- 

cellent MEQUE and solicit the favour of early orders. 
beg to state that all orders received by them 

will be executed Ih ‘the greatest care and attention. 

atalogue with prices es be forwarded on receipt of a 

pr e paid application. — Sept. Pop: 

ROSE CATALOGU NEW. “EDITION. 

NURSERIES, CHESHUNT, HERTS 

PAUL & SON beg to apprize their Friends and 
* the Public at large that anew dinum is LUN ROSE 

CATALOGUE is now a m press, and w ady for circu- 

lation in a few d ill be forw: arded uud 5 Post to all 

who may honour them beu n application enclosing two 
postage stamps. The MEUM will us found full and accu- 
rate, and. mm new and fine v are there. 

N. .B. The Autumnal Rus are now flowering in great 

PINE | APP LES. 

mO BE SOLD, from 50 to 60 PINE PLANTS of 
the Queen's, New Providence, Jamaica, and Enville, in 

fine clean and healthy condition, fruiting and su ccession.— 

Apply to Messrs. Warre & Sons, Booksellers, &c., Carmar- 
then; South Wales. 

TULIPS. 

O BE SOLD, on very reasonable terms, Ten, 
Twenty, or Thy Hsu in fine healthy condition, first- 

rate sorts, and good str 
Also The G ARDENERS 

Complete, price 2. 6s. — Apply 
Grantham, 

' CHRONICLE for 1844 and 1845, 
to R. Orson, Wood Hill, 

GARDENE IRS: AND D OTHERS. 

TO PURCHASE, Two Thousand Roots 
of MYATT’S VICTORIA RHUB ARB, S DUE not 

less than Fifty.—Apply, stating price, to J. d. , 4, Eyre. 

street-hill, Hatton-garden, London,—Sept. 

BECK’S SEEDLING GERANIUMS, AND IRIS GERMANICA. 
G PARSONS, Western-road, Brighton, by appoint- 

e ment, FLORIST TO HER MAJESTY, begs to inform the ad- 

i of GERANIUMS that he cau supply Beck’s set of 10 

Geraniums, sent RE last October, for 3j. 10s., good plants of 

which are now ready. 
PARSONS PERPETU AL, 5s, This Geranium js invaluable 

‘or winter flowering, as it will continue in bloom in a light 

e nearly the whole of winter. 

IRIS GERMANICA. Parsons begs also to call R 

to his unrivalled collection of Iris germanica. w varie- 

ties of German and French Iris are almost iA E in Eng- 

land ; the colours are varied, and beautifully Mee and mot- 

tled, and, when known, must becom urites; they 
are herbaceous and perfectly Karie. S lic 5s. 

50 dit 

CARNATIONS PICOTHRS, 
ig POLYA 

UD w ALKER, Roane 
La ve neashire, begs to call the attention of 

V 7 AN' ITED 

we INKS, AURTOULAS, 
HUS 

Rho d ' Midd leton, 
id 

t its, offer the annexed as being superb Show Flowers :— | th 
RS. FRY.—Rose leaf, pure vg Purple lacing, constant, vis existe leper Peo 

Rose leaf, ps DES rosy. -red lacing, constant, 
" i or shape. 

Post free to any UU of the United Kingdom 
PANSIBS, Pado CARNATIONS, AND PICOT 

Cures TURNER'S CATALOGUE, containing 
ang legione of the aboye popular Flowers, is now ready, 

be had on pre- ee lication. 
Ch: halvey, DPI as a 

E 2 ill be proeured by applying t 
rai d t eu Kensington, london, Amon ng 

new and rare species scarcely known to Euro- 

sEAUTIFUL ORCHID. F: 
N BALSTO} ES to offer a few plants at 5 guineas 

been SA to De. PAA BOCARII, blooms of which have 
Variety of this C rare and who pronounces it the true 

Poole Nursery, Dorset, nd beautiful plant. 

ESSRS J. m Hu BROWN offer the following :— 
y AL amellias, han de bush 

S, ft, double white and other fi sorts cC or bos muli "Tree Rhododendrons, of D sorts, 4ft. to 12 ft. | A 

, Indis NOU RS Araneae Bushy, Azalea “ehiperina, pulchella, EAE others, oe Sateen 
was, Epacris, Euphorbias, and various superior plants, exhibit ee HOS to furnish Conservatories, or to train for il r Camellias and Azaleas, 30s. per dozen. 

- in circumference.—Price and particul. "S Ce. particulars sent by post, 
Newnes noe be seen at the Nursery, Albion-road, Stokc 

he pul ablic in general to his collection of the above-named 

Florist s Pa 8, s arethis season in the most Sa and 

vigorous con Catalogues of which may be ha 

paid applications as om unknown correspondents a post-ltee 

order is most respectfully Eod , Sept. 5 
DOT om m 

WARNER R (ate Waren ERES SrA 
* &c., 28, Cornhill, opposite the Royal Exchange, Lon 

begs most resp y to inform the Nobility and Gentry that 
the above have amived i in fine ARA i Catalogue of which 

will be forwarded post free on applicati 
F. W. further pe his list will contain a selection of all 

the best and most approved varieties of Hyacinths, Narcissus, 
Tulips, Ranunculu mones, Lilies, Gladiolus, Crocus, &c. 

EDLING PETUNIAS. 

ARTHUR MACKIE begs to offer to the Public 
three seedling PETUNIAS, which he trusts will be found 

not to disappoint the e purchaser, They have been chosen out 
of six selected from a large number o seedlings, and subjected 

to Dr. Lindley’s inspection, who says of them, in the Chronicle 
of August the Ist, " They are fine and rich in the veining, and 
two or three of tbem would make desirable additions to a col- 

UE duy TN Ts. 6d., or free 
also a Sui tinn of nine ce 

TÉRRHINUMS, select imber of seedlings ; 

they are very distinct i i their colours, dnd i remarkably TOWN: 

The set Ts. 6d., or free by post, including box, 8s. 6d. Also 

following plants 
8. He 

Achimenes patens m 10 ds Gesnera elliptica. « v» 2 6 

Abutilon venustum — .. 2 6] Gloxinia pallidilora .. 2 6 

Abelia rupestris S o » discolor.» ++ 26 
Cuphea cordata ++ 5 0| Æschynanthus pulcher. . 10 6 
Chirita sinensis .. 26 Pterostigma. grandiflora. 26 

zeylanica. « 36 nia asiatica 5.0 
Evolyulus paar cæ- ibes sanguinea plena.. 5 0 

ruleo 7 6| Weigelia rosea B +» 10 6 

One’ to every Three will be given in to the 

A remittance requested from unknown Dei epoddRute, 

The Norwich Nursery, Sept. 5, 

[Price 6d. 

| "HE BICTON STRAWBERRY.—Sinee I exhi- 
bited the above Str awberry at the Horticultural Soe 

Rooms, in Regent-street, I have received numerous inquiri 
respecting it, in answer to which, I beg to state that the Plants 
which I ha are are made over to Messrs. Knight and 
Perry of the Exotic Nursery, King’s-road, Chelsea. The Bicton 
Strawberry is white, of good substance and flavour, and equal 
in size and bearing to Keens’ Seedling, but from 30 to 
ater in coming into use than that variety. 
much admired by all who have seen it, and is considered to be 
x great egenos a good white Strawberry having res been 

ratum.—JaMES BARNES, Bicton Gardens, Sept. 

COLE begs to inform his Friends and the ae 
° at heis now sending out strong Fruiting Plants of his 

Seeding READIN, the EAKLY PROLIFIC, at 1. 10s. per 
including carriage a E For fall description 

see Gardeners’ Chronicle, Augus 
T. C. has also a supe erb E lection of E., which he 

begs to offer at 18s., 12s., and 6s. per dozen. 
season collected Seed from 60 of the 
he cån confidently recommend, in 
OUS vs Roses may be had on recipe ER penny stamp. 

. Có Yellow Nursery, near Bath, $ 
NEw: ARD SPLENDID NIA ASIATICA,” » 

+ each ; and the following Select Plants :— 
Inches.each, 

Caly: stegiapubescens, at d. | Rhynchospermum jas- 8. d. 
strong 12. «20. 00 —10 6] | minoides 

Pter SSDERIN “grand i- 
— 3 6 | Weigeliarosea .. . 150 

Dipladenia crassi- | Evolvulus purpurea cœ- 
noda, strong .. 18— 5 2 | 76 

Gardenia pheno 6— 50| JEschynanthus pulcher. 1210 
manii. 6— 5 o) Abelia floribun . 50 

E E A NET N 1106 
grandiflora 12— 5 0 | Ixora coccinea, v dne per 

Ribes sanguinea plena 9— 8 0| 24s. 26 
Rondeletia- speciosa | inchroni ‘anno EN 
major...  .. 6— 50 | Whitfieldia Tateritin, 

Aphelexis purpurea | strong 50 
grandiflora +» 6— 36) Cy ytisus longiracemosus, 

Echites melaleuca .. 9— 3 6| 76 
ke: miniata .. 6— 5 0} Si phocampylus coccineus, 

Cuphea cordata 6—10 6| strong 5x 2:0 
Ruellia iaitophyilu, 24— 5 0! Viola EY alba d. 0120 

remittance pur po unknown correspondents. 
Wu. A _Eprrs, B ry, Maidstone, August 22. 

RIED PLANTS co “WES! TERN AUSTRALIA. 
' —A Set of the VALUABLE DRIED PLANTS collected in 
Australia by the late My. Gilbei een perished in the re- 

cent exploring journey trone the interior), remains in the 
hands of Mr. PAMPLIN, Frith-street, Soho, London, Among 
them are nang rare and some un i known species. 

arly application is recommended. 
CHOICE NEW PLANTS. 

UCOMBE, PINCE, & Co. have now for Sale the 
following very choice and Ron New Plants, all of 

which they can confidently recommen 
LESCHENAULTIA SPL’ ENDENS, Tı TRUE 
ERS RD Ree p EE yar. Stricta . 
gure of L. splendens is published in the present month's 

number of the ** Oust! Magazine; by Sir William Hooker, 
Pu of whose ription is here quo! 

* The splendid colour of this DTE is only to be com- 
pared with Verbena Melindres. Handsome as is the 
var. Stricta, itis far exceeded by the True Splendens, 
which is of a far more bushy character, and the whole 
surface is literally covered with its brilliant blossoms, 
continuing a long time in QR I There is a ten- 
derness and delicacy too in the foliage, which contrast 
admirably with the rich colour of the blossoms, we which 
there were more than 300 expanded on one plan 

L., P., & Co., however, beg leave to refer ne to the 

figure and descri iption alluded to. 

LESCHENAULTIA ARCUATA . e. 21s. 

wers, canary wala tipped’ wi h red. A figure 

2s 

Very larg 
will appear s next month's number of the "Botanical Maga- 

zine.” A most distinct and bar Am 

Gitano SINUAT . 425. 

A figure of this plant is published Nes in the ‘present month's. 

number of the ** M Magazine," describing which Sir 

William Hooker s: 

« [t is one of. "ES plants to which a drawing cannot 
do justice, and whose charm depends on the graceful- 
ness of the entire plant, flowering at an early period, and: 

bearing dense many-flowered heads from the extremity 
of every branch ; and these blossoms too are highly 
fragrant and of the tenderest and purest white. It de- 
serves a place in every stove-collection.” 

CLERODENDRON VOLUBILE .. .. 21s, 
A very fine new climbing species, with large panicles 9 inches 
long, of pure white flowers, very distinct from any other 
species. 

GARDENIA STANLEYANA .. .. ee .. 15s. 
STROPHANTHUS STANLEYANA .. .. 
GOMPHOLOBIUM NOVA SPECIES .. .. 

With fine large scarlet-crimson flowers, forming an extremely 
elegant Greenhouse Plant; a small plant of this was exhibited 
at the Royal cu Society’: s Exhibition in May last, and ob- 
tained a Me 

AZALEA. uid: “DUKE OF DEVONSHIRE” 

„was allowed by all who saw it to be a 
first-rate flower. Rich scarlet, fine form, good substance, 
large size. 

CHOROZEMA PILOSA .. .. .. .. .. 
FUCHSIA CORALLINA .. .. se ee e 

Exeter Nursery, Exeter, 

21s. 
10s. 6d. 
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ME AUGUST KRANTZ, of Berlia, begs respect- 

Seer to inform his Friends that he willbe i in | Southamp- 

ton during the Meeting of the Bri R Association, amd hi 

to be m MES their orde r Mineral and Geological 

Specimens, E ; Brith. street, Soho London, Sept. 5. 
tay sed Č ogue "Gratis on appli 

POLMAISE HEATING 

J DAVIES having proved the above mode of heat- 

ing Horticultural. Buildings to be far superior to hot 

pense erecting, aud. more 
vater in every A m E less 

safein working the aj us, s prepared to undertake 

the fitting up of Polnia qiiis: description iof building, 

atlittle more than half the eost of pe RID By 

now adopts, the stove ean be placed in a art un nu house, 

and dee pom will be ray diffused. puso Nursery, 

Wavertree, Liverpool, Sey x Si 

MUI wood andl SON have just published! a 
new and enlarged edition of their ROSE CATALOGUE 

for the Autumn of 1816, and Spring of 1847, which they will! be 
proud to furnish gr on application. 

arties having already fav A ed m DERI and Son with their 

commands, will receive copie: above in due course, 

The “Autumnal flowering ROSES. are now in fine bloom. 

"Woodland ursery, Maresficld, near Uckfield, § Sees Sept, 

IOYLE'S E x7 “GERANIUM 

AA ME d in offering these p ‘the Publie, 

state he has purchased ps whole of Mr. Ha s 

EEG vibe meet 1846, and therefore Mr. H."s newest var ties 

res IN NO OTHER HANDS. “They have eee muc 

been. Site admired this season, at thy e Exhibitions of the 

Royal Botanic Society i in Regent’s era nd at the London 

Society's Meetings at Chiswick, for their peculiar 

ET LI SOLUS REX X RUBRORUM," &c. 

C. BALL is s prepared to exeeute immediate 

fori.» above in Flowering Bulbs, at 10s. 6d. each, 

with one ov m on every three ordered “by the Trade, on can 

nd it as the darkest and best of its class. For Dr. 

Pans Sp; Gardeners’ EAT B45—** Your Gla- 

sis a very variety, and the we have seen.” 

Tt was also æ SAEI a, Certificate at the June show of the 

Horticultural Society. 

The following New and desir; «el & ants can be strongly 

recommended 
8. d. . d. 

Ps sinensis 3 6) Ja 6 

ra: andiflora 2 6 6 

We T -— .10 6 6 

Silene Schafte .. one 5-8 Diti 20 0 

Poderia footida em Noccolii deii EET n, 
Ditto, per doz, ES 15 to 18 inehes »« 10i 6 

Veronica salicifolia +. 2 6) Hydrolea spinosa Len AD 0 

y 1dleyam: 2 6 Siphocampylus coccineus 2 6 
Ditto, per zh .920 0| Pentstemon gentianoides 

Cuphea cordata. 6 ba 26 
Lyperia pinnatifida, 12in. 2 0 | Fuchsia “Scaramouche 

Ditto, per doz. 448. 0 (Mellez) +» 0 

Alonaeolestis .. = 1 6| s Wesmeralda (do). 3 0 
Ditto, per doz. »5132:0/ Sanspareil (Youell) 3 6 

Bouvardia Ee we. dore Ti opeclum crenati: "E 

Anemone japon wi W, (Veitch) 3 6 

Tropæolum Hoban 1 6 Ditto, ps doz. s 194 0 

Ditto, per 2-91 

Taunton N Suede. E Sent 5. 

NEW SE NG STRAWBERRIES. 

MYATT & SONS. have selected from. their stock 

* of cue the following varieties, which are now ready 

for Ro E al 
YATT'S he large and fineflavour, per 100 30s. 

»  Mammorn, very large P 30s. 

OLIFIC, early and riot bearer 45 21s. 

Hoopmn’s SEEDLING, earl 215. 

T eabove RU are quite distinct, and well worth the 

attention of grower 
Early orders Wr ensure strong Lec for fruiting next 

season.—Manor Farm, Deptford, Sept. 5 

MT J. DILLISTONE, NORGREN, Sturmer, 

* near Haverhill, Suffolk, beg to offer the following AU- 

TUMNAL ROSES, strong plants, o their own roots, in pots, 

earriage paid t to London n, at 18s. per dozen 

Cloth of Gold, Le Reine, William ianen, Madame Laffay, 

Mrs. Elliot, Duc de Aumale, Julie Dupont, Oramoisie supe- 

rieure, Napoleon, Mrs. Bosanquet, Marjolin, Sune Bougere, 

PAG Plantier, ce Sauvage, Mansias, Silene, Triomphe de 

ourg, Pactolus, Bouquette de Flore, Phamix, Queen, 

Sucvent LS ve Malm: naicon, Pierre St. Cyr, &c. &c. &c. 

s, with a remittance, promptly attended to. 

— OUBLIE ROMAN NARCISSUS, 35. per doz 

EUR begs to. ursi hid early arrival “of his 
Bulbs, at his 

Foreign Taco 63, ta Aera rodar 

square, facing the Chapel. The DOUBLE R, is the 

postage free, on NAE An E 

m Exhibition—the onl 

for com] tition, Wi was duds rbd by gazing thon- 

sands. The following Seng: is taken from the Report in 

the Gardeners’ Chronicle, May 5:— “Mount Etna. A 

flower of extraordinary britney C Air of colour ; the 

lower petals are of a deep rosy red ; 

velvety in texture, have "ihe: black S: aaa E by ab 

margin of crimson scarlet ; the flower is well formed and of 

considerable substance.” free bloomer and the habit excel- 

jent.—Plants 17. 1s. 

ISABÉLLA (HovrE's).—This flower also: tc pel a Prize at 

the Horticultural Tanien at Chiswick, at the same 

Report, the tege. teas willi be found 1r leab ENE 

w: remarkable fin petals.of deep velve TÉ maroon, with à 

rrow margin. o "gy MARE light with the remaining por- 

purple. ̂ abit first-rate, an 

pe areia free bloomer, md eun VUE d exhibiting.— 

Plants 10s. 6d. each. 
. possesses 

present ‘stock has been cut fro! 

for stock, or fine Specimens for Exhibition.—Mount 

Isabella 17. 1s. 

The Trade ei be allowed 25 per cent. when three of 

ach sort are taken at once. 

y" A'correct "E well-finished coloured Engraving of Mount 
Prva and Peat seien by Mr. Holden, Artist to ** dae 

ton's Magazine," e flowers exhibited at Chiswick, 

in f for 12 oer by iil which will be allowed to. dime 

a few onone Plants of is year (that his 

tua 27. 23.5 

The. following new varieties all sent pe for the first iex fid 

season by their: respective raisers, may je had,correct to n: 

at the following prices. entire don left to Mr. Miller, 

who willcarefully send a-distinet variety, 2/. per dozen. The 

selection left to the purchaser, 3/. per dozen. 

MILLER'S—Egyptian Prince, Vesta, penon Phillida, Au- 

rantia, Miss Sebright, Paragon, Samye; Turk, Pheonix, Turban 
Alba Rosea, Olimpia, Turchianna, Alba Superb, Fairy, Sun: 

n 
IECK'S—Mare Antony, June, Desdemona, Rosy Circle, 

um Isabella, Margaret, Othello, Zenobia, Mustee, Bellona, 
Arabella, Favourita, Bella. 

HOYLE cae a Lord Morpeth, Josephus, Duke of Otr- 

Jeans, Alice, Reven; Cid. 
R, CATLEUGHS— "Merry Monatch, No cef s shes See) 

Sunbeam, ee Polka. DRURY'S—Pearl. FOST rion. 
d. Plants es all the above i be. arva d We and 

aft or the 15th October ni 
All the other new Stet that have been sent out the last 

two or tkree years, can be had at 1/.1s.;per dozen :—auch as 

Titus, ie iul Sarah Jaze, Rosetta, Cid, Nabob, 

nium 1 Seed 3,1 

Ww MILLER, Providence Nur! 
2.5 B0'for 5s. H 25 for 33. 

åte, Sept. 5. 

m), which will make good Plants | 

richness and brilliancy of colour. 
Lower petals orange pink, upper deep orange 

scarlet, with very large blotch, edged with deep pink ; a very free | 
loomer, large size, and goo mee. A very great acqui- | 

sition to the high- coloured Naáklotio 4 and an excellent flower | 

for exhibition. ^ Awarded the Certificate of Merit at the Royal | 

Botanic Society, June, 1846. Price EA 28. 

EXQUISITE —Lower petals rich deep pink, upper deep | 

searlet red, without any lighter colour on the edge ; large dark 
blotch nearly covering the petal ; edge smooth, good substance, 

stiff cupped shape. À beahtiful MONETA awarded the pae 

Medal at the Royal Botanic Society, June, 146, 97, 28. 
HEIDOS.—Lower petals white, tiged: and mottled with light | | 

otch, edged with 

ACHARD OE ea FECHA colour fine deep rose, habit 

and form like Hoy! * Sarah Jane," but much finer. Ü 1s. 

CONTRAST.— Tippee ptis dark maroon, lower petals 

Lyc Flower of good shape, stout and smooth. Is, 

—Colour of “ Enchantress,” but a good shape; 

stant ad z free bloomer ; fine pu purple blotch, mith a EAE 

m of white round it. 58. 

ve RUNE TTR .—Upper petals in the way of Beck’s “Sunset,” 

yon Pied "oig ; good shape, stiff and smooth, and. very rich 

ine 
OLIVER ROM WELL. Stout and of good shape, white 

centre, a spot on lower petals, which are tipped with purplish 

rose, upper petals dark purple maroon, Has been much ad. 

mired. 15s. 

SGIPIO.— Ground colour pale rose, with white centre, petals 

very stout. A very large beaut tiful flower, of great delicacy 
and softness. 155. 
CHIMBORAZO. —Upper petals dark scarlet crimson, was) 

large black blotch, lower bright scarlet crimson ; flows 

gondi substance, very large, and round shape; habit woe y stil 

d good, S CUNT large truss; general effect very brilliant and 

ril g. nfidently recommended to those who tum “oe ex- 

hibition as yes one of the very best yet offered. The plants 
are very strong, and H. S. having held the stock till the pre- 

ent autumn, now w offers it at the mo UE price of 10s. 6 

"he price of the entire set of Ten, rders, with à re- 

mittance, will have the best "attention, and be sent carriage 

free to to London.—Chiche: 

 LYNE'S 'NE'S NEW. SEEDLING GERANIUMS. 

Ru E. RENDLE ann: CO, have now the 

ure of offering the following new and choice GERA- 

ain ‘hich have been selected from upwards of a "Thousand 

Seedlin; 

First Crass.— The following can be recommended as 

first-rate show flowers, of PII excellence. 

LYNE'S FORGET-ME-NOT oe £1 

$5 EMEMBRANCE I. 110 0 

FIRE-FLY ord LO Y 

den ea RALEIGH GILBERT 3 i 0 
0 

» 
» 
» 

ort qum whole set ‘of Five for £5. 

Second Crass. — The following are flowers possessing 

many good properties, "sd are worthy of. d placed 

good 
ore for 

their mouet and pense of colour He p their 

qualification as show flowers. 

Queen of Beauties.. 7s. i Nourmahal e. Ts. 60 

Talisman -- Sir poe Sale.. 7 6 

Or the "whole p of Four for £1. 

DESCRIPTIONS CAN BE HAD ON ce ATION. 

Good Plants of the above will be delivered on and after the 2d 

The Usual Allowance to the Trade. Great 
be paid to careful packing. 

executed in strict rotation, 

All orders will be 

d E. RzNDLZ and Co, 

Belgium, begs to offer his Chilian ALSTREMERIAS at 

the following rates, viz.—12 varie 

Ondors received by Mr. Grorcr RANN, 52, 

in Houtte’s establishment at Ghent (see palate! CDS, 

zu July, 1845), says of these plants :—' 

nt, from scarlet‘to lemon colour, and e pen m to T lS 

green variegated with white.” He further adds. of ‘their effect. 

T do not recollect ever having seen a bed of 

lowers so beautiful, and I should think Mr. Van. Houtte d 

find it difficult to supply an demand for them, when thei 

pede shall become fully 

n the report of the Sid Mr er on the meeting of the | 

Pn ir Society of the 5th August, 1845, is the following | 

account of this flower:—'* Messrs. . Van Houtte senta bouquet 

Ghent, composed of ierewehia blooms from the open 

they were hybrids of various colours, and although 

B. 
vating them. The usual discount to the trade. 

E and N 
EL ud lioet. lass, supply stont Belgian and British Sheet 

Glass at the owing net cash prices :—13 oz i 

per aa Stout s in small squares, packed in boxes con. 

taining 100 feet, from 2d. to 34d. per iy Glass is admir- 

ably adapted for "orfioultumil purpos 
Sashes for Garden Frames made of “the best 14 yellow deal, 

primed and glazed with strong sheet glass, at 10d. per foot. 
üstimates and designs given for Greenhouses and Hothouses. 

GLASS DAIRY PAN! 
ü Wu ier AND PELL, 

ues oe MEE 

to render EL i in every res, 

EDWARD: 

who would have 
SANT olea p ensil, but we 
favour them with their orders, 

TRONG aoe ICUL 

J ETLEY anp CO. ar 
,in Dexa of 100 

he fo + 5 every respe 

L having Rien d ‘neither trouble nor ex- 

pensein first foto the stout Glass Pans to the public, 
trust ‘that,’ BNA tħey are enabled 

t 

RAL SHEE Ai 
e supplying 16 oz. 

15, Southampton-street, 
0. 7, Maiden- lane, ES pnd havethe pleasure to state, Í 

„British mainio |] 

T according tO 
size, Every possible care will bo ikon in their manufacture —— 

to reduce the price one-half 

e fitted up their Dairies with this 
ere dotertód by the expense, will now 

SHEET |. 
feet each, an article superio in 

n, and well adapted for Hor 
and ‘general glazing pur DE os, at the following reduced prices 

for cash. Are eduction on 1000 feet. 
Siz Per 100 feet Boxe — 

inches. inches. 8, £ s.d. | 
6 by 4 and under dur 5 at 0 3 ve iat M 0710) 

CAPE oes me) 0 vi sapo bb 
9 ME 3 0 $5 dee lieet 

TO eBags. o BB LO) 9 DE sees H 
10 »  2ftsuper0 3 19.2 p 

Other sizes of every substance ana aval equally low. | 

inches. s.d.) per dozen according t0 

GLASS TILES, 14 by 10 from8 0 Eo Piano) thinnest 
SLATES 20 by 10 8 being 16 oz. sheet. 

Glass Warehouse, 35, Soho-sq; 

Oxford- street, 

prices :—In crates.contai 

per foot ; 

Jd. per foot extra, 

Window 

de d in boxes as imported, f 

ntiles, 13s. 6d. per dozen. 

best description, at lowes! 

street East, Oxford-street. 

GASS FOR SKYL! 

ata considerable reduction. 

best material. 
Y. 55. 
Hothouse Builder, Claremont 

Reference ny be 

i counties in Eng! 

or 3s. 6d. each. PROP. 
6 er 1b., or from d. $: 

1s. 9d. to 2s. 6d. eacl 

APSLEY PELLATT 

Blackfriars. 

PLATE GLASS to be sold at 

PSLEY PELLATT 

9 EMT not less than 
ROWN SL 

Na pue Prices 

Any size under r 40 ins. long. 
13 oz. weight per foot 

6 oz. s 
21 2a on: PA 

“ROYAL M 

Beg to remind thi 

DILLY, London, as for the la: 

Priced Lists of Agricult tural 

‘be had on application. 

k: Pine-apples, 8 

culiar flavours ; 

at'any part 
an order Mies to the 

upper part o 
The Patent. Apparatus and 

factory as above. 

NONICAL: Bi 
J vented by Joun ROGERS 

Te to all kinds a apparatus, a3 
Sus. e 2 a ee 

Also Microscopical Glass, French Sond 
A discount to the 

Horticultural Glasses. Oils, | 

ber and Melon Boxes, and Lights 
use, packed and p to all parts of the Kingdom ; warran! 

wo-light Boxes and Lig 

Garden-] ligno of every description, at JAMES Warts ® 

had to the NOM) Gen 
T 

(GREEN “MILE PANS, very strong, , 365. 

p! b. a t je; J 

dels from 6d. to 4s. UA GRAPE Pep 

H B 

*LASS WHICH CANNOT B P 

RAIN or HAILSTONE.—A large guanti ty of ponsa 

London } na GRE Warehouse, Lem: 

— GLASS FOR R CONSERYATORIES. 

J announces that he has a very 

auer articles in various colours, and solicit
s a 

ark. 

EEDS. CORNER. OF HALF MEGA ST 

T 

(By Official appointmen! nt), the Sine to the 
CULTURAL L SOCIETY © 

in general, that haii only. Counti 
ouse is at the Corner of HAL 

RUITS PRESERVED BY COOP 

ruit, 
ing and pae raae all their exc! 

beused with cream at ws seasons of 

hampers of ti d ME 
M 

jf St. Johin-street, Clerkenwell, Lon 

eso 

‘by Joun StirweN, Tronmo -— 

Wrornsare Grass SmaDE, Sheet, Crown, and Patent Plate 
uare, London. 

To purposes, &c., may be had a &| 
London, at the following v dn ‘4 if 

| 

about 260 feet of coa 3 

44d. per foot, or 4th quality, 5d. per foot ; ditto, 16 oz., T 

5$. ditto ditto, 4th quality, 6d. per foot. e 
any size not exceeding 40 inches long by 10 inches wide, at | 

[FOREIGN AND BRITISH SHEER AND CROWN 

GLASS, for Ho and gonea] purposes, to 
Bhd. to 53d. per foot. 

vede and all kinds of 
olours, Brushes, &c., 

Tor Ready M oney 

GITTS, and other 

place, Old Kent- rond, 

GATING GLASSES, 
n. 

1s. per foot.—. 
an-st., [^ dnd 

AND alco 

Works, Holland-street, Blackfriars, are prepared to are m | 
100 square feet), SHEET A pi 

ASS OF BEST QUALITY, at the P i 

Per square 
oe .. 4d. 

m m oo 5 

m m 7 

26 o: vo AE 

SMALL Squares up to Ñi in, br Sina om Md to 3d. pe 8d: 

N.B.- E er 

st F m Yea 
Seeds are EP ready, 

the Strawberries 2! p 

Vessels are On Sul 

Esq. a 

ind are in use 

SE e [us 

Plate and Crow? - 

, at I. ELPHICK’: vin 3) Castle | 

purposes.— 

BRITISH SHEET AND CROWN GLASS in Crates 0f 

Sgnares, 10 per cent. cheaper than any other house, for cash 
Every quality and substance ready at a moment's notice.” 

R. CoaAN, 48, Leicester-square, vu 

DUTY OFF 
GEE AND HOTHOUSES, XCONSERVAT 

eand fixed Complete in all parts of the Kingdom 
One, two, and three-light Cueun- 

ts of all sizes, kept ready | 
ie 

TORIS 

, and the Trad 

Fu B. 
BROKEN B) 

vomer 

"COOPER'S 5
 PATEN 4 

n proved to in portec
, 80 nd 

d 
Se onoais. "They are zb 

H RITISH AND FOREIGN SHEET GLASS, dor E 
t JAMES 

E | lass 
ds oM 

of | 

SEC 

1 
EUM i 

i 

t the d 

" 
ppl - 

foot. Bi 

fe 

JI -— 

im may 

a 
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BECK’S SEEDLING PELARGONIUMS OF 1845. 

E BECK has received so many remittances for the 
* above, and the Plants are in such fine condition, that 

^e is glad to acknowledge his obligations to purchasers b; 
‘sending them out by the 10th of this month instead of October, 
and he will feel obliged by the receipt of particular instructions 
for their transmission, if any are required. 

B 14 more plants of “ Bacchus,” 3 of 
“Patrician,” and 6 of “Sirius,” to dispose of at Catalogue 

Du 

NEW PLANTS. 
MESSRS. VEITCH & SON can now supply strong 

and well-established PLANTS of the following, viz. :— 
Æschynanthus Lobbianus .. os «£2 2 

s pulcher "m m 2 
3 radicans .. 

Balsamina latifolia .. .. 
Cyrtoceras multiflora . 
Cuphea cordata E m 
Epacris ardentissima. m 53 

» magnifica .. 
Gardenia Stanleyana 

hitfieldii 

coomo 

E 

ocoooooocsco 
* Leschenaultia splendens .. —.. 1. 110 6 à 

* This plantis of a dwarf, compacthabit of growth, with bright 
ingi of Lesci i inform 

biloba, The usual allowance to the Trade. 
Select Catalogues of Plants and Seeds can be had on pre-paid 

"application, —Exeter, Sept. 5. 

GLADIOLUS GANDAVENSIS. 

OUIS VAN HOUTTE'S Nursery, GHENT, BELGIUM. 
i Very strong Bulbs, 

Per dozen - £015 0 
110 0 

100 410 0 

The Gardeners’ Chronicle. 
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER. 5, 1846, 

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. Mowpav, Sept. 7—Entomological —. . a . 8r. Wepxsspay, — 16—RoyalSouth London |  . 
co 

p Wapwnsmay,  Sept.9— 

1 pant, 
UNTRY Sj 8 

Graven Horticultural, 
Thanet Floricultural and Horticultural. ‘Taunspay, 7 10) South Essex orticultural. Wronrspay, — 16—Norfolk and Norwich Horticultural. Fury, — 18—Perthshire Horticultural, 

Ovr attention has been caught by a little six- 
penny pamphlet * on Vivz-Growrne, which, in the 
:»ibsenee of a little assistance, may be longer in making the acquaintance of the public than it deserves. We are the more apprehensive that this will be the case because its quaint, we had 
almost written queer, style, is by no means calcu- 
lated to attract the careless reader. The herein- 
efores and hereinafters, hereofs and thereofs, sin- 

Sulars enforced by plurals, expletives, and afore- 
Saids, make it look more like a law-conveyance 
than a treatise on Vine pruning. 

The notion of the author is that London may be 
turned into a metropolitan vineyard, and he tells 
us that when he was young (he is evidently so no 
longer) he would have “ engaged to astonish many 
of the inhabitants of Chelsea, and others passing 
through it, by an abundant Vintage: provided the 
distinguished post— not a * Commissionership of 
the Woods and Forests, but—the post of Pruner- 
General of all the unproductive Vines in Chelsea 
‘ould be obtained for him, with no more salary than 
What would suffice adequately to pay a few tole- Tably active Chelsea Pensioners (some perhaps of t Ose heroic onesso properly resting after having often fought, and bled with a profi even ding ‘hat of untimely-pruned Vines, among the Vine- 
Yards of Spain and Portugal, &c.); or some few Other underpruners.” 

le is, moreover, extremely sensitive about foreigners, from Vine-growing countries, and is Shocked at their quizzing the cockneys for their System of pruning a Vine like aprivet-hedge, and we believe his argument goes to the extent of main- taining that everybodies’ slate roof may as well be Made into a rival of the vineyards of Burgundy, as left to be an ugly ridge: Then, indeed, will the golden age return, when every man shall live under the shadow of his own Vine. 
€ cannot, however, say that in this matter we are exactly of our author's opinion. Not that we differ from him in the possibility of obtaining Grapes 

H London, or upon the miserable example of a Ty cok ignorance which cockney Vines gene- a J exhibit. There he is perfectly right. But he 
c tell us how we Londoners are to Set rid of the.soot. For ourselves, we confess that a mixture of charcoal and hartshorn does not 

Submit that he should have explained 
€ went into the mystery of Vine-pruning. n short the thing is a chimera, and but another example of a man’s zeal outrunning his discretion But although we stop thus. short in our accord- pus with our author's opinions, we do not forget OW applicable his observations are to other places " ations onthe Mismanagement ;:3—7 

_ that before 

besides London—to suburban gardens, to country |! 
towns, and, above all, to cottagers. And we must 
do. him the justice to say that his sixpenny pamphlet 
is better adapted to the understanding of unedu- 
cated people than any ofthe pretending “ Treatises” 
that we know of. It is, therefore, for their sake 
that we bring it into notice, because it really tells 

S 
how to make his Vine bear fruit, And, dare we 
add it? because there are many persons, called 
gardeners, who would find it to their advantage to 
commit its precepts to memory and to apply them 
to practice. 

The writer is thoroughly acquainted with the 
nature of the Vine, he explains very carefully and 
distinctly the points which an ignorant man requires 
to know, and to his knowledge and perspicuity he 
adds some sound good sense. As an example of 
his best manner we select the following paragraph 
on Vine bleeding : 

“The Vine is very apt to bleed greatly in spring if 
the winter pruning be deferred to but a very short 
time after the commencement of the year, if no se- 
verity of frost follows to deaden the pores where 
cut through, It remains at present a somewhat 
disputed question whether such bleeding be inja- 
rious to the Vine, but the writer thinks it ought to 
be avoided if possible ; and he does nothold it to 
be absolutely necessary to accomplish the necessary 
pruning before the spring shoots appear : for he has 
in many cases chosen, in order to avoid causing the 
bleeding, to leave a Vine quite unpruned till the 
buds began to push themselves into shoots; and, 
as the Vine has shown its disposition to extend 
itself by each upper shoot, he has pinched off that 
shoot below its first joint, taking care not to wound 
then, in the slightest degree, the wood of the past 
year, which would occasion bleeding. This he has 
done till he has brought the Vine exactly into that 
state as to bearing buds which he would have done 
if he had accomplished the pruning at or before 
Christmas ; and has got by this dilatory process oft- 
times a very good crop. The only disadvantage 
seems to be that many rather unsightly ends of the 
last year's shoots bared of their buds must be left 
till about the 3d week of June when they may, as 
well as even far older wood, be cut away without 
occasioning any or but the slightest bleeding. The 
bleeding in April and May in a vigorous Vine is 
such that it seems to defy the utmost art of surgery 
to stanch it. Some say that it may be stanched 
by burning the end of the shoot and then applying 
thereon hot sealing-wax, but even this the writer 
has tried without success : and certainly the burning 
alone is not sufficient, as where the burning ends 
there the bleeding takes place. The bleeding seems 
to be conducted according to the order following, 
In about the.end of March the Vine will bleed 
throughout a few of the middle hours of the day 
when the sun shines powerfully, and the wind is in 
a warm quarter ; but during the night the bleeding 
ceases. About the middle of April to the middle 
of May the bleeding takes place considerably and 
incessantly both by day and night. In the end of 

ay and beginning of' June the bleeding stops by 
day, and takes place in the night. "Towards theend 
of June, when the shoots and bunches are contend- 
ing against each other most strenuously by day and 
night for each drop of sap, there seems to be no 
longer room for any waste of sap by bleeding. Such 
is what the writer believes to be the order of the 
Vine’s bleeding.” 

Although we can offer no support to the views of 
those who think London a suitable place for a fruit- 
garden, yet we are clearly of opinion that the low 
price of glass will lead to a much more general 
cultivation of the Vine, especially if accompanied, 
as we believe it will be, by a more economical 
application of the glass itself. And we, therefore, 
regard the writer of the pamphlet now brought into 
notice as one who will have done good service to all except those who have professed gardeners—and to some of them. Above all, because it is one step towards the purification of the present race of “jobbing gardeners” who, as a body, have done 
more to diseust persons of small means with their gardens than all other causes taken together. Se 

_| the little village shopkeeper, mechanic, or peasant, 

ALTHOUGH we are as far as ever from any cer- 
tainty or even tolerable evidence as to the cause of 
the Pora TO DISEASE, yet although we do not ourselves 
acquiesce in the opinion, we feel bound to admit 
that the arguments in favour of its being connected 
with some unknown atmospheric agency become 
stronger as facts accumulate, The sudden blight 
of a whole field in the course of a few hours; the 
sudden conversion of acres of green leaves and stems 
into what we can only compare to cured Tobacco, 
and in some places the occurrence of this with one 
sort of Potato only in a field, as we have latel 
seen near Warrington, while another considerable 

breadth in the same field is but little injured, seems 
quite incomprehensible except upon the supposition 
that one sort of Potato is constitutionally more 
liable than another to destruction by the absorption 
of miasm floating in the air. 

It must be confessed too, that the rapid advance 
of the disease from country to country, looks as if it 
were borne on the wind. A few weeks ago a 
traveller proceeding northward found it on every 
field from Glasgow to Edinburgh and Dunkeld, but 
it seemed to have stopped at the pass of Killy- 
crankie, for between that and Inverness not a sign 
of it was visible. But now it has spread all over 
the north, and according to the Aberdeen papers, 
is ravaging the Orkneys. 
A correspondent near Aberdeen, whose crops are 

ruined, has made the following remark, which, con- 
sidering his intelligence and intimate acquaintance 
with physiology, we think deserving of record. 

“In a field containing some three acres planted. 
entirely with Potatoes, all the more early kinds are 
entirely blighted. In the late kind called Cups, 
the disease has made less progress, but my tenant 
scarcely expects that they will escape, and with 
respect to the Long Whites, which he is now taking 
up half ripe for use, he tells me that he finds more 
than one halfthe tubers rotten. In this field a cir- 
cumstance occurred which may be worthy of notice. 
Under the dyke on the north side there is a crop of 
Ferns ; after asoutherly wind these showed marked 
evidence of blight, and gave out a most offensive 
odour. We may, therefore, I think, infer that the 
Potato murrain, like the epidemics which attack 
the animal frame, after it is once established, may 
become infectious. In corroboration of this idea I 
may mention that several of the under leaves of my 
crop of Azores Potatoes have become black and 
withered,which I am inclined to think may be owin, 
to their being in the vicinity of a plot of diseased 
plants, for the stems continue green and vigorous, 
and the tubers, as far as they have been examined, 
appear to be free from taint. 

* We had, about a fortnight or three weeks ago, 
a succession of unusually dense fogs, followed by 
great warmth. Whether these atmospheric changes 
had anything to do with the Potato blight-I will 
not pretend to determine; but it was about that 
time that the distemper made such extensive 
tavages. You are, perhaps, aware that, during the 
prevalence of the cholera in 1832, Dr. Prout ob- 
served an evident increase in the weight of the air, 
for which he could not account on any known prin- 
ciples.” 
Mt is only fair to add that the state of the Bean 

crop and Turnips in some places is by no means in 
opposition to the idea of atmospheric contagion. 
We have also received from Mr. Gopsarr, of He- 
reford, specimens of Egg plants attacked by what is 
certainly the same disease. One of the main diffi- 
culties in admitting contagion or miasm to be the 
cause of this singular disease, consists in this, that 
we have no previous knowledge of plants having 
been so attacked. But it is quite possible that the 
phenomenon may be of common occurrence, though 
it has never been recognised. 

With respect to the state of the crop, we are 
much disposed to believe that in many localities it 
is not by any means so bad as it was last deum 
We have ourselves seen fields in which all the 
leaves were blighted, while the tubers were very 
little affected ; and we are strongly of opinion that 
in such cases care will save a large part of a by no 
means scanty crop. We still adhere to the opinion, 
that the removal of the Potato haulm is a judicious 
measure ; and this, at least, is certain, that when in 
a diseased state it can be of no possible advantage 
to the tubers; so that there can be no harm in 
taking it away. One favourable symptom among 
the ripening tubers is observable, an absence of that 
tendency to become brown, or cinnamon coloured, 
when the cut surface is exposed to the air; a ten- 
dency which of itself indicated an altered state of 
the juices of the Potato. 

to consists either of idle 
conceits already a hundred times exposed, or of suggestions previously offered by our intelligent 
correspondents or ourselves, or of crotehets which 
are entirely undeserving of notice. 
May we, in conclusion, ask if any one gained 
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experience last year as to the utility of chlorine as | 

a preservative agent ? The subject is likely to be | 

evived. ——— 

POLMAISE HEATING. 

Ir was not my intention to have trespassed again so 

soon on your columns ; but, judging from private commu- 

nications, that the subject of Polmaise has new interest 

for your readers, I am anxious that truth should pre- 

vail ; and having, I believe, found her, if not at the 

bottom of the well, at least concealed under the (hot) 

water, I wish she should stand clear, appreciated, and 

acted upon by all. Ina case of the kind now under discus- 

sion, there is always a large number of persons who 

will not believe that anything that is new can be true. 

*€ It’s a nine days wonder ;” “it must fail.” For such 

persons these remarks are not intended; but 

there is another class of persons who (perhaps wisely) 

mistrust anything called new, and express their doubts 

in various ways ; and no orm of exp i 

is “oh this is not new; it’s quite an old plan revived ; 

Mr. So and So tried this and failed !” and this really 

without ever attempting to ascertain whether the two 
plans were identical or not. To such I commend these 

remarks. 
Ti has been stated that Polmaise heating is nothing 

new; that Mr. Penn tried it, and that it completely 

failed ; and that air heating has often been attempted 

and relinquished. The former part of this state- 

ment I believe to be erroneous; the latter part 

correct ; I believe that all other attempts at air heating 

have been made on the following principle :—2 room, a 

church, a factory, or a hothouse was required to be 

heated ; a stove was erected either in the building itself, 

or in an adjoining chamber ; passages or drains were 

made to convey cold air through, or over, or round this 

heated stove ; but such passages or drains were not 

made frora the building itself, which it was desired to 

heat, but from some extraneous source— perhaps, even 

from the external air. It was supposed that the cold 

air would flow over the heated stove, and, having 

warmed itself, would flow into and warm the building. 

Strange mistake, to suppose that we could put more 

into a vessel that was full before! Was it forgotten 

that because we can neither see the air nor handle it, 

that therefore it is material? Was it supposed that, 

while we can only make a. pint measure hold a pint of 

water, we can pour air continually into a room that was 

full of air before? Gases are, doubtless, more com- 

pressible than liquids ; but even to their compression 

there is a speedy limit; the building, to use a plain 

term, becomes choked with air; it can hold no more, 

hot or cold, and the plain fails. Is this Polmaise ? But 

the objector shifts his ground ; he says now—'* Oh, but 

air-heating did answer to a certain extent ; this place 

was heated by it, and that gentleman's faetory warmed, 

but not economically ; and the plan applied to hot- 

houses signally failed in winter." How did it succeed at 

all, if the above view is correct; simply enough : it was 

soon found that if an escape was either provided or al- 

lowed from the upper portion of the building, then warm 

air did flow in, because there was room for it, as 

it went out at one end it came in the other ; but 

mark ! the air that came in was not the same air or any 

portion of that which went out ; the air that went out 

carried with it (perhaps) 60° of calorie; the air that 

came in possibly came in (if from the external air in 

winter) at 20° Fahr., perhaps at 10° Fahr. ; t is had 

to rob the stove of 40° or 50° of heat to bring itself up 

to par, and the next instant fled away with all its store 

of caloric, to be seen no more, to be succeeded by an- 

other current of cold air as exacting as the last, till the 

stove, fairly exhausted of all its heat by the unceasing 

exactions of the icy wind, retired from the contest ; is 

it strange that such a plan was extravagant ? or that 

amidst the frost of winter it totally failed ? but is this 

Polmaise ? 
What would be thought of a man who proposed to 

heat a hothouse by trying to pour hot water into 

a boiler that was full of cold water? Exactly such 

was the attempt to heat a chamber with hot 

air, that was full of cold air, without making 

any provision for its escape. But what should we say, 

were it proposed to heat a building by means of a boiler 

and pipe, a continual stream of cold water being kept 

up into the boiler to become heated, and then allowed 

to run out at the far end of the pipe, never again to 

return to the boiler, but to be succeeded by incessant 

streams of the cold liquid? Exactly similar to this is 

the proposal to heat by hot air, if all the air as heated 

is suffered to escape. Have these been the principles 

of past attempts at air heating, or have they not? If 

they have, it is no matter of astonishment that 

they have failed ; but it is no reason whatever, that 

Polmaise should fail too, when it can be shown that a 

fairly powerful stove has been placed in an air-tight and 

non-conducting chamber, that a full provision has been 

made for bringing currents of air from the lowest level 

of the space to be heated, for passing them over the 

heated surface of the stove, and conducting them again 

into the space from which they came. In fact, when 

those conditions have been observed with air which 

have been fulfilled with water, and when this, which is 

Polmaise, has failed, then I may look at the coming 

winter with anxiety; but in the meantime, I hope 

shortly to bring such considerations before your readers 

as will induce them to believe that, if science speaks the 

truth, Polmaise carries with ita compensating principle, 

so that, to à certain extent, the colder the weather the 

better it will act.—D. B. Meek, Holmesdale House. 

ENTOMOLOGY. 

Cnromos ræntorus, (the Ribbon-footed Corn-fly).— 

The Barley crops have suffered so severely during the 

present year from the attacks of maggots, the offspring t 

of this little fly, and the Wheat not having escape 

from this or an allied species, it seems desirable to call 

the attention of agriculturists to the subject. It has 

lately been. recorded in the fifth vol. of the “ Royal 

Agricultural Journal,” that in August, 1841, the Wheat 

in Surrey exhibited the effect of these insects’ opera- 

tions, and that several weeks earlier the Barley had 

been destroyed to a great extent in Lancashire by them, 

I shall therefore confine my remarks to what has oc- 

curred this summer, In the neighbourhood of Mar- 

tham, in Norfolk, it was supposed in July that more 

than half the Barley crop had been destroyed by the 

Chlorops maggots. At the same period a gentleman 

informed me that full two-thirds of the erop was lost at 

Feltham, in Middlesex, some parts of a field being so 

much injured that it could not possibly produce 5 bshls. 

per acre ; and other fields were suffering in a similar 

way. I heard on the 18th July, from Harlow, in Essex, 

that there would not be half a crop of the late sown 

Barley, owing to the inroads of the Chlorops, and it was 

stated that nothing of the kind had been seen there at 

least for the last 35 years. A few days after this, 

another correspondent informed me that in the north 

of Lincolnshire the ears were so injured by the maggots 

that it was believed the Barley in some places was 

destroyed to the extent of 50 per cent. 

interrupted in the middle ; the wings are incumbent in 
repose, longer than the body, transparent, with 

dark nervures, the lower ones faint, and there are 

wo nervures approximating on the dise; 

halteres ,clavate and bright yellow; legs slender 5 

anterior tibiæ blackish at their tips; the tarsi black, 

with the second and third joints whitish, the other tarsi 

with the tips alone black (fig. 6, the cross lines showing 

the natural dimensions). 
It is difficult to devise any means of preventing the 

assaults of these destructive little flies, for until the 

mischief is apparent their presence is not suspected, and 

then it is too late to attempt to destroy the parent fly 5 

likewise when the corn is housed, although the pups 

may remain the flies bave escaped, and probably are 

depositing their eggs in some of the Grasses until the 

autumn-sown corn is in a proper state to be inoculated. 

It appears, however, that Providence has provided æ 

cheek which will more effectually arrest their operati 

than anything that man can do.. I have frequently 

bred two parasitic flies, one named Cælinius niger, 

which lays its eggs in the larvee of the Chlorops, and 

when the maggots hatch, they feed upon and destroy 

them ; the other is the Pteromalus micans, but it is 

not improbable that the larvee of this fly are destined to 

prevent the too rapid increase of the Ceelinius, ‘Those 

who feel interested in this subject will find the species 

figured and described in the 5th vol. of the “ Royal 
Agricultural Journal."— Ruricola. 

HINTS ON THE CULTIVATION OF AUTUMNAL 

RO 
Perpervan and Bourbon Roses should be planted in à 

good mixture of turfy loam and half decomposed ma- 

nure, (at least one wheelbarrow full to each plant) and 

if standards, they should be carefully staked ; the shoots 

The packet of Barley sent from Feltham was exceed- 

ingly reduced in quantity and quality by the Chlorops ; 

the ears were entirely sterile, or deficient in grain on one 

side, a greater or less portion of their length (fig. 2, the 

ear as separated from fig. 1). On examining the straw 

I found it was sound until I arrived at the top joint, 

where a dirty brown channel was visible on one side 

(fig. 1), and it might be traced on the inside by the dis- 

coloration, although it did not actually penetrate through; 

the channel had been eaten by the maggots from this 

joint up to the base of the ear or even farther, often ex- 

tending two inches, and invariably on the side where 

this groove terminated the ear was either altogether 

abortive or there were only five or six grains perfected 

towards the top. Some Egyptian Barley in my garden 

was similarly affected, the ears having entirely perished, 

or one row out of the six was sterile. 

The eggs are, in all probability, laid by the parent fly 

late in the autumn on the Wheat, or early in the spring 

upon the young Barley stem, in which case it may 

be presumed that the little maggot either descends into 

the plume or eats into the heart of the incipient ear ; 

at the period I received this sample the maggots were 

full fed, and most of them had formed pupæ on the 

inside of the sheath enclosing the ear, and close to the 

groove (fig. 4) ; from one of these the Chlorops had 

just hatched, but I bred several about the 25th Julyy 

‘and from the number of empty cases no doubt a much 

greater number of flies had escaped the first fortnight 

of that month. 

The larva is yellowish-white, fleshy, composed of 

many segments, tapering to the head ; the tail is blunt, 

with two small tubercles (fig. 3) ; the pupa is of a 

ferruginous-ochre colour, nearly cylindrical, elliptical ; 

the extremities rounded (fig. 5). The perfect fly is of 

a yellowish colour ; the head is more of an orange tint 

on the crown, with a black triangular spot at the base, 

on which are placed three ocelli in a triangle; the 

antenne are small and black, the two basal joints stout, 

the second orbicular and compressed, having a bristle 

arising on the back, with an elongated joint at the base ; 

the face is concave, with a cavity beneath to receive the 

organs of the mouth ; the eyes are dark, lateral, and 

orbicular ; the thorax is globose-quadrate, with three 

broad strap-shaped slate coloured stripes, the central 

one not reaching the scutel, and the lateral ones not 

extending to the anterior margin. Close to these is a 

black dot, and the breast is also black ; scutel semi- 

orbieular and bright yellow ; abdomen small, oval, 

depressed, composed of five segments, the base black 

under the scutel, with a black oval dot on each side upon 

the first and second segments; there is also sometimes 

a brown line across the base of four of the segments, 

short slender stripe ; on either side of the pleurze isa]. 

require to be shortened in spring to about three eyes, 

either in February or March according to the season } 

during the summer and autumn a plentiful supply o 

liquid manure will be found highly beneficial : we have 

used Brain's concentrated liquid guano, in the propor- 
tion of one table spoonful to a gallon of water, once & 

week, with great success. 

Among the Hybrid Perpetual and Bourbon Roses 
will be found some varieties having a tendency to throw 

up vigorous shoots, showing little or no disposition to 

flower ; these should be carefully removed during the 

summer, leaving such only as are of medium growth; 

these if shortened to six eyes will be found to produce 

abundance of bloom in the autumn. 

In order to insure a high state of cultivation, it will 

be found necessary to stir the surface of the beds annu- 

ally in November, after which they should be covered 

with a good dressing of manure ; decayed linings, from 

a Cucumber or Melon pit, have been found the most 
effieacious for this purpose. 

In some situations, where the Rose beds are much 

exposed to view, it will be requisite to fork in the ma- 

nure at once, as it would. otherwise appear unsightly 5 

in other cases, however, it may be allowed to remain 0D 

the surface until the plants have received their annual 

pruning, as recommended in the first paragraph. 

If the foregoing instructions are carefully attended 

to, the result will amply compensate the extra labour 

bestowed, as a proof of which, we have the pleasure 9 

stating that the autumnal Roses at the Woodlands 

Nursery, are at this late period of the season (October 

27th) in splendid bloom,— William Wood and Son. 

ON THE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS WHICH coN; 
STITUTE THE NUTRITIVE PORTIONS 0 

THE POTATO. 
By the Rev. Prof, HENSLOW. 

(Continued from p. 565.) " 

With the assistance of this diagram, we may readily 

indulge in speculating upon the proportionat uantities 

of carbon for respiration, and of protein for nourish- 

ment, that may be contained in different weights of 

the Commissioners’ Potato ; or we may compare these 

with different weights required in other vegetable OF 

animal substances. For the sake of further illustratioDr 

we will inquire what would be the weights of Potato re- 

quired respectively by a stout man and his delicate wifes 

supposing the former to need 15 oz. of carbon, and the 

latter 5 oz. daily for the purposes of respiration alone 

and we will further consider what those weights shoul 

be, on the supposition that the supply of carbon is to be 

obtained either from the whole of the solid matter, ? 

only from one or two of the ingredients respectively. 

The results of such a calculation are given in the nex 

diagram, which I will pore to explain : 
AR] 

1 5s SUPERFLUOUS 
containedin rin 

and PRrorsiNe 

| raw meat 
flesh 

starch — 

give the weights of Potat a 

furnishing from 5 oz. to 15 o7. 9 ; 

several c hnbiiadons of 
solid vegetable matters 

referred 

to, in the second compartment, by 
the letters (m 

3 brane), S (starch), G (gluten). The two compartments 

| 
| 

i 
4 f 
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to the right show the amount of water and of protein 
which may be considered superfluous, as they are not 
employed in respirati m perfi ] 
and starch are not noticed. The three lowest lines are 
intended to carry on the inquiry to raw meat, flesh, and 
starch ; which, of course, admit of no superfluity of 
protein in either case. 

If I now go through (before you) the calculations by 
which only one or two of the results in this Table have 
been obtained, you will readily understand how easy it 
is to make these sort of speculations, whenever we have 

been furnished by chemists with good analyses of the 
different kinds of food to which we may wish to apply 
them, provided we are also acquainted with the for- 

mulæ rep ing the el y position of the 
Proximate ingredients (such as starch, sugar, gum, 

gluten, &c.) of which the food is stated to consist. Let 

us, then, examine the first line in Table B, which shows 
us the quantity of commissioners’ Potato required for 

Supplying 5 oz. (and three times 5 oz.) of carbon for 

Purposes of respiration alone ; on the supposition that 

the whole of the three solid ingredients (membrane, 
Starch, and gluten) are capable of being digested. Re- 

ferring to the first Table A, we see that 100 parts of 

Otato contain 11.6 parts of carbon: which is the 

Whole of this element that enters into the composition 

Of these three solid ingredients, We have, therefore, the 
following proportions, considering the parts to be 

unces : 
92.0. oz.c. oz. P. oz.P. lbs. oz. 
11.6 : 5.0::100 : 43.1 (i.e, 2 8 nearly) of Potato re- 

Quired to furnish 5 oz. of carbon from x. s. e. together. 
Three times this quantity will, of course, be required 

for the sapply of 15 oz. of carbon. Again, referring to 

e last line of Table B, and considering that 24 parts 

of starch (according to Table A) furnish 10.6 parts of 

Carbon (since it is evident that the membrane and 
Starch together furnish the same as a like amount of 
Starch alone), we have— 

Oz. c. oz. OZ. S 
10.6 Kn :: 24,0 : 11 oz. (nearly) starch for furnishing the 

required of carbon. 

These illustrations, for we can hardly call them spe- 
culations, are not brought before you for the sake of 
any direct practical applications they might afford ; I 
name them as an exercise for directing your judgment 
how to test the accuracy of such speculations whenever 
they are offered by others. 

_ I will venture to carry them one step further, at the 
Yisk of tiring out your patience. The next Table, C, 
Shows you the quantities of food necessary for furnish- 

ing adequate supplies, both of carbon for respiration, 
and of protein for nutrition, upon a fresh supposition, 
Yiz., that a particular individual requires 8 oz. carbon 
daily for satisfying the demands of the former function, 

and also 5 oz. of protein for the latter. I find this to 

He the estimate assumed in Prof, Johnston’s * Elements 
F C emistry," though it seems to me probable that 

92. protein is hat high in ion with 8 oz. 
of carbon. 
Rept TABLE 0. 

Superfluous. 

Carbon Protein 
for 8 oz. 5 oz. Water. €. [U | Euj N 

1b. oz. lb. oz. 
2-14 Bread... .4 0 117| 58 |147 (1.8) * 

15 10 Potato .. ,.] Il 9 18.5 | 29.5 |3.5 | * 

Ti Meat . ..| 8 8 5 3.3 |1.3|2.9 

1 12 Bread .. } 0 id vi 8.9 Tola es 

EIONOSCS - Ment s 2 EP * s tit 
(To be continued.) 

Home Correspondence. 
Grafting Roses.—There has been a war of words this 

Summer in your columns about the budding of Roses. 
Ibudded some for the first time in my life last sum- 

ther, and this spring (end of March and beginning of 
April) I grafted some. Of the budded ones about half 
the number grew, but none have flowered. Of those 
Brafted this spring, the whole, except what were broken 

Off, have flowered. One of the grafts (a Ruga on a 
Boursault stock) has had 15 flowers. I have no expe- 
rience in these matters, but I think, if this is wonderful 

good luck, it beats budding hollow.—An Old Subscriber. 
The Season.—1 have a large Ruga Rose coming for 

the second time into bloom, in another week it will, I 
expect, have upwards of a hundred flowers on it. 
Another small standard Rose the same. A Laburnum 

ditto. My Pear trees have almost all blossomed twice. 
The first time they set no fruit at all ; the second time 
a few here and there on the young wood, some of which 

are ripening ; and one tree is at this moment for the 
third time in blossom. The Apples—a miserable crop 
all have the rot, like the Potatoes, Peas and Kidney 

Beans ditto, and Turnips beginning.—dAn Old Sub- 
Soriber, 

The Hamiltonian System of Pine-growing—At page 
579 Mr. Errington tells us that Mr. Hamilton has got 
2 Montserrat which has been planted out for several 
Years, and has produced four fruit in less than twelve 
Months, This is rather a startling announcement to 
any one inted with the Hamiltonian system, and 
also likely to make gentlemen dissatisfied with their 
gardeners, who may not be able to produce in a general 
Way more than one fruit from a plant in 18 months or 
pu years; for my own part I cannot think it possible 
for a Pine plant to produce more than one fruit during 
its whole lifetime, unless we admit the Hamiltonian 
Way of reckoning, which appears to be this, that after a 

ine has produced its fruit, all the suckers or young 
Plants which the old stool may produce, be they few or 

many it matters not, for so long as they remain attached | plants from a foot to 18 inches in height. A few 

to the old root they will still be considered the original | which did not take I have grafted again to try how 

plant, and it does not seem to alter the case if the | autumnal grafting will succeed, I did not tongue the 

suckers are earthed up and allowed to draw nourish- | grafts nor clay them, I merely tied the two cuts firml: 

ment from the soil which surrounds them, but in my | together, and left them to take care of themselves. 

opinion they are each a perfect Pine plant, as truly so | They have done well, but I am best pleased with the 

as if they were in separate re eset J m Mr. | budding system.—J«mes Duncan, Howick, Aug. 28. 

Hamilton had given us the age of each sucker that pro- i t 

duced the furit we should then be better able to | | Effect af. iR of Hak igre S ir PE E 
appreciate his achievement.—W. Stothard, Durdham de y En M AE E h i p R tinm) E Nani ind 
Down Nursery, Bristol, Sept. 2. denu el of its bar , that I think it may prove interest- 

i ing. The following are the facts I have been able to 

Budding Rhododendrons.—For stocks I layered the | collect. About the 7th or 8th of May, 1845, a severe 

lower branches of Rhododendron ponticum last year, | tempest passed over Glanville’s Wootton, between Sher- 

and they rooted beautifully, About six weeks ago | borne and Dorchester, at mid-day, which broke a win- 

I budded a number of them close to the soil, on | dow in the house, and the lightning struck a large pol- 

the two-year old wood, which I find to work best; | lard Ash in an adjoining field, as well as three tall Elms 

and searcely a bud failed. Early in spring I in-|in the hedge close by; these had a portion of bark 

tend to head the stocks down to within an inch | stripped off about the breadth of one's hand in an irre- 

of the bud. By next autumn the plants will be well 

rooted, and may be cut off from the parent stool 

and planted in beds or borders. Last March I 

planted 30 plants of Rhododendron ponticum for graft- 

ing, in a brick pit covered with glass; being kept 

close they were soon excited into growth, when I grafted 

them close to the surface of the soil with choice hybrid 

kinds ; as soon as I imagined the grafts had united to 

the stock, I cut the latter down close to the graft, and 

gular line, a very considerable length of the trunk, the 

fluid making a hole near the base of each trunk in the 

ditch. The Ash pollard, however, was the most severely 

struck, the trunk being deprived of the bark as exhi- 

bited in the sketch by the white portion. The branches, 
which are long and healthy, are clothed with green 
leaves, as thickly as represented, although not so fully 

as upon an adjoining Ash-tree. I suppose the tree 

must die this winter, and my friend never expected to 

by keeping the pit rather close all the summer some of | see a leaf upon it this year, after the bark had been so 

them have made three growths, and are now fine bushy | completely stripped off all round.—J. Curtis, July 25, 

asunder ( ark is loose above; but 

Explanation of Wood-cut.—A pollard Ash struck i 

1846. Girt 8 fest; height possibly 40 feet to the top branches. The bark is perfectly stripped off all round 

the trunk, for the space of 8 feet in length on the N. W. side. z 

at the base little shoots have sprung out (2). There are many 

longitudinal cracks in the wood, caused by the electric fluid passing through the trunk (3). 

by lightning 7th or 8th May, 1845. Full in leaf in July, 

‘and the nearest portions of the bark are 3 ft. 2 ins. 

Vine-Growing.—Having read Mr. Roberts's “Treatise 
on the Vine,” I perceive that he attributes much of his 
success in the production of superior fruit to the main- 
tenance of a moist heat at the root. Now, I beg to ask 
him whether, in order to accomplish this end, it be 
necessary to supply liquid manure to the Vine roots, on 

an outside border, during the period of the growth of 
the Grapes? I am aware that many recommend liquid 
manure and pure water at intervening periods to the 

roots of Vines during their growth, especially when the 

Grapes are taking their second or last swelling, and I 

am anxious to know whether Mr. R. is of the number— 

(he recommends the practice to borders within the 

house, but makes no mention of it to outside borders). 

If he approves of the thing being done, will he Ap 

rienced by any one, must arise from ignorance of the 

very simple treatment which the plant requires. Two 

ears ago I raised several plants from seed, and I re- 
tained two of the most promising of these seedlings for 

cultivation in the stove. Towards the close of last 

autumn, observing that they were looking sickly, I 
plunged one of them in a Pine-pit, leaving the other to 

its fate, which quickly destroyed it. The plant to which 
I had given the benefit of a brisk bottom-heat in the 
Pine-pit, rapidly assumed the appearance of health and 
vigour, and, after a month, put forth a few blossoms. 
It grew considerably in the spring of this year, and 
afterwards displayed at the extremity of all its branches 
spikes of splendid golden variegated flowers. It con- 
tinued in blossom for several weeks, and was an ob- 

inform me how to apply it, as he t 

borders to be covered 23 feet deep with fermenting 

material à— Subscriber, Manchester. 

Poinciana pulcherrima, &c.—1 have always under- 

stood that it was very difficult in this country to induce 

this to blossom. The difficulty, if it has been expe- 

e | ject of tion to every one who saw it. It is now 
in blossom a second time this year, At the termination 
of most of its branches it has thrown up several spikes 
of its singularly elegant and ornamental blossoms ; on 
some of these stems there cannot be less than 40 or 50 

flowers, and a more beautiful spectacle than the plan 
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presents can scarcely be desired. A rich soil and bot- 
tom heat constitute all the magic I have used to produce 
it. As it is now exceeding the height which the dimen- 
sions of my stove will accommodate, being more than 7 
feet from the pot, I am proposing to cut it down after it 

has flowered, and after it has made new wood to re- 
move it from the Pine-pit and give it a period of rest. 
The season appears to have been particularly favour- 
able to gardening, both in regard to indigenous and 

exotic productions. A Quisqualis indica in my hot- 

house,which I have often threatened to destroy, because 
for successive years ithas flowered so indifferently, has 

been this year loaded with flowers. There are hundreds 
if not thousands on it still, and seems likely to go on 
blossoming for another month. May I venture to add 
that I have among the Orchids a beautiful specimen of 
Phaius albus, which Mr. Lyons says “is a very difficult 
plant to cultivate,” decorated with flowers. I am rather 
proud of this production, as Iam quite a beginner in 
growing Orchids, and my facilities are by no means 
great, and altogether of a make-shift character. Ihave 
now in flower Achimenes argyrostigma, longiflora, pa- 
tens, pieta, rosea, &c. ; Asclepias curassavica, ZEsehy- 
nanthus maculatus, Begonia semperflorens, nitida, and 
sinuata; Cerbera Ahouai, Clerodendron fallax and 
hastatum ; Crossand dulefolia, Erant va- 
riabile, Franciscea uniflora, Gardoquia Hookeri, Ges- 
neras and Gloxinias of various kinds, Hedychium 
coronarium, Justicia carnea, Lantana aculeata and mu- 
tabilis, Oxalis sensitiva, Oxyanthus hirsutus, Pentas 
carnea, Poinciana pulcherrima, Quisqualis indica, 
Strelitzia reginæ, Ruellia splendens and macrophylla, 
Torenia asiatica, Turnera ulmifolia and elegans, &c.— 
Derwent, Sept. 1. [Bravo !] 

Potato Disease caused by Atmospheric Influence.— 
The accompanying extract of a letter, just received, 
may be interesting :—“I am sorry to say the Potato 
plight has this season reached us, and in such a way as 
roves distinctly its being atmospheric; it has fallen most 

severely on the Island of North Ranaldsay, and in por- 
tions of Sanday, Stronsay, and Westray. An intelligent 
countryman from Sanday, just now here, tells me that 
one day (two weeks since) he observed a very dense 
fog resting in patehes on certain parts of the island ; 
at times it was so defined that he could point out the 
exact measure of ground over which it rested. It hung 
low over the ground, and had the appearance of a light 
powdering of snow. In passing, it fell down on his 
small farm, and he smelt it very unpleasant, exactly 
like, he says, the bilge water of a ship—a sulphurous 
sort of stench. After the wind rose and cleared off 
those lumps or clouds of fog, there remained on the 
Grass over which they had hung, as well as on the Po- 
tato-shaws, an appearance of grey dew, or hoar frost. 
The next morning he noticed the leaves of his Potatoes 
slightly spotted ; in two days the shaws began to droop 
and wither, turning pale yellowish ; he now observed 
that the tubers in the ground under the diseased plants 
were covered by minute white specks, which soon be- 
eame small maggots, and before ten days not a shaw 
was in his Potato patch, more than if it had been a bare 
fallow, while the stench of.the rotting Potatoes was 
very bad. This was one of the spots where the fog 
bank had rested most palpably ; but everywhere through 
the island the disease, after the fog, began in spots and 
corners of fields, and spread more slowly over all. A 
heavy rain, which followed, is supposed to have washed 
off some of the poisonous matter in the more favoured 
spots. This man never saw anything of the disease 
before, and having read little, he gives the account 
fairly as it appeared to him, Infection in these cases 
is quite out of the question; and they so distinetly 
trace the spotting of the leaf, and the sickening and 
drooping of the plants, to the fog, or stinking mildew, 
that I am inclined to believe the disease altogether 
originates in atmospheric influence, though infectious 
after it has caught the plants. The progress from 

_ infection seems to be comparatively slow; the fields 
upon which the blight first fell, or made its appearance, 
went off in a very short time."— W. M*Inroy, The 
Burn, Brechin. 

Potato Disease.—l got seed Potatoes from Cadiz, 
Bilboa, Lisbon, Oporto, Naples, Holland, two different 
parts of Germany, and from Lancashire. I planted 
them in various parts of the farm and garden ; they 
have all fared alike—they are all diseased! I can hear 
of only one small patch for miles around that is not so. 
—An Old Sub.— It, is needless to mention that the 
blight gets worse and worse in this quarter (Norwich). 
But as some consider sprinkling the tops with dry lime 
a remedy, it may be worth remarking, that lately I ob- 
served diseased Potatoes growing within the range both 
of smoke and dust from a lime kiln.—J. Wighton. 

Copper Works, Effluvia and the Potato Crop.—A. 
gentleman from Swansea upon a visit here a few days 
ago,in the course of conversation mentioned that in 
that neighbourhood the crop was worse than in most 
other places, which he attributed to the copper furnaces; 
which had the effect of blighting most other vegetable 
produc My inf is a highly respectable 
inhabitant of the place, and as he was glad to obtain 
some sound Potatoes here for his own use, every 
reliance may be placed upon his testimony.—-S. Collier, 
Witney, Oxon. 
Rosa Hardii.—A. correspondent will be glad to be 

informed by and after whom this plant was named, its 
origin from seed, and the time, place, and circumstances 
of its introduction into England; two rumours being 
afloat, one that it was raised from Persian seed, the 
other that it is a mule between Rosa berberifolia and 

clinophylla, which its spines and foliage contradict. 
[It is mentioned in “ Paxton's Magazine of Botany ” to 
be a hybrid, raised between R. berberifolia and R. in- 
volucrata by Mr. Hardy, gardener at the Luxembourg 
Gardens, Paris, and has been named after its originator, 
see p. 775, 1843. The above account is stated to have 
been taken from ^ Rivers’s Rose Amateur'sj Guide ” 
for 1840, p. 161. From its not presenting any resem- 
blance to R. involucrata, however, the statement has 
been doubted, and upon reference to “Gore's Rose 
Fanciers’ Manual,” 1838, Hardi berberifolia is 
there said to have been obtained that year by the acci- 

i ion of that kable plant the Rosa 
licifolia or hyll ane p . P (Lowea 5 

Lindl.) by R. microphylla growing near it, and this is 
believed to be a much more probable pedigree for the 
plant, if the flowers only are to be considered ; but the 
leaves throw other difficulties in the way. We have 
always understood that one of its parents was R. clino- 
phylla, but perhaps some of our correspondents may be 
able to satisfactorily clear up the matter. 

Sussex Fig-Orchard.—Nothing has more agreeably 
surprised me during a six weeks’ tour in Kent and 
Sussex than stumbling this afternoon quite unexpectedly 
(for the guide-books say not a word of it) on a Fig- 
orchard, close to Worthing, producing annually, on stand. 
ard trees, from 1000 to 1500 dozen of ripe Figs. I have 
eaten very good Figs from standard trees in Devonshire, 
but was not at all aware that this fruit could be profit- 
ably cultivated so much farther to the eastward. This, 
however, is the ease at West Tarring, a picturesque 
village two miles west of Worthing, where a gardener 
of the name of Pelling, and his father before him, have, 
for many years, devoted very advantageously a piece of 
ground, about an acre in extent, to the growth of Figs, 
of which his average crop has been as above stated ; 
but this year, owing to the spring blights, it will not 
exceed 50 dozen. Several of the trees are very old, 
with trunks nearly a foot in diameter. These are said 
to have been suckers or layers from a tree in the 
adjoining garden of Thomas à Beekett, Archbishop of 
Canterbury, who is stated to have had a palace here. 
However this may be, Mr. Pelling does not now confine 
his growth to this kind, which is pear-shaped, about 21 
inches long, externally bluish-green, with a red pulp, 
and which he calls the “ Brown Turkey :” he also cul- 
tivates, but in much smaller quantities, a small 
globular green sort, with a narrow division of the 
leaves, which he calls the “ Madagascar ;” and an- 
other, which I did not see, the “Green Naples.” 
It is said that it has been tried to grow Figs 
in other places near Worthing, without success ; 
but the advantage of the locality of West Tarring 
must ¢hiefly depend on its being sheltered by the 
Downs, at the foot of which it lies, from the north and 
east winds ; and as there is much land adjoining, simi- 
larly eireumstanced, it would be easy to extend the 
cultivation there, if it were found profitable to send 
them to London by railway. The Fig-trees do not 
often suffer materially from frost ; but in 1838 some of 
the larger ones (but not the oldest) were killed down 
to the roots. I have always found my Italian friends 
somewhat incredulous as to our having Myrtles in the 
open ground, in some parts of England, without pro- 
tection in winter; and I fear it would still be more 
difficult to convince them that 60 miles from London 
we can grow ripe Figs in profusion, from standards in 
the open air—which, indeed, I should not myself have 
been able to assert before my experience of this after- 
noon.— W. Spence, Worthing, August 25. 

Foreign Correspondence. 
St. Petersburgh, Aug. Y (new style), 1846.—F rom Stock- 

holm here the zigzag intermittent course of the steamer, 
whose traffic is more between Sweden and Finland than 
between Stockholm and Petersburgh, gave us an oppor- 
tunity of seeing hing Abo, Helsingfors, an 
Revel. The general aspect of Finland is the same as 
that of the part of Sweden we saw—the same granite 
rocks, Pine woods, and lakes or gulfs full of islands. 
At Abo there is little to interest one ; the town is re- 
built, indeed ; there are some good new houses, and a 
considerable trade is carried on with Sweden, but there 
is no longer any university, The observatory is turned 
into a naval school, and the country houses and gardens 
about the town are few. There has, however, been 
lately formed a bathing establishment, with a consider- 
able garden, supported, as I understood, by a society in 
some,degree botanical and horticultural, where there are 
green and hothouses, and a iderable variety of plants. 
cultivated. Helsingfors, now the capital of Finland, 
and the seat of the university, is beautifully situated on 
the shores of a broad harbour ; has many handsome 
new buildings, and every appearance of prosperity. 
Arriving there at past nine one evening, and starting 
at eight the following morning, we had not time to see 
much ; but went over the gardens of the bathing es- 
tablishment, planted with a good deal of taste amongst 
the rocks at the mouth of the harbour, about half a 
mile from the town. These gardens, quite open to the 
public, were very gay with the common summer flowers, 
and have been formed, as I am told, at a iderabl 
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of them showed me over the garden ; the total number 
of plants in the collection they value at 6000 species. 
The houses contain several tall specimens, and Some, 
fine for their age, of Australian and Cape shrubs, but 
rather drawn. In the out-door department the best 
things are the Siberian plants, received through Peters- 
burgh, and the Californian annuals, which succeed re- 
markably wellin these northern latitudes. A bed of 
Amsinckia spectabilis, and another of Hymenoxys cali- 
fornic, a rather weedy looking things with us, were here 
both of them a mass of flower, the Amsinckia a very 
rich yellow. At Revel our stay was so.short that we 
were only able to see Ekaterindal, a really fine garden 
and grounds, originally planted by Peter the Great in 
the French Louis XIV. style, attached to the palace of 
the same name built by him, It is about a mile from 
the town, under a hill or bank, upon which appear to be 
several private country houses with gardens or grounds, 
and is said to be much resorted to by the inhabitants of 
Revel, and no wonder, the cool shaded avenues and well 
kept walks looked so tempting this roasting weather. 
The country generally on this side of the gulf entirely 
loses the rocky character of the northern shore, and 
merges into the sand of North Germany. Here at St. 
Petersburgh, the number and extent of gardens belong- 
ing either to imperial palaces, or establishments, or 
to private noblemen, is so considerable, and there is so 
much that is interesting in the efforts made to counter- 
act the effects of an eight months’ winter, for the sake 
of three or at most four months’ enjoyment, that it would: 
take much more time than I have to spare to collect 
the information necessary to give a connected general 
account of them; I shall only, therefore, content myself 
with a few notes in the order in which they occur to me. 
The first I have visited have been the Botanical Garden 
in the Apothecaries’ Island, and those of Count Nessel- 
rode, Count Peroffsky, the Minister of the’ Interior,, 
Prince Viazemsky, and other noblemen in that and the 
adjoining Kamenoi and Elagin islands, which, with a 
few smaller islands, are commonly called “the islands,” 
and are a very favourite and beautiful evening drive at 
this time of year. The Botanical Garden has been de- 
scribed in detail in the “Botanical Magazine,” which 
renders it unnecessary to say anything as to its extent, 
the size of the houses, &e., with the exception of the 
works commenced since that paper was written. These 
consist chiefly in the conversion of the central of the 
three lines of plant houses into a palm-house on a large 
scale, with iron ribs, the first attempt to use that metal 
in this climate for hothouses. It was not thought safe, 
without further experience, to trust entirely to iron and 
glass, as in the large new houses built or building in our 
country ; so that the north wall, entirely brick, is carried. 
up to nearly the full height, use being made of it for the 
erection of seed-rooms, store-rooms, &e., at the back. 
The iron ribs of the whole of the upper part of the 
house are cased in wood, to break in some measure the 
direct influence of the cold on the iron, and the sashes 
or lights are entirely of wood, The whole height of the 
house is 68 feet to the top of the ridge, the length 230, 
though not all quite so lofty as the central portion. 
This work was commenced last year; a considerable 
portion of it will be glazed in before the weather breaks 
up this year, and the remainder will be completed next 
year, the workmanship, being under the close and con- 
stant inspection of Dr. Fischer himself, as well as of his 
friend the architect Mr, Fisher, who are both of them 
on the spot, is such as would do credit to any of our 
own builders, and there is little doubt that the whole 
will be a worthy rival to our new houses at Kew, espe- 
cially idering the additional to be over- 
come. It still remains, however, to be tried, and as it 
appears to me not without a good chance of success, 
whether the curvilinear iron houses with the ribs cased 
in wood and double sashes might not perfectly resist the 
winter, and save the heavy mass of brickwork at the 
back of the one now constructing. The plants in the 
present range of houses are in excellent order (so far as 
not interfered with by the building of the new one); 
under the care of Mr. Tielmann, formerly gardener to 
Baron Hiigel, at Hietzing, and now about to leave, 
having received the appointment of Inspector of Gardens 
in Nassau. The collection of Orchidaceze is more eg- 
tensive than I expected to find, and that of Aroidea,. 

1 d M. led is Seitamineze, and other 1 » 
very considerable, When well grown they are à 
great ornament to hothouses, and too much neglected’ 
with us, In the Orchideous-house here they 
have a particularly good effect mixed with some of 
the larger erect Orchideze in the bottom of the houses. 
whilst the smaller and the pendulous Orchidess are 'SuS*- 
pended above them. The large Palms were so mucl 
packed up or spread about temporarily whilst their 
house is building, that I could not judge of them. The 
Pandani are numerous, and were remarkably fine speci- 
mens; several very good Zamias and dwarf Palms» 
chiefly from Karwinski's Mexican collections. I observed 
also many good Brazilian plants fromRiedel’s collections; 

fine specimens of Marattia alata and fraxinifolia, Tri- 
chopteris densis, Did hl and, other 

Ferns; a Dioscorea Mexicana, with a stem as big as 
Testudinaria ; iderable tree of Pereskia gran- 

expense, a good deal of the soil being brought there. On 
the other side of the town, at a short distance from it, 
lies the botanical garden, in a very pretty situation, and 
being still young the trees and shrubs show a vigorous 
and healthy vegetation. Near the centre is a neat 
building containing the lecture-room and the residence 
of the Professor, Tengström, and the head gardener 
(whose name I unfortunately omitted to note), who both 

any T ja 

dilolia, full of flower, and several good specimens i 

more common hothouse trees, not so drawn up aS ay e 
northern hothouses I visited in Denmark ue 

The total number of species of all kinds p i 

the garden is estimated at between 13,000 and 14,000 5 

but amongst these the out-door herbaceous plants do not 

bear so large a proportion as m German botanical. 

gardens—in the first place, on account of the climate 5. 

ae 
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in the next place, they appear to have been much 
e under the present gardener, who excels in, 
and consequently prefers, the cultivation of green and 
hothouse plants. The ornamental and publie portion of 
ihe garden is in excellent order, and the first thing that 
strikes one in this, as well as in the private gardens that 
Surround the country houses with which “theislands” are 
80 thickly studded, is the excessive vigour of vegetation 
of the young trees and shrubs. Long annual shoots, 
dense foliage, and the individual leaves very large ; but 
as the trees get old you see the effects of the furious 
storms to which they are exposed. The black Poplars 
planted by Peter the Great with his own hand in 1710, 
are sadly battered, and the oldest Oaks here, which 
are certainly at least as recent, have the decrepid ap- 
Pearance of ages, and most large trees have their upper 
branches broken about or dead, The European species 
that bear the climate are few in number, chiefly the | yr 
Pinus sylvestris, the common Spruce, the Sycamore, 
the pedunculate Oak (the Quercus sessiliflora will not 
bear the climate), the black and the white Poplars, a large 
Coarse-leaved Elm,which they tell me is the U. effusa, the 
Birch, a few Willows, the Ash and Mountain Ash ; but 
Several Siberian treesin the garden prove also quite hardy, 
Such as the Siberian Larch and Spruce, the Populus 
Suaveolens, allied to the balsamifera. The Weeping 

illow is replaced by the Salix acutifolia, a very hand- 
Some tree. The Weymouth Pine, the Siberian Cembra 
anda Thuya, are the only Coniferous trees I have ob- 
Served large besides the two wild ones. Amongst 
shrubs there are several Siberian ones besides the 
Caragana I mentioned before, especially the Crataegus 
Sanguinea, which makes excellent thick hedges, though 
on a larger scale than our oxyacantha, {which is too 
tender ; they have also a fine Cornus, but no evergreen 
Shrubs now occur to me except the Juniper. The 
flower-beds are many of them very gay, particularly 
with Siberian, Californian, Chilian, and Swan River 
annuals. The Brachycome iberidifolia forms every- 
where large masses of the richest colour, much finer 
than any I have seen in England ; the Schizanths and 
hlox Drummondi are also very fine ; the old Malope 

and annual Lavatera are very conspicuous. The North 
American pink-flowered variety of Calystegia sepium is 
very ornamental as a creeper. The greenhouse plants 

‘now standing out of doors for the summer, contain a 
great variety of South Russian shrubs, amongst which I 
remarked Caragana jubata, (one of the “Tartarie Furze” 

the Potato crops, the disease having broken out, asit is 
said, worse than last year. Here Potatoes are but little 
cultivated; but the disease is unknown, nor was it at all 
observed in Finland, where Potatoes are more abundant. 

Hocteties. 
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

Sept. 1.—R. W. BancHaRD, Esq., in the chair. 
Lady Constable, Miss Hinkes, J. Blayds, C. Druce, W. 
Maury, T. Wood, and E. Harrison, Esqrs., together 
with Mr. John Weeks, were elected Fellows, Although 
the gubjécts for exhibition on this occasion were noi 
numerous, some of them were far from being devoid of 
interest. A very fine specimen of the large white- 
flowered Dendrobium formosum, for which a Banksian 
Medal was awarded, came from the nursery of Messrs. 
Rollisson, of Tooting ; and of the same interesting tribe, 

essrs. Loddiges, of Hackney, produced a series of 
plants, consisting of the dingy brown-flowered Cymbi- 
dium giganteum, a Warrea from Guiana, the delicate 
blush-flowered Eulophia guineensis, a Galeandra from 
Santa Martha, something in the way of, but less hand- 
some than; G. Baueri, a well-bloomed specimen of which 
accompanied it, and a variety of Peristeria elata. 
From the same collection was also a Saccolabium from 
Bombay, not strikingly different from S. guttatum, 
together with Oncidium tetrapetalum, the green- 
flowered Cycnoches chl hilum, and a hand 
variety of the comparatively new Cattleya granulosa. 
Along with these were likewise a lovely specimen of 
the bright fi 1 Dendrobium ch hum,and 
the larger-fi re d variety of Epidend sperum. A 
Knightian Medal was awarded.—Mr. Glendinning, of 
the Chiswick Nursery, sent Torenia concolor, a lovely 
blue-flowered species introduced from China by Mr. ecies 
Fortune, It has a trailing habit, and, in the present 
instance, was comparatively bare of blossoms ; but when 
the plant shall have become better known, and more 
care bestowed on its culture, we have no doubt it will 
prove a worthy associate of the lovely T. asiatica, 
excelling the latter in beauty ; for the flowers are 
nearly of as fine a blue as those of Salvia patens. 
—Messrs. Veitch and Son, of Exeter, sent ZEschynan- 
thus radicans, another handsome addition to that beau- 
tiful genus; and a soft-wooded Gesneraceous looking 
plant, from Java, named Tromsdorffia speciosa. It is 
an erect growing plant, with large opposite obovate 
leaves, from whose axils spring clusters of Chirita-like 
f set), Corylus Mongholica, Quercus t &e 

WO very fine speci of Rhod rboreum, 
bought from Knight’s, ‘are in vigorous health, and the 
tubs being buried in the ground and laid over with turf, 
the trees look as if they were growing in the open air. 
‘his is very much done with greenhouse trees in the 

Private gardens, especially with the Clethra arborea, a 
Very favourite tree, of which I have seen beautiful spe- 
Cimens, When the trees so planted have been carefully 
Prepared and not allowed to be too much drawn, it is 
impossible to tell whether they are in the ground or in 
ubs. In Count Nesselrode’s garden I was particularly 

Struck with the good effect produced, the whole garden 
being moreover beautifully kept. The principal private 
gardens that I have seen have all considerable green 
and hothouses for ornamental plants ; but no kitchen 
gardens or foreing-houses, they being merely pleasure 
grounds attached to the suburban villas in which they 
ive for about three months in the year." Prince Wia- 
zemsky’s houses are extensive, and contain many valu- 
able plants, and several new ones from Columbia col- 
lected by Moritz ; the others chiefly bought in England, 
A kind of garden very much in fashion here, and which 
to my eyes has a very pretty effect when kept neatly 
and arranged with taste, may be called the in-door or 

‘awing-room garden; that is to say, creepers and 
flower-pots intermixed with the furniture in the sitting- 
rooms. The creepers are chiefly the common small- 
leaved Ivy, aud the Cissus antaretica ; they are gene- 
rally planted in mahogany boxes lined with lead, with a 
false leaden bottom piereed with holes, under which isa 
Tawer for receiving the refuse water. To this is 

attached a trellis, sometimes in the shape of a bower, 
round a work-table, or of a folding screen in front of a 
recess, or half dividing a long narrow room into two, &c. 

t other times the climber twines round some portion of 
the piece of furniture itself. A very pretty one I have 
Seen, is a round work-table, with a column of Ivy rising 
out of the centre, and at the height of about 6 ft., hanging 
down in the shape of a parasol, the root and its box 
heing concealed under the table. The other plants in 
pots are such as have a good foliage, such as Olea fra- 

grans, Ficus elastica, small Dracænas, a good many of 
the smaller and neater Scitaminese, which instead of 
being merely put in. pots with saucers under them on a 
Stand by the window are placed here and there amongst 
the furniture in boxes of mahogany or whatever other 
Wood ponds with the furnit ftheroom, When 
arranged with taste and not overdone, the effect at 
leastin the country houses at this time of year, is very 
good. With the open verandahs, in which they sit a 
good deal, the house and garden are almost brought into 
one. I say nothing of fruit and vegetable gardens till I 
have seen some of the imperial forcing-houses, I have 
also deferred till I have been to Peterhoff and Tsarskoé- 
Slo any account of the grounds attached to the large 
Tnperial palaces. I hope also to see some more of the 
grat private gardens before we leave this place, and 
Pape to hear something of the progress of agriculture 
to'l © neighbourhood. In the meantime I am grieved 
i Ne that very distressing accounts have just been 

ved from various parts of Germany of the state of 

P blush, with the tube shaded with violet ; 
the plant had been grown in a stove, but in a specimen 
from the greenhouse, sent along with it, the tube was 
much deeper coloured. The ample and somewhat 
coarse foliage, however, will always hide much of the 
beauty of the blossoms. A Certificate was awarded.— 
From Messrs. Henderson, of Pine-apple-place, was the 
pretty bright red tubular flowered Cuphea platycentra, 
a half hardy plant, which answers well for bedding out; 
and Satyrium aureum, a Cape Orchid, which was stated 

tune met with on the granite mountains of Hong Kong, 
together with Tochroma tubulosum, a half-hardy shrub 
growing from 4 to 5 feet high, which was found by 
Mr. Hartweg on the mountains of Yangana, near 
Loxa. Notwitl ding its hat rambling habit 
and coarse grey downy foliage, it promises to be a plant 
of much importance, producing clusters of long flowers 
of a deep porcelain blue colour. From the same collee- 
tion was also Mr. Fortune’s Abelia rupestris, a 
spreading bush, with bright green leaves, and white 
flowers, ded by a slightly-stained loured 
calyx; being sweet-scented it will be a valuable autumn- 
flowering greenhouse plant, if it should not turn out to 
be hardy, which is probable. Along with it was a new 
pale yellow blossomed Clematis from Chinese Tartary, 
which, being hardy, will no doubt form a valuable ad- 
dition to the arboretum wall. 

BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON. 
July 3.—A. GERARD, Esq., in the chair. Donations 

of British plants were announced from Dr. Dewar, 
Rev. G. W. Sandys, Mr. Alfred Greenwood, Mr. A. 
J. Hambrough, the Rev. R. Cresswell, Mr. James 
Lynam, Mr. F. Russell, and Mr. O. A. Moore, Mr. T. 
H. Cooper, F.L.S., and Mr. H. Taylor, were elected 
members. Read “ Notice of a variety of Cnicus arven- 
sis? found in Fifeshire,” by Dr. Dewar. Its habit, 
when growing, is very different from the C. arvensis, 
The leaves are sinuated rather than pinnatifid, not 
crisped and curled, but nearly flat, and sharply spinous, 
with a decurrence of spines from each leaf. The invo- 
luere differs in nothing from the C. arvensis, and C, 
setosus ; the florets are shorter and not so remarkably 
fragrant as those of C. setosus. A specimen was 
presented, 

46. SaxtrRacRa THYSANODES, The coarse-fringed 
Indian Saxifrage. Hardy Herbaceous Plant. (Saxi- 
frages.*) 

This was sent from India as the true S. ciliata. But it 
cannot be that, because its inflorescence is compact and 
nearly simple, its leaves hirsute on both sides, and its 
calyx perfectly smooth. It is in reality a plant of 
which dried specimens were distributed from the India 
House, before the return of Dr, Wallich, under the 
name of S. ligulata. But it differs from S. ligulata in its 
short petals, more diminutive inflorescence, and hirsute 
crenated leaves, which are by no means cordate, as 
those of ligulata always are. 1t is a pretty robust hardy 
perennial, growing not more than six or eight inches in 
height, and flowering in April It is increased by 
dividing the old roots when the plant is at rest, and 
grows freely in any good garden soil.— Bot. Reg. 

Garden Memoranda. 
Louvain Botanic Garden, July 7, 1846.—This garden 

to flower freely in peat in a cool well-aired g 
Of Frorisrs’ Frowrers: Mr. Turner, of Chalvey, sent a 
stand of Pansies, and a collection of Dahlia blooms, 
among which were some of the best and newest 
varieties. Of Fmurr: Mr. Barnes, of Bicton, sent 
three dingly hand ueen Pine-apples, which 
were, however, insufficiently ripened, two being quite 
green near the top. They weighed respectively 63 lbs. E 

5 lbs. 14 oz. ; and 5 lbs. 11 oz. The heaviest, especially, 
was a fine fruit, forming a regular pyramid, a foot in 
height, and 18 inches in circumference, surmounted by 
a rather small crown. It was mentioned that they had 

been grown in a very inexpensive manner, and that 
they were not shown as specimens of superior cultiva- 
tion ; but to indicate what could be effected under dis. 

1 i About the middle of 
August, 1845, the suckers were taken off and planted 
in -inch pots, in rough turfy loam and charcoal ; they 
were placed on bricks, and some old half worn-out 
tan was forked up among them. By the middle of 
September they had become well-rooted, and were 
removed into 11-inch pots, using the same material as 
before, and placing them again in the same situation, 
but thinner; they then grew away rapidly. In the 
second week in Jan., 1846, they were finally shifted 
into 15-inch pots ; and by the second week in March 
they were good plants, and started for fruit early in 
May. They never received any fire-heat ; but always 
had abundanee of air given them night and day. A 

in s or similar places, until was 
repaired, A  Banksian Medal was awarded.— 
Mr. Mitchell gr. to E. Lawford, Esq., sent large 
bunches of Black Hamburgh Grapes with finely 
swelled berries, but hardly sufficiently coloured. They 
were stated to have been produced in a greenhouse, 
without the aid of fire heat. A Certificate was 
awarded them, and a similar award was also made to a 

seedling Grape, sent by Mr. Josling, of St. Albans. RU 

is an excellent variety, rich and sugary, with a Frontig- 

nan flavour, and deserves extensive cultivation.—From 

the Garden of the Society were Achimenes grandiflora, 

and a large mass of the old A. coccinea, the useful 

Niphza oblonga covered with chaste white blossoms, a 

large Cuphea pubiflora, Mussenda frondosa, with 

singular large white bracts and yellow flowers, Onci- 
dium microchilum, the pretty yellow-flowered Bletia-like 

Spathoglottis Fortuni, one of the first plants Mr. For- 

appeared pretty well kept, and in good condition, bemg 
much freq las a place of publie promenade. In 
the stoves (which I thought too dry), was a fine spe- 
cimen of Pandanus odoratissimus, with its stem care- 
fully wrapped up in Moss ; there was also a fine plant 
of Bonapartea gracilis, its fine long spiny leaves droop- 
ing gracefully over the sides of the flower-pot—a hand- 
some plant. There were a number of plants in pots 
made with a handle to hang on the wall, a hint worth 
adopting in some of our English greenhouses. Many 
air-plants were growing on frames of boards, fastened 
on to them by a small thin sheet of cork, about twice 
the length of a hand, nailed over them. In the garden 
is a large tree of Sophora japonica,” And here, also, as 
in many other places in Belgium, I noticed neat divi- 
sions or hedges in the garden, made by planting long 
single stems of Privet close together, and tying them to 
very slight sticks placed horizontally at proper inter- 
vals, thus oceupying scarcely any breadth of ground, 
Sometimes pollarded Acacias are planted at distances 
of 15 or 20 feet, producing a good effect.—R. J. B. 

Calendar of Operations. 
(For the ensuing. Week.) 

pater Seo cae 

Storing Potatoes.—lt is at this period a most im- 

portant consideration how to preserve Potatoes for 
another year, more especially those for seed, To this 
end three principles would seem to be of paramount 
importance, viz., low temperature, dryness, and a free- 
dom from fermentation ; the latter being in my opinion 
of greater import than all other considerations together. 

Where fruit-room shelves are likely to remain un- 

occupied by fruit, I would recommend them to be given 
up to the prime seed Potatoes for garden planting. 

They may be placed several layers thick, provided 
some tolerably dry material is sprinkled in alternate 
layers between them. No two Potatoes should be in 
contact, if possible. The very soundest alone should 
have this care ; the rest may be pitted on a similar 
principle, taking care to select a cool, airy, and shady 
situation ; and to bave the bottom above the ground 
level, instead of below it. In both these cases, dark- 
ness and exclusion of air are essentials ; and the pits 
must, therefore, be well covered up at the top. I have 
no doubt whatever that when the causes of the present 
murrain shall be ascertained, that accumulated abuses, 
through fermentation, will be found to bear a most im- 
portant share in the matter. I have recommended 
persons in this neighbourhood to pull their decaying 
haulm, then to soil the Potatoes over 3 or 4 inches 

* See Lindley's * Vegetable Kingdom ” for an explanation of 
these terms. 
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deeper ; and, finally, to sow a crop of early Dutch or 
Stone Turnips over them. I have some in beds, which 
were thus treated a month since, now carrying a fine 
crop of Turnips. I have examined them repeatedly, 
and although much diseased when covered, there does 
not appear to be the least advance in it. These I 

expect to keep better than if they were taken up, and 
the Turnips, independent of their use, will serve to 

keep out the soe until the spring. 
CONSERVATORIE STOVE, 

Conser: valory. —Late HORDE iy Camellias, 
well-grown Fuchsias, trellis Climbers, Brugmansias, 
Scarlet Geraniums, &c., should now be in high perfection 
here. The Veronica speciosa and the Buddlea Lindley- 

ana,where properly grown, willalso prove very interesting, 

as tending to sustain the EE: conservatory character. 
The two latter shrubs want v: similar root treatment ; 
nothing of a stimulating Geta will bloom them i in 
perfection; a plain simple loam, of a rather sound cha- 

racter, will be found to suit then best, Ge ar by 
the one-shift system of potting. Stove anl Orchid. 
The Eranthemum pulchellum, with the Justicias, 
Poinsettias, Euphorbias, Plumba the Gesnera 
zebrina, and the Achimenes pic 
every attention, in order to get them to blossom through 
November, and even December. Orchids.—Encourage 
late growths by all possible means, viz., by topping up, 
heat, atmospheric moisture, and a cireulation of fresh 
‘and sweet air day and night, if possible. Continue to 
cool down those inclined to rest, and, with a more mode- 
rate temperature, let them have plenty of sunlight on the 
leaf, and SURE aeration. 

KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING. 

Look well o the linings of Pines in dung pits at this 
period ; they will too suddenly cool if not carefully 
watched. Although these pits will soon be amongst 
the things that were, we must not despise them, whilst 
compelled to rely on them. Have an eye to Figs, 
Peaches, Vines, Cherries, &c., in pots or tubs, for early 
forcing ; if any of these have rooted through the bottom 
they must be disturbed, in order to induce repose ; at 
the same time, I would advise top- dressing all such with 
rich manure ; this will be carried down by autumnal 
rains, and will refresh the compost for the next year. 
Kidney Beans may be got forward in pots forthwith, for 
late autumn work ; and strong Cucumber plants from 
layers or otherwise got on in well prepared boxes or 
light shelves, where 70° can be secured to them, with 
much atmospheric moisture. Give strict attention to 
the Strawberries in pots for forcing, in regard to water- 
ing, trimming away runners, &e. et them have 
a sunny and airy situation, and place them a good dis- 
tance apart. 

FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES. 

Most of the business here, at this period, is of a rou- 
tine character, It will be well to fill up many blanks 
in flower borders, as soon as possible, with plants of a 
biennial character ; such as Wallflowers, Sweet Wil- 
liams, Campanulas (the C. grandis is a useful thing), 
Hollyhocks, biennial Stocks, and the various Primulas. 
Most of these will be found very useful next spring, 
although somewhat old-fashioned. Those who desire to 
remove Evergreens may do it now, provided they have 
balls ; if not, October will be more suitable. 

ORISTS' FLOWERS, 

Carnations.—From the peculiarly suitable weather, 
layers are well rooted this season. In potting them off, 
either one or two plants may be placed in each pot, ac- 
cording to the convenience which the amateur may 
have for wintering them. Care must be taken not to 
have the soil too light, and manure or other stimulating 
composts must be avoided ; in fact, the soil cannot well 
be too simple or pure ; decayed turf with a little sand T 
have found to be the most suitable for their winter’s 
growth. Get varieties in from the different cultivators 
so that they may be well established before winter. 
T'ulips.—The offsets of all choice sorts may be put into 
the ground as soon as convenient, choosing fine dry 
weather for the operation. It will be found a good 
plan not to let the beds have too much moisture, hoop- 
ing them over, so that mats or other protecting material 
may be thrown over in excessive wet. Pinks.—Where 
the plants have been put out on beds, they must be kept 
free from weeds ; and old stools or stock plants which 
have been grown in pots may be planted ovt on borders, 
These will produce an immense number of flowers next 
season, from which much seed may be saved. Pansies. — 
Make up beds of rich compost in rather a cool situation, 
and dis out rooted cuttings or young plants for next 
year’s blooming. Dahlias. 2 Continue to shelter, thin 
the buds, he as before directe 

TCI IT GARDEN AND ORCHARD. 

The eme Spinach must be thiuned to about 6 
inches apart, and the hoe worked through it. If 
any strong Celery plants remain, they might. be taken 
up with balls and € heeled ” deep, for soup purposes ; 
this will save the prime stock for salads. Get out more 
Endive for the last batch, using high slopes, which may 
receive covers, or hoops and mats, when severe weather 
arrives. Plant some strong Bath Cos Lettuce for the 
latest autumn use on rich ‘soil, and sheltered. Thin 
Turnips in due time, and get the hoe through them. Let 
all the old Searlet Runner pods be picked ‘clean, except 
a few for seed ; they exhaust the crop much, and prevent 
succession. Trench and manure well for the winter 
Cabbage in due time ; and get out some more strong 
plants of the early kinds for late Coleworts. Go over 
all fruit trees once more, especially trained trees, and 

destroy all late made laterals, Disbud and stop "Figs 
forthwith ; ; and stop the points of all growing Peaches 
and Nectarines, except the lowest and weakest. 

OTTAGERS' GARDENS. | 

As before mice high cultivation amongst all 
green crops will amply repay the labour. Hoeing or 
even forking amongst growing crops, provided the 
roots are not igjured, will accomplish wonders as to the 
crop, and prove a sort of fallow for successive ones. 
Earth up Celery often, a little at a time. Look to the 
advice in the commencement of this day’s calendar 
about storing seed or other Potatoes; it may in the 
main be safely trusted, as derived from considerable 
practice and observation. Once more, I repeat, sow 
spare land with Rye and Vetches. 

FORESTING. 

The weather now is most favourable for all opera- 
tions which usually precede new planting. Those who 
intend “being in the field” this autumn, should not 

~ cannot be named unless in flower._—F W C—Your gigantic 
Spinach is not a Spinach at all, pus an Orach, We will see 

—Stachytarpheta muta- 

s.——JB B. a mere weed,—— 

H W W—No. 1, Bromus secalinus, with short awns; No. 

5 Bromus arvensis, Parnell’s ‘Grasses of Britain." — 
A B—Triglochin palustre; one of the Arrowgrass order. 

You should study the ** Vegetable Kingdom.”——£ Una 
—Atriplex patula and Tolgo onum aviculare ; 

H—Y our Ferns not being in in frutiieation 

cannot be named.——J/ L—Tecoma capens 
Stanhopea saccata, Epidendrum phceniceum.. ee B— Gom- 

phocarpus fruticosus 

Oncnrps — Ceylonicus — Dendrobium aureum and s sanguino- 

lentum, Ipsea grandiflora, Vanda spathulata, multiflora, and 
others, are good things. There is also à Oalanthe or two. 

All Cologynes are worth having, 
weeds. Saccolabium papillosum i 

i ocius EENI Orchids, but Jes pitas allied to the 
EN, and Bilberry 

Next week. 

e have no E in lose a moment in E all necessary preparation 

State of du lucia er near London, for TUM ending Sept 3, 1846, as 
served at the Horti altura) Garden, Chiswi 

Aug. 98 RT ry fne t) SiMe clear at night 
29—Dusky clonda; fine; shower at6 p m ; cloudy 
30. um f fine; clear at night 
3i—Ver. with hot sun; partially overcast 

Sept. Tosi and dull; fine; cloudy 
—Very fine; cloudless and hoz; clear at night 
SEVA fine, with hos sun ; clear and mes as nigh! 

an semperatureof the week 1 d oeeo tekaa 
State of the Weather at C ick during the last 20 years, for the 

utag ark ending Sept. 12, 1646. 

EE AS dz No. of | Greatest 7 
Sept. tics Lowest | lae whichit n T Els 

| x 

| 793 | 61.4 s |o s| 5] 1 
71.5. | 60.8 12 55 “Abel ia 

| 721 | 61.9 10 . 6| 2| 1 
| 66.5 | 58.1 iL 08 5| 5| 2 

69.6 | 59.4 12 27 5) 7/1 

70.8 | 60.1 8 0.46 4| 6| 2 
92 56.4 d 0.49 210— | 

‘The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 12th, 
1841--therm, 84° ; and the lowest on the 10th, 1888—therm, 

Notices to DP EEEOM 

Post-orrice Orpers—In order to obviate the inconveniences 
which are now constantly being experienced by parties who 
wish to remit small sums to the office of the GARDENERS’ 
CHRONICLE for Sean ie have to egent that all Post. 
office orders mar in future be addressed to Mr. JAMES MAT- 
THEWS, 5, Mibi ea street, Covent d and made 
payable at i Post- office, Strand, Lond Post-office 
oroen remitted by Subsesibers. for the Paper should be 
sent to the respective Agents who supply 

The Fourth Re eprint of Mr. PAXTON? S COT TAGERS" CALEN- 
DAR is now ready, price 3d. each copy. An index has been 
added. Parties wishing to have copi H 

among their tenantry can hav: 
Booxs—R G—Pr robal ably the pamphlet named in a leading article 

to-day will give you all the information you want. You are 
ERE about Polmaise.——7' § P—Gardening can no more 
be taught, by books than carpentry or music. 

however, Loudon's ** Suburban Gardener " m 

quiries, if they can be answ ?— Harrow Weald—Y ours 
isa curious case. We will pe it against Hes week. Keep 

the plants under cover and dry.—— C 4—Your Tomatoes 

appear to be seized with disease Similar to that. which affects 
the Potato Apples ; but whether it be the same as that which 
destroys the crop itis not easy tosay. Tomatoes are gene- 
pally. affected this year in the same Way; ; few sound ones can 
be found in Covent GEH Market.t 

Fnurr-TREE BORDERS— W-— Turf from bog land will not of 
itself make a fruit. AE DS But if it be laid in a hea: ap for 
a year to rot, and is then mixed with good loam, it will do 
very well. Read the late discussion of this su 

HrATING—O W and Multiplez—Employ Polmaise by all means. 
You will find dn e best as well as the most economical mode 
for your pur 

Ins: —An Tnquirer "s beetle is the Anthonomus Ulmi, which 
m its eggs in flower-buds, quae the larva feeds and be- 
comes a pupa inside. R.——A H—We have often found the 
eggs you sent, but never having succeeded in Am the 
moth; we cannot give you the name. R.— T C. 
caterpillars will change to a beautiful moth SAU Pygera 
Bucephala, figured in Curtis’s 530. 

Potatoes—The green bugs which Mr. Balkwill detected upon 
the haulm, were Pecilosoma umbellatarum and Lygus con- 

z. 
—You cannot improve your lawn unless you 

will continually persevere in ing up the weeds that 
encumber it. It is useless to trifle with ni They must 
be cut over below the nee of the leaves so ont to de: 
part of the crown of ti r ornamental purposes the 
Miller's Burgundy, or the Black Cluster Vines are best. 
should ‘plant b pom. 

E—E ou may apply salt at the rate of a pound and 
» "half to ar 

MILDEW—A ET "iber—This subject has been discussed in our 
columns over and over again. But theend of all seems to be 
that we neither know how to prevent itin Roses, nor how to 
cure it, A constantly shifting atmosphere, with moderate, 
not excessive, luxuriance, seems to be its chief enemy. Some 
persons think that plants « are kept healthy by being syringed 
with lime water ; othe: e flowers of sulphur. All re nedies 
often fail, onee i SEEEEUA an 

MONSTROSITT 7 B and J M S—The scaly bodies on the 
Oak branches E e Suds attacked by insects. "They are com- 
mon this year. We cannot tell what ails your Cattleya, un- 

iti Informa- tis over-watered, ornot sufficiently ventilated. 
tion can rare! e: vithout actual 
i a weak newly-imported 'haps you are us 
plant much too fast. 

iia or Fnurrs—J M—Your Grape is the Black Hamburgh. 

Want of colour may be owing to various causes. It seldom 

occurs pene a healthy well exposed foliage is ALC tt 
M J— r Plum is worthless, and appears to be f 

the stock. | hia 
Names or Prants—W Revans—Buddlea Lindleyana.——W D 

—Common Henbane. —— Diamond—Lagerstraemia . 

| ——Subsoriber — We cannot undertake to name florists’ 
le E V—Unless plants are very common they flowers.}- 

ANTRRHINUM—B P B—Your seedling is 

Daw Se E 8 

s use of m jum ram; but we see no reaso why it 

Mord ah in your case, Would it not be as well to vista 

T.I 
S ud —A Constant Reader—' There is no means of answer- 

your question. Everything depends on the age and con- 

dition of the plants, ue pir and the state of the market. 

e cheapest are common 

PotmaisE—Mona— We must confess our EAD e) A cubi: 

We cannot discuss such a question. Sonne. ju Em 
that COPIE isin Asia—is that a question for discussion? 7 

—— S— The seed n gs cannot be had on this 
side of the South Mexican provi: 

e do not know pliethier the Reigate report is on 

sale. A Tetter addressed to T. Martin, Esq., Reigate, Zn 

we doubt not, receive a reply.———4 Constant Feader—Mes 

Burrows and Thoms E yan the label ERT i 

being on sale. See page 578.——. ton —Duckweed purifies 

the water in which it grow . Te feoda nee any foul matter 

that the water may SEM no means of de- 

str met it, except by w irds, whic! ich will eat it. ——. 

We do not know how du "EMStU fands will be app! 

You ion inquire of the It is neither neces- 

stable-straw is not a good material for gardens. 
always be partially Ascot ed by fermentation before being 

5 have the following Numbers p 39; 5 

40, 42, 47, 49 and 50. b others are out of print.——4 C- 

You must keep up a constant war with the weeds on your 

lawn, cutting off their iens as fast as VES appear, Cutting 

once or twice in a season is not enough ; 

tation as fast as a ME RA 4 Wi 
they will take flighi mi ibis RI aE Eton or beep 

due enis with a free use of the 

at bottom you wene ET some of 
s to 

do wrong in following the directions in regard to pruning 

frui t trees, given in Lindley's ** Guide to the Orchard and 

NIE Pa ? they are founded on Sri experience.f 

idal — See page 88, vol 1845.] — W e— 

a in February uS ie 

E hs. t ———- Enquire 
land with old nae has been given at p. 565 of the current 

SEEDLING FLOWERS. 
a large and g 

border flower.——.Anon—Melancthon is a odd variety, as Wi 

is not new in character.“ 

Catcronartas— Barney — Your specimens are very prettily 
spotted, their fault is in their mue being so very small. 
additional specimens sent have the same fault though in P 

TORY, are very META in size to the flowers 

O—The petals of your seedling are fine in 

form, but the centre: is defective ; itexhibited when unpacked 
a large yellow disk. 

our seedlings are not improvements upon 
in size and colour dios are gionis sur- 

flower, stout, bri ight in colour, and wel. 

with rosy purple sie rats but UI small; 13, ‘similar 

12, but not so good in colour, M S—Your seedlings 

a not sane] either in size or Menem of colour to mal 

of the flowers at present in cultivation."——4 J—No. 1 light 

tube with sorlet corolla—a good and showy flower, of which 
ral already in cultivation ; 2 is no improvement 

kt coloured varieties long since out.* upon simi 
e W M—102 is good in colour, but rather que 103, 

re are much finer varieties in 

der and distinctin colour and marking."——J7P—1. 

we consider the best among your seedlings, "RP Gate of 

vone A E 6 Am ned ET 

the same wa; id is 1:2, and6 
lis 

quum and forms a good nd 

pretty ; 3, 4, I 

good veined varieties, the latte a b 
striking." ——4J B- , purple, with light throat, is à m. 

variety ; 15, bright oe "with white throat, though sma Ed 

lively and pretty ; ; 2 and 16 are both good. -veined sorts 

too dull.* 
Ses ARLET Pte US st S—Your seedling named tibt 

ge and fine truss, with flowers of th st bri 

ame Elegans e seedling you propose to s trues... The 
arge, forming a fin 

ive a delicate Gee) ae ae Hee, 

osure to light. —— 

ost but there is no novelty in the 

— The seedling you name Empress SE the 

certain grey, and inferior to most of the 
Whites, is an unt 
same colour in Bia ation.” 

Enrara—In the last number of ge ee pi 
B80 0; fore onmeeun jipe,” read 580 o, for “o returning pir at Petumias,” anong 

M.” read * S, W. H.” 

——— 
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SEED WHEAT. 
ED STRAW WHITE WHEAT, AND HOPE- 

TOUN WHITE WHEAT — Varieties whose excellence 

has been tested and acknowledged by very many farmers both 

in England and Scotland,—for Sale at 

WHITFIELD FARM, WOTTON-UNDER-EDGE, 

^ GLOUCESTERSHIRE, 
Price 60s. per quarter; sacks 2s, each. Orders must be accom- 
panied by a remittance or a reference. JOHN MORTON. 

GUANO, &c. : 
ARK FOTHERGILL begs to offer the following 

MANURES on the best terms, viz : 

GUANO, PERUVIAN and AFRICAN, direct from Import 

Warehouses. 

PATAGONIAN and SALDANHA BAY. Ditto. 

80 ASH, for destruction of Wireworm. 
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIM (See Royal Agri. Soc. 

Journal, Vol. vi. Pa 
GYPSUM, (Pure Sulphate of Lime). 

BONE DUST and BONE POWDER. 
SULPHURIC ACID. ROOAL. 

PETRE SALT and AGRICULTURAL SALT for Composts. 

SILICATES of SODA and POTASH, and all other Manures, 

o. 3n reet. 

nt for DINGLE’S HAND SEED-DIBBLE. 

PERUV IAN AND BOLIVIAN GUANO ON 

SALE, BY THE ONLY IMPORTERS, 

A NY GIBBS anD SONS, LONDON; 

Wm. JOSEPH MYERS aw» CO., LIVERPOOL; 

And by their Agents, 
GIBBS, BRIGHT, anv CO., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL; 

COTSWORTH, POWELL, AND PRYOR, LONDON, 

To protect themselves against the injurious consequences of 
using inferior and spurious purchasers are recom- 

mended to apply only to Dealers of: established character, or to 

the above-named Importers, who will supply the article in any 

Wana at their fixed prices, delivering it from the Import 
Warehou 

Ditto, 

ECONOMICAL, EFFECTUAL, AND DURABLE 
ROOFING 

BY HER MAJESTY’S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT. 

(RoecoNS PATENT ASPHALTE ROOFING 

FELT, with which the Committee Rooms of the Houses 

of Parliament are entirely covered. The above Material has 

R.A., ; has been used for several 

years at the Royal Horticultural Society’s Gardens, Chiswick ; 
the Swiss Gardens, Shoreham, Sussex; on the Duke of Buc- 

Cleuch’s, and the Marquis of Anglesey's Property, &c. &e. and 
(under slate) the Royal Agricultural Society's House, Hanover- 

Square; its advantages are—CHEAPNESS, LIGHTNESS, 

DURABILITY,and ECONOMY. Bein on-Conductor, it 

has been proved an efficient ** Protective Material” to Plants, 

PRICE, ONE PENNY. PER SQUARE FOOT. 

Samples and Testimonials sent by Post on applicati 

tention. Ifthe object of agriculture be the supply | 

of human food, we cannot consider that to be the 

most important branch of it which merely provides 
hines for the ical conversion of one sort 

of food into another. 1t is to the produce of the 

land that we must look as either immediately or in- 
directly indicating the excellence of our agricul- 
ture. And improved breeds of animals have never 

yet conferred a high character for cultivation on the 

districts in which they originated. If one were 
asked to point out the counties of Great Britain in 

which thé best farming prevails—those whose sur- 

face in proportion to its natural fertility has been 
made capable of supporting the greatest number of 

inhabitants—Hereford would not be named, nor 

Durham, nor Leicester, nor Sussex. 

Perfect farming will prevail when land shall have 
been made profitably to yield the maximum of pro- 
duce ; and this is to be effected— 

1. By the proper cultivation of the soil. 
2. By a selection of the best plants. 
3. By a selection of the best animals as a means 

of converting some of these plants into human food. 

"These are the fields on one or other of which all 
agricultural improvers are at work; and this, we 

contend, is the order of their relative importance. 
An influence exerted in the first of them is felt 

through all the others ; one acting in the last is felt 
nowhere else. 

The first of these departments and the third have 
hitherto monopolised the efforts and attention of 
improvers. We wish we could divert a portion of 

their energy and perseverance for the benefit of the 
second. 

Tue Improvement or ÅGRICULTURAL PLANTS is 
a subject of the highest importance. It is as pos- 
sible as the improvement of agricultural animals, 
and more valuable results will attend it; but 
hitherto scarcely anything has been done to affect 
it. Why do our national societies not more 
earnestly direct the attention of their members to 
this subject? Prizes should be offered with the 
view of exciting this attention, just as rewards are 
so beneficially offered in order to stimulate the 
efforts of sheep and cattle breeders. The means 

HOMAS JOHN CRoGGON. 
8, Lawrence Pountney-hill, Cannon-street, London. 

The Agricultural Gasette. 
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 5, 1846. 

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 
t. 91 Highland and Agricultural Society, at Wepwranay, ep 

THURSDAY, — 10 nverness. 

Troxspay, = 1o+Agricnlsural Imp. Soc. of Ireland. 
Tavnspax, Z 17—Agriculvaral Imp. Boe; ofIrelana; , 

LOCAL SOCIETIES. 
Flax Society, Belfi E. Soffolk—P: 

ax Boole ings Co.—Arran—Nithedale—E, Cumberland, 

MERS’ CLUBS. 
Sept. 7—Markethill—St. Austell— | Sept, 8—Jedburgh— Watford 

"Wickham-market — Gieat | — 11—Northallerton—Halesworth 
— Newark — West — Wadebridge 

k-si — 15--Brom»grove—Plympton St, 
Mary 

*.* Wr must beg those of our readers who preserve their 

copies of this Journal to refer to their last week's number, and 

with pen and ink make the following corrections in page 585. 
Tn col. b, at line 39 from the top, for “ Wheat” write “what”; 

and, in the 11th line below that, for “near” write “met.” These 

typographical errors have completely obliterated our meaning. 

In the former case our question was ** Well! but agricultural 
improvement of what?” i.e., What is the condition of soil 

referred to as being incapable of profitable improvement? We 

are unwillingly obliged to postpone for a week the further con- 

Sideration of this subject. 

Wuar pains have been taken, and money spent, 
and enthusiasm exhibited, in the IMPROVEMENT or 
THE Breep or our Domestic ÁNIMALS? Read 

the account given by Professor Low* of the labours 
of Rozerr BaxewEeLt and Joun Errwaw, of 

Cuarrrs Corrie and Bensamin Tomkins. How 

fully, too, the usefulness of their efforts has been 

appreciated! Think of the sum of three thousand 
two hundred pounds being given for the hire for 

one season of ten rams; of the enormous prices 

which Cuarres Corzine obtained at the sale of 

his celebrated herd—one thousand guineas for a 
single bull! ‘This is a branch of the farmer's busi- 
ness which all must acknowledge has been most 
liberally patronised. And it deserves the interest 
which it has excited. By means of the improved 
animals it has given us a pound of beef or of mut- 
ton may now be manufactured out of less than 

two-thirds of the food formerly required. The 
farmer is thus able to make much more of his green 
Crops than he formerly could. This is certainly a 
very important consideration, and no one can dis- 

approve of due attention being paid to the means 

y which such a result has been obtained. 

, But what we may and do blame is the compara- 

tive neglect which has been the lot of subjects 

having equal or higher claims upon the farmer's at- 
cre A] 

* Low on the Domesticated Animals. 

of improv t in the forme» case are precisely the 
same as those put in exercise in the latter. 

Hybridising, or cross-breeding, special reference 
being had to the qualities of the parents which it is 
desired either to perpetuate or destroy, is in both 

cases the method by which we seek to improve the 

character of a breed. In horticulture this has long 
been known and applied ; in agriculture, whether 
known or not, it has not till very lately been suc- 
cessfully made use of. 

Not long ago, at one of the weekly meetings of 
the English Agricultural Society, Mr. Maux», of 
Bromsgrove, exhibited some specimens of Wheat 
(the first of their kind) which he had grown from 
seed artificially ripened in this manner. We had 

the pleasure of seeing these specimens, and are thus 

able to attest the complete success in certain in- 

stances of Mr. Mavunn’s experiments. Each ear 
was panied by speci of the varieties 

from which it had been procured, and it exhibited 

in all cases characters intermediate between those 

of its parents, united with that greater vigour of 

growth, which it appears, in the vegetable as in the 

animal world, is the result of a first cross. Mr. 

MauNr's experience, we believe, extends over but 

a very few years, but it is sufficient to warrant high 

expectations of good resulting from an intelligent 
and persevering application of the methods which 
he has thus been the first to adopt. We hope that 

the English Agricultural Society may be induced 
to devise some mode in which its influence may be 
usefully applied to the furtherance of this important 
means of agricultural improvement. 
We conclude with an extract from a letter with 

which we have been favoured by Mr. MavxD upon 
this subject :— 

“The subject involves very extensive inquiry ; 
hybridising without an aim at some specific object 
would be like visiting the mountains of North and 
South Wales, and taking the first ewe from one 
and ram from the other that present themselves, in 
order to obtain an improved breed of sheep. The 
fact is, that in producing new varieties of Wheat, 
the interests of the farmer, miller, and baker, should 

be considered, and to these we may add the caprice 
of the public, which inclines it so decisively to a 

preference of bread that is very white—a whim 

which is administered to by such dainties as alum, 

soda, and plaster of Paris. The breeder of Wheat 

will find as many objects to aim at obtaining as the 

breeder of cattle, and it is not Wheat alone but 

other agricultural plants also that present capa- 

bilities of improvement; the subject, however, 

demands much time and attention, and as Dr 

Linptey justly observes, ‘If the Royal Agricul- 

tural Society were to take up this matter in good 

earnest important results might be obtained.’ By 
the bye, as regards the Royal Agricultural Society, 
js it not much to be desired that all our country 

farmers’ societies and clubs should be attached to 
it? I do not mean as parasites, like the Mistletoe, 

abstracting from, and living upon the ‘circulating 
medium’ of its foster-parent, but like the Ivy on 

the Oak, taking a lofty position from a powerful 
patron. 

* Amongst a few plants in the flower garden, I can 
almost to a certainty produce hybrid varieties be- 
tween two species, but the same facility of effecting 
this does not exist with the cereal plants. In some 
instances not more than 1 in 10 of my experiments 
have been completely satisfactory, notwithstanding 
I invariably extract the anthers ; and if I suspect 
the escape of a single grain of pollen near the 

stigma, I reject that flower altogether as one ior 

experiment. It is not only necessary to guard 
against the fertilisation of the ovary from its own 
anthers only, but it is requisite that all those anthers 
which are situate on the same ear above the ovaries, 

artificially fertilised, should be extracted, or they 
will pour out their pearly globes to the relief of 
your widowed feathery stigmas, and disappoint 
your hopes. 

* More than ordinary care is taken in Nature that 
the Grass tribe (which includes Wheat) shall be 
fertilised by its own pollen, the Wheat breeder 
must, therefore, be proportionately diligent. 

* An opinion prevails that wet weather injures 

Wheat whilst it is in blossom, by washing off its 

pollen. This opinion is erroneous, inasmuch as 

both in wet aud very hot weather fertilisation is 

carried on within the chaff. Often in moist weather 
have I felt much interested, when, wanting pollen, 
I have held the straw and bottom of the ear in my 
warm hand for two or three minutes watching for a 
crop of anthers. Quickly the ripest of them, stimu- 
lated by the warmth, would peep out from their 

seclusion, and gently rising, give me the chance of 
capturing them ere they scattered their contents 
over the expectants beneath them. Sometimes on 
leaving these excited ears, and returning to them 
after 10 or 15 minutes, I have found several anther 

cases as empty as balloons, dancing to the breeze, 
as if joyous that in my absence they had scattered 
every pearl they possessed.” 

THE CATTLE SHOWS AT AGRICULTURAL 
MEETINGS. 

Ix the Agricultural Gazelte for August 15, page 556, 

a correspondent signing himself “ Punchelod” objects 

to your report of the Newcastle Show, because of the 

great prominence you have given the discussions and 

implements over the stock. After the concise, but con- 

elusive manner in which you have settled his objections, 

it would be useless for me to attempt a refutation of his 

arguments; but perhaps I may be allowed to make a 

few observations. Your correspondent endeavours to 

prove that the show of stock rivals, or rather sur- 

passes in imp the exhibition of impl for 
several reasons, but principally because it is more 

popular. He observes that “he has known agricul- 

tural societies dwindle away in all cases where the 

show of animals was not made the most prominent 

portion of the meeting, and this would appear evident 

from the difference observable in the attendance on 

the Thursday at Newcastle, as well as at all the pre- 

vious meetings of the English Society, above all the 
other days.” I grant that the animals attracted a far 
greater concourse of persons than the implements did ; 

but does that fact in any way prove the former to be 

more beneficial to agriculture than the latter? Does it 

net rather show that farmers in general are much less 

familiar with the subject of agricultural mechanics, 

than with the fattening of cattle? Our favourite 

subject is generally that with which we are best ac- 

quainted ; and this is the reason why the tillers of the 

soil will crowd round the overfed animals, eyeing their 

points and handling their flesh, rather than examine 

the mechanism of a machine. The farmer has been 

perfeetly familiar with various breeds of sheep, oxen, 

swine, and horses, from his boyhood ; he has studied 

their habits and management all his lifetime ; and, 

therefore, it is no wonder they should be the selectest 

objects that ever attract his admiration, or engage his 

taste. He knows what the difficulties of breeding are 5 

he has, perhaps, selected his own stock, according to 

his best judgment of size, shape, and quality, singling 

out the choicest specimens from other flocks and herds 

with the most accurate discrimination and the nicest 

care; and, therefore, it is no marvel that he should be 
so interested and gratified by an assemblage of animals, 
the most perfect models yet produced by like skill, at- 

tention, and perseverance. 
Implements, on the other hand, are the favourite ob- 

jects of the mechanie's contemplation. He has to think, 
contrive, and construct various machines; therefore, 
he can admire the ingenuity of new mechanism, and 

appreciate the difficulties overcome. Thusit is, “ every 
man to his taste." The maker of implements does not 
discern the beauties of the animals; the farmer does 

not-comprehend the merits of the machinery. But, as 
I before observed, although the principles of agricul- 
tural mechanies-are not the most conspicuous objects 
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in the farmer’s store of knowledge, are they on that ac-| 
count less useful to him? It must of necessity be that 
whatever relates to the increase of produce is far more 
important than what relates to the conversion of that 
produce into a different kind of food. Bread is the 
“staff of life,"—not meat ; so that, itl ding th: 

[Supr. 5, 

the true position of the proxi ised elements 
of nutrition :— 

Albumen (of blood) d» ^ 10Pr4-28-FP 
ibrin TM . .. e loPr+ SP 

Casein .. m e =. 
In the above, S and P respectively represent sulphur 

e 
“carnal” tastes of the agricultural mind, the produc- 
tion of grain is the principal object of the science; and, 

therefore, imp in cultivation (improveme: 
in implements) are of primary importance; whilst im- 
provements in the breeds of stock are only secondary 
and subordinate. Such being the case, I believe that 
agricultural societies may and ought to exist without 
the show of animals taking the foremost place; or 
this most attractive portion of the meeting might be 
dropped altogether without any “dwindling away ” of 
the members and supporters. Perhaps the following 
example will explain a little how this could be aeeom- 
plished. The association to which I belong, a year or 
two ago, awarded prizes to fat stock, implements, 
labourers, &e., and had been working for some time ex- 
tremely well. At length, for want of more spirit and 
perseverance amongst the subscribers, the funds began 
to fall short, and, by way of retrenchment, the pre- 
miums for stock were dispensed with. The conse- 
quence of this was, that many members withdrew their 
Support ; the meetings were much less numerously at- 
tended; the company evinced less interest and anima- 
tion ; a general dullness pervaded the whole proceed- 
ings ; and, in short, everything manifested a declension 
towards apathy, sluggisl and dissoluti at 
worthy emulation amongst the candidates which had 
been the lifeand energy of the society, was now lost ; 
and the zeal of members who had added to the show- 
yard their cattle and competition, now sunk to a 
“minimum of intensity.” The committee soon per- 
ceived that something more was needful than rewarding 
the ploughman, shepherd, hedger, stacker, thatcher, 
underdrainer, &e. ; they found that the society could 
no longer preserve its tremulous existence unless com- 
petition was excited amongst its members. Accord- 
ingly, prizes have been offered for the best cultivated 
farm, and for the best crop of Turnips. A healthy 
vigour now pervades all the operations, and the com- 
mittee are now realising a thorough and complete 

i ivi ity, and success. revival of activity, p 
This, then, is the secret of a thriving society—not 

only to reward the labourer, but to make the show-day 
one of personal interest to the members, and inculeate 
and impress upon them the important benefits both 
themselves and all agriculture derive from improved 
labourers and better implements.—JZ. A. C. 

ON SOME CHEMICAL POINTS CONNECTED 
WITH THE FEEDING OF CATTLE. 

One of the greatest physiological distinctions between 
ihe vegetable and animal kingdoms consists in the dif- 
ferent food they respectively require for their nutrition 
and growth—the latter consuming organised materials 
for that purpose ; whilst for the former division, unor- 
ganised and mineral matters effect the same end, and 
become converted into organic substances necessary 
for the support of animals. In this manner, dependent 
upon the property it possesses of converting inorganic 
material into organic food, does the vegetable prove 
subservient to the animal kingdom by affording it food 
for growth and sustenance, assimilated by the organs of 
plants into albumen, gluten, and casein, from carbonic 
acid, the refuse of animal respiration ; from the nitrogen 
of the air, and from the minerals. A little consideration 
will show that the difference between the nutrient prin- 
ciples of plants and animals is more real than apparent ; 
in fact, that they are identical. Liebig divides the sub- 
stances of which the food of man is composed into two 
great classes—I. Those into which nitrogen enters as a 
eonstituent—azorisep. II. Those into the constitution 
of which nitrogen does not enter—non-azotisep. Th 
individual substances, according to the above arrange- 
ment, stand thus :— 

I. Vegetable albumen (asthe kernel of nuts, &e.) ; 
vegetable fibrin (or gluten, as in Wheat); vegetable 
casein (or legumin, in Peas, Beans, &e.) Exaetly 
identicaiin composition are—Animal albumen (as white 
of egg); animal fibrin (principal part of animal musele); 
ve casein (entering largely into the composition of 
mi 

© 

ilk). 
Il. Fat, starch, gum, various kinds of sugar, alco- 

hol, &e. 
Chemieal and physiologieal research have shown, un- 

questionably, that among the above substances, the 
proximate principles of animals and vegetables, those 
alone can afford support to an animal which contain 
nitrogen, or belong to the first division ; and that more or 
less of such is required for that purpose according as it 
is deficient or abounds in nitrogen as a constituent. It 
would far exceed the limits of this paper to speak in 
detail of the various modifications of these azotised con- 
stituents, Suffice it to say that albumen, fibrin, and 
casein ie of animal or vegetable origin, are 

ical, 
Mulder has established the existence of a proximate 

principle common to them all, as their basis: to this 
substance he applies the name Protein —the difference 
between the compounds being simply in the presence of 
small and varying quantities of sulphur and phosphorus. 
For the composition of protein, Mulder gives the em- 
pirical formule—Cao Hsi Ns Oro (i. e., 40 carbon, 
31 hydrogen, 5 nitrogen, and 12 ox gen). If Pr. is 
made to represent this substance symbolically, the fol- 
lowing formula will give an approximationj:to, if not 

and phosp e now pass on to the second 
division, the non-azotised elements of nutrition. 

For the due discharge of its various functions, it is 
essential that the auimal body should be kept at a cer- 
tain temperature under whatever varying circumstances 
it may be placed ; this is found to be in man from 98° 
to 100°, and in cattle about 100? ; slight variations in 
the standard are found in the various grades of the ani- 
mal kingdom, according to the habits of the individual 
and the functions it has to discharge, as well as itsmode 
of life. 

This important end is attained by respiration. Re- 
spiration, in a chemical point of view, is simply the 
union of oxygen from the air with carbon contained in 

lungs, is taken into the circulation and converted into 
fat, being found as such in the blood, and is finally de- 
posited in the fat cells. 

is view accords, in a singular manner, with many 
well established faets eonnected with the feeding of 
cattle ; if an animal is fed with highly azotised food it 
becomes full of flesh, especially if, at the same time, 
sufficient exercise is taken to consume the carbonised 
materials by respiration ; but if, on the contrary, sub- 
stances rich in starch or sugar, or other non-azotised 
principles, are employed for food, little flesh is acquired, 
ut abundanee of fat, and this is more particularly the 

case if. rest is enjoined with the use of these materials, 
inasmuch as by such a plan of proceeding less carbon is 
employed in the lungs and more left at liberty to form 
fat. Thus, then, by placing an individual under cireum- 
stances where he consumes less oxygen, a greater quan- 
tity of fat is developed ; such circumstances are found 
in the stall-fed animal, where deficient exercise and ne oes 

the blood. This process of slow t of carbon 
in the lungs is continual, and thus is afforded the due 
amount of heat to the animal economy.  Despretz has 

hed cooling are equivalent'to a diminished supply 
of oxygen, and less waste is consequently experienced 
by motion and inereased efforts to preserve the animal 

shown that 1 oz. of carbon b i. e. union 
with oxygen) evolves 14,207? of heat; Boussingault 
takes, as a mean, the daily consumption of carbon b; 
man to be 14 oz. Now, 14x14,207—198,898? of heat 
given out by man in 24 hours; and by deducting from 
this the loss of heat by vaporisation of water through 
the skin and lungs, we have left about 146,380° of heat 
for the various purposes of the animal economy (Liebig). 
Thus, then, it is evident that the amount of heat de- 
veloped bears a simple proportion to the amount of 
carbon consumed by oxidation in the lungs, and this will 
be dependent upon many and varying circumstances, 
In an easy respiration the quantity of air taken into 
the chest of a man is about 15 or 18 cubic inches ; in 
winter the air, being condensed, will contain, bulk for 
bulk, more oxygen than in summer, when the air is 
expanded ; this remark applies with an equal degree of 
truthtowarm andeoldelimates. Inadditionto anumerous 
train of modifying dependent onthep dingfaets, 
regarding the consumption of oxygen, numerous others 
exist dependent upon peculiar circumstances under 
which the animal may be placed. All motion is attended 
with 1 d respiration, and ] ly the forma- 
tion of an additional amount of carbonic acid; and it 
has already been shown how temperature influences this 
rocess. 
It is, then, to support this important function that 

the non-azotised elements are employed in a great mea- 
sure; the residue serves another purpose, viz, the 
formation of fat, of which we have to speak presently. 
The preponderance of carbon, in these proximate ele- 
ments, over their other constituents would point them 
out as the most fit for the purposes of respiration. 
Their constitution is thus :— 

Fat: 10 0.410 H.40, 
Starch :12 ©. +10 H. +100, 
Sugar: 12 0.49 H. +9 0. 
Alcohol: 4 C.4.6 H. 4-2 0. 

It remains for us now briefly to consider the chemi- 
cal and physiological relations of fat. 

Fat is a peculiar substance deposited in all parts of 
the body, in the cells of the cellular tissue, and appa- 
rently requiring no special structure for its formation. 
It is composed of three fatty acids, viz., stearic, mar- 
garic, and oleic acids,in combination with a peculiar 
organic base (glycerine). These acids vary in different 
kinds of fat; the first abounding in the hard, the second 
in the soft, and the third in the liquid fats and oils. 
Some fats contain peculiar substances, as that of the 
brain, which contains phosphorus. 

Some difference of opinion exists regarding the pro- 
duction of fatty material in the animal economy. e 
French chemists seem inclined to consider that all the 
fat found in the body is derived from the substances 
taken as food containing fat; in fact, that fat is fur- 
nished to the system ready formed. The graminivorous 
tribes take it in ready formed with their food, and car- 
nivorous animals, in whom, however, it is usually very 
scanty, derive it from them; therefore, certainly, di- 
rectly or indirectly, the fat of an animal is derived from 
the fats, oils, wax, &c., more or less of which exists in our 
vegetable food. But as it is an undoubted fact that the 
quantity of fat in an animal is by no means always pro- 
portional to the quantity he derives from his food, we 
are led to conclude that the power of producing fat 
exists as well in the animal as vegetable world. While 
Oats contain as much as 5.6 of fatty matter, Turnips 
contain scarcely any, yet animals speedily fatten on 
them. Again, Boussingault has shown that in the pro- 
cess of fattening pigs more fat is formed than is found 
in their food. Mulder remarks—-* The opinion that fats 
may really be produced in the animal body from the 
food is strongly supported by the fact that some fais 
are actually and necessarily produced ; for instance, 
fats of the brain, cholesterin, cetin, and many other 

p ting fact has been pointed 
out by Dr. Playfair, that the lungs of the good feeding 
breed of eattle are of small capacity, giving us this in- 
ference, that respiration is in them reduced, as it were, 
to the smallest capacity. 

It is impossible in short limits to follow Liebig 
fhrough his abstruse but interesting course of reason- 
ing; but it is desirable to show how readily the non- 
azotised principles may become fat. If, for example, 
we take for the purpose of illustration, starch. Iffrom 
this substance we subtract one equivalent of carbonic 
acid, and seven of oxygen, we have left the elements of 
fat thus: C12 Hio O10—(C O2+0 7)=Cii Hio O; if 
by peculiar processes in the animal organism, fat is thus 
formed by a separation of oxygen and carbonie acid, 
then it is probable that these latter substances are not 
given out in the free state; in faet we know they are 
not; but that they meet in the system with other snb- 
stances, with which they possess the property of enter- 
ing into combination, 
“Whatever views," writes Liebig, “we may enter- 

tain regarding the origin of the fatty constituents of the 
ody, this much at least is undeniable, that the herbs 

and roots consumed by the cow contain no butter ; that 
in hay or other fodder of oxen no suet exists ; that no 
hog'slard can be found in the Potato refuse given to 
swine ; and that the food of geese or fowls contain no 
goose or capon fat. The masses of fat found in these 
animals are formed in their organism ; and when the 
full value of this fact is recognised, it entitles us to con- 
clude that a certain quantity of oxygen, in some form 
or other, separates from the constituents of their food 3 
for without such separation of oxygen, no fat could be 
formed from one of these substances." 

Great interest has lately been excited on the question 
of fattening cattle, in q of import: 
which has been attached to it in connection with the 
question of the repeal of the malt-tax. It has been 
argued that the agricultural interest would be mate- 
rially benefited by such repeal, as under such circum- 
stances malt might be then advantageously used for the 
fattening of cattle. But before giving up a revenue of 
nearly 5,000,000/., afforded by the tax on malt, Govern- 
ment determined to test the question experimentally, 
and accordingly employed Dr. Thompson and Dr. R. 
Thompson to examine the matter. Their report on the 
subject contains results of an. extremely interesting 
character, both as regards the comparative value 0} 
malt and Barley in the production of milk and butter im 
the cow, as well as the production of fat in animals. 

Before a determinate conclusion can be formed of 
the relative value of these two substances for the pre- 
ceding uses, several important facts must be understood 
and borne in mind respecting the relation of malt and 
Barley to each other. 100 parts of Barley, dried at à 
temperature of 2129,]eaves 90:54 of dry matter, ie.» 
loses nearly 10 per cent. of moisture. The dried speci- 
men consisting of C 46:11, H 6:65, N 1:91, O 42:24, 
Ash 3:09—100. The quantity of N (nitrogen) would 
indicate about 12:25 per cent. albumen. 
By the process of malting, Barley undergoes a pecu- 

liar change, that of germination. Barley is steeped iD 
water, and then exposed to air in thick layers, at ? 
moderate p and frequently turned ; thi9 
produces germination of the seed; the process is the 
checked by drying in a current of warm air as soon a9 
the sprouts have acquired a length about equal to 
that of the seeds; they now constitute malt, The 
essential change which is caused by these processes, 
far as regards our present purpose, is the production 0 
a peculiar substance, diastase, in all probability at E e 
expense of the fibrin of the grain, by which the amyAa- 
ceous portion is partly converted into dextrine (2 MOA 
fication of starch), and finally, into sugar. 3 

During the process, there is a considerable evolution 

peculiar fats, Now, if fats are produced in the animal 
body, it must be either from other fats or from other sub- 
stances, such as starch. Both processes are the same, 
in so far as in every case there must be a re-arrange- 
ment of the elements. In a scientific point of view, 
therefore, there is nothing unlikely in the opinion that 
animals are able to produce fat.” Liebig is another 
opponent of the doctrine, and brings forward most 
powerful reasoning to support his view of the subject. 
He considers fat to be produced from the starchy and 
saccharine matter consumed by animals ; all excess of 
these principles not employed in the produetion of heat 
by the combustion of the constituent carbon in the! 

of earbonie acid, produced from the carbonaceous pore 
tions of the Barley uniting with the oxygen of the air 5 

this consumption, and other losses during the process, 
by steeping, &e., cause a dimunition in the weight 

the grain, amounting to about 13 per cent. E 
ing, the two substances thus stand in relation 
proximate constituents :— 

ter * 
to their 

Malt Barley 
Gluten .. 3 15 
Sugar oe 4 m 
Gum Aot. 69 
Starch 141588 

"100 . 100 : 
The total loss which Barley sustains by malting 
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(Thompson is quoted) amounts to more than 19 per 
cent. But, as Barley contains 12:1 per eent., and malt 
7°06 of water, 6 parts out of the 19 per cent. are water, 
80 that there is actually only lost 13 solid matter. Thus 
Water, 6 ; saline matter, 0-41 ; organic matter, 12:52— 
19. The elementary constitution of Malt is as follows : 
—C 44:78, H 7-06, N 1:62, O 44-76, Ash 177—100. 

Ina few wordsthen,by malting,in reference to Barley: 
the soluble.salts are much diminished, so that a larger 
quantity of the former grain would be required to pro- 
uce the salis necessary for animal purposes. The 

quantity of nitrogen is also inferior, and hence in equal 
weights the nutritive power of Malt must be less than 
that of Barley. The carbon is also lessened in quantity, 
while the starch and gum is diminished, and the sugar 
increased. 

Having briefly considered the chemical difference 
which exists between Malt and Barley, we return to 
Dr. Thompson’s practical experiments, These were 
Performed on two lean bullocks three years of age, and 
as near as possible the same in constitution. The 
Weight of one bullock A, was 9 cwt. 7lbs. ; of the other 
B, 10 cwt. 106 lbs. Both were fed on the same kind of 
food, excepting that the same amount of Barley was 
given to one, and malt to the other. Hay was found to 
be essential, for when Barley and Malt were given alone, 
the animals loathed it and left it unconsumed. In the 
first instance, 6 lbs. of Barley was given to A, and 6 lbs. 
of Malt to B, a quantity which was speedily raised to 9 
and then 12 Ibs. ; a quantity beyond this could not be 
Safely used. Experiments were carried on in this 
Manner with these animals from lst to the l4th of 
October, and the quantity of food consumed was, by 

A. of Barley, 198 ibs. ; of Hay, 312-7769 ibs, 
B. of Malt 198 Ibs. ; s — 91175 Ibs. 

, Under these circumstances the increase of weight in the 
animals was by A. 109 lbs., by B. 90:5 lbs. Inanother 
trial with similar conditions, A. gained 55 and B. 44 Ibs. 
Among many trials by Dr. Thompson regarding the 

production of milk, &¢., in cows, one is peculiarly appli- 
cable to our present purpose: 100 Ibs. of mixed Barley, 
hay and Grass, produced 8:17 lbs. of milk, and 1:95 Ibs. 
of butter, and the animal gained 80 lbs. in weight ; but 
when 100 Ibs. of malt and hay were given, the produce 
was, of milk, 7:95 Ibs., of butter, 1°92 Ibs., and a dimi- 
nution of 42 Ibs. in the weight of the cow. 

These experiments (noticed in the Gardeners’ Chro- 
nicle, April 4, 1846,) show in every respect the advan- 
tage of Barley over malt for feeding cattle ; that it is 
Superior used comparatively with malt in sustaining the 
Weight and strength of animals. This diminished power 
in malt is apparently to be sought for in the lessened 
Quantity of azotised and saline matter; as alluded to 
Previously, these two classes of substances are so essen- 
tial for the isl and reparation of the body, 
that without them in a due and proper proportion the 
System eannot be preserved in a healthy condition, an 
fit for the discharge of the duties it has to perform. In 
order to employ malt ad geously and ical], 
for fattening, it should weight for weight show an effect 
decidedly superior to Barley ; for not only (leaving out 
the question of duty) isit more expensive, on account 
of the cost of production from the raw grain, but the 

E i d aus a id bl processes to which it is cause 
diminution of weight, so that 100 parts of Barley are 
equivalent to about 87 of malt; this loss of valuable 
material for our-present purposes is, it is true, attended 
by inerease of bulk, yetit is not by bulk but by weight 
that we must estimate for the purpose of feeding. 

Dr. Thompson thus writes of malt :—“ The only ad- 
vantage which it seems to hold out in cattle feeding is, 
the relish which it gives to a mash, but as this depends 
entirely upon the sugar which it contains, and which 
has been produced from the starch of the Barley, it is 
obvious that the same flavour may be imparted by the 
addition of an equivalent amount of molasses or sugar, 
Should it be considered expedient."— William Procter, 
M.R.C.S.L., York, August 13. 

Home Correspondence. 
. Agricultural Improvement.—Many are the sugges- 

tions by the advocates of this subject. Some account 
for our backwardness by finding fault with the land- 
lord; some with their agents; and others with the 
tenantry; and I am of opinion much remains to be 
done by all. First, I would suppose the term or lease 
of an estate is nearly ended ; the landlord is inclined to 
let, and the tenant wishes to take the farm for another 
term ; but there arises difference of opinion (as is fre. 
quently the ease between buyer and seller) respecting 
the yearly value. The landlord advertises his farm, 
and, of course, has an undoubted right to put his pro- 
perty in the market,as much as the tenant has his 
Sheep or eattle ; but too often the term is so short, that 
he does not get so much for his farm as he would if the 
term was for 21 years, and the premises in good repair. 
Sevondly, the agent has great responsibility, and, no 
doubt, great influence with his employer, and much 
n may be done for the landlord by attending to the 
arm buildings, making such conveniences as would 
enable the tenant to save his manure properly, and 
Supply the land with a great portion of that 
Matter taken from it by his crops, instead of send- 
ing his horses at a distance for manure at such expense; 
also, by making 2] years leases, and drawing them u 
Without those conflicting and restrictive clauses which, 
if Strictly attended to by the tenant, would render it im- 
HS for him to pay his rent. "Thinking it sufficient 
M ihe landowner's property be kept from injury, the 

Solicitor or any other man cannot be competent to lay 

down a general system of cropping applicable to all FE) rest, 10/. besides having acquired habits of industry 
and situations. I believe a long lease would make the 
tenant exert himself and call the latent abilities into 
action. Thirdly, some have attempted to find excuse 
for the tenant by saying they are forced to take their 
farms on account of their families ; but this I sincerely 
believe to be a fallacy. I was, about 15 months ago, 
similarly situated in this respect, with a large family. 
My term being at anend, I had a wish to take my farm 
again, but not at too high a rent. Iam bound to say I 
was treated with as much kindness and respect as any 
tenant has'a right to expect. We could not agree in 
price, and the farm was offered to the public, and 
eventually let to another ; consequently, I was obliged 
to find some other residence. Under these circum- 
stances I was not the least alarmed ; for had it so hap- 
pened that I could not suit myself with an estate, 
had d ined to seek empl t for myself and 
family in some one or other of the 2465 classes or occu- 
pations mentioned by Mr. Almack. My opinion is this 
—that if the landlord keeps his property in good repair, 
and his steward offers it on good 2l-year leases, and 
the tenant farms it with sufficient capital, and educates 
his children in a proper manner, that then, and not till 
then, shall we see agriculture flourish as it ought, and 
supply the community in abundance, and our land 
now out of cultivation brought in, and giving yearly 
heavy crops.— Christopher Spear, Halton Barton, 
Aug. 20. 

Savings Banks, Odd Fellowship and Benefit Socie- 

ties.—Lest my silence might be misconstrued into an 
acquiescence in the plausible remarks put forth by 

your correspondents W. Brown and Prof. Henslow on 

e superior ad of odd fellowship and benefit 

societies, as compared with savings-banks, I will pro- 

ceed to make a few observations in defence of the latter. 
While I still adhere to the opinion that ings-bank: 

m 

and carefulness. A temptation to the alehouse soon 

runs up a shot ; a day's wages are soon lost, and thus 
5s. are gone without thought and profit. This sum in 
the bank would make an excellent beginning towards 
rent, or the other necessaries which I have pointed out. 
By saving a little money, a great gain may be effected 
by laying in Potatoes, and other articles of consump- 

tion, at the best hand; and there are many other ways 

of saving by means of a little cash beforehand. Sup- 

posing a labourer has occasion to borrow, what is so 
likely to obtain him credit as his having been a regular 
saver in the bank? If he has been unfortunate, what 
is so likely to get him a character as his beginning to 
save? But the ad ges of such institutions are in- 
numerable ; these I have already pointed out in former 
communications ; and I trust your correspondents will 
entertain the same opinion with me with regard to the 
superior advantages of savings banks over benefit 
societies and odd fellowship, even on “ safe principles.” 
A rey. gentleman, a no mean authority too, has given 
it as his opinion, that all benefit societies will not be 
able to withstand insolvency, “an end," he says, “at 
which, I fear, without exception, every one is certain 
to arrive at last,” so that I am not surprised at your 
correspondent adopting the term “safe principles” in 
regard to these societies. Savings banks, on the other 
hand, as has been observed by an able writer, “ are cal- 
culated to serve the country in the best of all possible 
ways, by enabling every man to serve himself ; they 
hold out encouragement to youth, comfort to middle 
life, and independence to old age, and a perpetual op- 

portunity to men to improve their condition from gene- 

ration to generation."—J. H. 
Management of Manures: Manure Bin Towers, 

see p. 907.—1 have sent you an oe E showing P 3 4 

must be made to supersede the former societies, as 
effecting a larger share of good among the industrious 

classes, I am far from being disposed to cavil at the 
latter, or to dwell on the petty abuses which have been 
charged against them by some. The principle of both 

societies, so far as its extent goes, is admirable. But it 

aims only at a prospective provision, which is in very 

many cases rendered uncertain by a premature death ; 

and that in fact while it provides only for sickness and 

the consequent incapacitated, it denies the emergent 

wants of those who lay by in store. While some are 

some imp of the manure- 

grab, described in the article which appeared in the 

Gazette of the 25th ult. Further consideration of the 

utility of manure bin-towers induces me to think they 
will afford great facilities for carrying on the manufac- 
turing of farm-yard manures, which, if rightly under- 
stood and earried on ina methodical manner, would 
effect the entire saving of all the fertilising matter pro- 
duced in a farm-yard. I conceive the most important 

part of the process to be that of collecting the litter 

and other matter, in an incipient state of fermentation, 
or rather, in such condition that when heaped together 

ES 6 alleviated in distress from the natural 
which human frailty is exposed, a larger proportion of 
the members of these societies who have contributed for 
a lengthened period, do not derive the smallest benefit. 
Besides, in nearly every instance, the allowance granted 

to the infirm by these societies is inadequate for their 

support, and if they seek for relief from their parishes 
they are denied, and that, too, on the plea of the small 

pittance thus allowed them. But there is a predomi- 

nant evil with regard both to odd fellowship and benefit 
societies. I have always had an inveterate prejudice 
against their meetings being held at public-houses. The 
number of societies thus held, and the amount squan- 
dered away in those places are facts almost incredible, 

though of course there are exceptions. Besides the 

cruel waste of hard-earned money, the mischief to 
morals is still more serious, by the encouragement of 

intemperance. The garb of effecting good serves as a 

cloak for promoting evil. The objects which the sav- 

ings-bank, the temperance society, the societies for im- 
proving the condition of the labourer and improving 

the dwellings of the poor, and even the Society of Odd 

Fellows and Benefit Society, seek to attain, are all to 

some extent in consequence defeated. But I do not 

speak in disparagement of these societies ; by an ex- 

tended principle and better management increasing 

ood may be done by them. I should rejoice to see 

benefit societies and the societies of odd fellows more 

generally conducted by the clergy, notwithstanding the 

recognition by them of, and the interest which they 

at present appear to take in, odd fellowship especially, 

according to your correspondent W. Brown. With 

regard to savings-banks, it is ded by Professor 
Henslow, that “ with his present wages the agricultural 

labourer can seldom derive much advantage from them.” 

I will assume the agricultural savings-bank deposit 
and there are many of this class—to be in the same 

position as the agricultural labourer who contributes to 
the benefit society, and partakes of the “ annual feast ;” 
and compare the advantages derived by the former over 
the latter, by saving 2s. a week (and he can deposit 
to as low as 6d.), and going regularly on for ten 
years, he would at the age of 28 have in the bank 
both savings and interest, about 60/. He will thus find 
hard work grow easier, because it increases his gains. 
He will necessarily contract such habits as will make 
his savings useful. He will shun idleness, and turn 
away from the alehouse. "Though he may look forward 

to the comforts of marriage, he will be in no hurry to 

bring upon himself the charges of a family. e may 

safely embark his capital in a little concern which will 

render him prosperous in society. He may increase his 

little stock in the buying of a pig, a cow, a horse, or 
improve his allotment to advantage. One shilling 

a week saved by a farm labourer of the age of 14 or 18, 

will, with the interest, amount to 20/. in seven years. 

It is true that a savings bank holds out the best pro- 

spect, as I have before observed, to those who are 

young and unencumbered. If the ploughboy of 12 years 

of age can lay by 3d. a week till he is 14, then 6d. 

a week till he is 16, and then 1s. a week till heis 18, he 

will have accumulated in the bank, including the inte- | | 

in the they will be readily excited into fer- 

mentation. Itis very certain that if collected in this- 
precise state, no loss of the fertilising matter can 
have taken place, because the elements of the 
straw, animal matter, &c., have not been de- 

veloped by decomposition aud formed into new com- 

pounds, that may be dissipated in the air, or washed 
out by rain-water. Another very important point 
in the manufacturing of. manure is that of collect- 

ing the urine, and other liquid manures. I am of opi- 

nion that if collected, undiluted with water, no more: 

would be produeed than could be absorbed by the ma- 
nure in the bins ; it would be necessary, before pump- 

ing it up into them, to hollow out the surface of the 
manure into the form of a basin, and making the bottom: 
full of holes, so that the liquid could penetrate the 
mass ; without this precaution, the liquid would flow to- 
the sides of the bin, and there find its way down the 
sides of the wall, instead of being absorbed by the 
manure. The watery portion of the liquid manure is 
the solvent holding the fertilising matter in solution ; it 
is also the medium by which the insoluble matter is. 
held suspended in the liquid manure. Now, if this. 
water can be got rid of by evaporation, the solid matter- 
will remain mixed up with the manure in the bins. I 

think it is very probable that a large portion of the- 

water will be so got rid of, and for this reason: the 

temperature of so large a mass of vegetable and animal 

matter as would be contained in one of the bins, would 

be many degrees higher during the greater part of the 

year than that of the atmosphere outside of it, and there- 

fore evaporation would go on so long as there was this 
diff. o p I d position of the 
manure has been rightly managed before theliquid ma. 

nure is pumped upon it, there will not, I apprehend, be 
any loss of its fertilising elements, the volatile matters. 

(in both liquid and solid manure) will have been con- 

verted into a fixed substance, and no change can then 

take place by the evaporation of moisture from the 

organic matter with which they may be combined. 

After the lapse of a certain period, the contents of a 

bin might be inverted by emptying one bin into another; 

this could be done very readily by means of a grab and 
crane. If the process here suggested for the manufae- 
turing of manure was carefully carried out, there is T 

think but little doubt that the whole of the solid and 
liquid manure produced in a fold-yard would be con- 
verted into matter containing double the quantity of 
fertilising ingredients to be found in an equal bulk of 
ordinary farm-yard manure. If the process were 
carried still further, so as to reduce the mam 
to a coarse powder, and without any loss of its 
fertilising elements, we shall have found out, not the 
philosopher's stone, but thing nearly equivalent to- 
it in the production of a powerful fertiliser of known 
value, uniform, or pretty nearly so, in its effects, and of 
extreme portability and facility of management ; and I 
do not at all despair of seeing this accomplished. 

Science, skill, and capital have effected greater wonders. 
than this. The manure-bin towers might be built of any 
height, if pressure should befound to accelerate the manu- 
facturing of th nd th ber of binsi d 
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placing them thus(ona ground plan), witha light portable i 

eed 
ERE We ae 

crane, travelling upon a railway laid down upon the 
longitudinal wall betwixt the two rows of bins. By 
means of such an arrangement as this, the greatest 
facility would be afforded for filling and emptying the 
bins, or for mixing the contents of one or more bins 
together. Any one familiar with the use of cranes in 
warehouses, docks, &c., will understand how readily 
and expeditiously vast quantities of materials may be 
removed by them.— Henry Liddell, Beveriley-road, 
Hull, Aug. 1. 
Draining.—Having read your Leading Article of 

August 8th, on the draining lecture at Newcastle, I beg 
to ask whether I am not right in supposing that a 
shallow drainer must be he who does not go deep enough, 
and he must be a deep fellow who just hits the mark. 
The truth is, that as no physician, however learned, 
would undertake the cure of a patient without a per- 
sonal serutiny of his idiosyneracies, neither would Mr. 
Smith, of Deanston, Mr. Parkes, nor any other profes- 
sor of draining, tackle a field without ascertaining pre- 
viously whether its peculiarities required any particular 
depth of drainage.— Constant Reader. 

anagement of Farm-yard Manure.—1 beg, as “ A 
Constant Reader? of your Paper, to reply to an article 
of 25th July, on this subject, which is so glaringly in- 
consistent, that, as an agriculturist, I will not give it 
even the sanction of silence. Firstly, our “ Amateur 
Farmer,” of Beverly-road, Hull, proposes to build a 
Square tower, 25 feet in height, surmounted by a crane, 
which will answer the amusing purpose of hoisting the 
litter from the yard, and depositing it in the tower; there 
he hopes it will generate a fermentation analagous to 
that of a hot-bed ; and, of course, reduce his dung to a 
similar state. When the fermentation has ceased, and 
the dung is cold, the fibre of the straw being entirely 
broken down, he will spread it in sheds in layers to dry, 
preparatory to grinding in a mill, which must be erected 
for the purpose, and eventually (to complete this “ fa- 
vourite project? of his) to sow this elaborately pre- 
pared dung in a drill with corn, in the form of a “coarse 
powder ;” but your correspondent anticipates (and very 
rightly too) an excess of fermentation in his dung while 
stored in the tower; this he will prevent, with his usual 
ingenuity, by an over-dose of liquid manure, forgetting 
in his hurry to find a remedy for the natural offspring 

his “ favourite system” that by giving this cooling 
draught, although it is true he will first dirainish heat, 
it will ultimately heighten fermentation,—for, without 
moisture, fermentation could not exist; therefore, to 
add liquid manure to his tower of dung, is in effect to 
aid an already ruinous decomposition. But here, let 

d 

may have been unfortunate enough to join a lodge 
under the guidance of an unfit person, and where its 
laws were violated with impunity, should he thus rail 
against Odd Fellowship at large. If he ever belonged 
to the Manchester Unity, why did he not take the more 
honourable course of endeavouring, by example, to stay 
these irregularities. The things are widely different 
in description; Odd Fellowship is not a blind for 
drunkenness and excess, but to enable the many to 
alleviate the sufferings of those brothers who may be 
unfortunate enough to require aid, by an allowance of 
10s. 6d. per week, with the best of medical attendance ; 
it is well to place money in the savings' banks ; but who 
knows how early the hand of affliction may be laid upon 
us; the sum laid by out of the small earnings of a 
workman are soon expended, and he either becomes 
dependent on the casual benevolence of friends, or ends 
his days in a Union. My calculation as to the expenses 
differs widely from that of your correspondent, as with 
monthly meetings, oftener being unnecessary, such 
sums as 4/, 10s. in the first year, and 3/. 10s. cannot 
without excess be expended ; it is true they would be 
better, or less expensive held at school-rooms, but as 
in many eases these are not to be obtained, a respect- 
able inn is the only alternative left us. I cannot 
imagine how the statement of your d can 

agriculture in opposition to those principles must bear the loss 
of his experiments. But at the same time that they could 
make that certain, it was equally proper that they should 
admit cultivation upon particular scientific principles, am 
without reference to the accumulated experience of centuries, 
to be equally destructive. There was required in agriculture 
a union of practice with science. Science did not consist in an 
aggregation of hard words in a book, Whatever a person tho- 
roughly understood was science; and whether it was couched 
in the most ordinary expressions, or whether it was necessary 
where there were not ordinary words to make new ones in order 
to give the idea a proper expression, it was equally thorough 
knowledge. And the Belgian peasant who, upon 4 or 5 acres 
of land, by a perfect system of manufacturing and rotation of 
crops, succeeded in producing an amount of vegetable produce 
which would astonish the farmer of 20 acres, although that 
Belgian peasant might never in his life have attended to a lec- 
ture upon abstract science, nor have become acquainted ed with 
its nomenclature, was still a scientific agriculturist ; his system 
of cultivation secured the fertility of the soil against diminu- 
tion—gave permanent employment to a great number of people, 
and allowed them to rear up their families in habits of industry, 
virtue, and content. aren 

The following, again, is a portion of the speech of 
Mr. Smita, of Deanston, in connection with the toast of 
“Green cropping, thorough draining, and subsoiling.” 

He said—He looked back with great satisfaction to what had 
been already accomplished by the Society. With the exception 
of Ballinasloe, he had attended allits meetings from the com- 
mencement. He could, therefore, bear testimony to the 

He was pleased to 
g 

be accounted for, where he says we often see in land- 
lords advertising the house “ four or five Odd Fellows 
Clubs held here,” as in the 211th law it states, no new 
lodge shall be opened, if proved injurious ; whilst there 
can be no doubt existing of its injurious effects on one 
already established at the same house. Trusting this 
will, in some measure, erase the erroneous impressions 
the statements at page 572 may have made as to the 
objects and stability of Odd Fellowship, with its 
abuses, I leave the subject to be impartially considered 
by your numerous readers.— 4m Odd Fellow, Star of 
Charity Lodge. 

Societies. 
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL IMPROVEMENT 

SOCIE Me 
Tue late Great Annuat Muerine of this Society at 

Limerick has been a very successful one. It has “ re- 
flected the highest credit on the Society generally ; but 
on the arrangements of the local committee especially,” 
fully bearing out the most sanguine anticipations. So 
says the Dublin Farmers’ Gazette, from whose columns 
we shall extract such portions of a long report as we 
can find room for. 

Council Dinner.—The following is an extract from 
ORD Devon’s speech in advocacy of the toast ‘ The 

s often delighted with the well-kept demesnes of 

me congratulate your worth ip on the 
efficiency of his system; and, if he is i to 
give his favourite project a trial, and grind his dung 
to be sown with a drill, I cannot recommend to hima 
plan better adapted to his system than the one he has 
proposed: a tower for dung, a mill to grind it, and a 

ill to sow it. Surely your Hull correspondent is 
gifted with considerable originality and power of inven- 
tion. Doubtless, he will soon favour your subscribers 
with another lecture on farm-yard dung, which, by the 
help of fermentation, compression, drying, and grind- 
ing, will enable the admiring pupils of his system to 
concentrate the dung for an acre of land into an accom- 
modating bulk for the waistcoat pocket.—A Cornish 
Farmer. 

Crops on the Clays of Nottingham, August 10.— 

WHEAT. BARLEY, | Oars. BEANS. DILLS. | 
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July 7. 
Odd Fellowship. —In reading your columns of last 

week I was not a little surprised to find such an un- 
worthy attack made upon an Order based upon princi- 
ples so sound, so at variance with everything in the 
shape of drunk and i lity, as Odd Fellow- 
ship ; it may be thatin the neighbourbood in which 
your correspondent resides, it has, notwithstanding its 
good intentions, fallen, through the imprudence of some 
of its members, into disrepute ; yet why, because he 

i i n he did not perceive that those improvements 
extended beyond the demesne walls. How pleased on the other 
hand he often felt, when after spending the evening at one of 
the many hospitable mansions which were open to him during 
the course of that tour, he walked out on the following morn- 
ing with the hospitable owner of the house; how gratified he 
was to see his friend meet with the smiles of the farmer of 
ten acres to whom a little attention had been paid—whose cot- 
tage had been improved by his landlord —whose little stock had 
received a small addition from the same friendly care, and who 
had been thus taught that his landlord had an interest in his 
welfaré. He could see the smile of gratitude brightening up 
the features of that farmer for the attentions which was paid 
him, and the certain foundations of contentment and happiness 
resting on a reciprocal basis of mutual good-will and kindli- 
ness. He was beginning from those instances, to see that the 
improvement of Ireland, with a soil fertile almost beyond 
others, was increasing. He was beginning to have hopes of this 

he was thinking that Ireland would soon rise to 
her position—high in the scale of the nations of the earth, He 

farmers, and showing them that they had interests which 
ihould be attended to—that the peasantry too should be made 

to feel that their lot was taken into consideration, and that all 
should experience that care and that attention which it was 
their solemn duty to bestow. > 

The following is an abridgment of Sir R. Kawr's 
speech, in acknowledgment of the toast “ Practice with 
Science :” 

He considered it most desirable that agricultural practice 
and science should be identified in Ireland, and through the 
exertions of that and similar societies, that the highest possible 
development should be given to each of those expressions. 
The practice of agriculture had been continued through such 
a succession of years, as to entitle it to be considered the most 
ancient, as it had always been the most honourable occupation 
of man ; but the science of agriculture, although to a certain 
degree sketched out at a very early period, had but lately com- 
menced to be properly cultivated, is did not by any means 
arise from the opinion that agriculture was of a low character; 
but from the difficulty of solving the problem of the application 
f science to agriculture, till science had arrived at the condi- 

tion which it had begun to hold, Tn overy other art they could 
place their materials in any condition which they chose; but, 
in agriculture, they must be content with the condition of the 

i vc., so proverbially variable; and the materials on 
which they worked were in every locality in process of altera- 

i ence it was that it remained for the present age to lay 
the foundation of a true science of agriculture. was certain 
that such were the arrangements of external nature and the 
bounteous wisdom of Providence, in a majority of countries, 
especially in their own, that it required but the industry of man 

enable him to reap from the overflowing ature a 
harvest suficient for his purposes; but this could not be per- 
manent, This fertility could only last for a certain period of 
time; and unfortunately in the most highly-cultivated districts 
in this country, although not so much as in others, this fact 
had been demonstrated, But their knowledge of the climate, 
of the nature of the soil, of the growth and the produce of the 
earth, should enable them to render agriculture subservient to 
their wishes, and not them sut ient to the ci of 
Hee Nature. He felt that they had arrived at that con- 
dition in science that they might say with e, as men of sci- 
nce, that they could assume the principles on which successful 
agriculture could ,be founded ; and any individual carrying on 

creased facility of intercourse afforded, he hoped that the time 
not far distant when they would have such shows annually 

in their city. oubt green cropping was one of the most 
important adjuncts, but without thorough draining and plough- 
ing it would be. impossible to have green cropping. The 
foundation was—commence by thorough draining Ireland. 

here was not a more profitable expenditure of money or 
labour than that employed in thorough draining—money so 
expended was in fact better disposed of than money placed in 
the bank—for it would ultimately bring wealth and prosperity 
to the country. In his opinion what they required was em- 
ployment for their labour, It was clear that this could not be 
done without capital, and an admixture of larger farmers with 
the small. How were they to introduce the former without 
dispossessing the latter? There was no great difficnlty about 
it. He would introduce the large farmers upon the waste lands 

He came down to Limerick by posting and he passed through 
arich and interesting country which would be rendered more 
productive if a system of green cropping were pursued—and 
Ireland would become as prosperous in her agricultural condi- 
tion as Scotland. He did not, however, in coming along the 
road see more than 50 acres of Turnips, though he was satis- 
fied that the country would have grown many thousand acres 
of Turnips. 

Farmers’ Clubs. 
Mamsronn: Aug. 13.—The hon, Secretary brought 

up the report of the agricultural members of the club; 
who had visited the farm of Mr. Barnes at Staplehurst- 

The Chairman produced a letter from Mr. Barnes, in 
which he requested, as the secretary had objected to 
give the Maidstone Journal report, and as no report 
had appeared in the Gazette, that the society should not 
approve of any official report on his farm. The hon, 
Seeretary said that he had withheld his own report 
from publication in the Gazette, in deference to the 
gentlemen who had been deputed to report officially. 
The hon. Secretary then read the report, which was as 
follows :— Report : Mr. W. Barnes, of Staplehurst, hav- 
ing invited the members of the Maidstone Farmers’ 
Club, and also those of the Weald of Kent Farmers’ 
Club, to inspect his mode of cultivating clay lands, it 
was agreed that the members of the two clubs, after 
inspecting Mr. Barnes's farms, should dine together at 
the South-Eastern Hotel, and afterwards avail them- 
selves of the opportunity for a little friendly discussion 
on agricultural topics. This design was carried out on 
Tuesday, the 28th July. All the agricultural members 
of the two clubs having been invited, it was not perhaps 
necessary, in strict regularity, that any official report 
should be made ; but as only about one-fifth of the mem- 
bers of the Maidstone Club were present, and as any 
imp: in the cultivation of clay soils is of great 
importance to Kent, the agricultural members of the 
party consider that some description of Mr. Barnes’s 
practice may not be unacceptable to the members gene- 
rally who were absent. The party, about 60 in number, 
assembled on the morning of the above day,at Cross-at- 
hand gate, and were conducted over his three farms by 
Mr. Barnes, who took great pains to point out and ex- 
plain the particulars of his practice, more particularly 
where it differed from the practice of his neighbours. 
Two of Mr. Barnes’s farms lie very wide apart in the 
parish of Staplehurst, the other being in Marden. 

These farms partake very much of the character of all 
Weald of Kent clay farms ; the soil, probably the most 

stiff, retentive, and impracticable of any in England, an 

especially requiring to be laid perfectly dry, and sub- 

jected to the ameliorating agencies of the sun, the rain, 

and the frost. The farms are generally, excepting the 
home farm, divided into small inelosures, by A 

hi ak timber growing in thick hedges and coppices, W 
have the double effect of keeping the land in. shade, and 
of robbing it of its fertility. It will perhaps startle an 
open land farmer, when he hears that in the Weald of 

Kent, the average size of the fields, in several parishes 
on this soil to which open cultivation is so ER > 

is under five acres! A very small proportion 9 h = 
Weald is drained ; the land is laid in warps OF n dm b and everywhere may be seen the effects of the is O= 

ward circumstances by which the Weald d Wheat rounded. Oat crops 18 ins. or 2 ft. high; S di 1 Med 
crops in proportion, meet the eye !n PEDIS E 
Where a single tree stands alone; the effect of its s hade 
on the crop may be traced almost as Ede n D 
circle had been drawn round it by aline. These are the 
circumstances under which Mr. Barnes frequently grows 
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five quarters of Wheat per acre, and large crops of 

Turnips and Mangold Wurzel. Having an agreement 

in his tenure that he shall be paid for unexhausted im- 

provements, he drains his land with tiles, at distances 

varying from four to ten rods apart, and about 30 ins. 

deep, running the mole plough diagonally across these 

drains in every fourth or fifth furrow. This gives 

the land a partial draining, but evidently only a 

partial one, as might be seen by comparing the portions 

left unmanured, with land adjoining to Mr. Barnes’s. 

e sows his Turnips thickly, broadcast, not being 

able to use the drill, and afterwards cuts them out into 

rows by a horse-hoe. As he dresses for Turnips, with 

10 ewt. per acre of Peruvian guano, he generally gets, 

and in most cases promises to do so this year, a good 

crop of roots, either to pull and steam for his pigs, or 

to stand for seed. Mr. Barnes’s want of system of ro- 

tation much puzzled many of the visitors. Good crops 

of Wheat were seen after Turnip seed, the Wheat hav- 

ing been put in after broadsharing and harrowing,with- 

out ploughing. Rye-grass was sown in all or nearly al 

the Oats, these Oats having been sown after two years’ 

Rye-grass, and dressed with 5 or 6 ewt. of guano; and 

in other places Wheat had been put in after Rye-grass, 

with 3 cwt. of nitrate of soda. This was the case with 

one of Mr. Barnes’s best pieces of Wheat. In this 

piece the width of a stitch had been left unmanured, 

and there was certainly a quarter and a half per acre 

difference between the Wheat on that stitch and the 

rest of the field. Many of the visitors, who had always 

been of opinion that Rye-grass was one of the very 

worst preparations for Wheat, were much astonished 

at the fine appearance of this crop. Mr. Barnes sows 

from 2 bushels to 3 bushels of Wheat per acre, begin- 

ning with 2 bushels, Without offering any opinion as 

to whether one bushel of seed would have been sufficient 

for Mr. Barnes’s stiff soil, it was the almost unanimous 

opinion of those persons who had recently visited the 

farms of Mr. Davis and Mr. Mechi, that these gentle- 

men had obtained as good Wheat as much of Mr. 

Barnes’s, from a bushel per acre ; the ears in each case 

being very much finer than Mr. Barnes's. Mr. Barnes 

“bags” all his Wheat, by men or women, and that 

which was cut was very nicely done. His plants of 

Swedes and Mangold Wurzel were very good, notwith- 

standing the dryness of the season. Mr. Barnes has 

obtained a herd of tolerably good heifers and cows, and 

has got two or three superior boars to improve his bre d 

of pigs. Mr. Barnes’s pigs form, as far as the deputa- 

tion know of, an unique feature in farm management. 

He has some young ones, which were very promising ; 

and some 8 or 10 splendid animals fattening in the hay 

ofa barn. The greater number of these pigs, however, 

amounting to 300 in number, have liberty to go where 

they please, inand about the orchards, meadows, yards, 

&e., excepting at dinner and supper time. This fact 

Speaks highly for the state of Mr. Barnes’s gates, and 

fences, and the diligence of his swine herd. Mr. Barnes 

makes these animals dress one of his meadows some- 

what in the manner of folding. The pigman takes a 

sack of Peas on his back, and drops them in a small 

train along the ground as he walks, for the pigs to pick 

up, making a wider circle day by day, till the pigs have 

over the whole ground. Some amusement was 

caused amongst the visitors by an inspection of these 

pigs at feeding time. The party next inspected the im- 
plements. These consisted of the usual Kent ploughs 

and harrows, and two good honest iron rollers, also a 

wooden roller studded with spikes ; which Mr. Barnes 
said, sometimes, when loaded with a ton weight, passed 

over his heavy clods, the spikes entering them no more 

than an inch deep. "There was also an unused subsoil 

plough (which, it is feared, will disappoint Mr. Barnes's 

expectations, unless he drain deeper,) some drills, and 

other implements. A drill, on the presser principle, of 

Mr. Barnes’s own contrivance, with 6 pressers, and 

drills for Wheat, seeds, and manure from different boxes, 

the manure being covered in over the seed,—attracted 

much attention. Mr. Barnes had provided a substan- 

tial luncheon at his house, where his hospitality was 

done full justice to by his guests; after which they 

visited the more distant parts of the home farm. Where 

Mr. Barnes had tried different manures for Turnips 

and Oats, guano appeared superior to everything. 

Guano and bone dust was next in success ; then super- 

phosphate of lime, The effect of the Cornwall white 
manure and the prepared night soil was searcely per- 

ceptible. Mr. Barnes’s success (for although his prac- 

tice seems a series of experiments, nearly every experi- 

ment has been successful) appears attributable in some 

measure to his partial draining, but more particularly 

to his deep and clean cultivation, and his very liberal 

use of guano. Heis, in these respects, much in advance 

of the district around him, and with deeper and more 

frequent draining and subsoil ploughing, the deputation 

believe that his practice would be made still more suc- 

cessful, He deserves great credit for what he has done 

under such adverse circumstances. The members of 

the two clubs dined together at the South Eastern 

Hotel, C. G. Whittaker, Esq. (the chairman of the 

Maidstone club), presiding ; and J. Hague, Esq., of the 

Weald of Kent Farmers’ Club, occupying the vice 

chair, The health of Mr. Barnes was proposed from 

the chair, and drank with enthusiasm, after which that 
gentleman entered into a general exposition of his prac- 
tice, A discussion ensued on its advantages and disad- 
vantages, by which the remainder of the evening was 
very pleasantly occupied. T. Law Hodges, Esq.; R. 

Springett, Esq. (chairman of the Weald of Kent 
Farmers’ Club) ; C. Willis, Esq., and several other gen- 
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tlemen, sent letters of apology for non attendance ; that 

of Mr. Hodges being aecompanied by a portion of the 
Pale Paignton garden Cabbage seed, for distribution. 

This seed Mr. Hodges stated he had obtained from Sir 

Charles Burrell, in Sussex, and that it was a valuable 

field Cabbage, as, if dressed with liquid manure, it 

might be raised to from 35 Ibs. to 40 Ibs. in weight. 

The reporting members in this case, as in the other 

recent reports of the club, have purposely refrained 

from making any quantitative estimate of the erops.— 

Grorce Warrine, Hon Sec. 

'The Hon. Secretary asked Mr. Punnett to state how 

that repórt had been prepared.—Mr. Punnett said that 

it had been formed on the report which Mr. Whiting 

had produced, the reporting members had struck out 

some portions and added others. They had taken great 

pains to give a fair report of what they had seen. 

Several other members said that they had gone through 

it line by line, and word by word, and that they believed 

more time and attention had been bestowed on this than 

on any report which had ever been sent outby thesociety. 

Mr. Whiting asked Mr. Punnett to be good enough to 

say, whether or not his (Mr. Ws) report, as presented 

in its original state to the members, was, or was not, a 

fair and liberal report }—Mr. Punnett said that it was 

a decidedly liberal sketch, and certainly quite fair to 

Mr. Barnes, for confirmation of which assertion he 

(Mr. P.) appealed to Mr. Hayes, and other members 

who were present. Mr. Hayes said that many of the 

passages struck out from Mr, Whiting’s report had 

been much more complimentary to Mr. Barnes than 

those which had been substituted ; a remark in which 

the members who had sanctioned the report generally 

concurred. As Mr. Barnes had been present when the 

Club had ordered the members who had seen his farms 

to be summoned to make a report on it, and when they 

had adjourned till that night expressly to receive the 

report ; Mr. Barnes not then having made the slightest 

objection to the course proposed,—the club now deter- 

mined, on a show of hands (only two hands being held 

up against it), that the report whieh had been read, 

should be printed with the other report, and circulated 

amongst the members. The ollowing resolution was 

then unanimously agreed on:— Resolved, “ That the 

members of this Club tender their best thanks to Mr. 

Hewitt Davis, for his repeated invitations to the mem- 

bers to inspect a highly improved system of agriculture, 

which appears to be most successfully applied by Mr, 

Davis to a variety of gravelly, sandy, and chalky soils, 

and which seems to be applicable to a very large 

breadth of similar soil; also for the friendly and able 

manner in which Mr. Davis has always explained his 

system to the members. They also present their best 

thanks to Mr. John Joseph Mechi, for his great spirit 

and liberality in expending a large sum of money in 

the formation of farm buildings, which appear admirably 

calculated to work out the improved system which he 

follows, of economising produce, labour, and manute ; 

for carrying out (as Mr. Davis has also done) the im- 

portant peri ts of thorough-draini subsoil- 

ploughing, and, perhaps, the still more important ex- 

periment of clearing an estate, to a successful issue ; for 

throwing these improvements open to public inspection ; 

for the great fairness with which Mr. Mechi has tried 

his experiments, and the candid manner with which he 

has met objections to his views. That the best thanks 

of the Club are also due to Mr, William Barnes, for his 

invitations to the members to witness his experiments 

on the growth of roots, and other crops, after partially 

draining and highly manuring with guano and other 

artificial manures, on the stiff Weald clay, on which it 

has been hitherto supposed that such crops could not 

ke grown ; and also for the pains whieh Mr, Barnes 

has taken, on the recent visit of the members, and on 

other occasions, to explain bis practice, and to convey 

to the members generally the results of his experience 

of the working of such soi The members also wish 

to express their great gratification at the result of the 

late agricultural excursions, which they believe to be 

calculated, beyond any other means, to stimulate a 

taste for, and di inat: f agricult 

improvement.”— Maidstone Gazette. 
a knowledge o 

Farm Memoranda. 
American Farwinc.—The New York State Agri- 

cultural Society offered for the year 1845, three 

premiums on farms, under the following specifications : 

* For the best cultivated farm, of not less than 50 acres, 

exclusive of wood-land and waste-land, regard being 

had to the quantity and quality of produce, the manner 

and expense of eultivation, and the actual profits : 
First Premium .. .. m 50 Dollars. 

Second Premium m m 
Third Premium. oe .. v.201 

A series of questions was propounded to which the 

claimants of premiums were required to submit written 

answers. The report of the committee appointed to 

consider the elaims and statements offered to the 

Society under this head, embraces a very large amount 

of valuable information. Itwas submitted by the Hon. 

J. P. Beekman, and is published in the Society’s volume 

of Transactions for last year. The report states that 

nine several communications were received in answer 

to the queries proposed; to the authors of three of 

which the Society’s premiums were awarded, and to the 

authors of the remaining six, were awarded full sets of 

ti Th ts ol ful 

» 

the T e the 

competitors are published in full, appended to the 

report, and an abstract is furnished of the other state- 

ments, embracing the most i tant facts which they E 

contained. We make the following extracts from the 
abstraet of the statements furnished by the competitors 
who did receive premiums. aniel Gates, of Sullivan, 
Madison county, obtains an average yield of 55 bushels 
corn per acre; sows 3% bushels Peas to the acre ; 

yield about 56 bushels per acre. His hogs generally 

weigh about 370 lbs. each. He destroys the Canada 
Thistle by ploughing first in September, and then four 

or five times the succeeding season, and sowin 

Wheat. His fences are stone, costing a dollar and 

five cents per rod; stone topped with cedar, 93 cents 

per rod; stumps ranged in line about 45 cents per 

rod; and rail fence costing about 76 cents per rod. 

William Capron, of Macedon, Wayne county, culti- 

vates 107 acres—pursues a regular rotation of crops, 

so as to come round once in six years. Begins with 

summer-fallow, followed by Wheat; next corn ; then 
Barley, followed by Wheat, seeded with Clover. Sows 
two bushels of Wheat to the aere ; leaves his summer- 

fallow, after ploughing, ready to sow in ridges ; sows 

and harrows lengthwise, so as to have the growing 
Wheat as much as possible in drills; sows early in 

September—if sown too early, there is danger of the 

Hessian if late, it is liable to rust.  Soaks his 
Wheat in brine, and mixes it with slaked lime, before 
sowing ; has never had any rusty Wheat. Wheat crop 
generally averages about 25 bushels per acre—never 
less than 20. Sows 3 bushels Barley to the acre; 
average crop, 30 bushels to the acre ; manures for 

corn 50 to 60 loads to the acre. Sows Clover and 

Timothy, from 7 to 10 Ibs. per acre ; meadows yield 

about 21 tons to the acre. He salts his hay, one peek 

to the ton, if any way damp—if perfectly dry, does not 

use it. . S. Wright, of Vernon Centre, Oneida 

county, thinks the Devons mixed with the native breed, 

are the hardiest animals and easiest kept. Keeps 209 

sheep ; his wool averaging about 3 lbs. per fleece, and 

sold the largest portion for 623 cents per Ib. His hogs 

at nine months, average 390 lbs. Rufus S. Ransom, 

E ville, Madison county, made the following experi- 

ment with Potatoes. On one row he put on each hill 

a teaspoonful of gypsum ; on the next, an equal quan- 

tity of lime ; and on the third, the same quantity of 

salt. The first row yielded 281 lbs. ; the second 300 Ibs.5 

and the third 282 lbs. The fourth row, where nothing 

had been used, yielded 273 lbs., and the row imme- 

diately before the first, 274 lbs. According to this 

experiment, the lime would have increased the product 

16 bushels per acre. The soil. vegetable mould mixed 

with clay, gravel, and a slight proportion of sand ; sub- 

soil clay and shaly slate— Albany Cultivator. 

Miscellaneous. ` 
Rippling Flax should be carried on at the same 

time, and in the same field with the pulling. If the 

only advantage to be derived from rippling was the 

comparative ease with which rippled Flax is handled, 

the practice ought always to be adopted. But, besides 

this, the seed is a most valuable part of the crop, being 

worth, if sold for the oil-mill, 37. per acre ; and, if used 

for feeding stock of all kinds, at least 4d, per acre. The 

apparatus is very simple. The ripple consists of a row 

of iron teeth screwed into a block of wood. This can 

be procured in Belfast, or may be made by any handy 

blaeksmith.* It is tobe taken to the field, where the 

Flax is being pulled, and screwed down to the centre 

of a nine-feet plank, resting on two stools. The ripplers 

may either stand, or sit astride at opposite ends. They 

should be at such a distance from the comb, as to per- 

mit of their striking it properly and alternately. A 

winnowing sheet must be placed under them, to receive 

the bolls as they are rippled off; and then they are 

ready to receive the Flax just pulled,— the handfuls 

being placed diagonally, and bound up in a sheaf. The 

sheaf is laid down at the right hand of the rippler, and 

untied. He takes a handful with one hand, about six 

inches from the root, and a little nearer the top, wi 

the other. He spreads the top of the handful like a 

fan, draws the one-half of it through the comb, and the 

other half past the side; and, by a half-turn of the 

wrist, the same operation is repeated with the rest of 

the bunch. Thus the Flax can be rippled without being 

passed more than once through the comb. He then 

Jays the handfuls down at his left side, each handful 

crossing the other, when the sheaf should be carefully 

tied up and removed. The object of crossing the 

handfuls so carefully, after rippling, when tying up the 

beets for the steep, is, that they will part freely from 

each other, when they are taken to spread out on the 

Grass, and not interlock, and be put out of their even 
order, as would otherwise be the case. If the weather 

be dry, the bolls should be kept in the field, spread on 

winnow-cloths, or other contrivance for drying ; and, 

if turned from time to time, they will win, Passing the 
bolls first through a coarse riddle, and afterwards 

through fanners, to remove straws and leaves, will fa- 

cilitate the drying. If the weather is moist, they should 
be taken in-doors, and spread out thinly and evenly on 

abarn floor, or on a loft, leaving windows and doors 

open, to allow a thorough current of air ; and turned 

twice a-day. When nearly dry, they may be taken to 

a corn kiln (taking care not to raise it above summer 

heat), and carefully turned, until no moisture remains. 

By the above plan of slow drying, the seed has time to 
imbibe all the juices that remain in the husk, and be- 

come perfectly ripe. If it be taken at once from the 

* The best ripples are made of }inch square rods of iron, 
placed with the angles of iron next the ripples, 3-16ths of an 
inch asunder at the bottom, }inch at the top, and 18 inches 

3ng, to allow a sufficient spring, and save much breaking of 
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field, and dried OT on the kiln, these juices will 
be burned u up, and the seed will become shrivelled and 
parched, little nutritious matter remainin In fine 
seasons, the bolls should always be dried in the open 
air, the seed thrashed out, and the heaviest and plumpest 
used for sowing or crushing. The light seeds and 
chaff form most wholesome and nutritious feeding for 
eattle. Flax ought not to be allowed to stand in the 
field, if possible, even the second day ; it should be 
rippled as soon as pulled, and carried to the water, as 
soon as possible, that it may not harden.—5th Report, 
Flax Society. 

Wotices to Correspondents, 
Booxs—Tyro—Warnes’ ** Suggestions ” connected with the use 

of Linseed in the feeding of is is a pamphlet ie pa 
exact title and sd dea we do not know. The subje 
also discussed . Warnes in his CE on the * "Qultiva- 

—See Report of Mr. Par les? Lecture, 
in the late No. of the ** Royal Agric. Soc. Journ.” sibl 
oe might obtain a reprint: if you thought it SN haves 
our purpose. 

FE asti £ A J—We will endeavour to take up the subject soon. 
Frar Prices—A S—See page 362, 1844. They are the average 

prices of grain for the year as determined by a sworn jury, 
for the regulations of corn-rents. 

FLAx—BJ W— We have given your lettez to a dealer in the 
article, and he will probably instructus in your behalf. You 
had better as nish us sine cen address. 

LUCERNE— tion has already been frequent] 
answered, The main SEEN is to select good deep loamy soil, 
and sow in rows about 12 inches apart, 14 to 20 lbs. of seed 
late in April. Manure with ordinary farm dung, or wit 
uano, at rate of 3 or 4 owt. per 

MANURE—Anon—The prices of the silicates of pode and potash 
will be found in Mr, Boe s advertisem 

PRODUCE or A BUSHEL or WHEA C.—A ‘Subsor ribor —The fol- 
lowing Tables will pen awed your pur 

Table of the average produce of a bushel of Wheat cona g 60 Tbs. 
manufactured at the Water of Leith Milis. 

a of Fine Flour. 

4 4 Table of the BT ty of Flour and Bread from Grain. 

Weight | weignt| Weight 
Pher |of Flour of Bread 

Dusbel |'in tbs, | in Ibs, 

"Wheat .. E 60 48 6 
ES "t t 48 37k | 50 

E m 54 2 5i 
"e 4 294 | 30 
sb E 60 51 68 

Rassrrs—H L Biggs—Yoi ou can prevent the rot, or ‘liver dis- 
ease,” by giving. plenty of dry food—hay, corn, bran, &c. 
We know of no eure. 

SmrmiaN Cow Parsnirp—R A F—This is a coarse-growing 
perennial plant, and no doubt yields gous food for cows. 

ut whether it may be profitable to grow it 
f sown now, the crop will not be available Poets the winter 

of 1847-8, 
Soapers’ WAsTE—L—When first turned out they contain car- 

bonate, sulphuret, and sulphite of lime. ^ By exposure and 
burning m latter are VE dee T UPS of lime. When 

ey are highly valued on heavy land as mechanically lightening the soil. ` They will not do to apply 
to growing crops, nor should anything be sown or planted im- 
mediately upon them, at least it would be safer not to do so. 
If mixed vith the soil and left, even for a few the perfect 
i helen of the pe would ies en: u ma; 
probably obtain their ashes for r 3s. à ton, and in situa- 
tions where they may be mel Ase they will probably 
be worth 6s. or 7s. per ton. 

STEAMING APPARATUS FOR Hay—Glen Hafr E EH following i is 
the dese db of one at work near S oa SR steaming 

ure for conveying the waste 
Steam into de eee The dis at stands on the floor 
above. During the time of cutting, a boy is keptin the steam- 
ing house treading down the hay. When the room is m 
within about 3 feet of the DM the door is closed, and 
steam let in between the cement floor and the perforated plates. 

TunxiPs—L—We have no reason wt TOME to apprehend the 
rot of the Turnip crop. Turnips ri o doubt rotting in 
some places, and so they always 
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SMITHETELD, Mon»ax, Aug. eau ne ot 81bs, JBestScots, Hereforda,&c. 4» Oto e : Best uico - "40 =a Best Short Horns - 810 Dic 44 48 Second quality Beasts . 5 0 3 s vet T il T quality - = ven 40 86 Best Downs & Halt-breds — — Lambs - ii Ditto (shorn) Pig - Beasts, «871; Sheep and Med 30,7905 Calv. pply of Bennu i rather smaller ‘than on 

obtained c some of thi 

Suite 20 many Sheep; some of the bert 
pns rere que but in other respects we canaot notice the trades LAmb trade ie dull dil a 4d ig readily obtained for 
qualities, there no being ma the best y on.cffer.—Calf trade is brisk.—Pigs are on the 

s ami = : it at ood Calves are in de- choive one makes 6s, but middling malitios ar little — Ps a e dearer—small Porkers mike about bs ddy large Hoge, 
Beants, 008; Sheep and Tambs, 8300; Calves, AU i Eige 261, 

at Smithfield. 
HOPS, Fray, Sept. 4. 

Wee P d OW well iens with new Ho; S, the colour of which is excel. x, frst pickings the quality is very good. We hear complaints p hat thay weigh very: ligl y h light to the quantity ofbushele full one- ear; this operate agains st the duty, which we essi- Eu le as follows :—Kent 100,0007. ; Sussex, 60,0001. aham, 10,0000 4 gion, 3000] Present pric mts ~ £6 £7 7 perc 
ied re $0b 5, 

pi varie H 12 85- p 
YesningKens - - . 2 56 ipia „s Sussex PUPPI ade” 0 Gai a OldHops > - - - . 4 10 ** 

—— ir, Hop:Faotore, 

ben. GARDEN, SEPTEMBER 5.— Vegetables are Sufficient | wA 
r the demand, but Fruit is aa over abundant, and trade 

i ples haye not AU in price 
week. D ei good Black Hamburgh and 

other Grapes may be obtained at moderate prices. Peaches 
and Nectarines are becoming scarcer ; the former chiefly con- 
sist of Royal George and Noblesse. Plums, both English and 
Foreign, ma; e obtained at moderate prices. Apples and 
Pears have not altered in price see: last week. _ The supply 
of Oranges, considering the season, is good ; an uts are suf- 
ficient for the, demand. Foreign Walnuts are yey plentiful, 
and so are Filberts ; but trade for the latter is d ons are 
a little cheaper. English Melons may be caus ‘at from 2s, to 
4s. each, and some good foreign ones are also in the market, Of 
egetables, Cabbages, Caulitiowers, &c.,.are good, but the latter 

hardly sufficient for the demand, Carrots and Turnips have 
altered but little in price since last week. Peas are scarce. 
eans remain nearly the same as last week. Celery is good in 

quality. Potatoes are very much affected by the prevailing 
disease of last season ; ; $0 much so, that some are quite unsale- 

Lettuces and other Salading are good and plentiful. 
en Flowers chiefly consist of Heaths, weet ues Calceolarias, 
Pinks, Camellias, Pelargoniums, Tuberoses, Gardenias, Moss 
and other Roses. 

FRUITS. 
Nectarines, per doz, 3s to 8s 
Figs, per dozen, 4s 
Lemons, per dozen, Is to 2s 6d 

Fine Apple, perlb., 4 
Grapes, Hothouse, ped 

rad ab Dor D lego iid 
Apples, poss per, bush 986d s dit e 0116s 

Ki Almonds, per pec Pears, Sweet A eri 
Melona, each, 26 vo sr Filberts, English ps joo iis, fee to 75 
Eto hampee qox Lfd to jis Nota, Cob, per 1001bs., Plume, per hf.-sv., 5s to 8e -- E 

anges, per dozen, lazo 286d Braz 0 16s 
Spa 

Walnuts, p per ras 14s to 288 — per dozen, 9s to 9s.6d 
VEGETABLES. 

Cabbages, per doz., citoi 6d Sushi #, per Ib., 4d to 9 Broccoli, per doz. 6s 40 18s azlio, perib., d to 8d Cauiifiowers, per aons Hero Be 
Artichokes, 
Wrench Beans, per hi-av.sts 6d to 2164 
Peas, per sieve, 6s 6d to Ta 

eve, 3i ile 

9s je a 
Endive, per score, Je to ir 6d, 
Vegetablo marrowa, p. don, 6d to 1s. 
Roles, poss putos, lee usa 

ep ty are id to bs 6d 
shi 10 Ba 6d ‘ennel, per bunch, s 

Kidney sper burkab ijo | JEVON wer Dane cb» $d to 4d qurnipe, per doz jme, per bunch; 
Red Beet, per do; pyatenaress. p. un. 6d to Bd 6d 
Horse Radish, per banal 2e to 6s 
Cucumbers, each, 3d to 8d Dots, pi Spinach, per sieve, ls 6d to 2 Tarragon, per 
Leeks, per bunch, 2d to sd Min 
Celery, per bundle, 1s to ls 6d 
Carrots, per bunch, 3d to 8a 

unches, 2s to 5a 

"HAY —Per Load of 36 Trusses, 
t. 

28 H 28 z 
BEER 

Ej Hat dE. H E] = 

MITHFIELD, 
Prime Mead.Hay 65:0 755| New Hay —sto —s|NewClr. —sto —s 
Infr.New & Rowen 50 60 | Clover 6510 95 | Straw d 8 onn Coren, Salesman, 

CUMBERLAND MARKET, f PE 3, 
Prime Mend. Hay vto Ste | Old: Glover 404 to 100» 

ferlor 70 |i rior do. 
Clover — — — 

JomuA Banen, Hay Salesman, 

Straw 32o t0 35» New Hay ~ 

HITECHAPEL, Sept. 
Tato Ei: Qua Clover! 200s sing Fine Old Hay - 

sel Straw [afe Hay 268 to 30» 
. 95 

RK- LANE, Pat Aug. 3l, - 
There was 2 A supply o f Wheat from Essex, Kent, a 

Suffolk, this morning, aud an increased quantity offering fob. 
from the coast, in consequence of which the jormen met a slow 
sale at a reduction of 2s, to 3s. per qr. upon he white, and 3s, 
to 4s. upon the red. Old Foreigh Wheat 
a decline of 2s. per qr., which holi 
ain nb caused 

ing cargoes coast continu mand at rather 
Poe late e —Malting Barley Soo hs free sale at an 
advance of 2s. per qr., and grinding Meera are also the turn 
learer.—Beans are dull 1; white Peas 2s. qr. higher.—Oats 

must be written 6d. to 1s. per qr. lower ope on last Monday, 
with an improved sale at the reduction.—F. de is a slow sale. 
—Maize CER in demand at very full prit 

BRITISH, PER IMPERIAL QUARTER. s. iir s. Wheat, Midi) Kent, and Suffol hite 48 56 Red . 44 52 6 
wi " — Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire, 40 46 White 40 50 Barley, Malting and distilling 28010802 Chevalier: 3? 40 Grind: 95 28 Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorkehi Polands 25 28 Feed 92 2 LL Norhum fad and Soot pate, eee ‘aoa Seat aye sish > — . end 20 24 Potato 24 27 Malt, pale, shi a 

uiu cro Rer 

Biene, Mazagan old and new ` 33 to 28 
Pigeon, on, Meligoland « BB ito 42 

Peas, White 7 o aut Grey 32 85 
X, . 

On the little English pn offering this morning the decline 
of Monday mad geooy arófs free Foreign meta fair sale at the 
pricesit was then held for. Bonded and floating cargoes are 
much SUE ater Por France and Belgium ; for former 

—Free É 5 > 

realise our quotati pu .— 
noted 6d. dearer.—Maize is held at'8s, per qr. afloat ; the crops 
in Moldavia and Bessarabia are iiam to have failed, 

ALS THIS WEEK. 

E H g 2 a] B 
NS 

E 
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SEEDS, 
onary = per gr 44020 488) LimcoaGakePoretgn,p.ton a wo 91 Car yer ows 40. 42'| Mustard, White = p-bushe Clover, es Engish Pepsi 
= White, prn - DIO T Ruereh Eos Seie PET 

Coriander > = i lsano 
Hempseed “ per qr. 85 86 Tares, Eng. “winter » bush. [3 E Linse = > Pe qr s2 43 orelgn 

tio” a8 | "Trefoil pe = Cakes, Eng. per 1000 10! $112 Turnip (too valable for or quotation” 
FORD AND 

MAGNIFICENT PALMS, &c., FOR SALE BY AUCTION. 
ESSRS. C. anD S. el bcn will sell by 
Auction, at their Great Room, ing-street, Covent- garden, on Monday, 14th Sept., at 12: bri Und the FINEST 

COLLECTION OF PALMS, FERNS, &c., ever imported, 
which they have just received from Central’ America; com- 
prising magnificent specimens of Chamedoreas, Coryphas, 
d Astrocaryums, Bactris’s Cocos, esmoncus, En- 
erpes, Geonomas, Oreodoxias, C 
Ep Thrinax's, Zamias, ae 
diums, Al osuras, Acmenas, 
Ren many from 12 to T 
great care, and a small 
view ist Saturday preceding ; ra Catalogues had of the anes 
tioneers, 

IMPORTANT; SALE or LEICESTER RAM MS BUR 
N-THE-HILL, near OAKHAM, RUTL "AND. 

M n? RICHARDSON begs to announce that he has 
received instructions from Mr. Ronzmr Suri, to submit 

A public competition, on Thursday the 17th S, Sept vember, 1846, 
his Flock of 50 SHEARLING RAMS Gachadi g. rize Shearling at the Royal Agricultural Society's Meeting a News e); and which he has authority to state are superior to 
any former year. 

This being the final Sale of the Burley Rams, Mr. R. invites 
the atkenkion of Breeders to the importance of this flock, the 

in 1845 E aving realised 197. 15s, each, 39 of which 
Ram Breeders, 

Mr. S. in relinquishing the Breeding of Leicester zi will 
sell by private contract any part of his Bri eeding E l'heaves, 
or Lambs, which have been bred with the usual care. 

The Sheep will be penned for inspection at eleven o'clock; 
refreshment at one, vi the sale to commence at half-past twos 

Stamford, Sept. 5, 

zQ 
$5 ES. 

TES fel RE = OR E 

[y (aor ted AND SEEDS MEN LA TA Seeds- 
man in a leading city in Irelan iring from the 

business, wishes to dispose of his interest in a concern which is 
ET s RUM finest in the trade. Communications from Prin- 
cip: nly bu be addressed to A, Z., Seedsman, Gardeners’ 
Chee vi: Offic 

The opening mou be fe pe. suitable for a Nursery 
and Suedi Dan. — 

URREY. 
O BE SOLD on LiT, with immediate possession, 
A VERY DESIRABLE TREEHOLD ESTATE, delight- 

fully situate in the county of i 

LE large Drowhouse, dairy, 
A. Offices, 

se, granary with loft over, pes Arra ago ood Lawn, 
and Garden well stocked MI Chote Fruit-trees ; a Farm Yard, 
containing farm cottage with granary over, two barns, six-stall 
stable, six-stall cow-house, Turnip-house, Eres piggery, and 
large cart-house ; Two Labourers’ Cottages and Gardens ; and 
126 Acres and 2 Roods of arable, mea dow, Saatte and wood 
Land (Freehold ene Land-tax Redeemed, and the greater part 
Tithe Free). The 2 is in the oci ceupation of the Proprietor, 
and is in a EIE State of plp —For further particulars, 
and for cards to view, apply to Messrs, SANDERSON and RYDE, Rao meri. Dente! Sunbury, Middlesex, and 35, 
King-street, Westminster. 

nno i8 LET ON LEASE, OR THE LEASE TO 
BE SOLD.—A small compact NURSERY, with a See! 

Shop den also a good Dwelling mon Stable, and Chaise 
House, in substantial repair, being situated in a respectable 
and thriving er is od, and w; ‘thin 3 miles of Covent-gar- 

ood opening for an industrious man. et 
on lease, the Stock md Fixtures to be taken at a valuation,— 
Address i ue uo to S. B., 33, Compton-street, Goswell- 

RM IN MIDDLES 

isin fine 
spake Tee nip soil, and suitable forjthe growth of all kinds of 

ut 90 acres of Plant Meadow ani 
are several young Plantations. The 

LES OF REIGATE RAILWAY STATION. 
o BE LET ON LEASE, Aedes lied FARM, 

a corn rent if preferred. T 
had adjoining, g, if re Ud so that 

capitalist wishing to epe 10,0007. in farming 1000 acres may 
do so within an hour and a uarter of London, The shooting 
may be had if required.—For particulars apply to Psi. 
PARKE, 63, inpoi Inn Fields; Messrs, Nasu, surveyors, 
Reigate; or Mr. pe Kdngaood "Hürom. The tenant, Mr. 
OnEWS, Will show Mo principal 

R WHEAT, TARES, 
quae URATE OF THE LONDON MANURE 

COMPANY will be found a most valuable Manure for the 
above crops—it is permanent its effects, and has stood me 

test of five seasons with increasing success each year. d 
Company also supply don Peruvian Guano, Gypramwi PO 
phosphate of Lime, Sulphate and Muriate of Ammonia, ©! coal, Bone Sawdust, Sulphuric Acid, and every Artific 5 
da up REA price.—Epwarp Pomsrm, Secre- 
tary, 40, New Bridge-street, Blackfriars. 

OTTERS GUANO FOR WHEAT AT AND ) ALL 
GRAIN CROPS.—The Autumn rum is particularly z re- 

commended for the application of POTTER'S GUANO for 
he above crops, as time is afforded for the qm rs col 

PA ‘few respectable Agents wanted. 

B IT ARLY | FOOD. The farmers of the Mrs. E 

4 dom have now an opportunity of providing eo ren od, by 
ER DON sowing, without ione n of time, the WINT. os in early Ne proportion. 
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ID MANURE. 
ENGLAND INDEPENDENT OF THE. WORLD FOR CORN. 

zm attention of the Agricultural Interest, at this 
mentous crisis, is requested to the d wenden of 

LIQUID 3 MANURE, and the ease with which it may be aj 

priated pat the use of FOWLER'S S ket Wen expressly for 

anners, for hot ai 
Exeavations e Wells. 

d every variety of manufacturing purposes. 

The Trade euppited on advantageous terms, by BENJAMIN 
FOWLER, Engineer, &c., 63, Dorset-streot, Fleet- else London: 

HORTICULTURAL Dune AND HEATING BY 
HOT WATER. 

& De AmncnHITEOTS, &e., Gl t 

HON "WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING 
CUL M Cd DWELLING-HOUSES, 

CHURCHES, and MANUFACT ES, upon improved princi- 

ples, and at very mi moder: ate charges, erected by DANIEL and 

E DWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBOR. 

D. and E. BAILEY ica devoted much time to the considera- 

rd and had much experience in the erection of. 

r the above- mentioned purposes, have, by improve- 

heating not o 
bined durability in the apparatus with ei 

They have erected apparatusin England, S S 
A many noblemen and gentlemen, and Y 

o be employed by the Hor et eral Society 
parton the works heir splendid Conservatory erected at 

uoce 
mu Barny also construct in metal all descriptions of 

Hore ural Buildings and Sashes, and invite Noblemen, 

Gentlemen, and the Publie, to the inspection of their various 

drawings and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the 

opportunity of exhibiting, amongst other metal works, an ex- 

tremely complete and convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, 
adapi un for the continued supply of hot water, and an arran; 

ment of the oven more complete than has hitherto been VB 

before: the public. 
E Bains were the first to introduce metallic cur- 

altar P to horticulturists, and can referto the Con- 

servatory attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, 

besides many others in this country, and on the Continent. 

E. BArney have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic 

Plant Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery ; 

they beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for 
Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or 
e: intervals, required, and which may be seen at their Manu- 

factory. 
i MH 

place, King's-ro! ‘Chelsea, HOTHOUSE BUILDERS 
and HOT-WATER APEARA ATUS MANUFACTURERS, most 

y have EU on their premises, 
f Hothouses, Greenhous 

ments M the ie Um i Rar 

also erected, and kept in constant action i 

Greenhouses, Pits, &c., where the whole DUE of Top and 
epum 1 Heating can be seen. 

J. V & Day warrant their Hot-water Apparatus to be 

eim CH kde purpose to which ids is applicable. Boilers 

‘of all sizes ; the esr is warrante at a range of Forcing- 

houses 300 feet in lengti a FUE CIEN of ‘fuel, and only 
to require attention once in 12 hou 

Models, Plans, &e., i in pei variety. 

TEPHENSON ax» CO., 61, Gracechurch- street, 

CLARK'S HOTHOUSE 

METALLIC WORKS. 

55, LIONEL-STREET, BIRMINGHAM. 

Proprietor, Mr. THOMAS CLARK. 

Superintendent of the Works, Mr. JOHN JONES, 

N returning his grateful thanks to the Nobility, 

Gentry, and Public “at lar; e for their liberal patronage o 

the above Establishment duri a seem pm Pena e IE) 

Mr. CLARK begs to state PRET repe: lass 
PNE him to offer his METALLIO Hor r y ‘GREENHOUSES 

a greatly reduced price. These Houses are glazed with 

British Sheet Glass, in panes of from 24 to 30 inches in length, 

and of such thickness as to preclude all danger of ey dion 

breakage, whilst that which arises from the acti ion of fro: 

(frequently amounting to 25 per cent. per annum), is TEATE 

prevented by the peculiar mode of glazing adopted. As a sam- 
ple of his H h all the most recent im- 

provements are happily combined, Mr. NC Ue ES with pride 

and satisf action to the magnificent range erec y him in 
the new Royal Gardens at Frogmore, which is am 
com; emi judges) to be the most complete and perfect of its 

kind in the wor! 

in operation, his wil 
be SOEUR] as well as reference of the highest authority ; or 

y may beseen at most of the Nobility's seats and principal 
Noise ate neont the kingdom. 

o. beg toinform the trade that at their Manufactory 

inNew aw k-street, every article required for the construction 
of Horticnltural Buildings, ae well as for ous them, may be 
“obtain e most advantageous term 
niis Pie din Pia: of Iron or Wood, created upon the most 

‘ornamental designs. Balconies, Palisading, Field and Garden 

E ences, Wire Work, &e. de. 

THE TANK SYSTEM, 

E 

Ben AND HEALY having uer a con- 

‘tures, for t] 
other trogieal Cie ee aa upon the plan récommended 

r, Mitus’s recent work on the Culture of Pines and Cu- 
sumar, many of which are working at the pronn time, 

with the absolute certainty of Sem the desired result, 

s may be seen at work at the following Oe ped d 
i Gar 

al 

discus Chiswick Nursery; Messrs. 
apple- and in more than one hundred other places.— 
130, 18, Pletstteet, Tonys 

TUWATER APPARATUS - The ‘attention, of 

to BENTAN FOWLER’S 

for Drying Timber, &c., and every eg 
artificial itis is “required, With: 

the parties for whom „they were executed are constat ex- 
pressing their ouch for 

ficiency. An improved wrought-i iron seat which re- 
quires no brickwork, may be seen in action upon the premises, 

ENJAMIN FOWLER, 63, Dorset-street, F'leet-street, 

HORTICULTURAL cures AND HEATING BY 

H 

RAY, ORMSON, BROWN, HornovsE 
Burnpens AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS Mano UFACTURERS, 

Danver’s-street, Chelsea, respectfully solicit the attention of 

the Nobility, Gentry, and Gardeners, to their superior manner 

of Erecting and Heating every description of Building con- 
nected with Horticulture. ct of a letter from Mr. TURN- 

BULL, Gardener to His Grace ihe. Dake of Marlborough, Blen- 

heim-gar ens,— 
© GENTLEMEN; —I m happy to say that the dd Appa- 

ratus erected here wers wel am. perfectly 

satisfied itis the es complete and powerfal I have seen. 

e happy P answer any questions from parties whom you 

may refero in 
lans and Estimates tekent free, and their Works seen at 

the principal London Nurserie 

TO OWNERS AND ER OF ESTATES 

WIL „LIAM BULLOCK WEBSTER, of Hounsdown, 

pear ees oed ining Engineer to Her Majesty, 

at Osborne, Isle of Wigh e inse of a Patent Tile 

and Pipe Machine (applicable ET makiug Bricks); also a new 

Machine for taking roots and stones out of clay, both which are 
to be seen at the Royal Polytechnic ee Regent-street, — 

offers his assistance as a thorough practical man to Landlords 

who may require information on any bala connected with 

i d drained at a fixed 

AND 

sum per acre, including every expense. 

CHEAP AND DURABLE ROOFING, 

BY HER ROYAL LETTERS 
J 

PATENT. 

M‘NEILL ix CO., of Lamb's HOME Bunhill- 
Te Manufacturers and only Patentees of 

TED FELT FOR ROOFING 

Houses, n ps Shedding, M 

Garden purposes, to protect plants from Fro: 

At the ata National Agricultural Snowe it is this Felt 

which has been exhibited and obtained the Prize, and is the 

Felt esteo y 
R MAJESTY'S WOODS AND Do 

pers BOARD or ORDNANC 

HoNovnABLE EAST INDIA agent 

'HowNouRABLE CoMMISSIONERS OF CUSTOMS, 

Hn MAJESTY’S ESTATE, ISLE or WIGHT, 

RoYAL Boranre GARDENS, REGENT'S PARK, 

And on the Estates of the Dukes of Sutherland, Norfolk, Rut- 

land, Neweastle, sc eclesie Buacleugh (at Richmond), 
the late Darl Spencer, and most of the Nobility and Gentry ; 

and at e Royal Agricultural PUn cmn Hanover Square. 

Tt is half the price of any other description of Roofing, and 
effects a great saving of Timber in the construction of Roofs. 

Made to anya length by 32 inches wide. 
T NNY PER SQUARE 

*,* Sampl gs With Directions for its Use, RA \ Testimonials, 

of seven years’ experience, with references to Noblemen; sen 

tlemen, Architects, and Builders, seot EM peor pant of 
town or ONE pe nd orders by post ex 

[ ublic is respectfully per neve aS only Works 

in Great Britain er ap the above oder is ma 
M*NEJL 

and for 

Patent Felt Mood. Lamb's. AND ee Bunhill-row, Lon- 

oofs covered with Ne dee may be seen, as also 

d the Passages and Offices 

atthe entrance to Westminster H an. d other ERTER atthe 

New Houses of Pia ament, done under the Surveyorship of 

Charles Barry, 
Note. — 0o mor sw ding direct to the Factory can be 

plied in lengths best suited to their Roofs, so tha at they visi dor 

no more than they require. 

HE AINSLIE TILE MACHINE COMPANY, 
(WITHOUT ROYALTY.) 

DIRECTORS. 
Chairman, James Smitu, Esq., of Deanston, Queen Square, 

stminster. 
JOHN AINSLIE, te Alperton, Middlesex. 
Manx Bor», Esq., 4, New Bank Buildings. 
W. S. Boyp, Esq., Lowndes Squar 
Jons "CONNELL, Esq., 36, St. 

W. RLAND, Esq., Bh ydor 

ues WEBSTER, Esq., Great George Street, P Wrésteinsjets 

THE ee in consequence of the numerous representa- 

tions made em by applicants for Machines, and the diffi- 

nee ‘they anne? fete in oe EU the Roy: alty, have determined 

indon their iyu for I the Machines at a 
a price; andin ler At PANE to a the views of the 
public, they have iota to the determination of reducing the 
price as follows, and, considering the quality of the Machine, 

y feel confident it twill now be considered the cheapest and 
best offered to the 

These Machines, u$ Senn Prize Gold Medals were given by 

the Royal Irish Agricultural Society, at their Me ing at Balli- 

nasloe, and by the Highland and Agricultural S 30! f Scot- 

land, at their Meeting at Dumfries, are of two siz 

ER oon h. 
A Hand Machine at the Offic mak e two at once, in- 

cluding two moulds for Dis t r Pipes, 35 E 

A Machine at the Office, to make two at once, to be 
wor! xe by i or steam, including tac o Moulds for 

or Pipes, 
By e Machines, Draining Tiles and Pipes of the most 

perfect form are produced at a much cheaper rate than by any 

other Rd hitherto i invented, 

Mach „be seen at work at Alper! peer also at the 

4 S 
ga ou 
g 

All letters and applications for further information to be 

made to the undersigned, Jonn: Paton, Secretary, 

At the Office, 1934, Piccadilly. 

‘PBOSPHORIC RAT POISON.—This preparation 
s offered to the Public with the greatest confidence, being 

decidedty eene: m all those poisons containing z senic and 

other minerals, s most greedily eaten by rats mice as 

ng as itis offered do them, and invari ably | prora teer de- 

struction, Prepared only by EDWARD Purser, -street, 
Blackfriars, London. - Sold in pots, with full ens for use, 

at 4s., 8s,, and 20s. each. 

g 

0 FARMERS, &c. 

ARY WE DLAKE'S MODERN AND IM- 
PROVED Wen a ah :—Thrashing Machines, 8 Sub- 

ni: Dressing Ma- 

chines, Cha‘ 

eee Oat Benea s 

g Ploughe, Drills of different sizes, cae Ro! 

“Fenchurch-street, opposite } Mark-lan 

HE « GARDENERS CHRONIOLE: PW ANTED 
a Copy of No. 48, 1845, for which two shillings would be 

given. —Apply at the Office of this Paper. 

llers, on view at 

MEE? S SYSTEM of TRADE is to ‘warrant every 
article of his manufacture, exchange what is defective, 

or return the money if Supe, so that his customers may 
feel perfect confidence, and have what suits them best. He is 

esirous oft having 4 it well understood, Lid ae his esta- 

k of rich and 
elegant manufactures, still the or dinary ari Cietes of utility may 

be purchased off em Mica than eism 

scissors at the eR 
e best, silver 

pun tem writing-desks, d i aes at all 

rices; six well-finished Vguo math and f 

tannia metal tea and coffee pots ; plated on pud and German 

steel articles, all reasonable an nd good. It xd be well to state 

that there are plenty of persons in det trade who have imitated 

chi's sole invention, without palit: candid enough 

i uch as his dent E tooth-brushes, 

ng-ease, his magic stro) nd paste, "e so 

on. Mechi thinks it re his 

tomers of this fact, and to sued them against pure iiec as 

Tis, articles purporting. to be what they are not, although 

dearer in price.and inferior in quality. Goto aues may be had 
4, Leadenhal ll-street, London, —N. The largest and 

meweststock in London of papier maché manufactures, such 

as note-baskets, hand-sereens, card-racks, ink-stands, blotting- 

books, envel AnA ses, desks, work and card boxes, tables, 

chess-boards, tea-trays, and numerous other articles. 

8- 

Tune SUMMER RIDE OR PROMENADE.—The 
r virtues of C. anD A. OLDRIDGE'S BALM OF 

COLUMBIA "completely removes the difficulty expe 

ladies i E ied baked after exercise ; its use so invi- 

ipe air, that tresses previouslythe straightest and most 

dentate of curl pE a vivo 2 Me M which maintains in 
Ymanent vein the heads s of the most persevering 

After the 
minerals and veget etables the old world have been com- 
pounded in all imaginable it in fruitless attempts to dis- 

over So im) diii eratum, we indebted e a desit 

western hemisphere for furnishing: the basisiof Oldridge’s Balm 

of Columbia, the-efficacy-of which in preserving, strengthening, 

wd renewing the hair has become a matter of notoriety among 
al civilised paon Its restorative virtues are indeed a pro- 

verb, and the most satisfactory attestations to its infallibility 

in reproducing PH "pon persens otherwise Hone bald 

may be examined at the ee of the proprietors, No. 1, Wel- 
lington-street, Str: and, London, where the Balmis sold- Price 

v bottle ; no other prices are genui 
Sold by all respectable Chemists, Perfumers, and SuSüosers. 

“O "s Balm,” 1, Wellington-street, the second house 

rom nthe Strand 
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; NEW EVENING 

From the Ist 

THE 

Tu 
be practicable to PUBLISH 

E ON RoGEEDINGS IN THE SAP ERENT. MARKETS 

“Darry News” have E to! Ed 

diferent name—that THE EX Th 

SUMMARY of the ‘HOME and F OREIGN INTE LLIGENCE wk 

have the advantag lees ROM Correspondence, an 

and carefully preparet REPOR’ the MONEY, RAILWAY, 
we marking featui 

s, how wever, the interest in such a Paper must necessarily 
thet either the sale or the Advertisements will he so extensiv 

all be the price o the public « o 
respectable v gent 
ut should Ss Mifücalty a ari 

are requested to remit a Post.off 
will transfer it to a respectable London Ag: 
THE EXPRESS will be published every uel 

LONDON PAPER. 

EAPRESS. 

ERE e POE of the “Dary News” Bas led to numerous inquiries, 
AN EVENING 

Express will contain, in 

nd other co 

e order for that amount, pay able to Mr. Henny WAULBRIDGE, 

at Four o’clock, with the latest details of the Markets of the day. 

of September, 

whether it 
EDITION, CONTAINING REPORTS OF PRICES AND 

THE DAY OF PUBLICATION. The Proprietors of the 

ic ; but, to prevent confusion, tt ear under a 
addition to the n 

nich may arrive on the da cation. 
ostly characteristics of a Morning Journal. ‘But the full 

PRODUCE, CORN, CATTLE, and other MARKETS will be 
SS 

be limited to a Cla 
y e or remunerative a 
fTHE EXPRESS 

ill transmit the ne 
se, all persons desi 

oF a Locality, the Proprietors cannot hope 
those of a Morning Paper. They propose, g 

Journal, on receiving a Post-offce order, at 
being supplied with THE EXPRESS 

90, Fleet-street, London, who 

Offices for A i and € 

Mr. Jjames's 

Now ready, in 3 vols., post 8vo, price I7. 11s, 6d, , 

R 
R. 

* The 

HEIDELBE 
Autor of “ The Stepmother ; ye 

LONDON: SMITH, ELDER, 1 

Whitefriars, and 90; melee Street, London. 

New Work. 

G: 
JAMES, 
Smuggl ler dl 

A 

“Aven: Nei 

ROM 

1,” &c. &c. 

anp CO., 65, CORNHILL. 

EN FOURPENCE OF ANY BOOKSELLER, 

ON NTENTS or tar NUMBER ror SATURDAY 
LAST, AUGUST 29, OF 

THE ATHENÆUM, 
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE 

SCIENCE, AND THE FINE ARTS 

Twenty-four Large Quarto Pages. 

Reviews or, WITH EXTRACTS FROM— 

History of the Punjab, &c. Moral and elenu Tales for 

ge to Temples “and Young of the Hebrew Faith. 

Tombs of Egypt, &c., in 1845 By A. . Abraham. 

nd 1846. By Mrs. Romer. | Flora Calpensis. By E 

Pen-and-Ink Sketches © Kelaart. 

Poets, Preachers, and ża. its Reali nd Re- 

ticians. pi By F. ee Esq. 

ERES SHORTER 
tta Reviews 4 

I Ue Oaldw 
Pr S83 beet ! | Appeal l to ido. Nation on 

By Sry, a Lady. Greatest Reform yet to jS 
zađe in Affghanis- 8 

Rey. G. R. Gleig. 
Discourses aud. Essays. i 

. M. D'Aubigné. 

| Buckingham. 
| Cos tume in England. By 

. W, Fairholt, 

Cholier ton. 

Original Papers.— ite (“Death of Spring"), Folk 
Lore (“ Old Scratch”)—British Archmological Association 

—Church of Eu, &c. 
Our ery. sore Be Project, cae v. Penny 

Boats- of A. J. Kempe, Esq., and Mr. ton—Lord 

Morpeth And. Society for dd d ates p Poor— 
Ope of New Parks and Baths and Wa ishhouses for 

oe ora Tu Eart tudy of Hellenic 

Language and Sena ure in France—French Academy oí 
Inscriptions, &c.—Aerial Railw ay in France—Antiquarian. 
Society of Picardy— Prus Order of Merit—Literature 

sia-—Public Instruction in Wu pe s for Sun- 

day Delivery of Letters in Lon 
NICAL—ENTY JAL 

“me Arts. Progress of English Fresco Painting. 

Eo eM MORD —Sheffield School of Design—Art Union 
R yal Hibernian Academy Tomb of Richard, 

Bn op (Xe 
Architectural Restorations in France—Statue of J 

sburgh—Sale of Gallery of Paintings of M. 
ssels—Destruction of Mosaic Pavement discovere 

Switzerland—Scientifie Congress at Naples— 

The late Prince de dirae 

Sie and The Dra:na.—Birmingham Musical Festi- 
Mendelssohn's ** ^ Blah ?)—Lyceum (** Oberon ”)-— 

Sadler's Wel 

Ttülz, 

Sip.—Italian Opera Sdn at Covent Garden 
Death of Joseph Eybler— Paris 

Miscellanea, Paris Academy of prse us of. 
Death —City R od Substitute— Hill’ nting | 
Pr henomena of Electric Telegray jh Po soning in| 

—Mines in Australia—Lake Superior Mineral 
ea Extent of United States— Coating for Telegraph | 
Wires—Brazilian Diamonds. 

Order The E of any Bookseller. 

Ji t publi ished, price Gd., or 5s. per dozen, for distribution. 

apes POTATO MURRAIN, AND ITS REMEDY. 
GEORGE W. JouNson, Esq, 

Author of the ** ictionaty of Modern Gardening,” the ** Gar- 
deners’? Almanack,” Correspondin r of the Royal 
Caledonian and Maryland] ddr Societies, &e. &e. 

p 
recommended, as the v PA eR dedii trial. 

win: 47, Paternoster-row. 

5 DAR 5 GARDEN ALMANACK.—The most 
e Garden Manual and book of reference ever 

published, mid Lists of best sorts of Fruit Trees, Vegetables, 
Flowers, and Plants, for Gardens of limited space. Price One 

Will appear with the earliest of these Publications. 
ti 

Agency and Gardeners’ Gazette Office, 420, Strand, where tl 
anack for 1846 may be had ; and of all Booksellers. The 

Gar DEP published every Saturday for the Morning 

guatofBlocation: Oe 

Subscriptions and Donations received, £587 9s. 6d. 

ADDITIONAL PE TAS RECEIVED. 

Her R.H. GENE G. W. Norman, Esq. £5 5 0 

of Gee ter x 2 5 0|J. Voit & Son lege D 

Mrs. Hoa — Brandram, Hag. eh gu 
Messrs Hanbury Go. 10 18 0 | Messrs. Haytor & 

| Lewis Lloyd, Esq. .. 10 0 owell .. ve 75:5 0 

Sir F. A. Rae, Bart. 10 o 0 | Geo. Robins, Esq. - 500 

Through the medium. The Misses Terry da 02510190) 

e Gardeners — Turner, Esq. .. 5 0 0 
and Land Stewards’ Herman Sillem, Esq. 5 0 0 
Journal .. .. ..22 6 | J. Hatchard, Esq. .. 2 2 0 

.Spence, Esq. .. 0 | Messrs.Vaientine& Co.2 2 0 

Robt. Davies, Esq... 5 0 | Ewd. Johnson, Esq. 0 0 

John Reeves, Esq... 5 0 | Ewd. Stevenson, E; 00 

Mrs. Robinson ve 5 0 | Messrs. Westmacott 

Boyd Miller, Esq. .. 5 A106 ERE E. ete c beta" 40 

Alfred Bourne, Esq. 3 0 | — Tilt, e yes ei edis s BO) 

Mr.James Jeftreys, Esq.2 0 | — Brooks Esq. .. 10 0 

R. Johnson, Esq... 2 2 0 J. Leighton, Esq. N E 
Mrs. D. Davies de D -OTOM $3 3.30.20 

Messrs. Gabriel & sesta 20 
ons MEPS RIE. 0 e OLD AO) 

Mr. J. W. Nutting.. 5 5 0 FAREN S 86, 

New Edition 

M SINTOSH’S PRACTIC AL ‘GARDENER AND 
MODERN HORTICULTURIST, in 1 vol., pages 

closely printed, with upwards ol REM Woodcuts ; cea 

latest’ and most appr oed mo nanaging the Kitchen 
Fruit, and Flower Garden » Grecnhous se, 

&c., for ively Month in the Year. By CHARLES 

, of Dalkeith Palace. Neatly ie in cloth, 21s. ; 

with specimens of choice RES coloured, 2 
** The labour and experi e of a life der ted to the eke 

f Horticulture are now p! Sson to the public.” — Vide « 
thor" s Preface 

London : ont KELLY ; SIMPKIN, MARSHALL, & Co., 
and all Booksellers, 

NEW RE IN MONTHLY PAR 
. CHARLES DICKENS, 

On the P pM es (to be completed in. o Monthly Parts, 
‘Martin CHUZZLEWIT,” &c.), Price One 

Bing, ng, the p st Number of 
TO” TALINGS wird TRE FIRM or DOMBEY & SON, 

Wholesale, Retail, and for Exportation. 

EDITED BY “BOZ.” 
With Illustrations by ** Parz.’ 

London: Brapsury and Evans, Whitefriars. 

Just published, fep. 8vo, 6s. une i n Edition, corrected and 

AMATEURS GUIDE; con- 
riptions of all the fine leading Varie- 

in their respective families 
TOIVERS'S ROSE 

ity on the cultivation of the 

— Geitleman's Magazine. 

deus LONGMAN, Brown, GREEN, and LoNGMANS., 

C NEW W ORK ON THE FOOD OF ANIMALS AND 
FATTENING OF CATTLE. 

On Thursday next, will be published, in 1 vol. fep. 8vo. 

T XPERIMENTAL RE D on the FOOD 
EU of ANIMALS and the TTENING of CATTLE: with 

Remarks on the Food of Man. By ROBERT DUNDAS THOMSON, 

M.D., of the University of Glasgow. 

** The question of the origin of the fat of animals appears to 

be completely resolved by these beautiful and elaborate expe- 
riments.”—Baron Licbig. 

London: LONGMAN, Brown, genit and, LoNGMANS. 

Pp ADFUL HAIL STORM. ER a Public Meeting 
held ri the London Tavern, Bishopsgate-street, 17th 

August, 1846 
H. R. B. the DUKE OF CAMBRIDGE, in the Chair, 

Hothouse, Con- | 

NIVERSITY Causam, Lonpon. — Faculty of 
—Session 1840- 4T.—The SESSION will 

fa r 14th, when Prof. Tom 

YLOR, M.A., College, Cambridge, will de- 

liver an Introductory Lecture pui 3 o'clock precisely, 
CLASSES, 

rou NEWMAN. 
ssor MALDEN, A.M. 

VOTARE the Rey. D. W, MARKS. 
Oriental Languages— Professor Biden, A.M. 

English Language and Literature—Prof. Tom T ees AM. 
anguage and Literature—Professor 

Italiani Language and Literature— Professor P POLL. 
L; Mone Mr. WrrTICH. 

d Ry Gramm rofessor A ELS A.M. 
Mathematies— Professor De Mona 

d Het QUD Ay Pro Net Porter, A.M. 

r GRAHAM, 
Practical Chemistry—Pr ssor FOWNES. 
Civil Engineering— P: or HARMAN ee A.M. 
En "ture— Profe: NALDSON, M.I. 
Gel 'cturer, Mr. ue F.G. $ 
Da Teacher, Mr. Moons. 
Botany— Profe: LINDLEY, Ph.D. 
ZIE (Recent Ed Fossilj Pe ofessor Grant, M.D. 

UN p Mind and Logic—Professor the Rev. J. 
233712 

eiedt and Modern AEO CREASY, A.M. 
essor MARSMA 

firiopradenee Professor is Xn EAVE, B.L. 
I NEWMAN, ManpEN, De 

MORGAN, an P ori 

Residence of Sudene evera] of the Professors, and some 

of the Masters of m Junior Ku) D students to ED 

with them, and in the office of the College there is kept a 

Register of par ids pM à the College who receive 

boarders into their families. egister will afford informa- 

tion as A terms and other p: ES 
Flaherty Scholarships of 45l. per annum will be awarded in 

the CER of 1846-47, to the best proficients as follows :—A. 

Scholarship tenable for four years, in Mathematics and Natural 

Philosophy; an Extraordinary scholarship, tenable for three 
years, in Classics. A Sch i il be awarded in January, 

1848, for Classies ; and in January, im n Mathematics. 
md further p la y be obtained at the 

office of the College. 
Ma ALDEN, A.M., Dean of the Faculty. 

ATKINSON, Secretary to the Council. 

The Sesion pf the Faculty of Medicine com- 
The Junior School opens on the 

August, 1816.— 
mences on the Ist October. 
22d September, 

ICTORIA LIFE 
No.18, KING WILLLIAM 

| ASSURANCE COMPANY? 
STREET, CITY. 

‘Sir James Duke, Alderman, M.P., CRDI 

Benjamin Hawes, End. * Deputy Chairm 
Benjamin Barnard, Esq. mas Nesbitt, Esq. 

Charles Baldwin, E; Jola Noiloth, pad, 

p. - Donkin, Esq., F Charles Phillips, 
ron Goldsmid, Major-General Raven teats 

Tames Law Jones, Bate E auton Esq. 

John Knill, Esq. Woolsey, Esq. 
Life Assurances are effected by this pu on ev EE cea 

tion of risk, on a profit or non-profit scale. Credi 

Premiums for the first five years allowed on Policies eireoted for 
the whole term of life. Payment of Premiums so arranged as to 
meet the convenience or wishes of the Assure A Policy may 

be made an absolute secu: gu Advances continue i be made to 

Assurers'on real or undoubted personal security, for terms of 
years repayable by Lopes ments. Partieular attention is re- 

‘quested to the detailed Prospectuses of the Company. 

cy “Wmas RATRAY, Actuary and Secretary. 

a LBION LIFE INS URANCE COMPANY, 
£X. NEW BRIDGE.STREET, LONDON. 

Instituted in 1805. ERA ed by "Act. of Par liament. | 

PERFECT SECURITY, same from a large Capital, totally inde- 

pendent of the Premium Fund, 
A Bonus amounting to Four-fifths, or 80. per Cent. of the 

ENTIRE PROFITS, arising from all AR issued upon the 

Par pM Scales of Premium, will be on 

Policy-holders on the 29th September, 1849, and 
ard e gp end of e every three years, either 

By payed 
Hm Aaro aot of ins Sum Insured ; 

Reduction of the Future Annual Ede 

Low AEN without Profits, particularly for limited 

terms of years. Increasing, Decreasing, and other Rates of 

Premium, Claims paid in 30 days after proof of Death, Pro- 

spectuses, Proposals, &c., may be obtained at the Office, Par- 

ties resident in the country are not DES red to appear person- 

ally in London. iN CHARLTON, Secretary 

p ROVIDENT LIFE OFFICE, 50, Regent-street, 
London.—ESTABLISHED D1 6. 

NVESTED CAPITAL, 1,200,0007. 

NNUAL Income 140,0001. ONUSES Dronansn 529, EE 

D ud since the establishment of the 

esident.—T HE gar HONOURABLE Rud Grex, 
1,520, 

RA Squire, Esa, The Earl of SETS 
"dm RR MS Sherman Sir John Osborn, Bai 

John Deering, Esq d Beaumont, B 
Alexander Henderson, M.D. Richard Sherwood, Esq. 

Table of Premiums for assuring 1001. on a Healthy Life. 

Without With =| " | Without With 

Bonus. Bonus i Bonus. | Bonus. 

Age. gorthewholeLifeatan| “8% |For the whole Life, at 
Annual Payment of | jan Annual Payment of 

FI d [£8 a || sd. | Esd 
20 | 11410 | 2 3 7 || 40 214 5 | 8 711 
95 | 118 6 | 2 | 45 2 5- | 370 
$ 9°29 | 213 5 BD) 18 LTO aa 
35| 2 8 0 |.21910 || 55 l 4104 | 5 6 4 

Bonuses Paid upon Policies which have become CLAIMS. 

No. of | Sum | No. of Sum 3 

Policy. Insured. Sum Paid, | Policy. Insured. Sum Paid. 

LA E bod: £. £ 8 

435 | 3900 | 4509 I I1 || 3307 | 2000 | 341 1 
1973 | 5000 | 765218 3 || 3617 | 1000 | 1862 4 1 
3085 | 5000 | 7706 6 0 || 4024 | 1000 | 1622 9 V 
3378 | 5000 | 7500 5 9 || 4888 | 1000 | 1654 18 

Prospectuses and full particulars may be obt tained upon DE 
plication to the Agents of tis Se cein all s due. towns d 

the United Kingdom ; and ai , No. 50, Regen! 
‘Jou S SOLON, pom Directors 

Subscriptions received by the ME Bankers :—Messrs. 

BARCLAY & Messrs. Coutts 4 Messrs. Cocks, BID- 
Messrs. JONES, d E Co.; Messrs, ScoTT 

Mails, price 
jommitee Room, Horns Tavern, Kennin; 

. T. NEVILLE, fon Sec, 

Stoke Newington, and Printed by WrruiAM Buannony of N o 6 York: place, Silke Newington, both 
Frepxeick Muriwer Nee Church. 

at the Office, No.5, treet, enter ae Se. Fi 

den, in the said county, where all Advert 
are tobe addressed to the Vor Saturday, Serrannan 5, 
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to trees, &o., by alleaii Wo "un la Windnill, hoi A me 

GRAND DAHLIA AND IOCISOBDEANEOUS. “FLOWER -. 
HOW. 

Roe SOUTH LONDON FLORICULTURAL 
SOCIETY, under the Patronage of Her Most Gracious 

Majesty the QuEZN. The Fifth and last Exhibition for the season 
will be held in the ROYAL SURREY ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS, on 

DAY, f Sept. 16, 1546. Open to all Exhibitors, when 4 Gold 
ue Medals will be awarded for the following Collec- 
Miscellaneous Plants, Fuchsias, Roses, Dahlias oe 

Flowers, and Fruit. In addition to which BENZAxiN HAWE 
Esq., M.P., offers a 5l. prize for thé: best Collection: or NIECES 
laneous Plants; Mr. Ona) ER, of Ohalvey, a Large 
Silver Tannen Meda al, dins ho. best 6 ETE of New "bahliss 
Sent out spring of 1846; and J. Bu: 
EI for Seedling Dahlias of 1845 and 1816 
s the Rules of the mum d pe obtained from Joun T. 
EY VILLE, Secreta Eh 6, Peckhan 

HE GRAND ANNI AL AHLIA SHOW OF 
THE METROPOLITAN SOCIETY will take place in the 

splendid grounds of the Grecian Saloon, City-road. 
ed Monday, September 14th, 1846. Pme 10 in a Class: 
Schedules and Tickets 1s. each, entitling the onm to remain 
or the whole of the evening, may a the Gardeners’ 
Gazette Office, 420, Strand ; and the fiends of Horticulture will 
dine the same Evening. Tickets, bs, 6d. 

*HICHESTER HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.— 
/ The Autumn Exhibition will be held in the CORN 

CHANGE, on FRIDAY, Serr] 
are offered on i RUIT, 

AGERS. 

8th, when numerous Premiums 
IAS, ith 

ig. A Band of Music will 
Particulars may be obtained of the Secretary, 

chester, Sept. 12. Mr. H. SILVERLOOK, Jun. 

E dei SOCIETY —fhe THIRD ANNIVERSARY 
" be. held on TusspAv, Sept. 15, during the meeting of 

a Root ns UU UN 1 Cee EUM ms, £ on, e 0 P. 
ctor F.R. President, in the c CR a a ae cd 

iene Bg LANKESTER, Secretary. 

RIED PLANTS FROM CHINA.—A few sets of 
E e VALUABLE DT PLANTS collected in China 
by Mr. P FOKTUNE, ma; 1 be procured by appl ying to R. 
Hewarp, Esq., Young- Sie Kensington, London. Among 
them are many new and rare species scarcely known to Euro- 
peans, 

BECKS SEEDLING PELARGONIUMS OF 1844 

A Descriptive be P the, above, with directions for 
their cultivation, er be o had in exchange for 4 postage-stamps. 

__Worton Qo! worth. 

ENIA. WHITFIELDII. 

OUIS YAN HOU! UITES Nursery, GHENT, BELGIUM. 
trong Plants £l 1 

With one over —— 
E 
LUS € (SIS. — 

Tous VAN HOUTTES eres GHENT, BELGIUM. 

Very strong Bulbs. v 
Ed Per dozen. 

25 1 
4 

The usual discount to the trade. 
~NEW SEEDLING STRAWBERRIES. 

MYATT & SONS have selected from their meal 
Z oof seedlings tl the following varieties, which are now ready 
for PSR out 

YATT’S GLOBE, large and ue flavour, per100 30s. 
E MAMMOTH, very lar; 30, 

ROLIFIC, early, Sad Pelr bearer 
Ho OPER’S SEEDLE NG, 21s. 

The above selection are Euh distinet, and well sports the 
attention of gro 

» 
» Me 

arly or: e pen ensure strong TAS for fruiting next 
Season.— r ‘arm, Deptford, Sept. 1 

TIFUL ORCHID. EAU! 

A BALSTON has to offer a few plants at 5 guineas 
* each, of GALEANDRA BOCARII, blooms of which have 

Y, who pronounces it the true been submitted to Dr. LINDLE 
variety of this extremely rare and beautiful plant, 

Poole Nursery Dorset. 

Ma 
ose Hortoultural 1So 

| Pie PLANTS of various sorts, rs lean, | 

cde Am vete) may be had on application n to | 
, Green-street, Marlboro’-road, Chels | 

TER 
Hie 

The following A NIS and desirable Plants can be strongly 

recommende 
$. d. 8. d. 

Chirita sinensis . 3 Te sp. China .. 3 8 
Pterostigma grandiflora 2 e| Platgeodon grandi foran. à 

+10 Sheo DT S S 

TEE o, per d NE 
zio Taxodium sempervirens, 

one zu 15 to sil 

rona ANa RET $| Hydrolea spinosa 3 
Lindleyana .. 2 6| Siphocampylus coccineus 2 6 

120 Ditto, per doz. MT d 

Cuphea cordata, 10 8 alba 2 
Lyperia pinnatifida, iin. 2 0| Fuchsia “Scaramouche 

Ditto, per doz. ..18 0|. Melez)  . 30 

RNC 6| , L'esmeralda(do). 3 0 
tto, per doz. eel 07 Sanspareil (Youell) 3 6 

Bouvardia flava 1271 6| Tropmolum crenatifolium 
CH 10 6| (Veitch) X dus os 
Tropsclum Lobhianum 1 6| Ditto, per doz. + 24 0 

Ditto, per d 12 0 
_ Taunton Nurse es, § Sept. 12. 

O THE PLANTERS OF ENGLAND. 
TRUE ES DA mu MOUNTAIN PINE, 

AT.R ED PRICES. 

AMES GRIGOR, S qe Norwich, begs to 

state that he is now selling young Diente c S the above valu- 
able Timber rreo at the undermentioned pri The present 
is an excellent time to transplant all the Es od the small- 

est, which have not yet completed their gro: owth. When planted 
now, they furnish themselves witl ew roots, and are thus 

firmly RIS UA before the winter comes on, 

Plants 1 to 2inches  .. per 1000—2s. 6d. 
50 » Bio e ud 

pi to Ur, (transplanted) 
»  6t08 4, COM eas 
» 81010 p, Mono 
s» -10.to te n 

eu " viro) 
Finest picked plants, 1} io 2 ect per do: 

ry particularly admire the Highland Pine, and am very 
much "obliged to you for calling my attention to trees of suci 
yalue.”—Duke DEN. 
Norwich, Sept. 8. 
UTCH HYAOIN THS FOR FORCING, Single 
and Double at 4s, per dozen; also Narcissus, Croc: 

Tulips, Irises, Jonquils, Anemones, and Ranunculus ; Std 

Catalogues of which will be ugs per post, from ARTHUR 
Conzerr’s Ital a n Tar ehouse, Pis, Pall-mall. 

WLM WOOD E SON have now ae sted a 

new and enlarged edition of their ROSE C GUE 

for the Autumn of 1846, ai nd Spring o of 1847, wich cee an be 

proud to furnish gratis on application. 

N.B.—The Autumnal flowering ROSES are now in fine bloom: 

Woodls ands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Su: ept. 12. 

HOLLYHOOKS. 

J AMES KIELEN NURSERYMAN, Lyncombe Vale, 
he public that he has 

NG HOLLY- 

from EU every single flower has een thrown out, and which 

e will send out at the following prie es, vi: 

peo plants, 97. ; 50 ditto, 21s; 5 ditto, 
basket and UE 

J. K. has no objection to ‘ake goods for half the amount 
ordered a tradesmen, Seed of the above 2s. 6d. per 

packet, or, to openana ie ig. per Ib. 
Bath, Sept. 9th, 184 

XHARLES TORNER begs to o offer the following 
d. DIA new PINKS, viz. :— $. 

dos. 6d., including 

Bragg’s George Glenny ae 7 6 per pair, 

Kirtland's Esa opus Fs ESO 
Harris's Dauntless oe 50 5 

Maher’s Berkshire Hero .. T Bib Ss 

PICOTEES. 
Matthews’ Enchantr ess, Jight purple edge 10 6 ,, 

light red edge 7 0 "n 

Or one pair e dus Por. lis. 
ix RES 

Hall's Sue extra fine.. . .. 5 Oper plant. 
Turner’s Oth e AE T REE os 

^ hairy BANAL NG cole EL. B0 AE 
i 5-28,» dirus 

Gossett's Lard E erige ees ie BOR 
Hooper’ d Duke of Wellington 2 DAS 

ng plants of the above are now n 
DEsSHp YEN Catal i b ion. Pansy recdiiv are p SAY perpa had kin Bpplioatl on. 

Chalvey, near Windsor, Sept. 1 SEE RS ee aa 

GENERAL PRICE. CURRENT | Sp 26 and 21). 

OUIS VAN HOUTTE'S e AL PRICE- 
AURREN (Nos. 26 and 20, are to inn had on pre: -paid 

NEV: VILLE? S ENCHANTRESS AND OTLEY'S S Da. EDWARD S. 

DNA FREDERICK FAIRBAIR RN WARDS: |a 
fully informs Amateurs, he has a few pairs of the above 

splendid DE to dispose of, at 5s. per pair, postage free, on 

i ost-office order on Clapham, 

taining som: De and scarce varieties, 

| tion, RIDE a stamp.— Wandsworth-road, Sept, 12. 

Catalogues, con- 
can be had on applica- 

DUE. & CO.'s Bira and cel lebrated Collec- 
above are this season unusually strong and 

healthy, and will be ready for sending out, in well rooted 
plants, to any part. B the United Kingdom, or for exportation, 

| at the following pri 
25 pairs of finest amt rate som varieties vb Carna- 

tions a and ae 2i 

12 pairs do. 

T ea efire Sube show varieties of ao x 
do. do. 

Beall, Monarch, den Tesiection “bruce "'Gorolin, 
, Colvillii, 

2g zee 
B rederi rie, "riu B ed 

lom EGER Mundi, Ochroleuea, Noblissimay Hors- 
E King 

Anemoneefiora 
me 

Picturata, Mita, Lefevriana, 

rosea, Kew Blush, 

THE FINEST DUTCH HYACINTHS, &e. 

YOUELL and CO. have just received their importa- 

"Imbr icata, 

tion of the above in the finest TEUER and are enabled to 
offer very superior HY ACINTHS by n. prising double 
and Single Red, Blue, White, and Yellow, al 12s. 

r dozen. 

CEDRUS DEODARA. 

YOUELL and CO. s m Eme Planters and the 
Trade, they are enabled to supply ar Seedling 

Plants of the above, well established i in P ‘ots, n reasonable 

terms. 

ARAUCARIA UME or es LIAN PINE 
3 years old d . per doz, 
EA ss D EC 2 
SAT > 
6 i ‘fo ot, very fine and bushy, 

measur ing from 13 t 
A fe e specimen plants 18 inches to 2 Tus ink 

from 2 fect to 2 feet 6 nd across, 21s. eac 
Jedrus Deodara, 2 ye 

Ditto ditto EOE: § wO 

Picea Webbiana, 1 yea 
bies morinda, beds. in pote, fme. iu. 

12 first-rate new Fuchsias, including thei 
Seedling “Sa E: 

12 fine do. ut 

YOUELL & Co. ha a find stock of the follow- 
ing STRAWBERRIES, beg to offer them at 
Princess Alice Maude, Myatt’s British Que, 

Carolina, Myatt's Pine, Elton, Roseberry, Black di 
Uu Swainston’s Seedling, My: att's ne p s Late Scarlet, 

'wnton, and Grove- end Scarlet, * Dickson’s Royal Pine," 

Ibs. per 100. 
Extra new eru Seed, from newest and best va- 

rieties, per pac 
Alstreemeria Secd, from Mr. Yan Houtte's 

rieties, per packet 
Antirrhinum Brightii, lutea, and venosa, pP. I 

finest mixed 12 varieties, ps 
Steamers direct to Rotterdam weekly, a 

& week, and to London daily. 
_ Great Yarmouth Nursery, Sept. 12. 

BEAUTIFUL SEEDLING P. ANSY 'BLUE FRINGE." 

deae MAJOR, Knosthorpe, near Leeds, begs 
o inform those of his friends who have already ordered. 

the mue strikingly beautiful Pansy, that he will commence 

sending it out on the Zie of September. Tr few plants still re- 

main, and ma; d at 6s. pU or s lants for 30s., post 

iree, Description—white aro deep blue se with a distinct 

blue belt, about the eighth of an inch broad 

five petals; good form, ai onde average size, a 
Very fayourable opinions have DM obtained upon it 

deners’ Chronicle, May 30, “ .X.;" Gardeners? * Gazette, 

May 2 et Meee Gardeners sud Land Stewards' Journal, 

Jul, 
Pn may now be had for 40s., post free, 20 fine show Pansies, 

selected from the ny varieties of this spring. Select Pansy 

seed, 23. 6d. per pac! 

Twelve of H. M." ; pem shrubby Calceolarias sent out for the 
first time this spring, price 305. 

Orders executed in rotation, as they are rei 

known Correspondents a remittance is part 

with the order. 

to Ban E e 

From un- 
arly requested 

EER PLANTS FROM VENEZUELA.—A few 
ets of the VALUABLE DRIED PLANTS, collected in 

Y enema and other renes provinces, by Mr. . LINDEN, 
may sí e procured by applying to Mr. PAMPLIN, Botanical 
mar er Frith- Son Soho, London. Among them are 

many rare species scarcely known to European Botanists, 

HOS. RIVERS has s eur of announcing to 
his Friends and the Public, that his DESCRIPTIVE 

CATALOGUE OF ROSES for 1846, with a Supplement, will 
be ready i m a few days. „8s usual, be forw wn to his 

enclosing 
"The Cata- promptly rdum to. 

e Supplement contains 
Lists of Roses cultivated in 6-inch pots ae Eo and green- 
house culture, and Lists of choice Bourbon, Tea-scented, and 
China Roses, on 18-inch stems, for beds, lawns, &c. & 
Sawbridgeworth, Herts, Sept, 12, 

i 

i 
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POLMAISE HEATING. 

DAVIES having proved the above mode-of heat- 
* ing Tlorticultural Buildings to be far süperior'to hot 

—— im every respect, being: expense erecting, and mom 
now prepared to undertake 
any di eription. of building, 

rater, he plans he 
art ve us house, 

SCC Nursery, 

$ 

"ES mow sübpts, the stove can be p 
and the heat will be equ: pally EA 
Wavertreo, Liverpool, Sept. L 

‘THE EARGEST BREED OF RABHP TSIN THE KINGDOM. 

"PHE GENUINE HARE RABBIT.—This singularly 
Jarge variety has great width and substance of loin, fat- 

ght of from 17 to 

Ern Bd fri Anet ‘anon Ban otc tolherbepecies. 
pairs to be disposed of three to four months old, 18s. per pair; 
E per pair.—Apply to Mr. Jonn BnzTT, Market-place, 

Great Yarmouth. 
A pair of Black "rels to be disposed of, price 2. 10s. 

| HOUTTE'S NEW VARIETIES OF CHILIAN 
ALSTR@MERIAS. 

nee IS VAN HOUTTE, FLonisT io the Kina, G hent, 
Belgium, begs to EE his Chilian em STRGMERIAS at 

s, 28: 
rk-lane, y 'bondon ; or appli 

HovTTE, at Ghent. 
August, and the 

tev. cen of Mane! 
VD 

, on tlie meeting of the 
is ino following 

ous eolours, Pix S HNGUYS 
and wet weather, to which 

hey xposed, yet they sufficiently 
showed What 2s vutiful objects large masses of them would be 
in r-garden, and fully ates, the ety given of 
them by the Dean of Manchest a late Numi 

N.B. Each A. contains directions for pianists and culti- 

wating them. usual discount to the trade, 

EDLING PETUNI AS, 

RTHUR M ACKIE begs to offer to the Public 
4X three seedling PETUN VIAS, which he trusts will be found 
mot ES cec toni the purcha They have been chos out 
of si prae den: mud and subjected 
to Dr. Lindley’ s inspect tion, who says oam in the Chronic 

y ave fine and rich in t 
them would make desivable adai ti 

» set Ts. 6d., or free by post, including box, 8s. 6d. 
: so a collection of nine very fine seedling AN- 

D arge number of. seedling: 
pee and rema 

or free by post, SOANA box, The set? «Bey 
plar Zollowir 

hin Sa as 106 | Gesnera elliptica. . 
betilon venustum — .. 2 6| Gloxinia pallidfiova 

Abelia rupestris ..  .. 5 0| _,, discolor 
apheza: ata... .. 50 Æ SOL ETE m 

Chirita sinensis .. oe 26) feros d 
i 36 „ zeylaniez es 

-— pomy eœ- d 
zuleo 76| Weige 

ery Three will be given in to ithe Tra ade. 
mittance requested from unknown correspondents, 

The Norwich . Nursery, Sept. 12 > 
CHOICE NEW PLANTS. 

UCOMBE, PINCE, & Co. have now for Sale the 
L following very choice and beautiful New Plants, all of 
which they can confic SAM recommen 

LESCHENAULTIA 8 SPLENDENS, ey E 
LESCHENAULTIA SPLEND. ar. Stricta . 21s. 

= Æ figure of L. . splendens i is publis PM in the present month's 
number of the ** "Botanica Magazine," by Sir William Hooker, 
part of whose description is hi g 

leave to say that their plant is the only one which has been iden- 
tiBed by P Wm. Hooker, as the true “L. splendens," and that 
there a: rious varieties of it. 

* The praeh colour of this plant is only to be com- 
pared with Verbena Melindres. Handsome as is the 
var. Stricta, it is far exceeded by the True Splendens, 
which is of a far more bushy character, and the whole 
Surface is literally covered with its brilliant blossoms, 
continuing a long time in perfection. There is a ten- 
derness and delicacy too in the foliage, which contrast 
aimirably with the rich colour of the EN of Which 
there es AR than 300 expanded on one 

wever, bez Me to refer HEUS to the 
figure and ieee Rrra alluded t 

LESCHENAULTIA ARCUATA be » 21s. 
Very large flowers, canary colour, sipped with red. A figure 
will appear in next month's of the “ Botanical Maga- 

ie; os inet and beautiful ee 
CLERODENDRON SINUATUM .. .. .. 496 

À figure of this plant is published also in the present month's 
ee Magazine,” describing which Sir 

William Posie say: 

“It is one of those plants to which a drawing cannot 
do justice, and whose charm depends on the graceful- 
ness of the entire plant, flowering at an early period, and 
Searing dense many-flowered heads from the extremity 
of every branch; and these blossoms too are highly 
fragrant and of the tenderest and purest white. It de- 
serves a place in every stove-collection.” 

CLERODENDRON VOLUBILE .. .. . 
A very fine new climbing species, with large panicles a ‘inches 
ime m pure white flowers, very distinct from any other 

21s. 

speci 
“GARDENIA STANLEYANA .. .. 15s. 
STROPHANTHUS STAN 42s, 

,, GOMPHOLOBIUM NOVA SPECIES ls. 
With fine large scarlet-crimson flowers, fóriing an extremely 
eg: ant: a small plaut of this was exhibited 

at the okey Cris Society’s Exhibition in May last, and ob- 
tained a Me 
AABN INDICA, * DUKE Ws Paus d 

m (d 3. 

lowed by all who saw it to be Es in 186. and qe a 
im: Rich scarlet, fine form, good substance, Are yi flower. 

meee S OROZEMA PILOSA .. 
FUCHSIA CORALLINA .. 

Bxeter Nursery, Exeter. 

21s. 
105. 6d. 

EW GERANIUMS. 

| E ea E. NRENDLE & Co., beg to return 
their sincere thanks to their numerous eustomers for the 

liberal orders received for! GBRANIUMS during thepast-sea- 
son, and respectfully solicit a renewal of their kind patronage. 
They have this season devoted much time and attention to the 

‘ivation of this favourite flower,and 
in procuring all the richest and most v. 
day. "Three large houses’ have ‘been expressly set apart’ for 
their culture, and they have evo nn in believing that 
in. the autumn they will have s superior stoek of estab- 
lished young plants as will be BMfetior to no other eollectión in 
the United Kingdom. 

YNE'S SEEDLINGS OF 1845, 
The Mods set of Ten for 50 

ared n 

MARMION. PRINCESS. 
Merry MONARCH, KinG or Saxony. 
ROSEBUD. CHAPLET. 
VAMPIRE. MUR 
TOTA. Moon 

BECK’S SEEDLING GERANIUMS SENT "our IN 1845. 
The AUREUS ud of Ten for 4l, 4s., with a strong plant of 

Lyne’s Rosesup and im bs — 
TES DESDEMON. 
Marc ANTONY. (Oe 
3 j Rosy CIRCLE. 
Favourira. SUNSET, 

ccommoduted with ny sorts. separate, but if a 
en, d higher 1 ist necessarily be charged. 

ne 299/11 2 from the {ola ing 
—Th andard 

Prince 
le 

Lady ‘alleles, Miss. Haife 
Alfred, Vesta, Bertha, Indispensable, King of the French, Op- 
tima, Trafalgar, Camilla, Charles X., Gipsy Queer, Duchess of 
Sutherland, Confidence, patra, Theresa, 
Imogene, Leonora, Redworth, Sappho, Apollo 
Cele Beauty of S 

ch 

Lec 
of Pert nn Edith, 

King of Saxony (Ga 
Magog, Juliet, us 
b : 

Phon, Bs rancis Bullin, JENG 
hite Per- 

ines), 
Repeal, 

Hoekin), Albion (Hockin), Prin W 
Sarah Jane, Queen I "iliipa, Quos Vista (Shep- 

ns 
tion, 

erd), Princeps, Robustum, and Duke of Devonshire. 
As many of the new sorts of Geraniums will be scarce, 

early orders are desired, to ensure a supply. 
SECOND CLASS.— Selection of 12 from the follow- 

ing list for 15 our Selection Me third ese. 
M nes), Duchess of Leinster, 

"Qeberal Pollock, Flora, 
Rosalia, Diomede, Coronet, D ike of Cornwall (L se 
(ono) Madeline, Mulberry, Beauty of Walthamstow, Hebe, 

Ohanc :ellor,' Othello, Rainbow, Regulator, F P tion, 
Guide, Hybla d atio Nelsc on, Pulehellum, Conf tio; on, 
Symmetry, Jers id, Thunderer, Pheebe, Dido, Hermione 

Oberon, Sir Robert Peel, Modesty, Lord Ebrington, 
i d Cor nish Gem, Rising S 

Forme um, E air Maid of enr 
jtm ntress, Ds 

, Circass 

King of the Be 
ERR Queens Ragland, 

ns ( 
Claude, 

Wonder of the "West, Tee Ge the T 
Oe Glory of the Wi est, Consort, Pi hibai 
Sy and SR 

ners Selection of 6 from ue 
Gen fom Thumb, Fireball 

Ruby, Vivid, Britannia, Monsen” 
following list for 
King, Firebrand, Delig 
Coronet, 

NBr established Plants of all sche above will be ready on 
and after the 2nd of November ne 

QE All orders above 31. ul be delivered (hamper, 
package, and carriage free) to London, Bristol, Exeter, 

or above 61. to vu AE 

lipse, 
t, 

g! 

Barnstaple, or Falmouth ; 
Dublin, or Cork. 

A remittance not required from known Correspondents, or 
those who give refer: e in London, 

Steamers from this Port three times a week to Lon- 
don, Cork, Dublin, ee and dea nir 
a will be ex "en in sti rotation.—Great attention 

is paid tc cking.—All plants for warded to long dis- 
tances is packed in Tii I and firmly 

Wi XT E.  RENDLE & Co. 
Office, Union-road, Plymouth, Sept. 1 
CUERNSEY AND BELLADONNA LILIES.— 
JV Just arrived, in good condition for 

a large UU edes ise dde these beantifal Flowe 
50s. per 100, or dozen, for the Guerns 
per dozen for the nna. Also their annual importation 
of FLOWER ROOTS Hu "OTMDN which, in consequence of 
the hot summer are exceedingly fine and sound. Catalogues 
may be had on application to Wm. Roazns and Son, Nursery- 
men, Southam oton. 

3 E 

S WALTERS, Frorisr, Hilperton, Trowbridge, 
« Wilts, offers the annexed as being superb Show Flowers : 

MRS. FRY.—Rose leaf, pure white, purple lacing, constant, 
pi and exquisite shape. Per pair, 5s. 
MOZART. —Rosé n ere white, rosy-red lacing, constant, 

naive, and supe 
Post free pe res p ärt of the United Kingdom. 

EO. MILLS offers to the Public, by permission 
of the raiser, Seeds of the BROWSTON HYBRID CU- 

CUMBER. well known exeellent kind. Its length 20 to 27 
inches, black-spined, and of beautiful shape. One of its parents, 
« Champion,” a white- spined variety, 23 to 36 inches long, and 
Browston Hybrid will bring a 1 fruit. 
Itis very pronte and of excellent quality, Tine Seeds will be 

t o rder for 5s., payable at 
Brentford. Xt pa rsbury-park, Sept. 19h. 1846. 

NEW STRAWBERRIES, 

o HN SALTER, of Versailles, France, can furnish 
the following new varieties (French and Bolgian), w which 

will be sent out for the first time this autumn : 
“LA LEIGEOISE ” (Haquin).—Hybrid from n Roseberry, but 

in every respect far superior. The fr is is about 1} inches long 
by 1} in diameter ; colour dark ibundant bearer and very 
early, ripening in ‘he obentats from E to 15 days before ** ‘Alte 
Maud,” or Keens’ Seedling. n, the celebrated profes- 
sor of botany at Liege, speaks of it with unqualified approba- 
ti m and gba it as the earliest known. Price 27. 10s. 
per hundred 

xe PRINCESSE. ROYALE 

NEW PINKS. 

Y (Pelvilain).. —Hybrid from Elton 
a and very handsome ; 

osy-red, most abundant bearer, early, and or 
forcing one of the best ever raised. The saleable stock is very 
limited, the two principal forcers for the Paris market having 
ay TUE the greater portion, Plants 2s. 6d. each, or 
12 for 

Y Comin DE PARIS” eae PEGA Ae also from Elton 
and Keens’ Seedling, but totally different from the preceding. 
The fruit is round, large, and nanidsonie; colour reddish- 

very desirable date variety. 
Sige yery limited. Plants 25. 6d. each, or 12 for 

J. S. will remain in England until Saturday the dom i 

and all letters addressed to him (post Vnd 
SarTER's, Waterloo-street, HTammersmi He meet ym aue 
attention. rders above 21. 10s. will di ialliyeréa carriäge 
free to Londi Remittances, or Post-office orders payable at lon. 
lammersmith, will be expected from unknown correspondents. 

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS, &c. 
sad DICKSON & SONS, 32, South Hanover- 

have just received their First ae Importation 
of DUTCH FLO WER ROOTS in excellent condi pony They 
have been selected with the greatest care bon the b 
vators in Holland, and consist of the most choice va Y 
HYACINTHS, and of all the other sorts usuall 
Early orders are a ee a ieee which shall fü eet NU 
immediate and most careful attent 

They would kiso remind ‘their’ tends, pat Fd many years 
the best specimens of Hyacinths, wh Nur 
man’s Prine E the Horticultural ocn s Sixhibition were im- 
ported by 

J. D. will in a short time ipe serpit their full 
suppl ATURAL GRASS SEEDS, now so much in re- 
quest, m proved to beso advantag Eu for Seni np n per- 
manent pai 

At their ere s 
& Soi have en al 
FLOWERING SHRUBS, 

at Inverieith and Broug| k, J. 
arge Stock of EVERGREENS and 
"FRUIT and FOREST TR BES, 

Seedling and Transplanted. Their Evergreens they would par- 
ularly recommend to the notice o! their Friends and the 

Publi, being persuaded that in point of and quality 
re not to be equalled by any Nursery in the Kingdom. 

Ba I 

E 

Hol lies, , Portugal Laurels, Laurel I 
leading kinds, being e and 
the orts fi sed in pots and then Pl 

ted x with the ball entire, an sportec 
also, an exter collection ey D ILIA 
RS ENHOUSE, STOVE, and TiWRBAC 
S, &c., to which they regularly add such new 
VON dim thy of Sulsivation, 

Gardeners, Foresters, and Hedgers re- 
5 Se pter 12. 

KENSINGTON AND READING NUI 
M ESSRS. RICHARD FORREST 
LYE mostr ctfully to direct attention. to 

i collection of BUL BOUS ROOTS just impo 
in excelle [ 

ication to Kensington, or 4 
y > orders ve 

paid to any tati on on the Great Western 
Railway, between London and Bristol. 
M RI E airedt 

Stock in both Establishments, w 
toe Jn 

Lonis fiom E [s 
Terre de macrophylla, from 15s, gu 

flora, fine healthy Plants, A 
Pinus and other Coni 

m in Pus 

ly 

I» ive 
A V» Annual portion of the above-n ulbs, 
Foreign Warehouse, 63, South Audl "dr 
square, facing the Chapel. The DOUBLE 

srant of all the Narcissus, and if planted i ir 
Jhristmas. Printed lis 

T iption of the flowering of Hy cinths 

postage free, on application, 

NEW PINK. 

TORMAN’S “HENRY STEERS," purple m 
extra fine form; fine long pod ; well laced and con 

Sender On er pair, sent post free on receipt of a 
ich, 

offering the above, 

inks, 

EES. 
that he has 

e-named 
S. to 
ensive and Healthy S 

h jid offers at the following price 
E 
Plants, whic’ 

Good pi Plants p any of the bate 

20s. per dozen f Walthamstow, 
Confidence, Cyt "s Duke By Devon shire, 
Josephus, Moonbeam, Modesty, Nabob, Phæor 
Rosalia, Sarah Jane, "Lady EE t, Unique, & 

caletion itor ‘any of the following sorts, all new last 

s r, 
Cid, Robustum, 

season, at 2l. à ozen :—Or us HN oster’s), Sappho (Ditto), 

Milo (Cock’s), Pearl (Denny’s), A (Hoyle’s), Duke of 
Orleans eee Gipsy SU (Ditto), Lord Morpeti (Ditto), 

Hesperias (Lyne's) King of Saxony (Ditto 
Mervy Monari m (Ditto), Rosebud (Ditto), Prine 
and Eara r of Russia. 

make. fine specimens for exhibit, er the. folios 
varieties, from 12s, to 20s. per dozen :—Achilles, 

Conflagration, Comte Orsay, Dibhexs? of Sutter 3 
of Cornwall, Dido, Wie) Emperor of Russia. qnt Mes 

Rising Sun, Sapphire, $ Sir Robert Peel, Symmetry, Sunrise, 
Queen of. Fairies, Unit, & 

OINERARIAS. 
id established bern Ro Ed and several 

senio 15s. per doz 

Salter’s | s new ak vot foe soit out for the first time this season, 

in 6-inch pots, 255. the sel 
CAMELLIAS. 

Good strong Plants with flower-buds .. ED 10 0 per doz, 
Next size ditto .« we oe ae 2 ^ ” 

Fi i 3 0 
Including the following sorts Double Striped, 
Eclipse, Fimbriata, m andis Golvilli 
parn npe Corona A Heteelata, Leeana £o 

thæflora Florida, Donklaerii, King, Bealii 
THoclo Pudbtata WU Decora; Ochroleuc. a sand many others- 

PICOTÈES AND CARNATIONS. 

d Plants and NEC at the following 

of Newcastle, Mrs. Fine healthy well rooted 
prices, including Burroughes’s Dul 

CU Cook's President, or osi and three fine yellow 
Pici g lee 

E pairs of very fine show varieties -- m Ey 0 0 

12.4 
Hin tun al Eistablishment; Bracondale, N 

Seed Warehouse, 3, Exchange „street, a 

ub -CORNER. OF HALF-MOON 
THOMAS GIBBS and 

0 
Norwich. 

nd CO. 
EDSMEN to t (By Official appointment), the SE » 

«ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. OF EN ae 
Beg to remind the Members of the Society, and Agric 
n general, that their only Counting House 

house is at the Corner of HALF- CRUS 

DILLY, London, as for the last Fifty Yea 

Priced Lists of Agricultor al Seeds are always r 

se ade, PIOCA- 
ees and may 

DN 138, ou er a d 

Horticultural Glasses. Oils, 2 3 

best description, at lowest prices, at F. pM he 

street East, Oxford-strect. 4«* For Ready Money + 
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GROOM, Crarnam Riss, near Lonpon (removed 
from Walworth), by APPOINTMENT FLORIST TO HER 

MAJESTY THE QUEEN, and to Hrs MAJESTY THE KING OF SAXONY, 
begs to call the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, and Amateurs 
to the following new and rare Plants :— 

Epacris lævigata. . 
6| — elegans . 

5.0| Leianthus nigrescens 
6 — I 

— ns 
6| Columnea crassifolia 

2 
2 

Siphocamphylus coccinea 2 
3 6 | Corokia buddlioides 
2 
5 
3 
2 

Stylidium androsacea 
Chirita sinensis .. 6| Bouvardia flava .. . 

0|Platycodon grandiflorum 
3 6| Gardenia Sherbournii 

6| Garrya laurifolia 
6| Ruellia montana 

3 6|Mussænda frondosa 
36| — macrophylla 

6 | Geranium Duke of H; 

Epacris 5 ton po m . 
Foreign orders executed, and the Trade supplied on the usual 

terms, A remittance will be expected with orders from un- 
known correspondents. $ 

BECK'S SEEDLING PELARGONIUMS. 1845 

M BECK having now sent out the Plants, secured 
do by pre-payment, informs the Publio the following 

varieties only can be had, well established in 4-inch Pots. The 
usual allowance'to the Trade. 

. ..£2 2 0]|Bacchus I 
Resplendent 

— an 
Tetratheca hirsuta. 
Angelonia floribunda 
Tacsonia mollissima 

icata, 

emat; 
ni 

. .. £111 6 
Hebe's Lip.. 110 Hu 1) 
Competitor .. 111 6| Gigantic .. 010 6 
For Prepayment only. Post Office orders are requested on 

Brentford. , 
N.B. A few sets of strong Plants rémain of the seedlings 

of 1844, 

The Gardeners’ Chronicle. 
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 1846. 

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. "WizbwzspAY,Sept.ló—Royal South London... Pat, 
COUNTRY SHOWS. WpwsspAv, Sept. 16— Norfolk and Norwich Horticultural. sus 134 Perthshire Horticultural, 3 — 18) Chichester Horticultural, 

Some causes were tried at Liverpool the other 
day, which, on many accounts, and especially be- 
Cause their object was one intimately connected 
with the purposes of this Paper, deserve more than 
a passing notice; for they involved facts and 
Opinions which may any day concern everybody 
who has a plantation, garden, or farm. 

The plaintiff in this case was Sir Jogx GERARD, 
Bart., the representative of one of the oldest fami- 
lies in Lancashire, and the possessor of large estates 
in that county. He claimed compensation of the 
defendants, who are proprietors of certain alkali 
works, established in his neighbourhood, for exten- 
Sive damage alleged to have been done to his tim- 
ber by the vapour proceeding from their chimneys. 
The defendants denied the existence of any such 
vapour as could produce injury to trees at the dis- 
tance of one or two miles ; they denied that an 
injury had in fact been done to the timber except 
by the plaintiff's own acts, or by game, rabbits or 
lusects, or by natural causes; and they asserted 
that if any damage had been done it was not caused 
by themselves more than by the chimneys of col- 
leries, copper works, and glass works, also in the 
neighbourhood. 

lt is needless to refer to that evidence which 
Went to show that no damage had been done, for it 
Was proved by witness after witness that the injury 
Sustained by the timber had been enormous; that 
Or years past all formal thinning had become need- 

less, in consequence of the extensive death of the 
trees, and two witnesses, timber valuers, one of 
whom was Mr. Wuattzy, the nurseryman, of Liver- 
Pool, gave evidence that the injury done to the trees 
amounted in value to nearly 60007, and that it took 
them four weeks to make the valuation. 

Injury of the most extensive kind was proved 
en to have been committed. But how? The 

Plaintiff said by the alkali works ; and he rested his 
ase upon the fact that the trees most exposed to 
the works were most injured ; that they had been 
healthy until the alkali works were put in action ; 
that they had continued to decline ever since ; that 
the destruction of the trees consisted in their leaves 
emg scorched or browned; that they then be- 

Came “stag-headed,” and that there was no appa- 
Tent cause for this sudden change from a state of 
vigour to one of rapid decay, except the presence 
9f noxious acrid vapour in the air. That such 
Vapour was discharged from the defendants? chimney 
Into the plaintiff's park and grounds was proved by 
Persons who had watched it; that it was of a very 
acrid nature was proved by those whose eyes had 
Smarted from it, and who had coughed when it 
tered their lungs, although two miles of. That 

ese symptoms indicate the presence of muriatic 
acid gas ; that muriatic acid gas is largely thrown 
Pa by the chimneys of alkali works, and that it pro- 
uces noxious effects’ on plants similar to those 

which are observed in the plaintiff's woods was 
80 conclusively established. 

any of the arguments adduced by the defend- 

ants to show that they were not guilty would be 
unworthy of notice if it were not that hereafter 
similar cases may arise, and ignorant men again be 
put into a witness box who may have more weight 
with a jury, or may be brought before a less intelli- 
gent judge than Mr. Justice Cresswett. One 
opinion was that a great storm, which took place 
on the 6th January, 1839, and did much injury to 
shipping on the Lancashire coast, might have been 
the remote cause. In support of this, one Dick 
was produced, who swore that he was a gardener in 
the neighbourhood ; that in his judgment the frosty 
wind of January 6th did all the mischief, and that 
severe frost between November and March injures 
forest trees! It happened, however, that it rained 
pouring all that night; and as for the action of 
frost during winter on Oaks and Ashes, Mr. Dicx's 
opinion did not weigh with the jury. 

more favourite ground was bad drainage, and 
unsuitable soil. Butit was proved that the greatest 
mischief was on hill sides and on slopes, where no 
water could lodge ; that the least injury was in| 
hollows, where only the drainage could be insuf- 
ficient; and that there was not anywhere the 
slightest sign of “ mossiness," which is an invariable 
accompaniment of disease in wet land. As to the 
soil, it was proved to be good stiff loam, perfectly 
suited to the growth of trees. Nothing has more 
surprised us than to find men, called respectable, 
exposing their credit or their judgment to peril, by 
such testimony as was given on the part of the de- 
fendants as to these two points. We happen to 
know the country, and to have seen these trees, 
and we can say that we never heard of statements 
more totally destitute of foundation than some of 
those made for the defence. In some places 
the trees are on the slopes of rich meadows, 
in others on the sides of gulleys or steep hollows ; 
as for the soil, much of it is capital Wheat land, 
which would let for 37. per Cheshire acre; and, 
moreover, the whole question ofbad land or bad 
drainage is settled by the faet that uninjured trees 
in high vigour are intermingled withthe dying, and 
that the latter were in the greatest luxuriance until 
they were destroyed by the decay that has lately 
attacked them, in the manner already described. 

Of course the jury found for the plaintiff. 
But although no possible doubt exists that the 

iischief was caused by the acrid vapour proceeding | 
from the chimn of the alkali-works, there were 
Some curious circumstances that required expla- 
nation, independently of some apocryphal state- 
ments to which we need not allude. 

t was a great fact that the injury was chiefly 
done to Oaks and Ashes and Larehes. Not that 
other trees escaped; on the contrary, Limes, | 
Beech, Spanish Chesnuts, and Elms furnished their 
quota, but to an inconsiderable amount. Hazel 
we believe escaped altogether, and Alders, Syca- 
mores, and young Scotch Firs suffered little, if at 
all. Old Scotch Firs were,however, greatly damaged. 
This is no doubt connected with the powers which 
different trees possess of resistine external poisons. 
The Oak, Larch, and Ash, are the most tender 
leaved of our forest-trees when the leaves are young, 
and it might be expected that they should be most 
easily injured by muriatie acid gas. The Syca- 
more, on the contrary, is naturally able to resist the 
sea-spray, which has an analogous action to that of 
muriatic acid gas; Hazels and Beech are guarded 
by their copious hairs; Alders by their glutinous 
varnish. Besides which, plants certainly have, like 
animals, specific powers of resisting poisons ; and 
therefore it does not follow that because A and C 
are killed by x, that therefore B D and E shall 
also die. A dog is not killed by dropping hydro- 
cyanie acid, perhaps the most subtle of all poisons, 
upon its skin; a horse will take a pint of castor-oil 
without danger ; rhubarb will not act upon him at 
all, though it produces its usual effects on a eat ; 
and opium, which so readily stupifies man, will 
hardly operate in that way on a dog. 
We have before us the result of some little ex- 

periments which prove this conclusively. A dose 
of chlorine which killed all the foliage of Escallonia 
tubra, hardly touched a Cineraria guarded by its 
naturai wool, and did not in any way affect the 
young tender expanded leaves of Berberis aquifo- 
lium, although the old leaves were destroyed ! 
another case, when a strong dose of muriatic acid 
gas was thrown into a box containing various 
branches newly cut in the autumn from. the trees, 
the following was found to be their condition 12 
hours after the experiment :— 

Scotch Fir.— Little affected. 
Larch.—Nearly every leaf killed. 
Ash.—Every leaf killed. 
Oak.— Y oungest leaves “only injured—old leaves not. 
W hitethorn.— Youngest leaves killed—old, browned 

at the edges in various degrees, or not affected. 
Sycamore.—Some leaves quite uninjured— others 

5 

half killed—others quite. The leaves were only 
affected where the corrosive vapour had been 
condensed upon them in considerable quantity. 

Alder.—Old leaves safe—younger leaves variously 
affected and curled. 

Hazel.—Ditto ditto. 
Elms.—Ditto ditto. 
Grass.—Variously but not much affected —a good 

deal quite green. Some quite brown. 
Another curious circumstance on which the 

defendants’ counsel much relied was. the presence 
of single dying trees among others that appeared 
uninjured, For example, a “stag-headed” Oak 
might be found among healthy Oaks, a dead Spanish 
Chesnut tree in a wood near where another escaped, 
and so on. This was true; and it was argued 
that such cases completely overset the opinion that 
injury to the trees was caused by noxious matter 
brought to them through the air from a distance ; 
for, said counsel, *if the cause were referable to 
vapour, clumps of trees and not isolated trees would 
have been withered and destroyed." But these 
'ases admit of an easy and satisfactory explanation, 
independently of the fact that they formed a great 
exception to the rule, which was that the trees did 
die in long lines or large patches. There can be 
no doubt that individuals of the same species have 
different vital powers; that what physiologists call 
idiosyncrasy, occurs among plants. as woll as 
animals, and that one individual is susceptible of a 
dose of poison which would be disregarded by 
another. In all epidemies the weakest persons 
perish first ; if vermin attack animals the unhealthy: 
are first seized upon ; one man is intoxicated by a 
glass of wine, another will drink his bottle: one 

Another near it, in full vigour, resists the action so 
far as not immediately to die ; but it is injured and 
ecomes unhealthy, and when again exposed to a 

sufficient dose is advanced another stage in its down- 
ward road ; and this action going on at various 
times, under various circumstances, will of itself 
produce a complicated result, The end of it, how- 
ever, will be the destruction of all the trees capable 
of being affected at all, and the result in Sir Joan 
Gerarp’s case must be the total destruction of all 
his timber, uuless he can put a stop to the opera- 
tions of his alkaline enemies. We need not add 
that what has been the fate of this gentleman's 
property wil be the fate of everybody's who 
permits such works to be established in his 
neighbourhood. 

As the season wears on new facts slowly accu- 
mulate, and add to the puzzles of the PorATo 

UESTION, without assisting in its solution. We 
may briefly advert to afew of them. " 

There is no doubt that diseased Potatoes left in 

the ground all winter have produced as good, and 
in many cases a better erop, than sound Potatoes 
planted in spring. Of this we have many examples. 

A very curious fact has been pointed out by Mr. 

C. Ewrne, gr. to O. F. Meyrick, Esq., at Bodorgan, 
in Anglesey. He had a frame of forced Potatoes, 
early in the present year, which were attacked by 
disease, as we ourselves can testify. Nevertheless 
the crop was matured, and placed ina dry shed, 
and “strange as it may appear,” we quote Mr, 
Ewrno’s words, “every one of them are to the pre- 
sent hour as sound as Potatoes can be, even the 
very smallest of them, and not a trace of the pre- 
vailing disease to be seen, and the Potatoes are now 
beginning to shoot, and have showed no signs of pre- 
mature growth. It appears extraordinary that forced 
Potatoes should have kept all these months after 
being attacked early in their growth by the disease, 
As for myself I cannot in any way account for the 
singularity further than supposing that the consti- 
tution of the plant has been regenerated by an early 
habit of growth.” 

second peculiarity is the indestructibility of 
the old set. We have ourselves found, in heavy 
land, that certain of the old sets of last year, the 
tops of which are blighted, remain perfectly sound, 
and are changed to a firm waxy mass. Sir ČHARLES 
Lemon has remarked the same thing in Cornwall. 
In a field of 53 acres, belonging to a friend, from 
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10 to 20 per cent. of the sets planted have not de- 
cayed at all ; and were fresh sound Potatoes when 
taken up. Some of them were whole and some 
cut, and the living plants were still attached to 
them. In this instance the disease would appear 
not to have proceeded from the set, and an infer- 

ence might be drawn that the evil must be traced 
to some other source. But these old sets, appa- 
rently so sound to the eye, in about ten days 
deeayed entirely, and in a very unusual way. 
There was no appearance of fungus. Sir CHARLES 
Lrmow examined them with a strong microscope, 
and could not see a trace of mould; but the 
substance of the Potato seemed to have melted into 
a viscous black fluid like treacle. The outer skin 
still showed organisation, in the shape of grains of 
sand, but the pulp was quite disorganised. It is, 
therefore, to be presumed ihat Potatoes thus appa- 
rently sound, nevertheless possess some peculiar 
property which prevents their keeping, and may be 
communicable to their offspring. 

A still more curious fact of the same nature has 
been brought to our notice by F. J. Granam, 
Esq., of Cranford. This gentleman furnished us 
with some Potato plants raised in a vinery last 
December, and placed in the spring in a partially 
shaded border, where they have remained ever 
since, without being turned out of their pots. 
Their tops were blotched by the Ist of August ; 
nevertheless, we found the old sets, whole Po- 
tatoes, still attached to them, not only perfectly 
sound, but containing a considerable quantity of 
starch. These sets have not run into decay like 
Sir CHanrEs Lemon’s, but are still quite sound 
and safe. Was the starch deposited for a second 
time in the cells of these Potatoes? or had it never 
been consumed ? 

Mr. GnauaM has also enabled us to strike out 
of our list one of the supposed facts given at p. 548. 
We had assumed, as an invariable rule, that 
blighted Potato stems are attacked by a brown 
decay below ground, long before any disease ap- 
pears in the leaves. And our observations had 
failed to produce any instance to the contrary. We 
must, however, now modify that statemeut; for 
Mr. Gnauaw's Potatoes, above alluded to, with 
sound starchy old sets, although blighted, pre- 
sented no sign of the brown underground spotting. 
We had proposed to add some remarks upon the 

supposed effect of the smoke of copper farnaces iu 
averting the disease. But although, owing to the 
kindness of correspondents, we already possess 
some positive information upon this point, we prefer 
delaying its communication for a week or two. 

FAMILIAR BOTANY. 

THE DEADLY NIGHTSHADE. 

as we do speak about ? 
ot 

gs here 
nsane ro 

a eason prisoner ?? 
Iw ruined and desolate places, in the skirts of woods, 

among the offal of a garden, there grows a * wicked 
weed” which our ancestors called Dwale. Its very 
name is portentous of misery and woe. Unlike some 
of those plants which conceal their venom under a fair 
aspect, or disguise it by a fragrant odour, this is fetid 
in its leaves, and repulsive in its flowers, which are 
dull pale chocolate coloured bells with a lurid yellow 
bottom. There is not a point of beauty about the thing 
till it bears its fruit, but then it becomes only too 
attractive. No cattle will touch it; not.a fly or grub 
finds a resting place or a pasture among its leaves, and 
it may even be said to be shunned by its own species, 
for it usually grows year after year singly, in the same 
place, without a companion near it. 

The root of this plant is a thick tap, deeply plunged 
jn the earth. Its stems grow about two or three feet 
high, and produce from their forks the solitary nodding 
blossoms. The leaves are dull green, and pretty con- 
stantly in pairs on one side of the stem, as if they had 
been half torn from their sockets, and misplaced 
in the setting, They are unequal in size, have 
a soft almost greasy feel, and are in form not un- 
like an egg cut through lengthwise, but sharper. 
In each of the bell-shaped flowers are 5 stamens 
adhering to the sides, and a roundish 2-celled ovary, 
with one style, many ovules, and a kidney-shaped 
hairy stigma, with a pair of blubber lips. The border of 
the corolla is regularly cut into 5 divisions. As soon as 
the flower drops off, it is succeeded by a green ball, 
filled with small seeds ; this as it swells becomes dis- 
tended with deep purple juice, till at last it grows into 
a fruit, succulent, sweetish to the taste, tempting to 
the eye, and not unlike a black Cherry. 

‘In Latin it is called Belladonna,’a word signifying 
fair lady, and first applied by the Italians. The learned 
Bodzus a Stapel says it obtained this name, because 
people took a potion prepared from it in order to pro- 

Jy formed a part. But its true history is that a cos- 

NEY Ss pleasant dreams, of which handsome women inva- 

was once prepared from it. Distilled Dwale- 
A water was said to remove freckles, and to render the 

complexion fair and white, But it has long been for- 
- gvtten, the gentle sex having discovered that “le meil- 

leur de tous les cosmétiques est une vie sobre et régu- 
lière ; il conserve la santé, et la fraicheur qui en est 
l'expression." We now call it the Deadly Nightshade, 
but the Germans term it Wolf’s-cherry and Devil's- 
berry, and thereby point out how much it is to be 
shunned. 

These names reveal its nature. It is a fatal poison 
in every part—berries, leaves, stem, and root ; and the 
first are a fruitful source of fatal accidents. Halfa 
berry is said to have caused death. ence the fruit 
has been occasionally used as an i ional poison. The 
old chroniclers tell of a legion of Danes having been 
feasted by the Scotch, who finished them off by a mess 
of Dwale, from which they never woke; a German case 
is recorded of death having been caused by crushing 
the berries in wine, and an old woman is said to have 
killed a person by a potion prepared by boiling the 
flower-buds in water. 

Accident, however, is more commonly the cause of 
injury from these berries, They are gathered in wild 
places by ignorant people, who think no ill of a fruit so 
fair. A French writer mentions an instance of 150 
soldiers having been poisoned near Dresden ; and less 
extensive instances occur frequently, of which we have 
at this time an example, in the case of a man now lying 
in prison to take his trial for poisoning persons in 
London by selling the berries for tarts. 

as would prevent such fatal consequences as these? A 
very little instruction would render such instances 
impossible.—7. E. 

STITUTE THE NUTRITIVE PORTIONS OF 
THE POTATO. 

By the Rev. Prof. HENsLow. 
(Concluded from p. 549.) 

According to Prof. Johnston, 12 lbs, bread contain 
18 oz. starch and 3 oz. gluten. If we consider the xe- 
maining 7 oz. to be water, we shall be far within his 
own estimate in his larger work, where he states bread 
may contain as much as 46 per cent. of water. In our 
case we are not now allowing for more than 25 per cent. 
Now it would require 2 Ibs, 14 oz. bread to supply 5 0% 
gluten; but this quantity would also supply 30 oz. 
starch, which would yield 13 oz. carbon; that is to say 
5 oz. more carbon than we are now supposing to be 
daily necessary for respiration. This superfluous 5 oz. 
starch, together with the oxygen and hydrogen of the 
other 8 oz., would furnish the whole of the superfluous 
elementary matter (exclusive of that in the water), which 
will have been introduced, beyond the quantity that was 
needful. In the same way, we may calculate for the 
other two substances (Potatoes and raw meat) named 
inthe Table. i may observe that there is no super- 
fluous nitrogen where bread alone, or Potatoes alone, 
may be the diet established on these principles ; an 

employed. 
carbon and nitrogen, we might make our estimate for 2 
diet which shall consist partly of animal and partly of 
vegetable substances ; or else entirely of animal matter, 
by admitting fat or oil (which contain no nitrogen) to 
replace the starch or other vegetable materials in such 
estimate. In the lower compartment of Table C, I 
have given a calculation of this sort for bread and 
meat together. Although it is impossible to avoid a 
superfluity of oxygen and hydrogen, it will be seen that 
these elements are here liberated in the proportion iu 
which they combine to form water. Since milk may 
contain a superfluity of nitrogen in comparison with 
the carbon (in the same way as we find to be the case 
in Jean meat), a combination between milk and starch - 
might be so adjusted as to secure no excess of either. 
Such a combination may be made with about 8 oz. 
starch and 3 quarts of milk, and consequently a very 
nutritious and economical diet would be the result. 

I trust I have said enough to show you the general 
bearing of those principles upon which chemists found 
their caleulati when estimating the nutritive pro- 
perties of animal and vegetable substances. I have 
also given you examples, in the ease of the Potato, and 
two or three other substances, which, I hope, will be 
quite sufficient to convince you of the great importance 
of such calculations in the hands of chemists and phy- ; 
siologists better acquainted with the details of those 
sciences than I have any pretensions to be. It must, 
however, be borne in mind that such calculations may 
be worse than useless when they are considered all-sut- 
fieient guides to our judgment in the choice of food. 
They may be extremely valuable in pointing out to us s; DS TS 

Of these cases phrenzy is a symptom ; persons eat- 
ing them become maniacs in a few hours; and this 
quality is charaeteristic of the whole plant; for when 
Shakspere ealled the Deadly Nightshade the * insane 
root" he only expressed poetically its well known pro- 
perties. “Even the dried root produces insanity," are 
the.very words of Haller. Hence the names of the 
old herbalists, who called it the mortiferous, somniferous, 
or furious um. 

It is, however, certain that some constitutions are 
able to resist this poison much better than others. It 
seems doubtful, indeed, whether any effect at all is 
produced by small quantities upon some people. Haller 
lays it down as a rule, that three or four may be eaten 
without danger; and he asserts that he has seen a 
larger number swallowed with impunity by a medical 
student of Cologne, named Simon. A Danish gardener 
once employed near London, is said to have habitually 
swallowed a berry when annoyed by the impertinencies 
of his companions ; and a ease is quoted by Dr. Chris- 
tian of a French lad who ate a pound of the berries be- 
fore going to bed, and nevertheless recovered, although 
he was not subjected to medical treatment till the next 
morning. These facts give some colour to the assertion 
of the man now awaiting his trial, that he did not know 
the berries to be poisonous, because he had eaten them 
himself. 

But how deplorable it is that the population of a city 
like London should be so profoundly ignorant as not to 
know these berries when offered for sale. We hear of 
no policeman stopping Hillard’s trade ; indeed, it was 
at first supposed that they were Sloes that he was 
selling ; even the reporters in the police-courts seem to 
have known no better. Would it not be as well if as 
much botany were introduced into our national schools 

the relative prop of different p of food 
which have already been acknowledged sufficiently 
grateful to the taste, and approved for the nourishment 
they have been known to afford. They may also serve 
to show us how extremely cautious we ought to be in 
maintaining a good quality in the various artieles ad- 
mitted in the dietaries of our workhouses and prisons. 
Otherwise, we may inadvertently be guilty of extreme 
injustice to the unhappy persons subjected to those 
trials which the discipline of such’ places makes it 
necessary they should submit to there. Different va- 
rieties of Wheat, of Potato, or other food admitted into 
those dietaries, may vary very considerably inthe relative 
proportions between the carbon and nitrogen they are cal- 
culated to supply. There are certain varieties of Wheat 
which are expressly cultivated for their starch alone, on 
account of the superabundance of that ingredient com- 
pared with the gluten. The same is true of the Potato. 
The very general dislike which our poor manifest to 
the use of Rice, may have arisen from the practical ex- 
perience they have obtained how little gluten it con- 
tains in comparison with good Wheat flour. Now, 
have no wish to join in any outery against the poor 
laws, much less to lay upon them auy consequences 
which may have resulted from their mal-administration; 
but it seems to me to be one of the chief conditions 
under which publie relief should be administered to 
paupers, that no one should be able to complain with 
justice that the food allowed him in the workhouse was 
insufficient to appease the cravings of nature. 1 
no judge whether the dietaries with which our unions 
are furnished, by an authority from which the guar- 
dians cannot appeal, are always calculated for securing 
the object which they do. Certainly, I know that able- 
bodied men constantly complain that they lose their 

strength, and feel continued craving whilst they are in 
the workhouse. May not such complaints be sometimes 
(at least) owing to.the very causes to which I have re- 

ferred? Where a dietary has been calculated for some- 

thing very like a minimum supply necessary for securing 
a sufficiency of the two elements essential to zeep aka 
and nutrition, very slight differences m the quality o! 

the food provided may so far alter the relations between 

the nitrogen and carbon as to subject the able-bodied 
inmates (in particular) to that constant craving of Mee 

they complain so commonly, that I have no doubt t z 

are speaking the truth, The necessary restraints tO 

that there is no superfluous carbon where meat alone is | 
In order to avoid any superfluity of both - 
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Senerally be found quite sufficient check against their 
aving frequent recourse to it, except in cases of abso- 

lute destitution. Surely the utmost caution should be 
en against making it a place of positive punishment, 

Yather than a necessarily disagreeable retreat from 
Selfish Oppression, or a necessarily unpleasant asylum 
against positive want. 

Home Correspondence. 
Polmaise Heating.— While I congratulate Mr. Her- 

bert in finding that the principles of Polmaise are avail- 
able in practice, I cannot allow him, however uninten- 
tionally, to mislead your readers, as to the necessity of 
Combining Polmaise with any other plans of heating, 
Such as boilers or flues, The Air-king is fally able in 
Us own person to provide for the necessities of his sub- 
Jeets, to guard even the tenderest of them from the Ice- 
“ng, and his rule in the gardening world will extend 
from the Orchidaceous house and Pine stove to the 
Simple, cool greenhouse. I hope your correspondent 
Will forgive me for saying, that of all the company in 
Which I shall least wish to see Polmaise, it is side by 
Side with the smoke flue, and I beg your readers to 
Pause before they attempt any combination of the kind, 

et the past experience in smoke flues be sufficient; 
they might have been combined with the hot-water sys- 
tem, but its patrons knew and avoided the evils ; let the 
Admirers of Polmaise be equally wise. They are quite as 
Unsightly as Mr. Murray’s wet blanket; and if the 
olmaise stove is properly constructed and managed, 

far more useless. Mr. Herbert States, that the heat 
that issues from his air-chaurber is i iderable, while 
is flue is quite hot ; in my arrangement, the air is 

Quite hot, 849, 90^, 96° Fahrenheit, while the chimney is 
Rearly cold, the iron damper not being in any way un- 
Pleasantly hot to the hand; and I do not hesitate to 
Assert, that if Sylvester's doors are employed for the 
five and ash-pit, if any quantity of heat worth consider- 
ing is lost up the chimney, it is the fault of the oper: 
Or, who, by allowing more air to pass than is requisite 
sup en for the consumption of the fuel, causes 

à needless waste. Chimneys and flues become heated 
far less by the products of combustion than by the 
quantity of hot-air which is allowed to pass through them 
altogether undecomposed, and therefore unnecessary ; 
and the true mode of economising fuel is by permitting 
Only so much air to pass to it as is requisite for its 
Sradual combustion, and this (thanks to Mr. Sylvester) 
We can now accomplish. I also think that iron forms 
a better top to the stove than a brick arch, for the 
Simple reason, that being a better conductor, it absorbs 
the heat more rapidly from the ignited fuel, imparting 
it to the air that blows over its upper surface, while the 
Sides of the furnace being formed of 9-ineh brick work 
a sufficient store of heat is absorbed to retain a high 
temperature long after the fire is extinguished. I should 
Rot approve of iron alone, that would be too good a con- 
ductor ; the heat would be subject to sudden variations, 
Unless great care was observed to maintain an even 
fire, and there are other objections ; but the exact pro- 
Portion of brick and iron best fitted for the work must 
be determined by experiment, and doubtless, it will be 
‘ound advantageous to adapt the proportions according 
as the heat is required for a forcing house or conserva- 
tory. Your correspondent must be in error respecting 
the size of my tank ; it is 5 feet long by 3 ft. 6 in. wide, 
With a division ; surely as evaporation takes place only 
from the surface, this is sufficient—my streaming win- 
dows seem to prove it so. Lastly, as to the hot chamber 
being without the house, and « losing half the heat it 
Could supply,” the apparatus at Nutfield loses no heat 
except that which radiates from the furnace doors, and 

e work surrounding them ; the stove is otherwise so 
insulated that all the heat it gives off is carried by the 
Currents into the house. I shall he extremely glad to 
See improvements upon my own plan; I do not doubt 
that they will shortly be effected, but I must express 
an opinion, that Mr. Herbert’s is not an i 

served dead upon the shores of Suffolk. These had 
very probably perished in their attempt to cross the 
German Oeean.—J. S. Henslow, Hitcham, Suffolk. 
[The Rev. Mr. Lloyd, of Gosfield, Essex, has also 
captured one specimen, and heard of another. ] 

The Hamiltonian System of Pine Growing —Mr. 
Stothard (p. 597) appears to be of opinion that ina Pine 
plant, having four or more suckers attached, the latter 
are so many distinct plants. Now by the same mode of 
reasoning, every branch in all plants attached to the 
parent stem is a distinct plant. Mr. S. has, however, 
a mistaken potion of my system. I can prove that I 
will cut 4 fruit in 1846; 3 fruit in 1847; 4 fruit in 
1848, and all from one plant; and which shall occupy 
no more room than is generally allowed for a maiden 
plant. But to clear up the point, I cannot do better 
than call in question the testimony of Mr. Ellis, lately 
come to be gardener at Ultra Cottage, Eccles, who 
accidentally called this morning to look through the 
hothouses. He is a stranger to me; but told me he 
knew Mr. Stothard perfectly well ; and he appeared to 
take much interest in investigating the subject of con- 
troversy. Mr. E. counted the old stools, which proved 
to be 62 in a bed 24 feet in length, by 7 ft. 4 ins. in 
width. On each plant are from two to four suckers, 
say three on an average ; now if 62 be iplied by 3 

the day-time. I pre- 
fer taking them in the day-time, and in seeing some 
dozens of nests so taken, I do not recollect any person 
having been stung ; but care must be taker to avoid 
noise and bustle. In the year 1845 about 112 nests 
were taken within the range of a quarter or half a mile 
of my garden, for which I allowed 2d. for each nest. 
When the nests are taken in the dark, or by candle- 
light, there are fewer wasps away from the nests than 
in the day-time, when so many are on the wing; but 
they are apt to be taken ina more slovenly manner at 
night than in the day time. I have hitherto described 
a good way of taking nests under favourable circum- 
stances; and I will now mention some precautions 
necessary under reverses, At night you may lose all 
trace of the hole to the nest, until the wasps recover 
from their suffocation ; and the safest way is to give 
such a nest a respite; but if the nest is amongst the 
roots of a tree, a pick-axe will be require 
better reserved for another opportunity 
side of a highway, which are continual 
stones, and struck with boughs, are dangerous to pas- 
sengers and horses. If there is more than one hole to 
a nest, the squib cannot have the proper effect, for when 
put into one hole, the wasps fly out at anotherin greatfury. 
I once met with a nest of this description in 1845, and à A 

P y 5 
the product will be 186 ; therefore, supposing Mr. Sto- 
thard's calculations to be correct, i.e. that every sucker 
is a perfect plant, then I have 186 Pine plants growing 
in about 170 superficial feet. Can anything be more 
absurd. With respect to the age of the suckers when 
fruited, I contend that both sucker and fruit may be 
perfected in summer in about seven months. I may 
further state, that I have several plants from which I 
Shall cut four fruit during the ensuing twelvemonths. 
One plant has ripened a fruit this year, a second is half 
swelled, a third and fourth are also in different stages 
of growth, and which are now on the plant. The four 
fruit will not weigh less than 16 or 17 lbs. I may also 
erhaps mention another plant of the same sort (black 

Jamaica) from which I cut a fruit in February (this 
year), a second early in August ; a third is now ripe, 
and a fourth sucker is making rapid progress. — 
J. Hamilton, Thornfield, 
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ly upon using the squib, two wasps stung me 
on one hand, upon which I made the best of my way 
out of their reach, and deferred taking the nest ; but 
the second hole was then stopped. This nest was taken 
after working hours, before dark, by my workmen, and 
it being in a situation exposed to passengers, some 
common bottle and funnel was put into the place where 
the nest had been, and 2002 wasps were so entrapped, 
the usual numbers taken in the glass traps seldom ex- 
ceeding half that quantity. I never had so many nests 
taken as in the year 1845, and very few wasps infested 
my garden; and particularly the Greengage and 
Orleans Plums, on a wall with a western aspect, were 
entirely untouched by them this season, although they 
are generally much injured by wasps. The glass bottle 
and funnel is very efficient in being handed from fruit 
to fruit, when the wasps fall into it. On the 19th of 
August, one of these glasses was placed on a shelf near 
some ripe Grapes, baited with treacle and water, in a 1 Thunbergia chrysops.—I have been uring all 

this summer to persuade a plant of the Thunbergia 
chrysops to flower, but I cannot succeed. I have re- 
sorted to all the ordinary means of effecting this object, 
but in vain, Ihave tried bottom heat, confining the 
roots, stopping the shoots, &e., but to no purpose. I 
have plenty of leaves on the plant 

Luxuriá foliorum exuberat umbrá 
but I never have had a blossom, and I fear the season 
will go out and I shall be disappointed of my hopes. 
Will any of your correspondents tell me what I can do 
in such a case, and whether this infecundity is to be at- 
tributed to unskilful treatment on my part, or to an 
obstinacy of character on the part of this truly beautiful 
species of plants ?— Derwent. [Some ‘practical in- 
formation as to this plant is much wanted. Itis a 
charming species, but one which few succeed in making 
flower abundantly.] 

Vine Growing (see p. 597).— Watering the roots in 
an outside border, where fermenting material is em- 
ployed, would be the last thing I should think of doing, 
more especially if the border has been properly made. 
After top-dressing in autumn the border will very soon 
receive a greater amount of moisture than is required 
to perfect the wood and fruit. When the fermenting 
material is applied a week or two previous to the start- 
ing of the Vines (which it ought to be, to put the roots 
in motion), the border, I presume, is sureharged with 
moisture, which willk ficient during theforeing 
When the fruit has changed colour, remove the ferment- 
ing material by degrees ; but should the season prove dry 
or hot, leave an inch or two of leaf-mould or rotten 
dung, to prevent too excessive evaporation. By the 
heat of July, August, and September, the roots, having 1 

nt 
| have given my reasons for such opinion, and I espe- 

cially call the attention of your readers to the fact, that 
as far as the principles of Polmaise have been carried 
Ont in his apparatus, they have proved suecessful, — D, 
B. Meek, Holmsdale House. 

The Camberwell Beauty.—l took a fine specimen of 
Papilio Antiopa, or Camberwell Beauty, this week, so 
Intent upon diseussing the remains of a Peach lying on 
the ground, that I threw a piece of muslin over and 
Secured it.— A. B., Leatherhead, Sept. 7.——l was 
“bout to send a notice of my having captured a speci- 
men of Vanessa Antiopa (the Camberwell Beauty) in 

, y garden last Saturday, Sept. 5 ; when I find in the 
Bury Post to-day an aecount of two having been taken 
at Stowmarket Vicarage, and one by Dr. Probart, at 
Bury, I have also heard of another having been seen 
at Semer, three miles from hence, about a fortnight 
wee. As a period of 40 years has sometimes elapsed 
pithout any specimens of this butterfly having oceurred 
n England this notice will be interesting to entomo- 

The periodic appearances of certain insects in 
Peculiar abundance are 
there 
a8 go, 
favouy, 
Vathey 
8 

in the aet of migrat- 
and I have seen a dum i p i e Rev. L. Jenyns, which stated that vast numbers 

een to give a generous support to the top 
in time of need, as well as induced to keep near the 
surface, will, by the powerful influence of the sun and 
dews during those three months, have become perfectly 
ripened ; at the same time the wood will have become 
consolidated, and at pruning time the canes will resem- 
ble, when cut, the appearance of a Hazel-shoot of two 
years’ growth. Top-dress in October or November; 
proceed as before, and despair not.—James Roberts, 
Raby Castle. 

A safe and effectual way of taking Wasps’ nests.— 
Tie a penny squib to a stick, or put, the squib into a 
piece of an old gun-barrel, about 6 inches long, fastened 
to a stick or handle; the squibs are about 5 inches 
long, and the gun-barrel may be left open from 4 to 5 
inches, for receiving the squib, to be fastened in with a 
bit of stick, or something about the size of a goose-quill. 
As soon as the squib is ignited, and forced into the hole 
of the nest, stop the hole up with your foot or a tuft of 
Grass, or both ; the wasps will be instantly suffocated, 
but gradually recover in the open air, In the mean 
time, take two or three spade grafts round the hole, 
and on reaching the nest it may be removed with the 
naked hands, and put into a bag of coarse linen and 
drowned, and the grubs, &c., are very acceptable in the 
poultry-yard, particularly for young turkeys ; then in- 
sert a bottle and funnel in the hole, leave it for 24 
hours, and take it up at night, when the wasps are prin- 
cipally at home, and you will capture about 400 or 500 
wasps. Bait the bottle with a small bit of the comb. 
This is supposing the nest to be about the size of a 

g with the view of taking some wasps; but 
there were very few wasps to be dealt with. However, 
three slugs got into it in the night, two small ones, but 
one very large one, 5 inches long ; another got in the 
next night, and it appeared to be of the same size and 
weight as the former one (6 drachms). My people 
declared that they measured the latter at inches, on 
the move, inside the glass. The slugs were of a brown 
colour, and white breasted, exactly like the large black 
and white slugs which are frequently ; these 
slugs must have travelled about 4 yards 
of the Vine, not as an accidental circumsta 
an instinctive search for food, as a similar occurrence 
took place in two successive nights, to the o 
which were ripe. These glass tra 
Oswestry, at 2s. 4d. each ; but cheaper a 
easily contrived for ordinary purposes. The Grapes 
were growing under the glass roof, on the wall of the 
Vinery facing the east, at the extremity of the plant, 
and I conclude that the slugs were attracted thither by 
the fruit, and not by the bait; but, if the glass funnel 
had not entrapped them, they would never have been 
seen, and the damage to the fruit would have been un- 
justly laid to the charge of the w I further think, 
that they would not have found their way into the glass 
bottle, if they had not got upon a bunch of grapes along- 
side of the opening. It is scarcely credible, that a 
glass trap should have caught 1002 wasps on the wing 
rom one nest, and two large slugs, 7$ 
Vinery ; one each night for two suc 
4 yards from their hiding place. ve had about 
three scores of wasps’ nests taken this year, but the 
wasps damaged my plums to some extent.—JVorth 
Shropshire, August 25. 

articles may be 

when the public fully understands the merits of the 
hydraulic engine, it does not become a general favourite. 
Who would be without a good supply of water on their 
premises when it can be procured from the distance of 
half a mile as easily as a man can pump it out of a well? 
Easier indeed ; for no manual labour is called for.— 
Piston, 

Elder Rob ov J elly.—Pick the berries when quite dry, 
and free them from their stalks. Put the berries into 
large jars, and fill them. rather more than three-parts 
full Set the jars ina baker's oven after the bread 
is drawn, and let them remain all night, or put them 
into saucepans two-thirds filled with water, and let them. 
simmer gently about two or three hours. Place a coarse 
cloth or muslin over a eullender, pour the contents of 
the jars into it, and then squeeze the pulp till not any 
juice is left. To the juice from a gallon of fruit put 
145. of fine moist sugar, or common loaf sugar. When 
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dissolved, put the juice into a stewpan, or clean sauce- | 

pan, and boil it till quite thick. The proof that it is 

thick enough is to put a little on a plate, and if, on 

gently inclining it, the juice adheres, and does not run, 

it is boiled enough. Put it in preserving pots. Moisten 

some very thin paper with good salad oil, the smallest 

quantity possible, then tie them down and keep them in 

a place which is airy and light, but not damp. The 

above rob is excellent in colds, coughs, sore throats, 

fevers, and is said to be a specific for the erysipelas,— 

A, B. 
Immediate Remedy for the Stings of Wasps, after ex- 

tracting the Sting.—Put two or three drops of lau- 

danum into a spoon, and scrape washerwoman’s stone- 

blue into it till it is as thick as cream ; apply this with 

the finger to the part stung, and the pain will instantly 

cease, and the swelling soon go down. The writer has 

tried this and has found it effectual.— Anon. 

Lawns.—To destroy Plantain and other weeds, I have 

found that a common stake, eut wedge-like to a sharp 

edge, about 1-inch wide, is more effectual than a spud. 

‘The spud cuts through the root; the stake, with a 

smart thrust, breaks off a considerable portion of it, 

and with less injury to the lawn.— Experto crede. 

Chickens hatched by a Partridge.—On an estate in 

the parish of Baddingham, in Suffolk, in June of this 

year, a French Partridge’s nest was found with 14 

partridge’s eggs and 4 hen’s eggs in it, and the broken 

shell of a fifth hen’s egg. The following day the nest 

was again visited, the 14 partridges and the 4 hen’s 

eggs were still there. This day the eggs were found to 

be cold, and it was supposed, therefore, that the eggs 

were forsaken. They were visited again on the third 

day and still found to be cold ; the hen’s eggs were then 

broken, They were on the point of being hatched, as 

the beaks of the little chickens had all pierced through 

They were, however, then all dead. The 

partridge’s eggs were then tried, and were within a few 

days of being hatched, but without life. The pair of 
old birds have frequently been seen about since with 

the chicken, the latter endeavouring to follow the old 
birds as well as it could, but making a very poor 
attempt at a long flight, something between a run and 
a fly, but still considering the old birds its natural 
parts, and looking to them for protection as well as 
maintenance, Is this a sufficiently curious occurrence 
to justify the expense of stuffing the chicken when full 
grown, if it can be got at then? it is at present wild. 
This occurred near a farmhouse, where hens are kept. 
It is supposed the partridges must have left the nest 
the day it was first noticed, — Anonymous, Woodbridge. 

Weights of fine Specimens of Peaches and Grapes.— 
I enn vouch for the size and flavour of the undermen- 
tion'd, and have no doubt whatever that the weights 
sent are correct, though I did not see them weighed, 
Mr. James, gardener’ to Lloyd Hesketh Bamford 
Hesketh, Esq., of Georych Castle, Abergele, produced 
12 Peaches out of the Peach house, that weighed 6 Ib. 
4 oz. avoirdupois. One of the 12 weighed 11 oz., 
another 9 oz.; one bunch of black Hamburgh Grapes 
weighed bs., another 41 Ibs., another 4 lbs., another 
34 lbs., and the least of eight 23 lbs. The berries fine, 
not too thick or too thin, with a splendid prospect next 
year for both Vines and Wall trees—J. B. H., Aber- 
gele, Sept. 3. 

Effect of Slacked Lime on Potatoes. — Enquiry 
having been made as to the result of the experiments 
made at Chatsworth with slacked lime in staying the 
Potato disease, Mr. Paxton has been kind enough to 
favour us with the following reply :—Dipping in hot 
slacked lime completely stops the disease. I planted 
the diseased tubers with the coating of lime upon them 
in the usual way, and they have produced as fine a crop 
as the sound se-d near which they were grown; they 
showed no signs whatever of disease until it became 

al, when they were affected like the rest. That 
ked lime at once stops the disease in the tubers 

is certain, and also that these diseased tubers will pro- 
duce a good crop ; but their produce is alike under the 
influence of the mysterious causes of the disease. I 
intend performing the same operation as before, with 
my sets this year, hoping a season may come when we 
shall have no occasion for such practices, but really the 
aspect of affairs at present is not very flattering to its 
consummation.—Joseph Paxton, Chatsworth, Sept. 9. 
Preservation of Potatoes.—When some of these were 

raised the latter end of last month, a portion of those 
in which decay had commenced were steeped for 24 
hours in chloride of lime and water, one pint of the 
former to 5 gallons of water: this plan I tried with 
several successive lots for four or five days ; they have 
since bee read out on a dry floor., The decay has 
not been ested, and they remain mouldy, and become 
worse, Another lot, which were in the same condition 
when got up, viz., partly decayed, I plunged into lime 
wash, using 28 lbs. of lime to 12 gallons of water, plac- 
ing the Potatoes in a riddle, and dipping them in the 
wash, so as to immerse them: they have since, about 
10 days, been spread also on a dry floor; this treatment 
has proved successful ; the decay has been arrested, ap- 
parently dried up, and some have been cooked, cutting 
out the original decay, perfectly well. Both the above 
plans were suggested by your pages, though not in the 
same proportion. The crop of Potatoes here has not 
been so deficient in quality asin quantity ; the Potatoes 
also being very small. Those which I have, I doubt 
not, I shall preserve by the system I adopted with per- 
fect success last year, viz., drying them thoroughly on 
a floor, then packing them with dry sand, so as’ not to 
touch each other. I may add, that last November I 

planted some diseased sets, which produced a good crop, 
which were raised during the summer ; another lot 
from eyes, which were cut out of Potatoes by scoops, 
such as recommended by Dr. Playfair, and planted in 
this spring, did not at all succeed.—G. Rushout, 
Burford. 

Effect of Pulling up Potato Haulm. — My late 

planted early Potatoes have been so much affected by 

the disease that every one is rotten and gone. 
pulled the tops of part of them with the view of arrest- 

ing the murrain, but it had no good effect whatever. 

The disease is very bad in Anglesey, and the prevailing 

opinion among farmers is that in a few months not a 

Potato will be in the county, and judging from the state 

of the crop I should say they are right.—C. Ewing, 

Bodorgan. 
The Chellaston Seedling Tulips.—From the pro- 

minent manner in which these seedlings have been 

brought be- 
fore the pub- í 
lie, it may 

Mia Vr doy Form of a7good Tulip. 

a few words 
upon them, 
and having 
seen them in 
bloom twice 
last season, 
Iam the bet- 
ter able to 
offer an opi- 
nion. What 
constitutes a good Tulip? I answer shape and 
ottom. Now Lask anybody who is a judge of the 

flower, if on 
whose shape is 
thus at the bot- 
tom is first-rate ? 
Now nearly all 
these seedlings are 
of this shape, and 
upon referring to 
my notes made on 
the spot, I find 
that there is few 
above a dozen that 
T haye selected as 
worthy of notice ; 
but some being in 

the breeder, and some broken flowers, probably some of 
these may have two names, as for example, Princess 
Royal when feathered is called Maid of Orleans by 

Gibbons, and Princess Royal is entered in his book as 
follows: No. 43 breaks into No. 18, and No. 18 is 
Princess Royal. It is said the raiser gave over num- 
bering when he got to upwards of 350. It was high 
time, for three-fourths of the seedlings had bad bot- 
toms, as well as shape, and no first-rate grower would 
have tolerated them at all. No florist has caused 
greater mischief than the raiser of these seedlings. The 
few that are good have been numbered and named by 
him at least three times, and I cannot tell for what pur- 
pose, unless it is to prevent early purchasers from sell- 
ing. Last year I know that five individuals were the 
principal holders of his breeders in numbers, and if he 
had any desire in him to set them right, how easy 
would it have been for him to have written or got 
printed a list of those which were good that he had 
named from the numbers. I know parties who have 
applied twice for the names of various numbers, which 

application has been treated with silence. I ean only 
say that I possess about 500 roots, in 10 or 12 varie- 
ties, and will give them a name next year, if I can- 
not obtain the names from the raiser. There is also 
another fault in these Tulips, the pericarpium of nearly 
all rises from half an inch to three quarters of an inch 
above the filaments or stamens, which is a great fault 
ina Tulip. The filaments or stamens ought to rise 
above the pericarpium for a Tulip to be perfect in the 
inside, and I consider the inside ought to be looked at as 
well as the outside, What does a florist say when he 
sees a, pin-eyed Polyanthus ?—Whatever its other pro- 
perties may be, it is good for nothing ; and is it nota 
great fault for the pericarpium to stand out from the 
other parts ? The two of the best of these seedlings are 
Britannia and Grace Darling ; they will probably re- 
tain their places when the others will be forgotten and 
discarded.—John Slater, Florist, Cheetham-hill, near 
Manchester, Aug. 19. 

Climate of the Undercliff.—In a late tour round the 
Isle of Wight, I was much struck at Ventnor with a 
proof of the comparative mildness of the climate. Under 
the verandah of the Ventnor hotel, which projects about 
5 feet, with a sloped roof, is nailed against the wall of 
the hotel a plant of the Ivy-leaved Pelargonium (pelta- 
tum), covering a space of about 5 feet high, by 4 feet 
broad, or 20 square feet, of most luxuriant growth, 
crowded with large dark-green leaves, without an 
aphis upon them, and which, when in flower, as it 
shortly will be, must present a superb display. This 
plant, Mr. Ryles, the landlord, informed me has been 
planted four or five years, and has never received any 
injury from the frost in winter, from which its 
only protection has been the roof of the open verandah. 
But another fact with respect to this plant, and 
perhaps as remarkable, is that Mr. Ryles also 

© 

The general form of the 

Chellaston Seedlings. 

assured me that it has never had a drop of water 
given to it since it was planted; so that as the wall of 
the house against which it is nailed, goes deep into the 

ground on account of the cellar, and as the 5 feet wide 
floor of the verandah, besides being paved with flag- 
stones, leaving only a very small space for its stem, 18 

protected from all rain by the slated roof, the roots 

of the Pelargonium must either extend more than 

5 feet, or beyond the edge of this floor, in order to 

obtain the necessary supply of moisture, or must be 
content with what may be supposed to find its way to 

them, during heavy rains, from the adjoining lawn, 

which as this rather declines from the verandah must 

be small, unless, as is no doubt possible, its quantity be 

influenced by some peculiar sponginess of the sand- 

stone rock below. In any ease, the perfect security of 

this plant from frost seems to furnish one more to the 

many proofs of the great importance to this end of as 

little moisture being allowed the roots as possible, and 

in this view the fact may be worth recording.— 

W. Spence, Southampton, Sept. 7 
—— 

Foreign Correspondence. 

St. Petersburgh, August 11.—Much as I had heard 

of the Peterhoff gardens and waterworks, I have cer- 

tainly not been disappointed in their beauty, though the 

situation and arrangement are so different from what I 

expected. Peterhoff and Oranienboum, at the distance 

of four or five miles from each other, lie upon the only 

rising ground on the south shore of that portion of the 

Gulf of Finland which lies between Cronstadt and St. 

Petersburgh—a broad inland lake as it were, which as 

seen from Peterhoff is almost as much closed in to the 

west by the long island and dense mass of shipping at 

Cronstadt, as by the distant spires and larger buildings 

of Petersburgh to the east, and the long, low, dark line 

of the Finland coast to the north. As you land from 

any of the numerous steamers which ply from the capi- 

tal to Peterhoff, you immediately enter the lower gar- 

den where the waterworks are, and soon ascend to a 

terrace road open to the publie, on the edge of the hill 

or bank, and running along the long front of the palace. 

Immediately behind the palace is the enclosed upper 

garden, where a band of musie plays in the evening, 

and which is then the great resort of the publie; be- 
hind that again are detached buildings, and streets con- 

taining either crown houses, inhabited by the officers of 

the court, or private houses constituting the town itself, 

and almost in the midst of them is the upper lake, with 

two islands laid out as Italian gardens. To the west- 

ward of the whole extend to a great distance the 
grounds belonging to the palace, the Park and 

the Jardin Anglais, in which is a handsome 

building destined for the diplomatie corps. This mix- 

ture of palace and out-buildings with the town and 

private residences, and with formal Louis XIV. gardens, 

grounds in the English style, and Italian villas, and (at 

present) with the white tents of the Circassian regiment's 
camp, does’ not sound well, but in fact we thought it 

beautiful. The houses all neat, and painted white or 

yellowish, with here and there a green or red roof, or 

green or silver domes to the churches, the drives beau- 

tifully kept, the trees and shrubs in all the luxuriance 
of their summer verdure, a bright sun and brilliant sky, - 

and numerous holiday folks enjoying their Sunday 

afternoons in the cool shade, or amongst the numerous 

fountains close around the Palace, where every now and 

then some of the imperial family might be seen at the 

open windows, is a sight I shall not soon forget. What- 

ever may be the strictness of etiquette on formal occa- 

sions, there certainly is no appearance of guarding the 

reigning family against the intrusion of the public, nor 

anything like rude intrusion of the public upon their 

Sovereign or his family, for the purpose of staring 

at them, P 

The lower garden, where the water-works are, is laid 

out very much in the French style with formal allées, 

circles, canals, basins, fountains, grottoes, &c., but with 

a great deal of taste, and good advantage taken of the: 

accidents of the ground. There arenosuch large basins 
full of fountains, as one or two of the grandes eauc at 

Versailles, but on the whole the waterworks appear finer, 

the high fountains (as far as I recollect) are more nu- 

merous, and one can see a far greater number playing 

at the same time, and continuing much longer than at 

Versailles, the supply of water, so essential an item, 

being so much more considerable ; and I think the dis- 

tribution of the water generally shows more taste. The 

palace is a low one, but looks well from its position. 

The upper garden also, in the French style, is a goo 

public promenade amongst shady allées ; but the orna- 

mental grounds and Park, in which every advantage is 

taken of the undulations of the ground and of the water” 

are really beautiful. The extensive drives, chiefly stake 

out by the Emperor himself, show great taste, taking 

advantage of many fine vistas, and all are kept in beau- 

tifal order, But what we admired perhaps the most d 

any was the Italian island in the upper lake. „A ae 
island in a-small lake, with a bright white Italian villa. 
and small shrubs and young trees did not promise 80 
well when we first saw it at a distance, but when we 

came into it, we could not but be struck with the very 

ment of the statues, 

with the admixture of 

itself. j P 

villa and garden has just been made, and is scarcely ye 

finished enough to judge, but promises to be Bi 

inferior to the Italian one, All that is wanting re 

the whole place is here and there the exclusion of som: 

structure rather trumpery, and some of the drives are» 
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perhaps, a little too winding. The whole of the gardens j 
are under the management of Mr. Esler, whose son (who 
was lately in England) showed us over. The glass- 
houses are of considerable extent, but looked old and 
old-fashioned ; we had not time to go through them. 
There are besides those above-mentioned several other 
buildings on the grounds, amongst whieh the most 
interesting is the Dutch Palace built by Peter the 
Great, with many relies of that extraordinary man. 

The garden of the Tauride Palace is one of the best 
within the town ; it is under the care of Mr. Gray, son 
of one of the most celet d English g: here, 
the late Mr. Gray, of the Ropscha Gardens, The orna- 
mental grounds of the Tauride are well laid out and 
neatly kept, the vegetation vigorous, and the whole out 
of the reach of the inundations. Besides these grounds 
there is an extensive tract cultivated partly as a nursery 
garden, partly as a fruit garden, with (as we were told) 
nearly a mile in length of houses and pits chiefly for 
fruit for the Court. In some of the Peach-houses the 
trees were large, trained nearly upright, with the glass 
at a very steep slope, and some of them had a very fine 
erop. There was also a fair crop of Grapes in one of 
the houses, but most of the houses were not in bearing 
at present, early fruit being as much in request here as 
with us; the finest Pine-apples were also over, those 
now in fruií were numerous but small, with large 
crowns, and very much crowded in the pits; and in 
general these gardens did rot show that care which 
is necessary even during the time of rest of the trees. 
The houses contain also a large stock of plants for the 
ornamenting rooms—one large one nearly full of 
Marantas, Calatheas, and other Seitaminez. Out of 
doors I observed two or three rows of Potentilla alba, 
a shrub nearly as tall as the P. fruticosa, so common 
in shrubberies here, but wi pure white flower. 

Reviews. 
The Potato Murrain and its Remedy. By George W. 

Johnson, Esq. 8vo. 1846. Baldwin, 
Tux man who shall finda remedy for the Potato disease 

will have conferred some benefit upon, and eonduced 
more to the convenience of this country ; for, although 
the extinetion of the Potato would in many respeets be a 
great blessing, yet, under wise management, it wil! always 
be a plant upon which man has a right to count for food. 

as having been for many years pursued by Mr. Shep 
herd, an intelligent farmer in the Calf of Man, We 
believe this practice to be the-right one ; we believe it 
to be, as we have over and over again stated it to be, 

1 1 

the upper end many stiff, plaited, lanceolate, 5-ribbed 
leaves, and a terminal paniele of flowers as large as 
those of Vanda Roxburghii, with dark purple spots on 
a pale ground. Of that plant we possess a dried speci- 
men, with one of the lower branches of the panicle in 
good preservation, and as it proves to be a new genus 
we take this opportunity of naming it after its dis- 
coverer.” This notice produced the desired effect, 
living specimens having been received by the Rev. 
John Clowes, and by Messrs, Loddiges, from the latter 
of whom the specimen which supplied the accompany- 
ing drawing was exhibited to the Horticultural Society, 
in Regent-street, in February last. The plant was 
about 2 feet high, and bore 24 flowers. We under- 
stand that Mr. Clowes's specimen was much finer. It 
is indeed a noble thing ; for although its flowers have 
somewhat the colour and appearance of a large Cymbid, 
yet their panieled disposition, and the entirely different 
habit of the plant, render it much more showy than any 
Cymbid known to us. Its nearest affinity is perhaps 
with Bromheadia, with which it corresponds in having 
a lengthened stem and terminal inflorescence; and thus 
it may serve as a connecting link between the Brassid 
forms of Indian and African Orchids, and as a tran- 
sition to the Indian Sarcanthids by way of Eulophia or 
Galeandra. It is very near Cymbidium in technical 
characters, though so extremely different in its manner 
of growth. The auricles at the base of the column, the 
four poilen-masses, and the very narrow gland fining 
away to each side, sufficiently distinguish it. Although 
it is stated that this plant was found growing on the 
stems of the Oil Palm, yet under cultivation it will in 
all probability succeed best in a pot if treated in a 
similar way to Peristeria elata. It roots freely in turfy 
heath-mould, and requires an ample sugply of water 
during the growing season. In winter if may be sup- 
posed that a season of rest is necessary, when little or 
no water should be given ; a damp atmosphere being 
suffieient for all the requirements of the plant.— 
Bot. Reg. 

Garden Memoranda. 
United Nursery, King's-road, Chelsea. — There is 

now in bloom here a fine plant of Agnostis sinuata, one 
of the Proteads; few of which are handsomer. It 
forms a little tree 7 feet high, with a bare stem, 3 or 
4 feet in height, branching out into a head, clothed 
with hard shining leaves, from whose axils spring short 
branches armed with clusters of bright orange blos- 
oms. In an early stage of their development the 

flowers, each about an inch in length, radiate horizon- 
tally from a common centre in a regular manner; but, 
as maturity is advanced, they gradually bend upwards, 
forming a eup, ornamented round the top with little 
round balls, which are the ends of the calyxes. When 
full blown, the latter are set free, and the red straps 
of the calyx fall backwards in the opposite direction, 

the most rational plan of g t yet pr f 
But-we must not deceive ourselves ; we must not give 
it an exaggerated importance ; nor will Mr. Johnson 
find it support his theory. It is, no doubt, an excellent 
system, and let us give all honour to Mr. Shepherd, 
who first proposed it : but it will not keep off the mur- 
rain. That is quite a separate question. The following 
letter to a friend from Mx. Shepherd is conclusive, and 
requires no comment. 

“Calf Island, August 31, 1846. 
* In answer to yours of the 26th inst., 1 am sorry to 

have to inform you that the haulm. of our Potatoes is 
entirely decayed by the prevailing disease, although we 
cannot yet complain of disease in the root. Should the 
roots, however, remain sound, they will be a very poor 
crop. The Potatoes on the mainland, in the south of 
the island, are entirely lost. Many farmers are allow- 
ing the poor to dig them without any payment; and, 
indeed, the labour amounts to as much, or more than 
their worth. 

* Up to the end of July, I must say that I never 
recollect the growing erops of Potatoes to have looked 
better, particularly those that were planted with diseased 
Potatoes. 

e 

God, let you know how our crops 
on advances ; but, at present, I 
pinion of them, Although those 

we are at present digging have been affected in the 
haulm since the 2d of August, yet the Potatoes are 
Sound, with the exception of a solitary one or two in 
oiling ; and the crop would have been a great one 

had the roots been matured previously to the disease 
taking effect in the haulm. When I say that the Po- 
tatoes will be a poor erop, I mean that they will be 

Our Potatoes all came up as well 
as usual.—Roserr SHEPHERD.’ 

We f 

are affected, a: 
have no very fa 

t: 
African Aneellia. 

Epiphyte. (Orehids.*) Fernando Po. 
he noble plant now figured was spoken of by us in 

1844 in the following terms: “While we are writing 
on this subject, we would also mention another most 
Noble plant, specimens of which might certainly be pro- 
cured by any of our African merchants, When Mr. 
Ansell was ill from the effects of the Niger expedition, 
25 Fernando Po, he found in Clarence Cove, growing on 
the Stems of the Oil Palm (Hlais guineensis), an epiphyte 
With a slender jointed stem about 2 feet long, having at 

Stove 

See Lindley’s ** Vegetable King ? for xpla ion these tee Aley s Vegetable Kingdom ” for an explanation of 

I a very singular, but truly noble appearance. 
The plant has been cultivated at Chatsworth as well as 
at other places for many years ; but we believe, until 
now, it has never blossomed in this country. It is grow- 
ing in a pot, and about two months ago every branch 
was topped —not for the purpose of inducing it to bloom, 
but in order to obtain cuttings which strike rather 
reluctantly—in a gentle heat under a handglass. The 
result has been, however, as above described, a pro- 
fusion of handsome flowers on the old wood, even down 
on the bare stem. The roots appeared to be rather 
cramped for want of room, and the wood seemed to 
have been well ripened, which, no doubt, had much to 
do in causing it to flower ; but the topping is believed 
to have been the prime mover’ in the matter. It has 
been standing in an airy part of an intermediate house 

Miscellaneous. 
Anecdote for Naturalisis—A few days ago as the 

gardener of B. Potter, Esq., of Darley Hall was mow- 
ing the Grass-plot, he eut open, lengthwise, an adder of 
large dimensions, out of which ran a mouse, no doubt 
recently swallowed. The same person, on entering the 
stable, heard the eroaking of a frog in distress, and on 
proceeding to its reseue, he discovered the little animal 
with its hind legs in an adder’s mouth, and on killing 

1e venomous reptile, the frog leaped away, and escaped 
uninjured.— Derby Mercury. 

A Large Flight of Locusts lately passed over the town 
of Sunderland. They hovered over the neighbourhood 
of Hendon, and numbers alighted on the hedges there, 
till, on a crowd beginning to collect, they took flight 
towards the south. They appeared to conduct their 
migration in close company. Several of them were 
caught. — Newcastle Journal. [Mr. Curtis would be 
obliged by a specimen being sent to him at Hayes, 
Middlesex, to determine the species.] 

= 

Calendar of Operations. 
(For the ensuing Week.) 

Poiting Bulbs for Forcing.—The sooner this is ac- 

complished the better, more especially with regard to 
the imported roots. The chief business is to ge 
the root well established before growth commences, 

otherwise it is impossible to produce an early and 
strong bloom, Most of the failures we meet with are 
chargeable to the omission of this most important point; 
and the fault has not unfrequently been charged, most 
unjustly, on the roots. A soil composed principally of 
a mellow loam, with the addition of old cow manure and 
leaf soil, and a sprinkling of sharp sand and fine char- 

coal dust, will be found excellent material Secure 
good drainage, and pot the bulb high—three partsabeve 
the level of the rim, taking care that the soil is in a 
mellow state, neither wet nor dry. Shake the pet 
slightly, in order to prevent the bulb settling too low, 
but do not by any means press the soil, They succeed. 
by ‘far the best in a cold frame, and it is most desirable 
that they should receive no moisture, beyond what le 
soil contains, until the pot is somewhat filled with roots: 
Those who have not the convenience of a frame may 
plunge them in cinder ashes in some sheltered spe, 

taking care to raise them above the ground level, for 
fear of water lodging. Take care that there is 4 free 
passage for the rain, and let them be covered with 
6 inches of some mellow material, such as old tan, old 
leaf soil, sawdust (if not too new), or ashes. This 
depth is necessary to keep out intense frosts. These 
put in water glasses should be kept in a somewhat dark 
place until pretty well rooted, suffering the bulb to 
barely touch the water at first. 

CONSERVATORIES, STOVE, &c. 
Conservatory.—Follow former directions, and 

constant attention to all matters which may aid in 
ing up gaiety through the winter. Be sure that all 
flues are perfectly clean, so as to be ready whem 
severe weather sets in. Give a thorough cireula- 
tion of air, and shut up with a little solar beast, 
in order to encourage some of the large specimens 
of a tenderer character than the ordinary steck. 
Orchids.—Give regular attention to these, in order te 
ascertain which have completed their season's growth; 
such should be instantly removed (more i 
if any yellowness occur in the leaf) to a mods- 
rate house. Several of the Bletias, as well as the old 
Phaius grandifolius, are very useful for producing 
winter or early spring flowers. The Manilleria 
aromatica, also, is an excellent early thing, provided 
the growth is early made and well matured. This 
principle, indeed, applies to all forcing matters. Mixed 
Greenhouse.—Heliotropes, to lower through the winter, 
and the scarlet Pelargoniums, should now be introduced. 
here on alight and cool shelf. Autumn frosts may 
shortly be expected, and if such could be warded off ‘by 
some means, most of these things would be better out 
of doors for another fortnight. Pot early Cinerarias3 
those taken in hand in due time will now be skowing 
bloom, and will be very useful in prolonging the autumm 
display. Those who desire Violets in pots, should now 
pot their Neapolitans, and early Russians, whieh wewe 
cultivated early for this purpose. This is the peried 
also for planting a frame or pit of Violets, and if xe- 
quired to bloom through November and December, con- 
tinuing until April, a little bottom-heat is a desirable 
thing. It must, however, be of a moderate character, 
not exceeding by any means 75°. The plants must be 
planted with good balls of earth, and must receive a 
slight shading for a week after planting ; after whick 
they must have abundance of air day and night, but ue 
rain. Pelargoniums eut down a few weeks since may 
now be disrooted, the soil shook entirely away, the roots 
slightly pruned, and repotted in clean pots, thoroughly 
drained. The Anne Boleyn Pinks for early forcing, if 
not potted, must be done forthwith. All these things, 
for very early forcing, should at this period be strong 
and well established in their pots. Let all propagation 
matters concerning such flowers as Verbenas, Fuchsias, 
Caleeolarias, &e. &c., for next year's display in pots, be 
brought to a close. 

KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING. 

ing the Pines.—Those who are g 
plan may, on cutting any given fruit, displace two or 
three leaves, and soil up the stem with a little fibrous or 
turfy loam ; this is not, however, an absolute rule. 
The plant will, in general, dictate by its appearance 
when these things are necessary. If the roots at the 
bottom of the stem near the surface are protruding 
through the axils of the leaves, it may be taken as asure 
sign that help may be rendered in this respect. Earth. 
ing up in the late autumn months and through the 
winter can, however, do little good ; for, unless 
heat be kept up, and that aided by more solar light 
than we can possibly expect at that period, very little 
assistance can be rendered. Mr. Hamilton jocosely ol- 
serves in one of his letters, in reference to the com- 
parative value of the old and the stem roots, “ I$ is well 
to prove our new friends before we let go the old” 
Perhaps this maxim may be applied to the Vine, which 
is apt to produce stem roots. 

FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES. 
Now is an excellent time to collect a nice lot of Ver- 

bena plants, with roots, from early planted masses. 
Let all propagation matters, having reference to mezt 
year’s display, be wound up forthwith. See to the 
staking of late Asters, Phloxes, &c., of a tall characters 
the autumn storms will otherwise destroy them prema- 
turely. Prime Hollyhocks for seed should have the 
decaying corolla plucked out ; this helps the seeding 
much. Make observations on the colour and 
character of the flower-garden before the season closes, 
in order to improve next year. After studying the im 
dividual effect of flowers, let collective effect receive m. 
thorough consideration ; and the important principles 
of proportion and outline, as well as combination of 
colours, have their full weight. 

FLORISTS’ FLOWERS. ; 
Auriculas.—If not already potted for the winter 

should be done without delay. Remove suckers or off- 
sets, and place them round the sides of the pots, whic 
should be 6 inches across, Auriculas are impatient af 
rich compost during winter, turfy loam, river sand, amd 
very rotten horse.dung; a small portion of the twe 

Ted 
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latter will make a suitable compost. It is far better to 

give them a strong top-dressing in the spring than to 

have it of too forcing a nature for their winter food. 

Tulips.—In consequence of the general weakness of 

the bulbs, it will be advisable to put a small portion of 

decayed manure and leaf soil, about 2 or 3 inches 

beneath the offsets. It is argued that manure fouls the 

cups, and with some show of. propriety. But as there 

are always exceptions to every rule, we would recom- 

mend a stronger diet, at all events, for the offsets in the 

coming season, Carnations and Picotees.—The layers 

may be taken off and potted without delay, using the 

compost as directed last week. Many seedlings ‘have 

missed blooming, and if not convenient to let them 

stand over the winter in their present situation, in con- 

sequence of the large spaces on the beds from whence 

the single ones have been removed, it will be advisable 

io prepare another bed of suitable compost, and eare- 

fully remove thera, with balls of soil, into regular rows. 

Here they may stand the winter, and will bloom pro- 

fusely next season. Look well to your composts, espe- 

cially that for the blooming bed of Tulips, frequently 

turning it and picking out wire-worms and other 

noxious insects. 
KITCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHAR. 

All herbs, if not gathered, should be cut Fainedintely. 

Quick drying i is proved to be the best mode, for the same 

reasons that quick haymaking exeeeds a lingering pro- 

e The Sweet Basil should be bunched and | hung 

a hot kitchen ; also the Sweet Marjoram. When 

thoroughly dry, let them be immediately packed close 

in boxes, so as to exclude all air ; indeed, bottled herbs, 

CUM up after such a course of treatment, are very 

superior. If any of the Asparagus beds are withering, 

and ground is searce, cut them over if quite yellow, and 

plant a row or two of Endive and Lettuce for late work. 

Young Cabbages just through the ground should have 

a little soil thrown through ‘their stems, if intended to 

remain where sown. Stop all Figs directly, and per- 

Severe in rubbing off all late made breast-wood from 

trained trees in general. 
GOTTAGERS " GARDENS 

I ean only repeat this week the substance of former 

Calendars, viz , to follow up cleanly and high cultiva- 

tion in all grow ing crops. If any leisure time, employ 

it in collecting materials for manure ; remembering that 

all decaying v vegetable refuse is valuable in this respect, 

especially after | aying a while amongst the fluids of the 

dung-heap. 

Stetbiotithe’ Wenther near London, fox the week ending Sept. 10, 1846, as 
arden, Chisw| 

clear at night 
i slight dry haze; clear and five 
5, wind, higher current we 
d. 3 thu Tx epee 

du! zy h 

; lower dlreeily opposite; 

IF E 
8- Uni orinly ov 

Foggy ; very fir 
verc 

ne at night 
ne; slighly clouded. 

7 dey. above the average. 

New. 

wrecral | 

e highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 17th, 
10/9 therm. 84? ; and the lowest on the 17th, 1840— Š 

Notice es to Correspondents, 
-In order to obviate the inconveniences 

hich are now constantly being experienced by peren who 
wish to remi all sums to the office of the Ga: ns" 
CHRONICLE for ER ng, we hz to request that ys Post- 
office orders may in be addressed to Mr. James MAT- 

EWS, 5, pper W Tollington-sret vent Garden, and made 
ole at the Post-office, 180, S ed London. Post-office 

Subscribers for the Paper, should be 
respective Agents who supply them. 

— Vi On no account admit coid air into your 
warming it in the first in- 

n which will do that will be advantageous. 
marks at p. s of this volume. 

ASPARAGUS BEDs— ux ULIS ground for Asparagus, 
you may allow at the ate of 201 of salt for a bed 20 feet 

31 feet, takiny care to diffuse 2 properly throughout. || 
f A—Commence bee keeping about Michaelmas or early 

spr the latter is, perhaps, preferable, as there is less 
Tui ot the bees dying. Obtain a strong stock—a first swarm 
of the past season—and have a bar-hive or two in readiness 
to mis ipe fresh swarms at the proper season. Direc- 

taining honey have been given at p. 104 of 
lume, “Bevan on the Honey-bee” will give 

lvi 
T E Yo ur first letter came last, and your 

TE Kade on “Familiar Botany” will give you 
the mareto you seek. 

Booxs—ZH C—No one can un 1 the “ Vegetable King- 
dom" without a BRevimis ide Gef with botany. The 
UE of the numbers are exactly the same as that of the 
olume. The SEIRA of the work will not undertake to 
Mm them Vous The article on the Drainage of Flower Pots 
appeared on the 13th and27th of June, 1846. —— Dido—There 
is no such book ; nor is it likely that there will be. Plants 
are too numerous, The only single work that we know of, 
at all like what, you seek for, is Sweet’s “Hothouse and 

k.——F. Montague 
Z Supplements toi Loudon’ s “ Hortus Britannicus " have 

55 1 —Your plants are attacked by a .singular 
Du. Quite analogos to that of the Potato ; that is to say, 

the sides of the cells of the succulent tissue become OU 

the lining of the cell-walls acquiring that colour. Ther 

ungi. The skin is attacked first, in small Greater 

patches, NE still think that it may PDT arise from damp 
and want of due sunning and ventilati 

DOUBLE CoNvOLYULUS— e Su remember to have 
before seen a double Conyolvulus major. Yours certainly is 

f variety, not to be compared with the 

beautiful double Calystegia pubesce 
Fieas—a Lover of them— e no book on Italian Figs at 

nd, on which we can rely, but will make inquiries and let 

know hereafter. What the Italians call the King of 

"Figs is the Brogietto bianco or B. genoese. 
FORCING GRAPES AND PEACHES IN ONE ÜOMPARTMENT—An 

Old Subscriber—1n a house or large pit, 40 feet by 10 feet, and 
height 4 fees in front and 10 feet at back, you might grow 

either Peaches or Grapes to good perfection. But having 

seipso to try both together, you must plant the Peach-. 
their roots may feed in a border in front, and 

, extending from thesrong eno 
aot the AER inside, train 

They are both, nrc Leguminous plant: Daa 
Vernonia preealta,——— “Canavalia ensiformis——Z G— 
Setaria italica. CELO Lycium barbarum; 2, Euonymus 

europemus ; 3, Ulmus campestris. —-P K W—I, 2, and 4 are 

all varieties of ed gallons ; 3 is Gnaphalium sylvaticum, 
var. rectum, things are subject to much diversity of 

EX EEN omes—We really must beg you to send ex- 

aminable specimens if you wish a plant to be named. Bo- 
tanists cannot commit themselves d opinions founded upon 
miserable fragments; you send a few leaves and one 
withered wretched flower of a supposed new species of 
dEschynantbus, a very difficalt genus, and ask us to name 
it; we can do nothing with dus materials.. Em er E 
Pinus halepensis. T- Á ton—The shrub is Rham: 
catharticus. The fruit is not Sod hous but a powerful uud 
gative, 
PR M—Three late bearing Pears for a west wall may De 

e Glout Morceau, Beurré Rance, and Easter Beurró. Late 
Pears for a north aspect cannot be recommended, unless 
such as are adapted for stewing. Better plant Marie’ Louise, 
Hacon’s Incomparable, and Thompson’s.||. 

v Hazard, W F G F, next week. You both take them up the back wall, andthei nd 
under the glass as far as not to shade the BE If the 

footpath AC the middle be formed of paving tiles laid on. 
the made border, the Eid of the Vines will thrive as wel 

nder them as elsewhere.|| 
Froir Tare T Hh ee T Blossom—No ; you are not right. 

Why do anything to entice the roots of your trees away from 
the warm sunny border you have provided for them ?——X— 

For Peach and other trees you ma; 1 mix a little dung 

with the fresh loam, unless the latter be very rich.|| 
FvcnusiAs—C Stuart— Remove your Fuchsias i to a dry 

where they will bp, tree from ane or d e NS of 
which are aon In this situation they may remain 

until February. ad better, however, examine the 
nts once or Evic during winter, andif they appear to get 

ks y, sprinkle t] with water; if too damp remove 

up uuo DOE come ine dry day for a few hours. 
ar or r plaée, tie them up tightly in 

W heat-straw Goparately), and pit them like Potatoes. 
Grares—G C—Your oval, greenish, thin-skinned seedling 

Grape, stated to be earlier than the Royal ADONIS seems 
worthy of further trial. 
rd AE etd are broken by frost in consequence 

expansion of water drawn into the laps by capillary 

ree it 35 E VERA better to Dn laps when a green- 

house is to be in winter. But i e squares are wi 

enough (12 inches), sheet Blass will a easily break from 
frost, because of its elastic’ 

Heatine—An Old Sub—In d aM for Pines the heating appa- 
ratus, whether tanks or pipes, the latter indeed preferable to 
the former, should be under the slate which supports the 
oil.|| 
a eis rist—Your specimen was too much damaged 

to allow of the points y yon mention perg seen to advantage. 

Your Ap shall be attended ti 

Brie 20 E Srdan ANEO cheap pit given 
at p. 116, 1845 5, one 3 you may not have the number we re- 
roduce the pers As to heating, Polmaise 

would be quite RODISAUISS nisu did you might consult 
Mr. Davis, of Wavertree, (See his adv. p. 610.) 

here is no skilli in ripening this corn 
If a prize Should be given for it at 

d ue to the sun. Neither is there any object 
in offering prizes 4 r the crop, for cui Tono ? It cannot be 
cultivated pr ofitably i in this country, and to offer 
it would only have the effect of misleading ignorant SUIS 
The M. BET Gourd has enough t feed one of its 
Doa brood; more could not be maintained by its roots 
and leav 

Ivskors Shropshire The larva supposed to be injuring the 
Jeans lives upon the aphides which infest them, and 
changes to a ay galed n eva. Your beetle is a little bug 
named Tyo phila, whic so feeds upon smaller ins ects. R 

—We fear there i is no remedy. i igue destroy 
Ves vast hiumbers by covering the trunks of the 1 trees with can- 

natting, and tarring it over. By bru: rushing « or shaking 
the ‘foliage the Hupteryx would be x dnd and alight upon 
the adhesive tar. £.—— Ulswatei r—Many than ni- 
gratory E S appears to be the Tootafi a Christii, figured 

t. Ent," pl. 608, of which I had only a 
single alien “he 

Maneors—M Mangusteen—We know of no work that will give 
you the information you seek—nor can it be done. Mangoes 
will never thrive in the society of Pines and ere puo 
the latter are spoiled. Either may be grown b; n 
curate, without a gardener, but not both descr fp HON 
toget! inar "The management of the Mango is described by 
pep i E in the “Journal of the Horticultural Society,” 
vo 

Names OF dune iene of your Apples appears to be the 
Summer Calville; the other Apple, taped exactly like a 
EUER Windsor Eear is unknown ; is this the general form of 

all on the tree I|- — P B—2, umn Perg aitor li 
NAMES OF shat leer i vulgaris, a common wild 

plent, in the state of ‘‘Peloria,” or of change iom ires 

larity to regularity.—— P L P—Plantago major, 
strous state ; the bracts all developed as leaves, at the ex- 

pense of the flowers, which are shrivelled up.—C M— 
Convolvulus farinosus. Je do not recognise the Lupine 
dd ; perhaps pubescens—. '—Your pinaeh is a varii 
of the Garden Orach, VESH horten 
1, Trifolium striatum ; 2, Sedum aoei, 
colmia maritima ; 4, Cineraria RP nds called Senecio 
Cineraria.——4An "Old Subscriber—It is any one's paner 
o name seedling plants which are ion in flower. We c 
form no opinion upon the beauty of those you have dE t 

the same view. 
Porarors—We by no means dispute the possibility of aphides 

doing as much mischief as is now experienced from the Po- 
tato rot; we only Glan the fact, Ifinsects did the mischief 
they must be ee ut who has seen them ? Not we, most 
certainly. Our Spru ice MN trees md this year suffering enor- 

mously from some disease, accon ied by Eu of Aphides 
—but what of that ?——@ R—Dr. Semp 
preparation of the preservative quality of renioritie gas. We 

could P t make it succeed, 
Sea Ka _.X—Salt as above recommended for Asparagus. || 
Ep Trowzns—J P S—Y larkia flowers are so shri- 

velled that it is aron to form any opinion about them. 
TOMATOES — d J L—The fruit of the Tomatoes is uni- 

ly B odi is) a rottenness M p if not identi- 

with, the rot of the Potato “apple.” unconnected 

with fungi; atleast we can find none in iin “Of this more 
hereafter. 

TRAILERS rog Rockwonk—A4 G—V S to poser and 
finer bI Sedum Le la eds White ine ; Cotone- 
aster microphylla ; Coronilla glauca $ ara "OYA DRIEME 
4 hymes oe Pact sorts ; the small growing varieties of Ivy ; 

tae SM We. HY i4 that you believe that what you say 
true. But we also that your belief is founded upon 

observations ill made, imu “false reasoning dependant upon 
them. 
Es—A Country V MUT Ie i is impossible to say what has 

caused the scorched appearance of some of your Vine leaves. 
If you employ fuss it may be owing to the escape of sul- 
phurous acid gas.|| 

PY e have no experience: of the burnt loam of the 
ut if it really is loam or clay, and nothing 

else, it is iaveltatis asa material for soaking with urine, 

or the drainage of dung-hills, or the contents of cesspoole. 

It then forms a compost as good as guano, especially. if 
gypsum, iu powder, is added from time eo M O H- 
one P last Numbers mentioned in your letter are out of 

Corycius — Want of colour in your Black Hamburgh 
p" Mus E proceed from various cau ldom occurs 

here a healthy wall exposed foliage is maintained.}— 
Constant Sub—We not understand your question. 

Cucumis—Y¥ our leaf i s covered with oe common Cucumber 

mildew; but from what cause it s| vs we cannot say. 

Your other Sine is sent to the ADAE ORA Ed itor.$B—— 

Quer an pes mention, none are hardy, except 
Delphinium g gr Pa fos e others will, how: 

bedded out in rumim Ta afford, trai 
Plain recipes for One Indian corn have been raven at pe 

253 of the current volume, 

See FLOWE 
ANTIRREHINUM—O M G—Many of your specimens are repeti- 

tions of the fine old garden varieties, with slight differences 
of shades of colour, and the mn aus yel ellow predominate 
too much amongst them ; for in: the resemblance be- 
tween 2 and 14 is too slight ; ag: m EN 24 and 30; and 
too slight aj , a 
Tis a fine dark; Šis a fine lively flow 

and 14 are delicate ME Ub 16 is good, 
and forms à ien spike of bloom; 17 is bold and attractive. 
The intermediate tints are not worth keeping. 

CALCEOLARIAS— T M—Y our seedlings contain a most pleas- 
y selection of Gena and the mark ae: 

should reject No. 17 on account 
d colour. 2, 12, 14, and ^o. e bold and fine 
is beautiful in form, and the colour is novel and 

sees ace B—Your seedlings are inferior to the flowers at 

present cultivated in size and distinctness, at colour,*—— 
A—Your flower makes a handsome variety—white tube 

and sepals with vermilion corolla ; the flower is ae) rather 

large, and a very profuse bloome IL r dark 

varieties are superior to the lighter sorts. No. 3 ea be ight 
looking flower, but there appears rather too much colour: ntho 
tube and sep als; colour to 3. Your dark 
varii all good flowers. with. p particular nov T MER 

iocur inate foliage, which is. jar and rich gre 
well adapted for PIU the bi ipt colours of the jm] 

off to the best advantage ; 5 and re the best, but they 

wy Stout, smooth in texture, and. bright in colour. 
‘Bonnie Dundee appears to be a very pretty 

om description of its habit, Ge UE 
; we think the flow ue inferior to TU artonii, 

Mle deep rin ue RAE f that vani ety, nor do the Sepals ex- 

li. 

wants contr AUR of co! our ; D D eodd 

as Lig the superior flower the former 
are too drooping ; 5 is too weak in colour ; 7, too sh 

wanting contrast; 6, bright and a S m p 10, ll,want con- 

tr: 
ag 

flower is rather large.*
—— seedling is 2 

clear, and handsom
e variety, light tube aud “sepals

, with 

scarlet corolla; the sepals droop y rath ier too much.*——
 Cee 

— Your seedlin
g is a pretty flower, but there i is nothi

ng fo dis- 

tinguish it from: any other similar coloured varieties." —— 
| No. 2 is a pretty flower, but there is too much colour 

inthe tube, and the sepals do not appear to expand suffi- 

ciently ; 1 is inferior to 2.* 
Panstes—W A P—The smaller flower is the better of the two, 

but neither of them are equal in form and substance to the 

flowers of the present tim: E 

PzrUNIAS—S B—No. 1, a richly veined and. handsome Yarn 

No. 2, very similar in colour, but inferior to NO. l. N 
mottled and veined of a peculiar foe E h blue colour, very 

with veined e 
o A J—No. 

7 and 8 are pi much alike ; a very pleasin; Vigo 
two, we prefer No, 7.* t da 

M ESL eed Your seedling i i of no use int the VEA d A 

—Harlequin forms a bri vis 
dd lively pink variety. Dalene a Qus cented Mure y, 
not superior in its flowers to many we ; 
approaching a white, is a large and Bande oui Pe flow one 

* AS usual, many communications aryinquiries 
Igence of those 

can be made., We must also beg p in ipa ü 

correspondents, the insertion of whose contributions is stil 

delayed, 
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SEED WHEAT. 
RED STRAW WHITE WHEAT, AND HOPE- 

TOUN WHITE WHEAT — Varieties whose excellence 
has been tested and acknowledged by very many farmers both 
in England and Scotland,—for Sale at ^ 

WHITFIELD FARM, WOTTON-UNDER-EDGE, 

$ GLOUCESTERSHIRE, 
Price 60s per quarter ; sacks 2s. each, Orders must be accom- 
panied by a remittance or a reference. JOHN MORTON. 

CHEAP AND DURABLE ROOFING. 

v wm 
BY HER Sd ROYAL LETTERS 

T] 

MAJESTY'S Qu PATENT. 
oe e Qro? 

E MNEILL & CO., of Lamb’s Buildings, Bunhill- 

* row, London, the Manufacturers and only Patentees of 

THE ASPHALTED FELT FOR ROOFING 

Houses, Farm Buildings, Shedding, Workshops, 
Garden purposes, to protect plants from Frost. 

At the Great National Agricultural Shows, it is this Felt 

which has been exhibited and obtained the Prize, andis the 

Felt patronised by 
H 

and for 

sty’s Woops AND FORESTS, 

` HowounABLE BOARD OF ORDNANCE, 

HONOURABLE EAST INDIA COMPANY, 

HoNounABLE COMMISSIONERS OF CUSTOMS, 

HEr MAJESTY’S ESTATE, ISLE or WIGHT, 

Roya BOTANIC GARDENS, REGENT?'S PARK, 

And on the Estates of the Dukes of Sutherland, Norfolk, Rut- 

land, Newcastle, Northumberland, Buccleugh (at Richmond), 
the late Darl Spencer, and most of the Nobility and Gentry ; 

and at the Royal Agricultural Society's House, Hanover Square. 

It is half the price of any other description of Roofing, and 

effects a great saving of Timber in the construction of Roofs. 
Made to any length by 32 inches wide, 

Penny PER SQUARE Foor, . 

*.* Samples, with Directions for its Use, and Testimonials, 

of seven years’ experience, with references to Noblemen, Gen- 
tlemen, Architects, and Builders, sent free to any part of the 
town or country, and orders by post executed. 

The Public is respectfully cautioned that the only Works 

in Great Britain where the above Roofing is made, are 
F. M‘NETLL anp CO.'S 

Lamb’s-buildings, Bunhill-row, Lon- Patent Felt Manufactory, 
don, where Roofs covered with the Felt may be seen, o 

the new Vice-Chancellor's Court, and the Passages and Offices 

at the entrance to Westminster Hall, and other buildings at the 

New Houses of Parliament, done under the Surveyorship of 
Charles Barry, Esq., R. A. 

Yote. Consumer's sending direct to the Factory can be sug 

plied in lengths best suited to their Roofs, so that they pay fo: 
no more than they requi i pera aE 

E YDRAULIC RAMS (upon an improved principle) 
for raising Water, where 

a Fall can be obtained, to the 

height of 300 feet. The same 

Ram without the aid of a Tank 

r 

tain with the head of water be- 

Also Engines for Deep Wells, 

Worked by steam, horse, or manual power; Douch Baths, de, 

Buildings heated with hot water. 
Address, Freeman Rox, 70, Strand, London. 

mates given for the supply of Towns, &c. 
A newly invented PORTABLE VAPOUR BATH, all com- 

plete for $Z, 105. 

PERUVIAN AND BOLIVIAN GUANO ON 

Ww 
And by their Agents, 
GIBBS, BRIGHT, AND CO., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL; 

COTSWORTH, POWELL, AND PRYOR, LONDON. 

To protect themselves against the injurious consequences of 

inferior and spurious guano, are recom- 

mended to apply only to Dealers ofestablished character, or to 

the above-named Importers, who will supply the article in any 

quantity, at their fixed prices, delivering it from the Import 

Warehouses, 

aij 
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MEETINGS FOR TH T OLLOWING WEEKS, ) 
T'nunspAY, Bept. 17—Agriew!tural Imp. Soc. of Ireland. 
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Sept, 1(—Darlington Sept, 24—Ottery 3t, Mary 
= 15—Bromegrove—Plymeton St.| — 2.—Rhins of Galloway 

ry 

St. Ewart - Royal 

zing. 

AGRICULTURE is at length beginning to assert its 
true position in the commercial history of the civil- 
ised world. The newspapers of the last fortnight 
have furnished an array of reports and incidents in 
relation to the corn-trade of Europe, unconnected 
with each other in fact, but uniting in inference. 
This is the best of evidence. No commentary is 
80 good as that which one fact makes upon another, 
Ifit do not save the trouble of thought, it at least 
abridges the toil of demonstration. Like the cele- 

specimen of the orderings of human providence, re- 
main so for at least a month longer. No matter 
though France be ina state of commotion and riot 
from present scarcity and apprehended famine ; 
though Belgium be present at Mark-lane bidding | 
top prices for corn bonded originally for British 
consumption: no matter though the Potato mur- 
rain has ravaged all England and Ireland, and the 

report of a general deficiency in the yield of arti- 
cles of food reaches us from all quarters of the 
continent of Europe, like a living body tied to a 
dead carcase, so are we tied to the average 
of the last six weeks— with the evidence of 
the present and the foresight of the future 
glaring around us, we must gnaw in vain the 
tether which clogs and binds down Perception and 
Foresight, man’s distinguishing attributes, to the 
by-gone almanac of past ‘prices, and display to the 
eyes of the world the suicidal spectacle of a country 
with half its food destroyed by a blight, levying the 
highest amount of duty upon foreign importation, 
and exporting its own produce to aid the necessities 
of the foreigner still more pressing than our own. 
An unusually early harvest, and the concentrated 
effusion of a year’s garnering of foreign stores 
released from bond almost in a single day had caused 
a momentary and delusive flush in the market ; 
down went the prices all over«the kingdom, like the 

mercury in a shaken barometer. . This was natural 
enough ; under such a combination of causes, the 

one financial, the other physical, the only wonder 
was that the temporary depression was not greater. 
But Commerce has a quick eye; leave it alone, 

give it room to act, and it will soon recover from an 
error, however unavoidable or great; a few days, 

nay afew hours will sufice to place the market 
au courant du jour ; a single fine day will have its 
due influence uponthe sensitive pulses of Mark-lane. 
What then must be the effect of a clog upon its 
keen prescience, which drags it back with the weight 
of six weeks of past ignorance! In vain come the 
mercantile despatches from Hamburgh, Dantzic, 

Stettin, and Konigsburg ; in vain come the pro- 

vincial papers with their one-voiced elegiac over 
the Potato prospects; they may quicken the pulse 
of the Present, they may electrify the always over- 
strung nerves of the Future, but they cannot re- 
animate the dead bones of the past; yet there it 

lies, the sıx WEEKS’ AVERAGE stifling with its dead 
weight, like an incubus, the heaving breath of com- 
mercial activity and foresight, and shutting the 
locks of the bonded warehouses of England not 
against the French, not against the Belgians, not 
against any ‘foreigner’ but only against the English- 
man! by a high-pitched duty—Why? Because 
corn was cheap and prospects looked different ; 

when? A month or six weeks ago ! 
We would entreat any one whose mind is imbued 

with a liberal and unbiassed wish for the true inte- 
rests of the British agriculturist, to afford a few 

minutes of careful and sincere attention to the 
weekly-published diagram of average prices and 
duties above referred to; and mark well the opera- 
tion which it exhibits, in the collection ofthat aver- 
age during the past six weeks which regulates the 
duty at present levied. A more instructive 
moment could hardly be selected to judge 
retrospectively what must always have heen 
the influence of such a system upon the 
corn-trade, and.the consumer directly, and upon 
the producer indirectly—and what is now of far 
more importance, to judge prospectively how much 

healthier and firmer will be the footiug upon which 
the agriculture of the country will stand when it is 
no longer tampered with by an artificial interference 
which contradicts one of the most important of 

commercial principles, and obstructs the most valu- 
able of commercial operations, namely, the 
regulation of demand and supply by the eser- 
cise of foresight. If corn be cheap—but there 
are appearances in the horizon of the future 
that indicate the likelihood. of its becoming 
dearer—the importer, the dealer, the miller, 

increase their stocks : if corn be dear—but there are 
brated vase whose fragments were discovered an 
exhumed a thousand miles apart, it is only necessary 
to “pick up the bits and put them together,” and 
the wmorE with all its beauty and harmony of pro- 
portion, is at once developed, displaying the most 
Compendious of arguments, that which addresses the 
eye of every beholder, willing or reluctant. To the 
latter class our words seem mysterious. We pro- 
ceed to explain them. 

hoever has taken the weekly trouble of consult- 
ing the little enigmatical looking diagram which fur- 
nishes a tabular display of the practical operation of 
the mode in which the duties upon foreign corn are 
levied, will have perceived that upon the last six 
weeks? average the duty is now standing at the 
highest point. The “remnant of protection” is at 
tts utmost; and must in obedience to this perfect 

fi i the market is eased 

further and further from the true 
landscape of the future is most visible, namely the 

Present. What have we to do now with the price 

of corn six weeks ago, when the Potato disease 

had not developed its frightful universality? What 

is there in an average drawn from a period the 

three first weeks of which present declining prices, 

that can do anything but confound the judgment 

and thwart the wholesome prescience of un. 

fettered commerce? What would be thought 

of a holder of Spanish or Mexican securities 
who should conduct his operations in the share- 
market, by a caleulation drawn from periods pre- 
ceding the war with the United States in the latter 
case, or the betrothal of the Queen in the former ? 
Yet this is the principle upon which, for thirty 
years past, we have attempted to regulate our 

operations in the corn-market of the world; by 

making our national purchases upon a calculation 
formed six weeks behind the point of view from 

whence the future is most cognizable. And here 
is the proof of our elaborate ingenuity of self- 
delusion, in the fact that at the present moment, 
with the system mitigated as it is, we are imposing 
a prohibition of 10s. a quarter, because the bio- 

graphy of six weeks gone and past will have it so, 
at a moment when far-sighted commerce would 
have been laying up full stores with a provident 
eye for the thirteen months’ scramble for food 
which the present state of the granary of Europe 
seems to threaten. For four weeks longer 

must this absurdity continue; until the lagging 
weeks of the past shall have died off gra- 
dually from the Corn-law diagram, and our 
bonded warehouses have emptied ‘themselves 
meantime into the markets of Belgium, Hol- 
land, and France. It is true the present case is an 
extreme one; but it is by extreme cases that prin- 
ciples are tested and evils rendered more glaring, 
whose silent operation has escaped notice in more 
ordinary seasons. 

Can it be believed that the British agriculturist has 
ever derived benefit from a system which has virtually 
shut him out from the market of the world; which 
has “kept the word of promise to the ear, but broke 
it to the sense,” inflicting upon him those sudden 
expansions and contractions of price always inci- 
dental to a limited area of demand and supply, and 
of which the only true antidote is to be found in the 
free operations of commerce, and the most un- 
limited area which the globe can furnish, with all 

its providential and blessed variety of soil, season, 
and climate. 
We have spoken of the past; but it is with an 

eye of hope, of well founded hope, we most de- 
voutly believe, to the future. Let the British 

farmer only see how he really stands in relation to 
the agriculture of any other country in the world, 
and the sight which he has beeu taught to shrink 
hitherto from beholding, will fill him with eneourage- 
ment and confidence. He will see that the market 
or the world is the best market ın the world, and 

that all the legislative enactments that Parliament 
can make, can never give him so firm a position or 
so safe a prospect as when the prices at Mark-lane, 
as at thé present moment, cannot be under-quoted 

at any port in Europe. This fact which now 
startles him with its novelty, and which he hardly 
knows how to receive or credit, is followed by the 

report of cargoes of Lincolnshire-grown corn being 
exported to France. These announcements are 
the best Corn-law that ever was passed for the 
* Protection " of the British farmer. It is true that 
acombination of causes extraordinary as well as 
ordinary have tended together to the production of 
these results; but it will be strange, indeed, if they 

do not prove to be the commencement of an era in 
which British agriculture shall know its own dignity 
and assert its independent place in the comi 
of nations, — C. W. H. 

* By an improved agriculture the farmer may 

withstand, uninjured, a fall of Js. per bushel in the 

price of Wheat.” Or, which is the same thing, he 

may thus realise profits, during a stationary market, 

such as he would (without effort) obtain were the 

price of the produce to rise in an equal degree, 

This is the statement which our correspondent * G. 

R. W.” has assailed. He asserts that the skill and 

eapital required to produce and maintain the in- 

creased fertility cannot be had, except at an annual 

cost which equals their annual produce. 

Now, right notions on this subject are of the 

greatest importance. Upon their prevalence de- 

pends the course of : agricultural improvement, and 

to assist in establishing them we shall now lay be- 

fore our readers some references which will enable 

them to form a safe and satisfactory judgment upon 
the subject. 
We shall confine ourselves to the pages of one 

work—* The Journal of the English Agricultural 

Society.” 
See Vol. I., p. 82, where, in Sir James GnAHAM'S 

experience of “ Deanstonising,” it will be found 
that an expenditure of 6/. 15s. per acre yielded an 
annual return of 15s. 6d. ; and p. 38, where E. S. 
LzrrvnE, Esq., states that by subsoiling his land at 
a cost of 30s. per aere, he had obtained an increase 

of 6 tons per acre of Turnips, and 24 bushels per 
acre of Barley. 

See Vol. IL, p. 277, where Mr. F. Burxs, de- 
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about 4307. in the rent has been produced. 
See Vol. ILL, p. 163, where experiments in the 

applieation of * blue shale" to the surface of the 
and, at a cost of 30s. per aere, are described 
as resulting in an increased produce of 17 
bushels per acre of Wheat, and of 27 bushels 
per acre of Barley ; page 283, where Mr. C. 
Burness states his experience in marling light 
lands; his Wheat promised to yield one-third 
more on what had been clayed than on what had 
not been clayed, although managed in every other 
way the same; the quantity applied per acre is 
generally 50 loads, which is applied at a cost of less 
than 50s, per acre; and p. 235, where Mr. F. W. 
Overman testifies to the value of the same method 
of permanent improvement. 

See Vol. IV., p. 343, where Mr. Havrzn, M.P., 
states the profitable result of the improvements he 
had effected on Linslade farm, Buckinghamshire. 

See Vol. V., p. 113, &e., where Mr. RANDELL de- 
seribes his practice of burning clay soils, and the 
large and profitable increase of fertility consequent 
upon it; and p. 311, where Mr. Arwack asserts 
the experience of Norfolk farmers as to the pro- 
Jitableness of marling their light lands. 

See also Vol. VI., p. 478, where Mr. Pusey bears 
witness to the enormous returns from drainage and 
the use of burnt clay as manure in the case ofa very 
poor stiff clay soil. 

"These are a few instances selected from the pages 
of only one out of the many periodical works with 
which our agricultural literature now teems, and 

ey are conclusive, we think, as to the large 
profits derivable from a prudent investment of 
capital in the permanent improvement of the land. 

But it is certain that even in the case of land 
already perfect as regards its “ permanent" qualities, 
perfect as regards its texture, drainage, freedom 
from hedgerow timber, accessibility by road, con- 
venience as regards buildings, &c., it will still gene- 
rally, if not universally, pay well for the better 
though more expensive methods of cultivation, 
which in the course of time working men shall hit 
upon or educated men suggest. Weshall not refer 
here to published cases in which corroborative expe- 
rience on this head is detailed. Numbers of them 
may be found in every agricultural journal, maga- 
zine, or gazette. Cases where the application of 
some new fertilizer; the cultivation of some new 

i 

erop; a change in the rotation of crops; the use of b 
some new implement; the selection of more profit- 
able stock—all requiring an extra investment of 
capital ; or, it may ue, where the more economical 
application of manual labour, or the more skilful 
management of market transactions — matters 
requiring on the other hand only an extra display 
of energy, have proved eminently profitable. And 
to all thesé improvements, it must be observed, 
over and above their immediate returns, there is an 

z degree of permanence attached; for 
no increase can occur in the saleable produce of 
the farmer without a orresponding increase in that 

acture of manure. We have 
hich can arise either from our observa- 

or experience, of the profitableness 
” degree of cultivation than that which 

is generally prevale 

Which goes to the manu 
no doubt 

IN CATTLE. 
I am desirous of calling the attention of your readers 

toa singular disez 1 cattle, which shows itself ocea- 
sionally in in fields 

SINGULAR DISEASE 

The disease is most apt to come on in the spring and 
autumn, after sultry weather preceded by rain, but it 
is very capricious in its inroads, sometimes not appear- 
ing at the accustomed seasons, and at other times 
attacking animals at unusual periods of the year. Thus 
the farmer is subjected to heavy losses, owing to the 
impossibility of determining when it is safe to allow his 
cattle to graze in the fields, and at what seasons it is 
necessary to avoid doing so. The existence of the“dis- 
order is by no means of recent observation, for the 
farm has been in the occupation of the same family for 
nearly a century, and the grandfather, father, and son, 
have all in succession lost much stock from this cause. 
It is remarkable that, whilst horned cattle and horses 
are attacked, sheep appear to escape. 

I believe I may state, from a careful examination of 
the ground, that there is nothing in the character of 
the herbage which can account for so remarkable a 
pecul arity—no plant, at least of a poisonous quality, 
could be detected in it, though I visited the spot at a 
time when several cows were suffering under the dis- 
ease, from having been left in the field.* I am more 
disposed, therefore, to attribute it to a peculiar miasma 
emanating from the soil ; and I am confirmed in this 

jecture b; d ding that the inhabitants of the 
surrounding hamlet are very subject to liver complaints, 
which may arise from the same cause. The only ad- 
vice I could give the farmer was not to turn in his cattle 
before sunrise, and to remove them half an hour before 
sunset ; but perhaps some of your correspondents ma; 
be able to throw more light than I can pretend to do, 
both upon the causes of the disorder and the means of 
its prevention.—C, Daubeny, Botanic Gardens, Oxford, 
dug. 31, 1846. 

ON THE STATE OF HUSBANDRY IN LOWER 
ITTANY, 

WITH INCIDENTAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE CONDITION OF 
THE FARMING POPULATION THERE, COMPARED WITH 
THE SOCIAL STATE OF THE ANALOGOUS CLASSES IN 
IRELAND. 

By MARTIN DOYLE. 
(Continued from p. 416.) 

In the different countries at which we have glanced 
in respect to the reclaiming of wastes, it appears that 
the most generally successful results have been worked 
out by the peasantry themselves. In Flanders the cul- 
tivators of the wastes were small farmers, who did not 
exceed their means. * These admirable cultivators not 
only added generally to the extent of the soil which they 
tilled; exery year the plough was made to go deeper ; 
half an ineh or an inch was thus gradually added to the 
depth of the land already in tillage ; hence a. fertile 
loam, 18 inches or 2 feet deep, is now seen where the 
farmer originally found a soil not exceeding 3 or 4 inches 
in depth. ‘To do a little constantly, and that little 
well, has been the profitable maxim of the Fleming ; 
y acting steadily on this invaluable principle, that in- 

dustrious race have converted the most barren tract 
in Europe into the most productive land in the world.” 

It is unwise for any individuals to undertake the im- 
provement of large tracts when they have not first 
proved the advantages of reclaiming on small allot- 
ments, and senseless to attempt great undertakings with 
disproportionate means. The Bretons are never guilty 
of this imprudence, and. therefore no injury is done to 
he ity by the disk ing examples of 

failures. Whatever opinions may exist as to the wisdom 
of inclosing the British wastes on a large scale by com- 
anies or individual l , the i ion o 

such lands by cottagers is unquestionably remunerative; 
their industry costs them little or nothing of mone; 
capital; the labour which they expend is often but the 
surplus of their time which otherwise would be lost 

parish of Kidlington, Oxfordshire. 
The pastur 

prevails, is s 
on one side 1 

Thropp, a hamlet in the b 

mand when precluded from the privilege of turning 
sheep and eattle on them, 

To resume the notice of agricultural life in Britanny, 
the appearance of the rural parts is that of a eountry 
nearly deserted by its population; so secluded are the 
h itati 

1 followed by effusions into the 
cavities of the pleura and pericardium. Death often 
jpervenes in less than 24 hours, if prompt measures 
e not taken, and the spleen is in general diseovered, 

upon dissection, gorged with blood. 
Mr. Hall, veterinary surgeon in Oxford, informs me 

that the most successful mode of treatment is, internally 
hy purgatives, followed by oil of turpentine, and other 
stimulants, and externally, by blisters and setons ap-| 

| | | 
plied to the chest. 

the peasantry, who are, however, of a 
social temper when they meet; each family has its 
isolated farm, or, at the most, three or four families are 
combined to constitute a village, in some secluded 
hollow, only accessible through narrow lanes concealed 
by foliage. 

The houses near Lannion and other parts of the Côte 
du Nord are slated, and present a respectable appear- 
ance ; but in some parts of Finistére and all the moun- 
tain districts, they are thatehed—mostly with Heath— 

which might explain the phenomena, but in neither instance 
was able to detect anything unusual, Hay made from the Grass 
is perfectly wholesome, 

| energy. 

| 

without chimney or windows, except a single pane 
imbedded in a wall, as if ventilation were dangerous, 
and smoke necessary to comfort : half naked and squalid 
children are brought up under the same roof with the 
cattle, and not always better fed or educated ; but, ex- 
cept with the poorest class of labourers, there is more 
furniture in the Breton than in the Irish farm-house 
of the same class, and always a good supply of linen, 
and with some an Oak chest, and press of Walnut or 
Oak, containing earthenware and glasses for extraordi- 
nary occasions.» Even farmers paying 20/. a-year rent 
(for the proprietary class is more comfortable) have 
their cattle frequently in the same room with them- 
selves; the better grades have, of course, sheds or 
houses for the cattle: but the whole family, however 
numerous, sleep in the general room, on beds ranged 
over each other, with curtains, perhaps, to afford some 
privacy, and the only rule of separation respecting the 
sexes is, that the girls sleep immediately above the bed 
in which the man and wife repose, and that the boys 
mount to the uppermost tier, which they reach by lad- 
ers. The servants eat, drink, and sleep with the 

family, and without any distinctions. 
They have no proper apprehensions of the propri 

of life, and though the cattle may be in their proper 
places outside the domestic roof, and the hearth bright 
with blazing logs, and the family assembled cheerily on 
their stone benches beneath the majestic chimney, re- 
lating tales and plying the needle or the distaff, there is 
a real want of many domestic comforts which an Eng- 
lish labourer would consider indispensible to his self 
respect. 

A dog always chained near the house, lives like 
Diogenes in a tub, or rather an old cider cask on its 
side, and his confinement is the more pitiable from his 
uselessness ; for there is no occasion whatever for vigi- 
lance against thieves in a country where they are un- 
known: yet the dog, true to its nature, seems to think 
it is its bounden duty not to dream away existence in 
the sloth of a sinecurist, and barks incessantly. 

A kitehen-garden, with Apple and Pear trees, which 
the Bretons are learning to graft and cultivate more 
generally, behind the house, or at one end, gives an air 
of comfort, which in some measure counteracts the dis- 
agreeable look of the yard, which is always in filth up 
to the very threshold. 

The eart-shed serves for a threshing floor, though 
this is more frequently on an open space adjoining the 
house, like the Irish “ bawn,” and the want of a properly 
prepared floor necessarily renders the grain extremely 
foul; indeed, Oats are universally intermixed with. 
stones throughout the whole of this province, and of 
Normandy also : the want of accommodation for storing 
and threshing corn is one of the most obvious. The 
Buck-wheat (sarragin) is threshed as soon as possible 
after it has been cut; but as the straw is only fit for 
litter, at any time, it sustains little comparative injury ; 
the grain is stored with the other kinds in lofts and out- 
houses, and not rarely on the once beautiful Oak floors 
of the fine old chateaus which have fallen into the 
hands of the peasantry. 

The operation of threshing is curious, When the 
sheaves are laid down in a large circle and opened, and 
the sign of the cross made by the principal workman, a 
ozen or more men perhaps set-to with their short, 

heavy flails, advancing from the outer part of the ring 
to the centre, without ever missing time in the stroke, 
or interfering with each other however close they may 
be. The blows are very frequent, and given with great 

If they slacken from fatigue a reanimating 
voice sets them going again, until the time has arrived 
for turning and shaking the straw. Another mode 
which I have seen practised is this: two or three men 
moving in line backwards, thresh the breadth of sheaves 
spread, from the centre to the circumference; these 
are followed by a woman or old man who turns the 
sheaves, which again are threshed by the succeeding 
file of men ; and so on until the grain is completely 
beaten out, and a new layer of sheaves laid down. 

Though the labourers are habitually sluggish and apa- 
thetic, they are capable of great exertions on emergen- 
cies ; in harvest time particularly, when they put forth 

° | all their energies to save the fruits of the earth. 
friendly interchange of manual assistance then takes 
place between families, and social intercourse of the 
most generous and pleasurable nature rewards the un- 
bought labour, 

M. Sousvestre relates a beautiful trait of Christian 
benevolence which he witnessed in harvest. A pro- 
prietor farmer was perplexed, from the insufficiency of 
reapers at a critical moment. A neighbouring peasant, 
against whom he had taken some law proceedings, came 
to him one morning with 14 men. When the other eX- 
pressed his surprize and thankfulness, and offered apo- 
logies for recent differences, the humbler farmer alluded, 
as his reply, to some of the Christian precepts respect- 
ing charity, and on the necessity of bearing each others 

burdens; and declared that no man could be a real 
Christian who would willingly allow the corn which 

Providence in his bounteousness sends us, to be lost. 

He refused all recompense beyond the ordinary hospi- 
talities, and seemed quite unconscious of having done 
anything unusual or meritorious, 

The women work in the fields and stables, &c., and 
go to market, They spin, knit, and manufacture every 
article of clothing beneath the domestic roof that can 
be made without mill machinery, and thus du e for 
themselves eonstant occupation, whieh renders them in 

some degree independent of shops and markets. 

(To be continwed.) 
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AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS. 
In furtherance of the object of your Article of the 15th of August upon the 

* Statistics of Agriculture," and of your inquiry—What is our growth, and what is 

our consumption of Corn? I send for your perusal, and, if you think well of it, for 

insertion in your Paper, an Analysis which has been made by a very able statist, 

MARLBOROUGH UNION. 
ANALYSIS OF THE AREA, CupTIVATION, WHEAT, PRopUcE, AND Poprutation.—1846. 
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Home Correspondence. 
Russian Bean—The Bean respecting which your 

Correspondent * Norfolk Subscriber ” makes inquiry, 
believe originally came from Russia; it greatly re- 

sembles the Heligoland, and is becoming generally 
known as the Russian or Winter Bean. Its capabili- 
ties to stand our winters in the south, when sown in 
September and early in October, I have fully tested, 
having grown it every year the last 16 or 17 years, and 
never saw it hurt except on springy land, or when it 
has been later sown. I think it a most valuable intro- 
duction for loamy soils ; the advantages from growing 
it are that it does well on soils unsuited for spring 
Beaus, affords an excellent alterative crop and seed- 

bed for Turnips; it harvests early (mine this year 

Were cut early in July) and admirably, and at little 

Cost, enables the ground to be prepared for Wheat, and 

hen well sown, that is to say, drilled wide and kept 

Perfectly clean by the frequent use of the scarifier aud 
hand hoe, admits of foul land being cleaned at little 
Cost, and without the loss of a crop of corn. I have 
finer crops of Turnips upon 25 acres that were sown 
among my Beans, at a cost of only 7s. or 8s. per acre, 
than are generally to be seen this year with high ma- 
nuring and’a fallow. I shall this week put nearly 600 
Sheep on them, and they will last them nearly two 
months ; and yet, after erops giving 4 to 5 quarters of 
Beans per or more—and one of the fields was a 
Piece of old Sainf that had lain as waste for many 
years, full of weeds, and in every respect appeared un- A i: 
Suited to the growth of other corn; this piece, which | 9e out of their own pockets ; nor is there any law by 

lies on the Haling farm, adjoining Croydon, was broken | which any member can be compelled to contribute a 
up last September, and sown with Beans in October, is | single farthing for such purposes. He considers the 

person entering be under 36 years of age, 2s. 3d. for an 

apron, 6d. per week contribution, entitling him to 10s. 

per week during sickness, to medical attendance and 

medicine, to 107, at a member's death, and 5/. at the 

death of his wife, and to the benefits of the widow and 

orphans’ fund; and over and above all this, relief is 

afforded to those who are compelled to travel in seareh 

of employment. There is also a contribution of about 

ld. a week to meet the incidental expences of the lodge 

and district; so much for the “ necessaries,” now for 

the “extras.” ** An Operative Spinner” says, “ there 

is 20s. entrance fee.” The 29th general law of the order 

says, “That the entrance fee shall not be less than 17. 15., 

and that it shall be discretionary with lodges how much 

they charge above that sum.” Again, he says there is 

the expense of beer and tobacco. Law 14 distinetly 

states that no member shall be charged with liquor- 

money as part of his contributions ; and as to “ footings 

on change nights,” I am entirely ignorant of what is 

meant by the phrase, but can safely aver that such 

usage has no existence in the laws of the order, nor in 

any lodge or district with which I am at all acquainted. 

Again he says there is the expense of “ lectures ;" law 
122 says, * That no member shall be required to pay 

for taking degrees” (lectures) ; “any district or lodge 

violating this law shall be fined one guinea.” Then 

there is the expense of collections for presentations of 

snuffboxes, &e. &e. I readily admit that the order 
has no law to forbid members from making presenta- 

tions to whom they please, so long as they pay for the 

Old Abbey Lodge, North London District. [The above 

is a mere selection of extracts from a long paper on this: 

subjeet, with whieh we have been favoured by Mr. 

Cheyne, but whieh we have been unable to insert 
entire. 

Odd Fellowship.—An. * Operative Spinner,” at page 
572, has pointed out the evil effects of odd fellowship, 

which I beg to concur in the smoking and drinking part 

of the subject, and that it would be better conducted in 

a school.room, or a coffee-house. Sues, I fear, is im- 

possible at present. Lectures or meetings on the Sab- . 

bath have been prohibited years past ; and, no doubt, 

the time has arrived when ail that ridiculous nonsense 

of presentations and regalia will be abolished. That 
such money should go to support the afilicted needs no 
argument to prove ; that the society is right in prin- 
ciple, there can be no mistake; and details such as 
those pointed out by your correspondent (which are 
optional with members) will be stopped by enlisting 
honour and respectability. No doubt the thinking por- 
tion of odd fellows will be grateful for your “ Ope- 

rative's? remarks. Physically considered, it has not 

been supported (excepting isolated districts) to that 

extent by hard-working mechanics, without which acts 

of benevolence have not their due influence. To con- 

vince your correspondent it is not only ministers of the 

Gospel who support it, there are in this neighbourhood 
lords and baronets, viscounts, and members of Parlia- 
ment, &e. &¢., who have placed their shoulders to this. 
wheel of benefi 3 iti ble to suppose 
they would sanction anything leading to vice and intem- 
peranee : quite the eontrary.— W., Brown, Merevale, 

Aug. 25. [This appears tous to represent about the 

| 

now covered with a " Eon: : | benefits of savings'-banks far superior to the supposed 

OE are xis e | advantages of odd fellowship. May I call his attention 

| to the following, not supposed, but real facts, which I 

| copy from a periodical I have now before me.* * Died, 

| Nov. 4, 1844, brother H. Holland, of the Cochrane 

| Lodge, Bury District. He was initiated in the above 

| lodge, on the 13th Dec., 1828, at the age of 24. On the 

| Ist of August, 1837, whilst at work in a coal-pit, a 

| serious accident befell him, whereby he lost the entire 
use of his limbs, and from that day to the date of his 
death, a period of six years and three months, he was 

| confined to his bed. "The following is the amount of 
peeuniary assistanee he received from sources connected 
with the order :— 

sown with Wheat this autumn, This Bean, for is early 
flowering and setting, appears never to suffer from the 
dolphin, or, indeed, from spring drought, of which the 
crop this year is a remarkable instance. They have 
proved fine crops without exeeption, yet generally 
Spring Beans have been almost a total failure.— Hewitt 
Davis, 3, Frederick’s-place, Old Jewry, London. 

Odd Fellowship versus Savings-banks.—1l find the 
following all bearing the cognomen of odd fellows :— 
ndependent Order of Odd Fellows, Manchester Unity ; 
Grand United Order of Odd Fellows, Sheffield Unity ; 
Ancient Noble Order of Odd Fellows, Bolton Unity ; 
Imperial Order of Odd Fellows, Nottingham Unity ; 
United Order of Odd Fellows, Leeds Unity ; Indepen- 
dent Order of Odd Fellows, Paddock Unity ; Indepen- 
dent Reformed Order of Odd Fellows; and the National 

Independent Order of Odd Fellows. Now, as all the 
foregoing * Orders? 
other, it will 
their stri 
their article 28 more intelli 

Order, will at once prove him to be ignorant indeed of 

£ s. d. 
Received from his own lodge in sick allowance .. 137 5 0 

| Donations from various lodges in the-district 10 0 0 
| Donations from the A. M. O.s, at York, Isle of 

Man, Wigan, and Bradford... Ve ix f. MANOS 

ep 

at once, I think, 
In conclusion I woul 

labdurer throughout the length and 

land, who possesses a suffici of manly spe 

to cause them to view with abhorrence the probability 

Jfr E 

its constitution. Before entering upon an examination | of having, in the hour of sickness and distress, to throw 
9f those “ extra 
brief account o f the “ necessaries,” and in doing so, I 
shall confine myself to what they are in the lodge to | of odd 
which I belong. First, there is 21s, entrance fee, if the 

as" it may not be out of place to give a | the mselves upon the “tender mereies of the parish 
beadle," to at once enrol themselves under the banners 

fellowship.—John Cheyne, Member of the Loyal 

* Odd Fellows' Magazine, 

truth of the matter ; and we hope our correspondents 

will consider that this subject has now received sufü- 

cient discussion in these columns. ] 
Benefit Societies. —Y our correspondent “J. H.” does 

not seem to be aware of the character of the only de- 

scription of benefit society to which my remarks alluded. 

I dislike, as much as he can do, all those benefit clubs 

which meet at publie-houses, and whose rules are in- 

consistent with their being secure and permanently sol- 
vent, The benefit societies to which I allude are just 

as secure as any life assurance companies, and they 

grant annuities to old members. Hereabouts, it would 

be very rarely possible for a labourer to lay by 2s. 

weekly, If a lad enters the society before 15 years of 

age, he has to pay less than 6d. weekly for the 

rest of his life, for the benefit of 10s. weekly and medi- 

eal attendance in sickness, with an annuity of 5s. weekly 

(without further payments) after he is 65, and 5. for 

funeral expences. If he wishes for an annuity alone 

after 60, without being in the sickness table, he has to 

contribute only 113d. monthly for enrolment in the 

ension table. If “J. H." wishes for further informa- 

tion, he may consult No. 28 of the “ Labourers’ Friend,” 

price 3d., of which I this day received a copy; and 
have observed it has some remarks upon ** Money mat- 
ters of the Working Classes.” It is published at 
Saville’s, No. 4, Chandos-street, and appears monthly.— 
J. S. Henslow, Hitcham, September 8. 

Bokhara Clover.—I inclose a head or spike of what 
is, in my neighbourhood, called Bokhara Clover. The 
plant is strong and shrubby, and, if it spring up well 
after eutting, promises to be a good forage plant. Cam 
any of your readers give any information on the subject 

of Bokhara Clover? I senta head of it to a friend at 

a distance, with a similar query, and the answer was, 

that it was grown by a friend of his three years ago, 

but that neither horses, cattle, nor pigs would look at it; 

and another, that the portion of the field in which it 
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grew was avoided by cattle, and that it did not appear 
the second year. This would imply that it is an annual, 
which it does not appear to be ; so that, probably, two 
different plants are alluded to.—G. J. 

Horizontal Windmill.—l have looked with some in- 
terest for a promised communieation from one of your 

pondents, peeting an hori l windmill. 
Whatever Mr. Grey's opinion may be, the power of 
wind is very cheap ; and for many purposes, when time 
is not an object, a well-constructed windmill will answer 
all the purposes of a more expensive steam-engine.— 
G. 

Disease in Turnips—I farm about 60 acres of 
arable land for my own amusement. I put in, some 
seven weeks since (with a new patent drill from the 
maker's, at Spittlegate), 10 aeres of Turnips, manuring 
the land in equal portions with half-inch bones, Peru- 
vian and Potter’s guano, and superphosphate of lime. 
There is a very fine plant; the Turnips cover the 
ground, and have been hoed a second time. I wa: 
struck yesterday, in walking through my Turnips, with 

earance on the leaves not very dissimilar to the 
Potato disease. This day I walked again through my 
Turnips. The disease has certainly spread; I pulled 
up several which had deeayed just below the crown; 
but all which had the leaves touched (some of which 
1 pulled up), were clearly decaying at the bulb, looking 
very similar to the ulcerated appearance of the Potato 
tuber.— Reading. 

Potatoes in Nottinghamshire.—Since I wrote to you 
respecting the probable yield of grain, &c., this harvest, 
the Potatoes have been attacked with a similar disease 
to the one they had last year. Their leaves have turned 
black and have died, and the tubers when dug from the 
ground have been found to be more or less decayed,— 
E. J. Lowe, Highfield House, Notts. 

Sandy Oats.—Observing a strong recommendation 
in your Gagetie in favour of the Sandy Oats, I ordered 
a sack through my seedsman here. On arrival I was 
disappointed in the light description of grain, and am 
more so now in its produce. It is not yet thrashed out, 
but it appears to be a poor light unproductive grain. 
Whether any mistake has occurred in forwarding the 
corn, I cannot tell; but if any other of your corres- 
pondents have tried the same, I shall be obliged for the 
results, which may also be useful to others. Last 
autumn I sowed about half an acre of Italian Rye- 
Grass, which I am now cutting the fourth time ; but I 
observe in your Gazette mention made of a small piece 
eut nine or ten times. This is a wonderful growth. If 
we could have the date of each cutting, and the weight 
of a perch of cach, it might be very useful in deter- 
mining its value. The dates, I suppose, may yet be 
obtained. I wish I had more early thought of weigh- 
ing. I yesterday tried the fourth cutting, and give the 
result at foot. Each cutting has been over 2 feet high, 
ut I do not think it was-sowed thick enough, T also 

give the weight of the second euttinz of common Grass 
from my lawn, and of Red Clover. 

ne Per stone. 
Second eutting of Red Clover .. . oo eé08 
Second cutting common Grass .. . m 3 © 
Fourth cutting Italian Rye-Grass vy P oe 4 

— Abraham Fisher, Youghal, Aug. 27, 1846. 

omotieties. 
HIGHLAND AND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY’S 

GREAT SHOW AT INVERNESS. 
Tae following particulars in reference to the late 

meeting of this Society at Inverness are from the inte- 
resting report of it in the Inverness Courier. 

As regards the general character of the exhibition, in num- 
ity the stock was greatly superior to that ex- 

hibited here in 1539. The show of native Highland cattle was the largest and best that has ever been witnessed at any of the 
Society’s exhibitions. From the West Highlands there was an 
extensive display, and we were glad to find that the second 
premium was awarded to a bull from the island of Harris. The 
show of sh orn cattie was limited in number, but very ex- 
cellent, and.even remarkable, considering the distance of In- 

he s ern plains where the cattle abound. The 
s a noble animal, belonging to Mr. 

anditmay now be consi- 

stots. The show of sheep was 
t far from being so numerous as migbt admirable in quality, 

been anticipated in this district. Some of our most ex- 
tensive hill farmers did not compete, and the first premium for 
Cheviot tups was gained by a Haddington farmer. Both in 
Cheviot and blackfaced breeds the number shown was compa- ratively small, though some were first-rate animals, The prize 
blackfaced tups, bred in Peeblesshire, were remarkable for 
fleece and symmetry, and for their immense curling horns. There were also some fine half-bred sheep, natives of the north, which convinced the judges that our low-lying fields, where the elimate is not severe, are not unsuited to this more delicate description of stock. Of horses we had a good display—much Superior to that at the Society’s Show at Dumfries last year. 
Por active strength and muscular power there has rarely been a better exhibition of horses, and this seemed to surprise some 
of our visitors. Our hardy Highland ponies were also greatly 
admired. The following is an abstract of the show :—C: e, 219 entries or lots: horses, 74; sheep, ; goats, 2; swine, 
22; poultry, 36 ; extra stock (some admirable animals in this 
class, but too late to be entered), 52 : dairy produce, 21 ; seeds, roots, and plants, 40; i 3 total, 648 lots. Itis 

ifying to know that most of the prizes were carried by prac- 
farmers. 
AGRICULTURAL 4 buy 
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CHEMISTRY ASSOCIATION. 
e proceedings connected with the meeting commenced this morning with a public breakfast in ‘the Northern Meeting Rooms, under the direction of the Agri- 

matters, would afterwards state the results of their experience. 
Professor Jounston said thatin the feeding of cattle no district 

was more interested than this. As a cattle-exporting district 

mixed food and prepared food. An individual going from one 
end of the country to another to observe the state of agricul- 
ture will look, not merely at the kind of stock, but he will more 
particularly observe the implements of husbandry in use 
throughout the various districts. In order, therefore, to form an estimate of the degree of attention paid to this matter of prepared food in England, on his visit to Newcastle at the great 
cattle show recently held there, he turned his attention parti- 
cularly to the examination of the implements exhibited having 
a bearing upon this point. Amongst these he found chaff-cut- 
ters, a peculiar machine for crushing corn and other seeds, and 
other instruments—all showing how much regard was being 
paid to this subject by practical men. There was no doubt but 
that the subject of the quantity of food which c. le required to 
produce a certain weight of beef was beginning to attract 
general attention ; and before he entered upon the few points 
which he meant to notice in connection with this question, per- 

ps it would be necessary to explain shortly the general com- 
position of food, In all kinds of bread there were contained 
three different kinds of matter. First of all there was a cer- 
tain quantity of fat, which the butter they ate represented, 
Secondly there was;a certain amount of sugar ; and then there 
was besides the third constituent, which was represented by 
the white of an egg.| Now it was of the very greatest import- 
ance what description of food was used, and what proportion 
it contained of those:three kinds of matter, as bearing upon the 
purpose it was intended to serve. Cattle had in their bodies 
different forms of matter also, but particularly flesh and fat, 
and the farmer shoul sufficiently acquainted with the 
nature of food to be able to distinguish what he should use 
when he wished to produce fat, or when he wished to produce 
‘at and lean both together; and the food which was given 
would effect the one or the other of those purposes according 
to its composition. The white of an egg, or al umen, would 
supply nothing, or nearly so, to the animal but muscle. Then 
the fat went directly to form fat. The starch in food kept the 
body warm, and when fat was wanted served the purpose of 
making the oily matter more readily become fat in the body of the animal. Now in fattening cattle, as in everything else, 
using the proper means produced the proper effects ; and after the explanation which he had given, they would see at once 

ta xture of food was better than the use of one kind 
alone. If they wanted to lay on muscle they would feed with 
food containing the largest amount of gluten; if 
wanted to lay on fat, they would e starch and oily sub- 
stances, and only a small proportion of the other ingredient. 

i not serve the purpose 
e most economical way. Me had a table representing the different proportions of fat in the food which 

they were in the habit of using; but he would illustrate what 

5 

con- 
er cent., or about double 

the amount which was to be found in Wheat. Oats was next 
to Indian corn in this respect, for it contained a large amount 
of fat. Gluten was the matter out of which the muscle was 
produced, and there were more of that substance in the Bean 

the Pea than in the Oat; but the Oat was better than 
Wheat. But there was another kind of food used for fattening 

Linseed, 
rom which oil-cake was made, differed from other descriptions 
of grain, in containing a greater amount of fat, and a larger 
amount of gluten likewise, with the exception of the Bean. 
Now practical men had derived great advantage from feeding 
their cattle on oil-seeds ; that food, from the peculiarity of its 

osition, laying on fat and muscle at the same time. ` Oil- 
cake, however, was the best food only when the greate: 
amount of fat was required, and according to the purpose 
which they had in view, farmers would give to their cattle 
other descriptions of food. It was a remarkable circumstance 

at the Bean and Pea contained very little fat, and as the 
wheels of the animal system required to be greased, these kinds 
of grain would not serve for that purpose, although they con- 
tained what made muscle. Although Bean and Pea were go 
food, therefore, they were not good as the sole food of animals, 
Besides, they would observe that from their different consti- 
tuents plenty of oil-seeds and plenty of Beans and Peas would 
be far more profitable than if they were to give either of them 
singly. That was the principle upon which the use of mixed 
food was founded—to give all the substances the animal re- 
uired, and to give them at the cheapest rate ; and the re- 

searches of the scientific man were directed to discovering the 
means by which these objects could be best accomplished. He 
had selected oil-seeds, but he might haye taken Potatoes or 
Turnips for his illustration. He had taken the oil-seeds, how- 
ever, because very great attention had been recently directed 
to the value of those seeds in the feeding of stock, and to the 
culture of Flax, which they was advancing with 
great rapidity in the neighbouring country of Ireland, and 
which was even progressing in England at a great rate. 

ight mention a remarkable fact connected with the im- 
provement of the Flax cultivation in Ireland, that a society 
whi as ished for the f that cultiva- 
tion, and which had its seat in Belfast, had an annual revenue 
of between 20001. and 30007. ; while the income of the Royal 
Agricultural Association of Ireland was less than one-half of 
that s From the progress the cultivation of Flax was 
making in Ireland, it was very deserving of attention by those 
who thought a change in the rotation of the crops would be useful in other parts of the country. person who had 
most directed his attention, practically, to the effects of feeding 
Stock with mixed foo! to feeding on Linseed, was 
Warnes, of Trimingham, Norfolk, and he (Professor J.) would 
point out to them the prineiples on which he proceeded; and 
they were sound scientific principles. He commenced by boil- 
ing the Linseed in water until it formed a kind of jelly ; then 
he stirred in a certain quantity of cut straw and chaff, and 
crushed corn. The mixture was then poured into moulds, and 
afterwards served to the cattle warm, which i 

com; 

ti 3 

at sum. 

feeding Mr. Warnes said he could compete with any man, 
whether foreigner or not, as he could send cattle to Smithfield 
at 41d. per Ib., and pay him an ample return ; and in illustra- 
tion of this, he gives the results of two experiments, which he 
would read to the meeting, and which were as follow: 

“Since he followed out feeding, he knew not a single in- 
stance where he had not realized 8/. for every head of cattle he 
had kept for six months. At the farm where he now resided, 
he had reared for market the following cattle, after only, sia 
months’ box feeding :— 
7 Durham steers cost 87, 10s, each, sold for 197. 10s. 

eac vedi LESE VULQIR UI ow A ESL LE 
6 Scotch steers cost 101. each, sold for 22%, 105. each 75 
1 Cow cost 51. 5s., sold for 151. E I 
4 Scotch steers cost 107. each, sold for 201, each .. 40 0 

201 15 0 
“The above cattle were bought in and disposed of within six 

months, They consumed, with the following now in herd, 19 

acres of Turnips, about 14 quarters of Linseed, and a few 
bushels of Barleymeal, with several acres of Pea-straw :— 
9 Durham heifers, estimated value above the cost 

rice I. E m oe .. 2210 0 
2 Irish steers .. .. m I oe cones 13.0.0 
5 Small steers and heifers .. +. 80 0 0 
3 Calves, and butter from two cows — .. Ge sete hic 

16 10 0 
Deduct forj1£ quarters of Linseed, mostly grown 

upon the farm, 35l., also for Barley 4l. .. - 39 00 

ofit . 0" . m ve aer OF LO. 
In reference to Mr. Warnes’s experiments, too, it was to be 

observed that the value of the manure was very much in- 
creased in comparison with that derived from the ordinary 
method of feeding. But, besides this, there was another method of feeding of which he would speak from personal 
observation, and which he had witnessed in the neighbourhood 
of Northallerton. . He went to that place because he had heard 
that Mr. Marshall was keeping double the amount of stock, with the same quantity of Turnips, which he had been in the habit 
of doing only two years ago ; the other food used being ground 
Oats, Barley, Rye, and old Beans, and chopped 
straw at times ; but the cattle did best with the straw. 
ing, as he had stated, that Mr. Marshall kept double the stock 
upon the same. amoun i 

able, was the state of absolute rest 
cattle. There was not a single bea: 
was observed, which, they were aw: 
favourable for fattening, In connection with this subject he 
got the following information, and in order that they might 
fully understand it, he would present it in a tabular form. It 
was as follows :— 

Linseed, 2 Ibs., boiled for 3 hours in 4 gallons water. 
straw, 10 Ibs. Mcr T 

Growing corn, 5 ibs. } mixed with jelly. 
To be given in two messes, alternately with two feeds of 

Swedes, 
Now, the mode in which the Linseed was boiled was of con- 
siderable consequence, In the first place, it was boiled’ for 
three hours. The jelly was then poured upon crushed grain 
and cut straw, much in the same manner in which aman made 
mortar, being mixed together with a shovel, and allowed to 
Stand for an hour. gain, and after the 

e in a hot state, 
e fed regularly on 

this kind of food, and Turnips alternately, they remain in a 
state of extraordinary quiet. They become exceedingly fond of 
it, and commenced bellowing whenever they hear their 
neighbours being served before themselves. The practice was 
to give them a meal of the Linseed mixture at six in the morn- 
ing; Turnips at ten ; another mess of the Linseed in the after _ 
noon; and Turnips again in the evening. When he saw them 
first in the morning, it was after the got, their mess, and 

second oecasion, when tl 
meal. 

y, and given hi 
that the result was double the amount of stock kept on the 
same amount of land. The proportion of Turnips which would 
be grown upon a farm 

would obtain double the profit. Ww 
advantage, Ie would double the manure which he made 
the same time, which would contribute very much to the 
fertility of his land; he being enabled, by the use of this Lin- 
seed, to return more than he took out of it. The proportion 
of the food had other important consequences in regard to 
manuring the soil. The crushing of the grain and seeds, by 
reducing them to the minutest particles, mad the substances 
of which they were composed more es 
food of plants, and made it better manc 
extreme division which it had undergone, ow, they would 
observe that, by having this large additional amount 
nure, they would get larger crops, and introduce a system. 
whieh would go on annually increosing the amount of their 
produce, aud consequently the amount of their profits. i 

Mr. GREY, of Dilston, agreed ver h with what was said 
by Professor Johnston, more particularly i 'erence to the 
great improvement in manure by the use of prepared food. He 
had seen instances where an acre of Turnips was worth other 
three acres differently manured. Jt was well known that in 
Surrey farmers could be found who would giyo their fields to be 
consumed by sheep for nothing, if the parties became bound to 
supply them with a certain quantity of oil-cake and hay. He 
knew a place in Croydon himself, where, on condition that a 
large quantity of that kind of food was given to the sheep, that 
the Turnips were allowed to be consumed on the field without 
charge. This showed the extraordinary ¢ 2i 

arly in refe 

;owhieh it was 
believed manure produced from that kind of food had in raising 
crops, more particularly as in the case to which he referred, on 
that description of land which required to be trodden out to 
make it produce good erops. 

ATSON, Of Keillor, 

3 $ = B 1 5 
est improvements, an 

le spoke partly 
from experience on this subject. Some years ago, a late field 
of Barley of his began to malt before he could get it thrashed, 
and he continued the malting process, and afterwards gave the 
grain, in a state of malt, to his stock, with more profit than he 
ever derived from cattle i He would like Professor 
Johnston, therefore, to turn his attention to that subject, as he 
(Mr. W.) was of opinion, that permission to use malt for food 
to cattle would be of great value to farmers in this part of the 
country. 
NDS. Brack, of Dalkeith, could speak from experience of the 
benefit of salted feeding, as he was i 

form, it would be one of the very gr 
2 most economical food for their cattle. 

lona y 

S = 

Captain ELPHINSTONE, of Dalrymple, 
having alluded to the application of Flax 
cattle, he would state the result of an experiment which had 
made in the growing of that crop. He had put an acre of lang 
under that crop, and it produ 
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next year, by sowing 10 acres of Fla He was likewise going 
to Ireland for the purpuse of ascertaining the best methods in 
use for riddling and cleaning it, as he believed that in the dis- 
trict in which he lived they could grow as good Flax as any- 

e. 
Mr. Horne remarked, that if the farmers in this country 

were to raise Flax seed for themselves, he thought it would be 
of great advantage ; for when they looke immense ex- 
pense of the refuse of Flax seed in the shape offeil-cake, and 
the value which was put upon it for the feeding oMtattle, surely 
Flax seed itself was much more valuable. they directed 
their attention to tbe growing of Flax seed, and could get a 
ood machine which would freely discharge the crushed ma- 

terial, he thought every farmer might be enabled to grow that 
valuable food for his own cattle. 

Mr. Syri, late of Deanston, said, he was lately at a show 
vas exhibited, whi 

Richardson, &e. Dublin. 
D'Olier-street. 

management of fowls. We have weekly inquiries fora | 
book of the sort, and, by reference to this, are now 
happily able to meet all inquiries of this kind. 

Farm Memoranda. 
Spring Park Farm, NEAR Croypon.—(Report of 

Maid: Farmers Club).—For the use of those who 
of 

implements, where a very perfect machine v hich 
Was not on. E 

da Es e maker of the machine was a 
. was, perhaps. a large sum, 

be derived from the use of the ma- 
chine on a farm of any extent, would very soon repay the outlay. 
They had heard a great deal of the advantages of a mixture of 
food in producing lean, fat, and muscle, and in the same way 
it was of i at farmers should vary their crops, so 
that they might extract from the soil all the substances it con- 
tained which went to the composition of food. With regard 
to the use of Linseed, he had to remark that it was a subject 
to which he had paid considerable attention, and he could 
assure them that the graziers in England found very great ad- 
vantages to result from giving it to their cattle; and he was of 
opinion nothing would tend to improve the mountainous dis- 
tricts so much asfeeding their stock partly upon Linseed, and dedo: | 
by that means enriching the soil. ying Linseed into 

riets, they would ear the mountainous di 
vi 

other shape whatever; while they wo be feeding their 
cattle better, and getting a better price for them. 

Professor Jonnston then stated that with regard to the use 
of malted Barley, referred to by Mr. Watson, he did not think 
it would be so advantageous as that gentleman thought, it 
was given as a part of the food of cattle, he thought there could 
be nothing better; but if it was given as the great staple of the 
food, he did not think it would pay. From the failure of the 
Potato crop, it would be necessary to substitute some other 
crop to supply its place in the system of rotation ; and for this 
purpose Flax was deserving of their attention. As to the 
question whether Flax was exhausting or not, there was this to 
be observed, that it was different from other crops, in so far as 
they took away both the straw and the grain ; and to keep the 
Soil fertile, it would be necessary to return in the shape of 
manure, not only what was taken away by the seed, but like- 
Wise what was taken away by the straw. It was not 
hausting crop, if they took care to manure the soil. 

A vote of thanks was then given to the chairman, and the 
company separated. 
Tue ExurrrroN or IMPLEMENTS, SBEDS, &c., was opened 

this day. Some disappointment was felt as to this exhibition, 
which was undoubtedly inferior to similar shows in the sout 
It should be recollected, however, that the north counties 
are far removed from the seats of mechanical skill, where such 
implements are manufactured, and that this may be considered 
à pastoral rather than an arable district. We were glad to 

i ne p from the island of Lews, 

an ex- 

observe various spi 

We had an original turf, with poor Heath and Bent, upon a very 
Beside it were two turfs from the improved 

h and luxuriant white Clover, the other 
Ryedrass, the latter having carrie d 

There was also exhibited Oats grown in the Lews, of 
E A 1 a 8 $ © 

about one quarter 3 
with a dressing of and and 3 cwt. of guano ; 
for Turnips, bone-du in its original condition, the land, as 
shown by the rude turf, might have been worth from 4d. to 6d. 

may be now worth 10s, and, continuing 
e 

^d $ 

be provided for tt 
afforded for a great additional populati E the remainder of this report until next week.] 

FLAX IMPROVEMENT SOCIETY. 
At the monthly meeting of committee, held on the 

26th ult., the secretary reported that he had attended 
the Royal Agricultural Society’s meeting at Limerick, 
and had subsequently visited several of the new di 
triets in the south, where Flax was being introduced 
under the management of the Society's agriculturists. 
The appearance of the crop was generally much 
Superior to whatit was in the north. The yield was 
likely to be abundant, and the quality good.. He had 
ma f for the introduction of Flax culture 
into several new districts of Galway, Tipperary, Kerry, 
and Cork. The almost universal loss of the Potato crop 
was likely to cause a considerable portion of the stubble, 
which would otherwise be prepared for that crop, next 

e 

may not recollect the particulars of Mr. Davis's rota- 
tion and general system, it is here repeated, from 
the report of the deputation who visited his farms 
last year :— 

1st year..Rye and Tares, for green meat and feeding off with 
sheep, in April, May, June, and July; and foi- 
lowed b; 

as Mangold Wurzel .. . 
Ja E Witha liberal dressing of 
5 ^ Cabbages n farm-yard dung. 
» . Tumips . ieu den 

2d year.. Oats or ley, sown with Clover. 
3d year .. Clover, twice mown for hay. 
th year. .Beans or Peas .. +. The Beans have Turnips 

drilled between the rows, 
and which come into 
feed in September and 
October. 

5th year— Wheat. 
The quantities, and periods at which he sows, are the 

following :— 
Rye E 
Tares .. 

+. l$bushels .. In August and September. 
PI. ETT .. In three sowings, in Aug., 

September, and Oetober. 
Mangold Wurzel..6lbs. .. .. In April. 
Swedes .. 1 quart, In May. 
Turnips pane a Av MEOL TINS. 
Cabbages levery 3 feet. In June. 
Oats .. wx Tpecks .. In January February, 

and March, 
Barley gen r6 4e5., .. In January, February, 

March, and April. 
Midi. coo nmn Brg .. In September and October. 
Deus ar oases uis .. In December, January, and 

February. 
Beans .. CORO NS -. In September and October, 

Mr. Davis’s Rye and Tares for green-feeding are 
sown in rows at 9 inches apart; all his white crops at 
12 inches ; his pulse at 27 inches, as are also his root- 
crops and cabbages on the ridge. 

The principles on which Mr. Davis professes to farm 
are the following :— 

1. Never to be contented until all your land has been 
trenched and turned over by the plough a foot in depth, | 
nor until 

2. The wet land be made dry by deep draining, and 
consider no land effectually drained unless the drains be | 
4 feet in depth ; that is to say, unless the water-level be | 
so far below the surface, that corm shall have at least a | 
foot of dry earth to root in, unaffected by capillary 
attraetion of moisture from below, and the chill that 
water nearer to the surface causes; this can be done 
only by having the drains 4 feet from the surface, and 
within 40 feet of each other. 

3. For sowing of spring corn consider the season | 
commences with the new year, and have no other fear | 
than that of being too late. When the ground is dry | 
enough, and fine enough, the sooner it is in tlie better ; 
it will yield more, and the liability to blight, or to be 
beaten down, will be less. 

4. Insowing, drill or dibble all; and have the rows 
not nigher than a foot between them ; so as to admit of 
hoeing either by horse or hand, and hand-weeding at 
late periods. 

5. Hoe and hand-weed all corn; let not a weed in 
flower be seen amongst it; ever recollect that weeds 
occupy space and consume nutriment, displacing corn, 
and robbing the land. 

6. Never sow two crops of one genus in succession ; 
legumes or pulse may follow cereal grain, and cereal 
grain may follow legumes or pulse ; but never cereal 
after cereal, or pulse after pulse. Recollect Rye Grass 
is a cereal plant, and unsuits the land for white 
straw corn. 

7. In apportioning the rate of seed per acre, do not 
lose sight of the bad consequences that must ensue if 
too much be sown. Bear in mind that if so much be 
sown as to produce more plants at first than the space 
will afterwards allow to attain maturity, the latter 
growth of the whole will be impeded, and a diseased 

Season, to be sown with Flax ; while the 
of the future culture of the root would induce the 
farmers and cottiers row Flax as a profitable 
Crop, with the produce of which they could pay their 
rents, So as to leave the grain erops, formerly devoted 
to this purpose, available for food. The future pros- 
peets of suecess in the south were most cheering for the 
Society, 

3iebíefus, 
Notes on the Nature, Objects, and Practical Appli- 

cation of Agricultural Chemistry, Frederick Shaw, 
Dundee. Longman and Co., London. 

This is a tract originally printed for the perusal of the 
author’s friends, but since, by the well-judged advice of 
many of its readers, published for general distribution. 

It simply professes to be a connection of notes taken 
during a course of reading on the subject. They are well arranged, simply put together, and illustrated in 
an instructive manner. 

Domestic Fowl; their Natural History, Breeding, 

stage wi „as soon as the plants cover the 
ground, and remain till harvest. 

8. Manure should be applied only to green or cattle 
crops, and never to corn ; by giving it to the former, | 
the earth derives the advantage of the extra dressing 
that the extra growth returns ; but when applied to | 
corn, the earth is so mueh the more exhausted by the | 
extra growth of straw, and frequently, too, the grain is 
thereby positively injured by being beat down and 
blighted in the straw, that it always is made more 
hazardous by dressing. 

made of its material to form manure, an 
taken of it afterwards; but from misapplication and waste | 
of the straw and fodder, and from negligence in the pre- 

servation of the dung and urine, at least half is usually 

621 
Rearing, and General Management. By H. D.|and hedges in small enclosures than that which arises 

James M‘Glashan, 21, | from their mischievous shade and shelter, it would be 
equivalent to the ordinary rent of such fields 3 but the 

A cheap little book, containing descriptive notices of | farmers sustain a further loss in the additional time 
the different breeds, illustrated by good wood engrav- | occupied in its tillage by the more frequent stoppages 
ings, and giving full directions for the every day | and turns they cause, and by the encouragement to 

idleness in the men that their cover affords, I believe 
arable fieids with large hedges and hedge-row timber 
round them, whose dimensions are under eight acres, 
are seldom or ever worth a farmer’s cultivation. I see 
much poor open down land in profitable cultivation, and 
large districts of enclosed land of far better quality, 
ruinous to the occupiers ; and Í have not a doubt that 
to the difference in the size of the fields this may be 
principally, if not entirely traced. 

The deputation visited every field on the farm, and 
give the following description of what they saw, in a 
different order from the course over which they passed; 
so that other persons visiting the farm, may more easily 
find, and identify, the respective fields visited, 

The following is the history of Spring Park Farm, 
as derived from Mr. Davis, by the deputation :—Spring 
Park farm, when first tenanted by Mr. Davis, had been 
seven months out of cultivation, and from 1808 to 1833, 
had always been in the hands of the wealthy overseers. 
The late Mr. John Smith was fond of telling that when 
he bought Spring Park (then comprising about 600 
acres) he found a tenant on it whose rent was 66/. per 
annum ; that after two years the tenant failed, and he 
lost his rent. From that time to 1833 it was never let. 
Since Mr. Davis has rented it, he has drained nearly 
the whole four feet deep ; he has also trenched it 15 
inches deep, taking out many hundred loads of conglo- 
merate gravel that was broken up by a plough made 
on purpose. The result of this is that he grows at least 
three times as much produce as formerly, and keeps 
five times the quantity of stock; the seasons are far 
kinder, and the land admits of winter feeding with sheep, 
and early sowin, The name of this farm was formerly 
“Cold harbour." It was then reckoned the coldest 
spot ih the neighbourhood, and consisted principally of 
a wild heath, full of bogs, affording excellent snipe- 
shooting in the winter, and, asa neighbour used humour- 
ously to describe it, finding keep in the summer for a 
lark an acre. The late Mr. Maberley, when he bought 
it, not liking the name, re-christened it Spring Park, 
probably so designating it from the quantity of water 
springing up upon it ; but deep draining and high culti- 
vation have strangely changed it. The forward state 
of the crops show that it can no longer be fairly called 
“Cold harbour,” and latterly the springs have been 
diminishing, till at least half of them are stopped alto- 
gether, and corn now waves where Heath alone formerly 
grew. Still no farmer will envy Mr. Davis his posses- 
sion of such a soil. Much has been done, probably all 
that art can do, to improve it, but man cannot change 
gravel or sand ; by draining he may make it dry, and 
by trenching he may multiply the ‘space for roots to 
range in, and derive nutriment from; but a gravel or 
a sand, unlike clay, or chalk, or mould, admits of no 
further change, and, to the last, must ever be a hungry 
uncertain bed for corn ; a fast consumer of nutriment, 
much dependant on seasons, and requiring summer 
rains for maintaini i ly its vegetating powers. 
iu May and June. 

(To be continued.) 

Calendar of Operations. 
SEPTEMBER. 

We have for the last few weeks discontinued our we 
paragraph under this head, considering that during b 
time it was unnecessary to remind any one of the nec y of 
attending to harvest operations. We now resume these weekly 
notices as the farm work becomes more various. 

The present is a very good time to haul tiles and stones for 
lrains, and to cart road material to the places where it is 
needed. 

e preserved, dig and 
expose them to the sun for a week, covering them during night 

ridge about 18 inches wide and a foot high, and thatehed, 
ready for planting in November. Our autumn-planted Potatoes 

green crop. Stubbles are extraordinari 

suppose in consequence of a mild win 
carly growth and a diffieulty of cultivating the soil. The best 
mode of clearing the land will be by pari 

first costing about 7s. per acre, and the others. 

Notices to Correspondents. 

| Booxs—Bryan Barnaby— Bevan on the Honey Bee,” “ Farm- 
ing for Ladies.” 

T OF Foop or A Cow—Znquirer—Do you mean us to name a 
e presume not. 

You may assume that on ordinary Grass land 3 acres will 
keep 1 ci two being mown, and one, with the aftermath. 
of the others, being depasture 

3 acres; rent, say oe oe «£4 0 0 
Labour, say .. m m 4250 

£6 0 
Or about 2s. 4d. a week. The cost will be greater in wi 
than in summer, as hay, a manufactured food, is more c 
than Grass, natural. 

S id | ELECTRO CULTURE—Will any one be kind enough to name the lost, and the arable land of England may thus be said | ublsner of Weeke's panini on Electro Culture ?” 
to be prejudiced at least 10s. per acre. FisE—Ipnóramus--Add. 

10. Were no other injury done to the crops by trees fi 
sulphuric acid, not lime. The one 

xes, the other dissipates ammonia. Perhaps the best way 
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will be to place the fish along with alternate layers of sand in COVENT GARDEN, SEPT. 12.—Vegetables are sufficient 

a heap, and sprinkle it well with dilute sulphuric acid, nes for the demand, but Fruit is not over abundant, , and trade is 

ing it well over with sawdust damped with the same. far from being brisk. Pine-apples have not, EFR in price 
the heap be under cov: since las IRURE of good Black Hamburgh and 

Frax—. —You va ipto ss yourself to Mr. Dickson, of | other Grapes may Medo ed at moderate prices. s 

29, SEPTIMUM buildings, London ; he will advise you about | 2 Nectarines are anb Word scarcer ; the f. Dre chiefly con- 
the sale o of Royal George and Noblesse. Blaos, both English and 

GRASSES FOR MORE PasturEs—Novice— | Foreign, may be “obtained at moderate pr d EY and 
peru s have not altered in price since last wi 

DightacHel Heavy soils | of iouteses , considering the season, is agoa; d Nuts are suf- 
- cient for the demand. Foreign nuts are Eus plentiful, 

with- | and so are Filberts ; but trade for the ati isdull. Lemons are 
With (ut | a little cheaper, English Melons may be obtained at from 2s, to 

crop. |erop. |erop s. each, and some good foreign ones are also in (Sen Of 
—7Z-7|——-|—— |-—— | Vegetables, Cabbages, Cauliflowers, &c, are good, but the latter 

Db. b| b Jb | hardly sufficient for the demand. ts and AREA have 
i i$ 2 2 | altered but little r* price since last week. Peas are scarce, 

Be emain nearly the same as last week, Celery is good in Avena flavescens—Yellowish Oat G vmi 
sae a pratensis—Meadow Foxi | 

ii 
| 
| 

S39: eb tee 
Dactylis glomerata—Rough Cocksfoot 5 4 5 otatoes are very much affected by the prevailing g | Festuca duriuscula—Hard Fescue 2 da Lf e of last season ; 0, that some are quite unsale- 

hetero ure — Various-leaved! | Lettuces and other Salading are good and plentiful, » p | | | g 
. m vy 1 21 Cut Flowers chiefly consist of Heaths, Jasmines, Calceolarias, 

^ pied a Feseu e T 1 ET me Ue Pelargoniums, Tuberoses, Gardenias, Moss 
adow Fescue 2 2 3| RE the oa 

g Fescue SH Reed ls FRUITS. : 
# Com E 2 | Bine 4 , perlb., 4sto 75 Nectarines, per doz., 3s to 8s Lolium perenne aie pu T 12 10 12 | nien thon PAL END 

oem dira n ctp iia poe z 9 Lemons, per dozen, Is to 9: 6d 
oa | r 100, 7a to 168 

E zm Saga ya td i Ra Almonds, "per peck, [3 
E , | we nds, 5 trivial OC ned Meadow ME EH nes Tine T 

E Nuts, Cob, per 100]b5., 04 to 85 Medicago i ulin: low Clov 1 E : -- ' Barcelona, 20r 
Trifolium prate EA — idee | Or ranges, per dozen, 14:0 2: 6d. — Brazil, 12s to 16s 

Red Clover ZH RUE toos anish, 14 
a : Be 7,100, Be to 16s Walnuts, per bushel, 14s to $88 » —repens—Duteh Clover 3j 5 E Z per dose) 2 6d 

EGETABLES. 
| Shatlots, per Ib., 4d to 8 

Garlic, perlb., ‘es to D 
es Cos 8d ti And Rye one bushel additional when s 

—Lawsoi 

“As regards your old pasture, drain it, use ap Hs turf | Pe 
plough, manure it well, and sheep it for the firs 
Sowing seeds will do no good, ge ou must pas the ick in 

1, pe’ 
Pota ates, per 

PPE loses about 70 per ~ Kidney, per bushel, 2s to 4e 
cent. ofits weight in haymakin Red E many r bait n 

Guaxo—JZnquirer—Y ou had better use it as a top-dressing in | 54: D per bundle, 2 be 
spring bere, each, ad t 

Minerns—Inquirer—We | keep them clean by fixing a pol 
across them under which the animals have to put their EAE | i 
in order to get at the mangers. You might have a moveable | Carron, per bunch, 0 to Gd 
manger slung on two o bolts, one of which is rem able, ee Oni ZH per doz. b 
the other placed so that when the manger hangs free, it sha! 
reverse the position it oceupies when in use. ‘Tt would thus | 

f s way, except during feeding time. The 
Uley Cultivator paring-shares are about 11 inches wide. 

o upon is to apply all 
e surface to the growing crop in wet 

Savory, per bunch, ad to 4d 
Thyme, per pue 
Waterores: bun. 6d 1086 
Parsley, Sarpanch, 4d toe 

oots, per indie 2 
Tarragon, per bunch, 3d 

nt, green, per bun Eo d ped 
Mis rjoram, per ban chy Bd e 
Chervil, per punnat, 2d u 

HAY.—Per Load of 36 Trusses se: 
MITHFIELD, Sept. 10. 

ey. | Tos to” 788 Ih New Hay 
ove 

Prime Me: NewClr, —s to 
iaf. New ry Ra 40 2 waw 

Coons, Salesman, 
"sd o oe MARKET, Sept 10. 

weather—all half soluble manures, such as, we would say, | Prime Mend. Hay 708 to raat Dld Clover 92% 
well rotten dung, guano, &c., immediately before the crop Ís | New Ba ee s E 

" ng, covering them very Lightly with earth—and d CITÉ" Josuma Barer, Hay Salesman, ail nearly m a ie manures, such a: -dust, fresh h dung, WHITECHAPEL, Sept. 11, 
&c., in autumn, or any other (usum leisure time of the Fine Old Hay «= 
year. Perhaps your best plan will be after digging your land, E Hay - 
which you say is sandy, to sow broadcast about 12 bushels of | New Hay = $9. 7» ae ed I 
bone-dust per acre on the surface, and de let it lie all ____Inferlor articles scarcely vs 
win x ne en you may sow your crop in spring whatever it is, 

t before it comes up sow 20 or 30 bushels of soot 
aktove the Tx nd, if possible, during showery weather. | mori ning, Y . to 58. per qr. o 
‘Try half the land that way, and on other Hale Dm an | of 
equally expensive dose of guano applied broadcast over the | vated ated 
ne in April during wet weather ; 12 bushels of is dust| port, but is expat ingl y sćarce; 50s. ue been obtained 

24 of soot, will cost here the same as 5 cwt. of Ichaboe m Spanish.— arrel Flour is held for 2s. more money, and the 
e price of English is settled at 48s. por sack. samples 

Pounmny—Maiae lone—'' Farming for Ladies,” a small 8vo ES Malti: y commanc ut the wae was less brisk 
some instructive chapters. A little book, ! than S Sot eas 95. hig 

by Mr. Richa irdson, noticed in another column, is also —We raise our Ferne of Ku 2s, per Kis ey which rather 
checks business, 

TOsto 80s j Old Clover 1U0s 0108s 
Infr. z seem 288 to 30» 

MARK-LANE, ES Sept. 7 
The supply of Wheat from Essex, Kent, and 5 Spfolis it thi: 

the prices 
an ad- 

for ex- 

We should ats 
n to the secretary of the Zoologica 

aus Su $. $ s 
I White d M 54 tless meet with. ESO a i66, Pa EP— Constant Read ur proposed plan a ao Rea enh ok POETA A followed; Our sheds | 28ta Lincolnshi ‘2 si und a. id PH pu about 10 feet deep, and we ext nd the pens yarda | MER ee d 2 E: 2 98 Potato 96 20 

furthe a re 10 fect wide, and. wil REUS ear | 
comfortahly. Pare their feet once 

them well littered. 

pale, ship pee silat Ad ake 
Hertford and Sexe ex . . . 

a month, and keep 
SrrawING APrARATUS—A Sub— We must make further en- | Beane eas uem. Sa to Ex TEE s singh ELE 

sas, White . 8 to. i FEES 33 40 Grey 82 88 

gricola asks for the address gt some one occu- iban Sept. 
i 1 farm near a town and keeping cows, who | The little English wheat fresh up ioe this dayin paket. KER 

would te willing to give him some practi instruction in | ised an advance per qr. upon Monday’: gn 
tural suited to such a loca- | was generally held PA es 2s. per qr. higher, but in e Tittle 

tity. [if hands are plenti ful, you might cultivate such a farm | business done 
profitably on ee e husbandry system, ut the inquiry from France continues active,—Flour meets a 

THOUSAND-HEADED ÜABBAGE— Sow it so as to have | free sale at our quotations, Barley, both. Maltin i 
young plants ready “for tranoplanting i in ee coring ing, fully maintains its late value.—Beans are quite as dear ; 

rly spring. As they become ripe, you strip off t Egyptian afloat realised 33s. to 34s. per qr.—New and fine old 
y them to your stock. Transplant BUR e Hot | eas are sought after at extreme rates.— E Cay of Oats 

| on sale bei eing "small, needy buyers are. compelled to pay 6d. to abe varieties vary exceedingly in the} 1s, per qr. aoe, 
starch which ‘they contain. But we 

at the rise. Ot bonded scarcely any is offered, 

ARRIVALS Ganley WEEK, 
a not aware that tie colour of the sort has any connection Whois Oats Flour 

ith this variableness. EUN si SD 2180 Ske 
Nus CARROTS— —If sown in March, as Parsnips should | Lrish . s A x ixl be, they will many of them go to seed. ‘they should be sown Foreign “2 p. B20, Em. obi 

about the second or third week in Apr Whee on antral R B B 
Parsnips very well in alternate rows with cis: See p. 126, | i ell p UE pes ss AES A a : 3 ti ah Pi 9681. 98s bd! 98» 2d| 89s 3d| 3541! *,* Communications reaching town after Wednesday cannot be | 438 anes gue spen oec E As 30 8 Seip answered the same weel TELE Rd ties p 1 97 8| 98 a9 6| a6 0 

- 99 e . os| 4511] 27 5| 93 8| 8010| 89 9| 36 
- 29 , . 7 10 29 1 »8 0 81 10 89 9 88 6 

Sep. ^ $.. . «| 490 8 0| 38 32 40 s| 271 

SParkets, 6 weeks Aggreg. Aver. | 4 298 1| so 4 | 2 7| 99 8| a6 7 H Ta | breach lieti SMIT RED. MOD Ay, Sept 7. X ri tane oteTbe. Duties on Forelgn Grain 10 0| a 8| 1 8| a 6 a 9| 8 6 Beat Scots, Here) iR Otoda 9 vee 
est Short Horns ^ - 8.8 o (ahi ACE Diagram showing the fuctuations in the price of Cara onthe average or m Second qnalley Beasts. - 3 0 5. 4 | Ewee and second quali E x weeksending Saturday, Au 

NUM oor rn = a isi. | Prom | Aw.1 | Avo 8 | Avo. 16 | d 92 | Avo. 20 | Smer. n 
to (shorn) o 
easta, 2540; Shreap sud Lamba v 525104 The supply of Beasts is again Ja ey a e hea e AD 

the sec ue pier Th e c hoicest descriptions SURE main- 

The prio AT Pigs us yn the iivahos. A 51 5 
F > 49 0 day a fai s, trado Is dull, and EN wearers GHI Re x 0 1s dull, and Monday's Price" | 4710 

d 3cely re d for the best S) D t 
le continues active; however, the DUE can hardly d ETE so dear 45 11 

on Monday, best Downs, &c, making from 4s 3d to 4s 10d, and Long. MET. wools 48 4d to 4s 6d ; Ewes, &c., 4a to 4a 4d; wed an 
with respect to the latter. emand is considerable for the time of year. xe KE Calves are plentiful: t peavy at a reduction of füjlydd per 8 Ibe.: ^ SEEDS, Sept. 1 
Aloes Poa AOIREAN pa Mindo for Pigs 1s hardly so brisk, but deer De $e a Aeee one 9i 

Beasts, 1031 ; Sheep. and Teas 8480; Calves, 389; Pigs, 180. Glover Yea, English -= ksa Hte v ~e E RT 41, West Smithfield. | Clover, Hed, Enn EO bn 10s6 
HOPS, Fripay, | Sept. 11. on White, n < LOIS I Rapeseed, p Engin fern E, 321 

We have now a firm market for Hops, and much business is doing at the - - Rape Cakes e following pricee:— Coriander - - O0 16 |Saintfoin = - 
Midend East Konts - - - ui 9 to a pper cw, Hempseed lj pergr. (85 86 Tares, AR winter B.bush. p ja pi i» p! q Weald of Kent - 4 n 4 Linseed =- + pe qr 42 

i lg 3 = Baltio (es a 88 om 1 
Yeulinges are much “inquired after, but ia sony aen — deu 7,000. i Cakes. ug. per 1000101 Bill Turnip (t00 He seni 

(TIENDEN & SMITH, Hop-Factors. KiNoszonp ap Lay. 

2 Sales by Auction. 
TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, AND NURSERYMEN.— 

MAGNIFICENT PALMS, TREE F ERNS, &o 
M ESSRS. J. C. & S. STEVENS will sell by Auction, 

at their Great Room, 38, King-str s TES t Garden, o 
ions uU M ei á at 12 D o'clock, tl nest COL LECTION 

REE FERNS, &c., dh "imported, push they 
ceived from Central America, 
m of Chamiedoras, Cory yphas, Astrocaryums, 

Bactris, Co 'smoneus, Euterpes, Geonemas, Manicarias, 
"Tremaxes, Knditliiag) Hoan n sr (oor Aspi- 
diums, &c., many from 12 feet collected 
with very great care. On VIS aid UN HEN. A of the 
Auctioncers, 

_ CHOICE ORCHIDS. 
M ESSRS. J. C. & S. STEVENS will sell by Auction, 

at t their Great Room, 38, King-stn et, Covent Garden, o 
ock Tuesday, 1 12 for lo three small parcels of 

ORCHIDS, have just state from 
and Central NEPE ing a 

Skiune ud ttleya, 
citri ud Fee toglossum In other favourite renee: u 
On View, the day pri ior and mor iube of § 
had of the Auctionee 

*HELTENHAM, A 

Sale, and Catalogues 

OAK Fi i D MANSION, 
IN THE PARK.—Unre of ith the choice and 

very valuable collection GREENHOUSE 
PLANTS, upwards of 300 Lots, in Niel is asplendid display 
of Orchidaceous sind other rare and costly specimens. Th 
whole being the property of Mrs. Wray, who has left Ohelten- 
ham, and under whose direction Mr. CHARLES WOOD will 
SELL BY AUCTION (every Lot without a protecting price) 
on TuuRsDAY, the 17th of September, commencing at 12 
[o "clock, pur retually to the minute. 

RY BUSINES 

"^0 BE DISPOSED OF, on ad: 
NURSERY, n ing about 6 acres of la and, well adapted 

for the growth of American Plants and ot! 
wi table Dwelling cares Greenhous 

ous terms, a 

ie ? bus qu has been. 
established upwards of half a century. st s to bs taken 
at a valuation.—Apply by letter, prepai d. t Messrs, 
Gray y, Adams, and Hogg’s, Brompton Par x erste Y, decus 

A RAR. E OPPORTUNITY. FOR INVESTMENT. a 
"HO NURSERY SMEN, & THERS. 
Tyo BE DISPOSED OF, on ve 

unexpired term of about 30 year 
sirable NURSERY GROUNDS, conta 
of Land in a high state of cultivation the ore is no situation 
equal to it near London. Itis within h. hour’s ride from. 
either of the bridges on the Surrey side of ioo Thames, The 
coming in about There are a opt , Greenhouse, and 
other conveniences, on the premise: further par! tieulars, 
emis by een B. Mr. Sis th’s, 18, Alderman- 

IFS ‘to RENT at “MICHA ELMAS NEXT, 
V from three to six acres of GARDEN GROUND, with. 
large or small quantity of Glass, and a COTTAGE, within six 

ondon.—Apply, stating rent, size, and 
ter, to J. S., Mr. S. Solomons, at the P 

ee AUS "garden Market. 
TO OWNERS AND OGCUPIERS OF ESTATES. 

W ILLIAM BULLOCK WEBSTER, of Hounsdown, 
near Southampton, d Draining Engineer to. Her Majesty, 

e of Wigh: e inventor of a Patent Tile 
B Pipe Machine (applic: ES to making Br 
Machine for taking roots and stones out of 
to nes aen ay shear ee nee Tnslitaden egent streeh- 
offer o Landlords 
who ay req quir PET with 
the Drainage of pos Ped P.S.— Land drained at a fixed 
sum per acre, including every expense. 

BRITISH AND nM RHEN T AND HORTICULTURAL 
GL, WAR. 

2, PANTON. STREET, TAY MARKET 

pais & WELCH having on several ppeumeians 
been applied to for the price of sashes and fr: 

w added that branch of the business to their catannehiient, 

thus affording to the public an opportunity of obtaining at once, 
and at-a much more moderate cost, Rn and Frames, Green. 

house ai E Conservatory Lights, 4 fit for immediate us ie, 
with DA and lines complete ; abbas pleasure in sub- 
mitting their prices. 

ASHES AND FRAMES COMPLETE. 
H inch iene hung .. 3. 4d. to 1s. 5d. per foot 

5 1.46 » init A 1 bt Tad E: 
D ay cue a v4: 2l D) LEO AL sh " 

2 ‘th P ae eei 8 
Glazed. w ood Crown Glass, suitable for sitting » ooms. 
cnENHOUSE HOTHOUSE, AND CONS SERVATORIES. 

1 inch Greenhouse Lights +» 94d. to 104d, 
10 

Glazed with stout Sheet Glas 
Packing and Cartage at a moderate extra. cha arge. Nocharge 

for Priming. 

LASS FOR SKYLIGHTS, and other purposes.— 
BRITISH SHEET AND GROWN GLASS in Crates or 

Squares, 10 per cent. cheaper than. soy other house, for cash, 
A quality and substance ready at a moments notice,— 

. CoaaN, 48, Leicester. -square, London. 

A GLASS WHICH CANNOT BE BROKEN ] BY 
AIN or HAILSTONE.—A Terga quantity of POLISHED 

i LATE GLASS to be sold at 1s. per foot.—Apply at the East 
London Plate Glass Warehouse, Toman Goodman fields. 

* REEN MILK PANS, very strong, 36s. per doz., 
eu we 6d. each, PROPAGATING GLASSES, Was "d 

per Ii x from 2s, 6d. to 24s, per dozen, MB 

BASSES ion 6d. to 4s. each. GRAPE SHADES; um hole 

1s. 9d. to 2s. 6d. each. FISH BOWLS, from 1s. 6d. 

ApstEy PELLATT & Co., Falcon Glass Works, Itptland-street, 
Blackfriars. 

STRONG BORT OULU AL sing 1 GLASS. 

1 ò 6 or SHEET 

izes, 
inches. les, 8. d. 

à by 4 and under n fiy 5 ato 24 
23 

ae ee 035 
M Bp ri or Oper qu 

10 2 ft. su] E 
IO n sizes of every s substanco. and p leat Prescot E 

GLASS M 14 Hi E from d 5) PUDE. thinnes' 

TES, 20 b; 

oui UE Grass E daos; sheet, Mars 

Glass Warehouse, 35, Soho-square, "London. 

fv 



.37—1846. 1 THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE. 
O FOREIGN SHEET GLASS, GLASS TILES, 

i n ol o purchasers at a considerable sacrifice, at 
his old established Winpow GrAss WAREHOU Usz, 38, Great Cas- e-street, a few doors from Regent-street. 

lso, a large quantity of 3M. ALL GLASS on the lowest terms, 
for ready money only. 

HORTICULTURAL GLASS. 
TuDWARDS AND L, 15, Southampton-street, 

7, Maiden- jene Strand, Agents and Importers of 
Belgian | RR Glass, supply stout Belgian and British Sheet 
lass at the following net UR prices :—13 oz. 4d., 6 oz. 5d. 

Perfoot. Stout Sheet in small aguar es, packed in boxes con- 
taining 100 ane from 2d. to per eat tne Glass is admir- 
ably adapted for Horticultural purpos 
Sashes for Guten Frames made of “the best 14 yell Ho ARN 

Primed and glazed with strong sheet glass, at 10d. y 
Estimates and designs € given oy Greenhouse and Hrotnonses. 

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES. 
PELLATT PSLEY CO. Falcon Glass 

Works, ITolland.street, Blackfriars, are prepared to supply 
than 100 sq mare fe et), SHEET AND 

OF BEST QU ALITY, at the following 

2 feet superficial, 
13 oz. weight per f foo 
16 o: Sh m 

Per square foot. 
sist pede 

TE Ze "m 2 
210 

So E Snares up to 10 in, by Sin T per sq. ft. 
The 16 oz. is full Strength for Gener 

“GLASS DAIRY PANS 
['DWARDS anp PELL, HORTICULTURAL 
y WAREHOUSE, 15, Se a ereen Strand, and 

FOREIGN SHEET GLASS and 

Gr. E 

Maiden. lang, Impor 
GLASS DAIRY PANS, beg ito announce the prices of their 
PAN Bac! . ach—s, d. 5 RUE ln diRnibtén T inches in Alameti „w40 

ES Ec aan pe 
The followin is one of many letters received respecting the 

Superiori Tu of B ass over E p or Me 
u Regard, St. Lawrence, Jer y, Sept. 5, 1848. 

EMI Ec he pans arr d all ES akir b t I de- 
oed acknowledging them until I GE tell eomething about 

á happy 2 say, t they answer far 
EEAO not y tie Tang of cream is in- 

quality oft ter is very f: uperior 
that made in the earthenware DANES Will you, on the receipt 

of this, send me one dozen and a half of the smallest size which 
you sent me before.—Yours, &c., J. Hume,” 

The Pans require no scalding, dE with the most per- 
fect ease. y are cool, cleanly to a degree, and very hand- 
Some, being perfectly tr: ‘ansparent, and as stout as the strongest 
earthenware, 

PSLEY PEL LATT & & ch (late T ATT mm Gub N 
ectfully inform the Public that at their Manufactory, Hollands N Bla they retail GLASS, 

qatthenwvare,G Chande d and every variet; 

e analito in Taie Pu eir stock of the most. 
3 and appr E ‘description. Foreign orders and outfits 

ith despatch, N.B. No establishment i in the City. 
Sst-end Branch, treet, Portman-square 

LOWER-POTS AND GARDEN SEATS 
youn MORTLOCK, 250, Oxford.street, Tespectfully | 

announces that he has a very large assortment of the 
Reni: articles in various colours, and solicits an early inspec- 

very description of useful CHINA, GLASS, and | 
E ARTHEN WARE at the lowest possible price, ‘for Cash.— 250, 
Oxford-street, near Hyde-park. 

URBIDG JE AND H 

LIQUID MANURE. 
ENGLAND INDEPENDENT OF THE WORLD FOR CORN. 

HE attention of ihe Agricultural Inter. st, at oe 
momentous crisis, is requested to the Pte impo: 

LIQUID MANURE, and the gk with which i 
priated by the use of FOWLER’S PUMP: 
the purpose, either por e or fixe: d 
umps; also those for Distillers, 

Tanners, for hot and cold liquor. 
ALY'S COOKING APP 

RATUS, combining Sylvester's Patents,—T his COOKING m 
APPARATUS pos sesses greater general an any and Wells. Buildings h 
yet submitted to the public, both i as regards strength of mate- a ras and every var yofn : 
rial and workmanship ; in fac the laws of heat are so applied ade rum on advant t 

&o., 63, Dorset-street, F gr atest eect with the least DIU of 
, without destruction to the apparatus 

safely it, from experience a 

superior to ahhything of the kind puel ma Mg 
in daily use at Greenwich Hos 
Len Strand ; ond at JA heir 
Pro: 

Fo e "Engine 

me 

Ditto, 
SOD A ASH, fo: S 

AROR EEN E 

ad H. can GUANO, &c. 

COME begs to ds r the ARK E 0 TH 
E 

May be seen 
eee 

A 

TEPHEN ON anp CO, 6 61, € Gracechureh.street, | SUPE $ 
tite and 17, New Park-street, Southwark, Inventors 3YPSUM, TRUE Su Es vi, Part 2). 
ad Manufacturers of the Improved CONICAL and DOUBLE GEN Dist qn ulp poate of Lime). 

OYLINDRIO OIL M RS, respectfully ae the.attention xc 
i mt Pi much E: proved mon uu rev LTU 

m to Pineries, Propagating onses; qus J 
&e., € heat as well as Med beatis se- SILICATE s ot SODA me 
cured to any req eue deg gree Sig the aid of p ams or flues. ex 

& Oo. Bp eus to stai un that at the request — Agentfor "INGLES E 
friends they are now making their Boilers of ees FOR W TU eus 
Meme by which the cost is reduced. These Boilers, which | "MHE URATE OF THE LONDON MANURE are now so well known, soarcely asi e description, COMP! ANY. willbe found a most valuable Manure cane 
those who have not seen thet ion, prospectuses will | above cro ops. s permanent in its effects, £ E 
be forwarded, as well as duce the highest authority; or | test of five easons with jnercasing EPUM 
they may beseen at most of the Nobility’s seats and principal | Company also su * 
Nurseries throughout the kingdom. | phosphate of tm Salphate and Muriate of Animonia, S. and Co, beg to inf tom the trade that at their Manufactory | go; nal, Bone Sawdust, Sulphuric Acid, and every 
in New Park-street, article required for the construction Manure, att the lowest marl 
of Hortienltural Bung , ae well as for heating them, may be 0, New Bridge-stret 

Sou OF LIFE AND PROPERTY. 
obtained uj ie mos antageous terms. 

READ begs to infoem the Publi č E 
N 

WAL 8 AL E “for 
1l other fa 

D-. DIBBLE. Eur 

a 

(mes &c. of Iron or Wood, erected upon the most 
ornamental designs, Balconies, Palisading, Field and Garden J 

. iscing FIRE. and GARDEN Fence ves, Wire Work, dsc. de. ate s Tes 3 

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING AND HEATING BY — | patent principle, which s me der do eed 
x minute, an ‘So pori o pass throug rh any eo 
doorway, and worked with two-thirds the labour [o Y 
engines. The valves are so construi ed 3 sibility of their getting out of repair, 
instast, a desideratum long wished for bu 
wise, GARDEN ENGI NES d MAC 
p ed prn they: Pat rs’ epeviengajcan ra 

oved at the Patentee’s, 35, lee 

ECONOMICAL, EFFECTUAL, AND DURABLE 
ROOFING. 

BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTER 
ROGGON'S PATENT ASPHALTE 
FELT, with which the Committee Rooms of is of Parliament are entirely covered. The i js ps Hue been used and highly approved by the N * s-road, tu dlse, Agriculturists generally, and Patronised | and Hon A ATH R APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS, mo: the Royal JEE tural Societies of E: 

respectfully begs to inform the Nobi if Ireland, and by Her Maje: esty's e of ts, Charles Barry 
s at the Ro 

S PAT 

ROOFID 

pi 
nspection, a variety of Eurus Greenhouses, Con- 

i HE JATING. 
BUnsmpor & beg respéetfully to in- 

form the Public that they had the S E supplying Mr. Muer with the iron work for ting A . They ave inspected his house, and they can assure ‘their Friends 
nd the Public that it acts very perfect ly, as far as they can Judge at the present season, and altogether the p ‘inciple is Carried outin a ve entific manner; and they are quite 
See p supply the. Vest apparatus to any extent that may. be required. n stove is intended to act precisely 
upon Tho same E as Mr, MEEK's, but is presumed 
to obviate some of the liabilities that they, in their practical 
experience, know all hot-air Spoar atus to be subject to, and Which the; ellere will be equal, if not superior to, any 
Arrangements for Poes ease they have hitherto wit- 

Manufactory, 130, ioo street, 

B 
SE 

gs 
See R Report of EUR eid al Sociey y, in the Gardeners deus p. aa 25 blets. 

teady, cut, 23 in. in., Is. 6d. ; n in. by 1 3 in, by 
2 in. 3s. 6d. per 100 ; and a vari othe D p. 
tavellers will find it Se d useful ke aired age. Sold wholesale by Bu: and Tm Operative chit 289,\Sirand, London randretail by. Charhnood, Gove Gurden; Hurst and M*Mullen, 6, Le essa street ; tisho ops- Rate-etroot : presuna goi 15i 6, C. le; mh ai Seedsmen,— 

ost, Provincia! 4 Agents w: ssent by p a 

OT: Me HS APPARATUS FOR HEATING 
onp IORTIOULTURALBUILDINGS,DWELLING-HOUSES, 'HURCHES, and MANUFACTORIBS, upon improved princi- 
EDA and at DS erate charges, erected by DANIEL and DWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN, 

D. and E EY Y having devoted much time to the considera- 

erpatonion Pits, &e., where all the various known i improv 
ni e day can be Their Hot-water Apparat 
also erected: and kept in iC action in various SEDES 
Greenhouses, Pits, &c., where the whole principle of Top and 
| Bottom Heating can be si 

J. 

dvantages are—CHE Al PNE Square; 
DURABIL ary, and E coxo MY. e mes be 

LIGH TN ES 
on- vine tc 

Pla 
Werks & DAY war rant their Hot-water Apparatus to be 

fe Boilers 
e largest is warranted tohea’ E rango of Foreing- 

300 fect in length, with a small quantity of fuel, and only 
to requiro attention once in 12 hour 

fodels, Plans, &c., in great variet; 

has been próved an ef nt ** Prote ria 
PRICE, ONE PENNY PER SQUARE F 007 T. 

Samples and Testimonials sent by Post on appli 
HO: 

8, Lawrence Pountnoy-hill, Cannon-street, London. 

Ban ee a he AN’S ANTLSMUT COMPOSITION. 
TENT HE ATING AND VENTILATING nly cer! ws Preservative against Smut im Wh APPARATUS. attacks of the Wir vorm, Grub, and Slug. In pa 

with QUITE for use. 
Crrtiricare.—‘I hereby certify that qnan 

(ogee cae is well calculated to prev ent Tae a 
worm, Grub, and Slug, while, at ines highly nutritious ingredient fitted to promote the germir 

Seed Corn, and other rudiments of plants, 
tato D 
Chemistry, 

wise, to be useful against the Pot: 
of 

w 
Ure, M.D., F.R.S., Professor 

‘Fondon, 13, Charlotte-street, Bedford-s 
ly those are genuine which are 

of the Noa “JOHN JORDAN, Luton, 
o be had of the Patentee, and c 

Agent, I. Sorry Lister, 3, Laurence Pountney- hill ; and uf ail the Agrieuttur al Chemists and Dealers inthe United I Kingdom. 
—A liberal allowance to large buyer: 

are, July 21.” 
ed with the name 

Bedfordshire.” 
f his London Wholesale 

M 
"MPORTANT HORTICULTURAL DISCOVERY ber 
- IN WARMING AND VENTIL A' 0 aara P CONSERVATORIES, PINE PIT sen HOTHOUSES, € il NTAL TILES for Floors, 2S preg onu, of 

7 By OHNSON, of Dor: Grseahotees, oM E Encansti. Or the POLMAISE "SYSTEM of HEAT ING and VENTI. | Venetian, & VERY VARIETY. May be seen at Messrs, LATING ECONOMISED and SE HEATING DE ie cs PARKER and Wrarr's, Surrey-street, Blackfriars, London, son’s Warming and Ventilating Apparatus, which RAUS ap- | Agents to she. MINTON & CO., the Patentees, of Stoke. plied at very little expense to any plan of Heating already | Upon-Trent, atentees of the PORCELAIN 
arl, | & 

in use, being. Veneti ad. per and more e durable than Moth apted for situations where the old brick flue is used ; icon: — —— of hot water it will be found. exceedingly econonival as systems | T»HOSPHORIC RAT POISON.—Thi prepa ation (abour and fuel, by which a saving of fall one-half the coals, in ottaen Sa Oe an enon) helm or n fuel, is effect j. decidedly ior vn all those poisons containing arsenic and . Js attention has y" Several years past been closely de. | other mine is most greedily eaten by rats and mice as 
s offered. i them, and È Noté to the consideration jabl; i. certain de- of some improvement on the present | 100g a a Rd EDWARD Pur nag 

= à P ; | Uaphilosophical, ungenial, and inconv I Prepared only by Brid per d tite pe Practice, rendered their m ode and Ventilating Garden Structu m Spi iion pue Berner RUN: En & pots, vais zl linteis 3 bined durability M io: “appara " CX que eare i the introduction of the Polmaise eet: which in his opinion, | at 48.) 88: cule oh 
D gi isan a vance in the s 

FPES. A ares nibh ob: Mee 

Prey have eveeted apparatusin England, Scotland, andixtland, itself “considerable sent HF pled stench ande Bae oT. cies R PIPES.—A large stock of these to be employed by the jgonlemen, and hav the honour | auxiliary in connection with hid PEDE I Haber DE Pipes, with Elhows, Syphon.Bends,and alli the, usual SXeouting the works of bri cultural Society of London, in Auf perfect system of Heating ante ting will be secured | connexion so Socket and Flange Pipes, at Jones's, 6, hiswiek, cin splendid Conservatory erected at for all Horticultural and other’ structures, will be secured | Snkside, Southwark, x D. and E. Barz also const n order to enable Dr. nd his scientific and prac- & CO/S NEW PATTERN TOOTH- ruct in t: ri Horticultural Buildings and Sashes metal all descriptions of NISI ALFE & 
IML pros and Suy RNA SPONGES.—The Tooth-Brush 

tea eeperiments still further i n. de neighbourhood of London, 
he h. 

has the i important advantage of searching thorou ghly into the 

as made arrangements with Mr. Thom: mson, Nurseryman, ‘Hammersmith, an old practical gardener, to have two large 
5 gs, lel: Hot Ar p, | divisions of the teeth, and cleaning them in the most extra- tuportunity of DENIS UL other metal works, an ex- M uus erected on en Aiko and by solicitation of Dr. ogadi inary manner, and is famous for the hairs.not coming adapted een ESAE p. Ene engo, EE give instructions for the erection of ne Putent Heating " AOA Se pd AD APPROVES Prush, that cleans in a third 
ne 

an ange- nd ity l: part of the nd incapable of injuring the finest nap. di fore E eas complete than has hitherto been t round e And App pre to whose care all letters and plans Penetrating ‘Hair br rushes, with the durable unbleached Poe 
he 

ay 
an bri; tles, ich not soften like coi qu were the first to Pb metalli xin houses to horticulturists, and ean refer to js M Cond 

sis mm. air. ih OTTER'S GUANO FOR WHEAT AND ALL Brushes of improved graduated and powerful friction. Velvet GRAIN CROPS.—The Autumn seasons particularly re- | ag ay RE a Oe Hario oan ‘one o their works, OTTERS GUANO -for | ner. The genuine Smyrna Sponge, with its pr d valuable des many others in this country, and on the Continent the above ero ops, asinis alorded for the due decomposition of | properties of absorption, mand dud Plant Pr 1 have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic e Manure in the soil, and it is thus SC when the plant | di lirect impor tations, dispensing with termediate parties" they p Bes uan prenom mondy for mh lelivery ; feels the first genial warmth of spring, to a b egre ec oid 0: introduce to publie no d new Trough Pipe, f riment in st fori: 2: 8 tion : 3 lu liceous or other Houses. g ipe, for | nutrime: a ate for immediate Sind ai Testi na. Sponge. Ont ‘at.  Meroarre '& Co’s Sole Es. 
faoto Yals, required, 

Sm; 
tablishmenty "130 B, Ox! Holles-street. 

aution,— Beware of a Moro, ie Qu Metcalfe's," adopted by some houses. 

monials and all particulars at the Factory, 28, Clapham- ae 
place, Kennin; ington. 

«^A few respectable Agents wanted. 
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From the ist 

THE 

to PU 
E M FERENT 

might 
PROCEEDINGS. E 
“Dairy Nj 

SH 
MARKETS ON 

XP 

HE qnd Hong of the “Damy News” has led to numerous inquiries, whether it 
NING REPORTS OF PRI 

The Proprietors of the 
but, to prevent. confusion, the paper will appear under x 

n the Morning Paper, 
dius wil 

AN EVENING 
eu 

EWS" have ar ed to comply with sad wish of the Public ; 
E 

of September, 

S 

EDITION, CONTAIN 
THE DAY OF PUBLICATIC 

NEW EVENING LONDON PAPER. 

S. 

ON. 

different name—that of THE EXPRESS. EXPRESS will contain, in addition xd the news 

SUMMARY ofthe T Lun FOREIGN IN TELLIGENCE which may a on the da; om ss THE E 

have the advantaj f Foreign Expresses, Correspondence, and other costly characteris Tom rning Journal. 

and EU prepared REPORTS of the MONEY, RAILWAY, 

ieri mi g feature 
E bavero? the interest in such a Paper must necessarily be limited to a Class, or a Locality, the Proprietors cannot hope 

They propose, 
that’ either the sale or the Advertisements will be nn extensiv: 

therefore, that THREEPENCE shall be the price to t 

the rate of 1 . per quarter; but should any difficulty 
are p ek t sip a 2 »st-office order y that 
will transfer it to a res ondon Agi 

he public of TE 
‘The Proprietors believe that every respectable Wess deest MIL Transi then 

arise, all perso 

But the ful! tics 
PRODUCE, CORN, CATTLE, and other MARKETS will be 

e or remunerative as those of a 
TE EXPRESS. 

Morning Paper. 

a A on receiving a Post-office orde: 

s of being supplied with THE EXPRESS 
amount, efits to Mr. Aen Waring, 90, Fleet-street, London, who 

THE EXPRES S will be published every H APANA at Four o'clock, with the latest details of the Markets of the day. 

Offices for A: and C 

ODGKINS'S SINGLE AND DOUBLE HAND 
SEED DIBBLERS, registered pursuant to the Act 6 & 7 

Victoria, c. 65.— These implements are adapted to zm kind of 

Seed and every prenin Soil, and have been highly re- 

commended as possessi: ISTING aon, which 
ives po a decid i superiority to ivt MERIT Orders ad- 

r, P. F. Hopexins, Chipping Norton, Oxon, In- 
ventor ind ascen will be punetually SAL to. 

eptember 12, 184 

D AUND’S BOTANIC GARDEN AND Au. 
for AUGUST, contains Coloured Engravings o! 

White Fuchsia—Dr. spas s. | Wing-leaved Rhe. 

Three-leaved Barberry | Fringed Saxifra; 

The Pitmaston Champag ue Gooseberry, a valtable Hybrid be- 
nd a North-American species. 

s, with concentrated descriptions. 

i. erapeod on Soils, Drainage, &c. 

s. 
Gnooyoaren, Pater noster-1 TOW. 

"MHE ROSE AMATEUR'S GUIDE, 4th Edition, | 
6s., can now be had of Loneman and Oo. In this edition | 

many new Roses are described, the origin and pon with 

histevical anecdotes of each family given, and full directions 
for propagation by grafting, budding, striking mien layer- | 

ing, CRURA of Roses in pots, forcing, choice of stocks, 

London : 

planting, m seed, Ge. &c., will be found in it, form- 
ing, with the € ealourtie and Supplement, as he flatters himself, | 
a complet of Rose Cult 

Say ordeeworth,, Herts, Sept. 2. 
Just published, price 6d., or 5s. per dozen, for distribution. 
HE POTAT o MURRAIN, AND ITS REMEDY. 

y GeorcEe W. JOHNSON, Esq. 

Author of ihe. x Dict ionary of Modern Gardening," the ** Gar- 

deners’ Almanack,” Corresponting mber of the Royal 

Caledonian "o Mar; yland Horticultural Societies, &c. &c. 
The immediate per ‘usal of this pamphlet cannot boto ER strongly 

recommended, as the remedy requires immediate tr 

BALDWIN N: 47, Pa 

NACK.—The most 
un. Garden Manual and hook of reference ever 

published, with Lisi best sorts of Fruit Trees, M ree 

Ui eed and Plants, for Gardens of limited space. Price 

ng. Willappear with the earliest of these publications: 

Bavemtibenents for 1847 are received at the Horticultural 

Agency and Gardeners’ Gazette Office, 420, Strand, where the 

Almanack for 1846 may behad; and ‘of all Booksellers. The 

Gardeners’ App published every Saturday for the Morning 

Mails, price Gd. 

Just Published, in 8vo, with illustrations, r price 6d. 

FEW OBSERVATIONS on the Mismanagement, 
and Consequent Barrenness, of Numerous Out-of-doors 

GRAPE VINES, in and about London; e. on the means 

likely to restore many to a state of Fruitfulne: 
ZALY, 48, Tottenham Court: road. 

NEW W WORK IN MONTHLY PARTS, BY MR. CHARLES 

DICKENS. 

On the 1st of October, p be completed in 20 Monthly perd 

uniform with ‘“ MARTIN Vina ZLEWIT," &c.), price One 

Shilling, the First Number 

(Des LINGS WITH ‘tite mue OF DOMBEY 
D 80; 

Wholesale, eat and m  Eeportation. 
ED BY * 

with 1 Muss ash bye 
London: BRADBURY & EVANS, A iefrars. 

ee OXFORD GRADUATE ON PAINTING.— 
Just Published, in imperial 8vo, price 18s. cloth, 

THE FIRST Ay. LUME OF MODERN PAINTERS. 

A GRADUATE OF ÜXFOK: 

A New Edition, e Y the RD and ud uniformly 

ith Volume I 

Also, lately Publishe d. in Imperial 8vo, price 10s. 6d. OE 

THE SECOND VOLUME OF MODERN PAINTE 

eis of the Imaginative and. Veri x ees 
6 rnhill. 

"A WORK FLAX C RE, “GRATIS, IS, TO 
 ORICULTURAL SOCIETIES, AND FARMERS’ 

taries of the above-named Sücietios, if odi for, or on receipt 

of ls. 8g, in postage stamps, to cover the expence of sending 
the Work through the Post- LER n Dickson, 29, Broad- 

street-buildings, London, Sept. 12. 

Just published, fep. 8vo, [a dne. T Edition, corrected and - 

IVERS'S ROSE AMATEURS GUIDE; con- 
taining ample lE of al fine leading Varie- 

ties of Roses, regularly cl at e in diste respective families ; 

their History and Mode of € 
** Mr. Rivers is the ub authority on the cultivation of the 

Rose.”—Gentleman’s Mag 

London : se ee Be GREEN, and LoNGMANS, 

(un OF 
/ CAL OPERATION, OR 

Mr. HUNT having been called to town somewhat earlier than | J. 
begs to es 

[oe AND 

Nhitefelars, and 90, Fleet- -&treet, London. 

THE 

usual this autumn to attend several p 

is residence at 224, Reg 

| GRAZIERS" 

STAMMERING WITHOUT SURGI- 
USE OF MEDICINE.— 

ent-street, in the end | of Lin 

MUTUAL 
CATTLE INSURANCE ASSOCIATION. 

GUARA NTEE FUND, £50,000. 

Orrices—StTRAND, LONDON. 

Registered 
|. This Association commenced 
j1844. 
jand paid i in loss 

c id for loss 
PA 

:eording to the or of Act7 & 8 Vict., c. 110, 
ess on the 25th of March. 

are o weekly. 

RONS 
His GRACE THE DUKE or RICHMOND 
| The Right Hon. The Bann or ee oian 

— | The Right Hon, Viscouwr Torin 
‘fhe Right Hon, Lorp Axrncsownn 

he Right Hon, Lorp KEN 
The Right Hon. Viscount Wen 
The Be Hon. Lorp rar 

E LANGTON, Esq 

LESLEY 
Brauch 
NUT 

| Sir Wot, vor bante aa 
| Hox. Ws. Gace, Westbury House, Hants 
|0. R. )LVILLE, Esq 

Roger IE, BARNSTON, Esq., Crewe Hill, Cheshire. 

dura containing full particulars may be obtained by 

addressed to WILLIAM SHAW, Esq., Strand, letter (post 
! London ; or TA the Agents in 

ss 

HE BRITISH MUTUAL "DLE ASSURANCE 
SOCIETY entertains proposals of any description involy- 

ing the contingency of Human 

the Coun’ 

Life, 

aired Stool to the Villas of upwards of £600,000, 
early £14,000, 

?ark, Somerset 

Governor of the Royal susie 
Society, &e., Tullngton Hall, Staffordshire, dc., & 

by d Yr O WER, I IOS 

CES AND 

at| H. R. H. the DUKE OF aae GEN. 

TICTORIA LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY 
No.18, KING WILLLIAM STREET, CITY. 

DIRECTORS, 
28 James Duke, Alderman, M.P., Chairman, 

njamin Hawes, Esq., Deputy Chairman. 

Pens n Bastien Esq. Thomas Nesbitt, Esq. 
Charles Baldwin, Esq. John Nolloth, Esq. 

B. Donkin, Esq., F.R.S. Charles Phillips, Esq. 
Aaron Goldsmid, Esq. Major-General bua 

ames Law Jones, Esq. Daniel Sutton, 
John Knill, Esq. Q'B. B. Wo olsey, num 

Life Assurances are Dele by this Company on every descrip- 

tion of risk, on a non-profit scale. Credit of half the 

Premiums for the first five; years allowed on Policies effected T 
the whole term of life. Paymentof Premiums so Bie ast 

meet the convenience or wishes of the Assured. icy may 

be made an absolute security. Advances continue to Ta made 

Assurers on real or undoubted personal security, for terms of 
years repayable by instalments. Particular ea is re- 

1 quested to the detailed Prospectuses of the Compan 
Winns ATRAY, Actuary and ies 

REA ADFUL HAIL-STORM.—Ata Public Meeting 
held at the London Tavern, Bishopsgate-street, 17tl 

August, 1846, for the relief of the sufferers 
AS 3, in the Chair. 

ONU CN SUBSCRIPT) 

Hor Majesty Jareb Beine EBA 2o 0K 
ue Miel dido- . 095 0 0| E.G. Henderson 330 

OASIS | Hoare, Esq.. 10 10 0| Miss M. E, Remnant. 3 3 0 

Joseph Carter, Esq, . 10 10 0| The United Gardener: 
Wm. Tyler, Esq. -- 10 10 0 and Land Ste 

Sei die Sr Richa rnal.. 215 6 

Glyn, Bart. .. .. 10 0 0|L. Redhead, Esq 220 
Lord Berners .. .. 10 0 0|J.E. Hadow, 220 

T Ere m Esq. .10 0 0]|James Barmes, q. 52:12 00 

Webber, Esq» per 8 8 0|Miss Eliza ponant 2.2 0 

vn F, Boo! 5 5 0|Mrs. Beene 110 0 

Hn AS S Ano Apia ag 
M Ail. 15.5.25. 10. der Wee TON Td «oos id 

. Edgar, Esq. - 5 0|G. R. Sco 1-19 
Peter Wells, Es . 5 5 0|Joseph Bar le Ti: HRS. 0 

hony Brown, Esq. 5 5 0| ©. Lucey, Esq 100 
.H.G. Floyer, Esq. 5 0 0| W. Rogers sq. 100 

W. B. Cooke, Esq... 5 0 0 Mr. Stephen son 100 
Hon, & DR Robert sie Le 0220] 

Wilso: dus et 5 0 Major Woodroófe .. 1 0 0 
Sir T. c. Shepherd .. 5 0 O| Mr, White... .. s. 10 0 

alone none received by Messrs. BARCLAY & vs Messrs. 

ourrs & Co. M Messrs. Cocks, BIDDULPH, & Co. JONES, 

Lorp, & Co.; Messrs. Scorr & Co. ; ‘and d Youxe & 

Soxs, Banker: 
Gommattes "Room, Horns Rav Aeng Sept. 9r 

EVILLE, | Ion. Sec. 

rice 4s. ( öd., waa aaa th, 

pre TREE ROSE. Practical Instructions for dts 

Formation and Qui Illustrated by 24 Wooder 

B Enion from the Gardeners Chronicle, with, Saditional 

matter by the Author and others 

Published at the GARDENERS’ ÜHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL 

Gazerre Office, 5, Upper Wellington-street, Covent Garden, 

London. 

PRICE FOURPENC ANY BOOKS R. 

Dien ue ed NUMBER ror SATURDAY 
, SEPTEMBER 5, OF 

THE ATHEN/EUN, 

VINCE, AND THE FINE AR 

pov nan Large Quarto enn 

Reviews or, wirH EXTRACTS FROM— 

More al and Political Konger | SEU of Bi Eun India, 1 
By 

and every be had on applica- ws in France. 1808 to 

iin at the Office, 17, New Bridge-street, Blackfriars B. fui en France, &c.) By Wilson. ‘a 

CuannES JAMES Tnicks, Resident Soot ONA . Haller. SORT of SEM in Reign: E 

—— ROTE to Tompa pos of Hi uH. E os Bom Mss 
pa n . 

po LIFE OFFICE, 50, Regentstreet,| Tombs of Harp e. By M BU 

PREDA UE EE Fawn of Sertorius, Nichols, Printed for Game 
den Society. 

NVBSTRD oou, S 200,000 
Bo ANNUAL Lad 140,0001. ES rd. 529,0001, 

erat n aid since the E AR of the Office, 

sident.—1T nz Bin) go pepe. EARL GRE 

The Earl of Ma tlian 

Sir John Osborn, Bart, 
“Vis S eréderiute Squire, 

1,520, (0001. 

Esq. 
v. James Sherman. 

HORTER NOTICES OF. 

D Salt. Trade of Juvenile French Grammar 

J, Tourr Pamphlet end 
India. 

rrier. = 

Education. By W. T. Haly, 

siti ie ar d y Education. 

the Paid Kingdom ; 

stree 

NEW BRIDGE-STREET, LONDON. 

Instituted in 1805.— Empowered. by. Act of Parliament. 
ADVA) TAGES. 

Prospectuses and full particulars may be obtained upon ap- 

plication to the Agents of the Office in all the principal towns of 
and at the head Office, 

‘Joun A. BEAUMONT, Managing Director. 
No. 50, Regent- 

John Deering, Esq. red Beaumont, Esq. citi Germania — Plat By ,9. Pe Perry P 

Meader Henderson, M.D. Richard Sherwood, Esq. Phædo. First Three it Hon 

Tab Pi r ring 1007. Healthy Li; Conversations on Physicaland Iliad, with ire ae 4 

‘able of Premiums for assuring on a Healthy Ug Mor fold, WB PETS By e ANRO: 

amoun | Without EM ith ence Universal Com- | Initiatory Geant eO Bogle 

Bonus. | Bonus | iy Bonus. | Bonus. mercial Harmony. By M.| Language, J 

Age. For the whole Life,at an los |For the whole Life, at Lazar. Miller. : 

es Annual Payrienton n an Annual Payment of | Original Papers:—Poetry (Burden of the Bel) — Foi - 

mU SA hd Tore (the Ash Tree, Tregeagle of RUE J 

w 3-145107 aea nN Aa tee bm AS EN Archological ti nd Adve 

5 LM E tle 3 2 5 un 3 

30 229 | 213 5 | 50 317 0 | 410 8 Foreign Correspondence.—City of Turin. 3 

35 280 21910 || 55 410 4 5 6 4 | Our Weekly breve ed Meeting ET D 

i . Association—Publie Baths an as ases— Bast 4 

arc QU EMILE er D
s Songan and British Museums — Annual Monni of 

Policy s. |rmsurea.| Sum Paid. um Policy. Insured. Sum Paid. College of Me aS Treaty with Prussia— 

ape eee CERES ADD regen Foreign Gossip. Paec of Barthquako folt at Cologne 

435 | 3900 | 4509 t4 | a 2000 | 3411 1 3 iversary of at Hanover — Gambling 

1973 5000 1652 18 B 1000 1862 411 ‘Anecdote: 
: Pe 

3085 | 5000 | 7706 6 E 1000 | 1622 9 7 | Pine Arts. Minute Book of Committee for Subscriptions 
3378 | 5000 | 7500 5 3 | ne 1000 165413 6 Duke of Wellington Statue in City of London. 

Fine Art Gossip.— Closing of National Gallery, SOT 

Arrival from Leghorn of Choice Articles of Virti—Mont 

ment to M to t. 

Etampes—Cup of William the Conque d 3 

UE Arts at Munich—New Pinakothek ae " Munich] n 

ting Discovery at Harbourg, Bavaria. 

LBION LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, | wrasic and The Drama. Massi (for four i golos and 
Chorus with Accompaniment for B 

Beethoven—Birmingham Musical OE. Seater s Well 

Theatre—Queen's— Surrey. 

rur Ep arising um a large Capital, totally inde- | zwrusical Gossip. Cheap Concerts—New Italian Opera-- 

uni nt ofthe Premium F 
A "HoRUS amounting to Four-fifths, or 80 per Cent. of we 

ENTIRE PROFITS, arising from 

Participating Scales of Premium, 
among the P. Policy-holders on the 29th MET 1849, p 

it Payment in 

By Augm! 

By Reduction of the Future Annual Premi 
Ow edes without Profits, pai 

ars. Íncrea: asing, Decreasing, and other 

*Olaims paid in 30 days after proof of Death, Pree 

spectuses, Proposals, &c., may be obtained at the Office. Par- 

E. of 
Premium. 

ties resident in the country are E e to aj 

ally in London. N CHARLTON, 

all D ime upon 

Death of J. 0. H Rinck—Obituary of M. Harel—Oper® 
Comique at Pari: 

either 

omn of ie Sum Insured ; or 

ticularly | “for RO Printed by Wantsam Baappuny, of No. 6, 
Rates o! 

appear person- 
Secretary. 

s Academy of Sciences — Mor Dr 
Aerial Thenomonon — Embroidery — The Recent 
quake—Menai Tunnel— Danger of Prophesying me 4 
ark—Remarkable Invention. 
Order The Atheneum of any ee i 

ca Stoke Newingt on, t a 
bor jen eh ei ea 

hem 
nt Ga’ 

pla 
f No. 7, CLAROR. -row, S. 

Printe „at their ps 

ar] 
den, i ounty, 
fare tobe addressed to hen 

JOURNAL oR hae AND FOREIGN Mina TURZ, ^R r 



— e "anii 
A ees esi acca of Rural i Beonomy and General News.—The Horticultural Part Edited bem Professor Lindley. 

_No. 388—1846. ] 

INDEX. 

7 b | Treland.waste land in, to plant 6 
Land, waste, t 
Malt v. Barlar. 

Agri, Society’ a Journal, rev. - 
Agricultural statistic: 
Am: pestis en~ Potatoe - 
Baley lt 3 b | Manures, SAE a 
Beans, RIT ter - 685 c | Measure work 6 
Brunsvigia Josephi hine 698 c | Newnham Courtenay Gardens 
Burwarton Gotrayers’ Show - 631a, notice 
Caledonian Hort. Soc. 630 b ERAI heating 
Calendar, Horticnl:ural = 631 c | Potato dis ied preventive rn 
Camberwell Beauty 629 b * L2 Cattle, e xperiments on feeding 633 b to Pikunan : 

Ed “aun Plant: 
avis, Mr. Hewlis, his farm - 

Desig, Mr. Sms “Tee: 
ture o - 
dem profits po 

Sotto are GF 
— Fuppnsed substitute for 

Sowing, thick and 
Species en: ior 's, rev. 

| | 
Suevi growing in windows 638 b | 

H | - 6396 ie 
bins Gonvoly 3 

SUI Pa: facm natdcad 37 
Tulips, opem - 63 

vinos pecalings ~ 630a 
land, - 605 

Weeds to ill, - 680a 
indow Su growing - - 698 b 
'eworm an. a ash = 685 c 

636 a | Workhouse ae ease store sol "i Specles Filloum, rev. 631 a 

DHE BEST HY ACINTHS | IN LONDON, “and 
other DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS, are to.be obtained at 

Moderate prices of Cuarke and Co., Florists and Seedsmen, 
86, High-street, Borough, Ppi tikges forwarded on applica- 

Y tion, inclosing a POR o 

' Vari 

DUICHA BULBS. 
Ie GERE CraPnuaw Russ, near London (re- 
3 d from Walworth) by appointment, FLORIST TO 
Her ais HERY THE QUEEN, AN 
Saxony, begs to inform the Nobility, D Public, that he has received his supply of HYACINTHS ont DUTCH 

OTS, in very Ane condition, and dar ni PEE of Bulbs -is ready for delivery, and may be had on applicatio 
( BECK informs the Public that us various y" ticles 

e manufactured by him in Slate for Horticultural pur- 
Poses, may be seen in use at Worton Cougs, Isleworth, upon 
application to the gardener (Sunday ys emcepted), — 

CISSUS, 4s. per E y BT Bulbs, the former of. 
En is so justly esteemed for ly blooming and excessive 

ance, and the latter for its AE and elegance, have been 
lust receive . Copserr’s Italian and Foreign Warehous e, 
8, Pall-mall, near Waterloo-place. Also Dutch Hyacinths, 

Crocus, Tulips, Anemones, Em neulus, &c.; priced Cata- 
logues of which may be had per post. 

ore AND BEAUTIF UL COLUMBINE.—The 
Subs VES send free by post, posty packed, strong 

a of dies mk GLANDULOSA t 2s, ir, or 95. 

flower. The following, by the Editor of the Gardeners? 
Chronicle of 29th November last, refers to this remarkable 
ower :—“ New PLANTS John Grigor. —Your Aquilegia is cer- 

tainly one of extraordinary beauty. A flower Fa "before us 
is upwards of 4 inches in diameter.” 
oe Gricor & Co., Nurseries, Forres, N.B. 

ES, PINKS, CARNATIONS, AND PICOTEE 
YHA ALES TUR. RNER'S CATALOGUE, 

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 1: 

LOUGHBOROUGH- PARK NURSE RY 

S.1 RON SFORD begs respectfully to call ‘the atten- 
f the Nobility, Gentry, Amateur Gardeners, and the 

Publi, [QA to his choice, select, and splendid collection 

of Traiued and Untrained FRUIT-TREES, ROSES, FOREST- 

TREES, EVERGREENS, and DECIDUOUS SHRUBS of all 

descriptions ; all of which (especially the Trained Fruit-trees) 

having, in a great measure, escaped the effects of the late 
abled to recommend. VA the pepe with the 

Gentlemen requi: any of the above, 

find this a favourable PA for a anaita to 

eU 
Br. Loughborough-park NE Cole Harbour-road, five 

valk from Brixton Church 

" GREAT REDUCTION IN THE PRICES OF BEOK'S 

SEEDLING GERANIUMS NS OUT IN 1845. 

Vy E. RENDLE anp CO. having procured 
a much larger stock of BECKS: GERANIUMS than they 

anticipated, haye » resolved to offer the set of nine sorts, as fol- 

lows, for 20. 14s. 
do 

© e 

ISABELLA. 
FAVOURITA, 

MARC Antony. 
Rosy Omcrs. 

SUNSET. MARGARET. 

All those who have previously ordered ee wili be charged 
at the same rate as abov 

LYNES S DEING GERAMIUMS or 1845. 
The following se! 

Marmion, Der Merry E iof Sion Rosebud, 

Chaplet, Vampire, Moonbeam, Picta, and Aladdin. 

FIRST OL ASS.—Customer’s Ue of 12 from the {lowing 
list for. 50s., or our Selection One-thi ss.—Standard of Perf 

tion, Edith, Lady Bulkeley, Miss Gator, Prince Alfred, 

King of the French, Gipsy Queen, MAU nee, Vegan ee 

Risa Theresa, Imogene, Leonora, Redworth, Sappho, 
Lostia, Beauly of Salthill, Black 

tual, book Bi WES 
pion, Mrs, Jephson, EU Queen : j 
biensis (Hockin), Albion (Hockin), Princess Alice, White Per- 

fection, Saral Queen Phillipa, Queen Victoria (Shep- 
herd), Princeps, Robustum, and Duke of Devonshire, 

er varieties of Geraniums from 6s, to 18s. per dozen, 

*4* W. E. RENDLE & Co. have much pleasure in stating 
that they will commence sending out their GERANIUM 
Orders on and after Monday the 5th day of October 

[Price 6d. 

. KENSINGTON AND READING NURSERIES 

PEE RICHARD FORREST and Co. de 
E NA to direct attention to their extensive 

NEUES of BULBOU;: UN "dut imported from Holland, 
which have arrived in excellei " atalogues may 
be obtained by application to HERI or 49, Market- 
place, Reading, Berkshire, where orders will meet every atten- 
tion, and carriage paid to any lin on the Great Western. 
Railway, between London and Bri 

Messrs. R. F. and Co.. ER beg anm to direct mers to their 
F ruit-tree Stock in both E which i: 
ine this year, and to the inspection of which they i invite their 
Ze and the paio Their general Nursery Stock is also 

y fine. Camellias well set with bloom-buds from 2s. 6d. 
CET Plants of Statice macrophylla, from 15s. Magno- 
lia grandiflora fine healthy Plants, from 2s. 6d. A fine yr 
lection of Pinus, and other Coniferous Plants in pots. 

“VARIETIES OF CHILIAN 
RE 

OUIS VAN HOUTTE, FLORIST to the Kine, Ghent, 
Belgium, begs to offer his Chilian Eee es at 

the following rates, viz.—12 v: gis 25 varieties, 16s. ; 
50 varieties, 28s. Orders pee GEORGE RAHN, 
Marelan; London ; or application zm zx made (post paid) to 
Mr. Van Hourrs, at Ghent. The deliveries will commence on 
the Ho of August, and theplants forwarded tg London free, 

The Rev. Dean of Manchester, speaking his visit: to Mr. 
Van Houtte’ s establishment at Ghent (see Gar deners’ Chronicle, 

—“ dU are of y 
tint, from scarlet to lemon colour, and fr crimson to 
E Veri ner with white.” He anther "adds of their eect 

* I do not recollect ever having seen a bed oi 
oven » beautiful, and I should think Mr. Van Houtte will 
find it difficult to supply uad Docs for them, when their 
merit shall become fully lo 

'eport of the eei igo urnal, on the meeting of the 
Horticultural sd of the 5th August, 1845, is me following 
d of wer =<“ Messr: 

VAN Ae NR VARIETIE 

tl 
showed what beautiful objects large masses of them would be 
in the flower-garden, and fully justified the opinion prion of 
them by de Dean of Manchester in a late N er. 

packet contains directions for planting and culti- 
vating them: The usual discount to the trad 

next, instead of November the 2d, as pre ly ad- 
verised. 

Descriptions of the Geraniums can be obtained, 

QF AU orders above 31. will be delivered (hamper, 
package, and carriage free) to London, Bristol, Exeter, 
Barnstaple, or Falmouth; or above 61. to Liverpool, 
Dublin, or Cork. 

A remittance is not required Rem known Correspondents, or 
those who give reference in Lon: 

Steamers from this Port p limes & week to Lon- 
don, Cork, Dublin, Liverpool, and Pan th. 

Orders will be executed in strict rotation.—Great attention 
is paid to careful packing.—All plants forwarded to long dis- 
tances are packed in Fir | Boxes, te firmly secure 

e E. RENDLE & Co. 
Office, Union-road, Plymouth, Sant: 19; 

aed of the above popular Flowers, is now ready, 
and may be had on pre- pM application. 
.. Chalvey, near Windso 
DU T0 URSERYMEN EXTRA STOCK. 
Er SALE, a few Millions of One- -year SEEDLING 

ARCH, and Two-year Seedling Native HIGHLAND 
Soor CH FIR—b oth very Bone, and prices De ee 
to Jonn GRIGOR Nurseries, Forres, N.B. 

"TO PINE GROWERS, &c. 

UGH BROWN intends, without delay, to dispose 
of the long celebrated stock of splendid PROVIDENCE 

and QUEEN PINE PLANTS, in all stages, at GREATLY RE- 
DUCED PnICES.—Particulars may be known by personal appli- 
Cation, or if by letter, post-pai 

agley Gardens, Alcester, Warwickshire. 

ENGRAVING OF “MOUNT BINA, " AND “ISABELLA.” 

ILLIAM MILLER ud the delay that has 
Hé ocurred i in n supplying nia a has just received a 

SERE RR ca NT ER: CINE- 

RARIAS, CARNATIONS. AND PICOT 
(SINE "BELL begs to abe the Public p he has 

Extensive and Healthy Stock of the above-named 
Plants, inn he offers at the following prices :— 

ERANIUMS. 

Good established Plants of any of the following sorts, at, 
20s. per dozen :—Beauty of Walthamstow, S Oleopatra, 

Confidence, Cynthia, Duke of Devonshire, Dr. Li eee Hector, 

Josephus, Moonbeam, PAREN, Nabob, Phæon, Gia, i obustum, 

Rosalia, Sarah Jane, Lady Howick, Unique, 
election from any of the following x all new las 

season, at 21. 10s. per dozen : — Orion (Foster’s), Sappho (Di y 

Milo (Gock’s), ES (Drury’s), Augusta (Hoyle's), Di of 

Orleans (Ditto), Gi 

Side lence Nur: 

CARNATIONS, ES AND PINKS 

WARD, Fromir, begs to call the A of 
entlemen, Amateurs, sen Friends, &c., to his 

fi superb and healthy collection of the above, comprising the 
s pd in REDE Catalogues are now ready, and may 
seh application. — Bu I-fields, aee Kent. 
T ROPER B TU NCULUS, SURIOU SR &c. 

EORGE LIGHTBODY, Falkirk, , N. B. espect- 
th fully intimates to the cultivators of. the above Epic waa 
ti at his Catalogues are now ready, and ey be had on apptica- 
ton (pre-paid) um enclosing a postage stam 

anunculus and Auricula Seed 2s, [3 per packet. 
BEOK'S SEEDLING PELARGONIUMS, 1845... 

E. Bus having now sent out wE Plants, secured 
pre-vayment, informs the Public the following 

as wae can be had, well established i in 4-inch Pots. The 
Sual allowance to the Trade. 

242 2 Y Bacchus 5 
E. 1 n Ub. 

uy 

6 
Brent, repayment ple Bot Office ye are BS SUR on 

iA few sets of strong Plants remain of the seedlings 

Jom 
m Cornwall, Dido, item Emperor of Ru: Flame, Nestor, 

Rising Sun, Sapphire, Sir Robert Peel, pone Sunrise, 
Queen of Fairies, Unit, ae 

NERARIAS. 
Good. established Plante eri Conspicua, and several 

of last year's new sorts, r dozen. 
CHRYS AN È HEMUMS, 

Large Show Plants, in 8-inch pots, incli all the new sorts 
sent out last season, at 12s, ti 

alter's new set of ten, sent out for the. first time this season, 
in 6-ineh pots, 25s, the set. 

CAMELLIAS. 
Good strong Plants yas flower- PAR ae en n i per doz. 

Next size CEA m H es 35 

ditt $ 
Including the ETA Sorts Dov at Striped, 
Eclipse, Fimbriata, Hume’s Blush, Chandler gore Tik 
pes Rubra, Coronata, Reticulata, Leeana Super , Can 

ima, Altheflora Florida, Do King, Bealii, pete 
Micas rong Major, Decora, Ochroleuca, and many others, 

COTEES AND CARNATIONS. 

Fine healthy SA rooted Plants now ready at the quad 
priees, including Burroughes's of apes e, ellow 

Bevan, Cook's President, or Unique, end three fine yellow 

Picotees :— o 

25 pairs of very fine show varieties -+ £2.00 
12 ditto m 2 m oe oe 

bi dal 

Seed Warehouse, 3, Exchange-street. 

BECK’S SBSONS GERANIUMS, AN» IRIS GERMANICA. 

ONS, Western-road, Brighton, by appoint- 
* ment. Ponce TO HER MAJE a , begs tqinform thead- 

mirers of GERANIUMS that he can supply Béck's set of 10 
Geraniums, sent n last October, for 30. 10s., good plants of 
which are now re: 
PARSONS’ VERPETUAL, "ud und Geranium is invaluable 

for winter flowering, as i atini in bloom in a light 
greenhouse nearly the whole of winter. 

IRIS GERMANICA.  G. Paro also begs to call attention 
to his unrivalled collection of Iris germanica. c new varie- 
ies of German and French Iris are almost unknown in 
England; tbe colours are varied, and bonutinally veine 
mottled, and, when known, must become decided fav: 
they are herbaceous and perfectly hardy. 25 varieties, 1.2 5s. 5 
50 ditto, 20. 

SEEDLING PETUNIAS. 

ARTUR MACKIE begs to offer to the Public 
three seedling PETUNIAS, which he trusts will be foung 

to Eas the sibs They have been chosen out 
of six selected from a large number of seedlings, and subjected 
to Dr. Lindiey's poode who says of them, i in the Chr ue. 
of August the Ist, “ They are fine and rich in the v eining, a 
two or three of them would make ble ad 
S urb The set 7s. 6d., or free by post, including box, eds. 

M. has alsoa collection of nine very fine seed ding AN- 

miS UMS selected from a large number of seedlings ; 

they are very distinct in their colours, and remar) kably showy. 

The set 7s. 6d., or free by post including box, 85. 6d. Also the 

following plants s.d. 
Ac tens - m w 6 &| Gesnera elliptica. - As 

Abutilon venustum  .. 26 | Gloxinia eae e 2 

Abelia rupestris .. <48 s, discolo . 
Uude cordata .. 50 JEsthynanthus | pulcher.. 

ora 

a col- 

ibes sanguinea plena. . 
7. 6| Weigelia rosea 

one to every Three will be given in t 
A remittance requested eon unknown corr Sota 

The. Norwich Nursery, Sept. 1 

PINKS OF THE MOST SEE F 
AMUEL WALTERS, Fronisr, Hilp 

Evilvats purpurèo cœ- 

the T 

icm pama if TIEN be made, at 12s, per can Hd 
pha, "meg, Lord 

Brougham, Gay Lad, Garland, Eclipse, Prince Alber ub 
er's Do., Heartstone's Do., Weeden's Elizabeth, Lady. Flor: 

Hastings Model Majesti ica, , Masterpiece, Great Britain, 
auty, Melona, WU punkens Queen Victoria, Weèden’s 

Si TE Do., Nav r, Dr. Coke, Sir H. Creed, Ceres, 
Rosi: Mars, Presiden “Village Maid, Hero of M T 
a nodu Rival, abide, Matilda, and other varieties, 6. 
is ium A few more pairs of Mrs. Fry and Mozart, at pA 
per pau 
CINERARIA BLADUD.—A most vendable plant, and indis- 

pensable to every collection. Fine Plants pr epared for winter 
blooming, 3s. 6d. each, post free; fine Plants in 5-inch pots, 
full of shoots, 12 for 208.5 hamper included ; other named sorts 
12s. per doze 

NEW GURANIUMS. —NYyMPH Surznze, a fine large flower 
in the way of Nymph, but larger, e smooth even petals, and 
decided round dark spot. 10. 1s. e 

ADY Roses) a most pure white, im. UN S petals, 

gee 

large and round, with decided even dar 
Plants are now ready in 4-inch pots, with a choiee ‘selection, 

åt 12s., 18s., and 24s, per dozen, 
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‘EXHIBITIONS AT THE ‘GARDEN 

s E AREA of Merit 

ight 
Large Silver Medal 
Certificate of Excellence 

The Attention of Exhibi 

Exhibitors to ee an} Bee or Rewards shall be awarded can exc 
mother, or may r If witi 

hibition of the year mo 
which he de tills 49 bo ispo Sed'of, all the Medals.d 
transmitted to him through. the usual publie conveyances, without furth 
shall tP ne letter, he shall 

PP, RR, 2 
TLARLY OB! 

andit shall t be Afix wards a 

in the s 
Ir is ow 

2 Medal, 

ebettery except in VN, and 83. 
EVER TO P Exh 

ain 
if any RVE 4 at 

ined that he asi exhi 
Bones fide his. own property, or that of this master, such award’ shall-be cancelled, in favour’ 

FLOWER STAN. 

No PLACES WILL BE 

MEDALS AND REWARDS.—The Society gebus the FAUSSE Medals and Rewards 

ved from an 

not be entitled to receive any other Medal 

OF THE 

FOR 'THE YEAR 1847. 

; namely— 

- - value—s 5 10 0 | Large Silver Gilt Medal - - value— £4 0 
- - - - 0.0 G B. Gold Banksian Medal - - - - - - 70 
- - = - i 50 GK. Gold Se ER Ede. 22 18 enn LORS A, 

oe Maes a 115 0 LG. Large Gold - - - -15 0 
- - 210 0 | OH. Certificate a Honour - - - -20 0 

tors is EIS requested to the alterations made in the Medals and Rewards: 

ange them one for | 
hin one month after the Third Ew- 

tor of the manner in 
ue to him may be prepared and 

In ease an Exhibitor 

ately following bna inu d 
"BUBSECE TS OF "TION.— These will 

es not of Hortic: tar a! produce will be allowed to be 
do well to make themselves acquainted with the MEE aA 
they will in ALL J si REQUIRED TO SIGN A PRINTED F 
NISHED TO THEM IN TE 
dn E particularly re 

ME onsequence of mistakes on the p: PE 
"of Bose E E ectify the ps m wards, 

ps, — Exhibitors of cut Flowers must SUPPLY THEIR OWN BOXES OR STANDS. 

RESERVED ; but plants will be placed at the diseretion of the Society's Officers. 

Exhibit Exum 

her notice. 

ibitor PEL uda dus EUN ed 
ned it b; g plants 

the ear next below him, whose medal shale in like manner 

ler mna letter their pl: 

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON, 

coocoo 

be transferred to the person 

be divi EUROS ind as URS Ses on. 
upon the ta Exhi itors wil 
RAN 
‘ORM OF 

ibitors in filling up Sud aeS, the 

The NAMES OF EXHIBITORS will be attached to the Subjects of Exhibition prior to their examination by the Judges. 

po I.—FLOWERS 
rgoniums ; in collections of 
S ültivated with superior skill, 
—CE 

ew and first-rate varie- 
in Sinch pots, GB— 

B p eane ; in collections of 12 varieties, in 11-inch pots. 
B—SG—CE 

N. k Any plant that shall not have been actually grown in 
lLinch pots will be disqualified. 

Roses, in pots; in collections of 12 distinct varieties. 
SG—CE 

The Judges are required to disqualify any collection 
which shall be found to contain a plant that has been re- 
cently placed in the pot from the open ground. 

GB— 

Class XL—F 
© htove Pat ea ae plants; in collections of 30 plants. 

cH— GK 
, Fuchsias, Or d and Pelargoniums are 

excluded. Not more than two € ates ean be shown. 
P Stove or Greenhouse plants; in poe ons of 15 plants. 

3K—GB. 
Not more ihan one duplicate can be sh 
s SE plants; in Oena p 10 plants. 

NB. Bae Mpiteate MUS xus 
more than one of the O0, 

Exhibitors cannot show in 
and Q. 

can sho ale: 
T Totectióhs of 12 New Hardy! Byerg 8 grown in n pots ; Coni- 

fers excluded. CE--LS. 
U Conifers, of new or very rare e in not less than the 

third year oftheir growth, in sixes. CE—LS—SK 
dU only be shown i me Exhibition in July. 

in collections of not fewer than 20 species, 
CH— 

NB. Bhtbitors cannot show in more than one of the classes 

X Exotic "reb in collections of 12 species, 
Y Exotic Orchids ; in collections of six specie 
Z Scarlet Pelargoniums ; di; 

not less than 11 inches in disini 
Pn Pelargoniums ; in six DIS 

+K—GB—SG 
GB—SG—LS 

inct varieties, in pots 
K—SB LS— 

‘TINCT SPECIES, exhi 

3 for which oe and Private growers exhibit independently of each other. 

Hs ees Roses, Dest s SK—S rie! SB—C 
ae collections of 15 entirely distinct varieties. 

I Calceolarias, in sixes ; 
K Carnations, in pans of 24 
L Picotees, in pans of 24 di 

Pinks ; in pans of 24 disti 
ES B. — Carnations, in coltetin $i ot 12 ENDE 3i 

camnot s letter 
n iiie pe 9 enti: 

nd ad ‘ieties. 

of 
n zm en Sees 

à 
NB. No person will be allowed to show in more than one of 

the classes Æ, P, and ¢ 
H Cape Heaths ; si 

vation. 

in which these conditions a 
2 specimens 3 displaying very superior cul- 

LS. 

FLOWERS ; for which all persons are admitted to equal competition. 
from the Cape of Good Hope, or 
species inet e, and not garden cr 

BB Fancy P niums ; in sixes. -8 
Cae, in collections of not fewer than. six species, 

superior cultivation, SI 
varieties of Tall Cacti in flower E 

XB. The GB a lals are not to be given if erie 
varietie: xhibite 

E Roses o S 
three truss 

New hd tuberous plants in common cul 
suckles be. 

00 Amanyllids insizaxoS qua 

DD . These Medals will be 

n loose Near each con 

, are altogether exc 
n can receive a 

tic 
quete. 

e 7 ly spec: 
NB. ir Sredala than those here off Roses cannot 

be given by the Judges ; and if Roses are brought for exhi- 
bition without attention to the regulations here explained, 
they will not be allowed to compete 

GG Hardy Ore ots, in collections ; exclusive of Cypripe- 
diums. SA SB_C 

HH ms Cypr ipediums, SK—SB—C 
0 strial Orchids, in eme oust than six species. 

3B 

pro’ d for, 
ss Seedling Flor 

name it is to | 

LS 

iting superior 

cultivation. SG— S 
NB. By the word species is meant the wild kinds imported 

E—L NN "s Hybrid Shrubs, exclusive of Roses, SG@—CE—LS. smaller than 6-inch Pon 

N.B,—It is certain that much may be effected by hybridizing of thera, but not a larger 

in 11-inch pot 

Picotees, 

CE—LS 
PP New or extremely rare ornamental ilie in flower. 

CE. LS 

Cocks: combs; Tie 

merely ara for subjects of vextibition not other" 

lowers. 
B. Every seedling TER be mas dU 

prize more than UR in the season, 

inct varietie: 

SK—SB 

and Pinks, must be shown | 
nct varieties, 

the following dimensions :- Tr 
j from centre to outside id io 

t, 3} do. Tb 
allowed o ce opi 

re not complied w 
Single specimens of very superior cultivation. sq—cp—Ls 

4 

tivation, such as Lilaes, Honey- 

SG 

award de the Society's Officers 
rs will. part culam 

can be exhi 

w which p 

1 
rieh 
luded f 1 

der this head, whi wise 

—0. SK—: 

The same seedling c: 

edlings at each meeting: 
— Exhibitors under this head will not be thereby entitled va 

KK " Statices ; in collections of six a coed SG—CE— E pass GO For seedling Pi elargoniums exhibited the E 

LL Hardy Ferns, in collections of 20 species. CH—LS year no higher prize shall be given than a certificate, Any 
MM Hardy Dwarf Herbaceous Planta, in collections c of 20. this is to be awarded. m flowers Es Sed S merit. Secdling 

Pelargoniums of the second yea: shown in pots 7 "6 

and oa exhibitor may produc? 

number, 

In ADDITION to any Medals assigned to the classes Z, O, and W, the SK, SB and C are offered for the collections in those classes which shall be best named 
by the Exhibitor. 

N. 

Class III.—FRUIT ; for which Market Gardeners, Fruiterers, or Persons in the habit of regularly supplying the Market, and Private Growers, 
exhibit 

B. The Society's Officers, who will make this award, will be guided in their judgment by a considerati: n not only of the correctness of the 
accuracy of the spelling,and the neatness of the waiting. 

independently of each other. 

names, but of the 

N.B. All Fruit must be sufficiently ripe for Market, WELL COLOURED, and PROPERLY NAMED by the Exhibitor as far as praetieable; if the contrary, it will be disqualified. 

zr M collections of fruit, consisting ofat least three | 
t kinds, Side det and d Nectarines being considered 

L6G—6 
es, aou and similar Kitchen 

Garden produce, are excluded from this letter. Exhibitors 

Jupcrs.—The Judges have the power of increasing or diminishi 
Silver Medals offered by Ps ien capi for dpa Ka and also 

of collections of Fruit should bear i 
fine o: 

in mind that however 
s xs two of the kinds in this collection may be, they 

a prize unless they furnish at least three dif- 
ferent xin of fruit i F E first rate quality. 

UU Grapes. SG—OCE. 

WW Queen and Black Jamai 

ZZ Other kinds of fruit, SK- 

ing the number and value of the 
as gorterring SNET fecal s | Gardener. also no 

or Pus Certificates in ca: 
T) ges are also En to bear in mind that TE Society's 

and Sitios objects, than for fine specimens of Horticultural skill, the design of the Council in 

k it necessary. appear worthy of a "Medal ; mie wise a bad single exhibition 

Medals are offered, 15r for new cause there is no better exhibition of the same class to oppose 

| 

XX Providence and other Pine-apples, ^ 

YY Peaches or Nectarines, in dishos of six specimens. SK— 

instituting these SEU eA jon not so much to encourage the collector, as to r! 

y a make any award in cases where the "objects exi 

8G—O0E—LS 
DS) 

ica Pine Apples. 
iq CE— 
a E 

—8B—0 

eward the skifo 
hibited do a 

might obtain a prize, merely 
it, 

GLASS DAIRY PANS. 
DWARDS ano PELL,.HomriCcULTURAL GLASS 
WAREHOUSE, 15, oathampton-street, Strand, and 7, 

‘Maiden-lane, Importers of FOREIGN SHEET G GLASS and 
GLASS odas A beg to announce the Du of their 
P. ] Bach—s. d. 

m 
m 1 k 

—3. 
. $ 15 inches in diameter M inches $ in TE 

M » . CMS » » 

The’ following i is one of many fihi" "received. respecting UE 
Tor Glass over Earthenware or Metal :— 

Beau Regard, St. Law: renes, Jersey, Sept. 5, 1846, 
GENTLEMEN,— ans arrived all quite safely, but I de- 

ferred SOR Tdi them until I could tell something about 
their qualities. I am happy to say, that they answer far be- 
yond my expectation ; not only the quantity of gam is in- 
creased, but also the e quality of "ie butter is very far superior 
to that made in the earthenware pans, Will you, on vu receipt 
of this, send me one dozen and a half of the smallest size which 
you sent me before.—Y ours, dre., 

The Pans require no scalding, cleaning. with the most per- 
fect ease. They are cool, cleanly to a degree, and ve - 
some, Ew perfectly tPanEpAcant, and as stout as the eon 
earthenwa 

« 

LASS MILK PANS.—In consequence of the in- 
creased demand for GLASS MILK PANS, owing to the 

incontestible fact of their being better adapted “tor obtaining 
Cream, throwing Red 10 per cent, more than any other utensil 
hitherto used o to the extraordinary reduction recently 
made in the price; 5 PE & WeLcH have the pleasure to 
ando d gr they have ris arrangemonts with the manu- 

GLASS FOR 6 

(in quantities. not less than 

CROWN PS S0: 

Net Cash Prici 

PSLEY .PELLATT AND 
Works, Holland-street, PUn sii 

F BEST QUALITY, at 

Any size utters 2 feet Appeal. 

ONSERVATOR, E 

E pdt to seu oe prep! 

QU fes lovin 

per square foot. 

44, facturer for , and are now ue 

ready to eves s at the S R debsuemmote prices :— 13 oz. weight por foo p vo A 
Each—s. d. Ee ” 9, ty 8 d 1 

12 inche: di: m qu 4 5s inches in diameter .. > » ads 

"rini oa e xd 73 6 č; a Hi » .4 8| Smarr Squaresup to 10i in, ae ging from m o E d 

16 3 5] 9 4 6 B,—The 16 oz. is full strength for Greenhouses 
When a doces are taken at once no charge i is Ue for pack- 

ages. British and Foreign Sheet and Horticultural Glass 
Warehouse, 12, Panton-street, Haymarket. 

kind, of all size% 
pee ee i ls. dum du of the AUT 2n ie enero a 

2s to 24s. per doze GUM p 38, Grea 
GLASSES from 64. to 4s each GRAPH SHADES, with holes, A ; 
1s. 9d. to 2s. 6d. each. FISH BOWLS, from. ls: 6d. tle-street, a few doors rom Regent ate onthe lowest term 

‘Also, a large quantity 0! 
for ready money only. APSLEY Pavia & Co, Falcon Glass Works, dHolland-street, 

fi 
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NEW SEEDLING STRAWBERRIES. : 

J MYATT & SONS have selected from their stock 
* of seedlings the following varieties, which are now ready 

for sending out 
YATT’s GLOBE, large and fine flavour, per 100 30s. 
»  Mamworm, very large .. Pu yj s. 
»  Prourric, early and great bearer ,, 21s. 

Hooprn's SEEDLING, early ° 2 I s. 
The above selection are quite distinct, and well worth the attention of growers. 
arly orders will ensure strong plants for fruiting next 

Season.—Manor Farm, Deptford, Sept. 19. —— 
ROSES. 

WILLIAM WOOD and SON have now published a 
new and enlarged edition of their ROSE CATALOGUE 

for the Autumn of 1846, and Spring of 1847, which they will be 
Proud to furnish gratis on appl ion. 
N.B.—The Autumnal flowering ROSES 
Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Ui 

are now in fine bloom. 
ckfield, Sussex, Sept.19. 

POLMAISE HEATING. 
DAVIES having proved the above mode of heat- 

* ing Horticultural Buildings to be far superior to hot 
Water in ev: respect, being less expense erecting, and more 
safe iu working the apparatus, heis now prepared to undertake 
the fitting up of Polmaise Stoves in any description of builc 
at little more than half the cost of hot water, By the plans 
how adopts, the stove can be placed in any part of the house, 
and the heat will be equally diffused.—Larkfield Nursery, 
Wavertree, Liverpool, Sept. 19. 
PEs SEEDLING PELARGONIUMS OF 1844 

L ND 1845 

ng, 
h 

A Deseriptive Catalogue of the above, with directions for 
their cultivation, may be had in exchange for 4 postage-stamps. 

Worton Cottage, Isleworth. 
E NEW PINK. 
NORMAN'S “HENRY STEERS,” purple laced, 

€ fine form ; fine long pod ; well laced and constant, 
sent post free on receipt of a Post-oflice order on 

Norman feel great confidence in offering the above, 
ured it will give satisfaction. 

ir select Show Carnations, Picotees, Pinks, 
iE on prepaid application enclosing d 

one stamp.—Bull Fields, Woolwich. 

The Gardeners’ Chronicle, 
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 1846, 

MEETING FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK. 
Farpay, Oct. 3--Botanical . . . . B 8 

„Tr is the invariable fate of every new application 
of common well-known principles, that it is in the 
first instance pr d to be inexpedient ; then, when its expediency becomes manifest, its novelty 
ìs assailed ; and finally, when the darkness of preju- 
dice or ignorance has been dispelled, and light 
Comes flooding in from every side, men rush 
forward to grasp the power which they cannot 
Wield, and all sorts ofmisapprehensions and misap- 
Diteations are the consequence. This is most espe- cially the case in England, where a barbarous sys- tem of education, of which the study of first princi- 
ptes. forms no part, absolutely incapacitates men Tom judging correctly of the commonest occur- 
rences of life, 

uch is the course that has been taken with Por- marsé Haare. The attacks upon it have been 
succeeded by an eager desire to employ it ; but the 
application of it is in some cases unsuccessful from 
à misapprehension of its principles, or a forgetful- ness of what it essentially is. Hence a great many plans are proposed under the name of Polmaise, which are but so many unconscious libels of it. The object of Polmaise heating is to warm air contained ina forcing-house by keeping it in constant and active motion to and from one source of heat, and to moisten it by compelling it to travel over a wet Surface. The mode of applying it is by using a 
force from without, to set in action a moving power, Which, from the nature of things, can no more fail 
to do its'work than the stream to flow, or the sun to shine, That is Polmaise. And how is it pro- Posed to apply this principle? By putting the 
Moving power into the inside ; by running smoke- 
flues through the inside; and by other devices 
Which not only have nothing to do with Polmaise, 
p% are in direct opposition to it. With these we 
have no concern. Hec tu, Romane, caveto! 
We do not, however, anticipate any considerable 

Sumber of errors of this sort. The admirable 
manner in which Mr, Merx has dealt with the sub- 
Ject has put it into every one’s power to understand the method thoroughly, if they desire to do so. At Cast we are not aware of more than one cause of Srror which is now likely to remain. This consists In imagining a continual supply of fresh external air directly to the source of heat, to be necessary, Or at least advantageous, Upon this subject we ave two communications, one of which, from Mr. 
Hazanp, of Bristol, we publish elsewhere; the Ser, from “ W. F.” takes a somewhat similar view. eon writers object to Mr. Mzxx's statement, that al chamber is filled with hot air you cannot also 

unless provision is made for the 
| air (p. 596). And yet this is 

. “W. F? considers it to be “arrived 
reasoning, and to be directly contrary to 
This plan, which it is said must totaliy 
ne adopted in his house, and he will 

Ure to add, in many uthor houses in England. 

3t by false 
facts” 

vent 18 the o 

; There is a furnace in the basement; behind is an 
| air chamber into which the ezfernal air is conti- 
,nually flowing, and from thence continues its 
| course under a long stone passage into the hall, 
warming the house in its progress by means of 
gratings through which it issues. And instead of 
the stove “being exhausted of all its heat by the 
increasing, exactions of the icy wind,” he can assure 
us that he frequently remonstrates with his servants 
at his house being ¢oo hot, when the reply often is, 

| “There is hardly any fire, sir, but the wind blows 
in at the air-holes so strong we cannot keep the 
heat down." And that, too, in the very coldest 
weather, and amidst the hardest frosts. 

To all such objections, and to those of Mr. 
Hazard and “W.F.” in particular, Mr, MEgx makes 
the following reply, to every point of which we 
would beg most particular attention. 

* When I wrote the article for the Chronicle of 
the 5th September, I did it with the full conviction 
that I should arouse the storm ; I was perfeetly 
aware that there were many houses in this country 
heated by hot air, and yet on erroneous. principles. 
I knew the penalty of exposing error, but I trust 
that as I have not been drowned by the water, so I 
shall neither be shipwrecked by the wind. It. was 
excellent sport for the lovers of air-heating to see 
the hot-water system attacked, exposed; and the 
arguments (no, the opinions !) of its advocates re- 
futed ; but no sooner by a sort of erratic movement 
do I change the scene of my evolutions, than dis- 
trust follows applause, and the performance which 
looked very well at a distance, is awkward near at 
home—I have already trodden on two gentlemen's 
toes! 
“To be serious : it is suddenly found that air- 

heating is not necessarily Polmaise; and I, the 
champion of the latter, am suspected of being an 
enemy in disguise. The Air-king has killed the 
Water-king, but his subjects are to fight for the 
spoil. Let us remember we have been companions 
in arms; and before entering the lists, I wish espe- 
cially to thank Mr. Hazanp for the publie expres- 
sion of his approval of the manner in which I have 
conducted the previous controversy. I can assure 
him I began it for the sake of truth, I continue it 
for (what I believe to be)the same reason, and 
while my judgment may be called in question in 
things physical, I trust, in things moral, I shall still 
retain his good opinion, 

* Before passing to the points on which Iam 
attacked, I would remind your readers that the suc- 
cess ofa plan does-not necessarily prove its prin- 
ciples to be the best and the most true. Success is 
comparative. The hot water admirers appealed to 
their success as a proof of the truth and goodness 
of their principle. I ask your readers to judge 
how it has served them; and though success is a 
most valuable evidence, Polmaise founds its claim 
to truth not only on its success, but on the evidence 
which nature and philosophy afford in its favour. 
Again, facts! facts! are brought before me. Many 
things called facts are fictions; but, what is more 
common, many facts which should be the foundation 
of truth are, by misinterpretation, made the data for 
error! Let us now see how these principles 
affect my opponents. 

“< W. F? says, I have arrived, by false reasoning, 
at a result directly contrary to the real facts. This 
false reasoning he has forgotten to expose ; may I 
beg him to point to the false step, the unsound 
position, the error in the argument, the illogical 
deduction? Will your readers believe that while 
air is material, it wants the main characteristic of 
matter, namely, bulk, the property of occupying 
space, and that a given space can therefore only con- 
tain a given bulk of matter, whether solid, liquid, or 
gaseous ; they would assuredly believe that any so- 
called fact, attempting to disprove so evident a 
truth, was a fiction. But, in this instance, the fact 
is as stated; it does not disprove the position ; it 
proves it ; it is the false explanation of the fact that 
leads to error. * W. F/s* house is heated after the 
exact manner I had described, and because his 
house is heated by cold air flowing over a hot 
Stove, and passing into it, he infers I am in 
error in stating that hot air will not flow into 
a room or building already crowded with it. Your 
correspondent's house is not crowded with it, and 
therefore it flows in! I suppose he has chimneys in 
most of his rooms—considerable ventilators these, 
especially with a good fire at the bottom ; doors, 
windows, &c.; and I must take the liberty of stating 
that if he had read my statements more carefully, 
he would have found that in exactly his case, 
I admitted, for I could not deny, a certain amount 
of success; the escape was either provided or 
allowed, and warm air did flow in. 

* He may possibly say that, therefore, my state- 
ment was a useless one—that I supposed a case that 
would never occur. Since * W. F.' likes facts, I 

willfurnish him with one. A gentleman's house, 
20 years' ago, was heated on principles similar to 
those of your correspondent. There was one 
room, a mineral gallery, which it was especially 
desired to warm. Into this the hot air refused for 
some reason, to enter (Mr. Hazard will see the 
room did not leak enough) until—until —— a 
window was opened! and then when the * escape 
was provided, the warm air flowed in. An open 
window was inconvenient; it was proposed to carry 
a draught back from the room to the stove. The 
conditions of Polmaise were fulfilled ; the room 
became perfectly warmed ! Fifteen years, I am told, 
has this monument of the only true mode of dif- 
fusing atmospheric heat been in existence, without 
attracting attention, or exciting an investigation of 
its principles! 

“ W. Fs’ house was not the place in which the 
| Plan totally failed, it was only extravagant; in that 
| class I placed it. It was in hothouses that it was 
jsaid to have signally failed ; it was in the hot- 
| house, not the dwelling, where the iey exactions 
of the wind exhausted the stove, overcame its 
efforts till, to use the expression, made use of to me, 
“Mr. Penn’s plants were frozen before his face? It 
succeeded (to a certain extent—to an extent to 
satisfy your correspondent) in his dwelling, because 
too much was not required of it; the air of the 

| dwelling was air under circumstances not likely to 
be cooled below 409 F.; many fires and warm 
chimneys probably were in,and ran through the 
building ; its rooms of six sides had many of them 
doubtless, only one side or end exposed to the in- 
fluence of the external air; and even that through 
a9 or 14 inch brick wall, notoriously a bad con- 
ductor. But is this the condition of a hothouse ? 
If a span roof, 5 out of its 6 surfaces are exposed to 
the weather; if a lean-to, 4; protected only by 
a thin piece of glass, and this, though a bad con- 
ductor, often admitting free escape of warm air 
between the laps, which will be most exposed to 
the opposing influence of cold ? which, therefore, 
will require most heat to maintain its temperature ? 
Is the fact of a horse drawing a cart any proof that 
he will draw a house? it is a question of degree ; 
it was never asserted to me that hot air would not 
warm a dwelling-house, neither have I asserted it. 
I have asserted, that it would not warm a building 
except under conditions; those being, that air 

| should pass out as airpassedin. Ihave proved the 
| truth of this assertion by one fact, namely, the 
| failure in the mineral gallery and subsequent suc- 
cess ; but it has been asserted that the plan applied 

i to hothouses signally failed ; I believe it, because it 
is quite reasonable, that a plan comparatively success- 
ful, under one condition, should fail under another, 
and that the ‘icy wind? which would only flow over 
thestove ofthe dwelling at a moderate rate, because 
it could only pass into the dwelling as some passed 
out, would be able to abstract sufficient warmth 
from the stove to supply the air of that dwelling, 
with the moderate amount it required; while the 
icy wind which flowed over the stove of the hot- 
house, and could find a free escape the moment it 
reached its roof, travelled at so rapid a rate that it 
was unable to absorb from the stove sufficient 
caloric to provide the vast amount required, under 
those cooling conditionsin which a hothouseis placed 
in winter! So your correspondent must allow me to 
repeat my assertion that the stove was exhausted by 
the unceasing exactions of the icy wind. n 
“Now as to the charge made against this mode of 

heating, of extravagance by external currents. Ex- 
travagance, like success, is comparative; and if 
two and two make four, I will presently prove its 
extravagance compared to Polmaise. A room con- 
tains 1000 cubic feet of air at 40° ; it is required to 
heat this air to 60°; two plans are proposed, one 
by which some of this air must be let out, and then 
to bring in other air at 20°, having just passed it 
over a stove to heat it to 60°; but we shall not be 
able on this plan to heat the whole 1000 cubic feet 
up to 60°, till all that at 40° has been got rid of, 
and replaced by that which was 20° and is heated 
to 60°. In truth, instead of taking the 1000 feet 
at 40°, we prefer to take the 1000 feet at 
20°; we prefer to impart 40° of calorie in 
lieu of 20°. Polmaise does the reverse, and conse- 
quently at just one-half the cost. 
“Much that I have now stated will also apply to 

Mr. Hazanp's objections, and I think his expres- 
sion of difference arises from some misconception either of my reasonings or plans. He thinks I have 
thrown over the best feature of the *Great 
The * great fact’ I take to be this: that Mr. 
Ray heated a Vinery, by taking the cold air out 
the house and bringing i back warm; this is the. 
foundation of the plan ; it is this which renders it 
natural; itis this which renders it philosophical; 
it is this which renders it economical ; it is this and 

Fact! . 
Mor- — 

this only which renders it coeval with the universe « — 
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I am sure Mr. Hazamp will, on reflection, grant 

me this. The principle of Polmaise, like that of 

nature, is to warm the same air over and over again ; 

but I freely admit it cannot be completely carried 

out till man can carry out those principles of 

compensation in the hothouse which Providence 

is able to do in the earth’s system. 
** Possibly advancing knowledge may lead to some 

artificial means of restoring to the air of a hothouse 

the carbon which the plants have absorbed. Fresh 

airat present must be admitted, fresh. supplies of 
carbonized air provided. Iam still one of those 

horticulturists who think fresh air essential to vege- 

tation ; I will admit that each succeeding day con- 
vinces me more and more of the increased vege- 

table heaith that increased ventilation produces. 

In fact, to carry out this view to its legitimate 

issue, what is it but this—to admit that plants do 

better out of doors than in—that hot and green- 
houses are necessary evils ! 

“tis found, however, that plants will grow in great 

beauty under artificial circumstances ; that it is not 

absolutely necessary to their existence, to place 

them in the open air; that they will flourish if a 

certain amount of fresh air is supplied to them. 
The point to be determined, therefore, is exactly 

what I once before stated, March 28th, namely, ‘to 

ascertain what amount of fresh air is requisite to 

keep plants in a high state of health, and then to 

heat only that quantity.” (1 suggested that this 

quantity will ever vary with the seasons and other 

conditions.) But if plants can only be grown by 

having fresh currents of fresh air constantly passing 

over them, then they can only be grown out of 

doors. This daily experience disproves. I main- 
tain, therefore, that it is wasteful to heat more air 

than the plants require, and that supposing it pos- 

sible by any means to heat and change the entire 

phere of a g every 10 seconds, a 

great portion of those means would be wasted. Both 

animals and plants can live and grow elsewhere than 

in the open air ; they both require a certain amount 
of fresh air; let them have it. But this is not the 

basis of Polmaise. Polmaise isasystem of heating ; 

but it is also true that it isa system with which ven- 
tilation is intimately combined, and almost forms a 

part ofit. I agree with Mr. Hazar when he states 
that the wind is a means, but he is in error in say~ 

ing that mere agitation of the air must be useless ; 
it is useless after a plant has obtained from a given 
portion of air all that the air can supply, but not till 
then. I apprehend this to be a work of time ; that 

contact is necessary between the air and the leaves, 

and one of the necessary consequences of the Pol- 

maise circulating system is this, that it brings the 

same portions of air round and round, till the change 
is effected in the entire air of the house. It does 
not warm a quantity of air to go out unused, so to 
speak. I think Mr. Hazarp will perceive that this 
agitation is a most important assistance to ventila- 
tion, that in ordinary greenhouse heating much of 

the air heated never comes in contact at all with 
the leaves, the use of which the atmospheric agita- 
tion of Polmaise secures. 

“ Mr. H. says, ‘if no external air is to be admitted, 

why not put up a simple stove in the house. Fare- 
well to Polmaise” When did I say so? Do the 
plans showing the 10 ventilators in the walls of the 
hothouse at Nutfield lead him to think so? I say, 
farewell to Polmaise, when it is shown to consist in 
bringing the external air over a stove, and passing 
itinto the place to be warmed. Agitation of the 
air is the consequence of heating, while it is the 
means of the diffusion of the heat, both in nature 

and Polmaise. Ventilation is rendered necessary 
by human imperfection; let us quietly avail our- 
selves of it, delighted to find that we have at length 
discovered a system of heating with which it may 
beso beautifully combined. 

“Some other time, when I have occtpied less 
space, I shall bring before your readers certain con- 
siderations on the difference of action of an ordi- 
nary stove, and the same stove put under the condi- 
tions of Polmaise, by which I shall endeavour to 

prove that if those stoves which are at present in 
our churches and public buildings were put under 
the conditions of Polmaise, we should no longer 
hear of some persons being half roasted while others 
were frozen ; but we should necessarily have a nearly 
uniform temperature, and this with about half the 
fuel now employed, and that this temperature even 
when high would never be oppressive, and I shall 

PA PB especially commend those remarks to Mr. Hazanp's 
attention, as containing the true principles of warm- 
tag public buildings. I have just seen Mr. Davis’s 
advertisement, If he fuifil the conditions of Pol- 
mhise, I wish him (what I am sure he will have) all 

2 fa aner of success. But I would especially caution 
“Beth himself and your readers against any plan in 

ieh the doors of the furnace are within the house. 

Those who have studied chemistry well know the 
fatal effects ofthe compound of sulphur with oxy- 
gen on vegetation. However, as Isaac WALTON 
would say, a blessing on all those that love Pol- 
maise." 

CUCUMBERS GROWING IN WINDOWS. 
Berne an invalid confined to my bed, amongst other 

things I have sought in growing t 
in my bedroom window. In order to carry out my 

object, Ihad an eight gallon washing pan filled with 

mould, in which I have three plants. On these I bring 

to bear heat, voltaic electricity, and optics, in rather a 

novel manner ; and which, I am pretty sure, might be 

beneficially applied on a larger scale. To obtain bottom 

heat, I apply a floating lamp, consisting of a flower-pot 

saucer, a thin piece of wood covered with tin, through 

which are three different sized wicks ; the largest half 

an inch, the second a quarter of an inch, and the third 

a full eighth of an inch in diameter. By placing this 

simple lamp with the largest wick lighted under the 

pan, the heat ean be raised to 85° in an hour ; and when 

at that point, the smallest wick will keep it there. I 

can hardly imagine any means for obtaining bottom 

heat more convenient than this, excepting gas, which, 

when obtainable, would, perhaps, be found to be econo- 

mical as well as convenient, as any amount could be 

turned on or off at pleasure, regulating the heat to a 
nice degree, and avoiding the ammoniacal gas arising 

from stable refuse, which ean hardly be supposed to 
improve the flavour of the fruit under the most favour- 

able circumstances. 
Voltaic electricity I apply in the following manner : 

from 20 io 30 yards of old bell wire are placed in the 

pan in a promiscuous manner, crossing it in all direc- 

tions, and quite filling it, the mould filling the interstices 
of the wires, and the roots of the plants running down 

amongst them. The ends of the wires are attached to 

a 50 pair 3-inch plate Cruikshank battery, excited with 

salt and water. This would be the routine for a single 

bed, but a continuation of the same wires may be ex- 

tended to 20 beds, one battery answering for the whole. 
But in the present case, I kill another bird with the 

same stone. The wires after traversing the pan are 

carried through the window to a Vine at the front of 

my house. Here I follow the directions of Mr. H. 

Weekes, in his excellent pamphlet on ‘Electro Cul- 

ture": I insert one wire into the pith of the tree close 

to the ground, the other about 6 feet from the ground. 

However, I imagine if a branch wire from the return 

one were inserted towards the termination of the main 
leaders of the Vine, the effect would be much increased, 
I say this in reference to the whole of a fruit tree. 
Mr. Weekes confined his experiment to one limb only. 

= 
Med 

Opties I bring to bear on my small erop in this way. 

Light being as essential to the health of a plant as heat, 

and my pan being rather too heavy to be played with, 

I give solar light as well as heat to the hindermost 

plant, by means of a tin reflector, inclined forward at 

the top in an angle of 119. This answers beautifully 

and perfectly for both purposes, and I am sure could 

be most advantageously employed for early forcing on 

a large scale, particularly when the sun is low and 

weak, reflecting back as it would over the whole bed 

his full light and heat, and thereby nearly double 

the effect of both. The cost for a reflector for a 

bed 6 feet by 12 feet, would not exceed 35s, and 

would last for years, if once varnished with the 

following:—4 ounces of Canada balsam, 8 ounces of tur- 

pentine, and 4 ounces of pale copal varnish, well mixed 

together. When this becomes opaque from exposure 

to the weather, a strong solution of pearl-ash, or soda 

and lime-water, would quickly remove it. To be fully 

instruetive touching this reflector, I would recommend 

three tolerably strong posts to be let into the ground, 

their tops coming level with the lights ; one at each 

corner of the bed, the third in the centre, Into each, 

at the back, drive two or three strong staples 1 foot 

apart ; these are to receive each an iron rod 1} inch in 

diameter, which is to be flattened and carried up two 

feet across the back of the reflector, which, if made of 

Pine (3 inch thick), would, with strong cross pieces and 

framing, be of sufficient strength. The degree in which 

the top of the reflector should incline forward, would 

depend on the inclination of the bed, but it would be 

included between 11° and 229 ; if the bed were level, 

11? would answer; if the bed inclined considerably 

| 22? would be requisite. 3 

| _ With the view of carrying out this mode of eultivating 

| Cueumbers and Melons still more perfectly, and to any 

extent, I would recommend a metal box (say zinc or 

tin) of sufficient depth, inclining at the bottom a little, 

to secure drainage ; this box to be placed inside an- 
other metal box half an inch larger all round and at the 
bottom, and the top edges of the boxes soldered toge- 
ther with a funnel-mouthed pipe, to fill the interval be- 
tween the boxes with water ; a pipe from the bottom of 
the inner box to be carried through the outer one, to 
take off the drainage water. Such a box may be in- 
clined, and completes my idea of a very perfect appa- 
ratus for the before-mentioned purposes. The supe- 
riority of this double box would consist in carryiug an 
equal heat to the top of the mould, and diffusing the 
same quickly and equably throughout the bed. I must 
add, any required number of steam-pipes, with stop 
eocks, could be carried from either of the boxes into 
the bed, to diffuse moisture to the plants; I need nof 
say they should be inserted into the boxes near their 
tops, This plan might possibly be improved on, and 
rendered conducive both to pleasure and profit. 

I have nearly omitted to mention that my plants look 
well, and have fruit on them, though I was from six to 
eight weeks later in sowing the seed than is usually re- 
commended. I attribute no effect on them from elec- 
tricity, as I have required the use of the battery for 
other purposes three-fourths of the time. One of the 
plants was raised ina novel manner, The seed were 
inserted in a beer-glass full of mould, next the glass, 
and then suspended round my neck and placed in my 
bosom. The first seed that germinated threw out roots 
at the end of 36 hours ; in 48 hours the end of the stem 

appeared ; in 56 hours the leaves showed ; in 76 hours 
the leaves were clear of the husks $ of an inch ; and in 

a few hours more they were above the mould. They 
were then transplanted, experiencing no visible check. 

It wil be remarked, the seed vegetated in a heat of 

989. I raised six other plants in the same way, which 

are now in my garden bearing fruit. Thus * misfor- 
fortune brings us acquainted with strange bed-fellows,” 

and “drowning men catch at straws."— Richard Wing, 

F'ordingbridge, August 12. 

BRUNSVIGIA JOSEPHIN &, 
I nave now flowered this noble plant two years ran- 

ning from the same bulb, which encourages me to send 

you an account of the observations I have made during 

its cultivation. 
Ist. A certain and full period of burning and arid 

sleep is necessary, and this must occur when scorching 

is to be had cheap, consequently the leaves should 

mature and die at the earliest possible period in late 

spring, and xe-vegetate as early in autumn to complete 

the circle. These periods will occur every season 

earlier as the bulb gains strength and health of habit 5 

but you must not expect to see a flower till at least two 

years after potting the bulb from the shop, when, if you 

have good luck, which is the popular word for goo! 

management, you shall see some sunny day in August 

the enormous scape protruding like the bill of some 

gigantic sea bird, or other “lang nebbit thing,” and 

growing at the pace of a Bamboo, till it expands its 

marvellous blossom head. s 

Now for the potting. Take a large pot to begin with 
—say a 12-inch for a stout bulb. For drainage & 

small deep pot upside down, nothing else. For soil, 
fresh strong red loam from a pasture, with the turf 
just pared off ; pull this into large lumps half as big a$ 

your fist, most of them ; add coarse charcoal from the 

size of a Walnut downwards, with no other admixture: 

The smaller fragments of soil and charcoal which ap- 
pear in the mixture will make the composition perfect. 

Introduce this, and build up the substructure by 

thumping it down with your fist at every two inches 0X 

so, till it is high enough to let the bulb stand one-third 

of its height out of the ground ; set the bulb in, and 

continue the piling up and thumping of the soil round 

it till the surface forms a, convex half an inch below the 

rim of the pot at the sides, and an inch above it round 

the sides of the bulb. If this operation has been per- 

formed well, you may pour water through the pot in at 

the top and out at the bottom for five minutes, without 

disarranging the convexity of the surface. ave 

dwelt on this part of the subjeet, as I believe that d 

system of potting will suit many plants, independent © 

the Hippeastra, which you would not accuse of the 

preference ; what do you say to Balsams and Mesem, 

bryanthemums? 1 never marked the proportion o 

charcoal, say one-fourth. After all half a bushel © 

stuff out of Mr. Barnes's Pine-pit would be the bes 

practical and. visible illustration of the material. a 

Now place it on a pan of moist sand in the stoves a 

plunge it 3 inches in a Cucumber bed if dormant, °F m 

the greenhouse if unfortunately pushing, and E ̂  

alone, forget it, trust to Poanes et o he p 

ary, till your bulb begin to push with decision, 

water with 5 à ti ae fe i ing to profusion 

with the vigorous growth of the plant in the edd 

aerated greenhouse, to whieh you must remove i d 

the leaves are an ineh long, and growing fas! ehe 

it mustremain till the leaves begin to lose their Be Hae 

ness in May. On the first appearance 9 E A 

it to the hottest place you have, and I have S ie 

leaves wither and drop off (a good sign) in 

after removal. In conclusion, I 

of soil described to be Een only, í 

tance to the observance of the perio a 

rest. The above treatment will suit D a an 

Brunsvigia equally well, and I believe ae dier 

larger rooted Amaryllids. 1f the QD. 

trustworthy, I im MU eh bright things, 

observatiounss HEYATI | 

is ae ice a the w
o— the wind, fair ones, the wes 
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wind of Zephyrus, and as exquisite when they blow.— 
Micklewell, [Pray do.] 

THE AMATEUR GARDENER. 
A rew words on Potatoes. From Roses to Potatoes 

May by some be considered a bathos, but as they often 
Brow in close propinquity, there is no reason why the 
methods of cultivating them should not be discussed 
together. Most amateur gardeners who have space 
enough, grow this favourite root; and as skill is de- 
Manded in this as well as every other department of | , 
gardening, I feel sure any hints I may throw out will 
Not be considered out of place. From the unfortunate 
experience in Potato growing of the last two years, it is 
to be feared the culture of this vegetable will be much 
Yestricted, if it does not become generally disused, and 
the combined results of the experience of all horticultur- 
ists must be brought to bear upon an attempt to miti- 
ate the evil. i 

I grew nearly two acres of Potatoes last year, of which 

about a rood consisted of Ash-leaved Kidneys ; these 

all escaped the disease, having been taken up in July, 
efore it began to manifest itself, and continued per- 

fectly sound until planting time. With very few excep- 
tions this is the case in the present season, as, with me, 
the early Kidneys were ripe before the pestilence ap- 

peared. The amateur may be reminded by this fact, 
that it will be better to discontinue the growth of late 
otatoes, and to confine himself to early sorts. What- 

ever may be the cause of the distemper, it does not 
Appear to develop itself until after Midsummer, and it 

is evidently promoted by the rains of July. Plant 
early, and in the most sunny situations, sets perfectly 
free from disease, of the various early kinds, and you 
Will probably escape withoutloss. The ground will then 
be available for other crops, which is not the case with 
the late varieties. 

Finding my crops were suffering last year, and the 
tops of many sorts being quite dead, I took up some at 
the beginning of September, at least a month before 
the usual time ; others were left in the ground until 
ovember, and were removed as spare time could be 

Secured. Now I found invariably, that those taken 
Up early did not keep so well as those which re- 
mained longer in the ground. It was predicted that 
the disease would extend if the Potatoes were not stored 
away dry as soon as possible ; but I did not find it so. 
On the contrary, no larger proportion of those taken up 
in November were useless than of those stored away two 
Months before, while the sound ones were firmer, and 
kept better. Iam convinced the root is safer in the 
Eround than anywhere else, and whether the tops are 
Pulled up or not, it will be better to allow the tubers to 
remain where they are, until fully ripe. I am not able to 
Speak of the effects of removing the tops, never having 
tried it, My crops at present are almost all destitute 
of foliage, and the stems are dry and black. To be of 
Service, I presume, the tops should be removed before 

e decay is consummated, for in the condition just de- 
scribed they perform no vital functions, and, I should 
think, can exert no influence on the tuber. 

n taking up the Potatoes last year, the rotten 
Ones were left on the field, the sound ones stored 
away, and all that were infected were steamed and 
given to pigs. By those infected, I mean all that 
ad the dark brown appearance below the skin, 

and which was easily distinguished from  rotten- 
ness, Having cut some tubers thus affected, I 
found the wounds on the brown or infected art, 
granulated and healed as rapidly as the healthy por- 
tions, which proved (as it appeared to me), that no or- 
ganic change of structure had taken place. I have 
eaten such Potatoes with impunity, and the pigs did 
Well upon them. The brown part always boiled hard ; 
but the sound portion maintained its usual character. I 
lost very little last year by the infection; while my neigh- 
bours left all the spotted Potatoes to rot in the field. It 
Was expected the pigs would suffer; but they were 
healthy and fattened on their food; the brown part 
eing devoured by them as eagerly as the other. 

Itis worthy of observation that the disease did not 
Spread at all during last winter. The crops were stored 
ina dry granary till December, when they were looked 
Over and removed to a cellar on a level with the yard. 
le brown parts seemed to hecome very hard ; but did 

Dot extend. Indeed, my Potatoes were kept better than 
this year, and we were eating fine Pink-eyed Kidneys in 
the beginning of August. Most of them were quite 

dry before taken from the field. I fear I shall not be so 
fortunate this season, as the disease appears to be more 
extensive than it was last year, and the crops are much 
Smaller. All the varieties I have are withered, except 
the Jersey Blues. These look well at present, although 
the stock the sets came from was much infected. I in- 
end to pursue the same plan this season which I found 
peeessful last autumn, and still hope to have a goo: 
Otato till * Potatoes come again.” It is necessary to 

Mention that the experience here detailed was gleaned 
Rear the junction of Herts and Beds, and may not be 
Applieable to other localities.—Z7. B. 

Wome Correspondence, 
Polmaise Heating.—l have hitherto watched with 
atification the progress of the Polmaise discussion, 

ooking upon Mr. Meek as the champion of our 
» Which, T hoped, was about to prove the overthrow 

$ anti-ventilating faction, I have scarcely repressed 

B 
a 
Cause, 

Of th 
My delight at each succeeding prejudice upset by his 

quiet philosophy. I nowgcall'upon your readers to 
judge between us, whether he has not, in his letter of 
the 5th inst. (I trust, unintentionally) deserted the 
cause in which he embarked, and to say if he has not 
thrown over the best feature—the great fact, as he him- 
self would style it—which so many of us are anxious to 
establish. Let us for a moment refer to his letter in 
our Paper of March 14, and mark the tone of cutting 

incredulity with which he asks, * Is it possible that Mr. 
Glendinning objected to that which most horticulturists 
insist upon as essential to vegetable health ? Is it pos- 

le that Mr. Glendinning used these words, * If the 
house had been heated by hot water, it would be unne- 
cessary to admit fresh air from behind?’ ” So far, 
Mr. Meek advoeated, and ably advocated, the prin- 
ciples upon which I still stand. He certainly was, 
then, “one of those horticulturists who thought 
fresh air essential;” or 
Mr. Glendinning: by using an argument which 
he held untrue; but the principle may not be dis- 
puted; it is like most which Mr. Meek has ad- 
vanced, copied from nature, or let us rather reverently 
say from the God of nature, in all whose works there is 
none more beautiful than the economy by which animal 
and vegetable life harmoniously oppose each other to 
maintain the nice balance of atmospheric purity. I 
will presently show that it is a fallacy to suppose hot 
eurrents of fresh air cannot be discharged into rooms 
already full; but I will first consider the inutility of the 
practice of merely agitating the atmosphere unless it is 
also changed and renovated. The agitation of the air 
is intended to supply the office of wind, but mark the 
difference—the agitation of air producing wind is a 
means, not an end; one important object effected 
thereby is the conveyance of air charged with carbonic 
acid gas, the product of respiration of animals, to the 
leaves, which are the lungs of plants: from this delete- 
rious gas, destructive to animal life, plants derive ad- 
vantage, abstracting the carbon and rejecting that 
oxygen upon which our life depends. Is this effected 
in the plan described by Mr. Meek on Saturday last ? 
Does an air-tight chamber, by a continual exchange of 
its warm air for the cooler atmosphere of a forcing- 
house, furnish the best copy of the natural means above 
described? If no external air is to be admitted, why 
not erect a simple uncovered stove somewhere in 
the forcing-house. This would be much cheaper, 
and would obviate the necessity of forming drains 
for the currents of air, since the hot air would ¢ertainly 
rise, allowing the colder to find the level of the stove 
without any such assistance. But farewell to Polmaise, 
or, at least, to all that is good in Polmaise ; not that I 
ever believed that it was perfect, but it was a step in 
the right direction, likely to prepare the world to re- 
ceive a system which makes ventilation not the com- 
panion only, but the basis of warming. The fact that 
warm air can be poured into a room already full, is, at 
first sight, paradoxical enough ; it would doubtless be 
difficult to fill a vessel with warm water if it was already 
full of cold, but supposing the vessel to leak in two or 
three places at the sides, and the wonder is somewhat 
diminished. This is the case to a very large extent in 
every dwelling-house; crevices in the windows, in the 
doors, and in all directions, provide for the escape of 
portions of the air, and the rapidity of its exit will be 
increased according to the force of air struggling to 

occupy its place. If this is the case in our dwelling- 

houses, how much more is it so in those where all the 
walls are windows? I shall, however, rely upon the 
proverbial stubborn character of facts to prove that 
which I have asserted. One of my apparatus has been 
employed for several winters at the Victoria-rooms, 
Clifton, where it warms 113,000 cubie feet of lobbies, 
passages, and rooms of public assembly, maintaining a 
temperature in the very cold seasons from 30° to 40° 
above that of the external air, at a cost of 6d. in 24 
hours for fuel. This is effected solely by supplying 
warm air, the whole of which is derived from outside. 
It were easy to multiply examples; but I think the 
above must prove beyond a question that it is possible 
to drive warm air into rooms already full of cold ; and, 
as might be expected from the greater number of accis 
dental exits for air in horticultural erections, the system 
acts there with equal facility, while the plants evidence 
how congenial this natural treatment is to their welfare 
by a vigour which cannot be surpassed.—R. Hazard, 
Bristol, Sept. 7. 

The Camberwell Beauty, &c. (see p. 613).—I may 
mention in addition to the specimens of this rare butter- 
fly already obtained, that I lately caught two of them. 

suspect they are male and female, one being much 
larger than the other. It surely cannot be possible 
that it is “40 years since the Camberwell Beauty has 
een seen in this country,” neither is it foreign to our 

land; at least, the two I have appeared fresh from the 
chrysalis. The sphinx convolvolis has been also rather 
plentiful in this neighbourhood (Norwich). Ihave cap- 
tured eight fine specimens of this giant moth, whose 
proboscis or flexible trunk is nearly as long as one’s 
fore finger, which enables them to suck from flowers at 
a considerable distance. In the twilight of a warm 
evening in September, it is really interesting to see this 
moth hovering about, and one fluttering past might be 
readily mistaken for a small bat, instead of being the 

convolvolus moth.—J. Wighton. [#C. G- p." men- 

tions that he caught a Camberwell Beauty in his garden 
at Lincoln, in Avgust, and we are informed that another 

has been seen resting on a plant in Sherwood forest.] 

Polatoes.— Mr. Simpson, schoolmaster and librarian at 

Cambo, near Morpeth, has for several years been in the 

habit of covering his Potato sets, when planted, with a 
layer of Moss (Hypnum), and that again with the soil. 
I lately saw many of the Potatoes taken up ia his 
garden, and observed that almost all the tubers that 
were entirely covered by the Moss were perfetly clean 
and free from taint, whereas all those (on the same 
plant) which were above the Moss or unprotected by it 
at the sides were either decayed or tainted. Would 
not this suggest that the Moss may have acted as a bad 
conductor of heat and thus have protected the tubers 
from sudden changes of temperature! — WW. C. Trevelyan, 
Nettlecombe, Taunton. 

Potato Blight. — Proceeding by the railroad from 
Spetchley (the Worcester station), to Birmingham, I ob- 
served in passing along the summit level at King’s 
Norton, an elevation of about 400 feet above the allu- 
vial land on the banks of the Severn at Worcester, and 
within three miles of the S.W. of Birmingham, a single 
row of Potatoes, extending about a mile and a half in 
length, planted close within a low Quickset fence at the 
top of cuttings varying from 6 to 20 feet above the 
line of the rails on the eastern side of the railway. These 
Potatoes seemed to have been carefully weeded and 
hoed, the plants were all in the greatest possible degree 
of health and vigour, all standing upright, about 
18 inches to 2 feet high; not a leaf showed the least 
appearance of blight. I pointed them out to the pas- 
sengers in the same carriage, and expressed my opinion 
that their escape from injury was from a two-fold cause. 
First, when loaded by a heavy morning dew, such as 
was prevalent most nights after the middle of July, the 
Potato leaves were screened from the rays of the early 
morning sun by the hedge till such time as the air had 
dried them ; and secondly, the perfect drainage of the 
roots on the summit of the cutting ; and that the joint 
operation of both had secured them. In fact, like 
many other observations, I feel most fully confirmed 
that the cause of blight is wholly owing to what I have 
pointed out in my letters in the Worcester papers. 
do not like to alarm the public, but I have observed a 
gradual atmospheric change going on in our summer 
atmosphere for many years past, and particularly by 
the increased frequency of thunder-storms, sudden 
whirlwinds, local torrents of rain, hail, &c.; and if I 
am right in my conjectures as to the causes, they, the 
electrical innovations, must increase in number. The 
Potatoes I had from myown garden have hitherto been 
good ; both the first early crop and the next succeed- 
ing are of better quality than last year. | I never suffer 
my Potato ground in the garden to be manured the 
year they are planted ; but use manure only the year 
before, when planted for Cabbages, Peas, &c. ; for I 
have long thought all: gentlemen’s gardens are too 
much manured, especially if stable dung is used. 
Rotten weeds, leaves fallen in autumn, mowing of turf, 
and twigs of pruned trees, are my favourite manures 
for the garden, after being used one year before for 
Cueumber and Melon beds. This has proved the worst 
fruit year, with the exception of Strawberries, I have 
experienced for above 40 years past. The insects of all 
sorts have exceeded anything of the kind I ever before 
observed. The Peaches I have had from the open 
walls I eould protect no other way than by surrounding 
each fruit with raw wool, which earwigs, wasps, flies, 
woodlice, &e. do not like to pass through. The Grass, 
Turnips, and in fact everything now vegetating, is in a 
state of the greatest luxuriance, and the daily exhala- 
tion from these and the moist exposed soil, raises such 
a body of vapour as to produce, every calm night, a fog 
equal to a London November fog. By advice I re- 
ceived this morning from a correspondent resident im 
Andalusia in Spain, he says everything there is burnt 
up, the crops have failed, the small farmers are totally 
ruined, and the larger much injured, the poor starving 
and almost roasted alive, nor do they expeet rain before 
next month, October.— John Williams, Pitmaston, 
Sept. 11. 3 

Supposed Substitute for the Potato.— Thinking that 
the enclosed report from Prince Edward's Island, as 
made to the Secretary of the Royal Agricultural So- 
ciety there, and communicated by him to me, may be 
interesting to you, I send you the full account of it.— 

Thomas Whalley, Liverpool. * Malpeque, P. E. Island, 
12th August, 1846.—Since the blight in the Potato 
began to appear in this country, my attention has been 
directed to the discovery of some indigenous plants that 
might supply a substitute for that valuable article of 
food. In this inquiry I have been aided by several in- 
telligent Miemac Indians, by whose assistance I have 
obtained two kinds of farinaceous roots. The first root 
of the above character was found at Hog Island, in 
Richmond Bay. It is called by the Indians mus-qua- 
sete. At the time it was discovered (on the 3d of last 

August), the top of the plant had withered, and no cor- 
rect opinion could be formed respecting its appearance 
above ground. Bulbs, now perfectly ripe, were found 
in the hard-wood forest, an inch deep in the soil, which 
is covered by a thin layer of decayed leaves. To some 
bulbs the dry tops and ligaments were attached. The 
surface where these roots are found is completely 
shaded; but the soil is good and the aspect warm. The: 
may be obtained in other parts of Prince Edward Is- 
land, but they are rare, and it was with difficulty that a 
pint of them could be procured by a whole Indian 

their appearance they resemble the common P 
having apparently the peculiar indentations called eyes 
The skin of the bulb is of a rusty brown colour, and 
the ligament by which each was nourished was found 

family. The average size of the bulbs is that of Cherries, 
but a few are found of much larger dimensions. In ~ 
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perfect, although it was dry from ripeness. The in- 

terior of the bulb is very white, and the root has the 
tasteand odour of the Potato now in use. The Indians 

state that this vegetable, if kept either in a dry or 

moist state, will not suffer any decay for a long period. 

They are very farinaeeous, and contain a large per- 

centage of starch, which resembles that made from 

Wheat ; by being dried the bulb shrinks a little ; but it 

immediately expands on being thrown into warm water. 

As an article of food it is excellent, and as such ishighly 

esteemed by the Indians, who generally remove eve: 

root as soon as the habitation of the plant is discovered. 

It contains much nutritive matter, is wholesome, and I 
haye no doubt if properly cultivated, it will prove to be 
prolific. Another kind of wild farinaceous root, which 
is more plentiful than the one already noticed, is called 
by the Indians saa-gaa-ban. It was found on several 
of the Islands in Richmond Bay, but most plentiful at 
the bases of the sand mounds of Fish Island. Its fa- 

vourite site seems to be along the skirts of the sand- 
hills that form the lagoons along the. coast, where it is 
nourished by decomposed sea-weed and shells. It 
occurs in the midst of matted grass and wild tares, and 
frequently occupies patches of several square rods. The 
leaf of the saa-gaa-ban resembles the leaf of the culti- 
vated Potato. The stock is like a small vine; the 
roots are situated two inches below the surface of the 
soil, and the bulbs of oval figures are strung to- 
gether like beads, being attached to each other by a 
strong ligament. They are of a blackish brown colour, 
and also resemble Potatoes in their general charac- 
ter, being dry, farinaceous, and very nutritive. They 
are eaten by the Indians, and have saved many from 
starvation at times when, from boisterous weather or 
other causes, they could not escape from the islands ; 
yet they are considered by them less palatable than the 
mus-qua-sete. The existence of both varieties and their 
sites, the natives have long endeavoured to keep secret 
from the white inhabitants, and their preservation on 
the island may be ascribed to the absence of wild 
animals at those isolated places, for the racoon, wood- 
chuek and porcupine devour them greedily. The plant 
is very hardy, and the stock that remains in the ground 
during the winter, sends up green shoots in the suc- 
ceeding spring; the decayed tubers are found with ripe 
bulbs. This variety was found on the 12th day of 
August, at which time the blossoms had disappeared, 
and the seed had probably fallen, although the bulbs 
are not ripe at the date of this communication. I hav 
eaten some of the roots and found them very dry, 
mealy and palatable. It is my intention to send these 
roots without delay, after the latter Jis ripe, to agricul- 
tural societies in England and the neighbouring pro- 
vinees, and several good farmers in this island have 
already engaged to try experiments with them. They 
are as promising in their appearance as were the indi- 
genous Potatoes carried to Ireland by Sir Walter 
Raleigh. While whole fields of Potatoes are now being 
destroyed by the blight, the above roots remain perfectly 
free from disease of every kind.—d. Gesner. [Can 
any one tell what plants these are of which only the 
Indian names are given. They must be well known to 
Botanists. 

The Chellaston Seedling Tulips.—I have no wish to 
detract from the merits of these flowers, but abiding by 
the motto “ Be just and fear not," I will mention some 
of the deceptions practised with them. In the first 
place I will give the numbers which were, in 1844, 
considered as good as any of them :—No. 104, flamed 
byblomen ; 50, byblomen, now the number of Lady 
Stanley, rose ; 76, byblomen ; 51, byblomen ; 57, byblo- 
men, the same number as in 1846 called Countess of 
Harrington ; 74, rose, like Lady Stanley ; 75, byblomen 
flamed ; 11, byblomen; 20, byblomen flamed; 3, 
feathered bizarre; 7, feathered bizarre; and 88, 
feathered byblomen. In May, 1845, I saw the Chel- 
laston seedlings in bloom twice, and made notes of the 
best. The following is a copy from my book :—No. 66, 
byblomen flamed ; 43 (now 18, called Princess Royal) ; 
101, byblomen ; 60, feathered bizarre (now 48, called 
Competitor) ; 58, feathered bizarre; 91, rose; 108, 
byblomen ; 79, byblomen ; 47, byblomen ; 1, feathered 

flamed rose; 103, flamed byblomen ; 81, byblomen ; 
67, feathered byblomen ; 26, byblomen; 6,. called 
Pilot, sold also as 57, and Model of Perfection, not in 
number then. In all 18, and of these some may be 
broken from the breeders I have noticed. Where only 
rose or byblomen is attachedy they were in the breeder 
state. The following are the number and names o 
what the raiser considers his crack sorts, as sent out by 
him to various individuals since July, 1846 :— 
4, Lady Flora Hastings. 

Grand Sultan. 
21, Lady Sale. 
22, Prince Albert. 

ilot. 45, Venus, sold in 1845 as No. 1, 
» Grace Darling. 48, Competitor, sold in 1845 as 

10, King of Scarlets. No, 60. 
13, Anastasia, originally No.10 | 49, Britannia. 
15, Sable Monarch. 50, Lady Stanley. 
16, Elegans. 57, Countess of Harrington, 
17, Lady Jane Grey. 7, Duchess of 

numbers have been different every year. It is impos- 
sible to sell these seedlings correctly, if the numbers are 
thus to be changed; and even now all is confusion. 

UMM, 
1844 1845. 1846, 

3 F Gold 4 
6 E ^ 6 oe oe 5 
7 . . 6 p . 6 
n . . 43, now 18. T 
19 . T m 10 
20 m m 58 m 13 
50 m E 60. .. 15 
51 t E 66. m 16 
57 .. m 67 m Vf 
74 po m 179 .. 18 
15 I. I 81 m 21 
16 m m 91 .. 22 
77 m E 101 oe 45 
88 oe B 103 m 48 

104 m m 108 m 49 
113 E 50. 

And Model of Per- 57 
ection No. not 67 
nown, I 90 

—J. Slater, Cheeth hill, near Manch 

Foreign Corr d 

sorts, there were seven competitors ; two awards were 
made—the first to Mr. Duncanson, gr. to J. Johnston, 
Esq., for Royal George, Red Magdalene, and Early 
Scarlet ; and the next to’ Mr. Weir, gr. to R. Bruce, 
Esq., for Royal George, Red Magdalene, and Purple 
Peach.-For Nectarines two awards were also made ; 
the first to Mr. Niven, gr. to A. Stirling, Esq., for Red 
Roman and Elruge ; and the second to Mr. Maclachlan, 
gr. to W. R. Ramsay, Esq., for Murrey-coloured and 
Early Newington.—The show of Grapes was extensive 
and the clusters fine. For White Muscat of Alex- 
andria two premiums were awarded; the first to Mr. 
Lees, gr. to the Earl of Haddington ; and the second to 
Mr. Mackie, gr. to C. Kinnear, Esq. For Frontignan 
Grapes two premiums were also given ; the first to Mr. 
Addison, gr. to the Earl of Wemyss, for White Fron- 
tignan and Black Frontignan; and the next to Mr. 
Reid, gr. to J. Syme, Esq., for Grizzly Frontignan and 
a compact variety of Black. The prize for Black Ham- 
burgh Grapes was gained by Mr. Lyall, gr. to Sir J. 
Hope, Bart., M.P. For producing the best three sorts: 
of Grape, exclusive of Muscats, Frontignans, and Black 

Paris, Sept. 10.—The Potato blight has been for 
some time past gradually extending in the western and 
southern districts of France; every week adds some 
new locality. Last year the principal scene of infection 
was in the north; beyond Amiens to the frontier of 
Belgium almost every field was more or less damaged, 
and in some districts a sound Potato was hardly to be 
found ; it was also, but in a modified form, in some 
parts of Picardy, Normandy, and on the borders of the 
Rhone ; now the crops are all but lost in some of the 
lowlands of Calvados, Normandy, Touraine, on the 
Garonne, about Toulouse, and from thence to the Medi- 
terranean ; in several places near the Rhone, at Cham- 
berry, and other parts of Sardinia and Italy, the loss is 
still more extensive ; in all these districts the late kinds 
have suffered most; at present I have not heard that 
it has made any progress in central France; in the 
neighbourhood of Paris, we are almost entirely free 
from taint, I have from time to time visited the various 
markets and seen but very little ; in fact, no disease 
among the early kinds; as to the later varieties, but 
very few have yet been taken up. The season has been 
so exceedingly dry and hot during the months of June, 
July, and August, that the crops cannot be otherwise 
than deficient, and I am perfectly certain that around 
Paris there will not be half an average crop—I might 
even say one fourth. The red spider, thrip, and drought, 
have done almost as much mischief as the blight ; good 
kinds are selling from 8 to 12 franes the 100 kilos— 
6s. 6d. to 10s. for 2001bs.) All kinds of vegetables and 

fruit (with the exception of Melons, Grapes, and Wal- 
nuts), are at least one-half dearer than last year. 
have just returned from a tour throughout the whole 
length and breadth of Belgium and Rhenish Prussia, 
which I am happy to say present a very different ap- 
pearance to what they did last autumn; then a sound 
Potato was scarcely to be seen, which, added to the 
shortness in Rye and Oats, ereated an almost universal 
alarm of famine; not only Potatoes, but Turnips, Carrots, 
and every kind of grain, are generally good, and not 
far from an average crop. From Courtrai to Ghent 
the farmers are everywhere busy getting up the late 
crops, rather from fear of wet weather than actual 
necessity. Early Potatoes are abundant in the markets 
of this last place, and almost entirely free from specks, 
The price asked for red kidneys was 10 and 12 francs 
the sack of 200 lbs. ; late kinds did not look so well, 
and sold from 7 to 10 frances. Towards Antwerp there 
is said to be a full crop of kidneys, and perfectly sound ; 
but I saw many places where the blight had evidently 
attacked the late ones. At Bruges and West Flanders 
fear was entertained for those still in the ground, 
although actual disease had not exhibited itself to any 
great extent. At Brussels I saw none in the fields, 
and those in the markets looked sound. At Malines 
and Louvain the people were all busy, and the yield 
seemed good. A friend living in an agricultural dis- 
trict, near Malines, told me that he had not seen or 
even heard of any disease among the early Potatoes, 
and that generally the farmers were satisfied with the 
crops. Last season they were everywhere destroyed. 
Further east, towards St, Trond and Liège, I was told 
that here and there they were bad, but I saw nothing 
of it, I went into a field that was being dug up, and 
certainly did not see a single root tainted; on the con- 
trary, they appeared plentiful, full sized, and sound. 
In this neighbourhood last year the disease was univer- 
sal, and in its worst form. The present prices are 6 
to 8 franes round, and 7 to 12 francs for the kidneys, 
Towards Aix and Cologne they did not look so good ; 
the stems appeared in many places blighted. At Frank- 
fort, I understand, the late kinds are partially affected ; 
but by no means so much as last year. From what I 
have myself witnessed in the north of France and Bel- 
gium, I am fully persuaded there will not be one-fourth 
of the loss of 1845, and I find from a report just made 

= 

18, Princess Royal, and same | 90, Criterion, 
No, as Maid of Orleans, 
Total, 19 varieties ; one of these, Elegans, is stained 

at the bottom, and I only took notes of clean ones, 
making only one more than I made, allowing Elegans 
to stand, and just the same by discarding it ; and out 
of these varieties only two have retained their original 
numbers and names. I leave these few facts in the hands 
of florists, who may form their own judgment of such 
conduct, as well as the correctness of my opinion. 
They will perceive, by the summary below, that the 

by the G sitting at Ghent, that 
they entertain but little fear either as to quantity or 
quality, and that it is expected there will be at least 
7-10ths of the crop saved, while last year the loss was 
at least 8-10ths of the whol 

Societies. 
CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 
Sept. 3.—This, the Autumn Fruit and Dahlia Compe- 

tition, was equal in extent and interest to any of former 
years. For the prize offered for the best Peaches, three 

F gh, a premium was assigned to Mr. Gow, gr. to 
Count Flahault, Tullyallan Castle, the kinds being 
Chasselas de Roi, Chasselas musqué, and Duke of 
Atholl's Favourite.—For well Queen Pine-app: 
a first premium was voted to Mr. Reid ; and a second 
to Mr. Gow.— The display of Moorpark Apricots was 
good ; a first prize was given to Mr. Ramsay, gr. to Sir: 
D. Baird, Bart. ; and a second to Mr. Clarke, gr. to 
Miss H. Kingston.—For the best Apricots, exclusive of 
Moorpark, another award was made to Mr. Clark, the 
kinds being Hemskirk and Orange.— Eight com- 
petitors contended for producing the highest flavoured: 
Melon ; and two awards were made, the first to Mr. 
Lyall, for Irish Green-fleshed ; and the other to Mr. 
Mossman, gr. to J. W. Hunter, Esq., for Duke of Bed- 
ford, also green-fleshed.—A. premium for the best 12 
Jargonelle Pears was also voted to Mr. Lyall.—Pre- 
miums had been offered for Plums, and for Summer 
Dessert Apples; but no Plums whatever were sent to 
the Meeting (owing to a severe spring frost having de- 
stroyed the blossom), and of various sets of Apples. 
exhibited, not one was in accordance with the published 
prize list. The Dahlia exhibition was never surpassed, 
either for number of competitors or excellence of 
lowers. For the Piece of Plate offered for the 20 

finest Dahlia blooms produced by Nurserymen, there 
were four competitors ; and the prize was found due to 

Mr. Handasyde, whose kinds were Captain Walner, Mrs, 
Anderson, Sir John Stewart Richardson, Isabel, Beeswing, 

Princess Radzewill, Sir E. Antrobus, Marchioness Corn- 

wallis, Caractacus, Cleopatra, Emperor of Scarlets, 
Cloth of Gold, Marchioness of Aylesbury, Alice Haw- 
thorn, Mrs, Shelley, Cream of Jest, Standard of Per- 
fection, Beauty of Hants, Vanguard, and Lady Feather- 
stone. The Society’s Silver Medal was voted to Messrs. 
Dickson and Co., for another excellent collection.—For 
a Prize of Three Sovereigns offered for the finest 18 
Blooms, produced by practical gardeners, no fewer 
than 12 competitors came forward, all of them pro- 
ducing fine flowers, After a very careful examination, 
the prize was voted to Mr. Thomson, gr. to W. i. 

Hope Vere, Esq., whose kinds were, Marquis of Ayles- 
bury, Marchioness of Cornwallis, Sir Edward Antrobus, 

Lady St. Maur, Essex Champion, Aurantia, Duke of 

Cambridge, Standard of Perfection, Cleopatra, Nonpa- 

reil, La Polka, President of the West, Princess Rad- 

zewill, Dazzle, Rembrandt, Antagonist, and Alice Haw- 
thorn. Considering the number of competitors, and. 

Il i the i consi-- 

i=") 
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dered themselves called upon to award a second pre- 

mium to Mr. Oswald, gr. to Major Stirling, of Ardoch ; 
and a third to Mr. Thom, gr. to A. Trotter, Esq., St. Ger- 
mains.—For the Silver Medal offered for the best 12 

blooms produced by amateurs who cultivate their own 

plants, there were eight competitors. The Medal was 

found due to Mr. Ambrose, St. Madoes, whose sorts 

were, Phenomenon, Nonpareil, Prince of Wales, 

Cleopatra, Alice Hawthorn, President of the West, 

Beeswing, Lady Holland, Optimus, Antagonist, Sir 
Edward Ántrobus, and Mrs. Shelley. The Committee- 

thought it right to award a second premium to Mr. 
Sanderson; and a third to Mr. King, Inveresk.—A 
premium had been offered for Seedling Dahlias, and 

several were sent in competition; but none of such 

superior merit as to justify the Committee in making. 

an award. But an extra medal was voted to Mr. 

Handasyde, for an extensive display of what are styled 
Fancy Dahlias, striped and variegated, the flowers 

being at the same time well shaped and full. —For 12 

fine Carnations, flakes and bizarres, a premium Was 

given to Mr. Foulis, gr. to J. Tytler, Esq., the kinds 

being named Hogg's Lady Stanley, Barenger's Apollo; 

Chadwick's Flora, Lucette, Mauerley's Robert Burns, 

Ely's Regular, Appleby's Prince of Wales, Willmer's 

Duchess of Kent, Wal's Bonny Bess, x A 

Squire Meynell, Huflon's Rezea, and Milner's Duke o 
Sutherland. The prize for the best six Picotees was 

likewise assigned to Mr. Foulis, his flowers bein Pun 
rate, and bearing the following names: — rn g 

Princess Alice, Ely’s Field Marshal, MOL E, 

Irby, Kirkland's Princess Sophia, Mitchell’s Nulli se- 
lee seedling.—In 

i; and two 

p first to Mr. tens for 

Fulgens, Nymph, Duke of Wellington, Blanda, Queen. 
of Sheba, Black ‘Prince, Criterion, ND e Fireball, 

Favourite, Crimson Perfection, an I 

Perfection ; and the next to Mr. Downie, gr. to <. 
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Russell, Esq.—A number of meritorious extra pro- 
ductions were exhibited, for which Premiums, Certifi- 
cates of Merit, or thanks, were respectively voted. In 
Particular, for a cluster of Black Hamburgh Grapes, 
weighing 5 lbs., RAISED UNDER THE NEW SYSTEM OF HEAT- 
ING AT Pormaise, a premium was assigned to Mr. 
Brown, gr. to W. Murray, Esq., of Polmaise, Certifi- 
cates of Merit were granted to the Rev. T. Burnet, 
unbar, for specimens of the Green Yair Pear, of un- 

commonly large size ; to I. Anderson, Esq., of Maryfield, 
fora large flowering plant of Leptodermis lanceolata,and 
two pretty seedling Fuchsias ; to R. W. Maxwell, Esq., 
for a well grown Snake Cucumber ; to Messrs. Car- 
Stairs, Kelly, and Co., for a plant of Echites splendens 
1n fine flower ; to Mr. Thyne, Glasgow, for seedling 
ausies; and to Mr. Downie, for seedling Hollyhocks. 

Thanks were voted—to Professor Syme, Millbank, for 
A basket of the fruit of Passiflora edulis, and a fine 

T s in flower; to 
Messrs. Dickson and Co., for trays of Roses and 
Dahlias ; to Messrs. J. Dickson and Sons, for Bruns- 

ROYAL SOUTH LONDON FLORICULTURAL 
SOCIETY. 

Burwarton Cottagers! Show.—The annual exhibition 
of fruits, flowers, and vegetables, promoted by the Bur- 
Warton Horticultural Society, took place on the 2d inst. 
When we remember that the society is yet in its 
infancy, this being only the second exhibition, we cannot 
fail of assurance that it will accomplish all that is 
desired of such associations. „This has been mainly pro- 
moted by the influence of the Hon. Mrs. Hamilton, who 
ìs likely to be gratified by the progressive advancement 
of a pursuit which adds so largely to the comforts and 
enjoyments of the liumbler classes. Upwards of 1000 
Persons were present, and the worthy owner of Burwar- 
ton Hall directed the gates of the ancient domain to be 
thrown open to the visitors. The Exhibition took place 
under a spacious tent erected in front of the hall. 
The following prizes were distributed: — For the 
Heatest and best stocked garden within 2 miles of Bur- 
warton-hall, given by the Hon. G. F. Hamilton: 1, 
Os., to J. Preece ; 2, 10s., I. Colton. For the neatest 

and best stocked cottager’s garden in the parishes of 
Chetton, Deuxall, and Glazeley, given by Archdeacon 
Vickers and T. P, Purton, Esq. : 1, 20s., W. Massey ; 

Green Gooseberries : 1 > J. Preece ; 2, T. Jones. Red 
*ooseberries : 1, J. Preece ; 2, W. Bowen. Raspber- 

Yies: 1, T. Lloyd; 2, Sarah Lloyd. Cucumbers : 1, 
W. Barkley ; 2, J. Hodnett, Potatoes : 1, W. Pratt; 2, E. Child. Potato Onions: 1, E. Bradley ; 2, T. 

ellings ; 2, T. Berrington. Carrots: 1, T. Richards; 
d n Bartley. Parsnips: 1, W. Pratt; 2, J. Preece. 
elery : lis 

Colton ; 2, J. Preece. Broad Beans: 1, I. Colton ; 

P, Richards ; 2, J. Prosser. The best collection of 
ot The best collection of 

Rhubarb: 1, E. Blake- 
, D. Evans. Pansies: 1, J. Hodnett. 
1, E. Bartley. The Society voted a prize of 
- Cox, for a beautiful flower-garden design, 

Composed of Fir Cones, Moss, and choice flowers ; 2, to 
+ Prosser, for a Mustard design. An extra prize was 

awarded to W. Breakwell, for fine Damsons; also, E. 
4 Hodnell, for a fine Caper plant, 

Mebielvs, Species Filicum. Vol. I. Part IV, By Sir W. J. 
ooker, K.H. 8vo. Pamplin. Rove readers, who are interested about Systematical mom, will be glad to learn that the first volume of 

l8 work is pleted by the app of the fourth 
» Which carries the pages to 245 and the plates to 

[os he part is chiefly occupied with the Species of SiStopteris, Davallia, and Lindsæa, , In his Preface, 

More; 2 

access. The opportunities, thus afforded, of paring 
the same species, in its varied forms, and from different, 
indeed often from widely severed, localities, have 
proved of the utmost utility. They have enabled him 
to arrive at results to which no other means of inves- 
tigation could have led. These results, he is aware, are 
but too likely to startle other students of the same tribe 
of plants; and indeed he is not ignorant that the so 
frequent junétion of supposed distinct species, in the 
following pages, has already called forth expressions of 
surprise from the pens of able botanists. He needs, 
however, scarcely state, that such an amalgamation of 
supposed genera and species has never been made 
without the most careful investigation ; and he must be 
allowed to add, that the further this investigation has 
proceeded, the more is he convinced that the system of 
curtailment ought to be, and will be, carried to a still 
greater length. There is, perhaps, no family of plants 

a | where more false species have been made, than among 
the Ferns. This is owing to three causes, 1. The 
difficulty of accurately defining in words the highly 
varied forms of these beautiful plants. 2. The often 
imperfect or incomplete specimens collected, especially 
of the larger kinds. And 3. A too generally received 
opinion that the same Fern is not likely to grow in 
two very remote portions of the globe. In illustration 
of the last of these remarks, a more striking instance 
can hardly be adduced than the universally known 
Osmunda regalis of Linneus, which, retaining its own 
name as an European species, has been described as 
O. spectabilis in North America, O. speciosa in Nepal, 
and O. Lesel ltii in the Neelgherri 

* Innumerable examples of a similar kind might be 
brought forward, and nothing can assist in rectifying 
these errors but the opportunity of examining a large 
number of specimens from various habitats. The want 
of such opportunities has led botanists of high repute 
not uncommonly to commit mistakes; and the author 
will take the liberty of adducing one or two instances 
which have recently come before him; in fact, so 
recently, that it was only just as the coneluding sheets 
of the present volume were in the press, He would 
not otherwise have failed to notice some of the errors 
before. 

“These statements are made from no invidious 
motive, but simply to show that, without access to a 
most extensive collection of specimens, from widely 
different localities, the best botanists, as has already 
been remarked, must be liable to fall into mistakes of 
this kind, and therefore to multiply the difficulties of 
the study, by loading the system with dubious or wholly 
untenable species. It has become a necessary, but in 
many respects an ungrateful task, thus to confine the 
Species, so far as is practicable, within due bounds ; but 
this is one main object the author has kept before him.” 

Oh ! utinam ! 

Newnham Courtenay, near Oxford; the Archbishop 
of York’s.—The first impression in approaching the 
mansion is, that it is buried in a valley ; sueh, however, 
is not the case, for it stands on the acclivity of a hill, 
commanding an extensively wooded and richly varied 
country, with Abingdon Church on the one hand, and 
the classic towers of Oxford rising in the distant hori- 
zon on the other, occasionally obscured as you pass 
along with luxuriant and stately timber, interspersed 
with the meanderings of the Thames, and forming a 
combination of beauty and grandeur scarcely to be sur- 
passed. The mansion itself is an unpretending Italian 
structure, surrounded with terraces and geometrical 
flower gardens,—proper accompaniments certainly when 
rightly disposed, which, unfortunately, in this instance, 
is not the case, and we are the more surprised at this, 
as they were planned by a gentleman* for whose talents 
we entertain the highest regard. The terrace wall 
ought to have extended along the south-western front, 
but that part which at present runs- parallel with the 
principal front, is squeezed almost up to the base of the 
building, completely destroying all dignity ; on the con- 
trary, it should have stood out at sufficient distance from 
the building, and at right angles with it, to have per- 
mitted the geometrical garden to have traversed. this 
front, more especially with its proper dressings and 
architectural enrichments. The shrubbery walks on 
the east side of the house were originally laid out by 
Mr. Brown, but have undergone much alteration and 
improvement by Mr. Bailey, the present gardener, who, 
by masterly arrangement, has brought with singular 
effect the principal beauties of the scene to surprise, 
and at times, astonish the visitor. Abingdon Church, 
with the River Thames in the foreground, present them- 
selves under the most favourable aspeet—quiet repose— 
when a few paces further on introduces a new and a 
grand scene, the ecclesiastical and classical edifices of 
Oxford rising prominently into view. This shrubbery 
unites admirably with the park, by means of suitable 
planting, composed of Furze and hardy Heaths. The 
effect is most excellent, and the dressed ground is made 
to glide into the park by a combination of planting of 
a most unusual character, producing an easy gradation 
of the artificial with the natural scenery beyond it. The 

ae Hooker thus defends his of genera 
Species which others have separated. “ ^ HE is 

whigh hing, he feels, could justify the conclusions at 

almost 
Weipliarly Ti 

g garden at the east side of the house, 
as well as the one at the west, were beautifully 
arranged, every attention being paid to the group- 
ing and contrasting of the various complementary 
colours, and especial regard is paid to the sizes which 
the plants in the different beds assume when their 
flowers and foliage are fully developed, so that no part 

* The late Mr. Gilpin. 

may prepond or balanee the other, which 
would tend to destroy all harmony of expression. This 
is a point scarcely sufficiently regarded in many of our 
best flower-gardens, The shrubbery intermediate be- 
tween the house and the kitchen-garden, is the most 
perfect of its kind we ever remember to have seen, 
There is no comparison either as regards the disposition 
or arrangement of the various shrubs and flowers 
which are introduced to give cheerful and contrast, 
Remarkable character and interest is produced by the 
introduction of all the choice Junipers, Cypresses, and , 
Cedars, and these are so well disposed that the most 
fastidious observer could not interfere without pro- 
ducing manifest injury. In passing nearer the kitchen 
garden, we come upon the Rosarium, which contains 
all the choice sorts in cultivation ; one great improve- 
ment in the effect of this garden as contra-distinguished 
from most others of the kind, is the disposition of a 
series of geometrical beds which are constantly over- 
flowing with profuse blooming plants, thus creating 
liveliness and beauty at seasons when the Rose itself 
would not afford such. The kitchen garden, which is 
connected with this by shrubbery walks, occupies 
5 acres, well-planned and 7'^nted with all the best kinds 
of fruit-trees admirably managed. The Peach-wall is 
a fine example of good gardening. Mr. Bailey adopts 
a system of training differing from Seymour's, inas- 
much as the shoots are trained under instead of above 
the main stems, which radiate from the bole of the tree. 
The trees were in the most perfect health, not a blotched 
or curled leaf to be seen, and the wall completely 
covered, and on many of the trees a fair crop, a rather 
unusual ci in this neighbourhood this season. 
There is a wall appropriated to the finer kinds of Pears, 
which were excellent examples of training ; another 
wall to Currants, which are protected and kept to a late 
season. The Morello Cherry wail was very fine, 
having an abundant crop, and the fruit extremely fine, 
but the most remarkable wall of all, and which is of 
considerable extent, is the Fig wall; the trees were in 
a fine fruit-bearing state, and completely loaded. In 
this climate they ripen remarkably well. The Pear 
trees, which are planted in the borders of the garden, 
near the walks, are managed on a different plan from any 
we had previously observed ; for instead of shortening 
back the shoots as Mr. Thompson practices, they are 
cut about three parts through, and allowed to remain 3 
thus still carrying’off the superfluous sap, yet checking it 
sufficiently to encourage the formation of blossom- 
buds, and the plan succeeds admirably. Perhaps Mr. 
Bailey will be kind enough to favour the public with his 
management more in detail. The kitchen garden is 
well-kept and cropped. The houses for the culture of 
Grapes looked well. The fruit remaining were of a fine 
size, and well-coloured red Hamburg The 
Peach-houses were equally fine, and the fruit remaining 
in the late one were large and well-coloured. There is 
a large house in which Pelargoniums are alone culti- 
vated. - These had been fine, but were, of course, nearly 
past. There is also a house of considerable dimensions 
set apart for Camellias and greenhouse Azaleas, of 
which there is a fine collection. The assortment of Cape 
Ericas is very extensive, embracing all the choice va- 
rieties. A capital span-roofed house has been erected 
for them, and they seem to like their quarters, for 
many of them are becoming dense bushes of large 
dimensions. There are numerous other glass erections, 
which space will not allow us to mention in detail. 
Now, one word. with regard to the keeping of the place. 
As a whole, it is, without exception, the best kept place: 
we ever saw. Such extensive gardens and pleasure- 
grounds are rarely of one uniform character and keep- 
ing ; but every part betrayed equal industry and atten- 
tion. The condition of the turf, the flower-beds, the 
cropping of the kitchen garden, and all the walks on 
the premises, are at the highest mark of skilful manage- 
ment and minute dressing. A new approach has been 
lately formed to Abingdon-road Station from the Lodge 
Gate on that side of the park through cultivated 
fields, We would suggest, as an improvement on this 
approach, that it be flanked with a double row of trees 
on each side, placed at 30 feet apart and 40 feet from 
the road. Asan example of the effect produced by such 
planting in a similar situation, we may refer to the Wil. 
derness in Kent, where it was adopted by Repton, but 
the error there is, that the trees are too near the road, 
and placed too close to each other.—R. G. 

Miscellaneous. 
The Potato Disease.—Last spring Mr. W. Wilson, 

coal-agent, of this town, planted in his garden several 
rows of Potatoes, in which he set at the same time a 
number of Savoy Cabbage-plants, at suitable intervals 
between the Potato sets. On each side of these rows a 
portion of the garden was planted with Potatoes alone : 
the same manure being employed for all On taking 
up these last mentioned Potatoes they were found com- 
pletely diseased; in fact, quite rotten ; while, to Mr. 
Wilson's astonishment,the Potatoes which were mingled 
with and covered by the Cabbage-plants were as sound 
and good as could be desired. The circumstance may 
at least be considered a strong proof that the ind uence 
which causes the disease is atmospherie, the hardy Sa- 
voys (whieh it should be stated, are uninjured), having 
apparently intercepted the blight, from whatever cause 
it may arise.— Westmorland Gazette, Kendal, Sept. 5. 
Å 

Calendar of Operations. 
(For the ensuing Week. 

, General Stopping of Fruit-trees.—Of all the opera- . 
tions necessary to promote fructification, this is perhaps 
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the most necessary, yet the most negiected. It does 

certainly appear strange that so much fuss should be 

made about modes of pruning (dignified by the title of 

systems), when the trees are stripped of their leaves ; 

whilst even by some of these systematists they are 

shamefully neglected at the very period when the rivalry 

of contending shoots and the darkness occasioned by 

watery breastwood, are so very prejudicial to the wel- 

fare of the true bearing shoots or spurs. ence in 
the spring we hear so many complaints of the trees 

blooming irregularly, “ breaking blind,” blossoms pro- 

duced without pistils, &e. &c. My advice at this period 
is to go over all trained trees once more, and entirely 

remove all late growths except from the lower and in- 
ferior shoots on Peach and Nectarine trees ; these may 
be kept grewing as late as possible, in order to encour- 

age strength in those parts, and to equalise the sap in the 

ensuing year, by the enlargement of their capacities for 

its reception. Pears will be found to benefit much by 
this mode of procedure ; indeed, I had the whole of the 

snags left by shortening back the young spray in June, 

totally removed in the first week of September. Much 

earlier than this would not answer ; for, although it 

might not cause the true blossom-buds of next year to 

* push,” it would cause them to elongate, thereby pro- 

ducing abortive blossoms and malformations in the fruit; 
of which we have had so many and extraordinary ex- 

amples this spring and summer. Late-growing Vines 

should also undergo the same process; at the same 

time removing every lateral that is shading the prin- 

cipal leaves. This treatment should be applied to Vines 

in-doors, as well as on the open walls. 

CONSERVATORIES, STOVE, &e, 

Conservatory.—Many of our summer favourites will 

now be on the eve of departure here, if not already 

va 
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with kinds peculiar to the autumn months. 

mansias and Clerodendrons make an admirable dis- 

play here at this period ; some large specimens should 
be grown late every season for this very purpose. They 

do admirably through the summer in any common 

Vinery or Peach-house, provided they are duly sup- 
plied with water, and kept perfectly free from insects, 
Let all large Orange trees, Camellias, or other large 

specimens belonging to such structures, be brought 

within cover betimes. Amongst Climbers, the Stephan- 

otis and the Pergularia, grown on ornamental trellises, 

show themselves peculiarly eligible to be introduced 

here on the decay of other flowers. The Jasmimums 

also, especially J. sambae, are valuable things thus 

treated. Ihave had them in flower on pot trellises 

continually since May; the principal treatment is stop- 

ping every luxuriant shoot as soon as it is a few joints 
ong. Orchids.—Several of the Dendrobiums, Aerides, 

Saceolabiums, Vandas, &c., will still make considerable 

growth, by the application of a high temperature, with 

much moisture, taking care to increase the amount of 

sunlight. Cattleyas should not be encouraged to grow 

after this time, if good blooms are required ; young 

specimens may, however, be kept growing still, for the 

sake of size. Stanhopeas, which have made robust 
growth, should have a diminished supply of water, as 

well as decreased temperature, and less shading ; those 

still growing may be watered freely. Mixed Green- 

house.—The F: i are very l plants, 

and well adapted for those who have only one house. 

The F. Hopeana, although an old kind, is still very use- 

ful, and moreover, very fragrant. The young rambling 

shoots should be constantly stopped ; this will induce 

them to bloom freely, and keep the plantsin a bushy state. 

Stout young Mignonette plants, potted immediately, 

and kept under cutting treatment for a week or more, 
will flower nicely in November and December, when 
every little matter of this kind will be acceptable. 

The Cyclamen hederifolium is a nice little thing grown 

in pots, for those of limited room ; indeed, the whole 
family of the Cyclamens is particularly ornamental, and 

easy of cultivation, The Linum trigynum is a pretty 

winter flower ; one or two should grace every collection. 

As before observed, continue daily to house anything 

likely to suffer by the autumn frosts. The present 
weather is extremely flattering, and will, I have little 

doubt, prove a trap to many. 
KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING. 

Pines.—Those grown in dung pits should now re- 
ceive a free circulation of air, and a very moderate 

supply of water, in order to harden them for the 

winter. Shut up a very considerable amount of solar 
heat to late-swelling fruit, letting the thermometer sink 
to 70° by dark, accompanied by very much atmospheric 

moisture. In all these matters it is of vast importance, 

more especially in spring and autumn, to observe a 

steady relation between heat and light. Vines.—Those 

intended for very early forcing may now be pruned, 

stopping all their wounds immediately with some white- 

lead to prevent bleeding in spring, This course is most 

Necessary with young and gross Vines. Late Grapes 
will now require a fire occasionally, when dull or rainy 

days supervene ; let it be lighted early in the morning, 
and suffered to burn out by 4 o’clock in the evening, 
giving abundance of air all the time, and the same 
freely all night. Avoid all use of water within the house. w 

ELOY } WER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES, | 

Every attention shuld be paid at this period to col- | 

leeting seeds of popular flowers for mixed beds, or 

masses of next year. The Petunias, Salvia patens, the 
various Pents Cal rias, the Antirrhi 

with a host of annuals and other things, may be at 

this period collected. Gardeners in general can scarcely 

be expected to save many seeds ; those who have small 
l 

| NAMES or PLANTS— 

gardens may, however, do much in this way. Some of 
the climbers also produce seeds, such as the Tropzeo- 
lums, the Maurandyas, the Lophospermums, &e. Let 
the planting of bulbs for very early work proceed di- 

d 

lating to that science, and must devote his life to its study ; 
he thus may gain as much knowledge as the existing state of 
science can supply. In botany “ School Botany ” is intended 
to teach students their rudiments by means of a few common 
plants. The “Vegetable Kingdom” is a condensed view of 
the i es, and organisation of about 90,000 rectly. Borders or beds deficient in the S: p, the 

Crocus, or the Narcissus, should have some introduced. 
The main planting, however, may be reserved for the 

early part of November. A few of the earlier sorts of 
Hyacinths may also be planted, covering them 4 or 5 
inches in depth, and surrounding the bulb with sand. 

TCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD. 

The young Cabbage beds should be looked all over, and 

the most forward transplanted or “ pricked out” forth- 
with. I wouldadvise every attention to this, as possibly the 

Potato murrain may visit us earlier next year, in which 

event the winter Cabbages would be a most important 

erop, and be planted in greater breadth than ever. Let 
a‘continual succession of the forward Endive be tied for 
the salad bowl. Continue to earth Celery—little and 

often is my maxim. make it a rule to sow fresh 

slaked quicklime through all my Celery immediately 

previous to my first earthing. I have found by expe- 
rience that the Celery bed is the best slug trap in the 
garden; I therefore perform as it were a double 

operation, I preserve my Celery unblemished, and I 

destroy a vast amount of these pests. The lime, how- 

ever, must not be applied hot, and it must be shook in 
carefully in the heart of the plant, not in coarse lumps. 

On the heels of this operation I follow with my first 
hand earthing. Keep tying autumn Lettuce, and sow a 
raised bed in a warm situation with Radishes ; these 
will come in through November, and even up to 
Christmas, with a slight covering occasionally. 

OTTAGERS' GARDENS. 

Let the August-sown Cabbage-plants be pricked out 
forthwith, for reasons given under the section * Kitchen 

Garden." Continue to earth up Celery ; and for fur- 

ther directions look to the other parts of the Calendar. 
ESTING. 

Those who propagate for themselves will find this an 

excellent time to get out cuttings of all evergreens, 

choosing a shady situation. The Deodar will strike 

admirably now, under some covering. I put out nearly 

a thousand some years ago, in the end of September ; 

they were covered with a common hand-glass, and in 

February were plunged in a little bottom-heat ; nearly 

every one rooted, and they have since made as fine 

trees as seedlings. The bottom-heat might have been 

FOR: 

dispensed with, only the process would haye been 
somewhat slower. . 

ending Sept. 17, 1846, as 
" 

Wind. | Rain 

Average 
Sept, 11—Overcast and fine throughout 

19— Fine, with clouds; pariislly overcast 
ightly overcast 

and fine 
13—Olear and fine; very fine; slig 

ht. 
} deg. above the average. 

Stato of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 20 years, for the 
n«utng Week ending Sept. 26, 1646. 

‘Aver, | Aver. | No. of | Breatan | er 
Sept. |Highest Lowest Pemp] whichis | TUamelty | [si 

Senp remp SOS Geel E A 

Sun. 0| 66.9 | 453 | 561 8 0.45 in. | E 
Mon. 91| 664 | 457 | 56.1 10 0.80 2 2 
Tues 22| 664 | 453 | 55.9 9 940 | 1 
Wed 23| 65.4 458 | 55.8 9 0.8! | n 
Thur.24| 65.2 468 | 5 9 0.75 =| r 

ri. 95 65.8 | 45.6 55.6 9 0.30 d 1 

Sar. 26 66.5 | 46.2 6.8 | 12 0.69 1 1 

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 25th, 
1832—therm, 82? ; and the lowest on the 23d, 1845—therm. 309. 

WNotices to Correspondents. 

Disrases—R B D—We never yet knew a season in which 
They are 

against the 
leaves and at the same time kills the tender extremities of 

the shoots whereon are situated the embryo Figs, that ought 

to ripen in the following summer ; the older formations will 

not stand, their growth being too far advanced to linger with- 

out withering till vegetation again takes place in May; as 
well might any half-blown flower remain in the same condi- 
tion from this time till next spring.ll 

HxzaATING—G.J C—For heating a greenhouse 20 feet by 10, you 
will find Polmaise the best and cheapest plan.} 

NSECTS— Emil—Please to send some of the flies in a pill-box. 

If they do not fly, they might be swept into a basin of hot- 

water. R.—— Rus in urbe—If you search at night you will pro- 
bably detect the culprit, but as we can find no insect with the 

it is impossible to advise you further. R. E W—I 

is an Acarus which infests your Tomatoes, but I cannot think 

the insects are the cause of the disease, from which Eu 
Ro——J07T 

ot which changes 

to a beautiful fly called Tephitis Onopordi. It will not 

do any serious mischief to the crop. R.——E H—Your Celery 

leaves are blistered by the same insect. J?.—— Tyro—I cannot 
give you any advice unless you send specimens of the bug, 
dic. there are several sorts, an 

Mexico; name was given by Mr. Bentham.J—u 
1, Stanhopea insignis; 2, S. oculata. We never recommend 

tradesmen, Any nurseryman can procure what you want for 

you.——.D J—Gaultheriaprocumbens.— —4non—Y our Dahlia 

Weltoniiis nothing more than the well known D, glabrata ; 

not worth cultivation, ——/ O—We do not know what you 

mean by a “flowering” Myrtle. Your plant is ay Myrtus of 
some sort, perhaps. erson who is to possess a “‘ thorough 

knowledge" of any science must have a library of books re- 

us 
species. It may be understood by a person who understands 
“School Botany," if he has a botanical glossary to refer to. 
A work intermediate between these two is in preparation by 
Dr. Lindley.——-C H—Narthecium ossifragum.—-k B— 
Your Martynia is withered and unrecognisabl why not 
pack with a little care ?— W Scott—1 looks like Woodsia 
ilvensis grown in heat; 2, Pteris longifolia ; 5, Lycopodium 
complanatum. The rest are barren, and barren Ferns can- 
not be named.— Bota—1, Eleocharis acicularis ; 2, Isolepis 

à —— 8 G N—Scilla autumnalis, Jasione montana, 
Atriplex laciniata. 

PINE-APPLES—G— We repeat our answer to the statement of a 
person calling himself ** Hortensis," and we shall make no 
other reply. It is incredible that Mr. C. can have given him 
the information he pretends to have received ; for we have at 
this moment before us the correspondence that has taken. 
place with Mr. C. upon the subject. 

PornwArsE—Senez— This method is by far the best for you to 
adopt. We should have thought that the plan of Mr. Meek's 
house, given at p. 563, would have fully explained how to 
execute itin your case. Atl you have to do is to get rid of 
the masonry for “ bottom-heat.” If you are still in doubt, 
your best way will be to consult Mr, Plumridge, of Bletch- 
ingly, near Nutfield, who ilt Mr. Meek’s, and perfectly 
UNDERSTANDS what he is about, —— @ 7—V—Owr 
Chromatella—See last answer.——J Gr—If you have really 
any doubt about this matter, pray look at the report of the 
Caledonian Horticultural Society, in another column, 

PorATOES—A New Sub—Since ress for an answer we are 
obliged to say that your communication has been consigned. 
to the waste paper basket. _We cannot conceive how any one 
of common sense can imagine guano to be the cause of the 
Potato disease. The idea is preposterous. Just inquire of 
your neighbours how many of them, whose crops have 

F diseased, ever used guano, 

St. — 

1 0 ep your Chorozema seeds till spring. 
It you raise them now they will probably damp off during 
vinter. 

4 inches deep, and 4 inches from each other, thi e TOWS across 
the bed being 6 inches wide. Itis, however, yet fully soon for 

Full directions wi! be found in 

inter, 
7 —Move all 

ed, in November, if you can. Read 
the “ Theory of Horticulture.” —Novice—Cuttings of Carna- 
tions, Picotees, and Roses will strike witheut any artificial 
heat; but, since you have convenience, « little will hasten 
their rooting.[——4 B—When you top Euphorbia jacquini- 
flora shake a little dry sand 
help to stop the bleeding. Passiflora Bonapart 
ouse plant. Your Thunbergias, &c. are possibly suffering 

from the effects of red spider, to which they ave very subject. 
Fumes of sulphur are the best remedy ; but care must be 
taken not to burn the leaves.|——# M—The Arracacha will 
do no good in our climate, See remarks on the subject at 

L F— Legg's Hydraulic Machine is advertised 
Weekly.j[——£ W—Your Pelargonium leaves are affected by 
the spot. It is probably damp that produces the mischief, 
A dilute solution nitro-muriatic acid, it has been 
said, stays its progress; we doubt it.{——Aicite—Tie your 
Rose-buds with worsted, which is rather more elastic than. 
matting, and less liable to cut the stock. If time will allow, 
you might go over the buds immediately after the latter 
have taken, and undo the ties a little previous to their final 
removal, which should be as soon as is consistent with safety. 
We have had no experience with India-rubber strips.[——. 
Mary Anne—Erythrina laurifolia will succeed in a mixture of 
peat, turfy loam, and leaf mould, in nearly equal proportions. 
Cuttings of Ficus elastica may be struck now in heat.]- 
Paul Jones—You can have the Numbers. S H—Wardian 
Cases may be made by any carpenter. (See No. 1, 1844,)f 
—H H H—Mandevilla suaveolens is a greenhouse plant.f 

blighted appearance.{—J #—You will find excellent di- 
rections for the management of Filberts at p. 51, 1841, where 
also the Kentish method is explained. The trees are kept 
dwarf, with a singie stem 1 foot high, and pruned as Currant 
trees usually are.[——7 J—A Canavalia was once called a 
Dolichos. Canavalia ensifolia is a rambling plant, and the 
account you have been reading of it is wrong. 

SEEDLING FLOWERS, 

ANTIRRIINUMS— X X—Your seedlings are inferior to the older 

kinds.*—— S B—No. 1 is a very pretty flower, but the differ- 

ence is too slight to constitute it a new variety; the same 

may be said of 2 and 3. : 
Fucnsras—Z P—Both your seedlings are good varieties, but 

they are no improvement upon the s: in cultivation, The 
Maid of Kent is the better of the two. n Old Subscriber 

tube and sepals. 
not expand suffi 
advantage, *——.H W 
tube with vermilion corolla, whic! 

sepals expanding well.\——H B € € 

pose to name Purity, white 

milion corolla, is a Preity, flowei 
B G C—Elegans i: 

PrruNiAs—W R—s—Your seedlings are pretty specimens of 

veined varieties, but not superior to the sorts cultivated. 

——8 E—Deli F 

ulture; 8, white with pencilled eye; 12 similar, 
inferior; and 6 renders 9 useless ; 7 and 
decayed.* y 

Pisx—H B M—The lacing of your seedling is 
itis of no value as a show-flower on account 
edges of the petals,* 

LS EONO 91 i ved variety, but the out- 
VERBENAS—S E—No, 2isa rich-coloured Yann ions onthe 

very perfect, but 

t of cho serrated 

flowers are large, rick 
truss ; it is one of the best of it 

ad ste ee 
Richard Forre: 

for “forest” trees rea 

pillia f 
p and pees colour, a deep bright red. 

st & Co.'s adv. of Sept. 

d “fruit” trees. EnnATUM,—Iu Messy 

12, line 11 from top, 
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GUANO, &e. 7 
ARK FOTHERGILL begs to offer the following 

MANURES on the best terms, viz : 
GUANO, PERUVIAN and AFRICAN, direct from Import 

arehouses, 

Ditto, PATAGONIAN and SALDANHA BAY. Ditto, 

SODA ASH, for destruction of Wireworm. 1 

SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME (See Royal Agri. Soc. 

Journal, Vol. vi. Part 2). 

GYPSUM (Pure Sulphate of Lime). 

BONE DUST and BONE POWDER. 

SULPHURIO ACID. CHARCOAL. 

PETRE SALT and AGRICULTURAL SALT for Composts. 

SILICATES of SODA and POTASH, and all other Manures. 
To. 40, Upper Thames-street. 

Agent for DINGLE'S HAND SEED-DIBBLE. 

ERU VIA VIAN AND BOLIVIAN GUANO ON 
SALE, BY THE ONLY IMPORTERS, 

ANTONY GIBBS anv SONS, LONDON ; 
Wx. JOSEPH MYERS anD CO., LIVERPOOL; 

Agents. 
GHT, AND CO., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL; 

COTSWORTH, POWELL, AND PRYOR, LONDON. 

To protect themselves against the injurious consequences of 
using inferior and spurious guano, purchasers are recom- 

mended to apply only to Dealers ofestablished character, or to 

the above-named Importers, who will supply the article in any 

quantity, at their fixed prices, delivering it from the Import 
Warehouses. 

LIQUID MANURE. 
ENGLAND INDEPENDENT OF THE WORLD FOR CORN. 

HE attention of the Agricultural Interest, at this 
momentous crisis, is requested to the great importance of 

LIQUID MANURE, and the ease with which it may be appro- 

priated by the use of FOWLER’S PUMPS, made expressly for 

the purpose, either portable or fixed ; Garden, Ship, and Barge 

'umps; als ose for Distillers, Brewers, oilers, and 

Tanners, for hot and cold liquor, Pumps kept for hire, f 

Excavations and Wells. Buildings heated by Hot Water, for 

Horticulture, and every variety of manufacturing purposes, 
The Trade supplied on advantageous terms, ENJAMIN 

ineer, 45c., 63, Dorset-street, Fleet-street, London. 

FOR Y : 
HE URATE OF THE LONDON MANURE 
COMPANY will be found a most valuable Manure for the 

above crops—it is permanent in its effects, and has stood the 
test of five seasons with increasing success each year. The 
Company also supply genuine Peruvian Guano, Gypsum, Super- 

Lime, Sulphate and Muriate of Ammonia, Char- 
t, Sulphuric i 

phosphate of 
e. Sawdus' 

Manure, at the lo 
tar; i 

Acid, and every Artificial 

OTTER'S GUANO FOR WHEAT AND ALL 
GRAIN CROPS.—The Autumn season is particularly re- 

ded for tl lication of POTTER'S GUANO for 
the above crops, as time is afforded for the due decomposition of 
the Manure in the soil, and it is thus prepared, when the plant 

SEED WHEAT. 
ED STRAW WHITE WHEAT, AND HOPE- 
TOUN WHITE WHEAT — Varieties whose excellence 

has been tested and acknowledged by very many farmers both 
in England and Scotland,—for Sale at 

WHITFIELD FARM, WOTTON-UNDER-EDGE, 
GLOUCESTERSHIRE, 

Price 60s. per quarter; sacks 2s, each. Orders must be accom- 
panied by a remittance or a reference., JOHN MORTON. 

GRIGULTURAL TUITION.—A highly respect- 
able and practieal Agriculturist, in the county of Nor- 

folk, on an extensive estate o! eicester’s, has a vacancy 

for Two Pupils. The advantages the situation offers, com- 

bined with the domestic comforts, are far superior to those 

generally met with.—For further particulars, address to G. X., 

Post-office, Rougham, Norfolk, 

POLMAISE HEATING. 

]PURBIDGE & HEALY beg respectfully to in- 
form the Public that they had the honour of supplying 

Mr. MEEK with the iron work for his Heating Apparatus. They 

have inspected his house, and they can assure their Friends 

and the Publie that it acts very perfectly, as far as they can 

season, and altogether the principle is 

ientifie manner; and they are quite 
ready to supply the various apparatus to any extent that may 

ir own stove is intended to act precisely 
as Mr. MEEK’s, but is d 

ilities that they, in their practical 
experience, know all hot-air apparatus to be subject to, and 

which they believe will be equal, r to, any 

arrangements for 
nessed,—Manufactory, 130, Fleet-street. 

SPES CORDE OF HALF-MOON-STREET, 
la THOMAS GIBBS and CO., 

(By Oficial appointment), the SEEDSMEN to the 

“ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND,” 

Beg to remind the Members of the Society, and Agriculturists 

in general, that their only Counting House and Seed Ware- 

house is at the Corner of HALF-MOON-STREET, PICCA- 

DILLY, London, as for the last Fifty Years. 

Priced Lists of Agricultural Seeds are always ready, and may 

e had on application. 

W FLOWER-POT RDEN F 
OHN MORTLOCK, 250, Oxford-street, respectfully 
announces that he has a very large assortment ofthe 

above articles in various colours, and solicits an early inspec- 
tion, very description of useful CHINA, GLASS, and 
EARTHENWARE at the lowest possible price, for Cash.—250, 
Oxford-street, near Hyde-park. 

AKER'S PHEASANTRY, Beaufort-street, King's- 
E road, Chelsea (by appointment to Her MasrEsrY and 
H. R. H. Paice AnnERT).-ORNAMENTAL WATERFOWL, 
consisting of Black and White Swans; Egyptian, Canada, 
China, Barnacle, Brent, and Laughing Geese; Sheildrakes, 
Pintail, Widgeon, Summer and Winter Teal; wall, 
brador, Shovellers, Gold-eyed and Dun Diver ; Carolina Ducks, 

La- 

feels the first genial warmth of spring, to afford th 
nutriment in a fit state for immediate assimilation.—Testi- 
monials and all particulars at the Factory, 28, Clapham-road- 
place, Kennington. i ew respectable Agents wanted 

RNAMENTAL TILES for Floors, Walls, &c., of 
Greenhouses, Conservatories, Garden Terraces; Encaustic, 

Venetian, &c., in EVERY VARIETY. May be seen at Messrs. 
d Wyamr's, Surrey-street, Blackfriars, London, 

Agents to Messrs. MIN TON & CO., the Patentees, of Stoke- 
Uupon-Trent, Also Patentees of the PORCELAIN BUTTONS, 

cheaper » ko: hi nd more durable than Mother-o’-Pearl, &c. 

BY HER 

MAJESTY’ ws GIVE 
Y MNEILL & CO., of Lamb's Buildings, Bunhill- 

row, London, the Manufacturers and only Patentees of 
THE ASPHALTED FELT FOR ROOFING 

Houses, Farm Buildings, Shedding, Workshops, and for 
Garden purposes, to protect plants from Frost, 

At the Great National Agricultural Shows, it is this Felt 
which has been exhibited and obtained the Prize, and is the 
Felt patronised b; 

xn MAJEsTY’S Woops AND FORESTS, 
HONOURABLE BOARD OF ORDNANCE, 
HONOURABLE EasT INDIA COMPANY, 
HONOURABLE COMMISSIONERS OF Customs, 
Her Masesry’s ESTATE, ISLE or WIGHT, 
ROYAL BOTANIC GARDENS, REGENT’S PARK, 

And on the Estates of the Dukes of Sutherland, Norfolk, Rut- 
land, Newcastle, Northumberland, Buecleuch (at Richmond), 

S d most of the Nobility and Gentry ; 
ral Soctety’s House, Hanover Square. 

It is half the ny other description of Roofing, and 
effects a great saving of Timber in the construction of Roofs. 
Made to any length by 32 inches wide, 

Price ONE PENNY PER Square Foor. 
^*^ Samples, with Directions for its Use, and Testimonials, 

of seven years’ experience, with references to Noblemen, Gen. 
tlemen, Architects, and Builders, sent free to any part of the 
town or country, and orders by post executed 

pectfully cautioned that the only Works 
e above Roofing is made, are 
NEILL AND C0?S 

S, 

PATENT, 

ENS 
Bunhill-row, Lon- 

y be seen, 

R. A. 
ending direct to the Factory can be sup- Note. msumers se 

Plied in lengths best suited to their Roofs, so that they pay for 
no more than they requ e 

LEGG'S Il IMPROVED SELF-ACTING HY- 
* DRAULIO ENGINE being now Registered, he begs to call 

the attention of the Public to the following Prices :—A machine 
k wa 0y: condueting-pipe included, 207. ; do. 
S 600 yar m This machine can be made to convey from 

gallon to 20 per minute to a distance of 2000 yards, and to an 
elevated point of 500 feet or upwards, Fountains, Towns, &e., 
Situated on eminences, can be supplied by the above machine. 
Deep well-pumps on an improved pri .—N.B. All Machines 
wan i , Cheltenham. anted,—Apply at 

H? Y iR U; The attention of 
QE Architects, Builders, and others, is respectfully requested 
© Bensanın Fowuzg’s superior method of Heating Chur 

onservatories, Forcing an 
W arehous 2s, Kilns, Rooms 

riety of purpose for which 
i i i last 20 years some 

3 ve been heated upon this plan, and pres ores for whom they were executed are constantly ex- sing their satisfaction, also their wi " 3 
p 1 lingness h for heir efficiency. An improved wrought-iron boiler, which i f: ] 

T: 

re- quires no brickwork, may be seen in action upon the premises, 
JAMIN FowLER, 63, Dorset-street, Fleet-street, BEN, 

inioned ; also Spanish, Cochin China, &c., j 
Malay, Poland, Bolton Gray, Surrey, and Dorking Fowls; and 
at 3, Half-moon-p: h-street. 

White, Japan, Pied, and Common Peafowl, 
above ; and pure China Pigs. 

Eggs of the 

E ARLY FOOD.—The farmers of the United King- 
A dom have now an opportunity of providing early food, by 

sowing, without loss of time, the WINTER DON OATS, which 
resists the most intense frost, and comes in early in proportion 
to the period sown ; growing a heavy crop according to ground. 
Its mealing quality is unequalled.—Further particulars to be 
had from Mr, Morgan DILLON 'ARD, Stratford-on-Slaney, 

and, by enclosing a stamped envelope, with address of ap- 
plicant on it. 

[XHOSHHORIS RAT POISON.—This preparation 
is offered to the Public with the greatest confidence, being 

decidedly superior to all those poisons containing arsenic and 
other minerals, ‘It is most greedily eaten by rats and mice as 
long as it is offered to them, and invariably proves certain de- 
struction, Prepared only by EDWARD Purser, 40, Bridge-street, 

Blackfriars, London. Sold in pots, with fall directions tor use, 

at 4s., 8s., and 20s. each. 

OT-WATER PIPES.—A large stock of these 
À Pipes, with Elbows, Syphon Bends, and all the usual 

connexions. Socket and Flange Pipes, at JoNEs's, 6, 
Bankside, Southwark. 

"ONICAL BOILERS.—These excellent Boiters, in- 
vented by Jon Rogers, Esq., are made of various sizes 

by Jonn SuEWEN, Ironmonger, Sevenoaks. They are applica- 

bleto all kinds of apparatus, and are in use at Messrs. Lod- 
Messrs. Chandler’s, Vauxhall; Messrs. 

Rollisson’s, Tooting; Mr. Pontey's, Plymouth ; Mr. Henderson’s, 
Pine-apple-place ; and in the Horticultural Society’s Gardens. 
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MERTINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 
'HURSDAY, ept. 24—Agricultural Imp. Soc. of Ireland, 

LOCAL SOCIETIES. 
Confold —Leyland Hundred— Penrith Newton St. Ewart - Royal E. Berke Spicy Dalkelth - Bedford—Kirkaldy—Shroph 

and Guiltoross—Portariington. 
FARMERS' CLUBS. 

Sept. £0— Newton — Braintree and 
ooking 

Oct. 1—Hawlck—Blofield and Wal- 
sham—Grove Ferry 

24—Ottery St. Mar: 
25—Rhins of Gallows’ 
28—Cirencester — Wenlock — 

Moreton Hampstead 

Sept. 

A coop deal of attention has of late been re-di- 
rected to the question of Marr versus BARLEY as 

mencement (but there was then a difference of 
l cwt. 1 qr. 1 lb. in the dive weight of the two lots); 
and we must admit the accuracy of the judgment 
which valued the malt fed beef at 4d. per lb. above 
that which had been fed on Barley, or, rather, we 

must acquiesce in the statement which attributes 
this difference of quality to that difference of food 

as its cause: but we shall avoid all criticism, and 

willingly accept Mr. Hupson’s published statement* 
as a valuable contribution towards a right under- 

standing of the subject. 
There appears to be a singular difference of opi- 

nion between scientific men and practical farmers 
on the value of malt as food. To Dr. Tomson, 
as the representative of the former class, we may 
add Professor Jounsron, who has lately announced 
asimilar opinion (see p. 621), and many others ; 
and to Mr. Hupson as the representative of the 
latter class, we may add Mr. Coreman, who in a 

late speech said that he would prefer Mr. Hup- 
soN's opinion on this subject, founded asit was on 
experience, to all the theories in Christendom. So, 

we may add, should we, were it not that Dr. Trom- 
son’s opinion is also founded on experience—an ex- 
perience, as we think, more carefully studied, and 

more particularly recorded than the other — an 

certainly more in accordance with what intelli- 
gent men would ezpect. Well, then, here are 
two sets of facts directly at variance—here is a 
good opportunity for putting science to the test. 
Just try her advice, and see whether or not she is to 
be trusted. Let this question be put at rest by the 
testimony of a number of experiments. Let the 
different descriptions of food be tried on sheep, as 

well as on fatting cattle and cows; and from all 
these let evidence be gathered of the degree of con- 
fidence we may continue to place in the doctrines 
of agricultural chemistry. 

Mind, however, that justice be done to the 

question. lt is truth that we seek, not evidence to 
support an opinion, and therefore we must be care- 
ful to exclude from our minds, as well as from our 

observations, all disturbing causes. The following 

appears to be the circumstances of a fair series o 
experiments. Measure out the Barley, and send 
an equal quantity to the maltster ; measure it on its 
return, and for any quantity of Barley given daily 
to the one set of animals, give:to the other the 
corresponding quantity of malt. Sheep might 
receive a pint of Barley daily cach, and cattle of 
ordinary size and milch cows, 10 pints each, Let 

the animals, selected as carefully as possible, be 

accurately weighed before their first morning meal 
at the commencement of the experiment; but 
before this it will probably be better that they 
should be fed for a day or two on the sorts of food 
they are afterwards to receive, in order that each 

may from the commencement readily take the full 
quantity allotted to it. The corresponding lots 
must be fed alike in all respects, but that which 

is the subject of experiment; but each animal 
should receive of the other food given as much as it 
will eat, a daily account being kept of the quantity. 
The number of animals in a lot should not be less 
than 10; and it may be well that each experiment 
should include three lots; one during the whole 
period (which might be four months) to be fed on 
the malt diet, the second on the Barley, and the 

third on Barley during the first month, on malt 

during the second, and so on. Each lot should be 

weighed at the commencement of each month. In 

the case of the cows, in addition to all this, a daily 

record of the milk must be kept—and in the other 

cases the animals must be slaughtered at the close 

of the experiment, and the butcher’s report must be 
recorded. 

The details of a series of such experiments would 
furnish, we consider, a thoroughly trustworthy 

answer to the question which is at issue. This 

question we believe to be of less practical import- 

ance than some consider it, for there are better 
modes of feeding than with either Barley or malt 

by itself, but it is of importance in another point of 
view as being the subject of so wide a difference of 

food for cattle, by the publication of experiments by 
Mr. Hunson, of Castleacre, Norfolk. Six High- 
land Scots were selected from alot of 10; three 
were fed on one peck of Barley, one bushel of Man- 

gold Wurzel, and a certain quantity of Clover each, 
per diem, and the other three were fed on one peck 
of malt, one bushel of Mangold Wurzel, and thi 

same quantity of Clover-hay each per diem. 
selection of the animals was carefully and oie 

e 

e 

tially done, and the choice of the lots for the 

different diets was left to chance. This expe- 

riment has resulted. in the malt fed animals, 

after three months' feeding, beating the others 

in the market by about 97, a head. Now, it would 
be quite easy to quarrel with the details of this ex- 

opinion between scientific and “practical” men. 
And we should be glad to see it correctly answered 
as a test of the value of theoretical conclusions. 
We shall be happy to join any of our readers in an 
attempt to do this. Any letters on this subject 
during the next fortnight will receive immediate 

attention. 

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS. 
I SHALL now endeavour to fulfil my promise respect- 

ing the agrieultural statisties of England ; but before 

laying down any plan for accomplishing an object of 

such p t import o the landi r, tenant, 

and the labourer, I will make a few remarks by way of 

introduetion, that your readers may see the views I 

have taken on the subject ; this I shall do without the periment. Before agreeing in its we | 
must admit the equality of the animals at its com- | * Mark-lane Express, July 27. 
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least desire to set aside plans which others may have to 
offer of a more comprehensive nature. 

I think it was Mr, Cobden who stated at a public 
meeting at Manchester, that he would defy any man in 
ihe kingdom to mention a scientifie discovery or im- 
I pplieable te fi that the manu- 
faeturers had not availed themselves of. Regardless of 
the (circumstances under which these words were ex- 
pressed, agriculturists will do well to apply the same 
principle to their own pursuits, and never rest satisfied 
till they have reached the same goal. I am far from 
inferring that agriculture has made little or no progress; 
but on the contrary the inerease of the produce of Eng- 
land has within the last 30 or 40 years been very great 
indeed to have fed our vast and rapidly-increasing popu- 
lation. That, however, is not the point in question ; 
our population is still increasing half-a-million annually. 
It becomes, therefore, the duty of the state and the duty 
of agriculturists to show from facts beyond dispute the 
resources of wealth at their command : they must show 
what ean be done, and what eannot be done, that the 
country may give full scope to their energies and skill, 
and at the same time alleviate all burdens which would 
impede the full development of national industry. The 
first step towards the attainment of this desirable object 
is to marshal the entire forces, if I may so speak, of the 
agricultural wealth of the whole kingdom ; not by mere 
supposed numbers, but by a record of indubitable facts 
which cannot be converted into 200,000,000 at one time, 
and at another into double that amount, to suit party 
purposes, 

It is a remarkable fact, that, of all the huge volumes 
that emanate annually from the press under the sanc- 
tion of Government, we have not a single volume that 
gives us any account of what the English agriculturists 
have produced or can produce. We have the census 
decennially taken to show the heads of the population, 
but nothing certain is known as to what means we pos- 
sess to feed them. 

It is strange that so eminent a statist as Mr. Porter 
should think the great obstacle in the way of obtaining 
this information would be found amongst the agricultur- 
ists themselves, arising from “fear” and “jealousy.” 
I have strong reasons for believing that there are 
farmers in every district who would, with much plea- 
sure, afford any information in their power on all 
points connected with an improved state of cultivation; 
and with regard to the acreage of land, nature of crops, 
&e., the farmer does nothing, nor has he anything, that 
his neighbour cannot see ; therefore Mr. Porter's .ob- 
jeetions would, as far as the greater portion of these 
statistics are concerned, fall to the ground. In respect 
to the cattle reared and fattened on each estate, there 
might in some cases be found a difficulty ; but, then, 
there ought to be a general order from Government 
that each occupier should fill up a form prepared, and 
deliver it within a certain period to the assessor or 
overseer of each parish, showing the numberof every head 
of eattle kept on his premises; and where more than 
one oceupation, and in a different. parish, every return 
should be separate. I believe that the tenant-farmers 
of England would be amongst the foremost to have a 
clear, comprehensive, and complete record of every- 
thing connected with agriculture. We have before us 
a mass of information in the shape of “ Burdens on 
Land,” butwhatean this avail the really practical farmer? 
Nothing can be inferred from this ponderous volume but 
that agriculture presentsone of the most confused masses 
of incongruities that the English statesman and the 
English landlord ean have to contend against. The 
chief end that ought to be kept in view in presenting to 
the people of England a history of its resources, is that 
of correctness and completeness. It must be extensive 
and at the same time minute, dealing in facts in pre- 
ference to estimations ; it ought to point out neglected 
sources of wealth, unequalized burdens on an equality 
of property ; it should mark all improvements and all 
useless expenditure ; in short it should contain every- 
thing connected with the capital, rent, labour, and 
return of the farmer, with rates, taxes, tithe, &e. ; and 
anything short of this would not be worthy of the name 
of the Statistics of British Agriculture, 

The following forms seem to embrace most of the 
foregoing subjects :— 

‘1.—Oceupations should p d name of occupier, 
with the extent of his land, name of parish, hundred, 
and county. 

2. Might contain the various kind of grain or green 
crops grown, and what extent of each. 

3. All kinds of cattle reared of fattened on the lands, 
with the number of horses for labour and pleasure 
Separately. 

4, Men and boys employed in labour, and rate of 
wages, price of food, and house rent. 

5. The arrears, what kind, where and how produced. 
6. The most general mode of tillage adopted by the 

best farmers, and the nearest market town where their 
produce is sold. 

7. Number of acres of wood, pasture, arable, and 
other grounds, and nature of the soil, extent of rail- 
way, and amount of acres occupied thereby. 

S. Machinery employed, with prices of various 
articles used in husbandry, 

9. Average rent of land, rates, taxes, tithes, and 
other outgoings thereon, 

10. Condition of the labourers’ dwellings and farm 
buildings. 

11. Means of export to London or elsewhere by canal, 
Sea, or by railway. 

12. Mode of obtaining the required information. 

1 

Such is the nature of many of the facts that Agri- 
cultural Statistics should comprehend, with much 
incidental information that the limits of a weekly 
journal will not permit me to add. 

The mode of obtaining such information will, I dare 
say, admit of more difference of opinion than other 
parts of the subject. One thing, however, is quite 
certain, that whatever is done ought to be done well, 
and this can only be effected by having competent men 
engaged in the duty. That persons qualified may be 
found, I have no doubt; still it requires that talent that 
is not altogether agricultural nor entirely literary ; it 
must embrace a judicious combination of the two, in 
order to arrange the whole with precision and per- 
spicuity, while it clearly defines all that should be made 
useful to the practical farmer. It ought to be made a 
standard of reference to future generations. As to the 
expense of such an undertaking it ought never to come 
into id ion as an impedi ; and when we hear 
members talking of entrusting such a duty to country 
schoolmasters, and men otherwise engaged in rural dis- 
tricts, to save expense, one feels ashamed at such apro- 
position coming from the most wealthy and most pow- 
erful landed aristocracy in the world. Nor ean it be 
expected to be done by private individuals; the task is 
too weighty ; and as you have justly observed, * Govern- 
ment has attempted to work with unpaid agents, and 
this is the cause of their failuye.” Without payment 
no man feels responsible; and if only a small portion 
of the revenue squandered away annually on the most 
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OCCASIONAL OPERATIONS. £ s 
1, Earth-work in drainage, from .. on |o 0 2 
2. Grubbing up old fences, from .. . 20 0 6 
3. Paring and burning old ground, from «100 

Clay-burning, 100 yards per aere. 2 
4, Q 2:10:10" 8 

0 0 5 
on 06 

Breaking stones, from E EIUS 
5 & 6 Building and Carpenter's work— Sec p. 379. 
7. Road-making, 4 yards wide, 9 inches deep ..|018 0 ,, 

ANNUAL FARM OPERATIONS, 
(a) Tillage Operations. 

1. Subsoil ploughing—4 horses and men .. oe 2, Ploughing—2 horses and man .. p V 
3.-Harrowing (each tine)... s sd $ 
4. Scarifying—2 horses and man... oe slew oe . 5. Rolling Cai md vnd ciae 4 e 
(b) Management of Mamure. (Measure before each 

Operation.) 
1. Filling into cartsin yard .. .. oe vs about Cp Morton e at ss en A v id 
9. First turning m I .. oe I about 
4. Second turning ee .. E on . ^» 5. Loading into carts PRET ne qué Sed ES 
6. Carting 500 yds. tofield, and dividing into heaps 3» 
1. Spreading in the field 30 cubic yards per acre. . 

(c). Seed Operations. 
. Broadcast sowing .. D a .. 
. Drilling corn—3 horses and attendance 
> Setting Potatoes ^ .. s.  .. 
. Hoeing in Wheat, from  .. 
. Dibbling ditto, from E m 
. Dibbling Beans "e m E 
. Planting Potatoes by spade, from. 

pwm 

Nan 

) Cultivation of Crops. 
. Harvest-hoeing grain-crop—9 ins, drills 
. Hand-hoeing green crops i 
. Second hoein; £t .. .. ^ m 
+ Hand-hoeing broadcast Turnips, &c., two or Root 

Horse-hoeing drill.orops .. v " 
Hoeing (deep) between Potatoes (by hand) 
Paring stubbles (by hand) ., a 
Paring and burning old Sainfoin 
Stifle burning .. E . 4 

(e) Harvest Operations. 
1. Mowing Clover, from T n os 210222. 07 t6 2, Mowing meadow Grass fro: DEREN AAD DET A 3. Mowing andhaymaking ..  .. 1, o! 
4. Mowing Barley and Oats, from .. — .. 1110 2 0 yy 5. Reaping Bar ‘ying, from meters (Ope Ts di 6. Reaping Wheat and tying, from i079» ay OFS 
7. Mowing or bagging fi è Di7 Qi; 
8. Pitching the crop to the cart, and bi 

thereon, anı 
Stubble mo: T 
Stubble raking, from MEO. #5 
Harvesting Beans, from ., * » Mowing Peas from .. .. .. o *, 

Harvesting roots, pulling, cutting off tops, and. 
ing in carts + 

Turnips and Swedes, from. ,. m 2/0 70 , 
Mangeld Wurzel, from. p» A (LP CLR 
Dirien OR do oak e. MTE [UR Ef p ce 

Potatoes dug and pitted in field, from .. el 0 0 |=; 

(f) Preparing Grain for Market. 
Threshing and cleaning Wheat (by hand), from|0 0 5 to 

Sy P Barley D fromo 0 2 ,, 
5 r1 ats m from|0 0 13 ,, 
mis ay Beans *5 from|0 0 2$ ,, 

Threshing Peas, from E .. m 400 23 y 
Machine-threshing (by steam) Wheat, from ..|0 0 1$ ,, F af ə» Barley, from ..0 0 14 5 

n IN T Oats, from ev|0. 03 1& 5, 

(g) Management of. Stock. 
Blacksmith’s p per pair of horses (excepting 

eee wives oer pelo OF O 
Saddler’s bill per pair of horses 14/04.0 
Expense of feeding, clearing, and attending to 

ttle, sheep, and pigs, For details, see 
former articles. 

worthless subjects, were applied to this, we should have 
ample returns for the outlay. 

must terminate this letter by stating that, for 
carrying out the above plans there is a wide field open 
to those who feel an interest and have time to enter on 
so laborious and extensive a work, I have carefully 
studied this matter in its various bearings, and am full; 
convinced the most valuable historical record that could 
be presented to the statesmen, landowners, and tenantry 
of England would be an authenticated account of agri- 
cultural statistics. : 

I have already stated my willingness to enter the 
field with the authority of. Government to inspect the 
documents of all public offices where they can be made 
subservient to the subject ; and with such an authority 
I would venture to overcome all the “ groundless fears 
and jealousy” which Mr. Porter has charged upon the 
British farmer. To lay down more minute plans would 
occupy too much of the space of your paper. I have 
long thought that the period has arrived when farmers 
must no longer remain in statu quo, but at once avail 
themselves of the assistance which modern science and 
art have brought to their aid.— Agricola, 

ON MEASURE WORK. 
Bxzrons concluding, it may be well to recapitulate the 

contents of this essay in a tabular form, naming the 
kinds of work properly payable respectively by measure 
or by the day, and the general cost attending the exe- 
cution of each. 

Piece Work. Day Work. 

28 per cubic yard, 
per perch, 
per aere, 

4 0 0 per acre. 
4 per yard, 

6 » 
» 
2 

1 0 0 per perch, 

£ s. d. pas. 
cx 019 3 per acre. 

H oromot 5015-01, 
Vi 0510134. nerf ROMO we Bile yy 
aes 0:3 22,655,505 8561.5, 

about 0 1 0 

0 0 0 per cubic yard. 

001 satius 
90 Preis 

mE D IC: about 0 0 1j » 
0 0 08 gd Sa oom 2 

0 0 24 to 0 0 3}per acre, 
UC 0E 154 9:0 HOY > 
Ove, OF 53,0 2° 6 z 

0 5 0 peracre, 0 3 0 to » $ be es ate 

Ob Ba Bia 1s Duo hous Ub TOS ui 
0 010 0 peracre, Hy ARA s 

(CR TE 
DEO es 
SP HUS Os 
0150 5, 

03 0 at 
03 5 
0 802025 
0 3 » 
09 0 
034.07 |, 
0100 , 

ION OR 
DIU 
OPO Es, 
09 0 
026 

090 
015.10... 
LUN 
LES SS 

0 0 6 per bushel, 
UTD 
Crore, 
00 , 
0035 , 
0083 , 
0083 Z 
009 

I have thus finished the remarks I had to make on 
the cost of the various farm operations, and on the best 
mode of paying for them. I have nothing to add to 
my former observations on the policy of the practice, 
but I may just insert herea table which I eompiled in 
1844 when gathering information on this very subject, 
and which shows the general adoption of paying for 
work by measure. I have stated in the first column of 

this table the names of the districts to which the figures 

on the same line with each relate ; but as I have not 

obtained permission to do so Iam unable to give the 
authority on which each set of statements is based. 
Nevertheless, I may say that the information of the gen- 
tlemen who were kind enough to answer my nq 

entirely trustworthy, and that, though wages have con- 

uiriesis 
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siderably risen since then, the following table is un- 
doubtedly what it professes to be—a statement of the 

prices paid for measure work during 1843-4 in various 
| districts of England. 

Per Acre, ee Bush. 

^» || TaRasn- 
DIBBLING. Horne, Mowine. HARVESTING. ING. 

A a x r3 46 m E 
Turnips. E Š * E $3 3 $ 

5 Sa 3 ô às E B 
2 E a a E 

s.d. s.d.|s.d. s.d.|s.d. s. d.| s.d. s.d.|s.d. s, d.|s. d. 8. d.|s. d.|s.d. — s.d.|| d. 
7 Oto 8 0/2 6to3 0/3 6to4 O|| 7 Otol0 0/2 0to8 0/2 0to2. 6) .. 5 0!l8to 

5 012 0—3 03 0—4 0|| 6 0—10 012 0—3 0/2 0—2 6) .. |10 0to12 0 
7 0— 9 0 36 4 0 NO USER ETT NEIN occ ack ah 
Pees 39 4 3| 9 0-11 0 39 2 10|28 0 F 

10 0—11 0 34 & 6 10 26 

ne 10 0 *27 427 10 0 26 
0| 40—80 *1 6 *1 10 70] *16 
0 80 26 3 3| 6 0—10 0 26 

30 50 20 2 0 80 16 
3 6j. zi 20 20 HU) cista tee 
40 16 270 2 ej|T0—80 26 

3 40 70 18 243 76 30 
Witham, 46 $10 0 28 3 2|| 80—10 0 26 
Tsle of Thanet, 

Kent ae 40 40 0 CELO Us 7131) Pees He 
Lewes, 3 ae oe 10 0 *276 *5 0|12 0—15 0| 26 
Wrentham, Suf. 3 0 1 0 20 30 80 36 
Collumpton, Dey ve 60|19—2926—3 0 #60) *2 0 
Truro, Cornwall 4 0| 7 0—10 0 26 3 0|| 9 0—10 0| 2 6l K 

Tn the cases m: beer or cideris given in addition 
to the money name: jd, $ Per bu , 
by the quantity sown is very bad policy. "The master's eye | twice hoeing. 

To pay seed operations | ing at day's wage: 
must be as constantly upon the party as though they were work- 

8, le e seed be wasted or stolen. $ For 

|| Per bushel dug. 

I shall conclude with but one additional observation. 
Of course measure work is paid for in money, and it is 
greatly better for all parties thatit should be paid for 
in money alone. Giving beer or cider in addition to 
Money generally diminishes the sum given more than 
is justified by the value of the drink, and these liquors 
are not of that strengthening character which some are 
inclined to believe. I may state as an illustration of 
this, that I had for some years on this farm a man who 
had been long in the habit of excessive drinking, and 
yet one day he formed a resolution (and has kept it 
now for three years with much benefit to himself) never 
more to partake of intoxieating drinks, and his value to 
me asa labourer (for he was a hard-working man) so 
far from being injured was much increased, Stimulat- 

Home Correspondence. 
. Profits and Costs of 'arming.—In 1836, I came 
into a small property of 30 acres, held under a lease of 
99 years, at 5s. pez acre, of which term 84 years then 
remained unexpired ; the land was then worth 15s. per 
acre. In the same year, I purchased 30 acres adjoin- 
ing them, worth 23/. per annum, for 8007. On this part 
(the freehold) I laid out 4007. in new buildings, and on 
the two parts (the frechold and leasehold) about 1007. 
in fencing and draining. I have been offered now for 
the whole, 60 acres, 25s. per acre. The total expendi- 
ture for the 10 years ending last May, is 3,1747. This 
includes the interest on the purchase money of the 
freehold, at 3} per cent. ; ditto, on stock and imple- 
ments, at 8 per cent. ; ditto, on permanent improve- 
ments, at 6 per cent. ; ditto, on first year’s expenses, at 
5 per cent., labour, manures, rent paid, rates, &c. 
The total receipts amount to 1,0007. with about 9007. 
worth of stock and crops in hand. How am I to cal- 
culate whether ou the whole, i. e. supposing I was to 
give up farming, and sell all off, whether I am out or 
in. pocket, taking into consideration the improved 
State of the land ; as by Inwood’s tables I arrive at 
very different results. Of course, I allude particularly 
to the leasehold portion, as the freehold is certainly 
Worth what it has cost me, viz., purchase, 8007.5 build- 
ings, 400/.=1200/. [Take your total receipts on the 
One hand, including /ega/ interest on the several items 
Since their respective dates, including, also, the present 
Value of your stock and cultivation ; and, on the other, 
take your total expenditure, charging legal interest as 
before, and also charging a reasonable sum for your 
Skill and labour as farmer; the difference between 

ese is the sum which up till now you have invested, 
Consider whether or not the increase of value in the 
estate since you have had it has been cheaply pur- 
Chased by this outlay.] Of the 60 acres, 17 are in 
vass, because they are in front of the house ; the re- 

Maining 43 are arable ; the situation is high, and ex- 
posed to southwest gales from the sea ; soil poor and 
gravelly; will not suit breeding ; dry ; good Oat, Barley, 
and Turnip soil ; rather difficult of approach from the 
Steepness of the hill; near a good market town. Pro- 
duce : Swedes, usually 18 to 22 tons per acre ; Oats, 
40 to 45 imperial bushels ; Barley, 32 bushels ; Wheat, 
20 to 24 bushels, but poor in quality, and, with the 
Cattle, liable to suffer severely from the smoke from 
Works in the neighbourhood, which prevents breeding. 

Ow many men should I constantly employ, how many 
horses, and what stock to keep? I have usually 10 to 
12 acres of green crops, 13 to 15 of corn, the remainder 
M Clover of first and second year. At present I have 
5 horses, 2 cows, 4 three-year-olds, 45 ewes and lambs, 
ie reeding sows, with large litters, I usually fatten 
2m 4 to 6 head of cattle every winter, of from 10 to 

Score per quarter, and about 50 sheep. My manual 
Power Consists of three men and a boy regularly, and 
eee man when he can be spared from the garden ; 
oe 12s. per week, head man 15s, in the house. The 

ation: Turnips, Barley, Clover, Wheat, Mangold 

ing drinks are not,in the long run, of that value in 
maintaining strength that people are apt to suppose. 

While, however, we approve of paying for piece-work 
solely in money, that opinion by no means extends to 
the payment of one’s constant day labourers. Amongst 
a steady, and, if I may use the word, an educated class 

| of labourers, possibly money wages may be the best 
| under all circumstances ; yet, taking labourers as we 
| find them, they are perhaps better off, both ina physical 
| and moral point of view, where that system of paymen 
partly in grain and partly in cash prevails, which pre- 
vails in Northumberland andsome of the Scottish coun- 
ties. But I must not enlarge—the reader will find a 
very excellent and interesting paper on the subject, by 
| Mr. Grey, of Dilston, in the second volume of the 
Society's Journal.—M. S. 

Wurzel, Potatoes, Oats: but the Wheat erop I am 
almost tempted to give up, from having suffered every 
year from the smoke or gales of wind. I use one of Bar- 
rett and Exall’s hand thrashing machines, which does good 
work, but requires four men (and strong men) and a boy, 
and is too hard work. Would you recommend a horse 
power on a farm of this size? [Your farm is hardly 
large enough to pay for it.] My horses do not consume 
above 35 bushels of Oats per annum, per head—no 
Beans only chaff of straw and hay—with Lucerne 
and Vetches—do hard work, and are, from good groom- 
ing, in beautiful condition, to which I attribute the 
quantity of corn being so much under what I see 
usually recommended. I lime about every four years, 
60 bushels per acre.—T. M. T. [The arable land will 
cost you, probably, 35s. an acre in manual labour, and 
your Grass land about 18s. Your stock seems a pretty 
fair quantity, if one may judge of the quality of your 
land by its stated rental.] 

On Planting Waste Land in Ireland.—1 have had 
it in contemplation for some years to address the fol- 
lowing observations to the editor of some widely circu- 
lating journal, for insertion in his Paper, should he 
consider them worthy of publication, upon the subject 
of improving waste lands in Ireland by planting ; and 
I have selected yours, as it is one devoted to the pur- 
poses of gardening and agrieulture, and, on that ac- 
count, best fitted for directing publie attention to this 
subject. The time is now arrived, I conceive, when, in 
consequence of the visitation of Providence from which 
we are now suffering, it has become the duty of the land- 
owners of Ireland to end to provide ex dinary 
employment for the poor on their estates ; and I am pre- 
pared to show, by a plain statement of facts, that by 
adopting the plan which I propose, gentlemen who have 
land suitable to the purpose, and which is unfit for til- 
lage; may assist. in giving the desired employment to 
the labourer, and, besides, secure to themselves a very 
large return for the trifling outlay. There are at pre- 
sent in Ireland many thousand acres of land which are 
not capable of being cultivated, and which do not yield 
from 1s. to 10s. an aere, but which would grow timber 
extremely well—such as the steep sides of hills, rocky 
lands, cut-out turf bogs, moors, &e. These I would 
propose to plant with trees suitable to their dif- 
ferent soils, such as Larch, Scotch Fir, Spruce Fir, 
Oak, Beech, Alders, Poplars, &e. Now, it would take 
4470 of those trees, set 4 feet apart, to plant an Irish 
aere ; but allowing that 4000 of them arrive at maturity, 

and are sold at 3d. each ; at the end of 20 years they 

would pay 2/. 10s. per acre per year; if sold at 6d. 
each, they would pay 5/.an acre for the same term ; 

and if sold at ls. apiece, they would pay 2007., or 107. 
per acre per year for the same period. This is, how- 

ever, a low valüation; as I have myself seen trees of 
but 25 or 30 years’ growth, sold for from 2s. 6d. t 
7s. 6d. apiece. Some may think that it would be difficult 

o 

of the country with which I am acquainted, the farmers 
find it difficult to obtain a sufficient supply for the pur- 
poses of their farms. Besides, it is almost certain that 

the railways in contemplation will require immense 
quantities of native timber, in the shape of sleepers, and 
in some eases of rails. Besides the advantages I have 
mentioned above, as resulting from a system of plant- 
ing, it would greatly improve the appearance of the 
country, and be of considerable service in the way of 
shelter for cattle.— H., an Irish Subscriber. 

Soda-ash and the Wireworm.—In your Paper of the 

29th ult., I read at p. 588 an article signed “ W. Prestoe, 

Shirley,” in which it is stated that the wireworm “ be- 

comes a winged fly, or rather a beetle very like a large 
fly ; it is then, and then only, that the White Mustard 
or soda-ash is disagreeable or in any way serviceable to 
keep off the wireworm." I believe this to be the case, 
because I have put wireworms into soda-ash for hours, 
and it has not injured them, while some land usually 
much infested with the worm having been dressed with 
soda-ash was nearly clear of the wireworm in the fol- 
lowing year. If this be so, it is obviously of much im- 
portance (as soda-ash costs 15s. the cwt.) to know at 
what time of the year the wireworm is in the beetle 
state, so that the application may be then made.— 
F. K., Northfleet. [* The beetles are found in the 
fields from April to June. The larvee hatched from 
their eggs are several years in undergoing their trans- 
formations. As soon as they have done feeding, having: 
east off their skins as they increased in size, they form 
an oval cell a£ a considerable depth in the earth, where 
they:change about July or August to pupze ; and, after 
a few weeks or months of this state, the beetles issue 
forth rejoicing in the spring." See p. 344, 1845.] 

Supplying Food for Workhouses.—Either a slip. of 
my pen,or of your printer's types, has introduced a 
mistake (at p. 612 e, 14 lines from bottom) which should 

be corrected. For “securing the object whieh they 

do” we ought to read “securing the object which they 
should do.” Perhaps I may add an observation to what 
is there remarked. It is the custom when guar 
are contracting for the supply of the workhouse, to 
accept the lowest tender. I have known A send in a 
tender for beef, at 5s. per cwt. below B. No positive 

t | fault could be found with the article furnished, which 
might justify the guardians in rejecting A’s tender ; and 
yet eyery member of the board has declared that 
would rather have taken B’s meat at the higher price’ 
than: A's at the lower. It would be exceeding the 
limits admitted in the Chronicle, to enlarge upon work- 
house regulations ; but as the question of diet has been. 
noticed in connection with the subject of the lecture 
you have printed, I may state for the consideration of 
those who may possess the opportunity of bringing such 
question before. the proper quarters, that it is the 
opinion of some persons of considerable experience, 
that it would very little, if at all, increase the rates, 
were the inmates allowed to eat as much as they liked. 
At present some have too much ; and, then, whatever 
they leave of Potatoes, &c.,is thrown to the pigs, some- 
times in pailfuls, whilst those who complain they have 
too little, are tied down to the very same amount as in- 
dividuals who have only half their appetites.—J. S. 
Henslow, September 15. 

Effect of Autumn Planting on Potato Disease.—I can 
bear testimony to the efficacy of autumnal planting, as 
a palliative, if not a complete preventive, to the 
ravages of the Potato disease, having planted 3 acres 
in November last, the crop from which is a very good 
one, and which I am now raising, perfectly free from 
disease. That autumnal planting has something to do 
with the exemption from disease in the plant, seems 
tolerably evident from the fact of a Potato garden, not 
a furlong off, and exactly on the same level, but which 
was planted in the spring, being badly affected ; the 
sets in both cases being taken from the same store 
Potatoes. The crop which I am now raising was 
planted on the ridge and furrow system, with many 
different sorts of Potatoes. The manure (raw farm- 

yard dung) being laid in the furrows, and the sets 
placed upon the manure, precaution being taken to use 

good middling-sized Potatoes for sets, without cutting 
them. They were then covered over with earth about 
7 inches deep, about 2 inches of which were drawn off 

them early in the spring. I strongly recommend ex- 
cluding Potatoes from the air as soon after they are 
taken out of the ground as possible, as I find that 
however sound they may be when first dug up, by long 
exposure they become diseased 3 and that this is occa- 
sioned by atmospheric influence I have little doubt, 
because the Potatoes which are stored in ridges, after 
being kept open for some days, for the purpose of 

effectually drying them, become diseased on the outside 
of the ridges, while all beneath them continue sound.— 
Frederick Phillips, Downham Hall, Sept. 15. 

Russian or Winter Bean.—Having sown two acres: 
of Beans in the second week of April, one of Tick 
Beans, the other of the Winter Beans, I had an oppor- ` 
tunity of observing the different habit of these vari- 
eties in the present season, under circumstances that 
are not likely to occur often, either as to the time of 

sowing, or character of the weather in May and June. 
The time of Bean sowing had been sacrificed for the 
sake of cleaning the ground, and the risk of loss was 
met by planting rows of Drumhead Cabbages between 
the Beans, which were 3} feet apart in the rows, and 
consequently 21 inches from Cabbages to Beans. 

to obtain a sale for timber of this sort, but in the parts | 

varieties of Beans were forced into premature blossoms, 
and the pods well formed previous to the July rain: at 
harvest the estimated produce was above 2 quarters of 

Ticks, and under 2 quarters of Winter Beans per acre, 

or much higher than was expected during their growth. 
After the rains, the stems of the Tick Beans made a 
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second | rowth and formed shoots from 12 to 18 inches 
in length, which were topped off. On the contrary the 
stems of the Winter Beans withered and lost their 
leaves, but the pods remained green, while a second 
growth of stems came up from the roots, and some of 
them formed blossoms. This habit of the Winter Bean 
of forming new shoots from the roots is that which pro- 
bably renders it valuable and capable of recovery after 
injury from frost, &c., in winter; and since, in the pre- 
sent case, it has been exhibited under unusual conditions, 
perhaps an account of it may be deemed worthy of in- 
sertion in the Agricultural Gazette.—John S. Enys. 

EEA 
Docietics. 

HIGHLAND AND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY’S 
GRAND SHOW AT INVERNESS. 

{We resume the report of this meeting, left off at 
page 621.] 
On the Wednesday evening, Mr. Smrrn, of perraro ches 

vered a lecture on “ THOROUGH DRAINING,” — Mr. 
commenced by saying, that the paella of lecture to- poc 
was the important one of thorough draining, and other 
matters connected with it, and lo would endeavour to give a 
practical explanation of his views in as few words as possible. 

well drained land there were many more days in the year on 
which the farmer can plough and harrow than on other land. 

‘hen he did plough and harrow the operations were much 
more easy and efficacious, and thorough harrowing and plough- 
ing of good land was of more advantage than an equal amount 
of labour expended der less favourable TU cen SN 
Manure likewise had much more effect when the land was well 
drained than if it were put into a wet soil. With a dry soil 
they had more warmth, and when the sun shone it encouraged 
the plants to grow, whereas sunshine was rather hurtful for a 
time to wet land. They knew well it was the practice in hot 
countries to put a wet cloth round a bottle of wine for the pur- 
pose of cooling it by the evaporation of the moisture, and the 
same effect took place on land, although not so perceptible. 
It was a very strange thing that agriculturists had so long 
known the advantages of thorough draining, and that it was not 
more precio ed. A great deal had been done in this country 
for 60 years, in attempts to dry the soil, but these attempts had 
been chiefly confined to 8e removal i of water which arises in 
springs below the soil. 

e fie! Ids, which 
of. the Mee from PEE 

t had very little effect in rendering 
the surface eabictently: dry. c the purposes x Popes eulti- 
vation. It was not until a later period ti ention was 
given to the water which fell on de. RP “Whom rain fell 
upon land composed of stiff clay, it must either run off or be 
evaporated. Mr. Smith then, by the use of diagrams, ex- 
plained the mode in which the rain fell upon the ground, and 
exeolated through the soil. He alluded to the practice, which 

ad existed from time immemorial, of throwing the 
Lind n ridges an: irm nu showed that, by the soil 
being washed "from the tops of ridges into the furrows, the 
higher parts of the field En comparatively little crop— 
the best par dux of which the land? was composed bein, 
carried off into the furrows, and then into some adjoining 
stream. Whenever they sa jaw à large river running brown after 
a fall of rain, they might be: sure that the best part of the soil 
was being carried a away, ni be recovered, until, in the 
course of time, it might Eb ond up from the bottom of the 
sea and form land such as their carses ; 
coverably to the present generation. f great DE 
ance, T to lay hold of that part of the soil, and not to 
allow it to be washed away. In thorough drained land, no 
drop of S eter should run on the surface in any direction, but 
should penetrate into the ground whereitfell. By the aid of 
diagrams, representing a section of the ground, with stone and 
tile drains in it, the lecturer then explained the manner in 
which the rain percolated through the active soil, then into the 
parts of the soil not in use, but “which had been ‘stir red by the 
subsoil plough, and then along the surface of the subsoil, which 
had never been mechanically moved, into de drains, He next 
explained, by the same means, the action of the atmosphere 
upon the soil in thorough drained lid in TE cracks 
or SS so that water easily found its way into the channels 

the ground. Wherever the land 

noi hing whic m t in an 
Em ae ca its natural. action, SS was to de- 
scend as straight as it could go. When rain fell with great force, 
ifit were allowed to run along the surface, as it did on un- 
drained land, it carried away the whole of the fine soil; but, 
in consequence of this system of draining the whole of that 
valuable matter w: the water in ‘the soilitself. The 
eater began to ana near the surfaee, and before it reached 
the point where it found E way into the drain, it was perfectly 
pure. No better proof could be given of the effectiveness of 
draining than to see the 3 E coming from the drains perfectly 
clear, which was generally the case, As regards the depth of 
ds Time was a just medium, in order to give eni iost 
effectually the power of drawing the moisture from the superin- 
cumbent soil and rendering it completely dry, and of allowing 
the atmosphere to operate freely in producing that effect. 
Were this not attended to, and the drains made too deep, the 
water would remain longer i in the soil than would be eee d 
cessary or useful. 

E] 4 

e to Sind i its EI to the drains 
it neh were placed at double ‘the distance from each other. 
He t| ought, from all the 

8e, the event ve his drains being 
choked up, he ea e once see UR Te drains had been 
put. He did not approve, where ridges were retained, of drains 
being formed in the cabe and was of QE n that the tops 
of the ridges wa 

as possi- 
ore odes were necessary to fill 

hey were made wider, and were more apt to 
e Itwas found that from 12 to 13 Men at the top, in 

which à man would ea E work, was the most garenoi 
width ; and from 3 to 4 inches at the bottom, would do for a 
stone drain, and equally well for tile. was of E conse- 
quence to have them so cut, when tile was to be used, that it 
would be easily put in, for nan there was any difficulty in that 
respect the individual Placing it put his foot upon it and pro- 
bably broke the tile. s of importance to have them easy, 
therefore ; but, at the same time, not to cut more than was 
absolutely necessa ith regard to the use of tiles 
stones in the forn ra he had no doubt but 

ble to receive the wate, as m 

drain. 
invite burned, and the; 
tinguish by the eye when this was Wes case, and a bad tile p 
stroyed the whole drain, But there were situations in which 
stones were not to be had, and it then Polarin a matter of 
necessity to use the tile. He then discussed the au of 
the size of the tube of the tile to be use ed, and gave it as his 
opinion that the bore should never be less than 13 to 2 inches, 
The tile and sole were very good, but it was more expensive 
than the single tube. With regard to the stones, they should 
be broken to about the size of an egg ; and upon many lands 
they would get a sufficient quantity of stones to do the whole 
of their drainage. They would be required, however, to be 
freed of earth. When he first E ONDE d broken stones for 
the bottoms of drains, he considered that 12 inches of them 
would be ESAE ; but on farther consideration of the sub- 
ject, and fr. e experience whic) pan he was quite 
satisfied that a great deal fewer stones would serve the pur- 
pose, if properly executed. He found that from 6 to. 8 inches of 
Stones, well Aad ft were quite sufficient to maintain the drain 
open. But of the most important points in regard to the 
formation of eu was to secure them well above, so that the 
water might get into them free of sludge. Many people com- 
plained of (ines and straw and other similar substances were 
put in, whi eing bala fine quickly decayed, 
and sted to destroy the drai Turf, in his opinion, was 
infinitely preferable, Eh MS be covered with 4 or 5 inches 
of the stiffest clay they could get. He wanted no water to get 
directly into the drain. He next referred to the propriety of 
ploughing down the ridges, after the soil was properly drained, 
ut recommended that this should not be done too rapidly, by 

which the higher parts would be rendered sterile, He next 
referred to the construction of main drains, eu illustrated his 
observations by reference to a Rd He then entered u| upon 
the subject of turf draining in peat land, of eu he had had 
some m Med and exhibited the various implements 
used for that purpose. The operation consisted of cutting out 
at once, by a particular process, from 25 to 30 inches of the 
turf, and laying it to one side of the drain, A portion of the 
peat was then cut by anarrower spade, and laid upon the 
opposite side of the drain, After this another cutting, still 

‘rower, was thrown out, and then the peat and the turf— 
with the exception of the last ieee A put back precisely 
where they were taken out. Some people thought the surface 
turf the best to be put in first; but the peat being indestruct- 
ible, and not liable to be acted. upon by the atmosphere or the 

much superior for that PUDE: Another great 
advantage of this mode of improving the land was, that peat 
land could be completely drained for 11. de acre, which was 
cheaper than he had ever known land drained before, A vote 
of thanks was proposed to Mr. ER which was carried by 
acclamation, and the meeting separa: 

EMI LIC BREAKFAST. 
Thursday, Sepi —A public breakfast took place in the 

Northern En ime for resuming the discussion on the 
practical topics referred to at the previous meeting on mena 
morning. e Chairman, HENRY BAILLIE, Esq., M.P., said 
they were assembled for the purpose of hearing Professor "John- 
ston on the ‘f COMPOSITION AND USE OF ARTIFICIAL MANURE: 

Professor Jounsron said that what he had to dé was to ex- 
plain the nature a Ai were called artificial manures, and to 

In regard to the nature of these manures 
he might state to then that they might be arranged into two 
ifferent classes—such as consisted of mineral matter only, and 

those which were composed of organic matter. He believed 
most of them were aware, that the mineral matter contained in 
the soil and the mineral matter contained in plants was com- 
osed of the same substances. There were a considerable num- 

ber of different. hinge of a mineral nature which went to the 
composition of plant: These were the mineral substances 
contained in the mineral manures. if ra of the manures ap: 
plied to the land consisted wholly of this mineral matter. 
Amongst these, sum was much rani which 
mineral manure, sulphuric acid and lime, common. sulp! 
soda, and other substances. But there were mixtures of those 
substances, and those mixtures were now used very extensively. 
There was also a class of artificial manu res, which contained 
SUI he might call combustible or organic RE which could 
be consumed or burned. The manure used in fertilising ground 
very frequently contained a portion of this organic matter, 
which was of great value in the growth of plants, “and which he 
would by and by explain. Amongst those manures, so exten- 
sively used of late, was ox bones, which were composed of the 
TOUS E exp age 

Eie of Ti jme. E 
Phosphate of een 
Carbonate of Lime . 
Soda, with a little common Salt” m 

Now, 30 per cent. of this matter burned, while the rest was not 
consumable. Rape-dust was extensively used as manure, and 
contained a large proportion of organic matter, for when it was 
burned it left a residuum oi r 10 per cent. of mineral matter. 
nother substance—guano—which was the droppings of birds, 
we burned left a large proportion of mineral matter, and 

s a very useful manure, if applied in proper time, in proper 
quantities, An under right Md These substances were 
more or less na DIR manures; but now they had received, in 
consequence of t x hes mac i. ib ng and laboriously 
made—into the Don eu of plants, and soils, and minerals, 

o make artificial mix- 
tures of what the soil required to grow a given crop, and he 
considered this most ipa in the present transition state 
of their agriculture. armer being, is means, to a 
certain extent, enabled ios turn the old elements which were 
formerly the opponents of his prosperity, into the most benefi- 
cial instruments for his service. The principle was this :—If 
they took a given plant of any sort and burned it, there re- 
mained behind a certain quantity of mineral matter—: sometimes 
more and sometimes less, according to the mete ioe the plant. 
The principle upon which the manufactur substance 
to be added to the soil for the purpose of SUE ie ertt pro- 
ceeded, was to compose such a mixture as wí e back or 
add to the soil in sufficient quantity the Ganetacaentasce E 
crop which it was intended to raise, and it depended oi 
eit e the number of those substances, and the Sono 
tion in which they existed in different plants, that this could 
be muscle These returns to the soil of mixed manure, BAS 
contain the several substances carried off b; 
straw carried off a great seat uere of the mineral matter E 
the soil than the grain ; t the same time, the Waele ico 
that grain carried off were vite same as were carrie 
straw. So much in regard to the nature of artificial Ee 
and the principle upon which they were manufactured, and 
upon which their virtue depended. Now, the next point was 
the recommendation to use them. Many ercana old farmers 
told them there was nothing like farm-yard aang and mi any 
young farmeri Seay those who had learned most, say the 
Same thing. w, all present knew that if they By SIS of 
well- prepared PTUS yard dung, not exhausted of the liquid, 

which, in too many càses was slowed to vun to waste, and'as he 
had seen yesterday on a large farm in the neighbourhood, they 

need not be afraid of growing excellent crops from that alone. 
Butif they were to look to dn best husbandry in the island, 
and to ask how it was that th men were most prosperous, 
every one acquainted with the matter would give them the same 

ES as he would give. en arhed pun highest and 
added the most manure to Mod land. had not been of draips, 

a stone drain, if Done stia was an Budensis | aet with returning to their land what vel RO out of it, 

| but they bad uniformly . gotm manures from a distance for the 
purpose of supplying that additional quantity above what they 
could produce themselves, for bringing their land into its 
highest m of activity. pe laid it down as a general rule, 

an they could make upon 
their farms. The dM of Gr eat Britain, although most 
advanced in the world, was nevertheless capable of being pro- 
moted to a degree which it was very difficult to form any con» 
ception of. 

Pure) this. an mode of fang. not only because it 
would be beneficial to the country, but because it would also 
be productive of greater Pn to themselves n wished to 
impress upon them thait 

rested, 
mately it would be more Duontdhlo to thenieelved: t though 
he had explained the principles upon which the use of these 
substances were recommended generally, there were certain 
Bartieulax a cases where the use of t| all would not be neces- 

r referring to the i i 

instance, at an expense of 10/. an acr. "s and on lands which had. 
never before been cultivated, he said, altho a h they were ex- 

at the least possible expenses: After s 
the capability of eem kind of land to produce, with proper 
management, a profitable crop, and to the propriety of manure 
being applied only where z was wanted, he referred to an ex- 

v. Mr. Huxtable, of Dorsetshire, in 
raising a crop of Amet on a soil composed almost entirely 
of chalk. He made a mixture of the substances which went to 
the composition of Turnips, but instead of sowing it broad- 
cast, or placing it along the top of the whole drill, he got chil- 
dren to go along with bags of this substance, and to place 3 little 
of it at the distance of every 12 inches, on which three or four 
seeds were placed, and the result was, got a p of 
20 tons an acre of most magnificent "Turnips. In this experi- 

a curious circumstance was to be observed, namely, that 
wherever the seeds were put in ee there was no manure put, 
the Turnips got to the size of an egg, but no more. With such 
skilful treatment as this he believed their most barren soils 
might be made to pay all the expense of cultivation, and leave 
a profit bes He then concluded by inviting those present 
to state RN of their experience for the purpose of enabling 
others to follow their example. 

elig, with refer ence Ha Professor Johnston's 

exam os 
Ee Len tati peru arou 
get that which is necessary still to ETAN and to enn 
their Ie. 

Professor Jounston—Children must be nourished and at- 

tended to as SHY res first they must be helped to their 

food, but in course o: if properly cared for, hey will help 
themselves, gather flesh, bone and muscle, and "become strong 

en. Just so with plant 8. rst they must be helped to 

ood by placing it near them ; as they get strong they will put 

forth their feelers and take food from a greater distance, and 
thus nourish and sustain themselves, growing to matu rity. My 
theory implies, that while food is to be placed immediately 

within the Teach of the suckling, there must also be sufficient 

in its JAN generi ally to supply it with increased nourishment 
this theory practical men have abun- 

ote of thanks was then 

Ss 

tried this day. 
from the cow, i a small Hon of one gh ts cream ; and 
butter was formed in 12 minute 
aaner, of Stock Exhibited.— 

ort-horn, 38; S dde 
polled breeds, 61; Abi 

t Highland breed of cattle, 
Angus, and Galloway 

erdeenshire horned, 4; Ayrshire, 34; 
Horses, 107." 

: ic 
; Shetland, 4; old Seoteh di Goats 5, Total oreh 
jme, 12. Turkeys, 10; F Ducks, 28; "owls, & 

Total of poultr; Total A 9o. 6; Guinea fowls, 2. 

Farmers’ Club 
GUILDFORD: Thick and Thin S001) Ta follow- 

ing remarks yeso made by Mr. Evershed at the last 
* Each of the several modes of planting 
merits and demerits, Broadeast, though 

not exploded, is very much curtailed within ‘the last 

few years, and is, I think, going more and more into 
disrepute. It is resorted to by the advocates of the 
drill, at certain times, either for expedition, or to avoid 
disturbing the solid furrows in a Wheat preparation, 

or to prevent undue treading for Barley in adverse 

seasons. Many heavy, cold, tenacious soils are consi- 

dered to be better managed by these means than by 

any other. Some recent experiments made, give a pre- 

ference to broadeast over the drill. It appears to me 

that the drill has justly obtained the pre-eminence in 

publie estimation, [t may be used upon almost all soils, 

perhaps upon all, a merit that cannot be claimed for 

the dibbler. It deposits its seed at an equal depth and 

ateven distances. Equality of depth ensures the same 

period of germination, produces the young shoots of the 

same age—which is a certain advantage—and the clear 

intervals between the rows give free scope for the hoe. 

It is believed that the influence of the atmosphere act- 

ing uninterruptedly between the rows of corn, produces 

corresponding benefits. Dibbling Wheat under certain 

circumstances is a very useful process, The lightest 

sands appropriated to the growth or Wheat, are fre- 

quently iufested with weeds, particularly the Poppy: It 

is very difficult to eradicate that noxious and trou le- 

some weed. Hand weeding in the rows of drilled Wheat 
is iit and Saeusi In dewia Wheat a much ater 

intel and more rie Piin y 
vantageously used on porous soils—or soils eid 

loose by the late withdrawal of root crops, | ea 
Wurzel, for instance. It often occurs, that late in rad 

year, it is impossible to approach ihe land from co 
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nued rains. The dibble may then be employed to great 

advantage—the rake following at the cost of about 

25. 6d. per acre, The grain is thus planted and the 

field becomes green belore the frosts have arrived. 

Land that is too wet to drillin a late wet season, fre- 

quently remains so, and the opportunity to plant it is 

lost, but dibbling in cases just alluded to may be done 
almost with impunity. This remark does not apply to 
soils so adhesive as to hold water in the cup that 

the dibbler makes, where such is the case the grain 

will surely perish. I speak of porous soils, which, 

though wet from recent rains, the water escapes from 

rapidly, leaving the seed to germinate, grow, and 

flourish. I dibbled upwards of 35 acres last autumn, 

upon lands which I could not drill, from the 8th to the 

22d of November. The preceding crops were Beans, 

Peas, Mangold Wurzel, and Potatoes. Five pecks of 

"Wheat of good quality, but of small size were used per 

aere. It was raked in, and a mild season following, it 

quickly vegetated, and did not lose plant. Those parts 

of the fields which were planted thickest were decidedly 

the most productive both of straw and grain. I dibbled 

60 acres of Wheat in the autumn of 1842. The former 

part of the season was too dry, and the latter part too 

wet. Fields that were in the desired condition to deposit 

the seed became too dry, or too wet, before they could 

be finished. The process was too slow. Even on a 

lightish hazel mould, hasty and heavy rains following 

the dibble before it was possible to harrow, the seed 

perished in the cups, toa great extent. This dibbling was 

done by hand dibblers upon leys. No attempt was 

made to rake the ground, on account of the general 

solidity of the furrow. When the ground was too dry, 

during some part of the season, the holes were too 

shallow in the hard surface to seeure the seed. The 

thickest parts of the field were best. Dibbling, then, 

on a large scale, I think, is dangerous in wet and 

variable seasons. Another objection arises from the 
little dependance to be placed on the persons employed 

—particularly the children. Some exceptions are to be 

found, but there is much hazard where so much is at 

stake. I have never dibbled Barley ; but Oats, Beans, 

and Peas, I have severally tried, with various success. 

In certain cireumstances—where the Poppy is appre- 
hended in Wheat, or where the lands are peculiar, so 
that the drill cannot be introduced and the horse cannot 
step—this process may be employed to advantage. -If 
it ever becomes general, I think it must be done by 

machine. This isthe only means by which the seed can 

be deposited in the soil when it is fit to receiveit. The 

quantity of seed required varies exceedingly as before no- 

ticed. Broadcast is subject to most waste, and therefore 

requires most seed. There is little waste to either of the 

other processes. The drilled acre, I think, wants 

Somewhat more seed than the dibbled, and principally 

On account of the proximity of the seed of the latter, 

which nurses and protects and forwards it. No pre- 

scribed quantity of any of the varieties of grain can be 
recommended as applicable to all lands on all occasions. 
That amount which in the majority of years succeed 
best should be adopted. Notice must always be taken 
of the bulk and quality of the grain. If small, but per- 
fect, less will suffice. If cold and defective, more is of 

course required, 12 pecks per aere of good Wheat in 

some cases is not too much, while 5 pecks per acre in 

others is not too little. If all the seed deposited in the 

earth grew and lived, about an equal quantity would be 

required on all lands of equal quality and condition, 

whatever the previous preparation might be, whether 

certain chalk leys which require the most, or fallows 
which demand about the least. he improvement 

which has obtained in securing grain within the last 20 

years, by which we gain a sounder and better seed, 

renders a somewhat smaller quantity necessary for 

planting. Further than this, any attempt to economise 

the amount of seed, is not by farmers generally con- 

sidered desirable. Different opinions prevail Lord 

"Western advocates thiek sowing ; on the presumption 

that no tillering should be depénded upon. He pur- 

sued the principle and as he believed proved it by many 

successful experiments, In the present day there is à 

disposition very prevalent for thin sowing, and an excess 

of tillering. Reports are current of the efficacy of the 

modern plan. 1 fear we do not hear the whole truth, 

We are informed of success and not of defeat. I have 
the best authority for saying that, on a farm in the 

eastern part of Surrey, reputed for thin sowing, many 
aeres of corn are ploughed up from time to time, of 
which the public is left in ignorance. It is related that 
a farm in Yorkshire remained for a time untenanted, a 
prejudice against it having obtained, one of the grounds 
for which was that the Oats would not ripen. A tenant 

was at length found, who at once corrected the evil, by 

sowing an additional quantity of 2 bushels per acre. 

Opinions will be unanimous as to the fact that thick 

crops of straw ripen earlier and better, and produce a 
grain superior in quality to thin ones, the latter of which 

sometimes do not ripen at all. The atmosphere appears 
to act too powerfully upon isolated straws, and upon the 
current of juices forced into the stalk. I do not assume 
that thin planting must necessarily produce thin straw 
crops, but it does not so certainly secure a crop of the 
desired thickness. If we sometimes find our crops un- 
duly thick, the loss we sustain is much less, upon the 
whole, than in the ease of a crop unduly thin, The first 
destroys the weeds and ripens well, the last encourages 
them, and blights or mildews. Every farmer should 
Strive to be a judge of the quantity of seed necessary for 
ae Some districts require more seed than others; 
e will vary his quantity, and, also his distances between 

the rows, according to his land, the “poor soil requiring | 

closer rows than the rich. He will measure his quan- | 
tity by his preparation for it ; whether succeeding ley, | his 

or fallow, or Peas ; the last of which is injured by much | 

| seed. The seed of the last few years has been superior, 

and should not be allowed to determine the quantity in 

adverse years. A succession of wet harvests would con- 

vince us that & more liberal quantity would be required 

than we think necessary at present." 

Mebviews. 
The Journal of the Royal Agricultural Socie'y of 

England, Vol. VIL. Part 1. London: John 
Murray, Albemarle-street. 

Tuns is unquestionably one of the best Numbers which 

has appeared. Certainly, it is most satisfactory, not 

only to readers of agricultural works and advocates o 

agricultural improvement, but also (we can say it from 

experience) to editors of agricultural periodicals, to find 

that new and really useful matter is continually making 
its app in tion with agricultural subjects. 

There is no of any exl in the foun- 

tain which feeds our agricultural literature ; nor, indeed, 

when one thinks of the vast extent of the territory whose 

waters rise there, can any fears be entertained of this 

fountain ever failing. Agriculture has too many and 
well-established relations with all natural science, to 

‘ail of proving a perennial source of instruction to her 
students. 

In the present volume we have the teachings of che- 

mistry bearing on agriculture, in articles on the composi- 

tion of soil, on the action of manures, and on the composi- 

tion of certain plants, (see papers by Dr. Daubeny, Mr. 

Spooner, and Mr. Nesbit): we have the teachings of 

the naturalist, in one of the valuable series of articles 

communicated by Mr. Curtis, on the insects affecting 

the farmers’ crops : we have the teachings of political 

economy, as well as of practical philanthropy, in an 

able article on the Condition of the Agricultural La- 

bourer: and, lastly, we have the results of intelligent 

observation and thoughtfulness, in one of the most inte- 

resting series of papers by able, practical men, that we 

ever remember to have seen in one volume. 

it is of course impossible in this journal fully to ex- 

hibit to our readers, or even merely to characterise the 

various essays here published. They are on all manner 

of subjects; drainage, tenant-right, short-horned cattle, 

one-horse carts, Cambridgeshire farming, burnt clay, 

preservation of root crops, measure work, fibrous cover- 

ing, the Potato, Tussac Grass, White Mustard, &e. &e.; 

and they will well repay a careful perusal. In this list we 

have not named Mr. Bravender’s article on the break- 

ing up of Grass lands, one of the most useful essays which 

the English Agricultural Society have yet published. 
It is written by a man of long and extensive experience. 

His advice may therefore be safely followed by land- 

owner or farmer. What isit? -“ Four millions of acres 

of land may even now be brokenup without inconvenience, 

or any great change in our system of management.” 

We cannot now quote further, we shall do so hereafter ; 

but do not let any one imagine that this sentence is 

merely the off-hand assertion of a plausible enthusiast. 

It is the sober summing up and unavoidable result of a 

series of most instructive and well established facts and 

estimates, a 

We hope this essay will be as extensively read as it 

deserves to be; if so, we doubt not that Mr. Bra- 

vender will have the merit of having urged truth upon 

this important subject with great power and very 

general success. 

Farm Memoranda. 
Sprineé Park Farm, near Croypon. — ( Report of 

Maidstone Farmers’ Club.) —[{ Continued from p. 622. 

—On entering Spring Park farm, the deputation first 

saw a Rye gratten, of about 18 acres, which appeared, 

from the stubble, to have borne a good erop, and which 

was now having manure plouglied in for Turnips. The 

manure had been carted out between the shocks of Rye. 

These had been carried on the previous day, and it was 

calculated that the Turnip seed would again be in the 

land within three weeks of beginning to cut the Rye. 

The soil was an exceedingly poor, pebbly, beach gravel, 

and such as without subsoil ploughing and careful cul- 

tivation could never have been expected to grow either 

Wheat or Turnips. The whole of this piece of Rye, 

according to Mr. Davis’s system, ought to have been fed 

off in the spring, and succeeded by Mangold Wurzel, and 

a part of it had been so treated. The green crops had 
grown so rapidly, however, through the mild winter and 
the early spring, and the demand for sheep had been so 
great, that Mr. Davis had allowed the Rye to ran to 
seed, giving the land an extra coat of manure to com- 
pensate for its different treatment from the other. The 
Mangold Wurzel plant,where the Rye had been fed (ex- 

cepting in a small hollow which had formerly been an 
Osier bed) was, ideri he soil, dingly good. 

A field of similarly gravelly soil of about 20 acres, 

next presented itself,which had borne an excellent crop 

of Peas. These had been carried, and were afterwards 

seen in good condition, in the stacks and barns at the 

homestead. These Peas were so well podded as to have 

been considered a good erop on average land and in or- 

dinary seasons,—but in the present season, Peas have 

failed almost universally, and the appearance of so fine 

a crop here excited much attention, Mr. Davis attri- 

buted his success principally to his having put in his 

seed before Christmas, and thus enabled the plants to 

get well into bloom before the drought came, Mr, Davis 

ca 

considers that early sowing is also a complete protec- 
tion against the dolphin, whieh he says never attacks 

crops. 
On He left of the carriage-road was a field of 12 acres, 

now bearing a crop of Buckwheat, which had been 
| sown at the end of May ; after Cow-Grass, mown twice 

|last year, and fed off this spring. This piece, accord- 

ing to Mr. Davis's regular system, should have been put 

in with Beans last September. The adjoining field is a 

tenacious clay, (but nothing like the Weald of Kent 
clay in stiffness) in Wheat, which, though it must have 

promised a much heavier crop previously to the storm 

that had beaten it down, was still a good crop. The 

effect of draining was here singularly perceptible. Mr. 

Davis had drained 4 feet deep, and at a considerable 

distance apart. That portion of the Wheat over the 

drains, and for some distance on each side of the drains, 

was at least 6 inches higher than in the land midway 

between the drains, and the ears were proportionately 

better. Mr. Davis had put the drains at so great a dis- 

tance apart, by way of experiment, and now intends to 

put another drain between each of those already laid 

down. The adjoining field bore a crop of Beans, just 

eut, with young Turnips between the rows. This crop 

of Beans is also a remarkable exception to the almost 

general failure of the crop, the haulm being abundantly 

podded, and the crop a large one. The Turnips here 

did not appear to have taken so well as in some other 

fields. Adjoining to this is a field of Clover, now luxu- 

riant ‘with a second growth, which looked remarkably 

well. On the upper side of the road, is a field of about 

14 acres, of a rather tenacious clay, which had been in 

Tares, the remaining portion of which was now being 

consumed, A {part of this field had been sown with 

Turnips on the ridge, which showed a promising plant. 

The remainder of the field, however, had broken up too 

dry to allow the rest of the Turnips being sown, and 

was waiting for rain. Next adjoining to this field, were 

about 14 acres of Oats, which promised to be a very 

superior crop. The next field, comprising about 17 acres, 

was in white Wheat, apparently the “Chidham White.” 
which was estimated at a very high produce, and is of 

the finest quality. This piece was a very striking in- 

stance of the success of thin sowing. Below this is a 

field of 8 acres, bearing a very luxuriant crop of Clover; 

and adjoining to this, about 7 acres of Beans, an excel- 

lent crop for the season ; the Turnips between which 

were a remarkably good plant. Next to the Beans is a 

gravelly field of very bad quality, consisting of about 

12 acres, in Oats; and although the dry season had been 

very much against them, still the crop promised to yield 
a very fair average. On the opposite side of the road, 

is another hungry gravelly field of 24 acres, which had 

borne a good crop of Peas, and which were afterwards 

inspected in the st . The advant ia 
Davis’s, system of early and thin sowing and deep 

ploughing was fully manifest in the yield, the Peas being 

well podded. Above this is a field of 13 acres, of a 

second growth of red Clover, on a hungry, sandy, soil, 

showing an excellent plant, which appears to be the case 

with all Mr. Davis's Clover, of the present year, pro- 

bably in consequence of his deep culture. Adjoining 

the Clover is a field bounded by the woods, of about 
14 acres of similar soil, in Barley, which promises an 

average crop, although partially suffering from the 

drought, and from rabbits. Adjoining to this, is about 

15 acres of a soil almost wholly composed of white 
sand, and which probably never would have been sown 
with Wheat at all by anybody but Mr. Davis. A sand 
pit was open a few feet from the Wheat plants, which 
offered a good opportunity of inspecting the soil, which 

consists of alternate layers of white and red sand, and 

gravel, to the bottom of the pit. So springy was the 

sand at about 5 feet from the surface, although near the 

top of the hill, that the sand-diggers had dug the sand 

in squares, about 4 feet deeper, and had scarcely finished 

each square before the excavation had become spit deep 

in water. This 15-acre piece had been once ploughed 

after Peas, and drilled with Wheat a foot apart. Mr. 

Davis had, of course, calculated on à small yield, but 

the crop was much more than might have been expected 

on such a wretched soil. 
A singular instance of the tendency of Wheat to tiller 

out, till it has furnished as many ears as the soil can 
bear, was witnessed on walking through this poor piece 

of Wheat, into the adjoining field of Wheat below, 

where the soil became gradually better. Although both 
the straw and the ears were few and far between on 

the upper piece, on entering the lower piece the roots 

had tillered out, and had become so studded with fine 

ears, as to strike every person present. The getting of 

even a slight crop off such a piece of poor Jand, is evi- 

dently more difficult than getting double the quantity 

from ordinary land. The stack-yard contained already 

two stacks of Clover, three stacks of Peas, a double- 

bayed barn, and two bays of the other barns filled with 

Peas, and the remainder holding the Rye. Mr. Davis 

uses the Kentish plough, which, he says, is the best 

implement he ever used for deep ploughing. 
The deputation visited, and have now described, every 

field on the farm, in order that it might not be said 

that they had not seen the whole, and that their report 

was consequently inaccurate. They have also pre- 

ferred making their most detailed report on the worst 

farm under Mr. Davis’s system, as affording the severest 
test of its merits ; and feel bound in fairness to bear 

testimony to that gentleman’s great success in its appli- 

cation. 
The most conspicuous points of success in Mr. 

Davis's system appear to be :—1st. The raising of sup e~ 
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rior crops from inferior land, Indeed many of the depu- 
tation, who had not visited the farm before, were muc! 
surprised at the contrast between the land and the crops. 
The farm had evidently been intended, at some time or 
other, to be converted into ornamental property, clumps 
and belts of trees having been planted in different 
places ; but although some of the Firs and other trees 
had probably been 30 years in the ground, they were 
searely long enough for hop-poles, having apparently 
been unable to pierce through the concrete mass o: 
gravel and sand which forms the subsoil. 

2d. The absence of fallows, every field on the farm 
being covered with as good a crop as its soil seemed 
eapable of bearing. Mr. Davis's rotation appears to be 
one which keeps the land in a constantly improving 
state. It will be seen that that gentleman obtains by 
it, 12 corn crops within 20 years, whilst under the Nor- 
folk system, only 10 corn crops are gained within the 

same period ; the latter rotation also appearing, from 
its less- Janed character, to be a more exhaustive one 

r. Davis's. 

3d. The general cleanness of the land, which reflects 
much credit on Mr. Davis, as the soil is "oR character 
generally much subject to weeds, if not well cultivated. 

4t he absence of a single failure ; not a crop 
being "below what the soil might have been considered 
capable of producing, and very many being above what 
anybody might have estimated as its maximum power 
of fertility, particularly after so dry a summer. 

5th. The general self-supporting character, of Mr. 
Davis’s system, it having been carried out by him, be- 
fore the introduction of the use of artificial manures, 
and being entirely independent of them ; Mr. Davis’s 
plan being to sell his hay, for which the position of his 
farm enables him to procure the highest price, and to 
lay out the money in oil-cake for feeding off his green 
and root crops. 

Mr. Davis only manures once in five years, and it 
was the opinion of some of the deputation that although 
Mr. Davis does generally get. a good plant of Swedes 
and other root erops, yet that these would be forwarded 
and benefited by a little guano.—Geo. Whiting, Hon. 
See.—(Somewhat abridged.) Maidstone Gazette. 

Notices to Correspondents. 
Buans—James—You should get your land ploveted and ma- 

nured now, and drill winter Beans early in October, or any 
other king in February, in rows 2 feet ae rt, weighting 
the drill coulters to make them sink at least 3 inches in the 
land. Sow 2 bushels per acre. 

Bocey Lanp—Inquii Plough now and deeply, so as to get 
some clay up for the ‘frost to break down, and mix with the 
vegetable fibr 'e. u ought not to take a grain crop a second 
ime you get the land into order for Turnips next 

e ashes generally spoken 
We do not know of 

hes contain potas: 
re probably turf OUS 

Newberry ashes. 
Booxs—Cucum 
‘CHINA Sow—J 

in their 
Stare we) viz., 17; 19; and 

“Farming for Ladies.” 
E “eet, pd have now 

o 2 
dented ane of 60 i; ; 19; 

lastly 24, 21 of which aa SHeiRbpAeTe Ryo arid doing well. 
FARM Book-KEEPING s 

on the subj ect of. E 

must be spread out and turned over 
TI poate -sulphuret of lime which il 

mei reii sulphs ate of lime or gypsum by exposure to 
air. After a month's or so, you may apply two tons 
per acre broadcast wats safety and advantage. f 
magnesia price will be ascertained at the manure 
dealers. Apply at Fothergill’s, 40, Thames-street. 

Grass Lanps—R A T—About the Siberian Cow ee snip we shall 
soon be able to give you further Pate n oes Grass- 

ih you than the 
de of it? Then the ped X ES been farmed 

men who did not kon their own interests, nor those af 
any other of the parties Qaia NER with. ci ultivatio wen 
member we recommended permi: 

meadows to be given 
GyPsum—G J B— will, f there be not a te 

ficiency of ARRA, ‘of lime natu sane ent in the 
Apply some 10 or 1 per acre py M over the oun 
Clover plant in March. 

Manurine—Philogeor gos— You cannot do e thon: sow 4 cwt, 
of guano E in wet weather early in A; 

sciam Sub—You may sow them in possc shallow, 
w seed is desta Dae Thanks for your information. about 

Polao 
ROTATION or CRoPs— W Raven—Of course the farmer must use 

the material made on his own farm as far as that will 

different crops, we are SAY unable to EE you; the 
principle to go upon is to manure highly for the green cs! 
and not manure at all for the corn crops. 

STEAM APPARATUS FOR HAY—A /Sub—The steam is taken from 
a valia that works a 10-horse engine, but a 1-horse boiler 
would do, It Sa takes from four to six hours to 
steam the room 

SUNDRIES 

Dodson,98, a opan street, 
Borough, London. About soap Weis go see p. 6i 

Winter Beans—Z'’ D—Mix 20 bushels of soot won 3 owt. of 
n gone dee of lime, and sow them broadcast in March 

d. 
ER Dos Oats—J A asks forthe experience of any of our 

correspondents on this variety. 

‘Parkers, 
HAY.—Per Load of 36 see 

write Manic MITHFIELD, Sept. 
rime Mead.Hay 6: p n 

fufNew&Rowen 50 ̂ du [Devaney xe s | NewClr, —sto —s 
Straw 27 8: 

RR /'o0PER, Salesman. 
CUMBERLAND MARKET, Sept. 17, 

Prime Mead: Hay de 808 | Old Clover 925 to 100» 
no 65 | Straw — 8251030» ay 

Josva Baxan, Hay Salesman, 
WHITECHAPEL, Sept, jr 

Fine Old pe - - 70sto 208) Old Clover 106s to110s 
Inferior x = — [Straw New Clover 8 
‘Trade very dail at Sreabove prices, and inferior articles scarcely saleable. 

1269:40 308 

COVENT GARDEN, SEPT. 19.—Vegetables are sufficient 
e r the demand, but Fruit is not over abundant, and trade is 
ar from being brisk. 
Ere last Week: Abun 
other Grapes may be ol 
Peaches are over Comedian Plums de prices M scarce, 
the only table variety being Coe's Golden Drop. Apples and 
Pears have not altered in price since Vu. week The supply 
of Oranges, ene the season, is goo uts are suf- 
ficient for the demand. Foreign vu ded are yoy plentiful. 
Filberts are EA and trade for them is brisker. Lemons 
are scarce, and um E Melons ; 2 eec AEN foreign ones are iu 
the market, Of Vegetables, Ca &c., are g 
ut the latter kerala sufiient vds Lis demand, Carrots A 

Turnips have alteréd but little in price. Peas are scarce. 
is remain nearly the sie as last week. Celery is good in 
uality. Potatoes are very much affected by the prevailing 

duenes of ae epee OS so much so, that some are quite unsale- 
Rr Lettue other Saladin are gooi plentiful, 

t Flowers chiefly consist of Heaths, Jasmines, Caleeolarias, 
Pinks, material Pelargoniums, Tuberoses, Gardenias, Moss 
and other 

FRUITS. 
Pine Apple, perlb., 4sto 7 » per hfcav, Gato Gr 
Grapes, Hothouse, per 1b., 9s to 48 igs, per fon a 

— ‘Portugal, per lb., 1s to le9d | Lemons, aes dozen, ls 6d to 3e 
Apples, Dess., per bush.; 3 (d to 8s -= T 100, E Pets 

= Kitchen, as to 6s Almonds, per peck, 6¢ 
Pears, per hiwsieve, da to 12s Alander peplba, 

Fierce, English b. 100 lbas Beto 90 
ds Cob, per 1001bs., 708 to 

ranges, per dozen 
per 100, 14s to 298 
Seville, per 100, 126 to 16 
er dozen, 2s to 2s 6d 

VEGETA 
doz., 6d tots 6d Jsi 

" € 
allí per 1b., 4i to Bd 
lio, perlb., 6d to 8d B 

Jauliflower: ince, Cot, per score, Bd to 25 Artichokes, per doz. 22 t per hfusv., 28 to d» French Beans, per Lavinia od to 2162 Endive, per score, 1s to le 6. Peas, per sieve, 5s 6d to 7s Vegetable marrows, p. doz., 6d to 1s Sorrel, perhi.-sieve, 9d to Radishes, per 12 bunches, ls to 146d Potatoes, per ton, «l to Mushrooms, per pottle, le to 2s 
owt, Br id to 62 62 Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 3d bushel, 1s 6d to3» 6d | Fennel, per bunch, 9d to 3d 
ey, ed bu: i Beto 4s per bunch, ad to 4d. s, pex doo. sas per bu el 

8, p. pyn Gd 30 8d 
Parsley, TR Sd to 6 

Koo 
Ph 
per bunch, 64 to 0d 

joram, per bunoh, o 4d 
Chervil, per punnet, Pn pol rrots, per bunch, 8d to 

Onions, per doz. bunches, 2s to 5r 
UE Monpay, 

Beat Scots, Herefords, & 
Best Short Horns E 
Second quality Beasts. 2 woa 
Calves 40 4 3 
Boot Downs & Hal breds =, | Eme 

2 Mo istic orn) A 

1; 

0] Pig 
ep amba, 31,070; Calves, 1925 Pigs, 

We hay an unus hal large supply of Beasts, but 
being of F midaliøg quality the trade is nor much worse for the best desorip- 

ne supply of Sheep m 
s of late. Trade is quite as good; 

ade er 
eed, ore money Phe trade for 

n 
the chol ss qualities h 

Calves is bay "dull. Bie te in he emand. 

Femar, Sept. 18. 
duc n supply « E Pied is is very difi- 

2 an 3 e * 
mor at ali pleni TANS ane: the 
make 49 lud to 59, and bes 

us s run s. 
make more than ^ for Pigs o 

Sune spa 

HOPS, Frmay, Sept. 
We have a brisk market ie the esi deals Lt daar ELS prin o o. Mid and Baat Ken £7 0 perewt. 

Wea'd of Ken’ J TUIS 416 
Sumex 6 0 re S 1815 410 5, 
Farnhams - - -. yr 6 0 7 » 

Parrawpen & Surra, Hop-Faotors. 

— MARK LANE, Monpay, Sept. 
The supply of English W heat by land que samples this 

| morning, from Essex and Suffolk, was moderate, from Kent 
large ; the former was cleared at an advance of 1s. per qr., but 
much of the Kentish’ remained unsold at alate hour; we ob- 
serve no improvement i in F'oreign, and the business transacted 
was triflin; t hear o sales in. E praem 
E lour » ow sale ab late prices; the top pric ish is 

ioa hing Malting Barley was sought after Wee 
Low. i VENE aalies hung heavily on hand.—ln Beans 
and hog Peas there i: alteration ; we advance our quota- 
‘ine 25. per qr. for new white —The Oat trade is heavy, and 
pH gene as on Monday last. 

ape PER IMPERIAL QUARTER, 
Wheat, Essex, 1 nt, and Suffolk p hie 50 62 Red . 50 54 moss, Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire 50 57 White 50 60 
Barley, Malting and distilling. ats tote Chevalier 36 4? Grind, 26 30 
Oats, MAURUS Yorks . Polands 97 832 eed 24 99 

erland and So . Fee Potato 30 84 

. Potato 26 20 
30 

Peed 94 28 
Malt, pale, ahi . H 
— e arh and an ee 
Rye © dns ep eT 
Etene, Hanan, ; old and new ` 33 to 38. {Bick B5 39 eo Harrow 86 40 

n, eet E stipe. —  Longpod— — 
Pons, White 5 e33 40 -Grey 89 88 

ARRIVALS IN THE. E. HU T WEEK. 
«| Barl., Malt.) Oats. | Rye, | Bns. |Peas 

focus c ‘Ska. - ou 9054 1858 8592 | 158! 5 598 
ishe . — 4 =|- |> 

Poreigh = %, ses, | ao pu = jam] 10 
RIDAY, Sept. 18, 

The supplies of English Wheat since Monday have been 
moderate, and we observe no alteration in its value from that 
day. The business in free yarns ee limited, but there 
is no canoes to give wa; ay in Bonded is still in request 
for export,—Flour fully maintains "ie rates, but the transac. 

RIAL AVERAGES, 
Wheat. | Barley.) Oats. | Rye. | Beans.) Peas. 

$68 9. Aug.  Sper Quarter.) 45r 92 Hi Aen i bay Ga Teoaiea | Be ea 
— Eein e 1 8| 98 9 6 | 36 0 
Exec PEE E os d 8| 010 | a9 9 86 9 
LRL T | 4710| 99 1| 93 0 | 3110 "t p 38 6 

Sept, 5 , . «| 4 0| 31 0| 38 2| 3? 7 87 1 
T^ a» t l l| 8 0| s» 7| s | mb 4| 3038 | 310 

6 weeks’ Aggreg. Aver. | 47 2| 29 9| 93 4| 31 4| 40 0| 37 1 

Duties on Foreign Grain! 10 o! 3 0! 1 6! s0! 80| 30 
Diagram showing the fluctuations a T qu f Corn on the average of the 

weeks ending Satu; mber 

Ava. 15 1 aa Ava. 29 | es 5 i Srrr. as ^ Prion. 

528100 

ee 
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Dales bp Auction. 
BIDS SIRE GREENHOUSES, PINE PITS, CUCUM- 

ITS, AND THREE-LIGHT ess About 2000 
res VM Three and Four Inch Jfot-water Pi Py and Four 
Boilers nearly new, 60.000 good old Bricks, large quantity 
of rotten D. A g Compost, 100 Gh "of Garden Pots, 
utensils in trai 
M, ESSRs. PROTITEROE AND MORRIS have 

received instructions to submit to Publie Competition by Auction, on the Promises, Green-street, M wriborough-rond, 
EP on Tuesday, October 6, 184 l o'elock, by or 
of thy ga oprietor, the whole of the fine stock of Fruiting ca 
succession PIN LANTS, consisting of Providence, Black 
Jamaica, Enville, ie puas, “Gk obe, Lenion, Ripley, and Moscow 
ueens. The whole are an, he valthy, and well-rooted, 

Also about 5500. fect of Glass, 
May be viewed prior to the § ile, and ic atalogues had on the 

Premises ; of the principal Seedsme2 ; and of the Auctioneers, 
Ed vient. Leytonstone; or forwarded, on application 

C 
CENTRALE SER ARKET 
UILDERS, R AWAY GONTICAOTOR 

AND 0 NIERS ENGA AGED'IN ANTING P 
N i E OE 4 OR RIS will sell 

thad on We 
atl uos each 

TO ADU SERS 
GARDENERS 

g purp 
tho salab RSERY STO K, consi: 
kinds of FnvrT and FORE je 

DUOUS SHRUBS, FINE EvERG 
able quantities, and lotted to s 
chasers. The Stock is particularly w 
auus and Gentlemen 1 
Trade, from its excellen: 
Dwarf trained EU unt: 
each, Nectarine, Ay 

ries, Gooseberries, Cum 8, Set Ne: 
Sycamore, Maple, Ash, Plane, Laburnum, Birch, 
Poplar, Hombeam, heut, Alder, 
Lilae, Guelder Re 
Ailanthus, Caly an 
Portugal and Common. Laure 

ariet, 
description of pur- 

rthy the attention of 
ounds ; also of the 

es tine Standard and 
ar, 

Beech, 
Thorns of sorts, Panels: 

nd UE ‘Wilk m 

nd Vatiegated 
Hollies, Aucuba, Box, Arbor Arbutus Phyl- 

mus, W Smath ‘Pings and Pinus te sorts s Scotch 
S, Sue China and Common em- 

es ellipti Magnolias, “ithe ido- 
edi ias, A large quantity of Dwarf 

and. Yos in pots, eee and Roses, 
for foro one le Figs of sorts, &c arge quantity of 
strong Sob Kale, Asparagus, and Rhu Hane, for forcing. May 
be viewed es week prior to the Sa e. Catalogues (ls. each, 
returnable to pnr may be had on the Premises ; of the 
principal Seedsm and of the Auctioneer: meriean 
Nursery, Leytonstone, The Premises a short dis- 
tance from the Royal ili Asylum, and the Chelsea Omni- 

s pass every 10 minut the Iron Steam Boats to the 
wan Pier,.are within five "minutes! walk of the Nursery 

Grounds. 

iw Mod Ka 
; Clemat tis, Pyrus 

sse 

oe VELAT: CACTI, &c. 
STEVENS e been favoured 

from fe importer, to sell by Auction 
88, street, 

o'clock, about 600 > 
from 2 ft. to 4 ft. high, all with many flower-buds, 

and d most of the new 
species,  lotted to 

rior and 

M ESSRS DE 
4. with instruc 

at their Great Room 
a 

he 
varices, atid à f 
suit amateur gro" 

morning of sale. 
da, 

» auctione 

-SEEDS PROM ŁOM. PERU 
ZUELA, Ge. 

S. S TEVENS will sell by 
treat Room, 38, Ki ing-street, Covent 

y, of. 25, at half- ; à valuable 
Parcel of DRIED PLA TS, from ©! hacapoyas, in Peru, col- 
lected by the late Mr. ews, and his Manuscript “Flora 
Peruviana,” iprlnding 100 coloured Drawings and Pretohen 
made by himself, Also a Collection of various SEEDS f 
the interior oe Venezuela, gathered by the Botanist Pedro 
Joaquim Ayres, Esq., of last year, in the highest 
a of nd i many presumed to be new, m an 
extensive and valuable S tish Hortus pics of 10,000 

ts, and an Herbariw days previous to 
the sale, and ae i had of the Auctioneers. 

ESSRS. J. 
‘Yi Auction at th 
Garden, on Yriday 

mises; No. 5, Pavilion-place, Batter: he genuine 
HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE AND BF TE OTs of "Me Thomas 
Bo pom yin to a distant part of the country, on WEDNES- 

DAY, 23d SEPT., Ls at 11 o'clock. The Furniture com- 
Tent Bedsteads, Feather Beds, Bolsters, 

hogany Side- essa Dining and other dee 
Mahogany rea rpbd Sofa dstead, covered wit] Hair 
Seating, Mahogany and other Chairs, Mahogany and other 
Chests of. renes. Washstands end USE Tables, Swing 
and Pier ses, Six-octaye Pian Jerocke, the usual 
quantity of Kitehen Utensils, Port table Patent Fus Americans’ 
Oven, Malt-mill complete, Brewing Ute: d Casks, and. 

effects, About 700 choice Ever 
sisting of Yews, Hollies, pe ile “Arbors, Laurestines, 

Cedars, Laurels, Box, &e. &c., from 3 to 5 feet (will move 
with safety, having only been lamina 3 years); Plants in vus 

Flower Stage, Boxes and Lights, Iron Koller, Ge. be. 
8000 Bulbs, comprising Tulips, Narcissus, Iris, Jonquils, ines 

diolus of d Crocus, RC S, ere usc Orown Impe- 

rials, &c. wed the day before and Mus of 
Sale. “Catalogues to he qa on the taninan the Inns in the 

i Pr Vales 

s ARKET „GARDENERS, NURSERYMEN, dc. 
M npe RO BERMONDSEY, : OAD. 

ESSRS. BROWN & ROBERTS are instructed 
M* r, Michael Drew, to ds BY AUCTION, on the 

Premises, y ppm s-grounds, E aeta New Mss d 
NESDAY, SEPT. 23d, at 12 o'clock (the "und being T! 

quired for building purposes), 2 200 stout Bell ye ae 224 inch à 
Hand.lights, and 60 3- light Boxes and | Lights—the whole in of 
cellent condition. wed on Tuesday and VUE 
Sale, sags Catalogues had e ine premises, and of Messrs. Henry 

A. Roberts, 22, Throgmorton- uu oup 

Tq? BE LET ON LEASE, a FARM IN H AMP- 
SHIRE, containing 327 acres of good E, and nd 

Land, with comfortable Farm- pes distant 2 a ru 
Romsey, 5 from Southampton, 10 from pope e 

from Salisbury.—For viewing the Farm, and for "oar Rome Do 
culars, apply : to Mr, KENDLE, | Broadlands Far ar i 

TO NURSERYMEN AND OT UR- 
'[ 9,BE DISPOSED OF, an Ditestablished N 

SERY, with Dwelling- house, Two Gx 
Sheds, &c.; also Two Acres of Ground well Sd 
Evergreens, for which it is DENEN rod, aba a Ground-rent, 

99 years, of which remain 67 years ui 1l, Upper HO 
Situated on the south. side, of "Hiebesie it Se of Whi fing toe 

f Islington, know — Appl; 
Nar ne Beers Pr OpHéton retiring from business. App 5 

n a Lease 

Kioszonp, anp Lax. Jonn Groom, as above. 
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GALE OF ASPARAGUS BEDS, extra-sized APPLE 
and PEAR TREES, in full bearing and high conditi: 

for moving; some hundred yards of Sweet-Briar ERT 
Garden Engines, Seed Plough, Carts, Harrows, Ploughs, Vans, | 
and Waggons ; useful Horses, Cows in Calf, an d 

angle, Dairy Utensils, and other effects, 
GLENNY & Co. on the Premises, near the Nag's-head, Bet 
tersea, on WEDNESDAY (Sept. 30) ; and THURSDAY (Oct. 1), b; 
Ss of the Proprietor, Mr. Wm. Glenny, Market 

up the ground and business n Lady-Day. May 
Tewa on Tuesday and mornings of sale, 

COTTAGE AT ERITH, KENT. 

O BE LET, by the Year or on Lease, a convenient 
BRICK-BUILT COTTAGE, nearly new, with Roe 

house, DEN gram and Large Garden. Rent 50[., 
eluding Fixtu d fora gentleman's s dris Farm, with 
Barns ON Hon Sheds, Stal y, &c., can be had 

immediately adjoining, —the URN ee y. Cards to view at 
the Eardley Arms, Erith; or at Messrs, using" s, Upholsterers, 
Woolwich. 

LYNE’S NEW SEEDLING GERANIUMS. 
AERD E. RENDLE anp CO, have now the 

re of offering the following new and choice GERA- 
mls winch haye been selected from upwards of a Thousand 
eedli: 
deem Cass: —The following can be recommended as 

first-rate show flowers, of SABE ior $e ppadierices 
LYNE'S FORGET-ME-NOT 0 

»* FiRE-F 
2» s Nun RALEIGH QirsERT i a 0 

0 
Or the 

Seconp Orass.— The foi following are flowers possessing 
many good properties e are worthy of being placed 

led more for 
their novelty and Pani of colour than for their 
qualification as show flowers. 
QUU oe Henuttee * ds. uA Nourmahal 

T | si r Rol Sal 
sels. a 

7 
the whole set of T our for £1. 

DESORIPTIONS CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION. 
Good Plants of the above will be delivered on and after the 2d 

of November next, The Usual Allowance to the Trade. Great 
Attention will be paid to careful packing. | All orders will be 
‘executed in strict rotation. 

ur E. RENDLE and Oo. 
Bond Union-road, Hug d Seen 

CHOICE NEW PLANTS. 

UCOMBE, PINCE, & Co. have now for Sale the 
following very choice and beautiful New Sgen E of 

which they can confidently recommend :— ri 
LESCHENAULTIA SEA DENS Im 
LESCHENAULTIA SPLEND . Stri dota, * A figure of L. splendens is published fy in the present month’s 

number of the ** T al Magazine," by Sir William Hooker, 
part of whose description is here quoted, zum : pete Co. beg 
leave to s: say that their plata isthe d one is been. iden- 
tified by Sir Wm. Hooker, as the true “L. ehana andt 
there are spurious varieties of it. 

* The splendid colour of this plant is only to be com- 
pared with Verbena Melindres. Handsome as is the 
var, Siricta, it is far exceeded by the True Splendens, 
which is of a far more bushy character, and the whole 
Surface is literally covered with its brilliant blossoms, 
Continuing a long time in perfection. There is a ten- 
erness and delicacy too in the foliage, which contrast 

admirably with the rich colour of the blossoms, x which 
there were more d Dn Vive on one pla 

L., P., & Co., howeve 

ENAULTIA ARCUATA 
canary colour, tipped with red. Ss figure 

appear in next month’s number of the “ Botanical Maga- 
Rise A most distinct and beautiful Hae 

CLERODENDRON SINUATU: 
A figure Er ge is published AES in 
number of the ** 
William Hooker sa; sien 

* It is one of those plants to which a drawing cannot 
do justice, and whose charm depends on the graceful- 
ness of the entire plant, flowering at an early periodjjand 
Searing dense many-flowered heads from the extremity 
of every branch; and these blossoms too are highly 
Fragrant and of the tenderest and purest white. It de- 
Serves a place in every pe Aug 

OLERODENDRON VOLUBIL ES 49s, 
d very finenew climbing species, v with large panieles » ‘inches 
Ong, of pure white flowers, very distinct from any other 
Species, 

GARDENIA STANLEYANA Serer re 
SEROPHANTHUS STANLEYANA .. .. 49s 

PHOLOBIUM NOVA SPECIES ; 215. 
With ae Ton Scarlet-erimson flowers, formin A ex xtremely 

legant Greenhouse ant; a small plant of this was exhibited 
wy SRE RDE Ed Society's Exhibition in May last, and ob- 

“MALE INDICA, “DUKE OF d ae e 
eedling raised by Lue combe, Pince, & Co, 

AE 

425. 
the | present month’ s 

nical Magazine,” describing which Sir g: g 

fi ; and was allowed ho saw it to be. a 
ES flower, Rich scarlet, fine form, good substance, 

HOROZEMA PILOSA .. .. oe se e£ 21s 
b "UCHSIA CORALLINA .. .. se ++ ++ 105.6d. 
PLU Exeter. 

RAIN on HAILSTONE.—A large quantity of POLISHED PLATE GLASS to be sold ats. feecoot a n ly at the East 
London Plate Glass Warehouse, Li Goodman’s-fields. Ladon Plate Gla ’g-fields, 

UTY“ OFF GLASS 
GREEN 4 AND HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, 

de and fixed Complete in all parts of th d Rn considerable reduction. ns two Ed abe ight Coon: "d 
ua T and Melon Boxes, and Lights of “al sizes, kept ready for bes; Packed and sent to all parts of the Kingdom ; warrante 

m: dS spores and “Lights complete, from 
escription, at Noouse B Builder, Claremont place, Did Kenta "ug N 

‘erence may Pe had to th AE Gent 
in most of the cou counties in Engla: D p ES ga poueincnaDdd cae Lc a., 
Grass 7 FOR SKYLIGHTS, and other purposes.— 
Squar RITISH SHEET AND CROW: N GLASS in Crates or E Very qu 10 per cent. cheaper than any other house, for cash. BONS qu; MSN, and substance ready at a moment's notice,— 

AN, 48, Leicester-square, London, 

Gardenee, | 
e | 12 p. 

p | THE FINEST PIU EO PICOTEES, AND 
KS. 

| OUELL & CO.'s ecd and celebrated Collec- 
tion of the above are this season unusually strong and 

eh and are now ready for sending out, in fine well rooted 
| ps mts, to any part B the United Kingdom, or for exportation, 

t the following pric 
| 25 PRG of finest first-rate show varieties d Carna- 

Hees m m . . £5 0 € 
do. m .. 210 0 

zn pairs of very SS Os varieties of do. do. .. 3 0 0 
0 
0 

o. ws 
25 E eNA AE rate oY varieties of Pinks VOIE 

FINE CAMELLIAS. 
YOUELL & Co. are now supplying very healthy 

plants of the above, er the following very hand- 
es, at 30s, T d Donklearii, Juliana 

Maron Tmalipse, Pei Bruceana, Corolina, 
aj Chandlerii, Double Striped, Double White, Colvillii, 

ans, Grand Fre eric, nbriata, RUN alba, Con- 
spicua, Tricolor, Rosa Mundi, ssima, Hors- 
fallii, Invincible, Oandidis Emelie Granato King, 
Lefevriana, Imbricata, icturata, Minuta, Anemonæflora 
rosea, Kew Blush, &c. 

THE FINEST DUTCH HYACINTHS, &c. 
YOUELL and CO. have just received their importa- 

tion of the above in the finest condition, and are enabled to 
offer very superior HY AOINTHS by name, comprising double 
and Single Red, Blue, White, and Yellow, at 6s., 9s,, and 12s, 
per dozen. 

CEDRUS DEODARA, 
YOUELL and CO. beg to inform Planters and the 

Trade, they are enabled to supply fine one-year Seedling 
Plants of the above, well established in Pots, upon reasonable 
terms, 

shee ES gie tate or Um PINE. 
3 years old . per doz, 

2 foes Ai eT trade S ion es, * 
pros 3 SUN Pee 
Grids 1 foot, very fine and bushy, 

measuring from 12 to 15 ins. across 60s, 
w fine specimen plants 18 inches to p Rs in height, and 

from 2 foot to 2 feet inches ac 91s. e 
Cedrus Deodara, 2 2 years 
Ditto 1 foot, worked 
Picea Wel bina, ̂  year, 
Abies morinda, 

ES per doz, 

s, 
Heian venit" 12 first-rate new Fuchs 

Seedling ‘‘Sanspareil” .. . aed 0 
12 fine d m oe .. 012 0 

I fine Pansy Seed, from newest and best va- 
ties, per packet at ds 

Als trconieria, Seed, from. Mr, Van sakta va- 
kel 
ghtii, lutea, and venosa, p. és 1 1 0 

finest mixed 12 varieties, per packet 0 
ish Queen Spe AS peri00 3 6 

Alice m 3 6 
Royal Pine 0 

uk ort to Rotterdam "and Hull twice a-week, 
and to London daily. ` 
Great Yarmouth Nursery, Sept, 19. 

» 

Feet AND BRITISH SHEET AND CROWN 
for Horticultural and general 

rom 32d. t Glass 
Proj ing and all Kinds of 

the 
8, Castle- 

eet East, "Ox for treet. es l; 

STRONG HORTIOULTURAL:SHEET GLASS. 

3 BTL EY anp CO. are supplying 16 oz. SHEET 
GLASS, in ris of 100 feet each, an artele superior in 

every respect to the foreign, and well adapted for Horticultural 
and general, glazing purposes, at the allowing wedded prices, 
for cash. reduction on 1000 fot. 

Sizes. Per 1 Sr Box. 
inches. £ s.d. 

by 6 4 and under Por E 5 ene seks rls 010 

LAO REA 7 2. M PERI 
Ur EN UMOR 10 8} $ SS RN D 
AN ye Ee m 10 0 3 Digit 4 7 

0 9 i 

üther sizes of every mc and TENDS scito low. 

5. d.) per dozen according to 
GLASS TILES, n by n from 8 07 substance, thinnest 

» SLATES, 20 dy 1 f being 16 oz. sheet. 
WHOLESALE GLASS Sos) Sheet, Crown, and Patent Plate 

Glass Warehouse, 35, Soho-squ A 

PSLEY PELLATT & Co. (late PELLATT & GREEN) 
respectfully inform the Public that at their Manufactory, 

Holland-street, Blackfriars, they retail GLASS, China, and 
Earthenware, Chandeliers, Lustres, and every variety of English 
and Foreign Ornamental Vases, Tazzas, &c. Their Show 
Rooms are equal n London, and their stock of the most 
superior and aj iption, erai n orders and outfits 
executed with M ospat teh. N.B. No establishment in the City. 
West-i end Branch, 58; Baker-street, Portman square, 

HORTICULTURAL, BUILDING AND HEATING BY 
HOT WATER. 

1 MES & PA. "rrr &c., Gloucester- 
place, King's-roa. Eroon; HOTHOU: ies BUILDERS 

and HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACT RERS, most 
respectfully begs to (san the Nobility, Gentry, M Hortioul- 
turists, that they have erected on. their r premises, for the pur- 
pose of inspection, P NAUES of Hotouses Greenhouses, Con- 
servatories, Pits, where all the garious known AR MH 
bue of the day ds be seen. Their Hot-water Apparatus is 

so erected, and kept in constant action in Darlows Hothouses, 
Greenhouses, Pits, &e., uem the whole principle of Top and 
Bor as Meaning can be 

Day arate ae ‘their Hot-water Apparatus to be 
eBiciont os) every purpose to which heat is applicable, Boilers 
ofall sizes ; the largest is warranted to heat a range of Forcing- 
houses 300 feet in length, with a E quantity of fuel, and only 
to require attention once in 

J. B. SAMPSON'S SELF-FEEDING ECONOMICAL 
0 ATUS | FOR DEBATING HORTI 

CHURCHES, CHAPELS, dc UN ees 

SPIRAL WATER HEATER. 
Bi EAREN, ENGINEER, &e., Maidstone, Kent, 

t or and Manufacturer of the much approved RE- 
GISTERGD SPIRAL WATER HE ATER, 

| many during the las 
have given the e gr xentest 

| confidence offer this admirable Boiler to the Pul 
| yet introduced, possessing “great advantages over the Conica 
| and all others, Ist, Forming its own flue, and exposing thr m 
|large surfaces to vs action of the fire; after s lef 

i body of the boiler, the heat. DE is lost. de ot thers) » passir e 
| | round t; t 

sible escape. 2nd, Beanie al but onc 
| and Tene made of cast iron, renders it more du 
not burning out as copper or wrought iron, A sav 
fall 50 per cent in the con: sumption of fue 2 
rica p 
| supplied. The simcity ohi its OD Eae 
| mason to fi vith the greates! ie. 
| These Bo il 
| to any pipes; tanks, 

Can be seen at Mes 
s one, and di ciablshients A Prosp 
| Particulars, may be had t free, jon “applic " 
ventor. Vus liberal dion i the 

N B. A model may be seen at tho Polytaimio Institution, 

s, with: 
2 the T i 

E OAT A a AND HE ATING BY 
HOT WATER. 

RAY, ORMSON, cam AMOR Hornovse 
BrpERS AND HOT-WATER App. s MANUFACTURERS, 

micis street, Chelsea, tepe pur the atte 

BULL, MMC to His Gracethe Duke of Marlborough, Blen- 
heim-gardens,— 

“ GENTLEMEN, —I am happy to say vie qu E Appa- 
ratus erected here by you, answers n pei erfectly 
satisfied itis the most complete and ubivis i eve seen, 
shall be happy i) answer any questions from parties whom you 
may refer to m: 

Plans and petites furnished free, and their Works seen at 
the oe London Nurseries. 

O OWNERS AND OCCUPIERS OF ESTATES. 
\ ILLIAM BULLOCK _WEBSTER, of ANE 

who may require 
the Drainage of their Estates. P.S.— 
sum per aere, including every expense. _ E 

"HE SUMMER RIDE OR PROMEN ADE. The 
por culiar virtues of C. AND A. ily LM OF 

MARET in. all imaginable, 
cover so important a des: 
western pesca e for tarnish ng the basis: of Ort s Balm 

sold by a ime table Chemists, eruere, and Bidder 
*'Oldridge's Balm," 1, Wellington-street, the second house 

from the Strand, 

RASS SEEDS, 1o; form Permanent Pastunelor 
Meadow, can be bad of Mr. HAR, Sarrar, of Eastling, 

Faversham, Kent, of the most pm mixtures, according to 
the soil.and situation, with. a proper.proportion of the Peren- 
nial Clovers: and. Trefo oils, at finc per. el; Lawns: 10s.per 
bushel ; and. for improving Old Grass Land, ls. per 1b. Each 

of Grass Seed. can. be had. as;genuine as possible. The 
Models, Plans, oui H Here variety, rade supplied at a. reduetion. 
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NEW EVENING LONDON PAPER. 

From the Ist of September, 

THE EA PRES 
PRICE THREEPENCE. 

HE TRIUMPHANT SUCCESS of the “Day News” has led to numerous inquiries, whether it 
CONTAINING REPORTS OF PRICES AND 

The Proprietors of the 

but, wa prevent confusion, the paper will appear prae a 

of RESS will contain, in addition 
SUMMARY of the HOME cd FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE which may arrive on the day of publication. THE EXPRES 

‘esses, Correspondence, and other costly characteristics of a M. 

ight not be practicable to PUBLISH AN 
NM MINUS IN THE DIFFERENT MARKETS ON 

Dar s" have Dom to comply with the van of the P: 
dierent eee eit HE EXPRESS. The 

have the advantage of Foreign Expr: 

EVENING pay See 
DA THE 

ublie ; 
PUBLICATION. 

o the news in the Morning Pap 
d will 

orning Journal. But thi 

and carefully prepared REPORTS of the’ MONEY, RAILWAY, PRODUCE, CORN, CATTLE, and other MARKETS will be 
the marking feature. 

As, how 
that either the sale or Advertisements will 

The ae believe that every respectable news-agent 

the rate of 19s. Gd. per quarter; but should any di 
are requested ih remit a Post-office order Bee 

will transfer it to a respectable London A 

culty arise, all pei 
at amount, payable to Mr, Henry WALLBRIDGE, 90, Fleet-street, London, who 

wever, the interest in such a Paper ges iacet be limited to a Class, or a Locality, the Proprietors cannot ho 

r the extensive or remunerative as those of a Morning Paper. 
therefore, that THREEPENCE shall be the price jo the public of THE EXPRESS. 

will transmit the new Journal, on receiving a Post-office order, at 

lope 
"They propose, 

rsons desirous of being supplied with THE EXPRESS 

THE EXPRESS will be published a ey SR oU at Four o'clock, with the latest details of the Markets of the day. 

Offices for A and Ci Whitefriars, and 90, Fleet-street, pondon 

mue AINSLIE TILE MACHINE COMPANY, 
(WITHOUT ROYALTY.) 

DIRECTORS. 
Chairman, James SwrrH, Esq., of Deanston, Queen Square, 

Westminster. 
Joun AINSLIE, ud Alperton, Middlesex. 

toe Bor», mer 4, New Bank E À 

JonN CoNNELL, Ekg Fa St. duiedia: Place. 

Ww. SUTHERLAND, Birdhurst, Croydo: 

GE ORGRINEEBSTER, Esq., res at it George Street, ; Wastshtnstéc, 

Ww. 8. D, 

Tux Directors, in consequence of the numerous representa- 
de to them. b; nts for Machines, and the diffi- 

they EOM ein collecting the Royalty, have determined 

to Paden their claim for Royalty, and sell the Machines at a 
fixed price ; and in order still further to meet the views of the 
public, they me come to the determination of reducing the 

price as follows, and, considering the quality of the Machine, 

they feel confident it will now be considered the cheapest and 
best offered to the public. 

These Machines, o which ae Gold Medals were given by 

gri , at their Meeting at Balli- 
the Highland in VO Society of Scot- 

land, at their Meeting at Dumfries, are of two sizes. 
i ES. Cash, 

A Hand Machine at the Q: make two at once, in- 
cluding two moulds for Tiles or Pipes, 351. 

d Mae AE Bro € fice, to make two at once, to be 
worked by horse or steam, including two Moulds for 
Tiles or Pipes, 701. 

By these Machines, Draining Tiles and Pipes of the most 
perf m are ced at a much cheaper rate than by any 

So: pd A 
e may be seen at work at Alperton ; also at the 

Office, 1934, Piccadilly, London ; at the Polytechnic Institution, 
J "s, Curator of th T's, 

ey ENCE HILL’: r 1n Bu- 

pins 
All letters and SERE cations for further information to be | 

made to the undersigne: JonmN Paton, Secretary, 

At the Office, 1934, Piccadilly. 

ROVE HOUSE ACADEMY, Busnv, 
Head- Mast. „H. G. BI GGs. 

At the above School Young í under: liberally iud 
and instructed in the L: atin and us Languages, the Mat 

matics, and Book-keeping ; together with the various pere 
of a sound English Educ ation, ined the Theory and Prac- 
tice of Rural Chemistry, Land Sur veying, Mapping, Drawing, 
&c. rms, from 5 to 8 guineas per quarter, according to age 
and ur nena 

Grove House is salubriously situated at a few minutes’ walk 

cas the Bushy Station, on the London and Birmingham Rail- | 
way. A Coach also runs to and from London daily. 

Grove House possesses the advantages of a Dry and Airy 

Playground, a Field, and an immense Garden, the Los of 

which is devoted to the School ; ; portions of the 
allotted to each Pupil for practical purposes Connected! with | 

Agriculture and Horticulture. 
eferences to the Parents of the Pupils, to Gentlemen in the 

eese. and others. 

Herts 

ats, 
other purposes. 
-inc 

GUBSEITUTE 
FOR GARDEN MATS. — Trans- 

parent cover to Es pent and exclude frost from Green- 
houses, Frames, &oc., r yard, neat UP 2 yards wide; Tar- 
paulings xu keeping’ xe Frost) 1s. 2d. per yard, nearly 2 d ds 
wide; both these articles are Waterproof) 

they will last m: 
longer than mats, are not half the expense of carriage, Es 
easily fixed, very E more us price dur mats, and are 
warranted to outwi .—hRosrEnT RICHARDSON, 

Net 
and Tent Maker, 2, pue News road, London, 

21, Tonbridge-place, New on London, 

ime being |for 

rMHE LATE HAIL-S TORM —The. [omm tto p 
| 4 the velie of the Sufferers by the late Hailstorm, respect- 
m announce bias e ON and B AR, for the Sale 

LA OWERS, in aid of. the unde will be held 
i de Ha: ALL OF eis Threa needle-street, City, on Tuzs- 
DAY the 29th, and WepnesDAy the 30th SEPTEMBER INST. 

Gentlemen, Nurserymen;'and others, are earnestly solicited 
to contribute Plants and Flowers. 

jontributions to be sent on or before the 28th September. 
N.B. e smallest assistance will be thankfully received. 

Committee Room, Horns Tavern, 19th Sept, 1846, 

sia eaten HAIL-STORM.— A Public Meeting, 
held at the London Tavern, Bish epegaiy Pere 17th August, 
1846, for the relief of the sufferei 

H. R, H. the DUKE OF Cipher K.G., in the Chair. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS RECEIVED SINCE THE LA! 

e full 

NEW WORK IN MAS PERS BY MR. i. OHARES 

On Hs det of CAE de te pour in 20 Monthly, Parts, 
with ** HUZZLEWIT,' d&o.), price One 

Shilling, the ista Number of 

EALINGS WITH THE TNM or DOMBEY 
AND SO 

Wholesale, Retail, and ps VLA: 
EDITED BY “ 

With Illustrations by ty ean.” 
London: Bxapnuny & Evans, Whitetria 

^ Just publi published, fep. 8yo, on ig cate Edition, c corrected an add | 

IVERS'S ROSE AMAT ÉUR'S GUIDE; con- 
taining ample Descriptions of all the fine leading Varie- 

ties of Roses, regularly classed in their respective families ; $ 
their History and Mode of Culture. 

sisthe best authority on the cultivation of the 
Rose.” "A Gentleman's Magazine. 

London LONGMAN, Brown, GREEN, and LONGMANS. 

NEW FLORIOULTURAL PERIODICAL. 
On the lst a January, 1847, ni “ti An price 3d., 

oe continued M. zT. o! 

HE MIDLAND FLORIST. 'AND SUBURB: N 
HORTICULTURIST. Conducted by J.F. Woon, F.II.H., 

the Co “Nottingham. unserer and Florist, oppice, nes 
Nottingham : R. SuT- 

and © i 
due Makara & Co. 

TON, cs re all A 

tions are to be a FB to the Editor, 
ar Order the MIDLAND FLORIST of any Bookseller, 

OCIETY OF ARTS PRIZE PATTERNS. 
ociety being desirous of procuring beautiful forms of or- 

.—The. 

Na ba to be sold at the same prices as ut commonest 
and m ulgar, awarded their Prizes to Messrs. Minton, of 
Stoke-on- Trent for two Sagal ies a Toilette Service, complete ; 
and to x SUMMERLY Es ‘or 
e siete ice may n. Enn had of all dealers i in China and 

Tenkrat AES the Kingdom, at the price of the 
pun APEST and COMMONEST Crockery, and at higher prices, ac- 
cording to quality. The Jugs and Toilette Service are nearly 
ready for delivery. 
, They are SDN in white, buff, and olive-coloured 

EN no DOE £10 at 0 hos Barclay rca 
R.R, , Esq. ++ 1 0 £2 0 0 

$ P n 3 0| T. Mee E SCOTUS: 0 
Do ON ata Esq. 5 5 0) Mr. C. Nicholls, $: PEE STEMS, 
Chates & Hayward.. 5 5 0| W. Wilkins, Esq., 

55 0 New] EPE MID 
OD 20: AVERY E ee ee re E 

'8 5 5 0| 4, Uwins, 100 
Garraway Mayes, &Co, 5 5 0| Rev. A. H. ties 10 0 
J. ud d Esq... 5 0 0,Mr.R.Daw 100 

5 0 0|E.N. Thor doni Esq. 1 0 0 
50 0 - 100 

.G. Fuller, Esq... 5 0 0 EE AA 70 
Mrs. Blackh 500 PP a a) 
Trs. A. R. Lightfoot 5 0 0 . 100 

Rev. Bue Dealtry, D.D. 3 3 0 - 100 
G. s, Esq. 3.30 vv. 070 
Mrs. Es nh Bidekhouss 3.0 0 be pale 0.40 

Dr, Collier . 2 2.0 - 100 

Ord, Esq. .. 220 510210718 
Lady Murray .. 220 +» 010 0 
Lord Murray .. 220 .. 010 0 

. Murray, Esq. 220 -- 010 0 
Colonel. eK ud 22 0 .. 010 0 

v E 220 «. 010 0 

Sakon ME 220 se ee oe 010 0 

D s Seadeoc ok - 2 0 0| Mr, John Gow.. .. 0 5 0 

S. Montague, Esq. 2 0 0|Mrs.Grace .. .. 0 5 0 
Lady Sheffi 2 0 0| J, Edwards, Esq. .. 0 5 0 
— Pe Esq. 2 0 0|Mr.Goldng .. .. 05 0 

. B. Fox, Esq. 2 0 0| Mr. Morin . 050 

Mr. E. edwards e+» 2 0 0| Mrs. Can 05 0 

H. Birkbeck, Esq. .. 2 0 0| United pre and 

J.H. Gurney, Esq... 2 0 0| Land Stewards’ Jour.1 8 0 

Subscriptions received by the following Bankers :—Messrs. 

ARCLAY & ; Messrs. Pd & Co. ; ssrs. Cocks, BID- 
puLPH, & Co.; Mes: OYD, & ; Messrs. Scorr & 

Co. ; and Messrs. Youne 4 SOR. 
J. T. NEVILLE, Hon. Sec. 

Committee Room, Horns Tavern, Kennington, Sept. 19. 
a da PR Die te ong frr aret Pi sae y conc uid 

«i ARDENERS' NEW C CAPES, ei UU a CURE 
| tion of India Spe pane enough to ARM protect a 
|man at work when stoo) , 3s. each, above are 

dor y hers, and 

voters exposed to the wot, Capes, shorter, 2s, anid 25:04. dcl 5 
lalso a large quantity of second-hand Policemen’s Capes, 

ES each; Dog Cart b 10s. 6d, lined ; Tarpauling Coats, 

to of ludis Rubber, thin Capes and Coats for MERI for 
| Shooting, &c. Waggon Cd 2s. per square yard,.— 

Ricnarpson, Net and Tent Maker, 2L Teams place 
New-road, London. 

E [5 

Tox MESSRS. . ROWLAND AND. SON, (90, TAS 
den, London.—«93, Mason-street, Old Kent- road, 

| Gentlemen, —About rear 1839, my hair "began Ed s 

and in so rapid a manner, that the space of a nth my 

head was almost divested of de. I tried several Deptationo 

its VEMA without the N benefit; when o 
* Collins's Mem: 

Ne in 
LEGIS D Orr; 
[ning to re-i M eepiar 
bottle, which when fin 
|in my. 

r |ties; 
| ie ha 

| AUTO ON. 

|LAND'S MACASSAR OIL” engraved in two lines 

(Wr apper ; and on the back of the Wrapper nearly 1,500 times, 

| containing 29, US letters, 

| Price 3s. 6d. 
|j and double jm size, 

| All other ‘ MA I ASSAR OILS" eR. ERATUM T 

| COUNTERFEITS ! 

The. genuine article has the words “ROW- 
on the 

3.—F. IUS Bottle (equal to 4 small) 10s. 6d., 

a white China, and China with gold handles, as 
EROS to i. R. H, the Prince Albert, the President of the 
Society, 

NEW WORK ON THE FOOD OF ANIMALS AND 
ATTENING OF CATTLE. 

his day is published, in 1 vol. fep 8vo, price 5s. cloth, 

a XPERIMENTAL RESEARCHES on the FOOD 
of ANIMALS and de. BAD TENING of CATTLE : with 

aiT, pn the Food of OBERT DUNDAS THOMSON, 
M.D. he University of Glasg ZOW. 

a ‘the EUR of the origin ES the fat of animals appears to 

be completely resolved by these beautiful and elaborate experi- 

ments.— Baron Liebig. 
Londo; NGMAN, BROWN, Green, and LoxavANs; 

Price Sixpence, free by po! 

The Railway Chronicle 
Of Saturday, SEPTEMBER 12, contains articles on 

VENTS OF THE Wu Ue s VISIT FROM 
“FRENCH MINISTER OF at de KS— MANCHES- 
TER AND LEEDS MEETING SE OF FARES ASE 
RS FRADES EASTERN — EX NSION OF OFFICIAL 

ort! LULA TA PERS, —South-Eastern : Directors’ Report and 

St atement of Aci unti te Menshestae and Leeds : Directors’ 
ffield bi pied jou 8 

R ae t—Glasgow, Paisley, Kiimari : Directors’ 

Bu EPORTS. D M South-Eastern--West London— 
Lii epee and Man- 

MR Shefie er Asht der-L 
Manchester and Lincoln Union and *Ohésterfield and Gains- 

borough Canal— Fleetwood, Preston, an West Riding 

Junction—Reading, Guildford, and Reigate—Monmouthshire 

— Glasgow, Dumfries, an arlisle—Dublin, Dundrum, and 

Rat thfarnam—Jamaica South Midland Meetings of Share 

holders to Affirm or Dissolve, 
Progress of Works—Law Intelligence—Iron cp uut 

— Tenders for Loans— Contracts— Dividends — 

posits APTE I Books mme 

Traffic Table— Share Lists—Foreign ditto—Money Market— 
Paris Leder 

|. Order Bear Chronicle of any Newsvender 

e 4s, 6d. , neat cl 5j 

pa TREE ROSE. Prioiak KE for its 

Formation and Culture, Illustrated by 24 Woodeuts. 

Reprinted from the Gardeners’ Chronicle, with additional 
matter by the Author and others. 

Published at the GARDENERS’ CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL 
P tid Office, 5, Upper Wellington-street, Covent Garden, 

EASARE RE MARKABLY ' CHEAP, "B BUT, T, T0 
IE SUUM eR FINEST SH S UNDOU: Tt 

E The unexampled cheapness 
TRAS fades thë. s to urge on the Publie. the use 

ia T Excelle; VEND Teas at 35. Sd) 2 up S 
and 4s. 2d, per lb.; very fine Pekoe Souchong Tea gr 
choice and fine Souchong, 4s. 10d. and 5s. 4d. 

The finest Imperial Souchong, 5s. 8d. pe UNT: 

GREEN TEA.—Very superior flavoured Young Mysore t 
: | par lb. ; the finest eed Hyson or true Ouchain, 1S. 5 Ae 

p wder, remarkably fine, 65, ; Ditto, very epu fe 

fine choice Cowslip Hayoured Hyson, 5 55, 6s., an. BIET à 

prices, 1s. 4d., 1s. 6d., and 1s. 8d. ; very choices, ris D dgate- 

IDNEY & Oo Tea Importers and Dealers, No- 

hill, London, m 

ki place, Stoke Nowina tonga d 

goes s nureh-row, Stoke Newton eraot 10 
in the connty oi a ales, Pith d) Gr their office in ombard Pyy them. 

the OS of White the Ciry of. London; n, ovens Gat 

at the Office, Nowe Char AU parish of St. Goin amriaioations 
ve «aid county, where 

are fa be. addressed to the ree 
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INDEX. 
Agri. and manufacturing inte- Paschel’s Physics. 647 b 

Tests mut nefited = 6505 | Piae growing, Hamiltonian 
Amateur Gardener — vibes 645 
Preparations 

Barley aad Malt as food 
ies, to remove 

Buckwheu: a substitute: for 
oti : 

Burning | erent) 0 
650 

= UAE baituta for 616 a 
Z Rape as suba itate for - 692a 
Z wein nor 5 

ye TOT ánh 
Poo diverse 

. Di s, Isalia MAE 
Fi garden m" yA Taning Flags im dom 

Ma 

ch 6t 
!mal«e, jas b. 644 ay 615 a a Horticultural Soctary's Regu. 

lations at qum 
iw, 

ciation report for 1846 
| Thur borgia chrysops- 

ps s 
Maiza o 
Mali v. poda FOE 

bina : 
M |x E Manure | Vine for open walle — - Moths, e| Waca s on alaras W kill - Newenstie | Wh larg in Nin pin * ene | Windmills, ho 
Pelargonium spot - - - 6:5 6 | Wi inter, prep: 

UTCH HYACINTHS FOR FORCING, Single qui, amd Double at 4s. per dozen; also Narcissus, Crocus, 
ulips, Irises, Jonquils, Anemones, 'and Ra anunculus ; priced Catalogues of which will be forwarded per post, from Anion nperas Talian and Foreign Warehouse, 18, Pall-nal 

V EU WOOD PU SON have now published a 
t new and ed edition of ae ROSE CATALOGUE 
or the Autumn Of d Spring of 1847, which they will be roud to furni. 
:D.—The Au aun 

Woodiane 

ux 
" 1 diowering ROSES are now | in fine bloom. 

Sh ` TE 

PINE GROWEI y SC, 
UGH BROWN intends, without dela ay, to dispose 

f thi SA ORE Yebra tip stock of splendid PROVIDENCE 
atd, QUEEN PI NTS, in ali stages, at GREATLY RE- 

s may bo known by personal appli- 
f 

, Ragley Gardens, Alcester, Warwickshire, 
ENGRAVING OF “MOUN ISABELLA,” " ILLIAM MILLER regre de “delay that has e 8 8 E $ 8 

ME eis 
E a E E 

EHE 
received a Howden; Sich wi enable him to en. 

of post, in reply to applications contain- 
sro aa 

2 postage s ud 
V». Priced De: 

haq grati 
Eee 

ptive eee gues of Pelargoniums, may be 
Providence Nursery, Ramsgate, 

I A, “TRES BON.” 
TOOGOOD is now ready to receive 

whi for his SE dm ING VERBENA, au opinion of k Wop SUP bor f di is Paper of Sept. 5, under the initials x. BE een antad forte by the Chichester E vtioul ng Sept. 19 clown, scarlet with maroon ye; à most profuse bloomer, Wil be ready to send out on ril. P 8 33. 6d., the usual Kis ance to the Trade, Shopwiek, near Chichester, 
Em non eaa cee Se aes 

CARNATIONS AND PICOTH 
J EUN DICKSON, of Aereane, "BEA; Surrey, 
owes, n man cultivators of this beautiful tribe d 

wers, that. his Catalogue of the best known varieties 
ady to send out, m be had on application, by encl tember 3 i Stamp 
Ross: .— The Descriptive Queue of ROSES a FEE. 
ig, StPpement, by THOS. RIVERS, ‘are now ready for de- 

Ty, el plications enclo Serie ean 
Prontily attended to. aeligeworthy T Sipe 20 pe 

qus “FALKIRK HERO."— The best yellow 
ground PANSY sent out this season, good form and sub. 

3o na named by Mr. Glenny ‘ Falkirk Hero " (see “ Gazette,” 
à Ju Plants 5s. 6d. each, free by post to any part of the 

eee inea. The usual discount where 6 plants are 
PETER CAMPBELL, Florist. 

pt. 26. 
BBE v NURSERY, READING, BERKS. To THE ADAMEN OF CALOEOLANTAS, OINERARIAS, bo. &e. 

ove Nursery, begs to inform 
ARIAS, that Paving | a large Seedling Calce m dv 

m1 Dm 2 imened > high, 
nom to be sent, per post, 

T ose une fiers d pup of 
: ill ourable opportunity after the 10th of October. 

nt unless in 60-sized pots, 
(by name) of. CN RANTI AS, strong, 60-sized 5o variet io 

W r dozen 
fome dine le new See en, including humbiy'" requested, 

TNA,” AND “ISABELLA.” 
has no HOS Du -year old plants of 

ve two-year old plants 

“MOUNT E 
MIBE ER 

ea eh. 

hus tiil plenty of good strong plants : 
of this r end out on the 15th of October (none bei ing it ux following prices—Mount Etna 1 1 

the two toget ther 30s. Cash accompanyin 
oiority of selectio 

WinriAw MILLER, Pri ovidence Nursery, Ramsgate, 

RAUCARIA “EXCELSI” A strong healthy 
ASS ucaria to dispose of at a fair valuation. Aya 
Height, E pus — Direct to J. H. B., Post-office, Dartford, Kent. 

GE NENLON CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, PINKS, &c. 

Pr EAR IRN begs to inform the Public he 
a good stock of the » above- named plants, which he 

offers a6 the. following prices 
ANIUMS. 

Strong ERUNT plane of the following sorts at 12s. per 

dozen abo ir W. Scott, F: avourite, Jorona, Countess of | 

Wilton, Bide Victory, w e Priory King, Queen of the 

* airies, Rosetta, Sir Robert Peel, Rachael, Ball’s rg 

Scarlet do., Bail’s Honeymoon (fine), 1s. 6d. each ; Queen Vic- 

toria, 1s. Gd. 
ME UN PICOTEES, AND PINKS. 

+ ~. £l m pairs, fine sho: mations 10 
do. fine a es on E 0 

E do. fine E Disks E T i 

24 do. 
A few pairs Ward's Great Britain "and Otley’ s Dr. Edwards, 

5s. per pair. 
Eu a s Acantha (small plants) . eum 6d. aN 

Sones 
he Opes: 

(Pace: 6d. 

n , NEWS SEEDLIN G STRAWBERRIES. . 
MYATT & SONS have selected from their stock 

e of poedings the following varieties, which are now ready 
for RUN 

YATT'S E large and fine flavour, per 100 305. 
5 Maxoromn, very large 3 

OLIFIC, early 2 
NI s Eas 21s. 

e above selection are ert distinct, and well worth the 
PEA of growers. 

Early orders will ensure strong pena for fruiting next 
season.—Manor Farm, Deptford, Sept. 

JETUNIA “BLOOD ROYAL, = Sa Dr. Linpiey 
ap in Chronicle of August the Ist, “ Blood Royal is the 

best ety among your si eedlings ; the E state of the flower 
is tuy rich and fine in a A limited e of well 
hardened off planti are now T5 ady for delive at 3s. 6d. per single plant, or two for 5s. Will be sent per post free, tin ease, 
&c., included, 
Whether for planting en masse, singly, or for pot culture, 

surpassingly superior to any o cultivated dark coloured 
variety. Accurate description as S dotlom Intensely rich vel- 
vety crimson ground, shaded with satin purple; centre of pure 
deep purple, large, open, and stance and shape good ; in dying GS doecnót fi SHE Vires 
peras igh loured. Post-ofüce orders on Upper 

BRA RU. jh 21s, 

ER 
A remittance is Tequested from unknown 

Albion Erud Wandsworth-road, Sept. 2¢ 

phos E EDLING GERANIUM 
SIL VERLOCK begs to call the attention of the 

Ü o mu to his rd iptivi e Advertisement or mess m ES 

Chronicle of Sept. ood plants are now rea. di 

a the Tra d ds a remittance dO DS whe 

— Chichester, DS 

ORMAN'S «HENRY “STE SERS, ” purple laced, 
extra fine form ; fine long pod ; well laced and constant, 

5s, per pair, sent post free on receipt of a Post-office order on 

Woolwich. 
Messrs. Norman feel Brent. a in offering the above, 
e vill giv E 

PODES PEERS Ree Show Okrtaticns; Plcotdes, Pinks, 
Tulips, &c., will be ded on prepaid application enclosing 
one stamp.-—Bull Pieds. racy 

GREAT ERES IN THE PRICES OF BECK'S 

SEEDLING S ENE AS SENT OUT IN 1845. 

TILLIAM E. RENDLE anv CO. having | procured 
a mun larger stock, cof B EOR'S G ERANIUMS than they 

anticipated, have resolved to offer the set of nine sorts, as fol- 
lows, for 27. 14s. 
DESDEMONA. 
Moss 

ISABELLA. | MARC ANTONY. 
FAVOURITA. 

sred sets will be charged Al DOE who have previously ora 
at the same vate as above. 

ENDS BORD GERANIUMS OF 1845. 

e following set of Ten for 50s. 

Marmion, brideos Merry Monarch, King of Saxony Rosebud; 
Chaplet, Vampire, Moonbeam, Picta, and Ala 

HIM Rin — Customer's Selection of 12 ub ur Dr 

lisi our Selection One-third less.—Stan 'erfec: 

ion, E mach. ares, Bulkeley, s Halford, Prince Alfred, 

King of the French, Gipsy Queen, Confidence, Zanzummim, 

Cleopatra, Theresa, Imogene, Leonora, Redwor! th, Sappho, 

lo, Meteor, Pluto, Celest tial Beauty of Salthill, Black 

Dwarf, Rosetta, Selina, Shield of Achilles, Sultana or 

s Hector, King c of Rey (Gaines), Titus, Gham: 

Jeph: SU Magog, Queen, Francis Bullin, Cornu- 
a (Hoekin), i Alice, W: hite Per- 

h Jane, SOT EO Philipa, Queen Victoria (Shep- 

pun Princeps, Robustum, and Duke of Devonshire. 
Other ue ieties of Geraniums from 6s, to 18s. per dozen. 

* W. E. RENDLE & Co, have much pleasure in stating 

that hey will commence sending out their GERANIUM 

Orders on and after Monday the 5th day of October 

next, instead of November the 2d, as previously ad- 
vertisei 

Descriptions of the Geraniums can be obtained. 

EF All orders above 31. will be delivered (hamper, 
package, and carriage free) to London, Bristol, Exeter, 
Barnstaple, or. Falmouth; or above 61. to Liverpool, 
Dublin, or Cork. 

A remittance is not required from known Correspondents, or 
those who give reference in London. 

Steamers from this Port three times œ week to Lon- 
don, Cork, Dublin, Ve nook and Falmouth. 

Orders will be executed i t rotation. EOM akeni n 
is paid to careful packing. —All plants forwarded to long dis- 
tances are packed in Fir Boxes, and firmly E 

IAM E. RENDLE & Co. 

ir 
s 

1n 
Office, Union-road, Plymouth, W 2 

HARLES TURNER begs D offer the following 
beautiful new PINKS, viz E 

.Pragg'sGeorgeGlenny — .. Te per: pair, 
Kirtland’s Lord Valentia .. 5 
Harris’s Dauntless 5 d 5» 

Maher's Berkshire Hero iugarü is 

OTEES.' 

Matthews" Enchantress, light purple edge 10 6 » 
s Ultra, light red edge 7 

Or one pair ay ea ae for 1 

ARE PANSIES. 
s Rainbow, extra fine . . a Ha 

Ba s d o 

Duke of Wellington 

Strong plants of the above are A HE 
Descr iptive CAU Day be had on application, 
Pansy seed at 

‘be attended i in rotation received. Address, 
Mica san Florist, 4, St. John's-wood-terrace, Regent’s- par 

N.B. Owing to an attack of wireworm, Princess Helena, of 
which, likewise, Dr. Lindley has r bl es 
cannot pe oe out in good plants pem next May, when it will be with Blood Royal at 18s. per dozen. 

Pa hose flowers have been commended through ae same medium, willing to exchange plants or cuttings, wi 
duly replied to upon making reference to dates of critic 
Flower heads of any approved seedling Verbena sent singly 
per post in stout pill box, = ges paper, ud 
ordered or ARTE anged for any of si g! 
which M. B. has DobnesoPtudafo to raise, xu VEU the above 
fave Lie seni and ordered by the principal town gro 
Dine rant PLANTS FROM CHINA 

the VALUABLE DRIED PLAN 
y Mr. HORTON may 

, Esq, Young-str 
them are many new ege. species se 

—A few TET 
China 
to a 

»wh to a o- 

‘OLLYE IOCKS. 
AMES KITLEY, NunsERYMaN, Lyncombe 

infouin dis. unde and the publie that 
an immense Stock of FINE DOUBLE SEEDLING MOL 
HOCKS of every shade of ailede which have al! bloomed, 
from which every single flower “has been thrown out, and wi nich 
he will send out at the followi ing puo S vi 

100 plants, 27. ; 50 ditto, 2 itto, 
basket sad packing 

J. K. has no SEE to tana goods for half 
PET by tradesmen, Seed or the abo packet, or, to Beedsmen, Ts. 6d. per Ib. 

ath. Sept. 96th. 184 
VAN HOUTTE'S NEW ké 

ALSTRŒ 
I OUIS VAN HOUTTE, Fro 

-4 Belgiui X is CI 

OF CHILIAN —— RIETIES 
RIA 

st to the F Kune, ce 
ian ALSTREMER 

S, viz.—12 va 
Orders recei 

o 
co Meer on Mr VAN Hourre, at Ghent, The E will 

led to Londo z i 
o Rev. Dean of Manchester ng of hi r. 

n Houtte’s establishment at Ghent (see Gardeners’ Chronicle, 
th July, 18:5), says of these plants They are of every 

nt, E scarlet to lemon colour, and from crimson to pale 
egated with white." He further adds UA Her effect 
um not recollect ever hi ed of 

af Moutte will 
when their 

a 

flowers so beautiful, and I should think Mr. V 
find it difficult to supply d Serene for ‘ites 
mer nd shall b fully kn 

of the fre Km al, as c meeting of the 
OA EA US of the 5th August, 1 s the following 
account o flower :—“ Messrs ent a bouquet 

ms from the open 
ground ; they were hy and although 
somewhat tarnished by the journe; eath 
hey were said to have been lately h " 

showed what beautiful objects 1 f them odd B "ge 
n the flower-garden, and fully justifie 
them by the Dean of Manchester in P pe Number,” 

Each packet contains dir for planting and culti- 
vating them. e usual discount to rM trade. 

PINKS OF THE MOST SUPE HOW FLOWER 
AMUEL WALTERS, E oS Hil tperton, CN: 
bridge, Wilts, begs to offer the under-named varieties in fine, 

hen rooted plants, if selection be made, at 3 
to S. W., ai M per dozen, post free :—Alpha, Omega, Lord 

Brougham, Gay Garland, Eclipse, Prince Albert, Will- 
mer E esate Do., Weeden’s Elizal n) Lady Flora 
H: ios) Model, Majestica, Mel ers Grea Britain, 
Beauty, Melona, Melrose e, Bunkel’s Queer ia, Weeden’s 

Do., Willmer’s Do., Navigator, De Coke, EM e Ceres, 
ana, Mars, President, Village Maid. Y di 

Marlborough Rival, Jubilee, Matilda, and other vaio és. 
per dozen, A few more pairs of Mrs. Fry and Mozart, at 5s. 
per Es r. 
CINERARIA BLADUD 

pensable to every collection. Fine E lant 
blooming, 3s. 6d. each, post ne Plants in 
full of roots, 12 for 20s., hamper inc lud 

d ino oy inion given of 

—A most vendable plant, and indis- 
dec 

pots, 

the wee sorts 
per 

NEW Git 
in the way saan vemm 
deeided round dark spot. Us. 

Lapy RUSSELL, a most pure white, " 
large and round, with decided even c 

Plants are jo ready in 4-inch po 
18s,, and 24s, per dozen. 

e large flower 
en pet: nd 

th smooth even petals, 
ls. ot. 

choice selecti on, 
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SENIUM Aon op CHi IRYSANTHEMUMS, CINE- 

, CARNATIO ND PICOTEES. 

onn” BEL! E begs to infor: n “the Public that he has 

a very Extensive and Healthy Stock of the above-named, 

Plants, which he offers "s buy f m ing prices :— 
M 

Good established ue of any of the following sorts, at 

0s. per dozen :—Beauty of Walthamstow, Claude, Cleopatr: a, 

Confidence, Cynthia, Duke of Devonshire, Dr. Lin ley, Heetor 

Rosin Sa Moonbeam, ! Mode: sty, Nabob, phen, Cid, Robustum, 

l new last 
ippho BRA 

ilo (Cock’s), Pearl (Dra 
Orleans (Ditto), Gip. 
Hes erias (Lyne's 

Monarch (Di 

E Emperor of Russ 
Strong eut-down Plants now ready, in 6-inch pots, that will 

mae. dr ELM Pe for exhib ition, of the following good 

om . to 20s. per dozen :—Achilles, Constella ation, 

AAE Comte oT Duchess of. Sutherland, D 

ony (Ditto , Chaplet (Ditto), 
to), R deeem d (Ditto), Princess Alice (Ditto), 

ma, 

Rising Sun, Sapphire, EM Robert Peel, Symmetry, doni, 
Queen of Fairies, Unit, &c. 

CINE RARIAS, 

Good established Plants, aot aa donnez, and several 
ef last year’s new sorts, at 18s. per 

emus 
Large Show Plants, in 8-inch 

sent out last season, at 125. to 

Salter's new set of ten, m out for e e first time this season, 

in 6-inch pots, he go 
CAMELLIAS. 

Sopa yek Plants with lo wer-buds  .. 

Nex o dit 

Including ‘the bei Sor 

in 
nklaerii, i. King, Dani, Frase: j, 

ra, Ochroleuca, and many others, 

TIOOTEES AND CARNATIONS. 

Fine healthy well rooted Plants now ready at the following 

prices, including Burroughes’s Duke of Newcastle, Mrs. 

Bevan, Cook's President, or Unique, and three fine yellow 

Picotees :— 
25 pairs xS Y fuoi varieties .. ..£2 0 0 

12 diti 10 0 
dal cq) 
e-strei Seed Warehouse, 3, Bet 

MENZIE P NEW HYBRID POTENT TILLAS. 

OTENTILLA ATROSANGUINEA  * MEN- 

ZIESIL? This is a splendid production of extraordinary 
size, of a brilliant orange scarlet colour, the underside of the 

petals being bright yellow 
OTENT ‘A. FORMOSA “BAINESIANA.” This is a 

bright scarlet variety of P. formosa, exceedingly rich, beautiful 

and unique; the underside of the petals of this are alsc papii 

yellow, which gives to both varieties a pleasing contras 

WinLrAM May, F.H.S., having purchased the above splendia, 

hard; EAD plants f from Mr. ARDEN | Ho; 

house, Halifax, begs to announce that he pu s 

the two WEE. a October next, at 21s, per un or four pairs 

for 3l. 3s., post 
M. us tallest confidence in recommending these 

superb, hary herbaceous plants, they having been pronounced 

by all who have seen them the most beautiful varieties in this 

auch adire ed family. 

N.B. The above, with W. M.’s beautiful Fuchsia, PURITY, 

mu be su in an early No. of “ Paxton’s Magazine of Bo- 

"S Hape Nursery, near Bedale, Sept. 26. 

7 THE NEW “CRIMSON BOURSAULT ROSE STOOK, 

iris CURTIS being fortunate enough to pos- 

ess the largest Stock in Europe ie this season of the above 

most MATE Crew which within the last three years has been 

proved to make the best Stock ever Sg ea to the public for 

‘budding all Tens Chinas, and ete n, is ana ed ly M 
30 

it NEVER MU EDEWS, an Wo Se is per sect m dios and 

thornless, so that it ean be worked most eas sily. The wonder- 
ful property of itis Stock appears to be that all Ros 

China strain budded upon it, RIOT arly double the (en 
that they wo ‘on any other, which ean only be accounted dor 
EA me of the new Crimson DOE sault PET ipd nper ly fi 

ie rsen of root that th Bri wader 

conus treatment: it makes a splendid "piss or Teos Rose, 

ucing shoots of from 10 fei n length, sometimes 
blooming | jn the autumn of a dee} ri ty crimson. The 

Stocks are very clean and fine, E are offer 
ue, 203. ; in less quantities at 5s. 

"eek Ja Noe ember ; and as 

S 

NRY CURTIS bez: s to call attention to the Celine (Hybrid 

Bourbon), which ne hae grown for many years, and of which he 

cannot speak too high! a stock for all Mosses and all Roses 

of the rough-leayed dam sake habit itis unvivalled ; perhaps no 
Rose in existence possesses the amount of lungs ip this does ; 

but it is not nearly so fine and free to bud as the Crimson 

Boursault ; although for grafting it is superior, Sanaa 
speaking but few Rose cultivators at present are aware of the 

immense paventase | s: using cultivated Stocks over wild ones. 

So firmly is H. C. convinced of their great superiority, that 

after UR EC senson, every Dwarf d Rd Autumnal Rose 

sent out from the West of Eng’ ani e Nurseries wil 

worked on the above Stocks, Car ur of packages paid to 
London per rail.—West of England Rose Nurseries, Moorend, 

Bristol. 

AKER’S PHEASANTRY, Beaufort. d King’s- 

road, Chelsea (by appointmen: Hur Masesty and 

H. R. H. PRINCE ALBERT).—ORNAA ce NTAL WATERFOWL, 

consisting of Dlack and White Swans; Egyptian, Oanada, 

E Barnacle, Brent, and Laughing “Geese ; rakes, 
Pintail, Widgeon, Summer and Winter Tenis b Te- 
pease Shovellers, Gold-eyed and Dun Div: 
&e., domesticated and piriongiy also $ m h, Cochin China, 

Malay, Poland, SOR ray, Surrey, Bai por Pking Fov and 

at falfmoon-pass: chureh-sty 
White, Japan, Pied, PORTS Pong. 

ve; and pure Chin 2 Pig: 

EEDS coms OF HALP-MOON-STREET 
THOMAS GIBBS and ae n 

Eggs of the 

(By Official appointment), the SEEDSME Wy 

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF "ENGL AND," 
hu: to remind the Members of the ciet; Agrieultur| MN 

in general, th GR 
th 

house is at th 
DILLY, London, ae

 To 

e and Seed Ware. 
f HAL [pi MO JON-; STRE JET, PICCA- 

s are always ready, and may 

be had on applicati 

Ny NURSERY, NEAR D DUBLIN,- — The 
Subscribers, grateful for past favours, beg to recommend 

to the Public the Mader mentioned Stoek, which will be found, 

£ ingpection, to ate quality, ‘and what is of great 

, true to S 
ined Denti di and Nectarine Trees, from 1 to 5 years, com- 

prising Dwarfs, i and ‘Whole s tanda ds, above 30 varieties, 

and of finest qualit; 
N.E e4and 5. n old are in full bearing, and covering 

radums a du from 14 to 15 feet. 
Apricots o. do. in 8 sort; 
Cherries do. do, l n D sorts, 
Plums do. do, ing do. do. iucluding— 

Reine Claude Monstreuse, Guthries’ New Aprico 
Emperor, Imperial Diadem, Prince of Wales, dre. 

Apples Trained. ang ined, of the finest varieties, 
asons, for Dessert and Kitchen use, and 

9n. Paradise Stock: 
iported from Brusse 

etes "s of which are as follow 
ia Lou 

TUM -d'Angouló, me. 

Colmar Sabine. 

Beurré Rance. 

18 months since, in 80 vari- 

Charles d' Austria, 

nite Doyenne. 
ae Gapiaumont. Knights: Monarch, 
» Easter. an Mons. 
" SAusch. Althor di SL raskete 
s | New Chaumontelie 

Dey T [s mberg. | Neilis d'Hiv 
T Hacon’s urne ble. ; Spex 

5 @Amaule. | Louise Bonne, of Jersey. 
@F ondante. | Fondante d' Autummale, 

Napoleon. | Smith's New Tangonelle. 
Josephine. | Bonne Loui: 

rawberries of the newe: Mgr ctis ritish posa 

Princess Alice Maude, Prince Al Myatt's Eliza, 
Grap! Ves from 1 to 3 dci ds pots—40 sorts, Sopas 

which are 
Fr ontignac Muscadine. Golden Drop. 
Shalwell’s St. Mark. New Blue Constantia. 

data Langley’s Incomparable, 

Red Mus a of Alexandria, | Isabella, &c. dsc. 
Filberts. t sorts, and in bearing, 
Goo n ies, above 200 fine kinds. 

spherri eg; Aspar: PEN ots, from 1 to 3 yrs. old, 
. do. Bitte Spawn, &c. 

niums, "over 200 of the finest. and newest d DE 

rit introduced last year, as per Catalog 

( n Victoria, eene &c. An 

A large assortment of Cape Heaths, Stove and Greenhouse 

Plants, Cinerarias, Verbenas, Dah li 8, Qo guum newest 

Pinks, mE baceous Plants, named Tulips, &c. 

Arbutus, from 1 to 6 feet ; Andr: bones from 1 to4 
js, Cedars, "Arbor-vites, Cypres ind other 
Juni Alaternnus, feat ont Standard, Dwarf, 

LEARN and Climbing Roses, in great vi etr. 
Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Kalmias, Magnolles, 

e: excelsa, Cembra, 
cata, Cedars of 

Soppa tortulosus, Cedrus deodara, Pinu 

Abies, Eum morinda, Araucaria imbric: 

Lebanon &c. 
VEG Est .from 2 to a ea and from 1j to 6 ft, 

S, from 2 to 8 feet. Garden pas 
and Farm Seeds, aol, do, d 

the Evergreen Shri and Forest Trees are grown in most 

exposed situations, i Uum influence of the sea breeze, and 

pec uliarly adapted to give immediate effect, 
N. Garden Sites, Hothouse SCR Ornamental and 

Forest Planting, anao and contracted foi 

Standing Timber and Woodland USE accurately valued 
and lott A Neglected Plantations Thinned ene, Pruned, with 

advice and Age x id respecting future cultur 

Gardeners, Stev and Foresters, of DE cha- 
racter and ability, p Tuomas Barnes & Co. 

September, 1846, 

FLOWER- POTS AND GAR EAT 

OHN MORTLOCK, 250, Orford. street, oA 
announces that he has a very large assortment ofthe 

EAE articles in various colours, and solicits an early inspec- 

on, ery description of useful CHINA, GLASS, and 

BARTHEN WARE at the lowest possible price, for Cash.—250, 

Oxford-street, near Hyde-par 

i| Phat IMPROVED. MUSHROOM SPAWN 
n be had of Messrs. me ip Age Strand; Mr. F. 

sow, Mancheste HER, Hornwzs, and Co., 
Shemeld, Messrs. Rooms pe Fue (deinem Meses. 

Ler, Hammersmith; Mr. GREGORY, Cirencester, and of W. 

PRESTOE, Shirley, , Southampton, 

Poroy AND BRITISH SHEET AND CROWN 
GLASS, for Horticultural and general purposes, to be 

had i n boxes as imported, from 3łd. to 94d. per foot, Glass 

ntiles, 13s. 6d. per dozén. Propagating and an kinds of 
Horticultural laien: Oils, Colours, Brushes, th 

best desoription, at lowest lY. at F. ELPHICK’S, 98, Castle- 

street East, Oxford-street. * For Ready Money ‘only. 

STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET “GLASS. 

ET ETLEY anp CO. are supplying 16 oz. SHEET 
4 GLASS, in boxes of 100 feet each, an article superior in 

ery respect to the foreign, and well adapted for Horticultural 
iid general glazing purposes, a d following reduced prices, 
forcash, A xenon on 1000 f 

EN S. 

3 Per 100 feet Box. 

inches. inches, . d. $. 

6by4 andunder ree "Ti 2j sao UMOR. 
7 5 y » 225-7, 0:243... d 241 
9 Ih ux » 40 8j UP qo 5.0 

10. 8k.» 155.) di n db) OFE si i t 
14 10 2ft, super.0 33 9 2 

Other sizes of every PEU and quality outs qi low. 
les. 3. d.) per dozen SOME to 

GLASS Des: ms i from 8 0, substa nce, thinnest 
ES, 20 by 8 ej being 16 oz, shee 

aora GLASS Sann, Sheet, Crown, and Patent Plate 

Glass Warehouse, 35, Soho 

"LASS WHICH CANNOT BE BROKEN BY 
X RAIN or HAILSTONE.—A large quantity of POLISHED 

PLATE GLASS to be sold at 1s. per foot,—Apply at the East 
London ] Plate G Glass War house, Leman-st., Goodman’s s-i fields. 

PELIE PELLATT & Co. (late Pertar: & GREEN) 
espectfully inform the Public that at their Manufactory, 

Hollandestreet Blackfriars, they retail GLASS, China, and 
Earthenware, Chandeliers, Lustres, and ovary variety of. English 
and Sorel Ornamental Vases, Tazz: &e. Their Show 

Rooms are BRE to any in London, and their stock of the most 
superior and approved de gece Foreign orders and outfits 

executed with despatch. N.B. No establishment in the City. 

We -end Brancb, 58, ker-street, Portman. “square, | 

puoragaum GL ASSES, d A per 1b., 

or fro 2s: 6d. to 24s. per dozer UCU) MBER 

Cera un from 6d. to 4s. each. GRAPE Een S. with holes, 

o 2s, 6d, each. FISH BOWLS, from 1s. 6d. each,— 

ver. e pis & Co., Falcon Glass Works, Holland-street, 
| Blackfriars 

GLASS Ui AE oO. Fe 

aleon Glass 
Works, alana Dinca, are pri ena ed to suppi 

HE 

Hann 
suitable for sì tting’ Tooms. 

CONSERYV/ AT 

g and Cart tage ata ACE rdi 

FOREIGN SHEET GLASS, GLASS TIL 

IE has a quantity of boxes of S oREIGN 
S left, of the stoutest kind, of all sizes, 

which he ean offer to purchasers ata considerable ierifice, at 
,3 

on " IN EIER EE 
OT-WATER APPARATUS FOR 
HORTICULTURALBUILDINGS,D WE LLING-HOUSES, 

CHURCHES, oe NU OME: WAR E 'oved pinda 

by DANIEL a 

as 
x mà E: Barnzr also construct in metal m des: 
VOR HS Buildings Wem Sashes, 

bli a3 
di 
opportunity oe exhibiting ig, amongs: st 

Pic EDU and which may ics seen. 

WEEKS & DAY, Ancurtncns, &e., 
lace, Che a, o 

and HOT- WATER APPARATUS MANUPACT 

respectfully beg to inform the Nobi 

turists, that sae have erected on ee pre i3 

ae Hothouses, ‘Greenhouses, Cot 
various known improve 

,Hot-water Apparatus is 
on in various Hothouse? 

cn the ANUS principle of Top 4? 

ments of the dag can ibo. PE 

ange of F 
i acl, and onl; 

m great variety. - 

suus AND vs 61, Gracecli 
ough ue 

y solia te baa 

entific ‘Horticulturdets do the 
applying the Tank system to Sn | 
&c., by which Atmospheric heat as well as 

ured to any required degree without the 

friends they are now making their Boilers of 

Copper, by which the cost is reduced. 

ij well known, seana radure de 

be forwarded, a8 well as reference of the ighest 2 
f the No pilis? s seats an 

N Bog throug hout iue Kingdom. 

in New Parl ador pu article requiri 

of Horticultural Buildings, as well as 

ET 4 
at the follow wi De 

Per square foot. 
. 4d. 

z. 
oe up to dòi in, A Sn. s from ia. e pa, AE sq. ft 

"h oe 
D HORT T {CULTURAL 

DAY MARK ET. 

S WELCH noe on several oogaaion 
been appliod to for. the price of Sashes and frames, ha: 

estab! Enon 

thus brin RS the publie ou QE tunity of obtaining at once, 
nd Frames, Green- 

t for immediate use, 
e pleasure in sub- 

ASHES AND FRAMES A, MELE DE 
5. 5d. per foot, 

6 

ORL 

e. Nocharge 

eat Cas- 

5 S on the lowest terms, 

2 HEATING 

o the pone ie 

y improves j 
ode of 

of London, in 
mvatory erected at 

riptions of 
ues Noblemen, 

f their various 

272, "Holbon wn they have pa 
other iua works, an € 

aie or range, 
an arranges 

re i ipis than has hither ie fuh brought 

Baia were the first to introduce metallic cur- 

es to horticulturists, and can ee the Con- 

Ro. attached to the Pantheon as one 
besides many others in this country, and on 

AILEY have prepared a iere ty of the G 

eg Pr otectors, which are now read 

their works, 

e Ea 
o, for ou 

constantly, OF 
at their Manu- 

Gloucester: 
BUILDERS 

URE im most 
rticul- 

paratus 
be 

o which heat i is applicable. Boilers 

ofall sizes ; the poet e Be ranted 
toheat ar: 

Housea 300 feet in length, with a nd quantity o: 

EC e 

eh ch-street, 
un yentors 

and DOUBLE, 
tion of 

nd prine ‘pal 

eir Manufactory) 

a constrict
) 

sir heating the
m, may 

is eted upon 
the mo 

Tied ding; Field
 and den 
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HYAGINTHS, TULIPS, RANUNCULUSES, ANEMONES, might be done in this way, and we shall probably | correspondent, of last week, spoke to the same fact. Ron GERANIUMS, AND LILIUM LANCT-| resume the subject. ear Hythe, in Kent, the crop is better than last 

GROOM, Crarmaw Riss, near Loxpon (removed 
* from Walworth), by APPOINTMENT FLORIST To HER 

Masmsry THE QUEEN, and to Hrs MAJESTY THE KING OF Saxony, 
begs to recommend to the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, 
Amateurs, his extensive assortment of the above FLOWERS, 
Which he can supply of the best quality. He begs to state 

at this is a good season of the year to make a selection of the various kinds, 
CINTHS, in 25 fine sorts, named .. 25 HYA . £1 5:0 

100 TULIPS, in 100 fine sorts, named s. 1. 3. 7 7 0 
100 Ditto in 50 ditto ditto 5 5 

Superfine Mixtures, per 100, from 10s. 6d. to 21s. 
100 RANUNCULUSES, in 100 Superfine sorts, named 210 0 

T Superfine Mixtures, per ieee TEE 0 100 ANEMONES, in 100 Superfine sorts, named  .. 115 0 
New Collection of 50 Superfine sorts. T € Superfine Mixtures, per 100 .. se ss s. 010 6 

25 AURICULAS, in 25 Superfine sorts, named .. 210 0 S 
25 GERANIUMS, in 25 Superfine sorts ditto 

ood kinds, per d 12. Zir lt m from 
LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM ALBUM, good bulbs, 

from 15, bd 
» m PUNCTATUM, from 5s 
» SPECLOSUM (true) -.. from 10s. 

A new collection of Hybrid Seedling Lilies, 6 so 
. GRoom begs to say his Catalogue of Bulbs, 

and will be forwarded by post on application. 
oreign orders executed, 

ROSES. 
MESSRS. LANE amp SON beg to announce that 

their CATALOGUE for the ensuing autumn is now ready, 
and will be forwarded as usual to all their obliging customers; 
and to others, by inclosing two penny stamps. It contains a 
Separate list of those sorts best suited for Pot Culture, taken 
from actual experience ; also for Pyramids, &c. 

Nurseries, Great Berkhampstead, Sept., 1846, 

The Gardeners’ Chronicle, 
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1846. 

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 
Faray, Oct. 2--Botanic: H . B B Li LES Moxvay, — —  5—Entomologio] . 1  . grim, TumpAY, | — 8 PM. 6—Horticultural ks ro bi 

We last week published the new regulations de- 
termined upon by the Horticultural Society for 
their Exursrrrons AT THE Garen in 1847. We 
now proceed to point out the more important of the 
changes that have been made. 

Two new prizes have been offered, one of the 
value of 157, and the other of 97. 10s. "The effect 
of this is to establish rewards of intermediate amount 
between 20/. and 107., and between 4/, and 17. 15s. 
In order to adjust this change the Large Gold 
Medal will be hereafter exchanged at the rate of 
157. only ; and the highest prize—that of 207.— 
Will be called the Certificate of Honour. 

Oo much i nience and disarrang t of 
the plans for showing has been produced by the 
system of taking places boterhenid, that it is now 
resolved that no places whatever shall be be- 
spoken ; but that the plants shall be placed by the 
Society's officers, as they arrive, and at their 
discretion. 

From the beginning of the exhibitions it has been: 
the practice to conceal from the judges the names of 
the persons to whom the exhibitions belonged ; 
numbers instead of names being employed to distin- 
Suish the collections. That system is put an end 
to. The names of exhibitors will be attached to 
their plants from the first, and the judges will 
make their awards with a knowledge of the persons 
Upon whom their prizes are conferred. Thus, 
While the Society takes the highest ground, it also 
es an act of justice to the integrity of the judges, 

Whose fairness long experience has shown to be un- 
questionable. We believe that it is also in contem- 
Plation to attach the names of the judges to each of 

awards. 
Some attempts at fraudulent showing having 

been detected, arrangements have been made to 
Suard against their recurrence. Plants grown in 
Small pots have been transferred to larger pots im- 
mediately before the exhibition, and flowers have 
een cunningly stuck on plants which never bore 

them. These things will scarcely happen again. 
Fruit is not required to be more ripe than would 

Satisfy the buyers in a market, Pine-apples are 
classified, and the value of the medals given for 
fruit is increased, 

The number of plants required for some of the large collections is reduced, while the prizes remain 
the same. At the same time the bad system of 
Showing duplicates is checked by defining the Xumber of duplicates which a given collection will 
e allowed to include. 
Finally, Fuchsias, Ranunculuses, and Moss 

*oses, no longer form distinct subjects of exhi- 
bition ; and on the other hand special medals are pered for Yellow Roses, Coniferous plants, Fancy elargoniums, Cape Orchids, Amaryllids, Hardy 
nus Hardy Dwarf Herbaceous plants, and New 
n Hybrid Shrubs. The Silver Gilt Medal 

‘tered for the latter shows how much importance eae Society attaches to attempts for improving and 
im Ying the races of hardy plants that decorate 

"gardens, We formerly drew attention to what 

9| with their sorrows; nor do we intend to acquiesce 

Wuen Hor warer drove smoke flues out of the 
field, the great opponents of the change were the 
bricklayers and builders, because they found that 
hot water prevented their making a bill. Now that 
Polmaise is threatening to render hot-water appa- 
ratus needless in a majority of cases, some iron- 
mongers are its opponents, because they too per- 
ceive that Polmaise will prevent their making a 
long bill; and they are joined in their endeavours 
by that numerous class which thrives by a per 
centage upon tradesmen's accounts. Where there 
is no long bill there can be no per centage. Hinc 
iste lachryma. We cannot, however, sympathise 

in their manœuvres, 
It is not to the interest of the public that any 

operation should be involved in needless expense ; 
and we must therefore endeavour, as we best may, to 
assist our friends in countermining the silent opposi- 
tion and unperceived obstruction which is offering to 
those who would adopt Polmaise. There are persons, 
as we know, who, professing to execute it, will do 
their utmost to make it fail. 1n order to prevent 
this result it is indispensable that those who pro- 
pose to employ it should consider well their plans, 
and not give interested parties the opportunity of 
thwarting them. At the same time we must at 
once declare that we cannot possibly undertake to 
furnish plans and contrivances for the application 
ofthis principle. Every post brings us a shower o 
letters asking all manner of questions, every one of 
whieh has already been fully answered by the dis- 
cussion that our columns have contained; and we 
trust that our friends will not think it any discour- 
tesy if we respectfully decline the task they seek 
to impose upon us. As we said on a former occa- 
sion it is the business of architects, builders, and 
bricklayers to make plans for details. It is imprac- 
ticable for a newspaper to do so. 

We must refer, then, everybody to the plan of Mr. 
Mzzxx's house, given at p. 563, which any bricklayer 
can understand if he is so fortunate as to have 
a head upon his shoulders. There is no possibility 
of misunderstanding that plan if it is attentively 
studied. It may be as well, however, to draw 
attention to the fact that the external air-entrances 
a, a, are not left open ; they are capable of being 
closed by a horizontal lid, and are only opened 
occasionally. 

In addition to this we may offer a few words of 
useful caution, which we extract from a letter of 
Mr. Merx’s. 

** Have nothing to do with any plan which brings the 
chimney or flue through the greenhouse. Brick flues 
will leak sometimes, and if the stove is properly built, 
and the damper properly placed and managed, no ap- 
preciable heat is lost in the chimney. Have nothing to 
do with any plan which places the fuel or ash-pit doors 
within the greenhouse; if you do you will save heat, 
but will certainly expose your plants to the action of 
sulphurous acid gas, to say nothing of smoke and dust. 
For HORTICULTURAL purposes employ a BRICK STOVE, the 
thicker the better, with iron top ; the heat will not be 
raised so rapidly, but it will be far more uniform; and 
if your gardener over-sleeps himself some cold Ji anuary 
morning, your plants will not miss him ; there will be 
no frozen faces to tell tales, Lastly, remember that it 
is the principle on which Polmaise ‘acts, the rotation of 
the air, which constitutes its excellence 3 it is not any 
particular form of stove, so do not listen to any * won- 
derful tales of a stove? Where steady heat is aequired, 
remember the bricks; where very high and rapidly- 

wi 

year, both in quantity and quality, although the 
plants were blighted ; and we know that the cir- 
cumstance is by no means uncommon. In other 
cases a second crop of small tubers is forming; so 
that, great as the mischief no doubt is, yet it is 
much less than last year in some places. What 
does this mean? Of course such a fact may be 
taken to signify that the atmosphere was the 
vehicle by which disease was communicated to the 
tuber ; and that in these instances the atmospheric 
influence, whatever it may be, which has swept 
over the face of the country, was resisted by the 
vigour of the Potato crop. 

Some weeks ago a correspondent mentioned a 
report that the Potato crops, within the influence 
of the smoke from the copper works round Swan- 
sea, were saved from the blight, although the crops 
perished beyond the circle of their influence. It was 
also asserted in the Cambrian newspaper, that :— 

* Last year the Potatoes reared in the neighbourhood 
of the copper works turned out to be healthy, and that 
in the present season the fact is still more determined. 
While in Sketty, Llangyfelach, and all around, the Po- 
tatoes are universally diseased, it so happens that in 
the immediate vicinity of the smoke they are sound and 
healthy, with scarcely a trace of disease to be found in 
hem. 

"This has been contradicted. But we are now in a 
condition to show that the statement alluded to 
was true. The following letter from a resident near 
Swansea sets the question at rest, by proving that 
the copper smoke does protect the Potato crop, 
and effectually ! 

* On the 31st Aug., T examined many pieces of Pota- 
toes within the immediate influence of the copper smoke 
from the smelting works in this neighbourhood. There 
is no oceasion perhaps to note the individual cases, but 
the general result is that the leaves, haulm, and tubers, 
improve as you approach the works, and that the nearest 
gardens, little more than 200 yards from them, are 
entirely free from the blight, and the crop good in 
quality, quantity, and flavour. The Potatoes are of 
different sorts. These last named gardens, as I am 
informed by the proprietor, entirely escaped the dis- 
ease in 1845, and have borne Potatoes for 40 years. 
The Potatoes are also said to have escaped in the vicinity 
of the chemical works at Newcastle. As a kindred 
misfortune, I may mention that a disease producing 
rottenness occurs in many instances here in the white 
Turnip, and it is to be feared that its earliest stage is 
perceptible in the Swedes. — Matthew Moggridge, the 
Willows, Swansea, Sept. 4.’ 

Here it may be urged by the advocates of atmo- 
spheric contagion that one miasm has had the 
power of repelling another from the Potato field. 

In former numbers we have given other instances 
of a similar kind, though far less striking ; such as 
Potatoes under the shelter of trees, or of a mixed 
crop, or of hedgerows, having also been saved. These 
also point to atmospheric influence. Mr. Nzviw,in 
his very valuable pamphlet,* adopts the atmospheric 
theory without hesitation. Nevertheless, we are 
as unable as ever to reconcile this theory with 
the whole of the facts known to us. We are 
indebted to Mr. Brcx, of Isleworth, for the follow- 
ing observation, which bears directly upon the 
present question :— 

* I had a small piece of Ash-leaved Kidneys, which 
ripened off a healthy yellow colour, and so died down to 
the ground without a speck of the disease. There was 
not a speck of it on any of the tubers we cooked. There 
was no appearance whatever on the portion I had saved 
for seed, and which was laid out for greening. But on 
Saturday last (Sept. 12), I was surprised to find that a 

iderable portion of the whole quantity (about a raised temperature are required, the 
help you. I do not wish these remarks to discourage 
various attempts at Polmaise heating, but let them be 
Polmaise. In all that I have done for the cause, my 
sole view has been to point out the truth for the benefit 
of the public; for their use I have explained so 
elaborately the principle ; for their use published my 

bushel) was greatly affected. The whole mischief had 
been done in a few days; for we were about to put 
them away the early part of the week, but thought a 
few days longer exposure would be better, I had no 
other Potatoes in my garden, nor are there any near 
me. Iam surrounded on three sides with high walls 3 
on the fourth, a high Quickset hedge and Grass field Plans ; to many I have shown the plan in operation ; 

with many corresponded privately. To all these things 
the public is heartily welcome.” 

Finally, in order to meet the under-hand oppo- 
sition which is offered to the employment of this 
mode of heating, we again recommend all who are 
in difficulty with builders, or others, or who dis- 
trust their own skill in applying Polmaise, to apply 
to Prumripex, a working bricklayer at Bletchingly, 
near Reigate. He will either plan or execute the 
work, and being a very industrious man, with aj 
large family, deserves the employment and counte- | 
nance of the public. | 

Lasr year, wherever the tops of the PorArTozs | 
were blighted the tubers were also, invariably, de- | 
cayed. We are not aware of any example to the 
contrary. This year it is not so. We have our- 
selves seen Potato fields with all the tops blighted, 
and yet the crop, a very scanty one, was either free 
from disease, or inconsiderably affected. Our Paris 

form the boundary.” 

We have ourselves a somewhat similar case, with 
a new variety, called “ Willison’s Seedling,” the 
offspring, no doubt, of the Ash-leaved Kidney. It 
grew, remained healthy, and ripened without a trace 
of disease. When taken up, the tubers were abso- 
lutely sound, They were laid by in a dry shed, 
well covered with mats, and in a few weeks symp- 
toms of disease, slight ones, made their appearance 
in the tubers. Similar instances occurred last year 
with sound Potatoes that were attacked in sand 
kept constantly in a dry place, and that never 
formed tops. ‘These are apparently irreconcilable 
with atmospheric agency, whether miasm, or any- 
thing else, unless it is assumed that the supposed 
disease acts directly upon the Potato. 

Even the curious state of the Tomato crop in 
some places, although at first sight favouring the 

* © The Potato Epidemic, and its pr 
N. Nevin. 12mo.  M'Glashan, Dublin ; 
We shall analyse this pamphlet neat week. 
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opinion, seems to be on the whole ir 

with it, This fruit has this year been extensively 
injured in the country round London, by a rot, 
which attacks the ripening Apple, and renders it 
unfit for use. Sometimes the leaves are blotched 
sometimes not. It is evidently, we think, the same 

as the disease of the Potato “ Apple,” or fruit, and 
in both cases is, as far as we have seen, unaccom- 

panied by fungi. It appears on the exposed side, 
where the fruit receives the most air; and there- 
fore, it may be said, is attacked by something in the 

atmosphere. But there is this difficulty in the way 
of admitting such an explanation: the supposed 
miasm ought to attack all Tomatoes in the neigh- 
bourhood of tainted Potato fields ; but it does not. 

Our excellent correspondent “ Quercus," than whom 

there is not a more close, shrewd, practical observer, 
finds no such disease in his Tomatoes; and we 

have lately seen beautiful samples of this fruit in 

the market of Boulogne, all round which place the 
Potato crops are blighted. The French peasants 
had not even heard of the Tomatoes being attacked. 

We respectfully present these facts to the consi- 
deration of those who are striving to find out the 
cause of the Potato disease. They not only must 
not be neglected, but no theory can be accepted 

which fails to include them in its scope. One thing, 
however, they seem to dispose of conclusively, and 
that is the notion that the Potato disease is to be 
kept off by regeneration from seed. Tomatoes are 
annually regenerated from seed, and Tomatoes 
suffer like Potatoes. 

THUNBERGIA CHRYSOPS. 
Carmine as most;of the Thunbergias are, the supe- 

riority of this species must at once be admitted by 

everybody ; the beautiful variety of tints exhibited in 
its large blossoms fully entitle it to the first rank in the 
genus. 

I had a few cuttings of it given me in May, 1845, 
which struek freelyin a brisk heat. After they were 
struck I potted them off into 3-inch pots well drained in 
a rich soil, and then placed them in a close pit heated 
with hot water. They grew very fast, and in August I 
repotted them into 5-ineh pots. By the middle of 
December I had the pleasure of seeing one of the plants 
in flower, andit continued to blossom from that time to 
April, daily expanding from 4 to 9 of its beautiful 
flowers. The other plants, from want of room, I was 
obliged to put into a common frame; but there they 
id not do so well. When placed in a warm and humid 

pl and not potted, the plant ceases tobe 
so exuberant, and it is much easier to keep it within 
bounds. I never eut any of the shoots, nor allow the 
plant to grow more than 2 feet high before I turn the 

shoot downwards, which checks the growth, and which 
I believe is the great secret of inducing the plant to 
flower. Itis a great mistake to keep repotting as it 
makes growth, if you wish to flower it. I know several 
people who kept repotting it until it was established in 
very large pots,and then all that could be said was that 
it had made a fine plant. But where were the blos- 
soms ?—not to be found. 

The plant which I flowered matured some seed long 
before it ceased to flower. After it had done flowering, 

i I repotted it into a 6-inch pot, and allowed it to re- 
1 main in a pit with some Orchids all the summer, and I 

D. have no doubt that it will flower again much earlier 
Dn next winter. I regret that some of the other species 
H were not in flower near it, for I do not suppose there is 
ii any probability of the seedlings raised from the old 
D plant sporting. As the plants quickly fill the pots with 

i roots, it will benefit them very much, when in flower, 
i to give them once a fortnight a good watering with 
i guano water, at the rate of 1 Ib. to 8 gallons of water, 

letting it stand until it is clear before it is used.— T. 
Davis, Colchester. 

POLMAISE HEATING. 
In a recent number I promised that I would endea- 

vour to prove that the advocates and employers of the 
Polmaise mode of heating have nothing to fear from the 
coming winter, by showing that the principle of Pol- 
maise is a compensating principle, so that, within cer- 
tain limits (depending on the extent of the means em- 
ployed), its results will rethain the same, whatever may 
be the external circumstances of heat or cold, and that, 
as a timepiece preserves its accuracy amidst cold and 
heat by means of the compensating pendulum, so will 
this system of heating necessarily retain a proportionate 
efficiency at all seasons of the year. 

our readers are aware that I have not built my 
heating apparatus after any pattern or design ; I knew 
that certain results ought to follow the use of certain 
means : I have employed the means—the result is what 
T foretold ; had it been otherwise, it would have proved 

vs which scientific men have given, as regu- 
iffusion of heat through the atmosphere, are 

r one fact upsets a thousand theories ; but 
fact and theory agree. Not one single 

expressed by those who have seen the 
tion as to certain facte, such as the flame 
wn one way by the cold air and carried 
the hot air ; the draught of hot air felt 

e or hand is placed near the hot-air open- 
rmometer, hanging in the centre of the hot 

ating a temperature of 90° to 100° Fahr.; 

the T moisture. What, then, 

the principle of this action ? and how is it a compensat- 

ing one ? why does the cold air flow out of the house 

and the hot flow in? Let us trace each step of the pro- 

cess ; suppose it is a December morning, the external 

air piercing cold, and hang a thermometer in the stove 

chamber and one in the honse ; they each indicate 32° 

Fahr. the fire is lighted, the iron plate feels the 

warmth, absorbs the radiant caloric, imparts it to that 

portion of air which is in contact with it ; air, like all 

other matter, expands when heated; expanding, it be- 

comes of necessity specifically lighter ; becoming lighter 

than that which surrounds it, it ascends ; and ascend- 

ing, it passes into the house: but what has become o 

the space it has left behind ? Nature abhors a vacuum ! 

The instant one portion or particle of air has moved, its 

place is occupied by another colder than itself; this, in 

its turn, is warmed, moves on, leaving its place to be 

again supplied ; and thus is a ceaseless current of air 

established from the house to the chamber, and from 

the chamber to the house, caused by the difference of 

density of the air in the two; which difference of den- 

sity itself depends on the difference of temperature, so 

that difference of temperature is the very element or 

principle of action in this system. While the stove cham- 

ber and the house are at the same temperature, 

whether it be 32? Fahr. or 100° Fahr. no circulation 

takes place; with equality all is at rest. But once dis- 

turb the equilibrium and the currents instantly flow till 
the balance be restored ! 

But this is not all; not only does the flow of the cur- 

rent depend on the difference of density or temperature, 

but the rapidity or velocity of the current bears an ewact 

proportion to that difference ; and here is that compen- 

sating principle which I have alluded to, so that 

supposing these currents travel at the rate of 10 miles 

per hour when there is a difference of 10°, they will 

not travel less than 20 miles when there is a difference 

of 20? ; nay, it is probable that the increase of velocity 

will be in geometric progression. ow, I ask your 

readers to reflect for a moment on the inevitable con- 

sequence of this law, as it concerns the maintenance of 

sufficiently high winter temperature in houses heated 

on the Polmaise principle; it must be this, that, pro- 

vided you can keep up the temperature of the stove- 

chamber, the temperature of the house will of necessity 

be kept up also; that the immediate effect of any 

attempt on the part of the external cold to lower the 

temperature of the house, will be only to induce a 

more rapid flow of the cold air to the source of heat ; 

and thus I consider the question of the diffusion of heat 

in winter is set at rest, the very velocity of its diffusion 

will be proportionate to the intensity of the cold! The 

power of diffusion being thus beyond all doubt, it only 
remains to provide sufficient caloric, or heat, to do the 
work. A bushel of coals ean ‘only, in the process of 
combustion, evolve a given quantity of heat; so that 

supposing a hot-water apparatus and a Polmaise appa- 

ratus equally absorbed every portion of the heat so 

given out, and conveyed it to the house to be heated, 

their working claims would be equal, the Polmaise still 

having the advantage in the first cost ; but it is not so. 

And here I must re o my own previous efforts ; 

your readers will possibly remember a Table of Tem- 

peratures published in the Chronicle, March 28, of this 

year (the accuracy of which has never been impugned), 

by which it was clearly shown that in all ordinary hot- 

water arrangements, and especially in those considered 

the best, there is great loss of heat; that, during one 

week in which the mean temperature of the air was 

40° Fahr., the mean temperature of the hothouse was 

60° Fahr., while the mean temperature of the stoke- 

hole was 80° Fahr. : and it would be no exaggeration 

to state that if these data had been taken in 1844 (when 

the external air was 10° Fahr., and the hothouse was 

with difficulty kept at a point of safety), that the stoke- 

hole temperature would have been much higher, not 

relatively but actually ; proving thus, that, as there is 

no such loss of heat in the Polmaise plan, its practical 

working will be proportionately economical. Natural 
wee heap in its first cost—cheap in its use ! what 

a contrast does it offer to the unnatural, unsound, ex- 

pensive, wasteful system of man’s devising. How 

various are the ways in which its path is proclaimed ! 

The peal of the thunder, does it not tell us with what 

fearful velocity cold air will rush into the rarified space 

eaused by the heat of the lightning! the land breeze, 

does it not prove how gently the air will travel from a 

cool to a slightly warmer spot! our.common practice 

of letting some fresh air in * at this door," and the hot 

air out “at that window" our very conversation, 

* mind, and don't sit in a draught”—all prove the un- 
doubted truth of Polmaise. 

A few words to the practical men, whose business it 
enis 

S 

pleasure, nurserymen for their profit, are all on the 
alert, and you will find it to your interest to lead the 
way ; above all, remember that this is an age when 
principles are more relied on than details. Horticul- 
ture and agriculture owe their rapid strides to this ; 
their advance is certain, they take Nature as their 
guide ; the means of diffusing heat by the circulation of 
the air itself will assuredly be brought to perfection, 
whether it be Mr. Murray’s, Mr. Hazard’s, or my own 5 
the principles are those of Nature ; you cannot prevent 
their triumph, therefore hasten it; remember, the 
principle is, to take the air you desire to warm over a 
heated surface.—2D. B. Meek, Holmesdale House. 

THE AMATEUR GARDENER, 
PREPARATIONS For WiNTER.— Although brilliant skies 

and a high temperature seem to make the mention of 
winter unsuitable, the Amateur must not forget that the 
middle of September scarcely ever passes away without 
sharp frosts, which give him a seasonable premonition 
of what is so soon to come. It has often occurred, 
within our memories, that the earth has been frost- 
bound in November to such an extent as to destroy 
everything tender or half hardy in the gardens. ^ A wise 
hortieulturist will provide against all such contingencies, 
and avail himself of the present favourable season, to 
guard against the ravages of a less propitious one. 
Nothing is more discouraging than to lose all our 
garden beauties by the winter's cold, so as to be 
obliged either to purchase or beg at the next 
spring. This mortification may be avoided by persons 
of the most slender means, and I shall consult the in- 
terests of a very large class of gardeners by givin 
the details of a practice by which the tender exotics 
which delight ‘us in summer may be preserved in 
winter. To professed gardeners this is a subject quite 
familiar, and demands from them the highest exertions 
of their skill. I do not write for them, but for ama- 
teurs of less experience, who are so often ready to give 
up their floral pursuits on account of their losses from 
cold, 

In a former paper I have given some account of an 
appropriate habitat for plants which it is desirable to 
preserve during the winter, A dry pit, with facilities 
for excluding frosts, is indispensable, when the ama- 
teur’s stock exceeds what he can conveniently proteet 
in his dwelling-house. Choose the highest and best- 

drained portion of the garden, and letthe pots, whenstored 
away, be placed with their tops a few inches below thesur- 

face of the surrounding ground. The ordinary covering of 

glass and a mat will suffice till hard frosts set in, when 

the sides of the frame placed over the pit should be pro- 

tected with a lining of dry straw, or other material, 

piled to the level of the lights. This, with an extra 
mat or two, wil defy all frost. Experto crede. But 

I must reiterate the necessity of giving air and light on 
every favourable occasion, and also of leaving the plants 
in darkness for a day or two whenever a thaw occurs. 
More plants are lost by exposure to solar light after 
frosts, than by any other means ; and it is a fact that 

cannot be too extensively known, that frozen vegetation, 
even in the case of tender exotics, will recover itself in 

most cases, if allowed to thaw in the dark. 
But what is to be committed to the care of a pit 

during the winter months? Probably many gardeners 
have scarcely thought of this yet, for it must be con- 

fessed great improvid is often ifested by those 

who profess and display great attachment to florieulture. 

Persons of experience will, before this time, have struck 

numerous euttings of those flowers which beautify their 

gardens in summer, such as Verbenas, Petunias, Helio- 

tropes, Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, &e. These, if not too 

large and too crowded, may be allowed to remain toge- 

ther in the pots or pans in which they have been rooted; 

they will keep better than if they are now potted sepa- 

rately, and space will be economised, If cuttings have 

not been made, they may be yet put in, running the 

risk of a failure on account of the lateness of the season. 

A gentle hotbed, with care, will even now secure roots 

to many cuttings, which may cautiously be hardened off 

before winter is confirmed. 2 
But presuming it is too late to attempt to strike cut- 

tings with the inferior means many amateurs possess, 
will call attention to what is now in existence in pots and 

in the garden, which may he preserved successfully for 

another year. Verbenas, which have been pegge 
down early in the season, will be found to have rooted. 

as you require of these rooted offsets, 

and let them be carefully potted and transferred at 

maller pots. 
d 

isto provide the means of diffusing p heat. 

Many years has your attention been engaged on a 

system unnatural, therefore totally erroneous ; you have 

used an instrument for a purpose for which it was never 

intended, and, with all your ingenuity, you have not 

broughtit to perfection (look at its waste), and you never 

can; scientific men have, with two or three brilliant excep- 

tions, as Rumford, Arnott, &c., left too much to 

yourselves, so that w inity of attention has 

been bestowed on mechanism, principles have been for. 

gotten. W time on a em which is 

erroneous in | ple 
that is sound ; let r siderations bind you to 

stand in the way of improvement ; increased consump- 

tion will more than compensate for diminished cost. 

Clergymen for their churches, gentlemen for their 

le exert your ingenuity on one | 
^ a 1 

borders, 
preserved. If you have many, you mus 

bloom of some of them, take them up at once, 

them be treated as above directed for plants in Tou 

But as there may be no injurious frosts for some uS 8, 

let the bulk of your plants remain where di ey 

are some time longer; indeed until frost touches 

them. .Caleeolarias, Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, hy hs 

hen be taken up, and the greater part of the d 

eut off. They may then be potted and put into, he p A 

With ordinary watchfulness your present stock may n 

manner be preserved, and delight you with the! 

ities next season. 

Searlet Pelargoniums are not 80 

‘many other greenhouse p! 
soon prosirated by 

ants are,and they 
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put them in small pots with a light soil, and 
be placed not in the frame or pit, but in 

cellar or room in thedwelling-house, where they will have 
au and light, but no moisture. With this precaution 
nothing is more easily kept through the hardest 
Winters, While some young plants should be struck 
every year, those of two or three years’ growth have a 
ne effect, and constitute a gorgeous ornament in any 

garden, They may be trained to almost any size, and 
B be cultivated extensively by every amateur.— 

D 

Home Correspondence. 
Polmaise Heating.—Being about to erect a small 

Plant house, and feeling sufficiently satisfied by the dis- 
cussion on Polmaise to wish to adopt the warm air 
Principle, I have waited with considerable interest the 
Publication of Mr. Meek’s plan of arrangement, know- 
lng that experiment or rather experience is the onl 
Safe thing to trust to in the very difficult and hitherto 
imperfectly understood subject of thermo-ventilation. 
here is one point in particular in Mr. M.’s arrangement 

which, as I at present understand it, I could only adopt 
Simply as an act of faith in that gentleman’s experience, 
Why admit the external atmosphere by so many of 
those perforations in the wall, seeing that the cold air 
So admitted, is almost immediately poured into nume- 
Tous holes in the fioor? [Air is only admitted occa- 
Stonally at these openings, which are fitted with a 

.] It appears to me that the side branches of 
the cold air drain might almost as well have been 
Continued to the outside of the wall at once, or 
that even a single communication through the wall 
at the end of the cold air drain would have been just 
as efficient, and more simple. This idea implies, of 
Course, that the cold air drains, their side-branches, 
and the openings in the walls, may be altogether super- 
fluous, And is there, in fact, any good reason against 
à well contrived and easily regulated apparatus by 
Means of which all the air designedly admitted to the 
house shall be passed through the air chamber of the 
Stove? I believe that many of the objections to which 
Such a suggestion would give rise haye already passed 
through my mind. It might probably be said that the 
atmosphere of the house would be unwholesome and 
Oppressive, as is well known to be the ease in apartments 
heated by the Arnott stove; but the Arnott stove does 
Not, as is commonly supposed, deteriorate the atmo- 
Sphere of rooms in consequence of its contaet with heated 
iron, but simply because of the slow combustion and 
consequent feeble draught, allowing the carbonic acid 
and sulphurous acid gases arising from the coal to gra- 
vitate and flow through the doors of the fireplace and 
ash pit into the apartment. My idea of a warm air 
System may be expressed in very few words, When- 
ever the external atmosphere is so cold that it cannot 
be safely admitted through windows and sashes, pass it 
all through a warm chamber into.the lowest part 
of the house, and suffer it to eseape by a ventilator in 
the highest part of the roof. You will deem this a very 
off-hand style of talking ; but if you will permit me I 
Will endeavour to deseribe the means by which I pro- 
‘Pose to carry out my views, and I should feel obliged if 
You, or any of your Polmaise friends would set me 
Night if I be in error. In the first place I purpose 
Using a sky-light span-roof which I have by me (it is 
about 24 feet long), and I would particularly observe 
that the piece of wood forming the ridge is broader and 

than is usual in the construction of plant- 
. In this ridge-piece I purpose cutting longi- 

tudinal slits of about 9 inches long, leaving solid in- 
“vals of corresponding length. Upon this perforated 

Yidgo-piece I shall mounta liglit board of similar width, 
and perforated exactly in the same way, and thus I form 
3 ridge ventilator, which by sliding the upper board to 
e extent of 9 inches or less, is capable of the nicest 

Adjustment. One end of the proposed building will 
abut against the piers of an archway leading into a 
Cave cut out of the sandstone rock ; the other end will 
Stand on the edge of a bank, which suddenly falls to a 
depth of about 4 ft., in which bank I shall build my 
Stove, and with a view to economising the heat of the 
Chamber, as weil as from considerations of convenience, 
T think of placing the air-chamber inside the house, its 
‘op being on a level with the floor of the house of which 
its stout oaken cover would form a part. From the 
Upper part of the chamber, and just under the floor, I 
TAS to carry 2 warm-air drain under the entire 
ength of a brick pit similar to that represented in Mr. 
t eek’s plan. By these means I think I should ob- 
ain that kind current of which a fluid like air is 
2 dd Susceptible, insuring by an ascending 
i of the entire height of the house a good 

‘aught of air from the exterior through the warm Chamber. Here I would make an observation which “cours to me in consequence of my experience in the 
qonstruetion of a warm-air lamp intended for a very 
parent purpose. Ab in passing through a hot cham- 
Ug is heated not nearly so much in proportion to the 
Sat of the surface over which it passes as in propor? 
ta to the time it is detained in contact with that sur- 
ti 9$, and it will be found that if the exit passage in the 
pper part of the chamber be entirely closed for a time, 
dc Confined air will have obtained a temperature 
te”, equal to that of the plate itself. 
of Other hand, if the entrance and exit passages 

he chamber be very large, the air will 

pass through so rapidly that were the plate even red 
hot it would be insufficiently warmed. It is, therefore, 
essential that the exit if not the entrance for air be pro- 
vided with a sliding register similar to that I have de- 
scribed with reference to the ridge timber. With 
regard to the supply of atmospheric moisture in that 
necessary degree of excess over what is usually con- 
tained in the external i 

over-dryness, over-moisture, Xc., cannot be doubted. 
A question arises whether the disease can be produced 
by such causes, or whether by infection ; and whether 
it is found in the well-managed houses of the large 
market-gardeners. Perhaps some of your correspond- 
ents may be able to throw light upon the subject.—C., 
Lincoln. 

I have suggested, if the warm air drain were laid per- 
fectly level and cemented, its bottom might always be 
kept covered with water to the depth of 2 or 3 inches, 
and in passing over such an extent of water the warm 
air would certainly take up a sufficient quantity to pro- 
duce a due degree of moisture in the house. I would, 
however, also make a provision similar to that of the 
iron tank within the air chamber, but with a difference 
which would, I think, render it more effective. Instead 
of an iron tank, I purpose having made at a neigh- 
bouring tile kiln three oblong troughs of porous earthen- 
ware, to be placed in the chamber so that the whole of 
their surface may be opposed to the evaporating action 
of the warm air. These troughs will be conveniently 
accessible by taking up the wooden cover of the chamber 
within the house, and one or the whole may have water 
as may be found desirable. In conclusion I would re- 
mark that I have purposely avoided supplying the air- 
chamber in auy degree from the interior of the house. 
—J. H. Maw, Hastings. 

The Hamiltonian Systemof Pine-growing (see p. 613). 
—I think it quite reasonable to consider the branches 
of all plants, and the suckers of Pines, when brought in 
contact with the soil, and allowed to root in it so many 
perfect plants, even though they remain attached to the 
parent stem, but I should not think it consistent with 
reason if Mr. Hamilton had planted a Pine in the 
middle of the bed in which, he says, are 60 Pine stools, 
and allowed it to multiply by suckers until the bed was 
filled, and then call it one plant; however, I have no 
wish to undervalue the advantages of the Hamiltoni 
system, on the contrary, I consider it preferable to the 
common method where the plants can be grown out of 
pots, but I had no idea that by the Hamiltonian (or any 
other) method both the sucker and fruit could be per- 
fected in seven months. In my experience I have 
always found the Black Jamaica to take a longer time 
to perfect its fruit than other varieties ; none ripens 
sooner than the Queen, which generally takes four 
months in summer ; the Black Jamaica five, and in 
the winter and spring often six months. I consider it 
an error to hurry the ripening ; when such is the case 
the fruit is never so solid, sugary, or so high flavoured. 
Suppose, then, a Pine-apple to take four months from 
its first appearance to the time of ripening, it surely 
cannot take less than two months from the time it 
begins to form until it makes its appearance ; here, 
then, will be six months out of the seven taken up to 
mature the fruit alone, andas the trunk of a Pine never 
elongates after the fruit begins to form, ean it be sup- 
posed that the sucker will be sufficiently developed in 
four weeks to produce a fruit 4 or 5 lbs, weight.— Wm. 
Stothard, Durdham Down Nursery, Bristol, Sept. 15. 

Grape Preserve.—A very delicious preserve or jelly 
may be made from Grapes. It is done as follows :— 
Pick off the Grapes; put them in a stewpan or sauce- 
pan; bruise them very slightly; set the pan over a 
slow fire ; and as the seeds rise to the top while sim- 
mering, skim them off. When dressed enough, pass 
the whole through a coarse muslin or cloth ; sweeten 
it to your taste ; return it again to the pan, and let it 
simmer very gently till quite thick ; put it in a mould 
or preserving pot; and, if properly made, the pot may 
be turned upside down without disturbing its contents. 
Put thin paper, moistened with a small quantity of 
salad-oil, over the jelly, and cover with paper or blad- 
der. Keep it in an airy, light, and dry place. It is 
impossible to state the proportion of sugar required, for 
situation, season, &c., make so great a difference in the 
saccharine juice of the Grape, that it is better to leave it 
to the taste of the maker. Skim off as many of the 
seeds as possible before pressing, as too many of them 
will give a bitter taste to the jelly.—4..B. 

Fig Garden at West Taniig.—MHaving seen this 
garden, to which your correspondent of 5th inst. alludes, 
my father was induced to try standard Fig-trees of the 
usual purple kind (I do not know the name) in his 
kitchen garden, which is warm, and walled on three 
sides ; they have answered perfectly, and bear good 
crops, ripening their fruit well in any season. In the 
very severe season of 1837-38, they were cut to the 
ground, and again in 1844-45, after which vexatious 
occurrence it takes more than a season to furnish bear- 
ing wood again.— E. M., Twickenham, Sept. 15. 

The Spot on Pelargoniums.—The cause of the “spot” 
isf il 

Another rema le Instance of Attachment in the 
Hobin.—As an old contributor, I feel pleasure in bring- 
ing uuder notice one or two more interesting facts con- 
nected with the natural history of the robin ; and before 
I have done, I hope suecessfully to prove that, though 
possessed of many and very grievous faults, his good 
qualities far outweigh them all, and fairly entitle him to 
bea general favourite. On the 26th of March last I 
perceived at the bottom of one of my robins’ cages an 
egg. I had been, for some time previous, doubtful as 
to the sex of this bird, for it was neither very lively nor 
did it sing ; indeed, it was the only robin out of 13 that 
was decidedly non-musical. On making the discovery, 
and perceiving that the season of spring rendered the 
bird desirous of mating and going to nest, I at once 
opened the window and restored it to liberty. Its gra- 
titude for this favour was excessive, and forcibly ex- 
pressed by every movement of the head and bend of the 
body, all diverting exceedingly. So far, however, was 
the bird from evidencing any anxiety to escape, that it lew 
quite leisurely into the garden, coming repeatedly to the 
window for a meal worm, and returning to its usual 
lace of roost in the evening. Observing this striet 

mark of confidence and affection, I resolved on provid- 
ing her ladyship with a husband of my own choosing 5 
and I aecordingly gave liberty to one of my very 
best and handsomest songsters. In three days I 
had the pleasure of seeing the pair fondiy and happily 
united; and as they gradually disappeared from the 
house some days afterwards, I concluded they had en- 
tered upon the cares and duties inseparable from a do- 
mestic life, and that they had a family in perspective. 
About six weeks after this I thought I caught a glimpse 
of one, if not of both the happy pair, but they were so 
busily occupied with flying to and fro, apparently with 
food for their young, that I conceived it possible 
I might be mistaken. N had 
seen my pet; there was 
complished ; Iwas not yet in his secret. 
seem that, at the time I allude to, my two little friends 
were the happy parents of a happy family ; and that 
the male, at all events, had determined on revealing 
this “great fact" to mein confidence. 1 observed him 
one morning running aiong the wall, side by side with 
me as I walked down the garden. His fine large eye 
shone magnificently bright ; his crest was raised, and 
his personnel looked noble. I knew him instantly, and 
greeted him most cordially. My recognition delighted 
him, and hé returned my salutation with repeated 
* salaams,” sweeping the bricks with his tail, after the 
fashion of a pigeon. These, and divers other manceuvres, 
he praetised day after day, till at last I imagined 
he musthave some partieular motive for his strange 
conduct, particularly at a season when all birds are shy 
and wary. accordingly watched him narrowly ; and 
one morning, when he flew across the garden, I fol- 
lowed him. ‘This seemed to give him extravagant 
pleasure. Leading me from tree to tree, he halted 
when he saw I was evidently interested in his move- 
ments ; and then, alighting on a large Ivy-bush that 
overshadows one end of my aviary, he burst out ina 
melodious ‘volume of song; after which he dropped 
swiftly down into the centre of the Ivy, and disappeared. 
I could now readily divine the whole matter. Placing 
a pair of steps under the Ivy, I mounted, and, looking 
in where I had seen the robin enter, there I espied a 
very elegantly-formed nest; and seated, or rather 
squatted therein, six nearly-fledged young robins! The 
joy of the old bird as he observed my surprise cannot 

be expressed in words, but it made a great impression 

on me at the time. A few days subsequently the entire 

brood were brought out to see the world ; four of them 
are now inmates of my family, and are remarkably tame, 

handsome birds; giving promise, moreover, of being 

very fine songsters. Their papa, also, has again given 

himself up, voluntarily, to my tender care, and he will 

lodge with me (should we both live) till next spring, 

when he will once more be set free. His mate, as is 

always the case when the breeding season is over, still 
roams about at her pleasure, caring no more for one 
bird than she does for another, pecking at each, indis- 

criminately, that comes in her way.— William Kidd, 
New-road, Hammersmith, Aug è 

Rare Moths and Butterfii I have taken four fine 

specimens of the Sphinx convolvuli or Unicorn Hawk 

Moth, which until this year, was exceedingly rare in 
ichb 

"S 

does not appear as yet to have been y ex- 
plained. In ill ged } it is ime 
not met with at all; while in well-managed houses it 
will sometimes appear. It may be inferred, therefore, 
that there is a cause independent of management inthe 

affected houses ; and this cause may be infection. That 

the progress of the evil will be in the ratio of the mis- 

management, can searcely be doubted ; and experience 

has led to a belief that a hot sunshine striking upon the 

exposed sides of small pots, filled with numerous roots, 

may form a considerable item in this presumed mis- 
management. At all events it is much to be desired 
that the question should be settled as far as may regard 
the fact of infection. Should this be clean out of the 
way, a wider field will be opened for experimental tests 
of the different modes of treatment practised. That the 
evil is greatly agg d by mi g as regards 

this neig I have also taken two specimens 
of the Humming Bird Hawk Moth (Maeroglossa stella- 
tarum), which is more than usually plentiful this year. 
Of all the moths or sphinxes this is perhaps the most 
curious and graceful. Poised over a flower, like a 
humming bird, it extracts its juices by means of its 
long proboscis; darting away with the rapidity of 
lightning upon the least disturbance, so as to render its 
capture extremely difficult. The Death’s Head Hawk 
Moth (Acherontia atropos), has also been taken in fine 
condition in this neighbourhood this year. In aidition 

also to the specimens captured of Vanessa Antipe, as 

recorded in your Journal, another was seen at Batin- 

ford, near this town, by Mr. Baker, an indefatigable 

collector. The warm, almost tropical summer, is 

clearly the cause of the appearance of these rare» 
insects.—C. R. Bree, Stowmarket. I beg to say that 
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I also captured a Camberwell Beauty, last week, in my 
garden (Kent). It was very feeble, uninjured, and 
made no effort to escape. s those mentioned by 
Professor Henslow were caught on the east coast, this 
caught in Kent may serve to confirm his notion, that 
the wind lately brought them over. The wind has been 
E. and N.E. for a long time.— Este. 

Lawns.—Those who are desirous to obtain a nice 
clean lawn, without weeds, would find the most effec- 
tual remedy to destroy them, and Plantains in particu- 
lar, is, when the sun shines bright and strong, to put a 
pinch of salt on the heart of the plants ; they shrivel in 
a few hours; but if applied in a moist day it fails.— 
Polypodium. 
Maize.—Many of your readers will I have no 

doubt, have grown this year some Maize. With me it 
las heen the most admired plant in the garden all the 
summer, and now I find it the most useful. At the 
suggestion of an American friend I wrenched off a cob 

‘and had it boiea ror SuPer, and a greaic? treat Ds 
had. Boil it in salt and water and eat if with butter 
and salt.—P. B. 

Supposed Substitute for the Potato (see p. 629).— 
The plant known by the Indian name Saa-gaa-ban, I 
believe to be the Apios tuberosa, or Glycine apios. 
have grown large plants of it, and found the tubers 
strung together by ligaments, in the manner described. 
The plants are natives of North America; have weak 
stems and pinnated leaves; but, if in light rich soil, the 
stems will rise 6 or 7 feet or more, if anything uphold 
them. The plants must be grown strong, otherwise the 
tubers will be small. I have seen plants at Mr. 
Knight’s and other London nurseries.—G. Thompson, 
Bramham-park, Sept. 22. 

Potatoes.—1 have seen, once or twice, a sort of 
apology made by you for introducing the subject of 
Potatoes in the Chronicle, Surely no apology can be 
deemed necessary by any one who considers that the 
subject intimately concerns the comfort and welfare of 
millions. What is the colour of a Tulip or a Fuchsia 
to the food of the masses? I can partly imagine the 
difficulty of pleasing all tastes, but on this subject there 
is not, in my opinion, any room for the editorial puzzle 
* Quid dem, quid non dem, renuis tu quod jubet alter.” 
The subject of food is paramount. I consider, there- 
fore, and probably nine-tenths of your readers coneur 
with me, that the publie gratitude is essentially due to 
the Editor of the Chronicle for his patience in examin- 
ing and considering the various discordant opinions pre- 
sented to his notice by eorrespondents, and still more 
for his ability in i igating the ph 1 
with the disease of the useful esculent under notice. I 
wish, however, that Cumberland could be added to the 
“localities in which the Potato crop is not by any 
means so bad as it was last year.’ In the western parts 
of the county the crop is ten times worse. In fact, 
many farmers around me cannot gather a cart-load from 
4 or 5, and, in some instances, from 8 acres of land. 
For my own part, my half acre of black or peat soil 
allows me not less than three cart loads, and would pro- 

ly have yielded more, if the tops had been pulled up 
from the whole, as they were from the prolific part. 
Whether my success was owing entirely to this last- 
named supposed remedy, or to dusting the “sets” with 
lime, previously to planting, or to the black soil, this 
deponent saith not. Can you state, from the letters of 

up the tops an 
bourhood of Whit 

dusting the seed with lime?—Neigh- 
aven. [We should say, that upon 

the whole, the evidenee goes against the advantage of 
lime when applied as a dressing to the crop. This is 
also Mr. Niven's opinion, and we have no doubt that 
the balance of evidence is unfavourable to the utility of 
lime dressing. As to pulling up the tops, we shall 
have a word on that subject next week. 

Potatoes.—A very sensible labouring man lately told 
me the following asa fact, He said that two men cul- 
tivated the headland of a field in Potatoes ; that one 
kept his part clean and did it well, that the other suf- 
fered his portion to be covered with weeds; that the 
crop of the former was extremely rotten, and that of 
the latter very sound. Another man, quite to be trusted, 
told me that he had just seen a cottager digging his 
Potatoes ; that in general they were very bad, but that 

d among the weeds and filth (his own 
both expeeted there would have 

t for use, they found a good crop 
quite sound. There are other statements of the same 
sort in cireulation, where thick Chickweed has been 
abundant.—C. Y. 7 

Potatoes and their Disea. So many 
tions appear upon this all-engrossing and mysterious 
subject, that I dare hardly venture to intrude any 
remarks in your columns. You have already summed 
up the matter by declaring, which indeed appears to be 
quite true, that we as yet know nothing of the remote 
cause of disease. It appears to me, however, that this 
18 a fair starting point for us to recommence our inves- 
tigation. We should not be disheartened if we fail to 
prove that the Botrytis infestans, or the atmospherical 
influences, or a new zoophyte, are at the root of the 
mischief; we shou 1 S ith di: ò 
prove what is. Have we not hitherto, as in all similar 
phænomena (human or vegetative), been too much in- 
clined to speculate? and should we not rather be in- 
duced to observe and record facts from which sound 
and useful deductions may hereafter be drawn. The 
very meagre discussion upon the subject, at the meeting 
of the British Association, has convinced me of the truth 
of my queries ; for we cannot read the various remarks, 

and the arguments by which they were supported, with- 
out at once agreeing with Dr. Lankester, that, up to 
the present date, the amount of our knowledge upon 
this dificult question is literally nothing. After this 
preface I will state these facts, without venturing at 
present to theorise, but they appear to me by no means 
unimportant. lst. My crop of Potatoes, after flourish- 
ing with great vigour during the summer, and evincing 
amore than usual degree of vital action (as shown by 
the luxuriant growth of the top, and the increase of the 
tubers to the third, or even fourth generation), were 
attacked with the prevailing disease on the 23d August, 
the same day precisely that the disease appeared last 
year. 2d. The same parts of the ground which dis- 
played the greatest intensity of disease last year, evinced 
a similar appearance this, forming patches of black 
foliage easily distinguished from the’ rest. 3d. Last 
year I mowed off the haulm directly the disease ap- 
peared, and saved the greatest part of my crop; the seed 
of the present crop was from this produce. This year 
I waited a week after the appearance of the disease 
before I mowed off the haulm, and the tubers are'now 
almost entirely sound, as far as i have yet gone. 
have taken up i2 sacks of Early Shaw, the foliage of 
which was quite black with disease,and I haye nota 

peck of diseased Potatoes. The rest of my crop (Red 
Kidney) is in an equally good condition, and the young 
ones, even to the third generation, are nearly as large as 
the first. A part of the crop planted in June is as fine 
or finer than that planted in February ; the foliage was 
not so much diseased as the other. I deduce from 
these facts the following inferences :—1. That the dis- 
ease appearing on the same ground, at the same time of 
year in two successive years (the seasons of which 
were totally different), and the late sown crops being 
more slightly affected than the early ones, point to 
the fact, that the disease is intimately connected with 
some change which takes place in the vital process of 
the plant. 2. The same parts of a field being more 
affected than the rest, two years in succession, leads to 
the inference, that the character of the soil has a greater 
or less influence over this change in the vital process of 
the plant. 3, The seasons of last year and this being 
of opposite character—the former wet and the present 
dry—disproves the hypothesis of atmospherical in- 
fluences being the cause of disease. 4. The foliage of 
my Potatoes being diseased and the tubers sound, 
proves that the disease commences in the leaves, and 
not in the tubers.— C. R. Bree, Stowmarket. 

Result of an Experiment made to Save Potatoes for 
Seed.—1 am fully satisfied that I have and ean check 
the disease so as to keep the tubers fit for seed. The 
Potatoes were Ash-leaved Kidneys ; they were planted 
in February, and on the 12th August I had them lifted 
and spread on a clean gravel-walk exposed to the sun 
all day. I carefully picked the sound from the unsound; 
I then put 1 lb. of guano to 1 gallon of water, stirred it 
well together, passed the Potatoes through it, and put 
them into a barrow, where they had a good dredging 
with air-slaked lime, so much so that they were well 
coated over. I then spread them on the walk, where 
they remained from the above date until September 8 ; 
I have carefully examined them, counting both the 
washed and unwashed, and the result is as follows :-— 
Number unwashed, 1525 ; sound 505, rotted 1020. 
Number washed, 654; sound 582, rotted 72. I ma; 
remark that the washed Potatoes are showing strong 
symptoms of growth, even pushing at every eye, while 
the unwashed ones are just the same as when they came 
out of the ground. I intend planting them in the end 
of October. I always plant my early crop in Novem- 
ber, ina way of my own, which proves satisfactory ; if 
my mode would be of use, you can have it at another 
time—C. W. [If you please.] 

Soot a Preventive of the Potato Disease.—Mr. Francis 
Benson, of Wolviston, Durham, planted a small garden 
with Potatoes; he gave a portion of it a liberal allow- 
ance of soot, the rest manure. The Potatoes where the 
soot was applied are perfectly free from disease, while 
those planted without soot, within a yard of the former, 
are exceedingly bad. Would soot be of any service in 
storing this year’s crop ?~Alumina. [We doubt whe- 
ther Potatoes would not acquire a bad taste by being 
packed in soot. ] 

m 

Foreign Correspondence. 
St. Petersburgh, Aug. 12.— Count Orloff's garden at 

Strelna, about 12 miles from St. Petersburgh, on the road 
to Peterhoff, is the prettiest of the few private gardens I 
have had time to see. It was first laid out about 10 years 
ago by the architect who built the house, but under the 
instruction of the Countess, alady of considerable taste 
and talent, a great patron of the arts, and who has seen 
and studied much of art in England, France, Italy, and 
Germany. The extent is but 25 acres, but it has the 
advantage of the little river Strelta, which here expands 
into a little lake, then passing under the high road 
through a two-arched stone bridge, opens into the Gulf 
of Finland, which we see under the arches, The house 
isin the semi-gothiec style of some of our villas ; the 
garden contains shrubberies and winding walks, flower- 
beds and a formal parterre, a French charmille (in 
which the Carpinus, too tender for the climate, is re- 
placed by the Lime); a labyrinth ; rock-work and a 
ruined tower (built with the porous calcareous stone 
from Ropscha) to show the view; temples and statues ; 

a considerable set of plant-houses, an Apple orchard, &e., 

and though so much is crowded in so small a space, it 

is all done with so much real taste that nothing looks 

cockney, and the passage from the formal avenue to the 
winding walk ; from the Italian to the French, or from 
that to the English gardens, so well managed that there 
is nothing to hurt the eye. The lawns, generally a 
difficult and ill und d depart gardening in 
Russia, are not even so good in thisas in other gardens; 
but the flowers would do credit to any of our own gar- 
deners—they are under the care of a young man from: 
the botanic garden. As we were here rather earlier in. 
the day than in most other gardens we have been to, we 
saw the pink Calystegia in full beauty, and it is certainly, 
by far the hand hardy © lvu lant 
know. Amongst the shrubs I remarked some fine 
specimens of Caragana frutescens—said to be so much 
handsomer in flower than the C. arborescens—so com- 
mon here in the north. I also observed two or three 
fine trees (of 10 years’ growth since planting), of 
Populus tristis, Fisch., from Nootka, which I think would 
e an acquisition in our p i being distinguished 

from the other Balsam Poplars by its dark foliage, and 
an Oak tree planted ten years ago being then fifteen 
years old, its branches spread over a space of 50 ft. 
diameter, it is tall in proportion, with a strong thick 
stem, and the foliage everywhere dense, deep coloured, 
and regularly vigorous. It looked like an Oak of 50 
years’ growth with us ; whilst a grove of Oaks between. 
Petersburgh and Peterhoff, planted by Peter the Great 
130 years ago, had the stems scarcely thicker, were not 
above half as high again, and showed but too plainly 
that favourable as is the soil here for young Oaks 
(Q. pedunculata), the furious storms and bitter winds 
will never admit of their attaining the size and beauty 
they do with us. 

The vast gardens and grounds of Tsarskoë Selo are 
truly befitting the magnificent palace they belong to 5. 
and as in the palace every decoration is of real value, 
and nothing allowed to be in the least out of order, out 
of place, or neglected, so in the whole of the grounds, 
gardens, houses, &c., everything is in the most perfect 
order, without a weed on the walks, drives, or beds, or 
a stake wanting to the flowers ; and this with 35 versts 
above 26 miles) of drives and walks, and 800 sajen 
(near 1900 yards) of glass, almost entirely in fruit. The 
keeping up the gardens and ground occupies about 800 
men, under the superi d f Mr. Marq iy a 
German, for the flowers ; Mr. Konnoff, a Russian, for 
the fruit, and Mr. Piper, a German, The 
grounds are laid out partly in the French, partly in the 
English style, with the advantages of undulating ground 
and water, though too far from the gulf to have any 
sea view. The flowers are the same as what I have 
seen elsewl about P burgh, but on a more exe 
tensive scale ; the fruit houses are a perfect contrast to 
those of the Tauride palace; not a pane of glass want- 
ing ; all the paint new and clean ; the trees, in or out 
of bearing, properly trained, and everything in and 
about the houses in front or at the back, kept as if they 
were laid out for show. The Grape houses, now in 
bearing, showed crops that would do credit to any of 
our own growers; the Pines were very clean and 
healthy ; the fruit not so fine as with us, and the crowns 
too large, but infinitely superior to that of the Tauride 
Gardens, 
We saw Pavlovsk under the disadvantage of comin, 

direct from the splendours of Tsarskoé Selo, The park, 
it is true, has its peculiar beauty, derived from a long: 
winding glen or little valley, with a small stream spread 
into ornamental water, and the whole is well kept ; but 
the vast palace looks plain in the interior after Tsarskoc 
Selo, and Pavlovsk having been the favourite residence 
of the universally-beloved Empress mother, the Arch- 
duke Michael, to whom it now belongs, will not allow of 
any alterations from the state in which it was left at her 
death, and many improvements now become almost 
necessary are left undone in memory of her. The 
director of the garden is Mr. Weinmann, known for his 
botanical works; he has especially studied the botany 
of the neighbourhood of Petersburg, and the Crypto- 
gams of Russia generally, on which he has lately 
published some memoirs; the collection under his 
care is therefore rather more) botanical than orna- 
mental, with the exception of the favourite gardens of 
the late Empress mother, which are very well kept up 
as flower gardens. Amongst these flowers were a good 
many pots of Sezevola macrocarpa, which had a very: 
pretty effect, and the Tagetes signata (which I believe im 

a former letter I called by mistake T. sinuata), was also 
At Tsarskoë Selo I observed a very 

railing (the furniture of the room heing in the mi de 

age style), with creepers to the height of the backs © 

being about the height of the ordinary back of the sofas. 

some of the less Tiris species, such as Maurandyam 
were planted in them and looked healthy ; flat vases 
hanging from the ceiling of a low boudoir (or one ET 

in a room railed off by creepers), with an Achime je e 

or other flowering plant, in it, and short oe 

hanging from it, &c. All these sitting-room fons eni 

require care, it is true ; trimming, and picking o 
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leaves, occasional renewing, tying and training, caution 
in not over-watering nor slopping the floors (generally 

parquets in this country), &e. ; and onee a week the 
leaves are all washed, but that is said to be soon done 
y the servant, who is used to it; and the effect is s 

good, that for any one possessing taste for their arrange- 
ment (upon which all depends), it is worth going to a 
little more trouble or expense. 

Tn speaking of trees, I believe I omitted to mention 
that the Ulmus effusa, much more generally planted 
here than the U. campestris, is esteemed as an excel- 

shafts, &e., having the tehacity of 
y erent in that respect from our Elm 

—and being so very hardy a tree, it may prove a useful 
one in many parts of our own country. 

Societies, 
ROYAL SOUTH LONDON FLORICULTURAL 

SOCIETY 
. 16.—This exhibition, the last for the season, was 

held in the Surrey Zoological Gardens. As only two 
Collections of plants were produced, andin these nothing 
remarkable, we shall confine ourselves to the Roses 
and the principal feature of the exhibition—the display 
of Dahlias, which, for extent and perfection, have 
Seldom been equalled. In the Ist Class for Amateurs, 
exhibiting 24 blooms, the Ist prize was awarded to 
Mr. Weedon, of Hillingdon. This stand contained Cleo- 
patra, Consolation, Victory of Sussex, Athlete, Essex 
Triumph, Duchess of Richmond, Gloria Mundi, Prin- 
cess Royal, Alice Hawthorn, Mrs. Shelley, Marquis of 
Exeter, Blue Bonnet, Antagonist, Admiral St »ford, 
Lady St. Maur, Lady Leicester, Rose d'Amour, Bion- 
detta, Compacta, Beauty of Sussex, Bathonia, Nonpa- 
reil, Essex Bride ; 2, to Mr. Howard, of Burnham ; 
3, to Mr. Hopkins, of Brentford. To these two stands 
no names were attached: 4, to Mr. Golding, of Had- 
leigh, The flowers in this stand were._ Rembrandt, 
President of the West, Beauty of the Plain, Brides- 
maid, Bermondsey Bee, Essex Triumph, Mrs. 
Shelley, Duchess of Richmond, Espartero, Spitfire, 
Admiral Stopford, Nonpareil, Miranda, Lady St. 
Maur, Phenomena, Indispensable, Pickwick, Antago- 
nist, Aurantia, Cleopatra, -Bathonia, Beeswing, Vivid 
and E. Antrobus; 5th prize was awarded to 
Mr. Lusby, of Hackney, for Lady St. Maur, 
Standard of Perfeetion, Nonpareil, Vietory of Sussex; 
Stella, Fulwood Hero, Cleopatra, Beeswing, Queen of 
Roses, Vivid, Essex Bride, King of the West, Optimus, 
Mrs. Shelley, Sir R. Sale, Raphael, Beauty, Princess 
Radzewill, Bathonia, Queen, Antagonist, Blue Bonnet, 
Indispensable, President of the West. For the best 
Stand of 12 dissimilar blooms (Amateurs): the lst 
prize was awarded to Mr. Hyde, of Hillingdon, for 
Cleopatra, Widnall’s Queen, Lady St. Maur, Gloria 

undi, Victory of Sussex, Admiral Stopford, Beauty of 
the Plain, Raphael, Mrs, Shelley, Beauty of Sussex 
Antagonist, Princess Radzewill ; 2, Mr. Battie, Erith. 
for Fulwood Hero, Antagonist, Dowager Lady Cowper, 
Nonpareil, Beeswing, Beauty of Sussex, Victory of 
Sussex, Cleopatra, Lady St. Maur, Essex Triumph, In- 
dispensable, and Springfield Rival; 3, Mr. Collison (no 
names attached) ; 4th, Mr. J. Cook, for Cleopatra, 
Antagonist, Mrs, Shelley, Bathonia, Sir E. Antrobus, 
Rose d'Amour, Nonpareil, Scarlet Unique, 
St, Maur, Optimus, Victory of Sussex, Mar. Cornwal 

[ a 

of Perfection, Emperor, Nonpareil, Dodd’s Prince of 
Wales, Beauty of Sussex, Vivid, Beeswing, Lady St. 
Maur, Widnall’s Queen, and Pet Rival; 6, Mr. E. 
Hunt, for Beeswing, Widnall's Queen, Queen of Roses, 
Cleopatra, Queen of Trumps, Nonpareil, Mrs. Shelley, 
Sir E. Antrobus, Model, Optimus, Northern Star, Prin- 
€ess Royal. In the Nurserymen's Class, for stands of 
24 dissimilar varieties, the Ist prize was awarded to 
Mr. Cutter, of Slough, whose stand contained the fol- 
lowing sorts :Great Western, Marquis of Bath, Non- 
Pareil, Gloria Mundi, Indispensable, President, Victory 
9f Sussex, Queen of Roses, Essex Triumph, Cleopatra, 
Princess Radzewill, Athlete, Eclipse, Lady Lister, 
Adm. Stopford, Penelope, Alexander, Mrs. Shelley, 
Bermondsey Bee, Widnall’s Queen and Northern Star ; 
2, Mr. C. Turner, of Chalvey, for Athlete, Model, Lady 
Featherstone, Springfield Rival, Asmodeus, Mrs. Shel- 
ley, Nonpareil, Biondetta, Raphael, Princess Radzewill, 
ünnymede, Cleopatra, Duchess of Richmond, Ber- 

Mondsey Bee, Marquis Cornwallis, Marquis Aylesbury, 
Essex Triumph, Indispensable, Hudson’s Princess 
Royal, Standard of Perfection, Beeswing, Beauty of 
Sussex, Victory of Sussex and Queen of Roses ; 3, Mr. 
RS of Stowmarket, for Rembrandt, Alexandrina, 
y m, Stopford, Athlete, Mon Regnion, Eboracum, 
pertis Cornwallis, Cleopatra, Lady Stopford, Beeswing, 
TARA St. Maur, Nonpareil, Essex Bride, Raphael, Essex 
qyumph, Princess Radzewill Princess de Joinville, 
Rota Mundi, Berth van Jena, Queen of Roses, Princess 

Oyal, Shoon Erfetieum, Queen of Perpetuals, Standard 
f Perfection ; 4, Mr. Gaines, Battersea, for Eximia, Ma- 
Vi a, Lady Leicester, Princess Radzewill, Prometheus, 
Wid, Norfolk Hero, Marquis Cornwallis, Mrs. Shelley, 
Ae St. Maur, M arq. Aylesbury, Beauty of Hants, Prince 
Vi ert, Queen, Beeswing, Ophir, Dr. Graham, Athlete, 
my of Sussex, Cheltenham Queen, Model, Ebor, 
8 s Antony, Beauty of Sussex; 5, Mr. Keynes, 
Ro üsbury, for Biondetta, Athlete, Fulwood Hero, Blue 
onnet, Mrs, Shelley, Standard, Princess Radzewill, 
ey Featherstone, Mark Antony, Lady St. Maur, 

ex Triumph, Sir E. Antrobus, Orlando, Andrew 
Pe, Catleugh's Eclipse, Nonpareil, Princess Royal, 

Queen of Roses, Vietory of Sussex, Captain Warner, 
Enterprize, Beeswing, and Dazzle.—The extra prize 
offered to Amateurs by Mr. C. Turner, of. Chalvey, for 

the best 6 blooms of Dahlias sent out in the spring of 

1846, was awarded to Mr. Hopkins, of Brentford ; an 
extra prize was also awarded by the Society to Mr. 

oward, of Burnham, for ditto.— Certificates were 
awarded for 2 seedlings of 1845, both in the possession 
of Mr. C. Turner, of Chalvey—l, Scarlet Gem; 2, 
Louis-Philippe—two large flowers of first-rate qualities. 

certificate was also awarded to a promising maroon 
flower, a seedling of the present season, also in Mr. 
Turner's possession. Several other seedlings were also 

exhibited, among the best were Turner’s Miss Vyse, 
white tipped with purple ; Bushell’s Victorina, delicate 
lilac ; Pearce’s Golden Fleece, and Collison’s Andro- 
meda, primrose tipped with crimson.—Extra prizes, 
offered by J. Bushell, Esq., were awarded, 1, to Mr. C. 
Turner, for a maroon seedling, very promising; 2, the 
Beauty of Chelsea, white tipped with crimson; and to 
Mr. Keynes, for an orange buff seedling. 

Cur Roses there was a fine display, from Messrs. 
Paul and Son, of Cheshunt, and Mr. Francis, of Hert- 
ford, From among the varieties sent by Messrs, Paul, 
who received the first prize, we selected the following : 
Damask Perpetual : Bernard, salmon ; Coolestina, rose 
with pale edges ; Mogador, purplish crimson. Hybrid 
Perpetual: Baronne Prevost, pale rose, very large; 

Doeteur Marx, earmine, large ; Duchess of Suther- 

land, pale rose; La Reine, lilac, very large; Lady 
Alice Peel, deep rose ; Marquise Boceella, delicate pink 

with blush edges; Yolande d’Arragon, rosy blush, 
large; Comte d'Eu, carmine; Coquette de Bellevue, 
erimson, with small white spots, small; La Bedoyére, 
bright crimson, very large. Bourbons: George 
Cuvier, rose ; Hennequin, crimson purple; Imperatrice 
Josephine, white, centre pinkish; Le G di t 

luminosity in plants may be read with interest and 
advantage by some of our correspondents. 

* Electricity seems to play an important part in the 
various stages of the development of plants. Thus 
flashes of light have been seen to be emitted from many 
plants in full flower soon after sunset on sultry days, 
Tt has further been ascertained, by means of galvanome- 
tric experiments, that electric currents are generated 
in the interior of their substance, although their inten- 
sity is but small; and that an uninterupted develop- 
ment of electricity is maintained by the exhalation of 
carbonic acid in the atmosphere, especially during the 
germination of the seed, and, indeed, throughout the 
entire process of vegetation. 

« The luminous phenomena in plants have been most 
diligently notieed by Zawadski, who observed them te 
happen principally in orange-coloured flowers (Calendula 
officinalis, Tropsolum, Lilium bulbiferum, Tagetes 
patula and erecta); that they occurred most frequently 
in the months of July and August, and that the same 
flower discharged a number of flashes in succession. 
Dr. Donné has performed a number of experiments im 
the course of his investigations into this subject. He 
has found that in many fruits the current runs from the 
stem to the eye, while in others it flows in an opposite 
direction. Blake, who has established the existence of 
these currents by similar experiments, thinks he has 
discovered that they run from the stems to the surfaces 
of leaves ; that he has verified their course to be as has 
been just said, by the chemical decompositions they 
effect ; that, lastly, the leaf itself is rendered positive, 
and the ambient air negative. Pouillet has rendered 
essential service to this branch of science by discovering 

that positive electricity is given out from plants when 
germinating. This he ascertained by connecting some 
that were in this state of vegetation with a condensing 

1 i 
, brig 

crimson, slightly shaded with blackish purple ; Madame 
Angelina, fawn with cream edges, colour deeper than 
in Bourbon Queen ; Paul Joseph, dark crimson, shaded ; 
Pierre de St. Cyr, pale rose, large; Princesse de 
Modène, deep pink, edges paler ; Souvenir de la Mal- 
maison, flesh with blush edges, a large flat Rose. 
Noisettes :- Clara Wendel, yellow with cream edges ; 

creamy white, 
nson ; Eugene Beauharnais, dark crimson; Madame 

Bréon, rosy pink with small white spots; Clara, 
rich cream. Tea-scented: Adam, large rosy blush ; 
Comte de Paris, white shaded with rose; Delices 
de Plantier, rosy yellow shaded with crimson ; 
Fragolettii, large, shaded rose; Josephine Malton, 
cream with buff centre, large ; La Renommée, lemon, 
edges white ; Madame Roussell, white, centre flesh ; 
Mirabile, yellow, edges rose; Moiret, pale yellow, 
edges rose, large ; Safranot, apricot and buff. 

Stamford Hill Gardeners? A ation. — Report fi 
the most prominent feature, the committee would dver! 

the lectures which have been de ed monthly throughout 
r; some of them by professional lecturers—the same re- 
p such, and the remainder by talentec 

to whom the committee beg to convey their best th 

under a full persuasion that the soc ived no small 
benefit from the gratuitous services of thos The 
next object demanding attention is the Class From 

y favourable report of the la nittee in reference to 
ubject, and by the expressed desire of a majority of the 

the 1 general meeting, the committee were in- 

year to have the classes continued up to the time 

when other duties would prevent most of the members attend- 

Feet this object it has of course been nece 
ional room y involving & rather serious 

‘i 3 iture—still the results are of a most 
ure, It is to the committee, and th 

erson who contributes to the fands of this ins 

ource of great encouragement to find that, at at 
sing events and circumstances all concur to indicate the 

fact that society is about to demand a far higher order of intel- 

ligénce in the working population t by which their own 
section herto been characterised, many of the young 

members will in the competition and struggles which await 
them, enjoy through these classes all the advantages o: 

sound education, embracir in, F: nd other 
especting the Li portant 

add: s have been made to The extensive circulation of 

the books induces the committee to recommend a further pur- 

chase as soon as the funds will admit of it. 1 the pecuniary 
inbiliti the society for the current year have been dis- 

nd there remains a small balan n its favour in the 
the treasurer. The committee cannot conclude their 

out congratulating the society o 
members, which they regard as both indic 

ntee for its continued prosperity. 
): Mr. Dempsey, on the Chemistry 

of Combustion and Phenomena of Arti 2 h 
on Manures, Rev. W. Hi n 
Sexton, on 

item in th 
i gr 

to every 

G 
the 

8 

of its utili 

ad 
getable T 
on Exotic Orch’ 

linek; 
Phrenology. Mr. la 

Plan Dr. Carpenter, on the Microscopie Structure of Vege- 
tables. Mr. Fensom, on the Steam Engine. 

EnnATUM.—In tbe Report of the Caledonian Horticultural So- 
iety, p. 630, for ** The Silver Medal was awarded to Messrs. 

Dickson and Co.,” read to “M James Diekson and Sons. 

ts. 
S. 

Peschel’s Elements of Physi: Translated from the 
German by E. West, 3 vols. l2mo. 1845-6. 
Longmans. 

ALTHOUGH t 
a garden 
direetly upon some of the objects of horticulture, 
we do not hesitate to recommend it to publie favour. 
Indeed, we have already done so in the case of the first 
volume at p. 171 of our volume for 1845. Atmospheric 
pressure, the pressure of fluids, the strength of mate- 
rials, temperature, radiation, the nature and effects of 

light, the action of electricity, are all subjects concerning 

which it is desirable to have a sound book of reference 

if not of study. Such is Professor Peschel’s, which we 

is book does not necessarily form a part of 
ibrary, yet it in many respects bears so 

all will find useful who have received a sufficient mathe- 

matical education. His brief statement respecting 

ue de Broglie, blush ; Le Pactole, yellow ; Lactans, | This seaso 

Chinese : Belle Isadore, pale to dark | ° 

pe. From his exp he inferred that a 
surface of 1000 square feet would give out sufficient 
electricity to charge the most powerful battery. 

Miscellaneous. 
The Potato Disease.—The Potato disease has now penetrated 

to the most northern parts of the kingdom—the islands ot 
Orkney and Zetland not even excepted. The disease did not 

vail to any great extent in this district last year (Aberdeen). 
h n, it first appeared in this vicinity about the be- 

ginning of July, and has gone on steadily incr g 
present date, The early kinds were first attacked, 

e later eties, The attack begins in the leav 
—these presenting brown spots, which, on examination wi 
microseope, are found covered with a mildew or par 
fungus, the Botrytis infestans of botanists, which, if it 
the proximate cause of the disease, invarial 
The writer of this report is not aware of a 
this 

up 
and then. 

d 

sitical 
be not 

accompanies it. 
e instance in 

vicinity where the Potato crop has escaped the disease; 

to a great extent at Peterhead. It is am. 
hed fact, that healthy tubers, or those apparently so— 

, not presenting any discoloration—may be found, 
the stems and leaves have been completely destroyed z 

et have been from plants whose 
The writer is not at nt 

e of disease i in this vii 
. Various 

opinions are on men and 
domestie animals by the use of diseased Potatoes ; some telling 

ten with impunity, others that they produce 
e ev is in favour of the first opinion. 

days 8 Ibs. of the diseased 
Potatoes, and € he morning 8 ounces of the water in 
which they had been boiled, but no bad effects followed ; Mr. 
Durand took them in large quantities for some time; and, 
with riter of this report has eaten tubers whose 

Iso last winter frequently 
d en cut 

injurious & thi 
med in three 
i ch 

partook of tubers from which the ¢ 
away, without any injurious eff Monsieur 

Decaisne, in his essay on the Potato disease of 5, published 

some time ago, states that experience has hitherto demon- 
strated that the use of disease: otatoes as food does not pro- 

duce any injuri effects, either on man or animals, provided 

the diseased portions are removed. And in corroboration of 

this, he informs us that, in the barracks within the city of Paris, 
the soldiers used them for some time. He also states that the 

indigent classes in Holland made use of them. The effects, 

however, may be different in cases where the affected tubers 

constitute the only article of food employed. Instances have 

been recorded in the medical journals of deleterious effects 

having followed their use among the poorer classes in Ireland, 

n a late number of the “ Dublin Medical Journal,” four cases 
are recorded, and in the same work Dr. O’Brien is sta 
have recorded the symptoms observed 0 

Dublin Hospital Gazette.” - In different parts of the country 

they have been given to pigs, and no injurions effect has 

followed. In Belgium, according to Decaisne, they were given 

in moderate quantity to horned cattle ; and the writer of this 
has been informed, that at some cattle shows in Ireland, 

animals were exhibited which had been fattened by their use, 
— 4G. Dickie, M.D., Aberdeen, August 19, 1846, 

Calendar of Operations. 
(For the ensuing Week.) : t: 

Housing tender Plants.—Every week, at this period, 

will bring business of this kind, the omission of which 

will peril the welfare of valuable stock that cannot be 
readily replaced. Where pits or frames are at liberty, 

or ean be made so, by rooting up the remains of ex- 
hausted Cucumbers, Melons, &c., there is no absolute 

necessity for stationing every plant or tribe precisely 

where if is to remain through the winter. Protection 

of this sort, for a short period, will contribute more 

than houses to the production of sturdy and well- 
ripened wood, possessing a greater tendency to blossom, 

and more capable of enduring a severe winter. In suck 
places they must be secured from the depredations of 
the earth-worms, This is easily accomplished, especially 
where the frames are raised above the common groun: 
level, by a good soaking of lime-water, followed by a 
coating of cinder-ashes, three inches in thickness. 

‘ 
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Nearly all house plants may be kept thus (except, ofj 
course, stove plants and Orchids), until the early part 
of November, taking care to mat up at night in sus- 
picious weather, and to give abundance of air in the day. 
The glasses or lights should, by all means, be washed 
thoroughly. Such a course as here detailed will pre- 
vent the hurrying off of late annuals, Achimenes, and a, 
variety of other gay things, in order to make way for 
the real winter stock. Towards the middle of October 
the Eiryranthomums. will be required to be staged, if 
not before ; and the housing of these is frequently the 
cause of a tota portion of 
other stock, Those who have a house or pit for every- 
thing uh not need any advice on this head; the 
majority, however, are very differently situated, and 
unu to the old saying, * Little things are great to 
little men.” 

ONSERVATORIES, STOVE, &c. 

Conservatory.—Continue "b weed out flowers of a 
temporary character on the eve of decay, and to supply 
their places with prime specimens of good things. The 
introduction, however, of some of the hard. wooded 
tribes, whieh have been placed out of doors (unless they 
ean be placed in temporary situations for a while,) will 
fill many of those vacancies. Every attention having | 4 
been paid to autumnal and winter Roses, as recom- 
mended in former Calendars, they will now be found 
of immense use, both in this and other ornamental 
structures. For this purpose, I would recommend the 
following, particularly; viz., Armosa, Comte d'Eu, 
Mrs. Elliott, Madame Laffay, Dr. Marx, Earl Talbot, 
Lady Alice Peel, Lady Fordwich, Duchess of Suther- 
land, Baron Prevost Pierre de St. Cyr, Phoenix, Gloire 
de Rosamen , Bel le de Florence, Caroline, Aricie, Le 
Pactole, TES Malton, Elise Sauvage, the e 
Yellow, Harrisoni, Crim: "Perpetual, &c. Xe. Thes 

cularly adapted for EX 
g flowering, provided due pre- 

parations have been made. They should be at this 
period thoroughly established in their pots ; and all 
attempts at blossoming having been duly checked for 
months past, they will now be compact plants, full of 
vigour, and full of the blossoming prineiple, hitherto 
confined. They should henceforth receive clear liquid 
manure—very weak, and be placed in-doors betimes, 
where they may receive abundance of air and light. 
Stove and Orchids.—Proeced as detailed in former 
Calendars, dispensing with shading altogether if pos- 
sible. Hardening grow:hs is henceforth the main 
business. Mixed Greenhouse.—Much of the business 
pertaining to the Conservatory, as well as the introduc- 
tory remarks, will be found to apply here. In housing 
the out of door plants be sure to place the Geraniums, 
and forward Cinerarias, where they will enjoy both 
ight and air: and near the glass, if possible. Hard 
wooded plants must be content to stand farther back, 
unless it be young stock of Erica, Epaeris, and such 
choice things ; these well deserve a good situation, The 
Chinese Primroses will do in partial shade, and in the 
dampest part of the house ; these things should he well 
attended to, as it will help to economise room, which 
is a most important affair with those who possess only 
one house. 

FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES, 
Where annuals have sown themselves on borders, I 

would advise that a great portion of them be carefully 
retained ; they will bloom early and strong in spring, 
especially the Californian kinds, and may moreover be 
transplanted in February to desirable situations. Let 
every attention be given before the season closes to 
stock of all kinds for display in the next year, Caleeo- 
larias should be obtaiued, if not already done, by 
examination of the old plants ; ; they should be put in 
Store pots, and receive a cutting treatment, somewhat 
coaxing, for a fortnight or so, at this late period. 
Lawns should now be well followed up, iu regard to 
mowing, rolling, &c. ; and Dahlias, Helianthuses, tall 
Phloxes, Asters, Delphiniums, &c. should once more be 
examined as to secure staking, before * old October” 
commences. 

FLORISTS’ FLOWERS. 

Tulips.—In preparing the compost for the best bed, 
we would advise a sprinkling of unslaked lime to be 
applied ; this is especially necessary this season, and 

act is requisite for the offset “bed and breeders. 
Amid the devastation caused by frost and mildew last 
blooming season, we may mention some few sorts that 
particularly attracted our attention. Arlette, a splendid 
feathered rose, raised by Mr. Dixon, of Manchester ; 
Pauline, a flamed rose, broken from the breeder by 
Mr. Wood, of Nottingham; Grace Darling, a flamed 
byblomen, one of the Chellaston seedlings ; Countess of 
Harrington, a flamed byblomen, sold at Mr. Thackeray’s 
sale near Nottingham ; Table Monarch, a splendid 
feathered byblomen, exhibited at Leeds; and Shak- 
Speare, shown in good style, beating most ‘other flamed 
bizarres at Leicester. We predict a great revolution in 
the collections of this favourite flower throughout the 
country in a few years, from the immense quantity of 
seedlings which are coming into bloom and breaking 
into colour, greater pains evidently having been taken 
in the selection of seed, and care being taken to gather 
only from those having good. and pure cups. Carna- | 
tions and Picoters.—Get off all layers ; those which 
have but little root should be potted and glassed inzthe 
way of pipings; this is better than allowing them to 
remain on the parent plant. Auriculas may be put i in 
their winter quarters, only covering in heavy rain. 
Dahlias.—When the soil is dry, draw it up round the 
stems to protect them from any ualooked for frost. 

KITCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD. | 

Give every attention to the autumn Broccolies, also 
to autumn and winter Lettuce, as to watering with 
iquid manure to make them crisp, and tying in regular 
succession. Let the blanching of Endive and Celery 
also proceed frequently. Cut away all superfluous 
shoots on Tomatoes, and if the plants are gross chop 
away a portion of their roots. Brown and Bath Cos 
Lettuce, as well as Hammersmith Cabbage, for early 
spring work, should now be pricked out; more espe- 
cially if getting what is technically termed “ proud.’”? 
Orcharding.—1 would advise people to gather some of 
their autumn Pears, which are apt to become mealy in 
the fruit room, a little before they are what is con- 
sidered ripe, as we have had so much sunshine this 
summer. As instances, I would adduce Easter Beurré, 
Althorpe Crassane, Fondante d'Automme, Delices 
d'Hardenpont, &c. he same course may also be 
pursued with regard to Apples. Everything this 
autumn is two or three weeks earlier than the average. 

OTTAGERS’ GARDENS, 

So contradictory are the reports, and so fanciful the 
pinions, about the causes of the Potato murrain, as 

well as the means whereby to remedy itin the ensuing 
year, that little conclusive is yet to be met with. 
Autumn planting carries, as it always did, considerable 
weight, and in my opinion justly so ; Nature has been 
trying to teach us this for many years; we, however, 
too often prefer far-fetched notions to solid facts close 
to our elbow. I would advise the cottager to keep his 
earliest Potatoes as cool as possible for a fortnight or 
hree weeks longer, and then to plant his whole stock 

in raised beds, covering them 7 inches deep with well 
wrought soil, 

State of the We , 1846, as 
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. | Rain 

29.614 40 x s. 
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State of the Weather at t Chiswick during the last 20 0 years, for the 
ng Week ending Our. 8, 1846. 

Prevailing Win E 
Sept. quantity |, 

ak whióhit | of Rain. |^ 
-| Sii 

A 27 54.8 J1 4. 

ES 2 b4.9 8 

Ts 55.0 12 
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Sat 54.2 10 

The hig gli Rescue during ing the aurea id e Redi on the 29;h, 

1802—ther nd the lowest on the 27th, 1828—theri 

Notices to Gorkarpouden 

APPLES—-Z Z— The Pear-shaped Apple, Pa you state is 
always produced of that form, is very curious, but its 
quality is only second-rate.|——4 Z—For a south wall, the 
old Nonparei 

BEES— Iria msi tho ems in your top hive had reached 
the one below, most e bees would hav 

force must be EA pate they would desert their 
established home, Remove the empt; 
decayed one, and secure fresh swarms from it next season. 
When you think the Jast one has left it, the SE bees 
may be dislodged, by inverting their uve and placing the 
one containing z the swarm upon it. that the mouths of 
the hives fit “close e together; then dom or tap upon the 
under one to make ne bees ascend and mix with those above. 
The operation is best done in the evening of the same day 
the bees left the Loser and having the season before es 
they will soon make up the eae of brood left behind. It is 

mon practice in some parts of the country to Een 
hives to heath districts in autumn, and if depriving sys- 
tem was aomen ae y deus ed E. avete 

BELLADONNA—D u have pea that the berries 
belonged to Soli EA as state what the 
proo: CU a be allowed i i 80 serious a bns 

Booxs—B Z—Kead the ** Theory of Horticulture.". C 
MUTANT RAE DAN DU except in the editi 
Donn's Catalogue, published last yeai Mo R- No such 
plates are to be had that we know of. Ml common terms are 
explained either in Dr. Lindley's ‘Introduction to Botany,” 
1839 ; or the same author's * Elements." He has a complete 
Glossary in preparation. — Subsor iber—Perhaps Johnson's 
** Gardener's Dicti y” and Neill’s “Fruit, Flower, and 
Kitchen Garden” SIDA: ks ou, The latest ppor will always 
contain the latest i ameero nts 

CucumBERS— Oxford —Cuthill's Black. spines Suma about the 
beginning of March. 

DISEASE IN Vines—A Hodson—Your wood is so spongy that we 
presume it has become diseased in consequenee of over- 
growth. In all probability your border contains too much 
azotised manure ; guano, for example. 

Fias—A Lover of Figs—We have now searched through 
Italian books on Pomology, and uin eria that the «edeli 
cious little round bright green Fig: ith insides the colour 
of the deepest Mulberry, kae Peal Gets lorence,” are the 
Fico Brianzolo, or Fico Passin, EU is spoken of as the 
free i in the Milanese. You have no chance of ob- 

in England, Apply to Messrs, Baumann, of 
Boltwyller, , in the Department of the Rhi 

IEATIN —— We cannot advi ou to t EEAO I, Why 
trya “Rivers m EUR Vp will have no 

difficulty with heating you but we fear you will be 
ruined by damp. You DEUS n pipe for drying 
the air while it warms it, as shown in the pit figured. at | 

p. 116, 1815,— The Sion House eta Weer You 

cannot usefully heat one house from pparatus in 
another at tance of 25 yards. SE  Polenaise to thé 

ise. 

Hortynock—H H H—The flowers of the Hollyhock for com- 

petition, should be double from the edge, the crown well up, 

and forming Kao: rather more than half a ball. The | 

fringed varieties shoul separate class ; the centre 
Pan oft which poe form half a ball, and the fringe be 

‘ow.* 

| Insrors—F H M— ‘The fly i is named Eristalis tenax, whose his- 
tory will En be published. 22.——Murphy’s insects are the 
Eupteryx pieta, a species MR S Nettles, Potatoes, 
2 and that is all that its econom. —— 

Celery-fly, Toph s Onoporditis, is figured in 
the first vol, of this Cones eral its history i 
is no better rm M than cutting off ie bi 
burning them. X. 2 M—' The holes 
bored by the beetles, which are Be amed, Scolytus destructor : 
vide Ourtis's Brit. Ent., fol. and pl. 43, R. 

LAWNS—Z S R has been advised Yin to apply soot to his worn- 
out lawns, on the ground that for the whole of the ensuing 
year the ground remains black. Who could have so advised 
our ondent? The idea is absur ay s the lawn is 
buried in ab instead of being dressed v 

Morrnotocy—P M—Your leaf has grown! to tho footstalk, of 
another by iet backbone. 

Names or PrawTs—JHenry— Olerodendron fragrans. What 
a mite! LIP Pos rins "Torenia concolor; a very nice new 

M. " was one of Allan plant. in 
Cunningham's TRE mames,——l/—The Lantana is 
pretty ; but not worth ne I—— Promenzea graminea. 
— Jolm Aitchison — Stan is.— C 36 Reading— 

s pl 

send up a sketch of its habit. 
ria PU 

num; but who can name it with 

for examination must be perfect.— 
Rodriguezia recurva 

hao Ve never name I 
red— 

ens: 
on mmu Lop ata.——. 

2, Physalis Mkekemgi, the Winter Cher 
Alkekemgi.—— P—Quereus Cerris. 
nocturnum. 

Prars—A Z— Two for a south wall, Glout Morceau and 
Beurré Rance.|j 

Paranconteus--Oneya — Scarlet ba Sane may be pre- 
served oy aie ter in a box, if packec th alternate avers 
of dry soil, sand, or peat, and placed in 2 situ: ree from 

frost or A, the plants must be cut back freely, and 

divested of all their ONES before they are pac kod, ane they 
should not remain longer than the be nning of March in the 
box before they are bs ae potted, y no means w: Stet them ; 
more plants are lost 

Pra 
inter by damp than by frost.t 

a Tom In planting fruit-trees 
against a wall, it ary that à border should be pre- 

pared, say 15 feet Wide, and M of this itis advisable to 
lave a gravel walk ath is also required along the 
bottom of the wall, such ae a person can walk along, to give 
the necessary attention to the trees. It should be 13 

in width, quite of a temporary character ; for ii 

quently forked ov rex and re-formed, not neces: nw 

bur during the g Vere it nearer the w: 
trees saute Be terie cd wart by the operation of watering, 

if farther, a person could not easily SE the trees 
E pr uning and nailing. Besides, it is of great importance 

a space of 15 inches sh ould. be “left between the tem- 
" pas footpath and the wall, in order that its surface may 
be frequently disturbed to the greatest Bir annoyance 
of i IER which infest Ae rees, Sometimes, indeed, it is 

ove the soil adjoining the wall, brushing the necessa 
latter cican to the depth of 6 inches, if the roots admit; and. 
this could not be so readily done if a footpath were formed 

close to in trees.|| 
PormaisE—We trust that the large number of correspondents 
who have favoured us with iuquiries on this subject will 
accept as an answer the statement , Leading 

Article of to-day. It is the only answer possible 

——W F—We really think that you are c ombating a 
We have read over with all possible care the paper 

emarks upon it; and we do iot see the 
m. 08 the contra 

that Mr. Meek refe e thing, a close chambe er, a church 
(with the door: s and adore us you to another—a house 

im . M. never said, that we can 
TUNE d be heated by hot 

We don't remember it. 
7i 

excuseus, He cpp ees Regt to “facts n 
opinions; We do notregard his examples as being such. 
—— Woglog—1f we understand your ens, the two might be 
combined but some ‘consideration as gs 
SIT UE ult Slaten: E S— t refer you 

Polmaise is quite appiicybles a 
es dm Cie bricklayer are all you want.—G W s— 
Under consideration A Regular Subscribe 

dale House, The Newbee will be most useful. 

Ph c ses CK 
Porators—Agri rocess, and others, by. 

wiloi needling’ Potted may beseaikens waa AU ECAN 
our columns rooms months since, 

Tae Lime FRurv—J42 ome Lime trees from the S 
Indies, which kG not Talt, one mu any gar 
where Lime-trees succeed nd fruiting ? EU 
course Hey. require a hotter climate than Londus. 

THUNBERGIA Canysors—Perseverance—Y ou will find the secret 
about Thunbergia Chr ysops explained in another place. 
doubt you over-grow your plants ; not, however, the double 
yellow Rose, which will bE the insects if you can hit upon 
place that suits it. Windy, s tony, exposed well-drained 

s, with plenty of ME EURO manure while growing, 

HS to be the RM x nnl 

—At Holmas. 

Have 0t TEONA DE other specio es. 
VINE Fon THE OPEN —— The. Royal Museadine is as 

‘ood as any; butit cannot be depended on for ripening on a 
aa aspect, except perhaps in a hot summer like the pre- 

xYécek oun T Crowe—Thanks ; but such things are of 
year! rly o 

—Ri fyc —We have received no letter Acn 
cinths, keep one half the bulb pum the susta 

Ei Ms mould.t + 

E 

SEEDLING FLOWERS. 
CALCEOLARIAS—L N-—Your specimens are varied and pretty in 

ng, but they are small and deficient in variety of 
mr M—No. 7, lemon ground, v brown spots; 

is a very pretty Bp 25, makes a good riety, bu! 

more comment in colour; 26, good in colour, but the ground 
colour is stained.* 

Fucnsras—Z Z—Your seedling is showy and pre etty i in cum 
but not superior to some already o —No. 51 
appears to bo a proli 

the sepals bein, 
AN 

E AS in the sepals, and though a la: 
not superior to many of the olde 
delicate, Qu ouy in colour ; 
the sepals sufi 4 
5 

5 B does 

our duct 
m varieties, wi 

they are all fine flowe 
5,4, 

with rather too Re colo 
VERBENAS—W A C 

Verbenas of the si same clo 
——Anon—There is nothing de or striking in yow 

No. 4.* 

not surpass other 

erally cultivated.“ 
r seedling 
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ECONOMICAL, 

BY HER MAJESTY’S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT. 
ROGGON'S PATENT ASPHALTE ROOFING 
FELT, with which the Committee Rooms of the ITouses 

he above Material has 

y; Esq., R.A., &c. &c. ; has been used for several 

Years at the Royal Horticultural Society’s Gardens, Chiswick ; 
the Swiss Gardens, Shoreham, Sussex; on the Duke of Buc- 
cleuch’s, and the Marquis of Anglesey’s Property, &c. &c, an 
(under slate) the Royal Agricultural Society’s House, Hanover- 

uare; its advantages are— APNESS, LIGHTNESS, 

DURABILITY, and ECONOMY. Being a Non-Conductor, it 

has been proved an efficient ** Protective Material” to Plants, 

PRICE, ONE PENNY PER SQUARE F . 

Samples and Testimonials sent by Post on application. 
TAS JOHN CROGGON. 

8, Lawrence Pountney-hill, Cannon-street, London. 
pe cee S siu zur y 

ERS, &e. 
MODERN AND IM- 
—Thrashing Machines, Sub- 

: i ressing Ma- 
es, Oil-cake Breakers for hard 

Si fiers, Land-ditching Ploughs, Mould- 

f different sizes, Tron Rollers, on view at 

TO FARM 

M ARY WEDLAKE'S 
PROVED IMPLEMENTS 

Soil Ploughs, Light Ploughs 
chines, Chafi-cutting M. 
Cake, Oat Bru 3 

DIRECTORS. 
Chairman, Janes SurrH, Esq.,.of Deanston, Queen Square, 

Westminster, 
Jonn Arnstre, Esq., Alperton, Middlesex. 
Marr Boyp, Esq., 4, New Bank Buildings. 
W. S. Boyn, Esq., Lowndes Square. 
Jonn CoxNELL, Esq., 36, St. James's Place. 

J. W. SUTHERLAND, E Birdhurst, Croydon. 
GEORGE WEBSTER, Esq., reat George Street, Westminster. 

abandon their claim for Royalty, and sell the Machines at a 
fixed price ; andin order still further to meet the views of the 
publie, they have come to the determination of reducing the 
price as follows, and, considering the quality of the Machine, 

hey feel confident it will now be considered the cheapest and 
best offered to the public. 

These Machines, for which Prize Gold Medals were given by 
the Royal Irish Agricultural Society, at their Meeting at Balli- 
nasloe, and by the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scot- 
land, at their Mecting at Dumfries, are of two sizes 

RICES,—Oash. 

A Hand Machine at the Office, to make two at once, in- 
cluding two moulds for Tiles or Pipes, 35l. 

A Machine at the Office, to make two at once, to be 

worked by horse or steam, including two Moulds for 

Tiles or Pipes, 702. 

By these Machines, Draining Tiles and Pipes of the most 
Perfect form are produced at a much cheaper rate than by any 

9ther process hitherto invented. 
Machine may be scen at work at Alperton ; also at the 

Office, 1934, Piccadilly, London ;. at the Polytechnic Institution, 
Regent Street, London ; at Mr, Suranm's, Curator of the High- 
land Society of Scotland; at Mr. Laurence Hiri’s, 141, Bu- 
Tanan Street, Glasgow ; and at Messrs. DRUMMOND and Sons’, ubili 

ll letters and applications for further information to be 

Made to the undersigned, Joun PATON, Secreta 
At the Office, 1934, Piceadilly 

The Agricultural Gazette. 
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 906, 1846. 

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 
THURSDAY, Oct. 1—Agricultural Imp. Soc. ofIreland. 

RDNREDAY, — . 7—Flax Society, Belfast. 
u LOCAL SOCIETIES. 
eyland Hundrad—Royal E. Berks — Co. Cork—Lancaster—W. Norfolk. 

Bedford—Kirkaldy—Portarlington—Shropham and Guiltcross. 

FARMERS’ CLUBS. 
er — Wenloc! Oct. Sept. 28—Cirance: 3t, Columb -W. Horefor 

oreto wark — G zn reat Oakle 
B W. Market — Yoxtord — 

O Bocking Austell—Market-hill 
et. 1—Hawick —Blofield and Wal. | — 6—St, Quivox —Lewes - Aber- 

sham—Grove Ferr: gavenuy— Wiveliseomb — St. 
~ s8—Wrentham—Claydon—Ta- Peters 

vistock ex Germans — | — 7—Harleston — Jedburgh — 

held era ECS Naam jatford 
CONES hel 9—Plympton St. Mary—Hules- 

8—Dani robus ~ Col. worth— Wadebridge 
lumpton — H—Durham | — 16—Dalington Ait- 

—Swansea—Noz
thampton 

lr has been suggested, and with justice too, that 
We have ventured too much on the ‘part of agricul- 

tural chemistry instaking its trustworthiness upon 
= average result (in profit) of experiments on 
PARLEY versus Marr as food for cattle. All, we 

Magine, that the scientific man can with safety 
Assert is, that Barley after malting is not so nutri- 
M. as it was before ; that animals fed upon it will 

m Other things being equal, increase in weight 
As to quality of meat, involving th 1» Tapidly. 

"portant consideration of price per lb., that is 
ope on which we imagine there is yet no very sa- 

actory theory. No doubt quality of food has 

e 

a 

UAL, AND DURABLE| much influence, as is exhibited for instance in the 
cases of Barley and cake-fed mutton; yet there is 

no such difference between Barley and malt as there 
is between Barley and oil-cake ; and to suppose 
malt or Barley capable of producing a difference 
of quality capable of estimation by the buteher is, 
in our opinion, a mistake. Difference of quality, 
where there is any, between malt and Barley-fed 

beasts, is nore likely to have been hereditary— 
present from the beginning. And of course for 
such accidents or incidents of the experiment as 
that, the theory ofthe subject cannot be made re- 
sponsible. 

Ix another column we have published some cor- 
respondence on the subject of THE PROPER SIZE FOR 
Farms. The question is certainly of much import- 
ance. It may be enunciated thus— What is the 
size likely to be of most benefit to producer as weli 
as consumer—to landowner and labourer? The 
true answer must obviously be conditional—it can- 
not be absolute—it must in every case depend on 
the circumstances of fertility, population, capital, 
amount of labour seeking employment, &e. ; and 
thus it is not easily arrived at. It appears to us 
that neither of our correspondents have got hold of 
any general principle applicable to the question, 
and without this for its decision, we all know that a 

discussion may be carried on interminably. In- 
stances on the one side and on the other may con- 
fuse—they cannot satisfy the judgment. 

The correct view of this subject has, we believe, 

been given by Mr. Bracken, in the preface to the 
sixth edition of his essay “On the Improvement of 
small Farms,” *—a work, whose lessons illustrated 

as they are on the estates of Lord Gosrorp, in the 

county of Armagh, have been and will be of the 
greatest value to Ireland. The principle which Mr. 
Bracksr asserts is in point of fact this—that the 
size of farms should be that over which the capital 
of the tenants may under the circumstances of each 
case be applied in the most profitable degree of 
thickness. Every one knows that extensive or in- 
tensive farming prevails according to the relation 
existing in any locality between the value of land 
and that of labour. Where the rent of landis very 
high it will be the interest of the farmer to occupy 
but little and farm highly—it will be his interest to 
adopt the “intensive” principle ; while when 
labour is costly and land cheap, as in America for 
instance, it will be his interest to cultivate a larger 
extent, of course with less care, and he will adopt 

the “extensive” principle. Now, when a farmer 
haying farmed for a length oftime on the priaciple— 
intensive or extensive—most suitable to the nature 
of his locality, has amassed money, and looks about 

for an investment, he will find it more profitable to 
increase the extent of his farm, than in such cireum- 

stances to adopt a more expensive mode of cultiva- 
tion. And thus thatsize of farm which has grown 
up from the gradual (not forced), amalgamation of 
small ones—grown up and carried with it the gar- 
den cultivation of the system out of which it has 
originated—is the best possible. And it must be 
remembered that it is the tendency of good cultiva- 
tion thus to increase the extent of its occupation. 

* Capital,” says Mr. Biacxer, “ will always fin 
means for its profitable occupation, as far as it is 
possible to accomplish it. Now, the small farmer, 
being a man of limited education, has generally no 
other means of employing any sayings he may ac- 
cumulate, except by laying it out on the increase of 
his farm ; and in conformity with this, it is notorious 

that, as his circumstances improve, every opportu- 
nity to enlarge his farm is attentively watched an 
laid hold of with avidity. 1f a landlord therefore 
wishes to have large farms, let him endeavour to 

better the circumstances of his tenants, and, as their 

capital increases, the enlargement will proceed 

therewith pari passu without his adopting any vio- 
lent measures to effect the change." Again, “ that 
the practical effect of improving the agriculture of 
small farms is to increase their size instead of di- 
minishing them, is further proved by the fact of so 
many of the small tenants on the Gosford estate, 
who have distinguished themselves as Premium 
men, having enlarged their holdings, and jn some 

instances doubled and trebled them, by no other 
means than what their superior cultivation of their 

land procured for them. The charge brought against 

improved cultivation, of having a tendency to pro- 

duce subdivision of farms, seems. to me therefore 

most decidedly disproved both by argument and 

facts,—and the tendency is shown to be most de- 

cidedly in the opposite direction.” 
It will be observed, then, in reference to this sub- 

ject, that the existing state of things, whatever it 

be, is the best possible only in those cases in which 

&An Essay on the Improvement to be made in the Cultivation 
of Small Farms, de. &c. 
bridge, London, 

y Wm. BLACKER, Esq. R. Groom- 

it is carried on under a wealthy tenantry, which 
either originally or immediately has gradually risen, 
or is gradually rising from, so to speak, a lower 
class—one adopting what we may term garden cul- 
tivation. What the practical effect of such a con- 

clusion is in reference to nine-tenths of the land in 

this country, we must leave it to others to judge. 
Mr. Bracker adds some excellent remarks on the 

relation of this subject to the present state of culti- 
vation in England. 

We subjoin some of them. He says :—“ I can- 
not help expressing my opinion, that no country 
can be considered in a healthy state, where the 
population is inadequate to gather in the harvest, 
and labourers must be brought hundreds of miles to 
afford the necessary assistance ; and also, that no 
country can be considered in a healthy state, when 
the agricultural population is so decidedly divided 
into rich and poor, and such a gulph interposed be- 
tween the large farmer and the labourer, that all 
hope of rising in his own liue of life is cut off from 
the latter. ‘This state of things seems to have ap- 
parently originated in the practice, so much cried 
up, of English landlords providing the housing and 
farm buildings of their tenants, and moreover keep- 
ing them in repair, thus making it the prima facie 
interest of the landlord to have as few of such es- 
tablishments to keep up as possible, and of course 
to have only large farms ; but let the farms be large 
or small, as a mere matter of money, can this be 

said to be a wise practice? The landlord, in all 

that he does, must act through others, and the 

farmer acting for himself could always accomplish 
the same work on cheaper terms; therefore the 
outlay hereby entailed on the landlord must always 
be greater than the saving to the tenant, and is 

therefore an actual waste of money. If the land- 

lordis paid for this outlay, the tenant suffers ; and 

if he is not, he suffers himself. Nor should it be 

overlooked that this practice gives a decided mono- 
poly of the land to the large farmer, to the exclu- 
sion of his more humble competitor, who would be 

willing and able to occupy it in smaller divisions, 
and pay more for it. But questions of profit and 
loss sink greatly in importance when the moral 
effects of the practice come to be considered. The 
large farmer, from his superior wealth and better 

education, belongs more to the class of the country 

gentleman than to that of the mere farmer ; and the 
humble labourer, who in olden times, if unmarried, 

was aceustomed to be an inmate of the dwelling 
and a partner at the board of the latter, is now 
turned out of doors as unfitted for the society 

(which is no doubt the case) of the family of his 
employer, and therefore turned adrift to fall a prey 
to all the evils of the bothie and the gang system ; 
whilst those who are married and have families are 

rarely enabled to look beyond their daily subsist- 
ence, or entertain even the idea of future provision 
Jor age or infirmity.” 

NOTE ON THE BURNING. OF A LIMESTONE 
SOIL. 

[We have received the following interesting article 

from Professor Way, of Cirencester College. It refers 
toa curious incident in the process of stifle-burning 

observed in a field of caleareous soil on the college farm.] 
Mr. Arkell (our farm superintendent) yesterday 

ealled my attention to a white substance which col- 

lects on the surface of the heaps in the process of stifle- 

burning. This substance exhibits itself as a thin erust 

on the stones and solid pieees of soil which lie on the 

heap. Upon examining it I found it to consist entirely 

of acetate of lime. ‘The origin of this salt ia the heaps 

is by no means obscure. Becquerel and Mateucei first 

pointed out that acetic acid (the acid of vinegar) was 

produced in the germination of Barley, and given out 

by the young plant to the soil. More lately Braconnot 
proved that this acid is excreted in very considerable 

quantity from the roots of the Poppy, and it is reason- 

able to assume that other plants may possess a similar 

power of throwing it off from their roots. Acetic acid 
is also largely produced in the fermentation which goes 

on in decaying vegetable matter. It is principally, if 

not entirely to this acid that the sour character of peaty 

land is due. The acid itself is certainly very injurious 

to vegetation, but it seems yet doubtful whether its 
salts, the acetates, are so to any considerable extent. 

Braconnot believed the acetates to be peculiarly inju- 

rious to plants. Whilst, on the other hand, Saussure 
found that they were not at all taken up by the roots, 
and therefore could not affect the health of the plants. 
The process of liming peat lands converts all the acetic 
acid into. acetate of lime, and as liming renders such 
lands capable of bearing good crops, it would appear 
that this salt is not highly injurious to vegetable life. 
In a limestone soil like ours there is no kind of danger 
of any free acid ; but it comes to be a question whether 
acetate of lime may not be injurious to growing crops. 

If it be not positively injurious I think it cannot be 

otherwise than beneficial. Its solubility in water ren- 
ders it a ready source both of organie and inorganic 

food to plants. At all events the process of burning 

destroys every trace of this salt in the soil ; for it isa 

character of the acetates, in common with all other salts 
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of organic acids, to be converted by heat into carbonates. | But it is not alone as an excellent article of food that 
When the burning is complete all the acetate has be- 
come carbonate of lime. Whether the result is to be 
placed as an additional advantage to the account of 
burning, or (in the case of the acetates and other or- 
ganic salts being really valuable to vegetation) to con- 
stitute a drawback on the usefulness of the system, I 

2 that it is just possible that the 
It might wholly or in part be formed 

by a species of distillation from the weeds and wood 
consumed in the slow process of burning. The fact, 
however, has not, as far as I am aware, been noticed 
before, and whatever may be the true explanation of its 
produetion it appears that the salt shows itself very con- 

en earth is burned. Mr. Arkell tells me he 
frequently. Its presence at the top of 

to be ounted for by its being driven up 
or (which is still more likely) ied up 

by the steam which issues from the 
n ilar s of solid bodies being 

vapourised in this way are known to chemists. It is 
afterwards deposited on the colder parts of the soil, but 
under no circumstances does it escape destruction as 
the process proceeds.—J. Thomas Way, Cirencester, 
Sept. 17. 

BUCKWHEAT A SUBSTITUTE FOR POTATOES, 
Havine lately read with pleasure and interest a poet- 

ical eulogy, by an American, on Buckwheat pancakes, 
in the supplement to the North British Advertiser, it 
may not be judged superfluous to add a few remarks on 
that most excellent grain, considered generally as a 
superior article of farinaceous food for man, and under 
the present defective state of the Potato crop affording, 
where it ca i 
and, generally s 
artiele of food than 

Buckwheat, Blé Sarrasin, ou Blé noir des Francois, 
is an eastern plant ; it grows readily in light sandy soils, 
and when the grain is deprived of its exterior cover- 
ings, and fully ripened by a sufficient exposure to the 
sun’s rays, it appears under the form of a dry triangular 
seed, covered with a thin brownish red cuticle, not very 
deep coloured ch is the appearance of the best or 
thoroughly ripened Buckwheat as it appears when 
brought to market by the Russian peasantry ; when, 
however, it ady undergone by passing through 
the mill a process by which each seed is divided into 

ree parts, and is thereby better fitted for the 
to be afterwards deseribed. When 

less favourable to the full maturity 
of the seed, t cle is of a pale green colour ; as it 
is met with in the seedsmen’s shops of this town the 
euticle has a light brown, and the covering immediately 
exterior to it a dark brown chestnut colour. Buck- 
wheat is grown, I ‘eve, in different parts of Eng- 
land, particularly in Yorkshire, where it is chiefly used, 
I am told, for feeding poultry, which thrive well and 
fatten upon In Seotland it is very little known, and 
seldom usec g for the purpose of feeding and 
eneouraging oding of pheasants ; our millers and 
bakers are hari ainted with it, but the said birds 

tare said to be very fond of 
ed, as brought to market 

) is fitted for culinary u 
of preparing it is the followin 

ty 
king, a more nutritious and safer 
the Potato. 

purpose ir 
the season h 

of a size corresponding to the number of persons in- 
tended to c 

filled with fres 
in an oven,* su 

| 

crust ; when | 
> dry and begins to crack, it is ready 

covered with a plate or AES 
ble in the pot as it has been pre- | 

en used, the crust should be first removed, 

daily article of food 
with the peasantry and working classes of Russia, who 

xchange it with any other article of food, 
and this, joined to prejudice, is probably the reason 
why the use of the Potato has hitherto made com- 
Paratively so little progress among the peasantry of that 
country ; with their Rye-bread, Cabbage-soup, and 
Buckwheat pottage, they feel no want ofthe Potato. 

, The Buekwheat pottage eats well with milk, or 
simply as above prepared, where the circumstances of 
the person prevent his procuring the accessories of 
milk or butter, 

Buckwheat ground into flour and made into paneakes, 
as recommended by the American, is mueh used in 
Russia by all elasses, especially in the Carnival, or 
butter week preceding the fast of seven weeks of the 
Greek Church before Easter; and I do not doubt of its 
being well adapted to the making of loaf bread, though 
I have hardly seen it used in this form, 

,." In default of an oven, heat, gradually and equably applied 
in any other way, will do, 

the writer of this would wish to direct more attention to 
Buckwheat in this country than it has hitherto re- 
ceived. "With an annually inereasing population, and 
the efforts of the country strongly directed to the means 
of affording eheap grain and bread to the population, 
it surely is the duty of both landowners and tenants, 
merehants, &e., to embrace every opportunity of af- 
fording an abundant supply of farinaceous food, and in 
some variety, to the publie, and taught by present ex- 
perience not to rely so entirely as they have hitherto 
done on the Potato as an article of food. Too much 
praise cannot be bestowed on those who are endeavour- 
ing to supply in some degree the deficiency of the Po- 
tato crop, by the introduction of Maize, and other fari- 
naceous grains, among which a more frequent and ex- 
tended use both of Rye and Millet, should not be lost 
sight of; but there is none of them superior or equal 
to Buckwheat, as an article of pleasant, substantial, 
and nutritious food, and therefore better adapted as 
such for the use of the labouring classes. I have been 
informed that it succeeds well both in the west High- 
lands of Scotland, and in Ross-shire ; and I have lately 
learnt from two different respectable persons that some 
fields have been growing this summer between Mussel- 
burgh and Portobello, near Edinburgh, and in Kyntire, 
and I do not doubt that there are many localities both 
in Scotland, England, and Ireland, where the culture of 
this most excellent article of food would prove a real 
and positive blessing to the population. I was happy to 
learn from the spectator that lately there had been a 
considerable importation of Buckwheat into Liverpool, 
I presume from America. It may also be got, I sup- 
pose, in some quantity from the ports of the Baltie and 
Black Sea, as well as from America,.—James Keir, 
M.D., Ex-Professor and Honorary Member of the 
Imperial Academy of Medicine and Surgery at Moscow. 

THE AGRICULTURAL AND MANUFACTURING 
INTERESTS MUTUALLY BENEFITED. 

As I anticipate a much more extensive cultivation of 
Flax than has hitherto obtained in this country, from 
the effect of the Potato crop being again deficient, and 
from farmers now beginning to perceive the necessity 
of change in their old systems of cultivation, I shall once 
more trespass on the columns of your Journal for the 
benefit of those who may still not be aware of the profits 
and advantages of Flax culture, and are yet averse to 
growing it, from the unfounded prejudice that it is more 
exhausting than any of the grain crops ; a fallacy that 
has been triumphantly refuted and exposed by Professor 
Sir Robert Kane, as well as by numerous practical 
farmers and extensive landowners in the north of 
Ireland. 

There are now but few landowners in the province of 
Ulster whose estates are not adorned and made more 
valuable by the increased erections of Flax spinning 
mills, bleach linen factories, and Flax breaking 
and sc , and not only does all this improve- 

itry result FROM THE INCRE 
but tenant farmers and labourers 

prosper by means of it. It cannot be otherwise when 
you consider that the manufacture of this article in that 
district of country detains in the hands of its landowners 
and farmer: spinners and manufacturers, about 

» Which must have been 

nable that whilst the English and 
and Flax spinners consider our being 

jit near eight millions sterling annually 
for FLAX, OILCAKE, and Fraxs; as matter of no mo- 
ment, and as not affecting TE terests, the landowners 
and Flax spinners. in Ireland have formed entirely 
different opinions on the subject, as their efforts to 
introduce Fiax culture in the south and western 
provinces prove ; and it is evident that in Ulster the 
sta n, the merchant, the manufacturer, and agri- 
culturist, all look upon the production of this crop in a 
national, commercial, and industrial point of view as 
f ihe highest importance, It has been a means to 

bring the noblemen and the rich and extensive mer- 
ts and mill-owners to unite (regardless of all 
al differences) because it has been their mutual 
t to remove the prejudices and improve the 

^e and condition of the farmers. Is it not then 
arly strange, with these facts before their eyes, 

that the landowners and Flax-spinners in the manu- 
facturing districts of Great Britain, say Leeds, Knares- 
borough, and Preston, Dundee, Kirkealdy, and Aber- 
deen, continue without any exertion to avert the evils 
arising from sending away their gold in millions for 
Flax, to enrich a people who (if we are to judge from 
their increased importation of our newest and best 
machinery) will soon not only spin and manufacture for 
themselves, and dispense with British goods and yarns, 
but also oppose us in every market we now supply with 
our yarns and linens. Thus, in 1830, the great portion 
of all the yarns spun in Leeds, Manchester, and Preston, 
went to Ireland, at double the price they sell for now ; 
but as Ireland increased in growing and spinning her 
own Flax, in the same ratio prices fell, and now the 
Irish people find they can dispense with the supplies of 
yarns, formerly had from Leeds, Manchester, and 
Preston spinners, and those gentlemen are now all but 
excluded from that market; and although the Conti- 
nental people are following the same course as the Irish 
did, as they are the growers of the Flax and intend to 

be the spinners also, yet the English and the far-seeing 
Seotch are quite at ease on the subjeet ; however, as it 
may happen, that the British Flax-spinners will not 
find that, a * Free trade in Corn,” will open up many 
new channels for yarns, sufficient to make up for what 
THEY MUST EVENTUALLY LOSE, BY A FREE EXPORTATION OF 
MacntwERY, I am inclined to think they will not con- 
tinue to look on with indifference at what should be an 
object of serious consideration, as the many green 
valleys in Yorkshire and Laneashire that have been 
allowed to remain for some scores of years unploughed 
and comparatively unprofitable, would if they grew 
Flax yield a profit of 107. to 157. per acre, and a. great 
chance of doubling that sum by superior management, 

Ihave been often told on the Continent that England 
is more indebted to her machinery than to the enter- 
prisé of her 1 , or her hanical and manu- 
facturing skill, for her great wealth and influence as a 
nation; but I could admit that to be only partially 
true; as, in my opinion, the great secret has been 
found, in her WELL-WoRKED mines of iron, copper, and. 
coal, from which the material of her machinery is pro- 
duced. For, in no instance, have we had to send to 
the Continent for those materials to make our 
machinery from ; and thus, the money expended on 
bringing out our numerous inventions, never left the, 
country, and, as a consequence, we are enriched thereby, 
as it only changes hands from the merchant, or im- 
porter of Continental and American produce, say, first 
tothe machine-makers; then from that class it is paid away 
to the iron-master, the Coal-mine owners, and copper- 
mine owners 3 and from each of them it next turns to 
their work-people, and from those people it is handed 
to the shop-keepers and farmers, in payment of food 
and raiment} and back it comes again from these 
classes to the merchants and landowners. Therefore, 
unless FoR Frax, and artieles that we cannot grow-— 
such as tea, sugar, drugs and spices, silk, cotton and 
wool—our riehes and greatness have been acquired 
from OUR WELL-WORKED MINES, and the produce of our 
LABOURABLE SOILS, as well as from the shill of our 

ics, and enterprise of our merchants ; and thus 
I argue in favour of producing from the soil what we 
require for our linen manufactures. We have a large 
drain on us for silk and cotton wool, which our soil and 
climate will not produce; but this cannot be obviated. 
It should, however, induce us to stop all the other drains 
that we possibly ean—it should, for instance, make us 
labour to stop that ruinous annual payment of near 8 mil- 
lions which I have so often alluded to, We can grow the 
article (Fax) ourselves, which our spinners thus pay 
for, and, lam prepared to prove, in quality equal to, 
and at an expense less than that at which our spinners 
are now supplied. I ealeulate we can furnish them 
with Flax on an average of 507. per ton, equal in quality 
to the Continental Flax, for which we pay on an ave- 
rage 677. per ton; and farmers, at that price, will 
average at least from 107. to 127, per acre clear profit, 

As it is probable some readers of your Journal may 
doubt the certainty of a clear average of 127, per aere 
being made by Flax culture, I wish to add a short 
paragraph from one of my letters that appeared in 
your Paper in April last, in order to prove the fact. E 
Shall not oceupy your space by giving the items of the 
Dr. and Cr. sides of that statement, as such can be found 
in your Journal ; but for the present I shall call their 
attention to the following, as I h given an average 
of our last six years of Flax imports, and shown the 
profits of home production. 

The Total Importations of Flax in 1840 were 62,662 Tons, 
» » » 184 p ui » 

55,113 

Toi 
Thus, the Flax Imports for the last six 8 

ivean annualaverage of 67,849 Tons, which, 
at the valuation quoted for 1840, will be about 
671, per ton, or n e. ae . .. £4,545,883 0 © 

Add a ge Annual Imports of Flax Seed for 
sowing and feeding, 616,000 qrs., valued at 4i. 
per quarter (being 205. per quarter under the 

for some years past, in Ireland) for Flax 
s Dsowing p. UNT ee) A ane 

Add av Annual Imports of Oil Cake, 
86,000 tons, valued at 9l. per ton E b 

t th appears, we have been paying annu-) — —— 
fa , and, poa dons the last» £7,783,883 0 € 

giv 

2,464,000 0 0 

774,000 0 0 

sie years, average ves e ns 
To the foregoing important facts it will only be ne- 

cess: to add, that successful results have invariably 
attended those agrieulturists who have engaged in grow- 
ing Flax. Sir Richard O'Donnell, Bart., of Mayo, Ire- 
land, states, that he has himself “had 130 stones of 
Flax from 2 acres. That one of his tenants had at the 
rate of 104 stones to the aere, which produced the 
large profit of 312. 4s. per acre, and that another small 
tenant had obtained 14 stones of Flax from 14 quarts 

of seed.” Mr. Andrews, of Comber, a gentleman well 

known to the Royal Agricultural Society in Ireland, 

communicating with the Secretary of the Flax Society 

in Ireland, says, that “he received for his Flax at the 

rate of 287. 16s. 10d, per acre, to which he adds the 

amount he received for seed, 117. 6s. 6d., giving the 
amazing result of 407, 3s. 4d. per acre, whieh, on oe 

ducting the entire expences of rent and labour of al 
kinds, leaves a clear profit of more than 302. per 2e 

being a return far exceeding anything Ae ever geen 

from land before.” Ona model farm of the Earl o 
Caledon (crop 1845), “the produce of Flax, e Ie 

seed, from 1 acre, 1 rood and 39 perches, amoun Ai 
602. 14s. 34d., the whole expenses of sowing, weeding, 

A 

pulling, rippling, steeping, taking out, spreading, lifting; 
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breaking, and seutehing, being 167. 3s. 63¢., which then 
left a clear profit of 447. 10s. 9d., or very nearly 307. 

per acre. Besides these examples, it is well known by 
every one experienced in the culture of Flax, that the 
profits it produces far exceed any other crop whatever, 

- and it may at all times be included in the ordinary ro- 
tation crops, without fear of exhausting the soil ina 
greater degree than other plants, Grasses, or grain 
crops. But the growing of Flax, besides being eminently 
profitable to the farmers, is worthy the consideration of 
the philanthropist, as the tending and preparing it for 
the spinners must call into active employment thou- 
sands of agricultural labourers,who will thus be enabled 
to carn a competent livelihood (which fact is plainly 
evident at Trimingham, in Norfolk, where Flax culture 

being introduced on a very limited scale, has so greatly 
inereased the employment of the labourers, that it has 

already produced the cheering effect of totally relieving 
the parish of poor's rates). 

In conclusion, I beg to add, as the above are Irish 

experiments, and as I know it is generally believed 

that the soil and climate of Ireland is preferable to this 

Country for Flax, I shall only hope to disabuse the 

Minds of farmers on this important point by a few re- 
Ports from various counties in England and Scotland, 
as I have understood from several gentlemen that I 

Supplied last spring with Flax seed for sowing, that 

their crops (so far as ean be known by quantity and 

Seed) have turned out well ; and I shall shortly be able 

to tell them the value of the fibre, and the facts of such 

experiments made in Lancashire, Gloucestershire, Wor- 
Cestershire, and Yorkshire, by those who never have 
sown Flax before this season.—J. Hill Dickson, 29, 
Broad-street Buildings, London, Sept. 14. 

ON THE DRILL HUSBANDRY OF TURNIPS. 
Experiments and their results.— Any observations 

Made by me previous to the autumn of 1837 were 
either so carelessly noted, or the experiments made on 
too small a scale, as to the extent of ground measured, 
the absence of exactness in the manner of doing this, 
and in the method of weighing the bulbs thereon, I 
shall therefore confine myself to experiments made in 
1837, 1838, 1839, and 1840, when every particular 
Was carefully taken down, the portions of each field 
f xed on for weighing were chosen at different parts, 

ly and impartially, and in every instance 

so many rows were taken the whole length of the field 
and measured correctly, not by the chain (the widths 
of a narrow piece cannot be nicely ascertained this 
Way) but in feet and inches with serupulous exactness. 
na few cases the lots measured for experiment were 
as small as 7 or 8 perches, but in the great majority of 
irials the quantities taken measured from 10 to 20 

Perches each. 
„M seeking for knowledge, by experiments of this 

Kind, it is a most fallacious and incorrect mode to. 
attempt to find the average produce of any field 
by Setting out a square perch, or even 2, 3, or 4 

when stepping along to fix the patch for trial, we are 
sensibly Jed to some particular spot in the field which 

May be much beyond the average, therefore I think 
all cases for experiment should be so many rows from 
Ne side to the other of the field, because by taking it 
this way the good and bad parts of the field have a 
Sreater chance of being included proportionally; and 
if „the field or part of one, which it is wished to ascer- 
tain the average weight of, is several acres in extent, 
then two or more pieces should be taken. 

I have further to add, that the weights given in every 
Case, except where specially noticed otherwise, are those 
9f the bulbs only, after being topped, tailed, and pro- 
UM cleaned fit for use ; the common Turnips were 
Weighed in October and November, and Swedes to- 
Wards the latter part of December, as these last-named 
m mild seasons increase in size until that period. 
ur may also he necessary to state, that all comparative 
jals of the effects of the different manures were made 

adjoining each other, in order that equality of soil 
should pervade the experiment, a most essential point 
D bear in view in prosecuting such inquiries, 
d these preliminary remarks, I proceed to re- 

y results, commencing with those of 1837. 
With Purple and Green-topped Swedes, 

rate of ean anuréd in N gu 1836, at the 
oads and ploughed in at the 

tidged up 20th May, 1837, 27 inches 
own next da * with 16 bushels bruised 

manure por Pedes LM. 

, being not quite half a plant 
onsiderably worse where the 

tons,ewts 
VIT OPI 

per 

uch 

Weight of bulbs aft : er the bone  .. m TR NC 
I consider theres 

re rapi 

the cak 5 12 oc 

ay ier s on ridges 27 inches 
b different fr 2 4 
Uüshels per aere, s, ar This proved to 

in the pre- 

> per acsp With farm-yard manure, 33 good loads the 24 es x idges 7i inches wide, sown between 
regular braid oth May, proved a very beautiful 
Beetle, quai not injured to any extent by the nearly. a mane qA week earlier than No. 1, although 
800d crop, Weighing iy nepeg out a regular, 

' No. 5. Without manure of any kind, ridges 27 

10 0 

inches apart (being four ridges taken in the mid 
f of May, braird faint, but re- 

» eetle, was the last 

portion of the field thinned, and then the plants 
could searcely be seen. Afterwards, these kept 
dwindling away through the season, proving a 
total failure, producing about [32 ree De 

The quality here was wretched, being no better 

than the tap-roots cut off and thrown aside from 
good-sized bulbs 

No. 6. Angther field of Swedes (8 acres breast. 
ploughed and burnt), sown 13th June on the flat, 

17} inches wide, and having 10 bushels of bones 
and 25 of ashes mixed, applied as described in 

section 5. This proved a very regular plant, but 
in September became much mildewed, and grew 

No variety of expeviments here. 

n ES B £ A Z. E! $ [3 z E 

2 

10 0 > t m tt m It E +e .. 

Yo. 7. Common Turnips (round Green-tops). 

Ten acres of these sown on the flat, the 17th June, 
on breast-ploughed and burnt land. Part of this 
had 20 bushels of applied, the remainder 
nothing. No mark was made where the sowing 
of ashes terminated, thinking it would mark itself. 
However the season proved favourable, the braird 
came quick and flourishing. No check was expe- 
rienced, and a most abundant crop followed, so 
much so that I never could discern the place where 
the application of the ashes ceased. It must be 

borne in mind, that a very abundant crop of ashes 
had been spread broade: over the whole of this 

t . H . land, and worked in. Weight . 24 0 

EXPERIMENTS FOR 1838. 

In a field of 10 acres, the following trials were 

made :— 
No.1. Turnips (round Green-top) on ridges 27 

inches apart, with 18 bushels of bones per acre. 

Weiler: ap E cec Dep P NUR MU) 
No. Same as above, with 18 bushels of Rape- 

cake. Weight I. m .. m oo 20/719: 79 

No.3. White Tankard Turnips, as above, with 

18 bushels of Rape-cake. Weight .. v. 29 4 0 

No. 4, ‘White Tankards, as above, without 

manure of any kind. Weight WU SRL Riek OTe LES on 
No. 5. Same variety, with 24 loads of manur 

WHEL? pos ciné SUR SENE AU ee comets Sehr oO! 10 

With Purple and Green-topped Swedes. 

No. 6. With 24 loads of manure. Veight abort 6. a0) 

No. 7. Without manure of any kind. Weight .. 5 2 2 

The whole of the above lots were sown between 

the 14th and 18th of May, on ridges he: 

apart, and none received any check, this being a 
favourable year for Turnips in most parts of 

England. 
In another field of 22 acres the following experi- 

ments were made, Land breast-ploughed and 

burnt :— 

Purple and Green-topped. Swedes sown on the flat 171 inches apart, 
between the Sth and 12th of June. 

No. 1. With 24 bushels of ashes, and 18 bushels 
of Rape-cake, mixed. Weight m E veli 15 0 

No. 2, With 28 bushels of bones. Weight wad 0 

No. 3. With 15 bushels of Rape-cake and 26 of 

ashes. Weight .. m m m .. opie 87 76 

No. 4. With 20 bushels of bones and 20 bushels 
ofashes. Weight on E m m sel: 13 570 

No.5. With 42 bushels of ashes, Weight d. DR 
No. 6. Without manure of any kind. Weight LER Dons 
No.7. With 32 bushels of bones, Weight BUM ee CAU 

s field sown with 
Rape-cake only, consequently a comparison cannot be drawn 

m in- 

latter expt 
lots extended over 15 

iment was x 

12th June. The bra me sluggish, butafter having com- aird ea 
meneed, the plants grew rapidly. 

No, 8. Seven aeres of this field was sown about the 16th and 

17th June, with Scotch Yellows, part having a little Rape-cake 

and ashes mixed, another portion bones and ashes, and the 
remainder had nothing. The braird where the manure was 

applied came more vigorous, and the plants were nearly a 
Seine. TN his difference continued until week sooner ready for hoein 

a week or two after the h 
afterwards became less apparen: ) 
neither strangers nor I myself could point out where the 
manures had been applied. None of these- Turnips were 
weighed, but they were a full crop for the land (this part of 
the field heing a very weak light gravel), and appeared to be 17 

or 18 tons per acre. 

The decided non-effeet of the pulverised manures in, 
the above case, when taken in connexion with that 

noticed in No. 7 for 1837, and also with those correctly 

ascertained by measure and weight, Nos. 3, 4, and 5 in 
first field of this years’ experiments, present very ano- 

malous and embarrassing results. Thus No. 7 for 

1837, and No. 8, the preceding experiment for the pre- 

sent year, go to show that the pulverised manures 

named, appear to have had little or no effect, or more 

correctly speaking, so little effect in increasing the crop, 

that it was not perceptible enough to experienced men 

to enable them to point out where the mixtures of 

manures with ashes or ashes alone left off, for I took 
several to both fields, It is very much to be regretted 
that I did not stake out the experiment correctly, and 
measure and weigh, in order to ascertain the exact 
amount of difference; but I feel confident (having 

weighed so many lots) that it was not more in propor- 
tion, if so much, as that shown with the Tankard Tur- 
nips in the first field of this year's experiments, viz., 
Nos. 3, 4,and 5. There we have 27 tons 6 ewt. without 

the ashes spread thereon, which is allowed by every 
one to be the best preparation of such land as this, 
which can be made for a crop of Turnips, and unless 
cut off by wireworm, always produce the heaviest crops in 
every variety of season. Iam therefore decidedly of 
opinion that the application of manure of any kind in 
| these three different fields to the common Turnips was 
highly injudicious, there being abundance of power or 
of the necessary ingredients in these lands to bring for- 

ward a full crop, without additional manure being de- 
posited under the plant; consequently that which was 

applied seems to have been thrown away. 
lt is very fortunate that Swedes had been sown to 

far the greatest extent in both fields of this year's ex- 
periments, in which the above anomalous appearances 
| occur ; and with these bulbs which are more difficult to 
| produee, and of greater value, the results show that the 
| application of manures to them have been judicious ; in 
| fact absolutely necessary for producing a crop of that 
| variety, the 24 loads of farm manure in the first field 
(stubble land), of this year’s experiments inereasing the 
crop 10 tons 2 ewt. per aere, and in the second field 
(breast-ploughed and burnt land), the pulverised 
manures inereasing the crop in the lowest case 9 tons 
13 cwt., and in the highest 14 tons 17 ewt. per acre. 
Clearly showing that it is injudicious to apply manures: 
to burnt land where there has been an abundant erop of 
ashes, or even on other land in very high condition, 
where common Turnips are to be grown ; and likewise 
as clearly exhibiting the need of farm-yard manure in 

considerable quantity, on corn stubble lands, to grow a 
full evrop of Swedes, as well as the great effect of pul- 

verised manures mixed with ashes, on burnt land, in 

increasing a.crop of those valuable bulbs. 

The last experiment made this year was in a field of 

14 acres, the worst field on the farm, having a consi- 

derable breadth across the middle of it, cold tough 

clay, and the whole being foul and in worn out condi- 

tion. Seven acres were well dunged with rotten farm ma- 

nure, and ploughed in broadeast (the land not being 

fine enough for ridging), and sown on the flat, 173 in. 
apart,on the 26th June and 3d July, and produeed & 
full crop. The other 7 acres were not got ready before 
the 26th, a period too late in this situation to give much 
chance for a crop even on better land. However, com- 
mon red and white Turnips were sown with 12'bushels 
bones and 24 bushels ashes mixed, and proved a useful 
little crop, the bulbs with the stems weighing 7 tons 

10 cwt. per acre.. Part of this piece was sown without 

manure, on whieh the seed brairded regularly, but the 
plants never grew to any size, and they dwindled off in 
Oetober and November, so that when the other part 
was weighed there was not one plant left.— Wm. Fernie, 
Manchester. 

(To be continued). 

Home Correspondence. 
Faicon’s Extract upon small farms in your last 

Gazette is so exactly opposite to what I have seen with 
my own eyes, that I cannot let it pass without a few 
remarks. Iam not going to dispute that small farms 
may be well managed, and we should naturally suppose 
the smaller the extent of ground a farmer had to give 
his attention to, the better it would be cultivated; but: 
that these cases are only exceptions I am well con- 
vineed from what I have seen in the different districts 
in England and Scotland which I have visited. The 
man I should pitch upon as the best farmer I know, 
and would defy any one to beat him, at the present 
moment occupies 1400 acres of land. In my opinion 
this is 1000 acres too much, but that is not the ques- 
tion we are discussing. I can honestly say 20 instances 

» one pass through my mind where large holders keep 
weir land cleaner and in better condition than small 
ones, You will observe I have merely been comparing 
large farms with small, in England and Scotland. The 

Flemish farming I have seen, taken as a whole, without 
doubt beats most of ours.—A good Small Farmer. 

Small Farms.—Many farmers may conceive that, 

although I profess to advocate their cause, my letters 

have a contrary effect, and rather a tendency to expose 

their weak points, by introducing comparisons between 

land cultivated in allotments and land tilled on the 

usual farming system. The greatest failing in human 

nature is a dislike to being told of our faults in the mis- 

management of our undertakings, as it particularly 
touches! our vanity and the good opinion of our own 
judgment, and draws down the advice of our neigh- 
bours, who, while we have been sleeping, and jogging 
on in the old track at the rate of four miles an hour, 

have been wide awake, propelled by a locomotive at a 

speed they of the old school cannot understand. A new 

era is dawning upon the land, which will, in the course 

of a few years, change the aspect of neglected districts, and 
make the barren soil produce a bundred-fold. The à 5E 

B 

manure of any kind; with 18 bushels Rap ke, 
29 tons 4 cwt. ; and with 24 loads of manure, 30 tons 

6 ewt.; so that the manure has really only inereased 

the crop about 3 tons per acre. But itis far otherwise 

with the Swedes in both fields of this year’s experi- 

ments. 
I was certainly at the time much puzzled with these 

results; but from subsequent experience I am satisfied 

it ean be rationally and satisfactorily accounted for. 

The land Nos. 3, 4, and 5 of first field, in this year’s 

experiments, was stubble, or regularly cropped land, 

but in very good condition, not by any means worn out. 

That on which No. 7 for 1837 was produced, as well as 

No. 8, second field of this year's experiments, were old 

Sainfoin lands, had been breast-ploughed and burnt, and 

oor o p having been opened, labour, capital, 
and intelligence will, of necessity, be brought to bear 
on raising food in the largest quantities and at the 
cheapest rate. Our manufacturers can compete with 
the foreigner, why should not our agriculturists, after 
the facts which have been stated relative to the average 
rate of wages in various rural districts (which refleets 
anything but praise on the landed community), the stale 
argument so often used, of the foreigner being able to 
command the sinews of his fellow man at lower wages 
than the English farmer, cannot be any longer sus- 
iained, as surely seven and eight shillings a week for 
ten hours’ toil per day, is not a very ruinous expendi- 
ture to the farmer, however it may pinch the labourer. 
Taking land in the same locality, and of similar deserip- 

| 
| 
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tion as to soil, we find allotments pay nearly double the 
amount of rent that farming land does ; and theowners 
of the former, in many instances, are more punctual on 
quarter day than the latter. I may be in error, but the 
obvious reason of all this appears to me to be, that the 
experience of the labourer, as practically exempli- 
fied in his garden, tells him the benefit of minute 
cultivation; he reasons thus, and is rewarded for his 
common sense view of the matter. The small plot of 
ground attached to my house furnishes my family with 
three times as much food as the same quantity does on 
Giles's farm, and yet he surelv ought to know more 
about such things than I do, It cannot be because 
mine is called a garden, and his a farm, that makes the 
difference ; but I strongly suspect it is my spade against 
his plough, and my wife and children weeding against 
his permitting Thistles, Charlock, &c., to run to seed. 
Now, if I can get a bit of land, just enough to employ 
the leisure hours of myself and family, I think I ean 
make the garden method of eropping and cleaning pay 
just as well in the field as it does near my cottage, pro- 
vided I do not overburthen myself in greediness, rent | 
too much for the strength I can depend upon, which is 
all my capital ; I must consider well how far I can cal- 
culate upon assistance from my wife and children, 
and what spare hours I can myself devote 
to the allotment without depriving my master of his 
fair share of my labour, for his money given as wages. 
If such reasoning and practice based upon it, is evidence 
of what may be accomplished by a common labourer 
unassisted by scientifie knowledge, then what might be 
anticipated from a more liberal employment of hands 
on large farms, backed both by money and skill? An 
increase of about one-third the usual average of food ! 
Agriculture is progressing towards a healthy state of 
excitement which must be encouraged, even at the 
expense of sometimes speaking on subjects not palatable 
te the great interest in question, One of these is the 
division of farms into sizes more compatible with the 
means of improvement within reach of the tenant, and 
thus insuring a judicious and profitable manner of culti- 
vation, more approximating to the garden. The calcu- 
lation of capital locked up, which might be made avail- 
able in enriching the land (I mean the unemployed 
poor labourer, now either existing on precarious 
charity, the poor-rates, or plunder) would astonish 
landowners, and open their eyes to the’ mine of 
wealth begging at their doors. Idle habits and 
moral depravity amongst the lower classes are lamented 
over as the causes of so much suffering and indigence ; 
it would be more correct to say, they are the effects of 
want of employment, and the absence of the kind super- 
intendence of those to whom Providence has given 
enough and to spare. The indiscriminate distribution 
of money, food, and clothing to those who are able to 
bear a part in supporting the community, is a premium 
on vice, as too many would rather, and do eat the bread 
of sloth, in preference-tó occupying their time in some 
remunerating pursuit, of advantage to themselves and 
their brethren, Such men, having no fresourees ex- 
cepting of a mechanical nature (I mean working with 
their hands, without taxing their brains), soon fall into 
profligate society, and become the leeches, drawing from 
the active and diligent their life’s blood ; whereas, they 
ought, and might be converted into useful and respect- 
able members of society, providing for their own sub- 
sistence, and throwing their surplus labour into the 
general fund of riches belonging to this country, adding 
to capital to be again circulated amongst the industrious 
classes. It cannot be too often repeated, that it is false 
economy to reduce the wages of the working man to the 
lowest fraction. But still higher ground should be 
taken, and we should recollect our duty towards our 
neighbour, and the command “ to do unto others as we 
wish them to do unto us.”—Falcon. [We may depend 
upon it that wages will never be raised by preaching to 
the farmer about his dudies (and even on this ground, 
we think, * Faleon's" argument may be met); the 
fault lies in the system of agrieulture, and the errors at 
the base of all are, the want of education and the im- 
politic connection between landlord and tenant.] 

Wheat.—In the autumn of 1844 a wild goose was 
shot by an Indian on Lake Simcoe, Canada, West ; in 
his interior some grains of Wheat were found ; these 
were sown by a gentleman, and produced an extraor- 
dinary crop, in one ease a single grain yielding 17 ears. 
In Sept., 1845, a few grains were sown by a friend of 
mine in his garden, an ear of the produce of these, I 
now send you,and shall feel greatly obliged by your 
informing me in your next ‘Paper what Wheat it is; 
no person in this part of the world has ever seen the 
like, rom the time of year when the goose was shot, 
it is evident he was migrating to the south from the 
north.—The straw you will observe is of a good colour, 
but the ear is black.~ Jean Baptiste, River Richelieu, 
Canada, East, August 27. [The variety is Triticum 
avlatum, a variety grown to some extent in Switzer- 
Jand and Germany, but not highly esteemed.] 
_ Substituies for the Potato Orop—A correspondent 
in your Paper about a fortnight since (with the best 
intention, I have no doubt) recommended that farmers 
should allow cotiagers to supply their gardens with 
Swedish l'urnips, by taking them from the fields of the 
former whilst hoeing, in some degree to remedy the 
loss of the Potato crop. "'hehoeing time at that period, 
I think, must have been past; if not, the bulbs, par- 
ticularly after transplanting, conld never have reached 
a size sufficient to give one meal. I beg to state that 
at the meeting of our little band of cottagers last even- 
ing at the Town-hall (who received your kind notice of 

them of last week with smiling faces), I recommended 
them to thin my Rape, and plant; being more hardy 
than the Swedish Turnips, and will, after yielding much 
vegetable food in the spring, come off soon enough for a 
succession of many other vegetable crops. I hear to- 
day several of the cottagers wish to avail themselves of 
it, which gives me great pleasure, recollecting, as I do, 
more than once having to go into my fields in the spring 
for a dish of this hardy and delicious vegetable, when 
the Broccoli and Greens in the garden were all destroyed 
by the winter’s frost.—A Farmer, Reigate. 

Horizontal Windmills.—An article in your Paper 
of the 12th inst., reminds me of a promise I made some 
time back of trying to explain a plan of horizontal sails, 
which I would recommend any one to try. In the first 
place, I suppose a barn or other building, with good 
substantial walls; in this building an upright shaft 
must be put up, and extend a sufficient distance above 
the roof to allow room for the sails to be large enough 
for the purpose required—suppose 8 or 10 feet; on 
this shaft two iron flanges are put, in which to fix the 
arms ; one of the flanges just above the roof, the other 
the height above it required for the sails (8 feet). I 
would recommend six arms and sails ; the arms about 
12 feet from the centre ; at the extremity of these arms 
the sails are fixed, which act thus: they are made in a 
quadrangular shape, the pivot on which they turn 
being placed much nearer one side than the other; 
there should be three of these sails at the end of each 
arm—the sails being hung in this manner are acted 
upon by the wind the same as a vane or weathercock. 
Now in order to gain the rotatory moving power, there 
are a set of pegs attached to each arm, and are con- 
nected by crank and iron rods with the interior of the 
building ; those pegs are moveable backwards and for- 
wards, when at work they are pushed out so as to pre- 
vent the sails passing them ; and act thus :—The sail 
continues stopped by the peg until it comes into that 
part of the circle where the wind will get to the back 
part of it, and being hung as a th k will cause 

form, totally unfit for application to the land in that 
imperfectly decomposed state. These waggons and 
carts come miles for it, and after depositing it by the 
sides of the roads near the fields where it is to be laid, 
or in heaps in the fields, it is there left, and in due time 
a second carting takes place. [The first carting is done 
in winter, when the horses must otherwise be idle. It 
would not be a saving to cart the manure in spring, and 
apply it at once to the land, The horses are then 
otherwise employed.] It is then spread upon the 
ground with more or less labour, according to the con- 
dition it is in at the time ; but the loss of labour and 
time is not the only loss—look at the immense waste of 
fertilising matter consequent on the imperfect mode of 
decomposition! Do you think that half the elements 
of it are saved—I believe not, Now suppose we com- 
pare this fine old plan still so ardently cherished in this 
part of Yorkshire, and I dare say elsewhere too [Corn- 
wall ?] with my amusing plaything, so very scientifically 
described by “A Cornish Farmer,” and then judge 
which of the two is the most rational. My plan is as 
applicable in the stable-yards of large inns, and cow- 
yards, &c, in towns, as it is in the farm-yards in the 
country. In the first-mentioned places I would erect 
towers with two or more bins, and as high as those de- 
seribed in my plan. "The effluvia, when there was any, 
which would only be when the management was 
neglected, would then rise clear of the buildings without 
being so great a nuisance to the neighbourhood as is 
now the case in all such places. If the litter, &c., was 
put into bins and decomposed by proper management, 
it might remain there until the season arrived for 
carting it direct to the fields to be spread upon them at 
once, being so prepared as to be in the most fayourable 
condition for that purpose. Manure in this state would 
not occupy one-third the space of the crude materials, 
and if manufactured on sound principles, none of its 
fertilising elements would be lost during the process of 
decemposition. [We doubt if you can by merely 
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it to turn with its edge to the wind, and will continue 
so till it is stopped by the peg; thus wherever the 
wind blows from, or, however, quickly it changes, the 
sails willalways have their broadside to it in one part 
and the edge to it on the other, and of course turn the 
mill. When it is wanted to stop the mill, all that is 
required is to pull those pegs back, and then all the 
sails will have their edges to the wind, and the mill will 
stop, but I would also recommend a break to be used 
when it is only wanted to stop a short time, instead of 
pulling the pegs back every time. ve now stated 

| my plan, and will mention the advantages which I think 
it has over others ; Ist. Safety, the manner in which 
the sails are managed causes them to be put with their 
edges to the wind in a moment, and remove the danger 
of a sudden storm, also a very sudden and great change 
of the wind, say from north to south, it does not affect 
them in the least, they will still keep their broadsides 
to it in one partand edgesin the other. I once tried 
a model I had made ; there are two windmills in view 
from our house ; one on the west and the other east of 
us, about four miles apart. I perceived during an 
approaching storm that one of them was running with 
the wind from the west, and the other with it blowing 
from the east ; this, I thought, a good time to try my 
model, accordingly I put it on the garden wall and 
watched its movements, and was not a little pleased 
that when the wind changed here, which it did very 
suddenly, it had no effect whatever upon it, excepting 
that the broadside sails were on the contrary side of 
the upright shaft. Now, I consider this a great advan- 
tage over those horizontal sails, which I have seen ; in 
order to keep them right to the wind there are 18 wheels 
required, and to be well attended to during a change of 
wind. In these of mine not one wheel, and no atten- 
tion ; then as for cost of erection, there is no compari- 
son betwixt those and verticals, as any one may imagine. 
I had almost forgot to mention that the sails should be 
made to suit the force of the wind in nearly the same 
way as patent vertical sails are. If any further explana- 
tion is required, I shall be glad to communicate it.— 
John Howgate, Hay Park, Knaresborough, Yorkshire. 

Management of Manure.—Your correspondent, “ A 
Cornish Farmer,” has chosen to criticise my first article 
on this subject in a spirit of levity totally unworthy the 
occasion. I take it for granted that when you insert aa 
article you do it in the belief that it contains thi 

g wholly save the volatile parts 
of manure. Apply acids or acid salts, and you fix the 
ammonia wholly. But this may be effectually done with- 
out the aid of towers.] Iam of opinion that it might be 
kept for more than one year, that its quality would be 
improved by it, because time would effect the deeomposi- 
tion of the organic matter in a more perfect manner. 
It has been said that one load of manure properly pre- 
pared, is worth four loads in a crude state, and no 
doubt this is true to the very letter. I believe this 
plan of constructing manure towers in such places as I 
have mentioned would enable any one to manufacture 
and store manure with the greatest facility, that it 
would save three-fourths of the cartage and labour of 
conveying it from a town to fields miles off, that it 
would be more easily spread and ploughed into the soil, 
and more certain and beneficial in its effects as a ferti- 
liser. Now, with all these advantages, who would, if 
he knew his true interests, prefer carting raw materials 
of uncertain yalue for miles at great expence of time 
and labour, to one of known strength as a fertiliser, and 
only one-fourth the bulk ; surely there can be no differ- 
ence of opinion as to the raerit of the two plans. The 
use of the manure-bin towers as receptacles for the 
manure produced in farm-yards, is an enlargement of a 
plan already adopted by many farmers, namely, the 
storing of manure in walled pits; but in such pits as 
these they cannot regulate the process of decomposition, 
or prevent the escape of gases generated during the 
time it is going on, in so effectual a manner as in the 
manure-bins; in the latter, the process may be accele- 

first place, because they would enable a farmer t 
vast quantities of manures in a compar: 
space, and because they are just as convenient for the 
purpose of fermenting manure as a walled pit of one- 
fifth the depth ; indeed, they would be more so, the 
process being more manageable as regards temperature, 
&e. ; the crane would, as I have said on a former occa- 
sion, afford the greatest facilities in mixing or removing 
the manures: inthe second place (and here I shall startle 
* A Cornish Farmer”), the manure-bins would afford 
an opportunity for erecting a mill, not the one that has 
so much amused him, but another mill which could be 
very readily attached to an opening in any one of the 
sides of a tower, for the purpose of reducing the manure 
to coarse fi ts. If still further dried, it might be 

good in itself, and which may prove beneficial to the 
country; or, that it will provoke a discussion which 
may be productive of good, and I make no doubt that 
you are glad to receive any article that contains 2 novel 
view of an important subject, as it may open a new 
way to the discovery of a something that could not be 
found out by the beaten track. I think that novel 
plans, because they are novel, should not be despised. 
** A Cornish Farmer” appears to regard the crane fixed 
on the top of the manure-bin towers as an amusing play 
thing, and the towers themselves as ridiculous structures 
but it is very evident that he takes a very short-sighted 
view of the principle involved in the whole management 
of such a plan as I have described ; my object is to 
save labour in collecting the materials, room in storing 
them, the prevention of loss by the dissipation of the 
fertilising elements of the manure, the perfect decom- 
position of it, and, lastly, the facilitating its application. 
Now, I think, no one will deny the importance of en- 
deavouring to attain such objects. The house in which 
I live is situated by the side of the main approaches to 
the town of Hull, and there is never a day passes but I 
see waggons and carts laden with manure in the crudest 

reduced to a coarse powder, as deseribed in my first 
letter. All this may be beyond the comprehension of A 
Cornish Farmer ;” but, nevertheless, it is e 
ticable, and I have no doubt that any one 
who has a knowledge of mechanics will think so too. 
There is another advantage in having farm-yard manure 
reduced to a more portable form, and thatisthe increased 

facility of convey ing it to fields situated in hilly dis- 

tricts. The subject of reducing farm-yard manure to & 
more portable form has occupied my attention for many 
years, and I have not come to a hasty conclusion upon 
it; it is true Iam only an amateur farmer, but my 
previous habits and pursuits have qualified me to give 
as sound an opinion on such matters as most practical 
farmers could do. My plan is a novel one, and, like al 

such, must be tested by experiment ; it is in advance 

of the times, and must abide its time, but surely po 
attempt to inerease the productive power of the soil o: 
the country must be of national importance, and ought 
to be encouraged ; every day’s experience tells us D. 

we should not be hasty in passing judgment on new is- 

coveries,—Henry Liddell, Beverley-road, Hull. ae 

is no doubt of the practicability of all your proposals > 
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but we must not forget the question of expense. Will 
you furnish us with a £s. d. estimate? Farm manure 
costs in small heaps, ready for spreading in the field, 
about 8d. per cubic yard, and it is then worth, compared 
with other fertilisers in the market, from 3s, to 5s. per 
cubic yard. There is thus not much room for expense.] 

The Potato Discase.—Allow me to lay before you a 
Statement respecting an experiment which I made last 

year, and am following up this summer, as a probable 
Means of renovating and improving the qualities of our 
Second necessary of life, Potatoes—which have been 
degenerating for several years back. Aware that many 
garden shrubs and herbaceous plants have their quali- 

weleome because pected, of the of the 

most ancient of all histories—in which we find it written 

* And Pharaoh slept and dreamed the second time, and 

behold seven ears of corn came wp UPON ONE STALK, 

rank and good."—(Genesis, xli, 5.)— The Chairman 
then rose to introduce the subjeet of which he had 

given notice, It divided itself, he said (after some in- 

troduetory remarks), into three heads, viz. :—1. The 

most approved methods of preparing land for Wheat. 

2. The varieties of Wheat most suitable to the northern 

counties, 3. The most desirable methods of preparing 

and sowing the seed. He would begin with the system 

of preparing land by summer fallowing, which was very 

ively’ practised in Northumberland and Durham, ties maintained and improved by propagating them by 
cuttings of the stems, rather than by dividing the roots 
or by seed, in the latter end of June, 1845, I planted, 
ina good light soil, without manure, cuttings of the 

een stalks of early Potatoes. I scarcely cherished a 

ope that they would produce tubers ; yet in autumn I 

‘ound a erop—some of.them the size of boys’ playing 

Marbles, and most of them from two to four times that 

Size, These were planted the 23d of last February ; 

and now, removing the soil from part of a root, the first 
and only one that I inspected is full larger, and of finer 

appearance, than those growing in the same ground and 

Planted with tubers of the same sort. The cuttings 

were the tops of the stalks, four or five joints from the 

top, and cut close under the joint with a very sharp pen- 
knife, and with a quick, clean, sloping cut. All the 

ong leaves were clipped off, and such of the buds of the 

Stalks as were growing into leaves, shortened a little, 
except the top buds—taking particular care not to do 

this so close as to pinch the bud off, or bruise the stalk 

—as it is out of these buds that the young tubers grow. 
They were planted in a sunny aspect, and shaded, and 
Watered every evening, in dry weather, for two or three 
weeks, until they began to grow. This summer I am 
Planting about half, or two-thirds, of the whole stalks ; 

laying them nearly horizontally, under two or three 
inches of soil, with the top buds only above ground, 
The seed will no doubt be more abundant in this length 

of stalk and horizontal position. I am planting them 
in portions of ground the size of Onion beds, laying a row 
of plants three inches asunder the whole breadth of the 
bed, and another row directly opposite, with the top buds 
of both rows meeting each other, In this way they 
will need little shade, and will be easily weeded and 
watered. As it is rather difficult to furnish shade, 
J plant some behind any large culinary herbs ; and even 
behind and between ridges of growing Potatoes. The 

broad leaves of the former, and the luxuriant stalks of 
the latter, are a sufficient shade. But these growing 
Potatoes, or herbs, are such as will be dug up in the 
course of three weeks, as this new crop must have sun 
to mature it. Latterly I find that by bringing the top 

buds very near together, they need no shade except a 
few stalks and leaves thrown over them, of those weeds, 
herbs, or cuttings of leafy shrubs, on which earwigs and 
Teptiles do not lodge, so that there is no expense, and 
little trouble attending this attempt to improve Potato 

Seed, The cuttings should be taken from healthy plants, 

and planted without manure in ground that has not 

een recently set with Potatoes. I now find young sets 

Browing upon stalks of early Potatoes which I planted 

Only three weeks ago. It is, therefore, not too late to 

Plant cuttings of second earlies and the later sorts. I 

also find that the small stalks produce as well as the 
thick stalks ; so that those who would hesitate to eut the 

Main stalks of their growing crops for this purpose 

Might succeed by using the small ones. It may be ad- 
visable to cover the crop with an addition of light soil, 

And leave it in the ground until setting time next spring. 
This Methed of endeavouring to improve the Potato 
Will be more expeditious than that of doing it by the 
Seed of the Potato-apple (although that should be per- 

Severed in, to obtain varieties), and the produce could 

fe always depended upon ito be the same sorts as those 
Tom which the cuttings were taken. If landed proprie- 

se and horticultural societies would encourage this 

ERA and if farmers, nurserymen, rket-gard 
ae every cottager who has a few yards of spare fresh 

geb would immediately practise it, I believe that in 

pu. Or three years (through the blessing of Heaven, 

peas ready to second man’s instrumentality), the whole 
cone United Kingdom would have more abundant 
ain this nutritious root, much improved in quality, 
high} he different sorts ‘distinctly classified. It is also 
tions p Probable that, if euttings of these new planta- 
VIS re from, year to year planted in fresh ground, 

Genter of the mysterious disease might be entirely 

those growi I am planting cuttings of the stalks of 

Stowing from the result of my last year’s experi- 
ect that the offspring will be PEN Dem 

j se, Spittal, Berwick-on- Tweed, in ** Ber- 
o ui. [The fault of this, as of all such 

, is, tha j riter : Wo want results, ells us only what the writer expects ; 

N Shoe m 
d EST Sept. 5.—Donations were received— 
C d d js. an ear of “Mummy Wheat,” from the 

Ss of Strathmore. The ear of Wheat grown from 
Seed found i È t 0 

terest, d inan Egyptian mummy ease, excited much in- 

= meee the lapse of two or three thousand years, 
s released from the darkness of an Egyptian 

English ground—and its vitality un- 
n due time not simply an ear of 
more), an evidence, not the less 

"d, produces 
heat, Shut (what is | | 

and also (though not so extensively), in Cumberland 

and Westmoreland. Indeed, on allstrong clay soils, as 

well as on wet, weak lands, it had come into general 

use. Since fur draining and subsoil-ploughing had 

been more adopted, there had been less bare fallow ; 

yet he was sorry to say the latter practices had as yet 

not been sufficiently extended to enable the farmer to 

cover all, or the greater part of his fallow land, with 

green crops. The land intended for summer fallow 

was ploughed with a deep furrow all through the winter 

and early spring months, and ought to be carefully 

water-furrowed by the plough and spade. Too much 

attention could not be given to laying the land as dry as 

possible, nothing being more prejudicial to the land, and 

to the following summer working, than allowing it to lie 

immersed in stagnant water all the winter through. The 

first operation in the spring was to plough the land 

again, either across the last furrow, or in the same 

direction according to circumstances. This ploughing 

ought to be given in May, at the latest; the rougher 

and more exposed to atmospheric influence the better. 

Repeated ploughings, harrowings, and rollings ought to 

be given in the course of the summer, and if any 

Couch-grass or other weeds were in the land, they 

should be picked up by women and burnt; and the 

land made perfectly clean. All wet ploughing should 

be avoided. Horses and men had better be idle than 

cutting every “quicken” into a dozen pieces, each 

ready to multiply and ereate work at some future day. 

He had found heavy grubhers much preferable to 

ploughing and harrowing. His experience had taught 

him thaé unless weeds were exposed to the sun and 

air, and thereby destroyed, fallows would never be made 

perfectly clean. He need not inform the club that the 

part of a farm set aside for summer-fallowing was 

generally that which was the dirtiest, and too often he 

was sorry to say, rendered as foul as possible by pre- 
vious bad management. The intentiou of perfectly 

cleansing the land, by the expensive mode of allowing a 

large part of the farin to be unproductive for the whole 

summer was totally defeated, if it were not well cleansed 

and worked. Too many fallows were allowed to be 

green with weeds when they ought to be clean and in 

preparation for that golden crop—Wheat. Indeed, 

they were as much exhausted by growing. weeds as by 

growing corn ; an some farmers talked of giving 

their land a clean fallow, and expected this slovenly 

system to answer the purpose of preparing the land for 

producing crops for the following four or five years. 

Having prepared the land properly, the next thing to 

be done was to add dung, lime, or other manure. If| grow a little, even under the snow. 

fold-yard manure, it ought to be well mixed with the 

soil, If lime, it should be kept as near the 

top as possible—it having a downward tendency, and 

old sorts were giving way to the new ones. The little 
white, the downy Essex, and the hedge Wheat, might 
be classed among the old sorts; and the white Britan- 
nia, the hedge-row, and the Chidholm (a very fine- 
grained Wheat), amongst the new. Thirdly, as to pre- 
paring the seed. Steeps of chamberley, preparations 
of arsenic, and some other mixtures, were used as pre- 
ventives against smut. The usual process was to steep 
for about 10 minutes in stale urine (which contained 
ammonia) and then dry the seed with quick-lime. If 
proper pains were taken to select clean seed, and pickle 
it with chamberley and lime, there was no doubt of its 
being kept pure, or nearly so. ‘There was now not so 
much smut as formerly. There were many chemical 
preparations for preparing seed. Not having had much 
experience of them, he must decline giving any opinion. 
The method of depositing the seed, as he had already 
stated, was mostly by sowing broadcast. Some was 
ribbed with a ribbing plough, and part drilled. It would 
be a great improvement if the Wheat were hoed in the 
spring previous to sowing Clover-seed. Less seed would 
do, and weeds would be kept down. He had little doubt, 
as improved culture advanced, that frequent hoeings of 
corn crops would become general.— Newcastle paper. 

Miscellaneous. 
Bunch-grasses.—It is erroneous to believe that these 

two species of Grasses grow naturally so in separate tufts 

or bunches, ‘I'he cause is a mechanical one, mainly 
owing to the annual fires, the great heat and drought 
during the latter part of summer, as well as to the deep 
snows, the wet in the month of March, accompanied 
by severe bare-frosts. But the same causes again may 

also occasion part of that excellence, which these 

Grasses possess in respect to feeding qualities, which 

surpass the best grain fodder. Yet, Iam sure that great 
part is likewise owing to the kinds ; for, in the lower 

regions, Sithe Upper Missouri River, where there is 

an elevation of only about 1000 feet, without these ex- 

tremes of heat, and the destruction by fire, the Triti- 
cum Missuricum enjoys the same reputation as excell 

fodder for horses and cattle. Two weeks are suficient 

to fatten a poor horse, when the first blades spring out 

in March. There it grows not in bunches, but in dense 
carpets, suffering scarcely any other plant amongst 

itself, save a few Opuntia groups. Yet the Festuea 
356, surpasses the Triticum by far, which Grass I never 

recognized east of the Rocky Mountains. Horses and 

cattle, therefore, in Upper Oregon feed on the former 

only in the absence of the latter, which occurs in such 

places where water remains long in the spring. The 

extreme heat in Oregon give to these Grasses another 
great value, on which the importance of Upper Oregon, 

as a grazing country, depends. The heat commences 

about the Ist of July, when the parching rays of the 

sun, suddenly dry up the blades of the Grass, and 

render it a wholesome hay. he centre of the tuf 

however, remain green, waiting only for a little mois- 

ture to renew the growth, which also takes place about 

the middle of September, during a series of wet, foggy, 

cloudy days. Soon afterwards, frosts arrest its growing 

a second time, and a deep (2—3 feet) snow covers it for 

five months. I have convineed myself that these 

Grasses, thus checked and excited, keep green and 
The frests and 

snow render the dry blades brittle, and the horses and 

cattle eat it with greediness, mixed with the young 

green parts which they find in the centre of the tufts ; 

could not be kept too near the root of the Wheat | digging for it with their feet day and night, remaining 

plant. The broadcast plan of sowing Wheat 

was most in use. He could not but think, how- 

ever, that the time was fast approaching when it would 
be drilled, and hoed in the spring, previous to sowing 

Clover-seed. A great saving of seed might be made 

if this plan were adopted. He had endeavoured to 

show that summer fallow land ought to be well worked, 

cleaned, and manured, or there was no certainty of ob- 

taining remunerative crops, The reverse was sure in 

the end to be ruinous. Let him, then, urge the neces- 

sity of strictly attending to the best practices known, 

and abandoning the slovenly one of neglect. Having 

stated as much as the limits of his paper and time 

would allow, respecting the preparation of the land for 

Wheat by summer fallowing, he would briefly mention 

that a crop of Potatoes prepared the land for generally 

a large crop of Wheat; yet the two crops were very 
impoverishing, and Clover often failed after them. This 
might, perhaps, be remedied by a top dressing of some 

kind of manure. Very little Wheat was grown after 

Clover. The system had often been tried, but made 
little progress. Wheat was often sown after Turnips, 

and succeeded very well, at times; but he was no adyo- 

cate for the spring-sowing of Wheat. Secondly, as to the 

most approved kinds of Wheat. He believed, as a 

general rule, the red Wheats were more suitable to this 

northern climate than the white, being hardier—yield- 

ing a larger quantity per acre—tillering better in the 

spring—and bearing bad weather better in the harvest. 

The kinds grown were so numerous, and had so many 

names (for often the same sort had different names), 

that it was almost impossible to enumerate them. He 

might, however, say that the Creeping Red had long 

stood high as a good miller’s wheat, and was very suit- 

able for weak land, but one of the worst for rieh laud. 

The Squareheaded Red, the Red Kent, and man 

others, were the soris most approved ; but now the new 

varieties we superseding the old ones, and the 

Spalding Prolific, the Britannia Red, the Chevalier, and 

others, were much sown, and, there was little doubt, | 

were more productive, As to white Wheats, also, the 

fat through the winter ; and poor ones will, if healthy, 

get fat notwithstanding that labour. This is the case 

in places where the fires do not reach; but when fires 

follow after the heat and drought, it will soon grow 

again and keep green under the deep snow. The soil 

is generally a heavy loam, mixed with fragments of 

granitic and basaltic rocks ; getting very hard about 

the time when the seeds are ripe ; hence they will burn 

up, as well as the borders of the tufts and their dry 

centres, separating one tuft into several. Seedlings 

which escape the fire, must either lodge in the tuft, or 

they will be destroyed by rot under the deep snow, or 

the wet and bare frosts in the beginning of spring. Sir 

Wm, Stuart, who, during his travels, became acquainted 

with these Grasses, has raised already & great many 

from seeds, which he gathered himself many years ago. 

Even there (Scotland) they preserve a great deal of 

their primitive character, and will, no doubt, surpass 

expectations. Here I must remark, that I somewhat 
doubt the identity of the Triticum on the Missouri and 

that of Oregon. ‘The former is the same Sir Wm. 

Stuart cultivates, the same which agrees perfectly with 

the description of Triticum Missuricum, Sprengel (see 

pr. Syst. Veget. Appx.). Drs. Torrey and Gray re- 

cognized it as T. caninum, and Prince Neuwied calls it 

a variety of Triticum repens. In my estimation it 
differs from the latter even in its creeping, but t 

thick, and ramose root.—Geyer in London Journal oj 

Botany. 
Drainage with Pipe-tiles (see page 510).—I see 

clearly that my friend Dixon and I shall never ee 

about agricultural matters, because he will not be- 

lieve a fact when he sees it, whilst I would not give 

one farthing for a thousand opinions, if those opinions 

were opposed by au observable experiment. I consider 

that Dr. Dixon is doing a very serious injury to 4 

culture by denying facts, and endeavouring to substitute 

in their place his mere opinions, not founded on fact. 

The * Royal Agricultural Society’s Journal” g j 
detail the names and addresses of numerous f 

| who have drained 4 feet deep with l-ineh pipes, at a 

n 

2 f 
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. ‘The cost, particulars, and results are also | instead of 5.—J. J. 

‘his statement is confirmed | (Esser Paper.) Pine 
Watering Flax.—This process requires the greatest | dance 

small cost. 
given in a tabular form. 
by Mr. Pusey's practice, by Mr. Parkes's own expe- 
rience, by my own practice on 33 acres the past year, | 

and by that of numerous other persons. Dr. Dixon 
has not tried l-ineh pipe drainage in strong loams, and 
I defy him to show a ease in w hich such drainage has 
failed to act ; what, then, i is the worth of his mere as- 

sertions, or “rather opinions? The question is a very 
important one, nationally, It is nota personal question 
at all, but one of fact. I see daily in my rides, that 
there is a vast deal of draining being now done in this 
county improperly, almost useless] ly, and far too ex- 
pensively ; but it must continue to be so, as long as 
farmers will be guided by opinions and prejudices, 
rather than by faet and calculation ; 3 and they pay 
smartly for this, both now and prospectively. I have 
Wheat 6 feet high, growing on land which before 
this drainage would never produce a full crop. 
The Doctor mis-states the facts, My first plan of 
drainage does act Moe (although he said it never would), 
but my last acts better and at less cost. I have yet to 
learn that is bir wise or profitable not to leave a 
good plan for a better. If the doctor is wise, he will 
not only make the “pencil cases,” but recommend 
them, thus benefiting himself and his customers, There 
is a most mistaken notion as to how water enters drains. 
The fact is, it always come in at the very bottom of the 
drain under the pipes, and rises up into them. Why, 
then, put on stones or bushes? I would rather farm well. 
drained land without manure, than undrained land with 
it. The truth is that Essex must amend her agricultural 
errors and deficiencies; she must drain more deeply 
and cheaply. She may then cultivate more deeply by 
subsoiling : she must abolish her trees and reduce her 
fences ; she must economise her liquid manure, the 
very soul of the farm (I wish my friend Dixon did not 
waste his) ; she must economise seed and avoid weeds 
by thin sowing and horse hoeing ; use more effective 
implements to pulverise and commix the soil. She 
must crush and cut up finely all her horse feed, and 
keep her horses warm and dry within, in lieu of. allow- 
ing them to trample upon and destroy it, and injure 
their healths by atmospheric exposure.—She must 
abolish her lumbering useless waggons, and do the same 
work at two-thirds the cost, with light carts : at pre- 
sent one-third of her horse labour is employed in tim- 
ber carting, dragging uselessly heavy vehicles from one 
part of the farm to another. She must have better 
farm roads,square fields, and less short lands ; better 
mechanieal appliances, and yet employ much more 
labour. She must substitute for her rotten, detached, 
and temporary farm buildings, others of iron, brick, 
and slate ; she must fatten her stock with a less quan- 
tity of food in a shorter time, by warmth and dryness ; 
she must have leases, corn rents, and a valuation of 
tenants’ improvements ; to sum up, she must throw off 
all her old prejudices, see what other counties are 
about, and do the best of things in the best of ways. 
may be asked, how is all this to be done? I answer, 
make a beginning, or you will never progress. Let a 
farmer with one thousand pounds take one hundred 
acres instead of two. Let landlords calculate that tim- 
ber is robbing them as well as the tenants. Abolish 
the interminable parchment leases, with their thousand 
useless covenants and restraints, and stipulate for alter- 
nate corn, and root, or green crop ; the straw, hay, 
roots, or green crop to be consumed on the farm. Let} 
the draining be done by either landlord or tenant, or 
both; but at all events let no heavy land be farmed 
until it is drained deeply and permanently with pipes. 
I remember full weli that for two years, whilst my im- 
provements were in progress, I was the ridicule and 
scorn of Essex; my theories were considered wild and 
visionary. I was told my barn would more than hold 
all my crops, and that I could never raise good and 
Red ones on such soil. I remember my friend 

ixon telling me, “that I should sneak away from Tip- 
tree-heath ashamed of my failure." But the tables are 
turned now ; a great change has come over the publie 
mind. ‘The drains do run, the crops do grow, and chal- 
lenge competition with the richest in Essex. The barn 
was filled, and the stack-yard not large enough ; and I 
have this year. 

3 acres of dete 5 acres of Rye-grass 
> eal 

» mem Tares 8 a 

= 

with ^6 acres id preparation for Swedes, &e., and no 
long fallow. All this on 170 acres of land, landlord's 
measure. y object in making these remarks i is not 
vanity, or the gratification of any personal ambition, 
but to stimulate a better and more energetie spirit in 
agrieulture ; practice has shown me that poor and ex- 
hausted farming is not profitable, but that good farm- 
ing is so. Practice has proved to me that my theories 
are sound an ealeu- 
lation. Pract ice and comparison have convinced me 
that Essex must make very great changes in her 
opinions and operations, ere she ranks in the van of 

In as facts are stubborn 
things, my crops are open at all times to the inspec- 
tion of such of my brother agriculturists as may have 
the spirit of inquiry and comparison. Deep drainage 
is my sheet anchor, because if earth is the food of 
plants, the deeper you drain the more food you place 
at their disposal. Every extra 7 inches in depth is 
about 700 tons per acre. I limit myself to 5 feet 
deep, because that is the greatest practicable depth 
at a moderate price, having regard to the open ditches ; 
but for this consideration I would drain 10 feet deep 

Mechi, Tiptree-hall, June 18. 

care and attention. River water is the best. If spring 
water has to be used, let the pond be filled some weeks, 
or months, if possible, before the Flax is put in, th at 
the sun and air may soften the water. That containing 
iron, or other mineral substances, should never be 
used, If river water can be had, it need not be let into 
the pond sooner than the day before the Flax is to be 
steeped, ize for a steep pool is 12 to 18 feet 
broad, and 3j to 4 feet deep. Place the Flax in the 
pool, in one layer, somewhat sloped, and in regular 
rows, with the rootendunderneath. Cover with moss 
sods, or tough old lea sods, cut thin, laid perfectly close, 
the sheer of each fitted to the other. Before putting 
on the sods, a layer of rushes or ragweeds is recom- 
mended to be placed on the Flax, especially in new 
ponds. As sods are not always at hand, a light cover- 
ing of straw may do, with stones laid on it, so as to 
keep the Flax just under the water, and as the fermen- 
tation goes on, additional weights should be laid on. It 
may stand thus covered, it never sinks to the bottom, 
nor is it affected by air or light. A small stream of 
water allowed to run through a pool has been found to 
improve its colour. It will be sufficiently steeped, me 
an average time, from eight to fourteen days, a 
cording to the heat of the weather, and the nature of 
the water. Every grower should learn to know when 
the Flax has had enough of the water, as a few hours 
too much may injure it. It is, However, much more 

q 1 d d than ove red. The best 
test is the following :—Try some boris of average 
thiekness, by breaking the shove, or woody part, in two 
places, about 6 or 8 inches apart, at the middle of the 
stock ; catch the broken bit of wood, and if it will pull | c 
freely “ont, downwards, for that length, without breaking 
or tearing the fibre, and with none of the fibre adhering 
to it, it is ready to take out. Make this trial every six 
hours, after fermentation subsides, for sometimes the 
change i is rapid. Never lift the Flax roughly from the 
pool, with forks or grapes, but have it carefully handed 
out on the bank, by men standing in the water. Spread 
on the same day it is taken out, unless it be raining 
heavily ; light rain does little harm. If it cannot be 
spread, let it be set on end, or separated into small 
parcels, to prevent it heating in the heap. It i 
advantageous to let the Flax drain 12 to 24 hours, after 
being taken from the pool, by placing the bundles on 
their root ends, close together, or on the flat, with a 
slope.—5th Report, Flax Society. 

otices £o Correspondents. 
COnunN—J L—'There are many small churns very suitable in 

cases where only one cow is kept. We have long ure one 
manufacture x;-Attwóod, of Lewes, an com- 
mend it, The giass milk pans are advisable for Vierte 
Eg. You may use straw ad libitum for litter to your pigs, 
&c. Give your pigs: pollard and barley meal. You may 
grow Wheat on your E soil, It voula answer well to 
mari it if you have the me? 

» GrinpER—Ruyton— 
oe, refer to the Dcum pag mill fo 

Four STUBBLE— 
in your Forma ams Tarnow, ind bum, or cart a 
the neighbourhood of a o be hoped that. uy 
have done so duri ing the eoe eU e zs have had. d 
manure too highly for your Potatoes, We have had n 
peronii of diseased Potatoes as seed; but you may safely 

ant those reed seem sound, See Mr. Paxton's statement 
in n pago dos 

ow of no such machine, ene 
undi in mud tile 

efore ploughing 

Cr. 

Dui i MeL APT on oftheudder, Give a dose of 
alts Nu arofaa ies nally, Externally foment with very 

Manuel cloth held by two men for an 
e three times a day; afterwar cam- 

phor iE UE and if hardness. of the udder continues, Appl 

8 
& 
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BERE 
ce 

iodine ointment in a mild fore To preve nt it, avoid all 
causes calculated to produce a oe W. 0. 8. 

GARDEN Farm—Country Curate— may nalis Eel a cow— 
you might keep two. Have hi alfan, porata oerna e constantly ; 

some grain crop, ley, r Wheat, to 
aw for litter; one is e in Wess REY Carrots 

nes fon and white Belgian), and half an acre in Man- 
gold Wurzel, The last, with the Saati ex the Early VUA 
Carrot, will keep the cow all th: the 
and Mangold W Poor with the half ; acre of hay, will dios 
them well in winter. should have a seed-bed of early 
se redde ady to d DE into the land ve soon as the 
early Carrot crop i 

MANURE—Z L—Certi tiny you may Du x n^ 
liquid manure, pay 
Do not put limi 
thing volatile. xn: Should edd to your news Eos as 

e do not send copies folded from the office, Can you not 

ES Y 

nd Wheat stubbles bar 
x awdust Mp pore 

t. 

is à well known variety and 
much grown on AA interes “ont has not been able to dis- 
place the better soris Porat he 

SCOURING IN Youn —R ve the sow Beans, or Bean- 
RS with her pollard! and o young pigs a few Peas, 

Ware Core iM Wes ad Wonzzn—P W—Their ordi- 
eat this s: s may have been 35s. per 

ton Aes the former, gue 25s. for the latter, Are you a buyer? 
If so, we should be glad UPS vmi SS. 

W—Your ear resembles Le 
s White Downy or Yélouté, a productive variety, but 

ae ge chaff renders it unsuitable for a damp RD 
EnnATUM—In the article on “Agricultural Statis at 
page 634, col. a, line 16 from bottom, ,at No, 5 in the divisions, 

r The arrea; d “Manuri 

Markets, 
HAY.—Per Load of 36 Trusses, 

SMITHFIELD, Sept. 2: 
Prime Mead.Hay 702 to 78«| New Hay —ato 
Infr.Newds Rowen 50 65 | Clover m to 100" 

Trade very hea 

Ls] NewOlr, —sto —s 
Straw 2297 30 

Jonn Coors, Salesman. 
CUMBERLAND Ve Sept. 24. 
Eu & o Clover 95:t0 101 e Mt Prime Mead. Hay 

fe d T 75 88 | Straw |i3261085& 
New Hay w Clover — 

Josva. Baxan, Hay Salesman, 
WHITECHAPEL, Sept. 25. 
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large E (d of Forei 
market during the week. 
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Peaches are scarce 
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VENT GARDEN, SEPT. 26 26.— Vegetables continue to be 
but Fruit is not over abundant. 

s have not altered in price ance last week, 
h Grapes may be obtained, and 
ign ones is ‘been received in the 

s Golden Drop. Apple: altered in 
price since last week. The supply of or anges, considering 
the ease, is good ; and Nuts are sufficie demand. 
Walnu re plentiful.  Filberts am or, and trade for 

Lemons are seam Beaton 
Melons; some foreign ones are in Nem. 
Cabbages, -Oauliflowers, dc., 
sufficient for the demand, 

ut little in price. Peas ar 
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are very much affected by 
rim PN IM 
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Sales | ar a IG REAT SALE of. ASPARAGUS, three years old, LIQUID MANURE. j 

SEA a GENTLE , NU. RSERY MEN, MARKET | of ig SWEET BRIAR RAN APPLES and PEAR TREES | ENGLAND INDEPENDENT OF THE WORLD FOR CORN. 1 

RDENERS, BUILDERS, E Y CONTR NS. gon, Van, four-wheel Chaise and | 
AND $ ) IN PL ASTING. 
(MESSRS. 18 ROPHDROE AND MORRIS will sell 

Nu = 
Posy 40 loads of new Hay, "Ploughs, Harrows, DAS ers, Garden 

RACTORS, | Sto arge size, in full bearing, but fine condition for moving ; | MHE attention of the- herpes Interest, at this 
e , 

| Implement Seed Engine, Farm and Garden lachine, Water priated by the use of FOWLER'S S ; PUMPS, prt expressly for 

by Auction, on the Premises, Chelse K ts, and the Furniture of two Hou: A on tt 5 : ses, he premises, near t zs m 

oad, on Wednesday, October 1 1846, and f the Nag’s Hend, Battersea, hy Glenny and Co. on Wednesday poss i ie se or Distillers, Bi Garden, Ship, and ge | 
at 11 o'clock each day (by order of Mr. Little, in consequence of | and 1 dn; ; next, Sept. 30 and O bo rvienvadianid rewers, Soap Boilers, and 

ihe’ ground being SENT ST Mp LA DR AAT a logue hed on tho promises, and Meus NR Gusete ES UU E Wee se 
E e valuable NURSHE OOK, consisting. of the choicest Office, 130, Strand. "niei angu dm E tral ot Water, for 

nds of Faurr and FOoREST-TREES, 
Niobe Snuauns, FINE eee of every varie 
able T mm lotted | to suit every dese: 

T = TXVESRTG ERG | The Trade supplied’ on advantageous 
A RARE OPP OR’ NITY FOR INVESTMENT gineer 

paeo oin TO NURSERYMEN, SEEDSMEN, axp OTHERS. Fowiza, Engineer, &e., 63, Dorset-street, Ile 
es algo te of NO BE DISPOSED OF, on _very low terms, an un- E YDRAULIC | RAMS (upon an improved p: Es | 

0 0. 
co ERR s fine Bi 

Dwarf ee and untrained Apple, Pear, [om nus 
Apricot, Quince, Median, Walnut, Mulber- 

Lime, Elm, Oak, 

heir a heir to vouch for dos 
efie iency. An eode wrought-iron boiler, which re- E MNEILL & CO., ‘of Lamb’s Buildings, Bunhill- 

. 

a ile | ed a 

p Di Sae s | either of ‘the bridges, on the Sur sl cis bd date edd so Ua 

snut, ir. comin, 150. There are Jetof Water constituting a Foun- | 

y Guelder, Rose, s, yin, W Roin ing ud La eee CHO TENEO onthe premises. For further partici tain with the head of water be- | 

a Jüsinine, | Corchorus, do. Largo | apply by letter to A. B., Mr. Hainsworth's, 18, bm nons. 

rols, Large green and vari egated | © City. 
A ve, ngon for Deep Wells, 

y La Re TED: worked by steam, horse, or x ï r; Douch Baths, &c. 

a vM ovium. RR L Deu. NE 1 Hor WATE R PIPES. TES large UE of Ai Suo Buildings peior Lied ese power; Douch Baths, &c 

nowbeny, China and Common Privet, | with Elbows, Syphon Bends, eh all the usual| OVERSHOT, UNDERSHOT, and BREAST WATER- | 

, Garrya elliptica, Magnolias, Rhodo- connexions: Also Socket and Flange Pipes, at Jonzs’s, 6, | WHEELS, to work Small Pumps for raising water, from 15l. , H 

ss is A large quantity of Dwarf | Bankside, Southwa Aadio T RAE N Roz, 70, Ta London. 

for forcing ; choice my an Jes i pve, Hl cena e eee APPARATUS ie attention of SOUR BATH, al coim- 
ak Asparagus and Rhubarb, for forcing. May EE Architects, Builders, and others, is r tfully requested i 

prior t to the Sale. Catalogues (ls, each, | t0 BENJAMIN Fowrnzn's superior method of entie Churches Em APUESTA = ERES I 

hasers) may be had on the Premises ; of t è | and Chapels Halls, Stair-cases, Conservatories, Forcing and ~ CHE JAP AND DURABLE ROOFING. 

Seedsr juod um of the Auctioneers, "ken jouses, Mannion s and Ws penus ses, a Rooms 
] 

E re 5 g T: r, &c., and every va 
1 

Em MES, a ae O Danai [for rri en aed. Within tha last 20 years some| BY HER E o 
Ries cass vee ee J0 minutes; the Dron Steam Boats to the | hundreds of buildings have been heated upon this plan, and " 

Swan Pier, are within five minutes’ walk of the Nursery or parties for whom they es executed are constantly ex. |  MAJESTY'S PATENT. 

Grounds. SORS NE their 
NURSERY S 8 res no brickwork, may be seen in action upon the premises. 

TO GENTLEM HEN I BUILDERS, "AND OTHER: apt è . ere P row, London, the Manufacturers and only Patentees of 

MESSRS: noi "HEROE ax» ENS vit Submit vM qe Se THE ASPHALTED FELT FOR ROOPING 
to Publie Competition by Auction on the p Acre. THE TANK SYSTEM, Houses, Farm Buildings, ue ale! W orekon and for 

Garden purposes, to protect plants from F 

At the Great National Agricultural Shows, it is this Felt 

which has been exhibited and obtained the Prize, and is the 

Felt patronised b 
MAJESTY’S Woops AND FORESTS, 

Sese BOARD OF ORDNANCE, 
HONOURABLE EAST INDIA Company, 

HONOURABLE COMMISSIONERS OF Customs, 
HER MAJESTY’S ESTATE, ISLE or Wient, 
RoYAL BOTANIC ee REGENT PARK, 

And on the Estates of the Di of pa oh ae, Rut- 

E n denn Rortnniberiand, Buccleu t Richmond), 

the late Earl 8j and most of the Nobi 

and us Royal JERR osa Socicty's House, Hanover Square. 

It is half the price of any other description of Roofing, and 

effects a great saving of Timber in the construction of Roofs. 

Made to any length by 32 inches wide. 

Price ONE Penny Per SQUARE Foor. 

29d Samples, with Directions for its Use, Aes Testimonials. 
o Noblemen, Gen- 

tlemen, Archit ree ir any part of the 

town or unio za orders by post executed. 

cy" The Public is respectfully cautioned s the only) Works i 

in Great Britain d EN above Roofin e, are 

TF. M'NEILL AND 

Patent Felt. aanatciary, nramb's buildings, Bunhill-row, Lon- 

don, where Roofs cov ered with the Felt may be seen, as also 

the new Chancel or's Court, and the Passages and Offices 

ae the entrance to Westminster Hall, and oth l atthe 

lane, Brixton, on Thursday, October 8th, 1846 n. pora of tee 

Dawson, in consequence of the ground being required for othe 

Purposes), the choice EVERG REENS and FRUIT. TREES. 

Also a selected assortment of OAMELLIAS and ERICAS. 
May be viewed prior to the Sale. Catalogues sixpence each, 
returnable to St. may be had on the premises ; of the 

principal Cpu ; and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, 

Leytonston 

TO 3 NOBLEMEN, GENT ILD- 
BRS, PUBLIC CEMETERIES, AND OTHER P PUBLIC 

MPANIES ENGAGED IN PLANTING. 
Me PROTHEROE i MORRIS have re- 

ceived instructions Nom m Nea n submit to Public 

or 

bove offers great advantages from $58 variety of t] 

SEE and wil be lotted to suit a deseription of no s. 
ing each, 

ses; of fio 
an Nursery, 

BW. “EILBOTED “GREENHOUSES, PINE PITS, CUCUM- 

ER PITS, AND CE BOXES. About 2000 
D of Hivos and Four Inch Hot-water Pipes, and Four 
Boilers nearly new, 60, 000 good old Bricks, a large quantity 

venit Wed and Compost, 100 casts of Gaiden Pots, L ae entrano Parliament, done under the Surveyorship of 

ESSRS. PROTHEROE Aw» MORRIS have] DDURBIDGE aw» HEALY having heated a con- Operis ep E ————M Ó 
received instructions to submit to Public Competition siderable number of Pits and other Hortieultural Struc- | plied in lengths best suited t to their Roofs, so ATEH pay ros 

n Auction, on the Premises, Green-street, Marlborough-road, | tures, for the cultivation of Pines, Melons, Cucumbers, and | no more than they require. 

Chelsea, on Tuesday, October 6, 1846, at 11 o'clock, by o order | other tropical plants, particularly upon the plan VOLUME mL TS 

Of the Proprietor, the whole of the fine stock of Fruiting and | in Mr s's recent work on the Culture of Pines and Cu- PERUVIAN AND BOLIVIAN GUANO ON 

Succession PINE PLANTS, consisting of Providence, Black | cumbers, many of which are working at the SR time, 

ouildi: 

dun Enville, Antiguas, Globe Lemon, Ripley, and Moscow | prove beyond a doubt that every kind of structure may ANTONY GIBBS AN» SONS, LONDON 

Queen s. "The whole are clean, healthy, and well-rooted. be heated by Burspor and HraLy’s peculiar Tank Apparatus, Wm. JOSEPH MYERS aw» CO., LIVERPOOL; 

lso abou! 5500 feet of Glass, as above. with the absolute certainty of producing the desired result. om by ee Ager TR 

SR be viewed prior to the Sale, and Catalogues liad on the | Their Apparatus may be Seon at work at the following places : BRIGHT, anv CO., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL; 

OO of the principal Seedsmen ; and of the Auctione —Horticultural Gardens, Ghina; Royal Botanic Gardens, COTW ORTH, POWELL, AND PRYOR, LONDON. 

ican’ ab sery, Leytonstone; or forwarded, on applic Kew; Baroness Rothschild’ ie Gunnersbury; Mr. | To protect themselves again) the injurious consequences of 

s, Grec-street, Chelsea Glendinning, Chiswick TOUR ssrs. Henderson, Pine-| using inferior and spurious guano, purchasers Com- 

D MS MEN, GENT LEMEN, AND NURSERYMEN. | apple-place; and in more than one endrei other places.— | mended to apply only to ERCA ofestablished cl , Or to 

CHOICE GREENHOUSE AND OTHER PLANTS 130, Fleet-street, London. V the above-named Importers, who will supply the articlein any 

ESSRS. J. C. Aw» S. STEVENS Sn sell by 
gaar at their fixed prices, delivering it irom the Import 

j ‘Auction at their Great Room, 38, King-street, Covent- HE URATE OF THE LONDON MANURE | W*™bosses. me 

gan Y 9 el 

doi DARUM NUS ti, i Se ehel ORES I COMPANY. will be found a most valuable Manure for the TO OWNERS AND OCCUPIERS OF ESTATES. 

With upwards of 100 flower buds AL Sitios T DURO M is permanent in. its ERIT and e eke the Y JILLIAM BULLOCK WEBSTER, of Hounsdown, 

Sorts; Scarlet Hybrid DEA de Pe ee cai | testor five goea minute snore mate eg eu a near Southampton, Draining Engineer to Her Majesty, 

excelsa, 3 feet; Magnolias, Choice Pinuses, Epacrises, and a Company also supply genuine Peruvian Guano, oun Super-|at Osborne, Isle of Wight; the inventor of a Patent Tile 

Variety ‘of select Now Holland and other Greenhouse Plants. phosphate of Lime, quid and Muriate of Ammonia, Char- | and Pipe Machine lapatieabid to making Bricks); also a new 

Y «i coal, Bone Sawdust, Sulphuric Acid, and every Artificial | Machine for taking roots and Stoner out of clay, both which are 
On view th r É m " ew the day prior and Morning of Sale, and Catalogues had. MISSA at inédojw est market price.—EDwARD PORSER, Secre- | to be seen at the Royal Polytect t,— 

ckfriai 

FOR WHEAT, TARES, &c. 

AGRICULTURAL IMEUSMBNIS; IRON, WORKS, tary, 40, New Bridge-street, Bla offers his assistance as a thorough eme Bate Lancione 

rj 
3 Who may require information on any subject connected with 3 

EM CAFE, SON, AND REID will SELL BY JOTTER'S GUANO FOR WHEAT “AND ALL "mo Drainage of their Estates. P.S. Land drained at a fixed d 

Joh TION (by order of the Executors of the late E GRAIN CROPS, — The Autumn season is particu! ariy re sum per acre, including every expens 

n Davis), on the Premises, No 422, Oxford.street, on M mn TERS GUANO for IGINAL ANTI.CORROSIO 

INE Serr. 28th, 1846, at 12 o'clock, the AGRICULTURAL the above B ue mers is afforded for s TE coon of ARSON’S ORIG V. ROSI N jJ 

" ed by the Britis à À 
LEMENTS, comprising Wheat, Bean, and Oibeake Mills, | tho Manure in the soil, and it is thus prepared, when the plant AINT, specially oneer adin Uic Pritisk aaa | 

d or Horse, Turnip, Manure and Northumberland Tur | feels the first genial warmth itis ug. to afford the appropriate | Governments, the TT. ere the principal 

i Xe COMER RIS! e a a a - Ci PM r e boc er em 

rnip Cutting, Oat Bruising, Potato Pulper and | ntyiment in a fit state for immediate assimilation.— Dock Companies Nobility, Sd am arly 

-cast i róbi P. g 
icu 

Seed Mocke 2 Ploughs, Wine Press, Portable | monials and all Care the Factory, 28, Clapham-road- West India Proprietors, and others, it 

pee one hook S5 i Puting and e T place, Kennington: ew ‘respectable Agents wanted. | 

the Premises ^J bo Viewed on S Saturday. Cata alogues had on ea as a PET ae a ee eee | 

" » A 
|- 

or e pr wooden Se: i 

peeves ind of Messrs. Care, Son, & Rexp, Great Mar ARK FOTHERGIL EL Wen "to offer the following py farming. implements, conservatories ; park 

MHE T ne aina To 3S on the best terms, viz : i Jes, copper, zine, lead, 3 

qu e Relietae HAIL- L-STORM.—The Comm feo, fo WE GUANO, PERUVIAN and AFRICAN, rect from Import amd tiles to repre- i 

fally a pues t the 8 ERE by the late Hailstorm respei VEU: J 
ion 

of PLANTS hat an AUCTION Axe BAZAAR for the duis a Ad an ARONI V and SALDANHA BAY. Ditto. sily 

at the Hate Oo pE LOW WERS, in aid of the Funds, will be held JA ASE anise eiren rays ‘most strenuously i 

day 29th RAF qaibns, T Hh veneers ite on Tues- OD REHOSEHATE OF us (See Royal Agri. Soc. and colourmen, y 

theroe and M esday 30th SEM ., instant. s. Pro- ournal, Vol. vi, Part 2). pen ts, ltisalso i 

a ETAPA (hace pects) Having kindly offered their | GYPSUM (Pure Sulphate of Lime). S NARAN, eito Tay i6 On. oi GR 

day, and aito ously, the sale will commence at 12 o'elock each | BONE DUST and BONE POWDER. HaT stone: drab or Portland ditto, B Bath ditto, light e dark 4 

valuable iHi comprise Plants of all descriptions and many | BULPHURID ACID. CHARCOAL. Slow ditto, light and dark oak, light and dark lead light and H 

temon nds. Thewhole will be sold without reserve, Gen- PETRE SALT and AGRICULTURAL SALT for Composts. Mark chocolate, bright and. dark red, and black, ers ] 

tribute Plane ecm and others, are earnestly solicited to con- SILICATES of SODA and POTASH, and all other Manures. | iny ible "green, DO ri dep erect, QUE Wed 

5 nts and Flowers. Ooni butions "to be Sepe on or 40, Upper Thames-stree cxt asks, 98 “each. Olang Brushes, 

t assistance will be A ador INGLES HAND SEED- "renum. Md n anod particulars will be sent free of postage, The 
before 28th yu p 

Co J: T. Nzviuur, Hon. Soret. 
Original Anti- oues Paint is only to s obtained of WALTER 

o LE ̂ avern, Kennington, Sept. PHOSPHORIC RAT POISON.—This preparation Ganson (successor to the inventc enhouse-yard, | 

d T, a small. Bat respectable NURSERY, ina is offered to the Public with th prentan ogahdsnoo our back of the Bank of inland s o wil d nearly 300 Testi- i 

‘igh state of cultivation, well cropped with young stuff, decidedly superior to all those poiso and | monials received from the Nov Gentry, and Clergy, who i 
ntaining ars 

00, à 
A 

ERA ,rent low, and no taxes whatever. This isa very | other minerals, It is most greed ais and e as | have urs the Anti- or rosion for many ye: 

quits im e opportunity for a respectable man, as the e-oyrasr long as it is offered to em, au invariably prove: de- | sea e. luctantly compel led he $ 

ough ill ealth. Partieulazs may n known by appl d uction, Prepared only WARD Purser, 40, B: treet, | against the spu imitations of his Original Anti-Corrosion 

ed for sale. He has no ts whatever. All now offere 

cularly requested to be sent direct. xfriars, London, Sold in pots, with full directions for use, | P: 

| 
| | 

2, B 
| ps 4s., 85,, and 20s, ea ach, 

Orders are par. 
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de WORK IN MONTHLY PTUS BY MR. CHARLES 
KENS 

On the 1st of October (to be completed i in 20 Monthly Parts, 
uniform with '* MARTIN Orci ? &c.), price One 
Shilling, the First Numbe 

EALINGS WITH Jug FIRM OF DOMBEY 

Wholesale, Retail, and for Tw tation. = 
EDITED BY CHA DICKENS. 

Witb Illustrations by Soror K. BROWNE. 
London: Bmapmunr & Evaws, Whitefriars. 

On the 30th inst. will be published, price 6d., No. X. of th 

LMANACK OF THE MONTH. 
- A REVIEW OF -——Ó AND EVERYBODY. 
EL by GILBERT ABBOTT à BECKET 

, London: ished at the “Ponc ” Office, 85, Fieetstroet 

inst. will be published, No. XXII. 

OUGL ASJERROLD'S SHILLING MAGAZINE 
with Continuation of ST. GILES AND ST. JAMES, by 

the Editor, 
London: Published at the ** Puncn” Office, 85, Fleet- 

On the Ist of October will be duae pu e copiously 
Illustrated by LEECH, N 

Ud HISTORY ‘OF “ENGLAND, 
GILBERT ABBOTT & BECKETT. 

This Work. is published A Monthly Parts, illustrated by 
Joun LEECH, wi E LARGE ETCHING, 'and from SIX 
to TWELVE WOOD ENGRAVINGS. It will com prise from 
Twelve to Twenty Parts, and will appear HERAUS with the 
Monthly E PRU cx E completion. 
Rohdon Publish “Ponca” Office, 8 85, Fleet-street, 

n One E Volume, 8vo, elegantly bound — 
in cloth, price 11s., 

SE DE Vice DR is a Wir lt 
CHARLES DICKENS. 

With Illustrations by GEORGE CROIESHANK, and the latest 
Corrections and Alterations of the Author. 

No. X., completing the Work, will be published on the 
à inst., price 1s. 

London : Brapnony AND Evans, Whitefriars. 

VEN F. RUITS, FLOWERS, PLANTS, AND 
e iea AM. GLENNY being desirous of includ. 

ual Lists in the ‘Garden Almanack” all that 
are of Serent merit, will receive specimens for notice until 

e middle of October; carriage free, at the Gardeners’ Gazette 
Strand, whe ere may be had a few copies of the 

pr and * dening for the Million,” 
price Ga, and Ja oue dst, to po. continued Monthly, No. 1, 
price t FLORICULTURI E MILLION AND GARDENING 
yér i * 32 columns, eixbenistiea: 

street. 

a Published, 12mo, with 14 Illustra 

OMESTIC FOWL, their Natural Cp um "Bréed- 
ing, BU. and General Management. 

By D. RICHARDSON, 
** An Perotrable Wem tion of larger, more costly, but not 

orks. We recommend it to all breeders á 
Se s 
e book. Bi. have weekly inquiries for a Sane 
d & happily able to meet all inquiries 

of this Kind." Gardeners Chronicle, 

the 

OF AGRI- 
HAN: anor ¢ s “Tho Parmers’ 

THE SCIENCE. 
CUPU. y T6 die 
aay Reckons i 

2mo, 6d. sewe 
THE POTATO EPIDE vun AND ITS PROBABLE 
ONSEQUENCES, ByN. Nive 

p Monay, YE Gardener, Wi ith Pausa E 
^ es. 

s McGuAsuan, 21, D'Olier Street. 
ESAE ̂ w. S. v and Co. Sold by all PR CUR C dal 

NEW YOLUME OF MR. james WORKS. 
uen Te inst, will be publishe 

epa BRIGA OR, © RSE DE LEON. 
Medium ae otk | Frontispiece, price 85, cloth. 
TENTH VOLUME OF "THE WORKS OF 

P. 28, Esa. 
*," The previous cena uento complet in itself) may be had 

separately ; conten 
Vol, I. Tug Gipsy. 

II. Many or BURGUNDY. 
III. Tue Huevenors. 
IV. ONE IN A THOUSAND. 

Vol, IX. DARNLEY; S 1 

Vol. m Pumpr EE 
I. Henry 

vi NE Zam 
VIII. THE ROBBER; A 

on, vog FIELD or LOTH or GOLD, 
AND Co, 1 65, Cornhill, 

W ANTED, the « GARDENERS’ CHRONICLE,” 
without the Newspaper, for the years 1841, 1842 1843. it must be complete in - its Cm for which the reed will give 31, 3s.— 

Abb 

IY 00D. — The ; farmers of 1 the | United King. King. 
have now an opportunity of providing ear! s: food, „by 

sowing, without loss of aan the W INTER DON 0 
resists the most int Umm frost, 

had ps Mr SUUM DILLON STEWARD, Stratford. -on-Slaney, 
Treland, nby IUS a stamped envelope, with address of ap- 

Sold by all the Chemists i in n Town and ( Country. 
Patronized by Her Majesty, His Roy; E Highness PRINCE 

LBERT, and Her Royal Highness the I 
Mz. CLARKE, SU. So ne aes T, 198, Shox voce STREET, 

LLY. 

LARKE’S TINCTURE, “the me ey, gat 
the Tooth Ache, without the least pain or dan » price 

25. 6d.—Also Mr, CLARKE’S SUCCEDANEUM, ae ps opping ET However large or small the cavity : all persons 
d with S as full directions are enclosed, 

RKE'S LOTION, for strengthening and purifying the EUER and dn ng all fever ish BOE in the Mouth, price 4 o Mr. CLA 
J m 

8. 6d, — A BRUSHES, cases containing three different. kinds of E es ner AUTON to be used for Cleaning the Teeth price 4s. 6d.—CAUTION, none dke are genuine unle: 
name and Pro 

all pa he United Kingdom, rder, TORS. oF TEETH supplied, 
S new system, which has eared M e pes of Sir James CLARK, Bart. ad 

Dr. Locock 
Mr. FREDERICK CLARKE, Surgeon T 28, 

street, Piccadilly, at Home from Ten till 

kua with the inventor's 

» Sackyille- 

T] E MUSIC BOOK, New WEEKLY PEE ODT oF 
OnterNAL Mustc, No.I. next RUE y g by 

Baur, “SING, MAIDEN, SING," P: Printed: Trom 
Engraved Plates, on Paper the usual Meco s xu É 

Office, 1, St. Bride’s- Avenue, Fleet-street, where desde 
may be had ; and sold by all Booksellers and New 

& SING, MAIDE ZEN, SING," New iur D. Ex 
ori ds by BARTY. ConNWALL, price 6d., being No. I. oi 

THE MUSIC BOOK. Printed from Engraved Plates, ta 
Peper the usual Music size. 

; 1; St. Bride’s-Avenue, Fleet-street, where Pri ro peotesn 
nd sold by all Booksellers and Newsmen. 

SONG BY BALFE, “SING, MAIDEN, EW. 
IN SING," price 6d., next Saturday, being No. L of THE 
MUSIO BOOK. Printed from Engraved Plates, on Paper the 

fine MT „Avenue, Fleet- street where Prospectuses 
1 sold by all Boc seller nd New: "wem. 

istos ene free S 

The Railway Chronicle 
Of Saturday, SEPTEMBER 19, contains articles on 

EVENTS OF WEEK. — MR. HUDSON AND MR. 
WALTER — SUBSTITUTIO: ECTRIC 

may be had ; 

NON: B TELE- 
GRAPH FOR E un SEU LONDON TO 
LIVERPOOL IN FIVE HOU MONITORY SIGNS IN 
THE SHARE MARKET—E MPLARY CONDUCT or 
A OUND MEMBER—THE VERA AND BELGIAN 
AILW 

OFFICIAL PAPERS.— Manchester, Buxton, Matlock, and 
Midlands : Engineer x RU Di MR E dos State- 
ment of A 
Brighton, and South prs red Cubitt’s Meter ud 
and DU: cse of Accounts—Eastern Union: En- 
gineer's F and Ely: ditto—Lynn and Dereham: 

REPO. PORTS OF MEETINGS.—York and North Midland—York 
koc TUE Buxton Matlock, and Midland 

t Riding Union—Colchester, Stour Valley, and Hal- 
Te * Wisbeach, St. Ives, En € ambridge Junction—Glas- | 
gow, Paisley, Kilmarnock, and Ayr—Glasgow, ; Airdrie, and and 
Monklar 
SED Haven Dock and Railway—South- Eastern and bm 
tinental Steam-. EROGO Company: 

Works lli H 
PAESI A Tende Stetinge—' p ers 

racts— Dividends —Calls—Deposits ru 
losed —Correspondents—Traftic Table— 

Share Lists—Foreign ditto—Money Market—Paris Letter— 
Hudsonia; Rate of Exchange on the ROO on Foreign 
ie -Orleans and Vierzon— Bucki e Shares— 

Mo ir. Direct BAR sndmYesbUdncuoRito 
Meetings of Shareholders to Affirm or Pis 

S eis Medicae Miscellanea. 

rder Railway Chronicle of any Newsvender. 

RAILWAY CHRONICLE TRAVELLING CHARTS 
May be had at all the Stations on each Line, 

ONDON TO BRIGHTON, 

S 83 Prene in a Wrapper, price 6d. 

WOKING AND GUILDFORD, 
Xllüstretfous, in a Wr: appen, price 4d. 

TO RICE 
sina Wre ue price 9d, 

NDONT UO NSRTON. 
bero in a Wrapper, price 6d, 

ON N UNBRIDGE WELL: S, d Containing in 5 Wrapper, price 6d. 

je 

LONDON Ao HOUTHAMPTON 

MEE ng, 

LONDON a MBRIDG LONDON TO DOVER. 
LONDON T XFORD. LONDON TO GOSPORT. 
Published a ao. R AILWAY CHRONICLE OFFICE, by J. FRANCIS ; 

may be had of all booksellers. _ 

E FOURPENCE OF ANY BOOKS 

SONTENTS oF poe NUMBER FOR SATURDAY 
AS TEMBER 19, OF qu 

THE AT tis UM, 
JOURNAL y deer AND URN LITERATUR, 

ENCE, AND THE FINE 
ern two Large ‘Quarto on 

Meviews or, WITH EXTRACTS FROM— 

Travels over Table Lands and | Recollections of diu By 
Cordilleras of Mexico in 1843 Waddy Thom 

.M iam. | Ship of lates By i Te e: 
y lusifativ of Algiers the REO and othe: 
ry, with N Notes | Poems T. PNIS | By Sir Book of inigihand Minstrelsy. H 

l Le 3 
Oden 
and HEC 
H. Ell y Mrs. D. Ogilvy. 

Eccles al Reminiscences il Spell 
of United States. By Rev. Voyage from Trinidad to 

3. Waylen. Southampton 

Wira SHORTER NOTICES OF- 

Notes on New Reformation in | Lu ter Revived. By A. An- 
Germany, &c. By G. Combe. 
Anon ue Justifica- bes s a Bride, By Emma 

tion o: nnes Ronge; essina. 
MESURER in French Cosmos, By A . Von Humboldt, 

By H. S, | Bishop Heber and Indian Mis- 
sions. By Rev. J. Cham-. 

ral 
The aseology, &c. 

ell. 
c ers, 

Jeanne @ Are, By A. Soumet, 
l 

Original Pa NE Lore (Worcestershire Legends, 
De ae Pixies, &c.)— Sixteenth Meeting of British 
Associatio 

Foreign Co Floods in Switzerland, 
Our Weekly ossip.—Re-opening of British Museum— 

Burgh Castle, ry Yarmouth — M. Lottin de Laval's 
Archæologic M in Asia—Meeting of French Aca- demy—Suicide of Kaufman the Poet, at Paris—Armenian 
College at Paris entific Congresses in Germany— 
American Nautical. AUN -AEAN OSL University at 
Manchester, 

Tine dite. S pijodng on Glass—Exhibition at Antwerp. 
Fine Art Gossip. Society for ppr ession of Vice a 

eval Ac ademy— TERN of Fine Arts 

| N W WORK € ONT THE FOOD. OF ANIMALS AND F 
ENING OF © 

This day is publish ed, in 1 vol. i PO rd 5s. cloth. 
XPERIMENTAL RESEA ARCHES on the FOOD 
of ANIMALS and the FATTENING of CATTLE: with 

emarks on the Food of Man. By ROBERT DoNDAs THOMSON, M.D., of the University of Gla sgow. 
“The question of the origin Ot t fat of animals appears to 

be MO ety resolved by these beautiful and elaborate experi- 
dur Cree Liebig. 

ONE Brow: N, GREEN, and LONGMANS. 

STR CTIVE HAIL.STORM.—A Publie Meet- 
ing was held at the London Taver n, IUE Ate-street, 

17th August, 1846, for the relief of the sufferer: 
H. R. H. the DUKE OF CAMBRIDGE, K. G., in the Chair, 

criptions already Advertised, £1089. 
IH. J. Par enoue Rev. J. O0. Clark ..£1 1.0 

£5 5 0|Mr. James Barnes, 
B. gaen Esq. e 6 5 0 SBiotOD ven anus INTO 
L. Ridgway, Esq. 5 5 0| Thos. row ea ay aslo 
Octavius Wigram,Esq.5 0 0| Mr. Dre BAAS 
H. Morris, Esq. 5 0 0|Miss Poynd T 10:501 

108. Puckle, Es Ü 5 0 0|J. N. Col " Esq. . tor sno) 
Mr. us uu int, Horns Mrs. RE TOO 

5 5 0|R. R RET, Es. DER MRNA) 
Wi Falter Oa arson, "Esq. 2 2 0|Mr.Hur - -- 010 0 
Rev. P. H. Douglas. 2 0 0 ME Petit es 010 0 
IE din Esq. 200 r. Sel - 010 0 
Henry. Johnson, Esq. 2 0 0 , Shemrington S D 26 

Esq sh d. a 010. 6 
[res ̂  leners and Land- Steward Journal 

[ei 0L. 10s. M w eno i Royal ota Society), 1 
OT. ODE E ER. 

Committee Room, Horns Tavern, K 3. 

PARR CLUBS.—An AEA um just 
ade by which the result of the discussions enter- 

EUM Suns Rouen questions in the Loe: 
will be given in the “ Farmers’ Magazine.’ 
of Agricultural Intelligence will be continued, 
of the best and most perfect animals which obtain ‘he pri 
ADM yin. Societies, The series 
Patrons of Agriculture and Eminent British Farme 

al Farmers’ Clubs ^ Neary. 200 columns 

2 s with Biographical Memoirs, is in continuation—Mr. J. Grey, of Dil- d Mr. Smith, of Deanston, have e just append 
fol 

ton, an 
May be had of 3n Booksellers. Office 

«rpENANT RIGHT.” — That. an Alterati üon in the 
Conditions upon which Land has been hitherto oceupied 

and cultivated, affording greater security to the Tenant 
Farmer for the investment of his capital and a heu pe for 

he exercise of his judgment, as well as a qu 
in EE law of Landlord and Tenant, will be 

è Re epeal of tho. Corn Laws, is y manifes ct, 
of “ Tenant Right” must be established. ‘he | Mise 

Bx XPRESS iem ree advocated the rights of the Tenant 
er, and will continue so to do unflinchingly.—May be had by order of all Bookseller rS, price 7d. ; ior 14. 103, 44. per annum, Offi ‘trand, London 

OF A certained destr uction 
- of the POTATO (iri. in f United Kingdom.-and the 
admitted failure of the grain and pulse crops, , itis appre- 
Bonded. of the Cn also, in POS —render 
information on the stoc Brain available "to^ treo the exi- 
din cy, of more importance than for many years past, No 
trouble nor expense is spared to furnish the latest and best in- 
telligence in the MAxx-rANE Bxrnnss, which has been for many 
years. rhe BENE n the Corn TRADE IN ENGLAND and 
in FOREIGN 155. — May be had, by order, of all 
boots etieie dene. "ma 10s, 4d. per annum. Office, 24, Norfolk- 
street, Strand. 

i S, oud require 2,000,000 quarters of | grain, “This 

ths MARK-LANE E. LEA em ch has 
authority in the Corn TRADE IN EN TARD Kada D Pos SIGN 
kung mm be Hee! by order, ie ail Booksellers, 8, price 7d, 

24, Norfolic-street, Strand, Lon m 

"THE PEOPLE'S ES 
Price 1s.; by post, 1 

“This is the best work we have on (gamma et 1" — Professor 
Savage, Surgeon. 

Just published, unabridged, the 5th Xs of the 
EV. DR. WILL LEY'S 12 CHAPTERS 

ats ON NERVOUS AND MENTAL SOPRA 
ae GREAT Discoveries, by which thousands ha: been, and 

may be Cured of Nervous or Mental Disease with as much 
certainty as water quenches thirst; and even Insanity itself 
may be cured with almost equal certainty. —SIMPKIN and MAR- 
SHALL, London ; if by Post, apply to the Author, 18, Blooms. 
bury- street, Bedford- sqi 

, and his 

"die nothing, 
A PAMPHLET on his Original Classification of all NERVOUS. 
SYMPTOMS —Oppn Hen Confusion, Delusio: e E OU p 
and Diminution; with 46 Cases aud Testimi 
will be franked to REA Address if one OL ds ona 
Apply as above. At home from 11 till 3 o'clock. 

SOCIETY OF ARTS PRIZE PATTERNS, 

apr SOCIETY being denies of procuring beautiful 
forms of ordinary utensils, to be sold at the same prices as 

the commonest and most vulgar, awarded their Prizes to M Minton, of Stoke-on-' ae for two Jugs and a Toilett 
vice, complete ; and to FELIX SuMMERLY for a Tea Service. 

The Tea Service may now be jae of all dealers in hina, and 
. John's Gate—The Doncaster O wp Wellfagton Station 

Panett ase for National Gallery—Foreign Gossip—Restora- 
tion of St. Augustine’s Monastery, Canterbury—MSS. o; 
F. de Hollande. 

Music and The Drama. 
at Haarlem—Sadler’s Wells The. 
and Guardians). 

Musical and Dramatic Gossip.—Death of M. Yon- 
bart, at Paris— Foreign Festivals, 

Miscellanea.— Paris Academy of Sciences —** Hamlet,” 
with Hamlet RE EU Palace of ̂  ridewell—National | $ 
Gallery— Copper Roc 

trumental Musie—Organ 
re—Lyceum (To Parents 

Order The A. of any Bookseller, 

the ARAS at the p the 
CHEAPEST and COMMONEST Crockery, and. at higher ioes ace 
cording to quality. The Jugs E toilette Service are neatly 
ready for delivej 

iD ‘actured in white, buff, and olive-coloured 
Barthenware, in white China, and China with gold handles, "S 
submitted to H, R. H. the Prince Albert, the President of t Society. 

Printed | by i BzApBoRY, of No. 6, Yovi-plave, GNO Sp s 
Faxpann Los 44 Evans, of No. 7, Chur e Ne 

‘Middlesex, Printers, at the 
e Precinct of Whitefriere, in tha Ciis ot Lp 

A iie les-street, in the 

nty, where all Advertisements an 
TEMBER $6, 15 

EF in the sai 
are tobe addressed to ihe Editor. Saturday, 
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'OYLE'S SEEDLING GERANIUMS MOUNT ETNA AND ISABELLA.—Good strong pan A be 
Sent out on the 15th of October, for cash only. OUNT 
ETNA, ll. 1s. ISABELLA, aa . 6d. The two toes, en 10s. 
warranted to please every Piste when flow EUN SBo 95 
per cent, allowed to the Sd when three of bushes are taken at 
Once.—Wm. MILLER, Providence Nursery, Ramsgate, 

R. A. PEARSON having a large Stock of the true 
* BLACK SEU CURRANT can Supply pene Plants. 

at 305. per RA It can be recommended as the best Black 
Currant kno: S Being a a hotter bearer than Eden AUREUS 
and ashaving larger pa tigis flavoured berries, which all ripen 
at thé same tine. e last quality renders it ‘truly valuable, 
Rots usual discount t the Trade.—Chilwell Nurseries, near 

D CO NTRAOTORS AND NURSERYMEN, ms 
ICHARD HARTL AnD ue SONS, 80, Patrick- 

Street, Cork, have for s at their Nursery, Several 
Hundred Thous sand THORN QUToRS, fit for fencing in Rail- 
roads, which will be delivered to purchasers in any part of 
England, Ireland, or Scotland, at reduced 

Also several Thousand Arbutus, from 6 io 2 hotles in and 
rie of ots, All S Abe ea as above shall have prompt 

eni 

ILLIAM MASTERS has the honour to announce 
BU that he has received his Annual Importation of DUTCH 
N LBS solieits for Hyacinths, 

arcissi, Tulips, Anemones, &c. 
amed Chrysanthemums 9s. to 18s, per dozen, 

Exotic Nursery, Canterbury, 

DUTCH BULBS, 
GROOM, CrarHAw Rise, near London (re- 

it ved trom E by appointment, FLORIST TO 
5 ER MS THE QUEEN, AN! 18 MAJESTY THE KING OF 
keon, begs to inform the Nobility, Gentry, and Public, that 
RO haa received his suppl HYACINTIHS and DUTCH 
is OTS, in very fine condition, and that his Catalogue of Bulbs 
is ready fo for delivery, and may "be had on 

ROSE CATALOGUE. — NEW a 
NURSERIES, CHESHUNT, HERTS, 

, PAUL AND S 

forwarded to a EM may honou r the m with an vp: 
S si stamps for new and fine 
ae hay in been added to the Collection since the issuing of 
xeu n No pains or expense have been spared to 

"th and Geen e | descriptions accurate, and the Catalogue complete 

purus iti 
UGI TO PINE GROWERS, &e. 

He on BROWN intends, without delay, to dispose 
the long Bias ced of splendid PROVIDENCE 

and GEES PINE all stages, at GREATLY RE- 

cation, or i ES den diy be known by personal appli- 
e Be post. par 

_Ragley Gardens, leester, Warwickshire. 

PETUNIA "SEED, Hebe, 
ry's Meteor, irs Blood Royal, n Cm Ma- ion Lady Sale, Lad ly Hope, Van Houttii, Fragrans (blue), 

mitable, and other [^ ‘ies, i ets, mixed, each 

Brewer, Flori x P 
"s ur 8t. John's Wood-terrace, Regent’s-par 

E gaa as advertised in last week’s Paen 

THE FINEST CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, AND 

PINKS. 
OUELL & CO.'s Extensive and celebrated Collec- 
tion of the shore are this season unusually strong and 

NATIONS AND ! PICOTEES. 
OHN DICKSON, of Acre-lane, Brixton, Surrey, 
begs to inform the. cultivators of this beautiful tribe of 

Blowers that his om of the best known varieties, now 
ready to pend get may be had te application, by enclosing a 

plants of the above, comprising the finest varieties in cultiva- 

tion, at 30s. per dozen. 

THE FINEST DUTCH HYACINTHS, &c. 
YOUELL and CO. have received their i 

tion of the above in the finest condition, 

offer very superior HYACINTHS by name, comprising double 
and Single Red, Blue, White, and Yellow, at 6s., 93., and 12s, 

per dozen. 
CEDRUS DEODARA. 

YOUELL and ae beg to UE Planters aud the 
Trade, they are en: ne one-year Seedling 

Plants of the above, jqelkestibisuetin Pots, upon MN UNS 
terms. 

ARAUCARIA d or Poen PINE. 
old . . v years . T per doz, 

» Der quse posef vr HS » 
3 Os. ” 
" t, very fine and bushy, 

measuring from 13 to 15 ins. across 
fi ne specimen plants 18 inches to 2 T i height, and 

from 2 feet to 2 feet 6 inches across, 21s. eac 
rus Deodara, 2 years ws 18. per SU 

Ditto ditto  lfoot, worked * .. 
Picea Webbiana, 1 year, ise ds 
Abies morinda, 2 years, in pots, fne.. 19s. — 5 

CINERARIAS. 
The newest and best varieties, by name, 12s. per dozen. 

GERANIUMS, 
Extra fine first-rate show varieties, 12s., 18s., and 30s., per doz. 

FUCHSIA 
12 first-rate new Fuchsias, Prime E their xm 

Seedling “Sanspareil” . . 
12 fine do. 012 
Extra fine Pansy Sced, from newest ‘and best va- 

rieties, per packet 02 
AREE ESL from Mr. Van “Houtte’ s va. 

es, per pac 
dotis Beit, lutea, and venosa, per packet 

nest mixed 12 varieties, 
Myatt’s ug Queen Strawberry 
Princess Alic 35 
Dickson’s Royal Pine t E m 

PANSIES. 
Extra fine first-class show MEE: 

YOUELLS EARLY 

oooooo o oo 

r doz., fine do , 10s. 

OBOLSK RHUBA RB, 
and MYATT’S VIOTORIA Su 12s. perdoz. Fine strong 

Roots for forcing. 
Steamers ORE is port to Rotterdam and Hull twice a-week, 

and to London d; 
Great Euh | Nursery, Oct. 3. 

TS PINE GROWERS GENERALLY.—As there 
will be an EXHIBITION of FRUIT, FLOWERS, &c., 

at E ooms, R on Tuesday next, 
T. Witmor most respectfully begs to tom his brother Horti- 
culturists that he intends to exhibit a few varieties of PINES, 
which, in his pom cannot be equalled B um other ua 
in the United Kingdom ; t 
the occasion, begs this will be received as E $m SERRE) 

Isleworth, October 3, 

pas» PLANTS FROM FLORIDA. AIDA.—A few sets 
of the VALUABLE DRIED PLANTS, collected in FLO- 

RIDA by Dr. W, OnaPMAN, may still be procured, by applying 

to Mr. PAMPLIN, Botanical Bookseller, Frith-street, Soho, Lon- 
Among them are many rare, and several entirely new 

species. - m tuu Juba 

LYNE'S NEW SEEDLING GERANIUMS. 
ILLIAM E. RENDLE anp CO. have now the 
pleasure of offering the following new and choice GERA- 

NIUMS, which have been selected from upwards of a Thousand 
Seedlings. 
First OrLass.— Te following can be recommended as 

DEAE show Bolin of d Iu. 
YNE’S Forerr-m £1 

healthy, and are now ready for sending out, in fine well rooted | stamp —-Oct 
any fü United Kingdom, or for exp: 

Be tie re toll any part of n eas OA NATIONS, PIOOTEES, AND PINKS. 
25 pairs of finest first-rate ano? varieties of Carna- WARD, FLomisr, begs to call the attention of 
us and Picotee: . D £5 0 0 * Gentlemen, Amateurs, Florists Friends, &c., to his 

12 pai do. do: do. m ++ 210 0|superb and healthy collection of the above, comprimi. the 
25 Datis of very fine show varieties. of do. do. .. 8 0 0} finest sorts in cultivation. daru arenow r , and m: 
12 do. do. do. do. ken 10 0|behad on pre-paid application.—Bull ch, Kent. 

25 do. of finest first-rate show varieties. of Pinks . ̂. 4 0| 7O NOBLEMEN,G GENTLEMEN, NURSE WEN. Mb se Pepe 

FINE CAMELLIAS. ABIES CANADENSIS, on HEMLOCH SPEU AS 
YOUELL & Co. are now supplying very healthy BAKER, NunsERYMAN , Bacsnor, SURREY, having 

* the Largest Stock in Europe, of various sizes and in fine 
condition, can with confidence recommend this noble tree to 
thé notice gu the Du is abe sane ing ‘prices : 

1 ransplant £0 r per1 100 

2, ^" e» 6 0 
35 » e 5 d 5 9 5 
3 to 4 ft. » 110 0 » 

PICEA BALSAMEA. 
1} to 2 ft.’ 35% £0 8 0 s 
258, » 8 ee ee yy 7012 

G. B. having a fine Stock of Flowering KALMIA L ATIFOLI å, 
can 1 supply them at the followin; ng low prices : 

9 to 12 inches j per 100 
TI TSI ct P EU. ENT Mai qud "5 
18; 20 5 o 

"Fine Specimen Plants from Bs. ba to 5s. 
s will have consider: able: A eti The usual allowance to the trade, reduction — 

LARGE GREEN AND VARIEGATED HOLLIES. 
HANDLER and SONS, Nurserymen, Wandsworth- 
road, Vauxhall, having a large and fine Stock of hand- 

some plants of the above, from 3 to 10 feet 
them at very moderate prices. Also 
dendrons, &c., &c., and a large quantity of fine young Lime 

QUEE of the best forts well set with flower- 
buds, from 9s. ia 12s. per doz. 

E BECK informis. the Public that the various Articles 
-4* manufactured by him in Slate for Horticultural pur- 

poses, may beseenin use at Worton Cottage, Isleworth, upon 
o the gardener AE pa. 

PANSIES, PINKS, CAR PICOTEES. - 
HARLES TURNER' S CATALOGUE, containing 
Selections of the above popular Flowers, is now ready, 

and may be had on Cus c application, 
. Chalvey, near Windsor. 

NEW V EREDIENG STRAWBERRIES. —  -— 
MYATT & SONS have selected from their stock 

* of cond lings the following varieties, which are now ready 
for Aen EELS = 

MYATT $5 OLEN large and iie flavour, per100 30s. 
» MAMMOTH, very lar; 

ProLiric, early and ET bearer 
Hooren’s SEEDLING, early 21s, 

The above selection are quite distinct, and well worth the 
attention mi grower: s e E 

Early orders will ensure strong plants for fruiti) 
Seaso! anor Farm, Deptford, Set. 8. See 

R B. BIRCHAM, Hedenham Rosary, Bungay, 
* Suffolk, begs to offer the AoE Select PHRERTUAL 

and BOURBON ROSES for Sale, ee 
(own roots), and haying been bedded ait 
nice established plant: s. R. 

» 
» ls, 

for Pot Culture. Careful package, and carriage paid to 
London, per Norfolk Railway 

BON. HYBRID PERPETUAL. 

» REMEMBRANCE vor pend el 10 X 
ne FIRE-FLY 110 

» EXT WALTER RALEIOH GILBERTI 1 à 

Or ius whole set of Fiye for £5. 

SzcoxpD Crass.— The following are flowers possessing 
many good properties, and are worthy of i pene placed 

but 

3.—An Amateur, who in- 
cultivation of the dde S 

bulbs 

Ratios NOA Meo. THO ih ne the OS will ae a arted 

$ rue ame,—. to n B, Te au th ‘Tavistock, Deyo % name. Apply 

in goo d more for 

their. novelty n brilliancy of colour than for their 

ow flowers. 
E ee Beauties, - Ts. 6d. | Nourmahal « Ts. 6d 
Talis -7 6 | Sir ia Sale.. 7 6 

e Whole ud A Four for £1. 
DESCRIPTIONS CAN B D ON “APPLICAT 

Good Plants of the above Hil he Sauver on and. ate the 2a 

of November next, The Usual Allowance to the Trade. Great 

Attention. will be paid to careful packing. All orders will be 

ed in strict rotation. 
wn L1AM E, RENDLE and Co, 

Office, Union-road, Plymouth, 6 Oct. 8 

Per plant—s. d. annt. d. 

Acidalie .. . v Lee, y bin Mouchele £.. 3, 0 
Anne Beluze .. 2 0f Auber 16 

Ceris «e E AIO Clementine Duy: al ee ee 

Comice de Seine et Comte d'Eu ds! i2 HR. 

Marne .. ++ e 2 0|Dr. 5^9 
Comte de Rambuteau.. 2 6| Due di nale «9p 
Crimson Globe .. 1 6|DuchessofSutherland.. 2 9 
Dieul Due d^ Orleans vedi Earl T: t los 

pu de UT e Fulgorie 16 
Dupetit Thou: ++ 3 0| La Reine AE 

Edouard Pesto + 1 6|Lady Alice Peel ̀  +3. B38 
Enfante d'A; . 18 Lady Fordwich "16 
aa gola Guillotierre 2 0| Lane ig 
Gloire de Paris m 0 | Madame Laffay ” 16 
George Cuvier .. 3 6 | Melanie Cornu 2 0 

a Grácieuse UR o 0 | Marquise Boccella 2.0 
Le Grena +» 9 0 Mrs Eliot — .. T6 
Marechal E Palaise oe 110 6| Prince Albert .. Ty 

ame A) .. 2 6| Prince of Wale: 1 6 

Madame Souchet — .. 2 6| Rivers (Laffay) .. 1 ig 
P oseph — .. ++ 2 0| Thibault is wry 
Pierre de St. Cyr e 6| William Jesse .. vow 
Princess Clementine .. 1 6 NOISETTE. 

Proserpine 2 0|ClothofGold .. TEE 
Queen of the Bourbons. .. 1 6|Fellenberg 10 

Reine de Manti 10 6 eri Superb 16 
eine de VEO 0 | Ophiric m 3 6 

Sepintarus 6 Botai. 30 

Souvenir de HINA, 

maiso) Madame Bren duum er 
ouvenir de Mrs. Bosanque EE A). 
@Urville 6 | Eugene Beauharnais ` ie gh. 

Virgil ees 0 | Devoniensis » 1 6 

A Descriptive Catalogue sent upon applicant 
R. B. Brrcnam has a large stock of the pim. nien og 

can offer to the Trade upon See terms, per 
Persian Yellow, dwarf worked plai 
La Reine, perpetual, dwarf, own iets 

stems. 
Souvenir de la Malmaison, and Reine de Vd Bourb»ns 

dwarf, own roots, —Hedenham; Oct, 3, 1: 

or upon 20 to 30-inch 

as 
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ASS AND BROWN have th's season to offer the 
following. Their Autumn Catalogue of Ranunculuses, 

Bulbs, &c. is now ready, and may be Bad pre-patdibn alois 
cation, 

gtr PERB NEW WAN UNOUSUSES 
'hese consist of very super 

they h 
thor ds of 
will be eee free m 

or 1pair itu eac 

[ i, » 38s. 

h as e pa CEU. exo ern for vigorous growth 

and prolife bom. 
ne older v varieties, 10. 

ditto 
or L pair of each, 18s. 

P 12, 

Fine mixed Ranunculuse 10s. per 100. bs. and 

GL. ADIOLU US, , 12 beautiful named varieties .....+.... 15s. we 

lendid mixed sui E mer hybr i Oz... 5 

EAHLY TULIPS, 12 be: varieties for Es or 

bar: ders, 3 roots ‘of Féach . 12 6 

Jš 6 varieties, D roots of each tree 

DOUBLE TULIPS, 6 fine varieties, 3 roots of ett CO 

HYACINTHS,
 Imported Dutch, EU named, per 

dozen ... tree sree ro o secre 5 0 

GER. a IUM: 
The acd ing strong and w lied are now ready :— 

b show Mida 21s., or 12 for 12s. 
y superior, newer var. 50s., or 12 for 80s. 
arieties, „per doz., 6: 63. to 95. 

140 
NS, 12 pa 1.4 0 

PINKS, 12 pair ditto. 010 0 
Cm "SANTHEMUMS, 10 superb new 0 15, 0 

age stock of very fine GIANT RHUBARB, 
strong roots, per 060 

YOUBLL’S EARLY TOBOLSK ditt 060 
BRITISH QUEEN STRAWBERRIES, p. 0 40 

Carriage free to London ; rr for S se xis and upwards 
plants or roots will be presented to pay expense of distant 
ge. A remittance from unknown di "A espondent: ost- 

e orders to be made payable to WinLLIAM Bass or S Beck 
and Hortieultural Establishment, Sudbury, 

off 
Buown. — Seed 
Suffolk, Oct 
Be! RANUNCULUSES, ANEMONES, 

PICOTEES, PINKS, "LILTUMS, IRIS 

ESSRS. TYSO & SON, Wallingford, "Berks, beg 
to call the attention of the Public to. their. extensive col- 

lection of the above flowers ; and to state that their descriptive 
priced Catalogue x be had post free on application, enclos- 
ing two postage label: 

E NATIONS, 
&c 

CISSUS, 4g per dozen.—The above Bulbs, the former.of 
which és so justly esteemed forts carly blooming and exeessive 
fragrance, and the latter m. its ru and elegance, ae been 
ust received at A. Connert’s Italiam and Foreig: house, 

18, Pall-mall, near Natri places RSS DUCI Hy e nths, 
Croeus, d UNT Ranunculus, &e.; priced Cata- 

h 

© 

logues of wh y be had per post 
NZIES’ NEW HYBRID, POTEN' TILLA 

» Dee IN TILLA ATROSANGUINEA * MEN. 
SIL" This isa splendid production of girona 

of a brilliai nge searlet colour, the underside 
pesale being bright To 

T€ dr TOSA “BAINESIANA” This is a 
bri Jone cn dene varie >, formosa, exceedingly rich, beautiful 
and unique; the ander wide of the petals of this are also bright 
yellow, Pu gives to both varieties a plea: sing contras 

.H purchased the above splendid, 
hardy herbneeotis 

Tif: 
Bj from. MISAMA ara mh ea Hope- 

begs to announce that he purposes sending out 
vieties, in October next, at 21s. per pair, or four pairs 

., post free. 
W. the fullest confidence in recommending these 

superb, hardy herbaceous plants, they having been pronounced 
by all w hhve eim them the most beautiful varieties in this 
much- ign ed family. 

N.B. The above, with W. M.'s beautiful Fuchsia, PURITY, 
DA be figured in an early No. of **Paxton's Magazine of Bo- 

Hope Nursery, near Bedale, Oct. 3. 

THE NEW CRIMSON BOURS AULT ROSE STOCK. 

Í SM CURTIS being fortunate enough to pos- 
the largest Stock in Tun ope this season of the above 

most valas hie Rose, which within the last three years has been 
rover e bi ever offered to the public for 

budding all Teas, Chis as, and Bourbons on, particularly for 
pot cultivation, far | surpassing the old Blush and Red Bour- 
saults in the exe e luxuriance and durability of its growth ; 

it NEVER MILDEWS, and the wood is perfectly smooth and 
thornless, so that it can be worked most eile The w 

fal property of this Stock appears to be t all t of the 
China strain budded upon it, make nearly double the growth 
that they would on any other, which can only be accounted for 
by the fact of the new Crimson ACRE sault pr odueing nearly five 

would xis 
d pillar or trellis Rose, 

times the amount of root that t 

blooming in the autumn of a deep rich velvety crimson. The 
MS ks are very clean and fine, and ang offered to the trade at 

. per H bundred ; second size, 20s. ; in less ARa des at 5s. 
A deren r Nett a tue fit Hecke in OT mber; and as the 
Stock this season, P limited to 15,000, to prevent disappoint- 

GREAT REDUCTION IN THE PRICES OF BECK'S 
SEEDLING GERANIUMS SENT OUT IN 1815. 

TiLLIAM E. RENDLE anp CO. having procured 
a much larger stock of BECK'S GERANIUMS than they 

anticipated, have resolved to offer the set of nine sorts, as fol- 
lows, for 21. 14s. 
DESDEMONA. MARC ANTONY, ISABELLA. 
MUSTER. Rosy CIRCLE, FAVOURITA, 
RoxsET. MARGARET. ZENOBIA. 

All those rin aur previously y d P wili be charged 
e same rate as abou 

LYNE'S SE EDLING GE RANI UMS. or 1845. 
The following set of Ten for 50s. 

Marmion, Princess, Merry Monarch, King of ro IT 
Chaplet, Vampire, Tesonbonn. Picta, and Alad 

FIRST one 
Tist for 50s., or 

—Customer’s Selection of 12 from the ftir 
hi ivd less.—Standard of Perfec- 

tion, Edith, nes Bulkeley, Prince Alfred, 
King of the French, Gipsy Confidence, Zanzummim 
Cleopatra, Theresa, Imogene, Leonora, Redworth, Sappho, 

, Pluto, Celestial, Beauty of Salthill, Black 
Dwarf, Rosetta, Selina, Shield of Achilles, Sultana or Perpe- 
T ee RH Eg of Saxony (Gai: ines), Titus, Cham- 

Magog, Queen, Francis Bullin, Cornu- 
Biensis pee i Albion (Hockin), Princess Alice, White Per- 
fection, Sarah Jane, Queen Phillipa, Queen Victoria (Shep- 
herd), Princeps, Robustum, and Duke of Devonshir 

Other varieties of Geraniums from 6s, to 188, per aden, 

*,* W. E. RENDLE & Co. have much pleasure in stating 
"that they will commence sending out their GERANIUM 

Orders on and after Monday the 5th day of October 
neat, instead of November the 2d, as previously ad- 
weriised. 

Descriptions of the Geraniums can be obtained. 
G Ali orders above 3l. will be delivered (hamper, 

packuga, and carriage free) to London, Bristol, Exeter, 
Barnstaple, or Falmouth; or above 61. to Liverpool, 
Dublin, or Cork. 
A remittance is not required from kuown Correspondents, or 

those who give reference in London. 

Sleamers from this Port three times œ week to Lon- 
don, Cork, Dublin, Liverpool, and Falmouth. 
Orders will be execüted in strict rotation.— Great attention 

is paid to careful packing,—AIL plants forwarded to long dis- 
tances are packed in Fir Boxes, and firmly 

Wirum E. R BNDLE & Co. 
Office, Union-road, Plymouth, Oct. 3. 

HODODENDRONS, NEAPOLITAN AND PER. 
FETU AL VIOLETS, &c. — A large quantity of the 
ee for sale at the low scale of prices quoted 

N, Nurserymen, Southampton. 
Perpetual Tree Violets, bedded, PEOR, flowering plants, 2! 30. 

Pe x 109, - 
ditto Za 98. 

tang flowering "plants, 305. 
itto ditto, in pi 

Ninpolitán Violets, vedadt 
per 100, 

Ditto ditto, in pota, ditto .. per ds bL 
New Double-whité Violets, bedded. S eee 6s, 

Rhododendron Ponticum, strong bedded plants (not layers but 
raised from seed and well roote d) —— 

One year bedded, 1 to 2 inches, 305. per ons 
Pads years ditto, 2 tot inches, 60s. 

hree years ditto, 4-to.6 inches, 805. 
1 foot, 15) per 100 ; 13 foot, 20s. per 100; 2 feet; 305. per 100. 

Ponticum eA SUE stools, two bars bé dded, 1to 2 feet 

on toom), 50s. per 1 
brid LONG (NUR 1 foot, 50s. per 100, 

Hybrid Scarlet arborea and maximum, 1 to 2 in, 
Arboreum Ablum, Lto 2. feet, from pots, 3s. 6d. e 

Connon Arbuttts, bedded, 3 to 6 inches, 12s. 6d. per 100. 

n Laurel, 1 foot, 40r. per 1000 ; 3 to 3 feet, 80s. per 1000, 
Giant er isti Ivy, 12s. 64, per 1 
Bignonia rae d 63. per m Victoria Rhubarb, 505. per 109, 
Seakale nts, 9s. 6d. per 100. 

As) pragus ‘Plants, 2s..6d. per 100. 

uotations are for wholesale; if ordered in less 

gasis a proportionately higher charge will bemade,—Oct.3. 

Bs. per 100, 

arly requested that all orders may be for- 
warded immediately. 

gs to call attention ea Es Celine C 
Bourbon), weh e grown for ma 
cannot speak too highly ; asa stock fe TA Mos 
of the rough-leaved damask habit it is unrivalled ; 
Rose in existence possesse: 
but it is not nearly so fine and free to buc 

perhaps no 
s the amount of lungs maf this does ; 

e Crimson n 
Boursault ; although for grafting itis superior. Gemputhtively 
speaking but few Rose cultivators at present are aware of the 
immense advantage of using cultivated Stocks over wild ones. 

great superiority, that So firm 
after the next season, e' 

t out from the Wi est of England Rose Nurseries 
d on the above Stocks, Carriage of pacl 
ondon per rail.— West of England Rose Nurseries, -Moorend, 

Beisel 

O CONTRACTORS AND PLANTERS. 

UICK, OR WHITETHORN.—A few Hundred 
Thousands of fine clean, transplanted QUICK to be Dis- 

price and sample, apply to YovELL & Co., Great 
Yar ptem rsery. 

veo i of KU potest quality, and possess an unusual 

quantity of fibrous 

RA Sec TES HARTWEG. 

H.S SEO has to offer plants of this very 
easing ATO plant, figured in the “ Botanical 

Register” for Ma ay, 1846, a 

jOUBLE ROMAN AND PAPER WHITE NAR-| A PSbEY PELLATT & Co. (late Paina & Gre Ex) 
ctfully inform the Public that at their Manufactory, 

Hollands street, Blackfriars, they retail GLAS shina, a: 
Earthenware, Chandeliers, [otro and every variety of English 
and Foreign Ornamental Vases, as, &c. Their Show 
Rooms are equal to any in London, and their stock of the most 
superior and approved description. Foreign orders and outfits 
Dicen with despatch. N.B. No establishment in the C 

es d Braneh, 58, Baker pi uar 

LAS 
REEN AND HOTHOUSES, 3, CONSERVATORII 
&c., madeand fixed Complete irt all parts of the Kingdom, 

at a considerable reduction, One, two, three-light Cu 
ber and Melon Boxes, and Lights of hio Mire. kept teady pm 
use, packed and sent to all parts gj gr Kingdom; warranted 
be Lights complete, from 

ès otio on, nt JAMES WATTS's, 
nt-place, Old Kent-road. 

be had ib. s Nobility, Gentry, and the Trade, 
in most of the counties in England, 

FOREIGN SHEET GLASS, GLASS TIL Fs w &e. 
JARVIS has a quantity of boxes of FOREIGN 
SHEET GLASS, of the stoutest kin sizes, 

which he can offer to purchasers at a considerable sacrifice, at 
his old established Winpow Guass ner e sr, 38, Great Cas- 
tle-street, a few doors from Regent-stre 

Also, a large quantity of SMALL GLASS onthe lowest terms, 
on for ready ‘money only. 

GLASS FOR CONSER V. AT ORIES 

PSLEY PELLATT ann CO, F Hone Glass 
Works, Holland-street, Blackfri ies, are prepared to supply 

di CHENIDATS nof less thun 100 squa: re feet. ETA 
CROWN GLASS OF BEST QUALITY, 
Net Cash Pri 
Any ae x ider 2 2 feet superficial. 

12 oz. weight per foot 

IR 
at the followi “ie 

Per square foot, 
tA 

n » 
210 8 

SMALL Square up to IÜin , from Ta. to3d. per sd. ft, 
N.B,—The 16 oz. is full Sin enor Green hinge 

[PROPAGATING GLASSES, White, ls. 
om Zs, 6d. to 24s. per dozen. cu 

dm S from 6d. to 4s, each. J 
9d. to 2s, 6d. each. FISH BOWLS, from 1s. 6d. each.— 

mem PELLATT & Co., Baleon Glass Works, Holland- street, 
ac E 

GLA SS D DAIR PANS. 

USA DWARDS anD PELL, Horricunruran Grass 
WAREHOUSE, 15, Southampton: street, Strand, and 7, 

Maiden lane, Impo: orters of F GN SHEET GL 
GLASS DAIRY PANS, beg io ppl the pr of their 
PANS, Wedel Each— s.d. 

18 inches in eerie oe rh) 
20. nag " è a 3 
22» , 

The following is one of many letters received respecting the 
superiority of Glass over Partien ure or Metal 

* Beau Regard, St. Lawrence, Jer vsey, § Sept. NEUE 
TLÉMEN, Thé ans arrived all quite pane I de- 

der about 
their qual a a happy to 
yond my ao on ; not only 
pM but AUN LA quality of the ir superior 
to that made i in the earthenware pie. a, on the receipt 
of this, send me one dozen and a half of the smallest size which 
you sent me before. —Youri 3, ee, d. UME,” 

Th scal ding, cleaning with the most per- 
fect eas ool, cleanly to a degree, and very hand- 
some, pre per fectly t Garis pire, and as stout as the strongest 
earthenware, 

BELGIAN SHEET GLASS 
Es AND PELL, Agents and Tmporters, con- 

tinue to supply the STOUT BELGIAN SHEET GLASS 
good quality at their usual low prices. British Hortieul- 

dei Glass of every description from 13 o 
square foot. Church and Ornamental Statroase Windows exe- 
eg in the first style, on the lowest. porai Designs furnished, 

tran SILENE SCHANTZ, p ribed in the ** Journal of the Hor- 
ticultural Society" as “a beautiful little hard, 

plant—with bright purple flowers more than an inch long, and 
must be regarded as à very handsome small plant for rock- 
work, and very Ed on pers of its blooming profusely 

and for a Jong tim the au P 2 g plants, 5s. 

PTEROSTÍGMA BRANDIP TORA, ‘des e Jour- 

nal, and a and at pag: of the Chron le for ' January 24, Bs. 

E uas s AND BRITISH RUE AND CROWN 

tiles, 13s. oe pag die and ‘all Kin 

Tortieultural Glasses. Oils, C. lone Brushes, &c., of 

Eu EM at he OE at Fi ELPRICR’S, 28, A k 
rd-street, For Ready Money only, 

ey 
S 

LASS MILK PANS.—In consequence ofzthe in- 
creased demand for GLASS MILK PANS, owing to the 

incontestible fact of their being pates adapted for obtaining 
Cream, throwing nearly 10 per cent, m ian any other utensil 
hithertoused ; and d also to ie extraor HAEN reduction recently 

m have the pleasure to 
he manu- 

ready to deliver dou at d under mentioned prices I 
ac! ach—s i 

m ES i 18 AT in dawtster wed 

E » 20 , . 
15 is SMOD ORE. AE PR" 
When a do: lon are taken at once no charge is A ud for pack- 

ages. British and Foreign Sheet and Horticultural Glass 
Warehouse, 12, Panton-street, Haymarket, - 

G LASS WHICH CANNOT BE BROKEN BY 
JI RAIN on HAILSTONE. P large quantity of POLISHED 

PLATE GLASS to be sold at 1s. per foot.—Apply at the East 
London Plate Glass. Warehouse, Leman-st., @oodman’s-ficlds, 

12 inches in diameter 
14 

STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET GLAS 

H TETLEY anp CO. are supplying 16 oz. SHEET 
H GLASS, in boxes of 100 feet each, an article superior in 

every respect to the foreign, and well adapted for Horticultural 

and general glazing purposes, at v pasiem reduced prices, 

for cash. A reduction on 1000 fee 
Sizes. Per 100 feet Box. 

inches. noh: $. d. . d. 
Phy $ and under 7 by re ato 2$ 0 10 

ss » 7 0. 2% 211 

3 d 1 5» 35 10 8} 0 3 150 

n Spo Ago dh dO o. 008 1 7 T 
10 2 ft. super.O ET 2 

Other sizes of overs ponis ps quality: equally oe 

d. per dozen eee tren to 

i ine 10 from $ i: substance, thinnest 

ES, e by being 16 oz. sheet. 
GLASS torus 

ms uel sheet, Worse and Patent Plate WHOLESALE GLA. 
‘Glass Warehouse, ^35, Soho-square, 

gris. .—CORNER OP. HALF-MOON- STREET. 
THOMAS GIBBS a 

es DTP EAD the ep dum EN to t] 
CULTURAL SOCIETY y: P ENGLAND; * 

Prat ciety, and Agrieu! turista 
S HORAS. "dd "Seed Ware- 

house is at the LE-MOON- ee ET, PICCA- 
DILLY, London, as for the last Fifty Yea 

Priced Lists of Agricultural Seeds are ae s ready, and may 
be had on 

FLOWER-POTS AND GARDEN SEATS. 

OHN MORTLOCK, 250, Oxford-street, respectfully 
announces that he has a very large assortment of the 

ae pits in various colours, and solicits an early i inspec- 
eseription of useful CHINA, GLASS, and 

EATEN WARE at the lowest possible price, for Cash.—250, 
Dose street, near Hyde-park. 

AKER'S PHEASANTRY, Beaufort. street, King’s- 
road, Chelsea (by penta RUE to Her MAJESTY a 

T. R. H. PRINCE ALBERT). — MENTAL WATERFOWL, 

consisting of Black and White Mun Egyptia 

hina, Barnacle, Brent, and Laughing Gees: 

REN Ail, Widgeon, prse and Winter Teal; Gadwall, 

brador, Shovellers, Gold-eyed and Dun Diver ; Carolina Ducks, 
&c., domesticated and ea also Spanish, Cochin China, 

Bees pem weis Gray, Surrey, 2 m Dorking Fowls; and 

at 3 
Nite, Japan, Pied, and Common Penfowl. Eggs of the 

ov e; and pure Ohina. Pigs. 

e. V 

how s for zur re 1s. 2d. pe: 

e 
ates ed to outwear two mats.—RonznT 

d Tent Maker, 21, Tonbridge-place, New-road, London. 

ums WATER APFARATUS.— The attention of 
plush. Builders, and others, is re us requested 

focum 

im 
their efficiency. An im 
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* ROSES is now ready for delivery, and will be forwarded 

gratis on application. It contains all the new and approved 
Varieties of the season, as wellas a very large Collection of 
Hybrid Perpetuals, Teas, Chinas, Bourbons, Noisettes, and 
Climbers, grown on their own roots, strong Plants fit for im- 
mediate forcing in pots.—Hertford Nurseries. 

SUPERB NEW SEEDLING CINERARIAS, &c. - 

W JACKSON & Co., NURSERYMEN, beg to inform 
* theirfriends and the publie generally, that they are now 

prepared to send out fine Plants of their unrivalled now SEED- 
LING CINERARIAS, which obtained allthe First Prizes at the 
Darlington Horticultural and Florieultural Society's Show, on 
the 15th May last. Theso very rich varieties are of dwarf and 

t, odueing immense masses of bloom, with 

and well rounded petals of great substance. No. 1, 
deep rich mazarine blue, the flowers of which measure 1j inch 
in diameter. This is a very striking variety," &c, . See 
Gardeners’ Chronicle, 91st ' March last, p. 188, Seedling 

ek 

Flowers, “X 
The collection of the 5 varieties — .. m m 
The collection of 8 of the best of their celebrated 

seedlings of last year 
J.& also be; 

pmanii 
l'orenia. 

d., Dipladenia 
Franciscea hydran . 6d., Ixora odorata 

T: i mis 5j. 5s., Primula 
ge), P. sinensis 

purpurea plena ös. to 
Aureum 7s. 6d. to 10s. 6d. each, strong plants. 

12 Camellias, distinct varieties, 1 to 1} foot, strong 
ushy plants, set with bloom buds — .. —.. 36s. 

12 fine Prize Hollyhocks, with names oe TE 
100 double showy do. without names .. 35s, 

These popular Flowers comprise the most beautiful 

imaginable. They have been much admired during the past 
Summer, and received an extra prize at the Dartington Horti- 
cultural and Floricultural Society’s Show, on the 7th August. 

100 distinct showy Hardy Herbaceous Plants, 
correctly named ee vs oe m 

100 o. in 50 named sorts .. .. 25s, 
Plants presented to compensate for long carriage, and all 

goods delivered free on the Railway. 
remittance or reference from unknown correspondents is 

respectfully solicited, 
A liberal allowance to the Trade. 

Croas-lanes Nursery, Bedale, Yorkshire, Oct. 3. 
— — 

‘The Gardeners’ Chronicle. 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 3, 1846, 

varieties 

5s. 

MEETINGS FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK. 
Mownay, Oct. 5—Entomological . . . . 8X. 

— 6—Horticultural < . : . 8ra 

Onr of the earliest steps that were taken by this 
Paper was to point out to persons desirous to 
emigrate the advantages of Nrw ZEALAND as a 
Settlement (see Gardeners’ Chronicle, 1840, p. 99). 
Its soil and climate appeared to offer inducements 
which can scarcely be found elsewhere, and justified 
our description of it as a land where emigrants “ had 
most to hope and least to fear.” 

The result of the experiment of colonising New 
Zealand has, however, been declared to be a failure, 
and we have been blamed for advocating its cause. 

€ do not deny that the experiment has been in 
Some respects a failure ; we are far from pretending 
that men’s fortunes have not been put in jeopardy 
or lost there. It is perfectly true that serious dis- 
asters have attended the steps of the settlers; but 
why? Was it because of the soil ? the climate? or 
any of those circumstances of the country on which 
our recommendation was grounded? ` Certainly 
hot. The disasters have been wholly owing to the 
deplorable measures of the Colonial office on the 
one hand, and to the inconceivable wrongheaded- 
ness and incapacity of the Governors whom i 
pointed, 
m be earwigged by men whose advice was the very 
ast that should have been taken ; and the Govern- 
ment acted towards the industrious and enterprising 
Settlers with an insane animosity, which could not 
ave been exceeded had they been rebels instead 

91 good and loyal subjects. 
Tom the very first the malus animus ofthe Go- 

was ifested by the appointment o 
ere designated “ Protectors of the Abori- 

on Eb: high sounding title intended to operate 
but Whi pPurious humanity that is so rife at home, 
Sik jie really signified a functionary invested 
on sees powers of ruining the settlers for the 
See : nobody. Thus when the acts of these 
th ns brought abont.a massacre of British subjects, 
TAG poor victi f 
it is stated 1009 Were the parties blamed, and 

patted on the back by 
by the hand by a 

for years uncontradi i un adieted. The first aes this extraordinary drama was appropriately 
port 

39th July, 1844, Appen 

No, 1 pA Zealand, 29th J uly, 1844, Appendix, 

ROSES. 

FRANCIS’S new and select Edition of| 

it ap- 
Every body in authority allowed himself 

settlers from forming themselves into bodies of 
| volunteers for their own defence; so that after ex- 
| citing a savage population to acts of the most dan- 
gerous hostility, the imbecile government of New 
Zealand in effect commanded the colonists to offer 
themselves peaceably to be slaughtered. 

It is‘useless to continuo such miserable details ; 
they are merely mentioned to show why it. was that 
the experiment of colonising New Zealand wore 
for many years so gloomy an aspect. The wonder 
is that the islands were not absolutely abandoned to 
Governors Hozson and Fitzroy, and their satellites. 
In every country the first elements of prosperity are 
safety for the person and security for property. With- 
out them the finest climate and the richest soil are 
worthless. The Government of New Zealand acted 
upon this proposition reversed. Their argument 
was practically this: Let us render the settlers 
odious to the natives; let us stir up animosity 
between the races ; let us next render the settlers 
defenceless, declare their possessions illegally held, 
and make them understand that their capitalis ex- 
pended for the benefit of the aborigines ; and thus 
shall be formed a great and prosperous colony! 

Nevertheless, in spite of such enormous diffü- 
eulties as were thus thrown in the way of the emi- 
grants, the colonists have contrived to exist, and 
even to thrive, as is proved by the following letter 
addressed to a gentleman at whose recommendation 
the writer went to New Zealand three years ago, 
with a“ wife and four nearly grown up children.” 

* I received your note yesterday, and am very sorry 
that you should have to tell me about not writing to 
you before, but I wished to get comfortably settled 
before I sent you any word, and now I am happy to 
let you know that I am sitting at my own fireside, with 
all my children round me as you told me before I left 
England would be the ease, and in two months will be 
independent of any one, as far as plenty of provision 
goes, for I have got 1} acre of fine Wheat, and about 
the same quantity of Potatoes and vegetables of all 
sorts ; also, about 400 or 500 fruit trees, and all excel- 
lent sorts. I suppose you saw in my letter to the late 
Mr. Loudon, about my succeeding so well in grafting 
and budding fruit trees, especially the Pear upon the 
Whitethorn, which I ean assure you makes most hand- 
some trees, ave a row of Apple trees before my 
own door, about 15 months old, fully 4 feet high, and 
branching cut into splendid heads ; there are also trees 
of my working got Apples on this year. We have had 
a splendid crop of fruit this season, considering the age 
of the trees, over at Messrs. Molesworth and Ludlam’s 
garden, which has been under my care ever since I 
came to the Hutt. I was obliged yesterday to thin out 
the Apples on two or three of the trees, as they were 
hanging a great deal too thick ; they are now about the 
size of hens’-eggs. 

* We have also gota nice little Vinery. I planted 
the Vines 15 months ago, and I never saw anything go 
on so rapidly and make such fine wood in all my life, 
and I have gota few bunches on this year which will 
be exhibited at the horticultural show—the first that 
have ever been grown in the colony : I have got a few 
unches, also, showing out of doors, which I have every 

reason to believe will come to perfection, as we have 
such a fine autumn and winter here. 

“I took six first prizes at the fruit show last year, 
and I expect to take a few more this year. I have got 
some splendid Melons and Cucumbers coming on ; i 
fact, everything looks well, for we have got a beautiful 
soil and a beautiful climate. I have got two plants of 
the Calceolaria, one in flower; the Seeds were sent to 
me by a gentleman from Scotland, and I have no doubt 
of being able to raise a fine variety from them ina 
short time. They are the only ones in the colony. 

“Colonel Wakefield came over to see me the other 
night, and he was quite astonished to see what we had 
got through in 12 months, We have built ourselves a 
house, and cleared and cropped 34 acres of bush; and 
after our Wheat comes in I intend to plant out j an 
aere of orchard. The colonel said he had quite lost 
heart for Wellington, for he saw that it was of no 
use to try and compete with us up the Hutt. 

* I was very much down-hearted when I first arrived 

= 

f| here, for everything was going on very bad at Welling- 
ton ; and, in fact, they are not going on altogether well 
just now, but I believe there is a prospect of a change 
Tor the better, but we do not trouble our heads much 
with the affairs of the colony, for we have got something 
else to oceupy us. Men of industrious sober habits 
have nothing to fear here, for any one may got a living 
that has a mind to work for it. I am happy to tell you 

that my family and myself all enjoy excellent health 
here, and although getting into years I have got through 
work that I do not think I could have done 20 years 
ago. 
en wil write to you again by the next vessel that 

sails, and give you an account of my success in some 
more experiments that I intend trying in gardening, as 
I have not the least doubt of it. 

“I have plenty of beautiful Flax growing a very 
short way off us, which I find very useful in tying in 
trees, and several other things in my way ; that is 
growing in a swamp, but I believe the mountain Flax is 
generally preferred by the natives for dressing. Iknow 

[no difference between the two, as they are exactly alike 

closed by the Lieutenant-Governor restraining the | 
| 

in appearance and flower.— Wm. Trotter, River Hutt 
Port Nicholson, Jan. 2, 1846.” 

Such being the fate of an intelligent industrious 
gardener, notwithstanding the past state of the New 
Zealand colony, everything is to be hoped for now 
that a traly British Governor is in authority there, 
whose firm and enlightened acts are a guarantee for 
the restoration of prosperity, Captain Grey i 
the man to be bullied by the natives or caj 
the land-jobbers of Auckland. He has already 
shown the former that he knows how to make the 
name of England respected, as well as feared ; that 
ifhe feels bound to guard the natives he will also 
maintain the just rights of the colonists; that he 
wants no “ Protectors of Aborigines” to teach him 
his duty ; and that he has the spirit and intelligence 
to judge and act for himself in the Herculean task 
of snatching a great colony from the jaws of de- 
struction. 

It will still be found that the picture we so long 
since drew of New Zealand was in no degree over- 
charged, and that it will eventually become one of 
the brightest gems in the British crown. 

Turre is a very common instrument which plain 
men call a RarN Gace, and pedants a Pluviometer, 
concerning which some of our readers seem much in 
need of informatiou, It is a contrivance that ought 
to find a place in every garden, and does in the 
best. Its object is to indicate the quantity of rain 
that falls during a given period. 

The practical utility of this instrament to culti- 
vators of the soil does not however appear to have 
been sufficiently estimated. Let us then describe 
it for the benefit of those who would possess it, and 
yet are unable to employ a philosophical instrument 
maker, which of course is the best plan for those who 
have the means; but even then they should be aware 
that the person who uses it ought to understand its 
construction perfectly, so that he may detect the 
derangements to which it is liable from frost or 
other causes. 

Figure b represents the usual form of a rain-gage. 
copper funnel], a, which 

has an opening below ofa 
quarter of an inch in 
diameter,is fastened upon 
a cylindrical tube, b. At 
the side of this a glass 
tube, c, is placed, which 

communicates with it be- 
low, and has a graduated 
scale attached. It is evi- 
dent that any water will 
stand in the two tubes at 
the same height, and will 
be measured by the gra- 
duated seale. . Enough 
water is then poured into 
the funnel to rise above 

the brass ring which fastens the glass tube just 
above the cock, and thus is formed the zero point of 

the scale. The diameter of the rim being known, 

and hence the area which it includes, a quantity of 
water that would oceupy the same surface for an 
inch in height must he poured into the funnel, and 
the height at which it stands in the glass tube will 
indicate the height at which an inch of fallen rain 
would stand in the instrument; this must accordingly 

be marked off on the scale. The same quantity of 
water should be added again and again, in order to 
mark off on the scale several inches. As the dia- 
meter of the tube is small compared with that of the 
funnel, the water rises several inches in the tube, 
and by this means many subdivisions of the inch 

may be easily made. When the scale is constructed 
in this way, the size and form of the funnel are of 
little importance, as the relative depth of rain is 
measured and not the actual quantity. This appa- 
ratus rests upon a tripod, which should be fastened 

to the ground, so that the wind may not turn it 
over. The edge of the funnel should be exactly 
horizontal, and its opening should be small, in order 

to prevent evaporation, A good observer will 

measure off the water daily, reducing the quantity 

after each observation to the point marked zero in 

the scale before alluded to. 
But other kinds of Rain-gages have been con- 

trived and answer the purpose sufficiently well. In 
one of the reports by a committee of the Royal 
Society, ofi dbjects of seientifie inquiry, it is stated 
with teference to the Rain-gage that it may be of 
very simple construction. “ A cubical box of strong 
tin or zinc, exactly 10 inches by the side, open 
above, receives at an inch below its edge a funnel 
sloping to a small hole in the centre, On one o! 
the lateral edges of the box, close to the top of the 
cavity, is soldered a short pipe, in which a cork is 

fitted. The whole should be well painted. The 
water which enters this gage is poured through the 
short tube into a eylindrical glass vessel, graduated 
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to cubic inches and fifths of cubic inches. Hence 
one inch depth of rain in the gage will be measured 
by 100 inches of the graduated vessel, and 4, th 
inch of rain may be very easily read off." 

A military officer in India employed a yet more 
simple instrument. Its construction could be regu- 
lated, and its indications ascertained, by means of a 

common rule, divided into inches and tenths. The 

space for the reception of the rain was rectangular, 
10 inches by 12; the quantity deposited was 

received into a box 3 inches by 4, being exactly 
4 of the area of the opening at top. These 
dimensions are very useful because they are not 
fractional ; and the areas which they include are 

in decimal proportion; consequently inches and 
tenths of depth in the one is equivalent to tenths È 
and hundreds of an inch in the other. 

Rain gages are frequently constructed with a 
float, to which an index rod is attached, and becomes 
more or less elevated according to the greater or 
less quantity of rain deposited in the cylinder. 
The float should have no more room in the cylinder 
than is necessary for moving up and down with 
ease, and so that the water may readily pass. When 
this is the case evaporation is almost wholly pre- 
vented. Ifthe funnel is made 10 inches square, 
the cylinder may be 3 or 4 inches in diameter ; and 
if 52 oz. 9 grains, avoirdupois, of water, at a tempe- 
rature of 62°, be poured into the gage, the float will 
be raised as much as if yy of an inch of rain had 
fallen. By this means the index rod may be easily 
and correctly graduated to represent tenths of 
inches of rain, and a subdivision of the spaces may 
be readily effected for the hundred parts. 

From what has been stated, any one with a 
little ingenuity may construct a rain-gage, cor- 
reetly, at small expence. Of the practical utility 
of the instrument one example will be sufficient. 

Suppose a south-wall border is 600 feet in length, 
and 15 in breadth, with a dry bottom ; and that the 
trees maintained a healthy loliage, with rain falling 
at the rate of 21 inches per month, say during the 
months of April, May, and June. The area of 

such border, 9000 square feet, will have received in 
the above period no less than 35,055 gallons of 
rain-water. But if it should happen that instead of 
2% inches, the monthly depth of rain should only 

average half an inch, as was the case in the months 
of April, May, and June, in 1844, the deficiency as 

compared with the quantity found to keep the 

trees in good health, will amount to 28,055 gallons, 

or 1122 tubs such as are used by gardeners for 
watering, containing, when as full as can be wheeled, 

about 25 gallons. The weight of the above quan- 
tity is upwards of 125 tons; the raising of this, 

perhaps fromapump at some distance, and conveying, 
and distributing it on the border, must occasion an 
amount of labour and expence, which those on the 
spot can easily calculate from the certain data 
afforded by the rain gage ; and at the-same time 
those also who could otherwise have had no idea 
of the enormous quantity of water required arti- 
ficially in a dry season for such a border as we have 
named, will be made aware of the necessity of 

supplying it. || 

We are happy to observe that Her Maszsry 

has contributed 207, and His Rovar HIGHNESS 

Prince ALBERT, 10/., to the subscription for the 

reliet of the Nurserymen, &c., who suffered by the 

late Hailstorm. We understand that the losses 
are estimated at 15,0007, and that the Committee 
bave only received, at present, about 15007. 

ENTOMOLOGY. 
ERISTALIS TENAX.— There are 16 species of the genus 

Eristalis recorded as inhabiting England, and some of 

them from their buzzing flight, their form and colour, 

so much resemble hive-bees, that it is difficult to con- 

vince many persons they are different; they are, how- 

ever, easily distinguished by the number of their wings, 

bees having four, and flies only two wings. One of the 

most abundant species is the E. tenax, which one sees 

in the summer and autumn extracting honey from Sun- 

flowers, China-asters, Thistles, Dandelions, &e. T 
males frequently hover in the air, vibrating their strong 

wings with a rapidity which renders them invisible, and 

the body of the ‘animal appears to be immovable ‘and 
suspended in the air, until the fly darts off in pursuit of 
a female, and not unusually returns to the same spot. 

The; eggs of E. tenax are dropped upon stagnant 
water, whilst the female is on the wing, and produce 
very extraordinary larvee ; they were extremely numer- 
ous in July and August in a tub which had been filled 
with chamber-wash and had become putrid. Into this 
slugs and snails were thrown, which seemed to be suited 
to the taste of the maggots, for they atached themselves 
to the floating bodies in masses of 20 or 30, I conclude 
to feed upon them. A vast number appeared to die, 
and when others were full grown they ascended 
the inside of the tub, at night probably when it 
was damp, and reached the earth to undergo their 

transformations, I expect those which died had failed in 
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their attempts to escape, for I frequently saw them 
when the sun was shining and the surface of the tub 
dry, unable to crawl beyond a couple of inches from the 
liquid they inhabited. "The way in whieh they tumble 
about in the water, like porpoises, is very amusing ; 
they dilate their broad sueker-like heads, and shoot out 
two small membranous tubercles beneath ; the tail is 

twisted in every direction, and being, like the body, 
composed of innumerable rings, it can be lengthened or 

contracted at ‘pleasure, and one sees a fine, brown, 

double, hair-like tube down the centre, which projects 

about 1-8th of an inch beyond the membranous and 

stouter tail, the tip of it forms a little mouth or spiracle 
surrounded by six hairs, which rest on the surface of 
the water and supply the animal with air. The under 
side exhibits an infinity of vessels, and a large mass or 
two under the thorax, like a bundle of salmon-coloured 
gs ; there are also seven pair of membranous feet 

surrounded by little hooks, distinctly projecting from 
the ventral segments, which assist the larva in walking. 
To give a correct idea of this animal, it must be drawn 
on a large scale, but my sketch (Fig. 1) will identify it. 
It would make a beautiful object for the microscope, 
as the skin is so thin that all the viscera can be seen 
through,’ 
When the larva is full fed, it crawls out of the water, 

and secretes itself amongst loose stones, in paling, or 
crevices of woodwork, &c. ; having fixed itself, it gra- 
dually contracts as the skin dries, and hardens until it 
assumes an oval shape (fig. 2) ; it is then of a dirty 
ochreous brown colour, the anterior extremity isa little 
depressed, having two horns above, covered with glands 
on the upper surface for breathing, and beneath them 
are two similar but very minute horns ; on the under- 
side are seven pairs of spots formed of black horny 
points, and a slight indentation shows the position of 
the mouth ; the tail although useless in this stage does 
not fall off. 

In the last week of August I discovered two pups 
amongst the Grass near the tub, and one of them pro- 
duced a female E. tenax the first week in September ; 
but there are still Jarvee in the tub and mostly full 
grown. In the garden are multitudes vf the Eristalis ; 
yet I never have been able to detect one laying its eggs. 
When the period arrives for hatching the fly, by dilat- 
ing itself, the depressed portion of the pupa, to which 
the four horns are attached, is forced off, and the fly 
comes forth of a pale colour, with its wings shrivelled ; 
it then ascends some object, when the fluids soon in- 
crease the wings to their proper dimensions, and the 
atmosphere hardens and colours the skin. 

Eristalis tenax is a Linnzean species of Musca. It is 
of a brown colour, the head is semi-orbicular, the face 
pale ochreous, pubescent and forming a short beak, 
which receives the troplie and lip; there is a shining 
brown oval space down the centre, with a darker spot 
at the top, beneath which are placed the antennze, 
which are small and drooping ; the two basal joints are 
subferruginous ; third dull black, compressed, or- 
bicular and larger ; on the back of this is in- 
serted a ferruginous pubescent seta ; the eyes 
are brown or copper coloured, large, very pubescent, 
contiguous in the male ; the three ocelli form a triangle 
at the base of the head; the thorax is orbicular-quad- 
rate, blackish with a brassy tint, the pubescence 
ochreous ; scutel transverse, semi-oval, ochreous ; ab- 
domen shining, tapering most in the male and some- 
what conical but truncated ; basal joint with a large 
semi-transparent ochreous spot on each side, and a 
transverse band of the same colour at the union of the 
segments ; upon the second is a smaller spot or line, 
varying in size, and the edge of this segment is ochreous; 
the abdomen in the female is more ovate, with the late- 
ral spots on the first segment, and the edge alone 
ochreous ; the wings are divaricating in repose, trans- 
parent, with an ochreous brown spot on the dise, very 
faint in the male; the submarginal cell closed before 
reaching the costa, one of the central cells looped, the 
nervures ochreous.brown ; halteres concealed ; legs 
six; hinder the largest ; tips of thighs and base of four 
anterior tibiæ pale fulvous, hinder broad, curved, cili- 
ated with ochreous hairs externally, with black inter- 
nally; tarsi flat, 5-jointed, basal joint the longest, fourth 
somewhat bilobed in the anterior ; pulvilli and claws 
ochreous, the latter pitchy at the apex ; Fig. 3. 

These flies are perfectly harmless, and do no mischief 
in the garden.—Ruricola. 

AUTUMN PLANTING POTATOES. 
Tug eligibility of planting Potatoes before winter has 

been much discussed. A fear was entertained that a crop 

so planted would be lost from the effects of frost. This fear 

was most certainly not founded, in Ireland at least, on ob- 

servation, for the least observant must have seen how 

few of the Potatoes left in the ground through the 
winter were injured by frost. The question has now 
been decided by a number of experiments, mauy of 
which are recorded in the Chronicle, and it is even 
affirmed by many that the Potatoes so’ planted 
have appeared to escape the disease more than those 
planted in spring. 

t was formerly the opinion of many, and I believe of 
Dr. Lindley himself, that diseased seed would produce 
diseased tubers ; experience has, however, now shown. 
several instances in which this has not been the ease. 
lalways had some doubts of it, and have previously 
given my reasons for questioning this ini th 
experience of several years in transplanting Potato 
plants, of which the sets had completely rotted off, from 
a disease that bore every token of being of the family 
of the one which now affects the Potato. We may 
therefore venture, with every prospect of success, to 
plant diseased Potatoes. 

The Dublin market is supplied with Potatoes (the 
Cumberland Kidney) from the county of Wicklow, in 
the month of May. They are planted on a strip of bog 
land, near the sea shore, in September, highly manured 
and set up in ridges with a heavy covering. When 
above ground, in frosty weather, two men with a hay 
rope pass along the furrows, and sweep off the hoar 
frost before the sun rises. It is a known fact, o? which 
most of your readers must be cognizant, that it is the 
breaking up of the cellular tissue in animals and 
vegetables by the sudden application of heat to a frozen 
surface that causes the destruction of the frozen part. 
By striking off the hoar frost from the leaves, this 
injury is in a great measure prevented. Upon the 
same principle, Potatoes planted on a western exposure 
willbe more likely to escape the effects of frost than 
those planted on an eastern one. I have seen this 
exemplified. And for the same reason, Potatoes 
planted among early spring Greens, where they will be 
shaded from the direct rays of the sun, will also be 
likely to escape. 

ineteen years ago I planted at Michaelmas, among 
Cabbages for winter use, some whole Potatoes, of a kind 
called ‘in Cork, Quarries. They sent up shoots early, 
many of which were destroyed to the ground by frost 
(and recollect it is only to the ground they are destroyed ; 
they may therefore at first coming above ground be 
protected by a covering of clay); but in a few days 
after, fresh shoots would appear, and at length they 
beat the frost out of the field, and I dug well grown 
Potatoes in May. Five or six years ago I dug Potatoes 
of a good size on the 15th of June from a planting of 
sets in January of Potatoes that had sent out strong 

shoots in the pits, leaving the shoots on them. It is to 

be observed, that the kinds planted were not the 
earliest, but the third or fourth earliest of the gar- 
deners, large field Potatoes. 

From the Potatoes having ceased growing so early 
this year, and from the warmth of the present season, 
those now digging out, whether diseased or sound, show 
either strong buds, in some cases shoots, or a disposition 
to shoot, and I have not the least doubt that the com- 
mon earlier kinds of Potatoes, if now planted, would 
yield us a sure crop in May or early in June; and as 
the premature ripening of the later kinds will probably 
give them a precocious property of production, and as 
the Cup (Minion in Cork) appears naturally disposed to 
early and quick production, I think we might also ven- 
iure to plant this valuable Potato (it is one of the 
firmest we have, and a strong proof of its value lies in 
its being known and grown all over Ireland) in the ex- 
pectation that it would acquire a reasonable growth 
before the appearance of the disease next summer. And 
as the Potato appears to suffer less from the disease in 
the ground than in the pit, we have in this an additional 
reason not to defer our planting till the spring. 

In Ireland an objection may be raised to autumnal 
planting in the want of manure, but straw alone has in 
many a poor man’s necessity been found to give him a 
good crop of Potatoes. They might in addition receive 
a top dressing in spring. I need not say what a sca- 
sonable relief it will be to have a general supply of 
new Potatoes by June next. 

As the diseased Potatoes send out strong shoots, and 
even earlier than sound ones, and as they havo been 
found to yield sound tubers, it would be advisable to 
plant the diseased Potatoes as well as the sound ones ; 
as they are of little value their loss would not be felt, 
and should they perish in the ground they would have 
done so in time for a spring erop.—J. M. Goodif/ 
Granard, Sept. 26. 

EXOTIC FERNS. 
Tue annexed list contains a selection of pretty kinds 

that any person may grow to perfection in a greenhouse 

or conservatory (either grouped by themselves, or 
placed amongst the other plants—whether exposed to 
the sun, or in the shade), where they will require no 
other care than what is bestowed upon the other plants 
in the house, of watering, shifting into larger pots when 
necessary, and occasional surfacin g when necessary. 

A mixture of two-thirds of loam, and one-third of 

peat, is suitable for potting all of them, except the 
Adiantums, which do better in peatalone. As many of 
the species grow to a considerable size, and require 
ots of a size to allow their free growth, the soil for 

potting them ought to be mixed with coarse drainers, 
to keep it open and porous ; and in potting at all times, 
drainers ought to be used in the bottoms of the pots. 

"There are many other species of Ferns that vill do 

better in.a greenhouse than in the stove ; but, as they 
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require an attentive and particular treatment, none 
Such are inserted in this list. 
Acrostichum alcicorne, Sw. Diplazium lasiopteris, Kunz, 
net concinnum, H, and | _,, 'Shepherdii, Lk. 

th. 
» Cuneatum, L. & Fis. » caudata, Br. 
» formosum, Br, » Kunthiana, Gaud. 
» Mmoritzianum, Lk. Gymnogramma ochracea, 
» pubescens, Schk. Presl. 

Allantodia australis, Br. Lomaria antarctica, Carm. 
» axillaris, Kaulf. att 

Gilliesii, IT. and Gr. » umbrosa, Br. » 
Anemia fraxinifolia, Rad. x» nuda, W. 
Aspidium coriaceum, Sw. »» Patersonii, Spr. 

» eburneum »_ procera, Spr. 
» elongatum, Sw. Nephrodium decompositum, Br 
» faleatum, Sw. 55 is, Lk. 

Niphobolus Lingua, Spr. 
». rupestris, Spr. 

Nothochlena distans, Br. 
Eckloni, Kunze. 

Polypodium aureum, W. 
» ilardieri, Br. 

concinnum, 
, decursive pinnatum 

lepidopodum, H, Ber, 

». pungens, Kaulf, 
Asplenium bulbiferum, Forst. 

» decurtatum, Lk. 
» flabellifolium, Cav. 
» Monanthes, L, 
». Planicaule, Wall. , phymatodes, L. 

Asplenium premorsum, Sw. | Pteris arguta, Vahl. 
virens, » crenata, 

Blechnum australe, L. » cretica, 
» braziliense, Desv. s falcata, Br. 
» gracile, Kaulf. a hastata, 
» n, » Kingiana, End. 
», triangula: » laeta 

Cheilanthes davallioides, W. » longifolia, L. 
Cibotium glaucescens, Kunze, s pedata, 

(Barometz). » polita, H, Ber. 
Daræa cicutaria, W. » Serrulata, 

» Odontites, W. » spinulosa, Rad. 
Davallia canariensis, Sw. » tremula, Br. 

» elegans, Sw. s» umbrosa, Br. 
». pyxidata, Cav. » vespertilionis, Labill, 

Dicksonia antarctica, Labell. ' Woodwardia radicans, Sw. 

—D. Cameron, Botanic Garden, Birmingham. 

Home Correspondence. 
Subjects affected by the Potato Disease.—I perceive 

by the Chronicle of the 26th inst. that you are not 
&ware of any other species of plant but the Solanums 
[we did not say so], being attacked with the prevailing 
blight, erroneously termed the Potato murrain. The 
following facts will, however, fully satisfy you that, be 
the disease what it may, it is not confined to any par- 
tiedlar species, as the accompanying list will testify. 
Imay just observe that I first detected its ravages in 
the last days of July and the first week of August. Ist. 
Tomatoes : every fruit set up to the Ist of August quite 
unfit for use, and scarcely a leaf left on the plants; 
dressed them heavily with caustic lime, which, in my 
Opinion, completely checked the further progress of the 
Malady, as the fruit since set areas fine as could be 
Wished for, and no trace of disease to be found. 2d. 
The Solanum crispum nearly destroyed, same time, and 
manner. 3d. The Solanum duleamara in full berry at 
the time, and almost every berry infected precisely as 
the Tomatoes, 4th, All my late planted Dahlias severely 
infected, both roots and stems, The early, and conse- 
quently more matured ones, only very slightly touched. 
5th, A crop of very luxuriant Spinach entirely cut off. 
N.B. Close by some let run up for seed, not in the least 
affected ; it had lost its sueculency. 6th. An entire 
Square of curled Endive swept away in one week. 

-B. This crop was highly manured with stable-dung 

and guano ; another plantation on poorer land not in 
the least affected. 7th. Every Lettuce (and there were 
Several thousands), on the first week of August, all but 
destroyed. 8th. All the late-sown Windsor Beans, not 
a pod left. 9th. Almost every plant of the common 
ite border Tris greatly affected ; the semi-tuberous 

Toots, many of them quite gone, just like the Potato. 
And 10th, and lastly, the most remarkable of the 
whole, viz.,the Vine! This occurred in an old Vinery, 
Avery late house. The fruit is just now stoning, and 
Thee among gardeners as the Grove-end Sweetwater. 
"lere are three or four bunches affected precisely 

similar to the Tomatoes, and as the Berries get more 
Pellueid, it is most interesting to watch the progress of 

€ brown taint—plant our worthy friend Mr. Moore 
Natl call it. The above will establish the fact that 
E e disease in question is not confined to any particular 
aoe consequently, the doctrine of the dying out of 
GB. Potato falls to the ground.—J. Walker, Viceregal 

of any other sort could have done it. 
Any. One doubts: the carnivorous propensities of the 

S. Y. 

ieee o Josephing.—This fine bulb is much more 

friend E 18 generally imagined. Some time since, 

thrown over it; this filled with Moss or straw would, 
of course, be still more effectual; but here it is not 
required, The neck of the bulb was left just level with 
the surface.— H. D., Guernsey, Sept. 22, 

Potato Disease.—It has struck me that the following 
fact may be of some value to some of your correspond- 
ents who talk about the necessity and desirableness’of 
getting Potatoes anew from the original stock in South 
America! I have a considerable quantity of this much- 
to-be-desired stock, obtained in the following manner. 
In the spring of 1835 (the autumn of the S. hemi- 
sphere) Mr. Darwin collected some seeds from ripe 
tubers, in the Cordillera of central Chili, in a most un- 
requented district, many miles from any inhabited 
spot, and where the plant was certainly in a state of 
nature. These vegetated under Professor Henslow's 
care in the year 1836 or 1837, and in that year or 1838, 
a tuber was given me by Mr. Darwin. It was either 
three or four years before the Potatoes from it became 
eatable. "They are now good both for eating and keep- 
ing, and good bearers. I had them growing last year 
among many other kinds ; and as they are a late va- 
riety, they had not ceased growing when the disease 
appeared in Cheshire. They fared exactly the same as 
other kinds, having the blotch in the leaf and a few 
tubers decayed. This year the haulm was destroyed 
totally, in the same manner as all my Potatoes were ; 
and on taking up the tubers I find about the same 
number diseased as in other kinds. I fear this decides 
the point as to the uselessless of procuring seed from 
even the fountain head—the wild stock itself. As I 
have intruded thus far, I will add a few words as to the 
result of my own experiments and observations last 
year and this, 1 felt no doubt last year that the disease 
was communicated from the south of England—for this 
reason: when I first observed it in the south, we had 
not a speck upon the leaves, nor an unsound Potato. 
This continued long after grievous complaints in the 
south, until at length it seemed to gradually creep to 
us, and kept proceeding northward, but did not work 
very far in Scotland. None of my early Potatoes, 
and scarcely any second earlies, were touched, 
being raised before the disease came us 
the second earlies were, however, spotted in leaf. 
The produce of those early Potatoes this year was little 
injured in the tubers ; but the haulm was destroyed. 
The second earlies of last year, of which the foliage 
only was slightly specked then, have been this year 
almost totally destroyed, after yielding an abundant 
erop, but of which the tubers almost alldecayed. I 
have this year crops of seedling Potatoes— autumn 
sown, earlyandlate in the year, with'and without manure, 
and I can see no difference in them. Some crops rather 
better than others in the tubers ; but of all, the haulm 
totally destroyed, and most rapidly in the best growing 
crops. Isee that some of your correspondents state 
that in crops of which the haulm was destroyed, they 
could see no disease in the tubers. May not this have 
arisen from the diseased tubers being quite rotted 
away? I have seen this the case, so that you could not 
discover them without a very diligent examination, and 
the remainder of the crop was to all appearance quite 
sound. That the disease is sometimes communicated 
by the air I have no doubt is the fact. Adjoining 
my Potato-field I had some Dahlias, and when the dis- 

ease attacked the Potato-haulm so virulently as to make 

the air for a considerable distance most disagreeable, 
blotches appeared upon the Dahlia-lenves which could 
not be mistaken. They began similarly, had the white 
appearance under the leaf, and soon had the same 
scorched black look. They, however, outgrew it, and 
it appears quite gone. Whatever may have been the 
cause and origin of this destructive agent, about which 
all seem as yet about equally in the dark, does it not 
seem, weighing all the evidences on the point from 
your numerous correspondents, that both parties are 
right—those who say it comes, or rather is promulgated, 
from within—and those who say it comes from without. 
This is the conclusion I have come to after carefully 
watching it last year and this in a great Potato-growing 
country, and from numerous experiments. 
asserted, I think, at one time your conviction that the 
spot in the leaf never came till decay had commenced 
in the stem just above the tubers. In many instances 
I find this correct; but in many more I could not 
detect the least discolouration or decay in any part of 
the plant or tuber when the blotch first appeared of a 
palish hue above, and a mildew look underneath the 
leaf. I believe this is after the real commencement o! 
disease in the plant, when communicated through the 
medium of the air; but I imagine that after that the 
plant is tainted, and its tubers the following year have 
the seeds of death within themselves.—W. D. F. 

Horticultural Society's Prize-list for 1847.—Observ- 
ing that a Silver Gilt Medal is offered for hardy hybrid 

a | shrubs, at the Exhibitions in 1847, allow me to suggest 
the genus Erica as a subject for hybridising. Would it 

not be possible to raise hybrids between our hardy 

species and some of the Cape species, which might pro- 

bably prove as hardy as the splendid hybrid Rhododen- 

ing, the head of blossom 
es ; and, I have but little doubt, if 

a fortnight longer, it will ripen 
The soil of my garden is a sound ng loam, and the onl, i iv Ni a y protection that has been given du; i ring winter is a common hell glass with a Russia mat 

drons.: pe. - 

Thunbergia Chrysops.—By the following treatment 

this beautiful speeies has been induced to expand daily 

from 20 to 60 of its delightful blossoms. It was re- 

potted from a 5-ineh pot in April 1845, using a compost 

of turfy peat, loam, and sand into a 12-inch pot, and 

placed in the plant stove, where it soon commenced 

growing very fast; it was frequently stopped with a 

view to induce it to flower, but without effect. 

treatment, however, caused the shoots to become short- pease was identical with that on the 
This | quence no more fungi were nourished. 

jointed and somewhat woody, which proved to have had 
a great tendency in inducing it to flower. As the win- 
ter approached, no signs of its flowering having exhi- 
bited themselves, water was gradually withheld, just 
enough being given to prevent it from losing its foliage, 
and it was removed to the coolest part of the house, 
where it remained until spring, when it was brought 
from its winter quarters and placed in a situation as 
much exposed to the sun as possible, a liberal allow- 
ance of water being now given it. About the beginning 
of May it showed signs of flowering from the axils of 
almost every leaf, and from that time it was occasion- 
ally watered with some good clear liquid manure, 
which caused the flowers to expand much more freely. 
It will thus be seen that although a plant does not 
bappen to bloom the first season, success must not be 

despaired of ; for by treating it through the winter as 
above, the labour will be amply repaid in next season,— 
James Grant, Bowood Gardens. 

Potatoes shaded by Indian Corn not diseased.—At 
Waltham Abbey, Essex, a person of the name of 
Wright has, growing, some fine Indian corn ; it is now 
11} feet high, and the distance between the rows in- 
duced him to plant Carrots and Potatoes, both of which 
are remarkably fine and free from disease ; but further 
on he continued the same Potatoes, where there is no 
corn, and these are diseased and bad. Does this not 
prove that the influence of our late scorching sun must 
be the cause of failure !— Waltham. 

Gardeners’ Advertisements.—I presume that the 
persons who advertise for places wish to obtain them. 
May I enquire of them whether they seriously expect 
gentlemen to trouble themselves about writing to them, 
when they invariably avoid stating the wages they 
demand? I am employed to find two or three gardeners, 
and upon looking over your advertising columns I do 
not find a single advertisement that I can answer.—G. 
[We wish very much that gardeners would for their 
own sake attend to this hint. 

Soot a Preventive of the Potato Disease. — Last 
year, in November, I planted some seedling Ash-leaved 
Kidney Potatoes upon a gravelly soil. Trenches were 
made about 7 inches deep, and the tubers were planted, 
whole, in them, and a liberal quantity of soot was 
thrown over. I commenced lifting them in the latter 
end of July, and finished on the Ist of August, when 
I found the sets were encased in soot, and nearly all as 

sound as when planted. The tops were a little attacked 
with the disease, but the tubers appeared sound and a 

ood crop. I placed them, according to custom, upona 
gravel walk in my garden to dry for planting, and in 
about three weeks I found them severely attacked with 
the disease. I had them sorted over and placed in an 
out-house with the doors left open, and have continued 
to sort them over up to this day, and out of 10 bags I 

have three only left apparently sound.—R. M. S., 
ept. 29. 
Abies Douglasii at Dropmore.—The following are 

the height and dimensions of our best plant of Abies 
Douglasii: — Height, 48 feet 6 inches; diameter of 
branches, 38 feet 6 inches; girth of stem 3 feet from 
the ground, 4 feet. The seeds of this splendid tree 
were sown in March, 1828, and the tree was planted 
out in the following year on a very poor soil, with very 
little fresh earth added to it ; or if this had been the 
case, the tree would have been still finer. On two or 

three occasions, two or three leaders have been formed, 
which I have removed ; and the same happened this 

season in the shape of a second leader, which Llave 

taken off, If removing contending leaders was more 

universally attended to, we should see much finer 

trunks to our finest timber-trees than are often to be 

met with. I have some seasons had excellent seed 

from Douglasii; but it is not to be depended on. 

There are but few cones this year, and the seeds are 

mostly abortive. When I sent the height of the Arau- 

caria imbricata (see p. 479), it was 22 feet 6 inches: it 

is now 23 feet 3 inches, and will be several inches 

higher before winter, as the tree is growing very fast.— 

Philip Frost, Dropmore. : E 

Solanum laciniatum affected by Potato Disease.—Y ou 

mention that you are not aware of the Potato disease 

having attacked any other of the Nightshade family ex- 

cept the Tomato and Egg-plant To these I can add a 

third, the Solanum laciniatum, which was growing in 

great vigour and beauty in my nursery in the open air 

on Sunday the 25th of July, and its development was so 

singularly beautiful and perfect, that my sons with 

Uu 

f | myself remained about it, examined it, and pronounced 

jt one of the most interesting of its tribe, when grown 

from seed in the open air, as this plant was, and not 

confined to a pot as we usually see it. Between 10 and 

11 the following morning, in passing the same plant, I 

observed a change had taken place, the whole of the 

plant on the south-west side appearing to droop. Upon 

closer examination, the branches with their membranous 

angles, as well as the leaves they bore, were blotched 
over with dull purple, and upon removing the epi- 
dermis the tissue was disorganised and discoloured, the 
walls of the cells were broken, and the watery matter 
they had contained was diffused. At this time I saw 
no symptom of mouldiness, but by two o'elock on the 

same day nearly the whole of the infected parts were 

covered with minute white hair-like fungi, that had 

pierced the outer integument, and whose rootlets had 

inserted tl in all directions in the diseased 
matter. Ina few days the peculiar havoc and brittle 

stage of the disease became apparent, and as a conse- 
That the dis- 

Potato there is not 
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the shadow of a doubt, but from whence did it come?) tance from the front of that plate the flue rises perpen- 
I had no Potatoes growing in the nursery, and the parts 
of the plant affected were those that came in contact 

with the wind. Were the spores of the fungus borne 
on the zir from the Potato gardens in the distance ? and 

although everywhere present, could they only find a 

suiting pabulum for their development in this one plant 

of the Potato family ? or must we refer the disease to 

the mysterious agency yelept “atmospheric,” and that 

the growth of fungi was a consequence and not a 

cause? For myself, I incline to the former opinion. 
But I admit that the matter, after all the observation 
that has been bestowed upon it, comes to us still ina 
questionable shape. There are two points, however, 
that my Solanum laciniatum my help to elucidate ; the 
first, that no raising of plants from seed will prevent 
this noisome pestilence, for this plant, as I before men- 
tioned, was a seedling ; and secondly, that the disease 
does not commence in the tuber, for this plant is only 
furnished with fibrous roots, and has nothing analogous 
to the swollen and compressed stem which we designate 
a Potato root. Further, as our legal friends would say, 
the parts of the plant on the side of shelter from the 
wind are yet green and healthy, and will perfect their 
seeds, although those on the exposed side have long 
since been blackened, brittle, and dead. Upon tracing 
the vessels that were injured down to the rootlets that 
gave them support, no change could be perceived; no 
disintegration, no discolouring, no shrivelling had taken 
place ; the rootlets were as vivacious as those of the 
opposite side, where the plant had been unaffected by 
disease ; but this State of things lasted but a few days, 
when the roots of the parts that connect themselves 
with the diseased stem and leaves became yellower, and 
ultimately browner than in the living, proving, in this 
case at least, that vitality was first extinct above, and 
that death descended by degrees below.— William 
Masters, Exotic Nursery, Canterbury. 

The Deadly Nightshade.—Will any reader inform me 
what birds or insects feed on the black berry of the 
Belladonna? We have some very large plants growing 
about, and we find the berries gone the moment they 
are ripe, and though we have found some perforated, 
we have not yet been able to discover whether it is 
done by birds or insects ; but no traces of the berries 
are under the trees.— Onya. 

Two Crops of Potatoes from the same Sets.—Some- 
where about December last I planted six lights of Ash- 
leaved Kidney Potatoes. I commenced taking them 
up in Easter week; the old sets were perfectly sound, 
and laid exposed on the surface some time. Upon 
examining them, it struck me whether or not it was 
possible for the sets again to vegetate and produce Po- 
tatoes, I accordingly planted six of them by way of 
experiment 5 the result was they were soon up, and 
produced a moderate crop, and of a size sufficiently 
large to send to table. Attention they had none, not 
even a drop of water during the whole season. I might 
add, I have just finished taking up my Potatoes, and 
have had an abundant crop of the best quality notwith- 
standing every set was badly diseased, so bad that 
although bought for the pigs, they were considered 
unfit to give them. In fact they were a complete mass 
of rottenness (11), yet they produced me as fine a crop, 
and of as good a quality, as I ever lifted.—W. Holmes, 
Hackney, Sept. 15. - 

Polmaise Heating.—With respect to the mode of 
warming a hothouse at Spofforth, which was detailed in 
the Chronicle (p. 580), it is advisable to correct a mis- 
Statement made by your correspondent at p. 613, where 
he says that I state, * that the heat whieh issues from 
the air-chamber is i iderable, while the flue is quite 
hot.” A fine moist heat issues from it, not only while 
the flue is hot, but for 24 hours after the fire is extin- 
guished, in consequence of the retention of heat by the 
bricks under-ground. I said that the chamber did not 
become hot as quickly as the flue, because it was placed 
direetly over the fire, and tbe excellence of the draught 
carries the heat forward into the flue, and the top of 
the furnace is not so hot as the neck of the flue, I 
prefer it thus ; but I stated that by continuing the air- 
chamber over the neck of the under-ground portion of 
the flue, more powerful heat would be speedily ob- 
tained; but it would be less durable. Your corre- 
spondent says that a flue is more unsightly than a wet 
blanket, and that it is decidedly injurious when coupled 
with hot-water pipes. Iron pipes are very unsightly, 
and they cannot be easily concealed without sacrificing 
some advantage ; but a flue is capable of any degree of 
ornament; and if any wealthy person will give me 
mouldings from Flaxman or Thorwalden, I shall be 
glad to adorn the front of mine with them. As to their 
being unsightly, I must observe that my conservatory 

been heated for 28 years in that manner, and no 
person has seen the flue since it was built, but those 
who clean it once a year, though its warmth is felt in 
walking over it. Some years ago I pulled down the 
flues in three houses, and heated them by pipes from 
a boiler, of which the heat is scarcely sufficient in hard 
frost. [have long regretted my flue in the Orchidaccous 
house, and have this year replaced it without disturb- 
ing the hot-water pipes, yet it cannot be seen, for it 
runs in the platform on which the plants stand, and the 
stone front of that platform is untouched, and forms the 
front of the flues, The advantage arising from having 
replaced the flue is invaluable. I will explain how it 
is done. The neck of the flue is brought forward in the 
house from the very narrow aperture that confines the 
heat as much as possible round the boiler, and is merely 
covered with an inclined plate of iron, At a short dis- 

dicularly from the sloping neck, and thence it passes 
between two air-flues along the middle of the house, the 
three flues being flagged over evenly, and the air-flues 
delivering their heat into a chamber over the iron plate | 
and neck of the flue ; there is likewise an under-ground 
air-drain communicating with the chamber, and air 
from out of doors can be admitted into the drain from 
the further end of the house; which in the coldest wea- 
ther would thus be delivered into the house fresh, but 
quite warm, The chamber over the iron plate and 
neck of the flue has side-walls up to the level of the 
flue and platform ; and over it, at the distance of 3 
inches from the wall, a square-cornered zine pan, 
strengthened by a cross-partition in the middle, is 
placed close behind the fiue, the back and front being 
3 inches lower than the sides, and a board with strips 
of list hanging into the water at the front of the pan, is 
placed upon it touching the wall and all the hot air 
issues through the wet strips of list. On the edge of 
the flags that cover the smoke and air-flues, a line of 
bricks, set on edge, are placed, and plastered over, and 
the whole surface within is filled with sand. An orna- 
mented moulding might be substituted for the bricks. 
That sand, being watered, is an invariable and power- 
ful hotbed, yielding the most genial warmth, and fit for 
every purpose of cultivation or propagation that demands 
moist heat, Will it be easily shown that there is any- 
thing necessarily either unsightly or detrimental in this 
arrangement? My objection to Mr, Meek’s plan is not 
that it will fail to heat his house, but that, with the 
same fire and attendance, three times (I believe, indeed, 
six times) the space might be heated. Place a boiler on 
his fire, and it will certainly heat a larger space of 
glass-house added on to it, if not three times as large ; 
carry, also, the smoke into another house in the manner 
I have just described, and I will answer that it shall 
heat a third house larger than his with moist heat 
without interfering with his house. The moist heat I 
have acquired, by replacing the flue as detailed, was 
entirely wasted in the upright chimney, and I am con- 
fident that if I were to prolong the flue behind the 
building in which it stands, the same fire would be still 
eapable of heating sufficiently for Camellias another 
house which might be built witha northern aspect be- 
hind it. The question is not simply, whether a house 
ean he heated by certain means, but how the greatest 
space can be heated in the most beneficial manner with 
a given quantity of fuel and attendance, Suppose four 
houses to be built in the form of a cross, one heated as 
Mr. Meek proposes, the furnace being in the centre, I 
would heat another with a flue as I propose, and it 
would be a larger house, I think, than his, and, in front 
and behind, should project two houses heated by hot- 
water pipes from the same fire, each of which, I imagine, 
might be double the size of his; at all events, three 
more of equal bulk would be certainly heated by his 
fire. Ido not mean to recommend that position of 
buildings, but merely to illustrate the additional power 
from the same fire. In the explanation of the fig. 
p. 580, O return-pipe, is printed by mistake for O re- 
turn-flue.— W. Herbert. 

Opuntia Tuna.—On a former occasion I sent a 
pericarp of Opuntia Tuna, which had produced a flower 
and pericarp on its top. I can send now, if required, 
à pericarp which fell after flowering on the surface of 
the pot; it took root, and has produced a shoot 1 inch 
inlength, Is this a new mode of propagating the plant ? 
—Denis Murray, Cork. [We should like to see it.] 

The Camberwell Beauty (Vanessa Antiope).—I beg 
to mention that I have received a fine specimen of the 
above, taken by a lady at Burnhamthorpe, Norfolk, I 
also saw one on the wing near Macclesfield, at the end 
of July, but was not so fortunate as to capture it.— 
Charles Trimmer.——1 have this year taken at East 
Bourne, five chrysalis of Death’s Head Moth, two 
caterpillars, three Sphinx convolvuli, and one Macro- 
glossa stellatarum. At Croydon my gardener caught a 
Sphinx convolvuli, and this morning, ia mowing the 
lawn, cut out a Macroglossa stellatarum.— 72. M.—— 
Yesterday was captured, in the most perfect order, a 
Death's Head Moth, by the same young lady who last 
week found a Camberwell Beauty.—Onya. 

Hydraulic Ram.—Having had my attention directed 
to some papers relative to what is termed a new hy- 
draulie machine, wherein a comparison is made with 
the hydraulie ram improved by Mr. Roe, especially to 
one Article signed * Hydrangea,” who from * experi- 
ence ” speaks of the machine in question, permit me, in 
justice to Mr. Roe, to say something in his favour. In 
all machines it is undoubtedly of great importance to 
the public, to be convinced of their lasting and useful 
properties. These rams are put up at little if any more 
expence than themachine “ Hydrangea” notices, they have 
worked for 20 years without material repair, throwing 
water 150 feet high and a mile distant, consuming only 
about 12 gallons of water per minute. The cost of such 
aram would be about 15/7. Allowme to ask “ Hydrangea” 
what would be the cost of the machine he speaks of to 
throw water the same height (150 feet) and distance (1 
mile) ; also what quantity of waste water there would 
be in a minute? * The pint overflow,” which he states 
is the * moving power,” even if applied to.a waterwheel 
working small pumps, I cannot see how he could raise 
above a few feet, and even in that case friction would 
be excessive, This I must leave for him to answer, for 
“Hydrangea” may be in pos: essionof something superior 
to anything yet invented, as it is impossible in this age 
to say what can or cannot be done.—James Henson, 

h |40, Tower-street, Lambeth, 

. Hocieties. 
BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON. 

Sept. 4.—'The Vice-President in the chair. Donations 
to the library were announced from Dr. Cooke, Dr; 
Beche, Dr. Palmer, Dr. Ayres, Mr. G. Cooper, Mr. J. 
Freeman, Mr. J. Rich, Mr. G. Rich, and Mr. J. 
Reynolds, British plants have been received from Mr. 

; Prentice and Mr. Roby. Mr. Williamson, of 
Kew Gardens, presented speci of an Orobanche, 
collected by him near Epsom, Surrey, and suggested to 
be Orobanche lucorum (of Braun), but perhaps rather 
an identical speeies with the Orobanche elatior (of Sut- 
ton). Its occurrence in Clover fields, in which the 
specimens were collected, is also in favour of this view. 
The specimens differ from the character given to Oro- 
banche lucorum {in Koch’s “ Synopsis,” by having the 
sepals shorter than the tube of the corolla ; but in other 
respects the dried specimens do not exhibit any decided 
diffe rom the cl ters of Orobanche lucorum, 
though corresponding as well with those of Orobanche 
elatior. Dr. Ayres read a paper “On the Potato 
Disease,” 

Country Shows. 
Royal Horticultural Society of Cornwall, Sept. 10.— 

This was the third and last exhibition for the present 
year. Mr. Pontey, of Plymouth, and Messrs. Veitch 
and Son, of Exeter, had a fine display of plants. In 
Mr. Pontey’s collection were Torenia asiatica, Cuphea 
miniata, Dipladenia erassinoda, Allamanda grandiflora, 
Achi atens, Brug ia parviflora, &e. Messrs. 
Veitch had a beautiful new/Escl hus, a dorfi 
speciosa, a stove plant with lovely blue and white 
flowers, some good Cattleyas, Rondeletia speciosa major, 
Allamanda grandiflora, Galphimia splendens, &c. ; and 
a fine collection of cut Fuchsias, including their new one 
Maerantha. The prizes were awarded as follow :— 
Fruit: Best flavoured Pine-apple, Black Jamaica, 
G. C. Fox, Esq. ; 2, Queen, J. Vivian, Esq. ; heaviest 
ditto, Antigua, J. Vivian, Esq. Best flavoured Melon, 
Green-flesh, J. Vivian, Esq.; 2, King’s Own Green- 
flesh, W. Daubuz, Esq. ; 3, Cabul, Sir C. Lemon, Bart., 
M.P. ` Best bunch of Grapes, White Muscat of Alex- 
andria, Earl of Falmouth; 2, Muscat of Lunell, J. 
Vivian, Esq. Best dish of ditto, J. Vivian, Esq. 
Best 6 Peaches, Nivette, J, Vivian, Esq. Best 6 ripe- 
dessert Pears, Swiss Bergamot, G. C. Fox, Esq. ; 2, 
Moor Fowl Egg, Sir C. Lemon, Bart., M.P. Best col- 
lection of ditto, Sir C. Lemon, Bart., M.P. ; 2, G. C. 
Fox,Esq. Best 12 ripe dessert Apples, Autumn Pear- 
main, Rev. C. Rogers; 2, Leaming’s Pearmain, G, C, 
Fox, Esq. Best collection of winter dessert Apples, 
Rev. C. Rogers; 2, G. C. Fox, Esq. Best 6 out-door 
Figs, M. Williams, Esq. Best dish of Cherries, Mo- 
rello, Rev. C. Rogers. Best dish of Plums, Nectarine, 
J. Vivian, Esq. Extra : Dish of Cherries, G. C. Fox, 
Esq. Apples, Boston Russet, Sir C. Lemon, Bart., M.P. 
Ditto, Ribstone Pippin, J. Vivian, Esq.—Frowkms: 
For the most Ornamental Plants, Erica elata, Mande- 
villa suaveolens, Petunia splendens, Phzenocoma proli- 
fera, Leschenaultia formosa, Boronia viminea, Statice 
puberula, Fuchsia fulgens, Ceropegia elegans, Clero- 
dendron infortunatum, Medinilla erythrophylla, Allae 
manda cathartica, Mr, Passingham ; 2, Erica cruenta, 
Thunbergia alata, Pentas carnea, Veronica Lindleyana, 
Begonia bulbosa, Myrtus tenuifolia, Fuchsia recurva, 
fulgens hybrida, delicata, and Defiance, G. N. Simmons, 
Esq., Ridersville. For the newest and most Orna- 
mental Plant, Siphocampylus coccineus, W. Daubuz, 
Esq. Best Stove Plants (not Orchids), Cyrtoceras re- 

aia. Cler eni infort flexum, Dipladenia y 
tum, Vinca oculata and rosea, Begonia multiflora, Ron- 
deletia speciosa major, Achimenes longiflora, Ixora 
coccinea, Ardisia crenulata, Mr. Passingham; 2, Di- 
pladenia crassinoda, Cyrtoceras reflexum, Manettia cor- 
data, Clerodendron splendens, Jatropha pandurzefolia, 
Achimenes picta, longiflora, and grandiflora, Zischynan- 
thus parasiticus, Rondeletia speciosa, Pentas carnea, 
W. Daubuz, Esq. Best Stove Specimen : Lisianthus 
Russelli r. Passingham ; 2, Dipladenia cras- 
sinoda, W. Daubuz, Esq, Best Orchidaceous Speci- 
men, Catasetum Claveringi, G. C. Fox, Esq. Best col- 
lection of Gloxinias, Gesneras, and Achimenes: A. 
longiflora and grandiflora, Gesnera bulbosa and Sut- 
tonii, Gloxinia magniflora, seedling, Mr. Passingham. 
Best specimen of ditto, A. grandiflora, W. Daubuz, 
Esq. Best Greenhouse Plant: Siphocampylus betulse- 
folius, J. Williams, Esq. Best 6 Fuchsias: Dingleana 
and Red Rover seedlings of 1846, Exoniensis, Eppsii, 
Sir Henry Pottinger, Goldfinch, Mr. Passingham ; 2; 
Cleopatra, Sir W. Magnay, Lowryi, Nymph, Goldfinch, 
Delicatissima, G. N. Simmons, Esq. ; 3, Hector, Sir 
Henry Pottinger, Gigantea, Sir W. Magnay, Sylphy. 

Sanguinivea, G. C. Fox, Esq. Best specimen of ditto, 

Duke of Cornwall, seedling, Mr. Passingham. Best 12 

Dahlias : Bathonia, Mrs. Shelley, Alice Hawthorn, 
Cleopatra, Brown's Orlando, Princess Royal, Lady An- 
trobus, Sir Edmund Antrobus, Marquis of Bath, 
Drummond's Beeswing, Bragg’s Antagonist, Orange 

Superb. The Silver Medal, Mr. R. Dunn (disqualified); 

2, Duke of York, Sure Enough, Hon. Miss Abbot, 
Royal Sovereign, Antagonist, Sir Edmund Antrobus, 

Standard of Perfection, Mrs. Shelly, Alice Hawthorn, 
Beeswing, Sir J. S. Richardson, Aurantia, J. Williams; 

Esq.; 3, Antler, Beeswing, Cleopatra, Antagonist, Ba- 

thonia, Essex Bride, Bedford Surprise, Blue Bonnet, 
Standard of Perfection, Lady Sale, Essex Champion, 
Princess Royal, G. C. Fox, Esq. ; 4 Mr. R. Ey 
(disqualified). Best 6 striped or tipped ditto : Ppi 2 
maid, Oakley; Surprise, Dodd'sjFavourite, Beauty, Prin- 
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cess Royal, Alice Hawthorn, W. Daubuz, Esq. Best 6 | here! We also know the Potato has qualities pertain- 

Roses: La Reine, Souvenir de la Malmaison, Bourbon | ing to it of an impure nature—in short, that the genus 

Queen, La Superb, Devoniensis, Louis Philippe, M. |‘ Solanum’ is the actual type of a powerfully narcotic 

Williams, Esq.; 2, General Kleber, Souchet, Myran- | family. Such being the case, and valuable, no doubt, 

- thus; Bourbon Queen, Louis Philippe, La Dauphine, J. 
Williams, Esq.—Exrna : New and Ornamental Plant, 
Veronica Lindleyana, W. M. Tweedy, Esq, Asters, 
Mrs. Warren.— VgagzABLES : Best 3 Red Beet, Sir C. 
Lemon, Bart, M.P. Best 3 Carrots, G. C. Fox, Esq. ; 
2, Rev. C. Rogers. Best 6 Tomatoes, W. Daubuz, 
Esq. Best 3 heads of Celery, Rev. C. Rogers; 2, J 
Vivian, Esq. Best collection of Salad Plants for 
Winter use, W. Daubuz, Esq.—Exrra: Beet Roots, 

ev, C. Rogers. Brace of Cucumbers, G. C. Fox, 

Esq. Garlic, Mr. Passingham. Best collection of 
Fruit, Mr. J. Wat 

SRebíctus. 
The Potato Epidemic and its Probable Consequences. 

n ne Niven, 12mo. McGlashan, Dublin ; and Orr. 
on : on, 

Tuis'is one of the best pamphlets that has appea red on 
the Potato murrain ; sensible, practical, and authentic. 
It therefore deserves an extensive circulation, and will 
no doubt have it. Mr. Niven truly states that up to the 
Present moment “all human power, experience, and 
learning, has proved vain and futile, in the discovery of 
anything like an antidote, even in the way of mitigating 
or keeping in check the ravages of the disease ; every 
expounded expedient has failed, or at best proved but 
of trifling avail. Science, no doubt, has zealously done 
her best ; neither men nor means have been spared for 
the purpose. The dissecting-knife and mi pe of 
the aeute physiologist, the crucible and the analyses of 
the investigating ehemist, have all hitherto been use 

in vaiu; and now we are beginning to be convinced how 

impotent we are when we attempt to grapple with 
the workings of the Almighty." 

, He denies that seedlings have enjoyed any immunity 
from disease, refers the origin of the malady to the leaf 
aud not to the tuber, and doubts the supposed connec- 

tion between the brown decay of the bottom of the stem 
and the blotches. of the leaves. His general conclu- 
ions are : 

“ First—That the earliest symptom of the epidemic is 
the deposition on the leaf, through the media of atmo- 
spheric cause, of a minute and destructive plant. 

* Second— That the origin of the disease being thus 
on the leaf, its destruction thereby is more immediately 
the cause of the decay of the tuber. 

* Third—That the epidemic is of a periodical charac- 

ter, not existing so much, if at all, during the spring and 
early summer, as during the end of summer and autumn. 

“ Fourth—That the disease being epidemieal, and of 
atmospheric origin, we may be justified from past expe- 
rience of similar visitation, to hope for its gradual 
abatement. 
* Fifth—That every possible care should be taken 

this year, to secure by the method described, seed for 
next year, even though considerably tainted.” 

Thus, it will be seen, that he adopts the fungal theory, 
and attempts to explain the comparative safety of the 

early erops upon the assumption that the Botrytis can 
attack Potatoes only in the latter period of the year. 

it is superfluous for us to say that we cannot accept 

this explanation, It does not, however, seriously 
affect the main purpose of the book, the indication of 
the eventual consequences to Ireland of the present 
alarming visitation, and the mode of cropping the land 
m 1847. Regarding as he, and all sensible men do, the 
Potato lost to agriculture for the present, be looks of 

Course to a total change in the habits of the Potato- 
drugged Irish peasant. 

“Grievous as it must verily be for an Irishman to 
relinquish the cultivation of his favourite root, yet still 
26 too must learn to adapt himself to circumstances, and 
take advantage, like other people, of other things 
placed within his reach ; I have not a doubt when once 

à or the difficulty of the transition state, he 
will have discovered how well it was he was so roused 

as the root in question really is, still we ought rather to 
desire the pure and more wholesome cereal food alluded 
to. That the constant absorption or assimilation into 
the animal system of this same nutrimental ingredient 
has been conducive to disease, I believe there is, 
amongst medical men, but one opinion—but more espe- 

cially in unfavourable seasons, when the quality hap- 
pened to be bad,” 

Again, “If employment, and ample employment, can 

be given, and the labourer receive in money (no labourer 
willing and fit, should have less than from 8s. to 10s. per 
week according to the present state of things), the 
means of purchasing what he requires for the subsist- 
ence of himself and family, he cannot be worse, but 
rather, I expect, better than he would have been with 
his too cherished root and without employment, as has 
been hitherto so much the case, The matter, I con- 
ceive, is plain and evident; but how, it may be urged, 
is the Irishman to exist without the Potato! Just as 
the Irishman of other days existed before the time of 
good Sir Walter Raleigh, the reputed father of it. 
What! are Irishmen so foolishly fastidious as to refuse 
to avail themselves of the rich and cheap grains of their 
own good colonies, and pout like spoiled children be- 
eause they cannot get their dear Potatoes! dear did 
I say ? never was word more truly said; the Potato is, 
after all, one of the mostexpensive of cultivated plants, 

and but for the cheapness of labour in Ireland, and its 
use as a preparatory crop, would be dear indeed.” 

We are, however, surprised to find Mr. Niven pro- 
posing that Rice should be made a temporary substitute 
for the Potato. Rice is a worse food, and even more 
lowering than the Potato itself—a diet under which 
man’s physical force so dwindles away, that the smallest 
fatigue becomes impossible. We trust that no one will 
follow that recommendation ; and why should they 
when the strengthening, and in all respects admirable, 
Indian corn ean be had so easily ? s 

As substitutes for the Potato he ds Swedish 

(figured “ Hort..Trans.,” vol. iii. p. 1), states that the 
Tuberes of Pliny must have been swollen Almonds, or 
imperfect Peaches ; and Duhamel has given an account 
of a fruit which accurately corresponds with this de- 
scription, being sometimes produced by a variety of 
Almond-tree in France. Mr. Knight adds: “ The bit- 
terness, in this case, I conclude can only arise from 

the presence of the prussie acid ; and as this acid, with- 

out being extracted by distillation, operates very in- 
juriously upon many constitutions, some explanation 

appears to be given of the cause why the Peach was 

reported to possess deleterious qualities when it first 

came from Persia into the Roman empire.” 
** Stipantur calathi et pomis, quee barbara Persis 

Miserat (ut fama est) patriis armata venenis.” 
Columella, lib. 10, 

The varieties of the Peach and Nectarine now gene- 
rally eultivated retain but little of the injurious proper- 

ties ascribed to the species by aneient authors ; and, 

when well ripened, they can be generally eaten with 

impunity, notwithstanding the slight prussie acid flavour 

which pervades even their luscious sugary juice ; but 
some constitutions are liable to be affected by this trace. 

It was, indeed, considered unlikely that amelioration 

would be carried much further. For atleast a century 

little improvement has been effected, and in every 

variety the kernels have proved intensely bitter. But 

at last this is overcome ; in the specimen above de- 

scribed the deleteri qualit; idered inherent in 

the species has disappeared; and Mr. Barker himself 

informed me that his fruits with sweet kernels may be 

eaten asa full meal, in quantities at any time of the 

day, and repeatedly, with perfect safety. Mr. Crawford 

Baillie, gardener to Lord Prudhoe, has furnished the 

following additional memorandum concerning the Stan- 

wick Nectarine : * The Stanwick Nectarine was raised 

from seeds sown in March, 1843, and budded the same 

autumn on the Bellegard Peach. In 1845 a few flowers 

buds were produced near the ends of some of the 

strongest shoots, but the wood not being sufficiently 

ripe they proved abortive, The tree on its own roots 

is a strong and robust grower, and continues to grow 

late in autumn, and has hitherto retained its leaves 

Turnips, Parsnips, Carrots, Cabbages, and Jerusalem 
Artichokes for man, and Mangold Wurzel for the pigs. 
Upon this subject we would refer to the carefuliy cal- 
eulated tables of produce given by Mr. Edward Solly at 
page 163 of the present volume. 

Mr. Niven's experience, like our own and that of so | 
many others, is unfavourable to the effect of /ime; that 
is to say, he fails to discover that any advantage is de- 
rived from its use. He prefers early spring planting 
to autumn planting, and strongly recommends sowing 
Mangold Wurzel between the rows of Potatoes, as a re- 
serve crop. But for this and other matters we must 
refer to the work itself, which although ining some 

ghout the winter. I have no doubt, however, that 

when worked upon Apricot, Plum, or Almond stocks, 

it will prove quite hardy, and bear well, even in the 

north of England. I may mention that the Nectarine 

is 14 days later than the Peach upon which it was 

worked.”—Journal of the Horticultural Society. 

Battle of the Bees.—On Thursday afternoon, the 

18th, a farmer in the neighbourhood of Twyn Barlwm 

mountain, watching his flocks, when suddenly his atten- 

tion was attracted by a buzzing noise, and a cloud of 
insects, almost to darken the air. Upon closer exami- 

nation he found the multitude engaged in serious war- 

fave, which lasted a considerable time until heaps of the 
is] 

things in whieh we cannot eoncur,is upon the whole 
an opportune and useful publication, 

New Garden Plants. 
48. Garpenta Devonrana. The Duke of Devonshire’s 

Gardenia. Sove Shrub. (Cinchonads*), Sierra Leone. 
Mr. Glendinning’s Nursery. 

Sp. Caan, Unarmed. Leaves opposite, papery, stalked, wavy, 

oblong, acuminate, rather pilose when young, nearly smooth 

when old, except the axils of the principal veins of the under 
side, which are always woolly. Flower solitary, terminal, 

erect, Ovary pj Sepals linear, somewhat 

spreading, separated to the b: Corolla very long (104 

inches) with a slender cylindrical tube, a funnel-shaped 
throat, with five obtuse, revolute, obliquely emarginate lobes. 

This is the finest Gardenia yet seen, infinitely superior 

to G. Stanleyana, to which it is related. The leaves 

are thin, and when young pale green. but when full 

grown they are a dark blue green. he magnificent 

flowers, which before expansion are 10} inches long, 

are pure white at first, but gradually change to a pale 

yellow. At first they look something like a long-tubed 

white Lily. 
E» 

Miscellaneous. 
The Stanwick Nectarine.— Fruit of this new and 

Bihat i out of his lethargy and long cherished prej That 
the cultivation of the Potato has grown almost to a 
pid with bim, there can be no doubt ; on it he solely 

Sopeuds, as I have already hinted, for his subsistence ; 
ie it he feeds his meagre family; with it he 
ER his grateful pig; and with the pigs he some- 
imes pays his reluctant rent; or otherwise, it may 
e, a few 

vally sold 

ms a part of his miserable meal ; how 

for Any der such circumstances ean really hold, 
i hott ength of time, together, is next to a miracle— 
un d d is scarcely possible for human beings to be 
ea co) Hee is the patient Irishman with his boggy 
wah poe cabin ; hitherto he has been satistied 
ROM 1 I And the Potato only—a root, however 
ei Soe ninos as a portion of diet, certainly not 
poe iiie er to general health or vigour of consti- 
douni d exclusively for that purpose. No 
fe EE : tivation of the plant hitherto has been a 
RI 1 paratively easy and simple, and being so far 
z ed to the habits of those who thus.choose to be satis- 
ed with it, the loss of it to them must be of no ordinary 
f - As to the i A value 
4 „the Potato, I believe I am correct when I state that 
Eli to contain only about 25 per cent. of pure 
Bar mont 3 whilst Wheat contains so much as 85, and 

ariey 83. If such be the ease what a difference is 

ex: p was received August 29, 1846, 

from the Right Hon, Lord Prudhoe, in whose. garden 

at Stanwiek-park it had ripened. His lordship obtained 

the variety from stones given him by Mr. Barker, for- 

merly Her Majesty’s Vice-Consul at Aleppo, and now 

ing near Suedia, or Souadiah, in Syria, whose 

favourable climate is peculiarly suitable for the cultiva- 

tion of Asiatic and European fruits, A year or two 

since he brought to this country, amongst other things, 

Peaches and Nectarines with sweet kernels — such 

varieties previously unknown in Europe, and probably 

never heard of till their existence was announced by 

Mr. Barker. The Nectarine forming the subject of 

this notice is about the size of an Elruge, and like it in 

shape, except in being less heart-shaped at the base. 

Its skin is pale, like that of the White Nectarine, where 

shaded, with a violet tinge next the sun, The flesh is 

white, exceedingly tender, juicy, rich, and sugary, with- 

out the slightest trace of the flavour of prussic acid. 

The stone is middle sized, ovate, with rather a promi- 

nent sharp edge, very rugged, and ofa chocolate colour. 

The kernel is sweet, like a nut, imparting nothing of the 

bitter-almond flavour. The fruit of the Peach aud Nec- 

tarine, partaking so much as it does of the qualities of 

the bitter-almond, must have been very deleterious in 

its unimproved state. Mr. Knight, who himself suc- 

ceeded in producing a melting Peach from an Almond 

E © & 

Sce Lindley’s “ Vegetable Kingdom” for an explanation of 

| these terms, 

d covered the ground, some without heads, 

others minus their wings, and others completely sepa- 

rated into two parts. "They proved to be different sorts 

of the humble bee and the honey bee. A friend assured 

me that he scraped together three or four bushels with 

his foot, and many persons carried away the slain in 

basketsful to show to their friends the result of this 

very unaccountable warfare. — Monmouth Merlin 

Paper, Sept. 19. 
‘craps.—Such is the scarcity of fruit on the Wolds 

and in the Clays in the neighbourhood of Caister, Lin- 
colnsbire, that from upwards of 100 Apple trees in one 
orchard, the owner has not obtained a single peck of 

fruit Failure of the Onion Crop.—Around Bicester 

Onions are very scarce, and consequently dear ; the 

erops are thin, and many of them are found to be dis- 

eased.— Oxford Chronicle. —— Second Crops of Pears. 

—We have received a number of accounts of Pear trees 

bearing a second crop this year.— Wesimoreland Ga- 

zette. — Foreign Strawberries.—A vessel, named the 

Hannah, which has arrived at the port of Hull from 

Memel, had, with other productions, 16 cases of Straw- 

berries on board. This is a novel article of importation 

from the place named, the produce of Prussia ; and 

whether with reference to the place of growth, or the 

late period of the season for the supply of the article, is 

as singular and remarkable an importation as we have 

of late had occasion so frequently to record. —— Mor- 

tality amongst Hares.—It is a curious circumstance, as 

connected with the present season, that not only has 

there been extensive and dangerous disease among 

cattle, but hares are now found dead in large numbers 

in the fields. On one estate, on which the game is 

very numerous, about a dozen miles south from Edin- 

burgh, the mortality has been very extensive.—Edin- 

burgh Witness. Extraordinary Produce of Honey. 

— Last week the gardener of James Wintle, Esq., Grey 

Friars, in this city, took from one stoek of bees in that 

gentleman's garden, a comb, weighing no less than 

85 Ibs.; the net weight of honey which it yielded was 

near 601bs.—G/oucestershire Chronicle. 

Calendar of Operations. 
(For the ensuing Week.) 

Forcing Winter Flowers.—The Ice-king may shortly 
be expected, and the pleasure-ground or flower-garden, 
in consequence, stripped of its gay colours ; it becomes 
therefore an important consideration at this period how 
to preserve and encourage, in-doors, a constant succes- 
sion through the dull winter months. Part of this 
business may be accomplished by retarding autumn 

flowers, and part by genuine forcing. Success in the 

latter, it is well known, depends in no small degree on 

the eligibility of the plants i ected, as well as in the 



à little fire heat if the weather be damp. 
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condition of the stock in the end of autumn. All plants 
intended for this purpose should have undergone a pre- 
paratory course for weeks, nay, for months previous. An 
equally important concern is, to provide a proper house 
or pit, it matters not which ; in such a place three or 
four principles are of the greatest importance, and 
must be duly secured, viz.—a sufficiency of atmospheric 
heat, a steady and permanent bottom-heat of (as near 
as possible) 75°, plenty of atmospheric moisture at 
command, abundance of light, and, I need scarcely add, 
a clean glass roof; in addition to this, night covering 
would be a great acquisition, Those who cannot com- 
mand such perfect structures may resort to a pit heated 
by fermenting materials; the best and most enduring 
of which are tree-leaves, more especially those of the 
Oak. Two-thirds of these, fresh from the trees, mixed 
with one-third of last year’s stock, in a half-perished 
state, and trod firm to the depth of 4 feet or more, will 
make a gradual and enduring warmth; a coating of 
tan may be placed over it, for plunging. Some struc- 
ture of this kind should be prepared as soon as fresh 
leaves can be obtained, 

ONSERVATORIES, STOVE, &c. 
Conservatory.—Chrysanthemums intended for the de- 

coration of this structure should be placed under cover 
at once, and receive every attention. Regular watering 
is one of the most important matters ; for if they are 
allowed to get dry (if only for one hour), decay or yel- 
lowness immediately takes place in the under leaves. 
They will from this time enjoy liquid manure constantly, 
provided it is perfectly clear and weak. All suckers 
should bepulled awayas they are formed. See to thorough 
staking here, and the extermination of all insects; there 
can be no good gardening where insects are allowed to 

lves. Lar i establish t} ar 
make 

Eep 
a fine figure at this period :—Buddlea Lindleyana, 

lowering, may still be shifted. Some of the 
hous tribes will now begin to waken from their dor- 

mant state, and some will speedily show blossom 5 such 
en fairly started, if pot-bound, may receive a shift, 

a compost of sandy loam and vegetable matter ; a 
bottom heat would be of service after this opera- 

n. Keep the atmospherie temperature moderate at 
this period, ging a liberal ilation. Mixed 
Greenhouse.— Stocks and Mignonette sown a few 
weeks ago, may now be transplanted, especially. the 
Stocks. If an early bloom is desired, half a dozen 
plants may be put into a well drained 5-inch pot. The 
last shift should now be given to forward Cinerarias 
intended to bloom this autumn, and early in the spring 
use most liberal drainage, and put them under cover 
close to the glass, with a free circulation of air. The 
Tagetes lucida is a good late thing ; although of long 
standing it is not so generally known as it deserves, and 
grown in pots it makesa good display in November, being 
arich yellow. Keep a watehful eye on self-sown Annuals, 
and transfer some choice ones to pots to decorate the 
mixed house in March. 

KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING. 
Vines in pots for forcing, asalso Figs, Peaches, Cherries 

&c.,for early work, should receive what pruning is 
necessary, provided they are in a rest state. Let late 
Grapes have every attention as to thinning out decay ing 
berries, and thorough ventilation, with Occasionally a 

The early 
Peach-house, if at rest, should be pruned forthwith ; 
and it will be well to syringe the wood occasionally with 
soap-suds. Cucumbers in dung beds will now require 
hot linings, taking care that the Vine does not get 
crowded. 

^ 

KITCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD. 
Let the latest sown Turnips have a thorough 

thinning and weeding forthwith. Get ready a quarter 
of ground for the main crop of Cabbages, for next 
May, June, or July. Let it be thoroughly ma- 
nured and trenched, as they will have to remain per- 
haps 18 months on the same spot, for if well managed 
they will produce a most abundant crop of winter 
sprouts, after cutting, of the Colewort character. If 
ground and plants be to spare, I would advise a great 
quantity of the Early York to be planted out on well 
mianured beds or borders, at about 6 inches apart ; 
these will be “in eut? before ihe early Cabbage comes 
in—perhaps by the end of March. Follow up the 
pricking out of winter Lettuce, keeping the ground 
much elevated. The Cauliflowers sown in August will 
be getting gross; they should be removed forthwith. 
Some persons pot them, which I consider an excellent plan 
for the earliest lot. ‘They may be kept thus, in a cold 
frame or pit, until the early part of February, when 
they may be planted under hand-glasses. Those for 
Succession crops, if getting too strong, may be pulled up 
and thrown on the ground for half aa hour, to check 
the fibres, and then pricked out where they are to re- 
main, in poor soil. 

FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES. 
The time is at hand for alterations and the planting 

of choice shrubs ; and those who are unwilling to think 
of such matters whilst the present fine weather con- 

king arrives. lere e 
plated, more especially in the flower Way, it is requisite 

that all possible observations be made before the flowers 
lose their character and the trees and shrubs are 
stripped of their foliage. It is to be hoped that all 
propagation matters are secured by this time ; young 
stock propagated late are almost sure to damp off in the 
winter, 

COTTAGERS' GARDENS. 
As observed last Calendar, let preparation be made 

for planting a considerable breadth of Potatoes, more 
especially the early kinds. Where the soil is of a mel- 
low texture, I should advise the “lazy-bed,” system 
as it is termed in the north ; it will be a better gua- 
rantee against the frost than sharp ridges, The Potato 
set should be on the ordinary ground level, and the sub- 
sequent operations should tend to raise the surface 
higher—this"will provide against stagnant water. 

State of the Weather near London, for the week ending Oct. 1,1946, as 
obser ved at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick, 

“Wind. | Rain Sept. 
Prid. 35 
Sat. 

25—Fine, with li 
28— Overcast ; showery 
E dy and fine; overcas 

y clouds; partially overcast 
n; clear at night. 

g; cloudy ; clear 
oggy; very fine throughout. 
Mean temperature of the we equal to the average. 

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the Inst 20 years, for the 
anauing Week ending Oct 10, 1846. 

| NOT Prevailing Winds Aver. | Aver. | L of | Greatest|— : 
Oct. |Highest| Lowest cen) Years in | quantity |, [3] - lui EI Temp.| Temp. Pew Xhichi* | of Rain. |^ iE 2 d 

Sun. 4| 64.2 29 | 53.5 8 5| 6| 211 
Mon. 5| 633 | 410 | 59.1 7 4 4| 8l— 
Tues. 6 593 42.2 50.7 9 8| 4| 1 

Wed. 7| 61.8 | 439 | 528 7 2| 6| 3| 1 
Thur. 8| 60.7 | 44.6 | 52.6 9 HERES 
rl. 9| 59.7 483.4 | 51.7 10 |4|5|4|1 Sat. 10| 614 44. | 627 9 5 2| 2 

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 6th 1834—therm. 79? ; and the lowest on the 9h, 1829, and 7th, 1814 —therm. 29%. 

Notices to Correspondents. 
Back NUMBERS or THE G. 

t equiva- 
lent to as many Numbers as are requested, willhave them 
sent free by pos 

1841— 
t. 

,8, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28, 
99, 30, 81, 32, 34, 47. 
18428, 4,6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 16, 18, 20, 27, 30, 31, 32, 34, 35, 

8, 40, 41, 42, 45, 46, 47, 48, 50, 51, 52. 
1913—10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 

25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 
43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52. 

1844—All but Nos. 36, 46, 47, and 50. 
1845—1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, , 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 

20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 28, 31, 53, 39, 40, 41, 42, 49, 44, 47, 
49, 50, 51, 52. 

1846—1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 18, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 
23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 3 

Post-orrice OrpERs—In order to obv neonveniences 
which are now constantly being experienced by parties who 
wish to remit small sums to the office of the GAnDENERS' 
Curontcre for Advertising we have to request that all Post- 
office orders may in future be addressed to Mr. JAMES MAT- 

22 B E 

sent to the respective Agents who supply them. 
Bunns—W £—Plant Belladonnas now, in river sand, under a 

south wall, and cover them with spent tan, or some such 
material in winter, if frost is likely to be severe. The reason 
why it is recommended to keep Coburgias deep is that they 
may be safe from frost. In a pot in a glass-house the - 
caution is needless. Lilium lancifolium should be hardy in 
Devonshire, and so will the Antholyza with a little shelter in 
winter. e should put it into the ground at once, and se- 
cure it against fr! 

Crina—Micklewel— Will you favour us with your address, We 
have got it for you. | 

Frort-rrees—Delta—Itis not necessary to root-prune your old 
Apple and Pear-trees which were last year headed back, and 
have since produced luxuriant shoots in all directions. En- 
courage rather than check their power of producing such; 

some nurseryman at the Ca: 
maticum, Eranthemum pulchellum.. D—1, Adiantum 
pedatum ; 2, Adiantum Capillus Veneris ; 3, ditto ; 

; venusta ‘scarlet, 
flexuosa ? rose. —— ager Lady S.—Salvia confertiflora, —— 
Dick—Rivina leevis.—Admirer—The Althea frutex. 

PrANTING—P H—Plough your land as deep as you ean now, 
and plantit before Christmas. Do not let any one persuade 
you to wait till spring. If it has brought a good crop of 

rnips, you can hardly go wrong with forest trees, and had. 
better select the kinds which you think will be most profit- 
able, Take care that the land is well drained. 

Pormarse HaATING—S W Smith, Leamington—Your opinions 
are contrary to nature and philosophy, to fact and theory. 
While abusing the principles of Polmaise in your statements 
you avail yourself of them in your plans, in a very imperfect 
and clums; J—Ié we find that our hint has not 
been taken we may then name the ironmongers to whom we 
alluded. At present it would be premature. "There is no 
reason why the Polmaise plan should not heat at the same 
time both a stud; 

herwise place it in the stud; 
G 

y. 
P—Much 

do not possess, 
Porators—G P L—Whatever doubt there may be about many 

things, this seems perfectly clear, that planting Potatoes in 
the autumn, so constantly advocated in this Journal against 
prejudice and cavil, istherightone. See a capital article, by 
Mr. Goodiff, of Granard, in another column.——Scotchman, 
Sigma, and others—W e will endeavour to answer your questions 
next week in a Leading Article. 

SIMMONS’ Hycromerer—HHenry—Place it in the shade, and 
keep the index between 10 and 20. Yourleaves are devoured 
by red spider. 

SrRAwnEnRY—P T O—We know nothing of the Ettrick Shep- 
erd Strawberry, and cannot print such an eulogium as you 

have passed upon it, except as an advertisement. 
STRAWBERRIES—B B—The ground should be well trenched and 
manured, and if the soil be of a stiff nature, the addition of 
some gritty matter will be of advantage for keeping it open ; 
no spade ought to be inserted among the plants. 
well-rooted runners, or such as have been taken up and 
pricked out in beds previously. A good watering with liquid 
manure now and then when the plants. are growing, and 
frequent application of pond or rain water, during bearing 
time (if the season be dry), will be found beneficial. 

Tomarors—Cumro—Take a ripe Tomato, quite red but not 
soft; cut out the stalk and scoop out the seeds, leaving as 
much of the flesh as possible. Fill the inside with forcemeat 
(which will be better if mixed with a little chopped ham or 
tongue). When well stuffed set it in a Dutch oven in a dish 
before the fire, with a piece of butter upon the head of each 
Tomato, and leave it to roast till brown; care must be taken 
that it does not burn, They are sometimes used in salad, 

and pepper. 
See cookery books. 

We willkeep the 

sliced like Cucumbers, with Vinegar, oil, salt, 
hey are also stewed, &c. &c. 

VANESSA—AÀ G— e havenot Este's address. 

WiNDow Garpeninc—C C G—The best thing you ean do will 
be to throw out from your sitting room a Belgian window 
garden, such as is described ot p. 203, and then you may grow 
many things in it. you cannot do that there is nothing to 
be done, except to confine yourself to succulents and spring 
bulb bs. 
Trsc—Plutarch— We are not sure that we make out your mean- 
ing. If we understand it we should say favourable, —— 
A Lover of Birds can surely not believe the absurd story he 
mentions. It is too silly to deserve contradiction.——Ze M @ 
—The New Zealand Sweet Potato is the 

o; 
samé 

as that 
culti- vated in other warm climates. It will not grow in the open 

air in Great Britain.——6 C—Half-inch siate will do if the 
bearing is not too lon Let the shelves be 18 inches wide. 
Tron supports last longest; wooden ones cost least. Get the 
shelves as near the glass as you can. he young 
wood of your Vines being well ripened, you may proceed with 
renewing your border now. In lifting, the roots should be as 
little injured as possible.t——4n Amateur should complain to 
his news-agent, or re-fold the paper before cutting it. 

—P S—' 

SEEDLING FLOWERS. 
CALCEOLARIAS—W HA hree very bright and showy speci- 

mens. 22 is decidedly the best in form, having the front of 
the flower well rounded and projecting." 

Dantias—D—The specimen sent of a seedling fancy Dahlia, if 
sufficiently full in the centre, will make a good addition to 

SE 

abundance and to more perfection than would be the case 
were you now to stunt the trees, ^lum-tree, 10 or 12 years 
old, may be moved very well. 

G@LAss—R G—Do not be misled by fine names. Buy your glass 
in crates, of 100 feet each, and cut it yourself. Sixteen 
ounce sheet is not worth more than 3d. a foot, and will cut 
to 40 inch lengths. We shall have a word to say about the 
glass dealers very soon. The sun will not hurt your plants, 
because of the quality of the glass, provided it is not blistered. 

GoosEBERRY CATERPILLAR— Constant Sub—We will tell you all 
about this in good time. 

Insrors—J W S—The larva from Wales will change to a dip- 
terous fly, possibly a Volucella, R.—J B—Your Caffre 
Wheat is infested by the Calandra oryzm ; that which you 
sent before was probably the C. granaria. you take any 
interestin their economy you will find their histories given 
in the last part of the Royal Agricultural Journal. R.— 
Emily—The house flies received are named Musca atramen- 

Have you tried half filling tumbler glasses with sugar 
and water, covering the top close with writing paper? Gut 
a triangular opening in the centre to admit the entrance of 
the flies ; it is an excellent trap. P, 

Names or Frorrs—T Rivers—The oval, 
kinned Grape, is the Early White Mal- 

pears to be King of the Pippins; 6, Stagg’s Nonpareil; 25, 
Court Pendu Plat, The others require further investigation, as 
they change colour.||—J T L—Court of Wi EB 
1, King of the Pippins ; 2, not known, worthless. 

Names or Prantrs—C Kay—Linum catharticum, Galium verum 
——John Moore—Dahlia glabrata, Catasetum luridum— 

FUCHSIAS—F J A. 

observe, the Royal | PETUNIAS— 

this class, as the flower is well formed and regularly tipped.* 

useful variety, still the petals are too much ribbed for the im- 
proved taste ofthe present day. ‘The light tipped flower will 
make a very pleasing border variety; it is well formed, but 
its size will render it useless as a show flower, the petals also 
are too notched.* 

ing sufliciently.*—G@ Zt—No. 2 is probably 
plant, but we consider it not a good spe 
sepals are too long and pointed, and do not expand suffi- 
ciently to show the corolla (which is ver; 
The tube and sepals 

W W- Your seedling with violet centre and vein- 
ing, is a large handsome and showy variety.*X——J J—No. 1 
is your best seedling ; the flower is small, but it is peculiarly 
rich an. e in colour; the veined varieties, 2, 3, and 5, al 
not quite equal to the specimens generally sent—the veining 
wants richness." 

SCARLET PELARGONIUM—7' J 4— Your scarlet horse-shoe forms 
a large and handsome truss of bloom ; e scarlet does 
not appear so vivid as in some others recently brought under 
our notice,* 
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GUANO, &e. ; 
ARK FOTHERGILL begs to offer the following 

MANURES on the best terms, viz : 
GUANO, PERUVIAN and AFRICAN, direct from Import 

Warehouses, 
Ditto, _PATAGONIAN and SALDANHA BAY. Ditto. 
SODA ASH, for destruction of Wireworm. 
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME (See Royal Agri. Soc. 

Journal, Vol. vi, Part 2). 
GYPSUM (Pure Sulphate of Lime). 
BONE DUST and BONE POWDER. 
SULPHURIC ACID. CHARCOAL, 
PETRE SALT and AGRICULTURAL SALT 
SILICATES of SODA and POTASH, and all 

No. 40, Upper Thames-street. 
Agent for DINGLE’S HAND SEED-DIBBLE. 

r FOR WHEAT, TARES, &c. 
THE URATE OF THE LONDON MANURE 

ermanent in its effects, and has stood the 
The 

‘for Composts. 
other Manures. 

Sawdust, Sulphuric Acid, and every Artificial 
j EDWARD PURSER, Secre- 

tary, 40, New Brid 

GRAIN CROPS.—The Autumn season is particularly re- 

commended for the ication of POTTER’S GUANO for 
the above crops, as time is afforded for the due decomposition of 

e Manure in the soil, and it is thus prepared, when the plant 

SEED WHEAT. 
RE? STRAW WHITE WHEAT, AND HOPE- 

TOUN WHITE WHEAT — Varieties whose excellence 
has been tested and acknowledged by very many farmers both 
in England and Scotland,—for Sale at 

WHITFIELD FARM, WOTTON-UNDER-EDGE, 
GLOUCESTERSHIRE, 

Price 8s, per bushel, or 3l. per quarter, in quantities more than 
ve quarters; sacks 2s, each. Orders must be accompanied 

by a remittance or a reference, JOHN MORTON. 

ECONOMICAL, EFFECTUAL, AND DURABLE 
ROOFING. 

BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT. 

ROGGON'S PATENT ASPHALTE ROOFING 
FELT, with which the Committee Rooms of the Houses 

of Parliament are entirely covered. The above Material has 
been used and highly approved by the Nobility, Gentry, and 
Agriculturists generally, and Patronised by many Members o! 
the Royal Agricultural Societies of England, Scotland, and 
Ireland, and by Her Majesty’s Office of Woods and Forests, 
Charles Barry, Esq., R.A., &c. &c. ; has been used for several 
years at the Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens, Chiswick ; 
the Swiss Gardens, Shoreham, Sussex; on Buc- 
cleuch's, and the Marquis of Anglesey's Property, &c. &c. and 
(under slate) the Royal Agricultural Society's House, Hanover- 
square; its ad V. NE 

“ Protective Material” to Plants, 
PRICE, ONE PENNY PER SQUARE FOOT. 

Samples and Testimonials sent by Post on application. 
HOMAS JOHN CROGGON, 

8, Lawrence Pountney-hill, Cannon-street, London. 
feels the first genial warmth of spring, to afford the 
Rutriment in a fit state for immediate assimilation.— T'esti- 
Monials and all particulars at the Factory, 28, Clapham-road- 
Place, Kennington. ‘A few respectable Agents wanted. 

ERUVIAN AND BOLIVIAN GUANO ON 
TE SALE, BY 

Hm GIBBS AND SONS, LONDON; 
Wm. JOSEPH MYERS anv CO., LIVERPOOL; 

And by thoir Agents, 
GIBBS, BRIGHT, anv 00., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL; 

COTSWORTH, POWELL, AND PRYOR, LONDON. 

To protect themselves against the injurious consequences of 
Using inferior and spurious , purchasers are recom- 
mended to apply only to Dealers ofestablished character, or to 
he above-named Importers, who will supply the article in any 
pantit, at their fixed prices, delivering it from the Import 
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BY HER 

MAJESTY'S 

MNEILL & b's Buildings, Bunhill- 
* row, London, the Manufacturers and only Patentees of 

H HE ASPHALTED FELT FOR ROOFING Gouses, Farm Buildings, Shedding, Workshops, and for 
arden purposes, to protect plants from Frost, 

At the Great National Agricultural Shows, it is this Felt 
Which has been exhibited and obtained the Priz , andis the 
Felt patronised by 

E Her Masusry’s Woops AND FORESTS, 
HONOURABLE BOARD or ORDNANCE, 
HONOURABLE EAST INDIA COMPANY. 
Honouranie Commissioners OF Customs, 
Her MaszsrY's ESTATE, ISLE or WionT, 
Roya BOTANIC GARDENS, REGENT's PARK, 

nd on the Estates of the Dukes of Sutherland, Norfolk, Rut- 
that Newcastle, Northumberland, Buccleuch (at Richmond), 

late Darl Spencer, and most of the Nobility and Gentry ; 
and at the Royal Agricultural Society's House, Hanover Square. 

Tt is half the price of any other description of Roofing, and 
Sffects a great saving of Ti M: 

g Timber in the construction of Roofs, 
ade to any length by 32 inches wide. 

Prick One Penny Per SQUARE Foor, 

to experience, with references to Noblemen, Gen- 
MD Architects, and Builders, sent free to any part of the 

N or country, and orders by post executed. 

at Britain where re iere Roofing is made, ar 
F. M'NEILL AND CO.’S Patent Felt M: y, bamb's-buildings, Bunhill-n 

the? where Roofs covered with the Felt may be seen, 
uate Vice-Chancellor’s Co 
Ne € entrance to Westminster Hall, and other buildings at the 
Che, Houses of Parliament, done under the Surveyorship of 

R. A. 

ieee The Public is respectfully cautioned that the only Works 
re 
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US attention 

do. 600 v yard 
Ballon to 20 
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uated 

RAULIC ENGINE being now Registered, he begs to call 
06) of the Public to the following Price: machine 

nvey water 100 yards, conducting-pipe included, 201. ; 
, 50%, This machine can be made to convey from 

2 minute to a distance of 2000 yards, and to an 
Point of 500 feet or upwards. Fountains, Towns, &c., 

cep ie eminences, can be supplied by the above machine, 
War: rite l-pumps on an improved principle.—N.B. All Machines 

i at 9, St. Philip’s-street, Cheltenham. 

S TILES for Floors, Walls, &e., of 
Venetian, pontes, Conservatories, Garden Terraces; Encaustic, 

a &c., in EVERY VARIETY. May be seen at Messrs. 'AR| 
Agente es M YATT’S, Surrey-street, Blackfriars, London, 
upon-Trent essrs, MINTON & CO., the Patentees, of Stoke- 

and n Also Patentees of the PORCELAIN BUTTONS, 
And more durable than Mother-o'- Pearl, &c. 

TO OWNERS AND OCCUPIERS OF ESTATES 

ei cheapor 

E ARLY FOOD.— The farmers of the United King. 
dom have now an opportunity of providing early food, by 

sowing, without loss of time, the WINTER DON OATS, which 
resists the most intense frost, and comes in early in p: rti. 
to the period sown ; growing a heavy crop according to ground. 

mealing quality is unequalled.—Further particulars to be 
had from Mr. MORGAN DILLON STEWARD, Stratford-on-Slaney, 
Ireland, by enclosing a stamped envelope, with address of ap- 
plicant on it. 

LIQUID MANURE. 
ENGLAND INDEPENDENT OF .THE WORLD FOR CORN, 

"MHE attention ofthe Agricultural Interest, at this 
momentous crisis, is requested to the great importance of 

LIQUID MANURE, and the ease with which it may be appro- 
riated by the use of FOWLER’S PUMPS, made expressly for 
he purpose, either portable or fixed ; Garden, Ship, and Barge 
umps; also those for Distillers, Brewers, Soap Boilers, an 
anners, for hot and cold liquor. Pumps kept for hire, for 

Excavations and Wells. Buildings heated by Hot Water, for 
Horticulture, and every variety of manufacturing purposes, 
The Trade supplied on advantageous terms, by BENJAMIN 

the discovery of truth, it is of the greatest import- 
ance as a preliminary step to ascertain the accuracy 
of the means and methods we employ. Thus, the 
astronomer must know by long use and observation 
the errors to which his instruments are liable, and 
the limits within which their indications may vary 
from the truth, before he can determine what de- 
gree of dependence he may place upon them. The 
chemist, too, carefully tests the processes of his art, 
before he ventures to apply any ofthem in quanti- 
tative analysis. And so with the farmer : before he 

can place implicit reliance on the published results 
of experience, he must consider of the methods for 
ascertaining those results, and of the very processes 
themselves of which they are the results, how far 
the one or the other may be worthy of his confi- 
dence. 

And thus we consider that, while many investi- 
gations are proceeding and accelerating the pro- 
gress of agricultural improvement, an altogether 
new class of experiments is much wanted for the 
establishment of agricultural truth ; experiments 
are required to determine the real value and trust- 
worthiness of many of our methods of investigation. 
Suppose the object of an experiment be to ascertain 
the fertilising ability of guano, and that the method 
adopted be to select and apply this manure on perch- 
wide surfaces of a definite number of yards in length 
all over a field of uniform soil, bearing one crop, 
and excepting in the particular under examination, 
receiving as nearly as possible the same treatment, 
The crop is weighed on those patches, and it is 
weighed on patches of equal extent unmanured, 
and the difference is supposed to be the measure 
of the fertilisimg ability of the manure em- 
ployed... And. so it is, if there have been no 
other causes of difference at work; but this 
we do not know; and in the case of such a 
variable matter as farm produce, we cannot justly 
assume it. Well! here is a fair subjeet for inquiry. 
What has been the amoun ng cause in 
natural action on these plo What por- FowLER, Engineer, &c., 63, Dorset-street, Fleet-street, London, 
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8—Agricultural Imp, Soc. of Ireland, 
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We see, from a circular now before us, that the 
Guano trade is assuming a new form, Hitherto the 
object has been to obtain Guano genuine as im- 
ported, and miserable stuff some of it has proved to 
be. But now the public is advised to have it mixed. 
* Compound" Guano is brought into the market, 
with the usual apparatus of testimonials and 
analyses, all proving its excellence. The public is 
told that a mixture of Peruvian and Saldanha Bay 
Guano is the very thing that they should buy ; and 
the inference is that we have been quite wrong all 
this time in looking sharp after the genuine article. 
We should like to know why guano is the better 

for being mixed? why if Peruvian or Saldanha 
Bay Guanoes are in themselves good, they should be 
improved by being shaken together? We can un- 
derstand how the quality of guano may be improved 
by the addition of certain ingredients in which it 
may be deficient, and we also know how the profits 
upon this article may be increased by additions of 
another kind. But how the quality of anything is 
to be affected by mixing it with itself, passes our 
comprehension. Perhaps Mr. will enable 
us to guess the riddle he has proposed to the 
public. 

Of course we do not impute to any parties the 
idea of doing wrong. We dare say they merely 
belong to the class of dealers who deceive them- 
selves. It does, however, unfortunately happen 
that there is a great deal of excellent Peruvian 

Guano in the market, and also a monstrous deal of 
LLIAM BULLOCK WEBSTER, of Hounsd 
near Southampton, Draining Engineer to Her Majesty, 

Wight; the inventor of a Til 

the Drainage of their Estates, 
acre, including every ex 

drained at a fixed 

PHosPHoRIC RAT POISON. This preparation decidene ed to aua run with the greatest confidence, being ly superior to al ose poii containi soni Other minerals. It is most greedily eaten iy; Tata and ue sis and invariably proves ai Black iiare poPared only byEpwAnD Purse 40, B idt ns de EO in pots, with full directions for use, 

worthless Saldanha Bay and other refuse; and we | 
wonder that it should never have occurred to the | 
vendors that theyexpose themselves to unpleasantsus- | 
picions when they propose to do a thing which some | 

people would find it so very convenient to do. At| 

all events, it is clear that no advantage can possibly | 

arise to the buyer from this practice, and therefore 

we should like to know whose are the interests 

which this new scheme of doctoring Guano is to | 

serve. 

Tus paragraph by Sir G. S. MackENzms in| 

another column suggests a very important consider- 

ation. In experiments undertaken, of course, for | 

tion of the differences observed in the crop are due 
to agencies which the farmer has not put in exer- 
cise? And the way to arrive at an answer is simply 
to measure out other plots, treated wholly alike, 
and weigh their produce, and to take the differences 
observed in this case as the measure of the confi- 
dence we can place in the results of the others. 

And so with other matter which may be under 
investigation. Let the object be, for instance, to 
ascertain the degree of confidence we may place in 
the results of an experiment on malt or Barley as 
food for cattle. If cattle in threes, or sixes, or tens, 
be subjected to the conditions of this experiment, 
let other lots of equal number, but which have had 
no difference of treatment, be weighed also, and 
any tions in the results observed here will cer- 
tainly exhibit the degree of confidence which we 
may feel in the results obtained there. 

Subjects for experiment in agriculture are nu- 
merous ; they may refer to the influence of means 
employed to improve soil, its texture, or its compo- 
sition ; to the qualities of sorts of plants.or breeds 
of animals ; to the best methods of treating the one 
or of feeding the other. Andalong with, any series 
of experiments, on any of these subjects,we want 
a corresponding train to exhibit the degree of 
variableness to which the results of such investiga- 
tion are naturally liable. 

Here, then, is a field for inquiry, needing only 

patience and perseverance—needing mo acute or 
profound knowledge of the theory or“ incauses 
ofphenómena; one on which labourers are much 
needed. Labourers in uis field will be doing as 
much to accelerate, and more to establish the pro- 

gress of agricultural improvement, than those work- 
ing in any other departments of the art. 

I AGRICULTURE AND THE ALLOT- 
paea MENT SYSTEM. 

Havine bad, during à short residence this summer in 
the neighbourhood of Liege, Some. opportunities of 
examining the practical agriculture of this part of 
Belgium, I bave naturally watebed with some anxiety 
the progress and condition of the Potato crop. 
early sorts yielded well, but at this moment the reports 
from all quarters are equally unfavourable5 all are 
more or less affected, the red sorts universally so, 
and the greatest apprehensions are naturally felt, inas- 
much as a great portion of the population.in the rural 
distriets are more or less dependent upon the Potato 
crop for subsistence. Barley, Rye, and Spelt, which 
is extensively cultivated hereabouts, which supply 
the Belgian peasant with bread of very indifferent 
quality, are not an average — if, therefore, the 
disease in Potatoes proves general, of which there is 
no moral doubt, in combination with a short erop of 
grain, much distress must again prevail during the en- 
suing winter throughout this country, and a large im- 
portation of grain must inevitably take place—in fact, is 
now going on. 
A comparison of the agriculture of Belgium with that 
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o our own country, and the relative condition of the | 
labouring classes, might prove a source of mutual in- 
truction, and of sume advantage, probably, to both par- | 

t ilst in England land is in the hands, for the 
most part, of large owners, the holdings are also large, 
and small eultivators, as a class, may be said to be un- 
known. In Belgium, on the contrary, the soil is not only 
subdivided into minute properties, cultivated, in a 

majority of instances, by the owners themselves, very 
many of whom have neither capital or resources to fall 

back upon, but the progressive * morcellement des pro- 
priétés,” inseparable from their law of succession, render | 
every year what has not been inaptly termed “the 
squares of the territorial chessboard” more minute, and 

marches, moreover, hand in hand with all the evils of 
open-field cultivation, It is striking to find of how 
many isolated pieces, and at what distances apart the 
farms, wheth&r large or small, in almost every instance, 
consist. No stock can be left in the fields without some 
man, woman, or child, to keep them off the neighbour- 
ing crops. The peasants are undeniably industrious, 
well conducted, and most moderate in their habits ; still 
many of these small owners may be said barely to exist 
—they are literally “ fruges consumere nati,” not, how- 
ever, forgetting that the crops are raised by their own 
hands. Whatever may be the advantages or disad- 
vantages of “ la petite culture,” the perseverance with 
which it is carried on, early and late, is beyond all 
praise. Their soil and implements, however, are, with 
hardly an exception, of so very inferior character, that 
I have no doubt but that, with deeper cultivation, in 
combination with drill husbandry, their produce might 
be materially increased. 

The distress during the last winter, admitted on all 
hands to have been borne with much patience, has not, 
however, been without some advantages. The sum of 
2,000,000f., advanced by the Government in aid of 
publie works, has been met so liberally by local contri- 
butions, and to such an extent, as to have enabled them 
to lay out many extensive lines of roads, which will 
afford means of communication with places which, up 
to this time, were, to use their own phrase, * au bout du 
monde.” Ihave myself, within the last few weeks, been 
an eye-witness to several lines which are being carried 
t hrough districts previously all but impassable in winter, 
which will furnish employment to very many hands for 
a considerable time to come, and must, when finished, 
be of incalculable benefit to the country at large. Thus, 
toa certain extent, at least, good has come out of evil. 

The actual condition of a large number of the small 
proprietors in this country might be studied with ad- 
vantage by those philanthropists who now advocate the 
general adoption of the allotment system as the best 
means of ameliorating the condition of our labouring 
classes—that the investigation into those causes which 
have tended, in too many instances, to depress morally 
and physically the inhabitants of our rural districts, 
should not only be searching and complete, but also im- 
mediate, must be the earnest wish of every benevolent 
mind. To secure well-regulated home comforts to the 
labourer, and so much garden ground as may afford 
him employment during his leisure time, or may be 
cultivated by his family, is one thing, and can be open 
to no objection ; but let these parties be cautious how 
they attempt to carry out any measure which would 
call into existence on a large scale a race of small cul- 
tivators, whose only capital is the labour of their hands 
alone, and who would naturally he inclined to place too 
much reliance upon a erop which is now proved, beyond 
all doubt, to be liable to utter and complete failure. 
To the liberal application of capital, and the well-under- 
stood division of labour, England is mainly indebted for 
her doubted periority in fact May not 
the same principle be applicable equally to sound im- 
provement in agriculture? It strikes me that a 
labourer can never be placed in a position so favour- 
able either to his own individual interests, or to those 
of society at large, as when he forms no unimportant 
part of a well-conducted system of husbandry, under 
which the value of efficient servants can never fail to 
be duly appreciated.—4 Subscriber, and Member of 
the Royal Agricultural Society, Sept. 21. 

ON THE STATE OF HUSBANDRY IN LOWER 
BRITTANY, 

WITH INCIDENTAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE CONDITION OF 
THE FARMING POPULATION THERE, COMPARED WITH 
THE SOCIAL STATE OF THE ANALOGOUS CLASSES IN 
IRELAND. 

By Martin DOYLE. 
, (Cóncluded from p. 618.) 

Tue dietary of the Breton is inferior to that of the 
Norman peasant, yet better (decidedly so with the com- 
mon labourers) than that of the Irish peasantry, and 
vithout danger of famine even to the poorest, because 

they do not exclusively depend on one kind of food. 
Tn a regular farmer’s house the diet is abundant; all 

the family fare alike, On galettes, a kind of pancake 
made of the flour of buckwheat ; soup of the same flour, 
or prepared with lard and cabbage, and twice a week 
with pork; poor cheese and barley or oatmeal cakes ; 
Potatoes mashed with sour milk or butter, and coarse 
bread in abundance. In some parts where orchards 
are common, cider is drank ; but generally water is the 
beverage, milk being kept for making cheese or butter, 
except a very small portion for cooking, The children 
are reared on grease or cabbage-soup, but great num- 
bers of them die prematurely, The mealy Potato with 
milk is certainly more nutritious and wholesome, if we 
may judge from the physical condition of the Breton 
labourers, who are feeble, diminutive, and sallow-com- 

plexioned, and no more to be compared with the Irish ; 
than “I to Hercules.” Yet those men eat four or five 
times a day ; a piece of bread, however, with an apple 
often doing duty for a meal, and as they never work so 
as to sweat themselves, they have a very tolerable 
dietary. 

The labourers who diet with their own families can- 
not afford to eat often in the day, and rarely taste meat 
more than once or twice a year, and have no other 
bread than that made of Rye or Sarragin flour: indeed 
they now live very much on Potatoes mashed with sour 
milk or grease, and the recent failure has become a 

source of much privation. "The workmen in farmers’ 
houses are so much better fed than the externs, that 

one is surprised to find, even in so cheap a country, that 
the difference of daily wages is estimated at so low a 
sumas five sous, the rates being 10 sous a day with 
diet, and 15 sous without it. The ordinary labourer's 
condition, however, is very miserable, and so depressed 
has it been for ages, that the songs of the country, like 
the plaintive melodies of Ireland, always referring to 
some national or local woes, leave a character of sad- 
ness. There is a song called the labourer’s lamenta- 
tion, in which the hardships of his lot are feelingly set 
forth ; but we doubt if one of the verses, which after 
warning maidens not to wed a soldier nor a sailor, nor 
above alla labourer, has much effect among a simple 
people entirely ignorant of the prospective prudence of 
the Malthus tribe. "The lament concludes thus :— 

Oh labourers you lead a hard life in this world; 

You are poor and enrich others ; 

You are despised aud yet must be most respectful; 

You are cold and hungry. 
Again :-- 

My brother, life isnot to be desired, 

For life is sad, and our happiness is to die. 
The sufferings of this class must have been great 

indeed to have called forth such wailings. 
The Breton cattle are of a good deseription—like those 

of Ayrshire. In-calf cows are worth about 67. each, and 

milehers produce 1 lb. of butter per day in the season; the 

diminutive breed falls in value to 17, 10s. per head, and 
like the Kerry breed is very good and thrifty when put 
on kind pasture ; but it bears more resemblance to the 

mountain breed of Switzerland in form and colour, than 

tothe corresponding kinds in the highlands of Ireland and 

Scotland, The Breton sheepare worth from half-a-crown 
to 10s. of our eurreney, and when aged and fattened on 

the sea downs—as at Treguier in the Côte du Nord— 

delieious to the taste. The black woolled are much 

prized for the fleece, and on that aecount are allowed 

to live till they become pretty tough picking; but 

whether long or short lived, they do not enjoy that 

| happy and tranquil existence which our floeks ordinarily 

enjoy. Confined by night without fodder, in a close 
eabin, driven forth inthe morning by a reckless urchin, 
who, regardless of their fetters, hurries them with the 

incessant cracking of a whip and the barking of a cur 
at their heels, where to a bare field they are tethered 
in couples ina very severe manner, or with hardly time 
to snap at the scanty herbage in any one spot, urged 
forwards. How different their state from that of our 
happy fat sheep reclining under the shade of a tree or 
in a glen, ruminating in undisturbed repose, and fatten- 
ing as if from a sense of gratitude to its owner ! 

The Breton horse is an admirable specimen of its 
kind, strong, hardy, enduring, and keen to the draught. 
There are, however, two very distinct breeds. The 
round, robust, heavy-limbed draught-horse, is bred on 
strong rich land, as in the valleys of Treguier ; the 
other is a light, active, lank animal, reared and princi- 
pally used in the mountainous parts, and though dege- 
nerate in form, bearing the traces of Arabian origin. 
The sharp-eyed horses which are employed in carrying 
chareoal on their backs are principally bred in Mor- 
biham. The horses reared forthe cavalry,produced from 
the native mares and high bred stallions (not always 
English), are very defective, the legs being too long, and 
the heads heavy in a remarkable degree ; the body is 
also disproportionately lengthy, and the loins are almost 
universally defective. The number of horses bred in 
lower Britiany and drafted thence to the great Norman 
pastures is prodigious. So great was the redundane: 
about 14 years ago, that an English tanner (established 
in the country), bought at one of the fairs a score of 
colts and fillies, 18 months old, for the sake of their 
skins alone. 

The price of a good horse 15 hands high is from 204. 
to 247, each ; but it is hard to find one that has not been 
worked from a very early age. The swine are very 
like the old Irish. breed, so completely extinct in all the 
civilised parts of Ireland, long legged, and long flanked; 
yet, thus ill-formed and without aptitude for fattening, 
they are reared for sale and domestic use in vast 
numbers. The teams of horses and oxen*—the latter 
not common in lower Brittany—are necessarily large 
from the condition of the farm-roads, which for a great, 
part of the year are of the. worst kind ; the ploughing 
is well executed, in yi of this dancy o 
animal power, as to depth ; but the objectionable par- 
tiality for high narrow ridges, even on perfectly dry soil, 
prevails in Brittany as in Ireland ; but in the former 
country the centre of the ridge is thoroughly loosened 

| by the plough; whereas, in the latter, it is usually left 
unstirred. 

The turning of stubble land begins at Christmas, and 

it lies, until February, when it is broken to pieces with 

hand-hoes for Potatoes or spring corn. There is no 

 * In Brittany the oxen are yoked by the heads; in Nor- 
mandy they draw from the collar, 

f | completed). 

ploughing ; the harrow pl the prep i 
Ley is broken up in May with plough and hoes, for 
Buckwheat in the first instance, which is sown before 
the end of June at farthest. The ground is afterwards 
manured for Wheat, and ploughed (with two. horses 
abreast and one leading), as on an English fallow ; but 
there is no succeeding ploughing, the seed being har- 
rowed in after the former labour. 

Much of the slovenly and exhausting cropping which 
has been so long subject of regret in Ireland charac- 
terizes the agriculture of Brittany where it is common 
to take successive crops of Oats as long as the land will 
yield it, and then leave it to recover as it may. The 
fences are frequently very large—eight or nine feet in 
width ; but this, though apparently wasteful, is not so 
in reality ; for these barriers are planted to the utmost 
advantage with trees, and kept exclusively by the lord 
of the soil or proprietor, among his foncial rights, as 
timber preserves. 

Tenants are generally prohibited from selling their 
straw ; but as they rarely give hay to their working 
cattle until spring, a great portion of it is consumed. 
for fodder ; the housing of live stock, however, through: 
the greater part of the year, necessarily produces a largo 
supply of manure, of which the liquid portion too fre- 
quently flows off in utter waste, from mismanagement 
and ignorance. 

The farmers on the coast are fully aware of the value 
of seaweed—vareck*—which they apply in the various. 
modes familiar to us. In Finistere it is collected like 
the harvest crops at a stated time from the rocks in the 
bays which are covered at low water, with carts and 
their attendants ; but as the farmers who have the 

greatest amount of human and horse labour would take 
the lion’s share, without some restrictions, the clergy 
have effected an arrangement, by which the poor pea~ 
santry only are allowed to collect the vareck on the 

first day, and so considerate are the great for the inter- 
ests of the little farmers, that they lend their men and 

horses to them on the poor man's day. The weed de- 
tached fróm rocks in the sea is often brought to shore 

on rafts rudely constructed with limbs of trees and 
ropes, on which the work-people float to land. The 
number of those moving masses of weed, each with its 
family of human beings—as described very graphically 
by M. Sousvestre, must form a very curicus and inter- 
esting combination. 

(To be continued.) 

PRACTICAL REMARKS O E BREAKING 
UP OF GRASS LANDS. 

Ler us now consider how the tenant ought to break 
up his pastures, For in giving him this permission the 
landowner will doubtless specify the mode in which he 
requires it to be done, I think that all clay pasture. 
lands should be pared and burnt; there are many ad- 

vantages attending this operation in all cases, but there 
are some peculiar to clay lands—such, for instance, as 
the improvement it effects in the texture of such soils. 
At the same time it should be remembered, that land 
when wet will appear to have an adhesive texture, 
which when drained will prove a friable open soil ; and 
therefore no decision on this subject is advisable until 
after drainage. The object of the landowner in namin; 
the terms (on this head) on which he will permit the 
farmer to break up Grass land, should be to arrange 

so that he may have half of his land in green crop an 
half in grain during the first and all succeeding years ; 
and in the case of clay land it is necessary to burn all, 
because while there is no immediate necessity for it in 
the case of that half of it which is to be sown to Oats, 
Beans, or Wheat, as the case may be, yet on such soils 
the sward will not have been sufficiently reduced by the 
ploughing and rest for a year, which that half of it will 

thus receive, to answer for the green crop, which in the 

succeeding year follows those crops. In the case of 
light land, however, there is no such difficulty, and 
therefore on such soils it will be advisable to plough 
up the half intended for grain crops (it will thus be suf- 

ficiently rotten and reduced by next spring for green 

erop culture), and to pare and burn the half intended 

for Turnips, Swedes, &e, That was the mode adopted 
on the farm I now occupy ; about half of it was ploughe 

and half pared and burnt. A great crop of Oats, and 

a great crop of Turnips, was thus obtained, and a large 

stock of sheep and cattle were thus kept during the 

first winter ; alarge stock of manure was thus produced 

and a sure foundation thus laid for the permanent fer- 

tility of the land. 
The farmer has to superintend and bear the expence 

of all these operations, e have put the amount of 

expence he will incur beyond the ordinary cultivatio® 

of the land at 30s. per acre on half of the pastures 

converted, If he enters on the land at Michaelmas, 

which will be the most convenient term for him, he 

will be able to plough those Grass lands, which are t 

be ploughed, in the autumn (we suppose all the land- 

lord's operations, except the buildings, to have been 
The Grass should be cut close, and the 

land ploughed about 4 inches deep; and it will be the: 

better of being rolled before winter, so as to press the 

furrow-slices home, in order that no Grass may grow 
between them. In March 4 bushels of Oats per acre 

may be sown broadeast—they will fall into the furrows 

and spring up as if they had been drilled—they should 

then be harrowed up and down and across the former 

ploughing, rolled, and left till harvest. The farmer wil 
also, during winter, be able to get all the hedgerows 

that are to be removed grubbed up. 

* This Celtic w Itered 
dia a SAE mto 

rd is altered somewhat by-the Celtic Irish» 
who pronounce it wrack, 
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With regard to those fields which are to be pared 
and burnt, they must lie till the spring ; but in ordinary 
seasons there will be no difficulty in getting them ready 

Part for Swedes and part for common Turnips. They 
may be pared either by hand or by plough ; in the 
latter case it is right to cut the land by circular shares, 
arranged on an axle and weighted, so that they shall 
Pierce the sward in lines about a foot apart. The 
Paring-plough in crossing them, and turning over a 
Urrow-slice about 10 inches wide, will turn over, not 
a continuous riband of turf, but a series of patches 
about a foot long, 10 inches wide, and l inch deep. 
These are more manageable in the burning. This 
ploughing, I imagine, will cost about 9s. or 10s. 
per acre. I have had no experience of it. 
arm was pared by hand, by the breast-plough, at a cost 
of About 12s. per acre, The burning, which should be 
done in as large heaps as possible, and as slowly as 
Possible —the one to ensure against the fires being put 
out by every passing shower, and the other to ensure 
black ashes—will cost about 10s. or 12s, an acre more ; 
and the'ashes where the turf has been cut about an inch 

eep, will cost 3s. or 4s. per acre to spread—the 
Urners being allowed the rubbish off and out of the 

adjacent grubbed up hedgerows to assist them. 
he next operation is to plough this land as shallow 

88 possible (say 3 inches deep), in narrow furrow-slices, 
m thus bury the ashes. The ploughed land should then 
if rolled hard, and then harrowed twice or thrice 

‘engthways ; and, lastly, twice or thrice across the 

Ploughing—and the soil should by that time be pretty 
Well torn to pieces. Let the land be then again rolled, 
and ploughed 6 inches deep across the former plough- 
ing. This will bring up the 3 inches of fast land below 
the ashes, and bury those 3 which had been on the sur- 
lace; the ashes, as before, being between them, or 3 
Inches deep in the ground. If the same succession of 
Yollings and harrowings be again repeated, the land 
Will be ready for that drilling up at intervals of about 
26 inches, which prepares it for the seed. The addi- 
tonal cost in preparing turf land for the seed, may 
‘airly be put at 30s. per aere over the cost of preparing 
arable land. In ordinary seasons a large extent of 
rass land may thus be broken up in one season, half 

of it being got ready for a erop of Swedish, and the 
Other half for a crop of common Turnips.—AZ, S. 

Home Correspondence. 
Small Farms.—The communication of your corre- 

Spondent « T, M. T." with your remarks upon it, as 
Contained in your last number, is of interest to others 
than himself," I believe that the system of small farms, 

rom 40 to 100 acres, may, under some cireum- 
incen, be made profitable, and perhaps more so than 
arger holdings, as allowing of more concentration of 
De ital, It becomes, then, a question of interest to 
“now how the small holder can carry out the principles 
of large holders. On a farm of, say 50 acres, how 
Many head of stock should be kept permanently ? What 
18 the most economical way of feeding them, both as 

rds the food itself and the proportion of such food ? 

uon also, is the most economical way of preparing 
l e raw material produced on the farm for market. The 
atter question is, in fact, the only one in a commercial 
Point of view, whether we regard the raw material of 
Pulse and corn crops made marketable, or whether we 
vegard roots and green crops made marketable in the 
RUE of beef and mutton. Regarding them, however, 
1 Separate questions. The stock is best fed on the raw 
ae of food, crushed or cut, and then boiled or 
famed, A considerable mechanical power is re- 
ee for cutting the roots, hay or straw, for crushing 

Linseed and bruising the Oats or Barley. 
ES which is frequently required, and how is it to be 

- 

Sea cheap and effective engine. Till this shall be 
FE however, I would wish to inquire what I am to 

I hold 50 acres of land; how am I to thresh my 
Exall’ ^ had thought of having one of Barrett and 
the wie ane renung machines, but “T. M. T." says 
quise. is too hard for men, In your reply to my in- 
id on the 29th ult. you said that I must employ 
«TM PEDE for a threshing-machine. You tell 
What is that his farm will not allow of the outlay. 
to mes en must we little people do? I will endeavour 
ing site fins facts respecting the expense of erect- 
ats TA sing steam-engines which would be avail- 
should be yin purposes; and in the mean time 
would a QE iged by your informing me whether you 
chines I Tuve to SONUS oue of the threshing-ma- 
enan od bor whether I should continue to 
ent it is be M one [If we have been inconsist- 
Wee Tuo: cause the size of tho farm in question is just 

e limit when it becomes doubtful whether horse or 
d power (we mean whetli i er an er a large horse machine een he fti) as applied to threshing, - is the more 

i eaa Your farm will employ two horses, You 
N ern gt a E TAR das for two horses constructed, 

3 chit to one of the largest hand-threshi - 
€ ix you can obtain.] 5 RYMER 

?vperiment Shed- feedi: yh hy Perim on Shed-feeding Sheep.— The flock of 
Sheep consists of the pure Leicester breed, Southdowns, 

and half-breds,viz., between Leicesters and Southdowns. 

Consequently, to test the relative qualities of the Lei- 
eased Potatoes are examined, it will be found that 49 
out of 50 are affected only at the crown, which fully 

cesters and half-breds, there was 22 of each kind chosen | accounts for'the premature decay of haulm, and an un- 

from the flock, and placed in two separate yards, the 

size of the yards being 12 yards by 10 yards, including 

sheds for them to run under during the inclemency of 

the weather. I must here remark that at the time of 

folding up they were in condition that would be called 

fat, in consequence of which they did not gain so much 

weight as they might have done had they been in a 

much lower state when folded up. The kind and quan- 

tity of food given to each sheep per day was 3 lb. of 

Linseed cake, 4 lb. of Barley, and as many Turnips as 

they could eat. The following is the exact and monthly 

weight of each lot, being from the 13th December, 

1845 (the time .of their first being folded), until the 

13th April, 1846 :— 
LEICESTERS. | 

st. Ibs. 
207 6 ' Increase. 
224 4 .... 16 12 $ 
2412 .... 16 12 13th Jan., 222 11 .... 15 12 

13th March, 2579 .... 16 7|18th Feb., 238 18 16 
13th April.. 270 2 .... 12 7|13th March, 254 2 

=— | 13th April, 274 ll .... 

10| 

HALF- BREDS, 
1845. st. Ibs. st. 

13th Dec,, 207 9 Increase, 

1846. 

15 1 

2 DES 

In favour of Half-breds 4 6 67 

67 2 
It will be' observed that the sheep of the Leicester 

breed increased more during the first months, when it 

will also be perceived that the half-breds gradually 

began to increase more, and continued so to do until 

the time they were slaughtered. It appears from the 

aboye tables of weights that the Leicester sheep would 

for a limited time, on first putting up, gain a greater 

weight than the half-breds, but if kept for a moderate 

length of time the half-breds will obtain the lead of 

weight, and continue so to do as long as it may be the 

wish to keep them, for I find that when the Leicester 

breed of sheep has obtained a certain weight, their in- 
crease afterwards is but a mere trifle compared with 

the half-breds, and, as far as my judgment and experi- 

ence goes, I should prefer for general feeding on poor 

soils the half-breds.— Richard Woods, Scafion Farm, 

Osberton, 18th April, 1846. 
Comparative Experiments in Feeding Cattle.—There 

is a consideration of no small importance omitted in all 

experiments that have been made on the properties of 

various substances used in feeding cattle. Two animals 

are selected ; each gets a different kind of food, and the 

one that gets fattest in a given time is held to have got 
the most nutritious diet, Now, it is well known that 

no two beasts are exactly alike in constitution, any 

more than human beings. It is impossible to say that 

the condition and power of assimilation of the digestive 

organsare exactly the same in any two cases, Suppose 

the experiment reversed after the animals become lean 

again, Suppose the one which got fat in the first ex- 

periment, to get in the second the food on which the 

other did not thrive, it is quite possible it will get fat 

again, and the other on the supposed best food may not 

et fat. The way to come at the truth is to feed onl, 

one animal with different kinds of food at different in- 

tervals, allowing it to get back to its normal state after 

eacl peri Notwitl ding all that has been 

done, I hold that we are yet ignorant whether Barley 

or Malt be the better food, —G. S. Mackenzie. 

Cutting Peat Drains.—At p. 636, Mr. Smith, of 

Deanston, appears to have said that the cutting peat 

drains is done by a particular process. It would be a 

great advantage to me and others who possess acres of 

peat many feet deep, to have this particular process de- 

scribed, Perhaps Mr. Smith will kindly oblige us 
with it, —L. 

Potato Disease,—My firm belief is, that the original 

eause of this calamity is still a mystery, and the remedy 

without hope. The cause has been assigned to electrical 
action, blight, minute fungi, and ammoniacal gas from 

uano. In all these cases the haulm must be first at- 

tacked (that being the part only exposed), by which the 
sap might become vitiated ; but as this fluid does not 

descend to the Potato, such theories are wrong. Be- 

sides, it is scarcely possible for any one of the above 

causes to have prevailed at exactly the same period in 

places 5000 or 6000 miles apart, with oceans separating 

them ; and as regards guano, I understand the disease 

is unknown in Peru (from whence, it is said, the Potato 

was originally brought), although this article abounds 

on its coast. The disease has originated from some un- 

known cause, and is certainly now latent in the Potato, 

having first shown itself to any extent in the United 

Kingdom last year, and then spontaneously about June 

or July. It appears that well selected (apparently 

sound) tubers impart disease to their young tubers the 

following season, and that a certain degree of heat is 

necessary for its development, because it takes place 

in forcing frames very early in the season, and not in 

I| the open air till June or July. The cireumstance alone 

of its arising in frames in January and February, which 

it is well known to have done, fully subverts the theor; 

alluded to. The diseased new Potatoes I possess were 

taken five or six days back from a heap of five or six 

bushels. The old tubers were carefully selected last 

autumn, and kept in a perfectly dry boarded floor store 

closet, with a well closed door ; and although there was 

no earth, no admission of blight, or ammoniated atmo- 

sphere, the young tubers, from a 3 to 2 inches diameter, 

or more, are more or less infected with the disease ; 

and, strange to say, many of them are in contact with 

the old tuber, although the latter in every case, exa- 

mined externally, appears perfectly sound, having, of 

course, no haulm to convey infection. 1f slightly dis- 

healthy secretion produces fungi, which has often been 
spoken of; not in any case can the latter produce the 
former. In slicing a diseased Potato, the fibrous por- 

tion will be shown by dark ramifications which are con- 

nected with 'the eyes ; and sections of apparently sound 

old tubers also show this mark, but in a faint degree, 

and which constitutes latent disease; the eyes from 

whence the young tubers originate being the conductors 
of the contaminating virus. We find in the Potato, 
farina, gluten, and fibrine. The first preserves the root 

from too speedy destruction ; the second, when vege- 
tating, passes into a state of fermentation, and, I have 
no doubt, materially assists that process by forming car- 

bonie acid gas, the fibrine conducting the fluid or sap to 

the eyes ; and when this first principle (the sap) of the 

ibs. | future tuber is diseased, the tuber must be also. I par- 

ticularly noticed, this season and the last, that Potatoes 
that were dug up before the middle of June are not dis- 

eased, whether planted in autumn or not ; and although 

autumn-planted Potatoes have the advantage, the skins 

setting, as it is termed, before the time the disease takes 

place comes round, which is about the end of June, and 

are consequently preserved from it, still the risk of 

general planting on most lands in autumn is very great. 

Dr. Playfair and Mr. G. W. Johnson suppose the ‘dis- 

ease to be an ulceration or decay of the tissue arising 

from the absorption of oxygen, which, I think, cannot 

be the case; for having made very careful analysis of a 

number of old tubers, I find that the cellular tissue re- 

mains perfectly sound, but the ramified discolourations 

which may be seen throughout is the latent disease, 

viz., sap in an unhealthy state, capable under certain 

conditions of reproducing the disease in the young 

tubers, the liber in many hecoming ulcerated, and, like 

all other matters or bodies in the same state, the putre- 

factive process is induced : all this is the consequence, 

not by any means the origin. Oxygen is not absorbed 

by the Potato in a dormant state, unless the putrefac- 

tive process is present, and it always commences on the 

exterior; and old tubers capable of reproducing disease 

in young ones, and sections of which clearly indieate its 

presence, are, nevertheless, perfectly free from putridity. 

—G. L. Smartt, Enfield.—— had some Potatoes planted 
in a pit, which turned out to be an excellent crop, 

free from disease. They were taken up in the begin- 

ning of June. I left the old seed in the ground, the 

haulm of which is now full grown, and as clean as pos- 

sible, and some of the young tubers look as well as 

those taken up in June. By this it appears that the 

blight only comes at a certain period, and these not bein 

above ground are uninjured, while the remainder o; 

my erop, although growing close to them, is destroyed. 

Therefore, where seed can be spared it would be a 

good plan to plant in October, and then the crop 

would be fit for taking up*by the beginning of June, 

when the old seed might be planted as above, or the 

ground might be planted with something else. This 

would be preferable to planting in April, May, or later. 

Littlegreen, Sussex, Sept. 24. 
Experiment in Planting Potatoes.—On the 23d of 

March, 1846, I planted the following sets of Potatoes 5 

sort, Early Shaw; soil, sandy loam or gravel; had 

been well manured :—No. 1. Nine sets, containing 15 
eyes peeled off the Potato, the peel being rather thicker 

just opposite the eyes. No. 2. Nine wholesets. No. 3. 

Nine half sets. The sets were all taken from Potatoes 

of the same size, and containing as nearly as possible 

the same number of eyes. o. 1, seven plants grew; 

of 2 and 3, all grew. The plants flourished and looked 
vigorous and well until the 23d of August, when they 

were attacked with the epidemic, and a week after the 

haulm was mowed off. They were taken up on the 

18th of Sept., and yielded the following produce :— 
Size. Number of Potatoes. Weight, 

. Middle, good  .. 6 ^ i lbs, 

. Largest, fine se 
. Smallest, fair .. ve 188 .. va 87 

it will be seen that the produce from half sets 

was considerably larger than that from whole ones, and 

that the seven peels which vegetated produced 46 Po- 

tatoes, weighing 83 lbs. Asa comparative experiment 

it is defective, inasmuch as the number of eyes in the 

peels were much less than in the other two; but I am 

inclined to think if two peel sets had been placed in 

each hole, that the produce would have equailed, if not 

excelled that of No. 3. Not one of the tubers was 

diseased.—C. R. Bree, Stowmarket. 

Farmers’ Clubs. 
HARLESTON: Sept, 2, 1846.— The Planting of 

Wheat, thick or thin, early or late sowing, dibbling or 

drilling, and the cultivation of Bean stubbles for Wheat. 

—Resolution,—It was arranged that the discussion on 

the first two points of the question should be taken 

together, and on the other two separately; and also de- 

Ti. e^ 
81 m 

1 

cided that in this district 10 pecks per acre might be 

considered thick, and 5 pecks per acre thin sowing ; 

that the early part of October might be called early, 

and the latter part of November late sowing. The dis- 

cussion having commenced with the above explanation, 

it was considered that as regarded the first point, viz. 

thick or thin sowing, no positive rule could be lai 

down, as the quantity of seed must always depend on 

soil and season ; that however desirable it might be on 

good land and very clean to sow a thin seed early, yet 

with the general farming of the kingdom it would be a 

dangerous practice. Several members of the club who 

farm highly, stated it to be their constant practice to 
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Sow late p in December), finding thereby the 
advantage of a stiffer straw, and a greater yield ; and 
these would be afraid to decrease their quantity of 
seed. Two of the members entertaining these views had 
had the advantage of seeing Mr. Hewitt Davis's farm, 
but were not thereby convinced that the extreme of 
‘thin sowing there practised was applicable to this dis- 
trict. After a lengthened discussion it was decided that 
as the farming of the kingdom improved, the seed corn 
might be gradually reduced, but that at present for the 
general tillage of this district, the club could not re- 
commend a departure from that practice which long 
experience had sanctioned, of planting from five to 
six peeks per acre early, and eight pecks per acre 
late, with an intermediate quantity for an interme- 
diate time, As regards dibbling or drilling, the ma- 
jority of opinions were in favour of the latter, simply 
because of the correctness of machinery compared with 
the uncertainty of manual labour. There seemed to be 
a unanimous opinion, that if the dropping could be re- 
gulated with preeision, whieh machinery alone could 
effect, dibbling would be preferable on many soils. It 
has always, and continues to be largely practised in this 

ighbourhood. The advantages of treading in one case, 
and of horse-hoeing in the other, were not lost sight of 
in the discussion. Lastly, the cultivation of Bean 
stubbles for Wheat was considered, and evidence was 
given of superior cast from unploughed stubbles highly 
manured for the previous crop. On the other hand, it 
was found by some, that although the practice ensured 
an almost total absence from annuals, the deep-seated 
perennial weeds, such as Colt’s-foot, Cat's-tail, and, 
above all, Bind-weed (Convolvulus), not having received 
any check from ploughing, were dingly trouble- 
some, the latter particularly so at harvest time, Further 
irials were recommended to decide how far the advan- 
tages of a solid bottom and freedom from annuals 

terbal d these objecti The club cannot 
close this lengthened resolution without regretting that 
it is less decided than usual, which it trusts the nature 
of the subject satisfactorily accounts for. 

LEYLAND: Sept. 23.—The following report of farms 
was read at the meeting here, by Mr. Morell, the Secre- 
tary:— Having been honeured by being appointed 
inspectors for the Leyland Agrieultural Society of this 
year, we have paid every attention so as to discharge 
the trust committed to us, faithfully, without bias, and 
therefore beg leave to submit the following as the result 
of our observations. As we cannot lay too much stress 
upon a scientific system of draining, which we consider 
to be the root of all substantial agricultural improve- 
ments, we cannot sufficiently impress upon the minds of 
landowners and tenants paying the greatest attention to 
this subject, satisfied as we are that the ample remune- 
ration which they will obtain will be a cheering and 
solid proof to them. of the benefits to be derived from 
this branch. This they will/be early able to effect, now 
that they havea tile factory in their neighbourhood. 
which is upona highly improved principle, and which 
has been established under the auspices of this society. 
We were very much pleased to see, for the most part, 
some well cultivated crops of Swedish Turnips, which 
evinces considerable improvement. e have also seen 
a crop of Swedish Turnips transplanted upon land after 
a crop of forward Potatoes, which does great credit to 
the tenant, and which system, in our opinion, might be 
very much carried out in this district. The dairies also 
bear proof of good management. We now beg to offer 
a few words upon the subject of draining, which, in 
some parts, particularly of the Moss lands, we do not 
find sufficiently attended to. We generally find these 
lands are upon a low level, and of course the fetchings up 
of fall and the building of permanent platts, are a con- 
siderable hindrance to the drainage, but we wish to add 
that no other land is capable of so much improvement, 
and we suggest to the landowners the propriety of 
coming forward and assisting their tenants in this 
laudable work. We should also be glad to see much of 
the hedge-row timber taken down, for be assured if the 
trees are not improving, they are doing much injury 
yearly to the tenants, It is our wish to call attention 
to the following important subject in this locality, viz.— 
the laying down of land for permanent pasture ; as we 
ave seen some land intended for pasture which, after 
being green-eropped, has been succeeded by Wheat— 
a crop by no means calculated as a fost ther for 
Grass seeds 3 eonsequently, wherever this has been put 
in practice, there is a failure in the seeds, We congra- 
tulate the society on the improvements already effected, 
but must still remind them that much remains yet to 
be done, and would advise tenants to drain, clean, and 
manure their land, so that in due time they may receive 
the benefits arising therefrom. It is much to our gra- 
tifieation to see the samples of Grass seeds exhibited, 
which are highly creditable to the growers. This leads 
us to observe that a considerable proportion of the land 
in the Leyland district seems particularly favourable 
for pasturage, while, on the contrary, the western por- 
tion appears better for the cultivation! of the various 
root crops. We cannot but deplore thefawful visitation 
this year of the infectious disease, which only partially 
presented itself last year amongst the Potato crop, the 
cause of which hereunto seems to have escaped the ob- 
servation of our most scientific agricuiturists ; and, 
therefore, it is not surprising that we should be unable 
to suggest any plan calculated to check the disease, but 
we trust that a remedy will be eventually discovered 
for it.— Joseph Newlon: William Jackson. 
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Farm Memoranda. 
American Farminc.—For judicious and economical 

management, few farms that we have ever visited will 
compare with that of A. Van Bergen, Esq., situated 
about three miles from Coxsackie landing. It consists 
of 700 acres, lying mostly in a body, about 500 acres 
being cleared, and the remainder wood-land. The nett 
proceeds from sales for the last 10 years have been 
from 2600 dollars to 6000 dollars yearly., The staple 
product is hay. About 300 acres are this year in mow- 
ing. The average yield is from a ton to a ton and a 
half per aere. The hay is pressed on the farm, and 
shipped to New York. ‘The price obtained per ton in 
that market is from 10 dollars to 16 dollars, The mow- 
ing grounds are laid out in large lots, thus obviating 
the expence and trouble of many inland fences. There 
are 212 acres in one field. One side of'this field, em- 
braeing 20 to 30 acres, having the benefit of the wash 
from the highway, has been in Grass for 40 suceessive 
years, and has yielded annually from one and a half to 
two tons per acre. But the usual course is to break up 
the meadows once in four or five years, take' a crop of 
corn and a crop of Oats, and then seed down again 
with Timothy and Red-top. Top dressings of manure 
T imes given, i tion with which the sward 

is searified, some Grass-seed sown if required, and the 
surface made smooth with the roller. The mode prac- 
tised by Mr. V. B. in making hay is deserving note. 
The Grass is never cut while wet with dew or rain; 
thus, from its dryness, it does not pack in the swath, 
but is so light that it admits the air, and dries rapidly 
without being spread. From the swath the hay is put 
into small Grass-cocks. "This is done very expeditiously 
with large wooden forks—one man being able to accom- 
plish more in this manner than three or four could 
with rakes. The next day the cocks are turned over 
for the moisture of the bottoms to dry off,which in good 
hay weather is all that is done before taking the hay to 
the barn. But if there is a prospect of rain, the cocks 
are carefully doubled and trimmed. After the bulk of 
the hay—that is,what was put in cock—has been carried 
off, the scatterings are collected with a spring-tooth 
horse-rake, an implement which answers admirably for 
this purpose, as well as for another, of which we shall 
speak presently. This mode of making hay we think a 
very cheap one, and it seems to answer well in this 
case, It should be remarked, however, that as Mr. 
Van Bergen sells his hay, a considerable object is to 
obtain the greatest weight with the least expence ; most 
of the Grass, therefore, is not cut till it has reached 
such a state of ripeness that the curing is effected with 
much less labour than it could be at an earlier stage. 
Land under Cultivation.—Mr. Van Bergen has this 

year about 100 acres under the plough, viz.: 32 acres 
in corn and Beans (in alternate rows), 40 in fallow, 
with Beans in rows 10 feet apart, 8 in Potatoes, 10 in 
Oats, and the remainder in Buckwheat. The cultiva- 
tion is admirably conducted ; the work is done in the 
most thorough manner, and with the least possible ex- 
penditure of eost, The soil, though of a character com- 
monly called * strong,” is not, on the whole, of 4 nature 
favourable to crops. A great portion of it is too flat, 
and it is mostly of a very tenacious texture, with a cold 
compact subsoil, which does not admit of the free de- 
scent of water, For these reasons crops are liable to 
suffer both from the excess and deficiency of water. If 
there is much rain the soil is made into mud, and from 
being thus run together, it bakes so hard when dry that 
the plants cannot extend their roots. We mention 
these disad g i as they serve to 
show in a more striking manner the superior skill 
and judgment used in cultivation. Against obstacles 
which really would have induced many farmers to 
relinquish the idea of obtaining profitable crops, Mr. 
Van Bergen has persevered, and has received for his 
well-directed labours an abundant * recompense of re- 
ward." Sixty bushels of corn per acre, and from 40 to 
60 bushels of Oats, have not unfrequently been taken 
from such land as we have described. That these crops 
have been obtained at small comparative cost, will be 
inferred from the fact that three men, under the direc- 
tion of Mr. Van Bergen, have done all the hand labour 
on the farm, from the opening of spring to the first of 
June. The secret of accomplishing so much with so 
few hands, lies in the performance of much the greatest 
portion of the work by improved implements drawn by 
horses. We cannot give at this time a particular de- 
scription of these implements and the manner in which 
they are used, but hope to obtain cuts before long, of 
some which we consider particularly valuable. It 
may be observed, however, that in cultivating the crops 
above mentioned, Mr. V. B. uses no less than three 
kinds of ploughs, three kinds of cultivators, and a har- 
row, besides a spring-tooth horse-rake, which is made, 
in some instances, to do the work of a harrow in an im- 
proved style. . In ploughing, as well as in all the after- 
culture, particular regard is paid to adapting the work 
to the nature and tendencies of the soil. The first object 
is to obviate the difficulties arising from the water re- 
maining too long on, or near the surface. For this pur- 
pose the land is Jaid partly in beds, with open channels 
80 disposed as to facilitate as much as possible the dis- 
charge of the water. The land is next thoroughly sub- 
soiled to the depth of 15 to 17 inches. In the course of 

p 

culture, particular attention is paid to keeping the soil 
open, which is effected by the use of tools which pene- 
trate and loosen to a considerable depth. The 30 acres 
of corn and Beans which we have mentioned were 
managed from first to last, entirely without the hand- 
hoe, and yet we have never seen an example of more 

clean and perfect cultivation than the field presents. 
Mr. Van Bergen assures us that a man and a boy wi 
readily tend 40 acres of corn, on his system, in a sea- 
son, and that tco in a most thorough manner-—not run 
over so as to have the ground full of “unclean things," 
as we have too often witnessed on the corn-lands of the 
west. The Bean crop of which we have spoken was 
planted with Lewis's seed-planter, an implement with 
whieh Mr. Van Bergen is much pleased. It is drawn 
by a horse, and does the work with great precision and 
dispatch, r. V. B. intends to use it hereafter for 
planting corn. Mr. Van Bergen’s fallows are managed 
on the true plan. The object is to clean the land, and 
this is done most completely. The land is alternately 
worked with culti , or ^ gang-plougl 
cultivators, and the spring-tooth horse-rake. 
vators or gang-ploughs leave the ground in small ridges 
a foot apart; the parers, which are narrow plates of 
steel of lengths varying from 1 ft. to 3 ft., are made to 
shave the surface, which levels the ridges and euts clean 
all vegetation ; the horse-rake, which is made of extra- 
sized wire to fit it for this purpose, follows after, rakes 
the ground smooth, collects weeds or grass where there 
is any, and leaves the ground in the most beautiful con- 
dition, "These different operations are repeated in the 
course of the season at various intervals, as may be 
necessary to keep the soil clean and light. ‘The last 
operation before sowing winter grain is to put the land 
in the small ridges (as described before) by the gang 
ploughs ; on these ridges the grain is sown, and is then 
harrowed in with the horse-rake, which running length- 
wise the ridges, brings the grain in regular rows, à 
foot apart. The gang-ploughs and the largest sized 
cultivators are drawn by two horses. Some of them 
work a breadth of 9 ft."at once, and a man and pair 
of horses will work over from 15 to 20 acres of fallow 
land a day, with one of them. Mr. V. B. has lately 
made one still larger than those we have mentioned, 
which cuts a space of 10 ft, in width, and requires three 

horses to draw it. It is designed partly as a scarifier 
for Grass-grounds, and partly to clean the foul growth 
from the fallows; and is at the same time so con- 
irived that differently-shaped tools may be readily 
fitted to it, so that at option it is metamorphosed from 
a scarifier to a mammoth cultivator, or set of gang- 
ploughs. It may be observed in passing, that Mr. Van 

Bergen makes considerable use of the subsoil plough in 

draining his Grass lands. It answers in this case a 

similar purpose to the mole plough. The implement is 

passed through the sward in such places as would be 

likely to effect the most drainage, and a channel is thus 

made which not only takes the water from the surface 
of the land, but conducts it off to natural courses, The 
plough does not turn over the sward, but only raises it, 

so that the Grass grows as well or better immediately 
over the channels as in other places. These spaces made 
by the subsoil plough remain open for two years, and 
are of great advantage. s 

Injury by the Wire-worm.— Mr. Van Bergen’s 
crops have been greatly injured this year by the wire- 
worm, His Wheat and corn have been almost totally 
destroyed ; his Oats have been considerably cut off, an 
even his Beans have not escaped ; and judging from the 
numbers which on examination we found preying on 
their roots, their chance of affording a crop must be 
small indeed. He has not found any mode of counter- 
acting their ravages. 

Live Stock.—Three pair of horses are kept by Mr. 
Van Bergen, which perform all the team-work on the 
farm, as well as all other service required by horses. 
A yoke of oxen have formerly been kept, in addition to 
the horses, but this season their use has been discon- 
tinued. A small stock only is kept. ‘The cows, 10 in 
number, are mostly Durhams, Ayrshires, and grades of 
these breeds. Several of the Durhams were imported. 
They are evidently of a milking family, and show ex- 
cellent points for the dairy. The Ayrshires are very 
pretty stock—silky haired, clean skinned, small boned, 
with all the indications of first-rate dairy-stock, Mr. 
V. B. formerly fatted calves for the New York market. 
He usually sold them at from 5 to 10 weeks old, and 
obtained for them an ayerage price of 9 dollars per 
head, He sold one year 160 calves fatted by himself. 

The business proved profitable for several years ; but 
competition after awhile reduced the profits till it 
became no longer an object. : 

Conclusion.—Mr. Van Bergen's farming must, on the 
whole, be considered eminently successful. Many, very, 

many farmers, even with greatly superior advantages 0 
soil, do not obtain anything like as good crops on t 1 
average, or realise half as good profits on their capita, 

invested in farming. What is the cause of this success, 

is the question obviously suggested. We answer, it 18 
to be found in the fact that “knowledge is power.” | 
mind well balanced, well disciplined, and discriminatings 
here exerts its energies; and the effect is seen in the 
systematic plan on which the various operations are 
based, and in the highly satisfactory pecuniary returns 

which are the ultimate results.— Albany Cultivator 

Miscellaneous. : ; 

Rotation of Crops in Belgium.—' The crops raised a 

Belgium are Wheat, Oats, Rye, Flax, Potatoes, T 

and Clover, as principal ; and, as secondary, Tur d 

Carrots, Buck-Wheat, Tobacco, and Spurry. 

farmers consider Flax and Rape the best paying 

they cultivate, and they are the most exhausting pi 

the enormous quantities of manure given t iem. 

Rape is sown in July, transplanted in September, d 

cut in June of the next year. The Clover, whic 

crops 
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Brown for seed as well as for food for cattle, is an 
Important crop with the Flemish farmer. He is not 
Particular among what he sows it. We find it growing 
amongst Flax, Wheat, Oats, or Rye. There are two 
Varieties of Rye used, winter and spring. The winter 
variety is almost always sown after Potatoes iu Decem- 
ber, and some of it is cut green in spring, before the 
Clover is ready for cutting. It thus answers the pur- 
Pose of early Tares in this country. Another crop is 
‘taken the same year, after it is cut, The ground is 
Ploughed several times for Potatoes. When the last 
Ploughing is finished, the furrows of which are about 

inches wide, one man walks up one of the furrows, 
and, with an instrument similar to that used for picking 

urnips, makes a hole, into which a boy drops the 
Cutting of a Potato. Eight inches farther on, another 
Otato-set is put, in making the hole for which he draws 

the soil over the previous setting. This he does every 

Second furrow, so that the. distance between each row 

Of Potatoes is not more than 14 inches. One man and 

a boy do about 450 yards in this manner in an hour. 
The Turnips are almost always taken as a second crop 

the year. Immediately after the Rye is cut, they 

begin fo prepare the land for Turnips; and by the 
Powerful agency of the liquid manure, a beautiful braird 
lS obtained in a few days. The Turnips have attained 

à pretty good size when they are pulled, and with the 

Potatoes, form the winter food for the animals on the 

farm. Carrots are often sown with Flax, so that they 
are enabled to have two crops the same year from the 
And; for by the time the Flax is pulled, the Carrots 
are considerably advanced. This method of double 

Cropping is very frequent in Flanders, and is another 
instance of what, by economy of manure and a judicious 
Application of it, they are enabled to produce from the 
Soil. The next subject which comes naturally after 
this is the rotations of erops practised in Flanders. I 
Was prepared, before crossing the channel, to encounter 
Some little difficulty in this subject, from having read of 
fi € great variety of rotations to be found there. Every 

eld, Mr, Radcliff tells us, has its own rotation. But 
€ four, five, or six years’ courses to which we are 

accustomed in this country, made me form but a faint 
idea of the difficulties o prehending the Flemish 
ie 3 and, therefore, when I began to study them, 
toe exceeded my greatest anticipations, and every day 
renewed my inquiries but plunged me into greater 

TUplexities. I could perceive no fixed principle on 
Which they founded their constantly varying rotations. 
E € same farmer would give me one day one rotation, 
nd the next another totally different from yesterday's, 
5 the rotation he practised on his farm ; and, were I 

transcribe all the various systems I jotted down in 
my note-book, as those followed on farms within the 
arrow compass of a few miles, I should fill as many 

Eases as this short sketch of Belgian farming would 
Siue. With such conflicting statements, and with 
aah Prospect of unravelling the mystery, l began t 
ME myself with the thought that the Flemings had 
R evel thing as a rotation; that they knew the value of 

eed of crops each year, and therefore they prac- 
they a Succession rather than a rotation of crops. 
a Y are rotations, it is difficult to tell where they com- 

ence and where they end ; and they are besides ex- 
g. The principle they seem to go upon is, 

crop shall not be taken two successive 
om the same land. And on examining my 

e 

a x 

VS 5 the plaee of Flax seems to be after Oats and 

m 

n k I cannot 

1n ich we observe at every variation of the soil. They 
for ers time out of mind, rotation farmers 
tieg ; there is not a cultivated acre, the proper- 
SMS are not matter of notoriety, and, according 

Wost Properties, the most suitable succession, and 
HM Profitable application. of manure, have been 
Men vee on, and are now invariably practised.” 

s 5 the Highland Agri. Soc. Trans. 

d Composition of Manure. (Bous- 
i 62.)J— Whatever be the form in 

is more Profita is applied, the question arises whether it 

on OMS to apply it before or after fermenta- 
moting the » € substances do not become capable of pro- 

growth of plants till they have undergone 
rod ‘ations. One of the results of these changes 

th P uction of 
1e stall, applied i cisely the same cl 

sition takes p 
heaped p HE much more gradually than when it is 

WR itself to this 

Centuries 
of which 

the 
long 

» Vol, iss 

agriculturists. 
T J sh dung is injurious to 

he proof of the contrary is easily shown. 
ie nt, in fact, to call to mind that in the fold- immediate P and cattle, the excrement and urine fall 
s Yon the ground, Doubtless fresh manure in 

excess may for the time be injurious ; but the same may 

be said equally of fermented manure. An Italian 

chemist, Monsieur Gazzeri, has with a laudable industry 

investigated the subject, and has shown that a consider- 
able loss of fertilizing principles takes place during the 

process of fermentation in the farmyard ; and that con- 

sequently it is best to apply the dung as it comes from 

the stall. fo remove all doubt which might arise 

respecting the supposed injurious consequences of unfer- 

mented manure, M. Gazzeri produced Wheat in land 

which had been highly manured with pigeon-dung, which 

is allowed to be one of the most active manures. Horse- 

dung taken immediately from the stable, and mixed with 

earth in the proportion of one-fourth in bulk did not at 

all prevent the vegetation of corn, To estimate the 

loss in fresh dung submitted to fermentation, M. Gazzeri 

weighed it before it was submitted to fermentation, and 

again after the fermentation was over, he not only ascer- 

tained the weight, but determined the proportion of 

fixed and soluble matters contained in it. In the case 

of horse-dung he found that after four months’ fermen- 

tation it lost more than half the weight of the dry 

matter which it contained before fermentation. Davy, 

indeed, had already proved that during the decomposi- 

tion of fresh dung, volatile substances escape which 

would be beneficial to ti T) peri con- 

sisted in introducing dung into a retort whose neck was 

placed under turf. After a few days the Grass exposed 

tothe emanation of the retortvegetated with extraordinary 

vigour, Although it is certain that by prudent manage- 

ment of the manure-heap the volatile ammoniacal prin- 

ciples which are generated during the process of fer- 

mentation may be retained, it seems nevertheless beyond 

doubt that the immediate use of manure before fermen- 

tation gives the surest guarantee against loss. Thaer, 

Schwertz, and Coke, of Norfolk, have, in consequence, 

recognised the propriety of this practice. Notwith- 

standing, in the greater number of farms the old prac- 

tice is continued, though this is in many cases, from 

local circumstances, a matter of necessity. In cultiva- 

tion on a large scale, the manure is carried out at cer- 
tain seasons only ; it cannot be used as it is produced, 

as there is not land ready to receive it, and therefore it 
necessary to form manure-yards. In Alsatia it is 

carried out whenever circumstances will allow, without 
waiting for decomposition. Under these circumstances 
it lies in the yard about 3 months, and is usually about 
half decomposed, which is perhaps the most convenient 
state in which it ean be introduced into the land. Itis 
then easily buried, and the fecundating principles are 
already sufficiently abundant to act in a given time with 
more activity than would be the case with perfectly fresh 

dung, a point which is of some importance. Fresh dung 
will always aet more slowly than that which has 
arrived at a certain state of decomposition, and 

or not ; 

the decomposition, aided by the warmth of the climate, 
is always accomplished rapidly, but such is not the case 
in cold countries, The temperature which developes 
and promotes vegetation is therefrequently of shortdura- 
tion, and must at once be taken advantage of. During a 

great part of the year the cold soil will retain the 

organic substances committed to it without decomposi- 
tion. Under these circumstances, doubtless, the prefer- 

ence must be given to fermented manure, and it is pro- 

bable to some such motives that the practice so common 
in Switzerland is ibutabl asing ted liquid 
manure, whose action is immediate. Itis with similar 

manure that the valuable crops of Woad, Beet, and 

other plants used in manufactories, are produced in 

Flanders. :F ion, judiciously ducted with 
proper precautions to prevent the escape of the ammo- 

niacal salts and the loss of the soluble principles, inde- 
pendently of the advantage of producing a manure 
which is speedy in its action, has that of giving less 
bulk and weight. Dung frequently loses a third of its 
bulk during f ion, a ci t which makes 
a great difference in the expence of carriage.’ To this 
end fresh dung is sometimes dried in the sun, by which 
it is reduced to a third or fourth of its original weight, 
aud when the distance is great this may be worth con- 
sideration. An important objection to the use of fresh 
dung is, that it contains generally the seeds of weeds, 
and the eggs of insects, which can be destroyed only by 
utrefaction. Where, however, the crop easily admits 

of hoeing, this is of little consequence ; and our eustom 
at Bechelbronn of carrying out our manure in every 
state of decomposition on the first crop in rotation, 

shows that there is really no inconvenience in the prac- 

tice. Another point indicated by Thaer is the difficulty 
of burying long manure; but this difficulty vanishes 

where it is placed in the furrows as they are turned up 

by the plough.—.M. J. B. 
Thin Sowing, &c.—1In the neighbourhood, I saw the 

very worst farming I had ever seen m my ife. A 

gentleman, who had, he told me, been a farmer 22 years, 

that is, more than three periods of apprenticeship, and 

who i d, with the assist: of a bailiff, his own 

farm, threw away nearly 3 bushels per acre, from which 

he would reap not more than three quarters per acre, 
not enough to pay him for cultivation, with no money 
for rent and taxes and rates ; an increase of only eight 

times the seed, whereas upon no better land Mr. Mechi, 

from only half a bushel of seed, had full five quarters 

per aere, or 80 times the quantity of his seed, and Mr. 
Davis’s increase on an average was nearly in the same 

proportion. Having left this agriculturist, therefore, 
and on whom I ought to record that I intruded myself, 
and whose hospitality and wines showed that he did not 
depend upon farming to replenish his cellar, I visited 
one more farm, the idol of its owner, and the mosí 
interesting of anything I had seen. It was situated in 
the midst of a garden, and consisted of one plot of 
Wheat of perhaps 12 or 14 yards long, and about half 
as many broad. The projector of this Lilliputian farm 
was a Mr. Mannington, a worthy and honest butcher. 
Upon conversing with him I found that he was a man 
of more than a common share of intelligence—that his 
mind was not chained down with prejudice, and that, 
although his farm was in the centre of a town garden, 
the cultivation of it showed that he was a first-rate 
agriculturist, and worthy to occupy 500 acres of land. 
His princip'e was right, founded on the firm basis of 
Science, proved to be correct by his own practice. If 
it be objected that his farm was a small one, I observe 
that it was land and cultivated, and that the largest 
farm on the whole earth is made up of plots no larger 
than his. Nor does it signify how small a plot of ground 
may be if the principle be correct by which it is tilled. 
The man who can properly cultivate a garden could, if 
he had an opportunity, manage a whole farm, just as 
the labourer, who should feed one pig properly could, 
if he possessed them, fatten 20. The smallness, there- 
fore, of Mr. Mannington’s plot of Wheat militates 
nothing against the sound principle upon which it was 
cultivated. He, like Mr. Mechi,in Essex, and Mr. 
Davis, in Surrey, has proved, by his thin-seeding, that 
ajsingle grain of Wheat, when properly planted, is as 

capable of bringing its kind to perfection, and by a 
most wonderful multiplication, as is a Windsor-bean, or 

as from a single Acorn grows the giant Oak. I there- 
fore conclude my journal (for I was obliged to return 
home abruptly from this place) by adding the name of 
Mannington, in Sussex, as a scientific cultivator of the 
soil, to those of Mr. Mechi, in Essex, and Mr. Davis, in 
Surrey, the three best growers of corn, whether on a 
small scale or large, I ever yet have seen.—From the 
Journal of an Essex Farmer, in the Sussex Agri- 
cultural Express. 

Calendar of Operations. 

jv 25 

a grain or a green crop, and the third after a green crop. 
regards the first, the land should be manured i 
very rich, and the seed drilled at the rate of three bushels per 
acre in rows six inches apart. 
deeply ploughed and well manured should be sown after the 

rate of about two bushels per aere, in rows eighteen inches to 

A 
not already 

s regards the second, the land 
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two fect apart. apart. 
" double culture.” 
Pa xe on, and bee 

Bean soils are very suitable for growing 

may, in sho pss be both sown 

serena Se already ploughed and 
Videtis i plough pube itat interv als alternately 

ofc ighteen inches and six feet—in the furrows s Jeans, and 

eov s ur by harrowing the land down ; then aril lyonr Pars- 

nips shallow as possible, by means of the Suffolk drill (first 

E ert abouti Ibs. of the seed with the psmber of bushels of 
| the machine is set to sow), in rows eighteen inches 

f the wide red Fert "patween the Beans, 

and cover by bush harrowing. Let the rows be north and 

pt sek the sake ok. & uniform distribution of daylight. Or 

the Beans may be n by themselves in this manner, and the 

intervals left for Oarrdés to be sown in April interval of 
six feet is wide enough for the effect ual cultivation of the land. 

eason when it is proper for those who do not 
breed their own BS to be "purchasing ae winter feeding. 
Early Turnips m: ie commenced with sheep. 

ehoult-Be putes s shall consume all tlie s 
by the middle of Novemb er, the Yellow sorts by the end of the 
year, the Swedes by the end of March, d pw Mangold Wurzel 

ay. And to assist calculation, it may be assumed that 

£, 2 
that a fatting animal, either sheep or o: 08 
grown, will in general, ” when out of door d e a noc iof iere 
cius equal*o o about a a quarter of the ht 

pected to attain when ready for the putahe. if fed ador 
Eneken three-fourths of this quantity may be assumed as the 
basis of caleulation. ‘ Three-fourths!” if this be Ru and 
rom a somewhat extended experience on this subject, we be- 

lieve it to be so, what a saving does this shed-feeding hold natto 
the winter grazior! t is objeeted to the system tl that it entails 
the heavy expence of eiue the erop to the buildinge, and the 
dung back again; and, in the case of sheep, that it renders 
them especially liable to the ind vodi at first item may 
be greatly diminished by erectin orary shed on the 
neighbouring stubble field, xA wi require all the manure 
made there for the ensuing gre UE p. obe second 

oe will disappear. Such UN may b eted ; the 

subjoined is a plan ofi te, Wblch hes already Apid ah Ahs 
Journal. A few Larch poles, nails, hurdles, and bundles of 

straw, are the materials required ; they are not costly, pus cer- 

tainly ghey will not exceed in expence 6d, for each of the sheep 
they shelter. And as regards the foot-rot, we have not apap, 

Botices to Correspondents, 
Will tar compost do ? Gowrosrrrox FLoors—C O—See p. 307. 

E acted as MAN — Henry—A Scotchman who 

ty. agri 
stubborn i generally ae of his race and 

ssion OU à ing to “il 

urine, Thatis our plan. See Calenda M46 

you resolve to have a tank, n it be apy * cylindrical hole 
well bricked and cemented, capable of containing say two 

months’ accumulation of Ke That from 24 cattle would 

be 70 gallons per diem, or 4, allons in 2n. A tank 10 feet 
diameter, and 8 feet deep, would hold thi 

FLAX SocrETY's CULTE Cep F—Apply i Mr. M'Adam, 
Secreta: 

MACHINE tie an LANDFAST STONES—Delta—We do 
not know.Mr. Webster’s machine, our Davis's 
puc on ius ere apply to Ridgway, Piccadilly. 

v Mup— /—I ld receive a thorough drying, and 

n be T ms s e carted on the land before winter. 

ER 2^ will break it up, and you may harrow it down and 
plant either Beans or erue Wheat. 
OADS— Village— We know of no Super un for breaking stones 
except the ordinary bone ham 

ROTATION =å Young Former Lows * *Elements of 
Practical Agricul nies SA st general work within 
reasonable limits, and Stephen's “Book of the Farm,” is a 
complete but expensive 

STEAMING APPARATUS AT TrVERPOOI OMAN, Clyburn, 
Uley, e Gloucestershire. 

Tayxs—W M you have tried cement in every possible way 
and failed zm dep out spring pd you must sink a sheet 
iron tank. might get an old ste: e boiler cheap 
that would DES the purpose well. 

To Cnan Straw—@ M— Use it in stifle burning your stiff 
i e man gemont Th char it, Unless you can get s 

kin iri to that of a coke factory, we do d set w other- 
» be done. rmers, indeed, bax. their 

Birav by wetting it and turning it over two or or amet in 
what are facetiously termed dung- heaps. 'fhe that 

one half of the straw is lost, but the rest ie eetos 
charred ; witness its black colou: 

*, Communications reaching toe ‘after Wednesday cannot be 
ees the same week. 

$ftarkets, 
Mo Ber Load of 36 SEDE 

THFIELD, Oct. 1, 
to + NewClr, sto —s 

love 70 v0 95 aw 30 a? 
five demand, and iced iemet 

Sow Coorin, Sherman, 
CUMBERLAND MARKET, Oct. 1, 

Prime Mesi. Hay gos to 76- [is Clover 95-to 1008 
65 

Prime Mead.May 65: to p New Hay 
Infr.New& Rowen 50 63 

M 

Inferlor MA va 84 | Straw 805 to 34s 

T Josua Bian, Hog Sherman, 
WHITECHAPEL, Oct. 2, 

Tato üOepOld Clover 160sfto 1085 
Lafr. 
Newer M — 95 

“SMITHFIELD, spas, Sept. 28,—Per Stone of 8ilbs. 
cors, Herefords, Re. 4e 0to4s 2| Best Long-woolé ~ mso —» 

Bes t Horns $250 Dio (shorn) > 4 4 4 
grond quality Beasts = 210 8 4 y 

Fine Old Hay - 
Inferior Hay + 

Hav - 008 
Straw 24s to 98» 

( 
Ewesand seeond quality —  —_ 

Calves 4048 Ditto (shorn) 40 44 
Beat Downs  Halfbreds menr eee -48 54 

o (shorn) 4 5.01 Pig 2 Beasts, 4077; Sheep dnd Laci 80,800; Calves, 131; Piga, 
"The unfavourable state of the weather large supply have caused a 

hio 
foto OF London, being Cows wad ach ing B. 

Over abundaat,sud In consequence 
'ully à» much as of late, 43 2d being readily obtained 

he most selling Shost lees Second-rate are 

Monday, best Downs rik 
ds 10d; Ewes and Steoniaaey, 4s id voa o owe cearo to quote Lamb— 
the s may b! ré clare whas few ave om offer males about 
Meroe price. 'Qalves arein aandacdy a one y 5»—Pigsare 

“This erop is well I adapted for the practice of | € COVENT GA RDEN, cr Dor. —Ve geti tables aro suffi ient fór 
the Metu, but Fruit is not over abundant. 
of excellent" quality, may be bought at gr week's prices. 
Abundance of Black Hamburgh Grapes may be obtained, and 
large importations of Foreign ones have been received. 
Apples and Pears have not altered in price since our last 
account, Oranges are scarce, Nuts are sufficient for the de- 
mand, Walnuts are plentiful. Filberts realise a tole 
brisk trade. Lemons are scarce, and so are good 
Melons; some foreign ones are i iis market. Of Vagetables, 
Cabbages, Cauliflowers, We., a ood, but the latfér hardly 
suficient for the demand, Sart ee and Turnips have altered 

Peas are scarce. 
the same as last ‘thee Celery is good in quality. Potatoes 
are rather scarce, and very much affected by the bere 
disease; some are uin unsaleable. Lettuces and other ad. 
ing are good and plentiful. Cut Flowers chiefly Cae 
Heaths, Jasmines, Pinks, MANU ae Pelargoniums, Gardenias, 
Fuchsias, Azaleas, and Roses. 

VITS: 
Pine Apple, porlb., det Figs, per dozon, 
Grapos, Hothouse, Bor te te de dnb ee dotem, la Ga to 8a 

1s to 153d r 100; 10 to 208 
Almonds, per peo 
Sweet Almonds, per 1b., 2s to as 
Filberts, English,p. 100 Dbe., 95 to. 1001 
Nuts, Cob, per ilie, 1008 to 1108 

a, 208 
ia £ 16s e Br 

= oe it, E jo 16 panish, 
er dozen, 2 Kaon pia H A 16s to 24s 

PBovedts pae REO. ita G 
VEGETABLE 

Cobnges, per don. adto 1+ (d I Said; per Th dd toot 
‘oceoli, pi Br Garlio, peribus [m 

Caul!flowers, S 

D éa 

rp. dor, Bato Le 
fem el tei ae di hes, Iz to 1a 6d Potatoes, per ton, to 8 Per portio, 1 to 9r 

giri, de d to 6s 67 Small Salada, per. pun net, 8d vo qd Fennel, per bua EX 
Kldney, per bus hel, gerose — Savory, per bm 

veas, per sieve, 

eh E 
Watercress, pith 6d 1084 Red Boot, per doz. a Paisley, p ger Paneis d vo 6 Horse Radish, per b indio, ievos 

Cucumbers, each, 3d to 82 
pinach, per sleve, Is ‘Gd to 2¢ 

Leek, por bunch, 2d to ad Mio enda per 
eleryaper bundle, Isto le 3d Marjoram, per bu: 
rrom, por bunch, 8d u Chervil, per punnot, 24 to 8a 

Onions, per bu. to SP» 

HOPS, ‘Fray, Oct. 
We continue to have a brisk demand for all ped of Hops, particula arly 

atate. Picking is now nearly bronght toa close, and there isa gen 
comp'aintof the crop falling much shore of expectation... Many think “the 
duty E Cu et E 10,000. 

Wes fen 
£6 0 to £7 Operews. 
4.6 fu fO ri us 

ocn o ER 
I S& LaS 7 ji 
CREE 0 PT NDA 

» tinny HOM gue NE 
Old Hops se oe 40 o 

ED d mra, Hop-Faetore, 

NGLISH TIMBER AND BARK.—Oet, 
Pla 

E 
Round eee per load 

10 8l 

ani, ver foot cube, [pea p Be dr. sup 
ü "os gs (ga o 5s 

10 2 4 sk E d 
R EH 3 8 l $ 20 2 $3 
" m j 15 b j i : " 2 n 
E 9 “Oak Bask | (per load of 48 owe), 192, to 140 J.S. 

RK-LANE, Monpay, Sept, 28, 
The supply of a Tagish Wheat by land carriage samples this 

mornin, moderate, and quickly cleared at 2 
over the prices of this s day se CU serta 
advanee, 
Flour was e ised ti 3. 
higher, which ps qo i oe samples of Barle; 
eing scarce, fully maintained "s rates, but inferior qualities 

were a dull sale,—Beans are 0 28. dearer, and Vis advance | 
our quotations for new white ed 2s, per qr., but the saleis 
slow, Maple and rer vas Itered,—Oats realise ba * 1s. above 
the rates of last Mon 

BRITISH, PER eie QUARTER. s. 
Wheat, Essez, Kent, and Suffolk . White 62 60 
~ 'Norfollz, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire b0 64 
Barley, Malting and distilling 30s toa6s Chevalter 26 80 
Oats, Ligeplnshire and Yorkshire... Polands 9 $5. 80 —— Northumberland and Scotch , Feed 30 85 ish 5 Feed 98 32 

Harrow 39 45 Bane, Marigany. ola ana new E te Pn 
P olas Lonypod 38 45 

Grey 84 

igeon, 
dpt E a ea ir 40 

ARRIVALS IN THE RIVER LAST WEEK, 
Flour. WAE Boel, Malt. Ome Rye. | Bas, [Pens 

English 2944 Sks. — Brle.| 10512| 2758 | 1095 | 4019 68 | 10f8 | 490 
Irish «i= y = 99 JL c [-100. |, obey [mcn 
Foreign — 4, 6867 p Tu UA p» — | 4616) — | — | 1136 

, Oct, 
There was little English Y Wheat fresh uP gr this igne 

market; the same d buyers at Is. to 2s. per qr. o 
rates of Monda; SAC "E similar rise was readily aei d 
free Foreign, bol itis sparingly offere amd gen 
a greater advance. few ti ou: pu quar! 
in bond have been taken at rel Flour is held 
very firmly at our quotations, duri y Md and the turn. 
dearer.— Beans and Peas ici) maintain theiv Sue value.—Old 
Oats bring 6d. to ls. per money.— meets a re- 
pened doi DEA and canoes; of Galatz atioat pagis 433. to 

3. 6d. p 
ARRIVALS THIS WEEK. 

Wh eat + Barley Oats Flour 
English. 4320 3250 710 5070 Ske Iris] — d 11050 
Foreign’ n 8600 = 1930 19/70 bes 

IMPERIAL AVERAGES. 
Wheat. Barley.) Oats. | Rye. | Beans.) Pens 

Ange saper Quarter Allé) 97s bi) 28y Gd} 00.04) 906-90 Dor 
- 298 . è «| 4710. 23 0 81 10 89 9 6 

dips NTT stel Tar on du 2| ah «| 971 
— 12 . . 50 0 88 7 98 5 82 4 4011 88 10 
- 19 4 . B 5l 8 88 1 23 7 #3 0 4| 6 I^ 5 
aleuaggua sd 58 1| aslo} so 7| 85 T| 42 7| 45 0 l | 

S weeks Aggrey. Aver. | 49 6| 23 4| s 4| a2 9| 4010 | 39 5 
———— — Duties on Foreign Grain 3.0! 1.6! 30) 20} 20 

Diagram showing the Auctuations In the price of Corn onthe average of the eels ending dogs September s 

[OoTaS. 

— Sales bp Auction. —— 
TO NOB M GENTLEMEN, NURS SERYMEN, MARKET 
GARDE ir ect RAILWAY Konen 
AND OTHE RS EN N PLAN 

j ESSRS. PRO! THE ROL AND Momus will ne 
by Auction, on the Premises, Chels sea Nw y, King 

road, on Wednesday, ; October 14, isis, andi five following dun 
at li v Spes Lane 2 

ilding pur poses), the whole of 
the es NURSE ERY STOCK, consisting of the 
kinds ee Ere and FOREST-TREES, Onn 
DUOUS FINE eui Ego oae of every variet, 
able duantiti las, and lotted to suit Cry ssa eription of pur- 
chasers. The Stock is siete aiden worthy the attention, of 
Noblemen and Gentlemen laying out their grounds ; 
Trade, from its excellence ; and comprises fine lands 
Dwarf eae Haye untrained Apple, Pi 
bs ach, & Apricot, Quince, Mediar, W 
ries, Gooseberrian, Currants, Filberts, & 
Sycar aple, Ash, Plane, Laburnum, 
Poplar, beam, Chesnut, Alder, Thorns mre: ts, Acacia, 
Lilae, aeien Ros ga, Weeping and other Willows, 
Ailanthus, Calycan qs. Jasmine, arge 

Jommon Daur els 5, Lar, een and ¥aviogued 
ri m, si, Laure 

neni Pina, bim 
Chins 

lock Speyer Sweet Bays, 
dendror eas, Kalmi 
set Ohm ; Pyrus and’ b ys 

for forcing ; dico Fig 
strong, Sea Kale, Asparag ne 
be viewed one week prior to the Sale. Catalogues (ls 
duds to purchasers) may be had S th Premises ; of the 
stakes Kah SE o qu uctioneers, meri 

ery, Leytonstone, taining are a short dis- 
tance from ien P ‘Militar drip: £n E Chelsea Qon 

s pass every 10 mittee i the " 
Swat Pier, iub imini five medesti wale 
Grounds, 

ge quantity of 
p is forcing. "May 

Sas 

o t 
the Nuls 

NURSERY STOCK. ` 
TO GENTLEMEN, BUILDERS, AND OTHERS. 

M? ESSRS. PROTHEROE AND Cata will submit 
L o Public CaS by Auction on fhe premises, Acre- 
lane, Brixton, on Thursday, October Sm, 1816 (by order of Mr. 
Dawson, in every ofthe ground being re 
purposes), the choic 
Also a selected assortment of CAMELLIAS and ERICAS. 
May be viewed diem tothe Sale. ixpence d 
returnable to p asers, may be had on the premises ; of tl 
principal Scedsmen; andofthe Auctioneers, a Nan 
Leytonstone, 

TO Vau hid nd GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, BUILD- 
EMETERIES, AND OTHER PUBLIC 

COMPAS s ENGAGED IN PLANTING. 

Tea PROTHEROE AND MORRIS have re- 
ived instruetions from "Mr. Neal to submit to Public 

compan by Auction on the premises, Wandsw: 
;, October 26th, 1846, and following days, at 11 ò "elock 

Eu e yes consequence of the ground being required for 
building purposes), the whole of the valuable RSE 
STOCK, c nsisting of the choicest Evergreens and A; 
Plants, [ore tal and Deciduous Shrubs, &c. ru 
of Capital MEADOW HAY, about 100 loads, 

e offers great advantages from the variety of th? 
Stock, and will be lotted to eit t every description o of purchasers. 
a be viewed prior to the ; Catalogues, one shilling T 

Tamie to purchasers, nay T had on the Premises ; of tl 
Er Tai y Seedsmen ; and ofthe Auctioneers, American Auson 
Leytonstone, 

28 Stacks 

PNE A GREENHOUSES, PINE PITS, CUCUM- 
PITS, TIIREE-LIGHT BOXES. About 2000 

we p" Thre E Four Ineh Hot-water Pipes, and Four 
Bole eariy new, 60,000 good old Bricks, a lav] ge quantity 
of rotten Dung and ompost, 100 casts of Garden Pots, 
tensile 3 ii trade, e, &c. 

I ESSRS. PROTHEROE ann MORRIS have 
received instructions to submit to Publie Competition 

by Auction, mises, Gree: pen M 
Lira on ' 1 " Sai 6, 1846, oe vm d 

Quee ns. who 
po about 5500 feet of Glass, a: 

be viewed por to the Sale, wit SR TAM had on the 
rro; of the principal Seedsmea ; an. e Auctioneers, 
American’ Niraes Leyton: ito or rires dn application 
to W. Davis, Green-street, Chelsea ee et 

ESSRS. PROTHEROR. Saito MORRIS will sub- 
AR A^ publie pobre at the Auction Mart, Bartho- 

on Friday, Oet.9, 1846, at 12 o'clock, A VERY 
RIOT PULS of TULIPS, which have been collected 

y Mr. Coorrr. The setae n ko oí 

boari Solon (raa B cen Camuze de one W: 
Coronation, Surpass Brulante Ecle: 
de Bordeaux, Brulante Ecletante, Violet Alexander, Lalla 
Rookh, Lord Winchelsea, d&e., &e. i 
mixed Tulips, Crocus, &c. May ing O 
Sale, and Catalogues Bad at the art; and of the Auctioneers, 
American Nursery, Leytonstone. 

NASCOTT-PARK, NEAR up Bas a STATION, 
WATE FOR HER 

R. HUMBERT will TE of by Publie AUC- 
TION, at the Essex Arms Inn, Watt ford, on Fray, the 

23rd of OCTOBER, , 1846, at 4 o'elock, 550 FERT OF F FRONT- 

£ au 

having a frontage of 50 feet, and a depth of 200 feet. This 

d, a there are not ^ Pain. ES $8 | Ava. :9 | Siner. 5 | Serr. beat ies 
house: 

533 1d oe inhabitants Ke o town. 
51 3 m be obtaii 
50 0 m 
49 0 . 
47 10 s. 
45 1l ———— 

SEEDS, Oct. 2, 
anay o- so perar faro [2 Linseed Cake Foreign p. sen ah: 40304 

Caraway - per owt Suite 
Glover, Red, English — - 

— ^ —. Forel -= 9 l0s6d 
= White, English - —  — Rapeseed, EH gn" 24 
= — Foreign = — — pe Cakes per tom 4115:6158 

Coriander » - - . 10 16 Sain 

Hempseed 2 perque AE Eng. ‘winter pibus «ös baba 
Linseed = 7 perar 4$ 4 -- SC | 

ie 38 | Trefoll 
v= Cakes, Eng. per 1009 191 5s * raip ttoo o cl for or quotation MS 1238; Sheep and Lambs, 5900; Calves, P Pigs, 510. 

s West Smithfield. 

of Messrs, a & W. Low WE, 2, D 
ain ae M Booprz, 9, Davies-street, Enn 
si p ; and of Mr. Huxwer, Surveyor and Auctioneer, Wa 

rts, 

S, &c. Maybe vi d Catalo; 5 

Premises, and of M eere gun Surveyor, ris Watford, Herts 

ACTORS, 
A 



' TO Nonupuay, GENTLEMEN, AN 
OICE GREENHOUS 

Lj 
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NUR SERYME 
SE AND OTHER PLAN 

ESSRS: J. C. ann 8. TEVENS i coil by 
Auction, at their Gr Ay a 

Sorts ; cae NM id Rhododendrons, 4 feet high Ar aucaria 
Excelsa, 3 feet ; a nd a hoiee Pinuses, Epa 

portion of. their dues Rs es "the ground being let 

T The great variety of Plants, DE rubs, 
rees, Bulbs, &e., and the Bruneau quit tity of all sizes offer 

adv. antages io purchasers rarely to be met with on one 33 
Stock consists of a large quens of Moss, Provence, and 

eins large ock of Persian a erian, and Rotha- 
The Evergreens 

d Taurestinus, "Aucuba Japonica, 
Tros 6 inches to 6. feet; ; Irish Ivie: 'om 1 to 20 feet the 

colleetion x ue ye in ie B 

; Mulberry, Apple, and Pear-trees, & 
rther particulars pur time of Sale will be given in 

faturo. advertisém ents. 

RADDON gouR te BARTON, ,THORVERTON,- 

9. BE LET BY TENDER, ins eter of 10 or 14 

5 ney RAM Watered Meadow Arable, e, and, Pasture 
and, with an excellent Dwelling-house, Labourer's Cottages, 

à Thrashing-machine driven by Water, and all necessary Agri- 
cultural Buildii ings thereon. LoTII. Also, KITLAKE NORTON, 

Adjoining the above, consisting of a Dwi Sut hause, all nece 
t 934. a a 22 P. 01 emerge or 

v. Tuomas REYNOLDS, the tenant, will shew the Pre- 

further partes may be obtained of Messr 

an Sow, Lapford, or of Messrs. SwrrH, Solicitors, Ore- 
iton, at whose office the terms of Letting may be seen, and t 

Tenders ure i sent on or before the 17th day of 0c. 

TOBER.—October 3, 1: 
ere 

ae eek APPARATUS FOR HEATING 
e TIOULTURALBUILDINGS,DWELLING- HOUSES, 
HURGRES and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved princi- 

Ples, and at very moderate charges: pers by DANIEL and 
pL D BAILEY, 272, HOL 

E. BAILEY having PUE. eh time to the considera- 
tion oft this ‘subject, and had much experience in the erection of 
Apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve- 
ments suggested in their practice, rendere their mode of 

heating not only very cticient, but very simple, and have com- 
bined di | durability in the apparatus y with economy in the charge. 
They h and, Scotland, and Ireland, 
ae many noblemen i and sepes pel hay ihe honour 

to be employed by the Horticultural Motley. Tonio in 
[oux ting the NOE of their splendid osse HOIS erected at 

Barty also construct in metal all deseriptions of 
Hortesibral Buildings and Sashes, and invite Noblemen, 
Sentlemen, Enas the P: 'üblie, to the inspection of their various 

drawings an models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the 
Opportunity of exhibiting, amongst ofher ital soiis s, an ex- 
tremely complete and orbes itcten apparatus, or ran 
Adapted forthe continued su & water, and an arrange- 
uu of the oven more complete Tiani kes hitherto been brought 
/efore the publi lic. 

siiis Queda . Barney were the first to PX e metallic eur- 
M inea: "uses to horticulturists, and can referto the Con- 
gerratory ‘attached h o the Pai NUT 
esides many others i in this Sse aia 

ared a pum of the Galvanic 
for immediate delivery ; 

y beg to introduce to public notice s new Trough Pipe, for 

at yapour is constantly, or 

eee required, and which may be seen at their Manu- 

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING AND HEATING BY 

HOT WATER, 

J. WEEKS & DAY, Arcnrrecrs, &c., Glo ucester- 
and HOT. Nene rend t Dhelsen, HOTHOUSE BUILDERS 
respectfully Dor a APPARATUS MANUF AOT URERE, most 
turists, that they nem Not, Gentry, and Horticul- 

©, Where all the various kno 
kept deed “Their _Hot-water Appar oe ie 

Greenhouses, Pis stant ae! in various Hothouses, 

Bottom Heating can “he er the whole principle of Top and 

J. Weeks & Day pere n 

eat is applie: stia. # 

fy eat a ran: vue orcing- 
0 feet 4 in length, ii ith. 

to oes ados once et Soois of fuel, and only 

els, Plans, on in great variety. a 0« Inqrmeat variety. 

tion E: Due Nel, long enough to Ses protect a 
marine: own; 35. eaci eac) The above are 

um W; 
Others exposed to the wet. “Capes, shorter, 25. and 2s. 6d. each ; 

Bienes c. Waggon Covers, 2s. per square yard.—RonznT| 
New.road, Lo bu and Tent Maker, p Tonbridge-place, | 

E OT-WATER PIPES.—A large stock of these 
Pipes, with Elbows, Syphon Bends, and all the usual 

connexions, so Socket and Flange Pipes, at JowEs's, 6, 
Bansag Southwark. 

"GRICULTURAL DRAINING. The attention of 
fe Agrieulturists is respectfully directed to a simple and 

NING LEVEL, price 28s. It can be sent 
to any part securely packed. It cannot well be put out of 

uu and a mere labourer can use it. To be had of the 
mg Davis, Optician, Derby. 

J. B. SAMPSONS SELF-FEEDING ECONO OMICAL 
E ane APPARATUS FOR HEATING HORT 

LTURAL BUILDINGS,  DWELLING-HOUSES, 
CHURC HES, CHAPELS, &c. &c. 

E 

E and F, Flue hole for 

ater into tanks, &c. ; R, Return 

and heat into the fin 

li 

i i 
i ii 

E
 Wl 

SPIRAL WATER HEATER. 
B. SAMPSON, Enotyerr, &c., Maidstone, Kent, 

e Inventor and Manufacturer of the muci ds BES ed RE. 

GISTERED SPIRAL WATER HEATER, erecte 
many during the last season, on his own responsi, which 

have given the greatest satisfaction in ev ery with 

confidence offer this admirable Boiler to the Battie asd as Tm best 
yet introduced, Mars great Ger ae over the Conical 

‘and all others. 1st, Forming its own flue, and exposing three 

Dreni T to tho action of tbe. fire; after it has left the 
body of the boiler, the hent (which is lost in others), passin 
MESES f and bein wing 
the least possible escape. EE Requiring fuel bat once in 14 
hours, and being poms f cast iron, renders it more tie. 
not burning out as r wrought iron. 3r ing of 
full 50 per cent. in the consumption of fuel. 4th, Masinga cylin- 

drical feeder, with air-tight cover, the fire is kept uniformly 

supplied. 5th, The simplicity ofits construction enables any 
mason to fix it with the greatest ease. 

These Boilers are made d sizes, and may be applied 

to any pipes, tanks, &e., already fixed. 

Can be seen at Messr s. J. and C. - Poppercoru's, Ironmongers, 

Maidstone, and other establishments. A Prospectus, with full 

punc wer be had, post free, on. apslieation to the In- 

D, V dorsi Hota for lighting fire; E 

E 
to 

ky E 
a $ 8 
z 
a 
5 
a 

E 
E 
fe 
E 

pipe. 

ventor. eval discount to the 
N.B. eee may be seen at. the Polyteéhuie Institution, 

London. m 

CLARE'S HOTHOUSE 

METALLIC WORKS, 

55, LIONEL-STREET, BIRMINGHAM. 

Proprietor, Mr. THOMAS CLARK, 

Superintendent of the Works, Mr. JOHN JONES, 

N returning his grateful thanks to the Nobility, 

Gentry, and. Public at a for their liberal patronage of 

e above EDR nere during a period of = 30 ere 

Mr. CLARK bi e that tite repeal of tie duty on Gl. 

enables d to iter M METAL LIC How and de OUSES 

ata atly reduced price. Those Houses are glazed with 

British Sheet Glass, iz. diee of from 24 to 30 inches in length, 

and of such hilst that as to preclude all danger of accidental 

ATENT STOVE for ‘these "urposen 
is the most efficient and economical yet introduced t 

public notice. "The price of No. 1 Stove, calculated to Warm 
and Ventilate EET e 

Oto- 10,000 — feet, eA 
No. 2, from 36 pa to 50; 000 
No. 3, from 50, ees seres diu 

be se en in dail, 

operation at the PANKLIBANON TRON C WORKS, the Great 

Tire TRUE &c. Where is also the large 
LM of General Furnishing Ironm morgen in "Timed i our 

, and Iron Cooking Wares; best Sh effield Plate and 

Tabie Cutler WES Paper and ur Tea-' ate ; Bronzed 

Teat Jrns; Baths of all kinds; Bras: Ro e 

Ne saat Work Garden Or! Rips 7 Verandáns, &c.. 

ALLOWS, & Cos P Panklibanon.Iron Works, 5, 

M CIEN Portaian sue: 

rARMERS’ 
Ir 

Boum Herts. G ROVE HOUSE AC ADEMY, 
bck Head-Master.—Mn. H. L. B. 

At hi above Band. Y cube Genieten ara T : 
and instructed in the Latin and Greek | are iberaly Bom ded, 

Langnages, the Mathe- 

tice of saa A aa “Land Surges apis. Drawi 
&c. Terms, from 5 to 8 guineas per quarter, according to ue 
and eguinen 

g s salubriously situated at a few minutes’ wa 
from the anto Station, on the London and Birmingham Rail. 
way. A es also runs to and from London daily. 

s the advantages o ry and Airy 
ground, a and an immense d th T 
which is de died to the School; porti 
allotted to each Pupil for practical Cite oses connected wit 
Agriculture and Horticulture. 
References to the pcm of the Pupils, to Gentlemen in the 

neighbourhood, and other 

quen AINSLIE TILE MACHINE COMPA 
(WITHOUT ROYALTY.) 

Play- 

eX, 

DIRECTORS, 
cipem oo Surry, Esq., of Deanston, Queen Square, 

nster, 
JOHN Aucun Esq., Alperton, Middlesex. 
Maxx Born, Ésq., 4, Reve Bank alee: 

. S. Born, Esq., Lownc Square. 
ome CONNELL, Esq., 36, st James’s ee 

W. SUTHERLAND, Esq., Dirdhurst, Croydon 
A WEBSTER, eae Great George Street, “Westminster, 

Tue Directors, in consequence of the numerous representa- 
tions made to them by applicants for Machines, and the 
culty they experience in collecting the Royalty, have determin 
to abandon their claim for Ro, oyalty, and ‘sell the Machines at a 
xed price ; and in order still further to meet the views of the 
piesa they have come to the detention of reducing the 

qme offered to the pul 
‘hese Machines, for Rie Prize Gold Medals were given by 

the Rond Irish Agricultural Society, at their Meeting at B 
nasloe, and by the Highland and Agricultural Soe of 
land, at their Meeting at Dumfries, are of two s: 

A tig Machine at the Office, to make ve 0 at once, in- 
cluding two moulds for "sim or 

A Mamino at the Office, to make two 
worked br horse. ostium, seni ding! a 
Tiles or Pipes, 7 

By these Machines, ‘Draining Tiles and Pipes of the most 
perfect form are produ ata much cheaper rate than by any 
other process hitherto Tarte 

may be seen at work at Alperton; also at tie 
Office, 1934, Vise "London ; atthe Polytechnic Institution, 
Regent S Str eet, London; at n pae s, Cura f the a 
land Society of Scotland ; LAURENCE Tis, 141, 
DNI ‘Street, Glasgow ; jan at denos DnUxxoND and Some, , 

xs 
o be 

Moitas for 

in. 
A letters and applications for sanitet information to be 

made tothe undersigned, N PATON, Secretary, 
At the ( Office, 1934, Piceadilly. 

CLUBS.—An arrangement bas just 
been made by which the result of the Kew enter- 

tained upon practical questions in the Loe " Clubs 
will be given in the armers' Magazine." ? 200 columns 

of Agricultural Intelligence will be: continued, with Engr: 
of the best and most perfect animals which obtain the rie: t 
the leading Agricultural Societies. series of Portraits ô 
‘atrons of Agriculture am minent Bri Farmers, with 

Biographical Biemoirs; Sint contintiation-—Mr. J. Grey; of Di. 
ston, and Mr. Smith, of Peanston, po rice 2s. 
Maybe chia of à Office a rfolk-st., Stra 

«rp ENANT RIGHT. "That an Alteration in the 

in a law of Landlort 

he Repeal of the pee n seit is gea manifes ; 

a t em of ‘Tenant Right" must be AS The Maxx 

LANE ExPnEss has always advocated the rights the a 3T 

Farmer, and will continue so to do idisse be 

by order of all v price 7d. ;'or TL. 105, 4d. per i 
Office, 24, Norfol tra t., Strand, London. 

Bn LORS TR RADE. —The ascertained desiruction 

POTATO en in the United Kingdom—and the 
ee iade of thi in and pulse crops, and, it is appre- 

hended, of the Potato ges jn France—render early and correct 
jnformation om the stock of grain mie to meet the exi- 

eney, of more importanee than for many gears past. No 

trouble nor expense is spared to furnish the et and best in- 

telligence im the MARK- LANE Express RPR 8 been for many 
DE n EnevanD and 

7} SS tise, Of al 
booksellers, price: He ls, 4d..per annum. Office, 24, Norfolk- 
raat sierra 

tion of the POTATO crop as pro 
10,000,0007. Mad been lost ; and that France, through the failure 

of the erops, would: require 2,000000 — of grain. This 
| md must cause great excitement, ender correct 

| expense is spared to furnish the latest and best intelligence in 

the Marx-Lane Express, which has been for eer the 

edi the Corn Trane ty Dworak and in Fonet 
‘ES.—~May be had, by order, of all booksellers, price 7d. 

B lofee, E Norfolk-street, | Strand, corn 
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W AND C. YOUNG, MawuracrUnERs or IRON 
wis AL Wine Work, Ec., 128, High-street, Edinburgh, 

3: 
Sttention ‘of Ta 

anoi CR square, Glasg ; beg re: speetfully to call the 

STRONG H ARE AND RABBIT PROOF WIRE NETTING, 
FUE copiis. Hortieulturists, &c. to their 

which, from its economy and durability, is peculiarly adapted 
for inclosing and rendering M to HARES and RAB- 

TS, Extensive Grounds, Young Plantations, Gardens, s, Nur- 
series, It can be Sciens * Hedges, Paling, and other 
existi ng Fences, and removed, when required, with the greatest 
facility. 

Prices, in Webs of any iege inches high, 9d. per yard ; 
24 inches, ts. ; and 30 inches, 1s, 3d, per yard; and delivered 
free at any of the Do ports of the three Kingdoms for 
One Halfpenny per y 
STRONG STRAINED. WIRE FENCES, with Wrought-iron 

Uprights, ue Horses, Cattle, and v at from 1s. 4d. to 
S tee per SES | according to stre: 

BONG. STRA ED WIRE TENORS. “for Horses, Cattle, 
ed ws in Wood des im um are furnished by the Pr 'oprie- 
tors), from 7d. to 10d. ard. 
STRONG STRAINED" WIRE ee mn nay, iron 

Uprights, for Red Roe and Fallow D ek rum 
s. 6d. per yard, accor did to Bess and s! 
STRONG STRAINED “WIRE FE NCES, “Main and Orna- 

mental, Hare PE Rabbit proof, ae inelosing Flower Gardens, 

&c., at from 2s. to 3s. 6d. per lin 
PORTABLE i Do, ., in the form p hurdles, at from 2s, 6d, to 

3s. 6d, per lin. yard. 
Definite ptus of Costs given upon receiving a Descrip- 

tion ofthe Fences wanted, the nature of the Lines, and the 

extent required. 
PREMIUM WROUGHT- ON HURDLES, for the perma- 

nentor temporary division of Grounds and Pasture Lands, at 
from 2s. 6d. to : Es 6d. per yard, Accorliie to the strength and 
number of 
“ie Hurdles are made with prongs to fix them into the 

und, and can be removed or fitted up with the greatest 

West Indies and America the Wire Fencois 
peculiarly suitable, from being light and portable,and the facility 
with which it can be conveyed to and erected in any situation. 
Iron Hurdles for exportation are e made po ortable and packed in 
bundles for shipment, occupying on boar ON IA e 
than common iron bars, and red: for freight. the s 
LODGE GATES AND RAILINGS, made of Wrought and 

Cast Iron, of various designs, in the Gothic, Elizabethan, and 
other styles of Architecture. 

ROUGHT-IRON CARRIAGE GATES, of light and beau- 
tiful patterns, at from 37 3s. to 6l. 6s. 
HANDSOME CAST-IRON PILLARS for ditto, from 30s. to 

0s. per pai 
PREMIUM WROUGHT-IRON FIELD S eme constructed 

m the most approved principles, to combine strength with 
iiphinsse: They are perfectly secured from droppi b: 

strong welded knees in 
an ^u eadh, SEE with. 

springs or bolts, an iuc AA wood 
HANDSOME OAs OAST- IRON d LLARS, Be o with bolts 
id nuts, 255. 
el AND HANDSOME WROUGHT-IRON WICKETS, 

A PREMIUM PORT ABIE WROUGHT-IRON SHEEP HAY- 
BACKS, ris Lo without Covers, Wheels, and Troughs, at 

m 31. 3s. 

those who honour them with their REOR TE 

YXNIRE NET, 15 inches high, to y dium; exclude 
ares and Rabbits, RA per pud; 2 feet high, 44d. per 

yard; 3 feet high, 6d. ; 4 fee 9d.; an feet high, 1s., 
adapted for TES Lawns E Pie lds—for excluding Dogs, 
Cats, &c,—for inclosing Pheasants, Fowls, &c. ; and for various 

4-inch mesh, and nearly 4 feet 
Net and Tent Maker, 21, Tonbrid, 5 

ISHING NETS, SHEEP NETS, RABBIT NETS, 
and all kind of FISHING NETS for Sea, River, 
nd Fishing. Sheep Nets 44d. per yard, Nearly d feet hich! 

Nets for catching Rabbits, and Cover Shooting on Cords, 
50, PE and 100 yards long each. Nets to inclose Pheasants, 
Tow! Cae OBERT RICHARDSON, 21, Tonbridge-place, New- 
E SE 

ARSON'S ORIGINAL ANTI-CORROSION 
INT, specially patronised by the British and other 

Governments, the Hon. East India Company, the principal 
Dock Companies, and other public bodies, &c., is particularly 
recommended p h Nobility, Gentry, WU siens 
turers, West India Proprietors, and o! been 
proved by the practous test of nearly sixty years to brad all 
other Paints as an out-door Dicti i It is extensively 
used for the preservation of ind en Der farm and other 
ud Doni ud farming MSS ories ; pa 

Opposed b; 

Itis also 

Side Anti-Corrosión Palris iy zi x sion. aintis only to De SEED of WALTER 
CARSON (successor. ic the inventors) 15, Tokenhouse-yard, g is 
nonials received feom the Reptiles, s Gente, dea di sew 

©. is reluctantly compelled to caution the public 

agents yee . All 
Or dera are Pauni reani to be; sent dire: SS 

OSES IN PO' 
(OBSERVATIONS ON THE CULTIVATION OF 

ROSES IN POTS, including Forcing, Propagating, &c. 
By WinLiAM PAUL, of the Niirelits, Cheshunt, Herts. 
Snznwoon & Co., Paternoster-row ; or from the Author, free 
y post, on 1 of 22 postage stamps. 

is day is published, Price 5s., 

THE JOURN L OF THE HORTICULTURAL 
SOCIETY MA UD ue I; Parrl 

La atte COMMUNICATIONS. m the Canker in Apple 
Trees. By Mr. R. Errington, C ue se 8 WD Pri ete and 
Fences. Part the Second, Forsyth, 

e Winter Culture of the ATA y stt 
Whiting, C.M.H.S,—§ Achimenes patens, 
with its Cultivation, and that of the species allied to 
Mr. George Gordon. With a Coloured te. C e 
on HE aud of the Pine Apple. Mr. James Barnes, 
C.M. ort upon the Action of a Tubular Boiler, 

Mr. R. Thompson. 
Effectof various 

Manures upon Kitchen Garden Crops. By Mr. R. Thompson. 
—Some Account of the Tein-ching, or Chinese Indigo. By Mr. 
R. Fortune.—Some Account of the Stanwick Nectarine, By 
r. R. Thompson.— Contributions to a History of the Relation 

between Climate and Vegetation in various parts of the 
obe. No. 2, Bus etation of the Organ A of 

Srazil, by G. Gae Esq Director of t 
otanie Garden Ceylon. No: 3, 3, the M agatuttom of Bahia and 

Pernambuco, No, 4, the Vegetation of Alagoas and the Rio 
ae San Francisco.—Notice of a M Grape, called Josling's 

Alban's. By Mr. R. Thom 
NEW PLANTS, &c., FROM THE. ‘SOCIETY'S GARDEN.— 

45, Adamia versicolor —46, Jacquemontia canescens —47, 
Stigmaphyllon mucronatum—48, Berberis Fortuni—49, Lysi- 
machia candida— 50, _Stenanthiam frigidum—51, Oncidium 
unguiculatu! uchsia tetradactyla —53, Platycodon 
grandiflorus—54, ‘Abutilon rufinerve—55, Atropa acuminata 

—56, Clematis Lior DI. Jalapa. 
MEMORA NDA.—Manures—B: 
PROCEEDINGS AT MEETINGS | OF THE SOCIETY, from 
July 1, 1845, to April 21, 1 

* This Part completes the First Volume. 

rated in TS Garden of the Society. By 

Price 1s., 
ie INJURY AND WASTE OF CORN FROM 

HE PRESENT WU OF TOO THICKLY 
By Hewirr Davis, Land-agent, Spring-park, Ad- 

, Frei deri XR. Old Jewry, London. 
* The Farmers’ Resources 

science affords for lessening their expenses and increasing 
their ipa 

don: A. Reprorp, London-road, Southwark; SiwPKIN, 
MARSHALL, & Co., Stationers'-court E Ripeway, Piccadilly ; 
and F, WALLER, 49, Fleet-street, 

'THE POTATO DISEASE IN SCOTLAND. 
This day is published, Pa 

HE JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURE, AND THE 
BAC OF THE HIGHLAND AND AGRI- 

is Nutaver-comprises the Report to the Highland Society 
on the Disease of the "s cipi in Scotland in the year HER 
By PROFESSOR Low. pendix, containing the 
munications from the Siouf ; Diet lets. "Publi: shed ‘guabtarly. 
Subscription 12s, pi 

WiLLIAM deron & S ons, Edinburgh and London. 
d by all Booksellers. 

M AUND'S BORENO GARDEN anp FRUITIST 
IVE for OCTOBER, contains Coloured Engravings of — 

Various-coloured Toad-flax. 
Large-fl. Medlar. Kindred Horehound. 

Austen’s Scarlet STRAWBERRY, a most prolific bearer ; an 
early delicious fruit. 

Srxrren Curs of New Plants, with concentrated descriptions. 

THE AUCTARIUM—Mr. Errington on Potting, Composts, &c. 
ARY—''Jasminacesm" to ''Labiose," large 1s. 6d., Tue DICTION. 

small 1s. 
London.: GROOMBRIDGE, Paternoster-row. 

BOTANY OF CHINA. 
Re-issued at the very greatly reduced price of 16s., 

ai PLANTARUM sponte China nascentium é 
Bibliotheca Bradmiana excerptz. Lond. 1 

The above Work (valuable as being the only publication on 
the Botany of China, ums coloured plates), was oe pub- 
E at the price of. Sane 3 size, dani folio ; but few 

ies remain, they E oid e up in M oth. boards, and 
of fered at eov vey T odeta price of 1i 

LIAM PAMPLIN, 45, Frith street, Soho. 

| pysraverne HAIL-STORM. —A Public Meet, 
was held at the London Tavern, 

R OB pew is ANY BOOKSELLER. 

NTS or rtg NUMBER ror SATURDAY 
LAST, “SEPTEMBER 26, OF 

ATHEN/EUM, 
JOURNAL eh NE AND ES MEAN Paani 

ENCE, AND THE FINE 
Moon two Large Quarto Page 

Reviews or, wira EXTRACTS rrom— 
Life of Wesley ; and Rise and History of Provencal Poetry. 

Progress of Methodism. By| [Histoire de la Poesie Pro- 
ey, Eu. 4  with| veneale.] By M. Fauriel. 

ed by Rev. Glossa: of North Country 
Words, &c. y 

Edited by Be 'ockett, corrected and en- 
larged by W. E. Brockett. 

Wita SuonTER Notices 
Selection from Lord ee Outlines of History of France, 

field's Lettera on Educatio: ev, O. Cockayne. 
sseur, Picturesque Hand-Book of 

British. consuls Abroad. By Liverpool. 
cun of Mental and Moral 

cie 

uti 
Philip Musas 

Rev. J. m. 4 

Fin 
Oleaver's Parlmentar y Elec- 
i SER gisi John Bull’s Trip. 

Early an Hints on VERRE Catching. 
on. Papers.—Poetry (Some we have Met, Words. 

Flower Dirges)—Folk Lore (The Ash Tree, Fairy and 
Ghost Lore. Charm for an Evil Eye)—Sixteenth Meeting 
of British Association. 

A 1 Arch at Esk—G t Ba 
tric Waye. up 

x aC FIYA Gossip.—Mr. muon ppm at „Moeting of 

Perfor.nance of apsis Atum Ud SECT Museu: 
of Economie Geology—Testimonial to Dr. Birkbeck—An- 
nuity to Widow of late Mr. Banim —Seientifie Congress of 

noa—Foreign Gossip—Progress of Principle of Inter- 
national Copyright. 

Fine Arts.—Art in Holland. u 

Miena a boas Academy of Sciences—The Moon. 
2 Met es s Athensoum ofany Suh 

e nim of Mondays, Wednesdays, and TNG A cture on ELECTRO-MAGNETIC TELEGRAPH dai MACINTOSH'S REVOL "ENGINE, Ns bX: TENT LOCOMOTIVE ENGINE, FARHELL'S ARCHIME. 

EA = s ? d c OXY. HYDROGEN MI- 
j canti CROSCOPÉ och ul Series of DISSOLVING VIEWS. 

MR A 
Wallis daily and in the Eveningeom Hain y venings.—Admission, 1s. ; Schools, 

Hes & SONS have just completed the erection: of 
Machinery tor the Purifying of Feathers on a New ciple, by which the offapsive e gaea of the quill are evapo- 

rated and carried 6 

Old] Be ds, Te-dr essed by this process, are perfectly freed a om 
all impurities, and by expandiug the feathers the bul 
greatly i iner eased, and OI the Bed is rendered icd 

er. 
The p folowing: are the present Prices of New Feathers :— 

Mixed, per Best Foreign G 2; Grey a Tear 1s. 4a. a Trish W M CURES s a 
Boers Grey Go ose ls. 8 S EDAD e Wit 2 3s. 0d. HEA: Son’s List of Bedding, CORRI full Hips es of Weights, Sizes, and Prices, sent free by post, on application 
to tt their ‘Establishment, 196, opposite the Onapel, Teee 
c 
rt a ERE 

PORTABLE PATENT SUSPENSION iSTOVES, 
—The nights ats beginning to Foon cold, Now is the 

ae for i eee thi rc 

rs August, ES for Bs relief of the sufferers. 
H. R., H. t UKE OF CAMBRIDGE, K.G., in a Chair. 

‘oun Us already cheer £1158 16 

Her Most Gracious | 0 

Majesty,the Queen £20 0 0 inican and Son.. 5 0 0 
His Royal Higl Miss 210 0 

Prine i. 0 0] Miss S. Pa 210 0 
Miss Burdett. 0 0| W. Oliver, Esq. 220 
Royal Botanic Society . Bevan, Esq. sv. 2. 0-0 

Regent’s Pa: .. 1010 0|Mrs. Bolton .. fee eh BR) 
ubscriptions up to Mee Bird .. v- e 
this week by Land. ow sx pale 
Stewards'Journal 32 15 6 J: Simpson, Esq. 

Henry Beaufoy, Esq. EU 10 0 ECC pE E Lg AO 
Maria Horn 0 0| Mrs. Hutton .. een ie 
John Malcolm, Esq. 10 0 0| Rev, J. Harmer 00 
SirH.H.Campl bell, pi 5 5 0| Anonymous .. 100 
Lord B pue ve 5 0 0/0, B. r, Esq.. 1 0 0 

ills, E 5 0 0|John Watson, Esq.. 1 0 0 
Messrs. Whitley and N. Rus! «+ 010 6 
OUS - 5 0 O|S.B.T E .. 010 0 
W.F. G. Farmer, Esq. 5 0 0|C. Jones Esq.  .. 010 0 
Wm. Fuller, Esq. .. 5 0 0) Mr. Holtzapfel 05 0 
W. Nottage, E: 5 0 0| By sale of Plants and 
A. Dancer, Esq. 5 0 0, Flowers atthe Hall 
Mr. Robert Neal 5 0 0| of Commerce, on 
T. S. Cabell, Esq. 5 0 0| the29th & 30th ults, 39 12 10 

arcae) received by the NE Bankers EVER 
Barclay and Co. ; Messrs. Coutts and Co. ; Messrs. Cox, Bid- 
dulph, and Co. ; Messrs. Jones, ora and Co. ; Messrs, Scott, 
and Co. ; and Messrs. Young and x 

T. NEVILLE, Hon. Sec. 
Committee Room, Horns starem) — Sept. 31 

e 4s. 6d 6d., neat t eloti 

JE TREE ROSE. Praetieal e qe its 
Formation and Culture, Illustrated by 24 Woodeut 

Reprinted from the Gardeners’ Chronicle, with additional 
matter by the Author and others. 

Published at the GARDENERS’ CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL 
GAZETTE Office,5, Upper Wellington-street, Covent Garden, 
ondon 

y, for ost may disappoint alll tte: Kopet which have 
begaited the eats EE toil of E » 
Rd s, and p 

he Seventh Thousand is already 
on Sali the Pevlnnttis of this, ce is but third season, 
showing that what is said of its 

Sold = ne ae Chemists in Town and Count 
Patronized by R Masesry, His Royal urne Prince 

LBERT, and Her Royal DENTIS the Ducugss or KENT, 
Mr, CLARKE, SURGEON D AN TIST, 28, SACKYILLE-STREET; 

LY. 

LARKE’S TINCTURE, Mor instantaneously curing 
the Tooth Ache, without the least jum or danger, 

2s, 6d.—Also Mr. CLARKE’S SUCCED 

purifying the Gums, and destroying all feverish sensations in 
the punto price 4s, a AG Mr. 

r. Locock, 

Mr. FREDERIOK CLARKE, Surgeon SES o 28, Sackville- 
street, Piccadilly, at Home from Ten till Fiv 

e Newington, and Printed by WirnAMw EE D5unY, of No. 6, York-plac io Ne fs fewingion, both 
tok 

eb: Mv T Poat of No. u Ghuroh-row, role 
p 

atthe i NO «5, A les-st 
den, in thé said county, where all A 
re tobe addaa to the Halon Saturday, ÜCIOREA 8, 1646 

(Anio oma 

ES 
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Agricultural value cf kelp ~ 6834 | Le ggs hyäraulio ongine — - 78.4 
— plants, Sis. e > 681 0| Paring and burning 682a 

Agrisulture, fangi truo: taches, spring proteotion for 680 b 
tive Tw - Pears, select 679 b 

Pela: rgonlums, queries respect- 
in 6 

Bine-appt er, welghiaot = E 
Pens agii, analysing of 681 ò 

ie lfecotighton growth 
atatas Jalapa ~ 77 b 

il, s 2d hen ing, Ns. Meek’s 
ast, Mr. Ayri ation 
n à Poss direase, autumn plan 

ritish muc. meeting of 677 b ing 
roccoli, Snow’ white - effect of lime on - 
mokwheat — ^ — facts 3 
'abbage, nonparei] salt a preventive of | 68a b slendat, Horticulture] Potatoes, sound from senso 

Agricultars n 677 c Cape Amaryliids ` SM effect of pulling up the 
Cattle, ages cf aulm = 676 
Cd epee effect d on LS substitutes for — - 774 
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lay grinding machin 
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ARDENERS' BE INSTITU EVOL IO. 
—Noricz is hereby given, that an ELECTION of FOUR 

CUN on the Funds of E Charity will take place 
n WEDNESDAY, 27th JAN., 1847. l persons desirous of be- 
comin Candidates will be EERI to send in their testimo- 
nials, poante of birth, and all other particulars t io the Con 
mittee on or before the 3lst inst, after whieh time they will 
not De kebo 
priren forms may be had on Saeaon; By order, 

; Farri Si DWARD R. Curren, | Sec. 

D PICOTEES. 
OHM DICKSON, of EN Brixton, Surrey, 

begs to inform the cultivators of this beautiful tribe of Flowers, that his Catalogue of the bi 
ready to send out, may b 
stamp.— October 

est known varieties, now 
e had on application, by enclosing a 

HOLLY HOCKS, 
AMES KITLEY, Nurssryvmay, Lyncombe Vale, 
Bath, begs to inform na in and the public that he has 

an immense Stock o! BLE SEEDLING HOLLY- 
HOCKS of every shade in om ur, which have al! bloomed, and 
from which every single flower has been thrown out, and which 
he will send out at i following puces, viz. 

100 plants, 24. ; 50 ditto, 21s, ; 3: 25 To 12s, 6d., including 
dn asket and packin, 

J. K. has no objection to take v goods "for half the amount 
ordered by tradesmen. N.B. of the above 2s. 6d. per 
packet, or, to Seedsmen, 7s. 6d. ane Toe atte Oct. 10, 1846. 

RHODODENDRONS, NEAPOLITAN AND PER- 
PETUAL VIOLETS, &c. arge quantity of the 

above are cultivated for sale at ‘the low seale of prices quote: 
by W. ROGERS and SON, Nurserymen, Southampton | 
Perpetual Tree Violets, bedded, strong flowering Plants, 3i 305. | Per 100, 3 

o $us ; 98.| 
EE Tiets, aa E MEE ‘plants, 3 305. 

T 100, ES 
itto ditto, in pots, ditto .. p. doz. 9s. 

New Double-white XE bedded es ee oe A 6s. 

Rhododendr Ponticum, strong bedded pan (not layers but 
feom seed and well roo | 

Ones var RERO) T to 2 inches, dos. 
rs ditto, 2 to 4i Inen 60s. 

bows ditto, 4 to pene 805. s 

1 foot, s "ber 100 ; 13 foot, 20s. per 100; 2 feet’ 808. per 
Ponticum Roseum, from stools, two sears bedded, 1 to ee 

(many set with bloom), 50s. per 
Hybrid Catawbiense, 1 foot, 50s. per 1 
Hybrid Scarlet arborea and iba tod in., 25s, per 100, 
Arboreum Ablum, J to 2 fect, from pots, 3s. 6d, per doz, 

sm r 1000. 
» 

Common Arbutus, bedded, 3 sa 6 inches, 12s, 6d. per 1 
Common Laurel, 1 foot, 40s. per 1000 ; 2 to 3 feet, 805.1 m 1000. 
Giant or Irish. Ivy, 1 12s. ‘ba. ee 100. 

pras pues on per doz. Victoria Rhubarb, Bis. per 100. 
The above quoi s are for wholesale ; if ordered in less 

dimus a e SE higher charge will be made, Oct. 10, 

YACINTHS, ANEMONES, IRISES, &c, de- 
livered free to any part of London, or to any Station of 

the Great Western Railway, at the (low prices annexed :— 
NEW IRISES, 

75 Rare and distinct English varieties (quite hardy) £1 5 
50 * » m . 17 
30 e » DE 10 
12 3 . ^ 5 

DUTOH JIY ACINTIS 
30 Superb varieties, by name 
12 Ditto (the.best 12) due 
Extra fine mixed, Bae eae 

o. per 
NÉMONES (NEW LARGE). 

50 Distinct Tec new Ties double, by name. 

» . 
The best 12 Ditto 

HARDY RANUNCULUSES, 
50 Fine double sorts, by nam: a . 
50 Best sorts, a pair of eac: . 
The same choice sorts, in mixture per 100 xni 

TULIP: 
amo ooo HOSS ooo 

ex 

Show Flowers, in mixture, n /Roses and 
Byblomens, very cho ice a 3 00 

Early aware porte d Exp 0 6 
CRO AND "SNOWDnÜPS, ` 

Many sorts, Sd ale, perl00 .. Is,Gd.to 0 2 6 

SUS. 
dese White and PURUS Ege, very fragrant, 

1 
3 ao Double dene Taper Ww e ind oth. 

OSES POTS. 
La Reine, Cloth of Gold, Persa Yellow, and all others. 

NS 

rs, per doz. 0 

Choice sorts, by nai doz. 0 
The best sorts of Barly Peas, and other Garden Seeds, are 

now harvested and ERA for de CS 
ON an. N, READING Nursery, Reading, 

SUPERB NEW SEEDL ING CINERARIAS, CAMELLIAS, 
PRIZE HOLLY HOOKS, AND HERBACEOUS PL ANTS, &c. 

ACKSON ax» CO., ̂  Shree beg to call the 
attention of the readers of the Gardeners’ Chronicle to 

their PEE of the above in last aper, page 
659, all of which will be found very low in price.—Cross-lanes 
Nursery, Bedale, Yorkshi 

LARGE GREEN Ts VARIEGATED REED 
Co AND SONS, NunsERYMEN, Wandsworth- 

road, Vauxhall, having a large and fine Stock of dnd. 
Some plants of the above, from 3 to 10 feet high, can supply 
them at very pagers oe prices. Also fine Tree Box, Rhodo- 
dendrons, &c., &c. large quantity of fine youug Lime 
Trees. Chr yelndidununs of the best sorts well set with tlower- 
budssfrom S m 

NIRA OTORE AND DUAE 

UICK; na “WHITETHORN.—A few Hundred 
Th sands of fine clean, EE QUICK to be Dis- 

pored ofc For price and sample, apply to Yournn & Co., Great 
Yarmouth Nui 

he above bro of ue finest quality, and possess an unusual 
quantity of fibrous ro 
pe PLANTS. Genüomon or Gemini requir- 

ing ses PLANTS of sorts, have an opportunity for a 
few days of purchasing, at one-third the usual trade price, 
being TE of the stock remaining unsold since Tuesday. — Apply to Mr. Davis, Green-street, Marlborough-road, Chelsea. 

GAINES begs to inform the Public; his new 
* and quouis SEEDLING PELARGONIUMS, with most 

other named new and old var ieties i in cultivation, of which he 
has one of the Dur collections in the world, are now ready 

r delivery ; also his new and splendid Seedling PUR ang 
Hybrid Rhododendrons. He likewise begs to say he is now 
end ing out his superior White Cos Lettuce, at5s. Tor um 

A Figured Engraving of his Pela: argonium, ‘ Mary Queen 
ot Pu may be seen in Harrison" Ege Elorieulturat Cabinet ” 

r this month.—Nursery, Surrey-lane, B. 'attersea, Oct. 10. 

REWER’S PETUNIA SEED, p eikonal ah dn 
last week's Paper, may yet be had i kets, per post 

free, at 1s. each, containing about 200 z^ HA Seeds, 
warranted not to contain any admixture of old or worthless 
varieties, 

ET A few good Plants of Petunia Blood Royal can be sent 
to or M. Brewer, Florist, 4, St. John’s-wood-terr ace, 
s park. 

i auos Bulbs as MES the very finest in 
cultivation, and being now offered at the PoR low prices, 
Early Orders are respecthily solicited and ad 

N.B. Carriage free as above Sion. 

CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, PINKS, AURICULAS, ALPIN] 
POLYAN NTHUS, AND PRIMRO 

OHN HOLLAND, Fronisr, Market- Pilot Middle- 
ton, near Manchester, is now sending out plants of the 

above popular Flowers, from as healtliy a stock as can be pos- 
Seared and will be happy to execute large or small orders, 
on receipt of Post-office Orders, or reference from unknown 
Coire pon AREE: His? ON e$ aro now ready, and will be 
omaa on application, Holostog a post 

Ged uld also intimate to Florists that. he will now sell 
out ds "caudal Alpi me, Duchess of eed (the stock of 

of this beautiful 

Fe noient in the Gardeners’ Gazette of May 16, says, “ The ss of Lancaster is a ver, x beautifal Alpine, ifnot the ver 

best Alpine we n ave Ses D D » Strong plants, at 10s, 6d. 
each, will be sent out in strict priority as received, 

NEW. SEEDLIN STRAWBERRIES. 

J MYATT AND SONS have selected from their stock 
* of seedlings the following varieties, which are now ready 

for sending out :— 
Myarr’s GLOBE, large and e flayour, per 100 Pus 

5 iene very la; » ete 
LIFIC, earl; and g great bearer 31s. Hodren’s Seepia eire STOA 2. 31s. 

The above p are quiis distinct, and well worth the 
attention of growers, 

Early orders Will ensure strong plants for fruiting next 
season.—Manor Farm, PEDO Oct. 10. 

NEW PINK. 
ORMAN'S « ENO STEERS, ? purple laced, 
extra fine form ; fine lo: mg pod ; well Taced &nd constant, 

bs. per pair, sent post free on receipt of a Post-office order on 
Woolwich. 

fessrs. NORMAN feel great confidence in offering the above, 
feeling assured it will give satisfaction. 

Catalogues of their select Show Carnations, Picotees, Pinks, 
Tulips, &c., will be forwarded on prepaid application enclosing 
one stamp, 2 Bull Fields, Woolwich. 

1 News.—The Horticultural Part Edited Dya Professor Lindley. 

Pues 6d. 

FINE DOUBLE md HOCKS. ROBERT eo BEES n Nursery, Croydon, begs 
‘offer pine double pomad q Motghocks e. e HÀ per dozen, 

ELT une are now ready for (hes ou it. 
Wave ollyhock See jin 18 fine sorts os red pons 

do. ine mixed 

TO THE PLANTERS ET BRITAIN. 
TRUE HIGHLAND PINE,—SE E PLANTING, &e. 
J AMES GRIGOR, REE E Norwich, takes 

this opportunity of returning his grateful thanks to those 
Planters ae m AAT him in the course of a few years and in the f old-established and respectable opposi- 
tion, to establish for himself a first-rate Nursery business, On 
account of the extensive patronage with whic! Le e has been 
fred ed, he is already enabled to state SR 
his establishment—that of supplying pla: dioi 

now ‘being real tageous as those of the north—is 
glance at the Seta prices will show. J. G cha: state, 
that in order more fu ully to meet the wishes “of his friends, he 
has appointed a Besse ee is now resident in the Himalaya, 
whence he receives the seeds of all those Pines, &e., for which 
that country is celebrated. ‘He expects to overtake and perfect 
that section usiness in the course of the ensuing 
autumn. In the meantime he begs to annex a few leading 
articles as under :— 

En eae. E LE MOUNTAIN PINE. 
1 to 2 in m 6d. per 1000, 
3 to , et D ” 4to6 j, (transplanted) — 2110 0 3 
Etos yy, 3 GO d ue, $ to 10 ;, » ++ 20 0. ,, 10 to 12 ,, £25 0. s, 15 y strong) 40 para 
EU picked e 13to2 feet 3 

y pu admire the Highland Ping, aud am very 
Rodi EN to you for galling my attention to trees of such 
value."—Duke of Newcastle. 

Au E yearold .. m ++ 98. 0d. per 1000. „Í year olde ed det y 
Boeth, 1 year old, fine E 480 be. 
irch, 2 year 50 

Larch,1 (eq ual to2years old) 1i $ to 25. 
oteh Fir, common, 1 year, fine 1 
a million of the Larch or Scotch be take n, ‘a reduction 

of price wili be made: 

cus rM lyear old . $e A da. pr PS doz. 
janaj 2 years old 

T o 
pour Ton osa, papers old ...2..6 

EA- DE T NTL NG 1 DEPARTMENT. 
J. G. has for the last few years devoted his attention ti 0 those Trees best suited to E AREA ia ; and for his exertions 

in this section Dur pihe H Ligh 

determined grower in HR me mear e sea for a 
comprero triumph of Arboriculture accomplishe its 
u . begs to m to Sir Ae North. Büstoi's s “Planta, 
fora near to the G an ce t Trimingham and Runton, 
Norfolk. The EH Th ees may i4 safely introduced along with. 
the Sallow. ue details on application. 

BLACK SALLOW, LOUER slip: EE +» 6s. per 100. 
o a ted plan 105. per 100. 

d EEA oie P; mundus: of 
ee almost equal to the d 

ar . « 10s. per m 
Blac Ttalian Poplar, 3 to 4. fect 2. ÖS per 1 
Br pr 1000. 

copa to afford every information x: No 
on the Fee of Sea-side Planting—on the Transmission of 
Seeds from the Himalaya—on the Formation "d 
omthe best anóde'of. irodaga He Allotment System Lang- 
stewards and Gardeners thoroughly aequ ni with J. Gv 
system of Fencing (as detailed in his Prize Essay on that Gib. 
ject in the ** Royal Agricultural Society's Journal") at all 
times recommendei 

N.B. As this Advertisement will not be repeated again in its 
present Shape hose interested are requested to note its 
conte! pmo irseries, Norwich, Oct. 10th, 1846, 

“CHOICE GERANIUMS, 

ow prices. 

z. Ackbar, 

Sultana or iS BUS of Achilles, Titus (Hoyle' 5); 

ur 12 c 15s. vizs. E 
pet ies k's), h’s), ( 

ter's), Coronation cae que Superis Dae of Sather- 
land, Duke of Cornwall, pue Nova, Favorita (Foster's), 

Imperialis, Incomparable, 
E Mulb erry, Ma e eun. ne, Nei stor, 

me Bourhons, Queen of 
ter's), Sarah Jane onem Si T. Decl, dm (Lyner ) The Jew, The 

t, Tipula, Unit, Victoria, Witch, Taa 
“The beat older varietiés Gs. and b». per 
Very fine selections as folibwe. Shen “ett to B. & B, to 
ct :— 

25 superb show varieties for UAE or 12 do, for 12s., including 
few comprised i in the fi is 

25 very superior (newer selection) 50s., or 12 for 30s. 
Post-office orders payable to WiLLiAM Bass, or STEPHEN 

Brown. Remittances are requested from unknown corres- pondents, 
Seed and Horticultural Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk, 

sea 
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. RANUNCULUSES, 
AND LiL HY AGINTHS, [7 

doras. UGERANIUMS, 
SOLITUM 
H GROOM, CLAPHAM. ̂  Une near» Loxpox (removed 

* from Walwovth), APPOINTMENT l LORIST TO HER 

MAJESTY THE QUEEN, and to Ts MAJESTY THE KING OF SAXONY, 

begs to recommend to the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, and 
Amateurs, his ex' ne assortment of the ge FLOWERS, 

which he ean supply of the ality. He begs, to state 

that th his s iy Eon Tabl ofithe year to make selection of the 

various 

D e. P 1 

IUM LA. 

m 
God Eme qus 

LILIUM EANOIFOLIUM. ALBUM, 

PUNCTATUM, from 5s. to 0 1 
SPROÏOSUM [uuo rom 10s. 6d.to 9 2 

A new collection of Hybrid Seedling Liles, 6 sorts for 1-16 
ROOM begs to zs: ye Catalogue of Bulbs, &c., is ready, 

and will be forwarded by post on m applic kibne 
oreign orc executed. 

YASS an 7 BROWN pum this 
follow 

» 

25 HYACINTHS, i in 25 fine sorts, named  .. E a 50 

100 TULIPS, in 100 fine sorts, n. amed . m 7 0 

100 D in Breis ditto 5 0 

erfine Mixtures, per 00, from 10s. 6d. to xe, 

100 RANÜNCULUSES, in 100 prin sarto pene ed 210 0 

Superfine Mixtnre: i 75.0 1 1 0 
100 ANE MONES, in 100 EM fin ae Be A 

ion-of 5o Superfine sorts ..  .. 10 
r100 .. 010 6 

25 api erfine so 2S0 0 
we 5 pauper ne sorts ditto ves 38-6 

0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

season to o 

Autumn Catalogue of Ranun Th Kui 

Bulbs, ri is now ready, and may be had pre-paid on appli- 

cation. 
SUPERB NEW RANUNCULUSES. 

These consist of very superior and fi rate flowers, which 

they have chiefiy selected during the last four years from many 
thousands of seedlings. following selections with names 

will be sent free by post, eid printed directions for culture :— 

a for a zs 1 pair ms aa 70s. 
tt 38s. 

The above are S al pecs for vigorous growth 

and pro life bloo: 
fine older. m why orl d Me d 

b 

25 
Fine eal T NEA Be. and: 105. per 100." 

GL qoare 12 beautiful named vari 0d. 
ndid mixed summer hybr 9 

EARLY TULIPS 2 beautiful varieties for pir or 
roots ofeach . 12 6 

6 varieties, E roots of each. 70 

DOUBLE TULIPS, 6 fine varieties, 3 Toots of each 70 
HYACINTHS, Imported Dutch, fine named, per 

doz: seres 6s. to 15 0 

» GERANIUMS. 
The following strong and well-established are now ready :— 

25 superb show varieties 21s., or 12 for 12s. 
25 very superior, newer var. 50s., or 12 for 305. 
Fine varieties, per doz. 

PICOTEES, 12 pair superior varieties, 0 
CARNATIONS, To oe ditto l4 0 
PINKS, 12 pair dit 010 0 
CHRYSA NIHEMUMS, "uv superb new vars. 015 0 
A large stock of very fine GIANT RIL AID, 
MEUSE roots, per 060 
OUELLS EARLY Tob OLS "Kd 06 0 
UA H QUEEN STRAWBERRIES, Pp. 100 0 R0 

Carriage free to London ; and for orders or 40s. and upw: 
extra plants or roots will be presented to p: 
carriage. A remittance from unknown He espondents. 
office orders to be made payable to WinLLIAM Bass or STEPHEN 
Brown. — Seed and Horticultural Establishment, Sudbury, 
Suffolk, Oct. 10, 

TO De D CONTRACTORS. AND NU SERYMEN, & 

CHARD H E AND SONS, 86, Patrick- 
puce Cork, have for le, at their Nusgery, Several 

Hundred Thousand THORN an TOKS, fit for fencing 
roads, which will be delivered to purchasers in any part of 
England, Ireland, or Scotland, at reduced prices. 

‘Also several Thousand Arbutus, from 6 to 12 inches, in and 
out of pots. All order 
atten 

NEW AND SUPERB PANSLES, 

OHN CONDREY, care &e., begs. to call the 
attention of Gent mateurs, and Fiischen 

urera of PANSIES, UVP he is now letting out at the fol- 
wing low prices :— 
"NE PLUS ULTRA, a fne large, dark purple, ete vel- 

etal, clear at the edge; the eye a beautiful. golden 
alled. for substance ; ed constant, first-rate 
Lindley's opinion of this flower in the Gar 

of June 7, 1845, sta n follows "°F. C. — 
Your dark velvety purple self is a first-rate flower, in form, 
colour, substance, and texture.” It won the first seedling 
rize at the oral and tieu] Soci 

April 24, 1846, and was pronounced by the best 
the most perfect flower: ever raised, Price 
MERRY MONA -rate seedling of 1845.— Dr. 

Lindley opinion in the Chronicle of June 14, 1345, natates iad 
follows— Mo narch is afin e seedling, with a riel 
yellow g ground, an with a broad margin 
of the same colour round the lower es 
NULLI SECUNDU deep purple self, a large round 

flower, perfectly fir ree feom notch or 'Bexeatung, with a fine yellow 
eye ; petals very tl and velvety 
STAN D on FEREG OTION, a fine clear white ground, 

a broad purple Teta ound 
e fangasi ones; 

the lower 
a fine round show- flower, 

VILLAGE DR an extraordinary fine large flower, beau- 
tiful white ground, with light purple belting round the lower 

; fine dark eye; a very 
e 3s. Ga. per plant, 

3 E E EA B & & = ES ok Ex E 8 & EE E: i2 $ E z 

12, and 6 at-every Te AA 
Staged for competition, and greatly ied by alk who: wit. 
nesse: 

The collection of five is sent, post free, T a cases, for 
A remittance from unknown corresponde: 

. Edgbas ton. put near Birmingham, Oct. TM 

'DODENDRONS, &c. 

: e ALL. v prepared to execute immediate 
rders for the undermentioned Plants, and ith 

ae recommend the ty as 
a ee s. d. | Rhododendron arboreum s. d. 

& A album,6to:30in.ls.to 3 

Welcome rr. p Miu preme Mer. es Lindleyana, | Torenia asiatica - 2 6 
20 Q|F a i 

Cuphea cordata (Veiteir'ay 5.0 | g ( » Sega ae 6 
Alona coelestis, | Oromia 1 floribunda, pr. 18 oz. 12s, to 15 0 6d. to 20 0 
Statice monopetala | Balsamic niin ^ 

(strong) per doz. à 9| eitch’s) 0 
Pentstemon gens, a. 

n allowance to the 

5 
sides 

vade.— aunion N ürseries, Oct. is, rete, 

konaisibn, can with confidence 

i512 

3 addressed as above shal! have prompt, 

rO NUBLEMEN,GENTLEMEN, N yna t e. f, E i 
ABIES ( CANADENSIS, or HEMLOCK 

Mr ER, NonscnvwAm, Bagshot, fairy ving 
he Largest Sitoclcin:Europe, of various sizes andin fine 

recommend this noble tree to 
the porce Si the public, at the SUO ns ces 

— Transplanted 19 op per 109 
25, 5 v. a 16 » 
3, » m desti ) Y^ 

8 £04 ft. 5, M100 5, 
PIOEA d bas Mins, 

tofi atoi, 
4 12 

G.B. having: a fine "Stock of sev KALMIA LATIFOLIA, 
upply them at the following low prices :— 

9.40 Inch £21 Orne 00 
Weis ERR epee cok T ENTE 5 
18 ,, 20 0 à 

Fine Specimen Plants from 3s, tates, cà 
N. EA ge purchasers will have considerable eao 

The u usua alic »wance to the entes ro DM E T M ri 

LOXINDA FYFIANA.—This.new and.admired 
variety was raised from se ed, and bloomed f we Wes first 

time in 1845. The form and habit of the Flower ifferent 

from all former varieties, being equally round sata em sup- 
ported on strong erect stems, standing perfectly upright like a 
cup, or inverted bell. hane thes blossottis expand they came 
white, with a slight tinge of purple outside 5 ; the throat is of a 
deep shaded purple all round, and a! ower part the ground 
colour is nearly the same as the Did e, beautifully spotted 
mith po rple. correct Engraving will be sent to those who 

re it, on rece’ ing | the address, inclosing postage 
supo. The ent is in our possession, and Plants will 

| be sent out the first wale “of April at 15s. each, and when three 

ke p. one over will be adde: revent disappoint- 
ei rly orders are respectfully recommended, 
a Meo) Oct. 10. DRYSDALE & Co. 

ECK’S, HOYLI AND aka 
SEEDLING GER ANTUMS OF 1845, at 

Purchaser’s selectic on, 91.—BE a 
Circlé, ES 

la, F avorita, B 

2 dozen ; 
Antony, Bi Des. 

‘ae bella, Margaret, Zenobia, 
Bella—HOYLE'S Au- 
of Orleans, Alice, Re- 

| Beyptian Prince, Vei, ortas, 

5 
na, Arabo 

venge, Cid. 
Pallida, imeem M 
LEUGIPS Mn Monarch, eS, 
beam, La Polka.—Drury's Pearl, —Foste OAE 
Unknown correspo ondents must send aed with their orders, 

N.B. Good strong established Plants are now ready for 

delivery. 
Ail HIS new varieties at 1l. 1s. per dozen, 

Geranium Catalogue, which m pus be had Put S 

Hybridized s raniu m s, 100, 50, 5s. 

_Wrntram } Mirt 'rovidenee m Ds Rit gd 

CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.— An Amateur 
as an overstock d about 500 pairs of eH OARNA 

TIONS and PICOTEES to Dispose of at rice (for cash 

only), warranted true to colour and name. aie ta ess, post paid, 
to Villa, Potternewton, Leeds. 

T DWARD FREDERICK FAIRBAIRN, DLorist, 
Wandsworth-road, London, begs to offer the following in. 

strong plants, at the annexed prices. office orders are 
requested from unknown correspondents quade payable at 

See printed 

25, 3s. 

Clapham. 
2 pair Ue show Carnations,. E m y"mel 160 

12 do. Picotees m o luper 

12 da: dc Pinks .. ci evite 0 

12 extra 'fine Pinks 012 0 

19" dos- do, including Otley’ s, Da Båward's, 
sG 018 0 

12 09 0 

or o. do., e M Fairbairn 5 Ee 
airbairn’s Delicata, wis Ne ata 0 18% 0 

12 dus named Geranium . s DU. 

12 superior dé We. = . 022 0 
12 extra fine c . m ^t I. «e 018. 0 

12 fine flowering Ericas m m e. y.i0126:0 

12 stronger do. do. PE Aat Na CONT : «0. 
12 extra fine na amed Anti: hinums . 012 0 

12 fine Hybrid Perpetual, Bourbon, and Tea- “scented | 

Roses, in: pots 0 
do: do., includin, Bourbon "Reine de Vir 1 15 0 

Ww packets of Antirrhinum: Seed, saved 

with great care at 25. 6d. ana 5s. per packet. pner -seed saved. 
jd. and 5s. n packe! Lobelia, 

Atamada ceps 95. 6d. 1. por un 
Wandsworth-ro: 

| OBERT B ANNE BIRCHAM,  Hedenh 
Re gar, Suffolk, pgs to offer the following Select PER. 

PZTUAL a TRBON ROSES for Sale, These plants ar 
Dwarf (own. roots), id MAE been bedded out all iere 

they are nice established plan . B. B. feels confident they 

will give satisfaction to any ae ‘chaser, to fain beds of Perpe- 

tuals, or for Pot Culture. Careful package, and carriage paid 

to London, por Norfolk Railway :— 
BOURBON. HYBRID PERPEEDUAL. 

“Per gari ̂ er p! Eon d. 
Acidalie .. | + Augustine Mouchelst » 

& 

Gloire de la Gallons 

Gloire de Paris .. 

George Cuvier 
La Gracieuse 

Anne Beluze ss ++ Aubernon m 
Clementine Duval = 

Comico de Seine ct Marne Gato ET i T s 
mte de c ale m Dr. eon "i » 

Orimsqn. Gl: 2 Due d'Au " 
Dieul Duc Honest ^ Duchess of Psuteviana s 

: Earl Talb a 
io lge 2 i 
w La ; 

Lady À "aloe Peel | i 
ady Fordwich 2 
Dd opu, 
Madame Laffay i 
Melanie Cornu .. we 
Marquise Boccella 
Mrs. Elliot oe 

Rivers aay) ug 
Thibau 
W: iliam. IR 

6 

COHORT M BORE Hao Hi H HH WHEE NO MO I d RD BO ED NO I i tS 

[2 
oco a oooocoooocooooooocoooo ooocoooo oooo ooooo oooooooooooooooooooooc:! 

Princess Clementine ISE "TTE. 

Proserpine Cloth of Gold ; 
Queen of the Bourbons. ; D Fellenber, . 
Reine de Mantin Lamarque Superb ~. 
Reine de Virgis.. . Ophirie .. 5 m 

epintarus Solfaterre ve B 
Souvenir de la Mal. CHINA, 

"n . 2 Madame Breon $E 

E de aan Mrs. ue uet 16 
d'Urville 1 Eugene Beauharnais, eb 

Virgil 2 Devoniensis 1 
A "Descriptive Dishes sent upon applica 

R. B. BincnaM has a large stock of the ioia “which he 

can offer to the Trade upon advantageous terms, per doz 

Persian Yellow, dwarf worked plants. 

La Belna perpetual, dwarf, own roots ; or upon 20 to 80-inch 

Bovenin de la Malmaison, and Reine de AE e ai Bourbons, 

dwarf, own roots,—Hedenham, Oct, 10, 1: 

CHOICE PANSIES, 

| OuVER, BROTHERS, Ssepsmen and FLORISTS, 
Falkirk, have on-hand a large stock of the most popular 

PANSIBS in cultivation, a descriptive Catalogue of which can 
js E ed application, Prices moderate. The usual discount 

e 

YUTHILL/S PRINCE OF DENMARK SCARLET 
/ GLOYE-—a.nosegay in itself, was exhibited at Regent- 

street, andimuch admired. four plantstin pots, with at least 
600 blooms and budssupon=them, weresshown at the Royal 
Wie Gardens, Regents Park, which attraeted great atten- 

; finesst rong plants now ready at12s, the-dozen 
“Also ne za EENOIT YELL SLOW PICOTE oF ; pure in colour, and 

dozen 
VISIANTIUS RUSSELLIANUS, Me fine strong bushy 

plante; at 25. 6d. each ; smaller, at Is. 6d. 
J. Comma, Florist, Denmark- hill, Camberwell, London. 

Cu ARLES TURN ER begs Bi offer the followin 
tiful Pa PINKS, 8. 

Bragg’s George Glen os T. 6j per pair. 
Wisdand’s a MOET 
Harris’s Dauntless an 5 0 fe 

Maher's Berkshire Hero .. 8.6 5j 

PICOTEE, 
usum dedu htpu gelü 6 4, 

Ne Plus Ultra, Sight sed edge 70 5, 
Or one pair c of evt or 

Strong plants of era above are now ready. 
Descriptive Catalogues sa ie as on jo ligation, 
Pansy seed a ske 

.. Ohalvey, ch "Windsor, Oct. 0. 

ROSE CATALOGUE, —NEW 
NURSERIES, ‘CHE SHUNT, ERTS 

ION. 

PAUL anv SON beg to apprise their friends and 
e the publie at large, that a New Edition of their ROSE 

CATALOGUE is nowready for ciri roulation, and which will 

forvanded trail who thay Wonoder theard mith ar anplnatitiay 
inclosing two penny stamps for postage, Many new ani 
varieties AAT die added to the oH soto since the issuing of 

the last editi 0 pains or expense have n spared to pa 
tender dd pond accurate, ànd the Catalogue complete 

and u 

TO NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, &c. 

rO BE SOLD, a bargain, a quantity of PLANTS, 
EE of Azalea, Phenicea, and others ; Camellias, 

Scarlet and Rose-scente eraniums, and some 3 large and 

small Pelargoniums, of excellent: E. enh are within the 

three mile circle.—Address, post paid, to G. J. T., 42, King- 

street, , Parliament- street. 

BRITISH AND FOREIGN SHE > HORTICULTURAL 

GLASS WAREHOUSE. 

PANTON-STREET, HAYMARKET. 

HILLIS and WELCH having on several occasions 
been applied to for the price of sashes and frames, have 

now added that branch of the business to their establishment, 

thus affording to the publie an opportunity of Opine atonce, 

and at a much more moderate cost, Sashes and Fram s, Green- 

house and Conservatory Lights, &c. 5 pm peor use, 

with weights ande finer complete ; and have pleasure in. sub- 

mitting Son Hae 
SHES AND ULP MIN TE. 

to 1s. s Bee foot. 1h tec Ovolo Ring hung 

» 
? s Silvie » 2 5 tol 6 g 
2 double „ 1 8 

Glazed wi sd Glass, PE for sitting roon ms, 

ciN TOUSE, HOTHOUSE, AND CONSERVATORIES, 

1} inch Greenhouse Lights .. 91d. to dM, 
to 11} 

Glazed "with stout Sheet Glass 

cking and Cartage at a moderate extra charge. 

for Priming. 

Nocharge 

STR LONG HORI JRTICULTURAL SHEET | GLASS. 

O. are supplying 16 oz. SHEET 
GLASS, in boxes of 100 feet each, an. article superior in 

every respect to the foreign, and-well adapted for Horticultural 
E general glasmg purposes; ze MS following reduced prices 

cash. A reduction on 1000 f. 
Sizes, Per 100 feet Box, 

inches. nches, s. d. £ s.d. 

$ by A and under T Toya at-0 23 .. 1.010 
» 0. 24 sev Jeu 

$ ? Sy. HA 30 in 0:2 es 45 0. 
10. 85, 5" LIO! 0 3} duoi 

14 10 2fb. su 3h 1 2 
Other sizes of every ee a E quality equally low. 

d.) per dozen according to 

GLAS 8 TILES, uw by m from 8 0 AMD thinnest 
LATHES, 20 by 10 6) being 16 oz. sheet. 

ie GLASS SA Shock, Crown, and Patent Plate 

Glass Warehouse, 35, Soho-square, London. _ 

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES 

PSLEY  PELLATT Ax» CO. Faleon Glass 
Works, Holland- ere Blackfriars, are prepared to supply 

than 100 square feet), SHEET AND 

OF BEST QUALITY, at the following 

Net Cash pe 

Any size BAE EE superficial. 
3 oz. weight per 

16 ord m » oe 

Per square foot. 
4d. 

21 o; 
Sai anderen yp ko 10i in. by! 8 in., f 'om. 1n. to da. per sq. ft, 

N.B.— s full str. ength for Greenhouses. 

^A PSLEY aye & Co. (late Purnart & GREEN) 

respectfully inform-the Public that at their Manufactory, 

Holland-street, Blackfriars, they retail ASS, China, 

Earthenware, Ghandeliers, Lustres, and every variety ea 

and Foreign ene Vases, Tazzas, de. r Show 

Rooms are » equal to to any in London, and) thein stock ofi the most 

superior and aj ERN Mescription. Foreign orders and outfits 

executed with SETS N.B. No establishment in. the City. 

West-end Bi Branch, 58, Baker- street, Portman: 

PROPAGATING GLASSES, White, ls. per Ib, 
2s. 6d. to 24s. per dozen. CUCUMBER 

GLACES, don 6d. to £s. each. GRAPE SHADES, us A d 

1s.9d. to 2s. 6d. cach. FISH BOWLS, from 1s. 6 — 

uen pies & Co., Falcon: Glass Works, Hee "rum 

Horticultural Glasses, Oils, 
t description, at. doas: ig 

t, Oxford-street. * For Réady Money yon ek e 

OREIGN: | SHEET GLASS.—In consequence of 

farther reduction in the duty of Foreign Sheet Glass, 
C. JARVIS is enabled to supply this article at a c 
RA lower zate than it has miaa been offered to tne 

Public, at his old established WIND GLASS WARE- 

HOUSE, 38, arent Vibe a few doors from. Regent-street. 

Every "description of British. Manufactured Gla
ss equally low- 

| 
| 

| 

1 
) 
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THE READING GIANT ASPARAGUS, —| 

Strong Plants, two years old, 2s. 6d. per 100, with liberal 
discount to market gardeners and nurserymen taking them in. 
quantity. Parties who prefer planting in the spring can have 
any number reserved if ordered now. 

Messrs, Surron and Sons have great confidence in recom- 
mending the above as the very best variety of Asparagus in 
cultivation, 
STRONG SEA-KALE, for forcing, 5s. per 100. 
MYATT'S VICTORIA RHUBARB, large roots, 15s, per doz. 
N. New Early Peas, and other garden seeds for early 

sowing are now ready. 
Reading Nursery, Reading, Berks, Oct. 10. 

WHITETHORN, 
FE C. BALL having a Stoek of from two to three 

* millions of the above, begs to offer them to the notice of 
Railway Contractors and Planters. Samples and prices will 

ation.—Taunton Nurseries, Oct. 10, 1846, 

M S W GERANIUMS.—Now sending out 
FORGET ME NOT, REMEMBRANCE, FIREFLY, 

SIR WALTER RALEIGH GILBERT, and the PERI. The 
whole set for 5l. 

*a* Usual. allowance io the Trade. 
Descriptions ean be obtained. Great attention paid to 

careful packing.— WinzrAM E. RENDLE and Co. 
Plymouth, Oct; 10. 

The Gardeners’ Chronicle, 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 10, 1846, 

Tus time has passed for attempting to ward off 
the Poraro Disrasr of 1846, if it ever was pos- 
sible to do so, which we do not believe ; and it now 
behoves us to set about gathering together our ex- 
perience with a view to the future. What should we 
do? is the inquiry that meets us at every turn. 
Plant ‘on hot dry land, says one ; dress your land 
with lime, cries a second ; lime and salt are better, 
writes a third; use plenty of potash or soda, urges 
another. Raise seedlings, shun guano, get seaweed, 
fetch sets from Peru, plant on slopes facing the sun, 
plant on slopes facing the north, buy Professor 
Hoox-rnr-SrwPLE's “steep ;” and twenty more 
panaceas are offered to the poor public, which stands 
bewildered by the kindness of its multitude of 
friends. And well it may, for it possesses imperfect 
means of judging of probabilities in a case like this, 
and has no power of distinguishing between right 
and wrong. For ourselves we feel it to be as pre- 
sumptuous in ourselves as in others to hazard any 
recommendations where all is confessedly most un- 
certain ; nevertheless, we cannot shun the respon- 
sibility which attaches to our position. We there- 
fore proceed to offer such suggestions as a careful 
investigation of facts from the beginning of the 
Potato disasters leads us to believe deserving of 
being followed ; how far they merit confidence 
must be determined by those who have had experi- 
ence in the soundness of the opinions we have ex- 
pressed on former occasions. 

Our first advice then is what it wasin the spring 
of the present year—not to plant Potatoes at all 
(see p. 116). It is impossible for any man to fore- 
tell whether the disease will continue or disappear ; 
or whether it will increase in severity or be miti- 
gated. This year it is worse in some places, less 
considerable in others; it has visited districts pre- 
viously exempt, and it has quitted fields which were 
formerly ravaged. Upon the whole it has proved 
much less destructive in some places, especially on 
the Continent, and hence it may be inferred by the 
sanguine that it is about to quit us. But the 
experience of the United States, where the third 
year was worse than the first, leads to a different 
conclusion ; and it would be dangerous for any one 
much acquainted with the past to venture upon a pro- 
hecy as to the future. So great, indeed, is the 

uncertainty, that we should even feel it our duty to 
urge the necessity of prohibiting the further culti- 
vation of the Potato for the present, by the Irish 
and Highland peasantry, if there was any chance 
of their having any to plant; and we strongly re- 
commend that poor people should be generally dis- 
couraged from continuing to grow it. It would be 
difficult to find a more useful subject for cottager's 
prizes than “the best cropped allotment of which 
Potatoes form no part ;” at all events it would be 
right to withdraw all prizes for Potatoes. 

We are by no means insensible to the value of 
Potatoes to a. poor man—if he can get them; but 
any vegetable that can be grown with certainty will 
be better under existing circumstances. Nor will 
the absence of Potatoes be felt so severely as timid 
persons think. Men formerly did well enough with- 
out them, and so they will again. And surely it is 
wiser to consider that as lost which there is no cer- 
tainty of preserving, than to indulge in fond hopes 
which reality may blight. The wisdom of our an- 
cestors did not lose sight of this, 

hen remedies are past, the griefs are ended, 
By seeing the worst, which late on hopes depended. 
To mourn a mischief that is past and gone 
Is the next way to draw new mischief on, 
What cannot be preserv'd when fortune takes, 
Patience her injury a mockery makes. 
The robb’d that smiles steals something from the thief ; 

dramatists, and how applicable it is to our present 
case we need not say. For ourselves we class 

onds, They may recover—some day—but no- 
body knows when. 

` So useful a plant is not, however, io be lost with- 
out a struggle, and therefore it is certain that its 
cultivation will, nay should, go on with those who 
can afford the risks to which it is clearly liable. In 
the absence of any satisfactory explanation of the 
cause of tlie disease all treatment must of necessity | 

| be to some extent empirical. There are, however, i et By a few tolerably well-ascertained facts upon which | 
we may now rely, and these form the foundation of n 
our present recommendations, | 

It is within the knowledge of every one that | 
from the beginning the early varieties of Potato | 
have suffered least, and the latest most. It js also 
a general, though not universal, fact that the Pota- | 
toes next the surface of the ground have suffered 
more than those which were buried more deeply ; 

He robs himself that spends a bootless grief, 
Such was the reasoning of the greatest of our 

that is to say the oldest and ripest, which are al- | 
ways the deepest, were better able to resist disease 
than the youngest, which are always nearest the | 
surface. The first of these facts is not confined to | 
England ; the same observation has been made in | 
France in various places (Comptes Rendus, 27 July 
and 94 Aug., 1846); the second, which has been 
occasionally insisted upon by our correspondents, has been this year ascertained by ourselves, and is 

Nw NN 
NN 

exemplified in a striking manner by a very curious 
specimen, for which we are indebted to WILLIAM 
Hanwoop, Esq., of Ridware, near Lichfield, and of 
which the above is a representation, In this 
singular example a cluster of five Potatoes has been 
formed successively from the point A, where the 
runner of the set is broken off; the first four are 
perfectly sound; the fifth and last is wholly dis- 
eased. The inference seems to be that—ripe Po- 
tatoes suffer little ; unripe ones much. 

If that be so it becomes of the first importance to 
secure early ripeness, either by planting very early 
kinds, or by autumn planting, or by both. Each 
variety of the Potato requires a certain number of 
days in which to grow and mature its tubers ; 
number affected, no doubt, by seasons, but tolerably 
uniform under equal circumstances. e earlier, 
then, a Potato is planted, the earlier it will ripen ; 
that is to say a Potato which can begin its growth 
on the Ist of March will ripen a fortnight sooner 
than the same Potato planted on the 14th of March. 

This fact, however, does not indicate any advan- 
tage in autumn planting over early spring planting, 
and Mr. Niven, in his pamphlet, even regards the 
latter as the better of the two, because— 

“ About the time mentioned, the middle of Febru- 
ary, the buds naturally begin to protrude, when it 
is easy to detect every unhealthy tuber, and lay them 
aside. In autumn planting this cannot so nicely be 
one, In early spring planting, the soil and the 

manure are loose and fresh, and their temperatures 
rising. In autumn planting, the temperature of air, 
Soil, and manure is falling, the tuber thus rests inert 
until the time above mentioned, when not only is the 
soil about it hardened and soddened, but the-best parts 
of the manure washed away.” 

If there were nothing else to gain than the longest 
and earliest periods of growth this argument would 
have weight ;-but- the question is not so simple. 
Another, and perhaps the most important consi- 
deration of all, remains, 
We do not know what produces the Potato dis- 

ease ; wehave no apparent means of coming at the 
immediate cause of it ; but it seems to be in some 
way connected with an enfeebled condition of the 
plant itself, which makes it susceptible of influences 
that might not otherwise have affected it. Or if 

this should be denied it must at least be con- 

v 

Potatoes with Chilian, Peruvian, and Mexican | withstand disease. Now, it requires no argumentto b 

ceded, uno; peneral prineiples, that the more 
beaithy any living thing the better it will be able to 

show that the nearera plant or animalis to the state 
of nature—the less artificial its life—the more healthy 
it will be, and the reverse. Let us apply this 
reasoning to the Potato; it is a plant which at a 
stated period sinks to rest, after having formed its 
tubers; in. its natural condition these tubers re- 
main in the soil, damp and cold, excluded from the 
air, accumulating excitability during their winter, 
|and ready to start into instant life at the allotted 
return ofthe season of growth. Its artificial life is 
diametrically opposed to this ; when the tubers are 
formed they are dug up, exposed to air, and sun, 
and warmth; they are thrown into pits, covered 
with straw, kept dry and warm, and allowed to heat, 
as they inevitably must, more or less, in a.common 
clamp ; at the return of the time for their growth 
they push forth shoots, which literally * gnaw their 
own entrails ;” and when the clamps are opened it 
becomes necessary to destroy all the first growth by 
rubbing off the shoots ; in oiher words the vigorous 
first-born are destroyed to make room for the seaond 
sons, against all our laws of primogeniture. 
Autumn planting prevents all this, and at once re- 
stores the Potato to its natural condition without 
interfering with our own artificial wants. 

The objections to autumn-planting are—first, that 
the land cannot be gotready ; but we may as well 
object to any other crop. It may put aman a little 

out of his way, butthat is 
not ourconcern. Ifpeo- 
ple have neither energy 
nor capital they should 
turn to some other em- 
ployment than raising 
food, which, above all 
things, demands a large 
supply of both. Another 
is that the Potatoes will 
be frozen in the winter ; 
but it is now ascertained 
that Potatoesdonotsuffer 
from frost if lying in the 
ground; and if they did 
it is plain that deep 
planting would be their 
security, 

Then again it is repre- 
sented that a drawback to 
the autumn planting of 
Potatoes insome stiff soils 

is that the land is seldom dry enough in the autumn 
to be moved. by spade or plough, and that when 
worked in this. state it becomes consolidated and 
impervious to the roots of plants. Our own land is 
among the heaviest in England, and we find no 
such drawback ; but supposing it to exist, then such a plan as our correspondent “ Sigma” proposes, may 
at least be adopted. He proposes to leave every 
third row of Potatoes in the ground all the winter 
for seed (covering them: with soil- high enough to 
keep out the: frost), and to take advantage. of the 
fizst time in spring when the ground is dry to plant 
other erops. 

The last alarm is lest the Potatoes should get 
through thé ground so early in spring as to be cut 
back by frost. Such a thing may happen, no doubt ; 
and if it does, what then? i 

Although in our judgment autumn planting is the 
best under the circumstances, yet we by no means 
pretend that it is a security against the Potato dis- 
ease. On the contrary, we have already stated 
(see p. 615) that Mr. Surrnrnp's autumn-planted 
Potatoes in the. Calf of Man have this year been 
blighted, But they escaped last year in the midst 
of destruction, and the injury they have this year 
sustained, although blighted, is, we will venture to 
say, inconsiderable. The experiments of Mr. 
Grey, of Dilston, with autumn planting are satis- 
factory, as we have learned from a letter received 
since this article was in type.* 

Our own autumn-planted Potatoes were almost 
* In the beginning of September the disease ap- 

peared upon the haulm in patches, which were blighted, 
but not universally. It soon, however, looked as if it 
were extending over the whole, when the whole was 
mown down and cleared away. Disease was found in 
a few tubers, those at the top and next to the stalk 
being most affected, while others at a' distance below, 
and attached by the long small shoots which is often 
found of the length of 3 or 4 inches, remained sound. Contrary to expectation, the autumn planting was as 
much affected as the others, which it is said is not 
generally the case. The sound Potatoes of the autumn 
planting are remarkably good ; more mealy and fine in 
quality than the others, while the quantity maintaing 
nearly the same proportion to the spring planting as in 
the experiments of former years, being about one-third 
more, If those which are now sound and good should 
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wholly destroyed last year, but they had been only | 

so treated for one year, and several years arë 

perhaps wanted to restore tone to the constitution 

of this plant. 
lf it be said, that the reasoning by which we 

have sought to induce autumn planting—that is to 

say immediate planting, is inconclusive, we then 

appeal to experience; we refer to the opinions 

of Mr. Grorce JonwsoN, and to the evidence 

of Mr. Grey, of Dilston, of Mr. Jasrer Rogers, 

Mr. Goopirr, Mr. Sarruerp, and many others. In 

aletter to the Farmers Journal, Mr. Hewrrr 

Davis speaks thus :— 3 
* Late in the spring of 1845 I was surprised in 

ploughing up some ground whereon Potatoes had been 

grown the preceding year, to find those that had remained 

in the earth all the winter, notwithstanding the extra- 

ordinary frosts of that season, were perfectly sound, 

and in much fresher condition than those that had been 

in clamp—the latter, as is always the case, had made 
considerable shoots, and were much less juicy. I 

thered from this that Potatoes might safely be planted 
in the autumn, and that by doing so the seed would not 
suffer exhaustion from the usual premature growth in 
the clamp ; and also that decay would not progress 

during the cold of winter underground as it does in the 

higher temperature of a clamp. Also, I had observed 

in ground planted two successive years with Potatoes, 

that in the second year the self-sown sets of the pre- 

vious year’s growth were always distinguishable by their 

larger haulm ; and accordingly, in the open weather of 

last December, I planted the acre of ground alluded to, 

and strange to say, notwithstanding the disease prevails 

all around me, this piece is exempt.” 
We have autumn-planted Potatoes of our own 

just dug, and although attacked by the blight of the 

haulm, the injury to the tubers is inconsider- 

able, except in one wet sandy strip of ground, 

compared with what has been found in the spring- 
planted beds, and the sound Potatoes seem to be 
quite sound. Finally, a letter from Mr. L. Munn, 

of King’s Langley, thus records the issue of an 

experiment that in our eyes is conclusive :— 
«As recommended in your volume of last year, I 

planted three rows of alate kind on the 27th of Nov., 

1845 ; and three rows of the same length and the same 

ind of Potato, in March, 1846: both were put in 

8 inches deep, and whole sets. The produce respectively 
was as follows :—From the autumn planted, 4 bushels 

and 1 peck of large Potatoes fit for table, and 1 bushel 
of small ones; from the spring planted, 2 bushels of 

large Potatoes fit for table, and 1 bushel and 3 pecks 

small ones. I also planted about 3 poles of ground in 

the autumn with diseased Potatoes, which turned out 

quite as well as the others, and perfectly free from dis- 

ease. And what I noticed as a remarkable fact was, 

that the diseased sets, in many instances, were not. any 

more decayed when I took up the crop than they were 

when I planted them; the disease seemed stopped by 

planting that depth in the soil. I think that autumn 

planting cannot be too strongly insisted on.” 
For these reasons, which we believe to be good 

in theory, which are certainly so in practice, and 
which involve no necessity for examining into the 
cause of the Potato disease, we join those who 
advise that the crop for 1847, if to be planted at all, 

be planted immediately, and deep, or well earthed 

up. The effect of the latter will be to increase 
the chance of safety, and not to reduce the crop ; 
for if the number of tubers then formed be dimi- 
nished, their weight will be greatly increased, as 
our own experiments sufficiently show. 

And now as to the fitness of diseased sets for 

a crop. We believe they may be used safely. 

This could not have been suspected d priori, and 
we formerly entertained the opposite opinion; but 
experience has taught us otherwise; multiplied 
experiments have shown that the soundest sets will 
readily become diseased, and that half-rotten 

Potatoes will yield a good produce. Mr. Hewirr 
Davis mentions the case of an acre which—although 
planted with sets positively diseased—has produced 
a crop perfeetly sound, and is almost the only 

healthy exception he is acquainted with. Indeed 
theinstances of this are so numerous that we un- 

continue so, and they look well, the crop will still be an 

average one. The Potatoes were grown in drill rows 
of 28 inches wide :— 
70 yards in length of drill .pro- 

duced of the October planting 124 stones of sound 
24 unsound » 

Total . 15 stones 

70 yards planted in March pro- 
duced , . . . . 10 stones of sound 

3 » unsound 

Total 11} stones 
70 yards planted with eyes scooped 

from the Potato produced . 8 stones of sound 
BE aes unsound 

reservedly admit them ; they, in fact, constitute one | 

of the enigmas of the Potato question. Never- 

theless we would rather use sound sets if we could 

get them. 
Such scems to us to be the exact state of our 

knowledge with respect to the Potato crop, apart 

from surmises and conjectures and opinions, of 

which we have an enormous crop, with neither 

time nor patience to thrash it out, for the sake of 

one chance grain of corn amongst a mountain of 

chaff, We trust and believe that we are right in 

our recommendations ; but experience alone can 

confirm their soundness. They offer what seems 

to be a reasonable chance of recovering the Potato ; 

they have the sanction of the most intelligent 

gardeners and farmers ; and at all events are not 

founded on mystery, nor opposed to evidence or 

common sense. 

And now we turn to another important question 

belonging to the Potato, which we promised to 

report upon in due time. On the 25th of July of 

this year (p. 499) we stated that the only thing 

which seemed to stop the mischief last season was 

mowing off or pulling up the tops. Our words 

were: “That did answer where the operation was 

performed soon enough; but then the crop was 

reatly diminished? On another occasion, we 

spoke doubtfully of it (see p. 552), afterwards more 

favourably (p. 563), and at a later period (Sept. 5, 

p.595), as a judicious measure, or at least one in 

which there is no harm. During the autumn we 

have had some experiments carried on, with refer- 

ence to this point; they have now been brought 

to a close, and with the following result. 

A piece of ground that had received no manure 

for two years, very heavy land, well limed, in capi- 

tal condition, was thrown up in lazy-beds, with deep 

ditches between them, and sloping to the south at 

alow angle. On these beds were planted Potatoes 

imported from New Grenada, Naples, Oporto, and 

the Azores; a Black Kidney from Aberdeen; Re- 

gents, picked out of a diseased crop had on the 

same land, and Regents obtained from untainted 

districts in Yorkshire. They were put into the 

ground before the Ist of April, planted shallow, and 

left to their fate, without earthing up or any further 

attendance. ‘hey grew with extraordinary vigour, 

stood well up, and for a long time seemed proof 

against disease. It turned out that they were more 

occupied in “running to straw” than in forming 
tubers. At last they. were all suddenly struck, as 

nearly as possible at. the same time, and rapidly 

gave way under the blight. In a few days the 

haulm of a part of each was pulled up, while a part 

was left untouched, and this operation was so 

varied as to render the experiment as conclusive as 

it could be. As the beds were of unequal length, it 

is not worth detaining the reader with the exact 

produce of each. The result will be better shown 

by the following Table, in which the calculations are 

reduced by Mr. Tuowrson to the uniform standard 
of 100 feet. | | | 

Total 91 stones 
The land and manure were alike in all__Juhin Grey, 

Dilston, Oct. 5, 1846. | 
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very small many of the tubers scarcely the size of 
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marbles. The sets when imported were small, and 
appeared as if unripe, but perfectly free from dis- 
ease. It is a roundish white variety. 

The Naples was roundish oblong, and of a pink 
colour; some of the produce was of middling size, 

but many of the tubers very small. The crop from 
the bed which had charcoal ashes was a little better 
than the others. 

The Red Oporto was kidney-shaped, of a purplish 
red; the produce was middling sized, with fewer 

small tubers than in the two preceding varieties. 
The White Oporto was irregularly round; its 

produce middling sized. 
The Azores resembled the Naples ; the produce 

somewhat better. 
The Black Aberdeen Kidney was of a tolerably 

large size ; but was more diseased than any of the 
others, many of the tubers being in the putrid state. 

In this experiment the average amount of produce 
was less where the stems were remoyed, but the pro- 

portion of unsound was 11 per cent. greater where 
the haulm was not removed. In some cases, and 

particularly in that of the Black Kidney, the sound 

produce was greatest where the haulm was removed, 
Hence it may be inferred that the system of re- 
moving the infected haulm is attended with no real 
advantage, because, although the process diminishes 
the per centage of unsound Potatoes hy one half, it 
also diminishes the crop from 1700 to 1300, and 
therefore is productive of serious loss. But we are 
acquainted with another experiment, which we are 

not at liberty to publish, in which the result was 
the other way, the pulling up the haulm having 
been attended by an increase in the number of dis- 
eased Potatoes. On the other hand M. Bonsean, 
of Chambéry, mentions an experiment which 
would seem to be decisively in favour of cutting off 
the haulm. 

A field attacked by disease was carefully divided 
off into three pieces, each of 200 square feet, and 
in all respects exactly alike. 

Proportion of | The relative 
unsound weight of the 

crop. Potatoes, 

No. 1 was untouched) œ i 100 

No. 2 had furrows 5 $ 
or 6 in. deep d 2 
between each row M & zu 112,50 

No. 3 was cut down | & 

to within 1j inch | EA 
_of the ground SE E | 150 

And we doubtnot that equally conflicting results 
will have been obtained by others; for so it is in 
almost everything belonging to this singular ques- 
tion. For ourselves, we will not pretend to draw an 
inference from the experiments; we, however, quite 

agree with M. BoxzrAN in protesting against the 
bad plan of digging Potatoes which are unripe, 
merely because they are diseased. The digging, 
under such circumstances, can do nothing but 
mischief. 

So many persons continue to profit by the libe- 
rality of Mr. Merx, in allowing his Polmaise house 

to be seen, that it has become necessary to limit the 

time at. which it can be shown; we therefore trust 

that the following letter from this gentleman, while 
it evinces his anxiety still to oblige the publie, will 
have the effect of securing the privacy of his resi- 

dence at all times except those which he has named, 

“ Judging from my own correspondence; from your 

remarks in the Chronicle of the 26th of September, 

and from * answers to correspondents,’ that many per- 

sons anxious to employ the Polmaise mode of heat- 

ing experience some difficulty in doing so, arising partly 

from the general ignorance in this country of the 

manner in which heat is diffused, and partly from the 

opposition offered by interested parties to this cheap 

and efficient method, I beg to state, that with a view 
to benefit the public by extending the knowledge of 

this, the only true mode by which atmospheric heat can 

be equally diffused, and to defeat the opposition offered, 

I am quite willing to exhibit the hothouse, explain the 

principles on which it is heated, and show the manner 

of carrying them out, to any architect, hothouse builder, 

gentleman, gardener, bricklayer, nurseryman, or ama- 
teur, every Wednesday afternoon, between the hours of 

l and 5 o'clock, for a short time to come. I trust 

this will have the desired effect; for surely hothouse 

builders must perceive how much they are interested in 

the carrying out a cheap mode of heating. My house 

is two miles from the Reigate Station, on the Brighton 

or Dover Railway.— Daniel B. Meck, Holmesdale 

House, Nutfield.” 

We are informed upon the best authority that 
the valuable collection of Orchidaceous plants of 
the late Rev. Joun Crowes, of Broughton-hall, 

Manchester, has been left by will to the Royal 

Botanic Gardens, Kew, and that measures are 

already taken for their removal to that establishment. 
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DIRECTIONS 

FOR THE PRODUCTION OF CERTAIN CROPS, 

WITH A VIEW TO LESSEN THE CONSUMPTION OF GRAIN IN THE 
ENSUING TWELVE MONTHS. 

Cabbage Sprouts.—Take up the Cabbage stumps, 
both of early and late kinds, that have sprouted ; strip 
off all the sprouts but one of the strongest, by inserting 
a small knife just above the sprouts about one-fourth of 
an inch deep, and tear down with them thin slips of the 
stump about an inch in length ; plant them out as com- 
mon Cabbage plants; they will strike root, and grow 
as readily, and will eabbage sooner. Like a Cabbage 
plant, it will receive less check if watered in dry wea- 
ther, but watering is not absolutely necessary ; I have 
tried them without, in continued drought, and none have 
failed with me ; the ground should be fresh dug. The 
old stump should be planted slantingly in the ground, 
so as'to cover up all but the sprout, which will cabbage 
something earlier than the other sprouts. The earlier 
this is done, the better chance will there be for their 
coming into use in the winter ; they will, at all events, 
be the first for use in spring. ` 

Rape.—The Rape that has been sown as a seed-erop 
for next harvest may be profitably planted out for 
"Greens, in rows from 14 to 2 feet asunder, the plants 
Standing 1} foot from each other. If this is done soon, 
they will give a good eutting of Greens in the winter, 
with a second smaller one in the spring. Rape seed 
sown in September, and possibly in October, thinly, 
‘on ground manured as for Potatoes (short manure and 
ashes are best), will give a crop of plants in the spring 
which will make excellent and very tender Greens. 
A rood, statute measure, will require 10lbs. of seed; 
a rood, Irish, 16 lbs., and more if not evenly sown. It 
will cost 4d. a pound. 

Crests of Turnips.—When the Turnips (Swedes and 
others) are in course of being consumed, take the crests 
(that is, the upper part of the Turnip between the bulb 
and the top, from which both have been cut off), and 
plant them ; they will soon send out fibrous roots all 
round between the skin and the flesh, and will throw 
up tops in the spring as good as the original ones. 

Lettuce.—The seed sown in September, and early in 
October, will stand in the seed-beds through the winter, 
and, transplanted in February and March, will come 
in very early in summer ; they are very valuable in a 
raw state for feeding swine, and are good for man with 
salt alone. They may be planted out in rows 1 foot 
asunder, and stand about 8 or 9 inches from each other. 
The brown or Bath Cos and Hammersmith, the black- 
seeded Cos, the brown Duteh Cabbage, and many others, 
will answer, The seed-bed should get a good sprinkling 
of seed. 

-Beans.—1n sheltered grounds the Mazagan, or (per- 
haps more to be recommended) the Russian Bean may 
be sown in October, and will produce green Beans for 
use towards the end of June ; sown in February (the 
usual time), they will come in a little later ; give them 
plenty of room, and they will produce thirty or forty- 

-fold. I have had a hundredfold. They may be fol- 
lowed by the broad Bean, or by later sowings of them- 
selves. Ihave always found the Mazagan surer and 
more productive ; they may be sown all over a ridge 
from 6 to 9 inches apart, and gathered from the furrow. 
But I should recommend their being sown in a single 
row along the centre of the ridge, and about 6 or 8 
inches from each other, filling the ridge with Cabbages, 
Turnips, Parsnips, or other low-growing crop. In this 
way a much larger quantity of Beans than might be 

"supposed would be obtained without any loss in, or 
injury to the other crop. 

Maige or Indian Corn.—The green stalks of Maize 
are very large, soft, and juicy, and the juice is so sweet, 
that a syrup as sweet as sugar is made of it. The 
usual time of sowing it is April; it may be sown in 
rows 2 feet asunder, and the seed dropped from 6 inches 
to afoot. This would also answer well, like the Beans, 
sown in a single row along the centre of theridgein which 
low-growing crops pl d. The green stalks, bruised 
and boiled and the juice squeezed out, would in the 
latter part of the summer, thickened with a little meal, 
make nutritive and palatable food, and from its sweet- 
ness would be well liked by children. Though a slow 
ripener, it is a quick grower ; and although it has not 
yet ripened in Ireland, it has, I believe, produced its 
seed. These in a green state are boiled and eaten as 
Peas by the Americans, and are much esteemed. In 
this state they might come into use at the end of August. 

is crop cannot be advantageously grown, in England, 
‘under the circumstances assumed, unless in places very 
mild and much screened from easterly winds, ] 

Broccoli and Cabbages.—The Walcheren Broccoli, 
sown early in September and planted out under glasses 
(as Cauliflowers are) in England, gives a succession in 
spring. It is probable, but we have no experience of 
it, that many of the Broccoli sown in September or early 
in October, and left in the seed-beds, would stand our 
winters without protection ; and with a view of obtain- 
ing supplies of a most excellent vegetable early in 
summer, the experiment is well worth trying, the only 
risk a few shillings’ worth of seed, If it succeeded, the 
return at only one halfpenny a head would be 4 guineas 
for every shilling. I would recommend the Walcheren 
and the Wileove Broccoli; the latter is named from a 
village near Plymouth. I consider the only danger is 
in the possibility of their starting in the spring, and in 
which case they would still make delicious Greens. 
The sowing of Cabbage-seeds, both of early and late 
kinds, may also be ventured on. The seed-beds should 
he well manured, ashes entering into the composition of 

the manure ; and, need I say, should be weeded early 
and constantly. The beds should, if possible, run in a 
direction from south-east by east to north-west by 
west, with a side-slope towards the sun of 1 foot in 4 of 
the breadth of the beds. In severe weather, and at 
night, and in frosts, it would be well done to afford 
them the shelter of some description of covering to 
check the radiation of heat from the surface, such as 
prepared calico at 6d. a square yard, the common thin 
calico’ at 23d. or 3d. a yard, the common garden 
matting, or even a little straw. But all covering should 
be removed in open weather, or the plants will be too 
tender. An ounce of good seed, affording 2000 or 3000 
plants, may be sown on not more than 10 square yards 
of a seed-bed, if the seed is evenly and carefully sown. 
The expense, therefore, ofa covering, would not be much, 
and it would be well repaid. A sod, 6 inches thick, laid on 
each side of the bed, and a few sticks thrown across, 
would support the covering, which should be pegged 
down to the sods. A line, with little loops, might be 
run along the edges of it. The slope given to the beds 
will not only give them a more direct face to the sun, 
but a fall for the rain from the covering.—J. M. 
Goodi ff. 

BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCE- 
MENT OF SCIENCE. 

Tue SixrerwrH Muetine of this body was held this 
year at Southampton. Thesection of natural history— 
zoology and botany—was unusually well attended, espe- 
cially by the cultivators of the latter science, The 
botanists present were as follow :— 

R. Brown D.O.L., F.R.S., &c. British Museu; 
Pnorzsson E. FORBES . 
C 

m. 
» London. 

W. BURCHELL, Esq. 
PROFESSOR FORBES ROYLE 

m. 
College, London. 
te 

+ London. 
+ Secretary, Bot. Society, London. 

ondon, 
PROFESSOR DAUBENY. 
Dr. BELL SALTER.... 
ARTHUR HENFREY, EsQ.... 

readers, and bear upon the objects of the Gardeners’ 
Chronicle, and publish them as opportunity occurs. 
Tuurspay, Sept. 10.—A paper was read at the che- 

mical section, entitled, “ Notices of the Progress of Ez- 
periments on the Influence. of Light on the Growth of 
Plants,” by R. Hunt. The experiments described in 
former ications to the Association had all been 
confirmed by the results obtained during the past year. 
It had been found that seeds would not germinate if all 
the chemical rays were prevented from acting on them 
—and that the influence of the actinic or chemical rays 
was such that seeds germinated at a depth below the 
soil, under the influence of concentrated actinie force, 
acting on the surface, at which they would not have 
germinated under the natural conditions., The leaves 
being developed, the action of the luminous rays then 
became necessary to effect the decomposition of carbonic 
acid and the deposition of woody fibre within the plant, 

nder the joint influence of light and actinism the 
plant arrived at maturity, and then the calorific, or 
heat-producing, rays were brought more fully into 
action to produce the ripening of fruit and the develop- 
ment of seed. The paper gave rise to along discussion, 
in whieh Dr. Daubeny, Prof. Grove, Mr. Prideaux, of 
Plymouth, and several other gentlemen joined. It was 
shown that the inquiry was of the utmost importance— 
and that many of the results obtained were of con- 
siderable practical value. The conditions of the solar 
rays at different seasons of the year, and also in different 

parts of the globe, were discussed—the provisions regu- 
lating the distribution of plants under these influences 
shown. 

(To be continued.) 

Home Correspondence. 
Exotic Ferns (see p. 660).—As a pendant to Mr. 

Cameron’s list, I may add, for the benefit of those who 
are very fond of Ferns, but have little room to grow 
them in, that many of them will flourish admirably in 
small wire baskets suspended from the roof. The 
seem to care very little about earth, provided plenty of 
Moss is stuffed in the basket. The following succeed 
to perfection, and grow very fast :— 
Adiantum cuneatum Niphobolus rupestris — 

» 'ubescens Olfersia scolopendrifolia 
Blechnum orientale ? Platycerium alcicorne 
Craspedaria chinensis (On a piece of wood only). 
Davallia canariensis Pleopeltis aurea 
Drynaria irioides Polystichum cæspitosum 

rri 

Lycopodium cordifolium Selaginella stellata 
Nephrolepis exaltata 

They have lived well during all this hot summer, 

though suspended close to the glass roof of a hothouse, 
and when the sunlight made many of those grown in 
pots droop sadly. The following four did not succeed, 
and I soon had to remove them : — 

Athyrium umbrosum Nephrodium molle 
Cheilanthes farinosa Polystichum drepanum 

(This last, by the way,must have a very minute in- 

dusium. I never could detect it yet with a strong lens, 
and it fruits most freely). They require no watering 
beyond other plants, viz., syringing morning and even- 
ing.—S. W. W., October 5. 

Gigantic Fuchsia.—In the garden attached to the 
Royal Engineer Office at Exeter, there are four or five 
Fuchsias, nearly all of the same size, and concerning 
which I obtained the following particulars. The 
largest plant is 7 feet 6 inches high, and 30 feet 6 inches 
in circumference ; it would have been higher, but the 
main branch was broken off some months ago. It was 
planted eight years back, in a situation in which large 
quantities of brick-bats, mortar rubbish, &c., had been 
thrown, and which never holds the wet Jong, the 
drainage being so good, as in the other example men- 
tioned in your Paper at p. 579. No dressing of any 
kind has ever been applied, and no particular care has 
ever been taken of it. The garden is to the north, and 
the Fuchsias remain out all the winter, and have been 
all the summer, and still are, in most luxuriant blossom, 
as I myself witnessed to-day.— Xta, Exeter, Oct. 5. 

Hepatica.—In the present day whilst so much has 
been done to obtain varieties of most of our hardy as 
well as exotic plants, I have been surprised that our 
old favourite with every cultivator has remained un- 
altered, and as far as varieties extend, unchanged—I 
mean the beautiful and neat little Hepatica (Hepatica 
triloba) which has been an inhabitant of our gardens 
ever since 1573, and of which there appears to be but 
five varieties only, except, perhaps an almost imper- 
ceptible distinction in the anthers of the white variety, 
can be called one, namely, blue, double blue, red, 
double red, white. Perhaps some of your readers may 
be found ready and willing to endeavour to rescue this 
seemingly forgotten beauty from its obseurity, and by 
presenting it with a new colour, and perhaps, habit, 
may induce others to try it. I need not mention how 
much has been done by crosses and hybridising, and as 
the white and single red varieties are abundantly pro- 
ductive of seed, they offer a good chance of success if 
properly fertilised with the pollen of other coloured 
flowers.— George Wood. 

The Polish manner of using Tomatoes.—Boil water 
with as much salt in it as to give it an agreeable saltish 
taste, and let it stand till it is cold, then pour it over 
the Tomatoes, which should previously be freed from 
the green and all impurities without breaking the skin, 
in a wide-mouthed glass bottle or jar, when they should 
be closely papered up and set in a tolerably cool place, 
such as a store-room or pantry, but a cellar.is not ne- 
cessary. The Tomatoes should not be closely packed, 
but if possible allowed to swim about in the jar ; and in 
this way they are preserved in Poland till they come 
again, always taking out a few when wanted, and cover- 
ing the jar again. We also have a delicious soup made 
of Tomatoes, by pulping them when boiled through a 
tammy, and adding beef liquor and new milk thickened 
with a little flour—M. L., Wilga, near Warsaw. 

Sound Potatoes from Diseased Sets.—The only part 
of my last week's communication which is of im- 
portance to the Potato grower, I mean that part of it 
relating to the planting of diseased tubers, you appear 
to be not only surprised at, but to question its truth. 
The circumstance of diseased Potatoes producing a good 
and clean crop may appear somewhat marvellous, but 
I assure you it is not less true, and I think I may con- 
fidently say my fondness for the marvellous would not 
be sufficient to induce me to overstep the truth. They 
were planted purposely for experiment, and the result 
I think is quite satisfactory. Of two things I am cer- 
tain, worse Potatoes could not be planted, and better 
Potatoes than those produced need not be wished for.— 
Wm. Holmes, Hackney. [We are perfectly aware 
that diseased Potatoes have produced a sound erop $ 
but how Potatoes that are “a complete mass of rotten- 
ness” should do so is inconceivable. To be a complete 
mass of rottenness the Potatoes must have been dead.] 

ape Amaryllids.—No doubt the Brunsvigia will 
succeed in * H. D.’s” beautiful climate ; it is but one 
shade tenderer than the Guernsey Lily. Let “H. D." 
raise his border, add a very considerable portion of 
charcoal in pieces, as well as ground smaller, and put 
in a few pipe-tiles to assist drainage. Then divide the 
border into two portions, and cover all with a rough 
frame. In portion No. 1, plant by his Brunsvigia the 
Nerines, Habranthus, Heemanthus, Boophane, Lycoris, 
and the true Brunsvigias. This must be used as a 
protection from frost in winter ; air being given in fine 
weather freely ; when May, and yellow leaves appear, to 
be covered, kept dry and sunburnt. In No. 2, plant 
Ammocharis ( Brunsvigia) falcata and coranica, Vallota, 
Cyrtanthus (obliquus stood in a cold frame with me), 
Coburgia, Clivia, Chlidanthus, Hippeastrum vittatum 
and its hybrids, with the whole tribe of Zephyranthes 
and Phycella, and, perhaps, Ismene and some Pan- 
cratium. Keep this entirely covered and dry during 
winter, throwing off the lights as soon as spring frosts 
disappear. I forgot to add, the Dean of Manchester’s 
Hybrid Cape Crinums here. Cape Amaryllids should, 
if possible, be bought in pots, as imported bulbs are so 
long making root enough to flower. Mr. A. Hender- 
son, of the Pine-apple-place firm, has many ; he has 
taken up this tribe, and is determined to make a fine 
colleetion, Carter, of Holborn, gets the hardy Chilian 
and Peruvian sorts; and Cullis, of Leamington, has a 
collection. Many of our bulbous and tuberous things 
which plague us in our heated strongholds, would 
flourish thus in your fine climate, Try Thalia, Hedy- 
chium, and all Alstroemerias. I am doing all this in 
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Sweet Basil and Marjoram.—After repeated sowings 

of these, I was only able to procure a few plants; these 

were well nursed, and had become strong by the middle 

of May, when they were planted out in highly-manured 

soil. The hot summer being very favourable for their 
growth, when in flower in July they were eut down to 

a few green shoots at bottom ; these were stopped, and 

a second supply was the result.— W. Brown, Merevale ; 

Sept. 7. 
The Nonpareil Cabbage.—1 would advise everybody 

having spare land to plant it immediately with Non- 
pareil Cabbage. If the Cabbage is not wanted for 

human food, it is a profitable crop for cattle, coming in 
early and forming a second erop of good hearts in the 

autumn, if allowed to stand till then.— NV. Q. 

Fruit-Tree Borders.—Some years ago I had occasion 

to root out some old trees from the walls here, to make 

room for good kinds of Pears. I had the soil taken 

out about 5 feet wide and 24 feet deep ; broken stones 

were then put into the bottom 1 foot deep—1 foot 6 ins. 
deep was then left for soil, which was procured in the 

following manner :—The turf was pared off part of the 
park, the soil was then dug out about 14 inches deep ; 

this soil was, therefore, little inferior to turf. It was 
afterwards mixed with lime rubbish, old briek-bats 

broken, and, when lime and bricks became scarce, 

broken stones were added. The soil being retentive, a 

little leaf mould was mixed with the whole. The border 

was then filled up with the compost. The trees, maiden 

plants, three years trained, were then taken up care- 

fully and placed upon the surface; the roots were 

spread out and covered with some of the finest of the soil, 

which was well mulehed with half-rotten dung, and 

watered, the mould being dry at the time. Trees could 

hardly suceeed better than they have done. They pro- 

duce fine crops of fruit every year. The Pears which I 

send for inspection (Gansell’s Bergamot) were grown 

upon an old tree that was lifted eight years ago, and 

covers a space 24 feet by 10 feet. It was planted in the 

same soil as above, and annually bears a fine crop. The 

soil and subsoil are very stiff, but the border is tho- 

roughly drained, so that no water can lodge either in or 
on it. The park from which the soil was procured 
must now be put to rights. This was effected by filling 
up the space with the old soil from the border, making 
it level, and relaying the turf pared off. ‘The soil from 

the old border produced a fine erop of Grass, so much 
80, that anybody can tell where the dressing was applied 
by its great luxuriance compared with that of the rest 
of the park ; so that, by this plan, neither Peter nor 
Paul are robbed, but on the contrary, both have been 
improved.— W. Hutchison, Eatington Park, Shipston- 
on-Stour, Warwickshire. 

Potatoes grown on Peat.—A few days ago I took up 
my principal crop, which extended to about 2 acres on 

an open clay soil, and yielded scarcely more than 2 tons 

of Potatoes sound, with about half a ton diseased, all 

the rest of the crop having completely rotted away. I 

eut over the haulm of a few rows in the end of July, 

from which I had a little better crop than where it was 

left. I yesterday took up those planted in moss, and 

found them decidedly better than the others; indeed, 

the number of diseased roots was very small, not above 

a basketful in a cart load. They are a very large 
crop in point of numbers, but small in size, many not 

larger than a marble. I may mention that the haulm 

had long since completely fallen down ; indeed, it began 
to show the appearance of disease as soon as the others 
in the clay soil. They were all the kind of Potato 
called * Cups" here. The moss land never had Pota- 
toes, nor indeed any other erop on it before, having been 
only drained and covered with gravel last- year.—.4 
Kirkcudbright Farmer. 

Aralia japonica (variety maxima).—A plant of this 
is now in full bloom here. It flowered with me last 
year, and this year it has been an object of universal 
admiration. It stands 12 feet in height, with a stem 
7 feet clear, and a very large head of leaves 3 feet long. 
Above the leaves it has eight umbels of fine large prim- 
rose-coloured bloom, divided -into nine racemes or 
branches, about 2 feet long. Some are now producing 
black berries. It has been in bloom about two months. 
I planted it out of a pot about four years ago.—Joseph 
Wood, Brentwood Nursery, Essex. 

The New Bast exhibited by Mr. Ayres at the July 
Show of the Horticultural Society is, if I am not mis- 
taken, the bark of the Lagetta lintearia, the lace bark 
$ ree, a native of the West Indies, and called in Jamaica 
Lagetto ; it is a plant familiar to botanists, from the 
peculiar lace-like appearance of the dried inner bark,— 
J. W. Lawrence, Royal Gardens, Windsor. 

Legg’s Hydraulic Engine.—When comparing this 
machine with the ram, I did not mention any trades- 
man’s name. I alluded to rams I had seen in opera- 
tion in Wales and other places, which, considering the 
fall, and quantity of water required as a moving power, 
were far inferior. I must refer your correspondent 
(p- 662), to Mr. Legg for information relative to the price 
of his engines on a large scale. The one he has erected 
for me I will again deseribe for the satisfaction of those 
who may be interested in the matter. The cost of 
Legg’s hydraulic engine, put up on my premises, was 
under 30/., including brickwork, conducting pipe, labour, 
&e., &c. With a stream of water running through a 
2-inch pipe, and with a fall of 2 feet 6 inches, m. 
engine will produce about 2000 gallons of water in the 
24 hours, driven to a distance of 100 yards, and to a 
height of 60 feet (the top of my house). T had intended, 
some years ago, placing a ram in the situation now occu- 
pied by Legg's engine ; but on application to a person 

in London, I was informed that a ram must have one 

foot fall for every 10 feet perpendicular rise in the pipe 

for conveying the water. Not having this force at com- 
mand I was obliged to give up the idea, The great 
advantages of Legg’s engine are simplicity, durability, 

and the power of supplying a sufficiency of water from 

a very small stream, with a low fall, and last, though 

not least, its cheapness. Mr. Legg has permission to 

show my engine at any time ; persons may therefore 

easily satisfy themselves as to its real merits.— 

Hydrangea. 
Pelargoniums.— Perfection is what the -ardent 

amateur ought continually to aim at; nothing short of 

this satisfies the enthusiast in plant growing. For 

many years I have-selected the Pelargonium as my pet 

flower, and have attended to it. carefully, but.still when 

I visit some of the principal nurseries near London in 

the spring, the difference is striking. A few inquiries 

relative to the minutiæ of its culture, will, perhaps, 

elicit some useful information. Ist. After striking 

slips in the open ground, or otherwise, and potting them 

in small pots, is it customary with the skilful growers 

to leave them out exposed to the showers that-may fall 

in August and September, or do they house them 

immediately ? 2d. In watering this year’s slips, that 

may be in frames or the greenhouse, is it customary to 

water over the leaves as well :as the roots? 3d. Slips 

that are now nice bushy little plants, is it usual to 

encourage them in their growth all the winter, or to 

keep them like the older ones rather dry. Every 

spring I generally purchase a few plants of the supe- 

rior kinds, and. happening to be in. one of the London 
nurseries, during the close of the day, last April, I 
remarked that all the plants had been freely watered 
over the leaves. I stated that I had not yet.begun to 
syringe mine over the leaves; the answer surprised 

me. We never water Pelargoniums at any time of 
the year without watering them over the leaves.” This 
makes me suspect thateommon gardeners and amateurs 
are not yet in the seeret of managing these plants, 

especially in the winter. 4th. What would be the 

effect of treating slips of this year’s growth as.above, 

viz., watering them all through the winter over the 
leaves, with a fine rose ?— Philo, Camberwell New-road. 
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objects produeed, more especially the. Pine-apples, some 
of which have hardly ever been equalled. Mr. Wilmot, 
of Isleworth, as was intimated in our advertising 
columns last week, sent a collection not only remarkable 
for fine growth, but also for novelty. It contained two 
Moscow Queens, the heaviest weighing 5 lbs. 6 02.3 a 

Montserrat, weighing 5 lbs.2 oz. ; two smooth Cayenne 

Pines, a variety much eultivated in France,* the heaviest 

weighing 6 lbs. 11.oz. ; a Ceylon, a juicy-looking lemon- 
coloured variety, weighing 4 lbs. 10 oz. ; a Ripley Queen, 
43 Ibs.; an Antigua Queen, 4 lbs. 7 07.5 an Enville, 5lbs. 

207.5 variety named Buck's Seedling, measuring 13 ins. 

in length ;.and, finally; à. Maranham, weighing 63 lbs. 
In addition to these. Mr, Wilmot also sent two fruit 
of the Cayenne raised froma crown taken off a fruit 
exhibited ‘about two years ago; it was planted and 

threw up two stems, united at the base, each stem pro- 
ducing a large and well-ripened fruit of handsome form. 
The collection was, altogether, a magnificent one, the 

smallest of the fruit weighed being 4 lbs. 6 oz. ; being 
composed, however, of so many different sorts it must, 

in.a great measure, stand on its own ground, no other 
collection of a similar kind having been produced with 

which to compare.it, It was rewarded by the highest 

medal in the power of the Society to give at ordinary 

meetings, viz. the Silver Gilt,—Of Queen Pines, two 

magnificent fruit were exhibited by Mr. Hewitt, gr. to 

J. Purday, Esq., of Bayswater. The; heaviest weighed 

6lbs. 1107., being only 4oz. less than the largest Queen 
ever exhibited under the auspices of the Society ; the 

other weighed 5 lbs. The former measured 11 inches 
in height and 18 inches in cireumferenee, the number 
of pips was ll. It was well formed, finely swelled, and 

in all respects must be regarded as a fruit of first-rate 
excellence. A large Silver Medal was awarded.—Of 

Providence Pines, Mr. Povey, gr. to the Rev. J. 

Thornycroft, sent a fine looking fruit, weighing 9 lbs. 

14 oz, ; it measured 9} inches in height and 22 inches 

in eireumference ; the number of pips was 10. A 

Knightian Medal was awarded, the value of which Mr. 

Povey desired. tobe paid over to the Secretary of the 

Hailstorm Fund, to assist the unfortunate sufferers by 

that disaster.—Another Providence, weighing 7 lbs. 

13 oz., and measuring 11 inches in height and 21 inches 

Potato Disease.—My Potatoes showed p 

disease'in the first week in August. Assoonas I ob- 

served it I had the haulm pulled up, with the excep- 

tion of two rows, which I left for trying the experi- 

ment of dusting them with hot lime as soon as I should 

observe the disease.make its appearance among them, 

for which I had not to wait long, for the disease soon 
made its appearance. [But the disease had appeared 

previously it seems, t understand .this. 

in was sent by Mr. Henderson, gr..to 

Sir G. Beaumont, Bart. ; and finally, Mr. Jackson, gr. 

to-H. Beaufoy, Esq., sent an Enville, weighing 4 lbs. 

lloz;for which a Certificate was awari ed. — Various 

Grapes were produced, and. many of them from the open 

wall, the warm summer having beenfavourable to the out- 
door ripening of this sort of fruit. A series of seven. 

sorts, consisting of Black Cluster, Black Prince, Black 

Hamburgh and White Hamburgh, Grizzly Frontignan, no i 
I then applied lime to them, hot from the kiln, 
twice a week. The disease was stopped, and the 
haulm was kept green for three weeks, whea I had 
it pulled.up. During these last two days I have had 

all the Potatoes taken up, and, I am happy to say, 

there were not above 20 diseased tubers among them, 
and these were mostly found where the disease was 
first observed, The crop was first-rate, both in regard 
to quantity and quality. At the time it was planted I 

had.the sets plunged into water,and put into a.sack 

with a quantity of sulphur, rolling them about until 

they got besmeared all over with the sulphur. They 
were then planted with the sulphur adhering to them. 
But, whether it.was the sulphur or the pulling up the 

haulm, that has been the means of preserving the 

tubers.from the malady, I leave to others to judge. As 

the.time is fast approaching for autumn planting, I beg 

the experiment may be tried. It has.so far succeeded 
with me that I intend to try it upon a larger scale this 

autumn than I did last.—4. M. 
Effect of Chemistry on. Farming and Gardening 

Operations.—Uhe efforts which are making towards a 
diffusion amongst agriculturists of a sound ti 

Sweetwater, and a variety called the Fox Grape, were 

produced by P. D. Cooke, Esq., and being grown against 

a south wall without protection, near Doncaster, were 

rather remarkable, Beautiful bunches of Black Ham- 

burgh, raised in a greenhouse, without fire heat, were 

sent from the Marquess of Winchester’s garden, by Mr. 
Holmes, and fine bunches:of the same variety, from, the 

open wall, were sent by Mr, Hally, of Blackheath. 

Both these exhibitions contained large bunches with 

finely swelled and well-coloured -berries, and were each 

rewarded by a certificate. Black Hamburgh Grapes 

from the open wall were also sent from Mr. Driver, gr. 

under glass, but without fire heat, was shown by Mr. 

Mitchell, gr. to E. Lawford, Esq. i 1 

Wilmot's Blaek Hamburgh, grown under glass, weigh- 

ing respectively 231bs., 24 lbs., and ljlb. were pro- 

duced by Mr. Davey, gr. to G. Smith, Esq. to whom a 

Banksian Medal was awarded, and the same -variety 

of Hamburgh (?) from the open wall, came from the 

garden of Sir J. Rowley, Bart. From Mr. Glen- 
dinning, of the Chiswick Nursery, was a Melon 

which was tioned have been raised from seed 

of the value of chemical knowledge as applied to agri- 

culture, will, ere long, produce the most salutary effects 
upon.the practice of that science. A correct knowledge 

of chemical agencies, and their respective values in the 

production of food, is open to every man who will avail 
himself of the publications of chemists, who teaeh how 

praetice may be guided by science ; and how wild and 

wasteful experiments may be avoided. Floriculturists 
look to the Gardeners’ Chronicle for an application of 
these agencies to floricul he nitrog ma 
nures, so indispensable for vegetable productions 

destined for thei t of animal organization, ar 
hostile to the florieulturist's aspirations, who caters for 
his eyes and not for his stomach, The ordinary pre- 

scriptions for the manuring of flower plants are as 
vague.as they are various, and have not yet assumed 
any fixed principles whereon to take their stand. 
Perhaps the first two inches of an old upland pasture 

will be found to.be the -best possible soil for Pelargo- 
niums, and other such plants; but-has it yet been pro- 
nounced upon authority, whether this soil should be 

used fresh or decayed, riddled or unriddled ; how it 
shouldbe piled or otherwise laid together for keeping t 
In other words what should be its preparation and con- 

ditions for use, if any beyond chopping into small pieces. 

C., Lincolna - 

Societies, 
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, 

October 6.—R. W. BARGHARD, Esq., in the chair. 
J. J. W. Rigley, S. M. Peto, W. F. Cooke, L. Place, 
C. R. S. Murray, and A. Oswald, Esqrs., were elected 
Fellows, The exhibition was remarkable not only for 

the quantity but also for the excellence of many of the 

to 
sent from Sierra Leone, by Mr. Whitfield. It was.a 

large, oblong, yellow fruit, which upon being cut proved 

to be tolerably wellflavoured. Sion House Cucumbers 

were produced by W. Everett, Esq., of Enfield, and. a 

remarkable production, called a Boa Constrictor Melon, 

twisted and measuring about 32 inches in length, was 

sent by Messrs. Hardy and Son, of Maldon, Essex. It 
was stated by Messrs. Hardy to possess the flavour of 

a Cucumber when green, and that of a good Melon when 

-|ripe; also that it was a great bearer. It had been 
grown in the open air without artificial heat. Concern- 

e | ing its.origin it was said to have been raised between 
the Snake Cucumber and some Melon. We believe 

that a similar production is in the mar- 
kets on the Continent, where it is said to have been 

raised.from seeds obtained from South America 5 but 

whether this is the same thing or not, without, a flower 

or a leaf, it was impossible to judge. Of Orchids there 

were several collections. Mr, Rae, gr. to J. J. Blandy, 

Esq.,of Reading, sent the lovely lilae-flowered L:elia 

Perrinii, with deep purple-edged lip ; Cattleya Loddi- 
gesii, and the rare C. Aclandise, a beautiful species, but 

whose flowers are rather scantily produced ; also the 
white bl d Dendrobium f together with 
Lyeaste eruenta, and the pretty little chocolate spotted, 

buff flowered Maxillaria Rollissonii. From. the same 

collection were also Miltonia candida ; the shiteigged 
pi- 
ite. 

Zygopetalum rostratum ; the small white-blossomed: 
dendrum 'multiflorum ; Oncidium papilio ; the whit - 

lipped Trichocentron fuscum, and the chaste white- 
flowered Phalzenopsis amabilis : a large Silver Medal was 
awarded, Another remarkable group, came from the 

* This is one of the best of the juicy Pines in cultivation, 
and is certainly the most worth growing of that class, 
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nursery of Messrs. Rollisson, of Tooting. It comprised 
he bright range-bl d Epidend tolli ,the 

rare Warrea bidentata, a species something resembling 
W. ‘tricolor; Camaridium ochroleueum ; the rather 
sought-for, but not very handsome, Galeandra Baueri ; 
the red variety of Rodriguezia secunda ; Miltonia can- 
dida; and a variety of M. Clowesii; Phalenopsis 
amabilis; the scarce Oncidium ciliatum ; and the pretty 
Demerara plant, Aganisia pulchella; a Knightian 
Medal was awarded, Other Orchids eame from Messrs. 
Loddiges and Sons, consisting of Miltonia candida ; the 
scarce Stanhopea bucephalus, which emits a pleasant 
odour something like Friars’ Balsam ; and the scarce 
Dendrobium rhombeum, a pretty species, having much 
general resemblance to D. aureum,but with smaller blos- 
Soms. The collection also contained a.species of Den- 
drobium from Java, resembling D. Heyneanum; the 
rare Angreeeum bilobum, a pretty epiphyte with long 
pendulous racemes of white flowers, whieh are slightly 
perfumed ; and Oncidium incurvum; a Banksian 
Medal was awarded. From Mr. Redding, gr. 

Marryat, was a beautifully-bloomed - Odon- 
toglossum grande, for which a Banksian Medal 
Was awarded; and with it some heads of sweet 
Indian Corn, for the production of which the late 
hot summer has been favourable. They make a 
very excellent article of food, boiled and dressed as 
mentioned:at p. 646. From C. B. Warner, Esq., was a 
tall Oneidium unguieulatum, a new and distinet species, 
not showy, but having the merit of remaining long in 
ower, which was.rewarded by a Banksian Medal ; and 

along with it a pot of Ginger, with reed-like stems, and 
Oblong heads of flowers. Mr. Don, gr. to F. G. Cox, 
Esq., sent a group of Orchids in which were Gongora 
maculata, with long drooping spikes of brown-spotted 
blossoms ;'the rare Cattleya bicolor, whose sepals and 
petals, being of a dull olive green, contrast well with 
the beautiful deep violet lip; Trichoceritron fuscum f 
Epidendrum lancifolium, a species much resembling E. 
cochleatum, but readily known by its purple-lined regu- 
larly ovate sharp-pointed lip ; Angræcum caudatum ; 
and the rare, warm, brown-coloured Houlletia Brockle- 
hurstiana, ‘for which a Bauksian Medal was awarded. 

r. Dobson, foreman to Mr. Beck, sent a nice specimen 
of Oncidium lencochilum, Galeandra Baueri, and a 
lovely dwarf specimen of Achimenes patens, concern- 
ing whieh it was mentioned that it had been struck 
from leaves inserted in sand in June, potted off into 
small pots in. July, and, after being well rooted, put into 
Slate pans in August, thus offering a ready means of 
obtaining nice dwarf plants at this season ; a certificate 
was.awarded for the Oncidium. Messrs, Veitch and Son, 
of Exeter, received a, Banksian Medal for a new Hoya, 
named eampanulata, producing a bunch of some 16 or 20 
bell-shaped, waxy, cream-coloured flowers about the size 
ofa shilling ; although not to be compared with the old 
H. carnosa, as regards beauty, yet it forms a very 
excellent and pleasing variety. It was stated to 
have been sent from Java by Mr. Lobb. The same 
nurserymen also received a Banksian Medal for a 
finespeeimen of Æschynanthus Lobbianus—the same 
plant which was exhibited a£ the Society's Garden 
Exhibition in July. Thus, in addition to its instrinsie 
beauty, it. has the merit of remaining long in bloom. 

ioned that bot heat had been found 
beneficial to this genus, Accompanying these was. also 
a specimen of Fuchsia serratifolia, "Phe species having 
got the name of being a shy bloomer, this plant was 
Sent to prove that, under proper treatment, it may be 
induced to flower well—as the plant exhibited cer- 
tainly proved ; although somewhat shaken by travel- 
ling. Messrs. Veitch attribute its not flowering well 
with:some to arise from their growing it too freely, by 
putting itin too rich soil and giving it too much pot- 
room, and also to giving it toomuch heat. It has been 
proved that small pots, common garden soil, aud ex- 
Posure:to:the open air from May is the best mode of 
growing i It also is said to thrive and flower well 
planted out in the common soil of the garden. Of 
Dahlias there were beautiful collections from Mr. Cutter, 
of Slough, and Mr. Turner, of Chalvey, in whose group 
were several seedlings of 1845. A seedling of the 
Same year, named Demosthenes, was also sent by 
Mr. Maher, of Fifield, Berkshire ; and, finally, a. beau- 
tiful:collection of autumnal Roses was produced from 
the nursery of Messrs. Paul and Son, of Cheshunt. 
Specimens of Potatoes were sent by Mr. Barnes,. of 
Bieton, to prove that insects are the cause of the 
prevailing disease; and Mr. Ayres, of Brooklands, again 
showed a sample of his new bast from Cuba— 
From the Garden of the Society were Epidendrum 
eeratistes, a species introduced by Mr, Hartweg ; the 
flowers are very like those of E. selligerum, and are 
rather sweet-scented ; Oncidium leucochilum ; immense 
masses of the old Achimenes coccinea ; and Sedum 
Sieboldii, the latter of which is always brought at this 
Season. From the same collection was also a plant of 
Batatas Jalapa, a Mexican perennial, having a great 
tuberous root, which appears to be one of the kinds of 
Jalap formerly used in medicine, and quite distinct 
from the Ipomoea macrorhiza of Michaux, which has 
been. confounded with it, and whose root, which weighs, 
it is said, 50 or 60 lbs., is eatable, It is a climbing 
Plant, Jike a Convolvulus, with handsome large rose- 
Coloured flowers and deep green leaves. It has been 
Jong lost to.our gardens, and as it is. an object of con- 
siderable*beauty, its re-introduction is a matter of some 
Importance. From the same collection were also cut 
owers of Buddlea Lindleyana, one of the first things 

Mr. Fortune met with in the Island of Chusan, and 

which was thus proved to be a really handsome object. It 
as, however, hitherto hardly realised the expectations 

formed of it, which may be partly owing to two cireum- 
stances ; it has been treated much too kindly—too much 
heat and rich soil causing it to grow over luxuriantly, 
and consequently to produce few flowers. It has been 
found that the plant requires age to flower well, and 
with these two requisites—age and rather poor soil— 
we imagine it will prove itself to be (as.it has certainly 
done in the Society’s garden) one of the very best 
autumn flowering shrubs we possess; for its large 
racemes of deep lilac flowers are very handsome, and, 
produced in sufficient abundance, produce a magnifi- 
cent display. Along with it were blooms of Mr. For- 
tune’s Anemone japonica, from the open border, to 
which the plant promises to become a very important 
addition, for at this season, when our autumn flowers 
begin to disapp:ar, this is just coming into beauty. 
Blooms of Torenia concolor (another of Mr. Fortune's 
plants) were also exhibited, whose lovely blue colour 
renders the plant a very charming object. Being a 
native of marshes, it will, however, probxbly not suc- 
ceed well in a dry situation. The fruit from the 
garden consisted of Apples, Pears, and Chesnuts, 
Among the former were Wormsley Pippin, Tower 
of Glammis, Mère de Ménage, Lucombe’s Seed- 
ling and the Round Winter Nonesuch. These, 
it will be perceived, are all Kitehen Apples, and are 
highly deserving of cultivation; the-treesareall naturally 
healthy and good bearers. The Pears consisted of the 
Seckel, an excellent variety, possessing à peculiarly rich 
aroma, and a great bearer; but unfortunately, will. not 

keep. eill; a great bearer as astandard ; Beurré de 
Capiaumont, a sure bearer in almost all seasons, Al- 
thorp Crassane, an excellent ha Pear, raised by the 
late Mr. Koight, and weli adapted for standards, and 
Urbaniste, one of the various good Pears which were 
called Beurré Spenee—a name formerly commonto many 
varieties, but now cancelled. In some seasons the 
Urbaniste is excellent.—Of Sweet Chesnuts, several 
French and English varieties were, exhibited, to show 
what the late warm season has done for the ripening of 
this fruit. Of the former the Marron Cornu was the 
largest and finest ; it was broad at the. base, full, taper- 
ing abruptly to a-slightly curved apex, and of-a bright 
light colour. "Phe Noir, though not black, was much 
darker than.any other. The Ancisse generally contains 
one'large nut in-each husk ; colour-raiher dark. The 
Rallue resembles it, but isnot so broad. The Bretonne 
is large, but had scareely acquired its ripe colour at 
the base. The English sorts considerably resemble 
each other, but are mueh smaller than the French va- 
rieties, in consequence of a greater number (sometimes 
five) growing to maturity in one busk. ‘The Downton 
is: remarkable from its having a ined husk. 

Reviews. 
The Rose Catalogues of the Season 1846-7. 

We -have'before us those of Messrs. Paul and Son, of 
Cheshunt ; Messrs. W, and A. Godwin, of Market 
Drayton; and Messrs, Wood and Son, of Maresfield. 

They should be all consulted | y Rose amateur: 
each contains novelties and peeul 
comparison of the various dese 
variety will also assist the buyer very much in the 
seleetion of his kinds. Thus the Orpheline de Juillet 
is deseribed as follows in the three catalogues now before 
usie 

Mr. Paul: violet and crimson, full; compact flower, mode- 
rate gro 

Mr. 
Mr. 

Wood : purplish crimson, fin 
Godwin: black crimson, very perfect; cupped flower, 

‘ower. A 

/e must add.that the des riptions in the log 
of Mr. Paul and Mr. Godwin are more detailed than 
those of Mr. Wood. 

Antisell’s: Irish Geology (84 pp. 12mo) is -a little 
pamphlet written for the pur hose of instructing Trish 
farmers in the nature and capabilities of their native 

oil, To such it will be useful, notwithstanding such 
slips as the following :—* Phe mean temperature is the 
most important fact to be known (with reference to 
climate), as upon it depends the healthy growth of 
plants, the maturity of crops, and the capability of pro- 

ating plants brought from abroad.” But, surely, 
mean temperature is but a treacherous guide to such 
matters. Had.Mr..A, written the mean summer and 
winter temperatures, he would have been nearer the 
truth. 

per oa 
Miss Leslie's Indian Meal Book 

valuable both to those who propose to introduce Indian 
Corn into their habitual diet, and to such as would 
amuse themselves. with trying what:can be made of it 
as a luxury. 

56 pp. 12mo) is in- 

* s 
Osiers Grown from Seed.—In the early part of the 

spring of this year, the Decoy at Wormegay, near Lynn, 

in this.county, was discontinued, and no water was let 
into the pond after May; by the middle of July the 
water had disappeared, and the bottom of the decoy 
pond was nearly dry, but. no vegetation was observed, 

except a few aquatic plants; the soilatthis time was so 

soft, that, without difficulty, a pole was passed down 
5 to.6 feet. On. the 7th September, «sit was observed 

that Oziers were growing in every part of that which 

had been the pond, and had, in about two months, 

decoy had been in existence for several centuries, and 
as there was no outlet for the water, the deposit from 
the wild fowl enriched the soil, which caused the seeds 
to vegetate, and the young plants $o grow rapidly, and 
get beyond the reach of weeds, which would otlierwise 
have overpowered them. Evelyn in his “Sylva” men- 
tions, that in the place where he lived Oziers were 
attempted to be grown from seed, * but the obstinate 
and unmereiful weeds did so eonfound them that it was 
impossible to keep them clean with any ordinary indus- 
try, and so they were given over." The same author 
states, that Oziers were grown in France upon the Loire 
rom seed, where the culture of them was more perfectly 
understood than in this country. These self-sown Oziers 
are growing as regularly as if planted, and itisintended 
to leave the late decoy as an Ozier bed.— Norfolk Chro- 
nicle. [We have received à speeimen of this Willow, 
by favourof Mr. Dalton, and we cannot distinguish it 
from the Golden Ozier (S. vitellina). That Willows 
readily propagate from seeds, when wild, is proved by 
their innumerable, and probably hybrid, varieties.] 

Snow's Superb White Winter Broccoli.— This was oh- 
tained from Mr. Glendinning, nurseryman, Turnham- 
green. Itis a dwarf variety, with broad leaves and 
short petioles, The head is large, very compact, and 
as white as a Cauliflower. If sown in the begiuning of 
May, it comes into use in November, and three succes- 
sional sowings at intervals of a fortnight will give a 
winter supply.—Journal of Horticuliwral Society. 

Calendar of Operations. 
(For the ensuing Week.) 

Removing Fruit Trees —The general impression 
amongst practical men is, that autumn planting is 
superior to that of the spring. I am decidedly of this 
opinion ; and I would advise those who intend making 
new orchards, removing large fruit trees, or replacing 
decayed young ones, to commence operations of a pre- 
paratory character immediately. Such preparations 
should consist, in the first place, of a necessary provi- 
sion of fresh and sound loam ; and if this can be ob- 
tained with some rough turf in it so much the better, if 
not, it will be well to mix rough stable litter, straw, 
small sticks, or any other coarse material with the 
loam, when filling into the holes. The loam being pro- 
vided and thrown into a high and sharp ridge, in order 
to throw off the rains, the next thing is to thorough 
d the site intended for planting ; without this all 
subsequent operations will but end in disappointment. 
The latter principle being secured, stations may be 
formed by making a hard bottom of broken stone rubble, 
broken bricks, or other hard material, and my practice 
is to throw a coating of cinders on this hard surface, to 
prevent the soil from entering the porous materials be- 
neath. As to depth, I would advise great moderation, 
provided the kinds are in any way tender, and de- 
signed for the dwarfing system. For such, 18 inches 
in depth of soil will be amply sufficient, and if the 
ground be of a moist character one-third of the volume 
of soil should rise above the ordinary ground level ; in- 
deed, in all cases, it is well to raise it considerably. I 
will say something about selection of kinds when the 
period for removal arrives, which may be towards the 
end of the month ; and, in the meantime, I would ad- 

a trench to be thrown out without delay-around 
ery large trees intended for removal. This will at 

once check late growth, and induce a disposition to fibre 
forthwith. . 

CONSERVATORIES, STOVE, &c. 

Much has to be done, both in this and the other plant 
houses, in the next fortnight. All pots should be washed 
clean, and all insects extirpated ; should any plants 
prove so foul that some time must elapse before they 
can be thoroughly cleaned, they had better be removed 
to the plant hospital or some of the other houses where 
they will be out of sight, and can do no mischief. 
Everything must now be made thoroughly clean, if suc- 
cess is to be obtained, through the dull winter months. 
Above all things, let the glass, both roof and sides, be 
washed; those who are unfortunately scant of labour 
cannot accomplish th but the difference in point of 
success between a dirty roof and a clean one will be 
found enormous, all other matters being equal. Orchids. 
—tThe temperature of this house must, of course, decline 
with the decline of the year; as light is restricted, so 
must be also the heat. Continue to remove all 
plants, having thoroughly ripened their growths, to a 
cooler house, with less atmospheric moisture. The 
Cattleyas, when rooting freely, will continue to sprout 
buds from the base of the pseudo bulbs, if kept in con- 
stant excitement ; this, although it increases the volume 
of the plant, robs the blossom. The Aerides, Dendro- 
briums, &e., will eontinue to enjoy a tolerable amount 
of both heat and moisture. In the growing or warmest 
house, let 809 by day, and 70° by night, be the maxi- 
mum for a week or two; for the others, at rest, 659 b; 

day, and 60° by night, will be sufficient. Mixed Green- 
house.—The-strict attention to cleanliness, described in 
the Conservatory section, is equally necessary in the 
mixed greenhouse. Let everything liable to suffer by 
frost be housed immediately ; a single night's frost will 
render nugatory the labour of many months. The tall 
Cacti should by this time have completed their growth; 
it is a- good plan to remove the terminal point from such 
as are still growing, and to diminish the supply of 
water; indeed, they will need very little, if any, be- 
tween the end of October and January. Letthem have 

reached the-height of from 6 to 7 feet, and the soil was | abundance of light this is of paramount importance if 
sufficiently-firm to ‘bear a-person:to walk over it. The | a good bloom is desired, 
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Pines, in all their stages, must be content to descend 

in the thermometrie scale, in common with all vegeta- 
tion, as light decreases. Continue to shut up a very 
considerable amount of solar heat, on bright days, to 

the fruiters ; let it be 90°, if possible, in the afternoon 

fora couple. of hours, sinking at night to 709. I have 
no doubtthat the unwieldy crowns, so much complained 

of, are for the most part attributable to great night heat ; 

what else can gee expected from a temperature of 805; 
with moisture ? 1 

These ‘things | w will ere long be much better understood. 
WER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES 

Little. tan be added here at present. Trim and dress 

frequently, in order to make things as comfortable as 

possible during the decline of the season. Look well 

after choice seeds. 
FLORISTS’ FLOWERS. 

Dahlias.—These should be earthed up round the 

stems to preserve the crown of the root should any frost 

suddenly come. There will be, in consequence of the 

fine autumn, a great quantity of seed gathered. Choose 
a fine day and cut that which is ripe. It may be gra- 
dually dried. wriculas will require more attention 
now. Raise the frames on bricks. Keep the lights off as 
much as possible, but always draw them over the plants 
in heavy or continuous rain. Tulips.—Get in offsets as 
quickly as possible, and make preparations for planting 
the best beds towards the latter part of the month. All 
soft or diseased bulbs had better be planted forthwith. 
We fear many fine seedlings have been seriously thrown 
back, and in some instances wholly lost by last season’s 

blight, frost, and mildew.  Pansies.—lf the beds for 

next year’s blooming are not already made, lose no 
time in putting the plants out, that they may get 

pushes. before frost comes. Carnations and 

'icotei tet all rooted layers off directly, and pot in 
half- ovem en pint pots, and frame them for 10 days. 

TOHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD, 

Cotinis to secure plevty of the August; sown Let- 
taces ; an old frame or pit should be filled with the 
latest sowing. They may be pricked out as thiek as 
they can stand by each other, choosing small and com- 
pact plants. Let autumn Lettuce be tied up to blanch, 
as soon as ready, and a considerable quantity of Endive 
should be tied forthw ith, in order to avoid any check to 
the heart through early frosts. All spare frames or 
pits should be put in requisition. If they have covered 
Melons or Cucumbers, the haulm may be removed, an: 
strong Endive, half blanched, may be planted therein 
with good balls of earth, as thick as they can stand by 
each other. Do not, however, water them in ; if the 
soil is dry, so much the better. Go over the "Sorel, 
and cut dow n all overgrown plants, to provide young 
leaves for winter ŝu pply. Pot and prick out sufficient 
Cauliflower plants immediately. ake provision for 
protecting Kidney Beans in full bearing on frosty nights; 
their season may sometimes be prolonged for some 
weeks by averting a single night’s frost. Let all 
Asparagus be cut down as soon as decaying, and the 
surface of the beds dragged off with a rough rake or 
fork, into the alleys. The beds may have a slight salt- 
ing at once, and rotten manure may be wheeled on 
them and spread as soon ag a good chance occurs. 

COTTAGERS’ G GARDENS 

Late Turnips should be thoroughly cleaned for the 
last time. Let all green crops, whether Broccoli, Green 
Kale, Cabbages, or any other kind, be well soiled up the 
stems, as high as the Soil can be piled without injury to 
the leaf. A few Bath Cos and Hammersmith Lettuce 
should be planted out on a warm slope for early spring 
Lettuce, and a later lot, pricked out thickly on a raised 
bed, to succeed them, The latter may be planted out 

in March. The cottager who keeps a pig should plant 
a great deal of winter Lettuce; if they stand, any 
superfluous stock of the kind may be suffered to run to 
seed ; they will make excellent food for pigs when a 
yard high, and produce much food in a small compass. 
I hope to be able to persuade those who possess small 
gardens to plant a good breadth of Potatoes as soon as 
they are able, taking care to soil them over a proper 
depth, and to observe the necessary precautions, as de- 
tailed in last week's Calendar. 

xk 
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As the planting season ha 
Spare'time might be employed in looking over young 
coppices, thoroughly cle away rubbish, and 
pruning away straggling shoots. Let gutters, drains, 
ditches, &e., have a close examination ; more especially 
on land intended for Shisthe shortly. As observed in 
a former Calendar, let all seeds be collected as soon as 
possible: such as Acorns, Beech-mast, Holly, Alder, 
Lime, Ash, Chesnut, Thorn, Rose Hips, &e. The 
€ Chesnut, Gean, Plum, &e. , may be sown directly, 

ng care to watch against vermin, If any trenching 
i required for new “plantations, it should be done 
immediately. 

earcely commenced, any 

ek ending Oc 
iran, Chiswick 

State ot the w 8, 1848, 28 
ba ery 

H B 

waaa] xsszozt 

S-Clenr; fines thowery Ere p 
Mean temperature Aur the week 3h deg: above the average. 

~ State of the Weather at Chiswick during the | last 20 years, for the | 
ig Week ending Oos, 17, 

e » | No. Gr “Feral Winds. 

ver. | Greatest 
" | Mean| Years dE $ 

Oct. dif rone Temp| whichit | quantity lz = 
p.| Temp. of Rain. " d. x 

Sun. y 629 | 448 9 ar. I— s :— a} 8| 4) a 
on. 12| €01 | 428 | n =| 2| 2— 5) 2| 6| a 

Tues. 13| 618 | 42.2 9 a Z 2| 1—-8| 5| 7| 2 
Wed 14| 603 4L 8 no 3| 9| 1|—| 5| 4| a| 2 

Thur.15 | 590 | 41.7 ai 1.04 11 11/62/35 
Fri, 16| 585 A24 7 0.52 =| 2| 3} 8| 7| 3 

t, 17| 58.2 | 428 | 4 0.17 1— ds: 5 6| 4 

Hyactntus—Bulb 

MANURE—M. 

The highest temperature during the above period EM on.the 11th, 
1833—therm, 72? ; and the lowest on the 16th, 1843—therm 

Wotices to Correspondents. 

The Fourth Reprint of Mr. PAXTON’S COTTAGERS’ CALEN- 
DA R is now ready, price 3d. each copy. An index has been 

added. arties wishing to have copies for distribution 

among their tenantry can have them at the rate of 25 for 5s. 

Back d or THE Gardeners’ us ‘ontcle—One shilling will his 

given for , August 15th, 1846. 

Neuer: i H-—You eol easily poison them, or trap them 

in gins baited with a Grape berry, Cherry, or some such 

thing. But what a pity to destroy e UE injure 

pom plants by converting the friable mould into a pasty 

ass, impervious to air, and by disturbing the tener roots. 

Booré qui The ** MEUS Kingdom * contains all that we 

know of the dose ae s to which plants are a 

Meyen's dee md of Plants," just translated m 
e Ray Society. 

E H— We think your seedling Grape is not so good 

season, Whody d a too 
velopment of foliage Hd been occasioned. || 

Ses em HOw sE—F F—We have received the following memoran- 

— The ace mpanying sketch will give you an exact 
Nen of the Grape-hor as to situation. The borders may 

be made of any desertion. rhe soil is gravel and loam, in 

spring retentive of moisture, ye et very good and fruitful.” 

Thatis all, What is the question you intended to put ? 

— Wehave no doubt they will er and cad 

well plunged i aid Moss, in your glass case. The case need n 

be closed always, but, if keptin a room, teat d LESS 

will be requisite, "keeping the dust as much as possible from 

the plants. The soil most suitable 4g pum loam, very rotten 
manure, and leaf soil, in equal parts, with one-sixth 

silver sand. They haus be well ateended to atte er they have 

bloomed, Rien care being taken that the foliage does not get 

injured, n this depends in a great measure their success- 
ful flower die mu de, though they seldom bloom so finel, 
as the first season from a (good maiden bulb. When the leaves 

have perfected their growth, and have begun to assume a 

yellow ae water must be withheld ; and when withered, the 

bulbs may be taken uP and earefully dried in the shade. 

The offsets may be planted in beds of prepared compost, as 

above, and will, wth ordinary care, bloom satisfactorily 

when of sufficient V. 
wszors—S D—The sage tell in your Celery leaves changed to 
a fly called Hepsi Onopoxainis. You can cut off the in- 
fested leaves and bur m, which mer prevent the appear- 

ance of the maggots ses year, but I have never known 
bod destroyed by them. R——Tyro—The Coccus you sentis 

Adonidum, and not the Pine: apple one, Are you sure 
this is the species injuring the Vines ? Nothing will eradi- 
cate them but persevering in cleanliness and turning out the 

if possible, Ox being crus Ue the 
s had escaped. J?——Onys—' The silkworm. teh- 

was E to the high temperature of the season, vd 
e. r met with 

f your Beans contain 

live insects, um sowing them you may Sapete your crop to a 

similar mischief, and [from the sample sent we do not think 

the Beans would vegetate, but trysome in a frame; by 
them first you will soon learn if the vitality be 

Um B e have unexpec tedly, bred a 
Tf there pad been a du in 

for en CREE. to crawl up, ings woul 

R—J S—Your grub is the caterpillar of Agrotis Si pecan 
ie history was given in the 4th vol, of the “ Royal Agri- 

cultural OE. 5 There is no re eae but searching for the 

insects aroun ts. Je, 

E QUE SADDIS "660€ as fresh as possible, at the rate of 

1 bush. to 6 rods of ground ; or 27 bush. to the acre. Wood 

ashes are bad for short Grass; particularly if applied in de 
wing. 

my or THE VALLEY—Hackney is desirous to know where 
double Lilies of the Valley are to be procured, and whether 

ps are equally as well darum xe foreing as the single 

val and as sweet sc Perhaps some of our cor- 

usin tents will kindly tanta the information, 

-—There is nothing better than old, ie Hum 

Cucumber beds. Guano will do quite as well, bu 

not be applied P March, and then only in s Saree 

as a top-dressin, 
NAMES OF RUIT -H A H—Black Hamburgh, over fed ; Rib- 

ston Pippin.|l 
nrs—K—n—Agaricus oreades. It is to be pre- 
OE: tree puppes too dry at the pa 

ng season.—J 
Cerasus Paas no doubt ; it mov 

like the red- fruited va ; not in the least like C. Mahaleb, 
vans—We do Sio recognise it. Boi Used new and 

to 
iE 

dressed to 21, Regent-street ? 

for its flow ers are more White pe green th 

figured in the “ Botanical Magazine, ? at t. 3887, under the 

D of copus $ wie idiflora is aname E e Ae ne 

perhaps a garden variety o! '0- 
peolum faberosam. SG SHO eie cn mos — Cassia. 

W X-— Seems to be some Hedyotis or Olden 

Tete 5 but we are unable to determine it without better spe- 

i a et aig ei ES 

T F 

native e: ry. 

of Allan ROTER p and thatis no ea identical 
eae what he has e called E. linea 
SIM jow your Oxalis, oe in spring. They U thrive 

After flowering Me naturally Mee tele foliage, wte they
 

ues be kept dry for a few we 
mptoms of Tuc re-pot He di give water sparingly 

tos show flower, A cold frame or greenhouse 

what they want. We shall shortly offer our views of this 

Vinery. Plant as soon as the leaves have fallen. Force the 

Vinee as little as possible till the Peach- sees get established, 

E M G—The pale sorts: may be SETSUH p 

secur’ ity fond uem win! 
Pormatse—Leamington—We do confes the repl. ly was severe ; 

must add that it expressed a deliberate 

opinion. 1f we had published the letter, it mus Mn been 

accompanied by comments which we wished to 

TATOES—J M—We can find no such letter in OS Morning. 

Herald of Sept. 19. ——. Such cases as you mention, of 

Potatoes producing an underground crop, without any Henin, 

are very extraordinary, but they are wellknown. They 
to arise from impaired vigour in the Potato itself. 

PRUNING—Sub—You should have stated the SUE and 
depth of Soil and subsoil. Cutti 

with much success for many yea! 
them over, however, until they po: 

six or seven in others. The Firs, “to. 
ought to be four or five feet in height bitivó ‘the operation is 

commenced. We are not aware that the **cutting over” has 

been practised to any extent with other kinds of forest- 

E Ey 
Pome: —Cast-iron will do for a pump in a tank for a 

Hood se for Orchids Onno account use lead, We shall soon 

have glass ones, it is to be hoped. 

SuccunenTs—A very young Amateur—If your Euphorbia loses 
ie leaves you keep it too cold ; it does not, however, muc! 

natter. Keep them AAAY dry in winter, and give 

ghane heat and moisture in abundance when you begin to 

forcethem, Polmaise will suit you exactly, especially if your 

fireplace is made entirely of ps and thick ; it will heat 

slowly, and will also cool very slov 

Vines—Feusticus Clericus—We ale an answer to your in- 

quiries the uen we received them ; if not printed, it must 

have Dol lost on its way to the printer, Vines do better 

with their roots inside the house than outside, if well managed 
and nothing placed on the soil in which they grow. ‘We 

cannot answer legal questions ; but there can be no Soapy 

that a E house can be d like a € 

so as not to be fixed to the soil, itis a moveable ir 

INE Boan Ei W T—It would probably be e p avoid 

mixing burnt soil with the naturally stiff soil of your border, 
pus had er use peat and stable manure.||——<Stanton— 

You e-border, covered with frames, should be well 

NER] ed with manure water before you begin forcing; and 
occasionally till the Grapes begin to colour.| 

Mrsc— Yorkshireman—We have been ob'iged to decline answer- 

ing all legal questions. You certainly should consult pou 

quu xs the uerus is worth having.—— 

ird? a mushroom? or ps aa of 
e Bovista 

REAS 3 I. 

COSS Siehe, Wet never recommend tradesmen.— 

e fungi will do no harm; they probably spring 
from deadwood burieainthegroud. Digging themupis all you 

ation.—Hedychiwm—On no account 

e the stem of dn Ds until theleaves arevery much 

WERE then cut it down to the ground ; it will not bleed, 

even fatal to worms, but 

Ke ud . It does qure plants,——JZtomeo—The figures 

unfortunate mispri int for 2}. Rufinerve signifies 

rusty pecie ru } A M—We have not the Numbe e ur 

ntin London T em you with the Paper if you have 

any y dificult ites our seedling Apple will At stand 
y ot yrik ripe at the same 

ito ga ass and poten NA in winter ; encour: aging. grom th as 

ma coelestis. is probal bout ut as 

te same cultiv On The seeds ma jy be sow) ring in & 

Hp heat.[——G C—Wereceived no previotis s le 

eep will T but 4 ft. deem will answer better, and you 
wit D more water, of 1 ft. in 200 is sufficient with 

t they must be rel laid. S pudor - Sint ui 

sia ‘serraiifolia has star Es vigorously into growth after 

having ripe! its wood, you had better nop check it sud~ 

denly ; E keep it growing gently; but do not excite it 

much ‘aL poring. For the management of Hyacinth see 
703, 184 You may, put them in pots now, r Tea- 

seen Roses will probably bloom this winter if put in SEN 5 

but you must shift them into a size Iuuen pots as soon as the 

roots appear on the outside of the ball, $- Sub—Mix sulphur 

with lime for the destruction of red spider, at t the rate of 2 oz. 

of sulphur to sufficient whitewash for using at three different. 
times, if little heat is employed in the houses ; but half the 

quantity if d puero s heated.J——Dianthus next week.—— 

edition of the i ticultur: al Society’s Fruit 

Catalogue Hn “published in 1842.4-—Philo—We cannot re- 

commend dealers. We imagine any of the London DEDE 

men could procure it for you }——@ J—You can hm 

Numbers from January tò Máy. We should think i very 
unsafe to advance money on no other security, Mackintosh’s 

«Practical Gardener,” 

SEEDLING FLOWERS. 

Damnrnis—S S N—Your lilac seedling is good in colour, with 

the centre well up and well developed. This is the best 

point in the flower, for the petals as they recede from the 

centre become too much ribbed, and though the general shape 

is good, it is rather under the medium size for showing.*—— 

Mr S H—Your seedling is a second-rate flower ; it is deficient 

in depth, the petals are too ribbed, and the centre does not 

develop itself with sufficient SEU: 
Fucnsras— 7 P—No. 2 is a pretty seedling, white tube and 

sepals with crimson corolla; the sepals expand we li 

inferi s) to 2 in form ; the colours afe not so good, nor do the 

sepals expand 80 well.t——J H S—Dividing your seedlings 

into light d dark flowers, we find no improvement in either 

class upon the flowersin cultivation. 11, though a very large 

specimen, is coarse in the sepals, and by no means a hand- 
some variety. The best among the dark sorts is No, 13, the 

corolla is very large, and if of good habit and an abundant 
ploomer (though CRER in contrast of colour), the plant 

must have a rich appearance. Among the lighter varieties, 

8 is preferable to the others, B E wan strength of colour 
E r of the light varieties are d the corolla.“ ——G M S— 

improvements upon A E already out, Of the two, 

No. 2 is the better variety s delicate and the a a 

pand well. Of the dus kids, No. K is the best 

pink e bros isa E pru, attractive from its e Sls. 

delicacy of colour,” I—No. 

form, colour, and Remit ir of ine sepals ; there are speci- 

cultivation very similar to it. 
and pretty eeu but they do a differ materially from 
others we have seen, Much depends upon the habit of the 

pente and the fesio with which the sepals expand.” 
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GROVE HOUSE ACADEMY, Busnzy, Hrnrs. 
Head-Master.—Mr. H. L. BIGGS. 

At the above School Young Gentlemen are liberally Boarded, 

and instructed in the Latin and Greek Languages, the Mathe- 

matics, and Book-keeping ; together with the various branches 
of a sound English Education, including the Theory and Prac- 

tice of Rural Chemistry, Land Surveying, Mapping, Drawing, 

&c. Terms, from 5 to 8 guineas per quarter, according to age 
and requirements, 

rove House is salubriously situated at a few minutes’ walk 
from the Bushey Station, on the London and Birmingh Rail 

OT-WATER PIPES.—A large stock of these 

Pipes, with Elbows, Syphon Bends, and all the usual 
connexions, Also Socket and Flange Pipes, at JoNEs's, 6, 

ide, Sor thwark. E 

ye ones DRAINI 

Agi 
most efficient DRAINING LEV 
to any part securely packed. 

order, and a mere labourer can use it. 
maker, Jonn Davis, Optician, Derby. 

It cannot well be put out of 
To be had of the 

way. A Coachalso runs to and from London daily. 
. H. possesses the advantages of a Dry and Airy Play- 

ground, a Field, and an immense Garden, the produce of 
which is devoted to the School; portions of the same being 
allotted to each Pupil for practical purposes connected with 
Agriculture and Horticulture. 
References to the Parents of the Pupils, to Gentlemen in the 

neighbourhood, and others. 

YDRAULIC RAMS (upon an improved principle) 
for raising Water, where 

a Fall can be obtained, to the 
height of 300 feet. The same 
Ram without the aid of a Tank 
or Cistern arranged to throw a 
Jet of Water constituting a Foun- 
tain with the head of water be- 
neath, 

ris 

WATER 

m 
b 

ep [d RAM. 
Also Engines for Deep Wells, 

worked by steam, horse, or manual power; Douch Baths, &c,; 

Buildings heated with hot water. 
OVERSHOT, UNDERSHOT, and BREAST WATER. 

WHEELS, to work Small Pumps for raising water, from 151, 

Address, Fremman Rox, 70, Strand, London. 

Estimates given for the supply of Towns, &c. 

A newly invented PORTABLE VAPOUR BATH, all com- 

plete for 

RNAMENTAL TILES for Floors, Walls, &c., of 
Greenhouses, Conservatories, Garden Terraces ; Encaustie, 

Venetian, &c., in EVERY VARIETY. May be seen at Messrs. 
PARKER and Wyamr's, Surrey-street, Blackfriars, London, 
Agents to Messrs. MINTON & CO., the Patentees, -. 
upon-Trent, Also Patentees of the PORCELAIN BUTTONS, 
cheaper and more durable than Mother-o'- Pearl, &c. 

TO OWNERS AND OCCUPIERS OF ESTATES. 

W ILLIAM BULLOCK WEBSTER, of Hounsdown, 
near Southampton, Draining Engineer to Her Majesty, 

at Osborne, Isle of Wight; the inventor of a Patent Til 
and Pipe Machine (applicable to making Bricks); also a new 
Machine for taking roots and stones out of clay, both which are 

to be seen at the Royal Polytechnic Institution, Regent-street,— 
offers his ass; é as a thorough practical man to Landlords 

who may require information on any subject connected with 
the Drainage of their Estates. P.S.—Land drained at a fixed 

sum per acre, including every expense. 

MARLY FOOD.—The farmers of the United King- 
dom have now an opportunity of providing early food, by 

sowing, without loss of time, the WINTER DON OATS, which 

resists the most intense frost, and comes in early in proportion 

to the period sown ; growing a heavy crop according to ground. 

Its mealing quality is unequalled,-—Further particulars to 
had from Mr. MonaAN DILLON STEWARD, Stratford-on-Slaney, 

Ireland, by enclosing a stamped envelope, with address of ap- 
plicant on it. 

HOSPHORIC RAT POISON.—This preparation 
- is offered to the Public with the greatest confidence, being 

decidedly superior to all those poisons containing arsenic an 

other minerals. It is most greedily eaten by rats and mice as 

long as it is offered to them, and invariably proves certain de- 

struction. Prepared only by EDWARD PURSER, 40, Bridge-street, 

Blackfriars, London. Soldin pots, with full directions for use, 

at 4s., 88., and 20s 

$ 

OT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING 

HORTICULTURALBUILDINGS,DWELLING-H
OUSES, 

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved princi- 

ples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and 

EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN. E 

D. and E. Barkey having devoted much time to the considera- 
tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of 

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve- 

ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of 
heating not only very efficient, but very simple, and have com- 

pined durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. 

They have erected apparatusin England, Scotland, and Ireland 

for many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour 

to be employed by the Horticultural Society of London, in 

executing the works of their splendid Conservatory erected at 

Chiswick. 
. and E. Bary also construct in metal all descriptions of 

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite Noblemen, 

Gentlemen, and the Public, to the inspection of their various 

d models, at 272, orn, where they have the 

opportunity of exhibiting, amongst other metal works, an ex- 

tremely complete and convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, 

adapted forthe continued supply of hot water, and an arrange- 

ment of the oven more complete than has hitherto been brought 
before the public. 

A 

D. and E. Batey were the first to introduce metallic cur- 

vilinear houses to horticulturists, and can referto the Con- 

servatory attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, 

besides many others in this country, and on the Continent, | 

D. E. Barrer have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic 

Plant Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery ; 
they beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for 

Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or 

at intervals, required, and which may be seen at their Manu- 

factory. pue c En i DUNS M Ent 

TEPHENSON anv CO., 61, Gracechureh-street, 

London, and 17, New Park-street, Southwark, Inventors 

and Manufacturers of the Improved CONICAL and DOUBLE 

CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, respectfully solicit the attention of 

scientific Horticulturists to their much approved method o: 

Copper, by which the cost is re 

are now so well known, scarcely require description, but to 

those who have not seen them in operation, prospectuses will 

be forwarded, as well as reference of the highest authority ; or 
they may be seen at most of the Nobility's seats and principa 

Nurseries throughout the kingdom, 

8. and Co. beg to inform the trade that at their Manufactory 
w Park-street, every article required for the construction 

of Horticultural Buildings, as well as for heating them, may be 

i pon the most advantageous terms. 

ies, &c. of Iron or Wood, erected upon the most 

ornamental designs. Balconies, Palisading, Field and Garden 

Fences, Wire Work, &c. &e. 

El 3 ag & [S 5 E 

SEED WHEAT. 

jum STRAW WHITE WHEAT, AND HOPE- 
TOUN WHITE WHEAT — Varieties whose excellence 

has been tested and acknowledged by very many farmers both 

in Eggland and Scotland, —for Sale at 

WHITFIELD FARM, WOTTON-UNDER-EDGE, 

GLOUCESTERSHIRE, 

Price 37. 8s. per quarter, or 8s. per bushel, in quantities more 

than five quarters; sacks 2s. each. Orders must be accompa- 
nied by a remittance or a reference. JOHN MORTON. 

The Agricultural Gazette. 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 10, 1846. 

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WREKS. 
cs. 17—Agricultural Imp. Soc. of Ireland 

THURSDAY, 21—Agricultural Imp. Soc. of Ireland, 
LOCAL SOCIETIES. 

‘Trafalgar—Leominster—Shrop:hire—W. Norfolk - Barnard Castle, 

FARMERS’ CLUBS, 
Oct. ;J2—Bakewell ̀  | Oct. 19—Botley 

— la—Wootton Basset 

Tur Norwecran Harrow, imported by an Edin- 

burgh gentleman, and introduced to the notice of 

English agriculturists by Messrs. Strarron, of 

Bristol, was first exhibited at the Shrewsbury 

Meeting of the English Agricultural Society, where 

a prize was awarded to it asa “new implement.” 
It consists of three parallel axles fixed across the 

direction of the machine’s motion in a horizontal 

frame-work which is supported on wheels, and may 

be raised or lowered. On these axles spiked wheels 

are placed so that those on each work into the 

intervals between those on its neighbour. The 

following is a wood-cut. 

|Cirencester. There are several points of the very 
| highest importance which these researches are in- 
tended to clear up. Among them are the questions; 
—Is chemical composition, as regards the mineral 
parts of plants, a specific distinction? That is to 
say, Does a given variety possess the same mineral 
composition, whatever the nature of the soil may be 

on which it is sown? Ifnot, What influence does 

the character of a soil possess upon the composition 
of the plants grown upon it? To what-extent can 
we, by manuring, exert a similar influence? And, 
Do varieties of any plant, though each may be 
liable to this influence, maintain unaltered their 
relative mineral composition under circumstances 
the same to all? Out of answers to these ques- 
tions it is obvious that we should gather informa- 
tion of great use in guiding us how to select particu- 
lar varieties of plants for particular soils, and parti- 
cular manures for application under given circum- 
stances. And they would also enable us so to treat 
our plants, and so to choose them, as best to answer 
the purpose for which we intended them. It would, 
for instance, be of very considerable importance, 
and we doubt not it will be one day practicable, so 
to manage our green crops, by regulating the cir- 
cumstances of their growth, as that one portion 
|shall be best fitted as food for young stock, which 
| have yet to increase in bone and other parts requir- 
ing mineral food, while another may be more suited 
to nourish fattening stock—in which these parts have 
already attained maturity—or working cattle, the 
mineral parts of whose bodies, compared with those 
that are fleshy, are not so rapidly wasted by the 
exertion of force. 

And not only is the quality of our crops, its pro- 
duction, or the circumstances affecting it, a subject 
|capable of illustration by these researches ; their 
|quantity—the bulk as well as the nature of their 
produce, is likely to be a subject on which we shall 
be equally instructed. If, as we expect, these 

It will easily be seen that this construction insures 
to the machine a perfect non-liability to “ choke.” 

The operation of this implement may be considered 

as combining to a certain extent those of the clod- 
crusher and cultivator. Its weight and its nume- 

rous points of contact with the ground insure its 

action as the first; its long spikes, their rotary 

motion, and the weight which presses them into the 

land ensure a thorough stirring of the land. We 

believe it to be a most useful addition to the number 

of our farm implements. Having frequently seen 

it at work we can safely give it this character. 

A gentleman farming land in Northamptonshire 

who regularly uses this implement, informs us, and 

we can easily believe it, that the surface of the land 

is left by it alternately raised and indented with 
such uniformity that Wheat sown broadcast over 

it, and then harrowed down, comes up as if it had 

analyses shall indicate that certain mineral sub- 
stances are necessary to the growth of certain plants, 
then there can be no doubt of our ability, by ma- 
nuring, to influence the bulk as well as the quality 
of our crops. And though we may consider that 
the experience of the farmer has already set this 

| point at rest, yet it is of great importance to know, 

and we doubt not that Messrs. Way and OcsroN 
will by-and-by tell us, to what substances in the 
wonderfully complicated manures which the farmer 
applies these effects are due, under given circum- 
stances of soil and plant. 
A little thought will suggest’ many methods in 

which these investigations may prove of great prac- 
tical utility to agriculture. The English Agricul- 
tural Society have well acted up to their motto in 
undertaking to bear the cost of them; and we feel 
sure that all intelligent agriculturists will feel it 

been dibbled. it falls into the little basin-shaped 
cavities in the surface left by the spikes, and thus | 

comes up in regularly scattered and isolated plants. 

their duty as well as their interest to assist. They 

can be of the greatest use. Professor Way informs 
us that the value of his investigations must greatly, 

Whether or not, however, this may be seriously | indeed almost ae? depend upon the variety 
MESE : " d Š 

considered as a merit peculiar to this imp we | 
have no hesitation in recommending it at the present 
season as admirably adapted by its weight, and the 

and g of the sp that he analyses. 
Specimens of all crops, of all varieties of each crop, 
and more especially at this time of our different 

mode of its operation, to prepare a good seed-bed | root-crops, are required ; specimens of crops which 

for Wheat. 

Ws are very anxious that the following remarks | 

should be read by intelligent practical farmers in| 

all parts of the kingdom. Andewe doubt not that | 

other Agricultural Journals will do us the favour either | 

to copy them into their own columns, or will make | 

a similar appeal to their readers. 

It is generally known that the English Agticul- | 

tural Society last year set apart a considerable sum | 

to defray the cost of analysing agricultural plants. | 

The investigations necessary to this end, which it 

was originally intended should have been under- | agriculture. | 1 

taken by several of our most eminent chemists, each | ficiently to induce their active assistance. 

have been subjected to different kinds of treatment, 

more especially as regards manuring ; specimens of 
the same crop from different geological formations ; 

specimens of extraordinary crops, either small or 

great, especially if these have arisen from artificial 

treatment, are all necessary to a full investigation 
of the subject. 

Now, if any one feels disposed to assist, he should 
at once communicate with Professor Way, at the 

College, Cirencester. The subject is certainly of 
importance, and the light which these analyses will 

throw upon it may prove of the highest value to 
We hope that many will see this suf- 

They 

taking a share, have at length been wholly confided | will see the necessity, more especially as regards 

to Messrs.Way and Ocston—the former Professor | the root-crops, of offering it immediately. Some 

of Chemistry at the Royal Agricultural College, | may, perhaps, be induced to undertake experiments 
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will receive the fullest information from Messrs. 
Way and Oasron ; and we may mention, as regards 
the:specimens that are required, that these gentle- 
men will of course be happy to pay all the expenses 
attending their carriage or collection. 

Few of the practical operations of Agriculture 
have been regarded with wider differences of 
opinion than that of Parine anp Burnine. The 
tone in which its advocates have commended and 
recommended it has been that of the practical man. 
“ I have invariably found it answer. I do not pre- 
tend to explain it on principle ; but I never knew 
it fail. Asa preparation for Turnips it surpasses 
everything ; and the succeeding grain-crop has been 
far superior on part of.a field so treated than on the 
other part which was more highly manured, but 
where it was omitted." Anrnum Youxa speaks of 
it in this way, and adds that some farmers would 
abide the loss of keeping their Grass leys unbroken 
for many years, in order to encourage a sufficient 
turf for the operation. Its opponents on the other 
and speak in the language of theory. * What 

gain can possibly be derived from a system which 
involves so obvious aloss? In the process of burn- 
ing,nine-tenths of the whole soil goes. off in the 
form of smoke, a trifling residuum of ash is all that 
remains; this may, perhaps, from some quality 
obtained in combustion act as a stimulant to a 
single crop, but the permanent loss must surely be 
very great by an operation which actually dissi- 
pates so large a proportion of the whole cultivated 
soil of the field.” 

The theoretical view seems reasonable, but the 
practical one is unanswerable. Science and fact 
seem opposed here to each other: but this is 
impossible ; either the one is not correct Science or 

natural tendency ; but the great art in paring and 
burning, is to prevent this combustion from being 

unite with and carry off the whole of the carbon : 
hich was the-result of 

what we call “growth, is broken up; the vegetable 
mass separates into its original elements, the 

he object of the inquiry. On this they |: shape, as clay, sand, potash, soda, lime, sulphur, and 
other substances, according to the character of the 
soil, 

Now to affect this perfect disintegration is. not 
the object of the agriculturist, The good that he 
aims at is twofold ; first, to produce by a more com- 
pendious process, the combustion of fire, what the 
sluggish and partial combustion of vegetable mat- 
ter, which we call decay, would be much longer 
in accomplishing ; secondly, to detach and expose 
the mineral parts of the mass, so as to render them 
more immediately available for fresh combination 
in the subsequent crops. He does not desire to drive 
off organic matter, more than is unavoidable ; but 
he can afford to lose a portion, forthe sake of that 
greatly-increased energy in re-absorbing it which a 
partial combustion occasions. The rapidity of the 
growth of the Turnip, Cabbage, Mangold Wurzel, 
&c., shows that provided the soil is in a favourable 
state, the formation of organic matter is easily uc- 

plished The atmosp! will supply any 
amount of carbon to the plant, and bulk may be 
soon obtained, if the plant be only placed in the 
condition requisite to enable it to absorb it. 

It is by the treatment of the soil that this is to 
be done ; and the virtue resulting from paring and 
bnrning lies in. the extremely energetic state for 
atmospheric absorption, so to speak, in which the 
soil.is left, by the exposure of its mineral and vege- 
table matter in a state greedy for recombination. 

The theorist is right, therefore, when he says 
that much organic matter is parted with by burn- 
ing ; but the:practieal man is right.in the experience 
which teaches him to disregard this loss, for it is 
one which a few months will repair tenfold,if a 
readier disposition to vegetative action can be given 
to the soil, as it can be, by partial incineration. 
The destruction of weeds and their seeds is of course 
a great, but it shall be considered an accidental, 
advantage, obtained by the process; because it is 
practised with advantage on land that may not have 
the additional claim for it of being in a foul state. 
In the conversion of inferior pasture into arable 
land, which an inereasing demand for food in any 
country must inevitably occasion, it can hardly be 
questioned that paring and burning, if skilfully 
performed, and folowed by a green crop is at 
once the most ready and profitable means of 
producing that decomposition of mineral and 
vegetable structure in the soil, which is the neces- 
sary precedent of a rapidly growing crop. The 
questions involved iu:the.proeesssare amongst the 
deepest and the most interesting in agriculture, for 
they embrace the whole of the phenomena of what 
we call ‘growth,’ and the relative agency of organic 
andinorganie matter, by whose combination it is 
produced.—C. W. H. 

Tue Orrration or Lime as a fertiliser is now 
forthe most part satisfactorily understood. Tts in- 
fluence in certain cases, and not in others—the 
equality of its effect, though applied abundantly 
here and scarcely there—the opinion founded upon 
experience which prevails in some districts, that a 
large dose effects a permanent improvement and 
needs not to be repeated; and ‘the idea, equally 
well founded, which obtains elsewhere, that the 
annual application of a small quantity is necessary 
to the maintenance of fertility—have all'been satis- 
factorily explained by the theory, as it now stands, 
of the mode in which it acts, 
We wish more particularly to make a remark or 

two on the application of lime to newly broken up 
land. Whatever theory may assert on the subject, 
there is no doubt of its almost universal fertilising 
influence in such a case. Every body is aware of 
this fact, but that they are ignorant of its explana- 
tion is evident, by the great abuse which is gene- 
rally made of the practice. There can be no doubt 
of the money value to the farmer of a knowledge of 
agricultural theory. From the use and abuse of 
ime as a manure we could bring many illustrations 
of this. "Whether the necessity for its application 

| arise from a faulty texture of soil, which it would 
correct, or from the presence of noxious acid com- 
pounds, which it would neutralise ; whether it would 
act by inducing the formation of useful organic or 
inorganic compounds in the soil, or simply and 
directly by supplying an absent element of food for 
plants, the merely practical man, who is ignorant of 
its theory, necessarily makes in every case the 
same acreable application, and is thus very probably, 
at the very time that he may be boasting of the 
superiority of practice over theory, guilty of that 
which to his more intelligent neighbour appears in 
the one case as the most obvious parsimony, and in 
the other as the grossest extravagance. A fact 

gaseous part, which is by far the greater, becoming 
aeriform and invisible, and the mineral part which 
is very small, ‘being left in its pure and visible 

noticed last year on the farm from which we write, 
throws some light on correct practice in this par- 
ticular, especially as regards the application of 
lime to newly broken up Grass lands. 

All the fields.on this farm, except those of shallow 
soil on the limestone rock, have been limed at the 
rate of upwards of 200 bushels per acre; this was 
done generally in the second and third years after 
they were broken out of Grass, and for the most 
part because the soil was naturally destitute of or 
deficient in calcareous matter. In one of these 
fields a ridge was left unlimed, and that ridge last 
year (the field was in Wheat) remained definitely 
marked out from the others by its blank and sterile 
appearance in the midst of the heavy crop both of 
straw and grain which surrounded it. What made 
the appearance more remarkable was the circum- 
stance that, since the application of the lime, now 
three years ago, the ploughing in that field had 
been altered—the direction of the furrows had 
been altered—so that the unlimed ridge stretched 
across the others and embraced a considerable 
variety of soils—all of them, from its appearance 
agreeing in this that not having been limed, either 
they were positively barren, or their fertility re- 
mained latent. Now, this was the first year that 
this appearance had been noticed. And we may 
draw from. that fact two things. 

1, That newly-broken up land, though it be not 
manured with lime, contains sufficient store of nutri- 
ment for some years’ crops; and, 

2. Thatit is better for newly broken up land ‘to 
remain unlimed for two or three years except under 
special circumstances, for it is already sufficiently 
fertile, and the expense for some years is unneces- 
sary; and the application would probably cause 
an excessive fertility, if one may use that expression, 
such as would injure grain crops by an excessive 
growth of straw. Now the special circumstances 
to which we allude, occur in cases (1) where light 
land on a ferruginous subsoil has remained long 
under stagnant water, the soil is then found to 
contain compounds of iron E sea to vegetation . 
which are decomposed by an application of caustic 
lime, and the elements of which under the influence 
of that application are induced to re-arrange them- 
selves in forms no longer injurious. And (2) in 
cases where, as an effect of stagnant water, peat has 
been formed which, when drained, leaves a soil 
destitute of the mineral elements necessary to 
fertility ; lime and clay are then necessary 
applications. 

The farmer, independently of ali theory on this 
subject, will be perfectly safe in remembering that 
where lime has not hitherto been applied, and where 
the land contains an excess of vegetable matter, or 
has long been injured by staguant water, or is 
destitute naturally of calcareous matter, lime, what- 
ever the mode in which it acts, is sure to havesa 
fertilising influence. Apply lime, therefore, a year 
or two after breaking up your Grass lands, and 
then maintain the fertility thus produced by growing 
each year on half the land crops for consumption 
on the land, by selling only grain and butcher- 
meat off your farm, and by bringing on to it oileake 
and other food for cattle, sheep, and pigs : you will 
thus enrich your manure and increase its quantity. 

SOME INQUIRIES INTO THE EXTENT, CAUSES 
AND REMEDIES OF FUNGI DESTRUCTIVE 
IN AGRICULTURE. 

(Abstract of a Paper read by J. Pripzaux at the British 
Association. ] 

Ist—Ewtent,—Decandolle’s theory of injurious ex- 
eretions having been opposed by many arguments and 
experiments, partieularly those recently published by 
Dr. Daubeny ; that of Liebig, of specifie exhaustion of 
the soil by plants of one species, leaving it fit for another 
which required different ingredients, had been generally 
substituted. Some, however, had taken a middle course, 
and supposed plants to breed animaleules, which they 
left in the soil, and which would feed upon other plants 
of the same species, but not upon those of different 
ones. The writer also, unsatisfied with the theory of 
specifie exhaustion of inorganic ingredients, from the 
occasional unaccountable efficacy of ashes and soot, and 
the inconsistent effects «f inorganic manures, had iu- 
vestigated the organic residues on the soil—after Wheat, 
Barley, Turnips, and Potatoes ; compared them with 
the premature decay of Wheat (where too often eulti- 
vated) in patches, expanding from. centres, like fairy 
rings; and with the notoriety of fungus in the Potato 
disease ; and had thence been led to inquire how far 
such fungus parasites might be the general representa- 
tives of Deeandolle's supposed injurious exeretions. 
To what extent this may be true, the miseroscope- will 
best decide, by examining the roots-and contiguous soil 
of plants after harvest, especially those which have 
ripened seeds, ^ 

2nd—Causes.—Fungi and mueors were supposed to 
bear. somewhat the same relation to vegetable, as mites 
and the like to animal, life—a sort of debased or de- 
graded vitality, produced when the organising vital 
power was not enough predominant over the- disor- 
anising tendency to decomposition, to effect due assimi- 

lation of the nutritious matter presented, but still suffi- 
ciently so to prevent decomposition or decay. ‘The 
constant struggle between the organising vital. foree and 
he decomposing power of chemistry was deseribed, 
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and instances were adduced fo show that the invigora- 
tion of the vital force by solar light, and abundance of 

proper nourishment, enabled it effectually to repress the 
decomposing action ; whilst, on the contrary, gloom, 
warm damp, and stagnant electrical air, assisted the 
disorganising force, and often produced predatory fungi, 
which might thus be considered a sort of retarded dis- 
Organisation. So ripening plants, as their vital powers 
decay, might generate such parasites, which would ex- 
plain how they weaken the soil so much more than 
green: crops, in proportion to the contents of their ashes. 
Such fungi, though not the cause of disease or decay, 
are effectual promoters of both, and probably the chief 
Means of infection, where that also exists. 
3d—Remedies.—If further investigation prove fungi 

thus generated to produce such generally injurious 
effects, the remedies will be of practical importance. 
These should be cheap and antiseptic, as well as de- 
structive to fungi. Sulphate of copper with salt, which 

been successfully used for seed Potatoes, was too 

Costly for spreading over the soil. Fresh lime, the 

general destroyer of noxious vermin, roots and seeds, 
would probably answer till rendered inert by carbonic 
acid. Salt, which appeared more promising, he ha 
found, in some ex petiments, rather promote than destroy 

fungi. Lime and salt digested together would eliminate 
Caustic soda, a very active destroyer, and soda ash, with 
or without lime, would have a somewhat like effect, and 
ammoniaeal gas liquor is perhaps.a still more destruc- 
tive application. Butmone of these alkalies can be re- 

garded as antiseptic, and the ammonia, when neutralised 
in.the.soil, might even promote disorganising fermenta- 

ever suitable in ordinary cases, antiseptic dressings 
Must be used where there is pubescent tendency. Chlo- 
Yide of lime, in solution, be had found useless on dis- 
eased Potatoes ; the powder had been said to answer 
better, but either would soon be rendered -inactive in 
the soil by. the humous matters, Sulphuric acid, diluted, 
might succeed, where farmers had the means of applying 
it; and alum, which is of easy application, is a cheap 
and powerful antiseptic. Dressings of this kind, in- 
tended to kill the fungi, and check the disorganising 
action, would be turned under in the first ploughing 
after harvest, independent of the usual manure for 
Nourishing and exciting vital action. 

ON THE COMPOSITION AND AGRICULTURAL 
VALUE OF KELP. 

By Jons F. Mopars, Esq., M.D. 
[Read ata late Meeting of Councilof the Chemico-Agricultural 

Society, of, Ulster. 

. Anatysis of the water of the ocean shows us, that in 

it are contained all the inorganic ingredients which our 
crops take away from the soil—that it is, in fact, a 

liquid soil, from which myriads of vegetables receive 
the materials for their perfect development. Along our 
Coasts, the plants nourished by the mineral and saline 
Matters dissolved in the waters of the sea, have long 
been employed by the farmer -as applications to the 
Soil, and in many parts of the kingdom are regarded as 
his sheet-anchor—thus, in some;small degree, restoring 

to our fields the substances lost by the faulty arrange- 
ments of our farm-yards and cities, My attention was 
lately drawn to the sea-weeds of our coasts, from being 

engaged in the analysis of the well-known substance 

kelp, produced by their incineration, and which is now 
exciting considerable interest, as a source of the valu- 
able metallic-looking substance iodine, at present so ex- 
tensively employed in medicine. So far as I am aware, 
no complete analysis of our Irish kelp has yet been laid 
before the public, It will, therefore, be of interest 
that the composition of this valuable and accessible 
Source of the materials required to render our fields 
productive should be made known. 

e mode of preparing kelp, as generally practised 

on our coasts, is so well known, that I need not allude 
to it further than to state, that the sample submitted to 
me for analysis was prepared on the shores of the Lough 

of Strangford, re, d, by the use of iron 
bottoms for the kilns, and by the. careful management 
of the.weed, an article of superior quality is produced. 
Tt may also be observed, that when the object of the 

kelp-burner is to prepare a kelp rich in iodine, only 

Some particular species of the Fucus family should be 

employed ; but when it is required merely for agricul- 

tural purposes, all.the numerous species, both of drift 
and.shore weed, may be used with advantage. 

e.sea-weeds, as cast.on our shores, or cut from the 
Yocks, contain a very large amount of water--thus, 
the fresh leaves (Frond).of the Bladdered Wrack (Fu- 
eus Vesieulosus, and of the Tangle (Laminaria digitata), 
which are found in so great abundance on our coasts, 
when dried at 212°, and incinerated, yielded 

Vater, Organic matter. 
68:8 26:2 

a 

Ash, 
Bladdered Wrack .. 50 
angle .. m ee 811 13:1 5'8 

Of the stalks of the Tangle, which are considered so 
valuable by the kelp on th t coast, 
two samples gave as follows :— 

0. 1, fo. 2, 
ter .. DEL m oe 84/00 83:10 

Organic combustible matter s. 1040 11:06 
Incombustible matter, or ash .. 5°60 5'84 

100° 100:0 
Mean of ash afforded by leaves and stalks together, 5:5 
per cent., or a ton of the weed, as taken from the sea, 
would yield about 123 lbs. of ineombustible mineral 
matter or kelp. The inquiry now presents itself, how 
far the ash is capable of supplying our fields with the 
mineral and saline matters removed by cultivation. 

L As kelp isa substance remarkably complex in its 

composition, and contains a number of ingredients with | In another field of 18 acres, the following experiments were 
which our farmers are not familiar, and the enumera- 
tion of which would only serve to perplex them, I con- 
sider that it will be sufficient to state the proportion of 
those ingredients which possess an agricultural value. 
From the great variety of weeds employed in its manu- 
facture, the composition of kelp must be expected to 
vary considerably. The specimen from which I ob- 
tained the following results was received from a mem- 

ber of our society, A. H. Montgomery, Esq., of Tyrella, 
County Down, and was prepared on the shure of Strang- 

ford Lough, near Greyabbey :— 
1001bs. of this kelp contained— 

ly .. m e. 8:22, or 1843 Ibs. per ton. 

Soda ae aes ove 
Lime oo on I 
Magnesia 
Sulphurie acid (vitriol) c 
Phosphoric acid we m 

Chlorine, one the ingredients 
of common sal . m 

Silicic acid m m oe 2" 

The analysis just given shows that in kelp we have 
arich supply of the inorganic ingredients required by 
our crops, while the large amount of salts of potash and 
soda which enters into its composition, point it out as 
peculiarly adapted for the nourishment of our Potato 

and Turnip crops. The sample examined, from con- 

taining but a small amount of soluble silica, would not 

be so well adapted for the growth of the corn crops, 

except in situations where a sufficient supply of soluble 

silicates were already present in the soil; but, in 

general, the kelp of our coasts contains a much greater 

amount of silicates, from the common practice of fusing 

a quantity of sand with the melted ash—a practice 

which, for the sake of inereasing the weight, is carried 

o a shameful extent. by the kelp-burners. As kelp 

affords us, as I have shown, a convenient source of the 

most important elements of. plants, and in a convenient 

portable form, so that we can readily carry it into the 

interior of the country, and apply it in situations where 

its action would be still more beneficial than in the 

neighbourhood of the sea, it is, I conceive, of import. 

ance, that some experiments should be instituted with 

this substance, by such of my hearers as possess the 
opportunity. From several experiments, with different 

samples of kelp, I find that a hundred-weight of that 
manufactured on our coasts usually contains from 50 to 
70 lbs. of salts soluble in water, which would afford the 
plant, from its formation, a ready prepared supply of 

nutritious materials, while the alkaline silicates and 
salts of lime, magnesia, &e., would continue to exercise 
a beneficial influence upon the fertility of the field, even 
beyond the present season. 

The average produce of Potatoes, in many districts 
in the north of Ireland, I have ascertained by careful 
inquiry, does not exceed 350 bushels, or 19,600 lbs. per 
Irish acre, an amount of tubers which analysis shows 

us to.contain about 190 Ibs. of matter extracted from 

the soil. The chief constituent of the Potato tuber is 

potash, an expensive article with the manure dealer, 
92 Ibs. of which is taken away from our fields with every 

350 bushels of Potatoes that we send to market. Now, 

half a ton of kelp, of the same character as the sample 

examined, contains, as we have seen, about 92} Ibs. of 
that alkali ; so, by applying that quantity of it to a por- 

tion of ground in which we have produced 350 bushels 
of Potatoes, we not only maintain its fertility, so far as 

it depends upon the presence of that substance in the 

soil; but, also, give it a supply of other matter which 

will be useful to the succeeding crops of the rotation ; 
for the amount of soda. given to the soil, in half a ton of 

kelp, is much greater than is, required for the develop- 

ment of the Potato crop, 350 bushels of Potatoes re- 
quiring only 5431bs. of soda, while the kelp contains 

289 lbs.— Abridged from Scottish Farmer. 

ON THE DRILL HUSBANDRY OF TURNIPS. 
, Experiments made in 1839. 

Field 10 acres, with Purple-topped Swedes, on ridges 27 inches 
apart, and sown from the 16th to the 18th May. 

T 
No. 1, with 24 loads farm-yard manure, peracre 12 

v. 0 Z without manure of any kind. do. ran 3, with 11 bushels bone manure, do. > s. 4 0:0 
4, with 2 do. o. desi M OO 
5, with 33 ^ do. doo. qutt cars SLO 
6, with 16 bushels bones and 32 ashes mixed, 
repe Nes oan ee i 417 0 

7, with 12 loads inferior manure put on the 
autumn, and ploughed in in 

December, and sown, on the flat, 17} in. 
apart, the 18th May, with a mixture of 
18 bushels bones and 30 of turf ashes. 
This experiment was on rather poorer 

than the others a 
8, Manure, 24 loads per acre, ploughed in, 

own on the flat, 1 apart .. 11 0 0 
The whole of the field brairded partially about the 

28th, and from that period to the 12th June was se- 

verely punished by the beetle, and had it not been for a 

second braird coming, there would not have been half a 

plant; this, however, with some transplanting, secure 

a tolerable plant. I have tried the latter mode two or 

three times for filling up blanks, but it does not answer 

well, the plants being long in beginning to grow, they 

seldom form much bulb, and on poor thin lands like 

these I never found it pay for the trouble, three-fourths 

of the plants being only a few leaves. I may remark 

that No.8, sown on the flat and manure ploughed in 

broadcast, was on rather better land than No. 1, which, 
in fact is the average weight. of five different weighings, 

extending over several aeres, the.average of 27 ridges 

adjoining No. 8 being 12 tons 14 cwt., giving an advan- 

tage to them over the ploughing in system of 1 ton 

14 ewt. per acre, and much larger bulbs. 

made with purple-topped Swedes :— 
Sown from the 1st to 3rd June. 

i ight per acre.—Tons.cwts.qrs. 

No. 1, on ridges 27 inches apart, with kiln dust, 
at the rate of 34 bushels per acre ba 14 0 

2, do. with 7 bush. bones, 14 do. ashes, 14 do. i 
dry mould which had been mixed with 

blood, &c. (see section 4), and 7 do. 

kiln dust, mixed, per acre (total, 42 

ush. ee ae qe callus Doom) 
3, do. with dry mould, which had been 

mixed with blood, &c bushels per 

acre Se oe TEE; 2 15 '0 

4, do. bone mauure, 10 bush. per acre 3 15 0 

5, do. do. 20bush. do. 3 18 0 

6, do. e. 30 b: do. 5 3.0 
7, do. without manure of any kind PEL 

8, do. 24 loads farm-yard manure per acre. 14 4 0 
In same field 4 acres of heavy toug a 

which could not. be ridged this year, 
was manured at the rate of 20 cart loads 
per acre (but not well decomposed), and 
ploughed in. Sown 15th June 173inches 
apart, produced . H0 

9, the best part of the field sown 6th June 
on the flat, 7} inches wide, with the fol- 
lowing mixture—viz. 12 bush 

otal per acre 52 bushels), 
produced. o.n da ae Eus yee 2. dE PO. O 

10, another part, rather the lightest in the 
field, had 10 eart loads manure per 
acre ploughed in, in December, and was 
drilled 3rd June on the flat, 173 inches 
wide, with 34 bushels per acre of mix- 

ture, same as No.9,produced  .. .. 8 10 0 

It requires no argument after the above results.are 
looked at, to-eonvinee any person of the impropriety.of 
attempting to grow Swedes on stubble lands here, by 
the application of pulverised manures. The only in- 

stance in:my whole experience where it makes an ap- 

proach to the effects of farm-yard manure, is in No. 9, 

but that particular part happens to be the best piece of 

land on the whole farm, and most likely would have pro- 

uced 8 or 9 tons per acre without any manure. The 

mixture of mould, blood, &e., was a failure, as it proved 
the same in another field with Turnips, but no weights 
were taken. The time for applying this compost is, 
when it gets into that hot, steaming, stinking state. 
After being turned twiee or thrice, cover up rapidly, to 
prevent evaporation, and sow as quickly as possible ; 
thus the ammonia or fertilising effluvia would be 
brought into play, but as I had to dry the compost suf- 
ficiently to make it work through the drill, I lost the 
whole nutritive qualities during the process, rendering 
the mass perfectly inert. 

Experiment No. 10, in this field, likewise No. 7 in 
preceding field, as well as No.1 in experiments for 

1837, do not tell favourably for a light manuring in the 
autumn, and an application of pulverised manures with 
the seed. All these confirm me in the opinion formerly 
expressed, that the whole farm manure, and any that 
can be:bought, should be concentrated for the Swedes, 
and the common sorts aided with the pulverised 
manures. 

In farther confirmation of the above opinion, and 

adding additional results, I had another six-acre piece 

of Swedes ridged 27 inches apart, dunged with farm- 

yard manure, 24 loads to the acre; and although no 
weights were taken here, I am satisfied there were 12 
tons per acre. At another part of the farm there were 
other six acres sown on the flat 173 inches apart, and 
had pulverised manure applied with the seed, of the 
same mixture and quantity as used in No. 9, second 
field of this year's experiments, and the erop produced 
was light, although pretty regular in plant, the weight 

being estimated about six tons per acre. I feel.quite 

sure that if the manures had been reversed, the advan- 
tage would have followed the farm-yard dung to the 
same extent as above exhibited. 

0 experiments were made witlithe common Turnips 
this year, except in one field of eight acres, which was 
sown very late, in consequence of the land having been 
so foul, and having an extra quantity of green-crop 
land to clean. The sowing was effected. on the 9th and 

10th July, using the same mixed mauure as applied to 
No. 9, second field of this year's experiments, at the 

rate of 50 bushels per aere. On one portion of the 

field we tried Oxheart Yellows, Scotch Yellows, and 

Dale’s Hybrid, and on the other we used a mixture of 
the White Globe and Round Green-top. The first- 
named sorts were a poor crop, not more than 4 or 5 
tons per acre, leaves and bulbs ; the latter varieties 
were from 8 to 9 tons. Altogether I consider the;pro- 
duce only about half a crop. 

Another piece of light gravelly land of 5 acres was 
manured with indifferently rotted yard manure, about 
22 loads per acre; this was sown the 7th July with 

Round Green-tops, and produced 11} tons bulbs. A 
third, and our earliest piece of Turnips, measuring 

about 8 acres, sown with White Globes on the 29th 

May, having 38 bushels.of the mixed pulverised manure 
applied as already referred to, this produced 18 tons 
bulbs per aere.— i ‘anchester. 

FACTS ON THE POTATO DISEASE, 

Wais it becomes evident that notwithstanding all 
that has been stated or suggested, the cause of the dis- 
ease remains.a mystery, it cannot be preductive of mis- 
chief or delusion, and may be useful to enter into a 
cursory detail of experiments and results that I myself 
have conducted and observed. The surface soil on 

every part of this property is a gritty hazel loam about 

a foot deep ; under it is generally a stratum of reddish 

sandy brick earth, convertible by tillage into garden soil 

of first-rate quality, and under both there is a stiffer 

earth abounding with flints; the whole reposing upon 
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ample sufficiency of cretaceous matter. 
staple almost any vegetable will thrive and be luxuriant, 

unless we except the Carrot, which rarely spindles 

straight down. As this earth is retentive of manure, 

requiring it in very moderate proportions, there cannot 

be the slightest suspieion that, in a locality so dry also, 

and naturally well drained, the Potato could become 

diseased either by a redundancy of manure or of 
moisture. 

In 1845, after we had received the reports of a viru- 
lent disease which had first attacked the Potatoes in the 
Isle of Wight about the third week of July, I observed 
for the first time the leaves of my plants to be spotted at 
the end of the second week of August; then, also, the 
singular odour of decaying foliage was diffused through- 
out the i diate neighbourhood, in q of the 
general prevalence of the disease, which it was subse- 
quently proved had commenced in all the plots much 
about the same day. 
My crops were extraordinarily beautiful till then, 

but the spread of the disorder was fearfully rapid, and 
all that could be effected was to try how far the mere 
amputation of the haulm might arrest its progress. I 
had, therefore, a large portion of my red varieties cut 
over, but the whites were left untouched. At the time 
of digging and storing no difference was perceived : 
about one-fifth of all the varieties were blotched more 
or less. Those known to be bad were put aside, the 
others were separately stored on a floor of a perfectly 
‘dry barn, covered deeply with dry Wheat straw, and that 
with a rick cloth. Thus things remained till November, 
when a few more were removed in which the disease had 
progressed, others perfectly good were put into sacks 
for London, and the rest re-stored. Then the following 

i Totali 
p wi e 

(a). The diseased tubers, with prominent eyes, were 
planted whole, 5 or 6 inches deep, 12 inches apart, in 
Several rows one yard asunder, in an open plot of my 
garden ; but previously every tuber was covered with 
dry slaked lime, and the rows were dusted over with 
lime also prior to being covered with earth. Finally,a 
thin stratum of coal ash was laid over the soil along 
the course of each row ; it was applied, not so much 
with a view to protect, as to mark the row. 

Resnit,—The plants did not appear till late in April, 
and then with a few blanks from total decay of a very 
diseased tuber here and there. Dreading the loss of 
the whole, intermediate rows of early Lancashire Kid. 
neys had been planted by dibble, all dusted with lime 
and some soot, and these vegetated before the former. 
However, all grew finely, and had a most healthy appear- 
ance, considering the extreme drought, which so parched 
the ground that in digging the Kidneys the lime was 
found just as dusty as when it was applied, and almost 
every tuber had produced a secondary weak progeny. 
As to bulk, there was not half a crop. Disease of the 
leaf took place early in August, and iu this plot all the | - 
haulm was pulled up. 

The Potatoes from the diseased tubers were very good, 
fine, and mealy in quality, and so they remain: that 
speckled Potatoes are found among both sorts is a fact, 
but certainly not one in ten, My loss consists in the 
paucity of yield owing to drought. 

The proof from this intermixed experiment is this— 
disease does not propagate disease. No blotches were 
seen till August 5, then every plant was affected ; but 
of the two the affection of the tubers was, if anything, 
more prevalent in the Kidneys than in the late variety 
sown in November. 

(b). A plot of sound, * prolific " Kidneys was planted 
in another site, after Carrots, Parsnips, and Beet, all 
dusted and covered with lime and coal soot (the latter 
about one-seventh part). No manure, save the green 
herbage of the previous crops, had been given to the 
land, and this seems to have imparted moisture, for the 
Potatoes were larger and not so dry as in plot (a). 

Disease eame on here, and in a week or two I cut off 
the haulm, the lower part of whieh soon dried away. 
Tn one instance I found an affeeted young tuber here, 
before the spotting of the leaf appeared. 
Results—Some tubers were, and are, spotted, but 

not to any extent ; the bulk remains in the ground, and 
as we only dig for use I cannot report the whole, The 
crop is great in respect to number of Potatoes, 

Proof.—Sound sown Potatoes, with lime, afford no 
Security. 

(c). Other Potatoes were planted in many situations 
—all with lime and without manure: the results the 
same—bulk sound, but all the sowings have preduced a 
few affected tubers, 

(d). In April a final picking of the store took place ; 
about a small barrow load of bad ones was removed, 
and these Potatoes, with a quantity of sproutings and 
some damp straw, I directed to be thrown near a ditch 
in a heap, to take their chance. In the spring this 
heap became a mass of verdure—the soundest of the 
Potatoes had vegetated amidst putridity from the life- 
less tubers, the decaying straw, &c.; and strange to say, 
this richly verdant haulm remained longer unattacked 
than any upon the planted plots. At last, however, it 
fell over, and withered. I then turned it with a fork, 
and found nothing more than a dozen of sound, but 
diminutive tubers. 

"roof.—Contaet with disease and rottenness is in- 
noxious ; but merely vegotable earth from decayed sub- 
stances, destitute of earths proper, does not suffice to 
produce and sustain a erop of Potatoes. 

(e). A row of Potatoes had remained in the earth 
from last season ; it comprised a beautiful Lancashire (we should, n , have 

could not be the primary disease ; it was a consequence 
of destroyed tissue. 

Resull.— These Potatoes are just digged for the 
table; a very few are touched, and these I shall plant 
soon : the sound are very good. 

Another large and solitary straggler had been left, 
and grew large; it was not early affected, and then re- 
mained to take its course. It died entirely away by the 
middle of September, and I then raised the Potatoes. 
The yield was the finest’ and most prolific in my pre- 
mises. Ido not, as yet, perceive a bad tuber, and I 
reserve the whole for planting. 

Proofs afforded by the two results of (e). Self-sowing, 
as it is termed, affords no absolute security, yet it is 
favourable upon the whole. An affected, destroyed 
haulm, affords no conclusive evidence that the tubers 
below it are diseased ; hence we may hope against hope, 
or rather, in despite of the woe-begone despondency 
with which too many writers entertain the alarmed 
public. Of very, very short crop through drought, 
there exists, however, but too much proof. 

"These experiments and their results are locally true 
and faithfully reported ; but I offer them only as such. 
—John Towers, M.R.A.S., Hort. Soc., 4c 

Home Correspondence. 
Salt a Manure for Potatoes.—\ have heard of seve- 

ral instances of sound Potatoes being grown where the 
land was previously dressed with salt, and one very 
striking instance has come within my own knowledge. 
Iam satisfied that all light soils that have borne dis- 
eased Potatoes this year, or that is intended for plant- 
ing Potatoes next spring, should be dressed with from 
10 to 15 ewt. to the acre, applied half now and half in 
the spring. I am adopting this course myself. Strong 
clay soils would be injured by salt.—.4 Constant Reader. 
[This application is simple and cheap, and, at all events, 
ean do no harm.] 

The Dolphin.—l am surprised to see a remark by 
Mr. Hewitt Davis, that the Russian Bean “appears 
never to suffer from the dolphin." I should have sup- 
posed that every farmer knew the “ dolphin" to be the 
best friend of his Bean crop, by devouring the aphides, 
or lice, with which they are infested. So well is this 
known by the Hop-growers of Kent, that they are in the 
habit of paying children to collect these insects (the 
larvee of the Coccinella) for the purpose of placing them 
on the Hop bines, which they will clear with astonish- 
ing rapidity.—J. Gedge. [“ The dolphin” is an aphis— 
a black plant-louse—you mistake the insect. ] 

Salt a Preventive of- the Potato Disease.—A very 
intelligent labouring man, who cultivates about 4 acres 
of land (partly as a market garden and partly as an 
allotment), informs me that he this year tried the effect 
of soot and of salt on small portions of his Potato crop. 
The Potatoes were planted in drills, and manure from 
the pig-sties was laid over the sets. In two of the 
rows soot was sprinkled, in small quantities, over the 
sets before the manure was laid on. In three other 
rows salt was similarly applied. When the Potatoes 
were got up, a short time since, only two or three were 
found diseased where the soot had been applied, and 
none at all where the salt had been used. Those to 
which nothing had been applied, except the manure, 
contained a large proportion of diseased Potatoes. The 
soil on which this experiment was tried is light and 
gravelly.—H. [We know the writer.] 

Details of Farm Management.—In your notice of 
the report made respecting Mr. Davis’s farm and 
system, I observe the recommendation to dress the land 
with manure only for green crops, and not for Wheat 
and other white straw crops, Among the green crops 
do you reckon Beans and Peas? Further to illustrate 
our recommendation, which startles us in these parts 

from its inconsistency with all our notions and practice 
hitherto—for here, we still farm as our forefathers in 
their simplicity did—would you suppose a case or two, 
and give minute and specific directions on such sup- 
positions ? and take, for example, a field, which in June 
is to be sown with Swedes, these to be followed with 
Barley and seeds next spring, which brings on two crops 
of Clover in the 3d year ; and thereafter in the 4th year 
comes Wheat, to be succeeded by Peas in the 5th year. 
Now, in such a case, at what junctures would be your 
manuring? Am I right in interpreting you to mean, 
“ before the Swedes; on the Clover in the spring of the 
3d year; and before the Peas”? After the Peas what 
would you sow? If Oats, to be followed by Beans, and 
these by white globe Turnips ; how, in his further case, 
should the manuring be determined? In one of your 
former Numbers, I noticed the expression of an objec- 
tion to the mixture of lime with farm-yard manure. Is 
that mixture really to be deprecated, and why? Here 
it isuniversal. How, without it, island to be treated 
which requires farm manure as well as lime? In the 
view, for example, of a crop of Swedes on land which 

requires lime especially.— 7. A. J., Brentwood.—[In 
our own case we dare not manure for Wheat, as the 
crop would infallibly be laid: indeed, on most of the 
lands we dare not so much as feed the green crops on 

the land, for the same reason, We should not adopt 

green erop from off it—or to speak more accurately, 
alternately a erop for sale and one for consumption on 
the land. Wheat would be the selling crop, and Beans, 
Mangold Wurzel, Cabbage, Tares, Clover, and in suit- 
able seasons Swedes, would be the crops consumed. And 
all these, excepting the Clover, would be manured. As 
it is, our rotation is this :— Wheat, Clover, Wheat, 
Swedes, Wheat, Beans and Carrots, Wheat, Mangold 
Wurzel,and of them all, except tlie Clover, are manured: 
Lime should never be mixed with farm manure ; there 
can be no doubt of our accuracy in this advice: in doing 
so you drive off the volatile parts—ammonia, &c., a 
fast as in the process of putrefaction they are formed. 
If the land requires lime, apply it after a green crop— 
amonth before your Wheat sowing, and it will thus 
have à whole year, during which to lose its causticity, 
before it shall have an opportunity of acting on the dung 
you apply to the land.] 

Small Farms.—Writing on a particular subject in 
detached pieces has the disadvantage of coming before 
the public at intervals, thus leaving a correspondent at 

the mercy of individuals who merely take hold of iso- 
lated passages to the destruction of principle. Labouring 
under this damper it may be advisable, after one more 
attempt to make myself understood, to leave the sub- 
ject in the hands of those who can render themselves 
more intelligible. “A Good Small Farmer” appears to 
have made his observations on large and small hold- 
ings, much in the same way that a novice would pro- 
nounce an opinion of the merits of two horses offered 
for sale without trying their paces, and most probably 
would purchase the worst. There can be no difficulty 
in pointing out large farms, say of 2000 acres, ad- 
mirably tilled, and on the other hand, those of 300 
acres in a disgraceful state of cultivation ; under such 
cireumstances a superficial observer might pronounce 
the large system of farming far preferable to the small. 
But what is the fact? the individual with 2000 has not 
so much spare land as the man with 300 acres; because 
the former has sufficient capital to work the soil pro- 
perly, and the latter is unable to do justice either t0 
himself or his landlord. Thus the small farmer has 
more waste land on his hands than the large farmer, 
and does not procure remunerative crops, which of 
course precludes the possibility of his paying a fair rent 
The generality of tenants have hitherto entered upon 
their voention with very inadequate means; and if the 
same calibre of men are still to continue in occupation, 
in order that land may be made to yield its quota o 
provisions for the increasing wants of mankind, it mus! 
be portioned out according to the capital to be ex- 
pended upon it. I advocate the small farm plan be- 
cause the class of men who employ themselves in agri- 
cultural pursuits are those who cannot command capital; 
and thus the owners of property do not receive the 
value of their possessions. Perhaps * A Good Small 
Farmer? will be kind enough to answer the following 
questions. Does not a farm of 100 acres require the 
outlay of a certain number of sovereigns to insure à 
profitable return? Ifa tenant occupies 150 acres, ani 
has only ready money for the cultivation of 100, is nof 
his farm too large? If 50 acres out of the 150 are in 
a neglected condition, is not the landlord deprived of his 
just dues 1!— Falcon. 

Clay-yrinding Machine.—l see in a late paper at 
inquiry respecting a mill to grind clay, in reply to whieh 
you say you are not aware of any other than the ordi- 
nary pug-mill, Iam glad to have it in my power t0 
give Ruyton the information he requires. Having 9 
very strong clay to deal with in making bricks, on the 
Duke of Bedford's property here two years ago, a mi 

| for the purpose of crushing the small stones which had 
escaped the men in tempering the clay was put up. 
consists of two cast-iron cylinders, and is worked very 
easily by one horse. It will pass enough for about 
3000 bricks a day, and saves much hand-work. Stones 
less than an inch square are perfectly crushed ; larg! 
stones are likely to injure the machine by straining it 5 
but when a stone of larger size gets in the horse 
habitually stops, and the stones are easily removed. The 
crushed stones are mixed up with the rest of the matte! 
after passing the cylinders by a set of spikes moved by 
the same machinery. The difficulties in managing this 
stony clay have been greatly reduced since the mill was 
used ; but still there are difficulties in burning from. the 
unequal composition of the material, requiring the heat 
to be very carefully managed. 'l'he machine was made 
by Mr. Bodley, of Exeter, and should your correspond- 
ent wish to see it, or to have any further prrticulars, I 
shall be most happy to render him all the assistance 
can.—John Benson, Tavistock, 

Buckwheat.—Observing in your Paper of the 26th 
inst. an article ding the cultivation of Buck- 
wheat as a substitute for Potatoes, 1 am induced;to 
send you'a specimen of the result of my attempt to cul- 
tivate this’grain in a valley of Wiltshire. In June Jast, 

finding my pigeons very fond of Buckwheat, which 
could not procure in the neighbourhood at a less price 
than 2s. 8d. per peck, I sowed some seed (then and 19 
the first week of July) in four spots : Ist and 2d, a light 
garden soil ; 3d, a newly-made piece of garden grount, 
with road-dirt, pond-mud, &e.; 4th, a stiff clay in 4 
field. From my four sowings I have plenty of straws 
but hardly a handful of grain. Thus it would seem. 
that the cultivation of Buckwheat requires some little 

care and consideration beyond what it is necessary ue 
bestow on the raising of other grain.—J. G. [Buck 
wheat requires a soil not too rich, as your garden 

such a rotation as you name, If our land were stiff, | was, nor stiff, as your field was. It likes a sandy soil 

l l ly a corn and and should be sown the first week of June, not of July-] 1 
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Bones and Sulphuri 
e rop of Scotch yellow Turnips, grown with bones and 
sulphuric acid, 4 bushels to the acre (purchased from 

Proctor aud Co., Bristol), on, I believe, one of t 

Poorest pieces of land in the county of Pembroke; the 

Soil not 2 inches deep on yellow clay. Last winter: 
cut several drains through it to carry off the water, but 
I have not yet subsoiled it. The bone and sulphuric 
sown Turnips far exceed those sown in the same piece 

of ground with guano, 3 cwt. to the acre.—Pedro, 
Pembroke, Sept. 29. 

[3 

Fa 

Miscellaneous. 
The Duke of Portland’s Tile-draining in Ayrshire. 

—The first tile-work erected in Ayrshire was that of 

Moorfield, near Kilmarnock, the property of His Grace 

the Duke of Portland, which from 1825—the date of its 

erection—to the present day has been under the able 

management of Mr. Taylor. Subsequently three others 

were erected on His Grace’s estates in Ayrshire—viz., 

at Purroch, Galston, and Newhouse. One of these has 

lately been given up, the clay having been exhausted, 
but the land in the district in which it was placed has 

been well drained: the other three tile-works are in 

full operation. At Moorfield alone upwards of thirty- 

three millions of tiles have been manufactured. These 

ave been from 2 to 12 inches diameter, and invariably 

12 inches in length. Weare informed that the seam of 
clay, allowing the same yearly quantity (the average of 

the above number) to be made, will last for at least 

20 years. At the Duke of Portland’s other works in 
Ayrshire upwards of twenty-five and a half millions of 
tiles have been made, exclusive of soles, of which a 

great quantity have been manufactured. 

Number of tiles manufactured at Moorfield .. 
At Purroch, Galston, and Newhouse .. . 

Total number .. ^ 

If 5,000 tiles, 12 inches long, is a sufficient number 

to drain an aere, we have thus 11,860} acres drained 
on the Duke of Portland's estates in Ayrshire within 
the last 21 years—a fact which, we may safely say, has 
not its parallel on any nobleman's or gentleman's estates 

in Great Britain. Since tile-making was first introduced 

into Ayrshire by the Duke of Portland, many improve- 

ments have been ‘made on the process ; not the least, 

certainly, is the introduction of machinery (although 

hand-moulding has invariably been followed at the Duke 
of Portland’s works), which, in Ayrshire particularly, 

has been greatly improved of late.—Ayrshire Agri- 

culturist. 

Metropolitan Sewage Manure Company : Analysis 

of Evidence. — The following account by Mr. W. C. 
Jolly, land agent, in Scotland, of the application of 

liquid manure, upon a farm in the neighbourhood of 

Glasgow, belonging to Mr. Harvey, is highly important; 

it has been iu operation for two years. The liquid em- 
ployed is the waste from the byres and stables, and 

from a distillery, collected and pumped up by the same 

process as I understand this company mean to use, 

over a stand-pipe, and carried out nearly two miles in a 

direct line through the fields, three to four miles of pipes 

altogether. Mr. Harvey keeps from 400 to 500 cows, 
and has a distillery on the premises ; it is all collected 

in a well; the steam-engine there is for the purposes of 

the distillery, which pumps this up over the stand-pipe. 

t also contains human manure to a very small extent. 

It is taken out in cast-iron pipes, 3 inches in diameter, 

through the fields, and there are cocks at different parts 

and a hose is applied, which goes from any part, and is 

then distributed by tin pipes added on, so many of them 

about 6 feet 6 inches in length, and the others about 
3 feet in length. ere is no labour, but a single man 

or boy to watch it and distribute it over ; they may do 

it by jet. He does not use a jet. Some of the land is 

in ridges, and some of his fields are flat ; and it has a 

much better effect when the land is flat ; on a ridge it 

is apt to run into the furrows. It is found to distribute 

At very equally over the land; and though it is run on 

at every 3 feet or 3} feet, you would not know the dif- 

ference of the crop, unless they miss a bit, and then it 
is marked. I should say that the distribution of ma- 

nure in that way is by no means so offensive as by 

applications of common farm-yard manure. I saw the 

tanks full and empty, and particularly wished to examine 

whether there was any deposit; they have never re- 

quired to be cleaned out, except at first. They put up 

an agitator to take it all, supposing the article to be 

deposited was the best of it; they found out by expe- 
rience that it was by no means the richest part, and 
they have ceased to use the agitator, by which means 
the first tank it flows into requires occasionally cleaning 
out. He farms various qualities of land; and he has 

applied it to all sorts of erops, and with universally good 
results, On pasture-land it has had the most beautiful 

effect ; the cattle seem to like the parts done with it ; 
they eat it much more greedily ; ifa part is missed, the 
Cattle will leave that. I should say that land that for- 

merly he could not cut more than once, he will cut this 
year three times. It is common Rye-grass. This year 

he has applied it to Oats, after they were brairded ; 

Most of the people thought it would have destroyed 
them ; I went back afterwards, in five or six weeks, 
and the effects were wonderful ; I should say double the 
amount of the crop upon the part done with it, com- 
Pared to the part that was not, and so distinctly marked, 
that at half a mile distance you could see the parts 
missed; the field is cold clay land. I estimate the crop 
at double what it would have been without it. I could 
not say how many quarters, with any accuracy, at that 

c Acid.—I have an excellent stage of the crop. From the dressing he is in the habit 

of giving per acre, he has a much greater result than 
from any quantity of farm-yard manure I have seen 

applied. He has 300 acres, which is now nearly ail in 

fine condition from that; and I should think, from the 

supply, that he has equal to twice 300 acres ; he has 

more than he requires, so much so, that after this year, 

he will not require any solid manure ; he is selling it. 

He put up this apparatus two years ago, and he is so 

i ‘hl inced of the advantage of it, that he 

recommends it very strongly. The following evidence 

laid before the Select Committee on Metropolitan 

Sewage, by Mr. Chadwick, is highly important in refer- 

ence to the applicability of the plan of the Company :— 

“Inthe summer of 1842 I was staying with a friend, 

Mr. Thomson, of Clitheroe, where Dr. Lyon Playfair 

was also staying. Mr. Thomson has extensive print- 

works, where he employs about 1000 persons, and from 

the works has much liquid manure. Mr. Henry Thom. 

son pumped up the sewage water from a well or shaft 

into a tank made at the top of a field about 80 feet 

above the rest of the farm, He found that, under that 
80 feet pressure, by means of the hose, with the labour 

of two men (one to remove the hose, and another to 

direct the nozzle), they could distribute about 2000 

gallons of liquid manure in an hour. “The important 

result was this, that it was to be accomplished by the 

labour of two men ; and suppose we gtve 23d. or 3d. an 

hour, that delivery of the 2000 gallons was accomplished 

? "The expense of delivery of the same quantity 

by water-cart was, I think, about 5s.; the expense of 

loading and spreading stable dung was about lls. That 

was about the relative mechanical cost, 6d. for the deli- 

very by the hose, 5s. by the water-cart, lls. or 12s. in 

the distribution of stable manure : an equivalent quan- 

tity, and that close to the farm. Then, there was this 

great advantage in favour of the hose (though you 

cannot give an estimate in money value as to the rela- 

tive amounts), that, in the distribution by the water- 

earts, there is the poaching of the land by the weight 

of the cart and horse, and probably the damage of 

which would be more than 5s., and of course still 

greater damage in the case of the cartage of the heavier 

produce of stable manure. With the hose the experi- 

ment appeared to be complete with the addition of a 

very important fact, that you could by the hose get on 

the land at any time ; but with the water-cart, ‘or in 

spreading solid manure, of course, you are restricted 

by the state of the weather as to its application at cer- 

tain periods. So far as they could try, I think these 

2000 gallons of sewer water were found equal to about 
3 cwt of guano, and about 15 tons of stable manure. 

But there was another important point which was esta- 

blished beyond a doubt, which was, that the friction 

through the hose, for a considerable length, was much 

less than we anticipated ; for instance, we used half a mile 

of hose, and carrying it on the surface, over furrows and 

through a ditch and over a hedge; I think at the end of 

800 yards it gave out a jet something, as near as I could 

judge, of 40 feet (nearly half the height due to the 

pressure). These experiments appeared to establish 

the fact, that the hose, in many circumstances, for the 

delivery of a given quantity of water, even considering 

it as a means for the distribution of simple water, would 

have been cheaper than the water-meadow itself, and 

you have the advantage also with that, of being able to 

apply the liquid manure to arable cultivation. With 

the water-meaddw you only apply it to Grass land. 

Putting the interest on the machinery and capital 

together, we could not put down the fair expense of this 

delivery by the hose at much more than ls. an aere, 

that is for 2000 gallons.” 
Witney.—The enclosure of Cambridge Downs extin- 

guished the race-course and its doings. These downs 

are now in a state of cultivation highly creditabl 

the skill and judicious management of the occupier, 

Mr. Wm. Grace. This is one of those striking instances 

of a soil not id d worth cultivating, producing 

abundant and excellent crops, with mutual advantages 

both to landlord and tenant. Here, in the face of the 

prediction of some score of wise-acres that * It could 

never be made to produce a new corn from an old one,” 

grow the finest specimens of all descriptions of agricul- 

tural produce, the homestall stands prominent in its 

pp rejoicing bulkn fold tells not only of 
the master’s judgment in his selection of the stock, but 

of the capabilities of the food produced upon the soil 
which instead of being farmed at all, ought, for the 

sake of protection consistency to have been kept out of 

cultivation.— Oxford Chronicle. 
Ages of Cattle.—When in your country a short time 

ago, I heard an article spoken of which however I was 

unable to see, which appeared in a late number of the 
Farmers’ Gazetle, respecting a heifer belonging to a 

Mr. M‘Lean, of Claremont-park, and purchased from a 

Mr. Watson, of Northumberland, in which it was stated 

that the said heifer must be older, judging from her 

marks of mouth, and appearance of horn, than was 

asserted—now what these marks and appearances in her 

may be, I am unable to say; but as an extensive 

breeder of stock, from the pampered and highly forced 

short-horn, to the hardy and rough kiloe, left almost to 

its own resources for a subsistence, I would venture to 

warn any person, how great soever may be his experi- 

ence, from giving a decided opinion as to the age of one 

of a class of animals so variously treated in youth as 

that of neat cattle. It is unreasonable to think, and 

unnatural, that in an animal rapidly forced forward 

from its birth, the bone, fat, muscle, hoof, and general 

c e 

size, should far exceed those of an animal kept as 

poorly as possible, and yet that the horn and teeth 
should not partake of that more rapid progress. Will 
any one deny that the teeth and horns were not more 
advanced in such animals as Mr. Grant Duff’s heifer, 
Carmine, which at one year old weighed 98 stones, of 
14 lbs. to the stone, live weight, or as my own bull calf 
by Guy Faux, out of Lovely, by Borderer, which at 8 
months old weighed within a few pounds of 40 stones, 
of 14 lbs. to the stone, dead weight, sinking offal, than 

in many animals of an equal age, which we too fre- 

uently see trying to earn a miserable livelihood by a 

roadside or on the edge of a bog. It isa general rule 

that yearling stirks can break their own Turnips, while 
two-year-olds are unable to do so, but it is well known 
when such are well kept, that after the beginning of 
January those rising one year old seldom can eat their 
Turnips without having them eut, and again these ani- 
mals will soon be able the following winter to break the 
Turnips without assistance, while those which retained 
their teeth during the first winter, will not have reco- 
vered them the second. Again it is well known among 
all sheep farmers, that while the wedder lambs which 
are well kept after weaning on foggage and seeds, and 
put early into Turnips, will have no teeth left by the 
new year; their sisters, the ewe lambs, which are 
poorly kept on rough or moorish grass during the 
summer aud autumn, generally retain their teeth till 
Apsil, and sometimes even till they go from Turnips to 
Grass in the beginning of May. And every horse- 
dealer knows well that the well fed and warmly housed 
blood colt sheds his colt-teeth several months earlier 
than the ragged cart colt which has been left running out 

all winter on poor keep, which facts all go to prove be- 

yond a doubt that as the maturity of any animal depends 

more upon the mode of treatment through life, than 

upon the exact number of days or years that it has 

spent in the world, so must every portion of that animal 

partake of that rapid or more tardy advance towards 

maturity ; and in horned cattle, which are born at all 

periods and seasons throughout the year, the uncer- 

tainty is much greater than in such classes as the horse 
or the sheep, which are, almost without exception, pro- 
duced at one season of the year.— G. A. Grey, Milfield- 

hill, Northumberland, in the Dublin Farmers’ Gazette. 
Reaping-hook v. Scythe.—Last week a fair trial of 

the merits of these two implements took place on the 
home farm of Orchil, belonging to Gillespie Graham, 
Esq. Two men with one seythe, and other two men 

with two reaping-hooks, had equal portions of a field of 

fine standing Oats assigned to them for a fair kemp. 

The work was to be well executed in cutting, binding, 

and stooking. Mr. Haldane to be judge of the work. 

To it they set accordingly, exerting all their skill and 
strength, anxious for the honour of their several in- 
struments, each party eutting about one-sixth of an 

aere, when the contest terminated in favour of the 

sickle by 40 minutes. Mr. Haldane declared that the 
work was equally well executed by both parties, but in 

oint of time the scythe was beaten by two hours per 

per acre at the same rate of workin: Scotch Paper. 

wn 

Calendar of Operations. 
OCTOBER. 

Wheat Sowing has doubtless commenced more than a month 

ago in the bleaker parts of the country ; whilst in others the 

autumn seed-time will not be oyer for a couple of months to 

There are sev 

rm-manure 
nd the pro- is chiefly applied, which we very much doubt. 

priety of using much or little seed per acre, v 
depends upon the circumstances under which the crop is 

In reference to the first of the s experience bas 

already su: a general rule of 
0g 

n 
si say 

y 
ri s the bulky, crude, and coarse manures so rich in ca: 

bonaceous matter, which the farm-yard supplies, are certainly 

better made use of for the growth of a large bulky crop, such 

as Turnips or Mangold Wurzel, than for the growth of Wheat, 

where the chief object is not straw but grain. This we are 

sure will be agreed to by all except those whose soils by the 

repeated robbery to which we have above alluded, are always 
at the lowest pitch of poverty. 

In reference to the question of seed, it is impossible to give 

any rule upon a subject which is so mani: y dependent on 

circumstances. All will agree that a certain loss of seed occurs 

every year from destruction by birds, water, and frost, wire- 

vorm, &c.; and it will also bé agreed that these causes must 

be much more infiuentialin some localities than in others ; add 
to this the fact that some soils will cause a seed to throw out 

20 heads, while others fail of producing five, and we can easily 

sce how it is that some farmers, speaking from experience, re- 
commend three bushels per acre, whilst others on equally un- 

answerable grounds have asserted three pecks to be more than. 

c is to sow about 1} bushels per 

atter deter- 
mine for himself what under his circumstances itis best to do ; 

vaste of 
g on the 

of plant. 
As regards the preparation of the land for this crop, the 

Wheat-plant likes a firm seed-bed ; it prefers a stiff soil, and is 

thus best sown on a stale furrow when the land is wettish, and 

it should be sown by drill or dibble, not broadcast. As regards 
the choice of varieties this doubtless must be left to circum- 

stances, and our adver ising columns publish many sorts of 
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ej but | unquestionable abundance, as well as is quality of 7 produce ; 

Wheats differ in their straw as well as in their grain, and thi: 
shou! some influence on our choi Short strawed 
‘Wheats-should be chosen for rich soils. 
The farmer's attention at this period should also be directed 

to the ploughing up gt his stubble before winter for his next 
year’s green crop. The land should be ploughed deeply where 
this is possible, and eic it be thoroughly dry, it should be 
ploughed in ridges and well water furrowed. 

Wotices to Corresposdents 
BonwT Bowzs—Sigma—They retain ERG form. andi great 
measure their strength s texture, so that you w em need 
to grind them after all. u will do pepe to get them burnt 
by themselves, and the n "t itself ; anc then grind theone 
i i the other. 

Can —We cannot insert an anonymous letter.on 
the ‘sujet How do you know all these particulars? 
Judges, w imagine e CAT their work when their 

shed. A reversal of "it can only be affected 
afterwards Wy the Society, who may of course, if a sufficiently 
powerful pedcs be made to them, overrule the 
judgment of their o 

OBEMICAL FUR Lar HM Nisi esses v analysis are so 
ious and require such dexterity to be 

e uy by à 
h Agri ADU al Society. 

method in practice to ascer! tain the un 88 of any manure fos 
your land, is to try it first on a small s 

CHINESE Pic—W 
m 
1 body, with the! back HERREN hollow, and the 

belly tr: iting near the grow sequence of the short- 
ness of the limbs. The Viste are anat) approaching to the 

" h copper colour. 
E Somewhat erect.” The work 2m ei Dom st 

y Professor Lo contains a useful section on the hog. 
=a Would-be Farmer—There are many ‘tills by which 

all th ferent men 
pensive, pr therefore suitable only for f > ae 
size, and com Lepr AE eae of dif t p? 
a particular class of s z for veri tidie c dn be 
Mese radice E nd Clover seed& all toge- 
ther. E may apply to ieu n ‘of or. or to Garrett, 
or ot] well known machine makers.— weentered the 
Tiiri noi occupy, the ontgoing tenant ttetue buildings, 

, till he had consumed all the green crops, and then we 
him for all made manure atthe rate of 33. Gd. per. cubic 
We also paid him half the labour of his T 

consumed, Mopeiheso wide value and, Jabour of any sL 
9 "d 

the young Clovers, and x so mach per acre for a manur- 
ands Sio E the 

past year, he had dipistusdd not mown. This sy: 
i if it prevailed, we A iia 

e vs Peu leaving Hie farms. 
Venerem ston— It is difficult answer 

without knowing the circumstances. The moor she be worth 
got to a sportsman, but not to a farmer. If, however, it be 
worth this to a farmer, you may inclose and ch nar e 10 per 
cent. on your expense as additional mus and at. ne iner ased 
rent you may with advantage offer i ton a lease o 

if you can get a goo 
o repay your tem- 

porary loss of Hee] over it. About the number of years 
purchase it may be worth to you, we cannot s MW lives 
at one age are not of one value. Can any one give us a state- 
ment of their experience of Legg’s Hydraulic nau $ 

Manooup WURZEL AND PorATOES—We do not know their 
mais mane as fod for pigs; probably Simone "ke as 
3 either case it is advantageo ous to s i them or 
boil. " Globe Mangotds, 9 ins. in di; ameter, are 32: Tange size. 

MANGOLD ma—There is no difference in the 
varieties as regard rds sir liability to taste the milk, The 
best method of hindering this is to wash out your pail 
with a poration" ES saltpetre, and leave a little of the same in 
it when you milk. 

Mane E— Pedr 0, Pembr t hatever the m rop, apply a 
uble manures in spr 
Tares in the autumn if Sod "ie cose, We imagine you cannot | 
sow e Mustard now with any prospect CEN crop betore 
Christm; 

NET Tums Boni ey—We know 2v no method of cni c pues 
Nettles from @rass-lan, pt by vod them 

"this y’s Lead ^ 
—A Wo 

upand try the pian of in 
See a notice of Mr. Bla 

PorATo Brrancnc-df & (nee Grate the Potato wn toa 
pulp; pour water on, stir up, and then let the milky water 
run off, and it ou deposit the starch. About a corn-grinding 
machine a: * o Mr. Dean, of Birmingham. 

SosDRE ag aE er We (ees the only way to rear couples 
well under any circumstances is to give the mother more 
See peie food. Tf, as in your case, 

1 
you can procure, 

pa ires De he to her. Mmm Qe may be fed 
P eis Au ee as Me have been this iie d without 
injury to the ensuing erop, i. ¢., they may our a 
Possibly i in bleak situations and severe Vest it may 
injurious. Some sorts of Wheat do adheremore firmly to the 
chaff than others; this is characteristic of all ‘thin” 

ordinary varieties when the sample, 
giras be the cause, is ** thin” and mirom 
NES—The Rev. €. Kingley ER ot use cei if he ean 
uk the tank in a cla; id puddle o. pa well be- 
hind the circular raul shia ue be of brick or stone and 

UnATE AS A OE Can'any one give their experience of 
this manu: 

Wnrar—L—On 120 acres we have hitherto sown about 170 bushels of Wheat, People generally sow more br eene they do by drill in the 

ke Viciosas AM town after Wednesday cannot be 
answered the same w 

Markets, 
HAY.—Per Load of 36 Trusses, 

Prime Mead.Hay 70eto 78s| New Hay. —sto —s|NewClt, eto —a Inf.New Rowen o» — 65 | Clover 70 50100 |Straw. 26 8i Supply shorter, 
Jonn Coorrr, Salesman, 

P " CUMBERLAND MARKET, Oct. 8 
ii ead. Hay Toto 759 95: to 1008 

v Hays . EIE 
la Clover 

Inferiordo, 75- 88 [Straw — 80s t0 94s 
Jomoa Barun, Hay Salesman, cn, a Oct. 9. 

Old HR rdi 1 S lover 105s to uo 
Hay “i Eum d traw — 24» to 98: 

re mer m 
HOPS, Firar Wa 

continue to havea brisk demand for ai k ded Ww 
by many is mill thought to be m: The 
on Monday rex’, after which we expect an ac L 

Tn 

uch overrared. Wayhill Tep ? Sra iei ance in pi 
NDEN Š pien Hop-Factors, 

ou may bury a manure for rf 

COVENT GARDEN, Ocr. Oct. 10.— Vegetables continue to be 
suffieient for the demand, but Fruit is not over abundant. 
Pine-apples, of excellent quality, may be bought at last nos s 
prices. Grapes, both English Eon F'oreign, are very plentiful, 
and consequently cheap. Apples and Pears have not altered 

Filberts realise a tolerably brisk 
are scarce, and so are good English 

Melons ; some foreign ones are in the market. Of Vegetables, 
Cabbages, Cauliflowers, &c., are good, but the latter hardly 
sufficient for the demand. arois and Turnips have altered 
but little in price. Peas are 

Potatoes are rather Beare; and very much | 
i sttuces and other Salad- 

ing are goo plentiful. Cut Flowers: chiefly consist a 
Heaths, Fasmines, Pinks, ete ae us largoniums, Gardenias 

5, Fuchsias ; Azaleas, and Ro 

enum. 
e Apple, perlb,, 4st 7s ^ per dazen 1s 6d.t024 

ire Borken n df r 100, iy Ay) 0 204 

ruga per Ib. ‘Almonds: per p k 
z bush zar rato 8e Sweet Almon 1 

en, i Fiber 5 English, » ioo be 98e to 1007 
is D 1bs., 100s to 1108 

Apples; De 
Poare, per d Hire m 
Melon 

Oranges 1 dozen, 2s to 24 ] azi NL 
pe 100, 14s to 298 

ozen, 2s to 2s 6d 
Berberres, per bf -av., 4s to 6s 

VEGETABLES. 

st 2 
asap Hawi om eds: 

per Saache os, is to isca er om 
cwi ud 

dish, per h 
imbere, eüch,2d-t 

pei T bi indie, u 
Bunoh; 
rb 64 to 8d jii. hunch, 84 to 4d Chervil, per punnet, Ad toa 

—Per Stone ot 8 lbs, 
| | 

SMITHFIELD, Monpay, Oct 
ty hg. to Otode 2] Best Long-wools to 1 

8 4 Di: o (shorn). -4 8 8 
210 8 4| Ewosand second quality — 
44 560 is (itor FRA 44 48 
- — Mom 

Pig 54 5 
"i ay pcd 95,6305 Cal ves, 13 

is large, and trade very s Seot 
Short UR 8 4», these. description We avea 500 from the Continent, many of which are dore several ra main unsdld.— The ymber of Sheep is considerably gainalor and tade brisk as tameii advances We about 3000 from Holland, which moes a ready 

mper dp dps ice fully 4d per re mm Friday.—The trade Dr Pigs aut und pilces with difficulty supported, 
P y, Oct. 9. 

We have again a large PE: Beasts, and the 
up tenir Vu gr lor. the weather bil n 
san 

hic 
org woo about 4s, Bl, ana: Even cy 4s 9d to ds ITEE ied choi ith difficulty malt^s 4s l0d.—Neat Porkers maintain their puce, making about 6» 42; but the wenthor ia against the onlen? large Hogs, which are rather lower, 

1059; Sheep and Lamba, 5120; Calves 254; Pigs, 500. 
» West Smithfield. 

MARK-LANE, MowbAY, | Oct. 5 
a a Wheat this morning DT Essex and 

suffoile was — ‘hat from Kent. good, and was principally 
taken off at 2s. T qr. f th 

MICH Uum in iu 'e d ers, and 
per qr. advance.—The top price of Flour is raised 

er sack, wee barrels being held proportionately Bele 
i ly, and Cu s Malting 

white 
per qr. lower,—Oats sell SY at 6d. y Is. 

se'nnight. 

E = L3 
"- Oe 

= $ ty T È EE A $ w E s i 8 P 
must be written 25. 
per qr. feud dos 

RT be PER IMPERIAL QUARTER, $. Ss: $ os Wheat, ee Cent, and Suffolk 1 White 60 68 Red . 52 60 " Nortolk, Lincolnshire, and Yor 64 | White 54 66 mh Malting s and dieting. Boo tod] Cheval 26 48 . Grind. 98 38 
One, and Yorks . 96 234 | Foed 26. Sihamberland and Boosh ' EIE 97 32 , Potato 30.85 WE Gara Feed 26.80 Pointo. 28° 32 ital, "AR ship noD ipie 
E rd and nd . Ati a" 

Rye . s e 40 44 
Beans, Masagan, po and zew ' 36 E al Tick 38 44 Harrow 39 

Longpod 38 45 
4 

inde 5i 
sates 86 489 — Greys i86 40 eaa, V Hos ss & 

Mone um prem R LAS 
Ba | Malt, 

T WEE 

Oats. | Rye: | Bae. Penn 
English ans ‘Ske — Bris. d 4786 | 2901 3208 - 1221 | 626 [ s" nela =| — | CER Fr cr EE aren pai Foreign? — "5 1201 ^5 | egs) 400) — [iio | = | mo 

RI Oct, 
This morning’s market was. atten by several distant 

buyers, and Wheat, both En, nglish AT ems commanded the 
extreme prices o of Monday, with more inquiry fur the 
latte In barrel Flour there is little doing, holders being very 
firm in their demands.— B, Barley, Bae and Peas, nreunaltered, 
—Oats are dull at our m 

VALS THIS WEEK, 
Wheat [o Ba rley Oats Flour English 5. . 5130 5880 4150 Sks lrish per» 3680 - 

Foreign. . 3590 5130 17030 E 2780brls 
IMPERIAL AVERAGES, 
Wheat. | Barley.) Oats. | Rye. | Beans.) Peas. 

Ang. E? Bas psc) 478100! 294 1d) 23s Od) 31:104| 89s 9d] Bae 6d 
$7 1 Sept. 49 0| 8 0| 23 2| 82 7| 40 4| 2 

—- n . e «| 50 0| 38 7| 28 5| 82 4| 4011 | 38.10 
~ 19 . « «| 51 8] 86 1| 98 7 | 23.0] 4t 6| 40 5 — B, . «| 08 1| 8610| g8 7| 85 7| 489 7| 45. 0 Ot Boe o + | bt 0| 28 9| 94 3| 85. 5| 43 4| 45 4 

| 5011| asi 8 weeks’ Aggrey. Aver. | 

27 A Net TS n5 AT UAD do og Duttes on Forelgn Grain l3 0| 1 6. | 

Diagram showing the fluctuations in the prios gt Corn onthe average of S | ̂ 
| weeksending Satur 

Prion 1.26 | Oor 8 

54s 0d 
58 1 

[Ocr. 10, 

Sales by Auction, 
TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, MARKET GARDENERS, A RAILWAY CONTRACTORS, AND OTHERS ENGAGE D IN PLANTIN: 

j ESSRS. PROTHEROE ES MORRIS will sell N by Auction, on the Premises, Chelsea Nursery, King’s- road, on Wednesday, October 14, Isio, and five following days, atllo PE each day (by order of Mr. Little, in consequence o! the ground being required Eor building pur apoen), the whole E the valuable NURSERY 
kinds of FRUIT EFS, oss APER and DECI- DUOUS Surv of eve: d ae in consider- able Rt and lotted to suit ev description of pur- chasers, The Stock is ‘ieularly worthy the attention of Noblemen and Gets laying out the unds ; also of the Trade, from its excellence ; and comprise: dime Standard and )warf trained and untrained Apple, Pea: Jum, Cherry, Peach, SIM Quince, MEE Walnet Mulber- ries, Goose| m , Filber ; Lime, Elm, Oak, Sycamore, Maple, fum Pi ane, Tabanan, Birch, Beech, "oplar, Hornbeam, “a ore Avg Thorns of sorts, Acacia, 

y ri; Weeping and other Willows, 
canti us, ds B» Pbpengaliead. Qoxtiod Laurels, 

Hollies, ELA Box, A 
lirea, us ie: 
and mu Firs e tht naand Common Prive: lock Spruce, Sweet B s (ters elipti ica, Magnolias, Rhodo- opu. Azaleas, Kalmias, &c. large quantity of Dwarf 
Ho: , Clematis, Pyr us and,Ribes in pots, Lilacs and Roses, 
[NR dede choice Figs of sorts, &c. 'ge quantity of strong Sea Kale, Asparagus, and Rhubarb, Por RIA 

viewed one week prior to the Sale. ‘Catalo; gues (ls, each, returnable to purchasers) may be had on the AN of the 
principal Seedsmen; and of e A USBOn pers. American 
Nursery, Leytonston e; Es: Pren ari 
tance from the Royal "Military / 
buses pass every 10 minute Iron Steam Boats to the 
Swan Pier, are within five minutes’ walle of the Nursery 
Grounds, 

M ESSRS; PROTHE T 

zy 

28 
= o 

em- 

KRG ee on Peco and I 
clock, the B WIS 

door ST " consisting A EVE RGREENS, 
STANDARD ROSE TREES, &c. The Stock ‘comprises a 
quantity of splendid Jarg xe Laurels, ve. Laurels, elie 
Box, Arbor-vitw, Red Ceda: ars, Eve org 
Wer int of Hine. wee e bloom, 
puts hc of the collection efenoiee G REENIOUSE PLANTS, 
inclut wa: of fine Camellias, reccived since the last sale, 
ind inter about 80 ascia named varieties, small bushy plants sorer mh Do 

.—The Pro opribtR f is now ready to offer the Lease (21 
years), Greenhouses and Fixtures, with immediate possession, 
9H el advantageous Aen Further Particulars 

FOURTEEN AORES OF NURSERY, STOCK, Wandewouth 
The Ground being required for building purposes. 

M "ESSRS. PROTHEROL ie MORRIS are 
favoured to bring before the Public by Auction on Monday 

the at da; T bs 1846, ue thirteen collier days, the superior SÈ Mr. Near of Wandsworth Common Nur- E VID PAT A ‘xcchent oppestanity for Gen 
nish their Pleasure Gro: 

the "Trade are 

class Stocks ever. offered to Public C.mpetii 0) every Variety of useful and Ornamental SHRUBS. b GREENS, FRUIT AND FOREST TREES, AMERICAN 
PLA SOR Paul and unusually grown. ‘Also two Stacks of 

XENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, AND OTHERS. 
M [ ESSRS. PROTHEROE AND Mo. RRIS will sub- 
Tredegar House, Bow, (nea: HS 2 P Wednesday, 
October 21st, 1846, at 11 o'elock, by or Gibson, who 
is leaving. the house, the whole of the en DENHOUSE PLANTS, 
consisting of fine Double CP well set with bloom buds, 
Azaleas, Fuchsias, Verbenas, Geraniums, a very fine Aloe in tub. Also, two 2-1i ight "Boss ith glazed sashes, capital iron Roller, Garden IE ine; vea age for Plants, several ladders, teps, wheelbarrow, and sundry effects, viewed one i prior to the Sale, and Catalogues had on the premises, and 
of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone, 

ALE BY AUOTI 
ME DENNIS AND CO. NunsERYMEN AND 

RISTS, King's-road, Chelsea, bog to call the attention 
GENGbS emen, Gentlemen, and the pu ublie Eenerally, to the fact 

0 clear a very large 

from 6 inches to 6 1 foot Trish Ivies, from 1 to 20 fe 
finest and largest varied collecti ee of Gooseberries in the king- 
cone fine fruit-bearing Mulberry, Apple, and Pear-trees, &c. 

c.—Further particulars PEITO Sale will be given in 
Bature advertisements. 

MAJESTY 
MENTAL  WATERFOWL, 

k and aS qwe Egyptian, Canada, 
Lau ghing ‘Geese; ree akes, 

ummer and Win Gadwall, La- 
brador, Shovellers, Gold. -eyed and Dun Diver; bdavoling Ducks, 
é&c., domesticated and pinioned ; also Spanish, Cochin China, 
ey Foland, Bolton Gray, Surrey, and Doris Fowls; an 
a 

53 m 
B1 3 oe 
50 0 
49 

SEEDS, 
ganary - perqr 48to E idest Dekor on ght 
Cari per cw! 40 Mustard, White - p bush: 
Glover, Red, Enyi ngs = ti 

79 10s6à 
Raj apris English, por last 27 9i 

on 4158:5153 

MS ur in. - 
= Rape Cak: 

Corlander = = a) Saintioin - ~ 
empseed l por gre 85 inr. Eng. winter p.bush. 68 586d 

Linseed = perqr 42 ha Aro 4nüd 
Baltio a8 per 6 193 

-— Oies. Big per 1000 ge 5s To ra xs (too vegide t inr ott) 
Kinaeronp AnD Lax. 

White, J apan, Pied, and Common Peatom Eggs of the 
bove; and pure China Pigs, E O A A 

„ın | SEEDS. .—CORNER OF HALE. MOON-STREET. 
THOMAS GIBBS and CO., 

(By Official appointment), Es ibeDSMEN. to th: 
“ROYAL AGRICULTUR. 

Los is at the Corner of HAL A DILLY, London, as for the last Fift; Priced Lists of”, ‘Agricultural Seeds re always ready, and may 
be had on application, 
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FLOWEH-POLS AND GARDEN SE. 

Onn MORTLOCK, 250, Oxford- Bp fem 
announces that he has a very large assortment of the 

above articles in various colours, and solicits an early inspec- 

on. Every description of useful CHINA, GLASS, and 
EARTHENWARE at the lowest possible price, for Cash.—250, 
Oxford-street, near Hyde-park. 

URBIDGE awp  HEALY S COOKING APPA- 
RATUS, combining Sylvester’s Patents.—This COOKING 

APPARATUS possesses greater general advantages than any 

yet submitted to the public, both as regards s strength of mate- 

i d workmanship ; in fact the laws of heat are so applied 

as to produce the greatest effect with the least eS n of 

fuel, without destruction to the apparatus, BD. and H. can 

safely recommend it, experience, as SEENTE 

superior to anything of the kind hitherto’ made. May be seen 

in daily use at Greenwich Hospital ; ME zu 
street, Str: and; and at their Manufacto 
Prospectus can be forwarded, upon DAOA de 
ticulars and price. 

3. rj 

eet. 

aning par- 

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING AND HEATING BY 

HOT WATER. 

WEEKS anp DAY, AnmcurrEcrS, &c., Gloucester- 
lace, King's-road, Chelsea, HOTHOUSE BUILDERS 

RES OT-WATER APPARATUS MANUPACT TURERS, most 
rus bone beg to inform the Nobility, Gentry, and Hortio ul- 

ists, that they have erected on their premises, for the pur- 
pose of inspection, a variety of Ue mse iaee Con- 
Servatories, Pits, &c., SS all the ous known improve- 
ments of the day can be Their Hots water Apparatus is 
also erected, and kept in constant action in various Hothouses, 
Greenhouses, Pits, &c., where the whole principle of Top and 
Bottom. Heating can be seen. 

J. Weers & Day warrant their Hot-water qoe to be 
efficient for every purpose to which heatis applicable. Boilers 
ofall sizes ; the largest is warranted to heat a range of Forcing- 
houses 300 feet in length, with a small quantity of uel, and only 
0 require sktension once in 12 hours, 

Models, Plans, de, i in great variety, 

ERUVIAN AND BOLIVIAN GUANO O 
oer BY THE ONLY IMPORTERS, 

TONY GIBBS AND SONS, LONDO. N's 
Wm. JOSEPH MYERS anp CO., LIVERPOOL; 

And by pan gents, 
GIBBS, B RIGHT, "AND 00., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL; 

COTSWORTH, POWELL, AND PRYOR, LONDON. 

To protect themselves against Wig injurious consequences of 

using inferior and spurious guano, purchasers are m- 

mended to apply only Um Dealers ofectablished character, or to 
the above-named Importers, who will supply the article in any 
quantity, at their fixed prices, delivering it irom the Import 
Warehouses. 

LIQUID MANURE. 
ENGLAND INDEPENDENT OF THE WORLD FOR CORN, 

HE attention of the Agricultural Interest, at this 
momentous crisis, is requested to the great este o: 

LIQUID MANURE, and the ease with which it may be appro- 
priated by the use of FOWLER'S PUMPS, made BS ii for 

he purpose, Use portable or fixed ; Garden, Ship, a: ind Barge 
Pumps; also those for Distillers, Brewers, Soap Botte, E 

a c E: 
- S EH S 

Excavations and W 
Horticulture, and every variety of manufacturi 7E ; purposes. 

ARK TOTHERGILL. oe to e the following 
MANURES on the best! terms, 

GUANO, PERUVIAN and AFRICAN, ir ect from Import 
Warehouses. 

Ditto, PATAGONIAN and SALDANIA BAY. Ditto. 
SODA’ ASH, for destruction of Wirew 
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME, nS ANE Roa: 

Journal, Vol. vi. Pari 
GYPSUM (Pure Sulphate of Limo) 
BONE DUST and BONE POWDER, 

A ARCOA 
CULTURAL S AT. ‘for Composts. 

SILIGATES aide and POTASH, 

Uu q 
as 

25 

and ‘an other Manures. 
Upper r Thames-stre 

Agent for ̂bINGLE S HAND SBED-DIBBEE, 

R WHEAT, TARES, 

Tl'HE URATE. OF THE LONDON MANURE 
COMPANY will be found a most valuable Manure for the 

above crops—it is permanent in its effects, and has stood the 
test of five seasons with increasing success each year. The 

Company also supply genuine Peruvian Guano, Gypsum, Super- 
phosphate of Lime, Sulphate and Muriate of Ammonia, Char- 
conl, Bone Sawdust, Sulphuric Acid, and every Artificial 
Manure, at the lowest market price. EDWARD. Ponsrm, Secre- 
tai tary, 40, 40, New Bridge-street, Blaekfr rg. 

JDOTTEERS GUANO - FOR- WHEAT AND ALL 
GRAIN MAUS —The Ed DAE is Rd i 

d for t POTTER'S GUA 
the above crops, E imei is Boyce e the due piece am nd 
the Manure in the and it is thus prepared, when:the SPP 
feels the first. genial ALS of spring, to afond ihe: appropriata 
nutriment im a fit state for. immediate 
monials and all particulars at the Fac 
place, Kennington, 

n:— Testi- 
* ary) 38. itp road- 

* A few respectable Agents wanted, en t 
OLIFIO WHEAT. 

BEMAN, of. Daae a near Stow; Gloucester- 
* shire, Having received numerous Testimonials of the 

HE Peel of the several varieties of SEED WHEAT vie ES 
old last year, as compared with other Wheats, begs to infc 
the Publis that he has now for sale the enl sorts, viz., Red Cluster, Spalding’s Red, and. Whitfield W ; 

e prices are—for Spalding's Red and Re ‘Clu ster, for 
20 bushels and upwards, 9s. per bushel; 8 bushels and under 
20, 11s. per bushel; less than 8 bushels, 13s. 6d. per bushel. 
For Whitfield White—for 20 bushels and upwards, 10s, per 
bushel; 8 bushels and under 20, 12s. per bushel; less than 
8 bushels, 14s, 6d, per bushel, 

PIPERS THREE SORTS OF SEED WHEAT. 

IPER’S THICKSET, the very same which 
Mr. Richardson, of dp. Norfolk, calls a new de- 

seription of When and has given it a new name, viz. “ Pro- 
tection” Wheat, the fame of thick has gone the whole round 
of the agricultural EUST Isent the party that Mr. R. writes 
ma the Seed two years ago. Apa seems to suit it, for Mr. R. 

TOWS doni three to four sacks per acre more than 
dis very best Wheats, and five sacks more than Rattling-Jack 
or Spalding,” and “makes more and better flour." It should 
be sown thin on good ground, and cut early. It is, I should 
think, the-stiffest strawed Wheat d England. On a middling 
piece of land, with trees on bot! h sides, and after Wheat, on 
the old stubble; without ploughing, from four peeks per acre 
seed, I g y this year seven quarters four bushels per acre. 
Thr. ren vh nun) after the wind blew out perhaps four 
bushels per acre. 

2. COLNE WIHITE.CHAFF RED, raised by J. D. P., adapted 
for pobr land, grows more straw, and sometimes more corn 
than the Thicks: 

3. BRISTOL Last year 
J. sowed this W best beside eleven other sorts, it 
grew B than any of the 

J. did not raise this 

“RED, grows more straw still. 

est. 

uj 
Had it from Huntingdon- 

shire two years ago. the Wheat which gained the firs 
pu ien e e 1 Agricultural Be: tol, 

Th , White- chat and 
for cash, in new sacks 35. each ge stp to London, 

jrown, an erimental farmer of Colne, tried nine 
sorts of Wheat thi is year. ee w hite- chaff and Bristol Red 

grew more than any of the re: 

her onesort of Wheat which will every season, and on 
y variety of land, grow more than all other sorts, Per- 

haps the way to ensure a crop would be to sow all three de- 
scriptions. ' The above Mines En be had in many counties ; 
but perhaps not so select as 

J. D. PIPER, of Colne En, 

E TARMING AND GARDENING MADE PRO. 

eee AND có STEEP FOR WHEAT, TUR- 
PS, AND ALL SEEDS 

KAGENIUSOR AND CO.'8 CURE FOR THE POTATO 
ISEA 

KAGENBUSCII AND CO./S GERMAN SCIENTIFIO MA- 
1 

Vcn Essex. 

RES! 
‘The time has now d m ed Science of turo 

becomes better od, and tl applying 
the results.of Mei ey ns the daily AN of the 
Farm and the Garden is universally allowed. “A revolution in 
the mode of far ming is silently taking place, as men's minds 
become enlightened, and our dear old England will soon be 

rendered independent, of foreign supplies of food; because 
eyery acre of her soil will produce double and triple the quan- 
tity of former yer s, and at a less a The duwex Jand, 

even Salisbury Plain, can now be made to produce splendid 
crops. Kagenbusch and Co.’s GERMINATING COMPOUND 

ig 

S are insured. The ex- 
pense is only more than saved in the 
small MESE or Xd requi Wired; it absolutely necessary 
that less seed than formerly Be: ji in. Potato Sets when 
steeped in the Compound re entir ee escaped the prevailing 
disease ; c even when sed s have been used, very 
large, fine erops have Eis produced, as Was expe erientedi s 
Yorkshire this year. Potato sets should be s extensively plan 
in autumn 8 or 9 inches deep, and if firs seeped in this Cont 
pound b disease will no longer ex 

t, w Rape-seed over them S! 
arter a d&tomper sap of the man Manure, and a capital 

atl of winter foodfor the cattle willsoom be ready. The 
Chinesemever sow is set steeping: it, and have 
done co for thohgatkiey of ears, and have thus been able to 
‘eed. 850:millions:of people for agi These Manures ate: most 
faithfully prepared, sovas to rend triment to t] 
lants; ead are very economical in their applications Ono. tou 

is suflic acres of meadowonce in three years; or 
gu ors HS tillage the first year, and eight acres the second 5 
o that the cost of 1 manuring is reduced | to-from 10s,.to 2 s. per 
UR annually for most plants, and um. for nope 
while, the soil is continually improved instead of being ex- 
nanan 

, Gardeners, and arsons are respectfully 
contented to try some pn of thei ceto nd lard with 
the. above articles, Mn UP ve for hib ely ts e truth of 
these assertions. Vi m sons Batiin drawing 5 feet 
water load at the wol and ean ascend all the 
creeks in. rious ER of the ES ingdom, so that dealers (to 
whom an allowance is made) or PM iier together, 
can be eiit direct, with a saving ES agi 

rice o; G minating Compound, 2 send. 4s: per packet, 
for Wheat-and Seed re, Gs. per packet 

for on sending the MM in ca: 
S ; JAMES and Co., , No. 55, King William.steeet, [oom 

the South of England; KacrxBUscH and. Co., Agri- 
cultural Chemists, Leeds ; n, BROTHERS, Cromford-court, 

gents for Lanca VE ; &c. 
Tt is DU Ga requested that this. Advertisement: be 

eut out and pasted on pasteboard, and:hung up in every house 
£9 which it may come, as a. subject ofigreat nationalimportance. 

O BRICK AND TILE MAKERS. 
JHE AINSLIE PATENT TILE MACHINE 
COMPANY. (James Surrm, Esq. of Doanston, Chairman), 

tention: to. their impr, "ii ‘TILE, MACHINE, and to 
quete Ea Improved J f nd burning 
Bricks and Tiles, om two- viam, to 

pep ia e all the a 
urnt equally without loss or damage. The Machines atswork odel of the Kilns to be seen, and all particulars to:be 

pbbaindd from Mr. Jonn: Paron, Seoretary, 193A, Piccadilly, 
London. Agents wanted, i A 

M ETCALFE wadi co, "s NEW PATTERN N TOOTH: 
BRUSH:and SMYRNA SPONGES.—The Tooth-Brush 

has the important advantage of searehing thoroughly into the 
divisions of the teeth, and cleaning them in the mest extr 
ordinary manner, and is famous for the hairs not com 
oose—ls. An improved Clothes Brush, that cleans in a. third 
part of the usual time, and Aneemeble of injuring the finest nap; 
Penetrating. Hair-br uses, with the durable unbleached Rus- 
sian bristles, which do not Brus ine common hair. Flesh 
Brushes Bs impr oved graduated end powerful friction, Velvet 
Brushes which act in the most surprising and successful man- 
ner. The donated Smyrna Shouse with its Coe ved valuable 
properties of absorption, vitality, and durability, by means of 
direc: importations, dispensing with all dave parties’ 
profits and destructive bleaching, and securing hes i ofa 
Ponto Smyrna Sponge. Only at Marois & 6 "e 
tablishment, 130 5, Oxford. dim one door from Holles 

Caution. —Beware of the words; ** From Metcalfe's," J sidepted 

ticles are 

3s- 
$ E! 

by some houses, 

BY HER TOTAL LETTERS 

MAJESTY'S PATEN 
we 

F M‘NEILL & CO., of Lamb's Buildings, Bunhill- 
* row, London, the Manufacturers and only Patentees of 

Hl HE ASPH ALTED FELT FOR ROOFI 
Houses, Farm Buildings, Shedding, eons ETE 
Garden purposes, to protect plant: 

t the Great National Agricultu 
which has Ls exhibited and pines As F 
Felt patronis: 

TER SA Woops AND FORESTS, 
HONOURABLE BOARD OF ORDNANCE, 

t is this Felt 
ze, andis the 

TCMS, 
8 ESTATE, iw ie Wiens, 

RoxAL BOTANIG GARDENS, REGENT's ?ARK, 
And on ned Butates of the Dukes of Suther! and, Norfolk ; Rut- 
land, Newcastle, Northumberland, Buccleuch (at R iehmond), the late Earl Spencer, and most (of the Nobility and Gentry; and at the Royal A "SE r Square. It is hi ali the fing, and 
effects a g saving of Timber in the cer uction of Roofs. Made to ie leapt ‘by 32 inches-wide. 

Pr NY PER cs deos OT. 
S r i Testimonials, of seven years’ experience, with references to Noblomun Gen- tlemen, Architects, and Builders, gent free to any part of-the town or country, and orders by-post executed far The Public is respectfully cautioned that th yw in Great Britain where the above Roofing ae F. M'NEILL ann CO. $ 

Patent Felt UN E xem buildings, Bunhillrow, Lon- don, where Roofs covered with the Felt may be seen, as also AA R A S Passages and Offices at the entrance to Westminster Hall, and other buildings at the 
New Hou: uses of pirtanent, done under the Surveyorship of 
Charles Barry, Es Be 

PE] 
of any other descriptio; 

ndi ng direct to the Factory can be sup- 
plied in lengths best EAEE S Roofs; so that they pay for 
10 more than they: require. 

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF E ENGLAND. 

SIX THOUSAND SIX HUNDRED FEET OF 
ee GGON'S PATENT ASPHALTE FELT 

have been used to roof vr above Society's buildings, at 
Newcastle-upon-TT yne. 

PRICE ONE PENNY PER SQUARE FOOT. 
Tomas Joun,Croceon, 8, Lawrence Pountney-hill, Cannon- 

street, London. 

FARMERS, &c. 
ARY WEDLAKES MODERN AND. IM- 
PROVED IMPLEMENTS :—Thrashing Machines, Sub- 

soil Ploughs, E De Turnip Catters, Dressing Ma- 
chines, Chafi-cu Oileake Breakers for hard 
cake, Oat Br bise | Searifiers, Land. ditehing Ploughs, Mould- 
ing Ploughs, Drills of different sizes, Ioni ollers, on view at 
118, Fenchurch-street, opposite Mark-l 

N OTT'S 

HALL! 

PATENT STOVES FOR CHURCHES, 
WAREHOUSES, &c.—The Patent having ex- 

pired, the present Pro- 
prietors are enabled to 

offer these excellent Stoves 
at Three-fourths the price 

| hitherto charged. En- 
gravings of the patterns, 
with. the reduced. prices, 

| will be forwarded on-appli- 
"ii.cation to the Warehouse, 

j| 90. Great Queen-street, 

N.B, Hot-water Pipes 
can be attached to the 
Stoves for Warming dis- 

tant Apartments, Conser- 

vator 

ue of this Paint are peculiar for EE ende iron 

Al RIS for Ny Boilers; Steini Gas and 
ouses, Foreing-houses, and for Shipping, 

Tis-adhesion is so great to iron and wood that the hardest fric- 
tion will searcely vemove it, It ee ete iii on: stuc- 
pee dem andis not affected by-spray of sea water: 
PRO round dn oil, and compared 

with white-lead-ite property of. gonsosling is as 75-te 50, 
that-one gie aR is equal to 
works well under the brush, and pee with oil an-unetuous 
and-eohesive Ear i 
softer tone hite.lead. For houses painted during oceu- 
pation it is age preferable, being-perfectly innoxious. Manu- 
factured by . Francis and Sons, Cement Works, Nine Elms, London, ; 

Sold by all the Chemi n: Town. and Count 
Patronized by Hex, MAJESTY, as Royal Highness PRINCE 

ALBERT, and mus Royal Highness th e Du s or KENT. 
Mn. CLARKE, SURG. SEO DENTIST, 28, SACKYILIE-STBEER, 

YLARKES TING TURE fae "Instantancossly curing 
the Tooth Ache; without the least pain or rosse price 

2s, 6d.—Also Mr, CLARKE'S SUCCEDANEUM, for Stopping 
vity 

-Bs.—Mr. RKE’S LOTION, f wibeniug mad 
Daring the Gums, and. destroying all feve tions in Mouth, price 4s, 6d. — Also. Mr. CLARKE'S TOOTH 
BRUSHES , in cases containing three different kinds of 
Brushes. maed to be used for Cleaning the Teeth, price 
de TION, none are genuine unless each pacha is 
e with pus inventor's name and profession, Any 
above Articles can be sent to all parts of Ars ied Xiupdo 
on receipt of Post Office Order.—LOSs EETH pout, 
from one to a complete Set, on his new Py which has pro- 
or ae the approbation of Six JAMES Crank, Bart., ‘and 
Dr. 

1 FREDERICK CLARKE, Surgeon Dentist, 28, Sackville- 
Uee Piccadilly, at Home from Ten till Five. 
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On sale, 8vo, price 3s. 6d. to Fellows of the Society, and 5s, to 

others ; or, postage free, upon receipt of a Bo ffice order, 
price 53. to Fellows of the Society, or 6s, 6d. to others. 

CATA i he OF FRUITS cultivated in the 
Garden of the Horticultural Society of London. Third 

Edition. Containing the Names, Synonyms, Colour, “Size, 

Form, Quality, Use, Time of Ripening, and many other parti- 

culars concerning m the most important varieties of hardy 

Fruit cultivated in this country 
Sold at the Ed of the Soi 21, Regent-street ; and also 

, Paternoster- ge GR Hare 'CHARD, Piccadilly ; 

RIDGWAY, Piccadill ; RIVING TONS, Waterloo- pia 

the ree al Booksellers in all parts of the Empir 

ust Published, 12mo, with 14 Illustrations, 1s. 

OMESTIC FOWL, their Natural BE. Breed- 
ing, Rearing, and General Ria 

By H. D. RICHARD: 

** An admirable ARR of TIER ‘more costly, but not 

more correct works. We recommend it to all breeders of 
Poultry.”—Bell’s Li 

FEN e little book. We have weekly inquiries for a work 
of the sort, and are now happily able "to meet all inquiries 

of this kind.”—Gardeners’ Chronicle. 

2mo, with cuts, 3s. 6d., 
THE SCIENCE AND PRACTICE OF AGRI- 

CULTURE. By Tuomas SKILLING, author of ** The Farmers’ 
Ready Reckoner.” 

mo, 6d. 
THE POTATO EPIDEMIO AND ITS PROBABLE 

CONSEQUENCES, By N. Nrv: 

12mo, ls. sewed, 

A TREATISE ON AGRICULTURAL GRASSES. 
By EpwcNp Munrny, Landscape Gardener, With Figures of 
the Principal Grasses. 

ublin: James MeGrasnaAw, 21, D'Olier Street. 
London: W. S, ORR and Co. Sold by all Booksellers, 

BOT OF CHINA 
Re-issued at the very greatly reduced price of 16s., 

CONES PLANTARUM. sponte China nascentium è 
_ Bibliotheca Braamianà excerptm. Lond. 1821. 

e Work (valuable as being the only publication on 
the Bounty of China, ud coloured plates), be originally pub- 
lished at the price of Thr e Guineas ; size, royal folio; but few 
copies remain, they are dohe up in’ extra celo boards, and 
SUA atthe very que price of 165. 

AM PAxMPLIN, 45, Frith-street, Soho. 

eevee gle ak eres Complete Set of 
ie Gardeners” Girone. from mencement to the 

last UA to r the Pu Vin of the Sages 
Benevolent Society. BS the Office of this Paper 

OHNSON'S GARDENERS' ALMANAC FOR 
1847, published by the Stationers’ Company.—ADVER- 

TISEMENTS for insertion in this Almanac, as wan as in the 
British Farmer, Englishman, Lady's and Gentleman's Diary, an 
White’s Ephemeris, will be re ceived by the Treasurer of the 
un ode at their Hall, Ludgate-street, till the 2nd day of 
ovember. 

MR. LEIGH HUNT'S NEW WORK. 
On the 14th will be published, in post 8vo, price 9s. boards, or 

10s. 6d. toou bound in cloth (uniform with “ Imagina- 
tion and 

P. AND HUMOUR. Selected from the English 
ets: with an ;Uiine tains Essay and Critical Com- 

ien ‘by Delga 
ondon : SATH ELDER, & o., 65, Cornhil 

of EG may be had, ** IMAGINATION AND I ANOY, d 

By Leten Hox Third edition, 9s. boards, or 10s. 6d. cloth 
gant. 

Just published, 8vo. with nearly 1000 Woodeuts, 50s. cloth, 

EBSTER ad PARKES'S ENCYCLOPJEDÍA 
DOMESTIC ECONOMY. 

E e. contents Nn everything which enters into the 

comfort, SPORE: necessity, utility, and enjoyment of a 
family." ”— John 

* There is no tat of information necessary in housekeeping 

which is not found in this Encyclopædia.” —Literary Gazette. 
ondon: LONGMAN, BROWN, GREEN, and LoNGMANS. 

NEW WORK ON OU RA PHILOSOPHY. 
Just MENTS 2 vols, fep. 8vo, Woodeuts, 13s. 6d. cloth, 

a das PHYSICS. Part 2, Yorpondebiplo 
PESCHEL, Principal of the Royal 

iiir, Oo ‘oligo. Dr mee Translated from the German, wit! 
o A y E 

LE ects "The Physies of Ponderable Bodies, 7s. 6d. 
ds We trace the hand of a master, who has placed before his 

readers, in the most lucid order, those branches of science in 
their modern improved s state, The work is a little b er 
of physical science, and we heartily recommend it as a work 
by which the publie will benefit, »— Philosophical Magazine. 

London: LONGMAN, Brown, GREEN, and LoNGMANS. 

NEW WORK ON THE FOOD OF ANIMALS AND 
FATTENING Nn ae! TLE, 

Just published, in 1 vol. fcp. 8vo, price 5s. clo 
oh MENTAL RE: SEARCHES on tlie FOOD 

4 of ANIMALS and the FATTENING of CATTLE: with 
Remarks on the Food of Man, By ROBERT DUNDAS THOMSON, 
M.D. of the University of Glasgow. 
“The oon of the origin ‘of the fat of animals appears to 

be Adee sh resolved by these beautiful and elaborate experi- 
nts.” ener Liebig. 

London TRA BROWN, GREEN, AND LONGMANS. 

LOUDON'S AGRICULTURE, 
Fifth Nus mu a new Supplement, A very ‘thick vol, 8vo, 

ith nearly 1300 oodo, 
N ENCYCLOP PÆDIA OF “AGRICULTURE, 
By J. C. Loupon, F.L.G. Jh. and H.S., &c., Author of the 

“Encyclopædia of Gardening," &c. "The Suj lement, with 
Sixty-five Engravings on Wood, may be had separately, price 5s, 

y the same Author. 
AN ENCYCLOPADIA OF GARDENING, 50s. 
HORTUS BRITANNICUS, 31s. 6d. 
AN ENCYCLOP/ ÆDIA OF PLANTS. 725.64. 

London: LONGMAN, Brown, GREEN, and LONGMANS. 

DEDICATED TO E LOMAS HOUSEKEEPERS OF 

Just published, pri zoe ie 6d., a New Edition of 
MES ACTON’S MODERN COOKERY BOOK. 

In which all the receipts have been strictly tested, and 
are given with the most are E 

* To this edition have bee: ded Directions, p Carving, 
illustrated by eight Per iU ed steel 

t valuable compendium of the am DM ee yet been 
published P= Mor ning Post. 

ondon: LONGMAN, Brown, GREEN, and LoNGMANS. 

DEDICATED BY PERMISSION TO DR. ABERCROMBIE, 
n one thick volume octavo, double columns, pri 

The SSYDAE Edition, En!ar ged, orfécti and. improved, of 

DICTIONAR [0] CINE, 
DESIGNED FOR POPULAR Um 

Containing an Account of DISEASES and their TREATMENT, 
including those most frequent in arm nates ; with 
DIRECTIONS for Administering MEDICINES ; the REGU- 
LATION of DIET and REGIMEN ; and the Managément of 
the DISEASES of OMEN. end CHILDREN. 

R MACAULAY, M.D., 
Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons of BES and 

Physician-Accoucheur to the New Town Dispensar; 
“Just such a work as Sy pes of a family ought to have 

on his book-shelf.”— Brighton He 
DAM & CHARLES BLACE, Palaban gh; Loneman & Co., London, 

^ SOCIETY OF ARTS PRIZE PATTERNS. 

PHE SOCIETY being desirous of procuring beautiful 
forms of ordinary EL to be sold at the same prices as 

the commonest and most vulgar, awarded their Prizes to Messrs. 

Minton, of Stoke-on-Trent, for two Jugs and a Toilette Ser- 

vice, complete ; and to FELIX Sext For a Tea Service, 

These articles may now pe f all dealers in China and 

ARMERS' CLUBS.—An arrangement has just 
been made by which the result of the discussions enter- 

tained upon Prose ip questions in the Local Farmers' Clubs 

will be given in the “ agazine.” Nearly 20 200 columns 
f A 

of the best 3. most ium Mec which bti the prizes of 
the leading Agricultural Societies. The series of Portraits of 

Patrons of Agriculture and Eminent British pk re with 

Biographical Memoirs, is in continuation—Mr. rey, of Dil- 
ston, and Mr. Smith, of Deanston, have just appe: ane Price 2s, 

May be had of Booksellers. Office, 24, Norfolk-st., Strand, 

Kingdom, at the price of the 

CHEAPEST and cours roken and at higher prices, ac- 

cord ing to qua; 
are pul m in white, buff, and olive-coloured 

Hastheawars, in white China, and China with gold handles, as 

submitted to H. R, H. the Pico Albert, the President of ‘the 

Soe enge 

AGRIS RIETS od ANTI. GOR EUs aOR 

«rpENANT RIGHT.”—That an Alteration in the 
Conditions upon which Land has been hitherto occupied 

and cultivated, affording greater security to the Tenant 

Farmer for the investment of his capital and a wider scope for 

the Sxcreee d of his judgment, as well as a considerable change 

in the law of Landlord and Tenant, ui be greatly accelerated 
rfectly manifest ; in ud 

bye D of all RAM s, price 7d. ; 
» 24, Norfolk-st., Strand, London 

, 108, 4d. ate annum, 

HE CORN TRADE.—The ace destruction 
of the POTATO crop in the United Kingdom—and the 

admitted failure of the grain and pulse ee pent itis appre- 
hended, of the E) also, in France—render early and correct 

ue on the stock ‘of grain available to meet the exi- 
gency, of more port ance than for many years past. 

trouble ai expense is spared to furnish the latest and best in- 

telligence in the MARK-LANE Express, which has been for many 
years ens authority in the Corn TRADE IN ENGLAND and 
in Forrren CouNTRIES. — May be had, by order, of all 
'BodbHers, price 17, 10s. 4d. per annum. Office, 24, Norfolk- 
Street, Strand. 

[9RD GEORGE BENTINCK stated'at the meeting 
ti at Coleshill, on the 9th of September, that by the destruc- 
tion of the P O crop as proved, food to the value o: 
10,000,0001. had been lost ; and that France, “tong the failure 

"the crops, would require 2,000,000 quarters of grain, This 

yast demand must cause great excitement, and render correct 
information as to the supply, and the quarters from whence it 
may be obtained, of the highest importance. No trouble nor 
expense is spared to furnish the latest and best intelligence in 

the MAnk-LANE EXPRESS which has been for many years the 
authority in the Conn TRADE IN ENGLAND and in FOREIGN 

Counrrres.—May be had, by order, of all Booksellers, price 7d. 
Office, 24, Norfolk-street, Strand, London 

simple Loo that its use has been always most strenuously 

opposed by colour RAM I oil and colourmen, 

and others interested in the sale of common BE. It is also 

yery economical, any labourer being able to lay it Colours— 

light stone, dr: ab or Portland ditto, Bath ditto, Tight t and dark 

yellow ditto, light and dark oak, light and dark lead, light and 
dark chocolate, bright and dark ri xed, and black, 34s. per cwt. ; 

invisible green, 50s.; bright ditto, 60s. ; deep green, 60s. per 

onials received fro e Nobility, Gentry, and Clergy, who 

have used the Aa ooroo for many years at their country 
seats, . ©. is reluctantly compelled to caution the public 

against the putoo imitations of his Original Anti-Corrosion 

Paint now SIM for E He has no agents whatever. All 
sted to be sent direct. 

S1 SI iyHEPECTED, \BY 
USE OF HOLLOWAY’S PILLS. — 

terminate in Consumption. 

tried, and numerous the medical EU MM whom he tni 

sulted, put allinvain. Yet, wonderful to relate, by the sole 

use of Holloway’s Pills, he is now enjoying the blessings of 
health, which he had been deprived of for nearly 30 years. 

UDINBURGE VETERINARY COLLEGE.—Tur 
COMMITTEE of tbe, HIGHLAND AND AGRICULTURAL 

SOCIETY OF SCOTLAND, appointed to superintend the 
VETERINARY COLLEGE, hereby intimate that the Session 
will commence upon Monday, the 9th of November next. 
er Course of Study will be conducted as follows :— 

he ETE Physiology, and Pathology of the Horse, 
Neat Cattle, Sheep, Pig, and Dog, including | Stable prenga 
ient, and the anaE of the Fo: orge, by Professor Dic! 

2, The Principles of soe Materia Medica, aad Phar- 
macy, by Dr. WILSON, 
ian ene ‘Zoological y and Demonstrations, by 

rr. 
4. pon Piae y; K a i de Wortuiwoso cy, and Veterinary Materia Medica, by 

der of. the ‘Commit e, 
Highland and gricattuser BOn eet ee Edinburgh, 30th September, 1546. 

HE LATE DESTRUCTIVE HAIL-STORM. meis 
Publie Meeting was held at the London Tavern, Bisho 

gate-street, 17th August, 1846, for the relief of the s A OUR 
H. R, H. the DUKE OF CAMBRIDGE, K.G., in the Chair, 

WDR SUBSCRIPTION: S. 
His Grace the Me. 8, Girling 10 0 
of Northumbertand£to a4 0 ibson 

L. O., Regent's-park 10 Ee M.P. 1 0 
ce, Esq. 5 3 0| E. D per Geo. 

WO! 5 0 0| Esq . Y 1,9 
6 0 0| Hus Y. M*Nab' 11:9 

. M'Mu m sq. 5.0 ME r, Jas, Alexander.. 1 1 0 
T ce, Sio 5 0 0| W. PR Bade ov Delon 
Huh Thorngerot , 3 3 0|Mr. Ching. 100 
A, Rowlan 3.00 pmi Subscriptions 
Mr. Puopus Ü | A REA ah Esq. 017 0 
eae wo + 800 010 6 

r J. EE Graig, . 010 0 
is m 2 2 0|Mr.Ool: 010 0 

J.Y B, Esq. I] 2 2 0| Miss Eliza. Rodgers. . vp 010 0 
Mrs. ataa TE a Ot E “ele a US US B 

Subscriptions received this week by United Gardeners and 
Land-Stewards’ Journal, 4/, 13s. 

Subscriptions received by the following Banko —Messrs. 
Barclay and Co. ; Messrs. Coutts and Co. ; ocks, Bid- 
dulph, and Co. ; ones, Loyd, and e des Scott 
and (oie ; and Messrs. eu and So 

J.T. Nrvinns, Hon. Hele 
Committee Room, Horns Tavern, Kennington, Oct. 

N ETROPOLITAN SEWAGE MANURE COM- 
PANY.—This Company having obtained their Act of In- 

comperanony the Directors are pr spaced to receive applications 
for rhe unanpnoneh pated shares, An early speech will be made. 

m of Application for Shar 
To the Directors oft the Metropolitan Sewage Manure Company. 
Gentlemen—I hereby EADAE N m allot shares of. 

201. each in the dise Ass ny; SERERE to accept the 
same, or any less numbef that Way ie allotted to me, and to 
pay the deport of ll. per share thereon, and to execute the 
necessary deeds when required. 

P Pofossion or ee . 
Refere 

Address to Messrs, -Bahay Shaw, a Smith, "Solicitors; 5, 
Berners-street, Lo) 

Extracts from "e Report of the Bee Committee of the 
House of Common: 

“Your Committee cannot TURT their Report without 
urging upon the House the importance of a Pme which pro- 

Ut Ifthe confident expectations of your Committee are accom- 
plished, it will not fail ultimately to realise all the advantages 
which were originally contemplate: r. Dickenson has 
proved the efficiency of liquid manures, The meadows of 
Edinburgh and of Mausfield have shown the power of sewage 

Mr. Thompson, of Clitheroe, m Mr. Harvey, of Glas- 
shed the fact—that r be E a 

EB 
[1 LE Ẹ SB 

y 
of, the eee contriy- 

bid There will be found individuals, no doubt, in this country 
of enterprise, to give further development to ee s px ex- 
WD but it is only through the agency o: mpany 
hat they may be all combined, and applied to ie. M DOE 
punta, of cleansing our towns, purifying our rivers, and 
enriching our soil.” 

JOHN JAMES MOORE, Secretary, 

— FEATHER BEDS PURIFIED BY STEAM. 

IPS and SONS have just completed the erection of 
Machinery for the Purifying of Feathers on a New Prin- 

ciple, by which the S Us of the quill are evapo- 
rated and carried off i ; thereby not only E the im- 
purities of the füsihen, itselt BERAG remove they are 
rendered quite free from the unpleasant smell of the stove, 
which all new feathers are subject to that are dressed in the 
ordinary way. 

Old Beds, re-dressed by. this process, are perfectly freed from. 
all impurities, and by expanding the feathers the bulk is 
Pn increased, and consequently the Bed is rendered much 
w $ 

The following are the present Prices of New Feathers :— 
Mixed, per Ib. 0. est Foreign Grey Goose 2s. y 
Grey Goose .. Id 4d. »Iish White ^ 2s, oa 

ades Grey Goose — 1s. 8 » Dantzic White 3s. 

L & Son’s List of Bedding, eee full particulars 2 

eyes, Sizes, and Prices, sent free by post, on application 

to their del asit 196, opposite the Chapel, Tottenham 

court Roa! 

De nients s PATENT BEEN STOVE 

mmer, 
urchase one of the PATENT P! 

SUSPENSION SPOVES: The Seventh Thousand is already 

on sale, ys in e beginning of this, whieh is but third season, 
t what is said of its clea DINH it singularly 

een in operation, at 

Ds ANE’ s, iE to the Monument, 46, King ‘William-street, 

London-bridge. 

Printed by WiziiAw Brapsury, of No. 6, York-place, Stoke Newington, ps 
Faxpsnicx Morterr Evans, of No. 7, Church-row, Stoke Newington, bot 

o el A mbard-atri 
the Precinct of Whitefriars,in the City of London; and published B [o 

"m | i of St. Paul's, Cov 
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f -N mis hereby given, that an ELECTION of FOUR 
» 

| PENSIONERS on the d of this Charity will take place | ̂Y distance.—Providence Nursery, Ramsgate, Oct. Extra fine first-rate show varieties, 12s., 18s.; and 30s., per doz. 

A | ANDE RHODODENDRONS&e. — THE FINEST CARNATION T CEN = 

" 
ST CARNATIONS, PICOTEE i 

Aper stt piss acy V eere. F C. BALL is prepared to execute immediate PINK d S, AND } 

actui 697 a Norwegian barro PD d Orders for th V pi am Plants, and ean with zr 

iMllonale cf certain pras: [5 | Paris Ur mium: Show [> f ER M Wem 5 ped pr Bro dee GE d ien | 

á it 3 Taxodium perviene a d d oreum s. is season unusually strong an H 

MN puesto LUE 81 iss wa po | no 6to Stas 1s.to 3 6| healthy, and are now ready for sending out, in fine well f ota 

Apples, dessert. =- -= 6986 Chirita. BOO ist escas Arbutus provera, 18 in. plants, to any part ofthe United Kingdom, or for exportation, 

Ag, chen f 45 = 698-6 Weigelia rosea E CIO 6| to 2 fee! v .. 9 6| atthe ‘following prices 

AN epa belladona i > 2 593 6 Veronica Lindleyana, x | Torenis os WS first-rate show varieties of Camma- | 

Beans and Potatoes grown 
corallina au . 5 

i gear effect of alveaus on’ 0907 Cohen cordata (Veitel’s) 5 0| (Pinces) ..10 6{12pairs , do. do. 24 5:2 SAGO 

geo kiate op Ex ERI. 692 c PLUS pte # : Chironia floribunda, » DE. sad T wee dues espe Show ec of do. “do, <; ̂ s "i - 

18 in. 0 o 
, 

|] Re LIU RUN 95 b Statice | palsamia ` Bru 25 doi of finest first-rate show varieties of Pinks |. 1 4 0 

I NIS ; ge x - (strong) pe 0|. (Veiteh's st FINE CAMELLIAS. 

ish Associa ion, 891 to 6 È g 
| 

Calendar, Ag. Bim mara of Tor € Poratoen $ Suse = wre Pentetemon gens. alba. * e. Done Fochsioldes +: YOUELL & Co. are now supplying very healthy 

— Horticultural = + 8956 26 | An allo allowance e to the Trade. a Abs t plants of the above, comprising the finest varieties in cultiva~ 1 

Calves, short bons saleof — ou z Benro HM ‘tute for s D NOW SEND ING OUT, tion, at 205. per dozen. 

c msi i, seges ot - PEST glue of Guano as 5 mai "i ORGET ME NOTI GERANIUM i is a great im- THE FINEST DUTCH HYACINTHS, &c. 

a) > 7oza| —autuinn plastng- 693 a, 700 D provement on NE'S Sens flower “THE | YOUELL and CO. have received their importa- 1 

Disco, gpd aded Ju sn EUM Ug = UKE OF CORN S wALD. ̂ Jt is much brighter in oabi tion of the above in the finest condition, and are enabled to | 

Evergreens, whoa to plane > 03 ¢ Probus Parnes ATE. e TAR having clear andi brilliant petats of rich verity with a large | offer very superior HYACINTHS by name, comprising double | 

Teyine of prstutes - 692a - - 500b | and intensely black spot; is a bold trusser of good habit. | and Sing gle Red, Blue, White, and Yellow, at 6s., 9s., and 12s. 

i produce; reduced pros os iss yonekes larga Fai It can ir recommended as one “of the jionee p most valuable | per en. f 

Fish, thelr nests eroi QUE RRB Tut ^ «i ote, Hower oF D day, eaoh TV 10e CEDRUS DEODARA. 

Gator Gardens, nodos = 0852 Simmons 5o merer Du. he following Set ok four, for 4L, ma Lm mely :— YOUELL and CO. beg to inform Planters and the 

PRAE Aie Piy ges 0) | See aoe eval QURE d cw, [E GRE, THE NOT, REM WALTER | Trade, they are enabled to supply 
[o AR piantae sweat. US EL SD CRS T, ALEIGH GILBERT, anp THE PERI; Plants of the above, yell establisted bte d 

Nl d 695 b Superphoephate of Hime as e Stock of F M is dnm B a few Sets “only of | terms. 
| 

uano, to apply 700 a 693 c us s remain ; early orders are therefore necessary 

ps, Manure for. Potatoes Sata sweden t fo transplant B E The SAT allowance Uu the Trade. Great Steven? is paid ARAUCARIA. IMBRICATA, or CHILIAN PINE. | 

w, Norwegian a| — to preserve r Pe | 

Hearing, Polmane si =- - 6034. Tenant Per landlord, agrees to careful se Se —Apply to WizzrAw E. Renpre and Co. yeh a + e+ e+ 12s, per doz, 

edgehog, carnivorous - —- 693 c een. betwee! 697 c Plymouth, Oct, 17. ” ` LT m = It S. » D. 

Hishlanda; wla aportat > abu e Tori M ulmi ui EN T PTT dedo ce E Eo RE | 
ighlands, wild sports of - ¢ | Tortols - 694a UNT E : t, very ne and bus | 

Horticultural Sovi '" Meot- 6 
q 5 » 

Mo exam s enl dob Fa a Tk ILLIAM MILLER has supplied the above to| 4 4 measuring from 12 to 15 ins, across | 

E: Sida Men Ed see eo c | ru ripa AE Arp ded those who favoured him with their orders, and still has | m9 ancy up pace iss io 2 teet i in height, and | 

me c | Turnips, d;ill husband: 69 a x a 

* Tus ~~ 608 b yes re on MERN ne» UD sp c M dere plants of each ready to send on receiving pre- Cedrus Deodara, 2 years : 18s. per doz. | | 

anure guano 694 a | Vine bor 
Meirepo Mah Sewage ld sports of he Highlands T p i: MOUNT ETNA +. SI 21720 Ditto "dito Eii worked ee | 

| Company 701 o wasps kill ISABELL 010 6j the two 30s. NS SEINE 1 yea ^ 

= Bleach-vefte an = ag dé ELT Drs foliage and ia: o | N.B. Mount Ftna has obtained four prizes, and Isabella one, jes morinda, years, in pots, ine rr me | 

Seas Mia £ | at the London Exhibitions. They are warranted to give satis- Tinto die NESCIRE D j d | 
ew varieties, by name, 12s. per dozen. | 

| 

| 
| 

Descriptions can Deo obtained. Great attention pid to Weigelia rosea. 

a careful packing. — WILLIAM E RreNDLE and Co., lymout 

d on WEDNESDAY, Ru JAN. 1847. All persons desirous of be- HSIAS. 

coming Candidates, will be required to send in their testimo- ASS anp BROWN have this season to offer the 12 first-rate new Euch; min ü 
nials, certificate of Divth, and all other particulars to the Com- following, ‘Their Autumn Catalogue of Ranunculuses, |? Ths REM e app, inpor Chee pesmi ial 

mitte on or betoro the Sst inst, after which time they will Bulbs, &c. is now ready, and may be had pre-paid on appli- Wieder biet eu dd || 
ot be receive: cation, 

N 

Diinied Torna was PEM application. B SUPERB NEW RANUNCULUSES. Eus fine Pansy Seed, from newest ‘and best va- 1 | 

.... 97, Farringdon-s' m M rone Sec. hese consist of: very superior and first-rate flowers, which ues. per packe 0-2^6 | 

aT wane they have chiefly selected during the last four years from many Al ppm baie from Mr. Van Houtte's va- Ta 

: f séedli lo lecti 
j 

F C. BALL vig. * Stoek. of. from two to three will De sent free i by POSER wur uud B -—XÓÀ ag mite Antirrhinum Bright, lutea; and venosa, per packet 9-10 | 

e millions of the above, begs to offer them to the notice of 50 varieties for 40s., er 1 pair a ench, 70s. n finest mixed 12 varieties, PER 9010 | 

Railway Contractors and Planters. Samples and prices will 2 itto 228. Myatts British Queen — berry: 1000 3 6 | 

pL ea e DE Nurseries, Oct. 17, 1846. | The above are aeee see Aea für hgprous romii Princess Alice LU HON RETE j 

ANSIES, PINKS, CARNATIONS, AND PICOTEES. | and Pine oom. i fendi, 18 asi ucc ew, athens a” 
m , " ntain fine ol m yos o 0s., or 1 ors of eac! v 

| 

ARLES à URNBR S es A ERE Non eons al 4 E : Extra fine fuste show varieties, 18s. per doz., fine do., 10s. 
of.the above popular Flowers, d Tine eed Rannnenluses ue 10s. d To YOUELLS EARLY TOBOLSK RHUBARB, ! 

and may be had on pre.paid application, r eri. 15s. 0d. 
ore eer PRU, GLAD: enutiful: Anene variodes Uc 5s. MYATT'S od te to. Fines rong Roots for forcing. 
AO pm S xed summer hybrids, P 50 STRONG GIANT ASPARAGUS, 2s. 6d. per | 

NATIONS AND PICOTEES. EARLY p GIPS, Br beautiful varieties for pots or Steamers from this port to Rotterdam and fall ae a-week, u 

OHN DICKSON, of Acre-lane, Brixton, Siana borders, 3 roots of each . 12 6 |and to London daily. j| 

begs to inform the cultivators of this beautiful tribe of 6 varieties, 3 roots of each 70 reat Yarmouth Nücser, Oct. 17. | 

Flowers, that his UE UE Of tho best known varieties, now | DOUBLE TULIP. potus 3 roots of eac! 7.0 
| 

BRUN to n REUS a i y be had on application, by enclosing a | HYACI S E Imported Dutch, m named, i; p 15:0 GROOM, Craruaw Russ, near Lonpon (removed | 

jo] 3 E E AT . e * from Walworth), by APPOINTMENT FLORIST TO HER | 

Bars S NEW GERANIUMS.—Now sending ou BRANIUMS, MAJESTY THE QUEEN, and to Ins MAJESTY THE Kino OF SAXONY, | 

RGET ME NOT, REMEMBRANCE SIR ding o The sp strong En Welt osablished are now ready :— jr to call the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, and Amateurs | 

RALEIGI GILBERT, and the PERI. The whole set for 41. superb show varieties 21s., or 12 for 12s- to the following dewan ee ae | 
f UU i th Trade. 25 very superior, newer var. 50s., or 12 for 30s. Each—s. d. Each—s.d. 1| 

sual a. ios o the Tra i ieties. Calystegia Io me -. 5 0| Epacris levigata | 
y m RO | "n | eg e! 

2 Leianthus nigrescens oe 

ROSES.— WOODLAND SERY, MARES IELD, ERE 

KFIELD, SUSSE 

VM. WOOD Aw» SUN'S DESCRIPTIVE CATA- 
GUE OF ROSES. A New Edition, containing all 

the PROVED novelties of the season, may still be had GRATIS 

5 FROM GREECE, AND FROM | Carriage free to London ; and for or Chirita A, 
extra plants or roots will be presented to i expense of distant T 

. Post.| Tetratheca hirsuta 
A remittance from. gates epee ‘08 ‘Angelonia Acribunds 

6 Hi Dichorisandra ovalifolia 1 
6 n ey E comes ae 

ate 
Siphocamphyllus coccinea 

Stylidium androsacea .. 

TARIED PLAN! 
SOUTH PERSIA EA few Sets of the valuable Dried 

Plants collected in GR by M, Th. Heldreich, and those carriag: 
: 

en DU a be made payable to WrnLrAM BASS or NIU Tacsonia mollissima Mid eem 

2 bs 

6 | Ruellia montana 
ted SOUT ER EN by M. T. Kotschy, may still be : oe 

eatea by. Voti PRSIA Bx dris, Borawtest, Boor. | BROW rx. Seed and Horticultural Establishment, Sudbury, manicata .. 3 6 | Mussænda frondosa i. 
fu est, Boho, London. Thé Plants in both col- | Suffo . Rondeletia speciosa . macrophylla 21 

Clematis smilaxifolia .. Geranium Duke sete Hamil- 
36 

| 

SELLER, Frith- jf 1 Jew us AD = a ee 

Jections are named; many of them are scarcely known in the UNIQUE à HOLLYHOGKS AND SHOT VY HERBACEOUS 

English NR uu ono of f them are entirely new species. 8, AnD SHOW Epacris miniata .. es. E» x | 

fs OLIAN COLLECTION of M. Th. Hel- wits AM May, T Hi Š, RUE a propagated the| Foreign orders exacuted id ae ích diti on the usual | 

dreich is expecte DE asrive HOTU Ys ac deeper coiere Tu ova ini Eriensive quantities, begs to offer them on the | terms. A remittance will be expected with orders from un- | 

HOMAS ND Ua INURSERYMAN AND SEEDSMAN, | following very reduced terms, viz. known corron ponents | 

of which | 
Croydon, begs to announce that he is now sending out his | Hardy Herbaceous Plants, ne showy sorts, by nam Sn UNES S 

EARLY CABBAGE PLANTS, the best Early Cabbage grown, m than 1000 species and varieties, abs. per 100, NEW BAST OR MATTING FOR HORTICUL | 

Mr, por DOR EE REUS ER E, Walcheren  Cauli- . M.'s selection TURAL PURPOSES. This article, imported from the j 

flower, at 7s. per hundred ; Imperial dd Hardy ue Cab- Holiyhoeks, very superb sorts, by der and colour, for Em Island of Cuba by J. © q., of Brooklands, exhibited at 

. bage Lettuce at 35. 6d. per hundred, and a fine variety of | bition, and for which he was 'awarded the premium pri t | the Chiswick TAA Mir Fe highly approved for its strength 

Brown Cos. Stones and Ready Penny Early Round potatoes, | the Darlington Brhibition in September last, 125. per dozen. and neatness aby Dr. Lindley, Mr. Marnock, and the numerous 

‘also Early Walnut-leaved Kidney Poth toes; free from T Hollyhocks, fine double sorts, proper for borders or shrub- | eminent garden nd nurserymen who saw it, may now be 

and the pes mae for immediate planting, at 5s. per pe ck, peries, of all shades and colours, 30s. per 100. procured in packs as imported, at 6s. each, each packet 

ackage included. . having pai lecting, selecting, Pieldin as much tying material as six mats, by forwarding a 

P Ji orders made payable on Croydon Post-office. m E dis AAR ‘br “nore peu 20 prc flatters Post-otiide. order for tito amount either to Wih. Uh Ayres, 

A respectable in- in oor Pigpsestici see Fred veruni himself his collection is equal to in cultivation. same | Brooklands, lache th park Kent, or any of the following | 

RDIAN CASES. remarks may be applied to md Sisi paceous Plants, for which | Agents :—Mes J. A. Henderson & Co., Pine Apple-place, f 

kiat EWART a Co.» Bedford Conservatory, | he hs 4 GT froliyhooks (ell wa best double flowers) des EE pos Seer ee aad KR i 
ollyho est do! ,| Fraser, ri - ; Fea + Fair s I 

Covent-garden, respectfu ly intimates that they have for | Seed of yhocks e 1 VU AE EET xi the best | Nurseries, Clapham ; W. Catleugh, Hans-place, Sloane-atreet, | 

of improved CASES, well adapted for Pansy, Calceolaria, Fu 
-rooms, from ae to 201, each, wers of the preset season, in packets at 2e 6d. and 5s., | Chelsea ; and Flanagan and Son, Mansion House-street, City. 1 

ing. 
y me; oat free. 

ns a AE tee andess pronpuy at attende p N.B. e Trade supplied on the usual tems warding Eoo Potage. stamps to Mr, Ayres, The usual discount | 

onservatories constructed on dpt principles. Hope Ninen eraa Yorkshire, Oct. 17. to the trade for cash on delivery. | 
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Be ae oe: Ww be e The. 

ardy perennial, 
avus blue and white, 

Passion-flower. The following, by the 
ee of 29th. November. last, dee to this pU 

(—'* NEW Pig Nr s iod Grigor.—Y our Aquilegia isscer- 

ey one of extraor inary pM A.flower mow before us 

is upwards of 4 inen diameter, 

OHN Grigor & Co., Nurseries, Forres, N.B. 

THE TRADE AND OTHERS. 

Nurseries, Cheshunt, xiu Mee the Waltham Railway 

PAUL aw» SON ect io eall attention to their 
* extensive stock of F OREST TREES, EVERGREENS, 

ORANE DH Ae SHRUBS, PLANTS, la &c. 

C, of all a d estaba s which cover upwards of 30 acres of. 

Seda: The mathe finest possible conato, and 
on sale at very Rs e pelo 

A. PavL AND Sow will be Se happy to show the stock to 
any one who may sede e mim ay 

Priced Lists will be forwarded application. 

CHOICE GERANIUM, CHEA 

ASS AND BROWN have a fine stock of ‘the p 
ieties ready to send out immediately, stron; 

and well established in 4-inch pots at the Prage low SU 

Packages to d cj Pe sent carriage fr 
‘he following 2 2 for dre m Ackbar, 

Begum, Cid, Chan Silverio’ s), Šotherstones Egbert; Eliza 
Sauvage, England's 8 Y een, Fearless, King of Beau ties, ur 

fisher, Magician, Mogul, Princess Alice, Ro: ett Superb: a, 

rpe ual Shield of Achilles, Titus (Hoyle's), 

a Surrey, Zenobi a (Beck's 
of the following 2 20s., or 12 for 15s.—viz, Black 

Spwart (Beak) ER ea (Garth's), AUN (Fos- 

* ter's), Coronation Superb, Cyrus Superb, of Suther- 

land, Duke 
Hebe (Beck’s), Imogene, Iyanh pi 
Lady Villiers, Ey Chancelor, . Nue, EY Nestor, 

on 

aber: dozen, 
areca fine selections as Eid “Hien left to B. & B, to 

3 superb xe iia acd for As., en 12 do, for 12s., including 
prised in the first 

25 very ey (newer selection) Bs or 12 for 30s, 

Post- "oca orders p: M Bass, or STEPHEN 
Brown. Remitt: paces are requested Teoste unknown corres- 
iue 

ic pasta Suffolk. 
NEW SEEDLING STRAWBERRIE 

MYATT. ann SONS have selected Bore their stock 
* of seedling gs its following varieties, which are now ready 

for sending out 
Mxarr's GLOBE, largeand fine flavour, per 100 S 

MAMMOTH, very large 
'ROLIFIO, early ana great bearer 

Hoorzn’s SEEDLING, early 
The above selections are; in distinct, and well B the 

attention of gro’ 
Early orders "Will ensure strong vote for fruiting next 

Season.—Manor Farm, Deptford, Oct. 

ENDS Mast NEAPOLITAN AND PER- 
ETUAL VIOL &c. — A large quantity of the 

sort are cultivated ig RA at the low scale ot prices quoted 
by W. ROGERS and SON, eiar, Sou! 
Perpetual Tree Violets, bedded, stron; idc 30s. 

” » 
iy as 

S dit! er dozy 93, 
eapolitan its mor uten Mo NE pants 305. 0, j s 

to ditto .. t pu 95. 
Né ‘Dot uble- bon Violets Beaded Pe emis » 6s. 

Tag peus Ponticum, strong bedded de de layers but 
sed from seed and w ell roote 

Two years ditto, 2to ii inches, 608, T 

lë foot, 205. per: 100; 2 feot; ? 20s. per 1 1 foot, 15s: per 100; 90. 
à olay two: years bedded, 1 to 2 feet Ponticum m 

many set x bloom), 50s. per 109. 
Hybrid Cat: 1 foot; 508 per 100, 
Hybrid Sud arborea and maximum, 1 to 2. in., 25e. za 100, 
Arboreum Ablum, 1 to 2 feet; from pota; i p^ e per 

Common Arbutus, bedded, 3 to 6 inches, 122. 6d. per T 
t, 40a. per 1000; 2.0.3 feet, 50, H^ 1 1000. 

" er L(t 
Rhubarb per 100, 
ej ifordered e less 
Ibe made. Oct, 17, 

i ame PE 
quantities a proportionately higher char 

TO RAILROAD CONTR 
ICHARD earn I 

et, Cork, 
Hundred Thousand T 

SETS AN 

ipr 
vom 6 to 12: inches, in and 
above shall have prompt 

votland, 
so several Thousand Arbut 

out of pots. 
attenti 

(DWARD FREDERICK FAIRBAIRN, Vrorist, 
‘Wandsworth-voad, London, begs to offer the following in 

strong plants, at the annexed prices. Post-office orders: are: 
dos d sted from unknown correspondents made payable. at 
Aapham. 
12 pair. Ene show Carnations. , 
12 icotee: 
12 ae: 3o. Pinks .. 
ni extra fine S inks 5 .. 

d do. i 

E 

Y indluding/Otley's 
and Ward's Great Britain 

12 fine show Fuchsias os 
12 do. do., including Pairbairn’s 

Fairbairn's Delicata, and Newber 
12 fine named Geraniums +. m 
g $ E 3 & E è E 2.8 

12 fine UE CU 
e stronger do. d 

extra fine Eny I PEN tirih . 
i fine Hybrid Perpetual, Bourbon and Tea. 

ses, in pots 
E. do. do., including Bi ourbon Reine de Virgis .. 1 

F.F. begs to offer afew packets of Antirrhinum Seed, saved 
with sent care at 23. 6d. and 5s. per packet Pansy- -seed saved 
fi i 2s. Gd. and 5s. per packet. Lobelia, 
saved from Fulgens multiflora, le ‘idised, ye per packet, Also 
Artanema fimbriata, 2s. 6d. per packet, 
Wandsworth-road, Oct. 17. 

B. SMITH. begs leave to inform the RES] 
* Gentry, and the Trade, that his stock of AZALEA IN. 

DICAS are unusually fine this season, His list will be found 

o contain many new and splendid varieties of this interesting 

ees pe A last two seasons' production. favouring 

J. B. i their commande, will find the articles of first- 

rate medo iun ind charges strictly moderate, zx good collec- 

tion E Camellias, Rhododendrons, Liliums, Roses, &c. 

t will be forwarded on receipt "ofa pode stamp, 
ashton Wursaty, Ei Kingston, Surrey. 

PN BENJAMIN BIRCHAM, Hedenham 
Rosary, Bungay, Suffolk, begs to offer the following Select 

Béspetuah aud aedis ROSES: for Sale. hese pius are 
ea (own tdi and b iid been bedded out all summer, 

Re B. B. pes confident Mer 

to London, pre Norfolk Railway — 
BOU HYBRID PERPETUAL. 

sz r pianta: d. er plant—s, d. 
RERUM ES 6| Augustine Mouchelet .. 2 0 
ate Beluze  .. m 2 0 rnon E dv. 1.168) 
Ceri 2 0| Clementine oA $4 1 6 
Comic ice de Seine ot Marne 2 0 e d'Eu OON 
Comte de Rambuteau.. 2 6|Dr. ME 20 
Crimson Globe .. .. 1 6|Ducd'Aumale 2.0 
Dieul Duc d'Orleans .. 2 0| Duchess oft Sutherland. « X 0 

uc de Chartres .. 2. 0| Earl Talbot em) 
upetit Thouars .. 9 0| Fulgorie pu Kad 

Edouard Desfosses .. 1 6|La Reine o 2 6 
Enfante d’Ajaccio -. 1 6} Lady Alice Peel ios '2* Gi 
Gloire dela Guillotierre 2 0 nae Fordwich o 16 

oire de Paris .. sfe 25 0 | Dai . ve 11:6 
Jeorge Cuvier. .. 2% 6| Mademé Laffay^ l5 
La Gracieuse .. +» 2 0: Melanie Cornu, .. .20 
Le ira . ie Bt O arquise Boccella v4.2. 0l 

Le 9 0| Mrs. Ell m 016 
Marechal ae Palaise +» 5 0| Prince Albert. .. eee in 
Madame Aubis . +. 2 6| Prince of Wales son 156: 
d Souchet .. 2 6| Rivers (Laffay) .. 25 10:6 
Pa jse] m s. 2-0} Thibault 2 2 6 
Pierre de St. Oyr ^. 1 6| William Jesse 216 
eee penne o I} 6 OISE T TE. 
Proser) 2. 0 | Cloth of Gold 3 6 

Queen ofthe Bourbons. - 1 6} Fellenbe 1.70! 
Reine d. 5 0 IM ee atn Superb ee 
Reine ae Mitten e Bs 0| Ophii m E 3 6 
Sepintarus m e 50 Sbifaterre 3 0 
Souvenir de la Mal. CE 2 

.. ie 26 e Brei on 20 
Souvenir. de Dumont Mrs. HOS eae P gei) 

d'Urville Em E 6: Eugene Beauharnais 16 
irgil .. 0 16 

E sent upon applicatio 

R. D. BIRCHAM M a large stock of the PAA sieh he 
can offer to urs Trade upon advantageous terms, per 

Persian YeHow, dwarf worked pl 
La meine DDR dwarf, own tre or upon 20 to.30-inch 

sem joe a Malmaison, and Reine de TM Bourbons, 
wari, owu ron, ma ian Oct. 17, 

TO CONT ORS. AND) PL CRAS 

OR Wat! TETHOI AN.—A few Hundred 
ousands of fine clean, transplanted" QUICK to be Dis- 
—For price and sample, apply to Yournn & Co., Great 

s ed Nurser; 
an the finest quality, and-possess an unusual 
róus root: 

|Ma . SMITH begs to inform the Pink growe th 
i he has to dispose of a fow pairs of his URL HER PINKS, 

T n from the D Seed, ** British Damsel rA ohn 

reed namel " OXONIE ENSIS, PR RINCHSS. ROYAL, 
GOLIA a I, and OLD ENGLISH YEOMAN, exhibited by him 

x la Pink and Pansy Shów at Slough, and are con 
show flowers, Price 55. Po pair, with the sidered first- a 

usual allowance. 
eb Sara M for next year 4l seedlings from his “Fox 

lu * pollen “Diana” (with the exception of two), and is 
Ss to show six of them end any other person, whatever 
his stock may e, — Oxford, Blen 1-place, Oct. 17. 

TO NOUN GENTLE 
ABIES GANADEN 
BA K ER, Nurse RY! 

G. 

TRS: ERY d f E 
or HEMLOCK § 

N, ; Bag shot, Pim. eid 
nd Largest ciem in Eu e, of various sizes and in fine 

con can witl ommend, this, noble tree to 
the noties of the mobs at the follow ing pr'ces 

if —Transplanted . at £0 19 
01 le 

Oper 100 
0 

A EW ERDU OIN ERRATAS 

M. IVERY has selected from his stock of superb 
EE the following varieties, which are now ready 

to send 
CON qe, n blue with jc tid and the petals; are 

broad, flat, sho rounded, v certificate at the 

Horticultural So Ooms, Tan. , 1846. 7s. 6d, each. 
COLOSSU EAR with a/peeuliar rosy tint ; fine shape. 5s. 
DESIRABLE white ground, P an with crimson. 3s. 6d, 

PURPUREA SUPERB, fine, 

FAIRY QUE EN, white, a sma ail’ SUE "o d 5s. 

PR INCE ALFRED, shaded purple. 

2, » " - 
8. i ns 5 5 
3054. » Toyo 

PIÓEA'BA 

1 uS T E 8/30. (5 
2 e READ 0 

GB, Ce a Yn ‘Stock of Flowering 1 At LATIFOLAA, 
can soppy them at the follow: RR 

nt 10 9 to 12 ing m ^ 

dul p S irt 3 E qns. d 
0 

e Es Specimen Plat s fr om 38 TA ba to 5s. ach. 

N.B.—Large purchasers vail have aB EE eas T AES 
The usual Dun to the trai 

R-POTS AND GARDEN SEATS. 
OHN MORLOCK 250, Oxford:street, respectfully 
announces that he Bas à very large assortment of the | 

abore ari E ded in UA colours, and solicits au early inspec- 

He — useful CHINA, GLASS, and 
EARTHENWARE at the lowest possibile price, -f6r Gash.—200, 
Oxford.street, near Hyde-park. 

W. D. can also Spes the following SES varieties :— 
Beauty of Menace 25, Beauty of Cyston 2s., Criterio: Ei 
Emperor pA Russia Ls 6. s Nobalis 38. Gd, Fanny Ellsler 254 

Nosegay 2s., Wee 2s., .6d., Captivation 2s., Red 
p os. 6d., Eclipse ls, 6d., Perfecta 33. Gd. ; 

j, Peckham, near London, Oct. 17. —— 
HALF-MOON-STREET. 

Hanover Nur: 
TS. OF 

TOMAS GIBBS and CO., 
y Official appointment), the SEEDSMEN to the 

MAT. AG. AL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND," 
remind the M outlets s [ofthe Society, and Agriculturists 

d Seed Ware- in general, that their only Counting House 4 
20 N-S PICCA- house is at the Corner of HALF-MC REET, 

DILLY, Deae as for the last Fifty Y. 

Priced gricultural Seeds are anaes ready, and may 
e had on "npptication, 

E x RANUNCULUS, ANEMONES, & &c* 
DUTCH HYACINTH. 

96 splendid varieties; for pots, named)... 6s. 6d. per doz, 
very choice lo. o. 6 

24 do. for d glasses included n) 6 3 
Finem 0 
Ranunculuses, 100 varieties, named E E i) per 100. 

0. xed | 
Anemones, finest double mixed m 5 P per ib. 
Croenses, mixed, fin W. 73. HO per 100; 
Double Snowdro ops we 2 

` Irises, Tulips, Nareissus; and Leva vaxicty« of Bulbs ‘equally 

On receipt of a Post-office orien; any of the Rl would be 
delivered carriage free to any market town not exceeding 20 

S; when. less than. a. dozen, 100, m 3 Seer * taken, 2 
une Tigher charge will be m 

W. BAKER AND Son, Seedsmen, Wells, Poite 

ITALIAN AND DUTCH BULBOUS ROOTS. 
a IALL begs to advise his Annual portation of 

e above-named Bulbs, consisting of HYA- 
CIN THS E great variety, OROCUS, dONQUILS. “TULIPS, 
&c. The rates Narcissus, which is the most fragrant 
of all the my is very fine this year EA per dozen, Printed 
MIU Wir aiden, names, and d the fiower- 
ing of Hyacinths, may beh: ad, free, on angleatn, at 63, Sout 

facing the Chay 

ny DWARD BECK'S DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE 
OF SEEDLING Vale eb E above is now 

out of print, d as several of the var lescribed are sold 
out, and it has had Ys pati E Qs E. B. does. not 

intend to have it reprii y 
Of the following VAHGHSE strong plant may still be had in 

exchange for-Post-offici es per MN 
Uurorà — .. oe e's Lip.. Bees peri 6 

Competitor | .. y i 6 | Lug i. 19 
di antic 0s. 6d. 

usual allowance to the Trade, 

N.B. The remaining pa R^ of the Seedlings of 1844 are very 

good, with cuttings on ea 
Worton Cottage, aron, Oct. 17, 

CARLET PELARGONIUMS.—12 Plants of the 
above, in 12 of the best and most distinct Re in ees 

LY vation, are now. us for 1 guini asket inclu 
Shrubland su ’ Priz zefighter et ASETE 
General Tom Thumb rs, Mayler } 
Come! Honeymoo 

ivid King of Scarlets 
beUa Huntsman, true 
Goliah ueen 

Also seeds collected from the above, mixed, in 2s. 6d. D 
per post or otherwise.—Philip Conway, Old Brompton, 0 617s 

M ESSRS. WESTMACOTT & CO., SEEDSMEN. AND 
FLORISTS, A Cheapside (opposite St. Paul's), London, 

beg to inform Noblemen, Gentlemen, and their Customers in 
general, that their Annual Importation of DUTCH, CAPE, and 

other BULBS, e arrived in Saeni pendien and solicit 

the favour of early orders, See n “ Floricultural 

Cabinet and Florists’ Journal,” for Se ptember r, and the “ Hor- 

ticultural Magazine ;” Paxton's and Curtis’s ** Botanieal Maga- 
zines,” for October. ms E Omtelogue will be forwarded on receipt 

of a prepaid applicati 
Mu f ray Stuart's Grove Fulham-road. 

Grass MILK PANS.—in consequence of the in- 
JF creased demand for GLASS MILK PANS, owing to ther’ . 

hitherto used; and also to the extraordinary reduction recently 
made in the price; Putus & WrrcH have the pleasure, to 
announce that they have made arrangements with the manu- 
facturer for a constant supply of the above articles, exces are now 
ready to deliver mem at the underamnentioned prices + 

Each—s. d. Eac sige h 
s inches in dinméter vs 8 4 oa inches in pem 

des P pu $22 ea bs 
When a dozen are taken at once no charge is made for r pack- 

ag British and. Foreign. Sheet and Horticultural: Glass . 
Warehouse, 12, Panton-street, Haymarket, 

pon EIGN AND BRITISH Fu ds AND CN 
LASS, for Horticultural and ger 

had in boxes as imported, of 100 and 300 feet en 

Pantiles, 11s. per dozen. “Propagating and all 
Oils, Colours, Brushes; we 

description, at lowest prices, at F. 'ELPHICR? s, 28, istie: street, 
East, Re "d-street. ye Hor Ready Money on 

a ATENT VENTILATORS f for Public Of 
Rooms, "nes 

5, Smoking 

DUTY OFF GL Qs 

a REEN. AND HOTHOUSES, ONSERVATORIES, 
X &c., madeand fixed Complete į in all parts of the Kingdom, 

ata considerable reduction. On è; two, and i nassau Ouarn. 
ber and Melon Boxes, and Lights of all sizes, kept ready for 
use, packed and sent fo all parts of the S e war ied 

est material. NLIS Boxes and Ti his complete, from. 
wer y aes Warrs’s, 

FEES anaes Garona plies Ola Kent 
Yeference may be had to RES NODUSEY, Gentry, Ane the Trade, 

in most of the counties in Eng 

ORBIGN SHEET GLASS.—In COM 'e Bof 
1 further reduction in the duty of Fo: n Sheet Glass, 

0. JARVIS is enabled. to supply. this Uere 
derably lower rate than it has hitherto been offered to the 

Public, at his e SL mE WINDOW GLASS WARE- 

I a, — je few doors from Regent- PUEDE 
lass equally 

EPHENSON . E TO, 61, Gracoohunal sitast, 
London, and 17, New Park-street, Southwark, WELL 

a Manufacturers C Ex Vie Improved CONICAL and DOUBLE 

OYLINDRICAL BOILERS, respectfully solicit the attention of 

scientific. Horticulturists to their much approved method of 

applying the Tank system to Pineries, Pr opagating Houses, 

d&c., by which Atmospheric heat as well as bottom heat is se- 
cured to-any required degree without the aid of pipes or flues. 

S. & Co. havealso to state that at the request of numerous 

friends they.are now making their Boilers of er as “we as 

Coppers by which the cost is red Bx These B 

rade tha at at E pon 

RUE ms ion 

upon the most entered €. of Iron or 
d Garden ornamental des FA rapa Palisading Field and 

L Fences, Wire Work, &c. 
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ECK’S, HOYLE'S, MILLER’S, AND FOSTER’S 

Purchaser's selection, 31.—BECK’S Mare Anton; uno, Des- 
demona, Rosy Circle, Sunset, Isabella, Margaret, Zenobia, 
Mustee, Bellona, Arabe avorita, Bella. —HOYLE'S Au- 

rien new varieties at ll. 1s. per dozen. 
"Geranium Catalogue, which can be had gratis. 

Hybridized Geranium Seeds, 100, 10s.; 50, 5s. ; 25, 3s. 
WirrrAM MILLER, Providence Nursery, Ramsgate, 

ROSE CATALOGUE. —NEW EDITION. 
NURSERIES, CHESHUNT, HERTS. 

PAUL anp SON beg to apprise their friends and 
* the publi New Edition of their ROSE 

CATALOGUE is now ready for cirenlation, and which will be 

See printed 

T BECK informs the Public that the various Articles 
* manufactured by him in Slate for Horticultural pur- 

poses, may be scenin use at Worton Cottage, Isleworth, upon 

application to the gardener (Sundays excepted). i 

The Gardeners’ Chronicle, 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1846, 

No visible cause for the Porato pisEAsE having 
beén discovered, or at least found satisfactory, men 
have naturally taken refuge in the invisible. It is 
so easy to test theories built on the action of agents 
which may be seen if they exist, that persons with 
speculative minds have always been fond of seeking 
refuge in the regions of imagination. Hence have 
arisen sundry hypotheses about electricity, meteors, 
deranged luminosity, and smells too subtile for the 
nose ; which, if they are incapable of proof, have 
the great advantage over more material causes, 
that they are equally difficult of disproof, 

In studying such transcendental views, we must 
by no means omit the name of Mr. Tuomas Cnorr, 
who, it seems, is the author of “the” Chemico- 
agricultural Essays. This gentleman has made the 
Pennsylvanian world acquainted with his opinions 
in a pamphlet which has the following attractive 
title :—“ A Philosophical and Practical Treatise on 
the Potato Disease, recommending a remedy for it, 

‘Which, when properly applied has, in hot or cold, 
wet or dry, clayey or sandy soils, invariably cured 
or prevented it ; also showing that the cause of the 
disease, when great, may be so directed as to largely 
increase the crop of healthy Potatoes." 

In this country men would have had glory 
enough in showing how the cause of the disease is 
to be removed ; but Mr. Crorr does more, he tells 

us how to make it profitable. We at once concede 
that this is a step far in advance of anything that 
we have heard of on this side of the Atlantic. 

Mr. Cnorr has discovered that “an excess of 
carbonic acid" is the cause of the mischief, He 
does not say how he knows it to beso; he does 
not furnish us with any evidence of the fact ; but 

he asserts it, which is the same thing—in his own 
opinion. 

Having thus discovered, that is to say asserted, 
that carbonic acid causes the evil, Mr. Cnorr, by 
aid of his chemical knowledge, points out a cure. 
* An excess of carbonic acid causes the Potato dis- 

ease, and the alkalies are the proper remedy for 
it ;” that is his opinion, It appears, however, that 
the caustic alkalies are not necessary to effect this 
cure ; their salts will do as well, And accordingly 

we find Mr. Cnorr resting his proof upon the sup- 
posed action of sea-salt and “lime prepared ma- 
nure,” that is to say of manure in which the lime is 

in the form of a carbonate, and the soda of a 
muriate. 

Let it not, however, be assumed, because Mr. 

Cnorr writes from Dreamland, that. all hypotheses 
of the Potato disease being caused by some un- 

known miasm are equally unworthy of considera- 
tion. As we have frequently stated we by no 
means at present accept such an explanation as 

satisfactory; but neither can we entirely reject 
it, considering how signally all others have failed. 
'The disease maybe of the nature of cholera; it 
may be an epidemic affection analogous to the cattle 
murrain, which certainly would seem to be of such 
a nature; and we have no desire to treat with the 
slightest disrespect those who have come to that 
conclusion, We only say that their arguments are 
at present unsatisfactory, and that the hypothesis 

does not appear to meet the case in some im- 
portant particulars. 
We will not insist upon the objection to the 

theory of miasm that we have no modern well- 
attested instance of epidemics attacking plants, for 
s: : E it is possible that they may nct kave boen obsez od, parkin, 8vo. pp.198. Hatchard, 

and it is doubtful philosophy to assume that the 
principle of vitality is distinct in the vegetable and 
animal worlds ; modern science points indeed to the 
opposite conclusion, and ancient testimony seems to 
be in favour of the opinion that plants are subject 
to epidemics. This doctrine was maintained with 

cated from subterranean reservoirs becomes inno- 
cuous when largely diluted in the atmosphere.” 

Such is Mr, Parxry’s view of this matter, as far 
as we have space to explain it. His book should 
be studied. In considering how far his views are 

great ingenuity by Mr. Parrin, in his work on 
Epidemic Diseases* published five yearsago. He 
observes :— 

“ That the cause of pestilence exists in the atmo- 
sphere, would also appear from the fact, that at all 
epidemic periods vegetable life is affected, as well 
as animal. Hence, as Webster has remarked, pes- 

tilence, murrain of beasts, and famine occur at the 

same time. We find this to have been the case in 
the earliest record we have of pestilence ; for it is 
said in scripture, that the plague of blotches and 
blains, the murrain of beasts, and the blight pro- 
ducing famine in corn, all visited Egypt in close 
succession. The same circumstance was observed 
in the black death of the 14th century, as we have 
before shown, while considering the atmospherical 

changes and vicissitudes which occurred at this 
period: for although there was an abundance in 
the granaries at the commencement of the plague, 
failures in the crops became so general, subse- 
quently, that children died of want.in their mothers’ 
arms, 

* That the famine in these cases is not the cause 
of the pestilence is certain, from the fact, that 
plagues have frequently commenced in the midst of 
the greatest plenty ; while famine, when it occurs 
at epidemic periods, follows the disease in the gene- 
rality of cases. This shows, that vegetables are 
able to resist the malign influence, which produces 
disease, for a longer period than animals. ‘That the 

destruction of vegetable life is produced by the same 
cause as that which gives rise to disease and death 
among animals and the human species, we may 
infer from the fact, that the same peculiarities are 

observed in the one case as in the other. Thus 
blights, like epidemic diseases, are only observed 
along particular lines of the earth’s surface ; for 
so defined is their boundary, that they will not only 

intersect a field, but they will even attack one side 
of a tree, and leave the opposite untouched. That 
the cause, productive of these effects, cannot exist 
generally in the atmosphere is clear from the limi- 
tation of its operation to such narrow boundaries. 

It is only on the supposition that some poisonous 
element is extricated from the soil along the lines 
taken by the blights themselves, and which becomes 
innocuous ata certain distance from dilution in the 
surrounding. atmosphere, that will enable us to ac- 

count for the effects observed. But the poison, 
although extricated on the surface, cannot be pro- 
duced from any peculiarity of soil, as. this is found 
to. have no influence on their direction or limita- 

tion; for blights are frequently seen to extend 
along a line only of some particular district, the 
geological and other features of which are exactly 

the same. 

* Again: These diseases of vegetables, like those 
which attack animals, frequently spring up in some 

particular district, where, previously, they were 

unknown; continue to prevail for certain definite 

periods, and then subside. Thus it has been stated 

by some writers, that Wheat had not been known 

tomildew in France until the year 1550—an epi- 

demie period, and that in which the black death 

prevailed in Europe. Webster also informs us, 

that it has been impossible to raise Wheat in Mas- 

sachusetts since 1664, on account of the mildew— 

although it was successfully produced by the first 

settlers in that country. As these affections of 
vegetables are only observed at particular epochs, 

although the soil, and all other external circum- 

stances remain the same at other periods, to a cause 
existing beneath the surface we can alone look for 
the generation of the poison productive of these 
effects among vegetables, the same as animals. This 
cause, if the deductions before drawn are correct, 

must be that usually designated volcanic action, as 

we know of no other process which could give rise 
to the same effects,” 

Volcanic action, in Mr. PAnxiN's opinion, causes 

cholera, and those other mysterious affections which 

man has so entirely failed to deal with successfully. 
He believes that all cases of the kind are so far 

traceable to. the neighbourhood of lines of voleanic 

disturbance that the latter offers an intelligible ex- 
planation of their appearance ; and that it is the 
only satisfactory solution of the curious facts 

that cholera travels against the wind as well as 
with it, and that its action is often confined to one 
side of a street or road, or to a narrow strip of 

country, without reaching the neighbourhood, a 

i t which he i explicable upon 

the supposition that *the poisonous matter, extri- 

* On the remote cause of demic Diseases, By John 

pplicable to the present disaster the reader cannot 
fail to be at once struck with the fact that the 
disease travelled in 1845 westward from Poland 
to the West of Europe, extending in it: most 
northerly courseto Christiania, bending downwards 
as low as Aberdeen and losing itself in the West of 
Ireland, while to the south it formed a line: drawn 
from Lyons through Bayonne to the north of 
Portugal, missing, however, the Spanish province of 
Galicia. The whole of the Mediterranean was free 
from disease. It is for geologists to decide how 
far this is consistent with lines of volcanie forces. 
The absence of the disease from the Mediterranean 
might, perhaps, be accounted for by the activity of 
the volcanoes there, which allow gaseous matter to 
escape by their natural vents, while in countries 
where such vents do not exist gases are pent up 
and must escape through subterranean interstices 
of which there is no indication on the surface. 

Supposing that Mr. PanxiN's theory should not 
be inconsistent with geological facts, concerning 
which we are not prepared to express an opinion, 
this great difficulty will remain. The disease ap- 
peared in Bermuda, exclusively among imported 
Potatoes; Bermuda is a coral reef, and its Potatoes 
were sound, except where the seed was obtained 
from the United States. In like manner the disease, 
at Oporto and Graham's-town, is reported to have 
been confined to crops raised from English imported 
sets. How these facts are to be reconciled with 
the volcanic theory we do not discover. 

We wish we could satisfy ourselves. that Mr. 
Parkin is right ; because if so we might hope that 
the disease is already disappearing, and would wear 
out sooner than we at present anticipate. It is cer- 
tainly less formidable in France and Germany and 
the south of England; but that may have been 
owing to the fine summer, which enabled the 
Potato crop: better to withstand the evil when it 
came; while in Ireland and North Scotland the bad 
habits of late planting produced the opposite effect. 
Many other difficulties suggest themselves, but we 
must not occupy more space to-day with these spe- 
culations, which we now lay before our readers for 
their own consideration rather than for our dis- 
cussion. 

We learn from the Daily News that Mr: Justice 
Torrens has announced that he will give premiums 
to his tenantry, on all his estates in Derry and else- 
where, for the cultivation of Rye. Mr. Josrick 
Torrens has done well, and we earnestly hope that 
his example will be followed, either exactly, or by 
the Irish gentry taking the most active measures to 
secure the cropping of land with something that 
may certainly be gathered in, 
We have formerly pointed out the relative value 

of various substitutes. for the Potato. (see p. cA 
and we again refer to the information there col- 
lected. But in the present state of Ireland nothing 
can be universally employed in room of the Potato 
except grain, because there is no possibility of 
procuring the requisite quantity of seed for any 
other field crop. Mr. E. B. Rocme stated a few 
weeks since that he had ascertained the fact that 
3000 acres of land were this year under Potatoes 
in one Union (that of Aghada) and a writer in the 
Cork Reporter asserts that 130,000 (Irish) acres 
are so cropped in the county of Cork. Now if it 
were proposed to substitute Carrots in these cases, 
it would require nearly seven tons of seed for the 
parish, and 380 tons for the county ; or 1786 tons 
if we take all Ireland. Such quantities are not 
procurable. 

If half-a-dozen different substitutes, not grain, 
were selected for cultivation, the difficulty would 
be of course diminished, but not removed ; for the 
European seed market is only supplied with what 
suffices for ordinary consumption, and is wholly 
unable to meet any vast unexpected demand. 

Grain and grain only must then of necessity be 
the crop mainly chosen to replace the Potato in 
the first instance. Provisions of another kind can 
only be introduced by degrees. We, therefore, 
repeat that the step taken by Mr. JUSTICE, Torrens 
is one of the most judicious that can be made under 
the present circumstances of Ireland, 

———— 
BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCE. 

MENT OF SCIENCE, 
(Continued from p. 677.) : 

Furpay, Sept. 11.—In the natural history seetion a 
paper was read from Mr, Beysamin CLARKE, “On the 
foliage and inflorescence of the genera Phyllanthus and 
Xylophyllum.” The author stated that the leafy áppen- 
dages from which the flowers in most of the species of 
these genera spring have been described by De Candolle, 
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Jussieu, and others, as branches. Having carefully ex- 

amined the structure and relations of these so-called 

branches, he had come to the conclusion that they were 

truly leaves. In tracing the analogy between these 

organs and those of other species of the same genera 

and the same order, it would be found that it was with 

the leaf and not with the branch. It would be found 

that these organs possessed the structure of leaves, and 

If the Grass of these fairy-rings be examined in the 

spring and early summer, it will be found to conceal a 

number of Agaries, or “ toad stools,” of various sizes. 

They are found situated either entirely on the outside 

of the ring, or on the outer border of the Grass which 

composes it. De Candolle’s theory, that these rings in- 

creased by the excretions of these fungi being favour- 

able for the growth of Grass, but injurious to their own 
1 eS) 

Tike leaves were deciduous, and were d d in the 

same way as leaves. The author described several 
nd Phyllanthus, and ill ted 

" p on the same spot ;—was re- 

marked on, and shown to be insufficient to explain the 

l chemical examination of some fungi 
species of Xylophyllum ai d 
this part of his paper with numerous drawings. In 

conclusion, he suggested whether the additional leaf- 

buds which are sometimes seen in the axils of leaves do 

not originate from the base of the petioles. Such buds 

occur in the genus Rubus, in some species of which the 

additional bud is developed beneath the axillary bud 

instead of on one side of it, Also in Equisetum the 
lateral branches spring from a verticillus of scales situ- 

ated at each node in the stem ; this may be ascertained 

by removing them,when it will be found that the lateral 

branches, which appear as if they proceeded from the 
node, come away with the detached scales ; from the 
external surface of these scales they distinctly arise, nor 
are they at all connected with the stem. 

Mr. W. Hogan read a paper * On Potatoes raised 
from seed as a means of preventing the extension of the 
prevailing disease." T greater portion of Mr. 
Hogan’s paper was a translation of a paper which we | 

gave with many others on the same subject in the Gar- 

deners’ Chronicle in the month of May last. The read- 

ing of this paper lead toa long discussion, in which Mr. 

Morris—Stirling, Dr. Crook, Dr. Daubeny, the Dean of 

Westminster, Dr. L. Playfair, Mr. E. Solly, Mr. Busk, 

Professor Balfour, Mr. A. Strickland, Mr. Monckton 

Milnes, and Dr. Lankester, took part. Nothing more 

was said than has been often said before in the Gar- 

deners’ Chronicle, and the subject, as far as the British 

Association is concerned, is in statu quo. 
In the Cuemicat Szction—Prof. DAuBENY communi- 

cated a paper “ On the Rationale of certain Practices 
employed in Agriculture,” specifying amongst the rest 
the use of quicklime and of gypsum as fertilisers to the 
land. The former of these substances he supposes to act 

in part, by rendering those inorganic substances which 
are present in the soil more soluble; or—in accordance 
with the views laid down by the author in 4 memoir 

which he has published in the Philosophical Transac- 
tions of last year, —by converting the dormant consti- 
tuents of the soil into active ones, or into a state in 
which they become immediately available. He appealed 
to the authority of Prof. Fuchs, confirmed by Mr. 
Prideaux, of Plymouth, that the alkali may be readily 
extracted from granite by.water, after the rock in a 

unded form has been heated, together with quick- 
lime ; and he stated that a soil exhausted by long-con- 

tinued cropping, after having been mixed with quick- 

lime, was found by himself to yield to water twice as 
much alkali as it had done before. Hence the frequent 

application of lime tends to produce exhaustion in the 
land: not only because it supplies in itself no fresh 
alkali, but likewise, by rendering that which the soil 
contains more soluble, it causes it to be washed away 
more readily by atmospheric water. Ploughing, and 
other mechanical methods of pulverising the soil, ap- 
pear to act in the same way ; and so, also, we may sup- 
pose, do the sprinkling of the soil with sulphurie acid, 
as is practised in some parts of the Continent. The 
author then alluded to the various modes of explaining 
the advantage attributed to gypsum, which certain 
leading agricultural chemists had proposed; one as- 
cribing its virtues to the direct influence of the salt; 
another to its property of fixing ammonia ; a third, re- 
garding its acid constituent as of the principal utility ; 
and a fourth, its base. Dr. Daubeny gave reasons for 
rejecting the third and fourth of these hypotheses ; but 
considered that the use of gypsum may be in part attri. 
butable to the first, and in part to the second, of the 
causes pointed out. He supposes that this substance is 

merally useful to all plants, from its property of 
ing ammonia ; and also especially serviceable to cer- 

(the true St. George's Agaric of Clusius—Agarie gra- 

veolens) whieh grew in the fairy-rings on the pasture 

around the College at Cirencester, was made. They 

contained 87.46 per cent. of water, and 12.54 per cent. 

of dry matter. The ashes of these were found to 

contain :— 
Silica .. m .. 
Lime 
Magnesia... 
Peroxide of Iron 
Sulphuric Acid — .. 
Carbonic Acid .. m 
Phosphoric Acid .. 
Potash  .. .. m 
Soda .. m m . 
Chioride of Sodium  .. i 

The author thought these rings were formed as fol- 

lows :—A fungus is developed on a single spot of ground ; 

sheds its seeds, and dies; on the spot where it grew i 

leaves a valuable manuring of phosphoric acid and alka- 
lies, some magnesia, and a little sulphate of lime. It 

thus appears that the increase of these fairy-rings is 

due to the large quantity of phosphates secreted by the 
fungi, and whilst extending themselves to seek their 

own nutriment, they leave an abundant supply for the 

Grass. y 
(To be continued.) 

ON THE TRANSPARENCY OF CERTAIN 
POTATOES 

As the condition of the Potato has of late so much 
engrossed the attention of the public, I have thought it 
worth while to describe shortly an alteration of the 
tuber, of whieh I have seen many examples among 
Potatoes grown in Essex. They are very different from 
the ordinary diseased ones, as they appear of a healthy 

they grew, some light may be thrown on the nature of 
the cause which tends to arrest the development of the 
starch grains.—Edwin J. Quekett, Wellclose-square s 
Sept. 30. 

HINTS ON THE MANAGEMENT OF BEES 
FOR COTTAGERS. 

Bees may be made a source of considerable profit, 
especialy where Broom, Heath, Wild Thyme, Lime- 
trees, and Blackberries abound, as well as White 
Clover aud other wild flowers. With these advan- 
tages, they will store up, in tolerable seasons, a large 
supply of honey, but I am sorry to find that a cruel 
practice prevails in many counties of suffocating them 
in autumn. 
When you consider a good hive will contain about 

36,000 of these industrious insects, you will at once see 
what a sad waste of life takes place. In my own 
neighbourhood this practice has been discontinued, and 
the cottagers find it greatly to their advantage. I will 
now relate the method I have recommended to them. 

If the hive be very strong, wait till it has thrown out 
aswarm. Then with a sharp knife cut two or three 
laps of the straw from the top, leaving a hole large 
enough to admit the thick end of a common quart 
bottle. Have ready a small straw hive which will hold 
from 7 to 10 lbs. of honey, with a piece of glass on one 
of the sides, and place it over the hole, plastering it 
round the edges with a little clay or mortar. This 
small hive in the south is called a eap, and it should be 
protected from the weather by a straw hackle. When 
the bees have worked into the cap, look at the glass, 
and if you find that the cells next to it are sealed up, 
you may be sure that it has been filled. Take it off in 
the evening, carry it to a little distance, and as the 
bees come out brush them away with a little bush, and 
they will return to the parent hive. In very good 
seasons a strong hive will fill two caps, but even a 
swarm and one cap is no bad return from one stock. In 
this way you increase your capital in bees every year, 
and I believe that with care every cottager may pay the 
rent of his cottage by means of his bees. If your 
swarm is an early one it will generally fill a eap. Now 
there is another great advantage in the method I have 
proposed. The queen bee will seldom deposit her eggs 
in the cells formed in the cap, as she dislikes light. 
T aspect, yet exhibiting such a degree of p 

when held before a lamp as a sperm candle would do 
under the same circumstances. These Potatoes are 
equally infeeted with the disease as the other kinds. 

On dividing such examples with a knife, the exterior 
of the section presents much of the usual appearance-of 
healthy Potatoes, but a short distance from the margin 
the p portion and is separated 
from the more opaque by a distinct boundary, in which 
are many dark points. 
When such Potatoes are boiled the external parts 

become mealy as usual, but the internal remain very 
hard, and when eaten resemble very much the half- 
dressed portion of the stem which belongs to every 
head of Broccoli. 
When sections are submitted to the microscope, those 

taken from the circumference exhibit the cells full of 
starch grains, as in ordinary Potatoes ; but those taken 
from the centre appear to contain scarcely any grains, 
the contents being chiefly limpid. 

The absence of starch from the central portions is not 
owing to the Potatoes having given origin to secondary 
tubers, which might have exhausted the starch from the 
cells ; if such a change had taken place the most ex- 
ternal would have suffered first; but on looking 
minutely into the cells of the transparent portion, it is 
evident that something has interfered with the develop- 
ment of the starch, as in most of the cells can be ob- 
served the first commencement of the process, such as 
I have described in a paper read before the Linnean 
Society, an abstract of which appeared in the “ Annals 
of Natural History ” for September last, viz., that the 
cytoblast, after the cell is formed by it, becomes itself 
a minute cell with a distinct nucleus, and develops on 
its exterior several minute granules, which after under- 
going certain changes become perfect starch grains. 

t 
require for their d of this process is evident in most 
tain species, by supplying them with a salt which they 

lopment. A long discussion fol- 
lowed ; several g g o 
the effects of carbonate of lime on Wheat crops, and 
on the resulting weakness of the straw; owing to a 
deficiency of the silicate of potash necessary for the 
f ion of the supporting epidermi ass. ̀  

Some specimens of the disease in Turnips, com- 
monly called fingers-and-toes, were exhibited ; and 
it was stated that the superphosphate of lime 
as a remedy for that disease, — The Bisnop or 
Nonwicn, however, remarked that the cause assigned 
for this disease was not that to which he believed it 
must be attributed. The flow of the sap was checked 
hy the action of an insect, and then an abnormal con- 
dition developed. This year, in many parts of the 
country, this and similar diseases were very prevalent ; 
and the rev, prelate was disposed to regard the exis- 
tence so abundantly of this insect as in some way con- 
nected with the electrical condition of the atmosphere 
during the exeeedingly hot weather which has pre- 
vail roducing with extreme rapidity the decompo- 
si nimal and vegetable matter. 

the Fairy- of Pastures," by Prof, J. T. 
A description of these patches, with which most 
ns are familiar, was given ; and it was stated that 

e Grass of which such rings are formed, is always the , 
-vegetate in the spring, and keeps the lead of the ! 
ry Grass of the pastures till the period of cutting. | 

E 

he 
of the cells, and it appears that some cause has inter- 
fered with the process going on to completion ; and thus 
it is that the cells contain very few granules, but are 
filled with an extra quantity of watery fluids. 

Potatoes to become “ mealy,” by the action of boiling 
water, depend on two circumstances: firstly, the heat 
of boiling water continued for a while is sufficient to 
loosen the adhesion of one cell to another ; secondly, 
the temperature is more than sufficient to cause the 
rupture of the cell containing the gummy materials of 
which starch is composed, so that every starch-grain 
bursts, and its contents become mixed with the fluid of 
the cell and constitute a viscid mass, on account of the 
density of which some water from without enters the 
cell by endosmose, and its figure, by the distension, is 
made to assume a sphere; and as spheres can only 
touch each other at one point, thus it is that the cells 
(previously presenting a hexagon in section, and nicely 
adapted to each other on all sides) are now so separated 
as to constitute that condition known as “mealy.” In 
the centre, as they are not filled with starch, the meali- 
ness cannot obtain; and probably instead of amyla- 
ceous matters albuminous ones may take their place; 
so that it may be accounted for, why, under boiling, this 
portion of the Potato becomes hardened. 

If persons, taking up Potatoes answering to this de- 
scription, would observe the conditions under which 

he q is that the honey is of a much purer 
quality than that from smoked hives, and with me it 
will always bring double the price in the market. 
When cells which have had young bees in them are 
afterwards filled with honey, the latter is discoloured by 
the impure state of the cells from the breath and ex- 

crement of the brood. If there is any difficulty in pro- 
curing a straw cap, a box with a bit of glass in it, or 
even a flower pot, will do, although not so well, as suf- 
ficient light/cannot be admitted. 

In conclusion, I would strongly recommend every 
cottager to keep bees, as I know how much money may 
be made by them. Treat them like deposits in the 
savings’ bank, and they will pay you good interest ; but 
if you do away with your capital your interest ceases. 
Edward Jesse, Belle Isle, Bowness, July 14. 2 

POTATO DISEASE IN DENMARK, 
Fon the following /iera/ translation of a report made 

officially to the Danish government, and for the original, 
we are indebted to a kind but unknown correspondent, 
signing himself * X. Z. D." It was made to the Poly- 
technic Institution of Copenhagen, is written by Profes- 
sor Lrepmann, and is in Denmark thought to give a 
satisfactory solution of the cause of the sickness :— 
“Although the P. intalreadyin th f several 

years has been known in various places in Europe, it did not 
become the subject of general attention before last year, when 
almost all over Europe i reat devastation, Aso this 
year the sickness has b ut suddenly, and with great 
violence at the same time, all over the country, and has in short 
time destroyed the greatest part of the parts of the Potato plant 
vegetating above ground; but it is not yet decided whether the 
complaint will have as great influence on the tubers as was the 
case last year. According to all accounts we have been able to 
collect, as well as from our own observations, the complai 
this year has chiefly attacked the early ripe Potatoes; bui 
those later ripe have been much more free, Although, where the 
Potato complaint last year made its devastations, it has become 
subject of investigation carefully conducted by individuals as 
well as by committees appointed to this effect, employing large 
sums of public money for the promotion of these inquisitions ; 
still, notwithstanding all that is done in this direction, and that 
our literature has been increased to an enormous extent, still 
the result of all these endeavours is comparatively nothing. 
None of the remedies so variously peo onda have been effective. 

irawn to the illness when far 

parts of the Potato above ground, and which shortly, in the way 
peculiar to fungi, destroys the cellular texture of leaves, flower, 
and stem; this fungus presents a fine cobweb texture of 
uncoloured branched fibres, and increases with great speed by 
elastic germinating grains, which only appear by aconsiderably 

n ci it inating grains are so small and 
so light that they are floating about in the air, and descend 
with the dew drops on the sound plants, develop themselves in 
few hours to threads, and destroy the leaves. It is certain 
that the illness is produced by this parasitical fungus. 
“The sickness in the tubers appear 
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tits Since it is now made apparent that the illness is caused by | to “spare, and they cannot be earthed ‘up much “more | plant still being capable of doing the same for a series 
nds fungus, itis evident that all previous suppo-| than at present ; several are now putting forth fresh | of years, for Mr. Hamilton has stools which have been is sitical 

sitions about the degeneration of the Potato plant as cause of 
the illness are groundless, and that orders for seed Potatoes 
from places hitherto free would be useless. That may easily 
be conjectured when the cause of the illness is known; and What confirms this opinion is that Liebmann, on a journey 
fhrough the island of Tionia, in the beginning of this month, 
learnt thatseveral farmers who, at great cost, had got seed 
Otatoes from. s in the United States free from illness, 

had, notwithstanding, got several such fields attacked as much 
as others with the common seed, 
“The committee feels therefore pleased that already, before 

*these experiments were made, it advised not to import from 
Spain or the United States, feeling convinced that there was 
Small probability of the complaint being from degeneration of 
he plant. Zt és therefore evident that all trials to destroy the com- 
Plaint will be useless, inasmuch as it originates in a parasitic 

ble germinating grain of which is carried 
which will develop itself wherever it finds ts fin 

bothey natives or from 

" The Potato complaint is an evil which we hope time will 
heal ag it has brought it, 
b "B; A. SomanriNG, F. LIEBMANN, A. WEILBACH." 

Copenhagen, August 31." 

Home Correspondence. 
,Polmaise Eeating.—I have felt, much interest in the 

discussion on Polmaise heating, and should feel obliged 
W you would grant me a corner to put a question or two 
on the subject to Mr. Meek, who I make no doubt will 
he so kind as to favour me with a reply. In the first 
Place I should be glad to learn what proportion (for 
they evidently must bear some ratio to one another), 
there should be between the number of. superficial 
inches of heating surface with which it.is proposed to 
bring the air into contact, and the number of cubie feet 
of air to be raised to a given temperature, and under 
the following variety of circumstances, viz., a lean-to 
Sreenhouse; a span ditto, sides all brick; ditto. ditto, 
Sides half of glass; stoves under the. same three 
Varieties of condition ?: Second—As I suppose the 
Quantity of moisture absorbed by the heated air to de- 
Pond onthe extent of watery surface over which it is 
ot apelled to pass, what proportion should the surface 
af us water bear to the cubic feet of air.to be charged 
th Moisture, under the same six varieties of condition 
ERES aboye? N, B.—As it will be desirable to vary 
ne relative proportions of heat and moisture commu- 
ASA to the air at different periods of the year, 

ink it would be useful to adopt, in a modified form, 
P Suggestion of one of your correspondents, who pro- 
B using earthern troughs, one or more as occasion 
QUAERE i for instance, the cistern might be made with 
M aeons, of which one, two, or more, miglit be kept 

at a time, Third—The third point involves a 
"Bgestion of my own, on the validity of which I shall 
9 very glad to have the opinion of Mr. Meek, or of 
Y of your dents, whose i enable him to speak on the subject. Inany ease naci bottom-heat is ent v 

m 

ot ; and I would suggest for the consideration of 
ers, especially of Mr. Meck, whether such uni i 

shoots. Will fresh stable dung, leaves, or rotten dung, 

be best to put over them, or can you advise me what to 

do!—4. G. S. S. [When Potatoes are killed back by 

frost, the crop is apt to consist of small tubers. The 

second destruction, in our correspondent’s case, is pro, 

bably what produced the mischief. Had his Potatoes 

been deep, or well earthed-up, no such consequences 
would have ensued, Thin land is not fit for Potato 

growing. ] b 
Balsams.—Some seeds of 14 varieties of Balsams, 

received from Vilmorin six years ago, produced that 
year flowers large, true to their colours, and very 
double. Last spring I gave what remained of these 
seeds to a friend who has an excellent gardener, with 
everything at his command for the due cultivation of 
her garden. Plants of all the 14 sorts were raised, but 
the flowers they bore were most of them single, the 
greater number white, none of them either large, hand- 
some, or true to their varieties.— M. 

Bones Dissolved in Sulphuric Acid.—1 applied them 
as manure to Strawberry plants in pots for forcing, and 
from the appearance of the plants I am satisfied it is 
one of the very best manures for this fruit, and worthy 
of extensive trial. I have tried the effect of various 
manures on the Strawberry, but never had plants near 
so good as I have them this season. Should they pro- 
duce fruit according to my expectation I will send a 
pay for inspection, Robert Cassilis, Ewen Kemble, 
Wilts. 

Abies Douglasii.—On seeing the notice of the size of 
this plant at Dropmore, as given at page 661, I was in- 
duced to measure the largest specimen at this place, of 
which I subjoin the dimensions, viz. :— 

Jarclew. 

48 ft, 4ins. 
ft. 0 

81 Height .. oe . » 
Girth 3 ft. high on e | 4ft. 0 
Diameter of branches .. | 29 ft, 0 | 88 ft. 6 

The tree at Carclew was planted out in 1831 ; the one 
at Dropmore in 1828. The difference in height is only 
2 inches; but in other respects there is considerable 
disparity between the two—the Dropmore tree being 
much larger in girth, as well as in the diameter of its 
branches. It is interesting to compare the relative 
growth of the two trees. In the “ Gardeners’ Maga- 
zine,’ vol. xiv, page 31, the height of Abies Douglasii 
at Dropmore in 1837, is stated to have been 18 ft. ; 
whilst the one at Carelew was only 14ft. The annual 
rate of growth, therefore, appears to have ayeraged 
rather more than 3 ft. 4 ins. at Dropmore, and 3 ft. 9 ins. 
at Carelew. We have had cones in abundance on our 
plant for several years past ; but owing to some cause 
or other the seeds have not come to perfection.— Wm. 
B. Booth, Carclew, near Penrhyn. 

Rain Gage.—In a late Number you refer to a rain 
gage employed» by a military officer in India. From 
our description and the panying sketch, as sent 

to me by Lieut. Maxwell, Bengal Artillery, I conelude 
they are the same. Perhaps his explanation may be of 
serviee to some of your readers who wish to construet 

Its simplicity and cheapness such an instrument. 

of botto 
night 

brought about viz, 

S, and s 
of the is 
Us’ heat, 4} 

Title oc 
domes MAD ange, instead of being reduced to the same 
of iier the air in the body of the house, as it must 
Suggested 2 be without some such appliance as I have 

Autun =A Constant Reader, Carnarvon. 
Potatoes Planting Potatoes. — In your remarks on 
the obje US do not seem to attach any importance to 
through hee to autumn planting, “lest they should get 
by frost,» TERQUE 80 early in spring as to be cut back 
Were abby me autumn-planted Potatoes in my garden 
earthed e ground in the middle of Jan. last, they were 

-~P and seemed to continue healthy till the severe 
down - th now of March 18, and following days, cut them 
which we ‘eY Put out some fresh shoots in a few days, 
never iads Again cut off on the 10th April. Many sets 

© any more attempts at growing, and the crop, 
ew that did show any stalks eventually, was 
the digging. Now, was not this failure the 

of their being above ground too soon ? 
at they were ‘not set deep enough, and that 

CY mild winter forced them more than would 

i 

HO eh; 

much diseased. 
enough to stand the winte 

strongly d it, and obtained for it the approval 
of the engineer department in India, 
“ABCD ti 

tube with a large 
mouth about 2 feet 

6 inches long. Make 
the area of A B ten 

times larger than the 

area of section of 

© DEF. Make a 

measuring iron rod, 

divided into inches 

stand, 
paratus is complete. 

e cup T 
same a 

fore haying measured 7 

with the rod how many inches of water are in the cylinder 
EF CD, divide it by 10 for the actual quantity of rain that 
has fallen ; therefore the rod, which is divided into inches and 
tenths, measures in tenths and hundredths of rain,"—C. M. 

Horticultural Society.—At the meeting held at the 
Regent-street rooms on the 6th inst., I was struck by 
the extraordinary conduct of an exhibitor, who earried a 

basket with two lids which could not be shut down owing 

to the quantity of whole Pears, Chesnuts, cut flowers, 
&c., indiscriminately crammed into it by this visitor. 
By calling publie attention to this, you will probably 

prevent a recurrence of it, and save the other visitors 
the possible error of considering the things exhibited as 
public property, and transferring them from the tables 
into their own pockets.— Honesty. [It is contrary to 
the rules of the Society that anything should be 
removed from the tables unless special notice to that 
effect is given. On the occasion in question Chesnuts 
were allowed to be removed, and a few flowers were 
distributed by the Vice Secretary; but nothing more. 

We think you must be mistaken] 
The Hamiltonian System of Pine-growing—(see p. 

613).—Some growers imagine that Pine plants cannot 

support both fruit and suckers at the same time, for, 

say they, the one will diminish the other. Now this 
may possibly be the case when the plants are confined 

in pots, but this is not Nature’s plan of doing the work, 

neither is it Mr. Hamilton's, who follows Nature so 

closely. Provide soil for the plant to grow in without 

restriction, and it will effect the rest itself, To the 

lover of Pine-apples it is delightful to see three and four 

fruit produced by one plant in about 12 months, the 

imac | exhibits an inconceivable picture of beauty. 

planted out from 12 to 13 years. The suckers, even 
while the fruit is swelling, bounding away in the most 
healthy luxuriance. Mr, H.’s Pinery is but small com- 
pared with many ; it contains about 62 or 63 stools in 
a space in which 62 good fruiting plants in pots could 
scarcely be accommodated. Now contrast the differ- 
ence between this and the old mode of Pine growing. 
Average Mr, Hamilton’s stools to produce three suckers 
each, the suckers producing three fruit, making 186 
fruit from the 62 stools, and that in 12 months. Now 
some gardeners tuke 18 months, two years, and others 
still longer, to produce one fruit from one plant; then 
look at the time, trouble, expence of potting, disroot- 
ing, renewing bark beds, &c., and after all the produce 
is only about a third of that by the Hamiltonian system. 
With Polmaise heating and this admirable system of 
Pine-growing, fruit may be grown at one half the ex- 
pence at which they now are. In the summer time 
Mr. Hamilton can ripen fruit in from 12 to 14 weeks 
from the time they show, so that both sucker and fruit is 
perfected at that season in seven months. In conclu- 
sion I beg to say that I never saw Pines swell off better 
than those at Thornfield, three and four on a plant, 
averaging from 16 to 17 lbs. weight, and occupying no 
more room than a single plant in a pot.—J. Ellis, Yew- 
tree Cottage, Eccles, September 30. 

The Hedgehog Carnivorous. —I once kept two hedge- 
hogs for several months, and their food was bread and 
milk, Apples, crabs, &c., with a daily allowance of raw 
meat cut into small pieces. I have seen their saucer 
half full of bread and milk and my hedgehogs rolled u; 
snugly in a corner of their pen; but when I whistled 
them up on supplying the raw meat, they would turn 
out briskly and eat it with great avidity. Whilst on this 
subject I may mention, that I was once advised to turn 
up a hedgehog on my premises which were infested with 
rats, and they would shortly disappear. | I tried the ex- 
periment. In a few days I noticed that my poor hedge- 
hog was exceedingly lame, and took him up for exami- 

nation ; his leg had evidently been bitten, and I natu- 

rally suspected the rats; shortly afterwards I noticed 
that most of my hedgehog's spines had lost their sharp- 

ness; they appeared to have been clipped or stunted, 
probably by being bitten off at the points, and again 
suspected the rats; finally, the hedgehog disappeared 

altogether, and the rats continued to indulge me with 
their company.—Edward Cope, 15, New York-street, 
Manchester, Oct. 5. 

Potato Disease.—I have this year raised Potatoes 
from seed of five different kinds, and all are more or 
less diseased. I also planted about five bushels of the 
Hen’s-nest variety, in November 1845, and took up a 
most excellent crop from them in July, 18 or 20 large 
Potatoes from one on the average, and not a symptom. 
of disease among thèm all.— Z. W. W. 
Paujovniaimperialis,—This is a highly ornamental tree, 

which has not yet been fully estimated in this country. 
It appears that for the first year or two, when planted 
in congenial soil, it grows most vigorously, and conti 
nues its growth late in autumn. The shoots, from their 
extraordinary grossness, are not properly ripened, and 
consequently get killed back to the harder parts in 
winter. Ihave plants at this moment with leaves 20 
inches across, and shoots of the current year’s growth 
6 feet long. I was informed that when first planted in 
the Garden of Plants at Paris, it grew away in the same 
robust manner. ‘This is not, however, now ihe case, 

the original tree which first flowered there is 30 feet 
high, the branches are about 20 feet in diameter, with 
a clean stem 3 feet in circumference, he leaves now 
upon this tree are about the size of those of the Catalpa, 
and the shoots scarcely exceeding a foot in length, 
which of course ripen perfectly. ‘This is (October) 
covered with a complete mass of incipient blossoms, 
which do not expand until next spring, when the tree 

Tt is a re- 
markable fact that this tree only flowers in alternate 
years, when it ripens an abundance of seed. What an 
admirable subject this is for shrubberies and general 
ornamental planting, both as regards its foliage and 
flowers, and may well be pointed oui as an object de- 
serving the attention of planters.—R. G. 

Influence of the Moon on Vegetation in Columbia — 
In this country trees and plants during the increase of. 
the moon are full of sap, at the decrease the sap de- 
scends. "This is so well established a fact, that timber 
felled at the increase is useless, rotting immediately. 

have myself seen in the Cauca the great bamboo, 
called Guadua, whose joints supply the purest water 
in the first quarter of the moon, perfectly 
full moon. Does this singular fact lead us to suppose 

that Nature intends it as a sort of repose fore vege- 
tating process where winters are unknown ——JW.J., 

Liverpool. ; E 
The Camberwell Beauty.— A. very fine specimen of this 

beautiful insect was taken by a lady at North Cray, in 
Kent, in August last; likewise a Sphinx convolvuli by 

myself.— Constant Reader. 2 
Result of Sowing Beans"und Potatoes in the same 

Drills, with reference to Disease.—Last spring, dread. 
ing a return of the Potato disease, I had Beans sown in 
the drills with my Potatoes at the time of planting, 
hoping the former might do some good in case of the 
latter failing, as they eventually did, and I have now 
reaped a crop of excellent Beans; the return, so far as 
ean be calculated before thrashing, appearing to bë con- 
siderably above thirty-fold. But what I consider re- 
markable is, that while the Bean crop in the neigh. 
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pourhood has failed or been blighted in apparently an 

exact similar manner to the Potatoes, this field, among 
the Potatoes, has entirely escaped. The inference I 
have drawn is, that the insect (for I believe an insect 

to be the cause of the mischief), finding the two plants 
together, and preferring the Potato to the Bean, has at- 
tacked the former, leaving the Bean unmolested, This, 
however, as far as I am aware, being only an isolated 
instance, requires the confirmation of further experi- 
ment; but I think it worth trying by those who may 
nave Potatoes to plant next season ; and for the pur- 
pose ot exp Iw d that the Bean 
employed be the Early Mazagan. The foregoing result 
is surely a strong fact in favour of the idea that an 
insect is the cause of the disease ; itat least upsets one 
or two theories, either it is not the same blight which 
has affected the two crops, or if it is, as many believe, 
then it cannot proceed directly from atmospheric causes, 
as no blight proceeding from such eause could dis- 
criminate between the two crops (intimately mixed as 
they were in the field alluded to), blighting the Potato 
completely and leaving the Bean perfectly healthy, On 
the other hand, we can readily conceive an insect feed- 
ing indiscriminately on either plant when grown sepa- 
rately, but finding the two kinds of food together, 
taking only that which is most agreeable to it, Indeed, 
we find this method of preserving plants in daily prac- 
tice with gardeners, viz., planting a herb or shrub, 
which snails or other insects are particularly fond of, 
beside another plant which they are desirous of pre- 

Serving ; and in this manner T believe the Potato to 

have acted in preserving my Beans. The plan I have 
adopted to endeavour to save some seed for next 

season's crop, is to green the Potatoes by exposure to 

the light and sun, which I am confident will preserve 
them, having in the Barley stubbles picked up a consi- 

derable number of Potatoes which- had, in raising last 

year's crop, been left as diseased ; in these T have found 
the part which had been affected entirely gone, leaving 
the remainder, which had by exposure become green, 
perfectly sound.—Smollett M. Eddington, Creggan. 

Effect of the best Peruvian Guano on Potatoes.— 
Cheshire Whites : 1st row, farm-yard manure ; 2d row, 
half guano, half farm-yard manure ; 3d row, guano, 
No. 3 by far the best and soundest. Quantity about 
the same. Scotch Seedlings: Ist row, guano; 2d row, 
half guano and half farm-yard manure ; 3d row, farm- 
yard manure. No. 1 the soundest and best quality. 
Quantity about the same. 30 bushels sown to the acre. 
—H. V., Ripon. 

The. Tortoise being oviparous, it may be interesting 
to know the manner in which, the eggs are laid. About 
the Ist of August I observed: one in the act of making 
a hole in dry. soil in a Vinery ; knowing it was not 
the proper time for the animal to bury itself for the 
winter, I suspected it was making a nest. Being slow 
in motion, it was really interesting to see the manner 
in which she made. the cavity, by raising the soil with 
her hind feet, seraping a little first with one and then 
the other, until the hole was about 4 inches deep. In 
order to support or prevent her falling while at work, 
her fore leg was fast in the soil, and although a weak 
anchor, still perhaps it answered her purpose, I ob- 
served her deposit three white eggs about the sizo of 

those of a pigeon, with very hard shells; she then 

carefully covered them up, and made impressions with 

her feet while in the act of leaving, as if purposely to 

conceal the nest. Such seemed to be the case; for 

twice I smoothed the.spot, and found upon inspection 
the same foot-prints. ‘This shows that the tortoise has 
some care about her eggs, though left in the ground to 

be hatched by the heat of the sun.—J. Wighton. 
Atropa Belladonna.—* Onyx” inquires (p.662), what 

* birds or insects feed on the black berry of the Bella- 
donna.” I have observed the berries to suddenly dis- 
appear without knowing what became of them, whilst at 
other times the plants have been laden with berries for 
A considerable time, Though the latter are very poi- 
Sonous, and though the plant contains much, still I do 
not think that it is so bad as has beem lately repre- 
sented. Insects certainly do attack it, and I have 
lately ee feeding fona Pe snails (Helix Hortensis) 
upon the leaves, which they eat greedily wi 
bad effect. Neither do I think Deadly Nightstand ee 
so much of the poisonous tree of Java about it. I mean 
that other plants will grow freely beside it... The Bel- 
ladonna, in general, is: found in thickets, where it hap- 
pens to escape the notice of the labourer, who is sure 
to destroy it, consequently it is very rare; indeed in | P 
some parts of the country it is hardly known. But 

none need mistake it who has seen the drawing of itin 

2 late number, with its enticing but deadly berries,—J. 

Wighton. 
dee Pumpkins,—There has been grown ina garden 

in the parish of Hoxne, near Eye, three gourds. The 

first weighed 127 Ibs., and measured in circumference 

6 feet 2 inches ; second weighed 97 Ibs., and measured 

in circumference, 5 feet 8 inches ; third weighed 58 lbs., 

and measured in circumference 5 feet, being the pro- 

duce of one seed, and, consequently, from one root. 
‘The plant grew in the open garden without any par- 
salen care in the cultivation. The quality and flavour 

much esteemed by the cottagers in the neighbour- 

vei eg Mies them, when properly cooked, a light 
The colour of 
and tle shape 

ge Gourd (Potiron 
ful form and colour ; 

it weighed 118 lbs., and measured rather upwards of 6 
feet in cireumference, having been grown upon a per- 
fectly open bed. The soil best suited to the Gourd, 
Vegetable Marrow, &e.,seems to be as follows: one- 
third road-scrapings, chiefly horse droppings, and. two- 
thirds rich garden mould, with a sprinkling of common 
soda; well pulverised and mixed together. The large 
yellow Orange Gourd is used in France when cut young 
fas a vegetable, mashed like Turnips or Potatoes, and is 
of very delicious flavour.—R. B. P. Two specimens 

of the above were grown on one piant in wo Swansea 

Nursery, of White and Melville; one measured 7 feet 

in cireumference, and weighed 1231bs., the other mea- 

sured 6 feet, and weighed 85 lbs.—S. W. M. [We 

cannot spare room for further announcements about 

Pumpkins; much heavier weights than these have 
been obtained. ] 

Foreign. Correspondence. 
aris.—The Cercle Generale d'Horticulture has again 

taken the lead of the Royal Society, by holding an extra 
show for fruit and Dahlias, at the Grand Gallery of the 
Luxembourg Palace, on the 25th September and three 
following days. The exhibition was well attended, con- 
sidering that Paris, like London, is at this moment half 
empty. The fruit consisted prineipally of Grapes, 
Pears, and Pines ; many of the specimens were equal 
to anything ever produced here, The great fault in 
Paris, and indeed throughout France, is that societies 
offer prizes for too much, namely, for the largest collec- 
tions ; on the contrary, were they to define the exact 
number of fruits or flowers, the collections, although 
less numerous, would appear to much greater advan- 
tage,and be more fairly judged upon their intrinsic 
merits, At present it is evident that a small collectioti, 
however fine, stands no chance against a cart-load of 
rubbish, and as a consequence very many amateurs are 

deterred from sending atall. The experimental gardens 
of the Luxembourg have been long celebrated for a col- 
lection of Vines, the most complete and extensive in the 
kingdom ; and on this occasion Mr. Hardy, the chief 
gardener, exhibited somewhere about one hundred 
varieties, all of which were grown. in the open air. 

Among them were natives of France, Spain, Portugal, 
Italy, Greece, Hungary, Persia, Syria, &e., and all, or 

nearly so, at maturity without any artificial appliances, 

The berries of some were enormous, especially Damas 

Blanc, Museat réal, Malaga, Romanza, Ribier, Ribier 
de Calabre, Balkin, Gros Guillaume, Cornichon, and 
Syrian, The Frankaenthal (Black Hamburg) were very 

nearly if not quite as large as those usually grown 

under glass in Holland or England. The most hand- 

some specimens were Raisin Prune de Herault, a 

round black Grape; Rouge de Rolle, larger than Black 
Hamburgh ; Miracle, black, very large bunches ; Raisin 
Prune blane de Naples, like the Fontainebleau but more 

yellow ; Muscat de Sardaigne, large white ; Romanza, 

much larger than black Hamburgh; Sideritas de 
Smyrne, large rose colour ; Chasselas Napoleon, finer 
than C. de Fontainebleau; Cabral, a large sea-green 
coloured kind ; and Rosse Panse, a long white, In M. 
Barbot's collection there were splendid specimens of |n 
Gros Guillaume, Gromier de Cantal, Gros Ribier de 
Maroc, Superbe de Decandolle, Trousseau, Gros Damas, 
Muscat. d'Alexandrie, Chasselas Doré, Frankaenthal, 
Cornichon, and Chasselas Violet. There was also a 
large basket of Chasselas de Fontainebleau from M. 
Berger, of that golden waxy colour for which they are 
so renowned, and which alone was worth going far to 
see. M. Dupuy Jamin had a large collection of Pears; 
among the finest, were the following :— Passe Tardive, 
eurré Gris d'Hiver Nouveau, Belle Angévine, Bon 

Chretien d'Espagne, Beurré Aurore, Gros Givet, Belle 
de Berry, Duchesse d Angoulême, Beurré de Lombardy, 
Bergamotte de Pentecôte, Saint André, Doyenné 
d'Estrekemann, Souvenir de Boulogne, Beurré d'Arem- 
bourg, Bon Chretien Ture, Napoleon d'Hiver, Berga- 
motte d'Austrasie, Belle de Flandres, St. Francois, 
Calabasse Royale, Bergamotte de. Bruxelles, Bon 
Chretien Napoleon, Catillae, and Leon Leclere. Messrs. 
Jamin and Durand exhibited 100 varieties, and among 
them noble specimens of Duchesse d'Angouléme, Beurré 
Incomparable, Belle Angévine, Bon Chretien Napoleon, 
Leon Leclere, Bon Chretien d'Hiver, Beurré Gris Doré, 
Colmar d' Arembourg, Catillac, Colmar Van Mons, Belle 
Alliance; Beurré Bosse, Lemon, Beurré de Sterkmann, 
Rosaline, Triomphe de Josoigne, Philippe de France, 
and Josephine. M. Goutier contributed six finely grown 

‘ines,’ 
The Dahlias were divided into five classes, and though 

not equal to the shows at the Surrey Gardens, were 
decidedly the finest that have ever been exhibited in 
Paris ; among the seedlings were three or four of first- 
rate properties, and some fancy kinds, quite new in 
colour, and far superior to any English ones ; the col- 
lections comprised all the new English, French, and 
German varieties. M. Soútèf had Childe Harold, Napo- 
leon, Marchioness of Aylesbury, Athlete, Antagonist, 
Cleopatra, Duchess of St. Albans, Gloria Mundi, Du- 
chesse. de Richelieu, Lady Charleville, Lady St. Maur, 
Schöne Erfurterin, Princess Royal, &c. M. Salter had 

tagonist, Adrienne, Alphonse Kar, Gl u 
Charleville, Josephine, Madame Chauvitre, Fairy Queen, 
Captain Warner, Captivation, Mirabeau, Athlete, Lud- 
wig Marquard, Le Domino Noir, Marquis of Aylesbury, 
&c. M. Dufoy had Captivation, Madame Dresser, An- 
tagonist, Mademoiselle Chariot, Captain Warner, Mar- 
chioness of Cornwallis, Roblin, Metropolitan. Primrose, 
Miss Prettyman, Sir E. Antrobus, Queen of Pope 
Le Domino Noir, Sarah, Tilly Mimosa, &c. M. Vas- 
seur had a large collection of 600 or 700 flowers, but 
as many of them were repeated seven or eight times, 
and the whole quite unworthy of exhibition, it will be 

useless. to. particularise them, M. Tollard showed 

Athlete, Standard of Perfection, Mademoiselle Chariot, 

Cleopatra, A-la-mode, Madame Chauviere, Harlequin, 
Cheri Pouffin, Albert, Beauty of Stow, Zeitveist, Bijou, 

by M. Roblin, and clear lilac peach by M. Salter. In 

the whole there were from 20 to 25 exhibitors, and the 

prizes were awarded as under, 3 

+. M. Hardy. 
M Barbot. — m 

. Dupu, amain. 

m Modit Jamin & Dur 

a Silver Meda for Grapes 
Bronze 2» ns 

First Silver Medal for Pears and. 
Bronze 35 5k 

Silver Medal for Pines m . M. 

Ditto for Dahlias (general collection) M. Soutéf. 

Bronze Medal for Dahlias .. .. M. Chauviere. 

Silver do. for Dahlias (new varieties) M. Salter: 

Bronze Medal for Dahlias .. «+ M. Dufoy. 

Silver do. for do. (largest collection) M. Vasseur, 

Bronze Medalfor Dahlias .. .. M, Tollard. 

Silver ,, } (amateurs) M, Guyard. 

3i ebíetos. pias 
Wild Sports and Natural History of the Highl dj 

From the Journals of Cartes Sr, Jonn, Esdr 
(Murray’s “Home and Colonial Library, 

XXXVI. and XXXVII.) Murray. í 

Iris impossible for any one who loves White EF 
borne not to include in his affection the author oft Ed 

entertaining volumes, The manner 18 the same, 
mode of narration the same, there is E 

and freshness in every picture, and there is, above 

things, that accurate delineation which never ee 

take the reason captive. Mr. St. Johnis a genio d k 

in station and manner ; while he writes with the co Ae 

dence of a practised sportsman, he never neglects 

taining anecdote and charming descriptions of uus 

We cannot pay the author a. higher compliment A 

by placing him at once, as we have already done; 

ficiently good for his purpose ; in short, he, too, 

too much respect for science to disown her unles 

is dressed in the buckram of a pedant. 

is that his example is not more generally followece 

was but the other day that a very intelligen' 

pressed his regret that an attempt should hav #9 

made by a modern naturalist to’ substitute i ur 
English terminology for the technical Latin of M a 
observing that although it might be desirable to € that 
for popular purposes, it was not suited to science 5 ae 

is to say, there must be two languages 1n Ni 

tory, the scientific and the popular. We ha vthly 
no doubt ; but why should it be so? Of what eal 

able of assuming & 
nature till less 

popular form, it is little worth the m omy B s, natu- 

consists of little beyond the power of running over à YO) 

of barbarous MSIE Rumex, Veronica, and Cratzegus 

sound grandly ; Dock, Speedwell, and W. 

their equivalents, are but homely. " 

that he has made a discovery regarding the foramen 

the ovule of the Rumex Hydrolapathum, people 8 e 

and think him a great philosopher ; but if they kne 

him to mean merely that he had discovered something 

in the aperture of the young seed of the commo! 

Water Dock, they would be better able to judge 

of the value of his philosophy. Let us not i 

misunderstood ; we do not by any means undervalu! 

hnicaliti Science in their proper place an 
Doctor Graham, Erzherzog Stephen, on | th 

Hessen, Fulwood Glory, Johannes Bosse, Capti- 

vation, Josephine Eriau, La Belle Blonde, Lady 

Featherstone, Adrienne de Cardoville, Beauty of Hants, 

Madame Zehler, Madame Dresser, Beauty of South 

Parade, Captain Warner, Alexandrina, Bohemian Girl, 

Marchioness of Cornwallis, Queen Mary, Queen of Per- 

petuals, Miss Prettyman, Princess Radzeville, &c. M, 

Chauviére sent Cleopatra, Stella, Madame Dresser, An- 

e ol 
within due limits. On the contrary, they are indispem?, 
able; but they are much abused, and needlessly ™ " 

to perplex plain people, when there is no manner 9 

necessity for it. if 

We should be unjust, however, to Mr. St. John, ae 

we appeared to rest our opinions of his admirable M 

merely upon such ground as this. We shall, therein 
produce an extract or two from his pages, by Way 
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illustrating his excellent style. 
Ing-account of the toad ! 
“For my own part, I can see nothing more dis- 

gusting in animals usually called reptiles, such as lizards 
and toads, than in any other living creatures. A toad 
1$ a most useful member of society, and deserves the 
freedom of all floricultural societies, as well as entire 
immunity from all the pains and penalties. which he un- 
dergoes at the hands of the ignorant and vulgar. In 
hotheds and hothouses he is extremely useful, and 
many gardeners take great care of toads in these places, 
where they do good service by destroying beetles and 
other insects. In the flower-beds, too, they are of 
Similar use, Of quiet and domestic habits, the toad 
Seldom seems to wander far from his seat or from under 

fighting, regardless of the heat, which shrivels up their 
Pu Or of passers by, who may tread on them and maim 
lem, but, cannot stop their fighting. There is more 

character and energy in a toad than is supposed. After 
le young ones have acquired their perfect shape, they 

Appear to leave the water, and frequently the roads and 
Paths are so coyered with minute but well-formed toad- 
ings, that it isimpossible to put your foot down without 
crushing some of them.” 
of Wa scarcely know a- more thoroughly: natural piece 
ae leseription than the following, of one of the most 

arming districts in all Scotland. 
E othing can exceed the beauty of the river and the 
ac ‘ounding: scenery when it suddenly leaves the open 

barren ground and plunges at once into the wild 
ang extensives woods of Dunearn and Fairness. The 
h 0ods at Dunearn are particularly picturesque, in con- 
‘quence of the Fir-trees (atleast those near the river), 

How true is the follow- | | lamprey to divine ; but I conclude that their work had 

something to do with the placing of their spawn. 

had, however, a good opportunity of watching them, as 

the water was quite clear and shallow, and they were so 

intent upon what they were at, that*they took no notice 
whatever of me. .I had intended to examine the little 

heaps of stones which they had made, but going from 

home the next day put it out of my recollection, and I 

lost the opportunity. It seems, however, so singular a 

manceuvre on the part of fish to build up regular little 

pyramids of gravel, bringing some of the stones from the 

distance of two feet against the current and rolling them 

to the place with evident difficulty, that the lampreys 

must have some good reason which induces them to take 

particles with the natural glue of his skin, That done, | 

materials, such as. pieces of straw or wood, he arranges 

them with his mouth on his flooring so as to build up 

the walls ; if he finds that he has placed them badly, he 

{ow them. out. again, adjusts them better, turns them 

about, or, if he finds them unmanageable, swims away 

with them and drops them ata distanee. Allthis time he 

takes care to glue every particle together as before. As 

soon as the flooring and walls are up he begins the roof, 

which is made in thesamo way, except thatheleaves a hole 

| large enough for the female to get in at, and into which 

he takes eare to put his head very often, in order to 

see that the sides of the interior are smooth and that | 

| the hole is large enough. For the further details o 

| this curious proceeding we have no space. he reader 

will find it fully deseribed in the Comptes rendus for 

May 18, 1846. 

Garden Memoranda. 
Gosford, East Lothian, the seat of the Eart of} 

Wemyss.—This season has proved remarkable for the| 
| 

aving been left rather farther apart than is usual, and | blooming of exotic trees and shrubs, at periods widely | 

no.tree ad 
Scoth F 
natural shay 
for 

ds more to the beauty of scenery than the 

hape. The purple Heather, too, in these woods 
m$ a.ich and soft groundwork to the picture. What 

Spot. in the world can excel in beauty the. landscape | flower-stem nine feet high, exhibits a£ th 
Com! 

loft; 

Swe 

With their 
the dark Pine-trees ? 
Fai black and. deep pools, connected with each 

Which in the fine pure evenings you may see the sal- 
in making curious leaps. shal 
queression this scenery made on me when I first saw it. 
the ore of the Dulsie, the dark-coloured river, and 

9n the 
ture which will never be effaced from my memory. I 
Sanno conceive a more striking coup d'œil, nor one | of the 

On these rocks | season z A 

whose | extensive plantations made during the last forty years 

3ppearance, with their shaggy hair and long venerable have produced complete shelter from the Sea-breeze ; 

vi The | and the mildness of the climate of Gosford is strikingly 

Fas worthy the pencil of an artist. 
small flocks of long-horned, half-wild goats, 

beards, adds much to the wildness of the scene. 
ackeock and the roebuck now succeed the grouse and illustrated by 

sididoen, The former is frequently to be seen either 
ing on the trunk of a fallen Birch-tree or feeding on 
mos] aniper-berxies, while the beautiful roebuck (the 
«xb perfeet in its symmetry of all deer), is seen either 
gaging on some wading through a shallow part of the river, 
jeune wh 
athing nymph 

Passer by, 
hk of the riy, 

A moment o, t 
Plunges into t 

When disturbed by the appearance 

er, and after standing on the summit for 

wo to make out the extent of the danger, 
he dark solitudes of the forest.” 

Be ed the many interesting facts with which Mr. St. 
of the d abound is the following singular account Potato. 

“One y in which fish make their nests ! 
su y 

o m pam ing water near my se. 

Pencil 
anxious] 
stones, 
Sue About the size of a 

ve a larger ‘ston deavourin ù ii sionall, 

ir, when it has room to. spread out into its | Gosford house, 

Yards, with clumps of the ancient Weeping Birches | plants, so as to b 
gnarled and twisted stems, backed again by instead of the summer 

The river here forms.a succes- growing on the 

Y foaming and whirling falls, and currents, up | contrast 

never forget. the | Ligustrum lucidum floribundum, is here to be seen 

lovely woodlands as I viewed them while stretched ornamental shrubbery plants cultivated for flowering at 

short green sward above the rocks formed a pic- Christmas, are 

rassy spot. at the water's edge, or | than 50 feet high. 

looking | recently 
r à a 

hen half way through as. timid and coy as a | (among the latter the Pinus apulcensis and Teocote) are 

he bounds lightly and easily up the steep | feature to the landscape, - 

At 
four magnificent specimens of —— 

sa, or superb Adam's Needle, are now to be seen, | 

in various stages of flowering. One specimen, with a 
s time upwards | 

different from those observed in ordinary years. 

glor 

prising the old bridge of Dulsie, spanning with its | of 600 blossoms. As July and August are the months 

y arch the deep black pool, shut in by grey and fan- | in which the Yucca generally flowers, it would appear 

astic rocks, surmounted with the greenest of Grass | that the late unusual summer beat has forwarded these 
ring them into bloom at this period 

of 1847. "These noble plants are 
> grassy banks of the beautiful i 

| ficial lake near the mansion-house, forming a stri 
with the large masses of rich foliage of 
ies behind them. 

@ 03 
The rare: Chinese Privet, shrubb: 

flowering freely as a standard. The Strawberry-tree 

(Arbutus Unedo) and the Laurustinus, two of the most 

already in full beauty. These, with 
ombined with the high keeping 
grounds, render. Gosford at this 
year a most attractive spot. The 

a other rarities, 
whole 

of the 

the circumstance of the Sweet Bay 

(Laurus nobilis, the true Laurel-bay,) being here seen 

in flower as a standard tree ; and the still more remark- 

Beetroot would not be found preferable to boiled.. If 
these roots were so universally cultivated in England 
for human food as they are on the Continent, and baked 

and sold as cheap, as they might easily be, many a poor 
person would have a hearty and good meal who is now 
often obliged to go without one.— Torquay Directory. 

Superphosphate of Lime.—When a small portion of 
superphosphate of lime is mixed with seeds when sown, 
in sufficient quantity to give them the appearance of 
being limed over, the seeds germinate quicker and 

stronger, more especially in the case of old seeds ; and 
it is also found that the plants are less liable to dam: 
off, or be injured by inseets.—Journal of Horticultural 
Society. 

——————— 

Calendar of Operations. 
(For the ensuing Week.) 

Planting Evergreens. — After all that has been said 
about spring planting of greens, or even midwint 

Iam persuaded that no part of the year can equal the 
autumn—say from the middle of October until the end 
of November. I have moved hundreds of large Ever- 
greens, at all periods within the last 20 years, and I * 
have invariably realised the greatest amount of success 
by autumn planting. Much, however, depends on the 
character of the soil, as well as on the mode in which 
the operation is conducted. Some persons advocate 
* puddle planting;" but on what principles I never 
could discover. Why not puddle potting?” Cer- 

tainly itis better to puddle a large specimen than to 
totally neglect it in regard to moisture. My practice 
is this :—To open a hole much larger than ihe ball of 

earth or volume of roots about to be introduced, taking 

care not to make the hole any deeper in general than 

the surface-soil extends ; then to saturate the subsoil 

with water, and next to pulverise the soil thoroughly in- 

tended for filling in round the roots. After this is com- 
pleted, I invariably rake together a body of tree-leaves 
(if at hand), weeds, sticks, &e., and throw three or 

four inehes (sometimes a foot), in the bottom of the 

hole, to set the ball or roots on, putting little or no soil 

beneath the tree. The tree being carefully removed— 

nota fibre suffered to dry if possible during the opera- 

tion—is placed on the leaves, and the process of filling 

up commences. I invariably mix decayed vegetable 

matter with the common soil; this is sometiines ob- 

tained on the spot by raking or paring the surface of 

the ground contiguous, The soil being in a mellow 
state, is slightly trod as the filling proceeds ; and when 
filled level with the ball or rather above it, the whole 

receives a thorough watering, using several eans of 
water at slight intervals. The next business, and a 

most. important affair, is to thoroughly stake the tree 

to pr. vent wind-waving. When this is completed, a thiek 

mulching of half-rotten manure or leaves will finish 
the process, uch trees should have one thorough 
soaking of water in the early part of April; afterwards 
they may be safely left to themselves. ¥ 

CONSERVATORIES, STOVE, &c. 

Conservatory.—The climbers here, at least some of 

the most ratabling, will now want a smart dressing 

where they obstruct the light in any material degree. 

Such as flower on the young wood, and which are now 
in a ripening state, or approaching a state of rest, may 

be pruned in exceedingly ¢lose. Such as the late- 

blooming. Passifloras, the Combretums, Echites, Ipo- 

moeas, Stephanotis, Thunbergias, Pergularias, Mande- 

villas, &e. &c., which are still thriving, must be regu. 

lated with a more gentle hand ; cutting away merely 

barren shoots, and drawing the remainder into some- 

what, closer festoons, in order to throw sun-light into 

the interior of the house. Stove and Ore 

somewhat warm temperature may still be maintained in 

the stove, in order to consolidate as much as possible 

immature growths. When this is accomplished, there 

will be less necessity for strong fire-heat in the dead of 

winter. hids as in last Calendar. Mixed Greenhouse. 

—Some skill will be necessary here, at this period espe- 

cially; there will be so many candidates for admission 
that confusion and, consequently, failures will be in- 
evitable, unless some things be dis ed or removed to 
a cold pit, or plant hospital. Better grow a few things 

* 

able fact of the sweet Spanish Chesnut being now 

loaded with full-grown fruit, some of the trees not less 
It may be added, that many of the 

introduced Himalayan and Mexican Conifers 

here in a very thriving state, and will soon give a new 

Miscellaneous: 
Beel-root a Substitute for Potatoes. —Beet-root cannot 

meal. There are few 

well than many badly. Let winter stuff have every 
attention 

KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING. 
See that the linings of Pines grown in dung-pits are 

kept in good repair, A sudden drop in temperature, at 

this period, when the summer’s growth is scarcely solidi- 

fied, will be very prejudicial. Vines,—Now begins the 

conflict in many gardens between the desire to preserve 

the late Grapes as long as possible, and the attempt to 

house a great many plants. The Ds peer required 

of a gardener in this respect is of a most painful nature, 

and cannot be carried out without a sacrifice on one 

side or both. - No pots, with the exception. of rest bulbs 

or Cacti, should ever be allowed to stand ina house of 

late Grapes, after the end of September. In such a 

ease a very small amount of firing will suffice ; whilst, 

where plants are crammed in such houses, the conse- 

quence js that much watering, and a-considerable amount 

of fire-heat is necessary, in order to expel the great ac- 

cumulation of moisture. Early Vinery.—As a pre- 

paratory step, I would advise the borders to be covered 

forthwith with at least a foot of dry litter, or any other 

light and porous body, to prevent the escape of warmth. 
« Lock the door before the steed is gone.” In cases of 
early forcing, where the roots are inside, the borders 
hitherto kept dry on rest principles, may have a 

thorough watering with clear manure-water. Take 

even roasted, or fried | every care of autumn Cucumbers ; if in boxes, let them 
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be stopped and top-dressed when necessary ; also give 

them regular waterings with tepid and clear liquid ma- 

nure. See to Kidney Beans in pots. Mushroom-beds 

next week. 
FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES. 

Choice things in the parterre can no longer be de- 

ended on as to display; it is therefore desirable at 

this period to look over the masses and beds, and see if 

there be any choice article of a tender character which 
it is desirable to secure for next year ; such may be 
potted with balls, and wintered in the cold pit. Altera- 

tions may be proceeded with, planting, turf laying, 

edging, &. > 
FLORISTS’ FLOWERS. | 

The time is now arrived when all Tulip beds ought 

to be properly arranged for planting, so that the bulbs 

may be got into the ground not later than the last week 
in October.. Some means also should be adopted to 

shelter the bed or beds from heavy rain, as it is ex- 

tremely prejudicial to the bulbs before they have begun 
to appear above ground, and in fact excess of moisture 

ought at all times to be avoided. Attention ought also 

to be given to those bulbs whose spike has elongated, 

aphis or green fly being apt to attack them,which should 

be carefully brushed off. Carnations and Picotees.—In 

obtaining new varieties the best plan is to have them 

immediately, better plants will generally be obtained 
now than in the spring, and they will have time to es- 
tablish themselves before winter, which is highly neces- 

sary, if they are to be kept in a state of health till next 

spring. Auriculas.—Mind that the frames in which 

these are to be wintered have a proper pitch, and that 

all the glass is sound, so that the plants may not be 

subject to drip, which will infallibly ruin them. Free 

circulation of air should at all times be, promoted, and 

when properly managed few flowers are more hardy 

than the Auricula. Pink and Pansy beds, we presume, 

are already planted ; some of the plants of both are 

occasionally “ long on the leg,” such should be supported 

with small sticks, or they are apt to be broken over by 

the wind. 
KITOHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD, 

At this period let every inch of spare ground, if time 
permit, be trenched into sharp ridges; spare ground, 

however, to any extent, under the circumstances of the 

Potato murrain, will deserve the name of bad gardening. 

Let a stock of herbs be potted for forcing in winter, such 

as Sweet Marjoram, Mint, Sorrel, Tarragon, &c. 

Early-ripened Seakale for forcing, in dung beds or the 

Mushroom-house, may be trenched up with every root 
entire, and heeled in the compost ground, in order to 

e drawn out successively as wanted. Let a good 
breadth of Cabbage plants be pricked out at once on 
rather poor ground ; they will all be wanted in spring. 
House a good breadth of) half-blanched stout Endive 
plants in every spare frame ;,also stout half-blanched 

Cos and Cabbage Lettuces. Gather Tomatoes as soon 

as they begin to colour, and complete their ripening 
process in-doors, in a good dry heat, Examine Onions 
in store, and give occasional ventilation to the fruit- 
room, shutting up as dry as possible. Gather all remain- 
ing Pears and Apples forthwith ; if unripe, they will 

receive no benefit out of doors after this period. At- 
tend to the remarks in last Calendar, as to the removal 
of fruit-trees. 

COTTAGERS' GARDENS. 

The Carrots, Parsnips, Beet-root, &e., will soon re- 
quire to be taken up for winter storing. I would advise 
cottagers to begin betimes cutting or mowing off the 
tops daily, and feeding the cow or pigs with them ; they 
may thus be worked up to advantage. Where time 
permits, and where land is in good working condition, 
and labour and manure can be spared, I advise what I 
have often practised, viz., manuring for the next crop 
on the crown of the roots, and trenching them out, 
leaving the land in ridges for the winter. Carrots and 
Parsnips, if grown in beds, may, however, be cut close 
down, and soiled over about 4 inches deep ; they will 
keep well in this way, as I have proved, and may be 
taken up as wanted. Look to the section * Kitchen 
Garden and Orchard." 

FORESTING. 

Those who desire to plant Holly hedges will do well 
to prepare the ground forthwith. They make an in- 
valuable fence, but the ground requires more prepara- 
tion than for quieksets. It must be well trenched of 
course ; and if of a poor or gravelly nature, may be 
improved by mellow ditchings, furrowings, and peat or 
any old black vegetable matter. Great care should be 
exercised in removing the plants; not a fibre should be 
allowed to get dry. I have seen some good folks in 
this part planting them after travelling for hours on the 
top of a cart, tied up like besoms; in fact after the 
manner of quicksets. The young hedge is full of blanks 
Subsequently, and the country folks console themselves 
with the idea that the soil is unsuitable. The Holly is 
partial to a fat loam also, if friable. Clays, however, 
would require a considerable amount of sand or loose 
soil as well as black vegetable matter. 

State of the Weather near Lon don, for the week ending Oct. 15, 1948, as Observed at the Horticultural Garten, Chiswick. d 

12—Slight fog; hazy and damp; foggy 
13—Boiserous, with slight rain; clear and co! 
14—Densely overcast; rain; overcas ‘s si 
15—Rain; very heavy rain in forenoon ; fine; rain at night, 

ean temperature of the week deg. bslow the average. 
arare of WOM SOE A SERIES 

d as night 

State of the Weather at Chiswick during che last 20 years, for the 
ensuing Week ending Oct. 24, 1846- 

1 Prevailing Winds. 
No, of — Aaral Aver. | Monn| Yostre in | Ote@test| Tor q. TE 

Oct. |Highest| Lowest |p, ears n | quantity |; ld |a lei s | lE 

Temp. | Temp. Domo hich te | eras. |Ż fa É [A A3 |F | 
58.5 | 50.6 9 0.42 in. $|111,8| 4| 7| 2 

593 | 49.0 a 0.14 1| 2} 3| 1| 3) 6| 4 
59.6 | 49.9 g 948 3|—| 3| 4| 5| 4| 1 
589 | 495 6 0.64 3) 1| 3) 4 g= 

52.8 | 5LT| 14 0.50 =| 5 1| 5| 5| 4| 2 
57.7 | 49.5 13 0.40 i|- | 2| 4] 4| 6) 1 
56.1 | 48.9 8 0.93 | 1| 1 E 7| 4| 5| 2 

n The highest temperature during the above period ocourred;on the 2lst, 
1826—therm. /2? ; and the lowest on the 21st, 1842—therm. $09. 

Notices to Correspondents. 
Post-orrtce Orpers—In order to obviate the inconveniences 

which are now constantly being experienced by parties who 

wish to remit small sums to the office of the GARDENERS’ 

them. 

The Fourth Reprint of Mr. PAXTON’S COTTAGERS' CALEN- 

is now i y. An index has been 
Parties wishing to have copies for distributi 

Ferraria antherosa,— A, Young Beginner—1, Heemanthus 

coccineus ; 2, Teucrium fruticans ; 3 e sort of Flax.—— 

T C—If you wish for correct names you should se 

aminable specimens, not small morsels of things which are 

easily mistaken for each other, In future we will beg you 

e your own plants. 
PuasrANUS Cononicus—JAlicklewell—A thousand thanks. Mind, 

itis the white Cr. longifolium. 
Prans—J E M—The Flemish Beauty should be gathered in the 
beginning of September; and, as a general rule, all early 

autumn Pears should be taken as soon as their seeds begin to 

acquire a tinge, * Winter Pears, 
lout Morceau, should be allowed to hang as long as they 

can be left with safety, or tillthey part from the spur by 

merely raising the fruit to a horizontal position. All 

varieties that are disposed to turn mealy should be taken off 

before they part so easily as is indicated by the above 

eriterion.l| 
Poratozrs—No Glass Dealer—Chemists have already done all 

that you suggest, and more; their results have been pub- 

lished, some in our own columns, and they throw no light on 

the subject. The Horticultural Society and others have made 

all sorts of experiments, ant eresult has béen or will 

published. Some of your suggestions are—forgive us the 

word—Utopian.——J N—If planted in autumn 8 inches deep, 

there is little danger of the gets being injured by frost. || 
Prouninc—Delta—The advantages from pruning the Peach-tree 

in autumn, as recommended in an article at p. 20 of last 

fully proved. Autumn pruning 
Spring prunings impair the 

say that when 
vautageous ; 

ear's volume, have been 
the buds left, 

but the vigour of the tj 
with greater safety, by summer pruning. || 

GROME —W 

e done well it must be a long and 

It will be in the form of “ School Botany." M— Roberts 

on the Vine,” except that he makes his borders much too 

animalized.——One of the Old School—We know of no such 

books. Mr. Ayres formerly gave some useful directions in our 

columns. 
| FRUIT-TREES—J N, Bolton le Moors—In proceeding to plant an 

orchard of Apple and Pear-trees you ought to well drain, 
trench, lime, and manure the soil. Let the bottom of the 
trenches have a regular slope towards clear drainage. Plant 

in November, on slightly raised mounds. The following 

varieties are considered suitable for your climate :-—Apples : 
dessert; Cockle Pippin, Court of Wick, Early Harvest, 

Hughes's Golden Pippin, Kerry Pippin, Margil, Braddick’s 
Nonpareil, Scarlet Nonpareil, Claygate Pearmain, Pearson’s 

Plate, Boston Russet, Wormsley Pippin, Sturmer Pippin. 
Kitch Apples: Bedfordshire Foundling, Hawthornden, 

Keswick Codlin, Dumelow's Seedling, Lucombe's S i 

Park, Knight’s Monarch, Althorp Orassane, Hacon's Incom- 
parable, Louise Bonne, of Jersey, Comte de Lamy, Eyewood, 

Flemish Beauty, Winter Nelis, Ne Plus Meuris, Suffolk 

Thorn, Thompson's Seckel, Aston Town. || 
FRUIT-TREE Borpers—H C— Under the circumstances, you 

cannot do better than as you propose. If you could add 

6 inches of fresh soil to the present depth of the border, it 

would be better not to disturb the clay underneath any more 
than would be necessary to form a slope to the front drain. 

hen the ground is made good under a walk, roots generally 
do well in it, Il 

F stant Reader—P3 the following sorts :— 
Dr. Jephson, Kentish Bride, Venusta, Cassandra, Lady 
Walsingham, anı * 

GLAZING—A e have little experience of edge to edge glaz- 
ing, and that is not favourable ; the edges chip when frozen. 
There is no good work on the subject; if there were we 

mere greenhouse, from which frost is to be excluded occa- 
sionally only. 7 

Grapes—H C D—There is no white Grape larger, earlier, and 
ter-fi red than 3 ; and, therefore, it may 

be considered the best white Grape for early exhibitions. I| 
GREENHOUSE PLANTS—L-—The following are sweet scented :— 

loysia citriodora, Daphne odora, Jasminum grandiflorum, 
Luculia gratissima, Heliotrope, common Orange, of which 
the Brigadier multiflora is one of the best, and Mandevilla 
suaveolens. The latter is a climber, 

D—Mr. Meck will tell you all about tempera- 
ture hereafter: never fe = B—Paxton is right. 
NDIAN ConN—2D W L—There is nothing extraordinary in the 

stature of your Indian corn. So hot a summer has suited the 
coarse-growing sorts. 

Inpran Corn FLOUR is no doubt to be had of the bakers in any 
large town. 

Insecrs—We wish correspondents would do us the favour to 

ear. ——. 

ou may be right in your conjecture, yet it 
e over from the 

erda, We will shortly 
In the meanwhile 

esiste vei reat 
vriwn—Your plant wants cleansing reo 

The upper sides of the leaves are covered with 
soot apparently, and the undersides with a female coccus. If 
you use turpentine, it will destroy the leaves. We haye never 
tried the solution you allude to, R. ‘They are mites 
which always generate in the refuse of stacks and barns, 
There is no preventing their introduction, R. 

LzwTiLsS—J R A—These are the seeds of different species of 
Ervum. They are from the south of Europe, require warm 

land, and may be procured from the great London seedsmen. 

——A B—' 

T HERMONRTER. s Wind. 

Ex D ew 
pa 46 S.W. 
wu E] SE. 
929.531 45 SW. 

29.889 ne Au 
s3 | 29.50 i - 
24 | 99.001 Pe (x 

Average | | 29.598 w aal ns T 
Oct. 9—Rain, densely overcast and windy at night 

TOUS ai 

In hey resemble Tares, 
Names or Fnurr— 7 M—Apples, Nos. 1, 2, and 3 are all the 
Blenheim Pippin, which the cottager has grown remarkably 

well 
Names or Pr. Derby— Asel 

e things. — 
JM Stansfeld —Bifrenaria. vitellina, ——0O F W—We are obliged 

i unconnected with horticulture. 
u have sent nre not plants at all. Apply to the 

d Burlington-street.—— 

PETUNIAS—. 

VERBENAS— 

, e agree with you that Mr. S., in jus- 
tomers, should send out with his instrument 

directions for use. Hang it in the shade towards the back 

wall; in a greenhouse keep it at 50° in winter, and from 309. 
o 40? in summer. A stove requires it to stand from 10°to 20°, 

SPANISH OnksNUTS—J P— These are best preserved by being 

barrelled up in sand after having been well dried in the sun. 

In the Chesnut countries they are often kiln-dried.—Many 

very fine specimens of Yucca gloriosa have been brought into 

flower by this glorious summer. 
TEMPERATURE — D— The temperature given in our weekly 

tables is obtained by the indications of self-registering ther- 

mometers, one giving the highest temperature during the 
day in the shade, and the other the lowest in the night.|| 

ToLiP Brps—C N R—Dig your bed of 30 rows over, and 

sprinkle half a peck of lime on it; then fork it well in; allow 
it to remain till next morning, when the bed may be ridged 

up. Plant in about a fortnight afterwards. W. 

ViNERY—A. Constant Sub—In a span-roofed house, 60 feet long, 

the south side glazed, the north wood and asphalte, Vines 

will not do well under the latter. Better glaze the north 

span; but depend upon it you would do better still were you 

to add another 60 feet to the length, and so form f 

roof facing the south, instead of employing the same quan- 

tity of glass for a house half the length with a double aspect ; 
and the more especially as it is intended for early forcing. 

Vine BORDE 
peat, 2j feet deep. 
plants are allowed to root in the border. || 

WooprnicE— or two kept in your frome will thin 

their numbers; and quantities may be killed by pouring 
boiling water along the sides of the pit, if that ean be con. 

veniently done, A trap may also be formed by placing two 

tiles or boards over each other, between which they crawl as 

morning t conceal themselves. Tiles laid over 
Cabbage-leaves form good traps. f 

Misc,—J G P—An advertisement will cost from 4s. to 5s, de- 
pending on the length. Itis, perhaps, the best course you 

can take.——J 7—Canna indica will live two or more years 

The Violet has not produced its fruit without flowers ; but 

‘rom flowers without petals, a common oc- 

currence in this o the leaves, we presume their 

stalks must have been punctured by an insect, though not 

S 01 oses of nidi ion.——A St Quentü 

House, Cuthill’s Black Spine and Emperor 
Emperor and Beechwood Melons ; the former is green fleshed, 
the latter scarlet fleshed. Your other questions next week. 

— T B, Hornsey—The manner of constructing Rivers" brick 

Arnott stoves has been fully given at p. 51 of the present 

year’s volume, where there is also a plan.[——4A Bird—The 

Patent Protowide Paint is probably what you allude to, It 

was advertised 10th Oct. \ 

qi y 
Cucumbers, and 

SEEDLING FLOWERS. 

crown of your flower with that of Proctor’s Nonpareil ; if it 
will stand the test, you are safe in that particular point.* 

—sS H—We cannot give a satisfactory opinion upon your 

flower, the season is past; it showed a large yellow disk 

before auy of the back petals fell.* J 

Fucustas—C A R—OF your seedlings we prefer No. 2, though 
deficient in contrast of colour; it is deep and rich in this 

quality, and the flower is well formed. 1 and 3 are repeti- 

tions of varieties already generally cultivated.* —— J W— 

Your seedlings generally fall short in the properties looke 

forin the present day, more especially in form and colour. 

"The best in the collection is No. 3.*——.£ B Deal—Dividing 
and light kinds, we cannot dis- 

d 

upon the flowers already out. 

sepals of this variety do not expand sufficiently. 

lighter sorts, No. 1 is to be preferred for its colour, the con- 

trast being very striking, though in form it is rather deficient ; 

9 is uncommon and pleasing in colour ; 4 is very similar, but 

possessing a lighter tube ; 8is good in colour, but the sepals 

cling too closely to the corolla; 10 is a slight improvement 
uponit. Among those having bright vermilion corollas, 16 

is decidedly the best.*——G R—Our opinion is unaltered re- 
garding 1 and 2. No. 3 is inferior to many varieties we have 

seen this season.*—— r seedling is a large and 
stout variety, a little coarse in the sepals, and not superior to 
many of the old sorts. 

P—The specimens Nos. 2 and 4 are particu- 

larly rich and superior in colour, possessing also a fine 
velvety surface; these are unusually fine. 1 and 3 are not 

uncommon.*——S E—No. 7 is a pretty variety, but not 

uncommon, 
W—Your seedling appears to be a very good 

flower, but not novel in colour; if a dwarf grower it will be 
desirable.* 

*,® As usual,many communications have been received too late, 

10—B vate: in; partially overcast 
11—Fine; rain} constant rala at night 

are 3 

can be made, We must also beg for the indulgence of those 

correspondents, the insertion of whose contributions is still 

delayed. x 
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NEW INVENTION FOR DIBBLING WHEAT. 

Kegistered in pur- de 2 

suance of the 

Designs’ Copyright ^f Ñ 
i. 

Amendment Acts, 

6 & 7 Vic, c. 65, 

No. 409. 
i» 

DPINGLES HAND DIBBLING | MACHINE, 
‘OR DEPOSITING ALL KINDS OF D. " 

This Machine is confidently recommended by the Proprietors, 

which will at the same moment make the Hole, and deliver the 
exact quantity of Seed, with extreme regularity.” It is simple 

in its construction, and not liable to get out of order. 

THE DIBBLING POINT IS SO CONSTRUCTED THAT 

THE SOIL CANNOT CHOKE IT, 

*,* The cups are of various sizes for discharging 

either Wheat, Mangold Wurzel, Barley, Beans, Peas, 

Vetches, &c. 
Single e se ss ee 
Double .. .. .. +s n108. » 

Testimonials and Circulars, giving descriptions ofits working, 

&c, can be had on application to 
Witrtam E. RENDLE and Co., Merchants. 

(€ THE TRADE SUPPLIED. 
Plymouth, Oct, 17. 

‘pene, AND BOLIVIAN GUANO ON 
SALE, BY THE ONLY IMPORTERS, 

ANTONY GIBBS AND SONS, LONDON ; 

Wm. JOSEPH MYERS anD CO., LIVERPOOL; 
And by their Agents, 
GIBBS, BRIGHT, ann CO., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL; 

COTSWORTH, POWELL, AND PRYOR, LONDON. 
To protect themselves against the injurious consequences of 

using inferior and spurious guano, purchasers are recom- 
mended to apply only to Dealers ofestablished character, or to 
the above-named Importers, who will supply the article in any 
quantity, at their fixed prices, delivering it from the Import 
Warehouses, 

Price. 40s. each, 
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ENGLAND INDEPENDENT OF THE WORLD FOR CORN. 

HE attention of the Agricultural Interest, at, this 
momentous crisis, is requested to the great importance of 

LIQUID MANURE, and the ease with which it may be appro- 
priated by the use of FOWLER’S PUMPS, made expressly for 
the purpose, either portable or fixed ; Garden, Ship, and Barge 
umps; also those for Distillers, Brewers, Soap Boilers, and 
anners, for hot and cold liquor, Pumps kept for hire, for 

Excavations and Wells. Buildings heated by Hot Water, for 
Horticulture, and eyery variety of manufacturing purposes, 

e Trade supplied on advantageous terms, b; ENJAMIN 
Fowzzn, Engineer, &oc., 63, Dorset-street, Fleet-street, London. 

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1846. 

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 
Tavaspay, Oct. 2i—Agriculsural Imp. of Ireland. 

LOCAL SOCIETIES. 
Trafalgar—Ross— North Staffordshi:e, 

FARMERS’ CLU 
Oct. 1 i € 
— $8—Newton 

Botle 9—Wingerworth — Ottery 
t: Mary—Bolsover 

— $0—Debenham 

Ir is obviously of importance in any art or profes- 
Sion for those engaged in it to know the principles 
en which their practice is founded. Just consider two 
or three instances :— How could the physician deal 
with the ever-varying symptoms of disease if he 
were unable to regulate his practice in accordance 
with the well-known facts and principles which the 
chemist and the'anatomist have established? Without 
such guides, his treatment of the different cases he 
meets with must be mere guess-work and quackery. 
Or, how could the lawyer attempt the settlement 
of differences or the administration of justice, if (to 
guide him out of the confusion which often sur- 
rounds him), he had no common law to fall back 
upon—no principles of justice which have gra- 
dually.arisen out of past decisions. And then, 
again, look at the case of the chemical manufac- 
turerer, who, out of various substances—salt and 
lime, and oil and sulphur, nitre and charcoal, makes 

soap and soda, sulphuric and muriatie acids, &c. 
He is so convinced of the value to him of an ac- 

quaintance with the principles of his art, that atgreat 
expense he engages the highest scientific ability he 
can procure to superintend his processes and 
devise new ones. And it is unquestionable that in 
the case of the agriculturist also a knowledge of 
the theory of his art is most important. It would 
be of real money value to him to understand the 
mature of his operations—to know why their re- | 
sults are so variable—to learn the conditions under 
which they shall be most productive. They are, as 
everybody knows, carried on under a great variety | 
of circumstances—on a great variety of soils— 
under a great variety of season and climate. How 
important, then, for the farmer to be familiar with 
the principles which amidst all this variety remain 
the same; and which, whatever be the circum- 
stances, and whether he knows it or not, have al- 

ways and in every instance, been the cause of suc- 
cess in practice! 

Now, between the last-mentioned professions— 
those of the chemical manufacturer and .of the 
farmer—there exists very considerable similarity. 
Indeed, almost any definition of the one if ex- 
pressed in sufficiently general terms, will answer 
for the other. Both are among the many arts 

exhibition of a good balance-sheet at the end of the 
year; and ¢hat in further tracing their resemblance 

is an important thing to remember. Both are 

arts in which certain substances by subjection 

to certain’ processes are converted into certain 
other substances: their elements under the in- 

fluences brought to bear upoa them are made to 

rearrange themselves in other combinations, assum- 

ing different forms and more useful properties. In 

the one—to take a few cases—nitre and sulphur 

and the oxygen of the air acting on one another are 

madetto produce sulphuric acid ; common salt and 

sulphuric acid, lime and charcoal, acting on one 

another, are made to produce muriatic acid and 

the soda of our shops; muriatic acid, manganese, 
and lime are together concerned in the manufacture 
of a bleaching powder, and so on. In the other— 
Agricultur lements an 1s, which are 

and his practice various to an inexplicable degree. 
Well! notwithstanding the high advantages and 
great superiority of the circumstances in which the 

former is placed, he finds it to be his interest to 

maiutain a close, and though an expensive, he finds 

it a profitable connection with the science, 7. e. the 

principles of his art ; the latter, notwithstanding his 

need of all possible assistance, has hitherto made 

but little use of anything but the limited obser- 
vations of which his ordinary practice affords the 
field. The farmer, obviously requiring the assistance 
it might afford him, neglects the theory of his art ; 
the manufacturing chemist though apparently 
already perfect, anxiously studies it and endeavours 
to apply it. The one most requiring assistance is, 
for the most part, regardlesss of it though offered 
to him; the other hardly requiring it at all is at 
great pains and expense to obtain it. We think— 

I 
naturally present in the air and in the soil, together 

with other bodies added by the farmer, are, by his 

agency, brought to act upon one another, so that 

certain substances are produced—substances which 

are not the less truly chemical or the results of 

chemical process, because we do not give them 

scientific names— Wheat, for instance, Barley, Oats, 

Grass, Beans, Peas, Turnips, Mangold Wurzel, 

Carrots, &e. And then, again, some of these, both 

grain and green crops, with the assistance of the 

air of the atmosphere, are afterwards concerned in 

the manufacture of beef, mutton, pork, milk, and 

wool; and the processes which result in these pro- 

ducts are not the less truly chemical processes 

because, in order to carry them on, the farmer em- 

ploys certain self-acting machines, his cattle, sheep, 
and pigs. 
We have compared the profession of the chemical 

manufacturer with that of the farmer thus minutely, 

because we do not know any better method of 

illustrating the important connection existing 
between an acquaintance with theory and success 
in practice. The farmer, whether he admits it or 
not, is truly a chemical manufacturer ; he may talk 

of his ploughing, harrowing, sowing, cultivating, 
but the real agent at the bottom of all is the law of 

chemical affinity which regulates the combination of 

the different substances that are, by means of these 
operations, brought to act upon one another, and 
which out of earth, air, and manure, thus produces 

food for man and for beast. 
It is a true resemblance which exists between 

these two professions. The fact of Life being an 
agent in the one case and not in the other—that in 
farming we deal with living plants and animals, not 
with inert matter, does not spoil this resemblance. 

Life in the one case is but as the steam-engine in 
the other—the source of power which fetches and 

carries and lifts and mixes, The laws of chemical 
affinity prevail in the tissues of a living plant or 
animal just as they do in the coppers and retorts of. 

a chemical manufactory. 
The comparison between the two professions is 

therefore just as well as instructive; and now let 

us see if we cannot learn as much from their 

contrast. 
Just consider— 
In the one you have an art, whose processes are 

all conducted with the greatest nicety, away from the 

influence of any disturbing cause—whose materials 

of known composition are weighed with accuracy 

and mixed in right proportions—whose agents are 

applied just in the right degree at the proper time 

and place ; its furnaces may be reduced in inten- 

sity, or heated at will, one seven-times hotter: in 

fact all the details of an apparently perfect practice 

seem to be entirely under control. 
In farming, on the other hand, you have an art 

of all others the most at the mercy of unmanage- 
able elements—one whose processes are exposed 
to wind and weather, to the variable action of storm 
and calm, of rain and sunshine, heat and cold—one 

on the practice of which there exists the most 
extraordinary difference of opinion among its 
professors. : 

Surely ifin the former case, where practice seems 

already perfect, a. knowledge of the theory of the 

art be deemed advisable, it must be doubly so in 

the latter. 
The manufacturing chemist has no need to deter- 

mine for himself which among many methods is“the 

most advisable to follow ; there are but few differ- 
ences of opinion in the body to which he belongs, 

like there are among farmers, as to the practical 

details ofhis art; he does not need scientific assist- 
ance to keep his processes uninjured by disturbing 

causes; he has no difficulty in selecting his mate- 

rials, and determining their composition ; his in- 

struments and machines are constructed to do their 

work with perfect accuracy. 
Contrast all this with the position of the farmer. 

Consider his variable soil—his changeable climate 
whose main object is the acquisition of profit—the —his clumsy implements—bhis uncertein materials, 

and our readers will, doubtless, agree with us—that 
this anomaly cannot last much longer ; that as more 
general intelligence prevails, Agriculture will be 
found vieing with our other chemical manufactures 

in^ her efforts to apply the information which 
chemists have collected. 

AGREEMENT BETWEEN A LANDLORD AND 

HIS YEARLY TENANT. 

MEMORANDUM or AGREEMENT, had, made, and con- 

cluded, this lay of jin the year of our 

ord , between A. B, of &c., of the one 

part, and C. D. of &o., of the other part. 

The said A. B. agrees to let, and the said C. D. 
agrees to take and rent all that messuage, farm, and 

premises, called situate in the parish of » 

and now in the occupation of , consisting of a 

messuage or tenemerit, with the several closes or par- 

cels of meadow, arable, and pasture land thereunto 

belonging, as specified in the schedule hereunto an- 

nexed, containing together by estimation acres, be 
the same more or less. Except and always reserved 
unto the said A. B., his heirs or assigns, all timber and 
other trees, with the tops and lops thereof now grow- 
ing, or to grow upon the said premises ; and also all 
mines, minerals, and other things under the soil thereof, 
with full and free liberty for the said A. B., his heirs or 
assigns, and his or their servants, to enter upon the said 
premises, to cut down and take away any timber or 
other trees, to dig and carry away minerals and other 
things, and to inspect the state of repairs; and also 
liberty for the said A. B., his heirs or assigns, and his 
or their companions, gamekeepers and servants, at all 
reasonable times, to enter into and upon the said pre- 

mises, to hunt, shoot, fish, and fowl, over and upon the 

same. To HAVE AND TO HOLD (except as aforesaid) the 

said premises, and the said arable and pasture lands, 

for the term of one year, from the 29th day of Septem- 
ber next, and so on afterwards from year to year, so 
longas the said parties shall mutually agree, and until 
legal notice shall be given by either party to determine 
the same; yielding and paying to the said A. B., his 
executors or assigns, or his or their agent, the yearly 
rent or sum of ounds of lawful money of Great 
Britain, by two equal half-yearly payments at Lady- 
day and Michaelmas respectively, the first payment to 
be at Michaelmas next ; and the further rent of 

pounds for every acre of the said premises that shall 

be let to any under tenant without leave in writing 
from the said A. B. or his steward for the time being ; 
also the further rent of pounds for every acre of 
the aforesaid natural meadow or pasture land, which 
without the written consent of A. B. or his steward, he 
shall suffer to be broken up. And the said C. D. agrees 
to crop and cultivate the land according to a good and 

approved system of husbandry ; to wit, he will not take 

more than one seed producing crop without an interven- 

ing fallow or green erop. Wheat, Darley, Oats, Rye, 

Peas, Beans, Clover (seeded), Vetches (seeded), and 
other crops allowed to mature their seeds, to be consi- 

dered seed producing crops, and Turnips, Cole, Potatoes, 
Clover (not seeded), Vetches (not seeded), and other 

root and forage plants, whether dried as hay or in any 
other form, if not suffered to mature their seeds, to be 
considered green or fallow crops. And the said C. D. 
will yearly and every year, in a husbandlike manner, 
consume upon the said Jand and premises all the roots 
and green food, hay, &e., the produce of the green and 
fallow crops aforesaid; and also all the straw and 
haulm, &c., the produce of the corn or seed producing 
crops aforesaid, and he will each year apply to and 
upon the said lands all the manure thus yearly produced. 

The said C. D. also agrees to pay the several rents as 
they shall respectively become due, and to pay all taxes 
(except landlord's property tax and land tax), also to 
insure the said premises and buildings against loss by 
fire in some trustworthy insurance office ; and also to 
keep the said buildings, with all walls, gates, stiles, and 
fences, in good and sufficient tenantable condition and 
repair, being allowed materials in the rough sufficient 
for that purpose. 

[The form and most of the subst: of the 

is by Barugh Almack, as published by him in the 
** English Agricultural Journal.”] And the said A. B. 

and C. D. hereby mutually agree that if any dispute 

shall arise between them, their executors, and adminis- 

trators upon the said C. D. quitting the farm, or upon 

the state of cultivation or condition thereof, such dis- 

pute shall be settled by two referees, one named by each 

party or their umpire, and in case one party refuse to 

ee 
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nominate a referee within ten days after notice “has | upon it. The next improvement that suggested itself 
been given in writing by the other party, the referee of 
the other party alone may make a final decision. If 
two referees are appointed, they are to nominate an 
umpire before proceeding to business, and the decision 
of such referees or umpire, as the case may be, shall be 

final. ‘A. D. 
C. D. 

Mzwonawpvw.—In order to encourage the tenant to 

cultivate the farm in the highest possible manner, 

the said A, B. hereby engages on behalf of him- 
self and his representatives, owners of the farm 
let to the said C. D., on condition of the foregoing 

Witness the hands of the parties. 

covenants having "been fulfilled and kept by the said | 
C. D., his tors or that in case of 

the death or ineapacity of the said C. D., or of his 
having received notice to quit the said farm, and quitted 
it agreeably to and in @onsetuence of that notice, 
the said A. B., or the incoming tenant, will allow to the 
said.C. D., or his executors, administrators, or assigns, 
for such improvements made on the said farm subse- 
quent to the date of this memorandum, and within the 
stated periods, before quitting, as are contained in the 
following list, and are marked and enumerated with the 
figures, that is to say, so much of the 
amount of such expense as shall be in the given propor- 
tion in each case to such a number of years as the said 
C. D., his executors, administrators, and assigns, shall 
fall'short in the oceupaney of the said farm after ineur- 
ring such expense : it being expressly stipulated that the 
tenant is to give an account each year of such outlay as 
he proposes to make in matters of durable improvement, 
in order to obtain the owner's sanction to the proposed 
expense, such sanction being necessary in order to claim 
or be entitled to any allowance from him, and shall also 
render an account of such disbursements within each 
year: such account to be examined and signed by the 
landlord or his accredited agent, and to serve as a 
voucher for the sums so to be recovered by the said 
tenant; and that non-payment of rent (if the same 
shall have been demanded, and have afterwards re- 
mained unpaid for the space of six months), or non- 
fulfilment of covenants, shall forfeit any claim or right 
to'such all for imp: . 

"The proportion of the proposed conditional allow- 
ances to be regulated as follows :— 

DURABLE IMPROVEMENTS. 
If the tenant drains the land at his own expense, with the 
consent and subject to the inspection of the landlord or 
his agent, an allowance to be made for the materials and 
workmanship for [eight to fourteen years, as the case may 
be] years, so that nce shall yearly diminish in 
equal proportions, and be cancelled by years’ en- 
joyment of the improvement. 

2, For lime used on the land, with like sanction, the allow- 
ance to extend in like manner for four years. 

8, For marl or chalk used on the land, with like sanction, 
the aliowance to extend in like manner for eight years. 

4, For clay used on the land, with like sanction, the allow- 
din like manner for [sia to eight] years. 

5. gs erected on the land, with like sanction 
the allowance to extend in like manner for [twenty] years. 

TEMPORARY IMPROVEMENTS. 
6. For bones used on the land, the allowance to extend in 

like manner as to diminishing for three years, 
ght-soil used on the land, the 

allowance to extend in like manner as to diminishing 

- 

rs. 
Other mannres, às the case may be. 

sake used for feeding cattle or sheep on 
the land or premises, the allowance to be one-third of 
the eost for the first year, and one-sixth for the second 

A.B. year, 
* CULTIVATION IN THE LAND. 

The said C D on quitting the said farm in some future month 
of September, as aforesaid, shall receive from A B, his heirs 
or executors, or his or their incoming tenant, 

@ permission to consume his Turnips and other green crops, 
as well as straw, in the yards and farm buildings, of which he 
shall retain occupation until the following Lady-day. Also 
p i consume such a portion of his root crop in the 
fields on whieh they have grown, as he may, according to his 
usual practice, deem advisable ; the occupation of these fields 
ecu allowed him until the Ist day of February in the follow- 

o 

ng year, 
b the Market value to be determined by the referees afore- 

said of all made manure which the said C D may have upon 
the farm or premises when he finally leaves them on Lady-day 
as aforesaid, 

c the full value of all Clover-seed sown, according to his 
usual practice, with his last grain crop, 

d half the cost of the manure and cultivation of his last fal- 
low crops ; the same to be determined by the referees aforesaid 
according to their real cost and value respectively, 

(Signed). 

The above is a form of agreement on which I should 
be glad if you could obtain the opinion of your cor- 
respondents.— M. S. 

PROGRESS OF AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY. 
T the late annual meeting, at Belfast, of the Che- 

mieo-Agrieultural Society of Ulster, Professor John- 
ston made the following remarks: -— In order to 
carry you with me to a clear perception of what che- 
mical science can, and what it will do to. promote agri- 
eulturalimprovement, permit me to draw your atten- 
tion to a few of the steps which mark the progress of 
agriculture in every country. When people settle at 
first in a country, and proceed to cultivate it, those 
portions as a matter of course, are always selected 
which require the least labour at the hands of the hus- 
bandman, which are most free from water, and are 
most easily tilled. After a time, however,it is dis- 
covered, that manures increase the quantity of.the crop 
—that the richer the land is rendered by means .of ma- 
nures, the more productive will be the crops grown 

, * All below this is added by cur correspondent, “Mr, Almack 
is not responsible for it, 

was a regular rotation of cropping, and here it was dis- 
covered that a higher return could be obtained from 
those soils which were naturally dry than from those 
which were otherwise—that they were more easily and 
less expensively tilled, and men were thereby led to 
adopt artificial means to render the soil dry when it 
happened to be wet, and to bring it into the condition 
of those which were naturally dry and fertile. This led, 
and is still leading in many places, to the introduction 
of drains, to the introduction of subsoil ploughs, and 
other improved imp which are factured in 
the country, and which have. prodticed what may be 
aptly described as a great revolution in the machinery 
by which the soil is cultivated. It being di d that 

[ Gen. 175 

on Barley ; and the object of the scientific inquiries 
was to ascertain whether and in what quantities these 
different snbstances should be used as manures for the 
Soil First, you had chemistry applied to the manures, 
next you had it applied to the crops, and finally you 
have it applied to the soils on which the crops are sought 
to be raised. This has come to be the most important 
braneh of the agrieultural chemistry of the country. 
But, the further step still remained, and now remains, 
for the chemist, upon which to engage his researches. 
I have told you of the difficulties which arose, and 
which were the cause of his being called upon to 
pay attention to the subject, with respect to the 
soil, the plants, and the manures, artificial and 

proper manuring and a judicious rotation of crops were 
the means by which the highest profit could be reaped 
by the farmer, it became to him a question, whether he 
might not apply as manures other sul than those 

It then struek the farmer to inquire if 
it were not possible to manufacture a description of ma- 
nure capable of producing a crop, which would not be 
subject to any of the disadvantages which the existing 

immediately within his reach. Hence the demand for 
the refuse of towns sprung up, and hence the price of 
landin their neighbourhood began to rise ; but still there 
was not found a sufficiency to meet the want. But very 
providentially it eame into the minds of some persons 
to apply bones as a manure to the land ; and not merely 
those which could be procured in this country were so 
used, but they were imported from different countries 
on the Continent as an article of manure. Some 50, or 
60, or 70 years since, they began to be used in large 
quantities, Places far on hills, which it was before im- 
possible to reach, by the ordinary means of carrying 
armyard:manure, and which had. before been left in a 
state of nature, could now be reached and manured, and 
brought into cultivation. I may instance as a remark- 
able benefit derived from the introduction of bones as a 
manure, that many of the wolds of Lincolnshire and 
Yorkshire were by their means redeemed from infer- 
tility, and rendered rich and fertile. You will observe 
this, that in the first place, the E d carefully 

used for that purpose are under, whieh will 
open any soil to produce any given crop? Now, these 
two questions, with respect to the crop and the soil, are 
different iu themselves ; for example— there are a cer- 
tain quantity of substances required fora certain de- 
seription of plant, and if the soil contain the whole of 
these materials, it will produce that crop ; if it contains: 
them all except one, then it is evident that only one 
is required, and that if the farmer apply more than 
one of them he is doing needless work, putting on 
the land what it does not require, and going to a greater 
expense than necessary. If, on the contrary, it con- 
tain none of the substances required for raising the 
crop, it is obvious that some substance must be applied, 
containing all the required ingredients. Whether the 
soil does or does not contain them, and by what sub- 
stances they can be supplied, in case it does not, is a 
question of the very greatest practical importance to 
the farmer, and it is this problem which the agricultural 
chemist is ealled upon to solve. You will observe, 

1 

collected ‘such things as were known to be of value, and 
afterwards other substances began to be applied. But 
their application was of different results—in some cases 
beneficial, and in some eases otherwise. The conse- 
quence of this was, that the farmer was deterred from 
using these manures, not knowing whether their use 
might or might not prove beneficial to him ; and here 
came in the first demand of the practical man on the 
chemist. There had indeed always been some men who 
held that the diffieulty.could be solved by means of 
chemistry ; but now it was, that an absolute necessity 
existed for the practical manto seek the advice of the 
chemist as to how such and such effeets resulted ; and 
thus in the first instance, chemistry was brought to bear 
direetly on the practical operations of the farmer. It was 
a question in which the profit of the farmer was con- 
cerned, and one in which, as à matter of course, he was 
deeply concerned. Next came the introduction of guano, 
which became a new instrument in the hands of the hus- 
bandman. It was at once taken up; the profitable results 
springing from it were so clear, that it spread over the 
whole of Great Britain, in a very short-period; and I 
have seen bags of it proceeding up the hills, to the 
places of the most distant Highland farmers. Guano 
came into use not to supersede the use of bones, but 
to give a higher manuring to the land. ‘The farmer found 
out that it could be used in a new way, as a top-dress- 
ing for Clover, Grass, and other green crops. It was 
found, that when the farmer applied it to some deserip- 
tions of land, it answered the purpose ; in others it did 
not ; and that while some descriptions of it were highly 
beneficial to him to purchase, there were others, which 
were of no use to him at all, It was evident that they 
were of different values, and it was manifest that he 
would require some person to check the adulteration 
of the article going forward, to instruet him as to what 
he ought to purchase, and what he ought not. There 
were persons, as there would always be found persons, 
esirous to take advantage of the ignorance of pur- 

chasers, and to,make money, at the farmer's expense. 
Now, the only means within the reach of the farmer, 
in this case, was to call in the assistance of the chemist, 
to tell the real value of this substance and of that, 
and to expose the frauds of the guano adulterator. 
This was another point in which the pecuniary profits 
of the farmer required him to seek the aid of the 
chemist, British guano, under various names, began 
to be-manufaetured, and to be brought into the market ; 
and it then became manifest to the farmer, that it would 
not be safe for him to use one substance or the other, 
until he had tested them by means of chemistry. Other 
substances, such as salt, gypsum, nitrate of soda, were 
found, when applied to the soil, in some cases, to be of 
great service, and in other cases to be injurious; and, 
in order that the farmer may be enabled to discover 
when and where they might produce a profitable re- 
turn, it was necessary to procure assistance from the 
chemist, "The men who were in advance of the rest 
saw this plainly, and felt, that by means of the chemist 
alone could this be solved. Tt was also found, that the 
same manures, on the same soil, would not do an equal 
amount of good, but were different in their results on 
different crops; and this opened another wide field for 
the inquiries and the assistance of the chemist.. This 
was to examine the different crops, and, by analysis,to 
determine the substances of which each was composed, 
what each contained, and what each required, in order 
that whatever was wanting in the soil might be'added ; 
and thus great attention began to be directed to agri- 
cultural chemistry. That which was found to be of 

that it is a question which directly bears upon 
the pocket of the farmer ; and, therefore, one in which he 
cannot fail to feel an interest. If the association which 
I have the honour to represent, or your own society 
here, do not profess to fulfil these objects, and to work 
out the solution of this problem, for the benefit of the 
farmer, I think neither of these associations nor myself 
deserve your support. I say this, because I believe that 
if we can point out the way for the more profitable cul- 
tivation of the soil, we do establish a claim upon the 
support of the agricultural community at large. In 

Scotland there were a few men who saw these points in 
their proper light, who saw how science could be 
brought to bear on agriculture, how a higher and less 
expensive system of manuring might be attained, and 
the profits of the farmer thereby increased, These 
few men more enlightened than the rest, put their heads 
together, for the purpose of devising some means of 
bringing science to bear on the practical agriculture of 
the country ; they established and organised a plan for 
working out this object, and raised subscriptions for the 
purpose of giving effect to their society thus established. 
In the first place, their object was to diffuse, as widel, 
as possible, the knowledge which they already possessed 
in regard to agricultural science. It was first pro- 
posed to make the farmer acquainted with what had 
already been done, in the way of making science bear 
on his pursuits, and this end it was designed to aecom- 
plish in various ways. He had been throughout Scot- 
land delivering lectures, and had everywhere been 
listened to attentively by large audiences, and to such 
as he could not reach with his voice, the newspapers 
had conveyed it. And, in almost every place, there 
were found persons to start local papers, periodically to 
diffuse the knowledge among the people. In some 12 
months, no less than 10 new papers had been started, 
all devoted to the publication of interesting agricultural 
information. There was another grand instrument in 
the promotion of their cause, which many of their mem- 
bers were desirous to engage with them, and that was 
the schoolmaster. There was some difference of 
opinion in regard to the expediency of introducing the 
science at the schools existing in their Society ; but his 
own opinion was in favour of it, and, in his private 
capacity, he was willing, by every means, to promote it. 
He was of opinion, on his own part, that the best means 
of reaching the next generation, to render it better in- 
structed in the science of agriculture, were through the 
sehoolmaster. More had been done, in regard to the 
education of the humbler class, in Ireland, on this head, 
than had been done in either England or Scotland. 
There was the training school, at Templemoyle, doing a 
great deal of good ; and there was the humbler school, 
at Larne, which was as creditable to them, in its way, 
as the other ; and there was the training school over 
which Mr. Skilling was placed, which would be a source 
of great benefit to the community at large. What they 
had to complain of was, that there was no school for the 

ledge to bear on his pursuits. 
it came to pass that this part of the country took 
such a lead in the manufacture of linen, and the pre- 
paration of Flax, he should be told, that it was owing to 
the introduetion of maehinery, to their adoption of every 

benefit to Clover was found to produce no such result | improvement ; and so he held it to be with agriculture. 
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Prof. Johnston next proceeded to state the means taken 

by the Society of Scotland for the development of its 

objects. "That Society consisted of 750 members, all of 
whom were most anxious for its success. Theirincome 
was 11001, and it was increasing. It had been said, 
that the people of Ulster and the people of Seotland 
were of the same blood, The population of Ulster was 

as large as that of Scotland ; he saw before him as good 
farmers as any in Scotland—and he trusted this Sez} 
would be as prosper i D RC Te jae Prosperous as theirs— Much abridged from 

TNE iv OTUOT I re ee 

EXPERIMENT on tHe PREPARATION or LAND 
FOR THE TURNIP CROP. 

I nave procured for the Gazette a copy of an account 

n experi t ted with agricul for which 

a prize was awarded by the Fareham Agricultural So- 

ciety. I was an eye-witness of the result.of the experi- 
ment; the crop was certainly very splendid.— JV. C. 
Spooner, Southampton. : 

** To the Secretary of the South-East Hants’ Cattle Show Club. 

*CSrm,—I beg to offer the following written account 
of an experiment made by myself, in the year 1845, on 

my farm at Maidenstone Heath, in petition for the 
premium offered by the South-East Hants’ Cattle Show 

Club for the best written account of the result of any 
experiment connected with agriculture. 

* In treating of the best and cheapest method of pre- 

paring the land for the Turnip crop, it would perhaps 

be difficult to lay down any one practical system which 

would be found applicable to every descripti oil ; 

because it is well known to every practical farmer that 

the difference in the texture of soils, and various cir- 

eumstances conneeted with the cultivation of the Turnip, 

(to say nothing of the ever-varying character of the 

Seasons,) must of necessity induce a departure from any 

general rule. Yet, having been for many years an 

advocate for less ploughing than is usually done in pre- 

paring land for Turnips in this part of the county, I was 

induced to undertake an experiment for the purpose of 

proving to what extent a reduction of expenses might 

be made in the preparation of land for the Turnip crop. 

For this purpose I selected a field of 10 acres, the soil 

a deep loam upon brick-earth ; previous crop, Wheat 

manured ; ploughed once out of ley; seeded in the 

month of March with Italian Rye-grass, which afforded 

excellent food for sheep from August to December. 

After being divided into equal parts of 5 acres each, 

the following course of tillage was pursued :— 

No. 2.—5 acres under the ima 
proved system. 

No 1.—5 acres under the usual 

£ s. d. . d. 
In December one deep In December, one 

ploughiug, at per deep ploughing, at 
acre .. rt STU LO per acre .. ANR 0 

In Feb. two draggings 0 1 6 | In April two drag- 
» twoharrowings 0 1 0 gings m oO 1 6 

neroling ..0 0 9 ; twoharrowings0 1 0 
In March, one plough- , one rolling .. 09 

eta a 1.010 0 | InMay, onescarifyingd 5 0 
03 0 » twoharrowings 0 1 0 

2 0 one rolling 0-0 9 

1 6 
8 0 £1 2 0 

ENO 
fourharrowings0 2 0 

» tworollings ..0 1 6 

£2 4 9 

*t The following statement will show the crop of Swede 

Turnips, for which the preparation was in every 

respect similar, except as regards tillage :— 

«| ost of | Gost of | 
| Tillage |Manure | 

p. acre. 'e.| 

Sort of |Kind of 

Swede, | Manure 

Weight of 
Produce 
per acre. 

Time of 
Drilling 

T UTns.ewt.Ibs. Ee d| E£ s.d. 
12 4 9|2 2 0|May 20. Skirving's| CS 97°12 O0 
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Bones, 
ani 

Ashes: 
Same. | Same. | 28 7 0 2 0 2 2 0) Same. 

* Although I am by no means prepared to advoeate 

what I here term the improved system, under all cir- 

cumstances, still I am of opinion that on all soils free 

from Twitch or Couch Grass, it may be carried out 
t it 

return of dry weather, when it is often found so much + 
time has been lost that the land cannot receive the | 
usual number of ploughings before the time for sowing 
has arrived ; in such case the searific;. Euge found Ti 
aec substitute for the plough, as it is equally 
lestructive of summ^» weeds. "er weeds. 

V. In con^ ision, with all due deference to the opinions 

zen practice of man who are more experienced than 

myself, I beg to observe that if I have written sufficient 

to call the attention of my brother farmers ‘to this im- 

portant subject, my object will be , accomplished, and I 

trust that they will see my desire has been to be 
usefuk" — Joseph |Blundell, Maidenstone Heath, 

Sept. 18. 

ON THE DRILL HUSBANDRY OF TURNIPS. 
Experiments for 1840, 

A field of Purple-topped Swedes, 17} acres, ridged up 27 inches 
ar y lung at the rate of 

26 loads per acre, a few ridges only about the middle of the 

No, 1, with seed purchased from Messrs. Dods, 
of Haddington, from which three- s 

st ve wo we 16 0 0 

2, with same seed at another part of the 
fiel Aa EAR e Deep i. Ja a ioa) 

3, with same seed, and on ridges adjoining 

the last three experiments with the pul- 

verised manures ee ve sp ee oe 16 19 0 

4, with Mr, Skirving’s seed from Liverpool. 15 10 0 

5, with seed from Mr, Purchase, near Syd- 

Š ney, Gloucestershire, a Tankard Purple- 

copped Swede ++ e+ ee se s se 16 14 0 

6, vex manure of any kind, Mr, Dod's 

Nr Ru p RT HELM) 

7, with 24 bushels per acre ground Rape 

and Linseed cake, called mill sweepings, 

with Mr. Dod's seed s.e ++ os 9 0 

8, with a mixture of pulverised manures as 

follows—15 bushels bones, 7 malt and 
kiln dust, and-30 bushels turf ashes per 
acre, Mr. Dod's seed e se or 12 14 0 

Unluekily for trying bone manure only in this field 

cake, for which I cannot account; of this Lam certain, 

the manure was regularly and correctly put in, for I 
regulated the working of the drill myself, while the 

successfully, as from the result of this experiment 

will be seen that the improved system of cultivation 

costs less than the usual method by 24s. 9d. per acre, 

and that the acreable produce was greater by 15 ewt. 

I will now proceed to state some other of the advan- 

tages of the improved system, as compared with the 

usual one. I have invariably found, in dry seasons, m 

the cultivation of strong or mixed soils, the weather- 

beaten surface alone will insure a fine tilth, so essential 

to the growth of Turnips, it being always doubtful after 

spring-ploughing whether a fine surface can be again 

obtained in time for sowing, and if obtained, it will be 
by the application of costly labour. Whereas by 
searifying the land, the tillage can be deepened without 

turning the soil, and still retain the stale and pulverised 

surface. Again, with regard to gravel or light chalk 

soils, by ploughing we lose the moisture of the land, 

which is required for the vegetation of the seed, the 

time of sowing being often delayed thereby beyond the 

proper period, and consequently the crop proving de- 
ficient, There is also another great objection to 

ghing land in the spring, for being made very dry 
ighly productive of the wireworm and grub, the 

two most destructive insects by which the Turnip is 
attacked, It may perhaps be scarcely necessary here 

to observe that the advocates for much ploughing are 

compelled in wet seasons to lay the plough by, until the 

exp lrows were sowing ; the whole field brairded 

regularly, received no check worth noticing, the rows 

with pulverized manures, and those without, as usual, 

being last ready for each hoeing process, and there was 

no mildew to do much harm. Another 16 acre field of 

purple-topped Swedes produced 13 tons per acre ; this 

was also ridged up 27 inches apart, and received 26 loads 

of manure per acre. The only experiment made here 

was the sowing of 2 or 3 acres on the 5th May, and the 
remainder between 24th and 28th. The plants on the 

early sown part kept the lead, and looked very superior 

until the Ist of August, and every one thought they 

would prove decidedly the best crop ; however, mildew 

attacked the field to a considerable extent, and most 

severely on the early sown part, which by the middle of 

December turned out the lightest part of the field by 

about 1 ton per acre, A few plants run to seed, but 

not in any number to find fault with. 

Experiments with pulverised manure oi a 12-a0re field. Common 

Turnips, sown on the flat 174 inches apart, on the 14th, 15th, and 

16th days of June, 

Bulbs produced per acre.—Tons ewts.qrs. | 

No, 1, with White Globe Turnips, treated with | 

mi o. 10, described under the 

head “ Pulverised Manures,” section, 

4th, and applied at the rate of 52 bush. 
GH gue Vest caste di L000 

2, with round Green-tops, same mixture, 

and in the same quantity per acre 18 10 0 

3, with 36 bush. kiln-dust (round. Secus tern ipie 
4, with 36 bush. malt-dust do. se 6 10 
5, with cake-dust, called mill-sweepings, 

24 bush. per acre (round Green-tops).. 5 0 © 
6, without manure of any kind, do. ei Bol 9 

This field brairded quickly, and went‘on without ® 
cheek, and, with the exception of 1 acre, which was oe- 
eupied with experiments Nos. 3, 4, 5, and 6, proved a 
remarkably even and full average crop for the land. 
About the Ist of September I took an eminent agrieul-- 
turist, and determined advocate for the universal 
ridge system, over the field, and heagreed with me that 
the leaves were then on the decline; that the plants 
were not too close ; and also that the bulbs had evi- 
dently arrived at nearly their maximum growth. In 
this case I felt somewhat gratified in having convinced 
such a powerful opponent of the correctness of 
views, and I trust.my excellent and esteemed friend has 
seen nothing since to cause him to withhold his assent 
from the views I have given in section 5th, in respect 
to the width at which Turnips should be sown with pul- 
verised manures on the light lands which we have to 
deal with in such large breadths in the south of England. 

From these results, for the last four years, I cannot 
come to any other lusi han t pulverised 
manures in ordinary quantities will not produce Swedes 
on the stubble or regularly cropped lands on this farm 
worth cultivating. Indeed, it is evidently wrong to at- 
tempt it, because the same quantities of bones alone, or 

combined with ashes, &c., are proved to be very effica- 

clous iz the same sort of land in producing full erops of inne sal 
common Turnips. Rapé-cake seems io be very inferior 
in its effects, in all trials except on burnt land with 

Swedes in 1838, where its effects seem to have been. 

considerable, but still inferior to the bones. 

Expenses of Cultivating Swedes with Farm-yard pat 

One year's rent of land (average) [n 

"m tithes and taxes 0 

Three ploughings, at 10s, each. v. m 0 

Harrowing, rolling, &c., and picking up weeds 0 
Ridging and splitting sacr lues quens ce cen Dos TON 
Loading in the field, carting to ridges, and spreading 

e manure—25 loads, at 6d. per load ee xe ee 
Seed (about 231bs.), and sowing b due 1r) d.e 
Horse and hand-hoeing, with perfect weeding «6 SE 

ideri all farı ought only to be 

amountto 3s.perload. After itisi 

decomposition to go on theland, take 22 loads at 

this price, and charge the Swedes with one-half of 

the amount, as I am of opinion that the other half 
should be apportioned among the corn and seed 

crops which follow; therefore 22 loads, at 1s. 6d. 

i . . vs m I m e 118 0 

Also 3 loads more per acre of bought manure, at Gs, 

each ; one-half of which is e . m 4.09 0 

£719 0 

From the results given for the four last years, I may 

fairly.assume that 12} tons per acre, for an average 
of seasons, may be grown here under the same sys. 
tem; and if these bulbs are taken at 15s. per ton, 

it will give .. . m E I E E 97 & 

£18 6 

Leaving 28s..6d. per acre for expenses of taking up, 

storing, or preparing for sheep and for profit. 

The expenses incurred by me may seem heavy and 

many culti who farm similar lands; 

however, let those bear in mind the crop of Swedes pro- 

duced, and, next, reflect on the clean state of the land, 

and high condition it has now got to, which willin a very 

considerable degree increase every subsequent crop, 

until the land comes round again for Swedes. Others, 

who do not know the nature of the land, wil feel sur- 

prised at these poor returns from the application of so 

much manure, there being many soils on which 24 tons 

per acre might commonly be raised with such a dose. 

Such small returns, from what may be termed great 

efforts, only go to prove the very indifferent quality of 

the soil experi d on, and its ungeniality to the pro- 

duction ef Swedes. 
Some individuals may be disposed to say the Swedes 

are putat too much money in the foregoing calculation; 

to those I would remark, that there are plenty of cus- 
tomers to be found throughout the country for those 

bulbs at 20s. per ton, and glad to haul them four or five 
miles besides. 

Expenses of Cultivating c: 

Manures, as used in the 
made in 

amon Turnips with mixed pulverised 
-acre Field, being the last experiments 

One year’s rent (average) "T; we 3i zu 

p»... fiihésandifaxes. s. . ee. e 010 0 
Three ploughings t Ru EO Amen 110 0 
Harrowing, rolling, &c. and picking off weeds 012 0 

Seed and sowing ve 45 us hend o 05 0 
Hand-hoeingand weeding — . —Ó 018 0 

13 bushels bones, at 35. 1 his includes 

carting expenses Pose E ivqui 
30 ,, ashes, at 3d.—including cartage .. 0 8 4 

9 jy maltand kiln-dust,at$d. .. ++ 0 6 9 

52 bushels. s 
Expenses of mixing this, turning, loading 

into carts, hauling to field, and throwing 
it into the drill, at 1d. per bushel er ee | 

Value or cost of manure per acre `.. £3 0 0 

Let one-half of this be charged tothe Turnips, 
and the other half apportioned among the 

subsequent crops "m on "m gs 110 0 

£6 4 0 

Supposing 16 tone of Turnips can be grown 
for an average of years, at 9s, per ton «+ TOME. e 

£1 0 0 

Leaving 1. per aere for pulling, storing, and profit. 

This year we had a very beautiful piece of Turnips, 
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about 10 acres, after Vetches, sown from the 10th to i 

the 22d July ; one part of the field being sown with the 

common red and white sorts, and the mixed pulverised 
manure (No. 10, section 4), at the rate of 36 bushels per 

acre, producing not less than 11 tons per acre ; the 

other part, sown with Early Stone or Stubble Turnips 

ith iy manure), producing about 7 tons of bulbs per 

aere ; these last stood the winter, and proved good feed 

for ewes and lambs. In 1839, our Vetch-land was 

thrown into the Wheat break for that year; and, in 

1838, we had 8 acres of Turnips, after Vetches,: pro- 

ducing about 6 tons per acre, and stood over the winter 
for ewes and lambs. In 1837, none tried after that crop. 
—W. Fernie, Manchester. 

Home Correspondence. 
Norwegian Harrow.— [The following is a testimony 

to the value of this instrument, noticed last week, which 
Mr. Stratton has handed to us.] :—I am favoured by 
yours of the 5th. Ihave great pleasure and satisfac- 
tion in informing you that your Norwegian, where re- 
quired, is the most effective and valuable implement 
ever offered to the agriculturists of this country, an: 
beg to offer you on the part of that body our best thanks 
for its introduction; I plough my land at the rate of 
one acre per day with two horses abreast ; though a 
sharp gravelly land, yet it contains sufficient alumina 
to bake into large clods in dry sunny weather. This 
spring my Turnip land was in such hard clods that I 
despaired of getting in a erop unless assisied by rain ; 
wwe tried the roller and harrows to no purpose. At this 
critical point your Norwegian harrow arrived, and in 
one forenoon with a pair of strong horses we reduced 
five acres to a tilth sufficient to stitch up for sowing, 
though before putting in the plough we did not consider 
it as fine as we could have wished, for the surface was 
covered with unbroken lumps, the size of bantam eggs ; 
but imagine our surprise, when on ploughing up the 
Aand we found the under soil reduced to the finest dust, 
the surface lumps falling out of the way into the bottom 
and middle of the stiteh. Thinking the work too hard 
fer a pair of horses, I yoked three abreast in my next 
field, which was very full of two kinds of Couch Grass, 
and hard baked clods much larger than a man’s head. 
Here I found that the quicker the horses are driven, 
so in a compound ratio do they pulverise the ground, 
therefore recommend your customers to put on ample 
power and drive fast. The clods of Couch are pul- 
verised, and the roots are left quite free from 
mould, so that the harrows when applied swim without 
jerks up to the cross bars, as if on water, and hold the 
clean roots in their teeth. After your implement the 
various drags for roots work easily and efficiently. The 
first row of rowels must be greatly inereased in size, 
which, by necessarily raising the centre of their lever- 
age, will“ enable them to surmount the large clods 
which at present they push before them. The front 
wheel, also, must be single, instead of being double, as 
at present, which will enable it to turn better at the 
land ends. You should also have a pair of shafts to 
assist a horse in transferring it from one place to 
another : a pole does not answer, as our farming col- 
lars are not made to suit a pole-strap. The implement 
is liable sometimes to pick up stones that stop its pro- 
gress, to rid it from which it would be very desirable 
to be able to raise the middle row of rowels. (My im- 
plement is 5 feet wide). You should never allow your 
harrow to compete at any exhibition unless a plough is 
allowed to follow, for the purpose of showing the per- 
fection of its work underground, in which it surpasses 
every other impl Several gi wish to see 
my Norwegian at work before giving you an order. 
Please, therefore, to send your improvements as soon 
as possible. Itis a great pity you cannot fit the fore- 
wheel as I suggest, for the wheel will never work well 
without a bend.— Robert Brisco, Lowmill House, Aug.15. 

Transplanting Swedes, &c.—Some of your corre- 
spondents seem to ridicule the idea of cottagers plant- 
ing their gardens with Swede Turnips. To encourage 
cottagers, I would just say that through the advice of 
your Paper upon it, I this year had a mind to try the 
experiment. As soon after harvest as I could, I had 
1 rood of Wheat land haulmed and ploughed and trans- 
planted with Skirving’s Swede. After the plants had 
well struck their roots, I put about a teaspoonful of | ™ 
guano to each root, and had them well hoed. Their 
growth is very rapid, and I have at this present time 
very fair Turnips, and I think I shall have an average 
erop with the good fallow land of the county. Now 
what could a cottager better have done, especially where 
he has an allotment, after he had gathered his little 
Wheat (which I should say 19 out of 20 had a small 
quantity of this season) than to have dug up that. land 
and planted it to Swede Turnips? But some say you 
had guano for yours ; true : and what master or neigh- 
bour would deny a poor man 10, 20, 30 Ibs. of guano ? 
I would not. But let the man be taught how to use it, 
or, as Very many do, he will sow this exeellent manure 
in waste. I have sown for my rood 28 Ibs. A boy 
went over them with a dibber in the one hand, and 
made a hole close-to the side of the Turnips, and with 
the other hand placed in the holeabout a teaspoonful of 
guano, covering up the hole with mould as he went 
along. This is the way I sow my guano for Cabbages, 
for Potatoes, and sow 1} cwt. per acre, putting it into 
ihe mould in the midst of the plants, and I find it 
answers my purpose better than any other way of sow- 
ing it.—ZF'red, Fairbank, Halstead. 

Societies. 
HERTS AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. — 

At the late meeting of this Society, the following 

"ks wer i Mv, Harvwonrn, in reference to 

FORE i stie Ma farm produce, said: the prospect of reduced prices" ae 
I think we ought to look a-head, and" pz-, 48 E the 
coming day. I don’t know a better system or «^8 
this than eorn-rents, I never heard a sound argument 
against that system, It is sometimes asked how this 
system can be acted upon, when a man has a short crop. 
We don’t make a calculation of one year; we take the 
average of seven years. don’t know what objection 
can be made to this by the landlords. If the prices are 
not going. to be lower, the landlords will have the same 
rent ; and if they are going to be lower, the tenants’ 
interests will be provided for. No man ean say that the 
tenant does not undergo great risk. I have laid out 
money on land, and I have done it at some cost. 
have had land that Ihave occupied taken out of my oc- 
cupation. I don't mean to reflect on my landlord for 
so doing, but there is one contingency which we are not 
capable of providing against, and that is—death. Al- 
though property is not often disposed of in the case of 
death in this country, we cannot insure that the mantle 
of a good man—and a good landlord—shall fall on his 
successor. You musthave read some statements show- 
ing that there are some lots of land in this country 
cultivated to the highest extent, There is a limit to the 
cultivation of land. There was an article in the last or 
preceding number of the Royal Agricultural Society’s 
Transactions showing that after a certain amount of 
manure had been applied to the land, any additional 
amount!was useless in produeing Turnips, in which it 
was stated that twenty-six loads of manure would pro- 
duce very little more than thirteen. There was a letter 
some time ago from Vernon Harcourt, in which it was 
stated that eight ewt. of guano produced no more than 
four ewt., and four ewt. with twenty bushels of bones, 
very little more than twenty bushels without the guano. 
I have tested this on land in my own occupation, and 
the guano which has been added to a full complement 
of farm-yard manure, has been thrown away. We have 
a right to cultivate the land to the best of our ability, 
but I believe that when we have done our best we shall 
not have provided against the contingency that is coming 
onus, And he who has the most reason to fear the 
contingency is the man who cultivates his land to the 
highest state. The man who farms badly will have 
nothing to lose. I may state to the meeting as the 
result of an experiment which I made this year in the 
growth of Turnips,—sowing them broadeast, horse- 
hoeing them into rows. I very much question whether 
it would not be found equally advantageous to sow 
broadcast. And as Ijhad sown all my head Wheat, I 
was driven to take some of my best offal Wheat to sow, 
I don't say that will not produce as good a crop as 
head Wheat. I have read that it does not require the 
best Wheat for seed. 

Mr. E. RonzEnss, the Treasurer, said they had in this 
Society, in order to carry out their views, various pre- 
miums to encourage the labourers and the farmers, but 
they had not a prize for improving the habits of the 
landlords in their dealings with their tenants. He hoped 
he should not give offence by these remarks. He was 
a plain honest man; but he thought it was wrong that 
while they had prizes for the best carter, the best shep- 
herd, and the best general labourer, for the best culti- 
vator of farms, and many other prizes, they should have 
none for the best landlord. Why should they remain 
isolated and neglected? Were they not worthy of a 
prize, or were they so wedded to outworn habits of 
making bargains with their tenants ; or had they arrived 
at such perfection as to be incapable of improvement ? 
He would now read the resolution at this late hour. 
“That a piece of plate of the value of 100 guineas, 
be presented to the landlord possessing not less than 
1500 acres of land, who shall, previous to Michaelmas, 
1847, introduce and bring into general use amongst his 
tenants a condensed form of lease or agreement best cal- 
culated to induce them to carry out all such improve- 
ments as are best calculated to produce additional 
quantities of corn, and to maintain an augmented hea 
of live stock. Perfect seurity to the tenant’s capital in- 
vested in the soil to be one indispensable condition.” 
He intended nothing disrespectful or personal to any 

an, and were he to speak of his own landlord, he 
should elass him with their much-beloved chairman, 
and declare to the meeting and to the whole world, that 
they would rather let a tenant live in a farm for nothing, 
than intentionally and deli ly take undue advan- 
tage of him, But this had nothing to do with the 
question, He had no hesitation in saying, that the un- 
ue preservation of game, the growth of hedgerows and 

timber near arable land, were amongst the greatest 
hardships and troubles which a British farmer had to 
contend with; and amongst the greatest hindrances to 
all agricultural improvements.— Hertford Mercury. 

Farmers’ Clubs. 
Pnosus: Autumnal Planting of Potatoes.—A lec- 

ture was lately delivered to the members of this club, 
on the necessity of early planting of Potatoes, as a pre- 
ventive of disease, by Mr. W. F. Karkeek. His atten- 
tion had been directed to the effect of planting Potatoes 
in the autumn some four or five years since, whilst 
investigating the disease then prevalent amongst Po- 
tatoes called Bobbin Joans, and he found, he said, in 
several instances, that where Potatoes had been left in 
the ground over the year, either by accident or other- 

wise, no such disease exhibited itself. Bearing these 

few isolated facts in memory, he was anxious to know 
what results had been experienced by the planting of 
Potatoes in the autumn in respect to the Potato mur- 
rain—the origin of which, and its cure, is invested with 
so many doubts and difficulties, Among the many 
eauses to which the disease has been attributed, was “the 

digging up the Potatoes in the autumn, and keeping 
half the year in pits and other places, foreign to 

gs I ? and he found in the 
a great many 

them J 5 
the natural hanits of the plants,” 
course of his enquiries, that there were 
instances of flourishing autumn-plantea r ovavoes—and 
as we may safely conclude that the practice of planting 
Potatoes in the autumn was an exception to the general 
rule, rather than otherwise, the fact of so many in- 
stances presenting themselves wherein they had been 

fully cultivated,struck him very forcibly, that 
if the cause of the disease was not discovered, at all 
events he could make them acquainted with a remedy. 
The lecturer first related a case which occurred in his 
own district—wherein the planting of Potatoes in Sep- 
tember had proved successful. The Rey. T. Phillpotts, 
of Feock, planted the Ash-leaf Kidney Potatoes early 
in September of last year, some in November, and 
some in January. Those of the September planting 
were excellent in quantity and quality, The November 
erops were middling—but the January crops were com- 
pletely diseased, and worth scarcely anything. Mr. 
Karkeek then adduced several instances from the 
columns of the Gardeners’ Chronicle, which we need 
not republish in support of his views, These facts 
accumulate upon us,” says Mr. K., “and whether 
viewed as possibly affecting the yet obscure question of 
the Potato disease, or merely as the result of a few ex- 
periments, the knowledge of them at all events may 
prove useful.” In the * Farmers’ Magazine " for this 
month, October, is a very interesting paper on the Po- 
tato disease by Mr. Cuthbert W. Johnson, a well known 
agricultural writer. He gives a great many instances 
of autumnal-planted Potatoes escaping unhurt, and 
strongly advises the farmers to plant at the close of 

September, or the first week in October. His brother 
Mr. G. W. Johnson, has paid particular attention to 

this disease, and the result of his observation is—to 
strongly recommend early planting. Last year he 
planted, in the month of October, every variety which 
he usually cultivates— both early and late—Walnut- 
leaved, Ash-leaved, Julys, and Red-nosed Kidneys, 
and they all have yielded crops so free from disease 
that his gardener has not detected a peck of ulcerated 
tubers amongst all those taken up, as they have been 
required ; whilst other crops of the same varieties, 
planted in the spring of the present year, are exten- 

sively diseased.’ A plot of Cornish Kidneys which he 
obtained from Penzance, particularly clear and sound, 
and planted in the spring of this year, produced plants, 
not only half their tubers ulcerated, but their leaves 
much curled, and the produce consequently very small. 
* From these facts,” says Mr. Karkeek, *I strongly 
recommend that the seed of all varieties of Potatoes, 
early and late, intended for future crops, should be 
planted during the present month. The seed should be 
planted whole, and not taken out of the ground a single 
hour longer than is necessary to plant them in again. 
They should be planted full six inches deep, and slightly 
covered with charred saw-dust, or wood ashes. The 
absence of any other manure prevents their sprouting 
too early, and manure could be applied after the frost 
had disappeared, as a top dressing in the spring. The 
different instances which I have related,” he said, “ of 
successful crops being produced from early planting, 
may be accounted for on the supposition that there is a 
loss of power sustained by allowing the seed to remain 
in the pits until the spring. It may be stated in oppo- 
sition to this, that it is only within the last iwo years 
that this Potato murrain has appeared amongst us, 
whilst the practice of drawing the Potatoes in the 
autumn, and planting them in the spring of the follow- 
ing year, is as old as the hills. This is very true, but 
there must be a period of commencement to a disease, 
and may not the withdrawal of the balbs and tubers 

d | from the soil have had the gradual effect of rendering 
them and their progeny diseased. He considered that 
the Potato had proved a very tender and delicate root 
to cultivate for these ten years past, and he believed 
that the storing of Potatoes in pits, and such unnatural, 
such artificial practices, through a series of years, had 
tended more than anything else to produce the present 
prevailing malignant disease. A writer in the Gar- 
deners’ Chronicle remarks, ‘that the bulbs of Hya- 

cinths, Tulips, and Crocuses, keep well in the ground, 
but, if taken up, have a strong tendency to decay. But 
what effect has this treatment upon the plants to which 
they give birth? Why, it imparts to them disease. 
The beautiful variegation of the Tulip’s petals is the 
effect of disease. Leave the bulb in the soil through- 
out the year, and it will return to its natural vigour 
and simple colours. No variety, occasioned and pre- 
served by such artificial treatment, will endure beyond 

a few years.’ It is no effectual objection that seed- 
ling Potatoes are now affected with the same disease, 
for such diseases are hereditary in vegetables as well 
as in animals, and the seedling tubers haye been sub- 
jected to the same keeping out of the soil for months as 
were their parents. But whether I am right or not as to 
the cause, I trüst I have produced sufficient proof of 
the efficacy of early planting as a preventive and re- 
medy for the disease in future, For even supposing 
that the disease was produced by fungi and insects, the 
plan which I have recommended will prove an effectual 
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remedy, as those creatures do not make their appear- 

ance until August, by which time, if early planting be 

adopted, the tubers will be ripened, and may be taken 

up and stored away in safety before they arrive. There | 

is nothing new in the practice of leaving Potatoes until 

required for seed undisturbed in the soil wherein they 

are grown, for it has been practised by many farmers, 

particularly in Scotland, for a series of years with great 
success. Mr. Grey, of Dilston, a very intelligent and 

practical farmer, has long practised autumnal planting, 

and from his repeated experience states, that it yields 

on the average one-third more than spring planting. 
In 1844 and 1845, he made some interesting experi- 

ments on an extensive scale. The land was prepared 
in October, manured with fold manure below the sets. 

The Potatoes were planted in drill rows of 30 inches 

width, but leaving three rows unplanted for each in- 

termediate month between October and April inclusive. 

Three rows were similarly dunged and planted in No- 

vember, three at the end of December, three early in 

March, and the remainder in April. The resuit of the 

experiment is, that to produce 10 stone weight of Po- 

tatoes there required to be taken up— 
Of the October plante : ~. 90 yards. 

2 5 » November .. 
» December .. «+ $ 
» March $e 5 
p Apbo cae Women PE 

®his experiment clearly demonstrates that a loss 

learn, is likely to turn out a profitable speculation, the | 

great difficulty at present being in getting good eggs in 

sufficient quantities. They hatch from 80 to 90 per 

cent. of the eggs they procure, which is a larger amount 
than ean be obtained by natural means ; and when we 
consider that a hen will lay upwards of 200 eggs ina 
year, and will rarely incubate more than once in a year, 

although she will oecasionally bring out two broods of 
from 12 to 15 each, it appears that it will be far more 
profitable to keep poultry for raising eggs than it will 

be for rearing. We have no doubt, in a few years, that 

each large town will have an artificial hatching esta- 

blishment ; and that, by this means, a vast amount of 

food will be raised for our increasing population, We 

were told that the chickens were always fat, and, from 

the extreme cleanliness in which they were kept, and 

being fed regularly, and on the best food, have no doubt 
their flesh will be far superior to the general run of 

pouliry. They have turkeys and Guinea fowl hatched 

by the same means, the turkeys taking longer ; but have 

not tried ducks, not having the command of open water. 

— Chambers! Edinburgh Journal. 

Sale of Short Horns.—The following prices for calves 
were realised at Tortworth Court, near Wotton-Under- 
Edge, Gloucestershire, on the 13th October, at the 

Earl of Ducie's annual sale. 

Lor] NAME. | WHEN CALVED, |[PRICE—GUINEAS 
| 24,08 r NE AC EE 
|Fitzhardinge (white) ..|Nov. 19, 18 ES 
[Belus (roan. <. _ _ -.|Feb. 20, 1816 | Fifty-three 
Caledon (red and white) April 1, 1846 Twenty-three 

Th one 
long before practised by other farmers in C 
in Glendale, and on the Tweed.” An interesting dis- 
cussion ensued on this very interesting subject, during 
which it was stated that the practice of planting Po- 
tatoes in the autumn had been pursued at Trewar- 
thenick, the seat of G. W. F. Gregor, Esq., and that 
those planted in this manner last year, were entirely 
free from disease, and proved a productive and valu- 
able crop. Mr. Robert Hearle, one of the members, 
also stated that he planted a quantity of Potatoes early 
in November Jast, which proved excellent in quantity 
and quality, without any disease — whilst those he 
planted in the following spring were nearly all worth- 
less. The club were of opinion that Mr. Karkeek had 
adduced sufficient evidence to prove the efficacy of 
autumnal planting of Potatoes, as a palliative, if nota 
preventive, to the ravages of the Potato murrain—and 
most of the members stated it to be their intention to 

commence planting almost immediately. à 

Miscellaneous. 
To Halch Eggs.—1t has been generally supposed that 

heat is all that is necessary to ineubation, and that 

placing eggs in an oven which could be kept heated at 
a moderate and even temperature, eggs might be 
hatched to any extent. ‘his was the plan. adopted at 
the Eccaleobion, exhibited in London some few years 
since, but which, from the uncertainty of its operations, 
and the small per centage of chickens hatched to the 
number of eggs destroyed, rendered the machine useless, 
except as a mere exhibition, Many men of science and 
writers of books have also stated, for years past, that 
they have succeeded in hatching by artificial means ; 

but when the system is examined, it will be found that 

all their attempts for practical purposes have been use- 

less, and therefore abandoned. Let us first of all exa- 

mine the egg. Where does the germ lie? On the 

uppermost side, always floating on the top of the yolk, 
and against the shell. Which part of the egg does the 
hen sit upon? The top, and she affords no heat to the 
bottom, which rests on the ground, and is cool until the 
formation of the blood-vessels within the egg carries the 
heat downwards by circulation, and thus the egg be- 

comes warmer, and finally hot at the bottom, when the 

chick fills up the shell. Weare led to these remarks 

from having visited a model hatching establishment at 
Heathfield, Sussex, which is being carried on under 
the superintendence of . J. Cauhlo, and which is 

patented under the name of Caublo’s Patent for Artifi- 

cial Hatching. We were first shown the Patent Incu- 

bator, which consisted of two long counters filled with 

drawers, intended to contain 5000 eggs. The top of the 

counter is a reservoir of warm water, contained in 

water-proof cloth, and which rests on the top of the 
eggs, and answers the purpose of the hen, by giving the 

eggs “top contact heat.” The water is heated by a 

small fire of charcoal, which warms a large tank of 

water which communicates with the water contained in 

the cloth on the top of the eggs. This is kept constantly 

in motion by machinery, so that the heat is always at 

the same temp e f ly paid our visit 
to this int ing Bist ton the hatching-day, 

which is on each Thursday, and saw upwards of 500 

chickens leave their shells. The inventor showed the 

whole process. It appears he first began in America, 

and expended a large sum, and found he could only 

succeed by following Nature step by step. On leaving 

the hatching-house, we were shown the rearing-houses, 

to each of which is allowed an aere of ground, for the 

chickens to run over ; this is divided by netting, so that 

each hatch of chickens is kept separate, and, the day 

" 

.being warm and fine, upwards of 3000 chickens might 

be seen all running about at the same time. Great in- 

genuity is displayed in the construction of these rearing- 
houses, or places of shelter for the chickens ; they being 
provided with a series of warm-water pipes, under which 
the chickens get the warmth which the hen would 
afford them, Altogether, this is one of the most pleas- 
ing sights we ever beheld, and, from what we could 

Iymenans (light roan) .|May 13, 1846 
è h (whil ee|April 9, 1846 ,.| Thi 

Puritan (roan) .. — ..|July3,1846 ..| Fifty 
-June 8, 1846) # 
«June 8, 1846) Ẹ 

Colchicum (red). « Fifty 
(Colocynth (roan) E| Forty-eight 

[Capsicum (red & white)| August 27, 1846 | Fifteen 
Auctioneers, Messrs. Humphreys and Co., Stroud. 

preste 
Preservation of Swedish Turnips.—Having read and 

tried every method, I believe, that has been suggested 
as to the management of the Swedish Turnip when taken 
up previous to the winter, I have never been quite 
satisfied, as, whether they were placed with a good deal 
of trouble and labour in long piles, and covered with 
straw or straw and earth, or in round heaps and 
covered with earth, or between wattled hurdles, or 
topped and tailed and deposited in a furrow made by a 
double mould-board plough, and covered by the common 
plough, there have always been too many rotten to 
satisfy me. If deposited in a barn or building, it might 
answer very possibly, as in the case of Mangold Wurzel, 
which I have for several years managed in this manner. 
I do not remember ever having had a single rotten one, 
But for Swedes, it would bé almost impossible to store 
any great quantity, so mueh room would be required— 
as, for instance, for only ten acres. However, this year I 
tried a plan that does appear to answer, very simple 
and very cheap ; but only having tried it one year, and 
that year a remarkable one for its mildness, [ will not 
speak positively, and shall be happy to hear amy re- 
marks upon the plan, or any improvements suggested 
by brother farmers. The plan is this :—In December, 
or when you please, with the horse-hoe, only one of the 
side knives being on, and that knife reversed, you will 
be able to cut all the tap-roots and scarcely disturb a 
Turnip in the rows. This alone is of use in the spring, 
even if you do not wish to do more, asit will very much 
prevent the Turnips running to seed, and of course the 
tap-roots from drawing the ground. I tried two rows 
at a time, both knives on ; but my man found it almost 
impossible to hold the instrument sufficiently steady, 
and the Turnips were consequently disturbed in the 
rows. The tap-roots having been cut, I then pass the 
double plough up the centre between every six rows, 
and let the Turnips (which pull up, the tap-root being 
cut, as easily as possible) to one of my labourers at 

2s. 6d. an aere, at which he finding two children, pro- 
bably his own, he will make good wages, the average 
wages in this country being 2s. a day for a man, 
child on each side of him hands the Turnips to him, and 
he places them in the furrow made by the plough. 
One ploughing then with the common plough completes 
the business, by turning the earth to the Turnips and 
covering them to the necks ; if not quite so neat as you 
wish, a man with a hoe will quickly and easily make it 
perfect. By this means I believe the plants will resist 
almost any frost, will be ready when wanted, cannot 
draw the ground, and searcely a Turnip will be rotten. 

—Mr. Allix,in Eng. Ag. Soc. Journal. 
Instance of Grass-land broken up.—1n. describing 

how this farmer intends to break up 11 aeres of land of 
two kinds of soil in the same field, I shall only give the 
methods adopted by him on previous occasions, and 
which have always succeeded. The field he has now 
under hand lies at the junction of the forest marble 
with the great oolite, and is in consequence variable, 
part on rock and part on clay. The clayey part has 
been well drained. He intends to plant the part on the 
rock with Turnips, and the other part with Swedes. 
His process will be as follows : To pare and burn the 
turf in the spring, as early as the weather will permit, 
and haul away half the ashes to be drilled with Turnips 

on other land. To rafter-plough, and leave it for a 

month or so to the infiuence of the sun and weather ; 

then drag it, to pulverise it as much as possible ; and 

after having harrowed it, to plough it clean, with a 

slight furrow, and then drill white Mustard with a por- 

tion of the ashes, on the lightest part, reserving the 

other portion for Swedes, The Mustard will come up 

soon, and be ready for sheep in about a month after 

being sown. The Mustard is to be eaten off with sheep 

in folds, and the land immediately ploughed, dragged’, 
harrowed, and then Turnips are to be drilled with the 
remaining ashes. Of course, between the time of sow- 
ing the Mustard on the lightest part and its being eaten 
off with the sheep, the stronger portion will be culti- 
vated and drilled with Swedes. Both the Turnips and 
Swedes will be eaten off with sheep in folds ; the Tur- 
nips first, and the Swedes afterwards, and sown with 
Wheat, unless circumstances render it desirable to re- 
serve them until nearer spring, in which case the land 
will be sown with Barley ; but the former plan of sowing 
Wheat is most usually practised. This method has 
been adopted by him on other lands before, and he has 
always had abundance of green crops and Turnips, and 
plenty of good corn afterwards.— Mr. Bravender, in 
Eng. Ag. Soc. Jour. 

Metropolitan Sewage Manure Company: Analysis 
of Evidence.— The Sewer Water has a high money 
value.—Ammonia in a state of salt is worth, at the 
lowest computation, 16s. a ewt. Now, upon the low 
computation that only one ton of ammonia (which is 
equal to three tons of any salt of ammonia) passes off 
into the Thames each day from this sewer, 487. worth 
would be thrown away; in the same way, about 
a ton of earthy phosphates, or bone earth, ‘the com- 
mercial value of which is not less than 3/. a ton ; sa; 
the same for the potash thrown off ; we shall have 54/. 
worth passing off every day, actual money value. The 
quantity of solid matter in suspension, say it amounts 
even to double the quantity I have found (I have found 
nearly 50 grains per gallon), say 100 grains, would 
yield daily about 16 tons (of course taking for granted 
that the calculation of the delivery of this sewer is cor- 
rect), it would yield daily 16 tons of solid matters in sus- 
pension, which at 10s, per ton would be worth only 8/., 
so that we have for the liquid manure an excess of 
value 467. over the solid. The daily loss is 547. for the 
liquid ; and the total loss would be about 64/7. (Accord- 
ing to this ealeulation, the annual value of the sewage 
water, which at present passes into the Thames from 
the King’s Scholars’ Pond Sewer, is 23,3607.) — Pro- 
Jessor Miller, of King’s College. . Report of Select Com- 
mittee on Metrcpolitan Sewage Manure. 

Calendar of Operations. 
OCTOBER. 

Ir will soon be time for the farmer to think of harvesting 
such portions of his root crops as he intends to consume in the 
buildings. The following observations on the subject have 
already been published in a past volume. 

Fig. 1. 

Fig. 3. 

dat ti od a H | 1 f if H tt H H i} i H i 

n 8, d, 
.2). These act somewhat as chimneys, and facilitate a due 

ventilation of the heaps, thus hindering any tendency to heat- 

heaps, n that which is 
afforded by the interlocking of the bushy eaves of their respec- 
ive roofs. en, however, a series of heaps has thus accu- 
mulated, as in fig. 1, a rough dead-wood hedge should be con- 
structed around them (see section in fig. 2), and the space 
between it and the hurdles, which may be 12 or 18 ins., should 
be loosely filled with straw. 

ave annually kept many hundred tons of Swedes, 
Carrots, and Mangold Wurzel in this way, without losing any 

i i à It fulfils the three con- 

from 17s. to 25s. per acre—that of Swedes and Mangold Wurzel, 
rom 6s. to 10s. For this sum the contractor pulls the roots, 

cuts off the leaves, fills the roots into carts, and gathers and 
loads the leaves also. 

‘n the operation of harvesting Carrots the spade is required ; 
it is pressed into the ground, and used as a lever by the right 
hand, while, by the left, the root is pulled up. Each man lifts 
two rows as he proceeds, and four men forming a company, 
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eight rows are thus pulled and laid regular! ly on the ground in 

Two women can top the roots, 7, e. cut the leaves 

ee as fast as this number of men can pull them; and, 

wing the roots in a central te they row the leaves into 

idm lateral ones, as they proce the number of 

which, varying according to the. distance fom the heaps, must 
Þe such as will c convey the roots off the land as fast as they are 

ready, follow close upon the cutters ; a ree and a boy will be 

le, under ordinary cireumstances, to fill both roots and 

leaves into them as fast as those already e can pre- 

pare them ; and another man and boy will be able to Ps the 

roots up in the heaps, and thatch sud finish them off as 

proceed. We mention all nd details, because it is n im- 

portant to the speed and economy o of the operation that the 

forces employed in the Ruterent parts of it should be rightly 
pr ES ERE to each oth 

e leaves, if they be M Misc AR either be left on 
the deci and ploughed page or, land eios rich 

ongh for grain crops, the; be eR away to the fold- 

E and trod down by the tate When they are still green, 

s fodder. As long as leave e Mis green they 

remain useful in the growth of the plant. The onlyreason why 
we should harvest our Carr ‘ot erop before the ee “an stopped 

is their extreme soncisivengss to frost, This is so 
Kab As ues secure before 

f they get d 

to per them through s 

ave but one more fence v make, and thatis on the 

fact that rottenness, when it is owing to any external cause, 

always commences at any cut or bruised portion of the surface. 
It thus becomes of importance that the surface of the roots 
ghouid be cut or abraded as ELS as possible. The root fibres 

Should not be cut off at all, the edis should be cut off so 
far from the crown of the bbotj £s that they may fall separated 

from one another, Sofar as our deer oes hitherto ione 

if these points be carefully attended to, an ndif such a plan of 

harvesting be adopted as fulfils the three requisites of success 
before alluded to, there is but little risk of the farmer losing 
much of his erop by heating or putrefaction before the spring. 

Wotices to Correspondents, 

Booxs—G J—Low on the Domesticated Animals, —R D G— 
Blacker’s Essay on. sd EX cs s" is a good book to put in 

ws a of eA 

you might apply Y ap w » gate as would give 2.ewt. of the 

Dean, of pedo. 

DIBBLING Mapin oáiepiur o do not know Wetherstone's. 

Newberry's is g 

FIELD T AERE know of only one kind for autumn 

It is a small seed commonly called the Winter RYE, 

Mara u may safely apply your manure if of 

the stated composition; but a better one might be manu- 

factured for Wheat. his contains no ic acid, 
Unless assured by a knowledge of the respectability * psi 

pm. we should be very much inclined to doubt the story 

abont e carbonate of ammonia DADE picked out of pou 
n gu ino beds and [shipped to Liverpoo 

Buat in md, Others—We hope to give the ac- 

su 

27 inches asunder.—Sulphate of magnesia is a good 
nure for Potatoes. It is composed of sulphuric acid and 

substances which 
Warwick or early 

Nimble Hog Pea is the earliest, iren field Pea in culti- 
ion; sow about 2 bushels per acre early in April. 

* THE COMPLAINT” IN E errem 
To EnA Roors—Kircudbright Farmer- e Cale 

m Foop—Enquir pesn aae of Salford. sells a very 
- We shall refer to the subject of steaming 

food i in an early Calendar. 
Unate—Mr Purser 1€ our Visio Diii ** C." to any of the 

following gentlemen on the quality of urate as a manure :— 
- Anderson, Gatley, near Bedford ; Mr. N. Taylor, Romney, 

near Sheffor r, Writtle, near Chelmsford ; Mr. 
G. Turne rp Botton; near Erie 

Erratum— a a page 666, in the 29th line from the top of col. a, 
for “their soil and deiris read “their stock: and im- 
plements, 

„$ o aeei E reaching town after Wednesday cannot 
"be answered the same week. 

dar, 

Packets, 
deus "MONDAY, Oct. 12,—Per Stone of 81bs. 
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An 4 ) 

8 3| Ewes and second. pali m 4 
4 10] Ditto (si E 

Tm 

g 635 ion aaron 
m consigned. to si market have not 

o a defi! unt from. our own. grazing 2iecriots 
Consequence prices are higher for all description: ew of the choicest 
Boots have made 4s 6d, and some of t ost selling’ Shor t-horns rather over 

The number of Sheep is sm: "es pri "oraiüeratJa an early 
cane was effectéd at ad vance Ca re not plentiful, nor are they much in request; late prices weze wit b oui malatained. There 
a NE sO many pigs; in mild. pe hinders any improvsment. in zl 

Ti FR sitet, Oct. 16, he Dumber: of Beasts is smaller; trade i» abo BUM mpeg Monday, 
ul Ho 

te 
supply of eed 100 Bensin and a from 4s 24 to Ux best 

Jfference to c qur p Best Scots, ro, male po M "horns p: to 4s 2d, and in'a few instances rather over. So ry scarce, and "Monday's prices are full 
offer ; t] are making very re than 55; Ewes, &c., g Wc 5 doletably Ried? TL vf Calves; trade fo; descriptions barely make 4s Bd, and coarser Be Eds bietet 
nd Lambs, 1360; Calves, 275; Pigs. 41, Wist Smithfield, 

cient for the demand, but 

Melons; 
Cabi bages, Cauliflowers, &c., are good, but the latter hardly 

sufficient for the demand. Carrots and Turnips have altered 

but little 
Beans remain nearly the same as last 

affected by the prevailing disease, Lettuce: 
ing are good and plei 
Heaths, Jasmines, Pinks, Camellias, PUMA nue parce 
Violets, Fuchsias, Azaleas, and Ros 

Pine Apple, perlb., 4 
Grapes, 

Berberrles, per hf.-sv., 4e to 6s 

Cabbages, per doz, S to s 6d 
«dez 

COVENT GARDEN, Ocr. UM UE IT are still suffi- 
Fru over d 

may b 
nglish d 

scarce. Nuts are 
plentiful, and very Er T quality. where is little demand for 

ons are scarce, ani good English 

some foreign ones are in the market. e Vegetables, 

are almost over for a season. 

t; week, vd is good 

ality. Potatoes are rather scarce, ery much 
S pad Mot Salad- 

Cut Flowers chiefly consist of 

in price. 

ntiful. 

FRUITS. 
io 74 Lemons, per dozen, He m S E 

Hothouse, MU 3s t0 4s per 100, 10 
Por 2g per Ib. 9d to le 

A pples, Dess ap sh, às td. to Se 
Kit 

Almonay, per appa vetare 
Sweet Albion Tbe 
Filbert, English p. Tob ibn, ese m 905 

re, per prm Note, Cob, y per 10016 954 to 10 
Melons, each, 28 to 58 == Barcelona, 9 
Oranges, per dozen, 2s to 38 3 Brasil, 126 to or 

4 = Spanish, 14r 
Walnuts, por bushel, 16s to 246 

VEGETABLES, 
Shallots, per Ib» 4d to 8d 

red, per dozu 28 to 48 Garlic, per lb., 6 
oli, per dz, Ga 10 128 

flowers, per doz., 4i to 8r 

rticholeas, per doza, 2 
T 

'otatoes, per t 
ow t 
bushel 

ney, per bites, qois 
Furnlps, per cz., 18 to 2 
Red Beet; ger doz., 6d to 

» per mmn 
6d 

Ep 3; t0 68 
Cucumbers, each, 3d to 8d B Lad 
eeks,per bunch, 2d to — Roots, sah 2s 
elery, per bundle, 1s to 1; 3d Tarragon, per bunch,,3d 

Carrots, per bunch, 3d e Mint, green, per bunch, 64 to 8d 
Onions, per bushel, bs co Marjoram, per bunch, 3d to 4 

isb, per diza, 1464 to 4 Chervil, per punnet; 2d to a: 

hitmen Load of 36 Trusses, 
BERLAND MARKET, Oct, 15, 

Prime Monde Hay m torzan] ORI Cloyeri-0psto:e0s 
ae thor Inferior do, 78 88 | Straw B0s 10 84». 

Josva Basan, Hay Salesman, 
WHITECHAPEL, Oct. 

Fine OMUHay =. 703 to: 750 Old. Clover 1058 torion 
Inferlop Hay, Straw 268 to 30s 

ss Kii Clover 84 98 

HOI , Friary, Oct. 16, 
There continues avery eh "dem s nd for all descriptions of Hops, at the 

ations. At Weyhiil fair yesterday there was a vi rp 

: « A 4 0 
usse: . LH 8 14 10 H 10 

Famhams —. " * ^ B12to 610 
Country disto » + 410 to 510 
Yearling Kenta š + 8l0to 410 
Ditto Sussex r + 8 Bto 44 
Old Hops. DAL E VCI HERO 

Parrsnpen & Sutra, Hop-Favtors, 

ARK-LANE, Monpay, Oct. 12, 
was a good supply ot iara lish AWhont by land carriage 

aattipies from Kent and Suffe ic this morning ; that from Essex 
was moderate; having a is e attendance of buyers the red 
met a free sale at the extreme Vida of this day se’nnight, and 
s, per qr. advance was made of the white. Free Foreign was 
more in demand, and realised in. any, instances prices which 
last week were unobtainable.—Picked samples of Malting 
Barley are/Is. per qr. dearer, and inferior qualities fully support 
our late quotations,— White Peas are 1s. per qr. lower; Beans 
unaltered in value.— The sale of Oats is slow at former rates,— 
Flouri das Held very firmly ; but business is not active, 

TISH, PER TEATA QUARTER, uw $5.5 
Wheat, 3 Base Kent, and Suffolk itë 60 68 Red . 52 60 
—— folk, PRA cde Xorkehl; 54 64 [White 54 66 
Barley, Malting and dist us ds tos Chevalier 38 45 "Grind. 32 36 
Oats, Linoolashire and d York: 1 34 Feed — 96 20 

Rivera ind. den + -+ . Keed.$7 82 Potato 80 8b 
pa * ^. Feed 26 30 Potato 98 32 
Malt, pale, ship MTM ira Sa 

rtford and. XU. TE 1^ = 
OA MINE, m 

Beans, azian, ;oldand new 36 toa Tio a 41 — Harrow 39. 46 
igoon, Heligoland + 42t Winds a570  Longyoa 38, 4b 

Peas, Whites - 50 to Maple a6 4? Gre 40 
IDA, Oct, 16, 

There ae little Bnglish Wheat fresh up for this mornin; 
market, ai observe alteration in its value. Foreign 
being Held. for high be hy Pad in many instances for an ad- 
vance, prevented business from. being extensive. The demand 
for barrel flour continues inactive, —Fine Malting Barley is 
AKI PE nd commands extreme rates ; grinding is 
fully a: Beans and Peas are unaltered.—Old Oats fully 
suppoi s en ue ; but new are a slow sale.—Maize con- 
finues i inim: ved Tegnet at advancing prices—say at 44s. to 

. per qr., including freight and insurance, according to the 
me of delivery. na American advices induce a belief that 
their exports o: rn and flour this season will be trifling, and 
the harvest i is represented as inferior to that of last year, rate 

anada state the full shipments as likely to b 
smaller fan’ usual, 

IMPERIAL AVERAGES, 

Whont.|Barley.| Oats, | Rye. | Beans.) Peas. 
Sept. aos Od) Bis od) 23a 2a) aa yal 40» ad| 57e 1d 

0 3 38 5| 82 4| 40 | 30 10 
v 61 6 38 7| 28 0| 41 6 |-40 5 
is 53 1| 8610) 23 7| 85 7| 42 7| 45 0 

Oct, 54 0| 86 9| s4 8| 85 5| 48 4| 45 4 
= 5610| 87 2| 24 7| 85 9| 48 7| 46 7 

S weeks’ Aggrog. Aver. | 524 | 05.9| s89 | a4 1| 42 1| 42 2 

Dutios on Foreign Grain 6 ol 9 0| 1 | $ 0| 2 0| 9 0 
Diagram showing the fuctuations in the price of Corn onthe average of the 

ceksending Saturday, October 
Prion, ome 5 | Sarr. 19 | Seer. 19 | | Burr. 26 | 

56310: oe .. m 
54 os EE E 
53 1 .. n 
518 . | pd . 
50 0 a | E 
49 I 

—. SEEDS, Oct. 9. 
Di E rar 4o 564) MiseeiQuksnorelin p: song] t x 

cows 40 43 White 
olavers Toa; English m = d ES 

- > 7$ aosa 
White, E diee dien os English périass Bi 94 

teal e Cakes ron 4/158 6/53 
nder = . 10 16 Scnetoin - 

dempeeed per qr. 36 — 36 | Tares, — winter » bash. Bs Bed 
Ins perqr 42 43 For - 4s m 

< H a - "als S 
— Cakes Eng. per 1000. 12 fe 

gree AND Lay 

logui 
Nursery, 

at Os ibo ohio] Isle of Wight; 
and Pipe Machine (applicable jx irie Bricks); 
Machine for taking roots and stones out of clay, both which are 

Sales bp Auction, 
M EA PROTHEROE anD MORRIS have 

eived instructions from the FER. who is about 
to dispose of the business, to offer for sale by Auction, on the 
Premises, at the Edmonton Nursery, opposite the Gold 
Fleece, Edmont on, on Thursday Ens iridis they 22d and 23d 
of October, 846, at 11 for 12 o'cloc whole the out of 
door consisting of E ERGREENS, CHOICE 
STANDARD ROSE TREES, &c. The Stock comprises a. 
qunm of splendid Jange Laurels, Portugal Laurels, Aucuba, 

, Arbor-vitæ, ars, Evergreon! Oaks in pots. UM 
Ys e lot of fine Us well set with bloom, &c. o the 
Teinie of the collection of choice GREENHOUSE PLANTS. 
including a lot of fine Camellias, received since the last sale, 

comprising ahount, p80, choice rbd varieties, small bushy 
plants A with 

N.B. rer is now ready to offer the Lease (21 
gem Greenhouses and Fixtures, with immediate possession, 
on very advantageous terms. Further particulars may be 
obtained D applying to Mr. Henchman at the Nursery. Cata- 

es of the sale may be had of the Auctioneers, or at the 

TO OWNERS “AND | OCCUPIERS OF ESTATES. 
eee BULLOCK WEBSTER, of Hounsdown, 

ar Southampton, elt Engineer to Her Maj Ss 
e inventor of a Pa: tont T é 

also a new 

to be seen at the Royal Polytechnic Institution, Regent-street,— 
gaera his assistance as a thorough practical man to Landlo rds 
who 
fue Drainage of their Estates. 

may require information on any subject connected with 
P.S.—Land drained at a fixed 

A IET SALE OF | Oe 2000 CAME LLIAS, HYBRID BHO. 
DODENDR EA INDICA 95 &c., 
FROM BELGIUM I OR ABSOLUTE SALE. 

ESSRS. PROTHEROE E MORRIS have re- 
ceived instructions to submit to public edu at 

the Auction Mart, Ba: tholomew-lane, the middle o: 

are beautifully furnished wit 
t 

Catalogues may 
a week prior to the tm at the Auction Mart im and of hea Auc- 
tioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone, 

FOURTEEN ACRES OF NURSERY STOCK, -Wandsworth 
KG ommon, The Ground BT for building purposes. 

ESSRS. PROTHEROE anD MORRIS are 
favoured to pu uds MR Public by Auction on Monday 

the 26th day Oct: thirteen following days, rd 
mu STOCK of. Mr, US of Wandsworth NOR Be Nur. 
ery, affording an excellent Soporte for Gent! 0 fur- 
emis their Pleasure Grounds and Gardens with Varieties oe the 
choicest Deciduous an Ornamental Plants, ani 
LH invited, as this is incompa: ably one of the first 
class Stocks ever offered to Public Competition. It consists poe 
every Variety of useful and Ornamental SHR EVE. 
GREENS, FRUIT EST TREES, AMERICAN 

Also "two Stacks of 

may be had on ti ini 
the Auctioneers, sere] DA Pen nston. 

TO GENTLEMEN, "MEN, AND OTHERS. 

ESSRS. PROTHEROE. AND MORRIS will sub- 

is leaving ti the tole oft j 
consisting. of: Ane Donia Camellias, well set with bloom buds, 
Azaleas, Fuchsias, Verbenas, Geraniums, a ver; Aloe in 
tub. Also, two 2-light Boxes, mo glazed sashes, capital iron 

for Plants, several ladders, 
e viewed one 

at their Great Ro m, 38, King-street, ent Garden, 
on esday, 20th October, at l: r 1 o'clock precisely, an 
Importation of CAMELLLAS, from 2 to 4 ;h, just re- 

dues well-grown Plants, abundantly furnished with aver. 
May be d the day prior to, and morning of Sale, 

Catalogues to be hi 
VALUABLE SOUTH AMERICAN PLANTS. 

ose, J. C. anD S. STEVENS are insugueted 
sell by Auction, during the present month, a consign- 

bon o VALUABLE PLANTS, being part of the Collections 
of M: B; N. NOKE, J. LINDEN, ami ring 
their “latest idoaxctiont in the high Cordilleras of New. Granada, 
in the island of Cuba, and in the interior of the Brazils. They 
comprise magnificent specimens esta n pots in. perfect 
health, and most of them never before seeoutieed into England, 
Also the very extensive Herbarium of Brazilian plants collected 

M. CrnAUSSEN in the various provinces of Minas, Geraes, and 
Sinta Catherina, aonne ung of many thousand specimens, 
lotted to suit private Botanists, Catalogues are preparing, and 
the day of sale will be Oen in the next number of the 
Chronicle, King-street, arden, Oct. 

eee NURSERY A FLORISTS busii ness 
for Sale,—Mr, GLENNY has to dispose of a very comple: 

B cec returning 8007. per annum ready money, and SEM 
m Everything in high condition and full work. 

eae siness and Stock, 2500/.—Further particulars, 
for ein trate only, at the Gardeners’ Gazette Office, 420, Strand, 

isch LE OF TULIPS, at the Mart, by 
GEORGE GLENNY & OO., on Tues sday and Wednesday, 

the 27th 8e 28th October, A Splen ndid Collection, the property 

Mr. on, of Saffron Waldo atalogues at the Seed 

Shops, and. giene Gazette e Offi e, zy: Str: and, London. . 

46, 
f purchasers, any quantity may be had, 

either Pockets, half (Reskata, de, liege Gih, 

TO NURSERYMEN AND GARDENERS, 

rMO BE DISPOSED OF, THE Ti Run AND 
BUSINESS OF PARAGON "NURSERY, B x 

present in the occupation of VA widow of the late 

Couper. wenty-six years of the Lease are unexpired, 

further particulars apply to Mrs, COUPER, on the premises. 

on-hill, At 

“Alexander 
For 
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HORTIOULTURAL BUILDING AND HEATING BY 
HOT WATER. 

J. pM AND DAY, Arcurrecrs, &c., Gloucester- 
ace, King's-road, Chelsea, HOTHOUSE BUILDERS 

and dor WATER. APPARATUS MANUPACT Sn ERS, most 

k&e., where all the va e 
Their Hot- 

reenhouses, Pits, vius eni 
Bottom Heating can be 

J. WEEKS & Day warrant ‘their Hot-water Apparatus to be 
efficient ari every purpose ti which heatis applicable. Boilers 
of all sizes ; the largest is SEP to heat a range of Forcing- 
kopnes 200 fest te length, with a small quantity of fuel, and only 
to require attention once in 12 hours. 

Models, Plans, &c., in great variety, 

THE TANK SYSTEM, 

| 

EZ np 5 z l 

bee anp HEALY having heated a con- 
rable number of Pits and other Horticultural Struc- 

tures, ae Ae cultivation, of Pines, Melons, Cucumbers, an 
other tropical plants, particularly upon the plan recommended 
in Mr. MiLLs's recent work on the Culture of Pines and Cu- 
cumbers, many of 23 are working at the present time, 
prove beyond a doubt that every kind of structure ma; 
be heated by BURBIDGE and HEALY'"! Spraak, Tank PESE 
with the absolute certainty of producing the desired result. 
Their Apparatus may be seen at work at the following places ; 
Horticultural | Gardens, Chiswick; Royal Botanic Gardens, 

W; Baroness Rothschild’s Gardens, Gunnersbury y; Mr. 
Glendinning, Chiswick Sues Messrs. Henderson, Pine- 
apple-place; and in more than one hundred other places,— 
180, Fleet: street; TETTE 

E OD WATER E EE Tues attention of 

to Bentan 

Wil thin te Tast 20 user some 
hundreds of butlamas Havé been heated 

n improved wrought-iron 
quires no brickwork, may bo seen in action upon the et 

BENJAMIN FOWLER, 63, Dorset-street, Fleet-s 

ppor -WATER APPARATUS. FOR HEATING 
HORTICULJ IE TRL DWELLING-HOUSES, 

CHURCHES; and MANUF: ES, upon improved princi- 
oderate Roue erected by DANIEL and 

ORN. 

D. and E. BAILEY Pine devoted much time to the considera. 

tion of this subject, ai nd had much exp eirieneo, in RUE erection of 
ra- 

heating not E only * Bb y ofliciont, s Mer simple and have osi 
nomy in the charge, 

d, 

ix. Bainny also construct in metal all CREEPS vi 
Hort Soulturel Buildings and Sashes, and invite Noble 
Gentlemen, and the Pul 

opportunity of exhibiting, amongst other metal works, an ex- 

tremely complete and conyenient kitchen apparatus, or range, 

adapted forthe continued supply of hot water, and an arrange- 
ment of the oven more complete than has hitherto been br ought 
befor e. HE public. 
D. and E. Barter were the first to introduce metallic cur- 

EAT Taa to horticulturists, and can referto the Con- 
Servatory atada to the Pantheon as one of their works, 
besides many others in this country, and on the Continent. 

D. and E. Barmy have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic 
Plant Protectors, which are now RAT for immediate delivery ; 
they beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for 
Orchid: er Houses vitrir vapou: BOARN or 
at DR Plin and which may be jen at their Manu- 
factory. 

J. B. SAMPSON'S SELF-FEEDING ECONOMICAL 
m rA APPARATUS FOR HEATING H 

RAL BUILDINGS, 
CHURCHES, CHAPELS, &c. &c. 

IORTI- 
DWELLING-HOUSES, 

; H, Oylindrícal Feeder ; 
to tanks, dc. ; R, Return 

ghting fire; E and F, Flue hole for es- 

in 

cape of smoke and heat into the flue F, Flo: 

i; 

for conveying water 

D, Copper hole for li 

w-pipe 

ii | sadi 

SPIRAL WATER HEATER, 
B. SAMPSON, ENGINEER, &e. Maidstone, Ede 
Inventor and Manufacturer of the much approved R; 

GISTERED SPIRAL WATER HEATER, having ded 
many during the last season, on his own responsibility, whieh 
have given the greatest. satisfaction in erer case, he can with 
confidence offer this admirable. Boiler to 

the least pomi escape. 2nd, Siu fuel but once E 1 
hours, and. bei; mace of. cast iron, renders it more durable, 

drical feeder, with deem cover, the fire is 
supplied. 5th, The simplicity of its construction enables any 
mason to fix it with the greatest ease. 

These Boilers are made of different sizes, and may be applied 
to any pipes, tanks, &c., already fixed. 

Can be:seen at. Messrs, J. and ; Peppercorn’ 's, Ironmongers, 
Maidstone, and other establishments. A rospectus, with fall 

ars, may be post free, on ssipplication to the In- 
‘A liberal discount to the Trad 

.B. model may be seen at the Polytechnic Institution, 
London, 

HATCHEN'S BENENDEN TILE MACHINE. 

Manufactured and Sold by 

no a e 
MARE FOTHERGILL | (ey to sm the following i MANURES on the best terms, v 
GUANO, pir eee in AFRICAN, thier from Import 

Ditto, PATAGONIAN and SALDANHA BAY. Ditto. 
SODA ASH, for destruction of Wireworm, 
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME, ( (BeerRoyal Agri. Soc. 

Vol. vi. Part 
GYPSUM (Pure § Sulphate of Lime). 
BONE DUST x BONE Dus 
SULPHURI D. RCOAL, 
PETRE SALT Mand AGRICULTURAL SALT for Composts, 
SILICATES of soba zx POTAS oe and all other Manures, 

No. Upper Thames-street. 
Agent for DINGLE 5 HAND. SEED. D-DIBBLE. 

FOR WHEAT, TARES, 

"p ae URATE OF THE LONDON MANURE 
COMPANY will be found a most valuable Manure for the 

above crops—it is permanent in its effects, and has stood the 
test of five Hee with increasing success ea 

mpany also supply genuine Peruvi. an Guano, Gyp Super- 
phosphate of Tun Sülphate and Muriate of tational soa 
coal, Bone Sawdust, Sulphuric Acid, and every Artificial 
Manure, a the lowest market price. mier ed Poxser, Secre- 
ta 40, New Bridge-street, Blackfria: 

POTTERS GUANO FOR WHEAT AN AND ALL GRAIN CROPS, —The Autumn don is particularly re- 
d for the of POTTER'S GUANO for 

me above crops, as time is afforded for e due ELT of e Manure in the soil, and it is thus prepared, JT the plant 
RO the first genial warmth of spring, to afford the appre epee 
nutriment in a fit state for immediate as; Mind on.—T. 
monials and all paeiclars at the Factory, 28, Clapha: 
place, Kennington, 

esti- 
n-road- 

few respectable oce] wanted, 

no OENDUSSM AND Co.’s REMEDY FOR THE THE 
A POTATO DISEASE.— Price 6s, per packet, which 'en- 

sures an acre of sound Potatoes and a large cro 
KAGENBUSCH anv 00s GERMINATING ‘COMP POUND. 

—Price 2s, and 4s, per packet. The best Steep for Wheat and 
other Grain ; Turnip, Clover, Onion, ; eh all other Seeds and 

E This is the eem 's best 
ETE Spe ND 'o's 

These arti ticles are kept ̂  Bibeli Wharf; London-bridge, 
and Mr. Joseru EDWARDS willdeliver them to any one bringing 
the amount in cash. 
Manufactured by KAGENBUSCH and Co, Agricultural 

Chemists, Leeds. Sold by James and Co., ke eel for the South of England, 35, King Willtamstrass, City; and Porren, BRO- 

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND, 

SIX THOUSAND SIX HUNDRED FEET OF 
ue die am ASPHALTE FELT 

have been used to roi above Society's buildings, at 
Newe. pon-T yne. 

RICE ONE PENNY PER SQUARE FOOT, 
TH M ee Cnoccox, 8, Lawrence Pountney-hill, Cannon- 

street, London. 

PROLIFIC WHEAT. 
R. BEMAN, of D near Stow, Gl 

havin received numerous Testimonials of the 
HE EDAD of the several varieties of SEED WHEAT e he 

year, as compared with other ee begs inform 
the Public that he has now for sale the fi owi E Boti viz., 
Red Cluster, Spalding's Red, and Whitield White. 

The prices are—for Spalding’s Red and Red Cluster, for 
20 Bape and n ; 8 bushels. and under 
20, 11s. per bushel; less , 135. T bushel. 
For Whitfield White. Ron 20 bushels and upw rds, 10s. per 
bushel; 8 bushels and under 20, 12s. per bushel; less than 
8 bushels, 14s, fid. ber bushel. 

ENT '8 THREE PIPER RTS: OF SEED WHE: AT. 
I. P ER'S THICKSET, the very same which 

; Rii Weg ug of Heydon, Norfolk, calls a new de- 
scription of Wheat, and has given it a new name, 

‘OTTAM AND HALLEN, 2; WINSLEY:STREET, 
OXFORD STREE T, LONDON. 

a is by far the simplest efficient Machine for the 
PS of making Drain ' e Tile can be made 
by it. Tt requires” but fey 8 to work it, namely, two men 
and two boys. With this MNA of labour the produce will 
be as follows :— | 

ea in. HIER of Tile, 11,000 ii. diameter of Tile, EM 
8,000 do. 

stated Wy Thomas Law Hodges, Esq., in his otim iG 
dons to the Royal see rieultural Society of England. he Machine is quite portable, and requires no fixing, b 
can be moved up and down the dryi if sheds, E eee) nO 
extra boys in eet a) e tiles, nor are any s 
in drying. The arge for patent veer p Haaie ; the 
purchase of the N Mashing mN p s the free use 

rice 257., ine! luding four D. of any ism or size. 

and mo: 

Extra Dies, x A SE ape or size, 5s. each T References can be had as to where it can be seen in 
se. 

Improved Pug-mills, wholly of Iron see € E pa 3 0 
0 

Draining Spades, per see of ‘three, with swan-neck scoop E PA nde 0 
Improved. Drain Level for i the eof workmen. eh 5 0 

COTTAM’S IMPROVED CLOD CRUSHERS. 
The improvements made in these useful Implements: consist ih 

in the division of the roller inso two parts, which EM. n 
facilitates the turning z and working of the implement. The 
frames are made wholly of iron, and ue therefore much more 
durable than those of pde The pri f these Clod.Crushers | 
will be found considerably lower "dien dee usually charged. 
5 feet 6 inches long, 17 6 feet, 187. 10s. 6 feet:6 inches, 200, 

Ce ICULTURAL DRAINING,—The attention of 
ieulturists is respectfully directed to a simple and | 
ent DRAINING EVEL rice 28s, It can be sent 

It cannot well be put out of 
o be had of the} 

most an 
to any part securely VERE 
order, and a mere labourer can use i 
maker, Joun Davis, Optician, Derby. 

Every description: of ám dunt al Implements, includin 
Grubbers, Ploughs, Harrows, Drills, Dibbles, Weighing 
chines for live cattle sd. rm produce Chait Cut ng Ma- 
chines, Churns, &c., ande y description of. Agricultural and 
Horticultar mplement the Agricultural Repository, 

! Winsley-street, Oxford-street, onion. 

tection” b heat, the Mare of which has 
of I sent Ee EI 

em 

with trees on both sides, 
the old stubble, without ploughing, from four- pi 
seed, I w this year seven quarters four bushe a 
SUME pour ach, after the wind blew. out pe "E E po 
bushels per acre. 

2, COLNE WHITE-CHAFF RED, raised b; 
for poor land, grows more straw, and 80) 
ipu ES "Thickset. 

RIS 

J. D. P., adapted 
imes. more corn 

grows more stra 
.'P.sowed this Wheat, beside eleven othe 

gr ew more Mm any of the rest; 
iD. not raise eu Wheat 

si ire two ois uan 
pr the Finare Society niet at; Bristol, 

. Thickset 80s., Whi te-chaff and: tol Red- 72s. per quarter 
" cash, in new sack: ach; arsiage t to London. 

‘own, an experimental farmer of Colne, tried nine 
sorts of Wheat this year. Coln vhite-chaff and Bristol Red 

Had: i 

-| grew more than any of the rest. 
dies is a one sort of Wheat which will e 

pisi. 
fiered to tho AA 

ppa superior. 
pes or mine 8. 

g arsenic and 
s ar na mice 

n 



3, dc. 
situated on emiivences, can A lied by the abo: achine 

.. Deep well-pumps.on an impri neiple.—N.B. Machine’ 
warranted. —Apply at 9, St eet, Cheltenham. 
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ORNAMENTAL L TILES for Floors, Walls, & 
Greenhouses, e Dp IMD 8 en Terraces; Encaustic, 

Venetian, &e., i VARIBTY. May be se: en at Messrs. 

PARKER tite dere atre Blackfriars, pone 

Agents të Messrs MINTO N & CO., the Patentees, of Stoke- 

upon-Trent. atentees of the’ PORCELAIN BUTTONS, 
cheaper and moře > dnrable than Mother-o'- Pearl, &c. 

CHY iAP AND DURABLE ROOFING. 

BY HER ROYAL LETTERS 

MAJESTY’S PATENT. 

F. M‘NEILL & CO., of Lamb's Buildings, Bunhill- 

aie London, the Manufacturers and only Patentees of 

AS PHALTED E FOR ROOFING 

Houses, T arm Buildi Mie Shedding, Workshops, and for 

Garden pose to protect plants from Frost, 

the Great National Agrieultural Shows, it is this Felt 

which has been exhibited and obtained the Prize, and is the 
Felt patr: roniged by 

MAJESTY’S WOODS AND Forests, 

HONOURABLE COMMISSIONERS OF CuSTCMS, 
Her MajrsTY's ESTATE, ISLE OF Wien, 
RovaAL BOTANIC GARDENS, REGENT's PAR: 

eux on the Estates of the Dukes of Sutherland, Norfolk, Rut- 

and, Newcastle, DERI qi Buccleuch (at Richmond), 

Mis late Darl & er, and most of the Nobility and Gentry ; 

and z the Royal Apr icultural Society ̂s House, Hanover Square. 
It is half th ax of any other deseription of Roofing, and 

effe cte a great saving of Timber in the construction of Roofs. 

Made to any et em by 32 inches wide. 

E ONE PENNY PER SQUARE Foor. 
S; inh Directions for its Use, and Testimonials, 

"m seven y experience, with references to Noblemen, Gen- 

tlemen, d ects, and Bi eee sent free to any part of the 

town or country, and orders by post executed 

The Public is pe ATE. cautioned that the only Works 
in Great Britain us the above Xe ng is made, are 

M'NEILL p 00.8 

Patent Felt Manufactory Lamb’s-] EROA Bunhill-row, Lon- 

Roofs covered with the des Y be seen, as also 

the new angler Court, and the Passages and Offices 
at the entrancé to Westminster Hall, ae other buildings at the 

New Houses of Parliament, done under the Surveyorship of 
Charles Barry, Esq, R. A. 

e.— Consumers sending direct to the Factory can be sup- 
piedi in lengths best suited to their Roofs, so thatthey pay for 

no more than t 

^ Samples, 

TO B RICK A AND TILE MAKE 

HE AINSLIE PATENT po ‘MACHINE 
COMPANY (James Suara, Esq., of Deanston, Chairman), 

vite attention to their improved TILE MACHINE, and to 

their new Patent Tapti Kilns, for drying and burning 

Bricks and Tiles, by which a. saving of from. two-thirds t 
three-fourths of the fuel is effected, and all Aio articles E 

burnt equally without loss ordamage. The Machines at work 
and a Model of the Kilns to be seen, and all particulars to be 

obtained from Mr. Joun PATON, Rotes 1934, Piccadilly, 

London. Agents wanted. 
LEGG'S I MPROVED SELF-ACTING HY- 

* DRAULIO ENGINE being now Registered, s begs to call 
the attention of the Public to the following Price: ‘mac es 

rds, condueting-pipe included, 201. ; 
"his maehire can be ma onvey hon 
ute to a distance of 2000 vird and to an 

elevated point if 590 feet or upwar Fountains, 

s. 
1 gallon to 20 per 

On sale, 8vo, price 3s. v to Fellows of the Society, and 5: 

E a or, postage free, upon receipt of a Post-office aet 

. to Fellows of the Soc or 6s, 6d. to others. 

POATA LOGUE FRUITS cultivated in the 
Garden of the Horticultural Rocioty of London. Third 

Edition. Containing the Names, Synonyms, Colour, Size, 
Form, Quality, Use, Time of Ripening, M many other parti- 

culars concerning all the most important varicties of hardy 

Trat cultivated in this country. 
Sold at the. House of the Society, 2 21, Regent-street ; and also 

by LoscMAN & Co., Paternoster-row ; ATCHARD, Piccadilly ; 

Riveway, Piccadilly; Rrvinetons, Waterloo- place; and 
the principal Booksellers in.all parts of the Empir 

JARMERS' CLUBS.—An arrangement has just 
been made by which he result of the discussions enter- 

tained upon practical questions in the Local Farmers’ Clubs 
Hd ‘Farmers Magazine.” rd 200 columns 

of Agricultural D 

of the best and most perfect “animals which dom 13 prizes of 

the leading An Societies, The series of Portraits of 

Patr of ulure and Eminent er eR with 

Biographical Mami. is in continuation—Mr. J. of Dil- 
ae and Mr, Smith, of Deanston, have ust appeared "Price 2s. 

had of all Booksellers. „ 24, Norfolk-st. 

ep ENANT RIGHT. > Phat. an Alteration in the 
Conditions upon which Land has been hitherto occupied 

and cultivated, affording res security to the 

Farmer for the inrestment of his capital and a wider scope for 

the EM of his judgment, as well as a conside: 
in the la Landlord and ‘Tenant, will be greatly accelerated 
py the Repeat of the Corn Laws, is perfectly manifest ; 9 
a system of “ Tenant Right" must be established. The Mark 
Lane BxPurss has always advocated the rights of the mistake 

and will continue so to do unflinchingly.—May be ha: 

by order of all Booksellers, price 7d. ; or 1l. 10s. 4d. per annum. 
SIUE. 24, Bud. st., Strand, London, 

RADE, —The ee d destruction 
Kingdom—and the 

information on the stock of grain available to meet the exi- 

gency, of more importance’ than for many years past. 

frouble nor expense is spared to furnish the latest and best in- 

e in the MARK-LANE Express, which has been for many 

“ORD GEORGE BENTINCK stated at the meeting 
at Coleshill, on the Sus of September, that by the Sees 

POTA?1 rop as proved, food 
10,000,000}. had been. lost: and that France, through the failure 

and the quarters from whence it 
‘tance. re trouble nor 

^ st intelligence in 
the MARK-LANE EXPRESS, TUM has been for many years the 

Satori in the Cs TRADE IN ENGLAND and in FOREIGN 

CouNTRIES.—May ad, by orden of all booksellers, price 7d. 

&e., of | 

Office, 24, iret eis "Strand, Lond don, 

UNCH'S POCKET-BOOK FOR 1 1847, Ilustrated | 

with a coloured Frontispiece and numerous Engravings 

on Steel and Wood by Joun Leecn and PORE DOYLE, wil 

be yr on November Ist. Price 2s 

ondon: Published at the Ponen Office, 85, Fleet-street. 

) EALINGS WITH THE FIRM OF DOMBEY 
AND SON. By CmannEs Dickens. Advertisements in- 

insertion in the Second Number of this popular 
Work, should be sent to the Publishers by the 21st inst. Bills 

(ot which i A Sur are required) by the 24th. 

on: BRADBURY AND ic epe pou 

C BS SERVATIONS ON THE CULTIVATION OF 

ROSES IN POTS, including Forcing, Propagating, &e. 
y Witttam PauL, of the Nurseries, Cheshunt, 

Pion & Co., aternos! a" Eos or from the SERTE free 

by post, on receipt of 22 postage stamps 

FLAX CULTIVATION IMPROVED. 

Just published, by J. Hitt Dickson, 29, Broad-street-buildings, 
Tan dx and may P had of Messrs. @ROOMBRIDGE AND 

Paternoster-ro 
E Toll TEEN L ETTÉRS on the Improved Method of 

4 CULTIVATING Ens MANAGING FLAX, proving, bythe 

evidence of Professor Sir R, Kane and others (practical agri- 

CE that, deut deteriora in the soil, a proper system 

n the Culture of Flax reater. profits than can be 
inv offi produce what- 

ever. enm m nee for ascer tainis g the value a qualities 
the diffe 2B 

os iz 

Linen, Damask$, Law 
with accurately- aveatated mi pu E i 
for the Snot is and numbers of Yarns required for each 

set, or quali "This publication teaches the farmer the raost 
economical ad profitable process of Cultivating Flax, and the 

r the art of working it into all kinds of articles at 

are cost, for the great markets of the world . 
Merchant will find ample directions to protect him? 

self against the frauds of practised consigning jobbers, Also, 

A LETTER TO HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF 
RICHMOND, when President of the Royal Agricultural Society 

of Englan 
N.B. The Cultivation of Flax i ip Ae Britain has long been 

‘armers iu preparing it impeded by the inexperience of E 
id the. matt and in the use oe d eaking and jsoutehing, or 

EA The INVERSE eying for y 

of his time to the cultivation, 

of Flax, confidently affirms that, wer 

Flax Culture adopted by English farmers, and persevered in 
by efforts similar to those so successfully employed by farmers 

on the Continent, the enormous profits annually: drained troin 

the paa "eit of 

England by foreigners for this article, wou Ty Qapesus 
the due reward of the British prionen ena e presi er 

scandal would cease ; our home-grown Flax would rift 
mploy many thousands of our industrious classes, and 

been World more to the benefit o 

growers and dealers, than to the a caveat 
spinning capitalists, ‘whilst the British lan downers and farmers 

are dej vedi nf all the advantage that w ;uld accrue Tn Doa 

tivating the pl lant. 
Farmer: having Flax to dispose of, and those who require 

Flax seed dor feeding or sowing, will tind th eir orders promptly 

e of British eg 

MR. LEIGH D S NEW W wi K. 
This day is published, in post 8vo, price . boards, or 10s. 6d. 

CA Kies bound in eloth (uniform RA * Imagination and 

TY "AND HUMOUR. Selected from the English 
ts: with an Illustrative Essay and Critical Com- 

ments. By Leten HUNT. 
London: Smrrn, ELDER, & Co., 65, Cornhill. 

Of whom may be had, "IMAGINATION AND FANCY." 
By Lerten PEON: Third edition; 9s. boards, or 10s. 6d, cloth 
elegant. 

BOTANY OF CHINA. 
e-issued'at the very greatly reduced price of 16s. 

CONES. PLANTARUM spontd EE nascentium è 
iothecà Braamianà excerptæ. 

ie 25 Work (valuable as being the onis publication on. 

the Botany of China, with coloure es), was originally 
lished at the price of Three Guineas royal folio; but DR 

copies amain, mi are done up in extra Pls boards, and 

offered at ery moderate price o! 
LIAM PAMPLIN, 45, Frith Street, Soho. 

cum W WORK BY MRS. LOUDON. 

Just aL een a New Edition, fep. M adr an POITaYE on 
el, and Illustrations on. V s. 6d. c. 

HE "LADY'S OU NERY COMPANION ; or, 
How to Enjoy a Country Life rationally. By Mrs. LOUDON, 

Author of “Gardening for Ladies,” 
n: Lo i ein Brown, — dm S 

Of whom may be had, pric 
_A New Edition of MISS TETON’ cu MODERN cook ERY. 

NW EDITION, EDITED? BY MRS. LOUDON. 

A New Edition, corrected, with, a Supplement, bringing dowa 
the Work to 1846, in one very thick volum 

E Pose “with 2000 Wood ee avings, 3I. Suo 
Ee DON'S ENCYCLOPÆDIA OF COTTAGE, 
—4 A and VILLA ARCHITECTURE and FURNI- 

TURE; containing numerous Designs for DEUS from the 

Villa to the Cottage and the Farm, including Farm Houses, 

EY A and other Agricultural Buildings ; Kant ry Inns, 

Pub c Houses, A Parochial Schools; with the requisito 

AE Fixtures, and Furniture ; and appropiate Offices, 

Gardens, and Garden Rod each’ Design accompanied by 

analytical and critical remarks. 
A New Edition, edited by Mrs. Loup 

*,* The SUPPLEMENT, $ê] a pay Te. 6d. id. 
y the same A 

AN ENCYCLOPADIA o of TREES e "SHRUB 

ARBORETUM et FRUTICETUM BHITANNIOUM” ia 107. 

THE SUBURBAN GARDENER. 20. 

REPTON’S LANDSCAPE GARD DENING and ARCHITEC- 

TURE. 30 with the Plates coloured, 37. 6s. 

SELF.INSTRUCTION for YOUNG GA RDENERS, &e, 7s. 6d. 

HORT 
ECTU 

m | GARDENERS MAGAZ Complete in 9 vols. 

London: LoNGMAN. Brown, GREEN, and L NGMANS. 

pe EDINBURGH REVIEW, NO. "ODE was 
pu t yesterday. 

I. PROPOSALS FOR EXTENDING THE IRISH POOR- 
LAW. 

Il, SPEECHES AND WRITINGS OF THE- TLETE"LORD 

III. GROTE'S HISTORY OF GREECE. 
IV. DES OF EMINENT ENGLISH LAWYERS—LEGAL 

TION. 
v. STATE AND. PROSPECTS OF BRITISH AGRICUL- 

T 
VI. GOVERNMENT OF BRITISH INDIA. 
VII. RAILWAYS AT HOME AND ABROAD, 
London: Loncman and Co. nbugh: A. and ©. Brack, 

pal to by the divert Iso, respect- 
ng Dicksohia. Portable Fla weak ™ ll to be directed to 

29. Broad. street- inne Londor., where the Secretaries of 
Farmers’ and Ced Societies can each have a. 

copy of the Work gratis, if called for 

COLOURED ILLUSTRATIONS OF FLOWERS. 
To be published with the Annuals, elegantly bound, price 125. 
ABE FLORISTS SJOU RNAL anp GARDENER’S 

CORD. 

EE 

A practical book of Sere for all who have gardens, 

illustrated with Twelve Engravings on steel, exquisitely 

coloured after nature, and numerous Woodeuts. The coloured 

engravings are portraits of the choicest flowers of the year. 
The woodeuts are chiefly repr pene ke modes of heating, 

grafting, budding, protection from t] ather, rustic garden 

ornaments, designs for greenhouses, ee 

The LITERARY PORTION cones ts of original treatises on the 
cultivation of flowers, fruits, and vegetables, management of 

pake a and horticultuřal buildings, together with nu- 
merous plainly written essays on interesting subjects, and a 

most COE calendar of operations for Bue months. 
rder to make this volume doul valuable, 

A COMPLET TE DICTIONARY OR “FLOWERS 
Is bound up with it; the design of which is to supply such in- 

fone n E OH enable any person to form a selection re the 
most orna al plants suited to every description of garden, 

End to cultivate them with ease ; esa affording, under alpha- 

betical arn ou , at a moder; e price, the best information 

not other o be obtained, SI P woke of A yE Ty ex- 
Bened 1a ee 
THE FLORISTS JOURNAL AND GARDENERS RE. 
0 suggested as a most appropriate present to P and 

friends: Rd in th countrys 

ELEGANT PRESENTS FOR LADIES IN THE comwrry. 

Early in Nov Que will rby ped on a Bristol board, 

xpressly prepar 

THE GREEN (HOUSE REMEMBRA NCER, 
A perfectly new Almanac for 1847 ; the design of which is to 

afford at a glance the necessary information as to vhat should 

be done in a greenhouse, the plants which are in bloom OLR 

month in the year, and their general E a The tem. 

erature amies at all seasons will explicitly ziven. 

whole will urrounded with a Splendid Border of Y lowers, 

by S gems rd, ny coloured trom nature. 
GROOMBRIDGE and Sons, Paternos ;er-rov?. 

DEDICATED BY t nar OF HER MAJESTY THE 
QUEEN, TO HER ROYAL HIGHNESS THE PRINVESS 

Nearly ready, with iem from Designs by Gilbert, 
cloth 

TALES FOR YOUNG PEOPLE, By AGNES 
Lovpow. Edited by M; 

London: BowDERY AND Kenny, 100, 0 rene OLEI ERE 

J 'OHNSON'S GARDENERS’ ALMANACK FOR 
1847, will d indie on the 19th Nov. by the pene 

Company. —Besides the us ual contents of an Almanack, 

contains full in of all the 

of the past year, and did Bp the future —highly Y 

information relative to the to—Garden Calendars, &c. 

All Advertisements me be sent to Mr. SREENHILL, 
Stationers! vee Ludgate-street, London, on or before the 2nd 
f Novem! 

HE Oa EE Ein MAGAZINE, Price the 

Gr Meth uius. ani arms. 

forwarded, postage free, to every part of th 

Publishers, Houston AND STONEMAN, 65, Paternoster-row, on 

recei] pt or postage stamp 8. 

ISHING NETS, SHEEP NETS, RABBIT NETS, 
and all kind of. FISHING NETS for Sea, River, Lake- 

and Pond Fishing. ARE Nets gon yard, nearly 4 feet high. 

Nets for mE its, an Shooting on Cords 
50, 80, an Ed 00 yards p each. Nets to inclose Pheasants 

F &c.—ROBERT RICHARDSON, 21, Tonbridge-place, New 

-F FEATHER BEDS PURIFIED BY STEAM. 

EAL and SONS have just completed the erection of 
Machinery tor the Purifying of Feathers on a New Prin- 

ciple, by which the E properties of the quill are evapo- 

rated and carried off i team ; thereby not only are the im- 

purities of the Tether itself entirely removed, but 
rendered quite free from the unpleasant smell of ino Stove, 

which all new feathers are subject to that are dressed in the 

Seas aye 
Beds, re-dressed by s m are parens frena, mm 

a pese and by ex ing the feather: 

greatly increased, and A tA the Bed is EL ed ace 
softer. 

The following are the pr d Prices of New Feathers :— 

Mixed, per Ib. Best Foreign Grey Goose 2s, 0d. 

Grey Goose .. ++ i id. » Irish White —,, 2s. 6d. 
Foreign PUN loose 1s. 8d. » Dantzie White ,, 3s. 0d. 

He. Son’s List of Bedding, poolne fult pariloslass of 

Weights, Sizes, and Prices, sent free by post, on applica tion 

to their Establishment, 196, opposite the Chapel, Tottenham- 

Sg oad, 

MING AND VENTILATING CHURCHES, LARGE 

VRUTLDINGS, GENTLEMEN’S ENTRANCE HALLS, de. &c. 

(25D Y'S PATENT STOVE for these purposes, 
s the most efficient and economical yet introduced to 

public notice. The price of No. 1 Stove, daleulated to Warm 

ES Ventilate Mor from 
5,000 to 10,000 SR E feet, is ae 

No. 2, from 10, 000 to 50, 000 
No. ?' from 50,000 to 100,000, ae a 

Ample testimony can be addue be seen in daily 

yperation at the PANK LIBANON TRON We WORKS, the Great 

Western Emporium for Stove Grates, Kitchen Ranges, Fenders, 

Fire Irons, &c. ere is also the largest yup in the 

; Brass and Tron Bedsteads ; 
n Ornaments ; Verandahs, &c. &c. 

© Co., Panklibanon Iron Works, 58, 
Baker-street, Portman- -square, 

Prin:ed y Wr dal Bnapnuny, of No. 6, York-place, Stoke New! aad: 

Faxpeaicr M vi Evans, of No. T, Church-row se. Stoke N wina on both: 
in he county of Middlesex, Printers, at thel , 
the Precinct of Wott friars, in the City of. Kondomi van prm by them 

"inthe parish Covent Ga'- 
unty. SUR reat] Ane ansa an ‘Commie Loations 

to the Hditor.Satunpay, Ücronun 17, 1846. are tobe rre 

OUT and PLANTING CEMETERIES Hos. due 
A 
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THE GARDENERY CHRONICLE 

AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE. 
A S arapen, E of Rural Economy : and General News. ad Generel News.— fte dies Horticultural Part Edited he Professor Lindley. 

No. 43—1846.] SATU RDAY, OCTOBER 24 [Price 6d. 
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Porto disenrey effect offma: 
ra on 70: 

Rao je, to keep from barking 

ROSES.—WOODLANDS NURSERY, MARESFIELD, NEAR 
UCKFIELD, SUSSEX. 

us MO anp SON'S DESCRIPTIVE CATA- 
OGUE OF ROSES. A New Edition, containing all 

the PROVED velas of the season, may still be had GRATIS 
on application. 

RIED PLANTS FROM GREECE, AND FROM 
SOUTH BIS tet few Sets of the valuable aed 

ob, LEE ich, and tl 

English Herbaria, AUG ahs e of them are entir ely new species. 

qa New ANATOLIAN COLLEOTION of M. Th. Hel- 
dreich i is expected to arrive shortly. 

LYNES REM GERANIUMS.—Now sending out 
ORGET ME NOT, REMEMBRANCE, SIR WALTER 

RALEIGH GILBERT. and the PERI. The whole set for 4l. 

*a* Us wal allowance to the Trade. 
Descriptions can be obtained, Great attention paid to 

careful packing.—Wittram E. Renpxe and Ço., Plymouth. 
CHOICE PANSIES. 

OLIVER, BROTHERS, Sexpsmen and Frorists, 
Falkirk, have on hand a large stock of the most Hr 

PANSIES in “cultivation, a descriptive Catalogue of which can 

i nd nn applieation, Prices moderate. The usual discount 

o tl 

gus VAN Hi HOUTTE, Fromsr, Ghent, Belgium, 
s to offer for sale Mr. J, LINDEN's (his late partner for 

this operation) following novelties, in stron, g plants ts 

PENTARAPHIA OUI BENSIS : 3s. dd 
DUCHARTREA- EREC s. It 3 
CATESBAA LINDENTA Ie ate 5 o 
BERBERIS AURUMAUENSIS UU e 5 0 
LOBELIA SERRAT 5 0 

RHYT IDOPHYLLUM FLORIBUNDUM 
(Lobelia libanensis) os m m 50 

Seat n NI 2 6 

"WHITETHORN, 

[* C. BALL having a Stock of from two to three 
millions of the above, begs to offer them to the notice ee 

ier MEER and Planters. Samples and prices will 

be fe E —Ta ACQUE Oct, 24, 1846. 
Y HERB NONDUS PLA 

WOODLANDS S NURSERY,  MARESPIELD, JL ÜCKFTELD, 

pus NE AND SON | for several years 

particular attention to the cultivation of HARDY 

HERBACEOUS Peace 

in SUAE DA ved) collections on the UE advan- 

tageous terms, when the selection o! Ber 

selves, viz.— doz. og 
Good showy Kinds, all distinct + 428, 
Superior do. i. ath 

Extra suj d new do. 
Catalogues oF pum uous are just vutlshed, and aay be had, 

GRATIS, ON à 

Plants OU us each order to defray the expence of 

ATOES.—A quantity of sound Potato es 

f the SHORT TOP REDS, a SED KIDNEY sorts, 

on new and rich 

care of Mr. oribus Bookseller, ii 

ORMAN’S “HE NRY STEERS, ? purple laced, 

vb AS om? ; fine long pod ; well laséd and constant, 

5s. per p post free on receipt of a Post-office order on 

Woolwich. 
Messrs. Norman feel great CERE in offering the above, 

feeling assured it will give satisfactio 
rre due of their select Show Carnations, Picotees, Pinks, 

Tulip ill be forwarded on prepaid application enclosing 
‘ong sta aie 2 Bull Fields Woolwich, 

FOREST Tori , SHR ND FRUIT TREES. 

LLIAM RENDLE AND Co., of Plymouth, 

have this sein an peu large stock of FOREST 

TREES, SHRUBS, and FRUI] REES, in the most luxu- 

riant and healthy E. M upwards o; 

500,00: R FI S. 

200,000 SCOTCH F 

PINUS S USTRIACA. E 

400,000 THORNS, 

20,000 LAUREL; 

And all other kinds in a abundance. ~ 

As the Lease of one of. their Nurseries expires at 

Christmas newt, they are determined to offer many of 

the leading articles at a very low price, in anticipation 

of a large demand, and to enable them to clear the 

dione at the appointed time 
Steamers are continually. running from this port to London, 

Liverpool, Dublin, Cole, Southampton, Torquay, and Fai- 

mouth, at low freight: 
Priced Catalogues are now ready, and can be had 

gratis on application to 
WIL LLIAM D RENDLE anv Co., Plymouth. 

STAPLET ORD; NURSERIES, 

Ws MAULE anp SONS Pegs to call ths attention 

of the spe world to ure of their new Hardy 

rofessor Lindley SEM Mr CALORE 

which is appear M ue A eo read number of t
l s “Bota. 

. Bristo e 24. 

CARLET PELARGONIUMS.—12 Plants o of the 

above, in 12 of the best and most distinet varieties ia culti- 

vation, are now offered for 1 guinea, pikot included, v: 

Shrubland E izefighter i A eer 
General Tom Thumb We Mayler 

Honeymoon 
King of Scarlets 

Tid ia Huntsman, true 

Golia! een 

ABS seeds collected from the above, mixed, in 2s. 6d. packets 

per pos yise.—Puitir Conway, Old Brompton, Oct 24. 

4 L DWARD BECK'S DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE 
OF SEEDLING PELARGONIUMS.—The above is now 

out of print, and as several of the varieties described are sold 

out, and it has had an extensive circulation, E. B. does not 

E M to have it reprinte 

f the following varieties strong plants may still be had in 

exchange for orders on Brentford 
£111 6 

SEP Cd 
Boras yan £252 QU Babee Lips 

Competitor <. 111 6 | Resplendent 
T E 105. f mtie. sies 

al allowance to the 
The Teaming pian nts of the Sealine of 164 ave very 

Pr With de on each 

Worton ; Isleworth; Oct. 24, 

W SEEDLING STRAWBERRIES 

MYATT aN SONS have selected from their stock 
* of apr the following varieties, which are now ready 

for sending o 

MYATT PS GLOBE, large snd i. flavour, per 100 ates 
a AMMOTH, Very ” 
$i E eany Tus deer bearer ,, as 

8 SEEDLING carl 
The above "selection are kan distinct, and well Worth the 

opos of gro" 
E: groge "ai Pape strong Blane for fruiting next 

ius T or Farm, Dejtford, Oct. 24. 
UNIQUE HOLLY HOCK AND SHOWY ‘HERBACEOUS — 

NTS, &c. 

WILLIAM MAY, T ILS, having propagated the 
above in extensive quantities, begs to offer them on the 

following very reduced terms, vi; 

Hardy Herbaceous Plants, of showy sorts, by name, of which 

he grows more than 1000 species and varieties, 30s. per 190, 

M.’s selection. 

Rubeus very superb serts, by name and colour, for exhi- 

Hes and aoe which he vas awarded the premium pure at 
Darlin ingtor dong in Sepembes last, 12s. per dozen. 

uliyhocks, fine double sorts, prope r for I UP or shrub- 
uen E Shades and colours, dos. per 

SAU pecial attention to vollceüng, selecting, 

and improv: sr ‘the E Folly $E more than 20 years, flatters 

himself his collection is e ny in cultivation. "The same 

uer may be pd i D Heebacsuns Plants, for which 

he ong been celebra 
Seed of Hollyhocks (all ae from best double flowers), 

Pansy, Calceolaria, Fuchsia, and Antirrhinum from t e best 

AS of the present season, in packets at 2s. 6d. ana s, 
ost free. 

The Trade supplied on the | usual terms. 

Hope ipe Bedale. Torkshire Oct. 24. 
XHOCKS. 

Juss KITLEY, X ET Lyncombe Vale, 

Bath, begs to inform his SUR and the PPS that he has 

an immense Stock of FINE DOUBLE SEEDLING HOL ERE 

HOCKS of every shade of DIRS. iet have all bloomed, and 
from which every single flower has been MW: out, and which 

he will send out at the following prees 

100 plants, 21. ; 50 ditto, 3s; ditio 
ske pani 

J, K. has no objection Y p zods. "for half the amount 

rete by tradesmen, B. Seed of the above 2s. 6d. per 

packet, or to Seedsmen, ed ôd. per Ib.—Bath, Oct. 24, 1846. _ 

TO RAILROAD CONTRACTORS AND NURSERYMEN, dc. 

ICHARD E EA AND SONS, 86, Patrick- 
street, Cork, have for sal it their Nursery, Several 

Hundred d Thousand THORN Gates, fit for fencing in Rail- 

roads. which will be delivered to purchaser ers in any part of 

Bwgand, Ireland, or Scotland, at Re prices. 

"PES o several Thousand. Arbutu: xus, from 6 to 12 inches, in and 

out of pots. All mm addressed as Dore shall have prompt 

' attention, 

pr 6d., including 

NAE “AND SUPERB CINERARIAS, —The un- 
dersigned have much pleasure in ann they are 

to execute orders for the Jollowirg superb Cine- 
ravines which they will guarantee for s and distinct- 

de LT 
SPECTABILIS, 7s. 6d.—Very dark rich muon, each flower 

being i inch in diameter, and of the fines 
LTANT, 7s. 6d.—Rich puce, possessing gall the properties 

the foregoing. 

ENCHANTRESS, im ba 

large, and of fin 
STANDARD, 5s. Bright crimson, possessing all the pro- 

perties of a first-rate Cineraria, of medium size, and very 

compact. 
BEAUTY, 5s.—Bright puse, with light circle in centre of each. 

ower ; fine form, and v compact. 

G 5 ZW ‘hite, s with erimson, large, of fine form, 
ond M compact. 

ket of six will be char; ged 30s. 
T rae when three sets are ta ken. 

requisite to state the above are a set of Seedling ehe: 

RA that YovELL and Co. can confidently recommend, as tl 

possess that rotundity of form in the petals so desirable in this 

class of flowers. 
TULIPS. 

50 first-rate show varieties by name, 3l. ; including Sumac 

Cae ane Gloria Mundi, Coburg, Dutch Catafalque, Roi 

, Norwich Black Baguets, Dey of Algiers, Grotius , Violet 
AS Maitre Partout, Pearson's Regent, Blanca, Bell's 
Best Rose, Verc Royal, Thunderbolt, Georgius Tertius, 

e of Egypt, 
also beg attention to the dep TA of the following, 

whick appeared in their advertisement of las: 

THE FINEST CARNATIONS, Does US PINKS. 

FINE CAMELLIAS. 

THE FINEST DUTCH HYACINTHS, &c. 

CEDRUS DEODARA. 

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA, or CHILIAN PINE. 

GERANIUMS anp FUOHSIAS. 

FUCHSIA CORALLINA, 5s. 

TRUE FALSTOFF RASPBERRY. 

PANSIES. 
Extra fine first-class show varieties, 18s, fine do , 10s. 

YOUELLS EARLY TOBOLSK. "RHU BARB, 
MYATT'S VICTORIA Ditto. Fine Aere Rosie for forcing. 
STRONG GIANT ASPARAGUS, 2s. 6d. per 
anes 5 from. UM portto Rotterdam and d B bs a-week, 

nd to London dai 
mt eat X acmoutk WEN Oct. 

ROSE CATA NEW EDITION. 
NURSERIES, “CHESHUNT, HERTS. 

PAUL anp SON beg to apprise their friends and 
* the public at large, that a Now-Edition of their ROSE 

CATALOGUE is now ready for circulation, and which will be 

forwarded to all who may honour them PM an application, 

inclosing two penny stamps for postage. 
varieties "pd been added to the Collection 
the last edition. No pains or expen 
pce Hy descriptions accurate, HU the Catalogue complete 

and us 

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN & OTHERS. 
BIES CANADENSIS, or HEMLOCK SPRU . 

Pure white tipped with violet, 
Sh 

The usual discount to the 

24. 

; Nonsoxyaan, Bagshot, Surrey, having 

n Europe, of various sizes and in fine 
nd ce recommend this noble tree to 

the notice of the public, at the following pr ces 

G BAKER. 
* the Lar; 

vith 

“Transplanted .. —.. at £012 0 per 100 
ee »5 deo: ce ps MERO 
3, » m segs 7158,0 5 
Bto4ft. ,, WB NEED uus 

PICEA BALSAMEA. 
Pork 4, at£0 8 0 ^, 
iis Sigg 012 0 

G. B. having M fine "Stock of Big perior KALMIA LATIFOLIA, 

n supply them at the following low prices: E 
Bios aches fee £2 10 0 per 100 
2,18 B SUDORE ee A gs oR gr rs 

18.,, 5 
Fine Specimen Plants from Ss. 6d to 5 

N.B.—Large purchasers will have considera able reduction. one 

The usual ANC to the trade. 

ROSES. 

B. GUILLOT, NunsERYM AND SPECIAL CULTI- 
e vATOR OF Roses, Place de la Croix, la Guillatiére, Lyons, 

France, begs to inform Amateurs and the Publie in general, 
that in his CU cA: all the best varieties of ancient ane 

modern ROSES are to be found at E prices. 

ust introduced kon new Seedlings raised by him in 1805, 

and Agri the superb hybrid perpetual lent, named ‘LE 

GEANT DES BUTA PLE. ? “Orders post paid punctually 

Pote to. EEN 

HODODENDRONS, &c. 

F R is prepare! execute immediate 
° Orders for the F Plants, and can with 

confidence recommend th: 
Taxodium irens, dod. arboreum s. d, 

?d5 6} album, 6to 30in.ls.to 3 6 
Chirita sinensis. deni? 6] pee pacer 18 in. 

110 6| 

"Veronica. singe 

per doz. - 20 0 

Cupheacordata Gear 1) 50! 

0 

0 
6 

| . 
| Torenia dis 
| E: corallina 

jc 
( 

Alona coelestis, hironi; 

2 

An allowance to the T1 ide. - 
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Wat, "WOOD AND SON'S GENERAL CATALOGUE UE OF 

URSERY STOCK.—NEW EDITION. 
WX WOOD anv Bade in returning; their sincere 

o the ds who;have in 
past seasons favoured Mn with their-commands, would wish 
especially to direct TuS ro Ad Aes extensive ne ex- 

r an area of mprising a general 

MOS of HARDY TREES. AND. LOWE RING SHRUBS, 

NSPLANTED FOREST. RERS pour E RE ORNA 

MENTAL TREES OF E ay ROWTH, yy REENS 

AND ae AN PLANTS FRUIT TR; BES. Ge. 
Als: Ho those a nd Plants, Camel- 

lias, Chrysanthe mums, Pett Cinerarias, &c., all of which 

are in the finest (cu Sondition: and will be offered on the 

most eae 
. W. ands. abo beg leave to remark that their immense 

Stock x Roses, Standards and» Dwarfs, and. in. pots, are ex- 

ceedingly vigorous and fine this seston: 
of the above may be had, GRATIS, on ERU 

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, 

OUNT ETNA AND ISABELLA. — The. follow- 
ing testimony to the excellence of the above Plants has 

just been received, unsolicited, from one who is a Geranium 
raiser :— “Farnham, Oct. 19, 1846. 

** Srr.—The two plants came to hand on Saturday’ in good 
order, and are very nice plants, particularly ‘ nt Etna; 
foliage good, he d eundem T think are 
well ree Gh I ies Sir, yours respectfully, Taos. BYRE.” 

o m. 
imilar strong plants are now ready, 

Mount Etna £1 1 0 
Isabella .. ay * 

The Two for 305. 
“Mount Etna” has received Four Prizes and “Isabella” 

One, at the London Exhibitions. Plates and descriptive lists 
can be had ee rere postage-stamps, o 

LIAM MILLER, Providence Nursery, Ramsgate. 

ORGET-ME. NOT, ( LvxE's ) 1846.— Rich Ver- 
ilion top petals, with, an intensely dark cloud. In the 

way of Se. s Duke of Cornwall, but much superior to it.”— 
Editor's opinion, see Horticultural ree spes the present. month, 
where will also be found descriptions of efly, The Peri, Nour- 
‘mahal, Queen of Beauties, and Talisman 

Now sending o 
FORGET-ME-NOT, REMEMBRANCE, SIR Mi yt dee RA- 

LEIGH GILBERT, and THE PERI, for 
Also, NOURMAHAL, QUEEN OF BE AUTIES, TALISMAN, 

and SIR ROBERT SALE, 

*4* Usual Discount to the. Trade. 
Printed DE can be obtained. Great attention paid 

to careful packing. Orders will meet with prompt attention, 
“A ply to WrrriAw E. RENDELE and Co., Plymout 

ice, Union-road, Oct. 1846. 

vm PRESTOE, Shirley, near Southampton, 
UE ai Public that he has a collection of 

GREENIOUSE PLA r sale, healthy and. well esta- 
blished, in three to senate ots, at Pon per 100; also Hien 
100 STANDARD GERANIUMS, from 3 to 6 feet "high, in ex- 
cellent condition for early flowering in the PEST tor or to 
turn out in the spring with Roses, jc. ne plant o 
WISTARIA, wi Glycine, trained 20° feet, ie RE last 
spring, price 

010 6 

B.—Im rotet Mushroom Spawn, and fresh dug Truffles as | 
es 

7 ANTED. — Poplar, Dian pm and Ontario, 
5 feet; Elm, Wych, 2 to 3 feet; , 4 toD feet ; Willow, 

et; Oak, arkey, 3 to fei: ne „8 to 10 feet. B 

8t04tvet; Balm of Gilead, Fir, do. ; Common 
ilver Firs, do, ; Hazel, 2 to 3 feet; Laburnums, 7 feet. 

prices of the above per DUE pM free at thi 

paver Station of the Duver Railway, to be sent, TI 

72 OBERT BENJAMIN BIRCHAM, Hedeukam 

: feels confident they 
will give satisfaction to any purchaser, to.form beds of Perpe- 
tuals, or for Pot Culture. Careful package, and carriage paid 
to London, per Norfolk Railway.:— 

BOUR: HYBRID PERPETUAL. 

George C Lem m m Madame Laffay j 2 

Per x plant-s d. "er pipotes d. 
Acidalie .. Augus Eae Mouche ti 36 
AnneBeluze .. I 2 ube: . 6 
Ceris m m . 2 m 6 
Comice de Seine et Marne 2 m 6 
Comte de Rambuteau.. 2 e 0 
Crimson Glo! 0 
Dieul Duc d'Orleans .. Theon oh Sathana . 0 
Due de Chartres (e m ks albo 6 
Dupetit Thouars Ful . 6 
Edouard LS Lå Reine * 6 
Enfante d'Aj Lady Alice Peel ̂ — .. 2 6 
Gloire de la Guitloerie Lady Fordwich te: 6 
Gloire de Paris .. Lane m . 6 

6 
0 
0 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 

La Gracieuse .. m rnu E 
Le Camec m m Boccella : 
Le Grenadier .. $e 
Marechal du Palaise Albert .. 
Madame Aubis .. Prince of Wales 
Madame Souchet E Rivers (Laffay) .. oe 
Paul Joseph .. m ibault . oe 
Pierre de St. Cyr oe William Jesse 
Princess Clementine .. IS. SEYTE.C 
Proserpine Cloth of Gold . . 
Queen of the Bourbons. . Fellenberg . 
Reine de Mantin SN poy Superb oe 
Reine de Virgis.. phi: . 
Sepintarus w Solfaterre à 

Or Mal. 
o ooooooooooooooooooooocoooccos 

T: 3 
Madame Breon . 
Mrs. Bosanquet 
Eugene Beauharnais .. 

evoniensis RHI cocoa eaQo ito n M eR a a I E IO SO IH IH AG AO UO F2 en to d BARS ocooco 

nr 
Souvenir fe Ja Malmaison, and Reine de Virgis, Bourbons, 

own roots,—Hedenham, Oct. 24, 1846. 

J, B. S. E their c 

rate excellence, an and charges st Nn moderate, A good $ 
tion on of duse Roses 0 collec- 

List will be forwarded = re * 

"x orbiton Nursery, Kingston, md ot a postage stamp. 

DUTCH, BULBS. 

iH GROOM, Craemaw. Russ, near. London (re- 
e moved fog Walworth) by appointment, FromisT TO 

‘Her MAJESTY THE QUEEN, AND TO His Mas JESTY THE Kine O0! 
TAN begs to inform the Nobility, Gentry, and Publie, that- 
he has received his supply of HYACINTHS and DUTOH 

OOTS, in very fine asd. and m his Oatalogudes Bulbs 
is ready for delivery, and m. E on 

TO RAILWAY ONERACTOR RS San = de. 

TEE SOLD.— 600,000) T cack of superior 
- pality, from 6s. M i 10s.\per aco; ae 200 bustle of 

E: 

gathere eason. 000 clear-stem med 
GOOSERE RRY T RENS of the choicest dons amongst: Which 
are the following :— Companion, Wonderful, Thumper, Leader, 
Gunner, Pilot, E. asle, &c.—Apply to EDMUND SALISBURY, Mel- 

bourn, near Der! 

NOW SENDING OUT, 
“TE prove ME NOR. GERANIUM is a great im- 

provement on Lyne’s celebrated flower “ THE 

KE OF CORN WALL. ̂? Jt is much brighter in colour, 
having lear and Reins petals of rich vermilion, vim a large 
and intensely blaek spot; is à bold trusser of good habit. 
Tt So "e EOM as oe of the richest and dist valuable 
flowers d the day, each 

e following Set ‘of Boars for 4l., namely :— 
Chen ME NOT, iat A Te TH SIR WALTER 

RALEIGH GILBERT, AND THE PERI. 

the above remain ; early orders are therefore necessary, 

The usual Ml uid tothe Trade. Great attention is paid 

to careful packing.—Apply to WrntLiAw E. RENDLE and Co. 

Plymouth, Oct. 24. 
RIED PLANTS FROM CHINA.—A few sets of 
the VALUABLE DRIED PLANTS collected in China 

by-Mr. FonTUNE, may still be procured by applying i we R. 

HEN dS) Esq., Young-street, Kensington, London, mong 

apa are many new and rare species scarcely known to ipd 

e 

x LOXINTA FYFLANA.—This new and deservedly 
ad: pud variety was raised from seed, and bloomed for 

tne first time in 1845. The Sous of the flower outside i is white, 
he upper part of the inside, or 

p shaded ANS and the lower part nearly 

hite, eae et spotted with purple. The flowers are large, 

e E D aban pe new Mone of Gloxinia, a pue emi 

E bes en complete: i f 
et will be sent to those who desire it, on receiving the ad- 

dress, inclosing six postage stamps, and free when plants are 

ordered. 

Plants will be sent out not later than the erst week of April 
at 15s. each, or when three are ordered one r will be added. 

The stock is. not largo. therefore early Sn are recom- 

| GEEDS.—¢ RNER OF HALF-MOON-STREET 
(By 08 HOMAS GIBBS and CO., 

cial appointment), the SEEDSMEN 
d ROY: AL Meni bees TURAL SOCIETY OF DNGL AN ND,” 

‘Beg to remind'the. Members of the Society, and Agriculturists 
in general, that their only Counting Ho Ware- 
pons is at the Corner of HALF-M MOON ; PICCA- 
DILLY, endow, as for the i Fi [en 

plication, 
ER-POTS AND GARDEN SHAT 

JOHN 3 BN MORTIOGI 250), Oxford.street, conti 
announees, that hej has-a very large assortment ofthe 

p dia ar o in various colours, and solicits an early ee 
description of useful CHINA, GLASS, and 

SARTHENWARE at the lowest possible price, for Cash. ̂  250, 
Oxford-street, near Hyde-park. 

RES. EO ROU ULEAD SHEET GLASS. 

. are supplying 16 oz, SHEET 
MN ,in re of 100 feet each, an article superior in. 

every, respect tothe foreign, and well adapted for Horticultural 
and general glasing purposes, at the following reduced prices: 
for cash, A reduction on 1000 feet. 

Bless Per 100 feet Box. 
inches. 8. d. £ s.d. 
f by4 and under 7 LH atro: 23 .. .. 1 010 

555 » Zu ce est ARDEN: 
$ 1 uA 10 3 (ae ot MEO 
ao 89.4, 5» ,10 o redes ydtaqt Ads 

2 ft. super. 1*9 2 10 
Ober sizes of every s supatence dus ality equally low. 

) per dozen according to: 
GLASS E und m PU 10 from y % 7 substance, thinnest 

» SLATES, 20 by 10 ej being 16 oz. sheet. 
WHOLESALE GLASS Shans, sheet, Crown, and Patent Plate 

Glass Warehouse, 35, Soho-: don. 

BRITISH AND POWHIGN 8 NDE 
WAREHOUS SE, 

TON, STREET, HAYMARKET. 

pubs and WELCH having on several cocauona 
been applied to for the price of sashes and frames, hay 

now added that impie of the business to their establishment 

thus affording to the publie an opportunity of obtaining at one 
and at a much more moderate cost, Sashes and F ee Greens 

house and Conservatory Lights, &c., fit pa immediate. use, 

with weights and lines complete ; and have pleasure in sub=- 
mitting their prices. 

SASILES AND FRAMES COMPLETES 
1s. 4d. to 1s. 5d. per foot. 
1 5 to 1s 6 35 
15 to eae 

1j inch Ovolos d hung 

it 
2 m single ,, 
2 

Glazed with g Glass, süitable m Sitting rooms. 
GREENTOUSE, HOTHOUSE, AND CONSERVATORIES, 

+h Greenhouse Lights m E to 10 in 
io ll 

Glazed with stout Sheet G 

Racking Sa Cartage at a moderate ae Eos Nocharge 

EE XSDALE and Co,, 

RNATIONS pe PICOTE 8. 

MES DICKSON, of Acre-lane, Brixton, Surrey, 
o inform the. cultivators of this beautiful tribe of 

Hier teat his Catalogue of the best known varieties, now 

y to send a ud be had on AOT by enclosing a 

stamp. October 94, 

THE HUNTINGDON ELM. 

LMUS GLABRA VEGETA, THE HUNTING- 
DON ELM.—This is by im the most, vigorous growing 

kind of ELM propagated in. British nurseries, often maling 
shoots from 6 feet to 10 feet T length in one season, and t 
tree attaining the height of upwards of 30 feet in ten years fr e 

the graft. Raised at Huntingdon about 1746, from seed col- 

lected in that neighbourhoo r. Wood, Nurseryman 
there.—Loudon’s Encyclopædia of Trees and Shrubs, p. 123. 
Of all the numerous varieties which. may be procured in 

British nurseries, the best kind for cultivation ins its timber 

appears to be the Huntingdon Eim.—Ibid, p. 

large quantity of. the above oxcellent ELM of all sizes is 
395 on sale at the Huntingdon Nurseries, at the following 

ices : 
i: m jer. feet, per 100 tos di 7 feet, per 100 27 

5 do. o s UU oon 

5 to $ 

The et size is vexedenty Toote and admirably aA for 

Parks, Ayenues, &oc., being certainto Also a large 

REA of the Hertford: hire, a Siberius broad-leaved variety 

of the English Elm, at the same pries as the Huntingdon. 

A large collection of Forest and Ornamental Trees, Flower- 
ing add Bvergeen Shrubs, &c., a Jatalogue of whic h may be 
had on application. —Address to 3. Woop, Nurseries, Hunt- 

XORA COCCINEA.—Strong healthy Plants fit for 
Exhibition, 105, 6d. cach, smalbr do., 18s, per dozen. y 

e had, on receipt of a Post.offre order, by application to 

T. CooPER, Florist, EE Bromley, Kent. 

PX LOCKHART, Szepswa? and Fronisr, Fulham, 
A * near London (late of 156, Cheats e), has: just received 
from Holland several cases o! er Roots which haye arrived 

i OE OMA condition, lists of which may be had) free. by Post 

application, A them «re the following splendid 

Gladioluses, which will be sold at these unusually. low prices :— 

GLA OLUS, per Root. -Emicaas, 2s. 6d.; Queen xv 

s. i Teu Brillant, 9s. 6d. ; Flovibandus, of enormous 

MILFORD. NURSERY, | NEAR GODALMING, SURREY. 

Five miles DU, the South- Western Railway. 
V JILLIAM UNG begs to inform Dien 

Gentlemen, AERE and others, that-herstill.con- 
tinues to carry on this extensive Nursery, and would call 

their attention to his large Stock of bedded forest. Trees, 
which are of the most healthy Eiudodond eser of 100,000 

and Sewardi of fine Ash, from 4 feet ; 100,000 

and upwards of Birch, 2 to3 a $. to4 icm “doo. 000 and up- 

ards of Spi) Chesnuts, 2 to 3 feet; 50,000 Seoteh. Elms, 

o 4 feet PL (And. sere of Hazel, 1i to 02 and 2 to 3 

100, 000 Spruce Tirs p esr 1.to 2. feet, Paai! 100, 000 

lonia. Aquifoliuin or American Berberry, 1 

who. gus planting ru will find the. above. Stock well 

worth their VADE the prices will be regulated by | 

tity taken. they ve yieniax nmay behad on application, A 

dew vue ok beaded Sea Kale, 

[OREIGN AND BRITISH SHEET AND CROWN 
GLASS, for Horticultural and general purposes, to be 

|.had' in boxes as imported, of 100 and 200 fe P puo Glass 

Pantiles, lls. per dozen, Propagating ein ̂  of Hor- 

i Co! wine preshe 8, MES of. the- best 
EE s Častlorstreets 

Pipoy PE 

FOREIGN SHEET GLASS —In e q of 

a further reduction in the duty of Meu Sheet Glass, 

€. JARVIS is enabled to supply this arti 
derably lower rate than it has hitherto been offe 

Public. at his old established WINDOW GLASS WARE- 

HOUSE, 38, Great Castle-st., a few doors from Regent-street. 

Every ‘description of British Manufactured Glass equally Sow. 

HORTICULTURAL ‘eft M a HEATING. BY 

WEEKS anD DAY, ARCHITECTS, &c., Gloucester- 
* place, King’s-road, Chelsea, HOTHOU BUILDER 

and HOT- WATER APPARATUS MANUFA RERS, most Ur 

respectfully beg. to inform the. Nobility, Gentzy, and Horticul- 

turists, that they have erected on. their. premises, pur- 

nose of inspection, a variety of. Hothouses, Greenhouses, Con- 
servatories, Pits, &c., where. all the MR Rin mown improve- 

ments of the.day can-be-seen, ` Thei pparatus is 

also erected, e e in constant nnd in 8 Hothouses, 

3reenhouses, , &o,, Muse the whole EMO of Top an 

Bottom, Heating Eos be 
WEEK! qu Dax Nn ‘their Hot-water Apparatus to be 

ery purpose to which heatis applicable, Boilers 

ofall sizes ; the largest is warranted to heat a range of Forcing- 
houses 300 feet in Togt, witha vr quantity of fuel, and only 

to require aet once in 12 hi 

Lodels, , Plans; dos lis pow variety, 

S a TEPHENSON AND CO., 61, Gracechurch-street, 
London, and 17, New Park-street, Rap Inventors 

Manufacturers of the Improved CONICAL and DOUBLE 
Sa TB RIGAL B BOILERS, respectfully solicit the attention of 

scientific Havtiusiuciota to their much approved 

apply nE the Tank to Pineries, Propagating Houses, 
&e., byewhich Atmospheric heat as well às bottom heat is sê- 
cured i ya any required degree without the aid of pipes or flues. 

3. & Co. have-also to state that at the request of numerous 

friends they are now making: their Boilers of Iron, as well as 

Copper, eh ‘whieh: the cost:is reduced. These Boilers, which 
e now so well‘ known, scarcely requive, description, but to 

those who. Raye notseen them in operation, prospectuses m 
be forwarded, as well.as D of the highest authority ; 
they may be seen at most o: Nobility's.seats and princi ipal 

Nuiserios throughout s Kingdom 
d AE ; beg toii trade thatattheir Manufactory 

inNew Pa le-street, Ey arce require for the construction 

of suas Buildings, ae well as for heating them, may be 
obtained upon the most RAE te qu st 

Conservatories, &c. of Iron o: od, erected upon. the mos 
»rnamental designs, Suns. Paliagding, Field and Garden 

ences, Wire Work, &c. &c, 

efficient. for evt 
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SENDING OUT. NOW . 

ECK'S GERANIUMS OF 1845.—The set of five | pe 
for 1l. 15s.; namely, Desdemona, Isabella, Zenobia, 

Mustee, and Margaret. 
LYNE’S SEEDLINGS OF 1845. 

en, Zanzummim, Cleopatra, Imogene, Leonora, Red- 
worth, Sappho; Meteor Pluto; Exquisite, Beauty of ‘Salthill, 

All orders can be executed immediately for any of the 
soris named above. . 
QE All orders above 31. will be delivered (hamper, 

package, and carriage free) to London, Bristol, Exeter, 
Barnstaple, or. Falmouth ; or above 6l: to Liverpool, 
Dublin, or Cork. 
A remittance is not required from known Correspondents, or 

those who give reference in London. 

Steamers from this Port three times a week to Lon- 
don, Cork, Dublin, Liverpool, and Falmouth. 

Great attention is paid to careful packing.—All plants for- 
warded to long distances are packed in Fir Boxes, and firmly 
Secured. ILLIAM E. RENDLE & Co. 

Office, Union-road, Plymouth, October, 1846, 

The Gardeners’ Chronicle, 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1846. 

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS, 
Monpax, November 2—Entomological . : pig 

8 bip aaRS 5.0.05. 705 xU adiac 
P B B . . * 8 PM 

Fay, GÉ-BIERIBKDGU, uot a ILI gura 

We are convinced that the importance of imme- 
diate, and for the future constant, autumn planting 
the PorATo, cannot be too strongly insisted upon, 
notwithstanding failures here and there, from the 
“seed” rotting in the ground. Among the many 
memoranda which we have received in confirmation 
of this view, the following, for which we are indebted 
to the Dublin Evening Post, is of great interest, 
and we may add that the Editor in a private letter 
answers for the fidelity of the statement. 
“Jn the month of April, 1844, I: planted with Pota- 

toes a piece of coarse peaty pasture land, containing 
about seven acres, The kind of Potatoes principally 
put down were the coarser kind for cattle-feeding, but 
there were also some of the finer kinds, intended to be 
used for seed in the ensuing year. The land had not, 
I believe, ever before been broken up. 

he crop was more than an average one, when dug 
out in November. From the boggy nature of the 
ground, I found it impracticable to till it till the ensuing 
Spring, and when about then to prepare it for a crop of 
Rape, I found a great number of strong healthy Potato- 
Stalks growing over the surface, which induced me to 

- leave it untouched, and to take chance of a crop of 
Potatoes for that year without any further tillage or 
Planting. Accordingly, inthe month of November last, I 
dug out of it an unusually large sound crop of Potatoes 
—the greater part of which I reserved for seed—and 
all of which were, in the month of April last, when they 
were taken out of the pits in which they had been 
Placed during the winter, found to be untainted and 
sound. They had the strong wild taste of all bog- 
grown Potatoes, and, therefore, were better suited for 
seed than for eating, and were all used for that purpose. 

* In the spring of the present year, notwithstanding 
considerable care had been taken in digging and picking 
up the Potatoes in this ground the autumn previous, I 
found a quantity of Potato plants again appearing over 
ground. I resolved, therefore, to try whether I might 
not have a third crop, My expectation has been rea- 
lised ; and, although the stalks became withered and 
black prematurely, similar to all the Potatoes in the 
country, I this week finished the digging of as fine, as 
sound, and as full-sized.a crop of Potatoes as lever 
Saw. ‘There isnot one bad or tainted Potato in every 
thousand. Indeed, in no year have I ever seen a simi- 
lar quantity of Potatoes with so few bad or small ones. 
Among them are every variety of Potato—Cups, Scotch 
Apples, and Lumpers principally. If I were not afraid 
of their being stolen, I would not dig them at present, 
or until I actually required them for seed. 

“ Within a few yards of where these Potatoes grew, 
and in exactly similar peaty soil, I had some Potatoes 
planted inthe: month of April, this year, which are 
greatly affected by the disease, and more than two- 
thirds of which are useless, 

« The inferences I draw from these facts are as follow: 
* First—That the disease primarily affects the stalks, 

but when the Potato is planted very early, and has ac- 
quired a certain degree of maturity before it is attacked 
with the disease, that the destruction of the stalks. does 
very little injury to the tubers, 

“ Secondly—That peaty: soil, having certain antiseptic 
qualities, is best suited for resisting the decomposing 
effects of the winter frost, and should therefore be 
selected to grow autumn-planted Potatoes in for seed. 

“t Thirdly—That the disease attacks Potatoes with 
equal virulence in all soils. 

* Fourthly— That until the present disease in the 
Potato plant becomes mitigated, autumn planting, or 
when that is impracticable, early spring planting is to 
be preferred, 

*€ Fifthly—That cutting off the stalks is a useless ex- 
nse. 

* Sixthly—In situations where it can be done, and 
where antumn planting cannot be resorted to, it is pre- 
ferable to allow the Potatoes: intended for seed to re- 
main in the ground during the winter months, 

“ Lastly—That, with care and attention, the Potato 
can be preserved in this country, and be made a most 
important auxiliary in the reclamation of thousands of 
aeres of what is'at present unprofitable and waste land. 
— P. M*E. Gartlan, Dundalk, Oct. 10, 1846.” 

Although we do not agree with Mr. McGAnTLAN 
in his inference that peaty soil is necessary, or 

even peculiarly advantageous to the Potato in 
winter, for it happens that the Cumberland autumn 
planted “ moss " Potatoes-have rotted much, yet we 

do think that upon the whole this communication is 
of great importance at. the present moment, when 
men are undecided what to do. 

We have on several occasions ventured to assert | 
that the Pine-growers of this country, the very best 

of them, notwithstanding their great merits, have 

much to learn; that they are in fact only just be- 
ginning to know'their art. This was, no doubt, a 
strong opinion to express in the face of Queen 
Pines weighing nearly 7 lbs, and we can under- 
stand how laggards in gardening should have felt 

convinced that further improvement was impossible. 
It was of a piece with their denial that anybody 
ever did or could grow a crop of Queen Pines 
varying from 5 lbs. to 7 lbs. each. pitts 

Weare now prepared to show that this opinion of 
ours is entirely justified by the result ; and we will 
next week bring them acquainted with the manner 
in which Pine-apples are-grown in France. Our 
greatest Pine-growers will then find that they have 
more to learn than they have learnt, and the inferior 
men will discern that they know nothing at all 
about the matter: 

The: information we: thus:promise- comes from a 
sure hand—one* of the: most’ experienced English 
Pine-growers, and therefore» axpersom: who could 

perfectly understand what hessawrandiheand 

THE LAWS OF HEATING. 
In requesting insertion for the followingeremarks on 

the diffusion of heat, I feel that as*they:d 

sion. Ishall divide this: interesting question into two 
separate inquiries, determinable by the laws given 
above. 

First—By what means have we hitherto attempte 
the equal diffusion of heat in our churches and publi 
buildings? Have the means been successful ? and ar 
they such: as, im consideration of the above laws, are 
likely to prove successful ? 

Is it: possible to diffuse heat equally, and by what 
means? The first and cheapest, and consequently the 
most frequent, though I must say the most erroneous 
mode, is. some form of stoves placed within the build- 
ings. These stoves are most of them excellent means of 
economising fuel, all formed on one: principle; but 
what are their principles of diffusing heat ? are they not 
all radiating stoves, diffusing their heat like the sun by 
radiation? But by law No. 1 they cannot warm air 
by radiant heat; and bylaw No. 2 the effect of radiant 
caloric diminishes as the square of the distance in- 
ereases. Is it possible that we are guilty of the absur- 
dity of attempting to heat the atmosphere by means 
which we know will not heat it; or of the folly of at- 
tempting to heat a building-equally by a power which 
we know decreases inforce in such a rapid ratio. When 
we consider that in a church heated by a stove, an in- 
dividual sitting one yard from the stove receives 16 
times more heat than another who sits four yards from 
it, we shall cease to wonder that:in our churches one 
portion of) the congregation is roasted and another 
frozen ; but the absurdity is greater even than this, for 
all this would be true if the objects around the stove 
were transparent, instead of which they are opaque, 
consequently absorbing bodies, not permitting the trans- 
mission of the rays that might otherwise reach the 
distanee, though with their diminished force; and 
thus the distant objects are totally unaffected by the 
radiant heat, while the nearest become intensely hot ; 
and yet the point desired is equal diffusion. I appeal 
to the clergy whether the constant complaints of their 
parishioners do not prove the fact which philosophy 
explains ? 

But let us forget the existence of this evil influ- 
ence and consequence’ of using a radiating body to 
diffuse heat equally ; let us regard the stove as a means 
of heating the air by contact, either with itself or the 
walls of the pews, church, &e., which it has previously 
heated by its radiating power"; for by Rule 1, in such a 
manner alone can the air be heated. This stove is 
placed in the centre or elsewhere of the church, which 
may therefore be properly regarded as containing an 

strictly and entirely to horticulture, I ought "perhaps to 
offer some apology for the space they will occupy’; “but 
believing their truth, knowing the importanee of the 
diffusion of that truth, knowing how extensive a circu- 
lation they will obtain both in this and other countries 
by this means, knowing also that they will thus at once 
pass extensively into the very hands for which they 
are especially intended, namely, into the bands of the 
clergy and' country gentlemen, I shall only commend 
them to their serious attention, assuring them that the 
principles of Polmaise heating take a far wider range 
than relates to horticul and that their imp ea 
hardly be overrated sinse they affect the question of the 
diffusion of atmospheric heat for whatever purpose re- 
quired. The course I propose is to state plainly cer- 
tain acknowledged truths, laws as they are called, 
well known and agreed upon ; and by these laws I shall 
try our practice, and show that our knowledge and our 
practice are at variante to a singular extent. The laws 
are three :— 
. First— The atmosphere cannot be heated by radia- 

tion; radiant caloric having little effect'on trans- 
parent media. Air can only be heated by coming in 
contact with heated surfaces, 
Second—The effect of radiant caloric decreases as 

the square of the distance increases between the object 
and the heating body. 
Third—The velocity of a current of air bears a defi- 

nite ratio to the difference of temperature of the places 
between which it is travelling,'other things being equal. 

In proof of law the first, I would remind your 
readers of the power of the burning-glass, itself remain- 
ing cold ; also of the t ture of the air d ing 
the higher we ascend ; while, if the air were heated by 
the radiant caloric of the sun, the very reverse should 
be the case. The proof of law the second is found in 
the different effect produced on the thermometer by 
radiant caloric at different distances. As an illustration 
of this law I would say that were the earth double its 
present distance from the sun, it would require four 
suns to heat it. If three times the distance, nine wo! 
be required to cause the same temperature. The third 
law is proved by our daily experience of drafts. 

The point to be considered is the equal diffusion of 
heat; with the economy of its production I have nothing 
todo. The merit of pointing out the true principles of 
economising fuel belongs to Dr. Arnott—to him is the 
public indebted for pointing outa principle, the prac- 
tical importance of which can hardly be overrated ; 

namely, that the proper mode of economising fuel was 
to regulate the supply of air (containing oxygen), ena- 

bling that fuel to burn ; not to regulate the heat by the 
supply of fuel, but by the supply of air; and whether 

the stove be this man’s or that man’s, whether it have 

a screw door or a sliding door, the principle of its 

economy is thesame, Let the mechanic have the praise 

for his mechanism ; but far more is due to the pro- 

pounder of the principle. But of equal importance with 

area of P around thestove ; these 
atmospheres must therefore necessarily decrease gra- 
dually in temperature as they increase in distance from 
the heating*body. There is no sudden variation ; each 
ring of air, so to speak, is only just! warmer or just 
colder than the one on either side of it, so that by 
Rule 3, there is ‘no inducement to rapid currents, and 
thus the air'that is: hottest remains so. "The action of 
the lady’s fan or Indian punka illustrate: this principle. 
A room in‘India‘is at the temperature, say of 869, its 
occupants complain of heat, the fan is worked, they 
are refreshed ; but why ?—for*the thermometer indi- 

D | cates the same temperature, It is because their own 
bodies are the source of the heat which annoys them, 
Their bodies'create by their animal heat an atmosphere 
around them, say of 90° Fahr., and this, being sur- 
rounded by one of 86° is not rapidly displaced, becomes 
oppressive, but is at once removed by the mechanical 
agitation of the punka orfan. So in the church, the 
change being gradual and not sudden, there is no in- 
ducement to rapid diffusion. The air at 50° is not 
rapidly displaced by that at 45°, neither is 45° by 40°, 
or 40° by 35°, or “35° by 30°, and thus one portion of 
the church may contain air over-heated, while the rest 
is cold; and thus the stove, so admirably fitted to 
economise heat, but so ill fitted to diffuse it, becomes a 
positive nuisance to some, and is useless to others; and 
et this very stove, placed under the conditions of Pol- 

maise, will probably be found equal to warm the entire 
air of the building, and that to nearly a uniform point. 

The second mode of heating is by means of iron pipes 
filled with hot water, the temperature of the pipes bemg 
sustained by the constant flow of the water to and from 
the boiler. The advantages of this mode over the first 
are at onee apparent, for the evil (that is the radiating 
force) is lessened in intensity, while the good is further 
secured; for instead of the small and intensely heated 
surface of the stove radiating very powerfully, we have 
a great extent of surface at a low temperature, and pro- 
portionately low radiating power, and the diffusion of 
that power secured by the mechanical extension of the 

d | heated surface, insufficient to annoy those who are near 
it, and not very farfrom any one. It also presents a 
much larger surface to the air, which becomes warmed 
by'contact with it, and as it extends through the air, 
it of course warms it more equally; in truth it does 
literally take the heat to the air. These remarks I 
intend to apply only-to water cireulating at moderate 
temperatures ; in that plan-where the water circulates 
at very high temp , and under quently greai 
pressure, the evils of the stove are approached to, 
and I am eonvineed the danger is considerable, 

I think the admirers-of hot water will admit the 
above as a candid statement of its claims ; and yet I 
cannot allow that it heats a building equally. The 
same objections, founded on the same laws, attach to 
it as to stoves, only in a very much more mitigated 
form. The diffusive power still depends on radiation ; 
that cannot be right. There is the same. obstruction 

the economie production of heat is its economic ditiu- | to the diffusion of the heat of contact, and then, to 
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these objections of principle, comes the weighty one of | Death’s-head Moth were very numerous and full-grown. | young plants are set pretty closely in the first instance ; 

expense, the enormous and probably daily increasing | 

eost of metal pipes, the deposition that takes place 

within them and the boiler, the occasional explosion, 
the extent of space occupied in the © building, and, 

lastly, the enormous waste that takes place at the 

source of heat, namely the boiler chamber. Why 

should money be wasted on a plan, which even admit- 

ting it distributes heat tolerably well, is extravagant in 

first cost, extravagant in its use, unsound in principle, 

and unnecessary in practice ? i 
The last method of diffusing heat, greatly superior to 

the first, and more economical in its first cost than the 

second, is by passing the external air over the heated 

surface of a stove, and pouring it into the space to be 

warmed ; to accomplish this, provision must be made to 
allow of the escape of air from the place to be heated, 
for as air is material, and therefore occupies space, it is 
absurd to suppose that a building. will contain more 

than fills it. This mode avoids the absurdity of attempt- 

ing to break laws | and 2, for the effect of the radi- 
ation of the stove is got rid of, by usually placing it out 
of the building, while it is subject to the operation of 
law 3; but let your readers reflect for a moment on 
the fact, that if 1000 cubic feet of warm air are to enter, 
1000 must leave the building ; therefore the greater | i 
the cold the greater the ventilation, the more warm air 
required the more must be suffered to escape; stop the 
exit and you check the flow. Again, look at the re- 
sult of this mode, in which ventilation and heating are 
so inseparably connected; in the case of a church built 
to contain 4000 people, 1000 only are present, they re- 
quire a greater amount of heating power than the 4000, 
but only one quarter the ventilation ; and yet on this 
system, “ in which ventilation is the basis of heating,” 
ou must heat fresh air enough for the 4000, or you 

will not get sufficient warmth into your building. Again, 
look at the practical waste involved ! a church 120 feet 
long, 60 feet wide, and 30 feet high, contains 216,000 
cubic feet of air — here is oxygen sufficient for the 
respiration of 10,000 men for nearly two hours (ac- 
cording to the experiment of Allen and Pepys, who 
state that a healthy man withdraws about 26 inches of 
oxygen from the atmosphere per minute), even if the 
church were hermetically sealed. This air is already 
say 10° or 15° warmer than the external air. Is it 
not the more economic course to take this air first? 
which probably only requires 20? of heat to make it 
pleasant, instead of allowing it to eseape, and at once 
resorting to the external air, that probably requires 
109. To make the temperature agreeable, it must of 
necessity consume double the fuel. I do not propose 
h i gregations in churches, but 
I do oppose the absurdity of combining heat and venti- 
lation in such a manner that while the requirements for 
the two are constantl: varying, and bear no necessary 
proportion to each other, they can only be supplied in 
equal quantities—nimch air ean only be given with 
much heat,and much heat with much air, while pro- 
bably the wants are just. the reverse., Another prac- 
tical objection to this mode of hot-air heating in public 
buildings is, that as the flow of the hot air in is deter- 
mined by the flow of the colder air out, and as this 
takes place from the upper portion of the building, the 
flow of the hot air as it enters is at once determined to 

e roof, exactly where it is not wanted, and this in 
particular channels or drafts. 

these plans is in their several opinions perfect ; but I 
fearlessly assert, that in the opinion of the public, we 
have hitherto been without a system by which heat 
ean be equally diffused. The second consideration— 
namely, “can heat be equally diffused, and by what 
means?” I must reserve for another paper.— D. B. 
Meck. 

ENTOMOLOGY. 
Senixx OR AcnEnoNTIA ATROPOS,—The Death's-head 

Moth (called also * Téte de mort” by the French) is 
considered, in many parts of the Continent, the messen- 
ger of pestilence, famine, and of the * Grim Monarch,” 
whose emblem is impressed upon its back ; and, from 
its being associated with the failing Potato crops, and 
more abundant this year in England than it was, per- 
haps, ever known before, it is not likely to lose its inaus- 
picious character. However this may be, the unusual 
numbers, both of the caterpillars and moths, which 
have made their appearance this summer and autumn 
are indicative of a peculiar season and high temperature. 
It becomes an interesting question to ascertain where 
the females have laid their eggs: certainly not upon 
the haulm of the Potato, as that withered weeks before 
the moths hatched ; but although the Potato-leaf is the 
favourite food of the larvae, they will live upon the 
Bitter-sweet, Tomatoes, Thorn Apples, Jasmine, Spin- 
dle-tree, Elder, Damson, and even upon Hemp ; and it 
is upon these, probably, that the eggs are deposited 
when the Potato is gone by. 

This insect brings to my recollection the great dif- 
ference in the state of the Potato during the last two 
years and in 1832, which was the year of the cholera. 
I was at Ramsgate in October, when that vegetable had 

I was so anxious to rear them, that I took every means 
in my power to keep them in health, and used daily to visit 
the fields on the cliff, where I found Potato leaves during 
the first fortnight, green and fit for their food apparently. 
It is, however, ver: ‘kabl at pill 
died : they seemed to thrive upon the leaves and rested 
upon the stalks; but they successively died in a very 
singular way, in a few hours; for I observed them at 

night plump and apparently healthy, and in the morn- 
ing searcely any more than the skin was left, adhering 
firmly by their abdominal and anal feet, whilst the head 
and fore part of the animal hung down like an empty 
sack. I suspected they were affected by dysentery, and 
I believe it is not unusual for the autumnal broods of 

larvee to die, at any rate the moths are seldom. reared 
from them, and consequently, an excess of caterpillars 
at that season is no proof that the moths will be abun- 
dant the following year. During the past season the 
larvee were so numerous in parts of Kent, that the 
cottagers fed their fowls with them, and in July I 

received several full grown, two of which buried them- 
selves, and the moths hatched the first week in this 
month ; but those caterpillars which enter the earth in 
the autumn produce moths in May. It seems not 

probabl itl di e dinary broods 
of this insect which have been distributed over this 
eountry, that there may be very few moths next 
year, for I am informed by a zealous naturalist that 
most, if not all, of the females that have been dissected 
are barren, and he is disposed to attribute the rarity of 
moths in a year immediately succeeding one of abund- 
ance to this circumstance. I am not, however, satisfied 
that these late hatched females may not hibernate and 
become fertile in the spring, although no appearance of 
eggs can be discovered in the autumn, and the fat they 
coutain may sustain them in their repose. 

The universal distribution of this animal will have 
given every good collector of Lepidoptera an oppor- 
tunity of adding this beautiful moth, and largest of all 
British insects, to his cabinet; and as the economy of 
so noble and remarkable a creature cannot be uninte- 
resting to the public, I will proceed with its history. 
The eggs I have never seen, aad owing to the cater- 
pillar coming forth only at night to feed, it is seldom 
or ever observed until it is full-grown, when it rambles 
about in search of a convenient spot to bury itself and 
form its tomb in the earth, by uniting the particles and 
smoothing an oval cell with a liquor from its mouth. 
In this it becomes a chrysalis, protected from cold and 
wet, until the moth is formed ard bursts from its con- 
finement to fulfil its destiny. At this period of its 
existence, it is not only wonderfully beautiful when 
perfect, as well as curious in itsmarkings, but it is re- 
markable for a power it possesses of emitting a plaintive 
squeaking cry, which has been compared to the voice 
of a mouse or the creaking of 4 cork. When excited 
by being handled it is distinstly heard; and from 
ihe peculiar formation of the palpi, or feelers, it 
bas been attributed to their friction ; others have 
stated that, air escaping from two spiracles at the 
base of the abdomen, or air confined under scales 
on each side of the thorax, is the cause ; and lastly, 
Passerini asserts that the sound issues from the head, 
and passes through the short trunk. 

I must not omit to observe that Sphinx Atropos is 
accused of robbing bee-hives of honey, whence it is 
denominated the bee tiger-moth, In our cut, fig. 1, is 
the caterpillar reduced one-third, and the moth is 
drawn to the same scale, which in some specimens 
measures five inches, when the wings are expanded. 
As the caterpillar and moth are so well known, it is not 
essential to describe them, and coloured figures with 
ample dissections and descriptions will be found in 
Curtis’s Brit, Ent., fol. and pl, 147. The pupa is of a 
shining rust colour.—Ruricola, 

ITHE AMATEUR GARDENER. 
CULTURE or SrRAWBERRIES.—Few gardens, however 

small, are without a spot devoted to the growth of this 
favourite fruit, although very many persons fail of 
securing an adequate produce. This disappointment is 
attributed to many eauses but the right one, which is, 
in general, an ignorance of. the habits and wants of the 
lant. In most instances we find a bed appropriated 

to the Strawberry, as ancient as that given to Asparagus, 
the treatment of which has been annually the same for 
probably 15 or 20 years. The following is the routine 
generally practised by those who prefer '*the wisdom 

not entirely lost its foliage, and the caterpillars of the of our ancestors” to abundant crops of fruit :—The 

the runners go where they please, and by the following 
autumn have formed a network all over the bed. The 
whole of the foliage is then mowed or cut down, and a 
layer of dung thrown over the denuded plants prepares 
them for the coming spring. As there is no rule with- 
out exceptions, and nature will often be prolific, in 
spite of untoward circumstances, it happens that the 
owners of such beds sometimes tell you they have 
abundance of fruit. The rule, however, is, that under 
such discipline the Strawberries grow “small by de- 
grees and beautifully less," until the gardener is com- 
pelled to have recourse to a remedy, and begins this 
10 or 20 years’ course over again, 
Now the fact is that the Strawberry, although capable 

of an indefinitely prolonged existence, by the pro- 
duction of offsets from the old stools, will bear well for 
only a very limited period, and the renewal of the. beds 
every third or fourth year is the practice of all ex- 
perienced gardeners, It is strongly recommended to 
amateurs to make a new plantation every year, and to 
dig up the beds every fourth season. Thus, if at the 
present time your garden has been arranged on this 
four-year principle, the following will be the state of 
your Strawberry beds :—One is about to be dug up 
and planted with something else, or, what is far better, 
has been dug up since July, and is now covered with 
some growing crop; the second is just planted ; the 
third 1s two years, and the fourth three years old. 
By this method a supply is secured without the loss of 
a year, as is the case when the whole stock is destroyed 
at once, and as by proper management those just 
planted will bear next season, abundance of good fruit 
may be reckoned upon. 

As this is a good time for making new beds, the first 
thing to be done is to fix upon the sorts you intend to 
patronize. The varieties are very numerous, and fresh 
competitors for publie favour are constantly appearing, 
so that there is room for caprice or experiment, or love 
of novelty. If neither of these impulses is very strong 
within you, and you feel that you can be satisfied with 
good tried sorts, take these three—Keens’ Seedling, the 
British Queen, ,and the Elton Pine. These are de- 
servedly favourites, as having fine flavour and being 
plentiful bearers; they also come in in succession, 
which is a great advantage. If you have no old beds, 
you must procure runners elsewhere, with all the delay 
consequent upon having young plants with the roots 
exposed and somewhat dry. But if you have old beds, 
and have neglected to plant out the runners into a 
nursery bed in the summer, you cannot do better than 
adopt the following rules, which for several years have 
been found effective for securing good crops of this 
delicious fruit. 

Let the ground be well dug, and incorporated with 
good rotten dung from an old Cucumber or Melon-pit. 
I prefer growing Strawberries in double rows, at the 
edges of the beds in the kitchen-garden, and I think 
the plan has many advantag ut, whick ode 
you prefer, do not allow'the plants to be more than two 
rows in depth, but interpose a path half a yard in width 
between every phalanx of two rows. The object is to 
have every plaut. distinct in the rows, so that air and 
light may be «fully enjoyed, and runners may be easily 
cut off as they appear ; and also that a space may be 
allowed wide enough to walk down the beds, to get at 
the fruit. Having your ground marked out with a 
line, proceed to the old bed, and take up the young 
plants which have rooted in it with a trowel. Choose 
those which appear to be most strong and established. 
Then dig holes with the trowel along your line, and 
earefully deposit the plants in them, about a foot apart 
every way. As the Strawberry has, even in its young 
State, a vast quantity of root-fibres, the process of taking 
up with a trowel preserves these, and prevents the 
plants being much checked by removal. By this pro- 
cess some fruit may be expected next year, although 
not so much as a more scientific plan would have se- 
cured, These plants, removed from an old bed, have 
been denied many advantages which a little forethought 
would have given them ; they have been crowded toge- 
ther and shaded by the old leaves, so that they are not 
so fully developed as they might have been if the run- 
ners had been planted in a nursery bed in the summer 
as soon as they were old enough to be removed. 

As the treatment needed afterwards can be dwelt 
upon more usefully at the proper season for applying it, 
more need not now be said on the subject. If not done 
before, your old bearing beds should now be looked 
over. Remove all runners and dead leaves, but do not 
interfere with those which are healthy, as they have 
even now more work to do in maturing the fature buds. 
A little dung may be laid on the surface, and worked 
in with a fork, but do not let the prengs go too deep to 
interfere with the roots. I have sometimes thought 
Strawberry-beds are manured too highly, inducing too 
large a growth of leaf, to the injury of the fruis One 
thing is certain with regard to vegetation generally, 
that, in proportion as you manure highly, you must 
allow more room. Turnips will bulb well when left 
thickly together on a poor soil; but, if it is rich, they 
must be hoed out to greater distances, or there will be 
nothing but leaf, — H. B. 

THE FRENCH BEAN A SUBSTITUTE FOR THE 
POTATO 

Supposing the Potato disease to continue, it will be 
some years before the cultivation of the root will cease 
to be essayed, and many before it will cease to be re- 
gretted. Every proposed substitute will be received at 
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first with a certain degree of doubt, for not only has old 

prejudice to be conquered, but new tastes to be ac- 

quired. Two qualities which may be considered as highly 
recommendatory and peculiar to the Potato, help to 

give it its present value in the estimation of that class 

by whom it is chiefly used: one the quantity of matter 

produced, convertible into food, the other its facility of 

‘preparation for that purpose; nothing can be more 

readily cooked, and with poor people this last is really 

‘an important consideration. 
That the excessive cultivation and use of the Potato 

4s an evil, can scarcely be doubted, and the check the 
existing disease has given to its farther extension will 
not, I am well persuaded, ultimately be greatly lamented, 

as other and possibly more wholesome and nutritious 

vegetables will be sought for and brought into more 

general cultivation. There is one particularly that may 

be f: bly ioned ded as well 

worthy increased attention: I allude to the Dwarf 

French Bean, or Haricot as it is commonly termed in 

France, in which country it is commonly used in its 

more wholesome and proper state, the matured seed, 

and not as we employ it, in its unripened condition, 

I think cottagers would not do wrong in appropriat- 

ing half their usual Potato ground to this useful Bean. 

It is exceedingly prolific, and will afford a constant 

supply of green pods all through the season, independ- 

ant of its regular crop, which will ripen better from 

the pods being occasionally thinned. In corroboration 

of this we have now a considerable piece of ground 

cropped with this Bean, which has afforded a regular 
supply all the season, and will give an ample crop of 

well ripened Beans for winter consumption. 

In France the Haricot is boiled and served up with 
Parsley and butter ; it forms an excellent and highly 
‘nutritious dish. Should particulars of its culture be 

wequired, I shall be happy to give them.—W. J., 
Windsor, October 16. [Pray do.] 

BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCE- 

MENT OF SCIENCE, 
(Continued from p. 692.) 

Tunspay, Serremper 15.— NaTURAL History SEC- 

"TION,—A. letter was received from Mrs. Wuirpy, of 

‘Newlands, near Lymington, Hants, in which she stated 

the encouraging result of her experiments begun 10 

years ago on her own estate, and exhibited specimens of 

raw and d silk, with fulldetails. Mrs. Whitby 

‘began by planting various sorts of Mulberry trees, and 

-finds the dwarf Philippine (Morus multicaulis) is by far 

the best, as producing more leaf, and from the facility 

with which its cuttings are struck, more easily propa- 

gated than any other. Of the various races of silk- 

worms, she finds, that by procuring the eggs of the 

large Italian sort of four changes, she obtains as great 

a proportion, and as good a quality of silk as they do 
‘in Italy or France. The testimony of several eminent 
‘manufacturers in London, Manchester, and Coventry, 
attest this, and has afforded Mrs. Whitby the satisfac. 

ion of presenting to her Majesty Queen Victoria, 20 

yards of rich and brilliant damask, manufactured from 
Silk raised at Newlands, who was graciously pleased to 
accept of this indication of a new source of riches in 

her dominions, After making every allowance for ocea- 

“gional unfavourable seasons and labour, machinery, out- 

lay of money, &e., it will be found that land laid out 
for furnishing food for this valuable caterpillar will 

yield at least 207. per acre profit. The comparison 

is briefly as follows, 1 oz. of eggs produces 40,000 worms, 
‘which require 1400 lbs. of leaves ; deducting 25 per 
cent. for accidents there will be 30,000 cocoons, weigh- 
ing 75 lbs., which, at 10 Ibs. per lb. of silk will yield 

7% lbs. of the best raw silk (besides refuse), equal at 
25s. per lb. to 8/. 12». 6d., one acre of land bearing 
1225 plants of 6 or 8 years’ growth, yields 4900 lbs. of 

leaves, and will consequently feed 34 ozs. of eggs, which 

at 8/ 12s. 6d. nett per oz. as above stated, yield 

302. 3s. 9d., and deducting 33 per cent. for labour, ma- 
chinery, &c., 10/.,there will remain a final profit per 

acre on 34 ozs. of eggs, 207. 
The reading this paper excited much discussion. 

Mr. OcıLBy regarded it as of great importance. Mrs. 

"Whitby had by introducing this new species of Mul- 

‘berry (Morus multicaulis) overcome the great difficulty 
which laid in the way of rearing the silkworm in 

‘England, as other species did not produce their leaves 

early enough to feed the worm. He especially hoped 

‘that the tree would grow in Ireland so as to afford a 

‘means of subsistence to some portion of that country. 

He had made many enquiries with regard to the value 
of different kinds of silk and found that that made from 

‘the English cocoons was the most valuable. 
Reference having been made to feeding silkworms on 

other plants containing milky juices, Mr. PATTERSON 

referred to the experiments of Mr. Felkin, of Notting- 

ham, in which it was found that when silk-worms were 

fed on other plants they died in much greater numbers 

"than when fed on Mulberry leaves. 
Dr. LANKESTER stated that it was well known that 

‘the silk-worm of India would not feed on the Mulberry, 

and that the silk-worm of Italy would not feed on the 
food of the Indian worm. Caution ought, therefore, 
to be employed in recommending substitutes for the 
ordinary food of the silk-worm. 

Mr. MowckroN Mirnes wished to know if it were 

‘probable that the Morus multicaulis would grow in the 
north of England, and whether other plants, such as 
"Maize, would grow under its shade? In answer to 
‘these questions it was stated that this Mulberry was 

:growing in several parts of the south of England at 

‘the present time, 

Observations on the true nature of the Tendril in the mate, and at a height of 750 feet above the level of the 
sea. I have just had mine measured ; the height is 40 Cucumber, by T. Butt Sauter, M.D., F.L.S.— While it 

is now admitted that the tendril is a dification o: 

some essential part of the plant, it is in most plants suf- 

ficiently obvious what organ is so altered, as for in- 

stance the leaf or petiole in the Leguminous plants, of 

the peduncle in Passiflora, and of the primary axis of 
the plant in the Vine—in this family it is not so 
obvious. In the monstrous state of a Cucumber plant 

now shown, where all the parts appear in a more ele- 

mentary form than in its natural state, we have this 

question satisfactorily solved. While the female flower 
is resolved into an aggregation of thick adherent leaves, 
and tlfe staminate flowers into an aggregation of leaves 

not adherent, we see the tendril as a simple slender 

leaf, and not a branch bearing any aggregation of leaves, 

asit would be were it any modification of a branch or 

any part of the infloresence. It would appear from this 

that the tendril in this genus and family represents the 

leaf, while the developed leaf next to it is the first leaf 

of a sessile axillary branch. 

A paper was read by Mr. W. Tuompson, entitled, 

*€ Comparison of the periods of the flowering of Plants in 

the early spring of 1846 in the Botanic Garden of Bel- 

fast and the Jardin des Plantes at Paris 3” also, 

* Notes on additions to the Flora of Ireland.”—The 

comparison showed that the same species flowered much 

earlier at Belfast than at Paris, though at the latter 

place the spring of 1846 was the earliest of the last 40 

years. It was suggested that returns of this kind from 
the botanic gardens of the United Kingdom, and these 

again compared with similar catalogues from the public 
gardens on the continent of Europe, would possess 
much interest in various points of view. A few species 

of PI gamie and Cryptogami plants were noticed 

as additions to the flora of Ireland and specimens ex- 

hibited, the Pheenogamie species were chiefly collected 

by Mr. D. Oer, foreman in the Belfast botanic garden, 
(To be continued.) 

RESULT OF AN EXPERIMENT UPON POTATO 
PLANTING, 

ON THE ESTATE OF SIR P. DE M G. EGERTON, BT., M.P. 

IN each instance two drills were measured, each 
rt.— October 12, 1846. 

$ 

When Namesof |23 
planted. Potatoes, CEA 

5 | Moderate in size. 
.. |Obliged to be raised 

five weeks ago; 

they were rotting 

e ast. 

Seed obtained from js White Ladies ..| 52 15 
the garden. 

zH Bloody Rogers ..| 10 18 | Very small; the best 
doubtful. 

Dec. 10 .|Winter Pink Eyes} 41 4. | Moderate in size. 

$ Blue amora iej 57 4 |Very fine. 

Second 'or- 

bid dwara Pinkeyes] 45 4 | Very fing. 

1846. 
Jan.12.|Blue Farmers ,.| 62 5 |Veryfine. — 

Ty Bloody Rogers ,. 8 28 | These adjoin the 

assign any reason 
for the difference. 

de Winter Pink Eyes| 57 8 ery A 

Feb. 18|Winter Pink Eyes| 40 6 | Tolerably fine. 

M Blue Farmer: «1.60 4 Fine Potatoes. 

de Bloody Rogers ..| 7 15 | Inferior, even the 
ones. 

Mar. 27, Winter Pink Byes} 49 5 

» [Blue Farmers ..| 65 | 10 
m Bloody Rogers ..| 1l 21 

April 23) Winter Pink Eyes} 43 5 

as ue Farmers ..| 55 7 | Good. "NER. 
» Bloody Rogers .. 5 17 |Thebestveryinferior 

N.B. The Bloody Rogers, which have failed so signally, were 
previously regarded as the best spring Potatoes. 

Good. 
Thebestvery inferior 

Small. 

Home Correspondence. 

Effect of Manure on the Polato Disease.— Your 

articles on Potatoes are excellent and most valuable ; 

but have you not made one omission? Manure 

both years has increased the rot. In some fields the 

heaps were left a time unspread. On these spots the 

crop was entirely decayed, whilst in the rest of the 

ground, not a tenth part was destroyed. From last 

yeax’s experience, many planted Potatoes without any 

manure, and the result has verified the excellence of 

the plan, The quantity of untainted Potatoes is far 

greater than where manure was applied. The aim 

next year must be to obtain sound, not great produce. 

he manure should be applied to other crops. Now for 

theory, as to the reasons:—1. Potatoes absorb a small 

portion of undecomposed manure when it is supplied in 

abundance (Solly 507.) Will not this accelerate decom- 

position in the plant? 2, Nitrogen causes many 

bst; to be d posed (Solly, end of 314). But 

nitrogen either in ammonia, or some other way, is 

supplied by fresh manure containing animal substances. 

Will not therefore an extra dose of nitrogen 1n à Potato 

tend to destroy its soundness ! Indeed, it is in the 

nitrogenous part where the decay begins.—Sigma, [But 

jn 1845 unmannred land suffered excessively. Never- 

theless we agree that azotised manures had better be 

discontinued for the present. i 

Abies Douglasii.-- The m and growth of the Abies 

Douglasii in the fine climate of Dropmore and Carclew, 

having been noticed, it may not be uninteresting to know 

how it has prospered in a comparatively ungenial cli- 

feet, the at 2 feet from the ground is 3 

feet 6 inches, the length of some of the lower branches 

nearly 14 feet, and the circumference of the branches 

on the ground about 90 feet. It is thickly clothed with 

luxuriant branches from the ground to the top. It 

would certainly have been 5 or 6 feet higher, but from 

the misfortune of having twice lost its leading shoot; 

three years ago a shot from a gun pierced the leading 

shoot, and this year a severe hailstorm broke it down. 

In one respect Iam more fortunate than Sir C. Lemon, 
at Carclew, for I have 50 fine young plants raised from 
the seed of last year, but which had a narrow escape 
from death by the same hailstorm that broke the lead- 
ing shoot of their parent, and were only saved by the 
gardener rushing out with a hand glass; they would 
otherwise all have perished, along with other plants that 
were cut down in great numbers. I have two or three 
fine plants raised from layers, which seem to be putting 
out shoots on all sides, and growing well and upright. 
There are no cones upon the tree this year.— William 
Ord, Whitfield Hall, Northumberland. 

Magnolia pumila, &c.—1t is stated in the “ Botani- 
cal Magazine” for September (t. 4251), that the charm- 
ing shrub, Magnolia pumila (under its new name of 
Talauma Candollii) is a * native of Java, and that the 
warmth of a stove is necessary for it.” Now, in 1844, 
I happened to have two plants of it in but indifferent 
health, and was induced to try what a cooler treatment 
would do for them ; they were accordingly placed in a 
cold pit, and very soon showed, by the foliage acquiring 

more substance, becoming of a finer green, and by the 

shoots getting more robust, that they enjoyed the 

change. Here they have remained for the last two 
winters, the lights only covered with mats, without any 

artificial warmth, and have bloomed splendidly, and are 

now in.more vigorous health than I ever before had 

them. I also observe in the “ Botanical Register” for 
September (491) that Holbollia latifolia (or Stauntonia 
latifolia) is noticed as having been flowered in March 
last, * perhaps for the first time in Europe,” by L. W. 
Dillwyn, Esq. It, however, flowered with me in April, 
1845, and again profusely this spring in my conserva- 
tory, perfuming the air with its fragrance for a consi- 
derable time; and though its flowers are not showy 
yet, the fine dark-green foliage and delightful fragrance 
(much resembling Pergularia odoratissima) make it 
worthy of a place as an evergreen climber in every con- 
servatory. Ít certainly does not require more warmi 
than the Camellia, if not perfectly hardy ; for, having 
a duplicate plant for which I could not spare room 
when housing my plants last autumn, it was turned out 

into my shrub-border to take its chance (as is my fre- 

quent practice with spare conservatory plants), and, 

without any protection, it stood the winter, being but 

partially cut down, and has made a good healthy shoot 

this summer trained to a stake. So there can be little 

doubt of its hardiness.—J. .4., Northampton. 
State of the Potato Crop in Germany and Belgium. 

—I have just returned from a trip to Germany by way 

of Belgium, and having purposely attended to the state 

of the Potato crop in those countries, I beg to give the 

substance of my observations. I left Ostend for Louvain 

on the 5th of September, and as far as Termond the 

appearance of the Potato crop was that it was injured 

to the extent of one-half, but the dreadful storm of 

thunder, lightning, and rain which fell that evening, 

and the night coming on, prevented me from seeing the 

progress of the affliction further towards Louvain. The 

excellent hostess at the Hotel Suéde would have it that 

the Potatoes in the district of Louvain were mot in- 

jured; and, certainly, those at her (able d'hote on the 

6th of September did not appear to beso. However, on 

proceeding thence on the afternoon of that day, for Aix 

la Chapelle, I found as long as daylight lasted that the 

leaves and stalks of the Potatoes were blightec to the 

extent of one-third, yet in the immediate neighbour- 

hood of Aix there were, even for some days aíter my 

arrival there, but slight appearances of the disease, 

Nevertheless, on walking about the country on Friday, 

the 11th of September, I found spots in which the 
leaves and stalks were partially blackened, and the 

peasants were taking up the Potatoes. The wife of a 

peasant who was so employed told me that the injury 

commenced about a week previousiy, but that the Po- 

tato itself was not affected ; yet, on examining, with an 

intelligent peasant, the next occupation but one, we 

found a diseased Potato. On my arrival at Wiesbaden, 

on the 15th of September, I could not see any traces of 
the pestilence ; yet, before I left on the 25th of Sep- 

tember, it had made its appearance ; but the crop by 

that time was nearly ripe, and the country abounds 

with Cabbages, Carrots, a species of Turnip Cabbages, 

and all sorts of vegetables ; so that that district will 

scarcely feel the evil effects elsewhere sustained. On 

my return on the left bank of the Rhine, I found at 

Bonn and homeward, the stalks and leaves considerably 
blighted ; but a peasant near Malines told me that the 
Potato itself was not much affected, and, in his own 

opinion, the root would not in that country be dear. It 

appears to me that the affliction. began in Ireland 

and in the west of Europe, and travelled east and 

south-east about 50 milesa week. I went into Devon- 

shire the latter end of July, when there were no ap- 

pearances of it ; but before I left the blight had spread 

over the whole county, and thence it traversed the 

east and south of England ; but there was a singular 

exception of a piece of land between Margate and 

Ramsgate, which had not any visible sign of the disease 
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on the 4th of September, I am happy to say that I 
saw no disease amongst the Turnips on the Continent. 
Experience has shown that Potatoes thrive best when 
planted in the autumn, and I hope it will not be lost 
sight of this season.—J. T., Oct. 1846. 

Legg's Hydraulic Mackine.—I lately asked for in- 
formation respecting this engine, which '* Hydrangea’ 
has placed in juxtaposition with the hydraulie ram ; 
and who adverts to its great superiority over the 
latter ; and, doubtless, as he has one fixed on his pre- 
mises, and therefore under his immediate observation, 
e has means of judging. Now it was in consequence 

of reading “ Hydrangea’s” statement that I made in- 
quiry relative thereto, but instead of receiving an 
answer to my questions, “ Hydrangea” only reiterates 
his formerstatement, and refers inquirers to Mr. Legg 
forinformation. This is-scarcely fair, because nothing 
is lost by scientific communications, and especially as 
“Hydrangea” took upon himself the task of making 
the engine known. Therefore I ask him again the price 
and power of an engine on a large scale, agreeably to 
my first letter, with this addition: is not this new 
hydraulic engine a water-wheel working pumps? If 
80, this is very old ; has been tried over and over again; 
and will bear no comparison with the ram. All scien- 
tific men are aware that stuffing boxes of pumps, bear- 
ings, cranks, buckets, leathers, packing, &e. &e, re- 
quire constant attention, while in the ram there are 
only two valves, which will work for months without 
the ram ever being seen at all. * Hydrangea” says 
that a ram could not be applied to a 2 feet 6 inch fall. 
I have seen one at work with 1 footfall only ; and rams 
are fixed with not more than 4 inches fall to the 10 feet. 
The greater the fall to the ram the more water will be 
thrown ; as all are aware that fluids seek their own’ 
level. But I would ask, why all this mystery respect- 
ing the nature of this new machine. Many of your 
readers, as well as myself, would, no doubt, like to 
know more about it, that we might have an opportunity 
of judging whether it is a good thing or not; as many 
mew inventions, professedly so, are only some different 
arrangement of an old one, which upon investigation 
has proved to be worse than the original. It would be 
an additional satisfaction if “Hydrangea” would give 
the bore of the conveyanee-pipe, aleo the number of 
yards of 2-inch pipe there is to his machine; for many 
might imagine that he has 300 feet of 2-inch pipe, 
which would cost nearly the 307, mentioned, leaving but 
little for the machine, &c. &e.—James Henson, Tower- 
Street, Lambeth, Oct. 15. 

To prevent Hares and Rabbits barking Trees.—To 
one gallon stale urine add one quart powdered lime, and 
one pint foreign tar ; warm the tar to mix with the 
above, then add as much eow's dung as will bring it to 
the consisteney of thin paint. Apply it to the trees 
with a painter’s brush.—£, M. G.,from the. Observer 
of Dec. 26, 1836. 

Large Fuchsias.—Seeing (p.677) an account of a 
large Fuchsia at Exeter, induced me to measure a shoot 
of this year's growth, and I found it to be 8 feet 4 inches 
long, out of which are several branches, one 3 feet long, 
another 2 feet, the others from 3 to 12 inches.—J. Gy 
Clonmel. 

Seedling Pelargoniums.—To what are we to attri- 
bute the small number of new varieties of this favourite 
flower advertised this season? From those to whom 
we have been accustomed to look for these productions 
there are none. Messrs. Foster and Garth seem to 
have quitted the field. To the uninitiated it would ap- 
pear they had ceased to raise them ; but it is not so. 
The fact is, the judicious regulations of the Horticul- 
tural Society, by which the merits of seedling Pelargo- 
niums are fairly tested, first as yearlings and secondly 
as two years old, give a kind of warranty with flowers 
by which purchasers can be guided; and so great is 
the value of this character when obtained in two cur- 
rent seasons, that we need not be surprised at the pro- 
minent place it occupies in those advertisements that do 
appear. Had Mr. Foster or the Rev. R. Garth raised 
anything during the last two seasons that would have 
borne this severe test, we should, no doubt, have heard 
of them ere this. The name.of the raiser will not do 
now, as it once did. Too little care has been exercised 
in the selection of the varieties sent out 3 and great dis- 
ppoi has, quently been entailed upon those 

who, confiding in the judgment of the raiser, have laid 
out their money in these productions. It cannot be too 
often urged that there is now ample protection against 
this error, if amateurs will avail themselves ofit. The 
means of transit from one end of the kingdom to 
the other are so easy that there is no reasonable excuse 
for the non-exhibition of a reall: fine flower at the 
metropolitan shows, because if it be awarded a prize 
there, it adds at once to its value ten times the cost of 
its carriage, If, therefore; raisers keep them at home, 
those who send them out must not be surprised at a 
very limited sale, for purchasers will ask for a character beyond that given by either raiser or seller.— Philo. Unripe Potatoes for Seed.—1n a late Number it is stated as an established fact that unripe Potatoes ‘have been found more liable to the disease than ripe ones, My experience has shown the reverse of this, On 
reading the statement, I examined the produce of 
three diseased plants, the circumstances of which I for- 
merly communicated, and found it still perfectly sound. 
The tubers are very small, and were taken up on the eath of the plantsin July. I have just gone over my 
whole collection, and I should say, decidedly, that my 
ope of preserving the unripe tubers is much greater 

than that of leaving any of the larger and riper ones to 

plant. The whole thing is anomalous, and impossible 
of solution, notwith ling the reports -and 
affirmations that have been published. Though certain 
appearances may be truly reported from one district, 
the reverse may be as truly reported from another ; 
and we know that various circumstances, not always 
sufficiently attended to, affect plants in many ways-so as 
to justify us in hesitating to dogmatise. Those Potatoes 
from which I cut out the diseased portion, and many of 
them no larger than sets with one eye, are keeping 
quite well, All that is necessary is to make sure: that 
none of the: diseased portion is left, and that the wet 
part is allowed to dry on the surface, and the pieces 
kept in a dry place, The Tomatoes which were affected 
in my garden recovered, and there is now a very abun- 
dant erop.—G. 8. Mackenzie. 

Fairy Rings.—The theory of the formation of fairy 
rings proposed by Professor Way appears to me to. be 
open to a fatal objection. He speaks of the fungi as 
seereting a large quantity of the phosphates. Surely 
they can contain none besides that which they have ob- 
tained from the soil, and which on their decay they're- 
store to it. The luxuriance: of the subsequentacrop of 
Grass is rather to be ibuted to the g 

volumes of the Chronicle are to be found Cock’s mode 
of growing from cuttings, also Catleugh’s ; in last year’s 

| volume, insa Leading Article, Beck’s ditto, who also 
published this season a catalogue with directions, &c., 
noticed at p. 483.. We should all read before we write, 
— Veritas. 

Autumn Planting Potatoes.—I fully coincide in the 
recommendation of autumn planting. Invariably this 
year the later the crop was putin the ground, the more 
diseased it proved, and the smaller was the yield. But 
I advise planting about 3 or 4 inches below the surface, 
and easting.as much-earth as the plough will enable you 
to-do upon the rows, forming drills; then roll down with 
a heavy.roller or a Crosskill's crusher, and with double 
breasted plough mould up again ; this is an almost cer- 
tain preventative against the hardest frosts, as the roll- 
ing casts off the wet, and the loose earth last ploughed 
upon the ridges acts as a blanket to the whole ridge. I 
advise also planting them in rows 3 feet apart, and in 
the spring Mangold» Wurzels planted between every 
other row. I tried that plan this year, and have at 
least from 15 to 20 tons to the aere of Wurzel. 
Another subject I must allude to, as itso fully confirms 

3. pro- 
ducts of the decayed fungi, which are actual additions 
to the soil. Professor Way does not seem to be aware 
of the explanation given by botanists «of ‘the -eause of 

is pl The ti ificati c E 
of the fungus, and are produced at the growing border 
of the underground thallus or spawn, which grows-only 
at this border, radiating in every direction from the 
centre, where the spore originally germinated. This 
radial growth clearly explains the increased diameter,of 
each successive circle or crop of reproductive organs. 
The shedding of spores would not be likely to effect a 
reproduction taking sucha definite form and occurring 
in sueh regular succession, since we know of nothing 
more irregular and uncertain than the germination of 
the spores of the higher fungi.— Arthur Hen, rey. 

Gardeners’ Capes are frequently advertised in your 
columns; but most of those I have seen are open to 
the same objection as the aprons of the stage coaches, 
viz., that from their stiffness they are liable to crack, 
and thus admit wet. In the 26th vol. of the * Trans- 
actions of the Society for promoting Arts and Manufac- 
tures," &e. &c. (page 136), is an account from Mr. An- 
derson, of the dockyard at Portsmouth, of the mode 
adopted by him for painting canvas for the navy, which 
from the testimonies there given, appears to answer all 
the purposes of giving plianey: and preventing cracking, 
andis at the same time so cheap and simple as to de- 
serve being better known, and more generally adopted. 
Mr. Andersonsays : * To 1 Ib. of yellow soap I add 
pints of water ; a few minutes’ boiling will dissolve the 
soap, which is to be added while hot to paint prepared 
as under. To 96'Ibs. of English ochre, ground in 
boiled oil, I add 16 lbs. of black paint, being one-sixth. 
This, when mixed, forms an indifferent black. The 
solution of soap and water is to be added to this paint, 
and be well united therewith ; and, without the canvas 
being previously wetted, this composition is to be laid upon 
the canvas as stiff as can conveniently be done with the 
brush, and this will form a tolerably smooth surface. 
The second coat is to be formed of the same proportion 
of English ochre and black, without any soap solution ; 
the third, or finishing coat, of black paint as usual. 
There should be an entire day’s space between laying 
on the first and second coats, anda day or two between 
the second and third ; so that the paint may have time 
to harden,” Mr. A. used black paint, as that is. the 
colour the hammock-cloths for the navy are painted ; 
but it may be presumed the soap solution is equally 
applicable to any other colour.—Anon. 
Pelargoniums.— When I commenced reading “ Philo’s” 

letter (p. 678) I was all expectation, the opening para- 
graphs were so promising, but woeful was my disappoint- 
ment when I found queries which I should have ex- 
pected from the merest novice alone, not from one who, 
“for many years has selected the Pelargonium as his 
pet flower.” Iam the more surprised because there 
has appeared in your columns from time to time the 
mode of cultivation adopted by the most successful 
growers. Every one of *Philos'' questions ought to 
have been answered by his experience. No man will 
make a first-rate cultivator that works by written rules. 
His fate will be the fate of the inexperienced com- 
mander’s, who was tacking ship by the printed direc- 
tions. He had the helm put down all right, his’ head 
sheets let go all right, hauled his main yard very pro- 
perly, but unfortunately turning over two leaves at 
once, instead of getting his head yards round, he sung 
out “Let go the anchor.” Now, let me answer the queries 
seriatim as I best may. Ist. Pelargonium cuttings are 
better struck on gentle bottom heat, though it is not 
absolutely necessary to do so. After being potted off, 
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he of many of your correspondents, ias to 
the advantage of salt. My crop was grown-on an old 
Grass field, the turf burnt in the spring, and -ashes 
spread, but on-a portion: of the field the turf or sods 
were carted off, the weather being too wet to burn them. 
On’the land-where the ashes were spread, I had not one 
tuber in 200 diseased, whilst on the other they are 
nearly all worthless, the salts in theashes no doubt.pre- 
serving the crop. Ihave about 150 bushels of these 
Potatoes to sell, which I refuse to sell for consumption, 
as I think them so well calculated for seed, grown as 
above, and off fen land.—Curator. 

Disease in. Fir Trees.—Some of the old Scotch Fir 
plantations here are more or less attacked with an 
insect, as ‘per specimens sent, and by splitting up the 
piece of wood you will see the effects, and probably an 
insect at work. You will observe that it bores through 
the bark and eats out the wood, and the consequence 
is, that the last.and. present year’s growths, as the case 
may be, break across where most bored,—sometimes 
fall at once to the ground, aud sometimes hang wither- 
ing for a short time, and then fall to the earth, where 
they may now be raked together in considerable quan- 
tities. I first observed the trees partially diseased 
about a month ago’; but.as it was confined to the rough 
natural wood proposed to be taken down, I thought 
little about it, and it was only within the last few days 
that I have discovered the extent of injury done to 
other plantations, I find that thriving trees with the 
tops standing erect, and quite green, are attacked like- 
wise, in proof of which the specimen sent only fell 
to-day, and appears to have been fed upon. for a few 
days. As to the extent of injury done, I may report 
that the trees most affected are the rough natural 
| wood in old plantations; and part of an Inverary 
|plantation of 148 acres and 70 years old, more 
especially on the side.next the old wood, is more or 
less touched. The other woods and the young planting 

| are not much affected. I can assign no reason for. this 
extraordinary occurrence unless the excessive heat of 
the past summer ; though I may mention, that the trees 
are worst where growing on a wet moorland pan. 
This I believe to be the same insect nurserymen are 
afraid of attacking young plants put into a plantation 
recently eut down, and which they all guard against in 
becoming bound to uphold a plantation planted under 
these circumstances. It may be caused by the 
numerous trees cut down this season; but again, why 
should not this have happened before—say in 1838, 
when there was double the quantity of wood lying — 
Walter Dingwall, Oct. 5." [This insect is the well. 
known Hylurgus piniperda.] 

Mebietvs. 
Observations on Natural History. By the Rev. 

eonard Jenyns. 
We remember hearing a once zealous collector of 

British plants remark “that he had ceased caring for 
botany since he had dried all the species within the 
range of country he had the opportunity of examining." - 
Such was the unsatisfactory result of his labours toa 
mere collector. Essential as such materials are to the 
study and progress of natural history, they will cease to 
interest the collector who shall value his herbarium or 
his museum only in proportion to the number of its 
rarities, or the amount of expence or trouble it may 
have cost him in getting it together. Mr, Jenyn’s bool 
is caleulated to instil a much more healthy taste for 
natural history, by inviting mere collectors to become 
observers; and by directing those who are willing to 
observe how they may do so with best advantage to > 

they are better placed in the g , protected 
from heavy rains and hot suns, but with abundance of 
air day and night. 2d. Do not water over the leaves 
in the autumn, except when shifted from one pot to 
another, then doit through arose. Cleanse the p'ants 
also with the syringe after fumigation, Let the water 
be clean and soft, 3d. Let the plants grow until De- 
cember “if they will, and they will do so if properly 
treated. Keep them quite still all that month if you 
can ; a time of perfect rest is very beneficial. The next 
time any one tells you he ‘never waters at any time of 
the year without watering over the leaves,” listen to it 
very respectfully, but donot believe-it:or-aet upon it, 
unless for experiment, and then please to give us the 
results as an answer to query the 4th. In the early 

, and greatest benefit to the progress of 
natural science, He has remarked (page 10), that “it 
is doubtless in a great measure owing to the influence 
which * White's Natural History of Selborne’ has ex- 
ereised on the present generation, that the science has 
had so many followers in this country of late years. It 
is not that his work carries us any great way in un- 
ravelling the mysteries of nature ; but it is the spirit 
which it breathes that so strongly recommends it to our 
notice, He has induced others to follow up the same 
sort of life which had such charms for himself ; and to 
him we are indebted for many volumes besides his own, 
of which the authors by their own acknowledgment, 
were first excited and trained to habits of observing, 
by the perusal of his work,” This book of Mr. Jenyns 
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is.a good sample of the result whieh White's work has 

assisted in eliciting from one who is thoroughly imbued 
with a love of the works of nature. Mr. Jenyns has 
long been well known as a strictly scientifie author, and 
here he shows himself to be much more than. a. closet 
naturalist only. 

We say this without intending to east the slightest 

New Garden Plants. 
49. FonsvrHIA VIRIDISSIMA. Green-leaved Forsythia. 

Hardy? Shrub. (Oliveworts.*) China. 

A bush witha very rich gr lour and hand foliag 

looking something like a Viburnum, was received from 

Mr. Fortune some time before he returned from his 

mission ; but in the absence of flowers it eould not be 

reflection upon those whose want of opp ies 
does not permit them to make observations òn 
the habits of animals, or the conditions under which 
plants flourish in their native localities. We entirely 
agree with what Mr. Jenyns has remarked of the r 
tive occupations of in-door and out-of-door naturalists 

age 8). “ It is absurd for either of these two classes 
of naturalists to throw contempt and-censure upon each 
other, as sometimes has been the case ; seeing that they 
both work together for the good of science, and labour 
in à common cause, although in different ways.” There 
can be no doubt that if those persons who are ina 
position for noticing such phenomena as Mr. Jenyns has 
here recorded, were only to co-operate systematically in 
registering their observations, much important informa- 
tion would be very speedily accumulated, which might 
be brought to bear on a variety of questions in natural 
history, and more especially serve to illustrate many 
unsettled points in meteorology. It is with reference 
to this department of natural science that Mr. Jenyns 
has devoted a portion of the present work to noticing 
and illustrating a seheme which has been propounded 
by Mons. Quetelet, according to which (page 349), “a 
number of. scientific persons have agreed to undertake 
s regular system of observations in meteorology an 
natural history, with an especial view to certain im 
portant questions connected with climate and animal 
and vegetable physiology." It is by comparing the 
times at which the periodie returns of certain pheno- 

mena recur in different quarters of the world, that a 
hope may be fairly entertained of some light being 
thrown upon those more subtle climateric iufluences 
which hitherto have eluded research. Who knows 
whether the influences under which the Potato and some 
other plants have. lately suffered, may not be rendered 
appreciable when the suggested * isochronic” lines of 
flowering, fruiting, &e., shall have been ascertained in 
the manner that is here proposed? 

E 

a 

Let the mere collector turn to the 47th page of the 
“Calendar of Periodic Phenomena,” which Mr. Jenyns 
has drawn up from his personal observations, carried on 

residence in the same locality, and he 

With respect to the body of this work we strongly 
al perusal, whether the intro- 

led or not with its readers 
sufficiently to persuade them to tura observers. 

where such facts might appear too trivial for notice. 
hey'may be calculated, very p dly, to throw 

light upon some of the most abstruse speculations con- 
cerning the fundamental prineiples-upon which created 
beings have been formed; and according to which they 
should be systematically classified. It is strange how 
many popular errors and ignorances ‘prevail, even con- 
cerning many facts which day by day present them- 
selves before the eyes of those who witness but do not 
heed them. The very first ‘sentence of Mr. Jenyns’ 

Observations on Quadrupeds ” will suffice in illustra- 
tion of this remark (p. 49.) “A farmer, who had lived 

all his life among stock, was not aware, till I drew his 

attention to the fact, that horses ‘and oxen rise from 

the ground differently. There isa slight difference in 
theiramode of lying down, the horse not generally re- 

maining so long upon his khees as the ox, before bring- 

ing the rest of his frame to the ground. But in getting 
up, the horse invariably rises first upon his fore-legs 
before rising upon his hind. The:ox, on the contrary, 
rises first upon the hind, and often remains upon his 
knees some few seconds until his hind legs are straight- 
ened. These differences probably prevail throughout 

the'two Cuvierian groups of Paehydermata and Rumi- 

nantia, to which the horse and ox respectively belong.” 

Our limits prevent our enlarging further upon the sub- 

ject, but we recommend the work to the perusal of all 

naturalists, as a memento of what they ought not to 

neglect in the midst of their systematic studies ; and to 

others, as a testimony that there is in observing Nature 

something more refreshing to the mind, more healthful 

to'the soul, more truly man-worthy, than ‘the ordinary 

follies and frivolities with which so many occupy their 
lives, “It is, indeed,” (as Mr. J. remarks, p. 18), 
“Jamentable to think, as an excellent author (“Lucas 
on Happiness’) has observed, how many waste a whole 
life without ever being once well awake in it, passing 
through the world like a heedless traveller, without 
making any reflections or observations, without any 
design or purpose beseeming a man,” 

Dried sp have now supplied the 

deficiency, and proved it to be a new species of the 

genus Forsythia, of which one only had been previous 

known to botanists. That plant, the Forsythia suspensa- 

of Vall, was called a Lilac by Thunberg, who thus per- 

eoived4its natural affinity, but was not happy in his 

identification of it, for although its leaves are often pin- 

nated, yet its flowers grow in pairs from the axils of 

fallen leaves, instead of forming terminal panicles. It 

is described as a very fine shrub, with deep yellow 

flowers, and growing from 8 to 12 feet high. Aceord- 

ing to Siebold and Zueearini, who have figured it, there 

are two varieties, one with weeping branches, and the other 

with upright ones ; both are said. to have been obtained 

from China by the Japanese, who plant them along with 

evergreens for the sake of obtaining, from the varied 

appearance produced in the spring by this plant, a 

good background to the Peaches, Apricots, and Camel- 

lias, that blossom at the same time. This species is 

said to have been brought alive to Holland in 1833, by 

M. Verkerk Pistorius. (See Siebold and Zucearini, 

Flora Japonica, vol. 1, p. 14.) The species obtained 

by Mr. Fortune is very distinet from the original For- 

sythia. Its leaves do not appear even to be pinnated, 

and instead of having an ovate form, they are strictly 

oblong, or oblong lanceolate. The branches are four- 

cornered instead of being terete, and are perfectly erect. 

The ealyx is shorter and more membranous, and the 

flowers are smaller. It is no doubt a very different 

plant, and may be expected to become a great favourite 

when the specimens in the Garden are old enough to 

flower ; for then the branches will be found to be 

loaded, before the leaves, with yellow flowers as large 

as those of Chimonanthus grandiflorus. In its present 

state it forms a compact deep green bush, with oblong 

opposite leaves serrated near the point, but perfectly 

free from indentations below the middle. They emit a 

slight balsamie odour, and from their smoothness, want 

of lustre; and deep rich tint, are very handsome. The 

following.are Mr. Fortune's observations on this species: 

—“ This is a deciduous shrub with very dark green 

leaves, which are prettily serrated at the margin. It 

grows about 8 or 10 feet high in the north of China, 

and sheds its leaves in autumn. It then remains dor- 

mant like any of the deciduous shrubs of Europe, but 

is remarkable for the number of large prominent buds 

which are scattered along the young stems produced 

the summer before. Early in spring these buds, which 

are flower-buds, gradually unfold themselves, and pre- 

sent a profusion of bright yellow blossoms all over the 

shrub, which is highly ornamental. I first discovered 

it growing in the same garden with Wiegela rosea, 

which, I have said in another place, belonged to a Chi- 

nese Mandarin, on the island of Chusan, and was gene- 

rally called the * Grotto Garden? by the English. Like 

the Wiegela it isa great favourite with the Chinese, 

and is generally grown in all the gardens of the rich in 

the north of China. | L afterwards found it wild amongst 

the mountains of the interior in the province of Cheki- 

ang, where I thought it even more ornamental in its 

natural state amongst the hedges than when cultivated 

in the fairy gardens of the Mandarins. In England it 

is probable that it will be nearly hardy, but I advise 

the possessors of it in the first place to keep it in the 

greenhouse, and to plant it on the conservative wall 

until its constitution is proved in the Garden of the 

Society next winter. Itis a free growing bush, and is 

easily inereased by cuttings or layers.” —Journal of 

Hort. Soc. 

Garden Memoranda. 
Gordon Castle, the Seat of His Grace the Duke of 

Richmond, Morayshire.—This princely residence is 

situated on the fertile banks of the Spey, about 3 miles 

from the sea. In entering by the village of Fochabers 

the traveller is delighted with the scenery 5 the Spey- 

bridge to the west, and Mil's new Free School (a 

splendid building) to the east, are prominent objects in 

the landscape. ‘The great entrance near Fochabers has 

a fine effect, and the approaches and walks-are mag- 

nificent. The forests and park around wore exuberant 

verdure, many of the trees being of great size aud sym- 

metry. The Duchess Lime-tree, in particular, mea 

sures 26 feet in circumference, From the front of the 

Castle there is a long promenade walk, upwards of 20 

feet in breadth, leading to a noble flight of stairs which 

lands the visitor beneath a large spreading Elm, orna 

mented below with various-coloured pebbles. A line 

of composition vases, 5 to 6 feet in height, blooming 

with scarlet Geraniums, adorns the sides of this walk, 

and their large square pedestals are beautifully varied 

with innumerable devices, &e., all of which have iue 

most beautiful features of Gordon Castle. The Italian 
Flower Garden, about half a mile from the Castle, is 
generally admired for its romantic appearance. It is 
formed in an old rugged quarry, and well exhibits the 
triumphs of Flora over one of the most unseemly por- 
tions of landscape. There is a noble specimen of 
Yucca gloriosa, upwards of 10 feet in height, in full 
flower, here ; the largest spike bearing above 220 white 
hexandrous blossoms larger than Tulips !. The Cottage 
Garden is very interesting, the old cottage in i: being 
the only remaining house of the ancient village of 
Fochabers ; it is heautifully embellished within, as well 
as surrounded with a balcony outside, and trellises 
covered with climbing Roses. The -Eastern Flower 
Garden is remarkable for its fountains playing amid 
fine American shrubs; and in front of the Conservatory 
and verandah is an interesting collection of Carnations 
and flowers bedded out on the lawn. In an isolated 
parterre, there has recently been erected a new span- 
roofed greenhouse of elegant design. The rafters were 
covered with seedling Passifloras in fruit, and the 
house was gay with Heaths, Calceolarias, Fuchsias, 
Geraniums, &e. The sweet Stephanotis floribunda, the 
showy Allamanda cathartica, Passifloras Bonapartea 
and princeps, &e., adorned the stove. The kitchen 
garden contains about 9 acres, and the forcing depart- 
ments are extensive. Mush are full 
grown on the wall borders in wooden span-roofed beds 
with linings of dung between them.—R. A. 

Miscellaneous. 
Locusts.—A specimen of this celebrated species of 

inseet, which was caught the other day in a field near 
Broxbourn, has been shown to us bya friend. It is 
about two inches in length, and altogether is like a ver 
enlarged grasshopper, having the same long and power- 
ful legs, and large brilliant eyes, but with rather more 
brown in the colour of the body. It seemed quite 
active and lively, and was only preserved from escaping 
by being kept in a close box. The person who caught 
it says it cost him a great deal of trouble, as it flew far 
and swiftly. The visitation of these curious insects to 
this eountry seems to have been pretty general, for we 
observe from the Fife Herald, that two have lately 
been caught in the neighbourhood of St. Andrews, 
while another has been eaptured at Helmsdale, Suther- 
landshire.— Scotsmun. 

Musquitoes in England.— Many persons have com- 
plained that the flies and gnats bite more severely than 
usual this year. A gentleman who has resided long in 
the East assures us that he has seen several musquitoes 
both here and in London. It is not improbable that 
they have come over from America and the West 
Indies in goods and passengers’ luggage, and that the 
unusual heat of the weather here has induced them to 
wander merrily abroad in search of adventures.— 
Country Paper. [Nonsense;—when is it that a musquito 
cannot be found in England? It is the genus Culex, 
which is a greater pest at the North Pole than any- 
where. 

Calendar of Operations. 
(For the. ensuing Week.) 

Protection of Half-hardy Plants.—As the winter 
approaches, protection of some kind should be provided 
for plants and shrubs of tender character ; almost any 
material is eligible, provided it will, in a considerable 
degree, throw off wet. Canopies for this purpose should 
be so contrived as to admit of one or two sides being 
opened at pleasure. If only one, I would place it on 
the north or west side—certainly not on the south ; as 
the excitement occasioned by fits of sunshine, is apt to 
prove very prejudicial, The covering, or canopy, 
should by no means be allowed to touch the plant ; and 
the greater the space allowed between it and the plant 
the better will it afford protection. It is a very bad 
sractice to bundle the shoots together like a besom, in 
order to make them oceupy a more limi‘ed space ; such 
may save trouble and material, but is a most injurious 
proceeding. More injury is occasicned by confined 
damp, in a majority of cases, than by lowness of temper- 
ature.  Hoodings of straw, so formed as to overlap 
the protecting material beneath, are very good, and 
simple protectors, and if rightly contrived, may be 
removed with as much facility for ventilation, as the 
top of an ordinary handglass. Oil-cloth will form a 
good protection also, formed into a kind of cone, on the 
sides of which, a small flap or two may be made to open 
without admitting the rain. Before the application of 
any top-covering, I would advise an inch or two of the 
surface soil around the collar to be removed, and 
replaced with dry sawdust—the newer the better. This 
should be piled as high up the stem as the plant will 
admit, taking care not to choke too many of the lower 
leaves, and if the canopy is so contrived as to overlap 
this mound, the covering will be complete. The only 
thing that remains is to give air in favourable oppor- 
tunities, avoiding particularly cutting winds, which in 
al bility do more harm than the frosts, 

executed at the garden under the sup o! 

Mr. Sanders} Intermixed'with the vases on-the lawn, 

large standard Portugal Laurels in boxes produce 

something of the effect of the Orange-trees similarly 

grown on the Continent. There isa new flower-garden 

in progress, which, when eompleted, will be one of the 

* See Lindley’s “ Vegetable Kingdom ” for an explanation of 

these terms. 
Mr. S, has an interesting garden factory, as well as a 

small saw-mill-for cutting wood into flower ‘stakes, labels, 

&c., which deserves the attention of ‘horticulturists in large 

establishments. 

CONSERVATORIES, STOVE, &c. 
Conservatory.—Proceed according to former diree- 

tions ; see that all plants belonging to this structure 
are housed forthwith. Do not be flattered by fine 
weather; such at this period usually “flatters to 
betray.”  Cleanli ree ilati and clever 
arrangement, are the main points. If severe weather 
should oceur, do not hesitate to use a little fire-heat 
at times, especially where many plants are bloom- 

ing; as by these means a free ventilation may be 
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indulged in, to expel damp and stagnant air. A mere 
hibernatory is another thing : in this, whether the roof 
be of glass or opaque, free ventilation will be all that 
is requisite for some timeto come, Stove and Orchids.— 

S before: much less moisture will suffice at this 
period, even for the growing Orchids; keep the tem- 
perature popr ed on the decline, more espesially 
in dark weather,  Ventilate freely whenever the 
weather will yit Mixed Greenhouse.—The Hybrid 
Perpetual, Tea, and other Roses, as well as the Chrysan- 
themums, if attended to as directed in former Calendars, 
will render this structure, as well as the conservatory, 
most interesting for the next two months. Let these 
tribes have weak manure water, perfectly clear: it 
should be administered about five or ten degrees]|warmer 
than the atmosphere of the house, and if given at every 
watering, it is almost impossible to give it too weak or 
too clear. If the water is just barely coloured, it will 
be sufficient. An ounce of guano with a handful or two 
of soot, will make a large bucket or canful, strong 
enough for anything ; and it ought to be provided as 
clear as fine ale. Cold Pits.—These will now be in 
request; saw-dust is in my opinion the best plunging 
material, if new and dry ; coal-ashes are also very good ; 
whatever material is used, keep the plants within a foot of 
the glass, unless perfectly dormant. Endeavour to 
keep the ~~ in the pots in a somewhat dry state, 

TCHEN GARDEN FORCING. 
The eae beds made as directed in September, 

will now be bearing; it is a good plan to sprinkle or 
syringe the surface of the bed, a week or so before the 
Mushrooms make their appearance; more especially in 
Mushroom houses, where a fire may have been use 
occasionally : this is far better than watering after the 

ushrooms are through. The water, however, must 
not be allowed to penetrate the manure—merely to 
soften the soil. Late beds or portions may still be 
made in-doors; let the e made 
drier than those of September, ids do not mix any 
soil with them. In spawning the beds, it is good prac- 
tice to wrap the lump of spawn in a mass of half- 
decayed, half-moistened, strawy manure ; in case of 
overheating, the spawn is not so readily M E 
Let all the process be made as firm as possible, by 
treading or ramming: light and porous beds ‘vill 
neither endure so long nor produce such good Mush- 
rooms as those of a solid character. 

LOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES, 
All allay drives, &c., should now have a thorough 

cleaning ; this will carry them through until next May, 
or nearly so. Let the lawns be well rolled, and receive 
a clever mowing close on the heels of it ; such will keep 
them in repair for along time to come, unless unusually 
mild weather takes | place. ee me urge the great im- 
portance of it planting, &e, 
as soon as leisure permits, Sprig in these gardening 
days, brings such a crowd of business as wou ave 
confounded some of the gardeners of the olden time, 

FLORISTS’ FLOWERS. 
We need hardly urge on our readers the necessity of 

taking advantage of the first favourable opportunity to 
get their main bed of Tulips i in ee ground ; every week 
that they remain l will l to them, 
though we make no doubt many will put it off till the 
middle of November. All bulbs which have been 
reduced in size should be removed from the position 
they held in the best bed, anå be planted on a side bed 
to recover their strength previous to being re-intro- 
duced, and their place should be occupied, if possible, 
by some other variety which will nearly correspond 
with the one taken away. © The amateur must ever keep 
in mind the necessity of promoting the uniformity of his 
collection. In another week or days we would 
advise no one to remove Carnations ; it will then be 
getting late indeed for them, and it is so important that 
they should be well established previous to the coming 
winter ; therefore, no time should be lost. The plants 
already potted we hope have been sheltered from the 

te excessive rain, according to the directions we have 
previously given. Auriculas also must be earefully 
preserved from similar visitations, and a watchful eye 
must be kept on the surface of the pots, which will 
Speedily indicate where the drainage is bad. 

KITCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD. 
This is an excellent period to lay the spring Broc- 

coli. It is best performed by two persons, one on each 
side the drill or row. Keepa good trench, and sink all 
the heads to the north, winging the stems with soil up to 
and even amongst some of the lower leaves. This pro- 
cess will protect them very considerably against a severe 
winter, on three accounts : Ist, by reason of their posi- 
tion ; 2dly, on account of their. avoiding sudden changes 
or excitement 5 ; and 3dly, through the “reduction of suc- 
culence. It is no uncommon or new practice for good 
kitchen gardeners, to throw their overgrown Lettuce or 
Cauliflower plants on the ground, to shrivel before plant- 
ing them. Plants in this state will endure hard weather 
better than those in quiet and luxuriant growth. I 
would advise a great breadth of Potatoes to be planted 
without delay, taking care, as before observed, to keep 
them high up, and to cover deep. Two seasons in suc- 
cession of severe failures, especially in the late kinds, 
have, I should think, suggested to most minds the pro- 
priety of encouraging toa greater extent the early and 
middle season kinds; especially those of the latter 
which ripen early, and may be in use for a long period 
after storing. Surely the circumstance of the superior 
success of the earlier kinds, which have for 

striking facts, or are Chey to pass for nothing in this im- 
portant investigation ? 

FORESTIN 
The Berries of Holly, Yew, Thorn, &c., when pro- 

cured, may be placed in a heap to rot until spring. 
Some | lively sand should be used, as it will easily riddle 
from them. Cuttings of Laurel and other evergreens 
may be got out now in shady situations. Layering may 
be performed, and where it is designed to promote the 
extension of common Laurels in game-covers, or as un- 
dergrowths, large old plants may be hacked half 
through, after the manner of plashing as applied to 
the Thorn, and the branches bent down, throwing a 
few spadefuls of soil on them. ‘They will thus root, and 
extend with a very good effect. 

State of the Weather near London, for the week « ending Oct. 22, 1945, as 
observedat the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick. 

Wind. | Rain 

50 
Thurs, 22 2 | 29.338 | 29.000 | 60 | 42 | 46.0 

Average | 99.448 | 29.302 4L5| 49.8 248 
Oct. 16—Clear; fine; clears ain a a 1 night 

17—8lght fog; cloud 
envy aud contin în; olear at night 

19—Fogay: fine, with s; clear 
30—Hazy; vary fine; clear eee 
21—Heavy rain; boisterous; clou 
22—Cloudy; rather boisterous; cloudy and cold. 

‘ean temperature of the week 4 deg. below the average. 

State of Ve didis ay by gus the mue 20 years, for the 
ei 81, 18. 
n Winde 

er | Greatest iQ 
Oct. dim Lowest | | eno EE quantity sels [E 

mp. | Temp, |" e^» Y a, | of Rain illae 

j | | III 
Sun. 95| 557 | 82.8 | 47.2 8 | 0721n. | 4| 1| 8) 3| 3| 2| 1| 2 

on. 28) 54.4 38.7 | 46.5 g 0.52 | | 1| 1| 2| $| a| 2 
Tues 27| 546 | 39.6 | 47.1 15 0.80 1| 5| 2/92 6| 3 
Wed 28| 53.4 87.3 | 45.3 9 1.06 =| | 3-ja 5| 2| 3 
Thur.29| 538 | 858 | 44.5 8 0.42 3 8| 8—|5| 5| 1 1 
Fri, 80| 544 | ao. 47.0 9 0.50 223 3! 3/1) sl aly 
Sat. 31| 553 | 38, | 46.0 11 088 || a| 9 2) d als 

ighert temperature during the above period occurred dn the 3 
m.672; and the lowest on the 28th and 30ih, 1820, and —thor 

EX 1012- therm. 3 529. 

Wotices to Correspondents. 

May we beg our MM Du id not to ask us to answer their 
questions Nn ID We are obliged t o mention this 
because we fin 

with such ri 
aves are attacked by a sort of 

called Torula ned It is the result of bad aération 
and negligent gardening. icd Ens EA frequently with 

warm with in 
— We never heard of Miss Jackson's work ; but i 

cannot possibly give plates of all flowering plants. No wor 
es. Dried specimens are examined by Botanists withov 

fie least difficulty, by steeping the flowers in hot water a 
they soften. 

CALAVANCA— T L—'This is some small Bias of Kidney Bean, 
with which we are unacquainted. s probably from the 
Peninsula, or the Western Islands. Tei is not the Caravance, 

its name wou indicate; for that kind of pulse is what 
we call the Chick Pea, Cicer arietinum, 

CARNATIONS— Calico— not usually oil ours, for the 
simple reason that it answers the end intended very well 
without it ; and if strained tight over the hoops will be found 
perfectly efficacious. W. 

Fnurr-TREES—A Subscriber—Better leave your Espalier-trees 
as they are, till you receive in due time information on the 
subject of pruning in full detail.||-—A Friend—You will do 

1 in thinning the branches of your SEOEEL dE trees till 
scarcely two branches directly intervene between you and the 

means finish pruning before spring.) 
Insects—Emily— We regret ee our suggestions are not avail- 
eee We think sspe flies may be banished by persever- 

R.—J W— ur Spinach inseets are Oxytelus niti 
dalas The imn animalis EDU UE poU Will 

urtis a eee t ert anks for the 
d sufficient t. P, —— 

w 

ae oped ain ouo tell 

n; it 
ot fully DU to the full glare 

of the sun, Youhad Baer cover the plant with a large hand- 
glass and keep it quite close and dry until next spring, and 
when it begins to grow cut it well back, i k is very Sic, 
and the roots in a bad state, E it up n 
roots Apacs after’ wards, when t 

l be two years 
before the layers are RA and, if th AERE SA in e health, 

Nam F Frores S—X AX X2, Decayed, probably Hawthornden ; 
3, Pige 6, Winter Pearmal ain; 7, Round Winter Nonsuch ; 
8, Franklin’s Golden Pippin ; without No., Golden Noble, 
Beurré de DUE 6 Late Pears ——Enight's pude 5 

; Ne Plus Meuris ; March 

Plat ; Scarlet Nonpareil ; 
Golden Harvey ; Herefordshire Pearmain, Im. T P—The 
Grapeis the Scarlet-leaved Black Cluster. The Pear appears 
to be an imperfect specimen of the Marie IEEE II —. 
— The fruitis under examination, and will be duly SA 
on. Wehave no idea "e such a one as you speak of would 

enot prepared at present 
to undertake it, ' A short general account of cider making is 
given in the “Penny Cyclopedia ; " you may also consult 
“ Macculloch on Wine Making,” and * Crocker's Art of mak- 
ing Cider," which gives Su ails. 

Pitas or Prawts—J tl uchsia ili AB 
Ageratum i colestinum ; treatit Te i (Mercer Ue 

ripened well, and escaped fermentation much more than 
the late kinds, will direct publie attention to two such 

onyzoides. 
We see nothing Smostal in fe CATH li e 
officinalis, Cyclam 

ie p. 625, of 1844—— Constant SU LEM Deodar—— 
G—Verbena jamaicensis——H G—It s to be a frag- 

Sint of Symphoria. montana J M (aus “Pteris longifolia, 
species of Lantana, Erica elata.j-—J A—Hither a ye [D 
Catasetum ups oran unpublisied species.—— , Stan- 
hopea Wardii ; 2, St. graveolens Bo Cypripedium venustum ; A 
some Oncidium allied to O. reflex 

arara ss S—Thanks. The iucceES been published at 

PELARGONIUMS—A Een following sorts will answer 
your purpose :— Em: eck's SU Matilda, Nestor, 
«Bec Es Honora, DL "Super ba, rth's Symmetry and 
Queen Philippa, Luna, Unit, Foster's sod Sir R. Peel, 
Puletielium, Hodge’s Oberon, Ebedi F avourite, „Zenobia, 
Foster's Pulchellum, and Ly yne's Duke of Cornwall.* 

PrNE-TREES—E M G— They are best trrasplanted in the e 
umn ; but as the frostis apt to nam dm out of the ground, 
early spring is often preferred. our e state 
your wants exactly, and we will es rei can be 

PLanrinc—Le; ste ane is a good s season for Hollies, but pre- 
carious ; now i as good La season an nd c rtain. The Es alifica- 

sin your ona houso, 
east the early Vines inside if you can. The plan is feasi- 

ope You need not heat the second house at all for such 
rapes. 

PorwAISE—R A J—Next week will produce further explana- 
ions as to the details of Mr. Meek's house. Of course the 

roof of the hot-air T is spoken of. Mr. Meek 
perses his heated air by means of a hollow pit; iti is that 
which renders a wet blanket or some EE contsivanea 
needless, s are not self-regulating ; 
e; the external orifices a a are only occasional opened, 

and nof all at once except in extreme cases. may even. 
be dispensed with. amper is to prevent the too rapid 
endapo of heat uj gi chimney. 

PorATOES— 7 mu inu. punt long dung is the best. 

$ ut if w we do, i i 
ype, for ur sheet is already as large a8 

the Act o of Parliament relating to newspapers will permit, 
——A Subscriber—The mode you propose of storing your Po- 
tatoes will doubtless MH very well, Laid on the surface 

more than a foot thick, and mixed with the earth in 
covering, they cannot undergo fermentation, an evil that 
cannot be too much Eun ER and thatching will 
protect them from frost and wi 

Roszs—J S—Perhaps you RU De Banksian Rose at & 
wrong season, The proper time for per forming the operation 
is midsummer, after the flowering is over; thus plenty of 
new wood is formed in the latter part of the year, and w) 
apring comes it will no t flower well. The Banksian 
Rose produces its blossoms on one year old wood. If pruned 
in spring, therefore, all the OOH wood is removed, and 
eA E E is the result. 

THORNS— following is the usual way of raising 
these from s t should be prepared, say in October, 
about 13 ft. CERE into which the fruit is to be put, with a 
mixture of earth or sand. It should be turned several times 

1 in, or 2 ins. of soil pun a sufficient covering to ensure the 

ut should E Gee much in ihe same way. We may 
ion, however, that we have seen the haws thrown into a 

heap under the stage of a warm greenhouse, wheré fermenta- 
tion soon took place, and of course decomposition speedily 

followed. This was in October; they were sown in the fo! 
lowing springi in beds and grew wel 

TREES AND UBS TO WITHSTAND THE SEA Am—Sub—Sea 
Buckthorn, nie Pinus Pinaster, and Weymouth Pine 
also Pinus Strobus, Pinea, mbra; Quercus Ilex ad 
Pyrus Aria; Coronilla Emerus, Leycesteria SU ES Spiræa 
salicifolia, Golutea eruenta, and Sambucus racemos. 

me to sowing Grass seeds, you had better ED wait 

till s; P 
Yuxxs Ge £3 resths do not like lime-water, Calcareous soil 

suits ines better than siliceous. 
ee — The advertisement a; appeared on the E qu 17th 

inst. te address is 9, St. Philip’s-street, Chelten’ — 

W p— the ipe way of heating a small greenhouse and 
the best, is by Polmaise. Apply to Mr. Ayres, of Brook- 
lands, near ien th, do not know where the pipes 

areto be had. Mr. Mechi would tell you, we are quite sure, 

if you will apply to him .——Devoniensis—Legg’s hydraulic 

engine is advertised weekly in our columns, see p. 704.f—— 

Vigil—Thanks, especially for your courteous manner, But 

we cannot undertake not to quote authorities for the intelli- 

gence we communicate. It is necessary to do so; and if the 

contains more of the intelligence d suits our purpose. 

——JM A-—The Black Wattle is an Acacia, and is not hardy 

enough to bear a gi qs »rdshire ira B—Lesche- 

naultias reading a cool airy greenhouse m winter, If the 
smoking has been effected with sulphur the red spider will 
be killed, Sod the plants may be pu ; you will not kill 
it by any < other means. The Violet leaves are suffering from. 

mp and want of aération.— € lericus—Y our Pelargonium. 

jen are affected by the spot, a disease as yet ill PAM 

It is probably damp that produces the mischief. A dilu 
solution of MR muriatie acid, it. uH [ren E stays ite 

progress, but wi it.1—— V E S—Prui all the soft 

wood and QM off your Pelar Mec Lu them closely 

togetherin a box among dry earth, Beet or sand, ae keep 

nywhere free from frost an amp.t —— Apis—10, 

Great Busque eu Wimpole- dudes eT nera 

— inqui inar ae ots of Salvia patens during winter as 

you would Dahlias. You are possibly too far north for Wal- 

nuts to ripen, aud perhaps your soilis wet, It cannot bethe 

fault of the sort, The Tree Peony will withstand ordinary 

winters without protection, especially if the soil is light and 

dry, and the wood well ripened. Keep roots of Tigridia pa- 

voniain dry sand during winter. 

SEEDLING FLOWERS. 
AwTIRHINUM—L E—Your seedlings are clear and decided in 

colour, but not surpassing a vari i long cultivate 
puru —J P ur flower is very good, but it 
was too far gone to judge Hi its colours.*— nago a E 
ordre ito light, UE are the best. 9is a 
showy variety; 8 is pretty and elegant, but us sepals being 
large conceal too much of the corolla ; 
variety. In the darker sorts there is wanting Mt nes 
of colour which aver brillianey and richness, and generally 

e sepals are long and drooping—2 and Ub we consider the 
best ; they are all large and showy varieties. 
ERBENAS--H. H— The colour of your pe is clear and de- 

licate, but the corolla is too much indented ; unless of dwarf 

habit, t, it will be no improvement upon some of the cultivated 

EnnaTUM—In Mr. Coudrey's Advertisement at page 674, col, d, 
M—Cuscuta trifolii, one of the ii ented Dodder, the name was misspelt Condrey. 
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SEED WHEAT. 
ED STRAW WHITE WHEAT, AND ‘HOPE. | 

TOUN WHITE WHEAT — Varieties whose excellence 

has been tested and acknowledged by very many farmers both | 
in England and Scotland,—for Sale at 

WHITFIELD FARM, WOTTON-UNDER-EDGE, 

GLOUCESTERSHIRE. 

Price 31. 8s. per quarter, or 8s. per bushel, in quantities more 

than five quarters ; sacks 2s. each. must be accompa- 

nied by a remittance or a reference, JOHN MORTON. 

TO BRICK AND TILE MAKERS. acc 

HE AINSLIE PATENT TILE MACHINE | 
COMPANY (James Smita, Esq., of Deanston, Chairman), 

ir impri TILE MACHINE, and to 

Bricks and Tiles, by whic! 

London. Agents wanted. 

RNAMENTAL TILES for Floors, Walls, &c., of 
Greenhouses, Conservatories, Garden Terraces ; Encaustic, 

Venetian, &c.,in EVERY VARIETY. May be seen at Messrs. 

Parker and Wyrarv’s, Surrey-street, Blackfriars, London, 

Agents to Messrs, MINTON & CO., the Patentees, of Stoke- 
upon-Trent. Also Patentees of the PORCELAIN BUTTONS, 

cheaper and more durable than Mother-o'-Pearl, &c. 

TO OWNERS AND OCCUPIERS OF ESTATES. 

ILLIAM BULLOCK WEBSTER, of Hounsdown, 
near Southampton, Draining Engineer to Her Majesty, 

at Osborne, Isle of Wight; the inventor o: l'ile 

Agriculturists is respectfully directed to a simple and 
most efficient DRAINING LEVEL, price 28s. can be sent 
to any part securely packed. It cannot well be put out of 

order, and a mere labourer can use it. To be had of the 
maker, Joun Davis, Optician, Derby. 

FOR WHEAT, TARES, &c. 

MOHE URATE OF THE LONDON MANURE 
COMPANY will be found a most valuable Manure for the 

above crops—it is permanent in its effects, and has stood the 

test of five seasons with increasing success each year, The 

Company also supply genuine Peruyian Guano, Gypsum, Super- 

phosphate of Lime, Sulphate and Muriate of Ammonia, Char- 
coal, Bone Sawdust, Sulphuric Acid, and every Artificial 

Manure, at the lowest market price.—EDWARD PUR3ER, Secre- 

tary, 40, New Bridge-street, Blackfriars. 
OTTER’S GUANO FOR WHEAT AND ALL 
GRAIN CROPS,—The Autumn season is particularly re- 

ded the ication of POTTER'S GUANO for 
the above crops, as time is afforded for the due decomposition of 

the Manure in the soil, and it is thus prepared, when the plant 

feels the first genial warmth of spring, to afford the appropriate 

nutriment in a fit state for immediate assimilation.—Testi- 
monials and all particulars at the Factory, 28, Clapham-road- 

ton, le A place, K gents wanted, 

ith the money value of each ; a journal, and this 
is hardly essential, wherein to transcribe in techni- 

cal terms all the day-book entries; and a ledger in 
which to post all these statements in their proper 
position under the several headings or ‘accounts 
which it is deemed advisable to open, are the only 

And the complexity and Jabour 
the number of 

ledger which it is consi- 

his accounts in this 

himself, so to speak, as three single gentlemen 
A, B, and C), rolled into one; each of them has 

his journal and. ledger, exhibiting the condition of 
the business which he follows ; A buys horses and 
keeps them, paying B for stabling, and for Oats, 
and for straw, and green food, &c., upon terms 

which may be agreed on; he lets them to B at so 

much per day, andas the dealings are here between 
only two parties, his accounts may be kept without 
much difficulty. B is the farmer; he pays the 
rent, he hires A’s horses and pays for them ; he em- 
ploys workmen and directs their operations; he 
grows grain crops and green crops, and harvests 

them and sells them, the former to corn factors in 

various markets, and the latter, with the straw of the 

former, to C, to whom he lets certain buildings, 
sheds, and yards, in which to feed them, and from 

whom he buys manure. He has thus to keep ac- 

counts against the landlord, against A and against 
C. And as it is his humour to be very particular, he 
opens an account against the buildings, debiting 
them with a large portion of the rent he pays, and 
crediting them with the sums he receives for lodging 
to A’s horses and C’s stock; against each of his 

fields he also opens an account, charging on them 
the expense of horse labour, day labour, and ma- 
nure, and giving them credit for the amount re- 
ceived fortheir produce ; he has also to open accounts 
with all other parties with whom he has any deal- 
ings. And, moreover, he is often disposed to try 
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MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 
TuomspAv, Oct. 29—Agricultural Imp. Soc. of Ireland, 

Wauowrspas, Nov. 3{ 

Tnsasay, — 4] Belfast Flex Society. 
LOCAL SOCIETIES.—Banffshire—Maybole, 

FARMERS’ CLUBS. 
‘Oct. 98—Newton— Braintree and | Nov. $-—Ardlelgh — Wingerwortl 

orki ocking — Watford — Dorking — 
29—Wingerworth — Bolsover oxford Jedburgh — St. 

—Octery St. Mary — B'o- uivox — W. Market — 
field and Walsh: R i Rochford 
mondshire 
bun — Lichfield — . 

akefield — Hadleigh — 4—Monmouth—Harlesten 
Rhins of Galloway — 5—Hawick — Grove Ferry — 
Wrentham arlton on-T rent 

31—Cardiff — Northampton — iatock—St, Germain’s 
Dartford —Chelmsford = Claydon— 

"Nov. 9—8t. Columb - W. Herefor Wadebridge 
Newark — Weniosk — Ci- 7—Collumpton — Darlington 

— Probus — Winchcomb— rencester— M arket Hill — 
bel Durham—Swansea lby—Abergavenny 

Tur Princirtes or DBoox-xzrrING, as already 
sufficiently developed in publications on the sub- 
ject, are just as applicable to the business of the 
farmer as to that of the merchant. The object in 

every case is to present as plainly and easily as 
possible the existing state of any business as 
regards its profits and losses. The sums received 
and paid, due and owing, invested and realised, are 

exhibited under the several headings or accounts in 
which they are recorded; and the totals of these 
being carried to the “ balance sheet” at the end of 
the year, when considered in connection with the 
yaluation, at the time, of the tenant’s property in 
and on the land, there present an easily read pic- 
ture of the financial position of the farmer. 

The true object of keeping accounts is simply 
this, to let the business man know where his pro- 
perty is and how it is yielding ; what his debts are, 

and for what incurred. And this object may be 
obtained in the case of so simple a business as 
farming with very little difficulty. If, however, it 
be desired to satisfy the curiosity regarding the 
profitableness of different experiments ; of various 
modes or particulars in farm management; of the 
cultivation in the several fields of which the farm is 
composed—then the system may be made as com- 
plex as you will. 

In the simple method which alone is necessary, a 
day book, in which to enter all the doings of ser- 
vants, and all the money transactions of the master, 

the suggestions of agricultural improvers, and for 

each of his experiments an account is opened in the 
ledger. Lastly, C buys stock of such kinds as he 
considers proper, and he pays B for room in which 
to feed them ; he pays him also for the green crops 
and other food to be consumed by them ; he has to 
open accounts with B in all these matters, and he 

keeps accounts against the several descriptions of 
stock which he breeds or feeds, not to speak of cer- 
tain experimental lots which he is feeding on various 
descriptions of food and under various modes of 
treatment ; he has, moreover, to open accounts 

with those to whom he disposes of his beef, mutton, 
pork, or bacon, when they are fat, or of his breeding 

cattle, sheep, pigs, &c., as the case may be. Each 
of these gentlemen hes to balance his accounts and 
take an inventory of his effects, and ascertain the 

results of the year’s proceedings when the proper 
season comes round; if all of them show a favour- 
able balance so much the better for the farmer. 
A’s dealings not being very extensive he cannot be 
supposed to have made much. B's dongs may be 
considered as the most important, and as likely to 

be most profitable, Calsoshould be making money, 
but he is liable to the risk of disease and to the 

charges of the veterinary doctor ; he buys his litter, 
which is against him, but then he sells his manure ; 
and upon the whole, in a large arable farm, his 
business ought to yield a considerable income. 

Upon the sum of the several balances, whether 
they be positive or negative, depends the income 
of the farmer; and whatever it is, we may surely 
assert that he has fairly earned it, considering the 
immense labour he has been at in keeping a proper 
account of it, 

An immense labour, certainly—and one which 
altogether puts this complicated process of book- 
keeping out of the use of ordinary professional men, 
however much its minute detail may please the 

amateur. But the principles on which this method 
depends are those which must guide any intelligible 
system, though certainly they may be developed in 

a much more simple style. 
We imagine that it can be hardly necessary to 

add to the above, which is intended as an intro- 
duction to two or three articles on this subject, any 
remarks on the importance of keeping true and 

particular accounts in farming. This is obviously 

advisable in any business—it is particularly so in 

that of the farmer. He is subject to so many 

casualties—to so many causes of loss that over and 

above the advantage which, in common with other 
professions, his would derive from a well and gene- 
rally established system7of book-keeping, it would 
benefit therefrom by theJinsight thus given into its 
working ; losses woukl Le checked before they had 

become serious, and profits woul! be increased by 

the intelligent skill which such a system would put 
in exercise. 

How is it that agricultural estimates are so no- 
toriously valueless, and that agriculture itself as a 
professionis so variable in its returns ; doubtless, it 

is because the habit of observing and of recording 
observations is not yet general amongst agricul- 
turists, and, therefore, they know of but few well 
established data on which to found either their 
caleulations or their practice. How can this habit 
be general, and how can its effects in the establish- 

ment of agriculture as an art belooked for when the 
very first lesson it so unquestionably teaches—the 
necessity of keeping particular accounts—has yet 
been learned so imperfectly, and is still being 
learned so slowly ! 
We shall, on an early occasion, describe in detail 

the books required in a system of farm accounts, 
and the particulars of their management. 

Mr. Goonirr, of Granard, has favoured us with 

a communication on the subject of THOROUGH 

DRAINAGE, which will be found in another column. 

In the course of it, he takes occasion to compare 
the systems of Messrs. Smairx, Parkes, and others ; 

and of the former he speaks as “ shallow drainage,” 
“furrow draining," &c. ; in fact, the w hole of his 

article tends to disparage it and the intelligence of 
its author. Now, our correspondent holding these 
opinions, it was very proper for him to present them 

at a time when one or other of these systems of 
drainage willbe put into general practice during 
the ensuing winter in Ireland ; and when the faults 
or the merits of either will thus be rendered in some 
degree permanent. But when he speaks of Mr. 
Smirn’s system being as opposed to one in which 
water is transmitted through the soil instead of over 
its surface, as one thing can well be to another, we 

must really add a remark or two, because we believe 

him to be in error. 
Mr. Swrru's system was designedly (it was 

announced to be) an imitation of Nature in her dry 
Soils; and we may say of all the numerous agri- 
cultural engineers for whose labours we may 
safely assert that Mr. Smirn’s ability and energy 
has excited the demand—that this is the model on 
which all of them have been working. And with 
justice too; for Nature’s deep dry land presents 
the beau ideal of a soil on which plants shall 
flourish. The name originally given to Mr. Swrru's 
system was not intended to be deseriptive of the 
principle on which it works—it was not “furrow 
draining,” but “the frequent drain system ;” and 

this name was given to it to distinguish it from 
ErxiNcroN's method of drainage, which consisted 
in tapping underground springs, and whose effects 
were often attained by the construction of a single 
conduit. 

Our intelligent correspondent has deubtless given 
the true meaning in which “thorough ” (as derived 
from through) should be used as applied to drain- 
ing ; yet we confess it is one in which we were not 
aware that it had been generally used. But 
Mr. Smıra’s draining, an imitation as we have said 
of Nature’s system, was in effect and very probable 
in design also “thorough” draining in this, the cor- 
rect acceptation of the term. It was never in- 

tended to act as a mere “grip” for the removal of 
surface water—from the first it was the opponent 
of the surface drainage, which till then had been 
prevalent. 

The information which, since Mr. Smita com- 

menced his labours, we have received on the relation 
in which our atmosphere stands to the art of culti- 
vation, has doubtless thrown increased light on the 
theory of thorough drainage, but to Mr. Swrrz the 
credit is due of having, before the time of Ligne 
and others, perceived the value of inducing the rain 
quer to proceed through the land, not off its sur- 
ace. 
Mr. SwrrH's labours in behalf of agriculture 

can hardly, as, indeed, Mr. Goopzrr appears to be 
aware, be too highly rated. Whether or not inthe 
details of his practice, or in the merits of it, he sees 
and acts upon the whole truth, we shail not here in- 
quire ; but to him, and his energy and ability, may 
be attributed that general feeling and intelligence 

on the subject which now exists, and to which most 
of our numerous agricultural engineers and drainers 
owe the means of their livelihood at the present 
day. This we contend for in spite of all the histori- 
cal research displayed on this subject in the pages 
of the English Agricultural Society’s Journal. 

A true history of this branch of agriculture would 
certainly be interesting, and possibly useful, but let 
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it include those years in which it has attracted most 
attention. Commence with it as far backasthe days of 
the Commonwealth if you will,* but do not stop 
short of the time when it would constrain you to 
pronounce a panegyric upon the labours of living 
men. 

THE BEST MODE OF LETTING FARMS. 
WITH A VIEW TO THE PERMANENT IMPROVEMENT OF THE 

LAND, DUE REGARD BEING HAD TO THE JUST RIGHTS 
OF BOTH LANDLORD AND TENANT, 
[Tux following is a report of a discussion on this sub- 

ject.at the Richmondshire Farmers’ Club.] 
Mr. Wharton, of Skelton Castle, introduced the sub- 

ject in a very clear and straightforward manner, and 
was listened to with the greatest attention. In the 
course of his address he said that his chief reason for 
Suggesting this subject for discussion was the interest it 

d created among agriculturists generally, as shown 
by the attention given to it by other farmers’ clubs, 
especially the parent one in London. 

The present system of letting farms from year to 
year, as practised in this neighbourhood, is bad, radi- 
cally bad. It is mosi objectionable for many reasons, 
but particularly on the ground of its preventing the 
tenant from expending money on improvements, as he 
has no security that he will reap the advantages they 
are intended to procure, and consequently has no 
interest in them, The moment they are made they are 
the property of the landlord, and the tenant might be 
deprived of his farm at the very next term. Under 
these ci it were to expect ex- 
traordinary improvements from the tenants; and the 
landlords, as a body, were not in a condition to do 
much, for this reason: no class had so little ready 
money at command as landlords; he did not make this 
assertion lightly, but from his former connexion with a 
publie office i& was known to him that there was 
scarcely an instance of a large landed proprietor who 
did not die insolvent in his personal estate. [! I] 

Hence, the necessity for giving security and encou- 
ragement to tenants of capital to invest their money. 
It is capable of proof also that tenant farmers can de- 
vise means to make improvements more economically 
than landlords ; the latter have to procure everything 
necessary at the greatest cost,and often perform the 
work at unsuitable seasons, while the former go quietly 
about the business, and by the exercise of skill and care, 
and by doing the team work at vacant times, contrive 
materially to reduce the expense, 

Landlords, when they lay out money for tenants, ex- 
pect a per centage on the outlay, and gentlemen will 
admit that the tenant farmer should be remunerated for 
money expended by him in improvements. There are, 
however, improvable qualities in the land which are as 
much the landlord's as the tenant's. 

To remedy the evils arising out of the present system 
of'letting farms, two modes have been suggested, and 
successfully practised in different countries. First, the 
plan of letting farms for a long term, as adopted in 
Scotland ; and, secondly, the system followed in Lin- 
colnshire of repaying the tenant on his leaving the farm 
for the unexhausted improvements he has made upon it. 

The objections to leases are many. It is more diffi- 
cult to get a suitable tenant for a farm let on lease than 
it is when the farm is let under the Lincolnshire system ; 

cause, the former requires a man of superior judg- 
ment and large capital, as his improvements must be 
made early in his lease in order to ensure a. full return, 
while the latter allows the tenant to proceed with his 
improvements according to his means, without binding 
him to any particular time. 

Under a lease, too, it is difficult to prevent a bad 
tenant from ing the land. If he does so the land- 
lord has no redress ; he may go away after some years, 
or, if he stay the full term, the farm is completely 
run out. 

Again, when a tenant has a lease and is uncertain 
about getting a renewal of it, the temptation to take ad- 
vantage towards its termination are very great. It 
would bewell in leases of 21 years to have à covenant 
for renewal before the expiry of the term, thus holding 
out an inducement to the tenant to farm well, for 
although a higher rent might in some cases be exacted 
in consequence, the farm from its superior condition 
would in all probability be anything but a dear one. 

Another great objection to a lease is that it may be 
agreed upon when corn is at a certain rate, and the 
rent calculated accordingly—a change may take place, 
corn may settle in price, and the tenant is liable to 
stiffer loss during the remainder of his term. These 
objections seem to be avoided under the system of 
yearly tenancies with covenants for repayment. for 
extraordinary improvements *unexhausted:on the farm 
such as draining, stubbing old fences and artificial 

See Mr. Parkes’ lecture at Newcastle, published in the 
English Agricultural Society’s Journal, 

landlord or incoming tenant. These claims are gene- 
rally taken up by the incoming tenant. 

Other allowances are agreed upon in like manner ; 
thus for lime four years is allowed, for marl six or seven 
years, for buildings when made entirely by tenant 20 or 
21 years, for bones and artificial manures the custom 
varies, but for the former two or three years. 

It is admitted that when stock have been fed on oil- 
cake the manure they make is of superior quality, and 
the advantage to the land from its use remains for some 
years—hence an allowance is made of j of the cost of 
the cake for the first year and 2 for the second year. 

Mr. W.is inclined to lean to the Lincolnshire system ; 
it is more easily engrafted on the plan now pursued in 
this district, and with a poor tenant, the landlord is in 
no worse situation under it than he would be if the 
present custom was continued. 

In some places there is a clause introduced into the 
agreement to protect the landlord from dilapidations, 
which seems equitable, and in some eases may be abso- 
lutely necessary. It might happen that while a tenant 
made a great claim for compensation on some of the 
grounds already mentioned, he was himself liable for 

iderable sums for dilapidati 
He had been most anxious to hear this subject dis- 

cussed rather than to have introduced it, but being 
urged to do so had consented, and now hoped to hear 
some valuable remarks from men of greater experience 
before he left the room. 

A very interesting discussion followed Mr. Wharton’s 
address, in which Mr. Jaques, Mr. Hartley, Mr. Outh- 
waite, Rev, W. Wharton, and the Secretary took part. 
The evi ising from the present system of letting 
from year to year without compensating covenants were 
unanimously admitted, The advantages resulting from 
the plan pursued in Lincolnshire were supp d by 
parties who had seen their good effects to both landlord 
and tenant. The system of letting on lease, as followed 
in Seotland, was fully gone into by several of the 
members who had visited that country, and by one of 
them who. had resided there for several years, the 
advantages of the system shown by a well cultivated 
country and a thriving tenantry, the application of 
corn rents to arable farms, recommended, and various 
other matters affecting the question, At the termi- 
nation of the discussion the following decision was 
unanimously resolved upon :— 

* That permanent improvement to the land ean only 
be attained by security for outlay , and that this security 
is to be proeured either by léase—as proved by the 
result of experience in Scotland .-or by a system of 
repayment for unexhausted improvements, as is the 
ease in Lineolnshire,"—— H. J. Turner, Hon. Sec, 
Richmond, October 14, 1846. 

SCHEMES OF CULTIVATION 
FOR SMALL FARMS. 

No. L—A Farm of about 60 acres, employing one 
pair of horses; of good deep soil, worth 27. per acre ae 
rental, ineluding all parochial and other taxes. 

Rotation Suggested.—1lst year, Wheat; 2d year, 
Clover ; 3d y: Wheat; 4th year, Swedish Turnips ; 
5th year, Wheat; 6th year, Beans and. Carrots, in 
what is-called ‘double culture ;’ 7th year, Wheat ; 
8th year, Mangold Wurzel; 9th year, Wheat, winter 
Vetehes, and Rye; and 10th year, Cabbages, trans- 
planted on half the Veteh-stubble, and Turnips on tho 
other half. 

Each field to be six acres in extent, and we will sup- 
pose there are two aeres over, which may be‘in Lucerne 
or Sainfoin, according as the:soil is sandy or'calenreous, 
loamy, or brashy. 

HE Propuce of such:a.farm will.be:as follows :— 
30 acres of Wheat at 36 bushels = 1080 bushels of Wheat. 
6 acres, halfof Beans=3acres at40 bush 120 bush. of Beans. 
6 acres of Clover (half-mown), 5 tons of Hay and the keep of 

40 sheepfor 6 months in summer, 
6 acres Mangold Wurzel = 150 tons of Mangold Wurzel, 
6 acres Swedish Turnips 20 tons of Swedes, 
6 acres half of (^rrots = 60 tons of Carrots. 

acres Vetches - che keep of 200 sheep for two months in 
spring and summer, : 

6 acres of Cabbages and Turnips ='120 tons of Turnips. 

To recapitulate as regards Foop ron Srock, there 
will be :— 

In Vereues, the keep of 200 sheep during May and June. 
In Cover, the keep of 40 sheep from May till October, be- 

sides affording green food for the horses, 
InHay .. m E ae m .. . 5 tons. 
In MANGOLD WURZEL oe E ve 1507, 
In SWEDES I. m E ^. oe oo 120 ,, 
CARS cep ope! ce eesti teas n agp, 
In TURNIPS and CABBAGES .. n v Canes oles 

The Srock which may be kept on this farm is : 
1, Two horses, equal to the consumption of H a bushel of 

Oats per diem ++ ae vs 180 bush. of Oats. 
15 Ibs. of hay per diem äi oo 2 tons of hay. 
1 cwt, of Carrots per diem in winter .. 6 tons Carrots. 

And a portion of Clover or Lucerne in summer. 
2. Sheep, $c.— One sheep will eat, say 281lbs. of 

green food, or 201bs.of green food and 21bs of hay, 
or 22 Ibs. of green food and llb. of oil-eake, Peas, cr 
othergrain. There are, taking out the’Carrots needed 
for the horses, about 440 tons of roots and 3 tons of 
hay to be consumed between October and May. During 
that period a sheep will eat 3 tons of roots,  "l'his.quan- 
tity of food will therefore require for its consumption 
about 150 sheep. Now, a milch cow will eat as much 
as 10 sheep, The Clover, &c, supposed capable. of 
maintaining 40 sheep during summer, will therefore 
maintain four cows, and to keep these during winter 
will reduce the number of sheep to 110. A three-year 
old.ox will probably consume ‘as much as eight sheep ; 

| if five oxen be kept during winter, and on: till a portion 

of the Vetches te consumed in May and June, this wil 
reduce the stock of sheep required to 60. But, oP 
posing that oil-cake and other grain be given as food to 
the stock in the proportion of 21bs.to every cwt. of 
green food, that will involve a consumption of about 
15 tons per annum, equal, in maintaining ability, to 
90 tons of roots, orto the addition of one-fifth to the 
stock which may be kept. Ifany one will go through 
the calculation, he will find that the saving on cows, 
cattle, and sheep food, thus effected, will permit the 
keeping of 30 more sheep. "These calculations proeced 
on the assumption that the sheep and cattle are kept 
under shelter; to be sure, a sheep so circumstaneed 
will not consume 28 Ibs. of Turnips daily, but there is 
so great a waste in cleaning them, &c., that this is a safe 
datum to found a calculation upon. 

The farm will therefore maintain two horses and 
four cows all the year round; and five oxen and 90 
sheep from October to June. 

Let us now consider the Annuar Cost or LABOUR. 
on this farm. : 
30 acres of Wheat, drilled at 25. . 

hoed, at 5s. . 
harvested, at 10s. soe 15 
thrashed 135 qrs., at5s 33 15 0 

[2 
3 acres of Beans, drilled, at 2s. 

hoed, at 6s. 
harvested, 
thrashed, 120 b: v 

3 acres of Carrots, drilled, at 2s., 
hoed, at 15s. . 
harvested, at ll. . 

6 acres of Swedes, drilled, at 2s.. 
hoed, at 10s. . 
harvested, at 10s.. 

6 acres of Mangold Wurzel, dibbled, at 3s. 018 0 
hoed 3 times, at 10s... 3 0 0 
harvested, at 10s, .... 3 € 0 

6'aeres of Cabbages and T 
l 

Cultivation o: 
Managemen 

t 

man all the year, at 12s, 
One boyin winter with him, 
weeks . 

One ploughman, át 12s... eee esee e eren dee e veees SLOL TO 
Say one strong lad all the year round at odd jobs, at 

Se Dex. WEEN vised deese s 3esdéslen se éeedsoevo revere DAOG 

£180 18.0; 

Cost of Food. for Stock. 
180 bushels of Oats, at 3s, . .... .. 
15 tons of cake or its equivalent. 

Rent fOr one year, at 21,9 e eeeé e eee eeeo eso BIG 20 

6 acres of 
co 2 8 g $ & $ S a 3 EJ = a 

elooooococ E30 0 
The following, then, is the Annuat Expense. on this 

far 
Labour 
Food 

£511 18 0 

The CarrraL required for this Farm will be as 
follows::—Supposing it to be taken from a tenant who 
has pursued this system of cultivation, his manure and 
the cultivation in the land will have to be paid for. 
This will eost-as-follows :— 
Half the cost of cultivating fallow’crops of 

the previous year, including manure, 24 
acres, at say 3l.. £72 0 0 

Cost of Clover seed eens? .0F-0) 
Manure, say 1000 cubic yards, at 3s. 6d. .. 175 0 0 

= £253 0 © 
Implements. 

One plough, 5j. ; two'pair of harrows, 51. : two horse 
hoes, 40. ; one roller, 101. ; two carts, 202, ; one cul- 
tivator, 100, ; one Turnip cutter, 5}. ; one steaming 

ils, &c., 3l. ; stable and other 
"UT Sca c E 

clo. 

apparatus, 5l. ; pails, 
implements, 2l. ; hurdles, go 

2 horses, at 307. 
4 cows, at 157, 
5 oxen, at 127. . 

90 sheep, at 80s, 

One year's labour, food, seed, and rent .... 

£1149 18 © 
This is equal to £18 : 10s, per acre. 

Labour, food, seed, and rent. 
Five per cent. on capital ..... oe 

Tue ANNUAL Cost or CurrivATION on this farm will be 
.. £511 18 0 

7 2 

£569 0 0 

The following is.an estimate of the ANNUAL RETURNS 
or CULTIVATION :— 

Wheat, 135 qrs., at 59s, ... 00 Beans, 15 qrs., at 36s, ... . oo 4 cows will each pay 8l. perannum . 08200 
5 oxen will pay 6s. a week for their keep from 

Oct. 1 to June 20; 38 weeks,at30s....... 57 0 0 
90-sheep will pay 8d. a week for their keep 
from Oct.1toJune20; 38weeks, at 3... 114 0 0 

£581 0 0 
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This just about balances the expenses, hardly any- 

thing more. I give it just as the result (unforeseen) of 
the calculations on the data with which I started ; but 

it is very obvious to any one that land farmed so highly 
28.I have suggested will not stop at yielding 36 bushels 

of Wheat, per acre, nor 20 tons of. Swedeseither. Land 
on which 3/. worth per acre of bought food for cattle is 
annually consumed, must increase rapidly in fertility, 
and the moderate crops which I have calculated on will S. 
soon be exceeded. — M. S. 

ON THOROUGH DRAINING. 
' Bzronz entering on the drainage of land to the vast 
extent it must be carried on this year in Ireland, the 
Subject demands our most serious attention, our deepest 
consideration. Even by some of the cleverest of men 
its greatest and first principles are but darkly seen, 
while with others I must think erroneous views have 
not yet been entirely got rid of. In calling the atten- 
tion of Irish landlords to the subject, I feel some diffi- 
dence, for it is, as though I said I knew better than 
others; which, although a very common failing, few 
like to appear to throw so far away the mask of modesty 
as to acknowledge it, 

Some difference of opinion still exists as to the depths 
of drains, the areas of their porosity, and the distances 
at which they should be drawn, as the readers of the 
Agricultural Gazette ave well aware. Mr. Smith, of 
Deanston—I might have said the deservedly renowned 
Mr. Smith—though still contending for the shallow 
draining and narrow distances he originally adopted, 
has been long in the transitory mood, and has aban- 
doned, to.a considerable extent, his original principle of 
the furrow drainage for the more modern one of Mechi, 
Parkes, Grey, &c., of thorough drainage ; indeed, like 
all converts, I see he lias taken the extreme coté, for 
le has become so renegade to hia old friend the furrow 
that nothing but the top of the ridge will now content 
him for his drain. 

As-I am not going to admit the superiority of his 
shallow drains, I Shall first take the liberty of ques- 
tioning his claim of superior experience over Mechi, 
Parkes, &c., in thorough draining. I do not dispute it 
in furrow draining; in this he has the right of invention, 
and from the length of time he practised it of experi- 
ence too ; but his experience of thorough drainage is 
but cocval with theirs, it is a thing of yesterday, the 
word itself has been but just taken in its present ac- 
ceptance. Till very lately, furrow and thorough were 
used indiscriminately ; and when a distinetion began 
to be made, thorough was rather taken in the sense of 
complete, perfect (and I am inclined to think Mr. 
mith is somewhat disposed to regard it still in that 

sense), than in its now derivative one of through. 
To the principle of thorough (through) drainage, 

Mr. Smith’s furrow drainage is as opposed as one thing 
can well be to another. The thorough drainage of 
Mechi, Parkes, &c., is a passage of the rain water 
through the unstirred subsoil into the drain, detained 
in the soil till it has parted with its ammonia, &c. The 

Ow drainage of Mr, Smith was the passage of rain 
water over, or but little under, the surface into covered 
drains in the furrows, from whence the system derived 
ts . And for this purpose the. drains were 
directed to be filled in with light and porous materials, 
their original clayey earth being scattered over the 
ridges. For the former deep drains are evidently essen- 
tial ; for the latter shallow ones were as evidently best 
adapted, and their depth was therefore incidental to the 
depth at which it was intended the surface should be 
worked. By the férmer wide distances are effectually 
drained with sufficient expedition, and with a small 
area of porosity (an inch pipe); to the latter narrow 
distances were requisite to prevent the water of heavy 
rains running off along the tops of the furrows carrying 
with it the finer and richer particles of the soil ; for the 
Same reason a large area of porosity was also required. 

o me Mr. Smith does not appear to have formed à 
p of the distinguishing features of thorough 

and deep draining. He talks of a just medium for the 
depths of drains, by which he understands, I believe, 
such a depth as will place the upper part of the.stone- 
filling some three or four inches below the stirred soil. 
Mechi’s just medium is a balance between the expence 
and the depth of the drain somewhere between five and 
ten feet. But Mr. Smith says—“ if the drains are 
made too deep"—and what is too deep ?—“ the water 
would remain longer in the soil than would be either 
necessary or useful, Now, letting alone that the ad- 
vocates of deep drains affirm that the water runs 
quicker off from. them, it is yet a: problem. how long it 
is necessary or useful for the water to remain in the 
Soil before itis drained off, It should remain in it 
until it has parted with its ammonia, &e.; but how 
long this is will depend much upon the quantities of 
these matters coutained in the soil ; falling on a soil 
exhausted of the extraneous matters contained in rain- 
water and full of matter capable of being acted on by 
the acidifying principles it brings with it, the smallest 
possible space of timé may be long enough ; but if the 
soil is saturated with these matters and does not con- 
tain disengaged bases for the acidifying principles to act 
on, we ean searcely conceive (irrespective of the effects 
of excess of water on living vegetable tissue, and which 
does not here enter into consideration), that the rain- 
water can remain too long in the ‘soil -or percolate 
through too great an extent of earth, 

Now, if drains act at 5 feet deep, and that they do so 
we have a vast preponderance of evidence and experi- 
ence against Mr, Smith, they must drain the soil to that 

its commencement, and never sold nor was in any way 
t depth, and supposing on the hypothesis of Mr. Smith, 

but without acceding toit, that the rain-water d d 4 

01. 

d with anything but a genvine article, which 
nt I am prepared to establish upon oath should tati 

as straight as it could go by force of tion, as 

drained to the depth of 5 feet would absorb a given | 

quantity of water with greater rapidity tham. a soil 
drained only to the depth of 2 feet, and leave the sur- | 
face sooner in a fit state to be operated on by man, let 

the draining from it be either quick or slow, for water 

cannot percolate so rapidly horizontally as it will de- 

seend perpendicularly by its gravity. The action of 

drains at 2 ft. 6 ins. below the surface, and at 5 feet 

must be very different—we shall sce that their effects 

are so ; for admitting with Mr. Smith that (with some 

trifling variation), in shallow drains the rain-water 

descends directly through the broken ground by its 

gravity, “and then along the surface of the subsoil 

which had never been mechanically moved, into the 
drains.” Yet with deep drains this is not the case; 

true, we may suppose the water to descend perpendi- 

cularly through the broken soil a depth of less than 

2 feet; but as upwards of 2 feet of the subsoil that has 

not been mechanically moved is made dry by the ope- 

ration of the drain placed 5 feet below the surface, as 

there are 3 feet of rammed. and solidified clay over the 
pipe in the drain, the.rain-water cannot as in the shal- 

low drains rum along the surface of the mechanically 

unmoved subsoil into the drains, but must penetrate 
through it in concentrated radii to the drain-pipe, and 

this properly constitutes the great distinguishing feature 

of thorough, or as it-ought to be called, through 
drainage. P Fond 

The various fertilizing matters held in solution in 

the main-water, and the acidifying principles it brings 

with it over and above those which it may have lost in 

its rapid passage through the broken soil ; a soil pro- 

bably already saturated with these matters and princi- 

ples, are thus carried into and through every part of 

the subsoil, and there finding crude alkalies, earths, and 

metallic oxides, form salts, and in the course of a short 

time change this sterile and inert bulk of soil, 3 feet 

in thickness, into a nutritious and active earth, 

The roots of plants now descend through this mecha- 

nically unstirred subsoil till they reach a still lower 

soil which has not been deprived of its surplus water. 

ut as the growth of a plant above the surface always 

has a relative proportion to the growth of its root be- 

low the surface, we have in these deep drained soils a 

vegetation of far superior luxuriance to that of the 

shallow drained soils. We have then not only a saving 

of expense in the deep and wide apart system of drain- 
age, but we obtain a fertile soil to the depth of four or 
five feet. 

In calling the attention of the landlords of Ireland to 
this subject, I would also suggest to them, that as a 

difference of opinion may subsist. between them and the 
Board of Works as to the system of drainage to be 

carried out, they have a just right, as being most inte- 

rested, to stipulate for the one they think fit; the only 
interest of the Government is that the improvement 

effected be such as shall inerease the value of the land 
to the amount of the outlay, and any system of drain- 

age with reasonable care will do this.—4. M. Goodiff, 

Granard, Oct. 15, 1846. 

Home Correspondence. 
Compound Guano.—My attention has been called to 

an article in your valuable journal of the 3d instant, 
respecting a circular of mine which has come into your 

hands, upon “compound guano." In that article you 
invite me to solve certain propositions respecting the 
compound, which I now take the liberty of doing ; and 
shall feel obliged by your insertion of this letter, In 

the first part of your article, you say, “ that the infer- 
ence you draw from my circular is, that you haye been 
quite wrong all this time in looking sharp after the 
genuine article.” his inference I consider quite 

foreign to any statement in my circular, and amata 
loss to understand how you came to such a deduction, 
I state, most distinctly, that it isa combination of 

genuine guano. ou next ask for enlightenment on 
this subject: “how the quality of anything can be 
affected by mixing with itself?” The answer to the 
question is so simple, that I wonder it should have been 
put. Perhaps you are not aware that the wine you 

drink after dinner is 19 times out of 20 mixed and com- 
pounded.of different sorts to give it flavour and qua- 
lity ; and why ! that the produce of different vineyards 
are distinguished for different flavours and qualities. 
It is the same with coffee and sugar grown in different 
parts of the world, each bearing a different feature as 
to quality and appearance peculiar to itself. And 
arguing from the same analogy in guano, is it an un- 
reasonable deduction where the same is confirmed by 
experience and facts, to take advantage of the varieties 

of the different importations, and select from those that 

which bears the most opposite qualities, as in the case 

of the:compound, namely, the Peruvian and Saldanha 

Bay guanoes, which are distinguished for different fea- 

tures—the one for richness in ammonia, the other for 

richness in the phosphates, both excellent peculiarities 
for,fertilisation.; and I.assert, an admixture of these 

properly adjusted, forms a guano of great value as afer- 
ülizer; and I am mot singular in my opinion on this 

article, but am borne:out by:men of experience both as 

chemists and iculturi In lusion allow me, 

in justness to myself and those connected with the 

article in-question, to say, that J never in my life was a 
party, or had anything whatever to do with adulterating 

guano. L have been engaged in the guano trade from | 

such a course be deemed necessary.— Geo. Jos. Ashton, 
82, Mark-lane, London. : - 

Preparation of Manurc.— You ask me to give you a 
£ s. d. estimate of the expense of carrying out my plan 
of manufacturing manure, in manure bin towers. 

Perhaps the fairest way of doing this will be to com- 

pare it with the present practice, as given in detail in 

an excellent article on Measure Work, at page 451, in 

the Gazette ; and I will, in order to do this in a/elear 
manner, place the two plans in juxtaposition :— "323 
Expense as given in detail at | Expense in-Manwre Bin Towers. 

age 45 My prices as correctly as T 
canstate them (without prae-. 
tieal knowledge on the sub- 
ject), are on the manure ina 
manufactured state. 

and d.| 1, Annual charge on out- 
23 

a ARNEE AnA if Iunderstand 
them correctly, are charged 
on the manure in a manufac- 
tured state, 
1. Filling in yard, 

carting to heap 
First turning 
Second turning 
Loading and Garti 
Dividing in Field . 
Spreading +. .. 

i 

i B5 F B Z B tured 
state «^ . 

. Labour in whe 
ter, &c. to the 

E rey 
EE 

=| oe | ote e 

occasional pumping of 
liquid manure .. .. 

. Leading and carting the 
manure, and spreading 
directly upon the land 2 

* 

T 
It would at first sight appear that my plan does ves 

effect any saving in the manufacturing of manure ; but 
such is-not the ease, as I will endeavour to show. In 
the first place, the manufactured manure in the bins 
would be-more perfectly decomposed, and therefore oc- 
cupy less-spaee than such as is ordinarily carted out of 
foldyards, or, indeed, in any subsequent state before it 
is spread upon the land. This would effect a consider- 
able saving in time,labour, and cartage. Secondly, 
there is the saving of cartage to the heaps, described as 
part of the first operation. Thirdly, the saving of time 
and labour in dividing the manure into heaps in the 
field, preparatory to its being spread broadeast or 
otherwise. It must be remembered that the manure 
as manufactured according to my plan, may be carted 
direct from the tower to the field, and there spread 
upon the land. These several savings would, in m: 
humble judgment, amount to nearly one-half the total 
expence of the existing practice ; then if so much ean 
be saved in time and labour of man, horse, and cart, 
there must be a ponding saving in h flesh and 
wear and tear of cart, &c. The charge of 3d. per cubic 
yard on the manufactured manure in my plan, is made 
out of the interest on the outlay in erecting the tower, 
&e. Now I think that a good part of this 3d. 
might be very fairly set off against the wear and tear 
of that portion of-eartage saved by my plan. 
in remarking on my article at p. 652, that the doing 
away with the first cartage would be no saving, because 
the horses must otherwise be idle. But why should 
either man or horse be idle? At any period of the 
year:eould they not be employed in the transposition of 
Scils.on.a farm where such a plan is practicable; orin 
leading road scrapings, &e , and the various materials 
to be procured in large towns? If, by judicious and 
skilful management, more and better manure could be 
made at home, and at less cost of time and labour than 
heretofore, could not such time and labour be employed 
in the manner described, or in such other description of 
work as would suggest itself to the mind of any intelli- 
gent man? I do not contemplate the necessity of 
leading manufactured manure at the busy season of 
spring, neither would it be profitable to do so with im- 
perfectly decomposed organic matter ; it might remain 
in. the bins till wanted at the proper season of the year. 
In another part of the same article you say that it is 
doubtful.if we ean, by merely mechanical arrangement, 
wholly save the volatile parts of manure. Of course we 
cannot, because if a gas is once generated there is no 
other way of preventing its escape but by that of pre- 
senting a body with which it will combine, such, for 
instance, as those you mention ; but my object is not to 
let the process get-so far as to generate the ammo- 
niacaligas,. The -heat neeessary for the decomposition 
of the animal.and vegetable matter if kept within cer- 
tain limits, would not, Lapprehend, have the etfect of 
disengaging the gases to any wasteful extent ; but if 
inereased beyond those limits, rapid decomposition will 
take place, with great loss of elementary matter, which 
would be dissipated in the at 1 u ted 
into fixed substances by the acids, &e., usually em- 
ployed for that purpose, I-fear that I have not given 
a very satisfactory answer to your question of expense, 
Indeed it was not possible without an opportunity of 
doing it experimentally ; but I trust that enough 
been said to place the matter fairly before your readers. 
— Henry Liddell, Beverley-road, Hull, Oct. 14. 
P.S.— What do you think of sprinkling litter, &c., as it 
is put into the bins, with a caustic solution of potash or 
soda (the latter would be the cheapest)? The lime em- 
ployed in rendering the alkalies caustic might go in 
with the liquor. Of course there would only be $0 
much of it used as was necessary to moisten the ma- 
terials and excite fermentation, My object in suggest- 
ing the use -of solutions of caustic alkalies is this :—I 
think they would probably in some degree effect the so- 
lution of the silica in the straw, and thereby destroy its 
organic structure. If this could be done, it would 
hasten the decomposition and reduce the bulk of the 

P 
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manure ; it would also make it more friable, and its 
effects too as a fertilizer would be improved. The tem- 
perature of the mass during decomposition would 
increase the acticn of the solution. Cold solutions 
would operate very slowly ; but we know that boiling 
ones act very rapidly on animal matter. These of 
course are but crude ideas.—H. L. 

To Harvest Roots, &c.— As the season for drawing 
Turnips is approaching, I shall feel obliged by your 
stating next week the best method of storing them. 
The practice here is to pile them in long rows, six or 
eight feet wide, and thatch over; but I think I have 
read in some of your papers a recommendation either 
to use hurdles, or raise wicker-work a foot or more in 
height, filling the spaces with straw some weeks after. 
Is this correct? Is it not also necessary that the 
bottoms of the rows should be quite dry? May 
the tops of Mangold Wurzel be now cut without 
injury to the root—though they are still very 
green and fresh? Do they require more careful 
storing than Turnips? Some time ago you had 
a from a pondent, signed * Water- 
house, near Bath,” advocating “Stall Feeding," and 
offering to state his practice and to furnish a plan of a 
cow-house. Could you obtain this, as I am about 
erecting some cattle sheds, and am anxious to follow out 
house feeding as far as practicable? My cows have 
been in the house most part of the past summer, and 
their produce in milk and butter is fully equal to my 
neighbours—they were fed on Vetches and sown Grass 
in spring, and during summer on meadow Grass cut 
twice and three times—grown from tank liquid. I am 
about erecting a two-horse power (ordered at New- 
castle, from Barrett, Exall, & Co.) thrashing machine 
—not so much for the purpose of thrashing (on my 
farm of 110 acres) as for cutting hay and straw for my 
stock. Will you kindly inform me how far I may work 
this out to advantage,— especially with respect to horses. 
My stock consists of five horses and a pony, 19 milch 
cows, and 10 yearlings and calves. My intention is to 
keep 20 milch cows, and rear six or eight calyes— 
feeding that number of my stock each winter. My 
farm is divided into 14 fields—two of them old meadow 
—two I purpose leaving in permanent pasture, and 
working 10 ona five course rotation of Turnips and 
Mangold, Wheat, sown Grass, one year's pasture, Oats. 
Please say if you consider this good practice, and oblige 
—A young Farmer and Constant Reader, Whitehaven. 
{This is a very good rotation. The leaves of Mangold 
Wurzel, as long as they were green, fed the root, 
therefore, you should not remove them. Many thanks 
for your intention of reporting progress. ] 

American Farming.—In a late Number you give 
an account of Mr. A. Van Bergen’s farming, from the 
Albany Cultivator, which mode of managing a farm 
must put all our first-rate farmers to the blush, on a 
farm of 700 acres, 500 of which are cleared, of which 
300 acres are in mowing and 100 under the plough this 
Pe and he has only three men and three pairs, of 
orses, and their drivers, I presume ; but the descrip- 

tion states that * three men, under the direction of Mr. 
Van Bergen, have done all the hand labour on the 
farm from the opening of the spring to the 1st of June. 
The secret of accomplishing so much with so few hands, 
lies in the performance of much of the hardest portion 
of the work by improved implements drawn by horses.” 
Now, as the British farmers have to meet this 
produce raised so cheaply by implements, and must 
anticipate a great advance of wages caused by the 
great demand for labour which there will be if only the 
railways go on for which bills have been obtained, he 
must have cheap and effective implements, and I should 
say every farmer’s newspaper and magazine should give 
for the benefit of their subscribers, engravings of all 
prized implements drawn to a seale, so that it will 
enable a farmer to have them made at the cheapest 
rate (if they are not patented). You, in your Paper, 
used to give us drawings of useful implements, but 
your pages for a long time have not been graced with 
any; some time back you promised us a drawing of the 
Norwegian Harrow—as that is not a patented imple- 
ment (only the way of raising the rowels out of the 
ground, has been registered to Mr. Richard Stratton, of 
Bristol, which may be as well done the way of the Uley 
Cultivator, and many others), please to draw it to a 
scale so that a common blacksmith may make one. In 
the “ Journal of the Royal English Agricultural 
Society,” there is a part of the prize essay on agrieul- 
tural implements by Mr. J. Morton, published. Why 
the other part was not given, I am not able to say, but 
I should say it is to be regretted. As you have shown 
a desire to give every instruction to farmers, I am sure 
if you see this in the same light as I do, you will do 
all in your power to procure the desired information, 
and plans of implements for farmers. Can the Albany 
Cultivator be easily procured in England 1—Mna’s 
Isle. [In America, land is cheap and labour dear. 
Farmers there cultivate “ extensively ;” they occupy a 
large extent, and employ little labour. We kno 
nothing of Mr. Van Bergen’s farming, excepting what 
that paragraph told us, but from the general character 
of American farming (the unavoidable result of the 
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“intensive” than his. Our cireumstances justify the 
employment of more labour. We know not whether 
our pondent’s anticipations of cheap food and 
dear labour will ever be verified, but until they are, and 
until they are accompanied by an American cheapness 

of land (which we may safely assert that England will 
never see), Mr, Van Bergen’s farming is no example 
for us to follow, We may mention by the way that 
whatever be its influence on individual profit, it is, per- 
haps, a national fault in the East Lothian Farming that 
it employs so little labour, Our correspondent’s re- 
marks on the value to all parties of improved agricul- 
tural machinery are nevertheless perfectly true, but 
although the immediate effect of good horse or steam 
power machines is to diminish the cost of farming, it 
ultimately acts not by throwing hands out of employ, 
but by increasing the produce of the farm. Improved 
machinery has always been, and will always be, part of 
a system which employs a greater amount of labour: 
not certainly, however, in the manufacture of the same 
quantity of produce. Its profitableness to all parties con- 
sists in this that its cheaper produce so extends its own 
market as greatly to increase its manufacture. We 
lately gave a cut of Stratton’s implement, and, though 
other matter has hitherto occupied our columns, we 
have by no means lost sight of the series of articles on 
agricultural mechanics we have given in past volumes, 
and which still requires for its completion papers on 
the machines used in preparing our crops for food and 
for market, The Albany Cultivator, a very excellent 
American periodical, is published at Mr. H. Newman’s, 
bookseller, No. 199, Broadway, New York City. We 
do not know any London agent. ] 

Hocteries. 
STEWPONY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY, 

At the Stewpony Agricultural Association, W. W. 
Whitmore, Esq., made the following remarks at the 
annual meeting last week :— 

One great means of improvement is drainage ; 
indeed, it is the first and greatest ; and, in regard to it, 
I have no hesitation in recommending, as my decided 
opinion, that draining to the depth of 4 feet with pipes, 
is infinitely to be preferred to the old shallow plan. 
The effect of the deep draining is much greater, the ex- 
pense much less than the other ; and, after ample expe- 
rience, it is the unanimous opinion of my tenants that | N 
there is no comparison between the 4 feet draining sys- 

tem and the former plan of 2 feet 6 inches. I am 
carrying the new plan into effect to a great extent, on 
my own estate, and my mode of applying it is open to 
you all for examination, and I hope it may be found 
useful, I am also at present carrying on largely a sys- 
tem of irrigation conducted upon the most improved 
principles, from which I expect great results. It is 
right that I should mention that I have tried 
irrigation before without success, nay, even with 
injury ; but then I never found out the way of applying 
it properly ; and now that I have got hold of the proper 
mode, I have no doubt that I shall be amply repaid. 
Taught by former failures, now when I desire to 
practise any improved mode of husbandry, I look 
to that part of England where it is carried on. 
am ready to admit that a great deal of information may 
be got from books; but you may read to all eternity 
without becoming practically acquainted with the matter. 
If you are to have a practical knowledge of the process 
you must go and learn it where it is practised. Ac- 
cordingly I went to Kent to acquire my knowledge of 
deep draining, and I went for irrigation to the water 
mills of Dorsetshire, which are very beautiful works, 
and no one desirous of putting the plan in practice but 
will be repaid by seeing how it is carried on there. I 
am also of opinion that in carrying improvements into 
effect it is necessary to have some party who has been 
engaged in them where they are carried on ; accordingly 
I have brought workmen to effect the improvement on 
my estate, and when the plan is fully in operation, and 
I have instances of it to show the members of the 
Stewpony Society, I shall then consider that I have 
been of some use. With regard to the manufacture and 
storing of manure, I have tried the system referred to 
in the report, viz., box-feeding, but on a small scale. I 
am convinced that it is an immense improvement on the 
usual plan of making and preserving manures. In box- 
feeding the animal is in no degree injured, nor its 
health in the least impaired, though perhaps it might 
look brighter in the eye when fed otherwise. You are 
aware that there is a cavity below the box which is fitted 
up with a grating, and becomes filled with dung. 
Now, although I have left that for six months without 
emptying, the animal has thriven and experienced no 
ill effect, nor shown a single symptom of disease. It is 
true the labourers who took it out felt it a little ; it 
made their eyes water and their noses sneeze, but did 
no greater harm, I think it must be apparent that this 
dung not haying been dried by the sun nor watered by 
the rain, but all its solid and liquid parts retained, must 
be vastly more efficacious than that collected on the old 
system. What is the usual system of manufacturing 
manure? The turning a few poor miserable animals 
into the straw yard, and when the straw is rotten you 
call that manure! It is nothing of the kind. I have 
seen straw actually thrown into the streets to be con- 
verted into something black and dirty, and then it is 
called manure. This is absurd ; and I contend that a 
most material point in farming is the proper prepara- 
tion and preserving of manure. 

Mr. Baker: What depth do you drain, Mr. Whitmore? 
The President: Four feet. The cost of applying 

irrigation I find to be from 127 to 157. an acre; but 
what is the result? Suppose my i in this 
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have an extra ton of hay to the acre, so that land that 
formerly let “at 40s. an acre will be richly worth 80s. 
I think also that where agriculture is carried to a high 
pitch a system of double manuring goes on, and, pro- 
vided your land is clean where that takes place, very 
large crops will be yielded. After some further re- 
marks, the hon. gentleman concluded by saying that he 
hoped to see the farmers of England take that com- 
manding station among the agriculturists of the world 
which her manufacturers had done ; and if he could in 
any way promote so desirable a result he would feel 
that he had not lived altogether in vain, 

WITHAM LABOURERS’ FRIEND SOCIETY. 
Ar the late annual meeting of this Society, excellent 

speeches were delivered by Messrs. Mechi, Hutley, 
Foster, and others. We give a report abridged from 
the Chelmsford Chronicle. 

On the subject of deep drainage, Mr. Mrcur stated, 
as far as his own experience went, he could state that 
he had a 13 acre field drained 5 feet deep, in a very 
strong loam, and put Wheat on it ; he had the adjoin- 
ing field of the same sort mole-ploughed 16 inches deep, 
and also put Wheat on it. The latter in the winter 
looked better, but he then said, “ in the month of May 
that field will go to Halsted fair, for that is the trying 
time ; when the roots want to descend they will find a 
check in the cold undrained soil—it will go back, and 
my deep drained field will go on unchecked.” All his 
friends said no ; but the deep drained field went on, 
and the Wheat was 6 feet high, while the other was 
only 4. At harvest his man expressed his surprise at 
the lightness of the sheaves on the latter; and he had 
more corn, from one to two quarters an acre, on the 
field that was drained than on the other. He was quite 
aware that there existed in this county a strong preju- 
dice against deep drainage, and he was anxious that 
every one should try an acre in each field—if he was 
wrong convict him by facts and not taunt him by pre- 
judices, Perhaps some gentlemen had done so, and 
could give him their opinion. He paused for an answer, 
one. He was sorry for it. It was not right certainly 

that a man would not drain an acre of land to convict 
him if he was wrong. He was more anxious upon the 
matter, because it was of national importance. The; 
knew that farming was but aslow way of getting money, 
and he was quite sure, with ordinary management, in a 
wet season, on undrained land, it was a fast way of 
losing it. "They were constantly hearing of agricultur- 
ists who were leaving their farms after three or four 
years of wet seasons ; they constantly hear it said of 
such and such a person, “ he is going away having lost 
his capital, poor fellow ; he went in with a capital of 

| three or four thousand pounds, and he has lost it,” and 
if deep draining would prevent this, how important was 
it that it should be done. A wet season did no injury 
on deep drained land. He was quite sure that heaven’s 
rains were the greatest blessings we could have, except 
just at harvest time ; and it was the opinion of Mr. 
Pusey and others that when a farm was drained, the 
farmer could hardly have too much rain. So much for 
drainage. He should be happy to give his opinion at 
any time upon the matter, but he said, “Till you con- 
viet me of being wrong, do not taunt me.” He must 
say that he was not satisfied with the agriculture of this 
county — he was not satisfied with his own, for he 
thought there was room for improvement; but there 
was more room for it amongst his friends. We had 
amongst us some eminent agriculturists, but they were 
not perfect. Mr, Hutley was one of the best agricul- 
turists in the county, but he was not a real good one 
yet. Before he was a good agriculturist, he must save 
the strong tea, the best part of the manure of his farm, 
which was to be seen as black as ink standing before 
his house, He merely quoted him as an instance, 
because he had no excuse for doing so, for his buildings 
were in a straight line, and the works might be soon 
made by which the liquid manure might be easily 
saved ; and further, he was not a good farmer in 
this respect, nor was any man, who used that bar- 
barism called a waggon. No man could use a 
waggon without doing violence to his own con- 
seience, (Laughter.) He acknowledged there was 
great antiquity about a waggon, and there might be 
a feeling of pride in the farmer who saw his four fine 
horses in a line leaving his yard with a great red 
waggon following, but it was not a satisfaction in the 
pocket. If they were to have the waggon—if the bulk 
was so important—he said “do away with that lumber 
at the bottom, put it on a pair of wheels on one axle 
with light shafts, and then you will see the difference.” 
The facts relating to this question had been multiplied 
by the Royal Agricultural Society and others, and what 
was it but from prejudice that they continued the 
waggon? Altogether it was wrong and unprofitable, 
and he should be ready for a sweepstakes or anything 
that might be proposed to test the merits at harvest 
time. It could be easily done. He would send any 
farmer two or three carts, or he should send him two 
or three waggons, and it would be easily decided, so that 
it might be a settled question in the county. There 
was another question in this county—were they to 
disturb the ground deep or were they to plough it 
shallow? The impression he believed on the minds of 
the majority of the farmers was that it was wrong to 
plough or subsoil deep. They were right under the 

way to be at all comparable to those in the xest of 
Eugland, I shall obtain a bite of Grass in the month of 
March when it is nowhere else to be had, and I shall 

of the case, for so long as 
deep drainage was not admitted to be good in a strong 
soil, they dare not subsoil; it would be dangerous to 
disturb the land deeper than the open furrow, unless 
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Vhey put drains to carry off the water. But he trusted 

the chairman would come to his farm and see the 

difference in the subsoiled and unsubsoiled part of a 

field. The crop was put in the same day, and after he 

had been absent from the farm some time, on return- 

ing, he met his man, poor old Mayne, who said * I am 

done now, I could not have thought that drainage would 

have made that difference.” He (Mr. Mechi) told him 
he hoped many more in Essex would be done, and 
would follow out the plan. A gentleman had told him 

to-day that in his crop of Swedes there was a great 
differenee between the part that was subsoiled, and 

that which was not. Therefore these three things 
must be added to Mr. Hutley to make him the best 

Ófarmer in the county; and he believed that he was & 

man of that good common sense that would not allow 

his préjudiees to get the better of facts. There was 

another subject that he was not satisfied with, that was 

the treatment of horses. They were not treated in the 

most profitable way. He believed it was wrong to turn 

them out at night, and to give them their food uncut. 

He believed it was the cheapest way to cut up all their 

green food, and mix it with straw cut into chaff; to 

give them a dry well ventilated stable, and keep them 

there when not at work, for exercise they got enough 

of when they went to plough. He had proved this by 

his own farrier’s bill, which had not amounted to more 

than two shillings for eight horses. They often heard 

a person say that his horse had got the gripes, it turned 

to inflammation, and they lost their horse, and that 

arose from their being turned out, for if a man was 

turned out in the wet he would be likely to get inflam- 

mation too. Another question was, the quantity of 

seed to be sown. He had tried some experiments in 
this, and he was fully convinced that thin sowing must 
follow a perfect state of agriculture ; drainage was 
again involved in the result of thin sowing ; and the 
result of his own experience had been that more than 
one bushel of corn per acre had not produced a corres- 

ponding advantage in the crop, but he had grown as 

much from one bushel as from two or three, in fact he 

had grown more. There was his old bog, which had 

been considered good snipe ground, and never produced 

five shillings an acre to the tenant, on that ground 

he had grown twelve quarters of wheat, weighing 

65 pounds the bushel, and he had five loads per acre 

of straw. Therefore the return per acre on that had 

been 22/., selling the corn at 147. a load, not at the 

resent price ; yet he was told that that was a job that 

would not pay, and even Pearson, who drained it, said 

it would not pay. If that could be done profitably in 

this case, it could be done in another; and they knew 

there were many bogs in Ireland, and in this kingdom, 

on which capital might be invested tothe advantage of the 

country. A gentleman near him sowed thick because 

e was afraid of the wire-worm, but if they sowed thin, 

and had Crosskill’s roller to crush the ground in the 

spring, there was no danger in that. Without that thin 

sowing would be wrong. He was quite convinced that 

a bushel of seed per acre was sufficient: he should not 

use more on 40 or 50 acres this year; but he was 

afraid to try less, though he had tried 3 pecks, and that 

had produced more than 9 pecks did. Then as to the 

form of buildings in this county they were disgraceful 

and discreditable to them. The rotten board and thatch 

that he had seen were very discreditable, Everything 

that was possible should be made of iron, and bricks, 

and slate, for board and thatch were unprofitable as a 

permanent investment. If they had not money to d 

it, of course that altered the case ; but the prineiple 

earried out on railway works and buildings in the city 

would be the principle to be applied to farmeries if the 
means existed. He would not go into the question of 

hedge-rows and timber ; that was a delicate question. 

(Cheers). He felt a little hurt at that cheer. These 

gentlemen did not cheer him when he told them they 

wasted their liquid manure, nor when he told them 

their waggons were barbarisms. There was no doubt 

the fences were a disgrace to the tenantry, and the pol- 

lards and timber were disgraceful to the landed gentry. 

He was sure our fences were not to be compared with 

those of Norfolk or of Cambridgeshire. The fences 

here were some of them as high as that room, but 

there was no difficulty in getting through them. As to 

pollards it was actual barbarism. hen they got them 

home they were not wortha shilling a-piece, and there- 

fore he recommended the landlords to cut down the 

pollards and burn them on the spot with the headlands, 

whieh were disgraceful to the farmers, and should be 

made into heaps of burnt earth and carried on to the 

and. He was sure the landlords were not aware of 

the loss that pollards and timbers were to them. The 

people of this country were increasing at a rapid rate, 

and where.was the food to come from? These things 

must come at last : we must cultivate our fields up to 

the very hedgerows, like the Chinese ; and why should 

we not come to it at once? He said this because he 

was anxious for the improvement of farming ; for his 

heart and soul were in it, and he felt that farming was 

a necessary and honourable profession, though not a 

very profitable one. He thanked them for the patience 

with which they had heard him, and he should be happy 

to enter on any experiment that he thought would 

benefit the agriculturist. 

Mr. Witam HurLEY: If the statement of Mr. 

Mechi went before the publie that the difference in the 

two crops he had alluded to came from deep draining, 

they would be deceived, because the crop in the field 
where the light sheaves were was after Beans, whil 
Mr. Mechi had fallowed and tilled his deep-drained land 
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‘all the summer, up to sowing the Coleworts and Mus- | lieved the straw would pay the whole cost of it, and that 
tard, which were ploughed in. The crop of Beans was 

on the land till Michaelmas, and he saw a good many 
weeds there : therefore this was a second crop, and if 
he did get more on the other land, it was no more than 

he deserved to do, without deep draining, Mr. Mechi 

told him in the spring that one field was going off, and 

the other coming on, to which he (Mr. H.) observed 

the deuce was in it if it did not, for one crop had got 

nothing under it, while the other had.—Mr. Mzcur: 
There was guano put upon the field where the Beans 

were, which he thought equalised them.—Mr. Hur.ey: 

State the tilths you gave them.—Mr. Mxcnr : I do not 

believe the land was ploughed above once or twice. 

Mrs HurLEY said, drainage seemed everything in 

Mr. Mechi's eyes; but there wanted something else 

besides that, and they must not attribute all to deep 

drainage. He had no doubt that the crop of Beans, 

&e., on the undrained field had paid as much in 

the market as the large crop of Wheat did. 

Mr. Hutley afterwards spoke of the discussion on 
tenant right at the London Farmers’ Club. He said, 

if they could establish a good code of tenant rights, 

it would-be a benefit not only to the occupier, but to the 

landlord ; because if capital was laid out and property 

put on an ‘estate, it would always be more valuable for 

any man to take, Now, if a man took a. farm on a 14 
years’ lease, the object in the first seven years was to 

put as much capital on it as he could ; and in the last 

seven years his object was to take it off. But this was 

not what they wanted. They wanted to grow as much 

as they could, and this could only be done by giving 
security to improvements partaking of a permanent cha- 

racter. He would give them an example of what he 

meant: the deep drains on his farm, which had cost 

him hundreds of pounds, would never be exhausted ; 

and, as they were a permanent advantage to the estate, 

why should not the landlord pay for them if he left the 

farm? And so important were those improvements 

that he knew many farms where he could go and grow 
two quarters more per acre. Those who advocated the 

establishment of a clear code of tenants’ rights, did not 

want to injure the landlord, but to obtain such security 
for the tenant that he could lay out his money in those 

permanent improvements, that another taking the farm 

would be ready to pay for. If this were not the case, a 

man would be seheming in all the ways he could togetout 

of it before the end of his term all that he had laid out 

upon his farm. The occupier wanted to know before 

the expiration of his lease whether he was to be conti- 
nued or not; and if not, that he should be paid for all 

the improvements that he had made (permanent im- 

provements, mind); and such would be the advantage 

of this, that it would be a benefit to the landlord, it 

would be a benefit to the tenant, and it would also be a 

a publie benefit, (Cheers.) He knew many instances in 

which men had drawn their fortunes from their farms, 

because they did not like to pay an advanced rent on 

their capital ; many men would leave when they should 

stop, because they had to get their capital back again, 

and should do it if they could—at least he should re- 
commend them to do so.—Mr, Hutley said he believed 

Mr. Foster could give some information as to the 

damage done by pollards. 
Mr. Fosrer : His landlord had offered to allow him 

to take down the pollards at a fair price, that was. at 
Js. 6d. each; he knew they were dear at that price, but 

he would give 5s. rather than they should stand. But | on 
the tree Mr. Hutley referred to was a small timber; it 
was worth about 6s. ; he had known it there himself for 
23 years, and he could state that it did 4s. worth of 
damage last year to his crop of Caraway. As to Mr. 
Mechi's deep draining with inch pipes, he drained with 
4 inch last year, and he did not find them large enough, 

for they ran full. 
Mr. Mrcut : How far apart} Mr. FOSTER : Two rods. 

—The Presipenr: What length were the drains? Mr. 

Foster : Sixty rods, and the depth of the drain 3 feet; 
they were completely full.—Mr. MxocHr: I apprehend 

they carried all the water away, though. Mr. Foster : 

After a time.—Mr. Mronr : The access to the pipes de- 

pends upon the friability of the soil. I do not appre- 

hend that any injury was done by the pipes running 

full if they carried off the water soon enough ; it would 

make only a difference of a few hours. I do not appre- 

hend that if the pipes had been bigger, they would have 

carried off the water quicker.—Mr. Foster : I think 

3 feet draining is deep enough. In Mr. Mechi’s stiff 

loam with sand in it, 5 feet may be necessary; but in our 
regular soil (a dry chalky loam), where you have to 

stub it up with a pickaxe, I do not think it acts so well. 

In cross drains and parallel drains, the cross drains 

seem to be the best, and to dry the land sooner. 
Mr. Hurttey said, the soil in which the draining was 

done to-day was as different from Mr. Mechi's as if it 

was not in the same country. 
Mr. Foster: In a meadow that grew nothing but 

rushes, in 4 or 5 acres he put 5-feet drains, but the 

roots got in and stopped them up; then Pearson drained 

it at 11 feet, and it was now the best piece of land he 

had got. With respect to guano sown in spring, he 

had tried it with aerop of Wheat ; it did it no good, but 

it did great good to the succeeding crop of Peas. 

The PnrsrpENT: Do you think it best to put the 

guano in with the Wheat, or to top-dress it in the spring ? 

Mr. Foster said he thought it best to put it in with the 

Wheat, and should this year put in with all his Wheat 

2 ewt. of guano, or a quarter of a ton of Rape-cake, per 

cre. 
Mr. HvrLEY said, he had put guano on, and he be- 

the produce of corn would be as large as the straw. 
The guano cost 1}. He had used guano for 100 acres 
of roots this year, and the effect was remarkable. He 
had also tried fish, at 25s. an acre, and the effect of 
this was extraordinary. This year he meant to use 
guano, for they could not grow too much; and with 
security of tenure (for that came in here again), the 
more vegetable matter they carried into the yards the 

more they could carry to market for sale ; and they 
must look on themselves as number one. Talking here 
freely, as they did, he hoped would have a good and 
kind effect ; for in the parishes where these things were 
earried out, the poor were better fed, better clothed, 
and better housed. The moment they wanted to make a 
man a Radieal they must empty his pocket. For his 
part, when he had security of tenure, he never ceased 
laying out his money; he never kept any, for he had 
no doubt the land was grateful and would well remune- 
rate the outlay ; they might depend on it there was no- 
thing so profitable as manual labour. Let them use 
manual labour to destroy the weeds, fór they should 
never grow weeds ; and he knew that land would pay 
for the use of money, and pay well. 

Mr. Mzcnui: It seemed to be thought that tozget rid 
of the water was the main object of deep drainage ; that 
was not so. It was to give the share of the plough an 
opportunity of going deeper, and the deeper the root of 
a plant went the higher and stronger the stem grew. 
That was an established fact. 

Mr. Dixon: Asto what Mr. Mechi had said, he could 
state that ali the work.on his farm had been done by 
carts, but he had made the dung-carts do it, fitted u] 
with large ladders. He had a cart from Bedfordshire ; 
he believed the cart was the better implement ; and 
though the men did not admire it at first, they now got 
on well with it, With respect to his land at Hatfield, 
he thought his average would hardly be sustained on a 
series of years. The land they farmed as high as they 
could in regard to expense, and the average of the last 
14 years had been 5 quarters 5 bushels for Wheat. It 
had been Wheated repeatedly ; and it struck him as 
out of the common way that it should yield Wheat re- 
peatedly, the produce being as large in the latter years 
as atthe beginning. 

Mr. Mxcur: Do you not think you would get more 
corn if you sowed less seed? Mr. Dixon: He sowed 
some after Mangold, and that was laid and damaged, 
and he believed he less there from thick sowing ; 
but from thick sowing he thought it was much cleaner 
than it would have been otherwise. 

Mebielos, 
Experimental Researches on the Food of Animals and 

the Fattening of Cattle, with Remarks on the Food of 
Man. By Rovert Duxpas Tomson, M.D., &e., &e. 
Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans. 

We would direct the attention of our readers to this 
little work, not merely as it contains a full report 
of the experinients álready referred to in our pages, 
which its author undertook on malt, Barley, and 
other substances, as food for cattle, but also as 
it contains a general view of the subjects of food and 
digestion, which it is of the greatest importance for 
farmers to be acquainted with. We shall have ample 
opportunity hereafter for considering many of the points 

which Dr. Thomson has written, in the meantime 
we must content ourselves with an extract. 

The following remarks on mastication point out very 
clearly the importance of reducing the food given to 

cattle, and especially to those which chew the cud, to 

as fine a state of division as possible. 
* In the human species a morsel of food is grasped 

by the front teeth of both jaws, which are each supplied 

with 16 teeth, making 32 in all. In those animals 

which chew the cud, as they have only one row of teeth, 

the food is less firmly grasped by the jaws, and there 

is, therefore, a greater necessity that it should be of a 

soft and pliable nature. By the assistance of the lips, 

jaws, tongue, and auxiliary muscles, the food is con- 

veyed into the cavity of the mouth, and by the aid of 

the tongue and lateral motion of the mouth it is placed 

between the opposing jaws, where it is masticated or 

ground to a proper consistence. But the action of the 

jaws in grinding the morsel introduced between them 

atthe same time elicits the compressing power of the 

muscles of the cheek upon the parotid gland, which is 

situated in man in front of the ear, and expels its 

secreted fluid, the saliva, into the mouth, to assist in 
comminuting the nutritive matter. Besides this me- 

chanical action, there is, however, a nervous sympathy 

called into operation. The mastieated matter acts upon 

the tongue and adjacent parts, inducing a sympathy 

with the glands placed under the tongue, and causes 

them to pour out their copious contents. The object 
of mastication or chewing is, therefore, to reduce the 

food to such a consistence as shall fit it for its reception 

and proper digestion in the stomach. This is well illus- 

trated in the instance of animals which are not supplied 
with teeth. 

€ Tse common fowl, for example, is destitute of these 

grinding apparatus, but it has a muscular mechanism, 
termed the gizzard, which powerfully compresses the 

introduced food, and by means of pebbles and stones, 

which are a necessary article of food with the class of 

animals referred to, an artificial substitute for the teeth 

is provided. In graminivorous animals, we shall pre- 

sently find that a substitute for the second row of teeth 

is provided in the operation of rumination, or chewing 



ly 

. in hot water; they were then fed on erushed Barley 
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the cud. From attention to these facts, therefore, we are 
taught that the preparatory step of digestion consists in 
the fine division of solid food by means of the apparatus 
set apart in the mouth for this purpose, and its mixture 
with a certain amount of fluid saliva to render it more 
dilute. 
“The importance of the proper grinding of the food, 

and of rendering it as soluble as possible, can be well 
appreciated by such individuals as have been the sub- 
jects of indigestion, from the eructation of morsels of 
food, of gases, and of acid guor. It isscarcely neces- 
sary to remark, that similar rules are applicable to the 

inferior animals, and more particularly in the state of 
confinement to which most of them are more or less 
subjected when they are made to minister to the wants 
of the human species. The following comparative 
Table exhibits this fact ina sufficiently striking manner. 
Two cows were fed on entire Barley and m; alt; steeped 

and malt, pre epared i in the same manner. The influence 
of the finer division of the grain in augmenting the pro- 
duct of milk places the importance of this position be- 
yond all eavil :— 

ROWN COW. 
xi: = ria mes in Peri ods 

Days. | of 5 Day 

Ibs. | Ts. 
Entire Barley and Grass .. { 1 e 

(j 
Entire malt and Grass de ( E | Ei 

Crushed Barley, Grass, and f Ir p 
hay... " m wak 110 110 

97 1064 
Crushed malt and hay I. i nod 

* An inspection of this Table shows, i that-with the « 
tire Barley the milk diminished during the second five 
days of the experiment, while with the crushed Barley 
the milk had a tendency to increase during each suc- 
ceeding period. In all such experiments there are con- 
tinually occurring irregularities, of which we have no 
means of precisely appreciating the causes. ‘hese pro- 
ceed often from atmospherical influences, as tempera- 
ture, and frequently from the condition of the animal. 
We are, therefore, taking a legitimate \ view ofan expe- 
riment, when we direct our views to the tendency to 

or the course of the tria], 
rather than to the actual numbers obtained. In the 
preceding Table, the tendency to an increase of product 
is decidedly in favour of the finely divided grain. There 
are some anomalies, more particularly with reference 
to the brown cow, which was rather a fiery animal, and 
probably placed in peculiar physical conditions, as will 
subsequently be explained, 
“The nature of the saliva, which is a fluid of the 

simplest constitution, as it contains 99} per cent. of 
water, directs our attention to the nature of the fluid to 
be used in quenching thirst. It has become customary in 
towns to stimulate the systems of cattle, more especially 
of cows, after the fashion of human, beings, by the use 
of aleoholic fluids, such as pot ale, under the idea of 
inereasing the amount of milk. Now as the stimulating 
portion of this pot ale is alcohol, and contains, no curd, 
or, if so, but an insignificant portion, it is evident that 
no increase of the nutritive constituents of the milk is 
thereby obtained.” 

Miscellaneous. 
Report of Select Committee on Metropolitan Sewage 

Manure. — Mr. Hi 

Evidence of i James ‘Smith Esq., P 
Fairy Legends in Cornwall.— The Pixy Rider.— 

On di banks of the river Fowey, near Lostwithiel, 
there yet lives a farmer who, possessing intelligence Swepre,&e.—an 
beyond his neighbours, was regarded, thirty years 
Since, as the Solon of his parish, St. Veep. With this 
person I was spending some holidays ; and he kindly | 
placed at my disposal a very beautiful little pony,—on 
which, day after day, I explored the cultivated glades 

respectable,—and as education went in those days,—an | 
educated farmer. The pony was kept in the stable at | 
night—the door of the jstable being fastened with a 
green twig of the “scow” (elder tree) to keep out all 
unnatural intruders: the result of which treatment 
was, as might have been expected, the gradual abate- 
ment of a disease due entirely to cold and exposure. 

Wotices to Correspondents. 
AMMONTACAL GAS-WATER— C S. varies exceedingly in its 
composition—with the nature of the coal. We kave searched 
in vain for a quantitative analysis; but have understood it 
to P. Eg age) about 1} to 2 per cent. of ammonia. 

ARE Dr ILES LIABLE TO TOLL IN THE PURCBASER's CARTS * 
Be —Wei aria that they are, but cannot refer you 

JannOTS— 4n Old Subseriber—Our interval is alter- 
feet 6 inches; the former between adja- 

Beans, and the latter affording the space in 
which the two rows of Carrots are sown 18 inches apart, 
leaving a space of 2 feet ie adjacent rows of Carrots 
and Beans, These intervals permit a thorough horse- cuti 
vation of the land during the growth of the crop. W: 
the winter Beans now, and 5a Belgian Carrot towards tte 
middle of April. 

Bones AND SULPHURIC Actp—W B—Add equal weights or 
See B paragraph in another part of this Paper. 

Box Frrpine—One Desirous, &e.—. uld be 9 feet wide 
and 10 feet long. it should be fitted up with a corner trough, 
which may be reversed at pleasure, so that it shall not be 
dirted in the intervals of feeding. A series x such boxes on 
the south side of an east and west wall may be erected at 
various prices—from 10s, per box, when the landlord will 
supply you with materials in the rough, to 20s, or 25s, when 
you wish to thatch ead roof over with tiles. Last year having 
a great crop of roots, we erected such boxes for something 
like 8s. 6d, BATA "Larch poles being the material, and 
stubble the covering. 
ALVES—Inquirer—See page 29, 1844. Good cows may rear 3 
calves apiece. The relative value of steer calves at Michael- 
mas, when yearlings, 2-year olds, and 3-year olds, under 
circumstances when 2-year olds are worth 107, apiece in the 
market, may be 30s. to 2. 105. ; 4l. to 6L. ; 8l. to IIL. ; and 142, 

in most others, called * as certainly a 
fair title to either denomination, for it prevails so extensively, 
and spreads from one animal to another tosuch an extent 
(ergo epidemic), that we wonder not that it should be the 
subject of your complaint as well as that of others. The 
shepherds are not B r wrong when they say “it must have 
its run,” for it is in fact-a fever which attacks the system, 
and which ratte oh macnn stopped, though it can be con- 
duo moderated by proper treatment; and the festering 
of the feet is one (and the principle one) of its WORSE 
Eh tations ; whilst with oxen the mouth is the local part 

To moderate the fever give internally to 
eep one to two ounces of sulphate of magnesia, with 

haifa Aten of ginger, dissolved in warm water, When 
ind forms in the feet, pare the. horn sufficiently to give it 
a free exit, and apply Uyar gaioi} acid and tincture of 
aod (equal parts) to the soi ns o? di feather. This 

eated, if neces: dev in T "ses after, when a 
milder appHdatión will s such as alpbats of copper, 
sulphate of lime (burnt), sulphate of alumina, arminian bole, 
equal parts of each, in fine powder, and mixed together. 
This compound may be strewed on the sore daily. 
all, dirt and E T be kept from the feet, tor this is 
the chief cause of oublesome and protracted nature of 
the complaint. nat anie -thio use of applying medicine 

ute and washing it off the next ? waka $ S oa 
done v turning the sheep on wet grouni TORR 

FLAX SEED—Aleph—We will inquire ; but we think your fear 
is groundless, 

Foupine Beagle nm Sub—It is impossible to say what 
number of sheep per acre your land will carry without know- 
ing the mun of the soil, SERM y ou might fold 20 sheep 
per acre over it late in May ; 10 sh per acre over it next 
time, which might be in July, earlier Pob later RE tothe 
season; and again 6 or 8 sheep per acre in Septe 

Grasses—R Robin—We do not know Murphy’s Pook, “About 
your cow next week. 

GUANO AND Piano W E—A compost of the two will be a 
good manure, Apply it so that each acre of land shall re- 
ceive 3 or uano ; for S A to that part of the com- 
post that its effect will mainly b. 
Iu Sau Bave rout it before; butifit is 

so long 

e; or it ae eae 
with a little straw as litter, and then used as manu 

nd the wall. You may plan! 
en a winter Vetch stubble with perfect safety as Mio a crop, 

rovided the weather permits you to obtain a tilth, Winter 
rares should be sown this month, 

and wild moors of the neighbourhood. The pony was| WArEn Hose—Llandilo asks what description of hose is 
regularly, after having been fed, turned out into a 
fertile meadow at night. One morning, this little 
creature was discovered to be ill, , 
and was thought towards evening to be again quite 
well. Morning after morning “ pony” was prostrate | 
—suffering from some intermittent disease. The 
village farrier was called in ; who at once declared that 
the pony was “ pixy ridden'—and it was resolved to Best Scots Herefords, &o. 4s 
watch the field at night. How the watch was kept Ij § 

Calves 4 have forgotten; but well do I remember two men Bost Diwnrie Hale aptis ede 
informing my credulous host j;—who believed all they 
said —that they saw five little'men like apes, the tallest 
of whom was not more than six inches high—go into e 
the field and engage in wrestling, The contest was |^ 

It revived, however ;| *;* Comi 

cheapest? Manufacturers of the article will perhaps inform. 
us. The purpose of it is to erties liquid manure as re- 
commended by Mr, Smith, of Dea 

mmunications reaching ree Um Wednesday cannot 
be answered the same wet k. 

Markets, 
CMI TETELD, MONDAT, Oct, 19,—Per Stone ot CLR 

al Bes Hew ole = 
) en 

il Bwenand. sind quality e (3 46 
8 , Ditto (ehorn) - 

t Short- Horne 
cond quality Beasta - 2 10 $ 

o (shorn) Pigs i5 0 
4322 Sheep and Lambs, 25,200; Calven; Mars Pigs, 450. 

We to-day a yery large inorease in the herp | of Beasts, many how- ma inferior quality” Pul ces are lower. rout 8 Scots make a trifi 
ist: GUE, atdcioéck homi selling Shi codes rather over 4s. Several cond rate remain unsol ave more Sheep; but the demand con- 3 emni long, —and for some time ver y equally maintained; but | tinues good, and the best qualities sally maintain their price. Calves are not 

a a fair back throw, each of the other four. “The victor 
was then described as jumping on the back of the pony 

most grotesque manner,—and singing 
very obscene songs; whilst the others, howling with oi 
wrath and pain, so terrified the poor animal that, in 

isk t at length one of these small men succeeded in throwing, iia ida nel STR 
E pigs is hardly so good, 

RIDAY, d ct, 2: 

3d. 
e have in mi willing wild affright, it galloped furiously around the field for | to Taa n consequence trade is dull, bit the supply being so inconsider- a upwards of an hour—the little ape-like man in no respect | 5; 5 ng Woo) 

diminishing his zeal, but continuing to dance most | Calvess better prions: range 
furiously until the poor beast fell panting, exhausted, | ‘= 
beside the hedge. Such was the tale believed by a 

able lower rates are not a est Downe still realise nearly 
o 6s. Ewes, &c., Arg to 4s 8d. The trade for fc 

from 48 t0 4s cold weather has 
used a briskness in the demand for Pigs, Large Hows are reat 88 8d to 

8.43. Small Porkers, do 8d to 63 44. Paine el 
27; Sheep anı ami 8, ves, 2n. i", 

nd : o West Smithfield, 

COVEN N, 0c cT. — Vegetables still continue suffi- 
cient for yn SS nd, but Fruit is not over abundant, 

| Pine-apples of excellent quality are plentiful, and may be 
bought at last both English and 
Forbin are cheap and plentiful, more especially the latter, 

we not altered in price since our last re- 
port. ranges pen scarce, Nuts are sufficient 
mand. English Walnuts are scarce ; t foreign ones are 
Totul and very good in quality. There is little demand for 
Tibe Lemons are scarce, and so are good English 
NEAS ' Of Veg, etables, Cabbages, Cauliflowers,'&c., are ea and the latter folerabiy plentiful. 
altered but little in price, 
Beans remain teary the same as neat MEER 
in quality. Good Potatoes (are scarce, the greater "yar Being 
affected 2 the prevailing disease. Lettuces and o! 
ing areg and plentiful. Cut Flowers 
Heaths, dis Pinks, Camellias, Helaropiunis, Gardenias, 
Cacti, Violets, Fuchsias, Azaleas, and Ros: 

FRUITS, 
Pine Apple, perlb., 4eto 7e | Lemons, ner dozen, 14 6d to 3e Grapes, Hothouse, per Ib, 2¢ to 4s - or 100, 108 to 20. 'ortugal, per Ib. 94 to 1a. Almonds, per peck, 6s Apples, Dess; per bush árcd 08s. | Sweet Almonds, peri, satoisa Filberts English, p. 100 }bs., 856 to 907 Pears, bere love, da to 194 Nuts, Cob, per 100 be 954 to 1004 Melons, each, 2s be E arcelona, 20 0; ngen, Bet dozen, $1 to — Brazil, 19 to 16 

panish, 1 0 
Benbersles, per. ee fà to 6s 

VEGETABLES. 
Cabbages, bos doz., 62 to! er 1b., 4d to 8d 7 doz, 2s to 4s Gamlio perl 5 6d to gd Broce oli, per d 6s 10 128 Spinach, por sieve, le to 1a 6d lifio T d0z., 4s to 6r Lettuce, Cos, per E Gore id to ls 6d Ven 2: Tomatoes, per fisv. 24 to 8r Endive, per Bees rls to 1« 6i Franch Beans Vegetable marrow, W,p. dom, 6d to 1a "hf. 
Sorrel, vethfusiove, py E is Radishes, per 12 bunches, ls to 1s6d 
Potatoes D AES sl to £ Mushrooms, per pottle, 1s to la & » Be si i06). | Small Salads, Der punnet, 2d to 8d 0 3a 6. Fennel, per bun ts Kidney, por bushel, orto te Bavotyz ber Maschi ub Vurnips, por doz.» 1eto Thyme, per bunch, 8 Red Beet, per Bes Watororess, p. mW. 6d toad lorse Radish, per Pando, ae [m aee pU Connex; e E Moats, per bundle, y Look on, per bunoh, 3 

iaasa 10 Bd 

Sell —sto =s 
28 82 Jonw v COOPER, Salesman, 

cime Mead.Hay th to Be New Hay — eto mn 
afe Now à Rowan : "s 

CUMBERLAND si y Oc ot, 22, 
Prime Mend. Las {sab 068 Old Clover. 94° to 100s 
Infertor Inferiordo, 80. a6 802 toads v Hir w Clover — 

Fosnua Bakzn, Hay Salesman, 

Straw 

utl ee 
Fine Old Hay = 70s to 80s j Old Clover 108s conim | 
oes Hay — = ie [Ser 288 to 328 nv 0 

28. 
We eonilnue to hav: all, ‘kinds of Hops, p Hur 

PA) We hear the ey. i Theale” we ̂  de £230,000. pied very firm, 
Parrannen & Sar one ts Factors, 

1208 10 1408 ; do. Shi 
Shaws. 20s to 1406; do. Kidneys, 1408; Missile Regents, 1408; do* 

M K-LANE, MONDAY, Oct. 19, 
There was a moderate supply of English Wheat from Essex, 

Kent, and Suffolk, this akg which was cleared at fw ly 
the prices of last week In free Foreign the business was noL 
extensive, but our extreme quotations were realised.—Barrel 
our is rather Hoc leotedaesan les of every description is 25, to 

3s. per qr. higher, Beans and Peas were in small supply, and 
their value unaltered,—Oats met an improved demand, ud are 
fully as dear. 

BRITISH, PER VATI ira SUE $. 8$. $. 8$. 
EO Essex, Kent, and Suffolk White Go 68 Red 52 60 orfolic, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire bi 64 White 54 66 Barley, Malting and distillin Tu r3 Chevaler 42 48 Grind. a5 ra 
uu M ECOL ani orks) ae 84 Feed 26 30 berland and Boots : 7 Bhi Fontes Medo 

H H Feed 26 30 Potato. 28 32 Male, ale, shi. 
ae Essex: 

B ` + 4044 Beano, Madigan, old and few ̂as 104 Mlok 38 4i — Harrow--20~ 46 eon, Hail + 40 te Winds 55 70  Longpod.as 45 Peas, wig * 50 do Se Maple 86 reU 4.86 40 
RIVALS IN THE RIVER LAST W. 

Wht, | Barl., Malt. ram mae Ens. |Peas English E “Shs. — Brls.| 11092, 4206 she] 9742"), 207 Has T9 
» » - CHEN — 5A "up 3 wo | — Cd | = 397 | 947 870 

RIDAY, Oct. 23, 
The arrivals of grain and flour since Monday has been mode- 

rate. Businessin Wheat, either English or Foreign, is limited ; 
but melee NUT be made on reduced terms. Barrel flour 
has been extensively DH, at our quotations,—Barley 
continues in request at very full prices. Beans are unaltered, 
White Peas rather ee inquired after.—The Oat-trade is a 
turn dearer.—In Indian Corn some large unoge oH eae car- 
goes have been affected at fully 1s. per qr. adva: 

EEK. ARRIVALS THIS t 
Wheat Barley Oats Flour? English... 3770 960 640 | 2380 Sks 

rish . - 9800 - 
Foreign i 2350 — bris 

IMPERIAL AVERAGES, 
Wheat. |Barley.| Oats. | Rye. | Beans.) Pons, 

Sep. 18 por Quarter, 5020| -88s Td | 38e “sd| age ad] sonial. genoa cual poe jer iln rer 7% 7| 88 41 5 
26 53 1 36 10 E 85 42 

4à 
= REN 7 

Oot, 8 + « «| 54.0] 3619| 94 B8 | 36 
m 10 . B . 56 10 87 2 94 7 

We. 6 «| 8910| 88 8| 395.8 

6 weeks Aggreg. Aver.| 542 | 36 6) 942 | 35 

Duties on Foreign Grain) 4 0| 9 0! 1 61 9 0| g o 
Fluctuations in last six week’s Corn Averages, 

Paton, | Suet. 12 | Sner. Te Burr. 367 Ocr. 3) Ocr. 10. | Oar. 17 

59510. 
56 10 
54 0 
53 1 
51 8 
50 

quer Ter 42.t0 455 Linseed Gakes,Forelen,p. ton: i 
Cari per om Mustard, AER E Glover, Red, English be Sub Gap 

= o Foreign 2 — = sown 
- Mein phen i = Rapenged, English er ast As E 

For ~ == —| Rape Cake H 
Gorander .. -  - To  16|Baltioln 
‘empseed - perqrs 85 36 |Tares, Eng. wi winter pibush, 5 5 P 
Meri. cor MIL. id = Foreign 

— ti o e - 4l 56 |Tref per 
— Cakes Eng. per 1000 18/5» Turnip (too variable for quate 

Ne s 
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Sales by Auction. 
A&MPORTANT SALE OF 2000 Cee HYBRID RHO- 

a &c., CONSIGNED 

OTHEROE ano MORRIS have re- 
ceived instructions, to submit to publie competition, at 

the Auction Mart, Bartho lomew-lane, the middle of November, 
1846, about 2000 CAMELLIAS, fro: mo to 4 feet, most of which 
are beautifully furnished wi ith blo m-buds, and comprise all 
ihe esteemed varieties. SR edenden arboreum, Azalea 
indica, and other Greenhouse Plants. Catalogues may be had 
a week prior to the s ale, at the Auction Mart; andof the Auc- 
tip cul American Nursery, Leytonstone, 

FOURTEEN ACRES OF NURSERY STOCK, Wandsworth 
Common, The Ground being required for building purposes. 

ESSRS. PROTHEROE anb MORRIS are 
seroma S bring before the Public by Auction on Monday 

the 26th EET tober, 1846, and thirteen Toming days, the 
pai r Toc £f Mr. Neat of Wandsworth Common Nur- 

n excellent opportunity for pepe to fur- 
he their. Blecsure Grounds and Gardens with V arieties of the 
choicest Deciduous and Ornamental eos and the 
respectfully invited, as this is incomparably one 

PLANTS, usually and unusually grown. Also two Stacks of 
fine 01d. Meadow Hay, about 100 loads. May be viewed prior 
to the Sale. Mn x Eid (1s, each, returnable to purchasers), 
may be had on the premises, of the Sree hi Seedsmen, and of 
t A AER Nursery, Leytonstone, 
TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, MARKET GARDENERS, 
RAILWAY CONTRACTORS, ÁND OTHERS ENGAGED 

PLANTING, 

NM ESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS have re- 
ceed instructions ids SHUT to Public Competition, on 

Monday, N and following days, at 11 o'clock, a ange 
PORTION Of the densely stock NURSERY of Wm. Dennis 
and Co., King’s-road, Chelsea, the ground being r resins for 
immediate building after uer The stock. consists. of 
10,000 Aucuba japonica, Now Ivies, Hollies, large Privets, and. 
an immense quanti andard, half-standard, pillar and 
dwarf Roses, in great iS the largest collection of. prize 
Gooseberries ever grown, in upwards of 300 varieties ; large 
fruit-bearing Apple, Pear, and Mulberry "der flowering 
Shrubs, Herbaceous Plant ts, ia three days 
previous to the Sale, and Catalogues had ofthe SAESP Seeds- 
men, on the premises, and of the Auctioneers, American Nur- 
ery, Leytonstone, 

VALUABLE SOUTH AMERICAN PLANTS, 
BASN RS. J. C. Ax» S. STEVENS y instructed 

| Fan TO-BE LET from Lady- day, 1847, consisting 
acres of gery, useful ARABLE, MEADOW, and 

PASTURE LAND, and suitable Out-buildi 

ANTED.—A LARGE. or SMALL QUANTITY 
of good. Toe for a light soil ; it must be on or near 

situ ate in the county D Woretster iby the side of a good road, 

8 miles from Birmingham. nt will have the option of 
pun ‘chasing in a limited xn Si? a further particulars, apply 
to HENRY GRE: EEN, Surveyor and Land Agent, Rednell Cottage, 

Northfield, nea: Birmingham. 

wean PED ‘to to RENT, by a god Practical Agri- 
culturist of Capital, A FARM of from 200 to 300 acres 

of good land, with a E S Farm House od e miles 
of London xD pp! ly m letter only, post paid, to T. 1 Car- 
li: rei 

H E "APPARATUS FOR HEATING 
HORTICULT ERAL uada DWELLING-HOUSES, 

CHURCHES, and MANUFAOTORIES, upon improved princi. 
bles and at very mode! un a Tn erected by DANIEL and 
DWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN. 
ni^ nd E. Barone hag devoted much time! tothe bibe ue 

nour 
London, in 

Chiswick. 
D. and E. BAILEY also constructin metal all PRESI $ 

Tortieultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite Noblemen, 
entlemen, and the Public, to the inspection of their ex id 

drawings and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the 
oppor tunity of exhibith ing, amongst other metal works, an ex. 
tremely complete and convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, 
adapted for the continued supply of hot water, and an arrange- 

of the oven more complete than has hitherto been brought 
before. ae public. 

d E. Bam were the first to introduce metallic cur- 
TS um to hortieulturists, and can referto the Con- 

Dies 

anims: AND HEALY'S COOKING APPA- 
RATUS, combining Sylvester's Patents.—This COOKING 

sal aet EE greater general advantages than any 
yet submitted :o thej pul Mes both as regards strength of mate- Mel i ; infact the laws of heat are so applied ell by Auction, at their Great Room. g 

Covent garden, on Wednesday, 4th Nn i 12 ES "i 
o'clock, a Coen mnt or VALUABLE PLA NiS being part 
of the Collections of Messrs. N. FUNCKE, J. LiNDEN, and L. 
OLAUSSEN, during their Tatest Tesar ches in the high Cordilleras 
of New Grenada, in the islan e interior of 
theBrazils. They comprise Ernst specimens pou 
in pots in perfect a and most of them never before intro- 
daesaints In land.—May be viewed the day prior and morning 
of Sale, and Catalogues had of Mr, PAwPLIN, Botanical Book- 
geller, Frith-street, Soho, and of the Auctioneers, 38, King- 
street, Covent-garden. 

TO NOBLEMEN, CENE PEN NUM NURSERYMEN. 
Immense Collection of C DODENDRONS, 
AZALEAS, LILIUM LANOIFOLIUM, just OTT from 
Belgium. 

SSRS. J, C. anD S. STEVENS beg to announce 
they will sell by Ancien. at their Great Room, 38, King- 

street, Covent-garden, on Friday next, 30thinst., and following 
day, or i for 1 Eta 2000 "CAMELLIAS, from 2 to 5 feet 
Tis ll grown plants in pots; and full of flower buds, Also 
a ORDRE of Hybrid Rhododendron arboreum, Azalea indica, 
and Lilium lancifolium, REM received in fine order from one of 
the first growers in Belgium,—May be viewed the day prior and 
mornings of Sale, and uique ed of the Auctioneers, 38, 
King-strect, Covent-garden. 

TO BOTANISTS—CLAUSSEN' S BRAZILIAN HERBARIUM. 

iV ESSRS. J. C. anp S. STEVENS are instructed to 
sell by Auction, at their Great Room, 38, King- scents 

Govant-gardens on Wednesday, 4th Novem! ber, at 12 for 

O'clock, the very extensive HERBARIUM of BRAZILIAN 
BLASS, collected by M, Claussen in the various provinces of 

s Geraes and Santa Caterina, garing his researches in the 
im ; 1840 to 1844, and comprising many thousand speeimens. 
ay be viewed the day before the sale, and Catalogues had o; 

Mr. PALIN, Frith-strect, and of Messrs. J. C. and S, STEVENS, 
38, King-street, Covent-garden. 
* CAPITAL iU BU NURSERY STOCK, 

EY, KENT. 

VAR. T. BA. AXTER will Sell by Auction, on Tuesday, 
= October 27th, 1846, and conan. days, on the Nursery 
Grounds, opposite. "the Swan and at Widmore Lane, the 
APITAL and SUPERIOR NURSERY STOCK, comprising 

a great quantity of the various sorts of Forest and Fruit Trees, 
Shrubs and Evergreens, American Plants, Quick, &c. May be 
iewed Seven days preceding the Sale, and Catalogues had of 

neh, Reed Tai London- “bridge ; and of the Auc- 
ances Beene 

NREAT S! ‘LB OF RU HH bs at she: Mart, by 
GEORGE GLENNY & CO., on Tuesday and, Wednesday, 

id Fih and 28th October. A. Splendid Catieeeion, the ipe i 
Baron, of Saffron Waldon.— Cata] at the 

Shops and Gardeners? Gazette pres 420, aS AT irre 

TO FARMERS, CONTRACTORS, AND SO Me 

DOR SALE, this autumn, about e Million of 
THREE-YEAR OLD om pene SU per 1000. 
AN'TED, also, to Purchase about the 

Seedling Quicks, for bedding out this en Sampk e 
above may be received and given.towards the end of the pre- 
kanane month.—At Mr: H. L. Onrow's Office, 101, Castle-street, 

ead: 

sco 00 URSA E Seien m — ONS 

JY BE DISPOSED OF—About 4 tons of PIGEONS’ 
DUNG, & E been kept dry and free from heating during 

its accumulation ; i: pure, and in excellent cond.tion for 
all the purposes. to which it is applied.: een pre-paid, to, 
Mr, Bowren, 241, Albany-road; Kentzroad 
NO BE SOLD.—A CAPITAL FAMILY "HOUS 

with TWENTY ACRES OF LAND, a few Miles: from: 
London; —. y to, Messrs, re and SHEPHEARD, Solicitors, 
24, , Moorgate- -street, London, 

TO NURSERYMEN, SEEDSNEN AND OTHERS.—A RARE 
PPORTUN aA Mg INVESTMENT 

vs pE, ue OSE 

A 

By on the 
o A, B., Mr.. EPE EN 8, B fher partitus City. 

as to produce pa gr Exe effect B theleast consumption of. 
fuel, without destruction t Eee ET B. and H. ean 
safely Exc it, 

SS AND E BOLIVIAN GUANO “ON 
ae BY THE ONLY IMPORTERS, 

TONY GIBBS AND SONS, LONDON 
x, JOSEPH MYERS- ann CO., LIVERPOOL; 

And by hari 
GIBBS, BRI HT, "AND CO., LIVERPOOL E RE 

COT SWORTH, POWELL, AND PRYOR, LONDON. 
'otect tiemselves against the injurious Vo CC ee of 

using inferior and spurious guano, purchasers are recom- 
mended to apply only to Dealers piesta bikia character, or to 
the above- named Importers, who will supply the article in any 
Suandiuy at thein fixed prices, delist it from the Import 

LIQUID MANUR 
ENGLAND INDEPENDENT OF THE dn FOR CORN. 

HE attention of the Agricultural Interest, at this 
momentous crisis, is requested to the great importance of 

LIQUID MANURE. and the ease with which it maybe appro- 

mps; RS those for Distillers, Brewers, Soap TT and 
anners, for hot and cold liquor. 

Excavations and Wells. 
Horticulture, and every Variety of fhanuotasing purposes, 
The Trade gunplied on advantag: ous terms, by BENJAMIN 

Fowxer, Engin: &e, ÉB, Dorset street, Fleet-streots London. 

A E FOTHERGILL. begs ‘to lotto the. following 
ANURES.on the best term 

GUANO, PERO VIA AN and- AFRICAN, ect from Import 
uses, 

Bises enn AN and PDE d BAY. Ditto. 
tion o! eworm. 

SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIN i des Royal Agri; Soc. 
; Journ Yol vis Part 2), 

GYPSUM (Pure-Sulphate of Lime). 
BONE DUS ST. a BOND E POWDER. 
SULPHURIC HARCOA 
PETRE SALT ied AGRICULTURAL SALT for Composts, 
SILICATES of SODA and POTASH; and allother Manures, 

0, Upper Thamos-str 
Agent fors INGLES. HAN » SEED 

AWES’ ENG MANURES.—Tuvrnip Fata 
TL. per ton, ver Manure, Hj. perton. Corn Manure, 

14l. per ton, ous hosphate Lime, Tus per ton. A Pamphlet on. Artificial s Will be forwarded to any 
person enclosing two postage pe Ps Mr. WinsoN, at Mr, 
L AWES’ Lawes’ Factory, . 3, Deptfor d Creeks, Lor Lon: 

Kass JNBUSCH anp Cos AAEE FOR THE 
POTATO DISEASE.— Price 6s. per bales which en- 
an acre of sound Potatoes and a large cro 

KAGENBUSCH AND Qo.s GERMINATINQ: ‘COMPOUND. 
—Price 2s. and 4s. per packet, "The best Steep for Wheat and 
other Grain ; Turnip. , Clover, Onion, and all other Seeds and 
ulse. This is the intends 's best friend. 

Co’s GERMAN SCIENTIFIC 
MA RES, eS fort tilise the land without exhausting it, ai 
90s. ae acre eadows; once in three years ; for Tillage 35s. 
eon acre, cm for tte 5. 40s. per acre, annually. Price 1l. 10s. 
per ton: for Meadows. and lago, and 90. per. ton. for--Hops. 
One ton is sufficient for 4 ac 

These articles are kept a K> SB Wharf, London-bridge, 
and. As. JossPH EpwAnDs willdeliver them to. any one bringing 
the amount i in cash. 

by m GENBUscH and Co., Agricultural 
Chemists, Leeds. Sold by James and Co., Agents for the South 
of England, 55, King Wit oe City; and PorrER, Bro- 
THERS, Agents for the as rth, Cromford-court, Manchester. 

*.* Vessels of 50 tons, drawing 5 feet, d She: Works. in 
Leeds, and Tan ascend the creeks of every por "i the Kingdom, 
o that Dea armers, E Landed Pn priors, elubbing 

ay.— Communicate by letter, statin, 
price per ton, to F. R., Mr. Taylor's, Woodbine Cottage, mud 
Hersham, Surrey. 

CHEAP AND DURABLE R ROOF ING. 

BY HER ROYAL LETTERS 

MAJESTY'S PATENT, 

M‘NEILL & CO., of Lamb's Buildings, Bunhill- 
* row, London, the Manufacturers and on Hares of 

THE ASPHALTED FELT FOR ROOF ING 
aie hel Farm Buildings, Shedding, Workshops, and for 
Garden x to Hue: plants from Frost. 

t the Great National Agricultural Show: this Felt 
E has been exhibited and obtained the IA "aridis the 
Felt patronise 

Ira MAJESTY’S Woops AND Forests, 
HONOURABLE BOARD OF ORDNANCE, 
HONOURABLE EasT INDIA COMPAN 
HONOURABLE COMMISSIONERS OF OUS 
m Rx S ESTATE, ISLE OF Wigan 

OTANIC GARDENS, REGENT's PARK, 
tad on the] states of the Dukes of Sutherland, Norfolk, Rut- 
and, Newcastle, Northumberland, Buccleuch (at ipu a 
a late Larl Spencer, and most of t the Nobili qur 
and at the Royal Agricultural Society's House, Hano 

It is half the price of any other description of pace: = 
effects a gri ent ipine of Timber i x the construction of Roofs. 
Made to any length by 32 at wide. 

Price ONE PENNY PER SQUARE Poo 
mples, » with Directions for its Use, and Te imonials, of seven years’ experience, with réferences to Nc blemen, Gen- 

tlemen, Architects, ant uilders, vie free to any part of the 
town or Boe and order: ers by post executed, 

lic is respectful y cautioned that the o; Vor] 
S uds Britain wh: are the EE Roofing i is amados — "orien 

. MNE m COS 

OMS, 

AREE 
at the entrance to Westminster Hall, and other 
New Houses of Parliament, done under the Surveyorship of 
Charles Barry, Esq 

ote. —Consumers sending direct to the Factory can be sup- 
plied in lengths best suited to their Roofs, so tiat they pay for 
no more than they require. 

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF 

SIX THOUSAND SIX HUNDRED FEET OF 

ROGGON’S PATENT ASPHALTE FELT 
have been-used $4 zgor the above Society's buildings, at 

veastle-upon-Tyne 
PRICE ONE. PENNY PER SQUARE FOOT 

Tuomas JoHN Cnoocox, 8, Lawrence Pountne;-hill, ‘Cannon. 
street, London, 

HATCHER’S BENENDEN TILE MACHINE. 

Manufactured and Sold by 

Co AND. HALLEN, 2, oe STREET, 
OXFORD STREET, 

This is by far the simplest and ibm pol "Machine for the 
paps ot making Drain Tiles. Any shape Tile-can be nry 

requires. but few hands. to. dd it; namely; two m 
jiu two ge With this amount of labour his: produce will 
be as follows :— 
i in. diameter of Tile, 11, Eo "am diameter, of Tile, 220 

do. 3,200 
As stated by Thomas Law TTodees y Esq. ie bis communica- 

tion to the Royal Agricultural Society of En; 
The Machine is quite portable, and mises y but 

can be nioved up and down the drying sheds, thus equi no 
m boys in carrying: the tiles. r are any shelves required 

o charge for patent dues Ur license ; the 
ee ‘of the Machine includes the free use-o 

Price 257., including four Dies of any pee or size, 

Extra: Dies, of any shape or size, 5s. 
References can SE had as above as to where it aes ioe seen in 

actual! 

Improved Pug-mills, wholly of Iron. .. e. es 2 £16 16 0 
à z AE sé aU, COKE Draining Spades, per set of three, with gwan-neck dd 

on baled 
da cci a Er 

DOO COR CUM RUM NET " beca tar amtliacim 
Improved Drain, Level for the-use of-workmen.. 

COTTAM'S IMPROVED CLOD CRUSHERS. 
The improvements made inthese.uscful Implements consist 
the division of the roller into two parts, which greatly 

facilitates the turning and working. of the implement. 
frames are made wholly o iron, and. are therefore much more 
durable than-those of wo The prices of these Clod Crushers 
will be found ETTA lower than. those MIR charged. 
5 feet.6 inches ‘long; a d e Den Me $ feet 6 Pai 201, 

luding 
Ploughs, AE S, es Ditor w čighing Ma- 

chines. for live cattle and farm produce, Chair Cu Ma- 
chines, Churns, &e., and erem Sepa ption of Agricultural and 
Horticultur al Repository, 

insley-street, (FP deed ‘Londons 

"bi preparation 
„is offer: ed to othe Public with the greatest vermes being 

enic and 

d | together eye Ve supplied direct, at asaving of ex, 
A liberal ellowanod to the Trade, 

es 
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pee IMPROVED HYDRAULIC RAM 
Fixed by Freeman ROE, diosa Maker, 70, Strand, 

London, can be worked b; 
small stream of half-an-i Los 

ere ]l of 2 fect can be 
obtained. The same Ram with- 

or Cis- 
throw a Jet 

ENGINES FOR DEEP WELLS OF ALL KINDS. DOUCHE 

An REDI. Dum BUILDINGS HEATED BY HOT 

WA WATER WHEELS to work Small Pumps, from 157. 

E timates given for the supply of Towns, &c. 
ETE invented Prieto ima VAPOUR B/ BATH, “all com- 

plete & 

NEW I DIBBLING Wl WHEAT. 

Amendment Acts, 

6 & 7 Vie, c. 65, 

No. 469, 

Kegistered in pur- 

suance of the 

Designs’ Copyright 

TEV HAND RH dg MACHINE, 
R DEPOSITING ALL KINDS OF SEED. 

This Mekina is confidently Tienie by the Proprietors, 
which will at the same moment make the Hole, and deliver the 
exact quantity of d with extreme regularity. ae is UK 

ction, and not liable to get out of ord 
THE DIBBLING TOINT IS SO. CONSTRUCTED THAT 

*,* The a 
SOIL CANNOT CHOKE 

She are of various sizes for discharging 
either Wheat, Mangold Wurzel, AL Beans, Peas, 
Vetches, &c. 

Single .. 40s. each. 
Double .. 4l. 105. 

Testimonials ve Circuli, giving descriptions of its working, 
€&c. can be had o 1 application UB 

and Co., Merchants. M E. DLE 
c THE MIRADE SUPPLIED. 

Plymouth, Oct. 24. 
HE LATE DESTRUCTIVE HAIL-STORM.— 
A Public Meeting was held at the London Tavern, Bishops- 

gate-street, August 17, 1846, for the relief of the suffer 
His Royal Highness the DUKE OF CAMBRIDGE, in ta Chair, 

er most Gracious Majesty ^ .. m ..£20 0 
H. R. H. Prince Albert ^ E oe 
ke Sek Queen Adelaide .. os on 

Duke of UESTRE m . 
UR E the Duchess of Gloucester .. 

His Grace the Arclibishop of Canterbury 
His Grace the Duke of Northumberland 
The Right Hon. the Lord Mayor m 
Miss Burdett Coutts m m m 

ADDITIONAL SUBSCRIPTIONS. 
R. S. Holford, Esq. £10 0 X Lord Hyatt .. 
Z.0. (Regent's-park) E 0 
A. Maclew, Esq. 5 
TUE of Gar- 

Chro: 

o Per Mr. very 
R. Wright, Esq. 

. Lawrence, Esq. 

oooocooooo 

additional S SL PO MEM E 
ae exul .. 8 0 0|F. Davies, Esq. 
Mr. ET +» 8 0 0| Rev. H. Barl 
A M Een .. 2 2 0|Mr.E.L à 
po Minier & Co. 1 5 0| Mrs, A. B. .. 
J.E. Turner, Esq... 1 1 0| 
Spaces received by the following Bankers :—Mes 

Barclay & Co. ; Messrs. Coutts & Co. ; Messrs. Cocks, Biddulph, 
& Oo. ; Messrs. Jones, ; Lloyd, & Co. ; “Messrs. Scott & Co. ; an 
Messrs. Young & Son: . NeviLLE, Hon. Sec. 
Committee Room, "Harp Tavern, E MR Oc ct, 24, 

OTT'S PATENT STOVES FOR CHURCHES, 
HALLS, WAREHOUSES, &c.—The Patent having ex- 

pired, the present Pro- 

prietors are enabled to 

offer these excellent Stoves 
at Three-fourths the price 

hitherto charged. En- 

gravings of the patterns, 

with. the» reduced prices, 

will be forwarded on appli- 
cation to the Warehouse, 

| 90, Great Queen-street, 

i Lincoln's-inn-fields. 

A .B. Hot.water Pipes 
can be attached to the 

J Stoves for Warming dis- 

tant Apartments Conser- 

vatories, &c.- 

Sold by al ds wn and Cou 
Patronized by Her MAJESTY, His "Royal RERA on 

LBERT, and Her Royal Highness the DUCHESS or KEN' 
Mz, CLARKE, C. Did 28, SIGCVILIS wantin, 

LARKE'S TINCTURE, oe instantaneously curing 
the Tooth Ache, Mer out the Mer pain or danger, price 

2s, 6d.—Also Mr. CLA ANEUM, for Stopping 
Decayed Teeth, owever slargo or hen the cavit) ersons 
ean use it themselvi es with ease, as full directions are enclosed, 
rice 5s.—Mr. CLA ARKE'S LOTION, for strengthening and 

purifying the Gums, and destroying all feverish sensations in 
the Mouth, price s. 6d.— Also Mr. CLARKE’S TOOTH 
BRUSHES, in cases ee, three different kinds of 
Brushes eas to be used for Cleaning the Teeth, price 
4s. 6d. TION, none are genuine E each packet is 
sealed ms the inventor's name and profession. ny of the 
above Articles cS on sent to all parts of ind United Karioi: 
on receipt of Post Office Order.—LOSS OF TEETH supplied, 
from one to a com’ rats Set, on his new system, which has pro- 
o Eon the approbation of Sm JAMES CLARK, Bart., and 

r. Loc: 

Mr. FREDERICK CLARKE, Sezet, peany 28, Sackville- 
street, , Piccadilly. at Home from Te 
LS GEORGE BENTINCK tated Im the meeting 

p vues on the 9th of September, that by the destruc- 
O erop as proved, food to the value of 

10, 000, Pg had been lost; and that France, through the failure 

3 for many years the 
authority in es Cony Ta ENaLAND and in FOREIGN 
CouxrTRIES.—May be had, by i ot al tai ast price 7d. 
Ottice, 24, Norfolk- ireo "Strand, Londo 

Just Published, 2 TA Men vom and Woodcuts, 

(CEEOLOGTONL OBSERVATIONS ON SOUTH 
ME 

Completing the  Geciotr of the Voyage of the Beagle. 
sy CHARLEs Darwin, Esq., M.D., E 

Vice Brecitient of the bn er ae ‘and Naturalist to the 

Also racontly T "ubi. ished, 
PART L—THE STRUCTURE AND DISTRIBUTION OF 

CORAL REEFS. 
PART i —ON THE VOLCANIC ISLANDS. 8vo. 

ondon : Surrm, ELDER, and Co., 65, Cornhill 
10s. 6d. 

This day is MORIR in octavo, upon Eh 6d., with Sixty-two 
gravings on. 

MANUAL OF PRACTICAL DRAINING. 
By Henry STEPHENS, F.R.S E. 

SUR Of n Book of the Farm 
WILLIAM eee D Sons, 45, Geren Edin- 

burgh ; and 37 Paternoster wx London, 

SUING NOVELTIES in the LADIES’ GA- 
ZETTE of FASHION for November. The only Work 

that contains the correct Winter Fashions. (Price One Shil- 

ling, I ost freo 1s. 6d.) The most superb collectioni ever pub- 
lished ; the Paris F ady and out-door Costumes i 
n 150 New Patterns; 35 Walki 

s and Poles, 56 Bonnets, 11 C Japs, Chit. 
erb Giant Plate for Show! Rooms 

and Windows. DEION Tales, Poetry.—G. Bencrr, Holy- 
well-street, Strand, es all Booksellers, 

H. BAILLIERE, 219, Regent-street, begs to state 
that all the Works of Dr. ROBE RT WIGHT, of 

Madras, may now be obtained of him, he having been lately 
appointed Sole Agent for their sale in this country. 

LIST OF WORKS BY ROBERT WIGHT, M.D., F.L.S., 
SURGEON TO THE Het ESTABLISHMENT, 

ILLUSTRATIONS. OF INDIAN BOTANY ; 

se Figures Illustrative of each of the-Natural Orders of In- 

dian Plants baa lve in the ien. iU E Flore Penin- 
sul: India »t confined to then 

Vol. IL, PUBLISHER in 13 Pars containing 95 ablouved Plates, 

Madras, 1838—40. 4.178. 
Vol. IT., Part 1, MORE: 39 coloured Plates, Madras, 1841, 

. bs. 
Odd Parts can be obtained to complete iets, 

ICONES PLANTARUM INDIZE ORIENTALIS ; 
On, FIGURES OF INDIAN PLANTS. 

Vol. I., 4to, consisting of 28 Parts, containing together 318 
Slejas Madras, 1838. 

mies cousisting oft Barts, containing together 318 Plates, 
Maras 1840 bl. 5s. 

1. TIL, Parts d 3, with 409 Plates, Maéras, 1843—46. 
"y be 

Odd Parts can be obtained to complete sets. 

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE BOTANY OF INDIA. 
8yo, London, 1834, 7s, 6d. 

SPICILEGIUM NEILGHERRENSE ; 
Or, a selection of Neilgherry Plants, drawn and coloured from 
Nature, with Brie: escrip ions of each; some General Re- 
marks on the Geography and Affinities of Natural ‘Families of 
Plants, and Occasional Fones of their Economical Properties 
and Uses, 

4to, with 50 coloured Plates, Madras, 1846, 11, 10s. 

PRODROMUS FLORA PENINSULA INDIZE 
ORIENTALIS ; 

Containing Abridged Descriptions of the Plants found in th 
Peninsula of British India, arranged according to theNatura. 
System. 

Vol. I., 8vo, London, 1834. 16s. 

ARMERS' CLUBS.—An arrangement has just 
been made by which the result of the discussions enter- 

tained upon practical questions in the Local Farmers’ Clubs 
will be given in the “ Farmers’ Magazine,” Nearly 200 columns 
of Agricultural will b 
of the best Bu most perfect animals whic obtain the prizes of 
the leading Agricultural Societies: f Portraits of 
Patrons of Agriculture and Tinent Briti h t Farmers, with 
Biographical anotei in contin rey, of Dil- 
ston, and Mr. Smith, of Deanston, hare justanpeired RU 25. 

ad of all Booksellers. Office, 24, Norfolk-st. 

«'"DENANT RIGHT."—That an Alteration (m 
ED 

Conditions upon which Land has been hitherto occupied 

ER cultivated, affording greater security to the Tenant 

mer for pu Investment of his uel and a wider scope for 

the exercise of his judgment, as as a considerable change 

in the law of mated and ‘tenant, will be greatly accelerated 

m the Repeal of the Corn Laws, is perfectly manifest ; in fact, 

a system of “ Tenant Right” must be established. The MARK 

Me Express has always advocated the rights of the Tenant 

Farmer, and will continue so to do unflinchingly.—May be had 

by order of all Booksellers, price 7d. ; or 11. 103. 4d. per annum, 

T HE CORN TR. ADE.—The ascertained destruction 
of the POTATO crop in the United Kingdom—and the 

admitted failure of the grain and pulse crops; and, it is a 
hended, of the Potato also, in France—ren ly and correct 

information on the stock of grain aratai to meet the exi- 
gency, of more importance than 

trouble nor expense is spared to furnish the es and best us 

telligence in the MARK-LANE EXPRESS, whicl Gud Pus many 
years the authority in the Corn TRADE ae ENGLAND and 

in FoREIGN COUNTRIES. — e had, by Grace, of al 

bun Ue 1}, 10s. 4d. per annum. Office, 24, Norfolk- 

street, Str 

n HORTICULTURAL, MAGAZINE, Price 1s., 
6 Illustrations and 96 columns of really useful 

B Paa information on the cultivation of Flowers, Fruits, 
and Vegetables, and the general management of Gardens, 

Qreonoubes; and Farms. An illustrated specimen will 
forwarded, postage free, to every part of up kingdom, by gua 

none ps Volume, 8r0. containing 900 pages, oad ponera 
0 Illustrations, price 2 in cloth boa: 

HE "VEGET ABLE KINGDOM ; or as "STRUC- 
RE, CLASSIFICATION, AND USES OF PLANTS, 

illustrated M nd the Natural System, By Jonn LINDLEY, Ph.D., 
.R.S., and L S., Professor of Botany m be ery, of 

London, and in the e Royal Institution of Gre 
%,* To suit the convenience of Students all Potties te eee 

Work i is issued also in 12 Monthly Parts, price 2s, 6d, ea 

Also, by the same Author, a New Edition in demy 8 
QcHooL BOTANY ; or, the Rudiments of Bogdani 
i Pde With nearly 400 Illustrations, price 5s, 6d. half 
os à 

: Published for the Author by BRADBURY & Evans, 
T [ys and Whitefriars, 

IVER AND STOMACH COMPLAINTS.— 
EXTRAORDINARY CURES IN INDIA BY HOLLO- 

WAY’S PILLS.—Extract of a letter, dated Beeder, e 
India, July 19,1846. To Professor HonrowAY. Sir,— 
great satisfaction to inform you that I have seen your Pills 
used UNES s numerous bad cases where the Liverand Stomach 

ie and that they did wonders in many hopeless 
instan dese ied them myself. rod a servant of ours whom 
we thought id S enould lose, a and they certainly saved his life, 

ative families in this neighbourh n goce Tome 
direct to Calcutta for your Medicines. (Signe: . BROWNING. 

Debilitated consti SEES are quickly Sedo etd by these 
celebrated Pills, Sold all Druggists, and at Professor 
Ho LLOWAY’S Es DUs ERU 24, Strand, London, 

CARSON'S ORIGINAL — ANTI.CORROSION 
PAINT, specially patroni. by the o and other 

Governments, the Hon. East India Company, the principal 
nies, and other public bodies, ee sis particularly 

recommended to ‘the NEM ntry, Agriculturists, Manufac- 
Proprietors, and others, it having been 

proved by the practical teatrot nearly sixty years to surpass all 
other Paints as an out-door Pee wee extensively 
used for ae preservation of wi n houses, farm and other 
out bui ngs, farming Xapleedte, conservatories ; park 
palin, A iron railing, iron hurd'es, SIE zine, lead, 
brick stone, old compo and stucco fronts, and tiles to repre- 
sentslating. The superiority of the Anti- Corrosion over other 
Paint for out-door purposes may be easily inferred from the 
E „ that its use has been always most strenuously 
opposed by colour man) nus cturers, painters, oil and colourmen, 
and others interested in the sale of common Paints, i 
very economical, any labourer being able to lay it on. 
ight stone, drab on Portland ditto, Bath ditto, light and dark 
yellow ditto, light dark oak, light and dark lead, light and 
ark chocolate, bright and dark red, and black, 345, per cwt. ; 

invisible green, 50s.; bright ditto, 60s.; deep green, 60s. per 
cwt. ; in casks, 28 Ibs., 56 Ibs., and 1121bs. each. Oil and Brushes. 
More detailed particulars will be sent free of postage. The 
QUE: Anti-Corrosion Paintis only to be obtained of WALTER 

SON (successor to the inventors), 15, Tokenhouse-yard, 
back of the Bank of England, Yrs will show pori 300 Testi- 
monials received from the Nol 
have used the 
seats. W. C. is 

E] 
ag 

Paint now offered for sale. nts Wheteven An 
Orders are DücHAGIORLY requested to be Eu t direct, 

REET BEDS PURIFIED BY STEAM. 

ordinary wa; 
Old Beds, det dressed bbs E process, are perfectly freed from 

all impurities, and b; andiug the feathers the bulk is 
greatly. increased, and Vonseautnus the Bed is rendered much. 

The DAE are the Dues Prices of New Feathers :— 
Mixed, per est Foreign Grey Goose 2s, p 

+ 1s. 4d.| , Iris » 28. 6d. 
Foreign Grey Goose” m 8d.| ,, Dantzic White ,, 8s. 0d. 

L & Son’s List of Bedding, RE full partieulars of 
Weights, Sizes, and Prices, seni y post, on application 
to their ‘Establishment, 196, oppose. the Chapel, Tottenham- 
cour: 5 

VA UTEM HAIR -DY E— 
OWLAND'S MELACOMIA. 

The most E LIQUID PREPARATION ever known in this or 
any other country for Dyeing the HAIR OF THE HEAD, WHISKERS, 
MUSTACHIOS, and EYEBROWS a natural and permanent BROWN Or 
BLACK, 80 exactly ee the natural colour of the or as 
to defy detection. Itis eed innocenti hs M nature, is free 
from any unpleasant he cll, d by any lady or 
gentleman with the greatest en se and parece: Its effect is so 
permanent that neither water nor perspiration will RENE, ; 
and it is entirely free from those properties (used as Hair Dyes) 
which give an SARON red or purple tint tothe Hair, Prices. 

WLAND'S ODONTO, 
PEARL DENTIFRICE 

A WHITE POWDER FOR THE TEETH, compounded of 
the Choicest and most Recherche Ingredients of the Oriental 
Herbal ; the leading requisites of cleanliness and. efficacy being 
present in the highest possible degree. It bestows on the 
TEETH « pearl-like whiteness, and frees them from tartar; im- 
p to the cums a healthy firmness, and to the BREATH a grate- 
ful sweetness and pe i 

9d. per 
gà 

e 28. 
CAUTION.—-* A. ROW AND and SON, 20, Hatton TUA 

Is engraved on the eM Ue which is affixed o 

d by them, anı Chem nists an d Perfum: 
AIL oor ODONTOS P AFRAUDULENT IMITATIONS. | 

ports BLE PATENT SUSPENSION STOVES. 
he nights oe beginning WA RU cold. Now is the 

time for increasing tl 

one unexpected ee any. alin poiie 4 P the hopes which | ee 

beguiled the VF and toil of a whole su E lerefore, go 
'uürchase one of the PATENT PORTABLE 

. The Seve enth Thousand is is already 

showing that what is said of its cleanliness, its siogularly 

beautiful USES properties, its certainty of burnin, 

Publishers, Hounsron AND STONEMAN, 65, 

receipt of 4d. or postage stamps. 

OHNSON'S GARDENERS’ ALMANACK FOR 
1847, will be published on the 19th Noy. by the Stationers’ 

mpany,—Besides the usual contents of an Almenack, it 
contains full information of all the Horticultural Discoveries 

of the past year, and directions ES the future—highly important 
EO CHRIS relative to the x —Garden Calendars, &c. 

N.B. Advsttisémenite e be sent us Mr. GREENHILL, 

Stationers ? Hall, C AA -Stri ae London, on or before the 9nd 

of Noveniper, 

and its exceeding small consumption of 
fuel, is all tris) Bromectuses will beforwarded by post, or the 
Ed may itself be seen in operation, JEORGE and JOHN 

NE's, opening to the Monument, 46, King William-street, 

London. bridge. * 

ork-place, Stoke Newington, “and Printed by Wisx1AM Buannuay, of No. 6, Yo 
7 oh-ravw, Stoke Newington, both. Faxpaaick Mourier? 

m anty of Middese: fice in Lombaró-street, in 
he Precinct of Whitefria published by them 

at e, Ni «, Cove 

den, in the anid coun lone mmur DA 
dee tuhoaa eaved to Ha Aitor saan aunan, Ücromum SA 
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CARNATIONS “AND PICOTEES. 

jous DICKSON, of Acre-lane, Brixton, Surrey, 
begs to inform the. cultivators Sis this beautiful tribe of 

Blower ‘8, that his Catalogue of the t known varieties, now 
vee to send out, m be had on NEPAGO by enclosing a 

ip. — October 3 

i F IE ENOT ( Lyne’s ) 1846.— Rich | Ver- 
milion top petals, with an intensély dark le Tn the 

way of pM s Duke of Cornwall, but much superi: 
Editor's opinion, see Horticulture al Magazine for the erasers month, 
where will also be found e puns n Cd The Peri, Nour- 
mahal, Queen of Beauties, and Ta 

d gendo ours 
LI, memes REMEMBRANCE, PR eO RA- 

EIGH GÍLBERT, and THE PERI, 
Also, NOURMA BEAUTIES, TALISMAN, 

SALE, for 1. 
n Usual Discount to the Trade. 

Printed gr one can be obtained. Great attention paid 
to careful packing. Orders will meet with prompt attention. 
p.) to Nuit E. RENDILE and Co., Plymouth. 

, Union-road, Oct. 1846, 

HAL, QUEEN OF 
and SIR ROBERT 

SHOW Y HERBACEOUS PLANTS 
WOODLANDS Bree Ee UCKFIELD, 

EX. 
M. WOOD anD SON having for several years 
paid partie: ee attention to the ‘cultivation of HARDY 

HÉERBADEOUS PLANTS, during Tum time they have 
s pred no expence in e Newest and most. 

me now much pleasure 
in Bid well assor ted pontes on the following advan- 

rms, when the selection of sorts is left to them- 
Per doz, Per 100, 

‘Good sony ands, all ace 
ORUM 
Extra superb in 

Catslogues of the iore. de iie publistiod, and Le be had, 
s, on application. 

Er peut with each order to defray the expence of. 
carriage, &e. y 

CARLET PELARGONIUMS.—12 Plants of the 
above, in 12 of the best and most distinct varieties i in us 

vation, are now offered for I guinea, basket include 
Shrubland superb efighter astu 
XR Tom Thumb 

et 

Wio gia PIE true 
Qu 

Also i polirke
 from the above, mu in 2s, 6d. packets 

PHILIP Conwa
y, Old Brompt

on, Toet 31. 

NEM SUPERB “SEEDLING  CINERARIAS; 
the’ finest Carnations, Picotees, and Pinks; fine Camel. 

lias ; meee eos ey a imbricata; the ‘finest Dutch 

Hyacinths; Geranium d TEX. ; Pansies; Youell’s 

G Victoria arb. 

Tobolsk DI Th RUR TAS TOLFF R. Vue 

For particulars of the Hm all of which are of the very best 
quality, YOUELL and Co. respi pectfülly efer the readers of the 

Gardeners’ Chronicle to their Advertisement of last week and 

the previous Werle ce STA CORALLINA fe. 
Steamers direct to Rotterdam and to Hull twice a-weck, 

ind to o: ae -— Yarmouth Nursery, Oci 

NUUS ACTORS AND PLANTERS. 
VICK, OR NVIITETHORN. —A few Hund 

Thousand of fine clean, jfransbleusad QUICK to be Dis- 

polea of, — e and sample, apply to Yournn & Co., Great 
Yarmouth Nu 

e above ae ‘of the finest quality, and possess an unusual 

quantity of fibrous roots. 

TI tacts: ANEMONES, IRISES, &e, de- 
red free to any part of London, or to any Station of 

the reat “Western pee the low prices
 annexed ;— 

red 

75 Rare 33-74 English v: mutes (quite mgt dy), i 50 

50 » 17 6 

30 3» » USER 0 10 6 
12 22205 D 0 

DUTCH HYAOINTHS. 

uperb varieties, by name E . Som Eres 
12 Ditto (the best 12) .: I m m Se 4010 6 

Extra fine mixed, per d or m v. Musei dE 

o. o. r 150 
ANEMONES (NEW LARGE). 

50 Distinct varieties, new uo Soule by name. 015 0 

30 S Too 110976 
The best 12 Ditto 05 0 

H. ARDY RANUNCULU! SES. 

50 Fine double sorts, by name m s. 0 12^ 6 
est sorts, a pair of eac MEE D 

The Sand choice sorts, in mixture, per 100° we OF 0, 

Show Flowers, i mixture, mostly Roses and 
Byblomens, very RR xe 00 em . 016 0 

Early dwarf Sorts, for pots, per doz. ETO sl. 26, 
OCUSES AND = VOWDROPS. 

Many sorts, pn colours, p: i. +» 1s6d.t0 0 2 6 

NAROISSU 
Peu MESA and Pheasant’s Eye, very Pu 

010 
uas konan, Paper White, ‘and others; Per doz, 0 3 6 

Pee ens POT 

La Reine, Cloth of ola, v Yellow, and all others, 

Choice sorts, by name, ae inr €» n 209: 45 0 

"The best sorts rn ed Peas, and Other 

n harvested, an ady for delivery 

True Ash- Tent "Kidney Potatoes, onus. free from disease, 

10s. 6d. por 

Jarden Seeds, are 

UPTON AND SONS, Rrapine Nursery, Reading, 

DEN] the above B ulbs A being the very finest in 
cultivation, and being now offer the above low prices, 

early orders are respectfully solicited Ad YN 
N.B ge free as above state 

N GAINE; las several | Mens A xtra strong 
e MOSS ROSES, E adapted for potting, that may be 

had for cash, only, at 25 r 100. His Des: expt e Cat. talee 

of Geraniums, dekene, Cinerarias; don Aor 1947, is now 
li listribufion.— Surrey lane, I ac, Oct. 91. 

HERTFORD NURSERIE 
E Pi FRANCIS'S NEW LIST OF ROSES AND 

* PRICED LIST OF FOREST TREES, EVERGREEN 
ve., are now ready for delivery, and will be forwarded gra 

E. P. F. has a large stock of the following leading a: articles 

Upwards of URS ng i strong 3-year and bedded ED 
yee tie! sh Oak + 9—4 feet. | Hunti Toon m. pe fee 

opui men st » |Laurels .. » 
SUM Fir Y) uo oe m Em 5 

Huntingdon Elm ; 32 25 
Berberis aquifolium, de 3 "feot, lint for ERE in woods, 

dc. 
Carriage of all goo s Sb paid or aaivreain in London. 

OSES. 
B. GUILLOT, Neronis AND Sprcrat CULTI- 

ABIES I DOUGLASIL - 
3 BA Zh LANE anp SON, Great Berkhampsted, 

3 Eee S sery a fine plant of this noble me 1 107. at Berkhampsted, Oct. 3 
E BECK ie ms me Publie that tlie various Em 

* manufactured by ‘him in, ae for Mu reci Yen , may be seen in use at Wort 
fae e gari 

feet ms 

pos 
app. 

ZW SE LING § STRAWBERIISE. 
MYA ATT AND SONS have selected from their stock 

* of goeding it the following varieties, which are now ready 
for sending out + 

Myarr’s GLosE, large and fine Havens, perl00 30s, 
i MAMMOTH, very arge E 

»  Pmorirrie, early and gre; 
Yide s SEEDLING, early ?1s. 

above selection are quite distinet, and well worth the 
n. of growers. 

Early orders will ensure strong gc for fruiting next 
season.—Manor Farm, Deptford, Oct. 31 

RIED PLANTS FROM CHINA.—A few sets of 
the VALUABLE DRIED PLANTS collected in China 

y Mr. FonrUNE, may still be procured by applying to R. 
Hewarp, Esq., Young-street, Kensington, London. Among, 
them are many new and rare species scarcely known to Euro- 

ns. 

at bearer g 

OUIS VAN HOUTTE, Frorist, Ghent, Belgium, 
begs to offer for sale Mr. de LiNDEN's m pari vine for this fietation) following novelties, in strong plant 
PEN] APHTA. ES SIS E node 6a. 

[DENTA 5^0 
RUHACENSIS ;. 50 

LOBELIA SERRATA 50 
RHYTIDOPHYLLUM FLORIBUNDUM 

(Lobelia Hbanensis) 5.0 
SIPHO CAMPYLUS NITIDU 26 

ihe AST diseotdt te he Trade. 
ETHORN 
error in this advertisement last 

Ed Mr. N was named as Mr. Van Hovurry’s a 
partner. Mr. LINDEN is alive, and we hope well, and Mi 
VAN HourTE's actual pont ne 

By a typographical 
IN. 

WOODLANDS NURSERY, MARESFIELD, NEAR 
UCKFIELD, SUSSEX 

V 7M. WOOD anp SON'S DESCR IPTIVE CATA- 
LOGUE OF ROSES, - A New Edition; containing all 

the PROVED novelties of the season, may siill be had GRATIS 
on application, 

O THE TRADE AND OTHER i 
Nurseries, EA Honte, phe the ANI. Railway 

tatio: 
a AND SON Be to call attention to their 

Li ensive stock of FOREST TREES, EVERGREENS, 
ORNAMENT eun E SEUES: TL ANTS, ROSES, &c. 

ay one who may honour Semi wiih v 
riced Lists will be forwarded on applica 

THE HUNTINGDON ELM. 

LMUS GLABRA VEGETA, THE HUNTING- 
DON ELM.—This is by far the most Vigorous EE 

kind of ELM propagated in British nurseries, often ma 
shoots from 6 feet to 10 feet in length. in one season, and the 
tree en the height of upwards ‘of 30 feet in ten years from. 
the graft. Raised at Huntingdon about 1746, from seed col- 
lected 1 in that nei ienbonehod od by Mr. Wood, Bie tes 
there.—Loudon’s Broyeloneda of Trees and Shrubs, p. 723. 

S varieties which may n cured in 
British uere tbe best hind for cultivation for its timber 

untingdon Elm. D. 115. 
‘A large AS pore pR ELM MI wit Ure e 

now on sale at the Mondagioh Cusen at the following 
rices :— 

p 3 fe $ feet, per 100 12s. 
do 15s. 

$ £o i feet, per 100 — 30s. 
o. do. 

5 to 8 (2e SR 
ex 

20s. sto D do, 
e prices were ted last week.) 

Also a large RAS of the ORA a superior broad- 
leaved variety of the English Elm, at the same prices as the 

VATOR OF Ross,” Place de la Croix, la Guillatiére, Lyons, 

pete begs to inform. SERE nni ithe Public in general, 

at in his the best varieties of ancient ond 

EW BAST OR MATTING “FOR, HORTICUL- 
T oN OR cant oe article, imported from the 

ba by J. Cook, Esq., of Brook M exhibited at 
Fetein July 'and highly approved for its strength 
y Dr. Lindley, Mr. Marnock, and the numerous 

es gardeners and nurserymen who ener it, may now be 

procured in packets as imported, at 6s, each, each packet 
yielding as much tying NL as six gi by. forwarding A 
‘Post-oftice order for the amount either to Wm. P. Ayre 
Brooklands, Blackheath- dim Kent, or suy of the following 
Agenti ee J.A nderson 4 Co., Pine Appie pae 
Edgeware- e Gler Anae Nurseries, Ohiswi 
Fraser, p bridge road, Leyton, R TER CHE 
Rice a eum ; W. Catleugh, Hans-place, Sloane-street, 
Chelsea ; and F TOES Son, Mansion House-street, City. 

Persons wishing for a SAPE may procure the same by for- 
warding two postage stamps to Mr, Ayres, The usual discount 
to the trade for cash on deliv 

SEED D POTATOES Ri cen ity ofa PES "Potatoes es 
of the SHORT TOP REDS, and RED KIDNEY sorts, 

both excellent) and. profitable kinds, ,Brown on new and rich 
Fen Land, referred to by ‘ Cui rator," in another pant of your 
Paper, are now on sale at 1s. per p peck. They will b 
any part of the kingdom, EXT any D CTDAOR afforded as to 
thó most advisable mode of culture,— oP, P., Curator, 
eare of Mr, Bumpus, Bookseller, Holborn Bars, London, 

modd ROSES are to be) found at mo om prices He 
just introduced several new Seedlings raised by him in 1805, 
and especially the superb Hybrid Perpetual plant, named ** LE 

ANT DES BATAILLES.” Orders, post paid, ber 
attended o 

fine this ERS 
to SORINA many new and splendi 
genus, of the last two seasons’ pr oduct 
J. B.S. with their commands find the articles of first- 
rate EE and D ges pas moderate. A B00 collec- 
ion Ed Camellias, Rhododendrons, Liliums, Roses, 

A List will be forwarded on receipt of a Sonia stamp. 

ibn Nursery, ingen 

ESSRS. LANE RT “SON, ena) ED. 
beg to announce that their "ROSE CATALOGUE nd 

be had m application, enclosing a 2d. nie stamp. T 
beg to add, that the two last pages of the Catalogue may bi 

Sons] with much b avita gh by those desirous of making à 

really good selection, as they eontain the names of all the 

Roses Shih they have PIEN to be the very best for pot or 
greenhouse culture, and fòr covering trellis work, walls, poles, 
&c.&c. Their potted Maita. dnd unusually strong and healthy. 

Oct. 31, 1846, 

A large collection es Lr and Ornamental Trees, E 
ing and Evergreen Shrubs, &c., a Catalogue of which may be 
had on cose dades to S. Woop, Nurseries, jn 
ingdon. 

—. MIMULUS CONDUCTOR. _ 
ME Wo WOOD, Albert Nursery, Brentwood, Essex, 

s to call the attention of the public to that beautiful 
new Seedling, MIMULUS CONDUCTOR; it is the most dis- 
tinct of any yet sent out, 

ready? on applica on. 

RIED PLANTS FROM NEUE AND FROM 
SOUTH PERSIA.—A few Sets of the valuable Dried 

Plants collected in n ay M. Th. Heldreich, and those 
collected in SQUTH P y M. T. Kotschy, may still 
procured by une x M PAMPLIN, BOTANICAL BOOK- 
SELLER, Frith-street, Soho, London The Plants in both col- 
ections are named ; many of them is € known in the 
Engl ish Herbaria, and some of them a tirely new species. 

gar The New ANATOLIAN COLLEG TON of. M, Th. Hel- 
| dreich is expected to arrive shortly, 

jr —— ———— 
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ASS anD BROWN have this season to offor.the, 
following. Their Autumn Catalogue of Ranunculuses, 

Bulbs, &c. is now ready, and may be had pre-paid on appli- 

cation. 
SUPERB NEW RANUNCULUSES 

These consist of very superior and first-ra fl. »wers, uo 

they have chiefly selected during the last fow from many 
thousands ie Elem 1 owing selections with ed 

will be. fri y pe with pi inted directions for culture :— 

du vase m T ;orlpair of each, 70s. 
di - 25 to Be itto 385. 

bove are Se iculagte recommended for vigorous growth 
and pe bloom. 

50 fine older Tarieties, 10s., or 1 paie of each, 18s. 
t ditto 

"Ting qued Kanaana d 105. per 100. 
Meier 12 beautiful named var 58. Od. 

endid d summer hyb: 5 0 

EARLY TUL IPS, autiful varieties! for ia or 

T fe . 6 

ri jeries, 3 roots of each 70 
OUBLE ore JLIP S, 6 fine varieties, ots of ead 7.0 

HYACINTHS, Imported Dutch, fine named, per 
dozen ED ON AO AG ai 

NIU ES 
The solaris Strong. and well-estab ed are Bow. ready :— 

show varieties 21s., i 12 for 
2s ear superior, newer var. 50s., or 12 for 305. 
Tine varieties, per doz., 6s. to 9s. 

PICOTEES, 12 un superior varieties, ...... £l 4 0 

di CARNATIONS, 12 140 
PINKS, 12 pair ditto 010 0 
CHRYSANTHEMUMS, 10 superb new v 015 0 
A large stock of er fine GIANT RHUBARB, 

strong roots, per doz 06 0 
YOUELL'S EARLY TOB 060 
BRITISH QUEEN STRAWBERRIES, p 040 

Carriage free to London ; and for orders. of 3^. and upwards 
extra plants or roots will be presented to pay expense of distant 

carriage. A remittance from unknown A Post- 

office Eu to be made payable to WiLLiAM Bass or STEPHEN 
BzowN.— Seed and Horticultural Establishment, Sudbury, 

Suffolk, Oct. 31. deu : 
TO NOBLEMEN, ‘GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN & OTHERS: 

CANA DENSIS, on HEMLOCK SPRUCE. 

Gu BAKER, NURSERYMAN, Bagshot, Surrey, having 
* the PAA, Stock in Európ e, of various sizes Andi in fine 

condition, can with confidence recommend this noble tree to 
the ^x of the publie, Ed the Pod m. ices 

t. — T ransplanted 12 Oper: 3 
» » z “Od 

3, » E i 0 » 
3i04ft. h pte T 

PIOEA BALSAMEA. 
$t 5 z +. at £0 8 
2 5 . Ta aaea TT 

€. B. er a EP Stock of sane KALMIA LATIFOLIA, 
oo 

can supply them at the 2o Caini low pri 
Beg ies. e! 0 per 100 

Doss » m I. ee Boh 15 0 b 

18, jo 0 0 m 
Fine Sp ecimen Plants from 3s, a to 5s. each. 

N,B.—Large purchasers pe He ave considerable reduction.— 

The usual zoe tothe Xp xb. 
NS UM OW SED e fio nent 

ECK’S GERANIUMS OF 1845.—The set of five 
for 1L 155; namely, Desdemona, Isabella, Zenobia, 

Mustee, and EUM 
LYNE'S SEEDLINGS OF 1845. 

The set of oe for 1.155. ; namely, 3 Marmion, Princess, Merry 
Monarch, © t, Vampire, and Rosebud. 

Cusi tomer's electio ion of 12 from the QUU list. for 50s. 

Standard of Perfection, E dith, Lady Bulkeley, Miss Halford, 

Prince Alfred, King of the French, Camilla, Charles the Tenth, 

Gipsy Queen, "Zanzummim, Cleopatr: a, Imogene, Leonora, Rede 

worth, Sappho, Meteor, Pluto, isite, Beauty of Saithill, 

Black Dwarf, Selina, Shield of ‘Achilles, Cock’s Hector, King 

of Saxony (Gaines), Titus, M eR Mrs. Jephson, Magog. g, 

Repeal, Francis Bullin, Cornubiensis (Hockin n), Princess Alice, 

Sarah Jane, oaa Phillipa, Prin ps and Du e of Devonshire. 
ellent Geraniums from 15s. to 20s, 

All or AS] ES be executed im EIL for any af the 

sorts named, above. 
" All orders above 3l. will be delivered (hamper, 

jns and carriage free) to, London, Bristol, aeter, 

Barnstaple, or Falmouth; or above 61. to Liverpool, 
Dublin, or Cork. 

emittance is not required from kuown Correspondents, or 
those who give reference in London 

Sieamers from this Port three times a week to Lon- 
don, Cork, Dublin, Liverpool, und Falmouth. 

Great attention is paid to careful Basi Au plants for- 

warded to long distances are packed in F es, and firmly 
Secure Vi ex e ANSER & Co. 

_ Office, 1 Union-road, Plymouth, October, 1 

"pus BEST CINERARIAS ‘OF oar SEASON, 
—Henderson’s Attraction, Exquisite, Illuminator, For- 

mosa, and Duchess de Nemours. Jackson's Maid o Judah, 

Rose of mci Vale, Amazon, Joan of Arc, bas Countess of 

Zetland. s Noblesse, Pet, and Empero 
ay's Usheri e Constable, and Walter's Bladud, at 

25. 6d. each, or 24s. per 
Henderson’s p holed “Superieure Standard, Tricolor, Me- 

teor, and ET Knight. ery’s Criterion, Captivator, Fanny 
Ellsler, Nosegay, and Red Rover. May’s Queen of May and 
Pis of S E Gaines’s Brilliant, and Ivery's Beauty 
f Wonham, 1s. x each, or 15s. per dozen 

SOEBLANEOUS PL 
Torenia "m 53. 5 

strong ; 
E t, fine, 2s. 6d. ; Phlox à purpu: 

8. ja dozen ; Oidentandia U Doypian: Polygala Dal- 
uda, ‘stron g, ds. 

üiphocampylus coccineus 

Ji Chienostoma Poly- ins Pu 
antha is 6d.—The collection di 12 for 3! 

GEO. ROGERS, FLORIST, &c., Sogi" ‘to offer the above in 
[i healthy plants, now ready to Send"out. No charge for 
amper ör package, when me UN contains a remittance, and 

Plants added to compensate ee varriage, 
Uttoxetcr, Staffordshire, 

COUNTESS OF CA a 
D BUTLER. having bought ‘aie stock 5 this very 

* beautiful flower, grown '. Bridges, of Hampton; 
near COSE pogs to iod pir fine un Healthy plants at 5s. per 
per a th the l allowance to the Trade, where three 

ant; i i 

HEDENHAM ROSARY, BUNGAY, SUFFOL 
AN ABRIDGED n OF A SELECTION OF thy BEST 

8 IN CULTIVA’ y 
AAT BD ALE 

ATION, 

BY ACh THS, TULIPS, 
ICULAS, 

F OLLUM, 

H. ER OOM, GraArnaM Rise, near LONDON (erred 
m an APPOINT: 

PROP? FO BY 
: OBERT BENJAMIN BIRCHAM—A Descrip- 

Carriage paid to 
ndon per Norfolk Railway. 

tive C atalogue sent on application. 

n 2 Pots.| 
2s. d | 2 | 

2 to 5-45 H t 0 Dr. Ma M iS 
0 | Duc dA 

2 0 | Duchess rof Suneriaia 
20 rude Ibo! 
1.6 | Fulg 

Genet al Merlin 
| Julie 

5.0 La Bedoy 
| La Bouguotorr 

2 6 | La Rein 
nto phot 

26 Lady Alice Peel 
1 6 | Lani 

{ weave s dms arte 
2 0 | Madame Emma Dagmplerre. 

Madame Dameme 
1 6 | Madame Laffay, F. 
2 0 | Marquise Bocceila 
20 |M rnu 
1:58 I i E 
16 |P ert 

| Princesse Helene 
2.0 | grince of Wale: 

| Reine de la Guillotiens 
TUUM yent y) 
2 6 | Robin es 
2 6 | Thiba s 
De One| William b nb 

| BOURBON NEUSS, 
Tug | Acidalie te 
Ly 6, Amenaide 
2 0 | Anne Beluze 

| pU de Flore 
20! 
2 6 | 'Oharles Souchet : 
2 0 | Comice de Seine et Marne 
2 6 | Comte de Rambuteau e 
2 0 | Comtesse de Bessesties 
16 DE 

A2CADONDOURO NO CO M RONONU A — Fa eo tO NO NS 

2.6 
2 

tore 

$25 co t2 to 

uchesse 

Blanchefleu . 1s 6d | Fanny Parissot T 

Christine ae ham -. 7 6 | Gloire d'un parterre 

'opatra. D apnd randissima t 

Crested Proveuce 1 6 |Guervin's gift 

Duchess of Ken 1 6 | Julie 
Enchantresse 16 d eae 
Hypacia 1 6 | Latour d'Auvergne .. 
aura ; 1 6 |Madame Damoureau... 
La Volupt 2. 1 6 | Madame Duchesnoy ... 
Madame Huet .. 1 6 | Madame Henriette 
Madame a Mey 1 6 | Matthew, Mole 
Melanie 1.6 ud Guerin 
ow Globe Hip. 16 

Nieolati 16 Guillet Parfait ' 
Pashot lino) on. Boal a ne me surpasse . 

Lr gis de Laqueue 1 6 n 

: Mementine 2 0 Triomph de sen: 
e Devig ne 2 0 Beauty of Billiard 

Superb, si triped "uique 26 UM Mie 

Boula de Nantenil ... 1 6 

Briseis 16 Claris  Fouequier 
La VUE | de pryseltes... 1 6 | Chen 
Penelop 1.6 Comtesse ES Lacepede 

2 0 | Decand o 
Sos aira 2 0 jme he n 
UR Se ‘be 1.6 e 

1 6 

Columella 2 0 
Comtesse Almaviva 176. 
ir 1 6°) Madame Remeau 
on: 1.6 | Magna Rósea ~.. c 
T. DIOS Da) l 6;|;Prinee Albert (Hooker's) 

'uchess. of “Pucelough 1 6, | Rich Verdier) .. 

ae de Trey 1.6 | Triomphe de Laqueue 
c de. Ya iin 1.6.| Coupe d'Hebe 
Foe de Taudemont q j Double Marginated Hip 

yell 
16 
1.6 

gy 

| Henri 
| Impersirie Sigue 

elatante 

Augustine Móuehelot 
Aubernon, F. 

08 st " 
Cem ons Seringe“ 
Üiementin 

Comtesse APA 
Coquette de Bellevue 

Desgach " 
aoe Duo. d'Orleans " 

c de Chartres j 
Dihout du Coursot 
Dupetit Thouars '... 
Edouard Desfosses 
Emile Courtier 
Enfante q'Aj accio 

orge 
Gloire de da p re 
Gloire de Pari: 
Gloire oe Nosamene 

Lady g Janni 
Le Camée 

| La Gracieuse 
Le Grenadier 
Le ASERT gu Palais 
adame 

Madame IE ARE ide 
Madame Nerard 
Madame Souchet 

Pourpre (Fafait) * 
Princess Clementine | 

Princess e Modéne 
Pró npin 
RTN F. a 
Reine a Cyngres 

Reine de-Vierg 
splendenti F 

Thaiffai 
Virgile 

de la + Malmaison” 4 

Teight 
of Stem. 

Dwarf, worked upon 4 to 9 inch stems. 

A SAKES E 

S denbam, 0 Oct. 31, 1846. 

Queen of Denmark 

Price. 

8 
2 
2 
3 
2 

2 3 
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 RANUNOULUSES, ANEMONES, 
GERANIUMS, AND LILIUM LANCI- 

LORIST TO HE 
XING OF Jus 

begs to recommend to the attention of the Nob ility, Gentry, and 
Amateurs, his extensie assortment of the above "p LO WERS, 
which he can supply of the best quality. He begs to state 
that this is a good season of the year to make a selection of the 
yarious kinds. 

from Walworth), 

3E 
E 

25 HY AGIN T HS, in 25 fine sorts;named  .. + £1 5 0 
100 TULIPS, in 100 fine sorts, named .. on TT. 30: 
100 1d in 50 ditto ditto 5 0 

iperfine Mix xtures, per 100, from 10s. ‘ea. to ‘Ds, 
100 RAN UNCUL USES, in 100 Superfine sorts,named 2 10 0 

Superfine Mixtures, per 100 ; 0 
100 ANE HE in 100 Superfine sorts, named 0 

‘A New Collection of 50 Superfine sorts 0 
Superfine Mixtures, per 6 

25 AU. LAS, in 25 ) Superfine so; s, named 0 
25 GE RANIUMS, ine Superfine soris uo 0 

Good kinds, per d ‘om 0 
LILIUM LANGIFOLIUM ALBUM, good albo, ps 

from 1s. 6d, to 0 5 0 
UNOTAT UM, from 0 0 

SPECÍOSUM EA +. from 10s, 6d. to 2 2 0 
A new collection of Hybrid Seedling Liles 6 sor gue 116 0 

H. Groom begs to £ ee s Catalogue of Bulbs, 
and will be forwarded by post on application, 
ae oreign orders executed 

TO THE NOBILITY, GENTRY, AND PLANTERS 
RALLY. 

AM RTHUR MACK DE begs to announee that his List 
f prices for FOREST AND ORNAMENTAL TREES, 

E LOWERING AND EVERGREEN SHRUBS, &c., is now 
ready for deliver. , and ean be had on application. 

egs to call the attention of gentlemen in the neigh- 
ahost of Toon tothe great facility afforded by ihe Nor- 
folk Railway for the cheap and sp peedy transit of Nursery 
goods ; and M fur es to meet the pa of his London cor- 

e has made r the delivery of all 
packages of Orbe dol Trees, Shrubs, oe free to any part 
of London, 

A. M.’s stock of Forest Trees is very extensiv: e, and he con- 
dently trusts that the rate of prices, and of carriage for them, 

lbe such as will prove an inducement to those who have 
eso been restricted to a circumscribed market, to favour 
him with the eir orders. mue fr 2 by Norlolk Railway to 
London, 27s. 6d. per ton. nd Peterborough line is 

dto be opened LM AR will give access to the 
midland countie: 

. M. ha: "EE a very extensive stock of fine Whitethorn 
and Blackthorn suited for Enclosures, Railway Fencing, &c., 
and well deserving the attention of contractors, 
Norwich Nursery, Norwich. 

HOICE FLOWER ROOTS. 
(Oe M Im AND Co., SEEDSMEN AND NADA 86, 

High-street, SEAWAM beg to offer for Sale the under- 
d DUTCH B LBS, warranted true to name, whic! 
will be sent to any DALE Si the United nadom; vat the Sos: 
ingaoim pricet. ei —Hya hs, fine name s for glasses, 

for po. ae borders, 3s. per "s Jonquils, 
TUE double Zs. 6d id. per doz. ; Polyanthus Nareiosus 4s, per 
oz. ; Parrot Tulips, splendid, colours, 2s. per doz. ; Gladiolus 
ENE 2s, 6d. ribundus, 3s. per doz.; 
Crocuses, in 8 best varieties, 2s. per 100; Ranunculus, fino 
mixed, 43. per 100 ; Do. beauti ifal named YEAR) 1s. 6d. per 
02. ; ne: fine double, mixed, 8s. Lilium Lon- 

giflorum, splendid, 5s, per doz. s Narcissus (aeree and Double 
4s, per 100; Van Thol Tulips; for pots, 6s. per 100 ; 

pan Tulips, for beds ; Double Snowdrops, 2s. 
—N.B. All other sorts of. esas Roots at equally low 
Catalogues may be had. 

CEREUS MOMS 

., is ready, 

ites 

attention to the Gardeners’ 
Chronicle, May 17, 1845, page 352; and May 16, 1846, page 332, 
now beg to offer good rooted plants at 10s. 6d. each, No 
allowance to the Trade unless three plants are taken. A re- 
mittance requested from unknown AR Laas 
Plumpton Rocks, near Kuaresborough, Yorkshire, Oct. 31. 

WILLIAM Woop AND SON'S SENI MU Venit OF 
RSERY STOCK.—N: 

W M. WOOD AND SON, in Miel “their sincere 
acknowledgments to the numerous friends who have in 

ast seasons favoured them with their commands, would wish 
ERES to direct attention to their very extensive stock, ex- 

nding over an are. acres, and comprising a general 
collection of HARDY TREES AND FL OW BRING Pe 
TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES, CONIFERJE, OR. 
MENTAL TREES OF LARGER GR OWTH. EVERGREENS 
AND. AMERICAN PLANTS, FRUIT TREES, &c.» 

o Greenhouse, Hothouse, and Herbaceous Plants, Camel- 
lias io EROS Petunias, Cinerarias, &c., all of which 
are in the finest Buel condition, and will be offered on the 
most reasonable terms, 

VECTORS beg leave to, remark that their immense 
stock of Roses, Standards and Dwarfs, and in pots, are ex- 
ceedingly vigorous a and fine this season 

Catalogues of th be had, Graris, on Uem 
Woodlands Se ü field, near Uckfield, Sa 

AKERS PHEASAN PRY, Beaufort-street. King’ s- 
road, Chelsea (by appointment to Her Masrsry and 

H. R. H. Pr INCE ÀALBERT).—ORN sNTAL WATERFOWL, 

cons ng of Black and White Tone gyptian, Canada, 

China, Barnacle, Brent, ang Laughing Gu: Sheildr: makes, 

Pintail, Widgeon, Summer and Winter "Teal 'Gadwall, 

"ador, Shovellers, Ad eyed Cem Dun Diver na Dacks, 
Call Ducks, &c., d sd and pinioned’: “also Spanish, 
Cochin China, Malay, abélandy® Surrey, ang Dar ing Fowls ; and 

" sage. y Half. 
White, Japan, Pied, d v SER Peafowl; and pure 

China Pigs. 

G EEDS- CORNER or HALE MOON- STREET 
HOMAS GIBBS and CO 

(By om es penn cay the SEEDSMEN to the 
d ROYAL AG BAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND," 

Beg to remind ne pm of the Society, and no 
in geheral; that their only Counting House and Seed Ware- 

hóuse is at the Corner of TLALE- SEC “STR ny PICCA- 

Bt acta as for the last Fifty 
Při sts of Agricultural Seeds are x ays ready, and may 

na a osrtopitddirion 
Sa ere FOR GARDEN MATS. = = Trans- 

parent cover to give light and exclude frost from Green- 

uses, Frames, &c., Ts. per yira; nearly 2 yards wide; Tar- 
munis for Keeping ow k , 15524. per yard, nearly 2 yards 

widé ; both*theséariielos arb rproof, they will last much 

longer than nats, are not halfiithe expense. o! of carriage, are 

easily fixed, ‘very little. more in Mines than mats, and s 
warranted fo outwear two mats. a RICHARDSON, Ne! 
and Tent Maker, 21, Dodtipidgesplace, : s New-road, London. 
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FOREST TREES, SHRUBS, AND FRUIT TREES. 

ILLIAM E. RENDLE anp Co, of Plymouth, 
have this season an unusually large stock of FOREST 

TREES, SHRUBS, and FRUIT TREES, in the most luxu- 
riant and healthy condition, having upwards o: 

00,000 H FIRS. 
200,000 SCOTCH FIRS, 
150,000 PINUS AUSTRIACA., 
400,000 THORNS. 
20,000 LAURELS, 

And all other kinds in equal abundance. 

As the Lease of one of their Nurseries expires at 
Christmas newt, they are determined to offer many of 
the leading arlicles at a very low price, in anticipation 
of a large demand, and to enable them to clear the 
ground at the appointed time. 

Steamers are continually running from this port to London, 
Liverpool, Dublin, Cork, Southampton, Torquay, and Fal- 
mouth, at low freights, 

Priced Catalogues are now ready, and can be had 
gratis on application to 

WILLIAM E. RENDLE anp Co., Plymouth. 
Office, Union-road, Oct. 31. 

ECK’S, HOY LE’S, MILLER’S, AND FOSTER’S 
SEEDLING GERANIUMS OF 1845, at 20. per dozen; 

Purchaser's selection, 3/.—BECK'S Mare Antony, Juno, Des- 
ircle, Sunset, Isabella, Margaret, Zenobia, 

E'S Au- 
demona, Ros; 
Mustee, Bellona, Arabella, Favorita, Bella.—HOY 

delivery. 
ther new varieties at 1l. 1s. per dozen. See printed 

Geranium Catalogue, which can be had gratis, 
Hybridized Geranium Seeds, 100, 10s.; 50, 5s. ; 25, 3s, 

WanLrAM MILLER, Providence Nursery, Ramsgate, 

The Gardeners Chronicle, 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1846. 
MEETiNGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS, Monvay, Nov. mber 2—Bntomologival Si AGT: MIB PM, 

forticultural t. 2 pam, Torspay, 3 data SUO dm Fumay, 6— Botanical * Ma oi HOSPUE 
We have to announce that Mr. FonruwE has 

been appointed by the Society of Apothecaries 
Curator of the Botanie Garden, Chelsea, in the 
vacancy created by the death of Mr. ANDERSON ; 
and that immediate measures will be taken to 
restore this classical spot to a state worthy of the 
enlightened body by whose funds it has for so 
many years been maintained. 

Some barrels of Porarors have been received by 
Messrs. Gizes, Bricur, and C »., of Liverpool, from 

eru. We have seen one of the barrels opened, 
and can state that they are the real Golden variety, 
to which so much interest now attaches. There 
are two kinds, a yellow skinned, and a purple 
skinned, in excellent order, but sprouting, so that 
it will be necessary to plant them immediately. 

AtrHoucn it may be true that cooks are the 
most amiable of human beings, and worthy repre- 
sentatives of the great Monsieur Soyer, yet it does 
somehow happen that they and gardeners come un- 
pleasantly in collision. We have heard indeed of 
cooks who vow that the garden furnishes nothing, 
and of gardeners who retort that the cook is in- 
satiable ; and then, when the quarrel has to be 
settled, the judge between the two contending 
parties has nothing upon which to form his opinion 
more precise than vehement assertions on both 
sides, 

In all questions, and such as are culinary form no 
exception to the rule, it is useful to pin people down 
to facts, which, if on paper, cannot afterwards be 
ainsayed, and an intelligent correspondent, who 

[im himself found his advantage in the practice, has 
sent us the following description of his mode of 
managing the chef de cuisine, and putting an end to 
the possibility of random assertions being brought 
forward in support of extravagant grumbling. 

“Tt was sound advice which the late WALTER 
Drcrson, of Edinburgh, used to give every young 
man he sent out as a gardener, when he said, * Sow 
thick ; thin in time ; and, above all, keep on. good 
terms with the cook. The last injunction, I believe, 
is frequently the most difficult part to fulfil ; and, 
from inattention to it, I have known some excellent 
gardeners, and deserving men, harassed and annoyed 
almost beyondendurance. Fortunately Ihave escaped 
these annoyances myself, but aware of the difficul- 
ties which others have had to contend with in this 
respect, I venture to submit the following. plan, 
which, if adopted in every establishment where a 
gardener is kept, I feel confident would prevent a 
great deal of unpleasantness,. and at the same time 
operate in some measure as a check against waste 
and extravagance in the kitchen, so far at least as 
regards the various things in which the gardener is 
interested. 

“ The plan I recommend is simply to have such 
a list of vegetables as the one I subjoin, printed on 
slips of coarse paper. Every morning one of these 

slips is marked by the gardener and taken to the 
cook, by the person whose business it is to serve the 
Kitchen. The cook sees at once what vegetables 
can be supplied, and immediately makes a mark 
against such as may be required for that particular 
day. The list is then brought back to the garden, 
where, as soon as the articles are collected, the 
quantity of each is inserted and the record placed 
on a file. : 

“ All this, perhaps, may appear quite unnecessary 
to those who ‘canna be fashed ; but to others of a 
different school, who may feel disposed to adopt the 
system^I have pointed out, and. successfully prac- 
tised for many years past, I can truly say, they will 
find the little trouble it occasions amply compen- 
sated by the security it gives against unfounded 
complaints being made by persons who are often not 
over scrupulous in their statements.—B,” 

(Plan of the stip of paper above alluded to.) 

LIST OF VEGETABLES. 

The The The 
Gardener’s N Cook's | Quantity of 

Mark. | Mark, | each sent, 

Artichokes | 
—, Jerusalem | 
Asparagus | 
Beans, French | 

* Scarlet Runner} * Dish 
——, Windsor | 

id Beet, Red 
* , White 

, Leaf 
Broccoli 

m Brussel's Sprouts 
- Cabbage ad 1 
* , Sprouts 
* , Red 
* Carrots of 18 
T Cauliflower E 4 
x Celery * 2 

Endive 
T Garlic 
* Horse Radish 
e Leeks » 2 
y Lettuce we * 2 
* Mint 
* Onions * 
s Parsley - Bunch 
" Parsnips 
s as * Dish 
" Potatoes * 3 gallons 

Radishes 
Rhubarb 

t Sage 
E Salsify 
k Savoys 
E Seorzonera 

Scotch Kale 
Sea Kale 

* Shallots * 12 
* Spinach * Dish 
* Sweet Herbs * Bunch 
* Tomatoes 
E Turnips * 10 

Vegetable Marrow. 

Ifalllarge establishments would adopt this rule, 
and it-is in force in some of the very largest, it 
would save much annoyance to the gardener, some 
expenditure of breath to the cook, and, we may 
add, no small waste of money to the master. 

REM KT 
Ir is now some months since the Freeman’s 

Journal acquainted its admiring readers, upon Par- 
liamentary authority, that the commission which 
was appointed by the late Government in October 
last, to inquire into the Potato disease in Ireland, 
had cost the country eighteen thousand four hun- 
dred pounds ! 

s there is nothing too hard or too large for 
political gobemouches to swallow, this story was 
eagerly caught at by the opposition press, and the 
whole country from Lough Foyle to Cape Clear 
rung with exclamations at the infamous job thus per- 
petrated by the Government of Sir Robert Peel 
From Ireland it passed to England, and at last has 
found a place in the Times, but with an improve- 
ment ; for a Mr. C.,one of the great obscure who 
are permitted to contribute to the * stuffing" of the 
corpulent pages of our contemporary, has accused 

e issi “ pocketing hundreds of 
pounds each, and of putting the country to the ex- 
pense of as many thousands!” Only imagine three 

gent] ^ whose ission lasted about three 
weeks, and of whom one received no remuneration 
whatever for his services, pocketing or otherwise 
disposing of some hundreds of thousands of ee 
inthatshort period. The Irish story which made 
them net 92007. each, or three thousand pounds a- 
week, was rather startling ; but it was not enough 
so for the sensible correspondent of the Times. 

Need we say that the whole story is what is com- 
monly denominated fudge—a mere fabrication, hay- 

ES > 

ing no other truth to rest upon than the well-known 
fact that a short commission did issue, which com- 
mission must have cost something. 

Nothing can more strongly show the degrading 
nature of party politics, than that tales like this 
should be propagated by men of respectability. 
Such a case is one of those sad exhibitions of malice 
and credulity which would be incredible if they 
were not of daily occurrence. 

CULTURE OF THE PINE-APPLE. 
Ir will be readily conceded that the diseussions which 

have from time to time appeared in the Chronicle have 
given a decided impetus to the culture of the Pine- 
apple; this, I think, cannot be disputed. It would be 
astonishing, indeed, now to see, even at provincial exhi- 
bitions, plump, fall grown 2} Ib. Queen Pines; such 
things are, in fact, rarities in Covent-garden Market. 
They would be taken now-a-days, not for the produe- 
tion of our English Gardens, but for those fruit im- 
ported by the thousand from our West India Islands 
under that name. So completely and successfully has 
the attention of gardeners been driven to consider their 
position relative to the production of this fruit, that 5 
and Glb. Queen Pines are as common now as fruit half 
that size were a few years back. It istrue that many 
of the recommendations so stoutly insisted on to attain 
this end, savoured of the ridiculous, but it is neverthe- 
less also true that those who had been plodding most 
faithfully and unswervingly in the school of culture 
p ibed by our grandfatl in the art, were induced 
to test the invulnerability of their recipes and maxims. 
The explosion of one of these, redoubtable as they ap- 
peared, and previously defended with so much boldness 
and energy, let in new light upon the subject, and dis- 
pelled the mystery which we were taught hung over 
a very mysterious art. 

Some are foolish enough to imagine that no advance 
has been made in this braneh of gardening, and 
that we have the recorded weight of Pine-apples 
quite as large produced years ago. We are not fas- 
tidious enough to cavil aboutthis; but we contend that a 
mighty advance has been made in their general culture 
throughout the kingdom ; that fine fruit, as proof of 
this, is now common ; that every one who aspires to the 
cultivation of the Pine is convinced that unless he 
adopts such modern improvements as may seem ap- 
plicable to his own. peculiar necessities (such as have 
been from time to-time urged in the pages of this 
Journal), he must content himself to be classed with 
the gardeners of the dark ages. The recent meeting of 
the Horticultural Society in Regent-street must have 
clearly shown how deeply involved the interests of prac- 
tical men are in this question ; for, instead of the exhibi- 
tion of a single specimen of skilful-eulture during a 
season, leaving us afterwards to marvelover it for 12 
months, they are now produced absolutely in shoals, 
and of such dimensions, too, that people begin to ery 
out, the perfection of Pine-growing has been accom- 
plished : beyond this we cannot go! But I shall pre- 
sently show that it is scarcely begun, and that what 
has been done is only the first effort to get out of 
the mud, and that the costly mode which has been 
adopted to get us out of this position, is, in itself vexa- 
tious, and ina great measure opposed to the natural 
principles upon which successful cultivation hinges, 

The systems hitherto pursued have; in most instances, 
frightened every economical: cultivator out of the field, 
and scores of Pine-growers are now content to fill their 
pits with Cucumbers or Melons, because common garden 
soil and stable litter were the chief adjuncts required 
in their cultivation, There were no bills for far-fetched 
manures—for charcoal, or for vats to double distill 
these. We shall, however, by-and-by enquire into the 
merits of such formidable and expensive materials in 
the culture of this fruit, and if I can show that the 
best example of Pine-growing as practised in'amy esta- 
lishment in this country, is immeasurably distanced 

without the aid of these, my assertion will consequently 
be entitled to some credence and respect, however 
startling and vexatious it may be to those who have 
pinned their faith on these unsatisfactory and costly 
compounds. I shall, it is true, be lustily assailed for 
having disturbed the old beaten path, and thereby run- 
ning foul of the prejudices of one or the favourite 
clap-trap of another. Regardless of this, however, 
Iam assured that the true lover of gardening will hail 
with delight the simplification and imp of an; 
system of cultivation on which such heavy responsi- 
bilities have in times past depended. 

The Queen Pine has been the favourite kind, and 
henceis more generally eultivatedin this country than any 
other, and the variety of Queen called Ripley’s is the most 
esteemed amongst gardeners. It is considered to swell 
better, the pips being more obtuse. ‘This is the variety 
principally grown by Mr. Gabriel Pelvilain, at Meudon, 
one of the principal gardeners to the King of the 
French, and of whose success in the cultivation of this 
fruit we are about to speak in detail. Mr. Pelvilain 
also grows the old Queen, and has been successful 
in obtaining a most beautiful and very distinct 
variety, and equal to any of the Queens in point of form 

ever saw. It is very handsome, and I was informed 
its quality was first-rate; but of that I have no personal 
knowledge. Mr. Pelvilain has at this moment a small 
pit of Pines approaching maturity, although as yet in a 
perfectly green state, and will, without the least doubt, 
attain iderabl i Ly er di thai 
about to quote, as it is well known to gardeners that 
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they swell very rapidly just before changing colour. 
The size of these, however, will startle many a good 
grower and silence some of the noisy ones, who trumpet 
forth their own marvellous doings in these matters. The 

it above alluded to contains precisely 40 plants. Mr. 

Petvilain fruits his Pines in small pits ; his object for 

doing so will presently be explained in connection 

with other matters relating to their cultivation. 

In order to obtain a pretty accurate estimate of 

the relative size of these 40 Pines Iwas induced to 

measure the two smallest and the two largest 5 but then 

this, without measuring every one, was a most difficult 

and perplexing business, as it was impossible by the 

eye to distinguish much difference in the whole lot, so 

perfectly equal and uniform were they. It is, there- 
fore, just possible there may be some half an inch 
larger in circumference, and others as much smaller ; 

but it is quite certain the disproportion does not exceed 

DAR: 1—10 inches in height, 18 inches in cireumference.* 
No. 2—11 » 19 » Cael 
No, 3—11 » 21 s uo Ut 
No. 4—11* » 2 Vs 5 YET 

The size of the crowns varied very little, being gene- 
rally between 6 ins. and 8 ins, high ; but then, be it re- 
membered,there were no mutilations by the applica- 
tion of tweezers here. The crown was as it ought to 
be with good cultivation, a handsome and perfectly 
natural production, and like the noble fruit that 
supported it, perfect of its kind. The pips were 
swelling out flat ; none of them were lady waisted, or 
resembling an hour-glass. The form of every one in 
the pit was perfect; indeed, to an unpractised eye 

they appeared as if cast in the same mould, On a very 

careful and searching examination I could not discern 

an abortive pip, blemish, or deformity, of any kind 

whatever. These magnificent and princely fruit pre- 

sented altogether the most transcendant exhibition of 

horticultural skill I ever witnessed. They are at all 
times opened to inspection ; they are not beyond mortal 

gaze, as Mr. Pelvilain gladly and willingly permits any 
respectable person to inspect them, and with pleasure | 
details his mode of culture. Having furnished your 
readers with four tolerably weighty reasons wherewith 
to back my opinion of Mr. Pelvilain’s success in the art 
of Pine growing, I shall proceed in a future Number to 
detail his mode of culture, which I flatter myself will 
prove interesting.— Mirabile dictu. 

THE LAWS OF HEATING. 
Ir appears from the remarks of several correspond- 

ents, that there is some difficulty in understanding how 
the plates, over which the air passes, are fixed, and 
how, as they form the roof of the furnace and the flue, 
all smoke and gas are prevented from passing 
through the joints, and mixing with the air of the 
chamber, and thus passing into the house. Now, as 
we have not perceived anything of the kind take place 
in the Pine stove, and as there are now plenty of per- 
sons who can testify to the healthy appearance of the 

vegetation in the house, and as it has been in operation 

for the last 10 weeks, it is fair to suppose that the 
means taken to prevent this accident are sufficient ; 
and if so, we need not trouble ourselves with anything 
more complicated. At the same time, had anything of 
this sort occurred, there are numerous modes by which 
it might be prevented, and one or two which I shall 
presently notice, as, perhaps, worthy a trial by those 
persons who are fearful of trusting the simple expe- 
dient to which I have resorted. 

Your readers are aware that the stove is brick ; it 
is formed of four walls of 9-inch work ; the outside 
measure is 5 feet 5 inches long ; 4 feet 4 inches wide 
(I speak of the actual stove, not the chamber) ; the in- 
ternal measure, therefore, being 3 feet 10 inches long, 
and 2 feet 10 inches wide. Another wall of 9-inch 
work is carried up between the two ends, but not in 
the centre ; it is16 inches from the wall of the stove 
which stands nearest to the house, and, being 9 inches 
thick, of course leaves a space of 9 inches between itself 
and the farther wall. Thus, A is the wall next the 

plates are 3 feet 6 inches one way, by 1 foot 6 in 
the other; and are three in number ; so that, th 
length extending from A to C, they will take a bearing 
of 4 inches on the two outside walls (A and C), and, of 
course, will rest on the intervening wall (B) ; they are 
1 foot 6 inches wide each; so that, when laid in their 
places, and half an inch allowed between each for ex- 
pansion of the metal, they form a surface of 4 feet 7 
inches by 3 feet 6 inches. This gives them a bearin 
of 4 inches on the brick-work all round. Two of these 
plates are cast with a 4-inch extending rabbit, which, 
by its extension over the joint, prevenis the escape of 
smoke and gas, Thus :— 

A PTEN c Bo deg ncc e ui 
When these are laid, allowing half an inch between 

them for expansion, they will appear thus :— 

I have stated that they take a 4-inch bearing all 
The accu of these measurements has been recently 

confirmed by a re-examination of the Meudon Pines, — Ed, 

round on the 9-ineh work ; at the two ends of the stove, 
the walls are carried up three or four courses higher, 
in 4}-inch work, thus forming a groove between the 
edges of the plate and the brick- work, half an inch wide, 
at the wall A. Only one course of (half thick) bricks 
is laid, for the purpose of making this groove ; the wall 
C is also carried up similarly to end-walls ; so that 
there is a groove half an inch wide formed all round the 
edge of the plating. This being filled with fine sand 
(which may be put on in larger quantities than just to 
fill the groove), makes a smoke-tight joint. Some sand 

is also strewed along the rabbit-joint. Thus the weight 
of the plates keeps them in place, while they are free to 

expand, by squeezing up the sand, which follows back 

as they contract. If they were bound in the brick- 
work, they would pull it all down in less than a twelve- 
month, by their alternate contraction and expansion. 

I had a chemical sand-bath some years back simi- 
larly constructed ; it was in nearly constant operation 

for several years, and never required any repairs, The 

furnace is 3 feet high. This allows 3 inches for the 

paving of the ash pit; 1 foot deep, for ash-pit itself ; 

bars, 3 inches deep; and from top of bars to 
bottom of the plate (1 foot 6 inches) — 3 feet. The 
furnace is 16 inches wide, being formed by the 
walls and B, and the bricks, used where 
these walls form the furnace, are Stourbridge fire-bricks, 

far more durable than Welsh lumps, and but little more 

expensive, and set in Stourbridge clay. The furnace 

occupies a distance of 18 inches from back to front; 
that is, the bars are 18 inches long, The accompanying 
will give an idea of the ground plan of the stove as it 

stands isolated in the chamber at all points except 
where it is supplied, and where the flue crosses to enter 
the chimney. This area or space is very small, the stove 
occupying the entire chamber except 2 inches; air 

being a very bad conductor of heat, no appreciable 
heat is given off to the outer brick wall. 

Ground Plan of Stove. 

End wall of Hothouse under which cold air passes. 

a, Area of air. 

The tank is 4 feet wide and 5 feet long, with a longi- 
tudinal division, so that by caleulation it will be found 
to take a 2-ineh bearing on the outer 41-inch work of 
the end walls of stove, which are carried up to bear it ; 
and itis raised about 9 inches above the plating,’so that, 
from its position, this tank not only contains a surface 
of water to supply atmospheric moisture, but its bottom 
forms a channel by which the air is compelled to tra- 
verse the plate and become hot, as is seen in the sec- 

Section. 

a. Felt and 2 inches of sawdust ; b, Hot-air opening into hot- 
house beneath the bark bed; c, Level of hot-house floor; 
d. sand joints. 

r| tion ; and then, on its way back to the honse, beeoincs 
charged with moisture. It will be evident that, as the 
tank is divided, one side or both may be filled; and thus 
more or less moisture produced ; but not only this, the 
side marked B, from being more over the source of 
heat, evaporates much more moisture ; and at present, 
we are only keeping A full of water. For a greenhouse 
a very narrow tank will suffice, and a thin sheet of 
iron plating can be extended between the end walls of 
the stove, to secure the passage of the air over the 
plate ; this will, of course, also lessen expense. 

I trust these remarks will be of practical’ utility to 
your readers. If they are fearful of trusting to this 
plan, it would be easy to cover the entire plates with 
sand, then the air would blow over hot earth; surely, 
that will be natu:al enough to please the most fasti- 

dious. A little African desert, a Mediterranean sea, 
and a consequently moist sirocco, ought to. please the 
inhabitants of the hothouse; at all events, it does so 
with the bare iron plate. Perhaps your readers will 
think ‘so when I state that in the hothouse is a Cucum- 

ber plant, taken as a cutting barely five weeks past; it 
has nine fruit on it, one more than a foot long ; till this 
week it has been growing in a pot, and has leaves on it 
measuring 17 inches in diameter, and 5 feet in circum- 
ference ; in fact itis a perfect specimen of vegetable 
growth. 

Another mode of preventing all chance of gaseous 
exhalation would be to have the plate east with an edge 
projecting at right angles from the under surface to di 
into a sand groove in the briek-work ; thus allowing 
expansion, In truth, the ingenious mind will suggest 
many contrivances to obviate any exhalation ; I can 
only say that, at present, any further precaution than I 
have taken seems unnecessary. In a late Paper I 
saw a question, by “A Consiant Reader,” which can 
only be answered by long and numerous experiments, 
and these most carefully repeated. Iam asked, first, 
what proportion of heated surface there must be to a 
given quantity of air. I wonder it did not occur to 
your correspondent that this same surface might be 
heated extremely, or only just warm, and that the better 
point to seek to determine would be, the number of 
cubic feet of air a bushel of coals would raise to a given 
temperature; but even this would be influenced by 
numerous circumstances. I can only say that when we 
have had as much experience with this air-heating as 
we have had with water, we shall probably know as 
much about it! but it fortunately happens that, for 
practical purposes, it is of little consequence. J dare 
say that those who employ Polmaise will be content to 
adopt one principle, which those persons who have eur- 
ployed hot water have done, namely, to put up a 
machine of sufficient power, and then to regulate its 
force by the combustion of the fuel—a point espe- 
cially necessary in such a climate as our own, With 
regard to moisture, there is a division in the tank, as 
above stated ; of course, a conservatory will require a 
very small tank compared to a Pine-stove. It will be 
a practical improvement in the tank if it is supplied 
y a check cistern, leading by pipes into either divi- 

sion; and if the check cistern is furnished with a 
tap, the gardener can at all times procure chilled 
water. ith regard to the bottom heat, your cor- 
respondent need not trouble himself with any con- 
trivance ; it keeps perfectly uniform for a considerable 
time. If the fire was made up very powerfully, or if if 
was allowed to go out, liltle or no change would be ob- 
served for many hours, This arises from the soil or 
plunging material being so bad a conductor of heat; 
another point illustrative of the wisdom of Providence 
(how truly does Polmaise prove the beautiful simplicity of 
Nature's means) ; and the uniformity of the bottom-heat, 
will be found another great recommendation of this 
system for forcing. Thus I trust your correspondent 
will be satisfied. The first point time alone can answer, 
"The second is provided for, and the third unnecessary, 

In the Paper of Oct. 3, are some further remarks of 
the Dean of Manchester, in my epinion caleulated to 
mislead. He objects to my calling flues unsightly, 
because they might be ornamented with bas reliefs by 
Flaxman, I spoke of flues as they are, not as they 
might be. The wet blanket might be embroidered in 
flos silk with devices emblematical and allegorical, 
and some people might perhaps think it an object 
of beauty. However, the best proof that your corre- 
spondent really thinks with me on this point is, that he 
has taken especial care to put his flues out of sight, 
sacrificing much of the radiant heat from their sides ; 
but surely your correspondent has forgotten the sound 
principles of economising fuel, flue is a chimney, 
and it is only heated when more air is allowed to pass 
to the fuel than is necessary for the required consump- 
tion ; and this leads me to notice an assertion, but for 
which I should not have noticed. your correspondent’s 
letter. He says that his objection to my plan is, “ that 
with the same fire and attendance, three times the space 
might be heated.” He believes six times ; and then 
we are told how my chimney is to heat one house. But 
it is cold. I ean make it hot, but only at the expense of 
fuel. A boiler on the top of my fire is to heat three 
more houses. Where is it to procure its calorie ? Only 
at a further cost of fuel. Is it not most absurd to sup- 
pose that as a bushel of coals contains only a given 
quantity of calorie, it can do more than a given 
amount of work? If in my plan there is no appreciable 
waste of heat, how can I heat a greater space without a 
greater consumption of fuel, and then where will be the 
economy ? However, truth is fast making its way. 
After having had to fight so hard a battle for the prin- 
ciple, it is quite refreshing to be asked about a few 
points of practice, and more information I shall be most 
happy to afford any person on the Wednesday after- 
noons,—D. B. Meek. 

BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCE- 
MENT OF. SCIENCE. 

(Continued from p. 709.) 
CHEMICAL SECTION. — the Application of the 

Principles of a Natural System of Organic Che- 
mistry to the Explanation of the Phenomena occur- 
ring in the Diseased Potato Tuber, by Dn. Kumr.— 
— The object of the author was to urge the consideration 
of his views on the following grounds: Ist. That on the 
24th February last, he announced to the Cambridge 
Philosophical Society, as one of the main deductions 
from his analyses, that the nature of the morbid affec- 
tion in the Potato tuber consists in an abnormal ten- 
lency to premature germination, 2d. That the truth 

of this deduetion hab been proved to the very letter by 
£ 

thé progress: of the growth of the tuber subsequently 5 
and that attention was drawn to the subject by Prof. 
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Lindley in the Gardeners’ Chronicle on the Ist of Aug., 
simply on the grounds that this tendency to premature 

germination had become a matter of notoriety. 3d. 

That, by the application of the natural system of 

organic chemistry, the outlines of which were brought 

before the last meeting of the Association, it was in his 

power to establish an important principle, which had 
baffled the genius and resources of the Commission ap- 
pointed by G t to investigate the subject. 
Some remarks followed, which all bore on the import- 
ance of autumn planting. Numerous striking instances 
were adduced in which healthy Potatoes had been grown 
from diseased tubers planted in the autumn. 
Wepnespay, Sept. 16.—The following letter was read 

from the Hon. Fox Srraneways: “In the immediate 
ighbourhood of Al d d, near Wansiedel, a 

few miles south of the road from Bayreuth to Eger, in 
the Fichbelgebirge, is a mountain called now the Louis- 
enberg, formerly the Luchsberg, which is much visited 
by strangers on account of some of its natural curiosities. 
Tt appears not to consist of any mass of rock in situ, but 
to be an enormous heap of disconnected but rounded 
fragments of granite, thrown confusedly upon each 
other, and having arches, passages, and grottoes of 
various sizes wherever the interstices have not been 
filled up with smaller pieces. The whole is overgrown 
with wood, so that, excepting where paths are made, 
it is difficult to penetrate. One of the caverns or 
chambers, formed by a single flat block of granite rest- 
ing horizontally as a roof on other masses, is nearly an 
exact cirele of 60 feet English in diameter. Many that 
penetrate deeper into the mass of rocks are mere ere- 
vices, but they present a remarkable phenomenon, 
which is not observable in the more open ones. ‘This 
henomenon consists of a pale, but beautiful greenish 

yellow phosphorescent light, which, as the observer pro- 
ceeds into the cave, becomes stronger and stronger, till 

1 t 

planting; for keep them where you will, bulbs now 
give signs of life. Hyacinths, Tulips, and Crocuses, are 
developing their leaf-buds, and unless the formation of 
roots keeps pace with the growth of foliage, the future 
plant will suffer. 

have generally observed in gardens a great parsi- 
mony in reference to bulbs in the open air; they are 
planted too far apart, and there are too few of them to 
make a good display. Yet what can better repay all 
the labour and money expended on them? How dull 
will the garden be for many months if this interesting 
class of flowers is neglected. The growth of bulbs is 
indeed a winter and spring study, and a most beauteous 
style of gardening has been enjoyed and has disap- 
peared before the beds can admit the tender exotics 
which are to adorn them in summer and autumn. My 
advice is, to be generous now. If you can afford to do 
so, buy Crocuses by thousands, and Tulips and Hya- 
cinths by hundreds, Remember they are all very fond 
of increase, and with care your outlay will come back 
with interest, But be careful how you buy. Go toa 
respectable florist and not to auctions, and lay in a stock 
of healthy and sound bulbs, and next season you may 
calculate on adding 75 per cent. to your collection, 
without reckoning small offsets. Crocuses and Tulips 
multiply without much trouble; and I have found by 
some years’ experience that Hyacinths may be success- 
fully propagated here as well as in Holland. Quantity 
is indispensable if you would be a bulb amateur in the 
garden, and the outlay of a few pounds will make you 
the envy of your neighbours, and become a source of 
profound enjoyment to yourself. There are many other 
bulbs besides those I have mentioned, which ought not 
to be neglected, and the above kinds are only adduced 
as examples. 

These bulbs may be grown in beds or in borders, ac- 
ording to room and circumstances, Have at any rate 

iated 
it can only be compared to hundreds o 
lying close together on the ground ; and it is singular 
that, however strong this light may be, it does not 
assume the appearance of a sheet, but always seems to 
lie in spots, though close together. On taking up some 
of the mould on which this phosphorescence appears to 
rest, and bringiog it to daylight, its own light (as might 
be expected) is overcome and disappears, nothing being 
seen in the hand but black earth, a little sand, some 
minute whitish eryptogamie powder, and a few fronds 
of a very smali filmy Moss of a pale transparent green 
colour. On taking the mould again into the darkness 
the light reappears, but so mach dimmed that it appears 

asif the slightest disturbance had a tendency to dissi- 
pate it. ‘he traditions of the country have long 

pointed at this mountain as the repository of gold and 

silver and precious stones, and as the abode of evil 

spirits or Kobulds, who amuse themselves by tanta- 
lising eredulous mortals with the sight of gems and 
riches without end, which, when touched, are turned 
into dross or vanish from the sight, ‘The explanation 
given by this phenomenon to such a belief, current 
among a simple and imaginative people, is evident. 
The original name of the mountain itself, Luchsberg, 
i.e, Lynxberg, is somewhat expressive of this splendid 
peculiarity. 

Mr. Bastyeton observed that the Moss, in this case, 
was undoubtedly the cause of the light, and it was pro- 
bably the Schistostega pennata, which exhibited the 
same appearance in this country. 

Some fibres of the Lavatera arborea were sent by 
Captain Peterson for the inspection of the section, with 
thesuggestiou that they might be useful for manufacture 
into cordage. 

Mr. Duncan exhibited a fruit which he had observed 
to grow abundantly in Africa, The trees bearing it 
are found ou the north bank of the Lagoon River, be- 
tween Ahguay and Popoe, on the west coast of Africa, 
and also on the banks of the river Halio which runs 
into the Lagoon river in latitude 6° 20’ north, and 
longitude 1° 25’ east. This region has not before been 
explored by any European, The tree when growing 
resembles the Orange in nearly every respect, and is 

quite as abundant. The specimen exhibited having 
been gathered for two years had lost the pulpy sub- 

stance with which the inside is filled in its fresh state. 
This substance is about the consistence of the interior 
of an Orange, and is used as soap by the natives, and 

considered superior to anything manufactured in 

England. Mr, Duncan also exhibited some candles 
made of Shea butter, and described at some length the 
tree which produces it, The butter is manufactured 
by boiling the seeds, and then putting them into a grass 
bag and pressing. The butter which is expressed is 
then poured into vessels about half filled with cold 

water; it then cools and hardens, and is ready for 

market. (To be continued.) 

THE AMATEUR GARDENER. 
On Duras.—( The various methods of growing them). 

—Havying in a former paper treated on the growth of 
common bulbs in pots, for gracing the window and 
greenhouse during the winter and early spring, nothing 
need again be said on that subject, except to warn the 
amateur that his pots and glasses should now be all 
oceupied, that an early stock of roots may ensure an 
early bloom. The writer wishes now to call attention 
to bulbs grown in the open air, as they ought to form a 
conspicuous part of every well regulated garden, This 
is the time for laying in a stock and planting ; the latter 
operation, indeed, should be no longer delayed, for it is 
desirable every bulb should be well rooted before win- 
ter, Nature is a sure instructer in this duty of early 

c 
ore bed approp to Crocuses, that your eyes and 
heart may be gladdened, when in January or February 
a kindly sun calls forth their gorgeous beauties. 
Let this bed, intended for early effect, have every ad- 
vantage you can give it, sloping towards the south, well 
drained, and composed of friable, generous mould. 
Such a bed may have a few early Tulips and Hyacinths 
mixed with the Crocuses, that when the latter are off, 
it may still be attractive. But probably the borders 
will generally be preferred to separate beds, and then 
the following plan will be found advantageous. Let the 
outer row be composed of Crocuses, the next of Hya- 
cinths, and the third, or inner row, of Tulips. You 
need not be afraid of planting too thickly, but let there 
be two or three inches space between each kind of bulb. 
The Croeuses will be off the bloom by the time the 
Hyaeinths are in their prime, and the foliage, long and 
pendent, of the former will make a pretty fringed 
border for the latter. Oval or round beds have a fine 
effect when planted in this way; the beauty is prolonged, 
and the whole may be cleared away in time for the 
spring beddi t of the ji exotics, 

In planting, dig a trench about four inches deep 
around the bed, and as wide as you require it. Let 
the bottom be well loosened, and then place the bulbs 

in order upon it. Cover with about half an inch of 

rotten'leaf mould and sand, if you have prepared any 

such precious compost, and then return the mould first 

thrown out. During the winter be careful of the 

ravgges of mice, for they often devour thousands of 

Crocuses and Tulips before they are observed. The 

Crocuses may be mixed, or planted in alternate rows of 

various colours. The same plan may be pursued with 

the Hyacinths. For planting in the open air, purchase 

the mixed sorts, sold at 3s, a dozen, single and double 

white, red, and blue. These mixtures generally contain 

many fine sorts. — Snowdrops, Crown-imperials, Nar- 
eissus, &e., may be placed in clumps in various parts 
of the beds, bordered in the manner just described, and, 

thus furnished, wait with patience till the first warm 

suns of spring call your beauties above the ground.— 
T. B. 

Home Correspondence. 
Fairy Rings—In your- last Number are some 

remarks by Mr. Arthur Henfrey on my theory of 
fairy-rings. Iam mot surprized that this gentleman 
should have observed in the abstract of my paper a 
want of that consisteney and connection which is inse- 
parable from all truly philosophie researches. This, 
however, is the fault of the abstract (although quite as 

good as the ordinary specimens of such abridgments), 
and is not, I hope, a defect of the original paper. In 
my essay I have supposed it likely that some one would 
inquire why, if there was an abundance of phosphates 
in the soil, the Grass should not equally take advantage 
of them as the fungus? Mr. Henfrey’s own statement 
of the extended underground development of this class 

of plants is only confirmatory of the justice of some 

such solution of the difficulty as I have there offered. 

I have pointed to the rapid growth of plants of this 
species, which in the ease of the common Mushroom is 

so great that large and heavy specimens are formed in 

one night, as an indication of the powers of atmospheric 
assimilation which warrant us in aseribing to them a 

co-existent. but equally unusual energy in seeking and 

obtaining mineral food. The remark was also made that 

the quantity of water whieh they are known to exhale 

is, in all probability, instrumental in introducing into 

the substance of these Agaries the large portion of alka- 
line phosphates they actually contain. The fungus pos- 

sesses these two sources or means of mineral food which 

nary extension of its underground organs, and the 
great quantity of salt-laden water which is conti- 
nually circulating in it. Many of your readers will 
I am sure agree with me that the natural top-dressing 
of phosphates to which the decay of the fungus gives 
rise, is amply sufficient to explain the luxuriant crop of 
Grass which occurs. In my paper (which is now out 
of my hands, and will be published entire in the next 
Number of the “ Royal Agricultural Society's Journal,”) 
T have said that the influence of the nitrogen must not 
be forgotten, but I have ascribed the principal effect to 
the phosphate of potash. In judging that the abun- 
dance of phosphates present in the soil as evidenced by 
the analysis of the fungus is opposed to the view of 
their beneficial effect on the subsequent crop of Grass, 

r. Henfrey bas evidently overlooked a now acknow- 
ledged principle, that the abundant supply of food fitted 
by its solubility for the immediate use of plants exercises 
a most powerful and beneficial influence on their 
growth. If the whole phenomena connected with these 
singular rings can be satisfactorily explained on known 
botanical laws, as Mr. Henfrey intimates, then, indeed, 
have I intruded upon the domain of that beautiful science 
by attempting their elucidation through the agency of 
chemistry. This, however, I cannot understand to be 
the ease.—J. Thomas Way, Agricultural College, 
Cirencester, Oct. 26. 

Storing Potatoes so as to secure the Advantages of 
Autumn Planting.—1n taking up a.erop of Potatoes 
last July, which were planted early in spring, and 
ripened off without a speck of disease appearing on 
either the haulm or tubers, the middle sized portion 
were reserved for seed, and spread out to green in the 
open air protected from the midday sun by leafless 
branches. In a few days after being so exposed they 
all became diseased, whilst a portion of the same crop 
left undug remained perfectly safe from disease, and are 
so at this date. I intend to leave them in the ground 
till next spring, but have had them earthed over to a 
good depth. From the very different results I have 
experienced of autumn planting, I am not in favour of 
it on an extensive scale. When not attended with in- 
convenience, I would advise Potatoes to be left in the 
ground over winter (that is, the portion intended for 
seed), but to be earthed over a good depth. 1 have re- 
marked that Potatoes left in the ground last winter, 
when dug out in spring were perfectly sound, whilst the 
same sorts stored carefully were much diseased. When 
not convenient to leave Potatoes undug, I would recom- 
mend the portion intended for seed (and those should 
be the middle-sized tubers) to be stored in the follow- 
ing way :— Choose a piece of ground ina dry situation; 
lay it off in beds 4 feet wide, with alleys of 2 feet 
between ; on the surface of the beds lay an inch deep 
of peat; on this lay the Potatoes (having previously 
dusted them over with fresh slaked lime), so as not to 
touch each other ; over them put another layer of peat 
as before, then let the alleys be trenched up on the beds, 
covering them in every part at least 12 inches deep, 
letting the top slope from the middle of the beds to the 
furrows. In this way they remain till the beginning of 
February, when they are to be planted. By this means 
all the advantages of autumn planting are obtained, 
and many of its risks avoided. tried this plan last 
season, and it has been very successful ; and seed thus 
managed and planted at the time mentioned was a 
far better crop than an autumn-planted one of the same 
sort of Potatoes.—J. J. Geoghegan, Thomastown, ‘co. 
Tipperary, Oct. 22. [Compare this with a leading 
article, see p. 563 of the present volume of this Journal. j 

The Season —We this day gathered Pears perfectly 
matured on the same tree from which the first erop 
was taken in August last. The sort is the Paradis 
d'Antomne.— W. Mason, Necton, Norfolk, Oct. 23. 

Large Gourds.—At Mr. Ewing’s window, in Ex- 
change-street, Norwich, is a fine specimen of the club- 
shaped Gourd (Lagenaria clayata), a variety of the 
Bottle Gourd, a native of the East Indies. The follow- 
ing are the dimensions: Length, 43 feet; circum- 
ference at the largest end, 14 foot—in the middle, 1 foot 
—smallest end, 9 inches. Another, standing by tke 
door, was nearly of the same size. They were shaped 
very much like clubs.—Z. Wilkins, Norwich, Oct. 22. 

Potato Disease not confined to any particular Month. 
— In your paper of 17th inst. (p.692) you extract the re- 
port of Prof. Liebmann to theDanish Government relative 
to the all-engrossing subject of Potato-blight, and I ob- 
serve one statement put forward with much confidence 
by him, viz., that the fungus which he assumes to be a 
cause, vegetated only for the £rst 14 days of August this 
year, and that its ravages were confined to that period. 
Now, this may be the case in Denmark ; but certainl 
not in Ireland, as a case under my own eye will clearly 
prove. I raised a quantity of very fine Ash.leaved 
Kidneys in July, and in clearing the ground afterwards 
some small sets which had been overlooked were turned 
up and had budded, and seemed so healthy, that I was 
induced by way of experiment to plant them ina warm 
border, where they grew vigorously, and in the end of 
September were fine plants; but were attacked with 
the blight in the usual way, and have all faded away. 
From this it is manifest that the disease, be it what it 
may, is still as prevalent as at any time during the sum- 
mer.—John Montgomery, Belfast, Oct. 27. 

Hazard's Plan of Heating.—1 have been for some 
time waiting Mr. Hazard's reply to Mr. Meek's letter, 
which appeared on the 19th Geptember ; the reason of 
his silence I am at a loss to conjecture, as. he could, I 
am convinced, easily prove that the “icy winds” of a 

are not so fully enjoyed by the Grass—the extraordi» | winter's night do not affeet his stove in any way te 
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(Ger. 31, 
lower the temperature of the house, I should not have 

made these remarks but from a convietion that itis 

our duty, as practical men, to bear testimony to a system 
which, with a little variation, is one you have so ably | 
advocated in your columns from time to time ; with 

you it is known as Polmaise, but here as * Hazard's 
system of heating.” ^ When I first heard of Mr. 
Hazard’s i in warming horticultural! build- 
ings in the year 1843, both Mr, Mayes and myself were 

strongly opposed to the plan of heating by hot air, as 
we thought in the first place it would not be congenial 
to the growth of plants ; and secondly that no gardener 

would be enabled to keep anything like an equal tempe- 
rature in severe weather by such a system, and in our 
own minds we pitied those who were about to adopt it ; 
indeed, we felt so fully confident it would not answer, 
that whenever our opinion was required we invariably 
recommended the plan which we then considered best, 
viz hot water either in tanks or passing through 
pipes within the house, Judge, then, our surprise one 
frosty morning in the winter 1844-45 when on visiting 
for the first time the stove-house at Somerset House, 
Clifton, heated by Mr. Hazard's patent apparatus, we 
found the temperature at 70°, although. the gardener 
assured us that he had not touched the fire since seven. 
o'clock the previous evening ; the plants were in a most 
flourishing condition, and far superior in health to.any 
in the neighbourhood. Being desirous of thoroughly 
testing the system we repeatedly called and also sent our 
foreman, and i iably found the p of the 
house from 60° to 70° during the coldest nights of. that 
most severe winter. After this satisfactory result we 
were desirous of trying the system in our own esta- 
blishment, and having at that time a house heated by 

flues we removed them and erected Mr. Hazard’s 
patented apparatus, with its vapour appendage, in its 
stead. The house is in an exposed. situation, has a 
slant roof with lights in front measuring 42 by 13 ft. in 
the clear. On each side andat the bottom of the house 
is a striking-pit, with slate bottom, leaving a 2 ft, wal 
down the centre ; the warm air passes in large quanti- 
ties under the pit, which forms a, good. buttom-heat 
and makes its escape into the house. through. ven- 
tilators at the sides in such quantities as the gar- 
dener may require. Since its introduction’ we 
have used this house for forcing flowers in winter, such 

Roses, American plants, Pinks, &c., &e;, and can 
confidently state that we have never had them so fine 
under any other mode-of heating, more particularly the 

es, which were exceedingly fine, many of the Moss 
producing from 20 to 25 flowers on each plant... When 
the forcing season is over we then fill the house mostly 
with Amaryllis to give them their summer’s growth. 
Amongst these we place specimen stove plants, such as 
Allamanda, Dipladenia, Ixora, Pavetta, Clerodendron, 
Turnera, Inga, &c., all of which flourish and produce 
abundance of flowers, far finer than in our other 
houses heated on the old principle of steam, fire-flues, 
&e. We also find some Orchids much improved since 
they were removed into this house, especially Cattleyas, 
of which we have now a handsome specimen of C. in- 
termedia in fine bloom, and which has been-so for these 
last six weeks. We have always been enabled to keep 
the house at an uniform temperature of from 60° to 75°, 
and the fire requires attendance. merely night and 
morning ; the cost of fuel does not exceed 3d. per day. 
Such is our good opinion of this: system over all others 
that we wish the whole of our houses were heated) as 
this experimental one is. We shall be happy to show 
it to any one who may wish to inspect it—Garaway, 
Mayes and Co., Durdham Down Nursery, Bristol. [If 
e will favour us with a plan of this house, and of the 
eating apparatus, not including the details of the stove, 

we will publish it.] 
Culture of the Pine-apple.—Some inquiry having 

been made relative to remarks on this subjeet which 
appeared in our Calendar of Operations, it was sent to 
the writer of the Calendar, and. the following) is his 

ly :—* The observations. in the Calendar of Oct. 10; 
ending ‘these things will ere long be better under- 
stood, were intended to refer to the unwieldy character 
of the crown in many instances, They will apply, how- 
ever, to the whole course of Pine-culture, as it has been 
Carried on in a majority of cases for the last 20 years. 
Your correspondent quoting Mills, Knight, Barnes, &c.— i habs T EK ande e EE decks 
on the contradictory character of his extracts with 
regard to the use of bottom-heat. I beg, however, to 
say that the chief contradiction lies between Mills and 
Knight, and that this is more apparent than real. Mr. 
Knight having so frequently witnessed the folly- of 
enormous and unnatural bottom-heat, is led in the 
course of his remarks to repudiate it altogether—that 
is to say, to deny the necessity of using a fermenting 
body beneath as a medium. Now, be it remembered 
that Mr. Knight gave little air and kept very high tem- 
peratures, especially when much solar light existed. B. y 

means he obtained just what exists in nature—an 
advantage of a few degrees in the average of the bot- 
iom-heat over that of the atmosphere. Therefore it 
appears Mr. Knight did not deny the propriety of bot- 
tom-heat, but merely the capricious means by which it 
is generally obtained. Mr. Hamilton, after long prac- 
tice, during which he has. met with extraordinary suc- 
cess, approves of what is termed a. very moderate 
amount of bottom-heat ; about 80? in the summer, and 
not much more than 70° in the winter, Now, when we 
consider that an advantage of from 2° to 5° exists in 
ature in favour of the average temperature of the soil, 

as compared with the atmosphere ; and that the ave- 

rage atmospherie temperature for Pines in a growing 
state under glass in Bieton, is something like 70° to 
75°, or even 80°, we must come to the conclusion 
that Mr. Hamilton’s practice is perfectly intelligible an 

shelf inthe Pine stove. At the same time I put green 
tops of Potatoes, quite healthy, into both of the jars, 
and examined them on the 19th, when those in the jar it a} d 

natural Dr. Lindleyin his ‘Theory of Horticulture,’ 
p. 111, says—* The reason why it is necessary to plants 
in a growing state that the mean temperature of 
the earth should be higher than that of the air, 
is sufficiently obvious. Warmth acts as a stimu- 
lus to the vital forces, and, its operation is 
in proportion. to. its amount, within certain limits. 
If then the branches. and leaves of a plant are 
stimulated by warmth to a greater degree than the 
roots, they will consume the sap of the stem faster than 
the roots can renew it; and therefore nature takes care 
to provide against this by giving to the roots a medium 
permanently more stimulating, that is, warmer than to 
the branches and leaves." Thanks to the progress of 
seience, we have the tank in lieu of the old fermenting 
matter ; and when once this mode is well understood, 
and Hamilton’s plan adopted, it will, I make no doubt, 
set hundreds more growing the Pine-Apple: then will 
that observation be found correct, viz, ‘That it is 
easier to grow Pines than, to force a crop of young 
Potatoes, With regard to. the Hamiltonian mode, 
my persuasion is, that three-fourths of the gardening 
world eschew it on account of its simplicity. This may 
appear very strange, but if true, it clearly. points to the 
still immature state of gardening asa science or art. 
Your correspondent has a tank ; if he can rely on pro- 
ducing 80° in the superineumbent body, in the height 
of summer, and 75° in the depth of winter, my advice 
is, plant out as soon as possible: at 30 inches square 
apart. If the bottom is thoroughly drained, and. com- 
posed of very porous materials, it is ten to one they will 
last him his lifetime, with very little trouble. Before I 
conclude, I may perhaps.be permitted to observe that 
after all attempts to lay down principles for the proper 
regulation of bottom: and atmospheric heat, it will be 
quite obvious to those who understand first principles, that 
all these matters are merely relative, and must ever 
depend on the great leading principle of light, Of 
what use can surcharged vessels be without a. due 
amount of elaboration? The recognition of this principle 
will teach us to avoid many glaving errors,” 

Paulovnia imperialis (see p.693).—We have two long 
rows which were planted in the spring, when only aboutan 
inch high. The plants are now in fine robust condition, 
ranging from 8 to 10 feet in height. The leaves sent, it 
will be seen, are very fine, one of them measuring 
28 inches across. They have, however, suffered from 
the late stormy and almost incessant rains, We have 
little doubt that this very handsome tree will attain a 
degree of hardihood in our rather fickle climate which 
will render it an object of interest and desire.— 
H. Lane and Son, Great Berkhampstead, Oct, 94. 

Potato Disease caused by Atmospheric Influence.— 
The following facts. may throw some light on this mys- 
terious subject, and may induce somebody to investi- 
gate the elements of the atmosphere; for, although out 
of the power of man to alter natural laws, yet science 
may unfold some method of counteraetion, whereby the 
disease may be averted or mitigated to such an. extent 
that the Potato crop may again be cultivated as a. pro- 
fitable article of food. The following experiments were 
commenced. on the 3d of September, and examined. on 
the 13th inst. The Potatoes were all carefully selected, 
put into. garden pots, with their several mixtures, 
covered over with Moss, and then buried about 1 foot 
6 inches deep in the ground; except the Nos. 10 and 
11, whieh were laid on the ground. 

Basti Sept. 8. | Mixture, .. Oct. 19. 
1 [5 sound Potatoes ..) |p; All sound. 
2 f do., 1 diseased d Lime ...... ir 1 diseased. 

sound do. . eR, sound. 
4 do, 1 diseased. ... 5 PRET GOAL ss 15 do. 1 diseased. 

5 sound do. . il sound, 
6 |5 do., 1 dise: BOE ues. (found, 2 diseased, 
T7 |5s Toth; sound. 
8 |5 p 5 do., 1 diseased. 
9 "Ut CAI got worse. 
0 5 sound. 

Ty [Open air. .. 15 do., 1 diseased, 
i { Carbonate pan very. badly dis- 

of ammonia. ed. 

sed. Potatoes were all much worse. 

In experiments Nos. 2, 4, 6, and 8, where a diseased 
Potato was placed in the mids: sound ones, there was 
not the slightest indication of the disease being propa- 
gated by contact, except in No. 6 one Potato appeared a 
little dise«sed, but not at the point of contact with the 
diseased Potato ; sothat I imagine the disease had’ pro- 
bably commenced before I selected them, but had es- 
caped my notice; for I have had’ several instances 
quite as decisive as those now recorded, that contact 
with diseased Potatoes does not produce disease in. sound 
healthy tubers. Those in No. 12, which were mixed with a 
small quantity of carb, of ammonia,were all much diseased; 
which led me to suspect that the disease is caused: by a 
superabundance of ammonia (in some state) in the atino- 
sphere; and to test the of my suppositi 
I had recourse to the following experiments. On the 
13th inst. I put five sound Potatoes in a jar which had 
had earbonate of ammonia in it, and smelt very strongly 
of that substance : and also five sound Potatoes in a jar 
ofthe same size. I covered them both elosely up, and 
placed them in a Pine stove. They were examined on 

wi of ammonia showed. appearance of dis- 
ease, while those in the other jar discovered no observ- 
able difference. On the 22d inst., those in the car- 
bonate were all quite black, presenting just the same 
appearance as the Potato fields did in August and Sep- 
tember ; whilst the leaves of those in the sound jar only 
became of a yellowish hue, as might be expected from. 
natural deeay.—J. P., Oct. 23. [We are not able to 
answer the question in. your private letter]. 

Durham Potato Markets.—The market town of 
Hartlepool is now plentifully supplied with good Pota- 
toes ; the best at 3s. per bushel. ‘The Potato crop within 
many miles south and east of this port, with few ex- 
ceptions, can scarcely be said to have suffered from the 
prevailing disease, like many other parts of the king- 
dom.—Durham, Oct. 24. 

Wasps.—At the close of the fruit season, I sent some 
account of the way in which wasps hereabouts have 
been dealt with. I find that the number of nests 
taken from the 19th of June to the Ist of October, has 
been 88, but some remain which now will occasion no 
arm. The aecount of wasps taken in the glass traps 

(of which I send a specimen) consists of only 48 entries, 
and amount to 8634, on the average, 179 to each nest; 
but it is plain that the. memoranda have not been 
kept in a satisfactory manner. I have been present 
on few occasions, and I have particulars only of the 
two last nests; of the one taken in the daytime on the 
26th of September, the comb and grubs weighed. 44 Ibs.,. 
and the wasps taken in. the trap were 630; of the 
other nest, which was taken in the evening of the Ist 
of October, the comb and grubs weighed 3j lbs., and 
the wasps taken. in the glass trap were 540. This last 
nest was attacked. in the afternoon, but the squib having 
been put in a wrong direction from the nest, when the 
latter was uncovered. by the spade, the wasps were all 
alive; the nest was then covered with a thin clod, 
aud was left immediately, and the wasps made a. fresh 
hole by the evening, when they were easily taken. 
These two nests were not selected as large nests, but I 
went to them on account of the shortness of their dis- 
tance, and the latter was within a dozen yards of the 
garden, It is from a little attention to details, that 
you get at an estimate of the whole quantity of wasps 
produced in a.season in a certain district; within half 
a mile of an acre of walled garden, is it too much to say 
in round numbers, that you might take a quarter of a 
ton of grubs, and 50,000 wasps, more or less; and I ask 
what quantity of valuable fruits might they be supposed 
to devour and injure?—North Shropshire, Oct. 22. 
[These are very nice-glass traps, and are retailed by 
Gregory, of Oswestry, at 2s 4d. each.] 

Potato Disease caused by Atmospheric Influence, — 
The produce of some Potato shoots picked off by a 
neighbour and thrown away on a dunghill, where they 
lay two hours in the sun, was excellent in size and 
quality, though few, and none diseased. The produce 
of the Potatoes, their parents, was small, and diseased 
partially, The haulm of some shoots of All-eyes which 
had been forced in a box on a hotbed, was from 6 to 
7% feet long and single; crop diseased. A garden-light 
placed over two plants in a row of. Ash-topped Kidneys 
preserved them free, while the rest suffered. I took off 
the light, and the very next morning they were found 
spotted. in the leaf, and followed their neighbours. 
(They were very late for Ash-topped Kidneys.) This 
experiment was repeated with the same effect on a 
later variety immediately afterwards. Another light 
was placed at 6 in the evening on two plants of the 
Bread-fruit variety, and. taken off in the next day at 
12; being purposely left. off one night they were dis- 
seased before the rest of the crop. Did I communi- 
cate the disease? Every means was used by litte 
&e.. to i a sudden pherie shock.— 
G. K. F., Brigstock Vicarage, Thrapstone, Nor 
ampton, 
Manuring Potatoes (see p. 709.)—I am aware tha 

not only in 1845, but also in the present year, some 
crops of Potatoes on unmanured land have suffered ex» 
cessively, But they were generally of a late kind, or 
planted very late, [Those to which we alluded were 
Regents planted in the autumn of 1844.) To plant 
early, if the disease is to recur next August, is of the 
first importance, but'to avoid using abundantly what is 
called strong manure, and especially not to place it in 
the rows with the sets, is the second thing to be attended 
to. Last autumn I planted some Potatoes with the 
manure incorporated with the whole of the soil, and 
others with the manure ‘placed above and below the 
tubers. The former had not one decayed Potato in 50, 
the latter had at-least one in 10. I have also the expe- 
rience of more than 70 allotment tenants, every one of 
whom has this year had a spring planted crop of Po- 
tatoes. Some placed the manure with the sets, some 
in the whole soil, some both ways, and some purposely 
used no manure at all. The result has been decisively 
in favour of no manure, or mixing it with the soil, In 
one case the manure was spread over the whole ground, 
at one end of the rows, and at the other end placed 
with the sets in the trenches. The abundance of dis- 

the 17th inst. ; and those in the jar with the carbonat 
of ammonia were all showing symptoms of disease, 
whilst those in the other jar were quite sound. At the 
same time I took two of the diseased Potatoes out of 
the jar of carbonate of ammonia, and laid them on a 
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Yeason sow seeds in autumn in a bed of animal manure. 
The birds swallow and deposit them in this manner. 
But is it natural to set a tuber in the same way ? 
Nature does not proceed thus. Mr. Grey, of Dilston, 
indeed, recommends the manure to be placed below the 
sets, but has he, by careful experiment, tested this 
method with the mode of.manuring the whole ground 
equally ; The Potato contains, and therefore requires, 
little nitrogen, I believe the least of any European erop 
cultivated, either for seed, root, or the plant itself. Let 
the manure, then, be used unsparingly for a previous 
crop of Beans, or anything to which strong manure 
may be advantageously applied, and the next year let 
Potatoes be planted without additional manure. It is 

us that careful gardeners have always obtained palat- 
able Potatoes, and if is thus that, if we have the dis- 
ease again next August, we shall probably, with the 
indispensable addition of early planting, obtain a com- 
paratively sound produce.— Sigma. 

Foreign Correspondence. 
Moscow, August 20, 1846.—The number of things 

which necessarily divided our attention during a fort- 
night’s stay in St Petersburgh, and the rapidity with 
which one gets over the 500 miles between that capital 
and this one, have not admitted of much investigation 
into the agriculture of the country ; but from all I have 
been able to see or learn, there is, undoubtedly, very 
much to be done for its improvement ; great difficulties 
in the way of doing anything, but yet considerable 
efforts making on the part of the government, and of a 
few individuals, The cold, marshy, unproductive flats 
of the of St. P. burgh, are well: known ; 
and looking at the low stunted bushes, or miserable 
starved stag-headed trees of which many of the so-called 
forests are composed, the poor brown swamps whieh 
Serve as pasture, and the open bleak fields of arable, 
either lying fallow, or bearing short thin crops of Rye ; 
the soil and climate may be easily set down as bope- 
lessly unproductive. It must also be taken into con: 
sideration, that all agricultural operations must 
crowded into a short season of little more than four 
months, when the inhabitants of the country must 
either raise or earn food for the whole year, or find 
work for the remaining seven or eight months out of 
the fields, and that the uncertainty of seasons is so great 
that the same extent of cultivation, which in some years 
will not suffice to keep whole villages from starving, 
will in other years produce so great a superabundance 
that they cannot find a market for it. Yet, that all 
these difficulties may be overcome, and that the neigh- 
bourhood of St. Petersburgh may be made really pro- 
ductive, is proved by the success of a company of 
Quakers, to whom the Emperor Alexander conceded 
privileges of draining and improving some tracts of 
land, where, I am told, very fine crops of grain are 
produced, and whose hay (a most important article here, 
varying in price from about3/. toabout 10/. a ton,) always 
etches a much higher prie» than any other, and often 
nearly double. Usually, when a tract of land being 
found naturally to be a little drier, or a little less poor 
than the rest is brought into cultivation, no attention 
is paid either to draining it or to providing any sereen 
against the violent and bitter winds which cut every- 
thing up. In a wide unbroken plain you generally see 
one portion, often nearly a half lying fallow, whilst the 
rest is covered with contiguous patches of Rye or Oats, 
with here and there a very little Barley. But little 
manure can be spared for the fields. The plough is 
that simple instrument made after the old Roman pat- 
tern, so much in use in the south of Europe, which 
merely scratches the surface, and the whole culture is 

such that one is surprised to see the produce even so 
good as it is. The Government has, however, esta- 
blished schools of agriculture where peasants are ght 
the most essential principles and practice. Agricultural 
Societies, exhibitions, collectious of model instruments, 
&e., are formed or-encouraged so as to give a taste for 
it amongst proprietors, and here and there we see an 
estate apparently well drained, with a few hedge-rows 
to break the winds, aud rather less sameness in the 
cropping, where the standing erops look very much 
finer than elsewhere, yet the good example is very 
slowly followed, and if, as I am told, the country about 
Petersburgh is undergoing a very great agricultural 

change, it must be a long time yet before it is very per- 

ceptible. K 
Shortly after leavipg St. Peteysburgh the patches of 

arable land become very few and poor ; they assume a 

better aspect and greater extent as we approach the 

old fallen tower of Novgorod, after which they again 
give place to vast plains thinly covered with 
brushwood (chiefly stunted Birches) or poor forests 

of Pine, Fir, and Birches, Among the Valdoi hills 

there is, again, a good deal of cultivation, and many of 

the valleys, if they may be dignified with that name, 

look as if they might easily be made productive. 

About Vishni Volotchok, a prosperous looking town on 
the great canal, connecting the Caspian with the Baltic, 

I saw really fine looking crops of Rye, and much land 

under the plough ; though the villages between Valdoi 
and that place are the most ruinous on the whole road. 
The forests begin, also, to show a more vigorous growth. 
From Tver to Moscow, we still continue to see much 
arable land; and better forests; but the country, as we 
approach Moscow, is at present so much burnt up- b; 
the long continued heat and drought—that everything 
assumes the hue of the clouds of dust which rise in 
every direction from the sandy roads or fields. The 
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grain crops this year suffered very much from the long- | 
continued cold, wet weather, which lasted far beyond 
the middle of our June, much of the autumn sown Rye 
rotted, and the spring corn came up very badly ; after- 
wards came on the very hot weather, which brought the 
weak plants and small ears rapidly to maturity ; and 
the Rye harvest, which is now considerably advanced 
on the greater part of the road, especially near Moscow, 
is in many places light. However, this is partly made 
up by the beautiful weather, which enables them to 
secure well what they have got, and is fast ripening the 
Oats, which not long ago they feared would be sur- 
prised by the frost before the grain was formed. It is 
now generally considered that the Rye and Oat erops of 
the north will be a fairaverage. In the government of 
Pskoff, they have had two or three very bad years ; 
the peasants have been in many places almost 
starved out, and it was feared that the same would 
happen again this year, but later accounts are much 
better, and it is said, that the accounts from the exten- 
sive grain countries in Litile Russia are very satisfactory. 

Barley appears to be very little grown between 
Petersburgh and Moscow, and I have not yet seen a 
Wheat field in Russia, scarcely any artificial Grasses, 
and no Buekwheat as yet, though that is so important 
an article of food among the Russian peasantry. Of 
Flax I have seen a good deal, especially after we passed 
the Valdoi hills, and as we approached Moscow. Near 
the towns and villages, where manure is more easily 
procured, particularly in rather richer soils near rivers, 
&c., an immense quantity of Cabbages are cultivated. 
This vegetable, Buckwheat, Rye, and the small Cucum- 

bers, are the principal food of the peasantry. The Cab- 

bages are either eaten fresh, as long as the climate will 
allow them to remain in the ground, or they can be 
preserved by hanging up; or more generally they are 

eut up and salted, and made into the kind of soup uni- 
versally known under the name of sAéshi (a word 
written in Russ with two letters only, one of which has 
no equivalent in western languages). The Buckwheat 
is made into a kind of pudding called greshni cashia, 
first boiled*and then baked over in an earthen pot with 
(when they can get it) some butter or oil stirred in 
when hot ; the Rye made into bread as black as one’s 
hat ; the Cucumbers preserved in salt (making a most 
excellent accompaniment to roast meat at any table). 
The cultivation of Potatoes is also getting more general 
amongst the peasantry, being very much encouraged by 
the Government. In this climate it is of the greater 
importance, as the summer vegetation is so rapid that 
there is still time to plant Potatoes when it is aseer- 
tained that the autumn sown corn has been killed by a 
prolonged winter. The Potato grounds this year look 
well, and the d sease is as yet unknown ; the Cabbages, 
especially about Moscow, have suffered a good deal from 
the drought. 

The peasantry along the line of road we are come 
are a much finer race of men than I had been led to 
expect. Their hairy faces and their dress give them, it 
is true, a wild look, heightened in general by small but 
fiery eyes, and if you see them on theevening of a holiday, 
sereaming and disputing under the influence of drink, 
or on a summer's night wrapped in their shoubs, sleep- 
ing in heaps outside their doors, their humanity does 
not look very exalted ; but observe them well, and you 
will generally find tail, strong, well-proportioned men, 
their persons by no means so dirty as their dress, and 
especially in almost every case remarkably fine, regular 
sets of teeth. This is said to be owing partly to their 
living almost entirely on vegetable food, partly to the 
little prevalence of the habit of smoking, which destroys 
the teeth of all ranks in Sweden and Germany. Away 
from the great roads or large rivers the peasantry are 
said to be of a very inferior race, and in many places 
to suffer much from poverty, and some winters from 
actual starvation, In the vicinity of the towns and 
along the rivers, having any outlet into or communica- 
tion with the Neva, they find winter occupation in cut- 
ting up-wood for the Petersburgh market; when that 
resource fails them, they have scarcely any means of 

earning money during that long and dreary season. 
The forests of the country are beginning to excite 

attention on the part of the Government. The price of 

fuel in Petersburgh and other large towns has been so 
low, the quantity required so enormous, and the supply 
from the forests i d as so inexhaustible, th 
the object has been the cutting them down in such a 
manner as to furnish the greatest quantity of wood for 

burning at the least cost. ‘The consequence has been 
a wanton destruction of the best forests,which are again 
cut down before they attain maturity. Now the price 
of fuel in St, Petersburgh is rising every year, and still 
more so in Moscow ; the timber or Pine logs with which 
the wooden houses are constructed is also acquiring 
more value, and if the present endeavours to regulate 
the cutting the forests are not well followed up, shelter 
from therigour of the elimate will soon become another 
of the necessaries of life, which the peasant may not 
always have:the means of procuring, and it will be long 
before any railroads will render the coal-miues of the 

south of Russia available for the inhabitants of the north, 

Iebicws, 
To the Rose Lis's previously noticed (p. 679) we have 

now to add those of Mr. Francis, of Hertford, and 

Messrs. Lane and Son, of Great Berkhampstead, They 

may each be advantageously consulted by the Rose 

buyer, and will bear comparison with any of their con- 

temporaries. 

E 

Part 1, is chiefly occupied by valuable critical remarks 
upon the species of the Scandinavian Flora ; the author 
promises hereafter an explanation of the morphological 
system of botany, and some general observations on the 
vegetation of the neighbouring countries. 

Ruprecht’s Flores Samoiedorum cisuralensium is a 
most interesting account of the vegetation of the little- 
visited country, inhabited by the Cisural Samoiedes, a 
people hardly known as Europeans. The author boldly 
and successfully examined all that dreary inhospitable 
region, and has determined its physical relation to 
Lapland on the one hand and Siberia on the other. 
The paper, which forms the second part of the Beitrige 
ur PA kunde des Russisch eichs is a very im- 

portant contribution to botanical geography. The only 
Coniferous trees to be found are the common Juniper, 
the Scotch Pine, the blunt-sealed Silver (Picea obovata), 
and the Siberian Larch. Ruprecht mentions a new 
Alder (Alnus fruticosa), a new creeping Willow (Salix 
reptans), and several herbaceous plants previously un- 
described. Oaks are not mentioned. The only Rose is 
R. acicularis. Raspberries with fruit not worth eating 
were seen near the town of Mesen, but no brambles, 
which are replaced by the Rubi saxatilis, arcticus, and 
chamemorus. Nevertheless pretty flowers are not 
wanting, for Mr. Ruprecht speaks of various Crowfoots, 
the White Alpine Atragene, Trollius, the fine tall Bee 
Larkspur (D. elatum), the yellow Aconite, and even a 
Peeony-(P. intermedia), to say nothing of Violets, Par- 
nassias, a Geranium, several Vetch-like plants, Poten- 
tils, the Mountain Ash, Bird Cherries, Saxifrages, &c. 
We have also before us second editions of Neumann’s 

art de construire et de gouverner les serres, noticed at 
p. 297, 1844 ; and the same author's Notions sur l'art de 
Jaire les boutures, formerly trarslated in these columns, 
We shall probably draw attention hereafter to some 
points in the former of these two works. 

Dr. Wight's Spicilegium Neilgherrense, Vcl. I., is a 
4to of 85 pages of popular and scientific descriptions of 
the more remarkable plants found on the range of the 
Neilgherry Mountains, illustrated with 102 coloured 
plates. It is like all the author's works, full of useful 
information and critical views, which no botanist can 
dispense with studying. Among other points new to us 
is a reference to an opinion entertained by the late 
Mr. Griffith that the flowers of stellate plants consist.in 
reality of nothing but a calyx limb. We fear that this 
speculation ean hardly be entertained, unless some 
means can be found of explaining away the so-called 
calyx of Sherardia. Among the finest things figured 
by Dr. Wight is the Neilgherry Loranth, a parasitieal 
plant with brilliant scarlet flowers. Is it not possible 
to import this charming species with the plant on which 
it grows? It would be a great acquisition, and might 
certainly be preserved if once obtained alive. Some of 
the Sunerilas, too, are nice ‘herbaceous plants, and 
might be obtained with less diffieulty. A few packets of 
seeds in a letter, by the overland mail, would secure 
them. a 

A new Botanical Periodical, in 8vo, has made its ap- 
pearance in Dutch, under the name of Nederlandseh 
Kruidkundig Archief, edited by De Vriese, Dozy, and 
Molkenboer. The first part, which is before us, con- 
tains some observations on the Flora of Sumatra, by 
De Vriese ; the South Coast of Borneo, by Korthals ; 
and some papers on the Flora of the Netherlands. 

N 

Miscellaneous. 
Cause of Potato Rot.—It appears that the mischief 

rests between the air and the leaves. When first 
attacked they have the appearance of being seared, as 
if the air was too corrosive for them; and the conse- 
quence is they cannot perform their function properly. 
The juices are therefore not matured, but deposited in 
the tuber in an impure state—the same state, or nearly 
so, as when taken from the earth. It is as if the blood 
of a man was conveyed to the various organs of his bod; 
without passing through the lungs—for the leaves are 
to a plant what the lungs are to a man; imperfect 
nutrition would follow, and the man die and putrify 
very soon. Does any correspondent know of Potato 
erops grown with guano, affected as much as those 
grown with farm-yard manure? A gentleman last 
year had a erop of Potatoes grown with guano, and with 
the exception of a few stitches, all were sound, To a 
solution of a diseased Potato which had a very offensive 
odour, a small quantity of carbonate of ammonia was 
added. The odour disappeared, and the ordinary 
smell of the Potato was substituted. Is it that on 
account of the seared state of the leaf sufficient nitrogen 
is not absorbed? And is it that the nauseous Potato 
liquor, to which the ammonia was added, received 
nitrogen from the ammonia, and so having received the 
required element, was restored to its proper condition 
and odour? And is it that the Potato crop grown with 
guano, received the sufficient amount of nitrogen by the 
root, and so compensated for not receiving it through its 
ordinary channel—the leaves. These cases bear upon 
the same point; and though they should not afford a 
solution of the matter, nevertheless may afford points 
to start from.— A Correspondent of the Whitehaven 
Herald—abridged. 
A Species of American Aloe in Flower.—There is 

now in flower in the Botanical Garden of this Uni- 
versity, a fine specimen of Furerca cubensis or Cuba 
Aloe, raised from ‘seed sent to the garden about 14 
years ago, sinee which time it has been constantly kept 
in the stove. The first indication it gave of flower: 
ing was early inthe month of August of the present 

Elie: Fries Summa: Vegetabilium Seandinavie.— year, and since that time the stem has made so rapid a 
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growth as to have attained the height of 23 feet, and 
has produced 28 branches, which are again divided into 
many branchlets, on which are suspended about 1400 
buds and blossoms ; ; these are of a greenish-yellow 
colour, and, when fully expauded, rather more than 2 
inches in diameter, very fragrant ; but, viewing each 
flower singly, by no means showy. ‘Althou gh this spe- 
cies was introduced into England so long ago as 1739, 
this is supposed to be the first time it has flowered in 
this country. Farerca gigantea, a species very simi- 
lar to the above, flowered in the autumn of 1820, in the 
garden of the Right Hon. Earl Powis, at his seat at 
Walco’, in Shroj Debit andis figured in the * Botani- 
cal Magazine," v. 48, t, 2250. Another very fine plant 
of the same species has recently flowered in the Royal 
Botanic Garden at Kew.—Oaford Herald, Oct. 17. 

Calendar of Operations. 
(For the ensuing Week.) 

Preparaion for In-doors Work.—The time is at 
hand when ungenial weather will frequently drive the 
labourer in- -doors, where a stock of work shou!d now be 
provided. The tying of new mats, cutting and picki 
of shreds for the walis, cleaning old nails, drawing bast 
for the next summer, arrangement of herbs, examining 
Stores, making flower- sticks, labels, &e. 
putting away ‘all spare striking or other glas 
straw or reed mats, protectors for tender plants, as well 
as making a stoek of besoms and baskets for da 
ensuing year,are matters of as great considera 

out-door business, and should be got forward bet 
Gardeners or others shoüld purchase a most libera. 
stock of Russian mats at this period—in fact, a twelve- 
month's supply ; these will at once furnish a little in- 
doors labour. Willows should be instantly procured for 
basketing, and a gvod stock of cloth for shred cutting. 
All superfluous or dead things’ in pots should be 
emptied out, and the dirty pots from every part 
placed in a corner of the shed, ready for washing in bad 
weather. Plenty of broken pots should also be housed 
in a shed corner to be crushed and sorted in bad 
weather; they may be fairly reckoned amongst the 
most important things connected with the potting shed. 
Any one having old half-worn sashes without gl may 
readily make a most useful straw cover of them, well 
adapted for covering Endive and other salads, Parsley, 
&e. ; as also for placing over early crops of Putatoes, 
Radishes, Carrots, &o. We make these on a couple of 
tressils. The straw (Rye, if possible) is drawn through 
the hands in bunehes, and laid across the lo: sgitudinal 
bars of the sash in a regular w When covered 
equally, three or four long sticks or laths are placed on 

in a line with the sash 1 bars, and bound down to the 
latter in a few places by piteh eord. 
out of use, which is seldom with us, 
couple of yes 

If housed when 
they will last a 

N VATORIES, STOVE, &c 

va abetted —1 Hera to good arr vangement, pieking 
off de: d leaves, thorough "ventilation, "ine spe- 
cimens of Chrysanthemums, late Salvias, with other 
autumn things, "should be oe easionally introduced from 
the other houses to the conservatory, removing occa- 
sionally inferior things for a while to make way for them. 
Stove, Orchids, &c. - Plenty of sunshine and free venti- 
ation are now the requisites here, observing mueh 
moderation in the use of artificial heat. Let the ther- 
mometer rise, however, ght day: 
Mixed Greenhouse.—Lot.every attention be given to a 
due regulation of the heat. Where everything is 
grown in one house it is Of the utmost importance that 
heat observes a proper ratio to the light. In such a 
house the proprietor naturally desires to have flowers 
late as well as early, as faras such can be carried out. 
To effect this, fires must be in use occasionally, even at 
this period ; and to tho:e who are thus cireumstanced 
I would say, beware of night heat; 55° is sufficient in 
such a structure for the present. Let the thermometer 
rise, notwithstanding. to 70° or more during sunshine, 
observing, if such is fitful, to drop to 60° in the day if 
dull weather t place. 

KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING. 

See to the linings in dung pits; keep up a day heat 
of 65° if possible, with a free circulation of air; more 
especially if they are to be wintered here. It isa pitiful 
economy, however, and frequently very painful to a 
gardener, to winter Pines in such pits without hot- 
water pipes or other means to raise the temperature and 
expel the damp. A gardener thus situated has no alter- 
native but to make. up a very unnatural amount of 
bottom-heat in November, in order to provide sufficient 
atmospheric heat. He has moreover to watch the stable 
yard closely, and whatever demands may occur in his 
frame ground or about his Mushroom beds, everything 
must give way to the Pine linings. These things, how- 
ever, cannot endure much Jonger ; a much Better use 

Will be found for manuve. Vineries.—Keep the scissors 
at work amongst the late Grapes. Keep a lively fire 
for two or three hours in the early part of the day, and 
ero free ventilation with it, leaving a little all 

FLOWER.GARDEN AND SIRUBBERIES, 
The ower garden is now so far robbed of its beau- 

ties, that. steps may be taken immediately to secure a 
better arrangement in the next year ; this is necessary 
before the flowers are dseiyed. Let all observations as to improper heights or misarrangement of any kind be 
made now. Coloure] sticks might be made use of as to 
the arrangement of both colour and height. The colour 
of the stiek would indicate the colour required to fill 
that station, whilst the name of the plant and remarks 

without delay. Let all biennials be planted out soon ; 
such plants as the Sweet William, Wallflower, &c., 
are of great use in flower borders, and may be planted 
three or four in a mass. Dahlias should be marked 
forthwith. Pinks may be planted out, and Carnation 
layers or pij ings still potted to place in frames. Endea- 
vour to soften the coarseness of autumn by frequent 
cleaning of borders, lawns, and walks. 

KITCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD 
ing a plot of ground directly to the earliest 

Peas by thorough digging and manuring ; they may be 
sown in the course of the first week in "November. A 
few Mazagan Beans may also be planted at the same 
time. Seakale should now be introduced to a bottom 
heat for the earliest supply ; those who force it where 
it grows may apply some hot manure round a few pots. 
Let all Carrots be taken up and stored away directly, 
likewise Beet ; a few Parsnips for present use may be 
taken up, they will, however, keep well in the ground, 
and thus circum tanced, they may have a coat of ma- 
nure spread over them Tor ihe next crop, and trenched 
out as wanted. J bave found it a good plan to eut the 

| head of the Carrots completely off, below the neck, thus 
checking their tendeney to grow. They may then be 
put in pits like Potatoes, raising a sharp ridge over 
them to keep out the wet. It is time to think of fore- 
ing a little early Asparagus ; the principles applied to 
the forcing of Seakale, &c., are in the main applicable 
to this delicious vegetable, except that the Asparagus 
requires abundance. of air when growing through the 
soil. Proceed with pruning fruit-trees as soon as the 
leaves are fallen; let nothing of this sort remain ti] 
spring, which period will bring its own labours. Get 
all superfluous nails and shreds drawn soon, in order 
to furnish in-doors work, as stated in the commence- 
ment of this day’s Calendar. Men do little good work- 
ing out in bad weather, sometimes much harm, both to 
themselves and the land, » by closing its surface. 
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ENSE 
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house evactly as Mr, Meek's, Nothing can be more simple or 
efficacious. J H—What is the use Your 
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SECTS: 8- cannot comply with your request; but if 
you will pue your address to ** vuricola," at our office, you 
may probably gain the information required 

LonrbrAs—/— Take your plants up with balis and 5s them 
eloscly together in'a cold frame till spring. They will not 
bear frost. Give them plenty tir when the entier is 
favourable, otherwise they will suffer from damp. 

—TE est and most effectual remedy for M 
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EnnATUM—In Notices to Correspondents, p. 712, col. b, INSECTS; 
for “wild bird seed,” read ** wild Bind- weeds," 
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SIX THOUSAND SIX HUNDRED FRET OF 
© ROGGON’S PATENT ASPHALTE FELT 

have been used to roof the abere ty’s buildings, at 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

PRICE ONE PENNY PER SQUARE FOOT. 
THomas Jons Crogaon, 8, Lawrence Pountney-hill, Cannon- 

street, London. ; 

HATCHER’S BENENDEN TILE MACHINE. 

Manufactured and Sold by 
(jorTAM AND HALLEN, 2, WINSLEY.STREET. 
ea OXFORD STREET, LONDON. i This is by far the simplest and most efficient Machine for the purpose of making Drain Tiles, Any shape Tile can be made Tt requires but few hands to work it, namely, two men 

With this amount of labour the produce will be as follows :— 
1 in. diameter of Tile, 11,009 | 12 in, diameter of Tile, 5,800 do. 8,000 | 24 do, * 8,200 „As stated by Thomas Law Hodges, Esq., in his communica- 
tion to the Ro; al Agricultural Society of England, The Machine is quite portable, and requires no fixing, but 
can be moved up and down the drying sheds, thus requiring no extra boys in carrying the tiles, ‘nor are any shelves required in drying.. There is no charge for patent dues or license; the purchase of the Machine includes the free use of it. i 

rice 25l., including four Dies of any pattern or size, 

Dies, of any shape or size, 5s. each. 
e had as above as to where it can be seen in 

actual use. 
Improved Pug-mills, wholly of Iron 

Extra 
References can 

ee ee oe SO £1616 0 
10 10 m m ait S ditas Levita. tont 

Draining Spades, per set of three, with swan-neck 

co o Improved Drain Level for the use of workmen.. .. 2 5 

COTTAM'S IMPROVED CLOD CRUSHERS. 
. The improvements made in these useful Implements consist 
in the division of the roller into two parts, which greatly 
facilitates the turning and working of the implement. The 
frames are made wholly of iron, and are therefore much more 
durable than those of wood. The prices of these Clod Crushers 
will be found considerably lower than those usually charged. 

5 feet Ginches long, 171,’ 6 feet, 181. 10s. 6 feet 6 inches, 207. 

be seen at Messrs, 
eet, ackfriars, London. 

INTON & CO., the Patentees, of Stoke- 
N BUTTONS, 

c. 
GRICULTURAL DRAINING.— The attention of 
Agriculturists is respectfully directed to a simple and 

most efficient DRAINING LEVEL, price 98s. It can be sent 
to any part securely packed. It cannot well be put out of 
order, and a mere labo can use it. To be had of the 
maker, Joun Davis, Optician, Derby. 
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* GIVE us THE REFUSE OF THE TOWNS, and you 
may do what you please with the Corn-laws," was 
the sensible remark of an enterprising agriculturist 
to a distinguished leader of the Protectionist party. 
“Give us the refuse of the towns and we will for- 
give you the repeal of the Corn-laws,” might be the 
condition of reconciliation of the Protectionist party 
and their chiefs. Recrimination will not assist. 

The time for action is arrived. Providence by a 
mysterious visitation has deprived Sir Ronsnr 
Pxkr's measure of its present terrors. It is in the 
power of the agriculturist to make it a matter of 
future indifference. But how? By economising 
all. our domestic resources and by bringing to bear 

on the land all the resources of science and art, | of towns, we will forgive the real or supposed ene- 
Among our domestic resources what so important | mies of the agricultural interest the repeal of the 
as our domestic manure? And what source of 
wealth was ever the subject of such wilful. and 
wicked waste? Look at our farmstcads. The 
ditch which stagnates at the road-side is full of 
valuable manure let flow to waste. Look at our 
towns. "Phe rivers are literally black with the 
meaus of reproduction. Yon ship laden with solid 
guano from the tropics floats in water which is but 
a liquid guano in a diluted form. “Come hither 
and I will show you streams richer ia the elements 
of wealth than the gold streams of Africa. Sub- 
terranean rivers of liquid guano, which common 
sense destives for the land, but perverse ignorance 
casts into the sea. Here, close to Vauxhall bridge, 

is one of these guano streams, black and repulsive 
to the sense but to the eye of science a rich source 
of wealth and abundance." Hear what a distin- 
guished chemist says of the properties of this dirt 
stream after a careful and accurate analysis. “ The 
annual value of the chief constituents of the sewage 
water which at present passes into the Thames 
from the King's Scholars’ Pond Sewer is 23,3607. ; 
and of that which flows from. all the sewers of 
Londor, on the supposition that tbe fluid they dis- 
charge is of equal strength, 483,879/. This is no 
tale of fiction, but the result of a strict and eareful 
chemieal analysis, presented to the Select Com- 
mittee of the House of Commons on Matropo- 
litan Sewage Manure. The ammonia, the potash, 
and the bone-earth, contained in this dirty water, 
to say nothing of other valuable constituents if they 
were extracted, in a state of purity would sell for 
this sum, whether for agricultural or other pur- 
poses. i Is it not then a species of infatuation to 
allow this rich source of fertility—this mine of 
wealth—to be wasted, nay more, to become a means 
of pollution instead of a scurce of plenty ; à bane 
to the town where it ought to be a boon to the 
country. The 23,3604 is the value of the liquid 
discharge of a single sewer iu a single city of 
England. Can any one doubt that the wasted 
treasures of all our towns are more than sufficient 
to make amends to the agriculturists for the sacri- 
fice of the Corn-laws. Against such gigantic waste 
of resources no protection ean avail. Granted ; but 
how are these guano streams to be turned to their 
right use? How-are they to be conveyed to the 
country around? Why, as streams of pure water 
are conveyed to our towns; by machinery. They 
must be pumped out and brought to the farmers’ 
very doors as pure water is now pumped in and 
laid on to our houses. "There is no difficulty in 
that, and there is the greatest economy. “ Yes, but 
will ‘it‘pay ?” Pay! Woes it pay to supply the 
towns with clean water; and if so, can it fail to pay 
to supply the country with the same water enriched 
by the drainage of cattle-sheds which the farmer 
has not paid. to build, and of cattle which he has 
not paid to feed—of cattle fed on the richest and 
best of food? What is a large town but a vast 
cattle-shed, and what is sewer water but the 
drainage of that shed, richer far than the richest 
manure, as he at present manufactures it, that the 
farmer can command, or than that fertilizing liquid, 
the strength of that manure which, blockheads as 
we are; we suffer daily to flow to waste in our road- 
side ditches. x 

"This is strong and plain language ; but such lan- 
guage is needed when we are speaking of wasteful 
extravagance. What is all want and misery but 
the waste of some obvious source of wealth; waste 
of time, waste of talent, waste of food, waste of 
manure? Waste is the parent of want; ard we 
have now pointed out the most unaccountable of 
all extravagances. 

If there is any one among our readers so igno- 
rant as to doubt the efficacy of sewer water after 
what we have said as to the source from which it 
is derived, and of its high money value, we wil 
simply tell him one fact, now familiar to all men of 
average information, that sandy land on the sea- 
shore near Edinburgh has been raised from 2s. 6d. 
a year, to 207. or 307. annual value, by this very 
sewer water which we are constantly wasting. If 
this does not suffice, we refer him to the evidence 
of the Select Committee of the House of Commons 
on metropolitan sewage manure, or to an analysis of 

that and other evidence published by the Metropo- 

litan Sewage Manure Company, and to be had for 

the asking at their offices, 7, Waterloo-place. 

Ifonce convinced of the value of the refuse of our 

towns, let the farmer lose no time in petitioning the 

legislature that measures be taken withont delay to 

apply the refuse of all towns to the purposes of 
agriculture. A system similar to that adopted by 

the French. Government in th» case of railroads, 
would soon secure the necessary capital. We re- 
peat that ifthe Government will give us the refuse 

Corn-laws.— G. 

Mn. Asuron assures us(p. 715) thathe is an honest 
man; who denies it? And that he never had any- 
thing to do with adulterating guano ; who said that 
he had? He adds that in fact his Compounp 
Guano is a very.good article, quite as good in its 
way as the mixed wine that we are sometimes 
doomed to drink at dinner. We have no doubt of 

The comparison of mixed guano and mixed 
Port wine is often mixed with 

low Roussillon wines, or with coarse Colares ; or, to 
suit some palates, with Ratanhy root and Pocan 
juice. Sherries are mixed with burnt sugar, boiled 
wine, and other trash, This is done in order to 
increase the profits of the seller, who humbugs the 
buyer into a belief that these beverages are the 
better for the adulteration—no, not adulteration! 
that word must not be mentioned to ears polite— 

for the mixture. Guano. buyers will be mystified 
just in the same way if they do not take care. 
Ose dealer will fancy his guano too strong, and will 
reduce it; for which purpose Epping loam, or 
gypsum, or any other material that is cheap and 
handy, will be found useful ; and that will be his 
Compound Guano. Another wil mix off what he 
calls * fine? Peruvian Guano, rich in ammonia, and 
“fine” Saldanha Bay Guano, rich iu phosphates, 
and something else, and that will be Ais Compound, 
All very honestly intended, no doubt; but having 
the unfortunate character of throwing the door wide 
open to fraud. 

We should like to ask the advocates of this Com- 

position (a word which a philologist will show you 
has much the same root as Imposition) why they 
are so anxious to persuade the farmer to buy it? 
Cannot they sell these excellent materials sepa- 
rately ? Cannot they allow a man to have one ton 
ofthe genuine Saldanha Bay, and two tons of Peru- 
vian? Why should a farmer not be permitted to 
mix these good things himself, if he beso minded ? 
If Mr. Asuron’s advice is taken, we shall next 

haveaclaim set up for the excellence of compound 
Parsnip seed, and compound ‘Turnip seed, and com- 

pound bone-dust, Sueh things, indeed, are in the 

market already, as wo very well kuow ; the living 
and the dead being compounded in the one case, 
and limestone, plasterers’ rubbish, and quantum suff. 

of bones representing the other. 
No, no! we must have genuine articles if we can 

eet them, and not dealers’ mixtures. We must be 

permitted to compound our manures ourselves if 

they are to be compounded ; and with all pos ible 

respect for the good intentions of Mr. Asuron, we 

must tell him plainly that the mere advocacy of 

any contrary practice has a very bad appearanee. 

SCHEME OF CULTIVATION 
FOR SMALL FARMS, 

No. II.—* W. B. H.'s? farm of 16 acres of pasture 

land, about his house, and 9 aeres of arable in its neigh- 

bourhood. 
Two cows are kept, and two horses. The meadow- 

land is *good," and is to remain in s. The 

tillage-land is in two fields; one, 4 acres, and the other, 5. 

The former is partly a very foul Wheat-stubble, aud 

partly in Swedes aud Potatoes ; thelatter is now sown 

to Wheat aftcr fallow. ; 

This is of a size fit for spade husbandry. If it be 

near a market-town, all the crops should be grown for 

sale, and manure bought. If otherwise, suppose à rota- 

tion to be selected of three years’ duration, viz. : 

1. Grain crop. I 

2. Green crop for consumplion. 

3. Crop for sale. 
The grain crop may be Wheat: the green crop may 

be Swedes or Turnips, pulled, and the land immediately 

transplanted with Cabbages, to be removed before the 

selling crop is put in: and the selling crop, Carrots, or 

eans, or Potatoes, or any otber for whose produce a 

market may be obtained. 
The Grass-land should be alternately fed and mown 

in successive years. 

The Propuck oF THE Farm will be— 
2 tons of hay. : 

=the keep of 60 sheep during summer. 
he kecp of 40 sheep during two months, 

3 acres of Whea 0 bushels. E 

3 acres of Carrot: other crop, for sale--507. 

3 acres of Swedes, Carrots, &c.—60 tons. 

3 acres of Cabbages=40 tons. 
Valuing the Wheat crop at 52s, à quarter, the total 

produee of the farm is equal to about 90/. ; besides, as 

food for stock, 12 tons of hay and 100 tons of green 

food, and the keep of 60 sheep during ihe first part of 

summer, and of 100 during the remainder. Suppose 

the two cows to be turned out to Grass during summer, 

that will diminish the keep to within the consumption 

of 40 sheep and 80 sheep respectively during the former 
and latter part of summer, iib 

Suppose then sheep bought in May and again in 

August, they willthen be fit for going on the Swedes in 
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October, and they (60 tons), along with say 3 tons of 
hay, which will furnish about 2 Ibs, of hay daily to each 
of the sheep, will keep them till Christmas, when they 
should be in excellent killing order. Another lot of 
sheep may be bought in about March to consume the 
Cabbages, and these will then be ready to go upon the 
Grass. 

There are 9 tons of hay left, and the calculation is 
not so strictly followed but that plenty of green food 
to be given along with the hay to the two cows may be 
furnished during winter off the Swede-land and the Cab- 

bages. The cows and horses will eat 3 of a ewt. of hay 
daily during 180 days in the year, which is equal to 64 
tons, and the horses will during the remainder eat } of 
2 hundred weight daily, equal during the whole period 
to 2}'tons. This about matches the quantity of food 
which the farm supplies to them. 

Tue AnnuaL RETURN ON THE Farm may be esti- 
mated as follows :— 

Grain crop and green crop 90 
0 

20 

m se £ 
40 sheep from March toChristma; 0 weeks at 6d. 4 
40 sheep from Aug. to Christmas—20 weeks at 6d. 

0 
0 0 
0 0 

2cowsat 8. ^ .. E m B 0 0 
Costofmaintaining 2 horses, excepting their Oats 20 0 0 

£186 0 0 

Tue ANNUAL Expenses may be— 
Rent of 25 acres m m .. £50 0 0 
Labour and seed and manure, say 

0 0 

stock, &e., at 10s. a-week ESO duret 
And 15s, p. aere on the pasture-land 12 0 0 

—— 178.0 0 
Interest at J/, per cent. on a capital 3 

of, say 121, per acre—2001. I 15 0 0 

£143 0 0 
Leaving some 431, as profit, 

—M. S. 

AGRICULTURE, A CHEMICAL MANU- 
FACTURE. 

Witt you oblige a constant reader by admitting toa 
place in your Paper the following reflections, which 
have been occasioned by perusing your Leading Article 
of the 17th inst. You there compare the labours of 
the farmer to the labours of the chemist, and you 
ascribe want of success on the part of the former to his 
want. of knowledge and skill. 
When the Romans commenced any undertaking of 

moment, they began by sacrificing to the gods. Their 
courage or caution was increased according to the 
favourable indications or otherwise which their victims 
presented. The Romans were successful in most of 
their undertakings, and every wise man will ascribe a 
large portion of their success to their religious feeling. 
Cicero did so ; for said he, addressing the Senate, ** We 
may be what we like, Conscript Fathers, although. we 
are inferior to the Gauls in strength, the Carthaginians 
in skill, the Spaniards in numbers, and the Greeks in 
arts ; because we excel all nations in religious feeling, 
and in the knowledge of the truth that all things are 
subject to a providence,and governed by the will of the 
immortal gods.” 

f every eminently ful farmer or stock t 
I have observed that he possessed a mind kindred in its 
nature to the Roman mind. He might be an immoral 
man or otherwise, but you recognised by his actions 
that his mind was ever ready to pay homage to the 
truth that all things are governed by an unseen agent. 
The character of his mind, indeed, is generally such 
that he would be accounted superstitious by the very in- 
telligent writers whose ideas feed your columns, Yet, 
when we compare the results of such a. man's life with 
the results produced by a Mechi, or some one of your 
other intelligent correspondents, who can deny that the 
Superstition of the first is connected with far more 
valuable effeets as to human happiness than the intelli- 
gence of the last. 

These facts seer to indicate that an element is neces- 
sary to the success of the farmer’s labours, of which no 
mention is made in your columns. 

Again, there is an obvious relation between the moral 
condition of a man’s mind (let its intelligence be what 
it may) and the fields which he cultivates. Of this 
fact any one may be convinced by considering thecha- 
racters of a few of the farmers of a district. But if it 
is not sufficiently apparent in individual cases, let us 
take the case of a nation. Let us compare England 
with Ireland—ancient Judæa- with modern Palestine— | 
Europe reformed with Europe unreformed, and we can- 
not doubt the fact that, altogether independent of skill 
and intelligence, the soil of every country under the 
sun, and everything that grows upon it, have a close 
and intimate relation to the moral condition of the 
human mind there. Elevate the human mind in any 
country, and you elevate everything else; let the 
“light of life "be there, and the humblest labours of 
the farmer feels its influence, whether he understands 
chemistry or not. Let its lands be cultivated in the 

Is this, sir, a time to compare the labours of the 
farmer with the labours of the chemist, when the God 
of Nature, robbed of his honour, lets the mutterings of 
his wrath be heard, and blasts the fruits of our labours 
by diseases which modern intelligence can neither ac- 
count for nor remove ?—John Russell, East Lothian. 

[Many thanks for your letter: there is: much that is 

true in it ; and at the same time, in our opinion, some 
error also. 

The general idea which it is calculated to excite is 
your opinion that agriculture is something more than a 
chemical manufacture — something even more than any- 
thing merely physical—something more than a series of 
proeesses whose results are the consequence of mere 
matter acting atom upon atom in virtue of the various 
affinities with which each is endowed. 
differ from you. There is no doubt, much that is myste- 
rious in every branch of human knowledge (and there 
is no advantage in creating more, or imagining it unne- 
cessarily), and the practice of farming is not exempt 
from the general truth ; but mystery, wherever it has 
been examined and removed, has hitherto proved 
nothing more than the offspring of ignorance ; and this 
fairly suggests (and does it not justify ?) the opinion 
that ail mystery in reference to material truth is the 
consequence of limited knowledge, not of any mental in- 
capacity to understand. Is there anything wrong in 
endeavouring to lessen the amount of existing mystery ? 
We cannot think that you believe so. 

The Potato disease, so mysterious at’ present, will 
one day, no doubt, be clearly understood as the conse- 
quence of laws which have existed since creation, and 
of eireumstances (doubtless peculiar to the time), some 
of which it may be within human power to meet or to 
modify, and some of which, on the other hand, may, 
perhaps, be uncontrollable. Do you believe it irre- 
verent to examine and investigate these subjects? On 
the contrary, do you not think that all natural subjects 
are presented to us as fields for the exercise of the 
mental powers with which we are endowed ? 

And now, as regards the influence of mental consti- 
tution on the practice of agriculture. So far from it 
being a point hitherto untouched upon. in.our columns, 
it is one which has been insisted upon. Our able col- 
league “C. W. H.” has repeatedly urged that land 
should be cultivated by the mind, not by mere imple- 
ments of husbandry ; andj his meaning is precisely 
yours, that in all practice much depends not only upon 
intelligence and skill, but upon the energy and firm- 
ness of purpose which are the attributes of a well con- 
stituted mind. 

And we include in our understanding of education 
not merely the means of storing the mind with faets— 
conferring, upon it intelligence, but also of inuring and 
aceustoming it to good habits—conferring upon it qua- 
lily. so to speak. Education is doubtless moral as well 
as intellectual, and no one will question the iori 

In this we | 

ON THE DRILL HUSBANDRY OF TURNIPS. 
The Mode of Cultivation pursued by Practical 
Farmers on the upper oolite formation in Gloucester- 
shire. 

As nine-tenths of the farmers in this district adopt the 
old mode of ploughing in the farm-manure, and sowing 
on the flat, their general mode of proceeding will be 
very briefly described. With regard to their old Sain- 
foin-land, of which there is a very large quantity yearly 
coming in, the modes of paring, burning, and ploughing 
are so similar to that already deseribed, that it need not 
be again gone over; but in far too many instances with 
this great defect, that the cultivator has neither pride 
nor spirit enough to pick up and burn the weeds shaken 
up by the harrows after the plough operations; the 
invariable rule seems to be to leave them on the spot, 
to die or live as the season may prove dry or moist. 
The stubble-lands are ploughed over as soon as possible 
after finishing the corn harvest and Wheat sowing ; it 
is afterwards cross ploughed in spring, then dragged, 
rolled, and harrowed, and where Couch is very abun- 
dant, the rough part thereof isthrown into heaps and 
burnt. The manure, which has been put in heaps in 
the fields through the winter, or prepared in field, barn- 
yards, and in general turned once, is now carted out, 
and put on from. 10.to 15 loads per acre, Sometimes 
the carting goes on for two or three days, the heaps of 
dung all the while drying nicely ; then it is about half 
spread, and, in saying so, I do not underrate the style in 
which the operation is performed ; too much care cans. 
not be bestowed on this important part in the manage- 
ment of manures ; it ought, if practicable, to be broken 
or shaken into pieces not larger than an egg ; but when 
thrown carelessly about in lumps not less than a man’s 
hand in its extended shape, many of them much larger, 
and perhaps allowed to dry another day before being 
ploughed in; how then is it possible that such lumps 
can be covered by the ordinary process of ploughing, 
when the furrow is not above 33 or 4 ins. deep? Much 
of the manure will be sticking out of the ground, and 
when the harrows proceed to cover the seed, a great 
portion must be pulled to the surface, and as I have 
said before, utterly lost to the erop. 

Twelve or fourteen years ago the broadcast system 
of sowing was almost universal in this distriet ; but 
now drilling on the flat, with Suffolk or Berkshire drills 
has become general, and a few more years will drive the 
old fashioned mode out of this district, and out of the 
kingdom. `` The farmers begin to find the advantage of 

of religious motives over all others in the former, its 
more important branch ; but why place moral excel- 
lence in opposition to intelligence. They are distinct 
but happily not opposed. Each has tended to the supe- 
riority of present over past times, Moral superiority 
could not have produced all this effect unaided by 
greater intelligence, any more than a better workman 
could exhibit all his superiority unaided by good tools. 

And to add one more word, we cannot help thinking 
that you are not happy in your selection of cases 
to illustrate the superiority, which you insist upon, of 
moral character over mere intelligence as an element 
of agricultural success. It was unnecessary for your 
purpose to use Mr. Mechi’s name in so uncomplimentary 
a manner ; and as itis, he by no means answers the end 
you aimed at, for he, if any, may be selected as the 
one among many, distinguished for- his agricultural 
vietory over untoward ci andi b! 
materials, 

The superiority which in many distriets of Scotland 
prevail over others in England as regards its cultivation, 
is, in our opinion, originally attributable to the national 
character, arising doubtless in part out of the strict moral 
and religious education there prevalent ; but also, and in 
great measure, from the intellectual education by which 
such intelligence and ability are conferred on so large 
a proportion of their inhabitants; We end as we began, 
by contending that the full theory of agriculture as of 
all other material arts, is to be found in the laws of 
matter as they are expounded in chemistry and natural 
philosophy.— Ed. Ag. Gaz.] 

The following is another letter on this subject, 
received during the past week :— 

I have read your Leading Article of the 17th inst. with 
interest and pleasure ; the more so, as I conceive it to 
be of the greatest importance, not ouly to individuals, 
but to the nation, that the farmer should be aided in his 
practice by science. It has been aptly remarked that 

practice without knowledge is blind.” This is espe- 
cially true as regards agriculture, every operation in 
which, to be successful, requires to be conducted on 
scientifie principles, as will be obvious to every one who 
reflects upon the nature of those operations. 

It is worthy, then, of inquiry whether that knowledge 
is possessed by the agricultural body ; and if it be not, 
what means are to be used to afford it? That it is not 
possessed is unhappily but too certain. What, then, is 
to be done? Are we to acknowledge the deficiency 
without endeavouring to remedy it? Are the higher 
and the lower classes exclusively to be regarded as 
meriting the attention in this respect. of. the Govern- 
ment and the country? No—surely! "The prosperity 
and happiness of the nation depends upon the welfare 
of every class being duly promoted. Let then the 
education of the farmer be looked to as a national object, 
and let every one who depends upon or takes an interest 
in agriculture, lend a helping hand in establishing 
schools for the rising generation of farmers, upon a 
footing which shall make them available to the needy as 
well as the wealthy amongst us.—.5. S. 

ure, and also ashes with the drills, a 
decided anxiety and stir being evinced in collecting 
ashes of one kind or other for the Turnip season, and 
I have no doubt that in a few more years pulverised 
manures of various sorts will be very generally and ex- 
tensively used. It is i ible for any individual to 
present a succinct account of hoeing broadeast Turnips, 
the mode is. indescribable, and frightful enough to un- 
String the ne£ves of the most robust north-countryman 
when he first witnesses the operation, What an alarm- 
ing thing it is to witness a strong athletic navigator- 
looking fellow with his shirt-sleeves tucked up to his 
arm-pits, slashing away with an 18-inch stroke, making 

| the dirt and slain plants fly at least a yard behind him ; 
while for every two strokes of the hoe, he plaits or 
doubles one leg over the other, and by this mode gets 
sideling along across the ridge towards one furrow, and 

leg motion, and so returns to the other furrow, By the 
time our novice from the north witnesses this process 
for half an hour he will be horror stricken and tremble 
for the fate of the crop. At the termination of every 
draw-of this powerful operator, a heap is formed of the 
mould, and removed plants, and perhaps a tuft or two 
of Couch inclosed, the plants left for stock appear also 
to be pletely hered, and altogether the ground 
presents a rough, uncouth, and woeful aspect. In wet 
weather all these little heaps spring into life, and when 
the time for the second hoeing arrives, it is impossible 
to know where the plants are which were intended for 
stock. The second hoeing is performed in a more 
moderate manner, cutting up as many of the weeds as 
possible, and levelling the lumps formerly made ; but 
to clean the land this way is utterly impossible; there- 
fore lambs must be put in the field in September, to 
bite the tops off the weeds for decency’s sake, and in 
order to make the Squire believe when he rides along 
the road that Mr, Farmer Broadcast is a tolerably 
successful grower of Turnips, and also to persuade the 
honest farmer himself into the belief that his land is 
perfectly clean, 

owever, it is pleasing to have to admit that it is 
only a portion of the farms in the district alluded to 
which are so managed. Many agriculturists could be 
named who have their land in very different condition, 
being clean, and in as fine tilth before sowing as the 
most fastidious could wish ; these lands being clean, are 
kept so throughout the season. All these superior 
managers have disearded the broadeast system for 
some years, and now regularly employ drills. An ex- 
cellent and economie mode of putting out manure-or 
the land is adopted by several farmers, by means of 
wheel-barrows instead of carts, Heaps of manure of 
certain sizes are laid down at equal distances in order 
to have about lj or 2 acres surrounding them ; this ie 
contracted for to be wheeled out and spread at 3s. to 4s. 
per aere. I have no objeetion to the mode than this 
—that the dung generally lies too long before it is 
ploughed in, and is never well spread; thus in severe’ 
droughts losing more by evaporation than is saved by 
wheeling. The smallness of the heaps also exposes too 

when arrived there he changes hand and reverses the - 

| 
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much surface to the sun. 
of farmers in the whole of this distriet who have fol- 
lowed the 27 inches wide ridge mode systematically for 
the last ten years (two cases excepted). However, of 
late years this plan is perceptibly advancing, and will 
ere long become general, being the only mode by which 
farmyard manures can be covered. 

It is very difficult to estimate the average weight of 
Swedes and Turnips grown in this district ; but from 
my own experience, and opinions expressed by others 
on this subject, I am pretty well convinced that there 
are three fields of Swedes to be found under 8 tons 
clean bulbs per acre, for one which will be over;therefore 
I am inclined to fix the average weight all over this 
district at 7 tons per acre, and common Turnips at 103 
or 11 tons.—W. Fernie, Manchester. 

AGRICULTURE AS A PROFESSION. 
Wuar is the reason that there is so much wealth 

amongst manufacturers, and. so little among agricultur- 
ists! Who ever heard of an agriculturist. as amil- 
lionaire? Who makes a fortune now-a-days by farm- 
ing! and why should so many be made by manufac- 
turers? What consti'utes-the difference? These 
thoughts have often. occurred tome since circumstances 
have changed my residence from the country, and from 

ld. of 

asit would be for the. merchant to embark his whole 
capital on an article which he has not first ascertained 
will meet the views of his customers, The farmer 
rarely considers the amount of capital necessary ; he 
unhesitatingly enters on. farm three times the size of 
the extent of capital he possesses for its proper manage- 
ment; and thus, instead (as he should if his capital 
were sufficient) of putting the whole farm in the best 
possible position in.the first year of his lease, he is con- 
tented to dawdle on doing bit by bit every year ; his 
crops continue of the same average quality, and he thus 
realises no more than a low interest for his capital; 
whereas, if his farm had been in proportion to his capi- 
tal, he might have, in the first two years, got all bis 
improvements effected, and during the rest of the term 
be in the receipt of good crops paying him a high per 
centage for his capital, I would hero remark that the 
expense of farming well-cultivated and improved land is 
no more than that necessary to farm land in which the 
improvements necessary to insure good crops have not 
been carried out; so that the expenses in both cases 
are similar, while the returns are in many cases double. 
This will illustrate the advantage of beginning to im- 
prove early in the term. 

Men. possessed of intelligence, and occupying land in 

the society of farmers, to this the } the 
manufacturers. Among many other reasons the fol. 
lowing, two. may be adduced : education, and a proper 
application of capital. Suppose, for instance, a person 
às two sons to provide for, he determines that one 

shall become a merchant.and the other a farmer. He 
has laid by, we shall suppose, to start them in business 
40007., which he divides equally between them. If a 
farmer, himself, he is now on the look out for the first 
‘vacant farm ; we shall suppose the one adjoining his 
own becomes vacant—* 450 acres; a little too large it 
is true for his capital, but such a fortunate circum- 
stance; I shall have him near home, and such an op- 
portunity, seldom occurs.” . Without any weightier 
reasons than the above, off he starts to the landlord, 
secures the farm for his son, and a lease of 21 years. 
His son now enters on his duties; he was born and 
bred on his father's farm (rarely was from: home fur- 
ther than the next market town), of course pursues the 
same course of management that his father did ; his 
capital he finds barely sufficient merely to stock the 
farm ; it is out of the question to attempt any improve- 
ments this year. “The crops are looking well,’’ he 
says, “and I will put insome drains next year.” How- 
ever, the disease attacks: his Potatoes, or the epidemic 
his sheep, and he must defer the draining till another 
year; and so he muddles-on the best way he ean, trust- 
ing to the seasons. 
How different is the ease of the son intended for à 

merchant? “Tom,” says the father, “ you must go 
and /earn to be a-merchant." . Well! he takes him to 
Manchester ; great care is taken to get him into one of 
the principal houses ; he stays there, say five or six 
years, going through all the departments, seeing and 
taking a part in the whole system; he thus acquires 
business habits and gets an insight into details. For 
the next two or three years he becomes a paid servant, 
acting as salesman or buyer, taking a little of the re- 
sponsibility on his own shoulders, and thus gets ac- 
quainted with the customers, &e. He will next, per- 
haps, be induced to go abroad as agent, and in this way 
he becomes acquainted with the tone of the foreign 
markets. He is inthis way enabled to meet, being ac- 
quainted with, the wishes of customers ; is thoroughly 
acquainted with the minutize of business, and has by 
this time acquired the necessary knowledge where and 
how he can invest his capital to most advantage. He 
will not purchase an article which: will stand on his 
hand; but knowing wha tis. mos:tin demand. w lsi 
his capital, at once in its purchase .and wii! be enap.e 

turn over nis capita: severa. times: m the course 0 
the year All this is the'effect of edueation. Now 
contrast the two: the farmer embarks n ms concern 
without more knowledge than his father possessed be- 
fore him, and thoroughly content. If his father be not 
a farmer, he acquires the supposed necessary know- 
ledge by living a year, or at most two, with a friend 

who farms. The merchant begins early in life, and his 

first.ten years is taken up with learning how to invest 

his money to advantage, and it would be strange: if, 

after that: time, he were not able to turn. it to advan- 

tage. The farmer’s capital is at once absorbed with pur- 
chasing the stock absolutely necessary for a farm which 
he has taken three times too large for him, leaving 

nothing for improvements. 
Now, what is the remedy. Let the son, who is 

to be the farmer, be sent at as early an age to 
the Agricultural College (there will be more of these 

by-and-bye), and let his first three or four years be 

taken up with being grounded in those sciences which 
bear on agriculture; let him become intimately ac- 

quainted with the theory and practice of agriculture as 
unfolded in the lecture or seen in the field; let him 
ut his hand to the various manual operations; 

get a knowledge in purchasing, rearing, and manage- 

ment of stock. After doing this, let him go abroad to 

the best farmed countries, see the operations carried 

outon a larger scale ; then, being now intimately ac- 
quainted with everything bearing on the subject, let 

Lad 

him take a farm in proportion to his capital, and start 5) 
and I am greatly mistaken if he does not double and 
treble the amount of interest for his capital which he 
would otherwise obtain. It is as inconsistent for the 
farmer to start business without having thus acquired a 

portion to their capital, would soon alter the state of 
our agriculture ; and we would then become a nation 
as distinguished for iis agriculture as it now. justly is 
prominently so with respect to its manufaetures.— 
T. C. M., Manchester. 

Home Correspondence. , 

Wheat Sowing.—As: the season advances I would 
recommend the advocates of thin sowing to be cautious: 
as to how they proceed in that practice. The following 
is a brief account of some experiments on thick and 
thin sowing, which. I was induced to make. from: the 
publication of a pamphlet which appeared.a few years 
since, from Mr. Hewitt Davis. And I have now in my 
possession a letter from that gentleman, in which: he 
recommends me to sow over my whole Wheat crop a 
quantity not exceeding three pecks. per aere. I was 
desirous of giving his system a fair trial, and about the 
middle of October, 1843, I drilled in a ten-acre field, 
on a good loamy-soil, three separate ridges of Spalding’s 
Prolific. No. 1, 4 peeks- pe xe, 11 inches apart; No. 
2,8 pecks per acre, 6 inches apart; No. 3, 12 pecks 
per acre, 6 inches apart. The Wheat came up and 
looked promising through the winter. As the spring 
advanced No. 1 was well hand. hoed, and it had a most 
luxuriant appearance, but did not ripen till ten days 
after Nos. 2 and 3. It was much beaten down and mil- 

dewed, whilst. No. 2 and .3 were. a. beautiful standing 

crop. The Wheat was threshed immediately after 

harvest; No. l produced 1] eoombs 2 bushels per aere ; 

No.2, 18 coombs»2 bushels per» acre; and No. 3, 14 
€oombs per acre. The quality of No. 1 was much in- 
ferior to No. 2.and 3, and the weight of straw consider- 
ably less. This was a dry and productive: season, and 
had I followed the advice of Mr. Davis, by sowing my 
whole crop at the rate of 4’ pecks per aere, I should 
have sacrificed a sum exceeding 2007, and which is no 
trifling loss to a tenant farmer. In October 1844, I 
repeated the experiment, and the season proved the 

I do not know a dozen | knowledge of the theory and practice of his profession, | Von Thaer than that of Mr. Hewitt Davis—that in 
proportion to the depth. of soil, &c., should the quantity 
of seed be regulated, for in a very deep soil the roots of 
plants have a greater inducement to penetrate in a 
perpendicular direction into the earth ; while in those 
soilsof a more shallow nature, the roots of plants spread 
more laterally, and occupy a greater proportion of the 
surface of the ground.—W. Cubitt, Bacton Abbey, 
East Norfolk. 

Ayreement between Landlord and Tenant.—1 have 
perused the form of agreement between landlord and 
tenant, given at p. 697, and certainly I am more inclined 
to criticise its construction than its provisions. The 
words. in the three first lines, “had made and con- 
cluded,” and * in the year of our Lord," aresuperfluous, 
and only go to make up the folios of 72 words for each of 
which the lawyer pockets. ls. There is an omission in 
the 19th line of the words “with horses, carts, and 
other carriages,” after the word “servants.” But to 
come to the. more important points. With regard to 
the holding, the term “ legal notice ” would, I presume, 
constitute a. half-yearly one in the case of a yearly 
tenancy, A question arises whether such a notice 
would be sufficient to the. tenant — whether a mutual 
yearly notice might not much more be advantageously 
adopted. both by landlord and tenant. In such ease I 
would substitute, after the commencing period of hold- 
ing (the 29th September), these words, “subject, to the 
determination of the tenancy by 12 calendar months’ 
previous notice in writing to quit from either party.” 
But, supposing this could not be agreed to, would it not 
be advisable for the tenant to get the period of tenancy 

to-elapse, under the half. yearly notice, on a particular 
quarterly day, i. e on Michael d f 
ady-day, or vice versa. 

experiments he is adopting. the 
carrying. out—may, on. many accounts, render it pru- 
dent for him to guardagainstany uncertainty of his tenure. 
The following provision, added. to tuc requirement of 
the notice in the 33d line, would in such case be effec- 
tual; * such notice to expire on the 29th day of Sept." 
(or the 25th of March, as the ease may be). ' There is 
a little inconsistency with regard to the time of payment 
of the rent: the tenancy commences at Michaelmas, 
and the rent, is payable half yearly (at Lady-day and 
Michaelmas), although the first half-year’s rent is not 
made to be payable until the Michaelmas following (not 
Lady.day). There is some ambiguity in the wording 
with respect to the cultivation of the land. It may be 
a question as to what constitutes “a good and approved 
system of husbandry.” [That is specified in the suc- 
ceeding clause;] I think, for many reasons, that the 
fire-office in which the property is to be insured should 
be named, as well as the sum to be secured. I have 
thus scantily adverted to various points which have 
arisen in my, mind. There are, however, several 
clauses and conditions, not inserted in the agreement, 
and whieh may, or may not, be requisite on the part of 

the landlord, such as the power of re-entry in case of 
the non-payment of rent (after sufficient demand, and 
not having been tendered), &c.; the power to enter and 
view the premises, and require improvements and re- 
parations; and also for the tenant not to underlet or 
part with the possession of the premises without the 
landlord’s consent, The memorandum attached to the 

tit would be safer to embody in it.— Lez. 

y, inp to 
The state of his crops—the 

i he is 

reverse of the former, being-wet and unp . 
Grilled on a piece of rich. land three other ridges ; No. 

1, 6 pecks per aere; No, 2, 9 pecks per acre; No. 3, 
12 peeks per aere ; width of drills in proportion to seed. 
No. l was again later in ripening than: Nos. 2 and 3, the 
straw being slightly mildewed and morelodged. After 
threshing, No. 1 produced 8 coombs 2 busheis per acre ; 
No. 2, 10 coombs per acre; No. 3,8 coombs 1 bushel 
per acre. These experiments were strictly and impar- 
tially carried out, and I therefore concluded that upon 
a ligood deep soils a great sacrifice must, under all cir- 
cumstances, ever attend a system of extreme thin sow- 
ing. And provided we could always insure dry seasons, 
it would be advisable on all deep soils to sow from 10 

to 12 pecks per acre. I could give many instances in 

proof, and will relate one in particular. In the parish 

of Happisburgh, on the sea coast, in the county of Nor- 

folk, was drilled, in 1843, a field of Spalding Wheat, 3 

bushels per acre, on a Pea stubble. It came up very 

thickly. The winter was favourable, and in the spring of 

the year it presented a remarkable appearance. After, 

the ear was fully developed it: became the admiration 

of the ding neighbourhood—i 2 
thick in the ground and had such a level and uniform 

appearance. Several bets were made amongst the 

neighbouring farmers. as to the acreable produce, and 

those. who ventured an opinion as to there being 

20 coombs, or 10 quarters, per acre, were severely ridi- 

culed by the knowing ones for their want of experience ; 

but, however, all came short of the mark, for the real 
produce was 22 coombs 2 bushels per acre. This isa 

well authenticated fact, as many respectable farmers in 

the district: can testify, It was published in. several 

of the leading agricultural journals, and an analysis of 

the soil was given in the Journal of the Royal Agri- 

cultural Society." Now, I would ask Mr. Davis, or any 
of his disciples, whether such: an enormous produce 

could have been grown from his system of thin seeding? 

And I could, if requisite, adduce other examples of pro- 

digious crops being grown: in this neighbourhood (and 

under my own observation) from quantities of seed not 

less ‘than 3 bushels per acre. But I know not of a| 

solitary instance where- a thin. plant of. Wheat. was 

known to produce a very. abundant crop. And I am 

more inclined to agree with the theory advanced by | 

| Manures.—As guano has been used as manure for 
some years, most likely you have had an opportunity of 
judging of the state the land is left in where it has been 
applied two, three, or more times. I think it tends to 
exhaust, and produce more coarse herbage than before. 
Will bones and sulphuric acid act differently, or will 
any of the other artificial manures have a better effect t 
Your opinion and advice- will oblige.—A Tenant 
Farmer. [The subjeet of your note deserves the atten- 
tion. of our readers, Can any one give their 
experience? We shall soon take the matter up in 

another part of the paper. ] 5 
Old Wheat as Seed.—1 am satisfied from experience 

that old Wheat will yield a better crop than new. 
Wheat when sown after fallow, Beans and Turnips, 

in the months of. October, November, and December ; 
but.an old farmer assures me that it is not so well 
suited for'sowing after Beans, because it is apt to im- 

bibe: too much. water, which induces putrefaction; 

whereas new Wheat is not liable to such a casualty. 
But if I understand the “Theory of Horticulture” 
aright, there is a flaw in my friend's assertion which 
cannot be amended, and I should suppose that it is 
quite the reverse in every season. Last season was 
but an indifferent one for the sowing of Wheat in the 

Lothians, and: yet I find that» in every case the supe- 

riority of the crop grown from old Wheat over that 

grown from new Wheat.in first-rate order, 64 lbs. per 

bushel, was most evident. Am I theoretically correct 
in my opinion of its superiority !—Tuaus. [We doubt 

it, but cannot decide. One thing is certain, Nature 
never sows old seed ; though she permits it often to-lie 
dormant for long.] 

Are Plump or Lean Grains best for Seed ? (see 

page 710, 1846.)—By this time the result of my experi« 
ment on the above point may be expected from me. I 
am, however, much disappointed at being unable to give 

it youithis. year, in consequence of one of those nume- 

rous ills which farmers are heir to, viz., the ravages of 

Nature's poachers, in the shape of small slugs ; the 

field. in which I had drilled the Wheat being infested 

with:them in such numbers as to surpass belief. I had 

once-or twice observed on the tardiness of the seed 

coming-up, when on examining the ground. one morn: 
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ing, I discovered a few of them not yet retired from 
view. The next morning, at three o'clock, I visited the 
field, and I witnessed a mass of destruction I should 
never have fancied possible. Myriads of slugs—three, 
four, and five upon each shoot—devouring it as it ap- 
peared above ground. These ravages had been going 
on for several days before I observed- them, and 
had so weakened the plants that the whole crop 
has proved a failure. Heavy rolling and salt pre- 
vented the total loss of it; but only half a crop 
has been reaped. Circumstances prevented my crop- 
ping with Wheat the Bean lea I had intended, and I 
was therefore obliged to make a spring crop of it in 
another field, Navarre Wheat being the seed after two 
years’ Clover. Hence the probable cause of the follow- 
ing ravages of the slug. I am atthis moment putting 
my promised experiment in due force, and trust that 
nothing will happen again to prevent my reporting to you 
next year iu a different strainto mypresent lament. Iam, 
however, pleased to be able to send you a minor specimen 
of the power of tailing (very lean) seeds, in producing an 
abundant crop. Last autumn I drilled an acre of good 
land with Vetches for stable use, and had one peck of 
tailing Navarre Wheat, the most  inferior—chicken 
meat as it is called, that which is thrown to the fowls 
—mixed with it, as a leader or supporter of the Vetch 
plant. The Vetches turned out very badly ; they were 
ofan inferior kind, Ihad suspicions of them and did 
not sow any more. Not so the peck of tailing lean 
seeds, which flourished nobly. My experiment with 
the other tailing having failed, my attention was drawn 
to this, and I had it bagged, that is, the ears cut off, 
and thrashed soon after. It yielded 8 bushels less 
lpeck. It may be stated as 8 bushels, for there was 
much more than a peck gleaned off the ground by the 
women. It is a good sample ; a sack of it has been 
ground, and is making into bread for the use of my 
household. I will send you a sample if you desire it,— 
Waterhouse, Oct. 11.—[The Uley Iron Works are 
discontinued. The engineer, however, still resides 
there, and takes orders, executing them elsewhere. ] 

Swedish Turnips.—The parish of Llanasa, in the 
county of Fiint, may challenge all England in the culti- 
vation of the above crop. Two tenant-farmers there 
gained the Ist prize for Turnips in their respective 
classes, at the meeting of the Holywell Farming 
Society last week. The weight per statute acre of the 
one was 46 tons 10} cwt. ; of the other 46 tons 8 cwt. 
This ean be proved by the Secretary to the Society, and 
by the judges of crops. There are likewise two gentle- 
men farming lands in the same parish, one of whom 
obtained the medal, the other the Ist premium, for 
Turnips at the meeting of the Liverpool Agricultural 
Society, held on the 24th ultimo.—z. M. 

zIdvantage of Early Planting, with respect to the 
otato Diszase.—tYast year, bad as the Potatoes in the 

parish of L. (in Devon) generally weré, I think I may 
safely say mine were the worst. This I attributed to 
the faet of their having been put in the latest of any in 
the par Accordingly, this season I determined to 
begin betimes. Some I put in in the autumn— whole 
Potatoes—carly sorts, These shewed the disease in the 
haulm, but not in the tuber, and were a capital erop. 
Some were put in very early in the spring (the end of 
February and beginning of March), the tubers of these 
almost entirely eseaped, though like the former, the 
haulm was diseased—a good erop proeeeding onward. 
I found almost as a general rule that the erop was good 
and free from diseased tubers just in proportion to the 
early or late date that they were planted. Two of my 
men who planted in the same field, the same sorts of 
Potatoes, some weeks after me, had bad crops, much 
diseased. Later than the latest planted in the usual 
way, I put in eight eyes taken from one Potato: the 
haulm of these shewed the disease about the same time 
as the other haulm ; but out-grew it and lived on in 
full vigour till a week or two ago. I dug these yester- 
day, and the produce was 49 large Potatoes, (weighing 
together no less than 27 Ibs.), sound and only one 
diseased. At the same time I dug a small lot grown 
from sprouts only, the parent Potato being entirely 
thrown away. These were not put in the ground till 
the first week in August. The produce of course was 
not large ; but what there was, was entirely free from 
disease. "The haulm of these latter shewed symptoms 
of the infection, but did not die down. Such are the 
facts ; itis for others to draw the inferences.—J. E., 
Devon, Oct. 24, 

be the cause of the Potato Disease ?—On 
Y, 1845, I happened to be on a visit to my 

farm at Goudhurst, Kent, and whilst walking over it, 
between 11 and 12 am, a chilling, dense, and very 
Peculiar fog came over, obscuring the sun, and appa- 

_ Tently sweeping the very ground. It was of so very 
unusual a character that I regarded it with interest 
whilst it remained, which might be probably for the 
Space of ten minutes, when it passed on towards the south west. A few days afterwards I learnt that the 
Hops had been considerably blighted, and subsequently 
the Potatoes, the disease, if I rightly remember, first 
making its appearance in this parish. On the 30th May, 1816, 1 again visited this farm, and it will be scarcely 
credible, yet it is true, that I again witnessed the same 
phenomenon about the same hour of the day. Having 
attributed in my own mind the Potato disease of the 
preceding year to the atmospheric catise I have de- 
scribed, I became anxious and curious to know what 
was the present condition of the P. 
neighbourhood, and what was likely to be the effect of 
this renewed visitation, Opposite to the inm where I 

was quartered, a respectable tailor occupied a cottage, 
whieh was surrounded by a large garden, and I had 
often admired his attentive industry in cultivating it. 

These samples were those which had gained the Society’s 
medals at the last annual exhibition. The damask was Matinea 

walked over to him on my return to my inn from the 
farm, and pointed his attention to this singular fog, and 
we carefully examined his Potatoes, which had the 
most vigorous and healthy appearance, without’ dis- 
covering the slightest trace of disease. About a week 
afterwards I again visited this part of the country, and 
again examined the tailor's Potatoes, when we had no 
difficulty in dis ing the of the dis. 
ease, and ultimately they shared the common fate. 
have lately been staying for some months with my 
family at Eastbourne, on the coast of Sussex. In that 
neighbourhoood the Potato is one of the courses of 
field culture, and hence it happens, that whilst under 
other crops the plant cannot be eradicated, but remains 
visible in numerous patches amidst the stubble of the 
corn. In every instance where the plant has grown 
amidst standing corn (and myself and children have for 
the experiment dug up hundreds of them), I have found 
it to be free from the prevailing disease, both in the 
haulm and tubers, and for this exemption I ean only 
account by the hypothesis, that the disease is produced 
by the chilling fog I have mentioned, but the plant 
being protected by the surrounding corn has so eseaped 
the infection.— R. L., London. [This is a curious and 
interesting statement; but we cannot suppose that these 
fogs, if mere fogs, have been formed for the first time in 
1845 and 6; the question still remains, why have not 
Potatoes suffered from fogs in former years 2] 

Potatoes in Jersey.—In 1845 I planted my winter 
stock of Potatoes in ground which had been in Grass 
for the four previous years. It had been skimmed in 
1844. harrowed, and dug 18 inches deep throughout, 
and was planted in drills made by a deep hoe. The crop 
was asad failure from the disease. I have the same 
ground now in Parsnips, Swedish Turnips, and Man- 
gold Wurzel. The land which I reserved for my Pota- 
toes this year had, in 1845, first, winter Vetches, and 
afterwards Bullock and Swedish Turnips as the land 
was cleared. My soil is light ; I got my seed from a 
stiff soil, and they were cut ten days before being 
planted. I found many among them diseased, which of 
course I rejected. I also planted separately some which 
I had saved from my own indifferent erop of the year 
before, My land is not divided by any hedge, and is 
uniform in its character. It was dressed with manure 
from Melon frames, the same as in 1845, and dug like- 
wise 18 inches deep. My crop this year has turned 
out a fair average one in the ground where I tried the 
following method. Dibbled them in 12 inches deep, 
and left the holes open until the plants came above 
round; then harrowed them to kill weeds, and after- 

wards earthed them. up and treated them like other 
Potatoes. Some small whole Potatoes, the size of a 
large Walnut, ave produced me the best erop by this 
treatment. The cut Potatoes second best; while those 
which were planted by drill in the same ground have 
turned out very indifferently. I attribute the increase 
of produce on the small Potatoes over the cut ones to 
the former going deeper into the holes. Those saved 
from my own seed have produced the same result as 
the small whole Potatoes, and I also found that the 
smaller cuts, which I planted separately from the large 
ones, have likewise produced the better crop. This I 
also attribute to their going deeper into the ground, 
Should not somebody try what effect could be produced 
by planting Potatoes, and after their coming up, by 
endeavouring to exclude the action of the air upon the 
young tubers, by means of putting wet clay over the 
land about half an inch thick ?!—4. D. D., Le Hagnais, 
St. Clement’s, Jersey, Oct. 22. 

Sootittíts. 
FLAX IMPROVEMENT SOCIETY. 

Az the late monthly meeting of Committee the Trea- 
surer's Report noted subscriptions and donations, since 
last meeting, amounting to 2547. 15s. including 1007. 
from the Marquis of Downshire. The following letter 
was read from his lordship, giving a report of the re- 
sult of the deputation that waited with an address, and 
samples of damask, cambric, and linen, on her Majesty 
the Queen :— 

= 

* My LORDS AND GENTLEM nce to your wishes, 
having obtained the promise of an interview, I presented my- 
self i your indefati; ary, Mr. James 
MacAdam), at Windsor Castle, on Wednesday last. His 
Royal Highness r us with his wonted courtesy; and, 
with unusual interest, made the minutest inquiries into the 
origin and course of the Flax trade, as well as into the affairs 
of the Royal Flax Improvement Society of Ireland. The beau- 
tiful specimens of cambric, linen, and damask next engaged 
his Royal Highness’s attention, and were the constant subject 
of great encomium im.. After a protracted interview, we 
were led to believe that, in following out the interest shown by 
his Royal Highness, he would make, nex: spring, various ex- periments, both in sowing Flax, and, now, in stall.feeding on 
‘he seed, as recommended by Mr. Warnes. At the close of the 

as commanded by his Royal Highness to express 

I cannot conceal from myself, or you, 
entlemen, the important results likely to accrue to the Flax- 

growing population in all parts of Ireland from this interview ; 
and I trust that no exertions will be omitted by the farmers 
generally to carry out the exertions of the Society, and merit 
the gracious patronage the Society has just obtained. I must 
be permitted to offer my thanks to Mr, MacAdam, for the clear 
details he brought to bear for the information of his Royal 
Highness ; for, without him, I should have been totally unable, 
alone, to represent fairly the interests of the Society, which, 
n all occasions, I sincerely desire to do —I have the honour, 
my lords and gentlemen, to be your obedient servant, 

« J OWNSHIRE. 
'* To the members of the Royal Flax Improvement Society 

of Ireland, Belfast.” 

y Mr. Andrews, of Ardoyne ; the cam- 
bric by Mr. Henning, of Waringstown ; and the linen 
by Messrs, Thomas M‘Murray and Co., of Dromore. 
They were all of the very finest quality, and manu- 
factured, exclusively, of yarn made from. Irish Flax. 
The present state of the agricultural interests, conse- 
quent upon the loss of the Potato crop, and the pros. 
pect of competition in grain with foreign countries, was 
inducing the landlords, in the South and West of 
Treland, to turn their serious attention to the encourage- 
ment of Flax culture. They were selecting suitable 
ground on their estates for the purpose, and many had 
promised their tenants to procure the best seed from 
Belfast, in spring, so as to give them every advantage 
from the commencement and afterwards to have the 
Society’s agviculturists to instruct them in the details 
of management. The Secretary stated, that he had 
intimation of the proposed erection of scuteh-mills, to 
the number of 18 in all, in the counties of Mayo, Ros- 
common, Clare, Tipperary, Cork, Wexford, Carlow, 
King’s County, and Meath, which would be a great 
assistance in inducing the cultivation of the erop.— 
‘The general impression seemed to be, that all the grain 
next year would be required for the food of the people, 
in the absence of the Potato crop, aad that, consequently, 
the farmer must grow some other erop, to meet his 
rent and other engagements; and Flax was that which 
seemed to attract most attention, especially from being 
one which afforded so much employment. 

PRESTON AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY, 
Ar the annual meeting of this Society the other day 

the following remarks were made by Colonel Rawstorne. 
He said, that having been desired by the President to 
propose one of the toasts on the list, he should give 
“ Liberal landlords and improving tenants." He had 
always considered that the interest of landlord and 
tenant was one and inseparable; that they were both 
bound together in one link, and that that link could not 
be broken without injury to both, He thought that the 
landlord had an important duty to perform, to watch 
over the interests of those tenants who were placed 
under him ; and, on the other band, the tenant was 
called upon not to go on in the old beaten track, which 
had now been nearly worn out, but to introduce all 
those improvements which modern days had discovered. 
He was able to recollect the time when the Jand in this 
neighbourhood was in a very different state from what 
it was at present, when the Grass land was all covered 
with Rushes and Thistles ; but, though already much 
had been done, yet much remained still to be done, 
before we could be placed on an equality with some 
of the more improved farming districts. He would now 
more particularly advert to a particular branch of farm- 
ing in this district, which was the breaking up of Grass- 
land; and he was the more induced to do so, because 
there was an able article in the last Number of the 
^ Royal Agricultural Society's Journal,” on that subject, 
which was extremely applicable to ourselves. It was 
there stated, that there were in this kingdom, 16 millions 
of acres of Grass land, of which one quarter, or four 
millions, might be broken up to advantage ; that an 
increase of rent might be made upon these of 8s, 2d. 
per acre; which would amount to 1,600,000/. increase 
of rent throughout the kingdom ; but he (Colonel R.) 
thought the increase of rent would be infinitely beyond 
that in this neighbourhood. Go which way they would 
from this place, and they would find the Grass land in 
a miserable state; and which, by being broken up; 
would be eapable of immense improvement. Mr. Palin, 
in his report of Cheshire farming, mentioned some poor 
Grassland of Lord Crewe, which the tenant desired 
ord Crewe's assent to take off his hands, as doing him 

more harm than good, This land, being accordingly 
taken off, was converted into allotment ground, and in 
that state the crop upon it was valued one year at 97. 
per acre. Now, a great part of the Grass land was 
capable of the same improvement. 

The following is the report of the inspectors of crops : 
“The inspectors of the Preston Agricultural Society 

beg Jeave briefly to lay before the meeting the result of 
their inspection over the district, for the Society. "They 
would have felt happy to have done so under more 
extended entries for some of the premiums given by the 
Society on this occasion. One cause is certainly this— 
all crops are not of that weighty character we have 
witnessed on some former years, therefore the parties 
have not considered them premium crops; but where 
all are so nearly alike the competition is still the same, 

& Again, the weeds of autumn have had so much tén- 
dency to gain the ascendant as to deter some from 
showing their farms or crops ; this has been laid before 
us, together with the scarcity of labourers, as among 
the means of curtailing the entries of the present year. 

* We have, however, met with a good amount of 
draining, viz., 62,000 yards on one farm, at 18 feet apart 
and 30 inches deep, wellexeeuted with tile and turf, and 
likely to be.of signal service. 

* The Swede and common Turnip, if not of that super- 
abundant character met with on some occasions, are cer- 
tainly a very ample and nutritive crop. e have 
met with some few crops of Swedes that had been 
affected with the rust, and exhibit signs of decay to some, 
extent. We advise those farmers, where the rust has 
made its appearance to any extent, to look well to the: 
matter, and endeavour by all means to avoid it, as per- 
nicious to the nutriment and keeping of the root, It 
appears to us that early sowing, under a cold cultivation, 
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is serviceable to the disease ; so we would recommend 
that the land be finely and deeply pulverised, and to 
delay the sowing until it is satisfactory under that head; 
and we feel confident that the most legitimate crop of 
Turnips is secured by having the land in a high state 
of cultivation, and not being too early with the sowing. 
“We have also had the soiling of cattle brought 

under our notice, but as there was no competition, and 
being only partially carried out, the award has not been 
made ; also in the stock of cattle, which although good, 
there being no competition, the premium has not been 
awarded on this occasion. We cannot dismiss the 
subject to which we have so often reverted without 
tendering our best wishes for the cause of agriculture 
in the district ; and that sound outlays of. improvement 
may be earried out, for the mutual good of landlord, 
tenant, and labourer ; and in every locality connected 
with it, whatever be the laws, whatever be the adverse 
visitation of crops, a good feeling may be kept up, for 
each to meet them in a legitimate manner.” 

Rebis, 
The Science and Practice of Agriculture, By Thomas 

Skilling, agriculturist to the Board of Education, &c. 
Dublin : J. M-Glashan, 21, D'Olier-street. 

A vmry sensible, practical, and useful little volume. Its 
object is the imp of Irish agriculture, and its 
author aims at this in’a manner very likely to he suc- 
cessful. 

After considering in the first few chapters of his 
work the history of Farm Cultivation in various times 
and places, he comes to the condition of the art in Ire- 
land at the present time ; and in a series of well-written 
chapters he points out the errors chargeable on the 
system as it at present stands. These are: the nume- 
rous ditches and embankments suffered to encumber 
the land—the not sufficiently draining and drying the 
land—the not trenching and deepening the soil—ex- 
hausting the land by a succession of erops—the not fol- 
lowing out a regular rotation of cropping— not cultiva- 
ing green crops—notkeepinga sufficient number of cattle 
—keepivg too many horses— the not collecting and ap- 
plying a sufficiency of manure—the suffering the land 
to be overrun with weeds—and lastly, as a climax to 
this calendar of bad farming, “ our ignorance, indoleuce, 
and other bad habits.” 

ell ! if Mr. Skillingshall succeed in correcting all these 
faults, his little book will certainly have worked wonders. 
And some of them it is well qualified to remedy ; its 
readers, for instance, cannot plead “ignorance” as an 
excuse for their mismanagement. 

As a specimen of the wayin which the work is drawn 
up, we give an extract on an important subject :— ` 

“ The Seventh Error—the not Keeping a Sufficient 
Number of Cattle.—This subject is intimately con- 
nected with the last. Green crops and cattle ought 
never to be separate, We have before alluded to the 
importance of these crops as the best source of manure, 
We shall now be a little more minute upon the subject. 
It has been fully ascertained that a cow well fed through 
the year in the house, with the assistance of a pig or 
two, the solid and liquid excrements being properly 
mixed and preserved, will make 25 tons of rich dung. 
But this quantity is sufficient to manure a statute acre 
of land for almost any erop. "Therefore, we estimate a 
cow to manure am acre. We shall presently show that 
the proper quantity of cattle on small farms where no 
horses ave kept, onght to be, a cow to every two British 
acres; and in such case, one-half of the farm may be 
manured every year from its own resources. This will, 
of course, soon bring it up, and keep it in the highest 
condition, Green cropping and house-feeding, there- 
fore, excels all other systems, so far as manuring and 
the condition of: the land is concerned. Next, as to 
actual and direct profit, we shall show that it is equally 
exeellent. ^ From very considerable experience and 
minute observation, we have ascertained that an ave- 
vage cow, well fed in the house during the year, summer 
and winter, will produce eight quarts of milk in the 
day; and we eannot be far astray in estimating the 
value of the milk at 2d. per quart, whether it be sold 
new. churned for butter, or made into cheese. Now, 
at this rate the cow’s produce in the year will be 
247, Gs. 8d. ; and this we call an average sum. But 
any milch cow, fairly fed, will be worth 1s. per day— 
18%. 5s: per year, This is what we consider the lowest 
estimate. We have heard of 407. per year; but these 
are exaggerated or extreme cases. There ean be no 
question, however, that an uncommon y good cow, un- 
commonly well fed, will yield an astonishing produce in 

the year, perhaps all that has been stated; but these 
can only be e instanees, The lowest sum we have 
mentioned may be made in’ almost every ease. ow, 
if a cobtier or labourer can keep a cow on an Irish acre 
of land, which has been fully proved, and suppose he 
pays for that and his cottage 57. annually, he can have 
no difficulty, by the sale of his overplus butter, to pay 
his rent ; then, with'the remaining produce of cow and 
field, with atleast one good pig in the year, he and his 
family may live very conifortably, if they can obtain 
any out-labour at-all, with fair wages. ' The additional 
advantages of a cow are to such a class a. blessing, 
rather than being confined to the uncertain day's work, 
andlow'and precarious wages. Butif the cow is worth 
is. per day, and if the man would only attend her and 
cultivate the acre, he“ would secure himself 7s. per 
week through the year. | Under these cireumstances we 
would ask; How could the condition of the labourin, 
classes, the poor eottiers, be improved so readily an 

at a fair rate, on which they may keep a cow anda pig ? 
and where will we find the extensive farm in Ireland, 
that there are not as many odds and ends, as many 
useless fences and waste about it as would give each of 
the necessary labourers this quantity without loss. 

“ But it will be said, If you do this, it will render 
them lazy and careless about further work; aud then 
there will be a want of labourers for the large farms. 
This very common assertion we would distinetly deny. 
We never brutalise a man by rendering him comfort- 
able and independent ; we give him more exalted ideas 
aud a desire to become more independent still. 

* But to return. to our subject. et us take more 
than an acre of land, and where more cows are kept 
—say eight statute acres—on which, according to our 
estimate, four cows ought to be, and we shall take the 
lowest estimated value of a cow, 18/. 5s. per year ; we 

get the sum of 737. Divide this by the number of acres, 
and we have 9/. 2s. 6d. per acre from the cows alone, 
—not to speak of the crops that may be sold from land 
in such high condition, as it must be, when so much 
manure is continually being added. We put it to any 
cultivator of grain crops, whether it be in his power to 
produce any such acreable sum over the whole farm, 
as the cows alone will do in this case, This estimate, 
will hold good with all small farms, where the proper 
quantity of cattle and no horses are kept. 

* [t may be necessary here to remark, that these 
estimates are not taken in a loose, ehancy, or incorrect 
manner; they are the results of experience and close 
observation during many years, in all of which time the 
produce and value were regularly noted down, under 
various eireumstances, change of soil, food, and cattle 
at all times house-fed. These accounts are still forth- 
coming, if required. Farmers will say, that even 187. 
is a large sum fora cow to make in the year. They 
think the thing incredible, because they have never 
experienced a well-fed cow or what she can produce. 
There is an essential difference between a cow milking 
about half the year, and another milking the whole year 
round. It is only the house-fed cow will stand to the 
pailthrough the year. When we speak of a cow to 
two British aeres, we mean that to be the proportion 
where no horses are kept; but on large iarms, where 
horses are necessary, or on any farm, the horses make 
an essential difference. As with regard to the stock of 
cows, every horse displaces two cows; and the ratio 
will then be as British to Irish measure; that is, on 
horse farms a cow to two Irish acres. 

“Besides their manure and milk, there is another 
source of emolument arising from the keep and judicious 
management of cattle. When the cow becomes old she 
can be fattened, or sold at calving, and some of her 
progeny may take her place. There ought to be on 
every well-regulated farm a rotation of cattle as well as 
a rotation of crops. No farmer ought to lay out money 
on the, purchase of cattle if he can at all avoid it. There 
ought to be, according to the size of the farm, a certain 
number of calves reared every year ; the same number 
one year old, two years old, and three years old ; the 
latter with calf, to take the place of the old cows dis- 
posed of, or to besent to market for sale. The bullocks 
for the plough and the stalls, Ifsuch judicious manage- 
ment be carried out, even in a small way, with the 
addition of what is raised by the pigs, it will form a very 
important item in the farmer's profits. This ought all 
to find its way to the savings’ bank to portion the 
daughters, or educate and advance the sons, The 
capability of keeping pigs will always depend upon the 
quantity of cattle ; as whey and buttermilk will always 
form an important portion of their food. 

“This great error—the want of cattle on the culti- 
vated land, and of house-feeding—is by no means con- 
fined to Ireland ; it prevails through the United King- 
dom, and perhaps the world, In the best cultivated 
distriets of England and Scotland there is a lamentable 
neglect on this head. The consequence is, the great 
poverty of the land, and the rage for foreign and ex- 
traneous manures ; but those farmers will yet find out 
the error of their ways, 

** As the entire success of the system we recommend 
depends upon the manner in which the cattle are fed, 
whether in the fields or in the house, and as great igno- 
rance and difference of opinion prevail upon the sub- 
ject, it may be necessary to offer a few remarks upon it 
here. Like most other matters of controversy, we find 
the party who knows least of the subject most perti- 
naeious, This is particularly the case with the farmers 
of the old school, on the subject of house-feeding. They 

have not tried it, and yet "they condemn it. Certain 
assertions, or what are termed arguments, have been 
advanced against house-feedin: ; but not a single fact 
to support them. It is only necessary to refer to. a few 
of these statements to show their absurdity. 
“<The house,’ say these sages, ‘is not the natural 

situation for cattle ; they ought to be in the open air, in 
the open fields.’ *It induces delicacy and want of 
health, and q y they must deteriorate in their 
milking and fattening properties ; and that, ‘young 
cattle reared in the house are never so hardy avd valu- 
able as stock reared in the fields? We shall take the first 
of these assertions: that a cow kept chiefly in the house 
is not in her natural state ; and we would ask, what the 
natural state of a cow is? and who has ever seen the 
phenomenon? The wild cattle in Chillingham-park are 
nof in their natural state ; they are confined in an inelo- 
sure, on a particular soil and pasture ; the only ap- 
proach to the natural state is, that they have cover and 

| shelter in the woods and plantations summer and 

Our farmers have been used to treat their 
cattle in a certain common way, and this they cali the 
natural state. By the pasture system they cannot re- 
main in the open fields during winter with any advan- 
tage or profit. They have, in the best situations, only 
four or five months in the summer good and abundant 
Grass in the fields; in the autumn it fails ; and they 
must be artificially fed in the winter, and housed. 
Even during the summer the immense majority of the 
cattle are badly fed ; confined on poor pasture ; tied 
perhaps by the horns or legs; fretting in a circle, in a 
half-starved. condition ; and in the winter and spring 
months, under the inclemency- of the weather on a 
bleak hill side, eagerly searching over the bare fields 
and ditch sides for a scanty bite of unwholesome Grass 
or weeds. Surely this can be nothing approaching to 
the natural state or inclinations of these animale. 
Where we would suppose cattle to be found in their 
natural state, is in the immense prairies of the American 
continent ; roving at pleasure amidst the most luxu- 
riant herbage, with the cover and shelter of the mag- 
nificent forests at all times and seasons. And we 
will maintain that cattle properly house-fed approach 
nearer to this state than our half-starved pasture stock; 
the former having always plenty of good food, and shel- 
ter from the cold in winter and the san in summer, 
The cow is an animal that requires very little exercise 
indeed ; her structure and formation proves that ; her 
better qualities will always be developed by food and rest. 

* We come to the next objection against house-feeding, 
‘that it produces delicacy and bad health. This is 
also a gratuitous assumption, which all experience and 
common observation negative. Of course, if an animal 
be delicate, it must be from want of health ; some dis- 
arrangement of the organic structure, which will imme- 
diately show itself by the loss of condition. But house- 
fed cattle, of all others, rapidly acquire aud show con- 
dition ; the accumulation of flesh, fat, and milk, if the 
animal is in the latter condition, goes on more rapidly 
in the house than in the field; and what but health 
could induce such a state of things! What an enor- 
mous quantity of flesh has been added to the eonsump- 
tion of the United Kingdom by house-feeding ! It is 
now admitted that a beast cannot be thoroughly fat- 
tened—finished off—on the best pasture withont bein, 
for atime fed in the house. The first-rate cattle that 
are annually exhibited at the Smithfield and other 
shows are all house-fed. If, therefore, house-feeding 
be ungrateful to the animals, and induces disease, how 
do these things come to pass? It is the badly fed and 
kept pasture cattle that are in low condition, delicate, 
and liable to disease. For one complaint that is brought 
jon and induced by house-feeding and high condition, ten 
arise from starvation and bad keep in the fields, 

“There is a very common opinion abroad, not only 
among farmers, but it has been promulgated by theo- 
retical writers, that a cow on pasture will give more 
mik and butter, and of better quality, than a cow house- 
fed. This idea, like the others, has arisen from igno- 
rance—the not knowing what a house fed cow can ac- 
tually, produce ; or estimating from cases where the 
cattle in the house were not properly treated. But 
there isan old saying, and a true one, that, * It is by the 
head the cow gives the milk ;’ or, in other words, her 
milking qualities will be in proportion to her food and 
treatment. A cow well fed in the house will do better 
than one badly fed out; and one well fed in the field 
will beat another badly fed inside. There are certain 
seasons when the feeding will be of very different quali- 
ties in respect of milk and butter. We believe there 
is no better food for producing these than the natural 
Grasses that spring up in dry ground in the months of 
May, June, July, and August. A cow pasturing upon 
these, and during this time, will beat a cow fed in the 
house on a worse description of food ; but let the same 
description of Grass be cut and given to the cow inside, 
she will milk equally well." The cow, well fed on pas- 
ture, may run a-head of the cow inside during the 
summer months, but in the autumn and winter the 
latter will catch and distance her competitor. S 

* With regard to another opinion, that * young cattle. 
reared in the house are never so hardy or valuable as 
the same deseription reared and pastured in the fields." 
There is more ground for this opinion than for any of 
the others, though it is formed in misconception. The 
fact seems to be, that they are equally geod in their 
line. The house-reared cow is decidedly better for 
house-feeding afterwards, and more valuable than the 
cow reared at pasture; but by no means so useful or 
valuable if sent out to pasture, and on a worse descrip- 
tion of food than it has been used to. -It will go back, 
at least for a time, until it be inured to hardships, 
whereas the poorly fed young animal, if brought into 
the house, will thrive rapidly, on better food and treat- 
ment. It is on this principle that, in both the animal 
and vegetable creation, we bring animals or plants from 
a poor to a rich soil. We seldom succeed in an oppo- 
site course, The Connaught man brought to Hamp- 
shire, will thrive and swell out amazingly on the pud- 
ding and bacon ; but the Hampshire man in Connaught, 
will shrink and shrivel up on the Zwmpers.” 

Miscellaneous. 
Inslance “of Grass-land broken up.—Although the 

last party alluded to succeeded to his “heart's con- 
tent," the following is a more signal instance of that 
success which, with favourable seasons and opportunity, 
reward the activity and perseverance of intelligent men. 
This farmer has in the years 1844 and 1845 broken up 
more than 40 acres of very poor pasture land, situated 
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on the forest-marble clay (some of very tenacious cha- 

racter), with a depth of 6 or 7 inches of soil on the top. 

These lands were first well drained at the expense of 

the landowner. The cost was nearly 4/. 4s. an acre, 

exclusive of hauling, whieh was performed by the tenant, 

who also superintended the workmen. He pared and 

burned and cropped the greater portion of it, after the 

manner of the last party referred to, and succeeded fully 

as well, if not better. A portion of this land, wh'eh 

here more particularly claims our notice, was managed 

otherwise, with complete success. Instead of letting it 

remain idle for a month, exposed to the atmosphere, he 

determined on sowing it, as soon as the suds were 

burnt, with white Mustard. This was done imme- 

diately, drilling it thick (16 Ibs. to the aere), with a por- 

tion of the ashes, leaving a portion for the intended suc- 

ceeding crop—half of the whole quantity, which was 

large, having been hauled away to other lands. The 

Mustard succeeded wonderfully ; in less than five weeks 

it was ready for the sheep.to eat off. The land was 

immediately ploughed up, dragged, and Turnips drilled 

with ashes. The Turnips were an excellent crop ; they | x 

were, in their turn, eaten off with sheep in September 

and November; the land was thea ploughed and sown 

with Wheat, which, as may be supposed, is very pro- 

mising.—Mr. Bravender, in Eng. Ag. Soc. Jour. 

Wotices to DEER adr 

AGRICULTURE AS A Proression—A F—Read Low's “ Practical 
Agriculture,” Stephens” ** Book of fhe Farm,” Johnston’s 

“Lectures on mbes E aiak and Geology,” and 

above all, ** M.'s” letter in another column. 

A New PLAN, &c.— Yir uos Sac eis qa for your MS., which 

however we must return (if you will give us Sour address), 

exi its author will permit a very short abstract of it to 

Boop: rus THE Mix—R Robin—The teats should be well 
fomented with warm water, milked with gentleness, and the 

following ointment afterwards VE dies them,—Palm oil 

3 ozs., yellow wax 1 oz., acetate of lead 2 drs., alum 1 dr. 
be well Incorporated together, 3 applied daily after 

CARBONATE OF AMMONIA—W S—The crystals you have been 

kind enough to p^ are — carbonate of ammonia. 

RU of the soil 1 or do you tl EDU is 

sufficiently accurate information in E regarding 5s 

composition a the crops to be grown? Whatever you ma; 

re do not think that you will be bo on Mende 
ur own principle of aetion, 

RANEA IN PHEASAN her inquiry 

answered in a serias Oeit BA Ne shall Shorty publis 

on the Diseases of Poultry. There is a little k, Farming 

for Ladies,” which would probably give Pus bn necessary 

informed 
Daw, &e.—F C— About a drill, Mr. Hornsby, of Spittle- 

gate, ghia is probably give you every information, 

. 1, 3, and 4, of this year, contains the account of Whit- 

sid. About eod machinery next weel 
FrAx Acent—Aleph—You are entirely safe in applying to the 

party you name. 
Les Cnosnen—4 Subscriber. —— Tithmoi, Salford ; R. ds 

COVENT GARDEN, Ocr. 31.—Fruit and Vegetables are 

sufficient for the demand, which is far from being great. E 

apples of excellent ality are plentiful, and the same ma: 

said of Grapes both English and Foreign, especially the 3 
Apples and Testa have not altered in price since our last re- 

port. Oranges are scarce, uts are sufficient for the de- 

mand, English Walnuts are scarce; but foreign ones are 

plentiful, and very good in quality. There is Ri demand for 

Filberts. Lemons are scarce, an ood English 

Melons. Of Vegetables, Cabbages ahiDauliHomeré 50; are good, 
and the latter tolerably plentitul. Carrots and Turnips have 
altered but little in price. Peas have lately been prety 

lentiful, and have been selling as low as 2s. i peek. 

Beans remain nearly the same as n week, Celery is good 

in quality. Good Potatoes are scarce, the greater part being 

affected by the prevailing disease. To ttuces and other Salad- 

ing are gd and plentiful. Considerable quan ntit 
radish are weekly importe 
are good looking, but said to be i quality to those 
of English growth. Cut Flowers chiefly cones of Heaths, 

Jasmines, Pinks, Camellias, Pelargoniums, Gardenias, Cacti, 

iolets, Fuc hsia®, ‘Azaleas, and Roses. 
FRUITS. 

Lemons, pan dozen, 1s dito Be Pine Apple, perlb., 4sto 7s 
Grapes, Hothouse, per Ib. 

r Ib., 6d to 10d 
erb., dd to 8d 

Spinach, per sieve, 6d.to le 
Letttoe, Cos; per scora caine 

ast 
ms p. 

French Beans Hr per hf-avislnsd o 26d | Vegetable marrow, p. doz., 6d to. 
Sorrel, per hf.-sieve, 94 t Radishes, per 12 bünghes, la to n 
Potatüos, por ton, -LtoBL. ushrooms, per pottle, ls to 1s 8d 

— tv, 88 6d to 84 61 ET Salada, per punnet, 94 to ad 
a1 6d to Bs 6d Fennel, per bunch, 2d 

ney, per bushel, 21 to 4e Savory, per bunch, 3d to 4d 
purs D doz., lato 2r Thyme, per bung eh, 

ex dogs, 6d to ls 6d Watercress, p. 13 6m. bun: 6d to-8d 
Parsley, por Banohddae d. 

‘Roots, per bundle, 2r 
Tarragon, per bunch, 2d. 
Mint, green, per bunch, 6d to 8d. 
Majorem, per h unch, 3d to 4d 

1, per punnet, 2d toe 

erbundle, Le tos 
d to 

Oni alpaer per Dushsly.beito 8e 
anish, per doz, ls 6d to 4r 

HAY.— Per Load of 36 Trusses, 

^uine Mead.Hay Gasto 80s j New Hay — ato, —s| NewClr, 
Infr.New& Rowen 50 66 |Giover ^ 80 1010) | Straw Ba 

Joni COOPER, Salestnain, 
Bie Cae Oct, 30. 

Oid Hay « 75s to 80s ola. Clover 1068 too. 
Inferior Hay =  — — 

e 

Fina ( 
Straw — 98s to 37s 

100 

HOPS, Fair, Oct. 30. 
e ara now in dally ex eosatlon of the duty being ofüclally announced , 

yas ganves our Market to bo quiet; it is thought by many persons tho o: 4 
duty will be abou: as follo 
yit from -~ - 3£73,500 to 4£74,000 

Canterbi . - - 45,000 — 45,506 
Sussex E AES PEN 
Worcester — - y ab 
Farnhan B 
Kingdoi 954. HQ 2 

etncrees 
£27,500 210,300 

Parnennen & Sart, H Ta autora. 
UA cus E Lus Miedo Oct, 27. 

apply to this Market since: our last report has been exceedingly 
smalle bat there age basn a few small cargoes arrived coastwise from Li 
colnghire and Yorkshire, an 
Pap hee woe tiny ara Laem ket re also some 
sirva by the Huil steamboate; yes the welght is LM EE Ted 
“quently the prices high :—York Regents, 140s to 160s; Do. Shaws, 1-08; 

Lincolnshire Regents, 140a to 1408 ; Do. Shaws, 190s to 19 's; Kent and Essex: 
Rezents, 140s to 4s o. Shaws, 1203 to 1405; Do. UE y 1405. 

Sales by Auction. 
IMPORTANT pare DA 2000 CREE HYBRID RHO- 
DODENDRONS, ALEA CONSIGNED 
FROM BELGIUM) TOR ABSOLUTE "SA 
MES SOY PROTHEROE AND MORRIS have re- 

rt, Bartholomew-lane, on FRIDAY, Nov. 13, 1846, 
at12 o'clock, about 2000 Meret AS, from 2 to 4 feet, most of 
which are beautifully furnished with loom-1 buds, and comprise 
all the esteemed varieties. 
Azalea indica, and other Greenhouse Plants. May be viewed 
one ed prior to the Sale (at the Mart), DN Catalogues may 
be had; and of the Auctioncers, American Nursery, Leyton- 

ne. 

FOURTEEN ARES o. OF NURSERY STOCK, Wandsworth 
Common. The Ground DURO ton for building purposes. 

} ESSRS. PROTH IEROE an MORRIS are 
e ed to ris before the Public by Auction on 

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1846, 
alse STOCK of Me NEAL of Wandswo: 
sery, affording an excellent opportunity for Gentlemen to fur- 
nish their Pleasure Grounds and Gardens with Varieties of the 
choicest Deciduous and Ornamental Plants, and the Trade are 
be neste invited, as this is incomparably one of the first 
lass Stocks ever offered to Public Competition. It consists of 

every Variety of useful and Om namental SARUBS, EVER 
GREENS, FRUIT AND FOREST TREES, AMERICAN 
PLANTS, usually and unusually grown Also some very 
fine Double White Camellias, beautifully furnished with bloom 
buds, and other Greenhouse Plants. May be viewed prior 
to the pales ire ies (1s. each, returnable to* purchasers), 
may be had on the pr emises, o) mi incipal poe and of 
the Mp American 
TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN. | LOR AND OTH OTHERS, 

ESSRS. PROTHEROE A RA MORRIS beg to an- 
nounce ‘that MONS. LOUIS VAN HOUTTE’S ANNUAL 

SALES will take place at the Auction Mart, Bartholomew- 
lane, on TrrunspAy, Nov. 19, 1846, and folloving UR Parti- 
eulars E be given in the next number of this P. 

eg to observe, that the Sales of this ie are 
always ea under his name, and ni 

LUABLE SOUTH uM PLANTS. 

Ji ESSRS. J. C. anp S. STEVENS are instructed 
to sell by Auction, attheir nm Room 

Covent-garden, on Wednesday, 4th. ovember, at 12 for 
o'clock, a consignment of NAE ae ANTS, being part 
of the Collections of Messrs, N. Funcke, J. LINDEN, and L. 
CLAUSSEN, during their latent Ape in the high Cordilleras 
o renada, i in the island of Cuba, and in the interior of 
the Brazils. They comprise specimen: 
in pots in peec health, and most of them never before intro- 
duced into England. Also the were extensive Herbarium of 
Brazilian Plants collected by M. OraussEN in the various 
provincesof Minas Geraes, and Santa Catherina, consisting of 
manyt aousana oceans totaal to Ed vate Botanists — 
Mayosr. ewea: nex ay prior ana morning ofS ase, andG ata- 
l ogues aad of Mr, Pampuin, Botanical Hookeller, Frith-street, 
Pgo o, and»! Messrs.J. O. and 8. STEVENS, 38, King-street, 
ove 

HE FINEST OPPORTUNITY OF UR- 
CHASING FIRST-RATE HYACINTHS, NARCISSUS, 

h Roots, will 

Selected for an order, but arrived too 
been instructed to let them go without the least reserve to the 
highest bidder. On view the morning of sale, and Catalogues 

art; and also at the Gardeners’ Gazette 
Office, 420, Strand. ` 

burn, Uley, 
& Co., Ipswich ; and many e EU implements , hose 

efficiency has been certified in our columns. Of them 

only know the secon: 
Poutrrx—£ D S—Many thanks for your paper, which shall 

ear. 
T or ALKALI WORKS—A Young Farmer — —The refuse in the 

case of nitric acid is sulphate of soda—a valuable salt, which 

may be v at the rate of 2 cwt, per acre, The refuse in 

the peat on fire 
Souls! qoc ss mob burn or char it— 

xed with pey materials, ids dia or earth, 
vibution over the surface. Or 

w Ea ty itself REA in wet weather, and 

harrow it in at o 
SLAKED Line Amateur Farmer—Your land may d lime, 

and it may also require sulphate of ammonia. Do not apply 

ihe together. Put the lime on now an ammonia in 

ing. You get no advantage by, ppplying them. together, 

Ged though fhe lime should by aa time be thoroughly 

effete, and it is well to avoid the ris 
Torrs—W—Ghalk for use as a RA is not chargeable.with 

tol 
WINTER PLOUGHING — — It is generally bad policy to 

lough much rubbish oes Get it destroyed, pared, and 

id withered or d first, and then plough as esp as 

ou please. There are many root weeds of which it is hope- 

oe to ud the SES UA by deep ploughing and bury- 

he autumn ploughing ought to be the deepest you 

We Oiri enon reaching town after Wednesday cannot 
be answered the same week, 

SBarkets, 
SMITHFIELD, Monpay, Oct, 26,—Per Stone of 8 lbs, 

Best Scots, Bitoli = oto i ̂  Best Long-woole = = 4¢ 8104 10 
est Short Horns 3.10 Dito ) PME 

Second quality Beasts - 2 0 à 8 Bwesand fd 4 9 46 

M Bont Bowne & Half reds 50 5 Ei i - see — 

Ditto (shorn) Pig È Te 
The supply of Bent Js smallers # fit i komtren afl editi in 

The weather being heavy, trade is dull. "The best Scots are stili making 
4a4d, and som» of the mo: ther over 4s. aimpst 
everything is disposed of. There is aim: 
and trade on ihe whole is rather worse; no:withstanding some PE 
choicest Downs have made near y 5s 4d, and some s most saleable Long 
Wool: Toe rade is very vlow for Calves at raher lower plioes: 
supply of Pigs continues duum and e exceedingly heavy. 

Beasts, 8812; She ion 1, $6,020; Calves, 122; Pigs, 430. 

aay, of which ought to have Late in Fors that the number 
E^ 

m very sm; 
Pigs redya d prices r 

1186 ; Sheep fani Lambs, ant aive, 229; Pigs, 480. 
41, West Smithfield, 

ARK-LANE, Monpay, Oct, 2 
The supply of English Wheat from Essex, "ite ent, and Suf- 

folk, this morning was moderate, and cleared tolerably SA 
a the prices of this day se'unight. Free Foreign w. 

5 unaltered.—Flour is a ion sale. 

Malling Barley must be noted 28 1 to 3s s qr. Grinding quali- 

ore money.— 
ep of Oats to ask a considerable advance ; but sales could 
not be proceeded with at more than 6d to 1s per qr. above our 
late quotations.—' The demand for Indian Corn is less brisk 
than fast week, 

gH APEN Mee BETA ae Re 8. 8 $5 
and Suffol 68 Red , 52 60 

4 66 
52 Grind, 85 89 
84 Feed 96 80 

dein jua EE Scotch © B B eed 27 8? Potato 30 85 

= i Ji Feed 97 20 ‘Pomo 2 
Wale, pale, s SS ta Ml A 
a pl es Hui AEO aues 
Rye Hose ras dado i 
Gi ed Mazagan dana how "a6 to 41 Tick 88 44 Harrow 8: 

eon, Be aay 44 to 48 Winds 55 70 Longpod 88 45 
Pens, white + 60 to & Maple 40 45 

y.—Flour is a dull sale, and can 
only be realised at a s slight decline. —Of paver oi 6720 Je. de 
weg from ab 

ing to comply with the demand di fac ors, üness was 
mited,—Maize i Healy offered, and the’ turn ae prices in 

rae of the buy 
IMPERIAL AVER. ons . 
Wheat. | Barley.| Oats. | Rye. | Beans.) Peas. 

Sept. 19 per Quarter.| 51s 3d| 368 1d) 98s 7d| 28s 0d| 4i« Gd] 40s bd 
pert aia oe Dl An d 6 10| 23 7 | 8537| 42 45 

Oct. Boe . . 54 0 86 79 4 8 85 5 48 4 45 4 

— 0 . . «| 5810) 87 3| 94 7. 85 9| 48 7| 45 
— i7 | | l| 10| 88 8| 25 8 88 8| 45 5| 47 
- 94 p * D 60 10 40 2 6 6 89 0 45 9 48 10 

6 weeks’ Aggteg. Aver: | 660 | 87 7| 948 | 26 9| 43 8| 46 7 

Duties on Forelgn Grain! 4 0! 9 0! 1 & 20! go} 90 

Fluctuations in last six week's Corn Averages, 
Pius. [| Surr.19 | Bwrr.30 | Oc 8 |'Ocr.10 | Oor 17 | Oar. 34 

Oct. 26, 
mm DRM uie LinseedCakes,Forelgn,p.ton 9H to 111 
Cara row: 40. 43 | Mustard, White >p huab, Ts 
Glover, Ret, Eph - = a 

I E " 
- White, Forio» . Rapercod, Eng Sas dis L 

: 2 
Gorander.- |» - = 1016 Salnstoin 
Hempseed - pergr, 34 36 NP Eu winter r bush. 1 pr 
fAnneed |. = i pera 45 46 ra 

— Cakes efe per 160° ie Tul, (5 alis fox eim 

NE THOUSAND TREES FOR SALE.— Con- 
sisting of LIME, ELM, ASH, BEECH, OAK, &c., from 

10 to 18 feet Dig, caleulated to give immediate effect to any 
5 bleman or Gentleman's Park or Grounds. The Trees 
have been planted out single for a few years, and may be 
moved with great safety. The ground being required to be 
thinned immediately, hey will be sold a bargain.—Apply at 
the Cemetery, Meer id, from whence they may be conveni- 
ently moved by water. 

PUSHING NETS, SHEEP NETS, RABBIT NETS, 
and all kind of FISHING NETS for Sea, River, Lak 

and Pond Fishing. Sheep Nets 43d. pony ands ae 4 foot high, 
Nets for catching Rabbits, and Cover Shoo! on Cords, 
50, 80, and 100 nia Jong each. Nets to Bord Pheasants, 
‘owls, yes ER’ 21, Tonbrid Jl 

road, London.  . 

GARDENERS NEW CAPES, dressed with a solu- 
tion of India Rubber, long enough’ to En rotect a 

man at work when stooping down, 3s. each. ve are 

strongly for Wat sichers and 

2s, each ; Dog Dart AR: 10s. 6d. ined ; Tar 

overs, 25. per square yard.—RoBERT 
Tent Maker, 21, Tonbridge-place, 

New-road, London. 

LOWER-POTS AND GARDEN SEATS. 

OHN MORTLOCK, 250, Oxford-street, ia nA 
announces that he has a very large assortment 

aoa articles in various edlouba, and solicits an early Mer 
Every description of useful CHINA, GLASS, and 

BARTHENWARE at the Jowes possible price, for Cash. 250, 
Oxford-street, near Hyde-pa: 

LASS. JM rar Monesqnenee of the in- 
d demand for GLASS MILK 

a manu- 
facturer for a- Sem athe t of the above rg Ass are now 
ready to deliver i at tl T aqu, pri 

WU 
12 inches in sume m D 4 E inches in diameter 

ion p i $3 $|23 fis M 
When a dozen are taken at once no charge is made for pack- 

ages. British and Foreign Sheet and Horticultural Glass 
Warehouse, 12, Panton-street, 

Er d AND BRITISH SHEET AND CROWN 

description, at Miren; prices, P atP. Bremen 28, idee dt. 
East, Oxford.street. ^ *,* For Ready Mon: only. 

ta PATENT VENTILATORS for Public 'Oflices, Smoking 
Rooms, &c. 
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REEN AND HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, 
&c., made and fixed Complete in all parts of the Kingdom, 

at a considerable reduction, One, two, and three-light Cucum- 
ber and Melon Boxes, and Lights of all sizes, kept ready for 
use, paeked and sent to all parts of the Kingdom ; warranted 
be t E Re Jean light Boxes and Lights complete, from 
h 58. f every at James WATTS's, 
Teen alas Claremont-place, Old Kent-road. 

Reterence may be had to the AY Gentry, and the Trade, 

in most of the counties in Englan 

GLASS DAIRY PANS. 

[ "DWARDS aw» PELL have on hand a supply 
of these ent and beautiful pans, of the following 

sizes and prices 
12 inch diameter It 
^: A 

HT ds p inch diameter .. Pd 0d. 
4s. 3d. 

2 4s 

These pans being Fonk than earthenware, and cleanin 
sily without the use of scalding water, are in every respect 
mp ble to any other d ofdairy pan, and with ordi- 

ME be found to be the cheapest in the end. They 
roduee larger Pun of cream, and the quality of the 

Powered is ecldsdly beti 
HORTIGULTURAL GLASS. 

Epwarps and PELL have a very large and assorted Stock of 

16 oz. Sheet M suitable for Frames, Greenhouses, &c., 
from 2d. to 31d. per foot, according to size. 

at Strand, t, and 7, 

THE TANK SYSTEM, 

RN Y ` 
3 

= 

H [OT WATER APPARATUS.— The attention of | 
Architects, Builders; and others, is respectfully requested 

to BENJAMIN super ior method of Heating Churches 
and Chapels, Halls, Stai Conservatories, Forcing and 
CAES Manufactories and Warehouses, ‘Kilns, Rooms 

imber, &c., and every variety of purpose for which 
it tific zial teat is required. Within the last 20 years some 
bonded of buildings have been heated oan this plan, and 
t] arties for whom they were exeeuted are CR URNA DENS ex- 
pressing their also for 
their efficiency. An improved wroughi em which re- 
iu. no Prioiro, may be seen in AERIS m the epr 'emises. 

ENJAMIN FowLER, 63, Dorset-street, Fleet-s 

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING AND HEATING BY 
HOT WATER, 

WEEKS AND DAY, Arcitects, &c., Gloucester- 
ve pla King’s-road, Chelsea, HOTH: OUSE BUILDERS 
and HOT WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS, most 
respectfully beg to infor End the Nobility, Gentry, and Horticul- 
foris. that they have ei ed on their premises, for the pur- 
póse of inspection, a variety of Hothouses, Greenhouses, Con- 
servatories, Pits, the various known i improve- 
ments of the day can be seen. Their coaer appar atus is 
also erected, and kept in constant action i othouses, 
Greenhouses, Pits, HE aot the whole Sean of Top and 
Bottom Heating can 

v Day AR ‘their Hot- water Apparatus to be 
efficient rw y purpose to which heat is applicable. Boilers 
of all sizes ; the largest is warranted to heat a range of Forcing- 
houses 300 feet in TOR with a small quantity of fuel, and only 
o require attention once in 12 hours. 

Models, Plans, &c., in great variety. — — 

posers: anp HEALY having heated a con- 
Struc- 

AGENBUSCH anv Co.s REMEDY FOR THE 
POTATO DISEASE.— Price 6s. per packet, which en- 

sures an acre of sound Potatoes anda large crop. 
KAGENBUSOH AND Co.'s GERMINATING ORA MINDS 

—Price 2s, and 4s. per packet. The best Steep for Wheat and 
other Grain ; Turnip, Clover, Onion, and all other Seeds and 

se. This is the gardener’s best frien: 
PRAGENBUSCH AND Cos GERMAN SCIENTIFIC 
MANURES, which fortis the land without exbausting it, at 
80s. per acre for Meadows, once in three years ; for Tillage 35s. 
per acre, and for Hope. 40s. per acre, annually. Price 7l. 10s. 
per ton for Meadows and Tillage, and 92. per ton for Hops. 
One ton is sufficient for 4 94 res. 

t Hibernia Wharf, London-bridge, 
SEPH EDWARDS wilideliv er them to any one bringing 

ite amount in "cash. 

siderable number of Pits and other 
tures, for the cultivation, of Pines, Melons, Cucumbers, and 

other tropical plants, Mery: upon the plan recommended 

in Mr. Minus’s recent work on the Culture of Pines and Cu- 

cumbers, many of which are dem at the present time, 
of structure may 

Gunnersbury; Mr. 

Glendinning, Chiswick Nursery; Messrs. Henderson, Pine- 
apple-plac d and in more than one hundred other places.— 
130, Fleet-street, London. 

by POE NRUSOH and Co., Agricultural 
Chemists, Leeds. Sol and Co., Agents for the South 
of England, 55, King illustrat City; and Por Bro- 
Duas Agent: s for the North. mford- court, VE 

essels “of 50. tons, ALB 5 feet, ies at the Works in 
Les. and can asi e nm creeks of every port in the Kingdom, 
o that Dealers ers, and Landed Pri sorts clubbing 
icon may be PURSE direct, at a.saving of e: 

liberal allowance to the ‘Trade. 

LIQUID MANURE. 
ENGLAND INDEPENDENT OF THE WORLD FOR CORN. 

nous attention of the Agricultural Interest, at this 
crisis, is requested to the great importance of 

OT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING 

H ROR PICURT URAT ORIS DWELLING-HOUSES, 

CHURCHES, and MA RIES, upon improved princi- 

ples, and at very Ae NA po erected by DANIEL and 

EDWAR. D BATEY, 272, HOLBO 

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, jo eo improve- 

i i ed phei ir mode of 

iswick. 
a smi d E. Barter also construct, in metal M. desean of 

mu pues and Sashes, and i Noblemen, 

e Public, to the ORTNER ofa their various 

drawings and Holborn, where they have the 

opportunity of exhibiting, amongst other metal works, an ex- 

tremely SPP and conv Sitene kitchen apparatus, or range, 

adapted for the continued supply of hot water, and an arrange- 

ment of the Ou more complete than has hitherto been brought 

betse. she E piney were the first to introduce metallic cur- 

vines Seid to horticulturists, and can refer to the Con. 

ave prepared a quantity of the Galvanic 

BAILED dario r immediate em ad lelivery ; 
Pipe, for 

uses where vapour is dE or 

vals, required, and which may be seen at their Manu- 

to Pineries, Brepap ane Houses, 
s bottom heat is se- 

ds they are now m: 

fiend s y which the cost is reduced, 
]l known, scarcely require aedexiption: but mi 

LIQUID MANURE, and the ease with which it may be appro- 
riated by the use of FOWLER’S PUMPS, made expressly for 
he purpose, either portable or fixed ; Garden, Ship, and Barge 
umps; also those for Distillers, Brewers, SAP Boilers, pra 
anners, for hot an kept for hire, 

Ei Ei z E gs ST z A 2 Ei & a m. T z BE. EIS Bu 
z Hi E pt z ag on GE m S 2 A g ER $s 3 

Horticulture, an: eve. Y ariety of 

PERUVIAN AND ROLLUTAN GUANO ON 
SALE, BY THE ONLY d 
ANTONY GIBBS anv SONS, LOND: 

Wm. JOSEPH MYERS anp CO., LIVERPOOL ; 
And by E Agents, 
GIBBS, B RIGHT, “and CO., LIVERPOOL d MED E 

COTS WORTH, POWELL, anp PRYOR, DON. 
To proteet themselves against the injurious consequences of 

using inferior and spurious guano, purchasers are recom- 
mended to apply only to Dealers ofoeenntiched character, or to 
the above-named Importers, who will supply the article in any 
quantity, at their fixed prices, delivering it from the Import 
Wa 

ARK FORHERGIEL begs ‘to Ben. the following 
ANURES on the best term. 

GUANO, PERU VIAN and AFRICAN, "altec? from Import 
yy On uses, 

Ditto, NIAN and Pees BAY. Ditto. 

SODA ASH, ford been tion of Wirewo! 
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME (See Royal Agri. Soc. 

l, Vol. vi. Part 
GYPSUM (ance. Rote of NS 
BONE DUST and ,BONE POWDER. 
BULPUE RIC AOIT CHARC 

E SALT de AGRICULTURAL Sour ‘for Composts. 

SILICATES of RODA, a POTASH, and all other Manures. 

No, Upper Thames-street. 
get NE S HAND SEED- -DIBBLE 

WHEAT, TARES, &c. 

"DARE URATR. OF THE LONDON MANURE 
COMPANY will pevfound a most valuable Manure for the 

above crops—it is perman: iis effects, and has stood the 
test of five seasons with Sq success each year. The 

Company also supply genuine Peruvian Guano, Gypsum, Super- 
phosphate of Lime, Sulphate and Muriate of Ammonia, Char- 
coal, Bone Sawdust, Sulphuric Acid, and every Artificial 
Manure, at the lowest mar v price. —EDWARD PORSER, Secre- 

tary, 40, New Bridge-str 

oughout the kin 
OTTER'S GUANO FOR R WHEAT AND ALL 
GRAIN OROPS.—The Autumn seem is particularly re- 

ded for the of POTTER'S GUANO for 
uu to APR m the trade that pe shein y um 

d upon 
Es &c. of Iron or Wood, SE pea upon the m most 

ornamental designs. 

Fences, Wire Work, &c. & 

the above crops, as time is afforded for the due decomposition of 

the Manure in the soil, and it is thus prepared, when the plant 
feels the first genial Pre of spring, to afford the ae 

nutriment in a fit state for immediate assimilation 

monials and all Sietiontete at the Factory, 28, Cla) apham. road- 

AWES PATENT MANUR 
1l. per ton. Clover Manure, m per ee -Corn Manure, 

Ms per ton. hosphate Lime, 7/. per toi x 
A Pamphlet on. Artificial Benen will be inam ded to any 

person enclosing two postage stamps to Mr. Witson, at Mr, 
Lawes Factory, ; Deptford Creek, London. 

"NEW INVENTION FOR DIBBLING WHEAT. 

‘urnip Manure, 

Kegistered in pur- 
suance of the 

Designs’ Copyright 

[9!N&LS 
OR D 

his Machine is confidently recommended by the Proprietors, 
which. will at the same moment make the Holes and deliver the 

A 

HAND DIBBLING MACHINE, 
EPOSITING ALL KINDS OF SEED 

exact quantity of. Aer. with extreme regula t is simple 
in its construction, and not liable to get Baer er. 
THE DIBB Pa "s OINT IS SO CONS STRUG TED THAT 

& OIL CANNOT CHOKE I 
+ The mee are of various sizes for. discharging 

either Wheat, Mangold Wurzel, Barley, Beans, Peas, 
Vetches, $c. 

Single em 40s. each, 

E OREA aad Circa) cs estimonials and Circu ars, ivin des tions of its workin 
&c. can be had on pomoti 5 SPORT AE s 

ILLIAM NDLE and Co., Merchants. 
C» THE TRADE SUPPLIED. 

Plymouth, oen 81. 

~~ CHEAP AND DURABLE ROOFING. 

BY HER ROYAL LETTERS 

MAJESTY'S PATENT. 

M*NEILL & co., 5 ue de Buildings, Bunhill- 
* row, London. e Manufacturers and only utres of 

THE ASPHALTED FELT FOR ROOF 
Houses, Farm Buildings, Shedding, 
Garden purposes, to protect plants from 

At the Great National Agricultural Soins itis this M 
which has been exhibited and obtained the Prize, andis th 
Felt patronised by 

R MajJEsTY's Woops AND FORESTS, 
VEE BOARD or ORDNANCE, 
HONOURABLE East INDIA COMPANY, 
Dads ceu COMMISSIONERS OF CUSTOMS, 
rid s ESTATE, ISLE OF EI E 

Tuv NIC GARDENS, REGENT’s PAR. 
And on the Tatates of the Dukes ef Sutherland, "Norfolk, Rut- 
land, Newcastle, A ae tet aD ^ 
the late Earl Spene 
and at the Royal ericuura Society's House, Hanan 

Tt is half the price Gii US other description fing, and 
edes a a great MURS luper in the pt. Fes of Roots, 
Made to any length by m Inches db. 

Price ONE PENNY Per SQUARE Foo: 
*,* Samples. 7 with Directions for its Use, E Tesitoniak, 

x seven years" eene with references to Noblemen, Gen- 
tlemen, ERU aur uilders, sent free to any part of the 
town or ipu Y: s by post execut 

tar The Pul biei is d dee cautioned that the only Works 
in Great ‘Britain te qu Or Roofing is made, are 

EILL anp CÓ.8 
Patent Felt RI Lamb’s-buildings, Bunhill-row, Lon- 
don, where Roofs covered with ee Felt Pa be seen, as also 
the.new Vice-Chancellor's Court, and the Passages and mins 
atthe pniranes to Westminster Hall, and other buildings at the 

of Parliament, done under the Peer ne of 
Charles nos F 
Note.—Co Saas sending direct to the Factory can be sup- 

plied in lengths best suited to their Roofs, so that they pay for 
no more than they require. 

Workshops, and for 

yy and Gentry ; 
er: "Square. 

WATER, RAISED FROM ANY DEPTH po ANY HEIGHT 
HE SUPPLY OF MANSIONS 

BLISHMENTS, FARM-YARDS, &c., 
EESTI ESTA- 

T AND S. KNIGHT, 5, Great Suffolk-street, South- 
* wark, beg to call the attention of the Nobility, — 

Agriculturists, and a are desirous of having a supply of 

Water on their own premises, either: for domes estic or orna- 

mental purposes, to. filer HYDRAULIC M ACHINE, adapted 
for Horse or Manual Labour ; also Water-wheels, Water- -rams, 
qm and Street Pumps, &e. 
Many years experience in fixing Hydraulic Machines, enables 

AS und S. Kyreur to do so on the most simple and economical 

P iédimates furnished upon the particulars of tbe quantity of 
ter required, situation, depth of well, &c., being forwarded 

to the above address, where machines of various descriptions 
may be inspected. 

Conservatories and other Buildings heated with Hot Water 
on scientific principles, combined with economical arrange. 
ments 

TO OWNERS AND OCCUPIERS OF F ESTATES. 

UUILLIAM BULLOCK WEBSTER, of Hounsdown, 
vv near Southampton, Draining Engineer to Her: Majesty, 

at Osborne, Isle of Wight; the inventor of a Patent Tile 
and Pipe Machine (applicable to making Bricks); also a new 

Machine for taking roots and stones out of clay, both which are 

to be seen at the Royal Polytechnic Institution, Regent-street,— 

offers his assistance as à thorough practical man to Landlords 

who may require information on any dw connected with 

the Drainage o E their Estates. P.S.—Land drained at a fixed 
sum per acre, Dery S TIE 

Blacktri friars, London. Soldinp inm with full directions for use, 
place, Kennington.” *,* A few respectable Agents wanted, at $s., 85., and 20s. each, 
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TO BRICK AND TILE MAKERS. 

HE AINSLIE PATE an TILE. MACHINE 
COMPANY (James Srn, E; of Deanston, Chairman), 

inyite attention to their EE Ta TILE MACE TINE, and to 
their new Patent dedo Kiins, for drying and burning 

rieks and Tiles, by which a saving of from two-thirds to 
three-fourths of the fuel t effected, and pi the articles are 
burnt equally without loss or damage. e Machines at work 
and a Model of the Kilns to be seen, and "all particulars to 
obtained from Mr. Joun PATON, Secretary, 193A, Piccadilly, 
London, Agents wanted. 

(Quo S ORIGINAL 
INT, specially patronised by the 

on, Ept ndia Vongpeom, 
th "ublie bodies, articularly 

recommended to the Nobili iren ntry, Pee anufac- 
rers, West India Proprietors, and others, it itaviag been 

proved by the practical test of nearly sixty years to surpass all 
other Paints as an out-door preservative. t is extensively 

A aes 
British and other 

Governments, the principal 
Dock Compan 1 

E for the preser vation of wooden houses, farm and other 
out-buildings, impli intent UE Sg park 
paling; gates, iron railing, iron hurd'es, copper, zinc, lead, 
brick, stone, old compo and stueco fronts, and tiles to repre- 
sent slating. ne superiority of the Anti- Corrosion over other 
Paint for out-door purposes may be easily inferred from the 
simple fact, that its use has been always most strenuously 

colour manufacturers, pointers; oil and colourmen, 
interested i in the sale of common Paints. It is also 

ery economical, any labourer er able to lay it on. 
light stone, drab or Portlan tto, Bath ditto, light and dark 
yellow ditto, light and dark car: light and dark lead, light and 
ark chocolate, bright and da k red, and bla i 34s. per cwt. ; 

invisible green ; bright ditto, p green, 60s. per 
;561bs., amd ilib, ax SANAB rusha. 

More detailed particulars will be sent free of post: 
Original Anti-Corrosion Paintis only to be obtained of Wanner 

oN (Successor to the inventors), 15, Tokenhousi 
back of the Bank of England, who will show nearly 200 Testi 
monials received from the Nobility, Gentry, and Clergy, who 
have used E Anti-Corrosion for many years at their country 

age. 

seats, . ctantly compelled to caution the public 
against the Ee rious imitations s his Original Anti-Corrosion 
Paint now offered for sale. He has no agents whatever, All 
Orders are particularly requested to be sent direc 

old by ail the Chemists in Town and Country. 
Patronizod by Her Masesty, His Royal “Highness PRINCE 

Ey and Her Royal Highness the Du 8 OF KENT. 
Ma CLARKE, S uu 28, Shee vitLe: STREET, 

LARKE’S TINCTURE, Hoe instantaneously curing 
the Tooth Ache, without the least pain ger, price 

2s. 6d.—Also Mr. CLARKE'S SUOCEDANEUM, oe Stopping 
Decayed Teeth, however large or small the cavity : ersons 
E use it themselves with ease, as full directions are enclosed, 

CLARKE’S LOTION, for strengthening and 
Potens the Gums, and destroying all feverish sensations in 
the Mouth, price 4s. LARKE’S TOOTH 
BRUSHES, In cases containing thes diferent, kinds 
Brushes necessar; ded for Cleaning the Teeth, price 
4s, 6d.—CAUTION, none are genuine unless each packet. s 
sealed with the inventor's name and profession. Any o! 
above Articles can be sent to all parts of the United Ed 
on receipt of Post Office Order.—LOSS OF TEETH supplied, 
from one to a complete Set, on his new system, which has pro- 
DN pos the app probation of Sim James CLARK, Bart., and 

SES TR PEDERI CK CLARKE, Surgeon En 28, Sackville- 
street, Piccadilly, at Home from Ten till F. 

IMPORTANT TO FAMILIES.—THE POPULAR. REMED 
i s porne PILLS. d pH Mira 

most eficetusl eure of Indiges ‘Liver, and 
Stomach Complaints, " Sick Head- ists "Tosftvénoie, &e. 
Their composition is truly excellent; y are compounded 
entirely eo ne products, freed from all irritating and de- 

atters, which renders their operation mild and 
er $ "th ney do not require the least confinement or altera- 

, and may be taken by the invalid with perfect 
n occasional dose in all nervous and debilitated 

ases, recoveries fro cted diseases, &e., they will be 
Ere highly valuable, Mist Vigour and tone to the system 
when emaciated by 

Their value asa NE ‘al tonic aud restorative of the impaired 
stomach and system, is daily manifested to the Pro- 
prietovs, by their increasing rapid sale, the numerous 
Testimonials forwarded by those Ms have pr ovo their efficacy. 
petu ie > just been communicated by . BATTERS, 

or the of PARR’S LIFE PILLS, Nottingham, 
* Sirs, - Then EA ny thousand boxes I selin the course of a 

year fully testify the superiority of PARR’S LIFE PILLS over 
every other Patent Medic Old and young, rich and poor, 
all l acknowledge the great "benefit they derive from taking them; 

any ladies and gentlemen of high standing in society, an 
mier respectable families have adopted PARR’S LIFE 
PILLS as a family medicine ; and thousands have given me full 
proof verbally of the cures which PARR’S LIFE PILLS have 
E sl E isis Gentlemen, yours, obediently, G. BATTERS, 

a WARE OF SPURIOUS IMITATIONS. 
None are genuine,unless the words, “ PARR’ Es LIFE PILLS» 

are in Wars LETTERS On a Rep Grounp, on the Government 
Stamp, pasted round each box ; also the DEA of the sig- 
nature of the Proprietors, ** T. ROBERTS & Co., Crane-court, 
Fleet- deae London," on y Directions. 
Sold in boxes at 1s. 14d., 2s. 9d., and family packets at 115. 

each, = "all respectable medicine vendors throughout the world. 

A YOUNG LADY, well born, of agreenble manners, 
nd excellent temper, but not t musical, is anxious to ob- 

tain a situation as Companion to a Lady. "The most respect- 
able references will be given. — Address, A. B., Post-ofüice, 
Torrington-place, Torr’ ington-squam e; 

THE POTATO FAILURE 
Just ready, the Second Edition, enlarged by additional direc- 

tions and the Testimonia v Correspondents, price 6d., or 
5s. per dozen for distributi 
HE POTA TO MURRAIN AND ITS REMEDY. 

of The Dictionary 
manack,” &c. 

The immediate perusal of this parapet is creda ten botlo 
remedy requires an instant tı 

London: R. LDWIN, ed ait row; and H. Woor- 
DRIDGE, Winchester. 

*." The Author is preparing a large work, entitled ‘THE 
POTATO; ITS CULTURE, USES, AND HISTORY," to be 
published in January, in a foolscap Svo volume, price 2s. 6d. _ 
DEDICATED BY PERMISSION OF HER MAJESTY TE 

SE A TO HER ROYAL HIGIINESS THE PRINCESS 

Tee oS with Ai ations from Designs by Gilbert, 
uare, cloth gilt, 

ALES FOR Y OUNG PEOPLE. By 

x, 190, Oxford-sti 
OUDON, E Mrs. LOUDON, 

HEATING BUILDINGS BY HOT-WATER. 

AGNES 
L 

London: Bow 

Wings: eee edition, greatly enlarged, with numerous 
deuts, &c., 8vo, price 10s, 6d. cloth 

A PRAC TICAL TREATISE ON. WARMING 
BUILDINGS BY HOT WATER; on Ventilation and 

the various methods of CIPUE Artificial Heat, and their 
Effects on Animal and Vegetal Physiology. To which are 
added an Inquiry into LAW of Radiant and Conducted 
Heat, the Chemical Gonstitution of Coal, and the Combustion 
of Smoke. By Cuarues Hoop, F.R.S., F.R.A.8., 

WHITTAKER and Co., Ave Maria-lane, London; ; and to be had 
of any Bookselle 

Eu USER THD, LONDON ii A. CUN AUR 
On Saturday next, October 31, the ILLUS- 

TRATED ONDON ALMANACK oe “18:7 will be OT 
and will contain upwards of 80 engravings, illustrating Science, 
Natural History, Astronomy, ies, ; Ge, ine 
Astronomic Oaleuiations Rave been Nro Ron y es 
Shell Esq., e Royal Observatory, Greenwich. “The 
Natural History ot the Months has been kindly furnished by 
Mrs. Loudon, illustrated with engravings by Miss rg 
The varie have been Kenny 
Mendiee}inua, 0 W. Hat vay Esq, ana nJJ QUDéro (eqs; fata 
are remarkably interesting and beautiful. Domestic Hints— 

w Recipes in Cooking—the New Sugar and n Tariff— 
pus and Information of all the aaen, "hd Public 

ices, with all tl e an Almanack valuable, 
seve wrapper, 6t cm gilt edges, price 1s, 

Office, 198, Strand. 

['ARMERS' CLUBS.—An arrangement has just 
been made by which (isc result of the discussions enter- 

tatea upon practical que: s in the Local Farmers’ Clubs 
Il be given in the i pemer” Magazine.” N carly 200 columns 

of Agricultur will } 
of Het Westin dl ADB perfect Muda wie Sheath the prizes of 
he leading Agricultural Societies, The series of Portraits of 
‘atrons of Agriculture and Eminent British Farmers, W with 

Biographical Memoirs, is in contin —Mr. J. of Dil- 
tO, nad My/ BALATO? DANNS TOIT Mae, ataei Price 25. 
May be zu of all Babuselleees Office, um Norfolk-st., adr 

S28 

e ENANT RIGHT.”—That an Alteration in the 
Conditions upon which Land has been hitherto occupied 

and cultivated, affording greater security to the Ter zan 
Farmer for the investment of his capital and a wider scope f 
the exercise of his paceman as well as a considerable change 

d Tenant, will be greatly accelerated 
by the Repeal of the Corn 4 AWS, is ‘perfectly manifest ; in fact, 
5 system of “ Tenant Right" must be established. The Mang 
LANE Express has always PONUNT the rights of the Tenant 
Farmer, and will continue so to do inchingly, —May be had 
by order of all Booksellers, price T4. ; or IJ, 10s, 4d. per annum. 
Office, 24, Norfolk-st., Strand, London 

HE CORN TRADE.—The ascertained papa 
of the POTATO crop in the United King dom—and th. 

admitted failure of the grain and pulse crops, ana, it is jum 
hended, of the Potato also, in France—render early and correct 
information on the stock of grain available to ren the exi- 

more importance than for man; sae ast. No 

telligence in the MARK-LANE EXPRESS, which has been for ma 
years the authority in the Corn TRADE IN Broun SEE 
in Foret Cou D rm ees be had, by o f 

street, Stran bun 

ORD GEORGE BENTINCK stated at the n meeting 
at Coleshill, on the 9th of 3 that by the destruc- 

tion ofthe POTATO crop as oved, food to the value of 
10, 000, 0001. ao been lost ; and that] France, through the failure 
f the cro} uld require 2,000,000 quarters of ; grain. This 

yast demand must cause excitement, and render correct 
o the vuU and the quarters from whence it 

"I Popp" S PATENT PROTOXIDE PAINT.—The 
roperties of this x are Heroes for preventing iron 

from oxidation, wood fro: nd masonry from damp; 
it neither cracks nor blisferk with ae hottest sun, and is there- 
fore most valuable for Railways, Boilers, Steam, Gas an 
Water-pipes ; Hothouses, Forcin, ure pn and for Shipping. 
Its adhesion des 50 great to iron and wood that the hardest fric- 
tion will s ove it. It prevents vegetation on stuc- 
coed buildings? andi is not mi gm by spray of sea water, 
PROTOXIDE PAINT is sold ground in oil, VA EM 

with white-lead its property “of concealing is as 7: 
one hundred weight is equal vx m and half of le 
well under the brush, and s with oil an. netaous. aud 
cohesive mixture. If blends; with o 
softer tone than white-lead. during Wer 
[ns itis arua Basis able, being perfectly innoxious. "Mani 
actu 
Elm: 

. Francis and Sons, Cement Works, Nine 

pouring ‘PATENT § SUSPENSION “STOVES. 
wW 

umm à era go 
and eum one of the PATENT PORTABLE 

c The Seventh Thousand is already 
on Mis att e begin oP which is but he third season, 
showing that what is Y of its cleanliness, its singularly 
beautiful ventilating erties, its cextaint 

ht, Y alid p» exceeding’ 

opening to the Monae, "46, Kine William. Pi 
London-| bridge, 

may be bid. of the highest importance. No trouble AS 

In an | 

Price Sixpence, frev vy p. 

The Mailway D bronicle 
Of Saturday, Ocvonzn 24, contains articles on 

EVENTS OF THE WEEK. — SOUTH-WESTERN AND 
LONDON AND BRIGHTON — BIRMINGHAM. AND OX. 
FORD — ACCIDENT ON RA 

AILWA 
PROSPECTIVE— 

E AND NATIONAL 

RAILWAY LITERATURE. NA EE Round Railversus 
T Rail—Greenhow's Exposition of the Danger and Defici. 
encies of the present mode of away Construction, with 
Engraving—The Edinburgh Review and its Article on Rail. Waye Brads haw’s Mur d Guide. 

REPOR S OF MEETINGS. 

nts — Date TUS on Trade — Mee 
Tenders dor, Loans—Contra acts— ots 

of Pa She 
Sh Boke Closet c Tabl 

—Foreign ditiis h Mar Lee Pane Letter— Irish ta 
ways a Practical Lesson—“ * Cato’ thoureasonest [not] well” 
—Relative Distances by Beil eae Coach Rouds—Madrid and 
Valencia—Gossip of the 

Order Railway chronicls of any Newsvender, 

EATHER BEDS PURIFIED BY STEAM. 
Het and SONS have just completed the erection of 

Machinery for the Purifying of Feathers on a New Prin- 
ciple, by us UE he offensive properties of the quill are evapo- 
rated an d off in Steam ; thereby not only are the im- 
purities of the feather itself entirely removed, but they are 
rendered quite free from the unpleasant smell of the Stove, 
which all new feathers are subject to that are dressed in tho 
ordinary wa; 

d Beds, Te- dressed by this process, are perfectly seed from urites, and by expanding the s the bulk is 
greatly increased, and A EENE the Bel. îs TM much 

er. 
The follomog ere are the present E of New Feathers :— 

Mixed, per ll est Foreign Grey Goose 2s. 0d. Gr n a. 3 Irish White ,, 2s. 6d. 
Foreign Grey Goose zic White ,, 3s. 0d. 
HEAL & oe 's List of Bedding, dontaining ds particulars of 

Weights, Sizes, and Prices, sent fre t, on application 
to their mstablishment, 196, ern the Chapel, Tottenham. 
court Roa 

SOCIETY OF ARTS PRIZE PATTERNS. 

HE SOCIETY being d desirous of p procuring beautiful 
forms of ordinary utensils, to be sold at the same prices as: 

the commonest and most vulgar, E arded their Prizes to Messrs. 
Minton, of Stoke-on-Trent, for two Jugs and a Toilette Ser- 
vice, complete ; and to FELIX Sousak ps or a Tea Service, 

ese articles may now be all dealers in NE and 
Earthenware throughout the Rog HUN at the pi of the 
CHEAPEST and coMMONEST Crockery, and at ener prices! ace 
cording to qualit; 

are manufactured in ER buff, and olive-coloured 
Earthenware, in white China, and China with gold bandles, as 
submitted to H. R, H, the Prines Albert, the President of the 
Society. 

WARMING AND VENTILATING CHURCHES, LARGE 
BUILDINGS, GENTLEMEN’S ENTRANCE HAL; LS, &c. &c. 

UNDY'S PATENT STOVE for vs purposes, 
is the most efficient and economical yet introduced to 

publie notice, The price of No. 1 Stove, RED. to Warm: 
and Ventilate Buildings from 

000 to 10, du cubic feet, is wa 
Biy 2, from 10; 000 to 50,0 do. 

oe 
be seen in dail ily 

No. 3, from 50, 000 to 100, LN 
Ample te: estimony can be adduced. 
operation at the PANKLIBANON The N WORKS, the Great 
Western Emporium for Stove Grates, Kitchen Ranges, Fenders 
Fire Irons, &c. re is also the arget assortment in the 

upon Bronze 
nd Iron Bedsteads ; - 

Wire Trellis Work ; Saat pana ; Verandahs, &c. We. 
DEIN , Panklibanon Iron Works, 58, 

SS ? s 

expense is spared to furnish the latest and best 
the MARK-LANE Express, Verde has been for many years the 
authority in the Brel Tn. IN ENGLAND and in FOREIGN 
OUNTRIES.—May be had, Uy or dae ot all booksellers, price 7d. 

Office, 24, Norfolk- street Strand, London. - 

ROSES IN PO 

C BSERVATIONS ON THE GÜLTIYATION OF 
ROSES IN POTS, including Forcing, Propagating, dc. 

By WILLIAM PAUL, of the Nurseri ‘ies, Cheshunt, Herts 
SHERWOOD & fer Pa rdi yar -row; or from the Author, free 

T 22 postage stamp, 

‘HE HORTICULTURAL MAGAZINE, els, 
contains 6 Illustrations aud 96 columns of really useful 

ong arctica information on the cultivation of Flowers, Fruits, 
d Vegetables, and the general management of Gardens, 

Gr eenhouses, and Farms. An illustrated specimen will bé 
AM ee postage free, to every part of the kingdom, by the 
Publi OULSTON and PS Eur 65, Paternoster- row, on 

e. 

rie 

y AT * MECHI'S 
on, — Superior 
clothes and hat 

EVERY THING. FON Bae TOILET, 
A T 

hair, nail, tooth, jj Ps lest Ties 
brushes ; combs, washing and shaving soap; "various nail and 
corn i ; razors, T s and paste, and shaving 
powder ; jasies, and gentlemen’ s dresingedses, either with or 
without ngs, in Russia leather, mahogany, rosewood, an 
Me eh ladies’ companions ‘and pocket- aot, elegantly 
fitted ; also netting boxes, envelope cases, card cases, note an: 

cake baskets, beautiful ink-stands, and an infinity of recherché 
articles not to be equalled in London, 

OTTS PATENT STOVES FOR CHURCHES, 
HALLS, WAREHOUSES, &c.—The Patent haying ex- 

pired, the present Pro- 
are enabled to 

at Three-fourths the price 
hitherto charged. En- 

gravings of the patterns, 

; with the reduced prices, 

will be forwarded on appli- 

cation to the Warehouse, 

| 80, Great Queen-street, 

Lincoln’s-inn-fields, 
| N.B: Hot-water Pipes 
can be attached to the 
Stoves for Warming dis- 

tant Apartments, Conser- 
vatories, &c. 

Printed by, Wrixiaw Bnapnonv, of No. 6, York-place, Sroka Newington, ond. 
Faxpasice Murnane 9. T, OW, ewington, both 
int nnty of Mid t offic i -street, in 
the Precinct of Whitefriars,in the City of London; gen published by them 
tthe Office, No.5, C ol aule, Covent Gar- 

den, in the gaid county, whereall Advertisements and Communications 
are tubs addressed to the Lditor.-Satunpay, Coro 91. 1846, 
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Draining-pipes 4 Polmaíse heating SIS Un d 

i CATES AS P 
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Ner TION OF CHRYSANTHEMUMS.—The 
est collection E the country of the above beautiful 

yea E wers may now be seen in bloom at CHANDLER 
and Sox's W: US UNE TOA 

Flower Pi lants in pots, from 6s. to 12s. per dozen, 

ANTS FROM CHINA. —A few sets of 
BLE DRIED PLANTS collected in China 

Mr. FowrUNS, may still be procured by applying to R. 
HaWARD, Esq., street, Kensington, Londou. 
them are many new d rare species scarcely known to Weng 

RIED PLA 
the VALUA 

HESNUTS.- For Sale, M Jarge SPI of fine 
/ ENGLISH N f this v bushel, 

for Cash.- Eaquire (prep eie Ea 
poime, Midhurst, Sussex 

Ld m Croydon, has R. COOPE a few fine 
ARCH to dispose of, 

LARCH, 4 ei 5 fet = 
D NN et e 

8 kd i feet E » 

WARNER SUPERIOR EARLY EMPEROR 
EAS.—Thi splendid new PEA, admitted as being the 

ed Poa known, ma be had, at 
COUTE iNeed ORE Carn 

improved EARLY GREEN MARROW PEA 
having a dark-green, g pod, much superior, in flavour and 
EROS corti old aes ata GAT Quart 

A general collection of NYAOINTHS, &c, in the best 
varieti: 

earliest and best- f 

OBN WALL ACE, ( Gabriel's-hill, Maidstone, has a 
quantity of the Double Dark Bhie Perpetual TREE 

cron of, which may be sent by posts 

part of n Ur ied Kingdom. Price 4s. a doz., including postage. 

Apply as above, or to Mr. G. Crrannwoop, 14, Tavistock-row, 
Covent-garden. 

NA V EWS. Ery arge aqu y ocine WS from 4to8 ft. 
gh, far d otherwise, to be sold cheap, the ground 

being s d x purposes, at G. and T, SiNTON's, Haver- 
stock Nursery, Faye RU Hampstead, 

Likewise a qoam of 3 and 4-years-old QUICK. 

UTHILL ON CUCUMBER GROWING.—On the 
Ist of December, Printed Directions, substantiated by 20 

safe nee in Cucumber Growing (the last 7 
vent Garden Mar kot), wil be 

Black-spine Cucumber, for 2s, 6d. 
a Viet oria Green Plesh Melon, per packet, 2s, 

Cuthill’s E ariy, Se: arlet Flesh Do., 2s. per packet. 
nthus Russellianus, with directions for 

The ik | Queen and Keen’s Seedling Strawberries in pots 
d Forcing. 

js HILL, Florist and Early Forcer, Denmark-hill, Cam- 

berwell, 7 Londor 

SEEDLING FUCHSIA, “WHITE PERFECTION.” 

RUSSO JENNINGS, FLonisr, begs to inform the 
hat plants Em the above splendid FUCHSIA, dis- 

tinct Tros di ng of the kind yet offered, will be ready for 
delivery the first week in E Suet, 1847, at 75. 6d. per plant, 
kgs over on every three ordere z 

. J. feels confident (s s Will give general satisfaction 
ddr taken the first prize at Gravesend on the lóth July, 
1846. Tube and sepals white, without a stain of pink ; coro olla. 
shaded crimson, in form similar to Smith's 
** Gigantea ;” profuse bloomer and of free growth. A drawing 
by Waxerina, may be seen at Messrs. Henderson" S, Pine-apple- 
place; also at Messrs. Hurst and M*Mullen, Leadenhall. street, 
London, Agents.—South Lambeth, Noy. 7. 

JEW SUPERB SEEDLING CINERARLAS; 
d the finest Carnations, Picotees, and Pinks; fine Camel- 
i Cedrus Deodara, Araucaria im ricata ; the finest Dutch 
Tyacinths; Geraniums and s; Pansies; Youell’s 
Tobolsk 2n SN att’s Victoria Rhu 

RUE FASTOLFF RAS ERRY. 

For perta of the qum all of whieh are of the very best 
quality, YOUELL and Co. respectfully refer the readers of the 
Gardeners’ Crni to their E e e of Oct, 24th and 
the previous week. 

FUCHSIA CORALLINA 5s. 
Steamers direct to Rotterdam and to Hull twice _a-week, 

to London dail t Yarmouth Nursery, Nov. 7. 

TRACTORS AND PLANTERS, 

VICK, ‘OR. WHITEDHOR UN.—A few Hundred 
Thousands of f fine clean, transplanted QUICK to be Dis- 

DOR of.— price and. sample, apply to YovELL & Co., Great 
Yarmouth Ad ery 

The above are E the finest quality, and possess an unusual 
quantity of fibrous roots. 

THE FILBY, ee FASTOLET. RASPBERRY. 
) THE TRADE 

TILLIAM CRISP has 10,000 of the above RASP- 

— Gre: 

bo warranted genuine. See history of this Raspberry given, by 
Mr. Rivers in the Gardeners! Chronicle, No. d 6,1 
lowest trade price will ven on applic 
WILLIAM ae Filby dios near Nor Wis FORD eredi s 
at Yarmouth 

M ESSRS. WESTMACOTT anv C REDSMEN N and 
IVi Prontsts, 156, Cheapside, London (opposite St Paul's) 
beg to inform Noblemen, Gentlemen, and their Dust ed 
in general, that their Annual Importation of Dutch, Cape and 
other Bulbs, hae arrived in cpu condition, and solicit the 
favour of early orders. See Priced List in “ Floricultural 
Cabinet,” and *'Florists* Journal e Sop temper and the 

X on's ? ** Curtis’s 
aes A Ci 

of a prepaid application, 
Stuart's Grove, Fulham-road. 

— Nursery, 

(JONIFERE.— The T'he Subscribers cS) this Season, to 
offer the following 

Leaves generally 2 Dina Sheath. - Natives of Europe. 
hose marked * are Hardy. 

AL ̂ lei. 
ECC 6d. 

ConrFERE—continued 8. 
*Pinus Pinaster, Cluster b " year seedings per 1000 7 

” » *1 year ling, 1 year 
Recta, per 1000 15 

*in pots, 6 inch, per doz. » » E 

*fol. var. aur » » a t Iamiltoni, in pots, , en : E. 5 maritima major, Maritime Pine of 
France, 1 year seedling, p. 1000 7 

» » » >l year seedling, 1 year 

» » seedling, Test 
a Ape 100 20 

g $ » sin pots, 1 foot, perdoz. 9 
sP ni store pans, p. doz, 4 
i5 A he in pots, 12 to 15 B 2 
» etica, in pote, 6 to 9 inch, e: 2 
is PNAS Et Jerusalem Pine, lyr. prc P. 100 10 
A = i *] year naen p. 100 15 
E: 3 v *in pots, 12 to 15 inch, 

Ps do. 6 

» » m iu si e pans, ‘P. doz. 3 
2 R = ", in pots, iR. eai 2 
us as maritima, of Lambert, pr each 2 
P5 *genuensis, in pots, grafted, 
ae *brutia, in pots, 2 inch, 
5 "altissima, in pots, grafted, 
» *taurica, in pots, 68 pne ni doz. 

3 foot, each 

TA Natives of North i 

w 

IRE OL 
eaves oe rally 2 ina Si 

Banksiana, in pots, 3 

5» SA in pots, dim each 
» *pungens, in pots, each 
^ ""resinosa, in pots, 9 inch, each 
» "mitis, 1 year seedling, per 100 

seedlings, each 1 
» *grafted, each 5 
P *inops,. D yeas c gr 100 20 

» in pots, s > 2 
2 
1 to 

[3 
ase 

Nati Sof North America. — 
fted, each 1 

ea c 
K n pots, '6 inch, each. 
; *rigida, Pitch Pine, T year seedling, per 100 
ne *in pots, 9 to 12 inch, each Pinte svlvestri 3 ` eedling, s *Prxvs sylvestris, Scotch Fir, ed pee seedling, per 8. H » *serotina, Pond Pine, in a pots, about 1 foot, each 3 s 3 S EB - d “variabilis, in i 7 

» P » o Temmen 1 E seedling, ^ itus ondes, a po 
09 5 eSabiniana, Great Prick, D ui 5 " a y Cóned Tine, in n pots, » » » car seedling, an s grafted, 1 foot, each 42 

gos ‘001 Pig 50 5 D » s Ed seedling, ee 3 Cotter, Great Hooked Cone Pine, in pots, 2 ft. 
få pr ar ei i 

- » » » sen seeding, $3 5 emacrocarpa, Large Coned Pine, in pots, 1} to 
$ s Red mung s » » » “native 2 year Serene) T6 5; australis, Georgian Pine, in "Bots Lin, in stem, is em 3 

” ” ” 8 as; ftoGin. each 5 
* 9 S vec in pots, 4 ut grafted, each 3 > » ” pA *6 to 9 inches, grafted, each $5 

6 0 a2 a 23 fee 0., e; 10 » » » SE "n 5, *ealiforniana (adunca), in pots TT grafted, each 42 
pem *nivea, in pots, grafted, e 3 z s 2 » > a » » argentea, in pots, 310 4inch, each — 2 0 caves 3 in a Sheath. “Natives of 4 "Mexico. i » horizontali; , 6 to 9 in, each 1 0 *Teocote, in pots, 18 in d 2 sf » J .10 i 5 uncinata, 1 year A per100 ...10 0 5^ patule, in pots, 2 fodi Ro 2 

Y i srigensis, in qus de Du dei 3 $ ji 2 feet, Cee cm 
11 Si v eonevends in pote Bod meh each ^5 Dec m it Rogo al ena m i is brevifolia, iba. small, each .15 0 2 edos Bin Sheath. AAN N 4 cal EE ADERIT RAN BUD Leaves 3 in a, Sheath. Natives of the Canaries, India, ; > Chin a n pots, small, each Rosi 
sy Pumilio, meee Pine, H year desto D. 1000 10 0 <n ee HO sah DR A 5 3: d 2 year seedling, p. 1000 15 0 » ach .. 7 
» » » “1 yenn ante dias *longifolia, in pots, small, per doz 6 

à 4 » n in pot: bg tod inch, each $ 7 
» ” » M 2 3306 if di h d Nep: m Ue in pots, jer , each 
” » » *twice transplanted, per S n pol Us 9 iuch, each A 

a one $ ji 5s *sinentis, in goie ‘grated, ̂15 inch, each 5 
” » *in pots. Leaves 5 Natives p » ZFischeri in pots, 12 to 15 inch, each 0 9 » 5H arte E pots, 1 i instem, pd c 5 » » Mughus, „1 year seedling? per 1000 ... 10 0 H 2 to 8 inch in stem, each T j » QUNM UT TUE » SDevoniana, in pots, 4 inch, each i 5 
» » , e planted, per * mE ji » icto S dns transplanted > Der 1000: 33 0 n AM eea xcd “ ar tra 6 æ, rough-branched Mexican Pine "s » » "in pots, 6 to 9 inch. 6 0 n pots, 6 inch, ch.. 10 » » tvar. major, in pots, m 5 9 5 » mum ts1 163 fidt, each. 30 23 nana, in pots, each. 6 *Pseudo-Strobus, als e: ë E Laricio, Corsican Pin. i Jtr seedling, per 1000 10 0]  ” as, False Weymouth DUE 
” vd ar EDU Be ue 15 0 eer x * in pots, n io? 2 Hf each 25 : » » edling, ; i ifolia, in pots, 3 inch, each splanted, per 1000 ` 25 0 5 macrophylla, in pots, each E » » » seedling, 1 yea an » "robusta, in pots, 6 to 9 inch, ea m S ; a i uis nd + ? » "leiophylla, in pots, 9 to 12 inch, unos. each |. 10 

, hie h, i oocarpa, i Sy Lgs Seubrinitis, i in pots, 4 to 6 inch, oe i 16 ib pa, in pots, andienean = As 
> »  *monspeliensis (new), in pots, each 7 ifolia, i o eaci : 10 » o » Searamaniea, in pots, @inch, each Oneida ative America, and Asi » » STEN E i pote, Gineh, e ch, eee Ho s "m *Cembra; Sabian Bie, 1 ven "seedling, ‘p.1000 40 

» E ots, 6 inch, an A » austriaca, Black Austrian Pine, ‘ty us erm Ox Bep oro yeast eer oi 1000 2 I i 1000 ARRA AE Fa: » o» “tiee transplanted, 6 to » 0 25 
0 » ” ” » “estan 12018 indi 

. 50 ” » » ANTT ots, eos ie cii doz 9 6 0 Y^ a *helvetica, i zx. inp pots, : xd in 1 ” » 2 150 5 Foia in pots, 6t09 hes each EE 
mæa, in pots 4 to 6 inch, each. 2 S sp to2 fteach 1 0| — 7 sstobus Wsymosth E i 2 aplot a PUR RESP EusNeN Pine, 1 year oy 10 

» "pyrenaiea, in pots, 4 inch, each 3.6 | e us 3 to 2 feet, per 100 6 

| 

ooooooooo ooosoco ooco o oooso of 
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CoNIFERJE. 
*PrwUS ep deus Pine, in pots, 1 foot, per doz 1 

continued 

e. *alba, in pots, + seh each 
3 #laxa, in pots, e. 
pe *nana in pots, r3 each 

*nivea, in pots, 2 inch, each 
yx brevifolia, in pots, 4 inch, each | 
» *compressa, in pone 3 to 4 inch, 

pots, 13 to 2 feet, each. 

*um RUE UT in pots, 4 inch, each 
*Lambertiana, Gigantic Pine, in pots, 6 to 9 inc b 

gr afted, each 
pots, ift, graft a, 

*Monticola, short- leaved DAN Pine, in pe 

2 inch, ae each. 

SAyagabmitej d in pots, 4 inch, 
pots, 6 to 9; foh; each 

Er in zi small, each 
*excelsa, Bhotan Pine, in store pots, 1 year seed- 

ing, per dc 
* in pots, 2 to! 3 inch, per doz 6 

» » 
» » 

‘4 toG ineb, p.1000... 7 
eartransplanted 6 to 

9 inch, per 1000... 10 
» m - 3 year transplanted, 9 to 

15 inch, per 1000 ... 15 
» *eommunis, ES. Pir of Norway, in 

pots, 6 inch, s sj is 
» nie i Fir d Nats 

, each 1 

*" ludus a, in pots, small, each 1 
& *foliis variegatis, in pots, 2to4 in, each 2 
is *1toljfoot,each ... 3 
As ,each .. 3 
5i in pots, Ginch, each 5 
x each 10 
& bot, each 25 
» c. 15 

e h 5 
» vehat 
x is AU inch: aay 5 
is *monstrosa, in pots, 6 to 9 inch, each 63 
vi *coorulea, in pots, 1 foot, . 10 
if *mucronata, in pots, 3 inch, each 
De #muricata, in pots, 4 inch, each 
» *miniata, in pots, each .. 
E recurva, in pots, 9 inch, each ̀  
A *Lemoniana, iE 3 inch, each 
y» *siberica, 1 year seedling, per 100 
m *dn pots, small, 

"orientalis, in pots, 9 inch, eae 
Natives of North Americ 

*alba, White American Spruce, T year, trans- 

” 

planted, per 1000 ... 75 
» s» *in pots, 1 to 13ft, each 1 
5s 5 *ljto 2feet, each ... 0 
?nana, in pots, each ATA. 

nigra, Black American pog i year, * , trans 
anted, p. 1000 ... 50 

” dea 2 year hasten per 1000 75 

» 3 * oto ibineh, transp, p. d 10 
4 i t., p. doz 12 

er doz 6 
*rabra, Red American Spruce, in pots, 1} foot, each 1 
*ecerulea C in pots, 1 foot, each .. 

atives of Nepant. 
*Khutrow, in d 3 io ET inch, perc dor 15 

8inch, pe .30 
*Morinda, Himalayan “Spruce 1 aus in 

store pots, per 100 925 
in pots, 3 3 to 4inch, per doz 6 

A » in pots, 6 to 9 inch, per doz 12 
m ie in pots, 1t 0 13 foot, oe 
» » in pots 2 fect, 3 
E d pots, $t 3V feet, each... 7 

1 to 1 foot, each... 15 i 
Leaves flat; Mie glaucous ees im; perfectly 2 rowed. 

fatives of North Americ 
*Douglasi, in n pots 1 foot to 18 inch, each 

» in pots, 2 feet, each ; 
“taxifolia, in UP 6 inch, each 

*Menziesi, i in pots, ach : 
5 18 S inch, ih 

o9in, p. doz 9 
35 » M fol fi, p.doz 9 

2 to 3 ft., p. doz s 
mo in pots, 6 inch, each 

12 inch, each 

“Natives of Nepaul, New Os c. 
*Brunoniana, in pots, small, e: “A 

4 ch, e: d 
sais Hollandice, in pots, 3 to 4 inch, each 

tives of Europe, Siberia, and North-west of Asia, 
iir pectinata, Silver Fir, : Tar seedling, per /1000 

» 35 sf year seedling, per 1000 

» » » 
» 2 » 
» 2 
ne *pend lula, in pots, 6 inch, each 5 

2 cephalonica, in pots, 9 to 12 inch, per t 

3 '9 2 inch, per d A18 

a *Pinsapo, Mount Atlas per in pots, 6in., p. doz 12 

si Sd F: 8,9 e p a je do; 18 
12 

2 *Nordmanniana, in "pots, 4 4 to e Sii 
zx o 12 inch, each 
ing *Pichta, i in pots, 1 foot, 

s X gne NE Balm of Gilead, 3 year seedling, p. 1000 5 
a s yeartranspl., p. 1000 15 
^ gt 5 2 year transpl., p. 1000 
ne "s 1j to 23 ft., per doz 
5 » *longifolia, i in pots, 6 inch, each 
x prostrato, in pote, 6 inch, each 
5, *dumosa, in pots, small, each 
ə “Fraseri, Double Paisai in pots, 3to4 inch, 

per doz 
jo T Sto 9 inch, each .. 7 

Natives of California. 
k "prandio, Great Californian Tin in pots, 9 to 

, grafted, each `. ar 
3 *Hmdsoni, in pots, 4 aay each 

> 
i "amabilis, Lovely Californian. Fir, in pis t inch, 

d ach 

» ” » a F po o 12 
in ch, each ... 63 

s “nobilis, Large bracted Silver Fir, in pots, i T 
» » 1ft., each 21 

of Nepaut, 
» *Webbiana, opened Silver Fir, 1 yr. seedling, 

in store pots, per doz ay 12 

H 

eocooo oo aooooco ance 

oo 

Cox NIFERE—oont inu 8, 
*Prowa Webbiana, Eat eeogasdl Silver Fi inin pots, 3 to 4 

inch, each . 3 
in pots, 6 to 9 ” 5 

» ” 

» *Pindrow, Tooth-leaved Silver Fir, 1 year seedling, 

* LARIX 

ee a), per 1000 2 

» » » 

^ ” 2» " 

» » ^ ] 
1} foot, per 1000 10 . 

Es n m trans lanted, 1} to 
t, per 1000 12 

i 5 » debel A Ud) 2 to 
24 feet, per 1000 14 

3» 3^ *"from Tyrolese seed, 1 year "seedling, 
fine, per1000 ... 2 

a $ n ar seedling 
(extra), per 1000 3 

* e a 2 year seedling 
(extra), per n. 6 

» ” ” transplanted, 1 ti 
14 foot, per 1000 12 

» » 2ft., per 1000 15 
H » Maxa, 1 foot, per doz 4 
ES 5 — *horizor foot, per doz 4 
Er D foompae feet, per doz 4 
sr sf ÉL us foot per doz 4 
» »* nu rot, per doz 4 

» ” É 7 
” » s, 7 
» ” ine 0 
2 "A "Ke Hermann a, in polsne n., grate, 

7 
» americana, 6 feet, uS E 45 
nid 5 rubra pots, 1 foot, each el 
9s p PEET i eee lto 013 fi vot, gratie 

eat iv ah 
5feet, each .10 

*CkDAUS deu T pots, "to 6 inch, per doz b 6 
B pots, 9 to.12 inch, per doz 12 
* e sn pts, 15 to 18 inch, per doz ; 18 
= feet, es 4 xa 
33 fafiiana; in tba: 4 to 6 inch, each * .10 
tf in pots, 3 to inch, each. z 
5 *Deodara, in pots, 2 to 3 inch, seedling, each ... 1 
3» » *in pots, 4 to 6 in. , seedling, each 5 
i 2? "in pots; 1 foot, grafted, each 5 
bs A in pot: foot, grafted, each. Ei 

#in pots, 2 to 23 ft., grafted, each ... 10 
* ARAUCARIA faba 3 to 4 inch, bedded, per doz 6 

m in pots, 3 to 4 inch, per doz 9 
Me jd in pots, 9 inch, per doz ... 2 
= * B pot 9 to 12 inch, per doz 

UM VC sinensis, in RR small, en 

DAMARA australis, ing ists, 1 m eac) 
ori M 

year seedling 

ots, 18 to 20 inch, each 
Badwelli, 6 inch in pots, eac 
le; , 1 foot, each 

Cunhinghami, in pots, small, each ` 
ls 

h 
1 foot, each 

h 
iei entalis, in pots, 6 to 9 ‘inch, grafted, seach 

in pots, 13 foot, grafted, each 
*THUJA occidentalis, American Arbor Vitz, 1 year - 

ling, per 100 5 
ne P *4 to Gin., per 100 10 
D f 38 to 12 in., p. 100 15 
sr ^18 to 30 in., p. 100 20 

» 
» 

CALLITRIS Bacrortachya in pots, 9 inch, eac 

variegata, in pone t 6to9 n each 3 
hybrida, in zs 6 inch, eac! LA 

in pots, 1 foot, each 
nsis, in pots, 6 inch, each... 

PS in pots, 6 to 9 inch, each ... 
sin pots, dt Es 1} fo oot, each 

1 year seedling, per 100 
year, seedling, per 100 
n po Sach; ger doz gs ts. 

in pots, 1} foot, pei 
15 inch, per 100° 

£s *18 inch, per 100 
k “tatarica, 1 year seedling, per 100 
Y ps pots, 6 to inch, per doz 6 

2d to 2 tot, per doz .12 
articulata, i Pe ‘Pots 4 to 6 inch, 

ots, 1 foot, 
*pe ndita, i in qois 1l foot, each 

m Mexico, in pots, 6 to 9 in.jeach 5 

zi x fid , each. i 
qu drivalvis, in pots, 6 inches, each 1 

"CUPAESSUS S ens, common Cypress, 1 year seed- 
ling, per 100 3 

5 a » "Byrseedling p.100 5 
oF »! ,lfootjp.doz 6 
3 » Sip 1 year seedling, per100 ... 3 

» » 100 5 
i > n., p. doz 6 
» » *horizontalis, year Sedir p: 100 3 
pa » r bedded, p. 100 7 
M ^ nots, 9 to 15 e per doz 6 
Ti 5s Tenn pots, 4 fo 6 inch, p 4 
Ss h, per do: 6 
PA “pen ee 6 ea 1 
is ine Whitededar post ois, ath 0 
z 
» 

EE 
» 

a 
» 

» 
E 
» 

sjuniperoidos, a E n 1 to 13 foot, 
australis, uin pots, 4 to 6 in 

» pots, 9 to 12 inch, e 

‘ournefortia, in pots, 9 inch, per doz 
A NEQU UU nai per doz 

eo 

L3 
inch, per doz ET) 

a A in pots,12 to 1 p.doz 9 
95 i *fastigiatum, in pots, 1 foot, lees 
£5 » "pendulum, i s, 9 to Jo inch, each 5 
25 o 2 feet, each 10 
i *sempervirens, ds pots 3t idis ac 
5 5s m pots, uoc 
» » sin Pots, 2 feet, 
» de Huegel, in pots, "foot 
js Horsfieldi, in pots, 1 foot, each 
£ *pinnatum, in pore 18 inch, each 

ova, in pots, 18 inch, each 
Subic communis,common Juniper,2 

e » #1 foot, per 10 
A us in pots, J inch, per doz i 
s ^ *suecica, Swedish Juniper, 31n.,p.100 15 
= b is inch, per 100 25 
* olfft.p.doz 4 
fn 5$ *nana, in pots, 9 inch, each 

» » *inp 
ji a3 “oblonga, in po s, 3 ir Dr 
M x ,9 ON 
wá ki *pendula, in S 6 to 9 Hm 
i s “canadensis, inpo! ts, 3 inea each 5 
jd in iches, each 7 
s Oxycedrus, Brown- Borr hu Na in pots, 

‘h, each SQ 
3: x “tay suh imd 9 inch, each ... 10 
A *echinoformis, in pots, 4i1 »,ench 10 
Hi *macrocarpa, in pots, 9 inch, ench 10 
a drupacea in pots, small, each 0 
e sa, in pots, 1 foot, each 5 
" pots, 6 inch, e; 5 
a cabin ev eee 10 
" m » *lyeartranspl, per 100 15 
W » 6 to 9 inches 25 
» 25 2 to 15i 6 
» » H 
» » T 
» ” pots, 10 
p *foliis variegatis, ino ao each?5 
ds *bermudiana, in pots, small, each 1 
y *1 foot, each É 3 
T *Sabina, common Sabine, i in pots, 4 toG in. ,eac ch 0 
E 2 *in pots, to 13 foot, each 0 
7 É OTEA pots, 6 to Din each 2 
3 » "prostrata, in pots, small, each 
35 *alpina, in pots, 1 foot, each 
2. *pheenicea, in pots, 4 to 6 inch, each 
3x Lycia, in pots, 4 to 6 in à 
6 *thurifera, in pots, 9 inch, ea 
s "excelsa, in pots, 3 to 4 inch, adn 
à 39 to 12 ilo each 
» *squamata, in pots, 3inch, each 
y "recurva, in pots, 3 inch, each 
$5. *1 foot, eac 
55 “chinensis, i in pots, 3 inch, each 

*Smithi, in pots, small, each 
cl *tetragona, ii dH sach 

sni uk *faccid inp all, 
5 flagelliformis, in pots, 1 foot, each... 
4 sW eet T in bot. 1 foot, each 
* Lasdeliana, in pote, 9 inch, 
» lorulense, in pots. i tee xol 
» » "neobore: „6 inch, each 21 
"5 2 auhaban, We oe inch, each ... 7 
a E *dealbata, in pots, dus each . :25 
s t, each. 
Ds P Gossanthania, in pots, 4 inch, each. 5 
fs » *Bedfordiana, in pots, 1 foot, each 
n 5» *lLudsoniana, in pots, small, each, 10 
a »  *Reevesiana, in pots, 4inch, each 21 
"4 i ¥religiosa, in pots, 3 to Ginch, each 25 
» >, .. species from Mexico, in pots, each 15 

*Taxus baccata, Common Yew, 1 year, transplanted, 
3inch, per 100 5 

5 jj pa yen transp. H d 9 inch, per 100 10 
x 2: *2 year trans., 9 to 12 inch, per 100 15 
a j» erue in pots, ;6to 9 inch, each 
3j y $ bedded, 9 to 12 inch, each... 1 
P4 1 45 *pyramidalis, in pots, 9 to 

Winch,each ... ani 
zm E “major, in pote, smell each 25 
P » "stricta, in pots, 3 inches, ihn] 
35 » *horizontalis, i in pots, 9 inch, S adii 
5» 3» *fol, aur, mus oneer n pots 
D *short-leaved, in pots, each. 
BS fol. argent., in pots, ini inches, e: 
5 fastigata, Irish Yew, 6 $09 inches, por QU 
» 33 » ] D. 
» » » a to 1 s doz 

in 3 7 A to, 2 foot? Hs doz 
» » 2 to 24 feet, per doz . 
, m extra spp pons per do: > 
$5 *procumbens, in inch, each 
s» "erecta, in fo 5: 
i ots, 5 inch, each 

5 "sinensis, P poco 9 inch, each 
*tardiva, in pots, 6 inch, each 

dpressa, in pots, 6 inch, each 
gtonia (Podocarpus), in pots, Ginch, each 5 

ophylla, in pots, 6 inch, each, » » S 3 MULUS in pots, 2 to 3inch, each 2 
js A; foot, each 5 
oT S coriacea, in pots, 3 to 4 inche , each s 
^ S Mackoyi, in pots, 3 inch; each" 
d Aa foot, each. 
a A longifolia, in pots, 2 inet es, each 
» » dacrydioides, in pots, 2 inch, Boon 
37 > pungens, in pots, 8 inch, eacli 

» » » 
a, in pots, TU S à 

pac) ALISBURIA aniola in pots, 6 inch, seed ings,each 

“Dacryprom cupressinum, in pots, 9 to 12 ir 
*OnyPTOMERIA japonica, in pots, 4 i 6 ineh, 

3 foot, each 42 
, 1 to 14 foot, each T PuyrrocnApvs trichomanoides, in he ts 

*FRENELIA Huegeli, in pots, 1 foot, each 

PETER LAWSON AND SON, 

S [3 

cCoscoooocoooooacoooooooooos 9?ococ 

CoNIFER E —continued, jd: 
*CuPREssus fournefortia, in pots, 1} to 2 feet, per doz 8 0 

» *nepalensis, in pots, 3toa "E eac 6 
” a in pots, 6 to 9 inch, an im 7 6 
» *religiosa, in pots, 6inch, each 25 0 
ss *dioica, in pots, each 5:95: 0 
$5 bacciformis, in vu each d 10 6 
a sLambertiana, i in pots, 3 inch, each ̀  Ti 
y; 1 pots, 6 inch, each 10 6 
m feet, each 25 0 
” fr „in pots, 6 inch, each 10 6 
n species fromGardentsland,tn po „Din each 2 6 
” "m *Kamoan, in pots, 3 inch, each 25 0 

Brazil, in pots, 1} foot, each... 10 6 
"TAXODIUM. distichum, deciduous Cypre: 6 to9 

oooooooocoooooooocoooocooo 
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Seedsmen and. rut to the qos and Agricultural 
Soe y of Scot tlan 

Edinburgh, October amd 
AGENTS :—Messrs, W. and J. NOBLE: 

Londo: 
Seedsmen, Fleet-street, 
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ROSES. 

AV [ese LANE anp SON, Great Berkhampsted, 
beg to announce that their ROSE CATALOGUE may 

‘be had upon application, enclosing a 2d. postage stamp, They 
‘beg to add, that the two last pages of the Catalogue may be 
consulted with much advantage by those desirous of making a 
really good selection, as they contain the names of all the 
Roses which they have proved to be the very best for pot or 
greenhouse culture, and for covering trellis work, walls, poles, 
d&c. &c. Their potted plants are unusually strong and healthy. 

6. 

~ SHOWY HERBACEOUS PLANTS. 
WOODLANDS NURSERY, MARESFIELD, UCKFIELD, 

SUSSEX. 
M. WOOD anp SON having for several years 
paid particular attention to the cultivation of HARDY 

HERBACEOUS PLANTS, duri ii i 

selves, viz.— 5 e 
Good showy kinds, all distinct m . 2s. 
Superior do. do. e. 12s. 75s. 

tageous terms, when the selection of sorts is left to them- 

Extra superb andnew do. oo 18s, 100s. 
Catalogues of the above are just published, and may be had, 

“GRATIS, On application. 
Plants presented with each order to defray the expence of 

ETNA AND ISABELLA.—The rollow- 
ing testimony to the excellence of the above Plants has 

just been received, unsolicited, from one who is a Geranium 
raiser :— «Farnham, Oct. 19, 1846. 

** Srm.—The two plants came to hand on Saturday in good 
order, and are very nice plants, particularly ‘Mount Etna,’ 
foliage good, and a fine grower. The drawings I think are 
well executed.—I am, Sir, yours respectfully, THos. EYRE.” 
“To i Wm, Miller.” 

Similar strong plants are now ready, 
MountEtna  .. ea .. £1 1 0 
Isabella .. I. e ee 010 6 

The Two for 30s. 

** Mount Etna” has received Four Prizes and “ Isabella” 
“One, at the London Exhibitions. Plates and descriptive lists 
-can be had for twelve postage-stamps, o: 

ILLIAM MILLER, Providence Nursery, Ramsgate. 

NEW PINK. 

ORMAN'S “HENRY STEERS,” purple laced, 
extra fine form ; fine long pod; well laced and constant, 

5s. per pair, sent post free on receipt of a Post-office order on 
Woolwich. : 
Messrs. Norman feel great confidence in offering the above, 

‘feeling assured it will give satisfaction. — E 

ogues of their select Show Carnations, Picotees, Pinks, 
Tulips, &c., will be forwarded on prepaid application enclosing 
«one stamp.—Bull Fields, Woolwich. 
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MEETINGS FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK. 
"WzpwwspAv, Nov. 11— Microscopical «5s ese 8 O& 
Sarunpay,  — 14—Royal Boianie 5. e 5. . a D 40M. 

Lerrers have been received from Mr. Hanrwze, 
:dated Monterey, July 28, to which port he had 
been conveyed by Sir Gro. Seymour, in his flag- 
ship. He had despatched only one box of seeds 
and bulbs to Europe, and that, having been placed 
on board a Mexican coasting vessel which had been 
captured by an American cruizer, had been wetted 
and lost. 

Ir will be in the recollection of our readers that 
a few weeks ago, when urging the advantage o 
planting the Potato in the autumn, we ventured to 
anticipate that the Potato crop, thus raised system- 
atically by Mr. Sazruznp, on Calf Island, though 
blighted in the haulm, would be found, when dug, 
to have sustained inconsiderable injury in the 
tubers (see page 675, col. 3). The following highly- 
interesting letter from Mr, Suzrnxnp shows that 
our anticipations have been justified by the event. 

“ Calf Island, Isle of Man, Oct. 25. 
* In accordance with the promise contained in my 

dast letter, to apprize you of the state of my Potato 
crop as the season advanced, I have now to report that 
they are sound and keeping perfeetly well. AsI before 
stated, however, they are very small. I may further 
remark that when the Potato haulm was affected by the 
blight, the Fern, Ragwort, Nettles, and even part of 
the Heath on the hills were entirely destroyed, as also 
some Potatoes that were growing in their natural state 
upon Grass-land that had been left in the ground since 
1844. This fact leads me to conclude that human 
‘means are unavailing, and that man has no control over 

the blight in Potatoes, I would, however, strongly 
recommend those who are about to plant Potatoes, to 
treat their sets as recommended by me in the 12th 
Number of the Gardeners’ Chronicle of the present 
year. It may be inconvenient to many parties to ob- 
tain sea-water ; in which case I would recommend them 

to wet the sets thoroughly with urine, and having done 
80, to eauterise them with hot flour of lime. If planted 

on newly-reclaimed land so much the better, provided 

it be well drained or be naturally dry. With reference 
as to whether autumn planting is to be preferred, I 
would only remark that it must entirely depend upon 
the soil and situation. Should further experience teach 
us that autumn or spring planting is the best, the land 
should then be well prepared, drilled and manured, pre- 
vious to the autumn; or on many soils and in many 
situations, and in wet seasons, such planting must 
mecessarily be up-hill work, and when finished the land 
will be found to be in but a sterile state. Under such 
circumstances autumn planting involves much heavy 
and extraordinary labour. I will only further state 
that experience has taught me that seed Potatoes should 
be planted immediately they are dug up, whether_that be 

st | ause the evil; nor is their sudden destruction ex- 
| plicable upon any principle except a disturbance of 

in autumn or in spring. I purpose to leave the whole of 
my crop in the ground till spring.—R. SHEPHERD.” | 

While this letter adds one more great fact to | 
those which are gradually accumulating in favour 
of autumn planting, for Mr. SrePuenp's is only the 
best form in which the process can be conducted, 
it also strengthens in a very striking way the theory 
of atmospheric miasm, using the latter word in its 
widest sense. Mr. Saepuern’s description of the 
destruction of the natural weeds of the soil when 
the Potato haulm was blighted is most remarkable. 
These hardy plants could not have so perished 
from the unseen frost—which some imagine to 

the usual conditions of the atmosphere. Since the 
remarks upon this subject, which we ventured to 
offer for the consideration of our readers on the 
17th of October (see p. 691) were published, other 
cireumstances, then unknown to us, have gradually 
disclosed themselves. More especially have the in- 
stances of Potato crops, sheltered by other crops, | 
or by trees or hedges, having escaped surrouuding 
destruction, increased in number. 

Another curious circumstance has occurred under 
our own observation. A few weeks since we 
received from a gentleman at King’s College some | 
specimens of that curious but well known case of 
disturbed structure to which the Potato is so 
subject. This consisted in some old Potatoes of 
1845, which had been accidentally put away in a 
box ofshavings, and kept in a dry place, having 
formed internal tubers, which by degrees burst 
through the skin. The specimens in question were 
placed on a library table where they remained for 
about a month; during which time they retained all 
the appearance of health, and gradually became 
green and purple. But on the morning of 
October 30, they were found to be, in many in- 
stances, attacked by the true Potato disease, and 
when cut acquired rapidly a deep brown colour. 
This is explicable, perhaps, upon other grounds 
than atmospheric agency, but is not at variance 
with it. No fungi appeared upon these Potatoes 
till long after they were attacked, and then the 
species which developed (rapidly) was not the 
Botrytis. 

This year’s singular affection of Apples seems to 
be analogous to the Potato blight; we do not mean 
the numerous cases of transparency, and speckiness, 
or premature woolliness, which have for some weeks 
attracted attention, for they, certainly in many 
cases, and perhaps in all, may be referred to our 
hot summer. We allude to the sudden destruction 
of a whole crop by a disease which renders them 
dark brown to the core. One of these was pro- 
duced last Tuesday at the meeting of the Horti- 
cultural Society, and the same post brought us, from 
a friend in Norfolk, a specimen, in the very same 
condition, along with the following letter. 
“A basket of Cat’s-head Apples was packed up and 

sent a few miles to a person in Yarmouth, and after 3 
or 4 days, on being opened, they were found to be in 
the state of the portion sent herewith, although per- 
fectly sound when packed up. The blackened skin and 
general appearance are so unlike anything I have be- 
fore seen in a decayed Apple, that I thought I would 
send you a piece for examination, as it seemed to me 
not improbable that the cause of the decay might be 
similar to that of the Potatoes. The parties who packed 
them have an orchard, and are well acquainted with 
the ordinary means of preserving Apples, and no other 
tree in the same orchard has been subject to this kind 
of decay; I mean as to its fruit. A child ate a portion 
of one, and was made very unwell by it ; all the Apples 
of the tree from which this was taken have decayed in 
like manner.” 

These Apples smell as if they had been baked, 
and are already swarming with the spawn of fungi. 

But if these evidences drive us nearer than ever 

to the doctrine of epidemic action, we must still 
inquire how the difficulties alluded to at p. 691 are 

to be reconciled with it. We have no right te call 

in question the accuracy of the observers on whose 
reports they are founded ; four (not three) similar 
statements from observers widely separated, and 
having no communication with each other, form an 
amount of presumptive evidence which even a court 
of law would accept. The only solution of the diffi- 
culty, that occurs to us, is the possibility that “the 
disease" whieh has been observed in the cases 
alluded to, is not the same as has attacked the great 

mass of the crops of Europe and North America. 
That is possible; and we own that we begin to 

suspect that even in Europe the Potato crops may 

have been attacked by more than one kind of dis- 

ease ; as, for example, by the brown underground 

superficial gangrene of the haulm, and the sudden 

spotting and blotching of the leaves. 

writer, and he presents them to the readers of the 
Chronicle now, because the time is fast passing away 
when any advice on this matter will be available for the 
present season. Get all your bulbs and corms in the 
ground immediately. Look in the seedsman’s window 
and be tempted for the last time this year. Resolve on 
what you will purchase,and pot or plant at onee, in- 
serting various kinds of roots in vacant and favourable 
spots. If you are a Tulip fancier of any experience 
you will not need to be told how to go on ; but if this is 
your first year and you have a few good roots, let a 
little extra care be bestowed upon them. Choose a light 
soil, and plant about three inches deep from the apex of 
the bulb, covering with white sand as you proceed, and 
recording the names with tallies. Do not be too 
anxious about them, for they are almost sure to do well, 
and your care may be safely reserved until the leaves 
appear above ground. 

Hardy bulbs will stand any amount of frost, provided 
they are not exposed to the light, and have been rooted 
in time. Some kinds will require a little protection, 
the Gladioli for instance ; these should be planted 
somewhat deeper, and a few inches depth of leaf-mould 
may be placed over them at the surface of the soil. 
The tender kinds should be grown in pots, and turned 
out to bloom in the spring. Allied to these in 
their mature and treatment are the Ixia and 
Sparaxis, of which very splendid varieties are 
raised in Guernsey. These will stand our winters ; 
but they bloom so early, and the flower is so delicate, 
that a satisfactory display is seldom obtained in the 
border. If the amateur has never yet grown these 

They may 

will grow almost anywhere ; but luxuriate most in a 
sandy soil. The Fritillaria must not be forgotten, 
being perfectly hardy, and coming into bloom so 
early in the season. * The flower is very durable, and it 
is monopetalous, and thereforenoteasily injured by wind. 
A small bed of these is a lovely sight, and may be very 
cheaply procured. Of a universal favourite, the Snow- 
rop, I regret I am obliged to confess that itis very 

difficult to propagate, at least in my own experience. 
The bulbs appear in many cases to decrease in size, 
and at last to vanish altogether. I have been informed 
by a nurseryman that the supply is very limited ; and I 
should much like to read the opinions of growers on the 
cause of this. In some old orchards I have seen im- 
mense clusters springing up among the Grass, which 
have been there (tradition says) for centuries. It isan 
invaluable little darling, and one can scarcely conceive 
of any garden having too many of them. 

If you have more Hyacinths than you want to plant 
in the garden, I would suggest a plan which has been 
tried with fine effect ; that is, to put six bulbs of various 
colours into large pots, say 9-inch, and then to bury them 
until the spring,when they may be taken into the green- 
house or sitting room. The cheap mixtures will do well 
‘for this purpose. Although the Ranuneulus cannot be 
classed with the tribes now treated of, yet this is the 
place to recommend that a few common sorts be now 
planted for very early bloom. The turban sorts are 
adapted for this, and should be planted immediately. 
Let the soil be light, and not retentive of moisture, and 
plant the roots a little deeper than for the spring growth. 
In a favourable season these will bloom in May, and 
make a valuable addition to the border flowers. 

If you have Hyacinths and Tulips in pots, ascertain 
if any are well rooted, and if so, bring them in for 
forcing. Keep them close to the glass as soon as the 
leaves appear, and let water be liberally supplied. 
Flowers may thus be expected by Christmas.—H. B. 

CULTURE OF THE STRAWBERRY. 
SEEING a very sensible and well-written paper, in the 

Chronicle lately, on the “Culture of the Strawberry 
for the Amateur," permit me to offer a few observa- 
tions which may be more generally applied to those who 
are gardeners by profession and necessity, rather than 
choice. 

The “ wisdom of our ancestors,” valuable as it might 
have been in the ruder ages of society, and estimable 
as it may still be in the eyes of some lucky wight of an 
amateur who inherits a snug estate, which has de- 
seended from generation to generation, and who owes 
a deep debt of gratitude to them for their prudent'fore- 
sight, — yet this wisdom of our ancestors has long 
ceased to exact veneration from the gardening world ; 
amore highly cultivated and artificial state of society 
has banished the stationary and empirical practitioners 
of former days, and their places are being supplied by 
those who do nothing without a sufficient reason, and 
who, in proportion to their intelligence, feel their insuf- 
ficiency. It is to the latter class (now, happily, the 
most general) that the gardening periodicals are most 
valuable auxiliaries, eliciting so many various opinions, 
and in “ the multitude of counsellors” arriving at valu- 
able truths. 

Deeply impressed with the utility of candid and fair 
discussion, I am led to make the following observations, 
which have been confirmed by a long and successful 
practice in the culture of the Strawberry :— 

1. I would say that, as this is not a good time for 

TEUR ( DENER. 
Ox Butrs.—A few miscellaneous observations on | 

this interesting tribe of plants have occurred to the | 

making new beds, the kinds which you wish to 
grow should have been planted in September, and will 
now be so firmly rooted that they will not be heaved up 
by the action of frost. 
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2. Keen’s Seedling, British Queen, and Elton Pine 

are undoubtedly the three most useful kinds in cultivation. 
3. My S i ave ded the crops of 

middle-sown Peas, and, with the exception of the time 

necessary to well manure and dig the ground, followed 

immediately ; having all been laid into 3-inch pots as 

soon as the runners were fit, in the same manner as 

Strawberries for forcing are managed. 
4, I consider this an important feature in my prac- 

tice ; because we frequently have (as this year) very 

hot and dry weather in September, and you are apt to 

lose many plants between the extremes of burning sun 

and saturation of the soil ; whereas, after they are once 

laid in pots, they require but to be well watered when 

they are planted out, and they then go on without fur- 

ther check, making much finer and stonger plants, and 

producing a good quantity of fruit the first season. 

5. If magnificent fruit is desired, 2 feet 6 inches is 

not too much distance from plant to plant, Too much 

water can hardly be given during the swelling of the 

fruit, and covering the surface with clean and straight 

straw is an old and valuable practice. ( Vide Sir Joseph 

Banks in “ Horticultural Transactions.” 
6. Having a large family to supply, I generally plant 

between my rows of Strawberries Coleworts, which are 

drawn in spring ; this I would not recommend gene- 

rally to be done. No bed should remain on the ground 

more than two years; destroying one every year, and 

planting one, keeps up the succession. 
About the 20th of August every year the two-year 

old bed is sueceeded by a crop of late Celery, for use in 

February and March ; this completes the routine. 

With the most difficult of all Strawberrries, and the 

best (the Hautbois), to insure success, you must select 

your runners from those only which bear fruit, rooting 

out all others. The popular opinion of their being 

dicecious is I think a fallacy, as I have generally ob- 

served the rudiments of both organs. I could fain 

appeal to the Editor to throw some light on the subject 

in a leading article. 
I subjoin a plan of forming a bed of Hautbois Straw- 

berries given to me by the late Rev. Sidney Smith. It 

is in quincunx, 

Ladies. Ladies. Ladies. 
(Or female Hautbois.) 

Gentlemen. Gentlemen, 

s * 

s 

* * 
* s * 

a * 
* * 

Each gentleman is surrounded by four ladies. 

No Strawberry is so highly valued by the great 

world as the Hautbois, and yet many of our first 

gardens do not produce it. It has disappeared from 

the metropolitan markets ; you cannot buy the “real 

Hautbois” although the call everywhere assails the ear 

but to tantalise the sense of taste with the remembrance 

of their delicious aroma. How is this? Surely, if the 

continental gardeners prize the Alpine Strawberry so 

highly, the Hautbois deserves all the attention of 

British gardeners, — Henry Bailey, Nuneham-park, 

Oxford. 

ENTOMOLOGY. 

HLuncus PrNIPERDA. (The Pine-destroying Beetle). 

—Amongst the numerous insects which affect the Coni- 

fers, this little beetle acts a prominent part, and al- 

though it evidently gives a decided preference to the 

Scotch Fir, yet in many places other species of Pine 

have not escaped its ravages. It is 20 years since 

its economy was investigated by Dr. Lindley, and the 

result published in Curtis’s Brit. Ent., and as it appears 

from recent communications to be causing great mis- 
chief at the present time at Inverary, and in the vicinity 

of Leeds, its history may be serviceable to some of our 

readers. 
It seems that a shoot one or two years old is required 

to nourish the beetle, for the green twigs of trees 100 

years old are attacked as well as young plantations. It 

is said that this insect only affects the Spruce when it 

cannot meet with the Scotch Fir. In 1842 its opera- 

tions were extended to some young plants of Pinus in- 

signis, and it then bored into the main shoots more 

than the others. Thirty years back it attacked recent 

plantations of the Weymouth Pine (P. strobus), in 

Norfolk, and in Germany the Silver Fir (P. picea), is 
recorded as suffering from its inroads. As early as 

April I have found these beetles in fine days on planks 

of Fir-wood in carpenters’ yards, on palings surround- 

ing Fir-groves, and on broken down Scotch Firs, run- 

ning about and getting into holes they had bored in the 

wood. It may therefore be inferred that they are 
hatched in the early spring, or live through the winter, 
when they pair, and in June the beetles are far from 
uncommon in most places where old Fir-groves abound. 

The first question is, where are the eggs laid? 
Kollar says, beneath the bark of sickly and felled Pines, 

on the inner bark of which the larvee feed ; and such 
appears to be the fact ; for some bark of an old tree 

infested by H. piniperda was transmitted to me full of 

labyrinths excavated by them, He further states that 

they only deposit their eggs on healthy trees when they 
are compelled to do so by necessity. He seems to con- 

tradict himself by saying “ the abode and place of pro- 

pagation of the perfect beetle are in the pith of the 
young shoots of the Pine, particularly in the side twigs,” 

and to reconcile the two statements, we must admit 

that the economy of the insect is different in old decay- 

ing trees and in young healthy plants ; and such, pro- 
bably, is the case. x 

If young shoots be examined, a round hole through 
the bark and wood is observable below a lateral branch 

(fig. 1 a), where the beetle ate an entrance, as is evi- 

dent from the size of the orifice, and having consumed 

the pith in its upward course, it eventually made 

its exit through. the terminal buds, or before arriv- 
ing at the extremity (b). This is more clearly 

exhibited in fig. 2, where the same portion has 

been divided longitudinally, and the channel 

from c to d is clearly exhibited ; several of these bur- 

rows are figured in the work already referred to, one of 
them 2 ins. long, and showing a variety of points of 
exit. Dr. Lindley ascertained that a beetle was five 

days informing a channel about an inch long, including 

the erosion of the bark and wood, which at the com- 

mencement consumed about 16 hours. One would 

infer from analogy that the female deposited her eggs 

in these galleries ; but I am not certain it is that sex 

which undertakes this operation of boring, and I have 

never been able to detect any, eggs, which I am inclined 
to think are concealed in crevices of the bark. A con- 

tributor to the “ Gardeners’ Magazine,” resident in 

Ireland, has stated that “the eggs are hatched under 
the old bark, and in May when the trees make their 

young shoots, the larva inserts itself into the base and 

works upward, until it makes its way out at the ex- 
tremity ;” vol. ii, page 355. This is clearly a mistake, 
for it is the beetle as we have shown, that does the 
mischief, and specimens were alive last October in 
numbers of the twigs that had fallen from the trees. 
One of the first indications of this insect is the shoots 
turning yellow, and dropping down they lie scattered on 
the ground ; but I ber once in Sep seeing 
turpentine exuding in whitish opake lumps from holes 
in the bark of standing Scotch Firs in Hampshire, and 
my memory fails me exceedingly if I did not cut out 
specimens of the H. piniperda from beneath. 

Sin 

v 
The maggot is fleshy, thick, and cylindrical ; some- 

what like those found in nuts, being of a whitish colour 
with an ochreous head, the tail tinted with the same. 
Its pupa is probably of a yellowish white, exhibiting 
traces of the future beetle, which has been included i 
various genera, but is now identified as the Hylurgus 
piniperda (fig. 3). Some specimens are ochreous, but 
the mature ones are of a shining pitch-colour, rough, 
with punctures, and longish hairs are scattered over 
the whole body, to prevent the turpentine from adher- 
ing to it. As the mouth is well adapted for gouging out 
the wood, I have figured the various parts *; e e exhibit 
the two strong jaws ; g g the hairy maxillee, and stout 
feelers ; f being the chin with similar palpi. Fig. 4 
shows the beetle greatly magnified ; the head is conical 
and drooping, the muzzle being wedge-shaped with a 
short capitate ferruginous horn on each side ; the eyes 
are vertical, elliptical ; the thorax is conical, but trun- 
cated before; the wing-cases are broader and semi- 
cylindrical, with nine lines of punctures on each, and 
others scattered between them; the wings are folded 
beneath, and enable the beetle to fly well ; the legs are 
short and strong ; the shanks dilated and spiny at their 
extremities ; the tarsi are ferruginous, and appear only 
four-jointed. 

When old trees are infested by the Hylurgus, they 
should be cut down and burnt. If young plantations 
be only slightly affected, the diseased shoots may be cut 
off and burnt; but this must be done in good time to be 
of any servíce.— Ruricola. 

E 

Home Correspondence. 
Heating.—l take the liberty of commenting upon 

Mr. Meek's letter of October 24. In the first place, 
Mr. Meek arrives too bastily at the conclusion that 
glass is insensible to radiated heat, from the mere faet 
of the absence of hig! in the burning-glass, 
having forgotten that the rays of the sun are not con- 
centrated in the lens but atthe focus. The fallacy of 
the hypothesis may be easily shown by suspending the 
same lens before a parlour fire, where it will speedily 
become too hot to be incautiously handled. He is also 
wrong in attributing the sensation of cold in elevated re- 
gions solely to the incapacity of air for absorbing 
radiated heat. It depends chiefly upon the rarefaction 

of the air p itting a less i pted radiation, by 
which all matter within its limits is rapidly cooled down. 
There is another cause which acts upon ourselves in 

* They are fully described in Curtis’s “ Brit. Ent.” 

these situations, viz., a more free evaporation from the 
skin (also the effect o faction of the pl 3 
tending, as is well known, to produce cold. But these 
are questions of abstract science, upon which it is not 
my present purpose to dwell further. To the attack 
upon hot water I have nothing to object. do not 
approve of hot-water warming, and am quite willing 
that it should be condemned ; it is expensive and non- 
ventilating, and must be relinquished ; at the same 
time I think it fair to acknowledge that it is better 
than most hot-air stoves, which dry and burn the air 
to a degree that renders it both unpleasant and un- 
wholesome. I now come to that portion of Mr. Meek's 
letter which relates to myself, wherein he seems so 
grievously alarmed at the unlimited ventilation which 
lrecommend. He is afraid that I shall not be able to 
control the supply of fresh air to a mere sufficiency for 
the respiration and existence of 1000 persons congre- 
gated in a church capable of containing 4000. Poor 
people! he fears that you will be absolutely surfeited 
with fresh air! However, I do not anticipate that any 
clergyman or country gentleman will object to this 
healthful inundation, always provided that it is made 
comfortably warm. But it appears that Mr. Meek 
doubts the possibility of doing this except at an ex- 
travagant cost ; and although I have before quoted 
instances showing that the winter cost of warming a large 
suite of publie rooms, with ap area of nearly 120,000 cubic 
feet, has not exceeded 6d. for 24 hours, yet is not he 
convinced, and I am pelled to the i task 
of pulling to pieces his calculations, and to exhibit one 
of my own. Mr. Meek has told us that in order to 
maintain a temperature of 60° in a building, it is best 
to collect the coldest air from within (probably at about 
40°) in preference to fresh air from without, which may 
be as low as 209. He proceeds to say that half the 
fuel will suffice to raise air at 40° to 60°, over an inter- 
val of 20°, as is needed to raise air at 20° to 602 over 
an interval of 40°. This may be quite true ; but does 
Mr. Meek suppose that he will be able to keep the tem- 
perature of his houseat 60°, by supplying air heated to 
60° only, while there is a constant struggle on the part 
of the frost outside to reduce it to 20°. Let him plunge 
his thermemeter into the air-tight chamber, where the 
atmosphere is submitted to contact with the heated 
iron plate, and I suspect he will find that his practice 
is to warm the air, not to 60°, but to 200° or more. 
We thus see that Mr. Meek’s calculations are based 
upon wrong data, and I, therefore, request attention to 
a eorreeted statement of the case. It requires a cer- 
tain quantity of fuel to raise air from 40° to 200° over 
an interval of 166° ; an additional eighth will be needed 
to raise air from 20° to 200° over an interval of 1809, 
showing an apparent loss of one-eighth to the ventilat- 
ing system as compared with Polmaise. But this loss 
is partly compensated by the smoke yielding up more of 
its caloric. to: the eontaet with the colder current, 
and, therefore, it is only fair to compute that 
one-sixteenth of the fuel is employed to procure 
the advantages of thorough ventilation, I mean 
next to prove that the principle upon which my 
Stove is constructed, derives twice as much heat 
from the combustion of the same quantity of fuel as do 
any of the ordinary arrangements. Mr. Meek gives 
well-merited praise to Dr. Arnott, I would gladly add 
my tribute, could I by so doing add honour to such a 
name, I am satisfied that his method of consuming 
fuel is incomparably superior to any other, upon which 
account I employ it in my stove. There is, however, a 
great loss of heat in the discarded smoke, even from an 
Arnott- stove, and I suppose few of your readers will 
be prepared for the result of my experiment upon one. 
It stood in a room, 16 feet by 14 feet ; instead of allow- 
ing the smoke to escape direetly into a chimney, it was 
carried through the wall into.a series of pipes in the 
next, which was a large oom ; after traversing these 
pipes, it was discharged into the chimney. ‘The waste 
smoke giving off its heat over the large surface of the 
pipes, raised this latter room to a temperature exceed- 
ing that containing the stove by 12? ; I have there- 
fore added to the advantages of Dr. Arnott’s combus- 
tion a more economical application of the products, 
from which I abstract more than double the heat gene- 
rally made subservient to the purposes of warming. I 
can therefore well afford to spare one-sixteenth for 
yentilation, of which also I am happy to say that Dr. 
Arnott is a distinguished and able advocate. I cannot 
conclude without protesting against any insinuation 
that my system has been “ accompanied by such prae- 
tical difficulties as preclude its general employment,” 
I positively assert that in no one instance has this been 
the ease ; and it is only because I have been too fully 
occupied with my business here that I have not before 
corrected Mr. Meck’s reiterated statements respecting 
the economy of the Polmaise return-air-drains.—Robers 
Hazard, Bristol, October 29. 

Cabbage Sprouts. — Having observed that sprouts. 
from Cabbage stalks when they came near the soil sent 
out roots, I thought that if cut off and planted in the 
ground they would take root, and thus become larger 
than if left upon the stalk. I cut several sprouts off, 
and slashing the bottom of their stalks across with my 
knife, I planted them in the ground, and ina very short 
while was gratified by seeing that they had evidently 
taken root, and were growing as well as I could pos- 
sibly wish. They soon became large plants, and Cab- 
baged in a much shorter time than seedling plants would 
have done, Thus it would appear that we can not only 
increase our stock of Cabbages without having recourse 
to the slow process of growing them from seed, but we 
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ean perpetuate any favourite or partieular kind, and 

that, too, at any time of the year in which vegetation is 

carried on.— Wm. Wilson, gr. at Harraby, near Carlisle. 

Nature and Cause of the Potato Disease.—What 

with guesses and surmises the public have variety 

enough to select from as to the nature of the Potato 

disease, and whence it originally came. Some think 

they have discovered an insect unknown to entomo- 

logists, and operating as never insect was suspected to 

act before. Others see a malignance in morning mists, 

of which we have no parallel in past experience. The 

astrologers (for the race it seems is not extinct), have 
settled the point by putting all the blame on “ the 

leaden influence” of the planet Saturn, which from its 

position they say operates powerfully on our planet, &c. 

Now, would it not be better to take the advice of Bacon, 

and follow the example of his disciples, by collecting facts, 

and searching for a cause accounting for them, the 

operation of which we know and understand. Many of 

us during the present year have been on the look out 

for, and have watched the progress of the plague. We 
have also obtained information from others, and espe- 

cially through the medium of your journal. We have 

seen there that the disease broke out early in frames 

and hotbeds ; that during the prevalence of the dry 

winds in May and June it was noticed by none but 

careful observers. T, for one, discovered the black 

spot here and there ; whilst, from the general healthy 

appearance of the crops, few anticipated what was to 

occur, In both years numbers remarked the appear- 

ance and inerease of the malady after morning mists, 
and that after the rains of July and August the Potato 
tops were black and perishing. All agree also that 
gardens and fields abundantly manured suffered in the 

greatest degree. Now, 1 ask, does not allthis point out 
to an intestinal parasitical fungus? The disease has 
shown itseif in places during the whole period of the 
growth of the Potato; and are not the sporules of 
fungi often minute and numerous beyond calculation, 
and appearing to be present wherever they can grow ? 
Dryness checks the rot, and heat and moisture encourage 

its increase. Fungi again. A morning’s moisture and 

mist in July and August is followed by a general attack 

on the crops; and what Mushroom hunter does not 

rise with the light at such times in expectation of suc- 
eess in bis search? All this directs our attention to a 
parasitical fungus. But the plants of most vigorous 

and luxuriant growth are first destroyed. The parasite 

«then is intestinal ; for the superficial attack the weak 

and sickly plants in preference to others. Most fungi 

also revel in the nitrates and phosphates, and has not 

strong animal manure been for the last ten years poison 

to the Potato? If this then be true, we should ask the 

Mushroom grower how he succeeds, and adopt a 

directly contrary course. One of your correspondents 

having expelled the nauseous smell of a rotten Potato 

y pungent carbonate of ammonia jumps to the conclu- 

sion that ammonia is the specific, and that since the 
diseased leaf cannot absorb it, the roots must be sup- 
plied with a double dose. Let him go to the labourer 
possessed only of a small garden which has been 

enriched to satiety with the refuse of the cottage and 
the hog-stye. Here are nitrates and phosphates too in 

abundance, and material for the formation of as much 

ammonia as he could desire, and what will be the 

answer to his inquiry? That from the corrupted pro- 
duce scarcely the value of the seed planted can be 
saved, and that for the present Potato growing must be 

suspended in despair.—Sigma. 
Polmaise Heating —That plants require a supply of 

fresh air to preserve their health and full beauty, is 
indisputable,—why else do you in your “Calendar of 

Operations,” and elsewhere, so often reiterate the 

instruction to attend to “ thorough ventilation.” Now 
il 
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one, shall be rejoiced to hear that the ram has become | coloured gangrene, similar to that on the Potato tubers. 

attainable to men of moderate incomes, and if it can be | To appearance they seemed but slightly affected in the 

made as serviceable as Legg's engine, or more so, let | foliage, and that onlyin the centre or crown of the 

persons who want anything of the kind ehoose between | root, all the outer and less succulent leaves being unin- 

them, If the ram can be erected at so low a sum as is | jured. I may just observe that this crop was very 
now asserted, how comes it that tradesmen when| highly manured with stable-dung, in a rather fresh 

applied to have given in such exorbitant estimates, and | state. Now with the greatest possible deference, I 

thrown difficulties in the way, which have all vanished | respectfully submit that these facts go far to prove that 

since I have called attention to the engine in my | the failure of the Potato crop cannot be ascribed to any- 

orchard? I am exceedingly fond of scientific pursuits, | thing like constitutional debility, to which, in some of 
but my enthusiasm in the cause will not allow me to act | your recent remarks, you seem rather inclined, as welt 

unjustly to egg in divulging anything which 
might injure him, and which I must do, did I enter 
into any explanations relating to the secret by which 
Mr. Legg is enabled to work his engine with so diminu- 
tive a stream of water. I am ready at any time to 
prove to demonstration what my engine will perform. 
If the ram has been so much improved of late, that it 
can be made more powerful and cheaper in price than 
Legg’s engine, “let the ram flourish ;” but let us give 
each fair play. I shall certainly not desert my play- 
thing till 1 am convinced that something superior has 
been devised. My main or supply lead pipe is half- 
inch. The water is conducted to the machine in a 
wooden trough,—I merely mentioned the stream filling 
aitwo-inch pipe to give an idea of the small quantity of 
water required as a moving power. If your corres- 
pondent does not wish to take so long a journey to 
satisfy his curiosity, perhaps he could depute some 
friend in Cheltenham to inspect the engine for him. I 
have given all the information that any reasonable man 
can require, and shall only repeat the engine may be 
seen at work any day on calling upon Mr. Legg — 
Hydrangea. [Here this matter ends, 
agree with “ Hydrangea” that those who wish to know 
price, &c., should apply to Mr. Legg himself. Any 
further communications from |Mr. ;Henson, or persons 
interested in selling such machines, must be paid for as 
advertisements. ] 

Potatoes.—On the 16th January last I planted a bed 
of a very early kind of white round Potato, with manure 
from an old hotbed ; as they became fit for the table 
they were raised as wanted. A very few spots were 
seen on the foliage, and now and then a diseased tuber. 
As they were raised from day to day the fairest and 
most prolific were put out to green for seed; the 
greatest attention being paid to select none on which 
there was the least appearance of the disease. When 
they were sufficiently green they were placed in an 
open drawer, and have remained there till now ; but 
from time to time here and there, one showed the dis- 
ease, and I have this morning (Nov. 2), examined them 
minutely, and find out of 126 Potatoes there are 43 dis- 
eased (some quite throughout, and soft), and 83 at present 
seemingly sound. 

fectly sound when stored away, and the diseased ones 
3 

We quite | laws which have existed since the Creation.” 

as your able contemporary, the Dublin Eve: 
who, by the way, has recently given to the 
extraordinary clever papers on the Potato disease, all 
tending to tlie same erroneous conclusion, viz., the con- 
stitutional debility of the tuber, and its total disappear- 
ance from the earth. This, to say the least of it, is a very 
alarming doctrine, but the facts I have stated will, I 
trust, prove a complete antidote. One word to the ad- 
vocates of the fungal theory. How are they to recon- 
cile the above facts with their assertions—for it is mere 
assertion--that the blight is confined to the Solanaceous 
family only? And how are they to meet the interesting 
facts detailed by your intelligent correspondent “J.P.” 
(page 726). limagine they must give up the fungal 
theory as the cause, unless they are prepared to prove 
that the fumes of ammonia will necessarily produce their 
favourite parasite, which I guess, as Jonathan would 
say, they will find a rather difficult task. Let us all 
throw our preconceived notions overboard, and stick to 
facts, and in the words of your talented coadjutor :— 
* This disease, so mysterious at present, will one day, 

no doubt, be clear! d as the f 

ost, 

[ 
I cannot 

close this communication without recording my admira- 
tion of the excellent, sound, and sensible remarks of the 
Editor of the Agricultural Gazette, in answer to Mr. 
Russell (p. 730). They are really quite refreshing, and 
ought to be stereotyped.—J. Walker, Viceregal Gardens, 
Dublin, Nov. 4. 

; Foreign Correspondence. 
Odessa, Sept. 23, 1846. —1n my last letter from Kiev 

I believe I omitted to mention the Beet-root cultivation 
and sugar manufactories, which, I was there told, were 
carrying on with great success by some of the Polish land- 
holders in the government of Kiev, and increasing in 
number and extent. From Kiev here we passed at first 
through a sandy, wooded country, with intervals of cul- 
tivation, like the last stages on the other side of Kiev. 
After a stage or two, the woods gradually disappeared, 
and we came out into the open country, called steppes, 
which, from a vast barren waste, are now becoming in 
many places so highly productive. These steppes are, 

At what period did these receive j however, very different from what I had figured them 
the seeds of disease ? They were to all appearance per- | to myself. Instead of an interminable dead flat, the 

ground is much undulated and intersected by valleys of 
were separated as soon as they were dis d. nay 
add that about the end of May I saw some Potatoes 
from the same lot of seed, raised in Glamorganshire, 
which were very much diseased, although I did not ob- 
serve the spot on the leaf.— Lusor. 

French Bean a Substitute for the Potato.—l was 
sorry to see (p. 708), an article on the Haricot as a 
substitute for the Potato, without the necessary accom- 
paniment of stating that it does not ripen seeds in 
ordinary seasons in our northern summers ; and al- 
though it may do very well for Kent or Devon, and in 
such a season as the present actually has ripened seeds 
in Derbyshire, no practical man could place any de- 
pendance upon the ripe crop of Haricots in the northern 
counties, although the green crop is well worthy of ex- 
tensive cultivation, on account of the great bulk of food 
that it yields.— 4. F. 

although the Polmaise system does not n ly 
exclude external air, yet it does not appear to require 
its admission as essential. It does not seem to have 

occurred that little or no additional fuel will be requred 

to warm the air admitted from without, through the 
atove, than if the same air were supplied to the fire 
itself. It is well known to iron-masters that by using 
hot blast the temperature of the furnace is increased 

in a ratio of about nine-tenths of the difference between 

that of the heated blast, and that of the external air. 

Would it not then be more advantageous to the health 

of the plants, if the fire were supplied with the vitiated 

air from within the house, instead of the more pure 

external air, and admit the fresh air to pass over the 

stove, for the supply of the house? I think the princi- 
ple will hold good, whether the atmospheric temperature 
þe 10° or 50° ; and that very little more fuel would be 

consumed.—Lwusor. [How do you propose to provide 

against back draughts 1] 
Legg's Hydraulic Engine.—In answer to your cor- 

respondent (page 710), I must beg to inform him that 

T am not either a tradesman or engineer, and therefore 

incapable of giving him the estimate he requests ; if he 

really wishes to know the cost of Legg’s engine on a 

large scale, the most sensible and satisfactory plan will 
be, an application to the maker, e no sort of 
interest in the machine excepting having derived great 

benefit from its supplying me with water, which I could 

not obtain by any other means, and I trust others will 

not be deterred from reaping the same advantage, by 

any attempts to undervalue the hydraulie in question. 

if Mr. Legg has no other merit in offering a cheap and 
useful engine to the public, he is surely entitled to the 
credit of having lowered the price of rams, and ren- 
dered them more efficient in situations in which they 
did not pretend to be of use a short time ago. 1, for 

Tr of Corn.—A member of my family, 
less ineredulous than myself, was determined to try an 
experiment relative to the above subject. Accordingly, 
on the 22d of June last, T superintended the putting in 
of two rows of common Oats, taken from my stable- 
bin, and among whieh, I am confident, were grains of 

no other description of corn. The plants have already 
been cut twice since the above period, and at this.date 
(November 3), they stand about a foot high, in great 
luxuriance, many of them again showing for ear. On 
opening some of the cases I find Oats, but on two 
plants I discover that which appears to be Rye. I in- 
close one of these ears, Measuring, as you will perceive, 
11 inches from its base to the extremity of its beard. 
The only perceivable difference between the foliage of 
the two plants and the rest, seems to be the red circle 
at the aperture where the ear bursts out, as will be ob- 
served in the specimen sent. I have not seen it re- 
marked in any previous discussion on this subject, that 
the transmutation of corn has been observed in the 
first year. A friend to whom I showed my production 
doubted whether it was even Rye.— T. M. W., West- 
bury-upon-Severn Vicarage, Gloucester. [It is not Rye, 
but a long-eared, long-bearded Barley.] 

Cause of Potato Disease.—l have formerly drawn 

attention to the important fact, that the blight which has 

unfortunately destroyed such a breadth of the Potato 

crop, was, however, not confined to the Potato alone; 

but, judging from what happened under my own imme- 

diate observation, it seems to attack any vegetable that 

is more than usually luxuriant, and of course more suc- 
culent. My former list (p. 661) I presume pointed to 
some such conclusion, and I am sorry to inform you 
that the other day I began to take up my Parsnip crop, 

and out of many thousands there is not one sound root 

to be found, every one being affected with a cinnamon- 

depth, in the bottoms of which and along the 
streams the granite shows itself, or, nearer Odessa, the 
calcareous rock. On the hills, which are, it is true, flat- 
topped, and often of very great extent, so as at a dis- 
tance to show a level horizon, the soil is generally 
blackish, easily working up into a very fine dust, or, 
with the least wet, into a thick remarkably tenacious 
mud ; but when dry again, wears down in the roads 
almost as smooth as a boarded floor. At this season 
these steppes are so completely burnt up that the stub- 
bles and the uncultivated wild pastures are all of one 
brown colour, except where the quantity of Artemisia 
and Chenopodiaceze give them a grey tint, and driving 
across one of these long bare hills, without a tree or a 
house to be seen, and the monotonous outline only 
broken by the tumuli scattered over the higher grounds, 
the prospect is dreary enough ; and where in the val- 
leys you come upon the villages of the New Russian 
peasantry, the matter is not much mended. The 
wretched hovels they live in resemble those of our paupers 
in the west of England put upon commons, or on the 

roadside, in the hopes of gaining the right to the 
ground by prescription. Their fields, judging from the 
stubble, produce finer crops of Thistles and other weeds 
than of grain ; their agricultural operations of thresh- 
ing, winnowing, and conveying the grain to market, 
is carried on in as idle and unproductive a way as can be 
conceived ; the Thistles from their fields (chiefly Ono- 
pordons and Centaureas), together with dried dung, 
serves them for fuel, and everything shows the lowest 
stage of industry. So much the greater contrast when 
you go through any of the numerous and thriving mili- 
tary colonies—one of the happiest ideas of the Russian 
Government for rendering the steppes profitable, at the 
same time that the moral condition of the reserve 
forees is so very much improved, and the expense of 
maintaining them almost entirely saved. The organisa- 
tion and present condition of these colonies, has, I am 

told, been very accurately described by Marshal Mar- 
mont, in a pamphlet translated into the “ United Ser- 
vice Journal,” which I have not seen; and he had 
much better opportunities than myself of examining 
them; but it is impossible to drive through them 
without marking the effect of order and industry on the 
health and comfort of the inhabitants. The cottages, 
all of the same form, placed at set distances from each 
other (to diminish the danger of fire) with military pre- 
cision; the kind of discipline under which the inha- 
bitants are kept, and the forms and regulations to be 
observed, may by some be thought to savour too much 
of the arbitrary : but if the effect be the conversion of 
a dreary desert into richly productive corn-fields, and 
the substitution of large villages of a rich and healthy 
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population, to the wretched collections of hovels inha- 

bited by the half-starved looking New Russians, a little 

too much strictness in the means cannot be complained 

of. We passed through 15 or 20 of them, including 

the town of Vosnesensk (their head quarters in this 

part of the country), and were much struck, especially 

with the difference between the women and children in 

these colonies and those of the other villages. In their 

agriculture, though the stubbles looked rich and the 

corn in the stacks fine, yet there is certainly much to be 

done ; fartoo many weeds—no appearance of rotation of 

crops, and with the enormous extent of grain and fallow, 

there must be a deficiency of food for cattle and horses. 

These hilly steppes extend from the Dniester to be- 

yond the Dnieper; after that, towards the Don, they say 

that the steppes are really a dead flat, before you come 

to the salt steppes of the mouths of the Volga ; but of 

these I know nothing personally, The erops on all of 

them are this year reckoned to be very fair—much 

better than was expected, and the rains that have now 

fallen, though not much, have still been of great benefit 

to the lands now sowing, so that with the expectation of 

high prices, the prospects of the growers, and still more 

of the dealers, who are so much more ready to take ad- 
vantage of circumstances, are good. 

As we approach Odessa, the vicinity of this great 
corn-mart is strongly indicated by the increasing num- 

bers of the long lines of corn waggons on the various 

roads. Small, rudely-constructed, light waggons upon 

low wheels, the wooden rim of one piece, generally 

without tire, carrying, each of them, but half a dozen 

sacks of corn, and drawn by a pair of oxen; each 

follow one another in strings of 20 to 40 or more, one 

man to every four, or sometimes to every three, carry 

the corn at a slow pace, often 200 or 300 miles; and 

although the oxen are turned out when they stop, to 

pick up what they can in the parched steppes or stubble 

by the roadside, yet as they often return empty, these 

long journeys alone must add much to the expense of the 

corn. Arrived in Odessa, the grain is lodged in warehouses 
situated in all parts of the town, even amidst the best 

streets, and from these warehouses to the port, light 
waggons with one horse and driver to each, are trotting 
up and down all day long, enveloping the town with 
clouds of dust, but giving an appearance of extracrdi- 
nary activity. The port itself (that is to say, the 

jetty where the corn is transferred from these 

waggons to the lighters which take it to the ships in the 

harbour), is all day long like a bee-hive. The loaded 
waggons, (if half-a-dozen sacks and a driver may be 

called a load) trotting down, and the empty ones trot- 
ting up, form each almost a continuous line, and the 
numbers of fine houses springing up in every direction, 
show that this activity is not unproductive. It is long 
indeed since I have seen a town of its size (about 60,000 
inhabitants) show so many outward signs of prosperity 
as Odessa, and that without the dull, dirty look of most 
business towns ; the stone used for building is whitish, 

but too soft, and in architecture most of the warehouses 
look more like private houses, or even palaces, than 
anything else. Cranes and pullies are much too great 
an innovation to be generally used ; the corn is carried 
up and down stairs by manual labour, so that not only 
is there nothing peculiar in the construetion of the 
warehouses ; but many houses are used fora year or two 
for corn till they are thoroughly dry, and then converted 
into private residences. The kind of wheat shipped is, 
I am told, chiefly the Arnaouth or Tagonrog Wheat, 
which is precisely the same small-eared, bearded sort, 
which I have seen almost universally grown in Russia, 
and never met with in the west of Europe. A great 
quantity (as I am assured here) is sent to Italy to make 
the finest maccaroni, and everywhere used to mix with 
other sorts,and give a fine, white appearance to bread. 
As it succeeds so wellin all parts of temperate Russia, 
from Nijni Novgorod to Odessa, why should not we 
grow it also? 

Hocteties. 
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

Nov. 3.—AvyExaANDER Henperson, M.D., in the chair. 
The Earl of Stamford ; Sir W. C. Trevelyan, Bart. ; 
H. Stuart; D. S. Merewether; S. Bennet; J. M. 
Yeels ; J. G. G. Seager, Esqs. ; and Mr. James Veitch, 
of Exeter, were elected Fellows. It will be remem- 
bered that at the last meeting various remarkable 
Pine-apples were exhibited. Again a very good 
display of this fine fruit was produced, and although 
none were so heavy as the best on that occasion, yet they 
bore satisfactory evidence of the improvement that is 
steadily going on in the cultivation of the Pine-apple, 
which, no doubt, will yet be brought to far greater 
perfection than has ever yet been obtained. On this 
occasion, among the most remarkable were four Queens, 
from Mr. Goid, gr. to Sir W. W. Dixie, Bart., the 
heaviest of which weighed 5 lbs. 6 oz., and the lightest 
41bs.2 oz. The other two weighed respectively 4 lbs. 
6 oz. and 5 Ibs. 2 oz. "These were well formed, finely 
swelled, and in every way specimens of first-rate excel- 
lence. A Banksian Medal was awarded them.— Mr. 
Reid, of Noblethorpe, also sent four Queens, scarcely 
distinguishable from the above; the heaviest being 
precisely the same weight, viz. 5 lbs. 6 oz,; the 
smallest weighed 3 Ibs. 12 oz., which was somewhat less 
than the lightest of Mr, Gold's fruit; but then the 
others made up for the deficiency ; they weighed re- 
spectively 5 lbs. 5 oz. and 4lbs. 7 oz. All of them 
were handsome fruit, with moderate-sized crowns, and 
well deserving the Banksian Medal which was awarded 

again sent three Queens, which, although much inferior to 
the noble fruit produced at last meeting by the same 
grower, were well deserving of attention, being beauti- 
fully formed and well ripened. They weighed respect- 
ively 5 Ibs., 4 lbs. 12 oz., and 4 lbs. 10 oz. A certifi- 
eate was awarded them. Inferior to these were others 
from different growers.—Mr. Henderson, gr. to Sir G. 
Beaumont, Bart., sent a Queen weighing 5 lbs. 5 oz., 
and an Enville, 6 lbs. 50z. ; Mr. McEwen, gr. to Col. 
Wyncham, an Enville, 61bs. ; Mr. Hamp, gr. to J. 
Thorne, Esq., a Buck’s Seedling, 4 Ibs. 4 0z.; and, 
finally, Mr. Povey, gr. to the Rev. J. Thornyeroft, sent 
two Black Jamaicas, weighing respectively 5 lbs. 4 oz. 
and 4lbs. 4 oz.— Various Grapes were exhibited, A 
Banksian Medal was awarded to Mr. Mitchell, of Kemp- 
town, Brighton, for very excellent bunches of Black 
Hamburghs, being part of a second crop of Grapes from 
Vines which bad ripened off a fair crop about the end 
of February. The bunches were not large, but the 
berries were finely swelled, sweet, and good, and the 
crop was said to be large. After the first crop was 
gathered, and the Vines allowed about two months’ rest, 
they were pruned, and, although they bled profusely, 
they pushed well, and have ripened a capital crop. 
It was also mentioned that the young wood for the 
next year's crop was well ripened, with plump buds, 
showing every prospect of an excellent future. It is not, 
however, contemplated to take two crops from the Vines 
next year.—Mr. Smith, gr. to the Hon. J. Norton, 
showed famous Cannon-Hall Museats—a Grape not 
nearly so well known as it ought to be; and good 
bunches of Muscadine ripened on a wall in bell-gl 

variety of Oncidium ornithorhynchum, showing thatpur- 
chasers should be careful in obtaining the large dark- 
flowered sort.—From Mr. Webster, Kartham gardens, 
were a beautiful Cattleya labiata and a cut spike of the 
Chinese Renanthera coccinea, for which a Banksian 
Medal was awarded.—C. B. Warner, Esq., sent Onci- 
dium crispum, the larger variety of Oncidium papilio, 
Cattleya labiata, Lælia Perrinii, Phalenopsis ama- 
bilis, and a dark variety of Odontoglossum grande: , 
a Certificate was awarded. A famous Cattleya la- 
biata, for which a Banksian Medal was given, 
was produced by Mr. Moore, gr. to R. Hanbury, 
Esq., together with a specimen of Mormodes aromati- 
cum, remarkable for its agreeable spicy odour. 
From Mr. Plant, gr. to J. H. Schréder, Esq., were- 
Lelia Perrinii, the showy Lycaste Skinneri, the rare- 
Angraecum bilobum, the bright orange-flowered Epi- 
dendrum vitellinum, a colour so rare among Orchids, 
and a very handsome Oncidium, with a large pale yel- 
low lip, and brown-barred petals: a Certificate was- 
awarded for the latter.— Finally Messrs. Rollis- 
son, of Tooting, sent a collection of Plants in 
which was a fine specimen of Miltonia candida, also- 
Oncidium barbatum, two Odontoglossums, Cattleya la- 
biata and bicolor, Octomeria graminifolia, Epidendrum 
patens, and a new transparent blush.flowered Dendro- 
bium from Java.—From Mr. Glendinning, of the Chis- 
wick Nursery, was a new white-flowered Hoya, for 
which a Certificate was awarded. It had clean looking, 
shining, dark green leaves, and white flowers, which 
were, however, only half expanded, and therefore seen. 
"A EIER 

made for the purpose, were exhibited by Mr. McEwen, 
gr. to Col. Wyndham, at Petworth. Black Hamburghs 
ripened on a south-east wall from an old Vine said to 

ripen abundant crops in most seasons, also came from 
Mr. Deas, Arundel, Sussex. Other fruit in the shape 
of Beurré Diel and Uvedale’s St. Germain Pears were 
produced from the garden of J. Gadesden, Esq. ; and a 
large ill-shaped specimen of the latter variety, weighing 
2 lbs. 3 oz., was shown from the nursery of Messrs. Rol- 
lisson, of Tooting.—Several Cucumbers were exhibited. 
Mr. Meek, of Holmesdale House, Nutfield, sent a speci- 
men measuring 19 ins. in length, that had been grown 
in a Pine-stove heated on the Polmaise plan, and along 
with it a leaf measuring 15 ins. in diameter, discoloured 
however from an indraft of smoke from the chimney, 
one of the lights having been accidentally left open during 
the late heavy fogs. The Cucumber had been cut 
from a plant propagated by a cutting from an old sum- 
mer plant ; the cutting was taken off about 7 weeks 
back, and after rooting, was shifted into a pot ; it re- 
mained in this till the last fortnight, when the pot was 
broken and more soil put to the roots, At that time 
there was a leaf on the plant 17 ins, across and 5 ft. 
round. The fruit was not sent as a specimen of culti- 
vation, but to show that a house can be heated on the 

Polmaise principle both for bottom and atmospheric 

heat, proving that an air-boiler and a hot-air tank can 

accomplish all that can be desired in the way of heating 

at one-half the cost of hot water. The plant, without 

any attention in the way of giving manure, &c., was 

stated to be producing abundantly, trailing along an 

iron rafter over the Pines.—Mr. Mills, of Gunners- 
bury Park, long famed for Cucumber growing, sent the 
finest specimen exhibited, a Brewston's Hybrid; and 

from Mr. Dunsford, Essex, were three seedlings, crosses 
between Hamilton’s Black Spine and Latter’s Victory 
of England. 

Or Prawrzs there was a fine display, more especially 
of Orchids, among which were several magnificent 
specimens of Cattleya labiata. The best of these came 

from the nursery of Messrs. Veitch and Son, and, 

although it had travelled all the way from Exeter, 

arrived in the finest possible condition. It had seven 

spikes, each with four or five large, handeome, purple 

owers, It had been grown in the coolest part of the 

Orchid house, and had been allowed plenty of air during 

summer. Along with it were Begonia fuchsoides, a 
handsome, bright. red flowered Fuchsia-like species ; a 
beautiful Phalænopsi: ilis, kable for the 
length of time it had continued in bloom; and a new 
Clerodendron from Java, a noble-looking plant, with 
remarkably fine, large leaves, from whose axils’ spring 
panieles about a foot long, covered with multitudes of 
white, or rather blush-coloured blossoms, A Knight- 
ian medal was awarded for the Begonia, Cattleya, and 
Clerodendron. Various Orchids came from the nursery 
of Messrs. Loddiges, of Hackney, and among them the 
buff-flowered Calanthe curculigoides, Catasetum sacca- 
tum, one of the most extraordinary forms of the genus ; 
Coelia the br fl Oneidium 
crispum, the beautiful little Cattleya pumila, Lelia 
Perrinii, the handsome Odontoglossum Insleayi, 
together with O. grande and candidum ; a tall Oncidium 
bl ious-looking Liparis pendula, a 

dark variety of Cypripedium barbatum and Epidendrum 
auritum. A Knightian medal was awarded for the 
three first-mentioned plants, together with Oncidium 
blong —Mr. Robertson, gardener to Mrs. Law- 

rence of Ealing Park, sent the beautiful Lælia Perrinii, 
Oncidium Cavendishii, the scarce Barkeria Lindleyana, 
a variety of Erica Banksi and Saccolabi enti- 
culatum, for which last a Banksian medal was awarded. 
— Other. Orchids were sent by Mr. Rae, gr. to J. 
Blandy, Esq., among which were Cattleya labiata, in 
lovely condition; Miltonia candida and Clowesiana ; 
Cirrhopetalum Medusee rather past its best; Lelia 
Perrinii, the beautiful Odontoglossum {Insleayi, Cyrto- 

lat them,—Mr. Hewitt, gr. to J, Purday, Esq., of Bay chilum an ugly small pale-flowered 

ge.—J. Allnutt, Esq., sent a basket of 
Camellia blooms; and collections of Chrysanthemum 
blooms came from the garden of E. Johnstone, Esq., of 
Stamford-hill; and from the nurseries of Messrs. 
Chandler and Sons, of Vauxhall, and Mr. Harrison, of 
Richmond, 

Of MisckrLLANEOUS Supsects was a barometer from 
T. N. Parker, Esq., of Sweeney Hall, near Oswestry, 
which was stated to be an improvement on the 
common barometer, which from the nature of its con- 
struction is liable to some inaccuracy ; and from Mr. 
Hogg’s Pottery, Holloway,were what were called Toilet 
Stands, for small flower pots, and holed saucer shaped 
plates for placing in the bottoms of flower pots for 
drainage.—From the Garden of the Society was the 
noble mass of Phaleenopsis amabilis obtained in 
Manilla, by Mr. Fortune, just coming profusely into. 
blossom a second time, and promising to continue so all, 
the winter; also two Cattleyas, Lycaste Skinneri, 
the I potted Miltonia Russelli; large, noble- 
looking bushes, just coming into bloom, of Veronica 
speciosa and salicifolia ; and a small-flowered Chrysan- 
themum, sent from China by Mr. Fortune. 1t is called. 
the Chusan Daisy, and is held in great repute by the 
Chinese. Among Pears from the Garden were Figue 
de Naples, an excellent bearer as a standard, and one of 
those kinds that must not hang long on the tree ; other- 
wiseit will not become melting ; Napoleon, from a wall, 
Doyenné Gris, from a standard, as was also Bezi de la. 
Motte and Bergamotte Cadette, the latter possessing the 
property of ripening in succession all the winter ; some 
Írom the same tree have been ripe early in October, 
whilst others only became fit for use in March. The 
Apples were Pearson's Plate, one of the best dessert 
varieties ; Rymer and Waltham Abbey Seedling, both. 
kitchen Apples, the former a great bearer and a goo! 
keeping variety ; the latter requiring scarcely any sugar 
in cooking. 

LINNEAN SOCIETY. 
Nov. 3.—Rozert Brown, Esq. in the chair.—The 

first meeting of this Society was held this evening at 
the Society’s rooms, Soho-square. Arthur Grote, Esq., 
was elected a fellow. Dr. Lankester exhibited a spe- 
cimen of wood which had been bored by an insect, and 
the cavities afterwards surrounded by leaves, on which 
was placed the cocoon of some insect, probably the leaf- 
cutter bee. Mr. R. H. Solly exhibited a series of 
drawings of South American Palms, by Mr. Edward 
Goodall. The following presents to the museum were 
announced :—A collection of South American insects, 
by Captain King; a collection of plants, found within. 
120 miles of Sydney (New South Wales), by. Mr. Ste- 
phenson ; a collection of Australian fruits, by Alexan- 
der Macleay, Esq. ; and a collection of plants and fruits, 
from the neighbourhocd of Philadelphia, by Drs. Wat- 
son and Morton. Dr, Hugh Falconer read a paper 
on the Asafostida plant of Central Asia. The plant 
was discovered by Dr. Falconer in the valley of 
Astore, one of the subordinate valleys of the Indus. 
behind Cashmere, but does not extend to. Cash- 
mere. The plant, when found by him, was in 
a dried state ; but on showing it to an intelligent 
native prince he pronounced it to bethe true Asa- 
foetida plant. Dr. Falconer was not present at the 
season of the year when the gum-resin is collected; he 
however, brought back to Serampore a root of the 
plant and some of the fruits. The former produced a 
stem and leaves, but no flowers; and from a comparison 
with the plant of Kempfer, Dr, Falconer believes his 
to be identical with it. The stem of this plant is 
perennial, from 5 to 8 feet high, square, and about 
2 inches diameter at the base. The root is fusiform, 
single or divided. The leaves are collected into a 

fascicle above the root, and are numerous, large; and 
spreading about 18 inches in length; in the adult plant 
the petiol , amplexicauland channelled at the base, 

trifurcated a little above it ; the divisions limited at am 
angle with each other, like the legs of a triangle, and 
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bipinnately sected. The umbels are from 10- to 20, not have shade and shelter? are they less worthy than free from cauker as these, unless it were those in the 

rayed, emitted from the dilated spherical head of a 
common peduncle, Dr. Falconer calls the plant 
Narthex Asafeotida. 

Rebíetos, 
The Rose Amateur's Guide, &e. By Thomas Rivers. 

12mo. Longmans. The Fourth Edition, corrected 
and improved. 

Catalogue for 1846 of Selected Roses cultivated for Sale. 
By ‘thomas Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth, 

We need not say that the work at the head of this 
notice is indispensable to all lovers of the Rose. The 
favour with which it has been received by the public 
renders all expression of opinion on our part super- 
fluous, Mr. Rivers is well known as a nurseryman of 
great experience and high character, and as the pos- 
sessor of one of the best colleetions of Roses in the 
world ; from no one, therefore, will advice be obtained 
which can be received with more entire confidence. 
Among so much that is useful it is difficult to point out 
what possesses most novelty for the amateur ; but per- 
haps we may point out as a part of the more interesting 
subjects in this edition, the selections of Roses for par- 
ticular purposes, and the author's observations upon the 
eultivation of Roses in pots. Upon this head we find 
the following statement :— 

* Qultivation of Summer Roses in Pots.—For this 
purpose, a selection of the finest double varieties are 
alone eligible. Plants worked on neat stems not more 
than four inches high, and with fibrous compact roots, 
so that they will admit of being placed in the centre of 
the pots, should be potted late in October, or early in 
November, in twenty-four sized or eight-inch pots, in a 
compost of loam and rotten manure, or loam and leaf 
mould and manure, in equal quantities ; if toa bushel 
of this compost half a peck of pounded charcoal is 
added, it will be improved. After potting, they should 
be placed on slates, and then plunged in sawdust or old 
tan, so that the surface of the mould in the pots is 
covered about two inches in depth with the material 
used for plunging. A sunny exposed situation is Letter 
than under a wall, for when placed near a wall the 
branches always incline from it, so that the plant, in 
lieu of being round and compact, as it ought to be, 
becomes one-sided ; in February following they may be 
pruned in closely, i.e. to within two or three buds of 
the base of each shoot, and remain plunged during the 
summer ; additional vigour may be given by removing 
the sawdust or tan from the surface of the pots in 
Mareh, and substituting rotten manure; during the 
summer all suckers must be carefully removed, and in 
June, July, and August all luxuriant shoots shortened, 
by pinching off their ends, and superfluous shoots 
nipped in the bud ; so that each plant is made to form 
a neat compact bush, not too much crowded with shoots. 
If this is properly attended to, they will scarcely require 
pruning the following spring, but only a few of the 
shoots thinned out, i. e. entirely removed. These 
plants will require abundance of water in dry hot 
weather in summer, and once a week in June and July 
they should be watered with guano water, 1 lb. to 

twelve gallons of water will be of sufficient strength ; if 

not placed on slates, the pots must be removed once a 
fortnight to prevent the roots entering the soil under- 

neath the pots, which will give them much additional 

vigour: but the check they receive when removed is 

very injurious; this must, therefore, be careful 
guarded against. The above treatment is also appliea- 
ble to Moss and Provenee Roses on their own roots, 
which, when required for forcing, may at once be 
removed from the plunging-bed, after having remained 
there one summer, to the foreing-house ; those required 
for exhibition only, may also remain there till near the 

blooming season, when, if it is wished to retard them, 
they may be placed under a north wall, if to lerat 

‘the gaudy but odourless Tulip? the Carnation ? the | 

| Auricula ? All these have shade and shelter in their 

| blooming season. Why, then, have we neglected to give 

| it to the Rose simply because fashion has not led the 

way. We well know how frequently rain and wind de- 

stroy nearly all the flowers of our summer Roses ; how 
easy, then, would it be to erect a light shed covered 
with canvas, something like those used to cover Tulips, 

when in bloom. An erection of this kind, 30 to 40 or 
50 feet long, and from 8 to 10 feet wide, would admit of 

a path in the centre, and a border of Roses in pots on 

each side, If the weather should be unfavourable, 

their flowers would expand in perfection, unscathed by 

those summer storms of wind and rain, peculiar to our | 

climate, so fatal to flowers, and, above all, to Roses: 

and if, on the contrary, we have ‘real merry days of 

June, with a glowing and unclouded sun, how agree- 

able would be the shade of the * Rosarium, how | eau- 

tiful the tints of the flowers thus shaded, and how de- 
lightful their perfume ! If the weather is warm and 

dry, Roses placed in a temporary erection of this kind 

should be carefully, but not too abundantly, watered 
every evening, and, what is better than saturating the 

pots with water, the central path should be sprinkled 

two or three times a day, and water poured on the 

ground between the pots.” 

New Garden Plants. 
50. Srexocarpus CuxNINGHAMI. Mr. Cunningl 

garden at Elvaston Castle in Derbyshire. The Peach- 
wall was also a bright example of skilful culture, many 
of the trees were covering 420 feet of wall, beautifully 
trained, and without a diseased leaf, loaded with fiuit, 
The other fruit-trees were equally well managed. We 
could not help remarking the Cranberry bed, such 
things are not so common as they deserve to be, con- 

sidering the abundance of useful fruit, which are pro- 
duced with scarcely any trouble. The plants in this cne 
were loaded with fruit, and Mr. McEwen informed us 
that a great number of bushels are annually gathered. 
There is a number of huthouses for the culture of 
Pines, Grapes, Peaches, Figs, &e. Pines are exten- 
sively cultivated, and probably, as a whole, they are not 
surpassed in this country. The plants evinced high 
cultivation; and the fruit then ripe was abundant and 
arge. Mr. McEwen generally adopts the pot system 
of culture, although he occasionally plants some of them 
out, on which plan he has some at present promising 
well for another season. One house is entirely filled 
with a Nerii Fig, which is 30 feet long and 18 feet wide. 
This fine tree girths 21 inches in the stem, and pro- 
duces annually a large crop ; indeed it never fails. 
Figs are largely cultivated here, being a very favourite 
fruit. There is one tree on the open wall covering 
between 600 and 700 feet of surface. Peaches are also 
largely forced. ‘The crop was nearly gone, but there 
could be no mistake as to the health of the trees and 

Stenocarpus. Greenhouse-tree. (Proteads*.) New 
Holland, 

Mr. A. Cunningham discovered this tree on the banks 
of the Brisbane River, Moreton Bay, Not, however, 

meeting with it in flower, he took no further notice 
of it in his Journal than to remark that “ itis a slender 
tree, of most remarkable habit ; with leaves large, from 
the extremities of the branches, glossy and lobed, or laci- 
niated. Had he seen its blossoms, elegantly arranged in 

eandelabrum-like umbels, clothed with the most vivid 
ra t silky pul he would assuredly have 

ranked it among the most important of his numerous 
additions to the Australian Flora. Two rooted plants 
were sent home and cultivated with great care by 
Mr. Smith. For fine flowering specimens I am indebted, 
in August, 1847, to the kindness of Messrs. Weeks and 
Day, irom the greenhouse of the “ United Gardener: 
Society,” King’s-road, Chelsea, and I learn that its blos- 
soming is considered to be owing to the plant having been 
much eutin for the purpose of increase. The great heat 
and much sun of the present season have, also, no doubt, 
contributed to its flo 

at the Birmingham Botanic Garden, under the care of 

Mr. Cameron. The handsome evergreen, glossy foliage, 

has long recommended this plant to the attention of 

eultivators, and now that its beautiful inflorescence is 

known, there can be little doubt but the demand for it 
will be in proportion to its loveliness.— Bot. Mag. 

51. ÆSCHYNANTAUS PULCHER. Beautiful /Eschynanthus. 
Stove Epiphyte. (Gesnerads*.) 

This splendid plant was sent from Java to Mr. Veiteb, 
of Exeter. It is chiefly distinguished from Æ. Lob- 
bianus by its broader leaves, shorter tube of the calyx, 
quite glabrous and very mueh more exserted tube of the 
corolla, It flowers in June and July.—Bot. Mag. 

Garden Memoranda 
Petworth.—The seat of Colonel Wyndham. adjoins 

the town of Petworth, aud is one of those priueely resi- 

dences of which our English aristocracy may justly be 
proud. The deer park is a very extensive one, and is 

kept in superb order ; the turf throughout its whole ex- 

tent exhibits none of those evidences of neglect, either 

in tufts of Couch Grass, groups of Nettles, Docks, or 

they may be removed ta the greenhouse, or to any pit 
or frame under glass. 

* With the exception of the Moss and Provence Roses, 
which are, and always will be, favourites for forcing, 
summer Roses are not so eligible for pot-culture as the 
autumnal Roses ; they bloom but once, and, if intended 
for exhibition, it is so extremely difficult to have them 
in perfection in any given day: if the season is cold 
and cloudy it is most difficult to bring them forward, as 

fire-heat in summer is injurious to Roses brought from 
the open air, and, if dry and hot, it is equally difficult 
to retard them; at least this can be done only for a 
very short period. 

* Moss and Provence Roses that have been forced 

have generally been thought to require a season's rest ; 

but with the following treatment this will not be re- 

quired. Presuming that they have bloomed in February 

or March, they should have their shoots shortened to 

within two or three buds, re-potted, and placed in a 

cold frame, plunged in the before-mentioned materials, 

and, towards the end of April, placed in the open air, 
as before directed ; if carefully attended to during the 

summer, the plants will be sufficiently vigorous to bear 

forcing again the ensuing season ; those plants intended 
only for exhibition, or to bloom at the usual season 
without forcing, may be shifted annually towards the 
end of September, the earth shaken entirely from the 
roots of the plants, From 8-inch pots they may be 
shifted into 9-inzh or 16-sized pots; and it will not be 
advisable to place them in any of the larger-sized pots, 
unless plants are required of extra size, as they become 
heavy, and difficult to move with safety, 

* There appears to me much room for improvement 
jm the pot culture of summer Roses. Why should they 

such weeds, which obtrude themselves too 

often in such situations, betraying bad keeping and bad 

taste. The whole of the drives through the extensive 

grounds are as clean and as smooth as a flower garden 

walk, and free from weeds. In the park are some of 

the largest and loftiest Silver Firs in England, with 

stems perfectly straight and smooth. The Spanish Ches- 

nuts have also attained an enormous size, so have the 

Cedars of Lebanon, which we believe have here risen 

to a higher altitude than anywhere else in this country. 

These magnificent trees are everywhere grouped in 

arge masses over the park, which may well be said to 

partake of the grand and the picturesque, as thers s 

scarcely anything in nature that we can so long admire 

with perfect purity of feeling and genuine enthusiasm, 

as these noble examples of the taste of our forefathers 

which have stood for centuries the terrific storms which 

in many instances have desolated our parke, and left us 

to lament what ages alone ean again build. Everything 

at Petworth is on a scale of great magnificence, and 

sueh will be believed when we state that the kitchen 

garden contains l4 acres within the walls, and the wholeof 

this is in the highest possible keeping and cropping. The 

establishment being on an extensive scale, an enormous 

supply of fruits and all kinds of culinary articles is daily 

in demand ; this large area of ground is intersected by 

eross walls, thus affording an opportunity of cultivating 

an abundance of wall fruit, which Mr. McEwen does 

with equal care and success. The Apricot wall was a 

distinguished evidence of this, being destitute of decayed 

branches, which are so common in almost all gardens. 

Y We never remember to have seen any So completely 

* See Lindley's * Vegetable Kingdom " for an explanation of 
these terms. 

their d capabilities. There is upwards of 
100 lights of framing, and numerous pits in which 
Melons, Cucumbers, anc articlesare abundantly pro- 

duced. Heaths, Pelargoniums, and other showy plants, 

are cultivated in large quantities chiefly for decoration. 
In the framing ground we observed several tanks in 

which are collected all the draining of the manure, 

which Mr. McEwen applies liberally in the foreing of 

Strawberries, Figs in pots, and other fruits, with great 
suecess, A limited space will not at present permit 
us to deseribe at large the merits of this establishment, 
which for extent and sterling good gardening is not 
exceeded by any similar private establishi.ent in the 
country.— R. G. 

scellaneous. 
Sale of Camellias, &e.—A large quantity of Came 

lias and other plants from Belgium was brought to the 
hammer by Messrs. Stevens, on Friday and Saturday 
last. Four good Plants,— Ochroleuea, Imbrieata, Stri- 
ata, and Tricolor, fetched 11s. ; Conchiflora and Pres- 
ton’s Eclipse, 8s.; Grand Frederie and Ochroleuca, 
12s.; Grunelli and A fl 5.5 Donkelærii (4), 
Tricolor (3), Oehroleuca, Double white, Imbrieata, 
Striata (2), Triumphans, Punctata, and Maria Doro- 
thea, 16s.; Sweetii, Colvillii, Youngii, Punctata, Leeana 
superba, Decora, and Double white, 14s. ; Resplendens 
aud Colvil's Sweetii, 13s. ; Imbricata, Tricolor, Vic- 
toria Antwerpensis and Speciosa, 18s. ; Coelestina vera 
and Mira, 9s. ; Altheeflora, 5 feet high, 13s. ; the larger 
variety of Punctata, 13s. ; Florida, 6 feet, lls. ; Gru- 
nelli, 5 feet, 19s. ; Sweetii and Bruceana, 5s. 6d. 
"Woodsii, 4 feet, 7s. 6d.; Triumphans, do., 8s. 6d. 

Punetata, 53 feet, 10s Double white, 4 feet, 7s. 

Duchesse d'Orleaus, 6s. 6d. ; Lady Henriette, 5s. 64, 
Fimbriata, 5s. 6d. ; Elegans Chandlerii, 7s. ; Rollinii 

and Gilesii, 6s. ; and finally Palmer's Perfection, Don- 
kelærii, Sweetii (Colvill’s) and Hosackii, 9s. 6d. Various 
other lots of sinaller plants fetched from 1s. to 2s. per 
plant ; Indian Azaleas and Rhododendrons, from 7s. to 

15s. a lot of 4 plants; Liliums lancifolium rubrum, 
album, and punctatum, from 10s. to 20s. a lot, of from 
2to 3 plants. The total amount of the sale was about 
2002. for 321 lots. 

Winter Culture of th» Mignonette.—Few flowers 
are more esteemed for bouquets in winter and early 
spring than the sweet-scented Mignonette (Reseda 
odorata); it is also very useful for the decoration of 
the drawing-room and conservatory at those seasons of 
the year. Although the Mignonette is not a delicate 
plant, yet itis not generally seen in the perfection to 
which it might be brought by the simple method of 
culture I am about to deseribe. ‘lo flower at or soon 
after Christmas the seed 
ning of August, in pots of 

soil should be good loam, moderately enriched with 
rotten dung, and kept open by a pretty liberal inter- 
mixture with old mortar or lime rubbish. It is essen- 
tial that the pois be thoroughly drained, and upon the 
drainage a handful (more or less, according to the size 
of the pots) of one year old pigeun’s dung should be 
placed. After sowing the seed, set the pots where they 
will not require frequent waterings, too much moisture 
beingextremely injurious to Mignonette ; for this reason, 
therefore, it will be safer to place the pots in a frame 
or pit, where they niay be covered by the lights in 
rainy weather. As the plants increase in size they 
should be gradually thinned, ultimately leaving three 
or five in each pot. The principal point to be attended 
to now is judicious watering; by this I mean giving 
water only when the plants really require water, and 
then in sufficient quantity to moisten the whole of the 
soil—not dribbling a few drops over the plants to-day 
to prevent them irom being dry to-morrow—a practice 
too much followed with plauts in pots. Pinch off any 
premature flowers that may appear, keep the pots free 
from weeds, and far enough asunder to prevent the 
plants from being crowded, and when they are removed 
to winter quarters, set them near the glass in an airy 
situation. A few of the plants might be placed in an 
intermediate house, or other situation rather warmer 
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than a greenhouse, to come into bloom a little earlier 
than the rest. I have recommended the seeds to be 
sown in the pots, which is the method I prefer ; but if 
more convenient, a sufficient number of self-sown plants 
might be taken up and potted, only a few extras should 
be put in to allow for casualties, as the Mignonette 
transplants badly. The best Mignonette I ever saw 
grow was treated in this way ; but as it is not every 
gardener who can procure pigeon's dung, I may add, 
that guano will be found an excellent substitute. This 
admirable fertiliser must, however, be applied in a 
liquid state, and not before the pots have become well 
filled with roots, when a small quantity of guano, given 
at intervals of a week or so, will increase the vigour of 
the plants in an extraordinary degree. A second erop 
might be sown in the beginning of September, and 
managed in the same manner. Single plants will attain 
a large size in 32 or 24 sized pots, if the main branches 
are pegged down as they grow and the flowers are kept 
pinched off for a time.— Whiting, in Journal of the 
Horticultural Society. 

Calendar of Operations. 
(For the ensuing Week.) 

Importance of Light.—The vast influence of this 
vivifying agent is universally admitted, and at this time 
of the year it is of the utmost importance so to arrange 
stock in houses as to secure a due proportion to each 
of the tribes, remembering especially those from brighter 
climes. All retarded autumn flowers should have as 
light a situation as possible—near the glass, and not far 
from a quiet ventilation. Such plants as the following 
will deserve such attention at this period: Euphorbia ; inig Erant} EA i : 

longiflora, the Heliotrope, Aphelandra cristata, Ges- 
nera zebrina and bulbosa, Scarlet Geraniums, Centra- 
denia rosea, Linum trigynum, Mignonette, Salvias, 
Caleeolarias, Cyclamens, Cinerarias, Verbenas, &c. &c. 
These, if attended to as previously directed, will be gay 
for weeks to come, and, with Chrysanthemums, Roses, 
and Camellias, will prevent any hiatus occurring be- 
tween the autumn flowers and those of the spring forc- 
ing. Above ‘all things, let every glass sash receive a 
thorough washing immediately, both those of the houses 
and also those of the frames or pits. Those who un- 
derrate the importance of clean glass in gardening, 
have yet much to learn. In order to keep the glass 
clean as long as possible, let mats and covering of all 
kinds be'constantly suspended on rails or posts. This 
is absolutely necessary, not only for the sake of the 
glass, but for the sake of proper economy, as Russian 
mats are rather expensive things. 

CONSERVATORIES, STOVE, &c. 
Cons tory.— A well d conservatory should 

now boast of a finer display than at any other period of 
the year. The charming contrast between the dark 
and glossy leaves of healthy Camellias and their lively 
coloured fiowers ; the delightful perfume and gay tints 
of the Bourbon, Hybrid China and Perpetual Roses, 
with the exuberant and dashing style of the Chinese 

h th ill of tl 1 produee a most hr will 
gorgeous effect. Keep up a mild and genial atmosphere 
—50° to 60° by day, sinking to 45° at night. Let the 
floors or some portion of the house receive 
sprinkling in the evening, provided a little back air 
ean be given to prevent drip.  Syringing is, 
of course, out of the question. Stove, Orchids, 
Teone plants in general as before. Let such of the 
rchids as have completed a good summer's growth, 

and which are somewhat inclined to be deciduous, sink 
gradually into repose. Those evergreen kinds, as some 
of the Dendrobiums, the Aerides, Saccolabiums, Vandas, 
&e., on blocks or ia baskets, should be lowered a little 
from the roof, if too near, in order to escape the vicis- 
situdes of temperature to which that situation would 
expose them in winter. Mixed Greenhouse. — The 
remarks in the conservatory section of this day's Calen- 
dar will apply here ; also the remarks on the benefits of 
a clean roof. Cold Pits or Frames.—Let all stock here 
be plunged in fresh saw-dust or coal ashes, and kept 

any means let the mixture be so strong for these. A 
lump of soft soap as large as a Walnut will make a 
bucket of the wash, adding thereto three handsful of sul- 
phur and a lump of clay. Let the whole be well mixed. 
Figs and Vines in pots or tubs intended for early 
forcing should be removed to a shed and plunged. 
Disrooting, repotting, &c., if necessary, should be done 
soon. In such cases if the ball is dry it will be well to 
soak it before shifting. Peaches and Cherries in tubs 
may be plunged overhead out of doors. All the above > Shia 

Trotices to Correspondents. 
ApricoT—Leyton—The variety of Apricot to which you allude as 

being known to you by the name of the Nutmeg Apricot, is 
most probably the Red Masculine, if not the Breda; and 
these you ought to be able to obtain from any nurseryman 
who propagates t-trees.|| 

DEES—J F G— Wait till there is a chance of a second or third 
swarm from your stock before you remove the bees, or let 
them remain till autumn; then unite the bees to another 
weak hive, and thus you will gain both more bees and pro- 
duce. Butif your old stock shows no symptonis of swarming 
at the usual season, dislodge them, in order that they may 
have time to establish themselves in their new dwelling. W. 
REN, " should receive what pruning is necessary ly, 

and should be dressed over in the manner recommende 
for the Vines and Peaches. Let all Strawberries in 
pots for foreing have proper protection immediately. 
Many of the failures occur through injured roots; 
unplunged they are in a most defenceless state. They 
are best plunged in cold frames,but as every one cannot 
command such, the next best plan is to plunge them in 
elevated beds of ashes quite above the ground level, and 
cover during frost with long and clean litter, giving 
the same attention as to a erop of early Radishes. 

FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES, 
Let the planting of autumn bulbs be completed as 

soon as possible. To save unnecessary detail on this 
subject, I can do no better than direct attention to a 
clever article in the last Chronicle, p. 725, headed, 
“ Amateur Gardener.” Get all Dahlias up the moment 
the tops are frosted ; do not clean too much soil from 
them, it will prove a protection if dried on them. 
Strong roots should be placed in a warm or airy place, 
in order to get them thoroughly dry ; weak roots must 
be potted or covered with dry soil. Neapolitan Violets 
should be thoroughly cleansed from weeds, runners, 
and dead leaves, and have a considerable quantity of 
dry sand strewed amongst them. This will prevent 
the ravages of the slugs. If out of doors they must 
have hoops and mats, Plant out Hollyhocks and other 
biennials, and lose not the chance of removing large 
shrubs where necessary. 

FLORISTS’ FLOWERS, 

Tulips, as a matter of course, are all planted,and few 
seasons have occurred in which to use florists’ phrase- 
ology “ they have gone in so well.” We would advise 
precautionary measures, as many of the bulbs are to a 
certain degree affected by the serious mildew which 
affected the foliage last season. It will be, therefore, 
advisable to keep the beds as dry as possible for some 
few weeks, or at least to give the bulbs time to form 
plenty of roots, previous to exposing the beds to the 
weather. This may be done by coverings of mats, &c., 
during wet weather. Carnations and Picotees had better 
remain where they are till spring ; we are no advocates 
for removal in November. Those which are potted off 
should have the air at all times, and if they have had 
plenty of exposure hitherto, slight frosts will not affect 
hem. Auriculas also should be nursed as little as 
possible, very little water given, and kept out of the way of 
drip. Attend to compost heaps, and collect all the 
leaves, &c., for next year. 

near the glass, Cover up with mats at night any- 
thing tender, and with this covering a little air may be 
left at a light or two, to harden the stock, by allowing the 
vapours to pass away. 

E KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING. 
Pines.— Be very cautious in watering after this 

period. Those planted out will of course want none for 
months ; those swelling in pots may receive a little 
liquid manure if dry, and ordinary successions in 
dung pits will require no more until the middle of 
January, provided they are in a tolerably moist state. 
Watch for bright days, and make use of sunshine when 
offered by keeping a solar heat of 809 to 90° to those 
Swelling, sinking at night to 659. Vinery: Early 
Grape: — Those who desire Grapes in the end of April 
9r beginning of May, must now take the preliminary 
Steps. Let the Vine stems, if covered with much rough 
ark, and a suspieion exists of insects concealed, be 

stripped of the coarser portion, and receive a thorough plastering or flooding with a soft soap mixture, contain- 
ing sulphur and clay sufficient to make it into a sort of 
paint. If the Vines are young or luxuriant, it will be 
well to daub a little white-lead in the pruned ends for fear of bleeding. Tf the roots are inside, and tolerably dry, the border should be watered with manure water 
at a temperature of 859. If the roots are outside let 
the fermenting covering be well attended to, securing a 
permanent temperature of 80°. Early Peaches.—Fol- 
low the directions for the early Grapes, but do not by 

ITCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD. 
The Globe Artichokes should now have some of the 

superfluous leaves cut away and be soiled 6 or 8 inches 
high up the stem. My practice is to surround the 
plant with leaves, recently fallen, and to soil over this 
in a sort of mound, then to force a wisp of hay in the 
centre of the crown. Get up the Jerusalem Artichokes 
and house them dry in a dry shed. Cauliflowers in 
head should be taken up and heeled close together, 
covering them with long litter in severe weather. 

TTAGERS’ GARDENS. 
Again let me urge the importance of planting Cabbages 

or other Greens in the ground from which Potatoes have 
been taken. "They may be so planted as to receive, if 
necessary, a row of Potatoes between each pair of rows 
of Cabbages, or else a row of Parsnips or Carrots. 
Endeavour to prevent any fermentation taking place in 
the Potato pits. 

s FORESTING. 
” This is an excellent planting season ; where lands are 
duly prepared not’ a moment should be lost. Felling, 
pruning, thinning, &e., can be done in frosty weather ; 
not so, planting. Drain for spring planting, with other 
preparations. Hoop over tender seedlings in the 
nursery. 

tate of the Weather near London 4 for the week ending Novi ,1843, aa 
obser ved at the Horticultura) Garden, » Chiswick. 
Moon's| BAROMETER. "FRERWUMEFRK. s 
Aw. "Max. | Min. [M ; ASAAN 
10 | 30.120 | 30-102 
1 | 30.131 | 30.071 201 

12 | ano3 | 29.959 | 59 
1 .034 | 99 59 

80.050 | 29.991 | 6 
15 | 30.98 | 30.052 | 60 02 

| 16 | 30.157 | 30.181 | 56 E) 
| | 30.077 | 80.031 | 56.51” 30.5! 47.5 04 

vercast; clear as night 
hroughout 

d; hazy. 
Mean temperature of the week 14 deg. above the average. 

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 20 years, for the 
ensuing Week ending Nov. 14, 1846. 

Prevailing Winder. No. o: Aver. | Aver. 
Nov. |Highest| Lowest [reno whin 

Temp. | Temp. | Tt x z 

n. 8 zi 85. 478 e f 1 8|8 

Mon, 9| 51.0 94.9 | 42.9 1 LE 
Tues 50.9 374 440 1| o 

Wed. 11 50.7 286.9 | 43.8 1 12/1 
Thur.12 51.7 836.1 | 489 1 5/1 
Fri. 13 518 80.4 48.9 2 2/1 
Sat. 14 48.9 86.3 | 42. 8 8/2 

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 12th 
1841—therm. 63° ; and the lowest on the 11th, 1898, and 18th. 1843—therm. 219 

o—It Idom happens that bees leave their 
hives at allin stormy weather; they are, 
sionally exposed to sudden storms, and their da 
passing over 300 yards of water, must necessari) 
To secure them as far as possible, place their hive on an 
elevated situation in the centre of the 
may be rarely exposed to such accidents 
UF] ERRY— C A 4 L—We must be, 

on the eastern side, 
Your letter was missed last 

week; thatreceived this morning will be noticed next week. 
GoosERERRY AND CURRANT TR: R hese, although of 

only one year’s growth, may be transplanted even with ad- 
vantage, if done immediately. || 

HrATING—A4 B D—The boiler ought to do the work required of 
it, by merely extending the pipes. But can yon not Polmaise 
the new part, with the existing appa us. We should think 
it might be done, with a small exercise of ingenuity, 

Insrots—W C M C—You must pick out and scrape the can- 
kered parts, and brush in train oil ; then mix equal parts of 
soot and lime with water, and wash the trunks and infested 
branches all over. Tf this be repeated in the spring, you will 

rid of the plague, which no doubt is weakenin 
trees, R.——Milo—It is the maggot of some fly similar to one 
which infests Onions. Dress your bed well with soot and 
wood ashes. —Columella—. to send Mr, 
Curtis, Hayes, Middlesex, a s; 
are two sorts, and would you like t 
for it seems s 
the premise: 

— RA J— 

a 
S, a! 

e him your addre: 
pos: e you without seeing 

R Jimily—As the flies do not propagate in 
the house, re-papering and painting wil be of no service; 
but in all probability they wil not be troublesome next 

—— Ghent Thanks for the Cherry-leaves i 
the caterpillar of a minute moth which mines the galleries. 
Cannot you breed the moth for us that we may publish its 
history, for the in s were killed by the pressure of tl he 

st. R.—E Oates—Y our leaves are covered with Oak span- 
gles, ich are more than usually abundant this season. 
Their history has been given at p. 52 (1 1 

LANGUAGE—Manure—If you wish to understand the terms of 
chemistry, you must study the science. We refer you to 
Professor Solly's * Rural Chemistry" for information on 
common subjects. 

MasNoLrAs— 7 B—No Magnolias ought to be planted on a 
north-east wall. "They require more warmth than they can 

Neither do 12 hardy sorts of 

848).4 

receive in such a place, 
Magnolia exist. 

Names or Frurrs—Norman—Chaumontel.||——C B—Napoléon, 
Court Pendu Plat.|I—J T P—Marie Louise Pear, and 
Scarlet-leaved Black Cluster Grape.|j 

Names or Pranrs—M D P—A itum coolestinum,——P T O 
—The common name of Triticum repens is Couch Grass. 
The French physicians prescribe a decoction of its rhizome 
as an aperient, but we do not know the strength of the prepa- 

ration ; it is probabl t material. 1 the Hybrid Per- 

etual Roses are the better for protection; Spruce Fir 
oughs interwoven with their branches, and straw over their 

roots, form a good safeguard.—— Query—Aster grandiflorus, 
—. ibitof Schubertia D Murray—Y our Cape Cedar is perhap 
capensis. The Opuntia reached us —— Derweni 
Cassia Tora. Can any one give the botanical name of the 
Spanish “ Fruta de Conde,” a hotho hrub, with large 
ovate spear-shaped leaves, strongly veined, and resembling 
some species of Banisteria. 
EARS—/ V S W—The sort brought from America by Mr. 
Cobbett, and called by him the Long Island Autumnal Pear, 
is not known. || 

Prcotres—W W—Procure the following,—Crask’s 
bert, Kirtland’s Squire Annesley, and Wilson's Mi 
Irby.* 

Beenie ova Sub é i Ickworth Impéi ice, Whi 
Magnum bonum, Reine Claude Violette, 2 Denyer’s Victoria, 
Washington, 2 Shropshire Damson.|| 

Porators—D E—You may apply salt to Potato land at the 
rate of 2 cwt. per aere.[——.4 W—We do not know whether 
the Peruvian Potatoes are on sale or not, 

Sanr—M C Y—Use it in the spring at the rate of 2ewt. to an 
acre. Bones dissolved in sulphuric acid form what is called 
superphosphate of lime. We have not seen the manure ap- 
lied to Roses ; but if used, the spring, just when the plants 

are pushing, is the time to give it, It is well suited to many 
shrubs and trees, especially when newly planted, provided it 
is at that time mixed in small quantity with the roots. 

SWEET OnrsNuTS—ZR A J- These may be propagated by graft- 
ing in spring, like Apples or Pears. Ifyou have not Chesnut 
stocks, you can easily raise them from the well ripened fruit 
of the present favourable season.|| 

TinusAnn—Z A J— May be now planted, || 

Misc—J B, Penrith—The various points are under full consi- 
deration. |} J Connelly—Tecoma jasminoides often loses a 
few of its leaves about this season, Yours may lose all from 

i] 

Prince AI- 
ias Fanny 

ey 
or C 
your Fuchsias still stand in a window, exp: 
but allow them to ripen and harden off 
by gradually withholding water. When 

ft unripened tops, and then the plants 
t. 

fallen, cut off the so! 
may be placed in any dry piace free from frost.{——Sub— 
A list of 50 hardy herbaceous plants, all dissimilar and 
pretty, has been given at p. 681 (1843).}—A C—Your Ivy- 
leaved Geraniums are decaying just above the roots. The 
evil may, possibly, arise from over-watering.1—— Caution— 
Lead should never be used for water-tanks ; it always poisons 

e ter, and the more pure the latter the greater the 
mischief. You cannot use better materials than coal-ashes 
and old tan for your heavy land; but if you can char the 
latter so much the better.—B—The meaning of the signs 
that puzzle you is to be found explained in “School Botany,” 
which you should study before attempting to understand the 

“Vegetable Kingdom” 9 = female; d' = male; © —herma- 
ite. —Sub — Mr. W. 0.’s address i Paul-street, 

Bristol. 

SEEDLING FLOWERS. n 
DAnL1AS— T R—It is too late in the season to form a sans is 

tory opinion upon Seedling Dahlias. There appears to be 
dvisable to 3 

re ap] 
ng qualities in your flower, that makes it a1 

try it another season.’ 

EnnaTUM—In last Chronicle, p. 726, col. b, for ‘Bicton” read 
“ Britain,” 



- three-fourths of the 
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SEED WHEAT. 

ED STRAW WHITE WHEAT, AND HOPE- 
TOUN WHITE WHEAT — Varieties whose excellence 

has been tested and acknowledged by tery many farmers both 
in England and Scotland,—for Sale at 

WHI NDER-EDGE, 

than 50 bushels; sacks 2s. each. Orders must be accompa- 
JOHN MORTON. 

RNAMENTAL TILES for Floors, Walls, &e., of 
Greenhouses, Conservatories, Garden Terraces ; Encaustic, 

Venetian, &c.,in EVERY VARIETY. May be seen at Messrs. 
h London, 

of Stoke- 

> 
FOR DIBBLING YOUR WHEAT. 

s 'RICES : 
For Dibbling a single row . . - ou 

Ditto double row HOLT MMC Sal 
Tor Cireulars, Testimonials, &c., apply to 

Wittram E. RewDLE and Co., Plymouth. — 

AWES’ PATENT MANURES.—'furnip Manure» 
Tl. per ton. Clover Manure, 1 Corn Manure, 

141, per ton. Superphosphate Lime, 77. per ton. 
A Pamphlet on Artificial Manures will be forwarded to any 

person enclosing two postage stamps to Mr. Witson at-Mr. 
Lawes’ Factory, Deptford Creek, London. 

| ENE AND BOLIVIAN GUANO ON 
SALE, BY THE ONLY IMPORTERS, 
ANTONY GIBBS AN» SONS, LONDON; " 

Wm. JOSEPH MYERS and 00., LIVERPOOL; 
And by their Agents, 
GIBBS, BRIGHT, anD CO., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL; 

COTSWORTH, POWELL, ann PRYOR, LONDON. 
To protect themselves against the injurious consequences of 

using inferior and spurious guano, purchasers are recom- 
mended to apply only to Dealers ofestablished character, or to 
the above-named Importers, who will supply the article in any 
juantity, at their fixed prices, delivering it from the Import 
arehouses, 

HE IMPROVED HYDRAULIC RAM, 

00 
0 0 

Hi 

ENGINES FOR DEEP WELLS OF ALL KINDS. DOUCHE 
AND OTHER BATHS. BUILDINGS HEATED BY HOT 
WATER. WATER WHEELS to work Small Pumps, from 151. 

Estimates given for the supply of Towns, &c. 
A newly invented PORTABLE VAPOUR BATH, all com- 

plete for 4l 

TO BRICK AND TILE MAKERS, 

HE AINSLIE PATENT TILE MACHINE 
COMPANY (James Surru, Esq., of Deanston, Chairman), 

inyite attention to their improved TILE MACHINE, and to 
their new Patent Improved Kilns, for drying and burning 
Bricks and Tiles, by which a saving of from two-thirds to 

fuel is effected, and all the articles are 
The Machines at work 

be seen, and all particulars to be 
obtained from Mr. Joun PATON, Secretary, 1934, Piccadilly, 
London, Agents wanted. 

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND. 

SIX THOUSAND SIX HUNDRED FEET OF 
ROGGON'S PATENT ASPHALTE FELT 
have been used to roof the above Society's buildings, at 

Neweastle-upon-Tyne. 
PRICE ONE PENNY PER SQUARE FOOT. 

Tuomas Joun Onoccon, 8, Lawrence Pountney-hill, Cannon- 
street, London. 

CHEAP AND DURABLE ROOFING. 

BY HER Fa ‘SB ROYAL LETTERS 

re Sk ROG 
M*NEILL & CO., of Lamb’s Buildings, Bunhill- 

* row, London, the Manufacturers and only Patentees of 
THE ASPHALTED FELT FOR ROOFING 

Houses, Farm Buildings, Shedding, Workshops, and for 
Garden purposes, to protect plants from Frost. 

At the Great National Agricultural Shows, it is this Felt 
which has been exhibited and obtained the Prize, and is the 
Felt patronised b; 

Ter MazxsTY'8 Woops AND FORESTS, 
IoNounABLE BOARD OF ORDNANCE, 

MAJESTY'S PATENT. 

oYAL BOTANIC GARDENS, REGENT's PARK, 
And on the Estates of the Dukes of Sutherland, Norfolk, Rut- 
land, Newcastle, Northumberland, Buccleuch (at Richmond), 
the late Darl Spencer, and most of the Nobility and Gentry ; 
and at the Royal Agricultural Society's House, Hanover Square. 

It is half the p: any other description of Roofing, and 
effects a great saving of Timber in the construction of Roofs. 
Made to any length by 32 inches wide, 

cs ONE PENNY Per Square Foor, 
*,* Samples, with Directions for its Use, and Testimonials, 

of seven years’ experience, with references to Noblemen, Gen- 
tlemen, Architects, and Builders, sent free to any part of the 
town or country, and orders by post executed. 
far The Public is respectfully cautioned that the only Works 

in Great Britain where the above noe is made, are 
Le D "S EILL AN 

Patent Felt Manufactory, Lamb's-buildings, Bunhill.row, Lon- 
on, where Roofs covered with the Felt may be seen, as also 

the new Vice-Chancellor's Court, and the Passages and Offices 
at the entrance to Westminster Hall, and other buildings at the 
New Houses of Parliament, done under the Surveyorship of 
Charles Barry, Esq., R. 

fote.—Consumers sending direct to the Factory can be sup- 
plied in lengths best suited to their Roofs, so that they pay for 
no more than they require. 

| A GRICULTURAL DRAINING.— The attention of 
Agriculturists is respectfully directed to a simple and 

most eflicient DRAINING LEVEL, price 28s, It can be sent 
to any part securely packed. It cannot well be put out of 
order, and a mere labourer can use it. To be had of the 
maker, Joun Davis, Optician, Derby. 
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MEETINGS FOR T. 
Nov. 19- 

TWO FOLLOWING WZEKS, 
‘Tuorspax, Nov. 1 of Ireland, griculural Imp. Soe. of Tr 

— ‘= Agricultural Imp. Boc. of Ireland. 
" LOCAL SOCIBTIES,—Bath—Glamorgan. 

FARMERS’ CLUBS. 
ov. 16— Botley 

Bromsgrove 
Nov. 9—Bakewell 

10 —Wootton Basset 
18—Halesworth 

We must not imagine that chemistry furnishes us 
with the whole Tuzonv or Fanwrxc—the natural- 
ist contributes a large share. — The farmer, as we 
Stated on a late oecasion, has to deal with self- 
acting machines—plants, and animals. To make 
their acquaintance he must have recourse to the | 
sciences of botany and physiology ; and he has to 
provide them with the raw material whieh they 
convert, and on this subject he has a good deal to 
learn from geology. The whole of farm manage- 
ment, in point. of fact, relates to the manufacture, 
the maintenance, the working, and the produce, of 
these machines, and it will easily be perceived that 
besides understanding the nature of the materials 
they operate on, and the nature of the processes to 
which these materials are subjected in them, it is 
well for the farmer to be acquainted with the me- 
chanism of the machines themselves. 

"Their working is in most particulars beyond his 
control; he cannot make them act as he pleases ; 
all he ean do is to study their habits and modes of 
action, that in his treatment of them he may not be 
found (to his certain loss), fighting against the 
established laws of their nature. 
Now all this is beyond the province of the 

chemist; the naturalist is the person to whom the 
agriculturist must here look for instruction. And 
from him he learns the habits of the plants he 
grows—their natural likings for particular condi- 
tions of soil, climate, and situation—their structure 
as indicating the particular uses they are intended 
for, as adapted to the various operations carried on 
within them—and as affording an index to their im- 
provement. He thus becomes aequainted not only 
with the materials of his art and its products, but 
also with the nature of the means by which the 
former are converted into the latter. 

From the naturalist he also learns the conditions 
of animal life, the structure of the machines by 
which, out of Grass, grain, and green erops he ma- 
nufactures beef, mutton, pork, milk,wool ; he learns 
the means of improving these machines, the points 
in which they are capable of improvement, and the 
conditions under which they are most efficient. 

Tt will at once be admitted that all this informa- 
tion must be most valuable, for a great deal of the 
farmer’s success depends upon his proper selection 
of these self-acting machines, as we have called 
them. Indeed, in this, as is well known, his busi- 
ness does not differ from others. In all arts a great 
dea) depends npon the efficiency of the instruments 
employed. "Take the case of the miller: One pair 
of stones costing, it may be, no more, is yet often 
found to be far more efficient than another ; it is 
not that the latter wastes anything; all the com 
which passes through it makes its appearance below 
itin the form of flour and bran. The true reason 
of its superiority is found in this: first, that it does 
more work, grinds more corn in a given time, and 
next, that it does its work better, and gives out its 
products in amore valuable form; all the flour is 
together, none of it remains attached to the bran. 
Just so with the farmer; his machines differ in effi- 
ciency ; two plants, say Turnips, for instance, shall be 
placed in precisely similar circumstances as regards 
soil and cultivation, and yet the one shall display a 
much more vigorous growth than the other; it will 
do a greater quantity of work in the same time, 
avail itself more actively of the materials around it, 
and convert them more rapidly ; or, it may be, the 
two plants grow equally fast, but the one does its 
work better than the other, gives its produce a 
more valuable form, growing in its bulb alone,while 
the other grows all to neck and to leaf. And it is 
the case with animals, too, one consuming the same 

quantity, or, perhaps, more of food than another, 
shall deposit the material manufactured out of it in 
its legs and extremities, and the other shall place it 
on its ribs, where it is more valuable to the farmer ; 
the one shall increase in offal, the other in butcher 
meat. It thus appears that an acquaintance with 
the habits and characters of plants and animals, the 
machines which the farmer employs in the manu- 

facture of farm produce, and with the circumstances 

under which these habits are acquired, is almost as 
important as a knowledge of the materials they act 
upon, and of the processes which these undergo. 

So far, then, as we have yet gone, the theory of 
agriculture appears to point it out as an art by 
which certain bodies found in the air andin the soil 
are, by means of plants and animals, converted into 
human food. And what we call the principles of 
this art are those methods, or rather the truths on 
which the methods are founded, by which these sub- 
stances shall be constantly provided in the proper 
form, and place, and time, and by which the effi- 
ciency of these plants and animals shal! always be 
kept at the highest pitch. 

Tuere is only one Company in existence for the 
purpose of carrying out the ideas we last week pub- 
lished, on the usefulness of Town Szwacr. This 
is the Metropolitan Sewage Manure Company. It 
held its first meeting under the act of its incorpo- 
ration some weeks ago. It will immediately com- 

| mence operations—the first of many of a similar 
character, which we confidently expect shortly to 
see undertaken in towns all over the kingdom. The 
following—an extract from the report of the Com- 
pany's Directors to the meeting of its share- 
holders—exhibits the present encouraging pros- 
pects of the undertaking :— 

* It is well known that the grand object of this 
scheme is to render the whole of the sewage water 
ofthe metropolis available for the important pur- 
pose of fertilizing the adjacent country, and, by 
economising a valuable material hitherto wasted, to 
open out a new source of wealth. 

“It has been deemed expedient in the present 
instance to commence with the King’s Scholars’ 
Pond Sewer, and Ranelagh Sewer, as forming the 
first section of the great plan. The main pipe is 
to be carried as far as Hounslow, whence, by means 
of service pipes, the fluid will be distributed in all 
directions over an extensive tract of country. 

“Tt is highly encouraging to find, that in regard 
to the district now proposed to be supplied, an 
earnest desire has been expressed by the occupiers 
of land, to the extent of upwards of 40,000 acres, to 
become large consumers of the fluid, and that the 
country is well adapted for its application. 

“Itis worthy of remark, as evincing the high 
opinion entertained of this measure, that notwith- 
standing the unfavourable time at which it was 
brought out—viz., on the eve of the railway panic 
—sufficient support was obtained to enable the pro- 
moters to proceed to Parliament with their bill. 

“ The discussions which took place in the House 
of Commons on the occasion of the first reading of 
the bill, and the great interest then excited, led to 
the appointment of a select committee, instructed 
to investigate the whole subject on public grounds; 
and the careful and searching inquiry which ensued 
resulted in a report most favourable to the Com- 
pany’s plan, as will appear from the following 
extract :— 

** Your Committee cannot conclude their Report 
without urging upon the House the importance of 
a project which proposes at all times to carry away 
the drainage at the level of low tides, and to remove 
from the Thames the daily increasing refuse of Lon- 
don. It is true that the measure has lost something 
ofits efficiency, ir q the aband 
of the reservoirs. The result of this concession is, 
that no more sewage can be drawn at any time from 
the drains than can be disposed of at the moment 
to the agriculturist ; but even this comparatively 
imperfect measure will be a great experiment, and 
if the confident expectations of your Committee are 
accomplished, it will not fail ultimately to realise 
all the advantages which were originally contem- 
plated. Mr. Dickinson has proved the efficiency 
of liquid manures, The meadows of Edinburgh and 
of Mansfield have shown the power of sewage 
water. Mr. Thomson, of Clitheroe, and Mr. Har- 
vey, of Glasgow, have established the fact, that 
liquid manure may be applied at a cheap rate, by 
means of the mechanical contrivance of service- 
pipes and hose, to crops in every stage of their 
growth. 

“< There will be found individuals, no doubt, in 
this country of enterprise, to give further develop- 
ment to each of these experiments ; but it is only 
through the agency of a Company that ther may 
be all combined, and applied to the important pur- 
poses of cleansing our towns, purifying our rivers, 
and enriching the soil." 

* The Directors beg to congratulate the Share- 
holders on the prospects of the Company. The 
public is becoming more and more alive to the im- 
portance of the undertaking ; prejudices and mis- 
conceptions are fast disappearing before the light of 
experience ; the parties locally interested display 
an increasing desire to avail themselves of the great 
advantages about to be placed within their reach ; 
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and the original promoters of the Company are con-| when judiciously attended to, fallacious reasonings and 
stantly receiving fresh confirmation of the sound- 

ness of their plau, and fresh reasons for persevering 
in an undertuking which is recommended by so 
many weighty considerati and which, in sub- 

serving the interest of town and country, promises 
an ample return for the investment of capital." 

DISEASES OF POULTRY. 
SzvknAL months ago (June 14, 1845), I promised to 

give you my observations on this important subject, 
but have not until the present moment been able to 

refer to the data I had coli l. Much unintentional 
cruelty is inflicted by ba the most delicate, and 
great suffering endured by all our domestic animals, 
owing to defieieney of knowledge possessed by man. 
Books vary greatly ; are too often manufactured, and 
errors are copied from one into another without any 
regard to experience. This arises from the fact of few 
men in the medical profession, in this country, having 
deemed it worth their while to make this branch of 
comparative anatomy a study, or to send to the journals 
the results of their physiological or pathological ob- 
servations or experience, confirmed by the wonderful im- 
provements of late years in modern science. We must, 
owever, makean exception when alludingto those on the 

Continent, who have done so much as Réaumur, Fleurens 
in his surprising experiments on Phthisis in Man and 
Fowls, Beckstein, and so many others— not forgetting the 
studies of Sir C. Bell, or, recently, Mr. Todd, of 
London, in his beautiful and elaborate papers on * The 
Egg," (Lancet, 4th April, 1846). Clater also has, in his 
book * On Cattle," published a chapter on this head, 
worth all that has ever been written, except that he 
does not give the reason for the effect produced by a 
medicine, which would afford great assistance to other 
inquirers. Ifa few in the medical profession would 
keep poultry for the purpose, as well as for use and 
profit, and send from time to time to the journals the 
numberless curious observations which must fall under 
their notice, as incidents for comparative anatomy, not 
only would all old errors be soon corrected, much 
animal suffering be spared, but much useful and 
valuable data be collected applicable to the treatment 
of diseases incident to the human frame, and the suf- 
ferings of humanity considerably lessened. 

Nearly all the ailments of the feathered tribe arise 

[j 

to be the p cause, of 
their extraordinary plethorie habit, which renders 
them peculiarly liable—in every climate in which I 
have travelled—to inflammatory and catarrhal com- 
plaints. Others have thought, not without some sem- 
blance of reason, as mentioned in a former article, in a 
former Number, that the species Gallinaeeze, being 
natives originally of sou hern hot climates, we may not 
be able quite to acclimatise them in our cold northern 
regions, In this country, the breeding and rearing of 
poultry, is, comparatively speaking, very partially 
attended to or understood, except in a very few locali- 
ties. We, therefore, do not raise a supply of either 
eggs or poultry at all equivalent to our demands ; our 
markets receive, therefore, immense quantities from 
abroad,—the south of Franee in particular. Nor is 
any art or science used for the purpose of keeping the 
good breeds pure and unmixed, or for improving them 
by crossing, as with cattle; and hybridising, as with 
flowers ; in the perfection of both of whichso much science 
has been displayed, and such astonishing improvements 
of late years been obtained. This may be probably 
owing to the greater temptation of large gains, and the 
further inducements of large rewards and honours pro- 
posed at our numberless cattle and flower-shows, little 
encouragement having as yet been offered for improve- 
ments in the breeds of poultry. The variations of 
climate should, therefore, be observed with care, as the 
most obvious preventive of distempers, and the recom- 
mendations to be found in the article * Four Secrets,” 
(June 14, 1845), in your Journal, diligently followed. 

As to the nostrums and medicaments enforced in 
books, old and new, mostly copied one from the other, 
without any regard to experience of their efficacy, it 
must be allowed to be morally impossible for one man 
to have witnessed or treated all and every one of the 
thirty and more diseases incident to poultry, The old 
woman's remedy, though too often fallacious, is fre- 
quently the most efficacious, where no theory is at- 
tempted, or reasoning, other than that she has 
ever found true. Because medicines, such as Ep- 
som salts, (which a medical man in this neighbour- 
hood uses extensively), sulphur, calomel, and va- 
rious others, are effectual remedies in maladies 
of the human frame, it by no means follows that they 
operate similarly with the lower animals, much less the 
fowl, whose conformation is so widely different. In the 
order and time of the creation, the fowl and. the fish 
were coincident, both having been ereated on the same, 
the fifth day (Genesis); one,an inhabitant of the air, being 
surprisingly plethoric ; the other, the inhabitant of the 
waters, being the converse, cold blooded, both like the 
dog, never (though unlike man) perspiring. All these 
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conelusions, as these distinct natural marks tend greatly 
to vary any true analogy between them which can only 
exist entire in things alike, or of the same order and 
temperament. Symptoms too often mislead, not being 
always sure criteria; for the symptom of one disease 
is often the symptom also in another or several, a pro- 
bable reason for many mistakes, and the present con- 
fusion in names. If circumstances permit, I propose 
sending you an account of each disease, symptoms, &c., 
under the five divisions into which I venture to 
arrange them. 

I subjoin a talle of the names of the different dis- 
eases classified according to my notions of correctness, 
having taken the cause rather than the effect, for the 
ground of my division :— 

| 3d Drviston—Catarrhal, respi- 
Ist Diviston—Febrile and In- | ory and pulmonary. 

flammatory. Ship. 
1, Moulting fever. 

Loss of feathe 
3. Hatebing fever. 

m" 
5 | 2. Pip, 

mange. | 3. Influenza, inflamed head, 
eyes, and nostrils, 

4. Roup or glanders, 
5. Asthma. 
6. Phrhisis. 
tth DivistoN— Nervous. 
. Meaghrims. 

x 

2d DrivisroN— Digestive, 
1. Sick or full crop. 
2. Oon, lush, or soft eggs. 
3. Egg-bound. 
4. Torpid gizzard. 

rrheea, 
Apople: 

. Paraly 
Divisro rnal and 

1. Obstruction ofrump gland 
2. Fractures. S*2R88 

7. Corns. 

—D. S. E. 

ON THE DRILL HUSBANDRY OF TURNIPS. 
In the instructions issued by the English Agricultu- 

ral Society regarding the Essays on this subject, it was 
desired tat information should be given on the time of 
sowing the different varieties of Turnips on the different 
soils, at the different elevations and latitudes occurring 
in this country. 

It is also stated in the general rules that “all infor- 
mation shall be founded on experience, or observation, 
and not on simple reference to books or other sources.” 
Very few, I believe, will find themselves qualified to 
attempt such 2 report, because this cannot be done by 
a reference to practice, unless the individual has had 
the singular fortune of experimenting, for instance, in‘ 
some elevated arable distriet of Scotland for three or 
four years, then of making a like trial in some neigh- 
bouring distriet of considerably less elevation. This 
would. give results as to elevations in one latitude, but 
to exteud his remarks to different latitudes, he must 
have gone through a similar series of experiments, per- 
haps, in Yorkshire, then in some midland county, and 
again in Hants or Wilts. Now such extensive oppor- 
tunities for gaining the requisite knowledge, experimen- 
tally, I have not had the fortune to obtain. Conse- 
quently my remarks on this branch of my subject must 
be taken as mere opinion, formed on observations 
made during a few hurried journeys through different 
districts of the kingdom, supported only by such facts 
which my own limited experiments appear to have es- 
tablished, 

I would here take the liberty to observe, that many 
of those opinions hastily formed by travellers are often 
extremely erroneous, and tbe appearance which the 
Turnip crops exhibit, in various districts, are charged 
without due consideration on causes very different from 
the real ones. I therefore lock on those essays or. re- 
ports, which are principally filled with observations 
made in rapid journeys, very secondary in importance 
to those which contain information and deductions, 
founded only on the results of a number of carefull 
made experiments, and which have gradually unfolded, 
and eventually established, indisputable facts, 

Tn illustration of these assertions how often do we find 
that well meaning and intelligent men form and uphold 
very incorrect opinions, when based on observation 
only. It will be readily admitted that no remarks are 
more frequently heard, in conversations among pro- 
fessing agriculturists, and far too often from men of 
great practical knowledge, who ought to know better, 
such expressions as these, “ What wretched growers of 
Turniys these farmers are,” it may be, on the poor chalk 
downs of Dorset, Hants, Wilts, &e., on the poor unge- 
nial soils of the Cotswolds, or on the numerous other 
districts in various parts of the kingdom, where the 
soil is light and thin, or of a cold, stiff, and retentive 
nature. While they extol the excellence of the Turnip 
crops produced by the farmers in Norfolk and Suffolk 
the mild sands and gravels in Berks, Notts, Lincoln, 
&e., with other equally genial soils in England; and, 
perhaps, are still louder in their praise of the Turnip 
growers in the finer districts of Scotland, and attribute 
all the difference to the superiority of intellect and 
skill of the agriculturists in the last named districts over 
those of the former. Such opinions I characterise as 
unjust. 

Now, when such observations as these are put forth 
by a practical man, it will generally be found that his 
practice has been entirely confined to a superior grow- 
ing Turnip soil. 

Incorrect opinions on the best mode of growing 
Turnips, when derived from observation only, are formed 
by practical men, who have exclusively acquired their 

distinctions and peculiarities are th g links in 
the chain of the creation, and form most important 
data requiring very particular attention for avoiding, 

p in those districts which produce that plant 
in the greatest luxuriance. For instance, bring a 
Scotchman from some of the best Turnip: districts in 

tke north, who never saw a field drilled on the level or 
flat, place him in any corner of England you choose, and 
let the land be four or fourteen inches deep, he will 
exclaim—* How stupid you English farmers are ! Why 
dou’t you put up your land for ‘furnips in ridges 27 or 
30 inches wide, You never can grow Turnips an 
other way I am sure.” Suppose we set the opiniative, 
and somewhat obstinate north-countryman to work for 
ten or a dozen years, on the poorest chalks, oolites, or 
sands of the south; I think I may safely state what 
would be the result. The Scotchman would find, that 
some of his English neighbours by drilling on the flat, 
could grow as good crops or perhaps better, than he 
could by his ridge system. He would also find the 
dryness of the climate frequently injure, and occasion- 
ally entirely destroy his erops, and at the end of the 
twelve years our north-country friend would be found 
acknowledging that ridging for Turnips did not answer 
on all soils, for every kind of manure, or for the differ- 
ent varieties, and that even on soils of similar quality, 
he could not on an average of years, grow Turnips in such: 
quantity, or so easily in the south of England, as he 
did on the deep, cool, sandy, or gravelly loams of 
Scotland. Our friend would now have proved by 
experience, that no one mode of culture, however 
superior it may be considered on particular soils im 
certain climates, will be found to suit in every distriet 
of the kingdom, any more than that one particular 
course of husbandry should be affirmed as universally 
applicable. Hence the absurdity of any one, from 
observation only, condemning with such severity as we 
hear sometimes, the modes of cultivation, in districts 
which they have only perhaps travelled through once 
in their lives, and can absolutely know nothing of the 
capabilities of the soil for growing Turnips of which 
they speak in perfect ignorance as to the period their 
crops were sown, and if I had ascertained the exact 
dates, it would not have made me more able to judge 
whether these good and bad crops were the results of: 
right or wrong periods of sowing ; therefore, I shall not 
commit myself by any statement as to the best times 
for sowing in such and such latitudes and altitudes, 
knowing well, if any one does so, to the full extent and 
requirements put forth by the Society, it can only in a 
majority of situations fixed on for describing, be the: 

ions of the icant’s inventive brain, and 
therefore, most probably far from correct, and unworthy 
of being relied on. Feeling assured of this, and con- 
sidering that 1 shall do more good to the correct 
development of true and just principles for the 
guidance of agriculturists, in the cultivation of the 
Turnip tribe by refraining altogether from speculative 
inquiry, and leave the plain statement of experiments 
made by me with their results, however clumsily per- 

formed, or imperfectly described, to have such weight 
as they may appear to deserve, and I hope they may 
have the tendency of exciting others to prosecute similar 
experiments with vigilance and zeal, being convinced 
that no improved mode of cultivation can be satisfac- 
torily established on a sure basis, unless founded on and 
clearly exhibited by experiments. 

With this opinion then of the incapacity of an 
single individual as an authority upon the T'urnip Hus- 
bandry of all soils and situations, I shall conclude this. 
paper by one or two remarks ou the best times for 
sowing on this farm, whieh may perhaps apply to the 
district [an elevated district] around.— As to Swedes: 
then, I have often observed that the very early sown 
fields in dry years suffer most from mildew, and my 
own experiment in the second field noticed for 3840; 
shows that sowing on the 5th of May did not produce 
so weighty a crop as that portion sown from the 24th to 
the 28th, the braird and regularity of plant being equally 
good in both cases ; but if we look at the experiments 
made in the first field for 1840, it will be seen there 
was a heavier crop when the sowing took place the first 
10 days of June, Equally varied results are observable 
in the other year’s experiments, therefore no definite 
conclusions ean be come to, so much depends on the 
seasons and state of the land. My opinion therefore 
is, that Swede sowing should commence by the 12th or 
15th May, and terminate the first week in June ; and 
where a similar proportion of that variety is grown, as 
in the plan adopted here, it will require the period E 

have stated to get the work completed and attend to 
other necessary labour, One advantage from sowing 

early is this: that if the braird from any cause should 
be totally destroyed, there is time to re-sow with the 
common varieties. 

Turnips for early consumption should be sown from 
the 24th May to the middle of June; but if any are 

required to ‘stand the winter, the last week in June is 
soon enough for them.— Wm. Fernie, Manchester, 26th 
February, 1846. 

Home Correspondence. 
Form of Agreement between Landlord and Yearly 

Tenant.—Your correspondent “ M. S.” has invited the 

opinion of correspondents. It would be well for farmers 

and for the country too, if yearly tenancies could be abo- 
lished and fair and liberal leases granted instead; un 
this happy era arrives, I suppose all that can be done is to 
make the yearly agreements as fair between the parties 
as circumstances will admit, Leases as well as agree- 

ments are generally one-sided, and the form suggested 
* M. S." is nof an exception to the rule (a). It might be 

sufficient to reserve all timber and other trees for the 

landlord. The tops and lops thereof, at least of a cer- 
tain growth, ought to be allowed to the tenant who pays 

rent, rates, and tithe for the Jand on which they grow 5 
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minerals, &¢., he should bind himself to pay at least the 
damage sustained bythe tenant (c). As to game, allow me 
to ask why a farmer paying a full rent should be obliged 
to keep rabbits, hares, partridges, pheasants, &c., &c., 
for the amusement of his landlord without compensa- 
tion. It would be no worse for him to reserve the right 
to turn on to his tenant’s land, horses and oxen, pigs 
and sheep. (d) The plan of increased rents is bad, and al- 
though generally adopted, is so unjust that I have never 
heard of their being acted upon to their full extent, but 
only as a screw to bring about a settlement (e). The sys- 
tem of cropping suggested by “ M. S." is certainly strin- 
gentenough. I should imagine he must have had the 
Rodings of Essex iu his eye—* crop and fallow ;" why 
Bean, Peas, Clover or Vetches, should be included in 
his list of forbidden fruits, I am at a loss to conjecture. 
In many parts of the country the two former are con- 
sidered the best preparations for Wheat; and it is 
quite a moot question whether Clover eut for seed is 
injuriouscither to thelandor thesueceeding crop( 7). The 
clause obliging the tenant to consume upon the farm all 
the green produce, even if certain loss be the result, 
and all the straw and haulm, without reference to the 
locality in which the farm may be situated, is far too 
stringent if * M. 5.” expects for himself or his employer 
a full fair rent for the land, Allow me to ask why a 
farmer, as well as any other manufacturer, should not 
be allowed to sell what he is at the trouble and expense 
of growing (g)? The scale of compensation for improve- 
ments is all very well, but the slightest deviation from 
the prescribed covenants bars the right of the tenant ; 
and I think few will be found to go heart and soul into 
the permanent improvement of a farm which they hold 
upon so uncertain a tenure, Besides, the skill which 
projects, and the untiring energy which directs the 
carrying out these improvements, are forgotten. There 
is ei deal of land which, in its present state, is not 
worth more than 15s. per acre ; judiciously improved it 
becomes permanently worth 30s. Will any farmer 
with sense enough to effect this alteration in value, be 
content with the miserable compensation which may 
possibly be so arranged that it would amount to next to 
nothing? No comprehensive and enlarged system of 
improvement will take place till landlords see it their 
interest to let to monied tenants, upon liberal covenants, 
at full rents, At present the landlords have a joint 
holding with the tenants, and very troublesome and an- 
noying partners they are. Before I conclude I would 
ask why the law of distress sbould be allowed to con- 
tinue. Abolish this law, the legitimate farmer will be 
Subject only to fair competition, and those who have 
neither the meaus nor the skill to farm, be prevented 
raising rents to an unnatural pitch by being accepted 
as tenants, the landlord knowing well that if the worst 
comes to the worst, the bailiff with his warrant, and the 
auctioneer with his hammer, will sweep Broom field, 
and he will be paid in full, though all others induced by 
appearances to give credit get neither money nor pity.— 
Clodhopper. 

Agreement between Landlord and Yearly Tenant.— 
In your paper of the 17th there is an article headed as 
above, in which * M. 5.” wishes for the opinion of your 
correspondents, I beg to say from the hasty perusal I 
have taken of it there is much to commend in it, and 
very little to object to; but I consider he is quite at 
fault on one point, and cannot have practically con- 
sidered the results. I allude to the cropping, to which 
I should think no farmer would agree ; that no two 
white crops of corn should be grown successively on the 
same land is not so bad, though. rather arbitrary ; but 
that no white crop should be grownafter either Peas, 
Beans, or Vetches for seed, is justsaying that they shall 
not be grown on the farm at all, as it cannot be expected 
that they should be grown instead of either Wheat or 
Oats or Barley, as in most cases Clover seed would be 
sown with the latter, which could not be done with seed 
Vetches or the like. Then, again, it is, I think, an es- 
tablished fact that Red Clover left for seed is not in- 
jurious but the reverse, and it ought consequently to be 
considered a fallow crop. There is another thing in 
which ** M. 3." has made a mistake in my opinion, not 
allowing the out-going tenant beyond the Ist February 
for clearing the land of his Turnips; what is he to do 
with a flock of ewes with young lambs at that time of 
year? and the incoming tenant cannot require all the land 
at that time for his spring corn, but he could havea 
part; these little matters might cause great loss and 
annoyance in case of any bad feeling arising, which 
might and could be avoided. It has generally, I am 
fully aware, been the practice to draw out agreements 
and leases for farms that could not be acted upon, but it 
is time that was altered; and, to prevent it in future, it 
should be done by men practically acquainted with the 
details of farming, and then it should be religiously ob- 
served by all parties to the agreement.—-W. B. B. 
Spital Hall, near Birkenhead. P.S.—No tenant would 
insure his landlord’s premises. I consider Rye-grass 
left for seed a cereal crop, and that it draws more out 
of the land in every way than a heavy crop of corn. 
[It will be seen that * M. S." has, to a certain extent, 
acknowledged, in his article on small farms last week, 
that Beans may be grown between corn crops. The 
proper distinction, we believe, should be not between 
seed crops and green crops, but between crops for sale 
and crops for consumption. “ M.S.’ farmed for some 

5 t g which he ad 
without growing Beans except as a corn crop.] 

Drainage.—l understand the general opinion on 
draining is to keep the drains 18 ft. apart. I have 
done some at that distance, and I bave made some at 12ft. 
apart. Now what I should like to know is this: If I 
make my drains 10 ft. apart, and 3 ft. deep, will I have 
double the profit than if I make them 20 ft. apart and 
3 ft. deep. If I thought it would not give me returna ac- 
cordingly, I should be very sorry to spend 8/. where 5/. 
would do as well. I make my drains as wedge-drains, 
slates or tiles, resting on an edge or shoulder, 6 inches 
Írom the bottom of the trench. Ilay them along the 
bottom, then fill to the top with the clay I take out of 
the drain, Do you think that will do ? [Your drains 
need not be nearer than 18 ft. Make them deep enough 
and there will be no advantage gained by increasing 
their frequency. Pipe-drains are surer than wedge- 
drains. The tunnel is more permanent. 

Mangold Wurzel.—I noticed, with surprise, in the 
Gazetie of October 24th, your remark on Mangold 
Wurzel, that “certainly it gives a peculiar taste to 
butter.” Knowing that your paper is extensively cir- 
culated among agriculturists of all classes, I feel 
anxious to correct a statement which is calculated to 
raise a prejudice in the minds of the inexperienced 
against the cultivation of one of the most important 
roots that the English farmer possesses. On a small 
dairy farm of about 80 acres, I keep from 16 to 20 
cows, and Mangold Wurzel constitutes the chief part 
of the food of these cows during the winter when in 
milk, The best evidence that I can give you that 
Mangold Wurzel imparts no unpleasant flavour to the 
butter, is, that the butter from my farm always meets 

um y dee 

with a ready sale, and obtains the highest market price. 
The value of this root is scarcely appreciated even by 
intelligent farmers; its produce per acre is much 
larger than that of the Turnip; the erop is a more 
certain one, asit is never attacked by the fly ; it will 
keep for twelve months if it be carefully stored away in 
the autumn, and it certainly imparts no peculiar flavour 

During the last harvest, where Rushes and Heath used 
to grow, it was covered with corn. Great credit is due 
to Mr. Davis for the example he has set the country, 
The Duke of Devonshire has set a noble example; he 
has erected a tile-work near Chatsworth, on purpose to 
supply his tenants with tiles and pipes: and many 
others I can mention in different counties that are 
doing the same. I am happy to say I know of many 
noblemen and gentlemen that are finding their tenants 
tiles and pipes. Let us hope the time is not far distant. 
when we shall see landlord and tenant put their 
shoulder to the wheel, and help forward the great work 
of draining throughout the length and breadth of the 
land. Thea we shall have work for the labouring 
classes; food for man and beast, without being so 
much beholden to other countries for supply.— Red 
Hill, Christchurch. 

Town Sewage.—In your Leading Article of the 
Agricultural Gazette of last week you quote, ‘ Give us. 
the refuse of the towns, and you may do what you 
please with the Corn-laws," Until within this twelve- 
month the town refuse in Birmingham was looked after 
very anxiously by the farmers, and the ash-holes were 
emptied without any expense to the inhabitants. But 
now there is a difficulty in getting them emptied with 
the charge of from 6s. to 10s, each. They contain from 
two to three tons. As a proof of the above, and the 
state of fever in the town arising from some thousands. 
of these cesspools and similar places wanting being 
emptied, I send you the following paragraph from the 
Birmingham Journal :—“ It will be observed, by a 

; notification from the guardians of the poor, that fever 
prevails to an alarming extent at the present time 
amongst the poorer classes of the town, no less than. 
200 cases having been returned by the district medieal 
officers last week. This is attributed to the filthy state 
of the ash-holes and cesspools of the back streets and. 
courts.” A friend informs me the farmers do not want 
manure, that he sold his horse-manure a few days ago. 
for 3l. (shillings?) per ton, which he always had six 
for. Can you give a reason for these strange changes 

to either milk or butter.—R., Glamorganshire. [You 
cannot speak too highly of the root; theless we 
cannot disbelieve the evidence of our own senses. How- 
ever, this taste may be removed by the use of a little 

stated.] 
Agreement with Yearly Tenants.— Your corre- 

spondent “ M. S." asks the opinion of others upon the 
covenants proposed for a tenant from year to year on 
a farm. e is evidently a landlord, and his reciprocity 
is all on one side, viz., his own ; his conditions would 
be useless with a bad landlord, and unnecessary with a 
good one, With respect to the first, he allows nothing 
to an outgoing tenant, whatever expence he may have 
ineurred, unless the landlord turns him out ; and yet 
if the landlord, under any circumstances, receives a 
benefit, why should he not pay for it? and if a land- 
lord is to have the privilege of removing a tenant at a 
year's notice, why should not a tenant have the privi- 
lege of quitting an unjust or annoying landlord ? 
Further, if the approbation of a landlord is to be ob- 
tained before a tenant can lime his land, or make any 
other improvement, not only may much time be lost, 
but a bid needy landlord would hesitate, consent, or 
deny it altogether, for fear of having a few pounds to 
pay ; so that a lease (so called) of that kind would be 
useless in obliging a bad landlord to do justice, and 
unnecessary for a good landlord. The only question 
to be decided between the two parties is, if benefit 
accrues to the landlord ; if so, he ought to pay for it ; 
and in case of buildings, the tenant ought to be allowed 
to take away his own, if the landlord or incoming 
tenant declines purchasing. In nine cases out of ten 
the bad tenant is so made by a bad landlord ; if a land- 
lord takes care that his tenant has a fair capital, and is 
not ground down at first by too early a demand of rent, 
which will prevent his turning his capital, and force 
him into market, a farmer is usually too fond of his 
occupation not to make a good tenant, Rent should 
never be demanded except one half year under the 
other, but needy landlords are exacting, and in seven 
years tenants are sold up, and during the last three the 
farm is neglected for want of means and despondency ; 
a landlord is quite as much indebted to a tenant, as a 
tenant to a landlord, and the advantages should be 
equal.—.4 Landlord and Tenant. 

Draining Pipes.—I have read with attention for 
some time past the different opinions that have appeare: 
in your Paper respecting land-draining pipes and tiles, 
and if a few remarks I have to make is worthy the 
columns of your Paper (and if not, burn them), you will 
much oblige * A Subscriber.” In the first place, I am 
an old tile-maker of 50 years’ standing, and for 25 
years I have paid great attention to the manufacturing of 
drain tiles and pipes. I ean assure you that I have 
travelled more than 1200 miles on purpose to inspect 
different tile-machines, Daring the past month I have 
travelled through 10 counties, on purpose to find the 
best tile and pipe machine, and best conducted tile 
works, I was much disappointed in travelling through 
different counties, to see how little there is done in 
draining land; my attention was much taken up in 
passing through different counties, to see how much 
good land there is bearing Rushes. This ought not to 
be. If our forefathers grew Rushes, we ought to grow 
corn. It is pretty well known now that subsoil- 
ploughing and draining will kill Rushes. For a proof, 
I will refer to Spring-park Farm (Mr. Hewitt Davis's). 
I can well remember, 40 years ago, I was over it. 

nitre in washing out the pails, &c., as we have often | 

to M. W. K? [Can you not find a sufficient reason in 
the unp d low prices of all sorts of farm pro- 
duce! Thereason must be local. If there be nothing. 
in the place to account for the circumstances as you 
describe them, then we must draw the inference that a 
high price of produce is as inimical to an economical as 
a low one may be to a profitable agriculture. ] 

Societies. 
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY or ENGLAND. 

Tux first Monruty CouNcIL, after the recess, was. 
held at the Soeietys house in Hanover-square, on 
Wednesday last,the 4th of November; present, the 
Rt. Hon. the Earl of Ecxoxr, President, in the chair; 
Sir Matthew White Ridley, Bart.; Colonel Austen, 
M.P. ; D. Barclay, Esq., M. P. ; T. Raymond Barker, 
Esq.; H. Brandreth, Esq.; W. R. Browne, Esq.; 
Col. Challoner; F. C. Cherry, Esq.; B. T. B. 

Sq. ; 

Knight, Charles, Fern Cottage, Donhead, St. Andrew, Salisb. 

ane, London 
: ghley Park, Woolpit, Suffollc 

Scott, Robert, M.P., Stourbridge, Worcester. 

The names of 31 candidates for election at the next 
meeting were then read. 

INANCES.— Colonel Austen, M.P., Chairman of the 
Finance Committee, presented to the Council a state- 
ment of the Society's Accounts to the end of the 
previous month ; from which it appeared, that the- 
invested capital of the Society on the 31st of October 
last, stood at 70007. stock, with a current cash-balance 
of 15314. in the hands of the bankers. 

orato DisrasE,.— Mr. Pusey, M.P., Chairman of 
the Journal Committee, transmitted to the Couneil a 
report of the adjudication of the first prize of 501, on 
the foundation of his Grace the Duke of Northumber- 
land, K.G., one of the Vice-Presidents of the Society, 
for the best Essay on the Remedy for the Potato Dis- 
ease, and on its treatment in the various stages. of 
planting, growth, and preservation, to Mr. George 
Phillips, of No. 4, Upper Park-street, Islington, and: 
Analytical Chemist to the Hon. Board of Excise, Old 
Broad-street, London. Mr. Pusey also informed the 
Council that a further report would be transmitted in 
reference to the two other prizes placed at the disposal 
of the Society by the Duke of Northumberland. 

Sz. Joun’s-pay Ryz.— The Essays competing for the 
Society’s prize on the subject of the St. John’s-day Rye 
were received, and referred to the Journal Committee 
for adjudication. " 

Lax CuLrivation.—The Marquis of Downshire’s 
liberal offer to add the sum of 307. to that of 202 
already voted by the Society, for the best report on 
Flax, was unanimously accepted by the Council. The 
Essays competing for these prizes to be sent to the 
Secretary on or before the 1st of March, 1847 ; and the 
competitors required to state the reasons, general and 
particular, in favour of extending the growth of Flax in 
this country; along with any considerations regarded as 
being adverse to the practice ; also to explain in detail 
the most approved methods of eultivating the plant, the 
best mode of saving the crop, and preparing the Flax. 
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for market, as well as to state the way in which the 
whole or any portion of the seed may be saved with the 
least injury to the fibre, and be most profitably applied 
by the farmer. 

Corrace Tracts.—The Secretary having reported 
that the whole of the 27,000 impressions of the Cottage 
Tracts on domestic economy and dening, reprinted 

referred to the stewards of the yard.—Mr. Hateu, the 
contractor for the Pavilion dimer at Newcastle, 
addressed to the Couneil a letter of thanks for the 
liberal manner in "which they had considered and 
discharged his claim. 

ROYAL VETERINARY COLLEGE, — Professor SewELL, in 

from the Journal for private distribution, were disposed 
of, the Council ordered a further reprint of 3000 copies 
for the same object. 

Wuear AND Banngr.—Mr. Isaac TaYLoR, of Monk- 
moor, near Shrewsbury, transmitted to the Council his 
opinion on the respective merits of the. Wheat and 
Barley selected for trial at the Southampton Meeting. 

GENERAL MEETING.— The Council decided that the 
hour of the General Meeting of the Members on Satur- 
day the 12th of December next, should he fixed for 
11 o'elock in the forenoon, and that the rooms of the 
Society in Hanover-square should be thrown open as 
usual on the evenings of Wednesday, Thursday, and 
Friday, in the Smithfield Club Show week, for the ac- 
commodation of those Members of the Society who 
Should visit the metropolis at that time. 

SMITHFIELD CLUB.—Mr. BRANDRETH GIBBS took that 
opportunity of laying upon the table a certain number 
of Prize-sheets connected with the ensuing Show of the 
Smithfield Club ; and also, in order to prevent disap- 
pointment, of reminding such of the Members of the 
Society then present as intended to become exhibitors 
on the occasion, that the last day of entry and receipt 

ifi the Smithfield Show would be Satur- o or the 
day, the 14th of November. 

Lecrurrs.—Mr. Raymonp BARKER laid before the 
Council the joint recommendation of Lord Portman and 
Mr. Pusey, that the Lectures to be delivered before 
the Members at their ensuing December Meeting should 
be of a different character from those delivered on pre- 
vious occasions, The: ded that the Lecturer 
should be i d, not on th l grounds of che- 
mical philosophy, or on gs derived from the 
laws of vegetation, to hazard conjectures on the best 
means of improving the present modes of agricultural 
practice, but to confine himself to the more substantial 
and legitimate elucidation of a clear, simple, and strik- 
ing exhibition of the chemical, physical, and mechanical 
properties of those elements so constantly referred to 
under various designations in works on Agricultural 
Chemistry, with which practical farmers in general 
have so few opportunities of becoming familiar by the 
direet evidence of their senses, and without which ex- 
perimental illustrations they are precluded from that 
tangible knowledge of the scientific elements of modern 
writers, whieh will enable them to peruse their works 
with satisfaction or instruction. Mr. Barker further 
stated that Lord Portman and Mr. Pusey had ascer- 
tained that Dr. Ryan would be prepared to give such 
Lectures to the Members of the Society, with the ex- 
perimental illustrations required, in the great Theatre 
of the Royal Polytechnic Institution, granted for the 
occasion by the Committee of Management, on Wed- 
nesday, the 9th, and Thursday, the 10th of December 
next, at 8 o’clock in the evening, such Members being 
admitted at the private entrance, No. 5, Cavendish- 
square, by free tickets, to be obtained of the Secretary 
at the Office of the Society. On the motion of Mr. 
Barker, seconded by Colonel Challoner, this recommen- 
dation was unanimously adopted, and confirmed by the 
Council. 

TRIAL or ImprEwENTS.—Mr. SHELLEY transmitted to 
the Council the joint Report of himself and Mr. Miles, 
the Stewards of the Implement Department at the 
Newcastle meeting, on the various documents referred 
by the Council for their consideration. This Report 
was unanimously adopted and confirmed. 

REMOVAL or Anrmats.—Sir MavrHEW RIDLEY gave 
notice that, at the next meeting of the Council, he 
should move an additional Rule for adoption at the 
future Country Meetings of the Society, in reference to 
the removal of animals generally, but especially of stal- 
lions, from their place im the show-yard, only under 
such restrictions and erders from the Stewards as will 
prevent irregularity and confusion, and diminish the 
chances of personal accidents. 

ountRY Mertines.—Memorials were received from 
the Mayor and Corporation respectively of Leeds, Nor- 
wich, and Guildford, inviting the Society to hold its 
Country Meeting in their localities ; from various 
railway companies, offering to the Society’s exhibitors a 
free transit for their stock and implements to and from 
the places of show, on the meeting’s being held within 
the district of their lines ; and from Mr. Eddison, de- 
tailing the circumstances favourable for the holding of 
the meeting in a given locality. These various communi- 
cations were received with thanks, and reserved for con- 
sideration, respectively, at the Monthly Council in the 
April in the year preceding thatin which the meeting is to 
be held.—Mr. Suaw gave notice that he should move 
at the next Council, * That, as since the division of the 
country into districts, a liberal subscription to the fuuds 
ofthe Society has been made by the districts respec- 
tively, a committee be appointed to consider the 
practicability of reducing the expenses of the Annual 
Country Meeting, and of applying a portion of the 
subscribed fund to prizes to be competed for by persons 
residing within the district only." | 

Letters relating to alleged unfairness in the shearing 
of sheep exhibited at the Society’s meetings; to 

iggesti. pecting the best imp of disquali- 
fying fat animals entered for exhibition, and to the 
appointment of judges, were laid before the Council and 

of the request of the Council at its previous 
meeting, presented a Report of the number of Pupils 
instructed at the College, in a knowledge of the diseases 
peculiar to Cattle, Sheep, and Pigs, agreeably with the 
intentions of the Society. 

PIDEMIC AMONG CarrLz.— Professor SewELL then 
obtained leave of the Council that Mr. Simmonps, then 
Professor of Cattle Pathology at the Veterinary College, 
should be allowed to address them on the subject of the 
disease prevailing amongst cattle. Mr. Simmonds 
observed that he did not think any benefit could possibly 
arise to Agriculturists by the Society’s circulating, as 
it had been, he believed proposed, a paper containing 
instructions for the treatment of cases of Pleuro- 
Pneumonia, as it must, he thought, be borne in mind 
that the early symptoms of the affection were so ambi- 
guous and so little developed, that even veterinar 
surgeons, long accustomed to the diseases of ruminating 
animals, sometimes failed to detect the existence of the 
affection, in its ‘earliest and curable stages: conse- 
quently, the measures recommended would too frequently 
prove more injurious than beneficial to the interest of 
the farmer. He did not think that the fatality attend- 
ing Pleuro-Pneumonia was so great at the present time 
as it had been heretofore ; many cases within his own 
experience having been successfully treated, and veteri- 
nary surgeons, in his opinion, had become better 
acquainted with this and other diseases of cattle since 
the extended system of instructing pupils had through 
the munificence of the Society been carried out at the 
Veterinary College ; and both himself and his colleagues 
were most anxious to do all in their power to promote 
the laudable objects of the Society. He flattered him- 
self that the- delivery of a course of Lectures not con- 
fined to one class of organs, but embraeing the structure, 
functions, and diseases of all parts of the body, had 
already been productive of great benefit ; and expressed 
his willingness to furnish to the Council whatever 
report they might require, along with a synopsis of his 
leetures. He regretted the small number of cattle 
patients sent to the College. In his opinion there were 
many causes for this deficiency, and he feared also 
some which could not be removed. He begged to 
suggest that members of the Society should be informed 
how much they had it individually in their power to aid 
the joint objects of the Society and the College, by send- 
ing up diseased animals for anatomical examination 
and illustration in the lecture room. 

Mr. Barciay, M.P., Mr. Suaw, and Mr. FISHER 
Hon»s having then addressed the Council on this sub- 
ject, Professor SeEwELL invited the Members generally 
to visit the College, and inspect the arrangements 
already made for the reception of cattle patients. He 
regretted the failure of diseased animals for investiga- 
tion, whieh could only be obtained at the market price 
ef butcher's meat; and of the Cattle Infirmary at 
Islington, which he had taken so much interest and 
pains in getting established. 

MISCELLANEOUS COMMUNICATIONS,—Numerous com- 
munications and presents made to the Society during 
the recess were received with thanks, and reserved for 
further consideration. Among these were Mr. Shaw's 
present of a Portrait and Memoir of Lord Portman, the 
late President of the Society, as contained in t| 
* Farmers’ Magazine” for the current month; and 
presents and communications from His Imperial High- 
ness the Archduke John, of Austria ; Baron Washing- 
ton, of Munich ; the Hon. Edward Everett, Principal of 
Cambridge University, U. S. ; the Imperial Agricultu- 
ral Society of Vienna ; the Royal Societies of Munich 
and Caen; the New York Agricultural Society ; Dr. 
Spurgin, Mr. Faleoner, Mr. Charnock, Mr. Dean, Mr. 
Raynbird, Lady Franklin, Mr. Rogers, C. E., Mr. Par- 
ker, Mr. Casella, Mr. Davies, Colonel Moody, Rev. Dr. 
Stewart, Dr. Murray, Mr. Dickson, Mr. Coxworthy, 
Mr. Wood, Mr. Salmon, Mr. Gesner, Mr. Broadhead, 
Mr. Read,V. S., Mr. Iveson, Mr. Drury, Mr. Trimmer, 
and Mr. Morton. 

The Council then adjourned to Wednesday, the 2d of 
December. 

Farm Memoranda. 
Fellenberg School at Hofwyl—Emanuel Von Fellen- 

berg was descended from one'of the oldest families of the 
nobility of Switzerland. Early dissatisfied with political 
life, he became a pupil of Pestolozzi. Inspired with the 
ideas of that great man, he resolved to devote his life and 
fortune to their development. Superior to his master 
in the refinements of life and in wealth, he was scarcely 
second to him in zeal and firmness of purpose, He 
consumed 10 years in visiting sehools and otherwise 
fitting himself for the execution of his plans. Havin, 
sought through Switzerland a location uniting all the 
essentials to his conception of a site for a school, he 
fixed upon Hofwyl, an estate in Canton Berne, about 
five miles from the capital. It is a large irregular 
mound, embracing about 200 acres. In the distance, 
on the east, are the Bernese Alps. On the west is the 
ura chain. Lesser elevations, between, crowned with 

forests of different ages, meadows rich in verdure, grain 
fields and cottages embosomed in shade trees, greet the 
eye on every side as one looks out from the grounds 
upon which the group of buildings is situated. There 
were three schools founded by M. Fellenberg—two at 

Hofwyl, and a third at Kutti, another estate near. The 
latter is the school for agriculture. The higher school 
at Hofwyl, receives pupils from the more wealthy 
families, of whom there are about 40 from England— 
the lower is for the poor. The courses of instruction 
are totally different. The English Professor was kind 
enough to present my name and mention my wishes to 
M. F. early in the morning after my arrival. Next day, 
having been made aequainted with my purposes by the 
English aequaintance of last evening, he took me, without 
proposition, at once away upon a walk of a mile and 
three-quarters, to the agricultural school. On our way 
he occupied my time with the subject of education, his 
father's peculiarities, Pestolozzís great ideas, and all 
matters relating thereto, in a style of great clearness 
and simplicity, and with all the sincerity of expression 
that might be expected from an honest man, who knew 
the truth of what he was stating, and felt its import- 
ance. He does not pursue precisely the course of his 
father in instruction, because, he says, “I have not 
precisely the same constitution of mind; yet I arrive 
at the same result, though following another plan.” 

At length we came upon the farm-grounds, in the 
midst of which are erected two enormous stone edifices ; 
one appropriated to the purposes of a barn, and con- 
sisting of mows, granaries, stalls for cattle, horses, 
swine, &c., and the other a boarding-house or farm- 
house with study-r k-shops, st X and 
apartments for all purposes that could be connected 
with the domestic economy of the farm. Before us 
were the young men from 16 to 18 years of age, digging 
Potatoes. They numbered 11, three of the whole 
number were absent, or employed upon other duty. 
Many of them were bare-headed, and all of them in the 
peasant’s kittel (blue over-frock). The Potatoes were 
assorted as dug—the lesser from the larger, and the 
sound from the decaying. The little crop had been 
planted, hoed, and now harvested, throughout, by the 
scholars. In these labours, an4 in all the others of the 
farm, carried forward almost exclusively by the pupils, 
there is no play-work. M. F. intends they shall have 
a deep-seated conviction of what perspiration and 
fatigue are, and of how much ought to be expected 
from a day-labourer. Leaving them, we went to the 
meadow where they had been mowing—and to the 
garden where each had a little sub-division for himself, 
devoted to growing what he pleased. The larger kitchen 
garden was appropriated to Cabbages, Cauliflower, 
Beets, Turnips, &e. The barn being situated upon an 
inclination, was entered by waggons upon a bridge above, 
and the hay and grain discharged with little labour 
into the mows and bays below. On the first floor were 
the stalls ; one series for calves (fine-looking creatures), 
another or two others for cows—all spotted, well-bred 

cattle, not large, but finely formed, in good condition, 
sleek, and good milkers—another series for swine, in 
which I recognised some Berkshires. ‘The stalls were 
paved with small eobble-stones, and so inclined that the 
urine could be conducted to a reservoir without. Each 

cow was secured before a little trough and rack above, 
by a chain, No partitions of any description between 
them. On the same floor were broad apartments, for 
threshing, drying Potatoes and Beets, beside all the 
usual conveniences of a stock and grain barn. In the 
cellar which extends under a large portion of the bar 
I was shown a quantity of Potatoes, some 2000 bushels, 
I should judge, which were all threatened with destruc- 
tion from the almost everywhere prevailing Potato 
sickness. The theories of this fearful malady seem 

he | none of them suited to all the facts of the case. It has 
fallen upon the plant in dry soils and wet—and in other 
soils equally dry and wet it has not appeared. It has 
occurred in the shade, and again has left such a loca- 
tion unvisited. Soils highly manured have escaped, and 
have not escaped. It is not in Switzerland alone, nor 
in Germany—but in France and Austria, and England, 
and in America. Not this year only, but in previous 
years. To particular soils, degrees of moisture, expo- 
sure to sun, peculiar situations, or presence of unusual 
quantities of manure—to each and all it cannot be 
attributed, But I have almost forgotten Kutti and the 
farm-school From the barn we went to a room in the 
farm-house, where the register is kept. This apartment 
is furnished with a double row of inclined desks, back 
to back—all in a single frame-work, a few chairs, some 

shelves, and a board for some 40 keys. Here the 
scholars write in their day-books all that has been ac- 
complished, and all they have learned during the day, 
between 7 and 9 o'clock in the evening. M. F. showed 

me the day-book, journal, and inventory of the farm. 
The detail seemed almost immeasurable, but the system 
is so perfect that there is nothing like confusion in any 
of the accounts, or like difficulty in learning from them 
the exact condition of outlay and income. The milk- 
book, for example, had a record of all the cows’ names, 
their ages, the amount and what kind of food they eat, 
and the average amount of milk given daily, determined 
by admeasurement at the close of each month; the 
amount sold, the amount fed to calves, the butter and 
cheese made, amount consumed, and quantity sold, &c. 
The day-book contained a record of each day’s work, 
with what, and by whom. The other books, and there 

were several, were not less interesting, or the system 
of record less perfect. All purchases, outlays, produc- 
tions, and losses, were displayed in the inventory sheet, 
and the absolute condition of the establishment shown 
by the balancing. o, 

After inspecting these things we went to dinner. At 

its close there was half an hour of relaxation ; then all 

the young gentlemen assembled in the drawing-room to 

—— 

D———iff- 
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receive an hour’s instruction from their noble teacher. | syphon. 

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE. 
in | peat what has been said elsewhere on the subject of prepared 

They were seated about two long tables, with their note- 
books, and in the apparel in which the Potatoes had 
been dug. It seems that the little republic of pupils 
had, by an election of their own, appointed individuals 
of their number to the charge of each particular de- 
partment of the matters to be cared for about the farm. 
One to the cow stables, one to the working cattle, 
another to the swine, another to the horses, another to 
the fruit, another to the rooms of study—the sleeping 
apartments—eaeh a specific trust. One was elected to 
be leader in all kinds of work. Each had been required 
to draw up a scheme for conducting his own depart- 
ment of supervision. These schemes were successively 
called for, read and dis l; and here it was I feit 
the real greatness of M. F. He elicited the warm but 
honest discussion of all the little points to be considered 
in these schemes, and found means to introduce a plain, 
easily to be comprehended, but deep and sound lecture 
upon the political economy, if I may so call it, of an 
agricultural community. The first scheme was that of 
the leader in all work. It was well drawn up for a lad. 
Each article was read and diseussed, or assented to with- 
out inquiry, as it seemed to impress the infant council. 
One topic I recollect partieularly—* Should each mem- 
ber of a party engaged in the same labour, judge of the 
excellence of the mode employed ? and should he ex- 

E 

press his judgment? and if so, before the work was 
commenced, while going forward, or when concluded 2” 
At first there was a little reserve ; then came a variety 
of opinions. All thought that each should exercis 
faculties to discover the best mode. Some thought that 
if a different mode would be better it should be made 
known before the work was commenced, as after its 
conclusion the discovery would be of little service. 

thers, again, that after its commencement, one would 
be better able to judge of the relative excellence of the 
employed and proposed plans, and that the time for 
expressing an opinion would be in the progress of the 
labour. Others still had different views, all of which 
showed that they have learned to think. The various 
opinions gave M. F. an opportunity to present the pro- 
minent features of a republican government—the ne- 
cessity of obedience to some head, and confidence therein 
—the duty of investigation, and the proper time, as 
men and as gentlemen, for the exp ion of differing 
opinions when deliberately formed. His extempore 
alternate inquiry, reply, and dissertation, was one of 
the finest exhibitions of what a teacher may attain, 
have ever known.— Zwéracted from Mr. Horsford's 
Account in the Albany Cultivator. 

or 

Miscellaneous. 
X Inslance of Grass-land broken up.—A very good and 
well-known farmer broke up a large field of pasture in 
1844, and, without previously paring and burning, 
ploughed and sowed with Wheat. The land is situated 
on a level, and not injured by wet. The soil is a mode- 
rately light loam of 7 inches in depth on gravel, which 
rests on a subsoil of clay several feet from the surface. 
The Wheat failed. There were thin patches here and 
there, with a very fine ear, and on the rest of the land 
nothing but weeds, — Mr. Bravender, in Eng. Ag. Soc. 
Journal, IY ee 

Superphosphate of Lime: Mode of mixing the Bones 
with the Acid and of preparing the Compost.—it 
has been recommended that a large heap of ashes or 

mould should be made with a hole or depression on the 
top, in which the bones are to be placed, the acid poured 
over them, and after some time the whole shovelled up 

„and mixed together. Now, if we examine into the 
effects of this mode of procedure, we shall readily per- 
ceive the objection to which it is subject. The ashes no 
doubt contain a considerable portion of carbonate of 
lime besides other 
very strong affinity. Thus the bones are robbed of a 
large proportion of the acid, of which they ought to 
have exclusive possession. And even if common mould 
is used, or any other substance which has no particular 
chemical affinity for the acid, stili this mould will me- 
chanically absorb much of the acid, and thus deprive 
the bones of hold it, therefore, as a point of 
much importance that the whole of the acid should be 
directly applied to the bones, and that no other sub- 
stance should be allowed to intercept or abstract their 
mutual affinities. A very convenient and cheap vessel 
for manufacturing the mixture is a sugar hogshead, 
having its holes stopped with plaster of Paris. It is 
very desirable to avoid if possible any measuring or 
weighing of the acid, as it is so very dangerous a sub- 
stance to handle. Many serious accidents occurred to 
my knowledge during the last year, and it is very diffi- 
cult to impress farm servants with a sufficient degree 
of caution, or even to convince them that a liquid which 
appears so colourless will burn their skin and clothes. 
In emptying a carboy of acid even into a tub it is diffi- 
cult to prevent a little slopping about and damaging the 
clothes of the attendants, as well as the basket, &c., 
which contains the carboy. To prevent these unpleasant 
consequences I have adopted the following plan :—The 
carboy is placed on a stage or cask the same height as 
the sugar hogshead, into which is put the precise quan- 
tity of bone-dust we intend mixing with the carboy of 
acid. The water is now added with a watering-pot hav- 
ing a rose at the end, so as to disperse it thoroughly, 
and the carboy of acid is then emptied by means of a 

* I have not found that any considerable quantity of the acid 
passes through the bones into the heap of ashes or earth; and 
though Mr, "sis the better plan, where his apparatus 
can be easily procured, I still think that the expedient I men- 

food for sheep and cattle. And, first, as regards steaming green food, the following facts were published some years ago in the transactions of the Highland Society. ios 
Premiums were offered by that Society in 1833 for the best 

reports of such experiments—the one on the feeding of cattle on 
raw and prepared food, and the other on the feeding of pigs 
They were awarded respectively to Val 
Haddington, and to Mr. Bosweli, of Balmuto ; the re- 
sults obtained by these gentlemen we now take the opportu- 
nity of directing the attention of our readers, 

The first point to be ascertained is the amount of the expense 
connected with the two modes of feeding ; the following is Mr; 
Walker's statement on the subject : 

Cost of th 

to the long end of the syphon on which the rose of a 
watering-pot may be placed. The syphon is now filled 
with water, and its long end closed with the cock, and 
the small end with the hand or finger. The latter is 
then quickly inserted into the mouth of the carboy, the 
cock turned on, and the acid will continue to flow till 
the vessel is nearly empty, without any assistance, so 
that the attendant has no occasion to expose himself to 
the injurious and offensive fumes which almost imme- Gi the, Beep fae no lbs. Val 
diately begin to escape. He may however approach- Consumed of Swedish Turnips -» ^ .. 937 0 16 £0 9 dž the windward side of the tub, and give the mixture à | 5s ObAtOSRH ae tios s 048 
little stirring, which should be continued for some little » Beans.. e 7 030 
time afterwards, so that the mixture may be complete. Tbumüte fof TM iau i M A 9 Hs 
A convenient utensil for this purpose is a fork with two i EUM SI is 
grains, long in the grain, bent at some distance from | Cost of one week of 3 heifers, or 7s. 4d. each 
the grains nearly at right angles, and fixed in a wooden | i e DUE Cr MPO TUNES . + fl 2 dE 
handle, On the same day a fresh lot of bones may be | per aces nash A UM S 
added, and the process repeated until the hogshead is | Swedish Turnips $e s 1 £0 8 [5 
nearly full. In two days afterwards the mixture may be | Potatoes .. — .. . ds S930 48 
shovelled into a heap, and either remain till wanted or BAUM = Sate 2 Aet i Pi 2 
mixed at once with a certain portion of ashes. It i: aH MS ot 
should be shovelled over several times and ashes added | Cost per week of 3 heifers on raw food, 
at each time of turning, which will thus render the | , 055. 54. each per week OG. Sc eee t of 

food .. on m E 
mixture fine and dry enough to pass through an ordi- E das 
nary drill.—2r. Spooner in Eng. Ag. Soc. Journal. 

Metropolitan Sewage Manure Company: Analysis 
of Evidence. had a set of experiments made at 

This additional expens: 
made up of the items of c 
per cent. more Swedes v 

Stirling, which gave very interesting results. I em- | food than by those which 
ployed a person there upon whom I could rely to make | ensure the trustworthiness of 

| taken before it was commenced to part the six heifers into two the experiment for me. He laid out some land in | 
rather a sandy loamy soil ; laid out portions; first, a | 
division he manured with farm dung and ashes mixed, | 

Al 
s 

1 lots, that no exception on t 
ingular result; and the probabi 

nce of this mode of feedi 

equ 
thi: 
the consequ 
the account N 

ground can be taken to 
ty that it is uniformly 
z cattle is confirmed by 

at the rate of 12 tons per acre, and at a cost of 48s. 5 T Sd of his other lots of wes i i E EN EU S egi | _ Two oxen on stea = cwt. qrs, lbs. Value. second portion, with the same compost, giving 16 tons | Consumed of Swedish Turn: S MM ^2 0 £0 0 per acre, and ata cost of 64s. A third division, with | 5s Potatoes ede 0 0 
guano, 2 ewt., costing 16s. A fourth with guano, 4 ew | » M sig poe 1 fige 7 0 

" acr a cost of 32s. Another ridge, similar d ad leh nian carat dE 34S ete a per acre, at a cost of 32s. Another ridge, similar in |: t.e for coal aud extra labour dieses extent to the whole of this, was manured with sewer- 
water, at the rate of 16 tons per acre, and taking it at | 
3d. per ton, the cost would be 4s, Theaverage produce 

Cost per week of 2 oxen, or 8s. 64d. each per week .. 0 17 04 
Two oxen on raw food consumed o; 

EPI AA Ai m A EE x cwt. qrs. lbs. Value. (the different specimens were not ascertained sepa- | Swedish Turnips SUN GOD 0 £0 510 
rately), the average produce of the whole variety, the | Potatoes .. +. ++ 1 0 048 
dung aud guano averaged 45 bushels per aere of good | Beans Vp c Ear p ttes TBa 
Barley, That, with the sewage-water, averaged 4298 ++ ++ s+ ++ o ee 0 0 0 OF 
bushels per acre, showing that this small quantity of | 
16 tons had the effect of coming very nearly up to | 
the dung and the guano, but showing also that more | 
liquid manure might be given with safety. There was | 
a small piece tried without manure at all. The piece | 
tried without manure only gave 30 bushels. The see. | 
tion which was raised from the 16 tons of mixed manure, | 
and from the 4 ewt. of guano, both of them were rather | 
overgrown, and were laid in consequence of their great » 
growth. That which was raised by the.sewage-water 
was not so heavy as to be laid ; but it approximated 
very nearly to the bulk of the others. Two aud a half 
cwt. of guano, applied annually to an acre of land, 
would induce a very rich condition of the soil, espe- 
cially when conjoined with the farm-yard manure 
always available, and would even tend, in a course of 
years, to increase very much the amount of this 
deseription of manure. Taking the quantity of water 
necessary, from anal to furnish 5 ewt, of fertilising 

Cost per week at 6s. 9jd. each — .. e+ 013 6$ 013 6% 

Additional cost per week of 2 oxen on steamed food £0 3 6 

The Swedish Turnips 
3d. pev ew 

are valued in the above at 
Potatoes Is. 3à i t 

4d., and the i , and the Beans at 3s. per bushel, 
The following, then, is the summary of expenses during the 

i of the experi 12 weeks and 5 days:— 
Three heifers on steamed food, at 1, 2s. lid. 

per week - 
ou raw food, 

£M 1/38 
10 6 7i at 16s. 8d. per week... 

Additional cost of 3 heifers on steamed food oe 814 BE 

Two oxen on steamed food, at 17s. 03d. per week .. 
5 on ra 

1016 8 
raw food, at 15s, 63d. per week 2 $ 812 

Additional cost of 2 oxen on steamed food .. — .. £2 4 6 
Now for the result of these experiments :—It must be premised: that the mode in which the value of the beasts when put up to» feed wa iined, was by putting a certain price ( g 

stone on the carcase in its then condition, and estima i 
weightatacertain fraction (— 1.) of the live weight of the animal. b 

tioned may be found sometimes convenient, —Ph, Pusey. 

matter, at 17,920 galions per acre, I give below an esti- 1s, the value of the 3 heifers on steamed food— 
mate of the cost thereof ; I give also an estimate of the AE v Roses dvi ID we soos us 3r 8& E € A cost Keep as a ve oe oe oe oe 34 cost of supplying double that qua ntity, equal to 5 ewt. : d 3 
per aere of guano or 30 tons of farm-ya rd manure, Total cost .. es .. E -. 4819 Q 
Cost of manuring 1 acre with sewer-water . ..£0 12 9| Their value when killed— 

i ith guano, 2j ew t Su 1*"0'0 152 stone of beef at 6s. 6d., was .. .. .. 49 8 0 
iure, 15 tons at 4s. 3 00 

1eaper than gaano oe m 0758 Ttesulting in a loss on the lot of £0 9 0 
T "ure .. oe E OPPS. 

Ditto than the aver the twc . 1 7 3|The value of the 3 heifers on raw food— 
m 016 6 When first put up to feed was oe E e 3419 3} 

PH 2 0 o| Addcostofkeepasabove s. +. s- ~.. 10 6 3l 
I 600 pane Sewer-water is cheaper than guano .. T TEN Total cost ..  ..  .. oe  .. 45 5 10E 

Ditto than farm-yard manure .. e. .. +» 5 8 6| Their value when killed— 
Ditto than the average of the two vA ex eu Duss! RE 150 stones 3 ibs, of beef at 6s. Gd., was oe .. 48 16 44 

—Evidence ef James Smith, Esq. cf Deanston. Report HF Health of Towns Commission. Resulting in a profit on the lot of £310 5 

Instance of Grass-land broken up.—This farmer, an 
intelligent man, occupying a large farm, in the spring 

This experiment indicates the non-economy of feeding cattle 
with steamed food, and its results are corroborated by those of” 

f 1845 broke up 11 acres of down-la ather thi ip | the next. 
UT TM visco Es T3 down-land, rather thin soil, 3 one of each of thelots of oxen put up to feed had been 
eras ie Ral oR rmined to cultivate it in | slaughtered when the report of these experiments was drawn. two ways for the sake of experiment. He pared and | up, but, doubling the items of its expenses and returns, wa: 
burned the whole of it, and removed about half the | obtain the following account — 
ashes to other parts of the farm, which were drilled Thoma ae oie? SEE ned food when put up ee 

with Turnips. He then spread the remaining ashes,| Add cost of keep, asabove ;. 1. 72  .. 1016 &. 
and had about 6 acres of it breast-ploughed, covering \ - 
the ashes, and shortly afterwards went over it with | mheir value when killed odo 
Croskill's clod-crusher, in an opposite direction to that| 113 stone 8lbs. of beef at Gs, 6d., was — ..  ..£3617 3 in whieh the land had been turned over with the breast y 
plough, and eut it into squares. It was then harrowed, Loss on the lot va? Da poii merv ea TES 
and the Turnips drilled, which are a good crop. After | The value of two 
removing part of the ashes and spreading the remainder to feed, was m 
on the other 5 acres, he sowed Turnips, using only half| Add cost of keep, as above .. +. +e 
thé seed, and then breast-ploughed the ashes and the 3i 
half quantity of seed in, and immediately after saved | Their value when killed— 
the remaining balf of the seed on the top, and bush- 16 stones 121bs. of beef at 6s. 6d., was .. ^ .. 3719 6 
harrowed itin. This portion did not answer anything 
so well as the other, but the Turnips were a better crop iret 
than some of his neighbours obtained after Sainfoin| Tt will be observed that, in calculating the above statement pared and burnt.— Mr. Bravender, in Eng. Ag. Soc. | of profit and loss, the value of the beef when fat is put at 6s. 6d. Tournai per stone ; while, before being up to fat, it was estimated at 

T | 5s. 6d. only per stone ; the reporter believing himself to be justi- 
fied in calculating upon this difference in the quality of the 

| meat at those periods, 
| In addition to these experiments, reports are given in the 
| wor we have alluded to, of others by other observers, the 
| lresult of which may be state 

oxen on raw food when put up 

Gain on the lot I AT e. +B LL 

Calendar of Operations. 
3 VEMBER. 

As on most farms the fatting stock will all have been tied up t farr iu the words of one of 
or put on their winter’s mode of feeding, it may be well to re- them :—“ Itis not worth the trouble and expense of preparation 
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to feed cattle on “on boiled or steamed food, as, though there is a 

ae in food (2), it is connterbalanced by the cost of feel and 

‘bour. 
In accordance, however, with general l ei this result 

does not take place in the feedin. swin e haye not 

room sbi ee into the detail of Boswell’ s pats iments on 

this sul 
In m ference to the question of boiled Linseed, Beans, Chaff, 

have only to repeat wh 
&c., as food for catt le, we 

t we 

already said o value. At the-present relative prices of 

oil-cake, Linseed, "Bean ns, &c., we have no hes in prefer- 

ring a mixture of ge Linseed and Beans, along with chaff, 

‘to an equal value of 

To this subject we duos n. 

Notices to Correspond: 

CARROTS — CON —Average crop 

acre. Youmay grow me put on the AE 

afety : £ guano 
ference to E 5 ̂ Alis iugham, 

nts. 
15 to 18 tons per 

ou mention 

iow the 
We grow 20 acres | 

3 5 

Brutus—A. Who calls B. a crack farmer? 

er you to the published — 
ur question to the S on the subje 

COVENT GARDEN, Nov. 
spt trade is "far from bilo brisk. 

oth mae ehani Foreign. 
in price since a ort. The 

Wine Nelis, Chaumontel, and oo de 

have just made their appearance. are s 

demand, Walnuts are plentif ful. 

plentiful Ca 
Beans remain sap the same as 

Po okatoss, are scarce, no ARIS pans being 

uces and other S 

rable quantities 0! e- 

in quality. 
affected by the prevailing d 
ing are g 
rad a 
are good 
of English prow rth, 

min: 

apes, 

re 
abc 

es, 
Violets, ¥ euo 

r the demand, and the same may be said 

‘Apples and Pears have not T 
latter chiefly consist of 

Lemons are 
is, Dabbages, Gaulidoncere, 

Good 

vod and plentifi 

Camel 

Azaleas, and Ro 

—Fruit and 

"There is li 

arce, and so. 
&c,, are 

last we 

ui 

‘ul. 
y imported. Eon PiHamburgh ; the 
Aa said 

Cut Powers c 
o be inferior in 

'hietly con: 

RU aD Gardenias, Cacti, 

vegetables: are 

RU E are 
of Grapes 

wW ORDE: 
ufficient for the 
ttle demand for 

are Mel d Of Vege- 

good, and the latte: 

and Turnips have altered bat ae in price. 

elery is good 

esa 
quality to those 
sais of Heaths. 

FRUIT! 
fine Ass , Derlb., 4eto 72 ge ver dozen, 1s 6d to 3s 

othouse, per lb., 2s to 4s por 100, 10s to 207 
Portugal, per lb., 9d to ls Aimo M r peck, 6s 

Bs ëd to8s das pex 

ee 5 
Review,” a n capital ‘periodical of its class, 24, Norfolke | Pears, per hf.-sieve, 44 to 128 

Melons, each, 2s to 58 
agonia ‘dozen, 2s to 38 street, Strand. 

DRAINING A STIFF Som—F G—Drain with pipes at least three 

feet deep and 20 feet apart, and place the soil in t 

nearly in the position and form in which it elated before | 

it was disturbed, This y nnot do, and therefore it is 

well to err on the safe side of fill the "stiffest clay in first, 

and reading it down a little to uide. the passage of water 

down the loose earth of the tr ench, 
ER 5 will probab! obtain M. alay, Spanish, and Dorking 

Ris ls, de Ba 3, Bele On- | 

al im, 

by application to to ae for 
a list o! ultry exhibitors wi I 

he may iheni make inquiry. of destroying 
"wireworm are described in an essay on T insect in one cf | 

the volumes of the “ English Agricultura 
consist in pde stirring of “the TOR me exposing it to | 

urning the surface of land—in crushing a wn 

soil by means of p 
"tain s nu: 

l to the insect eg 
LINCOLNSHIRE TE A Landlord will find all the seria 

tion which is published, in the volumes of DES ks M Ag. 

Journal.” We have published it all in past Num 

is little more to be said than what is said by a odere | 

and b * M. S." "in page 697 
am. SMITH, or Dr r. Cuthill—Please to excuse our 
M? the DEORE ation of personal remarks one way or the 

er. Mr. Smith does not pega 'e a defence: 

F—We do not expect t will ward off the disease ; 

“pat if your od does not ead © neat enough, it will be 

usefal as the food of the plants you may grow, whatever they 
may be. ply 3 ewt. per acre, if now, on light land; or, 

1 cwt. ifin spring, x stiffland. Asregardssortsof Potatoes | 
early sorts will do—Ash-leaved Kidney, 

A C K—It has the effect of 

strengthening the:straw of grain crops, and rendering them 

um ues 

and one at Beat possess 

direct action as food) whi V p brodo fertili ising deduce 

you mix salt with US p no action ensues 

until the lime has become a car ; then a mutual de- 

prepared. 
SEED DipBLE— S Newingto We are not acquainted with the 

society you namé, If your invention justifies p asernptpn. 

UR eae it, no doubt it will pay well for the expense of 

M— Our aneching eneshes and 
> 2 [I Ei B i ER, & X ae z5 Si - - EZ EE 8 2 3 B 

heat in one lot, no’ 
You should apply to some 

CRUS epp for the details of such a RA We shall 

take occasion to describe 
m 'Gommunioations reaching town after ednesday cannot 

ans 

Markets, — 
SMITHFIELD, Monvay, Nov. 2.—Per Stone of 8 lbs, 

Best Scots, Herefords, Ao. 43 Otote 2| Bost Long-wools = - 4s | 6104 10 
‘Best Short Horns 8 8 Ditto 
Segond quality Beasts - 2 8 $. 4| wes end 

4 Ditto 

Sew Domas Halt brade 5 0 5 Lambs: - = 
Ditto (shorn) 50 
“Beasts, 4505; ue pied 110; Calves, 1925 Pli, 400. 

reared : but quality not as all 
sold; bus the bast- 

orn) s 
paesi 43 44 

Downs maka. ‘easy w pens of 
ly 5 Julve- is very dull, it being di 

EE che eise quel tia y She weather belng unfavourable for slaughtering 
Pigs, the demand for them is very limited. 

FRIDA 
The, terrible condition of yar 

‘No ov. 6. 
ad Markers since Monday has caused 

g to be exceedingly dull to-day. "The supply of Beasts is 
d to s 4s. Best Short Horns, 

S ond qual 3 E ere are about 600 from. 
any. Plc cupply ob Suaepiteom teli home countien ja 

ahort; bus th. RU eus Té d kp De perge 
ough; the demand is very limited for the reason before named 

owns, &c., make about 5s. Best Long Wools, 4a 6d to Ewes, 
4 ves are abundant and trede very heavs.-a good one 

males abont sagd. Average qualites range from 3s 8d to 4s 4d. Pig: 
plentiful, and p 

d to 5s. 
Beasts, 1172 

a 6d to 4s. Ady rices lower. Large Hogs, Small Porkers, 

POTATOES.—Sourn WARK, wie 
The supply to this Market continues to be very Sinited, yet 

tke sales are languid, as the prices so much decrease the 
«consumption, he town Saaret ets are also tolerably well sup- 

t nssist to depress this market. The prices are 
ranging as follows :— 
Work Regents, 180s to 1608 
Do. Shaws, 120: 
Linoolarhive Regens, 1203 to 130s 

5, 120 

nt and Essex Regents, 10s to 180s 
nir ede 8, 

Do. Xidneys, Mos 

wo GERE of French Potatoes have arrived, but no ss 
have been effected at present. 

| Cebbages, per dose gi tos 6d 
1e 108s E 

Brocoli, pe 
pe chokes, 

t 100, 14s to 29s 
e trench | Berberiles, per hf.-av., 6.10.75 

Y doz. 
e, 

aaliowere, per "on a to sr 
o; i tod » per di 

Biberin “Ens p.t 
dono 0, 954 to 100 » Cob, pi 

End elon; 
Bea piae 

VE EGETABLES. 
tlie, perlb., 6d to 

Asnaragus, per 

Scorz mera, 1s to 1 

dbs «y 24 10 95 
0 1bs., 85r to 90s 

to 16s 
— Spanisl 

Walnutas por bushel, 16s to 24s 

nach, par sieve, ie to ls 
110, 3s to 63 

Salsify, p. bundle, 1s to 1a 6d 
s 6d 

petits de OE Gito 2s | oute, per hf-tv, Je to Se 
French Beans, per M to 8864 | L Cos, per score, 84 to 
Sorrel, per hf,-sieve, 9d to Tomatoes, per hf.-sv., 8s to 
Potatoes, per ta e sl to 8L indive, per score, 9d to ls 

— to sd to Ge 64 Vegetable marrow,p. doz.,18 to 2s 
2. hel, ts 6d tos 62 Radishes, per 12 

laney, per bushel, 24e | Mushrooms, per pottle, 9d to le ad 
leto 2 

Shallots,» per 1b., 64 to 10d 
Mint, green, per 

| Parsley, p sina 1d to 
e eP oote, per bundle, lato 1s 6d 
rragon, per bun 

baneh, «e to v 
| Marjoram, per bunch, 8d to 4 

Fin 
fiin Hay 

Prime Mond. Hay 
Infer 
New Hay 

epee Gia decline 
but where sales were electe E 
to.—' 

cheaper,— 

Oats, des 

e Mead. Ha: 
New & Rowen 45 

be freely off 
qr according to weight and quality.—Linse 
advanced in value, and cakes are very firm. 

6 weeks’ Aggreg. Aver. | 

Fluctuations in last six x week's Corn Averages. 

Oc "| Oor. 24 n Ocr. 81 

HAY.— Per Load of 36 T: 
eue p Nov. 5. 

Ay fio 78s 

rices lower Tr. 

e top price of 

eans and Pe 

trade is heavy, add gripes 18 pl 
ered, and cargoes a hand still obtain 50: 

ed has A ET 

RITISH, PER DE mine 
Su 

olnshire and 
thumberland js Si 

d LANE, 

nes rre pe 

russes, 

wClr, —sto = 
fe pas 

inferior Hey, With the crude heavy 

JosuuA BAK: 

town-made flour is 

r qr lower. 

8. 
hite a 

coteh . 

corsu, Salesman. 

WHITECHAPEL, Nov 

Na Hay =  75sto 80s Old Clover nso tga 
=- = = [Infr Straw 2s to 24 

63 75 | New Clover o 105 

CUMBERLAND MARK: Ni 
Zbato 82% | Old Clover E to 1008 f 

6 7 E nferiordo, 80 90 jw 82s 10 85 
* E New Clover — | — 

s 

eR, Hay Salesman, 

AEON Nov. 2. 

icularly from abroad were 
f Wheat by 

T.8 | oer 10 | Ocr. 17 

sra to 56s pel 

sack. Barrels are quite Srepek cted, and could only be sold at | 
1s to 2s reduction. Barley must be written 2s to 3s per gr. 

eas ane. unaltered in yalue,—The Oa 

Maize continues wo 

RI : 20 Potato 98 32 
Mait, pale, ship f S ETI doct 

iori and CI HISP ER SR 

Stans Muzagan n, d and now a8 ioa Tick 88 Harrow 39 46 
Pigeon, He: ilum wa Winds 65 70 our sa 46 

Pow, White ^. Oto 56  Maple4? 45 Gre a2 
ARRIVALS IN THE RIVER LAST WEEK. 

Flo arl., Malt.|Oats. | Rye, | Bnn. |Peas 
English 8599 Ska. — Bris. 866 | 96 [E 779 
rish » » — 9 —-|-l- 
Foreign — 2, 300 ^» li9504 (16600 | — (2e979| — | 632 huses 

FRIDAY, Nov. 
re was B Bis moderate iendane at market this morn- 

ainable for English 

nothear of any transactions in Maize, excepting a small cargo 

of Galatz at 51s per qrafloat.—Flour continues in very limite: 

demand. 
eee Naas du WEEK. 

Whee Oats Flour 

English ^. b^ d 910 2870 Ske 
lrish m V 1000 2860 e 
Foreign . + 3690 4230 14800 7640 brl 

IMPERIAL AVERAGES. 
Wheat. | Barley. s, | Rye. | Beans.) Peas 

Sept. 26 per Quarter.| 535 1£| 360l0d| 93« 74| 35» Td| 42» 7d | - 451,00 
ot. Fue tee Uu war 24 8| 895 48 4| 45 4 
m r wht e e BO 100 87179. [rs Tie Bs diredar T? | SEAT 
zo ca 1. 4. j| 890.1588 9:[585.8: eB Sy Ba) «4545. |i: 47,8 
— m" $ 7$ 7 60710 2 D) 9| 4810 
Sy Ble eite ice 8 1 1 

Coriande . 
ed 

no z 

ivers "Red, English + 
reign 

Z White, English 
Foreign. 

pe 
per o 

'orel 
2. | 
EA 

ig E 

TE EE 
er 1000 

Scales bp Auction. 

IMPORTANT ne OF 2000 e et HYBRID RHO- 

DODENDRON AZALEA Ses CONSIGNED 

FROM PELGIUM FOR ABS SOLUTES 

M ESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS have re- 
ceived instructions to Euren i pops Eu DU Cy 

the Aetion Mart, Bartholom e, RIDAY, Nov. 13, 1: 

at 12 o'clock, about 2000 CAMBELIAS from 2 2to 4 feet, inoue ot 

which are beautiful ‘urns h blo om-buds, an nd coi mprise 

1 the eemed. ETT CS Rhododendron arbore um, 

TA indica, and other Greenhouse Plants. May viewed 

one par prior to the Sale (at the Mart), where Gatslonaes may 

be be d; and of the Auctioneers, ‘American Nursery, Leyton- 

ston 

TU NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS. 
M ESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS beg to an- 

nounce that MONS. LOUIS VAN HOUTTE'S ANNUAL 
SALES m take place at the Auction Mart, Bartholomew- 

lane, on THursDAY, Nov. HS Re and followin ng day. Parti- 

culars Will be given in Anenii Man ber of tls fuper: 
We beg to observe, that the Sales of this Gentleman are 

Apis made under DE pum, nom: not DijencByro pulv. 

TO NO 4 TG NERS, 

R NAT CONTRACTORS, AN. D OTHERS ENGAGED 

IN PLANTIN: 

N ESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS have re- 

i ceived dnstenotiong to submit to Rubio Competition, on 

Monday, Nov. 16, and following days. o'clock, a large 

PORTION of the densely stocked NURSERY of Ww. DENNIS 

and Co., mS s-road, Chelsea, the TR being required for 

immediate uilding after Christm The stock consists of 

10,000. rene japonica, Trish ie ollie large Privets, an 

an immense quantity of standard, hale andra, pillar and 
Gai be Hie pe pd variety ; t) prize 

Goo; ver grown, in asa Of p vari mp largs 

fruit Seating E le, pear and ronan rees, 

Shrubs, Herbaceous n &c. ay be doc three dayg 

reins to the nd TSS nea of the principal Seeds- 

men, on the pronis ES ofthe Auctioneers, American Nur- 

sery, bo 

0 GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS. 

MESSI. PROTHEROE anp MORRIS will sub- 

mit to NU M RE at the JESUS Marh Bar- 

tholomew-lane, on Thursday, Nov. 12,1846, at 12 o'clock, & 
first class collection UE DUTOL BULBS, pe tap RS fine 

ingle Hyacinths, Na Cr mquils, 
anunculu [3 adiolus, &c. 

a splendid Assortment p Standard and Dwarf Roses, consist- 

ing of all the leading varieties ; NS ae and A: ARRAS 

well e with bloom buds, &c. y be viewed the morning o! 

nd Catalogues had at the M t; and of the je 

iAmériean Bai Leytonstone. 

Tris, Anemi 

AN URS E RYMEN, 
TO NOBLE} N, GENTLEMEN, 

BUILDERS, AND OT 

ESSRS. PROTHEROER AND "'MORRIS beg to 

announce that the last two days’ sale o of Mr. NEAL'S valu- 

andsworth Common, will take place on Mon- 
Stock 

N 
day and hrei Ru 9th and 10th, ai 11 biel The 

‘Also Greenhouse Plants, comprising very 
Camellias, wel el furnished with bloom buds, 

fine double White 

zalea Indica, Noisette and or Roses, dic., dC. 
[3a stacks of capital old Meadow w Hay; about 100 loads will bo eae 
lon Tuesday, Nov. 10th, Catalogues may be had on the pro- 
mises of the Auctioneer’s, ‘American Nur sery, Leytonstone, 

MARK IT- GARDEN GROUND. 

me BE LET, with immediate pose ion, 244 acres 

of EXCELLENT LAND, comprisin art Fruit and Open 

Land, of the best quality. ‘A House, & e built. Situ- 

ation, five miles m Dam Coming- 

Particulars may be had by enquiring oi 

Wiyn-yaw Cottage, ADA N SEET Middlesex. 

T°, BE LET, a 
SEED BUSINESS, 

large ready m| trade, a 

CP eon FLORIST, and 
3 miles of London, doing a 

on a long lease. 

ther particulars (for jp Cds: 

Seedsmen, 152, Fleet-street, London 

Te BE LET, 
sirable situation, near 

populous and wealth; 
VOl stocked with S 

AERE it for 21 years une
xpired ; 

eed 1501. For further La og apply to 
Prospect-row, Ball's Pond, Islington 

OR SA DES 
NEY cow, ealved two months ago 

now in her prime. The reason for 

TO UTI &c 
with immediate possession, in a de- 

Town, in the midst of a 

y neighbourhood, E "NURSE RY GR
OUND, 

Hus under an 
., will not ex- 

and only one is ES uired for the use 

tic tee T Mr, Ball’s, Roebuck Inn, 

WANTED, . A PIECE E OF OF GROUND for a Market 

Garden, from. more or less, with walls and 

other conveniences, within RE eer of London ; or 
a Gentle- 

man's Kitchei m Garden. ng ae wil required.— 

Address 30, Prayeott- placo ne-square, Chelsea. 8. t 
ene een 

r d by all the Chemists in T n and Countr; 

b; R Masesty, His “Royál Highness. PRINCE 

Patrons by ie Ter Royal Highness the DUCHESS or Kent. 

Mr. CLARKE, SURGEON M 28, SACKVILLE-STREET, 

ICCADILL. 

C onn TINCTURE for "instantaneously curing 

the Tooth BUS without 
nger, r, price 

So. LARKE'S SUOCHD ANE
UM, for Stopping 

ver large 
josed d. 

can use it nemala with ease, i fall directions are 
enc! d 

5s,—Mr. RKE’S LOTION, for stren theni Pn ni 

purifying the Gums, andi SENT an feverish
. ED TOR] TH 

e Mouth, price 4s. m Mr. CLABES xinds of 

BRUSHES, in cases con antag 
en 

PA ew Brushes necessary to be used for Oleaning the VUE 

Son to 6 oed Calon Foreign ypjton obo n | ea CAUTION, none are genuine minds each packet is 

£ nr" ipei aled r's na prof fasion a E dons 

Saintfoin 

— For 
refoil 

na Ü 

» 

Rapeseed, È Ey, Ha Je al 
C 

du 
6l 

aren, Eng, winter, p bush. L soa 

Ay 19 

Turnip (roo variable "fon quotation) 
Xkixosronn AND LAY. 

sealed with the invento d Xing 
above Articles can be sent to a parts i of one NEET fu supplied d 

on receipt of Post E e oy ull ‘an, which has pro. 

from one to a comple 
» 

cured him the EUN Hi
 Sin JANES CLARK, Dart, and 

Dr. n Dentiet, 28, Sackville- 
ill Fiv Mr. A REDERIOK CLARKE, Surgeo 

street, Piccadilly, at Home from Ten till 
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MU  ITCHELL'S “ROYAL ALBERT » RHUBARB, | 

he above valuable variety been grown by WiL- 
STAM ELM of Enfield Highway, ds the last four years, 
has enabled him to supply Covent-Garden Market with open- 
ground RHUBARB earlier than any other grower, it being two 
to saree weeks before the Tobolsk, or any other sort ever intro- 

o the horticulturist, A sple endid red colour, most proli- 
fic Dr and allowed by the Bert judges p be the finest fla- 
voured sort in use at the present:-time, paeron ongona by Mr. 
Myatt, sen., of Deptford, to be the best RLY RHUBAR B | 
grown. Large roots will be ens out the first week in Dau 
and no wholesale order: ll be received after the 
An early application is tee as the stock is limited. 

Prepayment is requisite with all S vus (which will be executed 
in strict rotation) payable to W, MrromkLL, Enfield, or to the 
Sole Agent, CHARLES FARNES, Westen 128, St. John- street, 
i ndon. 

GENERAL CATALOGUE © NURSERY ST 
NEW EDITION. 

NAT Me WOOD anv SON, in returning their sincere 
V thanks for past favours, beg leave to inform their friends 

that they have just publis! shed an “Enlarged C CATALOGUE OF 
HARDY TREES AND SHRUBS, CONT Eat, CLIMBERS, 
AND EVERGREENS ; also o Fruit, Fores: nd Ornamental 
Trees, with a selection of Plants suitable for OCA: 

Part the geass contains aselection of all the most esteemed 
dU neos. t nd Alpine Plants, Chrysanthemums, Straw- 
berries, &c. 

Copies of. i Tus e, also a Descriptive Catalogue of Rose: 
may be had, gratis, on application. 

Woodlands, Nursery, Mavesfield, nr. Uckfield, Sussex, Nov.7. 

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, ~ RANUNCULUSES, ANEMONES, 
CU CULAS, GERANIUMS, AND LILIUM LANCI- 

FOLIUM. 

GROOM, Crarnaw Rise, near Lonpon (removed 
e from Walworth), by APPOINTMENT FLORIST TO HER 

MAJESTY THE QUEEN, and to His MAJESTY THE KING OF Saxony, 
begs to recommend to the attention of aie Nobility, Gentry, and 
Amateurs, his extensive assortment of the e: FLOW. 

he can supply of the best Bun y. e begs to state 
(that this is a good season of the year to i rs $ E of the 
various kinds. 
25 HYACINTHS, in 25 fine sorts, named .. 

Superfine Mixtures, per 100, from 10s. 6d. to 218, 
100 RANUNOULUSES, in 100 Superfine sorts,named 2 1 

Superfine Mixtures, per 10 . 
100 ^d EMONES, in 100 Superfine sorts, named | 

A New Collection of 50 Superfine sorts .. 
100 er 

2 uperfine sorts, named 
25 GERANIUMS, in 25 Superfine sorts SUI 

Good kinds, per doz. 
LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM ALBUM, good balbs, ant 

from . 
$ PUNCTATUM, from 5s, to 0 10 
m SPEOÍOSUM (true) .. from 10s. 6d. to 2 2 

A new collection of Hybri id Seedling Lilies, 6 sortsfor 1 16 
H. Groom begs to say his a alogue of S, &c., is ready, 

and will be forwarded by post on application, 
Foreign orders executed. 

TO NOBLEMEN,GENTLEMEN, ND RSTO ALIEN d OTHERS. 
ABIES CANADENSIS, on HEMLOCK 

BAKER, NunsERYMAN, Bagshot, oy db 
* the Largest Stock in Europe, of various sizes and in fine 

condition, can with confidence recommend vals noble tree to 
the notice of the public, at the followi ing pri ice 

I ft.—Transplanted 

coco cococcoco coo 

“Op per 100 
es Seb BS, en "n 

z? » » . sp» 15 o ” Sto4ft, y ACIE ge pra 
PIORA BAL AMEA. 

1jto2ft. ,, 5 + ate) i ? 
2 3, 

G.B. having a fine Stock of Flowering KALMI n LA "hrroLtA, 
ean supply them at the Following g low prices 

9tol2inches .. m 
12, Er Eie AE 3 
18 ,, 20 5 K 

Bine Specimen Plants fr om Ss. 6d to 5s, each. 
N.B. purchasers will hayo considerable reduction, — 

The usual Ad to the tra 

CEREUS MELDOMENSIS. 

HASTINGS, Fromm, having purchased the en- 
* tire stock of the above beautiful CEREUS, for descrip- 

tion of which G. H. begs to call attention to the IM 
Chronicle, May 17, 1845, page 332 ; and May 16, 1846, 332, 

to offer good rooted plants at 10s. 6d. hone NG 
allowance to the Trade unless three plants pre pet: A re- 
mittance requested from unknown correspon 
Plumpton Rocks, near Knaresborough, SN orietilre, Oct. 31. 

LOXINIA FYFIANA.—This new and deservedly 
mired variety was raised from seed, and bloomed for 

the first time in 1845. The colour of the flower outside is white, 
slightly. tinged ee purple; the upper part of the inside, or 

shaded purple, and the lower part nearly 
WES EU Oe with purple. Tus flowers Ed ge, 

Dd a most oe beautiful and novel spnnaren ce: That 

s Nn. completed b; 
Sheet will be m to those who desire it, du receiving the RU 

dress, inclosing six postage stamps, and free when plants are 
ordered. 

Plants will be sent out not later than the first week of April 
at 15s. each, or when three are ordered one over will be added. 
"The stock is not large, therefore early orders are recom- 
mended, Dnyspaxe and Co., Nurserymen, &c. 
, Glasgow, serene is 

E HUNTINGDON ELM a 
LMUS GLABRA V VEGETA, TRE MUNIN NG: 

ON ELM.—This is by far the most vigorous grow 
kind of ELM propagated im British nurseries, often making 
shoots from 6 feet to 10 feet in length in one season, and tl 
tree attaining the height of upwards of 30 n in ten years TS 
the graft. Raised at Huntingdon about , from seed oat 
lected in that neighbourhood by MN 
there.—Loudon’s Bnoydlopadia of T 

Of all the numerous varieties 
British nurseries, the best kind for suo for its timber 
spears to be the Huntingdon Elm.—Jbid, p. 715 
‘A large quantity of the above excellent ELM of all sizes is 

now on sale at the Huntingdon Nurseries, at the following 
prices :— 

3t4 feet,per100 12 
05 do. 15s. 

5 Fd 6 do. 2 j 55s. 
Also a large quantity of the Hertfordshire, a superior broad- 
US Mri of the English Elm, at the same prices as the 
Hunti 

A ee BN tion of Forest and Ornamental Trees, Flower- 
ing and Evergreen Shrubs, &c., a Catalogue of w! ich may be 

6 to 7 feet, per 100 30s. 
tos do. 40s. 

EE on applieation.—Address to S. Woop, Nurseries, Hunt- 

_ COUNTESS OF CAMPERDOWN PANSY. 
BUTLER having bought the stock of this very 

+ beautiful flower, grown by Mr. Bridges, of Hampton, 
near London, 

SENDER iui thie awaa NA 
feels satisfied that he is offering a flower that will give genera 
satisfaction, and ought to be in every collection, See Dr. Lind- 
ley's opinion in the Gardeners’ Chronicle of May 2 
“Pansy—a Constant Reader—A fine large round flower of great 
aapeaneer ions CH. ound, ean We purple upper petals, 
and broad belting of the same round the lower petals; eye 
fine. A bold and striking flower, well adapted for showing,” 
Wideombe Nursery, Bath, Nov. 7. 

MUNDUS Sl SENDING OUT. 
DNA <<. . BR 10 ISABELLA 0-10. 6] the two 30s. 

"HE above first-rate GERANIUMS have obtained 
Five Prizes at the London aca See Tee Lists 

(gratis), and Engravings by Holden 
WILLIAM MILLER, OIRE Wem E HEROS 

pa FLOWER ROOTS.—The present being 
most favourable season for general planting, 

J. CARTER begs to submit the following extract from his 
Catalogue of Resh articles as he can particularly recom- 
mend :— 

acinths, for pots or water, 6s., 9s., and È $ per doz. 
yanthus Narcissus, various "m 0 

i Narcissus 

New early S joliel d'Or do. 

ed large Dutch Jonqui 

3 
1 

Poets’ or „Phasa enye. ot ‘border 1 
uils 1 

1 0001 in 10 extra fine sor! um 2.20 
$ 

cococooaococooas 

Fine mixed Dutch ditto, for bor per 100. 
Extra fine late Tulips, from named sorts 10 2 
Iris, English, 100 extra fine s 60 

i 50 ditto 
tto 50 SUE sorts 

mixed English Iri i per doz. 
d SU is extra EN sorts 

itto S 
very EN 0 per 100. 
Anemones, finest new Dutch, named 0 per doz. 

Ditto finest Scarlet 6 m 
Ranunculus, extra fine, named | 6 per 100, 

Ditto e mixe 0 
Turban Ranunculus, finest Scarlet 

s, benntiful mixed, 2s, per doz. 
s. ditto itto 

Gladioles cardinalis, extra large 
smaller a ` 

ODONI REGINA, a new and splendid ges mv 
four seeds, 
4 JAMES Genre Seedsman and Florist, No. 238, High Holborn, 
Lond 

[ROMAS WATTS begs to offer a quantity of 
excellent Standard Wall-trained PEACH, NECTARINE, 

APRICOT, and PLUM TREES, many of them fruit-bearing, Also Ash-leaved Kidney, Barly Round Frame, and Early 
Shaw Potatoes for planting. ` No ction to take good 
Shrubs in exchange. —Camden Nurser; B Camberwell. 

Duke OFI DEVONSHIRE TULIP.— Two fine 
roots of this splendid BIZARRE TULIP to be disposed 

of.—Address Mr, H. W. Bucxnatt, Bedminster Lodge, Bristol. 

I AKER’S PHEASANTRY, Beanfort-st street, Kings s- 
road, Chelsea (by appointment to. HER "MAJESTY And 

R. E E ALBERT).-ORNAMENTAL WATERFOWL, 
gyptia 

H. 
co ing of. Bla ck and White Swans; 
China Barnacle, Brent, and Laughing "Gees 
Pintail, Widgeo aner anes M inter 
brador, Shoveller, Go ld.e ; 
Gall Du iab go domesticated E Mitos also Spanish, 
Cochin China, Malay, Poland, Surrey, and Dorking Fowls ; and 
at 3, Half-moon-passage, Gracechureh-street. 

White, Japan, Pied, and Common Peafowl, and pure 

BRITISH AND FORE IGN sus T AND HORT ICULTURAL 
LASS WAREHOUSE, 

12, PANTON- Ei STREET HAYMARKET. 

pu and WELCH having on several occasions 
been applied to for the price of ‘sashes and frames, have 

now added that branch of the busines: EE ent, 
thus CRM to the publie an opportun: ing atonce, 
and at am more moderate cost, Sa ashes ee Frames, Green- 
house zm PODA Se ory Lights, é&c. ediate use, 
with weights and lines complete ; and er ium SE in sub- 
mitting their prices. 

SASHES AND FRAMES COMPLETE. 

1s. 5d. per foot, 
16 

ee 

1} inch Ovolo single hung 1s. 4d. to 
1} » 1 5 to » 
2 5 single ,, 1 5 tol 6 
2 s uble , E 4 ̂5 

Glazed with good Crown Glass, suitable fc sitting rooms § 
GREENHOUSE, HOTHOUSE, AN ATORIES. 

1j inch Greenhouse Lights a8 ou to 1 
2 

Glazed with stout Sheet Glas 
Packing and Cartage at a moderate extra dS Nocharge 

for Priming. 

STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS d 

JE ee AND CO. are supplying 16 oz. SHEET 
= GLASS, in boxes of 100 feet each, an article superior in 

every respect to the foreign, and well adapted for Horticultural 
and general glasing purposes, at the following reduced prices 
for cash. uction on 1000 feet, 

Per 100 feet Box. 
inche £ s.d. 
$ De A and M 7 Tya zn at o os 1 010 

$ 1211 
s XS , à 9 .. JE ER, 

10 85, oy 0 3p. X- TT 
0 v. 4 2 l4 1 upe H 9 

Other sizes of evi ery eutstanee and quality e qually low. 
in ches J.) per dozen according to 

GLASS TILES, | It by n from 9 ol substance, thinnest 
SPSTES 20 6| being 16 oz. sheet. 

WhorzsALE GLASS Eun Sheet, Crown, and Patent Plate 
Glass Warehouse, 35, Sobo-square, London. 

FOREIGN AND BRITISH SHEET AND CROWN 
GLASS, for Horticultural and general purposes, to be 

had in boxes as imported, of 100 and 200 feet each ; iso Glass 
Pantiles, per dozen, Propagating and all kinds of Hor- 
tieultural ils, Colones Beeehes. &c. m the best 

description, at ixi ES ae Erpnrck's, 28, Castle-street, 
East, Oxford-stree For Ready Money only. 
a ^ PATENT VENTILATORS ‘for Public Offices, Smoking 

Rooms, &c. 

GEEDS.—CORNER | OF HALE-MOON- STREET. 
HOMAS Senn and C 

(By Official HERR e SEEDSMEN to th 
y ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGL AND, = 

Beg to remind the Members ef ee Society, and A 
in general, that their only Coi eed 
house is at the Mou pt FALI am 
DILLY, London, as fo et 
Priced Lists of Agrieutasal Seeds are Se AE and may 

be had on application 

FLOWER-POTS AND GARDEN SEATS. 

OHN MORTLOCK, 250, Oxford. street, respectfully announces that he has a very lar, 
ahora articles in pacts colours, and solicita an S gees 

E e 

HORTICULTURAL BU BUILDING AND HEATING BY 
HOT WATER. 

d ups AND DAY, deu &e., Gloucester- 
place, King's-road, Chelse musty SE B UILDERS and HOT-WATER APPARATI x NUFACTURBRS 
d beg to inform 

re 
e No aus a 
don hono "premis 

f Hothouses, Greenhouses, Con- 
servatories, Pits, &c., Meu Se the various pA. improve- 
ments of the day can be seen, Their Hot-wat r Apparatus is also erected, and kept in Ave. tant action in v: fdas Hothouses, Greenhouses, Pits, &c., where the whole principle of Top and Bottom Heating can be seen, 

J. WEEKS & Day warrant their Hot-water ep biel atus to be eficient for every pur pose to mid Pertsa applicable. oilers ofall sizes ; the largest is toheat a nee, of Forcing- houses 300 feet in length, with a emal quantity of fuel, and only to require attention once in 12 ho: 

Models, Plans, &c., in great variety. 

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING A AND HE 

HOT WATER. 
TING BY 

RAY, ORMSON, aw» BROWN,  HorHoUsE 
Bor» RS AND Ho-w WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS, 

Dan vd x Chelsea, respectfully solicit the attention of 
the N bili SEN and Gardeners, to their superior manner 
of Erecting ai mg every _deseription of Building con- 
ngoted with fios tie dite tof a letter from Mr. TURN- 

L, Gardener ds His cake the ‘Duke of Mar Ares Blen- 
SURE gardens. 

/EMEN, Wen am happyto say uen the [cue Appa- 
ratus erected here by you, answers am perfectly 
satisfied itis the exi complete and SUR i have seen. 
shall be happy | to, answer any BERE from parties whom you 
may refer to n 7 

Plans and Moe fim 
the principal London Nu: 

URBIDGE | ANp HEALY'S COOKING. APPA- 
RATUS, combining Sylvester’s Paten OOKING APPARATUS possesses greater general advanta p Nue any 

yet submitted to the public, both as regards strength of mate. 
n and workmanship ; in fact the laws of heat are so applied 
as to produce the greatest effect with the least xeu of 
fuel, without destruction to the apparatus, ). and H. can safely recommend it, from experience, as unquestionable 
supeHor to anything of the kind ee to. made. May be seen 

S aven Hotel, Craven 

ed free, and their Works seen at 

au; , 130, Fleet t. 
Prospectus can be ape upon ances detailing par- 
ticulars and price. 

GİEPHENSON AND CO., 61, Gracechurch-street, 
ndon, and 17, pk Park-st. treet, South ee Inventors 

and Manufacturers of t Improved co NIGAL a UBLE 
CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, pei solicit the attention of 
scientific Horticulturists to their much approved method of 
applying the Tank system to PRR Propagating Houses, 
ve., by which Atmospheric heat as well as bottom heat i is se- 
cated to any required degree without se aid of pipes or flues, 
S. & Co. have also to state tha request of numerous 
friends they are now making their Boilers of I Tron, as well as 
opper, by which the cost is reduced. ese Bo ger which 

are now so well known, scarcely require description, but to 
those who have not seen them in ennt. Up will 
be Torvi aa as well as reference of the high: 
they may beseen at most of the Nobility s s 
NIGRA dace the kingdom. 

au 0 

sats and erc 

e that at their Manufactory 
bey for the construction 

of Horticultural Building il as for heating them, may be 
obtained upon the most meme: ageous terms. 

Conservatories, &c. of Iron or Wood, er acida upon the most 
ornamental, esig Balconies, P. alisading, Field and Garden 
Fences, Wire 3 &e. &e. 
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OT- ut ATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING 
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES, 

NU FACTORIES, upon improved princi- 
DES erected by DANIEL and 

RN. 

D. and E Ba Arie hari ing voted nich p to the Hier 

tion of thi 

had md bleme 
to be employed by 
executing the works "of their splendid 
Ghisw ick. 

D. and E. Baru 
Hordenltural Buil 

tlemen, and the "Publi 
cies and mode 

ory erected at 

struct in metal all descriptions of 

ashes and invite Noblemen, 
iou of their various 

UR EO , where they have the 
opportunity Os hik bit S iret other metal works, an ex- 

tremely complete anc venient kitchen apparatus, or range, 
adapted forthe EOT su pply of hot water, and an arrange 

ment of the oven more complete than has hitherto been brought 
before the public. 

D. and E. 

vilinear houses peers 
BAILEY were the first to introduce Vires cur- 

the Con- 
Wie, 

s cotate and on the Continen 
e prepared a quantity x pis Galvani 

e delivery ; 
ats Pipe, for 

ur is constantly, 
en at their Manu- 

facto 

CLARK’S HOTHOUSE 

METALLIC 

55, LIONEL-STREET, BIRMINGHAM. 

Proprietor, Mr. THOMAS CLARK. 

Superintendent of the Works, Mr. JOHN JONES. 

ning pie gratef ul thanks to the Nob 
nd liberal pat: 

30 
1 he duty on n'ai 

C HOT and GREENHOUSES 
Houses are glazed with 

nes of from 24 to 30 inches in length, 
to preclude all danger of accidental 
ch arises from the action of trost 
5 per cent, per annum), is effectually (frequently amou 

y preven the pectitt Ar node ofg ng adopted. sam- 

ple c c Hothouses, in which all the m GIU 
proveme happily combined, Mr. CLARK refers with pride 
and sati o th m ienifieent range erected by him in 

ET rogmore, which is admitted by all 

npe nt Judges to be the most complete and perfect of its 

kind ir d. 

LIQUID MANURE. 
Er SA INDE PENDENT OF THE WORLD FOR CORN, 

attention of the Agricultural Interest, at this 
requested, e the great importance of 

5 which it may be appro- 

T D t Brewers, Soap Boilers, and 
a cold liquor, Pumps kept for hire, for 

Juildiugs heated by Hot Wa 
ry variety of manufacturing purposes, 

Lea delen terms, by BENJAMIN 
62 et, Fleet-street. Londo Fowrer, Engineer, à 

ARK FOTHE RGILL bens ‘to vum the following 
MANU TRE on the best terms, 

GUANO, PE 4 AN and AFRICAN, MUN ond Import 
Du 

Dit ONIAN aud SALDANHA BAY. Ditto. 

BODA’ mo nn ‘destruc tion of Wireworm. 

St plates TATE OF LIME (See Royal Agri. Soc. 
nal, Vol. vi. Part 2). 

GYPSUM (Pure ‘eeipbate of Lime).- 

BONE DUST and BONE POWDER. 
SUL MM RIC ACID. CHARCOAL, 

PETRE SALT and AGRICULTURAL SALT for Composts. 
SILICA’ ATES of SODA and P OLARI, pus im other Manur "eS, 

No. 40, Upper Tha 
UCM DINGLES S HAND 

FOR WHEAT, TARES, &c. 

"ORE URATE OF T HE LONDON MANURE 
COMPANY will be found a most valuable Manure for the 

above Cm M is permanent in its effects, and has PS the 
8 oa iy each yea eu 

TS Marldte: of 2E Rer. 

EE AND E EMEDY FOR THE 
POTATO DISEASE.— Price 6s. A Pe which en- 

sures an acre o of sound ie and a larg 
MSUSOE ^ GE RMINATING, COMPOUN 

The best Steep for Wheat EE 
nip, Glow )nion, and all other Seeds and 

nis is the gardener’ s best friend 
JUSCH Cos GE RMAN SCIENTIFIC 

MANURES, which fextilige the Jand without exhausting it, at 

Bos, per acre for Meadows, once in three yea 4 
per acre, and for Hops 40s. per acre, annually. Price 7. 10. 
per ton for Meadows and D ea and 9%. per ton for Hops. 
One ton is for 4 acres, 

These an les are kept at Hibernia Wharf, London-bridge, 
and Mr. 1 Epwaxps willdeliver them to any one bringing 
the deem in cash, 

by KAGENBUSCH and Co., icultural 
Chemists, Leeds. Sold by James and Co, Agents ir uid South 
x England, 55, King Williamsstreet; Oe in , Bno- 
THERS, Agents for the North, C z 

HATCHER’S BENENDEN TILE MACHINE. 

Manufactured and Sold by 

oes AND HALLEN, 2, WINSLEY-STREET, 
OXFORD STREE a LONDO 

This is by far the simples d most emaent "Machine for the 
purpose of making Drain ny shape Tile can be made 
by it. It Teave es but few hands ork it, namely, two men 
and two With this oan p labour the R will 
be as follo 
T in. alatat of Tile, 11, me | I2 in. mne er of Tile, $2 

ne is quite pi le. 
d up and down the ay 
Sue the tile 

rere 
ree us e: of it. 

y pattern or size, " iterate four Dies of 

xtra Dies, of any shape or 
Reracodter canbe poco above as to whe 

ral use. 
Improved Pug-mills, wholly oS Iron 

Wood 

5, 
it can be seen in 

..£16 16 0 
.. 1010 0 

UM raining Spades, per ee of three, with s aw 

eof workmen,» .. ipM Meu IUE. 

COTTAM'S IMPROVED CLOD CRUSHERS. 
us RUE ements made in SOR useful Herons nts con 

I ion of the roller inso two parts, which greatly 
ates Anestiient ng and ege of the implement. The 

re made wholly of iron, and are therefore much more 
s able than t hose of wood. The prices of these Clod Crushers 
will be found considerably 1 lower than those usually charged. 

5 feet 6 long, 17l. 6 feet, 187. 10s. 6 feet 6 inches, 200. 

ription of Agricultural Tmplements, Smelnding 
Ploughs, Harrows, Drills, Dibbles 

s for live cattle and farm duce, Chaff Cutting Ma- 
©., and every descrip ni n of Agricultural and 

Horticultural Impl thi b Repository, 
Winsley-street, Onto teat, net 

E 

(3 ROVE ACADEMY, ipt Henrs, 
` Head- Master. L. BIGGS. 

the above School Young ente eh are liberally Boarded, 
and instruc ted in the Latin and s Langnages, the Mathe- 

sping ; together with the various branches 
estion, including t the Theory and P 

Rural Chemisty, Land Sur tapping, 
n5 to'8 guineas per Vécbordiltg to age 

HO )USE 

quati 
and requirements. 

Grove House is salubriously situated at a few minutes’ walk 
from the Bushey Station, on the London and Birmingham Rail- 
way. A Coach also runs to and from London dai ly. 

G. H. possesses the advant: of a Dry 4 Play- 
ground, a Field, and an immense Garden, ic produce of 
which is devoted to the School of the same being 
allotted to each Pupil for prac! connected with 
Agriculture and Hori URN 

References to the Parents of the Pupils, to Gentlemen in the 
neighbourhood, and Ah 

TO OWNERS AND OCCUPIERS OF ESTATES. 

V JILLIAM BULLOCK WEBSTER, of Hounsdown, 
near Southampton, Draining, Engineer to Her Majesty, 

t Osborne, Isle of igh the inventor of a Patent Tile 
FA Pipe M: achine CU LM to making. Bricks); also a new 
Machine for taking roots and stones out oF clay, both which are 
to be seen at the Royal Polytechnic Institution, Regent-street,— 
offers his as s a thorough practical man to Tanatori 

ation on any subject connected wii 
the AC of th dststos. P.S.— Land drained at a fixed 
sum per acre, beaten expense, 

WATER RAISED FROM ANY DEPTH TO ANY HEIGHT 
FOR THE SUPPLY OF MANSIONS, PUBLIC ESTA- 

BLISHMENTS, FARM-YARDS, &e. 

TP anp S. KNIGHT, 5, Great Suffolk-street, South- 
* wark, Wed i & E uds Attention of the Nobility, Gentry, 

s > dei 
*,* Vessels of 50 tons, drawing dont ny at the Works in 

Leeds, EAS Su ascend the creeks of every port e Kingdom, 
50 D or Farmers, and Landed Propri taie, clubbing 
together, Duy e supplied direct, at a saving of expence. 

A liberal allowance to the Trade. 

p RAT POISON.—Thi 
is offered to the Publie with. 

decidedly supe 

other miner: ub 

— This “preparation 
the greatest confidence, being 

ons containing arsenic and 
aten by rats and mice as 

long A Es is offered to them, and IA proves certain de- 
struci ared only by EDWARD EU 40, Bridge-street, 
Blackiviars, London Soldi in pots, with full directions for use, 
at 4s,, 88., and 20s, ea 

sirous of having a supply of 

Water on iu pos Él either for domestie or orna- 
mental purposes, to their HYDRAULIC MACHINE, adapted 
for Horse or Manual Labour ; also Water-wheels, Water-rams, 
Garden and Street Pumps, 

Many years experience in fixing Hydraulic Machines, enables 
. Kuranm to do so on the most simple and economical By 

plan. 
Estimates furnished upon opinon of the quantity of 

water required, situation, depth of &c., being forwarded 
to the above JURA where dog t various descriptions 
may p 

Cor eateries ‘and other Buildings heated with Hot Water 
on kolandi principles, combined with economical arrango- 
ment, 

REGISTERED., 
LEGG'S 

yards, conducting pipe included, 201. Do. do., 600 yards, 50% 
wns, Fountains, &c., situated on eminenc 

E: tue above machine, Also SEC LAO) 
proved principles. n efficient Ram, with 
100 yards of conducting pipe, 154. Do. do., 500 yards, 400.5 a 
80 on in proportion. 
ciple.—N.B. All machines warrante: 

Apply to J, E T e Cheltenham. 

(ou ISLANDS. CATTLE. — Information 
kaving been received here that numbers of French Cattle, 

small Brittany breed, have been sold lately in 
England, as Channel Islands; purchasers are earnestly re- 

t h rite to friends, or to the officers of the 
Agricultural Committee, who will direct them to respectable 
dealers. Obtaining animals of our marked superior breed is 
of equal interest to uyer as to the sel 

. Lr BEIR, TIER. ary Er 
ms wi) R. A. 

[ y, October 28 

wW AND C. YOUNG; MANUFACTURERS OF IRON 
AND Wine Wons, &., 128, High- street, hl qe 

and 32, St. quare, Glasgow, bez 
attention of I ded Proprietors, Hortic! ni their 
TRONG AR UB AND RABBIT PR OF. WIRE NETTING, 

ts economy and JURE i is peculiarly a 
nd rendering impervious to HARES UR ns 

TS Extensive Grounds, Young pe) tions, Gardens, Nur- 
It can be attached to Hedges, Paling, and other 

ex ting F ences, and removed, 295 TENA with the greatest 

vices, in Webs of any length—18 inches high, 9d. per yard ; 
inches. and 30 inches, 1s. 3d. per yard; and delivered 

free On) an e p ineipal ports of the three Kingdoms for 
One 
STRONG STRAD 

Uprights, for Horses, Cattle, and _ Sheep, 
Is. 10. per Jin. yard, according to A 
STRONG STRAINED WIRE VENCES for Horses, Cattle, 

and Speck, in hse ns (which are furnished by the Proprie- 
tovs), from 7d. to 10d. per lin. yard. 
STRONG 81 TRAINED WIRE P NOES, with EOM T 

Uprights, for Red Roe and Fallow Deer, at from 2s. to 

3s. Gd. per yard, according to height and strength. 
"STRONG STRAINED WIRE FENCES, Plain and Orna- 

mental, Hare and Rabbit proof, o ici Tiower Gardens, 
&c., at from 2s, to 3s. Gd. per lin. y 
PORT ABLE Do., in the form of MEHR, at from 2s, 6d. to 

3s. 6d, per lin, yard. 
Definite Estimates of Costs given upon receiving a Descrip- 

yu of the Ines wanted, the nature of the Lines, and the 

xtent require 
"IR EMIUM Frovenr IRON PUR DEDE, for the perma- 

nent or temporary Ae ey Grounds and Pasture Lan 
from 2s, 6d. n Js. 6d. per yard, according ~ the strength and 

number of Bars. 
hese Hurdle are made with prongs to fix them into the 

ground, and can be removed or fitted up with the greatest 

; by any labourer, 
hé Eastand West Indies and America the Wire Fenceis 

Pon ysuitable, tombone ght and portable,and the facility 

with it can be conveyed to and. erected in any situation. 

Toa Hurdles toe exportation are made portable and packed in 
bundles for shipment, occupying on board no greater space 

than common iron bars, and charged for freight the same. 
LODGE GATES AND RAILINGS, made of Wrought and 

Cast Iron, d various designs, in the Gothic, Elizabethan, and 

other styles of Architecture. 

WROUGHT-IRON Xo iru of light and beau- 

oa patterns, at from 3L. 3s, t 
A CAST-IRON PILLARS for ditto, from 30s. to 

ED WIRE FENOES, with MEUSE iron 
at from te 

a PEMIUAE WROUGHT-IRON FIELD GATES, constructed 

upon the most approved pr cples to combine strength with. 

lightness. The, erfeetly secured from dropping by 

diagonal bars, and from twisting by Pons welded knees in 

the framework. s 955., dnd 40s, p Mods n with 

springs or bolts, and mounting fer wood Geet 
ian d. IRON PILLARS, for aus Sd bolts 

Aen d 255 
STRONG AND HANDSOME WROUGHT-IRON WICKETS, 

fro m 14s, upward 
PREMIUM PORTABLE WROUGHT-IRON SHEEP HAY- 

RACKS, TA DER without Covers, Wheels, and Troughs, at 
from 8t. 3s. 

W.& €. Yo UNG 5s anufacture oran description of IRON and. 

WIRE WORK required for tl foreign countries, and 

from the increased facilities afforded them. by the Glasgow 
branch of their business lately established, feel assured 

that ali commands from the West of seated Lun Ireland will 

be executed in a manner that will give every satisfaction to 

those who honour them with their patronage, rawings, 

Catalogues, and Testimonials, sent free of expense to any 

Nobleman or Gentleman requiring them, 

__Workmen sent to all parts of Scotland. England, and Ireland. 

FEATHER BEDS PURIFIED BY STEAM. 

H EAL and SON have just completed the erection of 
Machinery for the P Purifying of F eathers on a New Prin- 

ordinar 
Old Bids, E Udreurdd by this process, are perfectly io TUN 

all impurities, and by expanding the feathers the 
greatly increased, and Consent the Bed is rendered "tact 

softer. 
The es are the prenen p of New Feathers + 2 1. 

. 0d. Foreign Groy Goose 2s. 0d. 
» Irish Whit E um a 

te 
o Nie ari Zoulats of 

application 

EL Porentianss 

rey tu n 
Foreign Grey Goose 1s. Dan 
Hua & Son’s List of n containing full p 

Weights, Sizes, and Prices, sent by post, 9! 

to thats Establishment, 196, GR the Papel, 
court Road. 

‘Stoke Newington, ai 
Broke Newin om both 

street, in 
York-plave ! Printed by W 

oM roh-row, mior 
im the connty of Mid i 
the Precinet of Wi 
asthe Office, No.5, Char 
den, in the said count hy hereal! Advertisements and Commu: 
are tude addressed to the E disor. SATURDAY, Novemnsr 7. 184%. 

IMPROVED SELF- ACTING HY- 
tJ e DRAULIC ENGINE.—A Machine to convey water 100 

es, can be supplied 
RAMS on im- 

supply pipe, ane 

Deep-well PUMPS on an impr 'oved Hon 
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Bvergre Shenbs, ~ = 760c 
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French Snowdrops 758a 
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E colation 759 b 

Sugar, SE 763 c 
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Guaiana, Token an in- Vinegar plai 7 

stance of - 766b | Vine Pillars, Hoare's 
Guano as a manure Z l Tusc | Walls, copings 
— repe cation of 761a | Wheax, M 

Guernsey. Brittany 763a | Wickham M 

Hay, e - 766 b Club —Mr. Me 

Hozacd's os atin; - 758 b | Worms, to kill 

uu uing Hazard's p'an of - $580 

HESNUTS.—For Sale, a large Quantity “of fine 

ENGLISH NUTS ofthis year's growth, at 5s. per kit hel, 

for pu — Enquire (prepaid) of Mr. MALLAM, the Priory, E Ease- 

bourne, Midhurst, Sussex. 

n WAR [ARNE RS | SUPERIOR. EARLY EMPEROR 

V AS.—This splendid new PEA, admitted as being the 

DEM: i bes; voured Pea known, may be had, 2 A Sis 

per quart, of Pune WARNER, Seedsman, 28, Corn! 

arent: Also the anproved EARLY GREEN MARROW PEA? 

having à dark-green, glossy pod, much superior, in flavour and 

earliness, to the old varieties, at 1s. 6d. per quart. 

A general collection of HYACINTHS, &c., in the best 

varietie: 

THE FI LBY, „OR FASTOLEP 3 RASPBERRY. 

TET 

V TILLIAM CRISP has 10,000 of the above RASP- 

BERRY to offer in quantities not less than 500—they can. 

be warranted genuine. See h i 

Mr. Rivers in the Gardener Chronicle, Pod a 1844. VES 

lowest trade price will be given on applica! —Direct 

WrnLrAM Crisp, Filby Gardens, near Nobwich, delivered pun 

at Yarmouth. 

well adapted for Potting, may be eredi for cash. m at 255. 
A descriptive List of GERANIU r 18 

may be had by applying to N. Garnes, Surrey-lane, ‘Battersea. 
P.S.—A new and choice Collection of CHRYSANTHEMUMS 

and c RR ALAS are now in flower. - 

ECK’S, HOYLE'S, MILLERS, AND FOSTER’S 
SEEDLING GERANIUMS OF 1845, at 2l, per dozen; 

Purchaser’s selection, 3l.—BECK’S Mare Antony, Juno, Des- 

demona, Rosy Cin ats Sunset, Isabella, Margaret, Zenobia, 
Mustee, Bellona, Arabe! Be Favorita, Bella.—HOYL Au- 
gusta, Lord Morpeth, Jo T us, Duke of Orleans, UR Re- 

Xue Cid.—MILLER'S Egyptian Prince, Vesta, Veritas, 
Pallida, Aurantia, Miss bright, Samye, Sunbeam.—CA AT- 

LEUGH’S Merry Monarch, Clio, Duke of Wellington, Sun- 

beam, La Polka,—Drury’s Pearl.—Foster’s Orion. 

d n correspondents must send cash with their ERIS 

N. P ood strong established Plants are now ready for 

deliv 
AIL Diode: new varieties at 1l. 1s. per dozen. 

Geranium Catalogue, which can be had gratis. 
Hybridized Geranium Seeds, 100, 10s.; 50, 5s. ; 25, 3s. 

Wittam MILLER, Providence Nursery, Ramsgate, 

See printed 

ESRD LANE inn "SON, Great Berkhampsted, 
mounce that their ROSE CATALOGUE may 

z) fey i Nel Son ation, enclosing a 2d. postage stamp. They 

‘beg to add, that the two last pages of the Catalogue may i 

Ne with much Pase by those desirous of making a 

the very best for pot or 

tire RE DN cine trellis work, walls, poles, 
potted plants are unusually str ong and healthy, 

Nov. 14 1846. 

COUNTESS OF CAMPERDOWN PANSY. 
BUTLER having bought Hd stock of this very 

* beautiful flower, grown iy r. Bridges, of Hampton 

near London, begs to offer fine VENE Hort plants at 5s. per 
plant, with the usual allowance to the Trade, where three 

plants ae aken. feri i 

anaietnction, and ought to be in every 

ley's iim in the Gardeners’ Chronicle of May 2, 1846—viz. 
“t PAusY—A Constant Reader—A fine large round flower of great 

substa os rich yellow ground, with bronsy purple upper. died 

PS broad Te of the same round the lower petals; eye 
d and striking flower, well adapted for showing.? 

Wideombe. Nursery, Bath, Noy. 14, 

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, 

Newki TRS erunt Part Edited by Professor E 

Ie 6d. 

"RANUNOULUSES, ANEMONES, 

SOLID. JULAS, GERANIUMS, AND LILIUM LANCI- 

OLI 

GROOM, Crarnam Rise, near Lonpon (removed 

e from Walworth), by APPOINTMENT FLORIST TO HER 

MAJESTY THE QUEEN, and to His MAJESTY THE KING oF RU 

begs to recommend to the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, and 

Amateurs, his extensive assortment of the above FLOW WERS, 

which he can supply of the best quality. He begs to state 

at this is a good season of the year to make a selection of the 

yarious kinds. 

25 HYACINTHS, in 25 fine sorts, named. . £1 5 

100 TULIPS, in 100 fine sorts, n: Pied E .. Toi 

100 Ditto in 50 ditto 
5 5 

Superfine M per 100, from 10s. 6d. to Dis. 

100 SUM LUSES, m Superfine sorts,named 2 10 

uperfne Mixtures, peed 0 .to £ 

100 ANEMONES, in 100 Superfine sorts, named v 15 

A New Collection of 50 Superfine sorts m E 

Superfine Mixtures, per 100 t: 

25 AURICULAS, in 25 Superfine sorts, "named .. 

25 GERANTUMS, in 25 Superfine sorts mne 

Good kinds, per doz m 12s, to 
LILIUM EANGIFOLIUM ALBUM, good E each 

from 1s. 6d. to 

RUNGE ane Ere 5s. to 

SPECIOSUM (ti rue) Os. 6d. v 

A new collection of Hybrid pets Lilies 5 sorts 

H. Groom begs to say his Catalogue of Bulbs, ‘Be is ready, 

and will be forwarded by post on application. 

Foreign orders executed. 

esoo oooocoooo ooo "ioo OMNI OHHH m 

o 

FPAIRBEARDS CHAMPION OF ENGLAND 

—A large blue Wrinkle Marrow, a few days earlier 
than the ** Fairbeard's Surprise ” an abundant cropper, of fine 
flavour; in height 4 It is considered to be the best as 

yet offered, possessing Vm qualities of a Marrowfat, with the 

pee of an early 

M had of the following Seedsmen at 5s. per quart :— 
George Rc Covent-garden ; i Nutting, Cheapside ; 

Adams, and Hogg, 
Brompton; W. and J. Noble, TUER ESOS Hay, Anderson, 

and BE ete Net on Butts ; J. Wrench and Sons, London- 
bridge; Hurst and M* Mullen, Leadenhell-street ; Gordon, 

‘Thompson, and Basket, z encb gro Co x 
t, Nov. 14. 

THE FINEST CARNATIONS, |, PICOTEES, AND 

NKS. 

OUELL & CO.'s del k and celebrated Collec- 

tion of the above are this season unusually strong and 

healthy, and are now ready for sending out, in fine well rooted 

lants, to any part of the United Kingdom, or for exportation, 

at the following prices :— 
25 pairs of. RM first-rate somt varieties of Carna- 

tions and Picotees m . . wed 0 0 

pairs | do. do. do. PEIE A) 

25 are of very fine p varieties of do. “do. 3 0 0 

12 do. do. E 110 0 

25 do. of finest true show varieties of Pinks .. 1 4 0 

FINE CAMELLIAS. 

YOUELL & Co. are now supplying very healthy 

plants of the Es Rubus the finest varieties in cultiva- 

tion, at 20s. p. 

EW AND "SUPERB CINERARIAS.— 

SPECTABILIS, 7s. 6d.—Very 

flower being 1} inch in diameter, oa of
 the finest form. 

BRILLIANT, 7s. 6d.—Rich puce, possessing all the EMO 

of size, &c., of the foregoing. 

ENCHANTRES® 7s. 6d.—Pure white tipped with violet, 

large, and of 
EA TETA 5s. pem crimson, possessing all the pus 

perties of a first-rate Cineraria, of medium size, and v 

compact. 

BEAUTY, 5s.—Bright puce, E light circle in centre of each. 

dE fine form, and very co: 

GNES, 5s. mE bim tipped Em crimson, 
large, of fine form, 

he very compa 

The set of six cm be phased BOs: 
Trade when three sets are tal 

Tt is requisite to state the d area set of RPM cus 

hey 

The usual discount to the 

dark rich crimson, each 

C (NHARLES TURN ER. Bin Tül supply strong pue of 
KIRTLAND'S TORD: VALENTIA .. 5s. per pem and 

HARRIS'S DAUNTLESS .. 0s. do 

Or one pair of each, Pe by post, ‘on receipt of a Post-office 

Catalogues of Carnations, Picotees, Pinks, ae ege may 

be had on application.—Chalvey, near W: indso 

OGERS Es SON, NunsERYMEN and CONTRACTING 
PLANTERS, Pnipemprens in submitting the following Li: 

of NURSERY STOCK, beg to add, s Mb are eal age 

strong, and well rooted, growing ath land, in exposed 
bleak aspects, and well ada apted for estanaio Forest or Waste 

land planting. From the extent of their grounds, and the fiue 

growth of the pant season, they are enabled to render at the 

low prices quo oted, from which a deduction will be made if 

ordered in quantities of 100,000, nds in London by rail- 

way, or coastwise by steam vessels 

SEEDLING FOREST “TREES, &c. 

lyear ls, 6d. 2 years 3s. ET 8 years 5s.0d. 

E 
0 » 
0 

m 

edo V SOR 
Per 1000, 

; 
0 
4 

eee , Pinaster 8.6 d 
s» Sea Pine (Pinus maritima), retical o d to the 

sea, one year, 7s. 6d. ; two years, 10s. per 1 and in small 

ots to plant out in very CE. rE or thickening 

plantations quickly, 50s. per 
i & Durmast” of the New Forest 

(Querens sessiliflora), the most valuable species, pro- 
pues ng timber of the largest dimensions; one year, 

. 6d. ; two years, 10s. per 1000, 

2 omens English, three d 3s. 6d. per 1000. 

TRANSPLANTED DUREE TREES, &c. 
lyear. 2 years 3 years. 
155. wu. 255. 0d. 35s, Od. p. 1000.. 

25 0 
12 € 25 E 

210 0 20 0 * 
Chesnut, Spanish . 20 0 30 0 * 
Elm, Wych,orScoteh.. 12 6 15 0 * 
Fir, Scótch. 10.0  *15 0 A 

„ Larch. 10 0 15 x 
5 Spruce 2 6 95 0 Sd 
» Pinaster 10 0 15 0 S 
» Seapine 20 0 30 0 y 

Hazel 15 0 30 0 A 
Polus "Black 20 0 40-0 RC 
Oak, Eng. (Durmast).. 20 9 9 0 x: 
Sycamore as 15 0 0 

Willow (Co! 11), a new and sdlizble (UE species for- 

Coppice or Hop Poles, of zama Sonia one year, 40s. ; two 

years, 60s. 2 geet 80s. y z 
Laurel 208. 2 ae “40s. 3years, d . p. 

Trereroen Prive 20 2years, ete eae 
Elder, common black, excellent for sea pU 3 to ft. 

8s. per 100. 
The above Transplanted are from $a foot to 2 feet high. 

Plants of a larger size from 2 feet to 7 feet, for ornament or im- 

mediate effect, are trom 25s. to 75s. per 100. 

OT ODEN d: —Excellent for cover, and not subject to 
depredations of gene, 1 to 2 inches, 30s. ; 3 to 

hes, 80s. per 1000. 

; 1} to 2 feet, 30s. to 50s. per 
bs ponticum roseum, 1 to 1} feet, EI hd 60s. per 100. 

a Splendid hybrid, 1 foot, 50s, per 1 
5 Scarlet hybrid, 2s. 6d. to 5s. tact. 
5 Seedling hey ae per 

arboreum album 2 feet, E each. 
an tri These and well rooted. 

Pinus (Abies) Done in 60 size pots, 2 to 3 inches, from seed, 

ee per 0%. ; ani oeoa plants in large pots, 3 to 

4 feet, from seed, 49s. e: 
m latifolia, 3 pu P 21 foot, 75s. per 1 

azurea, er 100, Clematis orate 25s. per 100. . 

TECRA radicans, S per doz. 

Aristolochia Sipho, 6s. per doz. 
EE China Rose, 25s. per 100. 
erpetual Tree Violet, strong flowering lants, ER 

Neapolitan Violets, aoweritigs plants, is per 1 ee 
Flowering Thorns, three sorts, 40s. per 

iant Irish Ivy, 12s. 6d. per 100. 
Arbutus, bedded, 4 to | $i SE ‘eae TA 6d. per 100. 

rarias that YouELr and Co. can confidently 
possess that Hine ‘of form in the petals so desir: able : Bn “he 

class of flow 
DU LIPS, 

50 first-rate Blows varieties by name, 3l. ; including Surpass 

Catafalque, Gloria Mundi, Coburg, DS Catafalque, Roi de 

Siam, Norwich Black Baguets, Dey of A e 
Maitre Partout, Pearson’s bum) Blanca, Bell’s 

Best Rose, Triumph Royal, Thunderbolt, Georgius Tertius, 

Queen of Egypt, 

They also beg attention to the particulars € of ne following, 

which appeared in their advertisement of 17th 

THE FINEST DUTCH HAGINTHS, he 

CEDRUS DEODA. 

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA, oR NOLAN PINE. 

GERANIUMS AND FUCHSIAS. 

FUCHSIA CORALLINA, 5s. 

TRUE FASTOLFF RASPBERRY. 

PANSIES. 

Extra fine first-class show varieties, 18s. per doz., fine do., 10s. 

YOUELL'S EARLY TOBOLSK RHUBARB, 

MYATT'S VICTORIA Ditto. Fine strong Roots for forcing. 

STRONG GIANT ASPARAGUS, 2s. 6d. per 100. 

Steamers from this port to Rotterdam and Hull twice peels 

and to London daily.—Great Yarmouth Nursery, Nov, 1 

toneaster micr 

HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS 
HERBACEOUS, and GREENHOUSE BNET 

collection. Also a most superb collection of ROSES, including 
m UD iy Printed Catalogues and prices of whieh m ay 

ad on app! ication at th Ni gi S pe neir, Nurseries, Red Lodge, North 

[C ordered in less tit; a charge vil iin Bei ux ity than the above quotations, 

^ Agents for PESOS s Mushroom Spawn. 

MITCHELL'S “ROYAL ALBERT” RHUBARB. 
The above valuable Fariety having been grown by Wir- 

LIAM MITCHELL, of Enfield Highway, for the last four years. 
has enabled him to supply poc Market with open- 
ground RH. RB earlier than any other grower, it being two 
to three weeks pes the Tobolsk, or any other sort ever intro- 
duced to the horticulturist. A splendid red'colour, most proli- 

fic bearer, and allowed by the poeti den te be the finest Ha 
voured sort in use at the present time. 

er, 
Lor. each, and no wholesale orders will be received after the 
qa December. 

An early application is necessary, as the stock is limited, 

iz Sole m gent, CHARLES OE. Seedsman, 128, St. J Aer 
ondon, 
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~ STRAWBERRY PLANTS. HEDENHAM Rosary, BUNGAY, SUFFO MO SES, HALLY, NuRSERYMAN, Blackheath, begs to an-| AN ces LIST OF A S e E MÓN OF THE BEST P oonan PERRY, m EDO House, Fulham + nounce that he has a HE E of well. established strong aur IN our N begs respectfully to inform the public that he has alarge ST RAWBERRY, 
D. ." ^ This VERUS 

Keen's Seedling both in habit a uit, 
larger, firmer, and better TANER or mns n Plants of the 
above 3s. 6d. per 100, or 25s, per 1000. Also the following 
kinds, which having been early bedded out, and carefully 
selec ted, are strong and well established, and can be war- 
ranted tj 

s. per 1000. 
. , 

Keen’s Seedling . 

Swainston 
Roseberry 
Scarlet Pine 
Tui cm Late Pine 

Cole's s Bani Prolif 
Myatt’s . 

a Mammoth BAe rts AGREE. LCRA T das 
. m oo £ 0 5 

Hooper's T Seedli AE, RES 
Comte de Paris, atter’ E H -. 3 6 per plant. 
Princesse Royale y Boo TW 
La Leigeoise 1 0 A 

The usual allowance to the Trade, 

HOICE FLOWER ROOTS. 
LARKE ARD Co.; Seke a ‘> Frorists, 86, 
High-street, Borough, offer fur Sale the under- 

mentioned DUTCH B ULBS, wa a hate d true to name, which 
the follow- f the United Kingdom at 

s. per doz. ; Do. 
largest double, 2s. 6d. per doz. ; Polya nthus Narois 

; Parrot Tulips, bpleñdid colours, 25. 
Pscittacinus, Qs, 6d. per pF ibetinindnds $s. per doz. ; 
Crocuses, 2 8 best v per 100; Ranunculus, fine 
mixed, 4s. per 100 ; D) vede named varieties, 1s. 6d, per 
doz. ; Ateos, fine double, mixed, 8s. perlb.; Lilium Lon- 
giflorum, splendid, 5s, per doz.; Narcissus Pocticus, and Double 
White, 4s, per 100; Van Thol Tulips, for pots, or. per] 100. 
E d Tulips, from ‘named flo owers, for beds, 10s. per 100 ; Com. 

a Coelestis, "Arie bises 3s. per Lien EA 
Pi re (to bloom), 1s. 6d. root. 

All other sorts of ies Roots at equally low prices. Cata- 
logues may be had. 

UTCH FLOWER ROOTS.—The present being 
the most favourable season for general planting, 

J. CARTER begs to submit the following extract from his 
erase of such articles as he can pus f recom- 

ity acinths, for pots or water, 6s., 9s., and B 5 ger, aio 
Polyanthus Narcissus, various 5 
Paper-white co an Narcissus 3 s » 
Double 9416, 9553 
New early Soli d'Or ao. $16 ings 
Double Whi 1 6 39 
Poets’ or Phea t- Bye, crimson border 1 0 3 
Sweet-scented large Dutch Jonquils 16 » 
Crocus, 1000 in 10 ope fine sorts 2207.0 EN 
Fine mixed Dutch ditto, for borders 1 6 per 100. 
Extra fine late Tulips, from named sorts 10 6 » 
Iri d me, In extra fing sorts 3660. Ay 

itto . 30 0 
ed sorts 5 0 

very, ‘ine mixed og sh Iris 3. 0 per doz. 
Tris, Spanish, 100 extra fine sorts 20 0 

Ditt - 10 0 
Very finemixed 5 0 per 100. 
Anemones, finest now Dutch named 6 0 per doz. 

Ditto ` finest Sca QNO c 
HIM extra fn, nated 27 6 per 100. 
Dit q9. Qt 

Turban Ranunculus, imer Scarlet FS ON Say 
Ixias, beautiful mixed, 2s, TES gn AONO r 
paraxes, ditto 2s. . 16 0 m 

Gladiolus cardinalis, extra d 50 pe ae 
Ditti itto smal s 2 

Poe REGINA, a new and erent Stove Addids 
four seeds, 1 
= ae eA Seedsman and Florist, No. 238, High Holborn, 
on 

ee ON EN SRE TING: —On the 

et), will be 
of seed of his Black- isphie Cur ree for 2s. 

ingham's Victoria Green dns Melon, per packet 23. 
Cuthill's Early Scarlet Flesh , 2s. per 
d T s RARE UE Bue nus with EROS for 

per packet. 
uel Searlot Clove, and a French Yellow Picotee, at 125. 

The TBritish i quien and Keen's Seedling Strawberries in pots 
Forcing. 

J. cu Florist and Early Forcer, Denmark-hill, Cam- 
berwell, L 
TO! VER GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN & OTHERS. 

ABIES CANADENSIS, on HEMLOCK SPRUCE, 
G BAKER, NURSERYMAN, Bagshot, Surrey, havmig 

* the aet A Od in Europe, of various sizes and in fine 
condition, c. onfidence recommend this noble tree to 
the ign iof the DUG, at the ERG! prices :— 

—Transplanted .. t £0 12 9 ̂  zu 
» » soy, 016 0 

35 » T5150 y, 
3to4ft. ,, 1100 5 

PICEA’  BALSANBA. 
1} to 2 ft. sabED 8 0 n 

3, 
G.B. having a fine Stock of Flowering KALMIA LATIFOLIA, 

can supply them at the following low pric: 
t £2 10 Po per 100 

» 

S:— 
D to 12 inches oe at 

» REM 
18” 5 120 m 

Wwe Specimen Plants from 3s. a ̂ 5s. each. 
— have reduction.— 

The usual oa to the fi trade. 
GENERAL PATATE OF NURSERY STOCK. 

TI 

Wr AND SON, in returning their sincere 
ks dex past favours, bag le leave to iy Pass friends 

that they havo just fie de 5 deb Enlarge OGUE OF 
Vm EES CONTFETOD, “CLIMBERS, 
ED ERG RE ENS, d in Forest, an | Ornamental 

uem with a selection of Plants suitable for For 
art the Second contains a selection | of all the most wipes qu 

Str: 

I tive Catalogue sent on appli 
ondon per Norfo 

ED FOR BY 
OBERT. BENJAMIN BIRCHAM.—A Descrip- 

SALE 

ication. Carriage paid to 
lk Railway. 

Herbaceous ai lpine Plants, 
berries, &c. 

Copies of the abore also a Densipive Catalogue of Roses, 
may be had, gratis, on application. 
Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, nr. Uckfield, Sussex Nov.14. 

Stron g 
Dwarf Height 
Plants. HYBRID PERPETUAL, ofStem.| Price. 

In Pots. 8. d. 
25. 0d. peo pense 2 6 
2.0 2—3 2 6 

Barone Mire s da 3 3.0 
Clementine Seringe 2 6 

16 Clementine Duval 
ue Comte de Paris, F. —: 2 6 
2 6 | Comte d'Eu, F. 2—3 3 0 
1 6 | Comtesse Duchatelle 
2 6 | Coquette de Bellevue 
2 0 . Mar: xd e) 24, [148.50 
20 Duc d'A 
2 0 Duchess c or Siberia 6 
2.0 alte 6 
1 6 | Fu 

ripis a | Merlin 
Julie Dupon 0 

6 0 La Bedoyér 
La Bouquetierre 3 0 

2.6 | La Reine UP 3 0 
Lady Elphinstone 2 6 

2 6 | Lady 2 ce Peel 3 0 
Eg aane, 21:8 2.0 

Louis queri 2—3 2.0 
2 0 Madame Emma Dampierre | 

Madam meme 7 2—3 2 6 
ré Madar Dafa ay, F. PE 2:0 
2 0 Marquise Boccella. 2—3 8 0 
20 Melanie Semis —3 2.6 
1 6 Mrs, Ellio: pt 26 
16 Princa Albert 2 0 

Princesse Hel lene 2:6 
20 dae of Wales 20 

e de la Guillotiere 2—3 2 0 
EIR Rivers (Laffa y) 2:8 2 0 
2 6 Robin Hood 
2 6 Thibault ? 
16 William Jesse 2 20 

BOURBON ROSES. 
1 6 | Acidalie AUR qu, T6620. 1-2 |2 0 
l 6 | Amenaide 2—3 2 6 
20 Anne Beluze 26 

Bouquet de Flore ps 2 0 
2 0 Jeres . M 2. 2 6 
2 6 et. sity d 
2:0 Seine et Marne 2—3 2 6 
2 6 Comte de Rambuteau 3 3. 0 
2 0 | Comtesse de EAE. 
1 6 | Crimson Glol 

a 2:0 
2 6 Deuil Due d'Orleans 
2 6 c de Chartres 3 6 
2 6 | Dumont du Courset 
3 0 | Dupetit Thouars... 
1 6 | Edouard Desfosses 2.0 

Emile Courtier 2.0 
16 EY te flm 2 0 
2 6 e Cuvier 3 6 
2 0 dion bos ie Te Guilloticire 
2 6 Gloire de Pari D 
1:6 Gloire de Rosamene” 
3 6 Henri Lee 
20 Imperatrice Josephine 
2 0 | Lady Gan 
5 0 Le aanee 
2 6 a Gracieuse 
3 6 Le. Grenadier 
5 0 | Le Marechal du Palais 
20 Madan X 2 6 

Madame Lacharme ` 2 6 
dame Nerard wie 20 

2 6 Moe Souchet 
2 0 | Paul Joseph 30 

Phoenix, F. 2.0 
1 6 | Pierre de St. Cyr 2 6 
2 6 Pourpre (Fafait) ij 
2 0 | Princess Clementine 2 6 

Princesse de Modéne 2 6 
20 Pros 2 6 
T 46 Queen, 2.6 
2 0 | Reine de TUS 
30 Reine de Vierges 
2 0 | Splendens, F. yis 2 6 
3 0 Ea iat Maislüison 3 6 

+ 26 
20 Virgile r 

xu d. worked upon 4 to 9 inch stems, 
Blanchefl. « Is 6d | Fanny Pari Is 0d 
urine ae main 7 6 |Gloire d'un parterre 2 0 
DE 1 6 | Grandissim: 16 REESE UTR 1 6 | Guerin’s git A INS 
Duchess of Kent . 1 6 | Julie 1 6 
e ao dus s . 1 6 | Kean 2 0 
Hyp: 2 1 6 | Latour d'Auvergne 20 
La e . 1 6 | Madame Damoureau.. 1 6 
La Volupte aes . 1 6 | Madame Duchesnoy 16 
Madame Huet 1 6 | Madame DES cT 
Madame L'Abbey  .. 1 6 | Matthew 156 

lanie 1 6 | Modest ueria 1G 
New Globe Hip 16 ly M 1 6 
Nicolate ... 1 6 | Gillet P. it 2 6 
Pashot (fine) 2 0 |Rienne e surpasse .. Tuo 
Pompone de Laqueue 1 6 | Tom sims 
Princesse Clementine 2 0 | Triomphe Ris Janssens 2 0 
Rose D 2 0 | Beauty of Billia Pare) 
Superb striped unique 2 6 | Belle m 16 
Bou a ae Nanteuil ... 1 6 | Breny 10 

76; Charles "Ponequior 2 6 
jd Ville de Bruxelles 1 6 | Chen 2 0 
enelope » 1 6 STEEL EO de Lacepede 16 

Pope 2 0 | Decandolle 1 6 
Semiramis 5 2 0 | Plora Mac Ivor | dU 
Cerise Superbe | 1 6 |Fulgens 10 
i 3A 1 6 | Hypocrate 20 

Columella. =» 2 0 | Lord Nels Lo: 
gorren Almaviva .. 1 6 | Madame Plantier 16 

16 eau 2 0 
1 6 | Magna Rosea ... 10 
1 6 | Prince Albert (Hooker 1 6 

Duchess of f Buccleugh 1 6 | Richelieu ee) 1 6 
Due de Tre 1 6 | Tri Apne Laqueue 1 6 
Due de Valmy . 1 6 | Coupe d'Heb. 2 0 

16 Double Marginaéed rip 2 0 
Duchesse @Abrantes... 1 6 | Persian 26 
paan 1 6 | Queen o: Deua E LAC; 

1 6 
Se dida, Nov. 1 ; 1846, 

quantity of fine strong MOSS ess PLANTS at 20s, per 
hundred. They have been bedded out two seasons, and now in 
excellent order for potting. Ie merus great quantity of. 
Moss Roses in pots that have been potted one season, and now fit for forcing, which he will sell ata very reduced price. 

d LMS, FULITAM-ROAD, "THE ARBORET: UM, zr Hes 
BROM 

D. AP RAMSAY begs Ho “inform the Trade and 
others that he has a quantity of Two-year Bedded SWEE T BRIA R, in prime condition ie potting, 1 iu er 1000 also a quantity of Three-year Bedden UICK 1 00, and SRÉEN HOL LIES, from 13 feet to 2 feet, 20s, Der 100, with 

an assortment of Standard Oytisus, A , Robinias, Poplars, Ash, Willows, Thorns, Roses, dsc. &c., of all sizes, on Purse 
moderate terms 

Orders ean reilly Pabkad and sent to any part of the Country. 
Plans and Estimates submitted for the carrying out all kinds 

of Ornamental Groundwork and Planting in any part of the 
ESE 

GER ANIUMS AND “ROSES. 
AMES WALKER is now TRUE out the following 
Six choice GERANIUMS for 1, 5. ee RIO &o., I 

in lp plants, viz. Foster’ Orion, Ard d Doctor 
Lindley ear], Garth’s Mag gog, d Tainbeidge's Ca- | milla. ion ot ‘welve from the follow wing varieties for l 

| 

| 

18s., cu: n Il, 1s, including. hamper, &c.—»iz. Hoyle's "itus. Chacipions Pompey, Sarah Jane, Unique, and 
Amelia. e’s Princess Alice, Imogene, Princeps, White 
Perfection, and Coronet. Foster’s Duke of Devonshire, Nabob, , 
[ow Shield of Achilles,  Garth's South-Western. Gock’s Hee Gaines's King of Saxony and Duchess of Leinster. — | 
Ca MEE s Juliet and Plantagenet. A selection of Twelve good | 
pot Roses for 9s, to 15s. 

A ye office or di will be required from unknown corres- I 
pondent j 

A iOhtalogue of choice Auriculas, o athua de. &o., ! 
may still be had on prepaid applicatio: 
E: hodes, Middleton, near Miiohepten; Nov. 14. j 

in AR IG FAD f 
'INES FROM EYES IN 6.INCH POTS, FOR } 
WALLS, VINERIES, OR POT CULTURE, 3s. 6d. each, | 

1, August Muscat, or Muscat p 17. Hatiff de Jura, black, | 
Museat of Alexandria. I 2, | 19. Muscat, Cannon Hall, | 

3. Bla bum |20. Muscat of Fontainbleau, | 
4. Black E WiL ack 

mot's. 21, Mignonne, white cluster, 
5. Black July. 22, Museadine, Royal, white, 
6. Black Prince. 23. Pitmaston White Oluster, 
7. Black Damaseus. 24. Saint Augustine, black, | 
8. Cambridge Botanic Gar- | 25. Scotch White Cluster, 

den, black. 26. Saint Peter's, black 
9. Ohasselas Musqué, white. | 27. Saint Peter's, West's, black 

10. Early Black Cluster, Wil. | 28. Sweetwater, white. 
liams's, 29. Sweetwater, Dutch, white. 

11. Esperione, black. 30. Sweetwater, Bnight’s, 
12, Frankenthal. 
13. Frontignan, black. 81. anectnatey Grove End, or 
14, Frontignan, grizly. Early White Malvasia. 
15. Frontignan, red. B 32. White Riesling. 
16. Frontignan, violet or purple | 33. White okay. 
THOMAS RIVERS begs to offer the above varieties of 

VINES, all of which can be warranted true to of ii two years 
old (with the exception of Nos, 19, 26, and 27), wit el RDA 
shoots from 3 to 6 feet high; Nos. 1, 2, 5, 9, 10, 17, 20, 21, 
23, 25, 28; , are S vel ‘arly sor d d 
i outh, or s, 

black Grapes, 
is a new 
The re- 

rane es e 
ripening on walls onl, D in favourable seasons ; No.1 
and very early sort, with the upper Javoun, 
maining are all well known varieties for 

o save contita the plants can be taken Sonne the pots and 
their balls of earth sent entire, 

$ Sawbridgeworth, Herts, Nov. 14. 
SELECT NAMED SHOW TULIPS. 

V SR MAY, F.H.S., having a select collec- 

most oe "the winning flowers, begs to 
of fine named TULIPS in m varieties, comprising. 

ent is a proper season for their being planted. 
. Hope » Nursery, Bedale, Yorkshire, 

DOUBLE LILIES OF THE VALLEY 

BROWN, successor to Marnock and MANLEY, 
*. begs to offer the above beautiful variety. They are per- 

feetly double, sweet-scented, and prolific bloomers, at 63. per 
ozen. a he Trade supplied with the usual allowance. 

j o begs to say that he pon AM Seeds of that very 
pivi put Cabbage called M. OCK’S Cut ets vie. 
TORY, domes ly advertised a w re» ios Zi, jd. 

. begs to add, that selecting with nero care his 
collection of Vegetable and SES Seeds, both of the best 
uality and true en name; the latter varieties are chiefly his 

own saving this y 
True ADU UM NM ae 6d. per packet. | 
Nursery, "Hackney, Londo’ DA 

HERTFORD A 4 | 

P. FRANCIS'S NEW LIST OF ROSES AND | 
PRICED DIAS OFF Pia TREES, EVERGREENS, I 

&e,, are now ready for delivery, and will be forwarded gratis, 
E. P. F. has a finge fete of the following leading articles :— 

DONE of One Million of strong 3-year and bedded QUICK, 
English Oak + 8—4 fect, Huntingdon Elm, 5—6 feet, 
sh. TDI M 3, 

Spruce Fir E E ARIS AN 
Huntingdon Elm . 9—4 Do. 2. 
D SOM 1 to 1x feet, strong, 25s. ue AE 

1j to 2 feet, very strong, 40s. per 100. 
This planti Be highly seiiasrted for planting in woods, being 
very hardy and impervious to the attacks of hares and rabbits. 

cay Pr age of all | goods paid or delivered in London 

rad CARLET | PELARGONIUMS.—12 Plants T itio 
bove, in 12 of the best and most di sines erena 

AATE oa RPEN guinea, basket 
Shrubland superb nono impcoved 
General Tom Thumb ay Mayler 
Com Toneymoen 
Vivid King c£ Scarlets 
Victoria umen rue 

ts Also seeds collected from the above PITE in 25. 6d, packe! 
per post or otherwise, —Przuf? Conway, Old eond e 

(o 3 ARVIS has à quantity of cases or 
f the above article of the stoutest kind, 

en: abled to offer ata considerable less price than he fas ‘hitherto 
anothej done, in eonsequence of a favourable ase, an 

c is old established Window pe in the pr reat 0 fastest re doors from 

Raan yen where « evəry d 
Glass can be had on the lowest eri tor ate money only, 
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ORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.— 
Notice is hereby given, that the EXHIBITION OF 

FLOWERS AND FRUIT, in the Society’s Garden, in the 
ensuing season, will take place on the following Saturdays, 

viz., May 8; June 19 ; and July 18 ; and that Tuesday, April 20, 
is the last day on which the usual privileged Tickets are issued 

to Fellows of the Society. 

EWARD, Esq., Young-street, Kensington, London. Amon 

them are many new and rare species scarcely known to Euro- 

‘peans, 

jurious as has been imagined. We admit that in 
spring, when the trees are in blossom, a wide coping 
may be useful ; but it ought to be temporary, and 
removable immediately after the fruit is fairly set. 
The accompanying sketches may serve the purpose 
of drawing attention to the subject. Nó. 1 we con- 
sider one of the worst copings for a garden wall 
that can be used, although, no doubt, excellent 

crops have been grown under such a structure. It 
is only met with in those districts where suitable 
materials for coping are either very expensive, or 
very difficult to be procured. The harbour it 
affords for all sorts of vermin is a great objection 
toit. For the same reason we are averse to re- 
cesses in garden walls, or to the training of trees 

coping, and may be either of stone or cement. The 
latter is the cheapest, and may be moulded to 
various forms by an experienced workman. If the 
materials are good, and the right proportions of sand 
and cement used, a coping of this kind will last a 
number of years, and successfully resist the action of 
the weather. Several moulds of the proper length 
and shape are first prepared. A certain por- 

tion of cement and sharp fresh-water sand are 

then wetted up and thoroughly incorporated, no 
more being made at one time than is considered 
sufficient to fill one of the moulds. The mould 
before using must be completely coated with oil, 
A layer of cement is then spread equally over it, 
into which two or three flat tiles are placed across 

and embedded. Some more cement is added, and 

The Gardeners’ Chronicle, 
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1846. 

"Tur Corine or Garpen Watts is a matter of 
no small importance to those who desire to have 
fine wall fruit, and we should wish to see it taken 
up by correspondents of known practical ability for 
the cosi it deserves. It is well understood that 
the opinions of our best writers on gardening, from 
Mixer down to those of our own day, are at vari- 

ance respecting the utility of a wide or narrow 
coping; and it appears to us that an inquiry con- 
ducted by those who are capable of estimating the 
relative merits or defects of copings with different 
degrees of projection, would be exceedingly useful 
‘to the practical gardener, and interesting to the 
general reader. 

The main use of a coping is to protect the 
masonry from wet, and thereby enable it the better 
to resist the action of the weather. Were it not 
for a protection of some kind or other, newly built 
walls of the very best materials would soon be in- 
jured by exposure to the rain and frosts of winter, 
and fall into decay. For this reason a coping be- 
comes absolutely necessary; and such being the 
case, it is desirable to ascertain how far it is of ser- 

vice, or otherwise, to fruit-trees trained against the 

wall. 
'The object sought to be attained by planting 

trees against a wall, is to accelerate their growth 
80 as to enable them to mature their fruit-bearing 
wood, and afterwards, by the aid of the increased 
heat and shelter which the wall affords, to stimulate 
them to produce fruit that shall be of superior size 
and excellence. It is worthy of remark, however, 
that it is not always the trees most favourably 
situated in these respects that are the most healthy 
and fruitful; on the contrary, we often find them 

anore liable to disease and the attacks of insects. 
The cause of this may be sometimes owing to the 
soil, but it may possibly also proceed from the 
coping being made to project further than it ought, 
in consequence of which the leaves are deprived of 
the advantages they would obtain during the grow- 
ing season from the genial rains of the day, or the 
heavy dews of night. Some persons argue that 
unless the coping project so far as to carry off the 
drip from the trees, it is worse than useless. Others 

contend for a coping that shall only project one or 
two inches, and a few have advocated copings of a 
foot or more in width. Between these opinions it 
_is difficult for one who is not conversant with such 
matters to determine which plan is the best. Were 
he to adopt the practice usually followed in cases 
of doubt, and choose a middle course, it might 

happen that in doing so he had committed as great 
an error in fixing on a coping of six inches as on 
one a foot wide. 

No, 1. 

So far as our experience goes, we believe that 
the advantages of a wide coping have been much 
over-rated, and that the drip which falls on the trees 
om a narrow one is not by any means so in- 

oo 

$— 

between two piers, as shown in No. 2, especially if 
the coping isa wide one. Piers may occasionally 
be introduced for effect, but it is not desirable to 
have more of them in a garden than are necessary. 

Ten CC MR 
i 

No. 3 is the sort of coping in general use where 
thin stone or slate are plentiful. It answers the 
purpose effectually, if care be taken to keep 
the joints well filled with cement. A small 
groove underneath the edge would be an im- 
provement. In fact, no coping can be said to be 
complete without a groove, or some other contriv- 
ance to prevent the water from running down the 
wall. No. 4 is probably the most common way in 
which garden walls are coped, and when well done 

it will stand for many years, provided the bricks are 
laid in cement. To obviate the necessity of a groove 
in this case, the inner end of the bricks is to be 

bedded a little thicker, so as to cause them to in- 

cline outwards, but not so much as to be observable 

No. 6. No. 5. 

uniess to the practised eye. No. 5 is a mode of 

coping frequently resorted to where stone, or large 

slate, cannot be obtained, and answers very well. 

A thin wall plate of wood is laid along the edge, to 

secure the first row of slate. The middle of the 

wall is then ridged up with small pieces of stone 

and lime, into which the other rows of slate are 

made fast by small wooden pins, and the whole se- 

cured by a row of tiles on the ridge. The latter is 

sometimes coloured to resemble slate, or coated 

with.coal tar. No. 6 is one of the best forms of 

a couple of tiles placed lengthways along the 
middle, for: the purpose of strengthening it, as well 
as to save the cement. The whole is then filled 
with the temainder of the cement and smoothed off. 
In a few minutes it hardens sufficiently to be 
knocked out of the mould, and is afterwards placed 
on a level airy spot until it is dry. This was the 

late Mr. Arxrnson’s plan, and is that in use in the 
Garden of the Horticultural Society. 

To those who may be about to erect walls, the 
preceding remarks may be useful; they will, how- 

ever, be more so if they induce others who are 
better acquainted with the subject, to give us the 
result of their experience.—M. E. H. 

From the very beginning of the Pormarss dis- 
cussion we have been persuaded that in the com- 
mencement it would be attended by as much failure 
as success, and on different occasions we have said 

so. We were led to this conclusion by our know- 
ledge of the diffieulties inseparable from the first 
practical application of any novel theory, of the 
mistakes that unskilful persons necessarily fall into 
as to the theory itself, and of the numerous errors 
even now committed in the construction of hot- 
water apparatus by the most experienced men. In 
attempting to apply natural laws to any artificial 
purpose, it is necessary that all the conditions of 
those laws should be equally observed; it will not 
do to observe nine laws and neglect the tenth, for 
that tenth will interfere with the working of the 
remainder. It is, therefore, not with surprise, but 

with gratitude for the information, and admiration of 
its candour, that we have received, and hasten to lay 
before our readers, the following interesting letter 
from Mr. Mxrx:— 

“Tt has come to my knowledge this afternoon, from 

personal communication, that two separate parties, one 

near Coventry, the other near London, have each at- 

tempted to heat a house on the Polmaise principle, and 
have both failed, the one partially, the other totally. The 

former, a clergyman, had previously sent his builder to 

see the plan in operation at Nutfield ; the latter, a nur- 

seryman (th ghl inced of the of the 

prineiple), had carried out his own plans in a cheap 

form. They have each heated the chamber to a very 

high degree ; the former boiled the water in his tank, 

though there was a stratum of 8 inches of air between 
it and the plate ; the latter states that he could bake a, 
joint of meat. In the former ease there is a partial 
flow’of hot air, in the latter none at all; both cham- 

bers are air-tight as regards "the external air; in the 

latter case it is placed within the house, the doors only 
being external. It is therefore evident that in Polmaise, 

as in other things, there are certain conditions to en- 

sure success, and that if these are neglected, failure 

will be the result. And more valuable instruction will 
be derived from investigating the causes of failure than 
from studying the plan where successful. 

«c This afternoon the parties in question have both 
l ifffpected the hothouse at Nutfield; they have both 

gone away completely convinced that the plan can be 
made to answer ; they have seen a bottom heat of from 
80° to 90° Fahr.; they have both seen the action of 
the cold draughts and the hot upon the flame of a 
candle ; they have both satisfied themselves that in an 
extremely short space of time a puff of Tobacco-smoke 
blown into the most distant cold air drain passes to the 
hot air opening (on one trial almost instantaneously), 
the distance traversed being more than 32 feet, and 
this while the temperature of the house was at 709 
Fahr.; they saw a thermometer suspended in the hot air 
opening, where it returns to the house, standing at 
140° Fahr., and the leaves of a Cucumber plant, 4 feet 
above this, agitated freely by the motion of the air, and 
yet they have failed ; and I take this earliest moment 
to tell your readers of their failure, lest from motives 
of personal eonsideration towards myself they should 
not do so, and others should find themselves equally 
disappointed. ‘Now in the latter case of total failure, 
Ihave every reason to think the cause apparent, and 
it is the cause of so many failures in hot-water appa- 
ratus; the cold drain rises, instead of inclining down- 
wards ; and it is a singular circumstance, that the same 
party some years back erected a hot-water apparatus 
with the same defect, and the same results ; the circu- 
lation is necessarily impeded ; the cold drains are 
formed of draining tiles; these?lead into one drain 
whieh is also far too small (Ithink the main should 
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not be less than two-thirds the combined area of the 

feeder); these and the main are laid on a level, till the 

latter approaches the hot chamber, but before passing 

into it, it rises, and of course the cold air (for it cannot 

yet have felt the warmth) lies stagnant in the bottom ; 

for why should it ascend? The drains of my own house 
are perfectly level till they enter the chamber. I doubt 

not the circulation, good as it is, would be greatly 

accelerated by a gradual descent towards the chamber, 

so that the heaviest air should flow down-hill. The 

other case of failure arises partly from the same cause, 

and paytly from the area of the main being very dis- 

proportionate in size to the branches, or having a very 

long flat passage to the chamber. 

«J trust these remarks will not be lost on those who 

are now erecting apparatus of the kind, and I trust that 
especial care will be taken to secure the stove from any 

gaseous leakage, especially at the plating, and that those 
who have applied the principle, or are about to apply 

it, will communicate the result of their own individual 
experience. Few now question the principle ; practical 
knowledge can only come with time, and by the expe- 
rience of many.—D. B. Meek, Holmesdale House, 
Wednesday Evening.” 

Ar last the new Boranrc GARDEN at CAMBRIDGE 
has been commenced. The Vice-Chancellor planted 
the first tree last Monday, and 20 men are hard at 
work trenching seven acres for the reception of 
trees for the Arboretum. Now that the good work 
has begun, we look with no apprehension to the 
result, We understand that the Curator is quite 
ready to receive assistance in plants, and we have 
no doubt that they will be furnished in abundance. 

We extract the following from the Freeman’s 
Journal; it serves to complete the contradiction 
already given in our columns of Oct. 31. 

THE POTATO COMMISSION. 
“ Dublin, November 3, 1846. 

hi unded statements regarding the cost of the 
i i inquire into the nature and extent of 

the Potat ease, on which I was associated with Professors 
LiNDLEY and PLAYFAIR, which statements you put forwardin the 
Freemans Journal, a afterwards forgot to contradict, although 

ad ex i 
* Those st: 

lately furnishe 
Times, and also have been spoken of at the meeting of the Bri- 
tish Association ; and my colleagues, as we myself, have 
felt that we have bean treated with gross injustice by such 
statements being published without foundation. 

“It is stated that the Potato commission cost 18,4007. Now, 
the fact is, that the commission did not, as far as I or either of 
the other commissioners are aware, cost so much as the odd 

ratuitously. My colleagues, as they 
and other business, were paid three guineas (51.) a 

day, and their travelling expenses. There were some incidental 
expenses for our secretary, Mr. BULLEN, and materials for our 
experiments ; but the entire outlay on the inquiry was between 
3001. and 4007. 
idi der th o. circumstances the deliberate charge made in 

so respecta a journal as yours, and purporting to be ex- 
tracted from a Parliamentary paper, that the scientific men 
employed on the Potato commission had pocketed 18,4001. of 
the publie money, will, T am sure, be at once corrected and 

ithdrawn, and I shall feel personally obliged if you will have 
the goodness to insert this letter. 

** Believe me to ear Gray, truly yours, —RoBERT KANE. 
“Dr. Gray, Freeman’s Journal." 
“ [We hasten to 1 efore the public Sir RosERT KANE'S con- 

tradiction of a m ement which, owing to the prominence 
i into our journal, he se 

letter without waiting to refer to the files of the London jour- 
nals to ascertain from which of the London morning journals 
we took the statement. e remember, however, with the ut- 

istinetness, that a table purporting to be a reprint of a 
Parliamentary paper was printed in a London journal, and 
that from that table we copied the erroneous figures.]"—7rec- 
man’s Journal, 

CULTURE OF THE PINE-APPLE. 
SECOND NOTICE, 

Some of the unskilful practitioners of this branch of 
gardening will, by this time, have found out their de- 
ficiency—their want of system. But they are not the 
only class that may have made such a discovery. The 
boasters, who have come out with their wisdom on 
the strength of a 5 or 6 Ib. Queen, ill-grown, and badly 
coloured, will find they must stretch their tape consi- 
derably before they can take the circumference of the 
Meudon Pines. No doubt they will attribute the suc- 
cess of Mr, Gabriel Pelvilain to the discovery of 
some wonderful stimulant; or they will conjecture 
that he must have hit upon loam with hidden virtues, 
and as much superior to the famous Norwood or Wormi 
wood Scrubs material, as his fruit unquestionably excel 
all others in cultivation ; for it will readily be believed, 
had he rested his reputation upon his soil, and set about 
importing it in casks to this country, he might shortly 
have driven the excrementitious dust of the South Sea 
Islands out of the market. There are other and equally 
important iderati in the production of these 
fruit besides the compost, although this also is 
important, if such a thing as compost is at all used 
at Meudon, and has produced the astonishing Pine- 
apples formerly described. 

Mr. Pelvilain’s system is, as I before said, altogether 
a model of simplicity ; and it would be wonderful 
indeed, had he to ransack one of the French provinces 
to find a compost fit for his Pines, I dare say some of 
the knowing in these matters will stare when I tell 
them that it is all dug from one spot, and that spot near 
the garden ; neither is it enriched with deer's dung, 

sheep’s dung, or the emptyings of pigeons’ cotes, nor 
any other cotes; nor does it require, in order that the 
air may circulate freely through it, to be stuffed 
with Heath, Furze, or long Grass. ‘hose wonderful 
gases, too, of which we have heard so much, must be 
totally excluded, although these, in conjunction with the 
brown stout, have been called into requisition to pro- 
duce the p-pointed din l d i o 
which we have heard enough. How these mysterious 
gases get at the roots of the Meudon Pines, I will leave 
others to guess ; for the soil used by Mr. Pelvilain is 

precisely such as an English propagator would desire to 
pot into thumb-pots of rooted cuttings of New Holland 
plants. It is, in fact, nothing other than a fine 
peat with a considerable portion of silver sand in it. 
This is dug and carted into the garden and thrown into 
a heap under a hedge near the Pine pits, and used 
without any turning or preparation whatever. It is in 
this kind of soil the Queen Pine reaches 114 inches 
high and 22 inches in cireumference. There is no 
trickery in the affair, for I thrust my hand actually 
into the bed amongst the roots to confirm what appeared 
almost incredible, and what will appear quite so to 
many of our modern Abererombies, who maintain the 
old code of instructions with almost religious fidelity. 

Having satisfied myself that here the soil was a very 
simple affair, of course I naturally enough inferred that 
some potent beverage, brewed with much care, from 
materials containing marrow and fatness, and clarified 
with isinglass, was not only abundantly supplied to the 
roots, but in fact dashed all over them, I looked in 
vain for the brewhouse, until Mr. Pelvilain satisfied me 
that his Pines had taken the pledge, and drank nothing 

ere was indeed a great fact ; Pine- 

tion of fruit, not, like many of ours, to be mistaken 
for the production of mere offsets, when we have 
the result of the Meudon practice before us. Surely, 
a lesson is to be learned here, if it can be learned any- 
where; upon an expensive branch of horticulture, a 
great deal of labour is dispensed with, besides pro- 
curing manures and bringing soils from distant locali- 
ties, which always involves considerations of a very 
serious nature. Now, it struck me very forcibly that, 
where peat cannot be had without alarmingly running 
against the old rock—expense, leaf-mould, which is 
abundant in many places where peat-soil is not, unless 
at much outlay, may be judiciously, and, I may add, 
advantageously resorted to, Indeed, in all gentlemen’s 
grounds, whether great or small, this material is less or 
more plentiful ; add to it some silver sand, and the sub- 
stitute will approximate pretty closely the principle at 
Meudon ; and I can see no reason why success will not 
attend the use of such material, provided all other ap- 
pliances are in conformity with the mode of culture 
under notice. 

I am quite certain that a different soil from this 
was expected to have been employed in the growth 
of such fruit, because our habits and prejudices 
are decidedly opposed to pure peat and pure water. 
Such, of course, cannot go down with the quacks 
in gardening ; those who rummage for recipes, and 
who reckon the value of their compounds by the 
number of ingredients of which it is composed, The 
Meudon compost is too eheap and too simple ; it does 
not imply mystery enough to be swallowed by those who 
delight to deal in the hidden virtues of patent medicines. 
It wants four ounces of this or four barrowsful of that 
to make it palatable to those who hate plain things, and 
they are a goodly number, who value such only as are 
wrapt up in mystery and obseurity, forgetting that all 
good gardening is done by means and appliances the 
most easy in their acquisition, and the most simple in 
their application, as we shall presently show, and as is 
exemplified in the culture of the Pine-apple at Meudon. 
— Mirabile dictu. 

UTILITY OF THE FRENCH BEAN. 
(See p. 109). 

On the subject of the utility of the French Kidney 
Bean, and its fitness for increased cultivation and use, 
I described it as prolific, easy of culture, and highly 
nutritious, qualities it must be admitted which render 
its successful culture a consideration of great import- 
ance, To procure the proper development of its first- 
named recommendation, good soil and situation are 
indispensably requisite. The land intended for this 
erop should be well dug and manured, a light loamy 
soil is the best; the drills should be from 2 feet to 23 
distant, and the seed dropped 2 inches apart, or perhaps 
thicker, to supply failures. April is the best month 
for sowing, though in some seasons it is necessary to 
defer this operation until May. ‘he kinds most com- 
monly cultivated in this country, are the Dun-coloured, 
the White-seeded, the Battersea, and Canterbury 
White Dwarfs, but for employing in the usual French 
manner, some of the common French sorts are to be 
preferred, as they yield a smaller and more delicate 
Bean. t 

I am informed that the French Agricultural Society 
has obtained a new variety from Riga, which they call 
Haricot Beurre, the Butter Bean, which is greatly 
esteemed, and which I hope to obtain. In gathering 
in the Bean crop a quantity of green pods is often found; 
these should on no account be wasted, they may be 
preserved for winter consumption by simply placing 
them in layers in a large jar, adding a little x inkling 

of salt to each layer ; the jar should then be filled with 
water, which must be boiled and cooled before use. 

It might almost be supposed that the English 
cherished the same superstitious fear of Beans, as, it is 
said, the Egyptian priests and ancient Romans did. 
think we might with more reason place our suspicions 
on the Potatoes ! 

The Kidney Bean has long had advocates in this 
country. Gerard speaks of it and says, “ The fruit and 
pods of Kidney Beans boyled together before they are 
ripe, and buttered, and so eaten with their pods, are 
exceeding delicate meate, and do not engender winde as 
the other pulse doe.” This medical herbalist adds, 
* they are gently laxative, and engender goode bloode.” 
—W. J., Windsor, October 29. 

THE JERUSALEM ARTICHOKE A SUBSTITUTE 
FOR THE POTATO. 

Earty in the season I furnished an article on the 
value of Helianthus tuberosus as an article of food to 
supply the place of the Potato, and it is with satisfac- 
tion that I now bring under notice the character of the 
substitute, which Iam happy to state is found to be 
superior to the principal. 

I forward a few roots, just as they were dug, with the 
tubers still attached to the stem, so that it may be seen 
what cultivation can accomplish with this much ne- 
lected plant ; and, as an instance, of a plant actually 

grown in Britain by labouring men on poor soil far 
surpassing the Potato, for the following reasons :—The 
haulm of the Potato has always appeared to me to be 
an immense drawback from its importance as a profit- 
able crop ; not so with the Helianthus, tor if it pro- 
duced no tuber at all, it would still be the most valuable 
fodder-plant grown in this country, far surpassing, in 
weight of green food, Bokhara Clover or the like. 
Now, this is no hasty saying ; for I have carefully 
weighed one square yard of the stems of the Helian- 
thus and found them to be 32 lbs. weight, and this 
square yard was a fair average of the crop, and taken 
out of the middle of a piece not richly manured or 
highly cultivated, but that had come up from the small 
sets left in the land after the last year’s erop had been 
gathered in. This circumstance is of con iderable 
value, as showing to the iculturist the imp 
fact, that this plant wants no scientific tillage to pro- 
duce a crop, and requires no small pains to prevent it 
from growing, and that most luxuriantly, in any reason- 
able locality. 

Now, only consider the following simple fact, and 
compare the amount with other fodder :—30} yards, 
or one pole, yield 968 lbs. of green food ; that is, nearly 
half a ton from one pole of land, and gives in clear 
weights 69 tons to the acre, or about three times the 
weight of a good crop of Swede Turnips ; and this, be 
it remembered, is altogether free of the tubers or main 
crop, and is merely the haulm, which, in the Potato, 
would be offal. I have given the leaves of the Helian- 
thus to the goat, the pig, and the ass, and these three 
agree that it is good, and eat it with avidity. When 
the cottager kept a pig, and grew Potatoes, he was 
obliged to give the pig the tubers, which tubers were 
the only eatable part for man or pig; but in the Heli- 
anthus there is a line drawn of distinction, at the sur- 
face of the ground; the upper part is food for the brute, 
while the under-ground stem contains flour (inuline) 
for man. 

As regards the various modes by which the stems of 
this plant may be prepared and preserved for the food 
of animals, that is not in my department, although E 
could point out chaff-cutt ór Turni tters that 
would slice them into sections as thin as wafers, and 
steaming apparatus that would reduce them to a jelly. 
I prefer leaving that, however, to the proper parties, 
as I have neither the means nor the leisure to carry the 
subject beyond my own line, namely the line of cultiva- 
tion. Ihave picked out the sample sent from those 
that were most compact, and would beg to state that 
the rich, deeply-trenched land, eaused the Helianthus 
to run fo strong stems, thick and branching, and the 
tubers from such stems were placed deep aud wide in 
the earth, and by no means equalled in weight of crop: 
of tubers the less luxuriant plants. The piants on the 
very poorest soil grew just the reverse, and the tubers 
were nearly globular in form and grew close to the 
stem, whereas the rank stems produced elongated 
tubers on very long stolons. The sample is from 
neither of these, but from the medium quality of land, 
or what would be called good light Potato land, one spit 
deep on the new red sand-stone. The piants were 
grown on demidykes or raised beds, as recommended 
and shown by an engraving in * Forsyth's Brochure,” 
and stood in proportion to the land thus :—T wo rows 10 
every 6 feet, and the plants stood about 10 inches apart 
in the row, and supposing the whole field 10 be equal to 
the medium soil which produced the sample, there 
would be about 15 tons to the acre of good ble food 
for men ; and when we compare the analysis given by 
chemists of the Helianthus and the Potato, we shall 
find a heavy balance in favour of Helianthus, as being 
more nutritious in proportion to its bulk than Potatoes. 
And lest the taste or the cookery should prove a stumb- 
ling-block to the introduction of this auxiliary to the 
Potato in the eye of the household matron, I must 
remark in passing that Helianthus is second to none in 
making an “Irish stew,” and this auxiliary to the 
Potato (for I have not so far given up the Potato as to 
speak of its successor as its substitute) will not only 
yield the tuber to make the Irish stew as the Potato 
does, but it will yield fodder to fatten the mutton or 

a 
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other flesh meat to form the chief ingredient, na 
theflesh, which I regret to state has been too thinly 
strewn in Irish soups for many years, and this is a 
feat that the fodder of the Potato never could achieve. 
—Alewx. Forsyth, Alton Towers, Oct. 26. 

THE AMATEUR GARDENER. 
EvrERGREENS.— lhe present season of the year is a 

kind of experimentum. crucis of the taste and foresight 
of the possessors of gardens, especially small ones. It 
is easy to make a plot of ground look well in the absence 
of John Frost ; but when that cold-blooded man begins 
his operations, beauty, which is only skin-deep, will 
speedily disappear. Nothing can be more striking than 

(Continued from p. 725, 2) 
Dr. Lanxesrer, the Secretary, then read the 

following Paper On the Development of Vege- 

table Cells, by Amrmun HxwrnEy, Esq., F.L.S.— 

In some observations which I had the honour to lay 

before this section at Cambridge last year, I brought 

forward certain views I had adopted in regard to the 

multiplication of vegetable cells by division, which, 
then stated to be to a certain extent hypothetical, that 

is to say they were rather the only probable explana- 
tion of the phenomena I had observed than conclusions 
from an unbroken series of examinations of the process 

a = 

the contrast between some gardens in Sep an 
the same in November. In the former period they 
literally glow with the beauty of Dahlias, Fuchsias, 
Caleeolarias, Verbenas, and Scarlet Pelargoniums, In 
the latter month they exhibit the most meagre desola- 
tion, Even if the ruins of the cold have been removed, 
and the broom has done its best to make the garden 
simplex munditiis, the change is still very remarkable. 
What are called fanciers are sad hands in this way, 
since they too often neglect the general appearance of 
their gardens. aring for nothing but concentrated 
beauty, in the form of a Tulip bed or a collection of 
Picotees, when these favourites are withdrawn, their 
domains are as innocent of verdure as an Arabian 
desert. 

Such is the garden of those who have not the bump 
of pieturesqueness, or a taste for general effect. How 
different is the appearance presented at this season of 
the year by the grounds, whether large or small, of 
those who have an eye for natural beauties in winter as 
well as summer. Now all this difference is produced by a 
judicious use of Evergreens. As the objects contem- 
plated by works on Floriculture is to combine good 
taste with skill, the present paper will be intended to 
subserve this important purpose. This is the proper 
time for makiug alterations in the general arrangement 
of your gardens. I hope to persuade some of my 
readers that winter may be made interesting and de- 
lightful, by availing ourselves of Nature's varie 
riches. The most desolate spot can, on this side 
Christmas, be made to assume the features of verdure 
and pl » without i ing with beds intended 
for florist’s flowers ; and all seasons can thus be laid 
under contributions for * wreaths and posies.” 

And first, what garden should be without a portion 
of well-shaven and velvety Grass, which, green all the 
year round, is specially green among the russet hues of 
winter. ‘This is Flora’s mantle, found everywhere, and 
always pleasing to the eye and heart. How conspicuous 
is the difference between beds of flowers cut out of turf, 
and others surrounded by gravel. Grass, well culti- 
vated, will heighten the beauties of a garden in summer, 
and confer upon it a double charm in winter. By all 
means, then, introduce as much turf as you can, and 
Ancur extra expense and labour to have it good. 
Almost any Grass may by eare and constant mowing 
be brought, in time, to some degree of fineness; but it 
is far preferable to have it good at first. It should rest 
on a hard subsoil, and be very mathematically level. It 
is common to lay the turf on chalk or brick-rubbish, 
and perhaps, to secure fine Grass, a very rich soil 
should be avoided. 

In connection with the Grass-plot, introduce as 
large a variety of Evergreen shrubs as your space 

"he Laurestinus is invaluable for small will permit. 
gardens, as its growth is slow, and it forms round com- 
pact bushes of great elegance. Its flowers are never 
looked upon without great pleasure, being intrinsically 
beautiful, and set off by the green of the shrub, and the 
Season of the year, Varieties of Arbor-vitse, Phillyrea, 
and Aucuba japonica will furnish every shade of green 
requisite for effect. Let all your shrubs be taken up 
under your own superintendence from the nursery- 
ground, with the roots uninjured, and as much earth as 
possible adhering to them. Tread the soil well in, and 
tie them to stakes, if large enough to be blown out of 
their places by the wind. You will have the benefit of 
these shrubs immediately, and if they are well watered 
in the dry season of spring, they are sure to flourish, 

Ihave often wondered that the winter garden is so 
neglected, capable as it is of being brought to a high 

vee of beauty, and being, when properly managed, 
confessedly so attractive. Wild nature has its orna- 
ments in the coldest seasons, and many vegetable pro- 
ductions are never seen to advantage till the deciduous 
trees ave denuded of their foliage. When, therefore, 
art is brought to our aid, there is no reason why winter 
should not be highly attractive to the gardener, as in- 
deed it is to all thorough amateurs. The almost talis- 
manie power of variety, unknown in tropical climates, 
exerts its spell in these colder regions. Unbounded 
wealth and power once made iee tributary to luxurious 
greatness, and hyperborean frosts were compelled to 
exert their gelid sinews in the construction of a palace. 
Althou gh the Russian Czarina did not probably intend 
her winter masonry to teach such lessons, we may look 
upon it as emblematical of the power given to all of us, 
of making the most unfavourable circumstances tend to 
our convenience, and giving even the dreary months of 
Winter an inexpressible charm. 

“I saw the woods and fields at close of day 
A variegated show ; the meadows green 
Though faded ; and the lands where lately waved 
The golden harvest, of a mellow brown, 
Upturned «o lately by the forceful share, 
I saw far off the weedy fallows smile 
With verdure not unprofitable.”—Cowrer, 

=A Bi ý 

in its successive stages. 
I then gave it as my opinion that the division of the 

parent cell into new cells, is affected by the gradual 
folding inward of the primordial utriele, which organ, 
in virtue of its peculiar function, secretes the septum 
within that fold, the circular constriction thus produced 
arriving finally at the centre, the septum consisting of 
a double layer of cell-membrane becomes complete. 

It is chiefly with the view of confirming and substan- 
tiating this opinion and of supporting it by a reference 
to the evidence in its favour which has since been 
furnished by other and independent observers, that 
I have been induced to submit the present remarks to 
your consideration. 

t may be bered that I acl ledged last year 

"The same division of the perfect nueleus by “the sep- 
tum of the cell has been observed by Unger. This is a 

different thing from the original division of the nuclei 
which is said to occur at the earliest epoch of the life 
of the cell, but it is direct evidence against the assump- 

tion that the cytoblast is the active agent in the produe- 

tion of the new membrane. One thing at least is certain, 
that the cytoblast has nothing to do with the production 

of the permanent cell-wall, since it is always within the 

primordial utriele, eithersadhering to its walls, or at 

earlier periods suspended in the cavity by mucilaginous 
filaments. ` 

In the course of my investigations, to satisfy myself 

of the correctness of the view 1 had taken of the agency 

exercised by the primordial utricle in cell divisio 
have observed the process in several plants Cryptoga- 
mous and Phanerogamous. In no ease have I been able 
to trace the gradual progress of the formation of septa 
so well as in Achimenes grandiflora, This plant pro- 
duces a great number of axillary buds or bulbels, on 
the scales of which are found many capitate hairs. 
examined these hairs in young buds of from about half 
a line to a line in length, possessing at that period only 
six or seven scales. By dissection these scales were 
isolated and brought under the microscope, the hairs 
which fringed the margin of the scales were thus pre- 
sented free throughout their whole Jength, and being 
very t t afforded an admirabl: ity of 

that my investigations had been directed in the channel 
which led to the conclusions at which I had arrived by 

the elaborate observations on the primordial utricle 
published by its discoverer, Prof. Mohl. 

Toward the close of last year I was not a little grati- 

fied to find that the further researches he had insti- 

tuted into the office of this structure had led him to 

adopt precisely the same view of the process of cell- 
division in certain plants, which I had ventured to pro- 
pound as of general occurrence. 

Tn the memoir on the structure of vegetable cells in 
which he first described the primordial utricle, Pro- 

fessor Mohl stated that, in the Confervze, this organ, in 

]l-divisi ecam i a septum growing 

inward from the walls, which finally separated it into 
two ; but at that time he thought-it probable that this 

as a process totally different from that which took 

place in the Phanerogamia, where he believed that the 
primordial utricle separated into two before the pro- 
duction of the septum commenced, 

In a paper on the “ Division of the cells of Confervee,” 
published in 1835, before the discovery of the primor- 
ial utriele, Professor Mohl affirmed that the septum 

grew inward, directly from the cell-wall, and thus divided 
the cell into two. 

In the collected edition of his memoirs, published 
last year, he has re-written this latter paper, correcting 

it in several important particula n consequence of a 
new series of observations, he was induced to under- 
take to investigate the theory of cell-development ad- 
vocated by Nägeli. 

He there deseribes and figures the process of cell- 
division in Conferva glomerata, aud shows the produc- 
tion of the septum by the primordial utricle exactly in 
the manner which I had indicated as occurring in the 
hairs of the stamens of Tradescantia. 

M. Müller, in his remarks upon the development of 
Chara, declares that cell formation is effected by two 

different and apparently very distinet processes. Some 
of the cells, be says, are produced from cytoblasts in 

the manner described by Schleiden, from whom, how- 

ever, he differs in some respects, since he regards the 

membrane developed from the cytoblast as identical 
with Mohl’s primordial utricle, and, therefore, not as 

the permanent cell wall. 
In other cells multiplication takes place by division, 

and the figures in which he represents the condition of 

the primordial utricle in various stages of its division, 
agree perfectly with the appearances observed by Prof. 
Mohl and myself. ' 

With respect to the production of cells from cyto- 
blasts, I do not think the evidence he has offered con- 
clusive ; one of his figures, indeed, which he owns that 
he cannot explain, rather inclines me to believe, not 
that the cytoblasts are the efficient causes of the d 
velopment of new cells, but that their presence, in cer- 
tain cases of multiplication of cells by division, has led 
Müller, like Schleiden and others, to a misconception 
of their function. 

I will not venture an opinion as to the real function 
of the cytoblast, but this much I may state, that it is 
generally present at a very early period of cell-life, and 
usually of the full size, Now, cell.division often takes 
place, or rather commences, at an epoch when the cyto- 
blast completely fills that portion of the primordial 
utricle which is about to form a new cell on the sub- 

sequent expansion of the utricle its walls retreat from 
the periphery of the cytoblast or nucleus, which then 
remains suspended in the cavity or attached to the wall. 
This may be observed in the moniliform hairs of 
Tradescantia. 

It is evident that we have here an appearance simi- 

lating the development of membrane from a cytoblast 

as described by Schleiden ; and since I have never been 

able to see the production of cytoblasts themselves by 

the aggregation of the granules of the mucilage, I think 

it most probable that it has been a misinterpretation of 

similar phenomena which has given rise to Sehleiden's 

theor; á 

z 
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Müller has represented a cytoblast or nucleus cut 

into two portions by the fold of the primordial utricle. 

the cells in their different stages in a perfect 
and uninjured condition, an important point, which 
cannot be secured in sections of growing tissues. 

In the earliest stage the nuclei were perfect and 
distinct one from another ; in the next the transverse 
lines indicate the commencement of the unfolding of 

the primordial utricle ; that the lines are not septa is 

seen by the appearance of hairs which had been kept 

in spirit several days. In these the primordial utricle, 

detached from the lateral walls, is continuous through- 
out the whole length of the hair. 

Different stages of the unfolding, that is, the progress 
of the fold toward the centre, were seen by the con- 
strictions exhibited by the mucilaginous cell-contents. 
When treated with iodine, the septa were incomplete 
in the upper part of the hair, but the lowest septum 
was perfect, the primordial utricle, with the cell-contents, 
having become retracted from it. In this septum the 
two new layers may be traced from the lateral walls, 
intimately united toward the centre so as to appear 
like one layer Such an examination shows that the 
layers forming the septum are continuous, with a 
new layer deposited over the inside of the lateral wall. 
Mohl states that each layer of new matter grows from 
the circumference to the centre, and that the septum is 
not produced by a succession of layers, each projecting 
a little beyond that preceding it. This point I have not 
yet been able to determine for myself. In the rfect 
cell the primordial utricle, with the nucleus, undergoes 
dissolution. 

These views which I have adopted of the nature of 
the process of multiplication by division are not suffi- 
cient to explain all cases of cell development. I allude 
particularly to the production of free cells in the cavity 
of a parent cell, such as occurs in the formation of 

spores and pollen, Supposing that this is not effected 

in the way described by Schleiden, namely by develop- 

ment from nuclei, it is necessary to suppose either with 

Nägeli that the primordial utricle divides into distinct 

portions, and becomes detached from the cell wal be- 

fore it begins to secrete membrane, or that the rew 

cells, formed within the parent cell, subsequently be- 

come free by the solution of those layers of membrane 

deposited immediately upon the primary wall. 
This is a subject of considerable difficulty, especially 

as an internal formation, such as is implied in all these 
theories, throws no light upon the external markings 
which are produced in definite arrangements on pollen 

grains, spores, &c. These points remain for future in- 

vestigation. 

MUMMY WHEAT. 
Ar page 653 mention is made of an ear of Wheat 

having been exhibited at the Newcastle Farmer’s Club, 
which was supposed to have been grown from s.cd 
found in an Egyptian mummy ease. Statements of ihe 
same general character have been put forth elsewhere ; 
and I lately met with one in a little work called “Bota- 

nical Rambles,” published under the direct - 

mittee of the Society for promoting Ch an Know- 
ledge. Two figures are there given of the kind ot 
Wheat alluded to, and an interesting and very marvel- 
lous inference is drawn from the presumed accuracy of 
the facts detailed. It is asserted that in Egypt of old 
it was no more uncommon to meet with seven ears of 

corn growing on one stalk, than seven kine feeding 

together in one meadow! On two or three occasions I 

have received specimens of this supposed * Mummy 
Wheat,” and in the Gardeners’ Chronicle for 1843, p. 
787, you have also stated that several had been sent to 
you. ‘The variety has proved to be nothing more than 

an old and well known kind of * Revel Wheat," ealled 
“Egyptian Wheat,” and which I have occasionally seen 
cultivated in this neighbourhood. I presume this 
variety has been so called in allusion to Pharaoh's 
dream, when he fancied he saw the anomalous fact of 

one stalk bearing seven ears. ‘This variety does not in 
reality bear more ears than usual, namely one only ; 
but it has several of the spikelets so much elongated 
that they bear more grains than usual. Tt is this cir- 

cumstance that gives it the appearance of a clu: ter 
compounded of several ears. It is a monstrosity which 
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occasionally returns, under culture, to the more ordi- 
nary conditions of the ear; neither is it, when most 
rolific, considered to be a variety of any great value. 
ow it is the mere name of this variety which has 

misled many to suppose it identical with the kind of 
Wheat that was raised in the celebrated experiment 
you have recorded in the Gardeners’ Chronicle for 
1843, but which is there stated to have been the 
* Belle Vue Talavera’? of Colonel Le Couteur. I 
can fully confirm this, because I had six grains 
from the specimens raised by Mr. Tupper, and grew 
them in company with several varieties of Wheat 
in my garden. Among these were plants of the “Belle 
Vue Talavera," and I had ample opportunity of com- 
aring them with the descendants of the “Mummy 
heat." This variety was specially remarkable for 

exceeding in length of straw, and for flowering much 
earlier than env of the other varieties in my garden. In 

is, and in all other particulars, I could not observe 
the slightest difference between ine Relle Vue Talavera 
and the Mummy Wheat. Both, also, wer? attacked 
more vigorously than the rest by rust and mildew. If 
then, the single seed reared by Mr. Tupper was really 
deposited in the catacombs during the time of the 
Pharaohs, the Wheat of Egypt was not (our) Egyptian 
Wheat, so far as this experi may be idered 
decisive. But I have long suspeeted the possibility of 
a flaw in the testimony upon which this one grain is 
supposed to have been so old as Mr. Tupper and Sir G. 
Wilkinson believed it to be. Application was once 
made to Sir G. Wilkinson for specimens of Mummy 
‘Wheat, in order that it might be tried among a series 
of experiments “on the vitality of seeds,” which have 
been in progress for a few years, under the superin- 
tendence of a committee of the British Association. 
The gentleman who had been requested to apply to Sir 
G. W. was furnished with a sample by himself. Upon 
his proceeding to share the grains among the parties 
experimenting, he was surprised to find them intermixed 
with grains of Maize (a plant of the new world !). 
This, of course, led to further inquiry, and the con- 
clusion arrived at was, that the sample had most 
certainly been tampered with before it came into Sir G, 
Ws p i Without p ing to deny the pos- 
sibility of Mummy Wheat retaining its vital powers 
for 3000 years, I must consider the above fact, coupled 
with the strange misapprehension that has arisen re- 
specting the mummy origin of our “ Egyptian Wheat,” 
to throw an amount of suspicion upon the accuracy of 
the results which Mr. Tupper considered he had ob- 
tained, which makes it necessary the experiment should 
be repeated before we can feel satisfied that a grain of 
ummy Wheat has really germinated in our own times, 

—J. S. Henslow, Hitcham, October 3. 

Home Correspondence. 
Snowdrops.—An amateur gardener myself, I read 

the articles of “ H. B." with much interest. He com- 
plains (p. 739) of the difficulty of keeping a stock of 
Snowdrops, and speaks of the broad patches of them 
that may be now and then seen in old orchards, where 
no care is taken of them. I was long ago aware that 
they would not stand in flower-beds, where they are 
subject to frequent disturbance ; I therefore took the 
hint of the aforesaid plenary supply of old orchard 
growth, and placed patches on my lawn so near to the 
stems of Arbor-vitee, Judas-tree, and other lawn stang- 
ards, as to secure them from the sweep of the scythe, 
so long at least as the foliage was necessary for the 
annual recruit of the bulbs. When the leaves wither, 
the tufts are cleared away with the long Grass, and the 
flowers spring, and are fully enjoyed in the spring, 
before the mowing season begins. Old orchards are 
depastured, and seldom mown, and the other biding 
places of the Snowdrop are seldom disturbed. It is 
thence to be inferred that its bulb will not bear frequent 
removal; or, if so, that we have yet to learn how it is 
to be timed.—** 

Bulbs.—Your correspondent H. B.," (p. 739,) com- 
plains of difficulty in cultivating the Snowdrop. I 
never experienced such diffieulty ; but having formerly 
collected the roots from places iu which they apparently 
grew wild, I can tell him that they,delight in a deep 
moist, tenacious soil—especially a black marly loam 
resembling pond mud. In this they increase abun- 
dantly; but the roots are seldom found within six 
inches of the surface, and I suspect do not like to be 
often disturbed. As far as I have observed Amaryl- 
lids, bulbs — including Narcissus — prefer strong 
alluvial soils. Itis somewhat remarkable that Fritil- 
laria meleagris is rarely found wild except in meadows 
subject to floods ; and 1 have noticed that it abounds 
most in those parts which are most frequently flooded. 
I have also found that Gladiolus natalensis (psittacinus) 
does not flourish except in strong loam. My whole 
Stock dwindled and died on being removed to a sandy 
soil. Two years ago I planted some weak bulbs in a 
Strong soi, and this year they have flowered in great 
luxuriance, I mention this because gandavensis and 
other hybrids will probably possess the same habits, and 
if treated like the more delicate African Gladioli, will 
probably perish. Iris Xiphium also is never seen in 
perfection except in a strong alluvial loam. I wish 
lovers of gardening could be persuaded to take some 
trouble with the Chaleedonian Iris. Many roots are 
annually imported ; but how rarely is it seen in flower | 
I suspect the tubers are so weakened 'by removal that 
they will hardly flower till the second year.—J. Rogers. 

Roses in Pots.—Mr. Rivers will find it much easier 
to bloom Roses in paragraphs than in pots, and I 

recommend him and every one else not to put up an 
erection covered top and sides with canvas for bloom- 
ing this favourite flower under, in the way we do 
Tulips, &c., for it will not answer. It is very well to 
have such an erection to place them in when the flowers 
are just expanding, and then they must not be there 
many days, for they do not like it. Mind I am speak- 
ing of canvas for a covering—not glass; the latter 
answers well. I wish Mr. Rivers would favour us at 
the exhibitions. When I go up, and I do to all the 
metropolitan shows, I see no contributions of his in 
this way, and until I witness what he can do in pots, I 
do not eare to read what he can do on paper. Mr. 
Rivers is a thorough Englishman, and will take this in 
good part.—Cultivator, North Wales, Nov. 9. 

Brugmansia Knightii.—If I am correct in believing 
that the new double Datura is the plant figured under 
this name in the “ Botanical Magazine,” it will prove a 
valuable ornament to the conservative wall. It was 
planted against mine last spring, and has succeeded 
admirably, having grown vigorously, and produced an 
immense number of its large, fragrant blossoms during 
thé summer, and is still covered with flowers and buds, 
which, unless we have unusually severe weather, are 
likely to open in succession till Christmas, when it will 

be slightly protected. — A Devonian, Kingsbridge, 
Nov. 7. E 

Hazard's Heating. — We have received from 
Messrs. Garraway and Co. the following plan of tue 
house ioned in their ication of Saturday, 
Oct, 31 (see p. 725) :— 

p 

. Chamber for Apparatus. 
Pit. 

. Entrance to Cold Air Drain. 
D. Termination of Cold Air Drain. 
E. Space under Slate for Warm Air, 
F. Stoke-hole, 

Polmaise Heating.—To my communication on this 
subject (p. 741), you append the enquiry : “ How do you 
propose to provide against back draughts ?’—I think 
that a very light valve or door, hung by its upper edge, 
in the air passage to the ash pit, with a slight tendency 
to close, by being hung a little out of the perpendicular, 
would not obstruct the draught to the fire, and would 
effectually prevent any back draught from it. Or if 
an increased height to the chimney would be not objec- 
tionable, an effectual draught would be secured by that 
means. But, as there are very great objections to 
stove-roasted air, I think where a little addition to the 
first expense is not an object, that the method of warm- 
ing and ventilating the Reform Club-house, (as described 
by Dr. Ure in the * Supplement to bis Dictionary of 
Arts, Manufactures, and Mines,” where 11,000 feet of 
air heated from 75° to 85° is thrown in per minute, 
using two ewt. of coals in 12 hours) would be prefer- 
able to almost any other.— Lusor. 

How to decoy and destroy Ants in Dwelling-houses.— 
When practicable place as near the end or passage on 
a level, a basin or bowl filled with dry mould ; then put 
a bone or bones of fresh meat in the bottom (such as 
are discarded from the dining-room), You will soon 

find your gregate tl ds strong; for 
Iassure you they are first-rate bone-polishers. Forty 
years ago, when a boy, whenever I wanted a partieular 
bone of a duck or goose polished, I always found the: 
ant-hill the best manufactory. Have in readiness a 
strong solution of boiling salt and water, and when you: 
perceive your enemies beginning to retreat cover them 
with it. Salt and water cold will destroy them poured 
into their haunts ; but the better way is to decoy them 
out of their strongholds, Tt will be good policy to wash 
out the basin or bowl, and fill it with fresh mould pre- 
vious to a second decoy, as it will be perceived salt is 
not a favourite. It appears that previous to the ants 
making their appearance in the houses at the west end 
of London (see Newspaper department of the Chronicle, 
p. 340) they were infested with beetles, and doubtless 
they were tempted by damp, but the houses, now be- 
come drained and dry,and means used for their de- 
struction, the ants, fond of a dry place, took posses- 
sion, and like all other beings, live by feeding on the 
dead, and as long as the remains of the beetles lasted 
they did not intrude further. Gardeners may take the 
hint of the bowl or basin among their pots or plants.— 

K. E 
Clement Hoare’s Vine Pillar.—l have three Vines 

growing upon two of Clement Hoare's Vine Pillars, 
now looking, as they have done all the summer and 
autumn, very healthy. I hope the plan will not be dig- 
carded, as it only wants care to make it answer.— 
€. 4. A. Lloyd, Whittington, Oswestry, Nov. 3. 

Seiwct Pelargoniums.— The following, from their 
beauty ana colour, are well adapted either for green- 
house cultivation or for the purpose of showing ; being 
arranged according ic colour, a selection may be made 
to suit various tastes. Vine flowers in the class of 
whites, rosy erimson, and purples are still much wanted, , 
and certain flowers are retained which are deficient in 
form, till improved varieties equal in colour shall drive 
them from the field :— 

Whites. Flowers with dark top petals; 
and light bottom ones. 

Foster’s Pulehellum., 
Catleugh’s Emma, 
Sarah. 
Lyne’s White Perfection, 

Pink, or Light Rose. 

Foster’s Matilda, 
Sylph 

Lyne’s Imogene. 
Cyrus Superb, 

2» 
k" la. Orange, 

cen pres Foster's Erectum. 
e: l, » 5 ul tana. 

$5 rion. 4 
Gaines's Duchess of Leinster. 

ASAI Thurtell’s Trafalgar. 
Beck’s peu e iyne's Duke of Cornwall. 

» Fosters Conflagration, an 
Cock’s Hector. approach to Scarlet. 

„ Eliza Sauvage. 
Foster’s Nymph. 
Garth's Queen Phillippa. 

Magog. » 

Rosy Crimson. 
Foster's Ardens. 
OSEE AL 

P Hodge's Commodore. 
Rose with White Centre. Catleugh’s Agripina, 
Beck’s Arabella, 
Foster’s Luna. Purple. 

Foster’s Sir R. Peel, 
Beck’s Purple. 
Silverlock’s Emperor Nicholas. 

Referring to the reports of the Horticultural and 
Botanic Societies’ exhibitions, it will be found that the 
following varieties have received prizes, and have been 
tested as two-years old flowers :— 

Hoyle’s Mount Etna, 

» abob. 
Garth's Constellation, 

» Bacchus. Beck’s Patrician. 
» Competitor, » esplendent, 
>>. Hebe's Lip. Cock's Melpomene. 

—* 

Rabbits.—I was once informed that rabbits have a dis- 
like to treading upon newly turned-up soil ; I thought I 
would give the thing a trial. Five rows of young Cauli- 
flower plants were put in where rabbits were known to 

be; the plants were allowed to remain undisturbed 
for the first two nights after they were planted ; on the 
third morning a few plants were destroyed, on the 
evening of that day the ground was disturbed with a 
Dutch hoe; the next morning when they were ex- 
amined, all the plants were safe; the hoein, 
continued for some time, until the plants were well 
taken with the ground, and when that is the case, they 
are seldom eaten by rabbits, unless they are very 
numerous and provision short, The hoeing may be 
done in a few minutes in the evening, and, besides 
keeping off the rabbits, is a benefit to the plants.— Peter 

Mackenzie. x 
Conifers at Bury Hill.—Pinus insignis, plantedin June 

1840, out of a 6-inch pot, and then 15 in. high, measures 
now, Nov. 1846, in height. 20ft.; diam. of branches, 13 ft. 5. 
girth of stem at 3 ft. from the ground, 1 ft, 10 in. Last 
year at this time it measured 14 ft. in height, having 
grown exactly 6 ft. during last summer. Near it is a 

plant of Abies Douglasii, planted in 1833. It measures 

in height, 40 ft. ; diameter of branches, 30 ft. ; girth of 

stem at 3 ft. from the ground, 2 ft. 11 in, A Deodara 
planted about the same time, measures in height, 21 ft. ; 
diameter of branches, 17 ft. ; girth of stem 3 ft. from 
the ground, 1ft. 9 in.—W. Scott, Bury Hill, near 
Dorking, Surrey, Nov. 9. 

Clianthus puniceus as a Creeper.—Those who have 
not seen this trained as a creeper can form no E 

idea of the splendour of this truly beautiful plant. The 
Clianthus in the conservatory here extends about 
35 feet ; on the next rafter is Glycine (or Wistaria) 

sinensis, and at the top of the house both creepers are 

turned to meet and intermingle their flowers in festoons, 
the effect of which is very good. Both plants flower 
twice in the season, By being forced, or rather for- 
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warded in February and March, they bloom the latter | 

end of March and in April, and again in September.— 
J. L. Snow, Swinton Park, Bedale, Yorkshire. 

Gardeners’ Education.—In the present day, when 

gardeners are not only required to act, but also to think 

and examine, I have often thought that you might 

render them a great service if yon would point out to 

their employers the necessity of furnishing their gar 

deners with the instruments requisite to enable them 

to prosecute their studies and investigations. I allude 

to useful books, the globe, and microscope. I need 

hardly mention that the majority of gardeners are too 

ill-paid to be able to procure such things, although they 

may have sense enough to use them if they had them, 

and would feel grateful for such helps, whether they 

were bestowed on them as rewards, or only supplied to 

them during the time they continued in their situation. 

Iam satisfied a word or two would do much good.—C. 

[If masters would do this, they would not only confer a 

direct benefit upon their men; but an indirect advan- 

tage upon themselves.] 
‘Silk- Worms, &c.—At p. 709 you allude to the intro- 

duction of silk-worms, by Mrs. Whitby, of Newlands. 

The writer of this being in Paris in the year 1837 or 1838, 

heard the late M. Audouin, professor at the Jardin des 

Plantes, state that after repeated attempts, he had at 

last succeeded in procuring from the southern parts of 

the United States, a gigantic species of silk-worm 

(averaging six or seven inches French in length), at 

thattime unknown in Europe, much hardier than the 

common silk-worm,—particularly as to its food, Could 

you inform me if any attempt has ever been made to 

introduce it into this country? Might I also ask if any 
attempt has been made to introduce the Vicugna? for 

the writer of this recollects well hearing M. St. Hilaire 
express himself strongly on the great superiority of its 
wool to that of the Alpaca, and his ini 0 

ing at ld. and 14d. a piece, and excellent Melons at | 

proximity of the south coast vineyards, few ard not 

good ; Cabbages the principal vegetable. 

arity in the market was the enormous quantity of cart 

wheels in pairs, with their axles. We had passed the 

day before long trains of them, a pair of oxen drawing 

each a little waggon, in which sat, or rather lay, the 

driver, and each cart dragging after it from four to ten 

pair of wheels, rudely attached with wooden poles and 

pegs. No iron enters into the construction of either 

wheels or carts, the parts all being connected by wooden 

pegs, tle tire not of one piece, as in the greater part 

of Russia, but of about half a dozen felloes, neither ac- 

curately shaped nor well put together, so that few 

wheels are an exact circle, and, altogether, lines of 20 

or 30, or more, of these carts, with 100 to 150 pair of 

wheels, all squeaking on their ungreased axles, bad a 

most singular effect. They come mostly from Kokkoz, 

a village in the wooded part of the mountains, said to 

contain 300 wheelwrights, who make above 18,000 

wheels per annum, and in the whole village is but one 

blaeksmith's forge. : j 1 

The higher parts of the chain of mountains, though 

very abrupt to the south, and buta few miles broad to 

the north, are in many parts densely wooded, and 

| where the trees are not mutilated by the destructive 

| manner in which they are cut for use, they attain a 

considerable size. The Oak is considered as of very 

| superior quality for shipbuilding, when it can be pro- 

| cured large enough. 1 was surprised when I heard 

this at Sevastopol, for I was told it was the south eoast 

Oak, which is all Q. pubescens, but on further inquiry 

I found that what was used for shipbuilding eame from 

the woods of the Tehatir-Dagh, and on going through 

them ly, I found the Oak there to be entirely 

doubt of the possibility of introducing it to Europe. 
Lastly,—you stated some time since, that Mr. Barker 

had sent to this country from Suaedia (I believe at the 

mouth of the Orontes), a kind of Peach (Nectarine) 

entirely unknown in this country, the peculiarity of 

which appeared to be a total absence of hydrocyanic 

acid in the pulp or seed, Is it possible that our com- 

mon Peach might have originated in the bitter Almond, 

and this Peach in the sweet?—Kepmogidos, Nov. 
[We must trust to our kind correspondents for answers 

to these enquiries. ] 

ow 

Foreign Correspondence. 
Odessa, October 6, 1846.—Since our arrival here, we 

have made a 10 days’ excursion to the south coast of 

the Crimea, so celebrated in this country as the * Italy 

of Russia.” Landing from the steamboat at Yalta in 

the centre of the most beautiful part, we proceeded 

first to the westward, visiting Prince Woronzow’s gar- 

dens at Aloupta, and along the new post road, cross 

the ridge to Baidar Balaclava and Sevastopol, thence 

eastward behind the mountains through Bagtchisarai to 

Sympheropol, then turn ng southwards round the Tcha- 

tir-Dagh, came down upon the coast again at Aloushta, 

and back to Yalta, passing the government botanic 

garden of Nikita ; a tour of about 180 miles through all 

the different varieties of soil, aspect, and climate of 

south Crimea, except perhaps that farther to the east- 

ward the valleys are said to be rather more open, The 

mountains which border the south coast form a narrow 

ridge of bold rocks, rising to the height of 2000, 3000 
and 4000 feet, or in some places to above 4700,* mostly 

calcareous, but often also sehistous or porphyritie, with 

a very steep slope towards the sea, and sinking rather 

more gradually to the north, first into rocky wastes, 
like the garrigues of the south of France, but soon pa 

ing into steppes, like those of the main land. All this 

country behind the mountains is cold, barren, and un- 

interesting, either in an agricultural or horticultural 

point of view, however rich some parts may: be to the 

geologist. The Tartar inhabitants, though a fine race 

of men, picturesque in their dress, healthy in their 

looks, with many really handsome women; yet in idle- 

ness, ignorance, and filthiness of habits and habitations, 

are to the Little Russians what these are to the true 

Russian mujiks. If the Russians possess these quali- 

ties in a positive degree, the Little Russians enjoy them 

in the comparative, but the Crim Tartars in the super- 

lative degree. 
universally heard, and we could 

Such atleast is the report of them we | natura 

not but believe it, | and 

Q. sessiliflora, a very smooth variety, with long foot- 
stalks to the leaves, ‘his is the first time I had seen 

that species in Russia. The Polish Oak, much used 

in south Russia, but reckoned very inferior to the Cri- 

mean, is all Q. ped lata. The Q. pubescens of the 

south coast is generally a stunted tree, or (from fre- 

quent cutting) a mere bush ; I saw one tree of some size 

at Nikita, and they say that the wood of a large tree is 

so hard that no axe will penetrate it, There is a con- 

sideratle quantity of Pinus sylvestris on some moun- 

tains, but I did not see them. On the south coast, but 

at a considerable elevation, there is a good deal of 

Pinus Pallasiana, growing out of the chinks of the rocks 

exactly as it does near Vienna, where it is the P. aus- 

triaca or nigricans; I have no doubt the two are the 

same : the wood is not much esteemed, but not much 

is known about its qualities. There is on the south 

coast another tree which, on account of the excessive 

bardness of its wood, is considered by Mr. Upton as 

capable of supplying very good sheaves for blocks, in 

place of Lignum vitæ ; it is a istacia, very much like 

the P. terebinthus of the south of France, but forming 

a tree instead of a bush, and having some other botani- 

eal characters upon which Fischer has distinguished it 

as P. mutica. The Ash of the mountains is F. exce 

sior, which lower down towards the coast is mixed with 

Fraxinus oxycarpa, as in the south of France. There 

is also towards the coast a great quantity of Carpinus 

orientalis, generally a stunted shrub. On the whole, 

if the mountain woods were taken any care of, they 

might furnish much valuable timber. 

Ssoctetics. 
STAMFORD HILL, CLAPTON, AND STOKE 

NEWINGTON GARDENERS’ 
FOR MULUAL INSTRUCTION. 
Oct. 26th.—Mr, C. Taner in the chair, The Rev. W. 

Hinks, F.L.S., delivered a Lecture on Vegetable Tera- 

tology. He commenced by observing that many present 

might not understand from the subject announced to 

what branch of botanical science he intended to call 

their attention. He explained that Teratology (discourse 

concerning wonders or anomalies) is the name now 

| given to the science which explains the nature and 

| causes of abnormal developments, and applies them to 

| the explanation of peculiarities regularly occurring in 

| certain tribes. He noticed the mistake of the Linnzean 

lists in despising and neglecting monstrosities, 
ance, 

ASSOCIATION 

gave some instances of their manifest impor 

whether we saw the townspeople sitting on their shop- | He then laid down the theory of thé flower as consisting 

boards cross-legged, or squatting smoking 
: hës sge SASIA 
in the Tartar capital of Bagtchiserai ; 0 

people lazily crawling to the Sympheropol market in 

their rude oxen carts, in the construction of which no 

iron is used, and of which the wheels are never greased, 

or beating out the corn for the day’s gruel with a | leaves 

wooden kind of club. In the great works carrying on 

or the country | veloped according to their position ; 
their pipes | of several circles of transformed leaves, differently de- 

showing that each 

| part had been found in particular cases changed into a 

| leaf, and into each of the other parts, and that each of 

the parts had been found imperfectly produced from 

when not in a proper flower. Je observed that 

inerease or diminution of the number of cireles, and of 

for the dockyard and arsenal at Sevastopol, when the | parts in each circle, and of the circles in respect to 

soldiers who worked at them were wanted for the Cau- each other, and equal or unequal distribution of the 

casus, and the completion given out by contract, the | nourishment,with the primitive distinctions of structure 

contractors 
Tartars of the country 

large body of Little Russi; ans. 

found it hopeless attempting to employ the | and number of parts whieh mark the great classes of 

as labourers, and imported a) the vegetable kingdom, explain 

With such a population, | among flowers, and anomalous cases constantly occur- 
all the differences 

and nothing in the Crimea north of the mountains to | Ting illustrate the tendencies on which these differences 

induce proprietors to fix their residence there, it will | depend. Mr. Hineks then exhibited and commented 

probably be very long ere the rich soil of these steppes | upon a portion of his collection of monstrosities, and 

will be made really productive. In the market at Sym- | illustrated the structure of some curious and beautiful 

pheropol, which is a very large one, the quantity of, flowers by reference to the principles they estab- 

Water Melons, much as I had heard of them, exceeded | lished.— W. Sherwood, Hon. Sec. 

* The Habouon, very near the sea, has been ascertained 
CU PAM rid nee es EC. 

by EnnATUM.—It was omitted to be mentioned in the report of 
d 

Engelhardt and Parrot to be 787 fathoms, or 4722 feet, but the the Horticultural Society last week, that a Banksian Medal 

| was awarded to Mr. Smith, gr. to the Hon, J, Norton, for his 

| Cannon Hall Muscat Grapes, 
works I have with me do not tell me what feet; probably Rus- 
sian, which are nearly the same as English, 

RMebicws, 
Report on the Disease of the Potato Crop in Scotland, 

in the year 1840. With an Appendix. 

Tuis is a pamphlet of 112 pages, and consists of 

various letters on the Potato disease of 1845, obtained 

by the Highland Society from its correspondents. It is 

a very valuable collection of data, and forms an exam- 

ple of the manner in which such an enquiry should be 

condueted by a publie body. The secretary of the 

Society, by whom the capital analysis of the eontents of 

the letters has, we presume, been prepared, has 

executed his task with such skill, as to give much 

additional importance to what would in its absence be 

but an indigesta moles. The pressure of other matter 

prevents our adding, for the present, more than that 

the conclusions deducible from the Scotch evidence is 

not in any essential respect different from that which 

has been gradually collected by ourselves. 

New Garden Plants. 
52. LESCHENAULTIA ARCUATA. Drooping Leschenaultia. 

Half-shrubly G h plant. — (Goodeniad *) 

Swan River. à 

A singular and truly handsome species, exceed- 

ingly different from every other known one, having 

copious, spreading, decurved branches, with innu- 

merable branchlets, almost every one of which is ter- 

minated with a large red-purple and yellow flower. 

Raised by Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, and Co., of Exeter, 

The flowers have a good deal the appearance of 

those of the large shrubby Polygalee of South Africa. 

Flowers in August.— Botanical Magazine. 

53. SCUTELLARIA INCARNATA. Flesh-coloured Skull-cap. 
Greenhouse Plant. (Labiates.*) Quito. 

From Messrs. Veitch. Iwas led on the first inves- 

ig tion of the plant to consider it the same with the 

. coccinea of Humboldt, but a stricter comparison 

soon convinced me of this error; and I now refer it 

with little hesitation to S. iucarnata of Ventenat. lam, 

however, disposed to think that author has confounded 

the S. coccinea, or some other species, with this. 

S. incarnata differs from S. coccinea in its narrower 

aud more membranous leaves, borne on short foot- 

stalks, in the larger appendage to the calyx, deep-rose 

(rather than flesh-colour), with a shorter tube of the 

corolla, more dilated upwards, and in the almost entire 

upper lobe of the limb. It is readily inereased by 

cuttings, and will doubtless be a great ornament to our 

flower-borders, if an entire bed is devoted to it. Flowers 

in July and August.—Botanical Magazine. 

Calendar of Operations. 
(For the ensuing Week.) 

Planting and Selecting Fruit-trees for ihe Kitchen 

Garden.—In a late Calendar, I promised to give a 

few words of adviee on this head to those not well 

versed in the subject. In the first place, I consider it of 

great importance so to prepare the soil that the trees 

shall be as far as possible independent of extreme sea- 

sons, whether of moisture or drought. In the second, 

to take care that they do not make superfluous wood, 

thereby giving much extra trouble to the pruner, in- 

ducing an immature condition, and choking the sur- 

rounding vegetables or flowers. To accomplish this, I 

find, by long experience, that limitation of the root 

is absolutely necessary, more especially as to depth. High 

planting also tends to the same purpose, but this in it- 

self is not complete, inasmuch as it cannot provide 

against the vicissitudes of climate, which provision, as 

I before observed, should be the key-stone of the arch. 

Thorough draining, 1 need scarcely say, is the first 

step, provided ihe soil harbours moisture. This being 

properly accomplished, some good sirong loam should 

be provided if possible, be the soil what it may (unless 

a new garden and of a loamy character), in order to 

mix with and refresh the old soil, which, in the majority 

of gardens, is what we term effete or worn out, how- 

ever imposing its colour or cousistence may be. lam 

no friend to concrete, or other impervious bottoms ; 

however, I have never used them, and therefore cannot 

be regarded as fair evidence. I consider 18 inches of 

sound soil, for the average of fruit-trees, better than a 

greater depth, provided top-dressings are made use of 

in very dry and hot periods. This with me is placed on 

a mound, 6 ieet square, of brickbats or broken stones, 

covered with a coating of cinders or coke, to keep the 

drainage perfect. The limits of a Calendar will not 

allow me to say more on this head; I will, however, 

enumerate a few of the most useful fruit-trees accord- 

ing to my experience, and which ought to find a place 

in small as well as large gardens, merely premising that 

the list is not to be considered complete in itself, but 

merely as furnishing a few hints, Of Pears procure 

the Jargonelle, Dunmore, Marie Louise, Aston town, 

Althorpe Crassane, Fondante d’Automne, Passe Col- 

mar, Winter Nelis, Glout Morceau, Ne plus Meuris, 
Beurré Rance. Peaches— Pourprée Hative, Royal 
George, Noblesse, Bellegarde, Late Admirable. Nee- 
tarines:—Eiruge, Violette Hative, Old Newington, Apri- 

cos:—Breda, Royal, Shipley's, Moorpark. Plums: 

—Précoce de Tours, Orleans, Reine Claude Violette, 
Washington, Ickworth Imperatriee. Cherries :—May 

Duke, Downton, Elton, Bigarreau, Late Duke, Morello. 

These stand nearly or quite in the order of their ripen- 

ing. In addition to these, of Apples procure the Early 

Harvest, Kerry Pippin, Hicks’ Fancy, Ribston Pippin, 

* See Lindley’s ‘ Vegetable Kingdom” for an explanation of 
these terms, 
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Pearson’s Plate, Pitmaston Nonpareil, Old Nonpareil, 
Sturmer Pippin, Lamb Abbey Pearmain ; all table fruit. 
Askitehen Apples, Mauks and Keswick Codlings, Bedford- 
shire Foundling, Blenheim Orange, Dumelow' s Seed- 
ling, Wheeler's Russet, Northern Greening. To these 
might be added many others of most excellent charac- 
ter ; any one, however, desirous of planting a moderate 
sized garden would do wellto obtain these kinds. 

CONSERVATORIES, STOVE, 

Conservatory. —As last Calendar. Flower forcing 
pit.—Now the leaves are falling fast, it will be easy for 
those who have a pit at liberty to make it up for flower 
forcing. The leaves should have a portion of well 
wrought dung mixed with them, if to spare ; this will 
bring the leaves into perfect action immediately. About 
nine inches of tan may be placed over the leaves in order 
to facilitate the plunging. Let the glass have a thorough 
cleaning. As soon as this is completed, flowers for forc- 
ing, if in proper condition, may be introduced immedi- 
ately ; such as the various Rhododendrons, Azaleas, 
Moss and Provins Roses, Persian Lilacs, Sweetbriars, 
Camellias, &c., taking care, at this period especially, to 
introduce nothing unless it has gone through a proper 
course of culture during the summer, such course con- 
sisting of early made and thoroughly ripen’ wood, for 
unless their condition is such, it be in vain to 
attempt early forcing. The e S and Narcissi, 
potted i in September, 1 may now be examined, and may 
be in small to this 
pit, when their buds are two inches long. "They should 
be plunged overhead at the front or darkest part of the 
pit, covering them four inches with old tan. 

KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING. 

Pines. — Keep a high temperature during sun- 
shine, but be very moderate at night, and duriug 
dark weather. Syringing may now be almost en- 
tirely dispensed with, provided plenty of atmospheric 
moisture can be supplied. A little through the stems 
of the fruiters once a week will, however, prove bene- 
ficial.— Vineries and Peach- houses at rest should have 
the remaining dead leaves stripped away, and. be 
thoroughly cleaned out. Any pruning necessary should 
be performed directly. Early pruning is of more im- 
portance than people commonly imagine. These should 
have plenty of air day and night. Vineries and Peach- 
ouses, for early forcing, having been prepared as 

described in last week’s Calendar, may now have their 
temperature raised slightly by fire- heat. It is an ex- 
cellent old plan to introduce a body of fermenting 
matter within the house if convenient: this will as- 
suredly cause the trees to “break” with more regularity. 
See that the wood is dressed, if not already done, with 
the soft soap liquor. Mr. Paxton recommended lime in 
addition, I think—a recommendation from such a 
quarter is weil worthy of notice. Look well to the 
borders. Interior arrangements are of a secondary 
character as compared with the exterior. 

State of ee at Chiswick during che bak 0 years, UNE 
suing Week ending Nov 21, 1 

Lok | RENE Winds. 

Mean Vase Ho edi Nov. Highest Lowest T mantit: > | "Temp. | Temp. Tanp while it E UC Rain. Is 

0.32 in. 1 
0L 1 

9 040 1 
13 0.41 3 

$ 12 0.87 i 
E | 49. 0.33 2 San 30| 58.8 | 400 |494| 18 0.36 1 

The »t temperature during the above period occurred on the 21st 
1833, a ae 1844—therm, 59? : the lowest on the 16th, 1841—therm. 15° 

Notices to Soe sae PAL LM 
Back NUMBERS or diss GARDENERS’ CHRONIC: blister 

ars ie also be had. fee 
office stamps equivalent a 

Nu as are Eanes tee will haye them sent free as many 
by post. 
Iiei 2, 4, Gy 8, 2, n ma 15, "d "b 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 

pon EE EL 
, 15, 16, 17, 18, 

21, 30, 31, 32, S A 39, 40, 41, 42, D 

E 16, 17, 18, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 
3 3, 81, 35, 36, 37, ‘38, 39,40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 

46, 47, 48, 49, 51, 52. 
184— All bat Nos. 46, 47, and 5 

ME ,8, 9, 10, 1 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 
, 26, 27, 28, 29, 31, te 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 47, 49, 

1846—1, 3 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 
A uw a 23, or 26, 27, 28, 59, 30, 35, 37, 39, 40, 41, 42, 

Jue TB ‘When the plants have done blooming, with- 
hold water gradually from the roots, and let them have 
plenty of air to ripen the tops. When the latter have become 
Drown, cut them off within an inch or two of the surface of 
the soil, and remove the pans (soil and roots) to some cool 
ex out of the reach of frost and damp. In this situation 

ey may remain all winter, and when you wish to start them 
a SHA ma; n out of the pans, and the remainder 
left for successions. Tf the d ev started early in January, 
they will flower in May, and o month afterwards is quite 
often enough for keeping up a. fus succession.—No. 2is out 
of print ; 1 
Bres—H R B—Remove the glasses from your hives, qiie 
them tight at top, and thus follow the example of the bee 

rears’? d teman under the hives, s Orden ther e is 
EA above fo: ees, but not if other for 
known that t they SE mt GHNedal rp new CU EET 

The pure combs in both the glasses under- 
of much use when the bees begin to work afresh 

in them the next season. 
Books—Sub—'* Hamilton on the Pine-apple."f 
Cunrants—Z Z—No White Currant pete the flavour of 

the Black. ‘fhere is a worthless dingy thing called the sooty 
Currant, and sometimes the “ ee Black? IO which 
may have oceasioned your enquiry. 

ELDER TRE Es —R A J—May be propag: T by seeds, cuttings, 
or suckers. By cutting the mer generally preferred ; 
now orin v Febr uary, like Currants 

ENDIVE—Z A J— This will not bear 5 be blanched in trenches 
like Celery. Ta requires dryness in winter.|| 

Exoric FERNS—T' V—Your plants will succeed much better in 
a box plunged in Moss tha : 

and also the soil E EUR by Mr. Cameron, 
er such plants will do 

better in a greenhouse than in a stove is, I think, rather 
KITCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD. 

As full grown Coleworts turned into head, like young 
Cabbages, are rather impatient of frost in a severe 
winter, I make a point of taking them up at this period 
and heeling them near the frame ground as thickly as 
they can lay together. I cover them up as soon as 
slightly frozen, with new Straw, laying a few stakes on 
them to prevent the wind removing the straw. By this 
plan I throw the ground at liberty for trenching, and 
preserve with certainty fine young Cabbages all through 
the winter. See that Mint, Sorrel, &c., is potted for 
forcing. Plant Shallots on raised beds ; ; dig plenty of 
manure in, burying it deep, and surround the bulbs 
with sand on raised drills, putting the bulb just over- 
head. Get some straw covers or old lights on the 
prime Parsley bed, for fear of snow ; also on the Nor- 
mandy Cress. See well to winter salads. 
something about these in next Calendar. 
must beg attention to the early part of this day's 
Calendar. 

LOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES, 

All ings liable to injury from severe weather, and 
which are requisite for another year, should be got 
under protection without delay. Such. as Fuchsias, 
Lobelias, P. Sh; ! Salvias, 
Tigridias, ECs will require this treatment.’ Modes of 
storing- these away differ in different situations ; some 
ean afford pits, some even can spare house-room, and 
some are driven to the cellar. Whatever mode be 
adopted, let it be borne in mind, that confined damp is 
nearly as prejudicial as frost. A lean-to shed is a ver 
good place ; and plants with a ball of earth dried on 
them, after the manner of Dahlias, will keep very well 
here plunged in coal-ashes, with the addition of an old 
mat and a little straw over the, shed during very severe 
weather. 

State ot the Weather near London, for the week ending Nov. 12,1846, as 
observedat the Horticultural G iswick. 

| Wina. | Rain 

Noy, 6— Fogey; hazy fue Mc 

s Foggy ; Tarkon —F ggy shroughi 
Joy cold and d: partially overcast at night 

nd dry; clear at night 
i6; bat cold with brhi qure wind; olear at night 12—Hazy clouds; ee overcast; clear, 

lean temperature of the week 1 deg: below the average. 

doubtful. I never saw Ferns doso well in exposed situations 
as under partial shade, and it can Peackely be supposed that 
plants from warm countries, surrounded by a humid atmo- 
Sphere, should d o better in a greenhouse than in a stove, 
yh y that provided by 

FRUIT-TREES—J B, Penrith—Wall S.S.W., Pears: Winter Nelis, 
Passe Colmar, Glout x au; Thompson’ s, Hacon’s Incom- 
parable, n ght's Monarch eengage and Reine Claude 
Violette, s ; Moor] pe Apricot; and May Duke Cherry 
W. ; Royal Apricot and Elton Che hemy. Wall ENE, 

Eos ; Morello and Ke ntish Cherri ot AUD 
pe il. —A Constant Reader— Your ireas Seada t be 

ved from walis will be better Beneads as espaliers As as 
open e nuu by throwing out a trench 8 feet 

the stem gitt dhe full depth of the roots ; then 
work in on the js el, On E the earth from amongst the 
roots with a fork as you proceed, As the roots 
liberty, tie them in bundles with matting. Follow the same 

n with your Vine; and now is the time. Train the roots 
almost horizontally, covering them with a foot depth of good 
oil, and over that. plenty of mulching. The latter will pro- 
tat the roots from frost in winter ; and in summer it will en- 
courage the formation of roots near the surface, Plant your 
espalier trees from 15 to 20 feet apart.]l 

Froit-rree Borpers—J B, Penrith—The bottom being dry, 23 
feet of good soil will beshallow enough ; any depth oflimerub- 
bish at the bottom. Chop and jour turf with the soil, 
Espaliers not exceeding 3 feet in height will not affect the 
walltrees. Espaliers have been de recated because the trees 
against them have been too generally unproductive through 

d management.|| 
Gas v. PLANTS— c D—Vowever pure gas may be it is very 

doubtful whether the air of a room Hehted by it will not ite 
deleterious to plants ; because if not contaminated by the 

least too much dried by it for their healthy 

ne 
Sine Se 

GrAss—4 T—The case is scandalous, but it can only be settled 
by legal remedy, from which we fear that you are barred by 
your own act. “Praygiveus the name. Plant Potatoes now, 

deep; earth them E well, and bre ak down the 
eer in the spri ing when frosts are gon manure; but, 

you like, a dressing of ha MEA Eu gypsum when 
planted, with 2 cwt. per acre of sulphate of magnesia broad- 
castin the spring. The sets are unimportant; no one can 
tell good from bad. 

HEATING — George — Your chimney must be very badly ci 
structed. There is noremedy oi 

makes no smoke, for coal,——Alewander RE Litile’s letter will 
be laid before the proper authorities. The difficulty is to 
BR a house to heat, It is not worth building one on pur- 

Pag W—The rena you were so obliging as to 
send was destroyed fo; a cork stopper at the ends of 
the a to secure the animal, and prevent its being crushed 
by the post. R.—J L—Thanks for the maggots, which no 
doubt ate Sad "e nn" fag we can add nothing to the 
advice alread. n. R —— Entomologicus, SCUTIS i 
Eristalis ida ; pone stercoraria ; myza (2) 
5, Campoplex, a parasitic Ichneumon ; 6, ieromatas mur 
rum, Will not your Caterpillar change next year tothe Dagger- 
moth? We ot recommend you to o purchase the uds R. 

LEADEN PE € Z— Guborte is right, ey ought 
never to be used for the conveyance of water to be consumed 
by living beings. We have no means of judging of the cause 

[Nov. 14, 
may perhaps be remedied by S down a quantity of 
coarse char On d from dus 

MAGNOLIAS— adhere to cae “statement. It is not 
right to judge ie Mixes pode" such a summer as the last 
is capable of producing results that we 

youare desirous of trying the experiment y m had better 
order all the hardy kinds you can get. One is 1 ell 
S at your purpose as another; the dees wes kinds 

ds Ei The M. de dos Meses is the Italian 60 days corn, 
a small dwarf sort, id pri d the Erud as Cobbett’s corn. 
It is grown in the north oj e no idea that any 
kind of one cun.be prontuiy E grown in aeeland’; it requires 
a hot dry sw , Which you know seldom 
visits us, Re can be had from the Fellows of the Hor Pe 
EE. Society. e Haricot Bean is only a variety of t 
common Kidney Bean, Phaseolus vulg: t requires the 
same deme You will find some account of it in another 
column, 

Names of Fru 3, Shep- 
; 5, [m Wotpdi 

mus Wite Nonparel à b Goiden Reinette; 
Pearmain ; 13, 

Pea ME Plates 14, Mote Groton ; ̂ 17, dis. Golden Pippin 
18, French Pippin ; 19, Anis ; 90, Lemon pou cy 

the Apple Turk’s Cap.|I—c CN KE 
L A H—No. 188, Passe Colmar; the other un- 
—& U—The new, not the true Golden Pippin ; the 

pim. Nonpar eil.ll 
AMES OR —J M Stansfield—The plant is a Rhizo- 
morpha.—— Ji— We are unable to name solitary flowers 
rare no sort of i Home about them. The two you have sent 

k like some variety oi VOS, 
odora „ Andromeda, race- 

Sambae.—— € R—?, 
— Amatour: 

arenes Mariana, q-— er—Teucrium frut: 
ae eae to ETE collections of Ch sani 

mums.{—— —Your specimen has unfortunately been 
lost; can you cond us another ?} 

PE. USE—J B, Penrith— E E be grown E good 
perfection in a house with a uth- east aspect. “The 
smoke will prove little S E if Tis have a well con- 
strneted furnace and a good stoker.|| 
EARS—J B—The Beurré d' SUM somewhat I PE a 
CIAM? Beurré, but is hardier. The Comte de Lamy is de- 

ribed G. C. 1846, p. 2 The EON is middle si ized robbs 
vits er peoed like a trout, ripe Nov.—Jan,||——4 & iber 

Protect the blossomsi in spring, and attend to the directions 
P S pru 
EAS—A haere arly Frame and Early | Charlton, well 
saved. Knight’s Dwarf Marrow, and Groom’s Superb Dwarf 
rank amongst the best dwarf varieties. || 

PLANTING—A Constant Reader: 1 the Pines will thrive upon 
and but none of the m , except the Deodar, 

e Douglas Fir; but are unattainable in 
quantity. and at a low price. Bios Sycamores, pla. 

cerulean Willows are almost the only trees t 
Ent the Birch. You may perhaps get IMs 

grow, but they im not make good timber. 
PLUMS—An Old 1h Chap: man's Prince of 

leans, but of more vigorous growth 
advertised by Mr. quud. Brenttord End, || 

PorxaiE—R A J—Mr. Meek has some observations on churani 
heating nearly ready. Your letter re dur to him, as contain- 
ing suggestions. As to s AES ity e them, w ESAE 
you to apply to the makers ; oes undertake to re- 

one over another; only beware of all ‘tales of a 
Stove." pom will learn the dimensions of any pe 
M.’s opening D measuring; the plan is drawn to a 
that, knowing one dimension, you have the other t 
the gentlemen who, you say, are trying to trip up Polmaise, 

nd are obliged P the 
shall tal 

ectual enough. 1e only mix on 
recommend is Mr. Plumridge,of Bletching 
the Holmsdale house, We begin to fear that deal 
ea apparatus are not the persons to consult about Pol- 

ies 

$ 

nis. 

Wales is of the 
It was 

ires 
we rar present 

ge , &c., which diffuse their odour—4 B—Chimonanthus 
fragrans, Calycanthus floridus, Daphne eneorum 
um ‘Philadelphus coronarius, Ribes aureum 
gratum, Jasminum o ale, Clematis flammul 
AES Cratmgus, Violets, Hyacinths 
Mimulus moschatus Ginotheras, Phioxes 

ver recommend dealers. 
J WR Its fruit is made into a sort of wine in 

of the Mediterranean ut we ne 
htly narcotic and diare 

the seed, mix the berries with s and for the winter, and in 
the spring rub them out ane SOW them like Rhoduden »drons. 

Tue Vinegar PLANT—A L—We have heard of this oun tion, 
pnd there was a notice of it last week in the Unit 

he vague and unintelligible accounts given c 
eae and. cities convey no sort of information ; not even 
enough to show that itis a plant a f a good specimen. 
is forwarded to us we will look to it. Whate the sub- 
stance may be, it evidently acts by exciting rapid, fermen- 
tation, 

Vines—Old Tull—Having erected a 8 or 9 feet from 
the ground over other buildings, and heated on (ue Polmaise 
plan, you may rear Vines and introduce them with propriety 
atthe height mentioned ; but you must take care to protect 
the stems, when they would Stonne experience a tempera- 
ture much different from that o! " shoots ins x The 
sloping area is immaterial, E un you make suf 
drainage at the bottom of the wall, By planti: 
you could not furnish your house so soon, and tr 5 
the rafters would too much shade your greenhouse plants.|| 

Misc— asella fruit is edible, certain! ot worth 
ing. You can no more make it fit for the table than you 
the worst of our harml:ss wild berries. The plant has i t 
to do p Phytolacca.——A B—Your leaves are 
Torula fumago, a parasite, or ees mildew. The tif 
to uy gardening. Wash them with a sponge and lime 

—— A Constant Reader —T hey Ws allfromVan 1 
Land, and some n hi: ngs are among them, es cially 7 Tey 

, 26, 46, 5, ut many of the others a st worth 
FREUE &. Consult the eek d AD s iegetable agclomn p 
the natural order ME guide you pretty well: e well if. 
you study th eo—Employ gypsum in Jou Pedo tf 
you please, Gut not em grit. An eighth part Hu please, 

yLEL wili ERE oe 
in another column, — Taxodium 
figured in Loudon's s Britannicum ;” its leaves. 
are distichous and linear, much stouter than those of T. dis- 
tichum. It is evergr Eod and a native of Califor nia. 
js no such thing as sempervirens pinnatum.——. 
descri iption and plan about which out MIE e been given. 
at p. 563 of the current volume. rid of 

rms, put some quicklime into à “tub of Fm. stir it well; 
and after the lime has SE water your Grass plot with 
the clear liquor. It will be as well to give yours autumn- 
planted Potato SINE a mtn additional covering. AG 
Directions for the management of Hyacinths in plasses have 
been given at p. 703 (1845). 

ore —: 

—To get 

SEEDLING FLOWERS. 
Fucusra—W D—Your seedling appears to be a well-formed 

and very prot d flower ; but not surpassing many of the culti- 

vated varietie: $ 4. 

EnRATA—Page jn a, Du 24, for “there,” read then ;” line 
of your well water becoming offensive. The inconvenience 52, for “ten,” read “t 
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AGENBUSCH anp Co/s REMEDY FOR THE 
POTATO DISEASE.— Price 6s. ud eee which en- 

sures an acre of sound Potatoes anda lar, 
KAGENBUSCH anv Co.’s GERMINATING. "COMPOUND. 
rice e best Steep for Wheat and 

and all other Seeds and 
Pulse. This is the gardener's best friend. 
KAGENBUSCH AND Cos GERMAN SCIENTIFIC 

MANURES, which: fertilise the land without exhausting it, at 
30s. per acre for M ws, once in three years ; for Tillage 35s. 
per EA and for eps 40s. per acre, annually, Price 7L. 10s. 

for dede gum Tillage, and 91. per ton for Hops. 
t for 4 acres. 

These up ce kept at Hibernia Wharf, London-bridge, 
and Mr, Josepa Epwaxps willdeliver them to any one bringing 
the amount in cash. 

anufactured by KAaENsuscH and Co., Agricultural 
Chemists, Leeds. Sold by James and Co., Agents for the South 
of England, 55, King MEN CR onys 3 i POTTER, BRO- 

land cannot be exhausted by the application of, 
manure ; the ideais altogether a mistake. "The ex- | 
haustion, if it takes place at all, is due, not to the | 
manuring but the subsequent disposal of the erops 
grown. "Apply g guano to your land ; you cannot by 
that exhaust it, “and neither can the heavy crops 
which it may thus be made to yield, provided they 
be consumed on the land again. 

This complaint resembles that which is some- 
times heard—e. g., of the Mangold Wurzel, as being 
more exhausting than the Turnip, which no doubt 
is perfectly true, for the weight of the former crop 
taken from the soil is generally t greater than that 
of the latter. But this is about as fit a subject for 

RE So s for dns 
ls of 50 tons, NONE 5 dp ue at the Works in 

Ted s, E M the creeks of every port in the Kiugdom, 
so that Dealers or Farmers, and Landed Proprietors, clubbing 

together, may D^ supplied direct, at a saving of expence. 

iberal allowance to the Trade. 

ERUVIAN AND ' BOLIVIAN GUANO ON 
Eu BY THE ONLY IMPORTERS, 

NTONY GIBBS anp SONS, LONDON; 

Wm. JOSE oe MYERS anv 0O., LIVERPOOL ; 

And by their Agen 
GIBBS, BRIGHT, AND CO., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL; 

COTS WORTH, POWELL, AND PRYOR, LONDON, 
To protect themselves against the injurious consequences of 

using inferior and. iil guano, purchasers are recom- 

mended to apply only to Dealers ofestablished character, or to 
the above-named Importers, who will supply the article in any 
quantity, x their fixed prices, delivering it from the Import 
Warehous: 

AWES’ PATENT MANURES.—' — Turnip irnip Manure, 
Tl. per ton. Clover Manure, 14}. per ton. Corn Manure 

147. per ton. Siperpospint Lime, 71. per ton. 
A Pamphlet on Artifi B will be forwarded to any 

person enclosing two E stamps to Mr. WILSON, at Mr. 
Lawes’ Des: y, Deptford Greek, London, 

N ARK TOTHERGILL, (s to (em the following 
NURES on the best terms, 

GUANO, PERUVIAN, and AFRICAN, direct from Import 
Mar S, 

GON Ditto, and SALDANHA BAY. Ditto. 
SODA m ds destruction of Wireworm. 

SUPERPHOSPILA ATE wi LIME (See Royal Agri. Soc. 
Journal, Vol. vi. Part BE 

e EUM M (Pure SEIS" "ot Lime 
DUST and BONE POWDR 

SULPHUR IC ACID. e TAROOAL. 
PETRE S. SALT and AGRICULTURAL SALT for Composts. 
SILICATES of SODA and £m OTASH, and all other Manures. 

No. 40, Upper T pares 
Agent for DINGLESS "uu AND 

LIQUID MANURE. 
ENGLAND INDEP: ENDEXT OF THE WORLD FOR CORN, 

HE attention of the Agricultural Interest, at this 
momentous crisis, is requested to the great importance of 

LIQUID MANURE, and the ease with whicl hit may be appro- 
priated by the use of FOWLER'S PUMPS, made expressly for 
the purpose, que portable or fixed ; Garden, pm and Barge 

se for Distillers, Brewers, Soap Boilers, and 
Tanners, for Rotana cold liquor. Pumps xt aus hire, for 

Buildings heated by by tot ater, f 
Horticulture, and every variety of manufacturing pote 

e Trade supplied on advantageous terms, by BENJAMIN 
Fowrrn, Engineer, &c., 63, Dorset-street, Fleet-str He London. 

FOR WHEAT, TARES, & 

"DHE URATE OF THE LONDON MANURE 
COMPANY will be found a most valuable Manure for the 

above crops—: ermanentin its effects, and has stood no 

testof five s ns with DA success each year. 

Company also supply gen avian Guano, Gypsum, Sane 
phosphate of Lime, Sulphate and Muriate of Ammonia, puat 

Acid, and every Artificial 

EDWARD PORSER, Sere 
al, Bone REY dust 

Bess, at the ket pric 
y, 40, New Bridge street, Black 

iz 
TS. 

TO OWNER D OCCUPIE ERS OF ESTATE AT: 
V ILLIAM BULLOCK WEBSTER, of Hounsdown, 

near Southampton, Draining uiu to Her Majesty, 
at Osborne, Isle of Wight; the “inventor of a SE Tile 
and Pipe Machine (applicable to making jBrieks) ; 
Machine for taking roots and stones out of clay, both anise are 
to Bs seen at the Royal Polytechnic Institution, Regent-street,— 
offers his assistance as a thorough practical man to Landlords 
T A GOR Gn ane ‘subject dohinactha Kith 
the Drainage of their Estates. P.S.—Land drained at a mes 
gum per Fut including every expen 

gum. ISLANDS. CATTLE. — Information 
geis been received here that numbers of French Cattle, 

fly the small Brittany breed, have been sold lately in 
iS PEG as Channel Islands, purchasers are earnestly re- 

quested either to write to friends, or to the officers of the 
Agricultural Committee, who will direct them to respectable 
dealers. Obtaining animals of our marked superior breed is 

of equal interest to the buyer as to the seller, 
Vonorary weet 

R. ons 
Guernsey, October 28, 1846, 

The Agricultural Gazette. 
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as would be the double crops of ordinary 
land in a favourable season. In ail these cases the 
crop is greater, and in all the consequent ex- 
haustion of the soil is necessarily greater also ; in 
the first, the cause is art tificial—the application of 
manure; in the second, it is partly natural—the 

growth of a plant of greater natural vigour; in 

the third, the cause is wholly natural—the fer- 
tilising influence of favourable weather. Can the 
differences, however, in the several instances hinder 
us, in any of them, from w elcoming the result which 
is characteristic of all? The larger crop, let its 
cause be what it may, is just what you want ; sell it 

off the land, and no doubt you exhaust the soil 

more than if it had been smaller ; but consume it 

on the land, and the fertility whieh it represents will 
be made permanent. On the mode of its disposal 

will depend its influence on the land from which it 
is taken. 

Where the crops are always sold off the farm, 
there is no doubt that those grown after one kind of 
manure may exhaust the land more than those 
which have been raised from another, and this will 
appear the more clearly iu cases where the same 
manure has been repeatedly used. Unless a ma- 
nure contain in the right quantities and proportions 

all the substances needed by the plant, a partial 
exhaustion of the soil must always follow the growth 
of a crop, forthe matters which the manure cannot 
supply must be taken from the land. And one manure 
may be worse than another in thisrespectin two ways 
—ist, by its greater deficiency in substances re- 
quired by the “plant, and which must therefore be 
supplied by the soil—and, 2dly, by a composition, 

deficient in some respects, but, including such sub- 

stances in such condition as shall tend to induce an 
extraordinary vigour of growth in the crop. The 
greater crop in this instance will be obtained at the 
expense of a greater loss by the soil of those 
matters in which the manure is deficient. Now, if 
the truth regarding guano be as our correspondent 
states, then its explanation is probably to be found 
in the latter of these suggestions. Guano is not a 
perfect manure, and, therefore, on some soils, the 
great vigour of growth it induces in the crop to 
which it is applied, is obtained at tne expense of an 
extraordinary abstraction of the substances on 
which their natural fertility depends. The proper 
policy to pursue where the crops are always sold off 
the land isto change the manure as much aud often 
as possible, so that the deficiencies of one kind may 
be made up by the superfluities of another. Butin 
most cases correct farming should maintain itself ; 
where the crops are consumed on the land, the 
heavier they are the better; for the matters thus 
taken from the soilare thus returned to it again ; 
and to whatever fertility may be owing, a degree of 

permanence is thus conferred upon it. “To be sure, 

even here there is a certain amount of loss to 

which the soil is liable, and especially where heavy 

crops are grown ; but the substances contained in 

the grain crops and live stock grown on the farm and 

sold off it, of which the soil is thus deprived, may be, 

and often are, profitably returned to it by the use of 
bought food for stock, such as oilcake, &e. St is 
only in eases where the system of selling all the 
produce prevails, that the land is liable to injury 
from the use of imperfect manures. 

DISCREPANCES IN E PRACTICE OF LAND- 
RESTING. CONSIDERED. 

H. Cn. 
Hap fee EE Cr Telt it was my 

intention, in common with many others, to have offered 

some remarks to the consideration of the meeting, after 

the lecture on drainage at Newcastle ; and I believe it 

arrived at in so compressed and desirable a form by 
any other means. Perhaps there hardly ever was an 
occasion when the agricultural interest of all classes 
manifested so eager a desire for correct information ; 
and subsequent events have shown not only the 
desirableness of acquiring, but the positive necessity for 
putting it into practice ; for no reflecting man can dis- 
regard, in the face of our increasing millions of popula- 
dina the ec fearful, and ii may be but too 

di 

Tero is no one who has been at all practically 
conversant with, or paid any general attention to the 
subject of land-draining, but “must have marked the 
rapid and steady progress it has made within the last 
few years, not only as respects its more exiend 

application, but also as regards its more scientific and 
economical execution—of which indeed the other is a 
consequence. The Duke of Richmond’s Aet for facili- 
tating the operation on entailed and settled estates ; 
and the still more ible an ve Act of 
the last session, for authorising the advance of publie 
money for works of drainage, : sufficiently indicate the 
importance which the legislature attaches to its exten- 
sion, and will, no doubt, be the means of bringing large 
tracts of land into a tenantable state, and ‘fitted for 
profitable cultivation. Great as has been the progress, 
however, there is yet ample room for further eiforts 
and I, for one, poor as my services may hitherto have 
een, "hope still to be able to add my mite towards the 

attainment of so desirable a result. Seeing then the 
facilities whieh are now offered both to owners and 

essential to the best interests of all parties, that the 
work of thorough-drainage (and I use the term in its 
most comprehensive sense) should be executed in the 
most permanent and effective manner, and at the same 
time „with due regard to economy —that “ practice with 
science ” should be realized in application, without the 
introduction either of crude novelties on the one hand, 
or of a prejudiced adhesion to obsolete practices on the 
other. It must not, however, be inferred that I wish 
in the slightest degree to undervalue scientific theory, 
avy more than to. over-estimate mere practice, for I 
know full well that the one without the other very much 
resembles the mariner steering without his con pass: 
nevertheless, it not unfrequently happens that men iu 
their zeal to establish theories, good in themselves, are 
apt to press them beyond their legitimate ap; deren 
into extremes which, practically, are neither desirable 
nor useful ; and thus those discrepances aj ch it 
is our present purpose to guard against, and, if possible, 
ireet the attention towards the acquisition of that 

“practice with science” in the art of thorough-draining, 
which may.most securely attain the object. 

The leading features which we desire as briefly as 
possible to impress are, permanency of execution, com- 
pleteness of effect, and consistent economy ; in con- 
sidering which it will also be necessary to speak of the 
details of depths, distance, pipes, &c. If any additional 
argument were needed, beyond that which pecuniary 
interest supplies, to convince proprietors of the neces- 
sity for drainage being executed in a permanent man- 
ner, it is to be found in the general tenour, as well as 
the several provisions of the two Acts before referred 
to. In the first, which is mainly for the removal of 
certain disabilities, whilst the benefit of improvement is 
given to the present possessor, especial care is taken to 
protect the interest of those in remainder, by requiring 
proper and effective execution ; and in the latter Act 
(which proceeds a step Rhee in encouragement, by 
authorising the advance of public money for the pur- 
pose, x ayable by instalments, with interest, in 22 
years) provision is not only made for effective execu- 
tion at he first, but all the drains and outfalls are to be 
subject to supervision, and must be yearly certified to 
be in proper ‘order ; so that whilst it is incumbent upon 
those intrusted with the execution of the Act to be 
assured of the substantial character of the work, it will 
equally behove both owners and occupiers, for their 
common interest, to acquiesce in securing the most safe 

and permanent system. This will necessarily ensure 
the most approved plans wherever the drainage is done 
under the Act, and will also conduce to a better and more 
uniform praetice generally, and finally abolish, it is to 
be hoped, that worst of all arrangements, yet too often 
persisted in, of the landlord finding the tiles or pipas 
and leaving the tenants to do the work as it suits their 
notions or convenience. Hitherto, with some excep- 
tions, I cannot but think that permanency has been too 
little regarded, whilst cheapness of first cost has been 
unduly considered. Take, for example, the apparent 
saving which is effected by the use of the smallest pipes, 
and what is the practical truth ? Simply this : that hy 
using the minimum size, about 1 inch calibre, instead of 
a pipe of double that sectional area, or 2 inches internal 
diameter, you may, edu save in the prime cost of 
the pipes the paltry sum of 5s. or 6s. per statute acre ; 
but, the practical objections of easy dist is doing no more than justice to the almost 

fecling of that large and intelligent assembly, to express 

the deepest regret that any circumstances should have 

interposed to prevent the full discussion of the subject ; 

for, however competent ; and desirous parties may be by 

ono. "St. Mary 28—H. n " 

A rew weeks ago one of our correspondents, 
speaking of THE REPEATED APPLICATION OF GUANO 
as à manure, said—' I think it tends to exhaust” 
the land. That, we imagine, was his meaning. 
And the same idea had been before frequently 

Now, the fact is, that broached in our columns. 

as was suggested) through 

the medium of the agricultural press, to elucidate the 

whole truth, yet in such an assemblage, compósed as it 

was of practical and scientific men from all parts of the 

kingdom, for the express purpose of acquiring and im- 

parting information, it could not have failed but that a 

most valuable mass of practical and scientific evidence 

had been collated, and such probably as can never be 

plkcexhents inability of the workmen to lay them firmly, 
and several others which might be given to so small a 
pipe (to say nothing. of the acknowledged: truism that 
all extremes are le), this temp rary saving 
but very poorly compensates for the additional risk 
that must be incurred in effective durability. I do 
not say that the smallest size of pipe may not be effee- 
tive for a time (as, indeed, would be the drain itself, if 
merely refilled with the material taken from it, without 
any pipe or tile being laid), and even, perhaps, in many 
situations permanently so; but I cannot think that 
practice is to be regarded as either generally safe or 

occupiers of every grade, it becomes more than ever, 
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scientific which incurs such a risk for so insignificant a 

saving. 

|3 or 4 feet drain for the proper reception of a 2 ineh 

g. The difference in price between a pipe of 1 pipe, with fall as great facility, if not with greater, a 

inch internal diameter, and 2 inches, is not more than he will one for laying an inch pipe. To dwell upon the | 

from 2s. 6d. to 3s. per 1000 ; and the little saving in | extreme liability of the small pipe to disarrangement 

weight and carriage is not worth a thought, between the | 

two. That I may not be misunderstood in this matter, 

I will undertake that in any works I may be engaged 

in, the cost of a drain-pipe of full 2 inches inter- 

nal diameter shall not exceed the cost of a 

similar pipe of l inch diameter by more than 3s. 

per 1000. Having given this assurance, I wish to 

demonstrate a little more fully by the accompanying 

figure (No. 1), the advantages of a larger sectional area. 

The inner and smaller circle represents a pipe of 13 inch 

diameter, and the outer and larger circle one of 2 inches 

drawn in juxtaposition at A to show that, as the water 

in both will flow at that point, the difference in its com- 

pression between the larger and the smaller pipe is not 

material, since in either case the advantage of a due 

degree of compression will be ensured by the circular 

form. Butas itis an advantage to obtaia this com- 

pression, particularly when the run of water is small, 

the same figure will suggest that by converting the 

smaller circle into an oval, as shown by the dotted lines, 

probably the most perfect shape for the purpose will be 

obtained, with the additional advantage of a more suit- 

able area. The 2d figure (No. 2) is a full-sized section of 

this oval pipe, and such as most people will, I believe, 

adopt in preference certainly to the smallest circle, and 

even, perhaps, to the 2 inch pipe. The flat foundation 

to the oval form has also, I conceive, some advantages. 

m tug 
| { 21 zi | 24.44 

No. 2. 

In closing this portion of our subject I think it neces- 
sary to speak a little more in detail of the difficulti 

would be tedious—it is a sufficiently self evident truth. 

INFLUENCE OF MIND ON AGRICULTURE. | 
Tae cussion to which you have invited me is) 

likely to take such a direction as to render you averse 

to admit it to your columns. The turn of the expres 

sion in which Mr. Mechi’s name occurs is far from 

being a happy one. But that gentleman ought not to} 

consider it as disrespectful to Mimself to be selected as | 
a type of the intelligence which the Agri ultural 

Gazette contains. 
We are both agreed as to the relation which exists 

between thefcondition of men's minds and the laud they 

cultivate. You recognise in that relation only the con- 

nection of cause and effect. Believing in all that you 

believe, I perceive in it a farther connection of simple | 

concomitance. The following illustration will explain | 

what I mean:—In harvest the grain is ripe and the | 

straw is dead at one and the same time, No doubt the 

hardening of the straw has an effect upon the ripening 

But the connection which exists between 

ened straw and the ripened grain is more a rela- | 

tion of simple coneomitance than one of e»use and effeer. 

A remoter cause holds them both equally within its 

grasp. Again, if I ask any one what that is which 

causes the seed to vegetate when winter is past, the 

answer will be that it is the approach of spring. And 

the approach of spring is determined by the position of 

the heavenly bodies. Here again is a simple rejation:| 

of eoncomitance. The same cause that operates upon | 

the atmosphere and the soil also operates upon the seed, | 

and has the power of a parent to make them all work 

in concert. 
The concomitance which’ I have endeavoured to 

illustrate is eminently true with respect to the relation 

which exists between men’s minds and the lands they 

cultivate. The same cause which gives skill and intelli- 

gence also operates otherwise than through that skill 

and intelligence upon the business which is to be the 

subject of them.* 
» at one with you in the belief that regarding 

the material world alone, atom acts upon atom in 

agriculture, precisely the same as it does in chemistry. 

But the mystery springs out of the connection of the 

human mind with the material world. And I cannot 

but regard as most mysterious, that sient and secret 

influence which the human mind exercises over the 

atoms of physical nature. 
I will again endeavour to illustrate what I mean. If 

I ask an intelligent mind what that was which enabled 

the Maid of Orleans to place the erown upon the head 

of a King of France, I will fix itin a dilemma from 

which it cannot easily escape ; and the more reflection 

it gives to the subject it will feel the more inclined to 

fail in with my belief and to aseribe the maiden’s power 

to that which we understand by the word “faith” 

hen I consider the victories of Julius Cæsar, and 

more particularly when I consider them in connection 

with his celebrated encouragement to the boatmen, 

“Quid times? Cæsarem vehis,” I recognise in the 

mind of Cæsar an attribute which is also characteristic 

of the mind of Joan of Are. I therefore take up this 

idea of “faith :" I find many events in the history of 

the world anomalous and inexplicable. I bring them 

and my idea in contact, and find that like a key it un- 

locks the whole. I go down among the most ignorant 

of my fellow men--a class whom the intelligence of the 

newspaper press never reaches, and becoming every 

year more circumscribed (E had almost said unfortu- 

nately). say I go down amongst these men, and 

find an idea in their minds corresponding to the idea in 

my own. I find this idea characteristic of certain in- 

dividuals in all ages and among every people, and the 

wiser the period or the people, the more prominent does 

the idea become. For example: Cromwell stood at 

Dunbar ; the rays of the rising sun slanted across his 

shoulder, and as he saw them reflected from the armour 

o; d d cottish army, he exclaimed, * The 

which a small pipe presents ; and in so doing I would 
have it remembered that the object is not so much to 
prove their total inefficiency as to show that practically 
and under the majority of cireumstances, they are 
neither so permanently safe or so consistently econo- 
mical as the larger pipes. Where drains are eut in 
sound clay without interruption from stones, sand, &c., 
there is no difficulty in making use of the inch pipes, 
because the workman is able to form a clean and 
uniform cut, both in width and depth, for their recep- 
tion, and it is then simply requisite to place them in it 
with the instrument for the purpose. But let stones 
and other impediments occur, as they more frequently 
do, to a greater or less extent, so as to render the sides 
and bottom of the drain partially uneven either by their 
extraction or protrusion (and how very little would 
suffice to prevent the proper laying of an inch pipe), 
and it then becomes indispensable that the pipes should 
not only be laid by the hand, but that when so placed 
the workman should stand upon them as he proceeds 
in order to their being securely bedded by the pressure 
to one uniform line. This, however, is impracticable 
with inch pipes, because the width is not sufficient to 
admit the foot. If, then, such care is requisite to secure 
ood workmanship with only oceasional interruptions, 
iow much more essential must it be in the rougher sub- 

strata. 

| No doubt, the motives 

As respects the formation of the drain itself 

Lord hath delivered them into our hands," Cromwell 

here ascribes his victory to the power of “faith.” We 

consider Cromwell as a fanatic. But what wise man 

does not see that Cromwell was a giant in intellect com- 

pared with the pigmy race who now speculate upon the 

affairs of nations, But I find the idea not only at the 

head of an army 5 I find it also by the domestic hearth, 

overooming the trials of life. If it was with the mur- 

muring Israelites upon the shores of the Red Sea, when 

they received the command “to go forward," it also 

brought relief to the mother of the young Ishmaelite, 

after she had east her child unber a bush in the wilder- 

ness and sat down over against him a good way off, as 

it were a bowshot. 
I contend, therefore, that I have ample evidence for 

believing that this “ faith” has power over the material 

world. Ihave better evidence for my belief than the 

philosopher has for believing the lunar theory. And 

in arriving at my belief my mind has gone through pre- 

cisely the same process of reasoning that the mind of 

the philosopher passed through before he arrived at his 

* (It is on this point that we suppose we mu: > er, 

which spring out of this “faith” are real 

and efficient agents in whatever a mind actuated by them sets 

itself to do ; but, that they can act otherwise than through the 

skill and intelligence with which that mind is endowed, we 

cannot conceive, Isit well toimagine any mysterious relation- 

ship between a cause and its result, when one, which is plain 
and obvious, is quite sufficient to account for all the circum- 

I hesitate not to say that a good workman will cut a | stances of the case? We think not.] 

conclusion that the sun and moon are the controlling 
causes which regulate the tides of the ocean. 

If, then, this “ faith,” is a reality, it is not always at 
the head of an army—neither is it always crowning a 
king nor slaying a giant. It may be, and no doubt is a 
living and acting principle, although its deeds are not 
recorded by the historian, nor sung by the poet. 

Now suppose that you have got, in one country, people 
capable of acting upon the principle of this “ faith,” 
and these bring the energies of their mind to the culti- 
vation of land, you have a power of creating wealth 
greater than any that chemistry can give you, and a 
means of conferring human happiness limited only by 
the range of the mind in whieh it is found. 

Last century we had more frequent instances than 
now of men capable of acting upon these principles. 
But in proportion as skill and intelligence have increased 
these have left the field. We think now of bringing no 
other qualities of mind to the cultivation of land than 
those which a woman brings to superintend the arrange- 
ments of her household. We have become a skilful 
careworn race, At the time that Hume and Gibbon 
wrote, very many of our forefathers were farming in 
the spirit of Christianity. We now ery down Hume 
and Gibbon, but we have adopted their ideas of life, and 
in spite of ourselves our practice confirms their esti- 
mate of it. 

I cannot think that I have been unfortunate in con- 
trasting England with Ireland. Let a man go down 

amongst the poor of both countries, and put himself on 

a level with their condition. He will soon find that 

speaking in the aggregate there is that among the poor 
of the former country which is not to be found among 
the poor of the latter. In England, he may find 
frequent instances of this faith which gives freedom to 
the human mind, and, as from a centre, radiates am 
influence within whose range alone the intellect and the 
affections can be brought into harmonious exercise. 
In England he will be able to appreciate the value of 

“all for the love of Christ." Among the poor of 
Ireland, on the other hand, whose religion is a religion 
of terror, he will find an abrogation of all faith in the 

famine-stricken ery, * What are words to us; it is 
bread we want," 

In England, you have many men whose minds are 
eognisant of a truth of whieh Solomon's was nof cog- 
nisant when he wrote “ All is vanity and vexation of 
pirit? In Ireland, you have a reprint of the text. 

upon the eountenances of her poor, even at that period 

of life to whieh his estimate of its good is most applie- 

able. — Vide Eccles. ix., 7—10.— J. Russell, Last 
Lothian, Nov. 6. 

POTATO DISEASE. 
ENQUIRY INTO ITS CAUSES anD PROBABLE REMEDIES. 

[We have received the following from Mr. Prideaux, 
of Piymouth, by whom it’ was published originally in 

the Plymouth Herald.] 
The views of this subject to which I was led last 

winter, by a studious comparison of the recent reports, 

with the history of the diseases and treatment of this 
plant from its first extensive culture in this country, 

appear to be corroborated by your reports of this season, 

and by the comprehensive and elaborate one published 

in the * Highland Society's Journal” of this month 5. 

and may be summarily expressed as follows :—The 

question is, whether atmospheric and other exciting 

causes, have not operated on a plant, predisposed (by 

yearly inoculation with dung juice) to putrescent dis- 

ease; vitiating its sap, and often generating fungi, 

capable of communicating the infection from plant to 
plant, and from season to season? They are here given 
interrogatively, both in deference to others who avow 

their inability to detect the cause, and with a view to 

elicis such facts and well grounded inferences in oppo- 

sition to them, as may, in ing them i 

help to elicit the truth, 
A.—Is it not extraordinary that a subject so broadly 

open to every-day observation, should for 18 months 

remain one of uncertainty and dispute? and has this 

not been partly occasioned by this very openness? a 

eause attested by one observer, having been met by a 

different one, from another, and thus both rejected in 

seeking for a single cause, whilst in truth each had 

excited the disease in a plant predisposed for it ? 

B. Atmospheric Influence.—Have we not abundant 

evidence of this exciting cause: 1. In the numerous 

cases where the stalks have been blighted, and the 

tubers remained sound? 2. Where whole fields, and 

even parts of fields, have been blighted on one aspect; 

whilst those contiguous, in a different aspect, continued 

to flourish 4 3. The places of shade and shelter often 

distinctly marked out from the surrounding growth 5 

by the healthy appearance of one, while the other has 

withered? 4. The blight appearing suddenly and 

widely along the track of offensive fogs and peculiar 

atmospheric changes? 5. The very general outbreak 

of the disease last year, upon a particularly sunless 

season; and its restraint this bright summer till the 

rain set in? And 6, must not the Danish Report (Gard. 

Chron., 17th Oct. 1846) and those of Holland, France, 
and Belgium, have weight also in this query ! 
C.—Have we not equally sufficient evidence of ten- 

dency to disease in the plant ? 1. In the numerous cases 

of its appearance in the tubers, whilst the stem and 

leaves were flourishing ; and even in the pits and heaps 

after the crop had been stored sound? 2. In its not 
less frequent beginning at the tap root, or just above 

the old set? And 3, often ata critical period of growth, 

just when the flowers were turning ; 50 that where 
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several kinds grew on contiguous plots, each showed 
the disease at this period, though weeks sometimes in- 
tervened? 4. In the remarkable tendency to preco- 
cious growth distinguishing the disease ? wherein tubers 
in the very act of putrefaction, throw out strong and 
luxuriant shoots ? 

.— Have we not further evidence that this predis- 
osition is putrescent? 1. In the increasingly rotting 

character of the diseases of this plant for the last 
15 or 20 years? 2. In the increasing care required 
for some years past to prevent the tubers heating in 
store? 3. In the rapid rotting of the tuber (as noticed 
above) while throwing out shoots apparently vigorous ; 
as if manuring them? 4. Is not the success of autumn 
planting due to the shoots acquiring strong roots in the 
soil while the set is destroying, and thus gaining the 
means of more wholesome nutrition before spring 
growth? And 5. Is not this what might naturally be 
expected from inoculating the plant with dung juice (by 
the raw surface of the set) yearly for nearly a century, 
until the composition of the sap is in a state of were 

TEL ibl t p f any p i > 
and thus ready to act the part of dung upon its own 
shoots, as above noticed ? 

. Putrescent Manures.—Although open to more 
exceptions, is there not a sufficient preponderance of 
evidence of the recent ill effects of fresh and rank dung ? 
1. In the Scotch reports, and in those of the Gardeners’ 
Chronicle? 2. In the virulence of the disease in 
Holland and Belgium, where night-soil is largely used ? 

. In its not much less virulence in the Irish lazybed 
culture, under the rankest of manure? 4, In the com- 
paratively mitigated damage where soot and charred 
materials have been substituted for dung, and where 
the plant has been grown upon undunged peat, which 
is antiputrescent? (until this season, when the spawn 
of last year's fungi may be supposed to be carried in 
the sap.) 

F. Fungus (and infection).— The agency of fungi in 
originating the disease is also much questioned. 1. I 
this country the majority of cases where the tubers are 
first affected, would probably be against it; while, 
those in which it appeared first in the leaves, would 
give the predominance to fungi; and if we add, 3, the 
Belgian and Danish reports, in which the disease is 
attributed entirely to fungi, the majority will be large 
on thatside. On the other hand, 4, it is certain, that 
in many cases the decay has appeared before, and even 
without fungus of any kind; nor can the tendency to 
precocious growth (C. 4) be attributed to fungus. The 
results of investigation into the infectious character of 
the rot are not less conflieting, so far as regards the 
tubers; but in the leaves and stems, 5,it has often 
appeared first in small patches, extending, more or less 
rapidly, in all directions ; 6, other plants allied to the 
Nightshade family, though without tubers (as the 
Zomato, &c.), have taken the disease this season ; nor 
is it confined even to such species. Will nota general 
review and comparison of the cases (rather too complex 

sum up in one sentence) lead to the inference that 
the fungus is generated by the disease in the struggle 
between the vital and material forces; that it thus 
becomes a symptom, and a medium of infection by con- 
tact, and even aérial communication ? 

G. Soils.—Last season the disease appeared worst 
on rich, wet, and heavy soils, and least on those which 
were dry, gravelly, and peaty ; but this year, when the 
infectious spawn is likely to have been carried in the 
Sap we hear less of this distinction, The facts, however, 
as well as reason, warrant us in regarding dry and 
antiseptic soils as least disposing to putrefaction.—J. 
Prideaux 

bo 

Home Correspondence. 
Guernsey Cattle v. those of Brittany.—May I beg to 

draw your attention, and, through your valuable paper, 
that of the English press, chiefly that of the south of 
England, to the enclosed advertisement [see our adver- 
tising columns], cautioning English purchasers from 
being taken in by unprincipled dealers in French cattle. 
It ean be no objeet to the Guernsey or Jersey breeder 
whether the English purchaser fancies French cattle ; 
but it is-of much interest to him that those cattle should 
not pass under the name of his own long-known valu- 
able breed. The Brittany breed, somewhat like our 
own in shape, are totally different in dairy qualities ; 
their milk is thin and blue, ours yellow and rich ; seven 
quarts have sufficed to yield a pound of butter ; they 
may average half a pound of butter a day some time 
after calving, ours one pound at least, In the last 
“Guernsey Agricultural Report” is an account of a 
cow of Sir W. Collings’ having given from ber first 
calving, in July, 1843, to July, 1845, 804 lbs. of butter ; 
whilst others have been ascertained to give for a few 
months 16 and 17 lbs. a week. This subject is of the 
more interest to the Channel Islands, as previous to the 
late changes in the tariff, our high privilege as English 
subjects of exporting our produets duty free in Eng- 
land, without costing more than his own to the English 
purchaser, was a source of wealth to the islands ; now, 
however, that these protections are removed, there is 
hardly anything remunerative to the producer here but 
the sale of our famed cattle, a good cow fetching up to 
207., but yet cheaper at that rate to the buyer than the 
Brittany, which may be bought in France for about 4/. 
On the whole we would strongly press on our English 
friends the mutual interest there isin preventing this 
fraud in cattle dealing.—N. Le Beir, Hon. Secretary, 
R. A. S, G.— Guernsey, Oct. 28. 

On the Drainage of Land.—I read with a good deal 
of interest the discussions on deep and shallow draining, 
earried on by Messrs. Parkes and Smith (of Deanston) 
at the meeting of the British Association, as well as the 
letters on draining with inch-pipes, which have ap- 
peared from time to time in your Paper from the pen 
of Mr. Mechi; and I must say that the facts adduced 
by the latter gentleman appeared to me to be sufficient 
to convinee any one who was unbiassed by preconceived 
notions, But a discovery I made the other day has 
staggered my faith in the sufliciency of inch-pipes in 
many cases ; and as the objection raised by that dis- 
covery applies equally to Mr. Smith’s mode of filling 
drains With broken stones, I will relate what I saw, and 
shall be glad to learn from those who have long expe- 
rience in draining with pipes or broken stones, that 
they have not found that to be a serious objection to 
these methods, which to me appears to be so, to those 
who are draining in a limestone soil. My menare now 
draining a pasture with drains 4 feet deep, 45 feet apart, 
the subsoil of which is a stony clay, containing many 
limestone’ boulders. Their course required them to 
follow an old main drain—they found it in many places 
almost entirely choked up by a calcareous deposit, the 
side stones and covers of the drain being in many in- 
stances cemented into one mass, and coming out of the 
drain as one stone, and where there were stones at the 
bottom of the drain to serve as nuclei, the deposit was 
frequently 2 inches thick, and the drain so completely 
choked up that the water had found its way over the 

top of the cover before it could get a passage. Now, as 
many persons are, no doubt, preparing to drain, who 
will be induced by the deservedly high reputation of 
Messrs. Smith, Parkes, and Mechi, to adopt their sug. 
gestions about draining, I will thank any of your corre- 

spondents who may have drained limestone or chalky 
soils, either with pipes or broken stones, to reply to the 
following questions. How many years’ experience 
have they had of these modes of draining ? have they 
ever examined any of their pipe or broken stone drains 
which have been made more than seven years ? do they 
find that the old drains made in this way run as well 

as the new ones? do they use lime extensively as a 
manure? The last question I consider the most im- 
portant, because, although lime is extensively deposited 
by all brooks and springs in limestone distriets, and 
of which any one who has been at Malham and Gordale 
and ascended the gorge at the latter place must have 
seen a striking specimen in hundreds of tons of calca- 
reous deposit which have there accumulated from the 
mere spray of the waterfall. Yet the deposit of lime 
must be far greater where quicklime is extensively used 
in limestone soils, as it is here. It is well known that 
carbonate of lime is very sparingly soluble in pure 
water, whilst water containing carbonie acid dissolves a 
large quantity ; now if quicklime be added to water 
containing carbonate of lime in solution, it immediately 
seizes the carbonic acid, and the lime is precipitated ; 
this property of quicklime was made the subject of a 
patent some years ago by a gentleman whose name I 
believe was Clarke, who entertained the idea that he 
would realise a fortune by purifying the water of Lon- 
don in this manner. I never heard that his expecta- 
tions were realised ; in fact this had long been acted 
upon by the calico printers in this neighbourhood, who 
require pure water for many of their processes. I 
shall be glad to have your opinion as well as that of some 
of your correspondents, on this matter, becauseitappears 
to me that small drains, like those made with broken 
stones or inch pipes, would in such circumstances be 
very soon choked by ealeareous deposits, and if so, it 
behoves persons intending to drain to consider whether 
they are so situated, and rather incur the expense of 
making a wide drain than run the risk of having it 
soon ehoked.— T. G., Clitheroe. 

Fogs and the Potato Disease.—1 can fully corrobo- 
rate the observations of “R. L,” on this subject. In 
the early part of August, 1846, there was not a diseased 
Potato to be found in the North Riding of Yorkshire. 
Late in August, I think on the 25th, a very thick dense 
fog prevailed. The air was not, however, at all chill ; 
but the heat and closeness was most oppressive. This 
continued all night, and anything similar to it I never | 

before saw with so high a temperat It occurred | 
on the following night. nthe morning after the fog 
the whole of the Potato-fields had precisely the disor- 
ganised appearance they have after a night of frost; 
they were dark green ‘and semi-transparent. They | 
soon became black, and the disease followed in a very | 
few days. I was making a valuation for a railway, and 
drove over a light land district every day in various 

they would investigate rather than theorise, some pro- 
gress might be made. I have mentioned the facts 
above to many persons, most of whom noticed the 
peculiar fog.— M. M. Milburn, Thorpfield, Thirsh. 

Drainage, &c.—1 am going to drain a field whose 
soil and subsoil together is about 18 inches deep, and 
lies on a cold clay bottom. I have been accustomed to. 
lay the tiles about 2 feet deep, but this is not half the 
depth advocated in your Paper. What advantage will 
accrue to meif I lay the tiles deeper, seeing that I now 
drain the soil and subsoil? If I m o deeper, how: 
mych? A tenant farmer in Flintshire, says the Chro- 
nicle for last week, has grown 45 tons of Swedish Tur- 
nips per statute acre! No one about me can grow, or 
rather I should have said does grow, more than half 
the quantity, and many not a third. Can you inform. 
me how they were grown, what manure was used, and: 
what quantity thereof per statute acre, and what kind 
ef seed was used ? [Perhaps our Flintshire correspond- 
ent may furnish these particulars.] I would not have 
troubled you to do this, but the heavy losses farmers 
about me have sustained in growing Potatoes have ren- 
dered it necessary for them to cease growing Potatoes, 
to lay land down in Grass, to keep more cows, and 
grow crops of Swedish Turnips for their cattle in the 
winter.—A Subscriber. [Your drains should be deeper 
than 18 inches—they ought to be at least 3 feet—be- 
cause that depth, aecording to Mr. Parkes's theory, 
gives you a greater height and therefore force of water 
above the drains (in wet weather) with which to over- 
come the difficulty it finds in penetrating the elay sub- 
soil. It thus requires a deep drainage, and especially 
in clay soils, to make an efficient one. About sulphuric 
acid and bones you may see a paragraph in last week’s 
aper. 

ida as a Manure.—Two questions are asked in 
the last Number. Ist. If guano being used three or 
four years as manure, does it appear to exhaust the 
land and cause a coarse herbage? I answer that I 
have top-dressed my lawn the last three or four years, 
the beginning of March, on a moist day, at the rate of 
5 cwt. per acre, and found great improvement in 
the quantity and quality of the Grass, and no appear- 
ance of the ground being exhausted. I have used Mr.. 
Potter's, Mr. Brain’s, and foreign Guano ; all answered. 
very well. The 2d question is—Have Potatoes planted 
with guano alone suffered in the same way as those with 
farm-yard manure? I answer they have, as I had both 
in the same field last year. They were a very fine crop 
to all appearance when raising them on the 30th Sep- 
tember ; but on examining they were found infected, 
They were carefully pitted, but all rotted very quickly, 
I have now planted a quarter of an acre in drill 
whole Potatoes, 13 inches asunder. I first put on each 
Potato-a little coal ashes, and having drawn a little 
earth over them, strewed guano all along over them, 
and closed the drills with a covering of 7 or 8 inches, 
The seed was sound. Time only ean tell the result, as- 
I was always of opinion (from constant observation of 
the unaccountable manner in which the finest and most 
healthy looking fields of Potatoes were in 24 hours 
seriously attacked and infected), that no human know- 
ledge can account for the cause, let learned men say 
what they please.—4. Riall, Westgrove, Clonmell. 

Erratum in last week's * Calendar of Operations.” — 
In the comparative experi on cattle-feeding, re- 
corded in p. 749, there is said to be a loss of 9s. on the 
three heifers :— 

fI btalicoatle ‘ease ana Paige. 
152 stone of beef, at 6s. 6d., was .. 

^. £48 19s. 
. 49 8 

Resulting in a loss on the lot of on 0 9” 
instead of a profit. There was an exactly similar blun- 
der about a year or more ago, where a profit was 
stated as a “loss,” In both these instances it appeared 
as though the exp was pred ined that 
there should be a loss, and inverted his calculations. 
accordingly. If it were worth while I could dilate om 
the uselessness of nine-tenths of recorded experiments ; 
there is scarcely one in which some material item is 
not omitted or mis-stated. I fear farmers are not yet 
sufficiently unbiassed in their experiments, which often 
seem rather intended to support a preconceived theory 
than to arrive at truth for its own sake.— From a Core 
respondent. [The error was an accidental republica- 
tion. There can be no scope for any available exercise: 
of * predeterminatiop ” in a ease where the balance for 
or against the favourite practice is so small as to be- 
greatly exceeded by the infiuence of the other circum- 

ional dif- stances affecting the experiment, as lif- 
ferences in the animals tried, &c.] 
ction of Soap-ashes on Potatoes.—This year Mr. 

directions, and the destruction was awful. As soon as | Stevens, a farmer living at Ealing, near the Green Man, 
the sun set the smell of the Potato-fields was so power- | on the Uxbridge-road, planted some Potatoes in land 
ful that we could detect them several yards before we | manured with soap-ashes, the other part of his land 
came opposite to them, and we did not observe one| being manured in the common way. Half of the 
single field which was not affeeted—one the least so had | Potatoes that grew on this latter part were diseased,. 
a north aspect. There was a very striking circum- | and unfit for use, and the remaining half were very in. 
stance, however, also alluded to by “Ri L.” I observed 
a field which had had Potatoes sown with Barley, and 

ferior, and boiled badly. On the other land (in the land 
manured with the soap-ashes), only one-third of the Po- 

several of the ungathered plants had grown in the | tatoes were affected at all, and the unaffected ones have- 
corn, and not a single plant of these, even in the slight- | turned out excellently, boiling mealy and ‘well, and being 
est degree, diseased. I drove past this field until the | in every respect as good as any he ever had. The soil 
Barley was eut, and they entirely sustained their cha- | is very stiff and heavy, and Mr. Stevens attributes the 
racter of freedom from disease. I profess not to ex- | result in this last ease to the effect of the soap-ashes on. 
plain this, nor to build any theory whatever upon it; but the land.— 7. : 

I mention it as a curious and interesting fact, and if| —Beet-Root for Sugar.—Will any of your correspond- 
every writer on the Potato disease would accumulate | ents oblige me by the inf tion, how the tus and 
and publish facts, one of these would be worth ten | workmen are employed, whilst the crop is growing gilt 
thousand theories. My firm opinion is that no one has, | I am not mistaken, the Beet-root becomes deteriorated: 
so far, approached to accounting for the disease, and if | for the purpose of making sugar, as the spring of the 
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year advances, by losing a considerable portion of its 

sugar. If this be the case, there will be about seven 

months during which the manufactory must stand still. 

—Lusor, 
Potutoes.—Soon after the disease appeared my 

Potatoes, which till then had been growing most luxu- 

riantly, were mown, and when the tops were removed 

I observed that the lower surfaces from which they had 

been severed bled profusely. This might seem to 

favour the notion that the disease arose from an excess 

of fluid rupturing the cells, but this cannot be a vera 

causa, for it will not account for all the phenomena, 

The disease manifested itself in some places during the 

dry weather, and in dry soils; and in the spring some 

plants here in a hotbed frame showed it, which had 

never been watered from the time when the sets were 

planted. They lived in an artificial atmosphere, and 

some may say, ‘ then the farmers are in fault ; why do 

they not, if they are to put money into their pockets by 

employing three where they now employ two, why don’t 

they do it? What is the reason they do not employ 

more labour? Itis this. They have not got security 

for laying out their money. (Loud and long-continued 

cheering.) Givethem that security whieh other capi- 

talists have, and you will find that if they can employ 

three men with advantage where they now only employ 

two, they will very soon do it. And their doing 80, 

gentlemen, will be the remedy for that agrieultural dis- 

tress which people are very apt after a good dinner to 

ascribe to other causes. Farmers had not sufficient 

security at present to enable them to carry on 

their improvements. He had. ventured upon the 

former oceasion also to say to them that Scotland was 

50 years in advance of this country. Since 1844 very 

could not be affected by any variations of I 

or humidity. Ifthe operation of mowing, which has been 

so strongly recommended, was at all useful to the crop 

(upon which I can give no opinion yet, because it is still 

in the ground), it was not by cutting off the connection 

between the root and the diseased foliage, but merely 

by draining off the excess of moisture, and preventing 

its regurgitation upon the tubers, for I pulled up many 

scores of stalks which the scythe had left, and uniformly 

found disease in the root or underground part of the 

stalk ; however healthy and solid, and green and sound 

it might appear above the surface, it was always more 

or less hollow, and generally inhabited by various 

insects, plant-bugs, earwigs, the Julus pulchellus in 

abundance, and two or three other sorts, so minute and 

active that I could not secure them for examination 5 

it is clear, however, that this was not the cause, but the 

effect of the disease ; for I have sometimes observed it 

without any insects discoverable by a powerful magni- 

fer. The animals resorted to the diseased tubers either 

for concealment or for food. I may take this oppor- 

tunity of mentioning that the whole Cabbage tribe here 

has suffered material injury from a little beetle which 

Mr. Curtis has obligingly informed me is not, as I 

imagined, the Haltiea nemorum, or Turnip-fly, but an 

allied species called Obseurella. It drills so many 

holes in all the leaves that they look like sieves, But 

my main object in entering upon this subjeet at all is 

to add my testimony to those which you have already 

published in favour of early planting. 1 began the 

experiment last year in the first week of November, and 

followed it up by planting an equal quantity in the first 

week of every month as far as April. They were all 

of the same sort, called here the Shipley White, and all 

were whole tubers of a moderate size. „The ground 

oceupied by each set was 42 yards ; and the produce 

was as follows :— 

Weight of. Weight of 

Sound. Diseased. 
Planted in— —M— d ———— 

lbs. OZ. lb OZ. 

November . 163 .. 23 .. 

December 151 oe 30 

January 182 8 28 . 

February 151 3E 45 
March 161 .. 55 I. 

April 149 . | 60 oe 
CASU Bde et AS aci RERUMS a MS SIUE A 

Thus the first planted produced the greatest quantity 

of good, and the smallest of bad Potatoes, with the ex- 

ception of January, for which I cannot account. With 

the last planted it was just the contrary ; with the same 

exception the increase of disease is uniformly pro- 

gressive. The good Potatoes are better than they were 

last year.—L. V. H. 

Societies. 
TRING AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION. 

Permanent Improvement of entailed Estates.—The 

following is a report of the speech of James A. Gordon, 

Esq.,at the late meeting of this Society. He said: “ Inthe 

year 1844he had stated tothem that unless farmers could 

obtain leases, they could not venture to make expensive 

experiments, such as would be necessary to enable them 

toimprove their land. Since that period he had been 

borne out in his opinion by several eminent persons. 

A noble lord in Staffordshire, he meant Earl Talbot, had 

stated the very same thing at a meeting the other day, 

and he would take the liberty of reading to them an ex- 

tract from a speech made by Mr. Bickham Escott to a 

meeting in Somersetshire supporting the same view. 

And now let me say what I believe to be the first duty 

of landowners, and what would be, in my opinion, a per- 

manent remedy for the distress among agricultural 

labourers. That which I believe is to be the remedy for 

present distress—not only the remedy in ?46, but what 

is in future years to prevent, as far as human foresight 

can prevent, a recurrence of those distresses which for 

the last five-and-thirty years I have witnessed, and 

heard lamented from time to time—is that landlords 

should take care that in letting their estates, they, in the 

first place, let them to men who have the character of 

industry and application to business ; and in the next 

place they should see that their tenants have not only 

energy and activity, but capital to manage the land 

entrusted to them. I know not one farm either of my 

own or any of my neighbours, in which one-third more 

labour might not be employed, profitably to landlord, 
tenant, and labourer. Now, I lately propounded that 

opinion ata party of farmers not so large as this, and 

of different grades, some men of wealth and others of 

comparatively small means. One and all admitted the 

truth of what I said ; and I do not believe there is a 

man at this table, or in this large as: sembly, but who 

agrees in that opinion. Well, gentlemen, if that be so, 

great imp had been made in England, but 

they wanted some new laws in the country to relieve 

them from the fetters which hung upon their energies. 

They wanted to have new laws made to relieve the condi- 

tion ‘of entailed estates. He was himself the possessor of 

an entailed estate in England, upon which he could not 

grant a lease. He had also an entailed estate in Scot- 

land, but there he was under no such restriction, for 

the Montgomery Act gave the requisite relief. The 

consequence was, that whilst his Scottish estate had 

quadrupled in value within a few years, his English 

estate, although it had inereased, had not held anything 

like the same ratio. It had not doubled. He there- 

fore repeated what he said in 1844 in favour of the 

leasing system. The next point to which he would 

refer, was the subject of drainage. He had alluded in 

1844 to the failure of an act brought in by Mr. Pusey, 

the member for Berkshire, for the purpose of facilitating 

the drainage of entailed estates, He had predicted that 

measure would be a failure, and so it had been. In 

five years, only 11 persons availed themselves of its 

provisions, The Duke of Richmond had then taken up 

the matter, and, knowing what had been done on his 

Grace's own estates in Scotland, through the operation 

of the Montgomery Act, he had turned his attention to 

the subject, and Mr. Pusey, with the consent of the 

whole agricultural world, gave up the entire manage- 

ment of it into his Grace’s hands, At that time he (the 

chairman) did not think that there was a person more 

fitted to conduet the affair to a happy termination than 

the Duke of Richmond. He had himself ventured to 

draw up a bill for the purpose of facilitating the drain- 

age of entailed estates, and he had taken the liberty of 

submitting it to his Grace, who approved of the prin- 

ciples, but differed about the details. He showed the 

bill to another noblejlord, who considered that it would 

be a very great boon to the country, The Earl of 

Devon laid his hand upon it at Exeter, and said it was 

the very bill he thought necessary. And in the Trish 

report, it was found that at the very same time the 

issi led a similar bill for Ireland. 

It had also met the approbation of. Lord Brougham, 

he had heard. Shortly after bis interview with the 

Duke of Richmond, his Grace moved in the House of 

Lords for leave to bring in a bill upon the subject, and 

in his speech, which was a very bold one, he had stated 

that by the Montgomery Act farmers were enabled to 

drain their lands in Scotland; that Mr. Pusey had 

brought in his bill for the purpose of giving somewhat 

similar facilities in England, but that it had failed, in 

consequence of its driving those who wished to avail 

themselves of its provisions into the Court of Chancery. 

The noble duke carried his motion for a committee, and 

21 of the ablest men in the House of Peers were placed 

upon it, before whom he (the chairman), as well as 

many others, were examined, He had recommended 

in his bill the working out of its provisions by com- 

mission, He had, in fact, recommended its working out 

under the Tithe Commutation Commission ; but the 

committee resolved not to use that commission for the 

purpose. He was not listened to, He held the report 

in his hand, and the meeting would perceive by some of 

the names what important evidence had been laid before 

the committee. Amongst the witnesses were Mr. Smith, 

of Deanston Park, the engineer, the Duke of Rich- 

mond's own agent, Lord Dueie, Lord Beaumont, and 23 

leading characters of the agricultural world, Mr. Pusey 

amongst others. What, then, was his (the chairman’s) 

surprise to find that the Duke of Richmond’s Act ren- 

dered necessary an application to the Court of Chancery. 

He could not account for such a departure from all the 

duke’s own knowledge and experience, except by sup- 

posing that he had been overruled by the committee. 

But so it was. Under Mr. Pusey’s Act only 11 persons 

had taken advautage of its provisions. Under the Duke 

of Richmond’s not a single one applied. And there 

there they were, with 19-20ths of the whole land of 

England either church property or entailed estates, an 

consequently unable to carry out improvements for 

want of a relieving act of easy access and ready appli- 

cation. The Lords’ committee reported, and after 

speaking favourably of the principles of drainage, and 

making several reeommendations, they, amongst others, 

ded the appoi t, early in the following 

session, (the past one of 1846), ofa committee to con- 

sider and report whether it would not be proper to con- 

fer general powers for the before-named purposes in 

order to enable persons having limited interest in land 

to drain. The Parliament assembled in January, and 

all were aware how deeply important were the topics 

under discussion by eminent persons at the time. He 

did not wish to mention names, but there were two in- 

p in 

designations, the one of ‘the apostate,’ or the ‘arch 

apostate’ (laughter), and the other of ‘the assassin.’ 

However, all knew how deeply important were the 

matters under discussion in the cabinet, and of what 

great and thrilling interest was the statement about to 

be made to the House and the country of the measures 

decided upon. Parliament assembled on the 22d of 

anuary. "Two days before that he (the chairman) had 

taken the liberty, so deeply important did he consider 

the matter to be, of addressing the highest person in 

the cabinet upon it, and stating that unless the Drainage 

of Entailed Estates Bill should be worked by commis- 

sion its provisions would be utterly useless. On the 

morning of the very day, in the evening of which he: 

had to make that most thrilling and important state- 

ment in the House of Commons, of the entirely new 

policy about to be adopted by the cabinet, the minister 

forwarded a note in reply to his (the chairman’s), which 

showed that in the midst of all his business he had con- 

tinued to read attentively the three sides of paper on 

which the letter bad been written. "The Inclosure Act 

Commission was prepared upon the principle suggested 

by him (the chairman), and provision was made in the 

past session for lending out 3,000,000/., viz., 2,000,0007. 

for England, and 1,000,000/. for Ireland, under that 

bill. What was the result? Why, that application had 

been made to the commissioners for the loan o 

46,8571. 3s. 8d. to be expended upon 58,256 acres ; and, 

besides, there were 25 applications from the county of 

Caithness, whilst from the county of Hertford t 

nota single one. They would thus see that Sc 

was 50 years in advance of them. He warned the aris- 

tocracy and landed gentry to take the sting out of the 

entails, or they would lose both it and primogeniture by 

the outery that would be ed.” 

Farmers’ Clubs. 
Bortny.—This Society has published its annual re- 

port for 1845-6. The following are extracts :—* At 

the first meeting, Mr. T. Twynam opened the subject 

for discussion, viz., *On the best Method of Draiuing 

Land as applieable to the mixed Soils of this County." 

His observations tended to show that four methods of 

draining had been practised in this part of the country. 

Alder, or bushes, appear to have been the first mate- 

rials used in draining land ; indeed, some of the writers 

in the ‘Farmers’ Magazine’ attempt to proye the prac- 

tice to be more than 100 years old, and it is still ve 

generally adopted in the strong clay lands of Norfolk 

and Suffolk. Mr. R. Baker,in his prize essay, in the 

‘Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of Eng- 

land,’ gives a very good account of it, preferring Alder 

to bushes, and showing the cost per rod to be 4d. to 5d. 

or about 2/.4s. 8d. per acre. But, as few Alder drains 

will stand more than six or seven years, such a method 

for thorough draining land cannot be for a moment 

recommended ; although, if some tiles or good stones 

were laid in the main drains, very considerable advan- 

tage might accrue from it, when better materials cannot 

be had. Stones appear to have been next resorted to 

as a means of draining land, and when they can be ob- 

tained within short distances, appear to answer well, 

more particularly when roots of trees or hedge-rows are 

to be passed, as we often find tiles, or almost every 

other material, closed by the root entering or fili- 

ing up the drain. A very good account of stone drain- 

ing will be found in. the * Farmers’ Mag ine, reported 

by the steward of the Hon. Henry Clive, wherein he 

states the expense to be from 3/. to 5/. 10s. per acre, 

varying according to the distance of carriage of stone. 

The expense may be fairly calculated to be at least 10d. 

per rod when stones are on the land, and they ought to 

be of considerable size to answer the purpose well; 

110 to 120 rods will do an acre. Mr, T. next pre- 

sented a model of what is termed a wedge turf drain, 

which owes its origin in this part of the country to Mr. 

Charles Osborn, of Fareham, This plan be had him- 

self found to answer very well upon strong clay pasture 

lands, having drained a pasture of about 12 acres on 

Stoke-park Farm,d4 years ago, which is now as per- 

fectly dry as when first done. The plan adopted was 

first to lay in a main drain of large tiles, heading all 

the arms or branches with it by eutting the turf wedge 

shape, and well ramming, taking care to place one or 

two tiles at the end of every branch, to empty itself 

fairly into the main drain, which being placed so as to 

give a quick draught, carries off all the sediment from 

the branches. Particular care should be taken not to 

place the arms so as, to give too quick a run; for, 

should any part of the soil be sandy, or less tenacious 

than the rest, it will cause a washing of the soil, which 

will collect at the meuth of the drain, and destroy it. 

The cost of this description of drain would be about 55s. 

or 3/, per acre, say at one rod distance :— 
160 at 4d. per score. do 2811230, 
Say 20 rods of tiles, at 15. vy 100 
Carriage of materials and expenses OR Dena!) 

£217 0 

This method can be practised with little advantage oD 

arable land, although it is sometimes resorted to On 

very strong clays, as a very fair wedge can there be 

formed, 
«The last method of draining considered was that of 

tile-draining, the greatest improvement that Las ever 

taken place in strong clay farming. Upon level land, 

where it is difficult to find which way the water will 

draw, it can be of little consequence whether the drains 
are put in the furrows or across them ; but when the 

lands are uneven and sloping, Mr. T. considered it by 

dividuals of whom they must all have heard under the | far the best method to put the drains across the fur- 
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rows, , and to place | each drain on ascending th the hill 
sidé, that the top of the first drain should be just above 
the bott om of the second, and so proceed until the top 
of the field is reached. Professor Johnston, in his ad- | 
dress to the Durham Agricultural Society, has given a| 
similar opinion, as well with respect to ‘the depth at | 
which drains ought to be placed in strong land, which 
he considered should be 30 inches. This plan is now 
much questioned by Mr. Parkes and others, who con- 
tend that drains can be advantageously placed at a 
depth of 3 feet or more, and thereby require a less 
number ues drains ; this, however, must depend much 
upon the soil to be acted on, and would little suit the 
great proportion of lands in this neighbourhood, where 
the practice now more generally adopted is, to place the 
drains at one rod apart on very strong lands, varying a 

little according to the subsoil. Experience has shown 
‘that when drains are placed at too great a distance, 
water will sometimes run over, and the land not get 
sufficiently dry. The expense “of draining an acre of 
land can be best ascertained by reference to a table 
published by the Marquis of Tweeddale, in his < Essay 
on Draining,’ wherein he gives the relative expense of 
draining an aere of land, varying according to depth 
and distance. An acre of land drained at one rod apart, 
30 inches deep, with tiles 15 inches long, will cost 
7 7s. 9d. ; but if you save half a rod, and put them at 
4 rod, it will only cost 47. 12s. 4d., thereby showing the 

great adv antage of increased distance where practice 
and experience has shown the land can be thoroughly 
drained by so doing. With these observations Mr. 
came to the foliowing resolution :— 
“That the best method of draining la lands in this neighbour- hood is with tiles and soles, the drains being put ERIS the 

furrows at (in very strong clay subsoil ils) not more than 1 rod or 18 feet from each other, and not more 30 inches deep ; 
but when the d is ene open and porous, we consider iş ae from each o will effectually drain the land.” 

“The Chairmz ae eau that ata former period he should 
have supported the proposition of Mr. Thomas Twynam, 
as he did at that time entertain precisely the same opi- 
nions upon the subject as those which Mr. T. had just 
now advaheed ; and although he had laid down a great 
extent of draining upon different farms, upon heavy 
Soils, at the depth and distance between the drains re- 
commended in Mr. T.'s proposition, yet within these 
few years he had altered his opinion very materially as 
to the propriety Ej shallow draining in strong and level 
land, and had taken up a number of drains and laid 
them deeper, in some cases to the depth of 4 feet, with 
a beneficial result in every case. He would invite 
Mr. T. to alter his proposition, and substitute the depth 
of 40 inehes for 30, with a corresponding greater dis- 
tance between the drains, which should be placed in the 
furrows at right angles to the main drain, It would be 
found that, in draining strong land, increased fertility 
would result from the removal of water to a greater 
depth below the surface. It has been stated that water 
will not readily find its way in strong clay to the depth 
of 40 inches. Now, this may be true in clay land un- 
drained, but, after deep drainage, eapillary attraction 
is diminished, and the clay thereby so alte ered as to 
allow water to pereolate freely to Que d s; inde- 
pendent of this, the deep drain produces a greater body 
H absorbent earth capable of receiving a greater quan- 
tity of rain before any is given off to the drain. To 
prove the correctness of these views of the subject, let 
a hole 4 feet in depth be dug in a field, drained at 4 feet 
deep midway between the drains, and ‘the water will be 
found standing at about 3 feet below the surface.” 

WICKHAM MARKE .—At the late annual meeting of 
this Club, Mr. Mechi EH an excellent speech, After 
dwelling on drainage, waste of manure, cumbrous im- 
plements, stra, ggling hedgerows, &e., he said— 

** The curse cf this “agricultural country is prejudice. It is 
the greatest enemy the farmer has. from nn to county, and what do I Oh, our pigs are the 

not give 3 pos for the Essex pigs!" Ano thet "n 
Grm s, ver saw such pi pigs, as aed your Suffolk 

re orth lo king at! ugo on from one 
iet to another, each of which iene g be the 

est. Now what is that but prejudice 1 “hops to see the time 
when e rent agri RAT 
ness £5) allow t our ci 

> su Rae E 
ds es 
n th "s ESSE oi n 

oiding "iss and also to AUI the strong points 
ihem to their own use. d not think, gen- 

deen, that the farmers SUE his country apply sufficient capital 
to the land, that think they take hog much land in 

magical in the favourite “depth” K six inches, “except in the 
power of a pair of horses to draw the plough and do an acre a 
day? Will any man de M his horses Ae take ae inches with 
a pair, he would not di 1 proof o y farm a 
present which will Sd. you iol nons the E Qs of peep 
cultivation, and it may you in coming to a proper ci 

one part of a field of Masera 
5inches below the rd which 

went nine, that is 24 inches ‘deep ete The o: 
the field was ploughed in the ual eee Both 
done on the same im d bach ED treated in the same 

, how goes on the Mustard ?^ 
Oh, T im SOC RROTEN DEG ber nd T 

c HEU answer?’ ‘Oh, said 
h holly ok 1 Isaid, Iam glad of. it and I hope 
that many nho ior EEN m od crop will be ‘done? 
too, and alter their minds. Many farmers pare Srem no 

i eir own eyes. In the one case the ci 
in height, and as Hels ed qv could be ; in the tue e iHe 
height the crop attai ut 18 inches. The Secretary 

aas seen the 
Y and he therefore is a. wi e ane Whether 

same difference in the Wheat crop to follow 
I have subsoiled in other cases, and I have 

the desired purpose of increasing 
e the round ht 

n know. 
uniformly found it answer 
the crops, But, gi aene woe betid 

9 

who does this without d eep drainage! If h ue subs is Sut 
drainage, he will make his land like the bottom of a pond, and 
ruin his crop. That is a distinction dus obe parti- 
cularly attended to, becãuse ay farmers have condemned 

bsoiling when they ought to ha: ndun themselv: es for Ze 

the roots goin search or this manure, and up my Es Bs it. po 
capillary attraction. We all 
capillary Bomen 
a dry seas herever y n a field he drains 
the EGO ux vos the roots of ne ENE neighbours, 
the corn. The consequence is that your returns in vin present 
season are not near so ene as they proved to be the year be- 
f 'ubjeet of draining i is a vital one to agri- SORA s s of agri- 
culturists, and tj remove their Teui ic: I e done 33 
acres myself, 5 feet deep; it answers penaste and Ti therefore 
recommend ROS todo the same. I think, last year, some oj way as to manure. M Fpr ioo acad Mint Ihad ruined 

e side of the field, nd that we should grow nothin: you promised me you would try half an acre, His isider you. 
Jus e part of the field TE my man remarking | are bound by your own ied: d by the interest you feel in. 

ng eus into that nasty subsoil would be the ruin of | ti Society, to make the tri ould state that the 5 gaps 
No ad pun to come fato Suffolk, On my are opened only 1 ree wide on the surface, and t in 

Biers is no particular difficulty in quy. a depu of 5 
he with only an 18-in EN opening 2 the The cost of that is, 

in honest clay, phere ny pwc ckaxes are ue be Red 6d. pèr pee 
workmen’s labou opened some drains in a feld r ve 0| 

cently called a light $us Ado d tees the appearance 
of the crops that iners was something wrong below. It wa: 
vain I was told that as a hot dry field ; I knew it was a cold 
wet one. I began 2 da and M down as far as 
B rerything was dry. '* There was no water,” the man said. 
Very well, we got. down another foot, and at the depth. of 5 feet. 
up spoui ted a beautiful opting, which is now running, and 
which will run no doubt fi 
in the last foot there Ww another prag. Now, if I had left offa 
4 feet, where would be thi ising up by capillary attraction, 
and not showing peels excepti the case of bad crops? Itis dif 
ferent from to Op-¥ r draining so called, ut you will find 
very often that in rues ve: feet drains for top-waters, you 
will bleed AE springs sthat have been your enemies unknown 
for yea: Vhi i i 
bog D ining. Ihave had som 

not having previously drained the land ese 
Societies are certainly very pe but PURA are not what I 
should like to see them. In Yorksbire there are several 
Societies which select a committee to go round and inspect the 
var RU farms belonging to the various nu andthey then 

repor e is Tauno 

hey v where the 
who choose to follow hs 

example may do fo, Now, gentlemen, T should be happy t 
e this carried out ba i 

ie more satisfactory 5 see the general management of a far e 
than it is to see a few isolated je And t d is no doubt 
f£ wona nd to good fellow: would tend to stimulate 
improvement, because though d Ors might not Qu OM 
with EUNT there is no doubt, if I expect visitors, 
rather look around me to see what they would be likely uo ind 
fault v with, and I should very likely amend it. If this practice 
could be introduced into your Society—it is done in Yorkshire 

e could be added to your 
it would tend greatly to promote im- 

ntlemen, on the subject of draining I have had 
D great deal to combat with—a great difference of opinion, an 
a great ye SEE ice, amounting, Eh SEEN instances, to a 
disbelief of facte. - 1 have had gentlem. o, upon seeing me 
cut the prane UT upon observing the ODDS te drains running, 
have sx , You will never make me bebere due water, can get 
through this ERU soil." hat is a very c nark, but 
itha n made more than onde: om otim ito. here 
OU dd so, I am sure you w ; but, gentlemen, deep 
drainage DEOR ROS) agricultural improvement. If 
earth be the food ‘of plants the more you them of it, the 
better they will grow. It isa TA ON SoA to suppose ‘that 
the roots go QE babar Ort ist ance; we have constant 
evidence that they will go down many feet, but not into un- 

ubsoil When roots come to stagnant 
wa ater, or if heavy ra at ease EM are absolutely turned up 

i oks ti They have instinct if they have 
bre aee ms chide, EN HOM. they can 

find it, and I am quite sure from the result of my practice, that 
deep drainage has made a difference in one field of a quarter of 
Wheat am: of straw per acre on Ex past ern dry season. 
Thave eyo aeldawviichisome of y entlemen, saw last year 

t were growing Wheat this. eoe ac ene inole 
alain 18 inches and well manured ; the other was uae 
fest with 1-inch pipes, 3 BE apart, a very strong br ck c 
The Wheat in one case wa: t high; in the ds 

E he dios Sem in the quantity of 
hat I have Siete. ne quarter per acre and a load 
The shallow-drained field looked the best all the 

manure. I said to m; inan 
Y zn Bo to ASTY fa he 

heat du me,’ 
"m ate was Pg heat for them.’ When 

ned turned out yellow naturally 
nted to go down, they wanted to moye, 

eee aSa 

it was little more than oani 
corn was wh 
of straw, 

o go down into stagnant air and stagnant water, 
W PG wi d Pu result? The Wheatin the other field having the 
advantage of deep drainage, be scame Ru crop of the two. 
puhi ch is the cheapest draina get aimage. Itis 

oer than the shallow. I dra my my clays aci tually 3 33 feet 
, with Linch. “pines the cost of this was 
Thave reason to believe that i interest 

wu ount ys at least from 5i "cent. on 
the investment annually, Well, [Rus then I En should 
itnot be done? I believe Se is 5 A MED last 
year, and I am happy to say t] y ely—that 
the water all pa: through RO and except i in tbe Dur Gone 
case of a very heavy shower—for the pipes run like pumps. 
Whatis drainage todo? To carry off the water we see? ‘That 
S a very aul part of its operation. Wa eave! alway 

dered our enemy ; an abundance of. water Tis alway RE 
Tonia Fed, our enemy on heavy land. Now I am prepared to 

proportion to their c: e is, the best use 

farm to the utmost extent of profit in these days, 
chasing artificial manures—guano, for Bon dr B eta nt 
fields, thus avoidi ing cartage ; and a larger quantity for his near fields with deep cultivation, and better agricultural “oodles 
E s 
enone ee a ERU Krebs manner, 

idered guano p: lf in the dud 
the TED uy that he has now 100 CE ER Wh 

(T udi od 

Rye-grass or AIR without. 

tale per day. 
E normous 

ponad oft 
ns whats the resul both of roots and of Wh uate 

cause every two 

a E a E EE E & 

TUE 

et = E E w 
proper thing. 

ever was made in agriculture. 
his ground 5 inches or 6 inches, you ‘will ap 
garden to 15 inches or 20 inches depth. 
he says, ‘I can grow better crops in my garde: n by deep culti- 

How UM then! Ifthe one Sparauion be right 
ides, if increased depth of cultivation 

be injurious, you must carry out the principle and say that two | inches are better than three R AE and that Tona inch is vun | than two inches ; and cin you mus Besa and i 
course of time there would be i5 cultivation at al Tsay y ou | Jil must carry outthe principle of deep cultivation, T hat is iere I 

Lm Geet his 
If you ask him why, 

prove that water is the very best friend we have; and that, if 
our land be thoroughly and deeply drained, we never can have 
too much of it, m prepared to prove—and at harvest, 

tha t wateris me 

v ben 

es ‘bat the aeg © are the rains from he vest Bue si ADhe tat tion, pro ding we allow Mes to pei 
down bns with ammonia, car bonic, acid, and other gases, 
and iscnidam the subsoil ee ud OPI enema Galion d 
Dinationg: And there is T most particular use in the 

cent of water through thesoil, and that is, that it is theonly 
ier of heat. downwards, Nothing you can pen rry heat 

podes it robs the air of its 

nd warms the subsoil. Tiat is one 
oft thomostinporantoper ARLOAN GE Water! Insummerthe surface 
ofthe mm is often 136°,the subsoil at the depth o aft about 

t the water falling on weil drained land passes down to 
the diae) leaving TEE it the heat it contained. That is a 

all know the warmer 
Well, then, gentle- 

make water furrows 
op to carry it omar instead T gatum 

drains WERE Which not only carry away tl ren. 
rains, but a ern eos of the soluble mo of our manure that 
lie near the t Iknow perfectly well that, on undrained 
land, if you ut a top-dressing of f soot, and there happens to 
come in the course of. Ts da; 
T called, you bave the e mortiicstion to find n 

at soot travelling down your ditches rather faster than you 
tke to see it. But if the land be thoroughly drained and porous 
like a sponge, the particles of manure find their way down ; 

aie Fen 

here who, I c 
pene a 

enough here. Vad wear 
must make = Hole: first. 5 een deep ; and th. en have Aaa Germ following ol you 
2 dud do. W e rise in at until it stands within 

rface. You will then have to make thr ree or four such 
fue at various paints where it is proved from the appearance 
of vegetation that t] hese holes will also fee 
likely. fill. NS one now we want to get rid of that 
water. To do tl M od must oes drain in the bill US these 
holes and below their level. And when you find that the water 
flows into your drains and ‘hat ie holes ce not hold any more water, you may then conemde safely that you have done the 
business as it ought to be. ERE there ne diffi- 
culty in laying pipes in these boiling sands, whi h Eu very 
oftes nare. The only way to do it in dificult cases, is to have a 
skeleton arch, or some such protection; then lay a yard of pipes ; put some straw in first, and then load them with ea:th 
to keep them from being forced out of thei the 
water ; um en put fresh 
on 1 making them Sigrid and thus Bu 

g 

i remain in the 
sponge, by A a eaS WO You find if you put a drain 

bog at 10 or 11 feet Apu When the water has left that. 
bog and you have covered it, A a 2s. you ought to do with heavy 
earth, you will find that the i ead of being 10 dene from. 
tue surface, will probably e EA dua 6 ten The bog dries asa 
sponge dries. A dr always more shrunken and 
smaller than a wet one. takes placein boggy ground and 
in strong clays, but only in a pui degree, becauseitis the 

ansion of particles by stagnant water 
tenacity to clay we so often see. 
from ito clay by a deep 5 find not only that 
the roots take possession of the aqu. but ss the worms will go 
down and bore ten thousand little holes, which serve 
pipes for the water to the top. as are lookin to the lower 
clay, as s they Were Safe of the change of air a pe 
The is that f land instead of being like. wie loam or 
pire xy SA up m a piece of short cake. at is ins ine 
with mine now. But I am fearful of going Pach I 
T es; PU upon your patience. (Shouts of DE on,’ oe ap- 

lam very glad to a that Bude er rn so much earth ; 
I js e bur nt a good deal, n conscientiously say with 
profit to myself. Bat the nc of agricultural improvement is 
not confined to the farmers' pocket, There are a great many 
classes dependent on the farmers. 
lords. e know sometimes that good madori tant t get their 
rents. n kind feeling towards tenants sometimes causes 
them to give up a portion of what is really ien right. I have 
known instances of it ; Bir eds i ED the better the farmers. 

ey afford to pay. ‘Then there are 
be! ue Mar Sn are off the better they 

, bu! t not least, there are the labourer: 
a à delightful consideration that as labour is applied in improve- 
ments itis the happy means of affording the labo d future 
Soployment with cheaper bread, and herois pu 
wages elieve they form me basis on which oe rests. 

there is no other oceupation in BLON: quarter so mueh capital 
is invi Bad, gentlemen, will it be then for this 
uen its ence ceases to be remunerative ; 

t tell you that the want 
Capitali and as the converse of the p 
fit that is made, the more 
men, it is the losses on miM lands by $ aree SE 

bdo loss 

Hum why every one counected with him, and eade the 

e 
e Gf valdstbnlas regards incoming 

be the means of calling forth a large amount of 
provements, tha 

t with great truth, 
landlor: 

effect of swell + egulated cod 
st ete would 
capital for agricultural im 
I believe I may say th. 
tlemen, I believe that the 

such occupations, His G ord, who is a 
noble mple o his country, and who is managing his land 
with am PIOS to himself, grants ong leases at corn E determinable e Average value of wheat and barley; h drains all his Tinte lands and pA them six per cent. for 
it; and too happy are they to pay that rate of interest upon the 
capital so expended, He does not allow a: any obstinate man to 
say he will i do it, because he makes him do it by the terms 
of QUOD © ae a pretty good per centage, ) 

am sure every farmer can afford to pay 
his ianea es per cent. for such improvements as are com. 
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nage. TE is a fa 
h 

doing 
talk Boe he is 

g is progressing in 

are straight, and there are no shori ^j md But tl is also 

another part of the question: ay vr tenante very 

often neglect fu nd decidedly 

insert in the a pa e that when 

a tenant has got good and subs er paiaina ae should be 

bound to keep them in good and substantial, not tenantable, 

ey Fair play is uH If landlords do ‘all that i is DCN 

sary to their tenants, the tenants are bound to do all Rum 

ae aa I have now 

favour to eome over again 

proceedings, when the crops are growing, I shall be very happy 

to see you. I feel thatthe publie eye is upon me, and that if 

I make a mistake, I shall not only deserve but receive severe 
‘public censure, I know, and Isay it with sorrow, that E 

are—but not in this assembly—old-fashioned farmers w 
e ould rejoice to see me fail in T Sndo danes ped poer 

Fools that they are!—Fools that they are! I not offered 
eda them so that they may grow more and make more 

t you know there are a few ignorant, conceited, 
a | individuals, who would rejoice to say that I had 

din my Boose But gentlemen, I am happy to say 
appy to say His the roots ay, eat 

this year have shown themselves to s good a: 
showed some of you, my friends, over Qn heath. > "Ipswich 

Paper. 

Notices to Correspondents. 

ADDRESS "WANTED—H. C— Will you be kind enough to give us 

your address? A correspondent of ours wishes to communi- 

cate with you. 
‘CURE ron pe Suerp-rot—T Fall—Y our announcement should 

as an advertisement. 
Turry-Acng Farm—R A T—If not in a bleak situation, the 

hedges should certainly all be lev elled, and the ditches, with 
a drain first placed in each, all filled up. The land need 

o open ditches, unless Eme i aA natural stream 

through it too large to make E 
GaAs Lime—A Constant Reader—I a will, a0 back you will 

find repeated answers on th EUNTES Two waggon loads 

per acre reine after an eee a some months to the 

air is a useful under any and 

especially so to soils so destitute of earthy or calcareous 

matter as peaty soils. 

Grass Sreps—J R—Sow in April over a young Barley crop 

just as it Men through the. land, and usb: harrow them 

our purpose—a two-year old or a permanent 

uius "n us 
if they will dissolve in sulpharie 

acid, they ‘vill t be: d better for the addition, and it will re- 

duce them to a form convenient for application 
cadem ARXTICHOKES— cannot make 2s, 6d, per 

bushel of them by fatting pigs on them ; therefore you had 
better sell them and buy Swedish Turnips, Barley- Re Pol- 

—T e W—You may cut it again before winter, if now 

gh. 
MuK ax E LL 0n—We have never heard of iron milk 

pans, and nee inii them quite out of the question. 

About churns, we do not profess to let ow haabesps alwery, 
uA. one is made by Messrs. Attwood, of Lewes, but it is 

mall. 
eme DnamiNG—R A T—The pipes Sees no ‘percolation 

ly join on to one another. And to hinder 
ee n “shold be rammed 

s have Lise 

ny iet less ex Yan ience of greaves 

so, “how should 
‘We: pe ali it should 

ley per 
Kawade will 

Your 
very 

antim 
mot De imn J all 
lb. as food f 
do very well, red iila be given boiled or steamed. 
Observation on the present erop of this root is, we fear, 

extensively correct. 

Sarr Mrink—Piedmont—Your dairymaid “tells” you. You 

should have personal evidence of so singular a fact. We 
e must be some error. As "regards tolls, the 

course to pursue is to under Protest and summon the 

gatekeeper. Consult your lawyer first. 
R A 2 W B Hs" two horses 

nol ot f ensptopod in the 

would, 
Rondte. dt MP sging hos annum; for about 20. 1. Dom 

acre, should suffice i the land. In addition to thi: 

and harvesting, the use of the hoe, &c. ore qué pe ais 

41, 83. Your farm will be taken up by “ M is "soon. About 

fences, we have given directions for Voc cut: 

SHORT-HORNED ERE er—At 30 OPE they puha to 

be fully grown, and they will readily become fit for 

butcher in 6 months eli put up on roots and good hay. 

SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF HAy—A Subscriber—From p to 12 cubic 
wil weigh a ton. One cubic yard in the bottom of a 

BE will often € os eect as spied in the toj 

autu 'umn. om id soluble venim in sp! 

*.* Communications reaching town after voeem cannot 

"pe answered the same week. 

Markets, — 
ATO: ~—SouTHWARE, Varrar S Nov. 

The supply to this M during the p week was ver; x 

modera! uence of the Sagen supply of 

vegetables, and the Shee E supply to the town markets by rail- 

way, this market was excessively fheavy, and there was little 

or nothing done, except for some pes the best papper nferior 

samples were offered at reduced prices, ew ales were 

effected. Trade was dull at the iomas quotation: 
York Regents, 120s to 1408 Kent ond Essex Regents, 140s 
Do. Shaws, 1205 jo. Shaws, 1208 
Lincolnshire Regents, 120s to 1408 Do: ian neys, 1208 to 1408 
Do. Shaws, 1208 French, 1103 to 120s 
Do. Kidneys, 1108 

HAY.—Per Load of 36 Trusses. 

TTHFIELD, Nov. 12. 

Prime Mead.Hay 708 to [4 Hay — sto —s|NewClr, —sto —s 
Infr.New& Rowen 50 eilear 70 100 [Straw | 30 36s 

Jonn Coors, Salesman, 

WHITECHAPEL, Nov. 13. 
Fine Old Hay - 60s to 80s| Old Clover 1058 t0110% 
EnferlürHay - —— m= DInfn , 0— -<>l Straw 285 :t0:895 
New Hay New Clover 80 105 

'UMBERLAND MA: ov. 12 

Prime Mand. Hay  758to 82«| Old Clover 95s to 100s 
Inferlor . 60 Inferiordo, 80 88 dw 83» «o 468 

raw Hay = New Cl E 
Ji 

ai 
set Hope at lata prices, 
pruson of See, Hop Hactors. 

PS, 

‘There is an -x:erelve demand for all k 

ir per | COVENT NT GARDEN, Nov. 14.—Both Fruit and Vegetables are 

lentiful; but trade is far from being brisk. ine-apples are 

sufficient for the demand ; but Grapes both English an
d Foreign 

are somewhat scarcer. 

price since our last re 
plentiful. Nuts are suffi BS 

and the latter plentiful: 
little in price. 
Celery is good: in quality. 
tuces and 
able quantities of 
Cut Flowers 
mellias, Pelargoniums, Gardenias, Oz 
Azaleas, and Roses. 

ient for the demand, 

scarcer, and there is little demand for r Filberts. 

scarce. Of Vegetables, Cabbages, Cauliflowers, &c. 

Carrots and Turnips nave PERS but 

eans remain nearly the 

Good Potatoes a 

other Salading are good and plentifol ; 

Horseradish 

chiefly consist of Heaths, 

Apples and Pears have not altered i in 

ranges are g more 
Walnuts are 
Lemons are 

are good, 

s last week. 
Let- 

consider- 

continue to be Mead. 

Jasmines, Ca- 

Violets, spacial: 

FRUITS. 

tehen, 
Pears, i pda PIT 
Oranges, ver "dozen, 25 to 3s 

per 100, 14s to 29s 
Berberries, pex b£-ay., 5 
Lemons, yer dozen, ls 6d to r4 

Lemons per 100, 10s to’ 20¢ 

eet Almonds, per lb. 
Filbers Bnglish,p. 100 ME i 3» 
vts, Cob, Ber 1001, 95 to 
-- Ban 

— Spanisl ^ 
Walnuts, per bushel, 16s to 240 

VEGETABLES, 

Cabbager, per doz., 6d to 
red, per doz, 1 to 38 

Broccoli, per doz., 6s 10 12 
let 

l, 
Jan d "per bushel, 2ato 48 KI 

Turnlps, per doz., la to 2r 
Re 

Leeks, per doz,, ls to 2s 
Celery, par bundle, 6d to ls 6d 
Carrots, per doz., 8rto Gs. 
nions, vid bushel, 5s to 8i 

Spanish, per doz 1s "6d to 4s 
Shallot, per lb., 6d to T 

Garlio, IU to 8d 
Spinach, per sieve, 1s to 1s 6d 

Brussels Sprout 
Lettuce, Cos, per score, 8d to 

S Snc Jaga to 3 

Endive, porjacore, 6d t0 i 
Radishes, per 12 bunches, 1s tolesa 

pottle, 9d to le 8d 

= 
ae irsley, per iach, 1 

Roots, per isle lsto ls 6d 

SMITHE is MONDAY, Nov 3. —Per Stone of 81bs, 

Henv sente Herafords, os 4s Oto 4s 4 | Best Kong-woois. -~ = 48 8105 0 
Best Short Horns Disso (shorn) des 
Second quality Boasts = 8 03 $i wor and v second quality 4 9 46 
Q: 4 PI d ET jve 
Beat Doran iue 50 5 1 

2 RB T Lambe, 
Be 

consequently make 
thing quotable over 4s 

on offer 

rather improved for pig 

ugh 3 ae sea 
efie 
ds 43 Ín most Gates, a 

v arrivals from 
Ing nearly 1000 head ol 
ca d 

e dà Jemand excerdingly limited 
o price for the chalet qualities. 

hw of meat. m 
ad ihe beet «Shear none A. Mo 

iue d and Germany ee Yer 
"he 

The weather being good, trade is 

may, Nov. 1 
The supply, of Beasts is con siderable 

nd and Germany, gaa eos Spain. The 
po foreign, there being 431 from Holla 

sold—bus our 

"The best. porne, ently mi 

4» Bà. The for calves 
is 8d—& ve d HONS ane ra te mi rs 

so plentiful, «nd the weather being go d; 
1174; Sheep and Kainos 3610; Calves, 158; Pi 

ia Eoria 7, however, are 

py "about. gd-por ti 
SER ithfelà 

K-LA] Mox " 

The supply bE English Wheat byl and carriage samples was 
moderate this morning ; factors were neverthele: compelled to 
accept a reduction of 25. upon the White, and 3s. per qr. upon 

the Red, at which a part remained unsold late in the day. Free 

Foreign was a slow sale at a declineof 2s. per qr. upon the 

ay last. Bonded was inquired after 

for France at 58s. to 59s. per qr., the former being offered for 

Red Wheat.—Barley, all but the very finest quality, must be 

written at 1s. Per qr. cheaper.—Old Be pes espe aed of a 

large supply, were 1s. to2s. and new 1s. wer.—English 

White Peas enne 2s, per qr. ; 
were in fair request. — Oats, PU 

quoted 1s, lower, with a dull sale.—In bari 
former value, and 

Irish, must be 

Barley, Malting and dist piaga sis 42s Chovaller 
Oate, Lincolnshire ani 
— Nertounibes rlan nd and Scotch 

but Toria Ec their 

y offered ; but Pd 
on reduced terms. 

H, PER ee QUARTER, $. 8. 
otc : te 60 64 ed 57 

Yorkshire 60 White 54 63 
49 49 > Grind. 85 88 

Polands 28 34 ^ Feed 29 
«ed 37 30 Potato 32 85 

Potato 

Male, que, ship 
Rortiord and nu 

Beans, Mazaigan, o 
Pigeon, Heiivoland 

Pons, White 

secondary dtes cea 

NT 
old ånd new E E AV "Pick 38 48 Harrow 38 45 

. 44to 48 Winds 55 70 Longpod 38. 46 
Gray < 88. 48 

for this c 

being taken for export to ‘France, for which latter the demand 
increases.—Barley is a slow sale, and allbut the very finest 

qualities are the turn QA —Beans ae unaltered. hite 

cheaper.—Flour re 

ions.—F o: non meet an im- 

quired after, unless god or on ae coast. 

IMPERIAL AVERAGES. 
Wheat. |Barley.| Oatc. | Rye. | Beans.) Pena. 

Oct, aper Quarter.) 54s 0d) 36s 9d 241 8d| 36r bi| 48s 4d| Abs 4d 
dani CLOG AARP MCN 87 94 | 35 9| 48 7| 46 7 

i7 wii aio] aa 8| 35 d| aa 3| 45 B| 47 
ipse 6010| 40 2| 26 6| 39 0j 45 9| 4810 

oder » 61 9} 4 97 0| 41 1| 46 1 | 50 8 
Nov. 7s « | 62 3 443 | 5 | 46 6| 5011 

6 waeks! Aggrog. Aver. | 598 | 29. 

| Duties on Forelgn Grain 4 ^ 

Fluctuations in last six 

Gs 8 Los I pose i7 xu E Genesi] “Nov. 7. 

EEDS 
50s to 61e 
0 43 Canary 3 vp qr 

Caraw: t 
Glovers "Red, Euh de 

a Whee, Bnglish pm 
Coriander 209.16 
Hempseed - r. 84 8 

Lins ord SES po t Bl 5 
altice - - » 45 46 

Z Cakes, Eng. per 1000. 4018 5 

QN 
1 Linseed Cakes, Foreign pit ton te 1t 

stard, White, pi 

Rees, 5 Bnglish, per last at E 
Rape Cakes 
Sainsfoin 
Tares, Eng., winter, p. bush "n 

QEoreim = utm 

Turnip’ (toocenviable fora Giotto 
ORD AN. 

Sales by Auction. ` 

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, MARKET GARDENERS, 

A S CONTRACTORS, ÅND OTHERS ENGAGED 

M ESSRS. NPROTHEROE AND MORRIS have re- 
DS instructions to submit to MU Competition, on 

onday, 16, and following days, 11 o'clock, a large 

PORTION, oF the densely stocked NURSERY of Wm. DENNIS 

and Co., King’s-road, Chelsea, the ground being required for 

immediate building after Chri: m pee The stock consists of 

10,000 Aucuba japonica, Irish I i large Privets, and 

an immense quantity of sindira, half- standard, pilar and 

dwarf Roses, in great variety; the largest co 
Gooseberries ever grown, in upwards o va 

Mulberry Trees, Hower 

Shrubs, Herbaceous Plants, &c. May be viewed three days 
Broi to the Sale, and Catalogues had ofthe principal ‘Seeds: 

men, on the premises, and of the Auctioneers, American Nur- 

sery, Leytonstone, 

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS. 

ESSRS. PROTHEROE anp MORRIS will sub- 
E mitto Publie Competition, at p M Ea E 
tholomew-lane, on Wednesday, Nov. 18, 1846, 
m class collection of Nae BULBS, com] 

with bloom bui ds &e.— DS ani 

Gatalenies had at the Mart ; idi of iile nos American 

Nursery, Leytonstone. 

e CAMELLIAS, Fite E d E "RHODODEN- 

RON ARB RE NE CLAUDE pe BAVAY 

LUMS, AN: PAS k STANDARD ROSES, CONSIGNED 

FROM Pedes a FOR ABSOLUTE SALE. 

PROTHE ROE AND MORRIS will sub- 
gue Public Competition, at the ction Mart, Bar- 

tholomew lane, on Thursday, Nov: 19, 1946, antl following day, 
t 12 o'elock (by order of M. L s Van Hout te, Nurseryman 

BET Floristto the King of the EBOI ELONE) mere 2500 CAMEL- 

LIAS, fine healthy plants, consisting of all the approved varie- 

ties, beautifully furnished with bloom-buds. Also Ghent 

s, Rhododendron pred WEN Claude de Bavay 

Plums, fine Standard Roses, &c.— May be viewed one day 

prior to the Sale (at the Y Mart), where Oe atoetes may be had ; 

and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone. 

ROSE TREES, CHESNUT PLANTS, &c. &c. 

N R. W. TOMPSETT has received “instructions 
from Mr. S to Sell by Auction, on FRIDAY, No- 

VEMBER 27, 1846, upon his grounds at BRENCHLEY, KENT, 

the remainder of the ROSE TREES and other Plants wich 

were left unsold last yeng in consequence of the wetness of 

the days appointed for the sale. The plants consist of 3000 

Send and Half-standard Rose Trees, warf Roses, 

400 large Portugal Laurels, 60,000 very strong Seedling Ches- 
nut Plants, 2 aid 3 year old Seedling Qui cks and Oaks, 200 

Firs.of rare kinds, and other plants. he Standard Rose 

Trees are à selection of the most beautiful kinds, which will 

i each dozen containing 12 different sorts, 

‘ies, of various sorts. 

plants will be divided into small Lots. The sale will com- 

mence exactly at 10 o'clock. The grounds are 7 miles 

from Tunbridge Wells, and 3 from Paddock-wood Station of 

the Dover Railway. 

roO LET a NURSERY —Great Bargain.—The Pro- 
prietor of the Edmonton Nursery being compelled shortly 

to leave the business in consequence of an engagement pa 

where, is induced to offer it at the following very 
terms. The whole of the Glass Erections—about 4000 foot; 
about 3000 Plants in pots, the remaining Stock ol 

greens, &c., Lease, Fixtures, 

and immediate possession granted, a 

Christmas next. The rent, inciuding Cottage, Shop, and 
about two acres of land, 307. per annum: i 

The land is stocked with Fruit-trees, which on. 
an average DER nearly the EUG S rental. For further 
particulars apply to Messrs. H. Low 

sery, or P the Pro rito on pT preteen. 

ton, Middlesex, Nov. 1 

E DREIGN AND BRITISH SHEET AND CROWN 
GLASS, for Horticultural and general purposes, to be 

had in biete as imported, of 100 and 200 feet each ; 

Pantiles, 1 Propagating and all kinds Ab Hor- 

ticultural Glasses. Solent Brushes, Ecs of the best 
ES ELPHICK'S, EA battlenet 

OA: throwing fours 10 percent. more than any other. cna 

hitherto used ; and also to the ERO nA reduction recently 
made in the price ; ; Partus & H have the pleasure to 
announce that they have made arrangements y with the manu- 

facturer for a constant supply of the above articles, and are now 

ready to deliver them at the tunder-mentione } prices 
ach—s. aci 

12inchesin diameter .. . 5 g inches in diameter 

> 6 » 
1077 ey d i EAN 2 25 2 
When a dozen are taken at once no charge m made for pack- 

ges. British and Foreign Sheet and Horticultural Glass 

ALPE 12, Panton-street, Haymar! arket. 

OWER-POTS AND GARDEN SEATS. 

m MORTLOCK, 250, Oxford-street, respectfully 

m t OF E jie EE 
MAS y) 

OU Greenhouses, Conservatories, Garden. Terraces; Encaustic, 

VARIETY. May be seen at Messrse 

PARKER AT' i Surrey-: n P oroin of Bt 

Agents to Messrs. MINTON 0., the E 

ERATEN: Patentees of the PORCELAIN UT TONS, 

cheaper and more durable than Mother-o’-Pearl, 
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TO. THE Nonumy, MRNA AND. PLANTERS GTEPHENSON w AND CO i, evibesohucehi Street, 61 > 

London, and 17, New Park-s Street, Southwark, Inventors RTHUR MACKIE “hegel do an that his List | and Manufacturers of the Improved CONICAL and DOUBLE of prices for FOREST AND ORNAMENTAL. TREES, OYE INDRICAL BOILERS, respectfully solicit the attention of FLOWERING AND EVERGREEN SHRUBS, &c., is now | scientific E ue a ready for delivery; and can be had on DOS applying the Ta 
egs to call the attention of gentlemen in ag neigh- 

bour thood of London to the great facility ordo the Nor- 
folk Railway for the cheap and s speedy transit of Nursery 
goods ; and still further to meet the views of his London cor- 

has made for the delivery of all 
een of Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, &c., free to any part 

MSS 

eus Sue any required degree wi 
. & Oo. have sit to state that at uest of numerous 

Sende they are now making their Boilers T Iron, as well as 
Copper, by which the cost is reduced. e Boilers, which 
are now so well known, scarcely require peau but to 
those who have not seen them in operation, prospectuses will 
be forwarded, as well as reference of the highest authority ; or 
tl may beseen at most of ee LE s seats and principal 

o have | Nurseries throughout the kinga 
S. and Co, beg to inform the ist that at their Manufactory eir orders. The tight by Noi toll "Railway to | in New. Park-street, every ar ene for the construction ania ore. 6d. per ton, The Ely and Peterborough line is | of. Hortic cultural Buildings, as well as for heating them, may be expected to be opened shortly, which will give access to the | obtained upon the most advantageous pee’ midland om ties Conservatories, &c. of Iron or Wood, ei likewise a very extensive stock of fine Whitethorn ornamental designs. 

and Blackthorn suited for Enclosures, Railway Fencing, &c., Fences, Wire Work, 
and well SERA Ms RR aS of cont aoo ze Aen E 3 

fees "vec Lr MI eie T-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING largely engaged us p to the subjoined list of a few i T eh DN T 
Sync sare ohne abou CHURCHES, and MANUFACTO ES, upon improved princi- 

d upon the most 
Seren Palisading, Field and Garden f 

SL 

CHEAP AND DURABLE ROOFING. 

BY HER ROYAL LETTERS 

MAJESTY'S PATENT. 

F MNEILL & CO., of Yes Buildings, Bunhill- 
+ row, Tous n, the Manufaeturers and ee Mee of LT FOR ROOF 

At the Great National Agricultural Shows, it is this Felt 
which has been Hx e and obtained the Prize, andis the 
Felt pues 

ER POR 8 Woops AND FORESTS, 
areen BOARD OF ORDNANCE, 
HONOURABLE Past INDIA COMPANY, 
HONOURABLE COMMISSIONERS OF Coeons, 
Her MAJESTY’S ESTATE, ISLE OF WIGHT, 
R J pu on the Estates of the Dukes of Sutherland, Norfolk, ,; Rut. 

and, Neweastle, Sedes a Buccleuch ie Richmond), the late Earl Spencer, an 
d at the Royal orion ral S Society's House, Sando id 

um is half the price of vus oe description of Roofing, and effects a great Tee of T n the construction rof Roofs, Made to any Sou by 32 Erb ius 
CE ONE PENNY PER SQUARE Foor. 

sucapiea? im Directions for its Use, and Testimonials, s ct and with references to Noblemen, Gen- 
an uilders, AES free to any part of the s by post executed, 

«ar The Public is respect cautioned that the SUY Works in Great Britain where the abovi ig is made, 
QE iir cH co's 

Patent Felt M: , Lamb’: , Bunhill-row, Lon- 

Per 1000. 1620.000 | ples, and at very m moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and 
are taken. | EDWARD BATU EY, 272, E 

E PORE D. and E. BAILEY dis Berets OH timeto the HR T $5 $ | $p% | tiow of this subject, and had much experience in tae erectio Chesnuts, Spanish, 1 oe feet 2 p apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, » Dy Sad poe Dea] ADO © | e EA EE TN a Horse, 1 b 2 feet 20:70 EE heating not only very efficient, but very simple, and have com- 2 to 3 feet 40 0 t Werl ability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. ae pruce, $ is e nis TENGO 6 ney have erected apparatusin England, Scotland, and Ireland 25. 05: 99. 9 1 onis many noblemenacdeehtieman, imdthaye hadith Sagas i» HUE ‘bushy, o be employed by the Horticultural Society of London, i in Sive site An Shrubberies, h executing the works of their splendid Conservatory erected a 
12 "i o . Barney also construct in metal all descriptions of 20 Toa een d RR and Sashes, invite Nobleme 30 Gentlemen, an e Pul blie, aH the inspection of their ariens 20 drawings and "P at 272, Holborn, where they have the : 30 opportunity of exhibiting, amongst other metal works, an ex- Hornbeam, oe feet 25 tremely complete and convenient kitehen ay or range 3 feet 40 po dapted forthe continued EGER y of hot wa arrange- Maple, 1to 2 feet n 20 : ment of the oven more complete than has hitherto been. brought Oak, common, 1 e 2 Teet | 27 25:0: || before,the publie ‘ » » 2 3 feet 40 35 0 D. an BAILEY were the first to introdace Gud cur- 

2 X P vilinear ghee to horticulturists, and can refer to the Con- 3 Levant or "ty fo it | 40 ^" — [servatory attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, 7 25 2103feet ..| 60 EE besides many others in this country, and on the Continent. S & SHRUBS. | Per 100. | Per 1000. and E. BAILEY have prepared a quantity of the Galyanic imu dE r A DRE. AUT inde Peotoctue Md du QR ready for immediate delivery ; Junipers CUR a they beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for 
ti T 14 80 0 Orchidaceous or other Houses where SASO is constantly, or Laurel, common, ane feet 20 120:0; | |.at interval, équisedpatidzWBIGh Ry bo'sean ab their M An. 

2 ty to + ped very fine . 40 aM factory. 
Box-tree, 1 to 2 feet 10 80 0 

ori aga 1 to 2 feet 30 £12 HORTICULTURAL BUILDING AND HEATING BY Rea Cedars, 1 foo: 25 £8 HOT WATER. 2 fee 50 
3 fee: 65 " 

Oak, Fulham od Duconibe, 2 to 3 feet | 150 T 
Privet, Evergreen, 1 to af 6 40s. 0d. 

12 70 0 
Rhododendron ve 9 to 12 inches 25 £8 
Arbor-viti, (em (pyramidal) .. 25 £8 

Roses, Standard, C sorts (left to my 

HS Dy, QUT sorts defi ̀ ‘to my 

E 

$5" e"$sdosegB9eccssoscos eas LoocSoas 

z 

ch $ 0 
Duct Sd ounce. (eG 
Norwich Nursery, Norwich. 

THE TANK SYSTEM, 

OEE &c., Gloucester- 
] WEEKS D: uc 

* place, King's. Chelsea, HOTT TOUSE BUILDERS and HOT- WATER o ATUS MANUFACTURERS, most eg to inform the Nobility, detis Ae Horticul- turists, that they have erected on their prem the pur- pee ohinspagdion, a variety of Hothous 
serv s, Pits, &c., where. all the vari ments of MON can be seen. Their Hot-w 
also erected, and kept in constant action in various Hothouses, 
Greenhouses, Pits, dc. ts the whole principle of Top and Bottom Heating can 

Gri eenhouses, Con- 

m their Hot-water Apparatus to be 
to which heat is applicable, Boilers 

ited to heat a range of Forcing- s 300 feet in length, with a small quantity of fuel, and only to require ajepton once in 1? hours. 
fodels, Plans, &c., in great variety. 

where Roofs pU with ibo. Fer may be seen, as also 
the he new Vice-Chancellor’s Court, and the eS and Offices 
at the entrance to Westminster Hall, and other buildings at the 
New Houses of LR ament, done under the Surveyorship of Charles Barry, E. 
ING OU ES sending direct to the Factory can be s sup- 

plied in lengths best suited to their Roofs, so that they pay for no more than they require, 
eS 

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND. 

SIX THOUSAND SIX HUNDRED FEET OF ROGGON'S PATENT ASPHALTE FELT have been A roof is above beri 5 buildings, at 
veastle-upon. 

PRICE ONE PENNY PER | SQUARE FO HoMAS Jonn Onocaon, 8, Lawrence Pountney- nit, ‘Cannon. street, London, 

K AND TILE MAKERS, HE AINSLIE PATENT 
3 COMPANY (James Smirna, Esq., of Deanston, Me invite attention to their 
their new Patent Im roved Kilns, ft di "ni Bricks and Tiles, by ai dying and v 

Manufactured and Solà by 

WATER RAISED FROM ANY DEPTH TO ANY HEIGHT FOR THE SUPPLY GF MANSIONS, PUBLIC ESTA- BLISHMENTS, FARM- YARDS, &c. 

une d 

D AND HEALY having heated a con- 
rable number of Pits and other Horticultural Struc- 

tures, for the cultivation of Pines, Melons, Cucumbers, and other tropical plants, partionlariy upon tlie plan recommended 
i s's recent work on the Culture of Pines and Cu- 

"ubt that every kind 

ing, Chiswick Nursery; Messrs, Henderson, Pine- | ^ anor S. KNIGHT 5, Great Suffolk-street, South- ERAN and in more than one hundred other places.— I e k, beg to E the at Attenti of the Nobility, Gon. iM Sees London, VoM anda irons of having a supply pf 
De E E ARR let Nia E iu M ME MUN i 
JHOT WATER APPARATUS. The attention of | aro on tet o wh premises, hem fos demande of orn 

mental purposes, to their HYDRA AULIC MACHINE, AB Architects, Builders, and others, is respectfully requested | for Horse or Manual Lab: un ; falso Water-wheels, Water- rams, WLER’S superior method of Heating Garden and Street Pumps, and Chapels, Halls) Stair-cases, Conservatories, F any years experience in fixing Hydraulic Machines, enables EPOR uses, Manufactories and W. T. and S. Kram to do «o on the most simple and economical |. ing Timber, &c., and every variety of f purpose for which Hn ial heat is required, — Withii 
hundreds of buildings have been iu ted POR this plan, and the parties for whom p esa executed are UM ex- pressing their i o their uch for eir efficiency, An apres wrought-iron, ‘oiler, mich re- quires no DS may be seen in action upon the premises. 

N FOWLER, 63, Dorset-street, Bieotistroot, 

RS E 
ates furnished upon the particulars of the quantity of 

water required, situation, depth o &e., being forwarded 
to the above pease where Piatbinon of verious descriptions 
may be inspec 

Conserv: JE ‘and other Buildings heated with Hot Water 
on scientific principles, combined with economical arrange- 

in the division of the roller into two 

'OTTAM AND HALLEN, 2, ELE STREET, OXFORD STREET, This i is by far the simplest and most Maud Machine for the pur 1 Any shape Tile can be byit. It E few hands to work it, namely, d Pos this amount of labour the produce will 

EN 
X stated by Thomas Tae Hid dges, Esq., in hi uses to the Royal Agricultural Society of "Eng glan kd communica Machine is quite portable, and requir can be moved up and down the drying sheds gi hi E orent extra boys i in carrying the tiles, nor are an in drying. There is no charge for patent dues or license; purchase of the Machine inclades the free use of it, a Price 251., including four Dies of any — or size, 

Extra Dies, of any 
References can T had a; 

i in, diameter | of Tile, i 2000 liin. diameter of Tile, pi do, 

shape or size, 5s. e: 
T as to where it Ee "be seen in j tual use, Improved Pug-mills, wholly of Iron oe ee s. £1616 0 ». 1010 0 Draining Spades, per P of three, with swan- neck 

Soy vole Improved | Drain Level for ‘the use of workmen.. $ I $ P 

COTTAM'S IMPROVED CLOD CRUSHERS. The improvements made in these useful Implements consist 

ments. at the Agri Winsley-street, Oxford-street, London, 
icultural Repository, 
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Us DINGLE’S HAND DIBBLING MACHINE 

FOR Du YOUR WHEAT. 

PRICE: s 
For Dibbling a single row MM ME 

itto double row 410 0 

For Circulars, Te &e., apply 
AM E. RENDLE s [n n, Plym 

P ee "RAT POISON.—This preparation 

is offered to the Public with the greatest secl being 

decidedly superior to all those poisons containing arsenic E 

It is most greedily eaten by rats and mice as 

itis offered to them, and invariably proves certain de- 

struc pon. "Prepared only by EDWARD Du 
40, Bridg caupo 

s, London. Sold in pots, with ful 

AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE. — It 

been a matter of surprise that in Edinburgh— 

the Capital of a country which has attained such eminence 
ong European nations in Agriculture es Horticulture— 

there should exist ss Newspaper peculiarly devoted to these 

subjects, and to the discuss 

those principles of m which are 

feature of the Farming of the osent day. 
ac are ien ahead od un Oups as 

Pres: everal able 

Mis while hey afford Hine information on these subjects. 
combine at the same time all the i 
Family Newspaper, thus rendering themselves acceptable to 
every mem aber of a household. The Scotti 

EE] 

each. 

B s PHEAS ANTRY, Beaufort- -str
eet, King’s- 

road, Chelsea (by appointment to Her Mavsesty and 

R. H. PRINCE ALBERT). URN METAM WATERFOWL, 

consisting of Black k and White Swans ; 

Brent, and Laughing Ge 

are sensible of a want of something of the 
and this deficiency the Proprietor of the 

INBURGH WEEKLY JOURNAL 
ly, without trenching on n e space usually 

to News, Literature, an Ae rt. He has, therefore, 

same kind : 
ED 

is anxious to supply. 
devoted 
determined to ENLARGE the Sheet ORI withoui 

go rertem Onagan raising the Price: the additional FAR to be occupied by Ori- 
ginal A Articles adapted to the Progr B Im- 

Seca and Winter Teal; 'Gadwall, et 

brador, SUA Sen CO ed and Dun Diver Carolina Due! 

Call Ducks, &c., dom ated and pinioned ; also Spanish; 

Cochin China, M alay, Poland, Surrey, sand Dos ing Fowls; and 

at 3, Half- x 
White, Japa an, B Pied, andy MR A neal and pure 

igs. 

~ POTATO “EPIDEMIC. 

To AGRICULTURISTS, GARDENERS, & OTHERS. 

(eee ENTYKOPROLEON, OR CHE- 

MICAL COMPOSITION MANURE, for destroying the 

Wireworm, Grub, Mole, Insects, and Vermin inimical to th: 

growth of all kinds of grain and vegetable productions, 
assisting VOTE, on. 
WE and S. B. PARKER in offering thet Composition Manure 

the nc oes of mers, Gardeners, and others interested in 

Ee UAA ts, do so with the per ect cont HOME HERE 

will be nd fully to effect all t] 

a a desides tum long and anxiously 
NE benefit. dt is now. offered. . 

and for 

and promotes vegetation, 
cold and wet coru lands, mou Ms young 

and AE n AERA essentially to their ‘growth 

nourishment. On meadow land, also, its beneficial 

g Ds 
and 

qualities 
will be readily perceived, and it cannot fail to be appreciated 
Saafi, cheap, nd invaluable Manure 

The extraor pps di: se affecting the Potato is now be- 
come an object of seriou CODE ation, not only to the grower, 

but to the Consumer; and any expedient or specific to stop or 
diminish the malady, must ̂  considered of the utmost im- 

the he 
and opinions of scienti E practical men, no 

ctory solution of the origin o of the disease has 
ted, or any efficacious Eu cific or remedy proposed, 

arming extent of the mischief, justifies and requires 

Rid eie pinpon ppovent ive or miti- 

e propri ietors e Chemical pice ae 

'ecommend dm PN as a perfec 

e prevailing g epidemic. The limits of an jn 

nent do. ER. BON. the. opportunity of giving a scientific 

orthe reasons for the great efficacy 
otherwise. the MINAS flatter ee es 

erfeotly sat yag ory. It s md 
n 

2 

Sod P the E s from the ablest d iodieals 

on the same s rts the of Local So- 

cieties—and Acenrave E alas of “the Markets m Ha the 

hour of publicat 
At the same time "additional talent He ine engaged for the 

Departements of N News, Lit o and the Fine Arts: so that 

THE URNAL ue ae fail t once to arna itself as 

Tu BEST FAMILY NEWSPAPER IN SCOTLAND. 

The First Number of the Improved Series was Published on. 

Wedn October 7, being the commencement of the 

Quarter, ‘Communications to be left at the Publishing Office, 

o Tunter.square, Edinburgh. Those who propose sub- 

seribing for the Quarter, or any ipee sd, will be so good 

as to enclose a Post-office order, mide payable to THEODORE 

WinLriAMS, the -Proprietor Published "ever; y Wednesday 

Morning—Second edition in tbe Afternoon. Price 5s, per 

Quarter, to be paid in Advance ; Single Con 4M. 

SIE GAME LAW 

Now ready. 8vo, cloth, price only 3s., coining BOD 

"HE INFLUE NOE iS OF THE GAME LA AWS. 

Being classified ed d of the ue dS by E 

Committee on the Game Laws ith ron and Notes. 
By G. Wat FORD, Es 

she a Dedication to the Farme: , by dons "Buranr, Esq., M.P. 

London: GROOMBRIDGE an Tater noster-ro 

hed mm 

"e ‘SON "TO MULDER, tested by 

- M »rality and Scien 

By Dr. J. G. MULDER, Professor of. Chemistry in the University 

rg 

Translated i $ r F. it. FROMBERG. 

With an Tuttoduetion py Wise F. W. Jounsron, M.A., 

QR .d& E., F 

Wirum Pracxwoop Reh So NS, 45, oe “street, Edinburgh ; 

nd 37. Paternoster-row, London. 

TO BE ET BLISHED EARLY IN DECEMBER. 

Elegantly printed, with Illuminated Frontispiece and Title, 

VERLAG EU ; orn NOTES on tHe GREA AT 

STIVALS or rng CHURCH. 

WITH CHANTS SD HYMNS APPROPRIATE TO THE SERVICES 

PPOINTED FOR x ES 

Compiled aye C py tl 

TUNSTA TELD, B.D. 

" Rector of Goan, Oxfordshire 

arene 

ae 

nd observa tion, and fo 

t the disease origi- 

ause of the di 

e, whet He 2 effect Kor an beck, of fu ng 

some peculiar state of the atmospt or other 

cause, must originate in an effect on the tuber in vs Hen 

and whilst on, or after it attains its mature growth, the proper 

remedy therefore must be applied to the soil, and tne destruc- 

tive effect E this manure on all kinds of insects affecting the 

roots and germs of vegetable prodacts, and s stimulative and 

nourishing qualities; seem to leave little ubt of its efficacy 

against the Potato epidemic, The Proprietors i consequently, 

from their own experience, and tl observations of other 

arties, strongly recommend 
Manure previously to planting, being confidently assured it 

will be d a perfect preventative of this fatal disease, as also. 

in other r specs a cheap and fertilising manure. 
Sold in e anys size at 6l. per ton, with directions, &c., 

for use, by W. an d B. PARKER, Sole Manufacturers, Che- 

mical and Colour Works, Deptford, Kent; where also can be 

had Prose ctuses ! with Testimonia 

Sold by all the Chemists in Town and Country. 

dcus by Bs Mis sry, His Royal Highness PRINCE 

UB Royal Highness t the DUCHESS oF KENT. 

Mr. OL: ARKE, SURGEON DER TIST, 28, SACKVILLE-STREET, 

RORES IN 

"| QPSERV ATIONS ON TRE "BS UTIVATION OF 

ROSES IN POTS, including Forcing, Propagating, &e. 

By WruriAM PauL, of the Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts. 

SEEN oop & oe , Paternoster-row ; or from ‘the Author, free 

of 22 postage stamps. 

i| PRE. HORTICULTURAL MAGAZINE, Price 1s. 

contains 6 Illustrations and 96 columns of rey useful 

and practical information on the cultivation e d d rs, Fruits, 

and Vegetables, and the general ma si of Gardens, 

eenhouses, and Farms. An illustr cimen will be 

forwarded, postage free, to every part of the E by the 

Publishers, HOULSTON and STONEMAN, 65, Paternoster-row, on 

receipt tor 4d. or postage-stamps. 

IMPORTANT “TO FAMILIES.—THE FOE REMEDY. 

ee ̂S LIFE PILLS.—A mild, safe, and 

effectual cure of eon Bilious, Liver, and 

min "Complaints, i Sick Head-ache, Costiveness, &c. &e 

aly ee they are compounded 

ple d m eed from all irritating and de- 

leterious Taster which vender their operation mild 

; they do not require the least confinement oF altera- 
a dee iy Ker by the invalid wi 

in all m ner MO and debilitated 
they will be R 

A z8 
es, reci 

found highly valua 
when tS by disea 

Their value asa genera al pone and restorative
 of the impaired 

, is daily manifested to the Pro- 

their AME rapid sale, and the numerous prietors, by 'CADILLY. 

C LARKE'S TINCTURE, dum i ly euring 

the ies ES vore the t pain or danger, price 

25, 6d. — Also COLARKE'S E BDANEUM, T "Stoppi
ng 

P te Hs or small the cavity : ersons 

t themselves with ease, as full directions are prcuolaced, 

.—Mr. CLARKE’S LOTION, for str ngthening and 

ufying the Gums, and destroying all feverish “sensations in 

Mouth, price 6d. — Also Mr. CLARKE’S TOOTH 

SHES, in different kinds o: 

Br panes necessary to be used fi 

4s, 6d.—OC AU TION, none are E S ee ns 

h the inventor's nam 

above Ar bles cum banat e all parts of ‘the United Kingdom, | 
n receipt of Post Office Order.— S OF TEETH supplied, 

from one to a complete Set, on s yta which has pro- 

cured him the approbation of Sim James CLARK, Bart., and 

Dr. Lococ: 
Mr. FR 

uri 
B As 

| 

street, Pice: 
| 

WARMING AND VENTILATING ; CHURCHES, LARGE | 

BULL DINGS, SENTLEMEN" S ENTRANCE HALLS &c., &c. | € 

UNDY'S PATENT STOVE for these purposes, 

s tha most efficient and economical yet introduced to | 

W: 
C 
pub e. The price of No. 1 Stove, calculated to Warm | 

d Ventilato Buildings from 
5,000 to 10,000 cubic £ feet, is n | 

` No. 2, from 10,000 to 50,000 | 
No, 3, from By 000. n ED ju E o. E | 

Ample t testimony can b n in daily | 

oper the PANK MABANON TRON WORKS, the Great 

Western | Emporium for Stove Grates, Kitchen Ranges, Fenders, | 

Fire Irons, &c. here is also the largest as: ssortment in the 

m of General Furnishing Ironmongery, in Tinned Cop- 

per, Tin. and Iron Cooking Wares; best Sheffield Piate and ' 
Table, Cattery ; Japanned Paper and Iron Tea-Trays ; Bronz 

of all kinds; Brass and Iron SE: 
ze Garden Ornaments ; Verandahs, &c. 

Panklibanon Iron Works, 58, rellis We 
Farnows, & Co., Ti HORPE, 

Baker-sireet, Portman-square, 

DS CLARKE, Surgeon Dentist, 28, Sackville- | 
illy. 

| natu 

i 
forwarded by those who have proved their efficacy. 

The following has ju st been communicated by Mr. G. BATTERS, 

Agent for the sale of PARR’S LIFE ern Nottingham 

te Sirs,—The many thousand ed T sell in the course of a 

year fully testify the superiority VARIUS LIF E PILLS over 

ever atent Medicine. Ou and young, rich and poor, 

ail acknowledge the great benefit they derive from taking them; 

many ladies and gentlemen. of high standing in society, 

naio us respectable f as have EU PARR'S LIFE 

PILLS as a family ey + and thousands have given me full 

proof verbally of tl Pun ch PARR’S LIFE PILLS have 

Tremain, aaah yours, obediently, G. BATTERS, 

BEWARE OF SPURIOUS, peruse 

None are Benning: unless the words, ARR’S LIFE PILLS” 

are in WHITE LETTERS on a RED RUP on ED Government 

Stamp, pasted round each box ; also the of the sig- 

the Proprietors, SEITE ROBERTS Co, Aa: court, 

Fleet-street, London," on the Directions. 

Sold in boxes at ls 1 9d., and family packets at 11s. 

each, by all respectable medicine vendors throughout the world. 

A A PATENT PROTOXIDE PAINT.—The 

properties of this Paint are peculiar í for preventing iron 
pus Oxidation, wood from dei sonry from p; 

t neither cracks nor blisters w tte hottest sun, and is there- 

fore most valuable for Railways, Boilers, Steam, Gas and 

Water-pipes ; Hothouses, Forcing-houses, and for Shipping. 

Tts adhesion is so great to iron and wood that the hardest fric- 

tion will Ed Me It AR: vegetation on stuc- 

coed buildings, and is not affected by spray of sea water. 

PR OTOXIDE PAINT i is sold SEE in oil, and UE 

with uer [or its property of concealing is as 75 to 50, 80 that 

jd weight is equal to one and half of lead. Tt wi orks 

ane rush, dud forms with oil an unctuous LH 

If blended with other paints it has à 

softer tone than white-lead. For houses painted during occu- 

ation it is most preferable, being perfectly innoxious. Manu- 

factured by Gnas. Francis and Sons, Cement Works, Nine 

Elms, London. 

June, 1846." 

A 

well E 

cohesive mixtu wei 

Price Sixpence, free by post, 

The 3Raíltoap Chronicle 
Of Saturday, NovsMser 7, contains articles on 

EVENTS OF THE WEEK.—R TED NEGOTIATION: 

OF LONDON AND NORTH WESTERN OBITUARY OF 

Hees MAXWELL STEWAR ko 

CAL HINTS ON 
SYSTEM -BELGIAN NOTICES OF A OSTATE MANAGE- 

MENT—REVIVAL OF THE UGE QUESTION— EX- 

PERIMENTS WROUGHT IRON HOLLOW BEAMS 

FOR RAILWAY BRIDGES (with Engravings). 
REPORTS OF M es — Great Western—South Wales— 

London and North-W. n— Chester and Birkenhead—Man- 
chester and Lincol n. Union; and e EN aH and Gains- 

borough Br: ADOR APTEK ton and Lon 
Portbury Railway and 
Rm and Cosi 

Enniski — Rouen and Havre—Projected Lines. 

AIL WAY, TATE AU r Macneil’s Tables for the Caleu- 

lation of Earthw: 
OFFICIAL F PAPERS. Lease of the South Wales to the Great- 
Dna n—Rouen and Havre, Engineer's Repor! M Re- 

w for November—Railway ‘Register for Novem 

fara of Works Patents— 
Iron Trade— Meetings — Tenders for Loans — Contracts — 

Dividends — Calls Deposits Returned— MEAE of E 

‘North British — Newry and 

men acts— Transfer Books, EX ndents. 

rate Table—Share Lists—F orei; n ditto. Money M arket 

—E [- ll and Barns yport 

GI oie and lona Barns K praed ERR De 
of Isle of Wight Traffüic—Liverpool, Crosby, and Southport 
—Reform in Parcels Transport—Gossip ofthe We 

oris "Gee Chronicle of any Newsy: pem 

/— PRICE FOURPENCE OF ANY BOOKSELLER, 

(995 TENTS or mus NUMBER ron SATURDAY 

LAST, NOVEMBER 7, OF 

THE ATHEN/EUM, 
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATUR, 

SCIENCE, AND THE FINE ARTS. 

Twenty-four Large Quarto Pages. 

Reviews or, WITH EXTRACTS FROM— 

pcc of a a Impey, Knt. | A Poet’s Bazaar. From Danish 
H. y. o! Anderson, by 0. 

History ve fae ntions. &c. Beckwith, Esq. 

By J. Beaman edited by | Wit ane amour, selected 

w. s v Wia from English With 

Griffith Essay and Cone by 
History of Fossil Insects in 
Secondary Rocks of Eng- | Keepsake for 1847. 
land. By Rev. T. B. Brodie, | Book of Beauty. 

WITH SHORTER Novices OF— 

S. Butler and his ** Hudibras,”, Ro i Chemistry, 

4c. By A. Ramsay. ve,, pointed out and Re- 

Indian | Meal Book. By E.| fated 
Le New and Easy Plan of Chro- 

First "ool of Natural Philo-| nology y. 
Elementary Text Book sophy. By T. Comstock; for 

First Ed ch Astronomy. y oung Surveyors, &c. 

Hoblyn VEcho de Paris. By M. Le- 
yn. 

Romance “of Travel. — The| page. 
Bast, By C. Macfarlane, Almanacks and Pocket Books 

Overland P Gae Book. By | tor 1847. 
Captain J. Barber. Kos 

Original Papers. Poetry (Hope for All, The Maiden's 
Secret) Folk Lore (Witcheraft in Scotland, &c.)—Falling 
Stars of November—Gun Cotton (Sketch of its Discovery). 

More Correspondence.— A 

Home,” &c. 

Our Weekly Gossip.—Gun Sawdust—Discovery of Coal 
and a New Port in Western Anstralia—Obituary ot Mr. 

Hume the Chemist, and Mr, J, Robotham—Deat} Rev. 

T. Brockman — House in which Shaksp 
Mr. Holman S Blind m TL Reve ‘ical Survey 

Um B.—Gratuitous Exhibition to Working 

ow — arent Gossip — Inconvenience ot 

present copper S 

Societies. INsTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS: 

“(On Ancient Structure at Al Hather, Mesopotam 
—DECORATIVE ART: Or: abb “On pplication Or 

Colours to 220 

Fine Arts Aoi 

Fine Art Gossip. Associateships of Royal Ae 

Death of Mr. s orba Bust t of Sir Fowell Buxton—‘es— 

timonial to Miss H. F 'd's mokédfihos 

Free Exhibition of Wor ks of Aj i 

Theresa at Vienna—French Gossip—Fine Art Decorations 

in Paris. 

Music and The Drama.—Socicty of British Musicians. 

—Sacred dem Socioty— Haymarket Theatre (Look 
before you Leap)—Sadler’s Wel 

Musical and Dramatic Gossip Burning of Gar- 
rick Theatre oreign Goss 

Royal “ Bringing 

(Mr, pud 
[27 

in Westmi 

Miscellanea. — Paris Maes of Seiences — The New 

Planet—Sale of Ford-Abbey Pictures — Walpole’s George 

the Second — pn Burns — The Abbreviation * 

pened "—Australian Mines. 

Order The Athenseum of any Bookseller, 

PROTECTION OE LIFE AND PROPERTY. 

READ begs to inform Noblemen, Gentlemen, 

Sportsmen, the Veterinarian, and the Publie generally, 

that after 26 years’ experience in manufacturing instruments 
"ufferings, dere for Cattle, and for 

IE HO A: E ous 

a NEW PA r impro: also in his 

FIRE AND TARDEN ENGINES, which Seno ‘them doubly 

SE jnasmuch as they are not Hable to Ce out of repair, 

even in the hottest climates. These rthy of & 

piace in every mansion in the Kingdom, 

y the domestics, and with twos thirds the labour of any other 

E to aetin an | instant, a "losidorirtttti long wished for, 

not obtained. i 

Soho ; also at Mr. Maidstone, 
Kent. Noneare CRANE except stamped with the Royal Arms 

and Patentee's name. 

Printed by Wrsutam Bnapnonv of No. 6 York-place, Stoke Newington, a
nd 

Farpanicx Murter: Evans, of No, 7, Church-xo% Stoke Newingion, bot 

in the connty of ‘Middlesex, Printers, at shalt o ombard-streat, I0 

Coven Gar- 

fen, in the said count real 
AG tube addresved to "the Editor. LSAT UNDAY R 

M 1845, 
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E019 artificial - = 778c | Vanda Ba:emanni 775 b 
"non Farmers! Club—thrash- egetable substances as od 775 b 
SAM + 777 b—700 b | Walcheren Broccoli 75 
M id nra aurantia To T Walls, coping for 
Matt-liquor, to boil - 779 b | Winser, clearing uj p for 

Wurtemburg, Ag. Tastitute of n a 

GIRLING'S DANEOROFT EARLY PEAS. 

SED WARNER, Seepsman, 28, Cornhill, 
n, having jurium the above stock, regrets, from. 

the Shea of the crop, he will not be enabled to send any out 

this season.—23, Corah; Nov. 21. 

ROSE 
DENYER begs to rd his friends and the pub- 

de tie in general that his large stock of STANDARD, 
phe eM UU and DWARF ROSES are on Sale in fine 

t moderate prices. Fruit Trees and Evergreen 

Shrubs of an sizes, of the finest growth, Catalogues of Roses, 

ton application, by enclosing two penny stamps, 
pri NET —Loughborough Nursery, Brixton, Surrey. 

UNDER THE OF HER 

PATRONAGE MAJESTY. 

JAITE'S QUEEN or DWARFS PEA.—A splen- 
did new variety growing only one NS high, producing a 

larger pod than any of the same habit e seed is quite dis- 

tinct from. a eS and larger than m Beant Pea in culti- 
een grown at the Royal Gardens at Frogmore, 

and itor "m of as a new variety, and also at Her Majesty’s 

table for its superior flavour. Per SER e+ 33, 6d. 
NEW EARLY WONDER PEA It 6 

4 Eyre-street Hill, Hatton Garden, "Nos. 2." 

eee ES Ea Baked ee Ue cera 

G. HENDERSON begs to give notice that his 
ie ew Uu will be sent out the last week in 

Novem! Defiance, ella, Maritana, Royal Crimson, 
Maid o By I'm Beauty of St. John’s Wood, and Y ernalia ; for 
description, &c., apply by post. Royal Purple and Cramoisie 
Superieure, two showy varieties, sent out last year, can also be 
na ad.—Wellington-road, St. John's Wood, London, Nov. 21. 

‘UNDER TER PATRONAGE OF HIS GRACE THE DUKE 
Sn Ud AND QUEE 

a 4 $ $ 
2E 
< 5 z a 

ing a great 
quy branch of his profession. ban de ante tunities he has 
had of gaining experience in the course of 25 service in 

some of the larges: es in England and Holland, he trusts to 
give that sort of satisfaction to those who may ‘employ en 

that will insure a. EE back again. Charges moderate, 

and by no objet 
8 a large qun of fine RAD ROSES and 

ck,- 

HE SEED TRAD 

G. WAITES WHOLESALE PRICED CATA- 

* LOGUES are now ready, a and ean be had at No. 4, Eyre- 
street Hill, Hatton Garden. 

DV 

OUELL? S TOBOLSK RHU 

ed DE fine stalks E a Peat Sane 
ots planted in a cellar or dark closet Now, 

will be en dor guttur the latter end of December. Extr: a strong 

roots, 9s. per dozen ; smaller, 6s. per dozen. T 

VI TOTORIA RHUBARB, 9s. 

GIANT Ain 2s, 6d. 

er doze 

E ne T RUE PASTO RASPBERRY, suse 
avour, and originally sent out by YourLL 

r small quantities, 

t of the nobility, as well as two 

London ael Society. They can also 

Nectarines, Apricots, Plums, 
Oberies; Pears, and Apples of the most esteemed kinds, war- 

ranted true to nam 

STRAW BERRIES—Dickson’ s Royal Pine 15s. per 

100, Princess Alice Maude 3s. 6d. per 100, British Queen 3s. 6d. 

T 
PINE STANDARD ROSES, 18s. to 24s. per dozen. 

FUCHSIA CORALLINA, 5s. per plant, Dose free. 

ERI ICAS, fine sorts, by name, 6s. per 
LILY OF THE VALLEY, 5s. per 100, NS strong, 

blooming next spri 

For the particulars of their extensive collection of Carna- 

Pinka, Camellias, new seedling Cinerarias, 
A ia imbricata, 

ds aniums, Fuchsias, Pansies, &c. beg to refer to their 

Advertisement of the 14th inst., as well as to that of the 17th 

a October. 
Steamers from this pore to Rotterdam and Hull twice a 

week, and to London daily 

for 

dy Great Yarmouth. 

VV ARN! JPERIOR EARLY "EMPEROR 

PEA.—This splendid new PEA, i as being the 

earliest and be: ions ed s Eno may be had, at 2s. 6d. 

per quart, of FREDERICK NER, Seedsman, 28, Cornhill, 
Also the » improved E. A RLY GREEN MARROW PEA, 

ssy pod, much superior, in flavour and 

earliness, to the old UEM at ls. 6d. per quart. 
general conec. of HYACINTHS, &e., 

FASON 
in the best 

DUTCH BULBS. 

ESSRS. WESTMACOTT anv CO., SEEDSMEN and 
Fuorisrs, 156, Cheapside (opposite St. Paul's), beg to 

offer the undermentioned 
y 

HYACINTHS. 

DovusLE RED ... Waterloo, per dozen Bs. 6d. 

W Acteur rM 5 0 
$3 Bouquet Royal, each 10 

SINGLE RED PEED rper ozen ... 50 

s L'Ami du Cœur, ditto 50 
rs Mars, each dud 

SINGLE BLUE ...L'Ami du Cour, per dozen 4 6 

ry Broken el, ditto (S 

‘orcelain FORES "ditto | 7 6 

SINGLE WHITE, ae and Vainqueur, ditto 5 6 

m Triumph Blandina, ditt 6 0 
» Favore Blanche, ditto 8 0 

Mixed Hyacinths 21s. per 100. 
Also Narcissus, alps: Crocus, Anemones, Ranunculus, &c. 

at very moderate pri 

Nursery, Stuart’s Gr ae Fulham-road, Nov. 21 

"AZALEAS, KALMIAS, ROSES, DUTCH BULBS, &e. 
R FORCIN 

GHN CATTELL has to offer this season a very large 

Stock of the above in excellent condition for Forcing ; the 

KAA. Tetifolias have fine green foliage, are very bushy, 'and 

will be one connate mass of bloom ; the Azaleas and Roses are 

also unusually fi 
egs also to remind his friends andthe publie generally, 

that his extensive Nusieries are well worth the inspection of 

way, rseries ORDRE a fine large as well as small 

PUTS cd Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Quicks, two and 

ree years’ Seedlings and strong bedded ; also Fruit-trees, 

PRESE Dwarf, and Trained, of every esteemed variety. 

Priced Catalogues of the above Stock may be had on appli- 
cation ; or if by post, yy anne two penny stamps. 

Westerham, Kent 
other N d m Sto 

ed an evergreen p for sale; 2 years’ 

plants, bond a foot high, very si 
about 20 dozen of Black, Red, 

dozen.. —Direct, is paid, 

'ussex-road, Brixton, Sur Wood's Cottages, § 

NEW VICTORIA RASPBE URRY. 

EORGE CORNWELL, MARKET-GARDENER, 

Barnet, respectfully begs to call the attention of Noble- 
men, Gentlemen, and Gardeners, to his new Victoria Rasp- 
berry, unequalled i in the size of ay fruit, brightness of colour, 

and VERUS of flavour; is an abundant bearer, and grows 

10 feet high. Canes to be had at E. CnARLWOOD's, Covent: 

arden; Mesers. W I. NOBLE, Fleet- street; also M 
BORGE CORNWELL, opposite the Red Lion, Barnet, and all the 

principal Seedsmen in London, at 31, per 100, or 9s. per dozen. 

SELEOT NAMED SHOW TULIPS. 

Y A MAY, F.H.S., having a select collec- 
u of fine domed TULIPS in 200 varieties, comprising 

most cet the winning flowers, begs to offer them at 5l. per hun- 

dred, or at the same rate for less quantities down to 20 sorts, 

The present is a proper season for their being planted, 

Hope Nursery, Bedale, Y: Yorkshire, 

NE THOUS SD TREES FOR Sh pur 
ing of LIME, ELM, ASH, BEECH, OAK, &c., from 

10 to 18 feet high, calculated to give immediate effect to any 

OC or Gentlemau's Park or Grounds, The Trees 

e been D out eoe for a few years, and may be 

g required to be 

e Cemetery, RS 
SU moved by water. 

TTCHELL/ 8 “ROYAL ALBER TE RHUBARB. 
dus. 

tis ete by Mr. 

at 5. 
Tth D 

An n: application is necessary, as the stock is limited. 
Prepayment is reqvisite with all orders (which will be executed 

a ae rotation) payable to W. MITCHELL, Enfield, or to the 

e Agent, Cartes Farnes, Seedsman, 128, St. John-stroet, 
Toad. 

aiai i ARE smd General Neni Phe Huridaltarat Part Edited by Professor xe 

NUT ôd. 

Dex PLANTS FROM “CHINA. ke few sets of 

the VALUABLE DRIED PLANTS collected in qu 

may still be procured by applying to R. 

oung-street, Kensing! mong 

GENERAL CADALOQUE OF NU 
V EDITION 

IM: WOOD ax p SON in returning their sincere 
nks for past pea beg leaye to inform m ros friends 

that Miner Ee just published a n Enlarg ed CATALOGUE OF 

HARD REES AND SHRUBS, CONIFER, CLIMBERS, 

AND b VERGREENS ; also Fruit, Forest, ard Ornamental, 
Trees, with a selection ‘of Plants suitable for Fo orcing. 

Part the Second contains a selection of all the most esteemed 
Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, Chrysanthemums, Straw- 

berries, &c. &c. 
Copies of the above, also a Reve Catalogue of Boses, 

may be had, gratis, on applicati 
Woodlands Nursery, Mabbsfeld, "s Uckfield, Sussex, Nov.1£. 

(Ques ON CUCUMBER GROWING. —On the 

1st of December, Printed EE substantiated ‘py 20 

years’ successful experience in Cuc ber Growing PUR ast 7 

years extensively for Covent Garten | Market), will be sent with. 

a packet of seed of his Black-spine Cucumber, for 2s. 6d. 

Passingham’s Victoria Green Flesh Melon, per packet, 2s. 
Guthill’s Early Scarlet Flesh Do., 2s. per pack 
bp the d Russeliianus, with directions for 

owing, 2s. per pac! 
cuts Scarlet oven PD a French Yellow Picotee, at 12s. 

xum Queen and Keen’s Seedling Strawberries in pote 
‘or F 
UTHILL, Florist and Early Forcer, Denmark-hill Camz- 

berwel, ] London 

Domus NY SENDING o 

RIEN SU 1). 0} the two 30s. 
HE above first-rate GERAN IUMS have obtained 
Five Prizes at the London Exhibitions. DE pod Liste 

(gratis), and Engravings by Holden for 12 stamp: 
M MILLER, Providence Nursery, Toii cta: 

“THE S S RUM FULHAM-ROAD, 

A. RAMSAY, pore t and LawpscaPE 
. GARDENER, begs to inform Noblemen, Gentlemen, and 

others engaged i in Planting, that his unrivalled stock of EVE 

GREENS, DECIDUOUS SHRUBS, ORA NTAL TREES, 

and ROSES Eh tree and small sizes) is now selling 25 per cent. 
below usual p! 3 

Plans and Estiaiaben submitted for the carrying out all kinds. 

of ONE Groundwork and Planting in any partof the 

Kingdom. 

SHOWY HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS, ROSES, pu 

ILLIAM JACKSON anp Co., NURSERYMEN, beg 
to offer the following fine strong Plants at the very low 

prices annexe 
100 select and ‘showy dere in p in 50 named s, d. 

0 E ERES RA 
J) named sorts 25 

100 fing aie proved Solos, je pian to insure 

e first season . .. 

w op Bart ses in F3 ein sorts ve .. 

100 do. 100 end show flows EE 
25 Standard Roses, in 25 splendid show M iPisticn 

100 eue sp varieties of Ornamental Flowering and 
n Shrubs, correctly labelled .. Je 

1 varetes aE the Pied best radars Azaleas oe 
m .. .. 90 

2 do. 
Rhododendron campanulatum, 3 2 “wea s bedded, stout 

healthy plants per dozen, or 100 for 70 e oooce oooeco eof 

Ey 

Rhododendron SUME. Sud “Smithiä sse 

years bedded, fine plants r dozen 18 

and; a fine E EA 
er Sane ?£ 9 

o. lo. and Arboreum, 2 
pedded, fine plants t "e per Fred 12 9 

0. lo. 
2 years bedded, fine plants 

B 

12 yen beautiful varieties of Ghent Aagless, o on their 
m roots, fine plants e m T. - 21 6 

do. do. 42 @ 
3p A fine Collection of cinere ofall Sizes. 

The above can be sent safely packed to any part of the 

United i e the Co ntinent, or America, and plants will 
be Ux n to compensate for long carriage. 

The Abridged General Catalogue, „and Descriptive List of New 

Rhododendrons, will be forwarded on the receipt of two post- 

age stam) 
A remittance or reference is respectfully solicited from mm. 

known correspondents. 
Oross-lanes Nursery, Bedale, Yorkshire. 

SHOWY HERBACEOUS PLAN 
WOODLANDS NURSERY, A ESFISLD,. CoRFIErD, 

SS S 
M DAR AND SON having for several years 

d particular attention to the cultivation of HARDY 

HERBACEOUS PLANTS, during which time they have 
spared no expence in obtaining all the Newest and most 

esteemed Species and Varieties, they have now much pleasure 

in offering well assorted collection’ on the foll Dus advan- 
tageous terms, when the selection of EU is left to them- 

selves, viz.— r doz, Per 10o. 
Good iet kanas all distinct .. us E 
Superi do. med Ur 
Extra Pe e new do. 1008. 

Catalogues of the above are just published, and may be had, 

GRATIS, on application. 
Plants presented with each order to defray the expence of 

carriage, &c. 
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HYACINTUS, TULIPS, RANUNCULUSES, ANEMONES, 

TLAS, GERANIUMS, AND LILIUM LANOL- 

H. GROOM, Crapuam Rise, near Lonpon (removed 
from W alworth), by Appointment Frontsr ro Hir 

MAJESTY THE QUEEN, and to His MAJESTY THE KING oF SA REI 
begs to Wise nd to the attention of E Nobility, xU and 

xtensive assortment of tbe above FLOWERS, 
can ese of the best p He begs to state n a good season of the:year to makea selectionof the 

various kinds, 

25 HYACINTHS, in 25fine sorts, named .. 
100 TULIPS, in 160 fine sorts, named .. E 
100 Ditto in 50 ditto 

xtures, per 100, from 10s. 6d. t 
ES, in i ‘Superfine forts, Mamed 4 10 

br is. 

100 
Saper fine Mixtur 

) ANEMONES, in 100 § u erf ne sorts, n. 
New Collection of 50 Superfine dV HP MR 

Superfine Mixtures, per 4 LUNO 
5 AURICUL ne sorts, named . 210 
5 o R ANI M x B SED sorts ditto E 3 

3ood kinds, per d from 12s, to 0 18 
LILÍUM LAN GIPOLIUM AL BUM, good ee each 

Is. 6d. to 0 5 x " PUNCTATUM, rom 5s. to 
vs S i el (true) ++ from 1 6d. to 2.2 

Anew collec of Hybrid Seedling Lilies, & ina ts for 6 
H. Groom is ro say his Catalogue of Bulbs. , &c., is ready, 

and will be for tte by post on yes 
oreign orders execu 

TO ipee EN TLEMEN, NURSERYMEN & OTHERS. 
ABIES CANADENSIS, on HEMLOCK SPRUCE, 
BAK ER, INURSERYMAN, gshot, MED having 
the Largest Stock in Europe, of various sizes audi in fine condition, c: i commend this oble tree to 

Soco oocooooóoso ocd 

the notice of the public, at the blowing prices 1ft.—Transplanted .. £0 E 0 per 100 
2, » vey» 016 07 ,, 
35 » VOSEOMED MIU EE 
3t04ft. p, Erg ieri ROS 90.5. 

ue Dam. 
Ij to2ft. ,, $i EE E D s. 

G. B. having a fine Stock of Flowe ci KALMIA LAIFOLIA, 
can supply mhenvat tiro Tello ein ow prici 

“9 to 12 inches . at 10 4 pes 100 
5 

O oss I i n Fine Specimen Plants from 3s. 6c . each, 
tge pure hasers will have considerable reduction.— 

'wance to the as as 

( NHARLES TURNE Re ae ‘still supply strong plants of 
/ KIRTL AND'S LORD VALENT ' perpui r, and 

S DAUNTLES 
Or one pair of each, free ra 

do. 
on pas of a Post-office 

logues of Carr 
on applicatio: 

s, Pinks, a UN may 
, near Windsc 
AND ROSES 

nding out the following 
including 1 Hane es, 

ens 

RA UMS / 
J AMES WA LKER is now £ 

Six choice GERANIUMS for 1 

BEIM [uU 'nampion, 
T rincess Alice, 

Fc 

xony, aducho of Loinptor] 
cate mibi s Juliet ae 1 iagenet. A selection ot Twelve EE 
pot Roses for 9s. 

A Post-office 
WE nts. 

Catalogue choi 
il ox ES on pre 

des Middleton, ne 

N X 

«rp 
Ww voiwich, 

Order Will be requiret (fend unos dM 

las, Polyanthuses, &e, é&c., 
on. 

NEW PIN A TENET 
N'S «HENRY STEERS, ? purple laced, 
fine form ; fine long pod ; well laced and constant, 
sent post "free on receipt of a Post-ofñce order on 

Norman feel great Mene in offering the above, 
fediug ng ae it willg sive satisfac! 

elect Show Na Ais Picotees, Pinks, 
warde don prepaid application enelosing 

one stamp.—Buil Fields, Woolwi 

NDROMEDA PLORIBUNDA, 24s. per dozen. |Ë 
12 Andromed. two of a sort + 15s. 0d, 

25 INE new hardy Ghent varieties, one of. " sort; byname s. Iu Ala 25818. - 0 
25. d do. ‘American’ do. E 15 0 
25 REGAT har dy American plants -10 0 
12 Rhododendrons, including scarlet, white, and rose 

m - 12.0 
and H ais, of sorts. 4e. per dozen 8 0 

one of a name ^ .. 4490 
100 Dwarf Roses, two of a ta by name evi inea 20 
50 do. do. do . a +» 20 0 
e: piona poaae one of a-sort rdozen 9 0 

I onii and Williams's Double Weide each 2 6 
Rose € loth of Gold. parr new Dble. Persian Yellow, each 3 6 
Camellias, ghoic with flower-buds, per do: lozen 30 0 
MERI Indies. dlibioo: ‘sorts, strong plants, ES 30 0 

0. small plants m 12.0 
Ericas, Epackis, and New Holland plants 52, dem 100. 
Stan 
essrs, J. 

p 

ard eu Dw varf superi ior F. ruit Trees of Ae kinds. 
d- H, 

RLES DAL Y AND SON rm i inform the 
Trade ànd the Publie that they will sell 2 years Seed- 

Ting ‘Thorns a 2s. 2d. per 1000; 2 years transplant ted, 95. per 
ly ditto, very fine, 63. per 1000; 3 years Seedling 

1s. 6d. per 1000 ; 3 years seedling Spruce Firand 
per 1000; 3 years seedling Blackthorn, 205, 

edling Ash, Is. 8d. per 

Sostèn Fir, 
1 year bedded, 2 
per 1000; 2 

g EN 
Rooms, &c. 

AIRBEARD'S CHAMPION OF 
E 

ENGLAND 
EA. Marrow, a few days earlier than the a Fairbeand?s Surprise, ̂ an abundant cropper, of fine 

et as 

STRONG POM d SHEET GLASS. H: ETLEY anp CO. are supplying 16 oz. SHEET 
2. GLASS, in eg ‘of 100 feet each, an article superior in 

every respect to the foreign, and well adapted for Horticultural and. general glazing purposes, Aa ix following reduced prices for cash, A reduction on 1000 fe ay be ha d of iy jour Seedsmen at 5s. per quart :— E 5 George Chariwood, Covent-garden; J. Nutting, Cheapside; cd) a Wu n inier, Nash, ani E Strand; Gray, Adams, and Hogg, 0 j Brompton; W. andil. Noble, Fleet-street; May, Anderson hy " is E Py 5 ano E and Sangster, Newington Butts ; J. Wrench and Sons, London- 9 1 EA 9$) 09 B. bridge; Hurst and M'Müllen, Leudenhzll.street ; "Gordon, 10 8 Won, ie quee Thompson, apd Basket, Fenchurch-street, E FI a e m0 34... 
Tewet, Dea i Kent, Nov. 21. Other sizes of every paces and quality Sd AD wbridgeworth, Herts, Nov. 21, inches. $- d.) per dozen according to HOMAS RIVERS nm to submit. the following GLASS aum EB. 5 y /10 from 3 Q( substance, „thinnest List of PEARS on the Quince Stock, and CHERRIES ou| 5, SLATE: Tass SEE E A the, d asus Mahaleb. Carriage of all packages paid to 

PYRAMIDAL E LUCR, TREES, ROOT PRUNED AND FULL 
OP BLOOM N THE QUINCE STOCK, 3s. 6d. each. 
Archduke ex harle: Dunmor 
Bellisime d^ Fay n (baking). Fortunée (Parmentier), 
eurré d* nlis Glout Morceau. 
eurr v ' Aremberg, Ganton of jersey. 

Beurr 
Beurré ae Capiaumont, e of Jersey. 
Beurré D Masan Robert 
Beurr Be PA Na apt 

Passe ‘Colt mar. 
Rousselet de Rheims, 

(baking). 
ael the Archangel. 

Catiilae (baking), 
Chaumontel, 
itron des Carmes, 

Colmar. 
Colmar a’ Eté Sans Pepin, 
Crassane, nn Laboureur, or Orphel Doyenné blanc, 
Doyenné ee franc real, 

/an Mons Leon le Clerc. 
Duchesse g’ Angoulême. | William’s Bon Chrétien, 
{the above are from 3 to 4 years old, 4 to 5 feet high. "They eminently adapted for small gardens, and will beara crop 
of “fruit the tirst season after planting, if the blooming season 
is favourable. For descriptions, see Descriptive Catalogue of 
Fruits, which will be sent on receipt of four postage stamps. 
DWARF e dels de FOR ESPALIERS OR 

WALLS, ON THE QUINCE STOCK, 3s. 6d. each, 
Beurré d’ Ama eu men Mor 

é de Capiaumont. SE s Anon pasa blo, 
Diel, Jalv 

, Easter, jargo 
Chaumontel. Louise onda of Jersey. Colmar, Napoleon, 
Comte de Lamy. asse Colmar. 
Crassane, Princess Royal, Doyenné Sieulle, t. Germain, Duchesse d’ Angoulême, Winter Nets. Fortunée (Parmentier). Urbaniste, 
The aboye will form very prolific trees ; they may be planted at a much less distance apart than Uspalier Fears on the Peat Stock. 
DWARF CHERRIES, ON THE apes MAHALEB 

OCK, 35. 6d. 
Archduke | Barly ae or Cerise Indulle. Belle de Cho | Elton. 
Belle de Sceaux. | Florence, 
ni om | Griot haux, 

teau d' Esperi Kni arly Black. | 
garreg de paos heim. | en ght's Lato Black. 

‘ 
I Late Di uke, 
H | Louis Philippe, 
Black Eagle. | May 
piace Tartarian. 
Bii slack Heart, 
Witten er October Morello, EU] Hortense. 
Büners Yellow Royal Duk 
Carnation. | Spu 
Daveapert s Eds ys | 
Downer's Late 

rly Amber Heart iy ers’), | We poa 
Purple Gri. rder's Early Black, 

tae above are cadens ated to for im dwarf bushes, so as to 
netted over with facility, They are also well adapted for potting for forcing. 

r urhawk’ s Honey. 

Sawbridgeworth, Herts. ‘Sent post, free, on receipt on 12 
stage Sold also by LONGMAN & Co.. » Price àg 

AKER’S PHEASANTRY, Beaufort-strect, King's- 
road, Chelsea (by app winkeneint to Her MAJESTY an 

H. R. H. Prince A NEN zu WATERE OWL, 
consisting of Black and White Swans ; pam 

o Spanish, 

['onEIGN AND BRITISH sh dupl Mt CROWN 
LASS, for Horticultural and general purposes, to be 

ware in boxes as imported, of 100 and Soo feet each ; also Glass 
Pantiles, 11s. per dozen, s of Hor- 
tieultural Glasses. Oils, ., Of the best 
description, aaron pr s a T. p UR Eu Castle-street, 

fo rei r Ready Money only, 
T A ENTIL ATORS for Publio Offices, Smoking 

BRITISH AND FOREIGN Ee SHEET AND HORTICULTURAL 
S WAREHOUSE, GLAS 

PANTON- STREET, HAYMARKET. 
DHILLIPS and WELCH having on several oeeasions 

en applied to for the price of sashes and frames, have Laurel, 1 to 3 feet, "10s. per1000; Portugal ditto, now CEA that branch. of the busines Am establishment, Laurestin is, 16s. per 100 ; Irish ny, broad-leav: thus affording to the public an. opportun: y 0 tonce, Irish Yews, 1} foot, 403, per mod: 2 feet, and at a much more moderate Green- s 
endrone, good fu 

k irem Privet OOF fec 
Variegated ditto, ^ feet, t 

; Double um ditto, 255. per 100; 1 year 
num, fine, re 0 ; 7 to 8 feet, twice trans- pinine, well furnished, 4i ; Limes, 3 to 4 feet, 8s. per 

oH 20s. per 100 Carolina Pop lar, 3 to 4 feet, 
to e well furnished, 8s. per 7100; Ontario 

6d. per 100 ; Alien 3 2 feet, 6s, per 1000 ; 
00 All kinds of 

Poplar, 3to 4 feet, 
5 to 6 fect, 
quantity of Ba r sale cheap. 
Quick to be paid to Liverpool or Glasgow. 
credit would do well to name some respectable seed merchant 
in London whom they would pay the amount to when called m 
as value may be taken in seeds from them. —Colerain, Noy. 

house and © fc 
with weights and lines complete ; pn ue vend in süb- 
mitting gre as ‘ices. 

onservatory Lights, e use, 

SHES AND TRAMES COMPLETE. 
1k sion vti single hung 1s. to 1s, 5d. per foot. 
1; ide E » double ,, » 2 E: single , i 5 tol 6 b 
2 double 1 6 tol j 
azed with good Crown Glass, ‘table for sitting rooms. 

GREENZO SE, HOTHOUSE, AND CONSERVATORIES. 
14 inch Greenhouse Lights a's, 

to, 113 
Glazed with stout Sheet Glas: 

Packing and Cartage at a moderate dri c Nocharge 
for Priming. 

5 Soho-square, "London, 

URSERYM MEN, , FLORIST 
XLASS.—Any quantity of 16 oz. Sheet Glass, 
J smali sizes, packed in I2 containing 100 feet euh) 

from 2d. to 31d. per foot, according to siz 
Every hesent of Horticultur: isl ioo from 13 to 32 oz. 

to the foot. 
DAIRY PANS, the same'size and strength as pce from 3s. 4d. to 45. 6d. each. 

ved Garden Hand-lights. 
DWAI RDS AND PELL, 15, Southampton- street, Strand. 

ER OF HALF-MOON-STREE/ 
[THOMAS GIBBS and CO., 

(By Offieial DR the SEEDSMEN to the 
pe ROVAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND,” 
Beg to remind the Members 57 the Society, and Agriculturists 
in general, n their only Counting House and See are- 
house is at t the Corner of HALE MOONS TREET, PICCA- 
ILLY, London, as for the last Fifty 
Priced Lists of Agricultural Seeds are ww ays ready, and may 

be had on application. 

LOWER- POTS AN AND GARDEN SE SEAT 
SE MORTLOCK, 250, Oxford-street, respectfully 

nounces that he has a very large assortment of the 
Eos. articles in various colours, and. mus an early i inspec- 
tion. Every description of useful C. IINA, GLASS, and 
EARTHENWARE at the lowest =r price, for Cash.—250, 
Oxford-street, near Hyde-park. 

Glass Warehouse, 

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING AND HEATING 
BY HOT WATER, 

WRAT ORMS anb BROWN, Hornouse 
LDERS AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS, 

Danver's-street, Chelsi E respeetflly PS 
the Nobility, Gentry, and Gardener: 
of Erecting and Heating every d 
nected with Horticulture. Extract of a 
BOLL, Gardener to His Grace the Duke of HD Blen- 
heim-gar ‘dens,— 

LEMEN,—I am happy to say that the Heating Appa- 
ratus or ected here by you, answers well am perfectly 
satisfied it is the most complete and powerful I have seen, T 
shall be happy | de answer any questions from parties whom you 
may refer to 

Plans and Fltitiutas furnished free, and their Works seen at 
the principal London Nurseries, 

| HORTICULTURAL BUILDING, AND HEATING E. BY 
T WATER. 

] WEEKS wp DAY, Arcurracts, &c., Gloucester- 
U e place, King's-road, Chelsea, HOTHOUS B BUILDERS 
and HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS, most 
respectfully, beg to inform the Nobility, Gentry, and Horticul- 

they have on their premises, for the pur- 
EN ol mm a variety of Hothouses, eenhouses, Con- 
servatories, Pits, all the various known i improve. 

“Their Ado napparatni is 
also erected, and kept in constant action in "e UE 
Greenhouses, Pits, &c., where the whole p: pis of Topan 
Bottom Heating can be seen. 

J. Wrerxs & Dax warrant their Hoty water Mere zs be 
Eae oa every purpose to which h 

; the largest is warranted s a PEE UPON 
SALE à 300 feet in length, with a res ense: of ‘fuel, and only 
to require attention once in 12 bou: 

Models, Plans, &c., im aie at variety. 

PURB IDGE aw» HEALY'S COOKING APPA- 
RATUS, pee ing Bid ata Patents.—This COOKING , 

APPARATUS pos reater general advantages’ than any ̀  
yet submitted to the public, both as regards: strength of mate- 
rial and workmanship ; in fact the laws of heat are so applied 
as to produce the greatest effect with the least consumption © 
fuel, Boss Pa ae the Lun B. and H. pean safe experienc 
super! ior to anything of Bn ind. NIS made, May be seen 
in daily ug at Greenwich Ho n Hotel Craven 
street, and at their NERA o, "pleetstreot, A 
Dios st ius ae be forwarded, upon ppblioenous detailing par- 
ticulars and price. 
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BECKS SEEDLING PELARGONIUMS, 1845.— 
The following varieties can be had, good plants in 4-inch 

pots, delivered free in London for pre-payment only, by Post- 

office orders on Brentford :— 
£2 Aurora. 2 0 | Resplendent ... HL aL gO 

Competitor 111 6] Gigantic m 0019.46 
Hebe's Lip 

Five good plants of Bacchus at ll, 11s, 6d.,'and a few of Sirius 
at the same price, but smaller. 

VARIETIES OF 1844. 
Arabella 15s.0d. | Rosy Circle ... 2. 15s, 0d. 

Desdemona, 15 ; 5 0 
Isabella 76 jon Ur MED YO ia "m 

Usual Allowance to the Trado, 

E. Becr’s Descriptive Catalogue of Seedling Pelargoniums, 

‘with directions for their cultivation, blooming, &c. E. B. finds 

he has about 40 copies of the above undisposed of, which may 

be had in exchange for four postage stamps. 

first is that the Vines had not more than a six weeks 
or two months’ rest, between the first and second 

forcing. It is clear, however, that the Vine could 

not have been much exhausted by its winter growth, 
for on the Ist of May the sap was in motion and 
followed every wound. The natural season for the 
growth of the Vine had in fact returned ; the 
stimulus of long days and bright light, and a warmer 
soil, produced its customary effects, which the Vine 
obeyed notwithstanding the shortness of its pre- 
vious slumbers. It may, therefore, seem that this 
plant does not demand so long a period of rest as is 
supposed; that its vitality is such as to render it 

indifferent to exertion ; and that the “ accumulated 

ORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.— 
Notice, is hereby given, that the EXHIBITION OF 

FLOWERS AND FRUIT, in the Society’s Garden, in the 

ensuing season, will take place on the following Saturdays, 

wiz., May 8; June 19 ; and July 17 ; and that Tuesday, April 20, 
is the last day on which the usual privileged Tickets are issued 

to Fellows of the Society. 

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 1846. 

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 
.4 Barunpay, Nov. 28—Royal Botanic ^. . . . pants 

owpax,  — 30—Botanical (Anniversary) `. pe 

Tounspay, Deo. 1—4 Pinnean er E 22an 

Wapsauspay, —  8—Bociety of Arts . A: ve, ue ABLE 

Ir is doubted by some Pine-growers whether the 
Mevpon Pines, to which we have lately directed 
attention, can be of the weight, and size, and beauty 
that has been stated. Peat, sand, and water, are 
thought to be incapable of producing such results. 
One learned correspondent, of whom we had hoped 
better things, doubts indeed everything; he doubts 

whether Mirabile dictu is a Pine grower at all; 
whether he knows anything about Pine-growing ; 
whether he knows a “ Queen” when he sees one ; 

whether he has not been dreaming all this while, 

fancying Cayennes to be Queens! and so on. 
Reasonable men should be ashamed of such cavil- 
ling. However, for the satisfaction of our friends, 

we have procured one of these Pines from Meudon ; 

the best that remained when our order reached 

Paris (the finest had been cut), and we shall leave 

it for a day or two in the office of this Paper for the 

inspection of the curious, It is a nice little Queen, 

which weighed about 8lbs. avoirdupois when first 

cut ; and now that it has lost some of its weight, is 

far heavier than the finest Queen ever grown in this 
country. 

Ara Meeting of the HORTICULTURAL Society 
on Tuesday, November the 3d, Mr. Mrrcnxrr, of 

Brighton, produced some Brack HAMBURGH GRAPES, 
for which a Silver Banksian Medal was awarded. 
They were not Grapes of wonderful size, either in 
the berry or the bunch; the latter, indeed, was 

small, as all bunches should be which are grown 

for market ; but the berries were handsome, black, 

perfectly ripe, and excellent. Why, then, do we 
mention them thus? seeing that as fine Black Ham- 
urgh Grapes have this autumn been common as 

Blackberries. We mention them because of their 
history, which involves some curious as well as 
highly important facts. 

Mr. Mrrcuext’s Grapes were a part of a very 
heavy second crop, succeeding a fair crop which had 
ripened in the spring. It appears that he had in- 

tended to destroy a house of Vines, which were 

scrambling, out of condition, and more inclined to 

run to wood than to fruit; that for this purpose he 
began to force in the autumn of 1845, and managed 
to secure a ripe crop by the middle of February. By 

that time we may suppose that the Vines were sink- 

ing to rest. By the middle of March the crop was 

all gathered; theVines were then allowed to remain 

undisturbed for six weeks, when, instead of throw- 

ing them away, Mr. M. determined, like a wise 

man, to endeavour first to get another crop out 

of his houses. He therefore on the Ist of May 
pruned them hard ; the sap was rising, and the Vines 

bled excessively, so that the floor of the house was 

deluged. Notwithstanding this, however, the buds 

broke well; a fineshow of fruit appeared, the crop 

was left, and finally ripened off in perfection in Oc- 

tober, the Grapes above alluded to having formed 
part of the produce. What is more, the wood for 

next year is so hard, well ripened, and furnished 

with plump buds, that Mr. Mrrourzr has changed 

his mind about destroying the Vines, and intends to 

force them again next year, but not early, nor more 
than once. The fact is, he has tamed their over- 
luxuriance, and the reason for their removal is with- 

rawn. 
There are two circumstances in this experiment 

which more especially deserve consideration. The 

? of which physiologists speak as so in- 
dispensable to all plants,and for which they regard 
winter as the natural provision, is a thing of imagi- 
nation, not of reality. Such is not our opinion. It 
is to be remembered that these Vines were over- 
luxuriant, and demanded a check ; it does not quite 

follow, because Mr. Mrrcmrrr's rampant Vines 
could be thus “run out” with impunity, that every- | gislilk 

body’s can be treated in the same way. Vines in 
their ordinary state might not bear it. We are, 
however, by no means sure that any very strong 
healthy Vines might not be forced to the same 
extent; a continuance of such treatment would kill 

a plant; but an occasional effort may be borne. A 
strong man will bear the loss of rest for a night 
without inconvenience; but keep him awake for 

several successive nights, and his nature will sink 

prostrate under the effort. So with the Vine. Mr. 
Mircuett, it will be observed, has no intention of 

renewing the experiment immediately : he will now 
give his Vines a long winter's rest; but itis worth 

inquiry whether heaithy Vines cannot be forced 

to bear three crops in two years as a matter of 
course. Those who have the means would do well 
to make the attempt and report the result, 

The second point is the little injury sustained in 
this experiment from excessive bleeding. The 
pruning was necessarily performed when the sap 
was flowing freely ; it was May-day ; all the agencies 
that excite vegetable life were in full activity. The 
loss of sap was enormous; yet an ample and excel- 
lent crop was obtained. Are we to ascribe this 
result'to the over-luxuriance of the Vines already 
alluded to ? or is the bleeding of the Vine, in truth, 
an event of so little importance? For ourselves, 

we believe that both propositions may be assented 
to, with a limitation. Had the Vines been less lux- 

uriant and scrambling, the bleeding to such an ex- 
tent would have been dangerous ; yet the bleeding 

of the Vine in spring is not so serious an event as 
is generally believed. The latter is well known to 
be the opinion of practical men, and they are cer- 
tainly right ; for the rising sap of the Vine consists 
mainly of water, carbonic acid and ammonia, all de- 

rived from the soil, and therefore from a source of 

inexhaustible supply. If no other matters were pre- 
sent the Vine would be of the nature of a slender 
water-pipe, through which this fluid passes in its 
way to the leaves; but it is not so. On the con- 
trary, the rising sap also dissolves in its passage 
all soluble matters with which it is brought into 
contact, among which are, especially sugar and gum, 
the organisable matters out of which the future 
leaves and fruit must be prepared. Now, a plant 
cannot obtain these substances from the soil ; they 

lie in its own tissues and there only, and it is 
obvious that if they are all washed out by the 

passage of an enormous quantity of watery matter 

through the plant, most of which is wasted, there can 
be no formation of leaves, flowers, and fruit. Theo- 

retically, therefore, bleeding is a dangerous circum- 

stance, and may be fatal. 
But in truth Nature is so prodigal of all means 

or materials required for the security of life that 

exhaustion is by no means easy. Infinitely more 

of everything is provided than is really required, 

on purpose to compensate for accidents. A tree 

is loaded with countless flowers; a hundredth part 

of them, when changed to fruit, is more than the 

plant can bear ; they, therefore, drop off by thou- 

sands and strew the ground to the alarm of the in- 
experienced gardener, who is afterwards surprised 

at the appearance of an abundant crop. Strike a 

Fir tree inthe spring, and forthwith the air is filled 
with myriads of millions of pollen grains, provided 

for the fertilisation of a few dozen Fir cones ; some 
hundreds of seeds receive the influence, the rest of 
the pollen grains fly to waste. A calculation 

proving this is to be found in the “ Botanical 

Register,” where the editorshows that 27,000,000,000 

pollen grains were provided on one plant of Glycine 

sinensis, in order to ensure the fertilisation of 

4,050,000 seeds, or about 7000 pollen grains to each 

seed.* And so it is with everything. The starch, 

“* The number of punches was about 9000, and of flowers 

675,000. Each flower consisting of five petals, the number of 

those parts was 3,375,000. Each flower contained 10 stamens, 

gum, or sugar lodged in a plant is no exception. 
Some of those substances must be present: but 
they are provided in such prodigal abundance in 
the teeming bosom of Nature that common accidents 
can hardly exhaust them. 
We would not, however, advise gardeners with 

weak Vines to disregard their bleeding ; an ailing 
old man will perish from what a stout boy would 
laugh at. 

CHINESE METHOD OF DWARFING TREES. 
On the termination of the late Chinese war, our 

neighbours, the French, who shared in the interest so 

generally excited by the event, sent a mission to China, 

to form, if possible, a treaty of commerce with the 
Celestial Government. Confident hopes were enter- 

tained of the success of this mission ; the finest silks 

and choicest wines formed part of the cargo of serious 
argument provided by these delegates of commerce. I 
believe Messieurs les Chinois were inacessable to the 

above mentioned reasonings. La mode Parisienne only 
excited their merriment, and the wine their unequivocal 
islike. However, it is not my present purpose 

speculate on the commercial possibilities of this mission. 
In a short history of the voyage, by one of the party, I 
have found an amusing account of the method pursued 
in dwarfing trees, which perhaps may be more inter- 
esting to horticultural readers. 

Immediately preceding the details of the dwarfing 
system, is an account of a féte day in Canton ; that part 
which introduces and suggests the history of the dwarf 
trees, may, perhaps, without impropriety, be added 

re ere. 
The attachés of the mission were very :much 

astonished one morning to find the appearance of the 

two principal streets of Canton completely changed. 

Before each house was set a kind of stand or altar, of 

considerable size; upon the different steps of these 

stands were placed figures in porcelain and cardboard ; 

by the side of these they remarked vases planted with 

fruit trees, scarcely a foot in height, the branches of 
which, twisted and distorted, bent under the weight of 
their fruit, which was of their natural size. 

The figures of cardboard and porcelain, the most ec- 
centric the brain of a Chinaman could invent, were in 
continual movement. Here a Mandarin, of the first 
class, rolled his haggard eyes, and gesticulated his arms, 
there a soldier sabred nothing right and left, further on 
a Chinese lady raised tenderly her languishing eyes, and 
fanned a_large-headed man, who each moment hung 
out an immense tongue. ‘Time after time the fantastic 
images stopped as if fatigued with their exercise, but 
then the proprietors of the stands gave them some 
strokes with a whip, and i diately the p i 

recommenced with renewed activity. There was 

enough in this to astonish the curious spirit of the 

French travellers. What caused these images to mareh 

to the tune of the whip? And these little trees, so 

ptible in app the height of a foot !— 

carrying, each Orange-tree, 20 enormous Oranges ? 

And éach Apple-tree, 20 or 30 large Apples? For the 

images the explanation was not difficult to find. The 

Chinese had introduced into the interior of them one or 

two mice, which, on being stirred, struck some wires, 

nt i d thus the m 

pressly jointed to produce this effect. 

slept, a cut of the whip aroused and affrighted them, 

and so redoubled the vivacity of the gestures of the 

images. As for the dwarf trees, there was in that a 

mystery of horticulture, or rather sylviculture, to 

divine. M. Renard had noticed, on visiting the apart- 

ments of the Mandarins, similar little trees of the 

height of some few inches, pitiful to look at, unhealthy, 

distorted, and covered with excoriations without num- 

ber, and a thing which astonished him,—the litile 

foliage which ornamented the extremity of the branches, 

belonged to kinds that ordinarily attain an enormous 

size, such as the Elm, the Bamboo, and the Cypress. 

M. R. arrived at the following solution of these eecen- 

iricities:— That for the Chinese nothing is beautiful 

but that whieh is hideous ; that a stunted shrub with- 

out leaves is a wonder that is worth all the forests in 

the universe; and so the principal occupation of the 

Chinese nurserymen is to combat Nature in everything 

that is beautiful and rich. 

The cultivation of the dwarf trees is divided into two 

arts—that of the fruit and forest trees. That of the 

fruit trees rests upon a process already partly known 

in Europe ; but of which the application is different. 

At the moment when a tree is in flower, the Chinese 

cultivator chooses a branch. It is well understood that 

he selects that which presents the most fantastic forms ; 

he makes two circular notches, in a manner to raise 

a ring of bark of the length of about an inch; 

upon the part uncovered he applies fresh earth, 

that is held to it by means of a piece of cloth; 

each day he moistens the earth ; soon the bark at the 

incision throws out roots, the branch becomes a tree, its 

fruit swells and ripens. Then the gardener euts the 

branch at the end of the packet of earth, and plants it 

ina pot to send to the market. It is rare that this 

2 

or the whole mass of flowers 6,750,000. Each ovary contained 
about seven ovules, so that preparation was made for the pro- 

duction of 4,050,000 seeds, for the purpose of fertilising which the 

anthers, if perfect, would have contained about 27,000,000,000 

pollen grains. Had all the petals been placed end to end 

they would have extended to the distance of more than £34 

miles.—Botanical Register, 1840, misc. p. 42. 
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operation does not obtain a complete success. The 
fruit trees raised in this manner are in general the 
Litchi (Dimocarpus litchi), the delicious fruit of China ; 
the Carambol, with octagonal fruit ; the Lon-gan, a kind 
of Plum; the Orange, the Apple, Pear, Ficus indica, 
and a tree sacred in the pagodas, of which the fruit, a 
kind of Citron (Citrus medica, var.?), is called by the 
Chinese Hand of Foo, because it has the form of han 
that the bonzes give to this god. The dwarfed trees 
are destined in general to ornament the pagodas, and 
the shops of the merchants on holidays. The cultivation 
of the forest trees, dwarfed, demands more care. It is 
not only in this case to get ready a branch, but it is a 
struggle they undertake with Nature, which consists in 
making hideous that which Nature has created beautiful, 
to lame and deform that which she has made straight 
and well looking, to render mean and unhealthy that 
which she has produced vigorousand robust. The trees 
submitted to this system of stunting are generally the 
Bamboo, the Cypress, and the Elm ; the same as with 
the fruit trees, they choose a little branch as knotty 
and twisted as they possibly can find; they raise a ring 
of bark, and surround it with vegetable mould ; at the 
same time they prune the tree of its handsomest 
branches, only preserving those which are zigzag ; they 
then cauterise the wounds with hot iron. This first 
operation términated, the gardener devotes all his care 
to his work, up to the day that he is satisfied of the 
presence of some roots. This success obtained, his 
kindness is changed to cruelty ; from this day he re- 
fuses water to his charge, and it is only when he sees 
it nearly perishing, when its leaves fade, and turn 
yellow, that he consenís to moisten a little the earth 
whieh keeps it alive ; he euts off the leaves, and only 
allows a few at the extremity ef the branch to remain. 

The tree thus treated, rests between life and death ; 
it shrivels and bows its head, until the return of the 
sap; at this moment its state appears likely to be 
ameliorated ; it is watered each day, its health is about 

ofrubbish. Leaves when suffered to lie, injure the 
Grass, and generate damp and Moss on the gravel. 
Then, the act of sweeping is beneficial, and can scarcely 
be performed too often at this season, for it removes 
worm-casts and destroys the incipient Mosses which 
will otherwise soon turn the yellow gravel into a smooth 
‘sheet of green. If this clearing process is continued 
until “ the forests are chilly and bare,” the garden will 
preserve throughout a healthy appearance, and confer 
pleasure upon its possessor. The turf should receive a 
final mowing in Ni and be frequently rolled 
when the weather permits. Its edges should be neatly 
clipped, and everything done that can give the idea of 
cleanliness and symmetry. 

he stems of shrubs and flowers should be cut down 
as soon as decayed, and the beds be raked over once a 
week, Rose trees may now be pruned, and everything 
in short be put into the position it is to occupy until the 
spring. If you have marked the habitats of bulbs, &c., 
the borders may be dug with advantage, taking care 
te incorporate with the soil some leaf-mould, or very 
rotten dung from an old pit or frame. But this must 
be deferred till spring if you do not know the positions 
of underground roots, for it is vexatious in the extreme 
to bring up with the spade the mutilated remains of 
Tiger Lilies and Crown Imperials. A strong stake, 
projeeting about three inches from the surface should 
always be inserted to mark the spots which the spade 
must not touch. Some gardeners use short iron rods, 
the effect of which is more certain. 

As a stimulus to exertion in this clearing operation, 
the amateur should remember the great value of the 
heap to which he conveys the leaves and other reliquize 
of his garden. For recruiting flower-beds, this refuse 
vegetable matter, where th ghly rotted, is invaluable. 
The heap should be turned about Christmas time, and 
then allowed to remain as it is until next autumn, when 
it will be converted into leaf-mould ; or it may be more 
quickly made available by saturating the heap with 
h à to return ; but, alas! for the tree, these attenti 

are but preliminary to further cruelties. The sap 
flows in abundance, and then the Chinaman makes at 
various distances transverse incisions, some almost 
circular. These cuttings continued, stop the ascent of 
the sap, which coagulating upon the wounds, causes 
swellings of bark frightful to behold ; but which re- 
joices the eye of the Chinaman. When the time of the 
sap is passed, they put the shrub in régime. They then 
make new notches upon it, but perpendicular this time. 
They raise with a knife the bark near these notches, 
and introduce in the one honey, in the other sugar, in 
some colours, and even acid. Attracted by the smell, 
thousands of ants and flies come and gnaw, and prick 
the bark of the tree, while on the other side the acid 
burns and destroys wherever it touches. At length, 
after this treatment, when the branch has become a 
veritable monstrosity, covered with lichens, lumps, and 
deformiti it i gnised as capable of support- 
ing its pitiful existence, they detach it from the tree; 

ey shake away the earth that surrounds it, to place ina 
vase having the form oft a large square jam-pot ; the 
earth is then replaced by little gravel stones, that are 
just in number sufficient to maintain the tree straight 
in its pot. All the care necessary for the future is to 
moisten lightly the stones, when the plant appears to 
suffer. 

The trees stunted in this manner are very much 
prized by the mandarins, and are sold at a high price ; 
but what is surprising is the extreme longevity they 
acquire. It is not rare that they attain 100 and 200 
years. They are often transmitted by inheritance. 

On some dwarfed trees that were sent to Her Majesty 
from China, in addition to the inflictions described in 
the account, were found numerous ligatures of wire, and 
the branches twisted and bent by the agency of the 
same material.— W. I., Windsor, Oct. 26th. 

THE AMATEUR GARDENER. 
CLEARING UP ror Winter.—In the excellent direc- 

tions to gardeners, furnished by the weekly calendar of 
the Chronicle, allusion is often made to the necessity 
of neatness, especially at this season of the year, when 
the best gardens are deprived of so many of their 
attractions. There may be abundance of evergreens 
and winter flowers, and yet the garden may present a 
very repulsive appearance. Grass-plots literally rough 
with worm-casts ; dead leaves crowding into ever 
corner, as if for the purpose of keeping themselves 
warm ; what were once flowers, dangling from the 
stakes which supported them like criminals in chains ; 
and numerous dry stems, rattling with a very ominous 
sound in every wind ;—such are the fights and sounds 
too often seen and heard in really good gardens in the 
winter months, to the scandal of good taste, and the 
disgrace of the owners. This is especially the case 
where a gardener is not kept constantly, but one is 
employed a day or two in the week. Other matters 
must be attended to, and the clearing up is neglected 
until Nature calls too loudly to be longer neglected, and 
the appearance of Snowdrops and Crocuses infuse new 
energies into the before torpid proprietor. 

ow the fact is, this clearing up is the work of every 
day, and cannot be neglected even for a day with 
impunity. As advancing autumn strews the lawn and 
the gravel walks with leaves, let them be removed at 
least three times a week. It is commonly said * Oh it 
is of no use sweeping away leaves, for they will fall 
again, and our labour will be thrown away!” No 
this is an exclamation of ignorance, for neatness is not 
the only object contemplated by the frequent removal 
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the ] liquor from g; ks, by which decom- 
position will be hastened. The shrubby stems of Holly- 
hocks, &c., will all add to this heap, and by its assist- 
ance the amateur will be able to secure a more efficient 
growth, both in pots and in beds. I may as well men- 
tion here, that a heap of the rotten dung from an ex- 
hausted Cucumber-bed, should be put aside in some 
retired spot, as, for floricultural purposes, it will be 
better for remaining another year before it is used. 

eference was made above to those who do not keep 
a gardener constantly. Now, one of the luxuries of 
gardening is the exercise it furnishes to its devoted ser4 
vants, the glow of health and the buoyancy of spirits it 
produces. If you have a group of children under your 
control, shivering at an east wind, and blowing their 
hands to make them warm, try the effect of leaf-gather- 
ing, and other similar operations at this season of the 
ear ; by working among them yourself, you will insure 

their discharging their duties with life, and they will all 
confess that the cold they dreaded was only a phantom 
of the imagination.—H. B. 

THE RED DOYENNÉ PEAR. 
Synonymes.—Doyenné Gris, Doyenné Roux, St. Michel Doré, 

Beurré Rouge (of some), Rothe Herbstbutterbirne, Rothe De- 
chantsbirne, Gray Doyenné, Gray Dean's, Red Beurré (of some), 

‘<= 
Smooth. A 

Russet. 

Of the above names, the Red Doyenné is proposed as 
the most appropriate, Although Duhamel designated 
it the Doyenné Gris, yet experience has proved that 
such name is not the most distinctive for the type of 
this Pear ; the White Doyenné, or old White Beurré, 
may be as aptly so called when it assumes a somewhat 
russeted appearance, grown as a standard. In fact, it 
has been obtained in various instances with this name. 
But however much these two Doyenné Pears may re- 
semble each other when on the trees, a decided differ- 
ence ensues. The White becomes paler and paler as it 
approaches the period of being fit for use ; the other, 
on the contrary, acquires a brighter red. The author 
of the “Jardin Fruitier,” remarks that the epithet of 

red is more proper than gray for the Pear in question, 
because at the period of maturity it is in reality red. 

The accompanying outline is that of a fruit from a 
standard. The flesh is white, melting, buttery, and sugary, 
with a rich cinnamon flavour. In perfection in Octo- 
ber and November, succeeding the White Doyenné. 
Shoots vigorous, bright chesnut, with a sprinkling of 
small pale-brown spots. Leaves middle-sized, oval, 
slightly serrated; petioles slender. Flowers small, 
opening rather early ; petals oval, inclining to obovate ; 
stamens shorter than the styles. 

The tree is a good bearer ; and the fruit generally 
acquires a richer flavour than that of the White 
oyenné; but like it is best from a standard —R. T. 

Home Correspondence. 
Coping for Walls.—I have found, by experience, that 

the top of walls should be finished in the same way as 
the ridge at the top of a house. If tiles are used in- 
stead of slates, this plan will be found more convenient 
for a ladder, as a thin slate is more likely to be broken 
than a thick tile. With respect to projecting copings, 
I beg to refer your readers to Clement Hoare’s book 
on “ Vines on Open Walls,” 2d edition, pp. 75, 76, 77. 
But I will briefly mention. He states that if a wall 
be not 4 feet high, and if it face the south, the coping 
ought not to project at all, but if 4 feet high, then the 
coping may project 4 inches, and 1 inch additional for 
every foot in height. But he recommends “ moveable 
wooden copings,” and gives directions as to the time of 
using them for Vines.—C. A. A. Lloyd, Whittington, 
Oswestry. 

Polmaise Heating.—Mr. Meek's able exposition of 
the laws of heating as they bear on the Polmaise sys- 
tem, and the simple and effective manner in which he 
applies them, will I hope do much to extend the adop- 
tion of this method of heating. There is one point, 
however, and it is a practical one of much importance, 
in which I think Mr. M. mistaken : this is the supposed 
small loss of heat by the flue or chimney. In former 
communications I expressed the opinion that there isa 
yery considerable loss of heat by the flue or chimney 
in the Polmaise method, as well as stated at some length 
the grounds on which this opinion rests, and I recom- 
mended the adoption of certain arrangements for re- 
covering and appropriating the heat so wasted. Mr. 
M. in the Chronicle of the 31st ult. says, in reference 
to an observation made by the Dean of Manchester, 
that his chimney is cold. I do not know by what ex- 
periments he has arrived at this conclusion : but if it is 
intended to be inferred from it that no unappropriated 
heat passes into the chimney from the stove, I would 
beg him to consider the physical incompatibility of such 
an inference with the structure and conditions of his 
stove as he has given them to your readers. If I 
rightly understand the construction of Mr. M.’s hot 
chamber and stove, it consists of a small (sunk) pro- 
jection behind the back wall of the hothouse, within 
which wall the chimney is built. The stove occupies 
the whole area of the chamber except a small. space of 
2 or 3 inches all round ; I shall, perhaps, be not much 
out therefore in supposing that a horizontal line drawn 
from the nearest edge of the top plate of the stove to 
the interior of the chimney will not exceed 12 inches. 
Mr. M. will allow that the temperature of the gases 
inside the four walls of his stove must at least be as 
great as that of the plate which they contribute to heat, 
and by which the current of air is heated in its turn ; 
how then can these gases, having so high a temperature 
within the stove, be expected to have lost any consider- 
able portion of their heat on entering the chimney, 
not more than a foot distant from it, unless by 
being absorbed in the materials of the chimney, and 
so lost or wasted? No doubt, by careful and judicious 

e ion may be so regulated that 
there shall be a minimum escape of heated gases into 
the chimney. But what is this minimum? If combus- 
tion is to be maintained at all, a certain portion of air 
must be admitted to the stove, and a correspondin 
volume (greater, indeed, on aecount of their dilatation 
by heat)of mixed gases, resulting from combustion, 
consisting of 79 parts of nitrogen and 21 of carbonic 
acid, for every 100 parts of atmospheric air admitted, 
must be permitted to escape into the chimney, which 
they will enter (in Mr. M.’s plan) at a temperature 
little short of what they had in the stove. In ordinary 
practice, however, it is not to be expected that this 
nicety of regulation will be habitually observed by gar- 
deners and their assistants. More air than is necessary 
will often be admitted, and a brisker fire and more rapid 
draft will be produced ; consequently, a more abundant 
flow of heated gases and smoke into the chimney, whieh 
is equally so much heat lost, whether we regard it as 
absorbed by the materials of the chimney, or dispersed 
in the atmosphere. The general correctness of the 
view I have taken of the great loss of heat sustained in 
this way is confirmed by the fact mentioned by Mr. 
Hazard in a late Chronicle, that having the flue of a 
stove carried through an adjoining room, he found that 
its temperature was raised 12 degrees higher than that 
of the room in which the stove itself was placed. 
should not, however, have thought of occupying your 
space with these observations, if it were not with the 
view of rendering them subservient to a practical pur- 
pose. Being convinced, whatever be the form or kind 
of stove employed in the Polmaise method, that a great 
deal of heat passes unused beyond the limits of the hot- 
chamber, I regard the appropriation and utilising of 
this heat as a matter of importance in the economy of 

the system ; and I offer the following arrangement for 
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this purpose as likely to be effectual, and capable of 
being easily engrafted on Mr. M.'s or any other stove. 
It is merely that a thin iron flue should be carried from 
the stove along the cold-air drain, and then returning 
ack in the same channel, be let into the chimney in 

the back wall of the house. The heated gases issuing 
from the stove would thus have to pass along a con- 
siderable extent of thin flue, of good conducting mate- 
rial, the external surface of which is traversed by the 
current of cold air ; and the greatest portion of their 
heat must necessarily be abst d and appropriated 
by the air before they could reach the chimney.— 
SANT. Be k, Nov. 14. 

In a late number a plan for planting 
Hautbois by mixing a regular proportion of male with 
female plants, is mentioned. If I am not mistaken, 

was the first to call attention to the fact that it was 
necessary to plant in the above manner ; at any rate I 

never read any account of it till I published my method 

of practice in one of the early 1 f the “Gard 
Magazine.” So certain was I of the necessity of such a 

method of planting, that I always kept a bed of each on 

purpose to plant from, and also to supply my friends, 
who were glad to accept plants of the two sexes, seeing 
that mine succeeded so well. I have continued to keep 
them separate till the present time ; but what has 

happened with them this year should teach us a lesson 
not to be too confident in what we believe to be correct. 
I had two beds planted out last spring, one from each 
of the old male and female beds, The situation they 
occupy, receives very little sunshine at any time, in 
consequence of high trees; but the ground being 
trenched and in good condition, they have grown very 
fast, and at this moment they have a full erop of fruit 
on them. Ibelieve there is not one plant in both the 
beds that is not well furnished with fruit like those 

Flag - pedes 
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forth 8 was affected, notwithstanding that other or indig: 
plants remained free from disease. Although convinced 
that a disease like this is not and cannot be propagated 
from root to root, it may happen nevertheless that the 
produce of diseased Potatoes will be more liable to be- 
come affected by various external causes than plants 
raised from sound roots. It is true that healthy plants 
have been produced from diseased tubers, It would, 
however, be contrary to all reason and analogy to sup- 
pose that the portion from which the stem grew was 
unsound when the germ first received its vitality. When 
Potatoes have been left in the ground because they were 
diseased, or if they have been planted in that state, 
and have afterwards produced healthy plants, we may 
presume that the decay either goes on until the root is 
entirely destroyed, or else that the process of decompo- 
sition is arrested by Nature’s own efforts before the 
whole substance of the root has become diseased. If, 
therefore, but a single eye be left, and that portion of 
the root from which the young shoot grows be perfectly 
sound, there is no reason why it should not produce a 
vigorous plant and healthy offsets. This result is more 
likely to be obtained with roots left in the ground 
during the winter, not only because there would be 
more time for this remedial process to be perfected, but 
also beeause the exclusion of the external air is known 
to be one of the best means for arresting the progress 
of the disease. But with Potatoes left out of the ground 

some months before they are planted, not only is this 
remedial change less likely to be accomplished, in those 
actually diseased, but gangrene or decay is more certain 
to attack those roots which are apparently sound when 
dug up, by bringing them in contact with the oxygen of 
the atmosphere, the presence of which, as is familiar to 
all, favours decomposition in plants and animals. Hence 
the loss among store Potatoes, although they manifested 

decay when first taken up. As, also, enclosed, which I have just gathered 
from each bed. Can you account for this after the 
treatment they have received with regard t i 

no 
the symptoms of disease do not always manifest them- 
selves i diately, and, ionally, not until months Pp 

for about 20 years 1— B. [We presume there has been 
some mistake in planting.] 

Cottage Gardens.—1 have to express my thanks for 
your advice offered to cottage gardeners last summer, 
that they should fill up the vacancies in their borders 
caused by the drought, by a late sowing of Mangold 
Wurzel. I tried the experiment, and though planted 
late, I am now housing an excellent crop of that root. 
I am desirous of knowing if I may pack them in a heap 

ina eattle.shed exposed to the south, or if they ought to 

be covered with litter or buried in clamps. The former 

plan is the most desirable as least laborious.— Durus 

Arator. [Pack it in long heaps and cover it well 

with straw. All that is necessary is to keep away frost ; 

that is indispensable, and is the only cireumstance to 

attend to.] 
Portugal Cabbage.—® O. P. Q. R.” thanks Mr. D., of 

Fulham, for his Braganza Cabbage. It is themost delicate 
of its kind ; the outside leaves are as good as the heart. 

'* O. P. Q. R.” recommends Braganza Cabbage as an 
autumn crop from the middle of August to November. 
—[This is nothing but the Couve Tronchuda, or Por- 
tugal Cabbage, called by the French Chou à grosses 
côtes blond. Ít deserves all that is said of it. 

Snowdrops.—“ D. S." begs to inform the ** Amateur 
Gardener? that in an obseure corner of the rectory 
garden at Spetisbury, near Blandford, Dorset, the 
Snowdrops, both single and double, propagated them- 
selves most profusely, The soil was a cold clay upon 
chalk. The spot shady and undisturbed. It is very 
probable the present ineumbent with his grand gardener 
may have eradicated them altogether. An instance of 
bulbs flourishing for ages under Grass may be found at 
Gatton-park, where, in the time of the writer’s grand- 
father, to whom it belonged, the double White Narcissus 
was growing in large patches in a sort of lawn near the 
house, which has probably once been a flower- garden. 
They were still there not many years ago when the 
writer visited the place. 

Potato Disease.—In the candid and impartial notice 
of my work in a former Number (Oct, 17, p. 691), it 
was stated that the theory proposed by me did not ex- 
plain the fact that at Oporto, Graham’s Town, and in 
Bermuda, the disease appeared exclusively among im- 
ported Potatoes, I did not reply to this query at the 
moment ; in the first place, because I waited to see if 

other objections were made to this theory ; and in the 

next because I was anxious to ascertain if more precise 
information could be obtained on this particular point. 
lthough neither of these expectations have been 

realised, Iam induced in consequence of your having 
again referred to the subject in a late Number (p. 739), 
to trespass on your indulgence, while I attempt to ex- 
plain ihe cause of this apparent anomaly. As you 
rightly observe, it may be “that the disease, in the 
cases alluded to, is not the same as has attacked the 
great mass of the erops of Europe and North America." 

This, possibly, is the fact; but I am not anxious to 
take refuge under this supposition, for the contrary may 
be the case. We will, therefore, look at the question 

simply as it stands, and presume that the disease is 
identical, and that it has not extended to other or in- 
digenous roots. am ignorant of the locality whence 
these Potatoes were imported, as well as of the im- 
portant circumstance whether any other portion of the 
crop from which they were taken was attacked with the 
prevailing epidemic. Knowing, however, the general 
prevalence of the disease both in America and in Eng- 
land during the last two years, we may presume that 
such must have been the case. If so, we ought not to 
be surprised that the produce of these imported roots 

, 
after, we must infer that the roots not only imbibe the 
seeds of the disease before they are dug up, but that 
they also retain them for long periods after, If so, it 
would seem impossible to say positively that Potatoes 
imported from a country where the epidemie had pre- 
viously prevailed were in a sound state at the time they 
were planted. As, also, such roots would necessarily 
be planted in the spring, there might not be sufficient 
time to arrest the progress of the disease before the 
young shoots sprung up, particularly in warm latitudes. 
Although this state might not be such as to produce 
actual disorganisation, and I have inferred that the 
disease cannot be propagated from root to root, still if 
there were only a partial change or alteration in the 
texture or juices of the old Potatoes, it might render 
the plants produced from them weaker and more sus- 
ceptible of any morbid impression to which it may be 
subsequently exposed—a result constantly witnessed in 
the offspring of animals whose parents are diseased or 
sickly. Now, without waiting to inquire whether the 
same cause as that productive of the disease in other 
parts of the world has been in operation in the above- 
mentioned places or not (for this can only be ascer- 
tained hereafter), I have merely to add that there is 
no situation, not even the coral formation of Bermuda, 
where deleterious agents are not given out from the 
soil. If, therefore, the Potatoesimported from England 
and America into the above island and other places 
contained within them the seeds of disease, although 
not actually developed at the time they were 
planted, we can understand why the plants pro- 
duced from them might be influenced by causes 
which had no effect on plants derived from other seed— 
no matter what that cause was, whether the agent pro- 
duetive of disease in other parts of the world, that 
universal but invisible poison termed malaria, or some 
other local and deleterious substance. That such, or 
even slighter circumstances than these, would be suffi- 
cient to account for the effects under consideration, we 
may learn from what is sometimes observed in the 
human species, for in consequence of certain peculiari- 
ties or idiosynerasies as they are termed, we find 
particular epidemics attacking particular individuals, 
and sometimes even whole nations, to the exclusion of 
all others. Thus the Sudor Anglicus, or sweating 
sickness which appeared in 1483, and continued to 
prevail from time to time, until 1551, was confined 
almost exclusively to the English, leaving foreigners 
resident in England exempt from the disease ; and 
what is more singular, attacking Englishmen in coun- 
tries and at a time when the natives were unaffected. 
That the immediate cause of the attack was external 
and not internal, we may conclude from the fact that 
this disease was unknown before this period, and could 
not, therefore, have been latent in the constitution of 
the persons thus attacked ; while also it appears that 
in subsequent visitations, the natives of other countries 
in Europe were attacked the same as the English. 
Not only, therefore, would I infer that vegetables, like 
animals, may acquire certain peculiarities or suscepti- 
bilities which render them more obnoxious to the 
operation of certain deleterious agents than before ; but 

I would also infer that the blight and decay which 

has been previously confined to the produce of 

imported Potatoes, will hereafter extend to other and 
indigenous roots. Such at least are the conclusions at 

which I should myself arrive ; whether they are con- 

sidered satisfactory by others yet remains to be seen. 

I will, therefore, only add that although it is not 

necessary for the establishment of this theory, any more 

than that of others, to explain allthe anomalies that may 

p confirm rather than 
destroy the rule—still, I think it right to offer an expla- 
nation of those phenomena that seem to admit of a 
reasonable and proper elucidation. I trust that the 
present will be regarded in that light by you and your 
numerous readers.—J. Parkin, London, Nov. 16. 

Bees.—In Notices to Correspondents, p. 760, « W”? 
says, “the pure comb in both glasses and under hives, 
will be of much use when the bees begin to work afresh 
in them next season.” Now I do not question the use 

of the comb to the bees, but I do the advantage of 
letting it remain to the bee keeper. I think the conse- 

quence will be, that where the glasses ought to be fit to 

be taken next year filled with honey, many of the cells 

instead of containing honey will be filled with young 
brood, whereas if the comb be eut out, so that the bees 
have to make it entirely afresh, such will not be the 
case. Atleast such has been my experience, and also 
the experience of a much older bee keeper than myself. 
It matters not how pure the comb; it is, I have found, 
best cut out.—A Bee keeper, Ipswich. 

Pine-apples (see p. 756).—Of peat and silver sand 
for Pines I have no experience; but with respect to a 
mixture of leaf-mould and sand, I am perfectly con- 
vinced of its superiority over every other material. 
Until last August I grew the Pines as others did, in the 
best loam ; but at the above date I had a pit which is 
formed over a hot water tank, cleaned out and filled up 
with leaf-mould and sand to the depth of about 20 
inches. The plants were turned out of the pots, and 
have done well; their growth and general appearance 
far surpassing anything I had ever seen before.— 
Morris Todd, Gardener to Sir Edmund Filmer, East 
Sutton, Nov. 18. 

Jerusalem Artichoke a substitute for the Potato.—XY 

am surprised at Mr. Forsyth speaking of the Jerusalem 

Artichoke produeing about 15 tons of the root per acre, 
but which I believe it may do, and a very good nutri- 
tious root I believe it to be; but when he speaks of 69 
tons per acre of good fodder, and compares it with 
Swede Turnips, as being three times the weight of a 
good crop of them, he may be correct again so far; but 
what cattle will he expect to eats them, or fatten on 
them after the root is fully ripened? He must know 
there is then no nourishment in those stalks ; in fact he 
can have but one crop, and therefore he ought not to 
mislead your readers by calculating on bringing both 
crops to perfection. —James Wellman, Reading, Nov.16. 
[Our own crop has this year produced 673 bushels, or 
14 tons 8 ewt. an acre ; but much of it was overhung 
by trees; the part that was fully exposed yielded 
nearly 20 tons per acre. Of tops, when withered, we 
found, only 14 tons ; and if such a weight as Mr. For- 
syth ‘mentions is to be obtained, it must, we presume, 
be quite green; in which case it will consist of two- 
thirds water, or it must be cut once, in July or August, 
in addition to the final cutting. The tops should cer- 
tainly be finally eut while green and before drying up ; 

if that is done, they may be 35 nutritious as hay or 

Lucerne ; but we find no good analysis of them in that 

state.] 
Fly Water—Some time since a correspondent, 

(Emily) enquired after a method of destroying house 

flies. Although it is not likely she will be troubled with 

them much more this season, she will on the return 

of the flies next summer, find the following effectual, 

and, besides, unattended with the risk of poison, to which 

the fly waters in general use are liable. Make a strong 

decoction of quassia chips, and add as much sugar as 

will overpower the extreme bitterness of the decoction, 

and form a thin syrup ; this exposed in broad, shallow 

vessels, will soon be found filled with dead flies,—indeed, 

I found them this autumn, literally ‘heaps upon 

heaps."— Lusor. 

g 

What will become of them ! 
that when so many improvements in heating are con- 

stantly being made, that no provision should be effected 

to afford an increase of light to plants under a course 
of excitement by heat. By some it may seem some- 
what anomalous to attempt to supply the deficiency of 
natural by artificial light; and they may despair of 
success in the attempt ; but reasoning from analogy, we 
are bound to conclude that artificial light might be used 
with equal propriety and chance of success as artificial 
heat. The indispensability of the latter is never ques- 
tioned ; but of its twin sister, “oh no, we never men- 
tion her.” Every gardener knows that heat and light 
in all horticultural operations should act in unison with 
each other. The day may come, how soon we cannot 
calculate, when the gardener’s operations will be con- 
ducted (that is as far as the imitation of a natural cli- 
mate by artificial means consists) not only by a thermo- 
meter and hygrometer, but the trio will be made up by 
an instrument for indicating the intensity of light. For 
years the only instrument of a scientific character which 
the gardener had was the thermometer. Time rolled 
on, and as science became wedded to his art, the want 
of a vapour measure was felt, and straightway he orna- 
ments his forcing-house with an hygrometer. The con- 
nection of heat and vapour in his operations is now 

dwelt on, and their combined action is found to require 

regulation so as to produce beneficial results. The im- 

portance of light no gardener will question ; but as to 
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its quantity, or more properly intensity, the subject 
seems totally neglected. But if the given amount of 
heat and moisture which any series of plants require 
demands attention as to the quantity of each, surely 
Jight must be admitted as an equal candidate for our 
favour. In houses where plants are, after their season 
of excitement, allowed a period of rest, the dark days 
of winter can of course be met by a corresponding de- 
pression of temp in the regulation of our heating 
apparatus. But on the other hand, in forcing-pits in 
full operation at that unfavourable season, where a high 
temperature is constantly stimulating the vegetable in- 
mates into a rapid action of root, the deficiency of solar 
influence is severely felt. As heat is the stimulating 
agent whereby the root is made to absorb rapidly, and 
to pass the fluids so absorbed into the trunk and 
branches of a plant, so light is required to exert its 
chemical agency upon the fluid so absorbed, in order 
that the plant may be kept in a state of health, and in 
order that the individual may perpetuate its species, 
which is the true end and objeet of all vegetable life. 
To enter into a dissertation on the mode in which light 
and heat are subservient in the vegetable economy, 
would be to write an essay on vegetable excitability. 
In fact it would require an exposition of several 
branches of vegetable physiology clearly to pursue the 
subject in all its bearings. But as every gardener is 
or ought to be acquainted with the principles of that 
science, for the present it must suffice to observe, that 
light is one of, if not the most important, of the three 
indispensables (heat, moisture, and light) in plant grow- 
ing. When we compare the clumsy and unnatural 
attempts at heating in the early days of gardening, with 
those now in use, we are tempted to smile at our ances- 
tors for their lack of knowledge in those matters, But 
we have no qualifications for so doing. What gardener 
20 years ago dreamt of regulating the dampness of his 
stove pl by an hyg 2 And though it 
may raise a smile on the cheek of some, and a sneer of 
ridicule on the lip of others, we may yet live to see all 
large horticultural establishments furnished with an 
apparatus for furnishipg light, looked upon with equal im- 
portance with a conical boiler or a Polmaise stove.—G. 

The Sunflower.—' The common Sunflower (Heliant;us 
annuus), may have its seed greatly increased in sze, 
quantity, and quality, by suffering only the. uppermost 
bud to remain on the plant. A seed head was exhibi ed 
at the Colchester Hortieul 1 Show ing 3 tee 
in circumference, with several others very little smaller, 
all of which were grown in, common soil. There is a 
much larger proportion of firm seed in them than 
is to be found in heads grown in the usual way. There 
can be little doubt that continued attention to experi- 
ments in, its cultivation will be ulti ly erowned with. 
profitable results, as there is not a part of the plant 
which may not be applied to. some useful purpose, and 
principally so by the agriculturist (see Mechi’s letters). 
Watering the plants with a weak solution of saltpetre 
has been found much to promote their growth, and the 
seeds, after such treatment, have been found to contain 
very much ofit. A slight top-dressing might, however, 
be less trouble, and answer the purpose better, as by 
occasional rains it would be more gradually communi- 
cated to the plants. A farmer at Earl’s Colne grows it 
for the purpose of feeding young pigs, which are found 
to thrive well upon the seeds. —R. B. P. 

Fuchsia Serratifolia.—Nothing certainly but too 
generous and careful treatment can have gained for 
this beautiful species the character of being a shy 
flowerer. In the spring of this year, a healthy plant 
was turned out in the bed of my conservatory, and 
has bloomed in the most profuse manner, from the end 
of May, and grown proportionally. The only fault I 
had to find with it was, that the individual flowers 
were not so large as those first produced in the green- 
house of the successful raisers, and that the petals were 
of a pale, watery red, instead of the fulgent scarlet 
which is their true character. This, I am induced to 
think, has been caused by the extreme heat of the past 
Season, as since we have had cool autumnal weather, 
they have assumed their proper tint, and are much 
larger; they are still produced in abundance on the 
young wood, and if the plant receives no check it will 
probably flower through the winter.—4 Devonian, 
Kingsbridge, Nov. 7. 

ildew.—1l have this year been much troubled with. 
mildew, not only out but also in-doors. I have tried to 
get rid of it, and in some cases have all but succeeded, 
when it would re-appear almost as bad as ever. In 
others the remedy has been nearly as bad as the 
disease. In one instance, that of Vegetable Marrows 
of two different kinds, growing on the same bed, under 
exactly the same circumstances, running all about, one 
among the other, the one sort was covered with 
mildew to such an extent as to have nearly all the 
leaves white ; while the other could be traced threading 
its way among them in the greatest luxuriance, and as 
green and clean as possible. As I did not much care 
whether I killed or cured the mildewed plants, 
stripped off their leaves ; still they lived, and the next 
growth was just the same. I left them to their fate 
till we had a change of weather from hot and dry to 
cold and wet ; when all of a sudden I perceived that 
those leaves which had before been white, assumed a 
healthy green colour and so continued till a few days 
ago, when I had all cleared away. I thought this might 
furnish a hint as to future management, under artificial 
treatment with regard to. atmospheric moisture and 
temperature ; but here again I was brought to a stand- 
still, as this was the only instance of recovery from a 
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diseased state, for not the slightest change was effected 
on the out-door Cucumbers, which continued to get 
worse until they became entirely spoiled. I did not 
consider the loss of these things of much importance, 
as being only annuals I hoped to lose the disease with 
them; but such is not the case, for a quantity of 
Verbenas struck and potted off for spring use, which 
I carefully kept away from any mildewed plants, and 
which to all appearance were doing well, are exhibiting 
signs of it on most of them. I have been recommended 
to dust with flowers of sulphur and with sulphur vivum. 
Now what difference is there in the two kinds of sul- 
phur ?—which is the strongest, and may I dust the 
plant with a pepper-box without danger, for having had 
some experience in their use, I have sometimes seen 
plants killed by it. Some of my attempts to get rid of 
this pest may perhaps not be quite useless, and should 
such be the case I will give the results.—4. [Flowers 
of sulphur are sublimed sulphur ; sulphur vivum is the 
refuse remaining after purification ; use the former.] 

Maclura anurantiaca.—This tree, in common with 
Paulovnia imperialis, is deserving of a more frequent 
place in our ornamental plantations than it at present 
has. It is ‘true it can scarcely be considered as tho- 
roughly hardy, for in severe winters the young wood is 
frequently killed back a foot or 18 inches. Still, how- 
ever, it is believed much may be done in warm locali- 
ties by a little care and attention in the way of accli- 
matisation, such as planting in sheltered situations, and 
assisting as much as possible the early ripening of the 
young shoots. If the main stem be kept clear of 
branches from 3 to 4 feet from the ground as the tree 
grows, it will, in about three or four years, form a very 
beautiful head, and in this state it is an exceedingly 
handsome lawn tree ; but if the branches are allowed 
to remain as they are produced, the growth of the tree 
becomes irregular ; and in this case, its habit being 
straggling, it does not by any means form so graceful a 
tree, In the “ Encyclopædia of Trees and Shrubs,” it 
is said that Maclura aurantiaca is increased “ by cut- 
tings of the roots, layers, or grafting on the common 
Mulberry ;” and as it would thus appear that its pro- 
pagation is easy, it is hoped that hereafter it will be 
more generally found in the nurseries, and in the course 
of time freely i into our p. ds and 
shrubberies.— Ortolano, Oct. 24. 

Sounds made by the Toad.—The usual sound emitted 
by the toad differs greatly from that of the frog. It is 
an acute note, not loud but plaintive, sounding like coo- 
coo, which it utters, I think, only in the evening, and at 
pairing time. It does not appear to make any cry of 
distress, like the frog. During the last summer my at- 
tention was attracted one day by sounds like the cries 
of a young child ; they proceeded from behind a tree, 
close to a wall, where I discovered a frog attacked by a 
weazel. It is well known to husbandmen what piteous 
cries poor frogs make when unavoidably injured by the 
seythe of the mower. Toads in both circumstances 
would probably utter no ery. It is well ascertained, 
however, that besides the noise above described, the 
toad has a note very different and more musical. Mr. 
St. John mentions that in France he was startled one 
evening by sounds like the tinkling of small bells, which 
the inhabitants assured him proceeded from toads. This 
is corroborated by the testimony of a friend, who kept 
several pet toads in his room for years together, and 
paid great attention to all their habits and peculiariti 

there is a good extent of lawn, but an inadequate sup- 
ply of hands, I saw one of the mowing machines in use, 
and it appeared to answer perfectly. Two men were 
employed in using it, but in the end there must be a 
considerable saving of labour and expense, as the ma- 
chine cuts, collects, and rolls the Grass at the same 
time. It is scarcely possible for any lawn to look more 
smoothly and nicely than the one to which I have 
alluded ; and on inquiry, I found that from the assist- 
ance which the gardener is allowed being so dispropor- 
tionate to the amount of labour required, it would be 
impossible to keep the lawn in so good a condition by. 
the scythe. To amateurs who direct their own gardens, 
if their lawns have a nearly even surface, this machine 
would, I should think, prove very useful.—Ortolano,, 
Oct. 24. 

Foreign Correspondence. 
Odessa, Oct. 7, 1846.— There is a great deal of To- 

bacco cultivated in the Crimea, and it is reckoned far 
superior in quality to that of Little Russia. It is all 
the tall pink flowered kind (N. tabacum), whilst that of 
Little Russia is the smaller green flowered species (N. 
rustica). 

The Vineyards of the south coast are gradually in- 
creasing in extent, although not near so much is plant- 
ing now as a few years ago, when the Crimea was. all 
the fashion. They are generally planted as in the south, 
of France, but staked, and in several places I saw them 
as full of Grapes as in the ordinary run of 
Vineyards in the south of France, and the quan- 
tity produced in good situations is nearly as great. 
In quality I tasted some excellent red wines, 
nearer to those of Montpellier than any other, and 
good table wines would probably acquire a good repu- 
tation, and become very profitable. Unfortunately most 
of the growers have the mania for making Cham- 
pagne, Muscat de Lunel, Bordeaux, Sauterne, &c., &e.;. 
which are no more like the wines whose names they 
assume than our Gooseberry mixtures, whilst several of 
them, if they bore their own names, might be reckoned. 
very fair. The most iderable and best vineyard: 
are now to the east of Yalta, and might be much ex- 
tended ; but the whole south coast is so narrow that it 
can never become:a very great wine-growing country. 
A few particularly favoured spots admit of Olive 
grounds, but that tree is of too slow a growth for the 
landowners to care for planting much, and it is doubt- 
ful whether they ever would be profitable. Mulberries, 
Chesnuts, and perhaps Almonds, might be much better 
worth planting, especially the Mulberries, which suc- 
ceed also very well about Odessa, notwithstanding the 
intense cold of January and February. I am told that 
several persons about here are making silk of excellent 
uality. 

5 The, gardens of Aloupta are laid out with a good deal 
of taste, are of considerable extent, thickly planted with 
trees and shrubs, especially evergreens, to which Prince 
Woronzow is very partial, and present all the beauties 
which a, steep rocky declivity directly opposed to a 
burning sun admit of, There are some good springs 
which are conducted into fountains ; some exceedingly. 
pretty, and in one place made to irrigate a Grass-plot. 
which is green even now. There are also some ravines 
where the vegetation looks vigorous, but in general the 
garden partakes too much of the aridity of the season. 
The celek d crater in the upper garden is a fine wil 

He observed that sometimes in an evening he had been 
surprised at hearing a toad make a very peculiar tink- 
ling noise, which seemed closely to correspond with the 
sounds noticed by Mr. St. John, It resembled the 
sound of a small bell at a distance, or the sharp note of 
something striking against am empty glass. He was 
perfectly sure that the sound was uttered by the toad, 
though he could not discover how or on what account. 
The habits, indeed, of this much abused. reptile, which. 
is usually considered so unsightly, are very little 
understood ; because few have taken any pains 
to ascertain them. Our natural histories repeat 
one after another the same unfounded and absurd 
stories concerning it. For instance, some of our lead- 
ing writers assert that the spawn of toads is rendered 
prolific as it is deposited in the water. This cannot be 
the fact ; for I have had tadpoles produced from spawn, 
which I took myself from a toad which I had first 
killed. From much careful observation, I am inclined 
to believe that fertilization is effected through the pores 
of the skin, My friend, however, who has had much 
experience of the habits of toads, considers it the re- 
sult of mere compression, having many times observed 
a female toad oppressed by the adhesion of several 
males at the same time, but all in. different positions. 
The. same laws appear to apply to frogs, though they 
are much more rarely to be observed in those circum- 
stances, and always complete their office a. fortnight 
before tonds. Many people, too, are still obstinately 
persuaded that the toad is venomous ; that it ejects a 
poisonous liquid; that it feeds on Strawberries, and is 
a noxious reptile. All these notions are utterly un- 
founded; but people imbibe them from childhood, and 
grow up with an abhorrence of the poor toad, which 
prevents them from studying its habits, and doing jus- 
tice to a very useful and entirely harmless creature.— 
J. Wighton, Cossey Hall Gardens, near Norwich. 
Mowing Machine.—Where lawns are extensive, 

every one must know how tedious an operation it is to 
mow the whole extent after the ordinary manner. This, 
too, must be the more felt by those gardeners who have 
scarcely sufficient assistance afforded them. On paying 
a visit to a suburban residence a few days since, where 

rocky scene ; some of the covered walks, caves, &e., 
look cool and fresh, and are well adapted to the kind of 
ground. The terrace in front of the palace has a ve: 
pretty parterre, with two beautiful marble fountains, 
and a splendid sea. view, and in the lower garden are 
some most luxuriant Oleanders, full of flower; and 
against the wall Oranges, Lemons, &c., planted in the 
open ground; altogether this lower garden really 
reminds one of those of Italy. 

Nikita Botanic garden is in a very warm sheltered 
spot, not far above the sea, I was disappointed in not 
finding Mr. Hartwiss, who was absent for his vintage, 
but was shown over by the very intelligent head-gar- 
dener, Mr. Denner, The great aim is collections of 
trees, and especially useful trees for propagation on the 
south coast. Young Olive trees are given to those who 
will plant them, and many others are grown for sale ; 
but the soil is not so favourable as the climate, being 
very poor, and like the whole of the steep coast, liable 
to be washed away, as they have not. yet. got the art of 
terracing. Some of the young trees were very vigor- 
ous. I observed especially some handsome Sterculia 
platanifolia, a good Gy ladus, a. Pinus leiophylla, a. 
couple of grafted Pinus Sabiniana, very luxuriant 5 
also Taxodium sempervirens, Juniperus oblonga, and a, 
very healthy young Abies Nordmanniana (from the 
Caucasus) which has a good deal the aspect of A. Web- 
biana, but between that and A. pectinata. There are 
a number of Oaks, Q. virens, Q. ballota, Q. Turneri, 
&c., which have: taken well, grafted on Q. pubescens; 
and Mr. Denner has been raising several very handsome 
Passifloras by crossing the P. racemosa with other spe- 
cies, On the whole the garden appears to be doing as 
well as limited means and a poor. soil, with a burning 
sun, will admit of. 2 

I do not know whether I have mentioned the botanic 
arden here under the direction of Professor Nord- 

mann. Itis, in fact, a vast nursery, established mainly 
for the purpose of encouraging as well as giving the 
means of planting some of the steppes about the town. 
The extent is about 200 acres, almost all in nursery 

ground ; though. now a small portion is converting intor 
a botanic collection. There is also a school of gare 
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deners in the garden, where-lectures are given by 
several Professors of the Lyceum. The tree which is 
most planted, and said to bear the drought the best, is 
the Robinia Pseud-Acacia, next to that the Ash, the 
Sycamore, and Maple. The spring vegetation in this 
black steppe soil is most vigorous ; but all is now sadly 
burnt up, and the generality of gardens are only fresh- 
looking by comparison with the dusty town. Some, 
however, are really good, and the garden of Mr. Yeames, 
our Consul-general here, retains even now a good deal 
of verdure, and shows what might be done with good 
gardening. 

I close this now (Oct. 12) on the point of starting for 
Constantinopl The h here are delighted 
with what they call the “good news” from France and 
England (the prospect of scarcity !) which makes corn 
rise here, and gives an extraordinarylactivity to the port, 

Reviews, 
An Easy Introduction to Chemistry. By George 

Sparkes. 12mo. Whittaker. Second Edition. 

Wn like this little book. It seems better suited to 
teach young people chemistry than most of those before 
the publie; or rather it is better suited to enable 
them to teach themselves ; for it appears 27s, will buy 
all the articles required for purposes of experiment. 
We like, too, the arrangement of the matter, which is 
that of the old chemists, who took common things for 
the first ination, and. p ded by degrees to 
more complicated bodies till they reached the more re- 
condite elements. here is no intellect which will not 
seize the nature and properties of ponderable bodies 
more easily than that of the imponderables. Metals 
are more easily examined and understood in the be- 
ginning than gases, which long remain an impenetrable 
mystery to the mind of the young. 

Acting on this principle, Mr. Sparkes takes metals 
for the first examination, metallic oxides next, and so 
on, till at last he touches on vegetable substances, 
animal chemistry, and vital functions. The highest 
praise which is applicable to elementary books is 
that they are perspicuous and logically arranged. This 
praise is eminently due to Mr. Sparkes, and we heartily 
recommend his little work to our young readers. His 
style is clear and unaffected, as will be evident from a 
couple of short extracts. 

He thus defends the alchemists, whom it has been the 
fashion of the ignorant to decry. 

* In whatever manner we pursue our inquiries into 
the nature and composition of various bodies, we finally 
arrive at certain substances wbich resist all attempts at 
decomposition, and are, therefore, regarded as elemen- 
tary. Those, indeed, which were anciently so consi- 
dered, viz., fire, air, earth, and water, have successively 
been removed from their proud position, but their places 
have been amply supplied by others ; and modern re- 
Search seems always tending still further to increase the 
list. Ridge after ridge has been sealed, but the peaks 
which bound the horizon appear only the loftier and 

re numerous. Nor have we any security that the 
substances now considered as simple, may not some da: 
be decomposed : and this leads me to remark, that the 
ridicule which is heaped upon the alchemists is quite 
inconsistent with sound philosophy. By alchemists I 

o not mean those jugglers who, under pretence of 
transmuting the baser metals into gold, imposed upon 
the credulity of the middle ages ; but students of che- 
mistry, who believed in the possibility of such transmu- 
tation, and endeavoured to effect it. This belief 
was founded on the supposition that some of the 
metals might not be simple substances ; and surel 
We are making our own ignorance the test of truth, 
when we deny the possibility of such transmutation ; 
or in other words, deny that the metals are 
Compound bodies, merely because we are unable to de- 
Compose them. Thus much, however, let us say for 
these fathers of our science, that in labour they were 
indefatigable ; that their discoveries were invaluable ; 
and that the apparatus which they invented a:d be- 
queaihed to us is almost perfect. So peace be to their 
ashes, and honour to their memories.” 

The account of the metallie oxides is commenced in 
the following clear and concise manner. 

“If a bright surface of lead be exposed to the air, it 
soon becomes dull, and is at last covered with an earthy 

If melted over an ordinary fire, this effect is 
i diately ; and by inuing to remove 

the crust as it arises, the whole of the metal may be 
converted into the same substance. By exposing it to 
a further heat, it gradually turns yellow and then red : 
in short, it is converted into red-lead. To obtain it as 
brilliant as we meet with it in commerce, it is necessary 
to operate on large quantities, and with proper precau- 
tions; but if you simply heat a globule of lead for a 
short time, just beyond the outer flame produced by the 
blow-pipe, and allow it to cool, you will generally ob- 
serve it surrounded by a yellow or a reddish powder. 

“One would naturally suppose that the metal had, 
by this process, been burnt, and in part destroyed ; but 
upon weighing the product, it is always found that the 
crust, or calx, is considerably heavier than the original 
metal. ow mere ashes could weigh more than the 
substance from which they were obtained was for ages 
a problem, the solution of which forms a new era in 
chemistry. 

“An account of the following very interesting experi- 

ing the aperture, and the whole apparatus accurately 
weighed. Upon heating it, a small quantity of crust 
was formed, but no inerease of heat produced any fur- 
ther change. It was then left to cool, again weighed, 
and found neither to have gained nor lost weight. Upon 
breaking it, a rush of air was heard, and the retort 
and its contents were found to have become heavier. 

* From this it was evident that the lead,when melted, 
had absorbed. air, and that its increase of weight was 
owing to this cause.” 

A UsEFUL little account of the manner of growing 
Cucumbers for Covent-garden Market is circulated gra- 
tuitously by Mr. Cuthill, to his customers for Cucumber 
se ed. 

We have also to announce the second volume of V ege- 

table Substances used as Food for Man. It has been 
previously noticed, and loses nothing of its value as it 

proceeds. As we have before observed, this edition is 

a very great imp upon its pred 

New Garden Plants. 
54. Vanpa Batemannt. Crimson.and Yellow Vanda. 

Stove Epiphyte. (Orchids. *) Moluccas. 

The honour of discovering this splendid thing is due 

to M. Gaudichaud, who met with it in the Moluccas ; 

of introducing it to this country, to Mr. Cuming, who 

sent it from the Philippines; of first flowering it to 

Mr. Bateman, with whom it produced its magnificent 

sceptre in the stove at Biddulph Grange, in June and 

July last, It is a very large erect plant, with remark- 

ably thick aerial roots, produced after the custom of its 

kindred, sword-shaped curved two ranked hard leaves 

averaging 2 feet in length, and a still longer spike of 

some score of flowers, each full 2% inches across, flat, 

leathery, and long enduring. But it is not alone for 

their size that these flowers are so especially worthy of 

notice. Their colour is indeseribably beautiful. Ifyou 

look at them in face, they are the richest golden yellow 
spotted all over with crimson ; but when seen from 
behind, they are wholly a vivid purple, fading away at 

s speciosissi S 

ing it. The latter erection is about 11 feet in 
height, 28 feet in length, and 15 feet in width, with a 
table in the middle, covered with seedling Pelargoniums, 
which, although standing thickly together, were strong 
and healthy, with leaves broad and green, without spot 
or blemish. This house was chiefly filled wiih seedlings 
which have been shown at the late metropolitan exhibi- 
tions, and whose merits are again to be proved in the 
forthcoming season. e next entered a span-roofed 
Rose-house, 114 feet in height, 12 feet wide, and 24 feet 
in length. It had a passage down the middle, on each 
side of which the Roses were arranged on movable 
shelves above a wooden tank, which was covered in 
with slate, with a bed on the top, filled with sawdust, in 
which the pots might be plunged when necessary. | 
p'ants were all in 11-ineh pots ; they consisted of some 
of the best Teas, Bourbons, Chinas, and Noisettes, and 
being unpruned, many of them were putting forth 
vagrant blossoms, not unaeceptable at this season. 
These plants are intended to be exhibited in May, and 
in order to have them finely in bloom by that time, it 
is contemplated to stimulate them a little by fire heat 
in spring, our variable seasons being hardly to be de- 
pended on to accomplish that object without artificial 
assistance, The top of the house is glazed ; but the 
under portion is fitted up with sliding shutters 3 feet 
high, whieh are removed altogether in summer, and 
their place supplied with eanvas which serves as a shel- 
ter against gusty winds, and at the same time admits a 
sufficiency of air. The hardier sorts in pots, such as 
Mosses, Perpetuals, Hybrid Chinas, &c., are kept 
through the winter in the open ground, in trenches 18 
inches wide, whose sides are lined with slate slabs and 
filled with sawdust sufficiently deep to cover the pots 
nearly 2 inches. The latter stand on two bricks placed 
in the trenches, so that a vacancy is formed below the 
pots, and thus perfect drainage is not only ensured, but 
noinducement is offered for the roots to pass beyond 
the pot—a point of considerable importance; and 
it wil also be perceived, that although worms 
puo get out, they cannot enter the pots. Besides 
tl " : 

the edges into the violet of Cereus : 

that, regard them which way you will, there is nothing 
but the gayest and richest colours to be seen. What 
could possibly have led M. Gaudichaud to compare this 
Epiphyte with the terrestrial Lissochilus we are unable 

- already d, there is a range, 
150 feet in length, leaning to a south wall; one-third 

fof this range is heated with Stephenson's iron tanks, 
one-third with wooden tanks, and the remaiuder 
with slate tanks. The latter compartment is used for bs : 

to imagine, for there is only the slend 
between the two. His name is, however, on record, 
and the strict rules of botanical nomenclature seem to 
forbid its change. But, as has often been observed, 
Summum jus summa injuria ; and it is so manifestly 
absurd to retain for a plant a name that has originated 
in some misconception, that we venture, for once, to 
disregard rules for the sake of common sense. In 
doing so, we cannot but associate’ with this noble plant 
a gentleman whose knowledge of the order, and whose 
skill in the cultivation of it, have gained him a death- 
less name.— Botanical Register. 

55. TORENIA CONCOLOR. Spotless Violet Torenia. Warm 
Greenhouse Trailer. (Figworts.*) China. 

This plant is probably regarded in herbaria as T. asia- 
tica, but living specimens forbid its union with that 
species. Its leaves are roundish ovate, or even cor- 
date, and by no means ovate-lanceolate ; their serra- 
tures are much smaller, The flowers have no side 
spots; and the tooth of the larger filaments is far 
shorter, and more blunt. 'T. concolor was sent to the 
Horticultural Society by Mr. Fortune, from whom we 
have the following memorandum :—* This plant was 
found growing in marshy ground, on the mountain of 
Hong-kong, nearly 2000 feet above the level of the sea, 
and reached the garden of the Horticultural Society in 
July, 1844. In China, it flowers in the autumn. After 
the flowering season is past, the dry weather sets in, 
and the stems and leaves shrivel up, and remain in this 
state during the winter months, when the temperature 
is sometimes down very near the freezing point. 
During the hot and damp summer months, it grows 
again with great vigour, and forms its flowers in great 
profusion, In this country it should be treated asa 
half stove plant, and grown in a moist atmosphere 
during the summer. As it is a trailing plant, it re- 
quires a trellis. After the flowering season is past, it 
may then be kept rather cool and dry during the winter 
months. It grows readily in any free soil, and is easily 
multiplied by cuttings." — Botanical Register. 

mete i eben 

Garden Memoranda. 
Mr. E. Beck’s, Worton Cottage, Isleworth.— Growers 

| of Pelargoniums and Roses would do well to visit this 

| place for the purpose of observing the winter treatment 
| of these beautiful tribes ; for never have we seen plants 
| in better cond tion, A lean-to house, 26 feet long, 11 

feet wide, aud 104 feet in height, was filled with speci- 
| mens intended for exhibition next May. Among other 
varieties were Aurora, Hebe’s Lip, Rosy Circle, Ara- 

bella, Mustee, Isabella, Desdemona, Resplendent, &c., 
| all seedlings of 1844-5. Some idea may be formed o 

| the health of the plants when we mention that not à 

| single spot or decayed leaf was observable among them; 

lee the contrary, the foliage was of the deepest green, 

and to the touch as stiff as that of a Holly bush: The 

plants were in 11-inch pots, placed thinly on the stage 

so as to allow light and air to play freely amongst them. 

The house was heated by hot-water flowing in 4-inch 

iron pipes from one of Burbidge ard ealy's 
ment will furnish the best explanation. A quantity of) boilers, which also heats a span-roofed house adjoin- 

lead was place in a glass vessel, called a retort, which 
was then hermetically sealed ; that is, closed by melt- 

* See Lindley’s “Vegetable Kingdom” for an explanation of 

j these terms, 

propagating se in summer, and for preserviug stock 
in winter; it was filled with seedling Pelargoniums of 
the present year, together with the few remaining 
plants not sent out of the sorts advertised for sale. A 
stage of five shelves in the next compartment was filled 
with specimen Pelargoni in most admirable condi- 
tion, both as regards health and cleanliness ; the latter 
a point of no little importance at all times, but more 
especially at this season. We now come to the last 
division, or that heated by Stephenson’s iron tanks; 
this was filled with Orchids, and other stove plants, 
Three slate shelves are fitted up over the tanks, each 
15 inches wide, and rendered capable of holding 
water by means of slate margins, an inch in depth, 
screwed down on cement. Besides their durability, 
these shelves have a very clean and neat appear 
ance. The greater portion of the plants were iu 
slate pots painted green; but in contrast with the 
beautiful shades of foliage we cannot help think- 
ing the natural colour of the slate would be pre- 
ferable to the green painting which they exhibit. Some 
of the plants were also in ornamental green slate 
baskets similar to those figured at p. 35. The house, 
as all Orchid houses should be, is in two divisions, as 
has already been mentioned (see p. 820, 1843) ; the 
warmer end is furnished with a thermometer, and two 
of Simmon's hygrometers, both of which work together 
almost to a nicety ; thus means are provided not only 
of ascertaining the amount of heat, but also of moisture, 
the latter a point the value of which is now universally 
appreciated. The temperature now and during winter 
is kept aboutfrom 60? to 75?, and the moisture from 
25° to 50° of Simmon's hygrometer, the cooler division 
being about 5? lower, with moisture in proportion. 
Standing at right angles to this range is another house 
40 feet long, filled with seedling Pelargoniums, and in 
addition to this there is a long range of cold frames for 
sheltering Roses and bedding-out stock in winter. The 
bottoms of these frames are slate, on which the plants 
stand, affording perfect drainage, and preserving the 
wood-work of the frames from decay. All the houses were 
well ventilated, and provided with large slate tanks for 
collecting rain water from the roofs. In justice to Mr. 
Dobson, Mr. Beck’s gardener, we are bound to mention 
that besides the luxuriant vegetation everywhere ob- 
servable, everything looked clean and neat ; arrange- 
ment and economy being conspicuous in every depart- 
ment ; the latter are all-important with the amateur. 

Miscellaneous. 
Walcheren Broccoli, or Cauliflower.—A few genuine 

seeds of this most valuable production was presented by 
Mr. Legge, gardener, Bishopsthorpe, by whom the 
variety was first produced. The heads are large, firm, 
white, like a very fine Cauliflower, which in fact it 
closely resembles in appearance, except that the leaves 
are not so plain as those of the Cauliflower. Tue dif- 
ference in constitution must, however, be very consider- 
able, for it not only stands the winter cold, but likewise 
the summer drought much better than Cauliflowers do ; 
scarcely a head of the latter could be obtained in the 
dry hot summer of 1841, and at the same time a quar- 
ter of Walcheren Broccoli formed beautiful heads of uni- 

The following are notes respecting it form closeness. 
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from Mr. Legge :—* For the supply of a family, sow 
the third week in April, middle and end of May, the 
zniddle and end of June, and the middle and end of 
July. This attention will give a regular supply till the 
end of the year. I had a regular "supply last year till 
21st January. For the purpose of sowing seed, 
recommend to sow my Walcheren Broccoli at the time 

that the winter Cauliflower is sown, say about the 25th 
or 27th of August, and winter the plants under hand- 

es as Cauliflowers. Give them good soil, not too 

light, nor leave more than three or four plants under 
each glass, and let them be well attended to with respect 
to air.” Those who have the means ought to take the 
greatest possible care to save this variety from degener- 
ation ; for it is more deserving of attention than all the 

m 

until the inmates actually flag, and then in the morning 
of a fine day. 

KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING. 

Pines.—Give air all night to those in dung-pits, and 
withhold entirely all root watering or syringing until 
anuary. Vinery.— Where forcing has actually com- 

menced, let the wood be frequently moistened by the 
syringe. Proeeed with much steadiness and caution 
for two or three weeks, givingthe sap time to apportion 
itself in an equable way. Late Grapes.— Use fire-heat 
every morning, if only for a couple of hours ; leave a 
little back air, and RE a fronts en all night, unless 
the ged with hu- 
midity. es ong ‘with the same circum- 
spection here as in the Vinery; the principles at the 

races of sulphur, purple, and cream-coloured Broccolies 
put together ; some amongst these may be good as 
regards size and quality, but the colour is always objec- 
tionable, and no one would cer tainly think of using any 
except white, if he could help it. There is now no 
necessity in almost any case, for by timely sowings the 
Walcheren will afford a long and excellent supply equal 
im quality an o C Journal of 
Horticultural Society. 

Wiviparous Melens: A marvel reversed.—They 
have announced at Bremen a wondrous phenomenon, 
such as never before was seen, but which was evidently 
produced by the unusual warmth of the summer. Dr. 
C. H. Schmidt, of the Museum of that place, produced 
a, Melon, the seeds of which were in full vegetation 
inside the fruit, and produced roots one to two inches 

2 stem one inch long, and green leaves two inches 

and "half long ; this was thought very extraordinary, 
considering that the growth took place without either 
light or air. The editor of the “ Botanische Zeitung,” 
however, remarks that itis much more extraordinary 
that such a well-known fact as that seeds will germinate 
in the inside of fleshy fruit, should be mentioned with 

so much astonishment, and that anybody should talk 
of want of light and air inside a fleshy fruit like a Melon, 
while lying in the sun. 

Calendar of Operations. 
(For the ensuing Week.) 

The Compost Yard.—This most important adjunct of 
good gardening is, I doubt, in many cases, still behind 
the improved practices of the present day, in point of 
good management. Such is not always the fault of the 

Der, ‘but frequently arises from an inadequate 
supply of labour at certain periods. I do not wish it to 
be inferred that I am an advocate for complicated mix- 
tures; for I am well assured that such will not of them- 
selves produce any great results, without attention to 
the great first principles which Nature has established. 
I must still, however, plead for a little loam, and some 
other matters in the compost-yard. At this period one 
of the most important points in this department is to see 
that the drenching autumn rains have every facility for 
escape. The best of soils, be they ever so well har- 
vested,will become soured in a very short period, by the 
lodgment of stagnant waters. A good compost-yardonthis 
account should be a steadily-inclined plane, and the soils 
or composts should invariably run the way of the de- 
scent in parallel ridges. Now, although “the special 
mixing of soils a long time beforehand, is by no means 
to be recommended, though dignified. by the title of 
** compost ; ” yet, it so happens, that in general garden- 
ing, much surplus soil or vegetable matter, comes to 
hand in the course of the year. Such in all cases can- 
mot and need not remain separate ; for in a mixed state 
there will soon arise a demand for it—if only in repair- 
ing the beds of the flower-garden, Those who have not 
harvested their loam should lose no time ; for assur- 
edly a little should be obtained annually if possible. 
Having delivered my ideas on the best mode of storing 
Joams in the Calendar for the 15th of August, and added 
some remarks at p. 548 of the same date, on the plat- 
form mode of planting fruit-trees —bearing on this sub- 
ject it only remains for me to repeat, that not only 
should such soils be kept clear of standing water, but 
that provision should be made to prevent the rain from 
entering. Those who are procuring loam now, may let 
it remain on the ground where dug until hard frozen ; 
it may then be carted away without destroying its 
texture. 

CONSERVATORIES, STOVE, &c. 

"The winter-blooming Corrzeas, Epacrises, Polygalas, 
Acacias, Pimeleas, &e., will now begin to make a charm- 

addition to the other inmates of the conservatory. 
Take care to give every attention to judicious watering, 
more especially to such as the Epacrises ; it will not do 
to trust this process to inexperienced or neglectful 
workmen. Stove and Orchids.— Continue formér 
direetions—hardening growths, and endeavouring to 
promote a quiet atmosphere, somewhat dry. Keep 
down all unnatural night heat. Mixed Greenhouse. 
Let all bulbs arousing from their lethargic state, such 
as the Amaryllis tribes, the Lachenalia, Oxalis, with 
others, have very moderate supplies of water until the 
leaves are somewhat expanded. Keep down all decay- 
ing leaves, and observe the utmost cleanliness. If any 
of the stock appear too much crowded, endeavour to 
weed out inferior or half- -hardy things, transferring 
them to the pits or frames, or, in case of severe need, to 
a shed or outhouse, provided they are of the Hard: 
leaved class, or decidedly deciduous. Cold Pits or 
Frames.—Give all the air possible, day and night; 
barely keeping out slight frosts. Do not give water 

forcing are few and simple. One 
piece of good advice is—do not be in too great a hurry 
at first. 

FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES, 

Little now ean be added here at present. Where 
lawns have not been well attended to, through pressure 
of business, another mowing and rolling may take place, 
The bulk of the dead leaves should be removed imme- 
diately preparatory to a generalcleaning. If the shrubs 
require a compost it is a much more cleanly plan to 
bring back some decayed vegetable matter when a 
digging occurs, 

FLORISTS’ FLOWERS. 

After so fine an autumn, during which period all 
bulbs have been got well into the ground, and the Tulip 
grower especially has commenced his labours under 
favourable auspices, we would advise that every bed, 
however small, be properly and substantially hooped 
over, so that by covering with a number of Russian 

the bed or beds, the collection may be safely defended 
from an excess of either rain or frost. Most amateurs 
were taught a severe lesson last season, the serious 
effects of which on their 
some time severely felt. Beds of choice Pansies ought 
also to be protected, and in mild weather traps should 
be set for snails, which even at this season of the year 
will cause great detriment to plants. Polyanthuses.— 
Perhaps the best bloom of these beautiful spring 
flowers which we have of late years seen, was grown in 
a pit facing the north-east (buit of turves cut from a 
pasture field) and D in a compost of decayed leaves, 
loam, and sheep manure ; the plants during the spring 
months were robust in the extreme, and the bloom of 
first-rate excellence. We would advise our readers to 
try a turf pit against one made with brick, at least those 

the Polyanthus, if will be found more impervious to 
frost, and decidedly more congenial to the habits of the 
plants than growing them in pots in frames. Carna- 
tions, Picotees, and Avriculas must be kept clean, and 

the pots not allowed to get soddened with wet; in fact, 
the less water the better, compatible with health, 

KITCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHA. 

Now winter is at haud, I beg again t remind the 
readers of the Chronicle of the importance of having a 
stock of keeping roots at hand in the vegetable shed. 
Carrots, Parsnips, Turnips, Jerusalem Artichokes, 
Horse-radish, Beet, Scorzonera, and Salsafy, should be 
at hand here. If the vegetable shed is as it ought to 
be, several feet below the ground-level, and possessing a 
close-fitting door, the above vegetables may be merely 
aid in heaps. If they are apt to shrivel, things of this 
kind will be better in layers with clean sand. Let all 
remaining Cabbage plants still in the seed beds be 
pricked out forth with. Ifany sparetime, get the Rhubarb, 
Seakale, Horse-radish, &e. planted now, instead of the 
spring. In all these cases be sure to trench deep and 
loosen the bottom of the ground on the subsoiling prin- 
ciple. Some early-frame Radishes may be sown ina 
week or so. I plant Kidney Potatoes now, on raised 
beds ; soil them 6 inches deep, and sow early Radishes 
on the surface immediately : thes straw covering neces- 

sary protects both crops at once. Orcharding.—Let 
the Figs be protected finmedintely. Nothing is better 

ox more simple than tying wisps of new straw suc- 
cessively along the stems, each one overlapping the last. 

Let all superfluous nails be drawn from wall-trees, and 

proceed at every opportunity with general pruning; the 
nailing hammer following the knife, with the exception 
of south walls ; these had better remain until the end 

of January, as the buds are apt to become unseasonably 
excited. 

TAGERS' GARDENS. 

The cottager Bici now trench every spare yard of 
ground, and throw it into sharp ridges. Weeds and 
vegetable matter of all kinds should be got together, in 
order to increase the manure heap. Let damp soil have 
early attention in the way of drainage wherever ma- 
terials can be procured. 

State of the Weather EA for the week ending ov 19,1845, as 
wick observedat tl ral Garden, Chis —— — "Mos En s 

Nov. A s | Wind. | Rain 

18- Cloudy; very f ensa Gati isee 
19—Cloudy and damp; very fine; clo 

ean temperataraof the week 5 XA above the average. 

mats sewed together, the whole length and breadth of 

of them who are about commencing the cultivation of} plant. 

Stace of the Weather at Chiswick during the lane 20 years, for the 
ng Week ending Nov, 38, 1846. 

IER No.of 7 | Prevalling Winds. 
| Greatest | 

Nov. Highs to iamen trem ip quan Wig 
age Rai iy Z 

Sun. 49.0 | 18 0.68 in. 3j 1 
Mon 476 | 6 0.13 EE! 

e 475 | 6 0.41 3| 2 
25| 4&8 | 9 0.24 22 

Thur:6| 473 » res 1] 2 
Pri, 87| 476 | 30 0.88 e 
Sat, 28) 491 | 1 ul ajl 

The highest temperatura during the above period occurred on the 28th. 
1828—therm. 60? ; and the lowest on 25th, 1826, and 26th, 39--Chiyeh. D 

TTotices to Correspondents, 
ASPHALTINE—J S Davies—Unless this material can be made to 
lose it Anh LADON apply it to » planté Tf it 

s lose it, a would then be useful, eS is Poar auly warm 
N Send 20 yards to 21, Regent-stre will give it a 
trial, , and return you a Post- office order for in he va ae 

Borens— W—Wehave no practical acquaintance with it, but 
we see more evil than Mrs in it. 

CrancoAL— Durus—Use your Onion and Potato crop in 
preference ; but ME everti Its being in fine powder 
is of no consequence you saturate it with chamber- 
ley before using ? T is Ad improved. -X X— The only 
reason why half-burnt wood when usc in water is not so 
good as chan coal is— upe: 5 Ho charred 
through ; 2, that there is "not so TN ot e of 

e saline artet will be washed out. ai h: d be 

made without access of air, except just so required 

to maintain a very slow combustion, When 3 bend to 
powder it suits all kitchen-garden crops, especially Onions, 
otatoes, and root-cr sí 

Emery LETTER— r-cover with the post-mark of Hay, 

and having the M number 507, has been received ; $ 

utit was em 
FucnstAs— JJ LO You will find a good variety in the following 

sort: Kentish Bride, PRS Venusta, Dr. Jephson, Cleo- 

patra, APO E Cassand 
"C: eher are covered with the Aleyrodes 

When no discovered, the infested l uid 
f the winter does not kil ‘the rpm 

there will be no MUS but ceasing to grow Cabbages s for a 

on. R.— 0 € B—The ants drowned in the honey jar are 
named Formica bri Pieds B. 

most choice bulbs will be for | JERUSALEM AnTICHOKES—Sigma—The stalks when dry contain 
starch and sugar, an e used in a chaff-cutter ; they 

are, however, better used before they become, naturally dry. 
They $23 jensen by any animals to which cut suit- 

able. ‘They also make useful fuel, and Bin: manure 
n well trampled down. The best time to use them is in 

July and August, when they may be cut half way down. 

Names or PnANTS—J W Amiria leaves are attacked by a 

kind of rust called Uredo Bet; well known to botanists, 

andis a beauti Sl meros Copi al object when the powder is 
mixed with water.——Lste— s:eria formosa, a har 

shrub from the Himalayan ‘Mountains ; jee is a Caprifoil, Wo 

are unacquainted with the use of salt to Raspberry Bapt 

and would rather that our Eos iie it first. ——M E— 

The fruit of Xylopia aromatica.. A AL—If the Buffalo 

Berry is Shepherdia argentea, d ahardy shrub, hand- 
some when in fruit ; but y: sttake ca 0 have a female 

ne nurseryman Wr "told youit was P bi duum 

num was a very ——— no matter what; there is no such 

plant.—— W Wood—German Millet, Setaria germanica, an 

annual Grass, grown in warmer countries than this, for the 

sake of its small grains, which are eaten. 
PiNz-APPLES—D O H—Grow Queens, and study ** Hamilton on 

the Pine." You ask us for a treatise. arm is in prepa- 
i asten our corresponden 

PrANs—An Old Sub— Your employer ab to an archi- 

is en ERU require g ATG to give in plans 

Jas Y—Many thanks. It shall have place as soon 

as possible. 
Rod @—Both the failures have become successful—of 

course. e you so little confidence in. vs th that you 
would ere it the moment that it E error ? 

True principles sles RA J- 
is the cold-air drain ; you will seo where em ur by 
referring to theplan given at p. ucts air over the 
iron pes then back over the (NS and ancy into the HOU: 

you have not yet mastered the principles of the 
Ais ata yet nothing cam be more simple. We presume 9 
must be a t for 7; itis not material. ——F D W—The 

Ohureh Ques E is about to be bri un forward. 

not want the ground you had better lay your r: 

coli on its side without taking up the plants; but if the 

ground is in request, then you may take up the plants and 
lay them in trenches by the heels with advantage. 

Porkroxs-—M A G—We must decline inserting your obliging 
communication. The subject is exhausted, as ‘far as old ideas 

concerned, You have now adopted ‘the vi 

taken by Ost selves, and which we, upon Y 
e readily excuse 

son AWBERRIES— 
ion which calls for EE s DOR 
mit others to treat, intelligent corr ETE S 
We do not at ah appr rove of the tone of your lette 
NES—W V— r plan must. succeed, and will “doubtless be 

universally follow. ed now that glass isto be had for 4d. a foot. 

e have for some time past been intending to recommend 

SUE a measure, but other things have stood in the way. - 

Misc—Preston—Do as your mistress desires, and don't have 

i 
a Rt 

fancies. She objects to pond-water because it produces green 

AERE in which she is right; and you as! whether lee 

spring-water is so good, which is not the question, — 

Dye a plant ; some marine animal production.— Rims dx 

— We cannot undertake to recommend one newspaper befo: To 

another.——4 JL—Lo GER s “ Encyclopædia of Gardening :" 

there are many species of Nepe: P EP only three or fou 

in cultivation. —Lland DES cellent article on me 

form ation and management of the Enae S border has been 

given in our first number for this year, by Mr. rington. $ 

——£E Dodwell—Apply to the respective Secretar at 21, 

dices street, odo s Ebenezer-house, Poaka t— 

"H— Dahlia roots may be stowed away in any place free 
Min frost and dam; A greenhouse floor is not essential ; 

any place will do where the latter evils can be avoided.$—— 

Rose Amateur—VPrune your Roses in March, early or late, aC- 
cording to the forwardness of the season. d 

SEEDLING FLOWER! d 

OnnYsANTHEMUMS—Z Z—Your purple Medie is a very £00! 
flower, large, and full of petals, which being incurved, the 
small disk in the centre is hidden, as far as we can judge 
from the specimen sent (which is rather a stale bloom). It 
will make a good addition to this class of co our! 

*,* As usual, many communications have been received d too late, 

andothers juiries 

can be made, We must also beg for the indulgence of E 

correspondents, the insertion of whose contributions is etil! 
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OTATO EPIDEMIC. 
To AGRICULTURISTS, GARDENERS, & OTHERS. 

ARKER’S ENTYKOPROLEON, OR CHE- 
- MICAL COMPOSITION MANURE, for destroying the 

Wireworm, Grub, Mole, Insects, and Vermin inimical to the 
growth of all kinds of grain and vegetable productions, and for 
assisting vegetation. 

and S. B. PARKER in offering their Composition Manure 
to the notice of Farmers, Gardeners, and others interested in 
agricultural pursuits, do so with the perfect confidence that it 
will be found fully to effect all the objects intended, and to be 
a desideratum long and anxiously looked for by all classes of 
ersons for whose benefit it is now offered. This Manure will 
e found most effectually to destroy the fly in Turnips, to pre- 

serve corn and other seeds and grain from insects without in- 
g affecting the seed ; while, at the same time, it mates 

Tially assists and promotes vegetation. It will be found highly 
beneficial in cold and wet corn lands, keeping the young plauts 
warm, and contributing essentially to their growth 
nourishment. On meadow land, also, its beneficial qualities 
will be readily perceived, and it cannot fail to be appreciated 

as arich, cheap. 

z 5 a 

and invaluable Manure. 
The extraordinary disease affecting the Potato is now be- 

come an object of serious consideration, not only to the grower, 
but to the consumer ; and any expedient or specific to stop or 
diminish the malady, must be considered of the utmost im- 
portance to the i i ling t| i 
Observations, and opinions of scientific and practical men, no 
satisfactory solution of the origin or cause of the disease has 
been suggested, or any efficacious specific or remedy proposed, 
and the alarming extent of the mischief justifies and requires 
the adoption of any reasonably proposed preventive or miti- 
gant. With this view the proprietors of the Chemical Compo- 
sition Manure, confidently recommend its adoption as a perfect 
specific against the prevailing epidemic. 1e limits of an ad- 
vertisement do not allow the opportunity of giving a scientific 
exposition of the subject, or the reasons for the great efficac; 
of this Manure otherwise the proprietors fiatter themselves 
their explanation would be perfectly satisfactory. It seems to 
be the opinion of many, and particularly of one gentleman, evi- 
dently of great practical experience and observation, and who 
has written a pamphlet on the subject, that the disease origi- 
nates in the leaf, from the appearance of blotches on the 
leaves of those plants where the Potato was found diseased, 
but it is apprehended this opinion rests on most fallible 
grounds, as the blotches may as probably be the effect as the 
origin or cause of the disease. It is submitted, however, that 
the disease, whether the effect of an insect, of fungus, or of 
some peculiar state of the phere, or other undi. bl 
cause, must originate in an effect on the tuber iu the ground, 
and whilst on, or after it attains its mature growth, the proper 

remedy therefore must be applied to the soil, and the destruc- 
tive effect of this manure on all kinds of insects affecting the 
roots and germs of vegetable products, and its stimulative and 

nourishing qualities, seem leave little doubt of its efficacy 
against the Potato epidemic. The proprietors consequently, 

from their own experience, and the Observations of other 

HE IMPROVED HYDRAULIC RAM, 
Fixed by Freeman Roz, Fountain Maker, 70, Strand, 

London, can be v 
small stream of 
where a fall of 2 an be 
obtained. The same Ram with- 
out the aid of a Tank or Cis- 
tern arranged to throw a Jet 

r constituting a Foun- 
tain with the head of water be- 

ENGINES FOR DEEP WELLS OF ALL KINDS. DOUCHE 
AND OTHER BATHS. BUILDINGS HEATED BY HOT 
WATER. WATER WHEELS to work Small Pumps, from 151, 

Estimates given for the supply of Towns, &c. 
newly invented PORTABLE VAPOUR BATH, all com- 

plete for 4l. 

UF DINGLE’S HAND DIBBLING MACHINE 
FOR DIBBLING YOUR WHEAT. 

Prices: 
For Dibbling a single row 5 - si £ 0 0 

0 0 ye tà Ditto Udo P 
For Circulars, Testimonials, &c., apply to 

Visura E. RENDLE and Co., Plymouth. 

The Agricultural Gasetie. 
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 1846. 

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WERE S. 
Tnum*pAv, Nov, 26—Agricul‘ural Imp. Soc. of Ireland. 

Agricul 

LOCAL SOCIETIES.—Gloucester—Shropham and Guiltcross, 
FARMERS? CLUBS, 

Noy, 25—Plympton St. Mary v 36—Richmond:hira 
ew'on 27—Wrenthsm — L'chfeld— 

96—Octery $t,.Mary—Blofield Hadlaigh 
and Walsham 38—Hereford— Northampton 

The meeting of the AGRICULTURAL IMPROVEMENT 
Socrery or InzraNp, referred to in another page, 
has since been held ; the Society has resolved by a 
large majority, to suspend the operation of their 
14th rule, which provides * that no question shall be 
discussed at any of its meetings of a political ten- 
dency, or which shall refer to any matter to be 

brought forward or pending in either of the Houses 
of Parliament ;” and their first step in consequence 

with reference to Government doings in Ireland, 
has been to “ constitute themselves a committee, to 
sit from day to day, to take such measures as may 
appear advisable for obtaining accurate information 
respecting the extent of benefit to be derived from 

the present mode of providing employment, and the 

deficiencies of the same ; to report on such amend- 

ments as full deliberation should indicate to be de- | 
sirable, and respectfully to submit to the considera- | 
tion of the proper authorities from time to time such 
representations as those inquiries may supply, thus | 

embodying the collective experience and observa- 
tion of the Society at large." 

Now, on this point we must express our acqui- 
escence in what Mr. La TovcHr stated. He 
doubted their power to abrogate the fundamental 

principles on which the Society has been constituted, 

and he thought that however important the subjects 
might be which it was proposed to bring before 
them, their discussion there would inevitably lead to 

division. We believe him to be quite right, and 
that that will be the result of this movement. The 
proper business of that Society is the improvement 
of the art of Agriculture ; and with the subject of 
* Famfne-assessments," let its importance be what 
it may, this has nothing to do. There is scope 
enough in the department which does belong to it 
fcr the useful exercise of all its energies; and no 
other matter, however momentous, should have 

been allowed to intrude. 

The considerations which famine brings cannot 
be put away ; nor do we for one moment suggest 

that they should ; but members of the Agricultural 

Improvement Society should attend to them in 

their individual, not in their official capacity ; or if 

it be true that greater effect results from combined 

effort, another Society specially for acting up to 

these considerations should have been constituted. 

In a country where political feelings have the 

strength of passion, it cannot be otherwise than 

dangerous to the stability of a non-political Society 

to admit for discussion subjects the consideration of 

which must of necessity bring these feelings into 

play. 

An interesting discussion took place at the late 
Mretine or THE Lonp N Farmers CLUB: we give 

a report of it in another column, abridged (with cor- 

rections) from that which appeared in the Mark 
Lane Express. 

It is curious to observe the great want of confi- 

dence prevalent among agriculturists, as among the 

professors of all manual arts, in the truth which has 
been so extensively proved, that USE OF MACHINERY 
is always part of the system which employs the 
greatest number of hands. ‘The introduction of 
threshing-machines might be ‘economical,’ but it 
could not be ‘good’—not merely because of its 
work not being so perfect, but because, in a coun- 
try like ours, with so large a labouring population, 
it is necessary to avoid all that lesseus our means 
of employing them.” That was the spirit of much 

that was spoken the other night at the Farmers’ 
Club house.. The motive that was insisted on is 
doubtless good, but it will never lead an intelligent 
man to reject threshing-machines, The way to 
find employment for labourers is to improve agricul- 
ture in all its details. No doubt so far as the pre- 

paration of grain is concerned, the employment of 
machines diminishes labour; but as regards the 

whole art of farming, of which this is but one small 

item, the result is very different. Everything which 
cheapers any of the processes, and therefore the 
products of any business, tends, by increasing the 

demand for those products, to attract capital to 

their manufacture ; and the invariable result of that 
is to give increased scope for the employment of 
labour. 

This is a real chain of cause and effect; and 

worthy of more confidence than it generally receives. 

Our readers will have seen (p. 748) that the 
Council of the English Agricultural Society 
have instructed their Lecturer at the ensuing 
annual meeting in London to confine himself to 
explanations and illustrations of the chemical and 

physical properties of the elementary substances 

referred to in works on Agricultural Chemistry. 

He is to avoid speculation on the methods of 

improving agriculture which may suggest them- 

selves to one acquainted with the sciences of 
Chemistry and Vegetable Physiology ; he is simply 

to use the opportunity given him so as to impart to 

his audience a greater ability than many of them 

may possess for the due understanding and appre- 

ciation of scientific works on Agriculture. 

The object he is to aim at is well worthy of the 

best efforts of any man—the lectures to be deli- 

vered by Dr. Ryan* with a view to its attainment 

will no doubt be highly interesting and useful. If 

the instructions issued for the guidance of that 

gentleman be intended merely to ensure a 

full discussion of the particular points to which, 

on the present occasion, it has been resolved, 

as a matter of special importance, to direct the 

attention of the members, no objection can be 

taken to them. But they are liable to be .under- 

stood, or, we hope, misunderstood, as signifying the 

miud of the Council that the speculations referred 

to are of comparatively small value. We cannot 

* In the theatre of the Polytechnic Institution on the 9th. 

and 10th of December next. 

believe that so wide a departure will ever be made 
from the Society's motto as this would imply, To 
judge thus would be to cut off one of the two great 
sources of agricultural improvement. For this can 
only be looked for in one of two ways, either by ap- 
plying the skill which practice has already conferred, 
or by experimenting in accordance with the known 
laws of Chemistry and Natural Philosophy. 
The latter is that to which scientifie men ne- 

cessarily confine themselves; their speculations 
have already in many instances been eminently 
useful; and for agriculturists to think meanly of 
them is not only ungrateful and unjust, but in the 

highest degree impolitic. 

EXPERIMENTS WITH ARTIFICIAL 
MANURES, &e. 

Feriye that agriculturists need rather the spur than 

the rein, in running their course of improvements, it is not 

without some reluctance that I enter upon the details 

of failures and disappoi in submitting theory te 

he test of practice ; but as, in navigation, a chart 

would be of no use unless it laid down the shoals which 

a ship must avoid, so in agriculture the progress of 

knowledge cannot be secured unless the dangers are 

pointed out that await the cultivator, and the difficulties 

which impede his march. Facts will spring up from 

time to time which require explanation, and objections 

which demand an answer ; and they should not be kept 

out of sight or pushed aside, but boldly confronted. 

The evidence on both sides, both for and against any 

particular practice, should be fairly balanced, and since 

two opposite conclusions cannot both be true, inquiry 

should be stimulated to detect the fallacy involved in 

that which we reject, and so we may discover more 

certain rules to insure suecess, Guano is known by 

general experience to be a very active fertilizer of the 

soil, and many would be ready to say, in order to feed 

a greater quantity of stock, why do you not increase 
the productiveness of your meadows by manuring them 

with guano; no doubt it will pay you well? I have 
tried it this year as a top-dressing, but entirely without 
success, as the subjoined experiments will show :— 

Cost of | 
Manure. | 058- [Weight of Hay. 

®| Tns. ewt. Is. | s. d. fis d. 
8 1. Without manure, p. acre. $ 3 64 

13 cwt. of Guano and 3| 
bushels of Charcoal ..| 1 10 100 | 15 9 |6 3 

itO LE iaee ig 9-88. A E 
2. Without manure AE ET 

14 cwt. of Guano and 3 
bushels of Chareoal..| 1 11 48 | 14 51 

3: Without manure........| L 8 64 
lj cwt, of Guano and 3 | 

bushels of Charcoal..| 1 10 53 | 13 6 |511 
Without manure . 1 10 106 

14 cwt. of Guano. il 18 81 | 13 5:5 
5. Without manure . LATAS 

wt. o: ^ 1...9.,58.| 18-6 MEN 
6. Without manure . d 4055 

13 ewt. of Guano. Fee eet rae 109 
7. Without manure ... 2 7 3 | | 
"1b owt. of Guano 

cious. It cannot be said that the soil had reached that 

maximum point of fertility beyond which it cannot be 

stimulated ; neither can it be said that the guano was 

effete and powerless, for portions of three different 

cargoes were tried, and though they were not minutely 

analysed, yet l ascertained that they were not adulte- 

rated with the earths, and that they abounded in am- 

moniaeal salts. I can only conjecture that the car- 

bonate of ammonia, of which it smelt very strongly, 

being volatilised and diffused through the air, was 

carried down by the rains upon the Grass, for which 

it was not intended; and perhaps this conjecture is in 

some degree countenanced by observing the superior 

efficacy of sulphate of ammonia, which is a salt so much 
less volatile than the carbonate, in two instances ; 
indeed out of five there was a trifling loss ; in the first 

not more than 9d., and in the second 5d.; but the 

others gave ample compensation, In the third case the 
gain was 2s. ld. ; in the fourth, 5s. 10d. ; in the fifth, 

6s. lO0d.; but the most remarkable success was that 
obtained by a manure whieh every farmer should pre- 

serve with the greatest care, for it is within his own 

premises, and needs only to be conducted into a tank 

to be constantly ready fer use. 640 gallons of the 
drainings from the cow-house, mixed with 40 Ibs. of 

sulphuric acid, to convert the carbonate of ammonia 
which it contained into the sulphate, the cost being 
4s. 2d., produced an increase of hay to the value of 
12, 6s. 3d. per acre. With respect to corn, my attention 

has been directed this year to ascertain by weight and 
measure the merits of different modes of cultivation, 
and also to the means of obtaining successive crops o 
Wheat, year after year, upon the same ground. First, 

then, upon comparing the produce of three lands, one 

of which was dibbled, the second broadcast, and the 

third drilled, it appeared that the dibbled gave half a 

bushel more than either of the others (36 bshls. 4 galls.), 
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besides the saving of more than a bushel in the seed. 
The straw was less by three trusses. It has been 
deemed almost an axiom in the cultivation of plants 

4 lbs. of sulphate of ammonia. The produce of these, 
too, must be compared with last year— 

that loosening the soil about their roots is beneficial to 
them, by giving the atmosphere access to their fibrils. 
The following experiments seem to be in contradiction 
to that opinion :— 

wW 

Corn. | Straw. per 
bu: 

Bshls, |Truss.lbs.| lbs. 
32 9 24 1, Drilled Wheat, hand-hoed .... 

b» once horse-hoed 
as wice horse-hoed 

2. Drilled ditto and not hoed 
d-hoe: i hai ed 

3, Drilled ditto and horse-hoed 
pn not hoed 
pa broadcast, . 

The first of these experiments furnishes, I think, a 
key to explain the whole. The plants have been hoed 
too unmercifully, and though the rows were 9 inches 
asunder, the hoes have been too broad, which is most 
visible where the operation was repeated ; for there it 
is evident that it was injurious both to the quality and 
quantity of the produce, probably by cutting off the 
tender fibres, the effect being the same as that which is 
produced upon a fruit border by digging the earth 
instead of forking it, and that effect may of course be 
equally produced by an improper use of the hand-hoe, 
especially if the labourer was anxious to make his work 
as effectual as that of the horse-hoe ; but where that 
implement is wielded more carefully I have now to 
produce some strong evidence that it will do good 
instead of harm to Wheat, as well as to other plants. 
In pursuance of the plan which I adopted last year, I 
have again been trying whether the plant can be suffi- 
ciently supplied with tood in the shape of nitrogen, or 
one or other of the inorganie ingredients, in which the 
soil may be defeetive by steeping the seed in certain 
salts, or watering it afterwards with the solution. The 
same plots of ground which were tried last year and 
the year before, were tried exactly in the same way 
this year. All the seed was steeped, but only one-half 
was watered. Four of the salts were sulphate of soda, 
phosphate of soda, muriate of ammonia, and nitrate of 
potash. The space which each ocupied was divided 
into eight parts, one half of which was hoed and the 
other left untouched. The produce both in grain and 
straw was weighed, and these are the results— 

mma mu zn E at goo $ e Sre gon Ion ees. 
Fapa [T oe 948594 2S e efec $ 
BEBE iR ES $8 $ sS. Ses E 
DESDE gt 
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stsl [Sea rS 
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$3532 > 223222 S 
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In all these cases the hoed crops have the advantage 
over those that were not hoed, though not always in 
proportion to the number of hoeings. I say in all, be- 
cause the nitrate of potash is only apparently, and not 
really an exception to the rule ; for the straw which 
was hoed maintains its superiority in weight, and the 
ears were remarkably full and strong, and there- 
fore were more pecked by the birds. Indeed the dif- 
ference throughout is really greater than it appears, 
for the hoed crops invariably suffered more from 
the depredations of the birds than the unhoed. But 
the other object that I had in view was to com- 
pare the produce of this year with the produce of last 
year ; the soil being the same, the manure the same, 
the treatment the same, and the crops the same. ‘The 
account of grain stands thus :— 

Sulph. Soda., Phos. Soda. , Mur. Amm. | Nit. Potash: 
1845, | 1846. | 1845. | 1846. | 1845, | 1846. | 1845. | 1846. 

lbs. oz 
51.8 

Ibs. oz Ibs. oz Ibs. oz Ibs. oz bs. oz bs. oz 
60.2 | 56.6 | 60.10 6230 | 40.6 | 68:2 

lt will be observed that all the crops of this year 
were better than those of last year, although the differ- 
ence in the total weight of straw was not more than 
two ounces. Another experiment, with the same object, 
and also with a view to ascertain whether Art can correct 
the defects of Nature, was repeated this year. The same 
ground was sown again, one half with good grain, and 
the other with bad or tailing Wheat. Each of these 
was divided into four parts, as before. 1, left for the 
third time to take its chance ; 2, manured with 4 lbs. 
of phosphate of potash; 3, with 2 Ibs. of. phosphate of 
Potash and 2 lbs. of sulphate of ammonia; 4, with 

lbs. oz 
56.10 

Str: 
1846. 1845. 1846, 
S. lbs. oz. | lbs, oz. 

13 8} 28 — | 2 4 
12 12 | 34 26 10 
13 10,26 12 | 2 2 
13 6} 25 24. 2 
11. 10,28. 8 |22 14 
10 14 | 22,12 | 28: 6 
17 8 | 26 8 {| 30° 14 
1610 | 24 12 | 28 6 

Upon the whole there is more corn this year and less 
straw than last year. The phosphate of potash, which 
was most productive last year, is the contrary this year ; 
but the bad Wheat in two instances yields not only 
much more than last year, but considerably more than 
the good grain of this year, for which the only cause 
that I can assign is one that seems at first sight not to 
be very favourable to the victor. It came up ill, and 
partly perished in the winter, and the ground was so 
bare in the spring that it was necessary to take up a 
large proportion of the survivors and transplant the 
divided roots to fill up the vacant spaces. Thus nearly 
the whole was moved and well trodden in the spring, 
and, by way of compensation, the new plants, when 
they had taken root, received a fresh dose of their own 
manure ; but this will not account for the unmanured 
part being better than last year. And now that I have 
shown what wonders may be effected by assisting 
Nature, I must conclude with a proof that she will not 
bear forcing beyond a certain point. In an Oat field 
the ground where the Turnips in the preceding winter 
had been fed off by sheep, produced 93 bushels per 
acre ; but that from which they had been removed, and 
which consequently lost so much manure, produced 
94 bushels, which certainly is a very large crop, but 
not the better on that account; on the contrary, the 
quantity injured the quality. The weight was not more 
than 33} lbs. per bushel, which is much below the 
average.—L. V. Harcourt. 

ON SHED-FEEDING SHEEP. 
Tr is certainly one of the greatest negligences of 

British husbandry, that our flocks are not more care- 
fully and considerately attended to than they are. We 
profess to be the first agriculturists in the world—to 
conduct even the smaller details of farm management 
upon scientific principles; and the press is making 
known to us the results of the investigations and dis- 
coveries of learned men, by which we may sometimes 
turn even the very minuti, of our business to more 
advantage. Your own Journal—amongst the varied 
Subjects on which it treats—is constantly insisting upon 
the “advantages of heat in the production of animal 
substance"; enforcing by the evidence of facts the effi- 
cacy of a practice founded upon the physiological prin- 
ciples explained to us by men of science like Liebig, 
Johnstone, Playfair, &e. But, notwithstanding all the 
information gained, both from theory and experience 
upon this subject, how few are the examples of shed- 
feeding to be found. In other countries, with climates 
much warmer, or, at any rate, less subject to the vicis- 
situdes of cold and damp, than our own—where agri- 
culture is at a very low standard, the farmers poor, and 
the animals of a very inferior kind—large airy sheep- 
houses are deemed indispensable ; but here, in our 
changeable and excessively wet climate—where agricul- 
ture is pursued as a science as well as a business—the 
sheep, though of a far better and more valuable kind, 
are left exposed in the open field to weather every 
storm. If the farmers generally will not believe, in 
spite of so many successful trials, that the saving of 
food is immense—if they cannot be induced to try the 
system of shed-feeding altogether, they must see that 
nothing conduces more to the healthy and profitable 
condition of a flock, both in rearing and fattening, than 
warmth and dry lairs. To what a pitiable condition 
has a beautiful flock of southdowns, quiet Leicesters, or 
still quieter long-wools, been often reduced by being left 
unsheltered from the cold blasts of winter ; every flock- 
master’s mind must be impressed with bitter recollec- 
tions of the severity of his losses. No one can fail of 
perceiving the importance of erecting shelters for their 
sheep during the winter, and the reason why it is not 
more generally practised, seems to be because of some 
fallacious idea of its unremunerative costliness. The 
fact is that the cost of putting up a shelter is a mere 
trifle compared with the advantages gained. We have 
been, for some years, in the habit of erecting the shel- 
ters, and find them so cheap, so easily constructed, and 
the henefit derived so great, that a short description 
may perhaps induce others to imitate them. Our 
sheep are now upon Rape ; not Rape as it is known 
in some parts of the kingdom, but grown upon 
ridges, 25 inches apart, the plants being about 
4 inches from each other, and from 24 to 3 feet 
igh; the stalks, in which the principal nutriment 

of the plant consists, thus attaining to 14 inch in 
thickness. The shelters, which are placed in the 
different folds, are square, the sides being made of 
what we call bullock-trays, that is, large hurdles 
with five bars about 7 feet long, and heads 43 feet high. 
These are driven into the ground, leaving a space on 
one side as an entrance for the sheep ; a few light poles 
are iaid across the top, above them old or broken 
hurdles, long thorns, or branches ; the whole being 
covered in with straw, ditch-roadings, &c., 14 foot thiek, 
and secured by poles, spits of earth, &c., to prevent 
their being blown away. Some common hurdles are 

then set round the shed, about a foot from the larger 
ones ; the intervening space is filled with refuse straw, 
and the place well bedded. Thus, with a few hurdles, 
poles, and a little straw, without nails or frame-work, 
we have a cheap, commodious, and very comfortable 
shelter. When the sheep are put upon the Turnips, 
they will have the same lodgings, which are readily 
and expeditiously moved, and the roots will be cut and: 
consumed out of troughs standing breast high. In con- 
sequence of this winter sheltering, the lambs, more 
especially, are in the spring in advance of other flocks 
around; this fact is apparent to the most casual ob- 
server, and the marvel therefore is that the provision, 
is not more generally made. 

One thing is obvious, that this department of agricul-. 
tural procedure loudly calls for improvement ; and in 
such stirring times as these, when we cannot hope to. 
succeed in any undertaking without pushing a little im 
advance of our fellows, and when this is to be done by 
pursuing some improvements hitherto neglected by: 
others, we cannot doubt that this simple and sdvan-. 
tageous practice will become more approved the more it: 
is known and adopted.—4. A. C. 

TURNIPS OR POTATOES ? 
Iris a disputed point whether Turnips or Potatoes 

are the most beneficial crop, and great difference of opi- 
nion exists among persons holding large clay land farms; 
where carting off Turnips poaches the ground, and also 
among those who make a trade of fattening cattle upon 
a large scale, who have in several instances preferred. 
the latter; but whatever idea: the large farmer or the 
cattle-feeder may entertain, it appears to me there ean 
be but one opinion upon the superiority of the Turnip- 
crop as regards the small farmer. In the first place the: 
saving of fuel is a material recommendation. Likewise 
the late period of the year at which they can be sowed, 
which admits of their succeeding Rape, winter Vetches, 
Rye-grass, Annual Clover, orearly Cabbage. The Malta: 
Turnip and White Globe may be sown at any time in: 
uly, with the prospect of a full crop, and if the season. 

turns out favourable, with plenty of manure and good 
cultivation, a good erop of Yellow Bullock and Dale's 
Hybrid may be obtained. Thus, it is clear that three 
crops may be obtained in two years, Turnips being ones 
besides this, it is to be considered that the principal use: 
of the Turnip crop to the small farmer, is the support 
of his regular stock, and the supply of milk and manure, 
Now a stone of Turnips will yield as much milk and 
manure as a stone of Potatoes, and the same land will 
yield 5 stones of the former atleast for one of the latter. 
Again, when they are applied to fattening and compared 
withPotatoes sold in the market (which is the usual mode 
of disposing of them by small farmers), it must not be 
forgot that the expense and loss of time in driving a fat 
cow to a fair, is nothing compared to the labour of at- 
tending the market with a horse and cart, day after day, 
to sell a quantity of Potatoes, when both the farmerand 
his horse might be both advantageously employed at 
home in the business of the farm, and that in the former 
case he gets his money in a lump, whereas the Poiato- 
seller receives payment in small sums, which perhaps. 
may be frittered away before it accumulates’ to any 
amount.* 

Itshould also not be overlooked, that even if only 
half the Potatoes were planted which the family might 
require in order to make room for such crops as would 
produce food for one or more cows, the value of the 
milk which would be thus obtained would buy more 
than twice the quantity of Potatoes which the ground 
taken would have produced ; and where there was little 
land, it might be very profitable farming io plant only 
early Potatoes where there was a good market at hand, 
to sell the whole off in the end of July, and sow the land 
with Rape and stubble Turnips for winter and spring 
feeding. The value of an early crop of Potatoes is very 
often superior to a late one, and the owner would have 
the money to lay in his supply in November, and would 
have besides all the winter and spring feeding, and the 
milk and manure which the after-crop would yield. A ju- 
dicious farmer should not consider himself bound to raise 
the Potatoes he will consume himself on his own farm. 
His object ought to be to manage his land in such a 
way as to produce him most money, which will always 

has shown tha! 
demand, that the price fell so low as to make it a losing crop 
to the farmer; although formerly it was that upon which he 
most relied to make up his rent. is was so generally the 
case, thatthe land was turned to the growth of Oatsand Barley 
to such an extent that, with the aid of but an indifferent har- 
vest, the quantity of Wheat has been so reduced as to restore 
the price to a remunerating rate; but I have no doubt that 
from the improvement of agriculture, more grain of all kinds 
will be raised in average seasons than there will be found con- 
sumption for at profitable prices, If this be a true view of the 
case, it is quite evident that you should turn your chief attene 
tion to cattle crops. It appears clear in ordinary cases we can 
do without any importation of foreign grain, but we have never 
yet been able to do without an importation of foreign butter, 
which.on the contrary has been annually increasing, This 
shows what is most wanted, and what is most wanted: will 
always pay him best who has it to sell; and accordingly you 
will find on calculation that an acre of Clover, or Rye-grass, if 
applied to house feeding, will yield you,upon an average, à larger 
return in the value of the milk and butter it will give, than any 
average produce from grain, the gain upon which latter I fear 
will yearly become less until the quantity at market shall be 
reduced by turning a larger portion of the soil to Flax, Hemp, 
butter, fallow, &c.,which might easily be done by the Legislature 
giving those crops the same protection as grain now enjoys. 

ne mai 
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weeks ;* and supposing that springers have been laid 
in in low condition to calve about the first week in May, 
they will by that time be so much improved, and being 
also just ready to calve, they will sell at an advance of 
25s. to 30s. each. But to take everything at the lowest, 
Say 8 cows sold at 25s., profit amounts to 10/., leaving 
the ground and the manure ready for Turnips, an acre 
of which will fatten four head of ordinary sized cattle, 
which should yield a profit of 32. to 4l. per head, but 
calculated at 50s. will produce 107. more ; that is 207. 

gained by the acre, without calculating anything on the 
October cutting, which is worth 5l. an acre more, leav- 
ing the land in good heart for sowing Barley and 
Clover ; or he might put in spring Vetches, and after 
feeding them off in the same way, prepare the ground 

for Wheat, Now, after making the largest allowance 
for seed and labour, and some hay for the cattle when 
fattening, the manure being supposed to pay for the 

Straw, it is evident there will be more clear profit re- 
maining than any single crop would produce; and of 
course if a man has money to deal in this way, it will be 
his interest to do so, and with the money so gained buy 
the Potatoes or other produce he may require. I have 
Selected as an instance a crop of Rape to begin with, as 
it comes in earliest, and cattle generally give a larger 
profit laid in about the end of March or beginning of 
April, than at any other season. Mr. William Dougan 
of Lisdrumcher, has followed this plan this last season, 
and has realised a much larger profit; but at all sea- 
sons, springers bought in poor, and well fed for a month 
or five weeks, and sold when ready to calve, are sure to 
leave a handsome profit, perhaps more than vealing 
calves as recommended in October. But the benefit of 
having a large supply of Rape, Swedish Turnips,} or 
Mangold Wurzel for spring, is also of great advantage 
where there are large grazing farms, as it enables the 
stock to be keptin the straw-yard until the Grass rises, 
which by the shelter it affords, draws up a succession of 
young shoots, and produces a growth of Grass that 
cannot be eaten down by the stock, which would have 
been half starved upon the same ground if they had 
been more early turned out upon it. Some of you, 
however, may perhaps say, as I have often heard it 
urged, that your land would not bear this constant 

turning and ploughing for so many crops in succession. 

But there seems to be a great mistake in this opinion. 
If repeated ploughing was to do the land so much in- 
jury, how does it happen that it produces such crops 
after a fallow, when it has been ploughed perhaps five 
times, with scarcely any intermission ?— The truth is 

that it is not the constant ploughing but:it is the con- 

stant grain crops you put in when you do plough, that 

does the harm, and you need have no fear whatever 

about hurting your land in that respect, if you only 

pursue the proper rotation of crops, taking care to in- 

troduce Vetches, Italian Rye-grass, and Clover, between 

your grain crops, which refreshes the land more in one 

year than lying out to rest in a poor state would do in 

three or four, as I have already said.— M. Blacker’s 

Essay on Small Farms. 

Home Correspondence. . 
Agriculture as a Profession.—ln your Notices to 

Correspondents of the 31st ult, you very justly com- 

mend * T. C. Ms” letter on this subject. To the 
truthfulness and force of his arguments no exception 

can be taken ; but in the remedy proposed, the circum- 

stances of farmers generally would seem to have been 
overlooked. It is true that many who as yet pay but 

little regard to the education of youths intended for 

agricultural pursuits, possess the means to place them 

at Cirencester College, but lack the inclination. With 

very many more, however, the case is widely different. 

So soon as their sons can render assistance upon the 

farm, as plough-drivers or otherwise, they are of neces. 

sity, under present circumstances, required to do so. 

To tell these parties of the importance of education, and 

of the advantages to be derived from the institution 

above-mentioned, whilst they do not possess the means 

necessary to give either the one or the other to their 

* The cutting in October prevents the erop in April being so 

heavy as it otherwise would be, or it would do more than this, 

by being excluded, by the back of the diteh being heaped over 
it, from the action of the atmosphere, and the back which was 
then barren, is now rendered fruitful by being exposed to it. 

children of their labourers and others of the humbler 
classes are educated ; and being unable to place them 
elsewhere for a sufficient length of time, their minds 
receive but little cultivation, the q of which 
are but too well known to those who are acquainted 
with the eondition of most farms and the systems of 
management (if, indeed, such they may be termed) 
which prevail amongst us. Doubtless we depend on 
the blessing of. God upon our endeavours, whatever be 
our pation, business, or p ion, as intimated by 
* J. Russell ;? but shall we on this account refuse to 
avail ourselves of the aid to be derived from scientific 
knowledge? I apprehend not. Wehave talents given 
us to employ in tilling the ground, as in other things ; 
and as, in consequence of the curse upon all terrestrial 
things, the farmer has many evils to remedy, a know- 
ledge of chemistry, geology, animal and vegetable 
physiology, and of other sciences, cannot but be of im- 
portance to him ; and if they be, his better education 
requires to be immediately and energetically promoted, 
and I know of few objects more worthy of attention. 
Let our farmers be well educated, and the employment 
of insufficient capital, neglect of drainage, want of 
economy in labour, and the maintenance and fattening 
of cattle, waste of manures, &e. &c., shall soon cease to 
exist to the extent at present complained of ; involving, 
as they do, most serious consequences. Should we not 
do well to have a society formed for the accomplish- 
ment of what I have mentioned. No injury need be 
apprehended as regards the college of Cirencester ; 
quite the contrary. I would wish to have schools sub- 
ordinate to that excellent institution. A farm would 
be indispensable to all of them; but the extent need 
not be considerable ; on the smaller spade husbandry 
exclusively might be adopted.—P.S. Since I wrote the 
above, I have received your Number of the 7th inst. 
The school at Hofwyl is similar to what I wish to see 
in England. They would, when once established, sup- 
port themselves; and no difficulty ought, I think, to be 
experienced in procuring the land’ and erecting the 
buildings. Every large landowner might, with advan- 
tage to himself, place a sufficient farm at the disposal of 
a society, were one established, for the purpose of a 
school for the children of his tenants, and those of the 
less wealthy around him ; and, surely, the Government 
would make grants towards the erections. Shall we 
not make the experiment ?—B. S. 

Boiling Malt Liquor.—The great waste which must 
necessarily ensue from the boiling of malt-liquor, has 
indueed me to try the method which I will here detail 
for the benefit of your readers and the publie, who may 
not be acquainted with it, and which has been followed 
with perfect success by an acquaintance. of mine in 
brewing his beer for the last 16 years. It consists in 
the first place of the usual operation of mashing ; the 
first time the liquor is drawn off it is put to cool; the 
second drawing off is boiled with Hops in the usual way, 
both are mixed together when cool, and the balm is 
then put on. This, you will observe, saves one half the 
liquor from being boiled ; but we have tried a barrel 
without any boiling, the hops being’ mixed with the 
malt, and the result is most satisfactory ; for when a 
pitcher is drawn from the cask, it literally “ foams with 
mild ale,” and this is the case even to the last pint in 
the cask. When we again brew we intend to boil the 
Hops in the water before it is put upon the Malt, as to 
our taste the beer is rather short of Hops. You shall 
have the result from— 4 Craven Grazier. 

Influence of Circumstances on Farming. — Man: 
persons (landlords and others) think and say that 
tenants cannot keep too much stock. To keep plenty 
of stock, and consume all your produce at home, you 
must be a good farmer, and do well too. Now we will 
take A. and B.; B. lives, say 6 miles from the Bridges ; 
A. lives, say 30 miles from London ; B. can get from 
20s. to 30s. per ton for all his root crops, and 25s. to 
36s. per lead for all his straw ; he can get in return 
good London dung from 2s. to 3s. per load for one horse 
(about lj ton) Can he make as cheap and as good, 
and as much of his root crops by consuming them at 
home? I think not. Then it, like many other things 
in farming, holds with “ what is good in one place is 
not good for another.” But landlords do not always 
think of this. A., who lives 30 miles from London, 
cannot make much more of his straw (to sell it) than 
15s. to 20s. per load. His root crops he often gives 
away to be fed off, because he has no stock of his own; 
if he sells them, it is at a low price. I think here he 
does wrong ; he should keep stock and plenty of it ; but 

D not in the way as many do keep them in the winter— 
turn them out into the yard up to their knees in straw, 
and call what they make dung, and what little goodness 
is in it is allowed to run away into some pond or brook 
near ; and this you will see, I think, as much or more 
in Buckinghamshire than anywhere else. Perhaps 

Surrey is as bad — Brutus, 

Effect of Manure on the Potato Disease.—1n the end 
of May, 1845, I planted a portion of a. very poor and 

almost perpendicular brae-face which had just previ- 
r | ously been cleared of old Whins, with “ American 

Early” Potatoes. Being very busy in autumn the 

crop was half forgotten, and the upshot was, that in 

May, 1846, it was still untouched. Good seed. was 

^ | scarce in my neighbourhood; but on examining our 

brae-face crop, we could hardly find a tainted Potato, 

and we started at once to dig them up, leaving however 

fiour; whilst the crop on the well-drained, high-rented,, 
and liberally-guanoed field close at hand, is so much 
affected by disease as not to be worth lifting. Feeling 
pretty sure that the plant has, generally speaking, been 
too highly cultivated, I for my own part look for good 
Potatoes next. season from the plan I am at present 
adopting. I have about a week's consumption dug at 
once, and direct the workman to leave one for seed at 
every shaw, covering it as well as he can with his foot 
and the fork, — North. Exile. 

A Plan for furnishing Employment to all Profes- 
sions and Trades in the Kingdom.—[The following is a 
short abstract of a long paper introduced to us in the 
following letter] :—I received the enclosed from a work. 
ing man of this neighbourhood ; it was written some 
years ago. I simply transmit it to you, supposing that 
by its aid there could be a system presented through 
your columns which would or might be patronised by 
such as are desirous of supporting or forwarding mea- 
sures tending to employ the labourers of Ireland.— 
Piedmont. “Great Britain and Ireland, as one whole 
nation, perhaps never was in such a state of distress 
for want of employment asit wasin 1841-2. This could 
then easily be proved, for we needed only to have looked 
at our highways and byways, and there might have been 
seen our own countrymen, of all ages, begging their bread; . 
The case may be paralleled in Ireland at the present 
time. Is there no cure for this sad state of things? 
I think there is. Let the cultivation of the commons 
and waste lands be encouraged, and whoever claims: 
them,let them divide them into farms of 200 acres 
each, and let farm buildings be erected upon each divi. 
sion, and let them be rented at such low rentsas merely 
to pay the interest of the cost of such division, inclosing, 
and erections for the first 21 years ; or if the landlord 
would rather let those who erect their own buildings go. 
rent free (excepting for a mere acknowledgment for 
the said 21 years): thus take in all the waste lands, 
It would furnish work for every hand and bread for 
every mouth. If there be 30 millions of acres of waste 
land in the United Kingdom, perhaps there might be 
10 millions of acres that would scarcely pay for inclos-. 
ing, cultivating, and draining. Let the 20 millions of 
acres be divided into farms of 200 acres each, for that 
is enough for any farm (great farms are great evils to 
anation) ; there would then be 100,000 new farms. If 
5000 new farms were cultivated every year, for every 40 
farms to form a parish, and for every 50,000 acres, or 
250 farms, to have a market town, so that every year, 
for at least 20 years to come, there would be 5000 new 
farm-houses, 80 villages, and 20 market towns, to build; 
every village to contain about 100 houses, and every 
town about 2000. At this rate,in the newly inclosed 
land, the number of houses in towns, villages, and 
farms would be 53,000 yearly, 120 churches, and, pers. 
haps, as many chapels ; 1000 schools’; besides all other 
publie buildings; and, to effect all this, 130 lime-kilns, 
1100 stone quarries, 20 slate quarries, 1500 brick- 
yards, 20 plate and bottle-glass houses, 250 corn-mills, 
25 saw-mills, 50 steam-engine factories, 20 coal-pits, 15. 
iron forges, 20 potteries, 20 tan-yards, 10 paper-mills, 
4000 tile-sheds, to furrow-drain the land and fence it in, 
to construct railways and turnpike roads. What a re- 
vival of trade and commerce would this improvement of 
the empire cause, both by land and sea! It would 
make Britain a little China, where in many parts of it 
every inch of land is in the highest state of spade culti- 
vation, to supply the wants of their hundreds of millions 
of people. It would annually bring into the field an in- 
crease of 10,000 ploughmen, and as many carters ; then 
what a demand for horses, carts, and ploughs; and 
with respect to the house-timber trade, on an average 
each house would require 5 loads of timber, and ships, to 
bring 200 loads each, and to go two voyages in the years 
it would employ 1000 ships ; it would require 100 new 
ships annually to keep up the fleet, and would employ 
50,000 seamen, 2000 ship-builders, &c. &e. ; 
the agricultural and business department would be 
nearly as follows every year :—Ploughmen 10,000, lime- 
burners 1300, &e. &c. Certainly the capital res 
quired for this great national improvement would be 
enormous at first, but not larger than the united ener- 
gies of this large and wealthy empire could bring for- 
ward. When capital is rightly embarked, business, 
commerce, and profits fol'ow ; the annual profits of the 
United Kingdom which would arise from the following 
four leading sources of all trades ; namely, the mineral, 
the agricultural, the manufacturing, and the shipping 
interests. It is by the toil of Britain's sons that profits 
are gained ; then let her annual profits or spare money 
still be embarked to employ her destitute and rapidly 
multiplying people, it certainly will yield at least two- 
fold satisfaction to the capitalist to see his poor neigh- 
bours at work, and families fed and clothed, and his 
own wealth increase. But some may say, if the enclo- 
sure and cultivation of all the waste lands in the three 
kingdoms were made the law of the land, it would puta 
stop to the tide of emigration; the answer is, it would 
not do so, for one tenth part of the increase of popula- 
tion, or not 40,000, emigrate ; but would it not be wis- 
dom instead of so many men transporting themselves 
10,000 miles off to cut down trees and hoe up their 
roots to make land in the uttermost parts of the earth, 
to keep them at home, and with the spade and the 
plough to cultivate the millions of acres of waste land 
in our own country. I would by no means prohibit emi- 
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gration, ‘but by all means I would encourage home 
cultivation first. Let us first renovate ind make strong 
the mother country, lest we make our colonies too pow- 
erful for us, and they rise up as enemies and declare 
themselves independent of us, as the Americans did. 
Some may argue that these moors are useful ; they 
grow food for grouse, bees, sheep, and cattle ; but the 
same piece of ground that will only feed a sheep i in its 
present state, would feed a couple of oxen in its im- 
proved condition. Many that have taken in farms on 
moor-borders 20 or 30 years ago, have now got rich. Is 
it not a pity that so much land should lie waste in this 
country where it is so much wanted and so well situated, 
all within the temperate zone, and not an acre of it 
elevated to the region of perpetual frost and snow. It 
is to be hoped that the sun will not shine, nor fruitful 
showers drop their fatness in vain on these wilful wastes 
much longer. Which is the prayer of my country’s 
well.wisher.—N. C., Parham, Oct. 29, 1842. [Our 
friend is doubtless somewhat enthusiastic in his antici- 
pations ; but there can be as little doubt of his accu- 
racy in the principle on which he argues—that the 
thorough cultivation of our cultivable waste lands would 
add vastly to the wealth of the nation—in his broadest 
acceptation of the word. 

Tenants’ Rights.—l mark with interest the letters 
which, from time to time, grace your columns on the 
subject of tenant rights, and perhaps you will allow 
me to throw out a few hints on the same subject. The 
spirit of revolution, which is so active at this moment 
in every branch of our constitution and civil policy, is 
evidently taking a direction towards property, and 
landed property in particular. The ordinary rights of 
property whieh heretofore were settled by contract and 
usage, must now be determined according to some of 
your correspondents (and no doubt there are many of 
the same kidney as * Clodhopper," who lately figured 
in your columns) by legislative enactment, or in other 
terms, a landowner shall no longer be permitted to 
make his own bargain with his tenant, when he lets him 
his land, but that it shall be settled by Act of Parliament 
what allowances an offgoing tenant shall receive from his 
landlord, and whether the latter has contracted to make 
them or not. There is a great similarity between this 
sort of doctrine and that which is just now preached 
upon the subject of titles and conveyances of property. |, 
These also are to be settled by legislative enactment ; 
land is to be made as transmissible as money or goods, 
and at as little expense, and that it may become so, the 
rights and privileges of ownership are to be narrowed, 
so that no one shall be at liberty to sell or convey a 
limited interest in land, either by way of annuity, or for 
a life estate, in order that titles may not be embarrassed 
and the exquisite simplicity of the scheme interfered 
with. That I do not overstate I would refer you toa 
correspondent in Times journal, who has the 
hardihood to subseribe himself as a solicitor. Now 
let me administer to * Clodhopper," et id genus omne, 
a few words of caution how he and they meddle witl 
the tenant right question, They will find it a two.edged 
sword—landlords know to their cost that no investment 
makes so poor a return as land ; that in their dealings 
with tenants they are overmatched, and must ever be 
so ; and that where the contract between them is broken 
it is rarely on the landlord’s part. They know likewise, 
or ought to know, that every shilling their tenants 
possess has come from the soil, for their ancestors were 
anciently but serfs and indebted solely to the landlord 
for the little capital employed on land. Let them then 
take these facts into their remembrance before they 
talk of tenants’ rights being settled by Act of Parlia- 
ment, and complain, like « Clodhopper,? of having to pay 
rent and taxes for the land covered with the landlord's 
timber, which is not true; and complain with equal 
absurdity of not being allowed the tops and branches by 
their landlord when he removes this very timber of 
which they complain. Finally, let me remind them, 
that legislative enactments, suchas they propose, would 
have only this effect, viz., to render the landlord more 
cautious how he commits his land to a tenant; and to 
displace numbers who, like “ Clodhopper,” have lost that 
loyal affection for, and dependance on their landlord, 
which have hitherto, or, perhaps, I might more justly 
say, until lately, distinguished the British yeoman, and 
has been returned, in the case of the old landed pro- 
prietor at least, by a generous protection and affectionate 
good will ; and that if this system is to undergo a change 

to be d to the ile one, landlor ds 
will hardly be content with a return of 3 per cent. for 

eir land, or to confide in a tenantry guided by such 
principles, so long as they ean manage their lands 
themselves, or commit them to their sons and imme- 
diate dependants for cultivation. — R. L. P.S. What 
do you say to an incoming tenant being compelled 
by a valuer to pay for guano on land from which a 
crop of Wheat had been taken. I objected on behalf 
of my tenant, but was told that it was the custom of the 
country. had foolishly thought that legally a 
custom must have the sanction of time, which implies 
acquiescence. [We would say, that, if a portion of the 
E remained in the soil unexhausted by the crop of 

heat which had been taken, both justice and common 
sense require that the next tenant should pay for it.] 

Potato Disease caused by Atmospheric Agency.—1l 
planted a plot of the Long Red Kidney variety (merely 
as a trial) so late as the 20th of August. The old 
tubers being quite sound and pretty well sprouted, and 
the weather being particularly warm, they were above 
ground in about 10 days. I daily watched their pro- 

went on well till about the 15th of September, when in 
one night the hitherto hopeful plants were attacked, the 
brown speck appearing on every leaf, on the axils of the 
leaves, and latterly on the stems, *which were about 
1 foot high at the time. The young tubers were about 
the size of good large Beans. The leaves and stems de- 
cayed by degrees, and were almost gone by the Ist of 
October ; but on examination I observed the greater 
portion of the stems quite fresh near the ground, and 
pushing new shoots again. On taking up the tubers the 
old Potato was quite sound, and the young tubers like- 
wise, which remain so up to this date. I may mention 
the tubers were planted whole ; the stem is quite sound 
at its junction with the Potato. I am inclined to think 
that the above Potatoes were attacked by some atmo- 
spheric agency, as the same sort produced a good crop, 
free from taint or disease, in the month of June, when 
the atmosphere might not have been charged with the 
same combination of gases ; and, moreover, at the time 
the disease began to show itself (about the 28th July), 
I observed the following plants, amongst many others, 
infected with apparently the same disease as the Potato, 
viz., Senecio, Aquilegia, Campanula (alba flore-pleno), 
Bishopsweed, Tansey, Beans, Peas, Oaks, Elms, an 
many other trees and shrubs ; this was never observed 
in this quarter before. As both old and new tubers of 
the above Potatoes seem to be quite sound, I intend to 
let them remain, earthed deeply up, where they are till 
they sprout next spring.— Alex. Walker, Mayen House, 
Banffshire. 

Sootíetíta. 
AGRICULTURAL IMPROVEMENT SOCIETY 

10) AND. 
AT the weekly meeting of council on Nov. 5, the 
pO re ad a To inon RO the members of the 

works and labour, 
SUED had EIS in Mee of the week, to the following 
effect, viz. :—** We, the undersigned, hereby request the 
council to call a general meeting of the Society forth with, 
in order to take the sense of the Society at large, under 
the existing eireumstanees of the country, as to the 
poliey of suspending the 14th general rule, which pre- 
vented them for entertaining any question of a political | w 
tendency at their meetings, or which would be likely to 
be brought under the consideration of Parliament, so 
far only, however, as to enable the Society and its 
members to express their opinions as to Puis laa i 
of profitable of t 
drainage, subsoiling and levelling, and TET land, 
and the PEDE RE of food at the pr esent crisis. 

(Signed) D. J. Wilson, NEP Ball 
Pieca J. Blake, - 'harles W. Hamilton, 

. B. Bankhead, William Stewart reed 
Daniel O'Connell, 

TE Charles pope, 
Pierce Mah nes Armstrong.” 

It appeared that a EG SE took place 
in the provisional committee, as to whether it would be 
more advisable to call upon the Society to modify and 
suspend the provisions of the above rule, so far as was 
contemplated, under the peculiar circumstances of the 
present case, 80 as to enable the council to entertain the 
question in full, and to make the necessary inquiries, 
and adopt the requisite measures for communicating | 
their views, and the result of their inquiries to Govern- 
ment, from time to time, pursuant to the intention of 
the original requisitionists ; or whether it would be 
better to establish a separate body altogether for the 
urpose, outside and distinct from the Society, and 

totally independent of it, "The general opinion of the 
committee, however, appeared to be against the exis- 
tence of two separate bodies ; that they would naturally 
interfere with each other, and they felt confident that 
the peculiar circumstances of the present eventful 
period would, on consideration, induce the Society at 
large, when assembled, to sanction the original resolu- 
tion of the council, and to relax the rule as far as they 
were called upon to do so. Accordingly it was ordered 
that the Secretary be directed to call a general meeting 
of the Society for Wednesday, the llth inst, to 
take the above subjects into consideration. 

Farmers! Clubs. 
Lo: Nov. 2: mo: l mode of 

Thrashing Grain Crops.—Mr. Baker, of Writtle, the Chairman, 
said—The point will resolve itself into two heads, namely, the 
** best mode” and the “most economical mode” of thrashing ; 
and they will be found to be perfectly separate parts of the 
question; for that mode which i: not always the 
most economical, neither i ve that which is the most economical 
always the best. The great recommendation of thrashing with 
the flail is that it affords A ENE for the labourer when 
there is no other im, an re is less waste of straw 
and chaff, The Gait is also much better, There are some 
kinds vf grain which cannot be thrashed in any other 
by hand, without injuring it; this is especially thotease With 
Barley which is intended to be used fo alting ; and I know 
that many maltsters will not buy Barley Frase by maehine, 
or, if they do, only at a considerable reduction in price, as they 
assert that the action of the machine injures the sprouting 
pones of BS grain. With regard to the economical branch of 

e question, I think the eDRES ing varies very 
little m we use the hand, or whether we employ horses, 
or steam, or wind, or water power. So far as my calculations 
go, I think the cost of thrashing by machinery rather more 
than the cost of doing it by the flail; but if we take the long 

of corn thrashed, But then, with regard to thrashing by mae 
chinery, I think that SON SUM the eastern counties it woul: 
be almost impossible to adopt it without extending the build- 
ings; and as the buildings for Bea eae are already 
formed, and machinery is not in general use, I do not eae 
BM far it might be HN. e i Our. general custom, when 

s about ea S to aries by the 1 are ire 
descriptions o: achine ; e-power M chien and tl 
hand thrashing-' nubi which Hes lately come into use. The 
jorse-power machines, I think, are very inefficient; and there 

are very few of them but what injure the straw. Some of them 
not only injure, but absolutely destroy it, for every Vin 
purpose; and they, POLI injure the grain. e myself 
lately been thrashing by machine, and I am quite satisfied that 

rain was A A injured, If the machine was not 
FHA sufficiently close, then the grain was not thrashed out 
p the ear ; ms if it was, then the grain became broken. Itis 
a great point ese machines should be so constructed 
that they shall He break the grain, and yet thrash it out apan 
The machines recently construc ted were without rollers 
he recollected that when rollers were PCM the PX 
thrashed much better than now. Ii mig t be that the B 
held the straw long enough to thrash all the grain out. They 
did not thrash quite so much per day as the modern eae z 
but, as the latter frequently depreciated the value of the grain 
50 per cent. (!) and the straw 20 per t., he thought the com- 
parison was greatly in favour of those with rollers instead of 
beaters. It must be remembered, , that in Essex we have 
a greater TOEO of labour late in other counties; the 
labourers have not been absorbed by railways and other works 

in this county as in some parts of England. The employment 

of horse-labour has in many instances does the labourers 
of their ordinary sources of employment i in the winter months ; 
and, in consideration of this state of thin 3 

aicoune aed the use of the one nA anehna and ddOpEd 
the hand-power machine, by whieh, with two men, they can 
thrash from 4 to 6 qrs. of corn a day, with as much adv. an- 

machines: that in wet weather you can set a number OPENA 
work at it, and you a very well TY that with the Tul o ox 

the fixed horse-power machine. Again, if you want the men 
to work in the fields, they can GUERRE their thrashing at 

any period; and the hand-machine being placed in the barn, 

there is no injury done to the Wheat by the humidity of the at- 

mosphere ; which often, under other circumstance 's, renders it 

much depreciated for marketable pur| 
chine, moreover, is so constructed that it doi 
straw so much as the larger descriptions of machine do. The 
qui epe is, “the best and most economical mode;" and I 
certainly hold that thrashing or steam- power is the 

most ‘economical ;” but whether it is the * best? is another 
thing. TI think the best is that which is conducted by manual 
labour; for I have never found any plan to succeed 80 well D 
VS common mode of VERE with the flail (th 

n you can attend ti ourself, and see the w i. 
Wall done). But if you Senant do this, why the loss which you 
sustain, either by their not thrashing out suilicient! ly, or by 
their taking part of the grain home with them at night, will 
prevent its being the most economical mode. I confess that 

my corn rises better from the machine than from the flail, 

although it certainly does not rise in quite so clean a condition. 
e greatest of all objections to the use of the flail is, perhaps, 

the opportunities which it gives for depredation. 
Mr. ArrcusoN said, I do not quite agree with S remarks of 

our Chairman, to the effect that the grain rises cleaner from 

the flail than from the machine; for I have Es it up and 
rubbed it, for the purpose of ascertaining, and I have found it 
more clean from the machine than from the flail. At the sate 
time, I admit that itis our bounden duty to employ the laboure: 

as much as we can. I agree with our Chairman in what he 

says of the advantages of being able to tell our labourers 
eave their work in the field in wet weather, and go to thras D 
ing. But when I consider the cost of the machine (and I 
charge myself with the same amount as any one would be will. 

ing to pay me E doing it), I think that flail-thrashing comes 
as cheap in end as aaiae: m Bs ing. ter I have 
thrashed out iio Wheat, w bound too; the men 
are bound to tie i Plan men, for instance, 

vd work in this way, and I find that they will not EH memore 
an 361bs, to a truss, so that they earn me but while 

We 2s. for it. Iftherefore I take it to market, I eu 
My principle however, is to cut it ed the 

cattle with it; in fact, when I compare thrashing with the 
oa AROS dem thrashing by naan Ae I find that the 
former profits me nothing ; and straw which has been thrashed 
by machine will not fetch so much in the market by 4e.-ns that 
which has been thrashed by flail. No one, I think, if he could 
afford to wait, could do better than employ the Jabourer to 
thrash by flail. But there are times and seasons when prices 
fluctuate, and it becomes the farmer, like other people, to take 
advantage of the markets ; and if he can thrash out four times 
as much by the machine as he can by band, why of course he 
is perfectly justified in doing so. st, neverthe le 
o this question at last, * VES are our laboure: 
and in order to apportion the labour to the mouths ‘whieh mers 
to be fed, we had better machinery as little as we ‘can, 

we consider the general il of society. 

Mr. Hurter : For my own part I am not 2 machine-man ; 
on the contrary, all the corn I grow I have thrashed with the 
ail; and I ean eem speak more in favour of the flail than 

of the machine, nk by using the flail I can thrash corn 
x more nonias than by any other means. Tu fact, I 

find Ri XL as the cheapest. With rej ard to the peur 

ment of ho; ower machinery for thra look ipo 
CADO can be employed to much GENE A 
other ways; forif you take 9 or 10 nore away fr ‘ona your 
farm, for the purpose of thrashing, you do not know what in- 
jury may be done to the land in ‘the meanwhile. My convic- 
tion is, that you can thrash a great deal cheaper with the flail ; 

ed that if you go into the figures of the ques- 
ton) you will ‘find it to beso. A friend of my brother has a 

which goes vith eight horses, and at the time he 
erected it, he fancied his neighbours geni bring their corn to 
him to be thrashed ; but, unfortunatel; ely, he forgot to make any 
caleulation about the expense of carrying back the straw. 
consequence is, that his corn, EROS might be thrashed P 
about 1s., costs uU double that s Now, economy is every- 
thing. To employ horse-power just at seed time, Ee you 
want the wowed ae the land, will never answer. If yi un 

erect a steam-power, then machinery is all very well; ; but if 

you cannot, why then it must be injurious to use mac hinery at 
al n some cases it is found that at certain times we cannot 
getlabour, and therefore it is necessary. Fo: 

ways protect myself; I never want to go to the Jabour- 
OU I always have recourse to my own labourers, because 

1 always have them in my barn; but I know that, with many 
persons, it is for difficult to obtain labourers, as, from the 
new and different C of cultivation, from the vast sources 
f o themi in the railroad and mine dis- 

os 

se ld. 

E 

period which this mode occupies, and t 
which we are liable p om the eg ere EN however RA 
we may be, we are liable to great depredations in this way—of 
that fact we have the evidenceof numerous instances in which 
popper pan been. carried on to a great extent without XE 
the least suspicion, until all at once the truth has burs 
upon ite. conyiction of the sufferers. e slowness is a iui 
objection no doubt. At this time of the year, for instance, 
when all the labourers that can be mustered are wanted for 
getting in the seed, a thrashing-machine becomes absolutely 

gress tosee if they would withstand the disease, All necessary to enable the farmer to obtain a sufficient duani 

‘act, they are mented wA think and act for DER. ak ing 
all the circumstances of the question into consideration, I am 
isposed to think ic that thrashing with the flail, or manual 

labour, is the best. 
The Onarrman.—I think it costs about the same money, in 

one case or the other, namely about 35. pe? eight bushels, and 
a erred a load more for HE the sti Bo 

AITCHESON.— Why I am paying T this EA 4s. a 
lube for thrashing, dnd 1$ 6d. a load for bindin; 
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The CuarmMAN.—I was speaking of the average cost of 

thrashing. 
Mr. BELL.—I have just been paying for 13 days’ labour to one 

man, who has thrashed and dressed 14 quarters of Wheat: 
that is equal to 32s. or 33s. a week. 

Mr. Morron.—I am quite convinced, with regard to this sub- 
ject, that the most economical mode is the best, and the mode 
which I have adopted is that of doing it by steam-engine. After 
reckoning five per cent. on the cost of the machinery, besides 
the amount for repairs, the cost of coals, and the wages of the 
men, women, and boys ; my cost for thrashing Wheat has been 

engine consumes 70lbs. of coals 
an hour, and it takes an hour and a half to get the steam up. 
I employ three ve women, and two boys; with these I men. 

d sack the grain. The most I ever did was 46 
rs, an a 

road between them. The Wheat is grown on 120 
acres. The labourers constantly employed on the farm are 
equal to 20, viz., 12 men, 6 women, and 4 boys. 

Mr. BELL.—I can fully bear Mr. Morton out in all he has 
tages of employing the steam-engine for the 

m 

wants of the institution. "The whole farm is cut into 
several lesser divisions, each bearing another name. 
These are again subdivided and numbered. There 

even unusual features of the best farms to be met with. 
In the cultivati i impl 

The sheep are Merino and 
shing ; for I have had plenty o € 

m. The steam-engine is very generally used in 

; I have followed the same mode as that alluded 
to, of getting the steam-engine up by the side of the stack, an 
thrashing out the corn, I have thrashed 120 quarters of Wheat 
in 26 hours, zreat consideration is the extent of work 
Which can be done without the aid of horses. - 

Mr. Fisser Horps.—I am very glad that this 
Should have taken the direction which it has ; 
it would go forward to the world that th 
Mending the farmer to go on in the old jog-tr 
of the flail. have always found that those who i 
nery as much as possible, and not those who used it as little as 

discussion 

g finely. They are under the control oi 
one principal shepherd and several assistants, each of 
whom has one or two dogs. The flocks are pastured 
in summer, but housed. regularly at night through the 
whole year. Each sheep is numbered by a system of 
ear-marking of great simplicity, and its fleece is every 
year weighed. The whole flock, at intervals of a few 
weeks, is weighed in a Fairbank's scales. The cows 
are of the Seminthal breed from Switzerland. They 
are said to have certain excellences ; though their 

in the stall was altogether indifferent, They possible, as some gentlemen have been to-night, 
were those who employed the greatest number of labourers. 
"There are many advantages in the 
machinery over that of the flail. 
corn cleaner—decidedly cleaner— 
nity of selecting the most sui 

d sending it to mar! t also gives us the power of 
thrashing out a large quantity in a short period. I know of 
one machine which will thrash out 50 quarters of Wheat in a 
day; in fact, I am acquainted with two instances of machine: 
where eight horses are used, which will thrash out upwards of 
50 quarters in a da; i d to damage done by 
breakage, that will not happen with the more modern and im- 
proved machines. Iadmit the chaff Straw are not cut in 
the same time, he argument which was used just now with 
regard to one's not, always being able to get labourers for flail- 
thrashing, I think is one of some force ; for it is no doubt true 
that it often happens that one cannot get men to carry out the 
operations of the farm. In these operations we always want 
one or two skilful and honest men, upon whom we can depend, 
to place over the mere casual Jabourers; in that case we can 
employ young men, or, as Mr. Morton says he does, even 
women, Butin Essex we cannot employ women ; they won't 
work. 

Mr. Arrcuzson.—A great deal of the injury which is done to 
e corn in the way of breakage, and is attributed to the 

action of the machines, I have no doubt is caused by the men 
walking over it with their heavy hob-nailed boots or shoes; 
and this is easily obviated by making them wear slippers while 
engagedin this work. The loss which sometimes ensues from. 
this cause is nearly ten per cent, 

Oaxtey.—I think that we ought to bear in mind the dif- 
ferent positions of different farmers before we call this the best 
System or that the best system. 
the use of machinery in this way: I am farming in the neigh- 

in which there has of late 

and I did so by the adoption of machinery. Mr. Garrett 

without injuring the straw. This I use, and my straw goes to 
market as fast as it can be ti $ 

he ÇHAIRMAN said—I think we can come to no conclusive 
resolution upon the relative merits of thrashing by machinery 
and thrashing with the flail, as the mode must always be 
adapted to circumstances. With regard to the question of 
economy, there appen be little difference between the cost 
9f thrashing by horse-power and thrashing by manual labour ; 
but if you are in a position to avail yourselves of the steam- 
engine as Mr. Morton proposes, then there is doubtless a great 
saving of expense; but, unfortunately, it so happens that the 
majority of tenant farmers are so situated with regard to their 
tenure, that it is impossible, or if not impossible it would not 
be prudent, to go to the expense of 2007. or 3007, in erecting 
machinery ; and they do not find the landlords willing to do it 

em. 
Mr. Frsurn Honss proposed the following resolution, which 

was seconded by Mr, Oakley :—‘‘ That it is the opinion of this 
meeting that the application of machinery by water, steam, or 
orse-power, to the general purposes of thrashing corn, is more 

economical and advantageous than the common mode of 
thrashing with the flail by manual labour.” 

Farm Memoranda. 
Agricultural Institute of Wurtembura.—The estate 

Werte 

are stalled through the year. Ihave already mentioned, 
if I remember right, that the herd of cattle is consi- 
dered as a manure manufactory, and in this light sub- 
serving as important, if not indeed a more importan 
end, than in their daily supplies of milk. I find it 
diffieult to appreciate this statement made to me, 
though it is obvious that every source of manure is 
gleaned with a care of which, in the generally (as yet) 
rich lands of the new world, we know nothing. The 
cow stable is a hall of more than 100 feet in length, and 
at least 20 feet high. The cattle stand facing each 
other from opposite sides of a cut-stone platform, about 
2% feet in elevation. They are chained to a manger 
immediately attached to the platform. Their fodder is 
spread before them, and by no possibility comes to the 
floor of paved stone. Several cows, steers, and year- 
ling heifers, were fed cach apart from all the others, 
the fodder being weighed before, and the excess 
gathered up after eating, also ‘weighed. These cattle 
are severally weighed at certain intervals, and in this 
manner the value of different kinds of fodder is ascer- 
tained. The amount of milk from each cow is mea- 
sured once a month. Indeed the whole system is 
arranged with a great degree of scientific purpose. 
The breeding mares are good selections, I understand, 
from the common stock and English crosses. The foals, 
through the generosity of the present king, are derived 
partly from thorough Arabian stallions, and partly from 
valuable native stock. The stalls for the dams are 
about 15 feet square, in which the occupants remain 
the early part of the day and night untied. 
and fillies occupy pens where several are 
together. All the results of the different schemes of 
experimenting, in growing roots, grains, fruits, exotic 
woods, in the treatment of stock, and in the determina- 
tion of the value of fodder, are published in a weekly 
agricultural paper, edited by one of the faculty. . . .'. 
The faculty consists of a 

Director, who lectures upon the productions of the animal 
kingdom, and the general plan of agriculture pursued at 
Hohenheim, 

Professor of Agriculture, 
Professor of Forest Science, who supervises the forest lands 

an 

—— —— 
portionally more profound. This feature, to this mo- 
ment characterising scarcely an institution in Ameriea, 
is not kept in view in the apportioning of duty among Fi - f 7 Gon cate tick T 7 p e 
one to ask what has roused universal attention in the 
last 20 years to the subject of directing all processes 
of art by seience, and in the last 8 years of improving 
agriculture by drawing aid from the same source, the 
answer would eome from a few professional chairs, 
Where men of capacity, industry, and energy, have been 
provided with conveniences for prosecuting scientifie 
research.—F. N. Horsford, in the Albany Cultivator. 

Miscellaneous. 
Experiments concerning the Theory of Mamures. 

By M. Frederick Kuhlman.—The author has under- 
taken a series of experiments with a view of resolving 
the following questions :—1. Does the nitrous portion 
of a manure, independent of its mineral agents, deter- 
mine the degree of activity of this manure on vegetation ? 
What are the circumstances under which this propor- 
tionality does not exist? 2. When nitrates are em- 
ployed as manure, do they owe a portion of their action 
to the base, or must their degree of influence be re- 
ferred exclusively, or, at all events, in great part, to the nitrogen of their contained nitric acid? 3, Seeing that 
he intervention of phospl in tation cannot be 
denied, inasmuch as they invariably exist in the ashes 
of vegetabies, and sometimes in great quantity, must it 
be concluded that these salts, in a separate condition, 
are active fertilising agents, or is this property onl 
exercised when they are in combination with nitrogenised 
products? 4, In various organie manures commonly 
in use there are found various non-nitrogenous matters, perenne: Do these play any imp part in tor 
in other words, do there exist manures formed of non- 
azotised organic matters, which are yet endowed with 
any energy of action? For example, does the oily 
portion of Linseed-cake contribute towards the activity 
of a manure! 5. Does the beneficial influence of am- 
moniacal salts and nitrates extend to a period after the 
first crop? What is the limit of duration of these 
salts’ action: Experiments adapted to the resolution 
of the foregoing questions have given the following 
results, which are arranged in a tabular form Ee ccc NE 

belonging to the estates. There is in this 

Professor of Mathematies and Physics. Professor of Chemistry and Natural History. Professor of Technology and Instructor in the Technical 
Laboratory. 

Teacher of Farriery. 
Teacher of Field Labour, Ploughing, Hoeing, Spading, &c. 
Teacher of Nursery and Orchard Culture. Teacher of Machine Drawing. 
Assistant to the Cashier, Book-keeper, &c. 
Gardener and Smiths. 

The course of instruction is upon the plan of a German 
and castle bearing the name o h were ap- 
propriated to their present use in 1817. They had 
previously been in the possession of noted families, ard 
at one time, that of the Grand Duke Charles. Royalty 
had planned and executed with no small measure of 
taste, the division of the grounds, and the Institution 
of Agriculture commenced. Few estates could have 
been selected bining sọ many tages for thi 

purposes to which this was destined. 788 English acres 
are spread irregularly over a broad mound, and through 
a valley upon one side, the whole length of which is 
traversed by a stream sufficiently large for milling pur- 
poses. Near the top of the mound stands the castle 
and connected buildings, which, with the court-yards, 
have a length of 1600, and a depth of 540 feet, ‘The 
various apartments of this immense establish 

o 

y. The professor gives lectures which are 
attended as largely or as indifferently as the students 
please. Having decided at the commencement of a term, 
however, which lectures they will attend, these they 
are required to hear, and, at the conclusion of the 
course, to sustain a rigid examination upon them, and 
the general subject upon which they treat, in order to 
secure their diploma. As there are 94 lectures, weekly, 
in winter, and 85 in summer, it is obvious that less 
than a 3 years! course would be imperfect. Candidates, 
as the students are called, are admitted for less periods 
—for a term, I think. Their qualifications at universi- 
ties, before entering, wil! naturally render some of the 
courses unnecessary. Most of them have completed 
what would be considered a college course, with us, and 

furnish abundant room for the residence of the faculty, 
pupils, and labourers ; also rooms for instruction, for 
the mineralogical, zoological, model, and other collec- 
tions—the housing of stock and ;grain, fruit, and other 
farm produce—for the carrying forward the different 
kinds of manufacture —waggons, ploughs, machines, &c., 
with the sugar, alcohol, starch, and vinegar production. 
Its distance from Stutgart is about 6 miles ; sufficiently 
near to enjoy all the advantages of a ready market, and 
command at the same time a prompt supply of the 

many have leted an university course, previous to 
entering. They must be 18 years of age. The prac- 
tical illustrations of the farm’ and its appendages are 
witnessed in the course of the year. Manual labour of no 
description is required, though instruction in the different 
kinds of handiwork is practically received. . . + . 
In general, in the French and German institutions, one 
of the schemes of professional life is to furnish facilities 
for scientific advancement, The world is thus bene- 
fited, and though the sphere of instruction may thereby 
be more limited, the knowledge imparted will be pro- 
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$ e! G3 The author, having obtained the results indicat 
above, and made his deductions from them, finishes his 
task with some economical considerations. “When, 
says he, * the question is examined of the utility of am. 
moniacal salts and nitrates as manures, due regard 
being had to their price, the following results are 
arrived at :— The sulphate of ammonia is worth in com- 
merce, at the present time, 52 franes per 100 kilo- 
grammes ; hence, as 250 kilogrammes of this salt, 
having cost 130 franes, yield an excess of result of 
1520 kilogrammes in hay and 224 kilogrammes in the 
after crop ; and regarding the hay as at 7 franes, and 
the p at 100 kilog the product is 
arrived at of 115 fr. 36 c., a result which shows a loss 
of 14 fr. 64 c. 250 kilogrammes of nitrate of soda, of 
which the price is 48 fr. p 00 kilogrammes, have 
yielded an excess of result of 1440 kilogrammes of 
after-grass, which, at the price above-mentioned, would 
yield a product of 118 francs, and, consequently, a loss 
of 2 franes. It is scarcely necessary to remark, that 
these calculations are susceptible of a variation com- 
mensurate with the fluctuation in price of saline 
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matters, the above deductions merely relating to the 

actual conditions of the time present. Itis, however, 

an important conclusion, deducible from these experi- 

ments, that the time has nearly arrived when sulphate 

of ammonia will be available as a manure, even for 

crops of little value.* With sulphate of ammonia at 46 

francs per 100 kilogrammes, the excess of result in hay 

and after-erop would pay the price of the salt. There 

ean be no doubt that in a little time the devolopment 

given to the manufacture of sulphate of ammonia from 

putrifying urine, or gas liquor, will bring down the 

price of the salt to this rate, and then there will be no 

limits to the employment of this article. Until that 

period arrives, the liquid condensed in our works must 

supply agriculture with the salt. To this end the above- 

mentioned liquid may be saturated by an acid, decom- 

posed by plaster, by chloride of ealeium, chloride of 

many years active and economical manures. As 

regards nitrate of soda, I have demonstrated that we are 

already nearly arrived at those limits when the result 

will counterbalance the expense of its employment—a 

result which is due, in great measure, to a proceeding 

which has been taken by G , An ing 

which I had strongly solicited the Director-General of 

Customs, relying on the results of my experiments. I 

proposed the suppressi duty altogeth a mea- 

sure that would be completely effectual. However, the 

duty has only'been remitted to the extent of one-half, 

this advantage being exclusively conceded to products 
direetly transported from the South Sea in French 

vessels. i n this resource there is 2 double object—a 
favour aecorded to our flag, and also an encouragement 

to agriculture. But the results will not be very profit- 

able until the duty is removed altogether, for then no 

longer will our vessels transport merely two or three 

millions of kilogrammes of nitrate, but double that 

quantity, nay, perhaps, triple. Then only will agricul- 

ture profit by this salt, and will open an application of 

it that will be next to unlimited. ‘The Director-General 

of Customs, having seen the bearing of my demand, 

made me understand that I might calculate on his sup- 

port towards accomplishing my object, namely the un- 

taxed importation of nitrate of soda for the purposes of 

agriculture alone; and the suggestion was thrown out! 

that it might be mixed before importation with some 

substance that would render its employment in the 

manufacture impossible. The substance which occurred 

to me as available for this substanee was eommon salt, 

ten parts of which added to 100 parts of nitrate of soda 

would render the latter unfit for the manufacture of 

sulphuric and nitric acids. Of the former, because it 

time. If I were to state 12 tons, I should be within 

the truth, I am certain, This matter is so often disbe- 

lieved that Iam rather cautious of saying what really 

does take place. They (the Oats and Tares) were so 

wonderful after the Grass, that I took them as samples 

to the agricultural show at Beverley; and the York- 

shiremen were astonished beyond measure at the Grass 

report. Their argument was this: “You have ex- 

hausted your soil? I said, “I was aware that you 

would say so, and therefore I have brought the plants 

of the Tares and the Oats.” The number of grains was 

astounding, so that there might have been in the earth 

the remains of the power of this urine used to the Grass 

before. From 3000 to 3500 gallons of water are suffi- 

cient for an aere. I calculate 1100 gallons of urine and 

2200 of water. Four acres kept 100 horses in Grass- 

food till I was obliged to shut up my Grass for seed. I 

have grown a yard of Grass in 21 days. 
——————— 

Wotices to Correspondents, 

horses. Ten per cent on carts and other wooden implements 

attended to 

the profits of your farming, his salary, the t value of 
the skill requisite to the management of the business, mus 

be deducted. If, however, you merely wish to ascertain the 

amount of your incom farmer, then his salary should 

endeavour to get information for you. 

EannY Psas—S Fisher—Apply to any wholesale seedsman, 

See our advertising columns. Sowin March about 2 bushels 

per acre, in rows wide enough tb permit a thorough hoeing 

of the land, say with an interval of 1 foot, and you may ex- 

pect to harvest your crop in July; if a good one upwards of 

30 bushels per acre. 

ILLUSTRATED ADVERTISEMENTS— T' F M—The difficulty iies in 

—want of room 
Lincoun versus Essex—G W R—The former no doubt owes 
more to art for her agriculture than the latter. Look now 

t her fens, wolds, and heaths of former days. 
LINSEED As Foon—2 and S—See an article on this subject in 

another column—by Mr. Glover, Secretary, Newcastle Far- 
mers’ Club, We grind the Linseed and boil it to a mucilage 

in water, and then throw it over hay or straw chaff for 

cattle, first mixing an equal weight of Bean-meal with it. 
They hh it much ; we have never given it to horses, 

PLOUGHING MATCHES: anieus—Sorry we have no room for your 

it would destroy the leaden chambers and platinum 

vessels used in this operation ; and by the latter, be- 

cause the salt added would not only yield hydrochloric 

acid as a contamination, but would effect the decompo- 

sition of a portion of nitric acid, sufficiently considerable 

to prevent altogether the employment of nitrate of 

soda for this purpose. On the other hand, the opera- 

tion of separating the two salts by the process of erys 

tallization, in order that they might be separately em- 

ployed, would be attended with many difficulties, the 

penefit of this operation being already diminished by 

the aetual reduced duty of the nitrate, namely 7f. 50c. 

the 100 kilogrammes ; moreover, the operation is at- 

tended with certain difficulties due to the little difference 

between the solubility of the two salts. In short, there 

seems no reason why the fraudulent use of nitrate of 

soda in manufactures might not be altogether prevented 

by the addition of charcoal or tar, in the proportion of 

one or two per cent. to the mixture of nitrate and com- 

mon salt. Compt. Rend. Acad. des Sciences, Séance 

Aoút 17. Quoted in the Pharmaceutical Times. 

Metropolitan Sewage Manure Company: Analysis 

of Evidence.— Mr. Dickinson’s evidence hefore the 

Select Committee on Metropolitan Sewage Manure :— 

Tt (the liquid manure from the stable) is conveyed to 

this tank, from which it is pumped into a water-cart, 

conveyed and mixed with two parts of water, if the 

temperature is as to-day; but if it were lower, we 

should mix it with one part of water ; and in the winter 

season, we should put it on neat, to raise the tempera- 

ture of the earth ; the result of whieh has been, that I 

grew, the year before last, nine or ten crops of valuable 

Grass, Upon the same ground the soil was a surface 

of clay, with a subsoil of clay, so bad that the Norfolk 

man said, “I would not have your farm as a freehold ;” 

and the Lincolnshire man said, * I would not give you 

12s. an aere for it, if it was at my own door." The first 

was less than three quarters of an acre; that was 

mown nine or ten times the year before last, in the 

course of 12 months. The Grass increased in height as 

the p of the pl Some of these 

crops were 3 feet high, some of them more than 3 feet. 

They varied from 10 inches or a foot, up to 3 feet 6 

inches high. In the présent year, in January, was cut 

the first crop, which weighed 2lbs. per yard, upwards 

of four tons per aere. The crop has increased in height 

every cutting since. The fifth is now growing upon the 

ground ; the fourth is cut. I should say the second 
cutting was nearly 20 inches high. I did not weigh that ; 
I should think it twice the weight of the other, or more 

than eight tons of the green Grass. The third and 
fourth have been greater still. Both in May and June 

ihe quantity of cuttings was beyond eight tons each 

sous 
to 

i 

* All the experiments having been made in an 
ons drawn from them only app 

d t wi at Tt will easily be comp 
soil m 

niacal salts with the evolution of ammoniacal gas, 
easion a more rapid decomposition of ammo- | 

report ; it is very proper for a local paper, not for one which 
has no local interests to look after, 

Pocnrry—Hlphida may succeed in inducing her hens to lay by 
giving them a warm house, and also, some say, by giving 
them hot things to eat, as Peppercorns, dc. 

Sunprims—Inquirer—The prices quoted as those of Smithfield 
re estimated. Newgate prices do not include the offal.— 
We would sink the drains deeper notwithstanding that the 
water entered freely at a depth of 18 inches, because it would 
benefit the subsoil if we could induce the rain-water to go 

harm.——' 
for cattle. 
saw a cutter which turned either way, and cut in the on 

case slices for cattle, and iu the other strips for sheep. es 
Swedes are best given to pigs when boiled. 

WukAT-sowiNo—£ B J—The Turnip blades will entirely wither 

away in about a fortnight. It matters not then whether you 

plough them in ornot. If your land is already too loose an: 

rich, and you cannot wait till the leaves wither, you had 

better remove them. 

EnnaTUM—In the article on “Diseases of Poultry," page 746, 

% E."intendedin ing “ This extreme 

i & c." to state thatth se of this ibili 
in his opinion is their “extraordinary plethoric habit” 
rendering them liable in every climate in which he ha ev 8 

travelled to inflammatory and catarrhal complaints. 

* Communications reaching town after Wednesday cannot 

*be answered the same week. 

sBlarkets, 
ARK, WATERSIDE, Nov. 16. 

s still moderate, yet the demand 

D it is generally believed that,the Potatoes 

from the Midland Distriets, which have liberally supplied the 

Town Market of late, are nearly exhausted, in that case thereis 

but little doubt but our prices will improve shortly. 

York Reds, 1408 to 1608 Kidneys, 1208 
York Regents, 1208 10 1605 Kent and Ersex Regents, 1408 to 1703 
Do, Shaws, 110s to 1208 Shaws, 1208 » 
Lincolnshire Regents, 120s to 1408 Do. Kidneys, 140: 
Do. Shaws, 1208 

6. Stone of 8 Ibs, 

Best Scots, Herefords, &o. 4s 0t04s 4| Best Long-wools - - 4» 8105 0 
Best Short Horns 830 4 0 itto (shorn) = — = 
Second quality Beasts - 3 0 a 46 
U&lvés us Masti) > s GO 
Jent Downs & Half-bz - 

itto (shorn) = — - 4 0 50 
e supply of Beasts to-day ds again very large, and no improvement in 

the average quality ; consequently the choicest descriptions maintain late 
prices. Second-vate are a very heavy sale, and although. a redu: 1 
2d per 8 lbs. was submitted to towards the close, a 

V ve 

ion of fully 
7 

effected. n so many foreigners—thenumber Holiand, 
Germany, a den, about 730, There is an increase in the supply 
f Sheep. d therefore, are not lower. Calves 

ar r better—à choice one makes very nearly 58 
Pork trade continues steady. 

Heasto, 4065; Sheep and Lambs, 25,830; Calves, 88; Pigs, 918. 
Fripay, Nov. 20. 

The number of Beasts inthe Market te large, and trade is exceedingly 
heavy. Some oicest —this description —make 
nearly 4s hort-horns, 3s 8d to nearly 4s. Ve 
doing i ides, and many remain vns 
range f . We have more Sheep on 

reduct . Best Downs are m 
Best Long : à. 
Stock 09 Beaass, about 
and 22 Calves, Ce e lower; itis dj 
pne—the general prices being 4s to 4s 8d. 

| late ra 
‘Beasts, 1065 ; Sheep. and Lambs, 4010; Calves, 190; Pigs, 310. 

41, Wert Smithfield. 

gi ie. t- 
tuces and other Salading are good and plentiful; consider- 
able quantities of Horseradish continue to be imported. 
Cut Flowers chiefly consist of Heaths, Jasmines, a- 

mellias, Pelargoniums, Gardenias, Cacti, Neapolitan Violets, 
Luculia gratissima, Bignonia radicans, Roman Narcissus, Alla- 
manda cathartica, Fuchsias, Azaleas, and Roses. 

FRUITS. 
Bine Angle, perlb,, 4sto 7s Lemons por 100, 10s to 208 
Grapes, Hothouse, per lb., 3s to 5s Almonds, per peck, 6s 

— Portugal, per Ib., 9d to 1s vet Almonda, perlbsy Sa to Be Sw 
Apples, Dess., per bush. 36d to8s | Filberts, English, p. 100 Jb2., 867 t0 90s 

— Kitchen, 4« to 6s Note, Cob, per 1001bs., 954 $0 100» 
Pears, per hf,-sieve, 4s to 12s -- Barcelona, 20. 
Oranges, per dozen, 2s to 3s — Brazil, 1$, .o 164 

— per 100, 14s to 90s 
Berberries, per hf.-av., bs to 75 
Lemonn, per dozen, le 6d to ae 

— Spanish, 14r 
Walnuts, per bushel, 16s to 942 

VEGETABLES, 
Cabbages, per doz.,6dto 1s 6d. arlic, perlb., 6d to 8d 

— red, à Oz., la to BE pinach, per sieve, ls to ls 6d 
Broccoli, per doz., 6s 10 124 snaragua, per 100, 8s to 68 
Cauliflowers, per doz., ls to bs 'eakale per punnet, 2s 6d to 3s 
Artichokes, per doz., 31 to 5s ls 6d 
— Bep lem, p. hf.sieve,1s to 2s d 
rench Beans, per hf,-sv.,ls 6d to 2s ver hfe 
Sorrel, per hf.-sieve, 6d to 9d TNO EASA 
Potatoes, per ton, 41 to 8} ., BS tO da 

me cwt., 3s 6d to tol 6067 

bushel, ls 6d tos 62 
Kidney, per bushel, 2ex0 4e 

Turnips, per doz., 1s to 2s 
Red Beet, per doz., € bunch, 2 
Horse Radish, perbundle,1st04e | Savory, per bunch, 3d to 4d 
Cucumbers, each, 6d to 8d 

e , 12 8m, bun. 6d 10 8d 

Parsley, per bunch, 1d to34 
— Roots, per bundle, 1s to 1s 6d 

Tarragon, per bunch, 34 
Mint, green, per bunch, 6d to 8d 
Marjoram, per bunch, 3d to 4d 

ILAY.—Per Load of 36 Trusses. 

Leeks,per doz,, ls to 2s Watercress, p 
Celery, per bundle, 6d to 14 6d 
arrots, per doz., 8sto 6s 

Onions, per bushel, 5s to'8s 
— Spanish, per doz., 1s 6d to 4s 

Shallots, per 1b., 6d to 10d 

SMITHFIELD, Nov, 19, 
Prime Mead.Hay 70sto 80s| New Hay — sto —s | NewClr. 
Infr.New & Rowen 60 65 | Clover 90 95 [Straw 3l 

Jonn Coornw Salesman, 
WHITECHAPEL, Nov. 20. 

Fine Old Hay 5s to 80s| Old Clover 100s to 1085 
Inferior Hay — -— [inf 4 ——— 
New Hay - 65 75 |New Clover 90 100 

CUMBERLAND MARKET, Nov. 19. 

| Straw — 96s to 395 

Prime Mend. Hay 76s to 808| Old Clover 9210 08s 
Inferlor B5 — 65 | Inferior do, Bs |seaw —— 8910845 

w Hay —. —|lNewClver — |—1 
Josnus Barer, Hay Salesman. 

HOPS, Fripay, Nov. 20. 
The Market continues firm without alseration either in demand or prices 

since laat week. 
PaTIRNDEN & Smir, Hop-Factors. 

MARK-LANE, Monpay, Nov. 16. 

The supply of English Wheat this morning was exceedingly 
small, and taken off at fi e prices of this day se’nnight, 

Free Foreign met a retail demand e rates. For Bonde 

the inquiry has in some degree subsided.—Barley, excepting 

the very finest, must be written 1s per qr lower than last Mon- 

day; some of the Foreign. being pressed for sale to avoid de- 

murrage.— Beans sell slowly, and the same may be said of Peas 

of all descriptions.— The demand for Oats has rather improved, 

but they cannot be quoted higher.—Flour continues in very 

e Tequest.—Maize is less inquired after than it has been 
of late. 

BRITISH, PER IMPERIAL QUARTER, $. 8. $. 8. 

Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Sutfolk . , White 60 61 Red 52 57 
——— ‘Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire b4 6 
Barley, Malting and distilling 87sto 49s Chevalier 49 48 
Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . . Polands 98 34 Feed 26 29 
— Northumberland and Scotch. ', 
—— Irish ors 
Malt, pale, ship — * > 
— Hertford and Emex — . 

Feed 97 30 Potato 82 95 
Feed $8 

eminent ns gs MM Tm 
Beans, Mazagan, oldand new 36 to 41 Tick 38 43 Harrow 88 45 
—— | Pigeon, Heügolend . 44 to 48 Winds 55 70 ^ Longpod88 45 
Peas, White > > + + 501054 Maple 42 45 Grey 88 42 

ARRIVALS IN THE RIVER LAST WEEK. 
Flour. Wht. | Barl. | Malt.)\Oats. | Rye. | Bna. [Peas 

Fal 4383 Sks. 4163 | 4738 | 672 | 260 | 888 | 244 
rish. > ET Hie Se eire skal io puta age pr 
Foreign — 5, 595 ‘Gal — [n22 | — | 1647 looi 

RIDAY, Nov. 20. 

The supplies of all Corn during the week have been moderate. 

Wheat, both English and Foreign, meets an improved inquiry at 

i re is 

ARRIVALS THIS WEEK, 
Bi Wheat arley Oats Flour 

English 5 « 2490 2880 1890 2150 Sks 
Irish "n — — 150 - 

Foreign . « 5770 1550 9840 — bris 

IMPERIAL AVERAGES, 
Beans.) Peas. Wheat. | Barley.) Oats. | Rye. pi 

Oct. 10 per Quarter.| 56s102| 37s 2d| 24s 7d| 25s 94| 48: 7d) 46s qd 

a ES 5910 8| 25 8| 88 8| 45 47 8 
ERIT NEUE 6010| 40 2| 96 6| 29 0) 45 9| 4810 
zo mic Iestaa|'er o [Sat 1 ao 1| 50 

No. Arenie eg 3| 44 a| 97 3| 41 5| 46 6} 5011 
- 14 . « 61 5| 44 6| 36 9| 42 4| 4610 50 10 

6 weeks’ Aggreg. Aver. | 606 | 41 1| s6 3| a9 8| 45 8| 49 3 

0! 16! 20! 90| 20 Duties on Foreign Grain 4 0| 

Fluctuations in last si c week’s Corn Averages, 

Prom, | Oor. 10 | Oor. 17 |^ Oor. 8l] Nov.7 | 

62s 3d 
61 9 
61 5 
60 10 

SEEDS, Nov. 16. 
anary -  -  perqr 50stoGls | Linseed Cakes,Foreign,p.ton gl to 11 

Caraway - - percwt 40 43 || Mustard, White, per bush - Ts 88 

Clover, Red, English -~ — —  Superfi Ur DEDE 

— 5 —’ Foreign - -= — Brown LL RAD 
= White, English - — — | Rapeseed, English, per last SIZ i 347 
= — Foreign - — — | RapeCakes - per ton 6 

Govigtider -- — a e Ve AND. "o4165 5| Satola. Sn HMM. OMe 
Hempseed -  perqr. 84 36 | Tares, Eng., winter, p. bush LRL 
Linseed -~ - perqr 5l 52 —  Foreij AS ~ 4a6d 58 

Baltic 2 072 1.448 (49 "Tet = a -perowt, 30.05 
— Cakes, Eng- per1000 £18 5 | T'urnipt(too Rd for quoeasian) 

INGSFORD AND LAY, 
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Sales by Auction. 

VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK. 
MESsns. PROTHEROE Aw» MORRIS have 

-A. received i Aer eR to EN to aei Competition by Auction 
about the 2d week in veiba vu (by order of Mr. Pamplin in consequence of the ground being require 
poses), the whole of the NURSERY STOOK. T of the finest Evergreens, Flowering also some. Green- ‘house S M comprising ehoice Camellias, Erica, Epaeris, Az aleas, leas, rican Nursery, Leytonstone. 

INTLE E FLORISTS, and Othe Masts PROTH rH 

MANURES on the best ti , viz: GUANO, PERUVIAN and AFRICAN. ient from Import Ww SENA 
Ditto, PATAGONIAN and SALDANHA BAY. Ditto. SODA ASH, ford destruction of Wireworm. SUPERPHOSPHATE OF L LIME (See Royal Agri. Soc. 

Journal, Vol. vi. Par 2). 
GYPSUM (Pure § Sulphate of amie) 
BONE TENA d ONE POWDER, 
SULPHUR) ID. CHARCOA: PETRE SALTA and AE EOD DREAM SALT ‘for Composts, SILICATES Re BUS and POTASH, and v. other Manures, 

Upper r Thames-stree! 
Agent for "iNaLES HAND SHED. "DIBBLE 

u [EB i E 

Moea FOTHERGILL | bes: m p the following J * DRAULIC ENGINE.—A Machine to 

LEGG'S IMPROVED SELF-ACTING HY- 
yards, conducting pipe ee 201. Do. do. Towns, Fountains, &c., i y the above cnim e HYDRAULIC RAMS on i pee principles. An efficient Ram, with Supply pipe, and yards of conducting pipe, 151. Do. do., 500 yards, 400. ; and E KS in proportia -Deep-well PUMPS on an improved; prin- ciple.—N.B. machines warranted. 
Apply to J. S 9, St. Philip’s-street, Cheltenham, 

dal te pud TILE sea 
ILE MACHINES. i THE P AINSLIE PPATENT TLE MACHINE COMPANY (James SMITH, sq., of Deanston, Chair an), 

th ilns, or drying and dune 
s LM DE very Ç AGENBUSCH AND Co.'s REMEDY I FOR THE THE | Bricks and Tiles, by which a saving of from two-thirds to 

fine double and singlo “tyacints, Narci Crocus, Snow- 
one, Ranunculus, ies Gladiolus, &c. S POTATO DISEASE.— Price ^ 

f VAN TREO anda a nd cro) 
also a splendid assortment of Standard and Dwarf Roses, | Sures an aere o consisting of all the leading varieties, Rhododendrons and E x aen dei RMINATING COMPOUND. Azalea: well furnished, with bloom buds, dc. —May be viewed per pi the morning of Sale, 
the e Anctioneers, Americ: 

ROSE TREES 
R. wW. 
from Mr, E to Sell by Auction, on FRIDAY, NEMBER 27, 1846, upon his E y the remainder of m ROSE TREES and other Plants which | One ton is sufficient for 4 aci were der unsold last year, in consequence of the wetness of 

other Grain ; 
m VR M Mari, panor se. This is the gardener’ 5 best friend. an E A — — ——— | “KAGENBUSCH AND 

, OHESNUT PLANTS, &c. &c. MANURES, which fertilise the land without exhausting it, 

warf Roses, | the amount in c: 
ies strong Seedling nut Plants, 2'and'9eyeiriold fied edling Qaieks E Okka: 200 | Chemists, Leeds. Sold by James RN Firs of rare kinds, and other plants. The Standard Rose | of England, 55, King William-street, it; a Trees m à selection of the most beantiful kinds, which will THERS, Agents for the North, Cromfor d-court, Manchester, be.sold 51 > Vessels of 50 tons, drawing 5 feet, loa The Dwarf Roses in fifties S vel vidt sorts. The other 

plants will be divided into small ge ra The sale will com- 
mence exactly at 10 o'clock. grounds are 7 miles from Tunbridge Wells, and 3 ae TE wood Station of the Dover Railway. 

Te. BE LET, PD RON D reat Bargain—Seven Houses, Pits, & containing about.4000 feet of Glass, about 3000 Plants in vds remaining Stock in ground, Lease, Cath, Pots, Tools, Fixture. S, &c.; for 4507. Term of lease, 21 years; rent of Cotta; hop, and above two acres of. Land, 301 per ME mU er partienlars apply to Messrs, H. Low, & Co., e premises, 

opo BE DISPOSED Ls “the Lease of the CALE. DONIAN NURSERY, Caledonian- road, Islington, 27 yearsunexpired, with Greenhouse, Forcing-house, Pits, E Sheds, Stock, s eo Ground contains an acre and a half, part of which off for more than the rent. The D ouse contains i rooms and shop, with a go Pu and an excellent connection of UEa on orif by letter, » post paid. 

LIQUID MANURE. 
ENGLAND INDEPENDENT OF THE WORLD FOR CORN. 

LIQUID M ANURE, and the ease with which it may be appro priated by the u: e of FOWL: È 
the purpose, either portable or fixed ; 

e 1 Tanners, for hotand cold liquor, s kept for hire, for 
Excavations and Wells, Buildings heated by Hot W. 
Horto ulture, and every variety of manufacturing purposes, 

Fowtrn, Engineer, do., 65; Dorset-street, Fleet-street, London, 

FOR WHEAT, TARES, &c. 
‘THE URATE OF THE LONDON MANURE : COMPANY will be found a E valuable Manure for the ~TEPHENSON AND CO., 61, Gracechurch. sireol] pus crops—it is permanent in its effects, and has stood the London, and eu New Park-: street, S Southwark, Inventors | fest of five seasons with increasing success each year. The and Manufacturers of the nma CONICAL and DOUBLE | Company also supply genuine P. ies PESE, Gypsum, Super- CYLINDRICAL ROTERS, s h phosphate of Lime, S Wt scientific Horticulturists coal, Bone Sawdust, Sulphurie Ro E every Artificial applying the Tank s, 

‘DWARD PURSER, Secre- &c., by which At 
rs. eured to any requ 

tir 
pttom {heats ao) 

dsetca d hont ine uid of pipes or flues S. & Co, have also to the request of numerou friends they are now making their - oilers of Iron, as well opper, by which the cost is reduced. , These Boilers, which 
SOT to 

NEW INVENTION. FOR DIBBLING | WHEAT. 

Kegistered in pur- Amendment Acts, 

6 &'7 Vie, c. 65, 
No. 469. 

Sui S 
— EOD DIBBLING MACHINE, 

suance of the they manike k 
Nurseries thr Sukiroat the kin ER BS 

8. and Co. beg to m We trade that at their Manufactory in New Park-str reet, every article required for the construction 4 of Horticultural Buildings , ae well as for heating them, may be 4 OR DEPOSITING ALL KINDS OF SE) obtained upon the most ady: itd ageous term This Machine i is confidently recommended by nite Proprietors, onservatories, &c. of Iron or Wood, erected upon the most = esc P moment make Ss at e gns J lisa g, Field a F - d h extreme regularity 
Fences, ntal plo E M Palis din ield and Garden in ite'construction, and HOt table to pet qut of ender, 

THE BLING POINT IS so MU E THAT 
E SOIL CANNOT CHO 

The Qus are of various Tur Pas discharging 
either Wheat, Mangold Wursel, Barley, Beans, Peas, 

xo * RIES, anon improved t princit pies, a at Quem Mei erected by DANIEL a ANT EDWARD san 272, HOLBORN. Vetches, Sc. D. and E, Battery having devoted much time to the considera- Single so e TUE pak pide ae each, tion of this aes and had much experience in tae erection of Double .. .. .. .. e d E A for the above- -mentioned purposes, have, by improve- Circulars, g ingå ofits working nts suggest cu in their practice, rendered their mode of | &c. can be had on applica ! S heating not only very efficient, but very simple, and ER com- RID 1AM B, DLE and Co., Merchants. bined durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge, THE TRADE SUPPLIED. ey have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Irela] EN Now a for many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour 
e employed by the Horticultural Society of London, in WATER executing the works of their Splendid Conservatory y erected. at FOR THE S n 4 

. and E, BAILEY also construct in metal a POTE LE of Horticultural ERREUR and Sashes, and invite Noblemen. 
e Public, to the inspection ui their various 

drawings and Ee at 272, Holborn, where they have the 
opportunity of exhibiting, amongst other metal works, an ex- 
tremely complete and convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, 
adapted for the continued supply of ho ot water, and an arrange- 
ment of the oven more complete than has hitherto been brought before the public. 

D. and E. Barney were the first to introduce metallic cur- vilinear houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Con. rM attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many others in this MS and on the Continent, 
. and B. Ba Anar have prepa a quantity of the Galvanic Plant Protectors, which are now ME for immediate delive: 

they beg to AberOdupo to publie notice a new Trough Pipe, f 
Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is conetantly, or 
at RNV required, and which may be seen at their Manu- 

EU PROM ANY DEPTH TO ANY HEIGHT UPPLY OF MANSIONS, PUBLIC ESTA- BLISHMENTS, FARM-YARDS, &c 

TRE i i joi 
m {UVIAN A AND BOLIVIA 

PEE. BY THE 
N 6 GUANO | e 

The best Steep for Wheat and obtained Pd Mr. ‘Turnip, Clover, Onion, and all other Seeds and 

PSETT has received instructions: 30s. per acre for Meadows, once in fuel years ; for See dos. 

hese articles are kept at SHUT Wharf, E d appointed | for the » salo. The plan ts consist of 3000 | and Mr. Jósrpn ace will deliver them to any one bringing 

Ches. Manufacturi ot NUS KAarNBUsCH and Co., Agricultural 
and Co., Agents for the South 

POTTER, BRO- 

d atthe Works in , and can ascend the creeks of every port in the E 

i attention of the Agricultural Interest, at this 
omentous crisis, is requested to the great importance of 

ERS UMPS, mad sly s p arden, Ship, and Bares endo boys. With this amount of labour the produce will Pumps; also those for Distillers, Biewers, Soap Boilers, and 

Water, for 

he Trade supplied on advantageous terms, by BENJAMIN 

per packet, which en- burat eal w of the fuel is effected, es all tbe articles are 

of the Kilns to be seen, and all VON to be 
London. Agents wanted. 

Manufaetured and Sold by 

rcs AND HALLEN, A We STREET, 
OXF » LO: 

men most repel Machine pe she 1 ‘Tiles, Any shape Tile can be made It requires inn few hands to work it, namely, OR aei 

l in. cie of Tile, 11, "d ee diameter of Tile, Peu 
do. ‘As stated by Ines done i E ges, Esq., in his SUSPEN tion to the Royal Agricultural Society of England, The Machine is quite portable, and requires no fixing, but can be moved up and down the drying sheds, ie requiring no yi iles, nor are any shelves required in no charge for patent dee or license ; the purchase “of th e includes the free use of it, ce E AR peal four Dies of any SUE or size, 

Extra Dies, PE any shape or size, 5s, e; References can be had a ER as to. where it ius "be seen. in 
aal use, 

Improved Pug-mills, wholy of Tron .. .. .. ..£1616 0 
Be See) we vat eat oe Oa roy Spades, per det of th: with swan-neck 

2r 30; 
0 

sieur c 
Maa b 

Xiproved Drain db cveldon iene of workmen. . 

ES IMPROVED | CLOD CRUSHERS. he ovements made in these useful Implements consist ion of the roller into two parts, which g 

those of wood. The pr ia us these 
wil ite finda otal, lower rh charged. t 6inches long, 177. 6 feet, 187. 1 Ere 201. Se description of Agricultural Imple SOT including Grubbers, Ploughs, Harrows, Drills, Dibbles, We: ighing Ma- chines for live cattle and farm produce, Chaff Cutting Ma- chines, Chur i &e., and ever; x descri iption of Agricultural and 

the l Rej epository, MAL Oxford- street, » Londan. 

103 
HANNEL ISLANDS. CA AT 
having been received here that numbers of French Cattle, chiefly the small Brittany breed, have been sold ‘lately in gland, a as Channel ves ay ze- 

f tl 
» table 

aed superior de is 

an s Crushers 

TLE. — Information 

ands, 

of P interest to. e buyer as to the 
N. Le BEI, ) eee Secretaries, 

R. A. S.G. J.S 
Guernsey, October 2 28, 1846. 

TO OWNERS AND OCCUPIERS OF E ESTATES. 
W ILLIAM BULLOCK WEBSTER, of Hounsdown, 

near Scuthampton, Draining Engineer to Her Majesty, 
borne, Isle of Wigh: i 

both which are to be ae at the Ro; Mesi Rete Institution, sie street, — 
dere as a thoi practical man to Landlords re fairies on any, Deo connected with i Drainage of their Estates. P.S.—Land drained at a fixed sum per acre, including every Miren 

OOMES’ PORTABLE CYLINDRICAL STEAM 
COOKING d E for Cooking Roots, Chaff, Corn, Linseed, & 
Registered condici to Act » ae 

This Apparatus is 
fixed upon one frame ; for go Cina bei! 
having the steam pan | so ar 

Vic., Chap. 25. 
emg 

ig portable, and 
anged that whilst ‘not too high to 

fill, the contents can be dise ged into any vessel without: first emptying upon the floor: for its economy, 
of using any 

NY GIBBS AND SONS, LONDO "p JOSEPH MYERS a 
And by theiv Agen 
GIBBS, BRIG. "i 

COTSWORTH, "POWELL. 
To pro 

using düfertor and spurious guan , purch 

LONDO. 

“mended to apply paly to Dealers ofesetisned character 8t hi 
Ppply the article in any quantity, at their fixed prices, delivering ie trom the Import | T- 

e above-namet 

Warehouses, 

A LAWES PATENT A 
Zl. per ton. Clover Matire; 141. perton., Corn 142. per ton, TOP is Lime, 71, per t 

A Pamph 

AWES' Factory, Deptford Creek, Londo 

E ONLY JMYORTERS E 
i T. ND CO., LIVERPOOL ; 

D 00., U RRPOOL v anā BRISTOL; 
hemselves against the injurion à donseauences of raising water from deep wells, ponds, rivers; & 

ES —Turnip Manure, | water required, situation, depth of well, &e., being forwarded 

ton Artificial Manures will bé A warded to any Conservator person Suo two postage stamps ^ Mr, WinsoN, at Mr, 

construction of the d rada the capabi AND S. NIGHT, 5, Great Suffolk-street, South- | $5 ption of fuel ; and its simplicity is s * wark, beg to call the GE of the Nol bility, Gentry, | impossible of derangement. Agriculturists, and all who de: ee of having a supply of | Price of apparatus capable of cooking one sack, delivered at Water on their own premises, either for domestic or orna- "London and Peterborough, 7. 7s. Made and Sold Wholesale mental purposes, to their HYDRAULIO MACHINES Te and Retail, by Mr. STANLEY, Eee aE Peterborough. y manua 
horse-labour, or where a fall of water can be obtained b self. acting water wheels or draulic Rams. ina? LAM eye peirat Hydraulie Machines, enables and manufactured by MECHT, No. 4, Lead and S. Kyrenr to do so on the most simple and economical yore th house from Co ) London. Prices: 31, 10s. 0 pieces, in balat ERN handles, full size, and. 4. 10s. in 4 

uantity of. elegant transparent avory handles, “as per catalogue, eee a Estimates furnished upon the REL gs An immense stock of table steels, dish coy. ea trays, cru a a s descriptions doas decanter stands, tea and Coffee pots, r P Sheffield ie eA ma he fnspeced, o where machines of variou = lerman silver articles, desks, dressing v » 
a and plated fruit knives, at a v 

other Buildings heated with Hot Water ton Pan and pl b cutie d MERE iA economical arrange- | sav n the old prices. Every article warranted, e s D RATE ey | ment, re bie if not approved, 

great as to render it 

IMHE MECHIAN TABLE CUTLERY, ‘ warranted) 
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BY HER 

MAJESTY'S PATENT. 

LIGHT, CHEAP, ax» DURABLE ROOFING. 

rence-Pountney Hill, Cannon-street, London, 

Begs to cail the attention of Noblemen, Gentlemen, and the 

Public, to his 

PATENT ASPHALTE FELT, FOR ROOFING, 

As adopted by Her Majesty’s Woods and Forests, and by the 

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND, 

FOOT, being considerably less than half the price of slates, 
ing in the 

wood-woris, as the Felt, from its lightness does not require half EVENTS OF 

the weig! 

manufactured of any required length, by 32 inches 

Tuomas Jonw C 
street, London. 

Of whom also may be had Railway Felt, Sheathing Felt for 
Ships’ Bottoms. and Dry Hair Felt for covering Boilers, Steam 

_ is offered to the Public with the greatest confidence, being 

decidedly superior to all those poisons containing arsenic an 

other minerals, It is most greedily eaten by rats and mice as 

long as itis offered to them, and invariably proves certain de- 

struction, Prepared only by EDWARD Purser, 40, Bridge-atreet, 

Blackfriars, London. Soldin pots, with full directionstor use, 

af 4. and 2 each. 3 

ODD'S PATENT PROTOXIDE PAINT.—The 

properties of this Paint are peculiar for preventing iron 

from oxidation, wood from decay, and masonry from damp; 

it neither cracks nor blisters with the hottest sun, and is there- 

able for Railways, Boilers, Steam, Gas and 

- Hothouses, Forcing-houses, and for Shipping. 

Its adhesion is so great to iron and wood that the hardest fric- 

tion will scarcely remove it. It prevents vegetation on stuc- 

not affected by spray of sea water. 

one hundre e 

well under the brush, and forms with oil an unctuous and 

cohesive mixture. 
For houses painted during occu- 

i Manu- 

Elms, London. 

CHEAP AND DURABLE ROOFING, 

P 35 ROYAL LETTERS BY HER 
Ua 

^ 
e d 

F MNEILL & CO., of Lamb's Buildings, Bunhill- 

«row, London, the Manufacturers and only Patentees of 
THE ASPHALTED FELT FOR ROOFING 

Puildings, Shedding, Workshops, and for 

MAJESTY’S PATENT, 

Houses, 

Garden purposes, to protect plants from Frost. 

At the Great National Agricultural Shows, it is this Felt 

which has n exhibited and obtained the Prize, andis the 

Felt patronised by 
MAJESTY’S Woops AND FORESTS, 

HonovRABLE BOARD OF ORDNANCE, 

ARK, 

‘And on the Estates of the Dukes of Sutherland, Norfolk, Rut- 
land, Newcastle, 
the late Earl Sp 

*,* Samples, with Directions for its Use, and Testimonials, 

of seven years’ experience, with references to Noblemen, Gen- 
tlemen, Architects, anı ilders, sent free to any part of the 

town or cour and orders by post executed. 

The Public is respectfully cautioned that the only Works 

in Great Britain where the above Roofing is made, are 

F. M*NETLL anv CO.'8 

Patent Felt fe y, Lamb’s-buildings, B hill Lon. 

don, where Roofs covered with the Felt may be seen, as also 

the new Vice-Chancellor’s Court, and the Passages and Offices 

at the entrance to Westminster Hall, and other buildings at the 

New Houses of Parliament, done under the Surveyorship of 

Charles Barry, Esq., 

Note.—Consumer nding direct to the Factory can be sup- 

suited to their Roofs, so that they pay for 

ordinary way. 

Old Beds, re-dressed by this process, are perfectly freed from 

all impurities, and by expanding the feathers the bulk is 
greatly increased, and ‘consequently the Bed is rendered much 

softer. 
The following are the present Prices of New Feathers :— 

3 +» 1s. 0d. | Best Foreign Grey Goose 2s. 0d. 

1200. 15 4d.| „ Irish White ,, 2s. 6d. 

Foreign Grey Goose . 8d. | ,, Dantzie White ,, 3s. 0d. 

x's List of Bedding, containing full particulars of 

s, and Prices, sent free by post, on application 

lishment, 196, opposite the Chapel, Tottenham- 

“sy HOLLOWAY'S PILLS. — 
court Ro: 

would get over it. 
plenty of animal food, abstaining from the use of all vegetables, 

and taking a course of Holloway's celebrated Pills, for about. 

seven weeks, she is pi 

from time to time à little of this regenerating Medicine, thereby 

speedily removing all dangerous symptoms attending this 

critical period.—Sold by all Druggisis, and at Professor Hor- 

LOWAY's Estab! hment, 244, Strand, London. 

ROYAL LETTERS je UNITED GARDENERS'SHEET ALMANAC, 

ractér, and to secure for it a wide circulation, great pains 

EU cane mses incurred, to introduce into it a | to bring out a greatly improved one for the ensuing year, for 

al q S pi s 
HOMAS JOHN CROGGON, of 8, Lau IRELAND, AND SCOTL 

general reference 

Places, Nurseries, Seed-shops, &c. &c. 

spectfülly requested to send their names and addresses to the | management of Exotic Plants and Fruit-bearing Trees, with 

Editor of the above Journal. 

sending immediately, they will secure a place. 

REPORTS OF MEETINGS.—Eastern Counties—Newmarket 

Preparing for the Press, price 2d., Stamped 3d., 

in connection with THe UNITED GARDENERS AND LAND- 

WARDS’ JOURNAL, the profits of which are devoted to the | lin Farmers Gazette,” and 

relief of indigent Gardeners and Land-stewards, their Widows 

Orphans. To render the Almanac of an attractive cha- 

B 
THE NURSERYMEN OF ENGLAND, 

x) 

S AND, with such information of 

Nurserymen are re- 

few Advertisements will be inserted. By Advertisers 

Price Sixpence, free by post. 

The Railway Hhrontcle 
Of Saturday, Novrmper 14, contains articles on 

HE WEEK.—OPENING OF THE TRENT 

VALLEY — NEGOTIATION BETWEEN 

NORTH-WESTERN AND YORKSHIRE COMPANIES— 

ROUEN AND HA AY—GAZETTING NEW 

RAILWAY BOARD—MR. HEYWORTH'S TEMPERANCE 

LECTURE — EXPERIMENTS ON WROUGHT 

HOLLOW BEAMS FOR RAILWAY BRIDGES (with En- 

gravings) —F GHTING IN THE AIR ON ACCOUN OF 

‘AN ATMOSPHERIC LINE—EXECUTIVE APTITUDE OF 

GOVERNMENT 

and Chesterford—Wear Valley—Bishop Auckland and Wear- 

dale—Herefordshire and Gloucestershire Canal—Wharfdale 

— Dunstable— Scottish Central — Tours and Nantes—Pro- 

jected Lines. 
PAPERS.—Actual Working Cost of the Croydon 

before the Select Committee on 

Railways — Alphabetical List of New Railways for next 

Se: 

Railway Busi- 
Tenders 

au 
ts Re- 

turned — Signature of Parliamentary Contracts — Transfer 

Books Closed—Correspondents— Traffic Table—Share Lists 

i i doney Market — Paris 

Brighton—Amalgamation of the Chester and 

Birkenhead, and Birkenhead, Lancashire, 

Junction—The Times blowing hot and cold—New Brunswick 

“C Demerara—Barbadoes— Gossip of the Week. 

Order Railway Chronicle of any Newsvender, 

AILWAY CHRONICLE TRAVELLING CHARTS 

May be had at all the Stations on each Line. 

LONDON TO BRIGHTON, 

containing 83 Engravings, in a Wrapper, price 6d. 

LONDON TO WOKING AND GUILDFORD, 

with 32 Illustrations, in a Wrapper, price 4d. 

LONDON TO RIOHMOND, i 

containing 15 Engravings, in a Wrapper, price 2d. 

LONDON TO WOLVERTON, 

containing 84 Engravings, in a Wrapper, price 6d. 

LONDON TO TUNBRIDGE WELLS, 

Containing 53 Engravings, in a Wrapper, price 6d. 

NDON TO SOUTHAMPTON, 

Containing 125 Engravings, in a Wrapper, price 1s. 
-LONDON TO GOSPORT, h 

containing 143 Engravings, in a Wrapper, price 1s. 

Prêparing, 

BRIDGE. | LONDON TO DOVER. 

ONDON TO OXFORD. 

Published at the RATLWAY CHRONICLE OFFICE, by J. FRANCIS; 

may be had of all booksellers. 

LONDON TO per 

PRICE FOURPENCE OF ANY BOOKSELLER. 

ONTENTS or tan NUMBER ron SATURDAY 

C LAST, NOVEMBER 14, OF 

THE ATHEN/EUM, 

JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, 

SOIENCE, AND THE FINE ARTS. 

Twenty-four Large Quarto Pages. 

Spanish Drama : Lopede Vega 

and Calderon. By G. H 
S B 8 5 E 4 E E 5 ‘2 P3 

Lewes. 
Deut- 

Rome, Papal and Pagan. 
By J. 

A Poet’s Bazaar : from Danish Grimm. . i ^ 

a By O.|Fauna Antiqua Sivalensis. 
H. C. Anderson. 

Beckwith, 5 By Hugh Falconer and Cap- 

Canada and Canadians in tain P. T. Cantley. Part I. 

Proboscidea, 

Original Papors.—Ballad—Folk Lore (Nisses of Scan- 

dinavia and Kobolds of Germany, &c.)—The Logic of Che- 

mistry. 
our Weekly Gossip.— Edinburgh Philosophical Asso- 

ciation—Meeting of Health of Towns Associations—Pro- 

posed New Bridge over the Thames —Schonbein’s Gun 

Cotton—Sword worn by Nelson at Trafalgar—Rectorship 

of Glasgow University—D 
land's Dona- 

sented to Paris Academy of Sciences — New Journal o: 

Literature, &c., at Rome. 

cott “ On Ancient Carving in Ivory, &c.' 

y--Duke oi 
$ 

tion to Durham Observatory—Destruction of ** Abbey of | Published This Day, in 1 vol. 8vo, with 10 Plates, 10s. 6d. o1 

Dissentis”—Honours of M. Leverrier—Chinese Work pre- ay, inl yol, Svo, wi ates, 105. 6d. cloth, 

f 

Bocietios.—ARCHÆOLOGICAL INSTITUTE: (Sir R. Westm?» | arising therefrom, and the best mean 
mi 

Early in December will be published, rice 1s., 

HE NEW S AND GARDENERS’ 

ALMANAC FOR 1847. By the late Editors of ** The Dub- 

Authors of “Purdon’s Irish 
Farmers and Gardeners’ Almanac” for 1846, 

The unprecedented success of '** Purdon's Irish Farmers and 

Gardeners’ Almanac,” has induced the Authors of that Work 

as will secure for it a site in all public | the Operations requisite to be performed in the Farm, Kitchen 

Garden, Flower Garden, Plantations, and Nursery, the general 

to the public departments of the country, the information shall 
be correctly brought down to the present time. To the pur- 

chasers of ** Purdon's Farmers and Gardeners’ Almanac” for 

LONDON AND | the present year, the Authors of that publication look forward 
for a continuance of their kind support; and they beg respect- 

fully to state that they have no connection with any other 

Almanac than that which they now annour 

Dublin: James M'GrASEAN, 21, D’Olier-s' 

DERSON, Castle-place, Belfast; and W. E. F 

Bath-street, Newgate-street, London, 

et; Jom HEN- 

ARRINGTON, 16, 

pee HORTICULTURAL MAGAZINE, Price 1s. 
contains 6 lllustrations and 96 columns of really useful 

f Flowers, Fruits, 
lens, and practical information on the cultivation of 

and Vegetables, and the general management of G j 

Greenhouses, and Farms. An illustrated specimen Will be 

forwarded, postage free, to every part of the kingdom, by the 

Publishers, Houtsron and STONEMAN, 65, Paternoster-row, on 

or postage-stamps. A receipt of 4 

TO BE PUBLISHED EARLY IN DECEMBE 

Elegantly printed, with Illuminated Frontispiece anc 

QERLE SACRAL; om NOTES on THE GREAT: 
FESTIVALS or rue CHURCH. 

WITH CHANTS AND HYMNS APPROPRIATE TO THE SERVICES: 

APPO) ED FOR EACH. 

Compiled and Edited by the 

REV. T. TUNSTALL HAVERFIELD, B.D. 

Rector of Goddington, Oxfordshire, 

Price, to Subscribers, 15s.; to i 
Joun OLLIVIER, 59, Pall-Mali. 

H AILLIERE, 219, Regent-street, begs to state 

Hos that all the Works of Dr. ROBERT WIGHT, of 

Madras, may now be obtained of him, he having been lately 

appointed Sole Agent for their sale in this country. 

LIST OF WORKS BY ROBERT WIGHT, M.D., F.L.S., 
SURGEON TO THE MADRAS ESTABLISHMENT. 

ILLUSTRATIONS OF INDIAN BOTANY ; 

Or, Figures Illustrative of each of the Natural Orders of In- 

dian Plants described in the Author's Prodromus Flor Penin- 

sulæ Indiz Orientalis ; but not confined to them. 

Vol. L, published in 13 Parts, containing 95 coloured Plates, 

Madras, 1838—40. 4l. 17s. 6d. 

n IL, Part 1, containing 39 coloured Plates, Madras, 1841. 
. 08. 

Oda Parts can be obtained to complete sets. 

ICONES PLANTARUM INDIA ORIENTALIS; 
Or, FIGURES OF INDIAN PLANTS. 

Vol. I., 4to, consisting of 16 Parts, containing together 918 

Plates, Madras, 1838—40. 47. 

1. IL, consisting of 4 Parts, containing together 318 Plates, 

Madras, 1840—42. 51. 5s. 
DO IIL, Parts 1—3, with 409 Plates, Madras, 1843—46. 

At. 5s. 
Odd Parts can be obtained to complete sets. 

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE BOTANY OF INDIA. 
8vo, London, 1834. 7s. 6d. 

SPICILEGIUM NEILGHERRENSE ; 
Or, a selection of Neilgherry Plants, drawn and coloured from 
Nature, with Brief Descriptions of each; some Generai Re- 

marks on the Geography and Affinities of Natural Families of 

Plants, and Occasional Notices of their Economical Properties 

and Uses. 
4to, with 50 coloured Plates, Madras, 1846, „1l. 10s. 

-PRODROMUS FLORA, PENINSULA INDI Al 

ORIENTALIS ; 

Containing Abridged Descriptions of the Plants found in the 
Peninsula of British India, arranged according to the Natural 

m. 
Vol, I., 8vo, London, 1834, 16s. 

OH GARDENERS’ ALMANACK for 1847 
is just published by the Stationers’ Company. Besides the 

usual contents of an almanack, it contains full information of 

all the floricultural discoveries ef the past year, and directions 
for the future; highly improved information relative to the 
Potato ; Garden Calendars, &c. 

"CHE POTATO PLANT: its Uses and Properties ; 
tegether with the Cause of the present Malady, the Exten- 

sion of that Disease to other Plants, the ioi amine 

eE 
uestion of F. 

ns of Averting that Cala- 
mity. By ALFRED SMEE, F.R.S., Surgeon to the Bank © 

tsin Wes 
Fine Arts.—Guildhall Stat 

Abbey. 

—Album presented to Duchess of Montpensier by Royal 

Family of France. 

Music and. The Drama. 
Drury Lane (Loretta)—Princess’s—Olympic

—Surrey. 
The Drama in France — 

England, to the Royal General Dispensary, to the Ceu 

don Ophthalmic Institution, and Leeturer on Sur, 
‘Aldersgate School of Medicine. Y 

London: Loneman, Brown, GREEN, and LoNGMAN: 

with wood- Edition, fep. 8v This Day is Published, a Ne 5 

cuts, Price 5s. cloth. 

HE SCIENTIFIC PHENOMENA or DOMESTIC 

LIFE, familiarly explained. By CmanrEs Foore GOWER 
Esq. 2d Edition. 

CowTENTS.--l. Th e Bed-room; 2. The Breakfast Parlour ; 

Musical and Dramatic Gossip.—Mdlle.Fanny Ells- | 5, The Morning Walk; 4. The Kitchen; 5. The Study: 6. The 

Misceliamea.—Paris A 
connected with Atmospheric Wave—New Houses of Par. 

liament—Five Sovereign Pieces—St. John's Gate, Olerken. 

well—Opening of Runie Barrows in Sweden. 

Order The Athenceum of any Bookseller, 

Summers Evening; 7. Latitude; 8. Longitude; 9. The Sea 

„and 
‘oth 

in Lombard-street, in 
Printed by Wittram BRADBURY, of Ne 

Munuarr Evans, of No. 
i in the connty of Middlesex, Printers, at thei’ 
-| the Precinct of Whitefriars,in the Ci 

den, in the said county, whereal 
are tobe addressed to the Editor, —SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 21. 1846. 

f 
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TV ABNERS | SUPERIOR EARLY EMPEROR 
PEA.—This splendid new PEA, admitted as being the 

earliest and best- Havoured Pea known, may be had, at 2s. 6d. 
RD an, 28, SOR 

RE im gloss; ase 
earliness, to the old varieties, at TR Gd. per uar 
A general collection of HY AOINTHS, Eea, in the best 

Bo DEN YER begs to p his friends and the pub- | 7 
-d o in general that his large stock of STANDARD, 

ALF STANDARD, and DWARF ROSES are on Sale in fine 

condition at moderate prices. Fruit Trees and Evergreen 

Shrubs of all UE of the finest growth, Catalogues of Roses, 

€., will be sent on application, by enclosing two penny stamps, 

id.—L sery, Brixton, Surre; 

Corey ITALIAN TUBEROSE ROOT 'S, 4s. . per 
zen.—The above-named Bulb, famous for its beauty 

and the fragrance of its blossom, has been just received from 

Italy, and may be obtained at A. CosszTI's Italian and Foreign 

, 18, Pall Mall. A choice collection of Orange, 
itron, and Shaddock Te RAN, Catalonian, 

rabian Jessamines expecte: Y next. 

P IZE PLANTS. FORRES NURSERIES. ‘The 

Subscribers beg to intimate that they have for Sale an 
Extensive Stock of all uses of SEEDLING and TRANS- 

PLANTED TOREST TREES, FOREIGN PINES, and. 

NURSERY DS E Eus Samples of their 
stock of Plants obt: e first premium of the Hohe 
an ural s ki M Sobdand: at the Great Show of 

1816. fists i Prices will be farnished on application.—Joun 
GRIGOR and Co., Nurseries, For 

*4* Strong Plants of Ped. ‘glandulosa sent free, at 2s. 
per pair.—Nov. 

GROOM: Clapham Rise, near London (removed 

from Walworth), by appointment Fromisr TO Her 

Masesty tue Queen and to His MAJESTY THE Kine or 
Saxony, begs to call de EN of the Nobility, Gentry, 

and Amateurs to the e present season as the best for planting 

TULIPS, HYACINTHS, ctl the VARIETIES OF LILIUM, 

of which he has a fine dus tment. ur TUS to say his Cata- 

EIE 

RUIT oe a pos D HERS. 

ME ESSRS. "PITCH, of Parson's Green, Fulham, offer 
for Sale from 40,000 to 50,000 GOOSEBERRY and 

CURRANT BUSHES, of sorts, adapted for the London Mar- 

kets. They were headed down last year; have made an 

unusually fine growth ; and are of very superior quality, To be 
Seen at their Grounds, ‘situate as 

EVERAL THOUSAND S RONG MOSS ROSES, 

well adapted for Potting, mu. ye had for cash only, at 25s. 

per 100. ate scriptive Luft poc UMS, n &e., ae 1847, 
EU be bad by ap SE to AINES, Surrey-lane, Battersea. 

Sh new and choice Collection of CHRYSANTHEMUMS 

eo | SATURDAY, ‘NOVEMBER 28. 

THE SEED E SEED TRADE. 

e. WAITES WHOLESALE PRICED CATA- 
GUES are now ready, E can be had at No. 4, Eyre- 

pom 6d. 

7 EWS. Cs Two us TERM Thousand fine 
4+ YEWS, 4to 5 feet, and 6 to 8 feet, to be GR of ata 

low price, as they must be moved. For particulars apply (post- 
paid) to Wm. Foster, Nurseryman, Stroud, Gloucestershire. - street tin, Hatton Garden.— 

DUT ining 3 

M ESSRS. WESTMACOTT AND CO., SEEDSMEN and 
Frortsts, 156, Cheapside (opposite St. Paul's), beg to 

offer the undermentioned 
HYACINTHS. 

DEUS. per dozen 
teu 

E^ 

ooooooooooono 

Dousrs RED. d. 
5 cte 

j Bea quat Royal seach 
Acteur per do: 
L'Ami du URAT "aiio 

” Mare each 

SINGLE BLUE ...L’Ami du Coun per dozen 

Pronkjewel, diti 
Porcelain Seep, "ditto | 

SINGLE, Wuire, Grand Vainqueur, ditto 

3* Triumph Bou iim 

Favorite Blanche, 
Mixed Hyacinths 21s. p.100. Camellias, onis 6d. to 10s. EN 

Sinore Rep ... 

E 

[EET III 

Camellia Blooms, from 4d. to 1s. each. Cuba Bast 1s, 4d. p. I 

Also Narcissus, S ps, ‘Crocus, Anemones, Ranunculus, &c. 

at very moderate pri 
Nui ursery, Stuart's 5 Grove, Fulham-road, 1 Nov. 2 98. 

UNDER THE OF HER 

PATRONAGE MAJESTY. 

Ww ES QUEEN or DWARFS PEA.—A splen- 
w variety growing only one foot high, propone a 

larger oe ae any of the same habit; the seed is quite e dis- 

tinct from all Mais and larger than any Dwarf Pez in pales 

yation : it has been grown at the Royal Gardens at Frogm 

an new variety, and also at I esty 

table for its superior S SOUS Per pur 3 E 3 
EA R PEA 

4 Eyre-street Hill, Hatton Garden, "Kov. 28.” 

RAINED FRUIT TREES FOR WALLS LS AND 
ESPALIERS, to bear fruit second season pen planting. 

Pears, 3 ‘and 26t 6-55 

pa Eos: do. os HM 2-6 tod eres 

Apples 2, 3, and S ore trained, My arfs 1 6 po H 6 each, 

ay do. 

Plu do. mao. > » 
y p do. do. i5 

do. d » standards 4 0 
do. dwarfs 30to40 ,, 

. do. do. standards 3 6to4 6 ,, 

SE ie do. uos dwarfs ? 0to4 H $e: 
standards 36to46 ,, 

Several thousands ‘of the best outs, of Gooseberries, 12s, 6d. 

r 100. 

Jo. 
Peaches do. 

WILLIAM JACKSON and Gof, E Un beg leave most 

respectfully to call the attenti ion of the nobility, gentry, and 

ublie generally, to their prices of FRUIT TREES as above, 

which will be found extremely reasonable. The stock consists 
of the most approved and best bearing varieties in cultivation, 

and they ws NM to notice their fine Flemish Pears, 

ards of 50 varieties naturalised to the climate 

charge, on the MU 
For Plants, du) they beg to DR to Advertisement in the 

first. page of last EGET Chronici 
ittance or reference is E E solicited from un- 

known o corresponde: 
Cross-lanes e Bedale, Yorkshire. - 

FORD NURSER 

PR. FRANCIS'S NEW LIST c zA ROSES AND 
-4* PRICED LIST OF FOREST TREES, EVERGREENS, 

&c., are now ready for dein and will be forwarded gra 
BE. . has a large stock of the following CERA article: 

Up wars of One Million of strong 3-year and bead 4 QUICK. 
‘Bhatis E .. 98 to 4 feet, Huntingdon E Elm. E to 6 feet. 

4 . 3—4 ,, ols A 2—83 y 
Spruce Fir 
Huntingdon Eim 

erberis TERIS O r to du ee "strong. 353, per 100. 
Do 2 feet, ver; , 40s. per 100. 

This plant is highly sekone niea for pienting in in woods, being 
very hardy and impervious to the attacks ai ies and rabbits. 

arriage of all goods ; paid or del Ax 
Ed. TQUE are now in flower. 

W VICTORIA RASPBER. 

EORGE CORNWELL, P cuu 

Barnet, PIE begs to call t ic attention of Noble- 

men, Gentlemen, and G Gardeners, to his new Victoria Rasp- 

perry, unequalled in the size of its fruit, brightness of Sod 

and richness © is an abundant bearer, and grows 

10 feet high. Canes o ben had at E. OHARLWOOD'S, ULM 
Sedo EE W. and I. Nozrz, Fleet-street; also oi 

s, per dozen. 

 ENGLAN 
PEA.—A large blue Wrinkle Marrow, afew days ear ES. 

jenrü's Surpri ise," an abundant cropper, of fi 

r; in height $ feet. It is considered to be the best p 

ng qus qualities of a. Re vith: the 

Pea. 
be ha i of aN epr Seedsmen at 5s. per 

A Nutting, Cheapside: 

" n , Adams, and Hogg, 
V. and I. Noble, Fléet- street ; Anderson, 

ster, Newington Butts ; J. Wrench and Sons, London- 

bridge ; S st and M‘M ullen, Leadenhall- street; Gordon, 

CHOICE DUTCH FLOWER RO ITS. 

CLARKE & CO., SEEDSMEN and Frorists, 86, High-st., 

— Borough, beg to intimate that the present season is the most 
fayourable time for Planting all sorts of Bulbs, and herewith an- 
nex the following low prices, which will be sent to any part of the 
United Kingdom:—The cinis for Glasses, 6s. per 
doz. ; ditto, e Pots or pu I 0 
cissus, e r doz. ; 

THE TAROEST BREED OF a Sins IN THE eet 

ENUINE HARE RABBIT. E hispngulny 

Tuis fl large variety e n at wid: and SIM of loin, 

Der eight of from io ens 
lbs., and flesh inde UU than the PRY species. A few 

irs to be Sisposed of ten weeks old, 1s. m pai three to 

"four months old, 18s. per pair ; older, —Apply to 
Thompson, and Basket, F janis 'ch-street. 

Green-street, near Siltingbourne, Kent, Nov. 28. Mr. Jouw BRery, Mae LAT Great 

NOW READY FOR EARLY FORCING. 
OUELL’S TOBOLSK RHUBARB (the earliest 
kn nun producing fine stalks of a bright transpa- 

rent pin Roots planted in a cellar or dark closet NOW, 
will be re for cutting the latter ene of Decemt Extra strong 
poot 9s. to 12s, per doz 5 6s. pe E YATT’S 

CTORIA RHUBARB, 9s. to 33 ds. per TRONG oz i 
STANT ASPARAGUS, 2s. 6d. per 100; ond SEAK ALE, 25. 
per dozen. 

The TRUE FASTOLFF RASPBERRY, In 
for its size and flavour, and originally sent out by 
and Co., can be supplie ed by them in s or all pL 
of the same stock they had the honour ing the Royal 
Gardens at uus and most of the nobility, as well as two 
awards by the London Horticultural Society. They can also 
supply fine peated Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Plums 
Cherries, Pears, and Apples of the most esteemed kinds, war- 
ranted true to name, 

STRA WBERRIES-— Diekson's Royal Pine 15s. per 
100, Princess Alice Maude 3s. 6d. per 100, British Queen 3s, 6d. 
p k 
FINE STANDARD ROSES, 18s. to 24s, per dozen, 
FUCHSIA CORALLINA, 5s. per plant, post free. 
ERICAS, fine sorts, by name, 6s. per dozen, 
LILY OF THE VALLEY, 5s. per 100, very strong, for 

blooming next spring. 
FINEST NA SEED from their extensive collection, 

2s. 6d. per 100 s z 
FUCHSIA Ditto, Ditto, 2 2s. 6d. per 100 seeds 

particulars of their extensive collection of Carna: 
tions, Picotees Pinks, Camellias, new seedling Cinerarias, 
Ta ulips, Hyacinth, eius Deodara, Araucaria imbricata, 
Geraniums, Fuchsias, Pansies, &c., y beg to refer to 
a of ‘the "]4th inst. ,à$ zx. as to that of the jd 
o; 

Steamers from this port to Rotterdam and Hull 
week, and to London daily. rc 
. YouELL and Co., Nurserymen, Great Yarmouth, 

THE ARBORETUM, QUEEN'S ELMS, FU LHAN-ROAD. 
BROMPTON. ; 

A. RAMSAY, Norseryman and LANDSCAPE 
* GARDENER, begs ra inform Noblemen, Gentlemen, and. 

others engaged in Planting, that hisunrivalle ed stock of EVER. 
GREENS, DECIDUOUS SHRUB: NAMENTAL TREES, 
and RO ROSES (of large and small sizes) is now selling 25 per cent. 
elow 
Plans and ¥stimates submitted für the carrying out all kinde 

Kinga DER ag Groundwork and Planting in any part ef the- 

OWY HERBACEOUS PLANTS 

WOODLANDS iym em TG RUM 

7M. WOOD anv SON Pins for several years 
paid particular attention to the cultivation of HARDY 

HERBACEOUS PL 

spared no expence a obtaining Pall tho Newest and most 
esteemed Species and Varieties, they have now much pleasure 
in offering well assorted collections on the following advan- 
tageous terms, when the selection of sorts is d d Mes 
selves, viz.— Per doz. ve 

Good showy Rinas, all Antina E 

CKEIELD, 

Extra superb E new ,do. 
Catalogues SENDEN pod are just publishes, and Pi ae had, 

GRATIS, on applica: 
Plants Seated ith each order to deiray the expence of 

carriage, &c. 

Ese AND BONSI aee Berks, beg to offer 
the best qualit; 

TULIPS, 100 eee fine panes HE 0 
*RANUNCULUSE " 

ANEMONES, 50 Splendid 1 Douie Ditto. 205. — 0 

IRISES, 25 fin els 6d. — 10 6 

CARNATI UA 0 

s — 0 
0 
0 SRAN n paper 

The sartitleg marked thus T ES be 

Descriptive Priced Catalogues for 15H for 
of two postage stamps. 

ECK'S SEEDLING PEL ARGONIU MS, 1845 m 
The following varieties can be had, good plauts, in 4-inch 

pots, delivered free in London, for pre-payment only, by Post- 
office orders on Brentford :— 

ar rded on receipt 

ora 2.0 -£2 2 0] Resplendent. STE 09 
Competitor ... — . EI 6 Gigantic 010 6 

ions five pian tuy Hebe’s Lip 

Si irius, five peal but smaller, 17. 1 
VARIETIES OF 1844. 

Arabella 15s. 0d. | Rosy Circle 155. 0d. 
Desdemona ... ae ustee á 0 

Isabella Favorita ra 
ius] Allowance to the Trade. 

Worton Cottage. EE 
POTATOES. LA. 

OHN SUTTON anp SONS having tru 
the under-mentioned early kinds, entirely free f 

owing to their being harve: en before the disease 

appeared this season, tee” to offer them i lie b 
rices : 
TRUE ASH-LEAF KIDNEYS 

TRUE WALNUT-LEAF KIDNEYS 

gi 

and Sons take this opportunit 
their E of Home GROWN 

the new and improved kinds of Pi 
Cabbages, &c. &c., are now ready delivery, and ma. 
had separately at moderate p collections a 

21, 2s., and 1l. 1s,.—Reading, Berks, i NOV 98. 

Brocco 
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TERS, Southampton, in E ig the following List 
of NURSERY S STOCK, to add, the whole are healthy, 
strong, and well rooted, b s on heath land, in exposed. 
bleak aspects, and well adapted for extensive Forest or Waste 
land planting. From the extent of their grounds, and the-fine 

n will be made low prices quoted, 
RS red in London by rail- SANI of m 900, 

a e by 
SEEDLING FOREST TREES, he. 
-lyear 1s.6d. 2 years 3s. 6d. 3 years 5s.0d.) . 

pur s 
E LB Ts acs » 5 6 a 

h Chesnut ,, 10 0 PM S n 
s X ds 0 » 290 e 

* Pin 

sea, one year, 7s. 6d. ; tw 
pots to plant out in very y exposcd situations, 

plantations quickly, 50s. per 
English. —The true 

3 6 
Es Pine (Pinus maritima). ‘excellent for exposure to the 

10s. per 1000 ; and in smal 
or thickening 

P Durmast zi a the New Forest 
(Querens. acaso ra. the uable species, pro- 

largest pies one year, 
Ts. 6d, ; two years, 10s. per 1000. 

Common English, three SP . 6d. per 1000. 

TRANSIRUS TED: FOREST TREES, &c. 
year. z pe: 3 years. 
B 0d. j a5. 0a. p. Wn 

6 

2OGERS AND SON, Nurserymen and Contracting | X 
TUGAL LAURELS, with clear straight stems, about 4 

to 5 feet, and good round heads, Any 
and willaddress a line to A. B., 25, Pikop: gat stating 
price and particulars, will meet with a. EE oma 

EARLY SEED POTATOES.—State V 7 ANTED, 
names of the varieties, quantity; quality, and price per 

wb. 200, Ds, or E EEA free at Leith. 
s A. C., Post-office, Edinburgh. 

TO THE NOBILITY, v ep. AND PLANTERS 
GENER. 

RTHUR MACKIE E p" announce that his List 
of prices for FOREST AND ORNAMENTAL TREES, 

FLOWERING AND EVERGREEN SHRUBS, &c., is now 
meade, for delivery, and can be had on application. 

A. M. begs to call the attention of gentlemen in the neigh- 
CNN of London to the great. edis afforded by the Nor- 
folk Railway for the cheap jeedy transit of Nursery 
goods ; and still further to mage thes views of his London cor- 
respondents, he has made arrangements for the delivery of all 

f Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, &c., free to any part 
of ian 

A M.'s s ock of Forest Trees is very extensive, and he con- 
Agents, el a! the rate of prices, and of carriage for them, 

uch as will prove an inducement to those who have 
h itherto been sabes ea to a circumscribed market, to M 
him with their orders. The UA. by Nortolk Railway tc 
London, 27s, 6d. per ton. nd. Peterborough line is 

access to the 12 6 ey a aneor ditor he onenaduontly,,mpuighavill; give: 
10 0 Ho op en midland counties. 
20 0 40 E A. ikewise a very extensive stock of fine Whitethorn 
226 LR i PUR eR Enid DA Enclosures, Railway Fencing, &e., 
10 0 ta n and well deserving the attention of contracto 
10 0 SEA to call the attention, of tho Trade and those 
12 6 doo. eU e ely ‘engaged in planting, to the subjoined, list of a few 
10 0 o oe articles in which he abounds 

Sea Pine 20 0 40 0 If 20,000 azel .. 15.0 4 gn Per 1000. Sre taken. 
Rapley "Bl Bog 80 0 e EDS MEER. 
Gak, Eng. Paina 1230 0 49 op Hu NT Byes 215 0 30 6 40 35.0 | 325 Willow (Cora well), à new and valuable American speci for PREM Ren bt OKT meal OE a a ;pice or Hop Poles, of rapid growth ; one year, 40s. ; 2 Horse, 1 F ET feet à 20 0 E years, ds. : E Mi coe 805. per 1000. y 2 to 3 feet 40 0 ae aureis ones Lye 2years, 405. 3years, 80s. p. 1000 | pis." Spruce O T S Tagai cdm 

: 5 I ale oco rac dellantbiieneci taana sol te uU es 
100. * ands wellt butea eR Mind he above Transplanted are from 1 foot to-2feet hig " ed Piet, 19s. per 100 ^| 100 0 M 

Plants of a larger size CEA 2f un to 7 feet, for ornament or n. Ash, l to 2f $ 2 12 6 10 0 mediate effect, are trom 25s. per 100. T DAE UM 20 0 15 0 
————— E eet 30 0 25 0 RHODODENDRONS.—Excellent for cover, and not subject to Weel, EAN wo) T6 

the depredations of game, 1 to 2 inches, 308. ; 2 to 9) feet. 30.0 | 95 0 4 inches, 60 ches, 80s. per 1000, robos Tto? ra 25 0 | 920 0 » — 1foot, 15s. ;'1} to 2 feet, 305. to 50s, per o 8 feet 40 0 à. 
ponticum ros seum, 1 to 1j feet, 40s. to gp es 100. Maple, 1to2 ne FA Ye 20 0 y 

» Splendid hybrid, 1 foot, Oak, common, 1 to 2 feet . ae 27 6 0 » — Scarlet hybrid, 2s. E 2 to 3 fect. Wi DE ad 0 
» Seedling hybrids, 25s, 00. i T mA 60 0 E 
» . rboreum album, 1 to 2 y Seat; 5s. each. 5 Levant or Bankes, i to à feet 40 0 iM 

These K and well rooted. fs y 3feet ... 60 0 th 

Pinus (Abies) Douglasii, in 60 size pots, 2 to 3 inches, from seed, | ORNAMENTAL TREES e SHRUBS: | Per 100. -Per 1000. 
0s pardoz: inna: a few badidsome,plants in: large pots, 3 to | Gleditschia triacanthos, 3 to 4 feet pin rie 4 feet, from seed, 42s, each. unipers, 9 to 12 inches.. Bes ener Ne Kalmia latifolia, 3 oot, 50s. ; 1 foot, 752, per 100. aurel, common, 1 to 2 feet ge d matis azurea, 50s. per 100. Clematis flammula, 255. per 100, 2 to 3 feet $4 go AARE: 

Bigsionia radicans, 6s. per doz. 3104 feet, very: ‘fine. 40 0 ; 
Aristolochia Sipho, 6s. per doz. Box-tree, 1 52 foot Te LOLS at Common China Rose, 253, per 100. ortugal, 1to 2 feet 30 0 ga 
Perpetual Tree Violet, strong fow 50sper100, | Red’ Beant ot E aor ee 
Neapolitan Violets, flowering plants 00. pes : dee d 
Dou Thorne pret aor Oak. Bhihstemad? bonae. tom feet |" 120-0 Giant Irish Ivy, 12s. 6d. per 1 
Arbutus, bedded, 4 to 6 in. "ane, "12s. 6d. per 100. 
Cotoneaster mic: rophylla. a 
HARDY ORNAMEN DEDICAN 

HERBACEOUS, and GREENHOU SE PLAN xtensive 
collection, Also a most superb collection of ROSES, ici 
allthe new sorts, Printed Catalogues ang prices of which may 
be had on application at their Nurseries, Red Lodge, North 
Stonehar m, Garden 
a ecd in less quantity E the above quotations, 

the pharge y m be at retail prices. 
* Agents for PA 'estoe's Mushroom Spawn. 

HYACINTHS. 

HUNT'S IMPROVED REGISTERED HYA. 
* CINTH POTS AND SUPPORTS, are far more condu- 

cive to the well-being of the Bulb, more convenient, and much 
See Gardeners! Chronicle, Nov. 30; 

HUM Bep se Gardeners? Ga 
$ Art-Union," for Dec., &c. From 1s. 6d. each, 

of most Seedsmen and Florists, Aet at H. Huwz's, Wholesale 
Garden Ware and China and "Glass Depót, 29, Queen's-row, 
Pimlico. 

HE CUBA BAST, 
Ue PURPOSES.— ‘This article, imported from 

the Island of Cul ook, Esq., of Brooklands, and 
hly approved for its strength and neatness by Sir W. 

Hooker, Dr. Lindley, and the numerous eminent Gardeners 
and Nurserymen who have seen it, may still be procured, in 
either 6s. or smaller packets, WM. PORT AYRES, 
re a Sean aoe park, Kent, or any of the under-men- 
tioned Nui eedsmen, who have kindly 

OR MATTING FOR HOR- 

Privet, Evergreen, 1 to 2 feet s 6 0 
2 to 3 feet im e 

Rhododendron ron um, 9to12 inches | 25 0 
Arbor-vite, Tartarian (pyramidal) . 25 0 | 

Ghinge. 25 0 10 
Roses, Standard, good sorts (left to my | 

choic 100 0 | 
jy wart good sorts ide E my | 

ice) 4 80 0 | i 
Dwar! praia S 2 20 0 £7 D 

Norwich enin eg Re 

- | pora TO DISEASE, —SMEE'S | APHIS IS VASTA- 
OR, the cause of the Potato Disease, now on. sale, at 

Messrs, HORNE, THORNTHWAITE, and "Woop's (successors to 
E. Palmer), 123, Newgate-street. Pocket Magnifiers and Mi- 

croscopes, especially adapted for the investigation of the 
Potato Disease, within the reach of all agriculturists. 

OBERT PN eee BIRCHAM, 
osary, Bungay, Suffolk, begs to offer the following 

ppm BOURBON apis Tubo plants, well established 

GAESNCS 

to keep it XO que 
Henderson & Co., Pine Apple- | 
place, Edgeware-road. |. Newcastle, Staffords 

R. Glendinning, Chiswi | Smith, Wi 
ser, Lea.| eters anil È wes & Son, rem 

Leyton, Es Umm & Finney, ‘Gateshead. 
ar Noxthampeo 

G. Cunningham & M Liver- 

Burgess & Kent, 

dom 's-place, 
Sloane-street, Chelsea. 
Ede n SR Son, Mansion- Ww. a oe Bower Nursery, 

use-stre Maidstone 
8. -Ghariwond, Covent garden. Cattell, Westerham, Kent. 
Westmacot Co. | a. Waterer, Knap-hill, Bag- 
Cheapsid = | shot. 
XUI onis ews EE, Cana Newark, Not- 
S Mey ys, & Co., Bristol. | Pe 
Dickson, Chester. tle ud SENE Car- 
Us ‘Holmes, & Co., Shef- isle 

wson & Son, Edinburgh. 
| Un quabart & Son, Dundee. 
| Ballantyne & Son, Dalkeith, 
| Roy, Apane. 

A. gc Plymouth, 
Veitch & Son, Exeter. 
T. D. Watkinson, Manchester, | 
R. F. Darly, Cirences ter 
J. €. Wheeler, Gloucester. I Scott Date: Bel: ‘ast. 
Backhouse & Son, York. | Drummond & Son, Dublin. 
A, Stewart, Kelso. | F, Farrell, Dublin. 

A 6s, packet of the Cuba Bast will yield as much tying ma- 
terial as 6 ordinary mats. Samples may be obtained by en- 
closing two postage stamps to Mr, Ayres, A liberal die oi 
to the Trade,—Nov. 28. 

in pots pan d, s. d. 
pen “ a: 

omte ae Rambuteau PERAR Paul Jos AA AN 
Crimson G: ond gy EET JAVA 
Comte d’. Eu 2.6 | Pri incess Clementine 20 
Comice de Seineet Marne 2 0 | Pierre de St. t d 
Dupetit REDQUATE 3 0! Queen of the Virgins 2.6 
Due de Cha: 2 G|Souvenirdela Malmaison? 6 
Edouard S . 1 6| Virgile I SPAM RAI 
Gloire de Pari « Ü 6 
Gloire de la .2 0 P 

Grenadier 3 0 NOISETTE. 
E Eng La Gracieuse E 2 6|ClothofGold  ... ria 

e. adame Souchet . 2 6| Soltaterre on 

Superior varieties of $ Show Weert strong deny apon. 6 tod 
inch stems, at 12s, P (Bezel 

Extra fine do, 18s. p r dozen. 
Fine Bourbon Roses, es 5 feet ee E 20s. per doz 
Superior kinds of Perpetual Roses, good dwarf "EGET (own 

roots), at 18s. per doze: 
R. B. B. having a vie stock of the following kinds, can 

offer them to the Trade upon advantageous terms—the plants 
are strong and good:—Persian TIPI dwarf, and 2 feet stems ; 
La dine dwarf (o 'wn roots), and 2 to 3 feet stems; Lady Alice 
Peel, 3 to 4 feet ; Gillet Parlait, 1to2 feet stems ; Solfaterr p. 
Noi., Au T root; Reine ‘de Vergis, and Souvenir de la 
Malmaison, own root. 

Carriage paid to London per Rail,—Hedenh Noy. 28. 

ANTED, from 10 to 20 STANDARD POR. 
erson Hering Pu. e | 

„GENTLEMEN, NUKSERYMEN & OTHERS. 
ABIES CANADENSIS, or HEMLOCK SPRUCE. 
PAKER, NURSBRYMAN, Bagshot, Surrey, having 

e Largest Stock in Eur ope, of various sizes and in fine 
didt can with confidence recommend. this noble tree to 
the mu E the publie, at the KH d ie 

1 at 

TO NOBLEMEN,G 

—Transplanted 0 per 100 
2, » m Ores 

3ito4ft 7 a DOE. PICEA BAL 
à to 2 ft. n^ 4 

G: B. ovine a fine Stock of Flowering KAL MTA LATIFOLIA, 
can supply them at the following low prices :— 

9 to 12 inches 0 p 100 
D WAE OS TOT 0 

18 z 20 D. -¢ 
Fine Specimen Plants from 3s. 6d to 5 

N.B.—Large purchasers will have considerable: RARA — 
The usual allowance to the trade, 
DOUBLE | EE as, WHITE QUSS R-LILIES, AND 

LY HOOK SEEI 
FOWLE, S Sudbury, near Harrow, Mid- 

€) e diesex, begs to announce-that he has strong plants of the 
frstcnamed favourite spring flowers to dispose of at the (dE 
lowing pri 
Dos purple tele c Double lilae or peachy | 

vet, per doz. per doz, 
Do. yellow, per doz. "uc 5 0 DE Crimson velvet, per 
Do. nr per doz dde HJ nt > 
Single blue, per doz. 6 0| Mero and Hose, per doz. 

slants of the WHITE WATER- LILY, o 
for 5e., or ‘one for 3s. 6 

VE. s likewise Poad Seeds from the best Double 
Flowers s the HOL LYHOCK, the colours yellow, mulberry, 
paper white, scarlet, crimson, and roses with fine Shades, 12 
packets detiet for 5s. The same varieties mixed in single 
bio ckets 25. 6 

Orders for WE above will be sent free of SR to London. 
Post-office orders payable at 

M'Y ITCHELL'S “ROYAL ALBERT” “RHUBARB. 
e above valuable variety having been grown by WiL- 

LIAM ME of Enfield Highway, as the last four years, 
has enabled him to supply Covent-Garden Market with open- 
ground RHUBARB earlier than any other grower, it being two 
to three weeks before fae Tobolsk, or any other sort ever intro- 
duced to the horticulturist, A splendid red colour, most proli- 
fic bearer, and allowed. ‘he the best judges to " 
voured sort in use at the present time. It is pronounced 

d Deptford, to be the best E DARLY RHUBARB 
Stock is being rapidly bought up, those Faina 

mem order before the 7th December; 
day no M ce orders can Perd: Large Ro: oots, 5s. adh: 

arly application is necessary, as the stock is limited, 
Prepayment i is EM onn all MAN “which will be executed. 
in strict rotation) payable to W, MırcHELL, Enfield, or to the 
Sole Agent, CHARLES jocum Seedsman, 128, St. John-street, 
London. 

TO NURSERY MEN, FLORISTS, &c. 
GEASS. —Any quantity of 16 oz. Sheet Glass, in 

small sizes, packed in boxes, containing 100 feet each, 
from'2d. to 31d. ‘oot, according to size. 

Every description gfliHortioultacal Glass, from 13 to 32 oz. 
to the foo! 
GLASS. "DAIRY PANS, the sme. size and strength as 

earthenware, from 3s. 4d. to 4s. 6d. e. 
Improved Garden Hand- light ts. 
EDWARDS anp PELL, 15, Southampton-street, Strand. — — 

BRITISH AND FOREIGN WINDOW GLASS, AT 

JARVIS'S old-established Window Glass Ware- 
/* house, 38, und Castle- en eet, a few doors from Regent- 

street, where the best stoutest kind can be had at 
a gaen lower rate than ne md house in the Trade, for 

dy money only. s Tiles equally low 
promptly attended to, 

LASS MILK PANS.—in consequence of the in- 
creased demand for GLASS MILK PANS, owing to the 

incontestible fact of their being better adapted for obtainin; 
ream, throwing nearly 10 per cent. more than any s utensil 
hitherto used; anda also to the extraordinary r reduction recently 
made in the p: price ; Puitiirs & WrLom have the pleasure to 
announce that they have made arrangements with the manu- 
facturer for a constant supply of the above articles, and are now 
ready to deliver them at the under-mentioned prices :— 

Each—s. d. Each—s, d. 
12inchesin diameter . 4 e inches in diameter .. 4 0 

m i 6 7 E 
Teak: : 5$ ole # j MUT 
When a. dozen are taken at once no charge is s made for pack- 

EE British and Foreign Sheet and Horticultural Glass 
Warehou: 2, Panton-street, Haymarket 

"FOREIGN AND BRITISH SHEE 
GLASS, for Horticultural and general purposes, to be 

hai had in boxes as imported, of 100 and 200 feet each ; ae) Glass 

Paddle es, 11s. per dozen, Propagating and all kinds of Hor- 

ticnltural Glasses. Oils, Colours, Brushes, &c., of the best 
description, at lowers prices, atk. ec. 8,28, aue Street, 
East, us stre * For Ready Money on. 
tar PATENT VENTILATORS for Public Oflices, Smoking 

WEEKS anD DAY, Arcuirscrs, &c., Gloucester- 
*Je place, King's-road, Chelsea, HOTHOUSE BUILDERS 
and HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS, most 

beg to inform the Nobility; Gentry, and Horticul- 

BAER: S PHEASANTRY, Beanfort-strost, King’s- 
road, Chelsea (by appointment to AJESTY and 

H. R. H. PRINCE AnnERT).—ORNA. MENTAL WATERTOWL, 
consisting of Black and White Swans; Egyptian, Canada, 
China, Barnacle, Brent, and Laughing "Geese ; Sheildr: akes, 
Pintail, Widgeon, Summer and Winter Teal; Ga dwall, 
brador, Shovellers, Mee dies and Dun Diver; Carolina robe, 
Call Ducks, &c., domesticated and pinioned; also Spanish, 
Cochin ates Malay, Poland, Surrey, and, Dorking Fowls; and 
at 3, Half-moon-passage, Gracechurch-st 

White, Japan, Ried, and Common Deaton), and pure 
China Pigs. 

turists, that ddl have erected on their premises, for the pur- 
pose of inspection, a variety of athois, Greenhouses, Con- 
servatories, Pits, &c., where all the various known improve- 
ments of the day can be seen. bote Hot-water Apparatus is 

also erected, and kept in constant action in various Hothouses, 

Greenhouses, Pits, &c., mad ere the whole principle of Top an 

ottom. Heating can be 
J. WEEKS & Day do ‘their Hot-water Apparatus to be 

efficient b» every purpose to wnich heat is applicable. SUR ers 
ofall sizes ; the largest is warranted to heat a range of Forcing. 
houses 300 feet in length, with a ER quantity of Sael, uds only 

to require attention once in 
Models, Plans, &c., i "Bl ir variety. 
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ORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.— 
Notice is hereby given, that the EXHIBITION OF 

FLOWERS AND FRUIT, in the Society’s Garden, in the 
ensuing season, will take place on the following Saturdays, 
yiz., May 8; June 19; and July 17 ; and that Tuesday, April 20, 
is the last day on which the usual privileged Tickets are issued 
to Fellows of the Society. 

In the Press, to be published early in the spring, 
In one vol. 8vo, to bind with the Scmoon, BOTANY, 

HE ELEMENTS OTANY, 
STRUCTURAL, PHYSIOLOGICAL, SYSTEMATICAL, 

ND MEDICAL; 

Being a Fifth Edition o: 
THE OUTLINE or rue FIRST PRINCIPLES or BOTANY. 

y Joan LiwpLEY, Pu. D. F.R.S, 
: BRADBURY and Evans, Whitefriars. 

With a Copious Glossary of. Botanical Terms. 
f 

EW IRISES, ANEMONES, &e— 
30 beautiful distinct hardy Irises, by name ^ .. 10s, 6d. 
50 new large Double Anemones, by name 126 
12 fresh imported Hyacinths, finest known ^. 10 6 
50 fine show Ranunculuses, by name 12 

‘The Gardeners Chronicle.. 
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 1846, 

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. DAY, Nov. 30: * 0. 2B POL Mow: Botanical (Anniversary) 
Hussars; chiesti poeta + oes e 
Wauownspay, — 2—Society of Arts. ^. FnrpAY, i—Botanical . . wy 
Mowpay, ` WEDNESDAY, — 9-Microscopieal 8PM, 

Å CORRESPONDENT calling himself a Five-foot 
Farmer, reproaches us for allowing ADVERTISEMENTS 
which are mere traps for the incautious to appear 
in our columns. We have received the same com- 
plaint on former occasions; and, therefore, it is.as 
well that we should at once declare that we are in 
no way responsible for the value of the articles 
which may be offered for sale by advertisement, 
The advertising department of a newspaper is as 
distinct from the editorial part as a landlord's house- 
hold from a tenant’s. The one is in no way con- 
cerned with or answerable for the other. Adver- 
tisements stand upon their own ground; they are 
to be judged of by their intrinsic probability, and 
by the character of the advertiser himself. Fraudu- 
lent advertisements appear in all places; and there 
is no help for it. A stage-coach conveys a cut- 
throat by the side of an honest man; a French 
novel and a Bible in the same box; is the coach- 
man to blame? Such things are inevitable in all 
public conveyances, and a newspaper is but a public 
conveyance of information, just as a stage-coach is 
of passengers and parcels. 

But it may be, and is, argued that in the case of 
advertisements, there is a certain class which are 
on the face of them impositions, and that the 
should be excluded. But who is to be the judge of 
this? If they are obviously fraudulent they can do 
no harm, for men of common sense avoid them; 
and no amount of watchfulness will guard a fool 
against his folly. If they are frauds in disguise how 
are they to be detected?—who is to distinguish 
them? ` The thing is impossible; and the public 
must decide for itself. : 

or ourselves we feel that no man can impute to 
us the least unwillingness to expose fraud if we 
know it to be so; we have attacked it over and 
over again, and we have not the smallest intention 
of relaxing our vigilance. Advertisers exercise no 
power over us. But we must have a clear case. 
We cannot act upon surmise, We must be sure 
before we strike, or the blow would recoil on our- 
selves, as indeed it ought. Let us for example take 
an instance. Our “five foot” friend points to some- 
thing advertised under the name of “Entykoproleon,” 
which professes to be a manure of wonderful effi- 
cacy. Now we hnow nothing of this material ; we 
have no information as to its qualities ; it may be 
valuable or it may be rubbish. For ourselves we 
are free to confess that the name has too much the 
look of quackery to invite our good opinion, and 
when we see what the composition professes to do 
our doubts are not diminished. But although it is 

plain to any man of common sense that this Enty- 
kosomething cannot cure all sorts of disorders, and 
do all sorts of things, it does not follow that it is of 
no value; that is a point we cannot touch. Men 
must in such matters use the sense which God has 
given them ; and if by long disuse they have per- 
mitted it to grow rusty, they must polish it again by 
wasting their money in running after the chimeras 
which adventurers will always be ready to “find " 
for their chace. In short, gardeners and farmers, 
like other people, must help themselves, and not be 
always crying to Hercules to pull them out of the 
Swamps into which their own blindness may have 
led them. We are perfectly willing to lend them a 
hand ; it is, indeed our vocation, and our duty, as 

we freely acknowledge ; but they must also do their 
duty to themselves. 

Or all simple matters important in gardening, 
the most easily well done, and the most generally 
ill done, is the securing an abundance of Pure 
Waren, that is to say of water absolutely free from 
deleterious ingredients. This, the first necessary 
of animal and vegetable life, is provided by Nature 
of the utmost purity in boundless abundance at 
every man’s feet ; but he, with that perverse inge- 
nuity for which he is often so remarkable, does all 
in his power to contaminate or waste it. Instead 
of catching the virgin fluid as it falls from heaven, 
he letyitrun to waste, and then digs holes, which 
he calls wells, in order to obtain it back again, after 

. being defiled by the impurities it meets with in the 
earth. Or, if he makes a reservoir to hold it till 
wanted, itis ten to one but he takes zinc, or lead, 
or wood, in which to keep it, or through which to 
convey it. 

All these materials are more or less unsuited to 
the preservation of water in its pure state; aud 
most especially the metals, which are in the most 
universal demand. These substances form poison- 
ous salts whieh freely dissolve in water, and are 
thus allowed to sap the lives of animals or plants. 
Most especially is this true oflead, which was, a few 
years since, found to be the secret poisoner of 
royal hounds, and to whose deadly action on human 
life many unsuspected deaths are, beyond all doubt, 
to be ascribed ; and if that is so, how much more 
destruction must have been committed among plants, 
which are injured by the very same poisons as are 
fatal to animals, so identical in its essence is animal 
and vegetable vitality. It is notorious to physiolo- 
gists that whatever will poison a plant will poison a 
man, and in the same way. 

We are drawn to this question by the numerous 
inquiries of correspondents, who have recently had 
their attention directed to it by a paper on the 
subject read by Mr. Oszorne before the British 
Association at their late meeting at Southampton. 
This gentleman demonstrated that numerous cases 
of sickness or death in the neighbourhood of South- 
ampton were traceable to the presence oflead in 
the water, and were assignable to no other cause. 

* Mr. Ware, a medical gentleman of this town, was 
attending some patients residing at Shirley, about two 
miles off, who were labouring under symptoms resem- 
bling those produced by the absorption of lead, although 
none of them had been exposed to the fumes of paint, 
or to the absorption of lead in any form that could be 
accounted for.” 

Analysis showed that the water they drank was 
impregnated with lead. Another patient was 
attacked by distressing symptoms, 

“ Accompanied with atrophy, and loss of muscular lth 

down an earthy erust, which guards the lead from 
the solvent action of the water; but it is by no 
means clear that this preservation is as effectual as 
is supposed,and at all events it can only operate after 
atime. We therefore entirely agree in advising 
all persons to avoid the use of water brought 
through leaden pipes. Glass is quite unobjection- 
able, and iron nearly so ; and we see no reason 
why the prediction of Sir Roserr Peer that glass 
water-pipes weuld soon be laid down should not be 
immediately verified. Green bottle-glass is cheaper 
than iron, and Mr. Ossonwr, as well as others, 
distinctly advises that it should be employed for 
purposes of conveyance. 

REMARKS ON PLANTING AND THE MAN- 
AGEMENT OF WOODS. 

No branch of rural economy is of more importance 
than the growth of timber—whether we look to the in- 
isp ble use and application of it to almost every 

necessary and ornamental purpose of life, to the beauty 
it contributes to the landscape, or the amelioration it 
affords to any country, whether hot or cold, by its shelter 
or its shade. 

As the production of timber is then so absolutely 
necessary for the comfort and the convenience of the 
community, as well as for the improvement of the 
country, the science of arboriculture ought surely, to 
command the attention and become the study of every 
landed proprietor ; to whom his woods should be, if 
properly managed, as sure a source of revenue as his 
land set apart for the production of cattle or corn. It 
is much to be regretted, however, that this very im- 
portant subject has received so little attention, is so 
little understood, and even worse practised. Agricul- 
ture and horticulture although far from being perfectly 

derstood, in a; progressive state, and have long 
been practised in this country on rational principles. 
Every farmer knows that certain systems of culture must 
be adopted on certain soils and situations. He would 
not attempt to introduce green-crop husbandry on 
strong clay soilin a low moist situation ; nor would he 
try to produce Wheat and Beans on a light sandy soil, 
in a high altitude. Neither would he sow 10 bushels of 
grain on an acre and expect a better crop than if he 
had sown four ; or leave his Turnips unthinned for the 
purpose of sheltering one another, and expect a hea 
crop of bulbs. Yet such is the ignorance that. prevails 
on the subject of planting and management of woods, 
that the very opposite of the practice adopted in the 
culture of horticultural ieultural plants is 
almost universally followed, and that to a ruinous extent. 

lst: Adaptation of trees to soil, climate, &c. — 
Every tribe of plants, and indeed almost every indivi- 
dual of a tribe, has itsown peculiar habitat or soil, climate, 
and situation, congenial to its nature : and the first thing, 
therefore, that ought to be attended to in planting is the 
adaptation of the plants to the several soils, situations, 
and climates, that may oceur in the ground to be 
planted (for these may be very various in a small 
extent of ground), and here the first error is generally 

power of the upper limbs. Dr.Ox: p ymp: 
toms to arise from the poison of lead, and procured 
some of the Burley water for me to test. Upon`examina- 
tion, I found a large quantity of lead in solution,” 
* Mr. SHELLEY, whom I have already mentioned, in- 
formed me that his father and two of his brothers 
died of the same complaint that he was labouring under 
when he applied to Dr. Oxe for advice. This complaint 
has been traced to the poisonous effects of the impreg- 
nation of lead in the water of Burley ; and I have no 
doubt that the loss of many, perhaps hundreds of lives, 
has been caused in a similar manner, not only in this 
part of the country, but in many parts of England,” 

Nevertheless, Mr. Osnonwz stated that in the face 
of this evidence, and in defiance of the most un- 
doubted facts, some landlords wnere this mortality 
occurs 

“ Have refused to remove the leaden pipes in their 
houses and to substitute iron; even when families in- 
habiting them have actually been under medical treat- 
ment, for the effeets of the impregnated water ; and 
that they have even gone so far as to insinuate that the 
medical attendant had an object of his own in mention- 
ing the subject, and to threaten the tenants with an 
action for saying that their illness was attributable to 
this cause.” 

We advise the authorities of Southampton to try 
the effect of a coroner’s inquest in the very next 
case which arises. A verdict of Wilful Murder, 
or even of Manslaughter, would probably bring 
these landlords to their senses. 

It has generally been supposed that the action of 
water on lead is owing to the presence in it of car- 
bonie acid which forms carbonate of lead, 
soluble poison. But Mr. Osporne has shown that 
atmospheric air, even when free carbonic acid is 
absent, is à powerful solvent of lead, and that 
in some waters, as that of Southamption, the evil is 
increased by the presence of chlorine, which forms 
a chloride of lead, another poisonous salt, soluble in 
water. Itis, therefore, clear that lead pipes should 
never be employed for the conveyance of water to 
be consumed by man, beast, or plant. It is very 

S 

true that water naturally impure—as for example, 
spring water impregnated with lime, is said not to 

act rapidly on lead, in consequence of its throwing 

ieh is obvious to a very casual observer. 
In travelling any of our roads, he will at once discover 
in passing a plantation that the planter has been at a 
loss to know what his soil would best produce, and 
therefore to secure a crop he has planted a mixture of 
all sorts; and very frequently the varieties to which the 
soil and climate is most uncongenial are those most 
abundantly planted, and thus some of our most valuable 
sorts of timber-trees have got into bad repute—for ex- 
ample, the Larch, which for many years was indiseri- 
minately planted in every soil and situation, and hence 
when a succession of severe winters and springs oc- 
curred, such as 1837-8 and 1839, in all humid situations 
the plant was so injured in its health that thousands of 
acres in Great Britain were entirely destroyed. This 
evil might by a little study be, if not altogether, at least 
very much avoided. Almost all the varieties of our 
useful forest-trees have been long cultivated in the 
country, and a little careful observation will soon 
enable a person of ordinary abilities to discover the 
character of the soil and situation in which each species 
or variety best thrives. For instance, of the Pine tribes, 
the Scotch Fir luxuriates on a heathy soil incumbent on 
pervious subsoil, on a high altitude. Larch on sharp 
brown loam, on dry subsoil, high situation and sloping 
banks. Spruce and Silver Firs, soft loam or peaty soil, 
low moist situation.* 

Of hardwood trees the Oak is the most accommodat- 
ing as well as the most valuable ; it will grow in almost 
any soil and situation, under 800 feet above the level of 
the sea ; but thrives best and attains its greatest mag- 
nitude in clayey loam on a rather retentive subsoil and 
on gently sloping ground. The Ash and Elm are more 
particular in the choice of their habitat than any of our 
hardwood trees, a sharp gravelly loam on gravel or 
sand, is the soil in which they thrive best, and on an 
altitude under 500 feet above the level of the sea, 
Plane will grow well 100 feet higher than Ash or Elm, 
and on soil and subsoil much more retentive in its 
character. The Beech is rather singular in its nature; 
it is often met with in great luxuriance on Strong reten- 
tive clay, in a low damp situation, while it is much 
more frequently found in excellent health and great 
size on dry gravelly soil on rather a high situation ; the 
_ * Although these varieties (the Spruce and § ir), thrive 
better in soils of this character than any of our other sorts, it 
is not to be understood that they will not grow in any other 
for itis well known that they do also succeed well on dry soil; 
on a pretty high altitude. 
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latter is certainly the natural habitat of the plant. These 
instances are sufficient to show that by a little study 
there is no difficulty in selecting and adapting the proper 
sorts of our more useful timber trees, to different and 
suitable soils and situations. 

2d: Distance, plant from plant.—The second error 
committed in planting, and it is even greater than the 
first, and quite as universally adopted, is, furnishing the 
ground with at least four or five times as many plants 
as it is able to support. This practice displays a greater 
want of correct information than the former, and they 
generally go together, which only augments the evil. 
It is not a little surprising that this error has not been 
abandoned long ago, when it is considered that it affects 
so-materially the proprietor’s purse, an appendage 
which, when touched, almost every person feels so sen- 
sitively. Various are the reasons assigned, and the 
excuses made, for the practice of this worse than use- 
lese expenditure of money. 

One of the most frequent is, that the situation is ex- 
posed, and the trees must be thickly planted, to afford 
shelter to one another, that they may get quickly up. 
A little consideration will show the futility of this rea- 
soning. At what stage of its existence does a tree or 
any other plant most require shelter ? surely if it needs 
it fat all, it is when young. Then if trees 16 or 18 
inches high are planted at any distance from 2 to 6 or 
10 ft. apart, it is obvious they can afford no shelter to 
each other until they have grown 4, 5, or 6 years, and 
then in place of protecting one another, the work of de- 
struction commences, the more robust and faster grow- 
ing overtop and smother the weaker and slower grow- 
ing plants, and all are less or more injured in their 
constitutions, for thinning at that early age is very sel- 
dom resorted to ; the trees being of no value, they are 
are allowed to stand until the thinnings will at least pay 
the expense of taking them out, by which time the 
plantation is unfit to be thinned. The trees have at- 
tained an unnatural height, the lower branches are in a 
decayed or sickly state from want of light, air, and 
moisture ; the bark is thin and the sap vessels small 
and attenuated from want of sufficient nourishment, 
and from existing in an artificial climate several degrees 
higher in temperature than the natural one. If this is 
the case, and no one will deny that it too generally is 
80, it is quite apparent that the admission, by thinning, 
of a current of cold air, must have the effect of shri- 
velling the bark, contracting the sap-vessels, loosening 
the weakened roots from the exhausted soil, and thereby 
killing many, and checking the growth of all, except 
those which have been fortunate enough to have got an 
outside berth, and are prepared to weather the storm. 
The natural consequence is, that the trees are stinted 
in their growth, they become diseased, and do not, with 
all the care that can afterwards be bestowed upon 
them, live half the term of their naturai lives, and the 
timber is also inferior in quality. 

It is well known to every one at all acquainted with 
the subject, that the part of a tree most susceptible of 
injury from cold is the top or leading shoot, and it is 
uite obvious that, however closely they may be planted, 

this part of the tree must always be exposed to every 
vicissitude of climate. The remedy for this is very 
plain; instead of planting at 2 to 4 feet, the usual dis- 
tance, plant at 6 to 8 feet apart if Firs, and if hard- 
wood for the permanent crop, plant them at least 28 
feet distant from each other, and fill in Firs, Larch, 
Spruce, or Scotch Firs, according to soil and situation, 
ior nurses, till all stand at 6 to 8 feet apart. 

Hardwood is of little or no value until it has arrived 
at some age, and has attained to considerable di- 
mensions ; while Larch and Spruce can be applied to use- 
ful purposes at any age after 10 or 12 years. The 
saving of plants and labour, and, consequently, money, 
at the outset, is not a trifle. At 7 feet apart it requires 
only 889 plants for an acre, imperial measure ; at 3 
feet apart it requires no less than 4840—more than 
5 times the number ; but this is only a small portion of 
the amount ultimately to be saved. 

At the distance of 7 feet apart, the medium between 
6 and 8 feet, the trees will stand in ordinary soils and 
situations for nine or ten years without requiring thin- 
ning, and without doing any injury to each other. The 
soil, too, will be not only unexhausted, but, from the 
annual decay of the herbage uponit, will bereceiving fresh 
acquisitions of fertility, and the trees being surrounded 
with a pure pk and the unob d rays of the 
sun, in place of the polluted air in the other case, arising 
from the dead and decaying portions of their own 
species, will make much more rapid growth, and be 
much more robust in their constitution. 

3d: Thinning.—Thinning will then commence, namely 
in nine or ten years, with the nurses standing next to 
the hardwood trees, which should be set quite clear, 
that they may receive without interruption, light, air, 
and moisture, which it is: well known are the only 
elements by which plants subsist, the soil being only a 
medium through which is communicated to them that 
Portion of their nourishment which they receive from 
their roots. This being the case, how apparent is the 
propriety of planting thin, and keeping thin, for pro- 
ducing large trees and timber of good quality, to say 
nothing of the primary saving and ultimate profit. 

Is is not a little amusing to observe the expedients 
resorted to to remedy the evil of close planting, and to 
put off till a more convenient season the very necessary 
operation of thinning, which, if done in time, is the 
enly effectual remedy. One of these shifts, and a most 
absurd one it is, is cutting off the whole of the lower 
branches, leaving only a few of the upper ones to form 

a small top, as if Nature had committed a great error 
in furnishing the plants with a superfiuity of resources 
by which to draw to them that nourishment necessary 
for their existence. This is a very gross error when prac- 
tised even on hardwood trees, as it must of necessity 
retard their growth, ‘and cause them to make unneces- 
sary efforts to restore what they have lost by pushing 
out shoots from their stems near the parts where the 
branches were attached to. This of itself is sufficient 
to teach any reflecting person that the practice is 
wrong. But when adopted on resinous plants, such as 
the Fir tribe (and the practice in many parts of the 
country is very common), it is most destructive, as they 
are deprived by Nature of the means of restoration, and 
hence the wounds remain unhealed for many years, and 
in many cases as long as the plants survive; showing 
that Nature has strictly forbidden the approach of the 
knife to them. There is obviously no remedy for close 
planting but early and timely thinning ; and a good, 
safe, and simple general rule is to leave every plant 
standing clear of its neighbours, and this rule is ap- 
plicable to plantations of every kind, and in every stage 
of their progress, 

4th: Pruning.—Pruning is an operation which by 
some is carried too far, and by others entirely neglected. 
When substituted in place of thinning, it is carried to 
an injurious and unprofitable extent, as has been already 
remarked, and when neglected altogether, many trees 
will only assume the habit of shrubs, It can only be 
practised with propriety and advantage on hardwood 
trees, and should be done at an early stage. Little or 
no pruning should ever be necessary in a plantation 
after 15 years’ growth. In performing this operation, 
attention should be paid to the natural habit or form of 
the tree, and thus to assist but not to thwart Nature. 
It is absurd to attempt to make an Oak, or any other 
round-headed tree, assume the habit of an erect growing 
plant such as the Lombardy Poplar. It is therefore 
difficult to lay down a general rule, and much must de- 
pend on the judgment of the operator. It may be 
remarked, however, that all trees intended to grow to 
timber should be set off with one stem. This should be 
attended to at the time of planting ; afterwards they 
should be looked over periodically, and every rival to 
the top or leading shoot should be cut off, and any side 
Shoot or branch acquiring greater strength than the 
stem itself, and drawing away from it an undue propor- 
tion of sap, should also be taken away. A few of the 
lower branches may be cut off as the trees advance, but 
this must be done with caution. If this is properly 
attended to, and judieiously done when the plants are 
young, and it can almost all be done with the common 
pruning-knife, and at a mere trifle of expense, the trees 
in general and under ordinary circumstances will have 
attained sufficient length of stem in 15 years, and may 
be allowed to form their heads in their natural way. 

t is presumed that these remarks sufficiently prove 
the propriety and advantage of properly adapting trees 
to the soil and climate ; planting thin, or, in other words, 
not over-cropping the land ; early and timely thinning 
and judicious pruning. And when compared with the 
prevailing practice of indiscriminate selection and close 
planting, it is ,obvious that the great obstacle to the 
more extensive planting of waste lands in Great 
Britain and Ireland, of which there is an immense 
extent altogether inapplicable to any other useful pur- 
pose is removed, inasmuch as the first outlay (with the 
exception of inclosing and draining) and future manage- 
ment is greatly reduced, and the success and ultimate 
profit rendered certain.—James Young, Land and 
Wood Surveyor, Perth, Nov. 16. 

Home Correspondence. 
Polmaise Heating.—A fortnight since, Mr. Meek pub- 

lished my total failure in an attempt to heat a house by the 
Polmaise system. But tome failure never was defeat ; 
it only told me that I was on the wrong side of the 
question, and bade me mend my practice. I have now 

e pleasure of mentioning my perfect success, 
Thoroughly convinced of the soundness of the principle, 
I had watched the progress of Polmaise, and studied 
each contending article for and against the system ; 
fully determined to test it as soon as opportunity offered. 
But I wanted Polmaise to be simple, effectual, and, 
above all, economical ;—not a thing to look at, but to 
work, A man might spare, and wouid willingly expend 
five pounds for his hobby, when he could not by any 
possibility spare twenty or thirty. Such a thing 
wanted, and unless such a thing could be obtained by 
Polmaise, it would make but slow progress. The Air 
King would still have bowed his head to the Water King, 
King Stork to King Log. attempted such a thing, and 
most signally failed. The principle I had adopted was 
right, I had applied 9-10ths of Nature's laws, but forgot 
the odd one. In my dilemma I paid a visit to Mr. 
Meek ; Isaw all that he has asserted in operation, and 
bear most willing testimony to his assertions. I saw 

m 

viz., that of giving my drains a descent, from the pecu- 
liar position of the house. I found that I must either 
make the cold air ascend, or give up Polmaise. I did 
not like the idea of expending 407. or 507. upon hot 
water, when 4/., which was the utmost I had expended, 
would answer the same purpose, could I but make it 
work. I have done so, and it works admirably ; and 
if you think that an expenditure of 4/. to heat a house 
sufficient to protect it from the frost of winter, of 50 
feet long, 22 feet wide, 12 feet high, and span roofed, 
the upright sashes glazed to within 8 inches of the ground, 
is worth publishing, I will send the plan with further 
particulars. In the meantime the house itself is open 
to the inspection of any one, Sundays excepted.— Alfred 
Kendall, Queen Elizabeth’s Walk, Church-street, Stoke 
Newington. [Pray let us have the plan. ive you 
great eredit for your skilful application of Natural 
Philosophy.] 

Jerusalem Artichoke, a substitute for the Potato.— 
With regard to the paragraph (p. 773), signed “James 
Wellman, Reading," I beg to offer the following explana- 
tion, not only to satisfy your correspondent, but private 
friends who have addressed me, and who are evidently 
labouring under the same mistake as to the nature and 
value of this important plant. This plant is said to be 
a native of Brazil, and if so, the native country of the 
Potato, namely Peru, is situated on the same parallel of 
latitude. Now, although our summers in England are 
long enough and warm enough to bring even two crops 
of Potatoes to perfection, the summer of 1846, which 
has been one of the longest and warmest, was not able 
to bring the Jerusalem Artichoke even into flower in 
Staffordshire ; for, the plants showed flower-buds, but 
were cut down by frost before they could open a petal. 
It is, therefore, unreasonable to talk of bringing either 
the root or the stem of this exotic to perfection, and 
equally so to speak of a plant ripening that has not 
even flowered. But to render my meaning clearer,— 
suppose the farmer were to have his crop of Potatoes 
frosted just before the flowers opened, would not every 
practical man allow that the root crop or tubers were a 
very long way from perfection, and that the haulm had’ 
not been ripe. Now this consideration will not only 
show the true state of the Jerusalem Artichoke crop in 
this country every year, but will also suggest the very 
valuable consideration of how this defect is to be 
remedied by early planting, and by exciting manures, 
raised beds, or by forwarding the plants in 
spring, and planting them out in the same 
manner that Indian Corn is planted out after 
being grown under shelter so as to give it a longer 
summer than could otherwise be calculated upon. It 
will therefore take some time and pains, and perhaps no 
small'amount of horticultural skill, to bring either root 
orstem of this plant to ripeness or perfection in our 
climate ; but it is well worth striving for, and no doubt. 
will ultimately be attained. Ordinary tubers of this 
plant are of an irregular spheroid or spindle shape,-but 
from ining numberless speci I find that those. 
which I have been able to bring nearest to perfection 
are irregularly globular, and the pouting and prominent 
eyes become nearly even with the general surface of the 
tuber; and moreover tubers of this shape are less soapy 
or squashy than the spindle-shaped ones. I am, there- 
fore, of opinion that the normal form of this tuber is 
globular. Now for the stems ; and on this head I beg 
to remark that this plant, like the Potato, propagates its 
species by two sets of organs, namely by tubers and by 
seeds ; it is, therefore, evident that this plant elaborates 
by its leaves and green stems juices for these two func- 
tions of bearing and tub: g. The juices for 
seed bearing are laid up in the hollow stem above the 
collar of the plant, and are green coloured and of a 
pleasant taste; hence it happens that when this plant 
is ill used either for want of food or crowded, and con- 
sequently choked for want of air, &c., its stems 
are hollow for nearly all their length, and the 
stalk is only a long single rod; but when the 
plant is well grown it has a conical and yery sym- 
metrical form, with a regularly branched head, and 
thus grown in a favourable season its stem is no 
longer hollow, but well stored with rich food, a beauti- 
ful provision of Nature to enable the plant to perfect the 
heavy bulk of seeds which it would produce in a sunny 
clime. It is a well known fact that the ball of a Tur- 
nip becomes exhausted of its store of sap as the flower- 
stem rises; being propagated only by seeds, the plant 
had only one set of functions to perform, namely, the 
seed-bearing. Not so with the Jerusalem Artichoke 
and the Potato plant ; they have each two sets of func- 
tions, namely a tuber-forming as well as a seed-bearing 
set, and hence it is that the grand difference arises in 
the management of the stems of such plants as Jeru- 
salem Artichokes and Potatoes ; for however large the 
tubers might be of Jerusalem Artichokes or of Potatoes, 
there never would or could pass one grain of their stored 
juices above the collar of the plant to aid the seed-bear- 
ing d t, and on the other hand the seed-bearin more than he asserte i ; I saw a house the p 

of which was heated to nearly summer heat, yet so con- 
genial that I was bustling in it for upwards of two 
hours, the major part of the time with my great coat on, 
yet (as a jockey would say) “never sweat a hair !” 
examined everything, for, thanks to the eourtesy of Mr. 
Meek, he showed me everything, and explained every- 
thing. Ifound that my principle was the same, though 
the details were different ; I returned, but could not, 
for a time, detect my error. On Friday I received a 
letter from Mr. Meek, in which his opinion in a great 
measure coincided with my own, but I found it totally 

t. 

hy 
juices are stemmed in their descent at the collar of the 
plant, and enter not into the “ways and means ” of sup- 
plying nourishment to the tubers. "These distinctions, as 
compared with the Turnip and other members of the 
Brassica tribe, are of the utmost importance to be kept 
in view in the ical g of the J lem 
Artichoke., I beg to add one fact connected with the 
culture of this plant which I cannot easily account for, 
and it is that the tubers increase in size and value after 
the haulm is injured by frost, The pre i 
of the stems is a part of the farmer's business, in- 

impossible to put the most essential part in practice, deed I have no sympathy for those who have a 
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quantity ot rich green fodder, and cannot convert it 
into food for stock. Clover in the aftermath is sub- 
ject to be spoiled by frost, yet we seldom hear that 
urged as an argument against the culture of that 
valuable plant ; no, it is eaten off before the frost comes. 
Gorse is good fodder, but is not only hard as the 
J erusalem Artichoke stalks, but is moreover beset with 
Spines, yet farmers reduce even Gorse to fatten cattle 
with. What would Mr. Mechi say of the farmer that 
‘could not take and use a green crop of 69 tons per acre 
before Christmas rather than let it be frosted and evapo- 
rated? That it will keep green and good for food for pigs 
for some time there can be no doubt if fermentation is 
prevented, which ean easily be done by keeping in tanks 
or tubs under ground, as is done here and elsewhere with 
draff or grains, The ordinary cutters, such as are 
1n use for chaff or Turnips will do for reducing 
the haulm to useable sizes, whether green or dried, 
and as to the idea of this store being, when cut green, 
a very watery article (the editor has inserted in paren- 
theses that it would be two-thirds water), surely the Potato 
and the Turnip are excellent roots for store, and they 
contain no small per centage of water. In conclusion, 
I would advise every cottager and farmer to cultivate 
this plant, and take care of it whilst green, for they have 
little chance of ever seeing it ripen in this country ; and 
as for getting one crop, namely, of tubers, and not being 
able to get the other, or green crop, of haulm, it would 
be indeed extraordinary if a quantity of vessels laden 
with food, or in other words tubers, had been found 
underground, and this food had heen elaborated by 
organs above ground, a waving crop two fathoms deep, 
no body could lay hands on, or appropriate it to the use 
of man or beast, even when it stood before them.— 4. 
Forsyth, Alion Towers. 

Cambridge Botanic Garden.—The publie will be glad 
to know that the syndicate appointed to consider what 
Steps should be taken respecting the ground which was 
purchased by the University for the purpose of chang- 
ing the site of the Botanic Garden have reported to the 
Senate : That the work of clearing and preparing about 
20 acres of the new Botanic Garden, for which instruc- 
tions were given as reported to the senate by a former 
syndicate in June 1845, having been to a certain extent 
executed, the late Vice. Chancellor, with the 

for my extensive machinery at this place, my attention 
was drawn to the accounts of Legg's engine, which 
appeared in your columns some weeks since ; but no 
practical information having been given relative to it, I 
commissioned my agent in London to gain for me full 
particulars, and to send me a detailed account of it. 
I discovered that this new invention is absolutely 
entered upon the books, and acknowledged by Legg as 
old (being nothing more than a water-wheel working 
pumps), and, certainly, from the description forwarded to 
me, so old that I can avouch the first mill-owners in 
this part of the country worked them as successfully as 
they could operate; and surely it is wrong to give the 
title of new invention to a thing so well understood. 
That portion of the invention which Mr. Legg claims as 
being new, viz, the introduction of air vesselsin the 
main, from the pumps to the place of delivery, is just 
as old as the wheel pumps, and certainly, in common 
honesty, ought tohavebeen registeredassuch. Anairves- 

sel on a main of pumps, or any other engine, as placed by 
Mr. Legg, ean have no effect beyond that of producing 
a uniform stream.—A Mill-owner, the Dale of Derby- 
shire. [We know nothing of Mr. Legg, or his sup- 
posed invention, which has been brought into notice by 
* Hydrangea.” ] 

Fowl’s Dung as Manure.—Having recently erected 
a poultry yard, and stocked it with fowls, I am anxious 
to know whether I can turn to any account in my gar- 
den the dung of the animals collected during the week ? 
I have fruit-trees of all kinds ; also Rose-trees, and the 
usual plants and flowers that are to be found in pleasure- 

grounds. If the dung possesses any fertilising proper- 
ties, I am anxious to learn to what trees or shrubs in 
particular it can be most profitably applied. Perhaps 
you will oblige me with a hint ?— William Kidd, San- 

ders’ Cottage, New-road, Hammersmith. [If kept dry 

it is excellent, and may be applied for all the purposes 
for which other manure is applied ; but, being of a hot 
nature, like pigeon-dung, it must be applied in small 
quantities and mixed with the soil, or some other mate- 
rial, so as in some measure to counteract its burning 
effects. ] $ 

Early Spring Greens.—1 beg to direct the attention of 
all who are trenching ground, whether field or garden, 
to the advant: that might accrue by planting the 

of the other trustees of the Botanic Garden, in order 
that no time might be lost, gave directions that 7 aeres 
of this ground should be trenched as a preparation for 
planting trees to form the belt whieh is necessary for 
the shelter of the garden—sueh trces being so to be 
grouped as to constitute an arboretum, as shown in the 
sketch which will be laid’ on the registrary's table.— 
That in doing this and in building a tool-house an ex- 
pense of 290/. 11s. 9d, has been incurred, which sum 
the syndieate beg leave to recommend the senate to 
authorise the Vice-Chancellor to pay.—The syndicate 
are informed by the curator that the trees which 
it will be necessary to purchase for. the belt will 
require a sum not exceeding 707; and the syn- 
dieate are further informed by the Professor of 

authorised to expend a sum not exceeding 707. in the 
purchase of the trees required, in order that the curator 
may proceed to plant them without delay. This report 
was signed by the following names :—H. Philpott, Vice- 
Chancellor ; G. Thackeray, W. French, R. Tatham, 
Robert Phelps, W. Wheweil, J. Haviland, J. S. Hen- 
slow, W. H. Stokes, Charles C. Babington ; and the 
Vice-Chancellor has given notice that a grace would be 
offered to the senate to confirm the above report. 

lave a care of the Water-pot.—A short time back, 
calling on a friend and looking through his houses, 
Where a considerable quantity of Pelargoniums are 
raised and grown, I observed a fault in management, to 
which if I advert it may lead his gardener and others 
to consider the error of a too liberal and erroneous use 
of the water pot. It was in the beginning of this 
month, the weather was and had been dull for some 
days previous; it was evening and am uncomfortable 
one. Yet on rapping the sides of the pots there was no 
ring, and on lifting them they were like lead ; they had 
just been watered, and I pitied the poor things from 
my heart. Now here were present two great errors. 
First they did not want water at all; second, they 
ought not to have been watered in the evening. That 

they did not need water at all was evident by their 

Gropsical shoots and foliage. That they ought not to 
ave been watered at this time of the year in the 

evening I presume every gardener knows ; if he does 
not, the sooner he pulls off his blue apron and puts on 
à green b one the better for his employer ; for it 
would be wiser to clean knives and shoes well than ruin 
a set of expensive plants. Let any one that has not 
duly idered the evil of ing plants at this 
time of year try the simple experiment upon a soft- 
wooded one of withholding water even to death. Let 
him see how long it will do without, If he sees it flag 
when the sun appears for an hour or two, let him visit 
it before he goes to bed and see how it will have 
stiffened up again. He will soon be convinced that at 
all times and seasons, whether for giving or withhold- 
ing, he should “have a care of the water-pot." — 
Veritas. 
. Hydraulic Machines.—As I take a peculiar interest 
in all that relates to hydraulics, from the fact of m 
having been for many years engaged in the endeavour 

tops of the Swedish Turnip, wherever they can be pro- 
cured, as an early Spring Green, not bitter, like that 
from the common Bullock or white garden Turnip, but 
sweet and tender as Brussels Sprouts. What a pity it is 
to seea valuable article, as this might become, lying 
about the fields, as is the case in this neighbourhood, 
utterly neglected. A thousand tops might be planted 
by one person in half a day, as they need only to be put 
into the ground almost in any way, and almost as close 
together as possible. "They make no root, and cannot 
therefore exhaust the soil Ihave planted more than 
a thousand where nothing will grow but these tops, 

that is, under large branching trees.— Anon. 
Meudon Pine Apples.—1 have not read the remarks 

respecting these Pines with the confidential interest I 
would have done had the writer's name and address 
been appended ; and I should not have made any obser- 
vation on the matter had I not observed, in the leading 
article, that you had procured one of these Meudon 
Pines, which weighed about 8 Ibs. when cut, and now 
that it has lost some of its weight, is far heavier than 
the finest Queen ever cut in this country. Now this is 
evidently a mistake ; for Pines exhibited in London are 
not exactly a eriterion whereby to measure the produc- 
tion of the whole country ; besides, accounts have been 
published in your columns of the present volume of 
heavier Queen Pines than the Meudon Queen which 
had been cut and produced by a Briton. [Where ?] Itis 
well known that I have eut Queens exceeding that weight, 
I have cut a Queen which measured in circumference 
23% inches. I have also cut a Queen that measured in 
height 14} inches. Nevertheless I did not for a moment 
imagine those productions could not be excelled by 
others, or improved on by myself, as I could always ob- 
serve sufficient imperfection to induce me to strive at 

improvement, and this I have but little doubt I shall 

me day plish. Previous observati on the 
cultivation of the Pine will surely to some extent bear 

out these facts, but I will leave others to judge how 

much we poor Britons have to learn to be upsides with 

those great guns of Frenchmen.—James Barnes, Bicton 

Gardens. 
Silkworms.—You enquire, p. 759, whether any of 

your readers have seen or heard of a certain gigantic 

silkworm common to the southern parts of the United 

States. It may not, therefore, be unacceptable to your 

readers to learn some particulars of a silkworm in- 

habiting the banks of the Doce (a tributary of La 

Plata), even if it be not the one mentioned by your 

correspondent as having been seen by the late M. 

Audouin. Three or four years since, in my search after 

persons keeping silkworms in England, I heard of a 

gentleman at Southampton who had some, and went to 

his house. Mr, Humphreys told me that when em- 

ployed in his profession as a civil engineer to survey 

the Doce, to discover if it were practicable to remove 

some rocks in a reach of the upper parts of the Rio 

Doce, in order to render it navigable for the purposes 

of commerce, he found on the banks a large silkworm 

feeding on the Palma Christi, and brought some of its 

cocoons home with him, The chrysalis turned to moth, 

m $ E 

deposited its eggs, which were hatehed in an attie of 

Mr. Humphreys’ house, and I saw from them a beau- 

tiful race, such as I had never seen before, of a bright 

to overcome some natural obstacles in raising water|emerald green, considerably larger than the Italian 

silkworm. Some of them were feeding on plants of the 
Palma Christi (raised by Mr. Page, the celebrated 
landseape gardener and nurseryman at Southampton) 
and some inclosing themselves in their cocoon by wrap- 
ping the leaf of the Palma Christi around them, which 
they do in a curious manner. These silkworms differ 
from all.I have seen, not only in colour but in habits ; 
the Italian moth deposits its eggs soon after quitting 
the cocoon, and dies, the eggs are kept six or eight 
months until food appears for them in the spring. 
These South Americans, on the contrary, fold them- 
selves up in their leaf (evidently a wise provision of 
Nature for their protection) and the chrysalis remains 
within the cocoon until the appointed time when they 
should come forth, they then deposit their eggs, which 
are immediately hatched, and the cocoon made and 
wrapped up as I have said. Mr. Humphreys was kind 
enough to give me a specimen ; the colour is a dull 
pale brown silk, of a coarse texture; the cocoon measures 
4 inches long by 34 in circumference ; it is not round 
but has four flat sides ; the ends instead of being round 
and compact like the Italian, are pointed and loosely 
formed, so that the moth can escape without perforating 
the cocoon. Mr Humphreys was kind enough to 
promise me some eggs, but during a temporary absence 
his colony was neglected, and he lost the race.— 
M. S. V. Whitby, Newlands, near Lymington, Hants, 
= 

Cultivation of the Jerusalem Artichoke.—Not haying 
sufficient roots to plant my ground after supplying the 
requisite wants of the family, I collected all the bottoms 
of the stems of those I had taken up in 1845) that part 
which bears the tubers), and kept them in a damp place 
till March, 1846. ‘They were then planted in rows 
2 feet apart, and 15 inches in the row ; they were 
manured with a light strawy substance, the soil being 
of a strong alluvial nature, with the idea of keeping it 
ight. These sets were covered 3} inches in depth 
with the soil, and they have proved to be an excellent 
crop ; some of the roots producing 13 good sized tubers, 
one measuring 10 inches in length, and 12 inches in 
circumference, with stems upwards of 13 feet in height, 
By this practice all the eatable part of the root may be 
consumed, and there will still remain sets for a further 
supply. It seems to be immaterial what sort of soil it 
is planted in. I have grown it with manure and with- 
outit; on old land and on new ; on a stiff soil and on 
a sandy one; on a black soil and on a light one ; and 
from each success has been obtained.— 4. A., Helming- 
ton Hall, Nov. 16. 
Heating.—The following may bear on Mr. Meek's 

plan, and the objections to the fact of the amount o 
heat lost in the flue, as supposed by “J. H. H., B—k,” 
and as stated by Hazard. A well constructed Arnott’s 
stove, made and used strictly according to his direc- 
tions, radiates or gives off nearly the whole of its heat 
from the body of the stove, so completely so that the 
iron flue would be so cold, 4 feet from it, that the hand 
may grasp it with impunity. This is fact; at least 
when anthracite coals are used, such being the case 
when I observed the fact.—A Practical Man. [Cer- 
tainly. ] 

Over-potting Pelargoniums.—Last year I had an op- 
portunity of seeing in different parts of the country 
plants in cultivation and in bloom that had gone out 
from here, and in every instance I found the same error 
to exist, viz. over-potting, and that too late in the 
season. The consequence of this was seen in great 
leafy plants, succulent shoots, and feeble bloom often 
overrun by the foliage. It is to be hoped this error 
will be avoided in the coming season. it must be borne 
in mind that if Pelargoniums are to have a good head 
of bloom the pots should be full of roots before the 
flowers appear. Every one must have noticed when 
the fancy varieties are turned out of pots and placed in 
the borders what luxuriant foliage they acquire, and 
how very unsatisfactorily they show colour. Itis just 
the same on a smaller seale when over-potted. Nothing, 
in my opinion, could have saved our flowers from con- 

demnation last season but our own exhibitions, the re- 

sult of which I hope justified their being sent out— 
Edward Beck, Worton Cottage. 

The Coping of Garden Walls.—Walls for horticul- 
tural purposes may be of different heights, according to 
the extent, level, or inclination of the ground, or as may 
suit the fancy of the designer, or as it may be intended 
the trees shall be trained ; for instance, walls say 8 or 
9 feet high have a better appearance than walls 12 or 14, 
if the horizontal or pendant modes of training are to be 
adopted. However, for general purposes walls 12 feet 
in height are what I have always recommended, as 
upon these you can plant dwarf trees as permanent 
plants—maiden or trained as the wish may be—with 
tall standards between, four, five, or more years, trained 
to clothe the top part of the wall. Such standards would 
come early into bearing ; they should be reduced as the 
dwarfs progress, and ultimately cut away. Such a 
wall could scarcely fail to give satisfaction for the little 
extra expense incurred as to the difference in height. I 
have always as yet been located where what I consider 
the best and most durable material for coping a sub- 
stantial built wall existed, viz., good freestone and not 
porous. The coping I made use of some years ago for 
a common 18-inch garden wall, or say a south wall, 
flued of 23 ins., was 5 ins. in depth at the face or south 
side ; it was worked perfectly level on the under side or 

bed, then worked off on the top, so as to incline 3 ins. in 
depth on the north side of the wall, throwing all the 
water that fell upon it to that side, and thus the trees 
on the north—an unfavourable aspect as to damp, &c. 
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—were made still worse by that method of coping ;:the 
projection on each side was from 3 to 4 ins., with a 
groove or drip on the north side as near the edge as it 
could be conveniently cut. On the east and west walls 
the face of the coping was shown inside the garden, and 
the water was all thrown off to the outside as before ; 
the joints were joined with cement, The above method 
of coping answers admirably as far as p ing the wall 
irom perishing is concerned, but nothing can be worse 
than te protect the trees on one side at the expense of 
those on the other, and this led me in my next attempt to 
divide the drip equa!!y on either side. The form of coping 

I then adopted was the same as sketch No. 6, allowing a 
projection on each side of 3 inches, with a groove. In 
south walls, under the coping, I fixed irons, so as to 
fix a batten to ward off perpendicular frosts when the 
trees were in bloom, or on which to suspend woollen 
netting. After the trees are out of bloom, and the 
weather mild, the little spray that chances to fall on 
the trees from the coping will be found in practice more 
beneficial than injurious. The joints of the coping 
were put together with mastic in oil. A few years ago 
I put up nearly 300 yards of substantial brick wails, 12 
feet high, coped as above, and they have given every 
satisfaction. Having erected a range of Vineries this 
summer, I had leave to add a portion of wall at each 
end, so as to form two wings, with a view to protect the 
ends of the houses. At the north side are the sheds, 
very near to which runs a belt of timber, so that at the 
north side of those wing-walls no fruit-trees can be 
planted; but one end must answer as a compost 
ground, the other a deposit for coals for the use of 
the Vineries, &c. Above or upon the head-plate of 
the Vineries is built a course of dressed Ashlar stone, 
1 foot in depth, and upon that and on the rest of the 
wall is fixed an Ashlar coping, 6 inches in depth, at the 
face, so that the centre or length of the houses is 18 ins. 
above the wing-walls ; the coping of the walls is 6 ins. at 
the face also, and bevelled off to 34 ins. at the north side, 
where it projects 3j ins. ; but to the south I have only 
allowed a projection of 2 inches, which, in my opinion, 
will be more to the advantage of the trees planted 
against them, as regards their health and fruitfulness, 
than all the 10-inch or 1-foot projecting copings ever 
recommended. The almost unprecedented high tem- 
perature experienced last summer led me to adopt the 
ittle projecti A tl pended against my 
cottage, stood as high as 122° Fahr, and afterwards 
one against the walls several times stood as high as 
118°, 116°, 112°, and 110° (it reached as high as 110° 
two or three times during September), the coping not 
being at that time set out or wrought. What would 
have been the consequence at that time if the trees had 
een in a bearing state, with a projecting coping of 

10 inches or 12 inches? why, solar heat, reflected and 
repelled by a broad coping, would have been so power- 
ful that the trees could not have supported the exces- 
sive drain upon the foliage by evaporation, and would 
have become a prey to red spider; the present year’s 

p would have been without flavour, and woe to the 
fruitfulness of the trees the following season. Those 
observations led me to adopt this little projection in the 
present instance ; still, no doubt, a temporary projec- 
tion is of great use at the time the trees are in bloom, 
and fora time after to protect the bloom and infant 
fruit, or until the weather becomes settled and mild in 
spring. For this purpose I have had irons fixed in the 
wall immediately under the coping, cranked to drop 
1 inch behind the top course of bricks, and again 
cranked so as to drop 1 inch down the face of brick- 
work. It then stands forward 11 inches from the face 
of the wall, with the outer end turned up 1 inch ; those 
irons are fixed 4 feet apart, so that I can secure within 
them a board 11 inches broad, and 1 inch thick close 
under the coping, so levelled as to throw the water off 
the outer edge. Upright laths or spars can be fixed to 
the edge of the board, with cross laths attached, and as 
a further protection netting or bunting can be sus- 
pended at pleasure.—James Roberts, Raby Castle. 

Alve-steep v. Mice, &e.—lt was suggested to me by 
a friend, last season, to try the effect of a solution of 
aloes for steeping Peas, as a preventive to the ravages 
of birds, mice, and slugs, &c., and as it is now about 
time for sowing those intended for an early crop, your 
readers who are desirous of having an abundant erop 
will ensure it by following my plan, The gardener has 
again this year, by my direction, adopted the same 
course, and in fact to secure healthy and plentiful crops 
where they are liable to the above-named depredators, 
I consider the steeping indispensable. The best method 
of making the solution is to pour boiling water on the 
aloes (which can be obtained from any chemist), and 
let it remain till cold; the Peas should be soaked in 
this for about 12 hours. The quantity is not important ; 
One ounce to a quart makes a sufficiently strong solution. 
—W. Tebbitt, Clapham Common. 

Vines.—Your leading article lately contained a 
Speculation, apparently at variance with received prin- 
ciples, that ** the bleeding of the Vine in spring is not 
so Serious an event as is generally believed." But in 
the data adduced, may there not be some (trick) cause 
not exhibited for the phenomena stated. After the 
Vine had been forced during the period necessary for 
the production of the first crop,—may not the forcing 
have been discontinued for the time during which it 
was pruned again, before the forcing for the second 
crop was recommenced? A Vine will bleed less on a 
cool day, than during a warm one. What space of 
time must elapse—after pruning,—before the cut ends 
become seared or secure against bleeding 1—D. S. E 

[The faets are as we have stated. We do not enter | 
into the spirit of those who doubt all evidence except 
their own.] 

Foreign Correspondence. 
Moscow, Sept. 1, 1846.—An excursion from hence to 

Nijni Novgorod (where the great fair is now being held) 
and back has led me over a good deal of country much 
less uninteresting than most of that we crossed from 
Petersburgh here. The distance is near 300 miles in 
an eastward direction, perhaps a little more north than 
Moscow, but the soil in many places must be richer, or 
rather, less poor. Occasionally, it is true, there are 20 
or 30 miles together, in one place 40 miles, of flat sandy 
or boggy Pine forests ; but in others the country is 
hilly, with a good deal of cultivation, and on the banks 
of the Kliasma, particularly about Viasniki and Goro- 
koyskaia, really very pretty. The Rye was in most 
places in, the Oats and Buckwheat just commenced 
cutting appeared to me to be very short crops ; there 
was also a good deal of a small kind of bearded Wheat, 
the ears much smaller and the awns shorter and more 
spreading than the large coarse-bearded Wheat grown 
in the south of France ; very little Barley, and scarcely 
ever any green crops, except Cabbages, near the 
villages and towns. As we returned on Friday and 
Saturday we saw the peasantry employed in sowing the 
autumn grain crops, which is always begun here after 
the fast, which ends on the 15th August, O. S. (27th, 
N. S.). The weather hitherto has been beautiful ; some 
rain has refreshed the ground and brought it into the 
best state for sowing, and they are hastening to get in 
the seed before the break up of the season, which may 
be expected in a fortnight or three weeks at furthest. 
Near Viasniki we passed through two or three miles of 
the only Oak forest I have yet seen. It was apparently 
of 30 or 40 years’ growth since the last cutting, thick, 
and the trees vigorous and healthy ; all Q. pedunculata. 

Nijni Novgorod, or as it is often called for shortness, 
Nijegorod or Nijni, is the best situated town I have yet 
seen in Russia. The town itself, including the ancient 
citadel or Kremlin, is on the edge of the line of hills 
forming the high right bank of the Oka at its junction 
with the Volga, and contains a number of fine buildings 
and churches interspersed with gardens and trees ; the 
lower part of the town stretches along the river under 
and on the side of the hill, and opposite between the 
two rivers and across the Volga extends a vast wooded 
plain, terminated by low hills on the horizon. The 
fair is held between the rivers at their junction. 
Twelve long lines of shops, with dwelling-rooms over 
them, and covered ways round them, separated by 
11 longitudinal streets, and intersected by four cross 
ones, are permanently built of brick ; the central street 
is a very broad one, with a fine church at one end, and 
at the other a handsome building for the governor’s 
residence, with a bazaar, restaurateur, club-room, &c., 
underneath. There are also two cross rows on each 
side of the cathedral, and all round this permanent 
part innumerable booths, eating and lodging-houses 
more or less substantial; countless piles of goods 
covered with matting extend far along the banks of the 
two rivers, and in this fair a temporary population of 
near 300,000 men circulate and transact business for 
millions upon millions of money, not only without dis- 
turbance or confusion, but with a quiet and absence of 
noise and bustle which much surprised me. The goods 
that appeared to be in the greatest quantities are iron, 
Siberian furs, hides, skins, and leather, wooden work 
(for instance, casks, hoops, enormous piles of wooden rims 
for wheels, made here of one piece bent in shape of a 
hoop, &c.), and especially immense piles of boxes of 
Tea from China brought by Siberian merchants, and 
European goods taken by them in return for Siberia 
and China. The broad Oka was almost blocked up by 
the mass of barges which covered for a considerable 
length and extend also up the Volga, and on the long 
wooden bridge over the Oka, connecting the town with 
the fair, an almost continuous line of telegas, tarantases, 
droshkies, and other vehicles for the transport of men 
or goods is circulating cach way from early in the 
morning till dark. The much-talked of variety of 
costume did not strike me, though it would a West- 
European could he be set down at once in the fair 
without passing through Petersburgh and Moscow, for 
the great mass are either with the rough beard, coloured 
shirt, loose trowsers tucked into the boots, and outer 
caftan, or robe of the Russian peasant, or in the more 
or less dressed beard and finer dress forming every 
gradation from the Russian to the European costume of 
the tradesmen and merchants, and only here and there 
a few Persians, Circassians, or Tartars. 

In agricultural produce I saw very little at the fair. 
Harvest being so far from complete itis not the time for 
the sale of much corn; indeed, there did not appear to 
be more than what was brought to market for the con- 
sumption of the temporary population, except, perhaps, 
Cucumbers for salting, cartloads of which covered one 
of the market places, or were being transferred to small 
barges to be carried up the Volga. In the corn and 
fruit-dealers’ shops amongst the bags of nuts of various 
kinds, were quantities of Sunfl ds eaten as nuts 
y the peasantry, and pods of Caroub (Ceratonia) much 

liked by them, under the name of sweet pod, and 
imported, I was told, from Smyrna, 

Societies. — 
BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON. 

Nov. 6.—The Presinenn in the chair. The following 
donations were announced :—50 specimens of Carduus | 

setosus, and some specimens ot Luzula nivea, presented 
by Dr. Dewar. 50 specimens of Galium Vaillantii, 
presented by Mr. G. S. Gibson. 90 specimens of 
Sisyrinehium anceps presented by Mr. J. Lynam. 60 
specimens of Glyceria plicata presented by Mr. T. 
Moore, Upwards of 300 specimens of Spartina, alter- 
niflora collected at Itehen Ferry, near Southampton, in 
September last, by Mr. Hewitt Watson, and Mr. G. E. 
Dennes, The Rev. A. Bloxam presented a copy of his. 
Fasciculus of British Rubi. Some thousands of speci- 
mens of Azorie plants had been received from TT, C. 
Hunt, Esq., her Majesty’s consul at St. Michael's. 
This was in continuation of Mr. H's former series of 
specimens sent to the Society. A large parcel of 
Pyrenean specimens had also been received from Dr. 
Southby. The following papers were read :—“On 
Hieracium maculatum,” by Mr. J. Bladon; “On the 
Potato disease,” by Mr. Maberly. 

MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETY. 
Nov. ll.—The Presipenr in the chair. W. A. 

Boyle, Esq., was elected a Fellow. A paper was read 
by Mr. Quekett, entitled * Additional Observations on 
the Intimate Strueture of Bone." After alluding to 
his previous researches on the form of the bone-cells in 
the various classes of animals, and their application to. 
Palzontology, the author stated that he had recently 
had an opportunity of examining the Proteus siren, 
and Menobranchus, a group of reptiles which ap. 
proached in many of their characters the fish. In these 
animals the bone-cells were very large, much larger 
than in the other reptiles, They had also large blood- 
globules, and he had found that the size of the bone- 
cells was always proportionate to that of the blood- 
globules ; that where the one was small, the other was. 
small also, The bone-cells of these animals resembled 
more those of fish than of reptiles, and assisted to con- 
firm Professor Owen’s view of their piscine natuxe.—A. 
paper was read from Mr. John King, of Ipswich, on a 
new arrangement of microscopic objects to produce 
polarisation of light. This paper was followed by a 
discussion in which Mr. Varley, Mr. Legg, and other 
members took part, in which it was stated that some 
objects were better defined through the agency of the 
colours of polarised light than by common light, 

LINNEAN SOCIETY. 
Nov. 17.—E, Forster, Esq., V. P., in the chair. 

A collection of dried plants from the neighbourhood of 
Sydney, collected by J. E. Bicheno, Esq., late Secretary 
of the Society, was presented by him to the museum, 
A small collection of plants, found about Wellington, 
Van Diemen’s Land, was presented by Mr. James 
Bonwick. Francis J. Graham, Esq., and William 
White Williams, Esq., were elected Fellows. W. Han- 
son, Esq., was elected an associate. "The Assistant- 
Secretary read a portion of Dr. Buchanan Hamilton’s 
Commentary on Van Rheede's * Hortus Malabaricus.” 
The portion read consisted of descriptions and identi- 
fications of various species of Cucurbits. 

BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH. 
Nov. 12.—Dr. Batrour in the chair.—At this the 

first meeting for the session the following communiea- 
tions were read :—1. On three species of Glyceria, by 

r. F. Townsend, Ilmington, Warwickshire. In this 
paper the author gave full descriptions of Glyceria 
fluitans, Br., G. plicata, Fries, and of a supposed new 
species found in Cambridgeshire an arwickshi 
which he proposes to name G. hybrida, and pointed out 
the distinctions by which they may be known from ea 
other. The paper will appear in the “ Annals of Natu- 
ral History.” 2. Dr. Balfour read a description of 
Exogonium Purga, Benth., the true Jalap plant, and 
noticed some points connected with its medical history. 
The Jalap plar: was for a long time referred to Convol- 
vulus Jalapa of Linneeus and Willdenow, or Ipomoea 
macrorhiza of Michaux, a native of Vera Cruz. It has 
recently been proved, however, from various sources, 
to be the plant now under notice, which grows in the 
hill eountry, near Jalapa in Mexico, at a height of 
about 6000 feet above the level of the sea. The plant 
was first sent to the Edinburgh Botanic Garden by Dr. 
Christison, who received it from Dr. Coxe, Philadel- 
phia, and it has flowered several times in a cold frame, 
lt belongs to the natural order Convolvulacese. The 
genus Exogonium has been separated from Ipomoa by 
Choisy, on account of its exserted stamens. Specimens 
of the recent plant were exhibited. Dr. B. also de- 
scribed Stenocarpus Cunninghami of Hooker, and ex- 
hibited a fresh specimen in flower. This plant has 
been long known in gardens under the name of Agnos- 
tus sinuatus, It is a small evergreen tree, belonging 
to the natural order Proteacesx, sub-order Folliculares, 
and tribe Grevillee. It was found by Allan Cunning- 
ham on the banks of the Brisbane River, Moreton Bay; 
and is remarkable for its umbellate inflorescence, and 
showy orange-searlet flowers, with reflexed and sub- 
secund segments of the perianth. The plant was first 
introduced into the Royal Gardens at Kew, whence it 
has been distributed over the kingdom. It has flowered 
this season for the first time in Britain, 3. Remarks 
on a Pyrola found in Lancashire, by Mr. Kenyon. Spe- 
cimens of this plant, which is considered by its dis- 
covereras a new species, and which he proposes to 
call P. maritima, in allusion to the localities in which 
it is generally found, were shown to the meeting. It is 
nearly allied to P. rotundifolia, from which it may be 
distinguished by its size, the form and length of its 
sepals, and length of the stamens. Some excellent. 
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botanists who have examined it, are of opinion that it 
is only a variety of that species. Mr. W. M'Ivor, of 
the Kew Gardens, sent specimens of an Orobanche, con- 
sidered by him to be O. lucorum, Braun, gathered on 
Epsom Downs ; also Thorea ramosissima, from Stud- 
ley, Yorkshire, and Hormospora mutabilis, from the 
Thames, near Walton. A series of beautiful photogra- 
phie delineations of various forms of leaves, prepared 
by Mr. J. Lumsdaine, jun., of Lathallan, Fife, was ex- 
hibited, and an account read of the process by which 
they were obtained. There were also exhibited a col- 
lection of Rubi from the Rev. A. Bloxham, Twyeross, 
Leicestershire, containing some new species and varie- 
ties. Framed portraits of the late Professor Graham, 
Sir Wm. Hooker, Robert Brown, Esq., and Dr. Neill, 
were presented to the Society from Mrs. Graham. Mr. 

avies presented excellent dried specimens of 20 
Species of Agarics, collected by himself in the neigh- 
bourhood of Edinburgh. 

SR ebíetos. 
A second volume of the new edition of Beckmann's 

History of. Inventions, 8vo. (Bohn), already noticed at 

P. 535, has been issued. It contains many capital 
articles, of which those on zine, Madder, plant skeletons, 
sowing-machines, Indigo, kitchen vegetables, hops, and 
blacklead are more especially interesting to our readers. 
The commencement of the chapter on soap is in Beck- 
mann’s best style :— 

* That the first express mention of soap oceurs in 
Pliny and Galen, and that the former declares it to be 
an invention of the Gauls, though he prefers the 
German to the Gallic soap, has already been remarked 
by many. Pliny says that soap* was made of tallow and 
ashes ; that the best was made of goats’ tallow and the 
ashes of the Beech-tree, and that there were two kinds 
Ofit, hard and soft. The author of a work on simple 
medicines, which is ascribed to Galen, but which, how- 
ever, does not seem to have been written by that author, 
and of which only a Latin translation has been printed, 
speaks of soap being made by a mixture of oxen, goats’, 
or sheep’s tallow, and à lye of ashes strengthened with 
quicklime. He says the German soap was the purest, 
the fattest, and the best, and that the next in quality 
was the Gallic. This account corresponds more ex- 
actly with the process used in Germany at present ; 
whereas the French use mineral alkali, and instead of 
tallow, employ oil, which appears to be a later in- 
vention. Pliny in his deseription does not speak of 
quicklime ; but as he mentions a mixture of goats’ 
tallow and quicklime a little before it, it is probable 
that the use of the latter was then known at Rome. 
Gallic and German soap are often mentioned by later 
writers, as well as by the Arabians, sometimes on ac- 
count of their external use as a medicine, and some- 
times on account of their use in washing clothes. The 
latter purpose is that for which soap is principally em- 
ployed in modern times ; but it does not seem to have 
been the cause of German soap being introduced at 
Rome. Washing there was the occupation of indigent 
seourers, who did not give themselves much trouble 

ing foreign liti he German soap, 
with which, as Pliny tells us, the Germans coloured their 
air red, was imported to Rome for the use of the 

fashionable Roman ladies and their gallants. " There is 
no doubt that the pile Mattiace, which Martial recom- 
mends as a preventive of gray hair ; the caustica spuma 
with which the Germans died their hair; and the 
Batavian froth or lather which the Romans employed 
for colouring theirs,[ were German soap. It is pro- 

able that the Germans tinged it with those plants 
which were sent to Rome for dyeing the hair ;§ and, 
according to the modern manner of speaking, it was 
more properly a kind of pomade than soap. z 

* It appears that the Romans at first considered hair- 
soap as an ointment made from ashes ; for we read in 
various passages of ancient authors, that the hair was 
dyed by means of ashes, or an ointment made of ashes 
and a certain kind of oil. It is, however, possible that 
they may have had such a kind of ointment, which un- 
doubtedly would be of a saponaceous nature, before 
they were acquainted with the German soap, or that 

* It is beyond all doubt that the " were 
derived from the German sepe, which has been retained in the 
Low German, the oldest and original dialect of our language. 

In the High German this derivation has been rendered a little 
more undistinguishable by the p being changed into the harder 
f. Such changes are common, as schap, schaf; schip, schif, &c. 

ords sapo and ci 

t Caustiea Teutonicos accendit spuma capillos, ——— 

ivis poteris cultior esse comis, —Mart. xiv. 26. 
These lines are generally explained in this manner :—* Dye 
thy hair with soap, and it will become more beautiful than that 
of the Germans.” But in this case all the wit of the advice is 
lost; and the e: ression, *‘eris cultior quam come captive,” 

ery improper. I should rather translate them as 
follows :—“ Let the Germans dye their hair with pomade ; as 
they are now subdued, thou mayest ornament thyself better 
with a peruke made of the hair of these captives.” This was a 

Piece of delicate flattery to Domitian and the Roman pride. 

That prince thought he had conquered the Germans ; and the 
most beautiful German hair, that which was not dyed, could 

be procured, therefore, at Rome, much easier than before. If 
the title of this epigram was written by Martial himself, it 
contains the first mention of the word sapo, 

} Fortior et tortos servat vesica capillos, 
Et mutat Latias spuma Batava comas.—Mart. viii, 23, 19. 

The first line of the above proves that people then covered their | } 
heads, in the night time, with a bladder to keep their hair, 
after it was dressed, from being deranged; and a bladder was 
‘undoubted! fit for that use as the nets and cauls employed 
for the like purpose at present. 

$ Femina canitiem Germanis inficit herbis, 
Ovidius De Arte Amandi, iii. 163, 

they imitated the German pomade with different 
variations.* 

As soap is everywhere used for washing at present, 
a question arises what substitutes were employed before 
it was invented. Those with which I am acquainted 
I shall mention and endeavour to illustrate. They are 
all still used, though not in general ; and they are all 
of a soapy nature, or at least have the same effects as 
soap; so that we may say the ancients used soap with- 
out knowing it.” 

Garden Memoranda. 
Horticultural Society's Garden, Turnham Green.— 

Since Mr. Fortune’s appointment to the Chelsea Botanie 
Gardeh, the hothouse and hardy departments have been 
consolidated, and are now under the superintendence of 
Mr. Gordon. The large mass of Leelia superbiens in 
the stove is throwing up 9 strong flowering spikes, being 
two more than it had on it last year. The singular 
Crinum-like Exostema aquaticum was also in bloom, 
and the very useful Gesnera Herbertiana, whose leaves 
are less handsome than those of G. zebrina, but whose 
flowers equal in brilliancy and beauty those of that 
species.—In the greenhouse was in bloom Mr. Fortune's 
Jasminum nudiflorum, a pretty species, likely to prove 
hardy,—In the'Orchid House, the mass of Phalaenopsis 
amabilis exhibited so often in Regent.street was still 
in bloom, and likely to continue so all the winter, Inthe 
flower-garden, in front of these houses, some neat-looking 
span-roofed pits have been erected, in which it is con- 
templated to plant Mr. Fortune's Preonies and other 
plants, and which would form excellent pits for pro- 
tecting stock in winter. They are set on about 18 inches 
in height of brickwork, the ends forming nearly an 
equilateral triangle, the side being 3 ft. 12 in. in length. 
At the west side of the experimental garden is a new 
Conservatory erected by Messrs. Hartley and Co. It 
measures 36 feet in length, and 30 feet in width. The 
roof—a ridge and furrow one—is divided into five 
spans, the outside span rising off a perpendicular 
elevation of about nine feet, and the centre ones 
supported on neat iron columns. The roof, the only 
portion eompleted, is glazed with excellent glass in 
panes upwards of three feet in length, and 134 inches in 
width. The house, which just now contains a nice 
group of Pinuses in pots, is not to be heated for the 
present, In front of Mr. Gordon's pits has also 
lately been erected a long additional range for keeping 
stock in winter. It is built to face the north, this aspect 
being most favourable for preserving vegetation in a 
steady state, the sudden alternations of sunshine and 
frost to whieh our winter days are subject being in a 
reat measure avoided. The Large Conservatory was 
gay with Chrysanthemums, which are, however, 
hardly so fine as usual. Several winter flowering 
Heaths also adorned the shelves, such as hiemalis, 
erubescens, transparens, cruenta, 
Lueulia gratissima promises soon 
beauty, the Camellias will also soon be in blossom, and 
some of the Orange trees are profusely loaded with 
fruit, whose beautiful colour forms a striking contrast 
with the deep green leaves. Trained up the rafters the 
new Tacsonia mollissima, the finest of its class, was put- 
ting forth here and there a vagrant blossom, besides 
various other ‘plants, introduced with the view of re- 
lieving the otherwise monotonous appearance that ge- 
neraliy prevails in such houses at this season. — In 
pits in the kitchen garden department were some 
young Potatoes, raised from tubers of 1846, which had 
pushed and had been planted with a view to ascertain 
how they might succeed with regard to the prevailing 
disease. As yet, however, no satisfactory result could 
be obtained. They were chiefly early sorts. Adjoin- 
ing them were some pits bottomed with slate, rendered 
water tight at the joints by cement, and so contrived that 
both top and bottom heat could be provided by iron tanks, 
with tile covers placed i diately below the } i 
Two slate: slabs, placed perpendicularly, formed, as it 
were, a slate cistern, so placed as to leave an aperture 
6 inches in width, along the front and back for the as 
cent of top heat. These pits have been found to work 
well, and will keep in good repair for a length of time, 
slate being imperishable in such a situation. Much 
of the winter Spinach in the kitchen garden, both 
Flanders and Lettuce-leaved, has rotted off both root 
and top, something after the manner of Potatoes. The 
plants, however, which have escaped appear now to be 
oing well. The Pomeranian Cabbage has proved to 

be an excellent variety—the heads hard and conical, 
and tapering to a long sharp point. We also observed 
a very good variety of dwarf Brussels Sprout, which 
had been obtained from Mr, Lauder, market gardener, 
near Edinburgh. A Lettuce called the Artichoke- 
leaved, although somewhat ragged, has been found to 
be a good tender variety, and to stand the winter better 
than other Cos Lettuces.—In the Orchard the portion of 
the Peach border not renovated two years ago 

* Valer, Max. i. 5, p. 135 : Capillos cinere rutilarunt. 
Ad rutilam speciem nigros flavescere crines, 
Unguento cineris prodixit Plinius auctor. 

Serenus, De Medic. iv. 56. 
Serenus seems to allude to a passage of Pliny. xxiii. 2, p. 306, 
where he speaks of an ointment made from the burnt lees of 
vinegar and oleum. lentiscinum. The same thing is mentioned 
in Dioscorides, v. 132, p. à Servius, JEn. iv. quotes the 

following words from Cato : ** Mulieres nostro cinere capillum 
ungitabant, ut rutilus esset crinis." Alex. Trallianus, 1, 3, 
gives directions how to-make an ointment for gray hair from. 
soap and the ashes of the white flowers of the Verbascum. The 
Cinerarii, however, of Tertullian, lib. ii. ad uxor. 8, p. 641, 
seem to have been only hair dressers, who were so called be- 
cause they warmed their curling-irons among the hot ashes. 

is being done now. This is effected by removiog the 
old soil entirely next the wall, and replacing it, to the 
depth of 2 feet, with fresh North Hyde loam, and good 
soil from another part of the border. 

The Garden Committee, in conneetion with the Coun- 
eil, having determined to provide a reading-room for 
the improvement of the men in the garden, it was 
opened for the first time on Monday evening last. 
An introductory lecture was delivered by Professor 
Lindley, who commenced by stating that the object of the 
room was to enable the young men in the garden te 
improve their minds, and to assist them in obtaining 
that amount of knowledge which alone could render 
them superior to the common herd of men. Know- 
ledge, he said, was power, and offered the only means 
of raising gardeners in the scale of society, and of im- 
proving their wages ; and this he went on to illustrate 
at some lengih. The sort of knowledge most essential 
to gardeners was stated to be the art ef gardening, of 
observing, the knowledge of vegetable physiology, 
botany, physical geography, and a certain amount o 
chemistry, with other subjects belonging to usual 
education. Of these, not the least important was 
mentioned to be the art of observing, and this 
was exemplified by a variety of very interesting ex- 
periments, all tending to prove that more than a mere 
superficial examination of subjects is often necessary 
in order to arrive at truth. Besides the intrinsic value 
of these kinds of knowledge, in themselves, they were 
also said to promote the formation of orderly and sys- 
tematic habits, qualities of paramount importance in a 
gardener. The art of reading was also introduced to 
consideration, more especially the necessity of making 
notes of what is read. 

Dr. Lindley, in conclusion, expressed a hope that this 
small beginning would lead to greater results ; that the 
course now taken by the Horticultural Society and 
others would be followed by every large establishment 
all over the country, and that by this and similar means 
a more solid foundation would be laid for that great 
school of British gardening which other countries might 
rival, but could never hope to excel. 

These form a very brief outline of the more import- 
ant heads of the lecture. The walls of the room—at 
present a temporary one—are furnished with maps and 
plans of continental gardens ; and it was mentioned that 
if the objects of the room were likely to be appreciated 
by the men (as they no doubt will be), the Council 
would give them further support, and future lectures 
would be occasionally given. Besides various kinds 
of mathematical instruments, we understand that 
the library now contains about 175 different works, 
the greater part of which are of direct importance to 
the pursuits of gardeners, and all of whieh are suited to 
enlarge and improve the mind. For the Principles of 
Gardening there are many of the works of Darwin, 
Johnson, Knight, Lindley, and others. The Practice of 
Gardening, a distinct matter, although dependent upon 
a correct knowledge of principles, is illustrated by all 
the best writers on general subjects ; as, for example, 
by the dictionaries of Miller, Johnson, Loudon, and 
Paxton, and the special treatises of many of the best 
gardeners of the present day. Repton’s “ Landscape 
Gardening,’ “ Alison on Taste," and Downing's “ Cot- 
tage Residences,” furnish, as far as they go, correct 
views of laying out grounds; and the old work of 
James is then to be studied in connection with these 
writers, when geometrical gardens have to be planned. 
For Vegetable Physiology and Systematic Botany, there 
is the very useful illustrated work of * Baxter on 
British Flowering Plants,” many excellent introductions 
to botany, suited to different capacities, the * Vegetable 
Kingdom,” Smith's * English Flora," Tournefort's old 
but invaluable “ Institutions," Loudon's Eneyelopsedias 
of Plants and of Trees and Shrubs, with the Catalogues 
of Steudel, Sweet, Paxton, Donn, and Loudon. 

For those who wish to study Chemistry, and no man 
ean be a great gardener who does not understand the 
elements of that science, there are the capital and very 
simple introductions of Professor Solly and Mr. Sparkes, 
and the works of Davy, Liebig, and others for those 
who are so far advanced as to be able to understand 
them. Elementary works on Arithmetic, Land-survey- 
ing, and simple Mathematics have been selected with 
eare,and it is expected that Brook Taylor's “Per- 
spective,” Loudon's invaluable “ Self Instruction,” some 
elementary works of the Messrs. Chambers, Ritehie's 
* Arithmetic,” and a few others, will enable everybody 
to make progress in such subjects. Nor has what may 
be called Natural Philosophy, so indispensable to all 
persons, whatever their station in life, been neglected ; 
there are Daniell's “ Meteorological Essays," Hood’s 
and Bernan’s works on “ Heating and Ventilating,” with 
Tredgold's * Principles of Warming and Ve:.tilating,” 
whieh, when they have been properly studied, may be 
succeeded by others. 

In Physical Geography there is provided Traill’s 
* Physical Geography," Bankes's * Geography," and 
some other elementary works, with a good Atlas and 
an excellent Terrestrial Globe, together with Mr. Back- 
house’s instructive “ Travels in Australia and the Cape 
of Good Hope,” with some other valuable books of 
travels. 

Finally, there are various works,which, although they 
a 

f Inventions," Brande's 
cience,” an abridged edition of Shakspeare, Crabb's 
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«Technological Dictionary.” This class of works, if 
judiciously selected, is of much importance in develop- 
ing the intelligence of all men, be their station in life 
what it may. 

Calendar of Operations. 
(For the ensuing Week.) 

CONSERVATORIES, STOVE, 

The conservatory being now replete ‘ith, gaiety, care 
must be taken in the very first place that all drip from 
the roof is avoided. To accomplish this, very little 
water must be applied in any shape, excepting what is 
absolutely necessary at the root. However, under these 
circumstances, 2 very moderate amount of atmospheric 
heat must be allowed ; for, wherever heat is allowed 
(in the gardening acceptation of that term), there must 
be atmospheric moisture, or the plants will soon show 
marks of debility; therefore the true conservatory 
policy, from the end of November until the early part 
of February, is to keep as low a temperature as possible, 
consistently with the main object in view, viz. enabling 
plants with duly organised buds to develop their blos- 
soms in a proper way. This, I say, is the principal ob- 
ject ; their continuance in bloom, and the preservation 
of their tints, follow i in close connection. A still atmo- 
sphere must be The must be 
moderate ; about 45° to 55° by day, and 40° to 45° by 
night, will be quite sufficient for the present. Stove 
and Orchids.—Go on quietly ; keep a similar atmo- 
sphere to that recommended for the conservatory, but 
about 10° higher. A little more atmospheric moisture 
must be allowed, however, in proportion to the extra 
heat, according to the fore-named principles. Mixed 
Greenhouse. —Observe the remarks on Conservatory 
management. Forcing pit.—If a mere pit of ferment- 
ing matter, a very free ventilation must occasionally be 
allowed, or the moisture will be overpowering. 
bottom-heat of 75? ought to be secured ; this: is indis- 
pensable. The pots should be about half plunged in 

Keep the atmospherie heat very low at 
first, about 55? to 60? in the day, with as much air as 
can be managed, and 50? to 55? by night, still leaving 
air more or less. 

KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING. 
Pines.—Late-swelling fruiters, which have had no 

water for weeks, may receive a Tittle more tepid ma- 
nure-water. There is, however, room for grave doubts 
as to whether it is absolutely necessary after this 
period. Of those managed in the old style (in houses 
or pits with flues), there is no doubt that such would 
require it. By modern plans, however, a much greater 
amount of atmospheric moisture is indulged in; and 
this should be duly considered. When sunshine occurs, 
iustead of giving air,let the thermometer rise to 809. 
or even 905, after whieh give air. Early Vinery.—1f 
the former directions have been attended to, little can 
yetbeadded. As before obseryed, commence ' gradually. 
If there is fermenting matter within the house, let it be 
turned or stirred onee a week, in order to pro- 
mote fermentation; taking care to keep it moist. 
Peaches.—Proceed as with the Vines for the present, 
Cucumbers.—Those who have winter plants in pits or 
frames must be sure to keep the glass perfectly clean. 
So much depends on the mode of heating that it is al- 
most impossible to offer advice which may prove ser- 
viceable. One or two points, however, apply to all. If 
much atmospheric moisture be applied, so as to lodge 
on the leaves in a general way, ventilate, or by other 
means dry the dew off the leaves for an hour or two 
every day. Secure a day heat of 70°, allowing 85° 
max, in sunshine, and 60? to 65? by night. Mushroom- 
house.—Keep the floor constantly wet, Be moderate 
in the use of fire-heat—i5° to 60° is sufficient. Any 
late made beds not yet showing, on which the soil i 
become husky, may be slightly sprinkled before the 
Spawn comes through. 

FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES, 
Now that the leaves are off the trees and shrubs, let 

the shrubberies have a thorough cleaning. Rose stocks 
should be procured forthwith and planted on rich soil 
for budding purposes. Examine pillar and trellis 
Roses, and see if the soil wants renewing or the kinds 
changing. Roomy holes should be made for choice 
kinds, capable of containing three or four barrows of 
soil. Turfy loam of a sound character is the chief 
thing ; to this adda portion of rich rotten manure and, 
if at ied a little sandy peat or leaf soil. 

TCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHA 
Salads. The proper preservation of Sins is one 

of the most important winter duties of a gardener, and 
great difference exists in practice on this head. The 
old Dutch mode of procuring good Lettuce through the 
whole winter is pretty well known ; indeed many know 
it who are not able to practise it for” the want of spare 
frames or pits. Those who desire to have good 
Lettuce in this way need be under no apprehension of 
the difficulty, provided they are willing to undergo the 
expense of frames. However, for ordinary purposes, 
the best way is to grow a considerable breadth of 
Lettuce from the Aug ust sowings ; that of the first 
week is eligible. This jme tied and blanched betimes 
in October, may be taken up and heeled close together 
and covered with straw mats or otherwise. The same 
may be said of Endive. Two points are very necessary, 
viz., to promote the circulation of dry air or winds 
through them at all times, and to keep out frost. Much 
remains to be said on this head, which the Calendarial 
limits will not permit. I must therefore reserve some 
further remarks for a future period. Orcharding. — 

Proceed with pruning, nailing, &e., without a moment's 
delay, in proper weather. 

OTTAGERS' GARDENS. 
The Potato pit should be carefully examined, and all 

suspicious ones removed and used forthwith. Where 
2 cow is kept, the decaying leaves from all the various 
greens should be collected once a week. Those which 
are become yellow are, of course, useless ; but abund- 
ance will befound on Broccoli, Savoys, Brussels Sprouts, 
&c., on the lower parts of the stem, whieh will be of 
Serviee to the cow. Continue to plant Potatoes as 
ground can be spared. 

FORESTING. 

This is an excellent planting season, and not a day 
should be lost, for frost and snow may shortly be ex- 
pected ; a continuance of them may suspend these ope- 
rations till February. Let young trees annoyed by 
hares or rabbits be protected; any simple nauseous 
mixture will keep them off until they seek other food. 
Make preparation for new hedgerows, break the soil 
up as deep as possible, and introduce as much turfy or 
vegetable matter as can be spared. 

State of she Weather near London, for the week ending Nov. 06, 1848, as 
vedat the Horticultura) Garden, Chiswick. 

T [ BAnowsrmx. Nov. 

Frid. 20 
Sat. 1 
Sun. 22 

on. 
Tues. . 24 

Wed. 25 43 
Thurs, i6 29.932 | 53 | 80 

Avera " 
Tov. 90 Cloudy and boisterous; lig e ae night 

31 Pardislly overcast; very ̂ in 
Fine: ov clenr; 

ady ; densely overcast; rain 
3)—Hozy and damp; rain 
IER ein threaghout 2 
26—Parsially clouded ; very fine; clears oM at night, 

mperatureof the week 7 deg. above the average, 

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 20 years, for the 
ng Week ending Dec 5, 1246. 

| Provalling Winds 
NES 

2 

eru. 1 Greatest 
Nov. iin Loma denn pur uantity 

PIT " Of Rain 

44 | s | aaa] n 0.56 in. 
808 | 3&6 |4€4| 12 0.31 

501 | 389 | 445 0.95 
48.5 | 36.1 | ata} m 0.51 
487 | 389 423 9 0.17 
470 | 8&2 | 42.6 9 0.14 

at. 5| «64 | 356 41.0 | vais 
e highest cemperature during the above period ieenderetion the bihy 

on hen. 8677 and the lowerton the Sth, 1244—therm, 14°, 

Notices to Correspondents, 
— Loudon's “ Encyclopedia of Gardening,” 

‘Self Instruction for Young Gardeners,” and 
“The Theory of Horticulture,"— —J' E M—The last men- 
tioned, wit new edition of DUNS Catalogue, the 
** Vegetable AER and “ Schoo! 

Corracers—M B—You had better procure Pastore ** Cotta- 
ger's Calendar: K nona reguire a treatise to give you the 
information you seek ; you will probably find all you wantin 
that invaluable iile Es 

FORCING FRAME—. H—The situation is excellent, Sink the 
bed below the ground level, about one-half its bulk, provided 
water can be prevented from lodging ; whether shale or soil 
is immaterial, if such can be le Is it worth 
while, however, to excavate rock o! n p rpose? The bed may 
be above the level, only it will require more attention and 
manure in linings. The leaves should be those recently 
fallen, and must be io together, and well fermented, 
previous to. building the 1t should be at least 4 feet 
high at back, at this demde It is immaterial what frame is 
used, provided height for the plants is afforded, The leaves 
and dung should be moist and trodden tolerably firm, Ji 

Fumication—C M C— a pe carbonate of ammonia, in 
water, will kill green ave but Il plants are not able to bear 
it; some leaves become br dium me drop off, and it ruins 
paint. It does very well for Roses ; see p. 371, 1846. Try 
Tobaceo-water. 

GOOSEBERRIES—A Subseriber—Preferring flavour to size, the 
following varieties will suit your purpose :—/ed : Red Cham- 
pagne, Red Warrington, Keens? Sealing, Rough Red, Red 
Turkey, Rob Roy, Ironmonger. Woodward’s White- 
smith, Early White, White Fig, olor 
White Se Green: Early Green Hairy, Hebburn Green 
Prolific, Pitmaston Green Gage, Green Walnut. Y 

q ombultion, y excellent for bottling ; Yellow Ohampagne.|| 
is not practicable to Bc you an answer 

E your inquiry sitione being on the spot. /You should con- 
sult Plumridge. We presume that soot collects in the bend 
of your ehimney, where it dips down. Why can you no 
make it rise instead of fall ? Mt leafis amartyr to the red 
spider. Your house is much to 

—As there are go a insects, &c., all called 
wireworms, whose habits are very different, we cannot give 
you advice until you have sent some specimens in a pill-box. 
R.—M D—It is ety clavatus which lives upon th 
beetles, May we beg of you to send us some of these that 
we may publish AGE history. Cannot you have the bed- 
steads taken to pieces and kiln dried, or put into an oven for 
15 or 20 minutes ? ifnot, wash the furniture well with spirits 
of EUER using a painter's brush, and repeat it occa- 
UM until you find no dust falls from the holes. £z. —— 

e When frost comes the insects will disappear. They 
are called Aleyrodes proletella. Theleaves with the brown 
scales under them must be taken OU eum burnt, as the 
little white flies are bred from them. R.——J L H—Your 
interesting queries require too long answers for our Notices, 

learn. QU to satisfy your curiosity, the 
caterpillar shall form t for an essay. R. 

JERUSALEM mrenoxts- Youghal Our r columns of last week 
PE TES give nformation we possess, 

Lzavrs—C T R—Such spots ae “ound every year upon dying 
Sycamore leaves : yours are blotehed excessively ; we see no 
other difference.— —us in DUE We Shen T Piso supposed 
that your leaves were suffering from cold and wet; but itis 
impossible to speak with. certainty in the absence 6 inspec- 
tion of your place. 3 guano is not likely to have pro- 
duced the DI DES x warm and drier atmosphere would, 
pr SEDE) n the 

MANURE—A Be, aac odin ashes, in small quantities, are 
beneficial tos AU ds cf KEAT: vy land as a top-dressing, and 
orked in; and they will sometimes assist light land also. 

They are dom improved if soaked with putrid urine. We 
attach much value to them.—0O Z S—Mix your night soil 
with n decayed FERAN and all such rubbish ; cover 
it with gypsum, cinder ashes, Son dust, dead leaves, 
peat, ux Ake such material, and put a good thickness of soil 
over all. ew months, when uie smellis gone, turn the 
heap well over, and it will be a very strong, excellent manure 

| for all purposes, There is no difficulty in fruiting the Kish- 
mish Vine that we ever heard of ; t bears abundantly on an 
open wall; but it wants heat to ri 

MULBERRIES—J S M—Cuttings of hede may be put in pots now, 
and in spring, put them in moderate heat, An old plant may 
e forced.|| 

| Names or Frourr—W—Not known : it is russeted and coloured 
like the Pomme Royale, but it has $i Mies depression about 
the eye, and appears to ron earliei 

Names or PLANTS— When plants is Es to be named, it is 
most particularly requested tha t they may be in flower, and 
as perfect as circumstances permit. Most especially is it 
requested that the country sence they have been received, 
and whether they ane annuals, A RTE » shrubs, hardy, 
greenhouse, gros ove plants gay be stated ; because speci- 
mens by post are generally and incomplete, and much 
valuable time, which such information rou I is need- 
l wasted T A B—1, Catasetum luri Rodri- 
guezia penie lia; 3, Catasetum deltoideum ; m. E] eSa 

atum; P ; Ñaxillaria pallidifora ; 6, Cat: um Hookeri 
S—Physalis pubescens, alias edulis yO P— 

Pteris longifolia ; it is not reasonable to ask us to waste 
fie ah ee out the names of morsels of Ferns without 
fructification, and of other plants, especially miserable 
Onion without tlower.— George Geggie—Y our Bama is 
no variety of Rubus fruticosus, which is an en fi 

atue m ec: di is a cut-leaved state of one of the cor; 
a is probably the R. laciniatus of Atea — 
APpR Ry some species of Callitris, but Impossible to 
say what from such a do rey perar 
beautiful little plant is a Scinthian, id which we are d 
quainted. It may, per e S. gemniflora, which is sald 
to have purple flowers. n um ap logis e for having mis- 

are varieties of lai your note M Stansficla— 
Zygop. M TERN botanie al ER on. 

New [ese Walls first : uses afterwards. Upon refer- 
ring, to our previous ND. you will see that Mr. Meek 
Me bis house to be seen any Wednes: Mter one 

lock. other correspondent near London also to-day 
RS his willing gne: ow his Polmaised houses. Good 
Walcheren Brocoli i is hard to get. Apply to your seedsman, 

Oncnanp—2 B— Ground that has been dug out 7 or 8 feet, and 
to within 1 foot of ‘the lowest practical drainage, is not at all 
likely to answer for orchar do make the ex- 
periment, you ought to trench the ground well, and plant the 
trees on ridges, before spring. The hardiest kitchen 
will be most proper. Potato crops are the br meliorat- 
ing the soil where young fruit trees are planted.]| 

PEARS—A Subser Van Mons Leon le Clerc is a large 
oblong fruit ofi first ate quality, ripe in October and Novem- 
er || — toL —F ov espaliers in a warm shallow soil. 
Re d Doy sini, Seckle, ds Bonne (of Jersey), 2 Marie 
Louise, ss Bose, Beurré Diel, 2 Hacon's Incomparable, 

Winter Nelis, Trout, Napoleon, 2 Thompson’s, 3 Glout 
Morceau, 3 Pa asse Colmar, 2 Knight’s Monarch, 2 Ne plus 
Meuris, Jean de Witte, 2 Easter Beurré, 2 2 Beurré Rance.|| 

Pinus PATULA—W T— s stood out ‘unprotected, in the 
garden of the Horticultural Society, since 1841, andis now 
8 feet 2 inches in height, and 8 feet across the bottom 
branches. It was only 2 in. in height when planted out, and 
has never had any protectio: severe winters the 
gus GRtHellet e ARR ER ABeCo we by frost, 

PonwAisE HEATING—Ar. George Nichols, of Leeds, states that 
e has succeeded in applying this principle, using a stone 
rm for the tank. He adds that “ the moisture given out 
is sufficient, and has a wonderful effect upon the growth of 
the ER Tobacco smoke passed into the cold air drain at 
the lowest part makes its appearance in a few seconds at the 
opening where the hot airenters the house. The apparatus 
can be stopped, or the hot air turned off, when not wa GE 
which val he fonndes boon atten’ frosty night followed b; 
nope We ha: one through xd 
two very a letters, and we conclude that you do understand 
the piney jle of Po AM pair of making 
the plans more intelligible to you. a ae 
dnb of guiding builders and others ; inc 
that theordinary rules of ri presenting c Sum in such figures 
should be "ups art we cannot teach. he 
return flue, P, is the Re Md; we quite misunderstoo: 
'our ques on. Ithas no communication whatever with the 

cold air gms Z is a separation of the chimney return flue 
from R, space below which d filled with rubbish, A 
SEE TR is id small ex al shed in which the furnace of a 
greenhouse, with its fuel, dc. is placed. ERE Reine Claude 
Violette Plum is a very fine kind of Purple Gage ; it is one of 
the best Plums known. We don ot recommend the Windsor 
Peai e so crowded with other m: 1at we cannot 
atpresent repeat Mr. Meek’: splan. And, after all,why should. 
we? If the world will not give itself the little tvouble of 
turning from Du PEDE to another, it is the affair of the pole 

e are not quite justified in repeating matter a 
essible to all, meri GA to save ponca a little trouble. id 

hints, however, ave very acceptable ; they entirely correspond 
with our own experience of the genus homo. Believe no won- 
RA tales of Mosel stoves t cost nothing. There 

many excellent stoves in use, and in many unco the dis- 
tnodo s are mere matters of fancy or foll; 1 may burn 
either coals or coke; we pu the latter [TS we avoid 
soot, which is a great evil i in a garden. 

Porators—R H will find what he seeks Ce HAT in profusion 
through our columns ever since August, 18 
does not expect us to save him the trouble o PARU 

'—' The Ash-leaved Kidney is the py as the 
Walnut- lenved.| if 

P Hifrida—As soon as the leaves have dropped, the 
winter EU of fruit-trees may be safely commenced.|| 

SmovEs— n your suspension stove becomes red hot you 
had better ee it atall. It is unsuited to plants, if that 
is the case. The painting does no other good than that of 
preventing the iron from rusting ; the colour is iramaterial in 
your case. e will give you with EN what you ask for 
if you will favour us DT 

THE LATE HAILSTORM—A Correspondent "who adds that he is 
also a DN to the funds raised for relieving the 
damage this storm, complaii Pins that no money has 
been anui among the sufferers, and urges that what 

ney is in hand sh: e at once distributed. We cannot 
enter into this Guenon Gar correspondent should apply to 
the Ron e. 

VINES—A Su r—It is A a good time to cut back your 
PT T “tected Vines. No composition is necessary ; 
here anger of Hae bleeding g when cut before winter. 

sa e eo severe frostis injurious ; ; but a cool temperature 
is beneficial.|| 

Misc—A B C—The fruit you sent was the Momordica Bal. 
samina. It may be cultivated as a Cucumber, and so pickled 
in a green state. We cannot say what the other fruit 
is, to which you allude, without seeing it.|| —- One shil- 
ling will be given for No. 31, 1846.—— Temple—Itis an inva- 
riable rule, and an TURO 00 on that we should not 
give recommendations of tradesmen. It is for them to keep 
the publie aware of their residences, &c., by means of adver- 
tisements, It is of no consequence when Ivy is pruned ; 
whenever it is most conven Subseriber may plant 
his Water Lily now, andin the manner he proposes ; the tank 
is, however, too deep, and it would be as well to contrive some 
means of keeping the plant within 3 feet of the surface. 

*,* As usual, many communications have been received too late, 
*andothers 'y inquiries 
canbemade, We must also beg for the indulgence of those 

correspondents, the insertion of whose contributions is still 
delayed 

ne 
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GUANO, &c. : 

ARK FOTHERGILL begs to offer the following 
MANURES on the best terms, viz : 

GUANO, PERUVIAN and AFRICAN, direct from Import 
es. 

Ditto, v and SALDANHA BAY. Ditto. 
SODA ASH, for des tion of Wireworm. 
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME (See Royal Agri. Soc. 

Journal, Vol. vi. Part 2). 
GYPSUM (Pure Sulphate of Lime). 
BONE DUST and BONE POWDER. 
SULPHURIC ACID. CHARCOAL, 
PETRE SALT and AGRICULTURAL SALT for Composts. 
SILICATES of SODA and POTASH, and all other Manures. 

Yo. 40, Upper Thames-street. 
Agent for DINGLE'S HAND SEED-DIBBLE. 

PATAGONI 
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MEETINGS FOR TH WO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 
J Agricultural Society of England, 

Dec. 24 Highland and Agricultural Society, 
in of B-lfas ax 

Wrpwrepay, 
t 

c. of Ireland. 
England. 

‘Tuonsn, — 10—Agricnitural Imp. Soc. of Ireland. 
LOCAL SOCIETIES. 

Tater ae ec comet Walls (Trel 
—Farzingden—-hropham and Guiltcrozs, 

Pario LM ERS" CLUBS 
Nov. 80—W. Hereford —Wenlock— 

irencester— W, Market 
Exminster 

Deo, 1—St Perer's—Abergavenny 5— 
= Rochfrd Hundred — 

Dee, 4—Tavistock—St, Germain's 
— elmaford—Claydon — 

lebridge 
artford — Collumpton — 
Incheomb — Durham — 

Quivex 
burgh— Watford — s iens 7—Darlington—St. Columb— 

Wingerworth | Usk — Newark - Yoxford— 
9—Harleston—Braintree and arket Hill—Banchory— 

ocking akewa) 
3—Grove Ferry—Carlton-on- 8-3WoHtoh Bainis 

Trent- Hawick—Probua 

* Ox Tuesday last the Seventh Annual Exhibition 
of Mancorp Wonzrr, Turnips, Warre Carrots, 
Porarors, and other roots, was held at Lewes”; and 
the county paper from which we quote gives a long 
account, “to be continued,” of the roots exhibited. 
We very much doubt the agricultural utility, in 
practice, of shewirg individual specimens of an 
plants, A person who knows the special attentions 
generally bestowed on show plants, can only admit 
such exhibitions to illustrate the quality of varieties 
as regard their form, &c.; they cannot, unless all 
the specimens have been treated in a manner 
equally congenial to their nature, illustrate the rela- 
tive ability of varieties to produce quantity : and it 
is in the latter particular that their greatest differ- 
ences so unquestionably exist, that a Root Show 
which fails to inform on this point is of compara- 
tively little use, 

But if a fair objection lies against these exhibi- 
tions in the general—what can be urged in defence 
of the policy which has published the details of the 
Lewes Turnip Show for 1846 — in particular? 
Think of Swedes weighing 34 1bs.!; and of Turnips 
24 lbs! !—sent, no doubt, many miles under special 
convoy to the “Sussex Express Turnip and Root 
Show,” accompanied by a full, true, and particular ac- 
count of the character of the soil on which they were 
grown, of the nature of the manure applied to them, 
of the treatment they received—particulars so neces- 
sary to be known in order to the removal of the 
otherwise impenetrable mystery which must have 
surrounded the process of such abnormal growths 
as these! No doubt a few respectable weights are 
given in the lists of this exhibition, but the average 
of those published was far from justifying the state- 
ment that “the display of roots was exceedingly 
creditable to the south of England.” The weight 
of the Mangold Wu:zels exhibited has not yet been 
given, but it must be extraordinary if it shall suc- 
ceed in saving the reputation of the show. 

The present year, so far as our experience goes, 
while it has been unfavourable to Turnip hus- 
bandry, has been extraordinarily productive of 
large Mangold Wurzels. We could within two 
miles of the spot from which we write select some 
dozens of roots falling but little short of 28 lbs. 
apiece, and many cart-loads of roots which should 
exceed in individual weight the heaviest Turnip 
named in the Sussex Express of November 21. 

Tur subject of TrxawT Ricurs still occupies 
attention : but it is rarely discussed in the right 
spirit. This may in part arise from its designation, 
which, it must be acknowledged, is altogether a 
misnomer. Rights have no existence in ¢hzs matter, 
except in so far as they are the subject of special 
agreement, or of an understanding arising out o. 
custom. Ifa man occupies a farm with the know- 
ledge of his liability to ejectment at the will of the 
landlord, he will of course know how to farm ac- 
cordingly, but he can have no ground for complaint 
of any losses he may sustain in consequence ; he 
is supposed to have calculated the risk he incurred 
when he signed the agreement. The consequence 
of contending for*tenants! rights, as against the 
landowner, independently of any mutual agreement 
between the parties, and of advising the recognition 
of these rights by legal enactment, has been to ex- 
cite in the minds of many landed proprietors a 
strong feeling of disgust at the whole system, and 
thus to alienate those by whom, if by any, the 

system must obtain an establishment. 
instance, at the letter by “ R. L., a Landowner,” at 
page 780; it has been as evidently written usder 
the influence of feelings thus excited, as, in our 
opinion, its sentiments and lamentations are incon- 
sistent with the interests of the body to which the 
writer belongs. The agitation for tenants’ rights, 
if the words be allowable, is to be urged simply on 
the grounds of advantage to all the parties con- 
cerned in the matter; no word of appeal to Parlia- 
ment should be uttered—the idea it would express 
is both unjust and absurd. And is not the ground 
we recommend strong enough to support a super- 
structure of unanswerable argument? Consider 
two things connected with this subject, which to 
most minds must appear sufficiently obvious :— 
1, a system which gives to tenants a right to unex- 
hausted improvements in the land tends to higher 
cultivation; 2, the owner of the land is of all 
parties the one most interested in this high enltiva- 
tion. Is not this the essence of all that can be 
urged? The mode in which higher cultivation 
affects other interests need not now be enlarged on. 
Mr. Grey, of Dilston, pointed out most clearly at 
Newcastle that the responsibility of the poverty 
and misery prevalent in many districts in this 
country must be held to rest on those owners of 
land there who refuse to allow of any other occu- 
pancy by farmers than that which depends on their 
own will or caprice. 

ON BOX-FEEDING CATTLE. 
[The following is extracted from a very instructive 

paper by Mr. Glover, lately read before the Newcastle 
Farmers’ Club, of which he is honorary Secretary.] 

It is almost impossible for any one who has not seen 
and paid attention to the subject to form a correct esti- 
mate of the advantage of box-feeding cattle. The plan 
is extremely simple and feasible, which is one of its 
reatest dati The advantage of feeding 

cattle in boxes consists in the absence of all waste of 
food, which in a yard it is impossible to prevent. It 
affords the opportunity of placing before the animal an 
equal portion of food, which cannot be the case in a 
yard where eattle are indiscriminately mixed. It allows 
each animal to eat at its leisure, ruminate unmolested, 
and take its rest undisturbed. In yards where there 
are a number of cattle, the master cattle consume the 
choicest part of the food ; they drive the weak ones 
about, and allow them little rest. Hence the great in- 
equality observable in the condition of yard-fed cattle 
compared to those fed in boxes ; and hence the aston- 
ishment so often expressed by farmers that after their 
fattest cattle have been sent to market, the remainder 
thrive rapidly. It is then perceived that those cattle 
which appeared the least prone to fatten would perhaps 
have been the most forward in condition, had they been 
separated from others. In fact the system of feeding 
cattle in boxes can be regulated to the greatest nicety ; 
while that in the yards must ever remain slovenly, 
wasteful, and imperfect. 

I shall now proceed to give you a description of the 
boxes, according to the plan of Mr. Warnes. We will 
suppose that you wish to erect 10 boxes, for which you 
will require a space of 90 feet long and 124 wide ; then 
let a line be drawn from one end to the other, 33 feet 
wide, from the side most convenient for the passage. 
Next, let the mould to the depth of 1 foot, be e 
vated from the other part, and thrown on the side in- 

| tended for the front, and spread to the thickness of a 
foot deep. This will give 2 feet from the bottom of the 
boxes to the surface. A wall of brick-work 4 ins, wide 
and 2 feet high is next to be built round the inside of 
the part excavated, and intersected at distances of 84ft. 
At each angle the brickwork should be 9 or 12 ins. square 
which will both support the posts and afford strength 
and durability. Upon the wall a sill of wood is next to 
be placed ; for which purpose large poles either square 
or split are adopted. The foundation being now com- 
plete, posts 6 feet long, and the necessary sills and ties 
may be placed upon it. Across the ties the most ordi- 
nary poles may be laid to support a roof composed of 
the trimmings from hedges and ditches, and completed 
with a thatch of straw or rushes. ‘Two gates must be 
added to each box; one of which moves on hinges, and 
the other to be secured at the top and bottom sills of the 
building, so as to be taken down at pleasure. Presum- 
ing that we have taken advantage of a barn, or other 
walls or farm premises, the external part is finished ; 
the internal has merely to be parted off with a few 
oles between each box, and the passage separated by 

the eribs, which are to move up and down between the 
interior posts, which are placed upon the angles of each 
box, and support the roof on the passage side. 

Such boxes as I have described where advantage can 
be taken of an unoccupied wall (which ought to be from 
6 to 8 feet in height), may be erected for 30s. each. 
These boxes are 8} ft. square, From what I have seen 
I think that they would be too small for our large short- 
horns ; they should be from 9 to 10 feet square, I 
would not recommend them to be made larger than 10 ft. 
for if so the manure will not get properly trodden down. 
Good strong substantia! boxes, back wall 8 ft. high, in- 
terior 10 ft. square, and with slated roof, can be erected 
in this neighbourhood for 3/ 15s. Each box acts as 
a small tank, the whole of the urine being taken up by 
the straw, or other absorbents; such as sawdust, dry 

Look, for |: mould, &e. If cattle are properly littered in this way, 
the manure will only rise about 3 ins. in a week, it be- 
comes compressed into a hard compacted mass, turnin, 
out about 5 or 6 eubie yards of manure, two loads of 
which being equal to three made any other way by cattle. 

I shall now proceed to describe the different things 
that are required for making the “cattle compound.” 
The only apparatus required for carrying out the system 
is a Linseed-crusher, an iron eauldr a hand-cup, a 
stirrer, one or two hogsheads, two or three pails, and a 
wooden rammer. The probable cost will be about 127, 
Large cauldrons are found inconvenient for stirring 
where compounds are made with the meal of Peas, 
Beans, &é. The size most preferable are those to con- 
tain from 30 to 40 gallons. The stirrer is an iron spoon 
fastened to a shaft of wood 4 feet long. The rammer is 

ft. long, about 5 ins. square at the bottom, and 21 ins. 
at the top, through which a pin 14 ins. long is passed 
for the convenience of being raised with both hands. 
The compounds are made as follows :—Upon every six 
pails (a pail is supposed to contain 6 gallons), of boiling 
water, one of fine crushed Linseed is sprinkled by the 
hand of one person,while another rapidly stirs it round. 
In five minutes the mucilage being formed, a half hogs- 
head is placed close to the cauldron, and one bushel of 
Turnips or tops and cut straw are putin. Two or 
three handeupfuls of the mucilage are then poured upon 
it and stirred. Another bushel of the cut Turnips, 
chaff, &e., is next added, and two or three cups of the 
jelly as before, all of which is expeditiously stirred and 
worked together with the stirrer and the rammer. It 
is pressed down as firmly as the nature of the mixture 
will allow with the rammer, which completes the first 
layer. Another bushel of the cut straw, chaff, &e., is 
thrown into the tub, the mucilage poured upon it as 
before, and so on until the cauldron is emptied. The 

cattle, however, prefer it warm ; but whether hot or 
cold they devour it with avidity, Either Potatoes, 
Carrots, Turnips, or Mangold Wurzel, boiled and in- 
corporated with Linseed meal, form a compound upon 
which cattle fatten with great rapidity. To make it, 
nothing more is required than to fill the cauldron with 
washed Potatoes, or Carrots, &e. sliced. € sing the 
cauldron would contain eight or nine pail ater, let 
only one be added. In a few minutes the water will 
boil, and the steam will speedily cook the roots, then a 
convenient portion should be put into the hs 
with a little Linseed meal, and smashed wi 

E ye sS 

firmly 
down, in order that it may retain the heat as long as 
possible. j 

In the spring and summer months, germinated 
Barley may be made into a compound with great ad- 
vantage, mixed with Linseed, cut Clover, Grass, » or 
Lucerne; cattle eat it with great avidity, and thrive 
fast upon it. The process is simple—let some Barley 
be steeped about two days, and the water drained off. 
After the radical or root has grown to nearly a quarter 

d b of an inch in length, it must be well br y the 
crushing mill, and as much as possible forced into some 
boiling mucilage, containing the same quantity of Lin- 
seed, but a fourth less of water than would have been 
prepared for dry Barley. Care must be taken lest the 
sprouts are suffered to grow beyond the prescribed 
length, or the quality will be materially injured ; there- 
fore it will be necessary to destroy their growth, by 
passing the Barley through the crushing mili, It may 
then be used at pleasure. In August, when I was at 
Trimingham, Mr. Warnes was using Wheat for his com- 
pound, as he found it was more profitable to feed his 
cattle upon it than to sell it at the price then offered. 
The Wheat was steeped for 24 hours, then taken out of 
the steep, and allowed to sprout, which it did in two or 
three days ; it was then put through the crushing mill. 
Three pails of Wheat were put into the boiling cauldron, 
containing seven pails of water, it was d, and 
one pail of erushed Linseed was sprin ed into thi 
cauldron ; a layer of eut Clover, Chaff, &e. was put 
into the half hogshead, two or three of the bandeupfuls 
of the boiling mucilage was then poured upon the cut 
Clover, &e., it was then well stirred and rar d down, 
and the same was repeated until the cauldron was 
emptied. To lay down any general rule king the. 
compound would be to destroy one of the great advan- 
tages of the system ; provide yourselves from the re- 
sources of your farms, with whatever is necessary to 
form cattle p d. The superiority of the cattle 
compound to foreign oil-cake is explained by the fact 
that the one, at the best, is merely the refuse of Lin- 
seed ; while the other is made of the seed 
real fattening properties of the p 
Linseed ; and that in order to produce a grea 

- 

without Turnips, according to circumstances ; nothing 
more being required than fibrous matter to act asa 
vehicle for conveying the Linseed to the stomach of 
the animal, and for re-conveying to the mouth for 
rumination. 

The following compound may be used with great 
advantage for feeding sheep :—Let a quantity of Lin- 
seed be reduced to fine meal, and Barley to the thick. 
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ness of a wafer, by the crushing mill, Put 18 gallons 
of water into the cauldron, and as soon as it boils, not 
before, stir in 2] lbs. of Linseed meal ; continue to stir 
it for about five minutes, then let 631lbs. of crushed 
Barley be sprinkled by the hand of one person upon the 
boiling mucilage, while another rapidly stirs and crams 
it in. After the whole has been carefully incorporated, 
which will not occupy more than five or ten minutes, 
cover it down, and then throw open the furnace door ; 
should there be much fire put it out. The mass will 
continue to simmer, from the heat of the cauldron, till 
the Barley has absorbed the mucilage, when the kernels 
will have resumed nearly their original shape, and may 
justly be compared to little oil cakes, which, when cold, 
will be devoured with great avidity. I have no doubt 
some of you will be apt to say, Oh! but there is a great 
deal of labour attending all this, I will now show you 
the profit attendingthe labour. A lot of 12 beasts were 
equally divided by Mr. Postle, six were fed on oil cake, 
and six on Mr. Warnes’s compound. The account of 
their food was kept with serupulous accuracy for nearly 
six months. ‘The following were the results :— 

Expense of oil cake vis os .. £21 14 
Expense of compound m E en EOE o T 

Balance in favour of compound .. £2 8 73 
ead weight, Loose fat. Hides, 

st. ib. st. Tb. st. 1b. 
Six cattle fed on compound .. 432 7 559 39 6 
Six ditto oil cake.. —..  .. 387 12 517 37 11 

Difference of weight in favour 
of comp: . Ee en n? 

So that we havein favour of the cattle compound 
upon the six beasts—44 st. 9 Ib. at 6s. 6d. per stone £14 10 2 

Difference of expence of compound ..  ..  .. 2 8 7h 

Total difference in favour of compound -. £16 18 93 

By this system of feeding Mr. Warnes says that he 
could compete with the foreigner, as he could send 
cattle to market at 44d. per lb., and pay himself an 
ample return. Since he had followed the system of 
box-feeding, he knows not of a single instance where he 

nof realised 8/. for every head of cattle he kept for 
Six months. At the farm where he now resides, he 
fattened last winter for market the following cattle, after 
being six months box-feeding :— 
Seven Durham steers, cost 8j. 10s. each, sold Fons 5 

st 101. each, sold for 221, 10s. each 75 0 
ne cow, cost 51. 5s., sold for 157. Roe trey 8 

Four Scotch steers, cost 107. each, sold for 20], each.. 40 00 

£201 15 0 
The above cattle were bought in and disposed of 

within six months. They consumed, with the following 
now in herd, 19 acres of Turnips, about 14 quarters of 
Linseed, and a few bushels of Barley-meal, with several 
acres of Pea straw :— 
Three Durham heifers, estimated value above the cost 

rice .. I. m e E m E .. £22 10 0 
Two Irish steers . . s. ow ve 18.0 ADU e 0 
Five small steers and heifers — .. —..  .. 30 00 
Three calves, and butter from two cows ES 18 10 0 

285 15 0 
Deduet, for 14 qrs. of Linseed, ly growr n) Min, Wi, uuo tor Barley, d sy 8800 

Leaves a return of .. m m ^ e. £246 15 0 

The next item of profit is the manure, to form a just 
estimate of which is impossible; of course the rent of 
the land, rates, &c., and expences for attendance, &c., 
must be enumerated to show a clear profit; but the 
utmost allowance that the severest critic could make, 
would leave a balance unprecedented in favour of box- 
feeding. In bringing this paper to a conclusion, I 
cannot de so without strongly urging upon you all to 
follow the system so successfully and profitably carried 
out by Mr. Warnes—a system by which you can double 
the number of cattle usually kept on your farms, you 
ean turn your money over twice in the year instead of 
once—you can double your profit, increase the quantity 
of your manure, by which means you inerease the fer- 
tility of your land—a system simple in practice, pow- 
erful in effect, and applicable to every grade of farmer. 

POTATO DISEASE. 
ENQUIRIES CONTINUED—REMEDIES. 

See p. 
Ir the disease be, as ihe great majority of cases ap- 

pearto me to indicate, the effect of different exciting 
causes, upon a tendency to putrefaction, brought on b 
long repeated yearly inoculation with dung juice, having 
appeared gradually in different places, and with different 
symptoms for several years past ; but become general 
last year, chiefly from the absence of sun; and again 
this season, probably from remaining infection, the 
main question then is, how shall we restore the pristine 
hardiness of the plant, and how obviate, meanwhile, 
the respective exciting causes to disease ? 

Hardiness of the Plant.—1f, as appears, the sap of 
the plant has become gradually vitiated by putrescent 
manure, the remedy seems obvious ; the id of 

weed is too putrescent, in the present state of the plant. 
If stimulants are required, soot may be used ; or a 

spring top-dress of nitre mixed with sulphates of soda 
and of magnesia. But dung, night-soil, and putrescent 
manures of every kind, should be avoided till the health 
of the plant is restored. Rich, wet, heavy, and soft 
soils are also to be avoided for the present. 

The hardiness is well known to be promoted by 
growing on high lands, and of these peats have always 
been found preferable (until this season, when infection 
may have operated); such lands should, therefore, be 
preferred, atleast for seed Potatoes. And thesecond 
shoots, produced by earthing up, having been frequently 
found both weaker and more diseased, that praetice 
should be discontinued in most cases, particularly for 
seed Potatoes. 

With these means and precautions (especially for the 
seed), may we not hope gradually to bring the plant 
back to its former firm and hardy state, capable of re- 
sisting the casualties of weather, and bearing the old 
methods of storing. Anything like a sudden cure is 
not to be expected; a succession of fine sunny seasons 
may forward it greatly ; but the plant is likely to re- 
quire particular care for some years to come. 
Autumn planting.— Autumn and winter planting, 

perhaps, applies to another property of the disease, 
that of precocious sprouting while the tuber decays. If 
the plant shoots in store, where it has no place to root, 
it can receive no sap but that from the rotting tubers, 
which in the air (without light) becomes worse. 
if set in the ground, it will throw out roots, and gather 
uninfected sap from the soil, the rotting tuber acting as 
manure. If, therefore, not planted in autumn, it should 
not be delayed after they begin to sprout. But it must 
be remembered that this hasty growth is tender and 
diseased, and will require protection from frost and 
blighting winds : and if the first shoot is rubbed off, 
the second will be weaker still. 

It would perhaps be safest to set them rather deep, 
say about eight inches, laying the sprouts almost hori- 
zontally on the ground; to keep it some time covered 
from frost, give it room to throw out roots and runners, 
and a good length underground, to keep alive, if frost 
should fall on the leaves : and whole sets may be better 
depended on than cuts, 

Exciting causes. — To obviate the exciting causes, 
until the restored hardiness of the plant shall enable it 
to resist them as formeriy : those connected with soil 
and manure are within our control, and their remedies 
suggested above ; (not only avoiding putrescent ma- 
nures, but using those of the opposite quality.) But the 
atmospheric casualties of weather and season being 
above our reach, we must guard against them as best 
we can. ‘They may be grown on the most favourable 
aspect; open to free circulation of air, but sheltered 
from blighting winds ; and littered over if in danger 
from frost. 

When attacked by Botrytis or other mouldy spots on 
the leaf, they may be mown down and burnt, before the 
spawn descends the stem to the tubers; or better, 
where hands are plenty, to have the stems pulled off. 
The tubers appear, from a great number of reports, to 
keep better in the ground (if dry) undisturbed, than 
anywhere else ; and may therefore remain until wanted 
to set, or the ground to be tilled for the next crop ; 
when stored, they should be in small parcels, dry, cool, 
and with sufficient ventilation, Dry charcoal or ashes 
strewed in with them, has been found useful in many 

& = 

cases, 
Dusting the young plant with lime and sulphur ap- 

pears, ın some cases, to have prevented the spre:d of 

fungi ; and is, therefore, worth trying, though a trouble- 
some operation ; and growing some other plant, as 

Mangold Wurzel, Turnips, or Cabbage, between the 

rows, has been found to protect the Potato ; whilst it 

supplies the means of filling up the blanks, if they hap- 
pen to fail. 

These recommendations are not mere chemical sug- 
gestions ; most of them (except charred sea weed) hav- 
ing been extensively used: and though charred mate- 
rials and soot have sometimes failed, they have done 
better, so far as I have learned, than any other dress- 
ings.—J. Prideaua. 

DISCREPANCES IN THE PRACTICE OF LAND 
DRAINING. 

By J. H. Cuarnocr. 

(Continued from p. 162. 

Berore we can hope to apply any artificial means 
successfully, we must first clearly understand both the 
object and the extent of the effect which we seek to 

| produce, for without some such definite comprehension 
we shall be very likely either to fall short of attaining 

(our purpose altogether, or to rest content with the 

all putrescent manures, and the use of such as have an 
opposite quality, Of these, charred matters and ashes 
are the readiest for the purpose ; whatever has passed 
the fire will not putrify. Even ecoal-ashes have been 
found efficacious. But the plant must have potass, and 
therefore wood ashes or charcoal dust may be used, 
where attainable ; or still better, weeds, hedge clippings, 
sods, &c., charred, rather than burnt to ashes, which 
are much more wasteful, and rather less effective. 
Where the land is very poor, such weeds, &c., may be 
composted with lime and salt, or lime only, instead of 
burning ; but burning is safer, though composting is 
more productive ; the best Potatoes are produced with 
vegetable manure, Charred sea-weed, where obtainable, 

fancied satisf: of complete accomplishment, when in 
| truth we have only just gone far enough to show the 
| value and necessity of proceeding further. Now the 
| end to be attained by artificial drainage is that of bring- 
| ing the land to which it is applied into a suitable state 
of dryness for proper and profitable cultivation. But 
then we are told that it is yet a problem how long it is 
necessary or useful for the water to remain in the soil 
before it is drained off; and there are conflicting opi- 
nions on the point from reputed scientific drainers and 
| others, some maintaining that every completeness of 
effect is produced, if in 48 hours after heavy and conti- 
nuous rain, the land is sufficiently dry to allow of its 
being worked, whilst others contend that one-fourth o! 
that time is a much nearer approach to perfection ; 

‘should be an excellent Potato manure ; but fresh sea- | unless, therefore, we can fix upon some more accurate 
and uniform standard, we are in danger after all of 
being left with a very extensive margin in determining 
what suitable dryness really is. Of all the causes which 
produce their effects on cultivation, none probably pre- 
sent tl l more i ly to the every-day 

i iculturist than. observation and exp of the 
those of suitable dryness and superabundant moisture. 
Where the former is a characteristic feature a more 
abundant production and a higher state of cultivation 
are almost invariably seen, whilst in those districts 
where the latter predominates, we as certainly find less 
productiveness, and a very inferior state of culture, so 
that Nature, in placing the effects of these causes in 
juxtaposition before us in every direction, has shown us 
in the fertility of the one the remedy for the barrenness 
of the other. And this disposition of nature is often 
peculiarly marked where the transitions of the strata 
are frequent and abrupt, affording us thereby opportu- 
nities innumerable of observing with wbat unerring cer- 
tainty the good or bad effects result, how surely the 
natural and perfect drainage of a porous substratum 
gives promise of an abundant return, whilst that from 
the retentive undrained land is ever, at the best, a very 
recarious produce. With cause, effect, and remedy 

thus before us, we cannot but admit that Nature 
is our safest guide, and that when, in our 
artificial application, we follow the most closely 
her instructions, and attain the most nearly to her 
results, we may be assured of the completeness of the 
effect at which we ought to aim. But it may be said, 
the power of absorption, even upon these naturally 
drained lands, varies as widely as do the opinions of 
what is the most appropriate absorbent state ; and it is. 
true these dry soils do vary materially in their character 
and fertility ; but surely there are few who can be at 
any loss to determine where worthlessness ends and 
excellence. commences, to estimate rightly that com- 
pleteness which insures a produce proportionate to the 
liberal cultivation bestowed, and at the same time 
admits of the administration of that culture in the most 
perfect and economical form. Such is the land upon 
which the highest state of cultivation is attained at the 
least cost, and with the greatest certainty ; and this 'is 
the example, and the standard of perfection which we 
should endeavour to emulate in theory, and, as far as 
possible, substantiate in practice, 

With such an illustration, then, it is impossible any 
longer to doubt in what suitable dryness consists, seeing 
that the most fertile soils are those which by nature are 
rendered so porous that in 12 hours after a rain, whieh 
in undrained land would retard the out.door work for 
almost as many days, the ordinary operations of plough- 
ing, &¢., can be proceeded in. And if by artificial 
means it is within our power, at a moderate and com- 
pensating outlay, to attain the same result, it is never 
worth while to incur the risk of such completeness in 
order to effect an apparent saving of a few shillings per 
acre. For example, draining may be done in cla; 
lands, where the cutting is tolerably good, at a distance 
of from 20 to 24 feet apart, and 3 feet deep, with pipes of 
2 inches diameter, at from 37, to 37. 10s. per statute acre ; 
and if the same land is drained at from 35 to 40 feet 
apart, and 4 feet deep, with similar pipes, it will cost 
from 2/. 10s. to 3/., shewing a present saving of about 
10s., which is no adequate compensation between a 
doubtful and a perfect effect. There is no fear of 
strong land ever being made too dry by drainage, and 
therefore it is the safest practice to endeavour to 
approach rather the positive than the negative degree 
of perfection. I never yet heard any one say his 
land had been drained too much ; but the converse is 
no uncommon complaint. In theory, as well as in 
practice, the most complete drainage, and that which 
most nearly resembles the ordinary operation of Nature, 
is obtained by trenching the land to a proper depth, 
and filling the entire foundation with porous and 
durable material so as to form a continuous bed; 
but the outlay would far exceed the benefit for* 
agricultural purposes. Nevertheless it is, from 
necessity, frequently adopted in this and other 
eoal distriets, for the purpose of making good the 
land which has been covered by refuse heaps, and for 
disposing of the refuse itself ; and when properly done 
it is in every respect complete drainage, and never fails 
to insure large crops. Itsextreme costliness, however, 
necessarily precludes its general adoption ; and I men- 
tion it merely to show that perfection may be attained 
at too dear a rate, as well as economy be exercised at 
too great a risk. There is, unquestionably, a remune- 
rative adjustment required between cost and eomplete- 
ness, which it is the province of the experienced seien- 
tifie drainer to determine under the circumstances of 
each particular case, and to direct his operations’ ac- 
cordingly ; for it would be no proof of either skill or 
judgment to drain land 4 or 5 feet deep, and with drains 
40 feet apart, at an expense of 3/. per acre, with ‘only a 
questionable result; when, by an outlay of 37. 10s. to 
4l. per acre, with the drains 20 to 25 feet apart, and 
3 feet deep, every completeness of effect and durability 
could be secured. Or in other words, it is more safe 
and profitable to lay out 47. per acre, and be thereby 
enabled to perform all the operations on the farm in 
12 hours after the heaviest rain, than, with a tempo- 
rary saving of 10s. or 20s. per acre, be obliged ‘to wait 
two or three days before the effect can be made practi- 
cally available. If completeness of effect consist with 
a protracted action of 48 hours, then we must arrive at 

* Whenever material suitable and sufficient, this is ap 

excellent plan for garden ground drainage. 
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the conclusion that all land which by nature becomes | cannot, perhaps, close these remarks more appropriately | the reader by dwelling ‘upon the discrepances} it ex- ! suitably dry in that time, requires no draining. How | or usefully than by requesting attention to the accom- | far experience contradiets this, we need not inqui e panying synopsis, which I have compiled as carefully | features which: it establishes, fully satisfied that, in re- | Having thus endeavoured to show that durability and | and as briefly as possible, in order to present in a con- | completeness should be the primary considerations in| densed form, and upon what must be considered compe- | | thorough-draining, and that economy and science com- | tent authority, the several practices of drainage ; and port the most securely with such effective execution, I| after what has been already advanced, I shall not hi | 
A Synopsis or Drarnina, compiled from the Minutes of Evidence taken before the Select Committee of 

Legislative Enactment to enable possessors of Entailed Estates to charge such Estates with a Sum, to be limited, for the purpose of Draining, &c.—Susston or 1845. | | XPISNERM Sap ETS NN i DAR Cost of | $| Name Character of Land |__| Material used and | Fall used and re- |Cost perj Tiles or| Time Permanenoy, or Improvement in | E of )rained, or most Dis- Acre. | Pipes of [supposed Durability.| Land Drained. Miscellaneous, f| Witness. | practised upon. | Depth.| tance, |per1000.| Action. | 
Ft. In. | Ft. In. $ £. s. d|£. s. d. | | 3!Mills -.|Olay,Sand,and Gra-| 2 6 | 15 0 |Gravel, and Pipes|lin 80tolin120 ..| 410 0 BG Bs Would rather trust| Tenants pay 7 per | vel and Sand, with Gravel over, to the permaneney| cent, to cover out- | of a Gravel Drain| lay and interest, | than a Tile Drain, 

di 
| TiParkes ..|Olay Lands, chiefly) 8 0 | 24 0 |Small Inch Pipes, Asmuchaspossible| 110 0| 0 6 0| Should Duration as long as|Cost paid the first | in Kent, to to with Heath orb and 1 in 330 an-| to dry the} that of the Pipe| year. Rent dou.| 4 0 40 0 Thorn covering—| swers  perfectly.| 3 0 0| landin| itsel led. | oes not  like| Have also 18 hour 
| Stones, hem act after | | without fall. heavy 

^ rains. 
I 

23/Thompson.|Clay, in Kent -.| 4 0 ++  |I}and 2-inch Pipes| .. ex wee 159-0 * 0| 0CRO OL v... = de -. [Produce trebled, to and Bushes to to 
6 0 cover, 480.0 font: O 

32|Putland ..|Retentive Clay, in| Began | 24 0 |Linch Pipes princi-| .. BS «+ |8d.to 4d. os oH Thinks they will|10 to 15 per cent. Sus with 4ft| to pally. per Rod, stand an immense Šin. and) 32 0 
length of time, but} 6ft., bu: 
in some soils not after- 
so lon | ards 

i found 2, 
1 2h, & 3ft. 

better. 

35/Spencer ..|Stiff Clay, in Kent . Began | 2to4 |Tiles principally —| .. 25 Seen LAORE BE As good as when/One-third more at lft. | rods. lately 1}-in, Pipes. MO laid 15 years ago. | Corn. Sin., 50:9 
then to 
2ft., then 

| to 3ft., 
Í & then 
| to 4ft. 
| 

14|Davis  ..|Sand and Gravel, in| 4 0 +. {Linch Pipes, with|The greatest that| 2 0 0|1 5 0| .. [4 feet Pipe Drains|l]. per Acre ..[|Objects to Main Drains, | 'urrey, Heath covering. can be got. to at in properly Makes each Drain dis. | 3.0 will never stop. charge itself at once into li 
the ditch wherever pos- 
sible, 56|Neilson ..|Very strong reten-| 2 0 | 15 0 |Part with Stones, |1 in 100, or less ..| Stone S -. Tiles or Pipes more|From 20 to about | tive Clay, in Lan-| to to and part with Tile 8 0 permanent than| 300 per cent. | cashire, 2 8 | 24 0 | and Slate Soles— Tile Stones. | Sods or Straw to 400 

ver, to 
4 600 

i 
67|Reed Nuls hs s 3.0 oe l-inch Pipes, Clay to|Not material. No! m X Should |There is no end to B and up-| cover. need of fallat all. dry the| them if the Pipes wards, landin| are properly made 

11to12| and burnt. 
| hours, i 

TliNorth .. Various, in Lincoln-| With With |Partly with Thorns|The less the better ,| 1 10 0 e w Tile Draining most|Double the original i | shire, Thorns | Thorns} and Sods; and to permanent, Rent. ‘| lft.9in.| 24ft., | partly with Tiles ‘ 8.0 ! with with and Soles, with andto 
Tiles 2|Tiles 30| Sods and Hedge- 6 0 0 | to 3ft. | to 60ft. | cuttings to cover. 

E 
T6|Smith  ..|Various es 00 2 6 |15 0 [Broken Stones, and/Not of much im.|4 0 0| .. +. |In steep land Stone|Upwards of 10 per | to to Tiles or Pipes, portance. to Drains more du.| cent. In Ireland | 3 0 |24 0 600 rable than Tiles,| the produce may | if properly done.| be doubled. i here not much i | fall, Tiles or Pipes i} 5 preferable, | 
98 +-|Gravel, and tenaci-|2ft. 6in.| 15 0 Tiles, Soles, and|A perfect level will] 3 0 0|1 7 0| .. v a -. |5 per cent. A gain|I havehad proof sufficient i Hobbs ..|Grave ‘below—many| to 3ft, | të | Pipes, butmothing| not do, Itrequives| to from 5s. to 30s.in| to convince me that an { springs—Essex. an 0 less than a 2-inch.| some slight fall, 4 0 0| rent. Inch Pipe is liable to E i 8 to 9ft. ifnotfor| choke up. E springs, | 

100/Dixon ../Caleareous Clay, in| 3 0 ^.  |2-inch Pipes cesa Lo nn & 019 3) .. |Pipeswill lasta cen.|Any Tenant would|Pipe Draining has been 3 deen 
tury, pay 5 percent, ad.| long a practice with us. i : 

ditional Rent. We had smaller Pipes i 
formerly, but the prac- ii 
tice of using small Pi; | 10 se alt. 6 +. |2inch Pipes, but|4 inches in 20 yard Han ‘been piven up bs- ; T ag) e Ebo to prefers Tiles to) enough, but Eie cause they are inefficient, 7 20 Pipes. Bush or| fall is best, 

[ | Straw to cover. ý H 
| 108|Hutley ..|Chalky Clay, in Es-| 2 6 |25 0 |Formerly Wood or) .. ce RAS i ees) bay idea Mea s. es .. |Very great. Jl sex. Straw, but now to 

1 2-inch Pipes, and 310 0 
1 | Gravel to cover, 
i] 

| li5|Balmer ..|Various,in Scotland| 2 0 +. [Partly Stones and] .. M .. | Stones ed .. |Both are quite per-|Double Rent. i to partly Tiles. Green ‘about manent, but pre- i] 3 0 Sward to cover, 3 fers Tiles. N 
Tiles 

i about 
] 

400 
j 

; i 12 iffes 30 0 |Inch Pipes, and the] .. . us aver| .. +» |I have mo doubt| .. . . have just purchased i a ia SOUPE ae peg Olan OTa aet ys of about the Tube 200,000 "Inch Pipes for i ay, piktai 870 Tile answering. cold clay land, and Y n 
have not the least fear 4 
ofusing them. Ofcourse, i as in the case of the At- \ mospherie Railway, we j 
cannot apeak positively li 
upon this matter, with. ii " » $ dione m e n panni. i fwd ile re-|A good fall ir-| od P m .. or rom sacks o But after all the ques- i 

133|Burrell ..|Clay,in Sussex .. i 6 S purum T: di desir| .. Wheat per acre to| tion of diameter 4s a Jl 2 A 10 0 
8, and even 9, minor question, because li ] 

f A e 2 you may get the 2inch dy e i iles eel oe m e D 10 0) ces nswers perfectly as|Estate increased ipes for 6s. per 1000 I UWrlBowes  ..|Very strong Clay, in] 1.8 | 18 0 {Common Tile 1 fures gonea A value. Tenants| more than tho inch. l p 
pay 7 per cent, H 

P 
il 1 ilvi in| 2 MUSS E C NE 1 0 0| .. (Quite permanent|Rent improved 30/I have not tried the Pipe M 

45/Ogilvie .. Ta Roun and in ae 15 0 |Common Til 5 id 0 Pretorii "Heel tol. Jeten Draiiügs bat T Bife 3 
: $0 6 00 Stones. been a good deal in the ij 

country and seen it 

tried to warrant any one to say that it is the best'system of Draining. I think after such a year as last, and such a winter as we have had, the effect will be all we could wish for; but after 
such seasons as 1828, 1829, and 1830, which were very wet, I think a Linch bore put at the dis- 
tance of 33 to 42 feet, would not take off the water so soon as it ought, 

tried. Ihave doubts uron it, I think the small Pipes of an inch bore have not been sufliciently | M A | 
i 

i 

í 
j 
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. Home Correspondence. 
Farm <Agreements.—The object of the following 

clause is to provide against a tenant doing serious 
injury to his farm, but, at the same time, nof so strin- 
gent as to prevent a good farmer from pursuing or 

varying his rotation of eropping according to quality 
and condition of soil, situation, and other varying circum- 

stances, I shall be much obliged by the opinions of such 
of your correspondents as aim solely at the benefit of 

both parties affected by such agreements. “To farm 

and cultivate as arable acres of the land described 
in the schedule as arable land ; and two crops of corn, 

or two crops of corn and one of pulse, with a thorough 
cleaning of the land with a green crop (or fallow if it 
cannot be done without) and laying down for one or 
more years with a sufficient quantity of Clover and 
Grass seeds, and to be well and sufficiently manured 
for one or other of the last-named crops, is to constitute 
the round of cropping of the said land to be cultivated 
as arable.” The rotation of the above crops is left 
entirely open to the tenant.—J. H., Namptwich. 

On Shed-feeding Sheep.— This has been a good deal 
tried by different graziers and keepers of sheep in this 
neighbourhood, but [ am sorry to say not with success, 
owing to the difficulty that seems to exist in keeping 
foided sheep free from the foot-rot. In the Agricul- 
tural Gazette, at page 778, is a paper on this 
subject by *J. A. C.," and from the style of his 
writing I presume that he has had considerable expe- 
rience in shed-feeding sheep, and therefore as he 
appears as anxious as I am for bringing about agri- 
eultural improvement, I trust that he, or some other 
of the readers of the Gazette who are conversant with 
the subject, wiil kindly point out what means would be 
mostlikely to prevent this disease attacking the flock. 
In the paper alluded to, “J. A. C." describes it as only 
requisite to have the shed in whieh the sheep are kept 
well bedded (I presume with straw), but yet that has 
been found not to answer in this neighbourhood. Iam, 
however, much of the same mind as “J. A. C.,” “that 
this dep of agricul lp d loudly ealls 
for improvement," and I am of opinion that if any mode 
of management can be pointed out by which the feet 
of the animals ean with certainty be kept sound, that 
one stumbling block will be removed towards improve- 
ment in this department — Thomas Dixon, Darlington, 
Nov. 23. 

On Thin Sowing.—l have attentively read the 
several statements which have appeared in your Jour- 
nal from time to time, respecting the superior crops 
produced by Mr. Hewitt Davis, although raised from so 
much smaller a quantity of seed than is usually em- 
ployed by * old farmers," and I find that much praise 
is attributed to that gentleman for his peculiar system, 
viz., sowing a small quantity of seed at wide intervals, 
and constant hoeing. Now without wishing to detract 
from the merit which is due to Mr. Davis for earvyin 
out that mode of culture, my object in addressing you 
is simply to point out that there is nothing new in the 

js," which is in fact only principle called * Hewitt Davis’s, 
a revival of the system first promulgated by Jethro 
Tull in 1701, and it would be but an act of justice to 
the memory of that gentleman were you to make it 
more generally known, that to Jethro Tull we are in- 
debted for the system of thin sowing, and also the in- 
vention of the drill and introduction of the horse-hoeing 
husbandry. In that justly celebrated work, entitled 
* The Horse-hoeing Husbandry,” by Jethro Tull, pub- 
lished in the year 1731-2, at page 174, it is stated :— 
& About the year 1701, when I had contrived my drill 
for planting Sainfoin, I made use of it also for Wheat, 
drilling many rows at once, which made the work much 
more compendious, and performed it much better than 
hands could do ; making the channels of a foot distance, 
drilling in the seed and covering it, did not in all 
amount to more than 6d. per aere expense, which was 
above ten times over paid by the seed which was saved ; 
for one bushel to an aere was the quantity drilled." 
have carried out Jethro Tull's system to a certain ex- 
tent, and I find that the Tullian principle is more 
correct than that of Mr. Hewitt Davis, because the latter 
gentleman * goes the whole hog," and simply asserts,— 
* sow thin, at wide intervals, and hoe.” Now, although 
a convert, as I before said, to the Tullian system, I must 
beg to tell Mr. Davis, and also many of your readers 
who might be induced to try this new old system, that 
they must be careful not to rush to an extreme of thin 
sowing, unless their land is in good heart, and clean, 
and a due regard is had to the time of getting in their 
seed. At page 184 of the before-named work, Tull 
says, “when Wheat is planted early, less seed is required 
than when late ; because less of it will die in the winter 
-than of that planted late, and it has more time to tiller.” 
** Poor land should have more seed than rich land, 
because a less number of the plants will survive the 

m 

number of stalks, which will have large ears, and in 

these, more than in the number of plants, consists the 
goodness of a crop.” * * * Six gallons of middle- 
sized seed we most commonly drill on an acre ; yet on 
rich land, planted early, four gallons may suffice.” Let 
not the farmer, however, who thinks of trying this plan, 
rest with having drilled a much smaller quantity of 
seed than he has usually done ; for that operation is 
but a part of the whole which is required to insure 
success, even upon well-conditioned soils. Indeed, the 
next step is an all-important one, viz., the width of 

intervals ; and I know from experience that there is 

more prejudice against drilling at a wider distance than 
6 inches, even than against one bushel of seed versus 
two bushels, The fact, however, is, that thin sowing 
is useless unless at intervals of not less than 9 inches, 
and the hoeing properly done—not skimmed over just 
to hide the weeds, but a thorough deep stirring. Hear 
again what Jethro Tull says upon this point, first observ- 
ing that, for the hoe-plough which Tull speaks of we have 
now the improved horse-hoe, Atpage 194, Tullsays,“ We 
are not so exact as to the weather in the first hoeing, 
for if the earth be wet the hoe-plough [horse-hoe] may 
go the nearer to the row without burying the Wheat, 
and the frost of the winter will pulverise that part of 
the furrow which is to be thrown to the Wheat in the 
spring, although it was hoed wet." * * * “Neither 
is it necessary to be very exact as to time, but it must 
never be until the Wheat has more than one blade, an 
it may be soon enough when it has four or five leaves, 
so that itis done before or in the beginning of winter." 
E “The greatest fault you can commit in hoe- 
ing is the first time, when the furrow should be turned 
from the row not to go near enough to it, nor deep 
enough.” * * The spring hoeing is performed 
after the great frosts are passed, and when the weather 
will allow it, and then turn the ridge from the middle of 
the interval to the rows on each side.” 
to how many times Wheat is to behoed in the summer 
after this spring operation it depends upon the cireum- 
stances and condition of the land and weather ; but be 
the season as it will, never suffer the weeds to grow 
high, nor let any unmoved earth lie in the middle of the 
intervals long enough to grow hard, neither plough 
eep near the rows in the summer, when the plants 

are large, but as deep in the middle of the intervals as 
the staple will allow, turning the earth towardsthe Wheat, 
especially at the last hoeing, so as to leave a deep wide 
trench in the middle of each interval.” * * 
* We augment our Wheat crops, not in number of 
plants, but in stalks, ears, and grains. The first is by 
increasing the number of stalks from one, two, or three 
to 30 or 40 toa plant, in ordinary field land ; and we 
augment our crop by bringing up all the stalks into 
ears ; for if it be diligently observed, we shall find that 
not half the stalks of sown Wheat come into ear.” 

“The last way of augmenting the produce of 
Wheat plants is by causing them to have large and 
plump grains in the ears ; aud this can no way be so 
effectually done as by late hoeing, especially just after 
the Wheat is gone out of the blossom ; and when suc 
hoed grains weigh double the weight of the same number 
of unhoed (which they frequently will), though the 
number of grains in the hoed are only equal, yet the 
hoed erop must be double." I think the foregoing 
quotations will sufficiently bear out my observation re- 
specting the credit of this system being due to the 
author I have quoted. Indeed, the work of Jethro 

Tull should be every farmer's text-book. Should you 
consider the above worthy a place in your Journal, it 
may be the means of inducing some of your readers 
who may be, like myself, but a young farmer, to seek 
further into the work in question, from which, I flatter 
myself, I have gained considerable information.— H. C., 
Wooburn, Bucks. 

Calcareous Deposits in Drains.—I see, in your last 
Gazette, that a correspondent (T. G. Clitheroe) specu- 
lates upon the possible effect of caleareous deposits in 
stopping drains in the limestone distriets, and also in 
those in which quick-lime is used as a manure. I hap- 
pen to have discovered, by accident, a very remarkable 
instance of this. I was recently draining a large pas- 
ture field on the side of a hill, in the Cotswold district, 
which was a complete swamp; there was a consider- 
able depth of soil, and the men were surprised at meet- 
ing continually in the course of the drains with what 
appeared to them like irregular fragments of rock, in 
continuous lengths, which they had some difficulty in 
separating. On a close examination of these, they were 
evidently very ancient drains which appeared to have 
been originally formed of three blocks of stone—one 
having formed the base, upon whieh two others had 
been placed, meeting at the upper edge ; thus leaving a 
triangular space for the flow of water. These stones 
ad become consolidated into one mass by the calca- 

reous deposit of the water, and had, no doubt, ceased to 
act for many years. There is a tradition that there 
was heretofore a castle upon the top of this hill, which 
lies near the old Roman Foss-road ; it is probable that 
these drains were coeval with that structure. There 
are springs in various parts of this county, which are 
very remarkable for the quantity of deposit in their 
course, "There is one at Chalford, in the vale district, 
which, in common parlance, petrifies all substances sub- 
mitted to its action. hen the earth is carefully re- 
moved, and the substance is submitted to the action of 
water to cleanse away the ordinary dirt, the most beau- 
tiful forms become apparent, the nucleu of which have 
evidently been roots, branches of trees, &c., now con- 
verted into limestone without any change even of 
minute structure. Where such springs exist, no doubt 
drains would cease to act in the course of a few years ; 
but these, I apprehend, are rare. I have seen man 
old drains opened in this county, all formed of stone of 
the country, but I never observed the slightest deposit, 
excepting in the instance I have mentioned. — C. 
Laurence. 

Antimony for Pigs.—l beg to thank you for your 
reply to my enquiry as to porkers, and I hope you will 
excuse my recurring to the subject of antimony for 
them, In * Paxton's Cottagers' Calendar," edited at 

a 

@ 

* | to physic healthy animals. 

your office, and which I have had much pleasure in cir- 
culating by distribution amongst my neighbours, direc- 
tions are given, at p. 66 (the top of the page), for “ in- 
troducing into the food of baconers, for the first five or 
six days, as much powdered antimony and sulphur as 
will lie on a shilling.” Being ignorant as to the power 
of antimony, and how it operates, I asked the question ; 
as well as from having seen a not very credible if 
humorous anecdote at some time, which is probably 
not new to you, namely, that some Roman Catholic pro- 
tector of a monastery, who had seen the fattening power 
of antimony upon pigs, and who held the Chinese opinion 
that obesity was a blessed state to be desired, adminis- 
tered the same to the holy brotherhood, and killed them; 
"nde antimony derivatur! Since writing to you, the 
decay amongst my Swedes has become more decided, a 
dry pithy rot being apparent in very many. In this 
neighbourhood many erops of Skirving's Purple-tops (to 
say nothing of other sorts), are as far advanced towards 
seeding as they were at the latter end of March in the 
present open and forward year. That excellent Turnip 
appears to start off earlier than most. In the present 
summer, so very favourable has the season been for 
luxuriant growth that, although Turnip sowing was very 
late, the plants have stood too near to each other and 
drawn one another up towards seeding. Itisa 

old remark that no man can be trusted to thin his own 
Turnips, because he is sure to spoil his erop by not 
leaving them sufficiently distant from each other. But 

the luxuriance of this year has been greater than the 

most unsparing thinner could calculate upon, and shows 

how very difficult it is, if not impossible, to lay down 

any fixed rule for distance in thinning Turnips, whether 

the crop be sown early or late. The Tankards have 

been a sad failure this year, all tops and not above one- 
third of usual bulk. ‘They have, too, a sickly decaying 
appearance.—A Subscriber. [It cannot be good policy 

Our experience as regards 
the Turnip crop resembles yours.] 

Potatoes.—1 have been careful to be present, when- 

ever it was possible, at the digging up of Potatoes in 

this vicinity, and by observation and inquiry I have 

endeavoured to ascertain every fact concerning them, 

In this occupation, my attention has been drawn par- 

ticularly to one cireumstance. Whenever the crop has 

been overrun with weeds the produce has been remark- 

ably healthy. In a sandy piece of land almost covered 

with Couch Grass, I could scarcely detect a diseased 

tuber. Now, I conceive that this will point out the 

most profitable method of cultivation during the preva- 

lence of the present maiady. The Potato thus situated 

has been in a comparatively natural state, and has thus 

been able to combat successfully with a natural enemy. 

When growing sp ly it is ded by other 

plants, and if these have been an obstacle to the en- 

largement of the tuber they have, by preventing gross 
luxuriance, given the plant, &c., hardiness of which 

cultivation has deprived it. But to follow Nature too 

closely, and to sow a crop of Barley over the imbedded 

sets would be useless, for the produce, I am afraid, 

would not pay the expense of cultivation. Instead of 

this, a plan which I saw tried by an intelligent labourer 

is, I believe, worthy of adoption, at least by way of 

experiment. His crop was planted without manure, 

at the earthing up he sowed some White Stone Turnip 

seed. ‘Thus in the first part of the season when the dis- 

ease produced little injury the Potatoes were unrestrained 

in their growth, but when, after the wet weather, the 

malady begun its destructive career, the Turnips grew 

apace, asserted their right to the rich contents of the 

soil, deprived the Potato of the unnatural stimulus of 

cultivation, and thus prevented its falling a prey to the 

almost universal destroyer. No plan that has come 

under my notice has been so satisfactory in the result 

as this. The cottager had twenty bushels of sound 

Potatoes to the chain (I have not seen this year a 

larger produce), and in addition a valuable crop of 

Turnips. "There are, besides, other reasons for aiming 

at this double crop. It is found that the Potatoes 

ought not to be taken from the ground before November. 

By allowing them to remain, they keep better, and are 

improved in quality. But there is the drawback that 

the ground is lying useless all this time. If, however, 

some Swede or white Turnip seed is sown, the second 

crop takes its turn after the Potato has finished its 

course, The Turnip, moreover, is a desirable adjunct 

to the Potato. Every one who has tried it knows how 

the hog thrives with boiled Swede Turnips mixed with 

Potatoes better than with the latter diet alone, and the 

physician assures us that our own stomachs also perform 

their duty more effectually with a variety and change of 

food than with a continuance of the same aliment. 

Besides, if the land is not manured, the Turnips will 

be peculiarly sweet, and fit for human food. I may 

also add that there are various reasons for not earthing 

up the Potatoes on light land. Mr. Knight recom- 

mended it, and I, with some others, tried it last year 

with satisfactory results. If the Potatoes have been 

autumn planted, they are already six inches below the 

level surface, and, if the soil is raised higher, the tubers 

grown in this part will have been produced ao tall as to 

become the almost certain prey of the disease. Whilst 
without this earthing up the produce in the six inches 

of underground stem is more likely to be sound by 

having an early maturity. On the level surface, too, the 
Turnips will be more easily grown, and if alternate 

rows are left and earthed up against the winter’s frost, 
the operation will be more easily and effectually per- 

formed.— Sigma. 
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Societies. 
FLAX IMPROVEMENT SOCIETY. 

Tur annual meeting of this Society was held last 
week at Belfast. The following are extracts from the 
report of the Society, read by the secretary, Mr. 

ac Adam :— 

the various new districts over which the extension of the So- 

"These individuals have been ants to the more 
e Society’s agriculturists, in their several dis- 

tricts, and have thus been fitted for entering upon the manage- 
Ment of other districts in their turn, 
thus chosen were selected, and sent to Belgium, during the 
Flax harvest, where they remained for three weeks, to improve 
themselves both in the green steeping and the Courtrai mode of 
managing the crop. Your committee deemed it expedient, in 
order to give every assistance to those about entering, for the 
first time, on the ‘extensive culture 
west of Ireland, to send the Society’s most i 
turists to the new districts in the beginning of the winter, to 

and to give directions for the preparation of it during the 
winter. At the sowi 

Kilkenny, Cork, Kerry, Clare, Limerick, Tipperary, Waterford, 
Mayo, Leitrim, and Roscommon. Your committee are happy 
to state that the services of the agriculturists have given gene- Tal satisfaction, and that they have been most valuable in 
carrying out the views, and furthering the objects of the 
Society. 

* Quantity and Quality of this Year's Flaw Crop.—Your com- 
mittee regret that they cannot present you with a more favour- 
able report of the amountof Flax produced this year in Ireland, 
Partly owing to the unusual quantity of 

the best Flax-growing district iF 
which the plant requires ; and partly from the fears entertained on the score of obtaining genuine seed which were entertained, 

Flax sown 
The long-continued 

our committee, therefore, do not 

othersparts of the 
greater, losses are sus 

prospects 
he Flax 

** Fraudsinthe Saleof Fax-seed; and Sowing of Home-saved Seed, —In their last annual report, your committee detailed the great 
injury occasioned by the vending of spurious or fraudulently 
made-up seed. Anxious, by the prosecution and conviction of 

and costs, Your com 
of the counsel for the 
from the bench on thi 
value of this case as a precedent, which your committee have reason to believe, has already had its effect on the minds of the Public, as well as the farmer, as the parties concerned in the Sale of seed. As another means of guarding against such frauds, your committee recommended the saving of a portion of the Flax erop each year on the Courtrai system, and the use of the seed thus saved for sowing. This advice having been n in several districts the result has been very satis- factory, the crops thus grown being equal in all cases and fre- rior to 

) ed, of prime quality, and at a low price, is offering. this season, and will likely be brought into our markets. 
“Value of. Flaa-seed as Food for Cattle. —Y our committee have yearly in their reports to you, 

ctions of iheir 

ae 600,000 quarters of the former, and 80,000 tons of the Ws 
ing. Your com- mittee are, however, happ: report 4 ir strong 

Feconmendatunn 5 py to report that through their strong 
and more of the seed is each year saved, although as yet fully two-thirds is wasted. The Burhans of those reei the East of England who have introduced, under the able direc- tion of Mr. Warnes, an excellent system of house feeding on Flax-seed, is deserving of serious attention on the part of Irish farmers, and its adoption highly recommended,” 

Mr. W. SHARMAN CRAWFORD, M.P., mov hi i this report, He said the extent of the EE extensive cultivation of Flax would afford, sould be learned by a reference to the various documents interspersed through the reports of that Society. He should not take up their time b. going through any great number of them, on that oce s but would merely call the attention of the meetis ie es tistical statement, which appeared in the EE of the So- ciety, and which had been considered VOLI ‘by Sir Robert Kane, to bo used by him, in ms puni eee industrial resources of the country. We find recorded the fol lowing analysis of the produce and profits of a crop gr y 
"op 

tute acres ; on these three acres he had at least 100 stone; ld for 15s. per stone, realizing (no mention is made of the quantity or 1e of boles or seed). The process of converting this Flax into ¢ ambrie is described thus :— 
tot drains (or perhaps a hundred or two more of the 
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158 spinners, 12 months, or 59 weeks, at about £ s. d. 3s. 4d. per week Si PRO XE eS ees EET C 
18 weavers, 12 months, at 247. per annum 5 432 0 0 
40 needlewomen, 52 weeks, at 4s. each week — .. 416 0 0 

216 persons employed, amount of wages .. .. 2217.6 8 
Cost of Flax a . E H E oe 75 0 

Total expenses .. on . .. 2292 6 8 
Value of 1050 dozen of pocket-handkerchiefs, at 24. 10s, per dozen. abi S j 2625 0 0 

Profit . 

a 
figure as high as the most anxious friends of agriculture could 
esire, or as their wishes would lead them to demand—and yet 

the landed interests were in danger of being deprived of a pro- 
portion of their income. were asked to point out how 
these things came to pass, he would have no hesitation in reply- ing—because the people are unemployed, and, therefore, unable to pay their rents, This country, as was well known to the noble Chairman, and every gentleman present, was in a great 

latter), for these we have received 33547. 5s., paying 5 per cent. on the whole. T'he extent of ground com- 
pletely drained is 588 acres ; we have only 14 or 15 
acres more to drain, for which we have tiles made, and 
Shall complete them this winter, The drains are cut 
when the ground is in lea ; they are almost all in the 
furrows ; the ridges 15 feet wide ; depth of the drains 
2$ feet. For some time we cut the drains in the 
middle of the ridge, that we might have enough of good 
soil to fill in the drains without putting any of the clay, 
but from the many minute veins of sand that intersected 
the elay acting as conductors of the water, we discontinued 
this and cut them at once in the furrow. We are now 
laying down the land much flatter, and in even the 
most tenacious clay soils we seldom see any water 24 
hours after the heaviest falls of rain. We had 5 inches 
of rain on the evening of the 29th July ; the following 
afternoon, on riding over the farm, I only saw water on 
one of the Grass-fields, and that a mere “dub ” $ 
instead of the horse’s feet sinking, or making the land 
sound like a sponge, as it formerly did, all was firm and 
agreeable to ride on, Some seasons we have had very 
large crops of both Swedes and Hybrid, as well as 
yellow Turnips on our out-field land, where Turnips 
never grew before. This is the first season they have 

en indiff the long drought and heat, and then re- measure divided into small holdings,—. which 
could not fail to increase the existing distress. Neither his 
lordship nor he (Mr. Orawford) wonld desire to see these small 
holders dispossessed; and if they were not to be dispossessed, what course, he would ask, could be adopted in respect to 
them, except to devise for them some means of employment, 
which would enable them to pay their rent better than az 
present. Now, he would point out the cultivation of the Flax 
crop, as ome way to enable them to do so. e a man holding a small farm of eight acres, and pursuing a four-course 
rotation ; and suppose that in that rotation he devotes a half- 
acre, annually, to the culture of Flax. Ifhe would, he said, 
follow this plan, one-sixteenth of his holding would be ever: 
year under Flax, He had ne hesitation in saying, that with 
this half-acre he would, without trouble, be enabled to pay his 
ren: for he found, on reference to the various returns in the 
reports of the Society, that the value of the produce of an acre 
of Flax, that is of fine Flax, properly cultivated, amounted to a 
sum of from 307. to 401, With respect to the trouble and ex- ense of working it, the small farmer would be repaid by the 
seed, which, he perceived, by some of the documents, amounted. 
sometimes to 107. on the acre. So that if the holder receive 151. 
for the produce in Flax, that sum would cover, in most i 
stances, the rent for the ground, which was an additional in. 
ducement to the landlords to protect and encourage the culti- 
vation of Flax, as much for their own sakes as for the sake of nts. It is quite true that it would be a highly improper 
course to devote too great a proportion of a small holding to 
Flax ; because it is well known that it is a crop which will not 
admit of being sown too frequently in the same ground, But, 
on the supposition that in sowing a half acre, a man devotes to that purpose but one-sixteenth of his farm, by following a pru- 
dent system of rotation, it would not be repeated in the same 
ground oftener than once in every 16 years. This would be 
allowing him an ample interval for the renovation of the ground after the former sowing. The report which had been 
read showed, that that most important process, the saving of. the seed, had greatly increased this year. re was an ex- 
ample furnished him by his friend Mr, Andrews, of Comber, of 
the great value of saving the seed of Flax., The hon. gentle- 
man then stated that Mr. Andrews had saved and sold, from a 
crop of Flax which had produced him 281. 16s. 10d., at the rate 
of from 15s. to 16s. the Scotch stone, a quanti 

s. 

n- 

‘ity of seed, which, at a price, had give 6d. Here was a source 

Farm Memoranda. $ A FARM IN DUMFRIESSHIRE. — You will think m 
tardy in complying with your request, that I would 
give you some account of the tile-drains executed on 
this farm of late years ; but having been much occu- 
pied during the summer and autumn, I have scarcely 
had time to draw up a statement of the different years 
in one concise report for insertion in my farm-book till 
now, and I waited until I had done so, intending to 
send you a copy of it, and some remarks ou the advan- 
tages arising from the work, We commenced the tile- 
drains in 1835, but at that time had a long way to lead 
the tiles, and paid a high price for them. In 1836, the 
Duke of Buccleuch put up a tile-work in this parish, 
and a year after another in the neighbouring parish, to 
supply his tenants with draining-tiles. Ve continued 
to get them from 1836 to 1839 from these tileries, but 
the demand was so great we had always to set in our 
carts for days previous to the drawing of the kilns, and 
thus a very great deal of time was lost both of men and 
horses, as one of the tileries where the best tiles were 
made was seven miles distant, and we seldom could get 
our fields completed in a season from the inadequacy of 
the supply. As this farm is of considerable extent 
(750 acres), and 600 required draining, I saw it would 
be a ruinous concern going on in that way, and at 
length proposed the erection of a tile-kiln for our own 
use, and applied to the Duke of Buccleuch to know if 
e would consent to our having a tile-work of our own, 

and what he would allow per rood. His answer was 
extremely satisfact an ging, so that the 
thing was proceeded with at once. I kept exact ac- 
counts of everything, aud an account of it was after- 
wards drawn up, for which a premium was obtained 

i I inclose you a copy, 

to 1539 the number of tiles we used was 300,792 ; 

32s.; and we were allowed 3d, per rood for cutting the 
drains, excepting a few done at our own cost previous 
to the Duke’s tile works being erected. The total sum 
for those, on which we ay 5 per cent. interest, is 
5671. 7d. From 1840 till this time, we have made 
ani used 1,504,694 draining-tiles, and eut 79,062 roods 

e 
peated heavy rains (20 inches in seven weeks, com- 
meneing from 24th June) quite put a stop to their cul- 
tivation. The rotation recommended by our landlord 
is two years in Grass, a white crop, a green crop, and 
again a white crop, with Grass-seeds. Of course we 
may cut the first year’s Grass, if we like ; and need not 
take up the Grass fields after two years, unless we 
choose. We rather think the most of our out-field 
land will require to remain in Grass three years. We 
do not approve taking hay especially from our out-field 
land, but occasionally do so, as from so much tile leading 
our horses have had hard work. Iam very desirous of 
getting into a regular right system, now that the draining 
is nearly over. We have for some years just been taking 
what fields we could get drained out of lea; and until 
all the land was safe for our sheep, we could not keep 
so many as we shall now do. Our ewes are Leicester, 
and half-bred Cheviot and Leicester, from which we 
take three crops of lambs, selecting always our best. 
ewe lambs to keep up our stock, and sell the draft ewes 
fat in Sept. or this month; we have lately sold the whole 
lot over head at 35s. ; when we sell our lambs in July, 
at “spaining,” we get 20s. or sometimes more. This 
season we have kept them all, and sold the bullocks 
we should have fed, had the Turnip crop been better. 
We have 30 cows, and rear their calves, feeding the 
bullocks at 23 or 33 years old, and selling the heifers 
in calf, excepting those we keep to stock up our dairy 
with. Thus we breed and rear all our stock, having 
scarcely any good land capable of feeding stock fat, ex- 
cepting sheep on seeds, Previous to the tile. draining, 
we could not grow Turnips for our sheep, but had more 
land in Grass, and took Turnips for our sheep in winter 
and spring, and only kept a flying ‘stock, purchasing 
Cheviot ewes every autumn, taking one crop of lambs, 
and selling them the following season, which was at- 
tended with much risk and trouble. We could not feed 
any cattle for want of Turnips ; therefore, sold them 
generally in autumn, or the heifers in spring. Now we 
have all the benefit of the manure of the sheep at home, 
and these three last winters have made large quanti- 
ties of rich manure, from feeding 15 to 25 cattle on 
Turnips, oil-cake, grain, and Linseed ; besides feeding 
our cows also on these : but we have not such quantities 
of straw for litter as induce us to adópt your excellent 
method of feeding cattle and sheep in boxes, as our 
land is best suited for Oats, and we rarely grow 
either Barley or Wheat; neither soil or climate being 
adapted for it. I fear you will find this detail tedious 
and uninteresting. We arefar behind in many things. 
—Farm, Dumfriesshire. 

[The following are extracts from the pamphlet whielr 
was printed by the H. S. in their Ag. Jour. in 1842, 
and which our correspondent has kindly sent us ] 

Tilery. “ A plan, combining economy with efficiency, 
was adopted to suit the views of responsible and respect- 
able tors, who und k the fi ing of 
the tiles. The result has been in every respect most 
satisfactory. 

In the season of 1841, the number of tiles made, was— 
86,478 three-inch tiles 

and 29,671four-inch do, 

Total .. 916,149 
* The kiln was drawn 20 times, giving an average of 

15,8075; tiles for each kiln, 
D ates of drawing the kiln each time, 

April 29 June 14 August 2 September 14 
May 10 22 10 25 

81 19 October 2 
31 July 10 31 16 

June ept. 7 
«The quantity of coals used was 154 tons. 

In 1842, the number of tiles made was 221,796 three-inch tiles, 
and 21,204 four-inch do. 

Total .. 243,000 
“The kiln was drawn 14 times up to the 18th Septem- 

ber, when a sufficient number for the season was ob- 
tained, giving the average of 17,3577 tiles for each kiln. 

Dates of drawing each kiin full, 
July 19 September 9 

18 

May 3 
14 18 29 
23 27 Aug. 6 31 July 11 9 

“The quantity of coals used was 113 tons 15 ewt. 
There was also burnt in 1842, 1500 soles for the bot- 
toms of drains. More have not been burned, as slates, 
suitable for soles, are obtained at a lower cost. It will 
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be seen from the detailed account, afterwards given, of 
the expenses of erecting the work, that the whole cost, 

exclusive of the carriage of materials, was 1397. 0s, 1034. 

No repairs whatever have hitherto been required, and 
the only additional outlay has been the purchase of 500 

fire bricks for the flue, which eost 17 16s. 3d. Coals 

are delivered at the work at 7s. 4d. per ton of excellent 

quality. The three-inch tiles, the size mostly used, are 

delivered to me at 18s., and the four-inch at 23s. per 

1000 ; the contractor having a free house and horse’s 

Grass. It is hoped that the details given may encou- 

rage the establishment of similar economical works, by 
proprietors or their tenants, where thorough-draining 
is required and clay can be met with—for there is not 

only a great saving, from the comparatively small sum 

that requires to be added to the price of the tiles, to 
repay the cost of the works, but there is also a saving 

Wotices to Correspondents. 

C—Mix it with the compost as you 

yariable composition ; but a quantity containing perhaps 

half a cwt. of ammonia would be an efficient dressing for an 

cre. 
ANALYSIS or SornL—G. O—You had better write to Mr. Gyde, 

of Painswick, Gloucestershire, on the subject. 

Booxs— Constant Reader, &c.—'* Low on Landed Property," 

“ Hoppus on Practical Measuring,” ‘ Gibson on Surveying.” 

The second is a mere ready reckoner with explanatory in- 

structions. — H L Lawton—Blacker’s Essay on Small 

Farms.” Wehaye no published Glossary of scientific terms 
2 better than “ Brande's Dictionary. 
Bones AND Lowe—C W—Fresh lime can have no such influence 

on bones that sulphuric acid has. Theinfluences respectively 

exerted by these substances are opposite. Sulphuric acid 

sets phosphoric acid free, and therein lies its merits. "Lime 

would only fix it the firmer. 
©. rs—K K W W—The seed may be sown in the common 

in earriage to the tenant, and an afforded of 

making the time of leading the tiles subservient to the 

other operations of the farm, in place of interfering 

with them. 
** Detailed Expense of the Erection of the Tile-Work. 

Stones for kiln, 67.05. 6d., common bricks, £ s.d. £ s.d. 

Mims 0r. us s oe AS 19 
3050 fire-bricks (which quantity left suffi- 

cient for setting the kiln) oe m 

35 measures of lime, each containing 3 

i 2d., building imp. bushels, at 10d., 12, 
* .. . 15 9 

100 long fire-bricks .. m T ver dial: 
kiln, 141, . 

Sheds.— Wood got at a sale, part of which 

was left over for palings and farm pur- 

poses .. "e .. . ole I. 0 

2290 feet of boarding, at 1}d., for shelves 

ready to put up, and laths m E al 

Sawing 3122 feet of boards for shelving, 

at 2s. 6d. per 100 feet es oe v. 9115 *6 

Joiner worl of shed, per contract, in- 

eluding nails .. m oe m 0 
Additional sawing of boards and planks 

mired =. on Ps 

10,000 Welsh slates, 13/. 6s., slate nails 
2l. 15s. $ 

303 yards slating, at2jd.peryard — .. 

Iron-work for clay-mill, and all other 

iron-work, or tools made of iron, neces- 

sary for the work .. . ob oe 0 

Linen for curtains .. oe E v. agg 

Coopers’ work on pug-mill as m * 

Gost of shed against the kiln .. p. 

5 . . £139 0103 
* The carriage of the materials is not included in the 

above. 
** Cost of making Drain Tiles. Á 

* [t would not, in my opinion, be profitable for either 

a proprietor or farmer to carry on the work in a satis- 

factory manner by day's wages. The cost to the con- 

tractors for the different parts of the process is about 

as follows :— 
S-inch Tiles, 4-inch Tiles, 

per 1000. per 1000. 
Removing the surface and casting of s. d. 3. d, 
clay VOR lender: we rin T 

Grinding and sand — .. E 2.6 3 6 

Paid for moulding oe m . 5 0 

(Out of which the moulder p the 

y attending him 10d. per day.) 
Filling into the kiln d e Ui 13 

oals.—94 cwt, at 73.4d. perton .. 3 40 
Burning (the fireman attending day 

PEIBUUED IL Deer nee. rer 6 20 
Taking out of kiln Em E m 0 d 

Superintendence, incidents, and up- 
holding the shed, kiln, and imple- 
ments .. .. .. I „» 0.9 i41 

5.0 19 0 
“The hands employed have generally been— Three 

moulders; three boys ; two men at the clay, and assist- 

ing at the kiln ; and one of the contractors assisting at 

moulding and taking a general superintendence.” 

Miscellaneous. 
IF Instance of Grass-land broken up.—This farmer, in 

1843, broke up a piece of pasture land, the half of which 

he pared and burned in autumn, and after spreading 

the ashes, sowed Wheat and ploughed it in with a thin 

urrow, and obtained a very good crop. The other half 

he ploughed up without paring and burning. The land 

was harrowed and dragged, and the Wheat sown and 

dragged in. He had but a very bad crop, scarcely 

worth reaping, with abundance of weeds. The soil of 

this land averages 8 or 9 inches deep, on gravel, which 

rests on a subsoil of Oxford clay. The succeeding 

crops on a four-field course answered very well.— Mr. 

Bravender, in Eng. Ag. Soc. Jour. 
Extraordinary Crop of Wheat.—One grain. of white 

Wheat was planted on the 17th of August, 1844, and 

the plant was taken up and divided into six on the 6th 

of October ; these were sub-divided into 18 on the 24th 

of January, 1845. Five of these plants were destroyed 

by the frost, and the remaining 13 yielded 112 ears and 

3725 corns, which were dibbled in November, and; eut 

in July, 1846, and yielded half a bushel (minus three 

quarters of a pint) of good Wheat, which weighed 

30 Ibs. 6 oz.; the straw weighed 79 lbs. 9 oz. The 

superiority of dibbling Wheat over the old system of 
sowing it broadcast, has been well shown in one of the 
allotment gardens of Horsham. One-eighth of an acre 
was equally divided, one part being dibbled with Wheat 

at the rate of 2 gallons of seed to the acre; the other 

part was sown broadcast, at the rate of 2 bushels of seed | many = 

to the acre. The product of the first, or dibbled seed, | from Hola: 

was at the rate of 13 sacks to the aere ; while the pro- 
duce of the second was at the rate of 10 saeks. "This 
experiment was performed in one of the allotment gar- 
dens (which number 105) in Horsham.—Daily News. 

Suffolk or cup drill by first mixing the seed with sand or 

ashes. Guano is a capital manure for it, applied either 

mixed with earth, which is generally best, or alone sown 

broadcast in wet weather in April, Gardener's Turnip cutter 

will do well either for sheep or cattle; we have used it for 
several years for both. 

Derry CATTLE, &e.—H L Lawton—You should write to the 

advertiser for parti about the ch Mr. ‘Charnock, 
Wakefield, Yorkshire, 

Ermemtc—A Sub—Next week, if possible. 

Farmers’ Cnons—Henry— We suppose you mean the London 

Blackfriars. 
Grass SEEDs—J R—Lawson recommends for permanent pas- 

ture on ** medium soils ” without a crop— 
| lbs. 

Aira cæspitosa lutescens..1 | Lolium italicum — .. 
Alopecurus pratensis.... 2 | L. perenne m 

Arrhenatherum ayena-) 4: Phleum pratense .. 

m der Eg ee 3 | Poa nemoralis 
P.trivialis .. 

Trifolium pratense 
perenne .. . ) 

T. repens  .. 9 

Avena flavescens. . 
Dactylis glomerata 
Festuca duriuscula 

ylla ,. 

F rogue D 384 
Also Barley or Rye, about 1 bushel additional, peracre. A 

seedsman will obtain the varieties for you. 
LockRNE— T D W—If up high enough to make the forage of 

any value cut it; but if only a few inches high you may as 

well leave it till the spring. 
MANGOLD WURZEL—Sub—You had better lift them, cut the 

tops off, and transplantthem now into any convenient corner 

of land not manured ; letting them stand at intervals of 3 ft, 

every way. They will sprout and bear seed next year. 

OincAkE ok BEANS—JAHenfield—1t is not better to sell Beans at 

44s. per quarter and buy oilcake at 12l. 105. per ton, Th 
best mixture you can give cattle or sheep we believe to be one 

of Linseed and Beans. The former you can buy at 121. to 

a ton, and they should be ground and given half and 

with hay chaff, 
Porarors—C W E—Swedish Turnips, Mangold Wurzel, and 

Belgian Carrots, are any of them suitable as a substitute for 

Potatoes as food for pigs. 
Scan IN Suerr—F J G—Next week. 

Sunprres—Jnquirer—We imagine that the accumulated cut- 

tings at short intervals of a rich meadow would exceed in 

um of a few cuttings in the same peri 

thing is explained by so much larger a number of cows being 

supported on the same quantity of food in than out. 

cinders may be used with adyantage as manure, especially on 

clay land; but this is a misappropriation; they should be 

used as fuel, and their ashes used as manure.——-In stall- 

feeding the dung all falls in one place, and the feet of the 

animal stand in one place; it would not answer to let its 

litter accumulate under it as in box-feeding.——1t will be 

Jost labour to apply lime on wet peaty soil; but you may do 

so with profit on drained land though it be not broken up. 

—-— Does phosphoric rat poison lose its efficacy after keeping 

mixed w fiour and sugar? [Yes. It should only be 
ixed itis wanted. 

Vercues—T W M—They are considered very fattening food for 

igs. They should be crushed or ground and given as Barley- 
mealis given. Barley meal and Indian corn meal and Bean 

meal and Pollard are, any of them, better, because cheaper 

food. 
*,* Communications reaching town after Wednesday cannot 

be answered the same week, 

POTATOES.—SouTHWARK, WATERSIDE, Nov. 23. 

At present there is such a sameness in this Market that there 

must of necessity be a sameness in the wording of a report. 

The supply continues to be moderate coastwise from Kent and 

Essex, Yorkshire, Cambridge, and by the railways from the 
various inland counties. The prices are ranging as follow :— 

York Regents, 120s to 1808 Kent nd Essex Regents, 140s to 1808 
Do. Shaws, 1008 to 130s Do. Shaws, 1208 
Cambridyehize Regents, 1208 to 1408 | Do. Kidneys, 1408 
Do. Shaws, 110s to 1208 French Whites, 80s to 1103 
Do. Kidneys, 100s to 1308 

Ricnarp HARRIS. 

SMITHFIELD, MowDAY, Nov. 23.—Per Stone of 8 Ibs. 

Beat Scots, Herefords, &o. 48 Oto du 4| Best Long-wools - 45 6to4 8 
Best Short Horn: 8 B 4 0 Ditto (shorn) 0 m ee 
Second quality Beasta - 2 8 4| Ewesend second quality 4 0 4 4 
Galvas - = - 40 410 Ditto (shorn) =- = = 
Bess Downs & Half- 5 9| Lambs - nei a P 

Ditto (shorn) = — — | Pigs * cw ce dio FO) 

There are not so many Beasts in Market to-day: but the supply is quite 

equal to the deman 

day’s quotations. 
rather more Sheep a. à 

onday last, and the demand 
'onsequently inlly for Long Wools ; and second- 

rate quality Downs are uch lower. Calves, although not plentiful, are 
lower in price, Trade for Pigs is very slow. 

Beasts, 9067; Sheep and Lambs, 26,260; Calves, 79; Piga, 215. 

"The supply of Beaste to-day is large. Trade is very heavy—especially for 
- 4s 4d, Best Short 

d nd-rate—the little 
in description may be quoted at 2s 8d to 3s 4d 5, bu: 

and Germany. The 
small—especially taking into consideration that 1460 are 

ermany—notwithstanding it is difficuls to effect sales at 
Bess Downs cannot be quoted at more than 5s 2d, The 

best Long Wools is 4s 8d. Ewes, &c., 4s to 4s 4d. The Mondey 

ate, 4» 24 toas 6d, Pigs are more in request as late price 
Beasts, 1012; Sheep and Lambs, 2180; Calves, 188; Pigs, 380. 

41, West Smithfield. 

E a6 

COVENT GARDEN, Noy. 28.—In consequence of the mild” 
ness of the season, Raspberries—the produce of a second crop 
—still continue to make their appearance in the Market, 
Other fruit, as well as Vegetables, are also brought in abundance; 
but trade is far from being brisk. Pine-apples are sufficient 
for the demand; but Grapes, both English and Foreign, are 

Apples and Pears have not altered in price since last 
week ; the latter are rather more plentiful. ranges are also 
rought in greater abundance. Spanish Melons may be ob- 

tained, and Nuts are sufficient for the demand. Walnuts are 
scarcer, and there is little demand for Filberts, 
scarce, Of Vegetables, Cabbages, Cauliflewers, d&c., are 

Carrots and Turnips have altered but 
r 

ood in quality. 
tuces and other Salading are plentiful, Horsêradish still con- 
tinues to be imported. Cut Flowers chiefiy consist of Heaths, 
Jasmines, Camellias, Pelargoniums i acti, Nea- 
politan Violets, Luculia gratissima, Bignonia radicans, Roman 
Narcissus, Allamanda cathartica, Fuchsias, Azaleas, and Roses, 

ITS. 
Pine Applo, perlb., Ato 7e Lemons per 100, 10s to 904 
Grapos, > 

ee 
à 2 

Ib, lo Bs 
. 100 Ibs, 854 t0 902 

ts, Cob, per 100lbs., 957 to 1008 
Barcelona, 20 
Brazil, 1%. «o 168 

Apples, Dess,, per bush-, s 6d to 8s 
— Kitch n, 4s to 65 

Pears, per hf.-sieve, 4s to 128 
Oranges, per dozen, 2s to 3s 

— per 100, 14s to 208 
Berberries, per h£.-sv., 5s to 7s 
Lemons, per dozen, 1s 6d to às 

Spanish, 14s 
Walnuts, per bushel, 16s to 242 

VEGETABLES, 
Garlic, perlb., 6d to 8d. Spinach, per sieve, 1s to 1s 6d 
Asvaragua, per 100, 8s to 6s Seakale per punnet, gs 6d to 3¢ 
Salsify, p. bundle, 1s to 1s 6d. 

zonerá, Isto ls 6d 

Cabbages, per doz., 6d to 1s 6d 
— ‘red, per doz,, 18 to 84 

Broccoli, per doz. 6s to 12s 
Cauliflowers, per doz., la to 5s 

doz., 3s to 5s 

Ve, la to 28 
Brussels Sprouts, per hf-sy, 1a6d to 
Lettuce, Cos, per dto le 
‘Tomatoes, per hf. 

owes de oa to'0y er T En to le, 
v ushel, 1s 6d. to 3s 6. Radishes, per 12 = mandy perbiate, Radishes, per 12 bunches, ls to lead 

Turnips, per doz., 1s to 2s Small Salad: 
ed Beet, per doz., 6d to 1s 6d 

rores 
Celery, por bundle, 6d vo 1e 0d Parsley, per bunch, 1d to 
arrota, per doz., 8s to 6s — Roots, per bundle, 1 

Onions, per bushel, 5s to 8s Mariagony.per buanoh 8ds T parati 
— Spanish, per doz., 1s 6d to 4s Mint, green, per bunch, 6d to 8d 

Shallots, per 1b., 6d to 10d Marjoram, per bunch, 3d to 4d 

HAY.—Per Load of 36 Trusses. 
SMITHFIELD, Nov. 26. 

70sto 77«| New Hay — sto 
50  -65 |Olover — 80 

Prime Mead.Hay 
Inir, New & Rowen 

NewClr, —sto —s 
poh rsa go Bis 
oun Coorsn, Salesm: 

WHITECHAPEL, Noy. 26, me n 
Fine Old Hay -  70sto 768} Old Clover 90s to 1008 
Inferior Hay - 60 63 |Infr. , 70 80 |Straw 268 to 82s 
New Hay - New Clover — — 

"Trade very dull. 
CUMBERLAND MARKET, Nov. 26, 

Prime Mead. Hay 70sto 80s|Old Clover 90sto 96s 
Inferior . 55 60 | Inferiordo, 75 84 | Straw 828 to. 84s 
New Hay poem : LI 

osnuA Baker, Hay Salesman, 

` HOPS, FnrpAvy, Nov. 27. 
"The Market ia very brisk for all Hops with colour, at an advance of full 2s 

per cwt., such being very soarce. 
ParruNDEN & Suru, Hop-Factors. 

MARK-LANE, Monpay, Nov. 23. 
The supply of English Wheat by land carriag: amples this 

morning was moderate, and the greater part taken off early, 

principally for shipment, at an advance of 1s per qr. 
Foreign met a limited sale, holders insisting on former prices, 
‘We did not hear of any transactions in bonded,—Barley, all but 
the finest qualities, must be noted is lo ns; 
new were à dull sale and the turn cheaper ; old declined 1s to 
2s per qr. hite Peas were difficult of disposal; Grey un- 
altered in value,— The Oat-trade was firm; bnt we cannot 
write it dearer.—In flour there is very little doing.—Maize con- 
tinues in request from 48s to 49s 6d for Galatz afloat. 

BRITISH, PER IMPERIAL QUARTER. $. $. e 
Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk . , White 60 65 Red 2 58 
——- Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire — . 54 60 
Barley, Malting and distilling a6sto 40s Chevalier 49 48 
Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . Pola) 

Northumberland and Scotch , . es z Tete Totaro 82 95 
ae . ‘eed $8 20 tato i 
Malt gale, ship b E: = SU» dS 
—— Hertford and Essex 
Ec RON et oh * 4 

Beans, Mazagan, oldand new 36 to 4l ‘Tick 38 49 Harrow 38 48 
—— Pigeon, Heligoland . 44 to 48 Winds 55 70 Longpod38 45 
Peas, White epu 5 Ire; 12 LH + b0 to 54 ^ Maple 42 4i 

ARRIVALS IN THE RIVER LAST WEEK. 

Flour. Wht.) Barl. | Malt Oats. | Rye. | Bns. |Peas 
English 244i Shs. — Brle| 2838 | 3257 | 2777 | s13 | = | G6 |248 
rish. . — 5 > s mi Poor ka 894] — Qm act 
Foreign — 4, 92865 , | 6705 | 1551 9698 | 50 72 | 67 

FmipAY, Nov. 27. 

There was little English Wheat fresh up for this morning's 

Market, and it was cleared at our quotations of Monday last. 
In free Foreign the transactions were limited, and prices un- 

altered. The demand for Bonded has subsided.—Barley is firm 
at late rates.—Beans remain the same ; but white Peas in some 

instances offered on lower terms.—The Oat-trade is steady, and 
has rather an upward tendency.—Maize in demand at 1s to 2s 

per qr. adyance, 

ARRIVALS THIS WEEK, 
Wheat Barley Oata Flour 

English «+ 5030 1960 1680 1860 Sks 
Irish >. o — 700 9550 - 
Foreign . + 9420 960 1040 10200 bris 

IMPERIAL AVERAGES, 
Wheat. | Barley.| Oats. ye. | Beans. ‘ens. 

Oct. 17 per Quarter| 59s10d| 38s 8d| 954 $i Bis 3d| 45e 5d| 47s, 8d 
= 8... j.6010 9 45 9| 48.10 
seti: a Gud 46 1 | 50 88 
uic Wan. OC ELE MR. 0 

Noy. 14. « .| 61 5 
— aA, + «| 8 8 

6 weeks’ Aggreg, Aver, | 60 11 

son Foreign Grain 4 ^ 

Fluctuations in la 

Parca. 

62s 3d 
61 9 
61 5 
60 10 
59 10 
59 i er 

SEEDS, Nov. 23, 
Canary ~ perqr 60sto Gis | Linseed Cakes,Foreign,p.ton 91 to 11 
faraway - -= perowt 40 ustard, White, per bush - 78 88 
Clover, Red, English - — — — Superfine , > — — 
— — Foreign - — — —- rown ERE ET R 
— White English - — — | Rapeseed, English, per last 97 247 
= — Foreign — Z | RapeCakes - perton — 6l 

Coriander - = 270 16 BainWoin  -  & 85s € - 

Hempseed = perqr. 84 36 Tares, Eng., winter, p. bush, 5s 56d 
LS EE CO el A Forlun ony oya, enfin 

‘re! 1 Baltio - =- ~ 46 patoi e twp owt. 

Cakes, Eng. per 1000 _13 5 "Turnip (too variable for quotation) 
KINGSFORD AND Lay, 
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Sales bp 
TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEN 

E ERS, 
OE 

Premises, 
Eschol Nursery, Hampstead-road, on Monday, Dec. 7th, 1846, 
at 12 o'clock (by order of the Proprietor, in consequence of the 
ground being let for building, f the valuable 
NURSERY STOOK, consisting of fine Evergreens and Shrubs, 
Fruit and Forest Trees. Also, a select assortment of Standard 
Roses.—May be viewed prior to the Sale. Catalogues may b» had on the premises, of the principal Seedsmen, and of the 
Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone. 

TO 

E on. 

N, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS. : 
'HEROE ann MORRIS will submit 

to public competition, at the Auction Mart, Bartholo- 
mew-lane, Thursday, Dee, 3, M6, o'clock. first 

DUTCH B double and single Hyacinths, Narcissus, 
i olus, Anemone, Ranunculus, &c. Also 

Standard an: warf Roses, consisting 
varieties, Rhododendrons and Azaleas, well 

furnished with bloom buds, &c. May be viewed the morning 
r alogues had atthe Mart, and of the Auctioneers, 

American Nursery, Leytonstone. 

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS, E 

MESS RS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS will submit 
to Publie Competition, at the A 

mew-lane, on Friday. Dec. 4, 1846, at 12 

beautifully furnished with bloom buds. Also a fine collection 
of DUTCH BULBS, comprising very fine double and single 
Hyacinths, Antholiza, Orocus, Gladiolus, Iris, Jonquils, Nar- 
eissus, Tulips, Sparaxia, &c. May be viewed the morning of 
Sale, and Catalogues had at the Mart, and of the Auctioneers, 
American Nursery, Leytonstone. 

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, 
DERS, AND OT J 

? ESSRS. PROTHEROE Ax» MORRIS have re- 
ceived instructions to submit to Public Competition by 

Auction on the Premises, Paradise Nursery, Hornsey-road, on 
Monday, Dec. 14, 1846, and following day, at 11 o'clock (by 
order of Mr. PAMPLIN, in consequence of the land being required for other purposes), the whole of the valuable NUR- 
SERY STOCK, consisti considerable quantity of very 

e Evergreens, Dwarf Trained Peach, Nectarine, and Plum ; 
also about 500 Camellias, from 2 to 5 feet, beautifully furnished 
with bloom buds, Azalea Indica, and Erica, P sorts, and. 
other Greenhouse Fiants. May be viewed prior to the Sale. 
Catalogues (6d. each, returnable to purchasers) may be had on 
the Premises; of the principal Seedsmen, and of the Auc- 
tioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone. 

(77  MBXIOAN OROHIDS. ^ ^ 
M ESSRS. J.C. AND S. STEVENS will sell by Auction, 

at their Great Room, 38, King-street, Covent-garden, on 

NURSERYMEN, 
HERS. 

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE 
"| TWO ADJOINING STOCK FARMS, NEAR NEWP 

PAGNEL, BUCKS. 

ady-day, 
Acres of PASTUR 

farms to enterprising tenants with capital to invest in im. 
provements, and will gladly assist their views. i 

F ants has just 
been completed on the estate, and permission will be given to 
plough up the inferior Grass land, and to grub all useless 
hedges at the same time that other means are being taken to 
throw open and greatly improve the estate. For farther par- 
ticulars, apply Messrs. Davis and Vierrs, Land Agents, 
8, Frederick's-place, Old Jewry, London. 

4FLOWER-POTS AND GARDEN SEATS. 
[JOEN MORTLOCK, 250, Oxford-street, respectfully 

announces that he has a very large assortment of the 
above articles in various colours, and solicits an early inspec- 

i and | to ion. Evers description of useful CHINA, GLASS, EARTHENWARE at the lowest possible price, for Cash.—250, 
x fic Str near Hyde-park. 

S.—CORNER OF HALF-MOON-STREET. 
IOMAS GIBBS and CO 

To AGRICULTURISTS, GARDENERS, & OTHERS. 
PARKERS ENTYKOPROLEON, OR CHE- 

MICAL COMPOSITION MANURE, for destroying the 
Wireworm, Grub, Mole, Insects, and Vermin inimical to the 
rowth of all kinds of grain and vegetable productions, and for 

assisting vegetation. 
wW. d S. B. PARKER in offering their Composition Manure 

to the notice of Farmers, Gardeners, and others interested in 
agricultural pursuits, do so with the perfect confidence that it will be found fully to effect all the objects intended, and to be 
a desideratum long and anxiously looked for by all classes of 
persons for whose benefit it is now offered. This Manure will 
be found most effectually to destroy the flyin Turnips, to pre- 
serve corn and other seeds and grain from insects without in- 
juring or affecting the seed ; while, at the same time, it mate- 
rially assists and promotes vegetation, It will be found highly 
beneficial in cold and wet corn lands, keeping the young plants warm, and contributing essentially to their growth and 
nourishment. On meadow land, also, its beneficial qualities 
will be readily perceived, and it cannot fail to be appreciated 
as a rich, cheap, aud invaluable Manure. 

extraordinary disease affe the Potato is now be- come an objectof serious consideration, not only to the grower, 
but to the consumer ; and any expedient or specific to stop or Tuesday, December 1, at 12 for 1 o’Clock, a small Importation 

of ORCHIDS from various provinces of Mexico, including many 
favourite varieties, ——On vi e day prior, aud Catalogues 
had of the Auctioneers, 38, King-street, Covent-garden. 

NORFOLK.—FREEHOLD AND TITHE-FREE ESTATES. 
ELIGIBLE INVESTMENTS in as fine Land as any in Nor- 
folk, in the immediate vieinity of the Attleborough Station 
on the Norfolk Railway. 

UTCHER will sell by Auction, at the Royal 
Hotel, Norwich, on Friday, December 11, at Twelve 
either as an entirety or in Three Lots, unless pre- 

and well-known estate c. 
kenham, Norfolk, celebrated as being 

One of the most extraordinary producing farms in the county, 
the Arable Land yielding on an average of years 40 to 50 
bushels of Wheat, and 50 to 60 bushels of Barley per acre, 
remarkable for the growth of Turnips and Beet of excellent 
quality, and the pastures (upw res) producing feed 
of the most fattening description. It comprises an excellent. 
armhouse, called the Hall Double Cottage, three Barns, Riding 
and ©, tables, Cowhouse, Piggeries, Bullock and 

ranary, and 290 Acres, or thereabouts, of 
$ re and Plantation, lying in a ring fence, 

ast, in three 
annum, The 

outgoings in land-tax, modus in lieu of tithes, &c., amount to 
about 2 s 

Should the Estate not be disposed of as a whole, it will then 
be offered in the following lots :— 

a 

ee 

Lot 
dence, Pleasantly situated, with a 
tiful, well-tim 

Offices, double cot- 
cowhouse, bullock 

a. 3r. 10p. of arable, 
fence around the 

es, and now in the occupation 3 
for a term of eight years from Michaelmas, 1846, at the rent of 
3951. per annum, The buildings are in good repair. 

very desirable, compact, small FARM, of eight 
inclosures of arable and pasture land, with a barn, enclosed 
yard, and lodges for cattle, lying in a ring fence, near Old 
Buckenham Green, containing’ 60a. 1r, 38p. This lot is in the 
Occupation of Messrs. Philip and John Trickson, under a lease 
for eight years from Michaelmas last, at the rent of 168/. per 
annum, 

Lot 3.—Another desirable occupation adjoining lots 1 and 
2, comprehending a good barn, extensive sheds for cattle, and 
ten inclosures of very fine arable and pasture land, containing 
Tla, Or. llp. This loti he occupation of Mr. John Bu 
under a lease for eight years from Michaelmas last, at the vent 
of 1771. 10s, per annum, 

,, Old Buckenham is situated 16 miles from Norwi 
from London, and three miles from the market town of . 
Porough, one of the principal stations on the Norfolk Railway. 
he poor-rates are moderate.—Particulars and conditions of 

sale, with a lithographic plan of the estate, may be had on 
application to Messrs, Wnrre and Borrert, Solicitors, 35, Lin- eoln’s-inn-fields; Mr. Corurer, Auctioneer, Moorgate-strect, 
ondon; Mr, EDWARD FREESTONE, Solicitor, Little Orford- 

Street ; or Mr, Burcusn, Auctioneer, Norwich. Mr. LEGooD, the tenant of the Hall Farm, will show the several lots. 

RE Nom. TAheabove Rents are all guaranteed, 
and if no larger Price is obtained, the Estate will be 
Sold so as to pay u clear 4 per cent, 
KE. oe SS ABBIA 

h, 95 miles 

urther particulars apply 
onthe premises. 

diminish the malady, must be considered of the utmost im- 
portance to the ity. Notwi ing the i 
observations, and opinions of scientific and practical men, 
satisfactory solution of the origin or cause of the disease has 
been suggested, or any efficacious specific or remedy proposed, 
and the alarming extent of the mischief justifies and requires 
the adoption of any reasonably proposed preventive or miti- 
gant. With this view the proprietors of the Chemical Compo- 
sition Manure, confidently recommend its adoption as a perfect 

fic against the prevailing epidemic, imi The limits of an ad- 
rtisement do not allow the opportunity of giving a scientific 

their 

He 

B 
tures, 

E 

Architects, Builders. 
BENJAMIN Fowrrn's 

m 
(By Official appointment), the SEEDSMEN to the 

“ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND,” vouch for Beg to remind the Members of the Society, and Agriculturists | tneir efliciency. An improved wrought-iron boiler, which re. in general, that their only Counting House and S Ware- | quires no brickwork, may be seen in action upon the premises, house is at the Corner of HALF-MOON-STREET, PIOCA- NJAMIN FOWLER, 63, Dorset-street, Flect-street ^ st Fifty Y A = A ee DILLY, London, as for the last Fifty Years THE TANK SYSTEM, 

URBIDGE aw» HEALY having 
siderable number of Pits 

, for the cultivation 

g heated a con- 
and other Horticultural Struc- 

of Pines, Melons, © 
other tropical plants, particularly upon the plan recommended i r. MinLs's recent work 

paratus, 
desired result, 

at the following places : 

y as probably be the effect as the 
t is submitted, however, that 

an insect, of fungus, or of 
other undi some peculiar state of the M cause, must originate in an effect on the tuber in the ground, and whilst on, or after it attains its mature growth, the proper 

remedy therefore must be applied to the soil, and the destruc- tive effect of this manure on all kinds of insects affecting the 
roots and germs of vegetable products, and its stimulative anı nourishing qualities, seem to leave little doubt of its efficae: 
against the Potato epidemic, 
from their ow 
parties, strongly recommend the dressing of theland with their 

E 

ti 

T 

] ples, and at ver; 

apparatus for the abov: 
ments suggested in their 

Royal Botanie Gardens, ens, Gunnersbu 

TICULTURALBUILDINGS,DWELLING. HOUSES, 
HUROHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved princi- y moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and 
DWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN, 

. and E. Barney having devoted much time to t 
on of this subject, and had much experience in 

-mentioned purpos 

e considera- 
ne erection of 

ave, by improve- 
l their mode of 

only very efficient, but very simple, and have com- 
yin the apparatus with economy in the ¢ arge. 

hey have erected apparatusin England, Scotland, and Ireland, Manure previously to planting. Ta fidently assured it | fo" Many noblemen and gentlemen, and haye had the honour ill bafoandia perfect pe AORE athe fatal discosn, ae diag | t0, Do employed by tha Horticultural Society of London, in in other respects a cheap and fert Y i ieee the works ¢f their splendid Conservatory erected at hiswiek. Sold in casks of any size at 61, per ton, with directions, &e., 
or use, by W. and S. B, PARKER, Sole Manufacturers, Che- mical and Colour Works, Deptford, Kent; where also can be had Prospectuses with Testimonial 
]& AGENBUSCH AND Co.s REM R THE 

POTATO DISEASE. Price 6s. per packet, which en. 
sures an acre of sound Potatoes anda large crop. KAGENBUSCH AND €0/s GERMINATING COMPOUND. 
—Price 2s, and 4s, per packet, The best Steep for Wheat and 

E 

other Grain ; Turnip, Clover, Onion, and all other Seeds and Pulse. This is the gardener’s best friend. Lk KAGENBUSCH AND Cos GERMAN SCIENTIFIC 
MANURES, which fertilise the land without exhausting it, ai s. per acre for Meadows, i 5; per acre, and for Hops 40s. per per ton for Meadows and Tillage, and 9. per ton for Hops. | th One ton is sufficient for 4 acres,” 
These articles are kept at Hibernia Wharf, London-bridge, and Mr. Josepa EDWARDS will deliver them to any one bringing the amount in cash. 

| fa 

Agricultural 
for the South 

TER, BRO- 

reeks of every port in the Kingdom, | 

Pumps ki 
Excavations and Wells. Buildings heated by Hot Water, for 
Horticulture, and every variety of manufacturing purposes. 

he Trade supplied on. advantageous terms, BENJAMIN 
FowLER, Engineer, &c., 63, Dorset-street, Fleet-street, London, 

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, G ` 

servatory attached to the Pantheon as one 
esides many others in this country, and on the Continent, 

Orchidaceous or 
| at intervals, required, and which may be seen a 

T 

SY 
and Manufacturers of the Improved CON 
CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, respectfully solicit the attention of 

| scientific Horticulturists to i f applying the Tan: 
&c., by which Atmospheric heat as well as b 
cured to any required degree without the ai 

are now S 
those who have not seen them in 

E. Barter also constructin metal all descriptions of 

range- 
been brought 

. and E. BAILEY were the first to introduce metallic cur- 
linear houses to horticulturists, and can referto the Con- 

of their works, 

D. and E. BAILEY have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic 
Plant Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery ; ey beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for 

other Houses where vapour is constantly, or 
t their Manu- 

ctory. 

TEPHENSON anb CO., 61, Gracechurch-streets 
ondon, and 17, New Park-street, Southwark, Inventors 

NICAL and DOUBLE 

their much app 
k system to Pineries, Propagating Houses, 

o. have also to state 

known, scarcely 
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(SUR SEWAGE CHEMICAL MANURE 
sA ea ae Provisionally), E on £100,000, 

in5, ue Shares of £20 ei Deposit, £1.25. per share. » 

London Sewers and 

his gane wi ble, and the 

R WHEAT, TARES, &c. 

rpue URATE OF THE LONDON MANURE 
COMPANY will be found a most valuable Manure for the 

above crops—it is permanent in its effects, and has stood the 

test of five ees with increasing success each year. The 

Manure, at the lowest m. 
tary, 40, New Bridge-street, Blackfriars. 

Shareholders vin pz» the benefit of a material reduction in 

the price Em qué antities of the Manure as they may require 

for their ow: 
ive. for Shares and Prospectuses we be made to the 

ecretary, at füces of the Comme 9, Spring Gardens, 

au NA the following Stock-brokers :—Messrs. E. J. Hunter, 15, 

rton-street ; Borthwick ex CHEERS Glasgow ; Flint 

Ec Tootall, Hall; D. Murray, 31, St. Andr ee ae: din- 

Dues T. Wren, Preston ; n, astle-under- 

Lyme; Collis and Pus Bir minghs am; F. Wakefield, junior, 

Noragham ; J. Colling, RTA z Tyne; J. Allason, and 
W. J. Barker, Bon Q treet, Der vby. 

By or "der of uh edd Sowim HUNT, nae 

SMITHFIELD CLUB PRIZE CA TTLE SHOW, 1846. 

HE ANNUAL EXHIBITION OF PRIZE 
CATTLE, SEEDS, ROOTS, IMPLEMENTS, &c., will 

take place on the 9th, 10th, 11th, "and 12th of December, atthe 

Horse Bazaar, ee stri E Portman- -square, handsome 

permanent building in place of the usual tent, was last dier 

erected, and the Implement /Gallotles are, this year, madeto ex 

tend over double the space formerly so occupied. Ladies are 

enabled A gl this) National Exhibition with perfect comfort. 

Open ght till Nine in the Evening. Lighted up 
after Three in the afternoon, Admittance, 1s. 

CHEAP AND DURABLE | ROOFING. 

BY HER ROYAL LETTERS 

MAJESTY’S PATENT, 

Felt pa kosed J E 

ER MAJESTY’S Woops AND FORESTS, 

ONOURABLE COMMISSIONERS OF CUSTCMS, 

5s mp s EsTATE, ISLE OF ubere 

L BOTANIC GARDENS, REGENT’S 

And on the E ist ates of the Dukes of eled "Norfolk, Rut- 

land, Newcastle, Northumberland, Buccleuch (at Richmon md), 
the late Ear! Spencer, and most of the Nobility and Gentry 
and at the Royal Agricultura 2 Society's House, Hanover Square. 

It is half the price of a: other description of Roofing, and 

effects a great saving of Timber in ane construction of Roofs. 

"Made to any length by 32 inches wi 

RICE ONE PENNY S Square Foor. 
wnd Samples, with Directions for its Use, and Testimonials, 

of seven years’ experience, with references to Noblemen, Gen- 

tlemen, ‘Architects, and Buiiders, sent free to any part of the 

town or PANT nä u Wy by post execute 

e Public is Tespectfillly cantionedshasihe ou Works. 

in Great Britain where the above ERIS is ma 
F. M'NEILL an 

Patent Felt Manufactory, Lamb's- buildings, Bunhill-row, Lon- 
don, where Roofs covered with the Felt may be seen, as ae 

the new Vice-Chancellor’s Court, and the pe and 

at the entrance to Westminster Hall, and other buildings at the 

New Houses of Parliament, done under the Surveyorship of 
Charles Barry, Esq., R. 

lo sumers sending direct to the Factory can be sup- 

plied i in lengths best suited to their Roofs, so that they pay for 

no more e they HEU ire. 

FEE 

UE 

TO BRI ICK AND TILE MAKE RS. 

BRICK AND TILE MACHINES. 

HE AINSLIE PATENT TILE MACHINE 

COMPANY (James Smita, Esq., of Deanston, Chairman), 

invite attention to their improved TILE MA , and to 

their new Patent Improved <ilns, for drying and burning 
of from two- thirds to 

tained from Mr. Jonn Paron, Secretary, 1934, Piccadilly, 

Agents wanted. 

TO OWNERS AND OCCUPIERS OF ESTATES. 

Ay Lu BULLOCK WEBSTER, of p 
near SORA. pui Engineer to Her esty, 

at Osborne, Isle of Wight; the inventor of a Patent Tile 

and Pipe Machine (applicatie to pem Bricks); also an 

"Machine for taking roots and ston of Clay, both Nob xm 

to be seen at the Royal Polytect E Raetaton i t 

offers his assistance âs a thorough practical man to andloras 
subject connected w 

—Land drained at a fixed the Drainage of their Estates. P.S. 
sum per acre, including every expense. 

BY HER ROYAL LETTERS 

MAJESTY'S PATENT. 

LIGHT, CHEAP, Ax» DURABLE ROOFING. 

es JOHN CROGGON, A 8, Lau- 
ce-Pountney Hill, Cannon-street, Lon. 

Begs to um the attention T sake ESY and the 

Toe ASPHALTE "BELT, FOR ROOFING, 

As adopted by Her Majesty’s Woods and Forests, and by the 
OYAL AG RIOUL URAD SOCIETY OF ENGLAND, 

on diee buildings at Neweastle-on-Tyne, and Hanover-square, 
London ; also. the Sonus members of the above and other 

Agricultural Societies of En Lam Scotland, and Ireland. 

The Price of the Felt is ONE PENNY PER SQUARE 

being considerably le than half the price of slates, 
Tiles, Thatch, &c. Th so a very gre 

Felt, feom its lightness, does not require halt 
tiles The n be 

VERE CM 
C ece Pountney hil Camion: manufactured of any 

HoMas JOHN Onoda ON l 

CAUTION. 

HANNEL ISLANDS CATTLE. — Information 
having been received here that numbers of French Cattle, 

breed, have been sold lately in 

8 Jum 
, Guernsey, October as 1846, 

CHELT NHAM SIX- ROWED BLACK] BARLEY. 
This singular BARLEY was RUE aun Three 

Corns found in a cd 8 pocket, aghan, Tobacco- 

nist, of EE a six- ec fr up " 1843, its 

as 80 stools And 5610 grains; making the average 
per each MN 1870; no account of its native country can be 

ascertained. 
pue DES stood the extreme URS and heat of 1844 sum- 

mer, the severe winter of 1844 and 1 

Me Churchill, of the Plough Hotel, Cheltenham, planted a 

few acres on the lith of February, 1846, 

partly broadcast, drilled, and dibbled, UC 5 pecks QE 
It was reaped on the 4th of July, the average crop bei 

50 OE and 2 pecks to the acre. Wei, ushel, 553 RS 

A portion of the eaaeo ed uU WEAS tone ars 
nips on the 22d of July, and ve the 2d of September the 

uo Ma e large and fit fi 
yal Hm Prince kun having received - portion 

s graciously condescended to e: 

Mr, Shurehill his ‘approbation, and intention to plant pus same 

on his farm. 
Agriculturists are of opinion if sown in autumn, from its 

being early to harvest, a crop of Swedes may be got from the 

same land. 
The Black-skinned Barley produces a fine white flour, and 

malts well. e Straw is strong and fine, and fit for plait. 
Any Agriculturist wishing to tr ry this invaluable Black 

Barley, inay be sapplied with any quantity by applying E Mr. 
Jonn Cnoncnuinb, Plough Hotel, Gore (for Cash or Post- 
office order) ; the calculation being a: [2 d o $. vi 

Quarter of an acre ...... lbs. ger a pag: dun pe 

Three-quarters ditto 340 
One and a half acre 

A sample tin, m ing RERO ‘for two poles, will be for- 

warded on receipt of a "post-office order fo 

ARQUEE.—Wanted, a Ape Marquee in 
good condition, 50 feet by 36.—Apply to Mr. Wm. STILES, 

Walsall, 

NEW CHRISTMAS BOOK BY MR. DIOE IS 

In December will be published, price 5s., small 8 
OE LI H.E,. Bevel T. L;E F "E .— 

By CHARLES DICE. 

The boe 2 AcLISE, R.A,, CLARKSON STAN- 

1j Esq. ; and RICHARD DOYLE, Esq. 

BRADBURY and Evans, Whitefriars. 

t Published, 

PRHE MINI ATURE FRUIT d GARDEN; or some 
directions for Root- praniti, Ms for the Cultivation of 

the Pear on the Quince Stock, e Cherry, as Dwarf Bushes 

on the Cerasus Mahaleb, By Tomas Rivers, of the BU 

Sawbridgeworth, Herts. Sent by post, free, on TEIL © 

postage sae Het S by net & Co., price 

Also, in a few d; e ready, a new edition of 2 Wien 

tive CATALOGUE P FRUITS, by Tuomas Rivers, which 

will b: t post- -free on receipt of | two penny postage Stamps. 

^L mets 

reparing for the Press, price 2d., Stamped 3d., 

IE UNITED GARDENERS SHEET ALMANAC, 
in connection with THE UNITED GARDENERS AND LAND- 

sTEWARDS’ JOURNAL, the profits of which are devoted to the 

relief of indigent Santen and Land-stewards, their Widows 

and Q. ns. er the Almanac of an attractive cha- 

racter, and po POET vd a wide circulation, great pains 

will be taken, and expenses e to introduce into it a 

CORRECT LIST OF THE E NURSERYMEN OF ENGLAND, 

IRELAND, AND $8 AND, with such information of 

general Aree will secure ee it a site in all public 

Places, N Seed.: SA &c.&c. Nurserymen are re- 

nd their names and addresses to the 

few Advertisements will be m Ei Advertisers 

sending i immediately, they will secure a plac 

his day is published, 8vo, price 6d., 

N THE CLOVER SICKNESS OF "CERTAIN 

SOILS; being an Analytical MILL into the 
Causes producing the Failure of the d Clover Crop, with 

UAE for its Prevention. edu ein at the request 

of the the Farmers’ Club, by James Haywoop, Analytical 

and UE nemit; Lecturer on Chemistry to the Shef- 

field Ma Institut 
EAT Brothers, 121, onesies street. 

ATTRACTIVE JUVENILE PRESENT. 

Now ready, in small penne in cloth, and extra gilt, 

v Y OWN ANNUAL. "AN ILL U a 
GIFT BOOK FOR BOYS AND GIRL 

Edited-by Mark MERRIWELL. 

With 100 Engravings, and a Frontispiece and Title printed i in 

Colours. 

CnarMman and Hatt, 186, Strand. 

TO BE PUBLISHED EARLY IN DECEMBER. | 

Elegantly printed, with Illuminated Frontispiece and Title, 

piu J SACRA; on NOTES ow tHe GREAT 

FESTIVALS or THE CHURCH. 

WITH CHANTS AND HYMNS APPROPRIATE TO THE SERVICES 
PPOINTED FOR E. Him 

Compiled and Edited 

REV. T. TUNSTALL Ha ENFIELD, B.D. 

aod of Sodiingtoas Oxfordshire. 
Price, to Su ib to 21s. 

Jonn am 59, Pall-Mall. 

GARDENERS’ ALMANACK for 1847 
hed by the Stationers’ Company. 

Jonws ON'S 
t Besides Vas 

Imanaek, oe usps full information 
ii London 
Q: om also may be bad Ss ail way Felt, Sheathing Felt for | all (eas the past year, and eaten 

Ships bottoms; and Dry Hair Felt fer covering Boilers, Steam | for the impr ee information relative to the 

Pipes, &c, | 'otato 5 ic ‘den aii ties &c. 

The UNIO works will be DE. on the 30th inst. 

HE COMIC HISTORY OF ENGLAND. No. VI. 
By Pide A à BECKETT. ecd by Lercu. Price 1s. 

DOUGLAS ee SHILLING MAGAZINE, 
. XXIV. Price 1s. 

THE ALMAN ACK OF OF THE MONTH. 
No, XII. Edited by GILBERT A. à BECKETT. Price 6d, 

PUNCH! OR, THE LL LONDON CHARIVARI. 
Part LXV. Price 1s. 1d. 

London : Published. A the Punca Orrrcr, 85, Fleet-street. 

AWE ea! This Day, in 1 vol. 8vo, with 10 Plates, 10s. 6d. cloth, 

CHE POTATO PLANT : its Uses and Properties ; 
together with the Cause of the present Malady, the Exten- 

sion of that Disease to other Plants, the Question of Famine 
arising therefrom, and the best. US of Averting that Cala- 
mity. còn to the Bank o 
England, to the R Jispensary, to the Central TS 
don OPEN Tustitution, and Leeturer on Surgery at the 
Aldersgate of Medicine. 

_ London: L TaN GRE eph PUE and LoNGMANS, 

To AGRICULTURISTS,  LANDIORDS, and TENANTS. 

jm HNSON aud SHAW'S FARMERS’ ALMANAC 
t for 1847, 240 pp., price 1s., or bound in cloth, and inter- 

leaved, prico 2 ans to be had of 
JAMES RIDI WAY, Piccadilly, and every country bookseller.” 

Also, JOHNSONS RURAL SPELLING BOOK, inculcating 

the first principles of Agriculture and Horticulture, together 

TM general Edueation, price ls. 6d. new edition, "bound in 

clot 

SPLENDID DRAWING-ROOM BOOK. 

J Rea S BEAUTIES OF THE POET MOORE. 
Second Series. Containing Twenty-four Portraits of the 

principal Female Characters in his Works, from Paintings by 
eminent Artists, made expressly for the Work—Engraved in 
the highest style of Art, ae or under pei imme superinten- 
dence of Mr. Enwanp Finnes. With descriptive LE ess. 

In imperial 4to, HERUM bound in red morocco, gilt edges, 

i RR MBs proof impressions of the plates z $ E S 
on India paper, pri 

Also, The FIRST: IES, ge diee with the above. 

d umen EN 

ARY WEDLAKE'S "MODERN AND ` IM- 
PROVED IMPLEMENTS :—Thrashing Machines, Sub- 

soil Ploughs, Light Ploughs, Turnip Cutters, Dressin 
utting Machines, cake Breakers for hard 

fiers, Wet ditching Ploughs, Mould- 
n Rollers, on view ing Bloughs, Drills of dif (sizes, and Iron. 

118, Fenchurch- area opposite Mark-lane. 

CE TO PURCHASE OR RENT, with i imme- 
ate possession, AN ESTATE, comprising from 150 to 

250 2 of good land, with a Substantial House and Out- 
buildings i ing good neighbourhood, and not far from a market- 
t mith or West of] Engl d pref erred. Particulars 
toe forma pal (postpaid) to £ €. M. Kingdon, Esq., 
No. 11, Pittville Pa vado, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire, 

FEATHER BEDS PURIFIED BY STEAM. 
EAL anp SON have just completed the erection of 
Machinery for the Purifying of Feathers on a New Prin- 

ciple, by which the offensive properties of the quill are SG iss 
not only are the im. 

rendered quite free from the unpleasant smell of the stoye, 

which all P3. feathers are subject to that are dressed in the 

ordinary w: 

Old Beds, re. dressed by id process, are perfectly freed UE 

all impurities, and by expanding the feathers the bulk 

greatly iner eased, and e A the Bed is rendered muc! ch 

80! 
Tho OE are the DEN Prices of New Feathers :— 

Mixed, lb. Best Foreign Grey Goose 2s. 0d. 
re, Geos » É ee 1 ia. yy White m Qs, sa. 

roari ten Goose Is. ,, Dantzie White ,, 

Son’s List of Wedding, containing mu particulars mí 

Weight Sir zes, and Prices, sent free by post, on application 

to their "Establishment, 196, opposite the Chapel, Tottenham- 

court Roa 

Po “ELASTIC C BANDS, — WARRANTED 
TO BE AFFECTED BY THE COLD OR HEAT 

OF ANY BENE OR CLIMATE.-— These Rings or Bands 

are used instead of tape or string, for holding Papers and. 
Parcels of every description. One of these Rings is instantly 

placed round a packet of Papers, a rol ps, Prints, 

AUR Sd holding the same firmly and securely, saving the 

time and trouble of tying, yet allowing of very great addition 

or ps without any loss of pot They are well 

adapted for Gurters (a size being selecte 

stretching) ; also for the Waist and diferent parts of the body + 
Surgical ‘Bandages, and for a variety of Surgical and Manu- 

faciuring purposes. These Bands are als: y suitable for 

fastening hes covers of thet tH and Pickle Jars, Bottles, &c. 

In addition to the above, ther a great variety of uses, too 

numerous to mention, for SEIS Kiss Bands may be applied 

with advantage, and new applications will constantly suggest 

themselves whenin use. They may be had of two thicknesses, 

aaa, are sold in boxes of six dozen each, of assorted sizes, price 

. per box and upwards. Bands may be had to order of 

varius ME and thicknesses, 

y The above iU are sold byi oll Stationers and Dealers 

in SEE E Wholesale and for Exportation by PERRY 

o., at No. 97, Red Lion-: Sides London; and also by 

OHABLES UE and Co. Manufacturers, Manchester 

and Birmingham. Is: 

WARM Al TING es LARGE VENTILAT 

BUILDINGS, GENTLEMEN’ ALLS &c., &c. 

NDY'S PATENT STOVE for "diese purposes, 

is the most efficient and economical yet introduced to 

public notice. The price of No. 1 Stove, calculated to Warny 

and Ventilate Buildings from 
000 to 10,000 subio feet, is 18r. 

sm. 2, from 10,000 to 50, 000 207. 

. 9, from 50, 000 to 100,000 35 L. 

Ample UN can be addu: ced, Th: iy be seen in daily 

operation at the PANKLIBANON TRON WORKS, the Great 

Western Emporium for Stove oe e Kitchen Ranges, Fenders, 

ire Irons, &c. Where is also the largest BI in the 

Kingdom of Cen Furnishing sabe AE 

r, Tin, and Iron Cooking Wares; best Semen ? 
Table Cutlery ; 3 Ure Paper and Iron Tea-Tray: 

Tea-Urns; Baths of all kinds; Brats and Iron. aastea 4 

Wire Trellis Work ; Garden Ornami Verandahs, &c. &c. 

THORPE, Fa ALLOWS, & Co., Pankiipation Iron Works, 58, 

Baker-street, Portman-square, 

p- 
and 

à 

Printed by Wan 
Fanpmaion Muntere Evans, 0 No % Chor 

fy! Idlesex, Printers, at theit 
the Precinct of Whiteftiars,in the City of odes ; and pubi 

arish of ht. Paul's, C 

lvertinements den, in the said county, al and 
are tube addressed to the kiditor, -Satunvay,,Novamnen 28, 194€ 
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Abies Douglasil! at “Carclew Landlo: 
m 2034 | Linnean Gold Medal = 218076 

c | Linseed for Pixs 14c 

Agri, s eTy, URS on sioa | Loudon'a (E ales for 

Aer sneno af mind on - (811 b Young People, 14 b 
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Sie FORD-HILL HORTICULTURAL 
Or ETY.—The EXHIBITIONS of this Society for the 

year 1847 will be held on the VERS gee: days, 
'RIDAY, 14tl 

WEDNESDAY, ad "fune. 
NESDAY, 21st July. 

The above Boclar is confined to the resident Gentry and 

Amateurs; but, for the general encouragement of Horticulture, 

Prizes are, awar MEE dt o Nurserymen, who are invited to com- 

viz. :— 

' pete among WOES at Bo Exhibition. 
9. Th. son, Hon. , Warwick-road, Upper Clapton. 

RIED PLANTS FROM CHINA.—A few sets of 
the VALUABLE DRIED PLANTS collected in China 

by Mr. Forronz, may still be procured by appl; lying to R. 

Hermes Esq., Young-street, Kensington, London. Among 
Pm are many new and rare species scarcely known to Run 

pean 

WARNERS SUPERIOR EARLY EMPEROR 
This splendid new PEA, admitted as being the 

earliest and best-flavoured Pea known, may be had, at 2s. 6d. 
per quart, of FREDERICK WARNER, Seedsman, 28, Cornhill, 

E the improved EARLY GREEN MARROW PEA. 

pod, much superior, in flavour and 
je old varies at Is. Gd. Bs, as 

SATURDAY, Y, DECEMBER 5. [Price 64. 

T REST TREE 

VICTORIA AND ALBERT NURSERIES, CORK. 

AND H. HAYCROFT beg to inform Gentlemen 

* intending to plant, that they have this season a large 

Stock of Seedling and Transplanted FOREST TREES, which 
a considerable re- 

duction will be made on large itis eet re- 

qui neea AE ve sizes and number E be stated. 

ackages DELIVERED FREE by steam packets to 

aA qu Southampton, Bristol, and Li Ar ool, and 

by sailing Mus to nearly every port in South Wal 

f Tigridia LOO LT per 100; ie dun azu- 

reus, 2 "foot, in pots, 12s. 
he usual discount. ‘to the Trade. 

PEA 

PI LANGELIER, of ihe: “Clarendon Nursery, 
Helier, Jersey, respectfully ar ea that he has on 

Sale upwards of 30,000 fine d EES, from EM unrivalled 

collection of upwards of 120 Sur of which a Catalogue 

may be had on application, Bes paid, and a penny stamp in- 

closed, among which will be found ERR new ones, in parti- 
cular his vo Beurré, which proves again this year to be one 

t fruit known; also one called Grosse Calebash, 

m 8 to 8$ inches, QUEUE. EX 20 to 24 ounces, 

& perfectly melting fruit, ripens mber, ue different 

from Calebash Boss, both in shape, Eod ‘and flay 

All the d insured to true to nai and none sent out 

by R. L. ui y him, —by SOCOM as to the ime 

e sod, SE description of fruit,—as su i 

ted his particular attention to the above culture, he flatters 

himsel he has the most select collection in Englar andor France. 
e:—Langelier's Beurré, from 3s. © Ds, each tree; 

Those who do not possess 

different. (E al other pruning. 

ll letters Deena: and remittance or reference from un- 

nown correspondents. 

OYAL NURSERY 'SLOU GH. 

y CUTTER AND Co. beg to call attention to their 
e Mes sur er Staak oe ARS E mos 

n height fri s from 7s. 6d. to Very 
bdddiome DAt ZA endi. its ated bru 20 feat 
high in tub, | 

PROLIFIC PEA. ^ 
Js CLARKE, of Long Sutton, has edu 20 qrs. 

of his Prolific Pea to dispose of. s. per bushel. 

tis a white Pea of dwarf variety, but now from culture grow- 

ing from 3 to 3} feet high, and exceedingly productive.—Orders 
addressed as above, will be carefully attended to. 

POTATOES, 

aaa SUTTON anD SONS having true stocks of 
under-mentioned early kinds, entirely free from disease, 

owing to their being harvested very early, before the disease 

appeared this season, beg to offer oe E the following 
prices 

TRUE ASH-LEAF KIDNEYS E 2 k per peck. 

TRUE WALNUT-LEAF KIDNEYS.. 3 0 " 

. S. and Sons take this opportunity of anno! 

thelr crops of Home Grown G. 
e new and improved kinds of Peas, Lettuces. 

VISUM &c. &c., are now ready for delivery, and m: may be 

had separately at moderate price, or in collections at 3L. 3s. 
2l. 2s., and 1l. 1s.—Reading, Berks, Dec. 5. 

AINED WALL-TREES, &c. 

C. WHEELER has this season to dispose of a a large 
* quantity of Trained PEACH, CTARINE, and APRI- 

COT TREES. They are exceedingly fine and healthy, of good 
varieties, and warranted WA to name. Lists of the sorts 
may be had n applieation. Also upwards of 800, 000 Trans- 
planted SUSAN QUICK, at from 10s. to 30s. per 1009 
Jerusalem Artichokes, 6s. per bushel. Trees, &c. will be adde å 
as compensation for long carriage. 

Agent for the Cuba Bast or Matting. 
J. C. WHEELER, Kingsholm Nursery, ocene 

po SALE, a quantity of F; Fruiting ade S 
PINE PLANTS, quite clean, to be sold very cheap, owing 

to the gentemaa leaving E residence: —Apply to Mr. BATE- 

AN, th, Herts. 

NEW VICTORIA RASPBERRY. 

E qe CORNW s bae sie Sendo af Soe 
beg f Noble- 

new Vietoria Rasp- 
erry, bus in the Ss of its Bulb brightness of colour, 

i bearer, and grows 

— NOW 7 SENDING OUT. 
AE SEEMS .. .. £l E a the two 80s. 

HE above first-rate GERANIUMS have obtained 

Five Prizes at the meee pees ti qst cis
 Lists 

(gratis), um Engravings by Holden for 12 stamps. 

WinLIAM MILLER, S edi Nu ee  Rhrisgate: 
a IA O Aui usine 

B ITALIAN TUBEROSE ROOTS, 4s. per 

zen.—The above-named Bulb, een Just for its beauty 
and the spam 
Italy, and may ae p 
Wareho: 8, 
Deon, a 
dA 

RUIT. “GROWERS Tum OTHERS. 

;SSRS. "PITCH, of Parson’s Green, Fulham, offer 

r Sale from 40,000 to 50,000 GOOSEBERRY and 
fo 

CURRANT BUSHES, of sorts, adapte ted for the London Mr 

kets. They were headed down last year; have made 

unusually fine pou and are of very superior quality. To He 

unds, situate as above. DeL RE 

qAIRBE ARDS CHAMPION OF ENGLAND 

PEA.—A large blue Wrinkle Marrow, a few days earlier 

favour; in height 4 feet. It is considered to be th 

yet offered, RETE the qualities of a Marrowfat, with the 

ha of an early Pea. 

be had of ibo following Seedsmen es 5s. per quart :— 

George Oharlwood Covent garden ; ; un 

Minier, Nash, and Nash, Strand; 
and I. RS AIEO 

and Sangster, Newington Butts ; J. Wrench ‘and Sons, London- 

i and M‘Mullen, Leadenhall-street; Gordon, 
Ca a and Basket, Fenchurch-street ; Frederick Warne

r, 

een-stroet, near Sitti gne Dee. 5. 
TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLE LEM] JRSERYMEN & € DIRE 

ABIES CANADENSIS, on HEMLOCK S SP 

G BAKER, NURSERYMAN, Bagshot, Satay, ring 

* ihe Largest Stock in Europe, of various sizes andi 
condition, can with confidence recommend this noble ed EC 

the de of the public, at the SOUND prices :— 

lft.—Transplanted .. at £0 i $ per 100 
» » 

90476. 1 [T 
PICEA bansalina. 

1kto2ft. ,, UM ) » 

G.B. moving s a ane Stock of ‘Flowering KALMIA LATIFOLIA, 

pply them at the following low prices :— 

9 to D» nineties V per 100 

n.s » 
0 

» x 
13 520 à 

Fine Specimen Plants from 3s, 6d to 5s. 
N Large purchasers will have EARS pena a 

The usual alow ance to the trade, 

AMERICAN POTATO SEED. 

M. THORBURN anD ies de SEEDSMEN, CIS, 
© John-street, New York, U. 8. r for Sale (price 5L. 5s. 

per oos 105. 6d. per oz.) 25 lbs. of ie singel WHITE KIDNEY 
POTAT em GU Seien the present year in one of the Northern 

States, xperienced farmer, with the utmost care, from 

Bees entirely free from disease ; indeed the opinion is pre- 

velent in America among practical men, that roots affected 
with the rot do not mature the blossom, and of course are 
seedless. Whether this theory is correct or not, it is certain 

the Seed now offered was gathered from a vigorous healthy 

VERS with a remittance, will meet peo prompt attention, 
or may be left with Mr. GEORGE CHARLW: quoe URS t-garden, 
London, where a sample of the Seed may be s 

To NOBLEMEN and GENTLEMEN about to Plant this Season. 

SKIRVI Walton Nursery, Lena begs 
announce that the STOCK n his New Nursery 

Grounds being now fit for § SALE, he is enabled this Season to 

r a more extensive Collection of FRUIT TREES, FOREST, 
20 ORNAMENTAL TREES and SERURS than he has ever 

before offered to the public. Priced catalogues of which may 

be had on application. 

REES consist of several Maloni including | ti 

OAK, ASH, ELM, LARCH, SCOTCH FI PRUGE, and all 

ER common Forest Trees generally SOR in this country ; 

of the following, for Underwood,—HA LOB, 

PRIVET, H A RHODODENDRON, BERBERIS AQUI- 

FOLIA, LAURE 

In addition to io edd Collection of Forest Trees usually 

planted, W. S. would recommend the ano following new and 

very Ornamental Ea Trees, viz. AUCARIA IMBRI- 

CATA, and el S DEODARA. ‘the nee of the former 

consists of m. D 
rown from 

sizes, 1 to 8 fee! Wines in Pots, well formed, and adapted for 

effect, on lawns, parks, o i t a 

public notice, of this Tree, ten years since by the Advertiser, it 

has been extensively planted from his Nursery in every county 

in Great Britain and Ireland wit 1] is 

being perfectly hardy, which now i induces him to offer it for 

petin uS as a Forest Tree well tes to our climate. 

e observation will apply to o the 

which ta been proved to be perfectly pe Tu stock of 

this Tree being more limited than the foreg cing, . can 

only offer a few Thousands of fine Plants, 1to 3 feet VEG all 

e has also for Sale at present afew 

fine s) cs Plants of the following :— 

m CARIA EXCELSA V E ^. 8 to 12 feet 

» ÜUNNINGHAMH se ** 
BRAZILIANA . 

Railway Contractors, and “others, * enclosing new. Lands or 

improving old Estates with new fences, can be ied to any 

extent with fine transplanted THORN QUICK, of Vue ages 

at very moderate pri 

November, 1846, 

YACINTHS. 
HUN S IMPROVED. "REGISTERED HYA- 

. NIE POTS AND SUPPORTS, are far more condu- 

cive to the well-being of the Bulb, more convenient, and muck 
ore elegant than glasses. See cae: spree? ps aa 

om ers $4. petes 
nd Florists; andat H. Hunts, Wholesale 

are and China and Glass Dert, 29, Queen's-row, 

Pimlico. 

Boe PHEASANTRY, Beaufort-street, King’s- 
road, Chelsea (by appointment to Her MazssrY and 

: s 

[o 
Pintail, Widgeon, r 
brador, Shovellers, Gold- eyed and Dun Diver ; Carolina Ducks, 
Call Ducks, &c., domesticated and pinioned ; also Spanish, 

eH China, Malay, Poland, Surrey, — Dorking Fowls; and 

at 3, 
his J: apan, Pied, and Common Peafowl, and pure 

China Pigs. 

AE OF HALF-MOON-STREET. 
HOMAS GIBBS and CO., 

y Official appointment), the S SEEDSMEN to the 
CULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND,” 

hi 
DILLY, London, as fori iis last Fifty Y 

Priced Lists of Agricultural Seeds are NERIS ready, and may 

be bel on applicati on. 

WER-POTS AND GARDEN SEATS. 

OHN MORTLOCK, 250, Oxford-street, respectfully 

announces that he has a very large assortment ofthe 

OP articles in various colours, el solicits an early inspec- 

ry description of useful CHINA, GLASS, and 

EARTHEN WARE at the rest possible price, > tor Cash. 250, 

Oxford-street, near Hyde-par. 

STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS. 

X ETLEY anp CO. are supplying 16 oz. SHEET 
X GLASS, in boxes of 100 feet each, an article superior im 

every respect to the foreign, and well adapted for Horticultural 

and general glazing purposes, at end following reduced prices 

for cash, A reduction on 1000 fe: 
es. Per 100 feet Box. 

inches. inches. 8. d. £ s.d. 

6by4 andunder 7by5 at 0 «€ 919 

Tia iy US andy i. 1.9 
E URP $7210. "E EU, 152090 

10 ST ee oe 1 qo 14 10 0 
2 ft, super.0 

s. d.) 
dMby i from 9 $i > substance, GLASS ER thinne 

ES, 20 by 10 being 16 oz. sheet. 

EAS GLASS SHADE, Sheet, Gere and Patent Plate 

Glass Warehouse, 35, Soho-square, "Londo: on. 

OREIGN AND BRITISH SHEET AND CROWN 
GLASS, for Horticultural and general purp Loree bad be 

had in boxes as imported, of 100 and 200 feet each ; 

Pantiles, 11s. per dozen. Propagating and all kinds “of yon 

ticultural Glasses. Oils, Colours, Brushe: bd of the t 

description, at lowest prices, at F. quu d cus ‘astle-street, 

TENT VENTILATORS for Public Offices, Smoking. 
East, Okara atie et. *, For Ready Money only. 
[c 
SRE ie 



THE GARDENERS’ CHRONICLE. j [Dzc. 5, 
| HORTICULTURAL BUILDING AND G AND HEATING BY 

HOT WATER, 

E place, King’ s-rond, Chelsea, HOTE 
4nd HOT-W PARATUS 
Fospectfully beg to inform he. Nobility, pe mae Hortleul- 

at they bave erected on their premises, for the pur- 
pose of inspection, a variety of Hothouses, Greenhouses, Con- 
Servatories, & se all the various known i improve- 
es of rhe day ean be se Their Hot-wati er Apparatus is 

ted, and opti in constant action in various Mt 
A te, Pits, &e., 
Bottom ee) can be s dew 

& Day warrant their Hot- water Apparatus to be 
effici ent for every'purpose to w! i Boiler: 
ofal) sizes ; the la a rangeof Forcing- 
par 300 feet in pei with rides "eom of fuel, and only 
to require attention once in 1? ho 

Models. Blanéd pcs rin SETORAN 

Vi cp 
ere the whole principle of Top and 

CLARES HOTHOUSE 

METALLIC WORKS, 

55, LIONEL-STREET, BIRMINGHAM. 
Proprietor, Mr. THÓMAS OLARK. 

Hüberdtendébt ofthe Works, Mr. JOHN JONES, 

N returning his grateful thanks to the Nobility, 
Gentry, and Public at large, for their liberal Epondgo 

the above EetabHishniént during a period of thi 

Mr. CLARK begs to state that the repeal of the dut; is 

Man him to offer his METALLIC HOT and G GREERHOUSES 
ly reduced priee. These Houses are glazed with 

Br i m Sheet anes of os 24 to 30 inehes in enr dh: 

and of ch thie hess as to preclu de all danger of accidental 
t nx which arises from the action of trost 

per cent. per annum), is effectually 
prevente eas tgo de GEE 
ple of mie Metalic Hothouses, in wit 

è happily combined, Mr. Cranx refers with pride 
ti dont the magnificent range erecte 

the new ue al nodis at Frogmore, which is admitted by all 

compet: ent judges to be the most complete and perfect of its 

hindi in the world. 

HOR TIOULTURAL BUILDING AND HEATING 
BY HOT WATER. 

ED 

RAY, ORMSON, anp PT E Hornovs& 
ae aa wie HoT-WATER APPA MANUFACTURERS, 

Danvi helsea, respe! setfully t the attention of 

the Nobility, dite. and Gardeners, to their superior manner 
Heating every description of Building con- 

nected with Horticulture. Extract of a letter from Mr. TURN- 

ner to His Grace the Duke of Marlborough, Blen- 

xon,—I am happy to Lue vis Ha ys d Appa- 
“ted Bere by you, answer m perfectly 

the mgr complete and onte i pee seen. I 
py to answer any questions from parties whom you 

may refer to me.” 
lans and Estimates XP free, and their Works seen at 

the principal London Nurseri 

Sj TEPHENSON AND CO., 61, Gracechurch. street, 
London, fs "m mo Park-: streets Southwark, Inventors 

and Manufae! f the Improved CONICAL. and DOUBLE 
OYL INDRICAT BOT, ERS, solicit the attenti f 
scientific Horticulturists to their much approved iye E. 
applying the Tank system to Pineries, Propagating 
&e., by which Drno herie Heat de walle dé bottom ede T v 
cured to any required degree without the aid of pipes or flues, 
S. & Co. have also to state that at the request of n. 

"| friends they are now making their Boilers of Iron, as well a 
Copper, by which the cost is reduced. These menda which 
are now so well known, scarcely require descriptio 
those who have not seen them in opération, prospectuses will 
be forwarded, as well as Mirel lén dE of the highest authority ; or 
they may bh seen at most of the Nobility’s seats and principal 
urseries throughout the kingdom, 

S. and es beg to inform the trade that at their Manufactory 
n New Park-street, every article required for the construetion 
of Horticultural Buildings ‚ae well as for beating them, may be 
obtained upon the most advantageous terms. 

Conserv: or de. of Iron or Wood, erected upon the mos 
o namental desig: Balconies, Palisading, Field and Garden 

re Wo e do: &c. 

URBIDGE AND HEALY'S S “COOKING . APPA- 
RATUS, combining Sylvesters Patents.—This COOKING 

APPARATUS possesses greater general advantages than any 
yet a to the public, both as regards. strength of made 
rial and w ; in fact the laws of beat are so applied 
as to. pr Zs the greatest effect with the least consumption p 
rs without di estruction to the apparatus. B. and 

recommend experience, as "EODD 
"ue or to anything of the kind hitherto made. May be seen 
in daily use at Greenwich Hospital; Craven Hotel, Craven 
street, Strand ; and at their Manufacte ox , 130, Fleet. 
Prospectus ean be forwarded, upon app 

p 

h 

cation, deta 
ticulars anc 

M ARK FOTHERGILL. (ee ‘to pn the following 
MANURES on the best tern ms, vi 

GUANO, FER UVI a ee AFRICAN, eet from Import 
arehous 

ATAGONIAN and SALDANHA BAY. Ditto. 
SODA ASH, for destruction of Wireworm. 
SUPERPHOSPIATE Hes LIME (See Royal Agri. Soc. 

, Vol. vi. Part 2). 
GYPSUM (Pure E ot Lime). 
BONE DUST and BONE PO PANE 
uu E AC erm. EDAD: 
ETRE SALT and A GRICULTURAL S ALT for Composts. 
SI LI GATES of SODA dm POTASH, and all other Manures. 

No. 40, Upper Thames-street, 
. Agentfor DINGLE'S HAND SEED-DIBB LE. 

LIQUID MANURE. 
ENGLAND INDEPENDENT OF THE WORLD FOR CORN. 

HE attention of the Agricultural Interest, at this 
momentous crisis, is requested to A grout REA d 

Musei by MAN URE, and the ease with w] 

mps; also those for istillera: Bowers, Dm Dei and 
Tanners, for hot ard cold liquor. Pumps kept for hira, for 
Excavations and Wells. Buildings Hosted by Hot Wator, for 

OR WHEAT, TARES, &c 
HE URATE OF THE LONDON MANURE 
COMPANY will be found a a valuable Manure for the 

above ELE is paani in effects, and has stood the 
test of five seasons with. ineroasina success each year, The 
Company ale aaply genuine Peruvian Guano, Gypsum, Super- 
phosphateof Lime, Sulphate and Muriate of Ammonia, Char- 
coal, Bone Sawdust, es Acid, and every Artificial 
ders at the lowest market p: EDWARD PURSER, Secre- 

, New Bridge-street, Blac i 

SMITHFIELD CLUB PRIZE CATTLE SHOW, 1846, 
HE XN EXHIBITION OF PRIZE 
CATTLE, SEEDS, ROOTS, IMPLEMENTS, &c. will 

take place a the ey 16d», Hth, "and 12th of December, at the 
Horse Bazaar, treet, Portman-square, A handsome 
permanent building, in WES the usual tent, was last year 
erected, andthe Implement ferien are, this year, made to ex- tend over double the space formerly so occupied. Ladies are 
en um to viewthis National d with perfect comfort. 

n from. Daylight till Nine in the sean Lighted up 
afte i: - Threein the afternoon. Admitt ttance, 15. 

TO BRICK . AND TILE MAKERS 
BRICK AND NES. 

HE AINSLIE PATENT TILE MACHINE 
COMPANY (James Smita, Esq., of Deanston, Chairman), 

invite attention to their improved pe MACHINE, and to 
their new ur Improved Kilns, for d 
Bricks and Tiles, by which a saving of f 
three-fourths of the fuel is effected, and all the articles are 
burnt equally withoutloss ordamage. The Machines at work 
and a Model of the Kilns to be seen, and an particulars to be 
obtained from Mr. Jonn Paron, Secretary, 193A, Piccadilly, 
London. Agents wanted 

{ROVE HOUSE ACADEMY, usu, HERTS.. 
Head-Masier.—Mr. H. L, BIG 

m the above School LEA A EE are iiberally Boarded, 
and instructed in the Lai eek L anguen en; the M: 
matics, and Book- Ei 3 A with the ious branches 
of a sound English Education, i eu the treden and Prac- 
tice of Rural Chemistry, Botany, Land Surveying, Mapping, 
Drawing, &c, om 5 to 8 guineas per quarter, accord. 
ing to age and requirements. 
Grove House is salubriously situated at a few minutes’ walk 

from the Bushey Station, on mie London and epee et Rail. 
way. A coach also runs to and from Tondon 

G. Wea the advantages of a Dry Aa Airy Play- 
ground, a Field, and an immense ont den, the produce of 
which is deat to the School; portions of the same being 
allotied to each Pupil for 1 purposes connected with 
Agriculture and Horticultur 

references to the Parents of the Pupils, to Gentlemen in the 
neighbourhood, and oth 

The usual half-yearly of P of 
the same, and Recitation of the above School, will Bes place 
at the “ Assembl; Rooms,” ae p Arms, Watford, near 
Bushey, Herts, peu m the 10th inst., when the Friends of 
the Pupils, and the Public PES s are mespeetfully invited. 

Tickets of Admiséion; and Prog: s, may be obtained at 
Mr. BnADEN's, 84, St. John's- Bue; Tandoun or at the School, 

Horticulture 5 and every variety of pur pones 
supplied on advantageous terms, by BENJAMIN 

FOWLER, Pustaka &o., 63, ipse ed Fleet-street, London. 

PERUVIAN AND BOLIVIAN GUANO ON 
pene SA THE ONLY PORTERS, 

NY GIBBS AN» SONS, LOND 
x. JOSH P H MYERS anp CO., LIVERPOOL; 

nd by th eir Agents, 
GIBBS, BRIGHT, AND CO., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL ; 

COTSWORTH, POWELL, anb PRYOR, LONDON 
To protect themselves against thei anions onsequenes of 

using inferior and spurious guano, purchasers are recom- 
mended to apply only to Dealers ofestablished character, or to 

above-named Importers, who wi upply the article in any 
PAR s their fixed prices, peee it from the Import 
Warehou: 

AWES’ PATENT MANURES.—Turnip Msaure, 
Tl. per ton. Clover Manure, 14l. per SU Corn Manure 

141. per ton. Superphosphate Lime, 7l. 
A Pamphiet on EE Manures will a forwarded to any 

person enclosing two postage stamps to Mr. Winson, at Mr. 
opm Factory, Deptford Creek, London, 

ft ORDON SEWAGE CHEMICAL MANURE 
COMPANY, (Registered Provisionally), Capital £100,000, 

in 5,000 Shares of £20 each. Deposit, £1 2s. per share. 
This Company is prepar ing to proceed for an Act of Incorpo- 

m to PM the contents of several of the 
London Sewers, er me aid of Chemistry to form from them 
a Solid Manure as ital as QUIA and which from its aie 
a concentrated and substance, vail ensure a ready 
market, and must supersede its expensive u. 

e profits of this MOS el will be considerable, and the 
shareholders will have the benefit of a material reduction in 

Sip peice of such Mois of the Manure as they may require 
for their own udi 

T.WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING 
TORTICULTURALBUILDINGS, D WELLING-HOUSES, 

CHURCHES, ei MANUFACTORIES, upon improved princi- 
ples, and at very moderate charges, erected. by DANIEL and 
EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN, 

and E. BAILEY having devoted much time to the considera- 
much experience in the erection of 

hiswic! 
D.a . BarLey also construetin metal all in) m s 

Horsedttaral Buildings and Sashes, and invite Nol 
Gentlemen, and the Public, to the inspection of their Tons 

orn, where they have the 

tremely complete an. 
ao for the xci supply of hot water, and an arrange- 
ment of the oven more cómplete than has hitherto been bronght 

etre E publie. 
. Barnkv were the first to introduce metallic cur- 

user houses to Ud UMANE and ean referto the Con- 
Servatory attached to the Pantheon as one of: their works, 

Resides many others i in this baron and on the Continent, 
and E. Barney have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic 

ps Proteetors, which are now ready for immediate delivery ; 
o introd pue to poU notice a new Trough Pipe, for 

E aa eoe m- otter Housed mbare vdpotanis constantly, or 
at rue required, and which may be seen at their Manu- 
factory. 

r Shares and Prospectuses to be made to the 

Secretary, a ffices of the Company, 9, Spring Gardens, 
and to the Mur Stock-brokers :—Messrs. E. J. Hunter, 15, 
Throgmortonzstneet 1 Borthwick and Campbell, Eus Flint 
and Tootall, Hull ; » 

burgh; T. Wren, breston . Tomkinson, Newcastle-under- 

Lyme; Collis and ating? Birmingham; F. Wakefield. juuior, 

Nottingham ; J. Roget on- Tyne; J. Allason, and 
W. J. Barker, Sande CERAS Eyre, 5, Queen-street, Derl 

By order of the ed Bidxb Hunt, Secretary. 

JF AGENBUSCH anp Co.’s REMEDY FOR THE 
POTATO DISEASE.— Price 6s. per DN which en- 

sures an acre of sound Potatoes and a large 

KAGENBUSCH AND Oo.'s GERMINATING. "COMPOUND. 
— Price 2s, and 4s. per packet. The best Steep for Wheat and 
other Grain ; Turnip, Clover, Gain, and all ANS Seeds and 
eee iis is the gardener’s best friend 
KA! BUSCH anp Cos GERMAN VER EUN 

MANURDS, which fertilise the land without eee it, 
30s. per acre for Meadows; once in three years ; Tillage 3o 
per acre, and for Hops 40s. per acre, [EPOR c Price 71. 105. 
per ton for Meadows and Tillage, and 9. per ton for Hops. 
One toni is sufficient for 4 acres, 

These articles are kept at Hibernia Wharf, London-bridge, 
and Mr. JOSEPH EARED willdeliver them to any one bringing: 
the amount in cash, 

Kacensuscn and Co, lt 

"pee IMPROVED HYDRAULIC RAM, 
Strand, Fixed by PasrMAN Ros, J Fountain Maker, 70, 

London, can be worl 
small stream of LOU ELM 

tern arranged 
of Water pe g a Foun- 
E dm the head of water be- 
ne: 
ENGINES ro DEEP WELLS OF ALL KINDS. DOUCHE 

AND OTHER BATHS. BUILD NGS HEATED BY HOT 
WATER. WATE R WHEELS to work Small Pumps, from 15}. 

Estimates given for the supply of Towns, &c. 
invented PORTABLE VAPOUR BATH, all com- newly 

tod for ål. 

REGISTERED. 

LEGG'S IMPROVED SELF-ACTING HY- 
* DRAULIO ENGINE.—A Machine to convey water 100 

yards, conducting pipe included, 207. Dv. do., 600 yards, 50%. 
l'owns, Fountains, aoe situated on eminences, can be supplied 
by the above mac! Also HYDRAULIC RAMS on im. 
proved principles. im efficient Ram, with supply pipe, and 
100 yards of conducting pipe, 151, Do. do., 500 yards, 401. ; and 
so on in proportion. ipee “PUMPS on an improved prin. 
ciple.—N.B. Al ines warranted. 

Apply to J. Ire 9, St. Philip's.street, Cheltenham, 

BY HER ROYAL LETTERS 

MAJESTY’S PATENT. 

LIGHT, CHEAP, ax» DURABLE ROOFING. 

MAS JOHN CROGGON, of 9, Lau- 
ence-Pountney Hill, Cannon-street, London, 

Begs to vu the attention of BUT d m Gentlemen, and the 
Ls 'ublie, 

PATENT ASPHALTE BELT " FOR ROOFING, 
As EAE by Her Majesty's Woods and Forests, and by the 

L AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND, 
on red dus at Newcastle-on-' ide, ^ Manover-square, 
London ; also, by the leading members e above and other 

Apricultaral Societies ot England: aonana ae rend 
he P he Felt js only ONE PENNY PER SQUARE 

Tiles, inatet, &e. There is also a very great saving in 

wood-work, in Felt, from its lightness, does not SERENA 

t imber that slates or tiles do. en EDS. can be 
manufactun id of any required length, by 32 inches 
Tuomas JOHN CnocaoN, 8, Laurence Sountaey-hill; ESO 

street, London. 
Of whom also may be had Railway Felt, Sheathing Felt for 

I Bottoms, and Dry Hair Felt for covering Boilers, Steam 
Pipes, &c. 

TO OWNERS AND OCCUPIERS OF ESTATES. 
WIP PARC BULLOCK WEBSTER, of Hornsey 

Manufactured by 

ag 
Lee old by James and Co,, PUN the South 

ot E gta 55, ‘King William-street, City; and Porter Bro- 
THERS, ee s for the North, Cromford- court, Sire E eE 

cee Vessels of 50 to ns, drawin the Works in 
Leeds, and x ascend the creeks of every, port A the md 
so that Dealers or Farmers, and Proprietors, clubbin 
together, may be supplied direct, at REGE of expence. 

A liberal allowance to the Trade, 

Onion ane Isle of Wight; the inventor of a 
and Pipe Machine Copioni to making Bricks); also a new 
Machine for taking roots and stones out of clay, both which are 
to be seen at the Royal Polytechnic Institution, Regent-strect,— 

offers his assistance as a thorough praccical man to Landlords 

who may require information on any subject’ connected with 
the Drainage of their Esta;et. P.S.—Land draired at a fixed 
um per acre, including every expense. 
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H ORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.— 
Notice is hereby given, that the EXHIBITION ae 

in the 
ensuing season, will take place on the following Saturdays, 
viz., May 8; June 19; and July 17 ; and that Tuesday, April 20, 
is the last day on which the usual privileged Tickets are issued 
to Fellows of the Society. 

GOLD AND SILVER PHEASANTS. 

O BE SOLD, at half price, One Guinea each—the 
Pheasantry being overstocked. The Birds are in high 

plumage. Sold in Pairs, or Cocks singly.—Letters addressed 

to Z. Y., Miss Denham’s, No. 189, Regent-street, London. 

The Gardeners’ Chronicle. 
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 5, 1846. 

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 
Monpax, ‘Dec. 7—Entomoiogical . . + + e > 

Wrorxspax, — 

Sarorpay, — 12—Royal Botanic 
TUESDAY, — 15—Linnean 

Tue utility of a NewsrareR, as a medium of com- 
“munication between persons interested in similar 
pursuits, must be obvious to everybody, and al- 
though, like all things which conduce to improve- 
ment, it requires time before its real value can be 

appreciated by a certain class of individuals, yet we 
feel confident that every intelligent gardener will 
readily acknowledge the advantages which result 
from a discussion of subjects connected with his 
profession, and bear testimony to the pleasure he 
derives from the mutual interchange of opinion 
which such discussions occasion. The very best 
instructed are not to suppose they have attained 
such a degree of perfection as to have nothing more 
to learn, Scarcely a week passes over our heads 
without bringing with it some important discovery 
in the various branches of science having reference 
to gardening and agriculture. On this account the 
truly wise are those who feel that they know but 
little, and are glad to receive advice and assistance 
from men who have had more experience than 

themselves. It was never intended that we should 
be selfish, solitary beings, unconnected with one 

another in society. On the contrary, we are so 
formed as to enjoy social intercourse, and to delight 

Vin the esteem and good opinion of the world. We 
haye each a certain sphere of action assigned us, 
and it is our duty to perform the part which may 
fall to our lot, to the best of our ability, taking care 
not to interfere with the affairs of others so as will- 
ingly to give offence, and endeavouring as far as 
possible, to view men and things in the clear sun- 
shine of charity and good nature, free from that 
dark and sullen shade which a jealous rivalry casts 
over them. 

The interest in all publie vehicles of information 
is greatly impaired when cavilling and insolence 
form the return which is made for instruction or 
temperate di ion; intelligent or right-mi 
men are disgusted at being brought into uninten- 

tional collision with the unintelligent and wrong- 

minded ; they naturally shrink from such company, 
and instead of icating their knowledge for 
‘the public good, they prefer to confine it to their 
immediate neighbours. From this cause the public 
suffers grievously, and newspapers which tolerate 
such conduct soon fall exclusively into the hands of 

those who combine the greatest amount of impu- 
dence with the smallest amount of intelligence. 
Against this we must protect ourselves and our 
readers. 

We have been led to make these somewhat trite 
remarks in q of a ci which 
recently oecurred with reference to a statement 

published some time ago in this journal. The act 
is in itself unworthy of notice, except as regards 
the proper conduct which ought to be pursued by 
gardeners to one another ; and as it serves to illus- 

trate the feelings which some unworthy men are 
actuated by. It will be remembered that the dimen- 
ions of a tree of Abies Douglasii, at Dropmore, 

were sent us by one correspondent, and inserted at 

Page 709. Another correspondent compared them 
with those of a tree of the same kind at Carclew, in 
Cornwall, and candidly owned, as will be seen by 

referring to page 693, that the Dropmore specimen, 
in regard to size, was much the larger of the two. 
As their height had been recorded some eight or 
nine years previously in Loudon’s “ Gardeners’ Maga- 
zine,” a comparison was instituted as. to the rate of 
annual growth since that time, when it was found 
that the tree at Carclew had the advantage. Who 
could have imagined that this small matter could 
have given offence to even the most wrong-headed 
of human beings ? 

It turns out, however, that somewhere in the 
neighbourhood of Bristol (at least his letter bears 
the Bristol postmark), one of those perverse gen- 
tlemen is to be found who, conscious of his own low- 
mindedness, and of the cunning with which he 
would himself misrepresent any facts that came 

before him, has addressed to our Carclew corre- 

spondent the following anonymous letter, which we 
print verbatim, in the hope that it may contain 

such internal evidence as will unveil the writer. 
“The comparison of the growth of the Abies 

Douglasii at Dropmore and Carclew loses all its interest 
by the dishonest way in which it is made by W 
Booth, P. Frost describes the seed as sown in 1828 
and the young tree as planted out in 1829, about a year 
old. W. Booth, notwithstanding the above plain state- 
ment, describes the tree at Dropmore as planted out in 
1828, and the one at Carclew in 1831. This looks very 
like a wilful misrep tion, and a d t 
conceal the real age of the Carclew tree, the real seed 
of whith was no doubt sown in 1828 or 1829. Surely 
‘honesty is the best policy,’ even in such little matters.” 

And so, because in Mr. Boorg's communication 

the year 1828 is printed instead of 1829, this cha- 
ritable person permits himself to charge the writer 
with dishonesty and wilfulmisrepresentation. Why 
what sort of understanding can such a man have? 
How does he know that Mr. Boorn wrote 1828 at 
all? Is there no possibility of its being an error o 
the pen or of the press? or one of those trifling 
mistakes, of no earthly consequence, to which we 
venture to presume this anonymous writer is as 
liable as any man? an error, too, in no way what- 
ever affecting the question. The subject of com- 
parison was twofold; first the actual size of the 
trees; and secondly their rate of growth since 
1837. "Their age was not a subject of comparison, 
and for the purpose of the inquiry the Dropmore 
tree might as weli have been planted in 1826 or 7 
or 9 as in 1828, Yet this anonymous writer founds 
upon a mere, and utterly insignificant, mistake, of 
writing or printing, no one can know which, a charge 
of wilful misrepresentation | 

Our letters lead us to fear that men like this ano- 
nymous personage are much too common near 
Bristol; which, considering the intelligence of 
others there, is not a little remarkable. It ma 
therefore be as well to remind them that there is 
such a maxim as, “ Be charitable unto all men”; 
that we are all liable to error ; that abusive anony- 
mous letters are uot resorted to by persons of 
respectability ; and that when men venture to com- 
mit themselves by having recourse to such disreput- 
able proceedings, they inevitably lay themselves 
open to the grave suspicion of being themselves 
actuated by those unworthy motives which their 
ungenerous nature leads them to impute to others, 

Waen the subject of Pormatse heating was first 
introduced by us, we had no other object in view 
than the convenience of Horticulture ; but it will 
be seen by a communication from Mr. Mzzx, in 
another column, that it has in his view a still more 
exteusive application, and one perhaps of more im- 
portance. We all know how badly our places of 
worship are usually warmed, if they are warmed at 
all; that massive stoves, under whose influence a 
small part of the congregation finds itself in Libya, 
and the greater part in Iceland, form the common 
resource ; that in other cases gas is brought into 
stoves, to the misery of all who are condemned to 
breathe the polluted air; and that hitherto hot 
water has been the only agent which could be made 
to act usefully, but that the heavy cost of its appa- 
ratus places it far beyond the means of the greater 
proportion of churches and chapels. 

Such being the fact, it becomes extremely desir- 
able to test the fitness of Polmaise for such buildings, 
and we see with great satisfaction that Mr. Msex 
has pointed out an excellent opportunity of putting 
it to the test, by proposing that the unfinished church 
of St. Thomas, at Winchester, should be subjected 

[to the trial. For ourselves we anticipate no diffi- 
culty in the operation, and no uncertainty in the re- 
sult, and therefore we might perhaps assume that a 
trial is needless. But we must admit that it is 
always possible, for some evil may lurk in the sys- 
tem which experience has not yet detected, and 
that what appears to be sound theory up to the 
present time may be found defective in some unex- 
pected point. For that reason we by no means 
blame those who are cautious in accepting as cer- 
tain anything which has not been proved ezperi- 
mentally, and we cordially join in the recommenda- 
tion that the friends, and opponents, of Polmaise 
will both subscribe their guineas for the purpose of 
settling the question. 

Of course the condition of the experiment is, that 
the application of the principle to St. Thomas’s 
Church shall be under the uncontrolled direction of 
Mr. Meex, to whose generous and disinterested 
zealin this good cause the publicis already so much 
indebted. Entertaining this view, we have already 

sent our guinea, in the form of a Post-office Order, 
to the Rev. Georce James Cunirt, St. Thomass 
Rectory, Winchester, and we would strongly urge 
our friends to do the same. We shall not fail to 
report progress, and to give the names of those 

who thus become contributors to the first Polmaise 
experiment in church heating in England. 

CULTURE OF THE PINE-APPLE. 
Third Notice.] 

Tux size of the plants which produce fruit varying 

from 7 to 10 lbs., of the Queen variety of Pine, at 
Meudon, is by no means large ; their general character 
and appearance is very striking, and must impress any 
ne d to the cultivation of the Pine with 

exalted notions of the superiority of Mr. Gabriel Pel- 

vilain’s system. It is that system I have to deal with 

e 

o | at present; I may, however, by and by have a word 
or two of explanation to advance in answer to some of 
your correspondents, because the only object I have in 
view is to introduce a system as much superior to all 
other modes of culture now pursued in almost all 
garden establishments, as the result of that practice 
whieh has been witnessed by hundreds of the best Pine 
growers in this country is superior to the productions of 
these cavillers : and this result has been attained at a 
comparatively small outlay, and at half the trouble at- 
tending the common practice of Pine growing. If I were 
about to set forth a system merely because it may have 
a little novelty about it, and that alone was its only 
recommendation, then I might well deserve a hurricane 
of abuse to be hurled violently at me, by those who 
have plumed themselves on their own exalted doings ; 
but the system has something else besides mere novelty 
to acquire for it id ion an inati am 
not afraid that it will make its own way, despite of the 
doubters, the objectors, or obstruetors. I already know 
of several of the best gardeners in the country who are 
setting about it in right earnest ; sensible men who can 
benefit by the practice and experience of others, 

The young Pines at Meudon, whieh we may term the 
succession plants, were in their general aspect and 
character quite as extraordinary as those in fruit. Of 
this description there were upwards of 600 plants, all 
ofthem in equal health ; there were no mixtures of 
yellows, none of them lanky and narrow-leaved, and 
tottering in the soil, unable to maintain their standing. 
It would have puzzled even a doubter to have discri- 
minated between the worst and the best; unquestion- 
ably there was disparity in size but none in health, all 
were of the same luxuriance, with short broad foliage, 
and as green as a bed of Leeks rioting in the rich 
alluvial deposit of Fulham-fields. These plants were 
growing in structures which had not engaged the atten- 
tion of any great architect. Mr. Pelvilain produces 
them in frames, that is, in wooden boxes. These boxes 
are supported by pieces of wood, about 24 feet above 
the ground. The under portion of the box is lined with 
old ship timber, laid as elose as possible to prevent the 
ingress of steam, and also to keep the soil in which the 
Pines are planted from mixing with the. stable litter 
which is employed in heating them. Thus a complete 
box is formed. Mr. Pelvilain introduces into the box 
about 16 or 18 inches of the peat soil formerly de- 
scribed. His bed is thus compieted, his plants are then 
stuck into the soil, making allowance for their season’s 
growth. It would not do to plant them in the first 
place without considering well this point, otherwise they 
might possibly choke one another. A season's prac- 
tice will afford this information, bearing in mind 
that it is always better to err on the safe side ; 
that is, by allowing plenty of room, and admitting a free 
circulation of air amongstthem. There are no stated 
periods when these plantations are formed ; that depends 
exclusively upon the supply of crowns and suckers. 

ut suppose, for example, that a bed was planted in 
spring, these in the autumn would have attained a size 
sufficient to justify Mr. Pelvilain’s statement, that, in the 
following summer, Pines equal to those I have deseribed 
would be produced by them. It will be remarked that 
this system transforms, in six months, erowns and 
suckers into noble succession plants, without the trouble 
of potting and renewing of tan, and other expensive 
hindrances which have attended the usual modes of cul- 
ture. It has more the appearance of warket-garden 
culture of Cauliflower or Lettuce, so simple is it, than 
complicated systems with cumbrous and expensive ap- 

iances, These plants are produced in pure peat, and 
watered with pure water. The heat applied to them is 
by means of hot stable dung. Now, it is not unnatural 
that many may ascribe much of the success attending 
the Meudon practice to the ammonia escaping from the 
fermenting litter ; such an inference deserves considera- 
tion and respect, not only because authorities which we 
reverence and regard may be supposed to support such 
a plea, but also because long practical experience would 
induce us to entertain a similar notion; but Mr. 
Pelvilain is decidedly of an opposite opinion, and ren- 
ders his boxes proof against the access of an 
steam or gas which may escape from the fermenting 
material which surrounds the boxes. This was a point 
on which, if I had doubts, I investigated fully ; for 
although the boxes were at the time I examined them 
surrounded with warm litter, and the space beneath the 
boards also filled up with the same, we could not dis- 
cern the slightest effluvium inside them. Thus then 
the ammonia escaping from the stable-litter was not 
the “hidden virtue” that swelled the Meudon Queens. 
This is accomplished by simple gardening, pure peat, 
pure water, and pure air. None of the adjuncts usually 
called into isition by the Pine-growers of this coun- F D 

iry are employed at Meudon, and the result of the prae- 
tice there deserves, as it receives, our warmest enco- 
miums—our heartiest eulogy. Mr. Pelvilain, unlike 
some of his compeers in the art of Pine-growing, begins 
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at the beginning, upon a principle which Nature may 
claim as her own. The dissertations on potting are 
thrown to the wind ; a thousand casualties incidental to 
other systems of cultivation are obviated in this. Expen- 
sive buildings are not necessary to produce fruit which 
the most costly structures could never boast of. Surely 
we are verging upon a great revolution, not only in the 
cultivation of this noble fruit, but in much that is ex- 
pensive and now apparently abstruse in matters of gar- 
dening. In Pine-growing I have undertaken to show 
that such is the case, and I presume that I have 
good ground to maintain my standing. I know that 
a host of opponents are already in arms to knock me 
down ; but I have still a few facts to reveal which 
may be found more invulnerable than arguments based 
upon vain and conceited notions, or on the mysteries of 
ancient gardening.— Mirabile dictu. 

THE AMATEUR GARDENER. 

Ovr-poon PROTECTION FROM Fnosr.—There are many 
productions i arden which occupy a rather 
dubious position between those which are hardy or 
tender, and to these the best care of the gardener 
should be given. It is undesirable to load pits and 
frames more than absolute necessity demands, on ac- 
count of the great trouble entailed by the operation ; 
besides, we should aim at training plants to bear the 
severity of our winters. Ascertain which roots or 
shrubs may be left to themselves, which will require 
protection in frames, and which are doubtful. It is in 
reference to the latter class that I propose to offer a few 
Observations. 

In mild winters the most tender Roses will sustain 
little injury, even if fully exposed to the weather ; the 
same may be said of Wallflowers and similar plants ; 
but a severe season will disfigure or kill some of these, 
and therefore precautions must be taken. But pro- 
tecting must not be begun too early. I yesterday saw 
a garden strangely metamorphosed by conical piles of 
straw and short dung either tied round grieving stems 
of Fuchsias, &c., or laid at the roots of other things 
presumed to be tender. Now this was done before any 
frost had appeared, and with the thermometer above 
temperate. This is taking time by the forelock ina 
wrong sense, for all wrapping up is to be avoided 
altogether if possible, and only to be resorted to in the 
last extremity. If a little care is taken to have pro- 
tecting materials in readiness, you may safely wait for a 
first frost, which rarely does much injury ; and then, if 
the day indicates the recurrence of the dreaded visitor, 
proceed with your operations. Bear in mind that even 
this should not be done till the middle of November, for 
frosts before that time are generally innocuous in refer- 
ence to the tribes of plants I am now speaking of. 

If it is desired to protect roots, conical heaps of 
some dry substance may be used. I believe all Fuchsias 
will do well with this treatment. If Moss is abundant, 
and your garden not large, some placed over these 
heaps and fastened by little sticks will make you more 
secure, and enliven the dulness of the beds. I am 
inclined to think that Dahlias would be more safe in 
this way than any other. It is certain that these roots 
often perish from various causes when taken up and 
stored away ; while one accidentally left,in the ground 
often sprouts in the spring. If about 6 inches of some 
protecting material was placed over the crown, I have 
no doubt the roots would be found in a fine growing 
state for spring forcing. If you have any Dablias not 
taken up, try a few of them, and record the result for 
future practice. 

Roses and other plants with woody stems which run 
any risk, should have the soil banked up over the roots, 
and a little Moss spread over them as above directed. 
The branches may be tied up with straw. But the plan 
I adopt, and which I think was alluded to last season, is 
very preferable to any other I know of. I plant cuttings 
of Laurels and other evergreens among the branches of 
the trees I wish to preserve, by which a gay and lively 
appearance is added to the security afforded. Of course 
this can only be done where evergreens are plentiful ; 
but I would suggest that they should be grown for this 
purpose in every garden of any size. I have some 
round beds about a yard and a half in diameter, 
filled with tender Roses, which I have just sub- 
jected to the following process:—Having a large 
number of layers of Laurestinus, well rooted, and 
not knowing exactly where to plant them to ad- 
vantage, I have put them in these Rose beds, in 
the spaces between the trees. I expect the follow- 
ing advantages from this plan :—First, the Laurustinus 
and Roses will mutually protect each other in severe 
frosts. Second, the mixture will have a fine effect when 
the Roses are in bloom. , Third, the young evergreens 
will be nursing up fora year or twoas well there as 
anywhere else, and when too large for the beds may be 
permanently removed. I think this plan may be ad- 
vantageously adopted in many cases, and young trees 
now located in the nursery made to increase the 
beauty of the garden, and afford protection to more 
tender objects. 
Many frozen plants may be preserved from injury by 

preventing their being thawed by the rays of the sun. 
This may be effected by throwing mats over them, and 
not removing them till the frost is gone. Tender 
climbers against walls should have a mat lightly nailed 
over them. As a general rule, coverings must be re- 
moyed as soon as possible from all growing stems, such 
as Roses, Fuchsias, &c. ; if this is not done in mild 

weather they will push forth their buds prematurely. 
—H. B. 

*.* The writer will thank his readers to substitute the fol- 

clearing up is postponed until Nature calls too loudly to 
be any longer neglected, and the appearance of Snowdrops and 
Crocuses infuses new energies into the before torpid proprietor.” 

THE TROUT PEAR. 
Synonymes.—F orellenbirne, Truite. 

* Lone as I have collected fruits," says Dr. Adrian 
Diel, * and searched the gardens in the neighbourhood 
of the Rhine, furnished with French sorts, I have found 
no fruit like the Trout Pear. We may, therefore, proudly 
call this a national variety, which most probably origi- 
nated in Northern Saxony. It is a valuable addition to 
our stock of November and December Pears, which 
may compete with the best French dessert kinds, ripen- 
ing at the same period, and far surpassing them in the 
length of its keeping in perfection, and in its beauty.” 
He adds, * could we phlegmatie Germans make as much 
fuss about novelties as the volatile French do, the Trout 
Pear would have acquired, ere now, the highest cele- 
brity.” 

Vermilion, 

speckled 

Lemon. 

eae 
It has obtained its name from its beautiful trout-like 

speckling. The spots are numerous, circular, bright 
gray, margined with crimson. The flesh is white, ex- 
ceedingly smooth and fine-grained, buttery and melt- 
ing, with a pleasant vinous flavour ; in perfection in 
November, and will sometimes keep till January. The 
tree is of vigorous upright growth, bearing early and 
abundantly. The shoots are glossy, of a fine violaceous 
dark red, sprinkled with few whitish grey spots, and 
towards the extremities very slightly woolly ; leaves 

iddle-sized, ovate, hat cordate at the base, 
acuminate, the apex slightly deflexed, their margins 
finely denticulated ; petioles, 1 to 2 inches in length ; 
flowers middle-sized, opening early ; petals roundish. 

It is adapted for a wall or espalier, and, probably, for 
a standard ; at all events the singularly beautiful ap- 
pearance of the fruit, the smoothness and delicacy of 
its flesh, and the productiveness of the tree, will entitle 
the latter to a place in every good collection.—R. T. 

POLMAISE HEATING. 
In my last paper on the diffusion of heat, and which 

related more especially to this subject as far as it affects 
publie buildings, I clearly proved, that if the acknow- 
ledged laws given us by the greatest philosophers, and 
founded on the most elaborate experiment, be true, it is 
useless to attempt to heat the air by radiation, and that 
to attempt to diffuse heat equally by such means is to 
act in direct opposition to our physical knowledge. 
The necessary effect of giving full force to these laws 
will be at once to sweep out of all our public buildings 
every radiating surface, whether stove, flue, or pipe, as 
being (so far as their radiating power is concerned) 
either useless or objectionable, as disturbing that uni- 
formity which it should be our especial aim to preserve. 
Methinks I hear the shriek of horror that such an 
announcement will occasion, but despite of the cry 
either of ignorance, or interest (and it is hard to say 
which is the loudest), the law is true, and the result will 
be inevitable. The methods hitherto employed for the 
diffusion of heat have been planned either with a total 
or partial disregard to scientific knowledge. The results 
have been necessarily either total failure or but partial 
success, and they must be prepared to give way toa 
system whose principles, founded on nature and philo- 
sophy, are so sound as to defy attack, and which re- 
quires only time and experience for its full and success- 
ful development. With these prefatory remarks, 
pass to the second and important consideration—can 
heat be diffused equally, and by what means ? 

If the term equal is employed in its strictest sense, 
possibly we shall look in vain, but if the term is restricted 

the object of our search will not escape us, for the 
inquiry is very limited. We have but three forms of 
matter, with which we are acquainted, each possessing 
powers of diffusing heat ; and if uniformity is our object, 
surely we cannot for a moment hesitate to employ that 
form of matter most rapid in its motion, namely, a gas 
or air; but we shall also find that it will be necessary, if 
we hope to attain our end, to subject even this power to 
certain conditions. We require uniformity of heat; if 
we look to Nature will she afford us a specimen of equal 
distribution? Certainly not; and though she has 
directed our attention to the proper agent to diffuse 
atmospheric heat, she has not subjected it to those con- 
ditions which should insure any approach to uniformity ; 
such was not her object. Providence has used radia- 
tion as the first heating power, it is, consequently an 
unequal power, the result being that our globe is un- 
equally heated ; surely an equally heated atmosphere 
around an unequally heated globe would have been an 
imperfection such as we should look for in vain among 
Nature’s perfect works ; for what would have been the 
result? In some localities the ground heat would have 
been great, while the atmospheric temperature was low ; 
while in others, the atmospheric temperature would 
have been much in advance of that of the soil ; to stimu- 
late the roots by bottom-heat to produce a flow of sap, 
such as the leaves could not dispose of, or to encourage 
a weakly foliage by atmospheric temperature, such as 
the root could not support, was no lesson of Nature’s 
teaching ; the advantage of a bottom-heat, 20° or 30° 
in advance of the air-heat, was left for gardeners to 
discover; and as uniformity of temperature is the 
object of our search, we must turn away from Nature, 
where it could not have existed without imperfection, 
remembering, however, that she has instructed us as to 
the means ; but if we seek help from Science she not 
only bears testimony to the truth of Nature, and teaches 
us to use the medium that can diffuse heat most rapidly, 
but to subject it to the conditions that will ensure 
its doing so. 

And what are those conditions under which this 
medium of diffusing heat, namely the air, moves 
with the greatest rapidity. Is not the velocity of, 
an aerial current dependent on the diff 0 
the temperature of the two places between which it is 
flowing? and consequently, if we desire to warm the 
air ina building most rapidly, we shall first take to the 
heat that portion which is coldest. Does not common 
sense teach us the same lesson, that the air which re- 
quires warmth the most to make it agreeable is the 
coldest of all, and that this is consequently that which 
we should first take to the stove, and not that which is 
hottest but one (see “laws of heating,” page 707). If 
we consider a portion of air leaving the poles, and 
flowing towards the equator, supposing no other force 
to disturb its course, it would acquire warmth on its 
way, becoming warmer and warmer, till it became the 
most highly heated portion of the earth’s atmosphere ; 
in like manner the coldest air of a church gradually 
would flow towards the stove, till it came in contact 
with it ; but this is not the condition under which the 
air can be made to move with the greatest rapidity. 
It certainly is a means of limiting the difference of tem- 
perature ; a means sufficient for the purposes of Na- 
ture, where uniformity is not required, but only a given 
amount of distribution, where it is even a part of the 
design that one part should be highly heated while the 
other is frozen; but it is not the condition under which 
we must place the air if our desire is to approximate to 
uniformity of temperature. Philosophy says, since uni- 
formity can only result from extreme rapidity of diffu- 
sion, provide a way for the coldest air of the building to 
flow first to the source of heat ; and such is the principle 
of Polmaise, it not only employs the form of matter that 
can move most rapidly, but it compels it to travel at 
the extreme of its speed ; unlike other systems of air 
heating it provides the means not only of most rapidly 
and uniformly heating that portion of air which it is re- 
quired to heat, but of heating that only ; and as facts 
are daily proving the truth of all my theoretical pre- 
dictions, so will experience prove that the most econo- 
mical and perfect diffusion of heat in public buildings, 
can only, in our present state of knowledge, be attained 
on the Polmaise principle ; and this leads me to notice 
the manner in which this principle may be carried out. 

The first thing is to provide the means of the coldest 
air in the building passing first to the heat, than which 
nothing can be more easy ; for as the coldest air is of 
necessity on the floor, so if there is a space below the 
level of the floor into which it can fall it will do so, and 
thus a drain (being made with one end opening to the 
source of heat, and the other opening at the extreme 
end of the building on the floor) will be a channel, by 
which means the coldest air can at once pass to the 
heat, and will do so. There is little doubt that the 
velocity of the flow will be influenced by numerous cir- 
cumstances, such as the gradual inclination of the cold 
air drain (or return pipe as it may be called) towards 
the source of heat, the relative size of the drain itself ; 
on all these points experience will prove our only guide, 
but let us examine whether there are any practical dif- 
ficulties opposing our“course, for instance in churches. 
Where these are newly erected the aisles will form a 
convenient locality for the cold air drains; in many 
cases where the floor of the aisles is formed of stone 
this may be made to form the roof of the drain itself ; 
but in many old churches where it has long been the 
sad custom of giving up a portion of that building for 
the dead which was only intended for ue living, which a E Nip 

to mean the greatest attainable amount o: y as d to carry d ere they never 
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can be carried, there may arise some practical imp 
diments, such as crowns of vaults and monumental 

slabs ; but fortunately it makes little difference to the 
air if its journey be a little lengthened by a roundabout 
course ; it will still outstrip all competitors, and there- 

fore I trust that this, the only practical difficulty, 

will be more apparent than real; and I shall sup- 

pose we are in possession of a cold air channel, 

With a gradual fall, say of one foot in 30, towards 

the heating surface, for, by being brought in con- 
taet with such, the air must be heated; but heated 
surfaces are radiating surfaces, and radiation is the 
bane of uniformity, therefore, the heating surface must 
either be placed without the building, or else surrounded 
with sueh sul as shall eff prevent the 
passage of the heating rays. There can be no diffieulty 

in adopting either course ; in the latter case, let us 

suppose a church already supplied with a powerful 
Stove, Arnott or other ; for economy's sake, it is wished to 

retain it—can it be made subservient to Polmaise? and 

can its radiating annoyance be got rid of! Most assu- 
redly ; for if it is placed over the orifice where four 
concentric cold air drains coming from distant parts of 

the church meet, and if it is covered over with some 

non-conducting hood having apertures through which 

the air coming from the cold drains and passing over 

the stove can rush out the object will be lished ; 

e- decompose the air. It may be so. But we neither 
burn the water nor decompose it ; the current of water 

keeps down the temperature of theboiler. We do nof 

know what would be the effect of the current of air ; but 

this we know, that the velocity of that eurrent depends 

on the difference of the temperature of the two places be- 

tween which it is travelling, and that the plan is not 

unworthy a trial. I throw out all these suggestions, 

partly with a view to induce your readers to reflect on 

great principles, partly to show how completely Pol- 

maise is in its infancy (the power only waiting for de- 

velopment), but most of all, to induce those who delight 

in such investigations to make various experiments on 

the application of its principles to practice. Supposing, 

therefore, the cold air has been brought and been heated 

by passing over a stove of similar construction to my 

own, it only remains to consider the mode of distributing 

it; and about this, repeated experiments have proved 

to me that we may save all our trouble; the hot air 

will distribute itself, with a uniformity and speed almost 

ineredible, Unless we reflect on the well-known ve- 

locity of aerial currents, nothing more will be required 
than to let it flow out into the church, when it will be 

found thatat the distance of only a few feet, the air will 

be at the uniform temperature of the building. I have 

rep seen a, tl ter which I have the power 

ding in the hot blast, at 150° Fahr., while 

even if the hood were dispensed with, the radiating evils 
of the stove will be much mitigated, because the con- 

stant and rapid current of cool air will, by supplying 

itself with caloric, prevent its accumulation on the 
surface of the stove. Another mode of carrying out 

the Polmaise principle, and which I am inclined to 

think will be very generally adopted in churches, will 

e to sink the source of heat below the level of the 

oor, say in a vault, at one end of the church ; this will 

secure a fall for the cold air, and an entrance for the 

hot at the lowest possible level. I would advise the 

stove being built close to the foundation wall of the 

ehurch, so that it shall be supplied both with oxygen 

and fuel from without, by piercing the foundation wall 

for this purpose, and also to allow the flue to return 

into an external chimney, which in many instances can 

be carried up behind a buttress ; much good will be 

effected by this plan—first, we shall run no risk of havin 

a bad draught to the fire, we shall avoid all possibility. 

of gaseous exhalation or smoke from down-draught, 

either when the fire is first made, or when it expires, 

and which occasionally does and must occur, directly 

the weight of the external atmosphere overcomes the up- 

ward draught, a circumstance so often rendering stove- 

heated buildings unpleasant. The fire will not exhaust 

the air of the building, and though last perhaps not least, 

the architectural beauty of the church will not be 

sacrificed, either within or without, for in lieu of a great 

length of iron pipe, supported by sundry devices of iron 

bars, hanging from the centre of Gothic arches, or 

similar barbarisms, we shall perceive nothing within 
except the perforated plating in the aisles to admit the 
descent of cold air, aad a similar design to admit the 

hot air up, over the spot beneath which the stove is 

placed, while externally the furnace doors will be sunk 

below the level of the ground, and the steps down to 

them may easily be concealed, either by some neigh- 

ouring or stone balustrade, while the 

chimney will be the only portion of the heating 

apparatus necessarily apparent. Where circumstances 
prevent the stove being below the church, then it must 

be placed without, where (as it is advisable to place it as 

low as possible) it will not'be difficult te conceal it, 

Having considered the position of the heating power, 

the means of bringing the air to it, it will be expected 

that I should make some remarks on the heating 

apparatus itself, although I wish it to be understcod 

this has nothing whatever to do with the principles 

of Polmaise; for these might be applied even 

‘were the temperature produced through the inter- 

vention of water, and while I have not hesitated 

to help forward Polmaise, by reducing it to prac- 

tice in a most simple form, I trust I am not foolish 

enough to consider this form the best that can be de- 

wised. I already see errors to be got rid of, and im- 

provements that may be made ; and as it yet remains 

4o be seen how small an area will suffice for the cold air 

to flow to the heat, so it yet remains to be proved what 

are the best means of warming it on its arrival. The 

question really for solution is—the best air boiler. 
ave no hesitation in asserting that the means I have 

employed, namely a brick stove with an iron top, will 

secure the end desired; that where uniformity of tem- 

perature is required, it possesses peculiar advantages ; 
but it is equally certain that where other qualifications 
are required, euch as the power rapidly to raise the 

"temperature, other means may be adopted with advan- 

tage; and when the ironmongers are compelled by 

publie opinion to heat buildings in this manner, there 

will be no lack of ingenious stoves. I doubt not that 

both Mr. Haden’s and Mr. Hazard’s stoves would each 

be very powerful placed under the conditions of Pol- 
maise ; but then there is the question of cost, which, I 
hear, is necessarily very great, from the complication of 

the mechanism and the quantity of the metal ; but is 
all this eost necessary? There are water-boilers which 

‘profess to abstract all the calorie from the burning fuel, 
and which, even of a large size, cost but a few pounds. 

Why should an air-boiler be more expensive? Who 
can tell whether, if the contents were emptied out of 
one of these very boilers, and air conveyed through it 

instead of water, the result would not be satisfactory ? 
Of course I shall bo told that I shall burn the air, and 

m 

of 
another, 4 feet from it, was at 65°, or the uniform tem- 

perature of the place, and unless persons sat actually 

over the blast, they would not experience any inconve- 

nience from sitting near, Those who doubt I must 

refer to “ Facts from Polmaise,' published in the 

Chronicle, every one of which my experiments at Nut- 

field fully corroborate. 
Having thus far endeavoured to enlighten the [publie 

as to the right means of diffusing heat, and thus afford 

them a luxury whieh in this climate all know how to 

hands, one which I do mot believe I shall ask in 

vain from the friends of Polmaise, while even its op- 

ponents must admit that it is desirable its truth should 

be tested on a large scale. The case which I desire to 

lay before the public is this: A large and beautiful 

church, 130 feet long by 70 wide, is now nearly com- 

pleted in the city of Winchester. The funds subseribed 

will barely suffice to pay for its erection, and there will 

certainly be nothing left to provide the means of warm- 

ing this large building. The rector and committee, 

thinking favourably of the Polmaise “mode; of heating, 

are anxious to see it applied; but the necessary funds 

are wanting. Under these circumstances, I have ob- 

tained their permission to make this appeal to the public, 

with a view to raise the necessary sum by subscription. 

If this is done, I am quite willing to direct and person- 

ally superintend the work. It is proposed to limit the 

subscription to sums not exceeding a guinea. It is 

difficult in so novel an undertaking to estimate the re- 

quired sum, One very expensive portion of the work 

will be the formation of the cold-air drains. It is de- 

sirable the committee should be furnished with 100/., 

to meet all contingencies. A strict account will be 

kept of all actual expenses, and the surplus given to 

the general funds of the church. If a few separate 

parties who appreciate the importance of the subject 

would severally exert themselves in the cause among 

their friends, the sum would soon be raised.—D. B. 

Meek. 

Home Correspondence. 
New Theory of the Potato Discase,—1 have lately 

read something about the Potato disease arising from 
volcanic operation, and 1 am led therefrom to ask you 

for a little space in your columns for the mouse which 
my mountain is now about to bring forth to the wonder- 

ing world. You must know, that when I first witnessed 

the experiments at the Polytechnic, with Armstrong’s 
hydro-electric machine, it immediately struck me that 

the tl ds of steam |i ti incessantly travers- 

ing all parts of England, might be so many travelling 

factories of electricity, diffusing it through the atmo- 

sphere to an enormous amount. And if so, that after 

awhile we might all be the worse, somehow or another, 

for the superabundant supply of this not very idle nor 

inoperative agent. Cannot you imagine that a suffi- 

ciency of electricity might be thus generated, so as not 

only sensibly to disturb the nice equilibrium and ad- 

justment of the free and uncombined components of the 

atmosphere, but also to affect these in such manner as 

to induce the constituents to enter into some new 

chemical relationships, thereby rendering the air to 

a degree detrimental to the functional operations of 

animals and vegetables? I fancy I ean see how 

ammonia, nitrie acid, and perhaps that curious electric 

compound of hydrogen and oxygen, called ozone, might 

be formed, and whether my mouse, which by the bye is 

a very primum mobile, in all chemical matters, is play- 

ing any part in the production of these, or in the de- 

struction of the Potato, or in epidemics generally ; who 

can tell? You may say the Potato disease has oceurred 

before locomotives were known [we do not say that] ; 

a disease in Potatoes may have occurred, I grant, and 

that it is now occurring where locomotives have never 

even been heard of—very true ; but this will not anni- 

hilate my mouse, for once set electrieity free, and where 

between the poles it may be at the next moment, aye, 

in the twinkling of an eye, playing its pranks, neither 

I nor you (clever as you are, Mr. Editor) can tell. 

should much like to know if these locomotives do gene- 

rate electricity (and from the vast frictional forces 

exerted, I should think they must) what becomes of 

= 

appreciate, I am about to ask a favour at their|a 

itall. It must go 1 it must do hi 
You have no doubt, sir, produced water, by passing the 

electric spark through a mixture of oxygen and 

hydrogen, and who knows but that some such operation 

has been going forward for the last two or three 

years through the agency of the electricity generated 

by this mighty locomotive hydro-electric machiner 

giving rise to the rains, which have oceasioned the 

devastating floods now so continually oceurring through- 

out Europe. You, perhaps, have also resolved water 

into its elementary constituents by electricity ; now, 

should my machines throw off a sufficiency of elec? 

tricity into the atmosphere to effect the decomposition 

of water, or should some of the water as it escapes in 

steam from the boilers be decomposed by the electri- 

city known to be generated at the moment of escape, 

might not the disunited elements be brought (through 

the same agency) into new combinations; the oxygen 

with the nitrogen of the atmosphere forming beth 

ammonia and nitrie acid, and the oxygen with the 

liberated hydrogen — ozone — and thus by the nice 
atmospherieal balances, both chemical and electrical, 

being disturbed, the air becomes vitiated and inimical 

to auimal and vegetable life, producing cholera in man, 

rot in Potatoes, &e. You have given xvõos to the 
voleanie visionary, pray pat me on the head for my 
mountain labour. But should my poor wee pet not do 
well under your nursing, I shall consult Drs. Liebig 

and Scheenbein.—Ridiculus Mus. 
Gardeners’ Reading Rooms.—To the reading rooms 

already in operation J beg to mention that one has been 

established here by Mr. Epps, who has liberally fur- 

nished a comfortable room and a good library for the 

use of gardeners and young men employed in his estab- 

lishment ; and I am happy to add that one and all duly 

appreciate the generous act, and I doubt not but the 

employer as well as employed will be benefited by such 

proceeding.— Daniel Freeman, Bower Nursery, 

Viaidstone, Kent. 
Polmaise Heating —Having been alluded to by Mr. 

Meek in a Jate article as the “clergyman near Coven- 

try,” who had partially failed in his application of the 

Polmaise system of heating, I think it but due to the 

system, as well as to its zealous advocate, Mr, Meek, to 

inform you that I have since completely succeeded, My 
partial failure was chiefly owing to having too many 

openings from the floor of the house into the cold air 

drains, since, after closing all these but two, one at 

each end of the house, the current of air became amply 

sufficient to sweep into the hot air chamber an abund- 

ant supply of heat. During the last three or four nights 

of sharp frost, with an external temperature of about 

20°, the house has been kept at a regular heat of from 

54° to 60°, with one moderate fire put on at 10 o’clock 

in the evening.—W. Thickins, Keresley House, near 

Coventry, Dec. 2. 
Cambridge Botanic Garden.—The report of the Syn- 

dicate, mentioned in your last, was confirmed by the 

Senate, without opposition, on Wednesday last, and the 

Curator will now have directions to act upon it imme- 

diately. The land is quite ready to receive the trees, 

and has proved far better for its object than had been 

expected. The chief difficulty money. Although 

some of the colleges have large incomes (which, how- 

ever, are divided in small dividends toa large number 
of individuals), the University has hardly a sufficient 
aunuel income to meet its necessary expenditure. The 

colleges can do nothing, as their funds are all appro- g 
priated by their statutes.— Nov. 30, 1846 

The Potato Fly.—Yhe Aphis vastator, or destroyer, 

the insect which causes the Potato disease, is still spar- 

ingly to be found in enclosed gardens on the leaves of 

young Potato plants, Groundsel, the Shepherd's Purse, 

the Turnip, the Radish, the Solana, the Spinach, and 

many other plants. I yesterday not only found it upon 

these plants, but in addition to those which I have else- 

where detailed, I have even noticed that whole beds of 

Violets were dying from its agency, the leaves perish- 

ing like those of the Potato, Spinach, or Beet. At this 

period of the year, ion becomes quiescent, and 

from this cause a much smaller number of the destroyers 

appears to effect the destruction of the plant.— Alfred 

Smee, 7, Finsbury-circus, Nov. 23. [See the Reviews 

of to-day. 
Leggs Hydraulic Engine.—1 regret being obliged to 

trouble you again ; but from the letter of a “ Mill- 

ment I am not aware of any hydraulic engine existing 

with Legg’s application (whatever it may be), attached 

to it), and even should it prove to be a revival, I am at 

a loss to imagine how it can have remained so long in 

obscurity, as whether new or old, nobody can doubt its 

efficiency, where only a small stream is at command, 

When I first noticed the machine in question, my chief 

desire was to give gardeners and farmers an opportu- 

nity of saving mueh labour and expense. by employing 

an engine calculated to overcome difficulties which 

might appear without remedy, as in my own ease. 

had no idea of raising such a storm as I appear to have 

done. Let the engine be either a recent affair or as 

ancient as the pyramids, it is worthy*of being brought 

before the publie, and on a small seale such as i have 

before mentioned I do not know of anything to equal it 

(although such a machine may exist) If men expect 

the hydraulic to do the work of a steam-engine, they 
will probably be disappointed. I wish some of your 

correspondents would give their experience (authenti- 
cated by name), on any hydraulic engines they may 
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have in use; the public maythen have a chance of 
judging for themselves without prejudice to any man.— 
Hydrangea. ** A Mill.owner, of Derbyshire,” or his 
London agent, is mistaken in misrepresenting the ma- 
chine. Let the registration be new or old, I claim for 
myself the merit of introducing to the publie a cheap 
and most useful machine, by which a supply of water 
may be obtained from the smallest dribble, where a fall 
can be obtained, and I hereby beg to state that for any 
infri on m i ion, the law for proteeting 
such registration will be enforced.—J. Legg, Chelten- 
ham. [Allfurther correspondence on this subject must 
be paid for as advertisements. 

Sending out Seedling Pelargoniums.—Allow me to 
call the attention of Pelargonium growers to the time 
at which the new varieties are usually delivered, It is 
not unfrequently the case that plants for which you 
are charged 1, 2, and 3 guineas, are not sent out till 
November, and even then they are such miserable 
plants, that, with the greatest care and cultivation, they 
cannot be made fit to exhibit at the blooming season. 
Why cannot a time be named for the delivery of the 
new sorts? I feel convinced that if any respectable 
nurseryman adopted the plan of delivering his plants 
early, he would find it to answer his purpose, more es- 
pecially if he was careful not to admit any into his 
catalogue that had not been exhibited at one or other 
of the public shows. On this point a reform is much 
wanted (though I hate the word) ; but under the pre- 
sent system, ‘every person who wishes to act openly and 
honeurably has no chance. For instance, he exhibits 
all that he intends to advertise, thereby giving the 
amateur an opportunity of seeing and judging of the 
new flowers. He is by this plan not only put to great 
expense, but to the severest scrutiny ; whereas, the 
greater part of the nurserymen issue a flaming cata- 
logue, with a description of the beautiful colour, shape, 
and substance of flowers, most of which they have never 
seen, By this means many are tempted to purchase 
varieties which are really worthless, and which, had 
they been exhibited, never would have been offered to 
the publie, But I cannot suffer the subject to drop 
without offering my thanks to one grower, who, I be- 
lieve, not only publicly exhibits all he offers for sale, 
but has also given to the amateur, in a short pamphlet, 
an easy and successful mode of managing the Pelar- 
onium, from the seedling to the full-grown plant. He 
as done more ; for he delivered his plants earlier than 

any other dealer. I allude to Mr. Beck, of Isleworth, 
to whom florists owe no little for some beautiful varie- 
ties of which he has been the raiser, and also for the 
very liberal manner in which he disposes of them.— 
J. Riley, Bickby, near Huddersfield, Nov. 17. 

Polmaise in Cold Weather.—I can imagine that 
“where is Polmaise now ?" is the inquiry both of its 
friends and enemies. For the comfort of the former, 
and the discomfiture of the latter, I beg to send this 
simple statement. At 11 o'elock on Tuesday night the 
external temperature was 219 Fahr. Three thermo- 
meters suspended at the same elevation at the two ends 
and the centre of the house, all indicated 58° (if any- 
thing, the one af the extreme end was half a degree 
higher than the rest). Thermometers suspended in the 
position Vines would occupy, were from 63° to 709, ac- 
cording as they approached from the eaves towards the 
ridge; the thermometer in the blast was 180° Fahr.; the 
lowest point to which the thermometer declined in the 
house during the night was 57°. The fire was suppliea 
with fuel at 10 o'clock, and again this morning at 7 
o'clock, When it is remembered that when the external 
air is at 45°, the internal usually is at 65°, namely, 20° 
in advance; while last night, when the external air 
was 21°, the house was 58°—an advance of 37°, 
It will not be denied that my prediction is abundantly 
verified “ that the colder the weather the better Polmaise 
would act,” and its operation may be considered as prac- 
tically independent of external ci T have 
no wish to enjoy any personal triumph over my oppo- 
nents ; it is my especial wish that this controversy 
should close in a different spirit from its commence- 
ment; and it is about to close, as far as great principles 
are concerned ; and as it is for these alone I have con- 
tended, having proved them sound beyond a doubt, both 
by argument and experiment, I shall leave the war of 
detail and application to others. I have only a few 
more remarks to make, chiefly of a controversial nature, 
n reply to recent communications, after which it is not 
my intention to trespass on your space, unless others 
trespass on the great principles of Polmaise, I can 
with truth assert that my chief delight arises from the 
fact that Polmaise has given us another proof that 
sound inductive philosophy never leads its student to 
defeat.— D. B. Meek, Holmesdale, Dec. 2. 

Coping for Walis.—The best and most efficient 

Chinese Chrysanthemums.— A few weeks ago was 

acceptable to your readers, and as this has been a 
favourable season, especially for the late varieties, such 
a list may readily be made from one or more of the 
nurseries celebrated for growing these plants near 
London. Merit and not novelty should be the criterion of 
each variety, for there has been too much lauding of 
those new sorts which, to coin a word, are mere *' aste- 
roids,” and a neglect of the good old full double kinds. 
The shades of colour I would suggest, and the types, 
are pure white, as Paper White ; blush, as Early Blush ; 
lilac and its shades, as Queen; purple, as Expanded Light 
Purple ; buff or pale yellow, as Formosum or Goliath ; 
deep yellow, as Golden Yellow ; orange, as Large Quilled 
Orange; red or crimson, as Duc de Canaligniano. There 
ought to be a selection of 3 or 4, or even half-a-dozen, 
under some of the heads, where they are really first- 
rate, and a list of both early and late varieties, I may 
mention that this is the only season since 1819, when I 
first began to collect these beautiful winter plants, that 
they have flowered in the open border in this part of 
the kingdom (Northumberland), and that, amongst 
others, the old and rarely flowered Two-coloured Red 
has expanded its blossoms in that situation.— N. W.G. 

aving had a good bloom this season, I have 
been induced to measure the following 15 flowers :— 

Tasselled Yellow. . 8—13 in. in circumference, 
No. 1—15 in. in circumference, 9—12 Ditto. 

1 Ditto. Old Paper White. 
10—9 in. in circumference. 
11—10 itto. 
12—114 Ditto. 

Old Golden Yellow. 
13—11} in. in circumference, 
14—12 Ditto. 

3—1 Ditto. 
Quilled Yellow. 

4—15 in, in circumference, 
5—15 Ditto, 
6—13 itto. 

Tasselled White. 
7—15 in, in circumference. À Ditto. 

The above have been freely supplied with Potter's 
liquid guano.—G. Handley, Milford House, Derby, 
Nov. 28. 

Foreign Correspondence. 
Moscow, Sept. 2, 1846. — The comparison of the 

gardens of Petersburgh and Moscow shows plainly the 
different fates of these two capitals. In the former the 
apparently i b d by Nature, 
smoothed down and almost overcome by the efforts of 
art, the power of wealth, and of that determined and irre- 
sistible will of the man who not only founded and built a 
splendid capital in a wild inhospitable bog, but connected 
it with institutions which obliged his successors to in- 
voke his spirit and carry out his plans. In Moscow, 
the climate less hopeless yet still severe enough to re- 
quire great means to resist it, institutions already 
founded or handed down to the present time from 
remote antiquity, requiring only to be kept up or im- 
proved upon, but all the capital, all the enterprise, 
all the fashion necessary for the purpose transferred to 
the younger and more brilliant rival, and that notwith- 
Standing the national feeling which for a time did so 
much to restore Moscow after the dreadful calamities 
of 1812. Moscow vast in extent like Petersburgh, and 
full of immense publie buildings, has also within her 
circuit numerous extensive gardens, publie and private, 
but they are in general either those of the old nobility, 
which have once been splendid but are gradually aban- 
doned to weeds and. decay, or new ones founded on a 
large scale with grand intentions, but without means or 
will to keep them up. Amongst those I have seen, the 
following are, however, well deserving of notice :—The 
botanical garden belonging to the University, founded 
like most of. the kind, by Peter the Great, has been 
since found so. mui foo large that a considerable por- 
tion has been sold off, aud yet the funds do not suffice 
to maintain the remainder. With a little more support, 
however, it would be a very good one #r the purposes 
of instruction. This year, like everything else, ii has 
suffered from the excessive rains of May and June, and 
the drought ever since. 

The Imperial gardens here are under the manage- 
ment of Mr. Poelzel; the only one I saw, that of 
Orlofskoi, at Neshkushno, in one of the suburbs of 
Moscow, is large and very well kept. It is in a very 
pretty situation on the high bank of the river, a little 
below the Sparrow Hills, and attached to the Alexan- 
drian palace. It was originally the property of a Count 
Orloff, who gave it to the late Empress. It was laid out 
by an Englishman with a good deal of taste ; it contains 
considerable plant-houses, filled chiefly with plants for 
the decoration of the palaces when the Emperor comes 
here, and amongst others there is a fine collection of 
Orange-trees. The view from the baleony of the 
palace over the flower-garden, and thence down to the 
river winding under the Sparrow Hills on the left, with 
a portion of the town to the right, is one of the best 
about Moscow, where there are so many fine views. 

The Horticultural Society of Moscow has a large 
garden in afine situation near the Three-hill Barrier. 
It must once have been very beautiful, having the ad- 
vantage of a large piece of water, and having been ap- 
parently well laid out. It was given to the Society by 
the Empress, who contributes 1000 rubles a year to its 
support, but unfortunately there is but little besides. 
The president’s health does not allow of his attending 
much to it, the Director and Secretary do not appear to 
be much of horticulturists, the members very seldom 
are to be seen there, and the greater part of the garden 
is overgrown with weeds, the bridges and buildings 
falling into decay. That part, however, which is kept 
up shows how much can be done by the zeal and activity 
of the gardener (Mr. Jansen, of Lubeck), under so 
many discouragements. He is now planting a large 
stock of Camellias in a new house built for them ; he 

le obstacl. 

cording to their shades of colour. A similar list of 
Chinese Chrysanthemums would, 1 doubt not, be equally has a considerable collection of fruit trees and orna- 

mental stove and greenhouse plants ; and a set of fruit 
trees is more difficult to maintain than with us, as even 

andtaken in in winter. 
very pretty striped-leaved variety of the Cunninghamia, 
which he had raised from seed. In general the collec- 
tion of the garden is well cultivated and well named, 
whieh makes one the more regret that the gardener has 
not the means of maintaining the ornamental part. The 
Pine-apple collection is also good ; but the finest set of 
Pine-apples I have seen here is at Mr. Aderbejanoff’s, 
who grows them for the market, and sells every year 
about 800 fruits, generally above 3 lbs. and from that 
up to 5 Ibs. (according to his account), and I can well 
believe it, for his plants were very vigorous and healthy, 
and the fruits now ripening larger, with smaller crowns, 
than any I have as yet seen on the continent. 

There are also many private gardens well kept, with 
houses, often extensive, chiefly for fruits and for plants. 
for decorating rooms or those large kinds of balconies 
or verandas in which it is so much the custom to dine 
and drink tea in summer. Those immediately about 
the town belong chiefly to the rich merchants; a 
little further off you find them at the country seats of 
the nobility. Prince Serge Gagarin, at his seat at 
Jassenova, has extensive and well laid out grounds in a 
pretty situation, a great deal of glass, chiefly for fruit, 
a very good German gardener, and the only really fine 
Oak I have yet seen. It isa Q. pedunculata, aged, but 

stem measures about 22 feet in circumference at 5 feet 
from the ground. 

Societies. 
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

Dec. 1.—F. G. Cox, Esq. in the Chair. J. B. Favell 
and J. Wheble, Esqs., were elected Fellows. Of plants, 
the principal novelty came from the nursery of Messrs. 
Veitch and Son, of Exeter, in the shape of Lysionotus 
longiflorus. It is a Java plant, nearly related to ZEschy- 
nanthus, with large brilliant red flowers, which were, 
however, little expanded and somewhat damaged by 
travelling. It was stated to be a free bloomer, suc- 
ceeding weil in a moderately warm stove. It appears 
to be new to gardens, and when better flowered will 
prove very ornamental. A Banksian Medal was 
awarded it.—From Mr. Munnock, gr. to the Rev. C. 
Pritehard, was a very pretty Centropogon fastuosum, a 
gay looking plant, with long curved tubular pink blos- 
soms, A certificate was awarded it.—C. B. Warner, 
Esq., sent beautifully coloured and well bloomed speci- 
mens of Epidendrum Skinneri and Lycaste Skin- 
neri, for the former of which a Banksian Medal 
was awarded; and from Mr. Vernon, gr. to Earl 
Cornwallis, came an Epidendrum, not different appa- 
rently from id From Mr. Rol s gr. to 
Mrs. Lawrence, was a noble bush of Veronica speciosa, 
and along with it Barkeria Lindleyana, and Saccolabi 
dentieulatum, which were both exhibited at the last 
meeting, and were again brought to show the length of 
time they remain in bloom. From the same collection 
were also Brassia Lanceana, the rare Angraecum bilo- 
bum, the little ge-bl d Sophronitis cernua, 
Cypripedium venustum, the larger variety of Oncidium. 
papilio, together with cut flowers of Amicia Zygo- 
meris, and Laplacea semiserrata. A  Knightian 
medal was awarded the three firs& mentioned 
plants. — From Mr. Dunsford, of Chingford-green, 
Essex, was a bit of Ipomoea Nil, raised from Chinese seed; 
and Dr. Daubeny, of Oxford, produced a drawing 
of a specimen of Furercea cubensis, which has been in 
bloom at Oxford during the latter part of the present 
year. Like Littza geminiflora, or the American Aloe,- 
io which it is related, it throws up a tall flowering stem, 
with the top half ornamented with green blossoms. 
Some idea of the height it attains may be formed from 
the fact that a lantern had to be erected on the house 
in which it was grown, to afford room for the top.— 
Specimens of what are called Prickly Pears were shown 
by Mr. Coates, of Monument-yard. They are the fruit 
of a species of Opuntia, common in the hotter parts of 
America, and whose fruit is eatable.—Mr. Tillyard, gr. 
to the Duke of Bucki sent speci: of Oxalis 
Deppei, one of those Mexiean Wood Sorrels whose 
large fleshy fangs form an inferior, but, under some cir- 
cumstances, a useful accessory to a table. Of the pro- 
ductiveness of the root, it was mentioned that 18 square 
yards had produced 980 roots, weighing 217 lbs, This 
weight had been obtained from a piece of ground which 
had at one time been a walk—the gravel and sand, with. 
the addition of some leaf mould, being trenched up toge- 
ther. The sets or little roots were planted on the 2d of 
May. A Certificate was awarded.—Heads of Sweet 
Indian Corn were exhibited by Mr. Hudson, of Chob- 
ham, Surrey, and various other sorts were contributed: 
from the Society’s garden, Of these the chief value 
consists in their interesting appearance, for although: 
many of the smaller sorts were as good as could be ob- 
tained in Maize growing countries, yet the larger sorte: 
were hardly thoroughly ripened and even although we 
could calculate on a continuance of summers like the 
past, it is improbable that they would ever produce 
crops sufficiently profitable to render Maize worth cul- 
tivating on an extensive scale. The heads are, never~ 
theless, very interesting in appearance, and as objects, 
of ornament worth growing in a garden, where space: 
can be afforded for such things, —Early Jewess Cucum.. 
bers came from Mr. Mills, of Gunnersbury, and. 
two Hybrids were shown by Mr. Dunsford.—. y 
G. Crawshay, Esq., of Colney Hatch, long famed for 

Cherries, Pears, and Plums must all be grown in tubs- 
Amongst the Conifers was a- 

scarcely showing that it has passed its prime, and the- 
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his skill in producing excellent Black Hamburgh 
Grapes without fire-heat, again exhibited specimens 
produced without any artificial assistance, except that 
occasionally a fire was lighted merely to dry up damp 
and keep out frost. They were good bunches, with 
large well-swelled berries, but badly coloured. The 
"Vines were stated to have borne a good crop, te which 
plenty of air has been freely admitted. Along with 
them was a basket of excellent Beurré Diel Pears ; 
and the same variety, together with excellent speci- 
mens of Marie Louise, was contributed by Mr. Tucker, 
gr. to J. Moorman, Esq., of Clapham-road, who annually 
shows;Pears in excellent preservation, long after the 
sorts have disappeared in the markets. In the present 

instance the varieties were nothing inferior to the exhi- 
bitions of former years. A certificate was awarded to 
the Marie Louise.—Good bunches of black Hamburgh 
Grapes, fror a south wall, were produced by Mr. 

Epps, of Maidstone.—From the Garden of the Society, 
were Mr. Fortune’s Jasminum nudiflorum, two Cor- 

reeas, the neat little Chusan Daisy, Muraltia Heisteria, 
two Cape Heaths, a richly coloured variety of Lycaste 
Skinneri, and Cypripediums insigne and venustum. 
The fruit consisted of Glout Morceau, Beurré Diel and 
Vicar of Winkfield Pears—the latter a rather uncertain 

variety as regards quality. 

BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON. 

Nov. 30.—Tenth anniversary meeting, the Pre- 

SIDENT in the chair. The secretary read the annual 

Report of the Council, from which it appears that 27 
new members have been elected since the last auniver- 

sary, and that the Society now consisted of 201 mem- 

bers. Many thousands of specimens of British and 

foreign plants had been received, and greater exertions 

than ever had been used by the Herbarium Committee 

to obtain the rarer British plants, which had been at- 

tended with the greatest success, most valuable and in- 
teresting specimens (including many duplicates) having 
been received, and which would shortly be distributed 

to the members. The Report was unanimously adopted. 

A ballot then took place for the Council for the ensuing 

year, when the President was re-elected, and he nomi- 

nated John Miers, Esq., F.R.S., and E. Doubleday, 

Esq. F.L.S., Vice-Presidents; Mr. J. Reynolds and 

Mr. G. E. Dennes, F.L.S., were re-elected Treasurer 
and Secretary. Portraits of the President and Hewett 
Watson, Esq., F.L.3. (painted by Mrs. Carpenter) sub- 

seribed for by the members, were presented. The 
meeting was very fully attended. 

Iebiehs, 
The Potato Plant, its Uses and Properties; together 

with the Cause of the Present Malady; the Exten- 
sion of that Disease to other Plants, the Question of 
Famine arising therefrom, and the best Means of 
averting that Calamity. By A. Smeg, F.R.S. 8vo. 
Longmans. Pp. 174. 

Ir fine paper, good type, and lithographie plates, with 
all the f lities of bered paragraphs, an 
vantage of a dedication to Prince Albert, could settle 
the question of the Potato disease, Mr. Smee's book 
would be lusive. But we apprehend that in addition 
to such auxiliaries, an extensive knowledge of faets, cor- 
rect judgment, an acquaintance with the nature of all 
the subjects treated of, and, moreover, the power of 

drawing just lusi fro tained premises, 
are also indispensable requisites, which we do not find 
in the work before us. e say so with much regret ; 

but the subject is one of such moment that we are 
bound to express our opinion without reserve when a 
work of pretension, written by a Fellow of the Royal 
Society, enlists itself on the side of the most manifest 
error, 

The opinion of the author is that a kind of Aphis, 

which had been previously called Rape, but which he 

new names vastator, has done all the mischief; and 

thus he joins that small knot of writers among whom 

itis enough to say that no man of science has before 

been rash enough to rank himself ; writers who are all 
equally clear as to the Potato disease being caused b 
insects, though they cannot agree whether those 
“ insects” are mites, worms ! or grubs, flies, perfect or 

imperfect, Thrips or Eupteryx or Aphis. 

We have read Mr. Smee’s book with care; we have 
endeavoured to make out his argument, and to do jus- 
tice to his evidence, and we can only express our 
wonder that he should not have pereeived how incon- 
sistent even with his own knowledge of facts is this insect 
theory. For what are the grounds on which he has 
founded his opinion ? Firstly, that the aphis is found 
on the Potato plant ; 2dly, that it multiplies very fast ; 
3dly, that it punctures the leaves ; 4thly, that it fills the 
air with its myriads, and is found even in the streets of 
London ; 5thly, that where the insect has damaged the 
leaf of a plant, it (the leaf) is much influenced by wet 

weather ; 6thly, that“ the first appearance of the disease 

in a healthy and previously undamaged plant is always 
subsequent to the visit of the destroyer; and the amount 
of disease, ceteris paribus, is directly proportionate to the 
rn of insects whieh take away the vital fluid of the 
plant." 
We may very well concede the three first proposi- 

tions; they are well known to be true. The fourth is 
a mere local fact ; for we cannot suppose Mr. Smee to 
assert that myriads of aphides are found over every 
Potato field; if it were so, we and others must 
lave been very unfortunate not to perceive them. 

The fifth is a strong assertion, in support of which 

we eannot discover a trace of evidence ; and it might 
be disposed of by a counter assertion, that * when the 
leaf of a plant is injured by aphides the leaf is less 
influenced than before by wet weather.” We do not, 
however, deny that the punctures of aphides may be in 
some degree affected by wet weather ; but how ?—bya 
general destruction of vitality ?—by broad blotches on 
the foliage ài—by inducing moist gangrene in the whole 
system !—who ever heard of such a thing! Aphides 
cause swellings and a thickening of tissue, as may b: 
seen in the Potato as well as other plants ; and when they 
do exist in the myriads which are talked of, trees will 
sometimes cast their leaves, because the stem which 
bears them is exhausted by the aphides of the organiz- 
able matter which feeds the leaves ; but such cases have 
no concern with the Potato “ disease.” The sixth pro- 
position is certainly not admissible ; it is directly in the 
teeth of faets which we are all familiar with. Our own 
Potatoes were as much diseased as any crops near Lon- 
don ; yet we saw no aphides prior to the appearance of 
the injury, except a straggler here and there, such as 
could have been found any year within our recollection. 

Does this aphis notion explain how Potatoes, sprouted 
in sand, in 1845;and which never got above ground, be- 
eame diseased ? How Potato-fields screened by trees or 
strips of other crops, were saved as far as the influence 
of the screen extended, while all around them perished ? 
How all the Isle of Calf Potatoes escaped in 1845, ex- 
cept the patehes belonging to the lighthouse keepers ? 
and finally, how in certain countries the disease was un- 
known except in localities planted with foreign Potatoes ? 
What could have kept these winged creatures from 
flying to the neighbouring fields and biting them ? 

We must not, however, part with this book wirhout 
an example or two of the author's mode of reason- 
iug. He says— 

“ When the insect has damaged the leaf of the plant, 
it is much influenced by wet weather: a shower of rain 
will fill the stems with water ; and in consequence of 
the solid portion having been taken away by the insect, 
the moisture cannot cause the ‘rapid growth of the 
plant which should take place under such cireum- 
stances”? 

We were not previously aware that aphides fed on 
solid matter ; we had always understood that their food 
was the fluid matter of plants. Again— 

** This vastator does not commit the same amount of 
mischief upon every kind of Potato. Tt dislikes those 
leaves where moisture is to be found on the under sur- 
face in the morning ; and thus, according to the state 
of the plant, it passes over with greater or less rapidity.” 

Here is certainly a very remarkable discovery. It 
appears that there are some kinds of Potatoes which 
deposit water on the under side of their leaves during 
the night, and other kinds that have no such power ! 
Perhaps Mr. Smee can find some kinds of men who 
perspire by their skin, and others who do not. Until 
that is shown we must be permitted to adhere to the 
vulgar opinion that the vital actions of all kinds of Po- 
tatoes are essentially the same. 

But we would rather not go on. Let us rather ad- 
vise all who are ambitious of figuring in the Potato dis- 
cussion to qualify themselves, in the first instance, by an 
attentive study of the writings of such men as Decaisne, 
Harting, and Payen, in addition to the well-ascertained 
facts that may be gathered from the published docu. 
ments of this country. 

New Garden Plants. 
56. JASMINUM NUDIPLORUM. Naked-flowered Jasmine. 

Holf-hardy Shrub. (Jasminworts.*) Shanghae. 
From Mr. Fortune. “It is a shrub with angular deep- 
green trailing branches, which have little disposition to 
branch in the first year of their growth. The leaves 
are shining, deep green, and each consists of three 
sessile leaflets of an ovate form. They fall off early in 
he autumn, soon after which they are succeeded by 
large yellow scentless flowers, which grow singly from 
the buds formed in the axils of the leaves that have 
previously dropped. The limb of their corolla is about 
an inch in diameter, and divided into six broad, oblong, 
blunt, flat segments. The species seems likely to prove 
hardy ; it grows freely in almost any sort of soil, espe- 
cially rough sandy peat, During summer an ample 
supply of water should be given to its roots, and it must 
be syringed over head once or twice a day. In conse- 
quence of its slender habit it is necessary either to 
train it on a trellis or to induce it to form an upright 
stem three or four feet high, so that the young twigs 
may hang down as the may be naturaly inclined. 
* It is easily multiplied by euttings or layers, as it has 
a tendeney to throw out roots at the joints on the stem. 
The Chinese often graft it on the more common kinds, 
about a foot from the ground, which improves its ap- 
pearance, It will answer well for a rockwork, or 

small garden where neat flowering shrubs are desir- 
able."— Botanical Register. 

Garden Memoranda. 
Worsley Hall, the seat of the Earl of Ellesmere, 

late Lord Francis Egerton.—This magnificent country 

residence lies about eight miles west of Manchester. 

The mansion is beautifully situated on a rising knoll, 

the gentle acclivity of which in the approach imparts to 

ita great degree of dignity. In the east may be seen 

the wild and lofty blue hills of Derbyshire, whilst the 

fertile county of Cheshire lies within view on the*south, 

* See Lindley's “ Vegetable Kingdom ” for an explanation of 
these terms, 

- 
The celebrated Chat Moss lies in this directiou, for“ 
merly covered with impenetrable swamps, but now 
bearing the impress of civilization. Skirting a declivity 
of the park may be seen the famous Bridgewater 
Canal winding along the vale, which is beautifully 
skirted by rich meadows and woods, the whole forming 
a piéture full of interest. The present approach to 
the mansion is about to be altered in some degree ; 
it has assuredly some strikmg faults, according to 
certain acknowledged principles in landscape gar- 
dening. Too many of the beauties before alluded 
to are seen at once from this approach, which, 
as a whole, would perhaps be more appropriately pre- 
sented from the windows of the drawing room. On the 
terrace lies a very chaste and unique parterre. The beds 
individually, and as a whole, are in the most perfect 
unison with the mansion; they are on gravel, sur- 
rounded by Grass margins ; and the excellent propor- 
tion existing between Grass, gravel, and beds, and be- 
tween the whole and the mansion, isseenatonce. The 
design for this parterre was, I understand, by Nesfield. 

The kitchen garden lies about three quarters of a mile 
from the mansion, and the descent to it is through a 
dense plantation, destitute of undergrowth, Certain 
knolls of ground intervene hetween this and the man- 
sion, which furnish an excellent opportunity that has 
not been lost, of planting, for the double purpose of 
partly concealing the kitchen garden and its approach, 
and of adding a sort of foreground to the mansion, 
at present rather destitute of detached masses. e- 
scending to the kitchen garden, we pass through the 
naked plantation before alluded to, and here is mani- 
fest the want of timely pruning. "This omission must 
have oceurred some 20 or 30 years ago, and is now 
ineurable, except by throwing the whole into irregular 
masses, and introducing undergrowths of Holly, Thorns, 
Broom, Gorse, Rhododendrons, &e. This plantavion 
affords an excellent shelter, from the north and east, 
to the kitchen garden. 

The kitchen gardens were commenced in 1840 (I 
believe) ; the walls all completed aud the trees planted 
in 1842. The borders for the fruit trees are deep ; some, 
perhaps, three or four feet, Mr. Mitchell being an ad- 
vocate for such borders, provided the roots are lifted 
annually, and brought to the surface, a practice almost 
peculiar to Mr. M., I conceive. ‘The trees are 
thriving admirably ; the Peaches are particularly fine, 
both in fruit and wood, and are vnder a high course 
of management. I may here be permitted to observe, 
that I eannot conceive what can be the use of the 
lower stratum of soilif the roots, by continual lifting, 
are prevented from all contact with it. The walls 
are all heated by fiues, which make, I believe, four 
revolutions between the bottom of the wall and the top. 
These heated walls, although very expensive, are a 
most valuable adjunct in ripening the wood and ward- 
ing off the rigours of a frosty night in March and 
April; which are very common in our northern coun- 
ties. Walls of this kind would, undoubtedly, admit of 
borders somewhat deeper than ordinary ones ; and one 
fact I was struck with, the finest and earliest of the fruit 
was at the lower part of the wall, thus evincing the 
partiality of the Peach to plenty of warmth. The slips 
of the kitehen garden are bounded by massive iron 
railing on a stone base, and altogether, things are 
finished in a style worthy of a monareh. The gardens 
are teeming with substantial crops, and Mr. M. has 
adopted a plan whieh I tried last year, of cutting down 
his diseased Potatoes and then soiling them over deeply, 
to be taken up as wanted; any mode which will pre- 
vent fermentation will excel one in which it is per- 
mitted. 

The Pine, Melon,and Cucumber pits, of whicha plan ap- 
pearedatp.180,1814,are very compactand useful; instead 

of using so much brick-work above ground, Mr. M. makes 
use of it below, especially in the case of his Pineries, 
This arises in the main, from au attempt to produce a 
rotatory motion in the atmosphere—a most desirable 
point. Whatever opinions may be held on this head, 
certain it is that the Pines are extraordinary, and were 
I to enter into a description of the size and character 
of both plant and fruit, no one could believe me. Tuey 
are cultivated entirely on the Hamiltonian sys- 
tem, and the addition of the rotatory motion would 
appear to be a point slightly in the advance; or 
at least an acquisition, Mr. Mitchell is very adverse to 
the admission of cold air to his Pines ; he has therefore 
made deep excavations at the end of his Pine pits, and 
thus enters them by means of flights of steps. The 
Vineries are in good order; tlie rafters all well furnished. 
The rotatory motion is established here also. 

Much of the park scenery, in front of the mansion, 
lies in an unimproved state, and broken up in conse- 
quence of the recent alterations. This part possesses 
great capabilities; and I am here tempted to offer an 
opinion as to what would be an improvement worthy 
of this superior mansion. It possesses at present one 
terrace; I would have two, or even three, in order to 
reconcile the levels; they might each be successively 
somewhat plainer in character as they receded from 
the mansion, and one of them might contain an Ame- 
rican garden, forming a foreground to’ the landscape. 
—R. E., August 20. 

Miscellaneous. 
The Linnean Gold Medal.—To the President and 

Council of the Linnean Society, London, there is left, 
under the will of the late Mr. Edward Rudge, of Abbe; 
Manor-house, Evesham, Worcester, a magistrate an 

Tae me 
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of the peace for that county and Middlesex, a Í 

mes of 2007, the annual interest to be laid out in 
the purchase of gold medals, to be called * the Linnzean 
Medals" and to be awarded by the president and 
council to the Fellow of the Society who shall write the 
best communication in each volume, and which shall be 
published by the Society, in either of the four depart- 
ments of natural history. Hach gold medal to contain 
op one side a profile bust of Linnæus in his full dress, 
encireled by his name and the dates of his birth and 
death. On the obverse is to be engraved the name of 
the Fellow of the Society to whom such medal is 
awarded, encircled by a wreath of the Linnea Borealis. 
— Daily Paper. 

Calendar of Operations. 
(For the ensuing Week.) 

Rotation of Crops.—1t i is admitted by most practieal 
men that nothing is more conducive to success, whether 
in agriculture or horticulture, than a judicious rotation 

Setting aside the doctrine of exerementitious 

espects untenable, it has sufficient foundation in the 
well known facts, that different plants require different 
proportions of food; and that, consequently, what 
às rejected by one will be appropriated by another, As 
for the circumstance that a given crop may be pro- 
duced on the same plot for several years in succession, 
this, although perfectly true in itself, is not as would at 
first sight appear antagonistic to the "above doctrine, in- 
asmuch as such generally occurs with plants that are 
somewhat indifferent as to texture, provided their 
favourite manure is afforded them. At this period, 
those who are desirous of attending to such principles, 
and thus laying the foundation for a good garden in the 
ensuing year should closely review the routine of crop- 
ping for the past summer, and even cast their eye back 
on the preceding year. Various are the schemes or 
rotations practised by different gardeners, many of them 
being based on no better foundation than the conve- 
mienee of the present hour ; when, however, the kitchen 
garden is sufficiently extensive, and where much pro- 
duce is required, the rotation of crops should be care- 
fully studied. Calendarial limitation will not permit 
me to offer more than a few words of advice, which, 
however, will, as far as they go, be a tolerably safe 
guide. The great difficulty is to procure fresh ground 
for the Brassica tribes, so numerous are the kinds, as 
well as successions in cultivation. Broken up planta- 
tions of Strawberries, Raspberries, bush-fruit, with 
Celery ground, should at all times, as a leading prin- 
ciple, be set apart for some of the Brassica family. 
The ground from which Celery has been taken, espe- 
cially in the Scotch or bed fashion, is also ready made 
ground for new Asparagus beds. Potatoes prepare 
well for almost any crop. Deep or tap-rooted crops 
should be succeeded by shallow or fibrous ones. Carrots 
and Onions, in rich kitchen gardens, will be found a 
much safer crop if grown on high raised beds without 
a particle of manure, When the course of cropping 

been decided on for the ensuing year, and dul 
entered with numbers in the garden book, my prac- 
tice is to set up laths opposite to the space appro- 
priated to each crop, with a number corresponding with 
the book, and the name of the crop on one side ; and 
on the other the manure (if any), of what kind, where 
from, and the quantity, with the mode of cultivation, 
digging or trenching. This done, a labourer who can 
read the label can set out or proceed with the work 
at apy spare time. 

CONSERVATORIES, STOVE, 
Conservatory.—The Camellias will ow Pis making a 

fine display here ; mine were never finer. They should 
receive careful attention as to watering with tepid liquid 
zaanure, very weak. Let them not, however, receive a 
drop until they are really dry, and then give it to them 
liberally. If in such cases any air bubbles arise, con- 
tinue to fill up with water until they cease. Let not a 
drop of water be spilled on the conservatory floor at 
this period, and keep a very little back air all night, in 
erder to let atmospheric humidity pass off. Be very 
cautious in the use of fire-heat ; the less the better, 
if 45° to 50° can be insured. Mived Greenhouse.— 
See that the early flowering Cinerarias have the lightest 
place in the house, close to the glass ; crowding is very 
prejudicial to this plant, Let plants of Eranthemum pul- 
chellum, coming into blossom, have abundance of water 
and a warm situation. The Vel ritonias, 

Ti les however, a slight communication of this kind 
all day, and sometimes all night if the weather is mild.” 
Early Vinery, Early Peach-house, &c. — Where the 
roots are inside, either wholly or partially, such should 
be thoroughly watered, if rather dry, with liquid manure, 
at a temperature of 73° or 80° ; this will impart nutri- 
tion and warmth at once. An ounce of best guano to a 
gallon of warm water (allowed to settle), to equal parts of 
clear and strong soot-water, with the addition of a small 
quantity of the drainings of the cow-house, will be found 
excellent. If the soil is exceedingly dry, the applica- 
tion of clear water should precede that of the liquid 
manure, or the latter will be wasted by running off in the 
issures. As before observed, proceed moderately; the 

first three weeks in such matters should hardly be con- 
sidered forcing—merely softening the shell of the bud. 
Mushroom house.—Be moderate in the use of fire-heat 
here. If the beds have been made in due time, and on 
substantial principles, little fire-heat will be wanted. 
When much fire-heat is required it is a sure sign that 
the beds are weak ; the introduction of Seakale roots, 
Chiecory, Rhubarb, &c., in succession, should be dul 
attended to. I am astonished that folks should still 
plague themselves with the old plan of forcing under 
pots out of doors: let them once do justice to this 
plan, as a system, and I will engage that they do not 
return to the out-door plan, provided they have a 
house or pit. 

FLOWER.GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES, 
Once more look over tender stock, and add any pro- 

tection necessary according to the principles heretofore 
laid down. Remember that fresh sawdust is an 
PRONUM protector to the crown and collar of tender 
lan an 

n FLORISTS' FLOWERS. 

It will be advisable to keep all Carnations or Pinks 
whieh may have been potted during the past month 
from the action of frost, as they are unable to withstand 
it so well as those which have established themselves b; 
being potted earlier in the season ; they should not, 
however, be shut down when damp, for though ex- 
Es hardy, no flower suffers so much from a want 
of a free circulation as the Carnation. Examine the 
plants after the frost goes, and fasten the soil carefully 
round the stems. They want very little water at this 
season of the year. Tulip beds as a matter of course 
have been covered as previously directed. The lesson 
taught to florists generally last season will not soon be 
forgotten, and from the loss then sustained we anticipate 
greater attention will be paid to protection for the 
future, It is a geod plan to lay young shoots of Gorse 
between the rows of Pinks where rabbits are apt to 
come, and it will prevent cats from taking liberties with 
the beds, independent of protecting the plants from the 
cutting winds of the winter months. Look well to the 
turning of compost heaps, &e. 

KITOHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD, 
Winter has at last commenced, at least i in this part 

of the kingdom ; and it behoves every one possessing a 
garden to cast their eyes once more round, in order to 
see whether its rigours can be farther softened with 
regard to anything tender. The best poliey with 
Lettuces intended for the supply next spring, is to allow 
them to freeze tolerably firm before covering them up. 
A very light screen of straw should be shook over them 
at first, and when this is frozen, add a little more; the 
object being to keep them frozen as long as possible. 
Above all, do not uncover them when a thaw arrives ; 
let them remain until completely thawed. "These 
remarks will bear equally on all other vegetables of 
a tender character. Asparagus : an opportunity will 
now occur of covering the roots with a good coat of the 
best rotten manure, Hard frosts frequently do serious 
injury to this root, for want of such a procedure. The 
Celery ground, as before observed, will answer well for 
a new plantation ; it should be ridged to mellow as the 
roots are taken up: for further information see an 
article by me, at p. 667, of 1844. Orcharding : proceed 
with pruning where necessary, both root and branch. 
In addition to a list of fruits may be named the “ Ord 
Apple,” aseedling from the celebrated Newtown Pippin. 
This on an east or west wall will almost rival its pro- 
genitor. A EE of it will be found in *' Maund's 
Botanic Garden and Fruitist," Fig. 23, of this year ; 
a work calculated to be of much service in this way to 
the amateur. 

Q 

FORESTING. 

Amidst other woodland business the coppice must 
not be forgotten. . All superfluous or useless stuff 
should be cleared away at an early opportunity, and 

} Dieu. h lias, &¢., are delightful 
winter things; see that they receive due attention. 
Follow up the directions for the Conservatory, as to 
heat and general management. Forcing Pit.—Take 
eare that the pots are not plunged deep, if there is a 
lively bottom-heat ; such in the neighbourhood of the 
Foot should by no means exceed 75?. Indeed, if atmo- 
spheric heat of 60° or 65° can be secured by other 
means, a bottom-heat of 70° would suffice. 

KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING. 
Pines.—Extract from a letter of Mr. Hamilton's : 

« Atmospheric moisture must not be withheld from 
Pines in a swelling siate, although we have arrived at 
the dark days. Nothing hasa greater tendency to pre- 

ripening. Should roof-drip prove troublesome, 
- Nae the soil too much, prepare a sharp-pointed 

and bore two or three holes, a foot deep, close to 
the stem of each plant, as a drain." I give no air at this 
season, exeept what I introduce from under the pipes. 

made for filling up all gaps. New the 
frost has set in, the spade may be exchanged for the 
axe and saw; getting on with such matters without 
delay, for fear ‘of snowy weather. 

State of the Weather near London, for the week onding Dec. 3 , 1845, as 
obser vedat the Horticultural Garden, Chiswie: oe 

| BAROMETER. Tuxnuon 
Max. | Min. | Max, | Min. | Mean 
30.948 | 29.206 44 | 39 | 98.0 
99.544 4| | 22 | 815 
29.799 39 P 39 | 16 | 97.5 
29.994 | 89.848 | 34 | 27 | 890.5 

29.900 | 29.655 | 31 | 95 
29.428 | 99381 | 34 | 99 

_| 29.716 | 29.664 | sz | Y ^ 
139.675 | 99.549 | 37.41 24.0! 307 “Average | 

Nov. gto cue: f g; overcast at night 
- Faintly overcast clear and fne; frosty at night 

29- Frosty: clear and fine; severe frost at night 

Si oh of p ey Chiswick during the last A years, for the 
g Week ending Dec 12, 184! 

m | G Peine MALE Aver. | Aver. reate ee 
Deo. Highen " Lowest re Ed E 

P. | Temp. med. | of Rai 

‘maurice | INW, 

‘The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 18th, 
1830—therm. 57? ; and the lowest on the 6th, 1844—therm, 1 

Notices to Correspondon 
AMERICAN APPLES—A correspondent states ee ibo are very 

dear in Cumberland, and inquires if they can be grown in 
that climate with ed flavour. We answer, no. 
ZALE. BABET OR wil find the following varieties 
excellent show varieti . lateritia, Gladstanesii, varie- 

splendens, Catleugh's pul. 
cherrima alba, exquisita, optima, macrantha purpurea, 

gens eximia, coccinea, rba, constantia rosea, 
Broughtonii, alba grandiflora, indica alba, candidissima 

i s WIES and conspicua rosea. 
Back Numbers—Five shillings will be given oe A p 32, 

1815 ; and 38 and 41, for 1846. lso 2s, for 
Booxs—J v @—Lindley’ s “Guide to the Orchard ERG Kitchen 

Garden,” and Maokintosh's “Fruit Garden.” All th e plants 
named are stove species, and will not thrive in dd ina 
greenhouse, Your last question is best answered by econ- 
sulting the “New Plants” in the different volumes of “this 
journal. If you want a catalogue take Don’s edition of 
Donn: R Pi aeiy S Hortus Suburbanus Londinensis.” 

! D says he bas a fine planter 
this, which was put in spring into a slate 
plunged in the ground in front of his house, aspect S. E. ane 
chester.) It has grown nearly 3 feet this fine summer, and is 

‘ect high, exclusive of its box; but this day or 
two’s frost has made its leaves d aoon and fears are en 
of losing high Hara ny one had experience of its hardiness ? 
May he venture to leave it a this winter, protecting it with 
poles and mats? Last winter it was in an Orange ORC 
where the thermometer was odeon dlh down to 35°, 
is news too large to house, He adds, Erica mediterranea has 
thriven well in the same sheltered spot, unhurt by the severe 
rS year or two back, also the large white flowered Mag- 
nolia. Perhaps some kind correspondent will give his expe- 
rience on the subject. 

CINERARIAS— N— Procure ve TEENGI sort: W dum 
oria, Beauty of Wonham, and Menders 

Beauty of St. John's Wood. Cri sd Rival Ting, 
oyal Crimson, Surrey Hero, L ight Crimson, and Triumph. 

Jue and purple—Henderson's Royal Purple, Criterion, 
Beauty of Systen, King of Prussia, King ofthe BI ues, Var ieties 
aving coloured terminations to the petals : son's 

Tsabella, Bells Conspicua, Criterion, Ivery's Prime Minister, 
Compacta, Victoria Regina, Pet, Catleugh’ * Novelty, Capti- 
ration, Fanny Esler, and b erfec 

Fuensras—s rocure the following 24 varieties:—Liglt: 
phson, Norfolk Hero, Cleopatra (Turville), Cleopatra 

ns s), Venusta (ditto), Beauty of Dalston (ditto), Queen 
Victoria (ditto), Alice Maud (ditto), Duchess of Sutherland. 
(Gaines), Cassandra, Sanspareil (rouet), Nym mph keen i 
Dark: Formosa elegans, Loweryii, Magni sm 
imia (ditto), Paragon (ditto) ) , Exoniensis, dun b Ru? “ham, 
Siler Hero, Glossus, Erecta elegans, Laconii (Youell’s), 

ntish Bride (Epp Epp s)" 
e-water, or a dressing of wood-ashes 

E but not more so t the method you 
mention, which has "een successfully on a large 
scale by ag ARA urists, R S—This po ah will kill the mag- 
ots in your Celery leaves, and you need not apprehend any 

further mischief E them, R. 
Mowte d. Subscriber begs ** Ortolano" to do 
him the favour aoe eee the 2 ker of that which he recom- 

a good one; if the maker has 
such a diera ns HibldMavecitae lt 

Names or FRurr—J M—1, Blenheim Pippin; 2, Beauty of 
Kent; 3, Winter Pearmaln.l 

Names or Pranrs—When plants are sent to pr named, it is 
most partieularly SOEUR that fhey may be in flower, am 
as perfect as circumstance ermit. Most urs is it 
PLE that the country whence they have heen received, 

whether they are annuals, perennials, or shrubs, hardy, 
AT or stove plants mey be stated ; because speci- 
mens by post are generally bad and [SEES and much 
yaluable time, which such information would save, is need- 

trees in Printing-house- 
square are the Ptelea trifoliata, doubtless the remains of 
some garden or square now absorbed by brickwork an 
machiner a 

Pronemne—S T—If your plants are to MM Rum flower in 
the beds, it is better to plunge them; if they are to 
moved when in flower to a 
from place to place, it is better ii to alate cheat With 
good management and good houses no plants require plunging, 
except certain ee) tender things dad Wo which a a 
In theory all plants which grow naturally in earth ene 
plunged; but the artificial conditions to wh 
Sd renders it inexpedient to act rigorously 
Perhaps we may onus this more fully some day 

PRUNING— al Reader—Prune Myrtles and WEN in the 

E 

up to theory. 

spring, i. e., in Wea which is the best time for pruning all 
everg 
NI N—You cannot have a worsematerial than zinc. 
Ins form of iron pipes is not of much moment ; those raises 

re the best, because med Kony the greatest ESE 

ARTS to the interior of a We cannot answer prii 
questions ; you should consu hs builder. 

SIMMONS’S HYGROMETER—Be —Next week, 
Misc—A H—Taxodium PEW ET, E tl dy. 
ede japonica is suppor to be hardy, but it has not yet 
been proved.t——Sub—1f you will be kind enough to refer to 
p. 118. E will find a m we cres plants that may possi ibly 
suit your ER rivet is struck „from layers 

Garastas are stove plants, of the EET Brae Ginger- 
worts (gee “The Vegetable Kingdom 22)85 they are gun. 
by seed or division of the rhizome.—@ Robinson—Chin 
eU may be UU i AES suitable cuttings can ie 
btained, no matter at what season. Place them in sand and. 
ES them a little Ho ME e Pine-apple Potato does 
not require a different treatment from other Potatoes.[—— 
Enquirer—The cutie tone of Grasses are always puzzling to 
the, beginner, not because of the real dificulty of making 
them out, but becaiise “of the patience Lug in their exa- 
mination, and the necessity of a E od steady microscope of 
low power. Of course you will 
in works of science. Some US useful figures are to be 
found in the 5th edition of Hooker’s “British Flora." Our 
only venomous paoksi s the jinen o adder. Its wound should 
be smeared with o strong doses of ammonia given in- 
ternally, We iow ids of the hagworm. 

Extaz ex Page 796 c, 9 lines from the bottom, for ''so tall” 
read ‘so lat 
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OYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENG- 
LAND.—TWO LECTURES will be delivered before the 

Members of the Society on the occasion of their December 
General Meeting, by Joun Ryan, M.D., LL.D., Professor of 
Chemistry to the Royal Polytechnic Institution of London, 
&c. &c. &c., in the great Theatre of that establishment, on the 
evenings of Wednesday the 9th, and Thursday the 10th of De- 
cember; to which Members of the Society will have the privi- 
lege of free admission, at the pri eti nstitution 
No. 5, Cavendish-square, on presenting Tickets, to be obtained 
by them of the Secretary, at the Society's House in Hanover- 
square, 

The object of these Lectures will be, to give a strictly Ele- 
mentary i the Sut which enter into the 
Composition of Plants and Soils, and to elucidate their various 
Chemical and Mechanical Properties by Experimental Ilus- 
trations. 

The Rooms of the Society in Hanover-square will be thrown 

Open, as usual, for the accommodation of Members, from 6 to 
10 o'clock on the evenings of Wednesday the 9th, Thursday the 
10th, and Friday the 11th of December. 

Meeting will be held on Saturday, the 12th of 

o’clock in the forenoon. z 
By order of the Council, 

AMES Hupson, Secretary. 

The Genera 
December, at 11 

London, Nov. 28, 1846. 

Che Agricultural ex agette. 

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 5, 1846. 

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 
al Society of England 

LOCAL SOCIETIES. 
Liandovery—Bath—Rugeley—Arran 

Dec 7—Ds i n- — Bakewell 
J-k— Newark I— Wootton Basset 
Market HIN—B. 

Yoxford— 
a inebory 

Our correspondent “ Y. Z.” has imposed upon 
us a task which we might fairly decline, on the 
ground that, though highly favourable to the appli- 
cation of the refuse of towns to the purposes of 
agriculture, and firmly convinced that the plan pro- 

posed by the METROPOLITAN SEWAGE Manure 

OMPANY js the only reasonable and practicable 
way of dealing with that refuse, we are by no means 
50 pledged to the details of any plan as to under- 
take its championship. But as we are anxious 
to promote a discussion of the merits of this mea- 

sure, we will, to the best of our ability, answer the 
objections of our correspondent. We do this in the 
hope that others who may take a more favourable 
view of the intended operations of the Metropoli- 
tan Sewage Manure Company than our correspond- 
ent “ Y. Z.” may be induced to favour us with their 
reasons for so doing. 

Our correspondent sets out with stating that our 
former remarks on this subject have raised in his 
mind an expectation that we are able to satisfy the 
public ‘respecting the extraordinary discrepancies 
which are to be found in the published evidence 
and in the proceedings of the Company.” We sub- 
mit that this expectation is in some degree unrea- 
sonable. Such discrepancies are inseparable from 
all evidence on all subjects, and especially on new 
ones. If our correspondent will point out any in- 
stance of a similar kind, in which similar discre- 
pancies have not shown themselves, if he will give us 

any example of a ‘blue book,’ or a trial, free from 
still wider divergence of opinion; then we will 

pledge ourselves to undertake the Herculean labour 

of reconciling the conflicting opinions and state- 
ments to be found in the evidence before the Health 

of Towns’ Commission, and the Select Committee 
of the House of Commons on Metropolitan Sewage 
Manure. The discrepancies in question could not 
have escaped the notice of the Select Committee 
itself, and yet their laborious and careful inquiry 
issued in a report highly favourable to the plan of 
the Company. That report itself must, therefore, 
stand in the stead of an answer from our own pen. 

We will not even undertake to defend Mr. Smrrn, 

of Deanston, from the attack of our correspondent. 

We think Mr. Surru somewhat sanguine in some 
of his expectations. We do not, for instance, be- 
lieve that the Sewage water can be supplied at 2d, 

per ton, even on the supposition that the quantity 
pumped out were increased tenfold. We doubt 
whether the water could be supplied, even without 

a profit, at less than 2d. per ton; and we look upon 

the penny which makes up the 3d. that Mr. MyLye 

proposes to charge, and on which he rests his cal- 

culations of gain, as the maximum of the Company’s 
profit. 

The abandonment of the reservoirs is an act 
which we are by no means disposed to defend, but 

we have no doubt that the Company were obliged 
to make this concession or lose their bill, as they 
were forced to abandon the very eligible plan of 
carrying their pipes through some of the broad 
streets and squares of the west end, where it was 
feared they would have occasioned inconvenience, 
in order to disarm the opposition of the inhabitants 
of Belgravia. This opposition on the part of men 
whose position in society would have led us to expect 
better things of them, has forced the Company to 
consent to lay their pipes in the bed of the river, 

subject to the consent of the Navigation Committee 
of the Corporation of London, which consent a 
prejudiee both narrow and discreditable has led 
them to refuse. Accordingly, as we find by the 
London papers, the Company is obliged to apply to 
Parliament to sanction a plan free from all con- 
ceivable objection, but secure, of course, of some in- 
terested and ignorant opposition, that ofa tunnelled 
sewer to intercept the waters of the principal sewers 
of Westminster, and conduct them, without the pos- 
sibility of injury or nuisance, to a station at Ham- 
mersmith. 

For abandoning the reservoirs and submitting 
to expensive and inconvenient modifications, there- 
fore, the Metropolitan Sewage Manure Company 
is not responsible. The entire blame must fall 
on the opposition which the Company has had to 
encounter. But the question arises, and with it we 
presume our correspondent wishes us to deal:—is 
the abandonment of the reservoirs fatal to the suc- 
cess of the Company's undertaking? We think not. 
We believe that every market gardener and every 
farmer will have a covered reservoir of his own, into 
which the Company will pour their supplies at such 
times as they are notlaying on water by the hose, 
or supplying the water-carts of those gardeners or 
farmers who have not provided themselves with 
reservoirs. We have lately conversed with a gen- 
tleman who has just returned from a long sojourn in 
Italy, and who informs us that in the neighbourhood 
of Lucea every farmer and gardener has his covered 
tank, into which he empties the contents of cesspools 
carted from the city. From this covered reservoir 
he supplies his garden or farm, applying the refuse 
by hand, a woman carrying it in a rude vessel on 
her back, and a man manuring the plants with a 
sort of ladle. Several of these receptacles are to 
be seen in every direction, and being covered they 
are not complained of as a nuisance, and we believe 
that similar covered reservoirs will be provided in 
the neighbourhood of London, that the sewer- 
water will be stored in them, and mixed with such 
other manure as the garden or farm may yield. The 
sewer-water will thus form what our cooks call 
stock, that is to say, a kind of mother-liquor for the 
formation of liquid manures, 
We believe that the Company will soon see 

covered reservoirs spring up on every side to re- 
ceive their sewer-water ; and we have no doubt that 
in this, as in other cases, many modes of application 
not yet thought of will come into play. But our 
correspondent seems to look upon the necessary 
preliminary to the application of liquid manure— 
thorough draining—as an insurmountable obstacle 
to the success of the Company’s operations ; and so 
it would be if the cost of drainage were what he 
sets down—namely 30/. per acre. This is pro- 
bably ten times the actual cost, which is generally 
estimated at 3/. or 4l. an acre. At this more moderate 
estimate we doubt not that draining will soon come 
into universal use, not as a preparation for the use 
of sewer-water, but as a reasonable proceeding per 
se, and a necessary preliminary to all good and 
profitable farming. As to the objection that the 
quantity of sewer-water which the Company pro- 
pose to apply is too large to be carried off by land 
however well drained, we must content ourselves by 
pointing to the case of the meadows near Mans- 
field, to which the maximum quantity (500 tons), is 
certainly applied throughout the year, in a state of 
dilution still greater than that of the sewer-water of 
London, and nevertheless with a success little short 
of that obtained with the “turtle soup of Edinburgh.” 

Another objection which our correspondent ad- 
vances is this: That when by the application of 
sewer-water the meadow lands shall have been made 
to feed a large number of cows, those cows will 
themselves yield the manure necessary to keep 
them in a state of fertility, and that consequently 
the pipes which the Company have laid down will be 
no longer required. The answer to this objection 
seems to us to be obvious. It will be to the interest of 
the farmer to purchase these pipes for the applica- 
tion of his own home-made liguid manare, and thus 
to replace the outlay of the company ; but in many, 
perhaps in most instances, he will still continue his 
use of sewer-water as the liquid with which to dilute 
the more concentrated drainage of the cow-house or 
stable. 

We have only space to notice one or two 

errors into which our correspondent has fallen 

relative to the value of the sewer-water. Professor 

MILLER, as he observes, estimates the value of the 

fertilising substances passing into the Thames from 

King’s Scholars’ Pond Sewer at 23,3607. a-year, and 

he goes on to object that asMr.MyrNE only proposes 
to pump away little more than half the quantity to 

which this value is attached, he will confer upon 

the agriculturist a value of 13,626/., for which he 
expects at 3d. a ton 43,7507. ; so that the farmer 
would be paying for the sewer-water upwards of 

three times its value. We are surprised that our 
correspondent, with his evident intelligence and 
acuteness, should not have perceived the obvious 
fallacies involved in this objection. Professor 
Miiter’s estimate of upwards of 23,0007. is the sum 
which three leading constituents of the sewer-water 
—the ammonia,the potash,and the soluble phosphates 
—would fetch, if they were extracted and sold in a 
separate form to the farmer for manure, to which 
Dr. Mixxer adds a very moderate sum as the value 
of the matters held in suspension. The sum of 
23,0007. and upwards is therefore less than the value 
of the sewer-water of the King’s Scholars’ Pond 
Sewer if it were taken up by the farmer at the 
very mouth of the sewer. The 3d. per ton is the 
sum proposed to be charged by the Company for 
the sewer-water conveyed to the market garden or 
farmyard, and represents the intrinsic value of the 
liquid plus the cost of conveyance. There is the 
same sort of difference between Professor MILLERS 
estimated value of the sewer-water and its value to 
the consumer, as there is between the Is. or is. 6d. 
a load which the farmer pays in London for the 
best town manure, and the sum which he would be 
willing to give for it at his own door some five or 
six miles oif. 

The other error into which our correspondent 
has fallen, and which we are anxious to correct, is 
involved in his observations respecting the meadows 
near Edinburgh. It is quite true that the drainage 
of the town is originally of the con: 
“ turtle soup ;” but this matter, before it is allowed 
to flow on to the land, deposits its grosser parts in 
settling ponds, assumes very much the consistence, 
and has very nearly the chemical constitution, of the 
water of the King’s Scholars’ Pond sewer. Now, 
what happens with this liquid as it flows over the 
land? Why, it parts with a small fraction of the 
matters which it holds in solution, and ultimately 
reaches the sea still rich in the food of plants. 
But the land, besides taking to itself this small por- 
tion of the constituents of that part of the sewer 
water which is thus wasted, drinks up a large quan- 
tity, of which it appropriates a// the constituents. 
This, then, is our correspondent’s mistake. He alto- 
gether forgets this quantity taken up by the land, 
and assumes that the land only receives 1-9th of 
soluble constituents of the water which { 
the sea. If the sewer-water, instead of fl 
the land and running into the sea is supposed to be 
applied by watering-pot, or hose, or wate 
land absorbs and appropriates all its 

Ifthe land near Edinburgh merely ai 
part of the matters held in solution by 
water which flows over it, and by virtue of this frac- 
tion attained its extraordinary fertility, then would 
sewer-water be not merely of wonderful efficacy, 
but perfectly miraculous; and the arguments of 
* Y. Z." might be made of irresistible weight in 
support of the cause which he attacks. If one- 
ninth part can work such wonders, what must be the 
effect of nine-ninths! 

After having pointed out these very obvious mis- 
takes in the letter of our correspondent, he will 
forgive us if we do not encroach further on our 
space by notieing points of less importance. 

A few more words, however, in conclusion, on the 
vexata questio of solid versus liquid manure. We 
see by the London papers that the London Sewage 
Company is about to renew its application to Par- 
liament, from which it is clear that they are still 
labouring under the strange delusion that it is pos- 
sible to deal profitably with the solid deposits 
from the sewers. We believe that the pr ters of 
this scheme, like our correspondent, have over- 
looked some simple but conclusive considerations, 
and have fallen into a very transparent error. The 
contents of a cesspool comprise all the valuable 
refuse of a house in a half-solid, half-liquid, form, 
and are, as every one knows, a very valuable 
manure. The sewer-water is, so to speak, a solu- 
tion of all these matters with valuable addi- 
tions, in a weak brine (for each gallon of sewer- 
water contains about 13 grains of common salt). 
Now, this weak brine, of which we speak, dissolves 
out all the soluble matters from the solid substances 
conveyed into the sewers, the greater and more 
valuable part of which no process of precipitation 
can possibly separate afresh. So that the deposit 
from the sewer-water, especially after the addition 
of lime, is a comparatively valueless material, which 
would be dear at a tenth of the price which the 
London Sewage Company propose to charge. A 
large proportion of this deposit is, in fact, mere silt, 
a mixture of the debris of granite from the roads, 
and oxide of iron from the wheels of carriages. 

The more this subject of the application of the re- 
fuse of towns to agriculture is considered, the more 
certainly will the plan of distributing the entire 
refuse, dissolved or suspended in water, by means of 
engines and pipes, commend itself to the judgment 
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as the only feasible method of conveying the riches 
of the town to the surrounding couuiry, and the 
more certainly will the project of collecting the de- 
posit from the sewers be condemned. We are con- 
vinced that the latter is a serious and ruinous mis- 
take, and we say this, not in the spirit of partisan- 
ship, but in the interests of truth 

THOUGHTS ON AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY. 
I. The two greatest improvements in modern agri- 

cultural hanies, are—]. Substituting metal, i.e. cast 
and wrought-iron for wood. 2. The introduetion of 
the lever principle. 

- The principal points to be observed in machinery 
are—l. Making a machine serve different purposes at 
the same time ; 2. To serve different purposes at dif- 
ferent times; 3. Buying only the iron castings and 
other metal work and having the wooden part made at 
home. This would be found the best plan for emi- 
grants and for most farmers, 

1. Substituting iron for wood.—In doing this machines 
were first made all of wrought-iron, but now (the art of 
founding being much improved) they are generally 
made of cast-iron, The advantages of each are 

Wrought. Cast. 
May be made lighter ; not 50, Much cheaper; less liable to 

rust, and firmer, as it never 
bends, quently if steeled sharper; if | 

2d. Making a machine serve different purposes at 
different times. For any machine, for which one has 
but an occasional use, this is essential; it is better «for 
them to wear out than rust out : as examples, “ Clarke's 
universal plough” which can be made (1) a double 
Tom, or ridge plough ; (2) a moulding plough; (3) a 
horse-hoe, or cleaning plough ; (4) askeleton, or broad- 
share plough : altogether a very perfect tool for ridge 
culture, Cooke's drill, inventedabout 1780 (see Loudon, 
p- 408), was, though now superseded, a most complete 
implement for light, dry soils, and flat culture. The 
same machine is easily transf d into a cultivat: 
horse-hoe, scarifier, or grubber ; and by substituting 
a corn-rake, stubble-rake, or quitch-rake, for the beam 
of coulters or holes, it will rake corn-stubbles, or clean 
land of root-weeds." If the farmer who substituted 
levers for fixed coulters in this drill, continued to use 
Cooke’s additions, he would then have forestalled the 
modern lever horse-rakes, horse-hoes, &c. I believe 
some of Garrett's drills are so made, that, by removing 
the drill-box, and substituting tines and hoes for the 
coulters, they serve for lever horse-rakes, and horse- 
hoes ; small lever rollers might also be used. Wheels 
and shafts can always be taken off one machine and put 
on another ; an extra pair is always useful. Machines 
of only occasional use ought to be made so as to take 
to pieces, so as to be packed up in a compaet state, 
and take up little room, till next wanted. 

3d. Itis an excellent plan, especially for emigrants broken they can be mended, 
Ploughs. —1 believe the first plough made entirely of | 

wrought-iron was that made by Brand, a Suffolk black- 
smith, about 1780. This was one of the best ploughs 
in England. Making ploughs of cast-iron was much 
slower in coming into effect. Small made the first 
cast-iron mould-board about 1770 ; Ransome the first 
cast-iron ploughshare, 1785, hardened 1803 ; also 
the first cast-iron plough bottom ; soon followed by cast- 
iron plough frames. Who first made the plough beam 
of cast-iron I do not know, but Stratton has patented 
one on the hollow iron principle. 

Wrought-iron searifiers and harrows were generally 
used in Suffolk before 1814; of cast-iron ones I think 
Biddle’s was nearly the first ; wrought-iron cart-wheels, 
see Loudon's * En, Agr," p. 429. Of cast-iron wheels, 
perhaps those for sheep.troughs were the firet, but 
they are now common for searifiers, carts, &c., &c. 
In short we have now almost everything formerly made 
of wood made of iron ; thus sheet and cast-iron liquid 
manure carts; wrought-iron boilers for steam-engines; 
cast for boiling roots, &c. ; cast-iron chaff-cutters (with 
knives of cast steel), &c.,.&c. ; but generallv speakin 
the troughs of chaff-cutters, the handles of ploughs, and 

and those distant from towns, to purchase only the iron or 
complicated part of machines, and get the wood-work 
made at home by some carpenter on the farm, thus : 
the manufacturer sends a drawing of the wood-work 
made to seale, and the iron-work ; if this is of cast iron, 
it becomes quite easy to fit them together. The ma 
chine is much cheaper, and the carriage of it greatly so. 
Thus, for example, stack pillars of cast-iron, with covers 
to prevent vermin ascending, are bought, and the wood- 
frame for the stack is made at home. (2.) The cast- 
iron parts of the plough often bought, and the wooden- 
handles and beam made at home; and country car- 
penters often buy the iron parts of drills and thrashing- 
machines, and then finish them themselves. 

To eonelude— strength, simplicity, and cheapness are 
most important points in farming machinery ; and a 

| machine, having these properties, should always be 
| chosen before a fine-looking complicated patent article, 
as the extra cost at first, the difficulty of getting 
labourers to understand it, loss of time in setting it to 
work, delay and expense by constant breakage and get- 
ting it repaired, &c., will in general more than counter- 
balance any fancied superiority.—X. Y. 

wheels and shafts are made of wood. 
» The Lever principle.—This is of two kinds, 1st 

to give a constant and equable pressure, which may b 
increased or lessened at pleasure ; 2d, for altering and 
regulating the depth in the soil, or wholly putting 

1 out of work searifiers and other tillage i 

THE SUPPLY OF ANIMAL FOOD. 
ej Tue rapidly increasing demand for animal food is 
| now attracting much attention, and the most profitable 
and speedy mode of producing it is the subject of 3 E 

without stopping the horses. 
or giving an equable pressure the lever principle | 

is now added to drills, horse aud hand rakes; horse 
hoes (Garreti’s) ; harrows (Coleman of Colchester) ; 
rollers (Booth's). Itis euriuus to remark how slowly 
it spread itself ; a Suffolk farmer (Baldwin of Mend- 
ham) in 1790, first added it to drills to give each 
separate lever what pressure it required ; but it was 
not till 50 years afterwards that another native of 
Suffolk added it to horse-hoes. Salmon gave increased 
pressure to hay by adding a lever and weight to his 
chaff-catter in 1797. It took more than 40 years to 
apply the same principle to the cheese press. à 

As examples of the second method of applying lever- 
age, I may mention the lever added to plough-wheels 
by a Suffolk farmer (see Ransome’s * Imp. Ag," p. 40), 
and the levers to Biddle's and Finlayson's scarifiers. 

The second division is of the chief points to be ob- 
served in machinery :—1st. Making a machine serve 
different purposes at the same time, or having one ma- 
chine joined to another to complete the work at one 
operaion.; this may save the labour of many men and 
orses. The thrashing-machine on Earl Ducie's Ex- 

ample Farm, is a good example of this principle. 
Here the corn is raised to the feeding-board, thrashed, 
winnowed, put into sacks and weighed, by the same 
power (Ransome, p. 156). Many machines both thrash 
and winnow at the same time ; others cut chaff, and 
crush Beans and Peas, or grind Barley, with the same 
horse-power and at the sarne time. We have also drill- 
ploughs where drilling is carried on at the same time 
as the ploughing ; harrow-ploughs where knives, work- 
ing behind the plough, eut the clods either perpendicu- 
larly or transversely ; ploughs which stir the subsoil at 
the same time (as the Charlbury); double ploughs, as Lord 
Somerville's. I suppose it would make the plough too 
complicated to add all these, so as to turn the furrow- 
slice, stir the subsoil, sow the seed, and harrow all at 
the same time. [A plough was exhibited at Bristol, 
having lateral knives, which cut and stirred the earth 
as it was turned over. See Report in * English Agri- 
cultural Journal.”] We have drills to drill seeds, with 
light harrows fastened behind them to harrow them in 
at the same time ; drills which drill the manure and 
cover it, drill the Turnips and cover them, and shape 
the ridges at one operation ; drills for manure, corn, 
and seeds at the same time. Dibbles which do the two- 
fold operations of the hand dibbler and dropper better, 
and in less time, as Newberry’s, Perhaps a rake 
(for example, Grant’s lever) might be fixed behind the 
Waggon, in harvest time, to rake up everything, and 
thus save the labour of a man and horse. 

general amongst breeders and graziers. 
The extraordinary consumption of the past two years 
has arisen from ver isf: y 2s—abi em 
ployment for the lower orders at adequate wages ; it is 
this which has caused such a great demand, and pro- 
duced that correspondent scarcity in that principal 
article of food for the poor, mutton. 

Every article or paragraph must have its limit ; this 
shall be confined to mutton—the production of mutton. 
The grand desideratum in the mind of the writer bein 
to produce the greatest weight of food in the shortest 
time and at the least cost. This must, ere long, be the 
all-important question. The inquiry will not be between 
Sussex Downs or Hampshire Downs, fine Leicesters or 
large Leicesters, Gloucester Long-wools or Lincoln Long- 
wools ; but which will soonest attain the most profitable 
maturity. Weight of carcase must ultimately be tlie 
reat end aimed at ; quality of flesh will become a 

secondary consideration, because the bulk of consump- 
tion is with the labouring elasses, to whom quality of 
meat is by no means the main thing. The public must 
be fed, and that at a cheap rate. In order to obtain 
mutton of first quality it is a well-known practice and 
requisite to keep a South-down sheep to its third or 
fourth year; observe, not to fatten but to secure 
quality of meat ; what a waste of time for quality of 
flesh ! this cannot continue, quantity must supersede 
quality. The Gloucester and Lincoln Long-wools are 
the largest breed of sheep in the kingdom, and will not 
require more than 18 to 24 months in fattening to full 
maturity, weighing, at 24 months, from 22 to 40 lbs. 
per quarter; and where the flock is not required for 
folding, grazing open downs or mountain pastures, and 
the like, they will be found the most profitable breed for 
the producer and the most beneficial to the public, being 
the fastest growers, and also quick feeders, realising the 
greatest weight of flesh in the shortest time. 

Much, very much, certainly depends upon selection 
and careful breeding ; but more closely connected with 
this than is generally imagined, is the proper manage- 
ment and feeding. No animal intended for fattening 
ought at any time to be allowed to stand still ; they 
must be kept thriving, and while in health this is easy 
of attainment, in this country, at least, by the use of 
corn, cake, meal, and the various esculent roots which 
have become almost indispensable adjuncts to good 
grazing ; warmth and shelter in winter, cool and shade 
in summer, are equally desirable. It is necessary that 
the animal should be kept quiet and composed ; no rest- 
less ones will fatten rapidly, nor will those of predatory 
habits thrive fast ; secure contentment, feed punctually, 
and the result may be anticipated.—* 

(To be continued.) 

METROPOLITAN SEWAGE MANURE 
COMPANY 

You have repeatedly referred to this Company, and 
two leading articles have appeared in your paper im 
favour of the proposed undertaking, which gives rise 
to the expectation that you are able to satisfy the public- 

pecting the ext linary discrepancies which are 
to be found in the published evidence and in the 
proceedings of the company. 

The plan submitted by Mr. Smith, of Deanston, to 
the Health of Towns Commissioners was one whiel 
proposed application of sewer water to the land three 
times a-year, and as it is daily supplied, there became 
necessary reservoirs of sufficient capacity to store up a 
three months’ supply ; and the Metropolitan Company’s 
bill, therefore, contained a clause claiming power 
to purchase 20 acres of land in different situations for 
the purpose of forming the required reservoirs. This 
was a distinct part of the plan, suggested some years 
ago and persevered in till March, 1846, and yet when 
the construction of such reservoirs was opposed, the 
promoters of the bill declared that sewer water would 
be daily applied to the land as it is daily supplied by 
the sewers. Mr. Dickinson, however, admitted ‘ that 
it would not be used when rain had fallen ; and when 
there was a dense atmosphere, that land occasionally 
watered never becomes in a dry state," is his experi- 
ence, and yet he uses a liquid of which 5 to 15 tons an 
acre give this result. 

The Metropolitan Company propose to give 100 tons- 
an acre on arable, and 500 tons on meadows. Agricul- 
turists, according to the evidence, were told the 
Company would be prepared to manure their land for 
them on very moderate terms, and no doubt every 

7 | farmer in the country would easily be induced to desire 
to have the option of availing himself of such an offer, 
particularly when at the same time he is told of the 
good effects of a liquid of which only 1,000 or 2,000 
gallons are wanted, as if of equal quality with the 
sewer water, which requires from 23,000 to 110,000 
gallons an acre ; the difference in value being as great 
as that which exists between silver and copper. The 
value of a shilling is established, and then there isa 
farthing for you to pay twelve pence for. The example 
of Edinburgh and Mansfield is brought forward as 
proving the value of the sewer water of a town. Its 
consistency is stated to be as thick as “turtle soup ;” 
and the expense of draining 307. an aere. The Pimlico 
sewers are so diluted that the contents have been used 
on Grass, without any unpleasant smell, and no one 
expects or is prepared to incur the expense of draining. 
Mr. Solly (another witness brought up to speak im 
favour of liquid manure) stated, “that certainly all 
land should be drained first, before any application of 
this manure was extended on a large scale." 

The Company is to pay a fine of 3007. if any water 
be “ fouled” or “ polluted” by the sewer water, and yet: 
there is no evidence to show where the surplus is to 
run to. Mr. Parkes in his experience respecting the- 
drainage of land, has ascertained that 91 tons of water- 
drain through an aere during the six summer months, 
and putting on 100 to 500 tons additional will very ma- 
terially reduce the accumulated ground heat, and tend: 
to reduce the genial influence of the atmosphere. Our 
climate is notoriously a very humid one, and hence 
draining the land is one of the great improvements im 
a country in which the wetness of the season very fre- 
quently occasions fears respecting the growing crops. 

The Company expects that there will be a large quan- 
tity of land turned into meadows, and that consequently 
a greater number of cows will be kept. But the latter 
would at once furnish all the liquid manure which would 
be required for the meadows. Mr. Harvey has clearly 
proved this at Glasgow. Hence sewer water would not. 
be required any longer than to form the meadows. 
After that the pipes which it is required to lay down 
will have to be taken up; and the Company must always 
be liable to such useless expence for pipes, subject to 
be removed again any three months, that no profitable 
return can be calculated on, 

That portion of fertilising substance which is held in 
solution is esteemed to be the most valuable. Experi- 
ments at Edinburgh have established the fact that when 
sewer water is used for irrigation, nearly the whole of 
this is lost ; sewer water which contained 82 grs. in a 
gallon when it left the town, after passing over two 
miles of meadows, it finally ran over a sharp sand into 
the sea, and then still continued to contain 72 grs. in 
solution, consequently 8-9ths were lost, and 1-9th only 
retained by the land. According to Professor Miller, 
the value of the fertilising substances passing into the 
Thames from King’s Scholar Pond Sewer is annually 
23,360/., the drainage being 6,000,000 tons. 

According to Mr. Mylne 120,000/. will enable the 
company to pump up and distribute 3,500,000 tons. 
The value of this quantity may therefore be taken at 
13,626/., if 8-9ths "of the portion held in solution were 
not lost. Now for this 13,0007. worth of fertilising sub- 
stance, the agriculturists, according to Mr. Mylne, are 
expected to pay (at 3d.) 43,750/., and it was stated that 
the farmers would probably not object to 4d. a ton, or 
58,3337. More than four times its avowed value is to 
e paid for the 1 ton of manure which is contained in 

500 tons of King's College Pond sewer water. Accord. 
ing to the Company's engineer, 120,000/. will be re- 
quired to try the experiment on 3} million tons, and as 
the proper drainage which should pass away from the 
metropolis may be very properly assumed to be 250 
million tons, an outlay of 8,500,000/. must be incurred 
for studding the town with immense stand-pipe columns 
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200 feet high, 
gar-square, Flect-street, London-bridge, &c., aud for 
breaking up roads and streets (as proposed through 
Brentford, &c.); whilst the profitable return on the 
outlay must be most precarious, supposing even that the 
estimates presented to the Parliamentary committees 
were not founded on the most fallacious basis, and that 
the means provided be not utterly inadequate for 
pumping up and distributing 3} million tons of sewer- 
water, granting even that the removal and use of it may 
o on day and night all the year round. An answer re- 
Speeting the extraordinary discrepancies alluded to will 
oblige the publie, and— Y. Z., a Subscriber: Nov. 11. 

MANAGEMENT OF MANURE. 
In my reply to the first article on this subject, in- 

Serted by your Hull correspondent, I deemed it, super- 
fluous to the oceasion to meet his views with any weight 
of argument ; because, in my opinion, it bore on its 
face the stamp of absurdity ; thence arose the cause of 
your correspondent’s complaint, the levity of my reply ; 
it is not as he supposes because of the novelty of the 
Plan that I attack it, most decidedly not, nor am I (as 
he insinuates) one of the old school, measuring the 
merits and demerits of novel systems by the misrule of 
a hundred years ago; on. the contrary, being a young 
farmer, I am partial to novel improvements, but the 
little experience I have, teaches me to make a wide 
distinction between plans founded on scientific princi- 
Ples, with practical information as to cost, profits. 
resulting, &c., and plans supported only by their own 
novelty, based upon unsound principles, and unaccom- 
Panied by a fair statistical account ; the latter I affirm 
that of your Hull correspondent to be. His object is, 
as stated in his defence before me, “to save labour in 
collecting the materials, room in storing them, the pre- 
vention of loss by the dissipation of the fertilising 
elements of the manure, the perfect decomposition of it, 
and lastly, the facilitating its application.” Some of 
these are objects of great importance, but I maintain 
that the most essential cannot be realised by the plan 
Proposed ; who among your readers will acknowledge, 
that to build a tower 25 feet in height, with the neces- 
Sary apparatus for hoisting the litter to its summit, is 
to save labour in collecting the materials ; enough for 
me to ask the question ; the absurdity of the proposal 
Makes further comment on it unnecessary. But the 
Strongest alleged support of his system is, “the pre- 
vention of loss by the dissipation of the fertilising 
elements of the manure ; ” now, in all his articles, 
I read of no other agent to be employed to effect this design than the tower and crane, liquid manure 
tank, sheds for drying, and a mill to grind it; and, 
when I read also in connection with these triumphs 
of mechanical skill, that the dung will by their 
means, undergo perfect decomposition by a fermen- 
tation similar to that of a hotbed, I eannot recon- 
cile your pondent's very imp object of Preventing the dissipation of the fertilising elements 
of the manure with his system of management. Most 
Of your readers are aware of the inferiority of hotbed 
dung, owing to excessive fermentation throwing off large 
quantities of the most valuable constituent of manure 
if dung is fermented like that of hotbeds, we may rea- 
Sonably expect a like result, whether it is stored in 
Caps or in pits, or in a tower, we should get a material 

of very inferior quality ; but suppose your correpondent 
in the course of his experience wished to reduce the 
fermentation, would not the same expedients be equally 
effectual in a pit as in a tower? I believe it would be 
More difficult to check it in the latter than in the 
former ; then, let me ask, of what advantage is this 
tower over a walled pit? if I take his own most unfor- 
tunate analogy on the fermentation of a hotbed and his 
tower, I must conclude at once that the tower is the 
cause of supporting instead of preventing a ruinous dis- 
Sipation of manure. Another weak prop of a weaker 
System is “ perfect decomposition, speaking of which 
he Says, that one cart-load properly prepared, is worth 
Our in a crude state ; this is equally true with the fact 
that it will take four loads of the raw litter to make one 
when perfectly decomposed. There are various opinions 
as to the merits of fresh dung and well-rotten dung ; 
but as it is unnecessary, and a review of them would 
Considerably lengthen this paper, I will not enter on 
them now, but shall be most be happy to do so at 
another time ; suffice it to say, that if perfect decompo- 
sition must be obtained for the dung before applying it to 
plants, the cheapness of the plan does not recommend it. 

gain, he says “m; object in recommending lofty 
lowers was twofold ; in the first place, because they 
Would enable farmers to store vast quantities of manure 
m comparatively small space, and because they are just 
a8 convenient for the purpose of fermenting manure as 
a walled pit one-fifth of the depth." Now, as I would 
Not sink my dung-pit as deep as the height of the 
tower, I will acknowledge that in this trivial particular 
of saving space, his system cannot be refuted ; but it is 
in most cases a matter of no importance whatever ; all 
farm-yards are capacious enough: and where it is de- 
sirable, how dearly the convenience is bought remains 
to be told by your correspondent’s table of expenses, 
which he has now given, and for which I have pur- Posely delayed this paper, He does not mention the 
cost of erecting the tower; but allows 3d. per cubic 
yard as interest on the first outlay, which for a bin to 
Contain 260 cubic yards, would be 3/. 5s.; this sum at 

Per cent. is the proceeds of 65/., the supposed cost of 
tower 3 besides which must be caleulated the cost of 
mill and sheds, with the unavoidable additional the 

, and steam-engines, at Pimlico, Trafal- ;labour ; this he cheerfully proposes, for no other real | contemplates the effect of light and heat, air and 
advantage than the saving a few yards of land ; and | water, upon the growth and decay of plants ; it never 
again, as if to show your readers how wofully hard he is | once occurs to him (and very properly) that an element 
driven for a reason, he says “and because they are 
just as convenient as a walled pit one-fifth of the depth” 
—very useless must be the system that cowers under 
the wing of such an argument! and most wonderful 
must be the enthusiasm of the man who thinks a novelty 
attended only with common results so well worth pay- 
ing for !—truly this is to me incomprehensible ; but “it 
is in advance of the times, and must abide its time.” 
Farmers of the 19th century will require better reasons 
than those to induce them to incur expense; but pos- 
terity may so far forget the prejudices of their fathers 
as to exchange profit for novel effect, and build lofty 
memorials of the march of intellect.— Henry Adams, 
Morwenstow, Cornwall. 

Home Correspondence. 
Thick or Thin Sowing of Wheat.—As I prowised, 

I send you the results of an experiment of drilling 
Wheat with different quantities of seed per acre. A 
field of 7 acres 3 roods (that had previously grown 
Beans—a heavy crop ; the Beans were drilled 2 feet 
$ inch wide, and were during their growth, four times 
horse and twice hand-hoed), the stubble clean was 
once ploughed and drilled with Morton’s Red Straw 
Wheat, at the rate of 13 bush. per acre, except 6 lands 
in the middle of the field, the measure of which was 
2 roods 13 poles ; this was drilled with the same Wheat, 
at the rate of 1 bush. per acre, all 101 inches wide. In 
the spring it was all once hand-hoed; the thin-drilled 
grew at the rate of rather over 40 bush. per aere ; the 
thick, as near as possible, 40 bush. per acre; the weight 
per bushel in favour of the thin-drilled, It was cut, har- 
vested,and thrashed separate,and, as far as could be, con- 
dueted with perfect fairness. This being the third year 
I have tried similar experiments; in the dry summer of 
1844 the thin-drilled was equal in produce to the thick; 

necessary to the growth of vegetable life which does 
not exist now, existed at an earlier period of the world’s 
history ; and he sees a necessity for the elements that 
existed at that early period also existing now. He 
associates the two remote periods of the world’s history 
in his own mind with as much sound sense and correct 
logic as I associate the leaves of autumn—now dancing 
before the wind across the Jawn—with the leaves of 
autumn which rotted there ten years ago. Now sir, 
Suppose we become moral geologists or mineralogists in 
a small way ; if we dig deep into the substrata of the 
world’s history, we will find facts there to which Burns” 
personification of facts as “sturdy chiels that winna 
ding," is puerilely inadequate : for they are blocks of 
massive granite upon which the superstructure 
of man’s subsequent history rests. Or they may be con- 
sidered as representing the skeletons of a nearly extinct 
class of moral agents who, at an early period, walked 
upon this earth as giants, and whose dwarfish descend- 
ants even now are the means of benefiting the world to 
a greater extent than it is willing to give them the 
credit of. I wil give you one of the facts to which E 
allude. Itis to be found in Judges, 6th chap. “And 
Gideon said, behold I will put a fleece of wool in the 
floor ; and if the dew be on the fleece only, and it be 
dry on the earth beside, then shall I know, &e, And ` 
it was so; for he rose up early on the morrow, and 
thrust the fleece together, and wringed the dew out of 
the fleece a bowl full of water.” Let us now consult 
the memoranda of our daily observation, and see if they 
afford us any facts which can be classed with this event 
in Gideon’s life. There is something in the appearance 
of a field of young Grass in spring which, according as. 
the field is likely to produce a good or bad crop, satis- 
fies or offends the eye of a farmer. There is also that 
in the appearance of the ox grazing upon it which gives- tisfact, in the wet cold summer of 1845 the thin-drilled grew 

more than the thick by 2 bush. per acre, but was not so 
early to harvest by five days ; again, in 1846, the thin- 
drilled grew rather more than the thick, came to har- 
vest as early as the thick, as it did also in 1844. The 
fields in which the experiments were tried, in the winter 
of 1843-4 were much attacked by slug ; also that of last 
year, after Beans, and in both cases were salt sown 
during winter to prevent their ravages. The thin-sown 
was not more attacked than the thick, nor do I think it 
suffered more from being thinned by them. If I may 
be allowed to make a few remarks, I should say, from 
observation, and the result of the above experiments, 
that thick seeding is only safe in dry hot summers like 
the past, and that of 1844, or in dry climates, which is 
the same thing. Iam led to these conclusions from 
the fact that there are more laid crops of Wheat in wet 
cold summers than in dry hot ones, because the usual 
practice is to sow thick, and in case of cold wet summers 
the straw does not mature, i. e., does not form sufficient 
woody fibre for want of sun light, which is well known 
to have a less effect amongst thick growing corn, vege- 
tables, and trees, than where they are thin. It is a 
well-known fact in America that the timber of the 
primitive forest, or wliatis there called the first growth, 
is not nearly so good for ship building, &e., as the 
timber of the second growth. The first growth timber 
in America is as thick as it can well grow; this is not 
the ease with the second growth. It is also wellknown 
by wheelwrights and others of our own country, that 
all sorts of timber grown in the open fields or parks is 
much more tough and durable than that from thick 
coppice and woods. I have made these remarks to 
show that the crops the farmer cultivates require room 
to mature their straw, for without good straw who 
ever saw a good erop of grain ; he must also bear in 
mind that it will not de to sow thin and stop there ; if 
he drills thin he must hoe clean, manure well, and cul- 
tivate deep. It should be remembered that weeds are 
more injurious to corn than even a thick growth of 
their own, obstructing the light of heaven, heat, and 
air, also robbing the soil of what should go to produce 
corn.—James Eames, Alton. 

Influence of the Mind on Agriculiure.— But that 
these motives can act otherwise than through the skill 
and intelligence with which the mind is endowed, we 
cannot conceive. Is it well to imagine any mysterious 
relationship between a cause and its result when one 
which is plain and obvious is quite sufficient to account 
for all the circumstances of the case ?”— Agricultural 
Gazette, Nov. 14. The above remarks have suggested 
to my mind the following thoughts :—When an eminent 
geologist digs deep into the bowels of the earth, and 
brings up a monster skeleton, he brings up an object 
for the vulgar to wonder and gaze at. And they retire 
with the reflection that the species of animal to which 
it belonged has no existence at the present day. Their 
minds also afford no association by which they can link 
it to kindred and existing species. But the geologist 
brings a mind better prepared for the investigation y 
if he cannot find for you a lineal descendant of this 
ancient denizen of the earth, he can at least introduce to 
your acquaintance a scion of his now decayed, but 

illustrious family. The mineralogist, also, 
when attracted by some peculiarity in a specimen of 
coal, takesit with him and deposits it in his cabinet, 

The mineral, which is the object of his care, is sufficient 
to afford food for the thoughts of a life-time. Let us 
imagine a few of the reflections which it would naturally | 
suggest. The mind of the mineralogist is immediately | 
ushered into the vegetable kingdom. From thence he | 

or otherwise to the mind of his owner as he 
rises and stretches himself of a summer's morning. 
There is that also in the countenance of the herd which, 
in proportion to its absence or presence gives pain or 
pleasure, analogous to that derived from considering. 
the cultivation of the field or the condition of the ox. 
Suppose we travel over a country and find a farm which 
the favourable side of the picture represents; and we 
find another remarkable for the absence of these favour- 
able we are intelligent men, and upon 
all occasions venture to gage everything by the measure 
of our own intelligence, we ascribe the difference to the 
difference of skill and intelligence ; we inquire into the 
circumstances and find skill and intelligence associated 
with the prosperous condition, and the absence of skill 
and intellig with t] prosp condition. We 
stop short in the investigation, and ask if it be well to 
imagine any mysterious relationship between a cause 
and its result, when one which is plain and obvious is. 
quite sufficient to account for all the circumstances of 
the case? Other minds, however, taught more wisdom 
by passivé subjection to events which human skill eould 
not control, are not satisfied with our view of the case. 
The cireumstance of Gideon's fleece, and many other 
analogous facts are present to them, and they view 
Skill and intelligence not so much as a cause, but 
as a result kindred in character to the indications. 
of health to be found on the field, the ox, and the 
servant. Now, I have stated noimaginary case. In 
any district of the country I will find you abundance of 
illustrations of it. I take the liberty of drawing the 
attention of your Irish correspondents to the subject, 
believing that their country will afford a more decided 
confirmation of the truth of my opinions than may be 
found in Britain. Let any one travel over the former 
country, let him compare one estate with another or one 
district with another. Let him chew the cud of reflee- 
tion upon the observations that he has made. Let him 
bring chemistry if he will to his aid, and let him sub. 
ject the contents of hisstomach to any test that modern 
intelligence can give him. et him do all this, and. 
then let him deny, if he can, my assertion that the rays 
of the sun write a parable upon every blade of Grass 
that grows in that country.— John Russell, Fast Lothiany, 
Nov. 21. [With one further remark we must close 
this discussion. Whenever mind has acted on matter 
otherwise than through the body with which it is clothed 
—otherwise than by the skill of the one directed by the 
intellig of t th was a miracle; 
and indeed the only key to our correspondent’s mean- 
ing is the supposition that he believes a miraculous in- 
fluence still to be occasionally exercised. How other- 
wise can he i ly pi i of Gideon. 
alongside with that of the farmer ?] 

Shed Feeding Sheep—tIn a late Gazette there isa 
paper on this subject, in which the writer strongly advo- 
cates shelter for the flock, where persons are not dis- 
posed to shed feed. I have not the slightest doubt that 
the writer takes a sound view of the question, but there- 
are many things of the justice'of which we are convinced, 
that we are not able at once to carry into effect. If F 
were to set about making the proposed shelter in my 
Turnip field, I should be laughed at by my neighbours, 
and perhaps from not knowing how to effect it in the 
most economical way I should be a loser by the under- 
taking. Therefore in all these things I leave persons of 
more substance and acreage to set the example, and 
when I can quote the name of a farmer of repute in the 
neighbourhood then I shall be willing to try it also. 
Ridicule and possibly non-success are powerful dis- 
suasives in the eyes of a young farmer, you will admit. 
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But I have been thinking whether or not I could com- 
promise the matter for this winter. Could I bring my 
flock into a well littered fold-yard for the night, during 

cold weather, in faet during the greater part of the 
winter, giving them Turnips (cut) in troughs at night, 

and cut hay and straw in the morning before turning 

them into the Turnip field for the day. Most of the 

agriculturists about here keep what is called a flock of 
lambs, which they winter, and sell as tegs at the large 

fair at Guildford in the spring. I anticipate no evil or 
loss of flesh in driving them to and fro, as in my case 

the distance is short; nor do I consider that I shall be 

a loser by the amount incurred in drawing the Turnips 
to the fold-yard, as I have three cows tied up for which 
I must draw them, and it is all in the day's work for 
the shepherd and an old horse. My flock consists of 
172, all stores. I have a tolerable sized fold-yard, 
quite at the service of the sheep in question, as I have 
another yard for the cows. I have such an enormous 
quantity of straw of all sorts this year, that I could 
litter them 10 feet deep (which, of course, however, 
would be a wrong proceeding), Wheat straw, Pea 
haulm, Bean ditto, Vetch haulm, Barley and Oat straw. 
Question : Would it injure the health of the flock if I 
were to confine them in the aforesaid yard during the 
night, and let them into the pitching (as we call the 
area inclosed by hurdles in a Turnip field about here) 
during the day? Would it expose them to any disease ? 
[No.] Of course it would if they were kept there during 
the day also. What constantly occurs here;is this—we 
grow perhaps a heavy crop of Turnips and Swedes ; 
they are fed off by sheep, not one perhaps drawn; the 
field is sown with Barley (very late in the spring, in 
the end of April), and most commonly the straw at 
harvest time is lodged, and the Barley not a marvellous 
yield. By partly feeding in the yard, I should get more 
manure, and put it where I want it; whereas by the 
common mode the land is too much dressed, and the 
straw lodged. I have sown 15 acres of Red-straw 
White and Hopetown Wheat, which seems to be getting 
into favour about here ; lots of Chidham capitally up. 

Farm Machinery.—The report you gave of the dis- 
cussion at a Farmers’ Club, on the use of machinery, is 
very valuable and instructive. I plant about 25 
acres of Wheat, and to me a thrashing machine would 
be very valuable. lst, in the saving of time, by enabling 
me to have the labour of men employed in thrashing 
employed on other work—not to get rid of the men, 
but to make my capital more available. 2ndly, to 
prevent the pilfering which weeks of thrashing affords 
daily opportunities, for a man can pilfer to but a small 
extent when the work is done off hand. Moreover, the 
labourer becomes honest if he has but slight opportu- 
nities to be dishonest. After this preface, I hope I 
may induce you to mention who makes the best small 
horse-macliine of two or three horse power, for thrash- 

ing. This is not for the purpose of recommending a 

maker, but a machine. I find most machinery is 
adapted for large farms—few machines for small farms. 
In America, on the contrary, I found all machinery 
adapted for the smallest amount of power possible— 
that is, made to enable the capital of farmers to be 

available to the greatest extent. Among such a 
machine-loving people, and such excellent machine- 
makers, it is the natural result that the instruments 
chiefly made should be adapted to the use of many 
people—where those many form a great class. The 
flail is as barbarous an instrument as the old and 
ancient wooden plough. I hope to live to see it 
hung up as a curiosity ; but, before this can be, we 
must have a machine of efficient power, and calculated 
for thrashing only a few loads of grain with the 
ordinary horse power of a small farm. Of the 
thrashing-machines with which you are acquainted, 
would you please to say which is the best, answering 
the requirements I have alluded to?— T. F. [Almost 
all our principal machine-makers offer thrashing- 
machines for various power suited to different sized farms. 
You should consult the prize lists of the English 
Agricultural Society.] 

Draining with 1-inch Pipes —~In a late Ag. Gazette 
T'was much pleased with Mr. Charnock's ideas in his 
paper entitled ** Discrepancies, &c.,’’ and more particu- 
larly with his remarks on the use of inch pipes in 
thorough draining. When at the meeting of the Royal 
Agricultural Society at Newcastle, although I must say 
that I never enjoyed three days more in my life, yet, 
like Mr. Charnock, I felt some disappointment when at 
the diseussional lecture on draining, the time would 
not permit so important a subject to he more fully en- 
tered into at a meeting teeming (as it was) with such 
an extensive amount of practical intelligence ; and 
may here remark that there was one point in particular 
which I intended to have brought under the notice of 
the meeting in the hope of gaining information thereon. 
Although I have heard and read a great deal on the 
utility, efficacy, and advantages derived from the use of 
inch or inch and a quarter pipes in prefe to a 

bottom of the drain is cut through what we in this dig- 
trict term a raffy bottom, composed of clay mixed with 
small stones, or when veins of sand are found at inter- 
vals in the clay) in getting the workmen to bottom the 
drains, and lay the pipes so mathematically true as to 
warrant the use of inch pipes except in situations where 
the fall is tolerably quick. In draining land there are 
generally two very important objects to be considered 
efficiency and economy, and as it cannot be expected 
that a resident engineer will in all cases superintend 
the laying of the pipes, as this might in many cases 
infringe upon economy to a greater extent than the 
payment of 2s. or 3s. per 1000 higher price for a 
larger sized pipe, that would lessen the risk of injury 
to the drain by any slight deviation from the level that 
might occur in bottoming the drain or in laying the pipes. 
When it is considered what a small measure an 

inch in height or depth is, we cannot but see what a 

trifling degree of inaccuracy either in cutting the drain 
or laying the pipes would almost entirely, if not alto- 
gether, spoil the channel for conveying the water along 
the drain, or even the bent form which the pipes not 
unfrequently assume in the manufacture is nearly 
sufficient to produce the same effect. At all events 
we cannot but see how any or all of the casualties must 
tend to render inefficient a drain laid out with pipes 

. ion, where he says, “I do not say 
that the smallest size of pipe may not be effective for a 
time (as indeed would the drain itself if merely refilled 

with the materials taken from it without any pipe or 

tile being laid) and even perhaps in many situations 

permanently so, but I cannot think that practice 

is to be regarded as either generally safe or scientific 
which ineurs a risk for so insignificant a saving." 

I also entirely concur with Mr. Charnock in his ideas 

with regard to the form of pipes for situations in which 

it is desirable to compress the current of the water in 

the pipes into a less space than what could be done in 

using 2 inch pipes of the usual circular form (and I 

certainly do not recommend a pipe of less depth than 

2 inches being used in any case) by having the pipes 

made of an oval form with a bore, say of 2 inches high 

by 14 inch wide, with a flat sole or foot to stand upon 

firmly when placed in the drain; this would answer the 

double purpose of securing a safer water way, and also 

compress the water into a current not wider than the 

inch pipes.— Thomas Dixon, Agricultural Engineer and 
Surveyor, Darlington. 

Landlord and Tenant.—On reading yours of the 21st 

ult * R. L.” says, “I mark with interest the letters 

which, from time to time, grace your columns, respect- 

ing tenant-rights, &c.” First, he evidently does not 

know the position of a tenant-farmer, or, at least has 

not been one—but probably one of. those whom we see 

often figuring in your Gazette—“ A Lincolns-Inn 

Receiver.” What respectable tenant ever wishes to 

dietate to hislandlord in takinga farm. But let me 
tell him if landlords do not assist and uphold the tenants 

at this crisis, his occupation will soon be in the eye of 

the lawa dead letter. As to farm profits, I defy the 

landlords to their cost, as they would ever find, to 

attempt or be able to farm their own lands—at a profit, 

This I can prove: why here in Northumberland we 

have one baronet (not 15 miles from Neweastle-on- 

Tyne) who, to his eost, has tried the experiment— 

and what has he done with some 2000 or 3000 acres—I 

will tell * R. L.” ; he has allowed the fallows to run riot, 

and let the Grass lands per auction every year,— 

nay, more—he has even advertised (in our local 

newspapers) those and the foul fallows to the best 

bidder; and yet we are modestly told our ancestors 

were serfs, and indebted solely to our landlords for 

every shilling! Upon my veracity “R. L^ has 

strangely forgotten himself here. T, a humble follower 

of Mr. Mechi, have spent thousands on my farm (250 

acres), yet my rent-day was within a month of this, and 

I only asked (through the steward) of these far-famed 

generous landlords to drain me a 14-acre field, which I 

would have led for, and paid one half eutting, but was 

refused ; and, mark, my farm, without any addition, 

ays the same rental of the year 1815—so the poor-rate 

books tell me. Even in a mercantile view, “ R. L.” is 

again in ignorance. Let him ask on the Royal Ex- 

change, Cornhill, how many thousands (I may say hun- 

dreds of thousands) of pounds are daily risked with 

very much more peril and very little more return than 

the landlords’ three-per-cent. certain return. “R. L.” 

must not imagine me a serf in the eyes of my neigh- 

bouring farmers. Iam an amateur; and yet I, the 

tenant farmer, after an oceupation of four years, have 

not received one quarter per cent. on my capital.— 

A Northumberland Farmer. 

Savings Banks.—St. Marylebone Bank for Savings, 

76, Welbeck-street, established 5th July, 1830. Com- 

arative statement of progress, at specified periods, 

during the last seven years :— 

larger size in thorough draining ; yet in the application 
thereof I have frequently found a practical difficulty, 
more partieularly in land approaching to a dead level, 
or where the fall was inconsiderable; this difficulty 
being caused principally by the stubb of the 
subsoil or strata through which the drain has to be cut, 
and the pipes laid, and the consequent difficulty of ob- 
taining a uniform and even channel for the water. Now 
I think that any one accustomed to set out and super- 
intend the drainage of land must be fully aware of the 
difficulty which almost invariably exists (where the 
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Potatoes.—l am much struck with reading a note in 
* Science of Horticulture,” p. 51, regarding the ab- 
sorption of water through the alburnum, &e., and the 
mildew in Wheat, I think by referring to the meteoro- 
logical journals of 1845, you will find that the condi- 
tions of damp and cold succeeding an excessively dry and 
bright season, so f: ble to the production of mil- 
dew, were fully met. The subject at least deserves 
consideration, and on a first glance at the matter I am 
disposed to think that those parasitical plants were first 
called into extensive action (however extensive and 
general their existence has since become through the 
mildness of last winter and other causes) at the period 
when a remarkable meteorological change took place in 
the month of July, 1845; not so remarkable perhaps 
per se, but particularly so in its effects as combined 
with the degree of humidity in the soil at that time, 
which was particularly small. The average of rain 
which fell in the following months, from 1838 to 1842 
inclusive, and the fall in the months of last year are 
shown below— 

Average. Inches.—1838 to 1842, Inches.—1845. 

January... ...|2.606 —— 2,00. —— 
e [22 PT M 0.49 x 

ES Dr On SS 
— 0.91 —— 

— 1.70 — 

generally in quick |3.18] principally 

} showers wit] in col 

electric phenomena, wet nights. 

The preceding November and December were also 
extremely dry, being 3.3 in. below the average, fully 

ting for the ly dry state of the ground 
observed in this neighbourhood, as I believe over the 
whole of the south of England.—B. B. 

Potato Blight.—There seems to be a growing opinion — 
that atmospheric causes have had more or less effect in 
producing the blight in Potatoes. It has been asked, 
however, in return, whether the general condition of 
the atmosphere has not always (at least within the 
memory of man) been like what it now is. Without 
pretending to answer this question as a skilful meteor- 
ologist might, dnd probably would, answer it, may I be 
allowed to ask in return whether it be not possible that 
the constant uninterrupted current of smoke issuing 
from steam-vessels, railroads, &c., may deteriorate the 
quality of the air? Whoever else may sne-r at this 
suggestion, I think that a gardener in the neighbour- 
ood of such towns as Manchester nnd Leeds will 

scarcely be the first to do so.— An Enquirer. 
Potatoes not diseased on the Sea Coast. — Being on a 

visit to the Isle of Wight in July last, I had abundant 
opportunity of observing the apparently healthy state of 
the Potato crops in that island, and was much struck 

with the luxuriousness of leaf displayed by those grow- 
ing close to the shore. Those planted on an eminence 
of 500 or 600 feet above the level of the sea, were cer- 
tainly not to be compared with those in its immediate 
vicinity. I was assured by some persons I saw digging 
within 3 feet of high water mark, and why had housed 
last year Potatoes grown on the same ground, that 
they did not remember finding one bad oue. I can 
speak to the perfect soundness of those dug when I 
was present. Every one knows that all vegetation so 
near the sea is completely crusted over with saline par- 
ticles, which can soon be made evident to the taste by 
applying a leaf to the tongue. Can it be the absorption 
of such matter produces such beneficial results as those 
detailed *_ W. Tebbitt, Clapham Common. 

The Drainage of Land.—I take my pen for the pur- 
pose of making a/[few remarks on this subject, which 
deservedly occupies a considerable portion of your 
columns. Living in a district where there is not 
one acre in 200 cultivated by the plough, and 
distant nearly 30 miles from a tile manufactory, I have 
had no experience in draining land with that material, 
which however is undoubtedly the best, so far as I have 
made myself acquainted with it, through the speeches 
and publications of Messrs. Parkes, Smith, Mechi, &c., 
and must form the basis, in the absence of stone, of all 
improved farming where the plough is to be used, and 
although land may be perfectly drained with stones, yet 
in most cases it will cost more that way than any other. 
Still there is one advantage in draining some lands with 
stone; if persons drain deep, as they ought to do, a suf- 
ficient quantity of stones will be got out in opening the 
drain to build it, which is an important consideration, 
and shows the necessity of a thorough knowledge of the 
theory of deep drainage, and how fallacious itis to think 
that deep drainage is in all cases more expensive than 
shallow. I would most earnestly implore all such as 
are prejudiced against deep drainage to make a fair 
trial of deep drainage before rejecting it altogether, and 
just for once give their plants and Grasses a greater 
depth of soil to luxuriate in (not to struggle in, as they 
have to do in shallow or undrained land), and not to 
treat with contempt that well-judged remark, that if 
one foot of soil be good for one crop, two must be better. 
As sod draining is the system most extensively prac- 
tised in this distriet, I will confine my remarks to that 
system, as I am persuaded it is often lightly spokenjof, 
when the fact of its being so cheap, effectual,"and 
durable a means of improving Grass-lands is perhaps 
never taken into consideration. But so long as vast 
portions of this island remain in Grass, it is a system 
that will be extensively resorted to, and therefore it will 

be better to make it as perfect as possible, rather than 
never to discuss the subject at all. For my own part I 

think it, may be made both effectual and durable. 

Tt has been my object to put the theories of these great 
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authorities on draining into practice, in combination 
with this system, and, I am happy to say, with consider- 
able success, The old plan is, to put the drains along 
the hill sides, and not more than 27 inches deep, and to 
get the main drain on as high a level as possible, and 
therefore the side drains are almost on a dead level. 
It will be seen that such drains are liable to be burst in 
by the cattle treading upon them ; to remedy this, I cut 
my drains from 32 inches to 42 inches in depth, thus 
accomplishing two things: securing the drains from 
being burst, and applying to some extent the theory of 
eep drainage. In the old plan there is a want of fall 

for the water, and that renders the drains liable to 
Stoppage by the sediment which the water will leave ; 
and in some land the drains will be stopped entirely up 
ina few years by oxide of iron, or what is more com- 
monly called “canker water ;” add to this the effect of 
the water on-the sides of the drain, and on the sod that 
covers it, in rotting them, and it will be seen that want 
of fall is a serious mistake. I place my drains in the 
direction of the fall, with the main drain in the lowest 
Part of the field; no sediment is deposited, but the 
Oxide of iron is carried away, to the evident delight of 

ssesjthat immediately take the place of the 
Mosses. Again, drains running along the side of a hill, 
at whatever distance they are from each other, have 
each that distance to draw the water, or it has to per- 
colate through the soil the whole of „that distance ; of 
Course, it comes from the upper side of the drain, 
though some of the old drainers contend that such 
drains lay dry the lower side, but I never could be per- 
Suaded that water ran up hill. My drains being placed 
up the inclination, instead of across it, lay an equal por- 
tion of land dry on each side; consequently the rain water 
is not detained in the soil longer than is necessary for 
its communicating its warmth to the lower soil which 
it takes from the surface, and yet gives sufficient time 
for the water to part with the gases it contains in passing 
through the soil, As to the theory of draining, i. feel 
Convinced that my plan is on more correct principles 
than those of the old school, and I have no doubt that 
the drains will last much longer ; in fact, I do not know 
what limit could be put to their duration in a clay 
Subsoil.— 4 Craven Grazier, Nov. 23. 

Hocieties. 
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY or ENGLAND. 

A Monthly Council was held at the Society’s house 
in Hanover-square, on Wednesday last, the 2nd of 
December: present, the Earl of Egmont, President, 
in the chair, Lord Portman, D. Barclay, Esq, M.P., 
T. Raymond Barker, Esq., S. Bennett, Esq., W. Blount, 
Esq. H. Brandreth, Esq, W. R. Browne, Esq., 
F. C. Cherry, Esq., J. Bell, Crompton, Esq., S. Druce, 
Esq, R. Garrett, Esq., B. Gibbs, Esq., W. G. Hayter, 
Esq., M.P., C. Hillyard, Esq., W. F. Hobbs, Esq., J. 
Kinder, Esq., F. Pym, Esq., Professor Sewell, W. 
Shaw, Esq., J. V. Shelley, Esq., and C. Stokes, Esq. 
B. B. Cabbell, Esq., M.P., of Portland-place, London, 
and E. Wood, Esq., of Stout Hall, Swansea, were 
elected Governors, and the following gentlemen 
Members of the Society :— 
Dawes, Edwin Nathaniel, Rye, Sussex 
Simcoe, Rev. II. A., Penheale, Launceston, Cornwall 
Richmond, George, Heighington, Darlington, Durham 
Bravender, John, Cirencester, Gloucestershire 
Barlow, Rey. Peter, Cockfield Rectory, Staindrop, Durham 

.), Beckenham, Kent 
n Stow, Faverdale House, Darlington 

m, Bishop-Auckland, Durham 
arbridge, Nantwich, Cheshire 

Park, Chester 
s si ri rt, rsetshire 

eMe Hi e Toke 3 Wall am-le- Willows, Ixworth, Suff, 
Matheson, T: Island, N. B. 
Walker, Capt. Robertson, Kilgarrew, Whitehaven, Cumb. 
Bullock, Henry, Marden-Ash, Ongar, Essex 
Harrison, Rev. T. H., Bugbrooke Rectory, Weedon, North- 

Maray James) Jaques Hall, Manningtree, Essex 
Higgins, William, Northampton 
Garnett, Robert, Wyreside, Lancaster 

Hewlett, Thomas, Northampton 

Palmer, Edward, 8, Lower Thames-strect, London 
Stanton, Robert, jun., Swaffham, Norfolk 
Jennings, Richard, Wargrove-hill, Henley-on-Thames 

The names of 16 candidates for election at the next 
meeting were then read. 

Finances.—Mr. Ravmonp Barker presented to the 
Council the report of the Finance Committee for the 
month just ended ; from which it appeared, that on the 
30th of November, the invested capital of the Society 
stood at 7000/. stock, with a current cash-balance of 
1395/. in the hands of the bankers. This report, and 
the various recommendations it contained, were unani- 
mously adopted and confirmed. 

Mr. Pym, chairman of the collection of Subscriptions’ 
Committee, presented the report of that Committee, 
which was also unanimously adopted and confirmed. 

Prize Essav.—Mr. Puser, M.P., Chairman of the 
Journal Committee, reported the adjudication of the 
Society’s Prize of 107. for the best Essay on the St. 
John’s Day Rye, to Mr. W. P. Taunton, of Ashley, near 
Stockbridge, Hampshire. 

Country Murrincs.—Mr. Pym presented on the 
part of the Stewards of the cattle-yard at Ni eweastle, a 
report on. the various documents referred to them by 

confirmed. 
Lord Porrman then brought forward the three mo- 

tions of which he had given notice at Newcastle, on the 
undue fatting of animals intended for exhibition at the 
Society’s Country Meetings, on the penalties to be in- 
flicted on parties who failed to send stock and imple- 
ments entered for exhibition, and on the means to be 
taken to prevent fictitious biddings at the sales by auc- 
tion, when an interesting discussion ensued, and the two 
latter topics, along with Sir Matthew Ridley's and Mr. 
Hillyard's suggestions in reference respectively to the 
removal of animals from their place in the Show-yard, 
and the conditions of prizes to be offered at Northamp- 
ton, were, on Lord Portman's motion, unanimously 
referred for further consideration and diseussion to the 
General Northampton Committee, which his Lordship, 
as its Chairman, had directed to be summoned on the 
Thursday in the following week. 

On the motion of Mr. Saw, seconded by Mr. BRAN- 
DRETH, a Committee was appointed to report on the 
practicability of appropriating, after the year 1847,a 
portion of the fund subscribed towards the expenses of 
any Country Meeting to the purpose of local prizes, to 
be competed for by such parties only as are resident 
within the particular district. 

The Council then proceeded, agreeably with the bye- 
laws, to appoint the Standing Committees for the ensu- 
ing year. 

Carrie Disrasrs.— Mr. Fisuer Honns gave notice 
that at the next monthly Council he should move the 
following resolutions ; namely,— 

l. That the grant of 200/, given by the Society annu- 
ally to the Royal Veterinary College, be reduced to 1007. 
per annum. 

2. That a Prize of 507. be offered by the Society for 
the best Essay on Pleuro-Pneumonia. 

3. That a Prize of 507. be offered by the Society for 
the best Essay on the general Diseases of Cattle, Sheep, 
and Pigs. 

Communieations were received from the Leominster 
Agrieultural Association, and Mr. Edward Angell, of 
Kensington. 

The Council then adjourned to their Weekly Meeting 
on the 9th inst. 

NORTH LONSDALE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. 
Ar the late annual meeting of this Society the prizes 

for the best cultivated farm were awarded as follows :— 
For the best-drained farm, George Robinson ; second 
best ditto, Abraham Atkinson ; best crop of Potatoes, 
Robert Barber; best crop of Turnips, John Butler ; 
second best ditto, John Coward ; best-managed farm, 
Thomas Coward; second best ditto, John Askew; 
third best ditto, John Garnett; best general farming- 
stock, John Butler; to the tenant whose sheep shall 
consume the largest quantity of Turnips on ground 
whereon grown, John Lawrence; to ditto, for the 
largest quantity of Rape, Edward Walker. 

INSPECTORS' REPORT. 

Gentlemen: In laying before you the result of our 
labours, we beg to state that we have had rather an 
arduous task to perform, not only on account of the 
number of competitors and the distance they laid from 
each other, but that in some instances the seale was so 
equally balanced that we had some difficulty in coming 
to a decision ; however, we can safely say that we have 
acted conscientiously ; and if, in any case, we should 
not have come to a correct conclusion, it must be attri- 
buted solely to a want of judgment, and not to any 
favour or affection towards any partieular party. 

* The first premium for draining we have awarded to 
Mr. George Hobinson, of. Newbarns, who has ent and 
finished 1051 roods of tile-drains at a cost of 48l. 10s. 
The second premium we awarded to Mr. Abraham 
Atkinson, of Haume, who has cut and finished 856 roods 
at a cost of 51/. lls. There were five competitors for 
these premiums, all of whom we considered worthy of 
credit, as they appeared to have executed their work in 
a permanent and judicious manner. 

** For the premiums for Turnips there were 13 can- 
didates ; the crops generally good, but in some cases 
not so clean as we could have wished to see them. 
The first premium we have awarded to Mr. John 
Butler, of Moorside, Kirkby Ireleth, who, upon a very 
poor soil, and in a field so steep that it would be next 
to impossible to take a cart of manure up it, has, by the 
application of guano and well thinning and cleaning, 
contrived to raise one of the best crops of Turnips in 
all Furness, 
“The next premium we awarded to Mr. John 

Coward, of Rampside, who has also great credit due for 
raising an excellent crop upon very inferior sort of 
ground; those have been sown with farm-yard manure. 

“ For the premium for Potatoes, we are sorry to say 
there was only one candidate. They were a very good 
crop, grown upon a piece of poor bog soil, and are the 
only erop we have seen or heard of but what has been 
more or less affected by the prevalent disease. The 
candidate was Mr. Robert Barber, of Low Newton. 

* For the best-managed farms there were five com- 
petitors ; the farms were all ina high state of cultiva- 
ion, and are examples of good management well worth 
following. The first premium we awarded to Mr. 
Thomas Coward, of Colt.park; the second to Mr. John 
Askew,of Knappershaw ; and the third to Mr. John 
Garnett, of Walton-hall; and we should have been glad 
if we could have bestowed premiums on the other two 
candidates, who, we consider, are worthy of great praise. 

the Council. This report was unanimously adopted and | - “For the best general stock there were also five 
competitors, and we had much pleasure in observing 
the very great improvement which has taken place in 
the breed both of cows and sheep, within the last few 
years, and this we attribute chiefly to the premiums 
offered by this Society, which have tended to create 
such a spirit of emulation amongst the breeders of 
stock, e have awarded the premium to Mr. John 
Butler, of Winder-hall, who has taken great pains in 
bringing every department of his stock towards perfec- 
fection. At the same time we beg to remark that Mr. 
R. W. Ashburner's horned cattle were superior to 
those of any other of the competitors. 

“For eating of Turnips with sheep there was only 
one eligible candidate, Mr. John Lawrence, of Flook- 
burgh, to whom we of course awarded the first premium, 

“For consuming Rape upon the ground there were 
four competitors. This premium we awarded to Mr. 
Edward Walker, of Lindale, who, upon a farm of 90 
acres, has 9 acres of Rape. This we considered a very 
eligible crop, not only as food for sheep, but as a good 
preparation for grain, or for laying down land for per- 
paration for grain, or for laying down land for perma- 
nent Grass seeds. 

* We may further add that we see a very great im- 
provement in every department of agriculture through- 
out the distriet, and we confidently hope that it will 
very soon be able to vie with any part of the United 
Kingdom in the production both of stock and crop. 

“THOMAS GIBSON, 
“JOHN COWARD, 
“JOHN LAWRENCE, 

“Ulverston, October 22, 1846," 

(Signed) ] INSPECTORS, 
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Farmers’ Clubs. 
Sr. PereRs.— Annual Report :—The following are 

extracts :— 
* Tenants’ Rights.—1. You all agree that every pos- 

sible arrangement should be made to secure good 
farming. Even moderate rents cannot be paid without 
it: the heavy expenses of the tenant can be met under 
no other system : the rapid increase of our population renders it desirable ; and it will secure the employment 
of the agricultural poor. 

“2. ]t is not likely that the capital and skill of the 
grieulturist, and the capabilities of the Soil, will be 

fully developed unless due attention is paid to the 
relative position of landlords and tenauts. 

'*3. Security of possession is most important to every 
occupier of land. Improvement in the condition of the 
soil is, to the farmer, what improved machinery is to 
the manufacturer; nor can there exist proper induce- 

y, in either case, unless a 
ining adequate remune- 

A farmer under any cireumstances risks his 
outlay; and he has many dangers and diffieulties to. 
contend with unfelt and unknown to mercantile men E 
but uncertainty of tenure (an evil too often inflicted on 
the tenant by those whose interests are involved in his 
success) places him at once in circumstances infinitely 
disadvantageous, and will be sure to operate on every 
reasonable mind in the production of a parsimony in- 
compatible with the best interests of the landlord, the 
labourer, and the country. On these grounds leases 
are desirable. 

** 4. If farms are taken on a yearly tenure the tenant 
should receive two years’ notice to quit, that he may 
have proper time to seek another home ; and care 
should be taken in the agreement that the landlord is 
not left with a starved farm, nor the occupant without 
a fair remuneration for his outlay. Matters should be 
fairly adjusted, too, between out-going and in-coming 
tenants. 

“ The following plan is considered likely to secure the 
interests of all parties concerned :— 

"hat the out-going tenant be paid for all work done 
on the Jand after his last harvest. 

“2, That all fodder, straw, and manure, found on the 
farm at Michaelmas be taken by the in-coming tenant at its 
full value. 

‘8. That half the value of the manures applied the pre- 
ceding year be paid to the out-going tenant. 

‘4, That all buildings erected by the tenant, or purchased 
by him of his predecessor, be taken by his successor. 

“ Lastly. That the real value of all their items be settled 
by fair arbitration. 
“5. It might prove advantageous to both parties if 

landlords were to pay the out-going tenants the full 
amount of the valuation, and take itfrom the in-coming 
tenants in yearly or half-yearly payments, so as to re- 
imburse themselves, both principal and interest, by the 
expiration of the term specified in the lease or agree- 
ment. It often happens that the tenant (though an in- 
dustrious and p ing man, p ing a good 
degree of practical knowledge), having to pay a large 
sum on entering a farm, is so straitened as to be unable 
to improve the estate ; still he would be able to do 80, 
and also to pay an increased amount annually for the 
benefit received, if assisted in his commencement, "This 
plan would give accommodation to tenants, and prove a 
good investment for landlords ; increasing the real 
value of their estates, while it improved their rent-roll. 

“6, It is hoped that all parties concerned will discover 
the mutual advantages of judicious arrangements ; and 
cordially co-operate to establish a sound system of 
‘Tenants’ rights? [Wise voluntary arrangements are ni 
better than Acts of Parliament; still some legislative 
interference seems required to meet cases where persons 
in the possession of farms are not protected by an: 
agreement with their landlords relating to the treat- 
ment they are to receive on quitting, but are left to the 
‘Custom of the country.’ A legal standard of appeal 
would be useful in such cases: now, the tenant must 
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take just what the landlord pleases to give him, or enter 
-a contest in which he is unequally matched, and the 
very ground on which the battle must be fought is as 

unstable as a floating iceberg. 
* Resolved,—* That the sentiments entertained by this 

Club on the subjeet of * Tenants' rights? be forwarded 

to the London Farmers Club in compliance with the 

request of that Club, and that the subject be resumed 

here at some future period, at the discretion of our 

President.’ 
** Parsimonious Farming.—It appears impossible to 

come to any decision on this important subject which 

will equally apply to all localities, or to farmers prose- 

euting their calling under widely differing ¢ircum- 

stances. In order to fairly balance the advantages of 
high farming with the advantages of other systems, 
men must be supposed to possess fixity of tenure, or a 
certainty of remuneration for the improved state of 
cultivation to which the land is brought under their 

management. It is often said in the present day that a 
want of capital is the great hindrance to agricultural 
improvement, but where men possess fixity of tenure 
they find no more difficulty in obtaining capital than 
persons do engaged in trade, or prosecuting the duties 
of a profession. 

* In order to fairly test the comparative advantages 
of the systems, it is also necessary to suppose that 
labour in each case can be commanded at a moderate 
price, and manure obtained with equal facilities. 
Further, in making the comparison it must be remem- 
bered that all farmers are subjected to seasons in 
common with each other : that the household expenses, 
and the seed corn required, are about the same whether 
aman farms highly or not: that rents, tithes, parochial 
rates, and income tax fall equally on each ; and that 
the prices realised for that portion of the produce taken 
to market are similar. There may be some difference 
of opinion amongst us as to the classification of farms 
"under the three heads, but this is of no consequence to 
the discussion, because our remarks on the comparative 
advantages will be equally applicable, however we may, 
in our own ideas, classify the lands to which they apply. 

* There is no question but high farming is most ad- 
vantageous to the nation. We cannot move a step in 
improvement without extra labour: whether we pur- 
chase manure or make it on the farm by consuming 
green crops and artificial food, additional labour is re- 
quired in proportion to the extent to whieh the system 
is carried ; and carting, turning and spreading the 
manure increases labour ; when itis buried in the soil 
it will produce weeds, and these must be uprooted, or a 
great portion of the benefit will be.lost. Then, if all 
goes on well, the crops will be more abundant and will 
equire more labour to harvest and store : there will be 
more thatching, more thrashing, and a Jarger quantity 
of produce to take to market; so that it is easy to per- 
ceive that in a thickly populated country like ours, the 
employment it farnishes over and above that furnished 
by other systems prove its advantages in a national 
point of view. We may also conclude that as the im- 
provement of land may be carried on to a great extent 
if it is managed skilfully, and when it has been farme 
well for many years it will produce amazing crops ; if 
therefore, this system of high farming was generally 
adopted it would render this country entirely inde- 
endent of other countries for its supply of food. The 
embers of this Club, however, do not for a moment 

flatter themselves that the farmers of England are so 
full of patriotism and benevolence, as to generally adopt 
the system of high farming, unless they can be satisfied 
it will prove productive of personal advantage. The 
probability of this is always required to propel the wheels 
-of agricultural machinery in an onward movement. 

* There are probably but few persons who farm par- 
simoniously or drivingly from choice; while many do 
so from necessity. The advantages peculiar to it are 
few and small. But little capital is required, which is 
an advantage, if this little will only answer all desirable 
ends, and as the expectations of such farmers can 
never run high, the appearances of their crops are 
seldom flattering, aud are often little affected by blight 
or heavy rains: some mortifications are escaped. But 
these advantages are more than counterbalanced by the 
Serious consequences attending the system. This driv- 
ing is always in the wrong direction ; the capabilities of 
the soil are gradually diminished; the capital em- 
ployed is perpetually lessening; and the probability is 
that such a farmer must soon reap his last crop, which 
will little more than meet the demands of the landlord, 
‘who would not have let his farm to such a tenant, had 
not the law given him prior claim to all other creditors. 

“ There are also ad ges and disad ges pe- 
-euliar to what is termed farming moderately. Here 
everything is carried on systematically and regularly. 
The crops are in rotation: the seasons for the several 
sorts of grain follow each other; the 

| prove his ruin ; and he is left like a duck-legged drum- 
mer boy, unable to keep up with his regiment, hobbling 
and grumbling in the rear. 

“The man who farms highly also finds advantages 

and disadvantages attending his system. That t 

amount of produce will be much increased by good cul- 

tivation no one ean doubt ; and as many standing ex- 

penses are the same as under other systems, and the 

priees of manure and labour are in some measure 

regulated by the price of this produce, we conclude 

that the value of the increased produce will usually be 

more than sufficient to reimburse the farmer for his 

increased outlay. Still very much depends on the 

prices obtained for the increased produce, and no farmer 

is likely to keep on in his outlay to effect improvements, 

unless he finds the capital he has invested is returning 

interest, and he can hopefully anticipate that the per- 

manent improvements will again put him in possession 

of the principal. 
“In no country that we know of, much less in a 

country taxed as is England, can any system of farm- 
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and manures, by folding, soiling in-doors, and carefully 
collecting and preserving all manures ; by greatly in- 
creasing the present usual quantity of stock, and by em- 
ploying Linseed and oil-cake, for the double purpose of 
fattening the stock, and at the same time of manuring 
the land. He may do well also to inquire into the 
method of box.feeding cattle, as recommended by Mr. 
Warnes to us last year, and which has been proved by 
many persons to be ad g an ieal.— 
Report of the Stewpony Agricultural Association. 

Wotices to Correspondents, 

AGRICULTURAL SocrETY— Constant Reader—The subscription is 
1l, a year. Apply to the Secretary, 11, Hanover-square ; he 
will obtain your election, 

BnuisiNG MacuiNE—Z S—Apply to any of the great agricul- 
tural implement makers, Such machines are common, 
ave often described them, but cannot recommend makers. 

The lazy bed system of planting is to lay the sets on the 
surface of the bed, and then cover them with earth, opening 
deep trenches between the beds in order to optain it. 
ONTRACTORS TO e are unacquainted with 
the nei of Harrow, and under any circumstances 

ing produce food cheap enough to satisfy 

maaufacturers on the one hand, or penniless idlers on 

the other; yet properly protected by the legislature ; 

with fixity of tenure and at moderate rents; and 

smiled upon by Divine Providence, we believe the in- 

creased amount of produce obtained by men who farm 

highly, will enable them to sell at prices that could not 

be endured under any other system to which we have 

referred. 
“ Another advantage of high farming is that it per- 

fects in every locality the productions of the country. 

A good cultivated farm, even in this bleak neighbour- 

hood, will produce anything and everything that can 

be produced by field culture in England. A man’s 

chances are thus multiplied ; and the season must be 

peculiarly unfavourable if he has not a few fields which 

return him very considerably over the average value of 

El E] 'Ops. 
This system also gives ample scope to the mental 

energies of the farmer, and if mental exercise increases 
mental power : if ‘activity is the soul of happiness ;' 

this may be considered an advantage. There are, too, 

some disadvantages to which the man who farms in 

this way issometimes subjected. If he happens to lose 

a crop the loss is not trifling: if seasons are precari- 

ous he is put to serious inconvenience by the disar- 

rangement of his operations ; and if there is a general 

depreciation in the value of agricultural produce his 

loss is immense. 
* Considering impartially the advant: and disad- 

vantages of the three systems, we give our verdict in 

favour of high farming, believing it to be the only sys- 

tem to which we can hopefully cling in the present day, 

and most likely to prove profitable for several years in 

succession, while it perpetually improves the land ; and 

we regret i that the i of tenure to 

which some of us are subjected, together with the un- 

certain value of agricultural produce, arising from 

fickle and whimsical legislation, prevents its, more 
general adoption.” 

Mebiews. 
Tales for Young People. By Agnes Loudon. Edited 

by Mrs. Loudon. London: Bowdery and Kerby. 

A LITTLE work of the greater interest to many country 

readers as being from the pen of the only child of John 

Claudius Loudon, “The Lost Gloves” we had before 

seen in “ Chambers’s Journal ;” all the rest were new 

o us. They are extremely creditable to the taste and 

judgment of the young authoress, and augur well for 

her success in the higher walks of literary composition. 

Miscellaneous. 
Drainage—Who is to do it?—The natural produc- 

tion of no land can be fairly ascertained until it has 

been thoroughly drained and its soil properly deepened, 

either by subsoil ploughing or trenching ; the roots are 

impeded in the course required by nature, the plant 

chilled by stagnant water, and manure deprived of half 

its strength ; that:these processes are expensive is but 

too well known, but it is also well known that they will 

bring a certain and ample return for capital, if properly 

done ; it becomes then a consideration, as a matter of 

agreement, by whom this is to be found, whether by the 

landlord or by the tenant; but if it is not found by one 

of them, the land cannot be farmed with the same profit 

it might otherwise. If undertaken by the tenant, and 

connected with other improvements, it must be to the 

interest of the landlord to afford him every facility and 

security in his power, by giving him leases, by consult- 

ing him as to the removal of superabundant hedgerow 

timber, and game, and by dispensing with all forms in 

his conditions which may diminish his profits and damp o 
the men are orderly and regular ; and the cattle are 
never put out of their paces, nor subjected to the 
least possible inconvenience. The moderate farmer 
is generally quite satisfied with the knowledge 
/he possesses: he toils not at science: he loses 
nothing in speculati or experi ; and his 
farm is a snug little settlement so long as prices 
answer his purpose. But if the value of corn 
is much depreciated such a farmer (from utter incapa- 
city to inerease his quantity under this system, and 
having ely anything but corn to rell) is placed in 

predieament: his prosperity is destroyed 
by the rathless hand of changeful legislation : even a 

his energies, without being necessary as a security to 

the landlord; but if such concessions are granted on 

the one side, the tenant must also make some on the 

other. He must abandon his evil courses, and willingly 

adopt such changes as are proved to be right. He must 

know that to farm beneficially for himself and his 

landlord, he ought to have at his command a capital, at 

least from 107. to 12/. per acre in the first instance. He 

should avail himself of all useful implements that are 

proved to work well, and to be economical, not with a 

| view of diminishing his labour, but of employing it, and 

| increasing it, for many other purposes, on his farm, 

;which is now suffering for want of it. He should 

general adoption of the system of high farming would | imitate foreigners in the economy of their green crops 

must have declined to recommend tradesmen. The Smith- 
field Show takes place next week—on the 9th, 10th, and 11th 
of the month. A report shall appear next Saturda 

DRaAInacE—An Old Subscriber— Our advice would be to com- 
mence at the lowest end of the main dyke, and from there, 
parallel with it at the distance of 20 feet, dig a main drain, 
commencing with a depth of 2 feet, to permit a fall into the 
ditch, and thence run it nearly level till 3 feet 6 inches deep. 
From this, at intervals of 8 yards, we would cut parallel 
drains directly up the ascent, either 3 feet deep from the be- 
ginning and continuing so, or at the depth of the main drain, 
whatever that may be, and getting to a depth of 3 feet as 
soon as possible. You may consider this an extreme piece 
of advice, but we believe itis a sound one, Use a pipe tile, 
laying it carefully, then covering it with any vegetable rub- 
bish, and lastly with the earth replaced in position and in 
firmness as nearly as it originally was. 
OLD oF PLEASURE—Rev W C Wilson—It is an absurdly grandi- 
loquent name for a plant found as a weed among Flax. No 
doubt when grown by itself it yields a considerable quantity 
of seed which yields oil; but it is in every respect interior to 
the Flax plant; which it is expected to supplant. You ma; 
erush the seed if you have any, and use it as you would use 
Linseed, mixed with other matter, Bean-meal for instance, 
and chaff, as food for cattle. 

INFLUENZA—C Du Cane —lt is necessary for you to describe 
the symptoms of the disease to which you give this name, You 
cannot ask us to give thedream as well as the interpretation, 

LINSEED ror Pras—Sigma—Do not give it by itself. You may 
give it with Bean and Barley-meal, boiling it up and mixing 
with Swedish Turnips, &c. It should be crushed, 

Lucrrne—, (—Use a framed line, marking 2 or 3 rows at 
at once, and drill them out wi f your land is in 
good order, the treading will do it good. So small an ex- 
tent should be sown by hand. 

Mink Pans—Subscriber—Do not use brass ; the idea is absurd. 
If glass will not do, use earthenware. About the small farm 
and buildings, hereafter ; if possible, next week. 

Porarors—J Vincent—No doubt mineral manures are prefer- 
able to those which are putrescent. Wood ashes may there- 
fore be used, but they do not serve the purpose of charcoal. 
Thanks for your information corroborative of what has been 

said on the policy of autumn planting. 
Rearine Youna Pias—Archibold—Can any one give their ex- 

perience? Something near the milk of which they have 
been deprived is what is wanted. Warm some cow's milk 
and give them it pure at first; then you may skim it, or 
dilute it with water, and add Linseed jelly, and by and bye 
oatmeal, &c.; but whatever you do, do not give “gin,” 
CAB—E T G—You will find some suitable receipts in the fol- 
lowing works, *Spooner's Treatise on the Sheep,” and ‘* The 
Sheep,” by Youatt. An ointmentin which Sulphur, Hellebore, 
and Oil of Tar exists will be found as safe and effectual a re- 
medyas any. W. €. S. 

STALL FEEDING—Manaman—N ext week. 
TnAr-ROCK AS MANURE—J Jones— The soil over trap-rock is 
generally fertile; but we doubt if ever a roc kind 
was so rich in alkalies and other elements of fertility as to 
render it worth while to pound it up and distribute it as 

e advise you to spend your money on guano, 
bone-dust, &c., and leave the pounded rock for the curious. 

Turkeys—E W Asks for assistance, A number of turkeys 
are attacked with an inflammation in the head which is at- 
tended with swelling, red and hot. How are they to be 
treated ? 

Wueat—M A—-If it has been pickled with strong brine and 
dried with lime, it will not be safe to sow it after being kept 
week. But you may try a few grains between two pieces 

of turf kept damp in a warm parlour. 

*,* Communications reaching town after Wednesday cannot 

be answered the same week. 

8 

SBlarkets, 
POTATOES.—SouTHWARK, WATERSIDE, Nov. 30, 

Since our last the supply has been more liberal, and the 

demand is somewhat brisker. The weatber has set in very 
cold, and should it continue, we may expect an advance in our 

present prices. 

York Regents, 130s to 1608 
Shaws, 1208 to 1408 

Do. Kidneys, 100s to 1308 
Do. Kent and Essex Regents; 140s to 1808 
Lincolnshire Regents, 120s to 1408 Do. Shaws, 120s to 1403 
Cambridgeshire Regents, 120sto 140s | Do. Kidneys, 1408 
Do, Shaws, 1208 to 1408 French Whites, 1008 to 1208 

Rictarp Hanns, 

SMITHFIELD, Monpvay, Nov. 30,—Per Stone of 8 Ibs, 

Boat Scots, Herefords, &c. 4a 2to 4s al Best Long-woole = 
Best Short Horns 810 4 0 Ditto (shorn) ~ - 
Second quality Beasts - 8 0 3 8| Ewernnd second quailty 4 0 4 4 
Calves) - o. 8 e 476 oj Ditto (shorn) ~ = - 

Best Downs&Half-breds 5 0 5 4| Lamba - = © - = = 
Ditto (shorn) ~- — Pigs - - - -43 84 

a considerable increase in the number of Beasts, the 

supply of Sheep is not Jarge—neisher ie the demand. Trade is slow as 
above quotations. We have nearly 4000 from Holland and Germany. 
is brisk for Caives—a choice one readily makes bs, Pigs meet a readier sale. 

Beasts, 4164; Sheep and Lambs, 26,140; Calves, 83; Piga; 840. 
RIDAY, Dec, 4, 

Wehave again a large supply of Beasts—but the demand being also exten- 
sive, Monday’s prices nd in some instances have been 
exceeded in the choicest qualities—a. superior Seat is worth nearly 4s 6d. 

though. 
s xj 

BE 
= 3 3 

‘There are about 300 from Hollan Al we have very few 
Sheep on offe '—Friday’s demand has become so fgnimporente 

which is usual at this time of year), that th can be solde $ more than 
tices remain about the same s on Monday for all descriptions, ‘Trade for 

i 10 4s N 
Pigs consinnes to be ae good. ‘cui 

; bs, 2760; Calves, 197; Pign, 990. Beasts; 1082; Sheep and Lambs, 271 PER 
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COVENT GARDEN, Dec. 5.—Fruit and Vegetables are 

:abundant; but trade is far from being eder Pine-apples are 
scarcer, and likely to become dearer, and es, both English 
and Foreign, are scarce. Apples and p have not altered 
‘in price since last week ; the s are rather more plentiful. 

are excellent in quality and brought in greater 
tained, and Nuts 

Walnuts ce scarcer, and there 
mand for Filberts. Len are rather more 

. Of Vegetables, Cabbages, Fbst owers, &o., are 
1001 and plentiful. Carrots and Turnips have altered but 
dttle in price. Beans m 
elery is good in quality. 

tuces and other Salading are plentiful. ill con- 
Cut Flowers chiefly consist of. Heaths, 
Pelargoniums, Gar ‘denias, Caeti, Nea- 

* Violets, Luculia gratissima, Bignonia radicans, Roman 
"Narcissus, Allamanda Dd dou) Fuchsias, Azaleas, and Roses, 

UITS, 
Lemons per 100, 6s to 14e 

js 

& ES I B g z g 

e Apple, perlb., dato 77 
npa Hothouse, per Ib. às to bs 

ortugal, per 1b. 
Apples, Dess,, per bus s a a " 8s 

Pears, "8, per hf. 
Or ranges, pes "EM ONES REA s 00, Br to las — Spanish, 14¢ 
Berberries, per hf -s 078 Walnuts, per bushel, 16s A 24a 
Lemons, ver dozen, ls to Pn Chesnuts, par peck, 25 10 7i 

VEGETABLES. 
Garlic, perlb., 6d to 8d 
Spinach, per sieve, le to la 6d 

Suarasiis, per 100, 8 to Gr 
Seakale pei Punnet, En i to 3s Salsify, p. bundle, 14 to le 6d 

Cabbages, pr costs 6d tos Fd 
er doza ls ro d 

So lato ls 64 
Brussels Sprouts, par hf-av, 168d to ;evtuce, er , 8a to 
Tomatoes, per T o 

| Endive, per scor o 
| keilatan, m 12 bu: o146d 
Mush Rs DEAG OOTO S aa 

sm. e 64 v0 8d 
Parsley, per inei t 1d 

Hoots, per ‘unde, eto ls 6d 
eh, 2d 

Ven , per bunch, Va ty 8d 

xjoram, ger bunch, 3d t 
Spanish, per doz, i ‘6d to 5a Shallow, per Ib., 6d co I 

HAY.—Per Load of 36 Trusses. 

SMITHFIELD, Dec. 3 
y 70&10 78 | New Hay 
ven 40 — 68 |C 

eM Ms EI 
lover 80 95 | Straw 308 IMS 

WHITECHAP: 
Fine ola oy - = Tosto Tarj Old < to 1008 
Inferi Inferior 80 |Straw 26s to 22s 
New New Ci 

m UMBERLAND MARKE! ec, 
en Ben di A: to m Old Clover EE 968 
Inferi P 75 84 | Straw  82sto34s 
New Hay ew Clover — 

JosnuA Barer, ; Hay Salesman; 

HOPS, FRIDAY, 4 
‘The Hop Market continues brisk at Imie ee "fors a bHapr with colour, 

JAT DANDAN 3L DMLEM, Hop-Fa torre 

MARK-LANE, Mowpay, Ni 
re was a moderate supply. of E Di Wheat by land 

carriage samples this morning, which was clea prices 
rather under those of this day se’nnight ; free foreign was in 
very limited demand ; bonded met a slight inquiry for export 
at 58s to 59s per ar .—Fine samples of Barley sold readily; 
Secondary qualities were difficult to realise. Beans, both old 
and new, in better request at late rates.— We reduce our quota- 
tions Ur White Peas 2s er. qr, wh ich, with the ee of the 

s to2s 
Th 

TISH, PER IMPERIAL ITARTE ass $$. 
Wheat, ier. Kent, and Sui White 60 65 Red 429 58 

Nortelk, LORD ‘and York bt 60 
Barley ey, Maltiny and distilling 20sto 42 "vate 42 50 Grind. 84 3% 
Oats, TROU e and orbi dee nds 98 8 eed ^ 96 $9 

cbumherland and Rocio . Feed 37 30 Potato 32 94 
i Peed $8 30 Potto 98 32 

Male, pale, wis UTTO AAE A ic 
Akad ax! a $ 1- -= 

Rye 40 44 
Bei, M dana new 35104] Tick 98 49 — arrow : 
Fu ned Pigeon, 48 Winds 65 70 Longpod 38 45 

Peas, Whise C. 1 48 to 62 Maple 42 3 E 

RRIVALS re ed RIVER LAST WEEK. 

Fio Barl, | Malt.) Oats. | Rye. | Ens. [Peas 
Ena h 50 Shs — Bris, 10059: Asini MSS 368 | 58 | 1181 | 870 
Ürish . .ox s} E NEU £ anes 
Foreign — "” 10219 °w at a — | 6.03 | 15 | 607 | 874 

The arrivals of wheat is ia Sd Oats, during the week 
have been large. observe no alteration in the value of 
English ps free Fore’ eign, Wheat, and the business doing is 
imited. h the exception 9h am increased demand for low 

qualities o px the latter HR Irel Bonded is still inquired 

after for export to Fra) Gus a lareo arrival of foreign 

arley, secondary Gi lities are difficult to quit.—Beans are 

unaltered. White Peas held very iod and the turn dearer, 

—Oats are dull at the former prices.—Maize continues in great 
request at 54s to 56s Danube and Ibraila afloat.— 

lour of fine quality neglected; but inferior sorts are being 

taken for Ireland, 
ARRIVALS THIS WEEK. 

Barle: Wheat Onta Flour 
English 19610 14320, 5740 | 5740 Sks 
Irish E [ = | L 
Foreign 8580 16870: 22890 5300 prls 

L AVERAGES. 

Wh je Bari Jats. | Rye. meij Pen 
Oct. — 31per Quarter e io s 2d) a 45e 9d) 4Pi 
BEC igo j 

Nov. 7 . " s m 8 

~ l4 ol 5 44 6 

SR gp. ul; 59 8| 4211 
ERO RB 4. De iste] 69) Ou d$ 9 | 

8 weeka' Ayre. Aver. — 60 10 | ag 8| 

ET 
Averages. 

Nov. $1. | Nov. $8 

SEEDS, un a 
M Fs tn 0» DM 

Clover Ria, Engle aut oi 
For 

= White, Bou ah - lish p pSt Taat Em ^ 
S) — Fo ri * 

Corian, "iden 16 jin 
Hempseed | per qr. as | Bares, Engs inter, e push ba 56d 
Line . | par bt Fo + utd be 
= IL B - - 46 Tre 16 19 

" Cakes, Eng perl1000 £13 6 Turnip (too peine dor gotaion 
ORD AND 

Sales by Auction. 
TO Spei GENTLEMEN, IEA NAIA 

DERS, AND OT 

N ESSRS. PRO! THEROE AND MORRIS have re-] 
ceived instructions to submit to Public Competition by 

Auetion on the Pr remises, Paradise Nursery, Hornsey-road, on 
and following day, at 11 o'clock (by 

noe ̂  consequence of the land being 
CMS for other purposes), the THO of the valuable p 
E YS 

"Nec ectarine, and P 
also about 500 (Havas from 2 to 5 feet, beautifully ended 
with bloom buds, Azalea INE and Erica, of sorts, an other Greenhouse Plants. May be viewed prior to the Sale. 
Catalogues (6d. each, returnable to purchasers) may be had on 
the Premises; of the pr al Seedsmen, and of the Auc- 
*ioneers, American Brno Leytonstone, 

m7 NORRAN GENTLE: MEN, NURSERY EBEN; 
UILDERS, AND OTHERS. 

M ESSRS. PRO THEROE anp MORRIS will QUE 
- to Publie Comedie on by ction on the Premis 
Eschol Nursery, mpstead-road, pi Monday, Dec. 7th, 1846; 
at 12 o'clock (by ofder. déthele Proprietor, in consequence of the 
ground beri let Pu building, the whole of valuable 
NURSERY STOCK, sisting of fine Evergreens and Shrubs, 
Fruit and Forest Tr: e Also, a select assortment of Stanaa d 
Roses.—May be vi RR prion to the Sale, Jatalogues may be 
had on the prem e principal Seedsmen, and of the 
Auctioneers, Am ican verser Leytonstone. 

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, & OTHERS. 

V ESSRS. PRO OTHEROE anb MORRIS have 
- received instructions to sell by VU AE at the 
Mart, BANNUM. lane, on E the 9th, and. Thurs- 
day, the 10th December, at1 o'clock each day pres isely, a Col- 
lection of first-rate DUTCH F LOWE R ROOTS, all warranted 
true to name, and in the best condition, consisting ft inths, 
Narcissus, Gladiolus, Anemones neulus, Crocus, Iris, 
Tulips, Campernel Jonquils, 1 inthus botrioides, &c.—May 
be viewed the morning of Sale, Jatalogues had at the 
Mart, and of the Auctioneers, MESURE Nursery, Leytonstone. 

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, & OTHERS. 
JESS PROTHEROE ann MORRIS will sub- 

n mit to Publie Competition, at the Auction Mart, Bartho- 
1846, at 12 o'clock, a 

; Cacai sen very fine double and 
sus, Jon Tris, Crocus, 

Eey consigned å mem M. Loc OUTTE, Nur- 
seryman and Mist to ae King of the Belgians —May be 
viewed the mor ce of Sale, and Catalogues had at the Mart, 
and of the Anctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone. 

mew-lang, on Friday. December 1l, 
diuo coudeHon of BULBS 

NORFOLK.—FREEHOLD AND TITHE-FREE POENIS, 
EL I INVESTMENTS in as fine Land as 
folk, in the gue vicinity of the Aidaborousn Station 
on the is folk Rai 

M BUTCHER eal sell by Auction, i the Royal 
IVA gom Norwich, on Friday, December 11, at Twelve 
o’clock, either as an en tirety or in Three iu unless pre- 
viously disposed of b; rivate Contract, of which due notice 
will be given, that de: Stable and well-known estate called the 
TALL F Ap. at old Buckenham, d folk, celebrated as being 
one of the FU extraordinary producing farms in the county, 
oi pablo gba yielding on an FRE of years 40 to 50 
usta of Wheat, and 50 to 60 bushels of Barley per acre, 
remarkable for the growth of Turnips and Beet of excellent 
quality, and the pastures (upwards of 60 acres) producing feed 
of the most fatt pening Ge: fripsion: It compr n excellent 
pe ape cous Double Cottage, three B arns, Riding 
and se, Stables d Doa Piggeries, Bullock and 
Waggon Lodges ; Granary, and 290 Acres, or thereabouts, of 
AaB TERGO ROTE end Planta Bon IQ ring fence, 
now let on oes for eight y from Michaelmas last, in three 
occupations, rentals amounting to 7404. per annum. The 
GRECIA in ium ee modus in lieu of tithes, &c., amount to 

ont 300. per a 
rm the Esteio not Ee genon of as a whole, it will then 
e offered in the following lots 

Lot 1—THE HALL, a GU and MUTA Resi- 
dence, pay situated, with a southern aspect, in a banu: 
tiful, well-timbered lawn ; comprising an Pene hall, three 
excellent sitim rooms, bousekeeper’s room, several good bed 

Vu Poe and reqnisite offices, roe cot- 
e, barn, riding and car tables, cow! house ullock 

EY. cart lodges, excellent granary, and 155. 3 ECO 
pasture, and plantation, all lyi a ring p around the 
premises, and no: e Bc eaten of Mr, Samuel pues 
‘or a term of SIE: edis from Michaelmas, 1846, t of 

3951, per annum. The buildings are in good repair. 
ot 2, ery desirable, compact, small FARM, of eight 

inclosures "i arable and pasture land, with a barn, enclosed 
um and lodge: for cattle, lying in a ring fence, near Old 
Bu enham Green, containing” Joa. lr. 38 s in the 
cS of des Philip and John Trickson, DUE a lease 
for eight years from Michaelmas last, at the rent of 168l. per 
annum, 

Lot 3.—Another desirable occupation edong lots 1 a 
2, comprehending a good barn, extensive sheds for cattle, and 
ten inclosures pi very fine arable and pasture ud containing 
Tla. Or, his lot is in the oceupation of Mr. John Burton, 

orse sti 

under a lease for ri years from Michaelmas last, at the rent 
of 1771 105. Ae annu 

tl 
i Prapa stations on the Norfolk Railway. 

ate.— Particulars and conditions of 

phe plan of the estate, may be had on 
es: Warre and Borrert, Solicitors, 35, Lin. 

"s-inn-fields ; jns Cotter, Auctioneer, Moorgate-street, 
London; Mr. Bpwarp ed Solicitor, Little Orford- 

ERE HMM meer, Norwich. Mr. LEGooD, 
the tenant of ‘the Hall Farm, will show the several lots, 

gar Norr.—The above Rents are all guaranteed, 

and if no larger Price is obtained, the Estate will be 
Sold so as to pay u clear 4 per cent. 

Tender or UN BAY TREE 
RM, in the parishes of eA Ee HUN and STOKE, 

in the hundred of Hoo ; will b the oecupation of the Exe. 
cutors of the late Mr. Khight ES ‘Michaelmas, 1847, at which 
time p mem be obtain: 

The farm of 111 ores ‘of very rich ed and em 

ture land, E n ich 1 state ERR togethei 
PAS Homestead and suitable buildings thereon, siam will | 

undergo a course of repair previous to race Are tion. 

The rivers Thames and Medway are contiguous to, and the 
towns of Rochester and Gravesend are in the vicinity of the 

farm. All tenders must be sealed, endorsed with the word 
** Tender? on the cover, prepaid, addressed and forwarded to 
B. D. DurPa, Esq., Rua cue pes near Maidstone, on 

NO BE LET, by js 

NO BE LET, at CHRISTMAS, in à Western County, adjoining Wales; a RESIDENCE suitable for a gentleman's family, with about 370 acres of Land, including 200 acres of 
h can be irrigated when required. 

a small Dairy i 
ias of 130 acres, 30 of which are arable. Wien A d 
very epee and the house, eae two p 
closet, &c., is newly erected.—For further particulars, apply 
to Mess D IEL SMrTH and E p reya piace Loi ndon 

‘WOODEN HOUSE FOR SALE, 

i qo. BE SOLD, a WOODEN HOUSE, containing 
Entrance-hall, Sitting-room 16 feet by 20 feet, 5 Bed- 

rooms, 2 Dressing-rooms, Water: closet, Kitchen, EG Shoe- 
room, Larder, and Cellar. e House is nearly new, and has 
a most picturesque ap| rods: 

Pr Sine? 2 large Water Tanks, Fire Grates, Bells, 0) 
Cost of taking down and re- A Miss new painting, 

papering, , about 109. more.—Address to C. R. C., Pos: 
Dico, Atherstone, 

A GRICULTURAL MACHINERY NOT PREJU- 
4 DICIAL TO THE INTEREST OF THE LABOURER. 
This PROBLEM is cles an demonstrated in the FARMERS' 

MAGAZINE for the Ist of December. € ce, 24, Norfolk. 
Street, Strand. May be Bn of all SIS ha Price 2s. 

POTATO EPIDEMIC. 
To AGRICULTURISTS, GARDENERS, & OTHERS, 

ENTYKOPROLEON, | EXE EU S 
MICAL C 

Wirew orm, G 

, for u 

which, from its ee and dura SIUS 5 RU adapted for inelosing and rendering a and RAB- 
BITS, Exten 2. > Groun ds, 
series, vun 

ility. 
Prices, in Webs of any jene inches high, 9d. per yard ; 

24 inches, 1s. ; and 30 inches, 1s. 3d. per yard; and delivered 
es at any of the prineipal ports of the three Kingdoms for 
One Halfpenny per yard, 
STRONG STRAINED WIRE FENCES, with Meurs 

Tititat for Horses, Cattle, and Sheep, at from 1s. 4 
10d. pet lin. yard, according to strength. 
egy STRAINED WIRE FENCES, for Horses, Cattle, 

and Sheep, in Wood Posts (which are furnished by the Proprie- 
tors), from 7d. to 10d. per lin. yard. 
STRONG STRAINED WIRE FENCES, with E e 

Uprights, for Red Roe and Fallow Deer, at from 2s. 
3s. 6d. per yard, according to height and strength. 
STRONG STRAINED WIRE FENCES, Plain and Orna- 

monte Hare and Rabbit proof, for dacloning Flower Gardens, 
&c., at from 2s. to 3s. 6d. per lin. yar 
peta Do., inthe form of Hurdles, at from 2s. 6d. to 

3s. 6d, per lin. yard. 
efinite Tétiuates of Costs given upon receiving a Descrip- 

tion of the Fences wanted, the nature of the Lines, — the 
extent required, 
PREMIUM WROUGHT-IRON HURDLES, for the perma- 

nent or temporary division of Grounds and Pasture Lands, at 
from 2s. 6d. to 3s. 6d. per yard, according to the strength and 
number o 

These Hurdles are made with prongs to fix them into the 
ground, and ean be removed or fitted up with the greatest 
Ems by any labours 

r the East and West Indies and America the Wire Fence i: 
peoullarlys itable, from bei nglight; and portable, and the facility 
with which it can be conveyed to ai in any situation, 
Tron Hurdles for eT ORAO are HEU portable and packed in. 
bundles for shipment, occupying on board no ie space 
than common iron bars, and charged for freight the s: 

LODGE GATES AND RAILINGS, made of Wrough ht and 
Cast Tron, of various designs, in the Gothses Blisapeld 
other Res of Architec 
WROUGHT-IRON CARRIAGE ee of light and beau- 

tiful patterns, at from 37. 3s, to 6 
HANDSOME CAST- IRON uad for ditto, from 30s. to 

50s. per pair. 
PREMIUM WROUGHT-IRON FIELD GATES, opidi 

upon the most approved principles, to combine str 
lightness. y 
diagonal bars, and 4 

| 

eet 

PILLARS, jor “ditto, “with bolts 

STRONG AND. RANSON WROUGHT-IRON WICKETS, 
from 14s, upwards. 
PREMIUM PORTABLE WROUGHT-IRON 

RACKS, ein E without Covers, Wheels, 
pim uen 

SHEEP HAY- 
and Troughs, at 

YOUNG Fren a ia description of D and 
WIRE WORK required for this and foreign countri 
from the increased facilities afforded them by the Um 
branch of their business lately established, they feel assured 
that all commands from the West of Scotland and Ireland will 
be executed in a manner that will give every Sese Un) to 
those who honour them with their patronage. wings, 
ee and Testimonials, sent is of expense to any 

or before the 15th day of Di 
The Bailiff on the estate will iio ane land, 

Nobleman or Gentleman requirin, 
Workmen sent to all parts of Scotland, England, and Ireland 
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HELTENHAM SIX-ROWED BLACK BARLEY. 
—This singular BARLEY Wes propagated from Three 

Corns.found in a Sailor’s IS TR. by Mr. Vaughan, To) 
nist, of MER it stood a six-weeks’ frost in 
pro ‘oduce was 80 stools and 5610 grains: making 
per each corn, 1870: no account of its native country ies Do 

ascertainec 
The Barley stood the extreme CAN and heat of 1844 sum- 

mer, and the severe winter of 1844 and 1845. 
Mr, Churchill, of the Plough Hotel, Cheltenham, planted a 

few acres on xs e lith of ebruary, 1846, after à green crop, 

partly drilled, and dibbled, Mi e 5 pecks to the 

acre. It wasr pen on the 4th of July, the average crop being 

50 bushels and 2 pecks to the acre. Weight per bushel, 55} lbs. 

A Speni of sus same lan sowed with White Stone Tur- 

he cote July, and on the 2d of September the 

Tar rnips were or table. 
His Royal Eines Prince Albert having received a portion 

of this new Barley, has graciously condescended to express to 
Mr. Churchill his approbation, and intention to plant the same 
on his fari 

Agriculturists are of opinion if sown in autumn, from its 

being early to harvest, a crop of Swedes may be got from the 
same lan 

he Black-skinned Barley produces a fine white flour, and 

malts well. The Straw is strong and fine, and fit for plait. 
ny Agriculturist wishing to try this Soda c 

Barley, may be supplied with any quantity y by applyi 
Jony Cnonemr, Plough Ho! nham (for Cashor Post. 
office order) ; the calculation aes a ind. i— » 8. d. 

Quarter of an acre ...... 171lbs. ina sel 225 dt t Be 
Three-quarters ditto . 1 bushel. 4 
One and a half acre 2 bushels 
Three a do, 
Six ditto .. do. 
Twelve di! ésse 10 do. |... ees 

A sample tin, containing sufficient for two poles, will be for- 

warded on. “receipt of a Post-office order for 38. 

ON. 
MANEL, ISLANDS CATTLE. — Information 

been received here that numbers of French Cattle, 

chiefly the small Brittany breed, have been sold nul in 

England, as Channel Islands, purchasers are earnestly re- 
quested either to write to friends, or to the odra, of the 

Agricultural Committee, who will direct them to respectable 

dealers. Obtaining animals of our peed superior breed is 

of equal interest to the dues e Ee the seller. 
R, } Honorary forearm 

cue R G. 

Guernsey, October 28, 1846. 

Jesus RAISED FROM ANY DEPTH TO ANY HEIGHT 
OR THE SUPPLY OF MANSIONS, PUBLIC ESTA- 

BLISHMENTS , FARM-YARDS, &c. 

Agriculturists, and all 

Water on their own sealed either for dom a- 

mental purposes, to their HYDRAULIC MACHINES” A 

raising water from deep wells, ponds, rivers, &c. 

or horse-labour, or where a 

self-acting water wheels or m Ram: 

Many years’ experience in fixing Hydraulic "Machines, enables 

ni FE S. KxraHT to do so on the most simple and economical 

eee a furnished upon the nens of the quantity of 
water required, situation, depth o! 1, &c., being forwarded 

to the above address, where ppm E various descriptions 

may be inspected. 

Conservatories and other Buildings heated with Hot Water 

on scientific principles, combined with economical arrange- 

ment. 

CHEAP AND DURABLE; ROOFING. 

BY HER ROYAL LETTERS 

MAJESTY'S PATENT. 

FE M‘NEILL & CO., of ES Buildings, Bunhill- 

* row, London, the Manufacturers and only Patentees of 

OR ROOFING 

Buildings, Shedding, Workshops, and for 
Fr si 

e Great National Agricultural Shows, it is this Hele 

eink Bas been TIE and obtained the Prize, andis the 

Felt pati ux 
HER houses 8 WOODS AND FORESTS, 

JER Masesty’s ESTATE, ISLE or WIGHT, 

OYAL BOTANIC GARDENS, REGENT’S PARK, 

And on the Estates of the Dukes of Sutherland, Norfolk, Rut- 

land, Newcastle, partus] Buccleuch (at Richmond), 

the late Earl Spencer, and most of the Nobility and Gentry ; 

and at the Royal Agricultural Society's House, Hanover Square. 

It is half the price of any other description of Roofing, and 

m 5 En paving 0 of Timber in e construction of Roofs. 

*.* Samples, 
of seven years’ experience, E ‘references to AC n Gen- 

tlemen, Architect 
town or CRM and orders by post ex 

Publicis ona EA fies that the am Works 

in Great Britain where the above Roofing is made, are 
F, c Cum m ou im 

Patent Felt Lamb Bunhill-row, Lon- 

don, where Roofs covered with Ae "Bat EAE be seen, as also 
the new Vice-Chancellor's Court, a Passages and Officer 

e the duas: to Westminster Dal, and other Malldinga atthe 

ww Houses of Parliament, done under the Surveyorship o: 

Gharles Wan Esq., 

lote. —Consumers ? sending direct to the Factory can be sup- 

plied i in lengths best suited to their Roofs, so that they pay for 

f| Other minerals. Itis i i 

no more than they require. 

NEW CHRISTMAS BOOK BY MR. DICKENS. 

In December will be published, price 5s., small 8vo, 

RA EBAT EEES pedi 
A Hohe Story. 

BY CHARLE S DTCKENS. 
The Illustrations by Dayreu MacrrsE, R.A. ; CrARKsON SrANFIELD, R.A. ; Joun LxkcH, Esq.; and 

ICHARD Dorre, Esq. 

London: BnapBuRY & Evans, Whitefriars. 

WORKS BY MR. CHARLES DICKENS. 

[DEALINGS WITH THE FIRM OF DOMBEY 
AND SON, Wholesale, Retail, and for Exportation- 

Monthly parts, with Illustrations by H. K. 
1s. A number published on the first of every 

PRE LIFE AND ADVENTURES OF OLIVER 
TWIST. Illustrated by GEORGE CD ANK. Price lls. 

cloth, (uniform with ** Tug Prc: cups Parers.”) This Edition 
has been carefully corrected by S AGOE CIS ou Eo ab and 
Ei ns the whole of the E on Mlüstratio ns. 

DICTURES FROM ITALY.—Second Edition, with 
Vignette Illustrations. Price 6s., in foolscap 8vo. Con- 

tents :—Paris to Chalons.—Lyons, the Rhone, and the G Goblin 
of Avignon.—Avignon to Genoa.—Genoa and its Neighbour- 
hood.—Parma, Modena, and Bologna.—Ferrara.—Verona, 
Mantua, Milan, and the Simplon. — Rome, Naples, and 
Florence. 

^HE CRICKET ON THE HEARTH. A FAIRY 
TALE OF HOME. 14th Edition, price 5s. 

HE CHIMES, a Goblin Story of some Bells that 
E RUE an Old Year Outand a New Year In, 12th Edition, 

rice 

CHRISTMAS CAROL, In Prosz, being, a Ghost 
Story of Christmas. llth Edition. Pri 

London : BRADBURY AND EVANS, inest 

the Press, to be published early in the spring, 

In one vol. 8vo, to bind with the Scnoot BOTANY, 

HE ELEMENTS OF BOTANY, 
STRUCTURAL, ee SYSTEMATICAL, 

ED 
With a Copious Glossary of Botanical Terms. 

a Fifth Edition o: 
THE OUTLINE or E TIRST PRINCIPLES or BOTANY. 

oun LiNDLEY, Pu. D. 
London: BRADBURY and Evans, Whitetviars, 

ust published, in demy 8vo, price 2s. 6d. 

RCHIDAGEZE LINDENIAN A ; or, Notes upon 
a Collection of Orchids formed in Colombia and Cuba, by 

Linpen. By Jomw Linpisy, Ph. D., F.R.S. & L.S., 

Peitnion of Botany in ana University of London, and in the 

Royal I uod of Great Bri 
BRADBURY T Evans, , Whitefriars. 

Published This m in 1 vol. 8vo, with 10 |0 Plates, 105. 6d. cloth, 

r'HE POTATO PLANT: its Uses and Properties ; 
together with the Cause of the present Malady, the Exten- 

sion of that Disease to other Plants, the Question of Famine 

Ed therefrom, and the best means of Averting that Cala- 

ALFRED Smeg, F.R.S., Surgeon to the Bank of 

Engiand, to the Royal General Dispensary, to the Central Lon- 
don Ophthalmic uuu pan ecturer on Surgery at the 

Mrd E of Medi 
NGMAN, jum GREEN, and LONGMANS. 

ERIT S HOME AND COLONIAL R 

This day is published, No. 39, post 8vo, 2s. 

ATHERINGS FROM SPAIN. By Rücmanp 
Forp, AU Author of the ** Handbook for Spain.” 

HN MURRAY, Albemarle-street. 

ead, 
To AGRIOULTURISTS, oT ANDLORDS, and TENANTS. 
OHNSON and SHAW'S FARM ERS’ ALMANAC 

for 1847, 240 pp., price In or bound in cloth, and inter- 

cloth. 

lO BE PUBLISHED EARLY IN DECEMBER, 

Elegantly printed, with Illuminated Frontispiece and Title, 

ERIÆ SACRA; or NO THE GREAT 
FESTIVALS or THE CHURCH. 

WITH CHANTS AND HYMNS APPROPRIATE TO THE SERVICES 
INTED FOR UA 

mpiled and Edited 
REV. T. TUNSTALL A VERFISLD, B.D. 

Rector of Goddington, Oxfordshire, 

Price, to i 15s.; to i 21s. 
Jonn OLLIVIER, 59, Pall-Mall. 

OHNSON'S GARDENERS' ALMANACK for 1847 
Besides the 

TO LANDLORD AND ETAT FARMERS. 

HE REPEAL OF THE MALT TAX, and its 
effect on Lands, Labour, and orem with an explana- 

pus of the art of makin; g Malt, and the mode of charging the 

by the Excise. By H. AYRES, M.R.A.S. To be had of 

5 Oxxivier, Pall Mall; and all Booksellers. Pricels. — 

PARTMENTS.— Gentlemen or Gentlemen and 

Ladies from the country visiting London during the Cattle 
Show, or on other Ree will find d comfortable and respect- 

able Apartments, at mi ate charges, most central 

part of London. onvoydtode of all kinds within : few yards. 

—Apply at 6, Palsgrave-place, Temple Bar, St trand. 

m superior to all those poisons OnE arsenic and 

struction, Prepared only ald Epw. 
in pots, with full IRES tor use, 

at £s., 88., and 20s, each, 

In one Tn Abe 8vo, containing 900 pagos, and upwards 
llustrations, price 30s., in cloth boa: 

CHE VRGETABL E KINGDOM ; or the STRUC- 
TURE, CLASSIFICATION, AND USES OF PLANTS, 

i add apon the Natural System. By Jonn LixpLEY, Ph.D. 
L.S., Professor of Botany in the University ot 

Londoi, d in the Royal Institution of Great Britain. 
* To suit the convenience of Students and others, the above 

Wi uei is issued also in 12 Monthly Parts, price 2s. 6d. each, 

Also, by the same TUNE a New Edition in demy 8v: 

:CHOOL BOTANY ; or, the Rudiments of Bou 
Science, With nearly 400. Illustrations, price 5s. 0d. half 

Qa 
: Published for the Author by BRADBURY & Evans, 

oo Pleet- street, and Whitefriars. 

P ATENT ELASTIC BANDS, WARRANTED 
NOT TO BE AFFECTED BY THE COLD OR HEAT 

OF ANY SEASON OR CLIMATE.-—These Rings or Bands 
are used instead of tape or string, for holding Papers and 
Parcels of every Cka haio One of these Rings is instautly 
placed round a packet of Papers, s 
Music, &c., holding UP same firmly and securely, saving the 
time and trouble of tying, yet allowing of xe great addition 
or E without a loss of compactnes They are well 

facturing purposes. as vaso very SURE or 
TU the covers of Preserve e Pickle Jars, Bottles, &c. 
In addition to the above, there is a great variety of uses, too 
numerous to mention, for which these Bands may be applied 
with advantage, and new applications will constantly suggest 
themselves when in use. hey may be had of two thicknesses, 
and are sold in boxes of six dozen each, of assorted sizes, price 

. per box and upwards. may be had to order of 
varios. MAE and thicknesses. 

tà e above articles are sold by all Stationers and Dealers 
in Fetale Pens. esale and for Exportation by PERRY 

at Red Lion-square, London; and also by 
LES S IRR and Co, Manufacturers, Manchester 

and Birmingham, 

ANTED, a second-hand MILL, of small or exem 
rato size and in good condition, for Crashing Bones, a: 

capable of thoroughly reducing them f the SENE 

Bponvent of the Gardeners’ Churonicl "No. 23, RO signed him- 
micus,” would be kind enough to give ethe Advertiser 

aome further information as to the method he adopts for 
grinding bones, it would be esteemed a favour.—Address X.X., 
at Messrs. H. and W. Good, Stationers, 60, Moorgate-st., City. 

Sold by s the Chemists in on EN Count: 
Patronized b; R MAJESTY, 1 Hightiesy. PRINCE 

ALBERT, and Tros Royal Highness the ieee or KENT. 

Mn. CLARKE, SURGEON DENTIST, 28, SACKVILLE-STREE?, 
PICCADILLY. 

LARKE'S TINCTURE, for instantaneously curing 
the Tooth Ache, without the least pain or danger, price 

. 6d.— Also Mr, CLARKE’S SUCCEDANEUM, for Stopping 
Eom Teeth, however large or small the cavity : all persons 
can use it. themselves n. ease, as full directions are enclosed, 

E'S LO Poia Ms ügthening and 
purifying the tur por destroying all fev. sensations in 
the Mouth, price 4s, 6d.— Also Mr. CLARKE S TOOTH 
BRUSHES, in cases containing three different kinds of 
Brushes necessary to be used for Cleaning the Teeth, Mur 
4s. Gd.—CAUTION, none are genuine unless each pa 
sealed with the inventor’s name and profession. Any of “he 
above Articles can be sent to all parts oh m United Kingdom, 

SS OF TEETH suppliéd, 

53.—. 

Dr: 
Mr. FREDERICK CLARKE, Surgeon Dentist, 28, Sackville- 

street, Piccadilly. 

ODD’S PATENT PROTOXIDE PAINT.—The 
properties of this Paint are peculiar for preventing iron 

from oxidation, wood from decay, and masonry from damp; 
it neither br us blisters with the hottest sun, and is in V 

fore most v: , Boilers, Steam, 
Water- "pipes; ER OURE Forcing-houses, and for E 

Its adhesion is so great to iron sid wood that m han dest frice 

ims, London. 

a AND PROMA i CONE 

all cure. 

as Holloway’s celebrated Pills, as by their means even 

of shattered constitution are soon restored to perfect Prentth. 
Delicate qu either at the turn of life or when ap 

womanhood, may derive from their use the required xm 
the liver at such periods being at fault.—Sold by all Droggist 

and at Prof. Holloway's Establishment, 244, Strand, London 

Printed by Wiut1am Brannon, of No. 6, York-place, Stoke Newington, an 
Faxpnnrox Murere Evans, of No. 7, Church-row, Stoke Newington, both 
in the county of. ‘Middlesex, Printe us 
the Precinct of W hisefriars,in the 

e, No.5, Charles-street, inthe paria] 
de Hob ehe AAT county, where all Advertisements and 
are to be addressed to the Éditor.—BSarvRDAY, DECEMBER b. 1816. 

db 
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NEW VIOTORIA RASPBERRY. 

din CORNWE L MaRKET-GARDENER, 

z s 2. EJ ES RE gS z g È g a 
ge 

= 
WOOD'S, Coven: 

garden; Mes Noste, Fleet-street; also of 
GEORGE GOEN WELA opposite the Red Lion, Barnet, and all the 
principal Seedsmen in London, at 3l. per 100, or 9s. per dozen. 

OUBLE ITALIAN TUBEROSE ROOTS, 4s. per 
dozen.—The above-named Bulb, famous for its beauty 

and the fragrance of its blossom, has been just received from 
Ttaly, and. S be DRAN at A. CoBBETT’S Italian and Ponen 
Warehou: ci de collection of Oran, 
ur n and EDT Tre PNE 
and Arabian Jasmines EDGE in Janus next. 

pHak AND MUSCLE PLUM- TREE SEEDLINGS. 
—Wanted 40,000 of the former, and 10,000 of the latter, 

equal proportions of one an aa e ar old plants, desired to be 
bargained for immediately, and to be SOIRS ed well pa eat for 
mm Atlantic voyage. next February or March, as the weather 
may permit.—. particulars apply, post paid, stating pee 
and quality of o plants, to Messrs. WILLMER and Sarr 
Liverpool. 

UNDER THE OF HER 

PATRONAGE MAJESTY. 

W^ EE QUEEN OF DWARFS PEA.— A 
lendid new variety growing only one foot high, pro- 

duci. 5 i er pod than any of the same habit; the seed i E 
quite distinct TRA all others, and larger than any Dwarf Pea 

in cultivation ; it Des: been grown at the Royal Gardens aE 
rogmore, and appr f as a new variety, ane dud at Her 

Majesty's table for Vo superior d agar e. Qs Pd 
N ONDER P 
WAITE'S NEGRO MAJOR, MS best French” Bean 
grown, see “ Gardeners’ Chronicle,” and ** Land- 
Stewards’ Journal,” the numerous Prizes taken), 
per quart oo m oe 2 6 

4, Eyre-street inn, Hatton-garden. 

HYACINTHS. 

HUNT'S IMPROVED REGISTERED HYA- 
e CINTH POTS AND SUPPORTS, are far more condu- 

cive to the well-being of the Bulb, more convenient, and much 
more Megane Im dos See Gardeners’ Chronicle, Nov. 3 30; 
** Paxton’: ine of MR ” for Feb. B xs ; Gardeners! Ga- 

zette; « ‘rhe. PEO niGn) ? for Dec., nh jd. each, 
of most Seedsmen and Florists, and a 
Garden Ware " China and Glass Dept, 29, Queen's-row, 
Pimlico. 

ROLIFIC PEA, 
Jeri CLARKE, ‘of Long Sutton, has about 20 qrs. 
ee Prolific Pea to dispose of. Price 20s. per bushel. 

a has been adapted to field culture by Mr. rom 
du seid ouo EUM Se a practical amateur gardener. 
It is a white Pea of dwarf variety, but now from culture grow- 
ing from 3 to oh feat high, biu exceedingly pua ere Orders 
addressed as above, will be d attended t 

FOREST TREES. 
VICTORIA AND ALBERT ENCORE EM. CORK. 
AND H. HAYOROFT beg to inform Gentlemen 

* intending to plant, that they have this pes à large 
stock of Seedling and Transplanted FOREST which 
they can offer on very moderate terms. a endende re- 
duction will be made on large quantities, it is SERES Oly, re- 
quested that the sizes and number neq dined be stated. 

N. packages DELIVERED FREE by Dess Spaniels to 
Lond don, Plymouth, Southampton, Bristol, and MUR and 
by sailing vessels to nearly every port in South 

oots of Tigridia pu La AN per 100; incu azu- 
reus, 2 feet, in pots, 12s. per 

The usual [rem ‘to the Trade, 

/[ ESSB. J. & H. BROWN inform the Nobility 
and Gentry they m now supplying the following desir- 

| able Hardy and other plants $. d. 
Andromeda ortimda, per er dozen I .. -- 100 
6 ditto, one of a sort, 
25 Azaleas, new BIYA Ghent varieties, one ofa 

sort by name .. . 0 
25 ditto ditto, American ditto. . 50 
25 ir American Plants, one of a Sort by name 10 6 
12 lendrons, including meae White, Anal 

Rose, hardy varieties T: E ES EEG) 
90 

0 

12 Ber! beris, one of a sort by name .. E 
6 Fine Hardy Magnolias, one of a sor! . 10 
100 Dwarf Roses, on their own das m s a sort 
Pyano ae I. - 800 

to .. 180 
Tea- Sconto d Roses, one of a sort, , per doz 90 
Rose Horae and William's DonbleYellow, each 26 
Rose Cloth ld, and New Double Persian 

Yellow, 
Siandardant. Trait. standard Roses, per doz, 15s. to ie 5 
Camellias and Azaleas, fine blooming plants, per 

0 dOzenUcuie ET S Lean) ud 
Albion Nursery, Stoke Newington, London, 12th Dec. 

OX HEDGING.—A Quantity is zeduren, apply 
A. Ra: by letter stating price and quality, to Mr. D. AMSAY, 

ae Arboretum, Nurseryman Landscape Gardener, 
Queen's Elms, usn road, Brompton. 

pus PLANTS (not potted)—A Quantity (from the 
Country) has been received for Sale at UM prices.— 

For further particulars, apply to Mr. D. A. RAMSAY, Paraya 

PE ATO SEED. — The Produce of Potatoes (from, 
RT grown last season, perfectly free from tii isease, 

by Mr. HAx wA. Lymi: an, Hants. Mr. H. has a small quan-` 
ps of this VORGUS Seed, w hich he is anxious shouldibe distri. 
buted as widely as possible. He will Wegen a packet to any - address on receipt of 13 postage stamp: 
[Are PLANTS, — Waited: immediately, | One. 

Hundred Thousand Strong Healthy LARCH PLANTS, about 18 inches high. NECS ity and Lowest Bee to be stated. 
to J. Horman, 3 Dev vo} re-] ed Tonbridge W. Wells. 

E SHOW.  . 
country 

e has aiready re- 

nor expen: 
Eanes to any house in fis ye tees ; of which, notwith. 
anding the Een. of some, ] he has an abundant supply of 
m article i a 
produce IRIS. of notice. And also\begs te intimate to those 
who intend to honour him with their commands, that they may 
rely upon having their orders despatched without 

atalogues of maoae Conf: terms more liberal s any other 

R-POTS AND GARDEN SEATS. 
OHN MORTLOCK, 250, Oxford.street, respectfully 
announces that he has a very large assortment of the 

above articles in various colours, ana solicits €: ear! Pece EARTHENWARE a tie of useful CHINA, GLASS, and 
atthe creat ossible pri — 

Oxford-street, near Hyde-par] 4 puce fon Cae man and Landscape Gardener, Queen’s Elms, Ful 
Brompton, 

E;VERGREENS. — The unrivalled collection of 
Ornamental rigen Roses, &e., now selling 25 per cent. 

below usual pric Davip ALLAN Ramsay, Nurseryman and 
Tandaan CATAE Nenita be liberty of reminding noblemen, 
gentlemen, and others, of the rare opportunity offered to pur- 
chasers at the Arboretum, ’s Elms, Pawan god 
Brompton. Plans and Estimates submitted for the c: 
out all kinds of Ornamental ground-work and Planting EE 
any part of the country. 

AR TREES. 

I ENE LANGELIER, of the Clarendon Doreen 
St. Helier, Jersey, respectfully announces that he has on 

Sale upwards o: Of 30,000 fine PEAR TREES, from is unrivalled 
collection of upwards of 1200 

sh, 
measur re from 8 to “ches, CEU from 20 to 24 ounces, 

erfectly melting fruit, ripens in November, quite different 
sh Boss, both i e EUN Bus and flavour, 

e sorts insured to be true to name, and | none sent out 
by R. AS Ando preyed. by him,—by application, as to the time 
of m cription of fruit, —as sufficient. Having 
devote e his EE attention to the above culture, he flatters 
himself he has the most select collection in England or France. 

Price :—Langelier’s Beurré, from to 5s. each tree; 
Grosse ash, 5s. fine trees. Those who do not possess 
these varii houl d not be without them. 
A Destinys Catalogue of Pears is in progress, and will 

much interest Pear Growers, and proper pruning will be treated 
according to the plan they ae grown in his garden, which is different from all other prun 

All letters prepaid, and Temitanes or reference from un- 
known correspondents. 

NEY WEEPING an and d other ther ORNAMENTAL 
REES for Lawns, 4 d. 

American Weeping Wiles (Salix americana pendula).. 3 6 
Weeping Almond (Amygdalus communis pendula) 3 6 
New Weeping Ash (Fraxinus lentiscifolia Pendul) SEN 2.96 
Weeping Mountain Ash, nM oe . oe o 5 0 
Weeping Beech .. è t oo E $336 

vai riety” +» 3 6 
New Weeping Bik (ema nigra pendula) oe wena 0 
New NOTET Elm (Ulmus glabra pendula) Evo a 
Weeping Sophora (So: ophora japonica pendula) ..  .. 5 0 
Weeping Tine (Tilia Mba pend æ. 2 6 
Weeping Aspen Poplaj r (Populus tremula pendula) : 3 6 The aboye are all n straight stems, 7 to 8 feet in 
height. The American aioe Willow is one of the most 
graceful and beautiful trees known; it is never injured b; 
spring frosts. The Elm is also a most graceful tree, very pen- 
dulous, with rather Pe shining leaves. 
Amelanchier florida. s. Od. Pyrus grandiflora 

»  Ovalis .. 3 oribunda 

Dieses nummularia 2 6 
rotundifolia 2 6 

The above are grafted on straight stems, 5 to 6 feet in height ; they, all form small trees, of much beauty, flowering from 
March till May 

oubie Chinese Crab (Pyrus spectabilis Riversii), 5s.— 
variety with lar, ger and deeper coloured flowers than the origina’ 

is, 5 fee! 4 
Broom, cream Ee ed . 6, Cytisus elongatus 

» Á Wiii E 3 6 5 'eus 
» White Portugal.. 3 6 dd »  florealbo2 
s -pink Portugal .. 3 6 35 » elongatus 

double flowering . (ne 
à. tinctoria plena) ..3 6 s sessilifolius 

Genista purgans . . .. p d » Lue 
Re anxantica 

The above Brooms cm Cytisus; are all get on strai ight 
ERE of the Laburnum, 5 to 6 feet in hei; 
Red Horse Chestnut. UEsculus CUR fine plantas, 5 

6 feet, for DENT 5L. per 100. 
THOMAS RIVERS RUE to “offer the above trees, all of which 

are well adapted for Lawns or Pléasure-grounds. 
Sawbridgeworth, Dec. 12, 

NOW READY FOR EARLY FORCING. 
OUELUS TOBOLSK RHUBARB (the earliest 

nown), producing fine stalks of a bright transpa. 
rent pink. lanted in a cellar or ms closet Now, a be fit es cutting in three weeks. ra strong roots, o 125. per dozen; smaller, 6s oe dozen. MYATT 
Vio PORIA” S ARB, 9s. to 12 dozen. STRONG 
GIANT PARAGUS, 2s. 6d. per 97 Cia SEAKALE, 425. 
per dea 

The TRUE FASTOLEF RASPBERRY, unequalled 
for its size and flavour, and originally sent ous by Yourrr 
and Co., can be supplied by them in large or small quando ere same stock they had the honour of furnishing the Royal- 

nobility ; as well as two 
don Hortioultirat Society. 

fine trained Peaches, Nectarines, 

e. 

STRAWBERRIES-— Dickson! s Royal Pine 15s. per 
2 nuce Alice Maude 3s. 6d. per 100, British Queen 3%. 62, 

"EINE STANDARD ROSES, 18s. to 24s, per dozen. 
Suse CORALLINA, 5s, per plant, D free. 

AS, fine artes by name, 6s. per doz 
LILY OF d ALLEY, 5s. per 100, ae strong, for 

blooming next spring. 
FINEST VERBENA SEED from their 

2s. V per 100 
UCHSIA Ditto: Ditto, 2s. 6d. per 100 seeds. 

the particulars of thei 

extensive collection, 

TR ASH-LEAVED KIDNEY POTATOES, M . 6d. per peek. 
SHILLINGS NEW EARLY POTATOES, ae peck, 
EARLY COCKNEY POTATOES, 3s. per pee! me 

ar d free from disease. 

m 1 to 2 feet in height) at 7s. per 1000. 
port to Rotterdam and Hull twice a 

week, and to London dail, 
Youett and Co., E eR Great Yarmouth. 

TRAINED WALL-TREES, &c. 
C. WHEELER has this season to dispose of a large * quantity of Trained PEACH, NECTARINE, and APRI. OT TREES, ex ceedingly $ fine, d of good varieties, and warranted correct tox à 

application, 

Tae COE QUIC 
E zn 3 RT. am e 6s. per hake. 

c. added as compensation or long ZA t 
RM ong carriage. gent for tho 

. WHEELER, IEN Nursery, Gloucester, 

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTEMEN, NURSPRYMEN & OTI n BIES CANADENSIS, or HEMLOCK SP as. 
R, NURSERYMAN, Bagshot, Saey l having 

SES Stock in Europe, of various sizes and in fine condition, can wit] nfidenee recommend this aua tree te the notice of the xm at e followi ing, ae S: 
—Transplanted at £0 12 E per RUN 

16 
5 

25 » . E M. 
m . T ded o AES PICEA BALSAMEA. Ip to2ft. ,, ma AA 4 T 2 õn » a 

G. B. having a fine Stock of Flowering A irl Sos at p Tong A 1A naci $rronte, 9 to 12 inche: t £2 H hi er e ” se ory 81 
Fine Specimen Plants from 3, 3s. 6d to 5; n. N.B.—Large purchasers will xvn The usual aye to the trad 

each, 
© considerable reduction, 
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To NOBLEMEN and GENTLEMEN aboutto Plant this Season. 

SKIRVING, Walton Narsery, Liverpool, begs 
to announce that the STOCK in his New Nursery 

Grounds, being now fit for SALE, he is enabled this Season to 

offer a more extensive Uollection of FRUIT TREES, FOREST, 
and ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS than he has ever 
before offered to the public. Priced catalogues of which may 
be had on application 

The FOREST TREES c of several E desee 
OAK, ASH, ELM, LARC i, "Seoteit FIR, UCE 

Trees piene ma in SNR dul ; 
ring. for Underwood,—HAZEL, SLOE, 
RHODODENDRON, m BERIS AQUI- 

FOLIA, LAUREL, 

In addition to the general Collection of Forest Trees us ed 

planted, W. would recommend Pe two following new aj 

very Ornamental Hardy Tr AUCARIA IMBRE 

CATA, and CEDRUS DEODAR AL The stock of the former 
consists ce many Thousands of fine Plant 

rown from Seed in the open CERA Sp 

Pianting. Also, several Thousa 1 Plan various 
sizes, 1 to 3 feet hi in Pots, well ped and adapted for 

ks, or avenues. pus the introduetion to 
Tree, ten yea e b; the Advertiser, it 

in every county 
nplaint of ta not in Great Britain and Ireland 

being perfec'ly hardy. e to offer it for 
sa Forest Tree well adapted to our bte 
ation will apply to bie HERE DEODARA, 

proved to be perfectly hardy. ae stock ES 

e being more limited than the foregoi .8.c 
only offer afew Thousands of fine Plants, 1 to 3 pm high, "Am 

warranted from Seed, He has also for Sale at present a few 
fine specimen Plants of the follow 

CARIA pe. LSA m ».. 8 tol? feet 
-. 4 to 10 feet 

LL 1jto 6 feet 
in ‘others, enclosing new Sod or 

» 

Rai ilway " Contra 
improving old Est. 

extent with fine tranepieesall THORN QUICK, of ve 

at very moderate prices. 

December, 1846. 

Em AND vp SON, 
NTERS, PISE mn in submitting the following List 

of NURS. SERY STO beg to add, the whole are healthy 

strong, and well pas growing on heath lai guo + exposed 
bleak aspects, and well adapted for extensive Fo: r Waste 
land planting. Fro fu els ent of their iue dE an, the fine 

growth of the past sea they are enabled to render at the 

low prices quote fr eee which h a deduction 

d in quantities n 100,000, delivered in London by rail- 

way, or pues by steam vessels :— 
DING G FOREST TREES, &c. 

, Nurs RYMEN and CONTRACTING 

year 1s.6d, 2years 3s.6d. 3 years 5s.0d.] , 

» $6 lis 
3 35: 6 IE 

1 Chesnut ,, 10 0 a 15-9 fin 
» » 2 j^ É 

3 
(P inus maritima), pu lont for exposure to the 

sea, one year, 7s. 6d ars, 10s. per 1000 ; and in small 
pots to plant out in Boned situations, or thickening 
lantations quickly, 50: 

—The true icta 
sessiliflora), the most valuable species, pro- 

ducing timber of the largest dimensions ; one. year, 
75. 6d. ; two years, 10s. per 

Common Engl Tish, thre ee years, 3s. 6d. per 1000. 
TRANSPLANTED au REST TREES, LA 3 e 

ast" of the New Forest 

15.00. 5s. Da pew 
Y 25 

12 6 40 i 1 
10 0 AG OWES 
20 0 40.0 ,, 
12 6 400 » 
10 0 25 0 p» 

» Larch : ue 9n 25 0 os 

AS) as ele NS Tra TON CO rco 
; Pinaster 10 0 35. thu, 
m e Pine 20 0 49.0.5. ,, 

dnd . 15 0 ANY epe 
M Black zm T M 80 0 uy 

Oak, Eng. (Durmast) LE 40 0 

Sycamor 15 40 0 
Willo ew and valuable American. spec well a ne 

SURE ARES ed pid growth ; one year, 40s. ; 
50s. ESEIA ars, 803. per 1000, 

lyear,20s, 2 years, 40s, 3 years, 80s. p. 1000 
2 4 8 Evergreen Privet, 

Eider, common black, excellent for sea embankments, 2 to 3 ft. 

The abov e Transplanted | are from 4a foot to 2 feet high. 

Plants of a MESS size from 2 feet to 7 cue for ornament or im- 
mediate effect, "are trom 25s. to 753, per 100. 

RHODODENDRONS, —Excellent for cover, and not subject to 
epredation B game, 1 to 2 inches, 30s. ; 3 to 

5m 605. ; nches, 805, Po D 

» 1 foot, } to 2 fedt, a. to 50s, per 1 
5 ponticum ett P t, 40s. to $05. ves 100. 
^" Bptendia hybrid, r 100. 

Seedling hybrids, 355 pe 
; arboreum album, 02 eot; dre ospiti 

These ect and well rooted. 

Pinus (Abies) Douglasii, in 60 size pots, 2 to 3 inches, from seed, 

60s. per doz and, a iw hi ld E ‘plants in large pots, 3 to 
4 feet, 

Kalmia d 
Clematis azurea, 

Bignonia radica! 

foot, 75s. per 1 
Clematis pans 35s. per 100. 

Perpetual Tree C NONE 50s per 100. 
Neapolitan Violets, s verme plant s, 303. per 100. 
cde Thorns, ra, Abs. per 100. 

7 onl 
POUR Dede 4 to 6 im. ond “125. 6d. per 100. 

Cotoneaster yphylla, 8s, per 100, 
Bee ‘ORNAMENT A AL TREES, § SHRUB: Vine 

HERBACEOUS, and ORDENINI PLA in extensive 

NA Also a most superb collection of ROSES, E 
all VA new sorts. Printed Catalogues and prices of which h may 

be had on E at their Nurseries, Red Lodge, North 
Stor neham 1 Gardens. 

a dod in less. genni TA the above quotations, 

the charge A be at retail prices. 
Agents for Prestoe" s Mushroom Spawn. 

YEEDS. —CORNER OF HALF-MOON- STREET. 
MAS GIBBS a 

(By 0: ficial appointment), ie nt EN to the 

“ROYAL AGRICUL TURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND,” 
par gy of do Society, and Agricuiturists 

in general, [eR their ohly Counting House and Seed Ware- 
e 5 osa OON STREET, PIOCA- 

be E on M adon, 

will be made if. 

AMERICAN POTATO SEED. 

M. THORBURN AND © SEEDSMEN, &e,, 15, 
* John-street, New York, U. S., offer for Sale (price 57, 5s. 

per 1b., or 10s. 6d. p bs odo finest WHITE KIDNEY 
POTATO SEED, r 1 n 
ELE by an expe 
Pota ti ee from disease ; 
ta in nerd among Dru din tei 
with the TOt e net and of course are 
secdles diront or not, it is certain 
Po d now Now was VA E from a vigorous healthy 

eld 
Orders, with sremittiaace, will meet wi ith pr Pun attention, 

or may be left with Mr. Goon Cuantwoop, Covent-garden, 
London, where a sample of the Seed may be seen, 

Biv, on PHEASANTRY, Beaufort ay King’s- 
road, Chelsea (by appointment to Her Masesty and 
m. P RINCE TE RT) ORNAMENTAL WATERFOWL, 

E ting of Blae $ Beyptign, ae 
China, Barnacle, and Laughing G She Sy 
Pint: vi 

ERG 
geon, Summer anå Winter Te e Gaawe 1 

bradory Shovellers, Gold-eyed and Dun Diver ; Carolina Duc k 
, &c., domesticated and pinioned; also Spanisu 

Cochin Chita, Malay, Poland, Surrey, and Dorking Fowls; and 
at 3, Half-r 

White, Japan, Pied, and Common Peat and pure 
China Pi g! 

indeed the opinion is pre- 
, that roots af 

SS & 
w 
EE i 

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES. 

A eod PELLAT'T anp CO., Falcon Glass Works, 
Holland street, Blackfriars, are prepared to supply (in 

t less than 100 square feet) SHEET AND CROWN 
S p BEST QUALITY, at the following Net Cash Prices: 

under 2 feet super. square foot, 
: 1, 

1 
GLA 

è 
13 oz. weight per foot I. m dd, 
DOE 5, p os 5 

d E 

LL Squares up to 10 ins. by 8 ins., from ux to 9d, per 
pes e foot. 

e 16 oz, is full strength for Greenhouses. 
GLAS: S sinc PANS, White, RU 6d. each ; Green, 4s. each. 

70 NURSERY MEN, TL ORISTS, de; 
tee —Any quantity of 16 oz. Sheet Glass, in 

J small sizes, packed.. a pazes containing 100 feet each, 
from 2d. to aia. per foot, a 

ry n of AVEC YS from 13 to 32 oz. Evei 
to the foo 

ASS DAIRY Eolas 
earthenware, from 3: 6d. e 
x» proved Garden Hand rights. 

. per dozen. 
EDWA RDS and PELL, 15, $ Southampton- street, Strand, 

dis same size and strength as 
ach. 
21 oz. Glass Pantiles, at 

FOREIGN AND BRITISH c AND CROWN 
GLASS, for Horticultural and gen 

had in box: 
Pantiles, lls. per dozen. Propagating and all kinds of Hor- 
ig tural ee Oils, Colours, Brushes, &c., of the best 
lescription, at lowest prices, atm Exputox’s, 28, Castle-street, 
East, Oxford-street. For Ready Money only. 
qa TENT VENTILATORS for Public Offices, Smoking 

Rooms, E 

THE TANK SYSTEM. 

E ze % at 
iod 

Í URBIDGE aw» HEALY having heated a con- 
siderable number of Pits and other Horticultural Struc- 

tures, for the cultivation of Pines, Melons, Cucumbers, and 
other tropical Plants, particularly upon the plan recommended 

r. Mir recent work on the Culture of Pines and Cu- 
iure ny of which are working at the present time, 
prove beyond a doubt that every kind of structure may 
be heated by BunBIDGE and Hnaty’s peculiar Tank Apparatus, 
with the absolute certainty of producing the desired result. 
Theo Apparatus may be seen at work at the following places : 
—Horticultural Gardens, Chiswick; Royal Botanic Gardens, 
Kew; Baroness _Hoshachiters Tongue Gunnersbury; Mr. 

swick Nursery; Messrs. Henderson, Pine- 
morethan one hundred other places.— 

130, Fleet-street, aiden 

S Tondon, ana 17 AND CO., 61, Gracechurch.street, 
London, and 17, New Park-street, Southwark, Inventors 

à Manufaeturers of the Improved CONICAL and DOUBLE 
CYLINDRICAL B OILERS, eneoti: solicit the attention of 
scientific EEN eir much aj roved method of 

S4 Co. puis request of osi 
friends they "ed now making their st of Iron, as well as 
Copper, by whieh the cost is reduced. These Boilers, which 
ES now $0 well known, scarcely require description, but to 
hose who have not seen them in operation, Yale eis ‘will 
51 forwarded, as well as reference of the highest authority; or 
they may be seen at most ofthe Nobility's seats sum A 
Nurseries throughout the kingdom, 

Co. beg to inform the trade that at their Manufaetory 
in New Park- street, every article required for the construction 
of Horticultural Buildings, ag well as for heating them, may be 
obtained upon the most advantageous terms. 

Conservatories, ec. o! Wood, erected upon the most 
ornamental designs. Balconies, Palisading, Field and Garden 
Fences, Wire Work, &c. &c. 

UGH LOW ax» CO. have for Sale HOYA IM 
PERIALIS, described as under by Dr. LiNpLEY, in the 

** Botanical Register” for the present month. Price of plants, 
63s. each, No discount will be allowed. 

** Thisis the most noble climbing plant we have ever seen. 
Beautiful specimens in. sy er have for some months been in 
our es! 

have refrained from publishing ana 
supposition that no living plant ND 1 
are now, however, able to dc that the pl 
sion of Mr. Low, of Clapton, who has already be, 
intothetrade, Imagine, Mens a true a a, wth woolly stems, 
leaves 6 inches long, and clusters of magnificent 
flowers, forming a ivan of ten rays y SU flower fully 3 
inches in diameter, and with the delicate texture of thecommon 
Hoya earnos he will have some notion of this superb 
species. 5 letter from Sarawak, dated dar s 
1846, we have the following account of its discovery :—* 
next day, when in the territory of the eges DE : found 
another curious plant be ng to Asclepiads ; i epi- 
phytal climber. There’ was but one indiv ‘anal ur E 
the decayed part of a tree, also overhanging the river. The 
Mowers CHE AA ERU. umbels, the le: are leathery, and 
the en abounds in a white, perhaps a ice. The contrast 

the purple of the petals and the ivory white of the 
or fructification rendersithighly beautiful) This species 

w, unless it should e the Asclepias Sussuela o 
owers nearly 3 

n Borneo by M Low, jun. ; but we 
nt of them, under the 

pa 
is certainly ne 
Roxburgh, a Moluecan plant, j 
inches in diameter ; but that ius t cites, without any doubt, 
ule Corona Ariadnes of ate ae which has flowers only as 
large as a shilling (den eee cannot be the 
ade now described. Neither car ‘thi Toya pug 

D which has the flowers velvet; side, and only 
D inch S me nor the Hoya. pangina of ua whieh has 
leaves woolly beneath. "These species are still to be 
imathaiveds one from Java, the other rof ‘Amboyna ; and either 
would form an invaluable addition to our gardens. 
Clapton Nursery, Dec. 12. 

OT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING 
HORTIOULTURALBUILDINGS,DWELLING-HOUSES, 

EM Rie and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved princi- 
s, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and 

EDWARD BAILEY, 2 

D. and E, Bamey having devoted much time to the considera- 
tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of 
popes us for the above-mentioned p rposes, have, 

nts suggested in their practice, 
mes not only very efficient, bu y simple, and have com- 
bined darabiity in the apparatus with economy in the charge, 
They have erected apparatusin England, Soot ane and Ireland, 
for many noblemen and gentlemen, and ha 
o be employed by the Horticultural SOOO of London, in 
eres the works of their splendid Conservatory erected at 

iswick. 

D. and E. BArnzy also constructin metal all descriptions of 
BANIA Buildings and Sashes, and invite Noblemen, 

Gentlemen, and the e Publio, i the inspection of their various 

rawings and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the 

opportunity of. exhibitin other metal works, an ex- 
tremely comple: ehen apparatus, or range, 
Snape PUE rH supply of hot water, and an arrange- 

t of the oven more complete thanhas hitherto been brought 

ES the public 

D. and E. Binmx were the first to introduce metallic cur- 
vilinear houses to horticulturists, and can referto the Con- 

servatory attached to the Pantheon as one oi 

besides many others in this country, and on the Continen: 
. and E. Barrer have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic 

Plant Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery 5 
they beg to introduce to pobre B a new Trough Pipe, for 
Orchidaceous or other Hou vapour is. constantly, or 

at M required, and em spa be seen at their Manu- 
factor; 

BEER 

^C EORGE HADE EN, Engineer, cMeanteincn of 
X Ventilating ie Air Stoves, m Water and Steam 

Apparatus, d&c., for Churches, Dralling houses and Horticul- 
tural Buildings, 6, St. Andrew-square, "Edinburgh, 

LMAISE HEATING. 

G. H. y for many years been extensively engaged through- 
ngdom in Warming and Ventilating Mansions of the 

Nobility dud Gentry, Churches and QUAERIS; Colleges, Infirma- 
ries, Schools, County Buildings, Court Rooms and Prisons, 
Banks, Conser MUR Hothouses and Vineries, de. He begs 
to intimate that the Stoves are manufactured under his imme- 
diate peu E and he has at present an extensive 
supply on band. DR ME is prepared to give desigus and 
estimates, i every information to Noblemen and 
Gentlemen SURE such apparatus on applying at his office. 
The utmost attention will be paid to all orders committed to 
his care.—6, St, Andrew-squre, Edinburgh. 

| eget M Uer) GUANO ON 
SALE, BY THE ONLY CRORE 
ANTONY GIBBS AND SONS, LONDO; 

Wm: JOSEPH MYERS anp CO., LIVERPOOL ; 
And by their Agents, 
GIBBS, BR IGHT, ^AND CO., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL ; 

COTSWORTH, POWELL, AND PRYOR, LONDON. 
To protect themselves against the injurious consequences of 

using inferio or an rious guano, purchasers are recom- 
mended to apply only to Dealers ofestablished character, or to 

e above-named Importers, who will supply the article in any 
quant, at their fixed prices, delivering it from the Import 
Warehouses, 

LIQUID MANURE. 
ENG ine INDEPENDENT OF. nd rese FOR CORN. 

dies also ti hose qn Disiillonn Brewers. 
anners, són; as and cold liquor. Pumps kept for hire, 

elis, Buildings heated by Tot Water, for 
Barkuumses nd every vari jety of manufacturing purposes, 

e Trade supplied. on. advantageo: pus SRI by BENJAMIN 
Kowie, Dnginer, Hoi, Bt 63, Dorset-street, Fleet-street, London. 

s| MARE Fe FOTHERGILL | (nes ‘to SHE the following 
NURES on the best terms, 

GUANO, PERUVIAN and AFRICAN, hu from Import 
i Warehouses, 

Ditto, PATAGONIAN and § BALD ANILE BAY. Ditto. 
SODA ASH, for destruction of Wir 
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME (See SUNT Agri. Soc, 

ournal, Vol. vi. Part 2). 
GYPSUM (Pure Sulphate of Lime). 
BONE DUST and BONE POWDER, 
SULPHURIC ACID, CHARCO 
PETRE SALT and AGRICULTURAL yee or Composts. 
SILICATES of heirs and note SH, and M other Manures. 

r Th ames-si Strei , 40, Upp 
Agen’ for DINGLE'S. HAND SBED-DIBBLE. 

-— 

= 
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NEW KITCHEN GARDEN 
SEEDS. 

No. 1—Complete Collection, consisting of 20 quarts 
of best kinds of PEAS and all other Seeds in pro- 

portion, and of the most approved kinds for one 
year’s supply s v. .. ae ne DB. S. 0 

No. 2—Compiete Collection, in smaller quantities, 
equally choice sorts .. .. .. ey awe: 

No. 3—Ditto, ditto, ditto . wap legliaalt 
ssrs. SuTTON and Sons have the honour and privilege of 

referring to Gardeners and Gentlemen residing at the under- 
mentioned places who have annually availed themselves of this 

economical and advantageous mode of obtaining the best sorts 
of GARDEN SEEDS, and who have expressed themselves in 
the highest degree pleased with the crops, viz., at or near 

asgow, Perth, Edmburgh, Aberdeen, Newport, Monmouth, 

i udlow, Gloucester, 

on application. 
Early orders are requested and recommended, as some sorts 

arein great demand, d 

*,* Parcels delivered free to any office in London, or any 
Sijon of the Great Western Railway between London and 

ristol. 
Remittances are not required from known correspondents, 

nor from those who give satisfactory references, 
Reading Nursery, Reading, Berks, Dec. 12. 

ORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.— 

Notice is hereby given, that the EXHIBITION OF 

FLOWERS AND FR in the Society’s Garden, in the 

ensuing season, will take place on the following Saturdays, 
viz., May 8; June 19 ; and July 17 ; and that Tuesday, April 20, 

isthe last day on which the usual privileged Tickets are issued 

to Fellows of the Society. 

earliness, to the old varieties, at 1s. 6d. per quart. | 

A general collection of HYACINTHS, &c., in the best 
varieties, 

The Gardeners’ Chronicle. 

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 12, 1846. 

MEETINGS FOR EAR FOLLOWING NEEE ARN 

Toxspay, Dec. l5—Linnean | . M. 
WxpsxsDAY, — 16—Socieiy of Arts, e. + 8 ran 

Nor an autumn arrives but it brings with it a re- 
newal of the question as to WHEN TREES SHOULD BE 

TRANSPLANTED. From the enquiries that are made, 
and the doubts expressed and the dogmatical asser- 
tions that come before us, one would think that the 

subject had never been previously considered. And 
yet it has been long ago disposed of conclusively by 
both experience and reason. "That the autumn is 
the proper season in this country for transplanting 

trees we have shown over and over again, and also 
that, upon the whole, November may be selected 
as the best of all months for the operation. We 

shall not again travel over the ground which we 

have thoroughly beaten in former years without 
starting an objection to this view ; if our previous 

volumes will not satisfy the planter, we have no 

means of earrying conviction to his mind, unless it 

be on one point, which has been little touched upon, 

although itis material to the enquiry. : 
The great object ofa planter is to induce his trees 

to strike root with the smallest possible delay, or 
at least to produce roots before there is any great 
demand upon their activity. This takes place most 
rapidly at two seasons; either when a tree is 

covered with full-grown healthy leaves, or when it 

is first bursting into leaf. Colonel GREENWOOD 

seemed theoretically right when he declared that 

the months of July, August, and September were 

the best for transplanting the generality of English 

trees (see “ The T'ree-Lifter? p. 61); but he 

neglected the serious practical difficulties arising 

from the exhausting action ofthe leaves. Whether 

in the first burst of spring, or in the autumn, the de- 
mand made upon a tree by the leaves for their sup- 

ort is enormous ; a demand such as young, feeble, 
ill-formed roots are unable to satisfy. Any object 

which might be gained by taking advantage of the 

tendency of a tree at that time to form roots, is 
more than counterbalanced by the exhausting action 
of the foliage. To profit by the great rooting 
power at that season it would be necessary to sur- 

round a plant with an atmosphere saturated with 
moisture, as is the case when it is placed under a 

bell-glass, which is, in practice, impossible. We 

therefore cannot safely avail ourselves of that season 

for planting which seems theoretically best. 
"Then comes the important question when, if not 

in the spring’s beginning or summer's end, roots 
will be formed without any such attendant danger 
as that we have just described. Our answer still is 
November; that is to say as soon as deciduous 
trees have lost their leaves. The air at that time 
is moist, the sky comparatively clouded, daylight 
Short, and the stimuli of heat and light enfeebled ; 
80 that evergreens will not suffer from the action of 
atmospheric forces upon their leaves, and deciduous 

trees are incapable of sustaining injury: from such 
causes, because their leaves are gone. 

But it may be doubted whether in the cold 
months of the year any trees will make roots. 
Some physiologists peremptorily deny the possi- 
bility of roots appearing in the absence of leaves, 
and therefore although they do not altogether 
object to the assertion that roots are formed in 
winter or late autumn, they only admit that possi- 
bility in the case of evergreens. Their theory is 
that roots are formed by the action of leaves ; and 
that therefore when leaves are off roots will not 
grow. heir theory is wrong; they should use 
their eyes. In 1845 we examined, on the 26th Feb- 
ruary, the roots of various trees, and we found 

young ones formed abundantly on Sambucus race- 
mosa, Ribes sanguineum and divaricatum, the 
Sycamore, Plum, Peach and Apple. Such ever- 
greens as Hollies, Garrya, Common Broom, and 
Portugal Laurel, had also produced them in large 
quantity. The statement, therefore, that roots can 
only be formed in the presence of leaves is un- 
true. We believe the fact to be nearly as stated in 
a passage given in the “ Theory of Horticulture,” 
which we venture to quote. 

* The immediate cause of the formation of roots 
is involved in obscurity, and is one of the most im- 

portant parts of vegetable physiology still to be in- 
vestigated with reference to horticulture. We all 
know how difficult it is to cause the cuttings of 
some kinds of plants to produce young roots, and 
how rapidly they are emitted by others; it is to be 
supposed that the difficulty would be diminished in 
all such cases if we knew exactly under what cir- 
cumstances roots are formed, Nothing, however, 
sufficiently certain and general to merit quotation 
as yet been ascertained concerning this important 

subject, except the following facts, viz., that roots 
are most readily, if not exclusively, formed in dark- 
ness aud moderate moisture, that they are not, like 
branches, the development of previously formed 
buds, but appear fortuitously and irregularly from 
the woody rather than the cellular part of a plant ; 
and that their production is in some way connected 
with the presence of leaves or leaf-buds, because 
portions of a stem having neither leaves nor leaf- 
buds, produce roots unwillingly, if at all; and that 
such roots perish if their appearance be not speedily 
followed by the formation of leaves. Thus, although 
the first appearance of the root in the embryo plant, 
at the time of germination, precedes the expansion 
of the seed-leaves, yet the young root will not live 
unless the seed leaves are enabled to act." Even 
this opinion must however be taken with some ex- 
ception; for the roots of such trees as the White- 
thorn will form and remain alive for a long time 
even if leaves do not speedily follow. 

It will, doubtless, be asked, “ what then is that 
power which calls the root into existence?” We 
reply, *the same power which causes the bud to 
sprout, the leaves to form, the pollen to act, the 
seed to produce its embryo ; which enables vege- 
tation to breathe, and. feed, and grow; which dis- 
tinguishes all organised beings from the brute 
matter of which they consist—which gives to man 
the high attributes of his nature. it is VITALITY ; 
à word which so called philosophers in their igno- 
rance, or presumption, may sneer at, but which in 
truth is the unknown force that controls the energy 
of matter, and directs it to special ends.* 

The production of roots is then a special exercise 
of vitality, of life, and it may bea question whether 
it may not be possible to excite that vitality by 
artificial means. Warmth is the great natural 

agent to bring about this end; and wherever it is 
applied judiciously its effect is certain; but in 
common plantations we have no great means of 
regulating itexcept by soil and drainage. There is, 
owever, an agent now coming largely into use, 

which certainly possesses the power of promoting 

rapid vegetation in a remarkable way, whether we 
call it a stimulant or not. This substance is super- 
phosphate of lime. It has been proved by Mr. 

Gorpon, in the Garden of the Horticultural Society, 

that it greatly promotes the germination of seeds 

and the vigour of the seedlings (“Journal of Horti- 

cultural Society,” 1. 309) ; its value in forcing the 

young Turnip rapidly into the rough leaf, so as to 

place it beyond.the reach of the fly, is past all 
doubt; and from some experiments with which 

we are acquainted, we are led to suspect that 

way or other, the 

orous system—endowed with no vitality other than the power 

with a little phosphate of lime and iron dispersed in the 
mixture. 

in plants of all kinds, woody or? herbaceous. If 
so, its value would be inestimable to the forester, 
and we strongly recommend those who have leisure 
to make inquiry on the subject. To those accus- 
tomed to philosophical investigation we need nottmake 
any suggestions ; but to others we venture to re- 
commend the following forms of experiment :— 

1. Take half a dozen young trees, exactly alikeTin 
age and size ; open a trench ; divide it into two equal 
parts; place three plants in each half; in the one di- 
vision dust the roots with the superphosphate, leave 
the others in their natural state. Fill in the soil, and 
injthe spring when the buds are beginning to swell take 
the plants up, and observe the state of the roots in the 
two cases, 

2. Try the same experiment; but leave the plants 
in the ground, and see which is best at the end of the 
summer's growth. 

3. Repeat the experiment with vegetables or peren- 
nial plants. 

4, Fill a number of bottles with water ; into some 
put a little superphosphate of lime, say a teaspoonful 
to a pint of water; put into each a Willow-cutting, 
taking care that the cuttings are all alike ; keep them 
in a sitting-room, where there is a fire, and watch the 
growth of the roots; noting carefully in which they 
first appear. This last. experiment would probably be 
as conclusive as any. 

We call the attention of such of our readers as 
are interested, to a letter from Mr. Bzcx, on the 
subject of Simmons’s Hygrometer. It is due to Mr. 
Beck to state that he has not the slightest pecu- 
niary interest in the matter. We have a communi- 
cation from H. Beryittr, Esq. of the Royal Ob- 
servatory, Greenwich, on the same subject, which 
we shall publish next week. 

CONTINENTAL GARDENING, &e. 
Iw an interesting tour, which I have just completed, 

on the Continent, my attention was directed to the 
botanical and horticultural aspect of the countries 
through which I passed, and I am induced to think that 
the result of my observations may be interesting to your 
readers. 

With respect to the cultivation of flowers, I saw no- 
thing in the whole of my tour through Belgium, Ger- 
many, and Switzerland, that E ised in any degree 
whatever with our English notions of propriety and 
effect. Isaw now and then a showy bed of Dahlias, 
but I did not see a single fi ded 
itself to the eye for the entireness of its taste and pro- 
priety ; while, universally, the disorderly state of the 
Grass, whether in lawn or edgings, gives a character of 
untidiness and neglect which nothing better in the 
flowers can possibly redeem. I strongly suspect that 
we are at issue with foreigners altogether in this respect, 
and that our principles of taste and propriety are 
wholly at variance. I do not know whether I am right, 
but I have the impression that they laugh at us for 
Shaving our Grass so closely. It isa point, however, 
which I think we can never surrender, and every En- 
glish gardener will agree with me, that the perfeetion 
of well-mown lawns adds the highest charm and delight 
to our flower-gardens. If allis right here, according to 
our views, many a fault in the borders can be endured 
with comparative ease. But in all directions I saw the 
lawns left to grow till the Grass was profitable, and 
portions only cut at a time, as needed for the cattle. 
This was the 'ease even in the pleasure-grounds at 
Baden-Baden, From the gardens of the prince to those 
of the peasant all presented the same character. I 
went into those of the Grand Duke of Baden, and, 
though the family was there, nothing could exceed their 
disorder. The conservatory plants were in wretched 
shape and general condition ; the flower-borders with- 
out an atom of taste, dirty, and disorderly ; and, in fact, 
I did not see a single object of interest except one 
arrangement, which was new to me, viz. Violets as an 
edging to a long bed in full flower: they formed a very 
even, pleasing line, and were (in October) in full bear- 
ing, and very fragrant. The poor ladies came out of 
the castle while I was there, and pounced upon this as 
apparently the only object of their regard. 

With respect to the lower classes, the best specimens 
I saw were, as in England, in the little plots of the 
policemen along the railways—an object always of pe- 
culiar. interest when one thinks how that class of men 
need something to relieve the monotony and weariness 
of their lives ; yet here was nothing to be compared 
with what we see continually on our English rail-lines. 
The most favourite flower in Belgium is the Nerium 
Oleander. We saw it continually in tubs in the yards 
and windows of the hotels, as well as frequently in the 
windows of the poor in towns. I was amazed to see 
with what freeness it put forth its beautiful flowers in 
the windows of the filthiest and closest dwellings of the 
worst parts of Lidge, the Birmingham of Belgium. 
Everywhere, even. to the end of Switzerland, it was 
evident that there was a native love of flowers ; not the 
smallest cotter’s plot was without a patch, and often 

a | scarcely a window in a town or village ; but all mani- 
fested a century in arrears behind England. 

I visited the public gardens in Belgium. The 
botanic gardens at Brussels might be very satisfactory. 
There is a fine range of glass ; but the plants, generally 
speaking, are wretchedly grown, and in no shape what- 
ever. ‘The only object of interest which I saw was a 
Palm tree, 60 feet high, said to be the largest in Europe 
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Out of doors there was literally nothing to look at. 

Nothing could exceed the disorder of the botanic 

gardens at Ghent, where I also saw Van Houtte’s 

grounds, with his 20,000 Camellias and extensive Rose 

beds ; but it must not be mentioned with some of our 

first nurseries in London, nor indeed in the'country. 

It was the first week in September that I entered 

Belgium. I concluded from the appearance of the 

Potatoes along the lines of railway, that they were gene- 

rally diseased, the tops everywhere looking black and 

withered. I had the impression that with us this is 

seldom the case till frost comes. But I did not hear 

much complaint, and I was told that tle crops were 

expected to be very fair. In Switzerland we heard a 

different statement, and they were evidently diseased in 

many parts. I was told they were very dear, and 
would be still more so. Ifthe mischief spreads to the 

Alpine parts of Switzerland where the peasants, however 

elevated their dwellings, seek out the most suitable 

patches for their little plot of Potatoes, and where, from 

their elevated and secluded positions, little else in the 

way of food besides Potatoes and milk can reach them, 

the distress will be severe indeed. 
The season was too far advanced for botanizing, yet 

the success I met with formed one of the most interest- 
ing features in my tour. I had the high satisfaction of 
meeting with many of the rarest plants in flower, which 
though chiefly appearing in spring, put forth, as in our 
ardens, a sprinkling of their beauty in autumn. My |^ 

grand delight was to find and to gather with my own 

hands, besides five other species, our garden Gentia- 
nella, the Gentiana acaulis. I had long been hoping as 

I traversed the Alpine passes that Nature would be 

kind, and put forth her second produce, and just one 

flower, as large as our garden ones,'I espied above 

8000 feet above the sea, near the snowy Wetterhorn, in 

the Grindelwald pass. In the Grimsel pass I gathered 

on a rock a beautiful pink Primula in flower, the origin, 

I suspect, of our Auricula, Dryas octopetala in flower 

on Righi, as also our Polemonium cæruleum in full 
flower, and Gentiana lutea, Solidago alpina, near the 
Rhone glacier, Astrantia major and minor ; a beautiful 

little Linaria, purple with yellow eye, one of our newly 

introduced annuals I suspect in England, near Mont 

food and sour wine. It was something new to pass 

through miles of Rhododendrons on the Alps, in many 

places putting forth their heads out of the snow with 
abundant promise for next year’s beauty. At 

Rosenlani at the base of one of the finest of the Alps, 

the Wetterhorn, and just in front of a tremendous 

glacier, I found the Maitre d’Hotel in a small wood 
dwelling only used in the summer, and most roman- 

tically situated,—a very intelligent botanist. He goes on 

the highest summits with the Chamois hunters in the 

spring, and makes his collections, which he sells to 

travellers. I bought one of these in admirable order. 
Similar collections are on sale at many of the other 

hotels, Righi, Meyringen, &c., but I saw none equal to 

those at Rosenlani ; at Bienne, in a limestone wood 

above the town, I gathered our garden Genista with 

angular stalk, which was growing in abundance, and 

our garden perennial Aster, and also one of our 

Veronicas, and a bright red Pink I never saw before; 

also, in many places, a bright purple kind of Salvia, as 

well as a pale-yellow of the same genus; but having 

no access to botanical books I could not ascertain what 

they were. If my enjoyment was so great even at so 

unfavourable a period of the year, what would it have 

been in the summer ?—and if along the beaten mule 

passes I was so successful, what would have been my 

delight if I had been able to diverge on foot and 

examine more minutely more favourable localities,? 

I continually saw plants without flowers which I knew 

to be extremely rare, and which could not fail to set 

me a longing to be there at a more favourable season. 

Mont Blanc was covered. Fresh snow had fallen, and 

Isaw nothing in ascending to Montemvert but abun- 

dance of Rhododendrons, and here and there the 

Astrantia minor, a Saxifrage out of flower, and the 

Campanula, I think hirsuta or alpina; our large 

garden Epilobium was abundant in many localities, and 

if I mistake not, I saw the Daphne Mezereon in the 

Grindelwald Pass. [It may be useful to mention, in 

the scarcity of Potatoes, two very good vegetable dishes 

which I frequently saw and were new to me. The 
seed of Kidney Beans and Scarlet Runners when the 

pods are too old to use, are stewed and make 

excellent dish. Endive also which is so little called 

for, and largely wasted in our gardens — I frequently 

saw stewed like Spinach.]— W. Carus Wilson, Caster- 

ton Hall, Westmoreland, Nov. 10. 

B 

CULTURE OF THE PINE-APPLE. 

[Fourth Notice.] 

Fruiting Pits.—Mr. Pelvilain has four fruiting pits, 
which are heated with hot water and stable litter com- 

dined ; the stable litter for bottom-heat, and the hot- 

water for surface-heat. No 1 with 11 lights (each light 
is 4 feet 4 inches wide) is the largest fruiting pit, of 

which Fig. 1 is the ground plan, and Figs. 2, 3, and 4 

different sections of it. 
Nos. 2 and 3, with 15 lights. They are in one line, 

and the middle light is occupied by the furnace, &c. 
No. 4, with 10 lights. The whole are constructed 

upon the same plan. 

Ground Plan of Fruiting Pit, No.1, 
Figs. 2, 8, and E 

4 sections of it. 
In Eb is 
shown the man- 
ner in ich 
access is had to 
the hot-bed, 

i shows 
the entrance and 
thefurn ace, with 
a 
the pit. 

a, furnace ; b, 
hot water pipes ; 

Ü 14 
concealed pit to 

b 

cistern; n, shelf 

P 
iron railings for 
hanging the straw 

t pon, 
which serve to cover Pp TM 
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Air is given to all the pits when required by lifting 

up the lights.—Mirabile dictu. 
—————— 

THE EARLY NONPAREIL. 
Synonymes.—Stagg’s Nonpareil, Summer Nonpareil, New Non- 

areil, Hicks’s Fancy. 

Tur peculiarly brisk rich flavour of the old Nonpareil 

renders it the especial favourite of almost every one ; 

put its period of maturity is not till winter or spring. 

Its earliest substitute is the variety here represented. 

Yellowish, covered with very thin 

russet, interspersed with a few 

grey specks. 

It is stated in the “ Guide to the Orchard and Kitchen 

Garden,” that this very excellent Apple was raised 

from a seed of the Old Nonpareil, by a nurseryman o! 

the name of Stagg, at Caister, near Great Yarmouth, in 

Norfolk, about 65 years ago. The last name originated 

somewhat whimsieally,in a nursery near town, in con- 

sequence of a gentleman of the name of Hicks having 

selected this, from a large collection of which he had 

tasted, in preference to any other. 

The flesh is yellowish-white, juicy, crisp, and tender, 

with a rich, brisk aromatic Nonpareil flavour. In per- 

fection in October and November ; tree more vigorous 

than its parent, and an abundant bearer ; shoots deep 

olive-green near the base, and where shaded, but ap- 

proaching to a Chestnut colour where well exposed, 

sprinkled with pale grey distinct spots ; leaves middle ~ 
sized, ovate, somewhat acuminate, crenated ; petioles 
moderately strong, about an inch in length, slightly 
tinged with red ; flowers of medium size, petals round- 
ish-oval, broader than those of the Old Nonpareil. 
variety highly deserving of cultivation, and suitable for 
working on the Paradise Stock. The shoots have a 
strong tendency to grow upright, and consequently 
crowded ; but they must be kept thin and regular—in 
the case of dwarf trees more especially—by summer 
pruning.—R. T. 

THE AMATEUR GARDENER. 
A FEW WORDS on THE KrreueN GanpEN.—The 

unexpected and severe frost which has occurred since 
my last paper on protecting out-door plants was 
written, has confirmed the views I then stated respect- 
ing the little injury done by such visitantsin the month 
of November. I have examined my own garden, and 
I cannot find anything has suffered, although I had 
afforded protection to very few productions, But this 

will not be the case bye and bye. When the frost 
penetrates to the roots, and lasté for weeks, the conse- 

quences will be very different, and therefore the 

amateur should be reminded of the proverb, * Be wise 
in time,” 

But I cannot say the same thing of the Kitchen 
Garden, whose more succulent products are sadly 

nipped by the late frost. This reminds me that most 

amateurs grow vegetables as well as flowers, and that a 

few lessons founded on experience may not be unac- 

ceptable to them, If the flower garden is more attrac- 

tive in summer, the kitchen department has much 

interest associated with it in winter, since we depend so 

much upon it for the supply of our tables. It isa 

serious thing for the cook to find all the culinary vege- 
tables frost bound, and this calamity ought never to 

occur. At the first intimation of frost, a provision should 

be made in-doors of such articles as are ready 

to be stored away. I do not mean Potatoes and 
other roots, which of course ought to have been for 

some time out of the ground, but such productions as 

are ordinarily in a growing state at this season of the 

year. Cauliflowers, Broccoli, Celery, and Lettuces may 

be kept in sheds in quantities sufficient to last a family 

through a frost of usual duration, With all these, care 

should be taken to avoid rottenness, and therefore 

superfluous leaves must be removed, and a cold oy 

atmosphere obtained. Turnips for kitchen use shoul 

be liberally laid up in this way, for a few weeks makes 

little difference to their flavour when taken out of the 

ground. 
Tf small supplies of these thin skinned tribes have 

been planted near walls, and in other sheltered places, 

Celery suffers much from frost, and it should therefore 

be earthed up almost to the top, and the sides of the 
trench may be covered with some long dung. Loose 

straw should be placed over the top leaves, as, if they 

are injured, the frost-bitten part will deeay down to the 

heart of the plant. 
earthing up all rows of Cabbages, Broccoli, &e. 

Do it with a fork, that the soil may remain as 

light as possible. Finally, throw up in hacks as they 

are here called, or in deep ridges, all unoccupied 

ground. This is very important, not only because the 

soil is improved by the process ; but on account also of 

the dryness which is thus secured in the early part of 

the year. After a frost these ridges will admit of being 
pulverised, and may be made available for early sow- 

ings. Two years ago this “hacking” system was 

neglected in my garden, and I suffered the greatest in- 
convenience from the oversight, While my neighbours 

were sowing Onions, &c., in prime style, my land could 

not be worked, and the season being wet, it was not till 

the close of March that the needful work could be 
performed. 

Seakale crowns should be covered with leaves to keep 

the frost away, that if you wish to begin forcing any of 

them, frost may not be an impediment. Rhubarb for 

early use may be covered a foot deep with light ma- 

terials, and afterwards boxes or earthen vessels 

placed over the advancing leaves will hasten their 
growth. 

Home Correspondence. 
Simmons's Hygrometer.—To account for my name 

being attached to this article instead of that of the 
inventor, it is necessary for me to say afew words about 

its origin to which I beg the attention of your corre- 

spondents, and of all those who have purchased this use- 

ful instrument. I trust it will exonerate Simmons from 

all blame in not having provided rules for its use in 

horticultural buildings. Between two and three years 
back, Mr. S., who is by profession a chronometer maker, 

was at Worton Cottage, and in walking through my 
greenhouses I mentioned how much we felt the want of 

an instrument by which at a glance we could determine 

the amount of moisture present, in the same way that 
t t by the tl t Thi we learn the p ie 

subject took hold of his ingenious mind, and the result 

was the production of the instrument in question, but it 

was at no little cost of his valuable time, &c. When it 
had been tested in a variety of ways, both in Coleman- 
street, and in my Orchidaceous house, I had the pleasure 

of placing one in Dr. Lindley's hands, which was trie 

at the Society’s Garden at Chiswick, and upon the 

favourable results of that trial it was introduced to the 

it will be easy to keep them fit for use by employing - 

* | hurdles and mats, or by laying straw thinly over them. 

Take the first opportunity of | 
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publie ata meeting in Regent-street, and pronounced “a 
boon to horticul " It was advertised, and the sale 
commenced, the writer of this placing a notice in your 
columns that the maker was no horticulturist, and that 
would answer any inquiry. Such is its history, and 

as Simmons acted on my advice in its connection with 
the gardening world, all lack of rule, &c., lies at my 
door. I was perhaps wrong in supposing that so simple 
an inst: could be misund d. I thought that 
as every one saw a thermometer rose with heat and fell 
with cold, and observing it formed a standard for him- 
Self at which to keep the temperature of glass erections, 

S0 he would find that this instrument indicated a low 
number with wet, and a higher one with less moisture, 
and making himself acquainted with its action, would 
forni a scale from his experience, Nothing would have 
been easier than to have printed a scale at which to 
keep buildings ining different descriptions of plants, 
but as we had but limited experience it would not have 
been honest, and therefore was not to be thought of. It 
was in fact commended to the observant, scientific hor- 

tieulturist, for him to mark and learn its only character ; 

at kept from being wetted or exposed to the sun it 
would give the amount of moisture present in any 
building in which it might be placed. I will conclude 
this letter, only adding, that with my intelligent gar- 
dener, Mr. Dobson, it has been most warmly welcomed. 
He has observed and used it as a guide in the Orchid 
heuse as much as the thermometer. Next week I will 
give figures and directions deduced from observations 
nowin course.—“ Beta’s” instrument is deranged. It will 
be exchanged free from all expense on application to 
Simmons,— E. Beck, Worton Cottage, Isleworth. 

Copings for Walls.-—That copings are of very con- 
siderable service I have not a moment’s doubt, but the 
nature of their services has lain under much misappre- 
hension. I am inclined to think that a majority of 
Persons view them in the light of mere blossom pro- 
tectors,whereas, in fact, they afford little, if any, protec- 

ion in this respect. Their real service, when suffi- 
ciently large, is of a twofold character, viz. :—the acce- 
erating an early growth in the early part of summer, 

and the thorough maturation of such growth in the 
autumn. To be guarded, however, in my obseryations, 
by early growth I do not mean causing the trees to bud 
earlier, but rather exciting the young growth, when it 

has fairly commenced, to proceed with greater freedom 

and rapidity. On the latter circumstance depends, in 
no mean degree, the preservation of the tender growth 

from the attack of insects, more especially in the case 

of Peaches and Nectarines. This principle is fully re- 

cognised in agriculture in the case of the Turnip crop, 

and why not in gardening? The benefits of coping in 

September and October are perhaps even greater still, 

and I think it would not be asserting too much to say, 
that at that period alone, in effect, they add a fortnight 
to the length of our summers ; or, in other words, they 
produce results equivalent to a fortnight’s fine weather. 
The rationale of their operation is, I suppose, by the 
interception of radiation; be that as it may,a wall 
with a good coping will be found warmer after sunset 
for some hours than one without a coping. The objec- 
tions in point of exeluding the dews and rains are, I 
conceive, of no weight, as it is quite certain that first- 
rate fruit is, and has been, produced under copings. 

For my part, I am disposed to look on a wall wet with 
rain in the summer as a disadvantage rather than 
otherwise, such being a robber of heat, which can ill be 
spared, more especially in Peach walls. For this reason 
Tam decidedly opposed to so many ablutions with the 
garden engine, unless applied early in the morning ; 
more mischief is occasioned by this work than people 

commonly imagine. There are ample means of keeping 
trees clean without robbing them of one half the bene- 

fits of a wall. With regard to the width of the coping, 

I think that from 7 to 9 inches at least should be pro- 

vided, and if twice that width in the months of April 

and May it would be a benefit. One half of this entire 

width should be movable at pleasure, and might be 
composed of boards on brackets. With copings of 

about 7 inches, and trees planted on platforms, of stiff 

loam only, a foot in depth, Peaches succeed here admi- 

rably ; the wood is probably as perfect as in the native 

country of the Peach. Whatever width be adopted, it 

should by all means be wide enough to throw the drip 

beyond the leaves—R. Errington, Oulton Park, 
Cheshire. 

Polmaise Heating.—Having visited Nutfield for the 

purpose of seein; the model erection, Mr. Meek very 
kindly explained everything ; and I must confess all 

was very different from what I had expected. The 

Cucumbers alone told me that it is an excellent system, 
and I am convinced that Pines will grow beautifully, 
planted out over the chamber—the air being so nice 
and soft, and the motion of the leaves showing the 
system to be more like nature than any other yet intro- 
duced. Polmaise being so simple and economical, I am 
certain it will soon be more valued than at present ; for 
it only requires to be well known to be duly appreciated. 
—A Practical Man, Bognor. 

Walcheren (Cauliflower) Broccoli.—Your columns, 
from time to time, have advocated the superiority of 
this variety, which in its true state is really excel- 
lent. Yet it too frequently occurs, that after a 
valuable vegetable has become generally known 
and appreciated, and large quantities are demanded, 
People are taken in with worthless sort in- 
stead of the genuine article. Last spring I procured 
seeds of the above; they have grown to an immense 
size, and formed large heads of little or no worth, 

merely a bunch of hard sprouts, when eooked worse by | 
far than a Scotch Cabbage. is is waste of time, 
ground, and money, and you have disappointment into 
the bargain. The next procedure is to have recourse 
toredress. In the first instance, the individual that 
sent them out will satisfy you so far by telling you they 
come from such a large dealer ; that large dealer states 
he procured them at a first-rate establishment, where 
particular care is always taken to have the article 
genuine, and so they go on, and no more can be made 
of the affair. —4. A., Bishop’s Auckland, Nov. 30. 

Soil for Pine-apples.—Sixteen years ago I was fore- 
man to a gardener in the north of England, who was 
then considered to be a first-rate Pine grower. 
soil used by him was loam, leaf-mould, sheep dung and 
soot, in specified quantities, mixed well together, and 
run through a coarse sieve ; the fine siftings were used 
for potting. “I at length left and went to a nobleman's 
garden near London, where a large number of Pines 
were grown, and the prevailing idea at the west end 
then was that Norwood loam was the only suitable soil 
for Pines ; on going to the east end of London, it was 

there positively maintained that loam from Wanstead 
Flats was indispensably necessary. Afterwards I went 
to a situation which for two years previously had been 

entrusted to the care of a garden labourer ; the houses 
were in a bad state, but to my surprise the Pine plants 

were the best I had ever seen, with fruit equally re- 

markable. On inspection I imagined the cause to lie 

in the soil—a just conclusion, as I have since proved by 

always using that kind of material; it was the very 

same sort of soil as is so successfully used at the pre- 

sent time by the French growers ; it was the top spit 

of Bagshot Heath, and being naturally well mixed with 

silver sand and laid in narrow ridges for 12 months, 

exposed to the weather, it bade defiance to even bad 
management.—D. R. 

Polmaise Heating.—In my last communication I 

promised to give further particulars, and a plan of my 

cheap method of heating by Polmaise; but subsequent ex- 

periments have so altered the lending characters of the 

system, that it would have been improper to have done 

so. In my first application of the system my drains 

were very small, consisting of drain-tiles (such as are 

used in draining land) laid double. In my interview 
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| fire, and getting the house in fair order. I must here 
beg to call to your recollection the large volume of air 
I had to warm, viz., about 50 feet long by 22 feet wide, 
12 feet high, span roof, and upright sashes, glazed to 
within eight inches of the ground. Moreover, the roof is 
glazed with small glass four inches by three, and the 
laps not puttied; the uprights are glazed with 
8i by 7i sheet glass. At 7 o'clock the external ther- 
mometer stood at 26°, the internal at the most ex- 
posed end of the house, 39°, at the middle of the house, 
over the front trellis, and opposite the furnace, 40°, 
and 44° at the north end, where it joins to my forcing 
house, the thermometer in which stood at 50°, heated 
y the tank system. I then eut off one half of my 

drains close to the air chamber, securely closing the 
ends where I had cut them off; those drains commu- 
nicated exclusively with the sheltered end, thus admit- 
ting a portion of the air of the house to enter the air 
chamber immediately. I left the house in that state 
for an hour. "The thermometers then stood as follows : 
—external, 24°, internal exposed end, 40°, middle, 40°, 
sheltered end, 44°. My experiment had so far sue- 
eeeded to my wishes. I then cut off all the remaining 
drains, and again left for two hours. The thermometers 
then indicated, external, 20° ; internal exposed end, 
40? ; middle, 40° ; sheltered end, 449. At 12 o'clock 
I registered the following report :—external, 18° ; 
posed end, 40°; middle, 40°; sheltered end, 43°; 
forcing house adjoining, 47°. I then made up my fires 
and retired to rest; at half-past 6 I paid them another 
visit, and found everything satisfactory, as the following 
registration will testify :—external, 24° ; internal ex- 
posed end, 39°; middle, 40? ; sheltered end, 42? ; 
forcing house adjoining, 49°, and nothing required for 
the fires. All this was done at the expense of less than 
a bushel of coke. Some recent experiments have con- 
vinced me thattheabove diff in the perat f 
the extreme ends were caused, not by any irregular dif- 
fusion of the heated air, but by radiation from the hot- 
house; for having suspended another thermometer 
not more than six inches from the one from which the 
above registration was taken, it showed a di nce of 
3° in favour of the uniform temperature of the house, 
the one hanging against the glass of the forcing-house, g 
the other on the wooden upright. Having in the fure- 

Red 1 
with Mr. Meek, and also in a ; qi 

tion from him, he suggested that the cause of failure 
was partly in the size of the drains, and partly in their 

inclination being slightly upwards, instead of having a 
descent to the air-chamber. The first idea I did not 
entertain ; for, aecording to the laws of pneumaties, the 
air would flow as freely through a drain of 3 inches as 
through one of 3 feet; and also the colder the air, in 
proportion to the heat of the chamber it had to traverse, 

the more compressible it would become, and the more 

rapid its motion. I therefore threw away the idea that 

the drains had anything to do with it, further than pro- 
viding a sufficiency of air to the chamber. The second 
suggestion, viz., that of giving the drains a descent to 
the chamber, I could by no means accomplish, unless I 
made the drains above the level of the floor of the 
house—a most unsightly arrangement. My stove could 
not be sunk lower, from the certainty of being inun- 
dated by every heavy rain. My attention was therefore 
directed to the raising of the cold air from the drains. 
After a very careful consideration of the laws of gravity, 
I came to the conclusion that the cause of failure was 
the extreme nicety of the balance of atmospheric 
pressure on the mouth of the air-chamber, and the 
mouths of the drains ; for although I had an intense heat 
in the air-chamber, it could only escape by radiation 
through the upper surface of the iron plate which formed 
the top of the oven ; consequently no action could pos- 
sibly take place. To destroy that equilibrium was my first 
object. As I could not lower the drain, I therefore raised 
the mouth of the air chamber about two feet. This gave 
me an instantaneous and very strong current of air 
from the chamber through the drains. Having thus 
far accomplished my object, I turned my attention to 
Mr. Meek’s first suggestion, viz., the size of the air 
drains, I took them all up, and gave them an area of 
three times the diameter they had at first, but could 
not find any difference in the flow of heated air from 
the chamber. This brought me back to my first con- 
clusion, viz., that the size of the drains was not of 
much importance. After carefully considering these 

results (and they spoke volumes) I came to the con- 

clusion that the drains were useless, nay worse, for they 

only involved an expense and trouble, that would in 

many instances preclude the use of Polmaise altogether. 

The more I thought upon the subject the stronger was 

my conviction that drains were useless, and the more I 

felt determined to try and do without them. I felt 

eonvinced that the heated air would diffuse itself with 
equal rapidity over the whole building, and by that 

immutable law of nature which suspends the mercury 

in the tube of the barometer and raises the water from 

the well, and which compels the lightest particles of any 

fluid to ascend, and the heaviest to take their place ; 
that as it parted with its caloric it would fall down and 

traverse the floor of the greenhouse, and of necessity be 

drawn again into the heated chamber, to be again distri- 

buted over the whole house. These opinions were 

gthened a i had with one of 

Nature’s self-taught philosophers who chanced to call 

upon me, but who did not leave his address, or I should 

have felt a pleasure in naming him. Having fully made 

up my mind, the weather on Thursday last promised to 

be all I could desire, I therefore, in the afternoon, 

going exp p ly set aside the necessity of 
applying drains to the heating of buildings on the Pol- 
maise system, at all events to a limited area, and I have 
the faith tothink to rather an extended one—for of course 
there are and must be limits to everything,—1 deem 
it a duty which I owe to you, as the unflinching advo- 
cate of the system, to lay before you the result of these 
experiments. Polmaise is now only a furnace, an air- 
chamber with an opening into it close to the floor of 
the building, and with a raised orifice of from 

two to three feet to admit the heated air into the 
building. Can anything be more simple? In 

order to set at rest, and in some m to antici- 

pate enquiries as to the power of di g heat by 

Polmaise without the drains, the follo <periments 
will, I think, be conclusive :—I procure thermo- 
meters, placed them together, and finding they exactly 
agreed, I placed three of them along the highest point 
of the roof of the greenhouse (one at each end and one 
in the middle) ; one was placed over the front trellis, 

in the position it occupied in the previous experiments ; 

one was placed on the floor of the greenhouse, and one 

2 feet below the level of the floor, in a large cistern that 

I had emptied for the purpose of experimenting. With 

avery slight fire I obtained the following results: at 

the highest elevation the thermometer stood at 48° ; 

second, 44° ; on the ground, 44°; and at 2 feet below 
the level of the floor, 43° Fahr. This registration was 

taken about 8 o’clock last night ; 12 hours afterwards 

the thermometer indicated the same.—4d. Kendali, 

Queen Elizabeths Walk, Stoke Newington, Dec. 9. 

[What will the opponents of Polr say to this? 

Stoke Newington is not so far off that people cannot 

see for themselves. ] 
Vine Pruning.—l am induced to make a few re- 

marks on Vine pruning, in consequence of the disap- 

pointment expressed by some who have been at great 

expense with houses, and have no adequate return of 

produce. There is, perhaps, no fruit requiring arti- 

ficial cultivation that will give evidence of good cultiva- 
tion more jthan the Vine and vice versa. Pruning 
should be performed as early as possible after the 

leaves have fallen ; otherwise the Vine is to some extent 

deprived of organisable matter, which by early pruning 

would have been stored up in the remaining parts. 

Where the “ spur” mode of pruning is adopted, and 

for general purposes it is undoubtedly the best system, 

it is preferable not to prune back the wood of the pre- 

sent year to one eye, as is usually done, but to leave a 

long spur of four or five eyes ; the eye or bud nearsst 
the base or old stem is in all cases to be retaine “i, in 
order to produce the next year's wood; but it fre- 
quently happens that the base bud does not show fruit, 
or if it does, often not so promising as those further 
from the base ; if it promises well, it should be retained, 
rubbing off the remainder, which may be done at a very 
early stage of growth ; in fact, the sooner the better 
when it can be seen to which buds to give the prefer- 
ence. The long spur, divested of buds, will contribute 
its portion of organisable matter to the retained bud or 

buds, asthe casemay be; and should the base bud be fruit- 

less, still it must be retained ; and invariably some of the 

buds placed further from the base show fruit ; retain the 

best, together with the base bud, and at every spur en- 

fo} 

about three o'clock, prepared for action by lighting the | courage this growth only. As the growing season ad- 
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vances the summer pruning should be attended 
to, by stopping every shoot at the second bud 
beyond the bunch '(if on spur system, as 
presumed), soon after which laterals will be produced ; 
these should not be allowed to ramble at large, the 
object being to concentrate the plant's energy where 
required most; let them be stopped back.to the first 
bud, and never be allowed to interfere with the principal 
leaves ; not more than a fortnight should elapse between 
every general stopping in this manner during the 
summer, so that the Vines may not receive any check 
from too much wood being taken off at once, and in all 
eases give preference to the principal leaves, the leaves 
of laterals being of much less service to the tree in 
formation of organizable matter; by this means the 
Vines will have a tendency to ripen their wood earlier 
and better. How can it be expected that Vines should 
do well that are probably only stopped once or twice 
during the growing season ? so that they appear as if 
intended to form a shady bower, rather than to produce 
fruit, and then they are so severely thinned, that the 
functions of the plant are completely disordered, and as 
a natural consequence, a host of evils follow, and yet 
I have heard great surprise expressed by some who 
treat their. Vines in this manner, that they do not bear 
frui. No growth whatever should be encouraged after 
the beginning of September, and the terminal shoot 
should be stopped still earlier, the thorough ripening of 
the wood being of the greatest importanee.—J. H. 
Amport House, Nov. 30. 

Canker in Apricot Trees. — What is commonly 
(though improperly) called canker or disease in the 
Apricot tree, and supposed by some to arise from con- 
stitutional debility, by others from some local though 
unknown cause in connection with the soil, (this, I 
think, is fully proved by the numerous and conflicting 
opinions already in print on the subject), is in reality not 
a disease, but an injury received at a time when its 
effect is not apparent. This, I believe, is the only rea- 
son why the true cause and nature of the injury sus- 
tained has not been laid before us hitherto. The well 
known law respecting the erystallizati uids at a 
low temperature will easily account for the vessels of 
the Apricot tree becoming ruptured as its sap freezes, 
and as the vessels on the upper and outward sides of a 
branch are the first to be injured, the number of those 
lacerated will be in proportion to the duration and in- 
tensity of frost. The injury, then, is invariably received 
in the winter or early spring, and its effects not visible 
until the following summer, sometimes not for several 
years. This I have satisfactorily proved by trees which 
were ‘injured in March, 1837, and January, 1838, and 
known at that time to have been so. They were closely 
watched, and for six years afterwards showed more or 
less the effect of those unusually severe seasons by 
branches dying off in the summer. | When a consider- 
able portion ofthe entire number of vessels in the 
transverse section or diameter of a branch are severed, 
the branch will go on as usual until such a degree of solar 
action occurs as will render the number of entire vessels 
remaining disproportionate to keep up the equilibrium 
of circulation. Whenever the demand is greater than 
the supply, the portion beyond the injured part be- 
comes exhausted, and in an hour or two is past re- 
covery. Should the surface of foliage beyond the in- 
jured part not be greater than the remaining number 
of entire vessels can supply, the branch will eon- 
tinue in health until the surface extends beyond the due 
proportion ; whenever that is the case, the first intense 
solar action will kill it. I have shaded branches a little 
before they were quite exhausted, and recovered them 
for a time sufficiently to prove what I wanted. The 
only remedy, then, is protection on the first indication 
of severe frost ; this has been proved to demonstration. 
Gum on all stone fruit trees arises from the same cause 
(severed vessels); this may easily be proved by inci- 
sion, the elaborated sap oozing out at the ends of the 

very great. The harvest is now pretty nearly over, 
and the winter erops good ; though the spring corn has 
suffered from the drought. The Wheat is all of the 
small-eared bearded kind, and with Rye, Oats, and 
Buckwheat, seems to form the greatest part of the crops. 
The Buckwheat was still lying in heaps on the fields, or 
just commenced carting the other grain stacked in smal 
Stacks about the villages, and in many places being 
thrashed out on uncovered thrashing grounds, as in the 
south of Europe, but with flails instead of being trod 

of a railroad from Saratov to Moscow, cutting through 
the best of the corn country, which if carried into exe- 
cution would greatly benefit the country, though of 
course it would not influence the corn trade with Eng- 
land, as it is not from thence (I am told) that we are 
supplied. 

As we approached the Dnieper, coming to Kieff, we 
crossed for several stages a barren, sandy country, 
covered chiefly with Pine forests extending to the 
banks of the Dnieper, and crossing that broad, shallow, 

bl i out by horses or cattle. Crossing the g 0; 
Tehernigoff between Orel and this place, the aspect of 
the country changes considerably, as well as that of the 
inhabitants ; the hills ave flattened down, the soil is 
more sandy, all stones disappear entirely, and a milder 
climate allows of a much greater variety of produce, 
but the state of the fields shows that the inhabitants 
have not improved, The Little Russians are of shorter 
stature than the true Russian m»jiks, with rather gipsy- 
looking faces, and shave their beards, but far exceed the 
Russians in laziness, The main erops are still the 
same grain as about Orel, but there is much more 
Hemp, and a great deal of Tobacco (the green-flowered 
kind, N. rustica I believe), with which the government 
of Tchernigoff supplies a great part of Russia in the in- 
ferior qualities. Millet (Panicum miliaceum) is also a 
good deal cultivated and eaten in the form of a kind of 
baked pudding, like the Buckwheat, or simply boiled. 
Flax appears to be much less grown than in the north. 
Close about the villages are generally small fields or 
gardens overgrown with tall Chenopodiums, Amaranths, 
and other weeds, amongst which are their Cabbages, 

fl ,C b ater Melons,and Maize (the 
small kind called in France Mais de la quarantaine), 
with here and there a few French Beans, and all looking 
much better than one would have supposed. from the 
wretched neglected state in which they are left. Every- 
thing indeed shows what resources this country would 
afford, could industry be introduced among the people, 
and capital be laid out in its due application. The whole 
routine of crops is alternating grain and fallow. The 
ground is ploughed or rather scratched over once or 
twice only between two crops. The ploughs seldom 
have mould-boards to turn the soil over, and are often of 
the rudest description, Some I saw were merely a long 
pole with a pair of oxen harnessed at one end, a share 
introduced at the other, and a stick stuck upright in a 
hole, with which a woman walking by the side kept it 
from turning over. Another with a pair of shafts was 
of this form, the upright part made of sticks bound toge- 

ther, and cords connecting the part where the share is 
fastened with the bifurcation of the shafts. These 
ploughs, with their wooden harrows, the flail, the axe, 
the wooden shovel, and the éelega, or little waggon, seem 
to be their whole stock of agricultural implements. 
Their horses are not shod, there being no stones even 
in the towns to wear their hoofs, but they usually pre- 
fer oxen, because horses they say give a good deal of 
trouble in feeding and taking care of them after the 
day's work is over, or when stopping to feed on a jour- 
ney, whilst with oxen they merely slip off their. yokes, 
and let them pick their own food among the straw heaps 
on the stubbles, or by the road sides, according to cir- 

open vessels, the aqueous particles p g, an 
the gummy becoming deposited on the surface next the 
extremity of the branch. Ail store fruit trees of a tender 
nature should be protected in severe winters. This, 
dare say, is unnecessary in the southern counties, espe- 
cially on the coast, but in the midland and northern the 
ense is different. The Apricot, from its early habit, is 
more tender than the Peach, and the Moorpark being 
more tender than most other varieties, and more ex- 
tensively cultivated, accounts: for its failure being so 
much noticed. —Z, 

m 

Foreign Correspondence. 
Kieff, Sept. 16, 1846.*—From Moscow to this place 

we have passed through a portion of the great agricul- 
tural tracts of Russia. The governments of Orel, Tam- 
bov, and parts of those of Tula and Riazan, by means 
of the Oka and the Volga; supply a great part of the 
north of Russia with Wheat, Buckwheat, and other 
grains, Our road lay through Tula and Orel, turning 
off at the latter town from the more direct road to 
Odessa through Charkoff. After leaving Moscow, the 
Pine and Birch forests and marshes of the north gra- 
dually give way to boundless tracts of arable land, inter- 
mixed now aud then with Oak and Birch woods, and 
occasionally noblemen's seats, often in pretty situations, 
with woods and water, a large church, and a straggling 
wooden village about them. The country is undulating 

icul 

When carrying their produce to market, 
or travelling any distance, they go in long strings of 20, 
30, or more, oxen telegas, one man to every two or three, 
generally lying asleep in one of them ; at night they 
draw up on the sideof the road, turn their oxen loose, 
make a large fire where fuel is to be had to boil their 
Buckwheat or meal, and (at this time of year) lie down 
on the bare ground wrapped intheir coats to sleep. In 
going from their villages to the fields to work, they are 
generally half asleep in their telega, and in short, every 
moment that can possibly be spared seems to be de- 
voted to sleep or to drinking spirit, The agricultural 
labours of hedging, ditching, road making, hoeing crops, 
weeding, &c., are unknown. Thestubble is left long on 
the fields in order to take up as little of the weeds as 
possible ; there are no gleaners, possibly owing to the 
working people growing their own corn instead of work- 
ing for farmers, but as soon as the fields are cleared, 
the village herd of cows, calves, sheep, goats, pigs, and 
colts areturned out to feed ia the morning, and brought 
home at night under the supposed care of boys or girls 
who sleep out half the day. I suppose they do manure 
their fields, as a quantity of dung accumulates in the 
large yards, but I have seen no signs of any attempts to 
collect or inerease it—no dung heaps about. With all 
this the crops appear to be good, and the quantity pro- 
duced in some places so much greater than the demand, 
that where navigable rivers are distant (as in the 
Kursk g lam told that grain accumulates and even hilly, the soil seems good, and if ag: 

Were a little further advanced, the produce might be 

.. This letter was omitted in its proper place, in order to pab- 
lish those from Odessa. 

for several years, and often ean searcely be sold for 
the cost of cultivation, whilst farther north in the 
governments of Smolensk, Pskov, &c., great numbers 

| of the population die of starvation, There is a project 

almost ig river, came to quite a different kind 
of country on this side of the river. Kieff lies in a 
picturesque situation on the high bank, which is broken 
into a number of deep ravines; and many of the 
plantations and gardens contained within its wide ex- 
tended limits must be very few in the early summer, 
but now everything is completely burnt up. It has not 
rained a drop for three months, and before that the 
rains had been only occasional heavy showers, of which 
all trace is soon lost in the sandy soil. The botanical 
garden attached to the new grand University has 
been only commenced within three years. It extends. 
over broken ground, affording many very pretty situa- 
tions, and is being well laid out, especially the outdoor 
department. The climate is so much milder, and es- 
pecially the summer so much longer than in Peters- 
burgh and Moscow, that Professor Trautvetter is anxious. 
to have as large a collection of out-door trees and 
shrubs as ible, Walnuts, Acacias, Gleditschias, 
and several fruit-trees, such as Pears, &c., which are 
greenhouse plants at Moscow, bear the winter well 
here ; and Guilandina, Catalpa, Sophora japonica, Pe- 
trocarya caspica, &e., do with a very little covering. 
new range of houses is building, with glass only in 
front and on the top, close brick ends, and rooms, store- 
rooms, &e, to the north, along the back ; the whole 
range about 300 feet long, and the central part 30 feet 
high. 

Kieff borders qn the governments which supply 
Odessa with corn for exportation; am ,lam 
told, especially in Volhynia and Podolia, several of the 
Polish landholders have been taking some pains to 
improve the agriculture and introduce new kinds of 
grain. The Triticum Polonieum is said to be much 
cultivated on their estates. There may be, and very 
likely are, several noblemen who may have been making: 
similar efforts in the country we have crossed from 
Moscow here ; but the result does not certainly show 
yet tothe eye of the passing traveller ; and the very 
great waste of land shown everywhere in the broad 
space marked out for the road, in the wide straggling 
towns, and the number of pretexts taken advantage of 
for leaving land unoccupied, proves how little value is 
attached to it. or have I seen anywhere, one of the 
first steps towards imp t, the introd o 
greeni crops (or artificial forages as they are called in 
rance). Potatoes, also, are but very little grown, ex- 

cept near the larger towns, which are well supplied with, 
them, The disease is as yet unknown here. 

Societies. 
LINNEAN SOCIETY. 

Tuesday, Dec. l.—Edward Forster, Esq., in the 
chair. Geo. Busk, Esq., D. B. Chapman, Esq., W. R. 
Fisher, Esq., and Adam White, Esq., were elected 
Fellows.—Mr. R. H. Solly exhibited some monstrous. 
specimens of the branches of a Spruce Fir. A paper 
was read by Mr. Thwaites, of Bristol, on the structure 
of Bacillaria paradoxa. — A paper was read by Dr. 
Joseph Hooker on the vegetati f the Galapag 
Archipelago, as compared with that of some other tro. 
pical islands, &c., of the continent of America, In the 
working out this paper, the author stated he had fol. 
lowed the plan pursued by Mr. Darwin with regard to 
the Fauna of the same district. The relation of the 
Flora of this part of the world is double, the peculiar 
species being, for the most part, allied to plants of the 
cooler parts of America, or the uplands of the tropical 
latitudes, whilst the non-peculiar are the same as 
abound chiefly in the wet and damper regions, as the 
West Indian Islands and the shores of the Gulf of 
Mexico ; also that, as in the case with the Fauna, many 
of the species, and these the most remarkable, are con- 
fined to one islet of the group, and often represented in 
others by similar but specifically very distinct con- 
geners. After giving a history of the islands and 
their vegetation, the author coneluded. The general 
result of this summary of the orders, and of the 
comparison of these and the species with those of the 
continent of South America and the other islands, 
which in peculiarity of Flora for their size, may be 
compared with the Galapagos (as New Zealand, the 
Sandwich group, &c.), is,—first, that there are points of 
agreement inexplicable in our state of knowledge : such 
are the peculiarities of Rubiaeeze, and of frutescentand 
arborescent Composite, which is rendered the more 
remarkable, for the species and genera of these orders: 
contained in one group of islands having little or no 
relation with those of the others. 2nd, That the chief 
points of difference are explicable, and owing chiefly to 
the relation the islands bear to the nearest continents, 
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whilst the greatest amount of new species exists in the 
lower order, as Amaranthaceze and Piperacere, or in the 
incomplete genera of Euphorbiace:e ; and in the Compo- 
site on the: other hand, there are somewhat fewer 
peculiar and new plants amongst the Monocotyledons 
than the Dicotyledons, and the amount of novelty 
amongst the Ferns is small in comparison to the higher 
orders, 

MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETY. 
Dec. 10.—F. J. Bowsrnann,, Esq., President, in the 

chair, H. J. Turner, Esq., and Dr. Parker, were elected 

ordinary members. Signor Philippo Pacini and Prof. 
Bailey, of New York, were elected honorary members. 

paper was read by Mr. Legg, on the Application of 

Polarised Light to Microscopical Investigation. Mr. 

egg commenced by siating that it was now well known 

that many objects which could be only imperfectly ob- 
served by common light, were very evident by means 

of polarised light. The object he had in view was to 

Point out to the microscopist the most convenient way 

of using polarised light. He deseribed the several 

Means adopted for the purpose of obtaining polarise 

light, and recommended as the best the prism formed of 
Iceland spar and glass, as the most convenient. By this 

apparatus and a plate of selenite, objects might be sub- 
mitted to the action of the various coloured rays of the 
Spectrum. Mr. Woodward, of Islington, explained the 
nature of polarisation of light by meaus of models and 
other apparatus. After the reading the paper Mr. 
Woodward, Mr. Legg, Mr. Matthew Marshall, and Mr. 
Button, exhibited mieroseopes fitted up with various 
kinds of polarising apparatus, 

STAMFORD-HILL, CLAPTON, AND STOKE 
NEWINGTON, GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION. 
Mr. G. Castin read an essay on early forcing the 

Vine, He approved of the fronts of Vineries being 
built upon arches, and liked rather deep well drained 
Outside borders. After planting (said he), the Vines 

should be eneouraged to grow, by removing all laterals 

and useless shoots, by syringing and a strict attention to 
Cleanliness. It is improper to expect a full crop from 

Young Vines too soon, for although afew bunches might 
be obtained the season after planting, yet the general 
routine of forcing should not commence till the third 
season. Where the old system of heating is still in use, 
he considered nothing to be more congenial to the well 

being of the Vines than a good bed of leaves along the 
centre of the house; in fact, so as to occupy all the 

floor except the footway, for by this means a genial heat 

is generated, for six weeks at least ; some prefer dun 

on account of its greater heat, and the ammonia 

arising from it is supposed to be useful to the 

Vines. With respect to pruning, he preferred 
short spurs to the rod system for very early work, 
taking care, in the “summer dressing,” to allow no 
More eyes to swell iban were actually wanted, and to 
carry up young canes every third year, and to cut out 
the old wood as soon as the Grapes are cut. He recom- 
mended the maintenance of a low temperature at all 
times, especially at night, increasing it gradually as the 
season advanced, with abundance of moisture, except at 

colouring time. He kept the pipes covered with woollen 

cloths, and sprinkled them instead of the pipes, and by 

this plan he avoided syringing the Vines, and evaded 
the evil of spots on the Grapes. Plenty of air should 

be admitted at all times, but if it could be warmed be- 

fore it entered the house so much the better. When 

the Grapes are colouring he admitted plenty of front 

air, if the wind was south or south-west, and when the 

crop is cut the Vines are left to chance. The house is 

still well aerated and syringed, not with a garden 

engine, but with a syringe, so as to resemble a gentle 

Shower, The Black Hamburgh has been found to be 

the best for forcing, whieh commences early in Novem- 

ber, so as to have Grapes ripe by the middle of April.— 

W. Sherwood, Hon. Sec 

3iebíetos. 
Orchidacee Lindeniane ; or, Notes upon a Collection 

of Orchids formed in Colombia and Cuba, by Mr. 

J. Linden. By John Lindley, Ph.D. F.R.S. 

Bradbury and Evans. A Pamphlet of 36 pages. 

Tys is a Scientific aecount of a fine collection of 

Orchids formed in Colombia and Cuba by Mr. Linden, 

and by him itted to his supporters in Europe. 

Many are alive in the gardeus of this country and the 

Continent, but a few only have flowered. The author 

gives the technical characters of the new genera and 

species, and Mr. Linden’s valuable notes upon the 

situations and climate in which the species were found. 

The total number of species enumerated is 143, of which 

many more than half are new. A few observations re- 

specting the climate in which these plants prefer to live, 

and their elevation above the sea, are prefixed by the 

author, and introduced by the following remarks :— 

“Tt was not without reason that Humboldt thus 

characterised the Orchids of Equatorial America. 

* Although,’ says that illustrious philosopher, * such 

plants are scattered through every part of the torrid 

zone, from the level of the sea to the height of 10,000 

or 11,000 feet, yet it must be admitted that in the num- 

ber of species, the colouring of their flowers, delicious 

fragrance, rich foliage and brilliant colours, none can 
be compared with those.whieh inhabit the Andes of 
Mexico, New Granada, Quito and Peru, where the 
shade is moist, and the breezes mild, the mean tem- 

perature of the year at an elevation of between 4800 
and 6600 feet, being from 64° to 69°? Mr, Linden’s 

collection shows that of 129 species nearly half are 

found in such localities. If, however, any general con- 

clusions are to be drawn from Mr. Linden’s useful 
notes, it is necessary to examine the species in detail, 

and for that purpose they are classified in the following 
lists according to their elevation above the sea ; the 
temperature of each group being computed from the 
data farnished by Humboldt.” 

The Vegetable Kingdom. By Prof. Lindley. 
A SECOND edition of this work, already noticed at p. 187 
of the present volume, has been issued. It differs from 
the first edition ehiefly in the correction of such typo- 
graphical and other verbal errors as have been re- 
marked since its first appearance, and in the addition of 
the new fenera that have become known to the author 
within the last few months. 

Johnson's Gardeners’ Almanac for 1847, continues 
ita useful eareer, and is, we presume, by this time esta- 
blished in the good opinion of amateur gardeners. We 

regret, however, to see the lists of the plants which 

flower in each month so full of typographical and other 

errors. To have any value they should be accurate, 

and classified ; what, for example, can be made of 

Tropeoli, Cornea, Neottia, Epidendra, Helianthus viri- 

dis, Coraca speciosa, Pogonia glabra, Jacquinii, and so 

on? and on what principle are such words as Tussilago 

Farfara, Achyranthus, Cluytia, Orontium japonicum, 

and Hyoseris ! introduced at all? We wish we could 

say that no other marks of carelessness were visible ; 

but we trust that this hint will cause the matter of next 

year’s Almanac to be more carefully put together, for 

the book is really useful with even such blemishes as 

we have reluctantly pointed out. 

The Illustrated London Almanac, is a highly-deco- 

rated account of the natural history and phenomena 

of the months, and on that account is worth the perusal 

of all who have a shilling to spare. It does not call 

for any critical remarks. 
A Few Words of Advice on Artificial Manures, by 

Mr. Lawes, contains some of the best facts that we 

know of, stated in the best way. As it is given to every 

one who will send two postage stamps to Mr. Wilson, 

at Mr. Lawes’ factory, Deptford Creek, we need not 

say more. 

New Garden Plants. 
57. Ziscuvnanrnus winiatus. Vermilion ZEscbynanth. 

Stove Epiphyte. (Gesnerads.*) Java. 
This species, received by Messrs. Veitch from their col- 
lector in Java, is readily distinguished by its very short 
dish-shaped calyx, which has searcely any distinct mar- 
ginal lobes, and its vivid vermilion-eoloured flowers, 

with a yellow star in the throat, 1t yields to none in 

beauty, and is much finer than Vanden Bosch’s Æschy- 

nanth lately imported from Belgium. It isione of the 

prettiest plants in cultivation, and like all its race, lends 
itself willingly to the care of any one who has a warm 
damp house in which to grow it, in a basket or on a 
block of wood. It was exhibited at one of the Garden 
meetings of the Horticultural Society last summer.— 
Botanical Register. 

58. SancosrEMMA (PHILIBERTIA) CAMPANULATUM. 
shaped Sarcostem. Greenhouse Climber. 
piads.*) Peru? 

From Mes: Veitch. Its broad cordate leaves, and 
large yellow campanulate flowers, are strikingly different 
from those of other previous y described S K 

It is a pretty little shrubby plant,well adapted for train- 
ing over ornamental wirework fastened to the pot, and 
like most of the plants belonging to Asclepiads, it re- 
quires a rich loamy soil and plenty of moisture during 

the growing season. Afterwards, when done flowering, 
it should be allowed a time of rest, by gradually with- 
holding moisture until the soil in the pots becomes 
tolerably dry, when the plant should be placed in the 
warmest and driest part of the greenhouse until the 

following spring. At that season the plants should be 
fresh potted, cut back freely, and placed in a gentle 

moist heat for a few weeks, It is easily increased by 

cuttings, and flowers the greater part of summer and 

autumn.— Botanical Register. 

59. Ionopsiprum ACAULE. Stemless Violet-Cress. Hardy 

Annual, (Crucifers.*) Basaltic Hills near Lisbon. 

A beautiful rock plant for shady situations; its 
flowers are of a clear lilac, and the foliage is of a deli- 

cate green colour. It propagates itself by seeds, and 

by runners which throw out roots abundantly into the 

damp soil. It grows in any rich garden soil, and 

blooms from April to October, It requires rather a 
moist (shady) situation, Its small flowers (they come 

out white and turn to a pale lilac) appear in profusion 

from April to October, It makes à neat edging to 

borders in shaded places. Although no Cochlearia, it 

may nevertheless as well continue to bear in gardens 

the old name of Cochlearia acaulis, unless our English 

one is preferred.— Botanical R 

Bell- 
(Ascle- 

Miscellaneous. ; 
Slug Fence.—'lo repel the slugs and snails from his 

Carnations, Mr. Sharp, of the Winchester gas-works, 

encircles the rim of each pot with a piece of horse-hair 

rope, partially cut across its strands. The bristles start 

forward and present a chevaua-de;frieze which neither 

slugs nor snails can surmount. It is very durable, may 

be used to protect any plant, and is rather ornamental. 

w See Lindley’s ̂  Vegetable Kingdom” for an explanation of 
these terms, 

Mr. Sharp does not claim merit for the invention, but 
its efficacy entitles it to be more generally adopted.— 
Johnson’s Gardeners’ Almanac. 

The Food of the Shops.—Hard's Farinaceous Food 
has been for many years before the public. It consists 
of Wheat flour slightly baked. It is very carefully pre- 
pared, on which account it is much in repute. The 
poor frequently employ baked flour as a substitute. 

Densham’s Farinaceous Food is composed of three parts 
of Wheat flour and one part of Barley-meal slightly 

baked. The Barley-meal renders this preparation 
slightly laxative. Ervalenta is the meal of the Lentil 

(Ervum lens). lt is used with treacle, to counteract 
habitual constipation, English Arrow-root is Potato 
siareh. The Prince of Wales’s Food is Potato starch. 

Bright’s Custard Powder is a preparation of Potato 
starch. Bright’s Nutritious Farina is Potato starch 
arcmatised. Gardiner’s Alimentary Preparation has 
recently been introduced as a “production prepared 
after the instructions of the celebrated Professor Liebig, 

with a due proportion of nitrogenous matter indis- 

pensably requisite for nourishment.” It is Riee-meal 
very finely ground. — Pharmaceutical Journal. 

Barometer.—Mr. Christensen, of Cowes, in the 
Isle of Wight, leeturer upon astronomy, &e., has ar- 

ranged à Table which no one having a weather-glass 
should be without. Its price is only 1s., and it may be 
had of C. Wilson, 157, Leadenhall-street. This * Com- 
panion to the Barometer’’ is the result of 32 years’ 
observation, and the following is an epitome of the in- 
formation it gives :— During the first six months of the 
year, when the mercury is rising, if the weather has 
been bad, and the mereury reaches to 29.62 inches, 
there will be a change ; if to 30.12, the weather will be 

air; if to 30.29, set fair. If the mercury h: s" been 

high, and begins falling, there will be a change if it de- 

clines to 29.90 ; rain, if it descends to 29.50; ond wind 

with rain, if it reaches 29.12.—During the last six 

months of the year, if the weather has been foul, and 
the mereury begins rising, there will be a change if it 
reaches to 29.48; fair, if to 30.13 ; and set fair, if to 
30.45. If the weather has been fair, and the merew 
begius falling, there will be a change if it sinks to 29.875 
rain, if to 29.55; and wind with rain, if to 29.28. At 
any time of the year, if the mercury fall to 28.10, or 
even to 28.20, there will be stormy weather. These 
conclusions are from observations made at 30 feet above 

the sea’s level, and therefore one one-hundredth part of 

an inch must be added to the height of the mercury for 

every additional 10 feet above the sea’s level, where 

the barometer may happen to be.—Johnson’s Gardeners? 

Almanac. 

Calendar of Operations. 
(For the ensuing Week.) 

The Storing of Ice.—Heat, moisture, and confined 

vapour, are well known enemies, and of course the 

converse must be secured to command success. Whe- 

ther ‘stacked " or in a house, the first matter is to 

promote the escape of the ice-melüngs. These must 

rably conclusive. Here we find no excavation, no 

shade of trees, and the houses situated in fields under 

an irrigating system. Al} this, too, beneath a Chinese 

sky, deseribed by Mr. Fortune as “ clear, fierce, and 

burning.” It must be remembered in this matter that 

the walls (mud and stone), are uncommonly thick, and 

a Bamboo roof is raised over the whole, thickly coated 

with thatch. © I am of opinion that small ventilating 

doors or windows—one on each side near the top—will 

be found beneficial rather than otherwise. I take it for 

granted that a cloud of vapour floats over the surface 

of the ice at all times when closely confined ; and if so, 

it must be very prejudicial. Such ventilators should 

not be opened too often, nor for many hours at a time, 

or it will be but exchanging one foe for another, Hol- 

low walls are undoubtedly good ; but they are expen- 

sive, and if they can do without them in China, we 

ought to do without them in Britain. A good and 

simple plan is described at p. 838, 1842, of the Chro- 

nicle, by a * Ross-shire Gardener,” the only doubtful 

point being, according to my ideas, the using water and 

leaving the ice exposed afterwards in order to cement 

the surface. Mr. Paxton’s plan, at p. 765, 1811, is also 

very good. When the main principles are kept steadily 

in view, there will, I conceive, be little occasion for the 
use of boiling water or salt. 

CONSERVATORIES, STOVE, &c. 

Conservatory.—1n frosty weather this structure will 
require a very great nicety of management ; some 
rather difficult problems have to be worked out. 
Atmospheric humidity cannot by any means be entirely 
dispensed with, yet this, if not nicely managed, will 
produce drip, and such, I need scarcely say, is most 
prejudicial to the delicate texture of the Camellias and 

other gay things. Of course if the exterior of the roof 
has no covering, ice will gather on the glass, and in 

melting, drop through the laps. The best plan is to 
k eep as low a temperature as can possibly be allowed, 
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say 40° to 45? at night, and to leave a little back and 
front air all night. The front must be very moderate, 
er the atmospheric moisture instead of passing quietly 
away by the back apertures, will be condensed as it 
arises. With a good roof covering 40° would be amply 
sufficient, and then there would be sufficient atmospheric 
moisture at all times, without the special application of 
water. Mixed Greenhouse.—Sce that the young stock 
ef Heliotropiums, scarlet Pelargoniums, Persian 
yelamens, with other flowers, grown especially for 

winter, have nice light situations, and regular 
attention as regards watering, Let Ericas have 
elese attention as to watering, if they stand unfor- 
tunately near flues or pipes, they become 
suddenly very dry. Keep up a quiet ventilation’ day 
and night if possible; let the air stealin moderately, 
and dispense with strong fires—or, indeed, of any kind, 
"hen the temperature ean be kept within the limits 
without them. Do not water the Pelargoniums until they 
are thoroughly dry, and take care to fumigate frequently 
and slightly. Forcing Pit or Frame.—This is a good 
time to introduce the following things, provided, as I 
Before observed, they have received the necessary 
treatment through the summer: Rhododendrons, 
Azaleas, both American and Chinese, Persian Lilacs, 
Sweet Briars, Moss and Provins Roses, crimson 
Perpetual Roses, Ledums, Kalmias, Anne Boleyn 
Pinks, Wallfiowers, Sweet Williams, Dutch Bulbs, 
&e., &e. Unless, however, they are in proper 
trim, it will be labour in vain, and no mode 
af forcing, nor form of pit, can, compensate for 
this ; the great secret in the affair, if the heat be wholly 
eomposed of fermenting materials, is to keep down accu- 
mulating damp and mouldness, by an almost constant 
ventilation ; increasing the linings in order to raise the 
mecessary temperature: those who possess tank houses 
ar pits, will pursue a somewhat different process ; such 

ill searcely need my advice. Cold Pits or Frames.— 
We have had about a week of wintry weather here, 
during which the thermometer has several times indi- 
cated from 10 to 12 degrees of frost. Our pits 
and frames containing stores for next summer, were 
matted down at the commencement, and strawed over. 
The thermometer in one of them has been from 32° to 
36° nearly the whole of the time ; they have never 
been uncovered, but have had the back of the lights 
tilted most days for a couple of hours. On looking in 
at the commencement of the thaw, I find that although 
they had been slightly frozen, they are just as fresh as 
when shut up, I have turned up the ends of the mats 
to inure them gradually to the light: this is a most 
important affair. k 

KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING. 
Pines.—Winter watering of Pines in pots is of rather 

doubtful character ; a better way with general stock in 
pots is to cover over the pots with tan two or three 
inches thick, provided the bottom heat will permit 
such proceeding. Early Vines, Peaches, &c.—1f any 
portion of the stem of the Vines now in forcing is near 
the influenee of the flues or pipes, such should be bound 
with moss, old mat, or any other material, to ward off 
the dry heat. Keep the temperature at present down 
to 60° in the case of sunshine in the day time, sinking 
to 50° at night. Do not give air unless to depress the 
thermometer, or to avoid a superabundance of rank 
steam from fermenting matter. Let the syringe be 
applied two or three times a day, suffering the wood to 
become dry between the applications. Strawberries.— 
Where these must be obtained as early as possible, say 
by the end of February, alot should now be introduced. 
Unless their buds are perfect through early cultivation, 
thorough ripening, and careful protection of their roots 
from frosts, it is ten to one they prove an abortion. 
Any house or pit will do for the first three weeks, pro- 
vided a temperature of 45° to 50° can; be maintained, 
with a moist atmosphere, Let them by all means have 
as light a situation as possible at all times. Vines, 
Peaches, Yc., in pots.—Pursue similar principles to 
those recommended for the Vinery and Peach-house, 
except that a’ bottom heat of 70? to 75° will be greatly 
in their favour. JMushroom-house.—1 had intended to 
say a few words about the management of this house, 
after the introduction of so many things, such as Sea- 
kale, Chicory, Rhubarb, &c., I must, however, defer my 
observations until next week. 

FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES. 
I have said nothing special about the protection of 

tender Roses hitherto, believing that they should be 
made to endure a little frost at the early part of the 
winter, No time should now be lost in affording them 
protection. The tops of standards, worked on ordinary 
stocks, may be protected by wisps of straw, bound 
amongst and over their branches, or by tight canopies 
firmly fixed, according to the principles laid down for 
the protection of tender plants in the Calendar for the | 
last week in October. Beds or masses of Hybrid Per- | 
petuals, Teas, or other tender kinds, should have some 
porous material strewed amongst them, to protect the 
collar, Old exhausted tan from the Pine pits, clean 
viddled—using the coarse particles—is very good. New 
sawdust may do also, or even a good coating of hali- 
decayed leaves. Four or five inches of such materials 
will at least secure the collar safe in the event of a very 
seyere winter. If it is desirable to protect the tops 
altogether, mats, thrown lightly on them, covered over 
with straw, will suffice, taking care, on the breaking up 
of frost, to observe the thawing principles laid down | 
in the Kitchen Garden portion of the Calendar, 
Y KITCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD. | 

Continue to trench, dig, and ridge every spare inch | 

of ground when frost permits ; this is particularly to be 
observed in gardens inclining to a clayey texture. If 
the frost continues let the manure necessary be wheeled 
out for the whole of the spring cropping, laying it in 
heaps, either on the spot, or as near as possible to it. 
That portion not required for immediate digging in 
should be piled in small mounds and soiled over, to 
prevent loss by evaporation, With regard to the ex- 
posure of tender vegetables on the breaking up of frost, 
let me not be misunderstood in the directions I gave in 
last Calendar : * Do not uncover them until completely 
thawed." Such was the advice there offered, in addi- 
tion I say, do not entirely uncover them suddenly even 
then ; leave a very light screen of straw on them for a 
Sen or two, in order to inure them gradually to sun- 
light. 

FORESTING. 
Planting of all kinds, lately suspended by frost, may 

now be resumed for awhile, if the thaw continues—es- 
pecially where ground is in a mellow state. Youn 
plantations must not be forgotten. The thinning out 
necessary may be proceeded with at any time ; as also 
the cutting over of stunted young Oaks. The dubbing, 
cutting, or plashing of hedges, must be seen to ; as also 
making new hedge-rows. Overgrown hedges should 
now be severely cut in. 

State of se Nias near London, e week ending Deo. 10, 1843, as 
o k 

for th 
ser ved at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick 

Rain 

- | 30.001 | 29:861 | als| 90.7! 25.5 

Doc. 4—Sharp frost; cloudy and fine; clear at night 
5--Clear and fine; overcast 
6—Ch fine; cloudy ; clear ; slight frost —Cls 
7—Fine; cloudy 
8—Cloudy ; fine; cast 
9—Slightly overcast; drizzly; rain at night 
10—Rain; densely over 

Mean temperature of the week 5} deg. below the average. 
State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 20 years, for tha” 

ensuing Week ending Dev. 19, 1046. 
No, of | Prevaili 

Aver. | Aver. | yr, AT | Greatest 
Doo. Highest Lowest Templ whiohie | quantity |, a 

"Temp. | Temp. |^ oP! whic! of Rain. |^ 

mal l N-W. 

The highest tem perature during the thove period ocourred on the 17th‘ 
and theloweston the 18h, 1841—therra. 16% 1843—therm. 57 

Wotices to Correspondent 

resin, two of bees’ wax, one of hogs’ lard, and one of turpen- 
tine. These should be melted, well mixed, and spread on 
brown paper, or some more durable material, which should 
be cut into slips. Peaches next week.t 

Heatine—Cork—You will find it very inconvenient to heat a 
conservatory from a kitchen range for a reason given to a 
correspondent under *' Pears”; nor will you be a gainer in 

Hopr-roLrs—Anon—Plant the Chestnuts 5 feet apart, Expe- 
rience seems to show that to be the most economical and ad- 
vantageous distance. 

Insects—H M—Plack Currant bushes are very subject to the 

1, page 779. 42. —— —' 
Spence’s ‘ Introduction to Entomology " ought to supply you 
with the information you require. R.—R /—Before gluing 

fested with maggots, the only remedy is to put them for 20 
minutes into an oven, not hot enough to singe a feather or 
discolour white 
i&Ab—L--Cast-iron pipes and cisterns are unobjectionable ; 
but a slate cistern is cheaper and much better; or can 
not build one of the morticed tiles made by Copeland and 
Garratt, and now employed in the baths, &c., for the poor. 
We cannot tell their price. 

Morrnotoey—J @—Thanks. Such things are not uncommon. 
Names or PLANTS—When plants are sent to be named, it is 

most particularly requested that they may be in flower, and 
s perfect as circumstances permit. Most especially is it 

requested that the country whence they have been received, 
and whether they are annuals, perennials, or shrubs, hardy, 
greenhouse, or stove plants may be stated ; because speci- 
mens by post are generally bad and incomplete, and much 
valuable time, which such information would save, is need- 
lessly wasted.—R Errington—The fruit of some species of 
Mesembryanthemum.— -6 W, Leeds—Plants cannot be 
named from pen and ink serawls, especially if accompanied 
by illegible writing ——An Old Sub—Your plant is some 
coarse sedge ; apparently Carex intermedia. It resembles the 
Tussac Grass in its growth; but itis quite different. The 
Tussac Grass is a true Grass, more near our Wood Fescue, 
and is called Festuca flabellata.—— C A B—A very fine spe- 
cimen of Oncidium ciliatum ; that figured in the ‘ Botanical 
Register? was a miserable bit. 2, 3,4, Maxillaria punctata ; 
5, M. picta ; 6, Acacia Gunnii. 

Nours—Z H—In rich soil, such as you describe, it is difficult to 
bring Nut-trees into an early bearing state. If you cut them 
down, they will again grow vigorous]; for years. 
Thin the branches now ; and shorten the young shoots one 
half their length at midsummer. he remaining por- 
tions, fruitful laterals will proceed. 

PALIURUS acuLEatos—P A—This is a deciduous shrub, armed 
with strong hooked thorns ; itis hardy near London, in warm 
situations, except in very severe winters, It grows about as 
fast as a Holl; It prefers light soil. We do not know its 
habits in calcareous land. Propagate it by seeds, easily pro- 
cured from Italy, where it is used for hedges. 

Pracu TREEs—A—Your recently planted trees which now ex- 

e 
RONICLE for Advertising, we have to request that all Post- 

office orders may in future be addressed to Mr. JAMES MAT- 
cvnEws, 5, Upper Wellington-street, Covent-garden, and made 
payable at the Post-ofüce, 180, Strand, London. Post-office 
orders, remitted by subscribers for the Paper, should be sent 
to the respective Agents who supply them, 

AcHIMENES— Clericus— Wash off the flowers of sulphur and do 
not apply it again unless the disease re-appears.* 

Booxs—@ i way to recommend Christmas 
presents, but, as far as we can judge, Miss Loudon's ‘ Tales 
for Young People" are the very thing you want, amusing, 
and well suited to the capacity of young people, besides which 
it has some clever woodcuts. 

Brrs—C H B-—Drain out your proceeds of honey-combs 
through a fine sieve or muslin bag, in a warm room or near 
a fire. otherwise the honey will not readily run, Wash the 
refuse comb into a vessel of cold water and mix it with your 
mead, To obtain wax, boil the combs in a strong muslin 
bag in a saucepan, with water sufficient to keep the bag from 
burning, and whilst boiling continue to press the bag with a 
wooden spoon to extract the whole as you skim. Drop the 
wax into cold water where it will swim on the surface. The 
wax thus obtained will still want refining, to effect which 
place it in a clean saucepan and melt it over a slow fire, then 
pour off the clear wax into proper vessels, en mead is 
obtained from pure honey, allow about 4 Ibs. to a gallon of 

turn it and Jet it stand till it is fine and old enough to drink. 
hen mead is made from honey-combs, dissolve them 

in warm water till an e i im i 
breadth of a shilling. Be careful before you break the combs 
into a sieve or strainer to separate all the young bees and 
pollen, otherwise that will give the mead a bad taste, Boil 
and skim as before.—W. 

Emicrants—¥ B—To take Peaches to Georgia, is to carry 
coals to Newcastle. All tender annuals will grow there, so 
that you cannot go wrong. As to Vines, the Frontignans, 
Muscats, and Indian Grapes will answer best. 

ENTYKOPROLEON—Mr. Parker's letter is an Advertisement, We 
have nothing to retract, but something to add if necessary. 

ExminrTIONS—Subseriber—Y ou can show fancy Pelargoniums 
in what sized pots you please ; there are no regulations of any 
sort respecting them except that they must be shown in sizes, 
that is to say six plants at a time, neither more nor less. 

Frurr AND KITCHEN Garpen—Xwell—Trench 3 feet deep, 
taking care that an evenly sloping bottom be formed towards 

i These should be 5 feet deep, and from 18 inches to 
2 feet in width, according to the nature of the materials you 
may have at command, None are better than stones laid so 
as to form a good cavity at the bottom, and filling up with 
the smaller to the height of a foot above the bottom of the 
trenching, covering with turf or hea! o prevent the earth 
from choking the drainage. A deep surrounding drain will 
probably render few necessary within the area. || 

FnuirT-TREES—AÀ tant Reader—The following will be suit- 
ably included amongst the kinds you require for your small 
orchard :—Apples: Bedfordshire Foundiing, Blenheim Pip- 
pin, Cockle Pippin, Dumelow’s Seedling, Golden Harvey, 
Hawthornden, Braddick’s Nonpareil, Early Nonpareil, Clay- 
gate Pearmain, Scarlet Nonpareil, Court Pendu Plat, Worms- 
ley Pippin, Reinette du Canada, Alfriston, Sturmer Pippin. 
Pears: Aston Town, Beurré Bose, Marie Louise, Glout 
Morceau, Thompson's, Knight’s Monarch, Beurré Diel, 
Winter Nelis, Easter Beurré, Beurré Rance, Jean de Witte, 
Ithorp Crassane, Passe ar. || 

GRAFTING—A Junior—Clay is preferable to grafting wax. T 

latter consists of four proportions, by weight, of pitch, four of 

great objection to using the hot plate of a kitchen for heating 
a conservatory is that one is often wanted when the other is 
not. It isa pennywise arrangement. No one can execute 
such work satisfactori: y, for that reason. —— C B— Only Fel- 
lows of the Horticultural Society can obtain supplies from 
their garden. W recommend tradesmen; any 
respectable nurseryman can procure what you want, if he 

en! 
uch obliged, care to publish 

names as soon as there is enough of them.—— 6G H—We are 
perfectly aware that this method was first applied by Mr. 
Haden to a Church in Scotland; we expressly said England. 
But we are of opinion that it is desirable to i 
mentally whether better details cannot be hii 
notsend your guinea to assist in working out the problem ? 
—— Some letters on this subject are unavoidably deferred, in 
consequence of Mr. Kendall's interesting letter: 

Porar A Constant Reader- is subjectis wearing 
away quite as fast as it ought. st deal of nonsense 
and rubbish has been published about it is most true; but 
out of such materials information is to be elicited. e do 
not at all dispute your view of the cause, but such views will 
never lead to the improvement of the cultivation of any plant. 
What can be so important a question as that of food? Just 
look at Ireland.—— C T caisne's pamphlet is entitled 
“ Histoire de la Maladie des Pommes de Terre,” in 1845, 

8, Dusaeq. abstract in French of Harting's paper 
be found in the ‘‘ Annales des Sciences," 3d series, vi., 

42 ; the original is, we believe, in Dutch, and unpublished. 
Payen's papers are scattered through the “‘ Comptes rendus," 
There are many other works; and any one who pretends to 
be able to write a bock upon the Potato disease should be 
acquainted with them all. Many are in German; most of 
which have been abstracted by ourselves, Potato literature 
is already very extensive. 

RosEs—W D S—Sow the seed in a warm, light border early in 
the spring, about an inch deep, and wait the event. Such 
seedlings as come up may be treated like other hard-wooded 

Frost will not have hurt the seeds, 

Pa 
will 

cannot be given in a Newspaper. e best course for you to 
take is to ascertain by the Index of the “ Vegetable Kingdom ” 
to what natural orders your unknown names belong, and 
then to judge for yourself of the likelihood of a plant turning 
out well. They appear to be Van Diemen's land plants ; and 
they are all tolerably hardy in the mild parts of England and 

SWEETBRIAR—A H—You had better sow it in a bed, and make 
your hedge with the seedlings. If you attempttosow a hedge, 
you will probably find it full of gaps, unless you sow it much. 
broader than is necessary. seeds come up irregularly, 
and one after the other for a couple of years. 

Misc— Clericus— Angelonia grandiflora is a tender plant.[—— 
Ewell—The manuscript is left for you at our office. It is not 
worth publication.——Z— Triadenium signifies having three 
glands. Four volumes have appeared of Kunth's ** Enumera- 
tion ;” the last was occupied with Lilyworts, We do not 
give prices. —— W Baker—N ext week.t 

SEEDLING FLOWERS. » 
FucnsiA—W D—Your seedling has a good corolla, and is a 

fair flower, but it wants contrast in the colours, and it does 

not surpass many that are already cultivated.* 
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HORSE WORKS. —Wanted to Purchase, a good 
Second-hand HORSE WORKS for Driving Chafl-cutters, 

Threshing Machines, &c.—Direct to W. W., at Mr. Hare's, 
Swan Stables, St. Martin’s-lane, 

OT WATER APPARATUS.—The attention fof 

Pressing their also their 
eir efficiency. An improved wrought-iron boiler, which re- 

quires no brickwork, may be seen in action upon the premises, 
Benzamin Fow ser, 63, Dorset-street, Fleet-street. 

The Aavicuitural Gasette. 

we should often otherwise be required to make, 
reduced to 12 or 20. 

S The following is a copy of the page in such a 
abour-book for the week ending Dec. 5, 1846 :— 

FARM LABOUR ACCOUNT, for 

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 12, 1846. 

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 
Wronrspay, Dec, 16 -Agricultural Society of England. 
TnmuxspA,  — 17—Agricn!tural Soc. of Ireland. 
THURSDAY, 2t—Agriculiural Imp, Soc. of Ireland. 

LOCAL SOCIETI 
? Leyland Hundred— Wella ( 

FARMERS’ CLUBS, 
{+ Dec, 91 - Botley | Dec. 26—Herefird 

— 25—Rhins of Galloway 

nd). 

Very many leading men in the AGRICULTURAL 
Improvement Sociery or InzrAND have regarded 
that alteration in its fundamental rules lately re- 
solved upon (see page 777), in the manner we ex- 
pected. Its President, the Duke of LernsrtER, and 
other noblemen, its chief supporters, fearing the 
consequence of admitting political matters to dis- 
cussion, have resigned their membership, and such a 
general feeling has arisen in reference to the sub- 
ject, that we are very glad to find that the Council 
have resolved to ask the next monthly meeting of 
the Society for leave to replace the rule which they 
had suspended. 

The upshot of this affair is a very good lesson to 
our Agricultural Societies as regards the safety of 
a non-political character. Let farmers express and 
work for their political opinions as independently 
and heartily as any men; it is the privilege and 
duty of intelligent. men in whatever station they may 
be to strive for the cause they hold just—in poli- 
tics as in every other matter which engages their 
attention ; but Jet them keep their efforts here 
apart from their efforts for the benefit of practical 
agriculture ; the latter will be more likely to suc- 
ceed if this be attended to, and the influence of the 
former will not be diminished. 

Tue complexity of any system of Farm Accounts 
depends altogether upon the will of the farmer. He 
may wish to know how each of his fields is paying, 
and in that case he must of course open an account 
for and against each in his ledger. Or he may be 
satisfied with ascertaining the costof and returns from 
is root and grain crops merely, aud then so far as 

these go he will require to open only two accounts 
there ; the one exhibiting on the one hand the cost 
of labour, manure, and seed, and on the other the 
returns from grain sold; and the other (assuming 

the roots to be all consumed on the farm by bought 
cattle and sheep), exhibiting on the one hand the 
Cost of labour, manure, and seed, as regards the 
cultivation of the fallow crops, along with the cost 
of stock to consume them; and on the other the 
value of stock sold, after their consumption. 

ut very few will be satisfied with only this ; 
most farmers will be curious to know how their 
sheep, cattle, pigs, &c., are doing, apart from one 
another. Most will desire to know the cost of the 
cultivation of Wheat, Barley, Oats, Turnips, Po- 
tatoes, Carrots, &c., apart from one another, and to 
do this they need to keep separate accounts for 
each. 

The matter of greatest difficulty to any one who 
would keep his farm accounts with any minuteness, 
is the distribution of the sum paid for labour 
amongst the several heads on which it is charge- 
able. Imagine a farmer at the end of each week 
paying two dozen labourers—men, women, and 
children, who have during that period been working, 
each of them, for days anu parts of days at different 
sorts of work ; if he enters the time of each man 
Separately in his day book, he may have every week 
for labour alone, 40 entries to make there, 40 in 
the journal to which he transfers them, and 80 in the 
ledger to which they are posted on the Dr. and Cr. 
Sides respectively of the accounts which they con- 
cern. To do this every week would be endless 
work, And some contrivance is therefore necessary 
by which the labour may be shortened. Let us de- 
vote the remainder of this article to a description of 
the Lanoun-nook which we employ, and by which 
the 160 entries which we have supposed and which 

week ending December 5, 1846. 
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In explanation of this Table, we must first beg j Club, against the use of machinery in threshing corn» 
our readers to imagine the columns 1 to 4, and 5 to 
8, to be present : they are omitted merely because 
as no work during that week was properly charge- 
able on the accounts of Barley, Oats, Turnips, 
Potatoes, &c., which they severally represent, they 
would merely and uselessly occupy room. 

To put into words all that this Table signifies 
would fll] many columns; we shall merely say a 
word or two of explanation, and in proof of its use- 
fulness point to the fact that in place of the 49 
entries in the day-book, which would otherwise be 
required, six only are necessary. Instead. of a 
separate entry for each of the particulars stated here 
one only is required for each of the columns ; for 
the total in each indicates the whole amount of 
labourduringthe week for the benefit of the account 
which that column represents. The mode in which 
the work ofeach day is put down will be under- 
stood by reference to the figures at the head of 
the columns; whatever crop or account a man 
has been working for, the number of the column 
belonging to that account is placed opposite his 
name at the end of the day ; and so at the end 
of the week the book-keeper is able to divide 
the whole money due to him among the several 
columns in which it is chargeable. The fact is, 
that during the week referred to, the chief works on 
the farm were ploughing for Wheat, carrying out 
dung for Wheat, threshing Wheat, carting Carrots 
and Mangold Wurzel home, and looking after the 
stock ; and any one looking at the number of the 
columns will easily see how this tallies with what 
the Table tells him. 

g 
and in favour of the flail. The gist of the argument 
seemed to rest, however, on the greater employment i 
is supposed to give to labourers, and the necessity o 
supplying that employment—both of which views, I 
think, are erroneous ; and I consider the public indebted 
to Mr. Morton and Mr. Fisher Hobbs for a clearer and 
more correct exposition of the subject. There can be 
no doubt that threshing by machinery, and more espe- 
cially if water-power can be had, is more economical 
and more effectual than by flail, inasmuch as more corn 
is obtained, and of superior condition and quality ; be- 
cause it is “ out of the stack into the sack," in a few 
hours; whereas, by the slow process of the flail, it lies 
for many days on a barn fioor, acquiring toughness 
from the damp, and filthiness from the vermin. In the 
northern markets of the kingdom, buyers make a de- 
cided objection to flail-threshed corn, and a considerable 
deduction in price. If you deem the subject worthy of 
farther notice and investigation, allow me to direct 
your attention to the arguments for and against the 
practice, which are found in the 4th vol. of the “ En- 
glish Agricultural Society's Journal,” from the middle of 
the 5th to near the end of the 8th pages. And as re- 
gards want of employment among agricultural labourers, 
if there be any of them in Dorset or elsewhere, still 
vegetating on 8s. a week, let them come (or such of 
them as have the means and information necessary to 
earry them so far) to the hiring markets in the north, 
where young ploughmen get from 17/. to 201. a year, 
with board and lodging in the farmhouse ; and where 
day labourers, even at this season of short days, are 
making from 2s. 4d. to 3s. per day, in furrow-draining 
and such like work, in which many more hands could 
be employed, if they were to be had. When I have 
Occasion to calla set of men from their piece-work for 
an occasional job by day, I am obliged to pay them 3s. 

The labour of book-keeping is very much dimi-| each, and to masons and joiners 4s. ; and so difficult is 

nished by this expedient, and it may be still further 
lessened if the labourers be paid only once a fort- 
night, as ours are. The totals of the first week may 
then be carried forward to head the columns of the 
second, and the several sums paid are thus trans- 
ferred to day-book and journal only once a fort- 
night. All piece-work payments and any petty 
sums, as market expences, &c., may very properly 
be recorded here, too, and this will still further 
diminish the number of the entries to be made in 
the ledger. 

The transference of these items, and of others 

whicn have no place here, to the journal and ledger 

will be relerred to on another occasion. Our pre- 

sent remarks have reference merely to the payment 

of wages and recording the same. 
In directing the construction of a labour book the 

farmer must first make up his mind as to the divisions 

in which he shall arrange his expenses, the ac- 

counts under which he shall record them; and 

having determined these he must have a column in 

his labour book for every one connected with which 
there is probability of there ever being any expense 
of labour. 

We are happy to learn that our correspondent 

see pages 761, 794) Mr. CuanNock, of Wakefield, 

has been appointed one of the Government Drar- 

AGE Surveyors, under the act of last session, for 

authorizing the advance of publie money, to a 

limited amount, to promote the improvement of 

land in Great Britain and Ireland by works of 

drainage. 

THRESHING MACHINE versus FLAIL. 

I was surprised to see uttered such arguments as 
were used at a late meeting of the London Farmers 

it to get any labourer to condescend to use the flail, that 
the holders of the smallest occupations who have never 
had threshing-machines before are now erecting them 
of smail size, to be worked by two or three horses, as 
the only means of getting their corn threshed.—John 
Grey, Dilston, Dec. 1. [The following is the extract 
from the Journal referred to.]— 

* I am not certain that I am acquainted with all the 
arguments that may be adduced in favour of the flail 
practice by those who retain it ; but such as I know I 
shall remark upon. A very strong one, however, on 
the other side may here be mentioned, and it is of suffi- 
cient power, if well founded, to overturn all the others; 
which is, that the extra quantity of grain obtained by 
the threshing of a powerful machine over that by flail 
is equal, with fair prices, to repay the entire expence of 
the operation. Ihave heard it said by occupiers of 
land in the south of England, that if they were to adopt 
our plan they should not know how to dispose of their 
threshers, who are not dexterous workmen in other 
branches, and might be thrown on the parish. This 
reason appears to me to be extremely futile and ridi- 
culous ; for I have never yet seen the farm of tolerable 
extent on which a few extra hands could not be em- 
ployed during the winter months to advantage, in ope- 
rations where great dexterity is not required, such as 
draining, scouring ditches, improving fences, making 
compost, repairing or levelling roads, &e. &c., in which, 
without being turned to the parish workhouse, such 
men could be occupied until they should find something 
more to their minds elsewhere, and become absorbed in 
the mass of the working population. Besides, the intro- 
duction of machinery does not diminish the requisite 
number of hands to be employed, although it alters 
their character and occupation. I know nothing better 
calculated to preserve the vacant mind in a state of 
stationary vacuity than the sober sameness of the flail’s 
evolutions from morn to night, and from week to week ; 
but the man who wields the flail by mere animal strength 
must undergo much cultivation, and be greatly elevated 
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in mind and acquirements, ere he can become the m: 
chine maker, to calculate its motions and adjust its 
parts; and even the farm-servant in whose charge the 
machine is placed, after a short training by the mill- 
wright, is called upon to exercise a superior degree o 
intelligence and attention in equalising the steam, if 
that power be used, and in regulating the operasions in 
any circumstances. In so far, then, it would have the 
effect of substituting a superior class of operatives to 
that which had beefi dismissed by the change. Besides 
which, when the machine is at work some hands are 

the seed crops are collecte: 
Several women and boys are employed to loosen the 
sheaves and hand them to the man at the feeding-board, 
while others are busied in piling up the straw and dress- 
ing and meastiring the corn ; and thus, although quite 
different in kind, much occupation is given to various 
classes of people, who, otherwise, might not have the 
opportunity of doing much for the relief of their fami- 
ies. One comfort, too, for the farmer attends this mode 
of proceeding: when the threshing is done, and the 
corn dressed up, the machine is at rest probably for 
Some days, and his barn is locked up ; whereas, with 
half a dozen barns, occupied with men threshing daily 
with flails, his property is, always exposed to pilfering 
and depredation. Besides, a good machine enables the 
farmer to thresh a quantity of grain at once, to meet a 
call upon him for money, to take advantage of a good 
priee, or to provide seed ; and gives him the means of 
employing people in the time of frost and snow, so as to 
ave them at liberty for field.labour when wanted. 

Another objection to the threshing-machine, which I 
have heard of, is that it bruises the straw too much. 
There may be something in this, where straw is to be 
sold in the London market, or used for thatching houses, 
which use of it cannot be too soon abolished as an ex- 
travagant and wasteful practice—at least, so long as 
the slate quarries of Wales and Westmoreland afford 
in such abundance 2 covering at once light, durable, and 
economical—but, for food, or litter in cattle sheds, this 
can be no objection : while, on the other hand, imple- 
ments for choppiug straw or hay may be worked by 
being attached to the threshing-machine, with less ex- 
pence than in any other way.* It is probable that the 
straw of the northern counties does not break under 
the operation of the threshing-machine so much as that 
of the south, because the custom does not prevail here 
of allowing the corn to stand uncat until it becomes 

ad ripe and sunburnt—a custom which is of very 
doubtful expediency, as grain makes better seed, and is 
found to yield more meal, when cut before it attains its 
last stage of ripeness, and the straw is unquestionably 
better for all purposes. Besides, it does not injure the 
working of the threshing-machine, instead of having 
both rollers fluted, to make the upper one solid and 
smooth, by which means the straw is less broken. The 
upper roller is so easily changed, that it is advisable to 
have one fluted and another plain, to apply as cirenm- 
Stances may require. There is a newly-invented thresh- 
ing-machioe, which works by whas is called a patent 
peg-drum, instead of the flanged drum and rollers,whieh 
is said not to break the straw at all, and in other respects 
to perform its work admirably, and with a saving of 
one-third of the power—in which ease four horses will 
do the work of six ; but not having seen it in opera- 
tion, I ean only speak from report. I have heard also 
that some malisters in the south give a preference to 
Barley threshed by flail—the reason for which I never 
heard assigned ; and it is notorious that in this county, 
and those of the south of Seotland, hardly any other is 
used but what is threshed by machines, and no objec- 
tion is ever made to it. It is possible that grain may 
be bruised in threshing, or broken off so close at the 
end as to injure its germinal powers ; but that must 
arise, I imagine, rather from some defect in particular 
machines than from any fault generally applicable to 
the system. On the other hand, however, it is an estab- 
lished fact, that, in the markets of the north, Wheat 
threshed by machinery commands. a higher price by 
some shillings per quarter than that threshed by flail, 
and for this obvious reason :—take two stacks of Wheat, 
equal in quality and condition ; let one of them be taken 
in and put through the machine, and the grain is dressed 
up and sacked before night: let the other be put, on 
the same day, into a barn to be threshed by flail—it 
takes a man a fortnight to knock out the corn very im- 
perfectly, and each night the produce of the day is 
added to the heap till all is finished: this heap consists 
of chaff and grain, resting all the time on a ground- 
floor, and though the floor he perfectly dry, yet the 
grain is said to acquire, if not actual dampness, still a 
degree of toughness, in grinding, which any miller can 
detect; hence arises his objection, and the difference 
in the price he offers.” * 

THE SUPPLY OF ANIMAL FOOD, 
(Continued from p. 810.) 

Every breeder or grazier ought to be well assured of 
the eapabilities of the land he occupies, as also the con- 
yeniences attaching to it, so as to adapt his practice 
accordingly. If the fields are large they must be sub- 
divided by temporary moveable fences. Are they bleak 
and cold? Shelters must be erected, and plenty of 
them, to remain for shades in summer. Is the lair not 
well littered ? Places or raised platforms must be pro 

* The erection of a steam-engine affords a good opportunity 
for constructing an apparatus for steaming Potatoes and other 
food for cattle. 

'equis 
attended to as to selection and breeding. It is by no 
means necessary to select a small breed of sheep for a 
poor soil, nor on the contrary a large breed for a rich 
one ; nor is it an established fact that small animals 
will fatten faster than large ones, or on proportionably 
less food. It is pretty certain that the more active 
animal will, in one way or another, make away with the 
greatest quantity, either by consuming it as food or by 
destroying it from treading. The quantity of meat 
made will of course be the true criterion of profit, all 
other things being equal; and in reference to field 
management the writer would say that in any esse, or 
whatever may be the breed, the greatest weight of food 
—mutton, will be obtained by placing the animals as 
much as possible in a state of quiet seclusion and com- 
posure. No restless ones will fatten rapidly, nor will 
those of predatory habits thrive fast ; secure content- 
ment and repose, and the result may be anticipated. 
No animal intended for fattening ought at any time to 
be allowed to stand still; they must be kept thriving, 
and while in health this is easy of attainment, in this 
country, at le: by the use of corn, cake, meal, and 
the various esculent roots which have become almost 
indispensable adjunets to good g g; warmth and 
shelter in winter, cool and shade in sunimer, are equally 
desirable, and as easily attainable as the varieties of 
food. It isto these minor but not trivial matters that 
he more particularly wishes to direct attention, as 
being too mueh overlooked or neglected. 

It would take up too much of your valuable space to 
descend into particulars of management, either as 
respects field or shed-feeding, but being a decided con- 
vert to the latter mode, an observation or two may not 
be unacceptable. Unquestionably the system of shed- 
feeding sheep will produce by far the greatest weight of 
mutton in proportion to the quantity of land to be grazed 
or fed off. There can scarcely remain a doubt upon 
the subject; and if properly attended to, at the least 
cost. The larger the breed the greater the increase. 
They will gain the most weight in the shortest time ; in 
one well authenticated instance to the extent of 32 lbs. 
in 28 days. The advantages are in every way great; 
it ereates profitable labour ; it prevents loss of food by 
trampling ; it prevents loss in manure. Most of the 
manure voided by sheep is dried up by the sun in sum- 
mer, while under care it is on the other hand retained 
as a valuable aid; it renders the Grass lands much 
more produetive; the herbage being undisturbed by 
continual cropping is more matured and nutritious; 
the animals rest contentedly and fatten surprisingly fast. 
It is objected that they become unhealthy from confine- 
ment ; that their feet become unmanageable and their 
wool * spoilt ;’’ this is all fidge! The writer’s sheep 
are seldom, if ever injuriously affected, They have 
regular and constant attention ; a good variety of food, 
including "urnips,.Rape, Mangold Wurzel, Cabbage, 
Carrots, with cake, corn, &e., in winter, an rass, 
Clover, Lucerne, Tares, &c., in summer, and always a 
plentiful supply of that very useful condiment— salt, and 
plenty of water. Their hovels are cleaned out and 
fresh littered about three times a week, and those in the 
fold yard are supplied with fresh litter as required, care 
being taken not to allow too great an lation of 
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ite that these minor matters be changing his plan, be able to keep three, and each one 
of them producing as much manure as three fed in the 
way they have hitherto been accustomed to adopt.—the 
result will be, that you would havé nine times as much 
manure by the new method as you have hitherto had 
by the old. Now, as I do not think there can bea 
single individual among you so blind as not to see at 
once the great advantage it would be to have suci an 
immense addition to his manure-heap, it appears to me 
that the best thing I ean do is, in the first instance; to 
endeavour to impress firm!y upon your minds the eon- 
vietion that this faet, so much entitled to your atten- 
tion, and yet so little attended to, is in reality & truth 
that may be relied on, and may be practically adopted 
with any fear of disappointment, It is upon this foun- 
dation that the practicability of almost every improve- 
ment I mean to suggest in the cropping of your land 
must ultimately depend, and it is, therefore, indis- 
pensable to the success of any arguments I may offer, 
to place it before you in the clearest point of view, and 
remove from your minds every doubt whatever upon 
the subject, 

To draw the necessary proof, therefore, from what 
comes under your own observation (I may say every 
day of your lives, and which must, therefore, have more 

upon which your cattle are now almost universally fed, 
two to three acres of which are often barely sufficient to 
keep one cow alive for the summer months, but by no 
means to afford her a sufficiency of food. ow one 
aere of good Clover and Rye-grass, one rood of Vetches 
and three roods of Turnips (making up in all two aeres 
which are now allottedfor grazing one eow in summer), 
taking a stolen erop of Rape after the Vetches, will 
afford ample provision for three cows the year round. 
For you all know that an aere of good Clover will house- 
feed three cows from the middle of May to the middle 
of October ; and with the help of a rood of Vetches you 
will be able to save half the first cutting for hay to use 
during the winter. Then when the first frosts, about 
the middle of October, may have stripped the Clover 
of its leaves, the early sown Rape, which ought to be 
put in ridge by ridge as the Vetches are cut, and the 
land well manured (if the seed has been sown by tlie 
middle of July), will be ready to eut and feed the cattle 
until the Turnips are ripe. Here then you have plainly 
provision secured until towards the middle of Novem- 
ber, and we have to calculate what remains to feed the 
cattle until the middle of theMay following. For this pur- 
pose there is a rood of Turnips for each cow. » 
aere of the white Globe and yellow Aberdeen Turnip 
ought to produce from 35 to 40 tons per acre ; but sup- 
posing one-half to be of the Swedish kind, let us calcu- 
late only on 28 tons to the acre, which is not more than 
an average produee, even if they were all Swedish, arid 
see what that caleulation will yield per day for 190 days, 
which is rather more than the six months. If an aere 
yields 28 tons, a rood will yield 7 tons, which being 
brought into pounds will amount to 15,680 pounds, and 
this divided by 190 days, will leave 83 pounds of Turnips 
for each cow every day, which with a small portion of ` 
the hay and straw you are possessed of, is a very suffi- 
ient all 

manure so as to cause their feet to become diseased 
from heat, which they will do if neglected ; every foot 
should be examined at least once within 21 days, and a 
cooling lotion or caustic applied as the case may de- 
mand. This fold yard is hollow drained, and the ex- 
cess of moisture drawn into a cesspool, which has the 
effect of preventing any great fermentation of the ma- 
nure, an advantage to the sheep at least; but no great 
injury will arise if they are kept clean, dry, and well 
littered, with regular examinations as above. It must 
be borne in mind, that if any animal is put into con- 
finement, and thus prevented getting that particular 
kind of food which may prove a corrective or alterative 
in its digestive economy, such animal must have this 
provision made for it, and will do away with many ob- 
jeetions by this mode of feeding. It is necessary that 
the animal should be kept quiet and composed ; no rest- 
less ones will fatten rapidly, nor will those of predatory 
habits thrive f secure contentment, feed punctually, 
and the result mayjbe anticipated..—* 

ON STALL-FEEDING COWS. 
By referring to the experience of all good farmers in 

all countries, and under all circumstances, it is ascer- 
tained beyond dispute, that by the practiee of sowing 
green crops, such as Clover and Rye-grass, winter and 
spring Vetehes, Turnips, Mangold Wurzel, &c., the 
same ground which in poor pasture would searcely feed 
one eow in summer, would, under the crops mentioned, 
feed three, or perhaps four, the whole year round,—by 
keeping the eattle in the house and bringing the food 
there to them ; and the manure produced by one of 
these cows so fed, and well bedded with the straw saved 
by the supply of better food, would be more than equal 
to that produced by three cows pastured in summer 
and fed in winter upon dry straw or hay, and badly lit- 
tered. 

Here, then, are two assertions well worthy your se- 
rious attention,—first, that three cows may be provided 
with food in the house all the year from the same quan- 
tity of ground, which would scarcely feed one under 
pasture for the summer ; and, secondly, that one cow 
so fed in the house will give as much manure as three 
fed in the field. I call these important assertions ; for 
if they are really founded in fact, then any of you who 
may now be only able to keep one cow, wouid, by 

or a common sized milch eow ; and 
over and above all this you have the seeond growth of 
the rood of Rape coming forward in March and April, 
which would feed all the three cows much longer than 
would be necessary to meet the coming Clover erop, 
even in the latest season. 

Here then the facts of the case are brought before you 
for your own decision, and I fearlessly appeal to your- 
selves—is ‘it true that two to three acres (I make my 
calculation on two only), are frequently allotted to graze 
one cov during summer? And again—is it true that 
an aere of Clover and Grass-seed, a rood of Vetches, 
and three roods of Turnips, with the stolen erop of 
Rape after the Vetches, will fully supply food for three 
cows the year round? I defy any one of you to reply 
to either of these questions in the negative. The straw 
of the farm in any case belongs to the cattle; but in 
the latter case, where 'l'urnips are provided for food, it 
is chiefly used for bedding, and the additional quantity 
of grain which will be raised by means of the increased 
quantity of manured land, will always keep pace with 
the increase of the stock, and provide the increased 
quantity of bedding required. I think, therefore, I am 
warranted in considering my first assertion proved, 
namely, that the ground generally allotted to feed one 
cow, will in reality supply food for three—and have 
only now to offer some calculations as to the accumu- 
lation of manure, which I hope will be considered 
equally conclusive. 

During the summer months, your cow which is only 
in the house at milking time (and perhaps not even 
then, for the, practice is sometimes to milk her in the 
field), can afford little or no addition to the manure- 
heap, being upon the Grass both day and night ; and 
even in winter and spring, whilst there is amy open 
weather, they are always to be seen ranging over the 
fields in search of food, so that I think you cannot but 
admit (upon a ealeulation for the entire year round), the 
animal is not in the house more than 8 hours out of the 
24, and it is only the manure made during this period 
which ean be reckoned upon ; therefore upon this sup- 
position (which I think is sufficiently correct to show 
the strength of my argument), if there is any truth in 
arithmetic, one cow fed, as I lave calculated on, in ihe 

house for the entire 24 hours, will yield as much manure 

as three cows that are only kept in the house for 8 
hours—the quality of the food being supposed the same 
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in both cases ; and this would manifestly prove my 
assertion ; namely, that one cow fed within, would give 
as much manure as three fed without; and therefore 
when three can be kept in the one way, as I have 
already shown, for one kept in the other, it is as clear 
as three times three make nine that the result of the 
calculation will be just as I have stated—namely, that 
the farmer will obtain by the change of system nine 
times as much manure in the one case as he would 
have in the other. 

Now, if after all that has been said (which seems to 
me at least quite convincing), any of you should be so 
astonished by the quantity of manure thus proved to be 
gained as still to have some misgivings on the subject, 
and be inclined to think that matters would not turn out 
80 favourabie in practice as I have shown in theory, i 
would wish any such person to consider one very mate- 
rial point which I have not yet tonched upon—for in 
the foregoing the argument is founded entirely on the 
time the animals are kept within, viz.—it is stated that 
one cow kept within for 24 hours will give as much 
manure as ihree-cows which are only kept in for 8 
hours, the food being assumed to be the same in both 
Cases ; but it is quite evident that if the cow kept within 
should be fed with Turnips and bedded with straw 
which the others are fed upon, leaving them little or no 
bedding whatever, that the calculation must turn 
decidedly in favour of the animal which is well fed and 
bedded, both as regards the quantity and quality of the 
Manure—so that it appears the estimate I have made is 
decidedly under the mark.—From Mr. Blacker's Essay 
on Small Farms. 

A SIMPLE FORM 
I am convinced that many of the valuable suggestions 

contained in your Paper for the improvement of agri- 
culture can never be carried into practice either under 
the system of yearly tenancy, or under that of leases 
Containing so many ak dg icti as is commonly 
the case, 

I enclose a form of lease which, whilst it leaves 

ample latitude for an intelligent farmer to exercise his 
Skill and judgment, eontains sufficient security to the 
lessor that the value of his property should be main- 
ained. 
If a form of lease in substance like this were to be 

Adopted, printed forms might be used, with blanks for 
the names of parties and the localities only to be filled 

up, and thus greatly lessen the expences now attending 
leases ; this, however, I am aware could not well be 
done without the establishment of a general system of 
registration, but if that desirable object were attained, 
the long reeapitulations of title now necessary to show 
the lessor's power to lease might be dispensed with, by 

adopting instead, the certificate or mere signature of the 
registrar of the district. 

further improvement might also be adopted by 
abolishing the stamps on leases, and paying instead a 
sum of money on getting the lease regi d, such pay- 

giving one month's notice to C. D.), to have a valuation | 
made of the said farm in the month of July by two | 
competent persons, one of whom shall be chosen by 
A. B., and the other by C. D, and if C. D. should 
neglect or refuse to appoint a valuer within the month 
after receiving such notice, the valuation made by the 
person appointed by A. B. shall be valid and binding. 
That if the two persons so appointed do not agree in 
their respective valuations, they shall choose an umpire, 
and if they cannot agree upon an umpire, or either 
party refuse to appoint such umpire, it shall be lawful 
for the sheriff of the said county o. , on the 
application of either party to appoint such umpire, 
whose decision shall be. equally binding as if made by 
an umpiré mutually chosen by the said valuers. 

“Tf it shall appear by such valuation that the said farm 
is deteriorated in value, either by reason of improper 
cropping or by neglect to repair the buildings, so that 
the annual value of the said farm is less than the sum 
agreed upon as rent thereof, then the said A. B. ma; 
claim from C. D. a sum not exceeding ten times the 
amount of such deficiency in the annual value, together 
with all costs of the reference and valuation, and if the 
sum be not paid within three months after C. D. has 
been furnished with the valuation and elaim, A. B. 
may recover the same by seizure and distraint, as for 
arrears of rent, and if the annual value shall be found 
to be less than the said rent by more than 25/., it shall 
be lawful for the said A. B. to cancel this lease and 
re-enter upon the farm. 

“Tf, however, the valuation shall be equal to, or ex- 

ceed the amount of rent hereby agreed upon, the ex- 

pense of the valuation and reference shall be wholly 
paid by A. B., together with 5 per cent. on the amount 
of the annual rent, as a compensation to C. D. for the 
trouble such valuation may have caused him, 

** Any difference of opinion that may arise between the 
aid contracting parties ing the damage done by 

getting minerals, or cutting down and carrying away 
timber, shall be settled by arbitrators appointed as in 
the case of valuing the farm. “Tn witness, &e.” 

= 
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Home Correspondence. 
Shed-feeding Sheep.—In a late Gazette, your corre- 

spondent, Thomas Dixon, expresses his desire that 
some one would point out the means most likely to pre- 
vent the attacks of foot-rot, to which folded sheep are 
so liable. In suggesting a few of the points to be ob- 
served in shed management, I will just give an example. 
Last winter we had 30 large sheep fed in a yard, half of 
which was covered in. The fences were of Thorn, and 
high ; the place welllittered with straw; thus appearing 
quite warm and comfortable. The foot-rot made its 
appearance, owing to the wetness of the yard ; for the 
ground being low, the bedding was always wet. The 
yard was then underdrained, and we soon found the 
benefit of having it dry. The sheep were supplied with 
plenty of roots; their feet frequently pared; and, in 

ment being a per centage on the amount of rent payable, 
Should you deem this worthy of insertion in ,your 

columns, it may elicit some valuable and practical re- 
marks, tending to the great object of an abundant sup- 
ply of home-grown food.— E. 

* A lease of land and buildings called farm, 
situate in the parish of , and in the county 
of , and now in the occupation of 

as tenants, made and agreed upon this day 

of 51846, between A. B. the owner, and C. D. 
the tenant. 

* Firstly. To avoid repetition, and still maintain a clear 
understanding of the import of this lease, it is mutually 

agreed that when this farm is mentioned therein, it 
shall be understood as meaning the whole of the land 
and buildings and ereetions thereon, and whenever 

q were afterwards troubled very little 
with the disease. think the principalthings to be 
borne in mind, with reference to this subject, are—first, 
that the shed or yard must be kept as dry as possible ; 
2diy, the manure must not be allowed to accumulate and 
heat, but frequently cleaned out and replaced by fresh 
straw ; 3dly, the sheep must not be megleeted—their 
feet must be attended to and frequently pared ; 4thly, 
the sheep should be supplied with plenty of root food, 
and have access to a trough of water to drink when they 
please; and, 5thly, a lump of common salt should be 
placed in the yard for them to nibble at occasionally ; 
this prevents feverishness, cools their blood, &c., thus 
rendering them less subject to the foot-rot. Common 
salt is preferable to rock-salt, as the sheep can bite it 
much more easily, therefore getting more salt than 
from the latter. Although the shed may be favourable 

either of the contracting parties hereto are 
it shall be understood as meaning either them or their 
authorised agents, heirs, administrators, or assigns. 

“ The said A. B. agrees to let, and the said C. D. agrees 
to take, for a lease of 21 years from the 29th March 
next, the said farm, consisting of 100 acres (a map or | J. 
Plan of which, with all the buildings and erections 
thereon, is subjoined in a schedule hereto attached) at 

e annual rent of 150/., one half of which shall be 
Payable and due on the 29th day of September, and the 
other half on the 25th day of March, in each year dur- 
ing the said term, and the first payment shall become 
due on'the 29th September next, the said C. D. being 
put in legal and peaceable possession of said farm on 
the 25th March now next ensuing. 
“The said A. B. reserves to himself all mines and 

Minerals, such portion only excepted as the said C. D. 
May require to be used on, and for the improvement of, 
the said land, building, and roads thereof. And the 
said A. B. also reserves all the timber trees now grow- 
ing on the said farm, with liberty at all times to eut 
down and carry away such timber trees, and aiso to 
enter upon and get any mineral under the said farm, 
and carry the same away, paying or allowing to the 
Said C. D. such fair and reasonable sum for surface 
damage as may be either mutually agreed upon or 
Awarded, as hereinafter provided. 

. It is hereby fully agreed that the said C. D. is at 
liberty to cultlvate the said farm in any way he may 

proper, and is to be subject to no restriction as to 
the disposal of the erops, further than is hereinafter 
agreed upon; namely, that at the expiration of 

_the first four years of this lease, and at the 
expiration of any subsequent period of one year, 
it shall be competent to the said A, B. (after 

to the d p of foot-rot, I think if these hints are 
properly attended to, this difficulty will be found to dis- 
appear; and our own experience abundantly proves 
that the advantages of this system of feeding far out- 
weigh any danger or inconvenience arising from it.— 

Shed Feeding.—If my small experience be of any 
service to your correspondent Thomas Dixon, Dar- 

lington, he is heartiiy welcome to it, For three years 

I have fed my wether hoggs of the Leicester breed 

in courtains, by which I mean, yards enclosed by 

sheds. The hoggs are brought in about Christmas if 

the season be an open one, or sooner if the weather be 

coarse, To-day we have 18 inches of snow on the 

ground, and my sheep will be snug in their courtains 

by daylight to-morrow I hope. Convenient to the 

courtains is a store-house, capable of holding a month’s 

Turnips, so that few storms frighten us. Plenty of 

troughs are placed about the open yard, which are 

supplied four times a day with sliced ‘Turnips, and once 

in the beginning of the season, and twice, further on, 

with pollard and bruised Linseed. Every now and 

then, say once a fortnight, I have every hogg's feet 

pared and carefully examined, The sheep are always 

kept liberally bedded with clean straw, and (to use my 

herd’s words, who was greatly against pen-feeding at 

first), “ dinna eat abune the hauf o' the meat they did 

oot-bye, and still "s a lang way better than ever they 

war for baith mutton and oo'.7 | As to foot-rot, I have 

never had one from pen-feeding ; but, Itake great eare. | 

— North Earle. 
To have laying Poultry.—In recommending your 

correspondent * Elphida to give her poultry a warm 

removed from a warmer to a colder climate, they exist 
but do not thrive without warmth, and whether to 
fatten them or to promote their laying at an unseason- 
able time, a temperature adapted to their constitution 
should be provided them; this will be one point 
towards suecess. 1 will now mention two more points, 
viz., age and diet ; attending to these three particulars 
I have at all seasons an abundant supply of new-laid 

from the mou g 
consequently olly to keep an unprofitable animal 
when one in profit would consume no more food: the 
jan I pursue and recommend is to part with all 
poultry after the third autumn laying, and to put in 
their place the previous spring chickens, by which ig 
meant chickens hatched through the months of March, 
April, and May; birds of January and February 
hatching are apt to have their feet swollen by the cold 
in some situations, which is unsightly, and besides this. 
being ready for market in May they are too valuable to 
be kept for stock when birds of less market value but 
equally good for laying ean be had ; the March Pullets 
will begin to lay in September, and the others will 
succeed them. in rotation of hatching; to these in 
November will be added the hens rising two years old, 
and about January, if favourable weather, the hens 
rising three years-old will begin to lay ; by attending to 
age a succession of laying hens will be had through the 
whole year. The next particular to be attended to is 
diet ; with poultry as with other animals variety has its 
charms, and greatly promotes both fattening and laying s. 
poultry confined to a yard should have given to them 
Íood as similar as possible and as various as that they 
would feed on if allowed to roam at large ; they require 
vegetables, seeds, insects, gravel, ashes or dry mould, 
as much as corn of different sorts, to keep them in 
health, and plenty of clean water, rain water is the best 3. 
ifa feed of mixed corn is given the first thing in the 
morning, let this be followed at eleven, a.m., by a feed 
of Barley-meal mixed with boiled Potatoes or Parsnips, 
or both, to this pieces of fat meat chopped may be 
added, the fowls will fill themselves to repletion ; about 
three, P.M., alittle corn may be thrown them, soon 
afterwards they will prepare for roosting : fowls prefer 
meal to corn, and I have observed that those birds that 
had rolled crams of Barley and Oatmeal required feeding. 
only twice a-day, feeding to satisfy each time, and 
resting nearly the whole of the interval; by feeding 
with meal made into a stiff dough or crams with milk, 
or liquor of boiled meat, more eggs, and larger and fatter 
fowls will be obtained than by corn-feeding—ot giving. 
peppercorns to poultry I have no knowledge, neither do 
I think any benefit will attend it.—J. $. [P.S. I hope 
your correspondent *D. S. E." has prepared more 
letters on the diseases of poultry. 

allotment System.— Much has, within these last few 
years, been said pro and con respecting the allotment 
System. 1 have no doubt but experimentalists in gene- 
ral are by this time convinced of its beneficial effects 
and utility. A portion has, within these last two years, 
been separated from the Birmingham Botanic Gardens; 
this portion is something more than 5 acres in extent - 
(the exact measurement I do not know), and is divided 
into compartments, each one containing 576 Square 
yards, or, as the working class here call it, “9 
Each 64 square yards lets at3s. per year, 
compartment amount to 27s., returning to Li 
thorpe,to whom the property belongs, something more 
than 117. 5s. per acre per annum. Does not this amount 
to extortion? May we not reasonably wish for a reduc- 
tion to half the amount? The system in itself is pro- 
ductive of great improvement in the character of the 
working classes ; of this I am well convinced by obser- 
vation. Not only does it cause them to breathe the 
pure air after so many hours in the foul and contami- 
nated air of the factory ; i imul them 
to collect from every partof their premises the decom- 
posing substanees ; the many small carts and barrows 
which go loaded daily to the Birmingham Allotment 
Gardens bear ample evidence of this. From this and 
other faets conneeted with the ailotment system too 
obvious to need comment, we may fairly conclude that 
the health oflargetowns may be very materially im- 
proved by the more general adoption of the system, I 
hope that landowners will take this into consideration, 
and encourage the system, but not merely by allotting 
ground out to the working classes, but by letting it 
them at a price that may enable them, for their labour, 
to receive some little peeuniary returns.— C. Lucas, 
Birmingham. 
Autumn Planting Potatoes.—From the fear that my 

Potatoes might become diseased again this year, I was 
induced to try autumn planting. J selected some of the 
best tubers, and having filled a large frame with leaves 
and Jaid on them a good layer of soil, I proceeded to 
plant the Potatoes about 9 inches apart each way, 
giving them a good dressing of field ash. They were 
thensoiled to the depth of about 4 inches, and upon 
this I sowed a crop of Radishes on the 25th of Novem- 
ber. At the same time I planted about two perches in 
the open ground, and protected them with long dung. 
In spring they were twice cut down with frost. I 
planted another perch in spring, beside the former, and 
ofthe two plantings the result was about one-half in 
favour of autumn-planting. I þegar to dig from the 
frame on the 4th of May ; the others followed in succes. 
sion, and though all were exposed to many heavy 

2 
n 

lodging, asa part of a plan for inducing laying, I quite 

concur ; it is with poultry as with all other animals; showers, I had a beautiful crop with scareely any dis- 
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ease. I greened part of the produce of the frame, and 

planted again, and from them I dug some good sound, 

tubers. This year I planted on the 14th of November, 

substituting charcoal for field-ash, and instead of long 

dung for those in the open ground, I have laid the 

soil in ridges, which I think will be sufficient protection, 

and looks much neater.— W. D. S., December 3. 
Potatoes.—Some few months ago I mentioned that a 

quantity of Potatoes had kept remarkably well up to 

September, which had been ripened in a frame in last 

February. Of these I planted a portion a few months 

Since, with the view of having new Potatoes by Christ- 

mas; but, I regret to say, the epidemic attacked them 

a short time ago with greater severity than I had ever 
Seen in any previous crop. Ina few days the tops were 
entirely cut down to the new tubers. When the Pota- 
toes were planted they had all the appearance of being 
perfectly sound. Certainly, no disease was traceable in 
them by the naked eye; neither did they exhibit any 
forerunning symptoms. To thebest of my judgment, 
they were quite equal in soundness to any, or, at least, 

most Potatoes in the country at present. I send some 
of the new tubers from the Potatoes alluded to.— Chas. 
Ewing, Bodorgan Hall, Anglesea. [They are good 
and sound.] 

Bedfordshire.—Wheat sowing is now almost brought 
to a close ; the young plant wears a healthy appearance. 
Slugs, &c., have been rather too busy upon the Clover 
and Bean stubbles, but the present frost will prevent 
their further ravages. The Wheat-erops of last har- 
vest have yielded to expectation, and are more than an 
average in weight and quality. Turnips are a light 
crop, and rapidly disappear before a fiock of sheep. 
Mangold Wurzels are a heavy crop. Carrots under an 
average, and selling at from 30s. to 45s. per ton. The 
plough has been kept steadily to work during the month, 
having received no check from excessive wet or frost 
until the past few days. Winter ploughing may there- 
fore be considered as more forward than usual at this 
season. Labourers have met with full employment at 
wages proportionate to the price of provisions; distress 
ean only exist amongst those who prefer idleness to 
employment. Tile-draining has occupied many hands 
during the past few weeks. Farmers under every 
description of tenancy no doubt see the propriety of 
draining their wet lands, with surplus labour which 
returns a much better interest than paying heavy poor- 
rates for the maintenance of able-bodied men forced to 

kh for want of loy t. Much diff 
of opinion still exists about the comparative merits of 
deep and shallow draining ; reason and investigation, 
however, seem to favour deep draining, by effectually 
drying and otherwise improving the temperature of the 
soil; the expence is small also compared with Mr. 
Smith's system, Mr.Smith's thorough draining with com- 
mon tiles costs from 67. to 87. peracre; the drains at such 
distances (about 18 feet) as is considered necessary to 
dry the land. Mr. Parkes’ deep draining system with 
pipe-tiles costs from 34. to 47. per acre, the drains at 
such distance (about 32 to 36 ft.), as is proved effect- 
ually to drain the land. We have, therefore, no doubt 
but deep draining will usurp the place of shallow, and 
heartily recommend it accordingly, as the most effectual, 
most permanent, and most economical.—From a Cor- 
respondent. 

The Liverpool Swede.—Having made a liquid manure 
tank in the autumn of 1845, for the drainage of the 
stables, piggeries, cattle-yards, manure pit, &c., and 
finding that an outlet for the tank was necessary, an 
escape drain was made for the overplus under a private 
road into the land adjoining ; the winter and early 
spring being dripping, caused a great flow of this fer- 
tilising liquid ; an acre of land in immediate connection 
was prepared in the usual way for Swedes, after waiting 
through May for rain ; drilled the seed in on the 2d of 
June ; in about ten days the plants made a thin appear- 
ance, and continued to grow without adding to their 
number; being anxious to preserve all the roots I 
could get, the season continuing so unusually dry (no 
rain fell until the first or second week in July), was 
fearful to hoe them ; had them hand-weeded from time 
to time, the roots making rapid progress, so that by the 
end of June the greens had completely covered the land ; 
no one could have judged that the distance averaged 
2 feet 33 inches from plant to plant. Upon lifting the 
roots a few weeks back, 2 poles were selected and 
weighed. The first, 49 roots, 571 Ibs. ; the second pole, 
52 roots, 576 lbs. ; so that the produce was upwards of 
0 tons per acre (the average weight per root from 

16 Ibs. to 8 Ibs.). Presuming that this large crop was 
om the effect of the surplus drainage from the tank, 

the land of itself, a moderately good vegetable sand, 
proves that rich liquid manure is equal if not superior 
to any stimulant you can apply to this most valuable 
root, and to the stockmaster the key to his success; 
the previous plant an indifferent Pea crop.— Amicus, 
Berks, 30th Nov. [If you wish to grow another green 
crop next year, try Mangold Wurzel.] 

Societies. 
SMITHFIELD CATTLE SHOW. 

Tur Snow has this year been fully equal to any of 
the preceding exhibitions ; and, in many respects, supe- 
rior to that of last year. In the Carree department 
there are 50 more entries than there were last year ; 
and, though there'was a slight falling off in the quality 
of the first class of Fat Steers, the Cows more than 
made up the deficiency, being, in the opinion of some 
of the oldest frequenters of Smithfield, superior to any 

previous exhibition. Among the successful competitors 
we have Mr. Trinder, of Wantage ; Prince Albert, the 
Marquis of Exeter, the Earl of Warwick, the Earl of 
Leicester, and Mr. John Rob, of Thorpe-field, whose 
West Highland Ox is certainly as fine a specimen of the 
breed as we have seen. The Cows, as we have before 
said, are very fine ; and here also Mr. Trinder has car- 
ried off the first prize. 

In the SmrEP department there are a few more en- 
tries. The Short-wooled scarcely so good, and the Long 
rather better than last year. In the Short-wools, 
Mr. Webb has, as is his wont, carried all before him, 
having got the first prize in two of the three classes, 
and the Silver Medal in the Extra Stock. Among the 
Long-wools the pen of Mr. Painter, of Burley, were out 
of all comparison the finest Sheep. 

The show of Pres was certainly very good ; and here 
Prince Albert and the Earl of Radnor have shown 
themselves not only good pig-feeders, but also good pig- 
breeders, especially the latter ; with all whose pigs we 
were exceedingly pleased, always excepting the fearful 
over-feeding ; but of that hereafter, And however well 
the tenant-farmers have sustained their ground in the 
other departments of the Show, we must here acknow- 
ledge that His Royal Highness and the noble Earl have 
carried the day ; for, though there were many fine spe- 
cimens of the * Swinish multitude,” we have a decided 
preference for those we have named, 

In the Root and Seep department, Mr. Gibbs was 
there with many very fine specimens of seeds, Mangolds 
(both tap-rooted and globe varieties), and some as fine 
specimens of Swedes (Skirving's) as we remember to 
have seen ; grown by Mr. Ducie. The Earl of Radnor, 
too, had some very fine specimens of Mangold Wurzel. 

Of the Impiements we can say little, There is more 
required than the eursory view obtained at & show ere 
a correct view can be gained of such a host of imple- 
ments as wereexhibited. Ploughs, Harrows, Broadcast 
and Drill Sowing Machines, Reaping and Threshing 
Machines, Chaff and Turnip Cutters innumerable, Bean, 
orn, and Linseed Bruisers, Drain-tile and Brick Ma- 

chines, Stomach Pumps, Probangs, Horse Rugs, 
Asphalte Roofing ; machines of use, and machines of 
no use ; and machines the use of which no one would 
discover of himself. We hope the number of different 
Tile machines exhibited is indicative of a greater 
demand for that artiele.—And now, having, as far as 
we are able, given a faithful report of the Show, we 
would just like to ask the upholders and promoters 
thereof, what is the use of such an exhibition of over-fed 
monsters? Is it for profit? We have but to cast our 
eye over the food which has been expended in the at- 
tainment of such overgrown and unnatural obesity, to 
see that this cannot be the object. No doubt we ma; 
be told, * Oh ! I got 607. for my ox,” or, “I got 707. for 
mine. so there can't be much loss at that." But in this 
ease the loss is only transferred to a different party, 
viz. the purchaser, Profit, then, cannot be the object ; 
for there is no profit in trying who can make use of 
most oil-cake, Bean and Barley-meal, Linseed, Mangold 
Wurzel, and Swedish Turnips, and produce least good, 
useful food. Nor is it for the purpose of ascertaining 
which breed of cattle can be soonest brought to maturity 
on the smallest amount of food ; nor for any useful 
object that we can conceive. We have endeavoured 
to give an account of the Show in comparison 
with former years, while at the same time we must sa; 
that in inspecting the various animals, we could not help 
grieving at the amount of food consumed (not to men- 
tion the cruelty practised) in converting many beautiful 
animals into deformities. e hope ere long to see the 
farmers of this country, and H. R. H. Prince Albert at 
the head of them, striving to obtain great and useful re- 
sults by economical means, rather then wasting their | O*A 
time and energies in obtaining little and useless results 
by extravagance, 

AWARD OF PRIZES. 
N.B. The figures at the of each descripti 

signify the judges? number, and those at the end of each animal 
the number of entry. 

OXEN OR STEERS. 
Crass L—Oxen or Steers, of any breed, under 5 years old, 
without restrictions as to feeding, yet the kind er kinds of 
food must be certified. 

5. The Most Hon. the Marquis of Exeter, of Burgh- 
ley, near Stamford, Northampton, a 3 years and 8 
months old Durham ox, bred, by his lordship, and fed 
on Turnips, Carrots, meal, and oil-cake. Travelled to 
the show by van 7 miles, and by railway 104 miles. 
(296.) Second prize, 15/. 

17. Mr. John Stevens, of 19, Holywell-street, Oxford, 
a 4 years and 8 months old Hereford ox, bre: 
John Monkhouse, of the Stowe, near Hereford, and fed 
on Grass, hay, Barley, and Bean meal, Carrots, Man- 
gold Wurzel, and oil-cake. Travelled to the show b 
van 7 miles, and by railway 63 miles, (284). Third 
prize, 107. 

20. Mr. W. Trinder, of Wantage, Berks, a nearly 4 
years old Hereford steer, bred by Mr. Thomas Roberts, 
of Ivington Bury, near Leominster, Hereford, and fed 
on Grass, hay, Cabbages, Swedes, Mangold Wurzel, 
meal, and cake. Travelled to the show on foot 2 miles, 
by van 4 miles, and by railway 64 miles, (281). First 
prize, 207. ; and silver medal to Mr. Roberts. 
Crass II.—Oxen or Steers, of any breed, under 6 years old, 
weight 90 stone and upwards, that shall not have had cake, 
corn, meal, seeds, grains, or distillers’ wash, during 12 
months previous to the 1st of May, 1846. : 
24. His Royal Highness Prince Albert, of Windsor 

Castle, a 4 years and 1 month old Hereford ox, bred by 
Mr. Thomas Roberts, of Ivington Bury, near Leomin- 
ster, Hereford, and fed on bay, Swedes, Mangold 
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Wurzel, $ ton of oil-cake, 73 bushels of Bean-meal, 
6% bushels of Pea-meal, and 14 bushel of Oats, Tra- 
yelled to the show by van 2 miles, (277). Second 
prize, 207. 

26. Mr. James S. Bult, of Dodhill-house, Kingston, 
near Taunton, Somerset,a 3 years and 8 months old 
short-horned and Devon steer, bred by himself, and fed 
on hay, Grass, and roots, 200 Ibs. of seeds, 12 bushels 
of Barley, and 8 bushels of Beans. Travelled to the 
show by van 23 miles, and by railway 170 miles. (275). 
Third prize, 107. 

28. Mr. Thomas White Fouracre, of Durston, near 
Taunton, Somerset, a 4 years and 10 months old Devon 
Steer, bred by Mr. John Mockridge, of Greenway Farm, 
near Taunton, and fed on hay, Grass, Vetches, Rape, 
Turnips, Mangold Wurzel, and 780 lbs. of Bean and 
Barley-meal. Travelled to the show on foot 7 miles, 
and by railway 163 miles. (273). Commended. 

38. The Right Hon. the Earl of Warwick, of War- 
wick Castle, Warwick, a 5 years and 17 days old 
Hereford ox, bred by Mr. John Thomas, of Cholstry, 
near Leominster, Hereford, and fed on straw, hay, 
Grass, Turnips, 1,2321bs. of oil-cake, 2701bs. of Barley- 
meal, and 130lbs. of Bean-meal. Travelled to the show 
on foot 4} miles, and by railway 103 miles. (263.) 
First prize, 307.; and silver medal to Mr. Thomas ; 
and gold medal to Lord Warwick. 

Crass III.—Oxen or Steers, of any breed, under 5 years old, 
under 100 stone and above 70 stone weight, that shall not 
have had cake, corn, meal, seeds, grain, or distillers’ wash, 
during 12 months previous to the 1&t of May, 1846. 

39. His Royal Highness Prince Albert, of Windsor 
Castle, a 3 years 10 months and 13 days old Hereford 
ox, bred by Mr. Thomas Roberts, of Ivington Bury, 
near Leominster, Hereford, and fed on Swedes, 
Mangold-Wurzel, hay, } ton of oil-cake, 71 bushels of 
Bean-meal, 62 bushels of Pea-meal, and 1j bushel of 
Oats. Travelled to the show by van 22 miles. (262.) 
First prize, 157. ; and silver medal to Mr. Roberts. 

49. Sir Charles Wake, of Courteen-hall, Northampton, 
a 4 years and 2 months old Hereford ox, bred by Mr. 
J. S. Edwards, of Stanton Lacy, near Ludlow, Salop, 
and fed on Grass, hay, Mangold-Wurzel, Turnips, 
1,2401bs. of cake, and 3 bushels of Bean-meal. Travelled 
to the show on foot 1 mile, and by railway 60 miles, 
(252.) Second prize, 107. 

50. The Right Hon. the Earl of Warwick, of War- 
wick Castle, Warwick, a 3 years and 11 months old 
Hereford steer, bred by Mr. Thomas Longmore, of 
Lei dine, near i ereford, and fed on 
Grass, hay, Turnips, 1,0401bs. of cake, 216lbs. of Barley- 
meal, and 971bs. of Bean-meal. Travelled to the show 
on foot 4j miles, and by railway 103 miles. (251.) 
Commended. 

had cak 
during 12 months previous to the 1st of May, 5 

53. Mr. Wallett Goodale, of Boroughbury-house, 
D, EU h Ni } " near P gh, p a 3 years and 3 

months old Hereford steer, bred by Mr. James Crane, 
of SI i ear Shrewsbury, Salop, and fed on », 
Grass, Swede, Turnips, and 7001bs. of Bean and Pea- 
meal. Travelled to the show on foot 2 miles, and by 
railway 110 miles. (248.) Second prize, 5l. 

55. The Right Hon. Lord Southanpton, of Whittle- 
bury, near Towcester, Northampton, a 3 years and 10 
months old Hereford ox, bred by Mr. William Child, 
of the Grange, near Leintwardine, Hereford, and fed on 
Mangold- Wurzel, Turnips, Carrots, hay, chaff, 8121bs. 
of cake, 12 bushels of Oats, and 742lbs. of Bean-meal 
Travelled to the show by van 7 miles, and by railway 60 
miles, (246.) First prize, 10/ ; and silver medal to 
Mr, Child. 

ss V.—Oxen or Steers, of any breed, under 4 years and76 
months old, and under 80 stone weight, without restrictions 
as to feeding, yet the kind or kinds of food must be specified. 

65. The Right Hon. the Earl of Leicester, of Holk- 
ham, near Wells, Norfolk, a 2 years and 10 months 
old North Devon ox, bred by his lordship, and fed on 
Swedish Turnips, Mangold Wurzel, hay, Linseed-cake, 
and Pea-meal. Travelled to the show by van 40 miles 
and by railway 70 miles. (236.) Prize, 102; and 
silver medal to Lord Leicester. 
Crass VI.—Oxen or Steers, of the Scotch, Welsh, or Irish 

(Kerry) breed, of any age, without restrictions as to feeding, 
yet the kind or kinds of food must be certified. 

71. His Royal Highness Prince Albert, of Windsor 
Castle, a 3 years and 2 weeks old Highland Scot, bred 
by Mr. Campbell, and fed on cake, Bean-meal, Swedes, 
Mangold Wurzel, and hay. Travelled’’to the showzon 
foot 8 miles, and by railway 18 miles. (230.) Com- 

. | mended led. 
74. Mr, John Claydon, of Littlebury, near Saffron 

Walden, Essex, a 54 years old Scotch ox, fed on oil- 
cake, Bean-meal, Clover, hay, Swedish Turnips, and 
Mangold Wurzel. Travelled to the show on foot 8 miles, 
and by railway 40 miles. (227.) Commended, 

8. Mr. John Rob, sen., of Catton, near Thirsk, 
Yorkshire, a 4 years old Highland ox, fed on straw, 
Turnips, oil-cake, and Grass. Travelled to the show 
on foot 4 miles, and by railway 244 miles. (223.) Com- 
mended. 

79. Mr. John Rob, oi Thorpe-field, near Thirsk, 
Yorkshire, a 4 years old Highland ox, fed on straw, 
"'urnips, oil-cake, and Grass. Travelled to the show on 
foot 4 miles, and by railway 244 miles. (222.) Prize, 107. 

COWS AND HEIFERS. 
Crass VII.—Fattened Cows or Heifers, under 5 years old. 
Freemartins and spayed Heifers are not qualified. This class 
generally commended. 

92. Mr. J. L. Hassell, of Packington, near Ashby- 
de-la-Zouch, Leicestershire, a 4 years and 9 months old 
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short-horned heifer, bred by Mr. John Wood, of Burton 
Joyce, near Nottingham, and fed on vegetables, cake, 
and Barley, Bean, and Pea-meal. Travelled to the 
Show by van 17 miles, and by railway 100 miles. (209.) 
Third prize, 57. 

95. Mr. Capel Hanbury Leigh, of Pontypool-park’ 
near Pontypool, Monmouth, a 2 years 9 months and 13 
days old pure short-horned heifer, bred by himself, and 
fed on Swedes, hay, Vetches, and Barley-meal. Tra- 
velled to the show by van 49 miles, and by railway 114 
Miles, (206.) Second prize, 107. 

98. Mr. W. Trinder, of Wantage, Berks, a 3 years 
and 10 months old short-horned heifer, bred by Mr. 
George Hewer, of Earli near Northleach, Glou. 
cestershire, and fed on Grass, hay, roots, meal, and 
cake, Travelled to the show on foot 2 miles, and by 
railway 64 miles. (203.) First prize 207. ; and silver 
medal to Mr. Hewer. 
Crass VIII.—Fattened Cows of 5 years old and upwards. 
Freemartins and spayed heifers are not qualified. 

102, Mr. D. Bennett, of Faringdon, Berks, a 6 years 
and 5 months old short-horned cow, bred by Sir John 
A. Cathcart, of Cooper’s-hill, near Chertsey, Surrey, 
and fed on Grass, hay, roots, meal, and cake. Travelled 
to the show by van 5 miles, and by railway 63 miles— 
has had two calves. (199.) First prize, 207. ; and sil- 
ver medal to Sir J. A. Cathcart. 

04. Mr. Joseph Gillett, of Little Haseley, near 
Whateley, Oxfordshire, a 5 years and 2 months old 
short-horned cow, bred by Mr. Sober Watkins, of 
Plumpton, near Penrith, Cumberland, and fed on hay, 
Bean, Barley, and Linseed-meal, and oil-cake. Tra- 
velled to the show by van 10 miles, and by railway 60 
miles. (197.) Commended.: 

107. Sir George Phillips, of Weston-house, near 
Shipston-on-Stour, Warwickshire, a 5 years and 7 
months old improved short-horned cow, bred by him- 
self, and fed on oil-cake, Barley-meal, Swedish Turnips, 
and hay, Travelled to the show by van 24 miles, and 
by railway 63 miles. Has had 1 calf. (194.) Second 
prize, 107. 

108. The Right Hon. Lord Portman, of Bryanston, 
near Blandford, Dorset, a 5 years and 7 months old 
pure North Devon cow, bred by Mr. George Shapland, 
of Oakford farm, near North Molton, South Molton, 
Devon ; and fed on Carrots, Swede Turnips, hay, oil- 
cake, and Linseed, Barley, and Bean-meal. Travelled 
to the show on foot 5 miles, by van 50 miles, and by 
railway 564 miles, Has had 2 calves. (193.) Com- 

Crass IX.—Fattened Cows, of 5 years old and upwards, that 

shall have had at least two live Calves at separate births. 

111. Mr. John Booth, of Killerby, near Catterick, 
Yorkshire, a 9 years and 10 months old short-horned 
cow, bred by himself, and fed on Grass, hay, Turnips, 

arley, and Bean-meal. Travelled to the show by van 
10 miles, and by railway 255 miles—has had 5 calves. 
(190.) [First prize, 157. ; and silver medal and gold 
medal. 

115. Mr. John Hall, of Wiseton, near Bawtry, 
Nottinghamshire, a 12 years and 4 months old short- 
horned cow, bred by the late Earl Spencer, and fed on 
oil-cake, Barley and Bean-meal, Turnips, and hay. 
Travelled to the show by van 20 miles, and by railway 
170 miles—has had 8 calves. (186.) Second prize, 57. 

EXTRA STOCK.—CATTLE. 

124. His Royal Highness Prince Albert, of Windsor 
Castle, a 2 years and 11 months old Highland Scot and 
Durham heifer, bred by Mr. Milnes, Downham, Nor- 
folk, and fed on cake meal, hay, Swedes, and Mangold- 

urzel. Travelled to the show on foot 9 miles, and 
by railway 22 miles, (177.) Silver medal. 

E HA 
Cuass X.—Long-woolled fat Wether Sheep, one year old, that 

have never had cake, corn, meal, seeds, or pulse, 

142. Mr. J. S. Burgess, of Holme Pierrepoint, near 
Nottingham, a pen of three 21 months old long-woolled 
wethers, bred by himself. (159.) First prize, 20/., and 
silver medal. 

144, Mr. Thomas Twitchell, of Willington, near St. 
Neot’s, a pen of three 20 months old pure Leicester 
wethers, bred by himself, from rams hired of Mr. 
Samuel Bennett, of Bickering-park, near Woburn, 
Beds. (157.) Second prize, 107. 
Crass XI.—Long-woolled Wether Sheep, one year old, that 
have never had cake, corn, meal, seeds, or pulse. Each 
Sheep not to exceed 180 lbs. live weight. 

147. Mr. Thomas Twitchell, of Willington, near St. 
Neot's, Bedfordshire, a pen of three 20 months old pure 
Leicester wethers, bred by himself, from rams hired of 
Mr. S. Bennett, of Bickering-park, near Woburn, 
Beds. (154.) Prize, 10/., and silver medal. 
Crass XII.—Long-woolled fat Wether Sheep, 1 year old, with- 

out sea as to feeding, This class generally com- 
mended, 

"156. Mr. John Painter, of Burley, near Oakham, 
Rutland, a pen of three 21 months old new Leicester 
wethers, bred by himself, from rams hired of Mr. 
Robert Smith, of Burley. (145.) First prize, 207., and 
silver medal and gold medal. 

158. Mr. William Sanday, of Holme Pierrepoint, 
hear Nottingham, a pen of three 21 months old Leices- 
ter wethers, bred by himself, from rams hired of Mr. 
Robert Burgess. (143.) Second prize, 107. 
Crass XIII.—Long and short-woolled cross bred fat Wether 

Sheep, 1 year old, without restrictions as to feeding, 
167. Mr. John Hitchman, of Little Milton, near 

Wheatley, Oxon, a pen of three 21 months old Hamp- 
Shire and Oxfordshire eross wethers, bred by himself. 
(134.) First pr ze, 107., and silver medal. 

168. The Right Hon. the Earl of Leicester, of Holk- 
ham, near Wells, Norfolk, a pen of three 20 months 
old Southdown and Leicester wethers, bred by his 
uae. 

Lordship, from rams hired of Mr. Aylmer, of Fincham, 
Norfolk. (133.) Second prize, 57. 

EXTRA STOOK.—LONG-WOOLLED SHEEP. 

172. Mr. John Clarke, of Long Sutton, near Wis- 
beach, Lincoln, a 56 months old long-woolled Lincoln- 
shire ewe, bred by Mr. William Clarke, from rams 
hired of Mr. J. Clarke. (129.) Commended. 

173. Mr. Christopher Faulkner Allen Faulkner, of 
Bury Barnes, near Busford, Oxford, a 49 months old 
improved Oxfordshire ewe, bred by the late Mr. Wil- 
liam Faulkner, of Bury Barns. (128.) Silver Medal. 

177. Mr. Charles Large, of Broadwell, near Lech- 
lade, Gloucester, a 56 months old new Oxfordshire ewe, 
bred by himself. (124.) Highly commended. 

182, The Right Hon. Lord Southampton, of Whittle- 
bury, near Towcester, Northampton, a 32 months old 
Leicester wether, bred by his Lordship, from rams 
hired of Mr. Richard Hewitt, of Dodford, (119.) Com- 
mended, 
Crass XIV. — Short-woolled fat Wether Sheep, 1 year old, 

without restrictions as to feeding. 
187. Mr. D. Barclay, M.P., of Eastwick-park, near 

Leatherhead, Surrey, a pen of three 20 months old 
Southdown wethers, bred by himself. (114.) Highly 
commended. 

195. His Grace the Duke of Richmond, of Goodwood, 
near Chichester, Sussex, a pen of three 20 months old 
Southdown wethers, bred by his Grace. (106.) Second 
prize, 107. 

196. Mr. Samuel Webb, of Babraham, near Cam- 
bridge, a pen of three 20 months old Southdown 
wethers, bred by himself, from rams hired of Mr. 
Jonas Webb, of Babraham, near Cambridge. (105.) 
First prize, 20/., and silver medal and gold medal. 

197. Mr. John Williams, of Buckland, near Faring- 
don, Berkshire, a pen of three 20 months old Southdown 
wethers, bred by himself. (104.) Commended. 
Crass XV.—Short-woolled fat Wether Sheep, 1 year old, with- 

restrictions as to feeding. Each sheep not to exceed 

180 lbs. live weight. 

200. Mr. Thomas Goodlake, of Wadley-house, near 
Faringdon, Berkshire, a pen of three 20 months old 
pure Southdown wethers, bred by himself. (101.) 
Prize 107. 

201. Mr. John Harris, of Hinton, near Abingdon, 
Berkshire, a pen of three 19 months old Southdown 
wethers, bred by himself. (100.) Highly commended. 
Crass XVI, — Short-woolled fat Wether Sheep, 2 years old 

without restrictions as to feeding. 
208. His Grace the Duke of Richmond, of Goodwood, 

near Chichester, Sussex, a pen of three 32 months old 
Southdown wethers, bred by his Grace. (93.) Second 
prize, 104, 

209. Mr. Samuel Webb, of Babraham, Cambridge- 
shire, a pen of three 32 months old Southdown wethers, 
bred by Mr. H. J. Adeane, from rams hired of Mr. 
Jonas Webb, of Babraham. (92.) First prize, 20/., 
and silver medal to Mr. Adeane. 

EXTRA STOCK.—SHORT-WOOLLED SHEEP, 
215. Mr, Thomas M. Goodlake, of Wadley house, 

near Faringdon, Berks, a 20 months old pure South- 
down sheep, bred by himself. (86.) Commended. 

221. Mr. Samuel Webb, of Babraham, near Cam- 
bridge, a 20 months old Southdown sheep, bred by him- 
self, from rams hired of Mr. Jonas Webb, of Babraham, 
Cambridgeshire. (80.) Silver medal. 

PIGS. 
Crass XVII,—Pigs, of any breed, above 13 and not exceeding 

26 weeks old, 
225. Mr. William Mills Barber, of Uxbridge, Middle- 

sex, a pen of 13 weeks and 4 days old Middlesex im- 
proved pigs, bred by himself, and fed on toppings, Bar- 
ley and Peas ground, and chat Potatoes. (76.) Highly 
commended, 

227. Mr. Charles Eley, jun. of Heathfield Farm, 
near Hounslow, Middlesex, a pen of three 20 weeks and 
5 day old improved Berkshire pigs, bred by himself, 
from the stock of Mr. C. Eley, sen., and fed on Buck- 
wheat, Barley meal, Peas, and milk with water. (74.) 
First prize, 107., and silver medal. 

228. Mr. John Herey, of Hawthorn-hill, near Mai- 
denhead, Berks, a pen of three 23 weeks and 5 days old 
improved Essex pigs, bred by himself, from stock 
bought of Mr. W. Fisher Hobbs, and fed on Indian 
corn, Barley and Buekwl ], and ski d-milk, 

(73.) Commended. 
232. The Right Hon. the Earl of Radnor, of Coles- 

hill, near Faringdon, Berks, a pen of three 21 weeks 
and 1 day old Coleshill pigs, bred by his Lordship, and 
fed on 20 bushels of Barley-meal, and 3 bushels of Po- 
tatoes mixed with whey, (69.) Second prize, 5/. 

Crass XVIII.—Pigs, of any breed, above 26 and under 52 
weeks old. 

233. His Royal Highness Prince Albert, of Windsor 
Castle, a pen of three 41 weeks old Bedfordshire pigs, 
bred by his Royal Highness} and fed on corn, meal, 
milk, and Potatoes. (61.) Second prize, 57. 

238. The Right Hon. the Earl of Radnor, of Coles- 
hill, near Faringdon, Berks, a pen of three 45 weeks 
and 1 day old Coleshill pigs, bred by his Lordship, and 
fed on 48 bushels Barley-meal mixed with whey, and 
about 6 bushels of Potatoes. (63.) First prize, 107. 5 
silver medal and gold medal, 

EXTRA STOOK.—PIGS. 

250. The Right Hon. the Earl of Radnor, of Coles- 

bill, near Faringdon, Berks, a 45 weeks and 1 day old 
Coleshill pig, bred by his Lordship, and fed on 16 
bushels of Barley-meal mixed with whey, and 1 bushel 
of Potatoes. (51.) Silver medal. 

253. Mr. Edward Whitfield, of Snaresbrook, near 
Wanstead, Essex, a 28 weeks and 9 days old Essex and 
Suffolk pig, bred by himself, and fed on middlings, Bar- 
ley-meal, and milk. (48.) Highly commended. à 

Rebis, 
The Patent Journal and Inventor's Magazine. Pub- 

ishing ce, 89, Chancery-lane. London. 
Our readers will find, in the 23d No. of this journal, 
the specification of a patent granted to “Mr. William 
Higgs, of Westminster, for the means of collecting the 
contents of sewers and drains in cities, towns, and vil- 
lages, and for treating chemically the same, and for 
applying such contents, when so treated, to agricultural 
and other useful purposes.” 

Mr. Higgs intends intercepting the flow of sewage 
into the river by diverting it into tanks, where a series 
of chemical operations will commence by which the 
whole of the matter available for manure will be preci- 
pitated, and the gases (at present evolved into the atmo. 
sphere) combined with chemical agents, and formed 
into a fixed ammoniacal salt; thus converting poison 
into the means of subsistence and health. The water 
having been by these means divested of its filthy, but 
most truly valuable contents, will be discharged into the 
river in a state of great purity and softness, while the 
deposit will be compressed by a particular and inge- 
nious process, dried and packed, fit for transit to wher- 
ever a demand for it may exist. 

No longer shall we have to deplore the exhaustion of 
the stores of guano, the manure of the metropolis being 
alone more than sufficient to supersede its use, 

The principal features of the plan are these :— The 
contents of the sewer run into a series of tanks, each 
being filled in turn. In the lowest part of the bottom 
of the tank a filter is placed (a horse-hair cloth, or 
some other porous and filtering material). The liquid 
part of the sewerage is pumped out of the drains below 
the filters, and a partial vacuum being thus created 
there, the operation of filtering is accelerated. Above 
these tanks buildings are erected. The first ceiling 
over the tank is of a somewhat domed shape, and at its 
apex there is an opening in which a screw ventilator 
works, drawing off the vapours and exhalations into an 
upper chamber. In this chamber a number of uprights 
of wood are fixed, and to these a number of spars are 
secured in a longitudinal position, on which the salts 
and other substances, formed from the vapours or gases, 
may rest and attach themselves, 

Over each tank an apparatus is fixed, on which a 
carriage is made to traverse along and across over the 
whole surface of the water below, for the purpose of 
enabling the workmen evenly to distribute the chemical 
agents employed to separate the fertilising matters con- 
tained in the sewage water, thus securing the uniform 
mixture of the whole. 

The substance to be employed is slaked lime, which 
while it is expected to precipitate the animal and vege- 
table matters in the water, will at the same time drive 
off and volatilise the ammonia and other vaporous sub- 
stances which it may contain. These substances arise 
and are drawn through the ceiling into the upper 
chamber by means of the ventilator; they are then 
mixed with chlorine or muriatie acid gas, and are thus 
condensed in a fixed form upon the apparatus of spars 
arranged there for the purpose; and from these they 
may be collected for sale. 

The solid matter precipitated at the bottom of the 
tanks is collected, properly shaped, dried, and may then 
be conveyed away and sold. The drying process is by 
means of slowly revolving endless chains of buckets 
placed between the flue and the outside wall in the chim- 
ney of the steam-engine, which will be required on the 
premises. The material is placed in these buckets, 
has an hour’s journey up to the top of the chimney and 
down again, and is thus expected to be dried. 

Mr. Higgs has sueceeded in establishing a company 
for the carrying out of his plans, and they are to apply 
to Parliament during the ensuing session for power to- 
proceed. 

Whatever may be our opinion of the practicability of 
their plans, we heartily wish them success. re i; 
room in the metropolis alone for many such companies, 
and the sooner they are all busily at work the better 
for the people, both as regards the publie health, which 
is injured by the present stagnation and evaporation of 
sewer water,and as regards the inereased food to be 
obtained by its application to the land. 
We hope for the establishment of many sewage com- 

anies, and should rejoice to see them at work in all the 
reat towns of the kingdom ; and we should be glad to 

confine ourselves exclusively to the advocacy of the 
principle which they all would admit—viz., the folly not 
only of wasting town manure, but of permitting this 
waste in a manner which renders it fearfully destruc- 
tive of human life ; but there is no avoiding the con- 
clusion that the failure of the first attempts to meet 
this enormous evil would greatly retard its final defeat, 
and for this reason we are justified in discussing the 
plan which Mr. Higgs proposes. We believe it to be 
unnecessarily expensive and laborious. The abstrae- 
tion of the ammoniacal salt, on the one hand, and the 
loss of other matters dissolved in the waste water on 
the other, will leave the sediment of comparatively 
little value, certainly not of such value as to bear the 
expense of carriage to any great distances 

We must repeat the expression of our opinion that 
the plan suggested by Messrs. Smith and Martin of 
conveying the sewage water, sediment and all, by means 
of pipes to the place of its application, is the most 
efficient and economical way to dispose of it. 

Farm Memoranda. 
Farming near Dunpge.—When in the neighbour- 

hood of Dundee, I had the pleasure and advantage of 
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inspecting the farm and improvements “of Mr. Cobb. 
who has entered with spirit on the thorough improve- 

ment of his farm, by frequent or thorough-draining, on 

the Deanston system, straightening crooked, and level- 

ling the unnecessary large fences. Oa one part of his 

farm, in fact, he has retained scarcely any fences at all 

—added to these, the taking in and reclaiming a quan- 

tity of waste ground, whieh, i in many places, lay on each 

side of the bridle or parish roads, These improve- 

ments have been well performed, on scientific principles 

—no expense has been spared—still, there has not been 
one penny wasted, 

The farm of Mr. Cobb was all drained about 24 years 
ago, on the old system. For a number of years after 

the drains were put in, the land was pre tty dry, but 

they were losing their effect, when Mr. Cobb began, 
about five years ago, to drain on the Deanston system. 
For the first three years, he made the drains feet 

deep, with 15 inches of stones—but since that period, 
he has drained at 3 feet deep, with 12 to 15 ie of 
stones, which he considered, after all his experience, to 
be the best method. The drains are generally put at 
36 feet apart—sometimes 18 feet—but he has found it 
wiil be necessary, on all the thin moorish land, where 
the drains are 36 feet apart, to put another drain be 
tween them—he has already made upwards of 30 miles 
of drains, and still continues annually to carry on the 
system ; the drains are all laid with stones, having a 
quarry in the neighbourhood, and there being no tile- 
work where tiles are sold near the farm. Mr. Cobb 
says that he is repaid the outlay of draining, in two 
years, or three, at the outside. Is if not ang surpris- 
ing that farmers and proprietors are so blind to their 
own interest, that they will not drain, subsoil, trench, 
and deeply work their land, when they have the num- 
bers upon numbers of authentic statements of those 
enterprising farmers and proprietors who have adopted 
those improvements? It cannot be supposed that a 
sensible tenant farmer, such as Mr. Cobb, would, year 
after year, continue these improvements, if he found 
that he lost, or did not make money. His stake in the 
land is great, as may be inferred, from the fact, that 
his yearly rent is between 12007. and 1300/—he ha: 
been farming now upwards of 40 years, and bas risen 
from a farm of 40 acres to one of 500, and that within 
two miles of Dundee; it cannot be urged that he has had 
no experience. 

Mr. Cobb's farm being situated so elose to Dundee, 
he is enabled to procure any quantity of manure at 4s. 
er ton. The rotation of crops is somewhat. peculiar, 
ut well adapted for the situation, as nearly all the crops 

are sold to the towns-people. Thé course consists of the 
following crops :— 

i 

3d. Common Oats, with 3 cwt. guano. 
4th. Turnips, with 15 tons of dung, and 2} 

guano. 
5th. Barley, with 3 cwt. of guano, 
6th. Potatoes, subsoiled, and about 28 tons of dung. 
7th. Wheat, with 10 tons of dung, sown out in spring 

with Grass seeds. 
There are only cows kept for the use of the farm, 

and nine pairs of horses, with another pair partly em- 
ployed on the farm and partly in carting to and from a 
corn mill, whieh Mr. Cobb also owns. All the Grass is 
sold growing to the carters, cow-feeders, &c., of Dundee, 
except what is necessary for the keep of the horses and 
cows on the farm. The latter are fed in the house. 
The Potato Oats, No. 2, are also sold growing, with the 
exception of about 10 aeres, whieh are usually kept for 
seed. The Turnips are also disposed of to the towns- 
people, with the exception of about 15 acres, which are 
kept for the cows, and 30 head of cattle, wintered in the 
straw-yard. These cattle are disposed of in spring. 
The Potatoes are divided into small lots, and sold grow- 
ing to the poor people and others of the town. The 
sale of the crops is effected by auction, or, as they term 
it in Scotland, by roup. The number of horses kept 
may appearlarge; but thisnumber becomes necessary, 
as all the sold produce of the farm must be delivered in 
the town to the purchasers. The horses on no account 
return without bringing to the farm the manure of the 
town. Some of the farmers of the neighbourhood only 
sell a part of their green crops, feeding the remainder 
at home with mileh-cows, selling the milk and butter in 
Dundee. Mr. Cobb is particularly fortunate in being 
able to sell any part of his growing corn crop, as most 
of the farmers in the district are prohibited by their 
leases from selling fodder off their farms. The cow- 
feeders and carters, &e., have therefore great difficulty 
in procuring straw, and give a high price for it to those 
farmers who are not bound so strictly by their leases. 

To the draining is added stieg the land for the 
next crop or two after, when the land has been dried in 
a sufficient manner. It is an error too often committed, 
and one that has brought subsoiling into disrepute, to 
subsoil immediately after draining, and before the drains 
have been able to even partially dry the land, At least 

7 

cwt. of 

obb, | will be seen that the working and pulverising of the | 
subsoil made an excellent retainer of the moisture, | 
there being no outlet for its escape. The field could | 
not be cultivated till it had been thoroughly drained, 

Mr. Cobb is so convinced of the efficiency of sub- 
soiling that he performs this operation every rotation. 
He finds the preparation of the land for the Potato crop | 
the most convenient time. 

In levelling the fences that are inconvenient or | 
crooked, or too large, Mr. Cobb has first the grip | 
cleaned" out, aud in it builds a gullet 6 ins, wide by| 
10 ins, high’ 3 this is used, if found convenient, for 
main or receiving drain for the drains of the fields. The 
ground is then levelled, leaving only a bank and hedge, 
or if the fence be not required, it is entirely removed. 
The waste moor he reclaims by first enclosing, 
then trenching to the depth of 3 feet, removing all the 
stones, and using them to drain with, He was in the 
habit of putting the drains on the moor 36 feet apart ; 
in future he will adopt 18. He showed me a piece of this 
moor that he had brought into cultivation two years ago; 
the cost of trenching and draining which was 127. p. aere. 
The first crop, Oats, sold by auction for 127. per acre. 
Thus one erop nearly paid the outlay of reclaiming. I 
am sure nothing could be more uninviting than the part 
of this moor which still remains in its natural state. 
The cold, inhospitable, wet look, the scanty thin Grass, 
the stunted rushes, and stagnant pools of water, sug- 
gest the idea of a great coat and thick shoes—not 
luxuriant crops and ample profits. The soil is about, 
at the utmost, 4 inches in depth, resting on a cold, wet, 
retentive clay, into which, in its natural state, no ‘plant | È 
could or would attempt to extend its roots. No person, 
let his land be what it may, ought to despair of reclaim- 
ing it, after he sees what this enterprising farmer has 
been able to accomplish with so very unprepossessing a 
piece of land. 

I had almost forgotten to mention, that Mr. Cobb 
has made through his farm good and well-made roads, 
running in such a direction, that they pass by every 
field. This is a great saving in horse Jabour. 1 wish 
our farmers and landed proprietors would take pattern 
from their brothers on this side of the water, and when 
they have roads to make for their own convenience, and 
that of their tenantry, that they. would make themselves 
and not job on the grand juries, and get these roads 
made at the expense of the barony. One would think 
that the poor people of Ireland were immensely rich, to 
see the way they are drained of their money by their 
trading patriots, their jobbing resident gentry, their 
absentee landlords. — David F. Jones, Edinburgh, | n 
abridged from Irish Farmers) Journal. 

Miscellaneous. 
Instance of Grass-land broken up.—In 1845 this 

farmer broke up a piece of land, and for the purpose of 

ascertaining what would “answer best," he pared and 

burned the sward of the entire piece, and spread the 

ashes. He then sowed half of it with Turnips, and had 

them breast-ploughed in, covering the seed lightly with 

little more than the ashes, and had an excellent crop. 

The other half was ploughed twice or three times, and 

harrowed and dragged, with the view of doing it well, 

and reducing it to a fine state previous to sowing Tur- 

nips. The Turnips were sown with the land in nice 

order, soon after the others just mentioned, and he had 

nothing. The soil was a light darkish loam, inclining 

a little to peat, on gravel, with a subsoil of Oxford clay 

some feet under. Me: Bravender, in Eng. Ag. Soc. Jour, 

Notices to Corresponden) 

Diseases or PouLTRY—We have mud the aes of D SE. 
Mgr il e kind enough to give 

MILK C: ——We cannot i ERE the falling off in the 

dos 
Pias—J L—You may mix some Linseed-meal with the pollards 

and Pea-meal. Boilitupinto a thin MUT, and ub ur it over 
the Swedes before yous give them, Give ti Bey neos at 

first starting, and increase it. d a piece a 

day. Kon cannot ae 30s. a ton of Belgian ond by feed- 

ing t 
sons "D F—A known correspondent recommends Biggs’ 

composition, from experience of its efficiency. 

Sourn Devon Fanw—A Would-be Farmer—Excuse a week's 

WEE or Water—@ W, Leeds—A cubic foot weighs about 
623 1bs., and contains about 7.48 wine-gallons, or "about 6.3 

gonna) allons. 
*,* Communications Mad town after Wednesday cannot 

be answered the same wee 
A 

SMarkets, 
ES. OUTHWARK, WATERSIDE, Dec 

upply rhe the past week pus upringipally fr Ms York, 
ut 

Cambridgeshire, and for season may be con- 

sidered liberal. Some cargoes have eg arrived from France, 
and although most of the vessels have had a long passage, the 

Potatoes have been in good condition ; therefore it is generally 

considered that for the remaining part of the season they may 

be shipped with safety in sailing vessels. 

York Regents, 1203 to 1603 Cenprld geshtee Kidneys, 10010 1308 

AANE and 

o. Shaws, 1208 to 14 t oul Essex Regents, 1408 to 1803 
incolnshire Regents, 1 wp 1808 $0 

Cambridgeshire Mrs, Tea Taos Do. Rianeys s, 
Do. Shaws, 120s to 1408 French Whiten Te to 1208 

HARD HARRIS, 

a year should intervene between the two operati The 
time must be extended according to the nature of 
the soil, On no account must the subsoil be in any 
way stirred previous to the drainage. I remember a 
field of good and naturally pretty dry soil, which the 
farmer thought was quite dry enough to subsoil without 
previous draining. The subsoil plough was used, and 
the ground stirred to the depth of 18 ins. After the 
first heavy fall of rain the land became in such a state 
a the horses could not work in the field, each foot 

sinking to the depth of 12 or 14 ins. into the soil. Tt 

HAY,—Per Load of 36 Trusses. 

SMITHFIELD, Dec. 10, 

Prime Mend Hey 70s.to 8e New Hay zo ato 
Infr.New & Rowen 40 Olover ^ 80 

Jos Seago Salesman, 

WHITECHAPEL, Dec. 10. 

COVENT GARDEN, Dec, 12.—Fruit and Vegetables are suffi- 
| cient for the demand ; but trade is far from being brisk. Pine- 
apples are scarcer, and likely to become dearer, and Grapes, 
both English and Fo oreign, are scarce—the former rising in 
price. Apples and Pears have not altered since lasi 
the latter are rather ior plentiful, 
in quality and brought in greater abundance ; 
RET iy WEE good prices. Nuts are sufficient "for the de- 

uts are scarcer, and there is little demand for 
Filberts, Demans are rather bucse ie Of Vegetables, 
Cabbages, Cauliflowers, &c., are good and plentiful, Carrots 
and Turnips have altered but lit fe in price. A few F: 
Benny have made their appearance. Celery is good in quality. 
Good Potatoes are scarce. Lettuces and other Salading are 

| plentiful. Horseradish continues to be imported. Cut Flowers 
chiefly consist of Heat! , Jasmines, Camellias, Pelargoniums, 
Gardenias, ee Neapol litam Viole ts, Luculia gratissima, Big- 
nonia radican: an Nar cissus, Allamanda cathartica, 
Fuchsias, Tee Au Roses. 

FRUITS, 
Pine Apple, perib., 4 | Almonds, por peck, 6 
Grapos, Hothouse, "fa As 10.88 

Pears, 
Oranges, per "dozen, 1s to 2 

per 100, bs to 146 Walnu 16s to 248 
Lemons; Verdad la e E usu per ES ‘as to 7 

6s to 14. 
VEGETABLES 

Cabbager, per dons, 6d to 1# 6d Shallots, per Ib.'6d to 102 
ed, per doz, 1s to 8s Garlic, 

Savoy: od to 15 6d. Spinach, f uP es 
Broccoli, bundles Seto 28s | Asvaragus, 
UTE, per doz, Seakale pe 
Artichoke [^ if. bundle, i K French Bes) Que ias ioe ed 

ETWAS TET r4 to 0d NTR ko PEGI Jagd to 2464 
otatoon, per ton, 6L to Lettuce, Cos, per score, d. 

mee Gate Endive, par aontas Ad TO Ieee 
hel, Bs to 5s Radishes, per doz bunches, 1s Wed 

Kidney, per bushel, 4sto5e | Mushrooms, per pottle, 9d ad 
Turnip, per doz. bunches, 1sto 9s | Small Salade, per punnet, 2d to 8d 

Beet, per doz., ód to la 6d Fennel, per bunch, Zd to 3d 

e iá " 

arsley, per bunch, 1d to3 
‘Roots, E dl, lato le 6d 

Tarragon, per bunel 
{ Mises ree, per Bee oa to 8d 

, per bunch, 3d to 4d 

riga E EE MoxpAY, Dec. 7.—Per Stone of 8 Ibs, 
BeasScots, Horefords, &o.3e 10t0 4s 9| Best Long-wools - = 4s 6104 8 
Benes ort Horns Ditto (shorn) - 
800 quality Beasts - 5 n x8 4| Ewesnnd second Quality 1. o 44 

Calves 5 0 Ditto (shorn) = 
est ‘Downs & Half. "reda 4 » 5 2| Lambs D - 

T * Wu DIM PT 
«The suppl 
cept oh the arent marker eene a 

lleve was ever kno 

The second-ra-e are difficult to be 
disposed of at a reduction, and many remsin unsold. We Ju ve more 
sheep shan of late, trade is exceedingly duil— me 
rios for best Downs, Bo, and 4s 8a for the best Im^ Posie Gaines eid 

Er gu Holland and Germany we have nearly 800 
Bonato, and about 14 

‘Beasts, 4608; "Sleep [n os 27,900 ; ae 108; Pigs, 950. 
Fripay, Dec. 1 

Next Monday being the great Ci tesi 
s doing here to-aay. The ni iae. fi aai], audi Rei Ge KE 

qualities malp rather more money... Best Sopta, dd» make ds to 4e dd, and 
the most selling Short-horns, s aa to nearly z^ bs n aim. 
culty mi itle morethan 
Sheep, they cannot be all 
What few sales are effected ma 
rather lowe: of natn more ener: t 
Trade for Pigs in very heavy, at a xc IRR abs aa per DON 

Beasts, 8635 Sheep and Lambs 2070; Calves, 1905 Pigs 
s Went £ Smithfield. 

Tis there is not much busi- 

ET OPS, Din Dec. 1. 
The Markot continues fim with a good demand: 

po œ Sura, Hop-Factors. 

ARK-LANE, Monpay, Dec. 
There was rather a better supply "of atin Wheat this 

morning, which excepting a few of the very finest samples met 
a slow sale at a decline of 1s per qr. ; some quantity remained 
unsold towards the close of mess market. Good free Foreign a 
very limited sale at late prices; low and ph. Sem E 

ted, and command an advance of Is to 2s per qr. nded 

finds occasional buyers for France.—Best S is we nee qr. 
cheaper ; See ay qualities Chen at 2: 2s pe qr. decline, —Beans 
are Is s per lower, an hite s per qr., without in- 
quiry. Maple fully as dear.—Oats are heavy at our 
MED continues to be much wanted for Ireland, and is taken 
at 1s r. advance.—Fine duos is neglected ; but 
coarse anes are freely taken for Irelau 

A mud QUARTER. P 8. $. S 
Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Sufolk TAE CECE Red . 52 68 

"Norfolk, UK DIT Yorkshire —, 60 4 
Barley, Maltin ng and distilling. 34sto 40s Chevalier P 
Oats, Lincolnshire an nd Yorkshire . . Polands ?8 88 Feed 26 29 

eat ast i oih Feed 27 80 Potato 32 34 
Potato 98 32 

Bae i git ager dE 
Doc PRA Aes 

- 40 44 
Beans, Masigany oldand new 26 1040 © ‘Tick 88, 41 

leiigoland 44 to 48 Winds 55 70 Longpodas 46 
Peas, White "M « 48 to 60 d 42 48 Grey 38 44 

ARRIVALS THIS WEE! 
Wheat arley " Onta Flour 

English « « 16540 4080 $480 Sks 
Irish P1 s; — — 2710 — 
Foreign . . 10010 11890;brls = 7880 

Fripay, Dec. 
The English Wheat left over from. Monday has been cleared 

e dad fully equal to that t day's. "se Foreign of fine quality 

improved demand, and p are in favour of the 

eren Petersburg, Polish "item pex inferior, have been ex- 

tensively purchased at an advance of 2s to 3s per qr. Bonded 
is sought after at rather more woo NA ER is a dull 
sale; pecan an cual nee Ree our quotati —Beans are 

unaltered. White Peas, which ou Wednesday AS unsaleable, 

sell COMO at the rates of Mond, ay last; other Food fully as 

dear.—Oats are a more free sale. is in improved re- 

quest at advancing prices ; Meal for Ireland must P written 
Uae 6d to 208 per ton highe er.—Maize afloat difficult to be met 

; but forforward shipment 3s to Ps per qr. dearer. 
IMPERIAL AVERAGES, 
Wheat. Barley.| Gate. Rye. | Beans. ens. 

Oct. n m Quarter, 2 4 E 4ls ld| 46s 1d] 50s 8d 

Nov. 4l 5| 4676 | 5011 
ae M [rt 42 4 |.4610 | 5010 
- LIC x8 ate a 7 4920 
> F7 T ii 41 2]| 4510 ]| 47:6 

DEM I era 49 B 48 0 

, 6 6 weeks’ Aggrog. Avers 42.4| 46 2] 49 

Duties on Foreign Grain’ 20! 20] 20 

Fluctuations in last six week’s Corn Averages. 

‘Nov. al. | Nov. 28 | Dxo. 5- Pura, | Ocr al | Nov.7 | Noy. 14. 

62s 3d .. 
611 
6l 5 E 
59 oo 
59 7 oe 
59 0 ae 

Fine Old Hi . es to 768] Old Clover 908 e 95s 

Inferior Hay © Inferior — 7» — 80 Straw 26s to 895 
New Hay w Clover 

" quado very dull at the above quotations. 

Ov LAND MARKET, Dec. 10. 

„Hay 70e Te 78:| 014 Clover Sisto 9d» 
Tra on PRA anie ag [iter 75 BA [Straw 02at0 is 
NewHay - i~ yw Clover — 

JosuuA Baxar, Hay Salesman, EEuNosronp ann Lax ii 
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Sales by Auction, 

TO ROBLES MED: GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, 
LDERS, AND OTHE RS. 

ESSRS. PRO’ THEROE Aw» MORRIS have re- 
eeived instructions to submit to Public Competition be 

Auction on the Pr du Paradise Nee dereud on 
nd following d at ock (by 
in consequence of the s being 

required for ARE oses), the whole of the valuable NUR- 
SERY STOCK, consisti of a conside 
fine Evergreens, Dw Trained Peach, Nectarine, ani 
also about 500 Camellias, from 2 to 5 feet, beautifully furnished 
with bloom buds, Azalea Indica, and Erica, of sorts, and 

other Greenhouse Plav May be viewed prior to the Saie. 

Catalogues (6d. echi returnable to purchasers) may be had on 
mises; of the principal Seedsmen, and of the Auc- 

tioneers, American LET Leytonstone. 

BARNES, SURREY. - 
TO FORCING GARDEN RS, FLORISTS, & NURSERYMEN. 

O BE LET, under Assignment of Lease S or al 
years from Michaelmas, 1843, about? acres of well stock 

GARDEN GROUND, party walled in, us erections of E 
ing Houses, 57 feet by 9, and 30 feet and Pits, 93 feet by 
7 feet 6 inches, ditto 45, ditto "m ew i dun situate onfisnons 
to the River Thames, near Barnes Terrace. The whole of the 
stock to be valued, and immediate possession to be AAY For 
further particulars, apply by post to Mi 00D, Land 
Agent nt Moi rtlake e; dus Mr. W. aE 1 rr 

IMPR! OVED POLMAISE HEATING. 

REEN HOUSES HOTHOUSES, and CONSER- 
VATORIES of every description fitted up with the above 

Apparatus on the most Economical terms, and warranted to 
J. Lewis, aoe ticultural Bude Stamford-hill, 

Middlesex, where it may be seen in operati 
POTATO “EPIDEMIC 

To AGRICULTURISTS, GARDENE. RS, & OTHERS. 
ARKERSS ENTY KOPROLEON, OR CHE- 
MICAL ee tt al MANURE, for destroying the 

3m Insects, and Vermin inimieal to the 
srain and vegetable productions, and for growth of all kinds od 

assisting vegetation. 
The. extraordinary disease af Hung the Bayes u now become 

portance to the an dane The proprietors, errata 
from their own experience, and the observations of other 
Parties, strongly recommend the dressing of the land with their 
Manure previously to planting, being. ‘confidently assured it 

I be found a perfect preventative of this fatal | di ase, as also 
in other respects a chea ap. and fertilising manu 
SA in S dd of any size at 6L. Hs ton, with Hrann &o., 

for u: y W. and S. B. PARKER, Sole Manufacturers, Che- 
En: ud eds Works Deptford, Kent; where also can be 

GRICULTURAL- TRAINING SCHOOL, Hod- 
don, Herts.— The CHRISTMAS VACATION will 

TERMINATE on TUESDAY, Jan. 30, unctual 
attendauce is requi piede ocius on the following sue) aos will 

be delivered daily à he ensuing griculture, 
Botany, Breeds, MAE and Diseases of Cattle: Che: 
mistry, with Rea ea Duk d in the Laboratory ; Civil 

Mechanics, Natural and 
EA also Practical Surveying, aining, 
and "Levelling; and the Course of Education combines the 
Classics, Mathematics, and Modern Languages.—Terms and 

particulars may be known by application, personally, or by 
letter addressed to fe POM Master, at the NON 

TAM HASELWOOD, Head Master. 
"DO "ADVERTISERS. — ver vem intended 

for the First NuMBER of the MIDLAND FLORIST must 
be forwarded without delay to the Publisher, R. Suvron, Bridle- 
smith-gate, Nottingham, or to SIMPKIN ES Maxsnae, ; London. 

The MIDLAND FLORIST will undou t desir- 

able medium tor advertising Books, “Plante, Seada Roots, 
land II r for any | 

advertising communication requiring UH STU publicit; 

erms very reasonable. 
*.* Order the MIDLAND FLORIST of any Bookseller, 

"K AGENBUSCH ix» Co's REMEDY FOR THE 
K POTATO DISEASE.— Pri s per paket which en- 
Sures an acre of sound Potatoes Kii a large er 

KAGENDUSCII AND Co.s GERM MINATING. COMPOUND. 

and 4s. per eg The best Steep for Wheat and 

Onion, and all other Seeds and 

KeoeNUSCH Á AND, dos 

30s. per acre for Meadows, ae in three years ; n millage 35s. 

per acre, and for Hops 40s. per acre, annually. Price TL. 10s. 
per ton for Moi doi de "iritlage, and 9j per ton for HOP 

One ton is sufficient for 4 
hese articles are kept. at Hibernia Wharf, London-bridge, 

and Mr. Josera Epwaxps willdeliver them to any one bringing 
the amount in cash. 
Manufactured by KAazNBsusecH and Co., Agricultural 

Chemists, Leeds. Sold by James and ou Agents for the South 
of England, 55, King William.street, Cit Porrer BRO- 

'THERS, Agents for the North, romford- court Manchester 
*,* Vessels of 50 tons, drawing 5 fect, at the Works in 

Leeds, and can ascend the creeks of every mont in i Kingdom, 
80 that Dealers or Farmers, and Landed Proprietors, clubbing 
together, may ee PuDpHd direct, atasaving of canen ce, 

1 allow: ance to the Trad 

"AWES WM MANURI uu Maaure, 
ton. Clover Manure, 147. per fon Corn Manure 

Superphosphate Lime, 7 
A Pamphlet on Artificial Manures will be forwarded to any 

person enclosing two postage stamps to Mr. Wiuson, at Mr. 
ae Factory, Deptford Creek, London. 

O OWNERS AND OCCUPIERS OF ESTA ATES. 

wW ILLIAM BULLOCK WEBSTER, of Hounsdown, 
near Southampton, Draining Engineer to Her Majesty, 

at Osborne, Isle of Wight; the inventor of a Patent Tile 
and Pipe Machine (applicable to eumd Bricks) ; Sinn. anew 
Machine for taking roots and stones out of clay, both which are 
to be seen at the Royal Polytechnicinstitution, Regent-street,— 
Offers his assistance as a thorough practical man to Landlords 
who may require information on any eubleat connected with 
the Drainage of their Estates. drained at a fixed 

(Mae IMPROVED HYDRAULIC 
RAM, 

FIXED BY ROE, 

FOUNTAIN MAKER, 70, STRAND, LONDON, 

Can be wgrked by a small stream of half-an-inch, where a fall 
of a few feet can be obtained. 

FREEMAN 

The same RAM, without the aid of a Tank or Cistern, ar- 

ranged to throw a Jet of Water constituting a Fountain with 
the head of water beneath. 

ENGINES FOR DEEP WELLS OF ALL KINDS. 

DOUCHE AND OTHER BATHS. 

BUILDINGS HEATED BY HOT WATER, 

WATER WHEELS TO WORK SMALL PUMPS. 

Estimates given for the supply of Towns, Mansions, Farms, &c. 

A newly invented PORTABLE VAPOUR BATH, all com- 
plete for 

(RIED UE SIX-ROWED BLACK BARLEY. 
his singular BARLEY was propagated from Three 

Corns found in a Sailor's pocket, by Mr. Pn Tobacco- 
nist, of Cheltenham ; it stood a six-weeks st in E E i 

produce was 80 stools and 5610. grains ; ane th 
per each porn, 1870; no account of its native Wu jn EP 
ascertain 

The Dy stood the extreme POET and heat of 1844 sum- 

mer, and the severe winter of 1844 and 1 

Mr. Churchill, of the Plough Hotel, Cheltenham, planted a 
few acres on the 1 of Fe bmary; 1846, ai 

TR ul Highness Prince Albert haying reauined a portion 
of this new] 

oni 
ACHSE are of opinion if sown in autumn, from its 

being early to harvest, a crop of Swedes may be got from the 
same lan 

The Black- skinned Barley produces a fine white flour, 
malts well. The Straw is EUST and fine, and fit for plait. 

ny Agriculturist wishing to try this we aluable Black 
Barley, may be supplied with ang quantity by applying to Mr. 
Jons Cnv: URCHILL, Plough Hotel, patenam ‘Gor Cash or Post- 
office order) ; the calculation being as 

Quarter of an acre verses, 17 

and 

ix ditto . 
Twelve QN. 

A sample tin, g po! 
warded on NIAE of a Post- office « iis for 35. 

es, will be for- 

CHEAP AND DURABLE ROOFING. 

BY HER ROYAL LETTERS 

MAJESTY'S PATENT. 

M‘NEILL & CO.,of Lamb's Buildings, Bunhill- 
* row, London, the Manufacturers and ou p of 

THE ASPHALTED FELT FOR ROOFING 
Houses, Farm Buildings, Shedding, 
od purposes, to protect plants from Frost. 

e Great National Agricultural Shows, it is this Felt 
which mis been exhibited and obtained the Prize, andis the 
Felt pat: n by 

Workshops, and for 

Tt is half the pr ice of any other Madeipdon of Rooting, aa 
effects a great saving of Tiere inthe) condtnuction of Roofs. 
Made to any length h by 32 inches wide. 

TH (e PENNY PER SQUARE Foor, 

*,* Samples, with Directions for its Use, and Testimonials, 

of Seven years? experience, with references to Noblemen, Gen- 

tlemen, Architects, and Builders, gent x to any part of the 
town m GEAR and orders by post ext 

P The Public is respectfully Ion that the only Works 
in Great Britain w Be te above Roofing is made, a: 

EILL anp 00.’S 

Patent Felt sigan Lamb’s-buildings, Bunhill-row, Lon- 
don, where Roofs covered with Lahe Felt may b 

the new Vice-Chancellor's Court, and the Passag: 

atthe nes anoo to Westminsteri Hali, and other Luildings atthe 

New Houses of rernm ; done under the Surveyorship of 
Charles Haley] Esq. R. me 
Note.—Consumers sending direct to the Factory can be sup- 

plied in lengths best suited to their Roofs, so that they pay for 

no more e than they requir e. 

DO RM LTURAL MACHINERY NOT PREJU- 
TO THE INTEREST OF THE LABOUR 

Die TRO EMI iselearly demonstrated in the FARMERS" 
AZINE for the ist of December. Office, 24, Norfolk. 

SES Sirand. May be hadi s al oopa Price 2s. sum. per acre, in y expense, 

RICK AND TILE MAKERS, 
BRICK AND TILE MACHINES. 

HE AINSLIE PATENT TILE MACHINE 
COMPANY (James Sun, Esq., of Deanston, PURSE 

invite attention to their improved TILE MACE JIN: NE, and t 
their new Patent Troes Kilns, for drying and quem 
Bricks and Tiles. ha Sub of from inox imds to 
three-fourths of “the uam is effe md all the articles are 
burnt equally without LA or canines’ The Machines at work 
and a Model of the Ki e seen, and all particulars to be 
obtained from Mr. rs A Secretary, 1934, Piccadilly, 

Agents wanted, London, 

(PE ISLANDS. CATTLE. — Information 
having been Mes here that numbers of French Cattle, 

chiefly the small Brii ittany breed, have been sold p) in 

England, as Channel Islands, purchasers are earn estly Te- 

of equal interest to the S sa ig the sell 
H onorary $ Secretaries, 

Sr B R. A, 8. G. 

Guernsey, October 28, ‘1846, 

BY HER ROYAL LETTERS 

MAJESTY’S PATENT, 

LIGHT, CHEAP, 4x» DURABLE ROOFING. 
DHOMAS JOHN CROGGON, of 8, Lau- 

ce-Pountney Hill, Cannon-street, London, 
Begs to oal. the ibis of emen, Gentlemen, and the 

blic, to his 
PATENT ASPHALT ay Eun, FOR ,ROOFING, 

As 3dopted by Her Majesty's Woods and Fo and b 
AL AGRICUL TURAL SOUIBTE OF peaks 

on Su buildings at Newcastle-on- Tyue, and Han 
London ; also, by the leading members of the above and icd 
grieultural Societies of England, Rrotland. and Ireland, 
The Price of the Felt is only ONE Y PER SQUARE 

y le: Tis I 
y great s 

s, does ies ‘require half 
or tiles um r elt can be manufactured of any required length, by ches wide. 

tas JOHN Onoccox, 8, Laurence Pointe hill Cannon- 
Street, London. 

Of whom also may be had Railway Fel Sis Bottoms, 
Pipes, 

O THE BENEVOLENT, — Attention is most re- 
spectfully called to an almost unparalleled case of mis- 

fortune which has just occurred, in this neighbourhood. 
q acts areas fol Y HIBBERD, a practical 

iS ipa and co! nian RDIS Te near Ward TA Castle, in 
Wiltshire, was a short time since pm through the once sentations of a gentleman—a young County Member, acting as 
his father's agent, whose name charity forbid ds us to mention— 
to undertake the cultivation de a tract of waste. meer land, 
situate on the western pe mersetshire, at an altitude 
af 1000 feet above the level SER ea, the ape E 

erect necessary and suitable farm buildings and fences 
ea. This, from some unaccountable cause, was not done; 
and the unfortunate farmer’s valuable stock of horses and 
cattie, were, through exposure to the rigours of the climate, 
nearly all chilled and destroyed. 

With EA ruinous Prec ts before him, Mr. HIBBERD 
appealed ii e most ri ful manner to his landlord, who 
stated [etd his bailifr) for the first time that he was only 
an agent to bis father, who was in Rome, 
only refused odere but his goods and implements were 
distrained upon ped sag (as might “be expected in such a wi country) at an, 

lt, Sheathing Felt for 
and Dry Hair Felt for covering Boilers, Steam 

. HEN 

pon the inhospite SE moor, 100 EE from their native village, 
s losses AE not less 

: and SD zen EHE of za ing upon 
him as they did so ui tedly as Mis as undéservedly, have 
induced his bro [pm rds to rei him some assistance, 
and most respectfully to solicit the benefactions of all who ho may feel sedet aid them in this work of ci 

N PEARCE, Wool S tapler, Sonthielton, Devon. ollowing gentlemen have kindly 
subscriptions i X es of the distre: 
Gourp, Esq., Mayor of ‘Southmotton es 
of Barnstaple ; = P.G ational Pr ovincial pd 
Barnstaple ; "Mr. iras sman, Southmolton. 
N. GOULD, Ésq. + sere of Southmoleon, pari give further par- 
ticul ars ifrequi 

pare NT. ELASTIC. BA “WARRANTED 
0 BE ED Pes zt COLD Es HEAT 

E ANY geil OR CLIM 

pee ae Mia 
Surgical Bandages, a 
faciuring purposes, These B: 
fastening the coy 
e addition to the above, there is a great variety of pem too 
jumerous to mention, for which these Bands may be applied 
with advantage, and new applications will constantly suggest 
idres when in They may be had oftwo thicknesses, 
and are sold in boxes of six dozen each, of assorted sizes, price 
6d. per box and upwards. s may be had to order of 
various fupe and thicknesses. 

E T. die articles eg sold by all Stationers and Dealers 
in Metallic Pen: le and for Exportation by PERRY 
and Co., at No. “32, Red Lion-square, London; and also by 
CHARLES MACINTOSH and Co., Manufacturers, Manchester 
and Birmingham. 

ETCALFE and CO.'S NEW PATTERN TOOTH- 
pl BRUSH and SMYRNA SPONGES.—The Tooth-Brush 
has the important advantage p Aaa ges thoroughly into the 
divisions of the teeth, and cl ing tl the most extra- 
ordinary manner, and is Hee for p hairs not coming 
een An improved Clothes Brush, that cleans in a third 
art of the usual time, and incapable of injuring the finest nap. 

are fe very suitable for 
vers of Preserve and Pickle Jars, Bottles, & 

Penetrating Hair-brushes, with the durable unbleached Rus- 
sian bristles, which do not soften like common hair, 
Brushes [) 

a Aera, by means of 
direct importations, dispensing With all intermediate parties’ 
profits and destructive bleaching, and bx ing the luxur; 
genuine EUM aids a Oni ae ALFE & Co’s Sole Es- 

ok from Holles-street. 
“From Metcalfe’s,” adopted. Caution. sera are bes ahs Hein 

by some houses. 

Sold by ET Aus Chemists in Town and Countr; 
Hemanenes by Hex Magzsry, His Royal ccna PRINCE 

T, and i Royal Highness the. Duenzss OF KENT. 
Mr, CLARKE, SURGEON pE D SACKVILLE-STREET, Pi 

LY. 

NLARKE’S TINCTURE, | Ls. inantancoly euring 
the Tooth acne) without the least n or danger, pri 25. 6d.—Also ARKE'S SUCCEDANE BUM, for v Stopping 

Decayed enin aac arge or small the cavity : al persons 
ean He it themselves with ease, as a rections are enclosed, price 5s.—Mr. OLARKE'S LO BON: heningrand. 
purifying the Gums, and destroying a erish sensati ions in the Mouth, price . — Also x CLARKE'S TOOTH 
BRUSHES. in cases containing three différent kinds of Brushes AT to be used for Cl eaning the Teeth, 
4s. 6d.—CAUT 

ro E 
above Articles can be sent to all parts of the Un: 
on receipt of Post Office Order. LOSS OF TEETH supplied, 
from one to a complete Set, on ‘his e system, which has pro. 

eared in iim. the approbation of Sim James CLARE, Bart., and 
"a 
Mr. FREDERICK CLARKE, Surgeon Dentist, 28, Sackville- 

street, Piccadilly, 
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NEW CHRISTMAS BOOK BY MR. DICKENS. 

On the 19th inst., will be published, price 5s., small 8vo, 

tob BATTLE OF? ELFE. 
A Bobe Story. 

BY CHARLES DICKENS. 
The Illustrations by Dawren Mactisz, R.A.; CLARKSON STANFIELD, R.À.; Joun LxECH; and 

ICHARD DOYLE. 

London: Brapgury & Evans, Whitefriars. 

NEW WORK BY MICHAEL ANGELO TITMARSH. 

On the First of January, to be continued in Monthly Parts, price 1s. each, with numerous Illustrations on Steel and Wood, 

VAN 
PEN AND PEN 

hy EA ER: 
NOIL SKETCHES OF ENGLISH SOCIETY. 

Bye We MPA AC KEB. RAY, 
Author of “The Irish Sketch Book :” “ Journey from Cornhill to Grand Gatto: :" of “Jeames’s Diary” and the 

Sn ob Papers” ^ in PUNCH; é&c. 

Bills and Advertisements will be received at the Office, ee the month. 

London : Published at the Punca Orrtcs, 85, Fleet-street ; J. Menzies, Edinburgh ; J. M‘Lrop, Glasgow; J. M‘Giasuan, Dublin: 

JUST PUBLISHED, Price 2s, 6d., 

P.U-N © HS POCK T-BOOK 
For 1847, 

ILLUSTRATED WITH A COLOURED FRONTISPIECE AND NUMEROUS ENGRAVINGS ON STEEL AND WOOD 

BY JOHN LEECH anp RICHARD DOYLE, 

London: Published at the Punen OFFICE, 85, Fleet-street. 

GRICULTURE—ITS POLICY AND PROS. 
PECTS. No session of Parliament, since the establish- 

ment of a legislative assembly g this ki ingdom, ever gave so 
much. of its deliberation to the ur rural policy 
as the last—no epoch, in the a the grioultural life 
of England, can be found so full of interest, not to say diffi- 
culty, as that which has succeeded the adoptio: mn of that vital 
proceeding, the enactment of the Cora, Bill. What shall come 
of this mighty rı ural revolution— calm shall follow this 
storm of opinion, this strife pu eg no human DEAE 
may discern, no human judgment can decide, But in the de- 
gree that the bane is urgent, so must the efforts vus philo- 
Sophy, science, and industry make to place the antidote also 
before us, be zealous and earnest. From the alembie of the 
statesman that crade-tasy pas passed into the practic 
ratory of t to accept it with the respect- 
fal pee caret as witch ie aay he belongs to always accord 
to the acts of the Legislature ; and he will essay to work it out 
with the PORA of spirit and the energy of purpose which have 

d he Qu in what itis, provided he obtains assist- 
ance in (E labour. The relaxation of the protection once 
afforded him calls imperatively upon the owner of the soil to 
do his part : the abstract loss to which his system of husbandr, 
has been exposed demands an improvement in the principle of 
occupation to baiance the account, He is willing to go on; 

juires S ede and counsel in the pursuit of information, 
and the appli: his measures. ress—that vast 

s] 

social agen: Quem its aid to cheer him on his way. pub- 
ps u of long standing and established character is devoted 

ni n of our H (aayo 

i E and advancement of our rural Ane This THE 
FARMER'S a GAZINE—THE JOURNAL OF THE. AGRI- 
eu RAL INTEREST—a Monthly Periodical addressed, 
aed more particularly to the ag ural classes, butin 
Hedy pree to the general economy of the nation. It is con- 
duet: 

entertained upon practical questions in the 
€zvss will be given inits pages. Nearly Two Hundred Columns 
of Agricultural Intelligence will be continued, ENGRA- 
vines of the pEsT and most PERFECT ANIMALS Sd Qu ue 
which obtain the Prizes of the leading Agricultural Societies. 
A series of PORTRAITS of PATRONS of AGRICULTURE, and Emr 
NENT BRITISH Farmers, exquisitely ENGRAVED on STEEL from 
ORIGINAL PAINTINGS, with Biographi moirs, is in conti- 
nuation—Mr. J. Grey, of Dilston, Mr. Smith, of Deanston, and 
Justus Liebig, with numerous other leading agriculturists, 
&c., have just appeared, 

LORD GEORGE, BENTINCK'S PORTRAIT, with a Bio- 
raphieal Memoir, engraved and written expressly for the 
ARMER'S MAGA ZINE, will be published on the Ist of 

January, price 2s., and may be had by order of every book- 
seller in the United Kingdom. Amongst the contributors will 
be found some of the pis distinguished Professors of. fut 
ture, of the most eminent practical F arpar, and of the most 

celebrated Chemists d the Kingdom. BUDE of these, 
and of the Editor, the Proprietors are T. to add, have been 
well rewarded by. the Farming Interest, since this periodical 

arger circulation than EM other of its class. 
Ali matters calculated to benefit or affect the rural interests 
which occur Ua inn "m month are vaty compiled anı 

t accurate reports are given of the pro- 
ceedings ofall A n ipriealtorg Societies in tid United Kingdom. 

Improvements in Agricul lture abroad are noticed from time 
to time, and selections from foreign writers upon Agricultural 
subjects are translated and given, when found to be of practical 
eon t. 

the landlord as necessary to the study of the tenant, No pro- 
prietor of land can be oue it who desires to be on terms 
with imes, No cultivator of the soil will do his duty to 
himself, who neglects ae aids and advantages which science 
pus HERR MO d offer to those who will gather them 

m its 

a è had of every Bookseller in every Tow E to 
en Mu dom. Vol. XIV., New Series, with 12 e cieite 
Steel, and numerous Wood Bhgravings a and 1,152 columns of 
Letter; Pu bound in cloth, price 13s. jüst published.— 
Office t I C Brunications and Adron atate, 24, Norfolk- 
street, Sirana London 

HE GARDENERS MONTHLY VOLUME. 
Edited by GEORGE W. JOHNSON, Esq. 

Author of ** The EU of Modern Gardening, ee The. 
rdeners’ Almanack,” &c. 

No work on Gar ons existi SEDE within its pages all 

the information relative to each object of the art that the 
modern progres’ of knowledge has elicited. This is no fault 
of the authors, ave gathered together masses of horticul- 
tural knowled, pr Miller aj on,.for examples, did all 
they could dae in the inse Tai ur them; and yet, pon- 

rous as are these works, not contain a tithe of the 
elgen now pec relati tiveto any one crop, and 
which every cultivator of it would rejoice to possess. To in- 
crease the size of such volumes: as those referred to would be 
to render thema comparatively useless, for they, would be too 
costly for the vast majority o d especially de- 
sire to possess such a store of knowlei 

To avoid these ingonveniences, the series of “THE GAR- 
DENERS MowTHLY VoLUME" has been undertaken. Each 
volume will be complete in itself; will be devoted to one or 
more plants cultivated by the gardener; and will combine all 
that is useful to be known of each connected with its history, 
chemical and borac DIE modes of culture, uses, dis- 
eases, parasitical m. rs, with any other relative informa- 
ion, 'and. richly illustrated EO illustrations will be of 

utility. dus materials for this are ample; and the aid of some 
ofour best practical gardeners, as well as the horticultural 
literature of modern times, are placed at the command of the 

or. 
Each volume being of itself a book, purchasers may select 

only such as may suit their mah whilst those who take the 
entire series will possess the m ample store of horticultural 
knowledge that has ever ETE in a collected form. 

ion as possible will bepaid to making the 
subjects of each volume relative to plants of which the culture 
is especially interesting about the time at which the volume 
is publis ed. 

volume, bound in cloth, price half-a- poroi will appear on 

de: 1st of sray month ; and, at the same time, to suit the con- 
venience of purchasers, in half MO with, stitched covers, 
price one shilling each. 

January 1st, will appe: 
THE POTATO: IR CULTURE, SES, AND HISTORY. 

rua: Ist, 
THE CUCUMBER d THE GOOSEBERRY ; P Qu Cul- 

ture, Uses, and History. Each complete i a halfa v vol uu 

Roserrson. Winchester: H. Woo 
Fifth URS 8vo, ur t cloth. 

AYLDON'S ART or VALUING RENTS AND 
TILLAGES, and the yore Right of Entering and 

ted to the use of Landlords, 
dede, and Tenants. Re-written 

and enlarged by Jonn TASHA With a Chapter on the 
Tithe Commutation Rent C 
“A work camani valuable. ae the principal or the agent. 

The new statem calculations incorporated will be 
Wir of groat etaa aik This work should be read and 

vised b; ery one having an interest in the Soil, whether 
s landlord, tenant, or agent." —Mark Lane Express. 

: LONGMAN, Brown, GREEN, and LoNGMANS. 

wW EDITIONS OF MRS. MARCET'S CONVERSATIONS. 

ONVERSATIONS ON CHEMISTRY. 
2 vols. 14s, 

CONVERSATIONS ON elon: PHILOSOPHY. With 14 
s, 10s. 6d. 

CONVERSATIONS ON VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY. With 
9s. ates. 

CONVERSATIONS ON LAND AND WATER. Fcp. 8vo. 5s. 63. 
Pip s a ON POLITICAL ECONOMY. 7s. 6d. 

** Mrs. Marcet's Conversations have long been regarded, as (28 

the d Blk introduetions to the science of nature." 

spe 

[ 

otai 
Pu LONGMAN, Brown, GREEN, and LONGMANS. — 

BLE BOTANY, &c. 
Recently published, square crown Svo, £1 5s. cloth, 

SCRIPTURE HERBAL: containing an Account 
of all the Plants, Drugs, Perfumes, and Gums mentioned 

in the Bible; with an ‘enumeration of the Texts in which they 

are mentioned. By Lady Ganuoorr. Illustrated with Site 
of 120 Wood Engravings. 

“The best account we are acquainted with of Scripture 
'— Gardeners’ Chronicle. 

don: Loneman, Brown, GREEN, and LoNGMANS. 

"MHE FULLEST REPORT OF THE PROCEED. 
INGS of the Smithfield Club, the Royal Agricultural 

Society, and Farmers’ Club House, will appear in DHE MA RK 
LANE EXPRESS, AGRICULTURAL JOURNAL AND TE- 
NANT FARMERS’ ADVOCATE, the [ad and the leading 
Farmers’ and Graziers’ Newspaper, published every Monday 
Evening in time for p 

E TENANT's "tote fmon: m the position of the 
en: vu Farmers oe been one o at difficulty, the MA RK 

LANE EX 

llowed; viz., that bea 

benddoia l to the Landlo; 
Tue Maur Tax.—This is the only Farmer’s Paper in London 

which advocates the repeal of the Malt Tax. 
ject of the Proprietors has exer been, to render it in 

gans efficient organ of th e Agricultural Class, to 
use practical and SORS information of all 

kinds RESO to rural affairs, to be a medium for giving cireu- 
lation to the procéedings of the KOVAT Agricultural Society of 

the Royal Agricultural Improvement Society of Ireland, and o 
every Agricultural Society and Farmers’ Club in the kingdom. 
All political and party discussions are carefully avoided, ex- 
epang such x ae purely M since its establish- 

nt, now more than fourteen year: his course has 
steadily SHARM: to, nd he result Tas n the accession of 
a numerous an ist of com- 
p ng the most menm Agricultnrists i in the kingdom. 
In authenticity and extent of Market Information, the MARK 

LANE EXP fu onn. unrivalled. leview of the Corn 
T SEHE ) fully explains the Causes which 

Faliin Prices, thus affording the Grower 
us grounds for antici ipating the stability or 

future tendency of RI It contains i Latest State of the 
Monday's Market at Mark Lane, by the following eminent Fac- 
m DE names m y sufficient guarantee for the Genuineness 

the Reports : —Me: . Giles, Son, & Co., Messrs. Coventry & 
Shonpacde Meseta) R. MEE & hes dau Rinpstord. & Lay, 
and Messrs. Ashlin & Sons ; and her Ful ccount, written 
bya P: ractical Party expressly for ‘the Paper. Host Letters are 
not written till the Close of the Market, which is of the utmost 
importance, me pe unexpected turn in the tra EE often takes p 
uring the halfhour of business. To 

valuable en the Proprietors of the MAR y UU EXPRESS 
sacrifice some hundreds per annum, paid to the Post Office, 
consequence of the late hour at which this Paperi is published) 
and thereby maid to its Readers an advantage afforded by no 
other Journal; it being a well-knowu faet, that the MARK 
LANE EXPRESS does not go to press until two hours after the 
publication of Papers regarded as authentic in their i 

The rp Reports of the Cattle, Provisions, Wool, Seed, 
Hop, Malt, and Commercial Mar! kets, appear with the Leading 
Country Fata and Agricultural Moetin s. Authentic Weekly 
Advices are received from a e Important Markets in the 
Kingdom, our ER Possersibnk as well as all parts of 
Europe and Americ 

fice of Publication and for Advertisemeuts, 24, Norfolk- 
street, Strand, London. May be had of all Booksellers and 
yewsmen throughout the Kingdom, Price M. 10s. 4d. per annum. 

THE FARMERS’ ALMANACK OR 1847, By Cornperr W. 
JOHNSON AND RUNS neue was Published on the First of. 

er. Price One 
IDGWAY, Piecadtily, and all Mu unas 

^ In the Press, to be published early in the ng, 
In one vol. '8oo, to bind with the Scnoor. Bonny, 

HE ELEMENTS OF BOTANY, 
STRUCTURAL, EGER TOLO RICA, SYS TUMATIOAL, 

A: 
With a Copious Glossary of Botanical T Terms. 

Being a Fifth Edition of 
THE OUTLINE or rar FIRST M DES or BOTANY. 

OHN LINDLEY, PH. 
. .... London: BRADBURY and Evans, Whitefriars, 

Just published, in demy 8vo, price 2s. 
RCHIDAGCEZE LINDENIANZE ; or, SN dtes upon 
a Collection of Orchids formed in Colombia E vere by 

Mr. J. Linpen. By OE N LiNDLEY, Ph. D. & L.S., 
Professor of BANY à the University of Dosdoa. dad in T 
Royal Isitution or Great Britain 

Loi : BRADBURY & Evans, Whitefriars, 

zo 

Just published, post 8vo, 10s. 

BSERVATIONS IN ATÜRAL | “HISTORY ; ; 
with a Calendar of Periodic Phenomena. By the Rey. 

LEONARD JENYNS, M.A., F.L.S. 
“At the same time scientific and popular, the work cannot 

fail to please even the most ox general reader, Every page 
teems with interesting notes on the hi abi its and manners of 
quadrupeds, Dd fishes, Senis, &oc.; y we would gladly 
quote, but must content ourselves with advising our P. to 
purchase the book itself, promising them a treat from t 

rusal,”— Westminster Review for October. 
Jo HN VAN Voonsr, 1, Paternoster-row. 

Just published, price 7s. 6d., a New Edition of 

ISS ACTON'S MODERN COOKERY. 
*,* To this edition have been added Directions for 

Carving, AR by eight beautifully engraved Steel Plates. 
he mi luable compendium of the art that has yet 

been MR RE ne Morning Post. 
lon: LoNGMAN, _Brown, , GREEN, and Id 

Just A ; 8vo, with numerous Woo d Engi 

N LANDED PROPERTY and RE MANAGE: 
MENT of ESTATES. By Davrp Low, Esq, F.R.S.E., 

&c.. Author of “ Elements of Pr: actical Agius, &e, 

** One of the most valuable 
literature which we haye had an y of noticing."— 

Gardeners’ Chronicle. 
Prof. Low, Iso by 

ELEMENTS of PRACTICAL AGRICULTURE. 4th Edition, 
enlarged, with 200 Woodcut: 

F 
1s. 

HE RAUS of the DOMESTICATED ANIMALS of 

GREAT BRIT 2 vols, with 56 coloured plates, 16%. 16s. 

N THE DOMESTICATED ANIMALS of the BRITISH 

ISLES. 8vo, Woodcuts, 25s. 
London; LoNGMAN, Brown, GREEN, and LoNGMANS. 

(CDM OF A BAD BREAST BY ES 
OINTMENT AND PILLS.—Mrs, Adams, 

peer SE St. George's in the East, had a bad bugast iu 
onsiderable time, with several hard lumps in it, besides 

this the nipo was very much swollen and festered ; "the case 
Phu was so dps that Surgeons of eminence could 

r no relie: e then had recourse to HoLnowAY'e 
celebrated Pilis and Dinine which soon cured her, and she 

s well as over. These fine medicines are a sovereign 

remedy ibe any Sores or Wounds, of however long standing, as 

ae Swellings, Tumours, contracted or Stiff Joints. Sold by 
Druggists, and at Professor HorrnowAr's Establishment, 

2, Strand, London, 

Printed by Wirman B d 
SUD poth 

ynbardatraet, In 
itefriars,in the City of London; and pu ublishe bu them 

atthe Charles-atreet, inthe parish of St. Paul's, Covent Gar- 
den, in the said ci county, where al! Advertisements and Comi nioge 

are to be addressed tothe Editor, —SArunDAY, DzcEMBER 12, 1846. 

England, the Highland and Agricultural Soeiety of Scotland, 
A 

ccomplish this in- . 

cn 

m. 
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INDEX, 
AES rod Pu Englend -  - 848 c | Heating, Foma H 

ks and “vegetation 840 a — churches - £35 x E 5 Sa 
LM prletella . 6 entroy B Misty ct 
Andromeda; = 840 ¢ | Ho:bollia latifvlia - 
Apple, Court of Wick - = 886 b | Hort. Soviety’s Garden - En 
Bees 's in a bed ^ . 889c | Hygrome tor, Simmonsa /, - 987 

feat-root and flour bread - 88a | Ivy, to plan NUM 
Bread, Beet-root and flour - 835a | Lease, Scotch form of ^2. Aeta È 
Cabbage, p waered-wing in Janure, salt as - Bit 

sect - - 888b — superphos, oflimeas + 837¢ 
aledoni Soe - 838 8 | Mushroom-house, uses of  - 840 b 
alendar, Horticultural - 840a | Nustard, white | ~ - 84 
atte, to house feed - = 248 c Odontoglbseum 1 membyanaceum 39a 
halle solls, plants for -  - 839b Pinespoles culture of 36 c 
hameleon I 840a| Plants, foodof = - - = 839b 
harca, t Du fooa of plants © -= 839 b lanting and wot - + 836 c 

37a | Polmalse heating — - 837 c, 838a 
ventnple hewa tom = 838a | Potaro diseass in Poland — 7 835 b 

oping for w: - 838a | Rhododen = 840c 
OPpice wi | 845b | Roses, eve M0 c 
m -iede “advantege of yle's Materia: Medica, rev. 839a 
Ps in - 846a He as manure nb 

D zen By evergreen 840 c | Sheep, prevention of foot-rot in 
orking Farmors’ Club- Cop" shed foeding 843a 

D foods - 815 b | Sidaey on Blight s cf Wheat,rev. 846 c 
Baer tiie of - 843a | Simmons’s Hygromete 837 b 

farmers’ Club—Ten- Smühfeld Barmers" Club — 
pant Rights 45a | Tenant-rights - Bite 
‘arms, arable and half arate, Solis, gie tes, Sos for = 8396 
Rec 80 b | Si + 81b 
Flies, to xm ee ee EIE ME PoE liina meaty O37 ¢ 
ood did 9 b | Tenant-righta, - Gil a, 949 c, B13 
Fruit tre mem make - I OR b | Tree: Pr chalk soils 39 
ari den-farm to cro i 846 c | Vegetation and Alkali Wo: E 10 a 

Gitling (Mr), dea 8a | Walls, coping for 38 a 
Sr qns Selentiho Phencmena Wea'herin Cornwall = — - ‘837 ¢ 

G of Domestic life, rev Bc inchester church heating - 835 e 
(am poni As St. Sa < 2 c | Wood, management of - 836 

D 

y AO Un Um ped 
araway, Mayes, | 0., e 

RIZE- VIGHTER ER CUCUMBER. Fifty Seeds of 
this hardy and most useful CUCUMBER will be sent free 

of postage for 12 Benny stamps. It is an excellent bearer, and 
Brows 16 inches 
UNDE YES, Neca West:street, T 

DER A PATRONAGE OF HIS GR/ 
oiu Ies qos COENDO 8. 

FERGUSON, 

neglected plantations &c. DR he intends see a great 

P: i o that branch of his profession. From the 
Opportunities he! has had of-gaining experience in the course of 

DUE TS Rursery stock,—Expe ecommended. — — 

n ITALIAN N TUBEROSE SE ROOTS, 4s, per 

m SUEDE Mo p ies Februavy or March, as the weather 

Ere t,—For par habe apply, post paid, stating price 

jos quality of the dd to Messrs, WILLMER and SMITH, 

-iverpoo| 

by Mr. Haywanrp, Lymington, Ha: r. H. eon quan- 
tity of this Valuable Seed, which he is us should be distri- 
buted as widely as possible. He will forward a packet to any 
Address on receipt of 13 postage "anam 

PROLIFIC PEA 
JOEN CLARKE, of Long Sutton, has about 20 qrs. 
oe Prolific Pea to dispose of. Price 20s. per bushel, 

This Pea has been adapted to field culture by Mr. C. from 
the E recommendation of a PSU amateur qim 
Itis a white Pea of dwarf variety, but now from culture grow- 
ing from 3 to 3} fect high, and exceedingly productive.— Orders 

l be carefully attended tos 

TO NOBLE MEN, NURSERYMEN & OTHERS JE 
ABLES CANADENSIS, or HEMLOCK SPRUCE 

G BAKER, NURSERYMAN, Bagshot, Surrey, having 
* the Largest Bone in Europe, of various sizes and in fint 

condition, can with c ence recommend this noble tree to 

the notice of the dubie, at the Sono prices :— 
»— Transplanted pec s per 100 

» t» j n s » 

3048. y LE EAEE 
Proma d BALSANEA. 

PU MET 1 » 
3, 

G. B, having a fine ‘Stock of ‘Flowering KALMIA LATIFOLIA 

can supply them at chp following low prices :— 

eo 

18 22 inohi es .. at £2 10 Inm 
» "a » . mm 5 

ree 
"Fine > Specimen Plants from 3s. 6d to 5 cach 

N.B.— have duction.— 
“The iiam Galowance to the t uds 

FOR IMMEDI ATE AND EARLY JANUARY SOWING. 

ERBENA SEED, saved from various oppositely | N E W 
distinct new md most PORE 180, kinds of the past sea- 

, 4, St. John's Wood- 
i te ce, Regent’s Park, 

larger quantity than required for own sowing, offers the same 

in well ripened | condition at 2s. per 100 User Directions for 

&c., will be given if required. of winter 
adn already Den rd valuable phaemns may by 

diate e sowing (in pots placed in a cold frame) be recom 

in e t sla the usual summer display, besides 

offering the pri SN id improved varieties. 

r Fel fio y pane March Sowing. 

M. B. has also the following ; being his own Peur are like- 

wise confidently offered as correct to description 
“Per Packet. 

es Drummondii, finest scarlet and scarlet rose 
50 seeds, de 

Aiteam, from 18 distinct and best kinds, RU 900 do. 1s. 

French Marigold, fine double BON stripe ead 
1£- coloured mixed: T 300 do. 1s. 

Convolvulus Major, an extra large and erue fine 

wering variety Is, 

tunia, san adver 

M Discoidalis 400 

Free per post oa receipt of postage Stamps or Post-offiee 

As er-street, London 

he quantiti ame limited to a narrowed growth, early 

orders ere solicited. 

Sh Cae SEEDLING VERBENAS, PHLOXES, 
ANTIRRHINUMS, &c., 846, — Nurserymen anı 

Florists desirous of adding to their catalogues for 1847 are 

r | apprised that M. BREWER, Fronrsm, 4, St. John's Wood- 
^ 

An 

clone: a penny postage stamp. a criterion to 

novelty, M. B. begs to state rr Pera of them have haen nd 

approved, and ordered by the Messrs. Hendersons, of Pi 

Apple Nursery, in whose Gutslogue for 1847 the greater pm 

m entered, and of whom Plants may be had. They are 

also bespoke by other eminent growers. 

NOW READY FOR EARLY FORCING. 1 

7OUELL’S TOBOLSK RHUBARB (the earliest 
known), producing fine stalks of a bright transpa- 

rent pink. Roots planted in a cellar or dark closet Now, 

M m fit Eo cutting in three weeks. a strong roots, 

12s. r dozen; RE Gs. per dozen. MYATT’S 

VICTORIA” RHUBARB, $ per dozen. STRONG 

ERES Vide RAGUS, 2s. Ga. em 100; and SEAKALE, 2s. 

per doz 
The ‘TRUE FASTOLFF RASPBERRY, unequalled 

or its size and flavour, and originally sent out by UEL 

and Co., can be supplied by them in large or small quantities, 
of the same stock they-had the honour of furnishing the Royal 
Gardens at Windsor, and most of the nobility ; as well as two 

DERE by the London Horticultural Foish ty. They can also 

upply fine trained Peaches, Nectar EE Plums, 

ESC Pears, and Apples of the ie CASU kinds, war- 

ranted true to name. 

LILY OF THE VALLEY, 5s. per 100, very strong for bloom- 
ing in spring. 
TRUE ASH-LEAVED M POTATOES, 25. 6d. pee peck. 
SHILLING’S NEW Y POTATOES, 3s. per pec 

EARLY COCKNEY POTATOES, 3s. per peck. 
Warranted free from disease. 

TRANSPLANTED QUICK, OR WHITETHORN. 

A few hundred Seance of the above (in the Sheet condition, 

stout, and from 1 to 2 feet in height) at 7s. per 1! 

Steamers TH this port to Rot ios EL t twice a 
week, and to London daily, 
Youert and Co., Nurserymen, arest Yarmouth. 

ORE 
VICTORIA AND ALBERT WU URSERIES, CORK. 

AND H. Hs YCROFT beg to quom Gentlemen 
e intendin; plant, that they have this season a large 

stock of Seeding: "d Transplanted F POREST TREES, which 

they can offer on very moderate ter s a consider: able re- 

duction will be made on large quantities, it is respectfully re- 

quested that the sizes and number 1M 'ed be stated, 
N.B. packages DELIVERED FRE! m by steam packets to 

London, Plymouth, Southampton, Bristol, and sre poO, ani 

by sailing SEA to nearly every port E South W 

ROOM, of Tigridia PURSE CIA r 100 ; Nie azu- 

reus, 2 feet, in Pots, 12 S. pi 
The eui ATE to the Trade. 

ENE LANGELIER, ons m “Clarendon Nursery, 

St. Helier, Jersey, respectfully announces that he has on 
T upwards of 30, ,000 0 fin e PEA REES, TUE his aaea 

e 
of the best fruit known; also one called Grosse Calebash, 

measuring from 8 63 S} inches, weighing from 20 to 24 ounces, 

a perfectly melting fruit, ripens in November, Rc different 
from Calebash Boss, both in shape, size, à and 

Sot SENS sent out 

y R. m,—by application, as to the time 

of maturity, and description x of fruit,—as su Havin; 

Price :—Langelier's Beurré, from 35. 6d. 
Grosse. Calebash, 5s., fine trees, Those S do not possess 
ED varieties should not be without them. 
dne Catalogue of Pears is in progress, and will 

much interest Pear Growers, and proper] pruning will be treated 

according to the plan they are grown in his garden, whieh is 

different from all other pruning. 
All letters prepaid, and remittance or reference from un- 

known correspondents, 

 SPLEND DID ) CAMELLIAS. 

MERICAN SEEDLINGS— 
The ropp etae ot these magnificient CAMELLIAS takes 

reat pleasui in announcing to his Eur open Friends, 
that these um arb new varieties will now offered to 
them. The PIQUE believes i will only be s to give 
the Reports of the Massachusetts Hortieultural Society upon 
their introduction, to secure "e ‘enti ire confidence of the com- 
munity that they are most. worthy their attention. 

S S CAMELLIA nost remarkable no- 
velties in the horticultural world at home, are the NEW 
CAMELLIAS, which have been raised by Col. WILDER, of 
Boston. Among all the Eu ruAe sorts that the d and long- 
continued devotion to this plant have produced in Europe we 
may safely payi that none ue in beauty of colour and per- 
fection sa for m, these two new American Varieti ties. ee 

merits, b: ng P originator a piece 

an of Ej ie. h 

and we therefore pines it upon recor: 
ta meeting of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, 

sik M6, a vote was passed, directing the 
mittee on Flowers to take special notice of the fine seedlin, 

asusta eatibiied at y ae by Marsh: i 

dent of the iety. eably to this vote, the 
um RU the following report :—The number of seed- 

Camellias exhibited was five. Two Ys them were of sur- 

DD beauty and perfe em As the committee have had 
the pleasure of often examining the extensivo Senec of the 
resident, as well ant those of other gentlem: n the Mod 

embracing the most perfect epe panes anon 
they feel themselves. sufficiently acquainted with this beautiful 
class of flower: , to judge the comparative merits of the seed- 
lings under que ation, and they have no hesitation in 
pronouncing them as Veris E the very first order, and such 
as will be difficult to RE his or any other country. 
The production of tae ipud ois ‘kable varieties, by one 
person, we believe unprecedented, pU will reflect much honor 
on our President. shea) as well as upon the Society of which 
heis the head. We, therefore, recommend that a gratuity be 
awarded to the President, for these two superb American 
Camellias, and that it c consist of a Piece of Plate of the value 
of Fifty Dollars, and of such form and design as hemay elect.— 

Jos. Breck, Chairman.” 

SCRIPTION OF THE SES 
APONICA, var. WIL 

oval 
dentated, a very dark green, with prominent midrib; petioles 
short ; a shrub of free, upright, but rather slender’ growth ; 
buds q ties round, with pale-green scales ; flower medium si 
three-and-a-half to four inches in diameter. Colour delicate 
clear rose ; petals 75 to 80in number, imbricated, of the most 

perfect rose-leaf shape, and arranged with most exquisite 
regulari d a om the circumference to the centre; corolla very 

istent, free in its Bees Fae every flower 
'ectly, du its beauty for a long time. The 

superiority m tiis y variety, when compared PU "those estab- 
lished favourites, the Old Double White, Lady Hume, Imbricata, 

rs, is'its beautiful round petal, with scarcel 

serrature or indentation on the edge, Raised from the seed of 
the single red d fertilised by Camellia x Japanise var. 
'unetai ta; the mother plant and all the stock, e eXcep- 

tion dd Single graft, having been destroyed du fire, in the 

ye 
Nos EA CAMELLIA JAPONICA, var. MRS. ABBY 

WILDER. The name was given by the committee, in 
honour of ti lady of the President. This variety is a 
very beautiful one — a vigorous shrub of upright growth 

ches; foliage large and handsome; leaves 
1 inches long, by 23 broad, roundish 
flexed, coarsely dentated, acuminate, with pale promi- 
nent midrib and nerves; yellowish green, resembling in 
colour those of Camellia Japonica Lady Hume; bud round 
with pale ME scales ; flower large, 4 inches or more in dia- 
meter, thick, full, and perfect ; petals of beautiful form, very 
numerous, 90 to 100 in number ; the exterior uui broad, cir- 

ntre, and ar- 
ranged with great regularity ; colour white, with an Occasional 
stripe of ligi E after the manner of Camellia Japonica 
Duchess d’Orleans ; corolla very round and of great depth. 
Produced from se eed of Camellia Japonica var. Middlemist.” 

he Proprietor, now on a visit to pe, will oceasionally 
be found at the eed Warehouse of-Geo. Charlwood, Esq., 14, 

will be received for 
diag ‘two Gamellas “deliverable in the early autumn of 1847. 
Jus Ten Guineas the pair. Orders left at 6. € ÜHARLWOOD'S, 
4, Tavistock-row, London, or forwarded to the Proprietor, 
Nénantum dens, Brighton, Massachussetts, covering 

nt, in receive prompt attention. None but 
trong Plants will be sent ; orders shall receive immediate at- 

Drawings of these beautiful Camellias will be ex! xhibited in 
London and Paris in the month of March. Notice will be given 
in the publie papers. 

London, December, 1846. JAMES L. L. F. WARREN. 
Office, Nos. 1 and 2, Tremont Temple, Boston, Mass. U. S. A. 

$| ges. ALL. OF HALF-MOON-STREET. 
MAS GIBBS and CO., 

(By Officials appointment), the SEEDSMEN to the 
zi ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND,” 

DILLY, London, as for ns last Fifty Year: 

FLOWER-POTS AND GARDEN § SEATS. 
youn MORTLOCK, 250, Oxford-street, respectfully 

announces that he has a ver; ge assortment ofthe 
above articles in various colours, and solicits an Ap eC- 
EE AR a E on of useful CHINA, LASS, and AR N at the lowest n Cash.—250 
Oxford-street, near Hyde-park, possible prios; à 
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Warranted the trae sort. 
Beans, Improved Windsor xg. d E gi s Large Cos 

; johnson's Wonder | White do. 
5 NewEarly ForeingDun | ,, ora pim 

ia Mar! ae do. Long-podded Negro | ;, 
k 

| «dion, Seymours Pe erfection on. 
Zarly White En | +: Bee chwood, tru 

» Improved Welle Onions Ense Mafffhless 
urled 

arsnips, Improved UU 
Peas, Queen of Dwarf: 

ritish Queen. And all 

bler's Spring do. 
is Chappell’s Large Cream. 

| On: 
Dillistone’s Late ‘White | E 

| 
| 
| Cabbage, I Queen | 

ron Enfield Mar ket, a| thevarieties that are kept in 
— large and early | the trade. 

ety | Potatoes, Asb-leaved Kidney 
Dp ar fe New Nonpariel, an | ,, ound Frame 

4 Shilling’s do. 
Morgan's 

Fine 

excellent. sort, much| ,, 
sed ani a f arlier than ete: 

ld ki Ri 
uch 

adish, Trans- 
tre Frame | | Poa 

3 y Oliv e-shaped. 
| Rabat Niyate s Victoria 
| | 
| 

facon 
y ilandglass 

Selected Alt 
a 

"rm 
peus a ietor Turnips, all ere oM both 

for garden and farm use. 

MITCHELL'S ROYAL mec RHUBARB, the largest 
early sort for open ground use that has ever cpm eT ME to 
the Horticulturist, pri per plant; or 
A General Catalogue w: 

paren to CHARLES F 
street, London, 

ERN: ARD SAUND ERS; NonsERYMAN and FLORIST, 
has several Hund dread of. fine, young Dwarf trained 

UNS, PE ACH, and PEAR TREES, warranted cor- 

, which hé intends to dispose of ata Low Rat e, in 

r te ground, ang od be happy to Ws with 
any pers ring a quanti ontinues to cultivate a 
large C ‘ole E oh n of PEAR TRELS of on the choicest and most 
dian ki is 

forw: rare on appli- 
t. John- 

Ap a 
RN Es , Seedsman, &oc., 1 

QS 

a fine stock of large Shrubs, both’ Evergreen 
aid pane AT SES to giving, immediate effect to Planta- 

A remittance or reference required from unknown cor- 

at: 
st communication with th he ide and 

DAkENS PHE SASAN TRY; Beaufort-street, King's- 
, Chelsea (by appointment to Her Majrsrr and 
eu ALBERT),.—' DE ste AL WATERFOWL, 

of Black and’ White ns; Eeyptian, Canada, 
nd Laughing a Sheildrakes; na nacle,. Brent, ani 

aH, Widgeon, Sumner and a eal; *Gadwall, La. 
brador, Shovellers, Gold-eyed. and D: Jarolina Ducks, 
o Dt uci $ Sa ̂ omestieated amt PE ; also Spanish, 

ay; Poland, Surrey, Ant Ped Fowls; and 
uio sage, Gtaceohareh-str 

"Au to, J Taban Pied, and Common Peafowl, and pure 
Pigs. 

HYACINTHS. 
'"SIMPROVED REGISTERED HYA- 

H POTS AND SUPPORTS, are far more condu- 
well-being of the Bulb, more convenient, and maneh 

ant than glasses, See Sara Chronicle, ciet a 1 
E ae 

, &c. Ld. 
smen and Florists, and” at H. Hour’ S, ̂ W Men 

China and.Glass Depót, 29, Queen’s-row, 

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES. 

PELLATT Axp.CO., Falcon Glass Works, 
-street, Blackfriars, are prepared to supply (in 
less than 109 square feet) SHEET anp CROWN 

EST QUALITY, at the following Net Cash Prices : 
‘Any size under 2 feet super. er square foot, 

1. 13 oz. weigh ipe foot zm 46 
» m peer 

Ae S. ss 5 ep babei 
26 o 1 FOU 

from 1}d. to 3d. per Sa. Es Squires up. "to 10-ins, by 8 ins., 
Square foot. 

.B e 16 oz. is full strength for Greenhouses, 
E ‘MIL PANS, White, 55. 6d. each ; Green, 4s, each. 

EDU AND BRITISH SHEET d. usur 

*,* Fon mu iady Mom 
TENT VENTILATORS for Public Offices, TU 

een dc. 

STRONG Pees Areata a SHEET GLASS. 
Hr Y AxD.CO.. are- supplying ie oz. SHEET 

GLASS, in aen 0f-100: feet shoes an superior in 
every deed to thedoreign;-and well pidansa for Horticultural 
and general glazing purposes, at the following reduced prices 
for canbe A reduction on 1000 feet. 

Sizes. Per 100 feet Box, 
inche inches. 6. d. . d. 
Guy $ and under Pickin 2i 1 010 

mod. TO eoh. 1211 
3 bot. 10 8) 9 Bao... 5 

ids .8hbsyn: gan dé. 6 20 Bpo 1 7 1 
2 ft.super. zm 3. 14 0 

Other sizes of every substance and U quality etary 1s; 
1.) per dozen, aecording to 

GLASS: wp m pe 5 from a ? Dei ie thinnest 
38 3,20 by being 16 oz, s 
Wisi pent ien E Crown; and Patent. Plats 

Glass Wa don. 

POETS: HE ATING. 
REENHOUSES, HOTHOUSES,. and CONSER- 
VATORIES of wu description fitted up with the above 

Apparatus on the most Economical terms, and warranted to 
answer, by Mr. J, LEwrs, Builder 
ii Middlesex, where it may be séen in operation. - 
BEEBIDE AND PS COOKING APPA- 

BROCCOLI. | WARMING AND VENTILATING. 
! EORGE- HADEN,. ENGINEER, VET 
T Tie or VENTILATING WARM AIR STOVES 

WARM WATER AND! eee APPARATUS, &c., 
Churches, Dwelling-L Buildings, 6, 
St. ‘Andrew-aquare,” Cpe ha 

for many years been extensively engaged through- 
out the Kingdom in Warming and Ventilating the ‘Mansions o) 
the Nobility and Gentity, Chutches and Chapels} Colleges; Es 
na jes aa s Senol County Buildings, t Roóms and 
Prisons, Ba: servatoties, Hothouses antl "Vincries, we. 
G hi begs ibid doe thät the Apparatus are manufactured 

der his immedtaté superintendence, and he has at present 
an extensive suppl; 

dvertiser 
© 
prepared to give Designs and Estimates, 

and: furnish Very: information to 'Nobletnen 3 Gentlemen 
requiring euch Apparatus on applying at his Oft 

POLMAISE HEATING. 
H: begs, p state that t pparatus erected in the Vinety 

No aise; which fias for the last three-years e 
Ae Me ISE was constructed, and the arrangements of the 
nae planned by him, and a at the whole design was HS 

into effect under his directio: 
The utmost attention will je paid to n el ders committed to 

his care,—6; St, Andrew-square, Edinbur, 

y LEPHENSON AND' CO., 61; OREL street, 
and 17, TREA Park-atrest, Southwark, Tenens 

and Manufac ida s of the Improved CONICAL and DOUBLE 
CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, respectfully solicit the attention of 
scientific. Cle emery to their much approved method of 
applying ‘the Tank system: to, Pineries, Propagating Houses, 
&c., by which poche heat as well as bottom. heat is se- 
cured to any required degree without the aid of pipes or flues, 
S. & Co. have also that at the request of numerous 
Diends they are now: ma] ing their Boilers R Tron, as well as 
Copper, by which sog ed... These Boilers, which 
are now*so well known, scarcely eru description, but to 
those who have not.seen them in operation, prospectuses in 
beforwarded, as well Do E ot th he highest authority; o 

ey may be seen at most of the Nobility’s seats and E rinelsal 
Nurseries throughout the kingdom. 

S. and Co, beg to inform tho. trade thatat their Manufactory 
n New Park«street, every article required forthe Tissus 
of Hortialtural Buildings, ae well as for heating them, may 
obtait ined ‘upon the most advantageous term 

i ebtator ies, &c. of Iron or Wood, erected upon the most 
ornament tal designs. dom e dua Palisading, Field and Garden 
Fences, Wire Work, &c: 

OT-WATER APPARATUS FOR. HEATING 
HORTICULTURA ERE DWELLING-HOUSES, 

CHURCHES and MANUFAGT RIES, upon improved princi 
ples, and at very mc om UR rip erected by DANIEL a: 
EDWARD BATLEY, > 272, HOL 
D.and'E. BAtLEY Raving obra. much timeto the considera- 

tion of this subject; and had much experience in the erection of 
xy fór the above EIeH HORT Dp ONE, have, by improve- 

ipgested in their practice, rendered their mode of 
Hentai OE only very efficient, but very simple, and have com- 
bined durabilityin the apparatus with economy in the charge. 
They have erected apparatusin England, Scotland, and Ireland, 
for many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the 
o be employed by-the Horticultural Society of London, in 
mn the works of their splendid Conservatory erected at 

iswi 
E.Barrex also constructin metal all descriptions of 

noieultuia Buildings ‘and Sashes, and invite. N Noblemen, 
Goblet men ihe Publie, to the inspection of their various 

drawin 8 models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the 
oppor! tunity se exhibiting, amongst other metal works, anvex- 
tremely complete and convenient kitchen apparatus, oy range, 
PESES for the continued supply of hot water, and an'arrange- 

of the oven more complete than has hitherto been brought 
Before me publie. 

D. E. BarnEx were the first to introduce metallic cur- 
viiia houses to ppke and can referto the Con- 
servatory attached to the eon as one of their works, 
D EE others in this COBRE: and on the sett 

E. BAILEY have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic 
Pina Prétestousy-w which are now ready for yuan deliver’ 
they beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for 
Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour ie constantly, or 
at sha att required, and which may be seen at their Manu- 
factory. 

PERUVIAN AND ee GUANO. ON 
m BY THE ONLY IMPORTERS, . 

ONY GIBBS AND SONS, LONDON; 
quis _JOBBPE MYERS anv’ CO., LIVERPOOL; 

GIBBS, SRI. "AND COs LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL ; 
COTSWOR "TH, POWELL, AND PRYOR, LONDON, 

To protect themselves against the injurious consequences of 
sing inferior and spurious guano, purchasers. are recom- 
nded to apply only to Dealers ofestablished character, or to 

the above-named Importers, who will supply the article in any 
qu at gue fixed prices, delivering it from the Import 
Wareho 

ENGLAND INDEPENDENT OF TH: 
LIQUID MANURE. 

RLD FOR CORN. Wo 

"HE “attention ‘of the" Agricultural Interest, ‘at this 

LIQUID MANURE 
se 

momentous crisis, is requested to thé great importance of 
M ana the Eig with which it m; 

anners, for or dnd Ud tauot, "Pübips kept for hire, for 
Buildings abated 5 Hot MEA for 

Soy. Engineer, &c 

puc ern and every variety of Kies ng purpos 
o Trade he rr on advantageo Dx; SER 

as Donets, Pre: Street, London 

MARE T FORE ERG ILL NO ‘to offer. the following 
MANURES on the best terms, viz : 

GUANO, PERUVIAN M AFRICAN, direct from Import 
Warehou 

Drs PATAGONIAN and Vu oett BAY. Ditto. 
SODA ASH, for destruction of Wir 
SUPBRPHOSPHATE OF LIME (Bee Royál Agri, Soc. 

Jow Vol. vi. Part 2). 
GYPSUM qe Sulpha ate of Lime). 
BONE DUST and BONE POWD. 

LPHURIC ACID. CHARCOAL, 
PETRE SALT and AGRICULTURAL SALT for Composts. 
SILICATES DS and Mg and all other Manures, 

Uppe Thames-strect. 
Agent fon DING HS HAND SEED-DIBBLE. APPARATUS possesses greater genera than any 

t , both as regards strength of m: 
rial and workmanship ; i fact the laws of heat are so coped 
as to produce the greatest effect with the least Sense Dt on of 
fuel, wi diee destruction to the RA MN B. a 

eir Manufactory, 130, Flect-strect; 
ded, upon appetens detailing par- 

SRINTAVO 

E 

FOR WHEAT, TARES, &e, 
qu URATE OF THE” LONDON MANURE 

COME ANY will Ur found a most valuable te for the 

phospha 
coal, ny Sulphuric Acid, and ey 
Manure, at the lowest market Price. — EDWARD PonsEn, Secre- 
ary, 40, New Bellge-strest Blackfriars, 

J AGENBUSCH awp Co.’s REMEDY FOR THE 
A Guru DISEASE.— Price 6s, per packet, which en- 

sures an acré of sound Potatoes and a large erop. 
KAGENPUSCII ‘AND’ Co/s GERALINA TING COMPOUND. 

and 4s. per packet, The best Steep for Wheat and 
qu ars Turnip, Clover, a and all other Seeds and 
Pul This is the gardener's best friend. 
KAGENB Co’s GERMAN An Barre AND 

Sede d. which fertilise the land without exhau: t 
s. per'here for Meadows onte in three-years ; for Tillage 35s. 

ber acréřand for Hops 40s. per "aere, annually. Price 71. 
per ton stor ‘Meadows’ and’ Tillage, and 9% per ton for Hops. 
One ton is sufficient for 4 acres. 

These articles are kept at Hibernia Wharf, London-bridge, 
and Mr. Josepa Epwaxps willdeliver them to any one bringing 
thé'amourit ii-cashs 
Manufactur i by KaarwsuscH and Co., Agricultural 

Chemists, Leeds. Sold by JAMES and s Agentsfor: the South 
of E ngland, 55, King William-street, a pa. 

s, Agents for the North, Cromfor ae yurt, Manche: 
Vessels of 50 tons, drawing 5 feet, load at 

Lords, and ean ascend the crecks of every port ih the Kingdom, 
so ‘bat Dealers or Farmers, and Landed Proprietors, clubbing 
together, may be supplied direct, at a saving of expence. 

‘A liberal allowance to the Trade, 

AWES” PATENT RES 
Clover Manure, 147. 

Superphosphato Lime, 71; peiton 
aàmphlet on’ Artificial Manures will be for warded to any 

person ANOIA two postage stamps to Mr, WinsoN, at Mr. 
Lawes’ Factory, Deptford Creek, London. 

Turnip Manure, 
rton. Corn Manure 

CHEAP AND DURABLE ROOFING. 

BY HER ROYAL LETTERS 

MAJESTY’S PATENT, 
Soy 

M‘NEILL & CO., of Lamb’s ^ Biltings, Bunhill- 
* row, London, the Manufacturers and only Patentees of 

THE ASPHALTED FELT FOR ROOFING 
Houses, Farm Buildings, Shedding, M LORESH Onis and for 
d purposes; to protect Aes. from Fr 

he Great National Agricultural £ Shows; it is this Felt 
vi PA has been exhibited and obtained the Prize, andis th 
Felt patronised b 

R MAgESTY'S Woops AND FORESTS, 
metier BOARD oF ORDNANCE, 
HONOURABLE East INDIA Company, 
HoNOoURAELE'COMMISSIONERS or Customs; 
Her pil ba! S ESTATE, ISLE or Wien, 
Roya TANIC GARDENS, REGENTS PARK, 

And on the Estates of the Dukes hu Sutherland, Norfolk, Rut- 
land, Newcastle, Northumberland; uecleuch: (a chmond), 
the late Earl Spencer, and n of the Nobility and Gentry; 
and at the Ri yal Agricultural Sooiety? s House, Hanover Squane s 

It is half the price of any other description of Roofing; and 
effects a great saving of Tiber i in the construction of Roofs. 
Made.to any, jength ies 82 inches wide. 

CE x Per Square Poor. 
a Samples with Directions for its Use, and Testimonials, 

of seven years’ experience, with potere: to Noblemen, Gen- 
temen; Architects, and Builders, sent free to any part of the 
Va or country, and orders by post exevatod: 

P The Publicis vedpebthziig esationed that the only Works 
in an eat Britain where the above RR is made, aré 

F. M*NETLL a. JS 
Dade Bee Manufactory, Lamb’s-| cede Bunhili-row, Lon- 

where Roofs covered with the Felt may be das as also 
Chancellor’s Court, and the Passages and Offices 

n the entrance to Westminster Hall, and othenbuildings at the 
New Houses of Parliament, done under the Surveyorship of 
Charles Barry, Es 
Note,—Consumers "sending direct to the Factory can be sup- 

plied in-lengths best suited to their Roofs, so thatthey.pay for 
no more than they requir 

AE S. E IMPROVED H YD RAULIO RAM, 
Fixed by FREEMAN ROE, (Ue Maker, 70, Strand, 

London, can be workei 
small stream of fatta ob 
where a fall of two ‘feet can be 

tern, arranged to throw a Jet 
f Water constituting a Foun- 

tain with the head of water be- Gx 
neath, 
ENGINES FOR DEEP WELLS OF ALL KINDS, DOUCHE 

AND OTHER BATHS, BUILDINGS HEATED BY HOT 
WATER. WATER WHEELS to work Small P be from 150. 

stimates given for the supply of Towns, 

A newly invented PORTABLE VAPOUR BATH, all:com- 
plete for 4], 

REGISTERED. 

LEGG'S IMPROVED SELF-ACTING' AY- 
* DRAULIO ENGINE.—A Maehine E Misi water 100 

yards, conducting pipe included, 201. Do. 5:600 yards, 507. 
‘Towns, Fountains, &c., situated on unire can be supplied 
by the above machine. Ae YDRAULIGC ir on) im? 
proved principles, An efficient Ram, wi ith supply -pipe;-and. 
100 yards of conducting pipe; 15. Do. do., 500 n 400; ;-and 
so on in yro Deepen ell PUMPSon an improved pet 
iple.—N. es warrante: 
Apply, to J. pos 9, St. Philip's-stri “eet, Mbps 

D OCCUPIERS OF ESTATES: 
W IDLIAM. BULLOCK WEBSTER, of Hounsdown; 

near Southampton, Draining Engineer to Her Majesty; 
at Osborne, Isle of Wight the inventor of a Patent Tile 
and Pipe; Machine (applicable to making Bricks); alsoanew 
Machine for taking roots and stones out ot clay, both which are 
to be seen at the Roy; al PolytechnicInstitution, Regent-street;— 
offers his assistance as a thorough practical man to Landlords 
who may require information on any subject connected with 
the Drainage of their Estates. P.S.—Land drained át'& 
sum per acre, including every expense. 

TO HN AND TILE MAKERS. 
BRIOK AN TILE MACHINES 

quas ‘AINSLIE. PATENT TILE MACHINE 
COMPANY (Janes Sxterm, Esq., of Deanston, Chairman), 

invite attention to their improved TILE MACHINE, que to 
r new Patent Improved Tos; for drying «and b ing? 

and Tiles, by which a saving o of front iebetiiixds to 

ihroesf OPER of the fuel is effected, and all the articles are 

burnt equally without loss or damage. The Machines at work 
and a Model of the Kilns to-be seen, | nd all particulars to be 
obtained from Mr. JónW PATON; Beirétury; 1934; Piccadilly, 
London, Aet wanted, " 
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ORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. OF LONDON.— 
Notice is hereby given, fhat the EXHIBITION OF 

FLOWERS AND FRUIT, in the Society's Garden, in. the 
ensuing season, will take place on the following Saturdays, 

viz., May 8; June 19 ; and July 17 ; and that Tuesday, April 20, 
‘isthe last day on which the usual privileged Tickets are issued 

*to Fellows of the Society. 

M. MITCHELUS ROYAL ALBERT RHU- 

Orders prepaid and addressed to Wat. Mirror, Enfield, or to 
e sole Agent, Cras. FARNES SEEDSMAN, 128, St, John-street, 

London, will meet with prompt attention. 
MERICAN POTATO SEED. 

er.Ib., or 10s. 62, per 
OTATO SEED, raised the present year in one of the Northern 

i utmost eare, from 

| soil to the farmer. 

ficient manure be in a condition fitted for the culture of | 
the garden: Beet, The. culture is similar to that of 

Mangold Wurzel and of Turnips, and can consequently 

be effected, on a small or on a. large scale, as may suit 
the. varied ci of individuals. In an eco- 
nomical point of view, it seems to me that the 
success of this experiment is important, because the 

produce of the Beet per acre is very large, in re- 
spect of weight, substance, and nutriment, it being well 
known that it contains, besides the fibre, a, very large 
proportion of saccharine matter. The whole is com- 

bined in the bread, and it is obvious that by this mode 

of preparation, an enormous, indeed unlimited addition, 

may be made to the native supply of a most wholesome 
and nutritious food. In an: agricultural point of view, 
the Beet would be a most profitable occupation of the 

With careful cultivation, 30 tons 
might be calculated upon per imperial acre, which, at 

the moderate price of 17. per ton, would yield a value of 

-.| 307. gross produce, from which, if there were dedueted 

one-half for rent, manure, and expense of culture, there 

would remain to the eultivator.a net profit of 157. per 

imperial acre. This I believe to bea safe and by no 

means an exaggerated calculation. If the system were 

to succeed, another great benefit von result from it in 
i: s 5 = 

She Gardeners’ Chronicle. 
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 19, 1846. 
MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS, 

wrspAY, Deo. 23—Soclety of Art 
an. 1—Botanical . ^. . 

Ms 
RIDAY, . 8». 

Tug Right Hon; T; F. Kennepy, Paymaster of 

‘civil services in Ireland, has addressed a publie letter 
o Mr. Lazovensrer, drawing attention to the fact 

that BrgT.RooT AND Frour, mixed in equal propor- 
tions, make excellent nutritious bread. We have 

ad the experiment tried, by rasping down a red 
Beetroot, and mixing with it an equal quantity of 
flour; and we find that the dough rises well, bakes 
well, and forms a loaf: very similar to good. brown 
bread in taste and appearance. 
We regard this. as am important. discovery ; be- 

cause there is no’ crop’ which can be so readily 
introduced into Irish cultivation as the Beet, and 
its varieties, because no crop will yield a larger 
return, and because an abundant supply of seed may 
bé had of it from France. We have long since 
shown the great value of a Beet crop, in point of 
nutrition (see p. 163 of this vol.) ; that in fact it 
ranks higher than any known plant which is cul- 
tivable, But there was always the difficulty of how 
to consume it, for men would find it a poor diet by 
itself, and the present circumstances of Ireland arenot! 
Such as to justify the introduction of produce which 
Can become food for man only after having been 
transformed into pigs and oxen. "The discovery;how- 

ever; in Germany, of the facility with which it may 
be-combined with bread, removes the difficulty, and 

places. Beet incontestably at the head of the new 
articles which should be introduced into Irish hus- 
bandty. In. its relation to Potatoes, Beet stands 

as 1090 to\433, if its nutritive quality is considered ; 
and as 8330 to 8480 in regard to utilisable produce 
of all kinds-(see-thetables atp. 163). It is'still to 
be determined what kind of Beet could be bêst cul- 
tivated for this purpose. Red. Béet produces 
brown bread; white Sugar Beet would probably 
yield a white bread, and of still better! quality ; 
Mangold Wurzel we have ascertained: to form a 
bread of inferior quality, but still eatable enough. 

Mr, Kennepy suggests that Carrots and Par- 
Ships might be employed in the same manner as 
Beet. That, too, we have tried, and we find that 
Parsnips are excellent, but Carrots much less 
palatable. All these substances combine readily 
with flour, but. they are rather unwilling to part 
With their water, and will probably be best in cakes, 
like Oatmeal. 

The. letter to which we have alluded is the fol- 
owing :— 

** Treasury Chambers, Dublin Castle, 
Tth Deo. 1846. 

'* My dear Sir,—My attention was recently attracted 
by, a notice in the Economist newspaper of 28th Novem- 

er, to an experiment said to have been made. at 
jenna, in making bread from. a mixture of Wheaten 

flour and the common red garden Beet-root. It struck 
Me that it would be very important to ascertain the 

result of such a combination in the shape of bread, and 
have sueceeded in having the experiment made with 

a, degree of success much beyond what I could have 
ventured to anticipate. I take the liberty of sending 

you.a specimen of bread made from flour and Beet-root, 

inequal proportions, which appears to me to be most 
excellent, I venture to think that this experiment is 
One of some importance with reference to the present 
Condition and future prospects of Ireland. No advan- 
tage indeed can be derived from it in respect of a supply 
Of food, for some time, but in the coming year there is 
no reason why the garden Beet should not be cultivated 
inthe fields of Ireland, in those at least which are dry 
OF drained, to a very large extent. The land which is 
Suitable to the cultivation of the Potato, may with suf- 

an agriculti tthe culture of the 

Beet, so far from interfering with the culture of Wheat, 

Barley, and Oats, would promote it, by coming into 

the alternate system of husbandry, in the rotation, as 

what is termed a drilled green crop, a great desidera- 

tum, if the Potato is to cease to occupy that place. 

Turnips are a most important element in good hus- 

bandry in this respect, but as they can, directly, con- 

stitute an article of human food only to a small extent, 

it is most important to find as many sources as possible 

of human food, which can keep up, with the same ad- 

vantage as the Turnip, the alternation of green and 

hite crops, which is found to be essential to the con- 

tinued fertility of the soil. In all probability, meal of 

Indian corn: and Barley-meal, would also combine well 

with the Beet in making wholesome and nutritious 

bread. I have little doubt, from: the experiment made 

with Beet, that Parsnips and even Carrots might be 

found to combine with flour in making excellent bread, 

and if experience should prove such to be the case, a 

still wider field is presented, of profit to the cultivator, 

and of hope to the whole mass of the consumers of food. 

Tam sure that you will pardon this hasty and imperfect 

statement of a few of the first ideas which have occurred 

to me on this subject. Many other ulterior considera- 
tions present themselves to my mind, which I forbear to 
state.—Believe me, my dear Sir, most truly yours, 

T. F. KENNEDY. 
“ The Right Hon. HENRY T,ABOUCHERE; 

** Ges do, doa? 

"Tus:following very important information upon 
the:subject'of the Poraro Disease in Poland has 
been’ received" by’ Government. from the British 
Consul at Warsaw, and we hasten to lay it before 
our readers. 

“t Warsaw, Oct. 16, 1846. 
* My Lord,—In a report on the result of this year’s 

harvest in Poland, which I had the honour to forward 
to your lordship with my letter, Consular, No. 25 of 
the 28th of last month, I stated that the Potato disease 
was totally unknown in this country. 

“Since making that statement I have heard of’ one 
exception to the rule, which has occurred on a small 

the whole English Potato crop is predisposed, by 
some cause, to take.the disease more readily than 
the crops of Portugal, Italy, and Poland. 

WE have much pleasure in announcing that sub- 
scriptions for heating St. Thomas’s Charch, Win- 

chester, upon the Polmaise system, under Mr. 
Meex’s direction, are beginning to come in. The 
following gentlemen ‘have already furnished their 
quota, viz. :— 

T. S. TURNBULL, Esq., Newport oe t 

C. TELFORD, Esq., Throgmorton-stree 4e 

Prof, LINDLEY, London. .. oe ole 
Hon, and Rev, Jonn Gray, St. James’s-square 

£l 1 
X ct 
Xs 
qr 

- 010 
11 
Xr 
s i 
1 wk 

di odstone X . 
Frep; Watson, Esq., Blackhurst E E 
J. WILSON, Esq., Stamford Hill .. PY 

We hope that our next announcement will record 
a large accession of names ; for the various assur- 
ances from correspondents that the Polmaise 
method of heating has already been tried in various 
churches in Scotland with perfect success only makes 
us the more anxious that this experiment should be 
fairly worked out in England. Not that we belong 
to that ingenious class-of philosophers who believe 
that what happens in Seotland will not happen in 
England under exactly the same cireumstances, and 
who contended that although Mr. Murray could 
heat aVinery near Stirling, and beat all the country 
side with his Grapes, that was no reason why a 
man should be able to do the same thing in Mid- 
dlesex.. We could not, indeed, belong to [them, 
with any convenience, for they are all dead. now ; 
the cold weather has killed thetn, along with green- 
fly and slugs. Our reason for desiring: a new expe- 
riment to be tried is that although the soundness 
of the principle ‘of Polmaise cannot require 
any proof, yet there are’ various ways of 
working out that prineiple, and we want to know 
what plan is the best and cheapest. Most of the 
Scotch churches have been heated by Mr. HADEN, 
a very intelligent engineer, residing at 6, St. An- 
drews-square, Edinburgh, who uses a stove, doubt- 
less an efficient one, constructed by himself; but 
cannot a better arrangement be devised? The 
Rev. D. Espa1trE, minister of Rescobie near Forfar, 
tells us that the East Church, Perth, an ancient 
gothie building, capable of containing nearly 1400 
people, was thus heated 12 years ago with perfect 
success; but then it cost 80/7. He, on the contrary, 

has warmed his church of Rescobie for about a 
quarter that:sum. He says:— 

* Remembering the perfect success of the expe- 
riment at Perth, I resolved to repeat it when I 
came here four years ago. I have done so with an 
equally satisfactory result; and the church of this 
parish is heated in the same way by a stove which 
costs; including building and carriage from Perth, 

221. The expense of fuel is not more than fifteen 
pence each Sd a very small sum to render 
comfortable 500 people. Our stove is erected out- 
side the church; an arrangement necessary from 

circumstances, but faulty on account of the heat 
CIPUE 

ocoooooocoo 

estate not far from Warsaw, farmed by a Mr. Kedzlie, 
ili ong blished 

a British subject of much i 
in Poland. 

«The Potatoes which have furnished this exception 

are of the kind called the * Ash-leaved English Kidney 
Potato, and were obtained from England two years 
ago; they were planted in the midst of Mr. Kedzlie's 
other Potato crops, on land of the same quality, and 

prepared exactly in the same way as the rest of the 

ground, which has yielded perfectly sound fruit. 
«This circumstance would seem to prove that the 

disease is not ibut: o pherie infi ET 

is, I hear, the generally received opinion in other 

countries. Here, in Poland, all persons to whom I 

have spoken on the subject, think that the Potatoes in 

the rest of Europe are tainted in the germ by over 

eultivation ; and it is certainly remarkable that here, 

where the soil is generally light, and where less manure 

is used than in any other country, except Russia—and 

never immediately preceding the crop of Potatoes— 

those plants should have completely escaped the infection 

which threatens their extinetion in all parts where 

greater pains have been taken in their cultivation. 

d 
isolated fact which I have mentioned, wil decide a 

question which has so hopelessly occupied the attention 

of first-rate scientific men in many countries ; but I 

hope that the notice of the circumstances will not be 

deemed irrelevant at a time when the disease in question 

is the cause of such dire distress in her Majesty's own 

dominions as well as in other parts of Europe. 

(Signe I have, &e,, Gust. pv Pian. 
** Viscount PALMERSTON, G.C.B., 

*  doo,, döy duo," 

This document will be read with the more inte- 
rest if it is compared with the other facts of the 
same nature to which we have formerly alluded as 

having been observed at Genoa, Oporto, Bermuda, 

and the Cape of Good Hope. 1t proves incon- 
testably one of two things, either that the Potato 
disease was actually engendered in 1844, or that 

pated in the external air. I beg to direct your 
attention to the fact that churches can be heated 
on the Polmaise plan without incurring the expense 
of cold air drains. Without the help of such expen- 
sive means cold air must rush towards a heated sur- 
face; and when the rector of the new church at 

Winchester. hears of churches, large and small, 

having been heated without them, I trust he may 

be induced to-try whether Polmaise may not be 
introduced without such expensive and unnecessary 
adjuncts.” 

The latter part.of this letter demands to be well 
considered, for cold air drains have been especially 
objected to by “air. objectors,” because it was 
supposed that. a rat might get into them, or a cat 
kitten therein.. Better reasons could be given for 
removing them if the air is really as well diffused 
without as with them, the most obvious of which is 
their cost. Now it will be remembered by our 
readers that Mr. Atrrep Krxparr last week anti- 
cipated the information conveyed by the Rev. D. 
Espaizz, by announcing that he had dispensed with 
drains; and his experiment, which. we have exa- 

mined personally, seems to show that they are un- 
necessary, for his house is large and difficult to 
heat, while his apparatus is of the most simple and 
unexpensive kind; in reality only a furnace, and 
two holes in à wall, without the wet blanket. 

Economy in construction must be a very great 
object in church building, as well as in gardens, for 
we never yet heard of a country church overbur- 
thened with wealth; and if it was, the abundance 
may be better employed than in. paying for cold iron 
to carry hot water about in, or for any other need- 
less. apparatus. Therefore it is that we again pre- 
sume to urge those who have at heart the reduction 
to exact proof of a very great social question, to 
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forward their contributions to the Rev. GEoRGE 
James Cusirr, St. Thomass Rectory, Winchester. 

And now a word to those who have endeavoured 
to persuade the public not to listen to the valuable 
lessons of Mr. Meek. Let us observe their position. 
They began by asserting that houses could not be 
heated at all on the Polmaise system ; the allega- 
tion now is that they are overheated! After main- 
taining the plan impracticable, it is now found to be 
only too easy. A truce to such disputation. We 
ive them credit for having exercised legitimate 

caution ; let them admit.that they have been mis- 
taken, and so balance the account. Let it never be 
forgotten that a principle is one thing, and the right 
way of applying it another. The pen in this 
case is established beyond all further dispute : let 
us now see how it can be worked most profitably. 
The ingenuity of gardeners is proverbial ; they will 
soon find how to manage Polmaise. The Greek 
engineer boastingly said, * Give me a fulerum and 
I'll upheave the world.” We say, with more reason, 
give gardeners a heating power, and they will soon 
learn to apply it advantageously. 

CULTURE OF THE PINE-APPLE. 
[Fifth Notice.] 

Tue plan and sections accompanied with details of 
one of the Meudon pits present nothing remarkable, 
unless it is that of being simple and scarcely different 
from pits used for other purposes in this country years 
ago. It is in consequence of this that I have consi- 
dered it worth while to give a represenfation of them, 
as no pits ever erected in Britam have produced sueh 
results, "The “hidden virtue," therefore, cannot be 
ascribed to these. I think it lies much more in the 
proper application of the right principles of cultivation, 
which are so successfully carried out at Meudon, and 
which I have given in detail in the belief that much 
good will result from an exposition of the system,which 
stands at a great distance from others in its results, 
besides its cheapness and simplicity. 

I have now to detail the method adopted by Mr, Pel- 
vilain in arranging and planting his fruiting pits. The 
soil, as in the case of the wooden boxes, is filled in to 
the depth of 18 or 26 inches ; nothing further is re- 
quired than the pure peat, of which you possess a sample. 
The pit is at once ready to receive the plants and 
the mode pursued in that operation is as follows: 
Those which are advanced to a fruiting state in the 
wooden boxes are selected ; such only as haye arrived 
at this state should on any account be brought into the 
fruiting pit. There is no difficulty to a practised eye in 
detecting these. The reason for this is that they may 
be brought into a fruiting condition within a month or 
two of each other, and this is also the reason wh: 
Mr. Pelvilain has four fruiting pits, as the sequel wil 
s 

The operation of transplanting them when the selec- 
tion has been made, is easily performed. The plants 
äre dug up with their roots entire, and carefully re- 
moved into the bed of fresh soil—their final position. 
The roots must be carefully spread out, and the new 
soil intermixed with them. The pits at Meudon are 
narrow andad- ` 
mit -only of 
three rows, of 
which “the an- 
nexed woodcut 
ives a repre- 

sentation when 
in fruit. The 
transplanting 

and being an 
unnatural pro- 
eess, butIshall 
presently ex- ca 
plain why it is"adopted. Ascon as a sufficient 
number of plants has been selected; and removed 
totheir new quarters, the whole of the bed then gets 
a good watering with pure rain water. "The bottom- 
heat of course has been previously set in motion, by the 
application of a supply of hot stable litter to the chamber, 
beneath the bed of soil ; and the air of the pit has been 
raised by the hot water pipes at least 10° or 15° above 
the air in the boxes, 60° being considered a healthy 

rowing temperature for the young stuff. So far as 
artificial heat is concerned, and irrespective of solar in- 
fluence, Mr. Pelvilain regulates the bottom heat, which 
is supplied by the stable litter, by allowing it to pass off 
atthe drains as shown im the section, that is, when the 
bed in which the plants are growing begins to indicate a 
t trial temp itable to luxuriant and 
healthy vegetation, not such as the Pineapple plant 
delights in, nor such either as Nature, an unerring 
guide, would furnish, The maximum temperature for 
the bed may be safely set down at 90° ; this will injure 
no plant which is found to vegetate in a healthy condi- 
tion under the hottest of the tropics, and 80° should be 
the miaimum. Having secured these conditions per- 
fectly, the only precaution necessary is to maintain 
them. Mr. Pelvilain—no bad authority in Pine grow- 
ing— considers that much of his success depends on 
this. It is one of Nature's laws to produce them where 
the Pine-apple is a natural production. It is one of 

Mr. Pelvilain’s maxims to create and maintain them 
where it is, as in his case, a work completely artificial ; 
and this he pursues with an ardour and an industry 
amounting to enthusiasm. 

Having explained the pherie and t trial 
desiderata as regards temperature, I have a word to 
say on watering. As I have formerly stated, when the 
plants are first put out they receive a heavy watering. 
After this they should be sparingly supplied, and no 
artificial steam created until the plants have laid hold 
of the new soil. They will at the same time, or almost 
immediately after, start into fruit; water may then be 

t " 

g ES E o year; the dryness or 
moistness of the atmosphere must bear some pro- 
portion to this. When the plants are in blossom a 
drier atmosphere must also be kept, more particularly 

in winter. When the fruit begins to swell, a more 
liberal supply of water is given. The nature of the 
peat soil admits of this. It is never at any season 
liable to get soured and 'glutted like a stiff loam 
crammed into an earthen pot, which hastens on much 

of the ruin attending that unnatural system of cultiva- 
tion.—Mirabile dictu. 

COURT OF WICK APPLE. 
Synonymes. — Court de Wick, Rival Golden Pippin, Fry’s 

Pippin, Golden Drop, Knightwick Pippin, Wood’s Hunting- 
don, Wood’s New Transparent, Phillips’s Reinette, Weeks’s 
Pippin, yellow. 

Faintly 

Brownish, 

streaked 

Orange yellow. 

with red. 

It is stated in the “ Guide to the Orchard and Kitchen 
Garden,” that this most excellent and beautiful little 
Apple originated from a seed of the Golden Pippin at 
Court de Wick, as it was formerly written, in Somerset- 
shire. Throughout this, and indeed throughout 
almost all the western counties, it is held in the highest 
estimation as a table fruit. The trees grow to a good 
size, are very hardy, standing in some places the most 
severe blasts from the Welsh mountains, and there 
bearing in the greatest abundance, becoming the most 
perfectly ripened of their orchard fruits. It cannot 
have too extensive a cultivation." 

The flesh is yellow, brisk flavoured, rich and sugary. 
In perfection from October or November till March or 
April. The tree is hardy, not subject to canker, and a 
good bearer. Shoots dark-coloured, with numerous 
small whitish dots. Leaves middle-sized, ovate, acumi- 
nate, acutely crenated ; stipules rather broad. Flowers 
large, petals oblong, cream-coloured.—R. T. 

ENTOMOLOGY, 
ALEYRODES PROLETELLA or Linnaus (the Cabbage 

powdered wing), called also by Latreille A. Chelidonii, 
from its living upon the great Celandine (Chelidonium 
majus), and it is said to inhabit the Oak also ; but this 
I think requires to be confirmed, as these minute in- 
sects very much resemble each cther. In discussing 
the economy of a species of this genus, which was com- 
mitting serious mischief amongst the Cocoa-nut trees in 
Barbadoes;* I alluded to one that infested the Cabbage 
tribe, and as it was unusually abundant in some parts 
of England last month, its natural history will be the 
more acceptable, The first week in November I heard 

that the whole of the Broccoli and Cabbages in the 
neighbourhood of Romford, in Essex, were infested 
by millions of Aleyrodes in the fly-state. They were 
first noticed in May, and the October rains did not 
diminish their numbers, or offer any check to their in- 
crease ; it was therefore feared, if frost did not impede 
them, that the whole crop would be destroyed. In 
another place, towards the end of the same month, the 
Broccoli leaves are turning quite brown and falling off 
fast. The flies live under the leaves, where they are 
hatched from the brown seales which are scattered in 
patches over the surface. Fig. 1, portion of a Cabbage- 
leaf, with the scaly pupse and the Aleyrodes of the 
natural size. 

The Aleyrodes is a minute fly covered with white 
powder, which takes short flights, like many little moths, 
and so much resembles them that Linnzeus and other 
authors considered it to be a lepidopterous insect ; but 
its metamorphoses are different, and more resemble 
those of Coccus, whilst the structure of the mouth is 

the same as that of the Aphides (fig. 7), On touching 
a Cabbage-leaf, these little flies will dance about in the 
air like atoms of snow, whilst others remain, with their 
wings closed, upon the outside of the leaves ; these pro- 

bably are the females, or they may be either sex engaged 

* Gard. Chron, 1846, p. 284, 

in abstracting the sap, and having pierced the leaf with 
their rostrum, it is not readily withdrawn. 

Although found in every season of the year, they 
abound most in June, July, and August; and the 
females have been observed about Midsummer to re- 
main quiet on a leaf for several days, when about to la; 
their eggs, and when they left the spot where they had’ 
rested, a small circular space, covered with white 
powder, was observable, around which were irregularly 
deposited from 9 to 14 eggs. These eggs are transpa- 
rent, like water, at first smooth, and somewhat oval; 
but afterwards turn of a yellowish tint. They hatch in 
about 12 days, and the young larvee immediately run a 
short distance to spread themselves more about the leaf, 
but in a few hours a scale is formed over them, so that 
they look like little Tortoises or Cocci, and exhibit no 
signs of life ; they are oval, with the scale pressed close 
to the leaf in front, owing probably to the animal benea: 
immediately inserting its beak into the cuticle to obtain 
nourishment, The colour is almost white, with two 
yellow spots behind. They are not absolutely stationary, 
but only move very short distances as they increase in 
size, being furnished with six pectoral legs; four or 
five days after their birth, Reaumur observed they 
became Pear-shaped, and in five days more they 
assumed their original tortoise shape, but were more 
elevated ; at this time they were spotted irregularly, 
with two brown spots like eyes towards one extremity. 
This was the pupa state, when the oval animal contracts 
and recedes from the margins of the scales ; it is then 
fleshy, of a pale green colour, with two red éyes, the 
rostrum and legs are partially developed, and there are 
two large white patches on the underside of the abdo- 
men (fig. 2). In four days more the perfect insects 
hatched, and they effected their escape by burstin, 
through the thoracic suture of the scale. I have found 
them dead in the act of extricating themselves, with the 
head, thorax, and ded wi ding, as 
shown at fig. 3. 

Aleyrodes proletella, the perfect insect, is covered 
with white powder (fig 4) ; the head (fig. 5) and thorax 
are black, variegated with yellow ; the eyes are divided 
and black ; the antennze are nearly as long as the tho- 
rax, slender, and five-jointed ? basal joint stout, second 
very long, third and fourth shorter, the remainder slen- 
der(6); the rostrum is bent under the breast in re- 
pose, stout, biartieulate, with two very fine bristles 
passing through (7); the thorax is sub-globose, the col- 
lar short, with three black spots; abdomen short, yel- 
low or rosy; the apex obtuse and dark ; wings forming 
a triangle in repose, and more or less deflexed, pure 
white, mealy ; superior the largest, with a single nervure 
curved at the centre, where there is an obscure black 
fascia, with a black spot at the extremity; inferior 
wings smaller, with a central longitudinal nervure ; six 
legs rather long, black, and powdered with white ; feet 
long and composed of two equal joints, terminated by 
pus e fine curved claws, with a hook between them 
(fig. 8). 

is P 

— 
These little ereatures seem not only to withstand the 

cold, but even multiply during the winter; for Reau- 
mur says he ‘found them in every state in December 
and January as he had done in summer, and this will 
account for their extraordinary increase, which, from 
the small number of eggs laid by each female, appears 
at first to be inexplicable. Moreover, in less than a 
month, the insects undergo all their changes—from the 
deposition of the egg to the pairing of the perfect pro- 
geny ; it is therefore possible to have 12 generations 
in a year, and the learned naturalist whom I have 
quoted has caleulated that a single female may be the 
source of nearly 200,000 descendants in the course of 
one season ; for taking only the seven warmer months, 
viz., from the beginning ‘of March or April to the end 
of September or October, and supposing that 10 eggs 
were laid by one female, five of which were males an 
five females, and allowing a month for the perfecting of 
each brood, the number would be 195,310. This is ex- 
clusive of those which might be produced in the other 
months, and the eggs are taken below the average 
number, 
When these insects have made their appearance, 

plants should be carefully examined in the winter and 
spring, when the infested leaves ought to be cut off and 
burnt. If it were desirable, fumigation might be ap- 
plied in small gardens, with a hand-glass sufficiently 
high to cover a plant. The larvz of a species of Seym- 
nus * apparently live upon those of the Aleyrodes, as 
well as upon the pups; and Latreille also mentions a 
Cynips and Acarus that destroy them.—Ruricola. 

Home Correspondence. 
Planting and Management of Woods.—Mr. Young, of 

Perth, proposes, p. 787, to plant Oaks 28 feet apart, and 
* Flavilabris? .Curtis's Guide Gen., 436, 7. 
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to fill up with nurses at 6 feet apart ; this would be all 
very well provided every plant was to live for 100 years ; 

but in high situations and poor soils it is scarcely pos- 
sible but that some will die ; I consider 10 feet apart a 
much surer crop. As Oak copse is now so common, 
what kind of return would Oaks planted 28 feet apart 

Take in 25 years? and I can further state from expe- 

rience that Oak thinnings are as profitable as any other 
wood, Every man must be satisfied that each tree has 
à soil on which it will grow better than on any other ; 
but in a, large plantation of 50 or 100 acres, there may 

be great varieties of soil, which makes it difficult to fix 
the exact spot for each kind of tree. In my opinion the 
Climate of the south-west of Scotland is too humid and 
warm for either Spruce or Larch coming to proper per- 
fection, All the old Spruce here die before they come 

to any size, and are much inferior to those I have seen 

in Aberdeenshire. I have given considerable attention 

to the disease on Larch, on which subject I wrote an 
article in the Journal of the Highland Society some 

Years ago. I think it is much owing to diseased seed, 
there being trees here of 80 or 90 years old in great 
vigour, and quite sound, and upon these I never saw 
the insect, although many of the younger ones are going 
to decay. I condemn as much as Mr. Young does 
pruning after & certain age, one of the greatest faults of 
our Oaks being that they are too straight.—James 
Webster, Gardener and Forester for 53 years, Munshet, 
Gallowayshire. 

, Church Warming.—As you have taken up the ques- 
tion of church warming on the Polmaise plan, I am in- 
duced to send the results of our experience of that 
System in our church here, which has been so heated 
for nine winters, and I think I can show that every con- 
dition which Mr. Meek suggests for the heating of the 
new church of St. Thomas, Winchester, has been com- 
qued with in this church except one, and that would 
ave been adopted, but it was found impossible under 

the circumstances. The church is a very difficult one 
^ heat, being unceiled, the roof being open to the in- 

terior, boarded and covered with lead. The windows 
are large, and all old easements, which are very difficult 
to keep air tight. There is also a row of clerestory 
Windows on each side above the side aisles, and the east 
Window is very large; part of it the remains of a painted 
"window of Furness Abbey, so tbat it is as good a speci- 
men of counteracting influence to the warm-air current 
AS ean well be found. The length of the interior is 
.83 feet ; the breadth 58 feet, including the side aisles ; 
the height to the spring of the roof from the walls 28 ft., 
and the height of roof 5 feet. The height of the side 
aisle walls outside are 17 ft. 6 ins. on the north side, 
and 16 ft, 9ins. on the south. The heating apparatus 
consists of a furnace, over which a large iron cockle, is 
inserted, forming the heating surface. This is in a 
Stoke-hole on the north side of the church-tower, and 
‘outside it, sunk below the level of the el h-fl ; 

of it and the others I have named, the thing works as 

I have told you. The temperature at the issue is about 

130°, and the under side of the gallery being immedi- 
ately over the spot prevents the heated air rising to the 

roof, as it would otherwise do instantly, and directs 

the current towards the centre of the church. I should 

mention, perhaps, that the cockle and all our drains 

and apparatus are of a very large size, as the intention 

is to introduce a large quantity of moderately-heated 

air instead of a smaller quantity of very highly heated.. 

I have, however, some doubts whether the object 

might not be gained at a less expense with smaller 

drains by a more rapid current. The cockle has a per- 

forated hood to bring all parts of the cockle into con- 

tact with the air to be heated. Several churches in 

Edinburgh, and other parts of Scotland, were heated 
on this plan before ours was done ; and my own house, 

as well as that of a neighbour of mine, has the same 

kind of apparatus, to which my only objection is the 

expense ; mine burns somewhat under 1 cwt. of coke in 

the day, of }2 to 14 hours.—T. S. P. 

Simmons's Hygrometer.—The following table is con- 

structed from a series of observations made with 

Simmons's hygrometer in connexion with the dew point, 

as obtained by a Mason's hygrometer, or a dry and wet 

thermometer. The two instruments were situated in 

the open air, but sheltered from the rain and the direct 

rays of the sun. The observations were taken simul- 
taneously at 9 a. M. and 3 p, M. The extreme of damp- 
ness or tion of the with moisture, is 

expressed by unity or 1:00; that is, when the dew 

point is the same as the temperature of the air ; and 

unity decreases decimally in proportion as the degree 

of dryness in the atmosphere increases ; or as the differ- 
ence between the dew point and the temperature of the 

air increases. Complete ion of the j 

in our climate is often shown — complete dryness never. 

The range of Simmons’s hygrometer corresponding 
to the mean state of humidity of the air is prepared for 

every 10 degrees of that instrument commeneing with 
the extreme of dampness. 

1 
p 

Mean 

of Simmons’ | Humidity of. 

Hygrometer. i 

20? to 30° 1:00 Extreme saturation; air precipi- 
tates moisture at a fall of tem- 
perature. 

30 — 40 0:96 
40 — 50 0:89 
50 — 60 0:81 

60 — 70 077 
70 — 80 0:72 Jom fine dry weather. 
80 — 90 0°67 
90 — 100 0:59 

100 — 120 0°50 Air contains one half of the mois- 
ture it is capable of holding in 

solution; in England very dry 

weather. 
read 45°, the mean humidity 

the chimney is carried up the side of the tower to the 
top of it. The cockle is surrounded by the hot-air 
chamber, which is supplied with air by two drains, one 
from the open air, and the other from the inside of the 
church at its floor level (these two, of course, are never 
‘used at the same time), The hot air is introduced into 
the church at a height of about 6 feet from the floor, 
the lower edge of the aperture being that height, and 
Immediately under the gallery at the west end of the 
church. In heating the building the outside air drain is 
Opened, and when the church is warmed, and before 
the congregation arrive, this is closed, and the return 
air-drain from the church is opened, thus forming the 
circulation. So far, surely this is all on the Polmaise 
Principle. The one condition not complied with is the 
cold-air drains inside the church. This could not be 
done in consequence of the burials in the aisles, al- 
though the gentleman who put up the apparatus was 
‘quite aware how much the absence of these drains 
Would interfere with the effectual working of the appa- 
ratus; but we should have had them if we could. 
Nevertheless, even without these the thermometer at 
‘the very farthest end of the church where the last win- 
dow and those of the side aisles are, chilling the air and 
ghecking the warm current, stands at from 50° to 52°, 
according to the weather. The expenses attending the 
Tepairs of the apparatus,the coals which cost here 23s.4d. 
A ton,the wages of the man who attends to it, &c,, average 
about 107. a year. We begin warming about the last 
Week in November, and leave off when the money sub- 
Scribed is expended; a great deal too soon, in m, 
Opinion, for the weather i8 often colder when that time 
Somes in the spring than when we begin. However, it 
1$ a poor parish, and money does not abound. The first 
Cost of our apparatus is its greatest fault. It was sup- 
plied by Mr. Retchie, of Edinburgh, who was the person 
that planned and put it up, and the price in Edinburgh 
Was about 607; then the carriage of this enormous 
cockle of cast iron and its perforated hood, with all 
other expenses, such as excavating the stoke-hole, and 
Piercing the church tower (an old wall as hard as rock), 
Superintendent’s travelling expenses, &e. &c., were up- 
Wards of 1607. more ; and when the cockle is worn out 
“it will be a most expensive and troublesome job re- 
moving it, and we shall be much indebted to Mr. Meek 
if he enables us to substitute for it side walls of brick 
and a top of iron. Owing to the position of the stoke- 
hole, the impossibility of getting drains inside the 
church, and the interior arrangements of the building, 
the apertures for introducing the warm air and those 
for abstracting it when cooled, and returning it to the 
heating surface, are obliged to be one under the other, 
and joining. This isa great disadvantage ; but inspite 

ponding is 93. Again, if hygrometer read 90°, the mean 
humidity corresponding is 59°. 

—John Henry Belville (of the Royal Observatory), 9, 
Hyde Vale, Blackheath. Will your readers allow me 
a week or two more before I communicate the results 
of our experi on thi: The subject 
is receiving every attention from Mr. Simmons and 

myself, and it is desirable that we should take more 
time than I anticipated. The weather also has been 

too much of a character this week for our purpose. 
It shall not be delayed longer than necessary.— 

Fdward Beck. 
Raising Roots of Fruit-trees against Walls.—In 

raising fruit-trees it is often found that the roots have 
penetrated to a great depth, and sometimes into a cold 

and wet subsoil, where they receive unwholesome food, 

and where they are removed from the influence of sun 

and air ; but although the subsoil should be good, if the 

roots are deep, over-luxuriance, late growths, and badly 

ripened wood, are frequently tlie consequence, causing 

the blossom buds to drop in spring, and no care on the 
part of the gardener can obviate the evil. But where 

the roots are otherwise situated, I have no doubt, with 

the same care and protection, there would be a suffi- 

cient quantity of fruit. In raising old trees, extra 

care is required to preserve the roots, especially those 

of Pears, as the latter generally strike deep into the 

soil, and have few fibres. The worst soil should be re- 

moved, and replaced with sandy loam from an old pas- 

ture. The border should be afterwards covered with 

long stable litter, and if the most decayed portion of 

it be"allowed to remain during the following summer, 

it will considerably benefit the trees. Where new borders 

are intended to be made, use the same kind of soil, but 

not deeper than 2 feet next the wall, and 18 inches in 

front, in a border of 12 feet wide. The bottom should 

be well drained with brick rubbish, stones, or similar 

materials, not less than 10 inches in depth, and this 

should be covered with gravel, screenings of lime, &e., 

and well pressed with a roller, to prevent the soil from 

choking up the drainage. When completed, the bottom 

should have a fall to the front not less than 10 inches. 

Before the soil is put in, place a layer of turf on the top 

of the drainage, laying the grassy side downwards. 

There should be a drain 4 feet in depth in front, con- 

strueted with tiles on slate soles, and filled up with 

stones to within a foot of the surface. The stones should 

be small towards the top, and a layer of turf with 

the grassy side downwards, placed on the sur- 

face. When the above kind of soil cannot be 

had, and stronger soil is obliged to3be employed, 
I should recommend a sixth part of gravel, free- 
stone, or limestone, to be mixed with the soil. The 

above remarks apply te east, west, and south borders. 

Borders on north aspects should not exceed 18 incheg 
in depth next the wall, and 14 inches in front; ina 
border of 8 feet in width, the drainage, or the bottom, 
to be made in the manner already recommended, but it 
should not be less than 12 inches deep, with a descent 
from the wall to the front of not less than 10 inches. 
The drain in front should be formed as before. De it 
understood, however, that I speak of gardens supposed 
to be already drained, and that the drain mentio. ed in 
front of the borders is entirely for the benefit of the 
borders. The wood of fruit trees, planted as above, 
will become perfectly ripened, and will not be so liable 
to be injured by frosts, especially that of Peaches and 
Nectarines. Canker, and other disease will be avoided 
the roots will receive the advantage of sun and air, and 
thus will not only an abundant crop be obtained, tut the 
fruit will be of the best possible quality. — George 
Hemsworth, Knowsly Gardens, Prescot, Lancashire, 
Dec. 14. 

Flies.—The most simple way to rid a dining or other 
room of these troublesome intruders, is that pursued 
in Spain and Portugal, and other hot countries. The 
cloths which are hung outside the windows in order to 
cool the rooms by excluding the scorching rays of the 
sun at noon-day, also effectually darken them. The 
doors being then left slightly open, the flies soon make 
their exit into the light of the passages or other rooms 
adjacent. Any shutters or blinds will answer the like 
purpose.—2D. S. E. 

* Polmaise.— After all the “ chaffing?' (to use a rather 
expressive vulgarism), about this so-called discovery, 
the interesting communication of Mr. Kendall, in 
p. 821, has, by proving the uselessness of underground 
* air-drains,” established the identity of this method of 
warming apartments, with the very old stove, which is 
nothing more than an iron body containing the fire, - 
surrounded fat an inch distance (more or less), by an 
external casing, open at bottom and at top, where it 
usually ends in a dome with a regulator. By this, the 
colder air at the bottom of the chamber, is drawn 
through the opening between the casing and the fire- 
place, is heated, and ascends by its diminished gravity to 
the upper part of the apartment to be replaced 
as it cools, by a constantly ascending current, and 
diffusing a nearly equal temperature through the 
whole. If securing the greatest quantity of calorie 
from the fuel, for the purpose of heating, be essen- 
tial, the above stove has the advantage over Mr. 
Meek’s, by the whole apparatus being withinside the 
building, and consequently warming it both by the 
current of warm air and by radiation. The only dif- 
ference is that the fire in this is supplied by air for 
combustion from the apartment itself, whilst Mr. 
Meek’s is supplied from the externalair. I cannot but 
still think (as I mentioned before), that this is an ad- 
vantage in favour of the internal stove, as the air neces- 
sary for feeding the fire must be replaced by purer air 

from without, which, percolating in such small quan- 

tity through numerous crevices, will not occasion pre- 

judicial draughts, but by gradually changing the air of 

the house, tend to the benefit of the inmates, whether 
vegetable or animal. If any one should object to the 

fire being within the chamber from fear of dust or back 

draughts, I can only say that I did not discover any- 

thing of the sort in using a stove of the kind 16 or 18 
years ago, which was perfectly satisfactory in warmin; 

a tolerably large apartment ; but if any doubts are felt 

on the subject, it is very easy to feed the fire from 

without, and then it is identical with the Polmaise as 
improved by Mr. Kendall.— Lusor. 

Superphosphate of Lime as Manure.—In the au- 

tumn of 1845, I transplanted about 20 Rose trees; and 
in eonsequence of seeing (I think in your Paper) this 
substance mentioned as one to be used with advantage 
in such a case, I tried the experiment on eight out 
that number, by sprinkling about a handful on and 

about the roots at the time of planting, and kept a 
memorandum of the particular plants so treated, Early 

in March of this year the difference was very percep- 

tible; the eight plants in question were in leaf, and 

quite as forward as those which had not been removed 

while the remainder (with one exception) had not then 

started into growth. -I think this may be taken asa 

proof that superphosphate of lime has a beneficial in- 
fluence in causing the more ready formation of roots ; 
but Iam unable to give any guide as to the ultimate 
result, as in this particular case it proved a great dis- 
advantage. You will doubtless remember that towards 
the middle of March we were visited with a more severe 
frost than had occurred duricg the previous winter, the 

consequence of which was, that these plants being so 

forward had their leaves and new wood quite cut off ; 

while the other transplanted ones, whose buds had only 

just begun to swell, were comparatively uninjured. 
Indeed these latter made the finest plants, and pro- 

duced the best bloom I had in the summer season, 

even more so than plants which had not been removed, 
This doubtless arose from the faet of their being so 

much more backward, and were not so severely acted 

upon by the destructive frost just alluded to.—Richard 
White, Peckham, Dec. 15. 

The Weather in Cornwall.—The winter has already 
made its appearance with us—a most unusual thing for 
itto do in this part of the kingdom so early in the 
season. During the last fortnight we have several times 
had four or five degrees of frost; but on the 11th and 

12th the thermometer fell to 23°. Fortunately the 

ground is covered with snow, varying from 4 to 6 inches 

in depth, which will protect many tender things that 
would otherwise have suffered from the severe frost. 
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sp ciosa proves to be much more tender than | 

eipated. A plant trained against the front wall 

of a greenhouse and covered withfiowers, had all the bark 

on the branches split-in a remarkable manner, after 

encountering two or three degrees of frost. I expect 

this winter will test the hardiness. of some of our 

Mexican Oaks and Firs;as well as-other things.— Wm, 

B. Booth, Carclew, Dec. 14. 
Death of Mri Girling.—l& is: with. deep. regret, I 

have to state that Mr. Girling, nurseryman, was taken 

in a fit in his garden yesterday, ‘at 4 o'clock, and. died 

instantaneously—I may say— without a/struggle. He 

left his counting room in good health, and in less than 
20 minutes was taken in a eorpse.— T. Barnes, Dane- 
croft Nursery, Stowmarket, Dec. 17. 

Polmaise Heating.—Your correspondent “ Lusor,” 
in supposing that means for supplying external air are 
requisite for the plan of Polmaise heating, forgets that 
from the revolving eurrent. of air in: the house, the 
moisture as well as any gases which. may escape 
from the respiratory organs of the plants are in part 
arrested each succeeding time the air comes in:contact 
with the heating apparatus. The-air after passing the 
latter rushes into the house with a fresh supply of both 
heat and moisture ; the air in the drain being exactly 
the same as that of the whole house. -Ehe stove has:no 
power to make any selection of its supply, any: more 
than the roots of plants have the power of making 
choice only of the essential parts of the-soil by whi¢h 
they are surrounded, and external air being admitted 
freely into the house through the laps of glass, &e., ren- 
ders I think his dation quite y5 
the whole body of air throughout the house being ever 
changing and equally diffusing itself, it can: hardly:be 

Oxi es of bustionare effec- 

lv excluded, for the heated air t9 have any in- 
jurious effects whether the temperature be at409 or 80°; 

‘but in structures heated by hot water, and smoke flues 

without air drains, the reverse takes place, heated air 

in the cases having to rise and fill its alloted space -by 

breaking up some other part of their land in the mean- | the kinds being Queen of Gypsies, Theresea, Annie 
time, till some years’ rest will enable them to return to 
the same spot, and this is much more frequently done 
than the alternate years of grain and fallow, which.are 
more the custom farther north. Considering this very 
great waste of the productive power of the land, the 
further diminution.of the crops by careless. cultivation 
and the profusion of Thisiles and other weeds that ex- 
haust the soil, the loss of grain during the process of 
harvesting, storing, and threshing, and the vast extent 
of excellent steppe not yet brought into cultivation, one 
can easily imagine the immense increase which might 
be given to the quantity of grain brought, to Odessa for 

Salter, Hardy, Princess Maria,Queen Minerva, Orlando, 
Campestronii, Formosa, Vesta, and Victory,—For a 
well-grown plant of Torenia asiatica, in fine flower, a 
certificate of merit was granted to Messrs. Carstairs and 
Kelly. The thanks of the meeting were voted to Mrs. 
Haig, for sending for exhibition splendid plants,of Epi- 
phyllum truneatum, with Erica Lamberti rosea, and 
other winter flowering Cape Heaths ; likewise to J. 
Hog, Esq., for sending a rich collection of Chinese 
Chrysanthemums, consisting of 21 named varieties, and 
to Messrs. James Dickson and Sons, for exhibiting a 
magnificent specimen of Erica hiemalis, 9 ft. high, 
covered with flowers.—In the class of Culinary Vege- exportation, were the prices sufficiently remunerating 

to tempt further enterprise, and that, independently o: 
improvements in the mode of transport which would 
bring a greater extent of country within the range of 
the port of Odessa. At present, with average prices, it 
is scarcely brought more than 200 to 250 miles, but as 
prices rise the range of Odessa market, extends to. 300, 
or 400 miles, or in some instances even further. 

It has been a matter of much dispute whether the 
steppes of South Russia ever, were or were not wooded, 
and whether they might not now be planted, ‘There.is 
certainly every appearance of the black soil never 
having borne trees, and of its being particularly ill 
suited to bear them. ‘There are nowhere any remains 
of natural woods, and on the northern limits.of the 
steppes, where patches and strips of wood are seen, 
these. are sure.to indicate à change in the soil, and do 
not appear ever to spread of themselves into the black 
soil. Great efforts have been made in the neighbour- 
hood of Odessa, in some of the military. colonies and 
other places, to form plantations, but as yet.very few 
trees have succeeded except Acacias, and to a.certain 
degree Ashes, and even these suffer much in. dry 
Weaiheisàivor uie ursi sew years, It is generally said 
there to be owing to their roots getting inio the stiff 
clayey subsoils but in that doctrine I-cannot agree. I 
should much rather attribute it tothe nature of that 

radiation, all remains p ively still and 
hence arises the two great evils, unequal diffusion, at a 
maximum expense, Some ‘idea may be formed of the 
advantage'of exchange of air by taking into consideration 
the immense currents required to feed 'the number of 
fires constantly in use in the metropolis, and to which 
much of its healthy atmospl may be ibuted ; in 
fact, any power that will create or enforce a change of 
atmosphere, so as to render it more wholesome, is of the 
utmost importance both to the animal and vegetable 
kingdom.— Chimera. 

Coping for Garden Wails.—In reading your article 
on the coping of garden walls, an'idea which has often 
occurred to me before of a moveable wooden projection 
to let up and down, according to the state of the weather, 
forcibly recurred to my mind. In Fig. No.2, suppose 
the stone coping to project an inch, by driving in at 
each corner a common iron hook, such as is used to 
suspend doors upon in the country, and the corre- 
sponding eye rivetted on'to a board a foot wide, and the 
whole length between the piers ; this would aet as a 
kind of swing-door, save that the inch of stone-coping 
would prevent its sinking down much beyond its own 
level ; by fixing a small light iron crane on the top of 
the wall between the two piers, with a pulley at top and 
one at the bottom, with a cord or string to the upper 
side and centre of the wood board, drawing it through 
the upper pulley and returning it through the lower one 
and bringing the string back through a hole in the 
wooden shutter, it may be pulled up straight so as to 
lie against the iron crane in fine or showery weather, 
and let down in an instant in case of a storm. This 
would insure a narrow or large covering to the fruit 
tree below while in blossom, and to prevent drift or to 
keep out frost, small brass hooks may be fixed at in- 
tervals along the edge of the board so that when down 
in its place by attaching brass rings to the edge of large 
mats or a sheet of calico sufficiently long to reach to 
the ground, it may be hooked on to the board in a 
moment and fastened by the two bottom ends to small 
posts driven in the greund, and there would be no 
chance of rubbing off the buds or ‘blossoms, as in the 
usual way of fixing protection there usually is if it is 
done in a hurry, intend to try the experiment my- 
self this year, and hope it will succeed, but am not 
certain.—F. N,, Ludlow, Nov. 23. 

Foreign Correspondence. 
Constantinople, ‘Oct. 24, 1846.—I was obliged to 

finish off my last letter from Odessa in a/great-hurry, 
and I fear I gave but a very imperfect account of the 
gardens I saw on the south coast of the Crimea, nor can 
I now make up the deficiency. I am anxious, however, to 
add a few words relating to the culture of the steppes of 
South Russia, the result of further inquiries. Although 
I saw uo signs of improving the ecorn-lands either by 
direct manuring or by alternation, of crops, I could not 
quite believe that no manure ever was laid upon the 
ground till I was positively assured that such was the 
fact by every one I inquired of about it. The fine black 
soil which. covers the ground to the thickness of from 
one to two or three feet, here called humus (the nature 
of which I am not geologist enough to tell; but which 
has all the appearance of the black mud deposited by 
stagnant waters), although so unfavourable to the 
growth of trees of any size, will yield several crops of 
Wheat in succession, and. the owners of large estates 
after having temporarily exhausted a portion by three 
or four years’ cultivation abandon it for some years, 

subsoil p: g the roots from spreading at a suffi- 
cient depth to screen them from the scorching éffects 
of the summer sun on this fine soil, entirely without 
stones. Some persons have attempted-to form planta- 
tions ‘at a ‘great expense, by digging out the soil to a 
considerable depth in trenches, and filling them u 
with made soil ; but even these have been disappointed, 
probably from a very different cause, one which 
operates more frequently with us. The trench thus 
made.in a stiff soil retains the water in wet weather till 
it becomes stagnant, which searcely/any trees can bear. 
In some parts of the botanie garden and some nursery 
grounds about Odessa, where the ground is occasionally 
ug, the ‘trees look much more vigorous ; the operation 

of digging by leaving the surface much more rough pre- 
vents the sun's rays from penetrating so deep, and 
enables the ground to imbibe better the moisture from 
dews. 

I spoke in a former letter of the flourishing state of 
the military colonies, and of the benefit they were to 
the country. I said this from. the indications which 
strike the passing traveller, and from the opinions I 
heard from persons in whose knowledge of the subject, 
and whose correct judgment I had confidence ; but I 
find they do not meet with any favour.in Odessa. It is 
there said that.these colonies are a dead weight on the 
country, and that they consume all they produce, and 
export nothing. I ean easily conceive that a given 
number of dessiations occupied bya large military colony, 

pporting a, population of some. th ds, should 
export less though producing much more,- than the 
same extent of territory belonging to one landowner, 
and worked by less than as many hundreds of peasants; 
but I should consider ithe former as contributing much 
more to the prosperity and natural strength and riches 
of the country than the latter. -Many parts. of the 
steppes would:be much sooner brought into. good eulti- 
vation were they divided into very much smaller estates. 

E] B 

Societies. 
ROYAL CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL 

SOCIETY, 
Dec. 3.—W..Cravrurp, Esq., of Cartsburn, in the 

chair, There was an excellent display of fine Pears 
and Apples, and retarded Grapes, with many beautiful 
flowers ; and in the kitehen-garden department the 
Specimens were of first-rate quality. For the prize 
offered for the best four sorts of Pears, there were six 
competitors. A. first premium was voted to Mr. Thom, 

(gr. to A. Trotter, Esq. for Beurré Diel, Napoleon, 
Crassane, and Glout Morceau; and a second premium 
to Mr. Lang, gr. to the Countess of Dunmore, for 
Beurré: Diel, Napoleon, Glout Moreeau, and Duchesse 
d'Angouléme, For the best six kinds of table Apples, 
there: were also six competitors. A first prize was 
awarded to Mr. Weir, gr..to R. Bruce, Esq., for 
Golden Reinette, American Peach-Apple, Grey Leading- 
ton, Alfriston, Ribston, and Lewisham Pippin; and a 
second to Mr. Buchanan, gr. to W. Forbes, Esq., for 
Grange Apple, Stirling Castle, Baltimore Pippin, Lee's 
Nonpareil, Hardy's ‘Nonpareil, and Searlet Winter 
Nonpareil—For producing excellent clusters of re- 
tarded Grapes two premiums were awarded ; the first 
to Mr. Forgan, gr. to. L. Buchan, Esq., for White 
Museat of Alexandria, and Grizzly Frontignan ; and 
the next to Mr. Baxter, gr. to Sir J. G. Craig, Bart., 
for White Tokay and Syrian.— For the finest specimens 
of Chinese Chrysanthemums (12 varieties), the medal 
was assigned to Mr, Addison, gr. to the Earl of Wemyss, 

f | tables, p were this year offered for Leeks, 
Celery, and Onions. Ten cultivators competed jg 
Leeks, each producing six stems, and all bep. welk 
blanched. A first premium was found que. to Mr 
I'Anson,the kind being Scotch Flag ; à second to Mr. 
Pousty, gr. to J. Giles, Esq., for Musselburg Flag ; and 
a third to Mr. Blair, gr. to J. C. Renton, Esq., for 
common broad leaved.-—HFor the best six stalks of solid 
Celery, 3 red and 3 white, there were 7 competitors, 
A first premium was awarded to Mr. Pousty, for Man. 
chester White and Red ; and a second to Mr. Goodall, 
gr. to the. Marquis of Lothian, for Manchester Red, 
and Goodall’s Broad White.—In Onions there were- 
several-competitors, each producing three sorts. A 
first premium was assigned to Mr, "thomson, gr. tov W. 
C. Hope Vere, Esq., for Globe, Strasburgh, and James’s 
Keeping ; and a second to Mir, Goodall, for Strasburgh, 
Pale Red, and James's Keeping.—Among the extra 
articles exhibited o7, this occasion some very large. and 
well-ripened specimens of the Beurré d'Aremberg Pear 
sent by Mz, Gardiner, gr. to the Earl of Stair, were 
considered as meriting an honorary award. A. certifie 
vate of merit was voted to Mr. Sinclair, for a brace of 
excellent Cucumbers, grown against the back trellis of 
a Vinery. The same cultivator exhibited a bunch of 
Early Horn Carrots, as young and tender as those, pro- 
duced in spring; the seed had been. sown in July last, 
on ground from which a crop.of early Cabbage had 
been taken. Very large samples of the. tuberous roots 
of Oxalis Deppei were sent by Mr. Clark, King’s Grange. 
Mr. M*Naughton exhibited Potatotubers of 1845,which 
had been placed. in shallow boxes, in-September, 1846, 
slightly covered with dry mould (without any watering), 
in a house kept between 55°,and 60° Fahr., now pre- 
‘senting a fair crop of young Potatoes. Mr. Baxter 
sent from Riccarton Garden four very large Uvedale 
St. Germain Pears, weighing together 53.lbs. Mr, Lang 
communicated specimens of a seedling Pear, a;cross 
between the old Grey Auchan,and the Chaumontelle ; 
it was regarded as promising well, but: not being. fully 
ripe was remitted to the committee for after considera- 
tion. Messrs. Dickson and Co. sent.a package of. Cuba 
Bast. Seven new members were admitted, and office 
bearers for 1847 were elected. 

Reviews. 
Outlines of Structural and Physiological Botany. By 

A. Henfrey, F.L.S. 12mo, Parts 1 and 2, Van Voorst. 
This little book is a useful manual for students. It 

is rendered more especially valuable by the knowledge 
which the author possesses of the views of the most re- 
cent German vegetable anatomists, and the skill with 
which he has condensed and arranged them. It is not 
indeed in the minute details of structure alone that Mr. 
Henfrey has shown himself a master of his subject ;- 
his views of higher matters are lucid and judicious. 
Take, for example, his account of what is called mor- 
phology, which has -so much alarmed the sapient Dr. 
ohn Murray and his silly followers :— 
* Looking at vegetables in their generality, we may 

say that a plant consists of three parts, the leaf, the 
stem, and the root; although in the lower classes it is 
often the case that one or even two of these are wanting. 
Advancing again, asin the case of the cell, we find that 
a plant may be composed of one of these individuals, or 
phytons as they have been called, producing its like, the 
progeny immediately obtaining an independent exist- 
ence; or the new individuals may remain attached 
almost to an unlimited extent, constituting highly com- 
pound plants, the different organs or phytons of which 
undergo very various modifications of form and acquire 
very distinct functions. Thus in a flowering plant, or 
as a stronger example in a forest tree, every leaf is to 
be considered as essentially a distinct individual; buf. 
as a member of a compound body, working for the 
general benefit of the whole.» -In obedience to.the re- 
quirements of this, they undergo modifications to fit 
them to execute distinct offices in the economy of the 
plant; some are destined to the nutritive functions, 
others to the reproductive ; and among these latter we 
find them still further losing their individuality, and 
becoming blended in all their parts with their fellows, 
until almost all trace of their zeal origin is lost. ‘This 
is the substance of the doctrine of morphology, the most 
important generalisation in the whole science of botanys 
as affording a clear and systematic view of the vege- 
table kingdom as a whole, in addition to the important 
relations it establishes with zoology.” 

he first Part includes Elementary Struclure, the 
second the Organs of Vegetation, the third, which is to 
contain the Organs of Reproduction and General Phy- 
siology, was promised five months ago, but hasynot yet 
appeared. 

Mr, Gowers Scientific Phenomena of Domestic Life 
(Longmans) having been formerly noticed favourably 
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(p. 506, 1844), we have only to announce a second edition | 
of it, with considerable and useful additions. Itis a very 

good Christmas present for young people no longer 
children, 

Manual of Materia Medica and Therapeutics. By 

J. F. Royle, M.D., F.R.S. 12mo. Churchill. 
Medical works do not generally come within the limits 
of the Gardeners’ Chronicle. Materia medica, which 
includes the application of plants to the cure of disease, 

1s the exception, and we gladly avail ourselves of the 
distinction to notice Prof. Royle's compendious and 
Well arranged Manual. In this work about 420 pages 

are devoted to a classified account of the principal me- 

ical plants recognised in modern practice, and neat 

woodcuts of many of the more remarkable species are 

employed in illustration of the descriptions. The 
author's intimate acquaintance with’ the sourees of ori- 
ental drugs, in which he is distinguished beyond any 

Contemporary, has ensured all the accuracy that is 

attainable wherever. such. subjects are introduced, and 

in matters beyond his personal knowledge he has been 
aided by the original investigations of Dr. Faleoner, 
whose residence in Central Asia has been productive 
of so many great resulis to science. 

Further than such advantages as these have enabled 

Dr. Royle to be original, his work is but the epitome of 

those of his predecessors. -It could not be otherwise ; 

it is however the cream: minus the milk ; and in this 

Tespect it will be highly valuable. to students, to. whom 

We recommend it, 
_ The following account of the true source of Asafc- 

tida, which has so long puzzled Europeans, is new, and 

extremely interesting. Dr. Falconer, who calls the 

‘plant which furnishes this drug Narthex- Asafoetida, 

Concludes his description of it with the following re- 

S i 
“ Narthex, both in the characters of the flowers and 

fruit, and in its * Pzoony-leaved? habit, differs widely 

rom any known species of Ferula, and appears to con- 
Stitute a distinct and well-marked genus. 

* In the Dardoh or Dangree language (the Dardohs 
being the Daradi of Arrian) the plant is called *Sip' or 

Sup? "The young shoots of the stem in spring are 

prized as.an excellent.and delicate-vegetable. 

* The species would appear to oceur ini the greatest 

abundance in the provinces of Khorassan and Laar in 

Persia, and thence to extend on the one hand into the 

plains of Toorkestan on the Oxus north of the Hindoo 

Khoosh mountains, where it seems to have been met 

with by Sir Alex. Burnes, and on the other to stretch 

across from Beloochistan, through Candahar and other 

Provinces of Affghanistan to the. eastern side of the 

valley of the Indus, where it stops in Astore, and does 
not oceur in great abundance. The whole of this re- 
gion, which constitutes the head-quarters of the gum- 

bearing Umbelliferse,. possesses the common: character 

of an excessively dry climate, indicated in Berghaus’s 

hygrometrie map in Johnson’s ‘Physical Atlas’ by a 

^ belt of white. 
“Besides the gum-resin, the fruit of Narthex Asa- 

footida is iniported into India from Persia and Affghan- 

istan, under the name of ¢Anjoodan,’ being extensively 

employed by the native physicians in India: *Anjoodan* 

being the epithet applied to the seed of the * Heengseh," 
Or Hulteet, by Avicenna, also quoted by Keempfer, 

and used by the Indo-Persian.and. Arabie writers 

generally in describing the Asafctida plant. Another 

Umbelliferous fruit is also imported with it, and sold 

under the: name: of *Dooqoo* (a word. evidently. con- 

nected with the Savkos of the Greeks), being recom- 
mended as-an excellent substitute for * Anjoodan, which 

it closely resembles in its, general appearance. This I 

found to be the fruit of a-species of true Ferula ; it is 

one of the two Asafoatida-like fruits d by Dr. 

yle as occurring in the bazaars of northern India. 

The species of Ferula yielding. this fruit. may furnish 

‘some one of the obscurely-known gum-resins resembling 

Asoefatida, produced in Persia.” 

New Garden’Plants. 
60, Hornürnpr rariora, Broad-leaved Holbillia. 

Half hardy climber. (Lardizabalads.*) Nipal. 

From L. W. Dillwyn, Esq, of Sketty: Hall, near Swan- 

Sea, with whom it flowered, perhaps for: the first time 

in Europe, on a south wall, without, protection, in the 

beginning ‘of last March. . Other plants, in the stove 

and conservatory; have shewn no disposition to blossom. 

Tt is a plant of. interest, notwithstanding the greenness 

of its flowers. Bub it is.sweet-scented. Mr, Dillwyn 

informs us that the female- blossoms have a faint sweet 

smell, such as is common in flowers of the same colour, 

but this smell is infinitely more powerful in the males, 

which towards sunset fill the air, in favourable weather, 

for several yards around; with a delicious perfume. The 
atter appear later than the females: there was full ten 

days between the first opening of the two sexes.—Bota- 

nical Register. 
l. Ononrocnossum -wEMBRANACEUM, Membrane- 

sheathed Toothtongue. Stove Epiphyte. (Orchids. *) 

exico. 
This delicious species, for so it deserves to be ealled, on 

account of its agrecuble odour and delicate flowers— 

this delicious. species is quite like O. Geryantesii in 

general appearance, and may possibly be a mere variety 

is very deeply heart-shaped and quite rounded at the; on the chalk than is Pinus pumilio, Larix daurie 
icans. TL point ; the two front teeth of the lip are shorter, aud 

less hairy, and the coneavity at the base of the lip hasa 

much smaller central tubercle. In other respects the 

two plants may be regarded as being identiesl. Like 

O. Rossii it may either be tied to a block of wood, with 

a little sphagnum to retain moisture, or potted in turfy 

heath-mould in the usual way. In whatever manner it 

is treated; an ample supply of water should be given 

during the summer months, and: a dump atmosphere 

maintained throughout the year. In winter, the soilor 

moss about the roots should be allowed to beeome al- 

most dry, especially if grown in a pot. And since such 

plants are always benefited by being repotted once a 

year, that operation must be performed while the plant 

is dry, and in astate of rest.— Botanical Register. 

‘Garden Memoranda. 
The Horticultural Society’s Garden at Turnham- 

green.—The Reading-room.—A second lecture, illus- 

trated by experiments, was delivered by Dr. Lindley, to 

the young men in the garden, on Monday last. The 

subject: was, “Plants feed on: charcoal. How is that, 

and whence do they get it ?? 
first point of science to be known by gar- 

deners, properly so called (as distinguished from gar- 

den-labourers), said Dr. Lindley, is, what eonsti- 

tutes the food of a plant. ‘This is ascertained by ex- 

amining its chemical condition. What it contains’ is 

what it feeds on. “Plants were stated to have many 

kinds of food, the first of which in importance was ehar- 

coal. This was proved by charring a pieceof Willow 

wood, in a test tube, over a spirit lamp ; whereby the 

water and other volatile matters were driven off, the 

mass of what remained being carbon or charcoal. 

But charcoal varies greatly in its appearance, ac- 

cording to circumstances. The diamond is char 

coal in its purest state, and chareoal is. often 

combined with other bodies, whose appearance 

would least indicate its presence. Loaf sugar was 

shown to be composed of charcoal and water, by plac- 

ing some in a glass with a little sulphurie acid, which 

drew off the water and left the charcoal behind. Starch 

was proved in like manner to consist of a considerable 

quantity of solid charcoal. Oil of turpentine (carbon 

and hydrogen) was shown to contain, charcoal, by sepa- 

rating the hydrogen with chlorine, the charcoal remain- 

ing behind. | It was added that charcoal may also exist 

in the form of air or gaseous, matter ; the most impor- 

tant of which is carbonic acid, or.a combination of char 

coal and oxygen. (Owing to au accident. the proof 

of this, by separating the charcoal,and oxygen, was 

deferred.) But although these substances were all 

proved to. contain more.or less charcoal, they do nof. all 

possess itin a fit state for entering into the composi- 

tion of plants. Those substances only can be benefi- 

cially applied as food which contain charcoal in a form 

capable of being taken up, through the skin and leaves 

of plants. - Oil of turpentine is not food for plants, al- 

hough. it: contains charcoal. Sugar and starch are 

when internal ; but not when. external, partly because 

solids cannot be taken up. It. is necessary that they 

should be dissolved, which readily takes placein the tissue 

of plants. Sugar, however, might be used as external 

food, in minute quantity, if it. were worth while. Char- 

coal itself is not fit food for plants until it becomes gaseous. 
This is. the form in which Nature herself provides. it. 

From 3 io 8 per thousand parts of the air we breathe 

is carbonic acid gas. It is the heavy gas so destruc- 

tive to animal life, often found at the bottom of wells 

and mines, It is. supplied in considerable abundance 

from deeaying animal and vegetable: matter ; but the 

greai-source of supply is the animal kingdom. Indeed 

there is, perhaps, no arrangement in the whole economy 

of Nature more: beautiful than that observed in relation 

to this gas. It maintains the equilibrium or balance of 

the animal and vegetable worlds. What is thrown: off 

from the lungs of the animal kingdom as poison to it 

is food in its best form for the vegetable world. But 

| notwithstanding the immense quantities exhaled from 

the Jungs of animals, the atmosphere. contains but a 

small quantity, as was before stated, and hence the im- 

portance of giving motion to the air in hothouses. For 

plants feed through their leaves and skin, as well as by 

their roots, and it is obvious that air passing quickly 

over the surface of a plant will part with its ear- 

bonie acid in greater abundance than when it rests upon 

the absorbing surface. in tranquillity. This was illns- 

trated by referenee to the action of an Argand lamp. 

As to the roots, it was explained that, they require that 

air containing ‘carbonic? acid should have the freest 

access to them, on which good potting greatly depended, 

as does the operation of draining, which derives a large 

part of its advantage- from the freedom with which 

carbonic- acid can. find. its; way to the xoots. of plants 

through the numerous chinks and crevices that lead 

the water into the drains. Many other experiments 

besides those which have.been mentioned were per- 

formed, in illustration of these facts. _ nO QU ORE B Ee 

“Miscellaneous. à 

Chalk Soils.—'The trees, shrubs, and plants, which 

we have observed most flourishing on chalky soils, are | 

the following ; though many others will grow there less 

vigorously. All the varieties of the Ashy. Elm, Ame- 

ofit, It differs, however, in the following respects :— 

ts flowers are whiter and. rather larger, and the lip is 

Spotted at the base sits petals are much blunter ; its lip 
E ks iit enis an ama or capis celat 

* See Lindley’s “ Vegetable Kingdom ” for an explanation of 
these terms, 

‘Maple grow well upon-the chalk hills. 
lanchier, and Crategus. ` Mr. Taunton also finds the 

0 Ofthe: Pines, 

we hope never to see planted there the disgustful Seoteh 

Fir; for it is worthy of cultivation for no one super- 

excellent quality, and is far less suecessful and enduring 

Pinus nigric: pe Deodara Pine promises 
flourish on the chalk. Of shrubs which succeed excel- 
lently on the chalk, are the. varieties of Berberis, Phil- 

lyrea, Ribes, Spiræa, and Viburnum, to which Mr. 
Taunton.adds Mahonia repens, though usually consi- 

dered a peat plant. Of common garden flowers, the 

most successful are Aconite, Campanula, (Enothera, 

Lupine, Prony, Phlox, Potentilla, and Veronica.— 

Johnson's. Gardeners’ Almanac. 
Wash for Green. Fly,—A solution of polysulphuret 

of-calcium, obtained by boiling lime.and flowers of sul- 

phur.in water, is very destructive to aphides, and. is 

not: unfrequently employed by gardeners for this) pur- 

pose.— Pharmaceutical Journal. 

Josling's St. Albau's Grape.—1i is buf m.that 

a seedling Grape is obtained which can beree nended 

in preference to those varieties that have been long in 

cultivation ; and still more rarely do seedlings possess 

any of that peculiarly rich flavour which characterises 

the Museats of Alexandria and the Frontignans. A 

Grape having the. high qualities of tho: just men- 

tioned, and not liable to. shank and shrivel as every 

gardener is aware the Frontignans are too apt to do, 
must be a.great acquisition ; and such the seedling which 

forms the subject of this notice will undoubteldly prove. 

It was raised by, Mr. Robert Josling, Seedsman, &c , St. 

Alban's, from seed sown about six years ago ; and a notice 

of its fruit appeared in the Gardeners’ Chronicle, 1845, 

page 660, as being excellent, rich and sugary, with a 

Frontignan flavour ; and that the variety was deserving 

of extensive circulation. This year fruit of it was ex- 

hibited at the meeting of the Society in Regent street, 

September Ist, for which a Certificate of Merit was 

awarded. The bunch, supported by a strong footstalk, 

is very long and tapering, with strong i 

shoulders. The berries are about the size o 

the White Frontignan, round, greenish-whit 

a tinge of golden-yellow when well ripened. 

rather firmer than that of the Frontignan Grap: 

not so firm as that of the Muscat of Alexandr 

rich and sugary, with a Frontignan flavour. 

leaves, in their general outline, are tolerably round, 

their lobes not deep, but the serratures are tolerably 

| sharp ; both the upper and under surfaces are remark- 

ably glabrous, and slightly tinged with red. On the 

whole the leaves bear considerable resemblance to those 

of the White Museat of Alexandria ; the berries, how- 

ever, differ in being ‘decidedly round, like those of the 

Frontignans ; but the leaves of the latter are not gla- 

brous, being furnished with bristly hairs atand near the 

axils of the veins beneath. It is perfectly distinct 

from any other variety known. 

beeu received from Mr. Josling in reply to inquiries 

respecting this excellent Grape :—** About six years 

ago I sowed some seeds of Grapes disfigured by wasps, 

of the White Muscat, White Hamburgh, or Large 

White Nice, White Muscadine, and White Sweet-water 5 

the Frontignan I did not grow at the time. These 

were gathered and sown promiscuously, so that I ean- 

not say positively from which of these sorts the variety 

in question has originated. My opinion is, that it. is 

between the White Nice and the Muscat; these grew 

side by side. In the following autumn, after the seed- 

lings ‘came up, two were planted by the side of each 
Vine already growing ; and the shoots trained up the 

rafters inside. Most of these have fruited, but proving 

worthless have sinee been cut away. 1 reserved three, 

besides the one which is the subject of this communica- 

tion, but they are much inferior to it. For this I made 

space by eutting away the original Vine, a Black Ham- 

burgh, by the side of which it was planted. 

most distinetly from the White Frentignan, from. the 

time of showing fruit, until, and when, ripe. In 

showing its fruit the branches are very long, om 

amazingly stout footstalks, which strut diagonally from 

the Vine in a manner very different from any I grow. 

At this stage they are very conspicuous throughout the 

house. After this the berries assume a dark-green 

eolour, the Frontignan is of a pale green ; it shoulders, 

the Frontignan does not ; the bunch tapers to a point, 

the Frontignan is more cylindrical; the footstalk 

throughout the bunch is very stiff, the Frontignan 

hangs loosely. In flavour itapproaches the Frontignan 

more than any other Grape; but even in this respeet, 

it differs materially, the berry in the mouth having 

more substance, and being more sugary and sweetmeat 

like; when ripe it assumes a dark-gold colour. The 

berries have their pedieels well extended, so that much 

thinning is not required. With regard to the foliage, 

on first breaking it has not that white mealy appearance 

which the Frontignans have ; it more resembles the 

Black Hamburgh in all its habits of growth. In 

ripening, this variety is rather later than the Frontig- 

nan, and has not shanked with me, nor shrivelled in 

the berry, as*does the Frontignan. I have grown 30 

rafters of Grapes in three houses, of the leading kinds, 

within the. last sixteen years, and I can assert that it is 

decidedly distinctfrom any that I grow. Its habit of 

growth is strong and robust ; and altogether I consider 
it a valuable variety." In this opinion I coneur,— 

Thompson in Journal of the Horticultural Society. 

Bees in a .Bed.— A known correspondent mentions 
that a friend of his whose calling took him and his wife 
from home, and who had not visited their house since 

the May term till the 8th of the present month (Dec.), 

| found on removing the coverlet of the bed a bees’ nest 

amongst the blankets, the size of a man's hand, or 
larger, the variety being what. is called the foggy bee. 

None were alive, all their store being gone. The only 

Mesh 
but 

The followimg has; 
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inlet to their private chamber was by a small chink of 
| a window, which was open and shut daily by a friend 
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State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 20 years, for the — 
ensuing Week ending Dec 96, 1846. 

potted, to turn out with balls, in the first week of January, 

t Prevailing Winds. J; 
into a pit or frame, Mushroom-house.—This house, 

from the outside. when sufficiently roomy, is one of the most useful struc- | Aver. | Aver. | Mean Pot Grentont E 
| - Alkali Works and Vegetation .—We some time since | tures about a garden establishment. Seakale may be, Pe EUM emp. [e whieh l E Tun ba z 
| brought under the notice of our readers the necessity forced here in constant succession with as little trouble A SR £ q T ‘ i K raisi 7 i a rais- | Sun. Sí 449 85.0 0,76 in. | which Sit John Gerard found of proceeding against cer- | 85 raising a crop of small salad. The old plat of rais qe aa 5 d. 2, 
| tain alkali manufacturers for the enormous injury done | Dg a bed of fermenting materials, over the crown out Tues | 464. 252 0.38 E 

R " z i i [ 5 4 X E E 1 to his woods. Two of the cases were decided in court Bus dum Bead GR A eel ie psal Thar, | 40 ms 05 3 
in his favour, one was compromised, and one was re- |>18ypaus, w. ompared -wii is. ngvyetgNoweuii feudo dato etp on ; 
ferred. We now learn that the arbitrator has awarded 
3007. for the damages committed, and directed the de- 
fendants to pay all the costs of the reference, so that 

e total damages have been as follows :—Muspratt, 
10007. ; Crosfield, 4007. ; Gamble, 3007. ; Kurtz, 3007. 
It is to be hoped that these verdicts will have the effect 
of putting down such intólerable nuisances. 

The Chameleon.—Chameleons spend their lives in 
trees, for clinging to the branches of which their 
organisation is admirably adapted. On trees they lie 
in wait for insects which constitute their food ; in catch. 
ing-which, they are probably aided by their extraor- 
dinary faculty of changing their colour, so as to be able 
to conceal themselves, They possess extraordinary 
power of abstaining from food. Hence arose the notion 
that they lived on air. Their power of changing 
colour depends on there existing in the skin two layers 
of pigment or colouring matier, placed one above 
another, which the animal can influence by means of a 
mechanism given for the purpose, so as to produce 
various hues. Its lung is so large, that the animal has 
the power of filling every part of the body with air, so 
as to double its size. This is done by gentle irregular 
efforts. Chameleons aré inoffensive, but irascible one 
with another. Ina state of excitement, they change 
colour rapidly, dark, yellow, or grey: when quiescent, 
they then pass into green, purple, or black.— The 
People's Dictionary of the Bible. 

Calendar of Operations. 
(For the ensuing Week.) 

Preparations for Spring.—It may appear somewhat 
early to offer admonitions on this head, but such is the 
pressure of business soon after Christmas has passed, that 
no amount of precaution can be considered too great 
where general gardening has to be carried out through 
the ensuing year according to the high practice of the 
present day. The first point of advice I would offer is 
to let no alterations, planting, &e, trench on the 
routine business of the garden affairs. It is un- 
doubtedly right to plant all that can be planted 
in the autumn, but it is equally urgent to carry 

5 2 2 E E: a = E 2 o 

the plan for 10 or 12 years, and can bear ample tes- 
timony to its certainty, simplicity, and economy. 
It is equally adapted for Rhubarb forcing. Nothing is. 
needed but a long, narrow pit along the bottom of the 
house, on the one or both sides, the top of the pit level 
with the floor. It should be 4 feet deep, and filled in 
portions as wanted, with any hot, fermenting material, 
to within half a yard of the top, which would be very 
perfect if covered with a lid. The Kale and Rhubarb 
must be placed on the surface of the fermenting mat- 
ters, as thick as it can stand, and then filled in lightly 
with fine old tan. If it get too hot, say exceeding 85°, 
reduce it frequently with water, putting a handful of 
salt in about 6 gallons. Chicory roots may be placed 
in a circle round roomy pots, and get on the flues Li 

| 
‘The highest temperature during the above period occkrred on the Sothy 

1827—tharm. 58? : and the lowest on the 94th, 1920~therm. 10°, Theavereg? 

temperature of the night of the 25'h is lower than tha} of any other night throughout the year, 

Wotices to Correspondents. 
The Fourth Reprint of Mr. PAXTON’S COT l'AGERS' CALEN- 
DAR is now ready, price 3d, each copy: An Index has been 
added. Parties wishing to have copies for distribution among. 
their tenantry can have them at the rate of 25 for 5s. | 

Post-orrice OxpERs—In order to obviate the inconveniences 
which are now constantly being experienced by parties who 
wish to remit small sums to the office of the GARDENERS 
Curonicre for Advertising, we have to request that all Post- 
office orders may in future be addressed to Mr. JAMES MAT- 
TREWS, 5, Upper Wellington-street, Covent-garden, and made 
pnyable at the Post-office, 180, Strand, London. Post-office 
orders, remitted by subscribers for the Paper, should be sent 
to the respective Agents who supply them. 

Trevesti 
of this house, The Lily of the Valley, too, 
may be plunged oyer-head in a f. ing body 
of 70° here, until the blossom-spikes appear, when it 
must be inured to the light, but in the most gradual and 
cautious way imaginable. The early-potted Hyacinths 
and Narcissi may be served precisely the same as the 
Lilies, taking care not to withdraw them until the pots 
are nearly full of roots. Many other uses may be 
found for this house, of which I shallsay more hereafter. 

FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES, 

Have an eye to the protection of tender things here; 
and in moderate weather, especially if dry, open the 
canopies or coverings a little for a few hours, once a 
week or so, in order to dispel damp. Do not, however, 
suffer the sun to shine on things of this kind by any 
means. If the frost continues, a scheme of the masses 
or beds might be decided on, and the soil renewed ac- 
cording to character of the flower. 

FLORISTS’ FLOWERS. 

Little ean be done now except in the way of pre- 
paration and should the present frosty weather continue, 
it will afford every opportunity of having all the com- 
post heaps tl ghly frozen ; by repeatedly removing 
the encrusted surface, and piling it up every morning, 
many of the insects and their eggs will be destroyed, a 
point of no small importance to the cultivator. 1t will 
also be a good time to cart turf sods, peat, &c., Rei, 
and to lay in a good stock of soil most suitable for the 
various plants and flowers, without which it is next to 
impossible to grow them successfully. If leaden pegs 
are used for layering Carnations (and these we should 
always recommend in preference to Bracken or Fern) 
a fresh stock may be cast and the old ones cleaned and 
straightened, If the florist can mend his own hand- 
glasses and shades, these ought now to be done, and the 
metallic wire which has been used for attaching the 
stems of Carnations or Tulips to their support, should 
be made ready for use, and stored away in its place till 
the returning season renders it available. Rabbits 
during the severe weather will be apt to attack Carna- 

All matting or bast re- 
quired for the ensuing year should be cut, sorted, and 
hung up ready for use. Besoms and baskets also pre- 
pared. The tool-house should be examined, and put in 
an efficient state ; and, in fact, every thing of this kind 
done that is possible. 

CONSERVATORIES, STOVE, &c, 

The introduction of the Chinese Chrysanthemums 
having in one house or other caused a disarrangement 
of part of the stock, it becomes a matter of importance 
at this time to get such back in their places, or so 
to re-arrange matters, that groups, or tribes, may oc- 
eupy situations according to their habits. Placing things 
for effect, should, if possible, be subordinate to this 
point in some degree ; for what is the use of placing 
plants where they will not thrive? The Chrysanthe- 
mums, decaying, should be eut down, suffered to be- 
come somewhat dry, and removed to cold frames. 
Those who cannot afford frame room, may secure them 
in some shed or out-house for a few weeks, covering 
them over head with clean straw whilst the frost lasts, 
Tf they are slightly frozen here it will not signify ; only 
take care that they do not thaw too suddenly. Slove 
and Orchids.—Little can be said here at present, 
Use moderation in heat, ventilation, and atmospheric 
moisture. Beware of exciting the buds of Orchids be- 
fore their time. Do this and keep a somewhat drier 
atmosphere until the middle of January. 

tions and Pinks. It would be worth while to try Mr. 
Rivers’s plan of dipping small square pieces of cloth 
into brimstone, and tying them to sticks, and inserting 
the sticks in the ground round the beds. 

KITCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD. 

‘The process of analyzing organic mat- 
ter is long and tedious, besides which it requires much prac- 
tice and experience in the use of apparatus and re-agents. 
It is in fact beyond the skill of amateurs. Those who wish to 
make the attempt must procure the books written on the 
subject, among which are Parnell’s ** Elements" and Frese- 
nius’ “ Chemical Analysis. Š ri » 

ANDROMEDAS—X Y— Floribunda, Speciosa, Axillaris, Poli- 
olia. T 

Booxs— Queesitum—‘ School Botany.” 
DanrrAS—E V—Pooh! let that pass. 
EVERGREEN ÜREEPERS— X Yi brutis pyracantha, Cotone- 

aster rotundifolia, Caprifolium sempervirens and Magnolia 
grandiflora, ? 

EVERGREEN Roses— X Y—Adelaide d'Orleans, Donna Maria, , 
Princesse Marie, Felicité perpetuelle. 

Fences—W E W—We do not know to what fences you allude. 
e so good as give us the page. 

Heatinc—D M—We must once more state distinctly that we 
do not furnish plans of heating. is quite out of the 
question. You should apply to those who construct Polmaise 
apparatus. There can be no doubt of the applicability of the 

an. 
Sinucne MacnixEs— We really must close this subject. “A 

lowner” assures us that Mr. Legg's “ invention” is old, 
and has been tried and found wanting ; another party as- 
serts that itis new, We believe that we have ascertained 
the fact to be, that itis a water wheel working pumps, with 
à peculiar arrangement of air vessels, either the very same 
as one used by Braithwaite and others, or not materially 
different. As we said before, all further discussion must go 
into the advertisement columns, Siud 

INSECTS —, B—Your box was crushed and everything init, we 
cannot therefore tell you more than that it is the caterpillar 

ofa moth, Ifyou will send some enclosed in a quiil we will 

the roots out carefully, and not to leave them in a ball. 

AW— 7- 
201, to settle them. 
take the risk of your plan n agree- 

man or another ; j A 
quainted with law will stamp what is unintelligible, or sus- 

ceptible of more interpretations than one. 1 

NAMES or Froirs—< lack Pear of Worcester (stewing); 

2, Glout Morceau.|——J @ E—Beurré d’Aremberg. || — 

P F, Reigate—Minchall Crab. || nx 
Names or PnANTs— When plants are sent to be named, it is 

most particularly requested that they may be in flower, and 

as perfect as circumstances permit. Most especially is it 
requested that the country whence they have been received, 

and whether they are annuals, perennials, or shrubs, har T 
stove plants may be stated; because s] The prime Celery beds should be i diately co- 

vered, when frozen, with clean straw 6 inches thick, 
Let all other vegetables have due attention. Let all 
manure be wheeled out, and proceed with pruning, 
nailing, &c., as advised in the commencement of this 
day's Calendar. 

COTTAGERS' GARDENS. 

The cottager must keep an eye on the Ice King, 
more especially as to his Potato pit. If a good breadth 
of the Green Kale was planted in due time, as recom- 
mended, he will perceive the great value of this hardy 
green. The heads may be cut now successively, If 
he has Savoys in heart, they had better be used first, 
as frost may destroy them; the same ‘may be said of 
White-hearted Cabbage or Coleworts. 

FORESTING. 

This settled frosty weather will afford excellent op- 
portunities for thinning plantations, and felling timber 
trees, excepting the Oak. It will be well to lose no 
time, especially where much planting has to be done. 

State of the Weather near London, for the week ending Dec. 17, 1946, as ol en, Chiswick | servedat the 

KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING, 

Early Vines, Peaches, &c.—Where forcing has com- | § 
menced, and the roots are outside, every attention 
should be given to the borders. I must presume, in 
the first place, that frost has never been allowed to | 
enter. The next thing is to get a fermentation in the | 
covering material of the border— 80? or 909, if possible. 

Frid. 

g 

Dec. Rain 

at. 

Any kind of covering, such as tarpaulin, to throw off the | Dec. 11—Frosty: slight snow; clear and 
rains and snows, would be invaluable, and would confine 
the powers of the fermenting matter. If room to spare in 
these structures, now is a good time to pot some Kidney 
Beans. The Fulmar's Dwarf is a very good early kind. 
Some early Ash-leaved Kidney Potatoes should be| 

14—Severe frost; clear; 
15—Severe frost; densely and uniformly overcast; frosty, with brisk 

Ind in the night 
16—Frosty ; clear and cı ld; fro-ty 
17—Densely overcast; fine, wish bright sun; frosty 

ean temperature of the week 15 deg. bolow the average, 

mens by post are generall, and incomplete, and much 

yaluable time, which such information would save, is need- 

lessly wasted.—— S Warnford—Thorea will be found at p. 22, 

and Hormospora at p. f the “ Vegetable Kingdom. 
The book was Koch’s ** Synopsis Flora Germanic.” 1 

PrAwTING— Constant R—Your inquiry was answered in a 
Leading Article last week. - » 

RaATs—Su^—We can say no more than we have said. With us 
it answered perfectly. You should consult the vendor. — 

RHODODENDRONS —X Y— Azaleoides, Catawbiense, Ferrugi- 
neum, Ponticum (dark var.), Maximum album, Nobleanum, 
Smithianum, Pictum. 

Misc—A Constant R—Labradour? We never before heard of 
such a vegetable. Your description reads like that of the 
Arracacha, the nature of which was explained some months 
Since,-——4 B—Plant Fig trees now, or as soon as frost has 
gone, or any time in winter, matting them up well to secure 
them from frost. If they are in pots plant them in ay. — 

——N 8 H—Cedars 
Mount Lebanon unless som 
mission; and then it is doubtful whether he would succeed. 
November is themonth totry the experiment in. 

at done, the chances 
0 to 1 against your receiving anything more satisfactory 

than a case full of dead wood, and a bill of freightto pay.—— 
LM N—YFor the price of superphosphate of lime see Mr. 
Lawes’ advertisement in another column,t—— Clericus —Y our 

ce by cuttings 
e 

other column, will possibly süit your purpose. The Nos. 

»* Asusual,many communications have been received too late, 
andothers i ly detained till ssary inquiries 
can be made, We must also beg for the indulgence of those 
correspondents, the insertion ef whose contributions is still 

a; 
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ORSE WORKS. —Wanited to Purchase, a good 
Second-hand HORSE WORKS for Driving Chaff-cutters, 

Threshing Machines, &c.—Direct to W. W., at Mr. Hares, 
Swan Stables, St. Martin’s-lane. 

Whe Ageicultuenl Gazert 
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 19, 1846. 

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 
Wouprzsnay, Dee. 23 Agricultural Society of England. 
Tuuaenav, — 91-Ag:leuluzal Imp. Soc, of Ireland. 
Tuurspay, — 81—Agricu'tural Imp, Soc. of Ireland. 

LOCAL SOCIETIES. 
Ross—Aatrim Union- County Cork—Lincoln—Portarlington, 

; FARMERS' CLUBS. Dev. 21— Botley | Bee. iet Newton 
— ` 26—Hereford — 81— Bulsover- Ottery St.Mary 

Ovx columns again bear evidence of the interest 
which is taken in the subject of Tenant Ricart. 
It is a question, the fullest discussion of which shall 
be admitted here —-no attempt to damp public feel- 
ing on this matter shall be made by us. 

It appears to us that there are two classes of 
thinkers engaged on this subject ; and as it is from 
the bias which they respectively exhibit that their 
differences arise, it may not be useless to staté the 
principle on which in either case this bias appears 
to rest. The one party, and our correspondent 
* R. L.” must permit us to name him here, with an 
eye—sometimes, no doubt, unconsciously—resting 
ontheday whenO wners and Tenants were Lords and 
Serfs—are for maintaining that form of this relation- 
ship whcih alone the 19th century will permit, viz., 
as regards the Tenant, a “loyal affection for, and 
ependance on” the Landlord. Words which if 

seldom so boldly used as our correspondent has 
used them (see page 780), imply an idea which is 
familiar enough to many. This idea takes its full 
development when its advocate is daring enough to 
attempt its justification on the plea of that serfdom 
which characterised the monstrous state of society 
prevalentcenturies ago—astate of society from which 
no man will coolly draw either inference or argu- 
ment except for use as warning or contrast. And 
this is true whether our present ‘Lords’ and Tenants 
e or be not the heirs respectively of the Lords and 

Serfs of former days ; a thing which, while it is ne- 
cessary for “ R. L.’s” position, he will find it some- 
what difficult to prove. ‘Chis idea of * loyal affec- 
tion, &c." takes on the other hand its most graceful 
and—if one cannot praise it, at all events—its 
blameless form in (as we are glad to acknowledge) 
the case of many a good Landlord and contented 
Tenant up and down the face of the country. And 
between these extremes it exhibits itself in various 
aspects of the “ Friend and Father” system carica- 
tured (?) by Mr. Dickens in the persons of ‘Sir 
Joszer Bowrey’ and his dependants. It is some- 
times harmless, as we have said; frequently, how- 
ever, disgusting both to Tenant and we should 
imagine to Landlord spectators also ; never praise- 
worthy, for this simple reason that it is the mark of 
that kind of inferiority in the many which all good 
men are trying to diminish—an inferiority based 
upon the want of education. By and bye we shall 
have all the land—as great part of it no doubt 
already is—cultivated by intelligent and upright men ; 
what then will become of the word ‘loyal’ and of 
that sort of ‘dependance’ which is implied by it, 
in * R. L,’s” beau ideal of the connection between 
Landlord and Tenant? The ‘affection’ will doubt- 
less generally remain, but it will be the result not 
of blind habit or hereditary dependance, but of a 
manly appreciation of character. 

And then the idea cherished by the other party 
alluded to will have full development. * The com- 
mercial principle’ which grants all that an honest 
man can ask for, will be the universal basis of con- 
nection between class and class. į 

. The best statement we have yet seen on the prin- 
ciple involved on the subject of ‘Tenant Right’ is 
that by Mr. Spearman, in the discussion by the 
Durham Farmers’ Club, an account of which we 
give in another page. We quite agree with this 

` gentleman in what he has said on the subject, and 
are sure that the best connection between Landlord 
and Tenant will be most rapidly obtained, not by 
preaching up the merits of particular schemes for 
the security of their respective interests, but by dif- 
fusing the benefits of education, then to confer upon 
the latter true inde] intelligence, an 
then leaving every man to look after his iuterests 
himself. Mr. SrzAnwAN was followed by the Rev. 
Mr, Tyson, of whose remarks we cannot speak so 
highly. Of course we cannot say whether the words 
used by him are in their ordinary acceptation accu- 
Tately expressive of his mind ; but if it is not false 
in sentiment, it certainly is most bad in taste to say 
^I hold the independence of the tenant to be a per- 
ect bugbear,” and the matter is not mended by 
urging that we are all dependant upon one another; 
or Mr. Tyson’s scheme of mutual dependance is 

d | with when it is nearly all arable.” 

illustrated by the simile of “a chain hanging from 
heaven to the earth,” each link, be it observed, de- 
pendant solely on the one aboye it. 

Our attention has been directed to a circular 
issued by the salt manufacturers of England for the 
purpose of proving the advantages which would 
accrue from the more extensive use of sALT IN AGRI- 
CULTURE. Thi circular contains practical evidence 
on the point in question, which is extremely im- 
portant, and places the value of salt for Agricultural 
purposes in so strong and conclusive a light that we 
feel justified in bringing the subject prominently 
before our readers. 

The circular contains letters from several prac- 
tical farmers of reputation, an abstract of Mr. 
Hannaw’s experiments with salt and other manures 
on Oats, Barley, and Wheat, contained in his Prize 
Essay on Manures, and published in the 5th volume 
of the “Royal Agricultural Society's Journal," 
letters from Mr. Corman, the Agricultural Com- 
missioner from Massachussets, aud a short letter 
which appeared in our Number of the 5th inst. 
from Mr. Tzzaarrr, of Clapham. 

According to the statements contained in these 
letters, salt has been found most beneficial in its 
effects when applied to light soils, at the rate of 
5 or 6 ewt. per acre, and upwards. The evidence 
combines to establish the following points :— 

l. That salt applied to grain-crops increases the 
produce of grain, and very much improves its quality 
and its weight per bushel. This point is established 
with particular clearness by Mr.HANNAM, and his re- 
sults are confirmed by the experience of the other 
writers. Mr, Wirson, of Aston Claverly, near Wol- 
verhampton, observes, * I last year salted a 20 acre 
field for Barley, at the rate of 6 cwt. per acre, leav- 
ing astrip the whole length of the field without ; 
at harvest the greatest novice might have discovered 
the difference, the salted being very superior in 
sample and colour. I last week winnowed 300 
bushels of it without a single bushel of light, a cir- 
cumstance which does not occur wilh us this year 
where salt was not used.” 

2d. That salt applied to Grass land has a very 
good effect, and renders the herbage much more 
palatable to stock. 

8d. That it has been found very effectual in pre- 
serving the health of live stock, and protecting 
them from the attacks of the epidemic. This is a 
fact well known and admitted. 

4th. That it tends to protect Wheat from the at- 
tacks of rust, mildew, and wireworm. 

r. WarriNGTON, of Charlecote, Warwickshire, 
states that he has used salt over 400 acres of land 
or upwards, and remarks: *I can confidently say 
that I never had in any one field, a yard of ground 
without a good plant of Wheat during the course of 
salting. When I first used salt I frequently left 
portions of the field as a criterion, and found that 
in the first instance the Wheat grows slowly in the 
salted ground, but as the spring advanced it 
strengthened and surpassed the other, and at har- 
vest it was much Stronger and clearer in the straw, 
and free from rust or mildew, and the produce aud 
quality decidedly the best." Some striking facts 
are also stated in this circular, showing the influence 
of salt in warding off or diminishing the effects of 
the Potato disease. 

Of course it ought to be a leading principle in 
the cultivation of science (and of agricultural 
science from its very nature more particularly) not 
to base conclusions on too slender an array of facts, 
and therefore we by no means assert that the value 
of salt in producing the effects attributed to it is 
absolutely established by the evidence offered in 
this circular; but we may safely say that a great 
advance has been made towards its establishment, 
and we have no doubt that the extensive circula- 
tion which we understand is likely to be given to 
the Salt Manufacturers Circular, will lead to an 
equally extensive trial of the article recommended. 

COMPARATIVE. STOCKING OF ARABLE AND 
HALF-ARABLE FARMS. f 

[Ar the December monthly meeting of the Darling- 
ton Farmers' Club, on December 7, Mr. Dixon, their 
hon. secretary, introdueed for discussion the subject of 

* the quantity and kind of stock there can be kept upon 
a clay-soil farm, half arable and half Grass, compared 

The following are 
Mr. Dixon’s remarks, with a copy of which he has been 
kind enough to favour us :]— 

Let us bear in mind that the greater the number, of 
cattle we can keep and feed upon a farm, the more 
rofit that farm is likely to yield ; and of course the 

more cattle that are kept the greater the quantity of 
manure will there be produced, more particularly if 
such cattle are stall fed. 

You will, I believe, recollect that at a former discus- 
sion a resolution was arrived at, that it was more eco- 
nomieal to keep a'l heavy cattle in the house upon green 
cut food during the summer than to turn them out upon 

the pastures, and that by doing so a greater number of 
cattle could be kept with advantage; and I am still 
ully convinced that stall feeding during the summer is 
more profitable to the farmer than turning the cattle 
loose upon the pastures. 

f we admit this to be the case, it appears also quite 
evident that a farm nearly all in tillage will carry a 
much greater number of cattle to advantage than what 
a farm half arable’ and half Grass would do. On the 
former, if a suitable course of cropping be adopted, I 
have no doubt but that every requisite kind of food may 
be produced, to keep more than one-third additional 
cattle, particularly [fatting cattle, over what could be 
kept if the same farm were half arable and half Grass. 
expect before long to see Linseed used as a general 

ingredient for feeding cattle on almost every farm, and 
not only this, I also expect to see every farmer grow 
his own Lioseed tor that purpose. It is true that Flax 
has from time i ial been cond das a scourg- 
ing and injurious crop, and therefore it has been in 
many farm leases and agreements prohibited from being 
grown; but for all this I-very: much doubt if it is a 
more exhausting crop than ‘several others that are 
grown ; and the principal reason of its being thought a 
scourging crop has, I believe, arisen from an improper 
course of cropping having been pursued, and thereby 
the fertility of the land in some cases injured ; whereas 
the great art in following out a proper course or rota- 
tion of cropping, is to adopt such a scheme that no par- 
ticular erop may follow another, which has already ex- 
tracted from the soil a great portion of the principal 
ingredients required for the succeeding crop, without 
first adding to that land such a description of manure 
as shall remedy the defect. 

I may here also name that at another of our former 
i ions * the P i dvantage and profitable 

cultivation of old Grass land as compared with arable 
land of similar quality,” I showed that it required at 
the very least two acres of good Grass land to keep a 
fatting beast for ‘a year, and I now wish to show, as 
clearly as I am convinced myself, that less than an 
acre and a half of medium tillage land, by adopting a 
proper system, will do the same thing, and feed the 
cattle much faster than the old method. There are 
already some gentlemen in our neighbourhood 
who are using considerable quantities of Linseed 
as steamed food along with meal, cut straw and 
Turnips for winter} feeding, and I may name Mr. 
Hutton, of Sowber-hill in particular, as having 
adopted this system. I had an opportunity, in com- 
pany with our chairman and Mr. Johnson, of seeing 
the whole process he adopts of preparing the food and 
the way in which the stock seemed to thrive upon it. 
He gave us in detail all the different items of expense 
that he was at in the preparation of the food ; and 
during the few hours that we spent at Sowber-hill, we 
were three different times among the cattle, and each 
time found them lying down resting ; in fact, their 
quiet appearance and healthy thriving condition was 
such that we felt perfectly satisfied that they were 
feeding in a very superior manner; and Mr. Hutton 
quite convinced us that by using the steamed food along 
with Turnips, he could feed at least twice the number 
of beasts with the same quantity of Turnips that he for- 
merly did, and that in a much less time. Now, in 
order to explain my idea on this matter, it will be re- 
quisite to go a little into detail to show what may be 
lone by growing such produce upon a farm as is requi- 

site for cattle feeding, viz. Corn, Linseed, and Turnips ; 
also. Rape, Tares, Clover, and Rye-Grass. Now, an 
acre and a quarter of land will grow 208 stones of corn, 
another acre and a quarter will produce 90 stones of 
Linseed ; and upon three quarters of an acre you ma; 
grow 14 tons of Turnips. Now these quantities, the 
corn being ground into meal, the Linseed steamed, and 
both mixed as required with a sufficient quantity of cut 
straw, will, with the addition of the 14 tons of Turnips, 
be ample for feeding four beasts during the whole of the 
26 weeks of the winter half-year. This would be at the 
rate of two feeds of the compound and two feeds of 
Turnips in each day. Then for the summer half-year 
I am pretty certain that it would be a considerable ad- 
vantage to give one feed of compound per day, along 
with mown Clover, Tares, or Rape, and by this means 
$ of an acre of corn, of an acre of Linseed, with 
l4 acre of Rape, Tares, and Clover, would be sufficient 
to feed four beasts through the 26 weeks of the summer 
half-year. Thus the quantity of land required to feed 
four full-grown beasts for a year is 6 acres. 

But the whole of the produce of the 6 acres would 
not be required; for you will recollect that in this cal- 
culation I named 13 acres of Linseed. Now, if the fibre 
on this 1$ acres of Flax be rough dressed for the 
market, it will yield a profit of about 127 10s., inde- 
pendent of the Linseed used for the cattle feeding ; an? 
therefore this being the case, if we reckon 5 acres, we 
shall be much nearer the truth. Now, if it be found 
by experience that Flax is a more remunerative and 
profitable erop than most others, I do not see why it 
should not be grown under proper management, when 
it is also seen that the seed is so valuable in the feeding 
of cattle, besides which it is now well'known that the 
manure produced by Linseed feeding is much more 
valuable than that produced by ordinary stall feeding ; 
but the most profitable part of the crop is the fibre of 
Flax. I have taken some pains in endeavouring to 
ascertain the expenses of rearing and preparing a crop 
of Flax, and I find that the profits thereon are gene- 
rall much greater than upon ordinary crops of corn, 

q 

and from the information I have got I am led to believe 
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that 40 Stones per acre is certainly not above an average | was, he thought, utterly impossible for the present meet- 

crop j' but which, without reckoning anything for the | ing to come to any correct conelusion; for although'Mr. 

seed produced, would yield a'profit of about 7/, per acre. | Dixon had entered pretty largely om the subject; yet 

The expenses of cultivating an acre of Flax, and pre- 

paring it for sale, will be about-as follows :— 
£. 

Rent of 1 acre of land . 
08 Fe . 

Ploughing, harrowing, &c. 
Seed, 23 bushels .. . 
Weeding 
Pullin: 
Saving and dress 
Watering and gr: 
Carting home E 
Seutehing 40 stones oocooooocooon 

Total expense per acre m .. £10 4°0 

40 stones of Flax, at 7s. «+ m eM 

18 bushels ofseéd, at (s... oe au iB 

Total produce per acre d mo Fon 
Deduct expenses as above e e LOS 

Profit. per acre e. m 

I must beg pardon for digressing from the question 

at issue, but-I have done so to show that it is desirable 

that each farm should produce its own Linseed for 

feeding, and that it is profitable to do so ; and also to 

show that it would not be fair to take the whole 6 

acres which I before named. into account for the feed- 

ing of four beasts for 12 months, but that 5 acres are 
sufficient as follows :— 

First, for the sumnier 26 weeks. 

Land to grow Corn for-meal .. 
, Linseed for steaming 

Se Clover, Tares and Rape » ” 

Total quantity for summer m 

Then for the winter 26 weeks, 
Land to grow Gorn for m. ea ^ 

» » Linseed for steaming 
» ,  Turnips 

Total for winter oo ^ so 2S "100 
Total for summer  .. m 2.8.0 

Totalfor the year |.. oe oe 6 0 40 
Deduct for the Flax crop — .- son oo 

Quantity of land required .. 500 

This shows. that 5. acres. of arable, land, of. medium 

quality, under proper. cultivation, is. sufficient. to~ feed 

four full-sized beasts for 12 months; whereas on a farm 

half arable and half Grass 8 acres, at least would be 
required to do this ; therefore this I think, shows pretty 
clearly that a considerable quantity of more.stock may 
be kept upon a farm in which, the.Jand is chiefly under 
the plough. Now, I would not. confine the system to 
feeding beasts ; if it answer-well: for fat stock, I don't 
see why it should not.answer well for milk. cows. and 
other heavy cattle, A farmer's milk eow, upon ordi- 

nary land, generally consumes. from an.acre;and a half 
to 2 acres for her summer’s.keep, and about.as much 
more for winter ; but I have. no.doubt if. the same cow 
were fed in the house upon ;cut food, with a feed per 
day of the compound, that.one half the quantity. of land 
would be ample for the same. purpose. Then if this be 
so, there can. be no: doubt ..but..similar. results would 
obtain in all cases of heavy stock.being fed in the. stall 
instead of in the pasture. 

From inquiries which Ihave made, I find. that in 
winter feeding»with the steamed compound, the follow- 
ing quantity is sufficient for a grown beast per day :— 

Linseed ^ . m s. i2 Ibs, 
Ground Corn .« m oe XO we 
Cut straw = f- 2 UE Un. 
Turnips E. 30 

This quantity is. given in two feeds of the compound 
and two feeds of Turnips, and a little straw is also given 
at night. Milk cows and other cattle might have one 
feed per day of this compound along with their ordinary 
food. The great advantage derived from the use of the 
compound which I have now partially described, seems 
to arise in different ways—Ist, from the food being cut, 
round, and given in a warm state, both mastication and 
igestion are considerably assisted, and thereby the 

animals obtain more rest, and consequently fatten in 
less time. 2d— By using the compound a greater num- 
ber of cattle can be fed, which is a very important mat- 
ter, more particularly where Turnips are not plentiful ; 
and 3d, the manure produced by this method of feeding 
is found to be more yaluable than by Turnip-feeding only. 

Henry Chaytor, Esq., of Clerveaux Castle, said that 
if the system of stall or box-feeding cattle were carried 
out to a greater extent tham at present, he had no 
doubt but that it would be beneficial, more particularly 
if the Linseed required for the purpose was cultivated 
and grown upon the farm where if was consumed, and 
he had very little doubt but that the system detailed by 
Mr. Dixon might be carried out successfully as well as 
beneficially, and if the fibre of the Flax could be profit- 
ably saved and prepared for the-manufacture, which he 
did not sce any reason to doubt, he thought it would be 
the means of producing a good deal of labour in vacant 
seasons for the wives and families of the labouring men, 
which he considered would be'a very good thing. Now 
a good deal had been said with regard to Flax being 
an exhausting crop, and no doubt it might be so ; yet 
he had reason to believe that Wheat and some other 
crops were also exhausters' of“ the’land, perhaps as 
much as Flax ; therefore, in’ that respect he fancied 
there was no difficulty but what could be removed by 
judicious cultivation, and a proper course of cropping. 

ut in discussing this ‘subject there were so man 
things which ought to be taken into account, that it 

there were many points. which bore upon the subject 

that would require:explanation yas for instance, he had 

not shown how it would answer to stall feed in summer 
with Grass eut-from «old. sward; in comparison: with 
Tares, Clover, or Rape, He, also»thought,that--Mr. 
Dixon’s estimate of. the expenses of .cultivating an. acre 

of land and winning the Flax was too high, as was also 

the value that he put,upon the Flax itself, and perhaps 

upon the whole he had shown rather too great a profit 

upon an aere of Flax upon ordinary land; yet there 

was no doubt but the profit would be equal, if not su- 

perior to the profits upon ordinary crops of corn, if at 
all judieiodsly managed. . 

Mr. Walton said that the system of: house-feeding 

cattle, as described by Mr. Dixon would:impose a con- 

siderable inerease of labour, and labour in his neigh- 

bourhood was scarce, and he was afraid that i& would be 

difficult'to carry the scheme out to advantage except in 

large establishments where men could be specially em- 

ployed to attend to the preparation of the food and feed- 

ing of the cattle only. 

FORM OF SCOTCH’ LEASE, 
Hayrne seen the subject of leases discussed in your 

columns, I send you a draught of one which I consider 

advantageous both for landlord and tenant.—T7.' P. D 

* Itis contracted, agreed, and finally ended, between 
the parties following, viz. A.B., proprietor of the lands 

and others after mentioned on the one part, and C. D. 

present tenant of the farm of on the other, part, 

in manner following, that is. to say the said A. D. sets, 

and in tack. and assedation lets, to the said C.: D., 
and his heirs and executors, the farm and pre- 
mises called, E., in. the parish of F.,and county of G., 

all as presently occupied by H. J., on a lease of 20 years, 

from the term of Michaelmas, 1847, but expressly ex- 

eluding all: sub-tenants or assignees whether partial or 

total, legal-or’ conventional. nd the said A. B. 

reserves to himself, his heirs: and successors, all wood, 

timber, and underwood, growing or to be grown, upon 

the said farm of E,, with full right to him and them, or 
those having his or, their. authority, to enter: the said 
lands for the purpose of cutting, and carrying away the 
same, and if necessary to make roads for that purpose, 

always providing that, the said A, D. or his,aforesaids, 
shall pay to the said C. D. or his aforesaids, all surface 
damage done in the said cutting and carrying away of 
the foresaid wood or timber, and that at the valuation of 

neutral men mutually chosen, or their umpire. And 

the said A, B. reserves to himself and his aforesaids all 

mines and. minerals in: the said: farm’of E., with full 
right to work, win, and: carry away the same, and if 
necessary to make roads, for.that purpose, the surface 
damage being fixed.and. paid. for. as above. Also the 
said A. B. reserves.to himself. and his aforesaids all the 
game upon the.said farm with full liberty for him or 
them,or those having hisor their authority, to enter upon 

and hunt, shoot, or course over the said farm of E. 
Also the said A. B. reserves to himself and his afore- 

saids a right of altering old or making new roads 

through the said farm, and of straightening marches 
with the neighbouring proprietors or tenants, and the 
value of the land added to or taken from the said farm 

by such alterations to -be fixed by neutral men chosen 
as aforesaid, and. the said value to be added to or taken 
from the rent after-named as the case may be. And on 

the other part the said C. D. binds and obliges himself, 
his heirs and executors; to pay to the, said A. B. or his 
heirs and successors, or to his or their agent for the time 
being the sum of £ sterling, of annual rent, and that 
at two terms in the year, viz. Michaelmas and Lady- 
day, and commencing the said termly payments at the 
term of Michaelmas, 1848, and so on yearly and termly 
thereafter during the currency of this lease, and in case 
of failure in any of the termly: payments, the said C. D. 
shall be bound as he hereby binds:and obliges himself 
and his aforesaids, to pay legal: interest: thereon during 
non-payment thereof. And further, the said C. D 
binds and obliges himself and) his aforesaids to pay as 
they become due all.publie and parochial burdens (ex- 
cept landlord’s income-tax .and land-tax). Also to 
insure the buildings against loss by fire with some re- 
spectable insurance company, and to produce their 
receipts when required to do so ; and to keep the said 
buildings: andall gates and fences in good tenantable 
condition and repair, the proprietor supplying material 
in the rough for that purpose. And it is hereby ex- 
pressly provided and declared that at no time during 
the curreney of this lease shall any of the Grass land 
be broken up without the permission in writing of the 
proprietor or his agent for the time being. And in the 
event of any of the said Grass land being broken up 
without such permission, the said C. D. hereby binds 
and obliges’ himself and his aforesaids to pay to the 
said A. B. or his foresaids, or to his or their agent for 
the time being the sum of 4/, of additional annual 
rent for each acre so broken up, and that not as a penal 
but a stipulated rent. And in regard to the cultivati 

| during the currency of this: shallany straw, fodder, 

or green erop be sold or:earried-0ff the-farm, but shall 
all be consumed thereon. " And/further' it is proyided 
and declared, that at the termination of this lease the 
said C. D. or his foresaids shall leave to the proprietor 
or his ineoming tenant at least one-third of the whole 
arable land as a fallow brake. And further, in con- 
sideration of much of the said lands of E. being wet, 
the said A. B, hereby binds.and obliges himself and his 
foresaids to thorough drain all the said wet land, and 
that within the first five years of this lease, for which 

the said C. D. binds and obliges himself and. his fore- 
saids to pay to the said A. B. and his foresaids, or to 

his or their agent for the time being in addition to and 

along with the rent aforesaid, 5 per cent. per annum on 
the amount so expended, commencing the first payment 

at the first term after the work is done. And further, 

upon the said C. Dior his foresaids leaving the-said 
farm of E. at the conclusion of this | lease, viz. 
Michaelmas 1867, the ‘said A. B. binds and obliges 

himself {and his foresaids, or his or their in-coming 
tenant, to give to the said C. D., or, his foresaids, full 
permission to consume. his T s and other green 

crops, as well as straw, in the yards and farm-buildings, 
of which he shall retain oecupation until. the following 

Lady-day (but providing that the in-coming tenant 

shall have the use of the stable, hay-room, eart-shed, 

and dwelling-house) ; also permission to consume such a 

portion of his root crop in the field on which they have 

grown as he may, according to his usual practice, deem 

advisable, the occupation of these! fields: being allowed 

him until the 1st of Feb. in the following year (1868) ; 

also. the. market value (to be determined. by-neutral 
men mutually .chosen, . or their umpire) ofall made 

manure which, may be on the farra or: premises when 

he finally leaves them at, Lady-dayy as,aloresaid ;..also 
the full value of all Clover and bay-seed sown, according 
to his usual practice, with his last grain crop ;* also half 

the cost of the manure and cultivation of his or their last 
fallow crops, the same to be determined by the referees 

aforesaid, according to their rea! cost and value respèct- 

ively, ` And further the said C. D. binds and ‘obliges 

himself and his foresaids to remove forth ‘and from the 

said farm of E, at the aforesaid term. of Michaelmas, 
with the pti above ioned ; and finallycto 

remove his or their servants, cattle, goods, and, chattels 

at foresaid term. of Lady-day, 1868, without, any: warn- 

ing whatever, and in ease of failure the said C.D, binds 

and obliges himself and his foresaids to pay to the said 

A. B. or his foresaids, or to his or their agent for the 

time, 4/. sterling of additional rent for each. acre so 

oceupied after the aforesaid terms of removal, and that 

not asa penal, but as a stipulated rent. ‘And: lastly 

both parties bind and oblige themselves and their fore- 

saids to fulfil the foregoing covenants to each/ other, 

and. that: under a penalty of £ . sterling, to bespaid by 

the party failing to the party observing or willing! to 
observe, and that over and above performance pand eon- 
sent to the registration hereof in the books. of council 
and session, or others competent, therein to remain, for 

preservation; and, if necessary, that letters of horning, 

and all other execution, may pass hereon in, form,as 

effeirs, and for that purpose constitute 
our proeurators." 

In witness whereof, &c." 

Home Correspondence. 
Tenant Rights.—The tenant right question appears 

to me to have never yet been -presented fairly to: public 
consideration. Itis the subject of frequent.diseussion 
at farmers’ clubs, and has not seldom been-handledsby 
your own correspondents; yet I confess, my, opinion 
that there have been great defects in. the arguments 
hitherto brought forward, arising chiefly from»their 
one-sidedness, whilst the case itself has been shrouded 
too much in generalities. With your permission I will 
throw out a few scattered ideas on the subject, for, the 
purpose of promoting reflection and future discussion 
amongst your numerous correspondents interested in 
the question. | If I haverightly collected the prevailing 

i at: the; di: j ave before alluded:to, 
I shall be correct in» stating the tenant/s demand tobe, 
that.at the: termination of his tenancy he. shalbreceive 
compensation from his landlord. or the in-eoming; tenant 
for the improved condition of his farm duxing his oecu- 
pancy, whether from the erection or repair of buildings, 
drainage, or superior management of his land, such im- 
provements having been accomplished at the tenant’s 
eost exclusively. Now it must be evident to all dis- 
passionate minds that a claim so broadly based as this 
would. operate with the greatest injustice to landlords, 
and would ultimately re-act. against: tenants. || T admit 
that it is the duty as well as the interest ofa landlord 
to grant his tenant such a termand interest inithedand 
as will enable him to secure a beneficial return fromthe 
investment of his capital in the best and most approved 
system of husbandry, and I assume a 21 years’ lease 
absolute to be the proper period ; but having done this, 
I deny that a tenant can have any just claim on. his 
landlord for eompensation at the end of his term, for 

of the said lands of E. it is hereby expressly provided 

and declared that’ at no time during the currency of 

this lease shall there be more than one crop suffered to 

mature its seed on the same ground without a fallow or 

green crop intervening; but providing that should 

the said C. D. or his foresaids see fit, he or they shall 

be allowed, but not oftener than once in six years, to 
take a erop of Beans, Peas, or other pulse crop. 
itis further provided and declared that at no time 

any imp ay make on his farm, whether 
by drainage or superior ‘cultivation, or otherwise, un- 
less by mutual agreement between them. The Jandlord 
has an absolute moral right to expect that his Jand shall 
be managed according to the most improved: course of 
husbandry ; and if we are.to have recourse to legislative 
enactments to settle the relative rights between land- 
lord and tenant, I do not know that a more reasonable 

The next claim, though most desirable, I have neyer,seen x 
| in a Scoteh lease, 
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provision, and 
classes, and “tg 

hee 2 is from 
„neir lands to tenants possessing less than 107. 

E 

1. gerative upon them, under the penalty of a competent 

sabour rate, to maintain in annual employ such a number 
of labourers on the land as, according to a survey to be 
made septennially of the parish, shall be awarded to be 
requisite for the full and complete management of land 
on the most approved system of husbandry. Something 

of this sort, in conjunction with am aet abolishing the 

duties on all building materials, and compelling the 
1 hol to bui and comfortable cot- 

tages for their labourers, would soon empty the union- 
houses—those sinks of disease and'd lizat re- 

x both | attention 

derived from extended experience and science “were 

unknown. {T confess, until I had read Mr. Parkes’s 
Essay on “The ' Temperature of Soils as affected by 
Drainage,” I was at a loss to give satisfactory explana- 
tions for my practice, although I had come to the same 
conelusion that reading his works will, I think, at once 
bring every one. "To his works I would refer all who 
are about to drain, for it is a lamentable fact that by 
far the greater portion of the money spent in draining 
is comparatively lost, aud as yet few are aware of the 
full benefit to be gained. One of the most important 
benefits to be derived from drainage is a higher tempe- 
rature in the spring of the surface soil—a benefit of 

t i in ourcli but whichis notfülly at- 

duce the poor-rate, reclaim morals, and bring the land 

into ‘such a state of fertility and beauty as to gratify 
both the moral and physical sense.—R. L. 

White Mustard.—kaving seen inthe “Journal of 
the Royal Agricultural Society,” vol. vii., page 31,a 
prize Essay on White Mustard, by Thomas Cooke Bur- 
roughes, recommending it as a green crop to be-grown 
on poor land and‘ ploughed in as manure for crop of 
Wheat, I shall be much obliged to you or any'of the 
readers of ‘your widely-cixeulated paper for inf À 
on this subject, arising either from their experience or 
from their observation of the practice of others. The 
result-of the experiments ‘tried by Mr. Burroughes, 
appears to me to be of the utmost consequence to the 
occupiers of mountain lands, as there are millions of 
acres in this kiugdom at present destined to the starva- 
tion of a few poor miserable sheep ; but which if made 
capable of producing tolerable crops of corn atso cheap 
arate as that related by Mr. Burroughes, will in future 
render this kingdom independent of foreign supply. By 
paring, burning, and liming an old sward, we get a crop 
of Buckwheat, which if ploughed down will give a tole- 
rable crop of Wheat, which is generally followed 
by a erop of Barley or Oats, and there the matter 
ends, as the land by such practice becomes so deteri- 
orated as to be incapable of producing more than a 
poor crop of Grass, and the land is generally left un- 
tilled for many-years before it can again be pared and 
burnt with a chance of success, as Buckwheat sown 
without a good supply of ashes will not produce more 
than a thin stunted erop not half.sufficient to plough 
down as manure for a crop of any sort.of corn, Is 
there anything beside White Mustard which may be 
expected to produce on our poor thin soils:a sufficient 
green crop to be ploughed down as manure? . Sir 
Humphrey Davy in. his “Agricultural Lectures,” 

page 243, says: ' All green succulent plants contain 
saccharine or mucilaginous matter, with woody fibre 
and readily ferment. They cannot, therefore, if in- 
tended for manure, be used too soon after their deat 
When green crops are to be employed for enriching a 
Soil, they should be ploughed in, if it be possible, when 
in flower, or at the time the flower is beginning to 
appear; for it is at this period that they contain the 
largest quantity of easily.soluble matter. Green crops, 
pond-weeds, the paring of hedges and ditches, or any 
kind of fresh vegetable matter; require no preparation 
to fit them for manure. The decomposition slowly pro- 
ceeds beneath the soil. The soluble matters are gra- 
dually dissolved, and the slight fermentation that goes 
on, checked by the want of a free communication, of air, 
tends to render the woody fibre soluble without occa- 
Sioning the rapid dissipation of elastic matter." : May I 
beg the fayour of an early insertion of the above in your 
excellent paper as may be convenient, as I apprehend 
there are many thousands of the occupiers of mountain 
lands who are deeply interested in the information they 
May receive through your means as well as—A Moun- 
taineer. 

Prevention of Foot-rot in Shed-feeding Sheep.—1n 
reply to “ Thomas Dixon’s ” inquiry respecting the foot- 
Tot in shed-feeding sheep, I beg to refer him to Mr. 
Karkeek’s prize report of the Farming of Cornwall, in 
the “ Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society,’’ page 
450, where it is stated, “that the foot-rot was easily 
prevented by carting a quantity of earth, in the form of 
a mound, in the centre of the yard attached to the shed, 
upon which are occasionally strewed small quantities of 

slaked lime, aud that simple remedy has prevented the 
disease," —From a Correspondent. 

The Principles of Draining.—Experience had long 
‘shown to me the important difference between drains 

of 24 and 4 feet in, depth many years before Mr. 

Parkes had written on the subject, and so satisfactorily 
removed all doubts by his conclusive reasonings and 

experiments, I had found out that the deepest drains 

were the cheapest, most durable, and far more effectual 

in all soils; hence in all my practice I have long since 
abandoned putting in any in arable land at less than 
four feet. I have repeatedly had to redrain land that 
had been previously drained at shallow depths, and 
seen that the deeper drains run first, the longest, and 

discharged the greatest volume, and removed the cold 
damp from the surface, which the shallower had failed 

to do, The practice of shallow, draining has arisen from 
the erroneous impression prevailing. that their use is to 
take the surface water, and not to permit it to first 

- soak down, whereas no rain water should pass off the 

ground, but all should be encouraged to go through it, 
and which, with proper tillage and drainage, it will do. 
Drains, are intended to: prevent the return of water 
Upwards, and not to admit water from above. That 

aining is so little understood is hardly to be won- 
dered at, when we consider that until Mr. Parkes's 

th. | fall, and then there is every chance of the drain being 

tained by drains of lessthan4 feet deep, and searcely felt at 
all when only 21 feet. If rain passes through the soil 
to the depth of 4 feet, the temperature of the soil, by 

the passage of the water, is considerably raised ; whilst 
on the contrary, if drained only 24 feet down, the 
water from below is soaked upwards to the surface by 

eapillary attraction, and will be continually passing off 

by evaporation—this vise of water, and the effect of 

evaporation producing extreme cold in the spring, ap- 

pears too often unknown, Ihave drained all descrip- 
tions of soil, and as yet have never seen occasion to 
drain arable land less than 4 feet in depth, nor at dis- 
tances less than 35 feet; of course the distance from 

35 feet upwards will vary with the character of the soil, 

the lighter requiring fewer drains ; but I take 4 feet to 

be the best depth for all soils, and the least expensive. 

I pay 9d. per rod for cutting and laying and filling-in 

4 feet drains; but labour in England varies con- 

siderably. ‘There are draining tools, which, in the 

hands of men aceustomed to them and to the work, 

enable them to earn 3s. or 3s. 6d. per day at this rate 

of pay per rod. There is no material equal to tiles or 

pipes. The labour of picking and breaking stones is 

nearly equivalent to the cost of tiles. Where fuel is 

moderate, 14-inch tiles may be made at from 10s. to 

18s. per 1000, the cost of coals being from 8s. to 28s. 

per ton; and about 750 are sufficient for an acre at 

40 feet distances. If tilesare used, no stones should be 

put on them. I put a little Heath or straw on the tiles 

to prevent their dislodgement by the fall of the earth in 

filling in, or.soil working in at the joints. At the prices 

I have given draining costs from 65s. to 90s. per acre, 

including carriage of materials ; I never use pipes or 

tiles less than 14 inch bore. I think the use of stones 
alone is objectionable, and have lately heard great com- 

plaints where they have been used, and the draining cost 

from 8/. to 97, per acre. All drains should be carried 
directly up the fall, never across. The object in view 
should be ever to give an even current with the greatest 

permanent and always washing itself clean. A know- 

ledge of geology will much assist in arranging the 
direction of the drains; cutting across the lines of 
strata or deposits lets out. the water that lies between 
them. Before draining examine your land by sinking 
little wells 4 or 5 feet deep ; andif you find a porous 
substratum that allows water to freely pass down, and 
you are not shown that water rises in winter, do not 
drain, for no benefit can acerue therefrom.— Hewitt 
Davis. 

Tenant Highis.— When I penned my former letter to 
you on this subject, to which your correspondent, “A 

Northumberland Farmer," takes so much exception, I 
of course expected that it would provoke some angry 

replies, and was prepared to sustain them as every man 
ought to be who ventures to mingle passion with argu- 
ment. Allow me, however, to set my northern friend 
right on one or two points where he has fallen into 
error. Your correspondent * R, L.” is not * A. Lincoln’s- 
inn Receiver.” - He is whatvhe: represented: himself to 

be, a landlord ; and one whose tenants do not clamour 
for tenants’ rights; one who has always been ready to 

meet his tenants, more than “half way-in any improve- 

ments ‘they may require or suggest on’ their. lands, 

whether in draining or the erection of farm buildings, 

removal of timber.or otherwise. Whether ** A North- 

umberland Farmer” be what he represents himself 

cted to it, the practice had been ge- j 
d | nerally confined to tenant farmers, and the advantages 

animal food, on a given quantity of food ; and l-believe 
it has also been proved that a.cow will give more milk 
when stall-fed, and.the.amilk: (will -throw.up.-more 
cream (Tam speaking particularly of winter), than: when 
she is suffered to range throughout the day or-a.por- 
tion-of-it.on: a meadow, although -she.may. be-housed 
at night and secure a'fair allowance of roots^and 

hay. Whether there is more profit ‘none Way ‘or! the 
other is not the point at which.at.present I.wish ta 

arrive ; but do. you ‘mot’ conceive that»the flesh of a 
beast or sheep which is allowed the greatest quantity of 

liberty consistent with making a sufficiency of fat, would 
be’ not: only x:ore :agreeable to the- palate, but more 
wholesome ; and that the cream of a cow só' treated 
would makesuperior butter. [We should imagine:so.] 
By wholesome, I. mean:more easily digested. by-the de- 
bilitated stomachs of ‘those who move in the-higher 
classes of life. ^ Venison.eaters all know that it. is; not 
worth eating if it has been fed in small enclosures;and 
is far inferior to good mutton, although it may be made 
very fat. "Why should not the flesh of beef and mutton 
suffer in the same way ; and if this beso, I camseeno 
reason why a man who kills his own mutton -and:par- 
takes of his own dairy should-deteriorate the quality of 
either for the sake of a little quantity. “There is nothing 
more unpatriotic in it than in preserving game; which 
certainly eat and destroy food "which would produee'far 
greater weights than their own‘earcases if consumed by 
domesticated animals. ` This said game, by the way, and 
venison (properly reared), are always recommended*by 
the faculty when the digestive powers are notin plough. 
boy order. Is not this confirmative of my views? To 
determine this point;is of more importance tham any at 
rst sight appear; for it is next to impossible for. the 

class of persons I am speaking'of to carry out the-un- 
natural-system to perfection; it requires the constant 
attention of the principal, and the chances are; if he 
attempt it, that as much (or more) food is consumed or 
wasted asin the more natural way [No ! No !], and’ if 
Iam right in my conjectures, he puts into his unfortu- 
nate stomach a worse quality of food —W. C. 

Societies. 
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY or ENGLAND, 

A Weekly Council was held at the Society’s house; in 
Hanoyer-square, on Wednesday, the 9th December ; 
‘present, the Earr of Eemonr, President; in the chair, 
Duke of Richmond, Lord Portman, Lord Southampton, 
Hon. H.W. Wilson, Sir’ Matthew White Ridley, Bart., 
David Barclay, Esq., M.P., Thomas Raymond Barker, 
Esq., Samuel Bennett, Esq., Humphrey Brandreth, 
Esq., W. R. Browne, Esq., Colonel Challoner, John 
Bell Crompton, Esq., Richard Garrett, Esq., Brandreth 
Gibbs; Esq., W. G. Hayter, Esq., M.P., ,C. “Hillyard, 
Esq., W. Fisher Hobbs, Esq., John Hudson, -Esq., 
Samuel Jonas, Esq., John Kinder, Esq., Philip Pusey, 
Esq. M.P., Professor Sewell, William Shaw,’ Esq., 
William Shaw, jun., Esq, H. S. Thompson, Esq., 
George Turner, Esq., Thomas Umbers, {Esq W.B. 
Wingate, Esq., B. Almaek, Esq, J. B. Browne, Esq., 
Rev. Daniel Gwilt, Rev. James; Linton, Samuel Solly, 
Esq., Thos. Tweed, Esq., and F. E. Williams, Esq. 

The following new members were elected :— 
Freeman, John Gardner, Rockfield, Hereford 

Nash, Thomas T., Great Chesterford, Saffron Walden, Essex 
Greg, Thomas, Ballymenock, Belfast 
T Rev. H. D. Cockburn, Weaverthorpe, Sledmere, 

Pe Gloucester road; Regents Park, London 
Longmore, George, Orleton Court Farm, Ludlow; Salop 
Smith, James, Icklesham, Rye, Sussex 

ry-road, Canterbury 
veley Hill House, Birmingham 

Oswald, Thomas, Old Pala 
amsden, Henry, Ledstone, Pontefract, Yorkshire 

Sancton, Philip, The Ley, Ley Lane, St. Alban's, Herts 
Jacson, Charles Roger, Barton, Preston, Lancashire. 

The names of 10 candidates for election into’ the 
Society at the next meeting were then read. 

RIZE Essivs.—Mr. Pusey, M.P., chairman of the 
Journal Committee, reported the adjudication of prizes 
for Essays. 

MISCELLANEOUS COMMUNICATIONS. 
ieati from Viscount Palmerston, H.M; Principal 

I entertain some doubts. I happen to know g 

of the north ; a shrewd race inhabit there, and should 

it really be the locale of your correspondent, the “Ama- 

Secretary of State for the Foreign Department, havingye- 

ference to Reports on the Potato Disease in Poland and the 
United States of America, 

2.0 icati on the Potato Disease, from Mr. 
teur," I feel inclined to believe he must have g 

thither from Cockney-land, perhaps from Lincon's-inn ; 

in which case one may reasonably account for his un- 

profitable farming, and why his landlord ‘refuses: to 

drain for such a tenant. Badinage however apart, I 

wish to say that, according to my experience, no-re- 

spectable landlord ever refuses to grant his tenant such 

aterm and interest in his farm as will render him 

secure of a remunerating return from. an outiay in capi- 

tal in the improvement of it; for although some land- 

lords will not grant leases, it is well known and under- 

stood ‘that the security of tenure is:equivalent to a! 

lease so long as the tenant fulfils ‘his part of the con- 

tract, and that in my judgment the inereasing clamour 

for tenants’. rights springs from one of the marked vices 

of the present times, viz., an inordinate thirst for eman- 

cipation from all ties and obligations, civil and religious. 

They have cast- off the church, and the next attempt 

will be to reduce the land-owner to the condition of a 
mere annuitant, This will not, however, be accom- 

plished without a struggle.—H. L. 
House-fed. Cattle.—There can be no doubt, if there 

is any truth in Liebig’s doctrine, that a beast or sheep 

Dr. Reidy, Mr. Whytell Mr. Rogers, Mx. Tilleard Ward, 
and Mr. C. Williams. 

3. A Paper on Mineral Poisons used as Therapeutic Agents by 
the Agriculturist, from Mr. Read, of Crediton. 

4. Specimens of Soil from a field in Jamaica; on the property 

of M; ‘ord, known as the “Lightning Field," on:nc- 
count of ‘its peculiar liability to injury duxing;thunder. 
storms, 
A communication from Dr. Spurgin, of Guildford.street, 
explaining the construction and advantages of a portable 

contrivance for supplying given quantities of liquid manure 
to the roots of plants, 

6. Communications from Mr. Dean and Mr. Charnock on 
Draining Tiles. 

T. A copy of Mr. Raynbird's new Work.on Grasses, illustrated 
by natural specimens dried for the purpose, and guardedin 
the alternate leaves of the work on pages opposite to the 
letter-press. 

E 
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9. Letter from Dr. D 

10. 
11. R 

es, n 
13. Letters from: Mr, Mumford, Mr. ‘Piper; Mr, Fairbank, and 

T; i MT 

stallor shed-fed will produce the greatest quantity of 
; Mari , 

14, Letter from "Mr. Salmon, of Bristol, on Guano 
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15. Letter from Mr. Broadhedä, of Stainsby Mill, on the preser- | 
vation of Hay and Corn. 

16. A communication from Mr. Osborn, on the application of 
to the cultivation of land. 

17, A present from Mr. Shaw, of Cotton End, near Northamp- 
i ade by Samuel 

rpendicularly, and thus forming apertures in 

i ans of which a 
more complete circulation of air is effecte 

18. A present from Mr. Casella, of Hatton Garden, of a self- 
, registering Thermometer. 

19. A present from Mr. Henry ‘Strafford, of Moreton Villas, 

amden Town, of the 6th volume (in continuation by him) 

of Coates's Herd Book of short-horned Cattle. 
20. A present from Mr, T. C. Eyton, of Donnerville, Wellington, 

Salop, of the 1st volume of the Herd Book of Hereford 

Cattle. 

S 

A present from Mr. Glover, Secretary to the Newcastle 
Farmers’ Club, of a copy of his paper on the cultivation of 
Flax, and the fattening of Cattle by Box-feeding. 

A Dr from the Royal Society of Agriculture at Lyons, 

of the current volume òf their Transactions. 

23, A plan for an Agricultural Repository, from Mr. A. F. 

Campbell. _ t 
The Council, having ordered thanks to be returned 

for the favour of these communications, adjourned, on 

the motion of Mr. Raymond Barker, over the usual 
Christmas. recess, to the first Wednesday in February. 

21, 

22. 

A Specran CouwcrL, by order of the President, was 
then held, at which Lord Portman, as Chairman of the 
General Northampton Committee, reported to the Coun- 
cil the recommendations of that Committee, which were 
unanimously adopted ; and the Report of the Council to 

e General Meeting on the ensuing Saturday, was 
unanimously agreed to. - 

A Specrat Couwcir, under the Bye-laws of the So- 
ciety, was held on Thursday, the 10th of December : 
resent, the Earl of Ecwowr, President, in the chair ; 
uke of Richmond, Sir Matthew White Ridley, Bart., 

Thomas Raymond Barker, Esq., S. Bennett, Esq., H. 
Brandreth, Esq., Colonel Challoner, F. C. Cherry, Esq., 

John Bell Crompton, Esq., S. Druce, Esq., John Ell- 
man, Esq. R. Garrett, Esq., B. Gibbs, Esq., C. Hill- 
ard, Esq., W. Fisher Hobbs, Esq., S. Jonas Esq., 
ohn Kinder, Esq., Philip Pusey, Esq., M.P., Professor 

Sewell, William Shaw, Esq., William Shaw, jun., Esq., 
John Villiers Shelley, Esq., Robert Smith, Esq., W. 
R. C. Stansfield, Esq., M.P., Charles Stokes, Esq., 
H. S. Thompson, Esq. George Turner, Esq., and 
Thomas Umbers, Esq. 

Sir Marraew RipLEY having laid before the Council 
a ication from Mr. Rok of Lees, near 
Coldstream, in reference to the condition applied to the 
Society’s prize at Newcastle for thorough-bred Stallions; 
and Mr. SHELLEY a letter from Mr. Parkes, the con- 
sulting engineer to the Society, on the subject of the 
Prizes for Implements, the Couneil proceeded to the 

ideration and di: ion of the several Prizes for 
the Northampton Meeting in 1847 ; and having ar- 

red the Prize-sheet for that occasion, in which a sum 
of 15007. is appropriated to the Prizes of next year 

(independently of the sum of 3507. previously voted for 
Essays and Reports), the Council declared the prizesto be 
finally determined, and ordered printed copies of the new 
Prize-sheet to be immediately prepared, for tlie purpose 
of being laid on the table at the ensuing General Meet- 
ing for the information ofthe members. The President 
notified his intention to direct a special Council to be 
summoned in February next, for the purpose of appor- 
tioning the sum voted for Implements into distinct 
prizes ‘for competition. 

Mr. Ravwowp Barker gave notice that, at the 
Monthly Council in February, he should move the “ re- 
consideration of the Report from the ‘Collection of Sub- 
seriptions Committee, with a view to limit its opera- 
tions within the originally prescribed counties, and 
eventually to bring its labours to a close.” 

The Duke of Ricumonp presented to the Society, 
from Gordon Castle, a compact fibrous mass, obtained 
from a drain which it had entirely choked up to the 
extent of from 4 to 5 feet.. The fibres had proceeded 
from the roots of an Ash-tree, growing at a distance of 
15 feet from the drains, which were 2j feet deep, and 
had been in operation for 18 months. 

The Decemper GENERAL MEETING was held on Satur- 
day last, the 12th of December, the Earl of Eawowr, 
President, in the Chair, The Secretary read the fol- 
lowing Report, which was unanimously adopted by the 
Meeting :— 

In commencing this report, the Council have no hesi- 
tation in stating that not only have facts of important 
practical bearing been obtained through the agency of 
the Society, from the varied localities of the kingdom, 
and again made known through the pages of the Jour- 
nal to its members residing in every district throughout 
the country, but a spirit of inquiry on the best means of 
effecting agricultural improvements has been excited, 
both in individuals who have extensive opportunities of 
carryin, t their views, and in local associations 
already established for agrieultural objects, through 
which the amount of experience has been increased, and 
a firmer foundztion laid for more secure advancement. 
Experiment has been actively at work, both in testing 
the accuracy of reported facts, and ascertaining for 
further application the conditions under which they 
have occurred, as well as in furnishing suggestions for 
new modes of practice, to be again submitted to the 
same strict practical investigation of condition and 
occurrence, E 

For the purpose of obtaining new and important 
facts, the Council, in addition to the prizes of the 
Society for Reports and Essays on various/[subjects, 

| Dec. 19, 
have been enabled, through the liberality of the Duke 
of Northumberland, the Marquis of Downshire, and 
Major Curteis, M.P., to enlarge the offer of its pre- 
miums. ‘For the attainment of the same end by distinct 
research, they have coneluded a satisfactory arrange- 
ment for an experimental investigation into the relation 
existing between the composition of the ashes of a plant 
and the fixed elements essentially required to be pre- 
sentin the manure or soil in which it is grown ; and 
the first report by Professors Way and Ogston, of the 
Royal Agrieultural College of Cirencester, will appear 
in the forthcoming part of the Journal. In the commu- 
nieation of information, the Council have not only 
made every inereased exertion, at no inconsiderable ex- 
pense, to facilitate the transmission of the Journal to 
the various members of the Society, but have enlarged 

The Committee have also presented the following 
statement of the arrears of subscription, made up to the 
first day of the present month. 

Amount of arrears due for— 

Of the amount of the arrears for 1846, nearly one-half 
has been discharged during the last ten days. 

They have also reported that the capital of the Society 
invested in the public Funds stands at 7,000/. Stock, 
and that the current cash balance in the hands of the 
Society's bankers on the 1st inst, was 1,3957. 

The auditors willlay before the Members the Half- 
the opportunities afforded by lectures and 
for the elucidation or illustration of subjects of a prac- 
tical and scientific character. The lectures of Professor 
Johnston and Mr. Parkes, at Newcastle, and the discus- 
sions to which they gave rise, formed a new and most 

1 | Successful feature in the Annual Country Meeting'of 
the present year, held at that place. 

The Council were so well satisfied with the result of 
the first trial of a discussion on the questions of practi- 
cal interest and personal experience connected with 
agriculture at Neweastle, that they have resolved to 
make arrangements for a similar opportunity for the 
interchange of opinion on such topics, under similar 
regulations, 

The Society has this year, in the course of its pre- 
seribed circuit, held its Country Meeting in the district 
comprised of the northern counties of England, and re- 
mote from the localities of former years ; but they have 

the satisfaction of recording, that in every point of view 
the Newcastle Meeting has been a most successful one, 
not only in the fine exhibition of stock, and the trial of 
implements, but in the opportunity which it has afforde 
the Members of the Society of experiencing the hearty 
welcome, and the lively participation of the farmers of 
that district in the common object of their mutual in- 
terest. To Dr. Headlam, the Mayor, andthe members 
of the corporation ; to Sir Matthew Ridley, the Chair- 
man, and the Members of the Local Committee ; and to 

all the other individuals and publie bodies in Newcastle 

and its neighbourhood, who had laid the Society under 
deep obligation by their zealous and efficient co-opera- 
tion, the Council have had the grateful task of return- 
ing their unqualified thanks. 

In consequence of parties having in many instances 
made entries for the Society’s Shows and subsequently 
failed to send their stock or implements so entered, 
the Council. have found it requisite to agree to the fol- 

lowing rule, for the purpose of prevention :— 
* That for the purpose of checking the entry of cattle 

and implements, which are not intended to be exhibited, 
a fine of 10s. per head for beasts and horses, and 10s. 
per pen for sheep or pigs, and 5s. or implements 
under, or 105. for those of the price of 107. or upwards, 
be eharged on every animal or pen of animals, or im- 
plement entered and not exhibited, unless a certificate 
Shall be sent to the Secretary on or before the day of 
exhibition, that the non-exhibition is eaused by unavoid- 
able accident. 
the Yard be requested to report the names of the par- 
ties who have not exhibited as entered at the Show, or 
neglected to pay the fines." 

"The Council have also resolved to discontinue the 
Sale by Auction in the Show Yard at the Country Meet- 
ings of the Society. 

The Journal Committee have reported during the 
past half-year the following adjudication of Prizes for 
Essays, namely— 

To Gzonar Paris, analytical Chemist to the Excise, the 

prize of 50 sovs., en the Duke of Northumberland's founda- 
tion, for the best Essay on the Remedy for the Potato Disease, 
and on its treatment in the various stages of planting, growth, 

and preservation. 
To Henry Cox, of Longford's House, Minchinhampton, the 

prize of 20 sovs., on the Duke of Northumberland's founda- 
tion, for the second best Essay on the same subject. 

To F. J. Grawam, of Cranford, near Hounslow, the prize of 

30 sovs., on the Duke of Northumberland's foundation, for 

the best History of the Disease at the present time affecting 
the Potato, involving a condensed detail of facts developed 

by experiments. 
To Huen RAxNnIRD, of Bury St. Edmund's, the prize of 20 sovs. 

for the best Essay on Peat Charcoal, as a manure for Turnips 

o Ww. PYLE TAUNTON, of Ashley, near Stockbridge, Hants, 

the prize of 10 sovs, for the best account of the St. John's 

Day Rye. 
The Council have accepted the liberal offer of the 

Marquis of Downshire to add 30/. t» the sum of 207. 
already voted by the Society for the best Essay on the 
Cultivation and Management of Flax, to be sent to the 
Seeretary on or before the 1st of March, 1847. 

The Finance Committee have reported that during 
the past half year 302 new members have been elected, 
56 have died, and 789 have been struck off the list by 
order of the Council ; and the Society now consists of— 

Life Governors... 89 
Annual Governors . 201 
Life Member: 587 
Annual Members . 5532 
Honorary Members ....... 20 

6429 
Of the above 789 members whose names have been ex- 
punged, 519 are those of Members whose subscriptions 
for the years 1841 and 1842 have remained unpaid on 
the books of the Society for the last four years, and are 
still undischarged. ^ Their names have been struck off 

the lit of the Society by order of the Council, on the 
special recommendation of the Finance Committee. 

And that the Director and Stewards of 

yearly Balance-sheet of Accounts as audited by them on 
the part of the Society. 

In filling up the vacancy in the list of the Trustees, 
occurring through the lamented decease of Mr. Handley, 
by the unanimous election of Lord Portman to that 
office, the Council have recorded on their minutes an 

; expression of their deep sense of the severe loss the So- 
ciety has sustained in the removal from its Councils of 
one so intimately connected with its existence and esta- 
blishment as one of its founders. E 

In conclusion, the Council beg to congratulate the 
Members on the increasing usefulness of the Society, 
and on its steady progress in the prosecution of those 
national objects for which it was founded. They feel, 
however, that it is only by the individual interest and 
co-operation of its numerous Members, each within their 
local sphere, in carrying out its practical views, that its 
vigour and vitality can be efficiently maintained. And 
they repeat the invitation to the Members at large, to 
favour the Council not only with their attendance at the 
Weekly Meetings in London, and at the Meetings in the 
Country, but also from time to time with such practical 

iggesti and icati of int i facts 
connected with the various topics of agricultural im- 
provement as may promote both the objects of the So- 
ciety and the publie good. 

y order of the Council, 
ames Hupson, Secretary. 

London, Dec. 9, 1846. 

Farmers' Clubs. 
SwrmurIELD CLUB : Tenant Righis.—At the annual 

dinner of this Society, Mr. Pusey, M.P., referred to this 
subject. He said he had told them last year that he 
was drawing up some agreement on the subject which 
he could send to his tenants. Since that time, 
with the assistanee of Mr. B. Almack, he had done 
so, and he was glad to say that the result exceeded 
his antieipations. Indeed, one of his tenants was so 
anxious to commence building that having himself a 
salutary dread of bricks and mortar, and indeed all ex- 
penses above ground, though he thought they could not 
spend too much on draining, he was obliged to prevent 
his doing so. He was convinced the subjeet of the. 
tenant-right was the life or death of practical agrieul- 
ture. He could not then enter more upon the question ; 
allhe could say was, that he trusted. before the Club 
met again it would make some decided practical pro- 
gress.—The Duke of Richmond said, in the course of a 
speech: Before he sat down he must make one ob- 
servation respecting what Mr. Pusey had said about 
tenant-right. He must be permitted to say that he 
thought the phrase “ tenant-right" was an unfortunate 
phrase, inasmuch as it conveyed not to his mind, but to 
that of the landlords of the country an idea which it 
was not meant that it should convey. What he meant 
by tenant-right (and he hoped that in advocating it he 
should never be found backward) was justice to the 
tenantry of the couniry. o man would go further 
than the individual addressing them in doing justice to 
the tenantry of the country ; but in this free country 
they must permit him to say that the choice of expres- 
sion was a matter of great importance indeed. | He be- 
lieved that some years ago, when the question was first 
brought forward, if, instead of the phrase * tenant-right,” 
they had adopted the phrase “justice to the tenant,” at 
the present moment that justice would have been done 
to them which he believed was not done in many 
parts of this country, Many of them must be aware, 
coming as they did from various districts, that there 
was in this country considerable difference in what 
was called{the custom of the country. Now he wished, if it 
were practicable, to see one general custom established 
by law for all; or, if it were incorrect there to refer to 
law, he wished to see one universal feeling among the 
landowners and occupiers of the country as to the 
system on which a tenant should leave his farm. If a 
tenant laid out a large sum of money in the improve- 
ment of the soil, he thought that if he were removed he 
ought to receive the value of the unexhausted improve- 
ments. He felt that it was of great importance this 
question should be settled. He ‘did not doubt that it 
could soon be carried out, and he could assure them 
that, as president of that club, or an individual land- 
owner, they should not find him backward in attempting 
it. The noble duke, in conclusion, urged the expe- 
diency of union between owners, occupiers, and 
labourers, as essential to the interests of the nation; 
and resumed his seat amid protracted acclamations.— 
Mr. Pusey, M.P., explained that he fully agreed with 
the chairman that “ tenant-right” was an unfortunate 
phrase, but he had merely used it as one in common 
use, and generally understood. He thought the phrase 
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unfortunate, because it appeared as if the interest of the | 

tenant was adverse to that of the landlord; but he was 

convinced that nothing could be more f: le to the 

cause I do not think it a happy one, implying strictly, as it 
seems me, more e advocates oi e 

interests of the landlords than that their tenanis should 

have this right, because they would be induced to lay 

out money as soon as they had this security for doing 

so. Allthe landlord was required to say, and it was no 

great boon, was, that the outgoing tenant should receive 

this again from the incoming tenant. 

DURHAM. — The Tenants’? Rights.— At the late 

monthly meeting of this Club the following discussion 

took place on this subject. 
MAN, who introduced the discussion, said,—The 

resolutions, then, which I shall commence 

year to year or other short term, it is highly advisable that an x jr "est d 

em 
nary good cultivation, and on which he shall not hi 
reimbursed before the determination of his tenancy: but that 

the interference of the legislature would be inexpedient ; 2. 

That though this species of tenancy may be considered the best 

when ci it i i to calculate the 
average price of agricultural produce for a series of years to 

come, yet when this is not impracticable, the best species of 
tenancy is a lease for a considerable period of years at a fixed 

rent.” In supporting these resolutions I shall, with your per- 

mission, reverse their order by applying myself, in the first in- 

stance, to that which stands the last, and alleges the superi- 

ority of a tenancy under a long lease with a fixed rent. That 
it is infinitely preferable to any other species of tenancy where 
the circumstances adverted to in the resolution admit its adop- 
tion, whether considered in regard to the interests of the 

tenant, the landlord, or the community at large, long and most 
attentive consideration of the subject has thoroughly convinced 

I must be permitted words in 

veference to the interests of the tenant on a subject on which 

we have recently heard a great deal, namely, “tenant inde- 

pendence,” and oh whic must say I think we have heard a 
great deal of idle declamation, and of very shallow and mis- 
Chievous sophistry. The present posture of agricultural affairs 
in this county does certain as we all frequently hear, de- 
mand great and increased exertions on the part of the farmers, 
and I for one, though a landlord, have, as most of the members 
of this club know, always maintained that it wi iso require 
most.considerate and liberal dealing with their tenants on the 

I sincerely believe the landlords of this 

What then is the meaning of the cry about 
endence, as though it were a something to be wrested 
rom landlords, and for which a war with them is to be 
waged? Rely on it, every man, tenant or not, has his inde- 
Anco in his own keeping, and I fear the battle to be 
one for its preservation is most frequently required to be 

done with ourselves. I counsel dependence? God forbid. 
No ; rather pay to the uttermost farthing the value of yourland 
than compromise your independence by throwing in a modicum 
Of subserviency to eke out rent. What is there in the re- 
lationship between landlord and tenant atthis day necessarily 
interfering with independence, at least when the tenant pays 

the full value of that for which he has contracted, and takes 

common precautions in having his contract properly ratified ? 
It is no small part of wisdom, however, to avoid placing our- 

B [ 2 

however, that, to render the adoption of the long-lease and 
fixed-rent system advisable, we should be in a situation to cal- 
culate pretty accurately what may be the average price of agri- 
cultural produce for a Series of years to come; and I am afraid 
that, as yet, we arenotso circumstanced, I am happy to think 
that allusion to the subject of Corn-laws and protection is not 
prohibited by the rules of our Society. remember the 
iseussion it underwent some years ago, and I dare say it is not 

forgotten that I had the misfortune of standing pretty nearly 
alone on that occasion. to think, moreover, that 
none of those heats and animosities were thereby engendered 
Which some gentlemen out of doors, as the phrase is, prognos- 
tieated. It will, perhaps, be recollected that one of the grounds 
9n which I then advocated abandonment of protection and re- 

Course to a naturalstate of things, was that by that means 
alone, would the tenant farmer be enabled to calculate safely 
on future prices, with a view to long leases and fixed rents—no 

Subsequent events bave at 

cumstances, and that they will not be ultimately maintained, 
I think, then, that some time must yet elapse before any real 

9r other short holding, purposes anything like spirited farming, 

i of stipulating, 
Aceording to the terms of my first resolution, “in the form 
of an agreement in writing, for remuneration for all such outlay 
ashe may have made beyond ordinary good cultivation, and 
9n which he shall not have been reimbursed before the deter- 
Mination of his tenancy.” Ihave used the terms “outlay on 
Which he shall not have been reimbursed,” in preference to 
unexhausted improvement,” the common expression, be- 

+} mitted to 
The 

in carrying out this form of tenancy, I do not think, however, 
that these are insurmountable difficulties, ressing 
myself now to the question, whether the interference of the 
legislature be or be not expedient, one cannot but ask how, if 
these matters be of difficult adjustment by parties having only 
their own peculiar case to provide for, is the legislature to be 
expected to deal with them. Every case must, as I h 

this, I better effected by the parties 
themselves, which seems to me to present one of the great ob- 
jections to legislative i But, furthermore, how 
would it consist with justice and policy were the legislature to 
confer on one s$ f rendering another re- 
sponsible—rendering them in short debtors to an unlimited 
amount, without, in legal phrase, their knowledge, consent, or 
vivity, directly, perhaps, contrary to their wish had they had an 

opportunity of expressing it, an i e 
beyond their ability to pay. I have heard it said, however— 
‘Oh, on't mean that landowners should be made re- 
sponsible in this way unconditionally ; it must be provided that 
they have notice of what is going to be done and be consenting.” 
But if this sort of option be left them, if they are to possess a 
veto, then it resolves itself into a matter of stipulation and 
agreement after all, which as I have so often said, needs not le- 

you. " 
he Rev. J. Tyson said—Mr.Spearman in the most handsome 

nvanner has referred to the independence of the tenant. Now 
I hold'that to be a perfect bugbear. I cannot understand how 
atenant or anyother man can be independent. We are all 

arrangement would be destroyed. e one receives and 
the other bestows—the landlord looks upon the tenant as a 
person he is interested in aiding and assisting, and thus society 
goes on rishing, and I should deeply regret if anything were 
to occur to disturb the harmony which thus exists, Mr. Tyson 
then referred to and opposed Mr. Spearman's views on the 
Corn-laws. ^ 
Tuomas Cnorrox, Esq., of Holywell, said: I will allude to a 

i the attention of Mr. matter whieh seems to have escaped 

stocks the farm with game, ;what, 
individua] 

where, a few years ago, the whole of the crops were destroyed 
by game ; I know of several others which I need not mention, 
and I believe that unfortunately game is greatly increasing in 
our own neighbourhood, Now, what I would recommend the 

thi 
tious grounds of objection to which allusion has been made. 
In that lease he must also have a reservation that the game 
shall be his property. It is all very well for gentlemen to talk 
about en, ng the sports of the field, and thus preserving an 
enormous amount of game; but supposing such a reservation 
as I have described were granted in all cases, I feel quite cer- 
tain that there is such a spirit in the British farmer that where 
he knows he has a landlord who is a sportsman he will protect 
to the utmost the game that he may require. At the same time 
must be permitted to observe that there is that spirit in him 

which will not allow him to condescend to support that game 
when he sees thatit is preserved for the benefit of the game- 
keeper or his friends, and that when killed it is exposed for 
sale in the public market, I, for one, will never take a lease 
without a reservation secures me the game; and if the game 
is not to be mine, I will not take a lease at all. When we see 
a landlord desirous of possessing sporting occupation, no 
farmer will oppose his wishes. e wants is fair compensa- 
tion for the injury which that game may commit, and I believe 
there is not a tenant in this country who is not anxious to see 
his landlord supplied with game if he desires it. But when the 
whole crops are destroyed by rabbits or other game, I think it 
is but fair and reasonable that the tenant should possess the 
right of destroying them.— The discussion was afterwards ad- 
journed.—Abridged from a Durham paper. 
Dorxine : Planting of Coppice Woods.—On the 3d 

inst., the meeting of the club took place. Mr. Wirsox, 
steward to the Duke of Norfolk, read a paper upon the 
best method of managing woods and copses. The prin- 
cipal topic alluded to were the great importance, in a 
county like Surrey, that they should have the best 
opportunity of bringing the timber to the greatest per- 
fection, and to yield a good return. Although he had 
had some experience in these matters, he could have 
wished the subject had fallen into abler hands to speak 
upon. He hoped, however, they would give him credit 
for endeavouring to be useful. First, in planting the 
timber, it was as necessary to prepare the land as it 
was to do so for a crop of corn; and the first thing 
necessary to be done was to form a boundary that sheep 
and cattle might not get in—the land cleared from 
water—and he recommended for this open ditches 
instead of under-draining. If the land was wet the 
irees became covered with parasites, which would 
materially injure the timber, The ditches should be 
from 18 to 24 inches deep. The pits should be two 

feet in diameter, one foot in depth, and six feet apart. 
or Fir, nine inches deep he considered sufficient ;-if 

the plantation was intended for profit only one sort of 
tree must be planted, if for ornament, quite a differens 
sort. He would recommend—first, Oak and Fir ý 
second, Oak, Elm, Oak and Ash— and he would particu- 
larly recommend one species of Oak—the Quercus ses- 
siliflora, and not the Quercus pedunculata, which was far 
inferior. ‘These were the most profitable. Mr. Wilson 
then detailed the various purposes to which these, as 
well as Beech, were applied, as well as the Spanish 
Chestnut. In the latter great care shouldgbe taken to 
obtain foreign seed, for if not, the trees never grew into 
much value. When the trees were thinned out the 
hard wood should be left at the distance of 20 or 30 
yards apart, so that the boughs of one should not more 
than touch those of another. In order to afford a 
little shelter he would plant a few Larch, but he would 
not recommend much of this. If the plants should 
throw out more than one shoot the first year they 
should be broken off, and the ditch should be well 
cleaned out every two years. If the proprietor wished 
for a quick return—from a calculation he had made of 
the cost and produce of an acre of Larch, at the end of 
seven or eight years it left a balance of 4l. 19s. 8d., 
which was upwards of 10s. per aere ; but if for timber; 
and reckoning 40 years as sufficient, the profit, we 
understood, would be 264/. 10s., or 67. 13s. 3d. per 
year. He was not very nice in his calculation, but he 
believed he was correct. In reference to woodlands 
and underwoods, he recommended they should be 
planted in groups—and if any blanks arose-they should 
be filled up in the autun. He did not consider it 
desirable to grow timber and copse together. 

Mr. WELLER said, in reference to planting, he thought 
it was quite a landlord's question ; he entirely agreed 
with most of the remarks made by Mr. Wilson, to whom 
they were much obliged, but he did not quite agree with 
him as to planting underwoods in groups ; he thought 
it would be a decided failure. He would plant all de- 
scriptions of wood, and if one did not answer he would 
plant rods or layers ; he would recommend layers of 
Ash, Hazel, and especially that sort that had but little 
leaf; he would then plant Birch and Willow. There 
was one suggestion thrown out which he thought was 
very important, viz., separating the rods and layers 
from the stem. He thought trees in hedgerows should 
be entirely condemned ; he thought the failure in the 
Turnip crop was frequently owing to this and the copse: 
and that all timber should be grown quite distinct from 
the corn fields. 

Mr. Barctay, in reference to the growth of Larch, 
said a friend of his had had some land which was not 
worth 5s. per acre annually, and would not sell for more 
than 107. or 12}. He had planted it with Larch some 
years since, and it was now worth 70/. per acre. He 
thought for timber plantations there.should not be any 
copse allowed to grow. In referenee to cutting trees, 
he was of opinion they were all wrong. e knew one 
gentleman who would not cuta single tree till they 
attained perfection, and he eut upon an estate of 2000 
acres 30,0007. worth. He (Mr. Barclay) was inclined 
to think there was something in the Oak which was 
injurious to corn more than the shade it threw out, as 
he had notieed that field which had the most sun next 
the Oak the corn appeared more injured than the other 
side. Regarding the value of timber, when he and his 
brother went to Earl Lovelacé's some time since, he 
talked of cutting 20,0607. worth. He (Mr. Barclay) 
had made a calculation of the difference if he had eut 
it in 1812 (during the war), and he found he would 
have cbtained in the first place 40,0007. instead of 
20,0007. ; and ifit had been invested in the three per 
cents., it would have amounted to 200,0007. by this time. 
He thought it desirable in double spading, which he 
had done, to let the soil taken from the surface be re- 
turned tothe surface again, and it was important to 
keep it free from weeds; in one place where he had 
neglected doing so, the trees did not grow for two or 
three years. As soon as his eopse was cut, he went 
with his woodman and marked every tree that did not 
grow, and eut it down. In reference to timber in hedge- 
rows, he was an advocate for larger fields, and not 
having any timber trees in the hedges ; but he thought 
a few in meadows was beneficial as they afforded 
Shelter for the cattle. Another great benefit to the 
farmer he thought would be the destruction of hares 
and he strongly advised the cutting off all splices the 
first year from the wood. 

3itebícfus, 
Blights of the Wheat and their Remedies. By Rev. 

E. Sidney. Religious Tract Society. London. 
Tats little volume is one of a series issued at monthly 
intervals by the Tract Society— Original, Scriptural, 
Popular, Portable, and Economical” Treatises on His- 
torical, Descriptive, Seientifie, and other subjeets. 
They are very eheap— 6d. a volume, and must obtain 
an immense circulation. "The present number is full of 
information, very attractively told, of the highest inte- 
rest to the farmer. The fungi attacking the straw, 
leaves, and chaff, flour and grain of our crops; the ani- 
maleules and insects to whose attacks they are liable, 
are the subjects discussed by Mr. Sidney. He gives 
their history and habits, and suggests remedies for, and 
preventives of the injury done by them. The following 
extract illustrates the style and character of the work : 

“To return to the bunt ; we may observe as before, 
that of the multitude of its sporules or fine contents no 
adequate conception can be formed, One grain of 
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Wheat is capable of containing four millions:of spores ; 

it is therefore beyond. all. calculation what quantity of 

sporules these may send forth. Care of the seed is the 

only: way to prevent the encroachments: of this pest, 
whith will otherwise: appear: in almost: every field of 
Wheat: The way in which this happets, is by most 

syriters-on the subject considered to be that when the 

gtainvis threshed, or from» other causes, the bunted 

seeds are ruptured, and the cloud of sporules then 
escapes. They are of a greasy, oily nature, and conse- 

quently adhere: to the skin of the sound grains. Itis 

quite certain thatthe disease maybe at any time pro- 

pagated. by rubbing:sound Wheat against that which is 
infested by-the fungus. - If, then, the seed be sown in 

this:condition, the-result may be easily predicted. The 

methodvalso of counteracting the evil at once suggests 

itself,” Itis merely to cleanse the Wheat which is about 

to:be sown; from ali the bunt which may have attached 

itself to it by-veason of its unctuous character, The 

principle of effecting this object clearly must: be, to use 

means‘to convert/the oily matter which causesit to stick 
i ly, into à sap r soapy matter, whieh 

willallow it to! be readily washed off. Chemistry here 

comes to our aids. An alkali will eonvert oil into soap; 

and this is the basis'of all effectual. dressing, as it is 

called; of the'seed-corn.. Almost every distriet has its 

peculiar dressing, but/the best. are merely modifications 

of this'prineiple, - Whatever other ingredients may be 

used, the effective: constituent is-some alkaline matter 

inthe form of -a ley.: Lime, which-possesses alkaline 

properti has dingly been not. unfrequently 

resorted to: it must not, however, be too much slaked 

in mixing, or it loses these properties, and thus often 

fails. Common potash, and. substances. containing 

ammonia, as, for examples the liquid excrements of 

animals, have been adopted for remedies. Somer per- 

sons- employ brine, sulphate -of copper, arsenic, and 

other things not possessing alkaline qualities; When- 

ever these methods succeed it cannot be for the reasons 

advanced, but it may happen that they» destroy: the 

vegetative powers of the fungi, though they still remain 

fixed to the grain; It would be: well to follow the 
advice given by Professor Henslow, and to institute:a 
setof experiments on: these points. They are curious 

and interesting questions; and indeed» many things | 

relating to these fungi;still require minute and aecurate 
i igati It is-unquestionable, however, thata 
good-dressing of an alkaline ley thoroughly applied;com- 

pletely arrests the evil.: Whatevermay be the views of 
sone asi to the value-of sulphate of copper, it is obvious 
that the application of arsenic is undesirable, and in- 

deed improper, from the’ dangers»attendantion the use 
of so violent & poison, | Nor are such: things necessary, 
omaccount of thevefficacy of the dressings upon the 
principle. before mentioned. Indeed, in the fields: of 
careful farmers, bunt has happily-become rare. 

€ It is diffieuit to apply the-same précaution ‘against 
the smut; or Uredo segetum with equally good. effect, 
beeause-the scattering of the spores-atran earlier season 
diffuses them extensively: But Barley fields, where 
they often adhere longer than in» Wheat, ought to be 
more attended to than they are’; for a great quantity of 
this grain is almost every year destroyed by it. As 
knowledge advances, it.is to be hoped the’ prejudice 
which leads some to regard the appearance: of this 
fungus with the pl before ioned, will be 
removed. It may happen that the state of the atmo- 
sphere which is f: able to its develop ; tends to 
a good yield of Barley; but it should be remembered 
that every ear so destroyed is a loss of superior corn. 
By ail meáns dress Barley where there has been much 
smut the previous year, In this year, 1846, it is most 
lamentably prevalent. 

“ With regard to the Uredo fætida; although judicious 
dressing. has been found to check it to such a beneficial 
degree, that it is considered to be bad management to 
have much of it on any farm, it still abounds in districts 
where the agriculture is of an inferior kind. It is also 
found to prevail more in the spring than in the autumn 
sown Wheats. The safeguard is the perfect purity and 
cleanliness of the seed: When mixed with the flour it 
is excessively disagreeable ; but whether it is injurious 
to health is not quite decided, though it probably does 
produce ill effects on the constitution.” 

Miscellaneous. 
The Case of James O' Neill, of Garvagh: Advantage 

of Rape in Cow-feeding.— This. man wasa complete 
pauper when Lord Gosford bought the Graham estate; 
but, by the assistance and instructions afforded to him, 
had got his small portion of land into a good state, and 
last summer I lent him a cow, seeing that he would be 
able by proper attention to have kept-her in the house 
allthe year. He had not been possessed of one for 
years, perhaps never in his life; but his.conduet did 
not afterwards show him. to be-deserving. of -what had 
been done for him. He would not sow his Rape in 
proper time, as he was desired, and I was at last obliged 
to diseharge him from the work at Gosford, before he 
would be at the trouble of doing so. This neglect oeca- 
sioned the crop to be late coming forward in spring, and 
having wasted his Turnips, in beginning to them before 
they were ripe, and using them extravagantly, they were 
all finished before the Rape was fit for cutting, This 
being the case, he turned his cow into’ the Rape- to 
graze, by which the crop, was completely. de&troyed ; 
and.this failing, he put the cow to graze upon the young 
Clover. This being soon eat down, I found thé animal 
eating the tender shoots of the young quicks, in-one!of 

the new made ditehes, when, upon inquiry, all the fore- 

going circumstances’ came out, Being provoked at 

such conduct, I ordered the cow to be sold ; but, when 

the day of sale came, he was able; from. the improved 

state of» his’ farm, to: get: one of- his neighbours to go 

security for the payment of his arrears, his ‘rent, and 

the price of his cow; and also that he would buy Rape 

elsewhere, and feed his cow in the house, as I required; 

upon which I did not persist in my intention of selling 

her. He accordingly, bought a small piece of Rape 

ground. (10 Irish perches, or 70 yards long, and 2 yards 

broad), which, with a little dry fodder, kept his cow in 

full milk for 30 days ; and, upon that feeding, gave 14 

quarts daily, whereas, upon dry food, she had fallen off 

to half: the quantity. The immense produce of Rape, 

when well manured, is" beyond anything almost’ that 

can be imagined, if let stand until it gets into blossom, 

which was the case in this instance. Manure makes 

the stalk tender and juicy which would otherwise be 
hard and dry, so that if eut into small pieces, not a bit 

will be lost, and it: grows toa height of 6 feet. Iam 

almost afraid to-say that I believe, with the addition of 

some straw, an acre will keep 30. head of eattle in full 

milk fora month. I state these partienlars to show you 

the folly and blindness of this man. to his own interest. 

By neglecting to sow: the Rape in proper time, it was 

not ready to supply the place of his Turnips, and every- 

thing went wrong by this first neglect, which appeared 

to him of no importance. If the Turnips had been 

properly managed they would have lasted out longer ; 

if the Rape had been properly treated, it would have 

been ready sooner; and, if it had not been trampled 

down, would have lasted until the Clover supplied its 

place, and everything would have answered in its turn. 

Y has been obliged to buy from others, at the 

rate of fully 107. an acre; that Rape which his own land 

would have supplied him with in abundance, and he has 

injured his Clover so that he will lose half the benefit of 
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any manure 
straw. You ought to pay him just as he was required to pay his 
predecessor. more libera! (in' reason) towards the 
outgoing tenant that his successor is required to be, the 
better. As regards hay, we haye farmed for years without 

'e will depend on 

corn, daily to the horses, in addition v 7-^ 
paid. You cannot give cattle better food 
Linseed and Beans, and hay chaff with Turnips, whieh Mr. 
Warnes recommends. Further, another tim 

as good and cheaper. 
is suitable in places where there is great ab 

dance of water and little fall; nine-tenths of the water goes to 
waste, and one-tenth of the water which passes through it in 
your case, would, we imagine, hardiy be enough for you. 
ram might be made as ornamental as you like, or it might be 
put altogether out of sight—the pump must not go within 
18 inches of the bottom of the tank—which must be cleaned 
outonce a year.— The gardener’s judgment of the strength of 
the liquid must just be acquired by experience. Weare not 
aware whether an instrument on the principle of the saccha- 
rometer would be applicable.—As regards the overflow of 
the manure tank, your haying no outlet, except through a 
neighbour's nursery, need be no difficulty ; he will be very 
glad to have the surplus. Some kinds of lime will set under 
water—that from the blue lias (in our neighbourhood) for 
instance: and with this you may build your tank. 

Farrine SmErP— Novicce— Our meanin. 8 this :—' That, as- 
ming the carcase of your full-grown sheep to weigh, when 

the animal shall be fat, 25 lbs, a quarter, it will consume 
every day now on an average, 251bs. of roots, as Swedes, &c., 
if fed on them alone. uy shearing she intend to 
give them cake, &e., as well as roots. You may do very well 
without hay if you give oil-cake, or some other dry food. 
Whether you would do better with it our experience cannot 

—Anon—Paré the hoof down to the quick, apply a 
mixture of muriatic acid and tincture of myrrh, and put a 
rag aboutit, Next day rub on and intoit a mixture of equal 
parts Me Pra ee gypsum, and Armenian bole. AM. inane dur 

it. Dutthe advantage-of the Rape is seen pi u 

in this; that, notwithstanding the high priee he paid for 

it, it was better for him to buy it than to feed his cow 

on straw, even supposing he had got the straw for 

nothing, which is very easily demonstrat d 
For the 14 quarts produéed by the Rape feeding, at 

14d. a quart, comestó ^ .. m n? uas dn 1s, 9d. 

The price paid for it only'cost 2d. per' day, to which 
potu stone of straw, 1d. (being at the rate of 16d. 
er 112 lbs., which is above the general price of that 

article), and thé expense, daily, comes to oe 

Leaving a pes profit, per day, arising’ from feeding 
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When the cow had been fed y 

seven quarts, and very sóon^would have given still less, 

the price of which, daily, would be only 104d; there- 

fore, if he got the straw for nothing, he would only 

have l01d. a day by the cow; whereas, after paying 

for the Rape, he gained 18d; ; but if he had to pay for 
the straw (the cow would require 3 stone, which, at 16d. 

a cwt., would be 6d., and deducting’ this from’ 1034., 

the price of the seven quarts of milk), there would only 

be: a profit: by the cow of 44d. a day, in. place of the 
18d. a day yielded by the Rape; The same thing may 
be proved in regard to Turnip feeding in winter. If a 

cow calves at November, and is fed on Turnips, she will 

keep up her milking; but; if-fedon straw, she will fall 

off immediately to half the quantity, Now, allowing 

the acre of Turnips to be worth 107. which is more 

than any other crop generally produces, and. reckoning 
the produce at 30 tons (although, by good feultivation, 

Mr. Mitchell had 55 tons to the aere last year) : 
The 5 stone of Turnips, which I reckon good daily 

feeding for a milch cow, would cos: Er . 

And a stone of straw would cost, at 16d. a cwt, "m 
0s. 23d. 
0 ? 

Total cost per day for Turnips and straw m e. a 

whercas,3 stone of straw, which she would require if 

fed on straw alone, at 16d. per ewt., comes to 6d. à day; 

so that, by the use of Turnips in winter, it appears you 

can feed your cow (after ‘allowing 107. an acre for the 

farm) at 14d. a day less than upon straw alone, and you 

get double the quantity of milk ; so that one cow fed in 

this way yields you fully as much milk as two would 

give fed on straw, and the manure is also twice as ;valu- 

able.. This ought to shów you all the error you fall into. 

When you talk of keeping a cow all the winter upon 

straw, you merely talk of keeping her alive, but your 

object should be to keep her so as to yield you a profit ; 

and this ean only be done by keeping her on moist food, 
which, I have shown you above, it is more profitable 

for you to do than to feed her on straw, supposing the 

straw was made a present to you.—Blacker’s Essay on 
Small Farms, 

maie 

Manure it well, a 
Wurzel, } of an acre to Carrots, 4 of an acre to Lucerne, and 

the other quarter to Vetches, to be sown during the first 

open weather, and to be succeeded by Rye for fodder early 

next spring. A part of the Carrot-land should be devoted to 

the Early Horn variety (the remainder to the White Belgian), 

aj oon as d is cleared of that, which will be 

September, you can transplant some early Cabbage-plants 
for early spring food ; and a corner must. be found for some 

Cabbage-plants to be planted in March for consumption in 

August and September. But if you want to keep two cows, 
you must buy some hay for them in addition tó this. 

Brees’ R 2l i ion you ask for 
would be taxable asian advertisement: Mr. Biggs should 

advertise. 
Boors—W CardifF-—Blacker's “Essay on Small Farms ;" and | 

we haveno specific work on swine, except a. ‘‘ Prize Essay” 
by P. L. Simmonds; but there are chapters in most works 
on agriculture ; see Low on “ Practical Agriculture,” 

Devon PAnw—A Would-be Farmer—We would not take a dry 

grarable farm larger than our capital would cover 107, per acre | 

oe) Os aa Done 
on straw, she only gave! 

g 
TnosrED Turntrs—Constant Reader—They will rot shortly 

after'a rapid thaw ; and under any circumstances they will 
not keep so well; get them consumed as quickly as possible. 
We have nowhere seen any report of Liebig's manures, and 

of Ear! 
followed by Rye and early Cabbages, Parsnips, &c,; $ acre 
to Belgian Carrots, 

JERUSALEM ARTICHOKE—J/ asks for the experience of any o 
'ur corresponderits on the eut stems of this plant as food for 

(CAL MATTE) 
local matter—only such as can affect merely local interests. 
To do the former would be to exclude results oj 
and confine our remarks to. theory exclusively. 
ways anxious to give reports, 
local farming, as they are ing a merely local 
influence. same time, we are disposed to i 

in your criticism of the particular report to whieh you allude. 
—The Nimble Hog Pea may doubtless be obtained from any 
of the London seedsmen. The name is familiar to us. 

MANGOLD WORZEL—A Subscriber—Of course it will not do to 
shift the roots during frost. The chief advantage of trans- 
planting in autumn is, that the field they occupied may be 
sown with Wheat in proper season, 

— We must refer you to Professor Hens- 

are al- 
especially when in detail of 

MM. 1— 
low's letter at page 757, 

PourrRY-MOULTING—JD S E says, it is well known that the 
coats of horses are improved by feeding on grains, &c. ; 
can any of our experienced correspondents advise the like 
aid for the moulting of poultry? besides warmth and Hemp- 
seed, or Moss-seed, for cage-birds ?——In answer to T' S, 
D S E proposes to collect his data for his letters on Diseases 
of Poultry, if he should be restored to comparative health. 

SMALL Farm—Sub—On looking over your letter again, we find 
it does not state the value of the land, nor its character, nor 
the neighbourhood of market (or is all its produce to be con- 
sumed), &c. Particulars necessary for “M. S, now 
before he can assist you, which he will be happy to do, As 
regards your buildings, we would not recommend yards and 
sheds ; try boxes: and it would be better were the straw barn. 
nearer the cattle, : : 

'ardiff —Y ou. may apply 6 or 8 cart-loads per 
acre after they have been exposed to the air for some time. 
They consist of chalk and gypsum, and some kelp-ashes and 
salt, &c. 

SPRING WaEAt—F T—The sorts you allude to we know to 
answer very wellfor spring sowing; but the Bellevue Tala- 
vera is pernahe our best spring variety. 

To PRESERYE TURNIPS—A Subscoriber—Certainly ; keep them 
? n we recommended has the 

three merits of keeping out frost, of keeping them dry, and 
permitting free ventilation, About Guano see a Leading 

Article at page 761. 
WATERPROOF Boors— T G M—Warm them and then rub ona 

little melted mixture of bees’ wax and tallow, let-them stand 
i place for a bit, and then rub them dry, It will 
certainly make them stiff, but they will be waterproof, 

EnRATUM—At page 827, col. e, in article “To have layi 
Poultry," seven lines from the end, for *' satisfy,” Td 
“satiety.” 

.  SsBlarkets, 
POTATOES.—SouTHWARE, WATERSIDE, Dec, 14, 

The supply during the past week was very limited; but it 
was quite equal to the demand, and notwithstanding the cold 
and frosty weather the trade was by no means brisk. The fol- 
owing are the present prices :— 

York Regenta, 140s t0 1608 
Do, Shawa, 1208 to 1408 
Lincolnshire Regents, 1208 to 1405 
Cambridgeshire Regents, 12080 140g 

Cambridgeshire Kidneys, 100s to 190 
ent and Essex Regents, 1508 to 180 

Do. Shaws, — to — 
Do. Kidneys, 140s 
French Whites, 1108 to 1308 

‘Rucrary Harris, 

HAY.—Per Load of 36 Trusses, 
WHITECHAPEL, Dec. 15. 

Fine Old Hay - 70s to ott Clover 908 ta. 968 
. 55 6i Inferlor Hay Inferior — 7 80 | sea 368 10 395 

New Hay New Clover — — 
CUMBERLAND MA ji Deo. 17. 

Prime Ménd.Hay 708%. 76a} Old Clover 90510. 06r 
Inferior > B5. 63 [iic 75 .— 84 | Straw 39310045 
Néw Hayo + =  — [NewClover — 77 — 

Josnva Baker, Hay Salesman. 
—————————— 
HOPS, FRIDAY, Dec, 18, 

Mossra. Parranpen and Swirm, Hop Factors, report that the Market, is 
very firm, with a tendency toadvance, Fine Hops wish colour and quality 
were seldom so scarce at this season cf the year. T 

ns—H C—We would by no means excludé al. 
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COVENT GARDEN, Dec. 19,—Fruit and Vegetables are suff- 

cient for the demand,andtradeis alittle brisker. Pine-apples are 
scarcer, andlikely to become dearer, and Grapes, both English 

and Foréign, are scarce—the former rising in price. Apples 

and Pears are scarcer and consequently rising in price. Oranges 

are ‘excellent, and brought in greater abundance ; but still 

continueto fetch meee ipe Nuts are sufficient for the de- 

mand. Walnuts are scarcer, and there is little'demaud for 
Filberts,, Lemons are rather E plentiful. Of AY Chae oad 

Cabbages, Cauliflewers, e good and plentiful. Carrot: 

and Turnips have- altered ira little n price, A few Tronoh 
appearance. ery is good in quality. 

Good. y and Pus good prices. Lettuces 

and other Sha are plentiful, Horseradish continues to be 

ee twice muet on nist. e NUES dos 
t Við- 

jonas, per ox. 

Filtera, p Tt neo T4100 vo 1909 
Nuts, Cob, per 100]bs., 100s to 1908 

~~ Spaniahy 14r 
Walnuts, per bushel, Vitia pis 
Chisunts, por peck, B 

3s 

Caulfflowerr, per-doz,; 44 to 107 
Artichokes, Jers p. hf. sieve sto ae 

9s French Beine, per 10 Seorzonera, 1s 8d to 1s 9d 
Sorrelyperhf.-sleve, 6d ts Brussels Sprouts, p. hier, sre 
Potatoes, per ton, n, 62 to 91 Lettuce: Sr SCOTA; sed 

Si owt, 4 to 198 | Endive, per score, 1» to S 
bushel, 3: dishes, per doz bo roht, Isto de 6d 

Kidney, per ye vm 5t Mushrooms, per pottle, 9d to le 
Turis E. i bunches, 2510 4s. | Small Balade, per punnet, gd to E" 
Red Bee 1 'ennel, per bunch 

Cucumbers, each, 6 bun 
Leeke,per doz,, 2 joy I8 sm, bith. ez t'ad 
Gelary, per buvilley 10 0a oi?i Parsley, per bunch, 1d 

arrota, per doz. bunches, sito 7e oots, per hund, “eto 1s 6d 
Paranips, per doz. 64 to 14 64 Tarragon, por bunch, 
Onions, er bushel, 6s to Mingaveds, Dor DhA d to Bd 
— Spanish, per do: Batis 64 to be Marjoram, per bunch, ad to 

EXE MonvAy, Dec. 14.—Per Stone of 8 Ibs. 

Bons Soots, HerefóRdej&s as 4 04r S) Bent Töngiwool -  - 46/6 t048 
ast Hhote: Horns 6 Ditto (shorn). — — 

Secon quality Beasts 3 H 1 0| Ewesand second quality 4 0 4:4 
40 48 Ditto (shorn) AVES 

St ‘Downs & Halt: rada 5 05.5 4| Lambs -~ 
itto (shorn) -—.| Pigs o 
Henste,.5470; Sheop and Li 570; Calves, 93; Pigs, 

f On this the great. Chris Markevday,s TRES X IPHIY of ord Bassa de 
always expected ar-we a very superior show, and a large 
number than usual, although not so many as was generally anticipated. Som. 
of the choicest desóriptions made 5s per 8 Ibs—but these being extraordinary 
Ones, and the occasion being also extraordinary, this price cannot be quoted 

e fn: Weather being to favourable 
are tolerably well Sapp plied with Sheep—the ES 

is very slow: 
RIDAY, Deo: 18. 

he day considered o ply of Boasts is not langa, 
between This god Chrisonas Day being jus nich a 
of the butcher; to prepare for that 
Broce of Mon nday are ally uiae 
Of the chos 

‘The time to -elapsé 
as suite the convenience 

d. 620 ‘Sheep. continues 
qualities with à mouity marke meg Porketrade 

cep and Lambs, 2962 ; adver. 
VW elt v Babaela, 

MARK-LANE, MONDAY, Dec. 
Thé supply of Wheat from Essex, Kent, Fel Suffolk, phis 

morning was moderate, and sold at 3s per qr. over last Mo: 
day’s prices. The demand for Foreign improves, and E uid 
qualities are held firmly for an advance of 
secondary ate comparatively neglected ; but inferior meet an 
extensive sale at fully 3s to 4s . more money.— y is 

unaltered in value from this day se EE nt p dani fonte, 

uod sell more freely,—Beans remain the y Peas 
are 1s, and We Meus ‘1s to 2s per qr. denen Out find a 

better “demand a Maize continuesin great request, 
both afloat and for aie shipment, at rising prices.—The top 
price of town- madè flour is fixed at 56s per sack, being an ad= 

s meet an quA inquiry, and must be 
noted 1s to 2s, ES whole meal 10s per ton, higher. 

ungere is Ue 
Wheat, Essex, it, and. Suffol. Red 
——— Norfolk, Pince and Yorkshire. 54 63 Whi 

— Bun abaan a touch J 4 roe 97 30 84 
. Feed 98 30 Potato 98:39 

ES ship Meer ron tints 
tford and din. H D B B B 

1j v40 44 
Beane, Maztigan, oldand ; new ' 86 to A ‘Tok 88;4l Harrow 38 43 

Pigeon, tton igola V zd w Winds 55:70 ^ Longpoð 88 45 
Peas, Whiten . o 80 Maple 49 48 Gròy: 38 44 

IDAY; Dec. 
On Wednesday a very considerable business was transacted 

in Wheat and flour at advancing prices. This morning the 
littlé English Wheat on sale realised 2s to: 3s above our Mon- 
day's quotations, Foreign must be written 3s tos higher than 
on’ that day. onded is also in deman to 2s per qr. 

noted 2s per qr., White:Peas 3s 
pent are held for higher vates, Egyptian 

sell readily at 28 per qr. advance:—The 
top price of flour fid boemtatued 0608 persack. Barrels are 

Of Maize there'is little 

to 4s per nace, 

2s, ny hole Meal 10s per ton.— 
offering 

IMEERIAL AVERKGER: 
Beans; |; Peas. 

Nov. 7 jet Quarter, 
madog s 
= n 
ROCHE 

Devs SQ .Wu. 
os is Mis, 

S.wéeks Aggven. Aver. 

Dutfàs or Forelgn iita! 

Fluctuations in last six week’s Corn Averages, 

| Now 7 | Nov. 1a. wo 8 | I PROAI 

KriNosronp AND LAY 
RTT, EEDS, Doe, 14, 
Quer. ITE DR) Baer seed Cakon Forelgnip ton 0L to 1 

eruwt 40 Mis tard, White,'per bush 
Eros Red, English oo Superfine $i == 

Foreign- —- — 
= Wilte English - — — | Rapewed, English, pec at ai 
Gos Forga = Rape Cake: 
Crangasi i016 | Sainifoi 
Hompieed - pat'qr. 34 098 | Tares, Enga ei ea 
Lin p perque 50" BL - 

AGS s. «s. db 48 
77 Cakes Eng. per 1000 4618 5 Fiat seni e onn 

15992638 AUC SOCIETY. OF 
NGLAND, 

ANNUAL COUNTRY MEBTING OF apa TO.BE 
HELD AT NORTHAMPTO 

In the am, et sive the Counties of matna; ans 

and Warwic 
The princi day of the Show will be TnonspaY, the 15th of 

Jory, unless prevented. by the appointmemt'of the County 
S AD 

e Prizes aro Vl to General jst ot Members have 
hee s ivilege-of'a d e Entry; n-subseribers are allowed 

payment of a Fee 22 A Re nee Certificate. 
o the Secre- 

An Tomke for Imple- 
mente ds be TERN di filed dpi “to the Secretary, on or d 
the FIRST OF MAY, ande ell other Certifieates by the FIR; 
OF JUNE; the Council having decided that-in no case vid 
ever pos any-Certifieate be received after those dates respec- 
tive! 
[^ Ple tuat Auction Sale in the Show-yard will be discontinued. 

PRIZES FORTY MPROVING THE BREED OF CATTLE : 1817. 
Snonr-HORN. 

QOnAssl.—To.the owner of the bes Bon calvedipreviously to 
st of January, 1845. 50 

To the owner of the second ieee ditto, ditto. 201. 
2.—To the owner of the ull calved since the jt of 

January, 1845, and be ‘than 1 year old 
pir the owner of the second-best ditto. A 

3,—T the owner of the best Cow in milk or in calf, 207. 
n the case of the Cow being in calf ot in 
o jas prize will not be "ven until she is cer- 

o have produced a c 
To wet pae of the second-] Desi ditto. 101. 

4,—To the owner of os Lis in-calf Heifer, not exceed- 
ing 8 years old. 

5.—To the owner of ihe Dest Yearling Heifer. 

AEFORDS, 
OraAssl.—To the owner of the best Bull calved previously to 

the Ist of January, 1845. 50% 
To the owner of the second-best ditto, ditto. 207: 

2,— To the owner of the best Bull calved since xe "p of 
5, and more than 1 year old, 

101. 

Mb. 
Cow in milk or in calf, 200, 

he case of the s being in calf and not in 
milk, the prize will not be LAM until she is cer- 
ified tohave mir a calf.) 

To the owner of the second-best ditto. 101. 
4,—To the owner de its. desti in-calf Heifer, not exceed- 

ing 3 years 
5,—To theowner Of he bes Ac Heifer. 107. 

Crass ly SA n owner/of mee bans pos calved previously to 
5 of January, 1845. 

To the er of the second- oe ditto, ditto. 20%. 
2,—To the Gem of the best Bull calved since zm Us of 

January, 1845, and more 
To the owner of the second-best ditto, 101. 

3,—To'the owner of the best Cow in milk or in calf. 207. 
(In the case of the Cow being in calf and not in 

milk, the prize will not be e giv en until she is cer- 
tifed to have produced a calf.) 

To the owner of the second- bent ditto. 100. 
4,—To the owner of the best in-calf Heifer, not exceed: 

ing 3 years old. 157. 
5,—To the owner of the best Yearling Heifer. 

in the foregoing Classes. 
ls qu ve excluded. 

calved seca to 
AEA 

100. 

Not qualified to dese 
(Cross-bred An 

Crassi oa ime owner of the best I 
st of January; 1845. 

To pe owner of the second-best dit; 
2,—To the owner of the best Bull SEE Wee ‘the ae of 

January, 1845, and more than 1 year ol 
9,—To the owner of the best UM in s orin eni. ̂15l; 

( w being:in calf and not in 
i not S. AES emt she is cer- 

fied t to have produced a 
4.—To the owner os st PE "Heifer, not exceed- 

ing 3 years o old. 
5.— To the owner of. s i Yearling Heifer.. 107. 

HORSES: 
Onassl,—To the SIRE of the best Stallion for Agricultural 

urposes, of any age. 
To the wher of the bedodi best ditto, ditto. 15. 

2,—To the owner of the best 3 years old ditto, Dur 

4,—To the owner 4 a8 best Mare and Foal Hes edm 
tural Purposi 201. 

To the owner on the second-best ditto. - 10%. 
5,— To the owner of the best 2 years‘old Filly, BUS 

SHEEP. 
PRIZES FOR drin mms BREED OF SHEEP: 1847. 

OLASSI.— b: the owner gis best Sheatling Ram? 400. 
0 the owner of the second-best ditto. 150. 

bs M the owner of the best Ram of Te Hips age: 
To the ownér of the second-best diti 

3. ii ite owner of the best pen of ive Shearing Ewes; 

807. 

Té m owner of thé ys ney ditto, ditto. 107. 

Sourn-Down 
QOrA8s1.—To the orar OE the best Shearling Ram. 402. 

To the owner of the second-best ditto. 5L. 
2.—To the owner of the best Ram of any other age. 301, 

lo the owner-of the second-best ditto. 1 
3. Aa the Son of thebest pen of Five Shearling Ewes. 

tte theowner of the second-best ditto, ditto. 107. 

L NN OLLED SHEE: 

to compete as Tebiitur ut 

Crass 1, Ei the owner ot the best Shearling Ram. | 407. 
o the owner of the'second-best ditto. 157. 

ato the owner of the best Ram of aay other age; 
To the owner of the second-best dit 

3.—To the owner of the best pen of ive. Shearling Ewes, 

201. 
100 

30%. 

To the owner óf the second-best ditto, ditto. 

PIGS. 
Crassi. qui the owner of the best Boar of a large breed. 

hé owner of the second-best ditto, dittos 52. 
216 the owner of the best Boar of a small breed, 

To the owner of the second-best ditto, ditto. 

156: 

151, 

3.—To id owner of the best Breeding Sow of a large | 
E 0t. 

4.—To the owner of the best Bréeding Sow of a small 

breed. 107, 
5,—To'the Sw of the best pew of 3 Breeding Sow'pigs 

of a 6 "bresd,'of the: sume litter, above 6 a 
andes 2 fonts old. 

6,—To ae owner of the best pen of 3 Breeding Sow-pigs, small breed, of the same litter, above 4 d 
RAT 10 months old. 107, 

TTG CHEESE. 
0 the exhibitor of the best Hundred Weight y 
kind) made within the District. 107. pr ie Rentóduteny 

To the exhibitor of the second-best ditto. 5l, 

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS, 
not exceeding 3507. The Que ng of this 

into apebific v will baz made by the Cou 
February nex Torder ofthe Council, 
London, 10th December, {ste AMES Hunsox, Sec. 

HOSPHORIC RAT POISON.— This. preparation 
is offered to the Public with the greatest confidence, being 

deideig superior to all those poisons ager vium and other minerals. Tt is ; 

sum 
the month of 

uctio on. Propurol ue Dy Ew 
Blackfriars, ondon, 
‘at 432, 85., and 208. cach 

BY HER oss ROYAL LETTERS 

MAJESTY'S PATENT; 

LIGHT, dU AND DURABLE ROOFING: 
"THOMAS JOHN Veo eere at of 8, Lau- nee-Pountney Hill, Cannon-street, Lo 
Begs'to call the attention xim Nobl emen, Gentlemens and the 

toh 
PATENT ASPHALTE TELT, “FOR jg bd age 

As adopted by Her Majesty's Woods and bythë 
AL SORLQULTG eae SOCIE RI OF. “ENGLAND, 

on Mein buildings at Neweastl ‘Tyne, and Hanoy 
London; also, by ine leading members si Dum MM and. other 
Agricultural Societ es of England, Scot. " relan: 

The Price of the Felt is only ONE PEN 2 "PER SQUARE 
FOOT, being considerably ae than half the price of slates, 
Tiles, Thatch, also a very great saving in the 
wo ood- work; asthe Felt, fom its lightness, does at? require half 
the weight of timber that slates or til do, e Felt can be 
manufactured of any required length, by 

OMAS. rae N CROGGON, 8, Laurence Pountney- hill, Cannon- 
street, Lon: 

Of whom ay may be had Railway Felt, Sheathing Felt for 
Ships’ Bottoms, and Dry Hair Felt for covering Boilers, Steam 
Pipes; &ec. 

(ROVE Torm ACADEMY, 
ad-Master—MÈ: H. L, 

At the above School Young Gentlemen are liberat Digoarded, 
and in: din the Latin and Greek at pe ir e Mathe- 
matics. and Book-keeping; together with the branches 
of a sound Eng! glish Education, including the “theory seo frac. 
tice of Rural “Chemistry, Botany, Land Su eying, Mappi ing, 
DE awing, &c. Terms, from 5 to 8 guineas'p en quarter, short 
ing to age and requirements. 

rove Hous se is salubriously situated at a few minutes’ walk 
from the, Bushey Station, on the London and Birmingham Rail- 
way. A coach M runs to and from London daily. 

pos s the advantages of a Dry and Airy Pl: 
ground; a eld, and an immense Garden, the produce of 
which is devoted to thé School; portions of the same eing 
allotted to each Pupil for S purposes eounected with 
Aageulmre and Horticulture. 

ferences to the Parents of the Pupils, to Gentlemen in the 
neighbourhood, ae others. 

*,* An Ass istant wanted in the gives school after the Christ- 
mas E S A gentleman who each French and 
rawing would be preferred. Good Kos indo as to charac- 

ter, and a personal examination requisite. Salary aecording 
to ability, &e. 

School will re-open January 13, 1847. 

D Herts, 

ay- 

ing from eal other 
tured on; with ot] fli 
za A past three, and on the evenings of Mondays, Wednes- 

s, and Fridays. The principle of the Blectrie Telegraph 
uem ated daily'by crees Bachhoffner; re d with 
pere to the new: Patent’ of Messrs Noti Gamble, 

Royal Ticctre-Maguectic "Telegraph. E the'Oxy- 
Hydrogen Microscope are exhibited AN of the Diseased 
Potato; showing the Leaves, Cuttings of the ubers, &c., toge- 
ther with the destructive Insect, suppost y A. Smee, Esq., 
F.R.S., to be the cause of the disease. The osi Diving 
Experim: issolving Views by Smith, &c. &c.—Admission 
1s. ; Schools, half-price. 

ntiré new and beautiful Series of Dissolving Views will 
be introduced at Christmas, and the Institution will be open 
on tlie'evening of Saturday the 26t 

perg FREEDO M FROM eb in ten 
minutes after use'is insured b. 
LOCOCK’S PULMONIC WAFERS 

Important testimonial fro Se Cooper, Surgeon, 
bes aE dated Medical Hall, TAE: 1, 1846 

en,—Having heard your wafers very highly spoken 
ol eral persons who had taken them With a decided 
benefit, Ibaverecommended them in several cases of confirmed 
asthma, and their good effeets have been truly astonishing. I 
now recommend them in all obstinate cases, (Signed) aid 
Coor£n; Surgeo 

Re L OCOCK" Š WAFERS give instant relief and a rapid cure 

of Asthma, Coughs, and all disorders of the breath and lungs. 
To Gy and PU BLIC SPEAKERS they are invaluable 

‘or Mak and strengthening. the voice; they have a most 
Fi ey taste! Hu Is. Y «y 28. 9d. ; s. per box. 

nts: DA: SILvA an 1, peosisum, Fleet-street, Lon- 

sold by all Medicine YOU 

ODD'S PATENT PROTOXIDE PAINT.—'Th. —The 
pr roperties of H gea ave peeuliar for prev: ep iron 

frou Oxidation, woöd*froñi decay, and masonry from damp ; 

it neithercracks nor blisters with the hee sun, andi is thara 

fore most valuable for Railways, Boilers, Steam, Gas ami 

Waterepipes ; Hothouses, Forcing- mudo, "and for Shipping. 

Its adhesion is so great to iron and wood that the hardest fric- 

tion willscarcely remove it. It prevents vegetation on.stuc- 

coed buildings, and is not affected by y spray 

MEROT QNID is pryd ground in 

din 

EIE 
EU compared 

5 to 50, 50 that 

cohesive mixture, If blended with other paints it has a 
softer tone than white-lea ad. ouses painted during occu- 

pation it is most preferable, being perfectly innoxious. 

factured by Cras. Francis and Sons, Cement Works, Nine 
ims, London. 
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Eie LIFE INSURANCE OUT 
W BRIDGE- HD LON: 

Instituted in 1805.—. A. ̂ Act of UR E 

d EET arising from a gn — totally inde- 

mens of the Premium Fun 
A or pA ee to Four-fifths, per Cent. of the 

4 ENTIRE PROFITS, arising from all " policies issued upon the 

Heg de riens Scales of Premium, 

- COLD WEATHER. — The extreme cold 
g the night. od be ascertained by a SELF-REGIS- 

TERING. THER METER, price 4s. 6d., made by HENRY 

BAKER, 90, Puce nr London. 
for Heat and Sold 5 10 

6 o. for Heat eie E . m P 

Tartonieiete, for ascertaining the quality: ‘of f Milks, 
will 

among the Policy-holders on the 29th September, 1849, and 

thenceforward at the end of every three years, either 
ayment in 

By Augmentation of the Sum Insured; ; or, 
By Reduction S the Future Annual Premium. 

Low Premiums, without Profits, perneuans for limited 

terms of years. increasing, Decreasi ing, and other Rates of 

Premium. Claims paid in 30 days after pr ns of Death, Pro- 

spectuses, Proposals, &c., may be obtained at the Office, Par- 

ties reed in the country in ol d to appear person- 

ally in lon. N CHARLTON, Secretary. 

SCOTTISH UNION INSURANCE COMPANY.— 
THE ANNUAL GENERAL COURT of Proprietors of the 

Scottish Union Insurance Company was held in the Waterloo 

Hotel, Edinburgh, on Dinta ie 2d day of December, 1846 : 

JOHN JARDINE, Esq., Sheri f Ross- shire, in the chair. 
A report by the Directors, sane a detailed statement of the 

Company’s agire for the year ending 1st of August last, and 

embraeing the results of the investigation into the life depart- 

ment for the five pee hake iei that date, was submitted to 

the Ip pe ind unanimously approved of. 
s stated i m me topor that the business done in the life 

department duri; year considerably exceeded that 

done in the previous year, both in the number of policies issued, 

andi if ithe amount insured, 
A bonus was declared upon all policies entitled to participate, 

effected prior to Ist Annet, a averaging more than one an: 

three-quarters per ce era m on the original sums insured. 

The following table hin Sai uS Te polio not 
1,0007. each, which have been in existence 12 complete years, 

from 1st August, issie 

6- 
0 

Barometers from. 1 50 

.. 0 

Hydrometers for Sulphuric Ac id 50 

Rein 8 Gauges from 12s. 6d., which show the quantity Gallen in 

eiie per acre, and also in inches. 

THE MAN IN THE MOON. 

On the i e January, 1847, mi be ape biehed, price 6d., edited 

BERT SMITH and A) B. Reacu, No. I. of 
HE "MAN IN THE MOON, a wa a, Review 
and Bulletin V T es t New M 0) 

w Nonsense; being an Act for 

O; 
Gauge of e into the Grand mna asemeni Junctio on. 

London: i 
atevery Railway Station i in the Kingd 

NEW WORK ON EM CO OF mo. AND THE 
FA om MEC 

Just published. T pu . elo! 

EA AERIAL RESE PROH ES < on i the "OOD 

of ANIMALS and the FATTENING of CATTLE: with 

By ROBERT DUNDAS THOMSON, Remařks on the Food of Man. 

M.D., of the University of Glas 
* The question of the origin ort the fat of animals appears to 

be completely resolved by these beautiful and elaborate experi- 

mente n Liebig. 
: LONGMAN, Brown, Green, and LoNGMANS. 

Just published, New Edition, fep. 8vo, Woodcuts, 5s. clot hy 
H: HE SCIENTIFIC PHENOMENA of DOMESTIC 

By Cn. oW 

of Mr. Gower ^ 4o extite die Attention of the 

young to dckentifto inquiry, by explaining the laws of natural 

his instances from such common matters 

Age when|First Bonus for | | oat Bois, Loi hs d 

Assured | Seven years, |;fo Five years, “The object 

under | from 1834 to 1841. em 1841to grece) ese Pot Death. 

£ ed | £ sd Bas, a, 
30 133 7 6 72. 8 8 1200 11 2 

5 135 19 0 | 7B; «8T 1200 2 T 

40 138 15 6 7 9 7 12313 5 1 

n 142 » 0 ue 18. 9 1219 i 9 
1 6 1230 48 

A Dividend was eaten payable to the arenie on 2d 

January, 1847, at the rate of 6} zer, Pa eee of income tax. 
ondon Offices, Cor 

SEN Gracethe Duke ot En MILT ‘ON and BRANDON. 

Dep.-Goy.—The Most Noble the Marquis of QUEENSBERRY. 
LONDON EE OF DIRECTION. 

President—Right Hon. the Earl of MANSFIELD. 

Vice- President—Right 1 Hon. the Earl of SEAFIELD. 
TING DIRECTOR; 

Charles Balfour, Esq. 
Robert Gillespie, Esq. 
ames Gooden, Esq. 

H. M. (CITÉ Ésq. 
John Bonet Esq. 

aria. Esq., Manager 
London Joint Stole Bank, Bankers 

Ww. , Esq., Sur; 
Messrs, oliverson, OEF, and io Solicitors, 

uel Beazley, Mena ., Surveyor. 
ord € “of the Boag, E. Ss SMITH, Secretary. 

eat Union Offiga,.37; bil, Lon 
ROVIDENT DA E OF Wo Lm Regent-street, 
London, Established 1806.—Inve: sted Cap M 1,200,0007. 

Annual Income 140,0001. Bonuses Behind 529.0 Claims 
paid "no. the establishment of the Office 1,521 

ent.— THE T Hoxounanre ieee cede: 

Robert Murray, Esq. 
n un Oliverson, Esq. 

J. obertson, Esq. 
Hugh F. Sandeman, 

Direc 
The Earl of Macclesfield, reterick Squire, Esq. 
Sir John Osborn, Bart. Rev. Sherman. 

John Deering, Esq. Alfred pe e Esq q. 

Alexander Henderson, M.D. | Richard Sherwood, Esq 
The Rates of Premium are those adopted by the et 

Life Offices, the rate without bonus is lower than that of most 

o . 
Bonuses are added to the Policies, or applied to the 

reduction of the Prem: eceived in cash as soon 
5 declared, at their then present v; 

Loans are granted upon the P. beim eat by this Office, 

or the Policies are purchased at their fu 
arty neglect to pay for the GI AME colder nma 

may repair the omission any time within 12 months, upon proof 

of good health. 
Bonuses paid upon Policies which have become Charms. 

Life insured, Sum insured, |Sum paid. 

£. uk 
John Wharton, Esq., Skelton Castle. 5000 7706 6 0 

Sir John Saunders Sebright, Bart. 5000 765213 3 

ir William Wake, Bart. E 5000 00 5 9 

Earl Strathmore 5000 7128 15 8 

Ve ampneys, Canterbury| 3000 4509 1 

The Marquis. of Wellesley 2000 3411 1 3 

Earl Cathea 1000 1862 411 

exl and fall particulars may be obtained upon ap- 

plication to the Agents of the Office in all the principal towns 
of the United Kingdom; and at the head Office, No. 50, Regent- 

street. Joun A. BEAUMONT, Managing Director. 

S cornu WIDOWS’ FUND AND LIFE AS- 
SURANCE SOCIETY.—Founded a. 2 dieque 

Constitdted by Act of Parliam: 
erage amount of Assurances during id yes 10 years, up- 

Nes of Half a Milion annually ; Capital E Sd and 

invested, upwards of One Million Seven Hundred Thousand 

Pounds; Annual TP upwards of Two. irae ani 

Sixty Thousand Pound: 
E FFICE.: C eHüinbusglt: 5, St. Andrew-square. 

N.B.—Participation Policies opened before 31st December, 
are entitled nae allthe benefits attaching to insurances of the 
current yea 

All Proposal n mur belodged at the Head Office before ae 

December, h the Society’s Agents) in time to be 

warded to the Head Office before tha 
he aN ee NZIE, Manager, 

ForGE, Chief Clerk. 
ffices in pensons 4, Royal “Prohange:aildings, and 7, 

Panes Wes Huan M‘Kegan, Agent, 

December, es, 

ETROPOLITAN  LOAN COMPANY. — Esta- 
39. O: Craven-street, Strand, 

are advanced by the Company, on the security of two respon- 

sible i Og in b rom 10/. 10s. to Tut for periods 

of twenty-five weeks, at 2) per cent, ; or of y weeks, at 5 per 

cent., at the rile Ha the borrower, to be Taped by red 

instalments, If 2:3 securities are appro 'oved by the Sca at 
their weekly meeting, the loans are immediately advanced. 
Amounts exceeding 1001, are advanced by special agreement 

ors.— Forms of application, done aining the rul: $ 
and regulations, mad be had at any hour ‘of the day, price 2d, 

EA the ipe thie Weds rdOu window, the steam from the kettle 

in the parlour, the cup in the pie in the kitchen, His exposition 

of the principles, and his deductions from she facts, are as nea 
as the examples are well chosen.” —Spectat 

don: LONGMAN, BROWN, GREEN, ETE LoneMANs, 

THE HON. MRS. A ie CHRISTMAS PRESENT TO 

REN. 

UNT 2 Ota rs RR Y'S BALLAD 6S. 
ADVENTURES OF A WOOD-SPRITE. 

THE ii oF BLANCHE AND BRUTIKIN. 

Hon. Mrs, NORTON, 

BOR as with ight illustrative Drawings by Jomw AB- 

oN, in an appropriate EET cover, price e 6s. 

pos Alli the new Present-Books se the Season, in the hand- 

somest pa may now be hat 

PH OUNDALL, 12, Ola Bond-street. 

DINBURGH REVIEW, No. CLXXI.— ADVER- 

RÀ TISEMENTS for insertion in No. 171 of The Edinburgh Re- 

to be sent to the Publishers' by Friday, 

on or before Monday, January ihe 
2rd, 1847.39, Paternoster-row, Dec. 19, 1846, 

In the Press, to be published early in the spring, 

In one vol. 8vo, to bind,with the Scuoot BOTANY, 

HE ELEMENTS OF BOTANY, 
STRUCTURAL, AND MEDICAL: ” SYSTEMATICAL, 

With a Copious Glossary of Botanical Terms. 
eing a Fifth Edition of 

THE Re 5 THE FIRST RUN or BOTANY. 
By Joun Linpiey, Pu. D. 

Koon c nii and Brass, Whitetviars, 

LOUDON'S ENCYCLOPADIAS, 
5th Edit. one large vol. 8vo, with 1300 Woodeuts, 50s. cloth, 
bis ENCYCLOPZEDIA of AGRICULTUR B; 
J. €. Loupow, F.L.G.Z. & H.8.8., vods ob. 

AN ENOYCLOPJEDIA e GARDENING. 50s. 
AN ENCYCLOPJEDIA of PLANTS, 735. 6d. 
M CMO of RURAL ARCHITECTURE. 63s, 

N ENCYCLOPADIA of TREES and SHRUBS. 505. 

MORTUS BRITANNICUS. 31s. 6d. 

ondon ; a ns Brown, GREEN, and LONGMANS. 

que GARDENERS MONTHLY “VOLUME, 
Edited by GEORGE W. JOHNSON, Esq. 

Author of E The Dictionary of Modern Gardening," *CThe 

eners’ Almanack, 

o work on Gardening exists containing within its pages all 
the information relative to each object of the art that the 

modern progress of knowledge s cited. This is no fault 

together masses of horticul- 
tural knowledge, udon, for DM ae all 

they could within the ie assigned them uis 

do not contain 5 tithe ‘of the 

to render them comparatively qanay for they woul 

costly for the vast majority of those pa would especially de- 

sire to Ur such a store of knowle 

d these Pug Er the series of ‘THE 

been undertaken. 
GAR- 
Each 

subjects of each volume relative to piske of i haich the culture 

is especially interesting about the time at which the volume 

is published. 
A volume, bound in chet price Pour crown, will appear on 

the 1st of jet month ; , a e time, to suit the con- 

venience o f purchasers, a half Ono with stitched covers, 

price one shilling ench. 
ry 1st, will anpa ar, 

THE POTATO: “ITS SURE, SES, AND HISTORY. 
ebrua: 

THE CUCUMBER and THE GOOSEBERRY ; their Cul- 

b PEU) and History. Each complete in ho y nme. 

: R. BALDWIN, Paternoster-row. : W. and G. 

Pe OR Winchester: H, WOOLDRIDGE. 

SECOND EDITION. 
In one thick Volume, 8vo, containing 900 pages, aay DOP IDt 

of 500 Illustrations, price 3 30s., , in cloth boa) 

HE VEGETABLE KINGDOM ; or de "Ernvc- 
TURE, CLASSIFICATION, AND USES OF PLANTS, 

illustrated upon the Natural System. By urs N LINDLEY, Ph. D., 
F.R.S, and L.S., Professor of Botany i the University of 

London, and in the Royal Institution of treo Britain. 
*,* To suit the convenience of Students and others, the above 

Work i is qu also in 12 Monthly Parts, price 2s. 6d. each, 

Also, by the same Author, a New Edition in demy 

GcHooL BOTANY ; or, the Rudiments of Boisa 
Roenoes With nearly 400 Illustrations, price 5s, 6d. half 

boun: 

London: BRADBURY & Evans, Whitefriars. 

st published, in demy Svo, price 2s. 6g., 

ROHIDAG EJE LINDENIANZE ; or, Notes upon 
a Collection of Orchids formed in Colombia and Cuba, by 

Mr. J. Linpen. By Joun Linptry, Ph. D., F.R.S. & L.S., 
Professor of Botany in the Ruuiersity of London, and in the 
Royal Ius of Great Britai 

P BRADBURY & Evina, Whitefriars. 

A GRICULTURAL MACHINERY NOT PREJU- 
LÀ prOIAL TO THE INTEREST OF THE LABOURER. 

his PROBLEM is clearly demonstr: EG m ae FARMERS’ 
MAGAZINE for the lst of December. 24, Norfolk- 
street, Strand. May be had of all eosa Spito: 

H BAILLIERE, 219, Regent-street, AS e state 
+ that all the Works of Dr. ROBE y 

Madras, may now be obtained of him, he Era y lately 
appointed Sole Agent for their sale in this IESUS 

LIST OF WORKS BY ROBERT WIGHT, M.D., F.L;S., 
SURGEON TO THE MADRAS ESTABLISHMENT., 

i: 

ILLUSTRATIONS OF INDIAN BOTANY ; 

o Figures Illustrative of éach of the Natural Orders of In- 
n Plants described in the Author's P. VERUM Flore Penin- 

sul Indie Orlentalis ; but. not confined to 
Vol. L, uui 4 13 ute containing Dy deese Plates, 

Madras, 1: l 178. 

Vol. IL, Part P Monti: 39 coloured Plates, Madras, 1841, 

I. 5s. 
Odd Parts can be obtained to complete sets, 

ICONES uM INDIAE ORIENTALIS; 
FIGURES OF INDIAN PLANTS. 

pu. consisting of 16 Parts, containing together 318 

pintes, "adea 1 838— 
un. n Parts, containing together 318 Plates, 

non 191042 
Vol, IIL, Parts 12 "with 409 Plates, Madras, 1843—46. 

4l, 5s, 
Odd UAR can be obtained to complete sets. 

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE BOTANY OF INDIA. 
8vo, London, 1834. 7s, 6d. 

SPICILEGIUM NEILGHERRENSE ; 
Or, a selection of Neilgherry Plants, drawn and coloured from 
Nature, Descriptions of each; some General Re- 

the Geography and Affinities of Natural Families of 
POE pe amd Occasional Notices of their Economical Properties 
and 

410; "with 50 coloured Plates, Madras, 1846. 17. 10s. 

PRODROMUS FLORA: PENINSULA INDIA 
ORIENTALIS ; 

Containing Abridged Descriptions of the Plants found in the 
Epp of British India, arranged according to the Naturar 

stem, 
Vol. I., 8vo, London, 1834, 16s. 

Now ready, price 4s, 6d., neat cloth, 

‘WHE TREE ROSE.—Practical Instructions for its 
Formation and Culture, Illustrated by 24 Woodcuts, 

Reprinted from the Gardeners’ Chronicle, with additional 
matter by the Author and others. 

CONTENTS. 

Pruning for trans- 
plantation 

Annual pruning : 5 saw proper for 
time, principle of the purpose 

execution, &c. Pushing eye, spring 

Binding up | treatment of dwarf GRAFTING. 

Badd ne, | a m us | Aides, to Koop 
seat der timog of | = on che sarae piocis | eres growers, x 
plieu bois x cR P 

im. 
S: Dusting Grafting, advantage eye 

into ap-bud, Naneatrment 
et preparation of, Grafting, disadvan- 

tage of 
Operation in differ- 

months 

dis of trees 
Shoots and buds, 

choice o: 

Baas, failing Shoots for budding 

i ere se a upon, an heir 

ma dopmadt and 
ushin; 

Preliminary obser- 
vati arrangemen 

caterpillars slugs, | Shoots, ^ keeping Roce lef donor 

LS FA eth and big tion of a few sorts 

diaii Oe success | Shortening wild Pom Rone 

Dorman bugs P P B i cion, choice and 
theory of replan' Stocks, planting out devidigattent of 

ingwith PETS | for budding upon; | Stock ré atado 
Guards against the means of pro- | "E prep: 
Labelling {wind ped $ E 

o0sin Roane age, height; sorts 

Terabe! for "different pi APPENDIX, 

Mixture for stealing cies of Rose ; tak- | A selection of vari- 
ing up, trimming 

Planting out, ar-| roots, sending a | Comparison be- 

rangement of| distance, shorten- eves budding. 
trees, &c. ing heads, &e. ; and grafting 

Published at the GARDENERS’ CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL 
Gazerre Office, 5, Upper Wellington-street, Covent Garden, 

London, 

Printed by Winurau Brapnuny, of No. 6, York: place, Stoke Newing 
Faxpanicx MULL xs, of No. 7, Chusch-tow, Stoke Newin 

den, ‘ath 
are to be addressed to 
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Western ports of ipe by trading vessels and stea: É 
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INDEX. 

A gd. i. t showsof - 857a | Hops, bod expo NES Cr 
of rend - 8600 | Hygrometi 851a 

Iaia adsl a Indl o, Chi - 865 ¢ 
Aphis of Smeeand Potato au. ns erg Ponitur and | Vos 

asl 

- 856a 

i" Landon "and tenant, iighte s Eu [i 

Apples, E Pippin = Ss 5 Mammillarias, Oregon 
Bees’.comb = 853.5 | Manto, analysis of sewer wa" er as 5 
Belfast | si Socteny grit Per a ent of 53b 

Belle Vue, plan of - = 85a Meyer Lx "be p of 

Bordeaux, its wines, rey. - 8556 + 85a 

Botley Farmers’ Club—a: anual MUR a illu ofin - 859 ¢ 
ee M asia | Newcastle, Farmers’ Club = 

Balogyne ochracea = 855b abi 861 
Calendar, agricultural - 963 c | Oregon Mammillar 855 c 
— Horticultural + 856a | Phili ME er - Ba 

Chine na o -> Eine-applo, oni 'ulture of 852 b 
E M A s 

Polmaise hea ting 
Posato disease ont anes + Aphis aot T 

b 

- Wu i 
des inen xev aiB à 

Renee news got 
Dairy B 
Debs yos i Club E 
Disease made the souro e of 

359 ¢ | Potatoes, vitality 
Poultry, dinaa. s - Sio b 

- 8 
51b ME E Cat ttle "Show, T 

marks * 

EW ACen ae cs GARDEN 

o. omplete 23 ei PME of uarts No. 1—Complete Coll g of 20 q 
of best kinds of allother Seeds in pro- 
portion, and of ihe m approved kinds for one 

and Sons have the honour and privilege of 
o Gardeners and Gentlemen residing at the under- 

rected plate who have annually availed B aele E this 
economical and advantageous mode of obtaining the best sorts 
of GARDE beet and who xe M themselves in 
the highest degre e. pleased with t| ps, viz., at or near 
Glasgow, Perth, Ed'iburgh, Aber: ibus ort, Monmouth, 
Cardigan, Bre recon, Carlisle, Carmarthen, Ludlow, Gloucester, 

ull, Neweastle-upon-Tyne, Bury St. Edm) PM Wolverbamp- 
ton, York, Bristol, SE Brighton, Plymouth, Isle of Wight, 
Windsor, r, Bath, wbury, Maidstone, Cirencester, 
Liverpool, erts Honea Canterbury, Portsmouth, a 

others, of whom the addresses may be 

Early onion d requested and recommended, as some sorts 

d£ Pongal delivered free to any office in London, or any 
Station of the Great Western Railway between London and 

Remittances are not required from known correspondents, 
nor from those who give satisfactory Fefe ag 
_Reading Nursery, Reading, Berks, Dec. 2 

REES. 

e zi Sprengel's hort adum, - land, ani 
— crops, rotation of Strawberries, Hau X 

» siu rm-hors Tein-ching, oi oc CRI: indigo Base | OÑ applivati fon. 
rofit Tenant and Landlord; x E 

poral Made froma tho ele- 380% c | arein great 
ments of disease 7 962.6 | Threshing machine v. 259 
ECT hy D; plants by “Moyen s "Timber, means pod 856 a 

viere Turnip, Liverpool Swede 859 0 
Gors eiie o y Wooda, duration of - 8864 
Heating, Polmais Wormsley Pippin Apple- $53 
Highland aud Aut. Society - naoa 

0 ns SUBSCRIBERS P. THE GARDENERS’ 
ENEVOLENT INSTITU —The favour of your 

vote ed interest is earnestly din d for JOHN. MOORE, who 
is 78 years of age, has been a Gardener 60 years, living in 

first-rate situations, and has brought up a family of 12 
children ; but is now He d of work through old age, 
being badly afflicted with Rheumatism. His testimonials are 
ofthe highest order, and his case S is a truly deserving 
gne) is strongly recommended by the followi does 
Noble, 152, .Fleet-street ; Messrs. NOS ay, Mayes, Oey 
atte Aue en 5 ; Bristol; Mr. J.C, Deae Kingsholm 
Nursery, Gloucester. 

OUBLE ITALIAN TUBEROSE ROOTS, 4s. per 
— The above-named Bulb, famous for its beauty 

lossom, has been just A A 
anand Fo 

Lemon, Oitron; and Shaddock Trees; Azorian, Catalonian, 
and Arabian Jasmines expected in January next. 

PE St ns AMERICAN POTATO SEED. 

M. THORBURN eS Co, SEE EDSMEN, &c., 15, 
e John-street, New York; U. S., offer for Sale (price 5l. 5s. 

per Ib,, or 105. er oz.) 25 add of the finest WHITE KIDNEY 

POTATO SEED, “raised the present year in one of the Northern 

States, by an experienced farmer, with the utmost care, from 
Potatoes entirely free from disease ; indeed the opinion is pre- 
velent in America among practical men, tbat roots affected 

with the rot do not mature the blossom, and of course are 
aes. Whether this theory is correct or not, it is certain 

ae oe now offered was gathered from a vigorous healthy 

a i 8, With a remittance, will meet with prompt SHen uan) 

or may be left with Mr. GEORGE CEATENOOD; t-garden, 

London, where a sample of the Seed may.be se 

D VERGREENS. — The unrivalled collection of 
ental ‘Trees, P Roses, &c., now selling 25 per cent. 

below usual prices. Nur 
peed Gardener, takes the liberty of reminding noblemen, 

eem at the Arboretum, Quei 
Brompton. Plans and Estimates BECAS "for ie cn ryin 
out all kinds of Ornamental ground-work and Planting in 

any part of the country. 

OTATO SEED,—Tho Produce of Potatoes (from 
the Azores) atoms last season, perfectly Pes from disease, 

by Mr. Harward, Lymington, Hants, Mr. H. has a small quan- 

tity of this Valuable Seed, which-he is anxious aoad be distri- 

buted as widely as possible. He will forward a packet to any 
address on receipt of 13 postage stamps. 

HEN. RD SAUNDERS, NunsERYMAN and Frorist, 
y, has Beye ee ed of eum young Dwarf trained 

and PEAR TREES, warranted eon 
i of at a Low Rate, in 

to treat With 
Any person requir 
large Collection 

approve: pind. 
B. 

ring a quan TA 

of PEAR TREES of all the choicest and most 

o a fine stock of large Shrubs, both Evergreen 

and EATA adapted to giving immediate effect to Planta- 
tions, A remittance or reference required from unknown cor- 

communication with the Satharn and 

UNDER TI THE PATRONAGE OF HIS GRACE THE DUKE 

OF BUCKINGHAM AND CHAND 

FERGUSON, Nursery and SEEDSMAN, Ayles- 
ueks, * respectfully informs the Nobility CM 

Gentry that on the Hi cer t he is receiving as a 

rdener, NON ee planter, fuisae and filling « b 

intends vo y a great 
iun the 

nursery stock. 

PEAR T 

E ENE LANGELIER, of the Clarendon Nursery, 
St. Helier, Jersey, LAE announces that he 

Sale upwards of 30,000 fine PEAR TR. , from his unrivalled 
collection of upwards of "1200 varieties, of which a Gasalogde 
may be had on application, post paid, and a penny Stamp in. 
closed, among which will be found several new ones, in parti- 
cular hi: his new Beurré, which proves bus this year to be o: 
of the best fro known: also one called Grosse Calebash, 
measuring fr fro 83 inches, weighing from 20 to 24 ounces, 
a perfectly meling fruit, ripens in November, quite different 
from Galebash oth in shape, size, and flavour. 
All the sorts RAS to be true to name, and none sent out 

y R. L. unless proved by him,—by application, as to the time 
oF miany, a description of fruit, —as sufficient. Having 
devoted his Sa icular attention to the aboveculture, he flatters 
himself he has the most pect eolieaiony in England. or France. 

ier's Beurré, from 3s.6d. to 5s. each tree; 
se Calebash, t fine ges Those do not possess 

these v: VOD should not be without them, 
escriptive RIA of Pears is in progress, and will 

much interest Pear Growers, and proper pruning will betreated 
according to the plan they Pe grown in his garden, which is 
different from all other prunin, 

prepaid, and Tos dad or reference from un- 
known correspondents. 

has on 

peELAND can now be supplied with an excellent 
substitute for the Potato. Read the Leading Article in 

the Gardeners’ Moodle of Deeember the 19th, referring to the 
valuable mixtui eet-root and Wheaten flour, recom- 
mended by the igne Hon, T. F. KENNEDY, Paymaster of Civil 
Services in Irela 

The impor fs of this discovery at this momentous 
period is immense, and all those who wish to grow a 
crop of Beet-root during the ensuing season should pro- 
cure their seed immediately (as the demand will no 
doubt be very extensive), gu the Subscribers can 
supply at the following prices : 

Whi ei e Sugar Beet,  ..  .. 2s 6d. per Ib. 
Ditto t aS qus, 

Parsni o NE MEE: 
White Belgian Carrot 2:56 

*a* All orders above £5 will up delivered free of 
uae and carriage io Cork, Dublin, or London. 
Steamers ihree times a week to each port. 
. Apply to WILLIAM &. RENDLE AND Co., Plymouth. 

KENSINGTON (NEAR LONDON) AND READING 
PORK RO BERKSHIRE. 

NM FORREST and CO. beg ‘respectfully to 
ention to their "SUPERIOR COLLECTION of 

FRUIT T REES of all kinds in these Grounds, and also their 
General Nursery Stock, They also beg to draw attention to 
their General Collection of Vegetable and Flower Seeds, which 
are of the best description, Packages suitable to Gardens of 
all dimensions, carefully forwarded at the most reasonable 
charges. Carriage paid to any station on the Great Western 
Railway, between London and Bristol. Catalogues may be had 
on applicatior 

TO NOBLEM N,GENTLEMEN, EN OTHERS 
ABIES CANADENSIS, or HEMLOCK SPRU 

(3 BAKER, NURSERYMAN, Bagshot, Surrey, having 
Ka the Largest Stock in Europe, of various sizes and in fine 

condition, can with confid 
the noces AE the publie, 

lfi 

ence recommend this noble tree to 

A the I a P i— 
— Transplaute 0 per 100 

2, » Eum fig 16 o? x 
9, $5 Don» TBO n 
3to4ft, 5, PE 099, 

PICEA BALSAMEÀ 
1pto2ft.,, 0 

3, 12 
Ga. pneum a fine Stock of ‘Flowering KALMIA LATIFOLTA 

can supply them at Mad Tolownge ie pri 
9tol2inehes .. at £2 10 p per T “100 
s 15 5 T 15 
185,9 0 0 
in Aa Specimen Plants fre om ds. 6d to 5s. each, 

ge purchasers will ha’ reduction, — N.B.— 
The der A to the trade, 

Tene “SPLENDID CAMELLIAS 

NEw AMERICAN SEEDLINGS— 
The odd a of these magnificient CAMELLIAS takes 

to s TO) erent plea 
hat these obe uperb new varieties will now be offered to 
them, The Proprietor believes it will only be necessary to give 
Sum of the ee ee Horticultural Society upon 

their coer un to secure the entire confidence of the com- 
unity th 

velties in the horticultural world at h 
CAMELLIAS, which have be 

fection of form, tl masi two new Americ: s. Th gest 
Camellias were first exhibited on the 14th Feb Dey and the 
Massachusetts Horticultural Society, in their usual handsome 
manner, immedi ately signified 
merits, "by aw: heir original 
yalue of 50 das. vine following rid t from the proceedings 
of the Society comprises a full e UD of the new Camellias, 
and we therefore Place it upon record :— 

* Ata meeting pu um Massachusetts Horticultural Society; 
on Saturday, Feb. ,& vote was passed, direct the 
committee 0! Ded ie take special notice of the fine, pets 
Camellias exhibited at that time by Marshal P. Wilder, presi- 

ut of the Society. reeably to this vote, the Flower 
E submit the following report :—The pue of seed- 
ling EAE exhibited was five. Two of them were of sur- 
passing beauty and perfection. As the committee have had 
the pleasure a often examining the extensive collection of the 
President, as wellas those of other gentlemen in the vicinity, 
PAST. the most perfect varieties known among amateurs, 

y feel themselves ere k acquainted with this beautiful 
x of flowers, to judge the com} d rative merits of the seed- 
lings under pe ea ia and t e no hesitation in 
pronouncing them as varieties of the very first order, and such 
as will be difficult to surpass in this or any other xw 
The production of two such remarkable VATERS 
person, we believe unprecedented, and will reflect much Signe: 
on our President abroad, as well as upon the Society of ro 
he is the head e, therefore, recommend that a gratuity b 
awarded to the President t, for these two rb. neg des 
Camellias, and that it consist of a Piece of Plate of the value 
of PE Dp and of such form and design as he may elect.— 

. Brecx, Chairman." 

DESCRIPTION OF THE SEEDLINGS. 
No. 1. Me JAPONICA, var. WILD DERI. S ud 1} 

inches bro: and three long, oval, acuminate, ightly 
dentated, a: Edw dark green, with prominent midrib ; pedes 
short; a shrub of free, upr vight, but rather slender’ growth ; 
buds quite round, XE ‘pale- green scales ; flower medium size, 
three-and-a-half to four inches in diameter. Colour delicate 

eagle d s to 80in number, imbricated, of the most 
perfect rose- leaf e hapë, and arfinged wit exquisite- 

mn.ftiecirodmferénce to the centre; corolla very 
podiiete ent, free in its inflorescence, every flower 

nd lug perfectly, retaining ite Beauty fora 
superiority o of this variety, w mparèd 
shed favourites, the Old. "ovii. Wise pow 
"s others, is its be: Sr round petal, y 
serrature or indentation on the edge. Raised from the seed of 
the single red Camellia, fertilised by Camellia japonica, var. 
punctata ; the mother plant and all the stock, with the ex 
aon ofa Bingle graft, having been destroyed by fire, in the 

$34 
b 3 

No. CAMELLIA. JAPONICA, var, MRS. BBY 
XOLDER, The name was given uem in. 
honour of the lady of the President. “This variety is a 
very beautiful one — a vigorous shrub of upright growth 
and strong branches ; p largo and handsome; leaves 
4 inches long, by ?$ b oad, oundish oyal, 
flexed, coarsely renis inia with 
nent midrib and nerves; yellowish vu od 
colour those of Camellia’ aponica Lady Hi 
with pale green scales ; flow erlarge, 4 TRE Es more 
meter, thick, full, and perfect ; petals of beautiful form, very 

; the exterior rows broad, cir- 
in si to the centre, 

; colour white, with an occasional 
3 after the manner of Camellia Japonica 

very round and of great dep 
ced of Camellia Japonica var, Middlemist.» 

Proprietor, now on a visit to will oceasionally 
be found at ihe Seed Warehouse of Geo. Charlwood, Esq., M. 
Tavistock-ro dpud will be received for 
tbese Two Camell ias, del n the sei autumn of 1847. 
Price Ten Guineas the pair, Gilets s left JHARLWOOD's, 
14, Tavistock-row, London, or. fo: dne eo the Proprietor, 

ale Grardensy Brighton, Massachussetts, covering 
the amount, will receive prompt attention. None but good 
strong Plants une sent; orders shall receive inmediate at- 
tention, and be served in t the order r they are receive: 

awings of these beautiful Camellias will be exhibited in 
b ondon and Paris in the month of March. Notice will be given 

n the publie papers. 
London, December 

Office, Nos. 1 and2, 
846. JAMES L. L. F, WARREN, 
remont Temple, Boston, Mass. U. S. A. 

QEEDS CORNER OF aa MOON- STREET. 
m TOMAS GIBBS and CO., 

(By Official appointment), the SEEDSMEN to thé 
ds ROYAL AG! RICUL' PES AL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND,” 

Beg to remind the Members of the Society, and Agriculturists in general, that their eu Counting House and Seed Ware. 
house is a e Buc of HALF- dag E EET, PIOC r the last Fifty Yea: 

sieultural Seeds are shige ready, and may Priced Lists of Age 
he he had on d on appl 

FLOW ES ee SEATS. 
OHN MORTLOCK, 250, Oxford. street, res 
announces that he has a ver 

pectfully 

Every description of useful CHIN VARTHENWARE a tie] Yówest a 
Oxford-street, near Hyde-park, 

ASS, and 
t possible price, for Cash.—250 
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dum AND BRITISH SHEET AND CROWN 

for UM er im UR ge | onem DPI to be 
had in Sad as imported, of 100 and 200 fee ass 
Pantiles, 1s. per dozen. Hn eum dud rin ida of Hors 
ticultural Glasses. Oils, Colours, Brushes, &c., of the best 
des. ion, at lowest prices, at F; ELPHICK’S, x Di dE 
East, Oxford.street. * For Ready Money o 
gar PATENT VENTILATORS for Public Onices, Smoking 

Rooms, &c. " 

GLASS.FOR/CONSERVATORIES. 

PSLEY PELLATT m €O., Falcon Glass Works, 
Holland-street, Blackfriars, are prepared to supply (in 

quantities not less than 100 acai feet) SHEET anp CROWN 
LASS or BEST QUALITY, at the following Net Cash Prices: 

Any size under 2 feet super. Per square foot, 
13 oz. weight per foot I ^ E 4d. 

5 » ys E RA 

» nu 
ALL B aere: up ‘to 10 ins. bs 8 PPR tm 14d, to 3d. per 
et ie 
N.B.— The 16 oz. is full strength for Greenhouses. 

GLASS MILK PANS, White, 5s. 6d. each ; Green, 4s. each. 

TO NURSERYMEN, F;ORISTS, 

* LASS.—Any quantity of I6 oz. Slant. Glass, in 
small sizes, packed in boxes, containing 100 feet each, 

from 2d. to. Bid. per foot, according to size. 
Every ead of ‘Horticultural Glass, from 13 to 32 oz. 

to the foot. 
GLASS "DAIRY PANS, the joa size: and strength as 

earthenware, from 3s. 4d. to 4s. 6d. c; 
ianEpred paarden Hand. lights. 

11s. per doze 
ED WARDS anD PELL, 15, Southampton-street, § 

Ds oz. Glass. Pantiles, at 

Strand. 

B AKER'S PHEASANTRY, Beaufort-street, Kigi 
- 7 road, Chelsea (by appointment to Her Masesry and 

T.H. PRINCE ALBERT).—ORNAMENTAL WATERFOWL, 
»»siwiny of Black and White Swans; Egy 

, and Laugi 
Widgeos, Summer and Wi e wall, La- 

A EM /'Gold-eyed and Dun dev er ; Carolina Ducks, 
Ducks, ‘domesticated and pin. oned ; Spanish, 

‘ina, Malay, Poland, Surrey, smi Dorking Fowls; and 

Es Taine: Pied, Td PS Peafowl, and pure 

Pigs. 

THE TANK SYSTEM, 

un EE. i 
IUe 

Bo RBIDGE anp HEALY having heated a con- 
siderable number of Pits and other dies wii it d 

rs, and tures; for the cultivation of Pines, 
tropical plants, Leben upon the plan keconimenddd oth 

in s recent work on the Culture of Pines and Cu- 
euwmbers, many of which are OAIT at the present time; 
prove beyond hat every ! of structure ma; 
be hea iam by Bursiper and HEALY's peculiar Tank Apparatus, 
wi 1 absolute certainty of producing the desired result, 
Their Apparatus may be seen at work at the following places : 
LotR utata Gardens: Chiswick ; ; Royal Botauie Gardens, 

ws ess ee as ae Gård ens, Gunnersbüry; Mr. 
Ginding, Chiswick Nursery; Messrs. Henderson, Pine. 
apple-place ; and in morethan one hundred other placesi— 
130, Fleet-street; London. 

1OT-WATER APPARATUS. FOR: HEATING 
i i HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING: HOUSES, 
Sree ey and MANUFACTO RIES, u on improved princi- 
ples, and at very eras dd erected by DANIEL and 
EDWARD BAILE Y; , HOLBORN. 

D lE, BAILEY dad eie Uwe pue Wi rade the cousidera- 
ject, and had much exper mthe erection of 

the above-nientioned yuspoma | Be; by improve- 
ments s uggested in": their practice, rendered thelr rede of 
heut y not only very efficient, but very simple, and have com- 

bined ¢ apparatus with pai in the charge. 
They ted paate a at England, Scotland; he Ireland, 
for mai men and gentlemen, and have hod the honour 
to be employed by the Horticultural Soelet London; in 
executing the works of their splendid Conserv: va en ected at 
Chis wick, 

~TEPHENSON anp: CO., 61, Enc eiue duod 
London, and 17, New Park-street, Southwark, Inventors 

and Manufacturers of the Improved Ce NICAL and DOUBLE 
CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, respectfully solicit the attention of 
scientific Horticulturists to their much approved method of applying the Tank system to. Pineries, Propagating Houses, 
&c., by which Atmospheric heat as well as bottom heat is s 
cured to any required P A ee without the aid of pipes. or ites 
S. &:Co. have aiso to state that at ther AE of numerous 
friends they are now mlking their Boilers of Iron, as well as 
Copper, by which ine cost is reduced. There Boilers;-whieh 

well known, scarcely require ut to 
EiSie wito have tioteeem LER f operation, EDIS will 
be forwarded, as well as reference of the-highestauthority; or 
they may beseen at most of the dogs s seats.and principal 

and Co. beg to inform the trade that at their EH 
ARCU M d vy article require d for the constructiei 
of Hor! Vico epa Buildings, aswell as for hentingthem; pu be 
obtained upon the eA Mirta terms. 

of Iron or Wood, erected upon the most 
“Balconies, Palisading, Field and Garden 
&e. &c. 

aegis 
Fences, Wire Work, 
I OT WATER APPARATUS.— The attention of 

Architects, Builders; and others, is respectfully requested 
to BENJAMIN Fowrer’s superior method of Heating Churches 
and Chapels, Halls, Stair-cases, Conservatories, Forein; d 
PUE. ses, Manufactories am ouses, Kilns, Rooms 

Drying Timber, &c., andevery variety of purpose forwhich 
artifelal heat is Sredne Within the last 
hundreds of buildings‘have been heate: 
the parties for whom they were executed are constantly ex- 
ressinrtheivsatisfaetion, uiso their willingness to vouch for 
heir e: improved wrought-iron ed which re- 
quires ie ee tere may be seen m action upon the premises; 

JAMIN FOWLER; Fleet-street. 

WARMING D VENTILA: e 

EORGE HADEN, ENGINEER, MANUFAC: 
TURER or VENTILATING WARM AIR STOVES, 

ARM — de qe M APPARATUS, &c., f 
Solace D Buildings; 6 » 
ork at pene nis Edinburgh. 
heo H. has for saany years been extensively engaged through- 

Kingdom in Warming and Ventilating the Mansions of 
Tobility and Gen Churches and Chapels, Colleges pains 

maries and Schools, County Buildings, Court Rooms and 
mic Banks; d Hothouses-and Vin ries, | dre. 

begs y intimate that the Apparatus are manuisatenea. 
Vitis his immediate Marak ada and he has at present 
TPR supply on 

The Advertiser is prepared to give Désigns and Estimates, 
furnish every information to Noblemen and Gentlemen 

requiring such Apparatus om applying at his Office. 

POLMAISE HEATING. 
G: H. begs to'state that the E erected in the Vinery 

at ELE p hich has for ks Hs "s ree years caused n 
much sensation, was and thi f tl 
pu isi by him, and that due whole design was catea 
inti ect under his direc 

The utmost attention will be paid to all orders committed to 
his care,—6, St: Andrew-square, Edinburgh. 

ERUVIAN. AND BOLIVIAN GUANO ON 
SALE, BY THE ONLY Pets, 
ANTONY GIBBS AND SONS, LOND 
Mr ud MYERS anD CO., “LIVERPOOL; 

maw their Ag 
GIBBS, BRIGHT. “anv CO, LIVERPOOL ty eee 

'SWORTH, POWELL, AND PRYOR DON 

the N 

QUID MANURE. 
ENGLAND INDEPENDENT OF THE WORLD FOR CORN. 

HE attention of the Agricultural Interest, at this 
momentous erisis,isrequested to the great importance of 

LIQUID MANURE, and the ease with which it may be appro- 
priated by the use of FOWLER'S PUMPS, made expressly for 
the v ane Vei portable orfixed ; Garden, Ship, and pur 
sepe C ose for Distillers, Brewers, Best Boilers, and 
Tanners, FOE gs and Due liquor, Pumps kept for ug for 
eraio and Wel uildings heated by. Hot Water, for 
Horticulture, and diee "variety of manufacturing purposes. 
The Trade supplied on advantageous ENJAMIN 

FowrzR, Engineer, &c., as sel data Fleet-street, Londo: lon, 

Wise FOTHERGILL | es ‘to vales the following 
ANURES on the best terms, 

GUANO, PERUVIAN and AFRICAN, direct from Import 
Warehouses, 

Ditto, PATAGONIAN and ME BAY. 
for destruction of Wir 

SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME (See gum Agri. Soc. 
nal, Vol. vi, Part 2). 

GYPSUM (Pure Sulphate of Lime), 
BONE DUST and BONE PODER 
pna DEL, ACID. L. 

SALT and AGRICULTURAL ADT f for Composts. 
SILIORTES of ort and POTASH, and ae other Manures, 

pper Thames-stre 
Agent for DiNGLES S HAND SBED- DIBBLE. 

EEU OE anp Co.’s REMEDY FOR THE 
TO. DISEASE.— Price 6s. dies heir) which en- 

Sures:an acre of M Potatoes and a large cro; 
KAGENBUSCH A Co.'s GER MINATING COMPOUND. 

— Price 2s. and 43: pen ipiis The best Steep for Wheat and 
other Grain; Turn nip, Clover, Onion all other Seeds and. . This is the:gardener’s best friend. 
KAGENBUSCH os GERMAN SCIENTIFIC 

M RES, which fertilise the land without exhausting it, "E 
30s. per aere-for Me Lie once in three years ; for "'illag 
per acre, and for Mops 40s. per acre, annua. ally. Price 7l. 10s. 
per son for Meadows v Tillage, and 9/, per ton for Hops, 

tfor 4 acr 

Ditto, 

Mient Bc Barney aiso- cónstructin-metaFatl 
He orácaitural Buildings and Sashes,. andi invite Nobleen, 

liv; 
27 orn, opis they have the 

pras sanity of, exhibiting, amongst other metal works, an ex- 
inplete and convenient kitehen: Weed tus, orrauge, 

continued supply of hotwater, andian-arrange- 
meut of the oven, more complete than.has hitherto been brought 
before the public. 

1). ang: E. BAILEY were the 
vi v 

‘st to introduce:metallie on 
and. can. refer to the: Cox 

ied to the Pantheon as one of their stent 
thersin this country, and on the LY du 

ai e prepared'a quantity of the opos Plant Protectors, which are now ready for ppa ati 
they beg to introduce.to publie. notice-a new Trough Pipe, for 
Orchidaceous or other Houses. where vapour is constantly, or 
B» IaerrAdn NR and. which may. be:seen at their Manu- 

etory. 

j 

ar jai are kept at Hibernia. Wharf, London-bridge, 
and Mr. Josep EDWALDS will deliver them to any one bringing 
the amount in cash. 

anufactureds by Kacrennuscn and Coy Agricultural 
Chemists, Leeds. Sold by JAMES and Co., Agents for the South 
of England, 55, King William-street, Cii Porter Bro- 
THERS, Agents f for the North, Cromford-court, Manchester, 

* Ves tons, drawing. 5:-feety load at the Works ia 
Leeds, and can asi cend thec ks of e every port in the enel 
so that Wester ov Farmers, and Landed prietors, clubbin 
together, may be supplied direct; tjata saving of expence, 

ala p T ade. 

L AWES'" PATENT MANURES —Türnip Manure 
4 il: per ton. Clover Manure, 14i, per ton. Com Manure 

141, per ton. Hate Ti ime, 7l. per ton. 
1. Manures will-be forwarded to any 

oMr, WinsSos, at Mr, person enclosing two aes stamps) t 
Lawes’ Factory, Deptford Oreek, London 

R WHEAT, TARES, 
THE URATE. OF THE LONDON MANURE: 

COMPANY will be found a mot AA iil Manure for the 
abovecrops—it is UI its effects, and has stood the 
test of five seasons with increasing mates s eac 
Company also supply genuine Peruvian Guano, Gypsum, Super- 
phosphate o: unus. Sulphate and Muriate of Animonia, T- 

al, Bo wdust,. Sul phurie Acid, "and every Aytifidiab 
Manure, at de lowest: Es ‘ket price.—EDwanp PonsER, Secre- 
tar; Baur New t, Blackfriars: 

BY HER ROYAL LETTERS 

MAJESTY’S PATENT, 

` M*NEILL & CO., of Lamb's Buildings, Bunhill- 
* row, London, the Manalan and only Patentees of 

HE ASPHALTED FELT FOR ROOFING 
Buildings, RC M Workshops; 

es, to protect plants from Frost, 
At the Great National uaaal. Shows, it is this Felt 

which has been exhibited and obtained: the» Prize, MERIT the 
Felt patronise 

n Masesty’s Woops AND FORESTS, 
HONOURABLE BOARD oF ÓRDNAN. 

Houses, Farm 
Garden purpos 

and for 

RABLE COMMISSIONERS OF CUSTOMS, 
v MAJESTY’S ESTATE, ISLE or NC 

YAL BOTANIC GARDENS, REGENT's 
ps on e Estates of the Dukes of. Sutherland, "Norfolk, Rut- 

, Newcastle, Northumberland, Buccleuch (at-Richmon: 
the late Earl Spencer, paa most of tħe Nobility and Gentry g 
and at the Roy al, Society": s.House, Hanover Square. 

It is half ina price D any other description: o! ofing, and 
effects a great saving of Timber in the construction of Roofs, 

ade to any length by p inches wi 
Vous "nv X Per SQUARE Foor. 

*,* Samples, with Directions for ite Use, and Testimonials, 
of seven years’ experience, with references to Noblemen, Gen- 
tlemen, Architects, ue Fs ilders, ent S. to any part of the 
town or country, an. s by post:exi uted, 
ey Th o Public is respectfully cautioned that the A Works 

in Great Britain where b e above Roo! su is miade, a 
Eder aan 

Patent Felt M. mab’ m Bunhillas 
don, where Itoofs covered with the Felt may e seen, as also 
We new Vice-Chancellor’s Court, and the Passages and Offices 
t the entrance to Westminster. nan and other buildings at the 
New Houses of WE ament, done under the Surveyorship of 
GhuciemBorrya Dis He 

Note. eur ede Emm direct to the Factory ean be 
plied in lengths best t suit ge totheir Roofs, so that they e dor 
no more than they requir 

TO BRICK a AND gang; ATER, 
RICK 

qs AINSLIE, (PARENT MILES "MACHINE 
COMPANY apri Surra, Ei of Deanston, Chairman), 

ua Hiec to tl ties TILE MACHINE, and to 
their new“ Patent TAPPO Ted Kilns, for drying and. burning 
iue and "Tiles, by which a saving of from two-thirds to 
hree-fourths of the fuel is effected, fd all the articles are 
rath equally without loss ordamage. The Machines-at work 
€ a Model Be ee Kilns to be seen, a a all particulars to be 

aine x, JOHN PATON, Secretary, 193A, Piceadilly, 
up are wanted. 

OWNERS AND OCOUPIERS OF ESTATES. 

^W ILLIAM BULLOCK WEBSTER, of alge CONES 
near Sentharangany Draining Engineer to Her M 

t Osborne, Isle o ight; the inventor of a 
[ST Pipe Machine. (applicatie e mane Bricks); also a new 
Machine for taking roots a s out of clay, both which are 
to be seen at the Royal Polytechnic! Institution, Regent-street,— 
offers his assistance as a thorough practical man to Landlords 
who may risu information on RON subject connected with 
the Drain their Estates and drained ata fixed 
sum per mee eltdi e every expense. 

IMPORTANT TO FAMILIES.—THE POPULAR REMEDY. 

ARR'S LIFE P S.— A mild, safe; and 
most effectual eure of Indigestion, Bilious, "Liver; and 

Gtomacti Complaints, Sick d-ache, Costiveness, &e. &c. 
Their composition is truly excellent; they are compounded 
entirely of vegetable produets, freed from all irritating and de- 

sae recoveries from rater diseases, &e., hei wi il 
found highly valuable, imparting vigour and tone to:tlie stan 
when emaciated 

Theirvalue asa eem tonie andrestorative of theimpaired 
Stomaeh' and bili m, is inten manifested to the :Pro- 
prietovs;: by their r: hanea 
Testimonials forwarded by those: cie have VE their efficacy. 
Thefollowing has just been communieated by G. BATTERS, 
oves for the sale of PARR’S. LIFE P. ILLS, usine 

* Sirs, — The many IO A boxes I sell in tlie course of a 
iius fully testify the super f eee. xh IFE sila over 

ery: other Putent Medic: ane oor, 
all acknowledge the great benefit they dime front ta aic coo 
many ladies aj nd gentlemen of high standing im society, a and 
Dui. respectable: families Tue bern PARWS LIFE 
PILLS as .a.family medicine ; and thousands have given me full 
proof verbally of the cures: whie ARR’S LIFE “PILL S have 
effected, T remain, Gentlemen, yours, obediently, Œ. BATTERS, 
June, 1846.” 

BEWARE OF SPURIOUS: Briel rte NS. 
None are genuine, unless the words, eae p IFE PILLS” 

are in Warre LETTERS on ie E ED MY on the Government 
Stamp, pasted round each box ; also the fac- lo of'tHo' sig- 
nature of the Proprietors, ROBERTS & Co., Crano:court, 

" on the Directions 
& ds. os 28. 9d., and family packets at 11s. 

euch, by al raspertiilà inevendors thoughout'the world. 

WARMING AND VERTIT ona WEM Nor mow ea 
BUILDINGS, GENTLEMEN’S ENT. LLS, wey E 
YUNDY'S Ries STOVE, ae S purpose 
/ is-the most-effüieient and- economical yet introduced ia 

public notice; Theprice of No. 1 Stove, PRETT to Warm 
and Ventilate:Bu: bons Si fron 

5,000:to- 10,000 a pee is rant 
No: 2 m. 10,000 to. 50,000. 

3j jdn ros 50,000.to. s 000 
Ample: hers can be.adduced... TH en insdaily 
oper ation:at. the PANK L: IBANON TRON TORES therGeeat 
Vestorn Emporium for Stove Grates; Kitchen Ranges, Fenders, 
Binet Irons; d&e. ere, is-aleo-the largest assorimentin e 
Kinama of General eid Ironmongery; in 

in, and. Tron. Cooking. Wares ; best Shefüeld | Plate Ed 
T “able Cutlery); Japanned Paper-and Iron Tea-Trays.; Bronzed 
Téa-Urns y Baths of all kinds; Brass and Iron naan ed 
Wire Trellis Worle; Garden. Ornaments; Yerandahs, 
THORPE, FALLOWS, i Coy, Panklibanom Tron Works, 38, 
aker-street, Portman-square, 

p 

E ath 
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ORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.— 
Notice is hereby given, that the EXHIBITION OF 

FLOWERS AND FRUIT, at the Society’s Garden, in the 

ensuing season, will take place on the following Saturdays, 

j: 17 ; and that Tuesday, April 20, 

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 26, 1846. 
MEETINGS FOR-THE.TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 

RIDAY, an, 1—Botanical H b . 8PM. 

4=Entomological ONDAY, = + 8 PM. 

AN ingenious invention, which appears: likely to 
be of great value to those who grow Prants IN 
their srrrinc-rcoms, has lately been brought under 
our notice. It is well known that in such situations 
plants suffer principally from the dryness to which 
their roots are necessarily exposed, in addition to 
the evils of a fluctuating temperature in the soil— 
as a remedy for which double-sided pots, slate pots, 
and other such methods have been proposed, None 
of them have, however, a right to say that they 
fully answer the purpose ; they are all imperfect 
attempts at improvement, and one of the best proofs 
of their not entirely answering the purpose is, that 
they are so little used. 

The invention to which we would now draw 
attention seems to be a really effectual apparatus, 
or so we must designate it. Let the reader ima- 
gine a metal case, open upwards, closed below, ex- 
Cept at an aperture for the escape of surplus water ; 
let this case be furnished with a moveable stand, 
whieh can be taken out at pleasure, together with 
a garden pot, for receiving which it is intended ; 
suppose this stand, with its garden pot, introduced 
into the metal case, and the upper part, pre- 
viously open, closed by two other plates of 
metal, and some idea may be had of the sim- 
plicity and general nature of the contrivance. It 
will be obvious, if we have made ourselves under- 
stood, that when a garden pot is introduced into 
the case, and the upper part is covered in by the 
two moveable lids, any water which may be poured 
into the case will rise in the form of vapour, and 
keep the sides of the pot in à uniform state of mois- 
ture, without much variation of temperature. The 
roots ofthe plants will, in fact, thus find themselves 
ina hollow case always equally damp. This is pre- 
cisely what is wanted, and all that is wanted, to 
preserve plants in health in sitting-rooms, provided 
they are also kept clean and near the light. 
We have not seen the apparatus in action, 

although we soon shall make ourselves personally 
better acquainted with it ; but we are assured’ that 
it answers perfectly. Mr. Parries, a very inge- 
nious and philosophical gentleman, who hit upon 
the contrivance, states that “if a Pelargonium or 
Fuchsia in bud be placed in the apparatus, and 
another plant of the same kind somewhat its supe- 
rior be treated by the ordinary method, and the 
flowers and foliage of both are d after the 

servants. But no such loss. will be sustained if the 
interior of the apparatus is kept damp merely by 
vapour suspended in the phere which the case 
contains ; an abundance of water will, wessuppose, be 

supplied bythat vapour. At all events the plan we 
propose would obviate much of the necessity’ of 
watering. 

But we must refer the reader for further details 
to the pamphlet and apparatus, which we feel sure 
will amply reward him for the small sum it may cost 
to procure the latter. ‘The pamphlet is full of good 
sense, and to the principles it inculcates we see no 
reason to object, except so far as the importance of 
porous pots isinsisted upon» No'doubt they must be 
porousfor Mr. Pariures’s apparatus, but porosity 

is no-advantage in general—rather the reverse. 
We may as well add that this apparatus is neat 

and ornamental, as well as useful. In fact it is got 
up in various ways to suit the taste and pocket of|; 
buyers. 

THE POTATO DISEASE AND THE APHIS 
VASTATOR OF SMEE. 

In Smee’s work on the Potato plant it is stated that 
an Aphis is the ‘cause of the disease that has recently 
appeared with so much virulence, and that the same 
insect has attacked the Spinach, Turnip, Carrot, and 

numerous other plants as well. The alarming account 

which Mr. Smee has given of the destructive ravages of 
the Aphis, that he has described in his work as the 

vastator (248, 274, 275, 276, 294, 332, and 462), its 

wonderful fecundity (267, 268), and the threatened con- 

sequences to the human species of death by famine to 

the amount of millions (404, 462, 522), has induced 

me to study the character of the creature from which, 
according to Mr. Smee, man has so much to apprehend 

bably.lead to a better. understanding its character 
and uses in the economy of nature than those assigned 
to it by Mr. Smee, 

In one of the Spinach’ plants that I examined, the 
central leaves were covered with a minute fungus, the 
head! of which was globular, This’ head was attached 
to a footstalk, which was about equal in length to two 
diameters of the:head of the fungus. The footstalk was 
a:simple tube, formed of a membrane peculiar to many 
kinds of fungi that I am acquainted with—the Boleti, 
Botrytis; and others of that class; and it stood erect 
from the leaf, so that at fivst sight the stem was seldom 
perceived, and indeed might have been easily overlooked 
in a cursory examination,and the head mistaken for 
the ovary of some insect, which at first sight I believed 
it to be, especially as-I found nearly three-fourths of the 
eads broken and emptied of their contents. After I had 

Satisfied my mind as to the character of these fungi, I 
selected one:of the leaves that was completely covered 
with them, and: which contained two Aphis vastators 
eeding; I watched one Aphis very closely, and ob- 
served its- actions: minutely ; following it with the mi- 
eroseope through all its- wanderings for some time, 
when'atlength I observed it seize one of the heads of 
the fungi and empty itof its contents. This cireum- 
stance opened a new field of thought as to the probable 
office of the Aphis; and its uses in the order of Nature, 
and I pursued the inquiry further, for the purpose of 
eliciting other proofs of the same kind: In the exami-. 
nation, however, that I refer to, I only succeeded in 
procuring a’ partial confirmation of the fact, inan Aphis 
seizing a head, which I could not detect that it emptied. 
The fact of the number of Heads of fungi broken and 
emptied: of their contents, and that of the Aphis empty- 
ing one, incline me: to believe that the office of the 
Aphis has a relation to fungoid matter, and the relief 
of vegetation fromi their external action; as from con- 

The Aphis vastator, then, according to Mr. Smee, is 
the cause of the Potato disease. It has attacked the 

Spinach and diseased that also, and numerous other 

plants as well. My present business, however, is with 
the Potato and Spinach ; and I intend to see how far 

facts warrant the conclusion of Mr. Smee as to the 
office and power of the Aphis in connection with the 
disease of those plants; and as I apprehend that Mr. 

Smee is, like myself, an enquirer after truth wherever 

it may be found, I am sure he will rather rejoice in my 

attempt to discover it, than consider the inquiry on my 
part either invidious or unfriendly. 

For the purposes of this inquiry I have carefully and 
minutely examined several plants from a crop of 
Spinach, the produce of seed sown in August: last, and 
which were all more or less diseased ; I have also ex- 
amined plants the produce of seed later sown, and in 
which no disease atthe present could be detected by 
the naked eye. lu the-first crop the Aphis vastator of 
Smee exists; in the second, none could be found. 

Finding the Aphis on the leaves of the first crop, I 
dertook a ‘lengthened mi pieal eae 

the insect, its mode of feeding, what it appeared to feed 
on, and the condition of the vessels of the roots, stems, 
and leaves of the plant in- which it was found. 
results of these various examinations I-will'now state. 

The drawing in Smee’s work of the- Aphis*vastator 
corresponded with the Aphis I found, excepting the 
proboscis, which I examined under a power of 480 
p i 

lapse of some days, a remarkable difference in their 
beauty will be seen ; and so perceptible will this be, 
that the most inexperienced eye will detectit.^ He 
adds that ** many experiments have been made upon 
Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Polyanthuses, and other 
plants with the apparatus, and. the results, without 
one exception, were all of the most satisfactory cha- 
racter, We have no doubt of the accuracy of this 
Statement, firstly, because we know Mr, PHILLIPS, 

and can answer for his good faith, and secondly, 
because it is just what we should have expected 
under the circumstances. Mr. Pmirries has, in 
fact, proceeded upon strietly philosophical princi- 
ples, and of course has obtained a result which 
might have been foreseen. 

e have not at present the space required for 
going into a detailed examination of all the points 
that. suggest themselves in reading over the pam- 
phlet which is given away with this apparatus ; * 
nor,indeed, is it necessary. For it, like all other 
contrivances,will require different treatment accord- 
ing to seasons and the plants which it receives. We 
would, however, suggest one thing—namely, that 
instead of watering the soil in which a plant is 
growing,it would be quite sufficient to introduce 
Some wet sponge into the cavity between the flower- 
pot and its metal case, keeping that sponge moist. 
One of the greatest difficulties with plants in pots 
Consists in the continual abstraction from: their soil 
of the soluble matters which it contains, and this 
deteriorating aetion will of course be greater in 
sitting-rooms than anywhere else, partly on account 
of the necessity of large supplies af waist order to 
compensate for the quick evaporation that is always 
Eoing on there, and in part because of the little 
Skill that is shown in gardening by mere domestic 

* Phüllips's Plant and Flower Improver ; an elegant and pleasing 
apparatus for improving the growth of plants and flowers, |. S. 
Broady, Halkin-street, 

with the usual compound arrangement. 
The proboscis: of the vastator appeared to me to be 
a tube within a sheath, and not formed of three 
pieces, as described by Smee. In all other respects, 
however, the insect agreed with Smee's deseription, 
and I have, therefore, no doubt of its identity. Its 
solitary habits, its mode of attachment to the leaf, and 
general characteristics were as laid down by Smee. 
Having satisfied myself of the identity of the Aphis, 
I patiently studied its feeding, in order to ascertain its 
effect on the leaf. To do this advantageously, I se- 
lected a portion of a leaf on which an Aphis was feeding, 
and brought the proboscis of jthe insect, by placing its 
head opposite to the object glass, within the field of 
vision, Thus arranged, with an object glass of 125 

d nd 

to be named, I deem the Aphis 
ineapable of injuring amy other vegetable life than 
than that of a; parasite similar to-what I have already 
named. 3 

As'the action of the Aphis: on the leaf of a plant, 
neither punctures nor discolours the cuticle in any way 
that is perceivable, it cannot injure either the external 
tissues or internal organs, It is, therefore, difficult to 
perceive in what way the abstraction of the juices of a 
plant, admitting this to be so for the moment, of which 
however we require proof, causes a disease of the ves- 
sels, as in-the case of the-Potato and Spinach. I have 
examined several plants of Spinach microscopically 
from the roots upwards, and in all of the diseased ones 
I found globular and stellate fungi. In the leaves also 
of some plants, which appeared perfect to the eye, and 
on which no Aphis or external fungi could be found, I 
have discovered the globular fungi in the vessels of the 
leaf-stalk. In all these cases the fungi may be traced 
from the root upwards, and they diminish in intensity 
as we approach the leaf. The origin of the fungi in the 
Spinach is. clearly at the base or root, as was the case 
with the Potato, and'as it is found in the vessels of the 
plant before either external fungi or Aphis appear, we 
have facts that bespeak an abnormal or unhealthy con- 
dition of the plant before the Aphis is:seen. As the 
fungi, therefore, precede the Aphis, the Aphis cannot 
be the cause of their appearance; and as fungi can- 
not sensibly exist in plants without disturbing - their 
functions, the: unhealthy condition of the Spinach and 
Potato is not referable to the Aphis. But beyond these 
facts, the formation of the Aphis forbids the idea of its 
being destructive of healthy vegetable life. Its simple 
proboscis that-does not penetrate the cuticle of the leaf 
it inhabits is all the means the insect possesses to com- 
mit the dreadful ravages Mr. Smee attributes to it; 
the diameter of which does not exceed soyo of 
an inch. How insignificant is this tube compared with 
the jaws ef a- caterpillar, which in power and capability 
isa very Behemoth to the poor little roving Aphis ; and 
yet the caterpillar, with all its powers, has never 
been. so heavily taxed as the Aphis vastator. An 
Observation which Mr. Smee has made would, if he 
had followed. it up, have led, as I believe, into the right 
path, and: induced him to have arrived at a different 

diameters, in a powerful p pp aj 
with a very brilliant light concentrated on the point of 
the proboscis of the insect and the part of the leaf to 
which it was attached, I awaited its liberation from 
feeding to ascertain its effect on the leaf. During the 
action of feeding no motion of the proboscis was per- 
ceptible, and the body of the insect was so quiescent, 
that in one instance I thought the creature was dead ; 
after a lapse of 20 minutes, however, in this case, the 
insect removed its proboseis, and on its removal I mi- 
nutely examined the spot from which it had been taken. 
No puncture of the cuticle or any discoloration or dis- 
organisation of that part of the leaf was observable, 
and I could discover no difference in the texture from 
that of the parts immediately surrounding it. I re- 

peated this experiment five or six times, with other in- 
sects, on different leaves, and with precisely the same 
results, The cuticle was uninjured and no discolora- 
tion observable. The cuticle of the Spinach is formed 
of minute tubes, “overlaying a membrane ; these tubes 
are arranged angularly, and between these, it was ob- 
served, the Aphis thrust its proboscis. ‘The. insertion 
of the proboscis extended only superficially inwards 
among the tubes, as I could observe the point of it 
uring the whole time of its feeding. I have now to 

relate a discovery, which requires, I admit, further 
confirmation before it can be said to determine the pre- 
cise office of. the Aphis, but which, I think, may pro- 

with regard to the Aphis than the one he 
has promulgated. Mr. Smee states, p. 86 (267), “The 
Aphis vastator comes upon the Potato plant in the winged 
state, and there brings forth its young alive. These ge- 
nerally prefer at firsta large and rather debilitated leaf.” 

at isa debilitated leaf but a diseased one? And 
why do the vastators prefer diseased leaves if they are 
destructive of healthy life t 

These queries are answered at p. 90 (286), and at 

~ f [zi [5 
286). * The vastator does not commit the same 

amount of mischief on every kind of Potato. / dis- 
likes those. leaves where moisture is to be found on the 
under surfaces àn the morning, and thus, according to 

the state of the plant, it passes over with greater or less 
rapidity.” 

(451). * There is an exquisite relation existing be- 

tween the effects: upon tlie plant.and the welfare of the 
animal. This creature cannot well live upon avery 
vigorous plant, because it would be drowned by the water 
transpired at night. Hence it generally commences upon 
leaves whichhave in agreat degree lost their vigour. On 
placing insects wpon the new leaves of very vigorous 
plants, I have observed that the creature has always 
been obliged to leave them. It commences upon the larger 
and nearly exhausted leaves ; from these it passes to 
others, and soon till the entire foliage is affected. 

Now what is. this but simply saying that the Aphis- 
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prefers a diseased leaf to a healthy one, and that it 
attacks only such ? for Mr. Smee asserts that it cannot 
well live upon a very vigorous plant, as it would be 
drowned by the exhaled water; and what is a very 
vigorous plant but a healthy one? If the Aphis, there- 
fore, cannot live upon a healthy plant, Mr. Smee’s case 
is gone, and that too by his own showing; and the poor 
little Aphis is not the destroying agent Mr. Smee has 
represented it to be, but a simple and harmless little 
Aphis denuded of the vastator. It is to be regretted 
that Mr. Smee could have penned paragraphs 286 and 
451, without seeing their q , and the inference 
naturally and legitimately deducible from them ; as it 
would have saved him from the awkward position in 
which he has placed himself, of attributing to the Aphis 
powers which these paragraphs deny ; but he has the 
consolation, however, of having given the factand erred 
in the inference only, a position that reflects no discredit 
on the integrity of the writer, but rather bespeaks an 
honesty of purpose that no individual need blush to 
own. Beyond all that has been here stated of the 
Aphis, I would remark that very cogent facts may be 
adduced to shew that it could not have caused the 
Potato disease, and further, that the Aphis cannot des- 
troy healthy vegetable life. It must be borne in mind 
that Mr. Smee has not adduced a single fact, so far as 
I ean perceive, in support of the destroying powers of 
the Aphis, and he has completely negatived any suppo- 
sitions on that head by paragraphs 286 and 451. The 
extent of my letter reminds me that I cannot enter into 
any facts regarding the cause of the Potato disease ; 
I will therefore conclude" with a summary of Mr. 
Smee’s account of the Aphis, and some counter assertions 
of my own, so as to exhibit a balance sheet of what the 
Aphis is, and what it is not, 

Smee’s Aphis.—1. Is the cause of the Potato disease 
page 162 (586), and page 132 (443). 

2. After its attacks fungi grew. Page 162 (8). 
3. The Aphis prefers Turnips, but feeds on the 

Potato. Page 96, (313 and 314). 
4. The Aphis cannot exist on a vigorous plant (451), 

and yet it punctures the leaf, &c., and causes disease, 
Page 162 (6). 

5. The Aphis from a unit becomes in five generations 
5,904,909,000 ; and 20 generations may exist in a year ; 
page 86 (268); yet it may be destroyed by iehneumons 
and lady-birds ; page 136 (459) ; and page 124 (417). 

6. The vastator would be drowned by the transpired 
water of a healthy plant ; page 133 (451), yet “ neither 
water nor thunderstorms seem to have much influence 
upon it y’ page 140 (468). 

7. The Aphis vastator has destroyed the balance of 
creation ; page 123 (413) ; yet it cannot bear the water 
of a transpired plant ; page 133 (451). 

8. The Aphis has threatened millions of men, p. 120 
(405); it has baffled scienee, polities, and powers ; it 
has invaded our territories in spite of our armies, fleets, 
and forts, pp. 134 and 135 (453); and yet it may be de- 
stroyed by tobaeco smoke, p. 139 (468). 

The above is a faithful representation of Mr. Smee's 
Aphis vastator, as described by him ; and I leave the 
chameeleon in the hands of those who feel disposed to 
study its anomalous propensities, and close my balance 
of the account with a few assertions of what the Aphis 
is not :—1st. The Aphis vastator is not the cause of the 
disease either in the Potato or Spinach ; 2d. The Aphis 
is not the cause of fungi; 3d. It cannot destroy healthy 
vegetation; 4th. It has never threatened millions of 
men with starvation; 5th. It has not destroyed the 

lance of creation, or the harmony of the universe.— 
G. Phillips, 4, Upper Park-street, Islington, Dec. 21, 

PLAN OF BELLE VUE, NEAR MASHAM, 
THE RESIDENCE OF G. Currr, Esq. 

Ir has occurred to me, that much might be done 
towards ereating and advaneing a taste for horticultural 
pursuits among what may be termed the middle classes, 
if small plans could occasionally be given, to show what 
may be done with only a small piece of ground, if the 
work be properly set about af first. Many a man of 
comparatively limited income, retiring from a harassing 
profession, or the worry of business, would gladly resort 
to gardening as a source of both health and pleasure, 
were he not too frequently disgusted in the outset by 
fiuding or fancying it impossible for him,with his limited 
means and space, to accomplish anything pleasing or 
pi que, and he q ly does nothing; whereas 
if he had à way pointed out to him at first, his little 
home would ere long become in his estimation a para- 
dise, not to be exchanged for the palaces or parks of 
princes, boli, 
With this view I beg to give the following plan of a 

little place in this neighbourhood, the whole extent of 
which, including: the space on which the house and 
offices are erected, is under half an aere ;it was de- 
signed byits present proprietor, George Cuitt, Esq., 
and certainly affords a full exemplification of what may 
be achieved in asmall space,where taste and method are 
properly made to bear on the subject, for it surpasses 
any place with which I am acquainted for compactness, 
neatness, and just arrangement in every respect, 

The piece of ground is entirely surrounded by a 
boundary wall, but not so high as to exclude views of 

country (here very picturesque) ; and TERE the windows are eie és or Ana 
Where the river Ure is seen winding 

ws, with Masham-bridge for the fore- 
Olifton Castle in the distance. The house 

in the plan ; and for comfort, convenient arrangement, 
and unpretending elegance, is, I should imagine, not to 
be surpassed. "The garden is certainly a complete 
multum in parvo,and contains a great number ofchoice 
plants, all accurately named, and arranged with the 
strictest regard to harmony and effect, whether in 
the beds or borders, oron the rocks; the shrubs are 
as healthy as possible, and are so tastefully planted in 
groups and belts as to render the picture pleasing both 
winter and summer ; at one place there is a group of 
scarlet Rhododendrons; at another, one of the commoner 
kinds ; in another herbaceous plants, andso on. The 
hedges are very ornamental ; the Beech one is about 
10 feet high, through which five arches are cut at equal 
distances ; the evergreen Privet hedge has no passages 
through it but is cut the reverse of the other ; that is 
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to say with the arch cut concavely, giving the effect of 
green drapery hanging in festoons. 

The vegetable and fruit departments are also well 
managed ; anything new that is worthy of cultivation is 
added to the stock; and Mr. Cuitt has himself been 
very successful in raising new things. Some of his 
Potatoes I have formerly noticed, and his seedling WDR eSI crean ivhl 

id e. 
hood ; nor are the beauties of Flora neglected, there is 
a very good collection of Roses, besides other plants too 
numerous to particularise ; in a word, I consider the 
place as a perfect model for the imitation of those who 
desire to possess a little spot wherein they may find 
health, pl bl pl an inexl ibl 
source of refined and ennobling amusement, — 
J. L. Snow, Swinton Park, Bedale, 

FIELDS 
FIELDS 

Reference to Plan.—1, Approach to front gate and boundary 
wall; 2, Doorinto the garden; 3, Entra oor to kitchen, 
andiground plan of the house ; 4, Kitchen yard ; 5, Offices and 

l shed; 7, Fruit ro 

lawn ; 15, Plantation ; 16, Rockwork, with shrubs at the back, 
next to Beech hedge,through which are arches cutas entrances 
to the flower-garden, &c. ; 17, Shrubs; 18, Rockery, with cir- 

cular bed of Roses and tree Prony in centre; 19, Flower gar- 
den on turf, partially surrounded by a Privet hedge, ornamen- 
tally pruned; 20, iub be with Hollyhocks, and. other 
flowers ; 21, Flower beds and gravel walks ; 22, Espalier Apple 
trees ; 23, Quarters for vegetables ; 24, Gravel walks; 25, Straw- 
berries, &c.; 26, Large Elm tree; 27, Rose arch, giving ad- 
mission to kitchen garden ; 28, Soil and compost ground, en- 
closed from observation by shrubbery ; +, +, Two large Apple 
trees, trained in the form of arm-chairs. 

CULTURE{OF THE PINE APPLE.) 
[Sixth Notice.] 

Ar Meudon four fruiting pits, as I have formerly 
stated, are employed. This constitutes one of the most 
remarkable features in the whole plan. It will be ob- 
served that the pits individually are small ; externally 
they might be taken for one good sized pit, with wooden 
boxes in front of it. With these Mr. Pelvilain pro- 
duces annually an enormous quantity of fruit of the 
first excellence. These are not produced at one season 
only, but through the whole year, This circumstance 
renders the system of vital interest and importance in 
most establishments in this country. In fact it is of the 
utmost moment to produce a regular supply of fruit, 
and this alone would secure for the system a preference 
above other systems. Mr. Pelvilain can have Pines in 
four different stages, each approaching maturity in suc- 
cession, and I shall now endeavour to show how this is | 
accomplished, 

Suppose a pit to be empty at the end of tho year ; 
this is immediately replenished with fruiting plants from 
the boxes. It is just possible that these would be 
matured and cleared by the end of July. Mr. Pelvi- 
lain would not certainly wait until the following Janu- 
ary to get in a fresh stock ; having always an abundant 
supply on hand, he immediately renews it with other 
lants. These may possibly ripen fruit in the following 

spring, having started them before Christmas. It there- 
fore does not follow that one pit ripens one crop annually. 
On the contrary, it is quite compatible with his mode 
of culture to ripen three crops in two years; and if 
driven hard, two might, in the same period, be matured, 
although, probably, this would be at the expense of 

ituated et the north endof the ground, as shown 
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weight. It must he emphatically understood that no 
plant is removed into the fruiting pits until it has at- 

| tained a position to justify this ; otherwise it would be 
an act entailing delay and derangement in the place 
of culture. At Meudon it is not likely that this would 
occur, the supply being always abundantly ample. The 
immense number of Pines that may be grown in a very 
limited space upon the plan I am now detailing, must 
forcibly strike all Pine growers ; and it is with a view to 
its general introduction that my feeble efforts have been 

| stirred in the matter, convinced that no plan of culture 
| hitherto adopted is able to produce, with the same 
| trouble and expense, asupply of Pine-apples equal in 
| size at ali seasons of the year to those grown at Meudon. 
| I formerly promised to explain why the system of 

| 

transplanting is adopted. This, I think, almost ex- 
plains itself, In the first place it is more economical 
to grow the plants in boxes where they stand in 

| closer proximity to each other. This cannot admit 
of a doubt; besides the temperature also required 

|for the young plants is different from that in the 
| the fruiting pits. It has been found iu practice that a 
| lower temperature, ebarged with vapour, is more con- 
genial to the growth of the young plants, "The foliage 
does not become lanky and attenuated, but with an arti- 
ficial temperature of 60° during the night, accompanied 
with moisture, the leaves are thrust up broad and 
Stout, as in the case of those at Meudon. The plants 
must of course be kept near the glass, so as to give 
them the full benefit of the light. This treatment and 
temperature I have observed is found more suitable for 
the growth of the succession plants; but, in ihe cli- 
mate of England, these conditions are not calculated to 
mature the Pine-apple in that perfection which it is 
capable of attaining. Therefore a higher temperature 
| is required, and much drier, to bring up the saccharine 
| qualities of the fruit, particularly as it approaches ma- 
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turity. Thus, therefore, the Meudon plan of growing 

them, in small pits, presents other advantages which 

cannot be obtained by the common modes of culture ; 

because the whole of the plants in the pit closely ap- 

proximate the same conditions, There are none pro- 

dueing foliage only—none with fruit. half ripened, and 

fied at knowing that our labours have not been without 
their use, and we intend to pursue them as heretofore, 
mingling the useful with the sweet. If but a very 

small number of our readers are made to take as much 

pleasure in gardening as we ourselves enjoy, an ample 

reward will be ours. These healthful and elevating 

others in blossom. These 

never oceur under the management of Mr. Gabriel Pel- 

vilian ; and I apprehend that no real practitioner in 

the art will lightly value the importance of such an 

g t e particularly In the dark and cloudy 

months of winter, when fruit is expected to be pro- 

duced in all establishments where the culture of the Pine 

forms an important item in the garden expenses. 

Independently of the economy attending the arrange- 

ment of cultivating the young plants separate from those 

in a fruiting state, their removal has a tendency to throw 

them more rapidly into fruit; as they are, however, 

transplanted with the whole of their roots, the consti- 

tutional vigour of the plant is not thereby impaired ; 

on the contrary, when they begin to require greater 

support, the roots have penetrated into the fresh soil; 

hence they are shortly in a position to supply a larger 

portion of nutriment than if their removal had not taken 

place, These facts are self evident, and therefore not 

to be disputed. Any objections, however, which prac- 

tical men may urge to the Meudon system, I am willing 

to discuss, and therefore solicit such, that the publie 

may reap the advantage of practical opinions. It is a 

subject too important to be scanned over ; perfection 

has not yet been attained even at Meudon ; the arrange- 

ments there are not perfect, not indeed in the estima- 

tion of Mr. Pelvilain, as I shall hereafter shew the 

l i e has d, or about to commence, 

with a view to simplify and economise his proceedings. 

— Mirabile dictu. 

THE AMATEUR GARDENER. 
Tur Cross or THe Yran.—Amateur gardeners ! we 

wish you * A merry Christmas and a happy New 

Year." Amidst Holly and Misletoe may you enjoy all 

the luxuries of the present season. Every blooming 

plant in your greenhouse and every exotic in your 

awing-room smiles a cheerful welcome to you, and 

thanks you for your past care. Now the budding 

Hyacinths, just beginning to develope their colours, 

repay you for past exertions, and incite you to 

future labours. Lest the frost and snow without, 

prostrating all the beauties of your gardens, should 

engender a feeling of apathy, and cool down your flori- 

cultural tastes, the treasured Roses and Violets and 

Hyacinths within still link your memory to past and 

future glories, and * tell a flattering tale that spring 

will soon return.” The very odour of a flower at this 

sterile season revives a thousand dormant recollections, 

and makes you long for the time when budding Nature 

will invite to fresh exertions in her wide domain. Of 

one thing we may speak confidently, that, other things 

being equal, the gardéner, even at Christmas, will have 

many pleasures, which he must want whose tastes lie 
not this way. 

Among the dry details of gardening operations, which 

it has been our duty to present to the amateur gardener 

during the last twelve months, we have endeavoured to 

or duties must be taught to our children, 

that our pleasures may be theirs ; for sure are we that 
the best hopes of future generations must be based on 
intelleetual toil. We quite agree with the poet that the 
study of the fine arts corrects brutality and softens 
manners, and^we reckon floriculture among those arts. 

—  —— Ingenuas didicisse fideliter artes 
Emollit mores, nec sinit esse feros, 

—H. B. 

THE WORMSLEY PIPPIN. 
‘Synonym, Knight's Codlin. 

Tuts excellent Apple, either for dessert or kitchen 
use, derives its name from Wormsley Grange in Here- 

fordshire. The first account of it is to be found in the 

My i i l Society, vol. i., p. 288, 
together with cuttings 

of the Hi 
communieated by Mr. Knight, 

of the variety, in 1811. 
The flesh is white, crisp, juicy, rich, and sugary. In 

perfection in October and November. Tree vigorous, 

an abundant bearer, not subject to canker. Shoots 

dark brown, under a thin silvery cuticle and slight 

pubescence, sprinkled with roundish pale-grey dots. 
Leaves large, ovate, acuminate, cordate at the base ; 

petioles about an inch in length, pubescent, slightly 

tinged with red. Flowers middle sized; petals ob- 

tusely ovate, somewhat cordate at the base. 

Pale 

Yellowish 

Green. 

As a kitchen Apple, the Wormsley Pippin possesses 

peculiar excellence. It requires very little sugar, some 

say none ; however, with comparatively little, it far ex- 

ceeds the generality of kinds employed for culinary use. 
When the fruit is so well exposed as to acquire a 

brownish tinge next the sun, its flavour proves such as 

to rank the variety amongst first-rate dessert Apples, 
Um 3s : : 5 

intersperse snatches of thought and t appealing 

to that hidden and subjective life which perceives 

natural things in their causes, their intentions, and 

their results. e would hang a wreath upon the 

plough, and honour with a chaplet even the humble 

Spade, because these have to be employed by beings 

whose privilege and duty it is to combine intellectual 
pleasures with mere manual operations. We would 

not have the gardener forget how all that submits to 
his hand and appeals to his eye is intended to do more, 

and to enlighten his understanding and purify his heart. 

A mere gambler is he who can go to an horticultural 

show with no higher end than to secure a prize, as 

though Carnations were edged and Tulips graced with 

symmetry of form merely to help to fill his pockets. 

To such à man, flowers bear somewhat the same rela- 

tions as the beauties of an Oriental slave-market do to 

the trader in flesh and blood. He is the happy gar- 

dener who can soliloquize on a Daisy with Burns, or on 

a Crocus with Bernard Barton, and who in the shifting 

seasons and the various beauties by which they are all 

distinguished, feels himself raised to contemplate their 

great Author, and * look from Nature up to Nature's 

God,” 
God might have made the earth bring forth 
Enough for great and small, 

The Oak tree and the Cedar tree, 

Without a flower at all. 
* * 

Our outward life requires them not— 
Then wherefore had they birth ? 

To minister delight to man, 
0 beautify the earth ; 

To comfort man, to whisper hope 

Whene'er his faith is dim ; 
For whoso careth for the flowers, 

Will much more care for him! 
Mary HowrrT. 

When the first Number of the Chronicle for 1847 

comes into the hands ‘of its readers, that turn of the 

year will have taken place which immediately gives 

indications of the great resurrection of Nature. After 

every frost something will peep up from its earthy bed ; 

leaf-buds will become more plump and prominent, and 

an oceasional flower will herald in the coming festival of 

the year. To the amateur who is about to dedicate 

himself still to Flora, we hope still to be of use. 

Numerous are the subjects yet untouched, and the 

Suggestions which remain to be offered. We are grati- 

its rather obj large size. But 

doubtless when it becomes well known, objections with 

regard to size will decrease, as in the case of the cele- 

brated Newtown Pippin. hen it was first made 
known by Mr. Knight, as above-mentioned, he stated 

that many of his friends thought it the best Apple of its 
ist of its season; and in his own opinion, t! 

Tinged 

had more reason to complain of their not working in 
glasses, from the want of comb to entice them than of 
brood in them. Indeed, when bees are properly 
managed they seldom have brood in glasses or capes 3 
and were it not for want of space in the hive they would 
not have recourse to such a plan. Perhaps the combs 
in the glasses in question were formed in the latter part 
of the season, and were not for brood ; supposing they 
were, still there would be no certainty of brood being in 
them when used again, especially if the glasses were on 
the hives about the Ist of April or middle of May, 
according to the season. During the past season I put 
a bit of dark brood comb in a glass, which reached 
from top to bottom, the cells of which the bees them. 
selves leng d, and this ded work of theirs 
made it to outward appearance as clear and fresh as 
new comb ; so clear indeed was it, that I obtained the 
first prize at the Norwich Horticultural Society. If 
this is not enough, I ask why do practical opinions re- 
commend fixing combs in glasses, in order to entice 
bees to work in them? As regards leaving pure combs 
in under hives, there is much time saved by it; but if 
they were “cut out” would that induce the bees to 
make honey cells instead of brood ones? My decided 
opinion is, that it would not. Both sorts of combs 
would nearly correspond with those in the hive above, 
the brood ones in the centre, and perhaps some of ikem 
would contain eggs, when only about the size of au 
oyster shell. And why not? such would only show the 
prosperity of the colony.— W. 

Sirawberries. — I am extremely glad to find the 
Hautbois Strawberry taken up as a theme by one of 

your correspondents, and I sincerely 
trust that many others will contribute 
their mite to explain the mystery which 
appears to enthrone this invaluable fruit. 
The experience of * B." with regard to 
the distinction of sexes is, however, at 
variance with my own observation on the 
subject, although consonant with popular 
opinion. The talismanie change effected 
in both his beds, and with each indi- 
vidual plant, is indeed a lusus nalure, 
if it be not traceable to some mistake. 
To the latter cause only, I think, can 
the scientific enquirer refer it. It is so 
much at variance with Heaven’s first 
laws, the order and design which per 
vade creation. Surely some error must 
have occurred. In submitting the 
plan for formisg a bed, as propesed by 
the late Rev. Sidney Smith, I con- 
fess I had no serious intention of re- 
commending it, and only communicated 
it asa satirical hint. I have frequently 
examined some hundreds of blossoms of 

the Hautbois without finding one which had not the 

rudiments of both sexes, but the receptacles of many 

flowers never seem to enlarge, after a certain period 

turning brown and drying up. To what cause this is 

owing I must leave those to determine who have amore 

profound knowledge of structural botany than a practi- 
cal,man can be supposed to possess. I am of opinion 
that the plants cannot be properly selected at the period 
of blooming, and last year succeeded in getting a pro- 

ductive bed from runners traced out when the paren:s 
were in full bearing ; this I have found to be a sure 

course of proceeding. The soil for the Hautbois should 
be strong and rich, and it isprobable that the uniform 
moisture afforded by such sods greatly assists the en- 

with 

e 

pulp more nearly resembled that of the Newtown Pip- 

pin than any Apple with which he was acquainted. 

It deserves most extensive cultivation. In an account 

by Sir George S. Mackenzie, Bart., of some varieties o 

the Apple which were found to succeed in a garden in 

Ross-shire, lat. 57° 34’, published in “ Hort. Soc. 

Trans.,” vol. 7, p. 333, it is stated that “ the Wormsley 

Pippin, trained on an espalier, has proved hardy, and 

attains a very large size." Being thus hardy, and a 

good bearer, it is certainly a very suitable variety for 

cultivation in cottage gardens. It appears from Mr. 

Downing’s excellent work, the “ Fruits and Fruit. trees 
of America,” that a very different and inferior sort of 

Apple, with firm acid flesh, is cultivated in that coun- 

try under the name of the Wormsley Pippin ; perhaps 

also in this country, if in it the source of the above 

error has ever existed.— R. T. 

Home Correspondence. 
Vitality of Diseased Potatocs.—l beg to mention that 

I spread a few Potatoes, both good and bad, about 

3 inches underground, so that they should not touch, in 

the end of September, Observing sprouts, I opened 

them in about six weeks. I found that none of the 

sound ones had sprouted, but all the bad ones had. It 

appeared to me that there were also tubers forming. — 

Investigator. 
Bees Comb.—* A Bee-keeper," p. 778, notices what 

I stated, p. 760, respecting pure combs, both in glasses 

and under hives, being of much use when the bees 

begin to work afresh in them the next season. “Ido 

not question," says he, “ the use of the comb to the 
bees, but I do the advantage of letting i; remain to the 

bee-keeper." Now, what is of use to bees must, of 
course, be profitable in ths end to their master. Bees 
having pure comb to" yegin afresh with is objected to 

on these grounds, that “the next year many of the 
cells, insted of containing honey, will be filled with 
young bhrood," In my practice with bees T have always 

of the fleshy receptacle, as compared with 

lighter ones, which are more susceptible of sudden 

changes and upon which the fruit often shrivels up.— 

Henry Bailey, Nuneham.—— 1 would add that in the 
gardens here the Hautbois is extensively eultivated 

without any regard to the intermixing of the male and 

female plants, and bears most abundantly ; indeed, the 

clusters are so fine and numerous they might be mown 

down; the situation is partly shaded; soil, a sandy 

loam, highly cultivated, and the plants planted in single 
lines with a well-trodden pathway on one side. This 
last condition I find highly advantageous, particularly 

in dry adverse seasons, not ouly for this but for all 

Strawberries.—H. Bowers, Busbridge, Godalming. 

Your correspondent * B." seems unaware that there 

are varieties of the Hautbois Strawberry, some having 

the male and female organs in the same blossom; 

others the male organs in one, and the female in 

another; but I have always observed the latter bear 

the finest fruit, and the condition of the soil in which 

your correspondent’s plants were grown, being good, I 

have no doubt induced a change of the condition of the 

plant, and caused the production of both organs in the 

same blossom, as I have myself before observed. I 

believe the Hautbois prefers a rich, good soil, and lasts 

but a few years, and is very liable to degenerate ; at 

least I have found it so with mine, and I should 

be glad to obtain plants of your correspondent 

* B." to make trial of, and to pay for them, if he 

will favour me with his address. The liability to change 

in many of the newly-raised kinds is known to most 

growers. Some years ago I cultivated one of the early 

raised new varieties—the Wellington (a sort, I believe, 

not unknown), and being about to leave home, I planted 

a small bed in a secluded spot, hoping at some future 

day to find the stock. I had frequent opportunities of 
seeing them, and by neglect they all became blind. A 

few years afterwards, having settled where I now 
reside, I took up several roots, and planted a singlerow 

in a small bed, and in a soil admirably suited for Straw- 
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berries, and carefully trained each runner, reserving 
only the best plants, and to these I gave every eneou- 
ragement, and obtained a fine bed of healthy stocky 
plants, aud in the following year they all produced fruit, 
but neither of them having any resemblance whatever 
to the original Wellington ; all were a white, pithy 
kind, and to which I have frequently found other kinds 
degenerate. I think the most suitable kinds for general 
cultivation are Keens’ Seedling for an early supply, 
the old Pine for a general erop, and the Elton Pine for 
a late crop ; but I must add I know of none better than 
a dish of fine well ripened Hautbois. The most extra. 
ordinary crops I ever saw grown have been in a nur- 
sery garden close by me ; for the last 18 years I have 
known the beds (upwards of half an acre) never to have 
failed, and I understand they have been constantly 
grown there many years previous without the slightest 
attention, except merely raking off the weeds and rub- 
bish, and when the beds have become too foul, digging 
them up immediately after the crop, and replanting in 
the autumn following. I have never observed any ten- 
dency among them to degenerate. The sorts now grown 
are Keens’ Seedling, and the old Pine, formerly the 
latter kind only. The soil is a deep rich rather tender 
loam, and partially shaded by ‘fruit trees.— George 
Wood, Rochford, Nov. 23. 

Aphis Rape.—t see by my journal that this insect 
swarmed everywhere last autumn in the Turnip fields, 
On the 13th of Oct. this Turnip-louse (or Smother-fly, 
as it is ealled by the farmers), was abundant in houses, 
and on both sides of my Vine leaves, but it did not 
pierce them for nourishment. I named it Aphis Rapz, 
in the 3d vol. of the * Royal Agricultural Journal? 
published in 1842, and also gave magnified figures of 
the sexes to illustrate its history. As it breeds upon 
the Turnip-leaves, I cannot see any reason for super- 
seding the name of Rapze, even if it were not contrary 
to the law of priority established by men of science to 
prevent confusion, This insect, which has lately been 
noticed under the name of A. vastator, may be univer- 
sally distributed, but it is not destined, I apprehend, to 
feed on various vegetables, and in all probability is e 
fined to edible Cruciferze. I, therefore, believe it is 
only found accidentally upon the Potato,-as it i 
in the autumn upon fevery green leaf that falls 
in its way during its migrations.—J. Curtis. [Qu.: 
Does Mr. Alfred Smee.know Aphis Raps when he 
sees it 2] 

Polmaise Heating.—It will be satisfactory to Mr. 
Meek, who has so generously given the public the 
benefit of his talents, to state that Mr. Plumridge, of 
Bletchingley, has}built:a stove and apparatus for me, to 
heat a lean-to greenhouse, 33 feet: long, and that it 
answers in every way. The colder the.external atmo- 
sphere the greater is the draft; and in the late very 
severe frost, the temperature of the further end of the 
house was easily regulated to 45° average, with less 
consumption than a bushel of coke and cinders per day. 
—G. E. H., Ramsgate, Dec. 21. 

Hygrometers.—The annexed is a simple contrivance 
for measuring the moisture in hothouses. Tts inexpen- 
siveness and efficiency for ordinary purposes may render 
it aceeptable where more complicated instruments are 
not attainable. Procure a thin piece of board, iths, 
well dried and painted, 18 ins. long, and 9 ins. broad, 
and nail on in front, within an inch of its lower length- 
way edge, exaetly in the centre, aud at right angles, a 
strip of the same thickness, 2 ins. wide and 12 ins. long. 
Within an inch of the top of the cross piece at each end 
a brass nail is to be driven, and stretched across from 
nail to nail is a bit of well-twisted whipeord in a per- 
fectly wet state, having been previously soaked in a so- 
lution of common salt and water ; the cord is not to be 
drawn very tight, but merely gently brought into a 
straight line ; to this a fine bit of silk thread, about 
11 ins. long, well waxed, is to be attached, and sus- 
pended from it a small glass weight, such as is used in 
common wheel barometers. A glass tube is to be 
affixed to the narrow <tt'p of wood, of the length-of the 
strip (i.e. 12 inches), of a calibre just sufficient to 
allow of free play to the glass weight. The strip of 
wood should have a fine stout piece of paper pasted 
over its whole front before fixing the tube. Upon this 
a mark is to be made at the lower extremity of the 
Low weight now placed within the tube, which will in- 
icate the extreme point of saturation of the cord, it 

being thoroughly wet. The nails must be of sufficient 
length to allow the cord to have free play, and the 
silk thread to be exactly plumb with the tube. The 
instrument must then be placed before a fire, so as gra- 
dually to drive off all the móisture from the string. 
The little weight, as the string dries, will descend into 
the tube, aud when perfeetly dry, a line is to be drawn 
onthe paper immediately below the weight, which will 
indicate extreme dryness. A scale of tolerable accuracy 
May afterwards be drawn on the paper from between 
these two points, It does not answer to have this con- 
trivance as a fixture in the stove ox Orchid house ; 
but whenever required, it ean be taken into either 
house for about an hour, by which time the string wal 
have absorbed a sufficiency of moisture to indicate the 
degree of humidity of the atmosphere. I should 
r d when the inst; is not required, that 
it be always kept in a very dry place ; and should the 
cord be damp in any degree, when about to make use of 
the instrument, it will be as well to place it before the 
fire for a few minutes, to entirely dissipate all moisture. 
One on a smaller scale than this answers the purpose ; 
but this is the rough kind of thing which may be got 

n- 

costly and delicate hygrometers cannot be had.—R. M. 

Polmaise Heating.—Lhave made an experiment on 
à very small seale (in a forcing house 16 feet long by 8 
feet wide), the results of which I send, together with a 
plan of the house and situation. I may say here that 
the situation limited me in the size of the house, and I 
am aware that the furnace (a cast iron box of 9 inches 
wide by 11 inches high, and 2 feet long) is sufficient to 
warm a range of building much larger, probably four or 
five times the space. The thermometer has ranged 
during the last month from 56° at 10 o'clock at night, 
to 50° in the morning ; the last few days the tempera- 
ture has been kept lower, from 509 to 459, the varia- 
tion being the same. Together with this equal tempe- 
rature, there is a steady bottom heat of at least 709 in 
the plunging pit. These two advantages show. a large 
balance in favour of the Polmaise system ; although in 
an economical point of view there is a great waste of 
the warmth to be derived from the smoke. But I acted 

Article, and discarded the smoke altogether, In esti- 
mating the value of the different systems, it must be 

is | borne in mind that with hot water pipes, as in Polmaise, 
the value of the smoke is lost; while comparing 
Polmaise with smoke flues, a purer and more lasting 
atmospheric heat is obtained, plus the bottom-heat. 
The cost of the setting the furnaces and flues was, per- 
haps, a few shillings more than a smoke flue would 
have cost ; because the work was new to the bricklayer, 
and he often had to stand still for instructions, Ex- 
pense will be sayed, and failure avoided, only by the 
master making himself thoroughly acquainted with the 
principle and details, before he sets men to work. The 
water-pan I have placed in the neck of the flue running 
from the hot-air chamber into the hot-air reservoir 
under the plunging pit ; an old furnace door that was 
at hand is fitted in, and the water-pan put through it, 
so that it can be moved nearer to or farther from the 
hot-air chamber, as experience may guide ; and the 
water is.supplied through the door instead of by a pipe 
through the roof, as I remember was the case in one of 
your published plans, Below is .a-plan and.explanations. 

up by anyone with very little trouble or expense, and | 
it will be found to answer very fairly, where the more | 

upon the very decided advice yon gave in a Leading | 

face over the furnace available for an air-chamber 
being very limited, seemed to present an obstacle to the 
attainment of much heating surface. Mr. Lewis imme- 
diately suggested a second or ‘middle plate, an inch or 
two shorter than the air-chamber, which gives twice 
the distance for the air to travel through. "The upper, 
or third plate, has an aperture in it, on which is placed 
a small shaft, 3 feet in height; and about one hour 
after the fire was lighted we had the satisfaetion of 
finding the air rushing into the house ata temperature 
of 2209. The only aperture by which ‘the cold air is 
supplied is within a few inches of the shaft; thus 
proving the simplicity and great power of this new:ap- 
plication, I believe, of the system, as the whole of the 
plates and the two air-chambers are only 6 inches im 
depth. My old flues and furnace remain as usual, the 
only alteration being the taking off the brick erown of 
the furnace, and substituting an iron plate. The fol. 
lowing is the temperaturé of my houses, three in 
number, and about 75 feet in length, communicating 
with each other by doors only :— 

Tuesday night, 11 o'clock, Sta o'clock neat Mornings. 
6 feet from the fire ... us 8"; T3 5429 

25 " S 40 » ” e 
x End dFenottit: house, the Avs 

being between the houses ... 87 ve sa ak 

The thermometer ‘being with me-the same at 1l at 
night as at.6 in the morning, viz., 259.—.J. Brampton, 
A lbion-road, Stoke Newington, Dec. 17. 

Foreign Correspondence, 
Constantinople, October 25th, 1846. — Crossing 

the Black Sea from Odessa to this place the con- 
trast is as great in agriculture as in everything else: 
-~if the word agriculture may be applied to the routine 
process by which the steppes are made so productive— 
for here both agriculture and production seem to be 
wanting. It is almost inconceivable that a town like 
onstantinople, covering such an immense extent of 

coast,and often to a considerable breadth with its dense 
population should terminate so abruptly in unprodue- 
tive wastes on the European as wellas on the Asiatic 
side. From the suburbs west of the Seven Towers, al- 
most to Bujuhdéré, a distance of near 14 miles, 
fhere is an uninterrupted line of building along the 
European shore, and for several miles the houses are 
closely crowded on each other to the breadth of one, two, 
or even three or four miles, and, with the exception of the 
palaces of the sultan and the grandees, the tenants as. 
closely packed in the houses as in any capital in Europe ; 
but I never saw any large town where the surrounding 
country was less made to supply its wants. As soon ag 
you leave'the last houses, you come into heaths and 
rough pastures covered with Poterium spinosum, and 
other dwarf shrubs, furnishing a scanty food to a few 
herds of oxen or flocks of sheep. In a few valleys 
opening on the Bosphorus, or on the Sea of Marmora, 
are some small meadows and kitchen gardens now con- 
taining little but Tomatoes, Aubergines, Botile-gourds, 
Cabbages and weeds, About Scutari, and in a few 
places along the Bosphorus, are vineyards and orchards 
from whence Grapes for eating, and other fruits, are 
sent to the markets of Constantinople, and in the inte- 
rior a small patch of young eorn, or of ploughed ground, 
may be met with here and there, but beyond that Con- 

a. Ash-pit and furnace. The furnace is.a -cast-iron box to 
prevent the escape of smoke; cost 24s. Probably fire-brick 
sides and an iron top, with the ends returned, would do as weil, 
bbb. Hot-air chamber, leading from - 
co. Cold-air drains, the sides supported. with Elm boards, 

instead of brick, 1 foot below the floor, 
dd. Substruction of the plunging pit: open brick-work, 

serving as a reservoir of warm air, from whence it flows into 
the house at 

ee. Apertures. One brick out. Let it be the top one, else 
you have more bottom-heat than you want, and too little in the 
house. 
ff. Neck of flue leading from 5 to d, in-which place the 

water-pan. 
Doorway; h, chimney, outside the house; turn of the 

Section of the-Vean-to,'containing the furnace, de. 
a. Ash-pit and furnace. 

b. Hot-air chamber, covered with a brick 

arch that is covered with sand; then 
come the slates; then more sand, 
and the outside covering, o, is & sheet 

of prepared zinc, 
IW,S. 

Polmaise Heatiza.—Having ‘had the opportunity of 
œ stêm of heating carried out by Seeing the Polmaise sy. | ou 

Mr. Kendall, I perceived $o juch "advantage in it ‘as 

i mg it to my own decided me, on immediately apply." 
houses, and for that purpose I called in H6 Assistance 

chimney in house; 4, place for fuel, 

9f Mr. Lewis, builder, of Stamford-hill, who jaa devoted 
much consideration to the subject, I wished to “Ply 
the new plan to my old furnace and flues ; and, the sur- | 

ple is entirely supplied with provisions brought 
from a distance by water ; mostly from: the Black Sea. 
The corn is chiefly from the northern provinces towards 
the Danube; the best fruit and vegetables from the- 
coast and islands of the Sea of Marmora. 

'fhe soil of this part ef Rumelia, as well as of the 
opposite Asiatic coast, is, it is true, in many places very: 
poor,and would nowhere produce fine erops without 
care, as in South Russia; but a great deal of it might 
certainly be made productive, as is evident by the vigor- 
ous growth of undershrubs, as well as of the few trees- 
scattered here and there, and which resist the fury of 
the elements even in very exposed situations. Those 
planted by man are in general Plane trees, near where 
there is water, Cypresses near tombs, Stone Pines near- 
habitations and in gardens, with a few Ashes, Elms, and. 
sometimes Limes in the valleys ; but on the summit of 
Bulgurla, a hill above Scutari, the highest in 
the neighbourhood, and the most exposed to wind is 
a small group consisting of two spreading Cypresses, an 
Ash, and two or three Alders ; and not much lower a. 
few Oaks, Stone Pines, and Planes all evidently very 
old and yet retaining a great deal of vigour. The Plane 
tree is everywhere the Oriental one, and attains. an 
enormous size. One in one-of the:courts of the Seraglio 
measures 42 feet round the stem at 5 feet from the 
round, but is now fast decaying, and is quite hollow. 
The celebrated Seven Brothers of the meadows of 
Bujuhdéré, have now suffered much, partly from age and 
natural injuries, but still more from the-hand of man. 
These singular trees are Oriental Planes of immense 
height, so grown together .at the bottom that: it is. 
impossible to say how many there originally. were, 
There are now nine stems, and s tenth is. said to have 
diéd but lately, and they form at present four groups; 
of which this is a rough sketch. Nos. 1 arid 2 are each, 
divided into three, at the height of from 2 to 4 feet 
from the ground, and No. 4 into two stems, likewise at. 
a few feet from the ground ; No. 3 is a single‘stem, but 
the roots or base of the trunks of ‘Nos. 1, 2, and 3, are: 
so intimately grown together to the height of:several 
inches above ground that they all appear to spring from 
one root, like the stems that spring up from one root in 
‘a copse wood ; No. 4 is a little removed from No. 3, 
but there appears to have been q stem between them 
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Tf this group is really formed of a number of trees | 

planted close together in a square, as the Turks often | 

do round a fountain, their intimate union at the bottom | 

is very remarkable, and one can hardly conceive that 

they can have sprung from one trunk, which must in that 

ease have been 40 feet in diameter. No. 4 is now fast 

decaying, and the hollow in it is so large that a gentle- 

man of our party rode into it, and turned his horse 

ground in it ; the others are still in tolerable vigour. 

e 

The Cypresses give a very peculiar character to the 

burial grounds, where they form dense groves, and to 

many gardens, where they are mixed with other trees. 

They are generally the erect variety, and of great 

beauty. One in the Seraglio gardens, of great height 

and perfect symmetry, had a stem of 15 feet cireumfer- 

ence 5 feet from the ground. There is also a good 

many of the spreading Cypress, evidently a mere 

variety, and a few intermediate forms, but none equal- 

ling the erect one in beauty. The only Pines I have 

seen are the Stone Pine, and those apparently all 

planted. The Ash is probably indigenous, and is a 

very handsome variety (1) of F. excelsior, with a more 

slender ana graceful foliage than our common northern 

form, and appears to retain its leaves very late, The 

form of its leaflets and fruits are, however, much nearer 

to our F. excelsior than to the F. oxyearpa of the 
south of France and of the south coast of Crimea, The 

common Oak about Constantinople (where it is, how- 

ever becoming scarce) and especially about Seutari and 

along the Asiatie shore of the Bosphorus, is a ver, 

beautiful variety of Q. pedunculata,with graceful slender 

branches, having a great tendency to hang or weep, as 

our gardeners term it, together with adwarf prickly 

evergreen species, probably Q. coccifera, though with a 

darker foliage than is usual in the south of France. A 

few miles to the north of Constantinople we meet with 

a good deal of a cut-leaved Oak, of which I only found 

old Acorns, but I have little doubt of its being a variety 

of Q. Cerris. It is generally so much cut as to be re- 

duced to a bush, but even in the forest of Belgrade, 

where it is less molested, it forms but a poor tree. This 

forest, about 18 miles from Pera, at the foot of the ex- 

tremity of the Balkan, from the form of the hills and 

the richness of the vegetation, even at this dry season, is 

celebrated. among the beautiful spots of the neighbour- 

hood ; and though there is nothing in it to compare to 

the Bosphorus, yet it abounds in rich forest scenery. 

It consists almost entirely of Oak, Chestnut, and Horn- 

beam.* The Oak, besides a few Q. Cerris, is the 

Q. sessiliflora, but varying so much in the form of the 

leaf, the length of the leaf-stalk, the colour of the foliage, 

and the mode of growth of the tree, that I could not 

believe that there were not several species, till on the 
comparison of a great number of trees I could find no 

definite limits to any one form. The Hornbeam is the 

Carpinus Ostrya, not the C. orientalis, which I had 

gathered at Trieste on the one side, and in South 

Crimea on the other, The Terebinth trees are not 

uncommon close about C inople, a ti 

ow to a considerable size. ‘They have now lost their 

fruit, and almost all their leaves, but appear to me to 

belong to the same species as the Crimean Pistacia 

mutica, not to the shrubby P. terebinthus of the south 

Take the following examples: Tigrina, p. 150, for 

Tigridia ; Lianas, p. s e. &e., for Lianes; 

Boemehrire, p: 141, for Boehmeria ; Hacker, p. 136, 

for Hakee; Psidrum, p. 138, for Psidium; and 

a thousand more; to which we should have added 

the word Isochimenal, for Jsochimal as it is always 

written in English, if both words were not per- 

haps ill constructed, and if the former were not 

sanetioned by Meyen. And then what can we say of 

an Editora Secretary of the Ray Society ! who after 

perpetrating these offences cannot see that when the 

author compared the climbing plants of Europe with 

those of the tropics, he must have inadvertently written 

Lonicera Xylosteum, for L. Periclymenum. Does the 

Editor not know that L. Xylosteum is.not a climber ? 

Passing by these matters, which, as we have-said, are 

discreditable to the Ray Society and its Editor, we must 

add a word respecting the work itself. Prof. Meyen 

of Humboldt has fallen : and this is quite true, however 

ungainly he wore it, or however much it was patehed 

and torn, Humboldt, we repeat, is the only man who 

has been able, from his manifold acquirements and his 

lmirable power of g lising, to deal with a subject 

the beauty and importance of which are only excelled 

by its difficulty. Humboldt saw the value of Botanical 

Geography in its high applications ; he perceived that 

if it were possible to show that the forms of vegetation 

depend upon cosmic forces, upon heat, moisture, 

atmospheric pressure, soil, &c., and that if any rules 

could be obtained which would serve to connect the one 

with the other, that would be indeed a noble branch of 

science. He made the attempt, with wretched mate- 

rials, and he sueceeded— so far as to induce 

others to pursue the same train of inquiry. But 

how have they pursued it? Not by a skilful ap- 

plication of well ascertained facts to rational 

theory ; not by building a plausible theory out of the 

rough materials around them ; not by any one process 

of g lization or binati On the contrary, 

some have limited themselves to the details of a pro- 

vinee ; others have been contented with collecting facts, 

or what are called facts, and throwing them pell mell 

into a bag out of which those may fish them who 

have a mind to it. Writings of this class form 

a very valuable ore no doubi—to those who have 

patience to roast it and reduce it—but are only shape- 

less stones to the mass of the world. Meyen is 

an exception; he had great personal experience 

in the facts of Geographieal Botany, and he had a 

good turn for generalization, but he wanted accuracy, 

and he was crotchety. Nevertheless his book is the 

only one since Humboldt's early essay, in which a con- 

sistent and intelligible account of the whole subject is to 

be found, Are there no new labourers in this ground? is 

there no highly educated patient German capable of 

giving consistency to the flashes of his great country- 

man? If not, we despair of any further progress being 

made in a very eurious department of science, in which 

it is almost vain to expect that any of the restless 
struggling throng of Englishmen should give himself 
the time to distinguish himself, 

Bordeaux, its wines and the Claret country. 
By C. Cocks, B.L. 8vo. Longmans. 

Tu most important part of this book is what relates to 
the Bordelais wines, and that is chiefly compiled from 
Franck's valuable * Traité des vins du Medoc.” The 
critical reader who wishes to understand the quality of 
claret, will of course refer to the original ; others may 
be satisfied with the account given by the English 
author. Buyers of claret may also find additional in- 
formation as to the vintages since 1834, when M. 
ranck's account closed. ‘The substance of this infor- 

mation is that the only good years have been 1841 and 
1844, all the others having produced .bad or inferior 
wines. 

New Garden Plants. 
CaoaYNE ocHmackA. Ochre-spotted Coelogyne. 

Stove Epiphyte.  (Orchids.*) Mishmee Hills. 

From T. Brockelhurst, Esq., of the Fence, near 

62. 

of France. 

Mebielvs, 
Ouilines of the Geography of Plants. By F.J. F. 

eyen. Translated by Margaret Johnson for the 

Ray Society. London, 8vo. 
We thank the Ray Society for this addition to the lite- 
rature of Botany ; we thank the fair translatress (is 

there such a word?) for the way in which she has per- 

formed her task; but we do not thank the Editor for 

the supervision he has given to the work as it passed 

through the press, for it is full of misprints which would 

have been disereditable to even the “ Reader” in a 

printing-office, who is not expected to understand 

technicalities, if there had not been a scientific (?) 

editor specially charged with the duty of looking 

to details. As it is the misprints are disgraceful. 

* Murray’s “ Handbook for the East,” in speaking of this 

forest, says, ** These (the Beeches), with Birches, Oaks, Plane- 

trees are never touched by the axe, whereas in a great part o! 

the forest there are few that are not mutilated by the most 

wanton lopping and hacking, E 

Macclesfield. Its pure white flowers, with bright 

orange yellow blotches on the lip, are very pretty ; and 

they are, moreover, extremely sweet-scented. Like 

most of such plants, it may either be grown in a pot, 
or fixed upon a block of wood, and suspended from the 
rafters of the house. ‘The chief point to be attended to 
is to rest it judiciously, by keeping it cool and dry, 
after the growth is completed for the season. It is 

multiplied in the usual manner, by dividing the pseudo- 

bulbs.— Botanical Register. 

63. Canycotome spinosa, Spiny Calycotome. Hardy 
(Leguminous plants,*) South of Europe 

and Barbary. 
A pretty shrub, capable of withstanding the ordinary 
winters in the open border, but injured by severe ones. 

It grows freely in any dry loamy soil, and flowers in 

is i seed, and is two years 

may be said to be the best person on whom the mantl& 

and varieties) in the best order, and arranged after 
C. Sprengel’s Systema vegetabilium, with an exact _ 
catalogue written by himself. It comprises unique 
duplicates of the herbarium of John Reynold Forster, 
the companion of Captain Cook (of .800 species), the 
rich presents of the East India Company, and almost * 
all the collections of travelling botanists which were 
sold in.the first third of this century. The price is 
2002., as we learn from his son, Dr. Anthony Sprengel, 

of Halle, in Prussia. 
The Tein-ching, or Chinese Indigo.— When in the 

north of China my attention was directed to a plant 

largely cultivated by the inhabitants for the sake of its 

blue dye. In the southern provinces a considerable 

quantity of indigo (Indigofera) is cultivated and manu- 
factured, besides a large portion which is.annually im- 

ported from Manilla and the Straits. In the north, 
however, the plant which we call indigo is never met 
with—owing, I suppose, to the coldness of the winters 
—but its place is supplied by this Isatis indigotica, or 
the “ Tein-ching,” as it is called by the Chinese. Inmet 
with it in the Nanking cotton district, a few miles west 
from Shanghae, where it is considered a plant.of great 
importance, and covers a large tract of country. itis 

| grown iu rows, a few inches apart, and at a distance 
| looks like a field of young Turnip or Cabbage plants. 
In June, 1844, when I was in that country, the plants 
were from 6 inches to 1 foot in height, and being cone 
sidered in perfection the natives were busily employed 
in cutting them and removing them to the manufactory. 
One of these places which L inspected was close on the 
banks of the canal, and was placed there for the conve- 
| nience of the farmers, who brought their leaves in boats 
from the surrounding country, as well as to be near the 
water, a large quantity of which was requisite in the 
manufacture. It consisted of a number of round tanks, 
which are built for the purpose of steeping the leaves. 
The leaves are thrown into the tanks and covered with 
water, and, after remaining for a certain length of time, 
the juice is drawn off into other tanks, where I believe 

it is mixed with lime. The colour of the liquid at first 
is a kind of greenish blue, but after being well stirred 
up and exposed to the air it becomes much darker and 
very like the well-known indigo of commerce. 1 sup- 
pose it is thickened afterwards by evaporation in some 
way, but that part of the process did not come under 
| my observation. I am very much inclined to believe 
that this is the dye used to colour the green teas which 

are manufactured in the north of China for the English 
and American markets ; this, however, is only conjec- 
ture. The plant has a half-shrubby stem covered with 

a fine bloom. Its root-leaves are oval-lanceolate, on 
long stalks, sharp pointed, slightly toothed, and some- 
what fleshy ; those on the upper part of the stem, near 
the flowers, are linear. The stem is decumbent, a foot 

| and a half long, and divided at its extremity into several 

| drooping racemes about 6 inches long ; on its sides it 

bears here and there small clusters of leaves like those 

\of the root. Flowers very small, yellow.  Silieles 

black, quite smooth, 6 lines long by 2 wide in the 

broadest part, oblong, obtuse at each end, a little con- 
tracted below the middle, with a thin edge and a single 

median line.— Fortune, in Journal of the Horticultural 

Society. 
Oregon Mammillarias, their Natural Habits —The 

one from the Platte-plains is small in size, somewhat 

Pear shaped, with very dense and closely radiating 

spines, which cross each other ; the flowers likewise 

small, rose coloured, It was first discovered by Dr. 

Mersh, of Luxemburgh, in the suite of SirWm. Stewart; 

so I noted it down in my journal as M. Mershii. A 

third species of Mammillaria I found on the Oregon 

plains, while searching for a Mel t Of this I 

brought dry specimens to London, and Mr. Scheer, at 

Kew, has already raised several from seeds. The above 

mentioned Melocactus was gathered by Chief-factor 

Macdonald, at Fort Colville, but the exact habitat was 

forgotten ; the one specimen found was afterwards in 

possession of Dr. Tolmie on the lower Columbia. From 

the information I could gather at FortWalla-Walla, the 

true habitat of this Cactus is at the * Priests’ Rapid,” 

on a rocky island in the Columbia river, about sixty 

miles above Fort Walla-Walla. A cireumstanee seems 

to me to deserve some notice respecting the above three 

Mammillarie ; they become buried by sand and dust 
at the approach of winter so as to be hardly visible ; 

even in the summer months they scarcely show more 

than one third above ground. This seems, indeed, a 

provision of Nature to protect these tender succulents 

against the intense cold of so high a latitude and alti- 

tude. Such is not the case with M. simplex and wivi- 

para,which remain firm above the hard gravelly surface, 

or granite rock. There is, however, a great difference 

in the seasons, which is in favour of the latter two,while 

the former are yet covered with deep snow, these are 

already vegetating (May), and about the middle of June 

the pulpy fruit is already coloured, on the growth of 

the same spring ; so that the plant has the whole long 

summer to harden its texture for the very severe winter. 

before the plants bloom, which is in May.—Botanical Those in the higher altitudes are scarcely in bloom 

Register. t 

Miscellaneous. 

(beginning of September), when snow-storms have 

already set in, therefore the fruit has not time to ripen 
the same year, and the fructification is, so to say, bien- 

nial, or on the growth of last year. Among the Opuntize 

Dr. Sprengel's Herbarium,—We understand that the | i4 the fragilis, Nutt, the lowest and not seldom covered 
heirs of this celebrated botanist are desirous of selling | with sand, but it also occurs on firm soils, though a 
his herbarium. It is represented to consist of 21,800 prostrate species ; the same is the case with O. vulgaris, 

species (without reckoning the numerous sub-species | on the granite rocks in the neighbourhood of NewYork, 

* See Lindley's “ Vegetable Kingdom” for an explanation of 
these terms, 

and in the sandy Oak-barrens of northern Illinois, near 

Beards-Town ; O. Missurica remains erect and quite 
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firm. The Mainmillariz afford quite a seasonable re- 
freshment in the Missouri Plains ; though only during 
the time of growth while the fibres are tender. In 
taste they resemble raw Cucumbers; the same may be 
said of the young shoots of the Opuntiæ ; the latter 
however, proved a great annoyance to the travellers, 
especially as there are no other shoes worn in that part 
of the wilderness than of buck-skin ; ihey are more 
easily avoided by day, but it is quite impossible to move 
aboutatnight, even horses get lamed by stepping care- 
lessly in these thorny bushes. In the month of June 
they show their large bronze-yellow flowers in abund- 
ance, which are only open during noon-day hours ; and 
in warm weather the stamens evince the same irritabi- 
lity as those of Berberis and Sparmannia.— Hooker's 
Journal of Botany. 

Hops.—Mr. Epps, Bower Nursery, Maidstone, has 
received instructions to ship 50,000 sets of Hop plants 
for Hobart Town, where the soil and the climate are 
Sailto be most congenial. 

On the Duration of Woods, and means of prolonging 
it,—The following are the results of experiments made 
with great care and patience by M. G. L. Hartig :— 
Pieces of wood of various kinds, 2$ inches square, were 
buried about an inch below the surface of the ground, 
and they became decayed in the following order :—-T 
Lime, American Birch, Alder, and the Trembling- 
leaved Poplar, in 3 years ; the common Willow, Horse 
Chesnut, and Plane, in 4 years ; the Maple, Red Beech, 
and common Birch, in 5 years ; the Elm, Ash, Horn- 
beam, and Lombardy Poplar, in 7 years ; the Robinia, 
Oak, Scotch Fir, Weymouth Pine, and Silver Fir, were 
only decayed to the depth of half an inch in 7 years ; 
the Larch, common Juniper, Red Cedar (Juniperus 
virginiana) and Arbor-vite, at the end of the last- 
mentioned period remained uninjured. The duration 
of the respective woods depends greatly on their age 
and quality, specimens from young trees decaying much 
quicker than those from sound old trees; and, when 
well seasoned, they last much longer than when buried 
in an d state. In experi with the woods 
cut into thin boards, decay proceeded in the following 
order, commencing with the most perishable :— 

S 

aple. 
11 Silver Fir. 

ane. 
2 Horse Chesnut. 
3 Lime. 12 Scotch Fir. 
4 Poplar. 3 Elm. 
5 American Birch. 14 Weymouth Pine. 6 Red Beech, | 15 Darch. 
7 Hornbeam, | 16 Robinia, or Locust. 8 Alder. |. 17 Oak. 

| 

It has been proved by repeated experiments that the 
best mode of prolonging the duration of wood is to char 
it, and then pay it over with three or four coats of 
pitch. But simply charring the wood was of very little 
utility, as were likewise saturations with various salts, 
acids, &e.— Hurtig, Revue Horticole.|| 

Calendar of Operations. 
(For the ensuing Week. 

Preparation of Fermentin, 
gardens in the country leaves can be collected, and 
when properly managed they form perhaps the most 
useful source of bottom-heat with which we are ac- 
quainted, except, of course, the tank. All the leaves 
necessary for carrying on the business of the ensuing 
year should be collected as early as possible in the 
autumn, and laid in a body close together to ferment. 
After fermenting for three weeks or a month they are 
in excellent order for use; in this state they will both 
heat with more certainty and tread more closely. In 
order to be ready for forcing of all kinds, to form 
powerful linings, or to build new beds, it is necessary 
to have a mixture at hand, composed of hot dung and 
leaves. In the course of December, therefore, the whole 
of the hot dung should be drawn from the stable yard 
to the leaf yard, and immediately thrown together, and 
well watered, in order to dispel the fiery heat. When fer- 
mented thus for a week. or so, it may be mixed with 
leaves, About four parts of the leaves to one part of 
hot manure will make a powerful and enduring mix- 
ture, and in most eases provide a bulk of material which 
will carry out all the hotbed and lining affairs for two 
months to come. This provided, a gardener can make 
up a frame or pit at any time, or farnish new linings at 
a couple of hours’ notice ; for if the dung has had one 
powerful heating previous to its mixture with the leaves, 
little danger need be apprehended from impure vapours, 
provided the most ordinary precautions are observed. 

CONSERVATORIES, STOVE, &c. 
Conservatory.— Observe to keep as moderate a tem- 

perature as possible where the Camellias are in bloom, 
in order to prolong their season. We found drip to be 
rather inconvenient during the frost, and withheld 
water altogether for a few days; yet this did not en- 
tirely prevent it. We then covered the roof with a 
canvas screen, which, by preventing condensation 
through the low roof temperature, accomplished the ob- 
ject effectually. Scarcely a drop has fallen since, and 
we are now enabled to water all available surfaces, to 
keep up a eonsiderable amount of atmospheric moisture, 
which Camellias so much delight in. We have had hen- 
dreds of very fine blossoms out for many weeks, and 
have scarcely found one spotted through condensed 
Steam, although water has been bountifully applied 
morning and evening. We keep a little air both front 
and back, day and night; even with the thermometer 
at 19° out of doors, a very little was left, The ther- 
mometer was generally about 40? at night, and 45? by 
dày., It is impossible for plants to look better. 
Stove and Orchids.—1t will soon be time to commence 

ag Materials.—1n most| 

potting the Orchids. Let a stock of proper material 
be provided, therefore, without delay. Free fibrous 
heath soil, eut into squares about the size of a Walnut; 

| fresh Sphagnum, chopped or eut; plenty of broken 
crocks, and charcoal in lumps; and some chopped 
sticks (avoiding Fir-wood), will be found all that is ne- 
cessary. The whole of these materials, except the 
erocks and charcoal, should be subjected to some pro- 
cess that will destroy snails or other insects, with their 
eggs. We have generally scalded the Sphagnum and 
peat, but I object to this from experience, as the process 
so much hastens decomposition in the vegetable matter, 
that it soon becomes a pulpy mass impervious to the 
atmosphere. It is better to lay it in some very warm 
and dry place, turning it occasionally. Mixed Green- 
house.—Observe the conservatory directions, Beware 
of much night heat. 

KITCHEN GARDEN FORCING. 
# Early Vineries.—Where the buds are beginning to 
swell, or are starting a little, increase of temperature 
must be allowed—say 60° by day, 55° by night. Take 
care that plenty of atmospheric moisture is maintained 
by syringing or otherwise. Do not, however, keep them 
constantly wet. Allow the stems to become compara- 
tively dry at intervals. The oftener the fermenting 
materials are turned the better. Let newly introduced 
Vines be bent down where practicable, to equalise the 
sap. Late Vineries.—As soon as the Grapes are all 
cut, let the Vines be pruned immediately, stopping 
every cut with white-lead. Whether taken out to rest or 
not depends, of course, on other arrangements, If they 
are taken out, be sure to cover them well with old mats 
and litter. Vines love rest undoubtedly, but depend 
upon it they do not love a thermometer at 18°, espe- 
cially if they have recently been subjected to a high 
temp Peach-h . — Increase the heat 
gradually here also. If in blossom, withhold water in 
every shape, and be moderate in the increase of heat in 
proportion to the absence of atmospherie moisture. 
Give air at every opportunity, leaving a circulation day 
and night, if possible. Figs, Cherries, &e.—It will 
be time enough to say a few words about these in the 
early part of January. 

PLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES. 
Go on according to the advice of last week ; everything 

that can be done by anticipation here, also, will be 
found of value ulti ly. The Chi hus fragrans, 
with us, has stood the late frost well, although in, full 
bloom: it has, however, had a thick piece of canvas 
over it, 

FLORISTS' FLOWERS. 
Take the first opportunity; when fine weather sets in, 

of earefully looking over Carnation layers that are in 
frames; it is possible that dirt may have settled in the 
axils of the leaves; as this retains moisture in a very 
inconvenient degree, it is highly necessary for the 
health of the plants that it should be removed. With 
respect to Ranunculuses, lose no time in making the 
necessary purchases, and take care during this rather 
variable weather that the roots do not contract mouldi- 
ness, which is fatal to them. Refer to preceding Calen- 
dars for other operations ; and, of all things, we would 
advise the amateur, who intends to excel, not to be 
chary of his trouble; and, in concluding our directions 
for the present year, we would counsel all cultivators of 
florists’ flowers, and especially those who are about 
commencing, always to bear in mind that quality is pre- 
ferable to quantity, and that it is always the best policy 
to purchase good strains and good sorts. During some 
30 years of cultivation we have paid dear for not acting 
on this principle ; and, in truth, we can assert with Dr. 
Franklin that * we have paid dear for our whistle.” 

KITCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD, 
Seize on the first moment when a thaw in earnest 

arrives to follow out trenching, &e., as a preparation 
for spring cropping. Proceed with all pruning and 
nailing ; do everything, in fact, which can be done to 
ease the spring of its burdens. Do not forget to 
have a good breadth of short top frame Radish, sown on 
raised beds, in a warm aspect. Soak the seeds for six 
hours in luke-warm water ; and when sown, cover the 
beds directly with some clean new straw. 

COTTAGERS’ GARDENS, 
Where a cottager, having a garden, is sometimes 

thrown out of work in winter, a capital opportunity 
occurs for deep digging, trenching, or draining his plot 
There will be no real loss in the end, if these things are 
done justice to. As before observed the Parsnip crop 
(which will be ere long better esteomed, if the Potato 
murrain unfortunately continues), should be left in the 
ground until mid-winter, or early spring, with a coat of 
manure spread over the crowns for the next crop. 
uch being the case, they may be trenched out as 

opportunity serves, leaving the ground in ridges, to 
fallow : such will be fit for amy crop in March. 

FORESTING. 
Now a thaw has arrived, planting may again be 

resumed. Young Oak coppice may stand at from 8 to 
10 feet apart. Some dense screen should be planted as 
protection, in very cold districts, on the bleak sides 
thereof. In marshy spots Birch and Ash may be 
introduced. 

State of the Weather nea 
observed a 

x London, for the week ending Dec, 24, 1843, as 
ne Horticultural Garden, Chiswick, 

| 29.493 | 99.340 31.0| 35.7 EJ Average cm 

S | Dee. 1 harp first; clear and frosty; overcast; rain 
H nin; foi i 
2 

cast. G 
«low the average. 

State of the Weathor at Chiswick during the last 20 years, for the ensuing Week ending Jun 2, 1847. 

Aver. 
Lowert 
Temp. 

Prevailing Winds 

I 
Aver. 

Dec, | Highest 
Tem; 

i Sli z 
| » 

Sun. 806 4 " 

Mon, $8 80.5 l 4 Dues 29 850 3 3 
Wed 30 84.3 a 1 
Thur. 81 38.9 1 a 

Fri, 1| 43 39.4 8 2| 4 
Sa | 418 99.4 a 8 5 
(The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 30ih 15:3 ~thorm, 56° ; and the lowest on the lat, 1837—therm. 12°, 

Wotices to Correspondents, 
Back Nuwnzns—One Shilling each will be given for Numbers 

31 and 38—1846. 
Ks—J Norris—Warnes or Dickson on Flax. All book- 

sellers supply all books, or can if they choose. t 
ConnssPONDENTS whose letters are this week unanswered aro 
requested to have a little patience, and to ascribe any omis- 
sion to Ohristmas day falling on the Friday. 

CurTINGS—J G M—' them off now, and lay them by the 
heels till they are wanted. 

G LANTS—Teader—Gas, however pure, is injurious to 
plants ; for if the air is not contaminated by it, it at least 
dries it too much for their healthy existence. Cannot you employ Polmaise? Itis the cheapest and best plan. } 

IizATING— Tolla—'l'he cold air entrances pass as you suppose ; ut they are seldom used. If you look at the plan again you 
will find that they are capable of being closed up by a lid. 
The drains are usually fed from the inside of the house 

ly. 

considered synonymous, therefore No. 100 is Pteromalus pu- 
parum. £t, —— W M 1—1 
nidum, which is descri 
228. is a tropical visitor, which can withstand so great a 

W—1, Passe Colmar; 2, Beurré Diel; 
3, Old Colmar; 4, 5, 6, Glout Morceau.|| 

Names or PLANTS—When plants are sent to be named, it is 
most particularly requested that they may be in flower, and 
as perfect as circumstances permit. Most especially is it 
requested that the country whence they have been received, 
and whether they are annuals, perennials, or shrubs, bardy, 
greenhouse, or stove plants may be stated; because speci- mens by post are generally bad and incomplete, and much 
valuable time, which such information would save, is need. 
lessly wasted. ——.P B—1, Lzelia anceps; 2, avola venosa, 
3, Odontoglossum Cervantesii; 4, Od. Rossii; fine things 
well blossomed, 

PELARGONIUMS—M H F— We have received the money, and 
quite agree with you as to the manner of applying it. But 
before we publish your letter we must beg you to let us 
know whether itis your wish to offer it in one prize or in 
two and if the latter, in what amounts, 

Porarors—M R W—Thanks for the extracts from the papers. 
The vegetable called Challotte is the Ohaiotl of the Mexic: 3 
the Sechium edule of botanists ; the Choco of Madeira ; a kind 
of Gourd. But it has nota fleshy root that we know of; on 
the contrary, it is an annual, and there is some error on the 
part of Senor Thomaso. It is of no importance in Ireland ; 
nor can any of the West Indian vegetables be grown therein 
the open fields.——J P inquires whether Potatoes are cul- 
tivated in Egypt; and if they are, whether the disease ap- 
peared there? Does any one know ? 

Rasrasnnirs—Juvenis—Y our wish shall be complied with, Any 
respectable nurseryman can provide you with whatever is prc- 
curable. 

Scnizantnus—W—The specimen does not enable us to say 
whether S. nivalis is the same as S. candidus. If they are 
the same the former name must be canceled. The seeds 
shall be sown, and if you remind üsnext year you will learn 
what they produce. 

Wamwzn-PiPES— 4 B C—If you can manage glass pipes they will 
bethe best; but we cannot tell how far the glass works can 
supply them, Ofcourse they would be made of green bottle 
glass. The manner of jointing them would require consider- 
ation ; plaster of Paris would probably answer, Enquire of 
Messrs. Hartley, of Sunderland. Ifmnotgl en use iron ; lass, 
on no account lead. Remember how near you are to South- 
mpton, 

Miso—A Hutchins—Thore is no plant known generally by the 
name of the Siberian Honeysuckle, an 

you what was meant.——. 

The plant from St. Jago is 
some Spurgew: i ? Ye —Your 
letter never reached us, 1— — Sub— Where Apple-trees are 
planted as Espaliers, it does not signify what aspect they 
face. [——Enquirer, Peter Perrin—-For the price of super- 
phosphate of lime, see Mr. Lawes's Advertisement in another 
column, —H W 

SEEDLING FLOWERS. 
CINERARIAS—A Ripon Gardener—Neither of your seedlings are 

equal to similar coloured varieties of the present day.* 
EnnATA— In Mesers. Brown's Advertisement of 

ribunda should be 24s.,” instead ec, 12, ** Andromeda flor 
of ‘10s.”—In the Article on ‘ Entomology,” p. 836, col, 6, for 
“are” read ** were," 
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BY HER ROYAL LETTERS 

MAJESTY'S PATENT. 

LIGHT, CHEAP, Ax» DURABLE ROOFING. 

HOMAS JOHN CROGGON, of 8, Lau- 
i treet 

Pountney Hill, €: don, 
Begs to call the attention of Noblemen, Gentlemen, and the 

Public, to his 

PATENT ASPHALTE FELT, FOR ROOFING, 

As adopted by Her Majesty’s Woods and Forests, and by the 

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF BNGLAND, 

on their buildings at N tle-on-Tyne, and H; quare, 

London ; also, by the leading members of the above and other 

Agricultural Societies of England, Scotland, and Ireland. 

The Price of the Felt is only ONE PENNY PER SQUARE 

FOOT, being considerably less than half the price of slates, 

Tiles, Thatch, &c. There is also a very great saving in the 

wood-work, as the Felt, from its lightness, does not require half 

the weight of timber that slates or tiles do. The Felt can be 

manufactured of any required length, by 32 inches wide. 
Tuomas Jonn Cnoaocox, 8, Laurence Pountney-hill, Cannon- 

street, London. 

Of whom also may be had Railway Felt, Sheathing Felt for 

Ships’ Bottoms, and Dry Hair Felt for covering Boilers, Steam 

Pipes, &c. 

“The Agricultural Gasette. 

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 26, 1846. 

MEETINGS FOR TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS. 
Tuemspay, Dac 8i—Agricuitural Imp. Soc. of Ireland. 
Wronespay, Jan. 6 Highland and Agricultural Society. 

7-~Agiicultucal Imp, Soc. of Ireland, 
LOCAL SOCIETIES. Nomen 

FARMERS? CLUBS. 
Deo, 30—Newton—Dorking. ec, 81~Carlton-on-Trent 
— 81—Bolsover—OtterySt.Mary Jan. 1—Wrensham—Tavistock — 

Z Grove Ferry. Sr. Germans 

A DISPASSIONATE judge must, we think, conclude 

that the AwNvar EXHIBITIONS of our great AGRI- 
CULTURAL Socreris are more useful in their in- 

direct tendencies than they are, directly, aud in 

themselves. Itis not so much the ‘Show’ as the 
‘gathering’ that does the good. 

Public opinion, in connection with farming as a 

business, is ascertained and corrected by weekly 

meetings at market-places; prices and. prospects 
being there settled and discussed; and how shall 

public opinion on the details of farming as an art be 
ublished, or even formed, unless, for these, too, we 

ave meetings at convenient intervals. It is as 

important that right notions prevail in the one case 

às in the other; the *business' is founded upon 

the *art;' and surely the latter deserves as much 

attention and investigation as the former. 
This has been generally acknowledged: and 

hence, the many Farmers’ Clubs established for 
monthly discussions in ail our districts and counties. 
And we confess that it is to those points in which 

they resemble the meetings of a Farmers’ Club 

rather than to those which constitute their profess- 

edly characteristic features that we look for the use- 

fulness of our great annual agricultural assemblages. 

Meetings of so many, and the discussions which 

ensue, whether they be officially superintended or 

not, certainly do most usefully inform the general 

mind. We have no doubt that the English Agri- 

cultural Society, for instance, has (not to speak of 

its influence in improving agricultural machinery 

and in maintaining our improved breeds of cattle 
'To take 

that to it, 
I 

and sheep) done much good in this way. 
a general illustration, we may safely sa 
by these meetings, we owe the estab 
right notions about the relations of s 
practice in agriculture, and the greatly improved 

position of the former, consequent upon the sober- 

ing down of those extravagant expectations in 

which many indulged, from the late happy union of 

the two. i 
These meetings, in short, gather farmers toge- 

ther from all parts of the country, and the exhibi- 

tion gives them matter for diseussion—they may dis- 

parage the specimens exhibited, or even condemn 

the principle which has collected them—but the 

benefit of converse on these and other topics re- 

mains. 
We would apply these remarks more particu- 

larly to the Smithfield Club’s Annual Show of Fat 

Cattle at Baker-street. The ‘meeting’ is useful, 

and as long as the means which attract it are harm- 

less, good is done, and people may be glad of it. 

We by. no means admire the laughter in which the 

Times indulges at its own caricatures on this sub- 
di thi 1 t 

‘art’ of farming. Let those who, 

admire it, ground their praise on its affording a sort 

of agricultural holiday at this merry-making time of 

year—or, even, let them, if they can, argue for its 

value to their ‘business’ as affording a profitable 

sale of fat stock, and we have no word of reply ; 

for,no doubt, it has all the useful influence of a 

holiday—doubtless farmers going up to London on | kinds, have been regularly entered ; and all that has 
its account consider it so; and, no doubt the 

‘meat’ of fat beef is so much better than that of 

lean, as to command a higher price—doubtless, also, 
the tallow.market as well as the butcher's shop must 
be supplied ; but let them attempt to advocate its 
merits as (what all such exhibitions ought to be) 
directly influential in improving the practice of agri- 

culture ; and we must take up that position of pro- 
test in the matter which we have all along main- 
tained, 

'These remarks, we repeat, are directed merely 
against the Show itself, not in disparagement of its 
indirect advantages, which are many. Amongst 
these we may name the proof which it certainly 
affords of the profits of feeding ; for, properly under- 
stood, the exhibition illustrates the extent rather 

than the heightto which the practice of fattening is 
carried in this country; the specimens shown are 
but the ones or twos out of large herds, and the 

greater theloss upon the individuals, the stronger is 
the inference that the returns from the whole are 

abundantly sufficient to boar it. 
The extent to which profitable feeding can be 

carried is no doubt much overpassed by the exhi- 

bitors at Smithfield ; but it is worth while remarking 

that to a certain extent there are advantages attend- 
ant on permitting the process to its last stage. 

1,) As the auimal becomes covered with fat, a 

saving of food takes place, so much is not required 

as fuel for the maintenance of animal heat. (2) 

And in addition to this the manure of a fatting ani- 

malis more valuable than that of one which is also 

growing. Food minus the matter secreted by the 

one leaves a richer residue than the same food minus 

the matter secreted by the other. Food minus fat 

—tho manure in the one case is richer than food 

minus flesh and bones—the manure inthe other. 
SS 

We have still a few words to add on the subject 
of FARM Accounts. 

There is one class of expences which should be 

kept separate from all the others—viz. those which 
are incurred in the permanent improvement of the 
land, and in bringing it into that state of cultivation 

which it is intended to maintain. Many tenants, 
secured by,a lease, are engaged in this which is 

properly landlords’ work ; and for them, in the first 
and second years of their occupation, to charge 
against the returns of those years the whole cost 
which has been then incurred would be obviously 
wrong. Wherever the same capital is invested, 
and the same skill and judgment exercised, the ac- 
counts should, certainly, show a similar annual 

income ; and so, no doubt, if properly kept, they 
will, plus or minus the extra-ordinary effect of 
weather and prices. But to do as is often done— 
to charge upon each year all that, during it, has 
been invested in the permanent improvement of the 

land, would have the contrary effect of exhibiting a 
loss upon every fresh investment of capital, and 
consequent additional exercise of skill. All such 
expenses should be placed in a ‘dormant capital’ 
account, and which on the whole sum which appears 
there at the end of each year (along with all the 
rest of the farm capital) the usual per centage 

should be charged in the annual balance sheet, 
such a portion only of the principal should 

also annually be charged before the ‘balance’ 

is struck, as shall exhaust the ‘account’ by 
the end of the lease, If 1007. be spent in drain- 

ing during the 10th year before this period, then 
year after year on the Dr. side of the dormant 

capital account the sum standing will be 902, 80/., 

701., &c.; 107. per annum being annually abstracted 

and charged on the gross produce of the farm be- 

fore the clear profit of the year can be ascertained, 

and in addition to this, 5 per cent. has also every 

year to be charged on the 907., 807., 70l., respect- 

ively, which at those periods represent the amount 

of the farmer's eapital still remaining invested in 

that particular form. 
Now as regards the yearly inquiry into the 

profit or loss attendant upon the twelvemonth’s 

proceedings, itis really a very simple affair. Sup- 

pose a farmer to have commenced his year’s 

accounts aright, he then entered (whether actually 

or not), by purchase, into his position; and the 

several portions into which his capital at that time 

invested might then have been divided were 

placed on the debtor side of the several accounts 

which concerned them. The Sheep account re- 

ceived its record of the value of sheep on hand, and 

of that portion of food to be consumed by them 

then remaining ; the Wheat account received its 

record of grain in rick and barn, of seed sown, of 

ploughings, harrowings, &c., by which the crop had 

till then been benefited: and so on. Since then, 

payments on account, whether for labour or stock, 

or food ; and receipts on account, for produce of all 

now to be done is to estimate the present position 
of the farmer just as if he were about to give up 
business altogether, and to place as per valuation 
his present invested capital on the creditor side of 
the several accounts to which it belongs. It then 
merely remains to arrange the balances of these 
accounts—debtor or creditor as the case may be— 
in columns on a sheet ; to charge 5/. per cent. upon 

the working capital of the concern together with 
that share of the dormant capital which this year 
must return; and the balance when struck will 
represent the income of the year. ; 

THE RIGHTS anp PRIVILEGES or LANDLORD 
AND TENANT. 

By C. Wrex HoskrNs, Esq. 

[Tux following remarks on this subject were delivered 
at the July meeting of the Stratford-on-Avon Agricul- 
tural Society, 
. If the subject of our discussion involved nothing more 
important than the questions—whether draining-tiles 
should be laid 3 or 4 feet deep ; whether Turnips were 
best drilled upon the flat or on ridge; whether guano 
should be applied to grain crops direct, or through the 
intervention of a fallow crop ; whether fallow crops 
shall be consumed on the land, or whether even upon 
light soils it were not the best economy, in the end, to 
continue them in the yard or in covered sheds ; whether 
the Suffolk punch or the Cleveland bay was the best 
horse for agricultural purposes. If it were any such 

question as this, upon which I had simply to ring the 

first peal, in order to furnish the subject for your own 

harmony of discussion when my strain was over, I could 

of necessity feel no more than a pleasing interest in the 
statement of my own views, and in the after effect which 
they might have upon the minds of others. But when I 

see that the subject which we are to consider to-day is one 
which, besides its own inherent difficulty and intricacy, 
has, ever since the day on which your chairman first 
announced to me the desire that I should undertake it, 

been the topie of so much consideration and debate at 

many recent agricultural meetings throughout the 

kingdom, and is so closely interwoven with the great 

questions which have for many months occupied the 

Legislature of this country, I need hardly assure you 

that I approach it with as deep a sense of its difficulty, 

and of diffidence of my own power to grapple with it, 

as the most cautious hearer, or the most interesed party 

on either side, could desire. It is one of those subjects 
which the more I have studied and the more fully I have 

considered, the more I havefelt that he who undertakes 

it at all must expect the fate that is said to await the 

candid umpire, namely, to afford but small satisfaction 

to each of the parties whose interest he is called in t 

consider relatively with the other. Yetin the discharge 

of such a task a man must make up his mind before 

hand that if he is to speak usefully he must speak 
boldly, and that if his hearers first on one side and then 

on the other should not find his words agreeable, that 

both should at least have cause to confess that they are 

sincere. Amongst those that I address, there are both 

proprietors and occupiers, and I myself should feel 

unqualified to speak at all unless I could speak in both 

characters, 
I am not one of those who would endeavour to serew 

down modern agricultural practice to the forms of 

ancient usage or worn out habits ; yet in the discussion 

of a subject so old as the relation of landlord and 

tenant, I think it may throw some light upon the situ- 

ation of each party, to cast an eye back to the circum- 

stances and course of events out of which that relation 

had its origin. Ishall not detain you long upon this, 

because I am more anxious to come to the present and 

practical part of the subject, but it will facilitate that 

object to trace from its t the agricul J 

tenure of land, in order that if we should find that at 

the present day there is much in it that is artificial, and 

much that is undefined, we may be able to form an idea 

how itarose and why it is so, and may therefore see 

what may be required in the progressive demands of 

society, to put it upon a more certain and a more 

na‘ural footing. A 

The origin of the present relation of landlord aud 

tenant was that establishment which prevailed over 

nearly the whole of Christendom, called the feudal sys- 

tem; under this system the king was not only the 

ruler but in point of fact the proprietor of. the whole 
lands of the kingdom. These he granted in immense 

tracts, including in some cases nearly a whole county, 

to the first lords or barons of the realm, in reward 

generally for services in war, andin return for which 

they became his vassals, and followed him with the 

armies raised out of their fiefs or possessions, so granted 

to them. They again in turn let out to inferior vassals 

the different portions of these goodly estates, in 

return for services paid to them, either in men or 

War was the universal trade, and the rela- 

position, served with the most unhesitating obedience 

and vassalage the one next above him, L 

those below him. This arrangement of the classes of 

society, which were few in number, and separated by 

an almost impassable gulf from each other, extended 

not over this county alone, but over the greater part of 
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realm, few and powerful, and. standing in about the 
same relation to their country as the Sovereign did to 
the whole realm. Next to them came that class which 

'adually acquired the name of the Commons, and below 
them were the class composed of labourers and artisans. 
Such was the structure of that great establishment, if I 
may so call it, which for many centuries existed, under 
the name of the feudal .system—a system well suited 
to its day, when population was thin, and the classes of 
mankind so few, and so entirely distinet from each 
other. Now it is.easy to see, and it is to this that I 
would draw attention, that.in such a state of society the 
tenure of land was not so much a legal coniract be. 
tween one man and another, asa service or vassalage 
acknowledged as to a superior or lord. ence the 
term land-/ord, which still remains in use, together with 
other vestiges of a system so widely spread and so long 
predominant. The first thing which began the break- 
ing up of this system was the inerease and extension 
of towns, and the gradual accumulation of wealth inthe 
hands of corporate bodies, Kings and barons found 
war an expensive amusement, and were glad to borrow 
some of its sinews from the wealthy burgesses, who took 
eare to make their own bargain in lending it, and ob- 
tained in return from successive Sovereigns and feudal 
lords, charters of incorporation, which inereasing their 
union and therefore their power, their privileges and 
means of securing and extending their trade, laid the 
foundation of that large and influential body which is 
now known under the general name of the middle 
classes of society. You must not suppose that the 
system or course of events to whie have alluded is 
by any means one of such remote antiquity as to be be- 
ond our notice. The beautiful castles which, though 

in partial decay, adorn this and many neighbouring 
counties, are not more visible and evident reords of 
those times than many of the social habits and modes 
of thought and expression which still form part of our 
daily intereourse with each other. 
Now the objeet with which I have drawn your atten- 

tion to this historical sketch, is in order to account for 
that which would otherwise appear unaccountable, 
namely, the uncertain and indefinite state, in the pre- 
sent day, of the relation of landlord and tenant. We 
ourselves can almost remember the day when a man 
who could command a team of horses and a few cows 
thought himself eligible to apply for a farm of 200 or 
300 acres. Those things called * permanent improve- 
ments’ were unheard of ; under-drainage, immensely 
important and necessary as it may now appear to us, 
was a thing comparatiyely unknown ; * bone dust? was 
confined £o the churchyards ; ‘nitrate of soda,‘ guano,’ 
* gypsum,’ and ‘superphospate of lime, were words 
uncoined ; the field cultivation of Turnips, bringing 
with it the winter feeding of stock, and the buildings-ne- 
essary to feed them in, is all comparatively of modern 
introduction ; and the eapital needed to set agoing such 
machinery and such an establishment was, therefore, 
never dreamt of as required by a farmer. In a word, 
many men now living must be able, on looking back, to 
see that a complete revolution has gradually overtaken 
the whole system of agriculture in this kingdom. The 
first person, perhaps, who may be instanced as having 
y os it open deelaration was the celebrated Mr. Coke, of 

orfolk, afterwards Lord Leicester, of whom, it is said, 
that when applied to for a farm, his first question was, 
** What capital have you got? Have you got 107. to an 
aere? If not, it's useless your taking it, I'm told that 
I’m a pretty good farmer, and J couldn't venture to 
take it without ;.so I won't do you the mischief of let- 
ting you do so.” Here we find the first recognition of 
the absolute neeessity of capital in the hands of the te- 

nt. That point onee admitted, the q i 

that the question bas been handled. The speakers 
haye heen for the most part occupiers, who having suf- 
fered under some particular inconveniénce, were a little 
too apt to suppose that the remedy for that evil, what- 
ever it was, would set all right. We are all of us liable 
to be misled by our own supposed interest, and wherever 
that is the ease, are prone to fall into a narrow view of 
the matter at issue. This has shown itself in the re- 
ports. One man thinks:he has got too many hedges in 
his farm, another too many trees; another-thinks he 
should do very well if he had but a lease ; another 
wants to plough up his old Grass land, because they do 
it in Seotland ; another wants the land to be ained 

eptaeles for storing manure, it would, I believe, be 
improved by:being:kept.at least one year before it was 
applied to the land. The straw, which always forms by 
far the most bulky portion of the crude manure, is the 
most difficult to reduce to a friable and portable con- 
dition ; in my-last communication I suggested the use 
of a caustic solution of either potash or soda, for the 
purpose of dissolving the silica of the straw ; it would, 
I think, break up the organic structure of the straw and 
greatl. l its d positi. The elements.of 
the straw itself cannot act as fertilisers whilst in the 
form.of straw ; 4/ must be-decomposed before they.can be 
taken up by the plant. Your correspondent says there 
are various opinions as to the merits of fresh dung, and: 

for him at the sole expense of the prop ne 
man, again, proposes a corn rent, and another a * com- 
pensation-clause,’ as a remedy for all evils ; and it is 
curious to see the confidence and warmth with which 
each nostrum is put forward as the one thing needful ; 
each speaker may indeed be right in his own particular 
ease ; but the error lies in that want of comprehensive- 
ness of view, which prevents his perceiving that his 
remedy may not be applicable to others, or that other 
interests besides his own have to be considered ; or, 
again, that there may be causes in operation which may 
make what is desirable in one place wear a very dif- 
ferent aspect at another, First, with reference to 
Leases: the common lease of 21 years, determinable 
at 7 ond 14, may be all very well, and is indeed un- 
avoidable in the case of church or corporate property, 
where the lessor or grantor is a permanent body with a 
perpetually shifting and renewing interest, neither 
holding nor transmitting any hereditary claim, but as 
an agricultural lease it has not one feature to recom- 
mend.it ; itis the very worst that a landlord could give 

Again, a corn rent may be en- 
enough, where the proprietor has no objec- 

tion to a perpetually fluctuating income, or the 
tenant to an annual inquisition into every bushel 
of corn he sells or consumes in his house or 
stables ; but there are objections to the whole principle 
of a corn-rent more serious than either of these, as I 
will presently show. Again, a compensation clause may 
answer very well, where the proprietor has an entire 
and devisable interest in the soil ; but cases of frightful 
hardship might easily be mentioned, where a lease so 
framed has happened to expire at such a time that the 
widow or executors of a deceased tenant for life has been 
ealled upon to reimburse extensive outlays, the benefit 
of which has gone to the next tenant-in-tail, upon 
whom there is-no law in existence that could throw the 
charge, though he would reap the entire profit. Again, 
the ploughing up of Grass lands is a matter of very 
difficult arrangement in reference to future interests in 
the land, even supposing the fullest capacity to judge of 
its expediency, in the present.owner and. occupier ; and 
in a dairy country might lead to the most injurious con- 
sequences if hastily or ignorantly adopted. I mention 
these instances to show, not that each proposition ma: 
not be in some cases applicable, but merely that they 
are to be received and adopted with caution ; inasmuch 
as a system which may suit particular districts, par- 
ticular proprietors and particular occupiers, and even 
particular farms, may not be suitable to others, and 
that the attempt to lay down one general rule of tenure 
would be as prep asto end to farm every 
description of soil alike. 

‘Tobe continued.) 

MANAGEMENT OF MANURE. 
I reorer the same captious tone in your Cornish 

ipondent's secon ication that there was in 
his first ; his mode of expression is calculated to call 
forth irritable replies, aud to deter timid persons from aee miae n e nai is 

inevitable. Tf the landlord says to the tenant‘ You 
must have capital: ’ the tenant who has it naturally re- 
plies, * Will you give me security for the investment of 
it?’ The one question is.as fair as the other ; and, 
indéed, follows .owt of it: for I have mo more 
right to ask a man to lay out his capital on my 
land without giving him a security for its investment 
than he has to require me to lend him my land to trade 
without his having the eapital requisite for its proper 
cultivation. Thus the necessity for capital in the hands 
of the tenant, which modern. agriculture requires, puts 
the respective rights of the parties in some measure 
on a new footing. Instead of the tenant holding the 
position of a sort of annual bailiff, as formerly, and pay- 
ing to his landlord a portion of the produce either in 
corn or in money, he now naturally requires a security 
on his own side proportionate fo the joint stock he risks 
in the establishment which the modern requirements 
of agriculture demand. Wonderful it would indeed 
seem that so little should be known and so few princi- 
ples established, as regulating the present relation of 
landlord and tenant: were it not obvious from what I 
have stated, that the very basis and foundation of that 
compact is itself so entirely of modern growth. The 
fundamental cause which has occasioned it is the rapid 
inerease of population, and the demand for a vastly in- 
creased produee from fields that are the same size as 
they used to be, which can only be accomplished by in- 
creased outlay. 

Iremarked just now that this subject has been of 
late much considered at agricultural meetings and 

the reports-with an additional interest as ‘bearing upon our discussion to-day ; but I must confess to having 
i some di: i i T PP 

g of real utility ; but is it wise 
to write in this style ; will it convince your intelligent 
readers that he is right, and that Lam wrong? I think 
not. I will endeavour to meet the long string of 
objections raised by your correspondent, not expecting 
to convince him, but to satisfy the minds of others who 
have a more niodest opinion of their own judgment, 
that my plan has not absurdity stamped upon the face 
of it, and that it may after all contain something worthy 
the consideration of practical men, The effect pro- 
duced by cattle treading upon litter, is to reduce 
the whole to a pulpy consistence. In this state it cannot, 
I apprehend, be in the form suited as food for plants ; 
it must undergo other changes to fit it for this purpose ; 
there must be a process which renders the whole soluble. 
This can only be effected by the introduction of an 
alkali, or some, substance containing it, Animal matter 
contains nitrogen, water contains hydrogen, the two 
combined form ammonia, the most valuable of the 
alkalies for the purposes of agriculture ; here, then, we 
have the alkali a bond of union betwixt the other ele- 
ments of the manure, and by means of which they are 
rendered soluble in water, and so taken up by the plants, 
How are we to bring about this combination of ele- 
mentary matter, the crude farm-yard manure with the 
alkali? I should say that one way of doing it is, by 
means of fermentation—an exciting of internal motion 
—which separates the component parts of the materials 
forming the crude manure, the simple elements being 
disengaged, enter into new combinations, one of which, 
the ammonieal gas, becomes dissolved in the water con- 
stituting the moisture in the manure. Now, if the fer- 
mentation is carefully conducted, and other means 
employed to prevent the dissipation of the gas into the 
atmosphere, but little of it will be wasted. ‘Time is 

1t in the want of candid | necessary for all this; wherever there are suitable 

tten dung ; it is true there are such opinions on 
this point, but whether fresh or rotten, the decom- 
position must be complete before it ean become food for 
plants. This is what I have always understood must be 
the condition of a fertiliser, and if so, where is the: 
advantage of carting manure to the land in a -crude,and: 
bulky form ? 

Now as regards my mi bin towers, I 
your correspondent to mean that receptacles for manure: 
are of no importance whatever, and that all farm-yards. 
are capacious enough. I do not know what size the 
Cornish farm-yards may be, but here in Yorkshire they: 
are not so very capacious as to render it unnecessary to: 
cart the manure elsewhere until it is required to be 
applied to the land. The practice of leaving manure 
to open exposure in all weathers, does not appear to be 
an objection with Mr. Adams; but it always has been 
objected to by scientific and practical men, and for 
reasons obvious enough and well known to. most of your 
readers. If, therefore, it is desirable to have the 
manure in a perfectly decomposed state, and as a con- 
sequence, in a friable condition and very portable 
form, as I believe it may and ought to be, how can it 
be best accomplished ? Certainly not by leaving it in 
large heaps, subject to waste by exposure to sun, wind, 
and rain ; but by enclosing it within the walls.of. a pit, 
and what sort of a pit must it be that. will hold 250 
cubic yards of manure, if only a few feet deep? I 
should infinitely prefer a high tower to a low pit ; its 
height is an object of no consequence [The labour 
required is, we fear, fatal to the plan: the height is a 
matter of consequence as involving extra labour, 
whatever be the way in which the contents are 
hoisted,] as the facilities afforded by cranes would 
enable men to transport manure with the greatest 
ease and expedition, and this will be admitted by alk 
who have had any experience in the use of them. With 
respect to the fermentation of manure, your eorrespond- 
ent seems to think that it may be carried on as well in 
an open pit as in a tower, Now in order to carry on 
fermentation in a successful manner, there must [?] be 
one uniform degree of temperature kept up during the 
whole period of the process, and how is this to be 
accomplished in an open pit over which the air in the 
course of the 24 hours may vary 30 degrees. A tower 
constructed as I have designed, would afford ‘the 
means of carrying on fermentation much more success- 
fully ; the air could be admitted or excluded, and other 
means employed so as to maintain a tolerably uniform 
degree of heat. If the process was carefully. eondneted, 
(and any man of ordinary capacity could manage it. very 
well), there would be.no waste of elementary matter. 
The utility of receptacles for manure, whether solid or 
liquid, is becoming more apparent every day, and we 
shall, bye and bye, see them constructed in every largo 
town, and the manure, when collected and properly 
prepared, beeome an article of trade between the city 
and the country. If a farmer had a tower containing 
manure in a properly decomposed state, it.might be 
employed as a vehicle for ying other fertili. int 
the soil; for instance, suppose an artificial manure is 
required to be made (you will perceive that Iam anti- 
cipating a period when agricul will be conducted.on 
more scientific principles) to suit a particular description 
of soil, one whose properties are known, and in:which 
certain elements are wanting to enable it to produce a 
crop of a certain description of grain, &c. ; the decom. 
posed manure would in this ease be a valuable material, 
as it might form the basis of all other compound 
fertilizers for particular kinds of soil and grain, a/given 
quantity of it mixed with the mineral fertilizers” by 
means of a mill ; when I say a mill, I do not-mean.à 
mill requiring several horse-power to drive it, but-one 

j occupying a few cubic- feet of space, and easily worked 
by one man. Another mode of employing the:decom- 
posed manure would be, to pour over and mix with it 

| such of the mineral fertilizers as are soluble in water, 
| take for instance the superphosphate of lime, as an 
| example of the utility of a friable and portable manure, 
The superfluous water used in the operation would 
easily be got rid of, —I dare say your Cornish corres- 
pondent will presume this mode of applying fertilizers 

| quite as great an absurdity as that of erecting 
towers, &e.; some one, however, who reads it, 
may be so void of prejudice as to try it, and then it»will 
be seen whether a dry mixture of.a soluble ingredient 
with the decomposed manure, or the same dissolved in 
water in the manner I have described, best, answer the 
purpose of a fertiliser ; the latter plan effects a more 
intimate union of the elements, and if I am correct in 
taking this view of it, they will the more readily be 
taken up by the plant. There will in time be an end to 
the importation of guano, and then agrieulturists will 
be driven to find out substitutes for it ; high cultivation 
is progressing, although but. slowly, andit cannot ibe 
carried on without increased consumption of fertilising 

Adrat 
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matter in some shape or other. Farmers, as they 

become more scientifically educated, will better under- | led 

stand the necessity and advantage of encouraging every 

attempt at imp: t in the prep i f manure, 

and projects now sneered at will then be seriously con- 

sidered and tried before they are condemned. our 

correspondent says that I have not mentioned the cost 

of the tower, mill, and sheds—the 3d. per cubic yard 

ineludes the cost of the tower, erane, and grab, from an 

estimate given to me by a respectable builder, but ex- 

clusive of cartage of materials, and itis presumed that 

considerable labour would be rendered by the farm ser- 

vants, and in this way further reduce the expense of con- 

structing the tower ; the mill also (as I said before, it will 

bea very small affair), is included in the charge of 3d. on 

the cubic yard. In many situations, where rough. stone 

and timber could be procured, the cost would be below 

my estimate, I thought it a better plan to put the 

expence in the form of a permanent charge, than to 

occupy your pages with the details of it, The shed is 

not included in the estimate, because very simple and 

cheap substitutes could be found for it; indeed, it is very 

probable they would not be needed at all, or only such 

as were on the premises, The liquid manure tank is 

not necessarily a part of my plan, but the best situation 

for it would be under the tower ; tanks are very expen- 
sive structures, much more so in proportion to their 

cubic capacity than a tower would be ; my plan would 

do away with the necessity of having them so large, and 

here would be a considerable saving, which ought to be 

dedueted from the eost of the tower, &c., and in places 

where there are walled receptacles for holdiug manure, 

they also should be dedueted as being unnecessary 
under a different system of managing manure. 

I will now eonelude by repeating my firm conviction, 

that a time will come when: we shall need every available 
means to enable us tomake the most of ourfarm manure, 
and by some such plan as I have described. I believe 

it to be astep towards further improvements, having a 

national object in view, and it will afford me great plea- 
sure to see others take it up, but it must not be in the 
spirit of your Cornish correspondent, Mr. Henry Adams. 

— Henry Liddell, Beverley-road, Hull, Dec. 14. 

Home Correspondence. 
Richmond Testimonial.—I hope you will allow mea 

corner of your Journal to express the gratification I 

feel atthe announcement of the formation of an Insti- 

tution for Tenant Farmers reduced by adverse cireum- 

stances. I cannot collect from the publie papers the 

exact particulars of the proposed establishment ; indeed, 

they seem to be not yet fully matured. But enough 

appears to satisfy me of the benevolent and very useful 

character of the Institution, and sincerely do I applaud 

the disinterested conduct of the nobleman who appears 

to have originated it, for instead of appropriating the 

large sum of money raised for the purpose of a testi- 

monial to himself for his past exertions in behalf of the 

farmers, I understand that he at once expressed the 

manly wish that it should be applied to some such ob- 

ject as this. In my mind this is genuine philanthropy; 

I earnestly hope that this benevolent project will meet 

with the support of every agriculturist in the kingdom, 

and that all will unite in promoting a scheme which, if 

fully carried out,will afford assistance to their brethren, 

in the hour of-distress, and a refuge to them in.old age. 

Iam ready to add my humble contribution towards 

this charitable purpose, and shall be happy to forward 

it through the medium of your Agricultural Journal, 

if so permitted.—F., Berks. [We shall be happy to 

receive and transmit subscriptions ; or they may be at 

once sent to Mr. W. W. Burrell, No. 18, North-street, 

Brighton.] 
Threshing Machine v. Flail.—I xead with some in- 

terest the article in your last paper—“ Threshing Ma- 

chine v. Flail ;" and whilst on-the one hand I am no 

opponent of the former on the score of injury to the 

labourer, for I believe itis innocent of any such trans- 

gression, yet, on the other hand, it seems to me that 

its advocates have been far too lenient in passing over, 

or but slightly adverting to, its injurious effects on the 

grain, more especially Barley. These are so great, as 

in many cases to render the corn so threshed totally 

unfit for malting purposes. I speak not lightly ; but 

from an experience of 15 years to the extent of 8000 to | th, 

10,000 quarters annually, and to prove the immense 

superiority to the maltster of flail-threshed over engine- 

threshed Barley, I inclose samplesof malt, both at 14 

days’ old from the couch and ready for the kiln. * Look 

on this picture and on that!” Now turn to the other 

two samples of dry Barley—the one from the engine, 

the other from the flail. Naturally, the first is the 

best; but it has been so skinned, broken, and be- devilled 

by the machine, as to be, if not wholly unfit, greatly in- 

jured for malting purposes. It has been literally engine- 

turned from a malting to a grinding Barley. Shillings 

per quarter would not make it,equal to the flailed. 
may be told that the engine here used was a bad one, or 

if good, improperly used. Itis an old but a true say- 

ing, that bad workmen often complain of their tools. I 

do not believe in theexistence of bad machines. Agri- 

cultural mechanism is far too advanced in the present 

day to warrant any such belief ; but I certainly do be- 

lieve they are too often abused by unskilful persons, who, 

penny-wise and pound-foolish, do not:care how they mu- 

tilate the corn, so as they but get it out of the straw. If 

Tam told that this is an argument rather against the 

abuse than the use ofthe machine, my answer is that 

this is no remedy for the evil, We, the malsters, can- 

=) 

" lknow-|, not pretend to instruct the farmers in 

ge. The fault may rest with them ; but the effects 

must be and are visited onus. In plain English the 

machines are ruining our best Barleys.—Samuel Taylor, 

Stoke Ferry. > (The samples certainly bear out the as- 

sertions of our correspondent. That there are, how- 

ever, machines which when properly worked, answer 

better in this, or in all other respects, than the flail, is 

evident from the partiality of Scotch maltsters for engine- 

threshed Barley. | 
Tenants’ “Rights.—A great deal of your valuable 

Paper has been taken up lately with tenants’ rights ; 

what are they? There seems to be as-many different 

opinions on that subject as there are on the Potato 

disease. Isee by the Daily News, of the 12th inst., 

that Mr. Pusey said at the Smithfield Club dinner that 

he had drawn up a lease for his tenants, which he found 

to work well, but will he-undertake to say that it would 

work well forall places and.all counties ? The eustom 

of the county is another thing that the farmers talk 

much of ; whatis it? ‘Will any onesay that the custom 

of Middlesex (I believe there is none) would do for 

Buckinghamshire. I believe that no code of laws ean 

be drawn up to suit all parties and all places. Land- 

lords’ rights and tenants’ rights seem to.me to lie ina 

nut-shell. I would say to the tenant come out, and 

leave your “ law” craft behind you ; and to the landlord, 

throw all your little prejudice overboard; meet each 

other upon just terms; look at the state the farm is in ; 

if itis near the market or far off, roads good or bad; 

and then throw customs of the county and all other 
Ploughi : 

your ipondents *J. S.” aud *.D.S. E." To the 
former, for pointing .out the best and most profitable 
mode.of training fowls to lay ; and to the latter, for 
indicating the nature and eure of the diseases to whieh 
they are subject. Both these matters interest me, in. 
common with others; and I do hope * D.S. E." will 
continue to enlighten us on a subject he. appears so-well 
to understand—I mean, the Diseases of Poultry. No 
person can take more pains:than I do with my fowls.. 
The:place Ihave assigned them is favoured both by 
nature and art. I have built them snug_ habitations, 
carefully protected at all points from north and east 

winds, and I provide them daily all the little luxuries in 
which they delight. Still, either from our variable cli- 
maíte.or from some other cause, at present unknown, 
Ihave several of my most choice fowls on the list of 
“incurables.” Those which appear to suffer most are 
the -gold-spangled Bantams, known as Sir ohn Se- 

bright's breed. They are perpetually gaping, their 
eyes inflamed, their heads swollen. In addition, there. 
is a discharge of fetid matter from. their eye-lids and 
nostrils, particularly at night ; and this I cannot effac- 
tuallyremove. In the day time they droop, are dainty 
over their food, sit solitary, and seem gradually wasting 
away. Can this be the roup? I am told that 
baneful disorder is i 
hot feeding, and the want of clean water. 
as I serupulously guard against all these evils, 
Lam puzzled as to the why and because of my fowls” 
visitation. They have plenty of play-ground allotted 

them,,and are abundantly supplied with grit, ashes, 
mould, vegetables, &c., &c., as recommended by “J..8.’? 

things board. ghings, dressings, half-d 

and other improvements, are things to squabble about. 

efore all or any of these things are done, let the 

tenant give notice to the landlord, or his agent, that he 

may see that they are done ; and if done properly, 

there will be no dispute about allowing for them. Ifthere 

should be, the landlord or his agent is a rogue. .Ihave 

been a visitor to the Smithfield Show for many years, 

and I have read evil reports and good reports, but the 

best that I have met with is a leader on the subject in 

the Daily News of the 12th instant. I should like for 

all breeders and feeders to see it, and.say whether it is 

correct or not. lam afraid that you will think me 

troublesome, but when I see so much foolishness Iean- 

not withhold my pen.— Brutus. 

The Liverpool Swede.— Thin Sowing.—1 read with 

much pleasure the account by “ Amicus,” p. 828, of a 

crop of Swedes, which he says averaged 2 feet 34 inches 

from plant to plant. I think the large crop may be in 

a good degree attributed to the room allowed the plants 

to arrive at perfection, as well as to the liquid manure. 

More erops are diminished by crowding the plants than 

by allowing plenty of room. I once calculated a table 

of erops at every distanee from. one foot from plant to 

plant, to 6 feet ; and am satisfied that larger crops may 

be obtained by allowing plenty of interval to well work 
the soil during the growth of plants. For instance, 

Turnips at 2 feet asunder every way, and averaging ten 

pounds per plant, will produce 50 tons per aere. That 

J d 
Still they do not thrive. Perhaps some of your intelli- 

gent correspondents will be kind enough to throw.a 

light upon what, to me, is as puzzling as it is distress. 

ing ; for I dearly love all animals under my care to.be 

welland happy. I shall immediately adopt the system 

pointed out by “J. S." as being calculated to make 

fowls lay. A constant succession of eggs, during 

each month in the year, is as desirable as it appears 

easy, by proper and judicious management. It is, more- 

over, a weleome addition to one’s revenue.— William- 

Kidd, Sanders’ Cottage, New Road, Hammersmith, 

Dec. 12. 
A Falling off in the Milk.—On reading your Paper 

to-day, my attention was attracted, in your Notices to. 

Correspondents, to the following : “ Milk Cow.—H. W, 

— We cannot account for the falling off in the milk?” 

It savours hat of self. or clairvoyance, 

in me to endeavour to answer a question put to you, the 

words of whieh axe left to my own imagination. Two 

years since, within five miles of town, a gentleman kept 

a.cow upon two paddocks of an acre each; the cows. 

an Alderney half-bred, yielded ber required quantity of 

milk when in one paddock, but neither gypsum, 

nor other agricultural essences, -eould alter the soil, to 

produce milk from grazing in the other; the cow- 

doctor's bill in the meantime was increasing. Two pigs 

who were turned out every morning, and yet appeared 

ina state of repletion, were physicked. It-was altoge- 

ther bl The idea of a pig sucking a-cow,, 
they will attain this size is certain. once 

walking over a field of red Norfolk Turnips, broadeast, 

and meeting with one standing alone which weighed 

23 lbs, and measured 41} inches in cireumference. 

Again, suppose a crop of Cabbages, at 4 feet from plant 

to plant, weighing 30 lbs. each (and I have grown them 

40 Ibs.), the crop will be 40-tons per aere. Although I 

so strongly recommend plenty of room for green crops, 

I am not a convert to the thin-sowing of eorn ; long and 

dearly bought experience convinced me that it is the 

surest way to allow seed enough ; there is seldom too 

much plant in spring — Lusor. 
Farm Accounts.—In a former number you very 

shorty and very clearly stated how a Dr. and Cr. 

account of a farm may be kept, and on which side the 

balance should be placed. Seeing you have resumed it 

last week, I take the liberty of asking you a question. 

I here briefly, and in round numbers, give you my 

aecount according to your former directions, 
Farm Cr. 

Jan. 1, 1846.—To Dec. 16, 1846.— 

stock taken Dec. By live and dead 

31, 1845, including stock, Oats, hay, 
cattle, hay, straw, straw, Potatoes, all 

Oats, and Potatoes, of which wil be 

all of which have consumed on the 
been consumed on lan £400 0 0 

e farm. £400 0 0 By cash received 

To cash paid out for stock, &c. 200 0 0 

ineluding labour, 
lime; draining, &c. 300 0 0 

£700 0 0 £600 0 0 

So that it would appear that I am minus 100}. J have 

expended 1007. in draining, liming, &c., which is hardly 

fair, perhaps, to charge on one year. Butthe point I 

wish to be informed on is this:— Whether having on 

the lst of January last, taken hay, straw, Oats, into 
stock, and eonsumed them on the farm, I ought to 

credit the farm their value, as though I had sold them ; 

for then I should have-credited the farm for so much 

cash received. Of the straw of 1845, and taken in to 

stock Ist January, 1846; for instance, I made and 

carried out upwards of 200 one-horse cart-loads of dung 
for Turnips, Grass, and for the crops now on the 

ground. It appears to me the Oats, straw, &c., then 

taken in to stock, ought to be credited somewhere and 

some how, and in settling my small accounts it is the 

disposal of this stock which puzzles me.—W. Northumy 

briensis. [See Leader of to-day. 1 
Poultry, their Diseases, and Incilements to Lay- 

ing.— Breeders of poultry are specially indebted to 

suggested by the writer, was as much scouted as the 

probability of a hedgehog doing the same thing. How- 

ever, the pigs one morning, when let out (after perhaps. 

a stronger decoction than usual, over night, had excited 

impatient cravings of hunger),-at once ran to the cow 

that was standing, and though their hind legs were only 

on the ground, the cow stood quietly while they were 

sucking her teats ; and this secret of a falling off in the 

milk, or Jusus nature, was solved. And the probability 

is, the same event often occurs in farm-yards, when cows: 

lying down, and pigs, foraging about the litter, fallin 

with the udder. The circumstance would not be per- 

ceived, perhaps, unless the cow was standing, and then 

only would be attempted by a pig whose instinet had 
led him to the agreeable repast before.—L. A. 

Dai t.—*L ter” says, “ I write 

to ask if any of your correspondents will give me their 

experience as regards setting milk pans on stone or 

wooden shelves. My dairy does not answer so wellas 

it ought to do, considering the care and. good. feeding 

my cows have. I wish, therefore, to know whether 

wooden shelves are preferable to stone ones, espe 

in the winter season.” [The dairy should-be kept as 

nearly and constantly as possible at a temperature of 

about 45° F.] I 

Thrashing Machines.—W hich of the following sorts 

of thrashing machines would you prefer—Meikle'g. 

Scotch, the English, or the Pegdrum machine. Which. 

requires the least power to drive, and which does its 

work thebest? I have-at presenta Scotch one; butias Y 

fancy it does not do its work so cleamas it should do, i 

am inclined to change it for one that would do it better, 

being fully aware that the saving of grain would soon 

repay the difference between the value of it and a first- 

But perhaps the machine is not in fault, but 

my not knowing the proper distance of the rollers; and 

3 feet 3 inches. 
minute ; they are placed 2 of an inch clear:from the 

edge of the beater ; the lower edge of the eoncave the 

same distance ;.and top or farthest side of it from the- 

rollers about an inch-from beaters. Is this the proper 

distance? .Do the beaters go too fast-or tooslow®? Or 
is the gpeed of the rollers:correct tó the speed of the 
drum! I have 80 acres of arable land on which 
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I intend house-feeding 25 head of cattle, and 

three horses, the manure of which will enable me 

to carry on the four-course rotation; but 
crops produce, as may be expected, the horses 

may work the land well, but not have time to thrash all 
the grain ; as it will frequently happen that the cattle 
will want straw when the horses will be badly wanted 
on the land. Now, will it be better to have an extra 

horse, or a small non-condensing stéam-engine, I can 
rocure good coals to work the engine, at the best hand, 

[rna 10 to 11s. per ton ; the waste steam can be made 
to pass the outside of a pan, and so be making com- 
pound after the fashion of Mr. Warnes, whilst the 
engine is working, which will reduce the expense of 
fuel ; and the spare hands on the farm can be thrashing 
whilst the horses are at work, which should never be 
neglected.—Mona’s Isle. [We prefer the English 
machine, and should recommend keeping a hand or two 
more at work with the spade, &c., and thus let your 
horses off to thrash, instead of having a steam-engine 
on so small a farm. Perhaps some correspondent will 
speak of your thrashing machine. ] 

On Feeding for Profit.—In watching the progress of 
events it is curious to observe how hints are thrown 
away, when they might be acted upon with advantage, 
although at a future period cireumstances compel their 
observance. I am induced to make these remarks from 
reading an account of the want of cheap meat in the 
markets, which the farmers must remedy, unless they 
intend foreigners to supply the deficiency, which in 
course of a few months they will endeavour to accom- 
plish, and in which they will succeed. It is refreshing 
to observe influential journals taking up the subject of 
stuffing prize beasts till they become a mass of fat. 
Some months ago I touched upon this question, point- 
ing out the absurdity of giving premiums to men who, 
regardless of expence, pampered up animals disgusting 
to the sight, and useless as food. At the time I was 
rather abused, as being ignorant of the advantage of 
such experiments ; however, I cannot yet understand 
what great gain there can be to the community at large 
in noblemen and gentlemen year after year feeding 
Herefords, Durhams, &c., breeds well known (till they 
cannot move), without following my former suggestion 
of keeping a Dr. and Cr. account, which would then 
prove the real benefit of increasing the weight of tallow 
for the sake of a Medal. On an experienced farmer 
being asked the other day why he did not show his 
animals at the agricultural meetings, he answered, “I 
farm for profit.” I should like to see prizes introduced 
for the best crops of Wheat, or other grain, roots, &c., 
produced at the least cost, and the land left in good 
health for the next sowing. Algo for the best animals 
ready for the butcher, reared at the smallest outlay. 
"This would-be a criterion of business-like farming, and 
require economy in all its branches.— Falcon, 

Societies. 
HIGHLAND AND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. 
. AT the late monthly meeting a communication on 
Agricultural Statistics, from Mr. Sandars of Hemel 
Hempstead, in England, was read, with forms of pro- 
posed returns for the purpose of ascertaining the quan- 
tity of land under cultivation, and the produce of the 
country in cattle and crops of every description. The 
Secretary stated, that as the subject was one of import- 
ance, and exciting peculiar interest at the present june- 
ture, it had been remitted by the directors to the 
meeting in order that any member of the Society might 
have an opp ity o| ieating his views in 

d to it. He adverted to the total want of all 
machinery for arriving at any estimate, on which 
reliance could be placed, of the agrieultural produce of 
the country, available for the food of the lati 

Mr. Orank of Ulva said, that so far as the range of 
his observation extended over the Western Highlands 
and islands, the inhabitants of these localities would do 
well to consider the great risk which attends trusting 
to the Potato next year as a staple article of food, His 
observations applied partieularly to the small farmer 
and erofter. Hitherto these had looked on the Potato 
as their chief, if not their only, food; and in a year like 
the present, when that support had failed, they neces- 
sarily were exposed to all the calamities of famine, The 
season was approaching for preparing the ground for 
next year's crop ; and, if to the difficulty of procuring 
sound and untainted Potato seed, there was added the 
chances of the same unknown and undefined malady 
again making its appearance to blight the prospects of 
the poor man, surely it was but reasonable that atten- 
tion should now be turned more to the cultivation of 
something else. He thought that in the localities of 
which he spoke, the sowing of Oats and Bere, or Bar- 
ley, should be more largely resorted to, and the raising 
of Turnip and Carrot, which succeed admirably, and 
grow luxuriantly in the West Highlands and islands. 

r, Dickson, Sauchton Mains, said he had grown 
Mangold Wurzel for three years consecutively, and 
that he had given it up, finding that it did not produce 
aheavier crop, and was not more fattening than Turnip. 
But it might be desirable, however, to introduce it as 
a change in the Turnip rotation. 

Mr. Miune referred to an elaborate experiment con- 
ducted by the late Earl Spencer, as detailed in the 
journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, 
for 1841. Of two animals selected, one was fed for a 
month on Swedes, and the other on Mangold Wurzel. 
The food was then changed, No, 1 was put on Mangold, 
and No. 2 on Swedes, and again both were put on 
Mangold Wurzel. The result of the experiment, under 
every trial, showed the Mangold Wurzel to be much 
superior to Swedes in producing weight. 

Mr. Minx, of Milnegraden, read a report by the 
directors on the Drainage Act, 9th and 10th Victoria, 
cap. 101. The objects of the Act are the increase of 
the productiveness and value of land by drainage, the 
employment of agricultural labour, and the improvement 
of the general health of the community. To effect these 
important purposes, an advance of two millions for 
Great Britain, and one million for Ireland, is authorised 

universally felt in the existing relations of the agricul- 
tural community, and the most serious consequences 
are likely to result from the changes which must take 
place in consequence of the sudden destruction of what 
has hitherto been considered the staple food of so large 
a portion of our population, —In accordance with the 
wish of many influential members of the Society, the 
council have offered the gold medal for ‘The best Essay 
on the system of cropping and mode of cultivation of 
land which should be henceforth adopted by the small 
farmers of Ireland ; and they confidently hope that the 
effect of this prize wil be the publication of good 
practical instruction suited to the capacity and means of 
the small farmers of the country.'— When the Society 
was originally founded in 1841, the following regulation 
was adopted, commonly known as the 14th rule, viz.— 
‘That it be a fundamental rule of the Society that no 
question shall be discussed at any of its meetings of a 
political tendency, or which shall refer to any matter 
to be brought forward or pending in either House of 
Parliament. This was taken from the rules of the 
Royal English and Highland Societies, and was framed 
principally, it is believed, for the purpose of guarding 
against di ion on subjects ted with the duties 
then levied on the importation of foreign corn.— 
Influenced altogether by considerations of the pressing 
emergency and the sudden and grievous affliction of 
those whose interests they represented, the council 
thought themselves justified in departing in ,some 
measure from the letter in the above rule, and accord- 
ingly, when it was known that Government had 
determined to avert the calamity which it had pleased 
Providence to inflict upon this island by the direct 
imposition of taxation ; and moreover, when it appeared 
that this taxation would be attended by the expenditure 
of immense sums of money, in the execution of public 
works of very questionable utility, and not in operations 
of a profitable and reproductive nature. Ata meeting 
of the council, held on Thursday, the 10th of September 
last, the Earl of Charlemont, vice-president, in the 
chair, it was resolved—' That, after full consideration of 
the question, it did not appear to the council that the 
propositions then proposed, or any suggestions the 
council may consider it their duty to make at the 
present crisis as to the profitable employment of the 

to be made by the Treasury out of the consolidated 
fund. The inclosure commissioners for England and 
Wales are nominated commissioners for carrying the 
act into execution in Great Britain, and all applications 
from Scotland for advances under it must be addressed 
to them. The financial advantages offered by the 
measure to a party taking advantage of it are, that the 
outlay expended on his draining is advanced to him in 
the form of a loan, bearing interest at 6} per cent, for 
a period of twenty-two years, at the expiry of which 
the debt is extinguished. In other words, the borrower 
gives 4 per cent. for the advance, and 24 for twenty- 
two years to pay it off ; and if 4 per cent. be taken as 
the ordinary rate at which country gentlemen can 
borrow, the necessary calculation would show that 24 
per cent, will not in twenty-two years wipe off the 
whole of the sum received. There is, besides, the 
benefits of an accumulation and extinction of debt 
within a limited period, in a manner which cannot, 
under ordinary circumstances, always be commanded— 
and that without any of the expenses attending the 
occasional transfer of securities and termly payments 
of interest, In order to secure these advantages, there 
is, fortunately, no expensive preliminary procedure. 
The machinery provided by the Act is as simple 
and economical as could be devised, and may be 
worked by any country gentleman, while the com- 
missioners are ready to give effect to it, so as 

The next subject brought before the meeting was the 
changes rendered necessary in agriculture consequent 
on the failure of the Potato crop. The Secretary men- 
tioned that he had received a ication from Dr, 

to expose appli to the smallest possible expense. 
The report referred in terms of high eulogium 
to a printed letter cireulated by Mr, Blamire, one 
of the commissioners, which, though not an official com- 

esner, Cornwallis, Nova Scotia, in reference to two 
its indigenous to that climate, recommended by him 

to be tried as a substitute for the Potato. Dr. Gesner 
had shipped a parcel of roots, addressed to the Society, 
which had unfortunately gone astray. The native names 
ef the plants are Saa-gaa-ban and Mus-qua-sete, the 
former of which Dr. Gesner states to be the Glycine 
Apios of Linneus, and the latter the Claytonia Virgi- 
nica of Linnzus. A letter was read, addressed to the 
Seeretary, by Colonel Kinloch of Kilry, in which that 
gentleman recommended that the Society should encou- 
rage the more general introduction of Mangold Wurzel, 
a plaut the cultivation of which was in general but 
little understood, and in some districts unknown to the 

ers. He had this year raised some in his garden 
at the rate of 32 tons an acre, exclusive of stems and 
leaves. - The ground, though a good deep soil, was in 
bad heart, having been scourge-cropped for nine or ten 
years, with very little dung for the lastthree years, and 
mone this, The crop was sown with some guano, and 
a little bone dust in the drills. Swedes and yellow Tur- 
nips on the same ground were not nearly so heavy. 
Had the ground been properly manured, he had no 
doubt but that the crop would have exceeded 40 tons ; 
and he conceived it to be a plant peculiarly suitable for 
the garden of the cottager, which was generally well 
trenched and manured. The Secretary mentioned that 
Mr. MacCormack of Marino, in Ireland had this year 
raised it to the extent of 80 tons per acre, though, in 
his calculation, he assumed 40 to be a tolerable crop. 
—(Irish Farmers’ Gazette, 28th Nov.) 

, might be read as an exposition of the in- 
terpretation which Mr. Blamire believes his colleagues 
are disposed to give to the Act, Tho principal advan- 
tages held forth were, that the commissioners would, 
to save expense, name as inspectors trustworthy persons 
residing withia the district from which an applic: 
was presented, that proprietors would not, in draining, 
be trammelled by any precise rule or system, but that 
each operation should be conducted according to its 
own circumstances ; and that in regard to uncultivated 
lands, expenditure in trenchiog will probably be autho- 
rised as a necessary accompaniment of drainage. The 
report contains some suggestions offered by the 
directors, which will be published at length in the Trans- 
actions with the Journal. It strongly impresses on the 
tenantry the importance of co-operating with their 
landlords when necessary, by joining in their applica- 
tions, and becoming parties in payment of a portion of 
the interest, which by the Act they are entitled to do ; 
and it concludes by expressing the opinion of the 
directors that the Act confers a great boon on the 
landed interest, and particularly on proprietors holding 
their estates under settlements of entail. 

& 5 

OF IRELAND. 
Tue half-yearly meeting of this Society was held on 

Dec. 12. The following are extracts from the report 
read by the Secretary :— 
The continued infliction of the Potato disease bas 

occupied the serious attention of the council since the 

AGRICULTURAL IMPROVEMENT SOCIETY 

last meeting. The effect of the visitation has been 

labouring popul appeared to be in any way an 
infringement of the 14th rule. This resolution was 
subsequently confirmed at a further meeting of the 
council held on Thursday, the 24th of September last. 
Many of the best friends and supporters of the Society 
having since, however, expressed the strongest appre- 
hension that even the temporary suspension of a portion 
of the rule would ultimately lead to discussions not pro- 
fessed or contemplated by those who proposed the sus- 
pension, the council have unanimously come to the de- 

ination o: ding to the meeting that the 
14th rule should be restored in its integrity, and that 
an additional rule be adopted with reference to the 
general rules of the Society, as will, they conceive, fully 
satisfy the objections, and quiet the apprehensions of 
those who are anxious that the Society should be earried 
on in strict conformity with its original rules.—In con- 
cluding these observations, the Council have to regret 
that the support which the Soeiety has hitherto received 
from the landed proprietors in Ireland has not been 
equal to their anticipations. Of the different noblemen 
who have estates in Ireland there are no less than 120 
who have never contributed to the funds of this Society. 
There are only the names of 31 of the members of Par- 
liament for Ireland on the list of its supporters, and the 
same want of active co-operation exists amongst the 
other large proprietors. This apathy is the more extra- 
ordinary when contrasted with the spirit and emulation 
which the proceedings of your Socicty has excited 
among the farming classes, who, by the interest they 
express, and their eagerness to avail themselves of the 
pr iti imp which it affords, bear 

ample testimony to its merits ; yet it is to those who 
possess property, and whose tenants dérive benefit from 
the exertions of the Society, that the council have rea- 
son to look for co-operation and support. The council 
have also to state that arrangements have been made 
for holding the next great cattle show and annual meet- 
ing of the Society in Londonderry, which will take 
place in the month of August next under the patronage 
of the nobility and gentry connected with that locality.” 
—'The adoption of the report was moved by the Dux 
of LEINSTER, seconded by the EARL of Crancarty, and 
carried unanimously.—Mr. Lampart then moved that 
the 14th general rule of the Society, which had been 
partially suspended at the late special meeting, held for 
that purpose, on Wednesday, the 11th November last, 
should be restored to the code of fundamental rules, in 
allits integrity. The resolution was carried unanimously, 
—Mr. G, A. Hamiron, M.P., proposed the next reso- 
lution, that no general rule of the Society be henceforth 
rescinded, suspended, or altered, except at one or other 
of the half-yearly meetings of the Society, and then only 
upon the recommendation of the council adopted 
at a meeting of the council held one month at 
least before said stated meeting, and promulgated b: 
publie notice to the members of the Society one fortnight 
previously.—Mr. Cuaries Roper seconded the motion, 
and it was adopted unanimously. A resolution was then 
passed ing that the of the 14th Rule 
had caused the resignation of the Duke of Leinster, and 
hoping that his Graee would again resume the position 
of President of the Society.—The Duge of LEINSTER 
returned thanks, He said that the proceedings of the 
day showed him that the Society appreciated the 
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moti hat had pelled him to resign the Presi- the different seasons should consist of the following tenant to fatten from 400 to 500 sheep annually, or im- 

dency of the Society. There were so many subjects |p der, ing Septeml —— prove that number to the amount of 2007. to 2507. per 

that sueh a Society could consider, that there was no 18 weeks—on 1j bushels of bruised Oats .. £0 5 3 annum, and at the same time grow more corn than 

necessity for infringing a rule which their lamented 3 have ieu Due cae dr i under the old system of fallow, which rendered it neces- 
founder (Mr. Purcell) was most anxious to see carried i : 5 E sary to plough four or five times during the summer, 
on in i strict spirit i ane = it yi DEN ha E i £0 13 10 and by XS very few sheep, if any, could be kept. 

ormer place amongst the rules he would again take the “Mr. BLUNDELL proposed that the following rotati 

chair with the greatest pleasure, and would always feel d Se Diss E s s Pen B 1$ | of crops would be preferable to that pioase » Mr. 

the kindness of the Society in replacing him in it.—The d Straw e pr eene lar: Appleby, upon the better description of clay and clay 

meeting shortly after broke up. » 701bs. of Turnips — .. + 008 loam soils :— 
E a Ist year. Wheat—one-third sown with Clover. 

EL 1} 2d year, One-third Clover, mowed for hay ; one-third Beans, 
BELFAST FLAX SOCIETY. Ene on 4 orr d. £02 iy Oats, Peas, or Vetches ; one-third Swedes, Rye, or Winter Bar- 

Ar the monthly meeting of Committee, on the 25th of p 2 pecks of bruised Beans +. 0 2 7 ley; ipii i RR ed portion Sep Swede field. 

November, it was stated that arrangements were being » 1} cwt. of hay t + 0 6 0 green crop; one-third early Tornit or Rape One thira Eie 

made by the landiords in the south for the supply of £010 8 or Summer Vetches ; or some prefer a clean fallow. 

prime Riga and Dutch sowing seed to their tenants, in eos PE . “ After many remarks among the members present, 

many cases giving the seed on credit until the har- 13 weeks—on 2 bushels of bran .. .. £0 2 0 it was considered that both Mr. Appleby and Mr. Blun- 

vesting of the Flax crop, a course which would ensure » 1 peck of Beans ue ES 8 dell’s rotation of cropping were in every way applicable 

an extensive breadth being sown, and would secure ” Cut Clover, ares; and Pasture, 0/19. 6 to the different variety of soils alluded to in each pro- 

ood fresh seed for the farmers. The description of 

seed hitherto used in the south and west has been of the 

worst possible kinds ; but the farmers have been con- 

tent with it, as they have, until now, merely sown small 

patehes of Flax, for spiuning and weaving into a 

domestic manufacture of linen, and not for sale, like 

any other agricultural produce ; hence cheapness was 

considered by them more important than quality. In 

allusion to this point, the Secretary read a letter from 

the Very Reverend T. Mathew, in which he remarks : 

« A respectable firm in Cork, the most extensive in the 

importation of Flax seed, candidly admit that the 

Datch seed is the best, but that it is not fit for the Cork 
market, from its high price. The cheap American and 

Russian (Odessa) seed, though inferior, is the only 

saleable article. This is a deplorable prejudice, and 

should be taken into the consideration of your honour- 
able association. If Dutch Flax seed was imported, and 

distributed for sale amongst the different police stations 
in Ireland, it would be purchased with avidity, if sold 

at cost price. This would contribute more to the future 

profitable employment and feeding of the people than 

any other Government relief. The good would be per- 
manent. Now is the period, when hundreds of thou- 
sands of Potato gardens lie uncultivated. Should this 

opportunity be neglected, the friends of humanity will 

not easily be able to repair the loss.” Among the cor- 

respondence submitted to the meeting was a letter from 

Mr. Warnes, of Trimingham, Norfolk, of which the fol- 

lowing is an extract :—* The use of Linseed, to fatten 

cattle, is every day becoming more popular in England, 

and must result, I think, in an extended cultivation of 

Flax, if only for the sake of the seed.. I wish I could 
hear that the Irish farmers were more alive to the im- 

portance of this part of the crop, with reference to the 

consumption of it on their farms.” The Secretary re- 

ported that he had been kindly furnished by the Board 

of Trade with the usual returns of the quantities of 

Flax and seed imported during 1845, and the nine 

months ended Ist August, 1846. He had, in addition, 

requested this year a return of the quantities of Hemp 

imported, as the question had been of late raised, 

whether it might not be of importance to make a trial 

of this plant in Ireland. The return of the quantity of 
Hemp imported into Great Britain and Ireland, given 

in this communication from the Board of Trade, is—for 

the year 1845, 931,850 ewt. Taking this at an average 

value of 307. per ton, it would appear that1,397,7757. had 

been expended for this article in one year’s consump- 

tion, Through the kindness of Mr. Andrews, of 

Comber, a report of his trial of this erop, and his mode 

of cultivation, had been received ; and to Mr. Niven, of 

Lambeg, the Society was indebted for a report of the 

mode of growth practised in the United States in 

America. These would be inserted in the appendix of 

the Society’s report fer this year, when published, and 

attention directed to them, with a view of inducing gen- 

tlemen in different parts wf Ireland, to experiment on 

the capability of different soils, and especially peat, for 

the production of this plant, and to test its value on the 

score of profit. 

Farmers’ Clubs. 
Depennam.—The seventh annual meeting of this 

Club was held on Friday, Oct. 30th. The show of fruit 

and vegetables, the production of cottagers in that 

village and its neighbourhood, for prizes offered by the 

Club, was smaller than on former occasions ; still the 

quality of those produced was cqual, if not superior, to 

previous exhibitions, In the course of the evening, 

Mr. Mechi took occasion to impress on the meeting the 

necessity of agricultural improvement by deep drain- 

ing and deep cultivation. The two must be united, for 

without deep drainage, said Mr. M., woe betide the 

unlucky wight who might resort to deep cultivation. 

e was aware there was a prejudice against deep 

drainage on stiff clays. He was anxious that every one 

should try at least one acre, and then if he (Mr. M.) 

was wrong, they might convict him by facts. 

Borrzr, Nov. 10: Annual Report.—At a meeting of 

the Club, the subject proposed for discussion was 

Mr. Wm. Gater: “On the most Economical Mode of 
Keeping Farm Horses." 

* Mr. Gater commenced his observations by stating 

the practice in many parts of the country of a greater 

variety of food being given to horses, and the good 

results proceeding from it, particularly as regards 

Swedish Turnips. He proposed that the food during 

c d 

£0 6 9 
« MrjTwynam, after a few remarks on Mr. Gater's 

resolution, proposed the following kind of food, as an 

amendment, commencing in the autumn :— 
£0 5 3 
ver Od 1 uS 

13 weeks—on 1} bushels of Oats — .. 

Ed 1 peck of Beans .. 

m 1 cwt. of hay oe 

18 weeks—on 2 bushels of Oats m 0 
25; 1 peck of Beaus m 3 

» 1 cwt. of hay m o 

3 

13 weeks—on 1 bushel of Oats oe £0 3 6 
5 3 rods of Clover, Vetches, &c. 0 3 0 

£0 6 6 

13 weeks—on 1 bushel of Oats m . £0 3 6 
3 2 rods of Clover .. ee ORIG: 

£0 6 0 

*t After many other gentlemen had spoken, Mr. Twy- 

nam's amendment was carried by a majority of the 
members present." 

At a meeting of the Club on Jan. 5, Mr. G. H. Ap- 

pleby opened the subject for discussion, namely—‘ On 

the best method of cultivating strong elay soils, with a 

view of supporting the greatest number of sheep, and 

growing the most corn, at the least expence.”—* Upon a 

strong poor wet clay land, supposed to consist of 200 

acres of arable land, and from 10 to 20 acres of pasture 

land, the following conditions should be adopted :—The 

lease should be granted for not lessthan 14 or 16 years, 

landlord should do all the underground draining, tenant 

paying 47. per cent. for landlord’s outlay, or landlord 
find tiles, and tenant labour; tenant should be recom- 
mended to chalk, but not obliged to do so; tenant 

should be paid at the end of his term for all permanent 

improvements, and for half the value of the bone ma- 
nure, or other artificial manure of the same quality, 
used in the farm during the last two years, and also 
one sixth part of the value of all Linseed cake or corn 
given to sheep throughout the last two years. The 
tenant should be recommended to adopt the following 
system of cultivation, or as near to it as circumstances 
and the seasons will admit :— 

* TURNIP AND GREEN CROP. 
Acres 

Swedes, after Wheat, to be only once ploughed if the 
land be tolerably clean, the Swedes to be fed off late in 

ring 15 

Common Turnips, after Wheat.—Ifthe Turnips are a good 
halt of every alternate ridge may be pulled up and 

carried into a. ley field for feed in wet weather, and some 
may be carried to a yard for the fattest sheep, previous 
to being taken to market — .. m i x 

Early Turnips, 10 aeres, and 5 acres may be Rape after 
Swedes, half of the Turnips should be carried into a ley 

field, and some into a yard, for the same purposes as the 
other common Turnips oe +. m f 

Tares, 15 acres Winter, and 5 acres Summer.— Tares to be 

fed off by sheep, not later than the end of July. Land 

ploughed up as fast as fed off, and all ploughed three 
im: A light coat of dung should be put on before the 

last ploughing, which should be completed in ridges for 
sowing by the end of September, so that the Wheat may 

be put into the land in two or three days, about the 20th 
of October a. et I It 

e & 
WHEAT CROP. 

After Tares, as stated above «+ E m Pene 
After Rape and Early Turnips, which should be all finished 

feeding, and the land sown with Wheat by the first week. 
in November .. 5 

After hay cut (Clover), or Grass fed, to bo well dunged, and 
ploughed only once, and sown in October .. e 

5 S 
SPRING CORN. 3 K 

Barley or Oats, after Wheat, to be sown with Grass seeds 
"lover oncein eight years m EE I ws 

After common Turnips, and sown with Oats and Grass, 
seeds as before directed m m m .. 

Oats after ley, where the Turnips fed in wet weather; or 

part of this may be sown with Beans or Peas if required 15 

50 

“The foregoing system will give 35 acres of Clover, or 

other Grass, for hay, or part may be fed; and the 15 

acres of Oats, after ley, should be sown with winter 

Tares ; and, as 20 acres will be ley every winter, it will 

afford 15 acres for Oats and 5 acres for Summer Tares. 

The Turnips should be all drilled 24 or 27 inches wide, 

with bones mixed with as many ashes as possible, or 

road scrapings, or fine earth, from 30 to 40 bushels per 

aere. The Turnips being properly set out, the horse- 

hoe may be advantageously used between the drills, two 

or three times during the summer, in dry weather,which 

will be equal to a fallow. This system will enable the 

-| or Turnip Cabbage, from Mr. G. Bates. 

th 
ii equally suited for the other, 

position, 
At a meeting of the Club on February 2, the 

Chairman called on Mr. Spooner to proceed with the 
subject named for discussion :—“The use of super- 
phosphate of lime as a manure for the Turnip crop.” 

* Mr. S., after treating of the composition of bones, as 
proved by analysis, and pointing out that it was prin- 
cipally the earthy portion of bones that rendered them 
so valuable as manure for Turnips, proceeded to explain 
the chemical changes effected by the agency of sulphuric 
acid, the principal of which was to convert the phos- 
phate of lime, which was difficult of solution, into a 
superphosphate,which was readily soluble and possessed 
a double proportion of phosphoric acid. After relating 
the other chemical changes effected, he proceeded to 
state the proportions of acid and of water most desirable 
to employ, supporting his opinion both by theoretical 
reasoning as well as by the result of practice. He after- 
wards related a number of instances in which the ma- 
nure manufactured by himself had been tried by 
various agriculturists, and with almost unexceptionable 
success, the experimenters, in many cases, being mem- 
bers of the Club. He also related various experiments, 
instituted by himself, and amongst others one of the 
continued good effect of an experiment which he brought 
before the Club during the last year, in which two 
bushels of the superphosph a fully rivalled 
16 bushels of bone-dust in the growth of Swedish Tur- 
nips. He was now enabled to state that the erops of 
Oats which succeeded, was, to say the least, as good 
where the superphosphate of lime had been employed, 
and the promise of the Clover crop was also equally 
favourable. He finished his subjett by calling the at- 
tention of the Club to the following conclusions, which 
he considered they might justly deduce :— 
«That superphosphate of lime is the essential manure for 

Turnips,and particularly for Swedes, That with it alone a 
good erop can be raised ; but without it the Turnip will not 
thrive, however rich the manure may otherwise be. 

«That vitriolised bones may be used either alone or with 
and that when the latter are at hand, itismore 

second ‘year’s crop, when the Turnips are either wholly or 

partially fed off with the sheep. 

“That while the economy of this manure is thus proved by 
ractice, it can be as readily explained by theory. The tops of 

Swedes are known to possess double the phosphorie acid con- 
tained in the bulbs. Thus, the superphosphate of lime in the 

anure causes the rapid development of the leaves—one of its 

peculiar properties. The leaves being thus early and largely 
developed, are enabléd to extract a considerable portion of 

i i t h more indeed than 

where the leaves are small and backward. The difference be- 

tween the amount of food derived from the atmosphere by a 

forward and flourishing crop, and that obtained by a backward 

and dwarfish crop, is so much absolute gain to the farmer, or 
rather to the land. It costs nothing on the one hand, but yields 

considerably to the land ifthe crop is fed off on the other, A 

manure that would thus force on the Turnip in the early stages 
ofits growth, was long felt to be a desideratum by agricultur- 
ists. This want has now been supplied, and even if this were 

the only recommendation sulphated bones possessed, its dis- 

covery and introduction would still be a boon. 
“ The value of vitriolised bone may now be considered to be 

fully and fairly established. Its claims rest not on the asser- 
tions of a few experimenters ; it has been tried during the last 

season by hundreds with success, and in the next it will be 

tried by thousands.” 

i t NEWCASTLE, Dee. 5: On the Cultivation and Pro- 

duce,of Kohl Rabi.— After ordering several works for 

their library, several donations to the Club were re- 

eorded. Amongst them were specimens of Kohl Rabi, 
Attached to 

one of these specimens was the following label :— 

« Kohl Rabi, sown exactly like Turnips in drills, on the 

15th of May last, and afterwards thinned in the same 

way as Turnips, and the thinnings transplanted like 

Cabbages. Soil, a sandy loam.” * The proof of the 

pudding is in the eating." So one or two of Mr. Bates’s 

‘Turnip-looking donations were cut up, that-the members 
might have a taste. The Kohl Rabi surpasses even the 

core of a Cabbage, being more juicy and saccharine. 

Mr. ANDERSON (when the ‘‘ dessert" was done) rose to read a 

paper on the provender of which the company had been par- 
aking. It was a native (he said) of Germany—in which coun- 

try, and in the Low Countries and the North of France, it was 

much cultivated, and was chiefly given to cows. It was well 
adapted fo: being devoid (or nearly so) of that 

acridity which affected milk and butter, when cows were fe. 

on Turnips. i i i 
Thomas Tyrwhitt. t 
f the Swedish Turnip, and the soil that suited the on 

z 

e 
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‘but kept better in store than any other plant of its kind, It 

ight be sown in drills, or raised in beds, an 

like Cabbages. 
i tama, 

‘or. mm aer 
crop that to grow it where these animals abou 1 

found impracticable. The Rev. Thomas Broughton, in a paper 

to be found in the seventh volume of the '* Bath and West of 
England Soeiety's Transactions,” described his success in cul- 

tivating the plant under unfavourable circumstances, In the 

spring, the produce was given to sheep, which were very fond 

die Part was saved for seed, and, having ripened, was cut 

about the middle of July, The average weight of the bulbs, Mr. 

Broughton found to be about 5 lbs. Many of them weighed 8 lbs. 
or 3 d some few l4 lbs. or 15 lbs. They possessed some S., AN 
advantages over the common. Turnip. They had a strong 

Ae crt 

Miscellaneous. 
The Elements of Disease may be made the Source of 

Fertility,—The very refuse of the materials which have 
served as food and clothing, to the inhabitants of ‘the 
crowded city, and which, if allowed to 

about 30 gallons in a second, so that the average daily 
discharge would be about 2 millions and a h of gal- 
lons), the average quantity of potass would be aboutra 
ton weight, and about the same quantity of phosphates 
of the earths pass off every day; i.e. about a ton of eae anil Gea No 

there, invariably and inevitably taint the air, and render 
it pestilential, promptly removed and spread out on the 
surface of the surrounding country, not only give it 
healthfulness, but clothe it with verdure, and endue it 

ith inex} ible’ fertility. Smith. The 
condition of large rural districts in the immediate 
vicinity of the towns, and of the poorest districts of the 

" 1 ower of resistance s en- 
They were morenutritious than the 

is watery, the; 

after the seed had been cut as before. The leaves, not 

being bitter, like those of the Turnip, were more readily eaten 
by cattle. On the whole he could not butthink they would 

prove, upon trial, a very valuable article of fodder to the farmer. 

"The earlier the seed was sown in the spring, and the earlier, 

consequently, the plants were put out, the better; especially 

ox poor soils. In strong land, and wit ble season, 

the first summer; save oi n 

In good ground the rows might be from 3 to 5 

feet asunder, and not less than 3 feet in the rows. Great 

care must be taken not to plant too deep; and, when hoed, 

not to draw the mould too high on the stalks. A piece of 
Wheat stubble, between 2 and 3 acres, lying in a small 

common field, the soil a free-stone t, and its value about 

r acre; was twice ploughed, cleaned, and dunged. I 

was then ridged up in two-bout ridges, part having their 

3 feet distant from each other, onl, 

perches were cut in three different parts of the field, and. the 

weight found to. be as follows :— 

No: 1.—One square perch, ridges somewhat. more than 
3feet, plants 3 feet in the rows, seed sown 
middle o: m . ++ 1030. 

No. 2,—One square perch, ridges barely 3 feet, plants 
3 feet in rows, seed sown at the beginning of 

pril | +. m m ae ++ 10601b. 
No,.3.--One square perch, ridges about 2 feet, plants 

3 feet in rows, seed sown at the end of April. .1060Tb. 

‘The average weight was somewhat more than 18 tons per aere, 
‘On the 19th of December 40 large wether sheep were taken in, 
weighing onan average uj is of 25 Ibs. per quarter. A small 
piece of the Turnip-Cabbage was hurdled off for them, which 
they devoured very greedily, Late in thé evening they were 
driven back into a small paddock adjoining, about 2. 
which had before been eaten down 

wholly consumed, were afterwards eaten. The sheep were 
The quantity consumed was then 
a trifle more than a statute acre 

common Turnips in this respect, but likewise in wet weather, 
when the sheep were able to walk about among the bulbs with- 
out the least detriment or waste. On the 6th of January, and 
again at the close of the experiment, four of the sheep were 
weighed, with the following result :— 

B January 6, February 12, 
No. 1 weighed .. Ost. 41b. .. +» 9st, 141b, 
No. 2 on e+ Sst. 8lb. .. +» 8st, 191b, 
No. 3 I +» 9st. Sib, .. .. 9st, Ib, 
No.4 m + L08t, ITID. .. ++ 10st, 141b, 

Some of the sheep were weighed on a full stomach, in the first 
instance, and not half so full on the second, through 

never before seen the Kohl Rabi. 

.P., ha 
yt 1 n Royal Agricultural 

Society in Newcastle, that M. Latouche, the Dublin banker, 
gre 5 acres one year, to feed his cows, that he might 
have milk for his family which had no unpleasant taste. The 

n having been passed and acknowledged, Mr. Ramsay 

t iu June 
thatit would come to anything, 
at first but as it gradually rose higher and higher, he became 

showing to the Farmers’ Club. Atlength (without any manur- 
ing) it got-to the height of the garden-wall, and then'it ceased to grow in altitude; but, to- his surprise; it put out a shoot 

‘which’ became am ear, or cone, and 
arrived a {Here Mr. Ramsayidrew aside a leaf, 
and displayed a large. head of corn.) He had: no idea that such a. plant could have-been produced:in this’ country—espe- gialiy when sown so late. And he begged to remind the Clu Pooh corn had been selling in Liverpool market at 62s, uarter, 

towns , presents a singular contrast in the 
nature of the agencies by which the health of the 
inhabitants is impaired. Within the towns, we find the 
houses and streets filthy, the air fetid, disease, typhus, 
and other epidemies rife amongst the population ; 
bringing in their train destitution and the need of pecu- 
niary as well as medical relief ; all; mainly arising from 
the presence of the richest materials'of production, the 
complete absence of which would, in a great measure, 
restore health, avert the recurrence of disease, and, i 
properly applied, would promote abundance, cheapen 
food, and inerease the demand for beneficial labour. 
Outside the afflicted districts, and at a short distance 
from them, as in the adjacent rural districts, we find 
the aspect of the country poor and thinly clad with 
vegetation except rushes and plants, favoured by a 
superabundance of moisture, the crops meagre, the 
labouring agricultural population few, and afflicted with 
rheumatism and other maladies, arising from damp and 
an exeess of water, which, if removed, would relieve 
them from a cause of disease, and the land from an im- 
pediment to production ; and, if conveyed for the use 
of the town population, would give that population the 
element of which they stand in peculiar need, as a 
means to relieve them from that which is their own 
cause of depression, and return it for use to the land as 
a means of the highest fertility.-—Poor Law Commis- 
sioners. The most effectual, as well as the most 
economical method of restoring the balance between the 
town and country, would be to avail ourselves of that 
enormous ‘accumulation of animal exuviee which the 
existence of a crowded city necessarily occasions ; and 
to convert that which is now a pabulum of disease into 
a source of life and abundance. As indeed the geolo- 
gists of the present day cite, as a proof of the ignorance 
or neglect of their predecessors, that the stone required 
for the fortifications at Gibraltar was brought out from 
England, when it might have been obtained upon the 
very spot; so I conceive our descendants will marvel 
at the inattention to chemical science evinced by the 
present generation of farmers, in importing from distant 
regions, such as South America, substitutes, and those 
perhaps but imperfect ones, for that fertilizing material, 
of which the greater part is allowed to deposit itself 
unprofitably in the beds of our rivers,—Daubeny. 
Thousands of hundred-weights of those phosphates flow 
annually into the séa, with the Thames and with other 
of the, British rivers.— Liebig. It is to the use of this 
substance (town refuse) drawn from reservoirs in the 
towns, that Belgium, in a great degree, owes her ferti- 
lity ; while in many large cities of Germany, it is 
allowed to drain into the rivers. Since 1200 pounds? 
weight of it yearly may be reckoned for each unit of 
population, it is easy to see, where population is counted 
by millions, how important its application must be.— 
Sprengel. 

Instance of Grass-land broken up—This farmer, in 
1844, broke up a piece of land, a sandy loam of tolerable 
depth, with a stratum of gravel under, on a subsoil of 
Oxford clay. This land in pasture produced a very 
scanty herbage, and was grazed with young stock, and 
scarcely worth 20s. per acre. He pared and burned, 
and ploughed. and sowed Turnips, and. bush-harrowed 
them in, the turf being of a looser texture than is often 
met with, but this operation did little more than cover 
the seed. He had a very fine crop, which was eaten 
off with sheep, and in autumn the land was sown with 
Wheat, of which he had an excellent erop. His next 
crops will be Swedes, Barley, seeds, and then Wheat 
again, The method of putting in the Turnips is not to 
be recommended as safe. Certainly not on all soils. 
About 20 years ago I practised it myself on tender 
sward with success, but on very tough turf full of the 
fibrous roots of vegetable substances, &c., it’ failed.— 
Mr. Bravender, in Eng. Ag. Soc. Jour. 

Analyses of Sewer Water.—These salts, as they are 
derived in great measure from the excretions which 
have passed into the sewer, are prineipally composed of 
the ashes of our bodies, resulting from the food we 
have digested ; and as we have received these salts 
either directly from plants, or indirectly through ani- 
mals from plants, it. is evident they must be the food of 
plants, and plants receive these substances from the 
soil, which they must gradually exhaust. Now, amongst 
these substances, we find three which are especially 
valuable to plants ; of these three, the most important 
is ammonia, ; ammoniacal salts exist. in these waters to 
a considerable extent :—and in addition to these, we 
have alkaline salts, potash, and common salt ; potash is 
not so abundant as common salt :—and in the third 
place, earthy phosphates, containing the whole phos- 
phorie acid. I mention these three compounds in par- 
ticular, because they are substances that. are found. in 
the soil in but small quantities, and. yet. are absolutely 
essential to. the maintenance of vegetahle life, e 
quantity of potass which passes out of this sewer per 
day (estimating the average discharge of the sewer at 

phosp with lime and magnesia, 
emptied from this sewer every day in waste. Of am- 
monia there is‘more than that, nearly double that quan- 
tity, nearly 2 tons of ammonia, The two analyses differ 
in some respects ; the ammonia varies. In one case I 
find about a ton, and in the other about 2 tons per diem. 
In the case where the water was stopped by flood-gates, 
which L consider the fairest average of the two, I fin 
as much as 2 tons turhed out into the Thames per day ; 
the quantity will vary according to the season. —Evi- 
dence of Professor Miller, of King’s College. 

now; to drain land too as well as to attend to the irrigation 
of water meadows, and to attend to stock at all times, All 
this is the work of this season of the year, 

We have made arrangements for nting to our readers 
every week during the ensuing year in this section of the 
Paper, no longer occasional remarks from one pen only, but 
actual records of the proceedings on 8 or 10 farms, under 
Spade Husbandry and Horse Husbandry, Stock Farms, 

azing Farms, Dai A ru an reen Crop Farms, 
Hop Farms, &c. &o., in all the different principal agricultural 
districts in England and Scotland. This, at the same time 
that it will give information of greater variety than any one 
writer could communicate, will be more useful to our readers, 
scattered as they are over the three kingdoms, than were the 
paragraphs, as heretofore, to representthe experience of but 

rict, one dis 

2 El 

Wotices to Correspondents. 
AGRICULTURAL Epucation—A Barmester—Your works appear 

well selected ;-you may easily acquire membership in the 
English Agricultural Society by application to the Secretary. 
Three months’ practice will not give the ‘skill,’ thougl 
books may give the ‘intelligence,’ which a farmer requires ; 
and you wil not be safe in venturing your capital upon that 
amount of experience. 

Booxs—Guernsey—The Notes, &o., were printed for private 
circulation. was properly described in our notice of if. 

e have lost the address of the au 
Deer Park—A Constant Reader—-Your best plan will be'after 
thoroughdraitiage to manure well, say with 5 ewt.: of guano 
per acre, and then fold sheep over it. If in addition to this 
you take pains to root out all weeds, the Grass will be good 
enough next year. 

DicoiNG Fork—A Rector—We do not know “the pulveriser” 
by Mr. Smith of Droitwich, and would be glad of a deserip- 
tion from Mr. Smith. 

DiNGLE's SEED DisBLE— WS W asks for the experience of some 
practical farmer on the use of this machine, 

GonsE— T Miner— To grow Furze with success, land the 

n as 
planted, and 18 inches from plant to plant. J. C. 

Tron H B h form, 3 feet 6 inches high, 
will suffice. The lowest 2 or 3 bars should be half distance 
apart, if they are to confine lambs. 
1ME— West Suffolk—YX ou may most conveniently apply it on a 
corn stubble in the autumn, ploughing it under before winter 
with a somewhat shallow furrow ; or early in spring, placing 
itin heaps, hot from the kiln, and covering them over with 
the earth, and spreading them about in a week’s time. Apply 
about 100 bushi eas, Potatoes, Sainfoin, and 

and salt, and superphosphate, and so on, a third. 
—Sulphate of manganese 

useless, or if it be in the form of a proto-sulphate (a salt not 
thoroughly oxidised), probably injurious. If the latter, it 
may be cured by long exposure to the ai 

STALL-FEEDING—Manx-man—Y our Clover will probably be read; 
the second or third week in ay and if your Swedes anı 

be, a good crop, they will 

and Lucerne (fit in 
ay, June, July, &c.). en may come Early Horn Carrots, 

sown in March (fit in August); early Turnips, sown in April 
(fit in August and September); and then come Turnips, 
Swedes, Carrots, and Mangold Wurzel all the rest of the 

Svunpries—O P—To stop moles from working, you must catch 
them. neces, we must direct you for the present to 
a series of articles in the last number of our vol, for 1845, 

nM-——Poul 
close of Stephens’ Book of the Farm. About rabbits wehave 
a paper in type, which shall soon be published, 

TnoTTLES—An0n— word is probably a corruption of 
«© Truflle," about which: you will find particulars at pages 
271, 287, 313, 1845. ` 

EnnATUM—JFor “then,” at the 13th line from the bottom of 
col. a, p. 841, read “ thus.” 

*,* Communications reaching town after Wednesday cannot 
be answered the same week. 

AElarkets, 

market was very small; 
small and inferior samples, but the best sam] 

away atlast week's quotations, The following are our present 
rices, 

VakiBenestsbeoiSo'ren, Cambridgeshire Kidneys; 1008/0 120 
Di iasex- Regents, 1508 to 180 

‘gents, 1208 to 1408 Do. Shaws, — to — 

Cambridjeshi;e Regents; 1208 to 1408 | Do. Kidneys, 1408 ; 
Do, Shaws, 120s to 1408 French Whites, 110s to 1408 

HARD HARRIS; 
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-COVENT GARDEN, Dec. 26. —Fruitand Vegetables are sufi- 

emand, and irade is a little briser. Pine-apples ar 

ha the same may be said of Grapes bota English 

oreign—the former are xieitig in price. Apples and 

Pears Aes also scarcer, Oranges are excellent, and brought 

iu greater abundan ce; but still continue od 
prices. Nuts are sufficient for the demand. . Walnuts 

ate scarcer, and here is little demand for Filberts. 

aons are rather more De Of "Vegetables, Cab- 

m Cauliflowers, &c. md plentiful, .Carm 

and Turnips have altered iis little in price. French Beans in 

px quantities continue to be suppli: elery is excellent. 

tatoes are scarce, and fetching high prices. Lettuce: 
ful Horseradish CAEN to be 

x consist of Haachs; Jasminos, 
denia: Dd) eapolitan Vio- 

Pins Apple, perlb., deto 74 per 
vn Hoth ou us r lbe is MY) almond: e ue Grapi to 84 

ES to 28 Filber: E E lish D. "00 d. 7 007 o 1208 
Apples, Dew "per uus e to 128 Nuts, 100lbs.» 100, so 1204 

n, 61 to BF ons, 
Pears, E leve, 10r RE - Nc “iee 
EE dozen, ls io = Spanish, lr 

— per 100, 5: to 4e Walnuts, per bushel, 16¢ t0 94s 
Lemons, ver dozen, ls to 2 Chesnuts, par peck, 2s to 74 

per 100, 6s to 14e 
VEGETABLES. 

Caboages, per don , 6d tole 6d. Shallots, per Ib., 6d to 10d 
* doz, 2s ee de arlie; perlb:, 6d to 8d cad 018 Spinach, par sieve, i 

Asonrague, par Lit 
Seakalo per punnet de Od to 4 
Salsify, p, bundle, s 34 toile E 
Scorzonera, 1s 8d to 1891 
Brussels Sprouts, p hi-ev, ito de 
Lettuce, Cos, per score, it 6d 

diee to ds 

Solbes. Jer. 

Sorrel, perhi--siove, 6d to 18 
Potat ator, vig G1 toI 

Ade 
be 

rer Vire m 
Turnips, por doz bunches, 2s to 4s 

ote, per indio Us tole 6d 
4 "Tatsaiión, por bunch, 

m, per bushel Sp to 94 Mint, greets por ien Gd to 8d 
B i as la 6d to Bs Marjoram, per bunch, 8d to 4d 

SMIT FIELD; Monvay, Dec. 21.—Per Stone of 8 Ibs, 
[Sahel a &o: yi 4t xx 8| Best Long-wools - = 4s6io4 8 

hort Horns H Ditto (shorn) _ = EI 
SEO quality Berne. - Sein18710.|rworiind e qustipe divo. 4.4 
Oslves 50 itto ( 
Bor Downs & Half-broas IE pa saa a C MM 

Ditto (shorn) Pig Drag d 
usual on the. is Ze afi ex she great Market, wo have mies mall 

cing scarce th. 
s 

quailties, ade in very dull ie 
Beasts, 1582; Shee jeep ai em Ae; Calves,64; Piges 210. 

F y 35. 
This being Chelstmas Day a ver few i v either. Beasts or Sheep. are 

brought in t There were noi irchasere-rbut tho supply 
being. wo very sal tha best qualités mar a testy tale at fully Monday's 
Quorailons. As no niles were allowed to be vffected after eleven in the fore 

orot henep enmen supply remained: unsold; 
Beats yheepend Lambs 90; Calves, 3; Pign 

West Smithas 
HAY.—Per Load of 36 Tess. 

Dec; 2- 
NewClr, —sto a 

am 70 95 | Straw 26 80s 

Jonw Gorm, Salesman 
'UMBERLAND MARKET, Dec. Z£ 

uM Meads Hay Oe 76e | Ola Clover 90st0- 96s 
Inferi 63 A rdo. 75 — 8i 

"Prime Mead;Hay Ze T5» 

Straw’ — Slsiogda 
lover. — 

Mecsrs; Pare Factors, report t y the: London 
brewers have is ‘extemivay within tho last few nd that the 
mietchanta and fas reo r he of good 
Eo EEM a, year, No Alubias soon ap Christia M Over 

Our following quotations are fully 

£5: 0 10 £6 10 
40— 

ps. 
theta m be an advance. in prices. 

"Ga ana Bae ‘scents; from 
aldi Kent t 5 0 

edet - 815— 410 
* Do. 22 519—610 

wd oq, ats nie Loo Brad mer riot 
we 9 boue cette Be Dim 420 

- 20— 40 

ANICLANE, Aor, Dec: 

f Wheat from. en and Suffolk 

must Me ders 1s to-.28; sere 

i qr. highe "het at-trade was dull, 

fos being tangit. to comply with the'advanee, which was 
qr upon the bus done. r remains as on 

Friday, the top price matin 605 per sack; barrels were a less 
free sale than last w i 

RIT. TAPENA QUARTER, si 5. sisi 
Wheat; Eesex; Kent, and Suffolk A mi ite 60 70 Hed 66 67 
T Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Vor! 58 66 Whi- 60 70 
Barley, Malting and distilling Beene Chovalles> a pL Grin 39.34 
Oste; Hincolnshive and’ Yorkshire . — . Polands: 28 Feod E 

thumnberland'and:Sootoh . - Paed $7 a2  Porato: 29 M 
Irish s : Feed s8 82" Potato 28 38 

Malt, pate, BACC oes ~ 
S ht pacc 124 qu ig cia C 
Rye D ¢ 42 
Bonn; Maxton ‘oldandnew ` 36: to-41 k 88 

Hevigolunds . 44 to 49 s 55 
Pins, Wilton 50 torsa” Maple 43” 50 

IMPERIAL AVERAGES: 
| Wheat.) Barley:|" Oats.| Rye. 

Noy. MS emu Oar Bd) dat Ba) S971 Bi) Ale Ba 
~ 4i 26 9 49 4 

Fe i 

LIT 28. 
Dec.. 5 . 
b= 13 * | 

Srweaks” Ayjreys aver. | 48 5| $6 5| 48 gi 

Duties on Foreign Gram — 4 0 gio! 1 € 30 

Fluctuations in la 

(av. 7 
st six week's Corn Average 

Nov: gi. j Nov. x8 Di ERG. j; vial 

Lied Qles,Forelyn;p.ton 91 to n 
Mustard, W liite; per bu sh 

pe 
-=~ -— Brown - 9 i 

To Witte, Engin Rapessed Engish; y ui Mer at oru 

Coxtandat |, Satnetoin <. 
Hime Taren Eng tere, M bush, 5s E 
Linseed . 5 Borel id os 
ani 43 "ref foil 19 

4185 | — Cakes "n per 1o ^ Turnip (too sache für guoration). 
ORD AN. 

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, AND d HE 
Ay KIRKE will sell by Action, on the Premises, 

and Horns-larie, Old 
eic ary 12, E and following days, 

10 e proprietor, Mr. Joseph 
Kirke, givin Basin’ ess, ali the very superior and choice Col- 

lection, Botones TUS tandard and Ta Apples by name ; 
4000 stand: TY on dwarf Pears of the est varieties ; 300( 
standard a: rf Cherries; 1000 standard and dwarf P. 5d E 
1200 ris a A diis stocks; about 3000 standard a 
dwarf Trained Trees, consisting of freuen Eid other Penctios) 
Nevim rines, Apricots, Pears; Plums, and Cherries ; 1200 M. aiden 
Peaches, Nectarines, 'and Apricots ; 3000 budded Muscle Stocks 

white and red Currants ; 4 
rees; Evergreens and 

from 3 to 20 feet BER ; 700 Ja Japonica 
Laurestinus ; 200 P ar ereas and Mag 
Box-edging, "two yen sparagus Strawberry Platte 
white, red, and do SES bearing Raspbei &c. Carts, Bare 
rows, Tools, Nests of pope , Co EM US Desk, &e. May 
be viewed three days prior o the Sale. Cata alogues ay d 
returnable to pu Rem on the Premises ; of Messrs. 

and a e Offices Ds the 
B MUS En Brompton. 

EN. ; begs to announce that he will 

atest the Sale, and HOME us Commission, 

NEVENDON, ESSEX. 

^0 BE LET, a SMALL FARM, by Tender. By the 
Churehwardens and Overseers of. e Parishes of Saint 

Olave and Saint John, Southwark. RM is known as 

“Foreriders,” and is situate at d EeERSe consisting of about 
42 Acres-of Arable and. Pasture Land, with welling House, 

Barn, Stabling, and Garden, and is now in the occupation of 

r. 

Gares, Seedsmen, Covent-garden ; 
Anaien Gets Mr. Pu 

EASE will be granted for a term of 14 years from 

Tues last, at such rent as shall be offered and accepted, 
and will contain egets cone ants as are contained in the Lease 

a Copy may be seen at Mr. Abraham 
t Messra. Corner, Solicitors, 

Mewar ches or to SSTS. ES an prede on the £55 

ie of December inst. The in-coming Tenant t wili be required 

pay the out-going Tenant's Valuation: in the usual way, 
adio to the terms of. 

The Lease and Counterpart will be piensen. by the Solicitors 
ee S Lessors at the bo ep of the Lesse 

Trustees do not bind themed es to accept the 

highest Tender.—Dee. 21, 1846, 

CHRISTMAS. HOLIDAYS, 

ae POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTION.—Pro- 
sor Schonbein’s GUN COTTON, and other EXPLO- 

SIYE "COMPOUNDS, with brilliant Experiments, lectured on 

Dr. Ryan, daily at j past à 3 o'clock, and o: 
Mondays, Y ednesd and Fridays. The p 
bre BL ECTRO- MAGNETIC TELEGRA 

§., to be i ei edes è A beautiful 

Sèries EW DISSOL The DIVING-BELL 

and DIVER, with SRPERINENTS. The hence ert 

ae CHROMATROPE, &c. &e.—Admission, 1s, ; School 

Half-price. 

N 
UI 

Fruits, their History, Qual 
The Number for ANE 1847, being "the commencement o 

the volume, affords a most favourable opportunity for all who 
are fond of Fruits.and Flowers, E commence taking’ this very 

completeassistant to the ps peas: 

May be ordered. of any B r. Large ls. 6d., Small 1s., 

Gardeners’ Edition, hod. ONUS 6d. 
GROOMBRIDGE AND Sons, London. 

AUND* s BOTANIC € GARDEN, w with Engravings 

ic 5 S 
gR re, y A6. 

FOR OFFICERS; ENGINEERS; ARCHITECTS, &c. 

Now rendy, Secoud e M gia Ars Plates. and. Wood- 

qe SURVEYING, "PLAN DRAWING, 
AND SUSUMU GROUND; &e By @ D. Bon; 

R.M.O., pa urs 
uus MunRAY, Albemarle-street. 

Now ready, price 4s. 6d., neat cloth, 

grues TREE ROSE.— Practical Instructiors for its 
SUDDEN anes ue Illustrated by 24 Woodeuts. 

y^ Reprinted from Gardena a Chronicle, with. additional 
res ny the dn and othe 

CONTENTS: 
Annual pruning at car Es trans- saw. proper for 
time, principle of| plantat; _the purpose 
execution, &c. Pushing EE spring 

Binding up RID ER GRAFTING. 

Budding knife shoots from. Ashi er 

ading; time of | Roses, difterentsorts |APhides, to keep 
year, day, timerof on the same! stock ‘dae a E 
Jayitiatadovof the Roses; shextilish of i ̂ oedirowers, Te 
plant,care of buds T Graf binding. ud 
1dding upon body e in n ES. audi p 

Bud, insertion" of | pus Alt ant ad 
into stoc! Sä Ee d vos pitt Grafting, advantage 

pad preparation of, maar 
Shape ‘8 traen El a disadvan- 

pads, dormant and|Shoots and buds, bi a an ~ goico ot E Operation i ES differ- 
Buds, failin hoots for budding : 
ius securing. a| upon, and their Caion a obser: 

upply o arrangement 
Caterpillars, me Shoots, keeping. 

snail even, iat remov- 
coy. ing thor 

Causes of success shortening" wild 

Stoks, d um Qut 
for buddi» 

arrangement.’ 
p preparation 

age, height; sort5| ^ APPENDIX, for different; spe- 
1 cies of Rose ; tak- 
wounds | ing up;trimming: 

Planting out, art] roots, ‘sending a 
rangement. f|' distance, shorten. 
trees, &c. erly and grafting 

Published at the GARDENERS’ OHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL | 

A gaben. of vari. j 

MATH GN e- 
ludaing 

ing- heads, 

GazwrrE Office, 5, Upper Wetifugtoncetroet; Covent Garden, 
London, | B 

GORSE, FURZE, SWEDES, CARROTS, AND TURNIPS. 
pan WEDLAKE'S HAND GORSE MACHINE, 
performing "e operation of Crushing, fi 

ting, at EU. 10s.—. A ouble Action Cake Breaker, a Ls coit 
EDLAKE's Double zo tion. T A ab bs kde ction Turnip- Cutter, for Sheep 

118, FENCHURGCH-E STREET; opposite Mark-lane. 

M erae may now be obtained. of him, he having been 1; 
appointed Sole s for ns sale in this country. 

YT BAILLIERE, 219, R Regent-st 
that all the Works E bibe ur E: 

LIST hes WORKS BY ROBERT WIGHT, M.D., E.LS., 
RGEON TO THE MADRAS ESTABLISHMENT, 

ILLUSTRATIONS OF INDIAN BOTANY; 
Or, Figures Illustrative of each of the Natural Orders’ of In- 
dian Plants de: vu in the Author's emnes Flore Penin- 
dr cds Orientalis ; but not confined to them. 

PE oS in 43 Te conten 95 coloured Plates, 
Madras. 18384 41.175. 
qe IL, Part] Y tum 39 coloured Plates, Madras, 1841. 

Ss 
Odd Parts can be-obtained to complete’ sets. 

ICONES PLANTARUM INDIA ORIENTALIS ; 
On, FIGURES OF INDIAN PLANTS. 

Vol. I., 4to, con: d of 16 Parts, 
ae Madras 

ot containing together 318 

hs consisting of mot “i Parts, containing together 318 Plates, 
Madras) T 
YU ur, Parts 1-3, "with 409 Plates, Madras, 1843—46, 

s. 
Odd Paris can be obtained to complete sets, 

My bes tee TO THE Sorau OF INDIA. 
8vo, London, 1834, 7s. 

SPICILEGIUM NEILGHERRENSE ; 
Or, a selection of Neilgherry Plants, drawn mus colonned from 
Nature, Tug rief Descriptions of each ; some General Re- marks on-the Geography and Afiinities of Natural Families of 
lants, and Occasional Notices of their Economical Properties 

and Uses. 
4to, with 50 coloured Plates, Madras, 1846. 11. 10s. 

PRODROMUS FLORZE PENINSULZE INDIA 
ORIENTALIS ; 

Containing Abridged Deseriptions.of the Plants found in the 
Desi of British India, arranged aecording to the Natural 

Vol. L,8vo, London, 1834. 16s. 

In the Press, to be published early im the spring, 
In one vol. 8vo, to bind with the SomooL BOTANY, 

HE ELEMENTS OF BOTANY, 
STRUCTURAL, AND MEDICALE” SYSTEMATICAL, 

With a Moins Glossary of Botanical Terms. 
Being a Fifth Editi. 

THE- OUTLINE or rub FIRST PRINCIPLES or BOTANY. 
B; N LINDLEY, PH. D. 

London: BRADBURY & Evans, tios: 

Every Saturday, price Fourpence, 

|rpug ei JOURNAL OF LITERA- 
RE, SCIENCE, AND ART; 

Caenin togo free'by post, 5d.) contains :— 
Reviews, with copious extraets, of' every rope New 
nglish Book, and of the-more TAIN Foreign W 
Reports of the Proceedings of the TES. and Scientific 

Societies, with Abstracts. of all Papers of In 
HENTIC Accounts’ of ali Scientific ioi and Expedi- 

"ORESUHNE ON ART, wed Oritical Notices of Exhibitions, Pie- 
ture Collections, New Pi &e. 
OniGINAL PAPERS On the Fine-Arts'and General Literature. 
Foreren’ ÜORRESPONDENOE' On Literature; Seience, and Art. 
Music AND Drama, including’ Reports on the Opera, Con- 

certs, Theatres, New Music, &e. 
ICAL Notices of Men distinguished in Literature, 

Scieuce and Art. 
ORIGINAL PAPERS and Poem: 
MISCELLANEA, including all iati is likely t to interest the in- 

formed amd int telligent. 
The ATHEN/EUM is. s0-conducted that the reader, howeverfar 

distant, is, in ED Literature, c Rap and’ TE — v 
an equality in point of i he 
cir fies of the Metropolis. 

e ATTHENJEUM is pauan oer Saturday, but is re-issued 
Aa ‘Month stitched in a wrap} 

Wholesale Agents ; oe Seotand, Messrs. BELL and Brap- 
FUTE, Edinburgh; for Irelani Mr. Cu MEAS Dublin; for 
France, M. BAUDRY, 3, m Sete aie Paris; for Belgium, 
Mr. BROWNE, 73, Rue Monagne de la Cour, Bri cm 

On Tuesday next will be published, in fop. 8vo, price 4s.-6d., 
cloth; 

4 REIS WHOLE: ART of CURING, PICKLING, 
and SMOKING cg and FISH, both in the referee and 

with many useful miscellaneous Recipes, and 
s forthe construction ofan Economical Dryin ing- 

ES and Apparatüs, n entively new plan. 
ghteen years a a PPaeticnt Curer. 

N, GREEN; and LONGMANS 4 

n ign PERRA 

London; geebess Brow 
hom may be had;price 7 Tsi 

MISS ACTON'S COOKERY. New “Edition: 

"PHE HORTICULTURAL MAGAZINE for Januar 
willéconfmence: am entirely NEW VOLUME of PRA 

TIOAL GARDENING, and will be illustrated MEUS a beautiful 

coloured drawing, of a new Orchid House, and 9 Engravings. 
The: following original Treatises written expr: or the 
Work willappear inthis Num 

1. Culture’ os ix Trees; 

of Gardens, 

Advantages of Peale abe 
Notes on New 
atural History. 

‘The Horticultural Transactions: 

Gan es sti Src une for January: 

10. Notes ind Noveltios, 

Hovtsron and STONEMAN, Paternoster-row; and sold'by all 

ooksellers, 
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ROVIDENT É— OFFICE, 50, Regent-street, 
ed 1806, —In Capital. 1,200,0007. 
. . Bonuses declared si ne Claims 

paid since the establishment of the Office 20,0002. 

‘esident.— THE RIGHT Honoura BE Garr, 

The Earl of Macclesfield, orederick Squire, Esq. 

Sir John Osborn, Bart, ev. James Sherman: 

John Deering, Esq. red SUCTUS Esq. 
Alexander Henderson, M.D. rd Sherwo icha: 
1, The Rates of Premium are those adopted by ye pirieigat 

eth doe the rate without bonus is lower than that of most 
other 

The Bonuses are added to the Policies, or applied to ine 

appe: of the Premiums, or may be genetyeà in cash as s00) 

declared, at their then LEG vi 
8. Loans are granted upon the Policies ames by this Office, 

or the Policies are purchased at their full v: 
4. If a party neglect to pay for the d “of his Policy, he 

may repair the omission any time within 12 months, upon proof 

of good health, 
Bonuses paid poon ou. which have become CLAIMS. 

Sum insured, |Sum paid. 

£ 5 
John Wharton, Esq., UR SE 5000 7706 6 0 
Sir DE Saunders Sebright, B 5000 7652 13 3 

Si m Wake, n . . 5000 7500 9 

E Nes 5000 7128 15 8 

hat ampneys, Canterbury 3000 4509 1 1 

: The: “Marquis of Welle: 2000 3411 1 8 

Earl Cathcart .. 1000 1862 4 11 

full p may be obtained upon ap- 
plication to the rene of the Office in all the prapa towns 

of the United Kin; isdn; and at the head Office, No. 50, Regent- 
street, NA. BEAUMONT, Managing Dir ect 

Ce MEDICAL, AND GENERAL LIFE 
SSURANOE SOCIETY. 

No. 78, Great Russell-: AAA Bloomsbur, Y. 
ERN 

RTH DIVISION or PR Fou xtraordinary General 

Meeting of the Proprietors of this Society will be held at the 

ce, in Great Russell-eireot, on Thursday, the 7th day of 
clock precisely, for the purpose of 

the right of being present. 
e Meeti moras be made special, in order that the 

Proprietors may into consideration the expediency of 

amending and ficia some of the existing Laws, Regulations, 
eed of Consti- pem Provisions of the Society pursuant to the D 

Geo. H. PINCKARD, Secretary. 

LBION LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 
EW BRIDGE-STREET, LONDON. 

Instituted in 1805,— Empower = Du ’ Act of Parliament. 

Pesergt Merani arising from x HUS Capital, totally inde- 
pendent of the Premium Fun 

A Bowe ARAA ng to Four-fifths, or 80 per Cent, of the 

Me Brune fróm v Policies issued upon the 

Porc the P. Poli 
PS We ie oe 

ment in Cas! 

w Premi t Profits, particularly for limited 

ex of years, i asing, Decreasing, and tes of 

Premium, C1 aims paidin 30 aoee eder Lee of Death, Pro- 

spectuses, Proposals, de., m tthe Offic Par- 

ties resident in the country are rues E required to appear person- 

allyi in London. Epwin CHARLTON, Secretary. 

ANCE, e INSU Pat MALL AND COUNHILL, 

Don, Established 1803, for FIRE AND LIFE IN- 

SURANGE, and ANNUITIES, rh the Purchase of Reversions 

and Life Contingencies. Capital One Million sterling. The 

whole paid up and ee and entirely independent of the 

amount of A. SW received, 

EDWARD GOLDSMID, Esq., CHATRMAN. 
WILLIAM, TITE, Eso., F. R.8., DEPUTY CHAIRMAN, 

GEORGE-CARR GLYN, Esq., TREASURER. 
e effected on Single. Lives on Joint Lives, 

another, Persons 

and any o 
iating a Pai of their income to provide 

alleviate the distress which their death would otherwise occa- 

. sion to their family or friends. Rates and Conditions of Fire 

and Life Insurance, or other information, may be obtained at 

the Offices. in London, and. of the Company's Agents in the 

eountry. Fire po olicies, ue at Christmas, must be paid on or 

before the Ith of". January. By order of the Board, 

JOHN CHARLES DENHAM, Secretary. 

gorii WIDOWS FUND AND LIFE 
: ARRURANCE S SL. 

ou A.D. B 
ae . 

Capital ye eg Ex Iuvested aid of One Million 

Seven Hundred Thousand Pounds nual Revenue upwards 

of Two Hundred and, m TR Pounds 

At 31st December, 1 "ais Society's Fourth Periodical In- 

vestigation, the bonus S idaitioñs then declared, were, in the 

case i Bs older policies, and on the original sums insured, 

as fol 
eem ‘retrospective bonus upwards of Three per Cent. per 

the contingent VR bonus to upwards of Three- 

Mapi Half per Cent. per annu 

Assurances effected through the head office, or agencies 

before the books are shut for the current year, will have the 

advantage of a full year's standing over those assurances 

er oe may be EET beyond that period. 

Copies of the prospectus, forms of propos: 
tained at the 

als, and every ne- 
head office, 

cessary information, may 

Edi Brem 5, St. An saque or at any of the Society's 

agencie sd IE, Manager. 

NM M RGE, Chief Clerk. 

Offices in London : 4, Royal Bschenge buildings
, Rond pu 

mall Wes: N, A 

rnODD'S PATENT F-EROTOXIDE PAINT. m 

properties of this Paint pa peculiar for Bic s iron 

from oxidation, woo: and masonry from damp; 

For houses painted during occu- 

being I5 OS innoxious. Manu. 

Cement Works, Nine 

Elms, iem 

SCHOOL 

*.* To suit the convenience of Students and others, the above Work is issued also in 12 Monthly Parts, price 2s, 6d, each. | 

Also, by tha same Author, a New Edition, in demy 8vo, 

SECOND EDITION—NOW READY, E | 

Ini one thick voltime 8vo, containing 900 pages, and upwards of 500 Illustrations, price 30s. in cloth boards, | 

THE VEERETAB E KINGDOM 

BOTANY; | 
THE RUDIMENTS OF "BOTANICAL SOIENGOE, 

WITH NEARLY 400 ILLUSTRATIONS, PRICE 5s, 62. HALF-BOUND. 

London: Published for the Author by BRADBURY & EVANS, Whitefriars. i | 

On the 1st of January will be published, Vol. II. Part I, of 

Pe JOURNAL OF THE HORTICULTURAL 
CIETY OF LONDON ice 5s., to be had of all 

Bookseles and Ua. gratis to Fellows of the Society. 
NT M :—1. On Hybridi- 

nox CER Vegetables. By t on, and Very Rev. W. 

Herbert, LL.D., Dean of Manthester: ES he First.—2. On 

the Ventilation and Covering of Hothou: By Mr. T. Moore. 

—3. Facts connected- with the Potato Disease. By Mr. G. J. 

fcu oa a new AES intro- 

—b. Report den of the 

Society, in 1846, win Seeds prepared vy Mr. TEE eu 

ragus at Killerton. By M: odd 

. Acland, Bart.—7. Further, ONS 

Esq., n per A 
eased aai Sound Tubers in the Society’s Collection of Potatoes 
cultivated in 1846, mpson, Superintendent of 

the Orchard and Kitchen-garden department.—9. Observations 

upon the Polmaise Method of Heating Garden Buildings. By 

D. B. Meek, Esq.—10. Remarks on th crea he and Habits of 

the Cephalotus folli 
Tables of the Temperature of Corin ale 

dener to Sir W. Molesworth, Bart. 
New PLANTS, &o., pion REE PETE dm Aconi- 

tum autumnale,—2. 

PROCEEDINGS AT pi. OF THE y ROG, from May 1, 

1846, to July 7, 1846. 

By Ty. Corbett, ¢ gar- 

On January 1, 1847, will be published No. 1 of a New SERIES of 

TH a FLORICULTURAL CABINET AND 
FLORISTS’ MAGAZINE 

This work has, for many years, been the mostpopular one on 

Flowers ever published, and to render it still more worthy o: 

public esteem, a new series is issued, in which are introduced 

such improvements as gveatly to enhance its value. 
P will contain Goroonsp; Em or New PLANTS and 

recordi. every novelty 

ám nd improvement as- y appear, Ts the best modes 

for cultivating all kein, nds of a the whole being ai 

alike to promote the pleasures of gardening i in tts shpat delight- 

ach Number valle chee issued on 

$ & 

n Avo Maria: lane, 

CONTENTS OF oured Figures rof Lesche- 

naultia splendens id arcuata, with | articles upon— The Oulture 

of Leschenaultias—Notes on New or Rare Plants—The Achi- 
menes and other Gesneraceous Plants— Vegetable E up t 

—British Ud TES KEVA DTE Indicated by ints— 

The Provence R Hi of Cap! s Heaths 
— Boronia serrulata Thanbergia chrysops — Oblou rs in 

Campanula pyramidalis- OH ange of Colour inthe H Shrubs— 
2 of Co olour i in the Hydrangea 

iti Sieboldii— 

Double Sweet Vi G its Winter 

Culture — er: osos -The Fox; xglove Tree—Crowns o! 

Flowers, &c., with Floral Operations for the Month in the 

Flower Garden, i in the Forcing Pit, in the Greenhouse, and in 

the Stove. go- 

Culture of ET Mi t 

Also brief notes and correspondence, on Pelar 

niums, Polmaise Beating &c. 

OUDON'S ENCYCLOPEDIAS. 

5th Edit. one Flags vol. 8vo, with 1300 SECUTA 50s. cloth, 

2 ENCYCLOPZEDIA of COBAGU LTURE. By 
J. C. Loupon, F.L.G.Z. & H.S.8., &c.—Also, 

AN ENOYCLOPJEDIA of GARDENING. eb 

AN ENCYCLOPÆDIA of PLANTS, 

ENCYCLOPADIA of RURAL NROHITROTURE, 635. 

AN ENCYCLOPJEDIA of TREES and SHRUBS. 50s. 

Eds BRITANNICUS. 31s. 6d. 

ondon; LONGMAN, BROWN; GREEN, and LoNGMANS. 

THE HON. MRS, NORTON'S cia LMS PRESENT TO 
PY. DR, 

4 Upson ie RY'S. A A L LADS. 
ADVENTURES OF A WOOD. TE. 

THE STORY OF BLANCHE AND PERUTIRIN. 

By the Hon. Mrs. 
Foolscapu 4to, s Dp illustrative Drawings by JonN AB- 

OLON, in an appropriate picture-cover, price 6s. 

ag AN the new Present-Books qe the Season, in the hand- 

omest Maas Se may now be had 

H CUNDALL, 12, Oia Bond-street. 

HE MAN IN THE MOON. 

On the me of T y, 1847, will be published, price Sa, edited 
LBERT The and ANGUS B. REA .Il 

THE "MAN - THE MOON, a “onthiy Review 

and Bulletin a New Measures, New Men, New Books 

New Plays, New Jokes, and New 

the Amalgamation of the Broad Gauge ee! 

Gauge of Fact, into the Grand Gener: 

London: CrAnx, Warwick-lane, and a Booksellers and sold 

atevery Railway Station in the Kingdom. 

BY ORDER OF.THE POSTMASTER GENER 

REAT WESTERN RAILWAY.—On aad P tior 

Jf Wednesday the 30th instant in compliance with the orders 
Mail from Exeter to Pad- 

as heretofore. 
dington will star! Oxford 

It will leave Bristol at 11-50 

| Sold 

1:45 a.m. e other as in like pro 

of whicn may be » obtained at the Railway 

from Teignmouth in connection wi with the Eun Mail will start 

at 8:10 p.m. By order of the Directors, nas. A. SAUNDERS, Sec. 

The following Works will be published on the 91st inst. 

VEN NE eil AND PENCIL SKETCHES OF | 
f SocrE' No. . M. THACKERAY 

CERE: With Konus Tilustrations. Price 1s. 

ENGLAND, — ‘PRE COMIC HISTORY OF 
No, VII, By GILBERT A. à BECKETT. 

Lzrcm. Price 
Illustrated by 

8. * 

OUGLAS CORSI SHILLING MAG- 
XX AZINE, No. 

UNCH !' OR, THE LONDON CHARIVARI, 
Part LXVI. Price 1s. 6d. 

London: Published at the Poncn Orricz, Fleet-street. 

qs GARDENERS' MONTHLY ERU 
Edited by GEORGE W. JOF'NSON, 

Author of ** The Doy of Modern nae) ‘The 
eners’ Almanack,” dc. 

o work on Gésdentng exists MR within its pages all 
the Snformation relative to each object of the art'that the | 

This is no fault | 

intelligence now communicable relative to any one crop, and 

which every cultivator of it would rejoice to possess. To in- 

Trense the size of such volumes as those referred to would Ee 

to render them comparatively useless, for they would be t 

costly for the vast majority of those who uu especially de- 

sire to possess such a store of knowle 

To avoid nom E RC) the series. of “Tan GAR- 

DENERS MowTHLY VOLUME” has been undertaken. Eac 
volume will be Conget in itself; will be devoted to one or 

more plants Mro aba by the gar rdener; and will combine all | 

that is useful to nown of each connected with its history, | 
chemical and Potanical iualities, modes of culture, uses, dis- 

ers, with any other relative informa- 

tion, and riehly illustrated wherever illustrations wil be of 

gardeners, as wel 
times, are placed at the | command o: 

litor. 
Each volume being of itself a book, purchasers may select 

only such as may suit their wants; whilst those who take e the 

subjects of each volume reve to plants of which the culture 

is especially interesting about the 
is publishe 

volume, bound in cloth, price half-a-crown, will appear on | 

the Ist d RE month ; and, at the same time, to suit the con- 

venience of purchasers, in half Volumes, with stitched covers, 

price oie shiling each. 
Jani d Bg 

THE POTATO : ITS C 
è Fel Es st, 

THE CUCUMBER and "THE GOOSEBERRY ; their m | 

ture, as, and History. Each complete in haina volume. 

on . BALDWIN, lc row. Dublin: W.and & 

“Winchester : 

will appear, 
DUI ‘USES, AND HISTORY. 

ROM MON 

RE S PS GARD ENERS’ ALMANACK for 1847, 

price ls., is just Published by the Stationers’ Company- 

Beatties: the usual contents of an almanack, it contains full in- 

ormation cf all the Floricultural Discoveries of the past year, 

and Directions for the future; highly improved Informa tion 

relative to the Potato; Garden Calendars, ee 
Se aT t NERT 

CCEPT TABLE PRESENTS. —The present Senson | 

is hallowed by one the most DIE Um of 

Friendship and Affection : otis interchange of ts ns Te" | 

membrances of the donors, and tokens of their eieae for 

the receivers. The most appropriate present becomes the first | 

subject of consideration ; ;—a merely useful one can afford mo | 

evidence of taste; while E present possessing no | 
utility, shows a want o! To combine ae requi- | 

sites, a more fitting AVEM Sanao be suggested thi | 

ROWLANDS' d ARTICLES, 

MAGASIN o "KALYDOR? A SODNE: s | 
| 

claims to | 

d Complexion ; and ROWLAND. S” ODONTO, 

is invaluable qud its beautifying Hus preserva
tivo effects on the 

Teeth and Gum 
f 

BEWARE OF SPURIOUS IMITATIONS— | 

some are Pered under the implied sanction of Royalty, andthe | 

Government Departments, with similar attempts at eception. ] 

The «Macassar Or" '' Maii and | 

“O: MET " and the wrapper of each 

AN NDS, ? pr Soadinf that of the 
bears the 

the foot, in Red Ink, thus— 
AND 

article, with | their pes es 
. ROWLA 

d by them at 20; Hatton CEN London, and by every 

AME Chemist and Perfumer MircvaoutjHe kingdom. 

Tes ted by WILLIAM Bidbsgax a No. 6, York- place
, Stake, ect 

mupanion M vsu Evans, o ot 
the county of Middlesex, Pr! 

ro UD s of reu 
aeh bees jarli pee pari 

Where. ‘a podes um Ep 
Kdltor.——SATURDAY, DECKMBER 

PIE EN I 
den, ia tho anid miy, 38. 1846, 

are to be (CDOPUTE tothe 

Hn 

THE STRUCTURE, CLASSIFICATION, AND USES OF PLANTS, | 

ILLUSTRATED UPON THE NATURAL SYSTEM. | 

BY JOHN LINDLEY, Pr.D, F.R.S., ano L.S., | 
Professor of Botany in the University of London, and in the Royal Institution of Great Britain. | ? 
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